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[Space forbids making the index of the Railway Age Gazette so detailed as to show every reference in
General headings, therefore, are used which are inthe entire half year to every detail of every subject.
tended to be inclusive, and if the reader fails to find a particular subject under the specific heading with
will
mind,
he
look
under
the general subject of which this is a branch he
connects
in
his
if
which he
it
For instance, one of the articles published during this half year
should find the article he is looking for.
article
dealt with the general subject of the Interstate
and
Confiscation."
This
was entitled "Depreciation
Commerce Commission's accounting rules and in particular with their rules foe. charging for depreciation
Accounting Depreciation and Confiscation.
indexed,
therefore,
under
on equipment
The article is
There 13 also, it might incidentally be mentioned, a cross reference Depreciation see Accounting.]
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GENERAL INDEX
[Ilhistratcd articles arc indicated thus *; Editorials

A
Accident (Sec Automobile; also Safety First):
Baltimore & Ohio at Belmoitt, Ohio, 70
Baltimore & Ohio South Western at Orient,
Ohio, 947
British Statistics for 1914, 131
Caledonian Ry. at Quintinshill, 653, 703
Central of Georgia near Columbus, 1020

and Car Accounting

Officers;

also
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Bureau for Clearing Car Repair Accounts,
.

Cost Accounting by "Experts," 145t
Cost of Additions and Betterments; 1. L. L.
Ruling, 357
Depreciation and Confiscation, 44J:, 311t
Fiscal Year, Change in, 413t, 949t, 1101,
1234*
Labor Accounts Distributed, 336t
Adjuster, Manual Slack, 948*
Advertising:
Erie Suburban Cars, 33
Tourist Transportation, 5t
.

^'^'Live"^Stock Quarantine,

172, 616, 709

Railway Development Association

s

Meeting,

909, 938

Stock Claims, 280
Air Brake (See Brake)
Air Brake Hose (See Hose)
/03
C.oyernnient Railway, 71, 230
Alaska:
Tunnel at
Allegheny Construction Company:
East' Brady, 456*
tfc
nf
American Association of Passenger Irfthc Ut,

Meeting

ficcrs:

at

8811

854,

Ind.,

Lick,

1-rench

844t.
American Association of Railroad Superintend.

ents;

Annual Convention, 379, 451
Railroad and the Hobo., 453t, 460
Railroads and
American Bankers' Association:
the People,

1009

American Bridge Company:

A T
B
New
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& S. Fe at Sibley, Mo., 13"
& O. at Kansas City, 263t, 284*
York Connecting R. R., 421*, 663, 865

American Car & Foundry Company:
Annual Report, 80
„,..
Truck Frames, Rolled Steel, 331*
American International Corporation, 1101
American Locomotive Company:
Annual Report, 546
,

Foreign Orders, 1011"

,
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Mountain Type for Seaboard Air Line, 87
Pacific Tvpe; D., L. & W., 1185*
American Railway Association;
Car Service Rules, 209
.,
.
,
,
Committee on the Prevention of Accidents
1065, 1119*
on, 210
and Shortages, 136,
Surpluses
Freight Car
205, 49nt, 709, 928t
Loss and Damage Payments, 993t, 1013
Meeting, 947
,-.,./Plan for Remedying I'reight Congestion,
at

Cr.idc

Annual Convention, 170, 193
Locomotive
American Smoke Washing Plant:
Smoke-washing Plant: N. Y. C. 558*
for
Testing
Materials:
Society
American
Annual Convention, 31, 41t, 61*
Rail

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Oakwood,
Wis., 48
ChicaBO, Rock Island & Pacific at Agawam,
Okla., 707
Erie at Otisville, N. Y., 1163
_
Explosion at Ardmore, Oklahoma, 614, /UJ,
935, 973
French Railways in War Time, 1015
Highway Crossings. Safety at. 11191
I. C. C". Bulletin No. 55, 549t, 560
695*, 824
I. C. C. Monthly Reports, 272,
London & Northwestern near \\ eedon, 1103
July, 328;
229:
Monthly Summaries: June,
August, 480t, 503; September, /32; Oc1256
1201,
tober, 1086; November,
North Eastern at Chaloner Whin., 41t, 53
Pa.,
Phoenixville,
Philadelphia & Reading at
665
Steamships and Railways, 264t
Street Railroads of New \ ork City, 1065
Trespassing:
Legislation, 453t, 460
N. Y., N. H. & H. Campaign, 69b*
Southern Railway, Report of, 871
Statistics, 549t. 560
Texas Railways, Campaign of, 540
Union Pacific at Randolph, Kan., 767
Western Maryland near Thurmont, Md.,
327, 373t
With Railroads It"s Different, 726
Accounting (See also Association of Transportation

Crossings,

Empty Car Movement, Committee

Specifications,

17

Test Department; Pennsylvania R. R., 6"
American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
Electric Locomotives. 247
Trucks, Four-Wheel Passenger Car, 1055*,
1133
An.American Wood Preservers' Association
nual Convention, 1152
971*
Amur (Siberian) Ry.: Construction Work,
Annual Reports (See names of companies)
Apprentice (.See Education)
Arch (See Bridges and Buildings)
Associated Railroads of Pennsylvania and New
Jersey: Department of Public Policy and
Relations, 210, 376
Association of American Railway Accounting Of;

ficers:

Changing the Fiscal Year, 413t, 949t, UOl
Importance of Work, 787t
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Iron
Wheels: Address of C. W. Lyndon. 690
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers;
Annual Convention, 770, 802
Association of Railway Telegraph SuperintendAnnual Convention, 19
ents:
Association of Transportation and Car Account-

ing Officers:' Summer Meeting, 25
Association of Western Railways: Reorganization. 703
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe:
Annual Report, 680t*, 716
Ballast Dresser Results with, 529*
Bridge at Sibley. Mo., 13*
Engineman Injured After Ignoring Signals,
1077t, 1107

Explosion at Ardmore, Okla., 614, /03, 935,
973
Harmony Work, 198
Loss and Damage Payments, 822
Riplev, E. P., Dinner to, 844t, 849*
Ripley, E. P., Ode to, 798
Suggestions from Stockholders, 539
Annual Report of the New South
Australia:
Wales tlovernment Rvs., I182t
Automatic Stop (See Signaling)
Automobile:
Accidents in New York, 818
Accidents in St. Louis, 871
Railway and the Automobile, 804, 1180t
Safety at Grade Crossings (See Safety First)
Signal, Distant, S. P., 497*

B
Baggage:
Charge for Checking, 881t
Declaration
1024

of

Value,

74,

partment,

Memory

of

F.

1160

Railway Engincenrg Association:
Inlluencc on Ralls of the Method of Blooming. 1187
In-'ols. Ladle Test, 1196
Rail Failure Statistics for 1914 100/
747
Special Sleels for Track Work, 741t,
AssociaAmerican Railway Master Mechanics
tion: Result of the Letter Ballot, 804

American

824,

481,

364,

Baldwin Locomotive Works:
Pacifi'c Type; C. B. & Q., 275*
Pacific Type, R. F. & P., 1129*
Ballast:

Cost and Efiiciency of Materials, 123
Dresser, Results with; A. T. & S. Fe, 529*
Gravel Pit, Operation of, lG7t, 117
_
Gravel Screening and Washing Plant, 345
Bolt Nut, 751
Ballou Safety Rail Joint Co.;
Baltimore & Ohio:
Accident at Belmont, Ohio, 70
Annual Report. 930t*, 988
Bond Sale, 1117t
Chaperones Appointed, 1208
Credit Marks for Train Men, 2671
Employees' Relief Department, 767
First Aid Without Alcohol, 973
Mail Room, 703
Staff Meeting. 30
Tie Preservation, 51St, 537
Willard. Daniel, LL.D., 30
.
,,
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern: Davis, J. M.,
on Regulation, 472
Smokebox
Company:
Inint
&
Brass
Barco
Blower Fitting, 1019*
Strike, 1163, 1180t,
Belt Railway of Chicago:
.

Benners, Edwin H.:

Brazil:

Lease of Railways
Bridges and Buildings

G. White Co., 1101

to J.

also Construction,
Railway Bridge &
Building Association)
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Bridge at
Sibley, Mo., 13*
Caisson. Concrete; C. B. & Q., 383*
Canadian Pacific Draw Span. 239*
Chattanooga Creek Bridge; N. C. & St.
343*
Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy Bridge at
Kansas City, 263t, 284"
Concrete Bridges. Reinforced, 761
Concrete, Corrug: ted Sheet Asbestos, 537*
Concrete Structures, Records of, 949t
(ronstruction in 1915, 12241
(Contest on Bridge Construction Methods,
347*
Delaware & Hudson OfSce Building at Albany, N. Y., 58*
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Bridge
at Buffalo, 465*
Efficiency in Department of, 1160
Floors, Concrete, 965
Floors. Creosoted Wood Block. 1140t, 1145*
French Bridge at Rouen. 564*
Galveston Causeway Failure, 490t
Harahan Bridge at Memphis Damaged by
High Water, 1256
Hell Gate Arch, 423*, 663, 865*
Lag Screws in 'trestle Construction, 107t,
125*
Maintaining Bridges in Cities, 333t
Paducah & Illinois Bridge at Metropolis,
160*
Quebec Bridge, Progress on, 1189*
Susquehanna
River
Renewing Ties on
Bridge; L. V., 526*
Safety First in Bridge Inspection, 356*
Sand Blasting Plant, 104*, 397*
.Smoke-washing Plant; N. Y. C, 558*
Tanks for Locomotive Supply, 955*
"Tanks, Stability of Unanchored, 954
Treatment of Bridge Stringers, 752
Trestles, Concrete; I. C, 279*
Trestles. Pile and Timber, 754
Tunkhannock Viaduct; D., L. & W., 809*,
913
Waterproofing of Bridges, 11401
British Board of Trade:
Accident at Chaloner Whin., 41t, 53
Accident near Weedon, 1103
Annual Report of Railways for 1914, 67St»
690
Brooklyn Rapid Transit;
Annual Report, 223t, 259
Life Insurance for Employees, 361, 539, 573
Brown, Harold P.: Concrete Atomizer, 1158*
Brown Hoisting Machinery Company: Bucket,
Drag Line. 125*
Bucket (See Hoisting and Conveying)
EmerBuckeye Jack Manufacturing Company:
gency Jacks. 68*
Cab
Buell Signal and Train Control Company:
Signal and Automatic Stop, 904*
BufTalo & Susquehanna Sale, 30, 436
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh;
Annual Report, 310t*, 370
Lubrication, Slide Valve, 283*
Bureau (See also Organization)
Bureau of Locomotive Boiler Inspection: Inspection Rules, 357, 426, 663, 906

New;

also

(See

American

:

Bureau of Railway Economics:
Ownership of Railway Stock, 186t

Railroads in War, 292
Revenues and Expenses for April, 134*;
May. 24U*; July, 768*; August, 869*;

September,

1165'

Revenues and Expenses

to

June

30,

1915,

574*
Statist'cs for lf98-1906 and
Statistics of the World's

19061014, S5t
Railways,

787t,

805
Statistics Quoted by Newspapers, 1039t
Bureau of Railway News and Statistics: Swedish Railroads Advance Rates, 1205
Burlington Association of Operating Officers:
Training Men for Promotion, 145t, 150
Business Situation (.See Finance; also Public,
The Railways' Relations with; also Legis-

lation)

Frame, Truck, 1099*

Car Dumper
Bessemer & Lake Erie:
neaut Harbor, 390*
Freight)
(Sec
Lading
of
Bill
Blaw Company: Lining Diana Tunnel;
,

W.

Allen, 1020
American Railway Bridge & Building Association:
955*, 960
753*,
Annual Convention, 741t,
Committee Appointments, 1144
DeBuilding
and
Bridge
Efbciency in the

Tribute to

t; Letters to Editor thus +.]

lliiis

Railway Perishable Freight AssociaMeeting, Semi-Annual, 513
tion:
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association:

American

at

,
L.

966*
,
Blower (See Locomotive)
Bond (See Finance)
Bonus (See Wages)
Boston & Maine;
Annual Report, 679t*
Milk Rates, 581, 710
Strike of Freight Handlers, 818, 865
Brake
Car, Lever Hand, 398*
Electro-Pneumatic, 511
Safety Hanger for Brake Beams, 291
Shoe, Streeter Safety, 168*

Con-

&»

m

IN.,

Cab (See Locomotive)
Cable

(See

Signaling)

Cab Signal (See

Sign.aling)

(See Bridges and Buildings)
Cameron, R. W., & Co.: Electric Interlocking
Adelaide, South Australia, 936*
Canada:
Cost of National Transcontinental Ry., 2t
Government Railway Building, 42t
Tie Purchases During 1914, 970
Canadian Northern:
Chairs for Dining Cars, 272*
Mount Royal Tunnel into Montreal, 857*
Caisson

Towel Receptacle, 572*
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Canadian Pacific:
Annual Report. 377"t, 410
Draw Span Over Lachine Canal, 239
Grade Crossing Elimination in North Toronto, 555*

Locomotive Mountain Type, 862*
Rogers Pass Tunnel, 400
Canal (See Waterways)
Canton Frog & Crossing Company: Crossing,
Continuous Rail, 528*
Car:
Atomizer and Nozzle. 1158*
Cafe Coach; Pennsylvania, 57*
Cars and Locomotives (.)rdered and Built in
1915, 1219t, 1221t, 1240
Chairs for Dining Cars; Can. No., 272»
Coupler (See Draft Ciear)
Door, Extensible Trap, 207*
Dumper at Conneaut Harbor, 390*
Gasolene (See Motor Cars)
Hospital Trains in France, 639*
Lighting Generator with Underframe Suspension. 208*
Motor (See Motor Cars)
Painting (See Paint)
Passenger Car Roof Construction, 332*
Passenger; No. Pac, 733*
Sand Blasting Plant, 104*, 397*
Towel Receptacle: C. N., 572*
Trailer; Long Island, 241*
Trucks. Four-Wheel, for Passenger Equipment, 1055*, 1133
Wheel (See Wheel)
Car, Electric (See Car)
Car, Freight:
Adjuster, Manual Slack, 948*
Brake, Klasing, 398*
Gondolas, Steel, for Russian Government,
898*
Handling Tonnage on Local Trains, 373t,
394
Hospital Cars in France, 307t, 329*
Pilferage, Protection from, 86t, 888$
Steel Cars, Life of, 183t
Steel Ends, 183t
Truck Side Frame; Penna., 1099*
Car, Passenger (See Car)
Car Service:
Bureau for Clearing Car Repair Accounts,
161*
Demurrage Rules Changed to Relieve Freight
Congestion. 1078t, 1102
Distributer's Duties, 159
Empty Freight Car Movement, 210, 281
Handling. Rough, Cause of Freight Damage, 146t, 856
Loading Inspection to Prevent Damage, 856
Loading L. C. L. Freight by Double-Check
Systems, 1013
Loading, Train, Increased in 1915, 1041t,
1101

Pooling Freight Cars, 700
Report of Committee on Relations Between
Railroads. 1013
Rules Amended, 209
Scarcity of Freight Cars, 928t, 992t, 1052,
1078t, 1102, 1105, 1166, 1255
Shortage, Circular on; I. C. C, 767. 928t
Spotting Charges. 84t, 99
Summary of Freight Cars in Service, 660
Surpluses and Shortages; A. R. A., 136, 295,
490t, 709, 928t
Surpluses, (Toal Car, 514
Trap Car Decision, 213. 222t
Car Shortage (See Car Service)
Car Spotting (See Car Service)
Dock at Toledo; C. H. & D.,
Carlin, T. C.
273*
Lining Sandy
&'
Chnchfield
Ohio:
Carolina,
Ridge Tunnel, 533*
Buildings)
Causeway (Sec Bridges &
Cement (Sec Concrete)
Central of Georgia:
Accident near Cohmibiis, Ga., 1020
Annual Report, 883t"
Statement of Earnings and Expenses, 413t
Central Virnumt
Automatic Stop, Brownell's, 614
Chair (Sec Car)
Chesapeake & Ohio;
Annual Report, 591 f, 624
Liquors Prohibited, 33
Chicago;
Belt Railway Strike, 1163, 11801. 1205
:

Hour Day Campaign,

Eight

882t, 1016, 1020,

116.1

Grade Crossing Elimination, 634t*, 1119t

(

Report of the Association of Commerce on
.^mokc Abatemrnt. 1040t, 1064. 1078t,
108'), 1101. 1125, 1103*
Swilchmen Demand Pay Increase, 914, 973
"hitago
Altnn:
Annual Report. 795t*
Telegraph Operators Demand Pay Increase,
913
tV:

("hicago

S;

I*'nstern

Illinois;

Annual Report, OOGf
Coupler,

Aii1(»matic

Truck,

467*

\Nurlh Western:
Annual Repnrt. rt35f. 672

Concrete Slab Crossing, 129^
Lciss and nain.ige Clamis Rcducerl, 973
Safety First. 200. 221 1. 1064
Increase,

Smoke

(^Continued):

Abatement

1047*.
Report,
1040t,
1064, 10781. 1089, 1101, 1125. 1193*

Board of Trade:
Lake Line Service,
678t. 709
Chicago. Burlington & Ouincy
Annual Report, 994t'', 1033
Automatic Stop, Gollos, 248
Bridge at Kansas City, 263t, 284*
Caissons, Concrete, in the Platte River,
383*
Locomotives, Pacific Type, 275*
Chicago Great Western
Annual Report, 995t*
Manganese Crossing Repaired by Electric
Welding, 119*
Tunnel
Lining
Repaired
Concrete
with
Atomizer. 1 158*
Thomas
Chicago Malleable Castings Company:
Rail Anchor Tie Plate, 752*
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Accident at Oakwood. Wis., 48
Annual Report, 589t', 628
Block Signals in Montana, 256
Chicago

Between

Electrification

Harlowton

and

Avery, 683*. 1065. 1101, 1163

Motor Cars for Weeding and Mowing. 1144*
Motor Cars on Illinois Division, 51 5t. 527
Roadmasters'

Association,

Convention

of,

972
Safety First in Bridge Inspection, 356*
Track Depression in Minneapolis, 1059*
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific:

Accident at Agawam, Okla., 767
Billing Record, Freight, 386
Cross Section Areas Calculated, 29*
I.
C. C. Report, 323. 374t
Locomotives, Mikado Versus Consolidation,
927t. ^il
Loss and Damage Bureau, 1097
Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha: Annual Report. 637t, 674
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern: Increased
Train Loading, 1101
Chili:
Railway Map, 554t
Chimneys, Design and Construction of, 1 139t,
1153*
China:
Rea's, George, Scheme of Railways. 913
Status of Chinese Railways, 602

Chamber

Cincinnati

Commerce: Commercial

of

Agent and the Shipper, 694
Hamilton & Dayton:

Cincinnati.

Coal Dock at Toledo. 273*
Pensions for Employees, 209
New Orleans & Texas Pacific: Buell
Cab Signal and Automatic Stop, 904*
Cincinnati Railway Club
Railway and the Automobile, 804
Claims:
Concealed Damage. 856
Erie Barge Canal Claims, 614
Galveston Flood Damages, 9911
Insurance Life: B. R. T.. 361, 539, 573
Insurance, Stationary Boiler. 22 If
L. C. L. Freight Handling, 44t. 53*
Loss and Damage:
Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe, 822
Chicago & Northwestern. 973
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 1097

Cincinnati,

OH

Cbifag" AssiK-ialion of Conintercc:
K.nilniail
Service
Apprciiation of
Traction Strike. It

Payments in 1915 and 1914. 993t. 1013
Payments of Class I Roads in l^^H.
146t
St. Louis & San Francisco, 588t
Southern Railway, 1019
Mail Pay Losses of New England Roads.
145t. 164
Perishable Freight, 41 6t
Pilferage, Plan to Reduce, 86t, 888$
Stock on the Rii;ht of Way, 280
Cleaning (See Sanitation)
Clearances (See Legislation)
Clerk (See Employee)
Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis:
Valuation Work, 701 *
Wage Increase for Telegraphers, 1 163
Coal (See Fuel)
Annual Report, 0Q7t'.
Colorado S: Southern:
1037
Columbia & Philadelphia R. R., in 1834, 964
Commerce School of Northwestern University:
Education for Railway Work. 907
Commission to Investigate Regulation, 1077t,
1005, lllSt
Committee on luunigration. 1256
Committee on Packing, Marking and Handling
of Freight:
Loss and Damage Payments,
903t, 1013
Committee nn Prevention of Accidents at Highway Crossings, 1065. lllOf
Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to
( See
also American Railway
Legislation
Association)
Semi-Annua! Report. 045. 1013
State Lawn in 1915, 860
Progress
Committee on Uniform (^Inssificition
90,

:

of.

Corrugated Sheet Asbestos. 537*
Crossing; C. & N. W.. 129*
Culvert Pipe and Concrele Piles. 762
Culvert Pipe for Cattle Passes. 1149*
Development of Construction Methods. 742t
Floor Troubles, 965
Gravel (See Ballast)
Influence of Temperature. 960
Lining Diana Tunnel; L. & N., 966*
Lining Sandy Ridge Tunnel, Va., 533*
Mixer, Low-Charging, 746*
Mixers, Rating of, 741t
Portland Cement Production in 1914, 116
Records of Structures, 949t
Selection of Materials, S16t
Concrete Mixing & Placing (Company: Lining
Diana Tunnel; L. & N., 966*
Connector (See Signaling)
Construction. New (See also Yards and Terminals; also Bridges and Buildings also
;

Station)

Alaskan Government Railway. 71, 230*, 703
Amur (Siberian) Railway, Work on, 971*
Belt Line Proposed for Dallas, Texas, 1077t,
1086*
Government Railways, 2t, 42t
Contractor's View of 1915, 1236
Cost of Structures. 760
Grade Crossing Elimination -(See Grade
Crossings)
Grade Revision and Superheater Locomotives, 469. 637J*, 848t
Mileage Built in 1915, 12241, 1247'
New York Connecting R. R., 421*. 663.

Canadian

865*
Pennsylvania at East Brady, 456
Pennsylvania's Track Elevation Work, 654*
Shoo-fly Line Around So. Pacifi'c Tunnel in
Cal., 115*
South African Line from Prieska to Upington, 119
Summit Cut-Off; D.. L. & W., 809*. 913
Contracting (See Construction, New)
Correspondence (See Organization)
Cost ( See Finance also Maintenance of Way
also Valuation; also Construction, New)
Coupler (See Draft Gear)
Coupling (See Hose)
Crane (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Cross Section (See valuation)
Creosote (See Ties and Timber)
Crossing (See Grade Crossing; also Track)
Culvert (See Pipe)
Curves (See Track)
;

D

L.

C.

L.

Ficiglit,

44t.

'^OJt.

:

Delaware & Hudson:
Investigation of Securities

Held Abroad,

If.

12191

28,

Terminal at Albany, N. Y., 58*
Delaware College:
Railroad Wages, 1128
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Brigde Over the Buffalo River. 465*
Selling Contract Illegal. It
Effect of Water Level on Superheat,

191*
Locomotive, Pacific Type, 1 185*
Summit Cut-OfT. Completion of, 809*. 912
Demurrage (See Car Service)
Denver & Rio Grande:
Annual Report. 845t*
Liquors on Dining Cars Prohibited. 1064
Department (See Organization)
Depreciation (Sec Accounting; al.'^o Valuation)
Despatching (See Train Despatching)
Detroit,
Toledo & Ironton:
Annual Report,
847t
Deus Ex Machina, 1083
Discipline (See Employee)
Ditch (See Track)
Dividend (See Finance)
Docks (See Yards and Terminals)
Door (See Car)
Draft (^ear
Coupler, Automatic. 4(>7*
Coupler Release Rigging, 29 1 *
Drinking ( See Employee)
Dumper (See Hoisting and Conveying)

See also names of companies; also
Revenues and Expenses)
of Georgia s Monthly Statements,

EarniiiKs

i

Central
413 +

Statistics

for

1015,

1237*

Economic Pr.iet ices
Foreman's Price

List of Equipment, 51St
Freight Claim Prevention; St, L. & S. F.,
588t
Handling of L. C. L. Freight. 002t, IOCS

Damage (See Claims)

Inclination of the, 335t

Retrenchment Danger, 74 1
Scrap (See Scrap)
Water Waste. Prevention of, 7S6t
Education;

1005

Great

Tex.

Rail.

Computer. Ross Precision, 529*
Atomizer

Elimination of Grade Crossings.
I077t. 1087*
Damages (See Claims)
Dartmouth College: Willard, Daniel. LL.D., 30
Dallas,

Loss and

1105

Competition
Bridge Construction Methods. 347*
Dialngnes on Safety First. 0>8t

Handling of

:

Bridges, 761

Coal

Lehigh Valley, 861

Concrete:

During

{Continued)

Concrete

:

:

Freight

Chiniyo

Wage

Chicago Association of Commerce

Repair Tunnel Lining; Chicago
Western, M58*
(o

Appi entires, Speci.il; Southern Rv., 1064
College Training for Railway \\ ork. O07
Hill, T. J., Professorship
4t. '31. 134. 868

of Transportation,

:

;

:
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
lllluslraled articles are indicated thus *; Editorials thus t; Letters to Editor thus

— Wages
Increase:

Employee

Education

(^Continued) :
Italian-English Course;
Self-Education, 742t
Traffic Work at
versity, 541

La

Training of New
Training Young

Penna., 354*

Extension

Salle,

Men
Men

for Firemen, 473
for Promotion, 145t,

221t, 231, 265t, 417t, 452t, 454t,
459, 554t, 682t, 881t, 887t, lOOOt, 1188
Electric Headlight (See Locomotive)
Electric Interlocking (See Signaling)
Industrial Trucks;
Electric Vehicle Association;
Pennsylvania, 737*, 818
150,

Electrification:

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 683', 1065,
1101, 1163
Electrification of Chicago Terminals to Abate
Smoke, 1040t, 1047*, 1064, 1078t, 1089,
1101, 1125, 1193*
Electric Motive Power in Railroad Operation, 602, 682+
New Haven Tied Up by Snowstorm, 1179t
Pennsylvania at Philadelphia, 889*
Progress in 1915, 1233*
Brake Beam Safety Hanger,
Elliott Company:
291*
Safety First, 703
El Paso & Southwestern:
Embargo (See Freight)
Emery, A, H.: Scale, Plate Fulcrum, 1156*
Employee (See also Education; also Legislation; also Legal Decisions; also Officer;
also

Commerce
Interstate
also Accident):

Commission

Rulings;

Athletic Association: M. K. & T., 818, 973
Clerk's Plea. A., 4S2t, 459, S54t, 682+, 881t,
887t, lOOOt. 1188
Courtesy, Bulletins on; Pennsylvania, 42t
Courtesy of French, 278
Credit Marks for Train Men, B. & O.,

267+
Despatcher (See Train Despatching)
Dining Car Employees E.xamined. 573, 868
Individual, 41 8t
Twenty-eight
of

Letters,

Discipline:
Discipline:

Punishment
Roll

of

Honor,

Penna.,

361,

418+
Duev. Harry E., Awarded Medal, 1101
Eight-Hour Day Campaign, 882t, 1016, 1020,
1239
Fireman in France, A., 267t
Foremen and Organized Gangs,
1163,

451t
Liquor Drinking in Maintenance Camps,
334t
Massachusetts Nine-Hour Law Unconstitutional, 1026, 1040t
Mutual Beneficial Association, Penna., 1093
Pensions:
C. H. & D., 209
to

Humor

the. 399

Railroad Soldier at the Front, 811
Relief Department:
B. & O., 767

Commission on Industrial Relations, 433, 614
Station Agents Inefficient, 84t
Strike:
Belt Railway of Chicago, 1163, 1180t,

Report of

1205
Chicago

—

Street Lines Appreciation of
Steam Railroads Service. It
Freight Handlers at New York, 573, 613
Freight Handlers i.i Boston, 818, 865,
973
111. Cent, and Harriman Lines, 30
Kansas Citv Terminal Ry., 248
Striving for 100 Per Cent., 263t, 292
Telegraphers, Prizes to; Pennsylvania, 843t,
871

643,

1011*

Manufacture by Railroads, 222t
Record Orders, 843t, 881t, 992t
Erie:

Accident at Otisville, N. Y., 1163
Grade Crossing Order, Appeal from, 1256
Underwood, President, on Passenger Fares,
lS4t
Ward & Company's Shipments, 12
Mail Carrying Complaint, 69

Europe

Selling American Railway Supplies, 901*
Transportation Notes, 194
Exhibits (See Exposition; also names of

as-

(See Accident)

Exposition:
,, ^n
Panama-Pacific: Exhibits Awards for, 33, 69,
135, 436, 499*
Railways' Part in California Expositions,
461*, 499*
Express:
Rate Increase. 214, 223t
,
,
,^„

and Expenses for March, 169;
April, 437; May, 613; June, 769; August,

Revenues

265t.

417t.

4S2t,

459,

554t,

682t,

salt, 887t, lOOOJ, 1188
Training of New Men for Firemen. 473
Training Section Laborers, 109t, 9ilt
'Trainmen, Bad, Cause Collision, 373 +
Transportation Salesmen, 1246

WaBCs:
Bonus

for English Railway Men, 8'>'J, 939
Chicago & Alton Telegraphers Demand
Increase. 913
Chicago Switchmen Ask Advance, 914.
973, 1163
Eight-Hour Day Demanded, 882t, 1016.
1020, 1163, 1239
Graduated Wage Basis, 951
Increase: Chic. & No. West, 913

Increase:
Increase:

C. C. C. & St. L.,
I.
R. T., 1256

1163

gage Bonds; M. P., 184t
Public as Investors, 1009, 1100
Public Control of Railway Capitalization,
1227*
Receiverships and Foreclosure Sales in 1915,
1222t
Receivership Mileage, 587t, 632t, 676t*,
720, 819. 991t
Receiverships in Texas, Reasons for, 1053
Receiverships, "The Outlook" on, 928t
Reorganizations and Railroad Bonds, 1191
Seaboard Air Line Bond Sale, lU7t
Securities Regulation, Frank Trumbull on,
1226*
Situation in the Southwest, 1231*
Securities Held Abroad, It, 28, 1219t
Stock Without a Par Value, 2t
Trend of Affairs in Two Eight-Year Periods, 85t
Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Reorganization
Plan, 146t*
White. J. G.. Co. in Brazil, 1101
Fires (See also Railway Fire Protection As-

sociation)

:

Chemical Extinguishers. 998t
Explosion at Ardmore, Okia., 614, 703, 935,
973
Miscellaneous, 131, 477, 614, 818, 868, 913,
1020, 1101, 1163
Tunnel on the So. Pac, 115'
First-Aid (See Safety First)

Year (See Accounting)
Flag (See Signaling)
Floods:

Fiscal

EtTect on Railw.-iys. 393*. 703. 729*
Galveston. 393*. 490t. 503, 991t
Floor (See Bridges and Buildings):
Foreman (See Employee)
Frame (See Trucks)
France:
Accidents in War Time. 1015
Battle of the Marne. 26
Bridge at Rouen, 564*
Courtesy of Employees, 278
Excursions in War Time, 468
Fireman's Duties, A, 267t
Freight Cars Used as Hospitals, 3C7t, 329*
Hospital Trains, 639*
Passenger
Service
Between Havre and
Paris, 7981;
Employees as Soldiers, 811
Securities Sold by Railways, 240. 610*

Railroad

Welfare

Women

Work
as

in War Time. 60. 386
Railway Workers. 943*
Supply Co.: Ball Joint. 106*

Franklin Railway
Freight:

Agent and the Shipper. 694
Embargoes to Relieve Congestion,
1078t,

1164

1102,

1105,

1166,

1052,

1255

Hunting Stray Freight; Pennsylvania, 162*
L. C. L. Freight Checking Method; M., St.
P. & S. Ste M., 44t, 53*
C. L. Freight. Contest on Handling of,
44t, 992t, 1005
L. C. L. Freight, Double-Check Systems for
L.

Fairbanks,

&

E.

T.,

Company:

Scale,

Plate

Fulcrum, 1156*
Fairmont Gas Engine

& Railw.ay Motor Car
Weeding and Mowing Cars,

Company:

144*
Cable Connectors,
Manufacturing Co.:
572*
Farming (See Agriculture)
American LocomoFederal Trade Commission:
tive Builders' and Foreign Trade, 643
Files (See Organization)
Finance (See also Accounting):
Baltimore S: Ohio Bond Sale. 1117t
"Blanket Mortgage" Bonds, 149+
Bonds; Report of Investment Bankers As1

Fargo

of,
843t, 881t, 992t,
Busi'^nes's!"' Revival
1052, 1099
Capitalization and Bankruptcj;, 991
Central of Georgia's Monthly Statements,

Island & Pacific: Report of
323, 374t
the I. C.
lerCost of Electrification of Chicago
1125
minals.
.,.
,^,
^
Cost of Erie Barge Canal. 83t, 91
Cost of National Transcontinental Ry., 2t
Dividend Changes in 1915, 1239
Dividend Rates in 1904 and 1914, I039t
and
Division of Income Between Capital

Chicago, Rock

C,

,

Telephone. Rules for Answering, 74, 867
Ticket Seller's Best Asset, The, 357
Track Inspection, Pennsylvania, 764, 951
Training for Promotion, 145t, ISO, 221 1,
231.

Economic Journal's Review of '.'Railroads,
Finance and Organization," 1203
Track Construction; Great Eastern, 130*
War Bonus for Railway Men, 899. 939
Equipment (See also Car; also Locomotive; also
Maintenance of Equipment)
Locomotive Builders and Foreign Trade,

sociations)

1205
Insurance, Life; B. R. T., 361, 539, 573
Labor and the Industrial Relations Committee, 1016
Labor and Wages, 1128
Labor Creates All Wealth, 5+
Labor Unorganized, Treatment of, 416t,

How

Ry., 41t, 53

Accident at Quintinshill; Caledonian Ry..
653, 702
Accident near Weedon, London & Northwestern. 1103
Accident Statistics for 1914, 131
Annual Report of Railways for 1914, 675t,
690

Explosion

1152
532

Foremen, Section, Treatment of,
Foreman's Work on a New Section, 963
Freight Agent and the Shipper, 694
Gross Ton in Clerical Work, 5531
Index-Record of Station Agents, 702
Information About Delays; L. I., 1180t,

Public,

Louis Switchmen Demand Increase,
1020
Welfare Work in France, 60, 386
Welfare Work; Pennsylvania, 413t, 430,
609*
Women as Railway Workers in France,
943*
Women Chaperones; B. & O., 1208
Women in Ticket Officers, 263t
Women Telegraphers, Hours of, 436
Engine (See Locomotive)
Engineer (See Officer)
England:
Accident at Chaloner Whin.; North Eastern
St.

Eureka & Palisade:

Men; Penna., 1065
Discipline:

Increase:
Increase:
Increase: Wabash, 573
Public's Interest in, 1128

Uni-

t.

I'inance (Continued)
Pennsylvania Railroad's Public Trust, 1100
Preferred Stock in Exchange for First Mort*

(Covtinucd) :
Lehigh Valley, 1256
Pullman Co., 1256
Texas & Pacific, 1204

Labor, 265t. 268
^
„
ojn
French Railroads as Security Brokers. 240,
610'
,
,,,
Investment in Material, 2.37
Leach, A. B., on Railroad Q"""""; 568
Legislation at Washington, 812, 9^6
.

,

.

Little

Kanawha

Mi'ssouri,

Railroad;

Kansas

&

I.

Texas

C.

C.

Report,

Receivership,

Missouri Pacific Receivership, 307t
Plan
Missouri Pacific Reorganization

184t

rectors on Trial, 818. 868.
1021, 1065, 1102. Ilo.l, 1205
1064 1102
Investigation,
New Haven
Ownership of Railway Stock, 186
719t
Results,
Panama (Janal

New Haven D
'n3

074

Loading, 1013
Loss and Damage (See Claims)
Official Classification Committee, 978, 1166
Pilferage. Plan to Reduce, 86t, 888t
Report of he American Railway Perishable
I'Veight

Association,

513

Shipments of Ward & Co. Over the Erie, 12
Terminal Charges at New York, 213, 375t,
395
Tonnage (See Train Loading)
Waybills, Accurate; C. R. I. & P., 386
Freight Car Surplus (See C^ar Service)
Freight Claim Association:
Annual Meeting, 98
Freitiht Claims
(.See Claims)
Freight Rate Reductions (See Freight Rates)
Freight Rates (See also Interstate Commerce
Commission Rulings; also State Commission Rulings)

Advance Rate Case (Western)
I.
C. C. Decision, 285, 308t, 1258
Investigation of Rates on Live Stock.
etc., 916. 930t
Rehearing Requested and Denied, 587t.
593. 916, 930t

Supplemental Hearing, 581, 616
Anthracite Coal Rates Reduced, 313 480
772, 1025
Arkansas Rate Situation, 363
Coal from West Virginia. 915
Farmer's Viewpoint, A^ 222}, 235
Illinois Five Per Out Rate Case, 978
Illinois-Missouri Interstate Rates. 1025
Increase I'reight Rates and Reduce Passenger l-'arcs. 184t
Milk Rates in New England. 581, 710
Missouri Increases, 929t, 942, 1024. 1039+''
1067 1257
New York Terminal Charges, 213, 375t, 395
State and Federal Rulings Conflict, 309t.
415t
.Swedish Railway Advances, 1205
Texas. Situation in, 822
Transcontinental Lines Propose Reductions
480, 597, 7S8t

Ward &

Co.'s

Shipments Over the Erie, 12

:

:
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Freight Terminal (See Yards and Terminals)
Frog (See Track; also Switch)
Fuel:
Coal Dock at Toledo; C. H. & D., 273*
Coal Selling Contract Illegal; D.. L. & W..
'

It

Coal Shortage in Europe, 476
Coaling Stations, 759
Constructive Criticism of the Fuel Department, 939
Grate, Hulson Locomotive, 330*
Smoke- Abatement Investigation in Chicago,
1040t, 1047*, 1064, 1078t, 1089, 1101,
1125, 1193*
Smoke Prevention with Oil Burning Locomotives, 473
Smoke Removal from Covered Tracks, 1098*
Smoke-washing Plant; N. Y. C. 558*

Gahagan. Walter H., Inc.: D., L. & W. Buffalo
River Bridge, 465*
Galveston l-lood, 393*. 490t, 503, 729*, 991t
General Electric Company:

C, M. &

St. P, Electrification, 683*, 1065,
1163
60-Ton Gas-Electric Locomotive, 658*
General Railway Signal Company: Clockwork
Time Lock, 699*
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago:

1101,

Report on Proper Handling of Equipment,
281

Germany:

Railways

War

in

Time, 428. 725$

&

Gibbs

of

Hill:
Electrification
vania, 889*

the

Pennsyl-

Railway Signal Supply Company: Automatic Stop, 248
Gondola (See Car, Freight)
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company: Air Brake
Hose, 168*
Government Ownership:
Alaskan Railroad, 71. 230*, 703
Canada's National Transcontinental, 2t, 42t
Indian and Italian Railways, 588t. 599, 600
Johnson, L. E., on, 895
Mileage of Government and Privately Owned
Gollos

Lines. 3t

Parcel Post Management,
Government Regulation

55 If

Bankruptcy Record of Railroads, 587t. 632ti
720, 819 928t, 991t
676t
,

Bond

Issues

in

States,

1 1 1

/f

Commission of Inquiry Suggested by President Wilson, 1077t. 1095. lllSt
Dealing with Petty Cases, 550t. 788t
Deus Ex Machina, 1083
Development of Railways in 1915, 1220t
English View of American Regulation, 1203
Inefficiency, 264t, 414t

Commerce

Interstate

Commission

and

Its

Work. 493

Law Making,

Rapid, 472

Legitimate Freedom for Railroads, 660
National and State Regulation, 1228*
National Defense Requirements, 1017, 1080t,
1084. 1229»
"Outlook, The,** on Railroad Receiverships,
928t
Parcel Post Management 551t
Public Control of Railway Capitalization,
1227*
Securities Regulation, 1226*
Regulation 309t. 41 5t,
State or Federal
739, 895, 1118t, 1228*
State Rights, 43t, 49
Suggestions for Wise Regulation, 895
Thorne, Clifford, on, 739
Trumbull, Frank, on, 850
Graburn, A. L.: Chairs for Dining Cars, 272*
Grade Crossings:
Accident Prevention Campaign. 1 I19t
Automatic Signal; L. V., R43t
Belt Line Instead of Grade Separation, i077t,
1086
Concrete Slab; C. & N. W., 129^

Problem

Elimin.^t^fln

:

Albany, N. Y., 961
Chicago, 634t

M. & St. P. in Minneapolis, 1059
Work in, 4It, 45*. 1119t
Dallas, Texas, 10771, 1087"

C.

Cities,

North Toronto; Can. Pac, 555»

Tower Grove Crossing,

St.

Louis,

799*

Eric's Appeal from Public Utility Commission's Order, 1256
Improvements on the N. Y., N. H. & H.,

70
Protection of, 763
Safety (See Safety First)
Grade Revision (See Construction, New)
Grade Separarion
See Grade Crossings)
(

Grate
Gravel
Great
Great
Great

(Sec locomotive)
(See Ballast)
Britain (Sec England)
Eastern: Traik Cnnstruction, 130*
Northern
Annual Report, 10451*
:

H

Hocking Valley: Annual Report, 590t*, 626
Flint;
Cross Section Instrument, 1162*
Hoisting and Conveying:
Bucket, Brown boist-Shnable, 125*
Crane, Locomotive, for Laying Rail; L, V.,
353*, 528
Crane, Locomotive, for Renewing Bridge
Ties; L. V., 526*
Crane, Locomotive, Uses of, 107t, 110*, 753
Dumper, Car, at Conneaut Harbor, 390*
Motor Used for Hoisting, 960*
Rope, Manila, 758
Horton, D. E., Construction Co.: D., L. & W.
Bridge, 465*

Hoge &

Hose:
Air Brake, 168*
Coupling, 398*
Hub (See Wheel)
Hulson Grate Company: Locomotive Grate, 330*
Hunt, Robert W., & Co.: Rail Profile Machine,
1192*
I
Ilg

Ventilating

Electric

Smoke

Removed

Illinois

Central:

Annual Report, 72it*» 784
Joint, Standard, 126*
Stability of Unanchored

Tanks, 954
Treatment of Bridge Stringers, 752
Trestles, Reinforced Concrete, 279*
India: State Railway Management, 588t, 600
Indicator (See Track; also Train)
Industrial Development (See Agriculture)
Industrial Railways Case, Second, 84t, 99
Industrial Relations Committee, 1016
IngersoU-Rand Company: Tie Peeler, 342*
Inspection Car (See Motor Car)

Interstate

Illinois-Missouri

Interstate Rates, 1025
Little Kanawha Railroad. Report on. 1200
Locomotive Inspection, Rules for, 357, 426,
663. 906
Passenger Fare Hearings. Western, 55, 83t,
93. 145t, 153, 1120t, 1134, USOt
Railway Lake Service, 678t, 709, 1210, 1251
Revenues and Expenses for April, 70; June,
539, 549t, 632t
Rnck Island Report, 323, 374t

bates.

E.

F.:

Switch

Hnrvarn University:
of
H<-n(lliKht

Trnnspnrlatcon, 4t,
(Srr Locomotive)

J.

J..

OnusinH (See Craflc Crossinft)
James I.; Professorship of Transportation,

lliffhwny
Hill,

IIOO*
Professorship
31, 134, 868

LiRht,

Hill,

It,

31,

134,

8(.8

and

Reductions,

Alleged

Re-

1131

Valuation (See Valuation of Railways)
Interstate Conuncrce Commission Rulings:
Animals. Valuable. Rates for. 442
Anthracite Coal Rates, 313, 364. 480. 772.
1025
Car Spotting Charges, 84t, 99
Cattle Rates from Kentucky, 441
Cement Rates for Cape (jirardeau, Mo..
363

Charges for Disposal of Slag. 75
Checking of Baggage on Combination Tickets,

296

Classification of Chairs, 873
Classification of Empty Acetylene
ders, 1200

Gas Cylin-

Coal and
402

Southeast.

Coke

Rates

in

the

Coal, Bituminous Slack, to Martins Creek.
Pa., 174
Coal. Bituminous, to Mississippi Valley Territory. 1067
Coal from Illinois Points. 1209
Coal R.ites from Oak Hills. Colo., 441
Coal Rates from the Sullivan-Linton Group.

Omaha, Neh.. 212
Dismissed, 137, 173. 212. 823.
1210
Concentration of Cotton at Alexandria, La..
137
Conference Ruling, 212
Collon Rates. East Bound Transcontinental.
74

Rates
Complaints
873,

979,

to

& N., 253
Rates on, 402
Points in Okla-

of L.

Transit, 1210

Cummins Amendment, 364
Demurrage Charges, 296, 480
Des Moines Commodity Rates,

33, 1209
Detention Charges on Heater Cars, 979
Discrimination at Henderson, 441
Distillers' Supplies, Rates on, 916
Eastern Live Stock Case, 1167
Excelsior and Flax Tow Cases, 1025
Express Companies Granted Higher Rates,
214, 223t
Extension of Credit to Consignees, 772
Fertilizer
from New Orleans, Rates on,
823
Flour Rates from Inman. Kan., 75
Foreign Commerce Not Touched by I. C.

Law, 441
Fourth Section Applications, 1025
Fuel Oil to Arizona, Rates on, 212
Fuel, Railroad, in Southeastern Territory,
Rates on, 364
Furniture Rates from Grand Rapids, 75
Glucose from Chicago, 1209
Goldfield Cases, The, 137
(jrain Elevation Allowances at Kansas City,
212
Grain Milled in Transit at Lawrenceburg,

Mass., 75

Commerce Commission

Rate

:

Ind., 295

Accident Bulletin No. 55, 549t. 560
Accident Report; Bait. & Ohio So. West, at
Orient, 947
Accident Report; C, M. & St. P. at Oakwood, Wis., 48
Accident
Report;
Western Maryland at
Thurmont, 327, 373t
Accident Reports, Forms for, 272, 695*, 824
Advance Rate Case, Western, 285, 3081, 581,
587t. 593. 616, 916, 930t
Annual Report, 1121, llSlt
Car Shortage, Circular on, 767
Continuous Voyage Doctrine, 253
Dcus Ex Machina, 1083
Duties of the Commission, 493
Electric Headlight Case, 1138

Transcontinental Freight
480, 597, 788t
U. S. Stet-l Corporation

Commerce Commission Rulings

(Continued')
Cotton, Export, Rates East
Cottonseed Meal and Cake,
Cottonseed Oil Rates from
homa, 295
Cottonseed Oil Refining in

Grain Reshipping Rates at St. Louis, 138
High Explosives to New England Points,
Rates on, 363
Ice Rates to New Jersey Stations, 402
Imported Wood Pulp Rates from Boston,

Insurance (See Claims)
Interborough Rapid Transit Company:
Wage
Increase for Employees, 1256
International Association for the Prevention of
Smoke: Washing Locomotive Smoke, 558*
International Engineering Congress, 587t, SSSt,
599, 682t
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association: Annual Convention, 387
International Railway General Foremen's Association: Annual Convention, 102, 135. 155
International Trade Conference: Railroads and
Preparedness. lOSOt, 1084

Coal
Harlrcll,

Company:
Locomotive
from Covered Tracks,

1008*

Interstate

Import Rates on Brewers* Rice, 1067
Iron and Steel Cases, 442
Joint Rates from Canadian Points, 825
Joint Rates with the East Jersey Railroad
& Terminal Co., 542
Lateral Allowances on Shipments of Anthracite Coal, 772
Lehigh Valley Lake Lines, 1210, 1251
Lettuce from Texas Points. 1209
Lighterage and Storaee Regulations at New
York, 213, 375t, 395
Live Stock, Rates on, 404. 1167
Log Rates, Low-Grade Cedar, 253
Log Rates to Chattanooga, 402
Loss and Damage Claims on Eggs Delivered at New York City Piers, 773
Lumber Rates from Michigan Points, 823
Lumber Rates from Points on the OregonWashington, 1210
Lumber Rates from South Pittsburgh,
Tenn., 74
Lumber Rates from Southern Points, 175,
581

Lumber Rates from Wilson, Ark.. 441
Lumber Rates on the Gould Southwestern,
823

Lumber Rates
Lumber Rates
Lumber Rates

to
to
to

New Mexico

Class

Las Cruccs, N. Mex., 137
Memphis, 1209
Texas, 1167

and Commodity Rates,

75

New

York-Jersey City Ferry Rates, 1210
Nitrate of Soda, Import Rates on, 1209
North Bound Rates on Hardwood from
the Southwest. 212
Ogden Gateway Case, 295, 363
Oil Rates, Midcontinent, 480
Ore Rates from Baker. Ore., 253
Panama Canal Act. 74, 295. 678t, 709
Pennsylvania's Steamer Lines on Chesapeake Bay, 402
Pig Iron Rates from Virginia, 823, 1210
Pig Iron Rates, Southern. 441
Pipe Line Transportation of Petroleum, 1167
Plaster Rates from Grand Rapids, 75
Proportional C-lass Rates to Iowa Points, 74
Pulpwood Rates from Minnesota, 174
Rail and Lake Rates, 403
Rates from Danville. Va., 212
Rates from Iowa Points to Stations on
the Santa Fc in Kansas, 137
Rates to I-a Crosse, Wis.. 710
Rates to Lebanon, Ky., 402
Rates to Montrose and Delta Counties, Colo.,
173

Rates to Phoenix, 441
Rales to Spartanburg. S. C, 213
Rates to the Teton Basin. 823
Rebates to IT. S. Steel Corporation. 1131
Rcbilling Privileges at Atlanta and Nash*
ville,

441

Rcronsigiimcnt hy Telephone. 442
Safety Appliance Acts, Extension of Time
to Comply with. 1068
Salt Rates from St. Clair. Mich.. 772
Sample Baggage Defined; Articles May Be
Sold.

40.1

Louis Terminal Case. 175
Scrap Iron to Galveston. Rates on, 823
Second Industrial Railwavs Case. 84t. 99
Seed Rates to Texas. 9/9
Shipments nillr^I to Intermediate Points to

St.

Sc\*urc Lower Rates. 34
Shipper's Load and Count, 174
Shrcvcport Case, 1 74

Soap to Texas Points. Rates on, 823
Stone and Marble Rates to St. Paul, Minn.,
173

:

:
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[Illustrated articles are indicated thus *; Editorials Ihits f; Letters to Editor thus
Interstate

Commerce Commission Rulings
(.Continued)

Stopping Cars to Complete Loading, 441
Storage in Transit on Applc3 at Indianapolis,

74

Storage of Coal at Perth Amboy, N. J.,
542
Switching Charges at South Omaha, Neb.,
772
Tanning Material, Rates on, 402
Tap Line Case, 402
Transcontinental Rates to Willamette Valley Points,^ 74
Transit on Grain and Mixed Feed at Memphis, 137
Transit Rates on Logs and Staves at Alexandria,

La.,

Transportation
Cars,

75
of

in

Refrigerator

Car

Service

Charges,

213,

222t

587t, 593, 1258

Western Trunk Line Rules, 173
Wheat Rates from Hillsdale and

Litchfield,

Mich.. 212

"Engaged

Interstate

in

Commerce,"

Engincman Injured Running Past Block

617,

&

Fall of Article

Sig-

S. Fe., 1077t, 1107

Excursion Tickets
Expert Evidence
Required, 710
Extra Fares, 774

—Time
as

to

Limit,

1211
of
Derail

Type

of

Emergency Jacks with Auxiliary Heel
and Hook, 68"
Company:
Metallic
Packing
Jerome-Edwards
:

Sullivan Metallic Packing, 1019*
Adjuster.
Johns-Manville, H. W.. Company:
Manual Slack, 948*
Joint (See Pipe; also Rail)

Kansas City Southern: Annual Report, 724t*
Kansas City Terminal Railway: Strike of Ma248

Keasbey & Mattison Company: Corrugated Sheet
Asbestos Concrete, 537*
Kiln (See Ties and Timber)

Kingan-Ripken Company: Valve Gear, 399*

1069,

1211

1069

Suit

v.

Reading

Companies,

—

77

Grazing Land "Speculative Value," 1027
Guarding Low Bridges to Protect Brakemen, 482
Guarding Yards or Cars Against Children.
254
Headlight
Statute,
Noncompliance
with,
1069
Hearst v. N. Y. C, 139
Hepburn Act; Erie R. R.. 216
Hours of Service Act, 177, 443, 496, 665,
666, 1168
Household Furniture, Damages to, 1211
Increase in Rates. Rules to Justify, 178
Independent Negligent Act of Employee.
710
Injuries to Passengers Contributory Negligence, 980. 1106
Injuries
to
Trespassers and
Employees,

—

543, 824, 873, 916. 980, 1077t, 1107. 1211
to Freight from Inherent Qualities,

Injury
666

Inspection of Records of Liquor Shipments,
1106
Instructions of Drover, Reasonableness of,
873
Interstate Carriers Not Insurers of Goods,
1211
Interstate
Commerce
in
Intoxicating
Liquors. 76
Intrastate 'Shipments
Division of Rates,
617
Johnson Grass Proof of Source, 1026
Kansas Mutual Demurrage, Law Held Void,
76
Labor Union Contracts, 481
Lehigh Valley's Taxes for Morris Canal
Property, 981
Liability for Injury to Passenger Shot by
Another Passenger, 254
Liability for Loss at Sea by Connecting
Carrier, 1026
Liability of Injury to Freight, 1026
Liability of Intermediate Carrier for Delay, 1168
Libel in Letters Complaining of Employees,
980, 1212
Lien for Construction Material, 1211
Limitation of Liability in Interstate Shipment of Horses, 1 78
Limitation of Powers of Railroad Companies, 297
Live Stock, Injuries to, 297, 443, 1211
Local Assessment of Station Property for
Street Improvement, 444
Location of Farm Crossing, 774
"Lookout Ahead" and Speed nn a Curve,
1212
Louisville
Nashville vs. Western Union
Telegraph Company, 1258
Maintaining Flagmen at Crossings, 582
Manager's Right to Salary While on Leave
of Absence, 482
Massachusetts Nine-Hour Law Unconstitutional, 1026, 1040t
Measure of Damages to Valuable Goods,
543
Mileage Ticket Good for Holder's Wife,
980
Milk Rate, Excessive. 1212

—

—

Labor (See Employee;

also Finance; also
also Legislation)

Main-

tenance of Way;
Lake Lines (See Waterways)
Latin-American Public Works Corporation:

BraRailways, 1101
also
page
SSOf)
Decisions
(See
Legal
Abandonment of Highway in Railroad's Possession, 1 168
MeasAdditional Land for Right of
ure of Damages, 1 78
Air Brake Law, 298
Alabama Bonner Anti- Shipping Act, 874
Alternating Current Signal Apparatus Free
of Royalty, 1210
Animals on Track. 77, 177, 916. 1168
Approval of Leases by Public Utility Commission, 77
Arkansas Passenger Fare Case, 824
Assault by Fellow Passenger, 308t, 365
Assessments Special Franchises, 824
Assumption of Risk, 405, 406, 482, 1026,
1168
Attorney's Fee; Compromise by Client, 12II
Boiler Explosion, Injuring Engineer, 297
Caretaker of Stock a Passenger, 443
Centra! Pacific Suit, 1107
Child Held Passenger, Though Paying No
Fare, 178
Children as Trespassers in Yards, 1026
zilian

Way—

—

Under Workmen's Compensation
Claims
Act 543
Coal hocks Not a Nuisance, 35
Coal Selling Contract of D., L. & W.,
254
Consignor's

Liability

for

Freight

Charges,

It

Sue,

1069

Consignor's Right
Right of Way. 297
Construction of Private Tramrnad Over
NcgHContributory
Accident
Crossi'ig
gcncf. 443. 481, 482. 543. 666, "HI
Damage"! for Blocking View by Embankment, 77
Damages for Pain and Suffering Before
Death, 35
to

—

iS;

Misrouting

—

773
Prescriptive Title to Railroad Land, 1212
Proportional Rates, 773
Pullman Car Cook, Liability for Death of,

Pullman Porter May Recover for Injuries.

Flooding Land, 77i, 1026, 1107
Free Pass Invalid, 1069

Government

of State Commission to Change PasRates, 481
Powers of Railroad Commission. 1168
Locality,
Preferential
Rates Unfavorable

senger

Federal Employers' Liability Act, 177 406,
617
Federal Safety Appliances Act Supersedes
State Laws, 1026
Fire. Damages from, 139, 176
216, 443,
873,

Legal Decisions {Continued)
Notice of Intention to Claim Damages, 443,
481, 482, 666, 1027, 1168
Obstruction of Street Delaying Fire Department, 216
Operation of Sunday Trains, 216
Order of Commission Compelling Operation at Loss, 444
Oregon & California Land Grant Case, 1210
Overexertion in Lifting Heavy Articles, 1212
Overflowing Lands by Manner of Bridge
Construction, 216
Parol Gift of Right of Way. 178
Passenger Entering Wrong Train, 444
Passenger I-"are Suit of Missouri vs. Chicago & Alton, 34
Passenger Injured on Steps of Vestibuled
Car, 297
Passenger Killed Resisting Arrest, 254
"Passenger Train" of Freight Cars. 710
Passengers on Freight Trains, 710

Power

from Rack, 177

.

Regulations Covering Concentration and Storage of Dairy Products,
404
Wooden Building Material, Rates on, 441
Investment Bankers' Association
Address of President Leach, 568
Reorganizations and Railroad Bonds, 1191
Report on Bonds, 1202
Iron and Steel:
Ingots. Ladle Test, 1196
Manganese Steel Track Work, 334t. 341
Special Steels for Track Work, 741t. 747
Steel Industry. Activity of. 992t
Italy: Private and Government Railway Management, 588t. 599

Withdrawal

chinists.

—

nal; A., T.

Ferrv

Water and Rail Rates from Yonkers, 442
Weighing of Livestock at Kansas City, 173
Western Passenger Fares, U20t, 1134, llSOt
Western Rate Advance Case, 285, 308t.

Jacks

—

873
Potatoes

33

Trap or

Legal Decisions (Continued) :
Delivery on Forged Bill of Lading 873
Demurrage in Bad Weather, 1213
Demurrage— Private Cars, 1107
Diamonds as "Baggage," 981
Discrimination in Diverting and Expediting
Shipments, 297
Disorderly Passenger Negligerit Conductor,
1106
Drainage Assessment Apportionment, 443
Duties to Passengers at Stations, 254
Duty as to Sectionmen at Work, 406
Employment Contracts Half Wages During Disability, 1026
Employers' Liability Act, 824, 1212

Does

Not Cause Liability for
Slii[>pers' Act, 016
Mississippi Spur Track Statute Invalid, 176
New York "Jitney" Law, 617
New York Workmen's Compensation Law,
1027
Notice and Time for Bringing Suit,
Notice of Demand for Cars, 1212

1026

444
"Railroad Hazard" Defined, 444
Railroad's Right to Remove Switch, 980
Reasonableness of Tender of Large Bill
for Small Fare, 298, 308t
Receivers— Allowance of Claims for Supplies, 1213
Recovery for Loss of Profits, 61
Recovery of Undercharge from Consignee,
1107
Reduction of Coal Rate to Nashville Discrimination in Switching, 77
Remedy Under Carmack Amendment Exclusive, 1026
Repair Shop Employees Fellow Servant
Rule. 617
Rest, Water and Feed Act, 406, 824
License to LTse Waiting
Revocation of
Room, 666
Right of Way Assessment, 1168
Right of Way Granted by Congress, 874
Right to Build Across Highways, 710
Right to Fence Rieht of Way, 177
Rights of Railroad in Crossing Another,
582
Rutland Suit Dismissed, 1106
Safe Place to Work, 916
Safety Appliance Act, 444
Secret Rebates, 35
Shipper Accompanying Cattle, 774
Special Cars for Shipments of Oil, 980
State
Regulation of Relief Associations,
405
State Statute Requiring Cars to be Fur-

—

—

nished, 76

Owned

Steamship

by

Railroad

Under Federal and

State

—

Liability

Status
Acts,

365

Look and Listen Rule, 215

Stop,

Tax on Gross Earnings,
Taxation
Dakota,
Taxation
Taxation

Express

of

481

Companies

in

South

1213
of Railroad Property, 482
on Corporations "Doing Business," 542, 873
Taxes, Liability for, as Between Lessor and
Lessee. 542, 710, 981

Termination
Freight

of

I^iability

— Oklahoma

Rule,

for
178

Interstate

Termination of Relation of Passenger, 482
Texas Repair Shed Law. 974
Time, Reasonable, for Run, 482
Transverse Drains Law Upheld, 35
Twenty-eight Hour Law, 1 78, 916
Undercharge Recovery Plaianess of Tariff,

—

1213

Undercharging
Passenger
Recover Difference. 254
Validity

Bond

of

Issue

—Company
on

May

Consolidation,

215
Validity of Contracts for
pers, 177

Void Commission Order
Another Road, 1069

Waiver

of

Stipulation

Services by Shipto

as

Connect
to

with

Claims

for

Damages, 1026

West Virginia Two-Cent Fare Law. 298
When a Person Becomes a Passenger, 406
Width of Roundhouse Doorway. 666
Wisi^onsin Upper Berth Law, if, 12
Legislation

Boston & Maine Investigation, 573
Boston Terminal Commission, 71, 436
Bristow Committee's Report on Parcel Post
M.Tnagcmcnt. 551t
Clearances, 760
Dealing with Petty Cases, 550t, 788t
Department of Public Policy and Relations^

210
Eight

Hour

1016,

Day

1020,

in

1239

Train

Service,

882t.

J

:
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:

Financial Legislation, 812, 946
Industrial Relations Committee, 1016
Labor Department's Report, 1132
Labor Legislation, Agitation for, 1016, 1196,
1239
Laws Passed in Fifteen States, 23
Licensing of Engineers, 452t, 675t

Working
Law
Lim.ting
Massachusetts
Hours, 1026, 1040t
Moon Mail Pay Bill, 868
N. Y., N. H. & H. Directors on Trial, 818,

868, 913, 974, 1021, 1U65, 1102, 1103, 1205
N. Y., N. H. & H. Investigation, 1064, 1102
Panama Canal Act, Results of, 678t, 709,

1251

President Wilson's Message, 1077t, 1095,
lllSt
Public Control of Railway Capitalization,
1227"
Public Service Commissionerships Constitutional Offices, 244, 357, 675T
Rebates; Penn. Co. and Pitts., Cinn., Chic.
St. L., 1168
Si
R'^bates; U. S. Steel Corporation, 1131
Regulation, Inefficient, 264t, 414t
Regulation or Government Ownership, 895
Regulation, Rapid-Fire, 473
Rifrht nf Way Protection, 1139t, 1142
Shipping Bill, 1063
Signal Companies Investigated in New York
in P. S. Commission Inquiry, 1206
South Carolina firade Crossing Law, 400
Slale Laws on Railway Operation, 860
Slate or Federal Regulation, 309i. 415t,
730, 805, lllSt, 1228*
Stale Regulation Abused, 43t, 49
Texas Repair Shed Law, 974
Trespassing Laws, 453t, 460
Western & Atlantic Railroad, Lease of,
31, 160, 292, 1064
Lehigh Valley;
Annual Report, 266t*. 303
Dining Car Employees Examined, 573
Dock, Ore, at New York, 420
Lake Line Service; I. C. C. Ruling, 1210,

Locomotive, Electric iCoiitiniied) :
60-Ton Gas-Electric Locomoti.ve for the
Dan Patch Electric Lines, 658*
Locomotive Firebox (See Locomotive)
Locomotive. Passenger (See Locomotive)
Locomotive Performance: Pennsylvania Electric
Locomotives, 513
Locomotive Smokebox (See Locomotive)
London & Northwestern: Accident near Wecdon,
1103
Long Island:
Cars, Steel Trailer, 241*
Delays, Informing Passengers About, 1180t.
1205
Safety at Crossings, 69, 105*. 248, 614, 868,
1020, lint
Loree, L. F.
Securities Held Abroad, It, 28,
:

1219t

D-ama^e Committees, 861
and Freight Terminals at

Machine Tools (See Tools)
Mail:
Baltimore & Ohio's Mail
Complaint of the Eureka

319*
Force Feed Cylinder, 612'
Maintenance, 452t
Mikadf) Versus Consolidation, 027t. 033
Mountain Type; Can;idian Pacific, 862*
Mo\wilain Tyne; Seaboard Air Line, 87*
Noise of a N'ard Ktigine, 812
Orders and Con.strucli<in in |015, 1221t. 1240
Orders of I'oreipn Countries. 1011*
Organization of Renair Shop. 697*
Pacilic Tvpc; C, B. & Q.. 275*
Pacific Tvpe; IV. L, & W.. 1185*
Lubricator,

Pacific Type; R. F. & P.,
Pa< king, Sidlivan Piston

1010"
Reports

112'*

and

Valve .S'em.

Convcnti. n. 473. 50'"
Smoke Abal ment in Chicago. Ifl40t, 1047",
1064. 107Kt, 1080, linl. 1125. 1103"
Sniokebi.x Blower I'illing. 1010"
.Smoke Removed from Covered Tracks, 1098"
Smoke-washing Plant; N. Y. C, 558*
Revision, 469*.
(irade
.Superheaters and
637t". 84«t
Tonnage Studies in 1836. 072
Valve. Autnma'ic Drifting. 246", 912*
Valve Ccar Iievice. 300"
Water Level on Su|>crheal. EITecl of. 101"
Water Tanks. Rojiflsirle, 055"
Whislling Cocle Abused, 4H0t
Locomotive, Boiler (Sec Locomotive)
Lnroino'ive, F'e'-trir;
Chi.-i.'o, Milwaukee & St. Paul, t.MK*. 1065,
1101. 1163
Electric Motive Power. 602. 682t
Mechanical I'rolilrm nf. 604*
at

T.

E.

A.

N<trfnlk Hi VN'estfrn. on FlUborn
Pcrfi»Tni:ince on \';iriou« Roads.

C.rnile.

247

ii

966*

Fix-

5i

Room, 703
Palisade Railroad,

60

Government Money Carried

Moon

Bill,

Parcel

Post

as Mail, 389
Against, 868

Protest

Management,

Pay:

55 It

Adjustments on Middle West Roads, 974
Claims of New England Roads. 145t, 164
Committee's Position, 71
Profit on Various Routes, 927t
Question Studied by Business Men. 390
Resolutions of the Merchants' Association of New York. 810
Resolutions of the National Industrial
Traffic League, 514
Western Association of Short Line Railroads. Campaign of, 1064

falo,

Factor of Adhe.'iion, 454t, 638t
Crate with Large Air ttneninirs. 330*
Headlights; Southern Pacilc, 1082J*
Hub Plate, Adjustable, 331*, 867"
Inspection Rules. 357, 426. 663, 906
Lateral Stresses in Rails on Curves, 307t,

Traffic,

M

Rail

4551*
Engine I'ailures, 45 It
Engine Numbers, 472

Claims)

Lubrication
Force I'eed Lubricator, 612*
Slide Valve; B. R. & P., 283*
Lumber (See Ties and Timber)
Luminous L'nit Company: Illumination
tures, 867"

Buf-

158*
Laying with Locomotive Cranes, 353",
528
Rail Loadin-4 Record, 69
Rfnewing Bridge Ties, 526*
Signals at Crossings. 843t
\\'at;e Increase for Car Inspectors, 1256
Lighting:
Brascolite and Day Way Illumination Fixtures, 867"
Cab Lights, 796t, 1082t*
fenerator wi'h Underframe .Suspension, 208*
Headliphls, Electric; I. C. C. Hearing, 1138
Headlights, Eletric; So- Pacific. 10821*
Swi'ch Light. 1100*
History, 1200
Little Kanawha Railroad:
Live .Sto(k (See Agriculture)
Loading (.See Car Service)
Locomotive:
American Builders and Foreign Trade. 643
(•h l.it'hts and Headlights. 796t. 10821*
Decapod Type; Russian State Rys., 474*
Fjectric Headlight Case, 1138
Energy Contained in Revolving Wheels,

(See

& Nashville:
Annual Report, 846f
Lining Diana Tunnel Under

Louisville

1251

Loss and
Passenger

Damage

and

Loss

Maintenance of Equipment:
Expenditures; Pere Marquette. 1184t
Locomotive. 452t
Steel Freight Cars. 183t

Maintenance of Way (See also Rail; also Ties
and Timber; also Hoisting and Conveying;
also Track; also Bridges and Buildings;
also
Roadmasters" ami Maintenance of

Way Association):
Associations, Work of. 050t

McClintic

Development of Special Steels for Track
Work, 741t, 747
Pisiribution of Track Materials. 1139t. 1151
Elevating Curves in Yards. 951
Engineer in Maintenance Work. 183t
Iis.al Year. Changing the, 413, 949t, UOl.
1234*

Construction

Co.:
421*, 663.

R.,

New
865*

neaut Harbor, 390*

Meacham Contracting Company: Lining Diana
Tunnel; L. & N., 966*
Association of New York:
Mail
Pay Resolutions, 819
Mexico:
Business Revival, 1009
Condition of Railways, 1096
Troops Moved by American Railroads, 904
War's Effect on Railways, 582, 613
Michigan Central: Economic Value of Ter-

Merchants'

minal Improvements at Detroit, 739
Mileage:
Block SigTials, Jan. 1, 1916, 1210+. 1252
Construction in 1915, 1224+, 1247*
New England Railroads, 471"
Receiverships, 587t, 632t, 676t", 720, 819,
09 1+, 1222t
Statistics of the World, 3+
Miller, J. Henry, Inc., D. & H. Office Building
at Albany, 58*
Minneapolis, St. Paul S- Sault Ste. Marie:
Annual Report, 886t*. 925
Checking L. C. L. Freight at Chicago, 44+,

Concrete Culvert Cattle Passes, 1149*
Valve, Automatic Drifting. 912"
Minneapolis. St. Paul. Rochester & Dubuque
Electric Traction Company:
Locomotive,
60-Ton Gas-Electric, 658*
Missouri, Kansas & Texas:
Annual Report. 1042+*
Athletic Association, Meet of. 818, 973
Receivership, 588t, 1053
Repairing Frogs and Switches, 970
Missouri Pacific:
Annual Report, 793 + "
Grade Crossing Elimination, St. Louis, 799*
Receivership, 307+
Reorganization Plan, 184t
Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Company:
A.
T. & S. Fe Bridge at Sibley, Mo., 13*
Mobilization (See War)

Power

Montana

Company;

C,

&

M.

St.

P.

683*
Louisiana & Texas Railroad:
Rail
Scale, 532*
Motor (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Motor Cars (See also Locomotive, Electric)
Motor Cars;
Concreting Car. 533*
Electric
Equipment for Pennsylvania at
Philadelphia, 802*
Electric Trucks; Pennsylvania, 737*, 818
Mowing and Weeding, 1144*
Operation and Care; C. M. & St. P., 515+,
527
Value of, 816
Electrification,

Morgan's

Mott

Ballast (See Ballast)
Cost of Ties, Annual, 352*

Marshall

York Connecting R.

McKeen Motor Car Co.: Concreting Car. 533"
McMyler Interstate Company: Dumper at Con-

Sand Blast Manufacturing
Blasting Plant. 397"

Co.:

Sand

Mount Royal Tunnel and Terminal Company:
Canadian Northern Tunnel into Montreal,

857*

Mudge, Henry
Mutual

U., ono*
Beneficial Association

Railroad Employees,

M.

of

Pennsylvania

1003

W. Supply Company: Vaughan Track

In-

dicator, 970*

Foreman's

Improvement of a Section, 963
Price List of Equipment, 51St
I'oremcn, .Section. Treatment of, 532
Increasing the .Section I'orces, 11411
Labor Accounts, Distribution of, 336t
I"]orcnian's

Labor I'ridilem. 522
Liquor Drink ng in Camps. 334t
Motor Cars for .Section Forces, S15t, 527
<

el (lanes,
52
Mar(]uette Expenditures.

ri';ini

P'-re

Pumping

1

1

1184}

(ns:s.

('ompar;i:ive. 516. 536
I'luuping Cos's for I-'ucI, Oil and Steam
Operated Plants, lORt

in
Service
Pennsylvania's
New
Line Between Phila. and N. Y., 531*
Templets. 060*, 970*
Records of Reinforced Concrete Structures,
Ptittiu):

Rail

O-lOt

Repairing Frogs and Switches; M., K. & T.,
oro
Renair'ng Manganese Crossing Frogs by
Electric Welding. 119"
Rclrenchment Danger, 74It
Rieht of \V'av Protection from Encroach*
P'enls.

1130+. 11-12
of Employees.
North Atlantic

Self-Education
.Snowstorm on

742t
Coast,

1164,

"ot
Spiraling
11

C^irves. 765*
Standards for I-oremen, 1139+
Systcmali'' Program Necessary, 1 I40t
Tanks, Ccnstruclinn of Roadside, 955*
Tanks. Slabiliy of I'nanehored, 954*
Tools for Enud..yees, 334t. 337*
Tools, I'ropiT Repair of, 952*
Track lusncctinti
Pennsylvania, 764, 951
Training Se 'ion Laborers. lOOJ, 951J
;

Tnrninif Ties Over, 040+, 051}
Wage .Scale, (Iraihlftted, 95 It
Mainlen:uice of W;iv M:(ster Painters' Association: Annual t'onvention, 9(>8'
Massev. C. I'. Comnaiw:
('\dvert Callle l'as-.c!>, 1140*
270*
Trestles, Cnncrele; I.
Master Car and I.oc-onmtive Painters' Association: Annual Convention, 549+, 565
Master Car Builders* Association; Result 4>f the
Letter llallnt. 808

C

N
Nashville. Chattanooga

&

St.

Louis:

Bridge Across Chattanooga Creek, 343*
Dining Car Employees Examined, 868
Nathan Manufacturing Company:
Force Feed Cylinder Lubricator, 612*
Valve, Automatic Drifting. 246*
National .\ssociation of Railway Commissioners:
.-\nnual Meeting, 739
Change in Fiscal Year, 1101
Prentis, Robert R.. on National and State
Regulation, 1228"
National l)cfense. 1017. 1080+. 1084 1233*
National Hose Coupling Company: Coupling Device. 308"
National Industrial Traflic League:
Annual Meeting. 1004
Interstate

Commerce

Commission

and

Its

Work. 403
Mail Pay Resoltitions. 514
National Railway Devices Company:
Coupler
Release Rigging. 291*
National Safety Appliance Company: Automatic
Stops and Cab Signals ot Oroville, Cal..
632+, 645", 70(>t, 908+
National Safety Council: Annual Congress, 813
National Trade Council:
Foreign Trade Convention. 1101
National Tratiscontinental; Cost of Construction. 2t. 42t
New England Railroads in 1845. 471*
New England Railway Club: Fuel Denartmcni.

New

The. o.to
South Wales Government Railways:

An-

nual

Report. Il.''2t
Central:
Clock Work Tiine-Lock, 609*
tir.ide
Crossing
Elimination

New York

Albanr,

in

0(,1«

Locomotive

Smoke-washing

Plant

cago, 558"
Passenger l'"ares Increased, 1067,

New York Conne

ling Railroad:
Prngress. 421*. 663, 865*

al
11

Chi-

"of

(.'onslruction

1
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31,

GENERAL INDEX -Continued
[Illustrated arlii-lcs arc iiidii^ilcd thus

New

on

Frank,

Crane,
399

Humoring

rublic,

the

Efficrencv Bureau's Improvements, 70
Knotball" Traffic. 979
Investigation, 1064, 1102
Snowstorm Causes Tieup, 1164, 1179t

974,

Trial of the Directors, 818, 868, 913,
1021, 1065, 1163, 1205
Valuation Work, 131
.

.

New York Port Improvement Commissmn,
New York's Tuhlic Service Commissions,
675t
Railroad Club:
,
^,
Country's Railroads and National
1017, lOSOt, 1084, 1229*

New York

,

4/7
244,

„
Defense,
,

.

187

„

•

«

.

Northern Pacific:
Passenger Cars. 733*
-,,.
Ventilating the Stampede Tunnel, 234
,

{See also Organization):
Car Distributer's Duties, 159
Despatchers, Treatment of, 318, 4I6J, 45IT,

Officer

Weeding Out

Bad Men,

All

3731
Encineer in Maintenance Work, 183t
Engineers, Licensing of. 452t, 675t
Experience Necessary, 417J:
Inspector of Car Load Shipments, 856
Letters of Commendation, 418$
Oualiffcations of a Terminal Superintend~ent, 434
,
o.*
Station Sen-ice, Supervision of, 84t
Uniform Train Orders. 20
II66
Official Classification Committee, 978,
(See Fuel: also Lubrication)
Oil
Operating Efficiency:
c •• ^
Electrification (See ElectnR^cation)
Handling Local Freight Trains, 373t, 304
Legislation Relating to Operation, 860
Single
Passing Sidings on
Location of
Track, 1197*
National' Defense Requirements, I0I7, 1080.
1084, 1229'
„
TPutting in Service Pennsylvania s New Line
Between Phila. and N. Y., 531*
.

.

,

.

Relation Between the Number
and Passing Points, 197"'

Train

Loading;

of

rains

I

Tonnage Rating.

507
Statistics

Worth While. 553t
Locomotives

Superheater

Locomotive

and

Ke-

Craclc

1041t
Train
Operating
Crcat Northern. I045t
Mikado Versus Consolidation Locomotives,
027t, 933
Pacific Electric Ry., 225* „ „
^
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation to,.
Women in Ticket Offices, 263t
Organization:
v » t «i»
»i«.
Athletic Association; M., K. 81 1.,
.

.

1160

Building Department,

of

Co-ordination

Mechanical

Associations,

491

Correspondence Filing.

2(75

„

.

,

••

Dep:iriment of Public Policy and Relations.
210, 376t
,, ...
„
CritiA Constructive
Fuel Department

—

.

Index Record of Station Agents, 702
Labor (See Employee)
Uicomotive Repair Shop, 697
Loss and Damage Bureaus (See Claiins)
Mainlenancc of Way Associations, 9.i()t
.

of Freight-Car Service 700
Material. Handling the Stock of, 237
Penna., 093
Mlitu.il Bencfirial Association;
1160
Offi.iil Classification Committee. 978.
Philadelphia Passenger Association, 978
881
lerks,
T,
Oltiec
(
Improving
for

Management

Pl-in

887J

Record Bureau, 206
Selecting. Training

and

Promoting

265t.
231,
221t,
452t 454t. 459, 554t, 682t, 881 t.
lOOoi, 1188
,.
,
Test Department; Pennsylvania, 6
45t,

1511,

Men.
41/t,
887t,

Eight-Hour

135,

436,

461*, 499*
Signals at Miraflores TunRailroad:
nel, 327*
Pangborii Corporation: Sand Blasting Plant, 104
Parcel Post (See Mail)
Passenger Fares (See also State Commission
Rulings; also Legal Decisions):
Advances in Western Fares, 55, 83t, 93,
145t, 153, 1120t, 1134, llSOt
Automobile and Rail Travel, 1180t
Extra Charge for Failure to Buy Ticket,

„

160"

610*
Crossing
Crossings)
240,

Harmony Work; A., T. &
Humoring the Public, 399
Information

also

Columbia

&

Line

m

1UII9,

In.spection and Tes':s, 6"
Extensib'.e Trap, 207*
E.. Awarded Med.al, 1101
Efficiency Tests, 292
Electrification at Philadelphia, 889
Emplovees' Roll of Honor, 361, 41 8t

New

Y'ork,

.

the
J.,

Pipe:

Concrete Culvert for Cattle P.asses, 1149*
Concrete Culvert, Use of, 762
Main Reservoir Ball Joint Connection, 106*
Pittsliurgh
Car,

& Conneaut Dock Company:' Dumper,

390*
Pittsburgh Coiisiruction Company: Dock at ToIcdo; C, H. & D., 273*
Plant (See Bridges and Buildings)
Pooling (See Car Service)
Preparedness for Prosperity, 992t
Preparedness for War, 1017, lOSOt. 1084, 1233*
President Wilson's Message, 1077t, 1095. lllHt
(Kindolas for the
Pressed .Steel C;ir ('onip:iny:
Russian Oovernment, 898"
(See
State)
Commissions
Service
Public
I'ublic, The Railw:iys' Relalioiis wilh (Sec also
also Legislation; also Governl-'inance;

mrnl Ownership):
American Locomotive Builders and F'oreign

Business Barometers, 843t, 881t, 992t
Central of Georgia's Monthly Statements,
413t
Commercial Agent and the Shipper, 694

U80t,

on, 1226*

Problems, 96
Preparedness for National Defense, 1017,
lilSOt, 1084, 1233*
Public Control of Railway Capitalization,
National

1227*
Public Service Commission of New York Investigated, 1206
Public Service Commissioners, Qualifications
of, 244, 357, 675t
Railroads and the People, 96, 1009
Railway Development Association's Meeting,
909, 938
Supplies to European Countries,
Selling
901*
Situation from Diflferent Viewpoints, 1226*
Situation in the Southwest, 1231*
Stockholders' Trust in the Pennsylvania,
1100
Transportation Salesmen, 1246
Troubles of the Railroads, 203
With Railroads It's Different, 726

Pullman Company:
Passenger Cars; N.

Wage increase
Pump (See Wa er

P.,

733*

for Employees. 1256

Service)

Punch (See Tools)

Quarantine

(See Live Stock)

R

531*

S ation, Freght. at Pittsburgh. 245*
Stockholders' Trust, llOO
Telegraphers, Prizes to, 843 1, 871
Track Elevation Through Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
654"
Track Inspection, Annual, 764, 951
ulcrum. IXSf
Tra'k Sale, Pla e
Truck Frame, Benncrs. 1099"
Tru ks, Four-Wheel, for Passenger Cars,
1055*
Trucks, Industrial, 737*, 818
Tunnel at East Brady. 456*
Underground Cable. 269*
Welfare Work a' Pitcairn Freight Transfer,
413t, 430, 609*
Pennsylvania Seel Company, D., L. & W.
I'ridge at Buflfalo, 465*
See Employee)
Pension
Pere Marquette:
Annual Report, 931t*, 1184t
Maintenance Expenditures, 1184t
Philadellihia & Reading: Accident in Tunnel at
I'hoenixville. Pa.. 665
Philadelphia Passenger .^ssoci,ation. 978
Pilferage (See Train Robberies)

I.,

Pennsylvania, 42t
Public in the Railroads,

Bulletins,

Mutual Beneficial Association, 1093
Operation of New Line Between Phila. and
Performance of Electric Locomotives. 513
Rail Joint, Emergency. 532*
Rail Spe ifications for 1915, 165*
Kealinement Problem, 456*

L.

198

Labor Problem, 1128
Leach, A. B., on Railroad Question, 568

Door,

Freight Shortage Reports, 162*
Information Bulletins, 42t
Interiocking at Trenton, 414t, 419*
Italian-English Course, 354*

Delays;

Fe,

1100

Kruttschnitt,

1834,

Duey, Harrv

of

Interests

964

Department of

„
S.

1205

Information

Mail)

Philadelphia

About

Grade

(See

Elimination

Grade

12

Trade. 643, 1011*
Lines on the Great Lakes, 6781, 709,

Railway: Operating Study. 22.->
Pacific
Packing (See Locomotive)
.
Railroad: Bridge at MetropIllin..is
&
Padilcali
III.,

Freight Conges.ion at the Atlantic Sea
board, 1052, 1078t. 1102, 1105
French Railroad Securities Investing in,

.

Pennsylvania Railroad:
Cafe Day Coach. 57*

1239

1163,

1020,

1016,

-

Overcome Competition. 804
Day for Railway Men, 882t,

Farmer on Rates. A, 222t, 235

Central Increases, 1067, ll/9t
Increase
and
Fares
Passenger
Reduce
Freight Rates, 184t
Swedish Railway Advances, 1205
I'nited States and Other Countries, 787T
Passenger Service:
Automobile and Other Competitors, 804,
llSOt
Conditions on Suburban Trains, 418t
Critic sm of Transportation Selling, 5t
rench State Railways, 798t
Reduce Luxury and Increase Passenger
Rates, S3t
Third-Class Travel in Russia, 1206
Transportation in Europe, 194
Wisconiiin Upper Berth Law Annulled, 2T,

1210, 1251

olis.

-

Efficiency to

New York

Pay (See Employee;

:

(

139,

74,

Boil*

Electric

The Railways' Relations with

Panama Canal (See Waterways)
Panama Pacific Exposition, 33, 69,

(

Bureau for Clearing Car Repair Accounts.

t.]

Continued)
Department of Public Policy and Relations,
210, 3/6t
^
oA<

1

469'. 637f, 848t
Loads Increased in 1915,
Studies:

vision,

Bridge and

Public,

1

o

Scientific

and

Lcttrrs to Editor thus

Nebraska Two-Cent Law, 916

Report, 491f
,
.„
.
Automatic Signals on Electnhed Line, JI
Bolt Nuts, Ballou, 751'
Dry Kiln. 431'
n ^
Electric Locomotives on Elkhorn drade, 54
Accident at Chaloner Whin,
North Eastern:
53
41t,

Annual

of

Car

Master

;

774, 978
Increase Allowed in Missouri, 929t, 942,
1024, 1039t, 1067, 1257
Increases in New Y'ork Suspended, 1179t

Norfolk & Western:

Difficulty

Lditorkils lluis t

also
Ma n;enance
Painters' Association;
of Way Master Painters' Association)
Railway System, 199*
Palestine:

34,

Essential Qualities of Steel Rails,
Freight Terminal Operation, 563
Value of Motor Cars, 816

also

;

Panama

696*

Trespassing Campaign,

(See

Paint

York, New Haven & Hartford:
Annual Renort, 7901*, 830

*

Rail

Way;

(See also Maintenance of
Tra:k):
Blooming, Method of, 1187

also

Canting, 109*
Classifying Scrap, 109t, 33St
Cold Straightening, 719t, 726t, SSSt, 1001*,
1083J
Crossing, Continuous, 528*
Essential Qualities, 187*
ailures

1

in

New

York,

868

Failures in 1914. 1097*

Gaeging of
888:!:,

Heavier

and Transverse Fissures,

Rails

1001'
Sections

for

,
Loading,
,.

Increased

lost
Inclination, Economy
Ingots, Ladle Test, 1196
Joint, Emergency, Pennsylvania, 532
Joint. Standard; I. C, 126*
Lateral Stresses in Curved Tr,acks, 30/ T,
of,

3351

319*
Laying with Cranes, L. V., 353*, 528
Loading Record; L. V., 69
Longer Rails, 333t
Ballou Safety Bolt, 751*
Machine, 1192*
Spike Slot, 351*
S-ale. 532*
Specifications, 17, 165*

Nut,

Profile

Punch,

Temple; for Curve-Worn Rail, 9/0*
Templet for Valuation Purposes, 960'
Te Plate and Rail Anchor, 752*
Steel, 530*
Transverse Fissures, 8881:*, 1001*
ReFinance and Organizalmn."
"Railroads,
v.ewed bv W. M. Acworth. 1203
QuesMail
Pay
Association:
Railway Business
tion, 390
„
Railway Club of Pittsburgh: Tran.sportation in

Tie,

-

Euroiie, 194

,.

•

-

-

^

Railway Comniissicns (See State Commissions)
Railway Development Association: Scmi-Annual
Meeting, 909 938
,
,,,x
R.ailway Electrical En^neer, Purchase of, 63 If
Riilwav hire Protection Association: Annual
Meeting, 691, 998t
Railway Real Estate Association: Annu.il

Meet-

727
Signal

ing.

Railway

Annual

Association:
Convention, 561

.Single
Snlings on
Passing
of
Track, 1197*
Rebates (See Legislation)
Rc.'civcrsli p (See Iinance)
,.
Fe-ords (Si-e Slalis'ics: also Organization)
Retrenchment (Sec Economic Pr.actices)
1

oeation

.

•

:

:

:

:

1— Dec.

[July

::

31,

August, 869'; September, 1165*

Bureau of Railway Economic^' Summary for
Year Ending June 30, 1915, 574*
Express Companies for March, 169; April,
437; May, 613; June. 769; August, 1164
C. C.'s Summary for April,
539, 549f, 632t
Trend of Earnings in 1915, 1237*

June,

70;

I.

LocoFredericksburg & Potomac:
motive, Pacific Type, 1129*
Right of Way (See Maintenance of Way; also
Legal Decisions)

Richmond,

E.

Signaling (See also Railway Signal Association)
Automatic Crossing Signals; L. V., 843t
Automatic Stop, Brownell's, 614
Automatic Stop, Buell's, 904*
Automatic Stop. Gollos, 248
Cable Connectors, Fargo's, 572*
Cable, Underground; Penna., 269*
Cab Signal Need in England, 41t, 53
Cab Signal and Automatic Stop; Cinn.,
N. O. & T. P., 904*
Cab Signals and Automatic Stops; West
Pac, 632t, 645*, 796t, 998t
Clockwork Time-Lock for Interlocking Machine, 699*
Distant Signal for Automobilists; S. P.,
:

497*

P.

Dinner on Seventieth Birthday, 844t, 849*

Honor

798
Tariff Commission Advocated. 1118t
"Railroads, Finance and
Ripley, W. Z.
ganization," as Reviewed by W. M.
worth, 1203

Ode

in

of

Birthday,

and

Maintenance

OrAc-

Way

of

Electrical Tieup;

&

N. Y., N. H.

H., A164,

1179t

:

Roadmasters'

As-

Electric
Interlocking
Australia, y36*

Annual Convention, 5I5t, 517
Committees and Subjects, 1149
Robber (See Train Robberies)
Roof (See Car; also Bridges and Buildings)
Rope (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Roundhouse (See Yards and Terminals)
W.
Royal Economic Society of Great Britain:
Z. Ripley's Book, "Railroads, Finance and
Organization." Revised, 1203
Russia
Cars. Steel Gondola, 898*
Construction Work on the Amur Railway,
971*
Locomotives, Decapod Type, 474*
Third-Class Travel, 1206

South

Adelaide,

at

Electro-Mechanical Interlocking at Trenton;
Penna., 414t, 419*
Flag, Selby. 106*

New

sociation:

York

Legislature Investigates Companies as to Signaling Contracts, 1206
Norfolk & Western Electrified Line, 21*
Progress in 1915, 1232*
Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub Plate Company: Hub Plate, 331*, 867*

Smith-McCormick Company: Dock at Toledo;
C, H. & D., 273*
Smith, T. L., Company: Concrete Mixer, 746*
Smoke Prevention (See Fuel)
Snow (See Maintenance of Way)
South Africa: Line from Prieska to Upington,
119

South Australia:
Electric Interlocking at Adelaide, 936*
Southern Pacific:
Annual Report 789t", 839
Construction Work on Burnt Tunnel near
Tehachapi, Cal., 115*
Headlights and Cab Lights, 1082t*
Oregon & California Land Grant Case, 1210
.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company: Car
Lighting (generator, 208"
Safety First
Automobile and Railway Accidents, 726, 818,

m9t

871,

of FirstAid Standardization, 973
Bridge Inspection, C, M. & St. P., 356*
Chicago & North Western. 209, 221t, 1064
Dialogue Competition, 928t
EI Paso & Southwestern, 703
First-Aid and Alcohol; B. & C, 973

Board

Grade Crossings:
Baltimore

& Ohio, 663

Committee on Accident Prevention; A.
106S, 1119t
Lehigh Valley, 843t
Long Lsland, 69, 105", 248,
1020, 1119t
Signal, Distant; S. P., 497*
Southern Rv., 131
Inspectors' Titles, 149t
A.,

R.

St.

868,

614,

Safety Congress, 813

National

SoutJiern Pacific, 436, 497*
Train Number on Engine, 472
Train Orders, Excessive, 1225t
Union Pacific, 248
What Is the MatJoseph Railroad Club:

ter with the Railroads, 203
Louis:
Elimination of the Tower Grove Crossings,
799*
Terminal Facilities Inadequate, 147t
St. Louis & San Francisco:
Annual Report. 884t*
Freight Loss and Damage Payments, 588t_
Louis,
Elimination,
St.
Crossing
Grafle
799*
Report,
Annual
Southwestern:
Louis
St.
792t*,

St.

836
Sanitation;

Employees Examined, 573, 868
Sand Blasting Steel Cars, 104*, 397*
Dining Car

Smoke (See Fuel)
Scales:

Adjustment Tests, 958"
Classifying Rail, 109t, 335t
Plate I'ulrrum: IVnnsylv.inia,
(See Tics and
Seaboard Air Line;

1156*

Timber)

Screw

Annual Report. lOSOf. 1115,
7t
Bond Sale. 1117t
Lag Screws in Trestle Construction,
1 1 1

107t,

125"

Lornmotive, Mountain Type, 87*
Telegraph Typewriter, 400
Security (.Sec I-'iii.incc)
Flagging Device,
Selby Signal Flag Cnnipany:

Safety
Signal,

9.52

Siekels,

Annual Report, 722t",

•

209
781

Education of Special Apprentices, 1064
Reducing Claims by Appeal to Shippers,
1019
Safety at Grade Crossings, 131
Terminal at Birmingham. Ala., 743*
Terminal, Export Coal, at Charleston, S. C,
868
Trespassing Report, 871
Spotting (See Car Service)
Standard Steel Car Company: Long Island
Trailer, 241*
Standard Steel Tie Company: Tie, 530*
State Bar Association of Tennessee:
Right of
the States, A, 43t, 49
State Commissions:
Controversy Between the Texas and Louisiana Commissions and the I. C. C, 309t
Illinois: Rate Advance Hearings, 978
Massachusetts: N. Y., N. H. & H. Inves1167

573.

tigation.

New Hampshire:

Flwimd

II.

Trap

t

Dour

Extension,

307*

Auinmatir niock
633 t. 645*

also
at

:

:

Highway

York;

Island R.

New

Against

R,

Crossings

on

Investigation

Kailwny

Oroville,

Signal

Cal.;

W.

r. M. &

St. p. in Montana, 2S(.
to .lonuary I. loll,, 121'it,
at Miraflorrs. 327*

1252

A.s

P.,

C.

Wood.

12il6

States,

:

Agents,

Inefficient,

Statistics:

Accidents, Steamship and Railway, 264t
Block Signal Mileage to January 1, 1916,
1219t. 1252
British Railway Returns for 1914, 67St, 690

Cars and Locomotives Ordered and Built
1915.

I219t.

1221t.

in

1240

Comparison of the VVorld's Railways. 787t.
805
Construction in 1915. 1224t, 1247'
Development in 1915. 12201
Earnings in 1915, 1237*
Freight Loss and
Damage Payments in
1914, 90, 146t, 993t, 1013
Government and Privately Owned Lines,
Mileage of. 3t
Operation Control Through Statistics. 206.
553 +
Rail Failures in 1914, 1097*
Receiverships and Foreclosure Sales in 1915.

Records. Making, 206
Records of Reinforced Concrete StrticturM,
949t
Tables Omitted in Newspaper Quotations.
1039t
Train Tonnage Increased in 1915, 1041t
Trend of Affairs in Two Eight-Year Periods. 85
Steel (See Iron and Steel)
Stop, Automatic Train (See Signaling)
Stores (See Supplies)
Strike (See Employee)
Sturtevant. B. F.. Company:
Ventilation

of

Stampede Tunnel, 234*
Subways (See also Construction. New):
Pennsylvania Railroad. 654*
Superheater (See Locomotive)
Supplies. Railway;
American Locomotive Builders and Foreign
Trade. 643, 1011*
Equipment Orders Exceed Records. 843t.
881t. 992t
Exhibits at Panama-Pacific Exposition, 500*
Hints for the (~)rdering of Lumber, 1150
Manufacture of Equipment, 222t
Material. Control of Stock of, 237
Selling to European Countries, 901*
Store Department's Success. 1200
Surpluses and Shortages (See Car Service)
Sweden: Rate Advances. 1205
Switch
Licht. Williams' Disappearing.
Slip Installation. 120

Syria:

11^*

Railway System, 199*

Tanks (See Water Sei-vice)
Commission Advocated.

Montana
Coal, Slack, Rales Reduced. 665

York:
Itaggage Value. 481, 824

Charge for "Spoiling" Cars, 296
K. T, Si(:nal Installation. 1167
Passenger Fare Increase Denied; Ulster
ft
Drlawarr. 7o
Passenger Fare Increases Suspended.
II79t
Passenger Service on Mahopae Falls R
R.. 66.5

Salamanca Graile Crossing Case. 34
Switching Service of New York Cen
anil

Index-Record

of, 702
84t
Coaling Stations. 759
Lehigh Valley Passenger, at Buffalo, 158*
Painting of. 969
Pennsylvania Freight, at Pittsburgh, 245*

Agents

Tariff:

Service

Iral

Virginia:
& O. Mileage Coupons from Other
76
Express Rates Increased. 405
State Regulation (See State Commissions)
Station (See also Yards and Terminals)
B.

Long

Commissiotiers,
Qualifications of, 244, 357, 67St
Regulation by the States or the I. C- C,
309t, 415t, 739, 895, lllSt. 1228*
Regulation, Contrast in. 1117t
Texas: Freight R.ale Hearings. 481, 822
State Commission Rulings:
Alabama: Rate Increases Denied, 138, 916
California: Excess Charge with Cash Fares.
34
Louisiana:
Accident Reports, 34
Stooping of Interstate Trains at Certain
.stations. 1025
Maryland: Application of Chesapeake &
Curtis Bay R. R., 665
Missouri
Freight Rates and Passenger Fares Increased, 929t, 942, 1024, 1025, I039t,
1069 1257
Grain Kates Increased, 365
Locomotive Headlights, 616

New

Concentration of Cotton. 253
Rate Increase on Sash. etc.. 121Ct

West

Charges

of

York: Rail F'ailurcs, 868
York: Street Accidents, 1065

Public

(ConiiuHcd)

979

R.,

York:

New
New

Maine Inves-

Commission Rulings
Texas

State

573

tigation,

New

Boston &

I,

(See
Signals, Block
sociation)

Mileage

497*

Lumber Rates Reduced, 616

(See Kussia)

'Tunnel

436, 497*
Distant, for Automobilists,

First,

Switch Light, 1199*
Southern Railway:
Accident Record, 170,

106*

Shnahle & Quinn: Bucket, Drag Line, 125*
Shops:
Locomotive Repair Shop Organization, 697*
Repair of Tools for Track Maintenance.
Siberia

1

:
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Revenues and Expenses:
Bureau of Railway Economics' Summary
for April, 134'; May, 249\ July, 768*;

Ripley,

::

Inlrrii.ilinnal

Rv

.

16

South Dakota: Accident Reports

824

1118t
Telegraph (See also Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents)
Pennsylvania R. R. Employees Win Prizes,
843t. 871

Typewriter; Seaboard Air Line, 400
Telephone;
Automatic Exchange; N. Y. C. 357
Courlesv Rules. 74, 867
Templet (See Rail)
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co.: Tests on
Rails of Blooming Methods. 1187
Terminal Railroad .Association of St. Louis:

Improvement Efforts Blocked. 147t
Switchmen Demand Eight-Hour Day. 1020
Texas & Pacilic: Wage Increase for "Telcgrapher.s.

IJIM

Ticket

Agent's Best Asset. Tlie, 357
Extra Charge for Cash Fares. 34, 74, 139
774. 978
Ties and Timber;
Cost of Ties. Annual, 352*
Cost of Ties; B. & O.. 515t. 537
Creosoled Wood lllo>k Floors. 1140t. 1145*
Distributing Ties. 1139t, 1150
Lumber. Orilering. 1150
Norfolk S Western Pry Kiln, 431'
Peeler. Pneumatic. 342*
Preservation of Ties. B. & O.. 51 5t. 537
Preservative Treatment on Bridge SirinRen,
752
Renewing Ties; L. V., 526*
Screws Lag. for Guard Rails, 107», 12.^*
Tie Plate, 'Thomas. 752*
Tie Purchases in Canada During I9|.t. 070
Tie, Steel. 530"
Turning Ties Over. 040t. 'Sit
Timber Preservation (See Ties and Timl^er)
Toledo Terminal Railroad:
Letter on a Noiay
Vnrd Engine. 812

Tonnage (See

"rrain

l^tviding)

:

J
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[Illustrated articles are indicated thus *; Editorials thus t; Letters to Editor thus J.]
Tools:

Equipment for Maintenance

of

Way

Forces,

337"
Punch, Spike Slot, 351*
Repair of, for Track Maintenance, 952*
Training Laborers in Use of, 109t
Track (See also Maintenance of Way; also
Construction,
New; also Switch; also

Tunnel
Economic Value of Detroit River Tunnel;
Mich. Cent., 739
Lining Diana Tunnel; L. & N., 966*
Lining Repaired with Concrete Atomizer;
C. G. W. at Winston, 111., 1158*
Lining Sandy Ridge with Concrete, 533*
Mount Royal into Montreal, C. N., 857*
Pennsylvania at East Brady, 456*
Rogers Pass C. P., 400
Signals at Miraflores, 327*
Southern Pacific on Fire near Tehachapi,
Cal., 115*
Ventilation of Stampede; N. P., 234*

334t,

Rail):
Ballast Dresser;

A.,

T.

&

S.

Fe.,

529*

Construction at Water Cranes, 336t
Construction in 1915, 1224t, 1247*
Crossing, Continuous Rail, 528'
Crossing, Manganese, Repaired by Electric
Welding, 119*
Curves, l:.levating, 95 It
Curves, Spiraling, 765*
Development of Special Steels, 741t, 747
Ditches, Digging, 355*
English Construction Standards, 130*
Improvement of a Section, 963
Indicator, Vaughan, 970*
Inspection, Annual; Pennsylvania, 764, 951
Manganese Steel Work, 334t, 341
Motion Study in Training Laborers, 109t
Repairing Frogs and Switches, M., K. & T.,
970
Scale, Plate Fulcrum; Penna., 1156*
Scales. Adjusting, 958*
Slip Switch Installation, 120
Smoke Removal, 1098*
Stresses,
Experimental Determination
of,
121*
String-Lining Curves by a Graphical Method, 130
Tools, Repair of, 952*
Track Depression: C, M. & St. P. at Minneapolis, 1059*
Track Elevation (See also Grade Crossings)
Pennsvlvania R. R. Through Wilkinsburg,
Pa., 654*
Traffic:

Classes at La Salle Extension University,
541
Field Men, Efficient, 1246
Freight Train Tonnage in 1915, 1041t
German Achievements During War, 428,
72St
Lining Tunnel Under Traffic; L. & N.,

966*
Live Stock Quarantine, 172, 616, 709
Mobilization (See War)

Moving Mexican Troops by Railroad, 904
New Haven Football Traffic, 979
New York Export Traffic, 1024
Panama Canal and Transcontinental Rates,

u
Uniform Classification Committee's Progress, 1105
Union Bridge & Construction Company: Kansas
City Bridge; C, B. & Q., 263t, 284"
Union Pacific:
_

lations:

Relations
Committee Created,
1016
Report, 433, 614
United
States
Department
of
Agriculture:
Treatment of Bridge Stringers, 752
United States Geological Survey: Portland Cement Production in 1914. 116
United States Steel Corporation:
Rebates; I.
C. C. Ruling. 1131
United Yard Masters* Association:
Concealed
Damage, 856
University of Illinois:
Influence of Temperature on the Strength
of Concrete, 960
Research Fellowships, 1204
Industrial

Valuation of Railways:
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
701*
Cost, 818
Cross Section Areas. Calculating, 28*
Cross Section Instrument, 1162*
Depreciation, Determining, 1206
Interstate Commerce Commission Hearing,
635t, 651
Interstate Commerce Commission's
436. 913
Land Valuation, 727, 1101

480, 597, 788t

Panama Canal Traffic, 1105
Railway and the Automobile, 804
Results of Terminal Improvements
troit;

Mich.

Cent.,

at

De-

New

739

Orders,

York, New Haven & Hartford, 131
Cost as Basis, 725
Cost to Date, Cost of Reproduc-

Original
Original

Snowstorm on North Atlantic Coast, 1164,
1179t
of the World's Railways, 787t,
805
Train Despatchers' Association of America: Annual Convention, 16
Train Despatching:
Despatcher as a Revenue Solicitor, 322
Despatcher, The, and Protective Organization, 318, 416t, 451t
Despatcher, Work of the, 318, 1183t
Orders, Uniform, 20
"Safety First" in Excess, 1225t
Engine Numbers, 472
Train Indicators:

Accident at Randolph, Kan., 767
Safety First. 248

Union Switch & Signal Company: Light Signals;
C. M. & St. P.. 256
United States Commission on Industrial Re-

New,

tion

Statistics

H83t

etc.,

Progress, 569*, 631t, 914
Rail Templet, 960*
Speed or Accuracy, 63 If
Terminals, Work on Large,

Ward & Company:

Shipments Over the Erie,

12

Water

.Service:

Concrete Culvert Pipe, 762, 1149*
Galveston Supply After Flood, 503

Pumping

Costs of Fuel, Oil and
Plants, 108);
Costs, Tests to Determine,

Steam

Operated

Pumping

S16t,

536

Tanks for Locomotive Supply, 955*
Tanks, Stability of Unanchored, 954
Waste, 756"
Waterproofing of Bridges, 1140t

Waterways:

Boat Lines on the Great Lakes, 678tr
709, 1210, 1251
Cost of the Erie Barge Canal, 83 1, 91
Panama Canal:
Commercial and Trade Aspects, 605
Effect on Transcontinental Rates, 480,
597, 788t
Financial Results, 719t
Tolls, 33, 1105
Watson-Stillman Company:
Spike Slot Punch,
351*
Waybill (See Freight)
Weighing (See Scales)
Weldinjg: Repairing Manganese Crossing Frogs;
Chic. Ut. West., 119
Welfpre Work (See Employee)

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co.:
Dock at Toledo;
C, H. & D., 273*
Western & Atlantic:
Legislature of Georgia
Creates Commission to Lease, 31, 169,
292,

1064

Western Association of Short Line Railroads:
Mail Pay Campaign, 1064
Western Freight Rate Decision, 285, 308t, 587t,
593, 916, 930t,

Western Maryland:
327,

Western

1258
Accident

near Thurmont,

373t

Cab

Signals and Automatic
Stops at Oroville, 632t, 645*, 796t, 998t
Western Passenger Fare Hearings, 55, 83t, 93,
145t, 153, 1120t, 1134, U80t
Western Railway Club: Store Department, 1200
Western Society of Engineers:
Grade Crossing Elimination in Cities, 41t,
Pacific:

45*
Relations
894

of

the

Railways and the Public,

Westinghouse Air Brake Company:
port,

Annual Re-

778

Wheel:
Accident Caused by Defects; C, M. & St.
P., 48
Adhesion, Factor of, 454t
Brake Shoe (See Brake)
Chilled Iron, 690
Energy Contained in Freight Car Wheels,
4551*
Hub Plate, Adjustable, 331*, 867*
Lateral Stresses in Rails on Curve, 307t,
319*
Whistle (See Locomotive)
White, J. G. & Co.: Brazilian Railway Contract,
1101
Willard, Daniel:
Doctor of Laws, 30
Williams, William Henry, 1092*
Wood, Guilford S.: Automatic Coupler, 467*
Wood (See Ties and Timber)
World's Railway Mileage, 3t

127*

Valve:

Automatic Drifting, 246*, 912*
Gear, Kingan-Ripken, 399*
Van Home, Sir William C, 498*
Ventilation:
Stampede Tunnel; N. P., 234*
Viaduct (See Bridges & Buildings)

w

Train Loading:
Increase in 1915, 1041t, 1101

Tonnage, Handling, on Local Freight Trains,

Wabash:

373t, 394

Tonnage Rating Determined by Road

Trials,

Plan,

Tonnage Studies, Early, 972
Local Freight, 373t, 394
Robberies:
Freight Car Pilfering, 86t, 888t
Miscellaneous, 131, 573, 703, 767, 818, 1256
Train Rules:
Uniform Orders, 20

Train,

Train

Train Runs:
Havre-Paris Express of France, 798t
Trains and Passing Points, Relation Between,
197*, 1197*
Transcontinental Freight Rate Reductions, 480,
597, 788t
Trap Car Decision, 213, 222t
Annual ConTraveling Engineers' Association:
vention. 473, 477, 505*, 632t
Trespassing (See Accident)
Trestle (See Bridges and Buildings)

Trucks:
Coupler,

Equipment,

1055*, 1133
Frame, Bf-nncrs Side; Pennsylvania, 1099*
Frames, Rolled Steel, 331*
Industrial; Pennsylvania, 737', 818

Increase, 573

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Ry.

1095

Automatic, 467*
for
Passenger
Four-Whccl,

Wage

:

Reorganization

146t'

Wages (See Employee)
Walton & Company: Lining Diana Tunnel:
& N., 966*

War

and the Railroads:
American Railroads' Part
fense,

Bureau

in

National

L.

De-

lni7, lOSOt, 1084, 1233*
of Railway Economic's Bibliography,

292
Coal Shortage, 476

Courtesy of French Employees, 278
English Railway Men's War Bonus, 899,
939
French Battle of the Marne, 26
French Bridge at Rouen, 564*
French Hospital Cars, 307t, 329*, 639*
French Railroad Excursions, 468
French Railway Accidents, 1015
French Welfare Work, 60, 386
Frcncli Women as Railway Workers, 943*
German Railway Achievements, 428, 725t
Mexican Troops Moved by Railroad, 904
Mexico, Effect of War in, 582, 613, 1096
Railroad
Selling
901*^

Soldier at the Front, 811
Supplies to
European Countries,

Yale Engineering Association, 574
Yards and Terminals:
Coal Terminal at Charleston; Southern Ry..
868
Delaware & Hudson Terminal at Albany,

Dock, Soal, at Toledo; C, H. & D.. 273*
Dock, Ore.; L. V., 420
Electrification
of
Chicago
Terminals
to
Abate Smoke. I040t, 1047*. 1064. 1078t.
1089, 1101. 1125, 1193*
Elevating Curves in Yards, 951t
Employees' Trains to New Yards, 1180t
Finley Yard; Southern Ry., 743'
Freight Terminal Operation, 563
Handling Cars in the Yard. 856
Lehigh Valley Terminal at Buffalo, 158*
Massachusetts
Terminal Commission, 71,
436
New York Freight Terminals, 395
New York Port Commission, 477
Operation of Terminal 'i'ards, 89, 191, 204,

563
Qualifications

of a Terminal Superintoul434
Louis Terminal Facilities, 147t
Southern, at Birmingham, Ala., 743*
Valuation Suggestion, 127*
ent,
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North Eastern Railway, The,

Iron and Steel. The, 950

oi

Elements of Railroad

Track and

Rise and De-

Its

velopment, 267

Claims Between Shippers & Carriers, 1182
Official

Construction,

Handbook

of the

Panama

Canal, 681

Oxy- Acetylene Welding and Cutting, 311

1141

Poor's Manual of Industrials for 1915, 592
Poor's Manual of Public Utilities, 1915, 186
Practical Surveying, 1141
Practical Track
ork, 335
Proceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials, 998
Proceedings of the International Railway General Foremen's Association, 1225
Proceedings of the Twenty-third Annual Conthe
vention
of
International
Railway
Blacksmiths' Association, 1225

Experiences in Efficiency. 86
Engineering. 950
Association Proceedings,

Field

Fuel

W

681

Human Nature and the Railroads, 86
Investors and Money-Makers, 932
Manual
Manual
North

del Ingeniero, 334
of Surveying for Field

and

Office,

335

Ports, 724

Pacific

Public Utilities. Their Present Value and Return, 224
Purchasing, 415
Purchasing; Its Economic Aspects and Proper
Methods, 148

Railroad Accounting, 148
Railway Accounts and Finance, 1082
Railway Maintenance Engineering, 1141

Safety Engineering Applied to Scaffolds, 1141
Statistics of Railways in the United States, 4
Statistics of
Railways of the United States,
1904 to 1914, 681

Universal Directory of Railway

Officials,

378

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
Vindicates photograph and sketch.
Abbott, Emery W., 36
AchufF, W. D., 1217
Ackart, O. E., 445
Adamson, George J., 1214
Adrian, Oscar A
1216
Affleck, B. F., 1204
Ain^v, William u. B., 405
Albright, P. R., 1028, 1071t
All)right, T. A., 545
Alderdice, TJeorge F., 218
Alexander, E. J., 1109
Allan, Robert, 7/7
Allen, Eugene R., 1071
Allen, F. E., 445
Allen, Frederic W., 669
Allen, II. E., 918
Allen, H. M., 407
Allen, P. C, 255
Allison, J. W., 983, 1109
Amstcr, N. L., yi7
Anderson, A. W., 1027

Black,

Bliss.

Bonz, Frederick A.. 1214
Booth. C. L.. 35
Bose. John, 366
Bostwick, F. M., 407
Bosworth, W. M., 36
Bowman, G. M., 712
Boyd, J. M., 299, 918
Bovd, S. F., 618
Boyle, A. A., 483, 618
Bradley, F. X., 8/7
Bradley, W. L., 255
Brady. Franklin P., 35t
Brainerd. F. A.. 255
Brand. J. N., 1028
Brannaman, F. E., 918
Brennan, E. J., 1109
Briggs, W. P., 544
Broderick. John T., 618
Bromhall, E. F., 583
Bromlev, O. R., 217
Brooks, C. E., 79. 712
Brooks, R. E., 875
Brooks, W. E., 775
Brophy, G. O., 825
Brosledt. A., 1170
Brown, .\. S., 1110
Brown. Charles E., 79
Brown, Ernest C, 486
Brown, E. L., 1214
Brown, F. B., 1070
Brown, F. W., 483
Brown, G. S., 1204
Brown. H. U.. 918
Brown, L. L., 255
Brown, R. A., 484

.

Brown, R. E., 142
Brown, Theodore F., 667
Brown, T. J., 1170
Brown, W. E., 775, 877
Browne, Oliver C., 711
Bryan, M. C, 255

Hales, S. A., 486
Batten, II. G., 299

Banni, I. W,, 876
Bayer, M. B.. 483
Heacon, T. H., 1258.

W.

R.,

1071

1204
Hci:k<T, Clarence E., 775
Hrrkelt, F. T., 1258
Heekner, C. N., 1172, 1174
lliTbe, VV. G., 447, 486
Heelh, C, I)., 583, 667J
llihrn. William P., 1214
Meiglitcin, Thomas
825
ll'lknan, Robert E., 669, 713", 777
Hell, f!. T., 255
lb II, I. .Snowden, 922
H.ll, W. E., 774
Ibllon, R. B., 985
ll.njamin, C. E., 483
HiiMiell, F. K., 544, 668*, 778
ll'-nnett,

'nninit,

I

P.,

W.
W.
I.
A

Benton,
HiTKer. K,
Hernet,
Merry,

J.
II.

T., 711
F., 3<
,

JO''

E, 1160
}. 445

77S
777
1070
Ilellon, J. M., 180
II. viiiglon.
K. I,., 825"
Itewby.
C. 1028
never, O. S., Jr., 1259
Cnppj, C. R.. 1027
lleveri. Meiirv \V., <18.)'
llr.i,

If..

I.eigb.

Hrllirhrr.

W

W.

180,

II.,

H.. II 10
H., 917*

W.

Bloomer, J. L., 483
Blue, F. D.. 711
Bluetge, Joseph, 1109
Boardman. F. W.. 545
Boas. Edward. 1070
Bodine, Samuel T., 1112
Boettcher. Charles, 1108
Boisot, E. K.. 1217
Boldridge, R. M., 484
Bond, Thomas E., 79
Bonsai, W. R., 1027

Bacot, D. N., 1108
Bailey, George, 918
Baisinger, \V
C., 255
Baker, I. O,, 405
Baker, J. H., 919
Baldwin, h. W., 876
Balfonr, C. J., 299
Ball, E. E., 255
Ballou. H. W., 876
Baltzcll, C. H., 918
Bambach, F. J., 1257
Bancroft, J. Sellers. 1165
Bankson, C. L., 1172
Barba, W. P., 621, 669
Barber, 11. E., 1028
Barker, Catherine, 1217
Barlow, II. P., 1072
Barnes, I. B., 667
Barnes, R. A. G., 1108
Marnes, S. H., 875
Harnett, nito R., 368
Barnett, Robert C, 486
Barney, E. J., 1216
Barnuni, William M., 777
Barr, J. H., 1165
Barrett, R. A., 179
Bartlrs, F. R., 445

J.

W.

Blodgett,

Anslcv, H. C, 35
Arnold, R. B.. 876
Aronstein, Sidney, 583
Ashby, Bernard N., 1214
Andel, J. R., 775
Aiier, P. A., 217
Aiierbach, R. R., 445
Ayres, R. B., 1108

Beck,

F.

Blackmore, George A., 714
Blagden, Thomas, Jr., 669
Blanchard. M. C. 255

Anderson, Bond, 35
Andrew, II. W., 712
Andrews, (."harles M., 483

Bcaltie.

L.. 445
Herbert F., 1112

Birdsall.

8.

Bryant, C. R., 142
Bryson. J. M., 667
Buck, II. M., 37
Bucklev, C. E., 141
Buhlman, KIdwin H., 1108
Bukcy, Benton M., 1028', 1072t
Bullock, G. W.. 774
Burger, W. C, 1070. 1169*
Hurford, A. L., 667
Burg. C. S.. 140
Burlcy. William S., 117U
Burnett, R. W.. 022
Burns, M. W., 618
Burr, A. v., 366
Burr. R. M., 36
Biuwell. I,. T.. 1030
linsh, 11. F., 366, 017
Bushnell, C. L.. 876
Bullerlicld. J., 712
Byers,

C.

II.,

141

Cahill, M. H., 255
Cahill, W. R., 170, 1070
Caldwell. F. T.. 982
Caldwell, John D., 1070. 1169"

Calhoun. F.
Call. Charles
Callahan.

I.

C.imphell,

tl.

Campbell.

II.

oio
A,, 0171
T., 483
1170
R.
H..

A. F.. 142
010
Camjibell, J. M.
Cnmllrr, G. L.
1070, 1170J
Cannon, John. 774. 875*
Canllev. Thomas. 256
Canlrrll.
T.. 217. 255
Hillingbnm. K. A.. 876
,

.=:

XIndicatcs sketch only.]

Carey, J. J., 545
Carlander, A., 985
Carlisle, J. H., 918
Carlson, F. C, 299
Carlson. J., 919
Carr, R. F., 918
Carr, W. C, 140
Carr, W. Frank. 1074
Carry, E. F., 1260
Gary. Arthur, 874
Cascv, T. P., 712
Casscls, H. C, 1071
Cassidv, E. R., 711
Caswel, C. H., 1257
Gate, Isaac M., 1031
Catlin, Ephron, Jr., 1217
Caton, Michael. 1072
Caviezel, Joseph A., 366
Chandler, Asa G., 366
Chandler, J. M., 918
Chandler, R. L., 545, 619*
Chappell, B. T.. 1170
Chase. S. A., 1074
Chastain, T. G., 711
Chisam, C. J., 217. 618
Chisholm. Charles G., 483
Choate, Arthur O., 1217, 1261
Claiborne. T. W., 918
Clair, J. C.', 1257
Clardy, J. D., 775
Clark, G. W., 1214
Clark, H. J.. 366
Clark, Truman H., 366
Clask, J. J., 445
Cleveland. I. B., 1027
Clough, D. I., 619
Clyburn, M. A., 483
Cobb, H. J., 1029
Cochrane, G. C, 711
Coffin.
Coffin,

S.,

J.

Jr.,
P.,

Norman

621

669

Cole. Harold R., 1071, 1108
Collier, L. L., 544
Collins, A. B., 445, 618
Collins, G., 774
Collins, M. F., 618

Combs, W.

B.,

667

Connctt, C. J., 299
Conniff, P., 1072, 1109

Connor, M. ()., 1070
Conwell, W. L.. 1261*
Cook. F. E.. 4117
Cook. Thomas R.. 80
Cooke, Charles B., Jr.. 1261
Cooke. F. A.. 407
Cookson. W. S.. 982, 1072*
Cooledge, G. E., 918
Coombs. W. M.. 018
Copeland, Peter, 1258
Coppcll, ArUuir, 017, 981
Corhelt, B.. 1172
Corey, William Ellis, 621, 669, 1217,
1260
Cornatzar. John M., 1109

Davidson. A.
Davidson, C.

255
140

J.,

B.,

Davis, F. K., 408
Davis, F. S., 484

Dawson. Edwin
Dean, A., 714
Decker, C.

E..

A.,

1028*

711

De Camp, Harvey, 1214
De Grief. F. J.. 1028
Delamerc. C. T., 775
Denechaud, J. F,, 1256
Denny, C. B., 180
Depew, W. A., 825
Derrah, S. V., 36
Deverell, A. M., 711

Dewey,
Dewev.

A., 299
E. A.. 876

Dicker, Alfred O.. 80
Dickinson, Jacob M., 618.

917

Dickson, John B., 1258
Dickson, William B., 669
Diehl, Ambrose N., 713
Dinkey. Alva C. 669t
Dismuke. Leon C, 179
Disnev, Francis X.. 176

Dobyns. \V.

T.,

141

Dodge. Marcellus Harilev. 669
Dolan. J. P.. 484
Donahue. Morris. 140
Donald. Malcolm. 1074
Donaldson, William L., 1259
Donncr, William H., 218, 879, 98S
1112
Dooley, L. M., 1108, 1214
Doorlev. C. H.. 544, 1108, 1170t
Dow. H. F., 37
Dowling, H. G., 775
Dowling, J. J., 774
Downing, W. C, 35, 140*
Downs, Lawrence A., 875*, 918
Drew, J. H., 407
Drurv, Frank A., 1074
Dudley, C. E., 445
Du France. W. H., 255
Dugan. Frank P., 668
Dugan, John P., 1257
Dukes, C. M., 774*
Duncan, Charles E.. 1216
Duncan. Fred B.. 80
Duncan, K. B., 1214
Dunlev. \V. D.. 78
Dunn. Charles B.. 621
Dunphy, John, 1214
Durham, E. M., Jr., 917
Eager, A. E., 712
Earley, J. S., 1257
Early, G. G.. 583
Eastman. S. G., 300
Eaton, George H., 36
Eaton, W. H., 200
Ebe, R. A.. 79
Eckard, W. H., 876
Eckels, Charles P., 1258
Edelman, Charles, 299

Cornell, J. D., 141
Corse. G. H., Jr., 366, 1072, 1171"
Cosner, F. D., 170
Cotter, S. E., 35. 017
Cottrell, E. D., 1108
Cowan. II W., 36
Cox, Claude E., 1028t

Eden. Edward. 711
Edwards. E. T., 180
Edwards. O. E., Jr., 922
Egan, John M.. 544
Egner, Clement F., 142, 669
Eicke, II., 876

Cox, T.. 544. 667
Coykendall. I. F.,

Eifort, C. B., 583
Elder. C. K., 78

1204

Crandon, F. P., 1070, 1108*
Crane, foseph (r. 085
Cmne, J. W.. 1170
Crane. T. <).. 140
Craven. Arthur. 546
Crawford. W. H.. 1030
Cross, C. \V., 1176*
Cross. Charles W.. 1174

Crow. Benjamin

.S..

366

018

Elev, E., 775
Elkln. lohn J., 140*
Ellerman, P. A., 918
Ellell, J. T.. 711
Elliott, George B.. 1169
Elliott. Howard. 1108
Elliott, J. H., 179
Ellis, Charles B.. 3<7
Ellis, J. II.. 874

774
Curran. 11. J.. 1070
Currv, Nnihnnicl. 827
Cnrtiss. G. W.. 877
Clllhliertson, E. A., 1072
Culls. (!. I'., 667

Elmes, Clyde C, 775, 825*
Elv, I
O 610
Ely. Yheodore N., 1112
Emerson, C, E., 1028
Emerson. H. D., 1170
Emmeil. R. C., 910
Emmet. \Villiam Lerov, 546
English. II. A., 1072
Ennej. S., 35

nal.b. F. C. 081
Tlnniel. .1. VV., 610
Darnlev. R. t., .166

Enlwislle. losenh, 621
Eslabrook, It. M., 1216
Evans, D. T., 018
Evans, J. n., 775

Crowley,

J.

J..
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Sewell, H. J., 918
Sexton, J. J., 45, 483

Sheafe,

Prout, H. (;., 669
Pryor, E. B., 981t
Pryor, Samuel F., 621, 669
Prytz, H, C.,. 985
Purccll. P. E., 1169
Pyle, R. H., 621

RidHiiH.

I,.,

Owen.

1175'

Pratt, Stewart C, 1258
Pratt, T. A.. 179
Prentice, J. T., 1258
Preston, Erie, 919
Price. E. J., 255, 366t
Price, William T., 366, 445
Prince, C. R,, 917
Prior, T. H., 665*

Rcdnns..n, F W., 618,
Rockefeller. Percy A.,

Osborn,

tiwrns,

876}:

W

OriutI, G. N.. 1258
o'Keilly, A. /., 79
Oil-. 1). K., 78

Oli,, I. I,., 544
Oltejnn, J. C, 1108
o-ronle, VV. .1., 7<l

Ryan,

Rypinski, M.

1074
367
1174
Charles A., 982
Lawrence C, 1108
Phillips, R. B., 1112
Philips, T. L., 825
Phillips, H. C, 255, 1064
Phoenix, C. R., 983
Pierce, Winslow S., 825, 1108
Pinkham, R. H., 877
Pistole, A. E., 583, 618
Peters,

Harry C. 299

Rupple,

Russell, Charles A., 542
Russell, Charles R., 1026
Russell, S. S., 78
Rvan, Edward, 181

Roach, ['"rank, 445
Roberts, IL M., 486
Roberts,
K, 483
Roberts, W. F., 367
Roberlson, A., 407, 981

1216

I,.,

J. H., 1169
Ruffer, Augustus E., 1071
Ruggles, T. D., 919
Ruickbie, G. P., 1258
Rumbling, F. N., 1074

1028
Parker, C. A., 484
Parks, S. J.. 1169
Parkhurst. S. D., 366
Parrish, M. P., 917
Parslev, O. C. 618
Parson, J. H. R., 1259
Parsons, H. de B., 1165
Parsons, Robert S., 1259
Passel, H. F., 1070
Patenall, T. H., 714
Pates, J. R., 618
Patten, E. N., 1216
Patterson, A. Z., 582
Patterson, George M., 91S
Patterson, R. A., 37
Peabody, W. L., 619
Peacock, E. A., 876
Pearce, W. D., 484

Peyton,
Peyton,
Phelan,
Phipps,

Continued.

Rueger,
1108

S.,

Edgar T., 1214
Richardson, G. A., 1258
Rider, lieorgc M., (.21
Rider, J. B., 1112, 1175'
Ripley, [„ A., 1028
Kitlenbousr, .1. A., 407

11.,

255,

Howard

Rich,

Oalman,
obey, G.

D'l.augblin,
O'l.eary, A.

1074

T.,

669

.

Stevens, A. J., 1216
Stevens, J. A., 1165
Stewart, J. A., 217
Stewart, J. B., 141
Stewart, R. L., 919
Stinson, C. H., 1109, 1171*
Stimson, F. J., 79, 179*
Stinc, W. I., 583
Stitt, Herbert L., 142
Stjernstedt, S. J., 1074
Stokes, G. A., 982
Stokes, William D., 668
Stone, C. E., 1259
Stone, C. M., 618
Storer, H. D., 1074
Story, Samuel A., 1259
Stotsbury, E. T.. 985
Stover, F. D., 544
Stowe, H. D., 877
Stowell, C. C. 405
Straus, Oscar S., 1168
Streamer, C, 1074
Street, Clement F., 777
Street, D. H., 825
Strohn, H. C, 1214
Strong. J. L., 483
Studer, F., 825
Sullivan, James, 1108
Sullivan, Tames F., 621
Sunderland, J. E., 484
Sutton, E. C, 918
Sweet, Arthur E., 1214, 1258
Sweing, A. J., 1029

Taggart, Joseph P., 142
Talbot, John S.. 179
Talbott, J. O., 825
Talmage, M. Burr., 447, 486
Tate, John B., 922
Taussig, J. E., 179, 917, 1027t
Taylor, A. C, 877
Taylor, J. L., Jr., 876
Taylor, Robert, 366
Taylor, Roland L., 621

Tenney, J. W., 1109
Tesseyman, J. E., 1175
Thanheiser, C. A., 1070
Thayer, Charles M., 1074
Thelan, C. A., 918
Thomas, H P, 775
Thomas, J. VV., 778
Thompson, H. G., 37, 38*
Thompson, VV'. M., 874
Thompson, W. O., 544, 583*
Thomson, Samuel G., 775
Thornton, G. D., 621
Tilt, E. B., 775
Titus, Andrew P., 875*
Tobin, T. J., 917
Todd, E. N.. 583
Tomlins'.n, S. E., 876
Torry, Arthur M.. 367
Toucey, S. R., 825, 875, 982*
Treadway, E. A., 317
Tripp, Guy E.. 922
Tripplett, A. E,. 'iSZ
Trumbull, Frank, 1256
Trumbull, M. K., 1074
Tucker, A. Q., 447
Tucker, Dr. N., 486
Tudor, L. M.. 366
Turnbull. R. J., 484
Turner, J. J., 78
Turner, Thomas B., 445
Turrcff, S. J., 256

H.

Tyrrell,

141

E.,

Underwood, Russell S.,
Umshler, A. M., 140
Utter, H. L., 407

667

Van

Ausdall, VV., 256
Vance, H. H., 140
Vauderlip, Frank A., 669, 985,
1260
Van Heckc, Carl D., 1108t
Van Ilecke, D., "IS
Van Patten, Elmer B., 922
Varncy, U. A., 713t
Vanclain, Samuel M., 669
Vcrcoe, H. L.. 1172
Vermillion. C. A., 255
Vilas, Charles A.. 874, 91 7*
Vincent, E. F., 36
Vinnedge, C. A., 981
Volz, J. C. 36
Votaw, J. E.. 618

.\.,

.

.

Waddell. J. A. L.. 48(.
VVad.lell. N
Everett, 486
VVadden, William, 1108
VV.ule.
II..
407
Walker, J, P., 544, 1038
Walker. Roberts, 317
Wall, T. T.. 1350
WnlliiiK, V R
713, 775*
Walton, C M
,•<;(.
Walton. George A., 1359

W

.

.

VV.ii burton,
VV.ir.l.

G

VVardrop.

141.
Jr.,

J..

\V.

775

E..

II

S,

Ward. John

M..

876
1108
79

Warner, VV. VV., 445
Waterhousr, Fiank, 483
Watson. A.. 1172
VValson.

A.

C.

667,

Watson,

J.

D.,

1038

Watt,

A.,

36

775
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS— Continued
I* Indicates photograph and sketch, t Indicates sketch only.]
Whigham, William, 669t
Williams, O. M., 775

Watts, H. E., 1109
Weaver, T. W., 621
Webb, W. A., 667
Weber, W. Hoyt, 777
Webster, Edwin S., 1261
Webster, F. E., 445, 484t
Webster, James, 1257
Weed, J. H., 1029
Weidel Joseph, 255, 877t
Weir, Henderson, 1216
Weiss, A. C, 1256
Wesley, Charles C, 1216
West, E. J., 583
Westfall, Curtis C, 667, 77St
Westervelt, E. M., 1109
Wharton, W. H., 1257
Whelen, E. R., 1258
Wheeler, William G., 483*

White, Clinton, 542
White, James D., 140
White, J. Lowell, 35
White, W. M., 713
Whitehead, C. N., 667
Whitenton, W. M., 217
Whiter, E. T., 35, 78*
Whitlock, C. E., 877
Whitney, G. C, 583
Whitney, W. R., 546
Whyte, W. A., 1170
Wicks, William Victor, 619
Wiggin, Albert H., 669
Wiley, W. H., 1165
Wilkinson, Robert Erwin, 255
Williams, Edgar M., 1214
Williams, Homer D., 669*

Williams, S. A., 445
Williams, Vernon C, 983
Williams, William H., 1092*, 1108
Willis, E. M., 917
Willoughby, Julius Edgar, 484
Wilmore, Frank E., 36
Wilson, Ben, 79
Wilson, Claude, 618
Wilson, £., 544
Wilson, H. R., 876
Wilson, W. B., 483
Winchell, B. L., 1256
Winguist, S., 985
Winsor, G. H., 140
Wise, W. B., 1074
Witwer, C. W., 1174
Wohlford, W. T., 1070

Wolf,

G.

544

P.,

Wood, Elmer H., 825, 917*
Wood, W. B., 619
Woodruff, A. W., 874
Woods, J. L., 877, 1029*
Worker, J. G., 1074
Worthington, B. A., 544, 1070*

Wray, John T., 1109
Wrcnne, E. M., 366, 483, 1108
Wright,

D.,

J.

1109

Wyand, Harry L., 1028
Wynn, F. S., 78
Yates, Harry, 1112

Yeomans, George G., 919, 983*
Yohc, J. K., Jr., 618
Yonkers, F. J., 1109
Yungman, Edgar, 618*, 876
Zercher, K.

775

B.,

OBITUARY
photograph and sketch.

[* Indicates

Durban, Frank A., 485, 619t

Aldrich, G., 179
Allen, Andrew, Sr., 142
Allen, W. F., 919*, 1020
Anderson, C. A., 877

Andrews, William

C,

Arnold, C.

1260t

Claflin,

1029

Emerson,

Frank Howard, 1216
Louis F., 180
Walter J., 1072
Bouton, C. B., 447
Brown, Arthur, 179
Brown, Theopbilus P., 179
Beckert,
Bell,

712

S.,

Thomas E., 142
Lynde A., 825
Chamberlain, Frank H.,
Chapman, J. Frank, 217

Carliss,
Catlin,

79

1168
Cohen, Mendes, 366t
Cole, O. F., 712
Conner, William A., 1175
Copley. Ariel B., 1110*
Crosby, Ward, 1172*
M.,

F.

Cockrell,

877, 9191

619

Sidney

T.,

Hill,

Robert

Dodge, J. M., 1176*
Downing, Walter E., 825, 983

F.,

Seifert,

A.

J.,

179

583

Shoemaker, R. H., 217
Smytbe, E. E., 179
Sneden, George V., 1259
Snyder, Elmer E., 366

80

Spagnoletti, C. E., 217
Spaidal, Frederick M., 485, 711
Staeg, James E., 545
Stennett, Dr. William H., 217
Stephens, R. S., 919
SlLVensnn, W. F., 445
Strale, Allan, 300

McCartney, H. M., 877
McCrea, Edward F., 445, 485
McGuire, Thomas. 877
McKelvey, Charles D., 1210*

Studds, Cohn, 545
Swanitz, A. W., 1259

Maier, O. T., 1259
Metcalfe, J. G., 445*
Millsapps, W. K.. 367
Moise, T. S.. 407*
Monserrate, M. D., 299
Montgomery, R. H., 1214
Moran, J. J., 255

776*

H.,

King, William Bvrd, 775t
Kirby, John, 1214*
Kirk, John, 877
Kloos, Henry C, 1112

Salmons, R. B., 983
Scoville, John Hasbrouck, 217

Roberts, Frank,

Lang, George L., 983
Lee, Richard Henry, 1216
Logsdon, John W-, 776t
Loop, C. L., 983, 1214
Lord, Charles W., 1172

Thome, Samuel,
Tinsman,

79

W infield

Van Home,

S.,

545*

Sir William

C, 498*

Waldo, Judge Henry L., 179
Warder, John H., 445*
Weniworth. C, C, 983

Palmer, Lowell M., 668
Pleasants, E. B., 407, 485*
Redfield, Joseph B., 1214
Rice, B. E., 668

Hughes, William M.. 36
Hurd, Arthur A., 1259
Israel, Gardner L, 877

Henrv C, 1110

Riddell, G. F., 408
Rishel, J. B., 545

La Bonta, W.

Havron, John, 219t
Havdock, Charles L., 79
Hayes, William C, 1259
Hayward, George, 1072
Healy, M. J.. 299
Hennessey, Thomas J., 1172

Dean, Wilfred R., 1216
De Vov, James F., 920*
Diehl,

W.,

445
Farley, Andrew J., 1176*
Fenby, Richard, 825
Finnell, John, 445
Finney, Robert, 445
Fitch, William F., 583
Fleming, Sir Sanford, 217t
Foulds, James H., Jr., 776*
Fowler, Thomas Powell, 712*
Fraser, Graham, 1260
French, Chester Lee, 217
Goodwin, James J., i6
Gorman, Patrick A., 407
Graver, William, 447
Grove, Edward M., 447*

Bailie,

Benjamin

J.

1259
4U7

Elliott, Daniel,
Ellis, Rudolph,

Bacon, Edward R., 1110*

Cable,

Homer,

Eads,
Eber,

+ Indicates sketch only.\

James, J. W. H., 447
Johnson, John T., 6191
Jones, Benjamin M., 1074

Whall, Clifton H.. 1112
White, William L., 545
Wilson. Alexander, 447
Wrenne, M. J. C, 366*

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS
Also General Index.]

[*^"t'^

Alexandria Paper Company v. Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe et al, 1210
Alpha Portland Cement Company v. Baltimore
& Ohio et al, 174
Alton Box Board & Paper Company v. Illinois
Terminal et al, 212,
American Coal & Coke Company v. Michigan
Central, 772

Bascom-French Company et al v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al, 137
Brownville Cotton, Oil
ville

&

&

Company

Ice

v.

Louis-

Nashville, 1067

Girardeau Portland Cement Company
St. Louis & San Francisco et al, 3o3
Carey, Philip, Manufacturing Company et al
Grand Trunk Western et al, 824

Cape

Chamber of Commerce of the City
waukee V. Chicago, Milwaukee &
et al. 212
City of Danville, Va., et
et al, 212
C'eveland Salt Company
pany et al, 212

al

v.

of

Mil-

St.

Paul

Southern Railway

Pennsylvania Com-

v.

Columbia Gold Mining Company v. OregonWashington Railroad & Navigation Company et al, 253
Commercial Club Traffic Bureau (Salt Lake) v.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al,
442
Crouch, A. B. Grain Company et al
Topeka & Santa Fc et al, 873

Diamond

Crystal Salt
Central et al, 772,

Company

v.

Atchison,

W.

J.

& Company
ct

Michigan

v.

et

Nashville,
al,

441

et

al

v.

Ahnapec &

212
Atchison,

al,

Topeka & Santa
Edward v.
Eisle,
Fe et al. 441
Elmore-Bcnjamm Coal Company ct al v. Chesapeake & Ohio et al, 1210
Enns Milling Company v. Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific et al, 75
Fall River Blcachcry v.
al,

1210

In

Company v Lake Shore
Grand Rapids
& Michigan Southern et al, 75
Lumber Company v. Alabama,
C.
L.,
Tennessee & Northern et al, 1209
Greater Des Moines Committee v. Minneapolis

In

Atlantic Coast Line

ct

v.

Central of

442

et al,

Lumber Company v. Clatskanie Transportation Company et al, 823
Furniture Manufacturers* Association of Grand
Rapids
Gile,

H.

S.

V.

Ann Arbor

& Company
et

cific

et

et

al,

al

74
Plaster

et

St.

Louis

et

1209

al,

Haskew Lumber Company
tanooga & St. Louis
Henderson Commercial
Imperial

Valley

et

al,

In

Nashville, Chatet al, 74
Club v. Illinois Central

&

Oil

Southern Pacific
Indianapolis
land,

y.

Cotton
402

Company

v.

et al,

Chamber

Commerce

of

Cincinnati,
74

Chicago

&

v.
St.

Cleve-

Louis

Inquiry and investigation concerning the reasonableness of freight rates to points on
certain railroads in Nevada, 137
In re allowances on anthracite coal at Hauto
and Nesquehoning, Pa., 772
In re charges for transportation and tlisnos.il of
waste materials at Pittsburgh and other
In

re

class

and commodity rates from LouisKv., and Cincinnati, Ohio, to Alex-

Long

Branch and other
Jersey, 402
In re increased passenger fares via the Denver
& Rio Grande through the Ogden and
Salt Lake City gateway, 363
In re live stock rales from points in Colorado,
South Dakota and other slates to Omaha,
Neb., and other points, 404
In re lumber rates from Wilson, Ark., and otlier
points to
Cincinnati, Ohio, and other
points, 441
re

rates
ice
stations in

to

New

points, 175, 581
rates on stone and marble in carloads
not polished, lettered or figured, irom

Chicago and Peoria, 111., to St. Paul,
Minn., 173
Southern Pacific's ownership of stock
in Sacramento Transportation
Company,
295
re through rates from Buffalo, Pittsburgh
and Central freight association territories,
re

1025
the matter

of express rates, practices, accounts and revenues, 214
In the matter of rates, divisions, rules, regulations and practices governing the trans-

In

portation ot railroad luel and other coal,
364
In the matter of terminal allowances and rates
at St. Louis, Mo., and East St.
Louis.
HI., 175
In the matter of western trunk line rules,
regulations and exceptions to classifications,

Iowa

173

Board of Railroad Commissioners
Arizona Eastern et al., 137
State Board of Railroad Commissioners,
et al. V. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
et al., 442
Stale
V.

Iowa

75

andria, Va., 1025
In re cnal rates from Illinois mines to OnirJia,
Neb., and other points, 212
In re conditions affecting the production, transportation and marketing of crude petroleum, 1167
In re grain elevation allowances at Kansas City,
Mo., and other points. 212

In

re

al,

Gray,

cities,

v.

East Jersey Railroad & Terminal Company v.
Central of New Jersey ct al, 542
Eastern Oregon Lumber Producers' Association
V. Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company ct al, 1210

Western

Southern Pa-

Jersey

Foster

ville,

Duncan. W. S. & Company et at
Chattanooga & St, Louis

Echols,

75

In re rates on agricultural implements and other
commodities between La Crosse, Wis., and
other points and St. Paul, Minn., and
other points, 710
In re rates on lumber from Southern points
to
the Ohio river crossings and bdier

New

v.
v.

Sugar Refining Company

Federal

Jewelers' Protective Union ct al.
vania Railroad et al., 403

v.

Pennsyl-

Kanotex Refining Company v. Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fc, 34
Kansas City Live Slock Exchange v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 173
Kentucky Distilleries & Warehouse Company v.

& Nashville,
Company et al

Louisville

King

Powder
Uailroad

Ladd,

E. P.
et al.,

ct

al,

ct al., 916
v.
Pennsylvania

1209

Company

v.

Gould

Southwestern

823

Lebanon Conuncrcial Club v. Louisville & Nashville ct al., on rehearing, 402
Louden Machinery Company v. Atchison, Topika & Santa Fe t-t al., 137
Louisiana Stale Rice Milling Company v. Morgan's Louisiana & Texas ct al., 174
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Low Moor

Iron Company et al. v. Chesapeake
& Ohio et al.. 823
Memphis Grain & Hay Association et al. v.
Central

Illinois

et

Merchants' Exchange of

& Ohio,

Louis

Baltimore

v.

138
Meredith, J. J., Taylor, Shelby, and Schreiber,
Henry B., constituting the Railroad Commission of Louisiana v. St. Louis Southwestern et al., 174
MilUken Refining Company v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas et al., 480
Monon Coal Company et al. v. Chicago &
Eastern Illinois et al., 137
Montrose & Delta Counties Fr^^ight Rate Association

et

al.,

Denver & Rio Grande

V.

et

al.,

173

Moore & Thompson Paper Company
Boston & Maine, 75
National

Association

of

Tannersi,

et

et

al.

al.

v.

v.

Lehigh Valley et al., 402
Nebraska Bridge Supply & Lumber Company v.
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis et al.,
253
Nebraska State Railway Commission v. Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy^ 823
Nebraska State Railway Commission v. Union
Pacific

New

et

al.,

Jersey Zinc
Jersey, 979

137

Company

v.

Central

of

New

Mercantile Exchange,

et

more & Ohio, et al., 772
Powder Company v. West

Nitro

Balti-

v.

al.

Pulp

& Paper Manufacturers'
tion

Shore

et

et

al.,

v.

al.,

AssociaPaul,

Traffic

Milwaukee &

Chicago,
174

St.

363

137

al.,

St.

New York

Oklahoma

Cottonseed Crushers Association
Missouri, Kansas & Texas et al., 295
Oklahoma Traffic Association et al. v. Abilene

Southern

et

v.

Southern

Rate Increases in Western Classification Territory. 1258

Rock Spring

&

1167

al.,

Creamerv Company

Pacific

v.

Pacific

et al., 212
Peet Brothers Manufacturing Company v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al., S2i
Peet Brothers Manufacturing Company v. Illinois Central et al., 212
Peppard, J. G. Seed Company v. Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, 9/9
Phoenix Iron & Steel Company v. Galveston,
Houston & Henderson et al., 823
Picher Lead Company v. St. Louis & San
Francisco, 296
Plymouth Coal Company v. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, 480
Plymouth Coal Company v, Lehigh Valley, 542
Port Huron & Duluth Steamship Company v.
Pennsylvania Railroad et al., 403
Prest-0-Lite Company, Inc., v. Boston & Albany
et al, 1209
Providence Fruit & Produce Exchange v. Maine
Central et al., 979

Company,

Distilling

H. &

ville.

L..

St.

Scattergood, S. F. & Co. v.
Trans. Co., et al, 442

Seymour, John
Texas et

v.

al.

Louis-

441

& Western

Erie

Morgan's

v.

S.

et

et al..

Louisiana

&

441

al.,

Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Company et al. v.
Louisville & Nashville et al., 441
Spartanburg Chamber of Commerce v. Southern

Railway et al., 213
George M. & Co. et al. v. Southern
Railway, 173
State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
V. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et ah.
Spiegle,

Stock,

75
F.

&
Swift &

W. & Sons

v.
Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul et al., 212
v. Southern Railway, 1210

St.

Co.

Western Newspaper Union
fish

Yellow Pine
turers'

Railway

v.

Aberdeen & Rock-

137

et al.,

Sash, Door
Association
et al., 441

and Blind
et

al.

ManufacSouthern

v.

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
Aberdeen Railroad (Electric), 622
Alabama & Mississippi, S2i
Alabama (Jreat Southern, 81
Alabama Roads, 1262
Alabama Roads (Electric), 487
Alamance, Durham & Orange, 38, 257

Pontiac & Owosso (Electric), 828
Millersburg & Western (Electric),
622
Duluth & Northern Minnesota, 1075

Dover,

Alaska Valley, 1217
Anthony & Northern, 1112
Alton & Southern, 1177
Altus, Roswcll & Pacific, 922
Americas, Flint River & Gains, 38
Americus, Hawkinsvillc & Eastern, 585, 1031
Arkansas Roads (Electric), 670
Artesian Belt, 181
AtchiM.n, Topeka & Santa Fe, 547, 670, 714
Athabasc.i ^ Fort Vermillion, 714, 1177
Atlanta & M Andrews Bay, 409, 487
Coast

Atlantic

Augusta-Aiken

Line,

368,

Railway &

779, 1031
Electric Corporation,

143

Baltimore & Ohio. 547, 1075
Baltimore (Md.) Roads, 409
Bay Point & Clayton, 1031
Beaver, Mead & Englewood, 670
Bc'Ucview & Western, 670
Bellingham & Northern, 1031
Bcllingham, Mount Baker & Spokane, 409, 879
Beulaville Railroad, 1177
Boston Subways, 879
Boync City, Gaylord & Alpena, 986
Buffalo, Lockport & Rochester, 81

Calhoun Cotinty Railroad, 38
California Roads, 1177
California Southern, 1217
Canadian (iovcrnmcnt Railways, 257, 922
Canadian Northern, 143, 181, 547, 922, 1177
Canadian Norlbern (Juebec, 181
Canadian Pacific, 448, 547, 779, 1112
Canadian Ruads (Electric), 368
Cape llreton, 980
Carolina, Atlantic & Western, 301
Carolina, (irccnvillc & Northern (Electric), 38,
1112
Central ("anada, 181
Central of Oregon, 986
Central Power Company of Chattanooga, 828

Champlain & Sniifuid, 'ixt,
Charles City Western (Electric), 1031, 1075
Charleston Intcrurban, 143
Charleston Southern, 38, 409, 585
Chattanooga Traction, 3(>8
Cherry River & Southern, 81
Chesapeake & Curtis Bav, 38
Chesapeake & Ohio, 622
Chester & Cilv I'ninI (Electric), 487
Chicago, Milwaukee & Si. Paul, (.22, 670
Chicago, Wealberford & C.ulf, 1217
Cinrinnati, Itluflton & (Tiieago, 301
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, 828, 1112, 1177
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacilic, 181,

670
Cleveland
547
(Teveland,
36S

& Ohio

Central

Barbcrton,

(Electric),

Coshocton

&

368, 409,

Oklahoma Western, 143, 487, 1177
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rendered by the steam railroads, whose efforts contributed in a most efficient manner to the means by which the city was enabled to meet a situation that otherwise could only have resulted in the serious curtailment, if
not cessation, of many commercial, industrial and social activities.

of the Chicago roads, which
suddenly found themselves the sole means of transportation for
the bulk of the population of the city and were required, with
only a few hours' notice, to accommodate over 625,000 people a
day in their suburban service, or five times their normal
suburban traffic, was described in last week's issue. "Extraor-
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pany in the coal which the sales company ofTers to it for transportation, the
Clause Again
United States Supreme Court, in the
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western case handed down recentlv.
decides that the contract between the sales company and the

Commodities

railroad company cannot legally make the sales company a
mere agent for the railro;id company. The conrl has. therefore,
ordered the district court to enjoin the Lackawanna from carrying coal sold by the r;iilroad company to the sales compan\
under the contract now in force. Wlien the commodities clause
was enacted the Lackawanna formed a coal sales company with
which it made a contract, and it is the terms of this contract,
which so bind and restrict the sales company as to make it a
mere agent of the railroad company, that the Supreme Court

;
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private railways of

ways

Canada are capitalized for. The private railand new, equipped and in operation,

of Canada, old lines

according to the official reports, for $53,619 a
hand, the latest figure for the cost of the
National Transcontinental which we have seen is $98,898 a mile.
are capitalized,

On theother

mile.

Furthermore, the National Transcontinental
the sense that the private railways are.

commodities clause. It is very careful to point out that there
is r,o intention on the part of the court of objecting to the con-

report, "the

coal

to

simply because

tract

The

York.

railroad

protected the property

it

interests

of the

terminals are not completed.

its

been made on
it

has cost three times as
spent
third

;

company went

It would appear plain from the
commodities clause.
decision that any one of the anthracite carriers may or may not
now have such relations with its affiliated coal sales company
as to violate the commodities clause, but, on the other hand, the
decision describes clearly the kind of relation which it will not
tolerate, and it should be possible for any company to act ac-

cordingly.
the Wisconsin law
of 1911, requiring sleeping-car companies to give the occupant
of a lower berth the free use of a part
of the space allotted to the upper berth,
Wisconsin

The

decision of the

Supreme Court annulling

the

until

Upper Berth

and

Law

upper

is

sold,

fills

six

pages

cites 19 decisions; but the statute

was

not worth
while to discuss it. The gist of the basis of the decision is in the
paragraph quoted in the abstract of the report printed elsewhere.
The wonder is that there are two justices who dissent from the
so

utterly

childish

that

it

is

The dissenting opinions were not put in
opinion.
The Supreme Court of Wisconsin, which reversed the
court (and is now itself reversed) sustained the statute on

majority's
writing.
trial

to the
the ground that the rule which it prescribed "contributed
comfort and convenience of the traveling public" but it could so
circulation
contribute, even theoretically, only by facilitating the
too vague
w^as
theory
this
that
showed
evidence
the
of air, and
;

worthy of notice. The statute appears to have been one
An earlier
of the worst exairiples of meddling, pure and simple.
option of
statute (1907) gave the man in the lower berth the

to be

closed
ordering or not ordering the upper berth to be kept up, or
statute was
but this was declared unconstitutional, and the 1911
made mandatory "the upper berth shall not be let down." What
guess. Probably a law requiris next to be expected is hard to
employment as porters of prestidigitateurs who can put
:

ing the

a. m. without disturliing
a passenger into an upper berth at 1
perhaps a paragraph
with
lower;
in
the
passenger
the sleeping
privacy is against public
declaring that for a passenger to seek
abolished
short cut would be to order upper berths

The

policy

but from the agitator's
and the price of sections reduced to $1.50;
simple.
too
is
that
view
point of
fact

our issue of May 21. we referred to the
Railway of Canada, as budt
that the National Transcontinental
by the government, has cost almost three
In an editorial in

The Cost
The

of

National

Transcontinental

nunt

times as much as the original estimate.
In another id.Mci- in the same editorial
lluic appiarcd the statement "If, as has
proved to he the case in Canada, a govern-

will speiul three times as

much

to build a railway as

would

.\ valued corrcsptmdcnt
be spent by a private company." etc.
follow, bewrites to call attention to the fact that it does not

cause the government
spent three times as

That
had

is

in

.so

far

much

exceeded

its

as a private

own

estimate, that

company wimld

it

have.

making the statement questioned we
has spent, and what the
government
mind what the

manifestly true.

In

much

will

a
as a private
it

it

little

have cost when
strong to say

it

company would have

one-half as

to

much per mile

the

as

National

Trans-

STOCK WITHOUT A PAR VALUE

so far as to obviously violate the intention

the

putting

continental."

'

of

is

At

but the government investigating commission said in its
competing roads are only capitalized at from one-

railroad company, but the court finds it illegal because in the
attempt to protect these interests the contract made by the
sales

it

not finished, in

It is

how much

in the past,

Perhaps

finished?

is

it

is

not equipped, and
the rate expenditures have

company could sell as
much or as little coal to the sales company as it wanted to, and.
on [he other hand, the .sales company could buy coal from no
one else, and had to take all the coal which the railroad company wanted to sell it at the market price. The Supreme Court
holds that this contract violates both the Sherman law and the
the

1

I

TIE committee on

railroad bonds and equipment trusts of the
Investment Bankers' Association of America is sending out

*
to

members

of the association a

eration and discussion.

of ten questions for consid-

list

The second

ticular interest because of

time of Clifford Thome's

tlie

of these questions

coincidence that

it

is

comes

of parat the

argument in the rate advance case
Investment bankers are
of the Western roads at Washington.
asked whether the amount of bonds which should be issued to
final

cover new property should be 100 per cent of cost or less. Clifford Thorne argues that the proposed rate advances are for the

purpose of making additions and betterments to property from
earnings, and that whereas the public is willing to pay rates
sufficient to yield a return on the cost of new property, the
public is not willing and should not be made to pay the principal.

strong

.\

issue

railroad

bonds up

to

company

can.

under

present

conditions,

100 per cent of the cost of a comparatively

small new line which holds out a fair chance of earning a return en the investment: but this is true only because the equity
back of these bonds consists of the seasoned earning power and
the

credit of the

railroad company.

It

is

hardly conceivalile

any banking house would finance a new company building
a new line up to 100 per cent of the cost through the issue of
bonds without any bonus or margin of safety of stock. The
tendency to raise new capital through the issue of mortgage
bonds up to the neighborhood of 100 per cent of the cost of
additions and betterments is generally recognized as one of the
dangers of the present railroad situation. Past experience and
business practice in other lines both indicate beyond a reasonable

that

question that all of the new railroad capital required for additions and betterments and extensions from year to year should
not be raised through the issue of mortgage bonds up to 100 per
cent of the cost of the improvements.
If, however, a part of the cost of improvements

is

to be pro-

vided for either from current funds, which means surplus earnings, or through the sale of stock, the railroad comjiany has

market
Paul could finance

either got to have surplus earnings or has got to find a
for stock.

the

greater

The Chicago, Milwaukee &
part

of

the

cost

of

the

St.

Pacific

coast

extension

through the sale of the stock to its own stockholders only because it had been paying 7 per cent for years and earning a
surplus above dividend ret|uirements. Stockholders, even of this
company, however, have had to accept a reduction to 5 per cent,
and this was not earned by the new- extension for some years
after it was opened and may not yet be earned by the new extension.

The laws of many states do not permit the issue of stock below par but where is the investor to be found who will pay
of an
I)ar for stock issued to pay for 30 per cent of the cost
extension or betterment work when the other 70 per cent of the
cost is paid through the issue of 4^2 or 5 per cent bonds, which
can be sold only at the face value or less, and whose claims as
;

to earnings and assets must be satisfied
holder has any equity whatsoever?

in

full

before the stock-

—

:

July
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1915

A

possible solution of this problem and of the problem that
facing the reorganization committees of many of the roads
now in the hands of receivers might be furnished through the
issue of stock without a par value.
Of course, the manner in

-Africa

Country

IS

_

Kgypt
South African Union:
Cape Colony

which any particular railroad company could readjust its finances
to permit of the issue of stock without par value would be a
problem and one which would have

specific

ferently, probably, in each diflerent case.

to be treated

The

investor,

it

"

Algiers and Tunis
Belgian Congo Colonies

I^^'sl

'

Central

South

-Africa

Rhodesia

dif-

-Africa
.Africa..

German Southwest
Togo
Kamerun
England
France
Italy

!

Total

New

Country
Zealand ....

Victoria

New South Wales
South Australia
Queensland
Tasmania

lion of the Royal Prussian Ministry of Public Works, has
recently issued its annual compilation of the railway statistics

Total

I

Kuropeaii

Russia

},">,ly.

Helgiuni

Private
2,998
5,293
23,572
26,350
14,167

11,021
5.508

1,878
2.787

328

205
915

I.llxcMTiln.rg

2,035
3,039
9,593
1,864
2,356
^'9^2
9,056

Spain
'ortitga

Denmark
S'o"V^>'

S^^.'^"
•^,''''"3

123
1,120
1,711

1,328
9,593
1,147
1,132

1,224
1,644
2,881

288
6,175

1,246

68

68

216,396

100.285

n6,lll

Private
27.687
256.823
773
3,509

Slate

Man

^

...

638
>\8

1.206

America
Country

Total
29,468
256.823
773
15,932
2,016

,

V.^na''?

•

United .States
ISewfounoland

j!?"'"

••••,
Central .America

1,781

3,425

1,655
3,275

12,423
361
150

Venoziu-la

338
625
637

338
S15
569

116
68

Ttritlsii

104

104

375
655

375
655
670

(Jreater

.Xntilles
Lesser .Antilles
Col'i'nW.-;

(itliana

Dutch (luiana
'•f "•'><l"r

]"}'.
"liX!"
''""'

Paraguay
CriiRuay
<;""<

:

Argentina
Total

Country
Asia

Silieria

I

96
1.015

27.693

11,129

Total

Private

State

2.906
3.693
4^120

2,876
3,668
3.953
2.092
4.549

88

30
25
167
234
296
196
579
88

22.136

1,615

20.521

Eurojie
-America
Asia
Africa
Australasia

inelmling Korea
East Indies

Jajiari,
Ilriiish

Ceylon

«r«in,
.Asm Minor, etc
1 or^uguc^e
Indies
Malnv Slates
Dutch Indies

^"""•^•.
ochin Chinn, tic
'''•''

Gain

216,396
356.317
67,591
.7,693
22.136

2.256
9.990
1,498
1 ,002

690,133

State

1913

509
2.870

Private

Gain

1913

Gain

1.590
5,841
152

613

100.285
328.094
23.29S
11,129

385

116,111
28.223
44.293
16,564
20,521

1.448

1.615

14,206

225.712

9.644

464.421

666
4,149
1,346

389
1,063*
5. 48"

Of

the total

mileage of the world for 1913—690.133 iniles—
owned 464.421 miles, or 67 per cent, and governments owned 225,712 miles, or 33 per cent.
In 1912 the
private railways owned 68 per cent.
The government railways
gained one per cent by increasing their mileage by 9.644
mile's,
while the mileage of private companies increased
only 5.487
private companies

'.'.'.

However, an analysis of the statistics given for the various
countries shows that this gain by the state railways
represented
the absorption of e.xisting lines rather than greater
activity

railway

mileage of the country increased only 385 miles. The
privatelylines, therefore, actually increased their
milcige by construction 12,000 miles, of which about 6.5tX1 miles
was ofTsot by
the ,-iC(juisition of lines by the governments.
It will 1k' noted that, in respect of
length of lines, outside of

owned

North and South

.\inerica.

government ownership greatly predomi-

nates, but that 'he privalely-owned mileage in
the United States.
256,823, greatly exceeds the mileage of all the

roads

government-owned
somewhat siirprisin.g, however, to find
increase in government mileage is in Xortli

the world.

in

8,849

233

1,648
3,981

20,759

1.648
1,988
17,249

1,993
3,510

356,317

328,094

28,223

Total

Private

Slate

„„.,
'.''•''

railways.

3.100

6,843

6,158
6,866
34,850

6.158
1,968
4,362

4 898

and Peru, is
and in Peru the roads are operated by companies.

606

606

33
3,417

.33

1,058

1,511

6.766

that

51

SI

863

862
238

1,783

706

917

2,5011

2,310

105
2.310

67,S9I

2.1.298

1

54S
601

~447292

the

greatest

It is

and South .\merica. due to the absorption of private lines
in
Mexico and Argentina.
Even i.ulsidc of the United States,
however, private ownership is greatly predominant in
America.
l':xoluding our 2.56.823 miles, there are in this
hemisphere 71,261
miles

29,488

in

For example, 4.478 miles of line were
added to the government total in Mexico, and 1.002 in
.Argentina.
without any increase in the total mileage of the
county-.
In
Australasia there was also a gain of 1,448 miles for the
government lines by the absorption of private lines, although the total
construction.

233

(

China

193
1,321

1.047

J.OU

1,728
1.511
15,615

Asia
KuHsinn Central

204

miles.
717

...

.

Total

2 721

133
1.005

Kuropean Turkey
Malta, .Jersey,

5,642

24 706
9,143

638

'""•^
liiilgaria

State
36,833

23 579

2,351
1.005
1,206
1,246

:

Kcnimaria

896
1.315

204

•Loss.

Total
39,831
28,872
23,572
31,992
38,873

.Netherlands
.Switzerland

(

1913

Totals

l.reat Britain
•."lice ..

I

Total Mileage

follows
^"""""•y

896
1,315

Summary

it

.\nstnaHungary

3,451
1,109
3,331

is?
2.420

4^845
705
3,449

Hawaii, etc

country for the year 1913. with comparisons with previous years.
It is stated that, although most of the figures are
derived from

(.ermany

548

2,'326

West Australia

showing the mileage, capitalization and the progovernment-owned and privately-owned lines in each

Europe

868

3,999
l!l09
3.488

1,015

of the world,

are as

868

Australasia

^*-

has l)een necessary to depend in part on unofticial reports.
Railways owned by governments are listed as
state railways, whether they are actually operated
by the government or by private companies. The mileage figures for 1913

2,926
1,813

193
2,368
2.011
96

Portugal

THE EXTENT OF GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
A KCHIV FUR ELSENBAHNWESEN, the official publica-

sources,

State

790
2,175

2 420

Germany:
German East

rowed money— the sale of mortgage bonds— and by taking stock
without a par value he was to become an owner of the property
and participate pro rata with otlier owners in profits commensurate with his risk.
An analogous argument would apply in
the case of reorganizations such as that of the Chicago, Rock
Island &• Pacific and the Missouri Pacific.

official

Private

3,716
3.988

Colonies

would

seem, might be willing to put new capital into a railroad project
if he knew that a part of the cost had been raised
through bor-

portion of

Total

In

of

a

private
In

railways,

against

2H.22.\

miles

of governnient

two countries in this hemisphere, ^^exico
government ownership the predominating policy,
only

majority of the countries of the world,

also,

private

ownership of railways continues to prevail. Of 75
nations and
colonies for which st.itistics are given in this
compilation. 42
have more private ihan government mileage, while .13
have more
gmernment mileaKo. While in 26 countries the entire railway
mileage is privately owned, in only 7 are all of
the railwa.vs
owned hy the state. These are Serbia, Hiilgari:.. Xatal
and folir
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German

colonics

in

Africa.

In

Europe

state

dominates in only 10 out of 21 countries.
All the railways of the United States, Great

ownership preBritain,

Spain,

China and Rhodesia are in the hands of private companies, and
most of those in Canada; in France four-fifths of the mileage
Brazil
is privately owned, in Sweden nearly two-thirds and in
In
and Argentina company mileage is greatly predominant.
Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, Italy and Japan government ownership is the dominant policy.
Of the total railway mileage of the world for 1913, over 27
per cent was in the United States. The total increase for the
year was about 15,000 miles, of which 5.019, or about one-third,
was reported for the United States, although this ligure for

The increase for the
undoubtedly too high.
than the gain reported in 1912 or 1908.
The total railway capitalization of the world as reported by
In this is included, however,
this publication was $60,222,036,784.

this

country

world was

is

less

over $19,000,000,000 as the capital of the railways of the United
States, which erroneously includes all the duplications due to
inter-corporate ownership.
sion's figure for 1913

is

The

Interstate

Commerce Commis-

With

$15,330,131,446.

this correction the

to regulate the railways, or as to

chargeable against the

HILL PROFESSORSHIP OF TRANSPORTATION
PRESIDENT LOWELL announced at the commencement
exercises of Harvard University that a gift of $125,00')
received to endow the "James J. Hill Professorship
been
had
of Transportation" in the Harvard Graduate School of Business .'\dmin)stration. A list of the donors and some other
information regarding the establishment of this new chair

JAMES

J.

are given elsewhere in this issue.
The endowMuent of this professorship is a tribute to Mr,
Take
Hill; and surely no tribute ever was more deserved.
him all in all, he is probably the greatest genius who ever

devoted his energies to railway transportation. He has been
equally pre-eminent as a railway builder, as an operating
executive, as a traffic manager and developer and as a
The various lines now constituting the Great
financier.
Northern Railway were laid out and constructed so success-

He is the father of the
fully under his immediate direction.
"tonnage system" the system of the largest practicable train
loads, which has done more to promote economy in railway
operation than any other practice ever introduced into it.
He established a system of rate making on the Great Northern which has contributed enormously both to the development of the Northwest and to the upbuilding of a profitable
He has caused the
traffic for the railways in that section.

—

railways which he has controlled to be so skillfully financed.
as well as to be so efficiently developed and operated, that.
considered as a whole, the great system which he dominates
Probably .\meris one of the most prosperous in the world.

has produced no other man who has combined m more
pre-eminent degree the greatest qualities of both the l)usiness
man and the statesinan. We say "America" because, although
he came to the United States when young. Mr. Hill was born

portation,

Canada.
Not only

is the trilnite paid to Mr. Hill so well deserved,
hut the cslal)lishment of the professorship itself is highly
Never was there in any country such need of a
gratifying.
thorough and impartial study and exposition of transportation
problems as there is in the United States at the present time.

The railways of this country have 37 per cent of the total
mileage of the globe. Whether viewed from this standpoint.

a regrettable fact that most of them hav;
and many of thein less than nothing, to

is

it

contributed

little,

Here and there are professors
the solution of this problem.
of econo:r.ics and of transportation who realize that no man
can safely draw definite conclusions regarding this problem's
many important phases without having first spent some years
in familiarizing himself with the history of railways and witli
the multifarious, complex and widely varying facts regarding
But thus far thetheir operation, rate-making, financing, etc.

men has been more than offset by that
number who have been willing to reach
their conclusions first and find facts to fit them afterward,
If many of the proif indeed they ever find them at all.

good work

of these

much

larger

betray as

fessors

much ignorance and

as they do in their writings

bias

in

their

on railway subjects,

class
it

is

easy to understand why so many of our young men graduate
with their heads stuflfed with misinformation and foolish
hypotheses concerning railway matters.
The main function of a chair of transportation should not
be the industrious formulation and elaboration of baseless
hypotheses regarding the nature of the railway business, but
the ascertainment and teaching of facts regarding it.
If
there be suggested some conclusions based on the facts ascertained, this

is

also a useful service.

The Harvard

.School of

Business .Administration already has achieved a high reputation for the excellence of the research work and teaching
Jone by its professors. It is reasonable to assume that in
the James J. Hill Professorship the university authorities
show a high regard for the proprieties by apportioning to it
a man whose knowledge of both the theory and the practice of
transportation are such as will enable him to impart to students real knowledge. .A wider diffusion of real knowledge
of the subject is one of the greatest needs of the country,
and Harvard can render no greater service than to set the
example of imparting such knowledge to the nation's studious
and ambitious young men.
Perhaps a word will not be out of place in this connection
regarding those who have done most to secure the establishment of the James J. Hill Professorship. Probably those who
have been most active in bringing it about are Howard
Elliott, chairman and president of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, and Thomas W. Lamont, of J. P. Morgan & Co.
Both of these gentlemen arc graduates of Harvard, and in
furthering the creation of this professorship they have renliered a service not only to their alma mater, but also to
filling

will

(he public.

NEW BOOKS
Statistics

of Railways in

the

i'tiitcd

in.

Cloth.

Slatfs; TwLMity-sixth

Annual Report.
Prepared by the Interstate Commerce
Comniission, Division of Statistics.
Issued by Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. Price $1.

ica

in

—

Never, apparently, was
should acquire and manage them.
problem farther from solution than now. It is a problem
in the solution of which it would seem that the schools couM
But although the United States has
help very materially.
many universities in which some attention is given to trans-

rooms

is

1

this

countries are reported as having a greater railway capitalization
It will be noted that while
per mile than the United States.
this country has 37 per cent of the world's mileage, only 27

per cent of the total capitalization
railwavs of the United States.

No.

the problem of how
whether the government

confronted with the "railway problem"

of the

in

59,

or that of the traflic they handle, the investment they rept'
sent, the number of men they employ, or their relative potion in industry, our railways are very much the most iui^
portant system in the world. For many years we have been

1913 stood at $56,350,804,230. an increase over
the preceding year of $1,848,250,566. The average capitalization
per mile for the world was $82,313, as against $65,861 for the
United States. The average for Europe was $70,656, and 18

world's total

Vol.

751 p.iges. 9

The
The

in.

by 12

present volume
principal

totals

is

for the fiscal year ending

June 30. 1913.
whole country, as given in this
the Raihfay Age Gazette, July 17. 1914,

for

report were printed in

the

a preliminary abstract sent out by the Interstate Commerce Conuuission. The first 62 pages of this report, giving
the tabular summaries, came out last December and was
noticed in the Raihvay Age Gazette, December 11, page 1074. .^t
that time the commission expected the complete volume to

from

lie

nut

in

one miinth.

:
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II

Letters to the Editor

I

—

"About this here (naming the resort). There ain't no such
place on our line." And yet the place in question is listed in
the system's summer book as among its particular attractions

My

|

advice to the G. P. A.'s

is

Also

tion in railroad geography.

conduct a course of instrucseason to round up

to

in the dull

Tiiit'iiMiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiJiiiiniiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiirriiir

how

CREATE ALL WEALTH?

DOES LABOR

New York.
To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, in the wage arbitration at Chicago repeatedly
took the ground that labor produces all the wealth tliat exists.
and, therefore, should come into the possession of all of it.
This seems to be a revival of an archaic notion. From pages

and 406 of Webb's "Industrial Democracy" (a strongly

402, 403

favorable presentation of Trade Unionism),

I

"The operative bootmaker has inherited

quote the following;
a

rooted belief that

is the entire commodity produced,
This idea was the economic backbone
of Owenite Socialism, with its projects of Associations of Producers and Labor Exchanges. In the first number of the "Poor
Man's Guardian," a widely-read journal of 1831, it was e-xpressed

the legitimate reward of labor
price in the market.

or

its

in

the following verse

the road actually goes.

more

tickets being sold.

price

the

Yes, wages should be

all.

Then we who work

to

.'should justly

own

with your

lingers

still

it

make

have them

goods

of

"Though

derivatives.

its

matically.

most of

.

.

.

the

at the root of the desire

found in the salesman of our high grade retail
road he represents would sell more transportation.
Mr. Ticket Buyer who has decided to take a trip to what we

clear intelligence

stores
If

may

the

Mount Lookout

is
politely told he should not miss
Sapphire Lakes, which are only ISO
miles beyond on the same system and can be included in an attractive excursion rate for just a little more, nine times out of
ten he will welcome the suggestion and purchase more transportation than he had intended.

call

the scenic glories of the

.Another criticism arises every spring.

for Co-operative Associations of

.

.

.

The road

that

am

I-",|JIT0R

THE RAILWAY

Ac.E Ga7ETTK
layman has little business
sometimes llie man outside

OF

colunms.

And

yet

York.

for

tliis

reason

llu-

It

m;ike bobl t" aiNhisv Muirlry observations to

I

Summer Book

is

received today,

is

it

expected that they
Regretting the un-

5.

we

"

are

ihe (iccrllr.

Every advertisement mentions the summer
Readers who answer the ads get the above replies.
Imagine such methods applied to retail trade, and yet the sale
of tourist transportation is precisely the same in theory and
There

is

also

in practice as the sale of

a

deplorable

lack

watches.

system

of

lists

of per.sons

in

maintaining

who

My

address should be always retained on
Yet I am obliged to send a cir-

list.

methods of circularizing used by any big,
were followed by the railroads' passenger
departments there would be a heap more tickets sold.
Very beautiful, complete, and well written are the summer
If the

first-class

same

.general

business

booklets this year, but in their intelligent distribution there

These remarks were brought

to a

its

cular request out to several hundred G. P. A.'s twice each year.

your
Inisiness can

to InUl into

get a perspective that the railroader himself fails to vision.
is

always

wording

resorts extensively.

a well arranged mailing

:

.'iware that a

I

sends out this card has been advertising

ten to semi-annually.

1

ef-

should receive folders, etc.
The
writer maintains a complete file of folders, revised twice a year,
and yet not a dozen roads mail him their literature unless writ-

RAILROAD ADVERTISING
New

June

in

similar in their

avoidable delay, and thanking you for your interest,

mailing

F.

."

week

in the first

somewhat

delayed the issuance of these books, but
will be ready for distribution by June

should be the same

.

To THE

prompted by

is

and will be complied with immediately upon receipt of books
from printer. The large amount of work entailed has slightly

if the operatives desire to maintain the modern Trade Union
principle of the Standard Rate, they must abandon, once for
all, the diametrically opposite assumption that 'wages shall be
.

It

from one of the leading summer tourist roads

booklet.

it

of the present day,

the price of goods.'

Yet

'A'our request for our 1915

cannot be said to characterize the Trade Unionism
and it will accordingly not be discussed in
our chapter on 'The Assumptions of Trade LInionism.'
Producers,

sells

receive circular post cards

Owenite assumption here referred to was formerly
accepted by large masses of English workmen, and though it still
lies

not a conspicuous quality

is

transportation in most cases autoIf he had a quarter of the courteous suggestion and

literature off the press.

the goods,

all:

drawn from Karl Marx's 'Theory of \'alue,' whilst
in the declarations and programmes of German

Socialism and

He

summer transportation literature in good season.
There are always many laggards who are late with their
summer booklets. They have all winter, presumably, to get this

idea inspired the proposals of Lasalle, and

inferences

Imagination

eyes.

in the ticket clerk.

to the following

tlie

requires imagination to talk intelli-

It

gently and compellingly of places you have never actually seen

forts to obtain the

"Wages should form

"The same

them out to see where and
Such an excursion would result in

the ticket counter staff and take

all

f

:

!
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;

head by the

:uliinral)le

ar-

on railway advertising by Edward 1 lungerford. published
one of your recent issues. Mr. Hungerford's article, excellent
in everything touched on, failed to treat of certain details which
have been somewhat painfully brought to my altentioiL
\s manager of the Travel and Resort department of a leading
magazine, 1 have an unquenchable thirst for information regard-

woeful lack of system or enterprise.

is

Outsider.

ticle

in

ing passenger and
It

are
tin V

Udl

has been

many

more

who
I

certain

ticket offices

have frequently encountered clerks who did
facts

relative

to

to tne, an entire outsider.

passenger

One

In Ihe mountaitis of a neighboring state

service

illustration
is

located

mountain resort fairly well known. It lies on a branch line
The writer 'phoned to Ihe
just off one of our great systems.
chief branch ticket office of this line and asked the clerk to give
.After considerihc nearest station on his line to this resort.
able delay and evident miisull.ilion thi.s individual replied:
a

Railway

enhanced cost of

Rates

Tncreaseo.

— The

Portuguese

fuel

and other materials

in

consequence of the
all rates and

war, a general increase has been decided upon in
fares,

traffic.

Broadway

are grossly ignorant of the lines which

essential

were familiar

>unice.

especially tourist

observation that in the

clerks

represent.

know

wliiili

will

my

PoRTtT.fESE

railway companies have notified the public that, in view of the

amounting

to about

10 per cent.

This action on the part

of their neighbors will possibly surprise the people in Spain

who

have been agitating recently for a reduction in railway rates
Imported coal is now costing, in the
on the same grounds.
peninsula, almost double the July prices, and Spanish coal has
increased almost as much, the local mine owners having taken
:idvaTitage of the situation to raise their prices,

To

counteract

suspended the protective customs
An attempt is also being made to introduce
duties temporarily.
Pocaliontas coal from this country. Welsh steam coal is being
(pioied al 60s. ($15). and Pocahontas at 53s. (|I3 25), c. i. f.

thi.'-

the

government

Mediterranean ports.

has

E

1

:

The Test Department

and Outline

Brief History
tion

New

the

of

of Its Present

Railroad

Scope; Descrip-

and Chemical Laboratory

Physical

Bv

Pennsylvania

the

of

Young

C. D.

Enginetr of Tests, Pennsylvania Railrnad. Altoona. Pa

Endeavcriiig
ployees on

accidents

all

the i.alVty of passengers and emby minimizing or eliminating, if possible,

road companies for making tests of all its supplies and conducting investigations with a view of obtaining the best materials
which can be commercially furnished.

pf(iniote

to

lines

its

traceable

defective

to

or unsuitable inaterial, the

Pennsylvania Railroad has found that the quality of the material purchased for use in rails, bridges, cars and locomotives
must he carefully scrutinized. Control over the quality of supplies is secured by the aid of specifications, which are based

The Department

of Tests of the Pennsylvania

upon careful consideration of the inaterials available for the
various uses of the railway, and by research work tending
toward the development of new materials and devices, or improving those which are in general use. Neither the reputation
of the manufacturer nor a superficial inspection of the materials ofifered has been found to be a sufficient safeguard in the

work was conducted by

In the beginning, the testing

Asst.

X

4
Clerk

Clerk~Hc^'if['"^P>|
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I

I
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Foremon
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f
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Men

I

the mas-

^

Chief Clerk

IToco. Test.

— the

1874.

Eng.ofTesI?

|Mat1^tquipm't,lmp'n|

Railroad

—

American railroad has grown in the following way
In 1874 there was established at -Mtoona a department of
physical tests, the organization of which was placed under the
direction of Theodore N. Ely. then superintendent of motive
power. The first testing machine was purchased during the early
part of the year. It was of 50,000 lb. capacity and was furnished
by Fairbanks and Evving. The first test was made on April 2.
of an

first

-°^

'
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Chart Showing the Organization o( the Department

ot Inspection

meclianic

of

the

.\ltoona

purchase of supplies, since freiiucntly the manufacturer himself

ter

has no positive knowledge of the strengtli or otiicr physical properties of tlie iron, steel or other metal.';, nor the purity of many

department of physical

of the articles ofifered for sale.
An organization with laboratories

at

a

central

point

is

an

promoting the work of thorough inspection, the imWith this inspection, acciportance of which is unquestioned.
dents to the traveling public and the employee have been reduced, and efforts in the future will be towards their further

essential in

reduction.

formed as

It

is

desirable, therefore, that the public be fully in-

to the

facilities

provided by one of the largest

rail-

*From a paper read at the annual meeting of the American Society for
Testing Malenals, .\llantic City, N. .T., Jnne 22-26, 1915,

and Tests
shops,

but

in

.August.

1874,

the

charge of John W.
t'loud, who became the first engineer of tests.
.\ chemical laboratory, under the direction of the late Dr. Cliarles B. Dudley,
tests

was placed

in

was added in the autumn of 1875. Research work for the improvement of rails was begun, and' the investigations and accuir.ulation of experience, which later made possible the preparation of a series of "Standard Specifications," had their start.
It

was not

until

1879,

or

five

years after

the

beginning of

the testing of materials, that the physical and chemical depart-

ments were provided with a separate liuilding. This building
was a one-story frame structure, 25 ft. by 45 ft. These quarters
were soon abandoned, however, and until 1914 space was made

Jvi-v
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in a part of the shop otifice and storehouse building,
where the departments finally occupied 15,476 sq. ft. of floor
area on four floors.
That the growth of the departments has
been rapid is also evidenced by the diagram, which shows the
number of employees, the number of routine physical tests, and
the number of standard specifications in force for each year from

iivailalile

1874 to

The quarters having Ijecome congested in the
new building with a floor area of 41,000 sq. ft.

1914.

past few years, a

was begun

in

1913 and completed in

Thus,

1914.

in

35 years

shown alone by the
more than 35 times or,

the requirements of the departments, as

space occupied, have increased

;

floor

there

has been an average increase of over 100 per cent for each year
since the

The growth of the test department and
much more rapid than the increase in

work began.

laboratory

li;;s

been very

The Locomotive Testing

Planl, willi a

1

I'he

•

iRu

liuililin^;

constructed

1^
if

twisted

of

red Icrra-colta.

I

.\llo<in,i

HUII.DINC.

which

rciiiforinl

concrete,

SlrnrUir.il

steel

bars.

crete columns.

at

NKW

he wliole exterior
It

is

h;is
tlie

just been occupied
reinforcement being

cores are
is

used

in

the

finished in red brick

con-

and

arranged with a central service portion

consisting of the middle liay which contains a stairway and an
electric

elevator,

giving access to

lloor of the service section there

all
is

parts.

On

a receiving

llie

room

main

There

floor.

basement
mate-

for

This room communicates with the elevator for the dis(ribiition of sinall samples to the difTcrent sections of the buildrials.

while large pieces may be lifted to the physical-test sec'U by means of a ten-'.oii traveling crane with a hatchwav in

is

a

machine room

in the

metal test specimens are prepared.

basement and

On

this floor

there are two large fireproof vaults for the storage of letter

and the

The

and a room for chemical

like,

first

or street floor

is

files

stores.

devoted to physical

tests.

tains a physical laboratory with five universal tension

It

con-

and com-

pression testing machines, the largest of which has a capacity
of 1,000,000

and

lb.,

all

are served by the travelina; crane.

rail,

miscellaneous and heat-treatment

The second

On

cement and lagging, hose,

this floor are separate sections for oil,

tests.

used for office, locker and toilet rooms,
the south end being occupied by the office force of the engineer of tests and the north end by that of the chief chemist.

The

floor

third floor

log\, rubber,

is

divided into laboratory rooms for bacterio-

is

Mikado Type Loioinulive

tonnage hauled, or the extension of the general business ol the
railroad.
lie reason for this is that there was almost as wide a
lield for the application of specilicalions, and the inspection and
testing of materials, in tlic begitming as at tile present time.
line

the

in this all of the

in

water and

I'osition tor

1

g;is analy.-es,

cslin^'

photometry and lamp

tests,

•uid the calibration of electric instruments.

The whole fourth floor is used as a general chemical laboratory with a separate chemical balance room. The central bay
is extended ui) to form a fifth floor, which comprises a photographic studio and dark room, while the roof of the remaining
portion of the building is used for experimental work and tests

where exposure
Direct

mination.

to the

lighting

with

atmosphere
tungsten

".Miolite" metal

is

required.

lamps

reflectors are

is

the

used

system
in

the

of

illu-

basement

and on the first floor, with "Pyro" glass reflectors on the second or oftice floor. In the chemical laboratory, where metal
would be injuriously .icud upon by g.ises, "I lolophane" glass
reflectors are

of the lighting and power conduits
before pouring the concrele.
Telephone, dictaphone and buzzer systems arc installed in the floor

were placed

in

in

use.

the

.Ml

floors

ing,

conduits, and

t

tion of these lixtures by the use of a chair rail

in

aildilion great

flexibility is possible in the loca-

around the

wall.*

;

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
of each ruoin, the chair rail having three separate grooves for
wires.

The

building

is

heated by direct steam radiators with a single

pipe system, and the radiators are placed under the windows.

A

hot water service, with a heating and circulating tank in the
basement is provided. The gas, steam, air, water and hydraulic
lines

are of open work, and

pipe

all

are

risers

in

a

common

One
One

Vol.

vibratory eiuiiii-ance
43-ft.

The

located in the central service bay of the Ijuilding,

is

interior

of

the building

is

finished

The

are glazed.

Two

vibrating staybolt testing machines;

One
One
One
One

Brinell hardness testing machine;
2,000-lb.

chestnut

capacity.

cement testing machine;

grinding, bnffing and etching outfit for the preparation of sample^
for microscopic work.

New

Building

In the machine room, where the sample test

specimens are

prepared, the following tools are used;

Two

14-in.

engine lathes;

Two

One
One
One

12-in.

drilling lathe:

One

30-in. cold

24-in.

shaper;

24-in.

radial drill;

Two
Two

tool grinders.

office

All interior doors

75,000-lb.

1

horizontal microscope, with camera for metalographic work;

and partitions
with the exception of the basement where

mahogany.

floors,

natural

machine of

rooms, which are

throughout, with the exception of the
finished in imitation

in

testing

N'o.

drop-testing machine:

Plan of the Third Floor, Giving an Idea of the Floor Layout in the

conduit which

.s()ring

59,

For the work

in

milling machines

for

specimens;

saw;
motor hack saws;

testing air brake, signal

and tank hose and

other miscellaneous tests including steam and hydraulic gages,
there are:
Six rubber stretching machines;
friction test rack for rubber:
hose mounting machine;

One
One

The General Laboratory

in

the Laboratory Car

where it is
magnesium-cement composition.
It is noteworthy that the building was constructed and equipped
complete within the original estimates and appropriation. The
the floor

of

is

wood on

of concrete and the physical laboratory
concrete, are of

building itself

cost

about

,$150,000.

-Xn

estimate

of

the

value

of the contents is, for the physical laboratory, $100,000; ;ind for
With equipment complete, the
the chemical laburalory. $25,000.

iinestment for the b'lboratories

is

about $275,000.

I'HVSICAL L.NBORATflRY

Among
iment

I'f

l-'ivc

Ihf machines and apparatus

that

ciniipcse

the equip-

the physical laboratory, there are the following:

tension antl com]iression testing machines,
lb. <al,acily;
1,000,1100, two of 300.00S. two ..f 100.000

universal

one

of

Metalographic Laboratory

One vibrating test rack for hose:
One continuous test rack for rubber;
Four tension testing machines for rubber;
One stretching machine for rubber insulation
One spring micrometer machine:

One vacuum gage testing machine;
One arbor press specimen cutter;
One hyclraulic gage testing machine,

capacity 25.000

lb.

per sq.

July
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One dcad-weiglit gage testing machine, cai)aeity
One wiggling testing machine for hose;
One bumping testing machine for gages;
One whipping testing machine for gages;
One hydraulic machine for testing gage glasses.

six

speed tool steels to ascertain the best chemical characteristics.

gages;

Investigations are
rial

ing of

The materials for test, including samples which have been
obtained by the inspectors at outlying points and those sent to
the department by the shops, are brought into the building
through the receiving room. They are distributed throughout
from that point, the metal specimens going to the
machine room in the basement for preparation, then to the physthe building

—"*

p.,,,*;«^
'

1

n n

1

PA./e,>^/

Tff':f<:\

Excluding Chemical, Inspection and Reiearcb

120

000

1

110

signed^ to represent as nearly as possible the service conditions

,o

\

V

c320

aremade

of the various pyrometers.

ELECTRICAL LABORATORY

Lump

Tests.

o

\

70 000

t

60000

\

1

50000

\

'\

|I60

i\

\

'i.

h^

yU

\

'

7

/

}

30000

1

-'

the preparation

of

tests

and potential regulator
1902. with a view of

in

specifications

to

secure

in the

lamps

at

abnormal voltages and

tests for the efficiency

new developments

the general field of illumination as applied to railway work.
Standardisation of Instruments. A division of the electrical

—

laboratory

20000

for

lamp

rack of 1,000 lamps

ut illumination, as well as the investigation of
in

...

i

is

employed

along electrical

lines,

in

investigations and development

and the standardization of

work

electrical

in-

/

J y^ -' ~\ ?^ -/ ^'
^
^y

E

40000

/

test

ordering of incandescent lamps, and the mainIt consists mainly of life
taining of sufficiently high standards.
tests of

\

lamp

This work was taken up

obtaining data

uniformity

Izoo

the third floor the equipment for

capacity, witli switchboard, transformers

equipment.

|240

— On

consists of three photometers, a

'^m

The heat-treatment

000

80000

\

r

Temperature meas-

Aside from the meas-

tion Dy. tneans of resistance thermometers.

I

80

would be subjected.

of various types of refrigerator-car construc-

90O00

.360

^

made

department in general carries on a large variety of special work,
and there is but little that falls without its range of possibilities
even to the extent of heat treating glassware.

100

*?

the large variety of materials

on the market, the keen competition among manufacturers, and the ease with which the highest grade and best
material can be closely imitated by cheap and inferior products.
This laboratory is equipped with an insulated room and electrical heating arrangements for this work, the tests being deof this kind

tions

Employes

E

test-

000

•

5.120

The

uremients.of high temperatures in the laboratory, periodic calibra-

\

Specifications

made necessary by

cars has been

uremeirts are

1

types of fireproof mate-

and insulating papers used for lining refrigerator

felt

to whiclh these materials

"1

1

made on various

for the purpose of maintaining a high standard.

--\

40

y

n

/

looon

1

137+76 78 1880 62 8*

6!,

89

9lil900oaO» 06

189031 94 9b

08 1910

II

14

Year.
Diagram Showing the Growth

of the

Department

of Inspection

and

Tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad

ical

laboratory for tension, compression, vibratory or other

tests.

and to the chemical laboratory for analysis.
Rubber, Air Brake Hose and Miscellaneous l.al'onUory.—'i lu'
extent of the work of this department is indicated by the fact
that the needs of the railroad arc about

O.^.S.OOO

pieces

of air

brake hose per year. There are now being installed machines
for air brake, signal and tank hose, and other iiiiscellaneous tests,
including steam and hydraulic Ka.ucs, and gage glasses for lioilers

and lubricators.
Heat-Treatment l.abniatory.—'Vh'K dciiartim-nt. on the lirst
floor, is for the development of standards in the JK-at-treatnu-nt
of metals during the process of their manufacture for use in
Investigations are carried out to study the
railway equipment.
effect of various heat treatments on a large variety of carbon

and alloy

steels.

They are

also

made

to deterinine the prciper-

tics of non-ferrous alloys, including the co-ellicieiu of expansmn
Shop-manufactured locomotive and car springs, involving as they
do a form of heat-treatment, are sampled and tested regularly

Tin-

Walfr

Irslint! I.nixiruloty

to determine their acceptability for service.

Large castings of various kinds have l)een heat-treated by
department with the aid of outside facilities with a gratifyThe effect of chemistry and heat-treating degree of success.
this

ment

uiion

the endurance

materials to repeated stresses is
vibration tests, iiichidiiig vibration
Kails, splice bars and tie plates are

of

struments.

Part

of

this

work

is

it,

on complete springs.

heat-treated to study the increased service it is possible to seThe effects of heat-treatment arc noted and a wide range

cure.

of

working conditions are applied

mi

a

variety

nl

the

IukIi

at

llu

lalinrntory,

;in<l

when

tested nut by revoluti(ni ,ind
tests

done

necessary, at other points, by laboratory nun.
The character of the work may be judged from the following
examples upon which coinprchciisivc reports have been made:
part of

,Sii

iiivcuinnliiin

of

rleclrolynin

in

nyslrnn

of

tindtrgroiind

niii.illic

ntnicttirm;
Tciil!.

uiul iiivrmigmionii of the conntniclion of vorioiis

mnkri ot

forincrs;

Tc»l» of vntioiu innkr» of piiio.iiy on<l »ccon<l«ty iMltny ccll»i

lian»-
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Oscillographic tests for linear and angular velocity,

wave forms,

The devolopment

of an

and homogeneity

of

electrical

is

method of measuring the hardness

and

—

The smaller of these two
more general character, being used

of a

Sy.

No.

laboratories
for the ex-

the

fuels,

guishing preparations, the recovery of used or wasted products,
etc.

much time

both of these laboratories

In

has been

spent in

the examination of broken or "failed" parts of equipment,
L.'^BOR.MORV .\ND ROAD ASSISTANTS

The

large

room on

the second floor

is

I

development of specifications for paint
products, lubricating and burning oils, boiler compounds, lacquers,
plush, car cleaners, cutting compounds, belt dressing, polishing
compounds, hydraulic-jack liquids, fuses, track caps, fire-extin-

other points.

at

work

for

amination of

steel.

Matters such as these are reported on and recomtnendaticns
made. Electrical instruments are sent in from all points on the
Pennsylvania system to this department for calibration and repair, and men from the laboratory are sent out to inspect and
check electrical instruments on switchboards at the various power
plants,

Miscellaneous Work.

etc.;

Investigations of special cases of electrical troubles;

Vol.

an effort to determine the cause and with

a

in

view to the preven-

provided for the force

of laboratory and road assistants coming under the direction of
the foreman of road tests and special tests.

The

duties of these

men

are varied, and include tests of locomotives on the road or
the tonnage rating of
tests of equipment with special devices
trains and the following up of all experimental appliances which
;

are put into service for test purposes.

The

fifth floor

sisting largely

in

has been arranged for photographic work, conmaking prints of metal sections, photomicro-

Photographs of steel rails forming a large part of these.
graphs of parts which have failed in service are also made for
convenient preservation and study. The photographic work requires the services of two men and about 25,000 prints per year
are made.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY
Metallurgical
fourth floor

is

fi'oi-A'.— The

main

cheinical

laboratory

on the

divided by the central balance room, into two

Lamp

Test Rack with a Capacity
Tests of

tion of accidents

(or

IVlakmg Efficiency andi.Life

1000 Lamps

which aside from the money

sult in injuries or loss of

losses,

might

re-

life.

Certain food products used in the dining car service are also

examined here at times many other miscellaneous investigations are made, as of conditions which may have led to loss
from the damage of freight in transit, and to so establish methods
During the past year a considerable
for preventing such loss.
amount of work has been devoted to the chemistry of tunnel
;

connection with the installation of ventilating systems.
list of activities touched upon would be too long for
enumeration in an article of this character.

air
1

in

he total

The chemical analysis of rubber compounds has been studied
and much experimental work done in perfecting a method whereby material of this kind can be bought on specifications which de.\i present there is in
tine and limit its cheinical properties.
force a s])ecification for high-grade rubber insulation.
Samples
from all shipments are analyzed as well as some other rubber
cnmpouiids. -At the same time experimental work is being carried on to improve the method of analysis, and to devise others
so that specifications
ties

may

be

drawn covering

the chemical proper-

of other grades of rubber materials.

—

Vibratory Endurance Testing Machine lor Springs
deiiartments,

tiie

larger one of these being devoted exclusively
In this dei)artment tncthods arc de-

to metallurgical chemistry.

veloped for the dctcnnination of the elements in plain-carbon
.steels, alloy steels, and non-ferrous alloys used for bearing backs

and

linings, packing-ring

metal for different purposes,

etc.

Data

the development of specifications for
and samples of shipments arc analyzed to
determine whether they arc acceptable under the specifications
This steel laboratory has facilities for analyzing
adopted.
lOnnnn samples per year.
are

obtained

leading

this class of products,

to

Manufacturing Laboratory, A manufacturing laboratory, which
might be called a small factory, is maintained in a .separate
building which is under the direct supervision of the chief chemist, and new products are manufactured in this until such time as
from "outside" manufacit is found advisable to purchase them
turers.

Laboratory Car.

— In

jioint

where

inspected.

steel

The

rails

object

sleel-r:iil work at .Mtoona
moved, as required, to that
process of manufacture are to be

addition In

a laboratory car has been
in

luiilt

in

to

tlic

lie

equipping this car

is

to

make chemical

an.dyses of the finished rails at the mills by a force of chemists
under the chief chemist. This, it is expected, will avoid delays
ubicli at limes occur in the oper^ilioii nf

llie

mills,

and are im-

:

July
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possible to avoid without the facility of a suitable force at
at the

when

time and

the rolling

is

hand

taking place, in order to keep

up with the chemistry requirements of the company's specificaThe car is equipped with furnaces for combustion and all
other necessary apparatus for general chemical work in connection with the inspection of steel rails.
Bacteriological Laboratory. When the department of chemistry was established, problems were frequently presented which
applied chemistry could not solve satisfactorily.
It was found,
for example, that a chemical examination of water might show
the presence of organic constituents, but it was impossible to tell
the source of these. A water might contain a large amount of
tions.

—

organic material of vegetable origin and yet not carry any infectious material which would likely give rise to disease, while other

I

samples low

organic constituents were believed to carry infec-

in

germs which might render

tious

their use very

dangerous

to

em-

ters

was
and

tain

conditions, but

It

also found necessary to supervise certain sanitary mat-

and waiting rooms under cerwas not known what disinfectants were
disease-producing bacteria.
Manufactur-

to disinfect cars, offices
it

destructive to specific

ing concerns were offering various disinfecting preparations, but

company had no means

of determining which
and the problem could not be solved by chemThese questions were considered so important that

the officers of the

ones were

efficient

istry alone.
it

was decided that a division of bacteriological chemistry was
November 1, 1899, such a laboratory was es-

necessary, and on
tal)lished.

The work
constantly,

in

and

bacteriology and water analysis has
at the present

time four

men

increased

are employed in the

The department co-operates with the surgeon genUnited States in the enforcement of the quarantine
regulations of 1913, which require that railroad companies shall
furnish wholesome drinking water and proper ice supply to pasWater which contains anything insengers using their cars.
dicative of injurious contamination is not permitted to be introduced into the drinking containers of a Pennsylvania coach.
laboratory.

eral of the

The department

regulates the standardization of disinfectants

and issues instructions concerning their application for the protection of passengers and employees, as well as the disinfection
of stock cars. Special care is taken to prevent any infected employees from coming in contact with the public.
In 1914 Iiacteriological and chemical examinations were made
of ()09 samples of drinking water. There were 3,112 bacteriological examinations of pathological specimens, submitted by the
relief

logical

association

The

physicians.

examinations was

when it is understood that the cost of the materials covered
by the inspection and tests, and entering into the construction
of the railroad rolling stock and track, in 1913 amounted to $82,119,480, while the cost of operating the test department and chemical

3,621,

number of bacterioor an average of more than ten
total

imder its care the examinaand the formulation of methods for

In addition, this department has

their treatment.

were made, while

In 1913. examinations of
1*)|4 the

in

number was

2i^7 lioiler

feed waters

2cS2.

equipment of the test departmeiU tlure is a
car which was built in 1906, and is the fifth of a
series of such cars which have been in use on the Pennsylvania
Kailr()ad. There is also the locomotive testing plant which is located adjacent to the test department l)nildinK. This plant wa'
erected in I'JOS. after having been in use at the St. I.onis P.xpositiiin in 1904, and is operated ky a force of 26 men.
I

lien-

is

the

being installed

in

a

separate building a lirake shoe

machine which will be tlie lirst of its kind, in that it will
have two dynamometers of 4.000 lb. capacity, wliieh will make it
testing

possible to obtain

llie

co-efficient of friction of

brake shoes when

two shoes are applied to a single wheel (clasp brake conditions").
The car wheel will rim upon an idler wheel, representing the
action of a rail upon the wheel.

KXTKNT AND VARIETV OK MATKRIAI..S TF.STEH
The scope of the work now embraced by these flepartments
coniing under the jurisdiction
intciidrHt of

motive power,

at

<i^ J.
T. Wallis. general super
Alloona. can be better appreeialed

including

ad-

all

work and inspection, is about 0.6 per cent of the cost.
The year 1913 was perhaps a record one for the test department and laboratory, and the extent and variety of the work
of the departments can be shown by a few examples for that
There were 61,148 separate reports of material tests issued by the test department. In the physical laboratory, while
no record was kept of the number of samples examined, 138,886
tests were made.
These tests represented quantities such as the
year.

following
jected;

iron

of

149,863,693

staybolt

w ere made

of

;

lb.

iron,

were tested and

15.385 tests

cement, 29.231

tests

6,246,611

re-

lb.

representing 8,301,960

were made,

lb.

representing

bbl.. of which 13.600 bbl. were rejected; of wheels, 310,were inspected, and 1,213 were rejected; of axles, 164,810
were tested and 8,035 were rejected; 290 samples, representing
56.322 yd. of plush, were tested of air brake hose, samples representing 634,807 were tested and 84,826 rejected.
In the chemical laboratory, during 1913, a total of 57,309 samples were analyzed, involving about 286,545 determinations.
There are 85 items, ranging from asphaltum to zinc, which are
now bought under specifications and which must be passed upon
by the test department or the chemical laboratory
During 1913 there were inspected, while building at manufacturers' works, 24,966 freight cars, 343 steel passenger cars, and
190 locomotives.
The value of the materials rejected through
the test department in 1913 was for the physical laboratory, $776,928; and for the chemical laboratory, $65,767.

587,900

381

;

ORCAXIZATION OF DEPARTMENTS

As outlined

diagram of the organization, the inspection

in the

manufacturers' works and the collection and forwarding
of samples to Altoona is carried out under the direction of the
chief inspector, with permanent resident inspectors and forces
at the

for the central district at Altoona, the western district at Pittsburgh and the eastern district at Philadelphia. In addition, when
equipment is being built at outlying points, temporary inspection
forces are maintained at these places during the progress of the
work.

As

previously stated, the

the direction of John

W.

work of

Cloud.

the department began under

In May, 1879. he

was appointed
engineer of tests and continued under that title until
July, 1886, when he succeeded to the office of mechanical engifirst

neer,

retaining control of the test department.

Axel

S.

Vogt,

the present mechanical engineer, succeeded Mr. Cloud in March,
1887.
The work of the department under the mechanical enJuly,

As part of
dynamometer

For an approxi-

interesting to observe that

is

it

ditional

gineer was

OTHER EQUIPMENT

figures,

the total cost of operating the departments,

the

per day.
tion of boiler feed waters

laboratory for the same year was $534,060.

mation and using these

Of bar

ployees or patrons of the road.

11

in direct

From

189.r

charge of
the

latter

W.

O. Dunbar from July, 1886. to

date

to

July.

I')03.

tlie

assistant

mechanical engineer had direct cliargc of all the work of the department. During this latter period the assistant mechanical en-

W. Gibbs, from July, 1893, to
from the latter date until July,
1903, K. D. N'elson was appointed engineer of
tember. 1911. was succeeded by the writer.
gineers were A.

.-Vugust, 1902,

\V. F. Kiesel,

1903.

Two men
Charles
ber

10.

B.

have

lieen in

tests,

and

In .\ugust,

and

in

Sep-

charge of the chemical laboratory. Dr.

from Xovenilu-r. 1,875. until his death. DecemSince December. I'W. Dr. l'. \. Pe.-ise has held the

I)udle>-

I<W.

position.

That the information collected and the developments which
have been made in the ch«niical laboratory and the test ilepartmenl have been freel> given to the public, is well exemplified by
papers

an<I addresses which have been presented by the late
Doctor Duillcy. In addition to the works of Dix-tor Dudley,
there have been published by the test department. 27 printed
bulletins covering lield tests and the work of the loconiotixe test-

ing plant.

;
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WISCONSIN BERTH

TO USE RAILROADS AS SELLING
AGENTS

TRIES

Vol.. 59,

of nictliods by

Ward & Company,
who

cago,

located at 730 North Franklin street, Chiand toilet preparations and other articles,

LAW ANNULLED

Supreme Court has declared unconstitutional
making up of an upper
car until the berth is engaged. The decision is

The United
which shippers may cause a great
deal of trouble for railroads is illustrated by an experience which
the Erie and other Chicago lines have been having with a small
mail order house in Chicago, which apparently has been trying
to coerce them into acting as selling agents for its products, and
vi-hen some of the roads refused, has attempted to boycott them.

An example

Ko.l

States

the statute of Wisconsin prohibiting the

berth in a sleeping
by Justice Lamar who holds such a regulation unconstitutional
as taking private property without compensation.
Moreover, the
practice interferes with interstate commerce in that it is an inconvenience for a passenger to have the upper berth made up
after he has got into the lower one.

The

deal in soap

was passed

statute

in

1911, being designed

to

take the

have been making a practice of shipping packages of their goods
to prospective agents to be sold on a commission basis, the agent

place of one passed during the year 1907, and found to be un-

keep half of the sale price and remit the other half to the
company. The agents are required to pay the freight charges in
both directions, but when they are unable to sell the goods they
have often returned them to Ward & Company, without prepayment of the freight charges on the return movement. There have

the Chicago.

to

been other cases where the consignee has refused to accept the
goods on arrival, leaving them in the hands of the carrier, without recourse of the latter to collect charges in either direction
in one instance at least, shipment was made to a young boy, who
had answered the alluring advertisement of the concern.

This company sends to its prospective agents a blank contract
form to fill out, in which the agent agrees to dispose of the
goods within 30 days, and also to pay freight charges and take
them promptly from the freight station. So many of the shipments were returned that the Chicago freight stations were congested with them, and when Ward & Company were notified
they advised the railroad that they would accept no shipments
on which the freight charges were not prepaid in full by the

and requested the road to notify its agents to that effect.
On January 27, 1913, the railroad did issue a circular to all its
agents and connections advising them not to accept such shipments unless all freight charges were fully prepaid, but in the
large number of circulars handled by the average station agent
they were often overlooked and the shipments kept coming in.
shipper,

Also, in

cases the consignees declined to accept the shipthey were sent to the unclaimed freight depots.

many

ments and

gave instructions to the railroad to sell the
shipments for charges and to remit the balance. They usually
claimed that the value of the shipments was |lO and authorized

Ward & Company

the railroad to sell them for $5, but the railroad could not disfinally
pose of them for anything above 75 cents. .Authority was
obtained to dispose of the packages at 75 cents each, which was
Finally, notice
sufficient in all cases to cover the charges.

not

was served on Ward & Company
require
1915, the railroad would

that

commencing February

the

prepayment of

20,

freight

were
charges on the shipments on the ground that the goods
not worth the freight charges.
This action resulted in the issuance by
various notices not to ship goods over the

Ward & Company
Erie,

of

which was some

although giving it some unpleasant advercontinued to be shipped to points which
goods
the
tising, but
placed on
could be reached only by its lines. Red pasters were
sent out by Ward & Company containing the notice
relief

all

in

to

the road,

packages

large type "Ship

no goods

to

Ward & Company

over the Erie

were mailed to agents of the road
Railroad," and
Erie Recontaining the same notice, with a footnote "Account of
Similar
Shipments."
Outgoing
Company's
&
Ward
striction on
Ohio, Chesapeake
notices were issued applying to the Baltimore &
postal cards

& Ohio and Chicago & North Western.

The

railroad

cannot

from the original consignees, the latter claimCompany, while
ing that the goods are the property of Ward &
claims to have a lien
the Ward company disclaims ownership but
Eric, have
on the property. Ward & Company, in a letter to the
collect the charges

The suit was brought by James T. Hall, against
Milwaukee & St. Paul, which runs its own sleeping

constitutional.

cars.

On

the trial the railroad

and

—

—

—

that the opening of the curtains, the glare of the light, the noise

work of arranging the bedding
and securing the holding wires would necessarily inconvenience the man or woman occupying the lower
berth deprive him or her of the privacy to which they were entitled and interrupt the rest and sleep to secure which they had
engaged the berth.
There was evidence, and contention based on common knowledge, that the letting down of the upper berth did not affect the

of the lowering the berth, the
for the upper berth

:

health or convenience of the occupants of the car or of either

This w-as demonstrated by the absence of injurious effects
fact that lower berths with the upper berths down had

berth.

and the

thus been constantly used by travelers since sleeping cars were

And

if it was harmful to let down the uppers
harmful to permit additional passengers to
come into the car and occupy them.

invented.
it

.

.

would be even

The

.

riiore

decision declares that the objection to the act of 1907,

which was annulled by the Supreme Court of the state, has not
been overcome by the language of the act of 1911. The state
could not authorize the occupant of the lower berth to take
salable space without pay, neither can it compel the company to
give that occupant the free use of that space pending actual
purchase by another passenger. The owner's right to property
is protected even when it is not actually in use, and the company
cannot be compelled to permit a third person to have the free use
of such property pending the appearance of a buyer. The statute
cannot be sustained as a health measure. The right of the state
to regulate public carriers in the interest of the public is very
great, but that great power does not warrant an unreasonable
interference with the right of management.
Counsel for the state argued that the statute should be sustained
as an exercise of the state's reserved

of the

company; but

this

view

is

power

to alter the charter

rejected; the right to

amend

a

charier does not authorize the taking of the property without
inst

<f.miiensation.

charges collect.
road from refusing to accept their shipments with

ten opinions.

if

was

—

limit.

that,

insisted that the statute

;

;

the Illinois Public
stated that the matter will be taken up with
Commission,
Commerce
Interstate
and
the
Utilities Commission
possible, an injunction will be obtained restraining the

and

company

unreasonable
not designed to accomplish a
legitimate public purpose and contrary to natural justice.
It
claimed that the statute denied to it the equal protection of the
laws took its property without due process of law in violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment and attempted to regulate interstate commerce.
There was a hearing before the trial court without a jury. Some of the averments in the railroad's answer were
admitted to be true. In addition witnesses were sworn whose
testimony admitted over objection was to the effect that while
the company had a pecuniary interest in having the upper berth
kept down when the lower was occupied yet such lowering was
necessary to secure the comfort of the occupant of the lower
berth and to prevent him or her from being wakened or disturbed
if it became necessary to put down the upper berth and arrange
it so that it could be occupied by a passenger who had purchased
such upper space during the night. The evidence was to the effect
arbitrary

JusuciN

The power

McKenna and Holmes

of

amendment

is

not without

dissented; but delivered no writ-

New

Bridge Across the Missouri River at Sibley, Mo.
The Santa Fe is Completing the Renewal of a 4,100 ft.
With a Ballasted Deck Under Traffic

Structure

The

Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe

is

now completing

bridge across the Missouri river at Sibley, Mo., on

its

new

a

main

line

about 25 miles east of Kansas City, which is of interest on
account of its size, the advanced design adopted including the
use of a creosotcd ballasted deck, and the fact that the replace-

ment of

the old structure with the

new was

out interference with a relatively heavy

was further complicated by

the

carried on with-

traffic.

raising of

-396-0-

the

This problem
viaduct at the

For two years preceding its renewal
were not allowed to work steam when crossing
the long spans and a pusher was attached on the approaches to
construction imperative.
large engines

the bridge.

The
for

end.

old crossing

was

The west approach required

as the line

-396-0

is

stream and tangent
curve on the bank at each

at right angles to the

entire length, with a 6-deg.

its

practically

no embankment

supported on the high bank which rises abruptly

396-0t of Pier-

-Z08l-Z§Face ofAbufmenfto

\

K,

M/4f M/-^-

M/V.f

\/4S' Y%f4S4S' Y^>/4S
4S' )f^^4S'
fr--%^4^ fr^^fr^^4i fr^^4i>
M
Y%j45\
'TZV^'^
O'-^f^B
VJS-O''^ '^90-0'-^'^90-0"-^^30'-0"*- ^90-0'-^ '^3^
^90-0'-^^^S0'-0'-^ '~90'-0~-^'^90-0'^'^90'-0'-^ '^SO'-O'-^
-Z0OI'-0"iofP,er fa Face of Back Wall.
I

Elevation of Santa Fe Bridge Across the Missouri River at Sibley, Mo.
east end a ma.xitnum of 7

approach grade from
Approximately 9,600 tons of "^tcel
expenditure was about $1,300,000.
to reduce the

ft.

0.8 per cent to 0.5 per cent.

were required and the total
The old bridge was built in 1887 at the time the line was
€.\ten<led to Chicago.
Beginning at the west end it consisted
of one 80-ft. deck girder span, one 200-ft. deck truss span, three
through-truss spans 396 ft. long, one 247-ft. deck truss span,
two 172-ft. 6-in. deck truss spans and 2,000 ft. of steel viaduct

The New Snnta Fc Bridge
composed of

3()-ft.

lower and

a total leiiKth of 4.0SJ

ft.

()()-fl.

intennciliatc spans,

Iielwren parapets.

track

across the Missouri River at Sibley, Mo.

making

This was a single-

bridge designed l..i
ln.uling approxinialely equal to
Cooper's P^-24, and had becunie loo light for the engines and
;i

trains operated over this line,

lem of the long
Miidui,

l-'aulty

details in the lateral sys-

spans, in the Inngitiidinal bracing system in the

towers and

in

llu-

emU

ci(

the

columns, made

from the river. The east approach ascended from the adjoining
low flood plain on a fill nearly two miles long and 60 ft. high
at the bridge.
When the renewal of this structure was first considered it was proposed to build the new bridge on another
location closely approximatmg an extension of the east approach
tangent. This would have eliminated tlie two 6-deg. curves and
a small amount of distance, while it would have enabled the new
bridge to be built without any conflict with traffic.
It would

il^

le-

liowewr, have resulted

in the abandonment of the present substructure and have reiiuired a very considerable extension to the

approach fill on the cast end.
build on the present alincmcnt.

It

was therefore decided

to

rc-

.Vpproaching the old structure from the cast was an 0.8 per
cent grade, extending across the long approach

duct to

llie

truss spans.

The grade was

fill

and the via-

level across the

seven
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and then ascended on the west bank on a 0.3 per
When originally built, the ruling grade on the MisRecent improvesouri division was established at 0.8 per cent.
ment and second-track work has gradually reduced this to 0.5
In considering the reper cent, except at one or two points.
construction of this bridge it was therefore decided to reduce
the grade on the east approach to the new standard, which
necessitated a maximum change in elevation of the viaduct of
6.9 ft. at the east end and a maximum raise in grade on the

truss spans

cent grade.

approach fill of 22 ft. The river spans provide a clearance of
50 ft. above the high water elevation of 1903. The maximum
variation between high and low water elevation at this point is
Z7

ft.

The new

.-^s
structure is being built for a gauntlet track,
only stretch of single track between Chicago and
Kansas City, the advisability of building a double-track structure received very careful consideration. However, it was finally

this

is

the

Views Showing

(left)

The Bottom

decided that as there is double track up to both ends of the
a gauntlctcd single-track structure would provide sufficient capacity for any increase in traffic which might be expected during the normal life of the new structure, and that
when it again required renewal, the traffic might justify a doubleThe constructrack structure on the proposed new alincmcnt.

on the existing alinemcnt and
grade on the east ai)pr(iach
doubleshowed a saving of over $500,000 in comparison with
track structure on the new location.
In the new bridge the 200-ft. deck truss span near the west
end is replaced by two 100-ft. deck girder spans, resting on a

tion

of

including

the

bridge

gauntleted

the

reduction

of

the

.i

new
the

center pier.

same

length.

4S-ft. tiiwcr

and

All

The
90-ft.

other spans are replaced with others of
steel viaduct at the east end consists of

intermediate spans.

59,

No.

THE M.M.N' SI'ANS
While in general the old masonry was still in good conilition,
The
it was necessary to repair and remodel it in several places.
west abutment was enlarged and wing and parapet walls added.
The west pier was raised to support the new girder spans. A
new pier was also necessary to support the two 100-ft. girder
spans which replaced the 200-ft, truss, while the change in grade
at the east

end of the viaduct and the increase

in

length also

made necessary the reconstruction of the east abutment.
With the exception of the pier under the east end of the

east

deck truss span, which is supported on oak piles driven to rock,
and that under the west end of the west truss span, which rests
directly on a rock ledge a short distance below low water, all
the piers under the truss spans are carried on pneumatic caissons founded on rock. The four piers under the main channel
spans are faced with granite to the elevation at which the ice
The remainder r.f the material is Strong City
iisuallv goes out.

Lateral System

bridge,

Vol.

(

and

(right)

Kan.) sandstone.

new

The West
While

Portal

tliese piers

were of ample dimensions

stone in the upper courses of four
of them had become frost-broken, so that it was necessary to
replace this with concrete for a distance of 12 to 20 ft. from
for the

structure, the

To accomplish this it was necessary to support the
top.
spans independently of the lops of the piers during their reTwo cofferdams were sunk onto the top of the
construction.
jineumatic caisson on each side of each of these four piers.

the

Concrete buttresses were then built in each of these cofferdams,
supported on the caissons and extending up to average high
water level. The buttresses on opposite sides of the pier were

anchored together with

IJ/j-in.

rods extending through the pier.

was placed by floating equipment. Steel bents
were then erected on these buttresses and the load transferred
from tin masonry to these steel columns, after which the faulty

The

concrete

July

2,
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In the accomthe concrete placed.
panying photographs of the reconstructed piers it will be noted
that there is no projecting coping at the top, a standard practice
on this road for concrete masonry.
The remodeling of these piers and the placing of the concrete
was done during the winter, much of it when the temperature

The government

masonry was removed and

was below

To

zero.

prevent injury to the concrete

in

these

e.xposed places the materials were heated before mixing and the
green concrete was covered with tarpaulins, inside of which

steam was circulated.
This bridge is designed

live

modification.

It

follows

Cooper's E-60 loading without
railway company's general stand-

for

the

IS>

refused to permit the three long spans to

be'

erected continuously across the stream, but required the west

span to be erected first, the east long span next and then the
middle span. This made it necessary to move the 150-ton traveler
This was accomplished by laying
across the old center span.
stringers on the top chord of the span and placing rails on
them. All movable equipment was removed from the traveler
to lighten it. after which wheels were put under it and it was
pulled across the center span by means of cables attached to 3>
While the removal and replacing of the equip-hoisting drum.
ment required considerable time, and this requirement of the
government entailed an additional expense of $1,500. the time
actually consumed in moving the traveler across the span was
than 30 minutes.

less

THE

VI.^DUCT

In designing the viaduct the principal problem arose

necessity of adopting span lengths such that the

new

from the
would

piers

Old singje irack road bea^

Various Steps in the Construction of the East Approach

ards of design except
bers are placed
sired

in

in

a

any of

few instances.
tlie

large spans.

Fill

Xo adjustable memTo secure the de-

strength and rigidity the various sections were designed

To give an idea of the size of some of the more important members, the end post and top chord sections include
liberally.

three 40-in. web plates and
no plates thicker than V^

48-in. cover plates.

In these sections

were used. The heavy design is
especially noticeable in the bottom lateral system, which weighs
1.200 lb. per lin. ft. and in the top lateral system weighing 800
in.

BaHast Flocron 396 Ft. Through Truss Spans.

curved members are employed, even at the
pnrtals, but care was taken in the design to use plain members

lb.

per

lin.

ft.

N'o

-0 "C. to C. Trusses. -

Ba.'Ios t Floor

on i/iaduct

Typical Sections of Ballast Floor

miss the old ones

was

Renewing the Floor on the
First Long Span

Transferring the Span (rem the

Masonry
llirouKhdUl
sacrilicc of

To

to the Steel Post

111

secure

a

mininuun

cost

of

faliricatinn

without

serviceability or appearance.

provide a horizontal seat without vertical offsets

at

pier 0,

end of the 2-17-ft. deik truss span is carried on a vcrlical steel beni on a rocker bearing.
A similar arrangement is
provided al pier K, where the lirst girder span of the viaduct is
also supported on steel posts.
In replacing llie long spans, they were lirst transferred lo
falsework, one at a time, and dismantled by a traveler in the
usual mannvr.
'Ihe floors were then changed out and ihc new
the east

spans creeled,

Kspecially

when

cliatiging out

lessily of avoiding inlerfrrenee will) iraOic

lem.

the floor, the nc-

was

a

serious prob-

if

faulty

in all cases,

as the

and could not he used.

span lengths

it

was

possible to

masonry in the old pedestals
With a careful adjustment
design the

new

viaduct so

no new pier came within 12 ft. of an old one, measured
between centers. Because of the difference in depth, the 45-ft.
lower girder spans are supported on shelf projections on the
ends of the intermediate spans, and all loads arc transferred to
the steel posts through the longer girders.
One end of each
long span is carried on expansion bearings consisting of four
The towers are Iniilt to a batter of
12-in. segmental rockers.
2' : in. to 1 ft. and are heavily latticed.
The viaduct is supported on massive concrete pe<leslals carried on from 12 to Id concrete piles each.
They were cast at
They were
the site and were <lesigncd to carry 20 tons each.
driven until (lO blows were required to sink them one inch.
Tlie pedestals are connected with a thin reinforced concre'o
wall exieniling from just below the ground line to the top of lie
piers, this wall being biull monolithic with the pedestals.
After
ibat
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the erection of the steel towers the bottoms of the posts were

with concrete to protect the connections from moisture.

filled

As

was necessary

it

erect

to

track had to be raised to the

new

viaduct

this

new grade before

under

traffic

the

placing any of the

This required raising the deck of the old structure
vertically a distance ranging from nothing at the connection
with the main spans at the west end to 6.9 ft. at the east end.
This was accomplished by lifting the' girders at one end of
each span one foot at a time with a derrick and blocking under
it

steel.

on the top of the tower.

This process was continued from

span to span until the track over the entire viaduct was at the
required grade when the new viaduct was erected and the load
transferred to

it.

OTHER J'EATURES

One

of the special features of this structure

the use of a

is

While

creosoted ballasted floor throughout the entire length.
this

form of construction has come

short spans,

its

general use on

into quite

application to truss spans 396

ft.

long

is

unusual.

However, careful records of the cost of maintenance of other
structures, equipped with this type of floor on the Santa Fe,
showed that it was economical, even on these long spans, because
of the decreased cost of track maintenance. It was on this consideration that it was adopted here. Four-inch by 8-in. creosoted
timbers are laid solidly on 24-in. 8S-lb. I-beam jack stringers
between vertical curbs spaced 13 ft. 11 in. between faces and al8J'4 in. of ballast below the 6.>4-in. by 9-in. by 9-ft. ties
end of the spans and a minimum of 6 in. at the center
with the span carrying the full dead load. No attempt is made

lowing
at the

to build this floor waterproof.

Although gravel

ballast

is

shown

in the

Vol. 59, \o.

1

handled over this bridge during the entire progress of the work.
This added materially to the complexity of the problem as indicated by the fact that the gang placing the creosoted ballast
flour

was frequently only able

to get in 3

hours actual work

in a

day.
his work was started in September, 1911.
The premature
moving of the ice took out the falsework under the west long
span in February, 1912, without, however, damaging the structure.
As soon as possible it was replaced and the erection of
steel started in July, 1912.
The three long spans were completed
I

January, 1913. Ice again took out the falsework under
west 175-ft. span in April, 1913.
This was replaced and
deck truss spans were completed in June. 1913. Work on
viaduct was then postponed for some time until the east
proach fill was raised sufficiently to enable the track on the
in

the
the
the

apvia-

permanent grade. Work was then carried on simultaneously on the fill and the viaduct until March
1914, when the steel work was completed.
The construction of
the fill is now practically completed, and it is expected that the
duct to be raised to

its

track construction will be installed by July.

final

This work has

all

chief engineer,

Felt,

been handled under the direction of C. F. W.
and A. F. Robinson, bridge engineer sys-

and F. H. Frailey, ason the ground. The steel was fabricated by the American Bridge Company at the Gary plant. The
Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Company, Leavenworth, Kan.,
erected all the steel except for the viaduct, and did all concrete
w'ork except building the east abutment. The viaduct was erected
by company forces, who also built the east abutment and placed
the ballast deck on the entire structure.
tem, with G.

J.

Bell,

division engineer,

sistant engineer, in charge

accompanying photo-

graphs, this will be replaced with stone in the near future, as the

hauling of dirt across the bridge for the east approach

almost completed.

New

the gauntlet track

added

ties

and

*>0-lb. rails will

at that time.

with screw spikes and special

tie

plates

fill

is

also be laid

and

The

track will be laid

and

rail

anchors.

THE TRAIN DESPATCHERS' CONVENTION

now

No.

The

annual convention of the Train Despatchers' AsAmerica was held at St. Paul, Minn., beginning
Wednesday, June 15, President Charles A. O'Connor (B. & A.)
Geor.ge T. Slade, vice-president of the Northern
in the chair.
Pacific, welcomed the convention on behalf of the railways of
28th

of

sociation

The
20 frogs will be employed at the ends of the gauntlet.
creosoted floor provides for a sidewalk and hand rail across the
Telegraph brackets are attached on the downentire structure.
stream side, especially designed to afford ready access for the

the

linemen.

committee, responded.

fill is 10,000 ft. long and 65 ft. high at the
In addition to being widened for double track
it was raised a maximum distance of 22 ft. to conform to the
new grade. This required placing 1,750,000 cu. yd. of material,
all of which was secured from a cut about 3 miles west of the
This was loaded by two 95-ton Bucyrus
fill and across the bridge.
shovels into 20-yd. Western air dump cars hauled by road locomotives. In spite of the necessity of avoiding interference with

viewed the work of the year, congratulated the 'association on
having reduced its deficit of last year by $14Q, ^though the expenses of the official organ had exceeded, its; jncome by over
$500, and urged that some measure be taken to reduce this

The

east approach

highest point.

was brought
The accompanying sketch
to the fill and unloaded in 9 hours.
show-s the manner in which the fill was widened and raised in

main

line trains, as

three

The

much

as 5,400 cu. yd. of material

was

largely clay, which slid badly

when

saturated.

After several slides had taken place about 80 large rock drains
built into the I)ank with outlets below the toe of slope in a
quicksand bed. These drains were spaced as closely as 50 ft.

were

some instances where conditions were especially bad.
berm was built along the outer slope.
since which there has been no further movement.
A new station with a 16-lever interlocking machine has been
apart

in

After their completion a

built at Sibley, near the west end of the bridge, to control the
operation of the gauntlet tracks. Home and distant signals are
provided at each end.
This work has all been handled without interference with the
regular traffic, which amounted to an average of about 8 passenger and an e(|ual number of freight trains during the 10-hour
floor on the truss spans and
spans on the viaduct, two passenger trains were detourcd over another line to give a longer
continuous working period. With this exception all trains were

working day.

when

placing

When

renewing the

the 90-ft. girder

Cities,

and

J.

Scott,

E.

The

chairman of the train rules

president, in his annual address, re-

He also recommended that the president's term be
two years instead of one. There were thirty-seven applications
for memberships and six for reinstatement, all favorablv acted
burden.

upon.

Charles F. Banks, former officer in charge of efficiency on the
Pacific, made an address on "Safety First." describ-

Xortliern
ing

methods and

The

lifts.

material

Twin

their results

on that road.
showed

report of the executive committee

receipts for the

It was recommended that members be reyear to be $3,297.
quested to pay for the "Bulletin" a club rate of 25 cents a year,
and that the practice of issuing a free copy to each member
be abandoned. This would make possible the publication of ad-

some effort on the part of memwould result in making the
"Hulletin" self-sustaining.
This plan was approved by the
convention.
The membership account showed that at the end
of last fiscal year there were 1,151 members on the roll, to which
vertising matter, which, with

bers

to

increase

its

circulation,

were added during the year by election and reinstatement, less
members deceased, withdrawn and lapsed 88, leaving the present
membership at 1,239. .\dding members elected at the convention,
the membership of the association now stands at 1,282.
Tlie train rules committee, which is joint with that of the
.\nierican Association of Railway Superintendents, announced
that the committee had no report to submit this year, the report
of a ye;ir ago being incomplete and requiring still further
revisiim.
The committee had been in session for the two

,

'

Jew
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2,

previous days discussing certain questions as to which no satisfactory conclusions had bten reached, and desired the views

members

of the

these ques-

various phases of train rules, there was an in-

which continued

discussion

formal

On

of the convention thereupon.

tions, relating to

adjournment for the

until

day.

On Wednesday, tlie second day, the members listened to the
"Wonder-Phone," a loud speaking telephone, capable of delivering speech in a loud, clear, articulate manner to individuals or
large audiences, and with a soft pedal which can reduce the
sound to any e.xtent. The convention was greatly interested in

17

may at any time be useful as evidence that proper effort has been
made to secure the best service.
The attendance at the convention was very good, there being
and
was declared the best convention the association has held
since 1892.
The whole five days were filled with entertainments

201 train despatchers registered, besides ladies and visitors

for the ladies, a part of the excursions being participated in also

bv the men.

RAIL

Train rules were again discussed, nearly all day, being interru|)ted only by an address of half an hour by M. H. Clapp. superintendent of telegraph of the Northern Pacific, on the construction and maintenance of the telephone as a medium for
Mr. Clapp urged despatchers to more fully
train despatching.
inform themselves as to details of telephone maintenance; many

The

despatchers seem to take only a superficial interest.
discussion covered

rules

H

E, F, G,

K

and

218, 220, 221,

Thursday

of

The

night.

train

20.

9,

and Forms

223,

of the Standard code.

the session

in

consideration of Rules

the

208, 210, 211,

202,

93,

concluded

B,

22,

C,

discussion was
The convention
Example 3 of

unanimous vote its opinion that
Form G, or some similar example of Form C, giving right or
"superiority" of one extra over another, was necessary to efhcieut single-track train despatching, and approved the Form C
examples governing such movement framed by the train rules
committee as being safe and effective also approving the use
of the middle order when practicable.
There was some disby

affiimed

;

cussion as to the
ple 4 of

word "afterward"

Form H, some

in the explanation to

of this with E.yamples
at the

1,

2 and

Example

time of issue of

circumstances, the issue of

sucli

3,

when

the necessity for pro-

1,

was apparent

while others required, under

Example 4

separately, under a

higher number, although delivered with the Example

The

subject

was referred back

considerable

Exam-

roads having authorized the combination

tection against certain extras already on the road

discussion

as

to the committee.

to

the

1

order.

There was also

practicability

of

relieving

scheduled extras from the restrictions of Rule 93 in the numerous so-called yards where no yard engines are employed. Tht

consensus of opinion was against such action.
The election of officers resulted in the choice of E. W.
Weston, chief despatcher. Northern Pacific, Livingston, Montana,
us president

Vew York

;

hVank

Central,

1.

as

Feltcr, chief despatcher. Electric Division

vice-president,

and of John Colclough,

Quebec, as member
Toronto, Ontario,
received the almost unanimous vote of the convention as the
lespatcher,
f

Intercolonial, Riviere du Lonj),

the executive committee

for four years.

next place of meeting, and June 20, 1916,

I

the date.

is

was devoted to the reading and disiission of three papers.
One on Checking Train Orders, by
C. Barnard (St. Joseph & Grand Island)
one on Team Work
TIie third day,

•

I'Viday,

.

;

l)etween

train

despatchers,

tlie

yard,

the

engine

house,

the

crew and the operators in reducing over-time, by J. P.
linan
A. T. & S. F.), and one entitled The Curve Line of
Horse Scn.se, by F. A. Parker fC. R. I. & P.L
Mr. Barnard presented a table for the year ending December,
1914. showing the number of errors found in each munlh by

I

SPECIFICATIONS*
By a.

this.

i7,

;

it

rain

(

Out of 18,81.^
months the total number of
errors fouml was 2<)6 or 1.41 per cent of the number ot orders.
The number of errors in clearance cards was 163. Tlic most
numerous errors were the use of unauthorized abbreviations;
the scratching out of words and the substitution of others; the
u.se of misspelled words and illcRiblc writing, the use of poor
carbons an<l the use of Ex for extra. The number of errors
found in the inonili of January was 100; in February 78; in
March 47, and so on down to tlie end of the year, when the total
number was only 11. Notes ciincerning errors are iMilered in
the personal records of the men making them, and the records
inspection
train

of train orders and clearance cards.

orders issued

in

the twelve

Chief Mechanical

\\. GiBBS
Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad

In this country we are using heavier concentrated loads
than are carried elsewhere. Much has been written to show
the relative increases of the weights of rail and of loads
carried, and conclusions have been drawn that one or the
other has unduly increased. The variables in the conditions
of service are very great and very perplexing.

conditions are directly reflected

in

the

The

climatic

monthly record

of

and a spell of unusually severe winter
immediately marked by a sudden increase in the

tailures of all kinds,

weather

is

On the other hand, a succession of mild
such a comparative immunity from failures

number

of failures.

winters

may show

we are making
The number of rails which fail annually,
as compared with the total number in service, is very small
when reduced to percentages. In many materials it could
as to delude us into the belief that at last
definite progress.

be ignored as purely an economic loss, and not very large at
that.
It is because the rail is part of a chain that its occasional failure assumes such importance.
With the above points in mind, it must be said that the
available data do not show that progress in performance
which we have a right to expect. That the real answer to
this great problem has not been reached is proved by the
continued unrest in our specifications, and by the everlasting

changes

in sections.

What answer can we make?

First, as users, we can and
should lessen as far as possible unnecessary punishment of
the rail by improvements in the mechanical design and maintenance of our equipment. We can be expected to improve
our structure under the rail as our loads increase, and this
change is in progress. It is hut fair to say that bad conditions, both as to equipment and track structure, have contributed to rail failures. That the large number has attracted
no more attention is because of the vigilance of the track
inspection. In the very great majority of cases the rails are
removed before any serious results ensue.
Against these unsatisfactory conditions we have several
possible solutions: Better steel, in the sense of more uniform
steel; better steel in connection with more rational sections;

materially

heavier

or retrogression in loads and
combination of the first and second has
been chosen. There has been a very general change to openliearth steel, at an increased cost.
Neither the American Society for Testing Materials nor
tlic American Railway Engineering Association specification
really protects the buyer as to chemistry.
Neither puts any
limit on the amount of segregation permitted, and it is well
known that this ranges over wider limits than would be
speeds.

To

permitted

in

sections;

date, a

the ladle analysis.

In investigating the causes of

many

analyses have

tlie

shown such

failures of individual rails,

startling discrepancies be-

tween the composition of the

failed rail and the analysis
purporting to represent the heat that it was difficult to believe
that ibey could represent the same material.
Either the
i.idle analysis is an unreliable index of the quality 01 the
•.\l)»trncl o( llic presidential .iililresn delivered before the American
of Testing ftlaterials, which inci nt Atlantic t^ity, .luiie 11-2^
cofni»lete report of the convention will he covercil in thcHc coIun»n»
next week. The election of odicen, etc., is mentioned in the Gener.il
News .^ectitui of this issue.

.Sni-icty

The
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lematical.

There arc many who believe that we cannot hope for relief
by the use of more uniform steel. They make the point that,
if this is the solution, it can be obtained by a discard larger

B. Dudley, who did much work on standardizing methods ot
chemical analysis, would in his specifications not only state
the composition required, but also the methods by which thr
determination was to be made.
From the physical standpoint both specifications are defective, as both contain the provision that if the test piece
meets the requirements the material will be accepted; but in
the event of the failure of the first test piece, two more tests
VVe
are made, and if both pass, the material is accepted.
hold that this is a pernicious practice, in that the consumer
has positive proof that some of the accepted material does
not meet the requirtments. The American Society for Test-

than the ordinary. They cite the records of the carriers to
show that the failures, especially the breakages, are lairly
well distributed throughout the ingot, so that no practicable
discard would eliminate the trouble. They also call attention
to

Presumably they are to be used in some unimportant locaIt is not always
tion.
This is another very bad practice.
possible to find unimportant places.
up,

the

rail

specification

of

the

society

does

not

premium on the selection of the better part
of the ingot for one of the most exacting services for which
Where our specification differs from that of
steel is used.
the American Railway Engineering Association it is not
proper

so good.

The rail committee is composed of able men. Among them
some of the ablest metallurgists in the country, and we
should look to them for that constructive work which would
make our specification beyond criticism. The purpose of the

are

society

is

to

year after year
to

make

we

specifications

and

have

them

used.

If

retain provisions that lessen the incentive

improve the product, we cannot wonder

if

other specifica-

tions are preferred.
If we consider all the steps in our rail industry, we find
very few improvements in methods other than those whicli
lend themselves to increased output or reduced cost. There
are some notable exceptions to this, three in particular;
namely, the electric furnace, for producing steel; th: sinkhead
piocess for casting ingots, for producing better ingots; and
the deseaming process, for producing better rails, by mechanically removing some surface defects which would later de
velop into seams. All of these processes are represented by
rails actually in track under observation, but it is yet too
soon to justify an opinion as to their value, nor have any oi
these methods been generally adopted.
It is to be hoped that some of the large-scale experiments
now in progress will show what is to be looked for from a
more uniform product. One of these includes the icquirement that the chemistry shall be from the rail, instead oi
from the ladle test ingot, and the segregation must be within
This experiment will, at least, give
reasonable limits.

i

(|uantity of fairly

method

uniform material, so

far

of representative testing will insure

as

any practical

it.

Aside from these, and some experiments on ton small a
deserve special notice, the rail situation remains very
much as it was seven or eight years ago. Any deviation from
the beaten path is immediately met by an increase in the
price asked, the reasonableness of which the purchaser has
no means of determining. In at least one case of which I
have knowledge, the actual expense of every kind, so far
as it could be ascertained, due to rail breakage on a certain
system was less than one-fifth of the annual increase in the
rost of rail due to the introduction of a proposed new specifi-

.scale to

many examinations of broken rail which
we can recognize as such. From these

leveal

no

conditions

—

they argue that the only remedy is to use more steel that is,
heavier sections without any change in the specifications as
to quality. Possibly this is correct, but we would call attention to the fact that post mortems on rail sometimes give
negative results, because we have not before us all the related evidence. The rail may have been datnaged by unfair
If due to defective
usage, of which there is no evidence.
support, the evidence is lost when the track is repaired.
Damage from defective wheels, etc., leaves no permanent
mark. There is a growing belief that the straightening press,
by straining the material beyond the elastic limit, is responsible for many otherwise unexplainable failures, and it would
also explain why rails from the lower part of the ingot figure
so prominently in the breakage record.

—

Materials specification includes all the machinery for
detecting physically unsound material by nicking and breaking, and then provides that the rails represented by these
unsound test pieces shall be accepted as "Special" rails.

a

the

defect that

mg

Summed

1

The
cation designed to secure the quality of rail desired.
year taken was not an abnormal one in any way. (Jne serious
wreck would, however, entirely have changed this showing.
It requires a lot of courage and a strong sense of duly to
justify such an expenditure when the direct return is prob-

material in tlie rail or there is a great need for chemical
reform.
VVe know by experience that when put to it the
chemists of the producers and the consumers can tally within
very reasonable limits. This is a serious matter for the consumer. How far the difference between chemists is due to
difference in methods I do not know, but possibly the methods by which the chemistry is determined may have to be
agreed upon and made a part of our specifications. Dr. C.

put

Vol. 59. No.

As to the quality, we cannot ignore the fact of the difference between rails from different mills. There have been
some notoriously bad rollings, as shown by the records of
various roads, and these mills have subsequently turned out
an excellent product. If all of the rail was as good as the
best, we would have very little room for complaint.
The present line of progress includes a general increase in
the weight of sections throughout the country. The 100-lb.
mark, or that neighborhood, seems to be one of the halting
spots, but some sections go considerably beyond this figure.
A careful study has been made of the sections, and Ihe new
ones, especially of the heavier weights, are believed to be
better adapted to secure good mill results, as well as better
performance

in

Personally,

the track.

believe that the time has arrived for a considerable increase in the weight of sections, and I ?-m not so
I

certain that a change of quality

One reason

that appeals

is

is required at the same time.
the presence within recent years

known as "transverse fissures." So
seems to be no satisfactory explanation. It seems
surprising, if this class of breakage develops in the rail, that
it should not also do so in the tire, which is subject to the
same intensity of pressure. The tire, however, has an immensely greater section than the head of the rail. If the
mere fact of the relatively large area of section of the tire
contributes immunity from this class of failure, it is fair to
assume that somewhat the same result could be looked for in
of that class of failures
far there

the case of the

rail head.
Certain practices, such as the present system of straightening, have long called for improvement.
Nearly all rail passes

thrnugh the gagging press. The rail specifications are possilily too exacting in requiring that all rails shall be "smooth,
straight in line and surface, and without any twists, waves, or
kinks." It is a question whether tliis is not asking too much
for the good of the rail and whether it would not be well
to

make

ing

rail

the greatest possible tolerance in the way of acceptwith such variations from straightness as can be

•easonably eliminated in laying.
In the search for a remedy for oui- troubles, some have
proposed to improve the product by more or less radical
changes in the mill practice. It must be remembered, however,

that

a

modern

steel

mill,

like

the railroad,

can only

July
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It is designed in
exist by being operated on a large scale.
advance with a view to a certain sequence of operations,
and if proper provision has been made for each, smooth
operation follows. The mill, however, is only balanced when
the prearranged order, and
it performs these operations in
as, for instance, slow rolling, cold
to make a radical chahige
rolling, more passes, or one of the many other innovations
suggested may seriously unbalance the whole operation. It
is not to be expected that a mill will be willing to make
changes in its practice until after e.xperimental work has
demonstrated that the proposed practice is practicable and

—

—

In conclusion, I must repeat that the rail situation,
To add to the complexity of
as we see it, is disappointing.
the situation, the government, through some of its bureaus,
valuable.

taking a hand and investigating every serious failure, apportioning blame and suggesting remedies. This will probably increase rather than diminish, and may some day be
very awkward for the producer as well as for the user.
is
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telephone train despatching, arguing that the reliability insured by this source of current is more important than low
cost of operation; though a substantial saving in maintenance

was

also claimed.

In the discussion

W.

E.

Harkness pointed out the advan-

tages and disadvantages of the caustic type of cell. While
the caustic soda cell is superior to the dry cell for despatchers' transmitters, it is a question if it can show any advantage

over storage

cells

in

this

service.

mitters the caustic soda battery,

For wa3--station trans-

when properly maintained,

It would not, however, furhas given satisfactorj' service.
nish a uniform or high grade of service when subjected to
heavy or long periods of discharge. Under ordinary conditions storage cells cannot compete with either the caustic
soda cell or the drj- cell in way-station service. He favored

the use of the caustic soda cell for booth and other outdoor
telephones. The soda cell is superior to the dry cell, he said,

common

source of current.
He thought caustic soda
could be used with advantage for the operation of
telegraph sounders.
R. F. Finley (N. Y. C.) read a report, giving results of
tests of wet and dry batteries on that company's lines, with
as a

cells

RAILWAY TELEGRAPH SUPERINTENDENTS
The

34th annual convention of the Association of Railway

Superintendents was held at Rochester. N. Y.,
June 22, 23 and 24, Acting President E. C. Keenan (N. V. C.)
in the chair.
There was an attendance of about 200, including
wives, daughters and friends.
At the first session, largely
social, Belvidere Brooks, vice-president of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, made a short address. The Western
Union takes much interest in these conventions. They promote the adjustment of relations between the telegraph comHe reminded his hearers that
pany and the railroads.

Telegraph

Rochester was the birthplace of the Western Union Company.
.'\cting President Keenan stated that the past year had
Messrs. W. H.
been a prosperous one for the association.
Potter and .M. H. Clapp, chairmen of the Eastern and Western Divisions of the association, respectively, reported on
The
the meetings of the two divisions during the year.
chairmen of the various committees also made their reports.
The first paper was on "Interference from Single-Phase
High-Tension Power Lines on the New York, New Haven
& Hartford," by N. E. Smith, of that road. He gave a history
of the work of electrifying that road west of New Haven
and the difficulties experienced with induction on telegraph
and tclcplionc lines.
The methods experimented with to
overcome these troubles were gone into in detail. The paper
contains a fund of information on this difficult subject.
In
the discussion of the paper 1. C. Forshie, of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, described the work of electrifying the section of
that road between Philadelphia and Paoli, 20 miles, including
tlie sixteen tracks at tlie Broad .Street terminal.
.\I1 wires
throughout the section are being put underground.
Th<tclcphone and teUgrapli conductors are in two cables, one
of which is called the trunk cable, carrying the through circuits.
Willi the lorn; (1i>taiU(
telephone wires phantom circuits are operated ami these are composited and duplexed.
The Philadelphia-Pittsburgh phantom, 350 miles long, has
four telegraph circuits which are operated duplex.
He described experiments niade during the electrilicnliiMi development to determine what effect would lie pro<hued liy the
different trolley currents.
High insulation of the telephone
and telegraph circuits and perfect balance both for resistance
and rapacity arc necessary to insure satisfactory operation
in live electrified district.
The lead sheath of the cables, he
'^aid, has taken care of electrostatic induction, but it has no
appreri.ible effect upon elect romagnctic induction.
The next paper read was on "Primary Battery fi^r Transmission on Train Ilesp.itcliing and Other Telephone Lines"
by <1
Kelson and F,. F. Hudson. This paper dealt prinrip.iljy wilh ihc use of low internal resistance, closed-circuit
pru'iary cells as a reliable and efficient source of energy for

W

comparative costs.

At Wednesday's session the first paper was by M. H.
(Northern Pacific).
He reviewed the development
and the growth of the use of the telephone in railroad service.
The Northern Pacific has made extensive use of telegraph
wires for telephones in a variety of combinations, and has
Clapp

extensive plans for further utilization of existing facilities for
operating by the latest methods.
When pole lines are rebuilt
all wires are transposed, anticipating future needs.
Railroads

should establish more private telephone exchanges.
loud-speaking telephone is now an assured success.

The

G. A. Cellar (Pennsylvania Lines) and E. C. Keenan
(N. Y. C.) and others told of high satisfaction with the telefor despatching.
The meeting brought out no dissenting voice. The telephone accomplishes great economy,

phone

members who asked

questions as to exact data received
installations are less costly
than earlier ones. The use of automatic telephone exchanges
was looked upon favorably by several members.
but

no answer.

In

most cases recent

R. E. Chetwood
(Western Union) read a paper on
"Screened Cable Conductors and their Application in Telegraph Service," which w-as briefly discussed. C. S. Rhoads
(C. C. C. & St. L.) sent comments on this in writing.
In
closmg the discussion Mr. Chetwood, answering questions,
said that the screen only reduced interference from high
speed circuits: that the cable is used largely for automatic
circuits, and that other metals than copper had been considered for the screen, naming one cable with a brass screen.
He said that very little was gained by loading screcnc.l
cables.

There was a short discussion of the effect of aurora borealis
on telephone and telegraph working, manifestations of this
force having been observed in many places within the last
two months.
Prof. C.

Culver, of Beloit College, Beloit. Wis., gave
on radio (wireless) telegraphy and telephony.
Great progress is being made in these fields. Recent inventions have simplified many processes, and next .'Vugust an
important patent expires.
Professor Culver believes that
high towers are no longer necessary for wireless sending.
A relay for wireless coniniunication is about perfected.
At Thursday's session, W. H. Hall (M. K. it T.) read a
paper on "Censorship of Railway Messages." an abstract oi
which was printed in the Riiihcay Age iJacrllr last week,
page 147''.
In the discussion of this paper J. F. Caskey
L. V.^ told of the employment of a censor on his roati
for seven months, particularly for messages sent by Western
I'nion lines under frank. All officers were instructed to send

a

(

.X.

brief talk
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copies of each such telegram to the superintendent of teleEvery message so sent was carefully edited and in
graph.
many cases recast and unnecessary words cut out. He estimates the saving at $2,000 yearly in excess of the salary of
the censor. The railroad telegrams of the larger offices were
also censored, with the result that in one department alone
an estimated wastage of $31 a day was reduced 85 per cent.

The

on

discussion

this

subject

showed

that

a

number

of

roads have compiled comprehensive codes to be used in all
departments. Mr. Caskey endorsed Mr. Hall's views in regard to the "mailgram." Such a system was being used on

road with success.
Chenery (Missouri Pacific) read from records showing the number of messages sent during the years 1913, 1914
and up to May this year from 12 important ofSces on his
road.
Since March, 1913, the total number of messages per
day has been reduced from about 15,000 to 11,500 and the
average monthly office e.Kpenses from about $8,500 to $7,300.
This is the result of constant supervision and censorship.
Mr. Chenery recalled the fact that Charles Selden, on the
Baltimore & Ohio, did some effective censoring twenty years
ago, by recording a charge for all railroad messages, the same
as if they were to be paid for, and advising each department,
monthly, of the totals for which that department was
his

E. A.

responsible.
(St. L.

S.

F.), in a written

In 1914 the number of
quicker than ordinary train mail.
railroad messages on Frisco wires was reduced very largely,
as compared with 1913, and the total of the payrolls of the telegraph offices was reduced 18 per cent. In the relay offices the reduction was much larger than this.
The discussion of Mr. Hall's paper brought out considerable
sentiment against the use of codes, based on the feeling that an

amount of time and work are required

to code

and

a cardinal principle in this matter and the use of ordinary language, properly condensed, may

decode messages.

Simplicity

is

be the best way of adhering to this principle. Some departments
have their own codes, for use between offices within their own
control the supply department and the auditor's department
being mentioned but that is not the telegraph department's concern.
These short codes, prepared by departments, are probably

—

—

more comprehensive code is likely not to
was said that the American Railway AssoOne
ciation's general code had never been adopted by anybody.
member remarked that the cost of railroad telegrams on his road,
counting the wages of telegraph managers and messengers, was
from IV2 cents to 2 cents a message. One large road had cola

good thing

;

be appreciated.

but a
It

culated that the total cost of railroad telegrams, including all
expenses except maintenance of wires, averaged not over five
cents a message; while the cost of coding,

rapher

who

is

paid $75 a month,

may add

if

done by a stenog-

considerably to the

total expense.

David SarnofT, contract manager of the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company of America, gave an interesting talk on
radio telegraphy, questioning some of the conclusions of Professor Culver, the previous speaker on this subject. He referred to
the use of wireless amplifiers as repeaters on the transcontinental
telephone line. The two great difficulties encountered in the development of the wireless telephone, he said, were, first, to get
a transmitter that will be adequate for the current, and second,
to sec
the proper regulation of voice currents; but he expects
process.
the success of the
Mr. Foley (D. L. & W.) said that recently five messages had

Scranbeen sent by telephone, with his wireless apparatus, from
ton. Pa., to Binghamton, N. Y., about 60 miles.
very
R. C. Kecnan and J. J. Ross (Mich. Cent.) told of the
satisfactory use on the Michigan Central of special signals
non-telegraph stations to instruct freight trains to enter
at

sidings.

59,

of the selector calling-apparatus the sai. e

a.-i

No.

is

1

used

to call station operators, the selectors for the outlying sidings

The
being on the same wire with the station selectors.
signals are enclosed disks formerly used as block signals.
They are not interlocked with the switclics and are arranged
to give

indication to the train by oscillating;

the

and

th;.:

conductor, having cleared the main track, acknowledges the
Records for six
signal by telephoning to the despatcher.
n.onths in 1914 showed the use of these signals 600 times,
with 12 failures. These caused only slight delays except in

one case. Answering questions, Mr. Ross emphasized the
importance of care and accuracy in using this arrangement
If

wrong

the despatcher sets the "head-in" signal at the

sta-

important too to
have the automatic "answer-back." The necessary modifications of apparatus have been made by the General Railway
Signal Company and the Western Electric Company. All or
these signals are on double track lines equipped with automatic block signals. More of them are to be installed.
St. Paul, Minn., June 20, 21 and 22, were the place and
dates chosen for the 1916 convention.
The following officers were elected: President, E. C.
Keenan (general superintendent of telegraph. New York
Central, Lines West of Buffalo), Chicago; first vice-president,
L. S. Wells
second vice-president, M. H. Clapp
(L. I.)
(N. P.); secretary and treasurer, P. W. Drew (M. St. P. &
Messrs. W. H. Potter and F. T. Wilbur
S. S. M.), Chicago.
were elected chairmen of the Eastern and Western Divisions,

tion he can cause

annoying delays.

It

is

;

&

communication,
told of the good results of censorship on his road. Formerly
the officers sent letters very freely by wire. The "mailgram"
These envelopes are a half hour
system is very useful.
H. D. Teed

excessive

means

Vol.

These signals arc

icintrnllcd

by the des|)atcher by

respectively.

UNIFORM TRAIN ORDERS
Bv

Why

is it

Coss

L.

J.

that on a large railway system

of orders and the

that the forms

it

is

frequently found

instructions as to their use

on different divisions?
For instance one division may use the right-of-track order
while on another its use is not allowed. One division may use
the straight meet order, as between passenger trains while another will use the time order. There will also be found differOn some districts
ent wordings of certain forms of orders.
forms which are not prescribed by the book of rules, are used
freely.
Especially will this be found to be the case when
changes have been made in the despatchers, men from other
lines using the forms they have been accustomed to until they
are broken in and sometimes they keep it up for a long time.
The general manager should have an experienced and compe-

differ

;

;

tent despatcher on his staff to inspect the different despatchers'

on the system; and this inspector should have the authoruniform use of train orders. He should take
the train order books and check back in them to see that the
and should instruct all
orders are used according to form
offices
ity

to require a

;

concerned in the manner of their use. He should also be qualified to render a decision on any order that may be in controversy. He should inspect the orders handled by operators at the
large offices, as well as the small ones occasionally
and should
;

and clearance cards are made out correctly and
handled properly. If a man is found who is not up to the standard in the handling of orders and other matters pertaining thereto, he should put him right, or recommend a remedy.
Train and enginemen, despatchers and operators are transferred from one division to another every now and then, and a
form of order which they arc not accustomed to may cause a
difference of opinion, and possibly may result in something
more than that.
This inspector, wliilc on his trips, could look up other thinas
for the general officer and in that way be of great assistance to
A man from the general office, making visits of this kind
him.
occasionally, will have more influence on the employees than will
local officers, even though they visit every week, for the men will

see that block

know
it

will

that

if

an irregularity

go direct

to the top.

is

discovered

tile

facts

concerning

,

&

Automatic Signals on Norfolk
Installation of
of

iry

Most Modern Signaling

electrification of

W.

^nals

Va.,

in

this

territory.

As

the signals

in the

Virginia, with Costly Refinements

ihe Xorfolk & Western between Blueand West Vivian, recently completed, made necesthe change from d. c. to a. c. operation for the automatic

The
tld.

West

Western

in

service before

the

were practically new, it was deemed advisable to
make use of them on other parts of the road and tq install new
a. c. signals on the bridges supporting the overhead power line.
The electrified section, known as the Elkhorn grade, is on the
main line through the Pocahontas coal fields, about 105 miles
west of Roanoke. The line is double track throughout, except in
7 miles long, which is single track.
the Elkhorn tunnel.
Beelectrification

Electrified

Line

Mountains
of

Detail

How in the track rails and thus keep it at a fixed distance from
the trolley wires and the telephone and telegraph lines. This required special consideration for the balancing of track circuits,
and also for cross-bonding,

to insure that there would be no
lessening in the protection against broken rails otherwise provided.

Current for the signal system is generated in the power house
by two 100-kv.a., 4.400-volt, 60-cycle steam turbine sets, connected directly to the signal transmission line. These are duplicate sets, one alone being of sufficient capacity to carry the entire
signal load. The signal transmission line is carried on porcelain
insulators and is broken at intervals of two miles on strain insulators.

It

is

carried through a double-pole, single-throw^ oil

switch at each of these points, so that
ing or repairs.

it

may

be opened for test-

transformer, having 5 per cent and
compensation, is used at each
signal location, except at a few points where more current is
--\

10

4,400-1 10-volt

1-kv.a..

per cent

taps

for

line-drop

required, 3.5-kv.a. capacity being provided in these cases. Each
transformer is protected by 4,400-volt, graded shunt resistance
multi-gap lightning arresters, and has 6.600-voIt fused cutouts.

The signal transformers, cut-out boxes and lightning arresters are
mounted on the bonnet poles carrying the signal transmission
Screens are placed under these wires, so that persons on
come in contact with them. A hand-railing
extends all the way around the platforms on the bridges, to which
wires.

the bridges cannot

Fig.

1

— Signal

access is had by ladders at the north end. These platforms are
not carried to the south end of the bridges, so that maintainers
need not approach the 44.000-voIt propulsion current feeders.

Near Graham, W. Va.

The ladders on

twcen Blucstonc Junction and Ruth there are two single-track
miles and

miles long, respectively, which are normally operated as double track, both of which are signaled for
lines, 2.9

traffic in

1.9

both directions.

The

line

has a large amount of curva-

to a point 7

ft.

the north end of the bridges extend down only
above the ground, thus preventing unauthorized

persons from climbing to the platform.
vided with small ladders.

At each westbound

signal location, the

The maintainers

common

wire

are pro-

is

broken

ture and heavy grades, varying

from 1 per cent at tlie west end to
2.5 per cent just east of the Elkhorn tunnel.
Single-phase, 25-cycle power is used for traction and 60-cycIe
power for the signal system. All current is generated at the company's power house at Bluestone Junction, about 10 miles west
of Bluefield. where plenty of good water is available and the
coal supply is convenient.
For the propulsion current, three
11,250-kv.a., 25-cycle, 11,000-voIt, single-phase steam turbine engine sets are used, current from these being stepped up to 44,000
volts and distributed to substations at Bluefield, Maybcury, Northport and East Vivian, and al.so to substation transformers in the
power house, where it is stepped down to 11,000 volts for the
trolley wires
'I

he

44,(XX)-viilt

feeders for the |)rnpulsiiin current are carried

on bonnet posts on the south
transmission

line,

si<lc

consisting of

of the bridges, and the signal

two No.

2,

B.

&

S.

hard-drawn.

bare copper wires, carrying 4,400 volts, arc supported on bonnet
posts on the north side.
/Ml signal control, telegraph and tele-

phone wires are carried on poles at the extreme northerly edge
the right of way.
In order to provide against induction in
llicsc lines from the high-voltage propulsion current, the main
transformer substations were located somewhat closer together
than was reepiired by considerations of voltage regulation and
losses: and to iirovidc for emergency conditions when one subirf

Station

may

which occurs

be out of service, or for excessively high current,
in

cases of short circuits and grounds,

it

was de-

cided to install so-called track transformers, or "boosters," in the

and track circuits at intervals of about one mile. The
purpose of these transformers is to caii.se the return current, a
considerable amount of which would ordinarily leak to earth, to
trolley

Fig.

and small
circuit

in

2— Signal

Near Bluestone Junction

one-to-one transformers are placed in the control
order to minimize the eflfects of induction and to lo-

grounds on any control wire. These tran.sformcrs and the lightning arresters arc mounted on a woodsn
box on the signal bridge. Switches are nrovided so that current
calize the effect of

may
about

be cut otT from the signal while the maintaincr
it.

The

is

working

leads for the track transformer arc taken from the
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transformer side of
not disturbed

this switch, so that the signal in the rear is

when one

Uouhlc-raii

track

of these switches

circuits

block length being 4,500

is

used throughout, the average

are

cepting a very poor indication, linding this
to

open.

The U.

&

impedance
bonds on the main line have a capacity of 200 amperes per rail
continuously, or 400 amperes for two hours. At the turnouts to
colliery sidings and other places where a large amount of propulsion current will not be used, bonds which have a capacity of
50 amperes per rail continuously and 100 amperes for two hours
are used.
The track circuits are supplied by small air-cooled
transformers. In three cases where track circuits are very long
and ballast conditions bad, 1-kv.a. transformers are used. The
track transformers are supplied from the 110-volt taps of the
signal transformers.
Reactance coils having an adjustable airgap in the magnetic circuit are used between the track transformers and the track to limit the amount of current when the
circuit is shunted and to adjust the current and phase relation in
ft.

S.

S.

the track coil of the track relay.

All insulated joints are six-hole. Keystone, having bakelized

watch out with the c»re necessary
exact

at the

The

while some of the circuits in inter-

ft.,

locking limits are as short as 300

Vol.

moment when

it

No.

1

more convenient than

to get a

can be seen at

view of the signal

its best.

spheroidal lens was described in the Railway

September

59,

A^e

Gasctlc,

connection with a report of its use on the
Island Railroad. It is so shaped as to spread the light of

Long

19, 1913, in

an ordinary burner 90 deg.

that is to say 45 deg. on each side
accomplished without impairing the
visibility of the light on tangents.
Tests have shown satisfactory
results with green lights at a distance of two miles and red lights
at over three miles.

of

And

the axis.

this

At short distances

;

is

between the ordinary inbut at 900 ft. from
the light and IS deg. from the axis the stellar magnitude of the
inverted lens measures 0.50, while the spheroidal measures 4.25.
In a test made 1,890 ft. from the lamp and IS deg. from the axis,
the light from an inverted lens was entirely lost while the Armspear at that point measured 3.00.
The lamps on the Norfolk & Western are similar in appearance to the well-known design shown in the Armspear Manufacthe

differences

verted lens and the spheroidal are not great

;

most cases are staggered,

turing Company's bulletin, except that, being electric, there are

but at booster transformer locations they are placed exactly op-

no ventilating parts at the top. The lamps have the standard
R. S. A. sockets and have relays, specially designed for these
lights, to cut in the second lamp in case the first one fails
and
have spherical silvered glass mirrors for reflectors. All metal
parts are made of No. 18 gage steel plates.
The signal lights
are 10-watt, 110-volt tungsten, current being supplied from the
signal transmission line to these lamps as well as to stations,
towers and yards, also for operating the motor-driven air-compressor set at the Elkhorn tunnel, and for lighting the warning

canvas

These

insulation.

joints

in

between the main tracks, the joints are
placed opposite, so that an electric locomotive using the crossover will not deliver return propulsion current to one rail of the
track circuit, thereby unbalancing it and blowing the relay fuse.
The track relays are of the U. S. & S. centrifugal, two-element
type. The track transformer, track relay, reactance coil and line
relays are housed in cast iron relay boxes on concrete foundations
Track
at the base of the bridge on which the signal is located.
wires are carried from the relay boxes to the tracks in Ij^-in.
fiber conduit, and the wires are carried to the signal transformer,
transmission line, etc., in galvanized steel conduit. Xo. 14, B. &
S. solid copper Kerite wire is used on all control and signal
circuits, and Xo. 9 B. & S. stranded Kerite is used for connecAll line wires are No. 10, B. & S., coppertions to the track.

posite, also at crossovers

At the track, a cast-iron box,
with a cover and a hooded opening for the entrance of the wires,
The wire
is placed over the end of the conduit and concreted.
is soldered to a short piece of bond wire, both ends of which
are bonded to the rail. At a standard signal location, an 8-in.

clad double braided, weatherproof.

by 12-in. by 12-in. cast-iron pull box is located on the bridge just
underneath the signal platform, and from this a 2-in. conduit is
run to the relay box, a l>^-in. to the lightning arrester box, a 1%in. to the signal and a ^-in. to the transformer, to carry the

These conduits are fastened to the pull

necessary control wires.

by lock nuts over cup washers and lead washers, making a water-tight joint. Rubber-covered wire, run in galvanized cable rings and suspended from messenger wire, is used
box, relay box,

etc.,

from the pole

for the connection

;

where the

signs

Switch

where a

train could clear the

AND INDICATORS

70 automatic signals retjuired on this section are the U. S.
& S. Co.'s style S, upper-quadrant, o])crated by 110-volt, 60-cycle
The signals are mounted on the top of the
induction motors.
structural bridges, special attention being paid in the design of
these bridges to the elimination of obstructions to the view of the
signals.
The signals have enameled steel blades and Armspear

These lamps were found particularly desirable in this case on account of the large amount of curvature
in the line, and also because in a number of cases on curves it
would lie difficult to provide an entirely satisfactory view of the
signals if ordinary lenses were used, because of the obstruction

spheroidal lens lamps.

caused by overhead structures.
The photographic illustrations, I'ig. 1 and Fig. 2, show typical
situations where, if the eiigineman of a iiassenger train had to
depend on a lamp throwing rays only in lines parallel to the
axis of the lens, he would have but a few seconds in which to get
a

good view of the

light.

indicated by the arrow.)

under conditions of

this

(

In

big.

.\s is

1

well

the location of the signal

is

known, enginemen running

kind are liable to get into the habit of ac-

at

all

main-line

crossovers

track.

interlocking plant at

working and 2 spare mechanical

A

similar

plant at

levers,

and indicators

Graham has

and six

14

electric levers.

Bluestone Junction has 22 working and 2

spare mechanical levers, and 14 electric levers.

All control cir-

at these plants are d. c,

operated by a battery
of five 120-a. h. lead type cells, which are charged from a mercury-arc rectifier, taking current from the signal transmission
cuits

The

for all

The

main

INTERLOCKING PLANTS

The electro-mechanical

indication circuits for the levers in these plants are

alternating current.
SIGN.\LS

provided

are

These give an indication for the block in which they are located and for two blocks
in the rear. They are of the vane type and operate on 110 volts.
At the ends of passing sidings and other points where the protection is necessary, triple-lock switch machines are provided.
These are controlled in the same manner as the switch indicators
and the switch is held locked upon the approach of a train.
Shunt boxes are used on all main-line switches and siding derails.

line.

line to the signal bridges.

trolley wire is low.

indicators

Approach and route locking are provided

through movements at

The electro-pneumatic

all

of the interlockings.

plant at Elkhorn tuimel,
which operates the switches on both sides of the tunnel, has a
17-lever machine with 13 working levers, which operate one
three-arm, four two-arm, six one-arm and three dwarf signals,
eight switches and five derails. -Mr compressors, with a capacity

interlocking

of SQ cubic feet per minute, driven by 15-hp.. single-phase. 60cycle motors, are used to supply air for the plant at the tunnel,
and instead of extending the air line through the full length of

the plant,
at

two

15-cu.

ft.

per minute air compressors were installed

a crossover located

5,500

ft.

west of the tower, these com-

pressors taking current from the signal transmission

line.

This installation was made by company forces under the
rection of D.

W.

Richards, signal engineer, to

whom we

di-

are in-

debted for the above information.

Women
girls

clerks

arc

Clerks on the Brighton Line of England.— Young
being taught the duties of booking and parcel

now

and telegraphers

in

a

special

organized by the London. Brighton

school

& South

at

East Croydon,

Coast.

r

:

New

Railroad

Legislation

Fifteen

in

States

Regulation of Innumerable Details, Large and Small,
Operating, Legal, Socialistic
North, South, East, West
;

Laws

affecting railways

which have been passed

legislatures of fifteen states are abstracted below

in 1915

Only two

bills affecting railroads

result of

the recent

were enacted into laws as

session of the

legislature

Pennsyl-

of

vania and neither of them affects operation. The governor
vetoed the bill to repeal the full crew act of 1911, withholding
his announceme:it of
disapproval until eighteen hours after
the time limit, although he acted on the bill and officially
his action within

certified

law providing for the sanitation, inspection and cleaning

of stock cars.

PENNSYLVANIA

a

A

by the

:

Other

the specified period.

An act enlarging the powers of railway companies, terminal
companies, depot companies in respect of acquiring property by
purchase or condemnation.

A
A

law prescribing clearances.
law regulating the furnishing of cars for the transportation

of livestock.

A

law authorizing the state railroad and warehouse commis-

sion to prescribe schedules of reasonable

committee.

in

The new

acts affecting railroads are as follows:

Permitting testimony to be taken by examiners to be named
by the Public Service Commission anywhere within the state
and allowing appeals direct to the superior court instead of
through the Dauphin county court, which has jurisdiction in
The act may have bearing on pending appeals,
state cases.
of which there are a dozen, and an official decision is to be
for reports

on capital stock and loans for

Provision is made so that
under certain conditions,
at times required for federal reports. Heretofore reports were
required for an official year materially different from a calendar year.
A bill providing for a new railroad map of the state was
state taxation to the calendar year.

arrangements can be made for

filing,

vetoed.

As the

result of an appropriation being allowed for mainte-

Pennsylvania

nance, the

State

Bureau of Railways, a branch

of the Internal Affairs department, has been revived.

man

C. Gerberich

again chief.

is

Free-

The bureau is a constitumake it ineffective by with-

and it was sought to
holding appropriations in 1913, the contention being that the
functions were performed by the Public Service Commission.
The bureau receives and files certain reports.
tional office

INDIANA
fol-

IIou.se bill 11 authorizes the public service

commission to com-

an automatic gong at
any public crossing where the view of approaching trains is
oliscurcd, if unable to remove the obstruction.
Senate bill 239 amends the grade separation law to permit the
public service commission in ordering any separation of grades
pel railroads to jilace a

or

relocate

flagman or

ocmsolidate

install

highway

crossings

over

street railroads, interurban lines or sul)url)an roads,

locate or control

Senate

bill

highways leading

to

318 ammrls the public

railroads.

and

lia\e brcdiuc (li^;lbl^d

.Another law requires reports of all industo the state industrial accident com-

made

Railroads will no longer be required to report to the
labor commissioner, but are required to give immediate notice
by telegraph, telephone or personally to the railroad commission

c^r

inlirm in

its

property.

utilities

act

to

allow

service, etc.

110 prohibits intcrcferencc with railroad safety apsignal wires or telephone or telegra|ih apparalns.

MINNESOTA
Uailroail

l.iws

p.issed

by the

Minnesota

the

reiiuiring
at

lliis

je.ir

l.S

<lays

imblie service eorporalions to pay

semi-monthly

to

to

be

July

1,

NEBRASKA

The Nebraska

legislature at

House

provides for cinnulative voting and voting by

its recent session passed the following laws afl'ecting lailroads
Senate bill 26 provides that railroads shall furnish shippers
of livestock with transportation of caretakers for shipments of
one or more cars.

bill

21

proxy by stockholders
laws

of

House

of

any company incor|)orated under the

Nebraska.
bill

217 regulates the stringing of electric wires over

House

bill

304 requires express companies to properly house

House
right of

391

bill

relates

to

destruction

way and compensation

of

weeds on railroad

therefor.

House bill 526 provides a penalty for injury or interference
with telephone, telegraph or electric light wires and fixtures.
House !iill 749 makes an a;)propriation for the use of the
state railway commission to be used in the investigation of railroad rates.
NORTH DAKOTA
were

no

railroad

passed at the

laws

of

any

especial

importance

North Dakota.
The following is a short summary of the laws that were passed:
Hou.se Hill 6 provides that railway cars shall he cleaned and
last

session of the legislature of

disinfected before being used for transporting livestock into the
state.

House

Hill

154 provides ihat railroad companies shall build a

along their right of way when the owner of
abutting |>roperty has enclosed the other three sides of liis land
with such a fence.

may

fence

Mill

require

159 provides that the state railroad conimissioncrs
railroads

to

build

and maintain stock yards

at

stations.

iheir vu\-

wages earned by them
of the date of such payment.

least

damage

any hospital or relief fund. The name
Railroad Commission of Oregon is to be changed on
191.S. to tile Public Service Commission of Oregon.

House
le.iiislature

inehide the following:
bill

or limb or serious

for the maintenance of

of

rail-

bill

|ili;uic(s,

life

Another law requires an annual accounting

made to the commissioner of labor statistics by persons, firms or
corporations withholding any portion of the wages of employees

hog-lighl

louse

within

etc.

mission.

There

reduced service or transportation to any
bona fide employee or ofruer thereof, to carry free or al reduced
rales agrirullural experiment and demonstration cars or trains
and lecturers, ami to carry at free or reduced rates its furliiinhed, pcMsliiMed '^^ superamnialed employees, persons who

A

torpedoes,

accidents to be

to re-

any such crossings.

ro.ids Id furnish free or

ployees

trial

livestock entrusted to their care.

:

I

flags,

railroad tracks.

The Indiana legislature at its recent session passed the
lowing laws relating to railroads

lo

Railroad legislation passed at the recent session of the Oregon
legislature includes a law to provide penalties for obstruction
of railroad block signals, crossing bells, crossing gates, signal

of accidents attended by loss of

asked.

Changing period

rates.

OREGON

affecting railroad operation and equipment were defeated or

died

maximum

bills

the

|o

House

y^S provides that a railroad corporation incorpomore states increasing its capital stock shall pay
lo the state of Xorlh Oiikota a fee on such proportion of the
Hill

rated in one or

:
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increase as the mileage in the state of North Dakota bears to

Senate Bill 178 prohibits children from trespassing on railroad property.
Senate Bill 216 provides for the liability of railroad companies
in

case of employees

suffering personal

This law

injuries.

same as the federal employers' liability
railroads engaged in intrastate business.

substantially the
applies to

is

and

act

Laws passed by

at

its

recent session

the state extra crew

providing that the law shall not apply to railroad companies less than 95 miles in length, or cin which but one train
is

any

size

at

man

1,000

dressed

dark clothes on a dark

in

be deemed equivalent

will

ft."

c.p.

the

to

these were the "full crew
ter to be

act,

mission.

UTAH
legislation

directly

this year's session of the

Utah

The

provided

affecting

legislature

enacted

railroads

was the

at

act prohibiting

which recently adjourned, passed a
law requiring railroads to maintain lights at night on main line
switches and all lead switches in yards where cars are switched
in making up or breaking up trains.
The law does not apply to
branch lines where trains are not run at night, or to independent
nor to trailing point switches

lines.

0KL.\H0M.\

The Oklahoma

its recent session passed a law
from maintaining or establishing a name
for any railroad station other than the name of the town or city

legislature at

prohibiting railroads

within which

it

is

located,

if

the latter bears the

name

of the

Senate

enacted

year's session of the Arizona legislature w-as Senate

viding that

it

shall be the

state to require section

duty of

all

bill

Senate

bill

during this
bill 36,

foremen or persons discharging
respective

railroads

passed by the legisfollowing

at its recent session include the

amends

the law with reference to taxation of

83 regulates the issue of warehouse receipts.
314 amends the law with reference to procedure

before the state railroad commission and provides for the enforcement of commission orders by mandamus.
House bill 114 requires railroads whose rights of way divide

farm lands

to construct

and maintain farm crossings when or-

dered by the railroad commissions.
bill

trastate

rate

without

first

House
reject

271 prohibits railroads from increasing any inor changing any classification rule or regulation
obtaining the consent of the railroad commission.

272 authorizes the state railroad commission to
to file any schedule or tariff of rates, rules or

bill

and refuse

regulations unless handed to the commission not less than 30

days before the effective-fete.

House
petition

bill

rb

commission authority upon

175 gives the railroad

require

railroads to construct track scales

for the

weighing of freight in carload lots from tearn tracks at any
station at the expense of the shippers petitioning for such scales.
Senate bill 288 authorizes the railroad commission to prescribe rules for the weighing of carload lots and of livestock at
track scales and of other commodities in ton lots. The commission

may

Senate

pro-

railroad companies in the

to keep at the section house a specified record of

or crippled upon their

55

affecting

require
bill

all

track scales' to be sealed.

142 authorizes the railroad commission to require

railroads to erect at any station in the state proper and suitable

stock yards and to

railroads

affecting

legislation

bill

Senate

all

The only

and one requiring running waon passenger trains, with sani-

commissioij.

postoflSce as given by the United States government.

ARIZONA

laws

South Dakota

House

MISSOURI

on double track

bill,"

in lavatories

ses-

Among

railroad companies and other corporations, and provides lor a
tax on gross earnings and reports to be filed with the tax

legislature,

lines of less than SO miles in length,

principal

lature of

the transportation of intoxicating liquors into "dry'' territory.

The Missouri

were introduced during the

tary towels and soap.

a

headlight

The only

bills

SOUTH DAKOTA

measured without a reflector.
Section 2
which required such a headlight on the rear of
engines when operated backwards at night, is repealed.
An amendment to the state railroad commission law prescribing regulations for the filing and posting of rates, and providing
for the suspension of advanced rates by the railroad com1,500

number of other

headlight law. providing that

to the electric

of a

and clear night
of

large

sion affecting railroad companies, but failed of passage.

headlight "which will pick up and distinguish an

electric

object the

owning company, the railroad com-

to determine.

is

operated in each direction.

An amendment

1

In the city of Pensacola, the Louisville & Nashville has large
dock and terminal facilities. The city is contemplating the construction of a municipal belt line railroad and terminals, and the
Louisville & Nashville would possibly object to this belt line
railroad entering and using its facilities. However, this ."Xct does
not apply to municipalities that have elected Boards of Port

A

Nevada legislature
following: An amendement to
the

law,

a day

to be paid to tlio

\<).

Commissioners.

NEVADA
include the

muneration
mission

total mileage.

its

Vol.. 59,

sections,

all

like duties

stock killed

which record

shall

equip them with feed troughs, racks and
watering troughs and water supplies.
House bill 348 provides that on failure by a common carrier
to appeal from any final order of the railroad commission or upon
the affirming of any order from which an appeal has been taken,
the railroad commission is authorized by mandamus to compel
carriers to comply with such orders.

be open and free for inspection by the public at all reasonable
times. The law also provides that each engineer shall report to

company on arrival
and that such report

the railroad

at terminals all stock killed

Laws

by

be posted on Monday of
each week at ihc section or station nearest to the point where the

his train,

shall

its

affecting railroads enacted by the

Minor changes were made in provisions of the public utilities
including an amendment to the anti-pass provisions withdrawing the power of the utilities commission to designate the
act

accident occurred and shall be kept for 30 days.
II-ORHIA

state officials to

The

1915 session of the Florida legislature has just

close with less railroad legislation to

recent years.

Only one

rect railroad legislation,

its

credit than

come

to a

any other

in

was passed that might be called diand that was an act empowering the

bill

railroad commission to require the use of doc'ks and terminals
of a

company operating the same under

a franchise granted by

by any other such company. The Railroad
Commission, after 9 hearing and investigation, is authorized to
direct that track connection bo made for transfer of freight, and
the free use of the property by another such terminal company.
If the two terminal companies cannot agree upon terms of rethe state or

city,

Idaho legislature at

recent session include the following:

passes

may

whom

passes

be issued to the

may

be issued and enacting that
of the commission, or such

members

officers and employees as the commission may designate,
traveling exclusively in the transaction of public business,
or to such other state or county officials to whom the issuance

of

its

when

of free transportation

ment also enlarged the

may

be authorized by law.

class of persons to

whom

The amendpasses

legally issued to include veterans of the civil war.

may be

There was

uniform bill of lading act. Certain amendments
were also adopted to the laws relating to the issue of bonds and
notes by railroad corporations and the execution of mortgages
also enacted a

to secure them.

:

July
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WASHINGTON
Railroad laws passed at the recent session of the Washington
legislature include the following

Senate bill 144 regulates the issuance of bills of lading and
the rights, ol)ligations and liabilities thereunder.
Senate

258 authorizes the Public Service Commission of
state to suspend increases in rates for a period of 90 days
with a possible extension for 60 days, pending a hearing and
bill

*the

decision.

215 makes certain amendments to the laws regulating the purcliase of railroad stocks. l)onds and property by railroad companies. The law provides that the purchase, sale, con»solidation or lease of another company shall be approved or

Senate

bill

by persons holding 75 per cent of the capital stock of
selling or disposing of its stock or bonds or leasing
or otherwise disposing of its property. The law also provides
ratified

company

the

no

company shall consolidate its
franchise with that of any other railroad or
transportation corporation owning a competing line, or purchase
either directly or indirectly any stock or interest in a railroad or
that

railroad or transportation

stock, property or

company owning or operating a competing line.
also requires the approval of the Public Service Commission for the consolidation of railroads and provides that the
transportation

The law

capital stock of the

not exceed the

company formed by such consolidation

shall

sum

of the capital stock of the companies consolidated at the par value.

TRANSPORTATION AND CAR ACCOUNTING
OFFICERS
The suninur meeting of the .Association of Transportation
and Car .Accounting Officers was held at Xiagara Falls, Ontario, June 12 and 2?,. with 130 nieml)ers in attendance,
and
(I. C. ). president, in the chair.
J. M. O'Uay
.At the opening
session there was an address by E. F. Kearney, president and
receiver of the Wabash, who. while general superiatendent
of

transportation of the

Missouri Pacific, represented that
company in this association. Mr. Kearney spoke at length
on the causes leading up to the present agitation against
railroads, calling attention lo the fact that railway officers
and employees were themselves largely to blame. He advocated the maintenance of high moral and business standards,
lie regar<led |)atriotism as one of the greatest essentials
in
raising standards; if the ideals of patriotism are thoroughly
inslillirl

into the

minds of the younger generation the

old-

time bad or (|uestionablc practices will not be repeated.
The report of the executive committee shows a membership
oiurating 249.718 miles of road and having in service 2,557.,?65

was decided to continue the consolidation of the
committees on conducting freight and passenger transportation and the committee on joint interchange and inspection
bureaus for the succeeding six months, the combined committee to be known as the "Committee on Conducting Transcars.

It

portation."

The

on car service reported the action of the
IreiRlu Claim .Association at its (iaiveston meeting, wherein
that association (leci<led that ilenturrage or storage refunded
coiiiniitlee

un<ler legal liability or
in

transportation

The

shall

when
be

uncollectible

charged

to

the

owing
liable

to negligence
line

or

line-i.

(which was approved) will be lo make
the lines which are liable for the freight charges on refused
Ireight also liable for demurrage charges on such shipments;
ileinurrage charges, wlnii legally assessed, are a matter of
liled tariff and cannot be voluntarily waived.
The association adopted for submission to the .\iiuricaii
U'ailway .\ssociati<iii the proposed addition to the Switching
Ivecbiim Kules of
delinilion to cover "inlra-lerminal switching." vi/., ".\ car loailed within the switching limits for uneffect of this rule

,i

loading within the same switching limits."
It
is provided
that no reclaim sh:ill !,< ,ill,,we<l for an iiitra-terniinal switching ino\etnenl.

J.I

The association concurred in the hndings of the committee
to the effect that at present there should be no
change in
Rule 8 to relieve the holder of the car from per diem where
material for repairs has been shipped by the owner and
lost

m

transit; but the committee requested that the
subject be
referred back. The findings of the committee were also
concurred in, that, where the holding road orders material from
the owner for repairs to a car and such material is not
used

because other material has been found, such a case does not
come under I-tule 8. In connection with the question of the
advisability of establishing a reclaim for per diem on
cars
undergoing repairs or transfer because of the delivering line's
responsibility, the committee on car service presented
a rec-

ommendation

to the effect that no reclaims should be presented or allowed under Car Service Rule 15; that at points
where such reclaims had been in effect they had been eliminated by reason of the fact that experience demonstrated that

the conditions were so thoroughly reciprocal that the
amount
involved in the reclaims did not pay the expense of the
accounting incident thereto. The recommendation of the com-

mittee was adopted.

The association adopted for sulimission to the .American
Railway -Association proposed form of per diem Rule 13,
providing that reclaims under Rules 5 and 14, or on
account
of special conditions, must be presented within
one year
from the last day of the month in which the per diem is
earned; this, however, will not prevent the continuance of
any reclaim after the period named if it has been previously
opened, even though the reclaim should eventually rest upoii
some road other than the one originally addressed, except
that the privilege of continuance shall cease when the
claimant

fails to return reclaim or present it to
another road
within a period of six months from date such reclaim is
last
returneil to claimant.
The amended rule also provides that
reclaims un<ler this rule must be made by the designated

transportation officer of the road which pays the per diem
to
designated transportation officer of the road from which
the allowance
is
claimed, unless specifically agreed by the
the

interested roads to permit the presentation and acceptance of
such reclaims by local representatives.

The proposed form of per diem Rule 14 as presented by
was also adopted for submission to the .American Railway .Association. The amendment to the rule prothe committee

vides that a connection intending to reclaim against
a delinquent line for its failure to accept cars shall notify such
delinquent line daily, prior to midnight, through the designated officer, or in such manner as may be agreed upon
locally, of the cars held for it: also that when the hour
al
which the receiving road clears the interchange track is so
late that the delivering road cannot deliver before
midnight.

the receiving road is to be responsible for the per diem on
such cars for the following day, subject to local agreement
as to time required to make delivery.

The committee on continuous home route cards reported
that

about 250 railroads are using the standard continuous

home

route card. The discussion on this report showed that
those roads which have not adopted tile card are deferring
action principally for the reason that they do not wish to
incur any obligation, under the rules, until, by the action of
the .\nierican Railway .Association,

all roads are placed on a
While much empty mileage can be saved by
short-routing empty cars home, there must be a good deal
of education of agents if they are to be allowed to do this
on their own inilialive.
Thus I'ar there has been much im-

common

basis.

perfect work, cards being tilled out in a very slovenly manner.
The committee was re<i«ested to jiresent a method for
computing the saving in empty car mileage by the adoption

of the standaril continuous home route card.
The list of accepted assignments of reporting
cars of private ownership,
olVice

methods

.iiid

marks

to

presented by the ciimmittec on

accouming. was adopted for

subniissioii
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The report of the
the American Railway Association.
committee indicates that approximately 385 owners of private
cars have accepted assignments of reporting marks and are
applying them to their cars. The marks are limited to four
letters, of which the last letter shall be "X."
The committee is also engaged in assigning marks to cars
of railroad ownership with a view to preventing duplicate
marks.
Assignments of marks have been made to every
standard gage railroad in the United States, Canada and
Mexico. The marks assigned to railroads are limited to three
letters, except in certain instances where the short "&" is
to

used to enable car owners to use reporting marks which
correspond to the corporate initials of the owner. Up to
the date of meeting 407 railroads ha^e accepted the report-

mark assigned.
The committee has prepared forms

ing

for

the collection

of

data relating to the subject of per diem, and these forms will
be forwarded to members for the compilation of the data
required by the committee for the period July, 1915, to December, 1915; and upon receipt of these statistics the committee will present the same to the American Railway Association as indicating the condition of per diem records of
American railways generally, such data affording a basis for
future action affecting per diem discrepancy claims.
The association adopted for submission to the American
Railway Association the proposed form of car tender report
and the proposed form of summary of per diem reports as
presented by the committee.

Acting in compliance with the request of the American
Railway Association, the committee on office methods and
accounting reported that, after a series of conferences held
between representatives of the Freight Claim Association
and representatives of the Transportation Association, by
joint action of representatives of the two bodies a code of
rules governing the application, inspection, recording and
•care of car seals was adopted, for presentation to the Freight
Claim Association and the Association of Transportation and Car
Accounting Officers for joint action by the respective associations.
The Freight Claim .•\ssociation at a meeting held June 16, adopted
the rules presented. The Association of Transportation and
Car Accounting Officers at this meeting also adopted the
proposed rules for submission to the American Railway AsThese rules as adopted embody very full and
sociation.
elaborate instructions for the guidance of the seal inspector.
The association adopted for submission to the .American

Railway Association the recommendation of the committee
on handling railroad business mail, that packages containing
claim papers shall bear on the face thereof the fact that they
relate to the business of the carriers handling the same.
•

The committee also recommended that roads receiving letter mail on which postage is due shall keep such envelopes,
and where repeated instances from the same source are noticed
the department at fault shall Ik- advised of the inadequacy
the practice should not cease a corrective
If
of postage.

may
ment

be applied by rendering bill against the particular departof the carrier at fault, accfimpanying the same by a file of

envelopes showing the postage due.

The committee

also recom-

mended that all inquiries relative to the handling of railroad business mail be forwarded direct to the general secretary of the
American Railway Association.
The association adopted the recommended form of yard
check book as presented by the committee on conducting
transportation. This form, in addition to providing space to
show date and time of check and signature of man making
Initials,
the check, shows tlu- following heads as necessary;
Locaetc.~l,
Empty,
Unloading,
(Loaded.
Number, Condition
of Car, Lading
tion, Weather Record. Class of Car. Capacity
and Condition of Driveway at Team Tracks.
The association adopted for submission to the .\nierican
Iv

rules as
lilway .Association the recodification of car service
committee on conducting transportation.

linscntcd by* the

Vol.

No.

59,

1

The

rules as presented provi<le for a separation of the car
service rules relating to freight equipment cars from those
relating to passenger e(|uipment cars, the freight rules being

numbered from
bered from 101

passenger rules are num-

to 17, while the

1

In the recodification the coininittee
presented a passenger car rule providing that "A foreign pasto 113.

senger equipment car must be promptlj' returned to its owner
and junction point received, unless the owner
A road responsible for delay will be
otherwise agrees.
charged per diem rates in addition to mileage for the period
of delay." The passenger car rules also provide that "Should
a passenger equipment car, without consent of the owner, be
delivered to a road other than connection from which received, the road responsible shall pay to the owner the per
diem rate from the hour of appropriation until the hour car

via the route

returned to its owner or to the joint service and in addition
thereto the established mileage rate shall be paid the owner
by each road using the car."
The committee also reported that the committee on joint
interchange and inspection bureaus at Toledo, Ohio, has comis

pleted

its

work and submitted

to the general managers,

its

report and recotnmendations
at Cincinnati a committee

and that

at work with a view to installing a bureau in zones, contemplating eventually covering the entire terminal.
is

The election of officers resulted as follows: President, J. T.
King (Atlantic Coast Line); first vice-president, F. E. Higbie
(Central New Jersey); second vice-president. J. W. Nowers
(A. T. & S. F.); secretary, G. P. Conard (75 Church street.
New York) treasurer, F. M. Luce.
It was decided to hold the next meeting at St. Louis,
December 14 and 15, 1915.
;

THE BATTLE OF THE MARNE
By W.m-Ter
Never

in

S.

histury have

railroad

Hi.\tt*

men worked under

operating

conditions similar to those that existed in France during late

and early

-August

Septeinber

when

last

the

territory

to

the

northeast of Paris became the scene of one of the most gigantic
battles of the war.

The

rol^ the railroad

uitderstood

even

at

men

this

played in that battle

late

In the

date.

is

but vaguely

scramble

frightful

Marne, the railroad officers in
"Think
Paris gave out the following notice to their employees
work to get troops to the
of your helpless wives and children
These men, thinking of what the Germans had done to
front."
women and children in Belgium, worked like demons, slept and
ate at their posts for two weeks, and strained every nerve to
get troops to the points required. The 17 railroads of the German government, all built with an eye for military purposes,
may be admirable from the standpoint of construction and operThey have certainly done great service in the war, but
ation.
they have not to date been tried by the fire that assailed the
French railways.
In a previous article 1 have .sketched the general features of
the mobilization in France, and showed how the railroads reI
sponded magnificently to the demands made upon them.
have also showed how 10,000 trains were kept going during the
20 days of the first period, transferring men from lluir homes
1(1 their regiments, thence to their army corps and to tlie front;
and hdw the mad tlirongs of the civil population were cared for
This work was done without serious accident the roads held
up under a tremendous pressure, and they are today running
that preceded the battle of the

:

;

;

as in times of peace.

But

it

is

the

Minst forever

work connected with

form

a

momiment

the battle of the

Marne

to the I'rcnch railroad incn.

that
It

has already gained for them the gratitude of the French people,
as has been indicated by the bestowal of the cross of the Legion
*Thc second article from our special European correspondent.
appeared in tlie Raihmy Age Ga::ctle of May 21, page 1047.

The

first

July
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Honor on dozens

of

ductors and others.

of station masters, enginemen, firemen, con-

No

soldier, or "hairy"

man, as they

call

the

iinsliavin heroes of the trenches, has given a better account of

made more

or

country than
liave the chcminots, the railway officers and employees.
himself,

unt'iring sacrifices for his

"Then came Charleroi,"

a phrase found in every soldier's
account of the early campaign. The fall of Charleroi was the
beginning of the battle of the Marne. In war time the French
is

war department,

railways are under the control of the

ation of each road being directly in charge of

the oper-

own commis-

commissioner and an operating

sion, consisting of a military

who

its

di-

war department's transportation officers.
On .\ugust 17, the minister of war had issued a note of thanks
to tlie various roads stating that, as the work of concentration
w.is about finished, the government wished to acknowledge the
rector,

of the railroad employees

efforts

way

report to the

and

officers

in

preparing the

This was the first brilliant period of the war when the nation was resounding with the glorious resistance of Liege and
the rapid invasion of Alsace and Lorraine.
The 58 German
army corps forming the eight powerful armies thrown on France

Germans were

as the first big stroke of the

struck.

terrific

The

27

Even the food was gathered from the
storehouses so that nothing would be left for the Germans. All

other valuable material.

these trains were directed to the points along the Marne indicated for each army corps.
On some of these days 120 trains,

and on others as many as 170 were used in this vast retreat.
\'on Kluck's army, the German right wing, was meanwhile advancing toward Paris. To check it a little, other hundreds of
Eastern, Western and Northern trains were rushed to pick up
all the troops that could be spared from before the left wing in
the Argonue region and to swing them around to form a new
army behind Lille and Arras.
The biggest thing of all, however, was to transport an army
from along the Meuse, north to Verdun, to within 18 miles of
Paris, to block the passages to the coveted city. This army, composed of the fourth, sixth and eighth army corps was supposed to
be defending the Meuse to the south of Longwy.
When that

place capitulated

for victory.

and their

GuA^^ETTE

blow,

so

deliberately

railroads of France

had

still

at the frontier

planned, had not been

just finished concentrating

on August 27, these three army corps, leaving
but a skeleton behind, were put aboard 180 waiting trains and
hurried through \'erdun, Sainte-Menehould, Chalons, Bar-le-Duc,

Chaumont, Troyes, to Raincy, whereby within a week the army
made an entire change of front. Owing to the marvelous efforts
of the railroad men, this army of about 100,000 men later played
the chief role in the battle of the Marne. It was the lost army
which the Germans located too late. Near Raincy it was joined

her seven armies, and between August 12 and 20 the Xorthern,

by the

Western and

en-Brie. and by the

army

Orleans railways

had hauled

the

little

English

men from Boulogne, Nantes and
Mons, handling 420 trains, many of them

of about 200,000

Saint-

Xazaire to
at six
minute intervals, without disturbing the general concentration
work of the French army.
The railroads were settling down to the more steady work
of carrying food and ammunition to the front, and bringing
l)ack

wounded

tile

to

armies along the front

had

Rheims and Chalons. Each of the six
from Maubeuge to Belfort, the seventh

own

central commissary, the vast stores

lieing at

Paris,

of which

were being renewed each day by the 42 trains set aside
purpose.
To be sure, there were a few changes of

for

that

made

front to be
also

had

its

for certain

army

corps.

to take into account that the fifth

The railroad men
German army under

ilie
Crown Prince had cut the line connecting the Northern
and the Paris-I.yons-Mcditcrranean lines just south of Longwy,
and that this meant new connections but on the whole, the
;

work was not too severe. On August 20, however, near Morhange, the army of Bavaria, the sixth German army, drove
back the French to the river Meusc and united with the fifth.

On

.August 22, at Charleroi, to which the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean a week before had so proudly lirought 60,000 troops across

from Africa, the battle began wliich lasted
ended in a French defeat.

I'rance
.Mid

COVHKINT,

While the

until the 26tli

THE RETHE.M

—

raged the generals having orders to hold
iheir |)ositions as long as possil)le
the railroads were told to
make ready to save as many as possible of the troops who othcruisc might have been lost, for in a retreat foot stragglers are an
battle

—

i>y prey.
l.i^t.

General JofTre insisted that tlie trains wait until the
the men for llu- big naip which he seemed al-

He wanted

ready to have decided upon.
fall of iharleroi, the railroads were
what they could to save the civil popidation fleeing out of Belgium ami the invaded brench provinces all but
Mibiiurged by the Teulnnic flood. Some of the Belgians went to
lloll.ind; others went by lioat to ICngland.
Several luiiidre<l
ibfiisaiid were placed
and transported to Calais and
in cars
llavre, or directly to Paris with the French refugees.
Further.
no less than 2,700 Belgian locomotives were run upon I'rriich
rails towards Paris and saved.
On .Niigust 2.1 the little line from Sedan to Lcrouville was
idl o|i(ii
While the troops disputed every foot of Rround, biinilug or blowing up fine steel bridges as tlicy retreated, hundreds
of trains were being useil ti> save the cannon, tile numilioiis, and

But meanwhile, before the

also busy doing

little

English army, rushed in the nick of time to Crecy-

minute on

last

army

was thrown out at the
automobiles and almost on foot,

of Paris which

railroads,

in

helter-skelter.

The army of General Manoury which the railroads assembled
behind Rheims, and the two armies assembled at Nancy, where
Generals Castelnau and Sarrail took the offensive against the

Crown Prince, then fell upon the Germans from three sides,
caught them as in a sack, and there followed the bloodiest and
most decisive battle of the war. The Germans as a result of it
were pushed back to a position behind the river Aisne, which
they were able to hold only because the French grew short of
ammunition and had to rely on blank cartridges, rob the German
dead of their rifles and cartridges or make bayonet charges when
these means failed.

The sleepless railroad men behind meanwhile were practically
scouring France for more troops and bringing u|) others to take
the places of the fallen.
C.OLll

TK.M.NS AXll P.\L.\CE C.VRS

Panic reigned everywhere but among the chcminols.
The
IVench government, on its part, as a matter of sound prudence,
determined to move to Bordeaux.
Three special trains were

made ready for this purpose before midnight of September 2.
and arrived without accident or incident at Bordeaux the next
day. The first train, composed of six sleeping and parlor cars,
carried President and Madame Poincare. and arrived at 12:05.
The second train, carrying Monsieur X'iviani and other ministers,
arrived at 12:25 and the third train, with more ministers and
iheir secretaries, arrived twenty minutes later at 12:45.

the day arrived other trains concerning

which but

little

Later in

has been

said, arrived

carrying the $800,000,000 gold deposits of the Bank
nf brance. the valuable state papers of I'rance. and all the documents necessary to keep the government going on an oflicial foot.\fter the removal of the government, other trains were
forthcoming to carry away the precious paintings and statuary
and other treasures of the l..>uvre. in the l.uxeinbourg gallery anil
ing.

other places.
'I

itig

wnmglu railroad men had yet
government left openly, announcmeasure of prudence and not of

he cool-headeil though bodily

more

to do.

The

otVicers of the

that their removal

cowardice,

some

.\fler lliey

frightful hours.

was

a

had gone, the people

The

city

in Paris came upon
was apparently calm, but it real-

ized at last wli.il was happening, and even the bravest and the most
carefree deleniiiiied thai it was time to move to places of greater
safety.

tacked

the .\nicrican embassy, notices were printed to be
b.iisfs b.l..nk'ii'e !. .t inhabited by .\meriean citt/ens.

.Vl
i

.n
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warning the German soldiery to respect the riglits of neutrals.
These notices were never circulated. So it came about that in
these frightful hours when Paris thought it was lost, while the
railroads were desperately hurrying men and munitions forward,
they also began to carry refugees from Paris by the hundred
thousand. All the north of France was bent on flight. The terminals in Paris, in fact, became so crowded that the alarmed
people hurried out on the roads, pushing their carts loaded with
valises, trunks and household treasures before them.
Large numbers slept at the stations. The line at the SaintLazare station was 200 yd. long and that at the Orleans station
Mothers with babes in their arms waited for 24
300 yd. long.
hours on the sidewalks, and they and others, when the chance
cam.e, thronged upon flat cars and into bo.\ and cattle cars.
.\11

away

sorts of cars took

50,000 people daily.

It

took three days

make

a trip that today takes three hours, for the military
had to pass at all hazards and had the right of way. They
passed and passed eternally, it seemed, a few minutes apart, night
and day.
The railroad men continuing at their posts of duty, were conscious that on them depended the safety of the women and children, as well as that of the troops. Their patience was tried beyond belief, but they remained at their posts. Never in tliis
world, surely, have railroad men given such proof of their readiness and courage.
In all France was there but a single example of a chciiiinot
who failed in his duty, and that example is wideh- known because
A station master at Rheims, it is said, was
of its singleness.
discovered just before the Germans began arriving there in telephone conversation with a German officer somewhere out in the
country.
Fate would have it that the man's own boy led the
French officers who were looking for him to gi\e Iiim orders,
to the telephone booth.
Of course the station master was executo

train

ted as a spy.

Each day brought new

difficulties.

On

the Xorthern and East-

ern railroads, half of whose trackage was witliin the
lines,

there were no

German

more machine shops or roundhouses

repair materials.

WORK, .M.W.WS MORK WORK
flood dammed and flung back upon itself,
overworked railroad men nevertheless continued.
They had to bring up re-inforcements to the River .\isne where
the Germans halted in their retreat from the Marne. Fresh troops.
more food, more ammunition had to he carried forward. The
returning trains carried back more refugees, took German
prisoners to the east and south, and hurried the thousands of

German

the task of these

wounded

to the hospitals.

While the cannon were thundering along tlie .\isne. the spare
railroad men about the shops of Paris and Lyons and Orleans
were put to work manufacturing wagon, caisson and cannon
wheels, shells and even caiuKjn parts.
These they loaded on
cars.
They helped hurry the heavy cannon from Creusot and
Saint-Chamond to the Aisne to answer those the Germans had
brought up, and emptied arsenals of their 50-year old mortars,

now once more

of use in

the siege

warfare of the trenche«.

Trains carrying troops, annnunition, cannons, food and other
supplies were run ceaselessly.
In live weeks one of the six rail-

NMAII

I

Oil or

Security

Jaiui.nry, 1919

>

OF

1)ET.\ILS

THE

thus detoured.

R.\ILR0.\n B.\TTLE

.^mid this seemingly hurly-burly one astonishing transport.ition

was accomplished right after the battle of the Marne by one
when 52 ships arrived at Marseilles in the south of
l-rance with 70.000 Indian troops and their immense amounts of
baggage.
In tlircc days these troops were discharged at their
camping ground of Cercottes near Orleans, where they remained
feat

railroad

20 days before proceeding to support the English

Notes
Rcci-iviTi' ccrlificitcs
trust l]onds
Kc|ui|iinciit lionds
<:ir trusts
<'t,llrilcr;il

1,

The

people remaining

in

DdnMiturc
.MortK.iKc
Tot;il

bonds
bonds

..t.t.;.On(I.OIJ

German

the regions covered by the

From September 21
made up in different

life.

X'ovember 14. 43 different trains were
parts of France for this purpose.
.\ mail service, beginning cm a large scale from the end of
.September, demanded a mail car a day attached to every train
to carry the millions of letters and packages sent to or by the
soldiers.
Gradually the railways also put themselves in position
Schedules were
to take care of regular demands of commerce.
arranged on a stationary basis by Octolier. The civil life of the
country now goes on as usual.
to

One apparent explanation
this ordeal

is

to be

found

of the success of the railroad
in

the

network of roads

men

in

that spreads

over France, fan-like, with Paris as the center. When one route
is interrupted there almost is always a possible detour.
.\nother thing which has contributed so largely to the success
of French arms has been the unfailing good will, and the easy
going spirit with which the railroad men are blessed. Often irritable in small things, the French railroad man, trained in a
hard school, is never seriously annoyed for any long period by

any kind of a job. When all seems lost, he begins to look for
daylight. War. anyway, is an energizer. and it has found a fertile
field

in

the P'rench in the midst of

tlieir

greatest

trial.

RAILROAD SECURITIES HELD ABROAD
The following is the gist of the statement given out \>y L. F.
Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson, in regard to the
investigation which he made of the amount of .American railroad securities held abroad:
Requests were sent to 145 railroad corporations, being all
the railroads in the Ignited States above 100 miles in length.
Replies were received from 136 companies, 100 companies
furnishing statements of securities held abroad, while i7 renone of their securities was so owned. Ei.ght companies ha\e not yet replied, and of them seven are of minor
and one of medium importance, the combined mileage l)eing
3.725 miles.
They cannot materially affect the result.
The stocks were identified by entries in the transfer books
of the issuing companies.
To the extent that they may be
plied that

names

carried in the

of domestic bankers, brokers, or institu-

tions, for foreign holders, the

amount would be understated.

Inquiries indicate that such holdings will not exceed $150,000,000 par value.

The bonds were
by the payee un<ler
law.

Where

llKi.n

main identified by the "slips" hied
rei|uirenients of the federal income tax
interest is in default there would be no income
in

the

ilic

.\iiiuim)

I.in. 1. 19J.i.

to Dec. 31. 1929

\:w. 1, 193(1.
to Dec. 31, 1939

(

.-ir.d

after

.Ian. 1,

1940

>n

$6,438,640.16

(ir.Tnd total

$161,280,900.00
99,900.00
633.802,162.00
61,375.640.16

$16,000.00

WK.OOO.On

998,000.0(1

.S.6CI6.lino.ni)
1

Xieuport-

invasion had to be fed and provided with the necessaries of

<

$54,")2l.0no.tXP

at

Dixmude.

SriTHiriKS

lyjo.
Dec. Jl, lyj4

l.in.

men were

than L.^OO locomotives and 4,000

[(referred

stock
.Second preferred stock
Common stock
First

lu- fort-

1

avail-

Xew ones had to be improvised, flight behind each locomotive was hauled a sort of wrecking car, wherein the train
crews ate and slept, and wherein were carried relief crews and

the

X,,.

59,

way companies ran no less than 1,600 provision trains, part of the
run being made over lines new to the crews. .\i one time no less

able.

With

Vol.

10,082,000.00
1.1."J, 700.00

$8,408,000.00

$132,453,848.26

14,902,.';89.00

227,610,415.26
17,364,289.00
808.000.00
204.005,310.00

';.',OII().(l(l

16.000.00

0.(100.00

16,1 J'A4«0.00

').>8,000.00
6-',365,.16/.00

85. 94 1,.'; 00.00
182.978,300.00

82,693,160.00
180,952,216.00

,S26,63 1.443.00

1.269,(186,726.00

$t 12,988,400.00

$141,938,274.16

$293,920,389.00

$272.0.S3,376.0O

$960,317,941.26

$2,576,401,342.42

.1.1,.'1

1,232,650.00

JrLv
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tax certificates in respect of coupons not paid, and to that
[extent the amount would be understated.
The information was determined from data collected from
October. 1514. to April, 1915, and during that period there have
been large sales of these securities for foreign account in the
.American markets, and to that extent the amount would be
overstated.

There are held in I'rance several hundred million dollars'
worth of American railroad securities that are not repayable except in francs and that cannot in any likely contingency come
upon this market, unless as a result of action by the French gov-

Where

ernment.

such bodies are

in default

it

may

The
shown

method

application of this

to

a

side

Fig.

in

b
o.ofi_

ef

I.

-f -^

0.0

b,

d,

c,

e

#
e,

f
--f

_ 3^ Top

/T

fie

9

when reorganization is carried
dollars. The amount of such bonds

-M
20

-S.7

16
o,

9,

Area--^(o,f^}-g-[/afb)(a,-b!j-f(bH:}(b,-c)+{c-hdKc,-c/)-i-(d<-e)(e,

Then, 2 Area- fab,-a,bfbc,-b,c fcd,-<:,c/-fZdd-de,+d,ei-eifi-f^g-fg,

Sincedand d, are
Applied

to /Vofe.-i

-

—

16x0.7'

0.7 x^-

believed that this information is of such .general importance as well as of such particular importance to the railis

Z.8
3.Z

03x4'
7.3x10--

20>cS.7'

16x73'

cially in

i-ag.

*a,g

ferms coniaining either becorrje zero.
s. ^'^^^--OJ^^OS 0.0
-Q^--^-0.e-^-Z3
^vhere
~
^''
g''^4
4-''^^'TS
ZOj
f
zero, a//

S7x3-

sibility of disaster.

roads as to warrant a continuance of this investigation, espeview of the large amount of these securities that have
since the l)e.ginning of the European war been returned to
Blanks will therefore be sent later in the year
this market.
to the 100 companies as above, with the request that information be reported for the six months. July
to December 31.
as to bonds and other exidences of indebtedness, and for July

is

4.

be that there

through, bonds payable in
in default is not great.
There are held in Great Britain many of these securities
liy life and fire insurance companies that are likely to be held
against calamities.
There are also large amounts held by
trustees and people of large means in that and other countries
likely to be retained as insuring an income against any pos-

section

hill

Ordinarily the government engineers plot
all irregular or peculiar sections and measure the area with a
planimeter, but the same general method explained above can
be applied to such cases also if desired.
U'ith practice most of the multiplying may be done mentally or by the machine when necessarv. and the results re-

will be issued in place thereof,

It

29

73.0
1 14.0
116.0
361.1

9x0.5

--

10x0.5
20x0.8

'

-

\

— =°

'''

-II.Z

4.S
5.0
16.0

--

36.7

Area' 36i/-36.7 -162.

1

_ B'7bp Tie.

00 A

as to stocks.

CALCULATING CROSS SECTION AREAS ON
RAILROAD VALUATION WORK
Bv
.X-^^i^r.Tnt

V. T.

Morse

Engineer. Chicago, Rock

Isl.intl

\- I'ncitic.

Chicago

The cross section of the roadbed of a railroad taken by tlir
.ijovernment valuation field parties is so different from that
taken on the original surface of the ground at the time of
construction that the ordinary formulas or methods do not
apply.
The following method of calculatin.g such areas
quickly was developed in checking o\er the I. ('.
inventory
notes now being taken on the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific.

C

accompanying diagram are shown

In the

taken by

on

tiie

branch

a

2 in

b'ig.

1.

C. C. field parties,

line

where the roadljed

embankment where

section being the bottnm of
4.

the

to])

of

llure

llu-

is

typical sections as

B'TopTie.

Fig.

liallast.

is

ballast. I'ig.

the lop of the
in cut.

.1

and Fig.

In each case 0.0

fill.

tie.

Fig4.

\crtical <iistaiice

11(1

3.

adding 0.3 If), fo each reading to bring refererxe line flirough lowest
point of cross section t/ie formula becomes similar to F'ig. 2.
2Area'abra,b+bc,-b,ci-cdrc,d-dd,-ee,+e,f-ef;ff,g-fg, *og, +a,g
ffg

being in embankment
surfaced with dirt only,

ihrougb the requireil area is given,
one cannot com eiiiently ilraw irianglcs and figure the area in
the usual way.
Il(iwe\er. by enclosing the section in a rectangle, triangles or trapezoids are obtained which may be
easily figured and their area subtracted from that of the
rectangle giving the re(|uired section arei.
The general
iiielhod has been expressed in letters, llieii lluse leriiis expaiuled and many cancelled. lea\ iug tin- resuh as indicated.
I'lic initliod ill b'ig
is used when the area between the ends
til's
"I ill.
is
the i..rm of triangles.
ill
In b'igs. 2 and ^ this
.\s

O.OA

1

with hoib cut and

a side hill section

i.'

l-'ig,

FIg.Z.

ZArea-ab,-a,bfbci-bic-cc,-dd,+die-dei ^-eif-efi-taf^^Oif,

a-x
~5~

-

d,*x

d

o,d-dx'od,fax
Oid-adi- x{a Hd)
X ' o,d-ad.

Area hailing largest reading-fc, tx)^
2A -de, *dx 5ut>stituting ttie value

of X and simplifying

Area hailing smallest reading ib,-^f
ZA-abrax Substituting ttie value
efx and Simplifying

1

area

is

a rectangle or trapezoid.

The same method

produce the formula as shown below
llie

and

same

as in

I'ig.

1.

uilli iIh

I'ig.

i,

aildilion of

is

used to
exactly

which is
two terms -dil
area between the

(bij-d^ia^-iarb^ad

(a,*c^d'-{d,-c,)ad

^

'^

efa^d)

2(a*dj

Diagram

of Typical Cros.s Section

Areas

llic

necessary before multiplying to add to each elevation
amount equal to the greatest minus reading, to
bring the reference line .\-ll to the lowest point of the cross
section so that we have the general type of section shown in

corded al the same time, using an Fnsign electric calculating
machine or a comptometer, with the ntinus (|uantities in the
right hand three columns and the plus <iuantilies in the left
hand three colmuns. When the last multiplication is completeil the total plus and minus ipiantities can then he read
on ilie machine, mentally subtracted and divided by two, giv-

big.

ing the desired area.

-ei'.

whiili take care ot ilu dilTerciice in

eiuls of lies in the
il

is

reailing an

2.

two

cases.

In cut sections, as in

l'"ig,

.?.

:

General News Department
Among the bills aimed at the railroad> which have been
prepared for introduction in the Alabama legislature are a
"full crew" bill, a maximum train bill, an anti-negro helper
and fireman bill, and an employers' liability bill, all prepared
by railway labor union interests.
H. U. Mudge has resigned as a member of the -nestern
group of the Presidents' Conference Committee for the FedH. C. Phillips, valuation
eral Valuation of the Railroads.
engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been
elected assistant general secretary of this committee.

over three years ago.

The

;

motive power.
at Buffalo, N. Y., has again postponed (to Septemthe date limiting the time during which the Buffalo &
Susquehanna may be operated under the present temporary arrangement. It was September 1, 1914, when, in the receivership

The court

ber

The railway department of the .\merican Federation of Labor
has issued a notice officially calling off the strike of the mechanical department unions which was declared on the Illinois
Central, the Harriman Lines and the Pere Marquette in 1911.
From the point of view of the railways the strike was terminated

New York. New Haven & Hartford,
been threatening to strike finally agreed, on June 24,

freight clerks of the

who have

at various points for the purpose of inspecting conditions with respect to safety and to receive suggestion^
from the local committees. Short talks were made by J. .A
Gordon, general manager; G. O. Perkins, superintendent of telegraph; G. E. Stoup, trainmaster; T. A. Sweeney, J. W. Mulhern.
and C. A. Shoemaker, superintendents G. A. Brown, superintendent of car service, and G. M. Crownover, superintendent of

making short stops

submit their claims to arbitration, the leaders of the brotherofficers of the railroad company having agreed to
leave disputed questions to G. W. \\'. Hanger, assistant commissioner of mediation, at Washington.

1

)

proceedings, the operation of the road was ordered discontinued,
because of insufficient income but negotiations for the sale of
the property have been continued and now it is hoped soon to
find a purchaser. It is reported that W. R. Page, of Olean, N. Y..
chief owner of electric lines in that region is to take over the
property and operate it in connection with the electric lines.
;

to

hood and the

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces

tliat

tlie

operation of

between Broad street, Philadelphia, and Paoli, will
not begin until about the middle of .\ugust. Copper, needed for
changes to be made in the overhead structure, cannot be had
without considerable delay because of the pressing orders for
munitions of war on which American shops are now engaged.
electric trains

Reports from Ottawa say that the agreement between the
government and the Grand Trunk Pacific for the operation by
the government of the branch of this road extending to Fort
William has been concluded, and that the rental to be paid is
4i/2 per cent on the cost of the
$600,000, said to be equivalent to
Included in this property are the e.xtensive terminal
Fort William.

line.

ties at

facili-

The Canadian Department of Labor has appointed a board
under the Industrial Disputes Act to deal with a difference
which has arisen between the Canadian Northern and two
iirotherhoods. those of the locomotive enginemen and the
The men have asked that the conditions under
liremen.
which they work in the East be raised to the level of conditions prevailing on the Western lines.
four of its largest steamships
which are in use on the Great Lakes, and the ownership of
which the company has to divest itself in accordance with the
It is
recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
understood that the boats will be cut in two and taken through
the St. Lawrence river to the -Atlantic ocean, there to be again
put together and to be used by the purchasers in llie coastw-ise

The Erie Railroad has

sold

trade.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York City,
has reduced the working hours of all employees of the station
department from twelve hours a day to ten hours, with no reducThis puts the station men and train men on the
The order affects 1,927 persons,
about two-thirds of whom are on the elevated lines and one third
It will be necessary to employ about 20 per cent
in the subways.
more empUiyces in this department.
tion in pay.

same

basis as regards hours.

Interstate Coninicrcc Commission. Division ot N'aluapreparing to issue Orders Nos. 17, l.S and 19, requiring telegraph, teleplione and railway companies, respectively,
to furnish information regarding the purchase of materials
and rates of compensation similar to that required of the
railways under Valuation Order No. 14, issued some time
Only those carriers arc expected to furnisli this inago.
formation upon whom these orders are served.

The

tion,

.\

is

party of officers of the Chicago Great Western left Chicago
special train for a "safety first" inspection trip.

on Monday on a

Daniel Willard, LL. D.

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, is now
doctor of laws, that degree having been conferred on him last
week by Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire. Professor Lord, in introducing Mr. Willard at the commencement
e.>:ercises, alluded to his familiarity with railroad management,
and his ability to set forth its principles with literary skill and
convincing force and to the fact that his wider interest in human
and intellectual relations had led to his election as a trustee of
Johns Hopkins University. In conferring the degree. President
E. F. Nichols said
"Daniel Willard, born among these hills, a man of rare
sagacity, an acknowledged master mind, and gifted also with that
higher, finer appreciation ot human values, the college to which
your youth aspired welcomes you in your maturity and honors
\ our large achievements, though compassed without her aid."
Mr. Willard was born at North Hartland, Vt., in 1861. His
career, with which our readers are already acquainted, may be
summarized Track laborer, fireman and engineman from 1879
trainman, conductor, trainmaster and superintendent.
to 1884
general manager, vice-president and president,
1884 to 1901
;

:

;

;

1901

to 1915.

Baltimore

At Deer Park, Md.,

&

Ohio

Staff

Meeting

week, Friday and Saturday, officers ot
the Baltimore & Ohio, to the number of 300, led by Vice-president A. W. Thompson, held a general staff meeting, reviewing
last

work of the past 12 months and discussing plans for the
The appropriations for maintenance of equipment for
the fiscal year now closing will amount to $12.000.0(X).
About
4.000 cars will be dismantled during the coming year.
During
the year closing 1,690,000 new ties were put in the tracks at a
cost of 75 cents eacli. or 50 per cent more than in 1905.
Over
400,000 tons of stone ballast were put into the tracks last year.
The efliciency of the track forces has been increased, and they
the

future.

are receiving higher wages.
Officers of the traflic department reported that a brighter outlook is dawning, judging by conditions in the industrial and
agricultural communities in which they are engaged.
A letter
from President Daniel Willard was read at the opening session,
reviewing the betterments which have been made to the pro|ierty
(luring the last five years at a cost of more than $100,000,000,
approximately half of which amount was spent for additional
tracks and terminals, and the reduction of grades.
Mr. Thompson made an address designed to stimulate the
pride of each man connected with the property.
He urged
loyalty at all times within the ranks, as well as a due sense
of the railroad's duty to promote friendly public relations.
speaker from each department outlined his work for the enlightenment of his fellow workers in other departments. The
lialtimore & Ohio glee club of forty-five voices gave a concert

A

July
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opening of the night session, and an ilhistrated lecture on
Magnolia cnt-off improvement was delivered by Vice-president Thompson.
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The Western

at the

the

J.

J.

Hill Professorship of Transportation at |-|arvard

Lowell of Harvard LUiiversity announced during
the commencement exercises last week a gift of $125,000 to the
university to endow the James J. Hill professorship of transportation in the Harvard School of Business Administration,
contributed by 12 present or former presidents of some of the
most important railways of the country, over 20 prominent
bankers, and other friends of Mr. Hill in all parts of the counThe gift was arranged and the sum
try, to the total of 74.
President

was

collected by a committee consisting of Robert Bacon, G. F.

Howard

Baker,

Elliott.

Lamont and Robert
lows

Arthur

T. Lincoln.

Curtiss

The

list

James, Thomas
of donors is as

W.
fol-

:

K.MLROAD Presidents
William C. Urown. furincr president New York Central Lines, Clariiida.
Frederic A. Delano, former president Wabash, Washington, D. C.
Howard Elliott, president New York, New Haven & Hartford, Boston.
jS. M. Felton, president Chicago Great Western, Chicago.
|J. M. Hannaford, president Northern Pacific, St. Paul.
Harrison, president Southern, Washington.
f Fairfax
[Male llcldcn, president Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.
[L. E. Johnson, president Norfolk & Western, Roanoke.
IL. F. Loree, president Delaware & Hudson Company, New York.
'Samuel Rea, president Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
K. D. Underwood, president Erie, New York.
l)aiiiel Willard, president Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore.

II.

John R. Mitchell, St. Paul.
John J. Mitchell, Chicago.
J. P. Morgan, New York.
Charles D. Norton, New York.
Albert L. Ordean, Duluth.

William H. Porter, New York.
F. H. Rawson, Cliicago.
Jacob PI. Schiff, New York.
Grant B. Schley, New York.

S. Cole, St. Paul.

Davison, New York.
James B. Forgan, Chicago.
A. Barton Hepburn. New York.
Francis I.. Hine, New York.
Thomas W. Lamont, New York.
L. F. Lusk, Missoula, Mont.
P.

II.

E. T.

Other Friends

W.

Charles

M, White, New York.

-\.

H. Wiggin,

Mk.

New

York.

IIii.l

.Ames, law jjublisher, St. Paul.

Estate of John
E.

of

Stotesbury, Philadelphia.

.\.

11.

Barker, Haskell

& Barker Car Company, Michigan

City, Ind.

A. Baughman, Richmond, Va.

Gebhnrd Bohn, White Enamel Refrigerator Company, St. Paul.
C. W. Bunn, general counsel Northern Pacific, St. Paul.
Thomas Burke, lawyer, Seattle, Wash.
William C. Butler, contractor. .St. Paul, Minn.
Pierce Butler, lawyer, St. Paul, Minn.
Robert F. Carr, president Dearborn t.hemical Cnnipany, C'hicago.
Ilovey
Clark, lumberman, Minneapolis.
!>.
.M. Cloiigh, limiberman. former Governor of Minnesota, Everett, Wash.
\V. H. Cottinghani, president .Sherwin-Williams Paint Company, Cleveland.
Otis H. Cutler, presitlent Am. Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, New York.
William B. Dean, hardware, St. Paul.

C

W.

Mrs.

&

Geor.ijia.

Atlantic

in

liis

message to

the

legis-

week, recommends legislation concerning what shall be done with the Western & Atlantic Railroad,
owned by the state, the lease of which to the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis will expire in 1919, or before the
end of the next legislative term. Among the questions which
have been under discussion in this connection have been
proposals to lease a part of the property of the railroad in
Atlanta and also some in Chattanooga, for outside purposes,
not being needed in the operation of the railroad.
The
governor has appointed an agent, E. M. Durham, Jr., on
behalf of the state, to participate with the officers of the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St.. Louis in the .valuation of the
Western & Atlantic in co-operation with the Interstate Commerce Commission. The North Georgia Mineral Railway
is the name of a corporation, chartered last autumn, which
proposes to build a railroad from Atlanta to a point in
lature, delivered last

Bartow county,
la.

Bankers
Robert Bacon, New York.
Everett H. Bailey, St. Paul.
George F. Baker, New York.
George F. Baker, Jr., New York.
F. A. Chamberlain, Minneapolis

Governor Slaton, of

parallel

to

the

Western

&

Atlantic.

The

governor raises the question of the effect which the construction of a new line would have on the Aalue of the
Western & Atlantic; and a bill has been introduced in the
legislature designed to forestall any injurious competition in
this field.

American Association

of Railroad Superintendents

The twenty-eighth animal convention

of the American Association of Railroad Superintendents is to be held at Sail
Francisco on August 19 and 20.
The convention will be
opened with an address of welcome by Mayor James Rolph,
Francisco, and there will be other addressesJr., of San
throughout the two days' sessions. Some of the speakerswill be: William Sproule. president of the Southern Pacific;
Hale Holden, president of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy;.
W. R. Scott, vice-president of the Southern Pacilic; A. G.
Wells, general manager of the Atchison, Topeka" & Santa F«.
Coast Lines; W. E. Williams, general manager of the Mis-

Kansas & Texas, who will speak on "The Railroad, a
Public Servant," and W. M. JefTers. superintendent of the
Nebraska division of the Union Pacific, who will speak on
•Discipline." Reports will be presented by the executive and
advisory committees and also by the committees on transportation, on interchange car inspection, and on arbitration.
.\ complimentary train, including a composite car
and five
sleeping cars, will be run over the Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe and the Southern Pacilic for the accommodation of nienil)ers and their families, leaving Chicago on August 14. and
arriving at San Francisco on .-Vugust 18.
The membership
of the association is about 500. and it is expected to have
between 150 and 200 people, including members and their
souri,

families, on this train.
The convention headquarters will
be at the Hotel Sutter. Saturday. August 21. has been set
aside by the executive committee of the Panania-Pacihc Internatidiial Exposition as Railroad Superintendents' Day.

H. Dunwoody, Minneapolis

.Samuel Hill, Maryhill, Wash.

N. Holler, hardware, Helena, Mont.
Howe, director. Great Northern, Minneapolis, Minn.
.\rlliur ( urliss James, vice-president El Paso S; Southwestern System, New
York.
William V. Kellcy, chairman .American Steel Foundries Company, Chicago.
A. H. Lindekc, dry goods, .St. Paul.
Robert T. Lincoln, chairman of board, Pullman Company, Chicago.
.'\.

P. L.

W.
.1.

J. McBride, president Ha»kell & Barker Car
T. McChesiicy, real estate, Everett, Wash.

Alfred H.

Mnlliken,

Edwanl

More,

B.

1\

;\.

St.

president

Company, Michigan

City, Ind.

PeTtibmirMtdliken Comfiany, Chicago.

Louis.

Nelson, luinbermnn, Minneapolis.

Northern Mallrablr Iron Company, St. Paul.
'\. K.
Rogers, lumberman, Minneapolis.

W.

Rm-krr, lnml>rtm.-in, I'".verrtt, Wash.
Ryan, piesiilent .Amalgamated CopiH-r Company,
T. .A. Schuize, boots arul shoes, .St. Paul.
Tbomns W. Slocnm, New York.
How.iril C. Smilh, bill broker. New York.
William II. 'riiompson. New York.
J.

.lohn

I>.

New

New
.\.

York.

Weyrrhneuser, lundiermaM.

Si.

Paul.

of the

American Society

for

Testing Materials

annual UKcting of the .Xmericaii Society
lor Testing .Materials was held at the Hotel Trayinore, Atlantic City. June 22-26. President A. W. Gibbs. chief mechanical engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, presiding.
The
address of the president and a paper by C. D. Young describing the test department of the Pennsylvania Kailioad arc
published elsewhere in this issue and a complete leport of
the convention will be published next week.
The following
otiiccrs were elected for the coming year: President, Mansfield
Mcrriinan; vice-president. W. 11. Bixby; niontbers of the
executive committee, J. II. Gibboncy. W. K. Ilatt. I. .\.
.Mathews and h'dward Ortoii, Jr.
eiglileenth

York.

Snmurl Thome, director Great Northern, New York.
Theodore N. Vnil, president American Telephone S Telegraph Compniiy,
I*.

Convention

The

Joint

Committee on

Clatiification of Technical Literature

The Joint Conimittec on Classilication of Technical Literature. \V. P. Cutler, secretary. 2Q West .^Oth street. New York,
is desirous of obtaining assistance in making a collection of
classillcations of applied science which have been developed
independently in the offices of niannfactnring plants, cngi-
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nfcring llrm;;, etc., especially those wliicli exist in manuscript
form, and have been used for liling or indexing data. Thicommittce would especially like to have copies of any extensions of present systems to cover any special industry or
branch of engineering not now fully covered by the published classifications.

\oL, 59.

Intehnational Raii
worth, C.

Phil;ulel))hia,

—

Master
\-

II.

IIi.acksm ith's .\ssociatiox.
.\.
Annual meeting, Augu'-t

Lima, Ohio.

J).,

X(i.

I..

17,

I

Wood1915.

I'a.

of Way and Master Painters' Association of THE L'nitfi
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin. C. R. I. & P.. Eldon, MNext meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis. Mo.
^L\STER Boiler Makers' Association.
Harry D. \'ought, 95 Liberty St.

Maintenance

New

—

—

York.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United Stati.and Canada. .\. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven
tion, September 14-16, 1915. Detroit. Mich.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor 1112 Karjien Bldg..

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Chicago.

The

folloififig Hxt giz-cs itanics
iiieetiifgs, (j)((/ l^lares of meeting.

convention.

dales

secretaries,

— F. M

-\iR IIrake Association.

^Xmerican

of

Xellis, 53 State
2-5, 1916, Atlai.va, Ga.

May

Association

of

St..

Demurrage Officers.

Cirand Central Station, Chicago.

Next

—

of

iw.rt

nnstnn.

A.
meeting, July
I'.

regular

or

Next

M;

Pontious,

455

1915,

Mil-

21,

waukee, Wis.
.\merican Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next meeting, October 21-23,
1915, lioston, Mass.
American Association of Freight Agents.— R. O. Wells, Illinois Central.

—

East St. Louis,

111.

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.
R. of N. J., 143 Liberty
Association of Railroad

C. R.

^\mekican

Room

101,

LJ^nion

Station.

St.

St.,

York.

York.

C.

—

— E.

Annual convention, October

U.

Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
1915, San Francisco,

4-8,

Cal.

—

.\mekican Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
.\merican Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters'
.Association.— W. E. Jones, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
Annual meeting. July 13-16, 1915. Hotel Sherman. Chicago.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St.. New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building .Association.^C. A. Lichty. C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 19-21, 1915. Detroit, Mich.
.\merican Railw.w Engineering Association.— E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 21-23, 1916, Chicago.
igan .\ve., Chicago.

—

—

American Railway Master Mechanics' Associ.\tion. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. ,\nnual meeting, June, 1916.
,\merican Railway Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, IlliAnnual meeting, July 19-21, 1915, Hotel
nois Central, Chicago.

—

Sherman. Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials.

—

Prof. E. Marburg, University
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W. 57th
Regular meetings. 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
St., New York.
except July and -Vugust. 220 W. 57tli St.. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York. Annual meeting. December 7-10, 1915, New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association.— F. J. Angter. Supt. Timber
Next conPreservation. B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
vention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Railway
Accounting
Officers.
E.
R. WoodAssociation of .Xmerican
Annual
son. Rooms 1 1 16-8. Woodward Bldg.. Washington, D. C.
meeting, June 28. 1916, Detroit, Mich.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.— George W.
.\nnual meeting, 2d
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg.. Chicago,
Tuesday in October, 1915, New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. &• ()., Baltimore,
of

—

—

—

—

Md.

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Semi-annual meeting
N. W., Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
Anwith Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations.
nual meeting, October. 1915.

—

Association of Rail v.' ay Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Sao
Line, 112 West .\dams St., Chicago.
Association of Transportation and Car Accountinc; Officers. (i. P.
Conard. 75 Church St New York.
Kridge and Building Supply Men's .\ssociation.— L. D. Mitchell. Detroit
Meetings with .\merican Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago. 111.
and ituiUiing .Xssociation.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell. Grand Trunk, P. O. Hox 7, St,
Regular meetings. 2i] Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal ). ()ue.
month, except June. July and August, Windsor Ilfttcl. Montreal. Que.
Clement 11. Mcl.eod,
76 Maii'^
aNai>ian Society of Ct'il Engineers.
Regular meetings. 1st Thursday in October.
field .^t.. Montreal. Que
Annual meeting,
Novtinlnr. Di-cember, February. March and .\])ril.
January. .Montreal.
(ah I'oremen's AssoriATTON oi Chicago.— Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor ,\vc..
Regular meetings. 2d Monday in mouth, except June, July
Chicago,
and August. Hotel La Salle. Chicago.
Cf.ntral Railway Club.— H. D. X'ought. 95 Liberty St.. New York. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
.\nnnal meeting. 2d Thursday in March. Hotel .Statlcr. Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.- Elmer K. Ililes. 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings. 1st and 3d Tuesflay.

—

,

—

—

(.

Pittsburgh.

1

—

Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, Traffic Manager. R. E.
& P., Richmond. \'a.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Stalion, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

—

Chicago,

.\ssf>ciATioN. — C. G. Hall, C. & E. L. 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
FoREMEN's ASSOCIATION.-- Wui. Hall, 1136
GENERAL
UaILWAY
INTERNATIONAL
W. Broadway, Winona. Minn. Next convention. July 13-16, 1915.

International Railway Fuel

Sheriuaii

iloU'^e.

Chicago.

—

—

29

W.

39th St.,

New

York.

—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Bris
bane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings 3d Wednesday in month, New
York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pecria Association of Railroad Offices. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria. III. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in montti.

—

Hope,

Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Louis, Mo.
Next meeting, August

19-20, 1915, San Francisco. Cal.
American Electric Railway Association.

New

New

— W.

—

.Annual meeting, June, 1916.

National Railway Appliance Association. C. W, Kelly. 349 Peoples
Gas Illdg., Chicago. Next convention, March, 1916. ("hicago.
Ne
England Railroad Clvb.^W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 .\tlantic .\ve., 11. ,ton. Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excejrt JUIU'
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Cluh. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, luly and August.

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

Railroad Cluh of Kansas City.— Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad Men's Imfrovement Society.-— J. B. Curran. Erie R. R.. 5"
Church St., New York.
Meetings, alternate Thursdays. October u>
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St..

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association, Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York. Annual meeting, i^ecember, 1915, Waldorf-vVstoria Hotel, New
York.
R\ii,way Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August. Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner.
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with *\ssociation of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt,,
Next meeting. October 5-7. 1915.
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Chicago.
K Mi. WAY Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Myers Bldg.. Bethlehem.
Pa.
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1913, Salt Lake City. L'tah.
Railway Storekeepers' .\ssociation. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R..
Box C, Collingwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with Master Car Builders and
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone .\ppliance Association. G. A. NelMeetings with Association of Railway
son. 50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Robinson,
C. & O.. Richmond, Va.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O.
Regular meetings, 2<1 Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W.. Sterling, 111, Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915, Chicago.
B. W. Frauenthai, Union Station. St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Augtist. St.

Louis.

—

R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg..
Lake City, Utah. Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each montli.
Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave.. NewMeeting wiith annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. C, R. I. & P..
Annual meeting, September. 1915.
134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. \
W. P. R. R,. Atlanta. Ga. Next meeting. July 15. 1915. .\tlant;i.
Annual meeting, January, 1916.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg,.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March. May,
Atlanta, Ga,
July, September, November, 10 A. M,. Piedmont Hotel, .\tlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation CLun.^FIarry S. Fox. Toledo. Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Bocdy House, Toledo.
Track Supply .Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramano Iron Works. Hillbum.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way AssoN, Y.

Salt

Lake Transportation Clud.
Salt
Salt

—

—

1

—

—

—

ciation.

—
—

Traffic Club of (."hicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle. Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Ne\\'ark. John J. Kauizmann. P. ( ). Box 23S. Newark.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J,
August. The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Th,\h"ic Cli'b of New York.— C. A, Swope. 291 Broadway. New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June. July and
.\ugust. Hotel Astor. New York.
D. L. Wells. GenI, .\gt.. Erie R. R.. 1924
of Pittsburgh.
Meetings bi-monthly. Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. \*crsen. Mercantile Libra r>- Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November,
Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.

—

Tkmiic Club

—

October to May.
Train Dispatchers' .Association
.\ve.,

.\mekica.

oi

-

J.

V.

Mackie. 7122 Stewart

Chicaeo.

Tr \NSPi)RTATioN Clu

II

OF Detroit.

-

W.

N, Y. C. R. R., Detroit. Mich.
Detroit.

—

R. Hurley. Superintendent's

office.

Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotci.

.Association.
W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. R. R..
Annual meeting. September 7-10, 1915, Chican'i.
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Ctah .Sociiity or Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d I'riday in month. e\
Salt Lake City. ITtah.
cept July and .\ugust, Salt Lake City.
Wkstern Canada Railway Club. L. Kon. Immigration Agent, Gran<l
Regular meetings, 2i\ Monday.
Truid< Pacitic, Winnipeg, Man,
cept June, July and .\ugust. Winniiieg.
Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Kai'iien Bldg,, Chicag"
Regular nu-etings. 3d Tuesday in month, except lune. Julv and
.August, Kar|)cn Bldg.. Chicago,
Western Society or Engineers. J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Iilcclv.
Chicago.
Regular meetings. 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and .\ugust. Chicago.
Annual meetinjj, 1st
.\ugust, generally on other Monday evenings.
after
Nt
Thursrlay
in January, Chicago.
Wednesday

Tkweling Engineers'

—

—

)
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News
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Commission and Court News
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The Snutlieni Pacitic has
new 1.000.000-bu. concrete

just liuished at Galveston, Tex., a
elevator. Iniilt at a cost of

eraiii

SSOO.OOO.

suburban passenger cars on a branch of the Erie road
\tvv Jersey passengers now see advertisements like those

In
in

wliich are

common

in

elevated and

subway

city railways.

The Denver & Rio Grande and the Rio Grande Southern
place on sale July 1, a new mileage liook containing 1,000 coupons
which

will he

good for passage of the

liuyer

and the de-

l)endent memliers of his family.

The Chesapeake & Ohio announces

luiffet

of

cars.

the

Pro-

territory

the Chicago & .Alton, the Chicago, P>urlington
July
vS:
Quincy and the Nashville, (.'liattanooga & St. Louis established a new daily tlirougli jiackage freight car from Chicago
Memphis, Tenn.. making tliird morniii.g delivery in
to

On

1.

.Memphis.
Kecei|its for toll^ on Ne.^seU parsing through the Panama
Canal during the month of -April amounted to $442,415. or
$84,112 more than the cost of operation and maintenance.
;iot countin.g interest on capital investments.
April was the
(irsl month in whicli the receipts exceeded the charges.
F'incapples from Cuba, by way of Key West, are being rushed
north nowadays at the rate of 25 miles an hour.
The Xash\illc, Chattanooga & St. Louis reports that the lir.st 15 freight
trains run for this traffic made the distance from Atlanta, Ga..
to Martin. Tenn., 431 miles, in an average running time of 17
hours 16 minutes, whicli makes the average rate noted in tlie
above.

The Pere Marquette has made

tlie route by which
Chicago. I''rom Pine, Ind..
uses the tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio and

passenger trains enter the

its

into the city

it

now

cit\

a change in
f)f

& Ohio

Chicago Terminal; and trains arrive in and
from the Grand Central station.
Heretofore the Pere
Maninette used the tracks of the Peimsylvania for part of tlie

the Haltiniore
<lepart

announced that the hearings relative to the rates on various
commodities scheduled to be held in Chicago on July 19 and
succeeding days
Raihiay Age Gazette, June 25, page 1491
(

be

as the carriers have agreed to suspend the
proposed advances until Septemljer.
The increases mentioned
w-ere some proposed after the hearings in the original case were
begun. They were made the subject of a separate case bv the
commission.

he

I

Trains .)'' and 54 of the Central division of the Pennsylvania now- have a day-coach bufifet car lietwoen Kane. Pa.,
and ICric, 94 miles. These are through trains which lia\c no
<liiiing cars.
The buffet occupies a space of about 8 ft. in
lenglii at one end of the car. and food is served on small
lal)les placed between seats.
lireakfast is served on train 39.
westward in the ninrning. and >upiier on train 54. eastward
ill the evening.

cancelled,

Business

Men's League of

St.

Louis has

filed

a "com-

plaint against the railroads, objecting to the alleged discrimination created by the five per cent advance in freight rates and

advanced passenger rates permitted 1)y the Interstate Commerce
Commission in Official Classification territory, while no advance
was made between points in the state of Illinois in the territory
adjacent to

advanced

St.

Louis.

The complaint

states that prior to such

becoming effective, passenger and
freight rates lietween St. Louis and points in Illinois were, generally speaking, on the same general basis as the intrastate rates.
Tlie commission is asked to require the defendant carriers to
interstate

rates

make such a readjustment of the Illinois intrastate passenger,
and commodity rates as will remove the "unjust, unreason-

class

discriminatory and unduly prejudicial

able,

rates."

Transportation of Potatoes in Refrigerator Cars
by Coiniiiissioiier Harlan:
Charifcs 'for Insulated Cars. 31 I. C. C, 255. the
commission found not to be unreasonable a proposed charge
of $5 per car per trip for the use of a refrigerator car in the
movement of potatoes from points of origin in Minnesota and
nei.gliliorin,g states and permitted to become effective tariffs namin.g rates on potatoes which contained the following provision
Ol^iiiion

[denial

In

:

— When

shipper ortlfrs a refrigerator or
other insulated car to be healed by him or to move without heat, a charge
ot SS jier cai- per trip will be made for the use of the car and will accrue
Rcittol churgc on

to

owner

the

ittsnlateit

cars,

thereof.

now been proposed

to eliminate from the above rule
accrue to the owner thereof."
The commission linds tliat this change should lie made, it being held
that the charge to avoid discrimination should be uniform and
collected from every shipper who has the use of a refrigerator
There should be no discrimination between shippers using
car.
railroads, private car lines or privately owned refrigerator cars,
and the proposed rule reduces to a ntininuun the possibility
or probability of discrimination.
(34 I. C. C. 255.)
It

has

words "and

the

distance.

im

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

that the sale of intoxicants

has been discontinued on all of its dining and
large part
hibitory laws now prevail in a
traversed by the lines of this company.

iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiniititiiii

I

.\rgunients liefore the commission in the western advance
rate case were completed on June 26.
Chairman McChord has

will

will

for $.30,

33
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Des Moines Commodity Rates
Over 700 car loads of strawlierries ha\e been sliipped from
ihe Last Tennessee section and points south of Chattanooga {>>
Cincinnati and other western markets this year, according in
(Jueeii & Crescent Route, over which practicall>
entire crop moved.
The great bulk of lliis freight cnmetroin stations north c.f Chattaiinoga on the C. X. O. & T. P.

ligures of the
tile

The crop
liriccs

this

were

much larger than last year, but good
growers receiving an average of $1.75 a

year was

realized,

trale. or about $700 a car.
Ik Missouri Pacilic lias recei\e<l a gold nieclal for its passenger tradic exhibit at the Panama Pacilic Isxposition. made
on bili.df of Itself. Ihe Denver & Rio (irande and the Western
I'acilh
lie exhibit, heretofore rlescribed in these columns, is
an imnniise globe, .52 feet in diameter, represenling the world,
llie Missouri Pacific and alVili.iled lines being proiiiineiilly shown,
with minialure trains rniining to and fro.
The inleri(pr of the
globe is cnlereil throitgli massive arches g'larded liy statues, ami
is arraiigeil to represent \arioii> scenic attractions along ilie com
I

I

panics" lines.

Harlan:
accordance with previous decisions of the commission the
carriers have graded the 80-cent .scale of class rates from Chicago to llie Mis.souri river, back across tlie state of Knva to the
37' ..-cent and the 41.7-cent scales of class rates at the Mississippi
Commodity rates, however, are still based largely on the
river.
scale of rates from Chicago or St. Louis to Minneapolis and
The commission is of the opinion .that the commoditv
St. Paul.
rates would be more eipiitable if they. loo. were scaled back
Of'iiiioii hy Coiniiiissioiier

In

across the slate like the class rates.

These

coniplainls, however,

knowing

were

liled in

behalf of Des Moines

consequences to other points in
liie commission does not believe that
it
can enter any
oriler dealing witll Des Moines cominodily rales that will require a wliolesale readjustment of the rales lo and from other
only
Iowa,

\\ ithoiil

the

It is, nevertheless, shown that several of the
in Iowa.
commodity rates to Des Moines are in need of correction and
the commission suggests that a conl'erince between the parties

points

in

inleresi be lieM to see

if

these

r:ite..

cannot be made the sub-
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tlieni.
The commission will enter
agree before August 1, 1915.
Certain complaints involving class and commodity proportional

ject of an

an order

if

agreement between
the parties

fail to

rates between Des Moines and the Mississippi river on shipments originating at or destined to points east of the IllinoisIndiana state line are dismissed in view of the fact that the
entire proportional rate structure has been readjusted in accordance with the decision in the Interior Joiva Cities case, 28 I. C.
C, 64, and 29 I. C. C, 536.
The commission also takes into consideration a number of
The rates on cherry lumber
the commodity rates in question.
and glove leather from Chicago to Des Moines are found unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the present fourth
(34 I. C. C, 281.)
class and second class rates, respectively.

Shipments Billed

to Intermediate Points to

Secure Lower Rates

Kanotex Refining Company i\ Atchison. Tof^cka & Santa Fe.
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The Kanotex Refining Company ships regularly large quantities of petroleum from its refinery at Caney, Kan., to Woodward, Okla.
In order to take advantage of the substantially
lower Kansas intrastate rates on refined petroleum, the complainant devised the plan of billing its tank cars to one L. B.
Hill of Kiowa, the latter point being the last in Kansas intermediate to Woodward. Hill was its agent for the sole purpose
of acting as the consignee of the shipments and of rebilling them
from Kiowa to Woodward, and he took no actual possession.
The carrier upon learning of this plan refused further to bill
the shipments from Kiowa, except at the balance of the through
interstate rate, and it also presented undercharge bills for the
previous shipments.

The complainant frankly admitted that the cars w-ere billed to
Kiowa and then rebilled to Woodward for the sole purpose of
that Woodward was the intended destisecuring lower rates
;

of the shipments; and that the cars were expected to
move to that point as a continuous shipment, subject only to the
delay incident to the rebilling at the intermediate point.
The commission finds that the carrier acted entirely within
when
its rights and that it exercised a plain duty under the law,

nation

refused to continue to rebill at Kiowa the shipments involved.
in so deciding adheres to the proposition that
on any through carriage of traffic between intertsate points the
lawfully published interstate rate must be applied, and that where
the through interstate rate is higher than the aggregate of the
intermediate rates any plan of first billing to an intermediate
point a shipment that is really intended to reach a destination
beyond is simply a device for defeating the lawful through rate,
it

The commission

and

is

unlawful.

(34

I.

C.

C,

271.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has ordered that,
beginning with July, monthly reports of railroad accidents
.shall be made on forms identical with those prescribed by
the Interstate

port.
is probable tb.il the superior court of Pennsylvania, at
session in Pliiladelphia on July 20, wmII be asked to pass
upon the constitutionality of the act of 1915 providing for
appeals from decisions of the Public Service Commission to
the superior court instead of through the Dauphin county
The primary object is to get a decision as to the
court.
efTect of the act on the twenty appeals now pending in the
Dauphin county court. These appeals iiuhule the anthracito
The
rate case and a number of important railroad suits.
iailure to provide in the new law for the dispcjsition of pendmg appeals has caused the Daupliin county court to refuse
to hear any appeals until the question is settled.

1

;

;

;

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second disan opinion by Commissioner Hodson, has given a decision on the Salamanca grade crossing case, which has been before the commission for a long time and which involves a new
interpretation of the grade crossing law. It is held that where,
as in the present case, changes concededly needed in the railroad structure of an existing grade crossing are of such a nature as to relate back to the original plans for the elimination
of the crossing they cannot be considered as maintenance and
repair, for which the railroad [the Erie] alone would have to
pay, but must be considered as changes in the said original plans,
trict,

in

the cost of w-hich, like the original w'ork, must be divided among
This crossing prethe municipality, the state and the railroad.
sented structural difiiculties in the first place due to the fact that
the bridge carrying the tracks could not be raised much on ac-

count of the proximity of a large yard and the level of Main
street could not be much depressed on account of difficulties of
drainage. The engineers at that time sacrificed the ballast on the
But water
bridge and secured the rails to the bridge floor.
leaked through the bridge and the old railroad commission ordered changes in the drainage to be made and assessed against all
three parties to the elimination. The same trouble has again developed, and the commission will take up the case under the

amended

law.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
William T. Gunnison has been appointed a member of the
Public Service Commission in place of Jolm
E. Benton.

New Hampshire

R. F. McLaren, secretary of the Montana Railroad ComMr. McLaren was formerly, for 17
mission, has resigned.
years, in the employ of the Northern Pacific and subsequently
«as superintendent of the Montana, Wyoming & Southern.

COURT NEWS

The Pennsylvania

on vacations. The commission met in Scranton last week
and is in Erie this week, considering grade crossing and
It will meet in llarrisburg in the week
snitching cases.
iK-h'inning July 6, in Pittsburgh the week of July 13, and in
llarrisburg the remainder of the month, with hearings to be
held in Philadelphia, Punxsutawncy, Manheim and Williams-

Xo.

The California Railmad Cnnimission. after an investigation,
has issued an order holding that carriers have a legal right to
collect an excess charge from passengers boarding trains at
agency stations without tickets, provided the charge is published
The commission says that the manifold duties
in their tariffs.
required of conductors in the operation of their trains do not
permit of their spending any more than the shortest possible
time in the collection of fares without more or less seriously
jeopardizing the safety of the passengers; that the collection of
cash fares demands considerably more additional time of the
conductor than the collection of tickets, and to minimize such
practice as nnich as possible an excess fare is just and reasonable
and that to give refund checks for the excess amount
collected would only tend to considerably increase this practice.
Carriers are authorized to collect an excess fare of 10 cents on
amounts up to $1.45, and approximately 10 per cent on amounts
over that sum up to $5 provided that no excess charge will be
made where passengers have been unable to buy tickets also,
no excess fare shall be collected on electric or interurban lines.

Commerce Commission.

Pulilic Service Commission has begun
a series of hearings at points throughout the state, which
indicates that the commissioners will not spend much time

\<)L. 59,

of Nebraska has denied the petition
Missouri Pacific for a writ of mandamus to compel
tlie state railway commission to issue an order increasing
passenger fares within the state from 2 to 2j/i cents a mile.

The Supreme Court

of the

The court was divided, four to three, the majority holding
that the action of the legislature in fixing passenger rates in
the state at two cents a mile is controlling, while the minority were of the opinion that when the legislature later passed
a bill creating the railroad commission it gave power to the
commission to change rates fixed by the legislature.

It

its

The Supreme Court of Missouri has this week sustained
the demurrer of the Chicago & Alton in the suit of the attorney general of that state a.gainst the road to recover ,$2,000,000
for alleged excess fares collected while suits were pending
relative to the law limiting all fares to two cents a mile.
This action of the Supreme Court sustains that of the court
The attorney general
i>f Saline county in favor of the road.
iiad brought similar suits against other companies claiming
When the Supreme Court of
altogether about $24,000,000.
the United States sustained the law limiting fares to two
cents, the railroads at once reduced tlieir fares (from 2'/'.

July
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2,

cents); but nothing was said about refunding tbe half cent
a mile (above 2 cents) which had been collected while the
l;»w
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\vas in litigation.
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In an appeal from a judgment i>f tlie Pennsyhania Supreme
Court (241 Pa. St. 536) awarding a shipper of coal damages
for secret rebates to other shippers, the railroad company
contended that part of the shipments those to Greenwich.
Pa., "included coal destined to points beyond the state," in
respect of which no recovery could be had in this action.
The United States Supreme Court affirmed the state court's
judgment, holding that there was no evidence that any of the
coal went out of the state or, if it did, that the circumstances
were such that its carriage from the mines to Greenwich was
in fact but part of an intended and connected transportation
beyond the state. (Pennsylvania v. Mitchell Coal & Coke Company, June 14.)

—
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Secret Rebates Judgment Affirmed
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. C. Ansley, treasurer of the Southern Railway at Washington. D. C, has been elected treasurer also of the Danville &
Western, succeding C. L. Booth, resigned.

Bond Anderson,

assistant auditor of the Blue Ridge Railway
-Anderson, S. C, has been appointed auditor of that road,
also of the Danville & Western, the Augusta Southern, the
Tallulah Falls and the Hartwell Railway, with headquarters at
.Atlanta, Ga.
at

Operating

Lowell White has been appointed assistant to general superintendent of transportation of the .Atlantic Coast Line.
J.

Transverse Drains Law Upheld

an action for the flooding of land

In

in

the

'

Missouri river

bottoms from the defendant's roadbed, which was not provided with transverse culverts, or openings of any kind, as
required by the statute of 1907, it was argued by the defendant
that the statute was invalid as an c.v post facto law.
This
argument was based on a reading of the limiting clause
"within three months after the completion of the same," which
would make it apply to railroads already in existence. The
United States Supreme Court holds that the express limit of

months applied only to railroads constructed after the
passing of the act. and allowed railroads already in existence
a reasonable time within wdiich to make the openings. It also
holds that the statute does not impair the obligation of the
contract betwen the state and the railroad company, and is
not repugnant to tbe "due process" and "equal protection"
provisions of the Fourteenth .\nu-ndmcnt.
(Cliicago &
.\lton v. Traubarger.)
three

Survival of Right to

Damages

(or

Pain and Suffering Before Death

an action under the federal employees' lial)ility act of
1908, as amended by the act of 1910, damages were awarded
))y the .Arkansas Supreme Court of $1,000 for the pecuniary
loss (to the father) by reason of the death and $5,000 for the
conscious pain and suffering of the deceased before he died.
It appeared that he survived his injuries more than half an
hour, and that they were such as would naturally cause him
extreme pain and suffering, if lie remained conscious. This
judgment is affirmed by the United States Supreme Court,
which says that the original statute made no provision for a
survival of the right of action for pain and suffering before
death, and as that statute superseded the state statutes, many
of which provided for such a survival, the act was apparently
amended to make it as broad as the state statutes. While
considering the award large, it involved only a question of
In

fact

and was not open to reconsideration by the Supreme
(St. Louis. 1. M. & S. v. Craft.)

Court.

Coal Docks Not a Nuisance
\

railroad,

^ome time

from the United States

after the grant of a right of way
the city of Missoula, .Mont., con-

in

thereon a coal

dock.

Residents in the neighborIheir properly after such
grant, sued tlie road for maintaining a nuisance, alleging
thai ihc (lock causeil coal du^l to penetrate into tlieir houses.
ill
They did not allege tliat the dock was improperly
(i|uippid or operated.
The Supreme Court of Montana held
Ihal the railroad was nol liable, since the grant carried witli
it
the right to niainlain all kinds of property and do all sorts
if
acis necessary in construcling ai\(l operating the road.
ihc lerin "r,iilroa<l" fairly including all structures necessary
111 its oper.ilion.
While cases involving coal docks arc rare,
llic aiilhorilies are agreed that, when the grant of a right of
uay is made l<i a railroad willioul restrictions, it conleni
structed

hood,

who bad

received

title

to

•

merely the railroad as it is estabiisheil in the firsi
instance, 1ml the roa<l with its necessary appurtenances as it
may from lime to time conic necessarily to be. Smith \
\..Mhrrn racific (Mont.), 148 Pac, 393.

lilates not

Ennes, general superintendent of the Western Maryland
at Hager,stown, Md., has been appointed general manager, witli
office at Hagerstown, and the position of general superintendent
has been abolished.
S.

.Alexander Grant has been appointed general superintendent of mail transportation of the Southern Railway, the
Virginia & Southern and the Northern Alabama, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.
S. E. Cotter, general superintendent of the Wabash at St.
Louis, Mo., has been appointed general manager, with head-

Louis; J. W. Jones, superintendent of terLouis, has Ijeen appointed superintendent of the
Western division with headquarters at Moberly, and C. E.
Cicheltree. assistant superintendent at Forrest, III., succeeds Mr.
Junes.

ipiarters

at

minals at

St.

St.

E. T. Whiter, general superintendent of the Northwest system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, at Pittsburgh,

has been appointed to the new position of assistant general
of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitlsliurgh, with
headquarters at Pitts1)urgh.
W. C. Downing, general superintendent of the Central System at Toledo, Ohio, has been promoted to general superintendent of the Northwest .system, with
lieadquarters at Pittsburgh, succeeding Mr. Whiter, and I. W.
Geer, superintendent nf the Cleveland and Pittsburgh division
at Cleveland, has been promoted to general superintendent of
the Central
system, with
office at Toledo,
succeeding Mr.
Pa.,

manager

Downing.
l-'ranklin P. Brady, whose appninlment as general superintendent of the X.itional Transcontinental, in charge of the section be-

tween Quebec and Winnipeg, and of the Lake Superior branch
of the Grand Trunk Pacific between Fort William and Superior
Junction, witli he.id(|uarters at Cochrane. Ont., has already been
.umoimced in these cnlumns. was born on June 22. 1853, at Haverliill.
N. IL, and was educated at .Xewbury Seminary, Xewbury,
\ I.
In May, 1869. he liegan railway work on the Connecticut \Passumpsic Ri\ers, now a part of the Boston & Maine, and to
I'ehruary, 1873, served conseculively as station baggage master
telegrapli operator at Lyndoiiville. \'l.
He was then train
despatclur on the Xortliern .Xew Hampshire, now a part of the
Boston & Maine al Concord, N, H., and from 1880, to Xovember.
1887, was chief train despalchcr on the Soulli-h'aslern Railway,
now a ])art of the Canadi.in Pacilic al Farnham, Que. He subsequently became Irainmasler on the same roail. and from July.
:ind

was assistant siiperinlendenl ol the (."anadian
then to May, 1901, suiierintendcnl of the same
road, with headi|uarlers at Smith's F'alls. Out., and later served
as superinleiideni at Toronto, Out., and at Port William until
Ma\, l'X)3, when he was apiioinled assi>t.int general superintend
enl of the same road at U iniiipeg, Man
In l-Vbruary, I'W, he
was appointed general superinlendenl at North Bay, Out., remaining in that position until .September. I'XIS. The following
May, he became a member nf ihc Ciovcmment Railways Man.igiiig Board and general superinlendenl of the Intercolonial and
the Prince l-Mwanl Island Railways
In June, |9|3, the tiovernment Railways Managing Board was abolished, and since thai
liiiie Mr
Itrady served as general vnpcrintciidcnt of the (.'anadian
1888,

ti>

I'.-icific.

May,

18''6,

He was
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recent appuintment as general
superintendent uf the National Transcontinental as above noted.

Government Railways,

until
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his

Equipment and Supplies

I

Traffic

D. Kenworthy, assistant general freight agent of the Denat Pueblo, Colo., has been transferred to Salt
Lake City. L'tah. in the same capacity, succeeding S. V. Derrah.
J.

ver

59.

Vr.l..

|
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& Rio Grande,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

<lcceased.

The

F. Hartnett. commercial agent of the Cleveland. CinChicago & St. Louis, at Toledo, Ohio, has lieen appointed
to the newly created office of Pacific agent, with headquarters
W. 1". Benning has been appointed to
;it San Francisco, Cal.
succeed Mr. Hartnett.

Thomas

cinnati,

agent of the Boston
& iMaine at Boston. Mass.. has been appointed assistant
freight traffic manager: William T. Lamoure. assistant general
freight agent at Boston, has been appointed general freight
agent, and Emery W. Abbott, division freight agent at Troy,
\. v.. has been appointed assistant general freight agent.

George H. Eaton, general

freight

M. Burr, traveling passenger agent of the Cincinnati,
Orleans & Texas Pacific at Cleveland, Ohio, has been
promoted to district passenger agent, with headquarters at
Cleveland, and the office of traveling passenger agent has
been abolished. J. C. Volz. traveling passenger agent at
Cincinnati, has been promoted to central passenger agent,
with headquarters at Cincinnati, and the office of traveling
R.

New

passenger agent has been abolished. .A. C. Mathias has been
promoted to northern passenger agent, with headquarters at
Chicago.

Ixtercoi.oni.vl K.mi.w.w of C.\x.ad.\ has ordered IS locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Isthmi.\n C.vnal Commission, Major F. C. Boggs, general
purchasing officer, will receive sealed proposals until .\ugust 16
for 12 electric towing locomotives for canal locks.
C.\rolina, Greeneville & Xorthern, an electric line.
H. Kelley, chief engineer, Greeneville. Tenn.. is preparing
See item
specifications for motive power and rolling stock.
under Railway Construction.

The

F. A.

CAR BUILDING
C.^ROLix.v. Greeneville & Xorthern.
Locomotive Building.

The Great Northern has ordered
& Barker Car Company.
The Northern Pacific has ordered

See item above under
500 box

from the

cars

Haskel!

and 750 sets of draft
Company.

sills

750 center constructions

from the Western Steel Car

The Baltimore & Ohio

is

in

& Foundry

the market for 35 coaches. 5

passenger and baggage cars, 2 combination baggage and mail
cars. 4 baggage cars, 2 parlor-cafe cars and 2 cafe coaches.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
S. Sheafe. master mechanic, Staten Island Lines of the
J.
Baltimore & Ohio at Clifton. Staten Island. X. v.. has been
granted leave of absence for one year.

Chicago, Burlington & QriNcv is inquiring for 1,500
This company is
40-ton steel underframe box cars.
also reported to have asked bids on 55 coaches and 10 dining

The

to

2,000

cars.

Vincent, assistant chief engineer of the Colorado &
Southern, has been appointed chief engineer, with headquarters
at Denver, Col., succeeding H. W. Cowan, deceased.
E.

f.

\V. M. Bosworth, mechanical engineer of the Louisville &
Xashville, at Louisville. Ky.. has been appointed mechanical engineer of the Xorfolk Southern, with office at Berkley, \'a.
l-"rank E. Wilmore has been appointed assistant road foreman
of engines of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, with
headquarters at Fort Wayne. Ind.. succeeding Robert J. Lyons,
assigned to other duties at his own request.

A. H. Mahan, locomotive foreman of the Grand Trunk Pageneral lococific at Prince George, B. C. has been appointed
motive foreman in charge of territory from Prince George to
Edmonton, Alta., including intervening branch lines; J. F.
Moffatt, road foreman at Wainwright. Alta., has been appointed
locomotive foreman in charge of the territory from
Transcona, Man., to Fort William, Ont. H. R. Simpson, road
foreman at Jasper, Alta.. has been appointed general locomoSask..
tive foreman in charge of the territory from Watrous,
G
to Winnipeg, Man., including intervening branch lines; W.
McConachic, road foreman at Edmonton, Alta., has been appointed general locomotive foreman in charge of the territory
from Edmonton to Watrous. including intervening branch lines.
and A. Watt, general foreman at Prince Rupert, B. C, has been
appointed general locomotive foreman in charge of the territory
from Prince Rupert to Prince George. D. W. Hay has been
appointed locomotive foreman, with office at Prince George,
Miller has been apB. C, succeeding A. H. Mahan. and J. A.
Laypointed locomotive foreman at Endako, succeeding G. H

general

;

cock, transferred to Jasper.

.\lta.

OBITUARY
James

J.

Goodwin, a director

Hartford, Conn.,

at

of the Erie, (bed

'<u

June

i.l

at

the age of 80.

William M. Hughes, formerly consulting engineer of the .\'ew
York, Chicago & St. Louis, and at one time bridge engineer of
_'.t
the city of Chicago, died at his home in Chicago, on June

Intercolonial has ordered 650 SO.OOO-lb. capacity box
from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company, and 350
SO.OOO-lb. capacity box cars from the National Steel Car Com-

The

cars

pany.

The Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha has ordered
750 box cars from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company, and
It is also in750 from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.
quiring for 100 refrigerator cars.
The International & Great Xorthern. which was
Raihvay Age Gazette of June

in the

freight cars with the

11

reported

as negotiating for 1,000

Mount \'ernon Car Manufacturing Com-

pany, has ordered 500 box cars. 200 stock cars and 300 gondola
cars from that company.

The Chicago & Xorth Western has ordered 10 coaches, 3
smoking cars and 10 60-ft. baggage cars from the American Car
& Foundry Company, 3 70-ft. baggage cars. 10 70-ft. combination
baggage and mail cars, 2 reclining chair cars, 5 combination baggage and passenger cars, 4 parlor cars and 2 dining cars from the
Pullman Company, and will also place orders for 5 more passenger cars.

IRON AND STEEL
The El Paso & Southwestern has ordered 8.000 tons of
ib. rail from the" Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

The

Chicago,

Milwaukee &

St.

of steel from the Federal Bridge

90-

P.\ul has ordered 585 tons

Company

for five 105-ft. spans.

The Xew York Public Service Com.mission.

First

district,

advertise for bids, to be opened July 16, for 40.200 tons of
rail for e(|ui|)ping new rapid transit lines of the dual system.
will

The Siamese Royal Railway Depart.mext invites bids for
Specifications and drawings may he obthree steel viaducts.
tained from the Siamese Legation at Gloucester, Mass.. on payment of a fee of $4 for each set.
The
tons

of

I'.ridge

LiNiON Station
steel

&

this bridge

Iron

its

Chicago, has ordered 1,150
bridge from the Chicago
155 tons for the machinery of

Co.mp.knv.

Monroe
Company, and

for

street

from the .\llis-Chalniers Company.

JlLV
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Supply Trade News

I

17

tion.
Previous to his connection with the Foundation Company, Ltd.. Mr. Rose was assistant purchasing agent of J. S.
White & Co. and prior to that general confidential assistant
to the purchasing a.gent of the Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western.
nHlllillllliiiriiiiiiiiiriiiitiitiiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiitiiirtiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiitiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

The United Railway
The

Xew

Liiide Air Products Cunipaii)-,

York,

completing

is

plans for a one-story 80-ft. by 100-ft. plant to be erected at Milwaukee, Wis., at a cost of $30,000.

H.

F.

Dow.

for a

number

superintendent of

of years

tlu-

screw-machine department of the United Slioe Machinery
Company. Beverly. JMass.. and later a member of the hrm of

Cabson-Dow .Manufacturing Company. Boston, has
been placed

in

recently

automatic department of the
Valve Company, Boston, Mass.

of the

cliarge

American Steam Gage &

The Allegheny Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has completed
plans to enlarge its plant at Brackenridge, Pa., for the manufacture of pressed steel side frames for steel cars. Materia! for the
new addition will be furnished by the 100-inch plate mill of the
company. Several new buildings will be erected, including one
90 ft. by 126 ft., one 60 ft. by 120 ft., and two 30 ft. by 135 ft.
The Standard

Steel

Car Company intends to make some large

A

contract has already
additions to its Xew Castle, Pa., plant.
been given to the McClintic-Marshall Company for the steel for
a new building to replace a structure destroyed last fall by fire.
.\ large amount of new equipment will be installed, and it is
planned to build steel cars complete. Hitherto only parts of the
cars were made and assembled for tinishing at Butler, Pa.

Mduard M. Hagar, whcse election as president of the Hagar
Portland Cement Compan\. was announced in this column last
we..l>, was .gradualcil fri m the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1893. In 1891
he received a master's
degree
from Cornell
University for postgraduate

work done

He

school.
to

Company. 30 Church

ties

Company,

in

addition

to

the

of other

companies.

Charles B. McElhany. general manager of sales of the CamSteel Company, has been elected also a vice-president of
that company.
Mr, McElhany lias been in the steel business
for about 20 years, and
in
the service of the
bria

Cambria Steel Company
for
four
years.
His
early years in the steel industry were spent in the
employ of the Braddock

W

versal

b;-

E.

manai.',nuiU

llie

Ibc

of

was

formecl

manager of

liUi rnalioiiid Jury of .\ward of the Panama- I'acilic Inlernalional ["..\|iositioii has awardeil to the Western I'.lectric Compauy the following medals for its exhibit in tile Palace of Manufacturers: llic (iraiid Prix for the exhibit as a whole; gold uucl.ils
for telephone switdiboards and e(|iii|inuiit, for telephone Ir.iiu

despatching and control apparatus and for insulalecl wire-- and
cables and twn bron/e medals for tnine rescue eciuipmenl and

mine telephones.
i'rank C. Kose. formerly imrchasing agent ol (be I'ouinla
lion Company, Ltd., Mmilreal, has been appointed general

imrcliasing agent

and

managers.

lUeclric

of

W.

New

Company and

Ilarslow

S.

York,
tlie

&

operating

l''as(ern

(.'o..

the

Power

\-

Inc., engineerGeneral Gas ^:

Light Corpnr.i

L'nion

was

C B McZihany

appointed asgeneral manager
Replogle as general
latcr

sistant

M. Hat{nr

counlr\.

the

He then beanie assistant manager
of sales of the (."ambria
Steel Company, in charge
of the wire division. He

Cement

The

Company.

'iianager of sales of that

Portland

barrels in 19('0 t,, 12000,(100 barrels in 1914. Mr. Hagar resigned
the presidency of the Universal Portland Cement Company ii.
l-el riuiry of this year In form .i new company for the purpo>e
of acijuiring a chain of I'orllanil cenunl plants cMending across

& Wire

company.

Coinpau.\
the L'ni-

with .\lr. Hagar as its
president.
U n d e r his
maiuifacture mI I'niversal increased from 32,00(1

the

Steel

coming assistant general

when

Cnmpany

Company,

pany. About nine years
ago he entered the service of the Colorado I'uel
Iron Company, be^t

was apjJointcd manager
of
the cement
department of tlie lllinnis Stetl
Company.
Ihe manufacture and sale of L'lii
versal Portland cement
was carried on by the
.Steel

r e

Company and the
Pittsburgh Steel Com-

which acted as agent for
several machinery man-

Illinois

i

.\merican
Steel

known as
Edward M, Hagar & Co..

until 1906

also

;

came

18t9

Co.,

Xatinnal

Chicago and formed

In

Mudge &

representing

Standard Company, Xiles, Mich.: the
W. E. Caldwell Company. Louisville. Ky. the Continental Fibre
Company. .Xew ark. Del.; the William Robertson & Co.. Chicago:
the Railway & Traction Supply Company. Chicago, and a mnnber
represents

the corporation

ufacturers.

street,

York, has been appointed representative of Mudge & Co..
Chicago, in the Xew- England, eastern and southern statesRepresentation will cover Mudge motor cars, Mudge-Peerless
ventilators and the Mudge-Slater remo\aIile box front end for locomotives. The L'nited Railway Specialties Co. is a comparativelv
new company. Its officers are: R. A. Patterson, president.
H. M. Buck, treasurer, and John B. Given, vice-president. Mr.
Patterson was for a number of years associated with FairbanksMorse & Co., Chicago, in charge of the railroad department of
their Xew York office.
Mr. Buck has been associated with the
Railway Supply Company. Chicago, for many years as eastern
representative.
Mr. Given was at one time in the service of
the Duplex Metals Company and is now also associated with
the Galena-Signal 'Oil Company. The United Railway Special-

that

at

then

Specialties

Xew

s;ilcs.

and on

M.ircli

1

succeeded

I.

L.

sale..

Two

court decisions have recently lieen handed down relative
infringemenl of patents held by the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, Xew York.
In the suit of the Safety Car
Heating & Lighting Company v. the I'nitei! States Light & Heat-

to

ing (.'ompaiiy. the circuit court of appeals has artirmed the deof Juilge Hazel of (he western district of Xew York.
which held that the lirst eight claims of the Creveling patent
.\o. /-l/.ftW). owned by the Safely Car Heating & Lighting Company, which were the only claims involved in the suit, were
valiil, that ihey were cnlilled to a broad interpretation, and that
they were infringed by both the taper charge and stop charge
systems of the defemlaiil. The Safely Car Heating & I.ighiing
Company believes that this patent as lluis adjudicated covers not
only the systems of the United Stales l-ight & Heating Company, but also praclic.illy all modern systems now in use on the
railroads of this counlry.
In the case of the Safety Car Heating
X Lighting I'tmipany v. the (ioiild t'oupler C'onipaiiy, in which
the Safety Car Healing &• Lighting Company sued for infringement of Ihe paleiil to II. G. Thompson. No. 1.070,0!<1 which it
holds, patent claims -I, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 were a'-'oged to be iiifringeii !\v the Sinptex .system of the
".oiilil t'oupler C^lnlpany in
cision

i
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Imth the constant battery current and constant generator current
forms. Judge Hazel of the United States court for the western
<listrict of Kew York at Buffalo, holds all the claims valid and
all infringed by both the constant battery current system and the
constant generator current system of the Gould coupler Company.

I
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G.

Thompson, whose appointment

as

manager of the Edison Storage Battery Company.
Orange. N. J., was announced in this column last wee';, habeen in the service of
that

company
1910,

president

since

and a
of

it

vicesince

Mr, Thompson was born at Wes-

July, 1913,

In
1896
he entered the
service of the Pullman

ton, Mass., in 1875.

Company and after
having been with that
company for two years
was made foreman
resigned

&

Gains.

— The

Ameri-

city council of

Georgia Lumber Company

way

Calhoun Cocnty Railway. — This company

H. G. Thompson

one of the

In 1905 he
car liglning development.
entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad and was
placed in charge of electric car lighting with headquarter.?
About one year later he became elecat Jersey City, N. J.
trical superintendent of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting
Company, New Y'ork, and was in charge of that company's
electrical laboratories during the development of its first
In December, 1909, he was apelectric car lighting system.
in

— Plans

Americus, The company has the right
secured, it is said, for a line to be about 25 miles long,
and construction work is to be started before September. The
projected route is from Byromville. Ga., west across the Flint
river, thence to Americus, and the plans call for putting up a
steel bridge over the Flint river.
It is proposed later to extend
the line which will probably be built under the name of the Americus. Flint River & Gains.
The headquarters of the company are
at Americus, and it is said that the plans call for establishing
shops at that place.

latter at the time of its
absorption by the General Vehicle Company,
of Hartford, Conn., tc^
become associated with

L. Bliss,

|

Dlrh.vm & Or.vnge R.\ilw.\v & Electric Comhave been made to build an electric line from
Altamahaw and Ossipee, twin manufacturing villages in the
northwestern section of Alamance county. N. C, in a southeasterly direction through the manufacturing villages of Hull
Mills. Glencoe. Carolina and Hopedale, thence via Burlington,
Graham. Swepsonville. Saxapahaw and Chapel Hill to Durham,
about 50 miles. Contracts for building the line will probably be
let
in November.
H. Harden, president. Burlington, and
J.
H. G. Palmer & Co.. Y'orkville, 111., and office at Burlington,
X. C, are the engineers.

of

Riker Motor Vehicle
Company, but left the

W.

iiiiit^

to operate a railroad into

of

foreman of the batterj' department of the

Ijioneers

i

.-\l.\m.nxce.

pany.

Americus, Flint River

become

to

Hiiuiiiii

iiiiiiiiu

iiiiitiiiiiniiiiiitiiitMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiirilitnitniitiiriitiiiritf

cus, Ga.. has given a franchise to the

In 1900 he

electricians.

iiiiiiiiiii

\.

general

sales

July,

lllrtiiiiniiriiiiiiiMiiinillir

59.

Railway Construction

I
^'I'lii

Harrison

Vol.

electric

manager of the railroad department of the Westinghouse Storage Battery Company and later for a short time
was in the employ of the United States Light & Heating
Company, New Y'ork. In July, 1910, he became managei
of the railway department of the Edison Stora.ge Battery
])ointcd

Company.

proposes to build
run south through Bee Creek,
Hamlnirg. Batchtown and Brussels to
Cliffdale. Kampsville,
Golden Eagle. Grading in the district of Hardin. 111., is in progress, and it is expected track laying will begin about August IS.
The general contracts have been awarded to the Western Illinois
Development Company.
John E. Meliek. Kampsville, 111., is
president and chief engineer of the railroad.
a

railroad

from Pearl.

111.,

Carolina. Greexeville

to

& Xortherx

(Electric).

—A

contract

has been given to A. H. Jacoby, Greeneville. Tenn., for some ot
the work on this line. The company plans to build from Bristol,
Tenn., west to Kingsport, thence southwest via Newport and
The maximum grade
Sevierville to Knoxville. about 140 miles.
There
will be 1.5 per cent, and the maximum curvature 10 deg.
The
will be three steel bridges aggregating 1,500 ft. on the line.
company expects to develop a traffic in lumber, iron ore and
coal.
H. S. Reed, president. Los Angeles. Cal. F. A. H. Kelley.
;

chief engineer, Greeneville, Tenn.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Electrical Testing Service. The Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., New Y'ork, have recently issued an attractive
loose-leaf booklet describing the equipment, organization and

work

of these laboratories.

—

The McConuay & Torley Company,
has recently issued an eight-page booklet deIn addition to an illusscriptive of the Pitt passenger coupler.
tration of the coupler, the booklet also contains three drawFigings showing the coupler's great tjcxibility of curvature.
ure 1 shows the limits of such riexible movement; figure 2, the
extreme positions to which the couplers will adjust themselves
in passing over a curve and tangent, and figure 3, the relative
positions on a reverse curve.
Passenger Car Couplers.

I'ittsburgh,

Pa.,

—

Connecting Devices for Wiri.ng, The Fargo Manufacturing
Company, Inc, Poughkecpsie, N. Y'., has issued three very full
and complete catalogs of its comiecting devices for wiring of
These devices are designed to be the very bos^^of
all kinds.
their class, both for strength and for quality of workmanship,
Catalog No. 700 showing types A and li illustrates the straiglu
connection, type A 3; the steel cable grip type A 4; steel guy
grip; a cable lug; cable grip type .\, and straight connection,
type B. Bulletin No. 402 shows an insulated case for a straiglu
connection, a bus bar connection grounding devices and tee ami
Catalog No, 800 slmws these and other devices
oil connections.
with large illustrations and additional details of the uses to
which they may be put. Ground and terminal cnmucticpus are
sliown in great variety.

(June

11.

p.

1265.)

—

Charleston Southern. Under this name a line is projected
from the Carolina, Atlantic & Western at Charleston, S. C,
southwest to Savannah, Ga., 86 miles. The company has not yet
been incorporated. G. E. Dargan and B. Williamson, Darlington, S. C, also J. E. Evans, Florence, S. C, are interested.

Chesapeake & Curtis Bay.
$50.0(X) capital,

it

is

said,

— Incorporated

in

Maryland with
Bay and at

to build a line at Curtis

East Brooklyn suburbs of Baltimore to connect with the Baltimore & Ohio. The incorporators include R. D. Upham, New'
York; J, C. Boyd. Baltimore; J. H. Zink and R. B. Pue.

Florence

& Huntsville

reports from Florence. -Ma.,
jiromoting the construction
building from h'lorence east
miles, and about 12 miles of

Interurban.

— According

the Lauderdale
of

this

line.

to

press

Power Company is
The plans call for

Athens to Huntsvillc. about 75
spur lines. (September 25, p. 587.)
via

&

—

Chicago, This company proposes
on the Chicago. Burlington &
(^uincy near Keithsburg. 111., to a point opposite Muscatine.
Iciwa, and thence to Chillicothe. 111., a distance of about 130

Keokuk, Rock

Isl.\xd

to build a railroad

miles.

from

a point

Several bridges will be required. M. J. Healy, Joy, 111.,
and chief engineer, would like to hear from con-

president
tractors.

—

MoNTRE.M. & Southern Counties (Electric). An officer
writes that work was resumed on June 1, on the extension from
This work was first
St. Cesairc. Que., to Granby, 15 miles.
started in May, 1914, and was shut down in August of the same
Track has already been laid on three miles. Grant.
year.
Campbell & (Company, St. Cesairc, arc the contractors. There

July
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2,

wooden

will be five short

and substation
ary

15,

pile trestles on
Granby, and a station

at

line, also car-barns
Abbotsford.
Janu-

tlie

at

I

—

Xew York Connecting. This company has given contracts to
the Wilson & English Construction Company, New York, for
the construction of Section 1, and to P. McManus. Incorporated,
Philadelphia, Pa., for the construction of Section 2. This work
is for the sections of the New York Connecting Railroad between Bowery Bay Road and the Long Island Railroad at Fresh
Mav 2S,
Pond Junction, in the borough of Queens, New York.
(

1139.)

p.

—

New York Subw.ws. Tlie Xew York Public Service Conimission, First district, will open bids on July 20, for the construction of Section No. 1 of Route No. 49. a part of the Culver
Section No. 1 extends from a point in
rapid transit railroad.
Thirty-seventh street 246 ft. southeast of Tenth avenue under
private property and intersecting streets to Gravesend avenue
and over Gravesend avenue to a point about 525 ft. south of
Bay Parkway (Twenty-second avenue) produced.

& New

Norfolk, Washington

York.

— An

that

company has secured most of the

tion

—

XrjRTH C.\RoLiN.\ Ro.\ns. Plans are being made, it is said, to
build a line from Rurtherfordton, X'. C, southwest to Columbus,
about 15 miles. L. D. Miller, Rutherfordton, may be addressed.

—

XriRTH Georgia Mineral. Surveys are reported under way
about 25 miles for a line from Atlanta, Ga.. north to a point
in Bartow county.
Application was made by this company for
a charter in Georgia last year with a capital of $1,250,000, to
ijuild from Atlanta, northwest through the counties of Fulton,
< "obb,
Cherokee and Bartow, about 50 miles. W. J. Morrison,
.•\.
( SeptemC. King, T J. Spalding, Atlanta, are interested.

<in

()er 25, p.

587.)

projected a hue from
south to Jasper and Parthenon, about
20 miles. The line may eventually be extended south of Parthenon. G. W. T. Shaw, Lee Center. 111., is consulting engineer,
and I". B. Moody are in-and W. T. .\llcn, Jacksonville, .Ma
it

is

said,

.

terested

Pennsylvania Railroad.
Stcelton,

Pa.,

to reach

—

sliort

.\

some

is to be built
without using main

brancli line

industries

—

Southern Pacific. This company announces that the work
between Eugene, Ore., and Marshfield is nearly completed.
There remains some bridge work which is now in progress, after
which there will be some trestle work, track laying and ballast-

—

Statesville Air Line. Financial arrangements arc now being made, it is said, to carry out work on this line. The plans
call for building from Statesville, N. C. north via Harmony to
Grading has been finished on
Houstonville, about 25 miles.
about 20 miles, and track laying may be started soon. W. D.
W. Wallace, vice-president D. M. Ausley,
Turner, president
treasurer and general manager.
;

;

Tennessee Roads

(Electric).

— Plans

are being nia<le to build

from a connection with the Nashville.
Chattanooga & St. Louis at Lebanon, 'lenn., southeast to Smithville, about 35 miles.
C. Edwards, representing \\ bite & Company, Chicago. III., is said to have made arrangements for buildline,

line.

is

it

J.

T,

said,

Odum.

I.iliaiioii.

m.iy be addressed.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
.\u(;i-.sTA,

(lA.

as saying that

olliccr of the Georgia & Morida is nuoted
company will start work at once on a new
at Twiggs ami (.allioun streets in .Vugusta

.All

the

passenger station

The oompany was granted
Commission of (ieorgia to
in

jiermissioii

recently by the

Railroad

iliscontimie use of the union

sl.itioii

Augusta, and to build a new station.

Brooklyn, N.
vaterl

borough of Brooklyn
Public

Service

Com-

—

Claremore, Okla. The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
contemplates building a new depot at this place.
No definite
decision has yet been reached as to the size of the building, or
when it will be constructed.

—

Coleman, Tex. The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has awarded
the contract for the construction of a brick and stucco depot at
this point to H. D. McCoy, of Cleburne, Tex.

—

Dallas, Tex. The Dallas L^nion Terminal Company will
construct a heat, light and power plant to supply the terminal
now being built at that place. The estimated cost is $60,000.

—

Frostblrg, Md. A contract has been given to the Luten Bridge
Company, York, Pa., to build a 44-ft. concrete span bridge over
the Cumberland & Pennsylvania tracks at Bowery street. Frostburg. The town of Frostburg and the Cumberland & Pennsyl$5,340.

—A

Here's Island, P-\.
contract has been given by the Pennsylvania Railroad to the Bailey & Lush Company, Philadelphia,
at $150,000 for building a double-deck stock pen on Herr's
Island.

—

Hopewell, Va. .\n officer of the Norfolk & Western writes
regarding the construction of a new freight warehouse at Hopewell, \a.. that nothing definite has been decided as to the conIt will probably be of frame construction of this warehouse.
struction and the work may be carried out by company forces.

—

Kansas City, Mo. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has
awarded the contract for the steel work of its Kansas City
The contract calls
bridge to the .'\merican Bridge Company.
for 5,500 tons of steel.

—

Mansfield, Ohio. Plans are being made by the Erie for
an addition, 40 ft. by SO ft. to the freight house at
Mansfield, at a cost of between $8,000 and $9,000.

—

Phoenixville, P.\. The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a
contract to the James McGraw Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., for building the concrete arch bridge at Campbell's Crossing, west of
The bridge is to consist of seven 84-ft. concrete
Frick's lock
(June 11. p. 1266.)
arches for double track.

—

RiDGEwooD, N. J. The Erie has given a contract to the CornBuilding Company, Corning, N. Y., for building a new.\nother contract has been given to Arstation at Ridgewood.
thur McMullen. New York, for constructing a pedestrian subway and the approaches to the new station, also for the paving,
etc.

ing to complete,

ing the

the

ing

line track as at present.

an ilertric

in

Xew York

l)uilding

Ozark Southern. — This company has

Harrison, Ark.,

at

railroad

vania will jointlv pav for the improvements, which are to cost

officer writes

right of way on the secbetween Riverside, Va., and Sheperd's, D. C. The company plans to build from Newport News, \'a., north via WashChanning M. Ward, president, Richmond, Va,
ington, D. C.

this

Broadway elevated

have been approved by the
mission, First district.

116.)

p.

the

39

—

Contracts for the construciion oi eight ele'N'.
railroad stations in connection with the third-tracking of

—

Railway Property in Asia Minor. A telegram from Constantinople received in .\msterdani via Berlin stales that it
is reported in competent circles that the Porte has decided
to abolisb the Turco-l-'rcnch financial agreement drafted last
year, the execution of which would have impeded the future
development of the lledjaz Railway. The govcrnnienl has
decided to buy back all railway property in Syria and in the
Lebanon district which is the property of alien enemies.

—

Railway Extension in 1ndi.\. The Indian Railway Board has
the construction by
sanctioned the following new construction
the South Indian Railway, on behalf of the District Board of
Tanjore, of a braitch meter-gage line between Tiruturaipundi, a
station on the South Indian Railway and X'edaraniam. a distaitce
of about 23 miles; a survey by the agency of the Darjcelingllimalayan Railway for a line between Thakurgiinge and Sikti, a
distance of about 44 miles; the construction by the Bengal Pro:

vincial Railway of a 2-ft. 6-in. gage line between Dasghara station
on the Bengal Provincial Railway, and Jamal Purgunj. a distance
of about S miles; a survey by the .\ssain-Heugal Railway administration for nu'tcr-gage lines between Karimganj into the I.ongai
\'alley and Ilalhikheri. with a branch into the Chargola \alle>.
length about 44 miles, and between Silchar and Dwarbund. with
On
branch to Sonaimnkh and Dhalai. a length of about 30 miles
the Great Indian Peninsula Railway the four trading lines up ti>
Kalyan have made good progress, but the completion i^f the work
will be delayeil.

owing

to the war.

:

:.
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Al.\b.\.\ia

goula.

—

runs from Vinerga Bend, Ala., to Leaksville, Miss., 17 miles,
and the Pascagoula, Moss Point & Xcrthern runs from Pascagoula, Miss., to Evanston.

—

Maine. President Hustis gave out the following
statement after a meeting of the executive committee of the
Boston & Maine, held on June 29

Boston &

"There is no friction hetween the directors of the Boston &
Maine Railroad and the committee representing the leased line
This committee, of which Richard Olney is chairinterests.
man,

fully alive

is

ship and
is

to be

is

to the

working

importance of avoiding a receiver-

They

to that end.

realize

avoided legislation must be secured

if

in

receivership

New Hamp-

New Hampshire

the

shire and that to secure legislation
leased line interests must be practically a unit requesting it.
"The statement that because of a steady improvement in
net earnings, reorganization is unnecessary, and that there will
not efi)e no need of a receivership in case reorganization is
in

It is understood by
fected should not be regarded seriously.
reorganization
all interests that no plan short of a permanent
and one that will restore credit to the road will avail.
"It is true that net results of operation as compared with

year are continuing to show a favorable tendency. The
report for the 11-months' period, published today in face of a
loss in the operating revenue of $1,335,000, shows a shortage
of only $773,000 in the amount required to pay fixed charges
of
as against a shortage of $2,186,000 for the same period
the previous year; but regardless of this favorable showing
last

earned this fiscal
it is apparent that fixed charges will not be
year, although the result would have been more favorable
had not track work been started earlier this year than last."
Chairman MacLeod, of the Massachusetts Public Service
Commission, gave out on June 29 the following statement:
"The present corporate body of the Boston & Maine Railis
a menace to any soimd reorganization; the Public
Service Commission does not favor any receivership if it can
In conbe avoided, but a reorganization on a sound liasis.
formity with the law as passed by the legislature, the stockholders may negotiate with the leased line interests, but any
under
deal consummated must be within a capitalization fixed

road

the enaljling
"Until the
that

it

is

act.

Boston

gets rid "f the fixed charges
cannot, in my opinion, be any

& Maine

now under

there

The road must lie reorganhealthy reorganization effected.
time
ized on such a basis that it will be able to weather any
of

future stress."

Carpenter, in the United
the receivers to issue
to be
$2..50O.00O 5 per ceni receivers' certificates, the proceeds
used to pay interest due on July 1 on underlying bonds. The
repissue of certificates was opposed by Samuel Untermyer.
overresenting the Amster interests, but the objections were
sold
ruled by Judge Carpenter. The receivers' certificates were
to the iMrst National Bank of New York.
The following have formed a protective committee to reprebonds
sent the interests of the first and refunding mortgage
Charles A. Pcabody, president of the Mutual Life Insurance
Companv. chairman; Allen B. Forbes, of Harris, Forbes it
Company. New York: W. A. Day. president of the luiuitable
b^ard
Life .Assurance Society: A. J. Hemphill, chairman of the
.Mfred
of directors of the Guaranty Trust Company, and
Harris, president of the Harris Trust & Savings Bank. Chicago.

Ch iCAGO, Rock
States

Island & Pacific— Judge

district

court,

authorized

has

W

b'LOKiiiA

been

Railway.— William
appointed

receiver

of

IS.

Winslow,

the

l-'lorida

New

^ork. has
Railway by L'nited

of

The receivership suit was
Judge Hand.
brought by Carl J. Sauer on the i>art of certain bondholders
of
because it was alleged that the Lnion Trust Company
the lionds,
IHorida, which was to have acted as trustee for
from
never qualified as trustee. The Florida Railway runLive Oak. Fla.. to Jacksonville and l-"ernandina.
States

District

Xo.

I

declared,
declared.

—

New

the PascaMississippi

& Mississippi. This company has leased
Moss Point & Northern. The Alahama &

59.

Hocking Valley. — A dividend of 1 per cent has been
payable June 30.
Six months ago 3 per cent was
This makes a total of 4 per cent for the year.

|
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Orle.vns. Mobile & Chicago. The United States district
court has ordered the .sale of the New Orleans. Mobile &
Chicago under foreclosure within the next two months. A
petition to intervene in the receivership proceedings made by
L. S. Berg, formerly president of the company, and representatives of F'rench liondholders was denied.

—

York Central. Residents of Yonkers have, after making an attempt to persuade the New York Central to electrify the Yonkers branch, made the railroad company tentative propositions looking to buying this branch and themselves
electrifying it and operating it.
The cost of electrification has
been estimated at from $450,000 to §500,000.

Ne>v

Pascagoula, Moss Point & Xorthhrx.

— See

Alabama & Missis-

sippi.

Pennsylvania K.mlroad. — This company now has over 93,000
stockholders, of whom 44.848, or 48.22 per cent, are women.
This is an increase in the total number of stockholders of
3.158 as compared with June. 1914. The women stockholders,
while aggregating in number 48.22 per cent of the total stockholders, hold 28.09 per cent of the stock, the average holdings
per woman stockholder being 63 shares.
St.

& San

Louis

Francisco.

— The

bondholders' protective com-

and refunding 4 per cent bonds, has
made arrangements to advance the interest due on July 1 on
these bonds to holders who have deposited their bonds with
mittee representing the

first

the committee.

Southern

Pacific.

— The

Supreme Court

on Monday handed down

of the L'nited

States

a decision holding that the 2.300,000

Oregon and granted to the Oregon
California Railroad Company, a subsidiary of the Southern
Pacific, is not forfeited to the government and that the Southern Pacific is entitled to hold this land, but an injunction
is issued preventing the railroad company from selling it for a
period of six months pending further action by Congress.
The Southern Pacific will operate beginning with July 1
as part of its Pacific system the properties of the Corvallis &
Coos Bay, Roseburg
Portland, Eugene & Eastern
Eastern
& Eastern; Pacific Railway & Navigation, and Salem, Falls

acres of land located in

&

:

;

City

&

Western.

— The

sale of this property, which had been set for
has been postponed upon the application of the Equitable Trust Company, Xew York, to July 8.

Wabash.
June

23,

— The

reorganization committee,
Central Trust Company
of Xew York, is chairman, has submitted to securityiiolders
This plan provides for a reduction
a plan of reorganization.
in the par value of securities and outstanding indebtedness

Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal.
of which James X. Wallace,

.if

the

from $91,000,000 to $44,000,000. Of the former capitalization
was Iionds. This would be reduced to $5,000,000.
reducing lixed charges from $2,783,000 to $261,000 annually.

$81,000,000

securities to be issued will consist of $9,100,000 (>
per cent preferred stock, cumulative after January 1. 1921. and
$.TO.500.000 common stock, and the S5.000.000 underlying bonds
will remain undi-turbed.

The new

Dublin Kaii.uav Sthi kes.— Some 200 men left their wiprk at
Broadstone Railway Station on Monday. June 14. without
Many of them are meiiilurs of the Irish Transport
notice.
Some 50 men failed to resume work on Monday
Union.
morning at tlie locomotive and car shops of the Dublin &
South-I''.astcrn at Upper Grand Canal street, following an
application for an advance of 6s. $1.50) per week in wages.
The men belong to the Transport Lliiion. which sought ti'
The directors of the Midland Great
secure the advance.
Western decided on June 15 to grant a war bonus to their
a week to those earning 12s.
Is. (25 cents
c..
eini)loyees,
($3) a week or less; to nuinbers of the clerical and wages
receiving mure than 12s. and not exceeding 30s.
(I)
staff
($7.50). Is. 6d. (.38 cents) a week. (2) receiving more than
30s. and not exceeding 39s. ($9.75 1. Is. a week.
I

i.

i

July
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which was open because the signal man tried
was clogged with snow. The rule prohibits
signalmen from thus introducing an obstruction— moving the
frog was an obstruction— when a train is known to be approach-

move

to
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1915

the extreme and their findings were
accepted with little or no question by the
two reports of committees on standard

There were
and tests for cement and concrete that went
through with little or no discussion, and it
seemed as though
the whole suliject would be passed
over in this way, but when
the first paper, which was on the
microstructure of concrete.
was presented all such ideas were dissipated. The
new method
of examining concrete for the purpose
of analyzing the reasons
for failure was so simple in its procedure
and seemed to appeal
society.

a week.

tions are

it

spector ends the discussion by declaring that, at least in the case
of a passenger train, the moving of a frog lor switch) should
be prohibited.
This general rule, which means that a distant

BIdg.

Citizens'

frog,

when

ing; it requires him first to stop the train at home signal. The
inspector calls for enforcement of the rule; the company says
that at busy junctions it would cause congestion; and the in-
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The Cnb

that the meeting took

Then came three
individual papers, each dealing with a
method of research
that was important, which were discussed
with interest and appreciation, the net result being a symposium
along a single line
of work that was valuable and suggestive.
One of the most
important papers, though there was no criticism
or discussion
on

Depreciation and "Confiscation"; Lawrence K. Frank

Hearings

tit

more

EDITORIAL:
Editorial

was

on a tone of vigor that was quite unexpected.

in

lanRtiaKc.

;

in

which

by the
tlie

in-

the need of ;i cah simial
hut the recnmniendation

the
(

iiis|iectors'

lialoner

cust^miary

Whin

is

two

south of York, on the North Eastern,
which road has a consicicrahic eqiiiimient
of cab siKiials.
The
report is ahstracted on another
pane.
Incidenlallv it shows also
niiU's

the comparative iiselessness of
an apparatus to enable a signal"lan to put- torpedoes on the rail
opposite his cabin.
In this
rase the cnKineman
ran past distant
and home signals
set

UR.iW-t him ami was thrown ofT ibe lr;uk.
insi bevotid the cabin

It, was that of C.
D. Young,' engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad, descriptive of the Altoona
laboratory.
This
was printed in the h'ailn-ay Age Gasclte of
Julv 2. 1915.
In
the first place, very few outsiders realize
the extent of the activities of the test department of the
Pennsylvania Railroad;
then to those who are more or less familiar
with its early, and
one might almost say struggling, beginnings, its
present magnitude, as indicated by this paper, comes as
a startling contrast.
I he
use of the proposed tentative specifications
has worked out
in a manner that is very gratifying.
By this means the spccilications are placed for one year- in such
a position that any
necessary 'changes will be made before they
are adopted as
standard.
This avoids the frequent disrupting of the
standards.

The

last

tw..

decades have been marked by an ever-increasing

.letnaml on ihe part of the public for the elimination
of crossings of railways with highways at grade.
The Public
This movement has become especially
active within the last live years, particularly
and

Grade Separation

in

the smaller cities

and the rural comwhere it is largciv a result of
promoted chiefly by the owners of

munities,
the "goo.l

road.s" agilalioii

automobiles.

upon

lo face

In consequence, the railroads are constantly
called
for work of this kind.
Early efforts

new demands

to secure elimination of grade crossings

unreasonable

requirements,

virtual conliscation,

in

some

due largely to

a

were characterized by
amounting to
lack of comprehension on
instances

—

:

:
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the

pan

of the

authorities of

piililic

true considerations in-

tin-

volved and also to a certain extent to a limited point of view.
Railroads usually receive the most consideration in cities where
the municipal authorities and the pulilic have a proper under-

Vol.. 59,

recent years

Ill

Canada has been building railways
only

rate.

lines,

Imt shorter lines and

Canada

not

very

at a

has practically three transcontinental

rapid

It

Xo. 2

feeders

new

are

numerous.

Last year

standing 01 the principles involved, resulting from past experience.
For this reason, the paper presented hy C. N. Bainl)ridge

or more than the
United States, and in 1913 railway construction in Canada was
only 60 miles less than in the United States.
Hut for some

before the Western Society of Engineers and abstracted in tiiis
issue, is of interest at this time as a clear, concise statement of

located and better-operated private railways have been suffering

the

problem encountered.

It

draws attention

to the necessity for

each individual project.
Each problem is just as surely one for independent and special
solution as the location of a new railroad. It is not only neces-

independent

careful

consideration

of

sary to consider the natural physical situation, but as well the
arrangement of the improvements to which the community and

built

not

time

1,978

only

It

is

only

in

extraordinary cases that the slate may be washed clean to get a
fresh start.
It is also necessary to realize at the outset that
there are several parties to the contract, each of whom is entitled
consideration and that the object to be attained

fair

is

the

elimination of the grade crossings in question at the least ex-

minimum inconvenience

well to

pense and

witli tiie

remember

that the pul)lic 'eventually pays for these expenditures,

to

all.

It

is

more railways wlien some

travagant,

plan

inefficient

sion, the cost of

which

for

will be

track

elevation or track depres-

borne by the public

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY BUILDING

AWESTERX

IN

at large.

CANADA

'"We want more railways.
Optimism will never return to the west until the
Dominion government builds some." To which the Montreal
Gazette replies in an editorial: "It will be time enough to build

Canadian editor writes

new railways when they
three

are needed."

It

adds

i>rairie

to $200,000,000.
]t is likewise engaged in constructing the Hudson Hay
Railway, which can pay for axle grease only by diverting traffic from the
Transcontinental and other Canadian routes; and some of these days may
have to furnish additional aid to the Canadian Northern or perhaps to
assume the ownership and operation pf that large system. Facts such as
these impress the eastern man, but the western optimist is never so much

on

at ease as

of course

when advocating
it

is

someone

the throwing of good

else's

Especially pertinent

is

money

after bad, pro^i.fed

money."
the

reference to the

National Trans-

which the government "has been obliged" to take
over, because it was built by a government commission through
an unproductive territory on such an extravagant scale of ex-

continental,

penditure that the government could not get a private company
Grand Trunk Pacific to operate it rent-free for seven years

—

the

and thereafter pay for 43 years a rental of three per cent on a
cost which a government investigating commission found to inWith these facts in mind the
clude a waste of $40,000,000.
Montreal Gazette points out that just now it would be difficult
for the government to borrow for new railways, even if it were
disposed to do so, for the following reason:
"Our experience of them tgovcrnment railways) has not been encon Lining.
The usual pica in llieir behalf, that a Kovernmeiit ran raise money on
belter terms than a company, may be true: hut it is ei]ually true thai a
The Trans<:ompany is less extravagant and far more business-like.
continental is a monument more lasting than brass to the wasteful and
and we may be sure thai
bungling methods of government construction
no matter hn« careful Mr. Cochrane and Mr. Gutelius may be supervising
;

its

operaliin- the results will scarcely equal those of private management."

.\s the government has often failed to earn operating expenses
on the Intercolonial, to say nothing of interest on the invest-

foundation for this prediction, With reference lo
government railway managetnetil in another part of (he woild
the Montreal Gazette adds
ment, there

is

"In Australia the government roads are sulTcring from poor crops and
the depression, but instead of luaeticing economy the ministers in charge
have been force<l to spend freely for useless extensions in order to provide
wrrk for the nncmlvlnyed in other walks of life."

of

railways

the

already

built

are

LET YOUR LIGHT SHINE
C'llK
^

a long time

tice

of

tlie

Pennsylvania Railroad

lias

made

publishing leaflets containing infontiation

a prac-

for

em-

ployees and the public concerning the service of the railroad and

many

activities

in

various

may

be available to the public.

These are sent to
trains where they

directions.

newspapers and employees and placed on

One

of

its

its

latest bulletins

is

en-

Most Who Serves Its Patrons
P-est," and is devoted to a number of instances in the everyday
routine of the railroad wdiere individual employees have won commendation for themselves and for the company by acts of special
courtesy, kindness or thoughtfulness toward patrons.
In most
cases these incidents were brought to the attention of the company by letters from patrons written without the knowledge of

"He Serves

the Railroad

the employees concerned.

For

:

provinces and British Columbia have incuneil a
gigantic indirect liability in guaranteeing railway bonds, while the Dominion
government has just been obliged to take over the Transcontinental, which,
including the Lake Superior branch, is 2,000 miles long and has cost well

"The

better-

needed."

titled

though the immediate distribution of the expense usually is an
equitable one, and that a city has no right to demand an ex-

railway,

from a scarcity of traffic.
Perhaps the Montreal Gazette might appropriately have said:
"It will l)e time enough for the Canadian government to build

its

to

of

government railways but even the

the

the railroads have already lieen committed, largely as the result

of the location originally selected for the railway.

iniles

e.xample, one of the letters

who happened

was written by a passenger

unusual

kindness of a station
master to a foreign woman traveling with three children, wh.o
v.-as compelled to wait over night at his station before resuming
The station master, noticing
iier journey on a morning train.
hat the woman appeared ill, found that she and the children
were hungry and provided lunch for them and lodgnig for the
night,
.\nother letter was from a man who was taken ill while
on a train and wished to call the attention of the company to
the courtesy of the conductor and trainmen in looking after his
Another told of the courtesy of a station agent who
welfare.
to

observe the

I

buy a ticket to a man who had inadvertently
home. Several of the letters expressed appreciation for unusual efforts or promptness on the part of emTu one case a
ployees in tracing and returning lost articles.
roll of bills containing $390 was dropped on a stati<m platform
liy a passenger, found by a station porter and returned to the
owner the following morning. Another story referred to the
award of a Carnegie medal to a crossing watchman for heroism
in rescuing a little girl who had run in front of a moving engine.
Giving publicity to incidents of this kind is of benefit in tw-o
ways. It not oidy shows the employees that the company appreciates courtesy on their part, but it is the best kind of adverIt shows the public that it is the intentising for the railroad.
tion of the railroad not only to furnish safe and prompt transportation but to go further and treat the passenger as a guest.
employees are made to realize that their efforts to give
lie
good service are not always unnoticed and the public is given
an opportunity to recognize that an occasional lack of courtesy
on the part ni an employee docs not reprcBcnl ibe J'tdicy of the
loaned

left

money

to

his purse at

'I

company.
The Pennsyhania's

information

bulletins

of

Ibis

kind

rep-

method of obtaining publicity fnr and setting the example of good service, which has also been adopted
The New York, Kew Haven
to some extent by other roads.
resent an admirable

llarlford has recently begun tlie issuance Of a similar leaflet
and many other roads accomplish the same result in various
wavs. As far as the employees are concerned the \ arious em-

X-

ployees' magazines afford an excellent

medium

for disseminating

information regarding examples of special service or faithfulthe attenness, but the importance of bringing such mailers
tion of the public should no! be overlooked.
t
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A RIGHT OF THE STATES

AA'ERY

notable discussion uf rc-gulation of

.Numerous

commerce

is

the

address by Alfred P. Thorn entitled "A Right of the States,"
which was delivered at the recent meeting of the State Bar Association of Tennessee.
An abstract uf this address is published
elsewhero in tliis issue. The principle of "state's rights" is often
advanced as an argument against the increase of federal regulation of commerce.
Mr. Thom by broad implication points out
that this overlooks one of the most vitally important rights of
the states

— their

right to be protected by the federal

government

from unfair and burdensome regulation of their comtnerce by
one another.

He
some

the historic fact that the need for regulation by

recalls

central authority to stop legislation by the individual states

which Ijurdened the commerce of all was one of the main reasons
for the creation of the federal government.
The states, by their
jealous, .selfish and parochial measures, were mutually ruining
each other and it was to forever end this internecine warfare
that the federal constitution was made to provide that Congress
should have power "to regulate commerce with foreign nations
and among the several states."
It was recognized from the
start that this was one of the most important provisions of the
constitution, and that one of the most important rights of the
states was to have Congress exercise the authority conferred
by it. Therefore, to contend, as some do, that it is an invasion
of the constitutional rights of the states for Congress to take
appropriate action to protect them in the enjoyment of their
express constitutional right to be free from measures adopted
by individual stales which burden the commerce of all is highly
;

irrational.

Turning from the

legal to the practical aspect of the matter,

Thom clearly shows, more need than
government In put into eflfect measures
ada])ted to protect the states ami the nation from action by in<lividual states
having the intention and result of burdening
there never was, as Mr.

now

the

for

commerce

in

federal

general.

commerce

country's

smaller proporti(jn of
of

much

very

.\

"among

is

the

dividual

states,

railways,

to

as

strikingly

strive

their

by

at the

of the

regulation

interests

at

in-

of
the

commerce "among

without any diminution of the tendency of the individual states to try to secure unfair adv.mtages over the other
states, is that the right of each and all of the states to have
states,"

conniunc move

their

iKienll;

and

,ind

loss ol

prolit;d)iy. is
llie

and be handled economically,

freely

ef-

being flagrantly violated to the injury

people of every state and of the nation.

The luifair and injurious regulation of connnerce by the individual states, as applied to railways, takes multif.irious forms
Texas

lirst,

and then other

states

tried to so regulate slate rates

;is

following

example, liaxe
lo make them lower than the
its

iiirresponding interstate rates and
iilbtr

lor

si. lies,

Iheir

and

;is

to secure a

than the intrastate rates of
mnnopcijy of tluir nun markets

own producers and jobbers. This practice has been
Interstate Commerce Commission and the Su-

inndiumed by the
jiiiMU'
^lill

(

ourt of the L'niled States in the Shreveporl case, but

«i(hdy persisted

i(i|uireinents

as

to

in.

the

Many

stales h;ive passed laws

construction.

e(|iii|)ment

is

making

and oiieralion

railways which are nnich more drastic and expensive than
those which have been imposeil by their sister stales or by the
lidcral government.
The elTed of such regulation cannot be

>i\

conlined wilhin the houiidarios of the slates imposing
crease.H

the

cost both

of transportation

inlerslatr transportation.
in

In

rendering iheir services

many
in

cases

it

stales

it.

It

in-

other slates and of
re(|Hires the railways,

other states anil

do things which the nijur
rnnnnil i\:< nol w;mt lliem In ilo.
service, to

in

It is

not

the spirit

in

the regulation of

"commerce among

violation of the letter

the states."

certainly in violation of

is

and intent of the constitutional provision giving Conpower to regulate commerce "among the states."

gress alone

Not only do the states pass much regulatory legislation
by which they harm each other and the nation, but in many
cases where uniform action by them is needed it is impossible
For example, last winter and spring legislation was
to secure it.
needed and sought in various Xew England states to permit the
reorganization of the Boston & Maine system.
Some of the
and others refused to. There being no uniformwere wrong or those that refused to
act were wrong.
Moreover, while state regulation very generally harasses and
burdens the commerce of the several states and of the nation, it
also often leaves loopholes through which railway companies
may escape from needed control. There has lieen much denunciation of the financial mismanagement of the Xew York, New
Haven & Hartford under the Mellen regime. But this could
never have occurred but for the looseness of the laws of one
state
Connecticut.
The New Haven had one charter from
Massachusetts and another from Connecticut. As the Massachusetts Public Service Commission said, in a report rendered by it
last February, under the laws of Massachusetts railway conipanies "have been given no broad, unsupervised power to acquire
states passed
ity,

it

either those that acted

—

even the stock of other railroad companies. The general policy
of Massachusetts is expressed in an act which provides that a

stock or bonds of or guarantee the bonds or dividends
any other corporation. "The policy of Connecticut." as the
Massachusetts conmiission said, "has been very different. The
Xew York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, under
tdnnecticut law, has for many years had unlimited power to
acquire the stock or securities of any other corporation at any
lime and at any price and no matter what kind of a corporation
might be
In respect to the issuing of stock and seit
curities, the inconsistency between the laws of Massachusetts
and Connecticut is equally marked.
The contrast between the provisions of the Connecticut an<l Massachusetts
statutes in the foregoing and in other respects is very great.
They cannot be harmonized nor reconciled. To sum the situatinii up briefly, and yet with reasonable accuracy. Massachu-

tlieir

of

if

time

apparent

enormous increase

regulation.

and

railroad corporation shall not without express authorization by

expense of the interests of the other states and of the nation as
whole is, however, as strong now as it was then.
The
result of this relatively

There is hardly a railway in the country
states.
which does not operate in more than one state, and most of
them operate in several states. In consequence, when one state
regulates the issuance of securities it determines how and to
what extent a railway company may finance its development in
from one to 14 or 15 other states. Such regulation is not state
particular

the proper officials, directly or indirectly subscribe for. take or

very

a

the

have passed laws for the regulation of the

much

a

The tendency

illustrated

promote

to

states

issuance of securities by railway companies chartered by these

proportion of the

and

was the case

intrastate, than

it

adopti(m of the constitution.

the

larger

states,"
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their

interstate

and the federal K"v-

linld the

ni

...

.

.

setts

has tried to

corporation

holding
regarde<I

;

cojiipany.

the

make

the

New Haven

Coiniecticut has

l.iws

I'"or

years

of this

made
the

it

.

a

supervised railroad

largely

New

a

non-supervised

Haven company

commonwealth and

relied

broad powers and privileges granted by Connecticut
IVactically every

transactioi\

dis-

upon the

"

under the Mellen regime which

has been condenmed by public sentiment was carried through

under the Connecticut laws which the Public Service CommisSo it has been with respect
sion of Massachusetts denounces.
Cnder the common lawlo the abuse of the holding company.
one coriHvration could not own stock in another corporation. Tito
legislatures ol Xew Jersey and several other slates abrogated
this common law principle and turned loose all kinds of holding
companies lo prey Ujxm the people of the l'niled Stales in order
ihal the states erealing them might prolit by receiving fees for
chartering them

We inighl go on and fill column after column with other specilK
examples of the w.iy in which the individual stales, by foolish or
vicious legislation, have denied lo the several stales and In ih

:
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icj
have their comfrom injurious restrictions and burdens. Experience has demonstrated only too conclusively that this "right of
the states'' will never be properly and adequately safeguarded
and upheld until the federal government fully asserts its paramount authority over interstate commerce. Such action is essential for the protection and furtherance of the rights of the
people of the very states which resort to such foolish and harmful

nation the right to which Mr. Thoni refers

merce

abolishing

state

all

regulation

of

railways which affects inter-

commerce, or making all state regulation of railways subject to review and control by the Interstate Commerce Commission. There is no more sense in the kind of state regulation
of railways which we have now than there was in the sort of
state regulation of commerce which contributed so largely to
forcing upon the attention of the people originally the need for
state

the adoption of the federal constitution.

THE
subject has

during the

loss and

damage

L. C. L.

received

FREIGHT PROBLEM
more

attention

from railway men

or four years than the reduction of
Any money paid out on this account is

last three

claims.

economic waste, as it depletes the funds of the railway
The largest
without adding to the property of the claimant.
traffic.
One road with
single source of such claims is 1. c.
direct

1.

annual gross freight earnings of over $75,000,000 finds that over
30 per cent of all payments for claims go for 1. c. 1. shipments
in spite of the fact that this traffic forms considerably less than
10 per cent of the total business handled. These heavy losses
arise primarily from rough handling of fragile materials and
-from errors in forwarding. In another column there is described a
method to reduce losses from the latter cause employed at the
Chicago freight house of the "Soo" for a year, which is both

inexpensive and simple. This is only one of numerous methods
which are being tried at various points. The test of the practicability of any of these plans s whether the claims are reduced
hy an amount sufficient to offset the increased expenditure.
While given a large amount of attention, the reduction of
claims is only one phase of the I. c. 1. problem. This class of
Facilities must be protraffic is very expensive to handle at best.
vided in industrial centers where property values are high and

where

fixed charges are in proportion.

It is

therefore necessary

advantage in
overhead cost to the minimum. The
nature of the traffic also makes necessary a heavy expense for
handling. To reduce the amount of labor necessary, motor trucks,
<>levators and other forms of mechanical appliances have been
rfected and are being used while a number of methods are
J)
also being employed to increase the efficiency of the labor it:self, such as the bonus system and piece-work.
to design

order

2
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Letters to the Editor

I

and

to operate these facilities to the best

to reduce the unit

The handling

of

1.

c.

1.

freight

has

study of any one of which may lead

many

ramifications,

the

important economies.
To secure a full discussion of these various developments we
have announced a contest on The Handling of L. C. L. Freight
to include all phases of this problem from the time the freight
the conis received at the freight house until it is delivered to
to

|

TilliiiiiiitiiiiriiiirMiiriiiriiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiittiiiiirtiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirMiiiiiiiiiif;

DEPRECIATION AND "CONFISCATION"
New
THE Editor of the R.mlw.^y Ace Gazette

To

The first step in this direction should be the passage of an act
for the federal incorporation of all corporations doing an interThe next should be the passage of a law either
state business.

a

^iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

N'o.

left free

legislation.

NO

Vol. 59,

In

"A

on

article

his

Walker Gaines

Dollar

Billion

York.

:

Morrell

Confiscation,"

some confusion regarding the subject

exhibits

of depreciation reserves and retirement accounting which should
be explained, especially since the points were not developed in

your editorial comment.

The requirement

that plant retired be credited to

and chaiged to a depreciation reserve is
designed to keep the fixed capital^ accounts
ital

actual

book transaction,

in

conformity with

the reserves arc inadequate and a part

If

fact.

fixed cap-

a

of the

charge must be divided between income and surplus, investors
are not being mulcted in any way.
In fact, their interests are
being conserved by the required accounting. The depreciation
reserve is created for the protection of the capital investment
income is charged to build up a reserve which will restore the
capital that has been consumed in the plant retired.
If it so
happens that reserves for this purpose have not been created,
the charge to income or surplus

for any deficit

prima

is

facie

evidence of neglect in insuring the perpetuity of the capital in-

vestment and of

though perhaps rigorous, steps being

effective,

taken to remedy past neglect.

Another advantage of the required accounting

that

is

it

pro-

vides for the replacement of original capital investment, not of

F'rom which

items of plant.
of

new

follows that any increased costs

it

plant are automatically capitalized, as they legitimately

Mr. Gaines also speaks of the hardship to the roads
them to charge expense with the annual depreciation
quota at the same time they are bearing the deficit of their reUndoubtedly this charge to expense will
serves in income.
should be.

in requiring

diminish distributable earnings, but the investors are benefited

and the credit of the road improved by the process.
In the first place the creation of a depreciation reserve by
charging expense results in a diversion of income from surplus
to the reserve.
The road loses nothing by the transaction, but

from an investing point of view.

really gains

when

This

is

seen to be

pledged
consequent
greater security to stockholders and increased stability to bondholders.
The practice of issuing long term bonds on the security of the stock investment in plant, whereby the term of the
true
to

the

recalled that a depreciation reserve

is

it

of

protection

the

bonds exceeds the

life

ation

insure

reserves

equity.

to

Therefore,

if

in

capital

investment,

is

with

service of the plant, requires depreci-

the

replacement of the bondholders'
are created, the bondholders

reserves

are protected and they will accept lower interest rates in consequence.

The stockholders

also have their proprietor shares enhanced,

since the depreciation reserves are invested in the plant and are
unalienable, while surplus may be invested in outside securities

of doubtful value and subject to market fluctuations.

I'Vom the point of view of sound accounting, depreciation reare absolutely necessary in a continuing public utility.

serves

desire to secure general discussions
signee at destination.
of this subject with particular reference to improved designs and
methods of operation. Data regarding such improvements shovild

And they are based on good economic theory. Both the public
and the investors are protected by the reserves and the carrier's

be given in <letail. Prizes of $50 and $35 will be paid for the two
hest papers received, the award being based upon the completeness of the discussion and the practicability of the ideas presented.

were needed

We

All other contributions accepted and published will be paid for al
All contributions should be sent to the
rates.

licst

as

interests

ment of

Editor of the Railway Age Gazette, 608 South Dearborn street.
Chicago, and must be received before Augu.st 1, to be considered

rate cases, since

the judges.

public

utility

are

conserved.

If

testimony

phone, telegraph, light and power, water companies and others
would be sufficient. It shciuld also be recalled that recognition
cif rUpreciation charges in the expense accounts for the replace-

our regular space

by

a

in support of these assertions, the practice of tele-

capital

the legitimate

places the
it

roads in a

much

better position

in

removes one more point of dispute regarding

requirements of the road for revenue.

Lawrence

K.

1''k.\nk.

A

Study

Grade

of

A

Crossing

Discussion of the

The question
ities

C.

N. Bainbridge

the separation of grade crossings in municipal-

(if

and

vital

is

No

importance cannot be denied.

its

single

6

ft.

plete

\'arious cities, util-

commissions and legislatures are requiring the railways to

separate the grades of their tracks from those of the streets,

where such orders are issued,
they specifically designate the manner in which the separation
of grades shall be made.
and

practically

in

The

all

instances

preserve,

as

as

far

possible,

the

imposed by

is

safety

of

public

its

duty to

upon

travel

and along the

streets and avenues intersected by such tracks,
concede that a city has authority to determine
whether grade separation should be accomplished by elevation
or depression of the tracks. The railways claim that they, and
not the city, are entitled to the choice between two methods that

but do not

are equally safe.

Numerous

have been published covering track elevahowever, has been written concerning the depres-

sion of tracks partially or completely

and carrying the

streets

over the tracks on bridges or viaducts. It can not be said conclusively which method is the more satisfactory. Although track
depression has found favor in several cities, few projects of this
nature have been carried to completion, and it remains for time
to determine whether track depression will be as satisfactory as
track ele\ation

The

difference of

that required for track elevation, in order to provide for drainage, makes the amount of excavation, in the case of track depres-

more than the amount of fill required for track
This is illustrated by the accompanying figure.
Other things being equal, material can be excavated as cheaply

sion considerably
elevation.

depression as in the borrow pit for track
but usually the cost of dumping material for fill will
exceed the cost of wasting material from the cut. due to the
fact that material for fill is usually dumped from a trestle, and
the cost of the trestle is chargeable to the fill.
The additional
cut

a

in

elevation

for track

;

go a long way toward balancing the cost of

cost of a trestle will

additional yardage required in the project of track

depression.

sometimes the case that a project of grade crossing
elimination is carried on to advantage in conjunction with some
other project, such as the construction of freight yards, where
considerable grading is necessary and material may be borrowed
or wasted to good advantage and at small expense. Other items.
is

is.

the purpose of the writer to set forth

It is

and from 3 ft. 6 in. to 4
from 5 to 11 ft. in

for clearance

elevation

It

articles

Little,

tion.

ft.

for floor depth.

in.

vertical separation of grade, required for comand complete depression, together with the increased width of roadbed required for track depression over

railroads recognize the right of a city to interfere with

the grade of the railway tracks only as

Paul, Chicago

St.

amount of

the

more consideration during
ities

&

lowing from 18 to 22

question affecting the relations of railroads to cities has received
the last decade.

Cities*

This Problem

in the Solution of

Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee

Office

in

More Important Elements Which

Must Be Considered
By

Elimination

some

of the general

features which must be considered by the engineer, in studying

a problem of grade crossing elimination.
factor

is

Probably the biggest

the cost, this being the most vital to the railroads,

The

generally bear the greater burden of the expense.

who

character and topography of the country and the effect on the
grade of the railroad are also big factors in selecting a plan.
In a flat low district like that around Chicago, there is little
-choice.
Track depression would be out of the question on account of difficulties due to water and interference with the sewer

This leaves the alternative of elevation, or partial eleis only one city in many where grade
separation is being carried on. and at other places where the
tracks are at the summits of ascending grades, the natural selection would be depression, unless this proved to be too expensive.
There are still other places where the ground is high above wasystem.
vation.

ter

Chicago, however,

and the present tracks nearly

level,

where

cither track ele-

vation or track depression could be adopted without excessive
gradients.

Numerous elements

are involved in the study of a project of
this nature and for convenience they will be considered in the
Excavation or embankment; clearances;
following order:

apportioning

way and

of

expenses;

retaining walls; changes in streets;

advantages and

disadvantages,

and

conclusions.

3

carry the tracks over the streets re(|uircs a vertical sepaft. 6 in. to 17 ft. 6 in., allowing from

fl.

lor lloor depth and 12 ft. to 13 ft. 6 in. for
ft.
carry the streets over the tracks requires a verseparation of nr.ides of from 21 ft. 6 in. to 26 ft. 6 in., al<)

in.

headroom.
tical

to

4

To

'Abmrnctcil from a nnper |)rr«ciuril Li-tnrc
nccr<i,

such as the ditYerence

Cliicnfln,

June

J4.

I'>I5.

ilic

Wciirn

.Sucicly of Kiigi-

and

in the cost of britlges

ber of tracks, and the cost of maintaining

walls, the

num-

changes to
sewers, the nature of the material to be excavated, the depth of
depression and the amoimt of elevation may throw the balance
cither one way or another.
traffic,

CLEAR.VNCES
In recent years numerous
laws rej^arding vertical and

requirements

most

approvL^I

alone

traffic

although

tile

hanillcd

is

at

some

ft.

to 13

ft.

6

is

the

but

in

some

For track de-

generally

clearance

adopted

on the lines this

is

somewhat scant

reduced to 16
if

electrification

little

in.

ft.

and 13 ft. 6
For proposed work

variation

from the above clearances for bridges

legislation,
a

is

for streets without street cars,

for tliose with street cars.

cent

:fl,

ft.,

future date.

streets, but there is a strohg tendency, as indicated

tFor

is

instances where passenger

over

.\ugu>t

present

the tracks are elevated, the clearances of the bridges

to 14

there

some cases the

than

streets varies in different localities, the usual clearances

being 12
in.

ft.,

this latter ligure is

contemplated

In

rigid

however, there is a provision in such
clearance to be reduced in special cases,

the overhead

and 22

It.

more

arc

the city or railroad connnission.

!)y

projects

between IS

have passed various

side clearances.!

cases,

laws which allows this
pression

state legislatures

laws

these

of

In

standards.

over

ration of grades of from 15

Typical Sections for Track Elevation and Depression

1

Where
EXCAVATION OR FILL

To

Fig.

if

bridges; right of

Cross 5 tenon- TPack DrPR^s^on.

CPOSSSeCTIOn-TffACK CLSVAr/Orf

geological

to specify

dJKUtsion

19U.

oT

clearances

clearance

legislation

by re-

under bridges over the
sec

R.iiVtt.iy

Alt

cT.iirii,-

:
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tracks of 21 or 22

ft.

wherever

possible, althougli nnicli smaller

clearances have been used in the past.

Bridges for track elevation or track depression projects are

permanent nature and ar< con-

practically all instances of a

structed either of structural steel or reinforced concrete; or a

combination of both. A few of the roads are adopting concrete,
wherever possible, to the exclusion of steel in structures of this
class, as the first cost is the same or less than steel, the maintenance

less,

is

and

can be treated aesthetically to better ad-

it

55.

No. 2

most cases not as well as structures of type I-'.
it, streets with
narrow roadways and short spans, not exceeding' three tracks,
1-'

the deck type structure of either concrete or steel can be adopted.

BRIDGEst

in

Vol.

For longer spans and wide roadways, however, the deck type
must give way to the through type with girder- iirojecting
above tlic roadway, and reinforced concrete cannot be used to
advantage lint a combination of structural steel and concrete
may lie used, l-'or narrow roadways but two lines of girders
need project above the roadway, one on either side at the curbs
but fur wide roadways center girders are re(|uired.
Structures
nf ty]ie
do not lend themselves well to the thir<i requirement,
;

;

!•'.

vantage where such treatment

warranted.

is

Bridges for track elevation can be divided into four types:

\ided
Tvpe
Type
Type

.\.

Structures spanning the

H.

.Structures spanning the full width of the street with

C.

supports being placed
Structures sijanning the
supports being placed

Type D.

width of the street with single spans,

full

full
at

two

width of the street with

must be incurred

at

is

desirable to

Keep

:

which might be

rail,

a

menace

to safety,

and

to select a

type of bridge which can be altered readily to provide for additional

narrow

where comparatively short
spans can be employed, bridges of types A. B and C have no
alternative, except the use of steel girders, although they have
in

cases of

liridge

to

provide

them

for

Iirst

requirement of thin floors and

streets

used to soffle extent by resorting to a combination of structural gteel and reinforced concrete, but not to the exclusion of
the deep side girders.
These types, however, have the iirst
qualification of thin floors, but cannot in all cases meet the second qualification of no projections above the top of rail, nor do
i)een

between

are well adapted to the use of concrete.

RIGHT OF

W.W

.\ND RET.\IN1NG W.\LLS

In general, for the same numlx-r of tracks in each case, track

depression

will

width of right of way

require a greater

th.in

track elevation, even where the tracks occupy the full width of
ri.ght

tracks.

Except

They

the floor of the

bridge as thin as possible; to avoid any projections above the
top of

the

meet the second requirement of no obstructions

nut

center of

the

tracks.
it

lengthen

to

the third requirement of providing for additional tracks, but do

roadway.

types

structure

Bridges of type V meet the

spans,

tliree

the curb lines.

supports being jilaced at the curb lines and

all

the

later.

Structvires Jipanning the full width of the street with four span--,

In practically

when

fcir

s])ans,

the center of the street.

in

Either additional tracks must be prois built, or considerable expense

that of additional tracks.

way and where

of

retaining walls are resorted to.

It

has

been shown that the amount of additional right of way required
for track depression over that required for track elevation, if um
retaining walls are used, depends on the amount of elevation
and depression of the tracks.
In cases where the entire right of way is occupied by tracks
retaining w'alls would be required for both track elevation and

they meet the third provision for taking care of additional tracks

without considerable alteration and expense.

B and D have the objection that the roadway
obstructed by the supports in the center of the street, but, with
the possible exception of structures spanning boulevards, there
Bridges of types

is

is

no serious disadvantage

in this,

side of the center supports

is

provided the roadway on each

of sufficient width to allow one

vehicle to pass another going in the

would be even

jection

less

same

direction.

This

oli-

for structures spanning streets with

double street car tracks, although it requires the spreading of
The car tracks themselves form a natural barthe car tracks.
rier in the center of the street, there being little occasion for

from one car track

traffic

to

the other, especially in the short
Fig.

distance occupied by the bridges.

Bridges of type D meet the three requirements of thin floors;
no projections above the top of the rail and ease of alteration to
Due to the comparatively short
provide for additional tracks.
spans, this type

well adapted to be constructed either of steel

is

or concrete.
It

has been recognized

Ijy

practically

parties interested that

all

tight floors are a necessity in bridges crossing city streets, not
inly to

but

also

prevent grease, dirt and water from dropping through,
to deaden the noise of trains passing at high speed

There are numerous types which might
adopted, the various roads using the one with which they have
had the greatest success, but in all probability floors as usetl in

lie

across the bridges.

concrete bridges of type D will remain the cheapest.
Bridges for track depression projects may lie divided

K.

liridgcs spanning the tracks with clear

F.

P.ridgcs

In bridges for track depression

it

is

al.so

floor of the bridges as thin as fiossible

between tracks, and to

;

willi

SFor

an
6,

article

on

1914, page

must be

built

elevation

subways

see

Kailmiy .Igc

.il-

An nrder

in

c:ii:i-llf.

railroad

which

The loss due to the elimicompany is impossible to

city or commission calling for
under such circumstances, in the face of the
railroad's opposition, amounts to confiscation of railroad property without compensation and without due process of law, and
It
is dnulitful if it would be upheld in the courts.

determine.

any

of

track depression

r.cilb

oi these conditions are serious handicaps

additional
tile

ing

for in
is

reipiired

nj^lu

of

are

such as to
out of

way almost

make
llie

walls

is

strictly

dc-

the acquisition of

t|uestion <.n

\alur of ;uljaienl jiroperty, so that the building

I'f

account
retain-

the only alternative.

There may. howe\cr,
a

for track

majority of cases the districts where grade

tile

residence

lie

instances where the track'; run tlirough

ilistrict.

excessive, but this condition
)iul

for the retaining walls,

on railroad property.

nation of one track to the

of

lie

room

eliminate one track to allow

avoid any olistructions

select a type of bridge whicli can

track
4.S9.

intir

desirable to keep the

tered readily to provide for additional tracks.
Bridges of type E meet the first of these requirements,

March

In such cases it is seen from the tigure that it
necessary to acquire additional right of way to accommodate
the same luimber of tracks in depression as in elevation, or else

separation

spans.

spanning the tracks with two or more spans
mediate supports.

Track Capacities for Track Elevation and
Depression

is

pressiiin.

main types
Type
Type

— Relative

track ilepression.

twn

in

2

is

where land values would not be
the exception rather than the rule.

.\ny one of lunnerous types of retaining walls may be adopted
on any project, economy being the prime factor in the selection.

Murli litcrattnc has

ln-cii

published regarding the

economy of

§

:

Jllv
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various types of walls, and this phase of the subject will not be

schemes

discussed further than to state that for walls of the height re-

track depression.

for track elevation and track depression a gravity wall
under ordinary conditions, be cheaper than the reinforced

(|uire(l

will,

concrete types

CHANGE
So

Interference with the water and gas mains is a less serious
the question of gradients there being a secondary
consideration.
Although it adds quite an item to construction
objection,

complete elevation and complete depression of the
have been considered, which require very little change
in the grades of the streets.
The question immediately arises
as to whether or not a partial elevation of the tracks with a
far only

floor,

The question

tracks

depression of the street, or a partial depression of the

partial

tracks with a partial elevation of the streets, would not be the
plan to adopt.

It

might

on practically

said here that

lie

pro-

all

for complete track elevation or depression the plans usu-

jects

change in .grade of the street,
varymg from 1 ft. to 3 ft., which change can readily be made
without incurring excessive expense or property damage.
It
may also be said that to change the grade of the street entirely
without changing the railroad track is unusual, except in the
ally

case

provide for

least a slight

at

isolated crossings or in country districts.

(jf

To change

the street grade any appreciable

amount brings up

questions of allowable grades on streets, economy, drainage and

with sewers, gas and water mains, and property
Chicago has fixed by ordinance a maximum grade of
3 per cent. To adopt this grade, however, in all cities would be
unquestionably in error, especially so in a Iiilly city, where existing street grades of from 6 to 8 per cent are not uncoinmon.
.Mthough most cities try to limit the allowable grades to 3
interference

damages.

per cent or 4 per cent, the following table gives some of the
grades which have been used on work of this nature in various
cities

Maxinmni

Location
Chicago
III

Kvanston
.Milwaukee
.Minneapolis
Cleveland
Detroit
Philadelphia
Indianapolis

Washington
.N'ewton,

Mass

I.ynn, Mass
I'rockton

Where

lirade

iyi per cent, usual 3 i>er cent
4 per cent
3J4 percent
3J^ per cent or 3 per cent
4 per cent
5 per cent. 4 i)er cent, usual 3 per cent
6 per cent, usual 4 ])er cent
4 per cent, usual 3 iier cent
5^2 i)er cent, usual 3 per cent
4J^ per cent, usual 3 per cent
9 per cent, 8 per cent, 6 per cent, usual 3 per cent.
4 per cent
9 per cent, S'/j per cent, 7Va per cent, 6 per cent,
usual 3 per cent and 5 per cent
3 per cent, 4 per cent, anil 5 per cent
9 per cent, 5 per cent

Ituffalo
.loliet,

the street

to be carried over

is

the tracks, the side-

walk and roadway must be elevated the same atnount, liut where
the street is carried under the tracks the roadway is sometimes
depressed 4 or 5 ft. further than the sidewalk at the deepest
part. This has the disadvantage of high curbs, but where wagons
would hack up to property adjacent lo right of way for loading
or unloading it would lie an advantage.
It also has the additional advantage of producing a smaller actual damage to propsidewalks can be

erty, as very often the

left at

though the streets may be depressed 4 or

At

lirst

glance

would be natural

it

that the less the grade of the tracks
Streets, hov\evcr,

ject will cost.

is

S

made to cairy them across the bridge
or depress them under the cut.

provision can be

cost,

IN GRADE OF STREETS

the original level,

to say in most projects
changed the less the pro-

may occur with

such frequency

of property

down any

possible to lay

damage

one for which

is

im-

making allowance for

this

is

In

set rule.

it

phase of the (|uestion. each problem will have to be handled
separately, the damages estimated and an amount allowed which
would be sufficient to put the property back into as good a condition or perhaps better condition than previously existed.
It will
found,

be

court,

many

in

where damages are settled out of
saving can be effected by buying the

cases

considerable

that

property damaged and selling

work

again after the

it

is

com-

pleted.

APPORTIONMENT OF EXPE.NSE

The

question of apportioning the expense incident to the separation of grades is of great importance, and with the exception of a few states,

where

legislation divides the

percentage basis, the question

is

far

from

settled.

expense on a
There are a

cities where the railroads are required to pay the entire cost
grade separation.
The unfairness of such order, however,
needs little comment.
There have been cases also where the
expense has been borne by the municipality, the steam railroad,
the street railway, and the various other pulilic utilities, each doing the work and bearing the expense incurred by the changes
to the property which it controls.
Where this plan is followed
there is controversy lietween the parties interested relative to
procedure of the work. etc. It has in consequence not proved
entirely satisfactory and is giving way to the more reasonable
and logical method of considering the work as a unit and di-

few
of

viding the total cost of the project

among

the parties interested

on a percentage basis agreed upon by the interested parties before

work

started.

is

examination of the different slate laws and city ordinances
enforcing grade separation shows that the apportionment of
cost on a iiercenta,ge liasis has been followed in the majority of
-Vn

cases.

AllVANTACES AXn

Some

111

S

of the benclits or advantages

ADVANTAGES
and disadvantages applying

especially to either track elevation or track depression

may

be

summarized as follows
1. For
track clexation. the work of construction can be carried on with little or no interference to traffic, either in the
:

It is, however, exceedingly difficult
without stopping traffic on both streets and

streets or on the railroad.
to depress the tracks

around the entire project.

railroads, or building a detour

on construction

(|uestion of time

track

ft.

expense and are serious handicaps to

entail consideralile

project

elevation

time tlian

it

would take

is

also an important factor.

can be completed
to clepress the

because it is possible to carry on
points simultaneously.

ilu-

in

considerably

The
.\

less

same number of tracks,
work at many difterent

sewers and water pipes, and
to or greater than the cost of
excavation or embankmeiU for track elevation or <lepression.
Wherever streets are depressed adei|uate provision should be
made for drainage, ( .itch basins with proper connections to

distinct advanlagv oi track elevation is the ease with
2. A
which the imlustrial situation can lie handled. Industries having
side track f.icililiis can adapt themselves to take trackage from
the elevated level In slight allerati<ms to their buildings and
I'or
doing their receiving and shipping from the second floor.
coal yards, trestles can be readily provided ai\d are particularly

sewers slioidd be pl.iced some distance outside the portals of

advantageous.

that the cost of excavating or tilling streets, the cost of repaving

and sidewalks, alterations
property damaged, will be equal
streets

bridge so that

in

they will not be

in

to

winter or spring time,

when

shadow of the bridge and remain

the

tllc

the thaw starts,
frozen.

Similar provision and prec.iiition to provide for drainage should
be exercised in the cut
In cases
ixteiil

as

111

viiniplicaled.

in

with sewers, the iiroblein

interfere

Kither

level or else the

the case of track depression.

streets or tracks are depresseil to such an

where the

is

new sewers must be construeled

sewage

will

have to

lie

siphoned,

inucli

more

a

lower

al

lioth of these

.\lso

vantage thai shipping
practically

during construction elevation has the ailfacilities arc disturbed very little, causing

no interruption

pressed, there

is

to

Where

luisiness.

tracks

are de-

usually not siilVuient distance between bridges.

nor between right of way lines to allow inclined track- to bring
the cars from the depressed tracks lt> the former ground level
to serve the inilustries. and it is therefore necessary for the inIKnr nn

.icnivn-l

.Igr C,n:rlti\

n( iirndc •riiaiali.ui law- an.
I.'. 1913, (wgr Ills.

Hceemhcr

I

r<-.|\iircnicnl» .»ce

K.ii/h'iiv

:
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dustries

to

adjust themselves to take trackage from the low-

ered track level by altering buildings. Even if there were sufficient distance between bridges to allow inclined tracks, such an

arrangement is objectionable, as it requires the right of way
to be encumbered with massive walls which tend to restrict the
development of the right of way and the industries. Much inconvenience and interruption to business must be contended
with, while the tracks are being lowered and changes to buildings are being made.
The expense for making such changes, either in the case of
elevation or depression, represents a considerable sum.

The

in-

dustries have claimed that the railways should bear the expense
of changes to industries and industry tracks made necessary by
the change in grade of the railway company's tracks. The railway companies do not concur in this and the practice has been
for the industries to bear the expense, as the railway companies
contend that the grade of the tracks are changed not on their
initiative,
utilities

or

for their

benefit,

but by orders of the

cities,

or

commissions.

From the foregoing considerations it may be said in a general
way that track elevation is more satisfactory than track depresboth to the railroads and to the industries, and at the
same time possesses many advantages to the city. With the possible exception of cases where the tracks pass through a high
class residence district where the aesthetic is of such importance
as to outweigh the other factors, track elevation would appear
sion,

to be the best solution of the problem.

ACCIDENT CAUSED BY DEFECTIVE WHEELS
H. W. Belnap.

chief of the division of safety of the Interstate

a report on the Chicago, MilPaul derailment which took place at Oakwood,
Wis., on February 9, 1915, an abstract of which follows
The accident to the freight train resulted in the derailment of
29 cars, 11 of which, together with the station building, were
destroyed by fire. The train involved in the accident was a west-

Commerce Commission, has made

waukee &

St.

freight train consisting of 75 cars and a caboose, and was
derailed at the frog of the house-track switch near the station at
Oakwood, while moving at a speed estimated to have been about

bound

east side of the track,

.\bout 370

ft.

west of this point the rear

& Texas box car 60628, the tenth
and ran along on the ties until the
frog at the house track was reached, where the other 28 cars
were derailed. The oil box, etc., were found to have come from

^ruck under Missouri. Kansas
car in the train, left the rails

the rear truck of the liox car, the partial destruction of the truck
at this point evidently having been due to the defective condition

Three of the four wheels were
forward wheel being the only one intact. The
others had flat spots, broken flanges, etc.
Investigation developed that this car was received fiom the
Belt Railway at Cliicago in a transfer train at 5:35 p. m. on February 8. Before tlic train was ))roken up and switched around all
the cars in the train were inspected and, although wheel defects
were found in other cars, none was found under car 60628.
Although this car was again inspected by two car inspectors, one
safety-appliance man. and two oilers before being sent out, no

of the wheels under the truck.
defective, the left

defects were discovered.

Engineman Christoph

Oakwood
train,

and

stated

tliat

:is

was approaching
flying from under the

his train

he looked back and noticed fire
at once made an application of the air brakes, at abnul

No. 2

wrong was discovered at that time.
This accident was caused by the defective condition of wheels
car 60628.
This dein the rear truck of M. K. & T. box

ing

fective condition resulted in the partial destruction of the truck

and

subsequent derailment.

its

The

e.xamination to determine the reason for the failure of the

wheels under the car was conducted by James E. Howard, enphysicist, tests being made in conjunction with rep-

gineer

Milwaukee &

resentatives of the Chicago,

company

of that

in

St.

Paul

at the

shops

Milwaukee, Wis.

SUMMARY
The examination of the wheels in the truck which was under
M. K. & T. box car 60628 clearly fixed the immediate responsibility for this derailment on the worn treads of two of the wheels.
These

flat

spots were not "slid

long each,

worn

flat''

in the treads,

places, but were grooves 11
and having depths of three-

eighths and five-sixteenths of an inch, respectively.

were wider than the head of

a 100-lb. rail.

The

The grooves

axles drifted to

the right, in the direction of these wdieels, which

showed worn

approaching vertical faces.
The examination also revealed the fact that these wheels had
less depth of chill than customary in wheels of this type, and at
the worn spots the chilled metal was entirely absent.
The lack of rotundity of the wheels was such that excessive
wabbling of the journals occurred at every rotation, bringing unflanges,

due strains on the truck frame. At usual speeds these oscillations took place several times a second, and they are believed
to have been the cause of the injury to the truck and the immediate forerunner of the derailment.
Furthermore, the mated wheels were of different sizes. Those
on the right-hand ends of the axles were three and four "tape
These
sizes" smaller, respectively, than the left-hand wheels.
differences would tend to cause the truck to run in an oblique
position, not square with the track, and also be the equivalent of
a certain amount of braking power set against the train.
A conspicuous feature associated with conditions of these
wheels is the fact that the inspections which had been made from
time to time failed to detect the presence of the flat spots. These
defects in the treads were undoubtedly of long standing, and the
car must have passed quite a number of inspections since the
wheels had become unserviceable. These defects were of such a
nature that they should have been discovered by ordinary inspection.

25 miles an hour.

Examination of the track showed that the first indication of
anything, wrong was at a point about one inile east of Oakwood,
where an oil box, brass, packing waste, etc., were found on the

59,

which time the derailment occurred. Previous to this he tlid not
notice anything wrong.
At Wadsworth, a station 30 miles east
of Oakwood, the train was inspected by the brakemen, but noth-

in.

3. The annoyance from noise, smoke and gases will be less
from track elevation than track depression. Little need be said
to convince all that the smoke and gas nuisance will be less to
those on the streets from tracks on a high level than from tracks
on the lower level. The question of noise, however, is one on
which there can be some difference of opinion.

Vol.

of

In a previous report covering the investigation of a derailment
a passenger train, due to a broken wheel, attention was called

to the

alarming frequency of accidents due to broken wheels, and

covering a five-year period were published, showing that
during that period the derailments attributable to defective wdieels
were approximately 31 per cent of the total number of derailments charged to defective equipment. In the commission's Acstatistics

cident Bulletin No. 52 there

is

published a

summary

of derail-

ments due to defects of equipment on steam railways for 13 years
ending June 30. 1914. This summary shows that of 37,456 derailments due to equipment defects 12.882. or more than 34 per
cent of the whole, were caused by defective wheels. The property loss suffered by the railroads on account of these 37,456
derailments was $30,138,241, of which sum $12,506,766, or about
41.5 per cent of the whole,

was

attributed to derailments caused

by defective wheels.

These figures indicate that defective wheels constitute one of
most prominent causes of derailments. In the interest of
safety, as well as of economy, steps should be taken by the railroads to insure that sound wheels will be obtained from the
manufacturers in the first instance; and methods of inspection
the

should be adopted to prevent the placing in service of defective
wheels and insure that wheels which have become defective
thri)ugh service shall be removed in ample time to prrvide for
the safe operation of trains.

:

;

"A

Right of the States" Which
Constitutional

Duty

of

By Alfred
General

One hundred and twenty-six
came
into

a nation.

the

effect

perfect union"

among

tlie

On

years ago the United States be-

Constitution which formed them into "a more
and organized them to take their place as a unit

nations of the earth.
distinct colonies of

Great Britain, legally foreign to each other, and were bound together by no ties except a sense, common to them all, of
oppression atid discontent and a common aspiration and purpose

They combined

of liberty.

to declare

and

to fight for their in-

dependence, and to assert that, as free and individual states, they

had

"full

establish

power to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances,
commerce, and to do all other acts and things which

independent states

may

Commerce by
P.

Counsel of the

the 4th of March, 1789, they joined in putting

Only recently they had been separate and

Government

of Federal

From Harmful Regulation

of right do."

During the succeeding epoch-making struggle, they sought to
bind themselves together by something more enduring than the
sympathies and exigencies of the existing war, and, to this end,
adopted as their bond of union the Articles of Confederation.
The Articles of Confederation were soon found to be utterly
inadequate to a national existence.
A government without a
purse, and hence without power to provide for the common defense, or to insure domestic tranquillity, was a mere "rope of
sand" and could not long endure.
Hut there was another cause for dissatisfaction, which was
hardly of less importance than a provision for the common deThe
fense and for the preservation of the national existence.
needs of trade were becoming more and more apparent and its
just regulation the subject of greater and more universal public

When

war ended and independence was an accomplished
fact, each state possessed a sovereignty which was practically
unlimited over its foreign commerce and over its connnerce with
Between many of them there was a race of
the other states.
the

to Protect

Sister States

Thom,
Southern

Kaihvay

Turning

to imports
York, by imposing an import duty, sought to exclude
from its markets the butter, milk, and other dairy products of
New Jersey and the firewood of Connecticut.
Rhode Island imposed an ad valorem tax of five per cent on
all articles imported into that state from the other states as well
as from foreign countries, with a proviso for reciprocal relief.
And so with other states.
In regard to the commercial rivalry and war of ports, it was
customary for states having available ports to impose an unlimited ta.x on all goods reaching this continent through their
ports, and thus subjecting, for the benefit of themselves, the
people of the other states to a substantial burden of taxation.
For e.xample, the ports of Boston and New York were at one
time far behind Newport in the value of their imports, and
Rhode Island, according to the Supreme Court of the United
States, paid all the expenses of her government by duties on
goods landed at her principal ports.
The condition at that time of commercial selfishness and greed
between the states is thus described by Fiske in his work on the
"Critical Period of .American History, 1783-1789." at page 144:

New

"Meanwhile, the different states, with their different tariff and tonnage
began to make commercial war upon one another. No sooner had the
other three New England states virtually closed their ports to British
shipping than Connecticut threw hers wide open, an act which she followed by laying duties upon imports from Massachusetts.
"Pennsylvania discriminated against Delaware: and New Jersey, pillaged
at once by both her greater neighbors, was compared to a cask tapped at
both ends. The conduct of New York became especially seltish and blameworthy.
The feeling of local patriotism \va.\cd strong, and in no
one was it more completely manifested than in George Clinton, the
revolutionary general, whom the people elected governor for nine successive
terms.
It was his first article of faith that Ne* York must be
But his conceptions of statesmanship were
tlie greatest state in the union.
extremely narrow.
In his mind, the welfare of New Y'ork meant the
pulling down and thrusting aside of all her neighbors and rivals.
Under his guidance, the history of New Y'ork, during the live years
following the peace of 1"83, was a shameful story of greedy monopoly and
Of all the thirteen states none behaved worse except
sectional hate.

acts,

.

concern.

Often Overlooked^

is

.

...

.

greed and selfishness for commercial advantage and supremacy.
It will be noted that each state possessed the power of imposing export taxes and could thus keep its products at home,
excluding them from the use and enjoyment of the people of
that each state possessed the power of imthe other states
posing import duties and thus could exclude people of the other
states from its markets; and that each state retained complete
:

control over

its

own

ports,

and

thus, by

its

commercial

policy,

could, through the competition of ports, regulate or break

down

own

ports

commercial policy of another state
and in regard to its own commerce.
the

EARLY

regard to

in

its

.\BL'SES OF RECUL.\TI0N

They were brought
They were made the
and oppressive operation.
means of commercial war by one state upon another.
For example
Virginia, by her export duties and inspection laws, with the
incidental tax. sought to keep Iter tobacco at home.
Maryland, l)y her inspection laws and taxes, sought to do
the same with regard to her potash and pcarlash

Nor were

into

these powers merely theoretical.

active

Massachusetts proiiibitcd the exportation of grain or uniuanucalfskins and imposed an oticrous inspection tax on
exports t" other states of tobacco, butter, and other products,
while Nortli Carolina laid, for a limited time an embargo on
fartured

the exportation to other states of

and other necessaries of

cm.

wheat

flour, beef,

bacon,

life.

Rhode

.

Island.
single instance, which occurred early in 178",

may serve as an illustraYork, with its population of thirty thousand souls,
had long been supplied with firewood from Connecticut, and with butter
and cheese, chickens and garden vegeLiblcs from the thrifty farms of New
This trade, it was observed, carried thousands of dollars out of
Jersey.
the city and into the pockets of detested Y'ankecs and despised Jerseymcn.
It must
It was ruinous to domestic industry, said the men of New York.
be stopped by those etTectivc remedies of the Sangrado school of economic
doctors, a navigation act and a protective tariff.
".Acts were .iccordingly passed obliging every Yankee sloop which came
down through Hell (iiite, and every Jersey market boat which was rowed
across from I'dulus Hook to Cortlandt street, to pay entrance fees and
obtain clearances at the custom house, just as was done by ships from
London or Hamburg; and not a cartload of Connecticut firewood could
be delivered at Ihc back door of a country house in lleeknian street until
Cireat and just was the wralh of the
it
should have paid a heavy duly.
The New Jersey legislature made up its mind
farmers and luml)ermen.
.\t a great meeting
Coniu-clicut was equally prompt.
to relalinlc.
of business men, held at New I. on. Ion, it was unanimously agreed to suspend
Kvery merchant signed ai\
commercial intercourse with New York.
all

"A

tion.

The

city of

.

.

New

.

agreement, under penalty of two hundred and fifty dollars (or the first
any goods whatever into the hated stale (or a period
ily such retaliatory measures, it was hoped that Nov
o( twelve months.
But such
York might be compelled to rescind her odious enaclmenl.
meetings and such resolves bore on ominous likenew to the meetings ami
resolves which in the years l)e(ore 1""5 hail heralded a slate o( war; and
but (or lllc good work ilone t>y Ihc Keileral convention another live years
woulil scarcely have elapsed l>c(orc shots would have licen fired and scctls
o( perennial hatred sown on the shorn ih»t I loked toward Manhattan

offense, not to send

Island."

•AtiMrncI o( an aililreo ilrlivcrnl liefiur
rcnnr««ee nl Cluttinoogn on June .'5.

llic

Slate

Itnr

,\««.icinli.m

o(

.

But these discriminations ami exactions of one state as against

'

:
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trade

the

another,

of

this

commercial

fierce

in-

this

rivalry,

ternecine warfare which threatened the commercial destruction

some

and the undue elevation, prosperity and dominance
of others, were not the only reasons for the insistent demand,
which preceded and finally controlled the Constitutional Conof

states

vention of 1787, in regard to the establishment of a system of

and equitable regulation of commerce between the states liy
an authority fairl\- representing them all.
The question of commercial regulation, in addition to its commercial relation to the trade between the existing states, possessed
The
also a most important and commanding political aspect.
development of the great west was then going on and had been
stimulated by the emigration thither from the older states incident to the readjustments after the war, and the settlement
(if the whole western region was proceeding with great rapidity.
The west was spoken of by George Washington as a "rising
world," and signified particularly, in the minds of the statesmen
of that day, the territory now constituting the states of Tennessee
and Kentucky and the states afterwards carved out of the territory northwest of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi rivers.
The question of the future political affiliations of this large and
important territory was a question of prime and of vast imjust

portance to the then existing states.
Great Britain or Spain, close neighbors

such

south, could easily outbid
greed as the people of the
many of the most important
that, whether or not such a

be safely

left to

policy

a

delegates

in

eastern states, and

it

operation

in

case of

Philadelphia on the second

in

to

them after

May.

in

Cook

Pennsylvania, 97 United States. 574,

vs.

amply

is

which immediately precedeil
which framed the .\merican constitution
cannot fail to discover that the need of some equitable and just regulation
of commerce was among tlie most influential causes which led to its meeting,"

The

result of

its

deliberations on the four large subjects of

—

which are
fundamental essentials of national existence and
efficiency
and as to which Hamilton declared that the federal
government should possess complete sovereignty, namelv, the
purse, war, peace, and commerce, is exhibited in the following
national concern enumerated by .Alexander Hamilton

four

the

—

clauses of the Constitution

"The Congress shall have power:
"To lay and collect taxes, duties, imports and

common
"To borrow money on
"To

states,

excises, lo

defense and general welfare.

.

.

pay debts and
.

the credit of the United States.

regulate commerce with foreign
and with the Indian tribes.

nations

and among the several

"To declare war.
"To raise and support armies.
"To provide and maintain a navy."
fullness, the

competency and the completeness of no one

power

of these powers has ever been questioned, e.xcept of the
to

not otherwise

the

all

"-\ careful rea<ler of the history of the times

The

"If we cannot bind these people to us by interest, and it is
to be effected but by a commercial knot, we shall be no more
a while than Great Britain or Spain, and they may be as
with one of those powers as we wish them to be with us,
event, they may be a severe thorn in our side."

Monday

com-

of

the assembling of the convention

policy should be adopted, could not

tions of these pioneer western people, said:

regulation

general convention of

justified, to the effect that:

was apparent

political affilia-

consider the

call a

adequate to the exigencies of the union."
This was the convention which framed the C'.nstitution, and the
declaration of the Supreme Court of the United States in the

on the north and
of narrowness and

speaking of the future

in

meet

provide for the

west saw already

to

1787, "to devise such further provisions as shall appear to be
necessary to render the constitution of the federal government

the individual states.

George Washington,

assembled

there

merce, that Congress should
states to

NO. 2
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regulate commerce.

It

is

universally recognized that

it

is

a

government shall provide
for the common defense that the federal go\ernment shall determine as between peace and war: that it shall raise and
support armies and shall equip and maintain a navy.
But there are other rights of the states not less important and
These include the right to avail themselves,
not less sacred.
separately and individually, of the protection guaranteed to them
and to their people by the Federal Constitution against the
right

of each

state

the

that

federal

;

closely

and,

linked
that

in

thus became politically, as well as economically, necessary to
way of fairly regulating commerce in the interest of all,
free from the narrowness, the greed and the selfishness of parIt

find a

ticular states.

selfishness in trade of their sister states.
FEIJER.\L

The

GOVER.VMEXT ESTABLISHED LARGELY TO STOP SUCH .ABUSES

way of remedying these commercial evils, which were
and were universally recognized, and of meeting the

only

flagrant

was, according the the practically universal belief of the day, to exclude the states from the
power to regulate commerce among the states and with foreign
political e-xigencies of the situation,

nations,

and

power upon a central authority which
and equitably represent them all.

to confer that

should fairly

The

public

convention,

on this subject was, prior to the
of ways and from a

consciousness

indicated in

great variety

a

great variety of sources.
a central

Alexander Hamilton declared for
"complete sovereignty over

and

all

government with

that relates to war, peace, trade,

finance.

James Monroe,

chairman of

as

a

committee of Congress,

in

17H5 submitted a report declaring that:

"The

United

.States

in

Congress

assembled

sliall

have

and

sole

tlie

in the
exclusive right and power of determining on peace and war, except
and of regulating the trade
cases mentioned in the sixth article,
of the states, as well with foreign nations as with each other."
.

.

.

.

James Madison moved

in

the General

.

.

Assembly of Virginia

take
a resolution for a convention of delegates of all the states "to
tlie
examine
States;
to
United
of
the
trade
the
consideration
into

and trade of the said states; to consider hnw
in their commercial regulations be necessystem
far a uniform
sary to their common interest and iiernianent harmony," etc.

relative situation

There were similar expressions of view in the legislatures of
Rhode Island, of Connecticut, of Xew Jersey, in resolutions of
town meetings and in reports of committees of Congress.

The Madison

resolution

Annapolis Convention

in

resulted

1786 and

iu

in

a

the assembling of the
recommendation, by llu

In adopting the commerce clause of the Constitution they
In the
intended to secure protection against this very thing.
light of the history of its adoption, is it not, since the Constitution, a right of

the trade between
of

New

New
them

Jersey that Xew York shall not regulate
it did when it excluded the products

as

Jersey industry from the

New York

markets

;

is it

not a

right of the state of Connecticut, since the Constitution, that

its

products shall not be excluded from the markets of New York
and Boston by state action, and is it not since the Constitution,

North Carolina
and Tennessee and the great food-producing states of the west
shall not be able, as Virginia and North Carolina once did, to
put an embargo upon the shipments of their products beyond
their respective borders, and shall not be able to exclude the
people of the other states from the riches of their farms, of their
Is it not a right
forests, of their mines, and of their factories?
of each state that Congress alone, which represents all, shall be
the exclusive arbiter of what is right and just in interstate
and foreign trade, and that no state shall be permitted to advance itself at the expense, and to the disadvantage of the
others, perchance by its narrowness, its greed, and its selfishness
a right of each of the states that Virginia and

in

trade?

INTEM.IOE.VT 1NTERST.\TE REGULATION

NOW

The existence of this exclusive power

OF

SUPREME IMPORTANCE

in Congress to regulate
and foreign commerce is of no less importance is in
fact of far larger importance— as a .state's right now. than it
was when the Constitution was adopted.
Commerce itself in these one hundred and twenty-six years
has assumed a far greater consequence in the affairs and destinies
,it
men and of nations, than it had in those early days. Steam

interstate

—

—
Jl-i.v

9,
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have come with their mighty revohuionizing inand have brought all tlie states and all the nations into
close and intimate commercial relationships.
Men no longer deal
in trade most largely with their immediate neighbors, but find it
essential to their success to have free and unimpeded and adequate
access to the markets of the world.
The interests of the producing states particularly the states
of the south and west where there are no markets of the first
imiJortance imperatively require easy and quick transportation
to the world's great market cities, such as New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Chicago in this country, and Liverpool, London,
Paris, and Berlin abroad.

and

ek-ctricity

fluence

—

—

may

It

be safely stated that

eighty-five per cert of

least

at

and of the United States generally,
moves in interstate and foreign commerce.
To meet these economic conditions to satisfy the essential
needs and to accommodate the movement of this great traffic
it
has become necessary to create long and continuous lines
of railroad in the place of the short and disconnected lines which
were once adequate to the requirements of trade. These large
systems of railroad, wliich have come in obedience to the economic law which demands continuous, rapid, and unbroken transportation, necessarily extend across, and are, under existing
trade

the

of

Tennessee,

Supreme Court of
shall not more

many

many

respects subject to the varying policies of

states.

magnitude which concerns the country

Tlic i^roblem of greatest

in regard to them, is how their continuity of service shall lie
preserved unimpeded and what shall be the quality of adequacy

and

which tlicir transportation facilities shall possess.
.\ broad and wise policy in dealing with the instrumentalities
of commerce is, therefore, a matter of supreme interest to all
A narrow, or niggardly, or selfish policy, if adopted
the states.
by any one of the states through which a railroad passes, may
seriously cripple and dejjress the commerce of every other state
which the railroad serves.
Xo adequate conception of the railrnad probleiu, as it alTects
the de\elopmcnt >>i the country and the growth of its comefficiency

merce,

can ignore the necessity that transportation facilities
must be all the time growing and improving to keep pace with
the growth and expansion of commerce otherwise there will
be no growth or expansion of commerce.

—

an increase

.Such

input of

new

It

is

mere

a

facilities

no railroad

capital, for

Country.

(lead

railroad

in

a

a

to

say that

While no one

railroad passes can ainne eslahlisli

state can impair or destroy
If

ever finished except

platitude

can only be attracted by credit.

which

is

involves the constant

another state which
rates have been
greatly reduced for the avowed purpose of preserving state
markets for state trade, and thus excluding and discriminating
against the trade of other states.
Is it not a right of each of these states, thus oppressed by

them may be guided by
conlr(dlid

by the

pnlic.\

a

single

liroad

serves

and

eleven

states,

ten

of

views and ma\' be
establishment and

liberal

of encouraging the

state

of confiscation.

line

It

max

contribute anything

shall

traffic

be

imwilling that

the

lo

program,
the future and

liberal

favored by the other ten, which vvouUI build inr

on which

all

are e(|ually dependent

Shall ihe len slates
such a case, what sliall fie done?
bow to the will or caprice ol the one and allow it lo control?
If, cm the otiicr liand, the staniiard of facilities is not broughl
In

ilnwn
111

III

all.

low

Ibis

iben the

level

and

commerce

is

to be

made

adecpiate to the needs

of Ihe ollur len stales, or interstale

I'oimnerce, or both, imisl bear the burden, which the dissenlini;
slate

has refused to ^hare, of building up aile(|uale Iransportalion

facilities.

IIAKMI'
In

eilber case,

regulates the
M.ireiiver.

I.

FK.MIRKS OK ST\TK

the ilissenting

commerce and
in

lb--

stale,

HKr,rl..\TION

in

a

very etTecli\e wa\.

the business opportunities

Shreveport

ca.sc,

recenlly

i>i

Constitution?

have referred

I

to the great

the states of transportation

importance to the welfare of

decided

In

the

all

In this connection, and

facilities.

as exerting an important influence

the carriers,

and

it

on the financial capacity of
appropriate to consider their capacity to issue

is

to dispose of their securities.

It

manifest that,

is

if

such issue

individual states, every state

bond, to be available

in

now when most bonds

be regulated by the

to

is

mercy of the

at the

is

are necessarily junior
line

of the states, therefore,

if it

and

:

this crosses

a

plan

financial

many

A
One

states.

possesses the power to regulate

may

issue of securities of an interstate carrier,

defeat

others.

— especially
liens —be secured

the market, must, as a rule

upon the whole railroad

approved by

tlie

disappoint and

the other

all

necessary to the carrier's transportation

states

and

eflficiency.

Even if the state does not press its authority to the extent of
absolutely declining to sanction the issue, it may selfishly and as
a political expedient, attach a condition that a designated portion

of the proceeds shall be spent within its borders where it may
not in fact be needed, when the needs of interstate commerce

and the commerce of other states fairly require that the whide
shall be expended elsewhere.
The power of the state to consent, or to w-ithhold its consent,
is equivalent to a power to control the character and the location
of additional transportation facilities against the views and the
interests of all the other states

But even if the necessity for the new capital is universally
recognized, and the approval of the states is not ultimately withheld, the time necessary to permit the investigation and to secure

ness

many would,

approval of so

the

obstacle in the

way

or might, constitute a

of a successful financial operation.

— ability to avail without unreasonable
— essential to success placin.g

market

in

is

fatal

Prompt-

delay of a favorable
lar.ge

financial

ofTer-

ings.

From whatever

standpoint,

destructive efTect of a

and

limit

power

therefore,
in

it

be

considered,

the

the several states to determine

the financial capacity of the carriers, through a regu-

It is maniwhich serves many
states is a matter of transcendent importance to them all.
No
one of them shoidd be allowed to control or to injuriously atTect

fest

that

It

it.

and

is

is

apparent.

the financial capacity of a carrier

a right of each of the states that a matter so important.

which

in

all

of

them have so

vital

an interest, shall not be

controlled by one wliicb ma\ liave a sellish interest or an illiberal
policy.
It

respect of this matter of comconcern, that an authority, whicli is the authwhose power is delegated by all, which represents

a right of the states, in

is

mon and supreme
ority of

all,

and which acts for all. shall alone be the arbiter of what nt.iy
be conflicting views and interests, and shall alone regulate and

all

control.

.\nd yet sixteen stales have enacted statutes, each asserting for
itself the

individual right lo control the issue of stocks and bonds

of interstale carriers,

.\n(l

the end

states are considering legislation

is

which

not yet. for
will give to

many

other

them a power

which they sec is already being exercised by others.
Anolher striking illustration of the exercise by one state of a
power to discriminate against ami lo injure the commerce of
other slates and inlerslalc commerce is I'oniid in the state laws
which impose hea\> penalties for failure to furnish cars or oilier
inslruinentalilies of

One

all

in

state

narrow and selfish policy of one, to have its commerce freed
from these state restrictions and regulated by Congress, representing all the states, in accordance with the compact of the

its

insure the present au'l coiitimiing ailecpiacy nf the transporlalicm
facilities

identify,

lation of the issue of their securities,

maintenance of adecpiate transportation facilities. The eleventh
may, however, have no adeipiate connuercial outlook or may
be temporarily under the domination of Muall and time-serving
politicians.
It may reduce rales on state traffic so as to barely
escape the

particularly

the

capital

throu.gb

state

credit,

its

a

it.

runs through and

railroad

new

in

United States, and

tlie

I

—

law, in

51

of the

slate.s

commerce within a limited
now imposes a line of $5

delay; an adjoining slate fixes the tine

at

$1

time.
for each ilay of

per day: and the

—
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may

no per diem penalty at all. A
where a carrier is reasonably supplied

commerce law

interstate

case

fixes

well be imagined

with equipment, but a large portion of it has moved in the regular
channels of commerce to a point on or off its line and distant

from the place where the demand for
these circumstances, there

of intrastate

a

is

demand

made.

is

it

If,

under

for a car by a shipper

which imposes a heavy fine for
shipper in the state which imposes a

in the state

traffic

and is also made by a
and is also made by a shipper in interstate commerce as
to which no fine at all is imposed, and there is at the moment, by
reason of special circumstances, only one car available to meet
all three of these demands, it, of course, results that the carrier
in self-protection must deliver the one available car to the
shipper in the state which imposes the largest fine, and the other
must go without. In other words, the greediest, the most selfish
delay,

light fine

and the most unreasonable
preference for

its

by its own laws a
over the commerce of its sister

state thus secures

own commerce

and over interstate commerce

states

fair distribution of available car supply

of the interested states, but by the authority which represents

them

and can see that a rule of equity and fairness

all

shall

prevail?

In addition to what has been said, a long and formidable

list

of

might be given, which, without
the consent of the other states, impose serious burdens of exAll
pense upon their commerce, and thus upon their people.
discriminate or have the effect of discriminating, against their
commerce, both state and interstate.
Thus, three states have passed laws making it illegal for a
carrier having repair shops in the state to send any of its equipment, which it is possible to repair there, out of the state for repairs in another state fifteen states have attempted to secure preferred treatment of their state traffic, either by heavy penalties
state statutes, already in effect,

;

minimum movement of freight cars,
minimum movement of 50 miles per
average movement for the United States is not

for delays or by prescribing a

some of them requiring
day, whereas the

a

—

over 26 miles per day one of these states imposing a fine of $10
per hour for the forbidden delay; 20 states have hours-of-service laws, varying from 10 to 16 hours 20 states have full-crew
laws 28 states have headlight laws, with varying requirements
:

;

and 14 states have safety-ap-

as to the character of the lights,

pliance acts.

Let
I

me

take an illustration from a single class of these statutes.
New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

These laws impose upon the railroads operating within

their

respective limits an expense for unnecessary employes amounting

more than

There

$1,700,000 a year.

is

nothing

in these state

laws putting the burden of this expense on their own traffic
That burden extends to all the traffic these railroads carry,
and thus the traffic of Virginia and Tennessee and Mississippi
alone.

and of

all

American

the

states

whose

traffic

enters

New

Jersey

or Pennsylvania is laid under tribute by these state enactments.
Or, the proposition may be stated another way. The expense
put upon the railroads by the full-crew statutes of these two
states

of

would pay the

more than

at

tliis

capital

on employes as

least

consulted

— instead

upon a capital fund
By requiring an amount equivalent to
to be exjiended on useless employes
to which the other states were not

interest at 5 per cent

$34,000,000.

the interest on

of being used

to

preferential treatment.

Again,

one

it

may

be asked,

the people of other states

preference for

own

its

it not a right of the states that no
power of imposing a burden which
must help to bear, or of securing a

is

state shall possess the

traffic

over the

to regulate

nations was, by their

in trade against the other states.

It seems not unprofitable to turn from the problem of commercial regulation, considered only as a problem of peace, to the
lessons we must learn in regard to it from the great events now

occurring on the continent of Europe.
had fondly dreamed that the possibility of great wars had
disappeared in the purer light of civilization, and that the bar-

We

had been obliterated by the
advance of moral and intellectual principles among mankind.
This dream has been rudely dissipated and the world has been
made to realize that, when it comes to war. there has been no
advance in humanity or morality since the Goths and Huns and
Vandals fought and slew and pillaged fourteen centuries ago.
The only difference is a difference in slaying power and in
efficiency.
The world has marveled to see a nation, with comparatively small territorial possessions, rise in arms against the
strongest nations of the earth and defy them all with its organized
energy and power.
baric and savage instinct of nations

Whatever may be the ultimate

obtain

new

capital,

these

or would have block-signaled lX600 miles of road.

Thus, facilities immensely valuable to the traffic of the other
not by their own action, but
states have been made impossible
by the independent action of New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

—

be forgotten.

We

have had

it

(ir

THE STATES"

which impose
burdens and create discriminations violate the principle of just
is

apparent

tliat

these an<I

similar

statutes

borne in upon us that the most

militant and most efficient nation of

and

territorial limits

which

it

will introduce its

own

Europe has outgrown

its

looking for other lands to colonize, into

is

own

national ideals,

its

own

national

and aggressive spirit.
If it should happen that her policies embrace the acquisition and colonization of certain parts of South America, our
Monroe Doctrine would stand in the path of her ambition. Whatever course we may then pursue whether we limit the application of this doctrine to North America or undertake to enforce
we shall be confronted
it as to the entire Western Hemisphere
by greatly increased international complications and will need
both national power and national efficiency to deal with the conditions which \\\l\ be certain to arise.
and

its

militant

—

—

THE SUPREME NEED OF EFFICIEXCV
and Science have done their work and
have made great nations essential to meet these mighty forces.
Wisdom requires us to recognize the change which these
mighty forces and these mighty events have wrought. We cannot step backward and disintegrate ourselves into separate states.

Steam and

We

must be

Electricity

a nation

efficient as

if

we

are to deal successfully

We

must realize that the agitation must cease for a divided
sovereignty in respect of functions which are in essence national.
must appreciate that efficient transportation is an essential
if we are to halt or weaken
systems at state lines, by permitting the
imiiosition of burdens or the exercise of hurtful, inharmonioiife

condition of national efficiency, and

our

transportation

or unwise regulation,

we

will

make

national efficiency impossible.

wise for us to subject a matter of such universal concern
and of such national importance to the uncertain policies and
partial and inadequate outlook of a single state?
The ConIs

REGULATION WHICH VIOL.MES "a RJCHT

result of this titanic struggle,

the lesson of national efficiency has been taught and will never

We

It

therefore, peculiarly a

It is,

into effect.

3,400 steel passenger cars, or 34,000 freight cars, or 1,133,000 tons

ST.\TE

of the others?

commerce among the states and with foreign
own action, withdrawn from the individual
states and conferred upon Congress, which represents them all.
In fact, it may be truly said that the Constitution itself was
the offspring of the insistent demand of the states for protection

power

with our national emergencies.

rails,

traffic

In order to secure equality of burden and of privilege and the
benefit of an adequate and efficient transportation system, the

two states have by their own independent action reduced the
borrowing capacity of the railroads to the extent of $34,000,000.
That amount of capital would have bought 1,360 locomotives, or
of steel

No, 2

and equal treatment as against the states which have a more
liberal policy, and constitute serious invasions of the field of
regulation by the states which adopt them to the substantial
prejudice of those which have not sought to obtain special or

efficiency

will select the full-crew laws of

to

59,

right of the states to have this purpose fully and fairly carried

itself.

not a right of the other states to have the question of a
determined, not by one

It is

Vol.

it

stitution

confides

it

to

Congress, which represents the general

;

July
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common

welfare and

interests of all the states.

of forces, the progress of events,

The

evolution

and the growth of nations em-

phasize the wisdom and necessity of reposing the power of
commercial regulation, which so essentially involves the national
interest and the national efficiency, in the hands of the authority
which is alone responsible to all the people for the performance
of national duties and the preservation of our national liberty.
If it was to the interest of the individual states to have a single
and impartial regulation of interstate commerce and its instru-

when

mentalities

the question

was the free introduction into
and the dairy products
view of the influential

New York of the firewood of Connecticut
of New Jersey, it is far more so now in
relationship which transportation has

come

to bear to our na-

and destinies of our people.
It must also be realized that the regulation of interstate commerce and its instrumentalities is no violation of the rights of
the states, is no invasion of their prerogatives, is in no sense in
derogation of their reserved sovereignty, but in reality is merely
the specific performance of the contract which each state barand

tional efficiency

gained for when

it

to the liberties

subscribed to the Constitution.

It is

right,

DERAILMENT ON THE NORTH EASTERN
The

Board of Trade has issued a

British

report,

by Lieut.

von Donop, on a derailment at Chaloner Whin, on
the Xorth Eastern Railway, two miles south of York, on the
night of March 18, about 10 o'clock. No person was killed or inCol. P. G.

jured, but the inspector reports the case in great detail because

The signalman, in disof the general interest in its causes.
regard of a clearing-house rule, gave authority for the train to
leave the last station north of him before he had set up the route
over which

was

it

to pass

;

and when he came

He

so,

was

having passed a distant and a home signal
The engineman and fireman say that the distant
but the inspector finds that this testimony can-

off,

cannot

be

enforced

regularly,

the

A

1.

c.

1.

freight

inspector

;;dse.Ccr

X
X

replies

that,

Abbotsford
Aokerville
Adams Center
Addison
AEnew
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AlbertTllle
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"
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"

"
"
"

"
"

"
"
•t

n
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"

"

GBS.-W

P&IE
Soo
N
N P

"

Soo

This signal cabin has a torpedo placer, provided for emergencies
but in this case the signalman, watching the men at
work on the tracks, did not see the train until it was close to his
cabin, and it was then too late to make use of the torpedoes.
Moreover the obstruction was only a few yards beyond the cal)in.
Continuing, Colonel von Donop says:
"This case is another instance of an accident mainly due to

Alois
Alpha
Alstad
Altdorf
Altamont
Alverno
Ambridg*

"

"

"

n p

be

admitted;

but

with

events, such difficulties should not arise;

;

the fact of a driver not noticing that his distant signal

danger.

Company

This

is

a matter to

was

X

Z

X

;

is

••

GD4W

It

II

It

3oo

It

,1

DSSf:A

"

Soo

"

"

Prepaid Btntlona
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X
D

which the Xorth Eastern Railway

has, for sonic years past, been devoting attention

that at the prcsetU time the niatter

local
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Fig.

1

— Sample

Page from Receiving Clerk's Book

trials

have been made by them of different devices for giving llie driver
an iii'licalion on the engine as to the position of the distant signal when he passes it. and over certain portions of the system
devices arc fixed which are in operation with North Eastern enKines. None of them were, however, installed at Chaloner Whin.
and even had one of them been installed there it would not have
acted in this instance, as the engine, which belonged to the Midland Railway, would not have been e(|uipped with the necessary
apparatus. No such device has, lu>wevcr. as yet been decided on
for general adoption on the company's system, and they inform

me

new

Sault Ste. Marie

Chicago (described in the Railvjay Age Gazette of August 22,
This system was installed when the terminal was opened
about a year ago and has been in continuous use since that time
with very satisfactory results.
As soon as the general plans for the new terminal were decided upon the local agent and his staff began the study of the
methods under which it should be operated. The locations of
the cars set at the house were first fixed, placing them so that
trains might be made up in station order by doubling from one
track to another and eliminating all switching. It is interesting
to note a recent performance in this connection whereby without
any attempt to make a record one of the regular merchandise
trains was made up and passed the Soo Line outer yard, 19
miles out of the terminal 2 hr. and 5 min. after the house was

Alniendtt

to

&

1913).

the rule should be enforced.

is

hi force at the

at

Soo

this

is

freight terminal of the Minneapolis. St. Paul

DS3&A

trains

L. C. L.

very complete and simple system of securing two independ-

ent checks of outbound

n

all

that they

FREIGHT

"

freight

is

at.''

Alloa
Alna Center

perhaps, with

passenger trains, at

the reason of this

A SIMPLE METHOD OF CHECKING

To the claim of the company that the rule forbidding switches
be moved after a train has left the last preceding block sta-

tion

:

like this prevail.

not be accepted.
to

concerned

essential that

Engines of six different roads run past Chaloner Whin
every day, namely, the North Eastern, the Great Northern, the
London & North Western, the Midland, the Great Eastern and
the Great Central. These companies own in the aggregate about
14,000 locomotives. There are numerous union stations and junctions, both in England and in Scotland, where conditions much

on, at high speed,

signal

is

long be arrived

at

it.

it

because

once sent two trackmen to clear out the snow
and while he was watching these men at the work the train came
set against

is

whatever system is decided on
should be universally adopted by all railway companies, and they
are therefore waiting until railway companies can agree upon
a method suitable for universal adoption.
It is understood that
a committee has been appointed by the railway companies to consider this matter, and it is hoped that a decision may before
consider that

to set the switches.

including a movable-point frog, he was unable to do
of snow,

as far as their system

their

and the covenanted right of each of them, as
well as their highest interest, that the commerce in wliich one
in common with another state is interested shall be regulated by
the fair and impartial judgment of the authority which alone
springs from and is responsible to them all.
convenanted

53

practically at a standstill,

In fixing the location of the cars, those normally loaded
heavy were placed next to tlie house, and cars loaded more
linliily on tracks further removed, the refrigerator cars being
placed on the outside tracks. In this way trucking through the
cars was reduced to the minimum, rerniaiicnt numbers were assigned to these locations, eight numbers being allotted to each

closed.

door or run, as for instance, 81 to 88.
Having determined on the car locations a complete list of all
stations lor which freight can be received at this terminal was
This list was made
very carefully prepared from the tariffs.
ilphabctically and was grouped by states and provinces, a c^ n-

.

;
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amount

sidcrable

freight

of

Where

western Canada.
to Allouez in Fig.

1.

received here for points

Ijciiig

in

copy of

this

list

the destination to the receiving
cation from the

GATEWAY CAR

given to the receiving clerk
is

clferk.

secures the car lo-

book and marks the number of the run on the

ALPH/.B-TICAL

-

is

freight

.-Xs

OPD^

WAV

-

c.\R

3?A?I0N

oh!)?:r

BLOCK 51

BLOCK 85
Winnipeg and Beyond
Acheson
Alix
Ansell
Ardrossan
Abarnethy
Adcir
Adanec
Alameda
Albatross
Aliia

"

Balgonie
Sask.
"
Baring
"
Biggar
Bender
Blucher
"
Bounty
"
Bredenbury
"
Broadacres

"

Broadviev:

Alta,
"
'
"

Sask,
"
"

Anazor.

Anglia
Antler
Areola
Arailla
nsouith

"

Hrora

"

Buccleu,-;;h

"

Eulyea

"

Burrov.s

"

"

EalcarvoE
Bangor
tcttleford

"

"
"

Fig.

2

His.
Waukesha
"
Uuplainville
"
Templeton
"
Colgate
"
St. Hubrrts Spur
Rugby Jet.
"
Ackerville
"
Schleisineerville "
"
Cedar Lake
"
Allenton
Xarsh
"
Theresa
"
Lomira
"
Byron
Hamilton
Bolnnd

"

— Sample

which ha\e passed the receiving clerks and would

wrong

the

Opposite each

complete

if

received the caller calls

these are given separately.

receiving door.

I

who

as for instance

freight should be foris placed the road over which
warded and the number of the location of the car at the house
in which it should be loaded with a symbol indicating the days
on which refrigerator cars are loaded for those points.

A

all

car.
While all of the stowers
meager knowledge of English,
it
is surprising to see the care v/ith which they detect errors.
.Ml mistakes caught by them are investigated by the foreman.
If the number chalked on the box is incorrect, while the shipping
bill
shows the correct run. the error arose from the caller
writing it down incorrectly, while if the run number on both
the bid and the freight is wrong, the fault evidently lies with

e.\ist.

alternate routes

station

at each

<lail\.
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Pirst Out

Last Cut

Pages from Stower's Book

otherwise be loaded

the

in

are foreigners with only a very

receiving clerk who called it.
Likewise, all "overs" found
on the line caused by wrong loading are reported by car number and the responsibility placed with the stower at fault.
Since each of these 8 or 10 errors caught daily by the stowers
would have gone wrong otherwise, the payments for claims on
freiglit shipped from Chicago have shown a material decrease,
although no deiinite comparison has been made.
Aside from
this, each receiving clerk has at hand for ready reference, a
complete list of the stations for which freight can be accepted
and he has no excuse for accepting freight which cannot be
handled by this line. He also has no excuse for guessing at the
car in which irregular shipments should go and it is not necessary for him to consult the foreman in such instances.
Likewise, the foreman is relieved from work of this nature and can
devote his entire time to supervision.
While these lists necessarily had to be compiled with great care to include all stations
correctly, after once being prepared it has enabled a double
check to be secured on all shipments with no increased labor or
delay.

marks it in chalk on the box.
Freight for destinations not shown in the book is refused by

shipiiing

while

bill

the

caller

The truckers then take the freight to the
runs and cars indicated by the chalk marks.
Another list is prepared for the use of the stowers, showing
all points for which freight may be loaded in each car, the sta-

This system was devised and put into operation by
gan, local agent of the "Soo" Line, Chicago,

Corri-

J.

III.

the receiving clerk.

in alphabetical order for "gateway" and in
.\ separate sheet is prepared for
order for waj' cars.
each car. These lists for each run are bound separately into
books for the use of the stowers in charge of those runs and

tions

LOCOMOTIVE WITH STEAM
LOCOMOTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRIC

being shown

station

show only the

stations

which he can

for

load.

When

freight

brought to a run by a trucker the stower disregards entirely
Xoting the destination on the box
he refers to his book to satisfy himself that this freight belongs
is

the previous chalk marks.

A/ // ^5-

Dat,

OOHSIGHEE

V^^'-''^

DESTI7IAII0N

^MA^L>t^-«^*£-<>-7^-z/

bkl

/h^-^

tf^

SHIFUENT KARKED FOR

Bv

Q.

W. Hershey

In the usual operation with steam locomotives where long,
heavy trains are being handled, with one or more locomotives
on the head-end and one or more locomotives doing pusher
service, concurrent starting of the head-end and pusher locomotives is secured by signaling with the whistle. Little or no
difficulty in starting heavy trains in this manner is experienced
owing to the well known characteristic of the steam locomotive to
take up slack and stand against the load.
In connection with the electrification of the Elkhorn grade of
the Norfolk & Western* the practical necessity that the locomotives be able to take up slack to their full tractive effort and
stand stationary against the load until the action of the locomotives on both ends of the train becomes concurrent, was taken
into consideration in the design of the electric locomotives.
traffic

.y.IPMErlT PORV/ARDED TO

TOOK UP WITH FOREMAN ADD

there

PROPER CAR.

is

difficulty in

securing simultaneous action

and stopping of the locomotives

The

fJ
Fig.

3

—Stower's

the position in the car,

if

a

way

in

car.

wbicli
If

use of three-phase current at

and conwithout commutators or coniniutating devices of any
kind.
They are therefore not subject to sparking, burning, pitting or brush troubles which would be found with ordinary distructed

it

belongs as well as

he cannot find the sta-

tion in his book, he refuses to accept the freight

and

fills

out

all

but the fourth line in the slip shown in Fig. 3, sending it with
the freight to the foreman, who investigates and designates

where

it

In this

should go.

way

there are

entirely

independent checks on

tlie

While it is possible for both
loading of each piece of frei«iu
the receiving clerk and the slower to make errors with the same
box. this is not usual and the ^towcrs catch from S to 10 errors

The

peculiar "hang-on" fea-

is available entirely on
account of the inherent characteristics of the induction motor
and the Norfolk & Western locomotives have been designed to
approximate very closely steam locomotive characteristics which

ture of the alternating current locomotive

are necessary to

make

practicable the use of heavy electric loco-

heavy tonnage
on the Norfolk & Western.
motives for long

two

the starting

the application of polyphase induction motors designed

SIOWER

Report on Errors

run and determines the car

in

ends of the trains.
the motors has made posible

at opposite

rect current or series type motors.
in his

The

on the Elkhorn grade consists almost wholly of long heavy
tonnage trains which are operated under such conditions that

SHIFMEIJT SHOULD LOAD

train,

service, such as

is

found

'For a (Ifscription of the Elkhorn Rrade i-'lectrification, including a description of the locomotives, see the Railway Age Gazette issue of .liuie 4,
page 1153

;

;

Hearing on Advances

in

Western Passenger Fares

Roads Present Testimony to Interstate Commerce ComWhy Passenger Revenues Should Be Increased

mission
Examiner Thurtell

of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

be-

gan a hearing at the Hotel La Salle. Chicago, on Tuesday, July
6, on advances in passenger fares in the territory west and southwest of Chicago to the Rocky mountains, sought by 46 roads.
The tariffs were filed by the roads early in the year and were
suspended by the commission under Investigation and Suspension
Docket 600. It is expected that it will take about two weeks in
all

to liear both sides, the carriers presenting their testimony

The

railways' case

is

first.

being handled by two committees of at-

and the other for
Northwest consists of C.
C. Wright, general solicitor of the Chicago & Northwestern,
chairman O. W. Dynes, commerce counsel, Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul E. C. Lindley, general solicitor, Great Northern
torneys, one for the roads in the Northwest,

the Southwest.

The committee

for the

;

;

;

R. B. Scott, interstate

Quincy
Pacific

;

;

commerce

attorney, Chicago, Burlington

&

H. A. Scandrett, interstate commerce attorney. Union
and Charles Donnelly, assistant .general counsel. North-

ern Pacific.

The Southwestern committee consists of S. T. Pdedsoe, chairman, assistant general counsel, ."Xtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
H. Cj. Herbel, general attorney, Missouri Pacific; W. T. Hughes,
assistant general attorney. Chicago,

Rock Island &

Miller, general attorney. St. Louis

& San

I'urg. interstate

The

commerce

Pacific

Francisco

attorney, Missouri,

;

:

E. T.

and C.

S.

Kansas & Texas.

railroads are opposed by a committee of State

Commis-

Dougherty, of the South Dakota Raildelegated by the protesting State
Commissions to conduct the case, assisted by A. E. Helm of
the Kansas Public Utilities Commission.
Mr. Wright made an opening statement on behalf of the roads
sioners,

headed by

road Commission,

in

P. \V.

who was

to

tliat

believed

the evidence will demonstrate,
not paying a fair share of the expenses of the maintenance of the roads, and that the evidence
It

is

is

show that the ratio of profit and the net rate of return from
the passenger business, are materially less than the return from
the freight business.
will

"The carriers will follow substantially the same lines as in the
recent freight advance case.
It was stipulated that the testimony taken in that case in relation to the general financial needs
of the carriers, may be treated as part of the evidence in this

The

case.

carriers have taken the

same roads which were inUnion
Pacific, Great Northern, Northern Pacific, Duluth, South Shore
& .Atlantic, Toledo, Peoria & Western and Texas Midland, and
eliminated the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, whose interstate rates
were already advanced by permission of the commission
"The operated line covered includes a little over 120,0(.l() miles.
Not all of the mileage included lies within the territory where
volved

in

the composite showing and added thereto the

the advance

is sought.
Lines like the Union Pacific, Santa Fe,
Great Northern, Northern Pacific and some others, now maintain a 2i/$-cent or 3-cent basis on the larger portion of their
mileage.
Different groups of roads have been considered together and the composite results of operation shown, as was done

the freight case, for the purpose of eliminating the effect of
on portions of the lines which lie outside the territory
involved.

in

rates

"The

results of passenger operation for the last 14 years
be presented to the commission, divided into two periods
of 7 years each, giving the results for each year, both as to the
will

entire systems interested in the iiroceeding

which

part as follows

service.

that the passenger service

will

and as

to the

group

be presented.

shown that the passenger revenue on these roads
1914 was approximately $271,000,000.
Not all of this is affected by the advance. It is impossible to determine exactly what
may be the effect upon the revenue in the territory involved.
"It will be

OPEMXr, ST.NTKMENT OF

C.

C.

WRI(;HT

in

"The proposed advance in passenger fares, covers the territory
from Chicago west and southwest to the Rocky mountains, including Wisconsin, the northern peninsula of Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, .Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, North and South Dakota.
It also includes
the interstate rates from Illinois west.
"Of that territory, Wisconsin, Michigan, lllinnis, Iowa, Missouri, .Mimiesota, Neliraska, Kansas and Oklahoma now have
rates adjusted on a basis of 2 cents per passenger mile.
Nortli
and South Dakota are upon the basis of 2'/^ cents per passenger mile. .Vrkansas, Louisiana and Texas are upon the basis
of ,3 cents. The territory west of the states descrilied. vi/, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico, has rates practically on a l)asis of ^ cents per mile. The advance in the passen.gor
rates in the states named necessarily includes an advance in
rates from and to that territory from districts in which no advance is proposed.
"The lines operating in Trunk Line and Central Passenger
Usociation territory, that is, from Chicago and St. Louis east to
their rates to the
tie .\ttaiitic Coast, have generally advanced
B.sis of 2|/j cents per passenger mile, with mileage books at the
ate

of 2'4

present

cents

per

proceeiling.

mile.

which

lies

In

the

territt>ry

east of the

involved

.Missouri

the

in

river

and

west of the Missouri river on and north of the Union Pacilic

in

Kansas, the rates under suspension are upon the same basis, with
mileage books at i'/^ cents per mile.
In the territory south of
the

Union

f^aeilic in

Katisas ami west of the Missouri river, the

proposed rates are upon the basis of 3 cents, with mileage books
The passenger rates have been advanced by the
Z'/i cents.
t'arriers under the ciiDviction that the earniiiKS from the passenger business are not sufl'icient to provide the necessary pasat

senger service and yield a

fair

return upon the property devoted

owing
will

to the

be sold

under the proposed rates mileage books
than the regular rate.
It is believed that

fact that
;it

less

advance will not amount to more than 8 or 9 per cent of the
revenue in the territory in question, or in round figures, from
tlie

$20,000,000 to $25,000,a)O.

"The carriers expect to show that the net operating income
of those involved, during the last 7 years, has been tnaterially
per mile of road than

for the 7 years prior.
It will be
notwithstanding an increase in the
volume of business and in property investment.
This, of
course, results in a materially higher operating ratio and a less
net rate of return than has been maintained heretofore.
less

shown, that

this

"Comparisons
at

is

will

true,

be

also

made

the iireseut time with those in

increase

this

in

labor and

expenses

is

to

present

1910.

It

will

the conditions
be shown that

largely due to the increase in cost

and that the economies which
have been elTected and the increased volume of business have
not been sufiicient to meet the increasing costs of operation.
"Taking the lines together, it will be shown that uiuler any
of

rate of

taxation,

of the bases of division of expenses, as
freight,

the

between passenger and

return upon property devoted

does not amount to .3 per cent
devoted to such service.

i\\»»\

to passenger

service

the value of the projierty

"In the present case the carriers will treat the passenger rales
whole, without an attempt to make delinite separation of

as a

expenses as between state and interstate business. Information
will be furnished, however, as to the proportion of the business
which is state and interstate, the Icngtli of haul on each class
of business and other matters of that kind alTecting the passenger tralVic.
It is believed l)\
the carriers that it is impracli-
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cable to maintain state and interstate passenger rates upon any
substantially different basis. This belief is based on the thought
that to maintain any substantially different basis of passenger
rates on interstate business would not only be discriminatory,

but would be impractical from an operating standpoint."
The first witness for the railroads was L. E. Wettling, who

has had charge of the compilation of the fundamental

statistical

Vol.

59,
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proportion of maintenance of way and structures charged to
passenger service had decreased from .577 cent per passenger
mile in the first period to .5084 cent in the second period, the
cost of maintenanacc of equipment in passenger service increased
from .2983 cent per passenger mile for the first period to .324

cent for the second period.

Several exhibits were devoted to the increases in taxes and
expenditures for labor. In 1914 the 46 roads paid $28,025.956 more for taxes than they would have paid at the 1901
rate, and $101,806,957 more for labor than they would have
in

«xhibits.

STATISTICAL EXHIBITS

Mr. Wettling

riled

and gave testimony

in

explanation of a

exhibit of 217 pages, giving the results of operation,

paid at the 1900 rates.

the case for each year from 1901 to 1914, inclusive, with comThe figures
parisons of the periods 1901-1907 and 1908-1914.

From 1900 to 1914 the average daily compensation, including general officers, increased steadily from $2.00 to $2.52, and
excluding, general officers, from $1.96 to $2.48. In 1901, 37.7:'
cents out of each dollar of revenue was paid for labor; in

were given for the individual roads, for all the roads combined.
and for the roads combined into 7 groups. A large number
of the exhibits were like those presented by Mr. Wettling in
the freight advance case, which were described in the Raihvay
Age Gazette of March 12, except that only 41 roads were in-

In 1901, out of each dollar 3.17 cents was
1914, 42.98 cents.
paid in taxes; in 1914, 4.97 cents. Labor costs per train mile
showed a steady increase, with the exception of only one
Total
year, from 66.14 cents in 1901 to 103.98 cents in 1914.
labor costs per car mile showed an increase from 4.05 cents

cluded in that case.
The 46 roads operated 120,790 miles of line in 1914. Their
net cost of road and equipment was $6,433,968,625 and the net
operating income for the year was 4.24 per cent on that amount.
or equivalent to 7 per cent on a value of $3,898,830,406 or $32.278 per mile. For the period 1901-1907 the net operating income
For the period 1908-1914 it was only
was $2,509 per mile.

in 1901 to 5.48

statistical

statistics,

traffic

etc..

for the 46 roads or systems involved

in

For the first period this was 5.43 per cent of
the cost of road and equipment. For the second period the return was 4.74 per cent. In 1914 the net cost of road and equipment had increased 64.04 per cent, as compared with 1901.

$2,394 per mile.

In the same time operating revenue had increased 105.85 per
cent and the ratio of operating revenue to cost of road and
equipment had increased from 14.21 per cent to 17.84 per cent.
Operating expenses meanwhile had increased 137.96 per cent
and the operating ratio from 65.94 to 76.22, while the net operating

income had increased only
and equipment per mile of

43.71
line

The cost of road
per cent.
owned increased from $48,878

period to 54.907 in the second period.
increase in capitalization, 1914 over 1901, was
In 1901. 46.42 per cent of the total was re$2,858,553,071.
In 1914
presented by stock and 53.58 per cent by bonds.
the proportion was 40.71 per cent of stock and 59.29 per cent
From July 1. 1907. to June 30, 1914. the 46 roads
bonds.
in the first

The

total

expended $936,818,405 for additions and betterments, of which.
$390,435,682 was for equipment.
For the. first period gross operating revenues per mile
averaged $7,713. of w^hich $3,003 was paid for labor, $240 for
taxes and $1,958 for material and other items, leaving
?^

balance of $2,509 per mile available for interest, dividends
and surplus. For the second period, while gross operating
levenues had increased to $9,160 per mile $3,849 was paid for
labor. $379 for taxes

and $2,536

for material

and

oth.cr items.

leaving a balance of S2.394 available for interest, dividends

and

surplus.

One

exhibit showed that the requirements in the next seven
years for refunding or refinancing maturing obligations nowoperating
outstanding would amount to $538,591,699 for
systems of which $100,764,614 will mature in 1915.

H

A large number of exhibits were devoted to maintenance
For the first period total maintenance averaged
expenses.
25.59 per cent of operating revenue and 4.6 per cent of the
For the second period tlie
cost of road and equipment.
average was 27.76 per cent of operating revenue and 5.3 per
For maintenance of
cent of cost of road and equipment.
way and structures the averages were 13.86 per cent of operating revenue and 2.49 per cent of road and equipment for
the first period and 13.54 and 2.59 per cent respectively, for
Maintenance of equipment had taken
the second period.
11.73 and 2.11 per cent, respectively, for the first period and
M.22 and 2.71 per cent for the second i)criod. While the

cents in 1914.

For the period 1901-1907 locomotive repairs, renevvals, depreciation and charges to profit and loss per locomotive mile
averaged 7.215 cents. For the period 19081914 the average
was 10.689 cents. Repairs and renewals per locomotive mile
were 6.983 cents in the first period and 9.399 cents in the
second period, wdiile charges to depreciation and profit and
loss per locomotive mile

were

.232 cent in the first period

and

1.290 cents in the second period.

One of the exhibits was a chart showing graphically the
disposition of each dollar of revenue paid to the 46 roads by
the public. In 1901 operating expenses, including taxes, took
65.94 cents, leaving a balance of 34.06 cents availai)le for inLabor consumed 37.77 cents,
terest, dividends and surplus.

In
taxes 3.17 cents and material and other items 25 cents.
1914 operating expenses and taxes took 76.22 cents of each
dollar, leaving 23.78 cents for interest, dividends and surplus.
Labor consumed 42.98 cents, taxes 4.97 cents and material
:xnd

other items 28.27 cents.

Operating expenses were

di-

vided between freight and passenger service on six different
Basis 6, an average of the results obtained by the
bases.
other bases, assigned 57.93 per cent of the maintenance of
way and structure expenses to freight and 42.07 per cent to
passenger, and 67.22 per cent of total operating expenses
to freight

and 32.78 per cent to passenger.

The average revenue per passenger mile

for the

period

1901-1907 was 2.13 cents and for the period 1908-1914 was
In 1901 it was 2.18 cents and in 1914 it was 2.09.
2.07 cents.

Several exhibits were devoted to passenger traffic statistics
for 30 states and two Canadian provinces for 40 roads for
1914.
The average passenger mileage per mile of line was

which 53,294 was intrastate and 54.028 was intertotal passenger revenue was $246,432,097. of which
$123,611,446 was intrastate and $122,820,650 was interstate.
The average haul was 44.8 miles, but the average haul in107,322, of

state.

The

trastate

was only

28.67 miles as against

100.63 miles inter-

Because of the shorter average haul in intrastate business, out of a total of 263.327,957 revenue passengers, 204,312,678 were intrastate and 59.015.279 interstate. The number
of passengers carried one mile was 11.796,186.229, made up
of 5.857.738,762 intrastate and 5.938,447.467 interstate.
The
average revenue per passenger mile was 2.089 cents, on intrastate traffic 2.110 cents, and on interstate traffic 2.068
cents.
The revenue per passenger mile ranged from 1.569
cents in Illinois to 7.606 in Nevada for intrastate traffic and
from 1.872 cents in Wisconsin to 2.708 in British Columbia
for interstate traffic.
The average revenue per tram mile
was $1.0770. ranging from 5.71 cents in Nevada to $1.4893 in
Tennessee, and the average revenue per car mile was 26.74
cents, ranging from 5.71 cents in Nevada to 35.75 cents in
Oregon.
The total passenger train mileage was 228,803,538,
state.

July
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including mixed

train

mileage,

cars carrying passengers

was

and the

total

car miles

of

Total failure of predictions made in 1907, when passenger
many states were reduced to 2 cents per mile, that
the lower fares would be more than offset by the stimulus
He
to travel, was also described in figures by Mr. Wettling.
presented statistics showing that the return on property delares in

voted to passenger service is only 2.37 per cent, while many
roads operate at an actual deficit.
"The reductions to 2 cents per mile in passenger fares,"
5aid Mr. Wettling. "brought no stimulus to travel such as
was anticipated. The mileage traveled by passengers for

each mile of road in 1901 was 62,757. This had grown by
In the seven years
1914 to 107,255, a gain of 70.91 per cent.
ending with 1907, when the rates were reduced, the increase

was from 62,757 passenger miles per mile of road

travel

in

In the
1907, a gain of 51.75 per cent.
seven years after the rates were reduced the gain was from
99,040 passenger miles per mile of line in 1908 to 107.255 in
1914, a gain of only a little over 8 per cent, compared witli
the 51.75 per cent gain in the seven years before the rates
were forced down.
"On top of this failure of the growth in travel to hold its
pace, there was. resulting from the rate reductions, a gradual
decline in the average revenue, both for hauling the ton one
mile and for carrying the passenger one mile. The average
revenue per ton mile in the first seven years from 1901 to
1907 was 8.63 mills, which declined in the second seven years
to an average of 8.58 mills and amounted in 1914 to only 8.42
mills.
The average revenue per passenger mile in the first
seven years was 2.13 cents and in the second 2.07 cents.
"Efforts at efficiency, to offset the adverse factors of rising
costs and falling rates, altliough they liave brought conspicuous results have not been adequate.
With larger power
and equipment and denser traffic, the tons carried per train
on these railroads rose from 241 in 1901 to 387 in 1914, but
the tons per car, in spite of the larger and heavier equipment, rose only from 10.10 tons to 12.27 in the same time.
The number of pasengers per train rose from 37.22 in 1901
to 51.82 in 1914 and the passengers per car rose in the same
time from 7.56 to 9.31.
All of this represents greater efficiency in handling traffic, in spite of whicli the earning power
has declined.
"In providing the service demanded by llie public, there
iias been a steady gain in number, size and value of equipment. On Fune 30. 1906, there was a total of 11,959 passenger
i-ars owned or leased by 42 of these railroads, of which 11.899
vere wooden cars. 60 were steel underframe and none weri
ail-stcel.
The average value of all was $5,740 and the average weight 71,307 pounds. On June 30, 1914, there were in
1901 to 95,235 in

in

services

was

The

per cent.

76.22

ratio

in

the

freight service

passenger service the ratio
of expense to revenue was 85.16 per cent.
"Both services combined earned a net return equalling 4.24
per cent on the value of the property. In the freight service
alone the return was 5.15 per cent while the passenger service earned only 2.37 per cent on the value of the property
devoted to passenger traffic on all of these 46 railroads as a

was

921,682,764.

57

72.51 per cent, while in the

whole."

The

replies of the various roads to the scries of 18 quesbearing on the reasonableness of existing passenger
lares which were submitted by the commission some time

tions

ago, were

filed at the opening of the hearing.
Mr. Wettling was to be followed on the witness stand by
E. E. ^MacLeod, chairman of the Western Passenger Association. E. L. Bevington. secretary of the Transcontinental
Passenger .Association, W. J. Cannon, assistant general passenger agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and H.
H. Butler, assistant general passenger agent of the Missouri

Pacific.

CAFE DAY COACH
The Pennsylvania Railroad has equipped, and put in service,
an all-steel cafe day coach, provided with a broiler buffet from
which meals will be served. This car will be tried out as an
e-xperiment, and

part

of

ihe

if

it

found

is

traveling

to

meet a

others

public,

sufficient

of

like

demand on
may

character

the

be

16,958 cars, of which 13,030 were wooden, 1,636 were
uudcrframe and 2,292 were all-steel. Tlie average value
iiad risen to $7,40') and the average weight to 85,291 pounds,
riie average value of the all-steel cars was $12,343 and their
ivcrage weight 121.170 pounds. On June 30. 1914, there were
i'>7 passenger train cars, including Pullmans, owned or leaseo
^<-rvice
-lei'l

every 1,000 miles of road, against I.V> in 1906. There wen
Iniu- 30, 1914, 21,331 locomotives against 15.691.
lune X>, l'»Hy
>i these there were in the passenger service
i'l
1914. 5.108 locomotives with an average weight of I Ui.85
i"ns aKainsl onI\ i.'>7H in I'HX) with an average weiglit or
"uly 87.42 tons.
inr

Ml

service

(

"As the result of decreased rates and higher expenses, the
from passenger service is excessively small and on

The Kitchen

i>t

Ihe (.ale

Coach

profit

siimc of

the

roads, especially in

the

.Southwest,

the

passenger

MTvicc is operated at a deficit. This has been detormined
by a scparaliiin .! operating costs between freight and pas.Hcngcr service.

In

l'M4, 07.22 per cent of

operating expenses were due to freight service and 32.78 per cent to pas."rnKcr.
Tln' .ivir.iuc ratio of expenses to revenue in both
.'II

placed in operation.

Il

will

iicH

he used, however, lo suppl.int

dining cars.

The new
is

car

is

not warranted.

inlemled for

The

u.se

on trains where a dining car
one

hulTet occupies eight feet of space at

end of the car and is similar to those installed in hroiler-buffct
Pullman cars, hut is of an improveil type, alcohol broilers being
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used instead of coal lires. Meals will be served mi tables placed
Ijctween the seats, with the outer ends resting on the arms. Both
single and double tables are provided, the latter being used where
two seats are turned to face each other. With a double table, a
party of four can eat together. Xo extra fare will be charged
for riding in the car. as

it

will be in the regular service as

an

ordinary day coach.

The
is

it

car has a seating capacity of 70, and except for the buffet

exactly like the steel day coaches used by the Pennsylvania.

supplementary use for

.\

this car will be to serve breakfasts in

Vol.

They were

59,

Xo. 2

far from
determined
on by the road provided for a new freight terminal of adequate

become inadequate.

liad

also located too

The plan

the business center for convenience.

finally

It was also desired to
main passenger tracks to the level of those of the
L'nion station located two blocks north and to connect them to
the present station tracks. At the present time the Delaware &
Hudson trains depart from tracks adjacent to but considerably
below the main station tracks. This change in grade will also
size in the heart of the business center.

the

raise

avoid trouble with occasional high water

While the

in

the

building and freight house are

office

Hudson river.
now completed,

the station tracks have not yet been raised.

common

Because of the

it was necessary for
company in the exchange

interest involved

the city to co-operate with the railway

of property and it was finally agreed that the railway would be
granted permission to elevate its tracks and extend its terminal
facilities by the construction of a new freight house and yard on
condition that the office building be of such a character as to

liarmonize with the plans outlined by the city for the remainder
of the district.

The

Interior of the Pennsylvania Railroad Cale

plan agreed upon

shown

is

in

accompanying general

the

Coach
^

sleeping cars nn trains where no buffets or dining cars are proThe new car has been placed in service between Kane,
vided.
Pa., and Erie, Pa., on trains Xos. 39 and 54, which are through
trains between Pliiladelphia and Erie.
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NEW DELAWARE & HUDSON TERMINAL AT
ALBANY,

N. Y.

New

The Delaware & Hudson has recently completed and moved
new office building and freight house in .Albany. X. Y.,

into a

which is of unusually line appearance for a structure of this kind
and is situated m a very convenient location. The entire project
is an example of co-operation between the municipality and the
railroad to their mutual advantage.
The building occupies a portion of the site of Beverwycke, the
original Dutch settlement which covered an area of about 8 acres
bctweeiT Broadway and the river at the foot of Main street. Resisting the trend of modern advancement, this district retained
its

century-old characteristics, with ancient buildings,

many

falling

D.

The

lavout.

&

H. Otlice Building (rem the City Side

building

occupies an

Just south of the building

west.

is

a pedestrian

subway leading

pier.

which was designed by Marcus T. Keynolds,
tower 52 ft. by 62 ft.. 13 stories in
lieight, joined on the north by a four-story wing 260 ft. long by
To the north of this, and facing on Dean street, is
.SO ft. wide.

The

building,

narrow strip of right of way adjacent in tin- river liad already
begun Ihe purchase of some property in this district. The com])any had a freight house at Livingston avenue, five blocks north,
and another at Church street, ten blocks snuth, lu.lh nf wliicli

the

streets, an<l

the

from the plaza east underneath the tracks to Quay street, abutting on -Albany basin, an artificial body of water 200 ft. wide,
separated from the Hudson river by the municipal recreation

architect, .Mbany, consists of a

narrow and crooked

area between

bounded nn the west by Broadway, with its axis approximately
on the center line of State street, an avenue 100. ft. wide, which
connects the plaza with the state capitol grounds four blocks

had long been an
eyesore to the citizens of .Mbany. The matter was linally taken
up by the local Chamber of Commerce, which iirevailed uixin the
city ailministration to extend tlie scheme of river front inijirovement which had already been undertaken, to include the creation
of a civic center in what was the most unsightly .section of the
The Delaware & Hudson, whose main tracks occupied a
city.

into decay, on

irregular

tracks and the plaza, an open space roughly triangular in shape.

the freight house,

b'lemish (iothic in design, the building

is

of

imposing appearance and has an unusua!l> line setting, witli the
axis of the tower on the center line of State street facing the
It is also conspicuous from the river side, being
State capitol.
iirst

building of importance to meet the eyes of travelers apcity on river steamers, or by trains crossing the

proaching the

river bridge just north
(if

I

'K

nil

mill

..f

sfani-faced

ihc building.
granite,

laid

The exterior walls are
random ashlar and

in

July
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trimnitd with Gothic details of synthetic stone.
or

artificial

material

is

made by a

This synthetic

total area of 12S.0OO sq.

special patented

molds and has ;m excellent

sand

using

process

roof

stone for the trim was

lirst

The
The

finish.

well adapted to the use of elaborate details.

1

in.

thick

and graded

the

lo

customary

size

.\n

ft.

open arcade facing west on the

story permits passage under cover throughout the length of

the building,

and facing on

seven shops which

covered with heavy slate of variegated colors, the lower

is

course being

59

may

this

arcade and the plaza beyond are

be rented out for various purposes, one

being occupied by the city ticket office of the Delaware
son.

at

A

well in the center of the tower,

isolated by

& Hudfireproof

I
I

General Layout

tile

70

riil.i;e.

ft.

in

The tuwer

is

crowned with

a

o(

Delaware

&

copper cnvercd spire

height, bearing a weatlier vane representing

llendrick

Hudson's ship "De Halve Maen."

With

the exception of the

are used entirely

f<ir

first

the general

Hudson Terminal
walls

and doors,

offices

tower

an<l its

wings

nf the road, liaving a

Albany

cniiiains

two elevators and a stairway.

nther stairway and elevator are located
the wing.

floor, the

at

One unusual

in

the northwest corner,

4

ipi^ll'<)i]>lJJJIIIJ'i»<i'

Office BuildinR and

Ktci|{lit

Houte

(idiii

.\n-

in the len.gth of

feature of the tower, combining utility

and architectural enhancement
cated

midway

ibr Kiver Side

is

a

turret-shaped

which contains

a

pilaster

lo-

windina: stair-

:
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Being protected by fireproof doors and small fireproof
way.
windows, it will afford an unusually efficient fire escape.
The entire building is supported on Raymond concrete piles.
The tower is of fireproof steel-skeleton construction, while the
wing and the freight house are of reinforced concrete flat slab
construction.
There is no basement except under the north
end of the wing, which is occupied by the heating plant, conA Custodis radial
sisting of three Mills sectional safety boilers.
brick chimney of 42 in. inside diameter, extending only a short
distance above the roof, is enclosed above the basement in a
fireproof ventilating flue.

The

new

freight house consists of a

three-story portion 317

by 70 ft., designed to take one additional floor in the future,
and an old 4-story brick building 73 ft. by 63 ft. on the north,
facing on Maiden Lane, formerly owned and occupied by the
National Express Company, and now remodeled for use in
ft.

conjunction with the new building. The first floor is used as an
ordinary freight house, the second for storage and the third for
offices for the freight clerks, while the upper floors of the old

express building will be used for division offices. The new portion consists of 14 bays, 23 ft. 2 in. center to center of columns,
with one double rolling door 11 ft. 6 in. wide to each bay, on

both the street and the track sides. There are four stairways,
one to every third bay. isolated by fire walls and fire-resisting
doors. Adjacent to two of these stairways there are freight elevators with 8 ft. by 9 ft. platforms, while next to each of the
ft. by 9 ft. platform scales equipped with Springautomatic weighers of 10,000 lb. capacity. All three floors
of the freight house are equipped with automatic sprinklers.
Openings leading into adjoining portions of the building are
The floors throughout the
protected by automatic fire doors.

other two are 8

field

building and the new freight house are of concrete. The
and second floors of the freight house are illuminated by
ceiling outlets, one in the center of each panel, equipped with
100-watt incandescent lamps and reflectors, while over each
freight door is a 100-watt lamp, set with the axis of lamp and

office
first

PRESENT WELFARE WORK
RAILROADS
By W.m.tek
Despite

it

The platforms

are entirely of timber con-

struction supported on small concrete pedestals, because it was
iliought undesirable to use permanent construction at this time

on the
place

filled

them

ground which they occupy. It
by permanent structures when

proposed to rerenewal becomes

is

necessary.
In

addition

to

the

new

freight

house

facilities

a

new team

yard has been provided some distance south of the station along
Church street, from Pruyn street to Ferry street, a distance of
about 1,300 ft., which will give eventually a capacity of about
Plans are also under way for an express building on
1.S0 cars.
Maiden Lane for the United Traction Company, which operates
the street cars in Albany, and serves also as a terminal transfer between the Delaware & Hudson and two interurban lines—

and the Schenectady. Railway.
on the entire building was under contract

the -Albany Southern

to
work
Miller, Inc., Baltimore, Md., the contract price being
J. Henry
$610,000. The total cost of the terminal work ,to date, excliisive
The work ^tjn the building
of real estate, is about $750,000,
Prelimihafy work was
was prosecuted with unusual speed.
commenced in April, 1914, and the entire office building was
ready for occupancy in April, 1915. All work is under the direction of James McMartin. chief engineer of the Delaware &

.Ml

'

Hudson, with Oils
charge.

F.

Rowland, assistant engineer

in

immediate

French

by

these

the interest of their

in

in

railroads have

em-

surjirisingly in certain di-

rections.

This fact is indicated in a recently issued report of the ParisLyons-Mediterranean Railway. In view of the facts that the
railroad is under the control of the war department and that
it has
suffered tremendous war losses on every hand, some of
these expenses might have been cut down by the board of directors.
The railroad, however, seems to have shouldered all
it
could and to have helped freely in the united effort of the
French people to keep going in war time. Even new homes for
employees in conformance with plans made before the war, have
been completed. The report does not call any particular attention to the work, but barely outlines the facts.
The board of
directors voted the usual sum to provide pensions for its 80.000
employees a little over $5,000,000 this year. The sum set aside
for various kinds of welfare work totaled over $6,500,000.
During the first few months of the war more than $280,000
of the total was spent to aid the 12,000 younger employees who
went to the front as soldiers, these men having served less than
si.x months on the railroad and being subject to enrollment as
soldiers and not as railroad employees engaged in military
transportation. These soldiers were paid one-half their salaries
and, when they had families to support, the railroad continued
half of their salaries, and when possible gave the women employment as ticket sellers or clerks. In addition, such employees
received their usual end of the year bonus, and their time as
soldiers was counted as company service time towards promotions and participation in pensions.

—

The welfare work

for the year 1914

is

subdivided as follows

.Mlowances to large families
Allowances to co-operative societies

$450,000
50,000
4,450,000
593,000
88,000
471,000
175,000
15,000

_

Gifts to the treasury of pensions
Special pensions
.•-,
To schools, orphans, apprentice shops, sanitariums
Salaries and half salaries to the sick
Medical supplies and care of sick

100 cars, are located in pairs 12 ft. center to center,
Platforms between each pair of
with the face of the building.
tracks are 12 ft. wide and connect to a head platform 17 ft. wide
along the face of the house. In order to work out with a fu-

posts.

sustained

losses

war and the consequent reduction

continued their usual welfare work
ployees and have, indeed, increased

on a skew

bumping

financial

lli.xTT*

trafiic.

layout of the tracks and platform is shown in the accompanying drawing. Twelve house tracks with a total capacity of

crete

enormous

S.

OF FRENCH

commercial tonnage and passenger

The

arrangement of the main tracks at a higher grade, the
house tracks are on a lyi per cent grade descending toward the
house, which is protected against runaway cars by heavy con-

the

railroads because of the

reflector horizontal.

ture
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Hot drinks and mineral waters

to

employees

Interest on free loans

1

,5G0

.Among the interesting details of the general welfare work of
the road, which is typical of all the French railroads, is its care
of orphans of employees.

company found homes
contribution

the

to

In addition to the above sums, the

for 188 of

national

its

own orphans and made

organization which

cares

for

a

the

870 orphans of the railroads of France, this number having
been grievously increased, because of the many deaths of solThe company
diers at the front during the past few months.
also

provided for the schooling of 444 boys and girls of em-

ployees.

company provided homes to the number of 1,388
on its lines where rent is high or else in the
country where modern houses are not available.
Xote is also made of the satisfactory results of the system of
Further, this

in

the

districts

loans without interest to employees, begun
selves

in

1899.

in

employees
urgent need of ready money, and

past year $86,000

was loaned

was loaned

to 2,887

to 3.294 employees.

Since

During the

who found themin

1913 $100.00(1

1899 the

company has

loaned $1,100,000 to 32,959 employees, and during that period of
15 years has lost but $1,300 through failures to refund.
A final paragraph of the report states that the company gave

employment
their

own

to

some

country.

of the Belgian railroad
It

also started an

men

driven out of

employment agency

for

from the invaded regions of northern France and
.At the same
found work on its own lines for 1,200 persons.
time it granted reduced fares to those moving to new homes.
the refugees

'Our

special

European correspondent.

:

:

The American

:

Society for Testing Materials

An

Abstract of the Proceedings of the Eighteenth Annual
Meeting; Some of the More Important Specifications

As mentioned

in

last

W.

mechanical engineer of the Pennsylvania
The address of the president and a paper
Railroad, presidmg.
by C. D. Young, describing the test department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, were published in last week's issue. The followPresident, Mansing officers were elected for the coming year
members of the
field Merriman; vice-president, W. H. Bixby
executive committee, J. H. Gibboney, W. K. Hatt, J. A. Mathews

A.

Gibbs,

chief

:

;

and Edward Orton, Jr.
Proposed standard specifications for iron and steel chain were
referred to letter ballot for adoption. These specifications differ
slightly from the specifications of the Master Car Builders' Association, but

members

who

of that association

are

members

of the

committee of the American Society for Testing Materials
confident that the

M.

The etchings and subsequent microscopic examination showed
The good samples were fine grained and of

week's issue the eighteenth annual con-

vention of the American Society for Testing Materials was held
Atlantic City, June 22-26, President
at the Hotel Traymore,

C. B. Association will revise

its

feel

specifica-

conform to those proposed by the committee. Revised
standard specifications for malleable iron castings were also referred to letter ballot of the society for adoption as standard.
A paper on the Fusibility of Coal Ash was presented by A. C.

tions to

A

Fieldner, A. E. Hall and A. L. Fcild.

study was

made

inarked difference.

uniform .structure, clear to the outside surface of the zincs,
whereas the others were coarse grained, indicating pouring into
molds at a high temperature. Also, a distinct band of bright
metal was seen around the contour of the defective sections.
The natural inference was that the outside metal contained little
mercury, and in order to determine this we took borings from
each section around the surface to a depth of 1/16 in., and
found the mercury content for a specimen representing shipment A, to be 2.49 per cent, and that for one representing shipment B, 0.64 per cent. These results showed the condition
clearly and indicated the main cause of failure of shipment B.
It is a well-known fact that mercury volatilizes to a considerable extent when added to molten zinc, unless suitable precautions
are taken; consequently

it

necessary not only to avoid over-

is

heating the bath of metal, but also to keep the molds cooled.
Evidently in the case of shipment B this latter practice had not

been {ollowed, and hence the proportion of mercury upon the
surface of the zincs vtras extremely low and evidently insufficient

from

to protect the zincs

The foundry

of the

local action.

practice necessary to produce well-mixed, sound

principal causes for variations in the softening temperatures of

and serviceable battery zincs

coal ash as indicated by the deformation of Seger cones molded
from the pulverized ash. Comparative tests were made on a

essential that overheating of the metal be avoided, either in the

melting pot or

series of 18 types of coal ash in six different furnaces which are
in more or less common use for determining the degree of fusi-

gation.

.Acknowledgment

is

signal engineer of the

H.\TTERY ZINCS

he following

I

Job and F.
is

F.

is

SOME CAUSES OF DEFECTIVE SERVICE

:

of the shipments in

taken from a paper on this subject by Robert

White

The serviceability of the zinc element of a gravity cell, such
commonly used in railway service, is generally considered

depend mainly upon

its

composition, and

it

is

as

recent

.\

investigation

has

been

of

radical influence which the details of the

1.

2.

2 per cent of mercury.

llian

interest

in

proving the

method of manufacture

Mercury,

per

Shipment U.

2.49
0.17
0.15

2.26
0.17
O.IO

made

of the assistance of

H

Lewis,

\V.

Lehigh Valley, in noting the characteristics
service, and for help rendered in carrying

The
The

made by

steel shall be

splice

the open-hearth process.

bars shall be punched, slotted and, in the case

C. and subsequently quenched.
3 The steel shall conform to the following requirements as
to chemical composition
not over 0.60 per cent
**
"
0.80
"
"
"
"
0.04

Carbon

Manganese
Phosphorus
4.

:

Shipment A.
cent

Lead, per cent
Iron, per cent

particularly

is

of special designs, shaped at a temperature not less than 750 deg.

In the
exert upon the practical value of the metal in service.
course of routine tests, two shipments of zinc were received and

on analysis were found to have the following composition

it

PROPOSED ST.^^D.^RD SPEC1FIC.^TI0^•S FOR QUENCHED H1GH-C.\RB0N
STEEL SPLICE BARS

to

the percentage of iron shall be a minimum, say, not exceeding 0.10 per cent, lead not to exceed 0.50 per cent and not less

but

out the investigation.

specified usually

lliat

diflicult,

in the mold, and that after addition of the mercury the bath be kept carefully stirred in order to avoid segre-

of silicate mixtures.

liility

not

is

.\n analysis to determine the percentages of carbon,

man-

ganese, phosphorus and sulphur shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot taken during the pouring of each melt,

copy of which shall be given to the purchaser or his representaThis analysis shall conform to the requirements specified
Drillings for analysis shall be taken not less than
in Section 3.

n

tive.

These results were within the sp<'cificalion limits, or nearly
and the shipments were approved. It developed in service,
however, thai sliipmont A was far siipirior to shipment B. The

so,

zincs in the latter lot, after comparatively short service, bccanie
coated with copper which protected the zinc from the action of
tlic electrolyte, and in consequence the cell bccanie "dead" when

hut

little

of the zinc had been dissolved.

average analysis of the zincs, it was
service was probably due to character-

In view of Ihc satisfactory
felt

tlial

the difTercnce in

than composition, and an invcstiKalion was nia<lc of
each of the components of the cell. The copper sulphate conistics

(ilher

tained 0.7S per

iiiit

of iron.

This amount was

llie

maxinnun

permilled by the specifications, but the same cupper stili)hnte gave
It was deguild results when used with zincs of shipment .\.
cided then that the difTerencc in the zincs was probably physical,

and

in

iirdcr

verse sectiotis

develop possible variations in structure, transwere taken from several samples in each shipment,

lo

and were polished and etdied

lightly.

beneath the surface of the test ingot.
may he made by the purcliascr from finished splice
bars representing each melt, in which case an excess of 25 per
cent above the refiuirement as to phosphorus specified in Section
's

in.

5.

.Analyses

3 shall be allowed.
(1,
The splice bars shall conform to the fcillowing
quirements as to tensile properties

Teinile strength,
Yield poitit,

ElonRnlinn

in

lb.

J

per

in.,

in.

100,1)00

"
.
cent.

65,000

»<j.

*

per

minimum

re-

10

7,
The bend test specimen specified in Section S shall bend cold
through '.'0 ileg. around a piti. the diatneter of which is equal
lo three limes llu- thickness of the specimen, without cracking

on the outsiile of Ihc bent portion.
S, Tension and bend lest specimens
Tension test specimens
linished liars.
dimetisiiitis

shown

in

the illustration.

shall

be

takcti

Bend

test

froiti

the

form iitid
specimens may

shall be of the

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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be

square

in.

'/j

section, or

in

rectangular

section with

in

two

resent

Vol..

rejected

bars,

splice

he

shall

preserved

parallel faces as rolled, with corners r(iun<led to a radius not over

from the date of the

1/16

the results of the tests, the manufacturer

in.

preferred by the n;aiiuf_icliirer and apprcived by

it

9.

chaser, the following

nia\

test

lieiul

Section 7:

scribed in

times

three

thickness

greatest

the

of

the

section,

is

IKomSED

One

(«)

and one bend

tension

test

made from

be

fiaws,

test

specimen shows defective machining or del)e
discarded and another specimen sub-

/)

The

)

for the nuts shall be

steel

2.

'1

men

less

is

percentage of elongation of any tension test speci-

than that specified

in

made

the Bessemer or

liy

medium at a temperature
The threads may be rolled either hot or

he bolts shall enter the quenching

stituted.
If the

the open-liearth

open-hearth process.
not less than 70 deg. C.

(f)

made by

steel for the bolts shall be

iTiay

it

to letter ballot.

process.
(

any

If

(/))

velops

claim for a

ST.\Nll.\Rn S1'EC1FIC.\TI0N FOR QL'EN'CHEI) C.NRBO.V STF.KI.

The

(a)

1.

shall

may make

TR.\CK BOLTS

without

cracking on the outside of the bent portion.
10.

was referred

Tlie report

equal

each melt.

two weeks

for

In case of dissatisfaction with

rehearing within that time.

hnished bar shall bend

cold through 45 deg. around a pin the diameter of which
to

pur-

be substituted for that de-

of the

piece

.\

tlie

test report.

2

59, .\o.

cold.
3.

Section 6 and any part of the

The

for the bolts

steel

quirements as to

conform

shall

composition

cheiTiical

Carbon
Phospliorus

the following re-

to

:

not under 0.30 per cent
*'
"
not over
0.04

^

An

analysis to determine the percentages of carbon, manphosphorus and sulphur shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot taken during the pouring of each melt,
a copy of which shall be given to the purchaser or his representative.
This analysis shall conform to the requirements specified
4.

ganese,

in

Section

1-^

in.
5.

Drillings for analysis shall be taken not less than

3.

beneath the surface of the

may

.Analyses

be

made by

test ingot.

the purchaser

from

finished bolts

representing each melt, in which case an excess of 25 per cent

above the requirement as
Tension Test Specimen
is

J4 in.

If

re-treat such lot one or

specified,

more times and

the

manufacturer may

retests shall be

made

as

specified in Section 10.

The

12.

and

shall

splice bars

accurately

fit

the

rails

for

rolled,

true to templet,

which they are intended.

bars shall be sheared to length, and the punching and notching shall conform to the dimensions specified by the purchaser.
\ variation of 1/32 in. from the specified size of holes, of 1/16

The

from the

in.

specified location of holes,

and of

%

specified length of splice bar, will be permitted.
line in a vertical plane shall be

from a straight

the bars liigh in the center.

plane shall not exceed 1/16

The

13.

in.

in

24

Section 3

Tension

8.

and

carbon
lot of

100,000
70.000
-.

.

.

.

12

is

bend cold through 45 deg. around a pin
equal to the diameter of the bolt, with-

be taken from the finished bolts
form and dimensions shown in I'ig. i (for

test speciirens shall
tlie

steel splice bars).

One

(a)

tension and one bend test

sliall

1)e

made from

e.'ich

50 kegs or fraction thereof.

ih) If any test specimen shows defective machining or develop."^
flaws,
(<r)

finished splice bars shall be free from injurious defects

per sq. in
"
"
per cent

to its yield point.

be of

shall

variation

in.

re-

out cracking on the outside of the bent portion.

.A.ny

either

in.,

the diameter of which

9.

in

up

lb.

Full-size bolts shall

from the

such as will make

minimum

to the folb'wing

be capable of developing the strength of the

shall

finished bolt

in.

The maximum camber

Nuts

(b)

7.

shall be smootlily

conform

bolts shall

Tensile strengtli,
Yield point,
Elongation in 2

the results of the physical tests of any test lot do not

conform to the requirements

in

quirements as to tensile properties:

testing, a retesl shall be allowed.
11.

The

(a)

6.

more than

from the center i-i the gage length,
as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen before
fracture

phosphorus specified

to

shall be allowed.

men

may

it

If the

is less

be discarded and another specimen substituted.

percentage of elongation of any tension test speci-

than that specified in Section 6 (a) and any part of

more than

^

from the center of the gage
marked on the specimen
specimen breaks in the threaded

have a workmanlike finish.
14. The name or brand of the manufacturer and the year of
manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters and figures on the
side of the rolled bars, and a portion of this marking shall ap-

the

pear on each finished splice bar.
15. The inspector representing the purcliaser shall have free
entry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser

10. If the results of the physical tests of any test lot do ni>t
conform to the re([uirements specified, two additional tension and
two additional bend tests shall be made from such lot, all of
which shall conform to the requirements specified.
11. The bolts and nuts shall conform to the dimensions speci-

and

is

shall

being performed,

to all

parts

of

the manufacturer's

w'orks

which concern the manufacture of the splice bars ordered. The
manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the splice bars are being furnished in accordance with these specifications. All tests except
and inspection shall be made at the place of
check analyses
manufacture jjrior to shi])ment, unless otherwise specified, and
shall be so conducted as not to interfere uimecessarily with the
(

I

operation of the works.
16.

made

(n) Unless otherwise specified, any rejecti'on based on tests
in accordance with Section 5 shall be reported witliin live

the manufacturer shall be notified.

Samples tested

in

accordance with Section

5,

which rep-

is

in.

length, as indicated by scribe scratches
liefore testing, or

if

the bend test

portion, a retest shall be allowed.

iied

from

by the purchaser.
lins

or nickings.

The bolts
The head

shall
shall

be neatly formed,

free

be concentric with, and

firmly joined to, the bottoir of the bolt, with the under side of

body of the

the head at right angles to the

bolt.

The threads

sharp and true to gage and of the pattern specified by

shall be

the i)urchaser.
<|uire a

working days from the receipt of samples.
1/))
Splice bars which show injurious defects subsetiuent to
their acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected, and
17.

fracture

The nuts

shall

wrench not nmre than

the

fit

10

in.

in

liolts

tightly so as to rc-

length to turn tliem

down

without distorting the threads or twisting the lK)lts. The nuts
shall be screwed on before shipping, a sufficient number of turns
.\ v.iriation of 1/32 in. under
to hold them on to destination.
over the specified diameter of the liody of the liolt
Tlie diameter of the rolled thread shall mU
exceed the di;uiieter of the body of the bolt more than 1/16 in,

and 1/64
will be

in.

perntitled.

for ".s-in.

liiilts

ami 3/32

in.

for

!-in.

bolts.

A

variation in the

:

July
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1915

9,

dimensions of the
uf 1/32

in.

The

shoulders under the head of the bolt

elliptical

from the

the shoulder of 1/32

A

specified size will be permitted.
in.

taper of

now commonly used

locomotive and car con-

in

struction.

The purposes

(6)

finished bolts

63

forgings

steel

will be permitted.

and nuts shall be free from injurious
defects and shall have a workmanlike finish.
13. A letter or brand indicating the maaufacturer shall be
pressed on the head of the bolt when it is formed.
14. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free
entry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser is
being performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which
concern the manufacture of the bolts and nuts ordered. The
manufacturer shall afiford the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the bolts and nuts are being
12.

;

:

which these classes are frequently used

for

are as follows

Class K, for forgings for main and side rods, straps, piston
and all other forgings which are to be machined with

rods,

milling cutters or complicated forming tools;

Class L, for forgings for driving and trailing-truck axles,
crank pins, and other parts not requiring the use of milling
cutters or complicated forming tools.
2. The steel may be made by the open-hearth or any other
process approved by the purchaser.

cept check analyses)

3. A suflScient discard shall be made from each ingot to secure
freedom from injurious piping and undue segregation.
4. For test purposes, a prolongation shall be left on each forg-

of

ing, unless

furnished in accordance with these specifications.

All tests (ex-

and inspection shall be made at the place
manufacture prior to shipment, unless otherwise specified, and
shall be so conducted as to not interfere unnecessarily with the
o]ieration of the works.
l.S.
(a) Unless otherwise specilied. any rejection based on tests
made in accordance with Section 3 shall he reported within five
wnrking days from the receipt of samples.
(fo) Bolts and nuts which show injurious defects subsequent
111 their acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected,
and the manufacturer shall be notified.
Ui. Samples tested in accordance with Section 5, which represent rejected bolts and nuts, shall be preserved for two weeks
from the date of the test report. In case of dissatisfaction with

may make

the results of the tests, the maiuifacturer

claim for a

rehearing within that time.

FOR

QUENCHED

.\LL0V-STEEL

TR.\CK BOLTS
1.

id)

The

steel for the bolts shall be

made by

the open-hearth

The

ib)

(b) If boring

The

steel for the nuts shall be

made by

at a

For quenching and tempering, the forgings shall be allowed
become cold after forging. They shall then be uniformly reheated to the proper temperature to refine the grain (a group
thus reheated being known as a "quenching charge"), and
quenched in some medium under substantially uniform condi6.

to

liack"

conform

for the bolts shall

steel

Phosphorus

to

the

following re-

not over 0.035 per cent

man-

analysis to determine the percentages of carbon,

pouring of each melt, a copy of which shall be given
ti> the purchaser or his representative.
This analysis shall conOrillings for
form to the requirement specified in Section 3.
analysis shall be taken not less than
in. beneath the surface of

%

Analyses may be made by the purchaser from finished holts
in which case an excess of 2.S per cent
above the requirement ,is to phosphorus specified in Section 3
5.

representing each melt,

1

he composition of alloy

bolts shall

conform

to the following

minimum

re-

determine the percentages of carbon and
in Section 7 shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot taken during the pouring of each
melt, a copy of which shall he given to the purchaser or his
representative. This analysis shall conform to the requirements

poiiil,

Klnnjj.-uion

The

II).

in

rest of the

2

five

specifications are the

85,(100
I

same

a^

fnr

-

9

.\n.ilyses

resenting

may

-PE11KICATI0NS FOR SPKINCS,
Tiic

Committee on

Steel

I

leal-

be

AI-I.OV STKKI. liiK(MN(;S

AND

submitted proposed lenlative

AXI.ES
spccili-

chrome-vanadium sleel bars for avitomohile .md
railway springs, for helical and elliptical railway springs, for alloy steel forgings and for qncnehed-and-tempercd alloy steel
axles and other car and lucomotive forgings. The latter arc as
springs, for

made by
which

7.

the purchaser from a forging rep-

shall

conform

to

requirements

the

may

Drillings for analysis

be taken from

the forging or from a full-size prolongation of the same, at

any

midway between the center and surface of solid forgings.
and at any point midway between the inner and outer surfaces of
the wall of bored forgings; or turnings may be taken from a test
specimen.
addition

to

the compK'tc analysis, a

may,be made by

nation

phosphorus determi-

the purchaser from each broken tension

specimen, and this determination shall conform to the re-

The

t/))

size

classification

sj)ecifiralions c<iver the various classes of alloy-

in

Table

by siie of the forging shall he deterwhich governs the

specified diameter or thickness

test

elastic limit shall he determineil

The

as

1.

of the prolongation from which the

{^^

specimen

is

taken.

by means of an cx-

tmsomcfcr.
Tests of

(i/l

forgings

sb.ill

he

m:ide omI\

after

bend

shall be

final

tre.il-

menl.
11.

specilied by the purcha.ser.

ll

tests

made

as

follows
(<i)

follows

These

melt,

specified in Section

mined by the

eallons for silico-manganese steel bars for aiitoinnliile and rail-

((/)

each

to tensile properties specified

reatcd Carbon Steel Track Bolts.

1.

to

(|uirement for phosphorus specified in Section 7.
The forgings shall conform to the requirements
10. (<i)

110.000

1!).
per sq. in
per sq. in
in., per cent

'^^n^iIc slrciiRlh,

way

analysis

.^n

specified in Section 7.

test

i|iiirrmcnts as to tensile properties:

I

other than phosphorus and sul-

steel,

chaser.

In

shall he allowed.

N'iclil

not over 0.04 per cent
not over 0.05 per cent

point

the test ingot.

The

"tempering

Basic.

not over 0.05
not over 0.05

llie

(a)

a

:

Acid.

8.

sulphur and any other elements used
to oblain the jihysical properties specified in Sections 6 and 7
shall be made by the maiuifacturer from a test ing"l taken dur-

6.

group thus reheated being known as

;i

the elements specified

ganese, phosphorus and

ing

(

charge"), and allowed to cool uniformly.
7. The steel shall conform to the following requirements as to

phur, shall be agreed upon by the manufacturer and the pur-

(|m'rement as to chemical composition:

An

Finally, they shall be uniformly

temperature

be rolled either

hot or cold.

4.

outside diameter or thickness

the forging, exclusive of collars and flanges.

iif

the Bessemer or

medium
The threads may

bolts shall enter the fiucnching

The

the diameter of the hole shall be at

maximum

Phosphorus
Snlphur

of not less than 790 deg. C.

3.

is specified,

20 per cent of the

least

oi)en-hearth process.
2.

in

chemical composition

electric process.

iir

forg-

all

diameter shall be bored, and all axles, shafts
and similar forgings shall be rough-turned all over. The boring
and rough-turning shall be done before quenching.
in.

reheated to the proper temperature for tempering or "drawing

letter ballot.

SPECIFICATIONS

ST.\NU.\RD

ings over 7

tions for each quenching charge.

This report was referred to
I'KOI'OSED

otherwise specified by the purchaser.
Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser,

(u)

5.

meii

h'or

shall

the first and second classes by size, the test spceibend cold through 180 deg around a 1-in. flat man-

•

—
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having a rounded edge of

(Irol

'/z-'m. railius,

witliout cracking on

the outside of the bent portion.

men

and fourth classes by size, the
bend cold througli IK) deg. around a

For

(b)

the third

shall

test speci-

IVa-in.

flat

mandrel having a round('d edge of fi-in. radius, without cracking on the outside of the bent portion.
12. Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser, all forgings
The details of this
shall be subjected to an impact proof test.
test shall be agreed upon by the manufacturer and the pur-

lied

by the purchaser.

less

otherwise specified, shall be rough-turned

allowance of

a full-size

ends or collars the prolongation may be of the same cross.'ection as that of the forging back of the large end or collar.
Specimens may be taken from the forging itself with a hollow

approved by the purchaser.

drill, if

The axis of the specimen shall be located at any point
midway between the center and surface of solid forgings, and
at any point midway between the inner and outer surfaces of
(6)

the wall of bored forgings,

and

shall be parallel to the axis of

Table

I

K
and

Tempered

L

chaser

work on

each
indi-

the contract of the pur-

parts of the manufacturer's

all

The purchaser may make

(&)

the

is

(Classes

K

not over 10

own

laboratory or

and L)

when

in.

Solid,

and not

— 115,000
—
110,000
— 110,000
— 110,000
— 105,000
105,000 — 125,000
100,000 — 120,000
100,000 — 120.000
100,000 — 120,000
95.000 — 115,000
Such

tests,

oz'er

20

(')(.

B

zvhen

>rcd

Elongation
in 2 in., min.
per cent
20
20
20
20
20

Elastic
Limit, min.,
lb. per sq. in.

95,000
90,000
90,000
90,000
85,000

elsewhere.

govern the ac-

to

tests

ceptance or rejection of the forgings in his

to 2 in. in outside diameter or thickness, 1-in. max. wall
2 to 4 in. in outside diameter or thickness, 2-in. max. wall
4 to 7 in. in outside diameter or thickness, 3J4-in. max. wall
7 to 10 in. in outside diameter or thickness, 5-in. max. wall
Outside diameter or thickness not over 20 in., 5 to 8-in. wall

most drawn

^in
sliall

shipment.

Up

is

The purchaser

works which concern the manufacture of the forgings ordered.
Tlu- manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of cost, all
reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the forgings are being
furnished in accordance with these specifications.
Tests and
inspection at the place of manufacture shall be made prior to

Tensile
Strength,
lb. per s(i. in.

the forging in the direction in which the metal

stamped

legibly

inspector representing the purchaser shall have

being performed, to

is

Over
Over
Over

Steel,

Quenched
and
Tempered

70,000
65.000
65,000
65,000
60,000

80.000
75,000
75,000
75,000
70,000

R "duction
of Area, min
er cent
1

20
20
20

50
50
50
50
50
SO
50
50
45
45

18
18

however, shall be made at the expense

of the purchaser.

out.

Tension

(c)

test

specimens shall be of the form and dimen-

shown in the illustration.
id) Bend test specimens shall be

square

section

20.

with corners rounded to a radius not over 1/16 in., and need
not exceed 6 in. in length.
One tension and, if specified by the purchaser, one
14. (a)
bend test shall be made from each tempering charge. If more
than one quenching charge is represented in a tempering charge,

tests

Yz

in.

in

one tension and, if specified, one bend test shall be made from
each quenching charge. If more than one melt is represented
in a quenching charge, one tension and, if specified, one bend
test shall be made from each melt.
(6) If more than one class of forgings by size is represented
in any lot, one tension and, if specified, one bend test from a
forging of each class by size shall be

made

(c)

11

If

stituted.

(d)

If

the ]iercentage of elongation of any tension test speci-

than that specified in Section 10 (o) and any part
is more than Y/^ in. from the center of the gage
length, as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen
before testing, a retest shall be allowed.
15. (a) If the results of the physical tests of any test lol do

men

is

less

of the fracture

not conform to the retjuirements specified, the manufacturer may
retemper or rcquench and temper such lot, but not more than
three additional times unless authorized by the purchaser, and retests shall be

made

as specilied in Section

requenched and tempered.
The forgings shall conform

shall

be

conducted as not to

so

(a)

made

within five

Unless otherwise specified, any rejection based on
in accordance with Section 19 (b) shall be reported
working days from the receipt of samples.

Forgings which show injurious defects while being

(b)

fin-

ished by the purchaser will be rejected, and the manufacturer
shall be notified.
21.

Samples tested

represent rejected

in

accordance with Section 19 (&), which
shall be preserved for two weeks

forgings,

from the date of the

test

with the results of the

tests,

In

report.

case

of

dissatisfaction

may make

the manufacturer

claim

for a rehearing within that time.

FINISHING TEMPERATUKES OF

R.-MLS

by G. K. Burgess, J. J. Crowe, H. S.
Rawdon and R. G. Waltenburg, which was issued by the Bureau of Standards under the title "Observations on Finishing
In

recent

paper

Temperatures and Properties of Rails" (Railway Age Gazette,
June 26, 1914) the standard specifications for steel rails adopted
by the American Society for Testing Materials are criticized,
in a general condemnation of the use of shrinkage allowance as
the basis of temperature determination.
2.

In that the shrinkage permitted

The committee took

is

too great.

these criticisms tmder consideration, and

presents a report.

Shrinkage Allowance
Theoretically the
apparatus,

vs.

Pyroiiiclcr

Control

determination of the finishing temperature

and shapes

spcci-

should

be

much more

exact

than

variation in the change of length of a bar in
are,
1.

at

lo the sizes

a

measuring
measuring the
There
cooling.

of a bar of steel, because of the sensitiveness of the

14.

(b) If the fracture of any tension test ispecimen shows over
If the frac15 per cent crystalline, a second test shall be made.
ture of the second specimen shows over 15 per cent crystalline,
the forgings represented liy such specimen shall be retempered

16.

and inspection

as specified in Sec-

and 13.
any test specimen shows defective machining or develops flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen sub-

tions 10,

Tests

(c)

interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

sions

or

The

(o)

free entry, at all times while

to 2 in. in outside diameter or thicl<ness, 1-in. max. wall
Over 2 to 4 in. in outsitle diameter or thickness, 2-in. max. wall
Over 4 to 7 in. in outside diameter or thickness, 3^-in. max. wall
Over 7 to 10 in. in outside diameter or thickness, 5-in, max. wall
Outside diameter or thickness not over 20 in., 5 to 8-in. wall

Quenched

be

shall

cate the location of such identification marks.

Up

.Mloy Slecl,

finish.

marks

forging and on each test specimen.

Size

Class

In centering,

forgings shall be free from injurious defects and shall

Identification

\H.

Tensile Properties

For Forgings whose Miixitnutn Outside Diameter or Thickness

.\lloy

The

17.

ha\c a workmanlike

19.

Tension and bend test specimens shall be taken from
prolongation of any forging. For forgings with large

(a)

over with an

all

on the surface for finishing.

in.

]4,

and similar forgings, un-

shafts

;\xles,

No. 2

59,

60-deg. centers with clearance drilled for points shall be used.

chaser.
13.

Vol.

however, two reasons
It

is

much

means is preferable.
must .set the .saws
the case of gang saws, or at such discase of a single saw, that when rails

why

the cruder

easier to enforce.

such a distance apart in

lance from ihe slop

in

the

The

mill

July

are
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they

cold

within

be

will

the

every

this is the milling of

close

The

prescribed by the specifications.

tolerances

length

for

penalty for not observing

and the penalty is so
no (|uestion that the

rail to length,

finishing temperatures

somewhat

a

mittee

more complicated

ing

C;irrying the identity of each
observed temperature through the mill and
out to the finishing shed where it can be rejected where necessary, would be a difficult and expensive procedure.
2. The pyrometer measures the temperature at the particular

portion

of

proposition.

its

under observation.
For a simple
complex section, like
a wide variation in the temperature of the

bar that

the

is

section this does not vary greatly, but in a

T

a

rail,

there

is

In

The Amount

of Shrinkage

rolling

and yet keep within the requirements of the
Such a method of arriving at rolling tempera-

rails,

specifications.

tures

is

not admissible

shrinkage allowance necessary for
thin-base section

parts of the section,

much more

cool

and

The

When

than the remainder of the section.

cooler base and hotter head are of the

flanges

rapidly than the other

more

they become

in cooling first,

cut by the

same

rigid

saws the

length, but as the

head has a greater range to cool through, its shrinkage would
be greater and cold length less than the base. This is corrected
Ijy the cambering rolls, which stretch the head to such length
as will comjiensate for

greater shrinkage.

its

The shrinkage allowance necessary

any

for

rail

is

not

the

shrinkage allowance based on the average temperature of the
rail, nor the temperature of the head or base, such as observed

Bureau of Standards' experiments; but the shrinkage
in sawing, which is necessary for any rail, is the
amount of shrinkage of the portion which cools and becomes
the

in

allowance
rigifl

first.

view of the importance of the subject, it seems very de•lirable to secure some data as to the effect of the variation in
In

the finishing temperature on the quality of the

a large amount of literature bearing on

is

ik'pendable

data

regarding

the

(|uality

of

While there

rail.

subject,

tlu'

the

rails

are

actual

very

Wickborst reported on a series of tests made on
liessemer rails, the finishing temperatures of which measured
on the heads varied from 940 to 1,030 deg. C, and more recently he reported on a similar .scries of tests made on openl.earth rails.
he rails were subjected to drop tests, bend tests,
tension tests. Ir:insverse tests of base, and the structure was
examined under the microscope.
.\s a result of the tests on Ressemer steel rails, Mr. \\ ick1-orts reported "that tlie ductility and deflcctioii in the drop
The numlest were inlluenced little, if any, by the temperature.
ber of blows thai il look lo break the rails in the drop test was
scarce.

M.

}].

1

utiinlluenced
an<l

tensile

any.

if

the

by

the

strength

The

lemper.iture
in

elimg.ilinn

lemperature

The

rolling.

yield

point

were influenced little,
the tension test decreased some as

in

increased.

showed most proininenlly

of

tension

the

in

The
the

tests

inlluence

tension

Ibi-

size of the grain, as

shown by

lest,

in

the

reduction

the microscope, increased as

liinperalure increased."

lis conclusions on ihc iipeii-hearlli series, which were rolled
temperatures between 69.S .-uid 8.^0 deg. ("., were as follows:
"It may he said that the results in the drop tests, slow bendiiiK tests ami transverse tests of the base, were about the same
for the difforeiil finishing lemprralnres, varieil liy holding llie
I

at

r.iil

bar lielween rolK bifore

the

results

Here also about

final

the

fmishfug.
s.une.

able to obtain, there

lacking anything which points

is

have led some
seems hardly
justifialjle to go to any great expense in determining finishing
temperatures any more accurately than is possible with the
shrinkage clause, which on account of its easy application is by
far the most convenient means of checking the finishing temtemperatures,

The

expect.

to

as

considerations

theoretical

differences are so

slight

that

it

perature.
CH.VNGIiS IN DUES

the opening of the fifth session the secretary presented a

coming and outgoing

In the linsile tests

except

composed of the inrecommending that the dues of

officers,

members be increased from $10
from

y.T

to $7.50 an<l those of

to $300.

It

was voted

to $15 per year; those of juniors

members

to accept

from $200

in perpetuity

tlie

report and refer the sugges-

OF

DECARIiLRIZATION

tion to letter ballot.
DEI KU Ml NATION

MICKor.RAI'HlC

HEAT-

OF

TREATED STEELS

The report called attention to the possibility of detecting the
amount and depth of decarburization of the surface and stated,
:n

conclusion, that surface decarburization frequently exists

in

heat-treated steel parts, due either to the mill practice or to the
heat treatment itself.
From whatever cause, it should be investigated by the metallurgist and its extent ascertained.
The

microscope

is

undoubtedly the most

means of accom-

efficient

plishing this purpose in hypo-eutectoid steels.

When

cause and extent have been determined, means
for correcting it at least to a certain extent.

may

—

the exact

be provided

In the grinding

operation, however, there sometimes lies the opportunity of en-

removing

tirely

deleterious effects by a judicious determina-

its

tion of the grinding

play a

REL.\TIONS

in

this the metallurgist

BETWEEN .MAXIMfM STRENGTH AND HARDNESS
there

is

there

and

the

no

is

;

this

ob-

by a difference in the heat-treatment

themselves.

different

is

appears
between the chemical composition
only between the hardness and the

in the steels

In this

it

relation.ship

hardness,

maximum

between

a close relationship

maximum strength and that
the same maximum strength be

the

which they are subjected or whether the hardness

because of dilTercnce
that

should

part than he has in the past.

This pajier show'ed that
the hardness of a steel and
relationship exists whether
tained from different steels
to

and

liinits.

more conspicuous

but

strength.

nisi'iissioii.

— In

the

discussion

brief

that

followed

attention

was calleil to the desirability that there should be found lo be
some relationship between the hardness and the limit of elasticity
as this is really the (|u:ilily with which the designer is mo.st
concerned.
It is exceedingly desirable that some quick method
shoulil be found for determining the elastic limit of materials
and that, wilhoul mutilation. It was shown that this might be
done for .uiy specific st-.'el treated in a definite manner, where
the limit of elasticity was known from other means and that
the hardness test might thus be made to indicate the elastic
limit of

another piece similarly treated.

lemperalure

"I

of area, which decreased as the temperature of rolling increased.

The

was

a function, not only

rails is

of the average temperature, but also of the section.
of a

The

the case of unbalanced sections.

in

showed

finer grain structure.'"

report from the joint executive committee

ma.ximum shrinkage

allowed in the specifications of the society, and by dividing by
the coefficient of shrinkage established by their experiments,
have arrived at a temperature which they claim could be used
in

greater elongation and re-

to such decided differences in the quality of rails rolled at vary-

.\t

of the paper have taken the

little

finishing temperatures also

of the information as to actual tests which the com-

all

various parts.

The authors

showed a

The lower

duction of area.

severe in a modern rail mill that there is
proper adjustment of the hot length will be provided.- The
measurement of temperatures of rails by pyrometer is a much
hot rail as to

65

ihal

(he

lower

SOME

NKI.I.KCTKIl

The two

IMIENOMKNA

IN

THE IIKAT-TREATMENT OK

points to which attention

was particularly

STEKI

called in

this paper were thai, in Ihe healing of a piece of steel to a point
above its lemperaUire of saturation, there was a pause in Ihe rate
of healing as the temperatun- of ihe piece was passing lliroUKh
the suturalion temperature: and further that with constant lur
liace lemperaliires. the higher lemperaliires were reached by ihe
For example, a
pieces in a ••liorter time than the lower ones.
was reached in a shorter lime
lemperaliirr of ^.tXl <lcK.
than one of I.UIII deg and one of \.liV deg. in a shurler tin)e
!•".

still,

Hhile

lo

reach

1,400

deg

took

ihe

longest

of

all.

The

—

:
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explanation of this

tliat

is

the ahsorptiuii of licat varies as the

difference between the fourth powers of the temperatures of the

The

6.

Vol.

small

between

difference

the

No. 2
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of

temi)erature

cooling mediums, before and after quenching, confirms

the

IJoctor

furnace and the piece being heated and that this difference in-

Benedicts' explanation that large <|uantities of heat arc carried

creases as the furnace temperature increases, so that the absorp-

off

tion of heat

The seeming ex-

correspondingly more rapid.

is

ception in the case of the rise to 1,400 deg. is explained on the
ground of the phenomenon of lag in passing through the temperature of saturation, which is at about 1,350 deg., and therefore close to 1,400, where the difference of the fourth power is
small, resulting in a slow increase of temperature at that point.

Discussion.

—The

though the two practices were

in

and a rapid cooling as

opposition to each other, but

it was explained that, in heating a piece, it was put under tension and that if the work were to be done rapidly, cracks would
be developed, while in the case of cooling the surfaces were put

compression and there was not the same danger.

INTERNAL STRESSES DEVELOPED BY DIFFERENT QUENCHING MEDIUMS,
AND THEIR EFFECTS

power of
and

that the quenching

was shown

It

largely on the latent heat of vaporization,

commonly held

that

it

depends upon the

initial

The

heat conductivity of the medium.

a liquid

depends

refutes the views

temperature or the

power of water is also proved fallacious,
and the experiments of Le Chatelier that the conductivity for
heat is no measure of the cooling power of a liquid are confirmed.
Mercury has a heat conductivity of over ten times that of water,
but both of these able physicists demonstrate that it is decidedly
weaker as a cooling medium. Le Chatelier considers that the
specific heat of the

this

coohng medium governs the cooling speed

confirmed by Benedicts

is

of the body

is

—providing

the temperature

low, but the latent heat of vaporization

is

the

temperature of the body is high.
This theory is tenable considering the large amount of heat
which can be carried off by a relatively small weight of vapor,
and accounts for the efficiency of water as a quenching medium.
Water is the oldest known cooling medium for quenching
controlling factor

when

the

and vegetable oils were
employed, and many of the artisans using them are still under
the belief that carbon is added to the steel by these liquids and
Subsequently,

steel.

various

its

low

animal

In this country mineral oil,
almost entirely displaced the animal
and for many years was used almost exclu-

the properties thereby

because of

improved.

It is true that a

higher elastic

limit, tensile

strength

and reduction
and elongation for a corresponding elastic limit, can be obtained on a water-quenched steel
than can be secured by the methods of oil quenching generally
practiced. Opposing these manifest advantages is the danger
from fractures as the result of the lag in the temperature of the

and

ratio for a corresponding elongation

elastic

of area, or a higher reduction of area

results of these experiments are as follows

That the

1.

snpiTior

to

tensile

water-quenched sleel arc
qucncliing in any other of the

properties

those obtained

liy

of

usual (|uenching mediums.
2.

Tile

are of

internal

much

stresses induced

in

a

water-qucnclicd object

greater magnitude tlian those developed

liy

(|uench-

any other of the usual qucncliing mediums.
.?.
They cc}nfirm tlic labt)ratory experiments of l~)oelor
r.enedicls, that the efficiency of the quenching mediums is not
dependent to a marked extent on the initial temperature of the
ing

The following is from a paper on this
The question of the finer grinding and the

in

and expansion bars of neat and

Some

addition of

more SOj

to

scopically for relative

The

show

results

each of

liy

1 :3

standard

sand

mortars.

of the neat tension briquettes were also examined micro-

the

amounts of hydration.

that the time of set

above

treatments,

finer

is

affected

somewhat

grinding tending

to

produce a quicker set, and the addition of more SO:; a quicker
The addition of SO3 to the coarserinitial but slower final set.
finer
.ground cements does not materially affect the strength
grinding produces considerable increase; while the addition of
SO:: to the finer-ground cements tends to produce results very
slightly less than those obtained wlien they contain the normal
amount. Expansion measurements show that the addition of
SO;, to the coarse cements produces a large increase in length of
neat cements
to finer-ground cements the increase is not so
Finer grinding alone does not materially affect the expangreat.
sion due to hydration
the expansion of the mortar bars is not
;

;

;

materially affected by the use of the different cements.

All conclusions made in this paper are deduced from results
Speciobtained from specimens tested at the end of 90 days.

mens have been made

to be tested at the end of six months,
one year, and two later periods, and consequently the present
conclusions may have to be materially modified.

STANDARD TESTS

report

of

For the determination of viscosity, the committee reaffirms
recommendation of last year to the Society that the Saybolt
Standard Universal Viscosimeter be the standard. The very
careful investigation of Dr. C. W. Waidner of the Bureau of
Standards, showing that the Saybolt instrument possesses as
great accuracy as any other viscosimeter used for the determinaits

tion of the viscosity of lubricants, confirms the previous opinion

of the committee.

The Saybolt viscosimeter

is

the instrument

practically universal use in the United States for the deter-

mination of the viscosity of lubricants, and possesses many otlier
advantages covered by the committee's report of last year.
On the question of an alternate instrument for viscosit_\, tlie
eommittcc after very careful consideration has concluded that
the a<loption of an alternate instrument would entirely destroy
The committee realizes.
the value of a standard instrument.
however, that there are many who for years past have used
other iii>lrunienls than llie Sa\lio1l and will probably continue to do so, and in order not to work undue hardship in
these cases, the eomiuittee

4. With but few exceptions, which can no (hnibt be explained
by some inequality in the steel, the induced internal stresses are
affected by the initial temperature, except in tlie case of water.
Internal stresses induced liy (|ucnc1iiug in water arc inde5.

xaricnis

temperature.

LUBRICANTS

The committee has very carefully reconsidered its
which was referred back to it by the Society.

from time

initial

FOR

last year,

cooling mediums.

pendent of the

subject by P. H. Bates.

Portland cement is frequently discussed, and the consensus of
opinion seems to be that further investigation is needed.
Ten
commercial cements either had more SOa added to them,
finer
and
were
ground
finer,
or
were
both
ground
had more SO: added. From the four groups of ten cements
each, the customary physical tests and small specimens were
made. In addition cylinders of 1:1J^:4J^ concrete were made,

in

steel.

The

OF

cost, has

and vegetable oils,
Water,
sively for quenching spring plates and large objects.
however, possesses manifest advantages of cheapness, cleanliness,
freedom from odor, freedom from fire hazard, and above all,
efficiency.

THE EFFECT OF FINER GRINDING UPON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PORTLAND CEMENT

addition of salt to in-

crease the quenching

and

tion of the burnt tar.

discussion called attention to the practice of

specifications calling for a slow heating

in

by the latent heat of vaporization.
Light oils have a greater quenching speed than heavy oils
but not markedly so. A good tempering oil, however, shoulil
be free from tar and should not become tliick from tlie i)recipita7.

is

now

submitting, and

will

sulmiit

to time, cotnersioii tables for converting readings ou
into

viscosimetcrs

readin.us

ou

the

Saybolt

.Standard

Universal X'iscosimeter.

The committee ree-onnnends

that the proposed Standard Tests

for Lubricants covering viscosity, specific gravity, free acid,

cloud and pour

tests,

and

be referred to letter ballot of the society.

:

July

:
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PAINTS USED IN HAVRE DE GRACE BRIDGE TESTS

The
made

of each paint by the committee, comprised

which was referred the motion
annual meeting of the society charging it to

special sub-committee, to
at the last

its efforts to obtain such additional information as would
enable the committee to describe the composition of the several

renew

paints of the

Havre de Grace bridge

committee's

published

tests

more

satisfactorily to

than could be interpreted from the

the engineering profession,

and also

analyses,

to

resume of the methods and conditions of the

compile
test,

a

brief

reports as

follows

Under date of November

20,

sent to each of the manufacturers

1914,

who

a

circular

letter

was

furnished paints for the

Havre de Grace bridge tests. This letter referred to the condemand for fuller information as to the composition of
tlie paints, and for an identification of the manufacturers' names
with the paints tested. Two inquiries were made of each manutinued

facturer, namely: (1) "Would you object to the committee
reporting to the Society that panels and section Nos.
were

painted with paint furnished by you?"; and (2) "It is our plan
your paint, such description to

to p.ublish a brief description of

be based either upon the analysis which

information received from you.

Would

we have made,

or upon

the following description

of your paint be satisfactory?"

The

letter

requested

also

"that

the

if

enclosed

description

whereon

to

must be understood that the committee fully recognized,
soon as the manufacturers refused the fullest information
regarding their paint products, that a considerable part of the
It

as

would not be realized, .\pprewent on during the annual inspections, that the
action of certain paints might be more intelligently interpreted
with fuller detailed information not in the possession of the committee and not to be derived from a study of the most complete
analyses but probably within the knowledge of the manufacturers, the unsatisfactory conditions imposed through the manufacturers' refusal to answer the original questions became so
apparent that informal attempts were made from time to time
to sound the manufacturers regarding the possibility of their
meeting the committee's wishes. But with the development of
the tests, it became more and more apparent that such information as desired by the committee could only have been obtained
as originally proposed at the time of inauguration of the tests.
anticipated value of these tests
ciating as time

The test logs of the several paints give detailed information
regarding the conduct of the tests which, as originally stated, was
aimed to be "eminently fair to each competitor and to the paints

The annual

themselves."

inspections were carefully carried out,

same scale, and detailed examination
demonstrate the surprising concordance

ratings being with the

all

knots; knots

modifications.

defects that will materially impair

is,"

The objections of the manufacturers of six paints to the
names in connection with the paints makes

puljHcation of their
it

impossible for the sub-committee

information relating

Satisfactory replies

to

contributions to defray

ceived

friim

a

good

faith to iniblisli

any

of

tlie

original circular letter asking for
expenses of the test having been renumber of manufacturers to warrant
test, costs
were figured on an area

the

who had agreed
most important point involved
being the following questions propounded, covering the composition and proportioning of the materials of each paint
basis and a second circular letter sent to those
to

enter

the

Pigment

:

competition,

No

the

Vcliiele

or
:iN

Itciiiifl

nnn-vulatile

matter,

parlicniar

information being de-

1.

Saponilialile

3.

Resinnns matter, that

oils,

that

is,
is,

linseed, etc.;

resins

and gums;

Hittiminons matter, that is, ns|)haltinn. |iiteh, etc.;
Miiienl matter sneli as lead, manganese. linie, etc., other
prenent as pignienl.
.1.

than

that

in the reports on the Havre de
information as to the prices of the
recognized that engineers must con-

tests to give full

paints used, although

is

it

sider price in figuring the cost of protection against rust.

[These

proposed

applied to solid

revised

standard

members and not

;

:

groups; decay;

in

one-third

summer wood,
show

pitch

pockets,

or other

strength.

its

or

else

the

at least one-third

greater

number of

summer wood,

all

the

as meas-

ured over the third, fourth, and fifth inches on a radial line
from the pith. Wide-ringed material excluded by this rule will
be acceptable, provided that the ainount of summer wood as
above measured shall be at least one-half.
(6) The contrast in color between sunmier wood and spring
wood shall be sharp and the summer wood shall be dark in color,
except in pieces having considerably above the minimutn requirement for summer wood.
In ca.ses

where timbers do not contain the

and

pith,

it

with any degree of accuracy, the same
itispection shall be tnade over 3 in. on an approxitnatc radial
line begimiing at the edge nearest the pith iti titubers over 3
impossible to locate

in.

in

to

tlic

(rf)

it

thickness and on the .second inch
pith in timbers 3

in.

In dimension material containing the pith hut not a 5-in.

which

radial line,

is

less

than 2

view of the attilitde of the inaniifactMrcrs. ;iiid to avoid
the complete jeopardizing of the proposed tests, the above
Mucslions were specilieally with(lr;iwn and only such information
;is
the tnamifailurers were willitig to siibtnit Wiis asked for.
This, Coupled with that to be ileriveil from the duplicate ;inalyses

lines chosen.

than 8

(on the pieced nearest

or less in thickness.

wood and number

In

large

2.
(a) Dense southern yellow pine shall show on either end
an average of at least six annual rings per inch and at least

clisaKreemciit between ptirch;iser

i|iiisliniis

be

to

composite members.]

to

1.
Except as noted, all timber shall be cut from sound trees
and sawed standard size close-grained and solid free from
defects such as injurious ring shakes and crooked grain; unsound

m;imtfacture of the eonstittieiils nf the paints.

iIkm-

are

specifications

General Requirenunts:

were reKarde<l ;is too searcliinR by ni;iny p;iint in;iiuil;icturers on the groutid that if ;itiswereil
they wmild disclnse lr;ide secrets ami mellinds nf tn;inuf;icltirc,
since the cmnmittce had stated tliat in formulating the above
list of (|itestions the information
smighl was not inleniled to
iiu'luile
trade secrets or partictihir methods of treatment or
Unforlunalily

AND TRESTLE TIMBERS

SPECIFICATIONS FOR YELLOW-PINE BRIDGE

is

to tlic followinR:

made

attempt has been

Grace bridge

(<)

thinner;

reports will

of these with conditions likely to exist.

.

Vol.-itilc

sired

of yearly

rings shall

tlie

sufficient

inauguration

the

in

tlicreto.

accumu-

the data

all

base descriptions of the paints such as are
desired by the large engineering membership of the society.
lated

adding that information of value to engineers was desired.
Furthermore, there was
enclosed to each manufacturer a blueprint "log," giving the
record of the particular paint as applied, with a statement that
copy of this had been sent originally upon completion of the
painting of the bridge, and that such record was to be published
Iiy the committee.
The receipt of this letter was acknowledged by all but two
of the contributing manufacturers. Of those who acknowledged
the receipt of the letter, the manufacturers of nine paints were
willing to have their names published in connection with the
paints.
The manufacturers of six paints were unwilling, and the
manufacturers of two paints did not reply to this specific inquiry.
The manufacturers of seven paints accepted the sub-committee's
description without suggesting modifications.
Ten suggested
is

not satisfactory, please send one that

67

in.

by 8

in.

in

.section

or less

width, that docs not .show over 16 sq. in. on the
cross-section, the inspection shall apply to the second inch from
the pith.
In larger material that iloes not show a .^-in. radial
in.

in

line the inspection shall
((•)

3.

The

apply to the i

in.

farthest

from the

radial line chosen shall be representative.

and

seller

the avera.te

of rings shall be the average of the

pith.

In case of

summer

two

radial

Soinul southern yellow pine shall include pieces of southern

pine without any ring or sutnnier-wood roquiremctit.
4.

Rough timbers sawed

sh;dl not be

over

'

i

in.

to standard sire, shall

mean

scant from actual siic specitied.

that they
I-'or

in-
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measure not

stance, a 12-in. by 12-in. timber shall

by 11^ in.
5. Standard dressing means that not more than
allowed for dressing each surface. For instance, a

less

11^

than

timber

by 11}4

in.

by

36
38
50

IIH

No

Stringers

1354

Dense southern yellow pine shall show not less than 80
per cent of heart on each of the four sides, measured across the
loose knots, or knots
sides anywhere in the length of the piece
(a)

6.

No. 2

59,

piles after peeling shall be as fol-

:

12-in.

in.

//.

The minimum diameter of

V4 in. shall be
12-in.

dressing four sides, not measure less than

shall, after

4.

lows

in.

Vol.

ft.
ft.
ft.

In.

14
14
15

ft

The

will be accepted.

marked on the

Tops,

Butts,
In.

with butt diameter over 18

pile
in.,

Length
and under
and under 50
and over

in.,

10
9
9

nor top diameter over

length of each pile

to be legibly

is

butt with white or black paint.

PROPOSED TENTATIVE

SPECIFICATIONS

FOR SOUTHERN

YELLOW-PINE

;

greater than 1J4 in. in diameter, will not be permitted at points
within 4 in. of the edges of the piece.
(6) Sound southern yellow pine shall be square-edged, except

may have

it

1

in.

wane on one

corner.

Knots

shall not

largest diameter one-fourth the width of the

their

which they occur.

stick in

exceed in

face of the

Ring shakes extending not over one-

TIMBER TO BE CREOSOTED
1. The
specifications as to strength shall agree with the requirements that will be finally adopted by the society under the
Standard Classification of Structural Timber, covering the number of rings per inch or some substitute therefor.
(Included in

this section will also
2.

eighth of the length of the piece are admissible.

All pieces shall

This

section.
///.

Caps and

Sills

2'-2

in.

in

diameter.

Knots

shall not be in groups.

3.

In bridge stringers knots greater than

be no knots

4.

Caps,

small

diameter.

Knots

show not less
face anywhere on

than 75

Z'/i

in.

the

Knots shall not exceed in their largest diameter onefourth the width of the face of the stick in which they occur.
.Ring shakes shall not extend over one-eighth of the length of the
piece.

in

of

Dense southern yellow pine shall show one face all.
two sides shall show not less than 85
per cent of heart, measured across the face or side anywhere in
the piece, and shall be free from knots 1}4 in. or over in diameter.
(6) Sound southern yellow pine shall be square-edged and
sound, and shall be free from knots IJ^ in. or over in diameter.
VI. Longitudinal X-Braces, Sash Braces and

Sway

in.

in

diameter

in

There shall
any part of

free

from knots

stick.

diameter

sawed poles must be

Longitudinal bracing, cross-arms and similar pieces having
cross-section shall have no knots more than 1 in. in

diameter.

Track

ties shall

This

section.

is

show

at least 20 per cent

based on a

minimum

full-cell

sapwood

in cross-

treatment of 8

lb.

creosote per cubic foot of timber.

The

jacks

shown

in

the illustration include several features

which are especially valuable in equipment designed for emergency use. These are the swivel top, to which is pivoted an
auxiliary hook for low lifting operations and an auxiliary heel
plate which enables the operator to use the jack at an angle

An

adjustable auxiliary

lift

is

shown

which may be quickly adjusted to the
load without sacrificing a portion of the lifting range of the
on one

the other face and

;

lb.

diameter.

without blocking up.
Longitudinal Struts or Girts

(a)

9.

in cross-

12

EMERGENCY JACKS

corners.

V.

of

in

Sound southern yellow pine shall be square-edged, except
may have 1 in. wane on one corner, or 1/2 in. wane on two

heart

in.

shall not be in groups.

(6)
it

5.

6.

Posts

per cent of heart, measured across the
length of the piece, and shall be free from knots over

in greatest

in.

posts and

sills,

two corners. Knots shall not exceed in their largest diameter
one-fourth the width of the face of the stick in which they occur.
Ring shakes extending not over one-eighth the length of the piece.

(a) Dense southern yellow pine shall

1^

from the edges of the

more than 4

more than 2;4

8.

30 per cent sapwood

minimum treatment

based on a

is

shall be at least 4 in.

cept that

IV.

at least

the stick.

Sound southern yellow pine shall be square-edged, exit may have 1 in. wane on one corner, or yi in. wane on

(b)

of the allowable defects, etc.)

list

creosote per cubic foot of timber.

Dense southern yellow pine shall show 85 per cent of
7. (a)
heart on each of the four sides, measured across the sides anywhere in the length of the piece, and shall be free from knots
over

be a

show

jack.

of the jacks,

The

heel plate

foot of the jack

may

be applied

in

is

so designed that the auxiliary
at right angles to

two positions

Braces.

10. (a) Dense southern yellow pine shall show not less than
80 per cent of heart on two faces and four square edges, and shall
be free from knots over l'/2 in. in diameter.

(6) Sound southern yellow pine
sound, and shall be free from knots

PROPOSED TENTATIVE

The

in.

be square-edged and
or over in diameter.

FOR SOUTHERN YELLOW-PINE
AND POLES TO BE CREOSOTED

SPECIFICATIONS

PILES
1.

shall

2^

specifications as to

strength shall agree with the re-

quirements that will be finally adopted by the Society under the
Standard Classification of Structural Timber stipulating the num(Included in
ber of rings per inch or some substitute therefor.

Jacks with Adjustable Heel Plates and

Low

Lifting

Hooks

this section will also be a list of the allowable defects, etc.)
2.

in

All piles or telegraph poles shall

show 40 per cent sapwood
sapwood not less

cross-section, or there shall be a ring of

all around the heartwood.
and poles shall be cut from sound live trees, of
straight grain and regular taper; without crooks exceeding onefourth the diameter of the stick at the middle of the crook when
They shall be free from rot, red heart, holes or rotten
peeled.
knots, shakes and felling checks.
(&) All piles and poles shall have the bark and inner skin
all limbs an<l knots
carefully removed when the tree is felled
trimmed flush and butts cut .«|uare.

than
3.

1

in.

(o)

in

thickness

Piles

;

each other, thus permitting the operation of the jack tilted
The heel plate provides a subeitlier sideways or forward.
stantial footing for the tool in any position w-ithout the necessity of special blocking. When so desired it may be removed
and the jack operated upon its own base.
These jacks have recently been added to the line of the
Buckeye Jack Manufacturing Company, Alliance, Ohio. In designing them special attention was given to the elimination of unnecessary parts in order that the number of repair parts required
may be kept at a minimum. The parts are easily assembled, and
repairs

may

he

made by

ibc ordinary shop labor.

—

General News Department
The Chicago & Alton has increased
shops

at

Bloomington,

111.,

the working time at
from eight to nine hours a day.

its

In the Federal Court at Charleston, W. Va., July 2, the govfiled suit against the Chesapeake & Ohio for 21 violations
of the hours-of-service law, the charges relating to the operation
of freight trains on the Coal River branch.

ernment

The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio is now open for regular
passenger and freight business to Elkhorn City, Ky.. 35 miles
north of the former northern terminus at Dante. \'a. Through
passenger trains began running on the first of July.
The

Commerce Commission, Department

of Valuvaluation order No. 9, fixing the compensation of the railways for the moveraent of outfit cars used by
the federal valuation parties so as to provide a minimum charge
of $2 per movement.
Interstate

ation, has modified

its

During the month of June the Norfolk & Western dumped
853,845 tons of coal over its coal piers at Lambert's Point, Norfolk, establishing a new high record. The record for the previous
month was 716,002 tons, which was the previous high record, exceeding that of 694,000 tons established in September, 1914.

The Southern

Pacific announces that the Panama-Pacific Exawarded to it the grand prize, which will consist
of a medal and a diploma covering track, equipment and shop

position has

products, and the company's safety first exhibition in the Transportation building; and also the traffic promotion exhibit in the

company's own building.

C

In the stale court at Columbia, S
July 2. the Southern
Railway and other carriers secured a temporary injunction restraining the state tax commissioners, and other state officers,
from collecting the three-mill annual license tax imposed on the
railroads, insofar as the assessment is based on income from
interstate commerce. The court will give a hearing on July IS.

Patrick W. Mulligan, crossing watchman of the Pennsylvania at Norristown, Pa., who received from President 'Wilson a medal, awarded in accordance with the .\ct of Congress,
in recognition of his heroism in saving a little child who
was in danger of being run over by a locomotive, has received a second medal, one from the Carnegie Hero Fund.

Public Service Commission has prepared
showing that there are 151 tunnels in operation in
These tunnels aggregate 31 miles in length, the
that state.

The Pennsylvania

a report

longest being at Greentree on the Wabash-Pittslnirgli, whicl;
Others arc at Gallilzin, on the Pennsylis 4,716 ft. long.
vania. 4,716 ft.; Mahanoy, Philadelphia & Reading, 3,406 ft.,

and I'.ig Savage, Western Maryland, 3,2<)6 ft. The (iallit/in
and MaliaTioy tunnels have electric ventilating apparatus.
ui ilu- Long Island, says
only by the rarest chance lliat ibere was not a series
of disastrous accidents to autoniobiles at grade crossings on
Every day he
that road during the week ending June 28.
receives reports to the etTect that the crossing gates at this
or that place have been broken by drivers who thought more
of speed than of safety. In that one week there were a dozen
Mr. Met rea has issued a list nt these
or more such cases.
"near accidents."
J.

that

A.

it

McCrea, general manager

is

The San Pedro. I.o> Angeles & .Salt Lake has issued to
employees a special bulletin on trespassing, urging llieiii

its
t<i

begin a campaign r)f agitation in their individual circles of
influence to arouse the |)ublic to a realization of the dangers
" lite Salt Lake route is
The bulletin says
of trespassing.
In the l.ist eight years no pasa safe road in riile iipiui.
sengers have been killed in train arcideiils. It is a very un
During the satnc period 101 tressafe road to walk upi>n.
:

"

passers have been

kille<l

llpon the recent retircMuiit m| William McNab. principal
assistant eiiKincer, Grand Irunk, Ir.im the board of direction

American Railway Engineering Association after a continuous service of 11 years, he was elected an honorary member of the .governing board and appropriate resolutions were
passed in appreciation of his long service in various important positions, including that of president.
These resolutions have been incorporated in an elaborate book which
has been prepared for presentation to Mr. McNab.
of the

In the United States District Court at New York Citj'. July 7,
Judge Grubb and a jury decided in favor of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad in the suit for $25,000 damages
brought by Florence Clarke, a widow of George L. Clarke, engineer of the Boston Express, who was killed in the Westport
derailment, October 3, 1912.
Mrs. Clarke contended that the
wreck was due to the bad condition of the track. Counsel for
the New Haven convinced the jury that it was Engineer Clarke's
failure to obey the stop signals set against the train that resulted
in the wreck.
All the other suits for loss of life have been settled by the road.
sonal injuries.

has also paid $450,000 to claimants for per-

It

A remarkable record has just been made by the maintenance of way department of the Lehigh "Valley in the
loading of rails. Two work trains, equipped with every sort
of a loading device from a locomotive crane to a ditching
machine, in one day loaded from alongside the tracks 171.988
feet of 90-lb. relaying rail, with joints complete. This amount
of work equals 2.303.41 tons or 16 track miles, believed to be
the greatest amount of rail ever loaded on one division in
one day. The cost of this work amounted to 15.7 cents a
ton.
A few days later on the Seneca division of the same
road one work train loaded 149,466 feet of 90-lb. rail with
joints complete, an even greater record.
This equals 14.15
track miles or 2,001.78 tons of rail; cost per ton 15.6 cents.
President Fairfax Harrison, of the Southern Railway, has
signalized the close of the company's fiscal year by sending to
all officers and employees the following message
"We are
closing today a fi.scal year which has been full of anxiety and
:

but through team work and loyal self-sacrifices and efby the entire organization, we have come out of it sound
and full of courage for the future. This result has not been due
to any one man or to any group of men, but to the co-operation
of every man who has recognized the problem and given us in
our common duty the best that was in him. I send my pers<inal
thanks then to everyone of you. The fight is not yet over, but the
difficulty,

fort

spirit

while,

of the past ten
1

want you

to

months

bound

is

know my

pride

in

to sec us through.

you and

in

Mean-

what has been

done already."
J. E. Sexton, general manager of the Eureka & Palisade, the
narrow gage railroad running trains three times a week between
Palisade. .Vev.. and Eureka. S4 miles, who has complained, withiint avail, to the postoffice department because the government
taking ii hours to trahires the mails carried by a mule team
verse the 84/ miles, when his train runs through in ten hours
has written an open letter to the presidents of the Southern PaTopeka &• Santa I"c to enlist their ascific and the .\tchison.

—

sistance.
In this letter he begins by protesting, as a stockholder,
against the granting of free transportation by these roads to the
employees of the t'alifornia State Uailrnad Commission, which
tree transportation he says, is contrary to the provisions of the
The commission has JtX) employees and
constitution of that stale.
they tr.ivel all over the state on many errands, having ni'thing to

do with

having to do with
kinds of public utill'"roni this general protest against the over-reaching pracities.
tices of governmciil. Mr. Sexton goes on to re-state his grievance
against the postnllice departntenl. With this our readers have already been maile .iciiuainted. The gist of the c<iinplaint is that
railriiad bu<itiess. their investigations

water companies,

light

companie

saiui other

govermnent is working ngainsl its own interest when,
following the technicalities of the law. it employs a slow mule
team to carry mail which could l)c carried much more quickly
the

U

1

1
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by the steam locomotive. Referring to the postmaster general and
"If the conhis action under the constitution, Mr, Sexton says:
stitution was formed to establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity and guarantee to every person the equal protection of the
law, the postmaster general is yet ignorant of the fact, but I will
vertture the opinion that if the inhibition complained of militated
against a man because he was a member of a labor organization,
there would be no tranquillity around his
ington until some action was taken."

Accident Record

An
of

officer oi the

trespassers

May

14,

1414,

was two, not

reported

in

No. 2

59,

— Correction
(Jhio writes that the

number

Belmont, Ohio,
the Railway .Age Gazette, June 18, page
derailment

the

in

at

eight.

Efficiency

The

&

Baltimore

killed

Wash-

roost at

oflicial

Vol,

on the

New Haven
York, New Haven &

New

bureau of the

HartJune 1, 1914, has made improvements in the view for
wayfarers on the highway at 250 grade crossings and a large
number of crossings had been improved before that date.
At about 40 stations on the road, some near New York and
some near Boston, red or white stripes have been painted on
the platforms, on the side adjacent to the track to warn pasefficiency

ford, since

;

Summary

of

Revenues and Expenses

of

Large Steam Roads

The following figures were compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from monthly reports of operating revenues
and expenses of large steam roads for April, 1915. No reports

For the Month of April
Western

Southern District

Eastern District

United States

District

A
'

Amount

Item

1915

Average number of miles operated

P^^^nser

'".'."

Mail

F^nress"
other 'transportation
Incidental
Vll

Jmnt Facilitv-Cr
Joint Facility— Ur
revenues

Railway operating

^MaTn"

of

way and structures...

^Lt^nance

^of

equipment
'.'.['.'.'.'.'...'..

Per mile of
road operated

Amount

1914*

1915

$708
206

$75,301,759
20,787,306
1,725,434
2,631,225
3,733,072
2,304,435
138.949

$715
226
74

1915

1914

<-'.367.16

^

^

127,545.64

$1,280
354

$1,233
381

$628
152

$652
179

15

15

21
15
15

22
16

$60,100,036
19.859,073
2.393,502
2.246.275
2.332.944

2

$26,597,178
6,437,497
626,401
878,815
]
626,941
I
631,097
60.693

29]

20

22

1

1

45

-^

29]

Amount

^

(

25^

1914*

Per mile of
road operated

^

1915

1915

211

Amount

road operated

58,823.22

228,736.02

$161,998,973
47,083,876
4,745,337
5,756,315
6,692,957
4,544,845
289.367

^^Frrisht'

Per mile of

64
39

^

f

133

J

43

2

1915

1

1915

16
1

1.609.313
90.125

^,1,72S

^

—2\.b//

1

^

$106,550,052

$1,812

$1,794

$35,836,945

$846

$901

$88,610,433

$695

$733

$31,655,184
40,608.848

$138

$145
189

$12,927,218
19,5.|.988

$220
332

$223
343

$5,036,576
6,497,033

$119

$125
178

513.691.390
14. .598.827
2.186.909
30.607.076
800,219
2.567,524

$108

$115

177

1^

389

351

37,865,900
783,474
2,747,807

644
13

21

46

—81.816

-^

—

704

—

153

11.893,336
179,284
992,276

281

323

4

5

''6.561

—2

^

—20.835

$165,131,384

$722

$782

$75,623,718

$1,286

$1.370

$25,408,943

$600

$65,866,04.

$288

^56

$ 30,926,334

$526

S424

$10,428,002

$4,692,664
1^-138

$80

$81

$1,540,684
^,760
$8,877,558

$210

$185

1915

1914'

^

^

127.347.33

$6,025
1,710
148
202
133
144

$6,734

$678,436,644
221,987,511
23.997,413
22.816,734
24.981.285
17,191,209

Uncollectible railway revenues

Railway operating income

13

1

^

—

Railway tax accruals

54

$1,038

—2

^'tionTT.'..*T..".v'^.°.''."."

$495
170

^

—511,599

expenses

$471
155
1918
18,
13

$1,010

Miscellaneous operations
General

operating

1914'

—114,240

Transportafn for Investm't— Cr.
Railway

1915

$230,997,430

80;366,312
1,762,977
6,307,607

TransDortation'

'

Per m le of
road operated

10
28

8

28

."$71,106,959
49,880

$49

$54,709,207

$239

1915

1915

$50

...

—

__-_
S446

$26,316,542

$206

47

$343

24

25

115

121

17

17

240

264

6

20

7
21

—

—353,222

—3

$678

564,098.723

$503

$544

$246

$223

$24,511,710

$192

$189

$36

$38

$4,873,611
22,992

$38

$40

519.615.107

$154

$149

1915

1915

1914*

$5,328

$5,608

1,743

1,955

^_^

For the Ten Months Ending with April

Average number of miles operated

$1,654,171,380
524,174,515
47 572 112
56,785,732
68,677,904
48 255 601
2,922 823

^"prTiEht'

^

Paislneer"

Man

'

'

F^'re^s'"
\11

other transportation

incideual
Tohit FacilitV-C'r

jZt

Railway operating revenues

^"Enf'of way and structures...
equipment
Ma nenance^ equipme
^

Traffic

Transportation":::::.:....'....
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportat'n for Invcstm-t— Cr.

Railway

expenses

operating

$7,768
2,544

$7,241
2,295

208
249
301
211

T

802

f
J

226

13

13

1.020,900

135
8

580
147
9

$8,373

$9,429

$990,182,330

$7,776

$8,297

$48,428,216
67,952,843
9,218,413
123,543.524

$1,145
1,606

$1,244
1,778
222
3,278

$123,735,548
153.008,556
21,378,690
335,141,830
8,262,859
25,524,390

$972

$1,087

1,201

1.263
179
2.844
79

$297,808,893
418 347 393
49 405 892
857,076,295
19,008,489
61.740,039

$1,304
1,832

216
3.752
83

270

—5,445,554

—24

$1,697,941,447

$7,433

$1,482
1,982
231
4,149
108
279

—

$8,220

-657,477

$125,645,129
197,385,994
18,808,789
398,390,941
8,905,629
26.312,120

$2,138
3,358
320
6,778
152
448

—632.140

—11

$2,497
3,666

349
7,562

l.SW.OOl

218
2.920
43
234

210
453

9.903.529

^^

—1.106.858

—26

$774.816,462 $13,183 $14.737

$2 59.779,668

$6,140

49
246

—3

168
2,632
65

200

210

—3,706,556

—29

—19

$6,814

$663,345,317

$5,209

$5,543

_$3^ ^3£9

$282,269,385

$4.802

$4.512

$ 94,467,849

$2,233

$2,615

$326,837,013

$2,567

$2,654

$500

$45,989,038
155,956

$782

$800

$367

$376

2

^

$401

.^

$49,789,981
213,160

$391

3

$15,526,059
"^.10 3

$236,124,391

$4,017

$3,712

$78,862,687

$1,.S64

$2,2.39

$276,833,872

$2,174

$591,820,95^

$2,591

$2,629

accounting classifications, consolidations of companies,

whose operating revenues

1914, did not reach $1.(X)0.000.

before acceptance.

160
14

$3 54.247,517

-4

Railway operating incmm-

asmuch as scrutiny of

14

151

1891
179
196j

$2,401,516,694 $10,513 $11,349 $ 1,057,085,847 $17,985 $19,249

-5

^

for

The

the year

figures are

should nut be considered final, inthe reixirts ni;iy lead to tlieir Mindilicatiim

compiled as rendered and

',

148
230

—2

2

roails

|.

1,995

^2

Uncollectible railway revenues....

for

$254,908,669
72,349,898
6,269,348
f
8,549,844
5,637,639
[
6,089,608
580,041

—249,366

Railway tax accruals

30,

$720,826,067 $12,264 513,126
229,837,106
3,910
4.197
17,305,351
295)
432
1,471
25,419,134
]
648 J
38,058,980
[
425
24,974,784
442
22
1,321,882
21

-3

$487

ended June

^2,308.22

-3

$111,305,078
448,219

arc included

1915

••

-137,530

$703,574,247

in

^

f

^''lo„T':""'..*'.''.'"..".".""^.T."."

•Because of changes

1914*

1915

1915
58,776.53

_-ll __-8

-i:044:373

Facility-Dr. ::.....

1914*

228,432.08

etc.,

2

$2,253

comparative averages are approximate only

The stripe is 3 in. wide and about 30 in.
from the edge of the platform.
The .standard clearance diagram of tlic company, designed to
|)revent tlie erection of any structure or the placing of any masengers to keep back.

terial

too near the tracks has been the subject of investigation

July

9,
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1915

throughout the company's territory and a strict enforcement of
the regulations has been provided for.
In this connection the
proper, care of baggage trucks and other things at stations has
been attended to, and new rules have been prescribed for the safe
operation of hand cars, velocipedes and motor cars.
division efficiency committees meet every month
of interlocking committees useful ideas brought

The

and by
out on
any division are made available throughout the company's lines.
The yards and the larger stations are to be supplied with tirst-aid

means

cabinets.

71

Boston Terminal Commission

The Massachusetts

legislature has provided for the appoint-

ment of a commission,

to serve without pay, to investigate the
subject of terminal facilities and the improvement of facilities
for the transportation of freight in the Metropolitan district
(Boston). The members are chosen partly by the legislature and
partly by the governor of the state and the mayor of Boston.
They are Charles M. SpofTord. consulting engineer and head of
the department of civil and sanitary engineering of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Luke D. Mullen Senators
;

The Mutual Magazine
This

is

started by

the

title

of a

"The Mutual

new monthly

periodical which has been

Beneficial Association of Pennsylvania

Railroad Employees." an organization which has been organized
for the purposes indicated in the title, and which has an insurance department. It has a large membership already.
Its insurance feature seems to be popular notwithstanding the existence of the well-known relief association maintained by the railroad company and the promise of pensions to all employees who
are honorably retired at the age of 70. At Philadelphia and at
Harrisburg the members of the association secure discounts at
The editor of tlie magazine is
•stores by co-operative buying.
N. F. Dougherty, 1841 Filbert street. Philadelphia, and the president of the association is George W. Brown.

The Alaskan Government Railway
Secretary Lane has received a report saying that construcwork has been begun on the government railway in
Alaska, and that a headquarters has been established at Ship
Creek, Cook's Inlet, .\bout 2.000 men are engaged in making
wagon roads, which will be necessary to facilitate railway
tion

construction.
President Wilson has ordered the reservation of a tract
200 miles long and five to ten miles wide, along the proposed
railroad line, to provide a supply of timber for use in the
construction of the track, this land, however, being open to
settlement, nevcrllicless.
The General Land office at Seward announces that there
wiil be an auction sale of town sites along the route of the
railway on July ').

;

Cavanagh and Martin Hays Representatives H. A.
Wilson, F. P. Greenwood and Robert Robinson, and F. H. Prince
and W. H. Coolidge appointed by the mayor. One specific feature in the committee's work will be to determine what proportion of the cost of improvements or developments should be borne
by the state, what the city of Boston and what by public service

James

F.

;

corporations.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of 7necting of those associations which xpill meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gacette for each month,

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious,
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, July 21, 1915,
waukee, Wis.
American Association

455
Mil-

—

of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Next meeting, August
San Francisco, Cal.
American Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters'
Association. W. E. Jones, C. & N. W.. 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, July 13-16, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, Illinois Central, Chicago.
Annual meeting, July 19-21, 1915, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Annual meeting, June 22-26,
1915. Hotel Traymore. Atlantic City, N. J.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W. 57th
St., New York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &

Room

lOl,

19-20.

1915,

—

—

—

—

—

Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting
with Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics* Association.
.Annual meeting, October, 1915.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal). Que.
Regular meetings. 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and ,-\ugusl, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
N. W..

—

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

.*\aron

Kline, 841

Lawlor Ave.,

Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Chh.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York, Regu*
lar meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
Annual meeting. 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, ItuflFalo, X. Y.
Engineers' Society or Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K, Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday
of each month, Pittsburgh.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station. Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1S56, Transportation Bldg..
Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall. 1126
W. r.roadway. Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 13-16, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' .Association. A, L. Woodworth. C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Annual meeting, .August 17, 1915.
Chicago.

A Resume of the Mail Pay Question
The Committee on Railway Mail Pay, Ralph Peters, New
York, chairman, has issued a booklet entitled "What the Railway Mail Pay Problem Means to the Railroads," summarizing the facts relating to this controversy, and copies of it
licen sent to all members of Congress, state and federal
regulative commissions, and many other persons in public
life.
The Moon bill, as here analyzed, is shown to amount to
an almost complete delegation of the rate-making power, as
far as the transportation of the mails is concerned, to the
postmaster general, who would be vested, under its terms,
with authority to make the rates anything lie might choose.
"not exceeding" certain specified sums, lie could Feduce the
rales without restriction and could also dictate, in almost
every respect, the character and extent of service the railroads would be rec|uired to render. The railroads would Incompelled to perform such service as the postmaster general
mi){ht demand, at such rates as he might choose to pay. under
penalty of $5.0110 a day for each refusal.
The committee restates its jjosition as follows:
1. Till
mails slionhl be weighed, and the pay be readjusted,
at least once a year instead of once in four years.
2. The railroads should be pai<l for the use and operation
of apartment post otVicc cars— for which the present law al-

have

lows no pay
}. The railroads should be paid tor. or relieved from, the
duly of carrying the mails between railroad stations and post

reccnl meeting in New
al
The railroad
York ily appnned the siiggeslioii of the coniniillee that the
ultimate solution id the problem would lie in reference of the
matter to llie Inlerstale Conimerce Commission, wiih full

presidents

power.

—

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankcnbcrger, 623 Brisbane Bldg.. Buffalo. N. Y. Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month, New
York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
I'EORiA Association of Railroad Officers.
M. W. Kotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg.. Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month.

—

Jefferson Hotel. Peoria.
I^^ILHOAn Clvo op Kansas Citv.
Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Salnrd.iy in month, Kansas City.
City, *!o.

—

—

Trif-C.rapii and Tki fphonb -Appliance Association.
G. .\. Nelson, 50 Church St., New York.
Meetings with Association of Railway
Tclegr.Tph Superintendents.
Lake Transportation Ci rn. R. E, Rowland, David Keith Bldg., Salt
Lake Citv, Utah.
HcRular meetings, Isl Saturday of each month.

Uailway

."^.'iT

—

Salt

Lake

City.

—

.Southern .Association or Car Skrvicii Officers. E. W. Sandwich. A. &
W. W R. R.. Atbuiia. Ga. Next meeting, July 15, 1915, Atlanta.

Annual meeting. Intuiary, 1916.
Sot-TiiERN & SouTMwiisiFHN Rau WAV Cvvn.
Regular mrelinK".
Allania. G.1.
July, September, November, 10

their

—

.A.

J.

Mcrrill,

Grant Bldg.,

Thntsd.TV. Janu.iry. March, May,
M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
CnnHarry
ToirDO Transportation
S. Fox. Toledo, t^hio.
Regular
mcelingt, 1st Sal nr day in nionlli. Itoody House, Toledo,
TR^^Flr CLrn or CincAno. W. II. Wh.Trton. la Salle Hotel, Chicigo.
Traffic Ch'r or PiTTsnrnr.u. P. L. Wells. Genl .Agt., Erie R. R. 10^4
Oliver Bldg.. I'iltsbnrnh. Pn.
Meetings bi-monthly,
Pittsburgh.
.Annual meeting. 2*\ Monday in June,
TRAsspniiT\TioN Cvv^ OF Dktiioit. W. R. Huflev. Superintendent's oflice,
Meeting* monthly, Normandie Hotel,
N. Y. r. R. R.. IVtroil, Mich.
-

oflices.

(

—

—

—

IVtroit.

.VI

.A.

'

—
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—

—
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the

most valuable railroad

ticket ever sold.

what is believed to be
It was for the "Rich-

Blues," covering their journey to the Pacific coast, one
providing for the movement of 185 men, and the value

mond
ticket

being $17,800.

The western roads

are not requiring passengers to declare the

value of their baggage, as had been planned, and have postponed
consideration of the Cummins law and the question of what action
should be taken under it in connection with baggage. Meanwhile
the carriers are assuming unlimited liabilities on all passengers'

baggage.

The "Sandy Hook route" of the Central of New Jersey, from
New York City to Long Branch and other New Jersey seacoast
towns consists in part of a steamboat route. 20 miles long, the
northern terminus of which is in Manhattan and the southern
at Atlantic Highlands on the southern shore of New York Bay.
This week a rival company has put on a ferryboat, bought from
the City of New Y'ork, to run three times a day between these
termini and to carry passengers at ten cents each, or one-sixth the
tare charged on the railroad company's boats. The new line offers
will be carried at 25
til make a specialty of automobiles, which
cents for each foot of wheel base.
States Geological Survey has just issued a guide
Bulletin 612) describing the Overland route from the Missouri river to the Pacific coast. This is the first of a series of
four such books designed to afford the transcontinental traveler

The United

book
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Transcontinental Rates to Willamette Valley Points

H.

S. Gile

&

Company

ct al. v.

Southern Pacific

Opinion

ct al.

by the commission:

The commission finds that the through transcontinental carload and less-than-carload commodity rates to the Willamette
Valley and points south of Portland, Ore., made by adding to
the rates to Portland the local class rates from Portland to
destination, are not preferential to points between Portland and
Tacoma, but that they are unreasonable to the extent that they
exceed the class rates fixed in Railroad Commission of Oregon
V. Southern Pacific (24 I. C. C, 273), and an order is entered
(34

to that effect.

C.

I.

C,

319.)

Proportional Class Rates to Iowa Points

Opinion by the commission:
The commission grants authority

to
establish
the same
proportional class rates as authorized by fourth section order No. 3,743, issued as a supplemental report to the
Interior Iowa Cities case (29 I. C. C, 536), to apply west of the
Mississippi river on traffic moving between certain additional
interior Iowa cities on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and
the Muscatine North and South, between Burlington and Musca(34
tine, Iowa, and points east of the Indiana-Illinois state line.
scale

of

C.

C,

I.

278.)

(

acquaintance with the country through which he
passes. The next volume to be issued will describe the Northern
Pacific route and will be published in a few days. The books describing the Santa Fe route and the Shasta and coast routes will
follow soon. In these books the route is followed from station
to station and the country along the way described and explained

an intimate

from many points of view,

historical, geological, agricultural

and

mining. In the preparation of the book on the Overland route
much information already in the possession of the Geological
Survey has been utilized, but to supplement this material three
geologists last year made a field examination of the entire route,
while special topographic surveys for the accompanying maps
were made by engineers. The route is covered by a series of 29
maps, and the book is also illustrated with half tone plates of
some of the most striking views and objects to be seen on the
It includes 244 pages and may be obtained from the
journey.

superintendent of documents at Washington.

Courtesy Over the Telephone
Don't fail to answer the 'phone just as soon as called. You
cannot accomplish much work in another line while knowing
is calling you on the 'phone.
to give the name of your office when answering the
'phone, as it saves the time of the party at other end.
Don't fail to give exchange the number you want very plainly.
Don't fail to have the number that you want, on the tip of

that

Xo. 2

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

At Jackson, Miss., June 30, the state court denied the right of
the railroads to charge ten cents additional fare to passengers
who fail to buy tickets before entering the train.
recently issued

iiiiiNriilliiiittiiiiDiirniiir

I

59,

Commission and Court News
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Rates on Lumber from South Pittsburgh, Tenn.

&

Haskew Lumber Company

St.
v. Nashville, Chattanooga
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the rates on lumber from South
Pittsburgh, Tenn., to Ohio river crossings, of 17 cents a hundred pounds, and to Mississippi river crossings, of 22 cents, are
not shown to be unreasonable or discriminatory against South
The tariff under
Pittsburgh in favor of Chattanooga. Tenn.
which the shipments in question moved, however, named a rate
of 13 cents. As the intention of the framers is not controlling
with respect to the meaning of a tariff, and as the tariff is to be
construed according to its language, it is found that the complainant was overcharged on shipments which were assessed
charges in excess of 13 cents. (34 I. C. C, 333.)

Louis

et al.

East

Bound Transcontinental Cotton Rates

Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The commission finds that the carriers have not justified a
proposed withdrawal of compression in transit arrangements
on cotton from southern California and Arizona producing
points to St. Louis, New Orleans, Galveston, Tex., and intermediate territory east of El Paso. Certain proposed increases
(34

in rates are held to be justified in part.

I.

C.

C,

248.)

fail

your tongue when calling the exchange, as to delay her means
Possibly this
that she is delayed in answering someone else.
someone else will sometimes be you.
Don't fail to have a pad or a memo paper nearby when taking
car number, etc., over the 'phone. To jot these down takes no
more lime and sometimes saves a "call back," or guess work.
Even
Don't fail to be courteous in answering the 'phone.
though you might be a "Prince of a fellow" the party at the
other end— may be a stranger— will not understand that your
gruffness is a "habit" and not an intention. Courtesy costs nothing and pays big dividends.
Don't get angry when you get the

Decision Under the

Storage
Indianapolis

Chicago

The

&

St.

refusal

on Apples

of

the average operator has much time to loaf or that it is impostelephone
sible for her to make a mistake just go to one of the
exchanges. One look will convince you that you are wrong.

undue preference

at Indianapolis
v.

Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Opinion' by Commissioner Harlan:
the lines serving Indianapolis to permit at
in transit on apples is not found to result in
in favor of Chicago, St. Louis, and other
which points storage in transit is permitted

Louis

that point storage

If

in Transit

Chamber of Commerce

you think

wrong number.

Panama Canal Act

Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission in this case grants the joint application of the
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic, the Grand Rapids & Indiana
and the Michigan Central to continue their joint interest in and
operation of the Mackinac Transportation Company, owning
ferrvboats plying between St. Ignace, Mich., and Mackinaw City.
Micii.
(34 I. C. C, 229.)

western points, at
by the western lines.

ct al.

(34

I.

C.

C,

267.)

—

—
July
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Transit Rates on Logs and Staves at Alexandria, La.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
finds that Morgan's Louisiana & Texas and
Western have not justified a proposed withdrawal
of their net transit rates on logs, rough staves and stave bolts
when manufactured at points in Louisiana and reshipped via reThe carriers did not show
spondents' lines beyond the state.
that the present rates were unremunerative or that the resulting
increased rates would be reasonable.
(34 I. C. C, 169.)

The commission

the Louisiana

Rates on Plaster from Grand Rapids

Grand Rapids Plaster Company v. Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern et al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The present carload rates and minimum carload weights on
plaster and other gypsum products from Grand Rapids. Mich., to
points in northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin are held to be
discriminatory as compared with the rates and minimum weights
on those commodities from Fort Dodge, la., and defendants are

required to remove the discrimination. It is also held, however,
is no discrimination against Grand Rapids and in favor
of Fort Dodge in that defendants make deliveries of plaster and
other gypsum products from both points to team and industrial
tracks in the Chicago switching district.
(34 I. C. C.. 202.)
that there

Rates on Flour from Inman, Kan.

&

Company i'. Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific et
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission finds that the rates on flour, bran and shorts
from Inman, Kan., to various destinations in southwestern
Missouri are unreasonable, in that the difference between them
and the rates prevailing under "higher Kansas City rate basis"
linns

.l/i7/i;i,,'

al.

too great, this basis meaning in effect that the rates from
Kansas grain fields to points in southwestern Missouri will be
determined by the rates applicable to Kansas City, either from
the Kansas grain fields or the southwestern Missouri destiIt is ordered that the rates
nations, whichever rates are higher.
13 cents on bran
1)6 not in e.xcess of 14^2 cents on flour and
and shorts, these rates being 1;/ cents a 100 lb. higher than
the rates prevailing under the "higher Kansas City rate basis."
This case originally related also to a fourth section applicais

but the lower rates from Hutchinson and McPherson,
Kan., having since been withdrawn, the Fourth Section appliC34 I. C. C, 197.)
cation is denied.

/?

of several manufacturers may be sent for loading to the carloading department of the furniture and manufacturers' association.
This association, which maintains assembling and loading
facilities, is operated without profit and for the benefit of the
furniture manufacturers of Grand Rapids and their customers.
Goods are handled also for some of the factories located outside of Grand Rapids, such as Holland and Zeeland, and to these
manufacturers a charge for the service of 10 cents per 100 lb. is
made. In addition to mixed carloads, which, although billed to
one consignee, may embrace goods for several consignees, many
so-called pool cars, containing goods from several dealers intended for several consignees, are consigned to transfer compa(34
nies, warehouses and distributing agencies on the coast.
I.

C.

C,

262.)

Charges

for Disposal of Slag

In re charges for transportation and disposal of waste mateOpinion by Commissioner
rials at Pittsburgh and other cities.
Daniels:
Eleven carriers operating in Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia have filed with the commission a tariff establishing a charge
of 20 cents per net ton for the disposal of slag, flue dust, clean
ashes or refuse molding sand, and a charge of 35 cents a net ton
on ashes (mixed with other refuse), brickbats, dirt and other
The carriers have for a long time taken free
refuse material.
all the slag which the mills gave them, for the reason that it
furnished a useful material for the making of fills and for balThey still use large quantilasting and sub-ballasting tracks.
ties of slag, but their construction work has .so decreased, and
the supply of slag given to them for disposal so increased, that
the slag has become a burden to them, and they have even had
to

buy land on which

to

dump

it.

reason why this disposal service
It appears.
should be performed gratuitously by the carriers.
however, that the tariffs under consideration do not meet the
requirements of section 6 of the act in that they do not designate
the specific points at which disposal is made of the slag in question.
The tariff should indicate that

The commission

sees

no

the carriers will receive carloads of refuse on any industrial
or private side track connecte<l therewith, or on any main track,
and will haul this refuse to some convenient point on its line
or the line of a connecting carrier for wasting at a charge
cents per net ton
of
.

tion,

.

might also indicate whether or not a definite consignment and bill of lading should be made in wh<im title of
and when and where transfer of such title, if
the slag vests

The

tariffs

:

:

Imported

Wood

&

&

Maine.
Thompson Paper Company el al. ?•. Boston
Moore
Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds that the rates on imported wood pulp
from Boston, Mass., to various Xevv England points are not
The allegation of discriminaunreasonable or discriminatory.
tion was based on the fact that the rates on domestic pulp are
It was shown, howless than the rates on the imported pulp.
ever, that the rates on the domestic pulp from Boston to these
It was also shown
points of destination were but paper rates.
that the imported pulp had a higher value per car because of a
larger percentage of water contained in domestic pulp; that the
expense of loading imported pulp is borne by the carrier, whereas
domestic pulp is loa<led by the shipper, and that the carriers
have an inbound haul of the pulp wood used to manufacture
domestic pulp which they do not have in the case of imported
(^4 I C C. ^2X)
pulp.
Furniture Rates (rom

Grand Rapids

liirniliirc Maniifncliirers' .Issociiilion of

.4rhor

el

al.

Grand Rapids

:.

.Inn

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

The commission

finds that

the rales of $2.52 per

The tariffs as they stand at present do not conis effected.
form with section 6 of the act and must be ordered cancelled.
Commissioner Hall dissents, noting that the carriage of the
slag and other refuse lacks many of the attributes of transporta-

any,

Pulp Rates from Boston, Mass.

100 lb

on

mixed carloads of furniture shipped from Gratiil Kapids, Midi.
and of $2.45 from Hockford, 111., to Pacific coast lerniinals are
The industry al C.rand
unreasonable or discriininnlory.
Rapids has become specialized; and no matiufactiirer underTo lake care of
takes to produce a complcic line of furniture.
this trade condition a practice has grown up of sliippinR mixed
not

carloads of furniture frtim a number of factories intendeil for
one crmsignec. The car may be loaded and shipped by a manufacturer at Granil Rapids, to whose warehouse the goods of
other manufacturers are liroURlU for llial purpose, or the Roods

tion by a

common

carrier.

New Mexico

(34

I.

Class and

C.

C,

337.)

Commodity Rates

State Corporation Comtnissioii of New Mexico v. Atchison.
Santa Fe et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
Topeka
Complaint is made against the reasonableness of the class and

&

rates into New Mexico from Kansas City, and all
points on and east of the Missouri river, including St. Louis,
Chicago and the great lakes region, to, but not including,
eastern seaboard territory. The paramount issue arises under
the fourth sc'ction, the principal violation being that rates from

commodity

Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago are lower to l^l Paso than to
New Mexico points directly intermediate.
The contention that the V.\ Paso rates arc depressed by the
action of the carriers in etiuali/ing the rates to Kl Pa.so to the
basis applied to Laredo and l-'.agle Pass in order that all these
Kill Grande crossings may be placed on a parity in their compelilioii with each other for tralVtc into Mexico, and the contention

low rates are ilemaiided liy the comiielilioit of the walcr-androutes from the eastern seaboard and from Kuropc to consiuniiiR markets in Mexico via Tampico and \'era Cruz are not
behl by the commission to constitute sullicient grounds for fourth
It is held, however, that the competi.section relief at Kl Paso,
tion of the water-anil-rail routes from the markets of production
Paso via Galveston and other gulf
on the eastern seaboard to
that
rail

\-'.\

ports (Iocs constitute a sullicient basis for relief as to commodity
rates from Kansas City. St. Louis and Chicago in those ca.scs in

which the

\'.\

Paso rates arc therebv actually affected and de-

;
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pressed below a reasonable basis. In Commodity Rates to Pacific Coast Terminals (32 I. C. C. 611) the carriers operating west
frbm the Missouri river, in those cases in which they were compelled by the competition of the water lines from the eastern
seaboard, were allowed to maintain a rate to the Pacific coast of
not less than 75 cents a 100 lb., and to continue higher rates to
intermediate points, provided the intermediate rate in no case
exceeded 75 cents. It is held in this case that the ma.xinuim
rate, below which relief should be granted, and which will in cases
in which relief is granted be the maximum rate from Kansas
City and St. Louis to intermediate points, should be 65 cents.
On those commodities on which the lowest rates from the Atlantic seaboard to El Paso are 65 cents or more no relief will be
granted to the carriers operating from Kansas City and St. Louis
As to those commodities on which the lowest rates
to El Paso.
from the eastern seaboard are less than 65 cents the carriers
from Kansas City and St. Louis may meet those rates provided
In those instances
the intermediate rates do not exceed 65 cents.
in which the lowest rates from the eastern seaboard to El Paso
are less than 65 cents and the petitioners desire to maintain even
lower rates from Kansas City and St. Louis to El Paso than
apply from the eastern seaboard they may do so provided the
intermediate rates do not exceed the rates to El Paso by more
than the difference betwen the rates from New York to El
Paso and 65 cents; the net result of this last being that by
whatever amount the carriers voluntarily reduce the El Paso
rates below what is required by the water-and-rail competition
they must likewise reduce the intermediate rates below 65 cents.
In all cases where relief is denied under the fourth section the
carriers may correct the discrimination existing against inter-

mediate points by increasing the rate to the more distant point:
by decreasing the rates to the intermediate points or by simultaneous increases and reductions.
;

case also relates to the reasonableness of rates to intermefound that the present class rates from
It
is
Kansas City are in many cases unreasonable and a scale of

The

diate

Vol.

59, -\"o.

2

connecting lines in Texas and 35 cents from mills on connecting
in Louisiana and Arkansas.
The commission does not believe that the rates on traffic from
the Pacific coast regions, including those on lumber and sugar,
should be reduced. (34 I. C. C. 292.)
lines

STATE COMMISSIONS
The West Virginia Public Service Commission, on application
of the Baltimore & Ohio, has granted the road permission to
accept coupons from mileage books which have been bought in
other states on a basis of 2% cents a mile, provided the passenger proffers it in lieu of a ticket and is satisfied to pay the
extra quarter cent.
Persons living in other states coming into
West Virginia frequently have tendered their mileage coupons
instead of tickets, expressing the preference to pay the extra
quarter cent rather than take the trouble to get a ticket at the

West Virginia

stations.

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second
holds that it has not the power to permit a raise in
passenger rates above a maximum set by the legislature. The
decision is in the case of the Ulster & Delaware, which desired
to increase its mileage book rate from two to three cents a mile.
Chairman Vansantvoord wrote the opinion, which was concurred
In an extended review
in by Commissioners Hodson and Irvine.
of all the statutory sections involved the opinion fails to find
that the commission, either expressly or impliedly, has been
granted such power. Commissioners Emmet and Carr dissented.
Mr. Emmet held that, as the power to lower rates irrespective
of legislative enactment is expressly granted by the Public Service
Commission law, the power to raise rates is implied beyond
reasonable doubt. The decision will probably be carried to the
district,

court of last resort.

points.

maximum

rates

is

prescribed, the

first

Tucumcari and Clovis $1.70 to Roswell. Carlsbad. Vaughn,
Pastura, Alamogordo, Las Vegas, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Belen
and Rincon; $2.00 to Deming; $2.10 to Silver City, and $2.25 to
Gallup and Lordsburg, and other classes in proportion. The class
Maximum differrates to Raton are not found unreasonable.
entials ranging from 30 cents on first class to 8 cents on class
E are prescribed over these Kansas City rates for shipments
from St. Louis, and differentials ranging from 50 cents on first
class and 13 cents on class E for shipments from Chicago.
Findings are made also relative to the commodity rates on the
to

COURT NEWS

class rate being set at $1.55

Interstate

Commerce

in Intoxicating Liquors

;

principal commodities moving into New Mexico. The rates on
these commodities to Raton are not found unreasonable. Maxirates are prescribed from Kansas City to Albuquerque as
beer, 65 cents
Agricultural implements, 80 cents
follows
canned goods. 65 cents; emigrant movables, 55 cents; furniture,
n. o. s., $1.19; packing-house products, 80 cents; building and
roofing paper, 70 cents cast-iron and wrought-iron pipe, 65 cents
stoves, 85 cents; sugar and sirup, 60 cents; wire and nails. 70
It is held that the rates to Las Vegas, Santa Fe. Belen.
cents.
Ricon, Roswell, Carlsbad, Pastura and Alamogordo should not

mum

;

:

;

;

Silver City, Gallup, Lordsburg
pxceed
and other points to which class rates are prescribed the commodity rates established shall bear the same relation to the

these rates.

commodity

To Deming,

rates prescribed to
those points bear to the class
modity rates from St. Louis
points must not exceed those
10 cents and 20 cents a 100
does not attempt to deal with
be established in the future

Albuquerque as the class rates to
The comrates to Albuquerque.
and Chicago to all New Mexico
from Kansas City by more than
The commission
lb. respectively.
other commodity rates which may

nor does it attempt to prescribe
reasonable commodity rates to points other than those to which
rates are herein prescribed. The fourth section requirements
will set the maximum rates to main-line points directly intermediate to those to which rates are herein fixed. To hrancliline points the carriers will be expected to line up their rates

and commodity rates.
on hay from the Pecos Valley to Fort Worth and
other points to which at present a ,W-ccnt rate is effective must
not exceed 28 cents in the future.
The present rates on lumber to Pecos Valley points arc found
unreasonable to the extent that they exceed 30 cents from
Santa Fe mills in Texas and Louisiana, 33 cents from mills on
in reasonable relation to the class

The

rate

Rossi V. Pennsylvania, a case which arose before the
passing of the Webb-Kenyon act of 1913, the United States
Supreme Court holds that the Wilson act does not authorize
the punishment of a liquor dealer in Ohio for soliciting orders for liquor in Lawrence County, Pennsylvania, where
he had no liquor license, and delivering the goods there,
since the Wilson act does not subject liquors transported in
interstate commerce to state regulation until after their arrival at destination and delivery to consignee or purchaser.
In

Kansas Mutual Demurrage Law Held Void
States Supreme Court has declared invalid the
Kansas "reciprocal" or "mutual" demurrage statute, providing
that a railroad failing to furnish cars upon proper application
shall pay to the party applying $5 a day damages, and all
actual damages, with reasonable attorney fees, and that a
shipper shall pay $5 a day for failure to load cars within 48

The United

hours, for the reason that the act allows attorney's fees in
favor of one class of litigants but not of the other, thus denying the latter the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by
(Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
the Fourteenth Amendment.
V. Vosburg.)
State Statute Requiring Cars to

The

LInited States

Supreme Court

Be Furnished Upheld
affirms a

decision

of the

Suprem.e Court (257 111., 80) awarding damages for the
failure of the Illinois Central to furnish coal cars at the Mulberry Hill Coal Company's mine, located on the defendant's
line, pursuant to the plaintiff's requirements and demands, as
The court approved the
required by the Illinois act of 1874.
construction of the statute given by the state court, which was
"The only requirement of the statute, as applied
as follows
in this case or any other case, is, that the railroad corporation
shall furnish cars, within a reasonable time after they are required, to transport the property offered for transportation, and
what would be a reasonable time in any case would depend
upon all the circumstances and conditions existing, including the
requirements of the interstate commerce carried on by the corporation."
It holds that the statute is not, as contended, a direct burden upon intertsate commerce, and therefore repugnant
Illinois

:

July

to

the

9,
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commerce

Decided June

congressional

of

irrespective

clause,

action.

14.

Supreme Court, 85 N. J.,
pose of the requirement
proposed

to

Reduction

of

Coal Rate to Nashville

— Discrimination

the
in

Switching

In an action against tlie L. & N., tlie Nasliville, Cliattanooga & St. Louis, the Tennessee Central, the Illinois Central and the Nashville Terminal, the United States Supreme
Court has reduced the $1 rate on coal from Kentucky mines
to Nashville to 80 cents. It based its finding on a comparison
of the coal rates from the Kentucky mines to Nashville,
Memphis and St. Louis, and of the Nashville coal earnings
with those on all other traffic over the other roads entering
It also took into consideration that the carrying
that city.
capacity of the cars had been much increased, resulting in a
doubling of the earning capacity of fully loaded trains.
It

$3

a

also held that the practice of the companies to charge
car for switching non-competitive business between in-

dustries within the terminal limits and in conjunction with
The plaintiff
the Tennessee Central was discriminatory.
contended that the practice was designed to prevent the
switching of coal between the Tennessee Central and private
industries, located on sidings and reached through the terminals.
Its effect was to furnish switching service to each other
on a!l business, and to the Tennessee Central on all except
coal and competitive business. The order of the commission
requiring the companies to cease the discrimination and to
maintain "a practice which will permit the interswitching of
such sliipments from and to the lines of each and every defendant" (including Tennessee Central) was sustained. What
would be a proper practice and the charge therefor were

is

in

to

468, holds that the

the

public utilities

provide

a

method

primary purin regard

act,

for

preventing

embracing provisions inimical to the inor omitting provisions which are requisite

leases

terests of the

state

for the protection of those interests.

The power

of approval or

approve conferred upon the board is discretionary
in its character; and, this being so, the Supreme Court cannot
substitute its own judgment for that of the board and compel
West Jerit by mandamus to grant or withhold its approval.
sey & Seashore v. Board (N. J.), 94 Atl.. 57.
refusal

to

Injuries to Animeils

on Track

In an action for the killing of a mule struck by a train, it is
held by the Mississippi Supreme Court that the failure of the
company to equip the locomotive with an electric headlight, as

required by law, did not make the company liable, it not being
shown that the presence of such a headlight would have prevented the mule from running in front of the fast moving train
30 or 40 ft. ahead of the engine, as appeared to have been the
case.
Illinois Central v. Calhoun (Miss.), 68 So., 442.

Damages

Blocking View by

for

Embankment Not Recoverable

Damages were

sought, under the Massachusetts statute providing that all damages caused bj- laying out. making and maintaining a railroad, or by taking land or materials therefor, may
be recovered, for injury resulting from the cutting off of the
plaintiff's view from his property by the location of a railroad
The embankment was beyond a
embankment in front of it.
public way and intervening property of other owners, about 150

away, and about the same height as the plaintiff's door, and
did not in any way interfere with his light or air or access to
the highway.
It was held that the interference with the view
from the plaintiff's house and estate, which was the sole ground
on which damages were sought, related to matters too remote
and speculative, and was not sufficiently special and peculiar to
No decision, so far as the
the plaintiff to warrant a recovery.
court was aware, has ever gone so far as to hold that damages
might be recovered for invasion of purely aesthetic elements of
ft.

matters not decided.

Government Loses

Reading

Suit Against the

In the United States court at Philadelphia, July 3, a decision
by Judge McPherson was handed down to the effect that the
Reading group of corporations, the Central Railroad of New
Jersey, the Lehigh Coal & Navigation and subsidiary and

companies, arc not leagued together in an unlawful
combination and therefore do not unduly restrain commerce

allied

production, sale or transportation of anthracite coal.
The court, however, suggests that the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Coal Company be divorced from the Central of New Jersey.
The Reading ownership of the Central is not disturbed. The
court called attention to certain other objections of a minor
nature, which, however, did not affect the general decision.
The decision holds that there was no violation by the
Reading companies of the commodities clause of the Interin

leases

making of

Law

value.

Howell

v.

New Haven

(Mass.t. 108 N.

E., 934.

the

Commerce law.
The decision refused

state

to declare that the

Reading company.

& Reading Railway and the Philadelphia &
and Iron Company were, either separately or

the I'hiladelphia

Reading Coal

individually, a combination in violation of the anti-trust law.
The court expressed regret at tlie delay in the decision of
the case, giving as a reason the necessity of awaiting the

decision of the Supreme
against the Lackawanna,

the government's suit
decision was concurred in by

Court

The

in

Judges Buffmgton and Hunt.

The

court

llnds

that

the

evi<lcnce

docs

not

support

the

charge that the transportation of anthracite at the rates now
and for a long time past in force has lieen enormnusly profitable.

As to the commodities clause, the court finds that under
the facts presented in the Reading case the question is not
decided by the recent decision in the Lackawanna case, which
rests entirely on the construction of a certain agreement that
was there attacked. After reviewing the evidence upon this
subject the court decides that the commodities clause has not
been violated by the Reading companies
It is expected tliat the government will appiil

ihi-

case

Adequate Return

— Intrastate

In dcci<ling that a rate on slack, nut. and pea coal from
Pittsburg. Kan., to Concordia. Kan., composed by adding
the Kansas local distance rate of 20 cents a ton from .\bilene
to Concordia to the carrier's voluntary rate of $1 from Pittsburg to -Miilene. and involving only intrastate commerce, is
not unreasonable, unjust, or oppressive, the Kansas Supreme
Court cited the three recent cases of Northern Pacific v.
.Vorth Dakota and Miimeapolis, St. P. & S. S. Jil. v. North
Dakota, 236 U. S. 585; and Norfolk & Western v. West Virginia, 2.36 U. S. 605, all decided March 8, 1915, on the subject
of

adequate rates.

In

of

Leases by Public

mandamus

Utility

to

the

Commission

West Jersey & Sea-

In refusing a writ of
shore to compel the New Jersey hoard of public utility coiuniissioners to approve a lease proposed to be made by the company of
New Jerits railroad and franchises to the reimsylvania. the
sey Court

<if

b'.rrors

and

.\ppeals, allirming the decision of the

the

first

of

these.

Mr. Justice Hughes

"Frequently, attacks upon state rates have raised the
says:
(luestion as to the profitableness of the entire intrastate busiBut the deness under the state's business requirements.
cisions in this class of cases furnish no ground for saying
that the atMc may set apart a commodity or a special clas*
of traffic and inii>ose upon it any rate it pleases, provided
only that the return from the entire intrastate business is
The Kansas court says that it is too soon to
adequate."
say how far-reaching these decisions may be, but that the
new doctrine is no doubt controlling; and whatever has been
said in decisions and textbooks to the ciTect that a slate or

commission could establish a rate not in itself compensatory. i)r()vided the mass of siate rates was profitable,
may as well be discarded.

a state

sustained the railroads' contention that the
in the statute is not synonymous with
rate may not be confiscatory, and yet be
.A
"confiscatory."
inequitable in that it does not yield a fair compensation,
which would inchnle cost of moving the Iraftic, wear and
tear of tracks and eqnipniont. and a fair profit for the service
This is also the view of the Texas courts on a
rendered.
I'nion Pacific v. Public
statute much like the Kansas one.
6()".
Utilities loininission (Kan.), 148 Pac.
'ihe

court

also

word "unrcasonble"
Approval

Commerce— "Unreasonable" and

"Confiscatory" Rates

;
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Railway Officers

I

|
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Hamilton, vice-president and general
Texas-Mexican at Laredo, Tex., has resigned.
C.

F.

S.

Wynn.

counsel of the

secretary of the Southern Railway at Xevv York
& Ohio, succeeding

has been elected secretary also of the Mobile
A. W. Mackintosh, resigned.

W.

freight traffic manager of the Florida East
Augustine, Fla., has been appointed assistant to vicepresident, with headquarters at St. Augustine, and the position of
freight traffic manager has been abolished.
F.

Kirtland,

at St.

officers of the Morris & Essex were elected
Adrian H. Larkin. chairman of the board; J. O. H.
Pitney, of Newark. X. J., president; E. E. Loomis. vice-president;

The following

recently:

Henry

E. C. Stanley, Jr.. assistant secrePoor, secretary
Schoheld, treasurer, and W. D. Dunley. assistant

\'.

;

R. B.
tary
treasurer.
;

Edward

T. Whiter, wdiosc appointment as assistant general
the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, with
headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has already been announced in

manager

of

officers of the Monongahela Railway recently formed by
consolidation of the Monogahela Railroad and the Buckhannon & Northern are as follows J. M. Schoonmaker. president. Pittsburgh. Pa.
J. J. Turner, vice-president. Pittsburgh
Lewis Xeilson, secretary, Philadelphia; T. H. B. McKnight,
treasurer, Pittsburgh; C. K. Elder, auditor, Brownsville: G. B.
Obey, general superintendent. Brownsville D. K. Orr, chief en-

The

was

educated

the
in
schools of that
place and entered railway service on March
1881, with the Penn1.
sylvania,
telegraph
as
operator,
and served
consecutively
train
as
public

despatcher,

:

;

gineer. Brownsville,

and

J.

C.

Grooms,

real estate agent,

Pitts-

burgh.

Operating
F. X'. Hibbits, superintendent of motive power of the Lehigh
Valley at South Bethlehem, Pa., has resigned to go to the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.
H. Owen, transportation clerk of the Florida East Coast at
.\ugustine. Fla., has been appointed superintendent of transportation, with headquarters at St. .Augustine.
J.

St.

G. B. Obey, superintendent of the Monongahela Railroad has
been appointed general superintendent of the Monongahela Railway which was formed recently by the consolidation of the
Railroad
Monongahela
and the Buckhannon &
Obey
Mr.
Northern.

entered the service of the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
as a train despatcher in
1889. and in 1899 was
to

tendent

of

chief

train

years
appointed
of

the

Youghiogheny and Mosame

ville,

Pa.,

which position

at the

1,

tem,

from

tion he

is

which

posi-

now promoted

to assistant general

man-

ager of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh,
with the Pennsvlvania.

E. T.

Whiter

Mr. Whiter's entire career has been

Lsaac W heeler Geer, whose appoint;nent as general superintendent of the Central system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of
Pittsburgh, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, has been announced, was born at
Plainheld, Conn., on February 1, 1873.
He was

graduated

from

Yale

university in June, 1895.
and entered railway service as rodman with the

Pennsylvania

in

Septem-

ber of the same year.

Xovember.

1897. he

In

was

transferred to the maintenance of way department of the Erie and

division.

He was

then transferred to the
Pittsburgh
division
in
I. W. Geer
the same capacity in December, 1902, in which position he remained until January, 1S04,
when he was appointed superintendent of the Terre Haute &
I-ogansport and the Logansport &: Toledo railways, which were
In Novemat that time affiliated with the Pennsylvania Lines.
ber. 1^06. he was transferred to the Logansport division, and in
January, 1913, he was transferred to the Cleveland & Pittsburgh

quarters at Pittsburgh.
Pa.
In 1905, he left the
service of the Pittsburgh
& Lake Erie to become
of
the
superintendent
Monongahela
Railroad,
with office at Browns-

he held

Eastern

January

he was appointed
general
superintendent
of the N'orthwest sys-

same

of
divisions
road, with head-

nongahela
the

the

On

division.

Ashtabula division as assistant on the engineer
corps.
In
February,
1898, he was promoted
to assistant engineer, and
in
March,
was
1900,
made engineer of maintenance of way on the

Two

he was
superintendent

later

assistant

and trainmaster until January 1,
1903, on which date he
was appointed superintrainmaster

;

despatcher.

on

He

1864.

26,

1913.

the

promoted

was born

these columns,

at Steubenville, Ohio,

March

S. S. Russell, special agent of the auditing department of the
Central V'ermont at St. Albans, Vt., has been appointed claim
agent, with office at St. Albans, and the office of special agent has
been abolished.

Coast

D. S. Farley, superintendent of the Kansas City division of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Kansas City, Mo., has been
transferred to Amarillo, Tex. C. L. Mason, trainmaster of the
eastern division at Emporia, Kan., has been appointed superintendent at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding Mr. Farley.
H. R.
Lake has been appointed trainmaster at Emporia, Kan., suc-

ceeding Mr. Mason.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
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Vol. 59, Xo. 2

division

from which position he

is

now promoted.

time of his

appointment as
recent
general superintendent of
the Monongahela Railway,
as above noted.

G. B. Obey

with

headquarters

at

Brownsville,

Samuel B. Robertson, superintendent of the Erie and Ashtabula division of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, at
Xewcastle, Pa., has been transferred in the same capacity to the
Cleveland and Pittsburgh division, with headquarters at Cleve-

July
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9,

I. \\'. Geer, promoted.
W. M. Wardrop,
superintendent of the Western division, at Ft. Wayne, Ind.. succeeds Mr. Robertson. Otto Schroll. superintendent of the Toledo
division, with headquarters at Toledo,
Ohio, succeeds Mr.
Wardrop. Paul Jones, superintendent of the Zanesville division,
with headquarters at Zanesville, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Schroll.
F. J. Stimson, division engineer of the Grand Rapids & Indiana,
has been appointed superintendent at Zanesville, Ohio, succeeding Mr. Jones.

land, Ohio, succeeding
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Equipment and Supplies

I

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

Traffic

E. Bond has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau
of the Elgin, Joliet & Eatsern, with headquarters at Chicago.

Charles E. Brown has been appointed commercial agent of the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Los Angeles, Cal.,
and J. X. Kimberger has been appointed commercial agent at
Seattle,

Wash.

Humston, district passenger agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, at Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed
division freight agent, with headquarters at Indianapolis. Frank
V. Martin, city passenger agent at Indianapolis, succeeds Mr.
F.

B.

Humston.
tired from

O'Reilly, general agent at Indianapolis has reactive service because of ill health, but will be re-

.\.

tained by the

|
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& Gulf

Missouri, Okl.^homa

is

figuring on 6

Mikado

type locomotives.

The Eureka Nevada

has ordered one Prairie type locomotive

from the H. K. Porter Company.
RussiA.v Goverxmext.— The H. K. Porter Co. is said to be
working on 22 72-ton and 11 67-ton locomotives for the Russian
government. This item has not been confirmed.

The Texas & Pacific,
May 28 as being in the
locomotives,
locomotives.

is

reported in the Raik^'ay

Age

Gazette of

market for 10 switching and 6 freight
also reported to be in the market for 6 passenger

J.

company

in

an advisory capacity.

R. A. Ebe, assistant general livestock agent of the Baltimore &
at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed general livestock
agent, succeeding the late Ben Wilson, and the position of assistant general livestock agent has been abolished. W. J. O'Toole,
secretary to the general livestock agent has been appointed assistant to
general livestock agent
F. Fowler, division freight
agent at Parkersburg, W. Va., has been appointed assistant to
general freight agent, both with headquarters at Baltimore. Md.,
and H. H. Marsh, commercial freight agent at Wheeling, W. Va.,
has been appointed division freight agent, with office at Parkersburg.

Ohio

;

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has issued inquiries for 6 superheater Pacific type locomotives, to have 26 by
2^ in. cylinders, a tractive efifort of 47.000 lb. and a total weight
of 285.000 lb.

The

Detroit, Toledo & Iroxtox has ordered 2 Consolidation
locomotives from the .\merican Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 21 by 28 in. cylinders. 56-in. driving
wheels and a total weight of 106,000 lb.

type

The Moxtour Railroad

has ordered 3 superheater Mikado
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 27 by 32 in. cylinders. 57-in. driving
wheels, and a total weight of 325.000 lb.

type

Engineering and Rolling Stock

H. Oliver, division engineer of the .\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, at Needles, Cal.. has been transferred in the same capacity to San Bernardino, Cal.

CAR BUILDING

W.

Brooks, acting superintendent uf motive power of the
Pacific at Transcoin, Man., advises that J. F. Moffatt has not been appointed locomotive foreman as had been announced in circular \o. 50, which was noticed in this coKmin on
July 2.
C.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 20 milk cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

E.

Grand Trunk

The Chicago Great Western

OBITUARY
(

Samuel Thnrnc. a director of the Great Xorthern, the Colorado

& Southern and

other Hill roads, died on July 5, of heart disease,
on board the yacht of James J. Hill of the Great Xorthern, on
the St. John's river, Quebec, Canada.

Hayilock, assistant engineer of the Missouri Pacific,
was drowned recenlly at Lcavenworlli Junction,
Kan., while superintending the making of willow mattresses to
He was 31 years
|)revent ihr river from luidenniiiiiig the tracks.

Charles

L.

in

the market

Detroit, Toledo & Irontox has ordered 200 box
American Car & Foundry Company,

The

hamberlain, claims adjuster fur the .\tchisiin,
'I'opeka & Santa I'e. with head(|uarters at Ciuthrie. Okla., died at
Battle Creek, Mich., on June 21.
II.

reported to be

The
the

'rank

is

for 1,500 steel underframes.

Balti.more

2,000 hopper cars.

The Texas &

is

from

reported to be in the market for

This item has not been confirmed.
Paiific, which

was reported in an unconfirmed
Asic Cni:ctlc, June 4, as inquiring for 500
in the market for 4tX) 50-lon gondola cars.

Kaikmy

item in the
coal cars,

& Ohio

cars

is

The Havax

\

May

Centrvl, which was reported

in

the MiiVicwv

Age

2S, as inquiring for

660 freight cars, is reported
to have ordered these cars from the Standard Steel Car Company. This item has not been confirmed.
iiiict-lte

of

at St. Louis, Mo.,

—

.\ report from Hol(iKKM.\.N K.Mi.H AVMKN JoiN THE Coi.oKS.
land says that 40(),(X)0 German railwaymen will shortly be called
1(1 the colors.
In order to replace the men a gfeat number of
women arc now being instructed in railway work.

Kailvvav Extknsion in Chile.— The directors of the government railways have decided to build a branch connecting the
Longitudinal Railway with the port of Iquiquc; the estimated

(xprnditnre is $ll(),(l()(). It will be necessary for this money
to be secured from the prolits of one of the railways or
I'be only railincluded in the budget for Ihc coininR year.
way actually producing net earnings at the (iresent time is
The government railways arc prcparini;
the .'\rica-l.a I'az.
plans for the repair of roads thai lead to the railway stations
along the Central KaiKvay at an estimated espenditure of
$2f<2.()00.

The British Government was reported

in

the Railti-ay

Age

June 25 as having given the Canadian Car & Foundry Comppny a large order for box cars. It is now said that
this order includes 1.200 Belgian type steel frame box cars, 24 ft.
in length and of 26 ton capacity.
(SiKclte of

The Russian Government was reported in the Railit.ay Age
Gacelle of May 21 as having placed orders for 22,000 cars as follows: Pressed Steel Car Company. 7,(XX); Seattle Car & Foundry
Company,

7,000;

I-'astern

Car Company, Xew

Xova

Glasgow, N.

S.,

Scotia Car Company, Halifax, X. S., 2,000; .American
Car v^ Fotnulry Company, 2,000, and Canadian Car & Foundry
Company, 2.(XK). On sonic of these orders the car builders and
the Russian government were at lirst unable to agree as lo ihe
terms of payment. t"onlracts have now been definitely closed,
however, for the follow ing onlers Pressed Sleel tar Company.
4.800 50-ton coal cars (the Russian government having the option
of increasing this to 5.0(X1 if desired) and 2.000 40-lon box cars;
Eastern Car Conip.uiy. 2,lXX1 40-lon box cars, and the /Xinerican
Car & Foundry Company. 4.100 box cars, a total with these three
2,000;

:
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companies of 12,900
has an order, or

is

cars.

The

Seattle

& Foundry Company

Car

Vol.
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negotiating for 8.500 four-wheel freight cars.

Orders for 2,000 cars remain to be placed, the Nova Scotia Car
Company having rejected its order.

Supply Trade News

I
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IRON AND STEEL
The Great Northern

The Schroeder Headlight Company,

has ordered 125 tons of steel for seven

track scales from the American Bridge Company.

to

The

The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake has ordered
8.000 tons of rails from the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

Evansville, Ind.,

is

reported

have an order from the Russian government for 400 headlights.
Scullin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
its stockholders has changed its name to the Scullin

by a vote of

Company.

Steel

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company has secured an

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
of steel from the
Argentine, Kan.

has ordered 375 tons

American Bridge Company for an elevator

at

C.\r & Foundry Company has ordered 322
tons of steel from the American Bridge Company for a yard
crane runway and a car shop addition at Chicago.

The American

The
of

rails

Algoma

&

Pacific has ordered 17,000 tons
from the Illinois Steel Company, and 3,000 tons from the
Steel Corporation. The rails will all be 100 lb.

Chicago, Rock Island

The New York Public Service Cojimission,
has awarded a general contract to the Newman & Carey Company, for 6,400 tons of steel for Section No. 1 of the Nostrand
avenue subway, Brooklyn.
First

district,

The Yazoo Southwestern, Walter
City, Miss.,

is

C.

Murphy,

The American Steel Export Company was incorporated in
Delaware on June 29, with a capital of $200,000, to promote the
sale abroad of products of the Cambria Steel Company.

Thomas R. Cook, formerly assistant engineer of motive power
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, has been appointed chief engineer of the Willard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
D. P. Lamoreux has been appointed to take charge of the railwav and car material department of the Johnson Lumber Company, Milwaukee, Wis., with headquarters in the McCormick
building, Chicago.

W.

L. JefTeries.

Jr.,

has been appointed representative of the

Union Spring & Manufacturing Company, New Kensington, Pa.,
with office in the Mutual building, Richmond, Va., succeeding
W. F, La Bonta, deceased.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
Yazoo

order for 52,000 brake shoes for the cars which the Pressed Steel
Car Company is now building for the Russian government.

president,

reported in the market for repair and ma-

chine shop equipment.

The Condit Electrical Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.,
and the Luminous Unit Company, St. Louis, Mo., will hereafter,
by arrangement with the Thomas G. Grier Co., Chicago, be represented exclusively by the Electrical Sales Engineers, Inc., Chicago. This is a new company with the following officers Paul
W. Koch, president and general manager; Fred B. Duncan, viceMr.
president, and Alfred O. Dicker, secretary and treasurer.
Koch was formerly manager of the Thomas G. Grier Co; Mr.
Duncan, formerly sales engineer of the George Cutter Co., South
Bend, Ind., and Mr. Dicker was formerly illuminating engineer
of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago.
:

SIGNALING
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio has ordered the inLima, at the crossing of the
Pennsylvania Lines, the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and the
Lake Erie & Western. The work is to be done by the Pennsylvania and shares of the cost charged to the other companies
in proportion to the functions installed on the tracks of each
company. The commission orders that the cost of operation shall
be allotted, fifty per cent to the Pennsylvania and fifty to the

The

stallation of interlocking signals in

other two roads but when the two roads last named shall have
separated their interests then each of the three roads is to pay
The installation must be finished by
one-third of the whole.
;

October

1.

German South-West Africa Railways. —The damaged
way

lines in

German South-West Africa occupied by

the

rail-

Union

forces are so far restored that through communications has been
established between Liideritzbucht and Karibib. An extension of
the Upington line to Kalkfontein, north of Warnibad, is expected
at an early date, thus linking up the German lines with the Union

system.

—

in Yunnan Province of China. Renewed activity
reported in regard to a railway from Mengtze, Yunnan ProvThe Chinese capitalists
ince, China, to the Ko-chiu tin mintes.
concerned in the tin mines and in the railway undertaking have
recently employed two French engineers in connection with the
enterprise. The original plans and the actual location of the line
were made by American engineers, who resigned several months
ago because of the prospect at that time that nothing delinite was
likely to be accomplished because of unrest and uncertainty in
China and later because of war conditions in Europe. The plans
call for 60-centimetcr (23.6 in.) gage track, and the rolling stock

Railway

is

is estimated at 8 locomotives, 100 freight cars and 15 passenger cars. French interests arc said to have an immense advantage in obtaining this business, not only because of the

needed

dominance of French interests in the district and the influence of
French engineers, but also because of the discriminating duties
on goods coming into China from Indo-China and into the latter
from France and because of favors extended French interests by
the railway from Indo-China to ^'unnan fu.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, New York, have acquired the
business of the Neil Machinery Company, and will take over the
following agencies heretofore controlled by the latter: Lees BradKern Machine Tool Company,
ner Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Springfield Machine Tool Company, SpringHamilton. Ohio
field, Ohio; Colburn Machine Tool Company, Franklin, Pa., and
Bridgeford Machine Tool Company. Rochester, N. Y. George E.
Neil, formerly manager of the Neil Machinery Company, has been
appointed manager of the machine tool department of the NewYork office of Fairbanks, Morse & Company, and W. V. Gould,
;

;

for

many

& Lamson Machine Company,
become associated with that department.

years with the Jones

Springfield, Vt., has also

Electric & Manufacturing Company plan
Stockholders of record July 17
declared operative.
will have the privilege of subscribing for new convertible 5 per
cent bonds at 105 in a ratio of 45 per cent of the holdings of
The first payment on the new bonds will be $250 for
stock.
$1,000 bond on .August 13. the other payment being $820.83 on
December 1. The second payment includes an adjustment of
The new issue of bonds will be convertible into cominterest.

The Westinghouse

has

been

stock at par up to December 31, 1916. If all the new issue
will
is subscribed for by stockholders, the proceeds
If only a
be used to retire the existing issue of bonds at 105.
portion of the bonds are subscribed for by stockholders, the old
issue will be paid off to the extent of the new money received

mon

of bonds

and the new convertibles exchanged for the balance. If none
for
of the new bonds are subscribed for, they will be exchanged
the old issue recently deposited with the Guaranty Trust Company.

The American Car

&

Foundry Company

The earnings of the .Xmerican Car & Foundry Company in the
From this
fiscal year ending April ,30, 1915, were $3,615,054.
there

was deducted

$1,284,118

for

renewals,

replacements,

re-

July

9.

new

pairs,
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patterns,

etc.,

leaving net earnings of $2,330,936.

^''"'<

Divi-

dends of $2,100,000 (7 per cent) were paid on preferred stock,
and of $600,000 (2 per cent) on common stock, making a total
The total surplus on April 30 was $2.S.694,076.
of $2,700,000.
The general balance sheet of the company on April 30 was as
follows

t
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:

Assets.
Property and plant account:
Cost to April 30, 1914
-Additions to plants during year
Reservation for steel car plants
Materials on hand

Current assets:
Accounts and notes receivable
Stocks and bonds of other companies

Bank

certificates of deposit

Cash

ill

—

Alabama Gre.\t Southern. New second main track between
York, Ala., and Cuba, 6.5 miles, was placed in service July
1, on the Alabama Great Southern, providing with the exception
of a single track gauntlet between Toomsuba and Russell, Miss.,
of seven miles, continuous double track from York to Meridian,
Miss., all of recent construction.
This track is used jointly by
trains of the Alabama Great Southern and the Southern Railway.

$66,108,223
57,424
616,886
4,974,004
11,587,622
847,711
3,500,000
3,659,855

$91,351,725

Preferred stock

Common
Current

$30,000,000
30,000,000

stock

Cherry River

pany already has considerable of the right-of-way bought, and
in about 90 days expects to secure through condemnation proceedings the right-of-way through the Gauley Coal Land Company on about 23.5 miles. The projected route is from a point
on the Baltimore & Ohio at the mouth of Cherry river, w^hert
it flows into Gauley river at Curtin, Nicholas
county, W. Va.,
thence down the south side of Gauley river, via Brooks Bridge
to the mouth of Hominy creek, thence up Hominy creek to the
mouth of Mouse creek, and up Mouse creek to its head waters,

liabilities:

.Audited vouchers and payrolls
Dividends (payable July 1)

Reserve accounts
Surplus

2,569,948
675,000
2,412,701
25,694,076

$91,351,725

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Wells, Fargo & Comp.^ny.

—

This company has issued a bookof 44 pages, giving a large amount of information as to howto reach the various points of interest in San Francisco in con-

passing

through Shawver's Gap to Eleven Mile branch of
Angling creek and down Eleven Mile branch and Angling creek
to Meadow river, thence up the east or north side of Meadow
river to the Nicholas.
Greenbrier and Fayette county lines,

let

nection with the

Panama-Pacific Exposition.

—

The Esterline Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has
issued catalog 364, descriptive of Golden Glow incandescent headlights. These headlights are very largely used
on street car and interurban railway lines, and in steam and
He.-\dlights.

recently

locomotive service.

electric

—

Steel Poles. The Carbo Steel Post Company, Chicago, has issued a 20-page booklet describing Carbo steel poles for telephone,
telegraph and signal lines. The booklet is illustrated with several typical designs of these poles, and contains considerable data
regarding their construction and capacity.

—

Bulletin No. 221 recently issued by
CoAi. Storage System.
the Link-Belt Company, Chicago, is a four-page leaflet descripThe
tive of the Link-Belt patented circular storage systein.
leaflet describes the system in detail, names its several advantages and contains illustrations of typical installations.

—

Wood Block Floors. The Ayer & Lord Tie Company, Chicago, has recently issued a booklet on that company's interior
creosotcd wood block floors. The booklet discusses the several
advantages of this type of flooring material and contains several
illustrations of wood block floors laid in different kinds of shops.

—

& Rochester.— See Rochester Connecting.
& Southern.— An officer writes that this com-

Buffalo, Lockport

Liabilities.

about 42.5 miles. Construction work will be started as soon as
the right-of-way is secured.
The maximum grades will be 3
per cent compensated down to I'/z per cent, and the maximum
curvature will be 30 deg. There will be three steel bridges on the
line; two of 400 ft. each, and one of 125 ft.
The company
expects to develop a trafiic in lumber, timber products, coal
and other general commodities. H. L. Kirtley, president; E. H.
Venable, chief engineer, Charleston, W. Va.

—

East Georgia (Electric). .\ charter has been granted this
company in Georgia with $212,000 capital and headquarters
Savannah. The plans call for building an interurban electric
or steam railway from Glenville, Ga., north via Hagan to Adabelle, about 30 miles, with a short branch from Hagan to Claxton.
H. P. Talmage, G. J. Baldwin and E. Leffler are incorporators.
(April 1, p. 811.)

at

a

Linville River.—
contract has been given to W. S. Whiting,
Elizabethton. Tenn., to build a branch from Montezuma, N. C,
northeast to Fascoe, 12 miles.
The company now operates a
line from Pineola northwest via Montezuma to Cranberry, 14
miles.

—

No. 34-X, issued by the Chicago
Gas Engines.
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, is devoted to the Class
A-G "Giant" gas and gasoline engines made liy that company.
Bulletin No. 34-U contains instructions for installing and operating "Chicago Pneumatic" Class N-SO fuel oil driven com-

R.NPFORD-WiLLis Southern. A contract is reported let to the
Williams Brothers Construction Company. Roanoke, Va., for
building from Railford, \'a., southe.ist along Little river and Indian creek to Willis, about 25 miles. J. L. X'aughan, president;
W. L. Castle, secretary and assistant treasurer. (February 26,

pressors.

p.

Bulletin

—

Air Compressors. Form No. 3,031, recently issued by the
Ingersnll-Katid Company, New York, is devoted to the IngersollKogler Class h'K-I
((jniprcssors

sold

ncently issue<l
water drill.

steam driven single stage straight line air
The company has als<i
that company.

by

I'orin

\<i.

4,034,

relative to the I.eyner-Ingersoll

paniphUl entitled "Production of Pure Oxygen
the International Oxygen Compatiy, Newark,
N, J., gives a description of its system of producing oxygen by
water electrolysis. Several inst.dlations of this system are ilhisIrated.
The purity nf the gases pmdnieil by this metlnul is

Oxygen. --Ill

and

a

llyilrogen,"

shown

lo be especially high.

Golira Tie
The W.
SrK( iKKATioNs loH Tklkcrai'ii Poi.k>
(om|)any, t'leveland, has issued a booklet containing general
information and specifications for chesduit and cedar poles for
This book also coniclcKrapli. lolephone anil electric light lines,
tains a considerable ainoimt of inforniatioii regarding the weights,
original costs and costs of selling poles of various timbers ami
!•'.

letiKllM,

390.)

—

Rochester Connecting. Application has been made to the
Xew York Public Service Commission, Second district, for a
certilicatc of jiublic convenience and necessity to build 2.5 miles
of line in the outskirts of Rochester, N. Y.
The Rochester
Connectin.g recites in its petition its connection with the BulTalo,
Lockport & Rochester, which now operates an electric line,
and is also interested in the proposal to build a new internal imial bridge across the Niagara river and to connect it with
he H, I.. S: K, by a new line from Niagara h'alls to Lockport.
I

The cistern end of the B. L. & R., through the proposed RochesConnecting is to be conncclcil with the Pennsylvania and Erie
systems at Rochester. The project is backed by electrical traction men of western New York, including E. G. Connctic, president of the International Railway, lUilTalo.
ter

vS;

Tknnkssek Railway.
Company, h'ranklin.

.\

contract

Tenn..

for

is

reported

let lo J.

C.

work on an extension

Rodcs
of

11

towards I'etros. On the completion of this contract there
will remain about live miles yet to be built to complete the line
from Oneida to Pelros.

iiiiles
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stockholders in exchange for the cash and the remainder
be used, as noted below, in exchange for outstanding
bonds; $76,751,635 new convertible 5 per cent preferred stock,
cumulative after June 30, 1918, and convertible into common
stock at par. The holders of the $14,904,000 consolidated first
mortgage 6 per cent bonds will be asked to accept in exchange
$16,394,400 (110 per cent) new first and refunding mortgage
5 per cent bonds
holders of the $14,375,000 collateral trust
5 per cent bonds, due 1917, will be asked to accept $14,375,000
new first and refunding 5's in exchange, and holders of the
outstanding $9,636,000 collateral trust 5 per cent bonds, due
1920, will be asked to accept $9,636,000 new first and refunding
mortgage 5 per cent bonds in exchange.
Holders of the
$37,255,000 gold loan 4 per cent bonds will be asked to accept
a like amount of new 5 per cent preferred stock, as will also
the holders of $29,806,000 first and refunding 5's and $65O,0OC
outstanding Lexington division 5's in exchange.
Holders oi
the $3,459,000 Central branch 4 per cent bonds and of the
$2,500,000 Central branch L'nion Pacific 4 per cent bonds will
be asked to accept half of the face value of their bonds in
new general mortgage 4 per cent bonds and the other half in
new 5 per cent preferred stock. Holders of the $520,000
Leroy & Caney Valley first 5's, of the $1,024,000 Kansas City
Northwestern 5's and of the $500,000 Boonville. St. Louis
6 Southern 5 per cent bonds are asked to take a like amount
of new preferred stock in exchange. Holders of the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern $4,175,000 first and refunding
mortgage 6 per cent bonds are asked to take $4,383,750 105
per cent) in new first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent
bonds, and the holders of $393,000 Little Rock Junction first
consolidated 6's guaranteed by the Iron Mountain, and of the
$1,741,000 Texas & Pacific notes endorsed by the Iron Mountain, are asked to take a like amount of new first and refunding
Holders of the few thousand dollars ($45,135) outstanding
5's.
St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern stock are asked to take
a like amount of new preferred. This plan reduces the interest
bearing securities outstanding by $60,552,558. or from $39,996
per mile to $31,357. On the basis of the earnings and expenses
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915 (last two months esAfter the
timated) there should be a balance of $2,373,514.
payment of all fixed charges this would amount to 3 per cent
on the new preferred stock.
to

will

Railway Financial News
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BuCKHANNON & NORTHERN. — See

|
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Miinoiigahela Railway.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific— N. L. Amster has filed a
supplementary or amended petition for intervention covering
all of Federal Judge Carpenter's recent orders in the Chicago,

Rock Island

Pacific receivership.

Delaware^ Lackawanna & Western.

— An

independent board of

directors has been elected by the stockholders of the Morris &
Essex, which is leased to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
and which heretofore had a board of directors composed of officers or directors of the Lackaw^anna. J. O. H. Pitney, of New-

made president; Adrian H. Larkin, chairman of
the board E. E. Loomis remains vice-president, and Henry V.
Poor has been made secretary. The executive committee consists of Mr. Larkin, John R. Hardin, George C. Van Tuyl, Jr.,
Dunlevey Milbank and J. O. H. Pitney.
The following announcement has been made in regard to the
ark, has been
;

steps that have been taken to comply with the Supreme Court's
decision in the commodities clause case, commented on editorially in the Railway Age Giizcttc last week.
"Steps were taken to comply promptly with the recent rulings

of the LTnited States Supreme Court.
"The board authorized the officers of the
a

new

contract which should conform to

by the Supreme Court as either

illegal

all

company

to execute
matters questioned

or objectionable.

company who are

directors of
the railroad, namely: W. H. Truesdale and George F. Baker,
MumJr., resigned from the board, and C. D. Norton and T. J.
ford were elected in their places.
"E. E. Loomis, president of the coal company, tendered to the
board his resignation to be accepted as soon as his successor
can be selected, and arrangements were made to procure sepa-

"The only

directors of the coal

accommodations without delay."
extra dividend of SO per cent has been declared by the

rate office

An

Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western

Coal Company.

—

The Arizona Corporation Commission has approved the issue of $16,000,000 bonds, the proceeds to be used to buy new equipment and make additions and
betterments and to provide for refunding. All the lines belonging to the company in Arizona, some of which now are
not operated directly, will be merged and brought under one
operating organization.

El Paso & Sol-thwestern.

—

City, Mexico & Orient. The tliree receivers who were
appointed in 1912 have been formally discharged. The operation of the property was taken over about a year ago by a

Kansas
.

new company.

—

without rePacific. The plan of readjustment
ceivership which three committees, representing the 5 per
cent first and refunding mortgage bonds, the 40-year 4 per
cent gold loan bonds and the Missouri Pacific stock respectively,

Missouri

have been working on, was announced on Wednesday afternoon. Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New- York, are made readjustment
managers. The plan calls for the raising of $41,419,792 cash
through the subscription by stockholders of $50 cash for each
This $41,419,792 cash
share of Missouri Pacific stock held.
is to be used to pay the $24,845,000 notes which were due June
1 and were extended for one year, to pay $3,861, (KX) maturing
equipment trust obligations of the Missouri Pacific and of the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, and to pay floating
indebtedness, interest, some immediately needed improvements,
and to provide working capital. Common stockholders are to
receive in exchange for each $.50 cash and the share of stock
given up $50 in new general mortgage 4 per cent bonds and
$100 in new common slock, I'nderlying mortgages with bonds
omstanding aggregating $128,460,620 are to remain undisThere are to be issued tlic $82,839,585 new common
turbed.
stock just sufficient to make the payment to old stockholders
mentioned above; $46,923,150 new first and refunding mortgage
5 per cent bonds; $44,399,292 new general mortgage 4 per
cent ))onds, of which, as mentioned above, $41,419,792 will go

—

;

(

Monongahela Railroad. — See !Monongahela

Railway.

—

MoNONGAHEL.\ Railwav. The Monongahela Railroad and the
Buckhannon & Northern have been consolidated and taken
over by a new- company, the Monongahela Railway. Both
roads were previously controlled by the New York Central and
the Pennsylvania, and the new company is likewise controlled
jointly

Morris

by these companies.

&

Essex.

— See

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western.

—

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. Brown Brothers & Co.,
New York, are olTering $1,500,000 Nashville. Chattanooga &
St. Louis first consodilated 5 per cent bonds at 105. yielding
about AV2 per cent on the investment. These bonds are part
of a total authorized issue of $20,000,000 bonds of 1888-1928.
including
these
bonds is a first lien on the main line from Chattanooga. Tenn..
to Hickman. Ky., 322 miles, and on 276 miles of branch lines
and is a second mortgage on 142 miles additional main line.

Out

the

of

this

present

British

authorized

issue.

issue

$9.108.(X)0.

Women Railway

there

is

outstanding,

The mortgage securing

E.mplovees.

— Press

despatches from

London report that the women now^ being employed in fairly
large numbers on the various railroads of England w-ill henceforth be eli,gible to membership in the National Union of
Kail way men.
Caiipaicn Notes from German South West Africa. — On the
Windhoek, the capiiai of Gergreat quantities of railway material
were found to have been buried and this was subsequently
recovered. The troops found 10 engines w-itli their essential
parts removed. Tlie Provost-Marshal issued a notice calling
on the inhabitants to restore any government property in
tlieir possession, and as a consetjuence civilians are now
returning large ciuantities of railway stores, which they allege
were sold or given to them.

entry of the

Britisli

man South West

forces at

.\frica,

—

.
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the hearing regarding advances in western passenger fares
Chicago this week, those opposing the advances raised a

question as to whether the railways are
not wasting money by furnishing a much-
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from making agreements or arrangements to limit
If the regulators want competition reduced let
them direct their lectures toward those who make fool laws
to compel fool competition, not to the victims of these forms
of folly. As to the lavish expenditures on passenger terminals
and some of them are lavish— can the wise men who are now
deprecating them suggest any means of getting public opinion
and city councils to quit demanding them? The worst example
roads
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earnings

net

why the service is so much duplicated is that there is too much
competition between railways; and the reason for this, as has
been pointed out hundreds of times, is that the laws prohibit
the

Lacker

Canada

of such lavish expenditure in the United States today is the
new union terminal at Kansas City. The railways spent so
much on it principally because the people and city council of
Kansas City held them up in every way that they could. The

passenger service of the railways of the United States is too
luxurious and expensive; but if the railways of the west should
make a concerted effort to reduce its luxury and costliness, the
outcry that would be promptly raised against them would be
led

same stentorian friends of the people and members

the

bx-

of the state
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TraininK Section Laborers; by J. L. Coss
t-tassifyiiiK

i'il

ManRatiese CrossinK I-'rogs l)v Klectrie Welding
Sliji Switch Installalinti
by \V. F. Kench
Kxperimenlal netermination of Stresses in Track: by
Williams

108

per operated

108
10«

Central, $1M.J_'2: Lchish \allcy, $ia<!.3f>3:

119
120

;

Vhslraei of Knjiineering Articles
Relative I'.fTiciency of Vnriotis

VatiKhnn
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C.
121

12:
Ballast

MaterlaU;

by

G.

W.
133

.^

l-'asleniiiR Timber Gnard Rails with Lag Screws
'The llrownhoist-Sbnahle DraK Line Itnckct

'

'New

Illinois

Central

Standaril

Making n I'hysicnl \'aluatii)tt
Van Anken
".KNF.RAI. NKWS SF.CTION
"Illnslroled.

Joint
of Large

Terminnlsi

12.'!

I2S

by

New

10/-

99

110
115
iir

I*aciirc

'An

The

to

the cost.
The four railways directly competing with thi
Erie canal are the Erie, the New York Central, the Lehigh
Valley and the Lackawanna. Their outstanding capitalizations

9}
96
98

10"

of tbe Locomotive Crane in Railway Service

Points for

liufJalo

102
104
105
106
106

91

lO'i

Uepairir]^

'

from

purjjose of the public in de-

$101,000,000.
The state engineer estimates that to
complete them $27,000,000 more will be required.
"All things
considered." says Professor Moulton, "if the history of this and
other projects may serve as a guide, we need not be at all
surprised it the total cost actually reaches $135,000,000."
This,
however, makes no allowance for "the indispensabU terminal
facilities,
such as docks, wharves, freight depots and transshipping machinery," the provision of which will add enormously

.MLSCKLI.ANKOUS:
'I 'sen

route

The

to

Wheel Loads

"A 'runnel Dcstroyerl hv l'"ire on the Southern
The Keo?iomical Operation of a tiravel Ballast

mile.

way was

LKTTKKS TO TIIK KI1ITOR:
CantitiK

:i

87

89
90

MAINTENANCE OF WAY SECTION

A Comparison

City $340,000

veloping this waterway was to "reduce the cost of transportation."
The original appropriation for the improvements now under

KDITOKIAL:
Kditorial Notes
Kail Sections aiul

ad-

86

MISCELLANEOUS-.

<

through
^•irk

Coss

now opposing

sue, that when completed the Erie barge
canal and connected waterways will have
cost the
state of New
York for the

on Waterways

Losses Due to Pilfering;

'luciiig

of

Money

S4
S4

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
I<

are

rates.

an article

Waste

Two

who

railroad commissions

passenger

PrdfessiT Moultun. of the University of Chicago, estimates in
in the Journal of Political Economy, an abstract of
which is published elsewhere in this is-

3

Contents
i:i.>rroRiAL:
J'Lditurial Notes
Second Quality Station Agents
The Car "Spotting" Decisions
The Trend of KaJlway Affairs in

and too luxurious passenger
implication was that if this

The

is
the case the roads should increase
by eliminating the wastes rather than by
advancing their rates. This is a good theory, but it is not an
appropriate one to emanate, as it did, from persons connected
with the various regulating commissions.
The main reason

their

CLEVELAND:

Transportation Bldg.

LONDON:

duplicated
service.

Passenger Rates

CUmle

The Erie

mile are as

follows:

Erie,

New York
Lackawanna, $44,424

$J08.843

:

one of tlie liighest capitalized roads in the Ctiiled
according to Professor Moulton's estimate, the
cost of developing this waterway from BuffaU^ to New York
City will he 63 per cent greater than the average capitalization
per mile of the Erie.
Phis is one way to "reduce the cost of
States

;

is

and.

transportation!"

if the part of the bill which the public p:\ys
as well as the part which the shippers pay. be inchideil tlie cost
of transportation .>n the l-'rie canal will be very much greater

than on any of the competing railways.
The expenditure of
money on waterwav- development with such results is not eco-

126

nomics

or

127

public's

money

Ul

legislation

l)usines>.

It

is

1..

ways.

for

and the

simply

indefensible

shipper."!

who

waste of the

who pass the
arc expected to use the water-

the benefit of the

politicians

:

:
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SECOND-QUALITY STATION AGENTS

ON

all

who

visors

a certain prominent railway a circular recently mailed to

Where

is

too low a firm, intelligent and continued policy

sent out

Stations failing to reply

The

who

officer

345

:

—

71
41

issued the circular says that as a rule ten to
fail to show the name

many

cases the agent's

ted; and he asks what would happen

if

name

is

also omit-

there were a similar

percentage of inefficiency in the train service, the track maintenance work or in the motive power and car department.
"Why," says the officer, "should the station service be lacking
the essential element of correctness?"
to why the service "should" be so lacking the answer

in

As

though

simple,

quite

service

this

is

it

is

not often put in words.

made secondary and subordinate
Judging by acts

three departments mentioned.
by theories or book-regulations,

it

railway managers are

well

tolerably

a

is

fair

satisfied

to

and

It

other

facts,

conclusion
that

this

is

that

is

the

not
that
is

a

train operation, track maintenance, etc..
work, especially at small stations, second
class. The situation is looked upon as reasonable, on the ground
Those other matters affect
that nothing better can be afforded.
station work is less important
safety and cannot be neglected
than safety and cannot be allotted so much money or so much
care.
The public does not want to have its money spent that

reasonable situation
class

first

:

station

;

;

The
Other elements, including competition, come in.
passenger conductor should be a better man than the agent at
the small station, because he has to deal with many more people.
The small waiting room can be neglected, when the passenger
way.

much more time in
question and make

cars cannot, because passengers spend

the cars.

'Why
it
our friend were to change his
the station agent slipshod in his habits," he could get a ready
answer from his nearest division superintendent; who, very
likely, would say, "Because we do not make him cultivate better
If

is

With every dollar needed in several different directions
not deemed wise to allot any larger proportion to the sta-

habits.
is

it

tion service."
this circular is a serious one, nevertheless.
lack in "the essential element of correctness" indicates, not a
mere detail, but a fundamental fault. Three far-reaching diffi-

But the lesson of

A

culties trouble the superintendent

on the majority of roads, and

most troublesome manifestation is in the station service
man is too remote from his boss (2) the better class
of men are promoted (or resign) too frequently; (3) the pay
(except for members of labor unions) is too low. These three

their
I

1

the

)

;

reasons for weakness, more fully stated, include (1)
of

more thorough supervision and

instruction

(often

the
a

need

we understand

IF

"spotting"

car

has reversed

correctly,
case,

many

so
I

if

of

lack of care in selecting and the

dismissed— this because

failure to

provide under-

studies; (3) with under-pay must be included overwork.

The foregoing outline of what, to the superintendent, should
be an important subject is not presented in this place with a
view of entering upon its general discussion. To most of the
readers of the Railway Anc Cazette who have duties in this dino doubt, seem superfluous. They
know the situation very well, already. It not only should be,
but is, an important subject. They have studied it many times.
criticisms
Still, the paragraph with which we began, as well as the
of the service by public, serve as a reminder that the prolik-m
rection, a discussion would,

is

unsettled.

periiiittc-cl ocmccrning the last one uf the three
Better pay would, as a rule, be a good lever with which
But increasing the pay
to rai.se the quality of station service.
does not always improve the man. A horizontal advance is depended on sometimes for an improvement which does not material-

.\

word may be

points.

ize.

The

true and rational procedure

is

to

station

— or

more

have station super-

week

decision of this

Interstate

in

thi-

Commerce Commission

regarding this matter and, incidentally, ex-

itself

its

special counsel, Loui.s

D. Brandeis, in the Five Per Cent case.

While the application of the eastern

for a general ad-

lines

vance in freight rates was pending last year the commission, in
an opinion rendered by Commissioner Harlan in the Industrial
the deRailways case, said "Under the common law
livery of carload freight to a shipper having a private siding is

made by shunting

upon

.

upon the switch clear of the main
beyond that point, in plac-

the car

All services

tracks.

.

.

:

the siding

ing a car for loading or unloading at a particular spot convenient to the shipper, are what may be called volunteered services in the sense that they are in addition to the main line

and

haul,

make a

any obligation of service by the carrier

in excess of

common

at

The implication that the carrier ought to
charge when in addition to shunting a car upon

law."'

special

or unloading, seemed clear.
it placed it for loading
Mr. Brandeis so understood the commission, and based his argument against a general advance in rates largely on the ground
that the carriers could and ought to derive large additional
revenues from the general imposition of charges for "spotting"

a switch,

cars.
liy the commission and its counand public to believe that the railways were
dissipating their revenues, and drew down upon them a large

The references

to this subject

the press

led

-i-l.

amount of denunciation.

In

its

original decision last July in the

Five Per Cent case, the commission referred to
the industrial railways case in such a

way

opinion in

its

as to give the im-

regarded a general charge for the "spotting"
the carriers could secure a large
part of the additional revenues they needed.
In conformity to what they understood to be the commission's views and wishes, the railways filed tariffs fixing charges
pression that

it still

of cars as a

means by which

They were not especially enthusiastic
They doubted the fairness or expediency of

for the "spotting" of cars.

about these

tariffs.

making a special charge for placing a car at a convenient place
on a shipper's siding when no extra charge was made for putThey were unwilling, however, to
ling a car on a team track.
incur the

odium

apparently refusing to carry out a policy

of

which they understood to be favored by the commission.

Now.

alter all the denunciation of the railways

commission that

"all

.

...

placing the car for loading or unloading" are
of any obligation of

is

.

.

in excess

by the carrier," the commission
on industry sidings for loading or
haul, and that no extra charge can

services

rules that the placing of cars

unloading

for profuse

and after the intimation by the
services upon the siding beyond

of their revenues,

dissipation

;

be

the

the

tinguished the main theory advanced by

better

(2) men are too frequently changed,
quality of supervision)
not only because the best ones are needed elsewhere, but because

poor quality have to

they are

THE CAR "SPOTTING" DECISION

345

twenty per cent of replies to such circulars
of the station, and in

much bigger men than

lie

courageous.

168
65

Blanks returned properly filled out
Blanks returned improperly tilled out
Blanks returned with station name lacking

Many

direction will force the salaries upward.

supervisors should

Number

So. 3

59.

standards of service and requirements.

will elevate the

the pay

this

in

station agents brought the following result.s

Vol.

part of the line

made for it. In consequence,
aside.
Of course, the commission

hv

the "spotting''

tariffs

are set

holds that the railways should

an extra charge for switching cars within a shipper's
There never was any real di (Terence of opinion on that

miike
plant.

subject.

That the commission
is

not entirely to

re.y.-irding

car

its

lias

been inconsistent

discredit.

"spotting"

in

It

the

.Mr.

Brandeis subsequently went

that

it

went too

far,

it

shows

is

went too far
industrial

further

.sjood

clear.

But

this

in its expressions

railways

still.

case,

and

Having found

sense and courage in

now

backing up.

However, the incident holds a le.^Slln which should imt be lost
upnn (hose, whether on the commission or off it, who set out
to

reform the tran.sportation industry.

This lesson

is

that

it

i.;

not safe to formulate and promulyatc a theory regarding what

JuLv
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10.

creased 58 per cent, freight

being or ought to be done, with the expectation of subseThis is
facts which will support the theory.

is

85

per mile 59 per cent,

traffic

The

and

quently finding

gross operating revenue per mile almost 55 per cent.

what was done concerning the matter in question. In practical
it is far safer to get your facts first, and formulate ynur
If this were done more frequently in coi;theorj- afterward.

age annual wage per employee increased less than 8 per cent.
(Operating expenses per mile increased 56 per cent, and net
perating revenue per mile almost 53 per cent. Taxes per mile

affairs

now

many things
and many things that

with the regulation of railways,

ncction

undone would be done,
done would be left undone.
left

THE TREND OF RAILWAY AFFAIRS

TWO

IN

•

that arc

incrased less than 42 per cent, and in consequence net operating

are now-

income per mile increased almost 54 per cent. The investment
in road and eeiaipment per mile increased only 3.88 per cent,
and the percentage of net operating income on property investment advanced from 3.64 per cent to 5.39 per cent. The increase
in the percentage of operating income on property investm.ent
was 48 per cent.
All these figures contrast very sharply with the corresponding
figures for the period, 1906-1914.
In this second period pas-

EIGHT-YEAR

PERIODS

'HE

I

^

Raiki'ay

Age

Caccllc

in recent issues

(June 4 and June

now

has called attention to the fact that there are

11)

hands of receivers in this country about 30,500 miles of
railways, having a total capitalization of approximately $1,816,(100.000.
Many persons, conceding that the carriers are not as
the

in

could

as

l>rcjsperous

wished,

be

attribute

condition largely to the effects of the

war

their
in

senger

per mile increased less than 26 per cent. Freight
increased less than 19 per cent. There were declines in both the average passenger and the average freight

unsatisfactory

Europe, and argue

because, as

is

business concerns.

November

27. 1914,

we

per

rates,

and the increase

inile

in operating revenues per mile was only
The average annual wage per employee advanced

almost ii per cent, and in consequence the increase in operating expenses per mile was almost 33^ per cent, being far

argued, they are merely suft'ering along with other

In our issue for

traffic

traffic

21 per cent.

they should not be given special consideration and relief

lliat

aver-

greater in proportion than the increase in either the passenger
or the freight traffic handled. Net operating revenue per mile

published an editorial

"What Is the Matter with the Railways and Regulashowing that the trouliles of the railways originated
long before the war began, and were in the main due to fundamental economic tendencies.
In the editorial referred to, statistics for the two seven-year periods, 1899-1906 and 1906-1913,
were presented, which demonstrated that the entire trend of
affairs in the transportation business was different in the latter

entitled

actually decreased three per cent, while taxes per mile increased

tion?"

69 per cent. The increase in investment in road and equipment
per mile was 20 per cent, while there was a decrease of over
10'.. per cent in net operating income per mile of road.
In con-

Trend or R.mlwav

.Affairs

in

sequence there was a decrease of almost 26 per cent in the
feneiitage of operating income on property investment, the decline being from 5.39 in 1906 to 3.59 in 1914.
the Last Two Eight-Year Periods
.'\mount of increase

.\niouiit

1906
over 1898

If'^"'

I'assciiHti.iiules per mile of line

.\veragc rate per passenger mile Icenlsl
Ton-miles per mile of line
.\vcrage rate per ton-mile (cents)
Investment in road and eiiuijiment per mile of line
Gross operating revenue per mile operated
.\verage annual wage per employee
Operating expenses per mile operated
-N'et operating revenue per mile operated
.\verage taxes per mile operated
,\verage operating income per mile operated
Per cent operating income on projierty investment

1898
72.462

1906
114,529

1914
144.278

1.973

2.003
982.4C1
.748
59.624
10,460

1.9S2
1,176,923
.733
71,551
12.667

116II
6,912
3.548

9,226

617,810
753
57,395
6,755
566
4,430
2,325

period from what
increasing gross
tlucnccs at

it

was

work caused

in

tliat

Both were periods of
former the various iu-

much

earnings to increase
to

while

make

in

the

latter

and

expenses

faster than earnings.

The

faster

the

in-

i'wcd

resultant

was

the period 1899-1'XX) the net return on investment sub-

stantially

the

much

the

in

charges,

combined

operating

'•harges increase

but

total

than expenses and fixed
fluences

former.

in the

earnings,

increased,
that

fact

history, there

was

The Bureau
oijnipilecl

for

while

1913 the

in

in

237

336

568

3.212
5.39

2,873
3.99

the

in

mile

a decline in

in

of Railway F.conomics at our request recently has

exactly

us

similar

statistics

for

the

eight-year

These statistics, while no more
^igni^llant than those for the two last seven-year periods, are
much more striking. In the fiscal year ended on June 30. 1914.
lontrary to the experience in the fiscal year 1913. tlure was a
'nbstantial decline in railway earnings and tralluI'herefore,
while the figures for 1913 show how tinder [iresent conditions
periods, 1H9«-1906

and 1906-1914.

fare when their business is increasing, those for
show how, tmder present conditions, they fare when it
off.
The fiscal year 1914 ended a month before the war in

railways

the

1914
falls

Kiiropc bcRan.

Therefore, the results

in

that year,

striking as

were not affected by the war.
I'lie
statistics for the two ciglil year periods arc presented
III
the acoiimpanying table, and llir allention of every thoiiglitflll
ind public spirited student and business man is invited to lliein.

.ire

ll

the figures for them,

will

be seen that

in

IH'WI')()(i

passenger

traffic

per mile

in-

1

.(.015

11,927
2,207
199
2.314
,/ 107

45
2,482
1,223
99
1,124

(i

1.75

rf

232
339
1.40

Cmnpany. whose records were destroyed by

fire,

5'

1914
over 1906
25 98
i OS
igisO

d

59.01
if 0.66
3.88
54!85
7.95
56.03
52.60
41.77
53,83

69 05
J loisS

48.08

d 2S.97

<f

2^01

20 00
2l!l0

3257
33!48
rf

3^02

d Decrease.

first

to pay a return on it. In the second eight-year period there was
an increase in investment per mile of 20 per cent, and a decrease in net operating income per mile with which to pay a
return on it of lO'/S per cent.
Perhaps the figures regarding

of

1906-1913,

58.05

up, there was an increase in investment per mile in
eight-year period of less than 4 per cent, and an increase of almost 54 per cent in net operating income with which

spite

period

earnings

1906
over IS9S

To sum

the

were the largest
net return on investment.

the

gross

.005
2,229
3,705

rf

810

Per cent of increase

,/ 021
194,522

.0.10

364,591

3,441

2,088
3.64

a P.ascd on compensation a<ljusted to include the returns of the Soutbern Pacitic

42,067

1914
over 1906
29,749

actual

increase and

two periods

decrease in net operating incoine per

convey the idea even more forcibly
than the percentages of increase and decrease. The actual inthe

in

crea.se in net

was

will

operating income per mile between 1898 and 1906

$1,124, while the actual decrease in net operating

income per

mile between 1906 and 1914 was $339.

There
decline

is

in

no
net

difficulty

m

Kx-ating the principal causes of the

operating income

were the increase

in

in

the

the aver.ige annual

second period.
They
wage per employee of

almost 33 per cent, and in taxes per mile of (-f^ per cent. These
advances in wages anil taxes, together with the decrease of
over one per cent in the average pas.sengcr rate, and of over

two per rent in the average freight rate, were quite sufficient to
have caused the railway companies much trouble.
When, in
addition to suffering such a loss in net operating income, it
was necessary for the roads, in order to provide the improved
service which the public demanded '.o m.ike an increase in
property investment per ntile of Jtl per cent, or five times as
great as the investment per mile made in the preceding eight
>ears.

their

embarrassment was bound to be

great.

The most

.
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mangemcnt conceivable could not save any class
business concerns from being embarrassed by the operation

of

efficient

<"<"

^""

miiiiiiijiiiiii

Commerce Commission

Interstate

Iranklv

has

already

jiiiiiiiiiiijjiiimjiimi

iiriijirMjiiiiiiiiiijjiiii

iniiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiirMiiijiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii^

of

such a combination of adverse influences.

The

Vol. 59, No. 3

Letters to the Editor

I

|

recognized the unfavorable situation to which this conspiracy
TlliiiiriiiiiuiiijiiiillltiiliiiiiijiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiitMititiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiii

operating to the same end,

of causes,

all

railways.

It is

lias

only reasonable to expect that

it

roads need more than relatively small increases

They

REDUCING LOSSES DUE TO PILFERING

likewise

will di

as respects the middle western railways in their rate cases.
the

niiiiiiMiiiitiiif;

reduced the eastern

in

But
rates.

and
which are entirely unnecessary.
A great many unnecessary increases of expenses have been
If the legislative comforced on them by regulating bodies.
mittees of the labor unions had got their way there would have

Haileyville, Okla.

To THE Editor

also need help in stopping the increases of expenses,

If

the R.mlw.w Ace G.azette:
a man has made up his mind to break into a car of merof

especially those

chandise or flour he will

been much more of this sort of thing at the recent sessions of
There will be a continuance of efforts

and then the best time to enter it to avoid being caught. Observing the cards and chalk marks on the outside of the cars will
show him the exact commodities they contain in almost every
case, and their destination as well.
After securing this information he only waits an opportune time to do the job; he may
get on the train that takes out the car he is after and do his
pilfering on the way, or he may telephone his confederates at
other places that certain cars will go out in certain trains and

the state legislatures.

by short-sighted people to put additional burdens on the carriers.
the success of these can be prevented is to create
a strong and lasting public sentiment against them. TIk managements of the railways should go on doing all they can to
create such a public sentiment, but in this work they need and
should have the vigorous co-operation of business interests of
all kinds. They should also have the co-operation of all classes
of workingmen, for in the long run whatever unnecessarily
increases railway expenses will be felt adversely by every class
in the community.

The only way

Merchandise, as well as other cars, are generally carded and
chalk-marked thus "Merchandise (or whatever the load may
be) for 1071 Train 103" and so on. What better guide for his
work does the thief want than this advertisement? Why is

—

it

mark cars in this manner? They can be
handled by the conductors, yardmasters, foreand yard clerks by the switch lists and way bills and the

necessary

iust

to

well

as

public will not

Experiences in Efficiency.
By Benjamin A. Franklin. Size 5 in. by 7 j
in.; 167 pages.
Bound in cloth. Published by the Engineering Magazine
Company, New York. Price $1.

ascertain the location of the car

they will be on the lookout for them.

men

NEW BOOKS

first

know what

Of

the cars contain.

course,

where

cars contain explosives they will have to be so marked.

=

It

stated in the introduction to this book that it "is offered
answer to a many-voiced inquiry for specific examples of

is

in

efficiency
in

methods."

Most

of the chapters

appeared

originally

the Engineering Magazine, but they have been adapted and

rearranged in a logical sequence.
'"Experiences in Efficiency"
is not a book on scientific management, for it treats of the introduction of individual efficiency methods in various plants rather

than

of

one

plant.

the

introduction

of

an

entire

efficiency

system

method

are briefly described and the success of the efficiency
carefully discussed.

labor

the

in

In each case considered the underlying conditions

Naturally several of the chapters treat of
careful attention being given to the

problem, very

necessity for fair play to the employees, for careful inspection

and for a proper
labor,

incentive.
Chapters also deal with clerical
proper routing methods and an efficient system of cost

at all

if

some

a

and replaced and the average
have been disturbed. To protect the
merchandise and other commodities which are being daily stolen
it
would seem that substantial locks could be used for the
through cars, the combination of the locks to be only given by
knife

man

seals can be pulled apart

will not

know

that they

wire to the agents at destination; or, locks of different design
could be used, and the keys shipped by express to the agents at
destination.
The local cars could be handled under locks, the
keys of which would be kept by the conductor. When cars are
set out. the

agent would have locks to protect them while standThe method to be adopted in case of

ing loaded at his station.

an accident would be the same as now
occasion demands

— chop

the car open

if

the

has to be repaired by access to the inside have the key sent to the repair point by express, or if a
combination lock, wire the agent at destination for the combination.

accounting.

now being used are of very little protection,
man wants to pilfer a car. By the use of a pocket

Again, the seals

none

;

if

it

The delay would not amount to much. It would renumber of locks, and the first cost would be some-

quire a large

assistant to the president of the Pennsylvania Railroad in charge

However, the seals now employed are only used once
and thrown away. The locks could be used until they were lost
or worn out. Thousands of dollars worth of property is stolen
on the railroads every week, and it appears that some practic-

of publicity, has brought together ten lectures delivered before

able

various associations, chambers of commerce,

effect.

fluman Natiirc and the Railroads.
Philadelphia.

Under

129

pages.

this title Ivy Lee,

tures deal with

Price

who up

By Ivy

L.

Lee.

E.

S.

Nash &

Co..

$1.

few months ago was

to a

etc.

the relations between the public

special

All of the lec-

and the

rail-

and all deal with this question in a frank, clear, "human"
Mr. Lee has had unusual opportunities to get an inside
view of how one of the greatest railroad corporations in the
United States is run, and also, through his relations with the
press, an opportunity to hear the other side of the story.
In
some ways he was able to view broad questions in a broader w^ay

thing.

method of protecting the
If the

freight in transit could be put in

practice of advertising the contents

were discontinued

this

would reduce

roads,

J. L.

way.

even than could the executive officers of a railroad who might
be, of course, engaged in the attempt to solve one particular
phase of these questions. The titles of the various lecturqs give
a good idea of the scope of the book: Human Nature and the
Railroads, The Railroad Man's Burden, Training the Railroad
Man, Telling the Railroad Story, Why Should We Make the
Railroads Safe, Publicity A Cure for Railroad Evils, Regulation Hampering Good ManncFs, Do We Want Government

—

Owner.ship,

The Need

for Faith in

Solving the Railroad Problem.

Men, The People's
.-n--

•

Part

in

of the cars

pilfering.

Despafcher. Chicago, Rock Island

Coss,

&

Pacific.

—

Railway Extension in China. The Chinese government proposes to construct railway lines outside the Great Wall. The
termini of the proposed lines are the several places whicl'
will be opened as trade ports, such as Chifeng, Taonanfu.

Dolonor,

etc.

The

first

line is

from Peking

to Jehol, a dis-

tance of 140 miles, with a line from Jehol to Chifeng of 130
miles, and another one of 170 miles froin Chingchow to
Chifeng.
The other lines are from Kalgan to Dolonor of
150 miles, and from Dolonor to Chifeng of 200 miles.
These
lines will be connected with the Peking-Mukden ind the
Feking-Kalgan railways. The scheme is under the consideration of the Ministrv of Commuiiications.

.

:

Seaboard Air Line Mountain Type Locomotives
Replace Pacific Type in Through Passenger Service on
Heavy Grades; Comparison with Others of Same Type
lias rt-cently received
l.iiic
10 Mountain
from the American Locomotive Coinpan\
They are in service between Richmond, Va., and Columbia, S. C.
replacing an equal number of Pacific type superheater locomotives having 23-in. by 28-in. cylinders. 72-in. drivers. 195-lb.
boiler pressure, a total engine weight of 223,000 lb., and exert-

the Mountain type engines.
The new locomotives have also^
given a very satisfactory performance in starting trains at stations where the grades are heavy.
At certain stations, with the

ing 34,200

pedient has never been resorted

Scalmard

riic

Air

locomotives

type

lb.

tractive effort.

The Mountain

type locomntives have a total weight, including

the tender, of 499,000
lb.

;

the

Pacilic type

tender, of 397,300

lb.,

and develop a

tractive effort of 47,800

engines have a total weight,

With an

lb.

engine and

increase in weight of 25.8 per

was obtained,
According to the American Locomotive Company's method of determining boiler capacity, the engines of the Pacific type have 86 per cent boilers,
while those of the Mountain type have 98 per cent boilers.
riirough passenger trains consisting of from 10 to 13 steel
cent, an increase of 39.8 per cent in tractive effort

coniliined with a higher boiler capacity.

Tractive WeiKlit,

Rock

("Iicsapeake

& Ohio

Nortliern ..
Sraboarrl .Air Line

*

'treat

.

.Missouri

oars, are

Pacific

.

.

OTi

In

stroke.

pressure

in.

in.

lb.

224,000
239.000
218,000
210.500
208,000

69
62
62
69
63

by
by
by
by

185

78

180
180
190

83«

I/O

«

new locomotives, the regular trains
The engines are assigned to runs from

Kaleigh,

160

miles,

the

necessity

of

exceeding

more

nia.ximum

the

Mountain Type Locomotive Used
-pcid

liiinl

nl

.50

miles per Imiu- on other parts

cii

ilu-

will
-oiiie

mainl.iin

.i

grades,

run.

The

while those of the Mountain' type

much higher speed wilh

occasions they have hauled

the

sniiie

train.

I

,-in<l

in.

A

Super-

Equiva-

Grate

Firebo.x,

Total,

heater,

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

lent,
sq. ft.

sq. ft.

4,117
4,132
4,540
3,715
3,450

944
845

5.533
5,399
6,153
5,012
4,592

62.7
66.7
78
66.7
56.5

Pacific

type locomidivrs, with ihe same weight of train, show for the
Mounlain Ivpe. 12 lb. per ear mile, ami for the Pacitic type, 13.5
This i^ a saviuu of 1! per ccnl in favor of
lb. per car mile

312
337
340
319
285

3,805
3,795
4,200
3,396
3,165

82
76'A
75

1,075

865
761

heater, a 44i4-'n. combustion chamber.

long main

Woodard

driving

Cole

box.

area,

Security firebrick arch,

bearing trailing truck,

outside

engine truck, and radial buffer.

The

which

table

fol-

lows gives the principal dimensions and data
General Data

Cage

4

ft.

in.

coal

Bit.

I'ucl

Tractive

Weight
Weight

47,800
316,000
210,500

effort
in

working order

on

drivers

tin-

.^.-nlioanl

/\it

Weighl on leading truck
Wright on trailing truck
Wright of engine and lender in working
Wheel Icisc, liriving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine Ai|d,,tctidpr.

Weight on drivers

L

53,000
52,500
^99,000

.'.

18

38
.,76

:

cylinders
hrnting surface*

una

II
ft. 3^-^

lb.

ll>.

lb.
lb.
ft.

in.

ft.

in,

vnT ey1in'lrr»

..4. 40
..6. 60

6581.10
.75, 10
..6. 37
.42. 10
63, 20

.18.55 cu.

lioth

Ki|uivnlenl

lb.

ff'K"

,i|jl'
I'f
'(-

weight -;Trnclivr effort X dinni, diivcrs -h equivalent heating (urface*..
Kquivalrnt healing surdice' -;- grntr area
eiiuivalenl hraling surface,* |lcr cent.
I'itibox healing Mirfnce
Weight <in dtivers -4- equivalent healing surface*
-:equivalent
healing surface*
Total weight

Volume

lb.

inc

orrlcr

trRclive cllorl.
traelivc effort

Total

lirfltr

85^

Passenger

Service

)n

12 c^rs, mainlaiiiing a speed of

35 miles an hour up the grades,
Kecords of the fuel coiistimplion ol the Mountain

Heat ng surface

Tubes
and tiues.

Heavy I'assenger Service on

in

I'acilic type locomotives, when hauling II cars, would drop back
to speeds as low as IK or 20 miles an hour before reaching the

lop of the heaviest

outside
diam.,

,

a 34-unit super-

Locomotives

drivers,

of 10 cars.

axoid

working out the design there were included

In

lb.

type to maintain a sulficient speed up the grades with 10 or
cars

board engines.

drivers,

on which there are several
grades of 1.2 per cent, 2!^ miles long; and from Raleigh to
Colmnbia, 207 miles, on which there are grades of 1.25 per cent.
3'.. miles long.
The introduction of the Mountain type engines
was because of the inability of the locomotives of the Pacific
-led

The accompanying table shows the principal data for a number of Mountain type locomotives in comparison with the Sea-

lb.

being hauled by the

made up
Kichmcmd to

being

exceptional to have

it adds another road to those which are
using this type of locomotive for heavy passenger service.

Steam

28
28
32
28
by 28

is

cause of the fact that

total.

28
29
28
27
28

it

'I

lb.

333,000
330,000
326,000
316,000
296,000

and

to,

his locomotive design was developed as a part of the proyram of the Seaboard Air Line in reducing operating costs.
The successful operation of the engines is of special interest be-

Boiler.
smallest

Cylinders.
diam. and

Diameter

•

lo take the slack in starting.

effort,

50,000
58,000
61,900
47,800
50,400

Islaiul

Weiglit

train off the

Mounmin Type

Comparison OF Five

it was necessary with 10 or more cars to
number of times, and occasionally to back the
hard pull. With the Mountain type the latter ex-

Pacific type engines

take the slack a

-?-

vol,

eylindrrs.

ft.

270, 20
3,

59

88
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Vol,

59,

Xo. 3

—

July

16,
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1915

arrangement

Cylimicrs

Simple
by 28 in.

Kind
and stroke

l>ianieteT

89

27

in.

maintained,

is

Conditions

eliminated.

may

from

trouble

this

source

will

be

arise that will disarrange this sched-

but by reaching the complainer before he gets to you. the
complaint can possibly be forestalled and delay and expense to

ule,
I'alzcs

Piston

Kind
Greatest travel

Outside lap
Inside clearance
Lead in full gear

1

7

in.

him saved.

/i

j".
in.
in.

The irregular patron and team track man should be treated
with utmost courtesy and with liberal information and due con-

3/16

H
IVhecls

69

in.

7

in.
in.

in. by 21
10 in. by 12 in.
33 in.
7 in. by 12 in.

Driving journaU, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter

1154

42

Trailing truck, journal:^

9

by

in.

in.

14 in.

BoiL-y
E.

.Style

Working pressure

-

-I'JO

lb.

per

1

1

flues,

eating surface,

T.

sq.

in.
in.

^

in. by 84J4
in. and 5^

5

in.

114!-^

and 514
193
34

number and
number and

Tubes,
I'lucs,

W.
76^

)utside diameter of first ring
I'ircbox, length and width
l-'irebox plates, thickness
i'irebox, water space

(

Tubes and

outside diameter
outside diameter
length
tubes and flues

Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
heating surface
i;<iuivalent heating surface*
Irate area
Smokestack, diameter
Mnokestack, height above rail
.superheater
(

— 2\4
5K

jn.
in,
jn.
jn.
in.

20

ft.

3,396

sq.
sq.
3,715 sq.
865 sq.
5,012 sq.
56.5 sq.

ft.

319

ft.

19
ISO

practice

ft.

in.

in.

expensive and

183,000
33

•

Wheels, diameter
Fournals, diameter and length

U

by

6 in.

lb.

in.
in.

9,000 gal.
17 tons

capacity

Coal capacity

—

total

11.

Pacific.

+

evaporauvt heating surface

1.5

the important question is keeping the transfer tracks
Switch engines, being the most expensive item, must not
be delayed waiting for cars. Bills or proper data for handling
should in all cases accompany the cars. The mechanical inspection and seal records should Ije made promptly and meanwhile
the bills should be checked up, tags made out and cars carded
without delay. If a car is found without proper data, the delivering road should be immediately called and disposition requested,

liltirT?

Transfer,

must

tit

la.

himself to conditions

He must

that are peculiar to the problems that surround him.
learn to enjoy his work, get into the real

the essential feature,

mony

with

all

Co-operation with

it.

and

if

the yardmaster

game
all

and
departments
of

the ditTerent department heads, his

work

har-

will be

arduous.

less

The yardmaster
all

comparable

is

li^

tbt

merchant and should

customer and should be
is usually the biggest
promptly and regularly, as a few moments' delay in
switching will run up into hours and dollars to a large force
Where the drop truck system is used, the loss in time
of men.
freight house

served

to the platform force can be reduce<l to a

minimum

if

the switch-

handled promptly. Dilatory switching service performed
for the car department will result in delay to cars, but the prompt
handling of material will save delay to equipment and dollars
iTi
labor.
To get full value from each crew, the motive power
must be in good shape and out in time; and to expect such
service the round house, in return, must have its coal promptly
am! supplies bandied (luickly.
Hy keeping in close touch with

ing

ibis

is

department,

The

industrial

many

trying propo.-iition.
I>;itrons

serious delays can be averted.

feature of terminal operation

The

public expects

is

prompt

frequently

service.

a

Some

are unreasonable and the ready excuse for presenting

claims rerpiires

no

little

di|)lomacy t"

forestall.

know

out disposition, immediate action

in

terminal yard operation

exactly what

is

The man in
with as many

is

if

is

any cars are found with-

taken to secure the data for

moving them.

The

universal interchange bureau in vogue here, eliminates the

delay in mailing and

The bureau

makes complete up-to-date records

consists of an

possible.

interchange clerk representing each

roiid who assemble daily at one of the freight offices, check up
each other's interchange, make proper corrections and complete

each day's work.

whom

he serves as his customers, dealing with them
honestly and faithfully. To have and to hold the respect of his
co-workers and patrons he must be a man of his word. The

treat

cliarge to

in

good or bad order and destination:

it

in perfect

is

and rehandling.

important function

ninst

going on daily.
In our terminal a complete yard check is made each morning,
showing the number and initial of every car, loaded or empty,

Lakm.n

touiTcil

yardniaster, and to get results he

is

in all large terr.iiuals is similar, the

main object of all is to gel rid of the cars, and to save per diem
and responsibility for delay and claims. To create a free inter-

The

successful operation of a tenniiKil yard depends on the

subordinate everything to

nec-

'

may fill in. wliere needed.
The system of interchange

YARD OPERATION

IN

Hv H.

first

if

the service should

he

for the M-.an

'I'ho

damage

Economical operation can only be attained by having an efficient organization.
Learn to handle men and make them work
for you.
Win iheir confidence, encourage suggestions and make
them feci that they are a part of the machinery and not merely
tools.
The most humble einployee is worthy of your consideration and many differences can be adjusted by showing your interest in the case. Each employee should be encouraged to learn
every detail in his own department and then, if occasion demands

thercljy saving delay

CO-OPERATION
I'nioii

disturb other patrons, but

open.
\"anderbilt

Weight

Vardni.'istL-i',

may

be performed.

ft.
ft.

is

essary to save a patron from loss or

change,

'I'ank

"P-quivalent heating surface
limes the superheating surface.

Irregular runs and special service should be discouraged as the

ft.

Tctuicr

Water

one may secure a regular customer for his road.

sideration, as

Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires

The common

practice in furnishing cars for shippers

is

to call

on the routing road for empties, which often consumes several
Delay to shippers and unnecessary rehandling of cars to
days.
and from connections can frequently be avoided by picking up a
car and having it inspected for purpose required and applied on
the order.

Some

termiti.ils

are distributiut; points for grain, lumber and

such as storage and inspection yards
Terminals that have no separate storage yards
should have assigned tracks for the storage of hold grain, and
this inforniatioti conveyed to the grain exchange inspectors. The
itispcctors are then in a position to make prompt inspections,
which means quick release of cars. Certain tracks should be
assigned for the fruit distributors and located where they will
be convenient for vehicles and ice men, in case cars have to be
iced on track.
.V tixed hour should be maintained for receiving
fruit,

and have

facilities

for this purpose.

diversions or disposition and the track pulled regularly after this
hour to facilitate the movement of the cars, to comiecting lines

or destination.

Co-operation with the other fellow will help any situation and
movement in this direction has been accomplished here by the
formation of an organization known as the Cieneral Yardmasters"

charge should make himself personally ac<|Uaiiited
of bis patrons as possible, iulcrestiilg himself in their welfare.

a

what they expect and w.nit.
regular and set schedule can, un iloubt. be arranged with
patrons which will be .satisfactory U> all concerned atid if the

Terminal .\ssociation. The association meets once each month
to <lisciiss the problems of handling terminal traflic and cultivate
good fellowsbip and nuicb good has rcstilted therefrom. The

,ind liuding out
.\

.
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minimum,

policy outlined has resulted in reducing delay to a

sav-

ing in per diem and satisfied patrons,

A daily comparison of business handled, fair and impartial
treatment toward co-workers and employees has enabled us to
increase the cars handled per engine, 65 per cent in seven years.

DAMAGE PAYMENTS
The very great increase

amounts paid by the railroads

in the

of America for freight losses during the past ten years, has

now

become famihar knowledge. The report of the committees of
the American Railway Association, recommending measures for
improving the efficiency of the work of the transportation department in this respect was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette
May 21, page 1088, and again May 28, page 1127, in connection
with the proceedings of the spring meeting of the association,
where mention was made of the fact that during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1S14. the total payments on this account were

AND

C-\VSES OF LOSSES

D.\M.VGE TO FREIGHT, P.\ID

59,

No. 3

ending December 31. I'JH
The total here shown is $32,375,618.
The figures do not include the payments of roads having annual
revenues of less than $1,000,000. In the reprint here given the
is divided into two parts, ten of the sixteen classes being in
the upper part and the other six in the lower. The seventeenth

table

column (letter q), as shown, represents a sum to be deducted
from the aggregate of the preceding columns.
This statement presents the aggregate of the losses and damages on 180 roads operating 227,884 miles of road; the total

AND

CLASSIFICATION OF FREIGHT LOSS

Vol.

represents 1.117 per cent of the total operating revenues of
these roads; 1.551 per cent of the total operating expenses, and
1.625 per cent of the total

The committee

in

its

freight revenues.

report

presents

an

analysis

of

the

which appear in the table, giving therewith reasons
for the different recommendations embodied in the resolutions
statistics

for the approval of the association

oflfered

Some

18 per cent of the total loss

May 28V

(printed

of entire packages. Unlocated losses amount to nearly 24 per cent of the whole. Rough
handling of cars, representing carelessness outdoors, accounts

FOR BY CLASS

is

RAILROADS, TWELVE MONTHS ENDING DECEMBER

1

31,

1914

UNLOCATKD LOSS
Conceiiieil Loss

or EDtIra Package

Of Bntiro Pack&ei
(b)

(•>

•

Ih)

gl

U)

(I)

COMMODITIES
Boots and Shoes

$98,509.75
187,823.80
15.135.06
5,344.27
12,325.45
1,168.74
27,312.64

Clothing. Dn- Goods and Notions

Butter and Cheese

Egge
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Live Stock
Meats and Packing House Products
Poultry, Game and Fish
Grain
Flour and Other Mill Products
._

.

4,170. 13

3,760.79
8.158.56
5,960.52
68
48,924 38
58,196.58
3.126.65
4,607.37
5,579.22
1,501,14
1,542-21
783.03
5,792.13
8,794.99
1.299.70
122,174.75

Sugar
Grtx:eries

27.26.'!,

Wines. Liquors and Beers
Tobacco and Tobacco Products
Cotton
Furniture (new )
Household Goods
Products of Cement. Clay and Stone.
Glass and Glassware
Stoves
Iron and Steel Castings and Bats
Vehicles
Agricultural Implements

'.

Commodities

All Other

Grand Total

$128,249.09
335,792.81
2,307.69
1.958.44
5.510.00
178.46
8.560.08
1,580.87
9.250.15
5.158.85

$205,109.88
478.736.61
9,751 34
2,033,37
32.187.19
652.48
32,460 23
7.208.60
21.820.10
3.550.26
4,540.53
61,780.40
84.275,71
81.340.79
l.(

120.130.44
66,596,08
184,839.77
31,984.35
219,945.25
27.346.13
73,554.41
128,644.62
94.051.42
422,388.58
211.854.58
269.601.68
160,023.73
167,307 88
106,085.06
35,683.29
46.737.19
51,264.39
184,723.95
43,128.39
54,135,92
1,713.036.23

14,737.52
11.991.73
15,179.27
530.48
6,061.76
5.748.81
3,071,83
4,028,01
1.280-68
4,135.02
2.687.43

r,44

$109,840.09
193,628.10
16,902.92
10.783.23
69.301.84
29.264.08
44.325.44
10,432.32
634,128.58
52,995.53
42,431.52
160,135.88
96.656 20
01.277.29
19.9*1.55
18.677.42
17,361.56

490,.561.74

1..166.14

2.635.29
11.377.»»
1.607.25
3,092.56
1,413 04
4,969.13
25.479-17
4.736.84
198,816.22

$659.159,52

$252,633.81

1.7.54.92

97.559,67

$1.284.250,67

$22,.594.71

.5M.729.14

68.387. .50
12.085.90

3,315.66
1,944.19
13,869.95
35,120.81
3.826.91
269.35
23,576.52
13,086.58
10,458.18
21,022.61
8.664.96
4,336.99
176.S78.09
23,447.44
15.495.44
5.665.61
3.059.64
2,844.47

$4,721.39
30.150.31
6.328 Oi
17.754.31
54,090.78
42,178.69
17,180-13
3,841.43

$7,945.55
79,045.24
2,101.22

20,«1.62

21,6*5.15
136,378.34
194,727.68
187,825.60
18.869.89
217.637.72
43.241.86
13.199.47

8,732.75
2,432.67
3,570.56
1,989,78
6,319.65
5.123.34
2,406.92
16,512.98
10,331.87

.5.3.023.90

24,490.86
31,850.53
5,264.55
23,185.35
23.844.80
29,299.39
25.208.57
8.995. 37
40.160.19

.13.543.89

12,888.4.5

13.628.51
15.612.17
843.758.35

23,683.19
6,700,37
2x4,091,14

29.114.86
-80,417-01

$2,522,271.57

$790.2.50,46

$2.096.673,25

$914,518,10

85.068.5.5

$24,867,0*
74.32:). ir:

9.708,64
10,613. l130,521 .54

79,334.77
32.276. Sk
15.306.83
41,800.72

1,560,213. ftj

13,041.4.5

680.10
185,635.89
71.766.52
40,843.88
111,262.08
21,882.15
13.643.56
11,502.74
3,575.29
268,400,34

12,282.31
7,796.80
7,513.49

$5,156.318.94

$35,274.77

085,866.39
160.143.85
78.925.60
8.906.01
17,997.53
7,479.21

80,026.40
8.000 69
32,7»2.19
14,751.13

22,.569.08

17,132. Of.

11.647.39
60,078.90
3.785.04
8.649.77
47.651.12
5.529.02
1,463,06

16.031,14
11.428-74
6.118,49
4.482.11

17,4.52.11

43,513.17

20.305.8.5

16.756,50
3,Mfi'.i

'I

6.54.895-38
$3..506..543,95

Ratioof amount paid account of each cause
to total

payments

2.036J

Improper
Handllog, Load
Ingorsiowlngaod

Porfeitar«)

Befrigeratjoo and

Improper Pack

Under Penaltr

VaDtOatlon

log and Packages
of Freight

Sututefl

Improper

<kl

Amount

Ratio of Amount
Paid on Eaob

Becovered From
8ale of Refused
and I'nclalmed

Commodity

(IB)

to

Total Pa ymeatsoQ

Freii,'ht-Credlt

All

(1)

CommoditlM

(»l

COMMODITIES
Boots and Shoes

$7,104.12
43,407.42
27,738,46
311,901.90
396.446.83
431.612.43
40.397.85
19,209.28
35,777.74
105,692.98
48.962.84
182,178.48
72.128,00
11.514.00
2,804,72
400,237.40

Clothing, Dry Goods and Notions

Butter and Cheese

Ees*
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Livi* Stock
.Meats and Packing House Products
Poultry,

Game and

Grain
Flour and Other Mill Products.

9.

10.
11.

Sugar

12.

Groceries

;».

Wines. Liquors and Beers
Tobacco and Tobacco Produots

14,
l.V
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24,

.

Fish

,

......

Cotton
Juniitur,- (new)
Hou-mIk.i.] floods
Protltirts of

.

,

;

Stoves
Iron and Steel Castings and Bars
Vehicles
Agricultural Implements
All Other commodities

GkAND TOTAI

38,8.37.

656.531
368.
178,275.
41, .505

13,759
17,913

2.57.178.43

.

Cement, Clay and Stone.

Glas..)aad Glassware

$40,610.

:M3,984,59
168,045.47
141,463.19
111,127.09
99.182.78
40,H76,4O
1,137,488.70
$1.343.481 76
.

10.761.60
9.329.73

$10,991.76
49,605.25
29,574.12
20.480.43
516,722,11
867,713.38
149.903.57
62.885.76
139,023.68
18,491.28
12,471.91
21,024.22
7,845.44
9,918.64
15,992.25

137.0.50.08

5,427.09

68,932.14
41,481.09
64,199.12
39,207.63
40,721.61
28.244,99

5,601.75
6,003.52
5,865.37
2.171.63
8.926.24

$7,666.00
48.149.31
14,232.72
31,297.69
84,223.60
48,490 20
27,591.56
5,717.01
34,419.34
57,736.12
31,019.57
81.888.23
24.449..51

$22,021.37
107.317.33
50,124.06
327.477.26
498.501.59
478,277.34
89,032.72
40,930.29
72,176.14
362.016.25
95,703.06
312,410.30
111.174.28
.32.983.87

29.776.22
642.697.40
406.164,16
317,480,87
251,509,89
2,34.562.31

175,614.90
139.421.47

2.0,S2,14

$59.35
241.44

,5.328,99
,838.867,69

2.56.235. .55

.521*
.791*

8.186.133.44

26.284*

102,565.,55
!14.0'29,95

75.08
350.56
5.90
773.93
694.41
143.66
622.76

36,923.63
31,201.82
12,901.96
148,650.45
135,405.39
125.499,90
68.780,21
3.774.54
22,361.99
73,180.79
36,819,06
12,040,99

249. 16

187.73
273.95
476. iS
«i0.09
140.20
24.70
47.44
333.87

14.3115,11

2.427,57

.<1.616,,52

7I!!66

21.5..534.06

l.«93,12.5,83

5,908,11

187. 345. 17

$6.767.634,95

$13.561.12

!,

9,666.88
28,037.58
13,912.39

$912,420.63
2,194.096.03
323,561 .87
686,347.27
2,687,393.36
2,'2I 1,655. 92
1.031,633.61
348,446.98
2,718.077.58
1.394,578.04
405.559.88
1.431,687.68
740.833.78
613.538. '23
404.314.05
1.626, 330. 7H
1.011.605.70
903,881.95
698,614.60
516,895.74
676,499.42
492.377.48

71,802.99
86.548.12

iisi
1.210.23

401,947,91

$1.035.683.30

^,168.09

12,^232.72

4,5.56.40

3.818<
6.777*
.999K

.

2.120*
8.S0OK
6.831f
3.18e<
.767*

8.395*
4.308*
1.253*
4.431*
3.388*
1.895*
1.249*
5.023*
3.125*
2.79-2«

3.161*
l.,597«

2.089*
1

$32.375.617.55

Hatio of amount paid account of each cause
.'
to total payments
..:..'
.

.

which sum is equ;il Ui 1.597 per cent of the freight
This sum represents all of the reports made to the
association, which include some Canadian roads. For the United

over 13 per cent; and improper handling,

$36,380,285,

lor

revenue.

recklessness, mostly indoors, 'amounted to 4 per cent.

States

alone the total was $33,671,219,

$17,002,602;- in

$25,005,705; in

1905,

1913

$19,782,692; in

The

1910,

total

in

$21,941,232;

1904,
in

was

1912.

$30,885,4.54.

with this report the committee presented a
reproduced herewith, giving, in considerable detail,
as shown by the records of the Interstate Commerce Commission, payments made by class 1 roads during the twelve months
In

connection

statement,

etc.,

neglect or

In short,

one of the sixteen items, against each one of the 24
classes of commodities, has a very definite interest for some
particular class of eraployecs and many of them, of course, for
every

;

two or more

classes.

Besides the matters dealt with

in

the resolutions printed last

week, the committee un packing, marking and handling of freight
has

a.

number of other recommendations
measures to have them put into

will take

in

hand and probably

eflfect at

an early date.

I

I

r

;

July
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16,

proposed that where

It is

made SO per

board boxes do not come up to

fibre

and

the standard of strength

security, the freight rate shall be

cent higher than the regular

be pro-

It will

tariff.

or earthenware be not received, except
Some
in very small containers, say those of one quart capacity.

posed that liquids

in glass

ought not to be received

articles

in

fibre

containers, and a

list

Boxes

of these will be presented to the classification committee.

containing wine, liquor, shoes, hats and clothing ought to be com-

wood

pletely strapped with

or iron or wire and a recommenda-

tion to this effect is likely to be adopted.

This committee has under consideration regulations for the
proper loading of cement, plaster, sewer pipe, newsprint paper

and drain

in rolls,

the removal and disposition

tile; also rules for

for fixing a closing hour for the receipt of freight
and for loading and handling carload freight.

of refuse

;

THE COST OF THE ERIE BARGE CANAL*
By H.
Assistant Professor

The

New

engineer and surveyor of

York' contains an account of the progress that has been made on
New York barge-canal system to date, and some revised

the

of the probable eventual cost of the undertaking.
Canals have notoriously cost far more in the building than the
original hopeful estimates.
Such has been the almost universal
experience, except in Germany, where faulty preliminary estimates have been comparatively rare. The experience in New

estimates

York has followed

By

the general rule.

and a referendum vote

in

act of the legislature

New York

1903 the State of

appro-

priated $101,000,000 for the rehabilitation of the state canal sys-

The law provided

tem.

new Erie

that the

canal should be 12

instead of 7 feet deep and that the locks should be 28 feet wide

and 328

feet long.

.

.

.

general uses of the appropriation, thus making the estimated total cost of
the canal $103,000,000, of which $2,000,000 would be recovered.^

how

these expectations have been fulfilled.
wholly unexpected events have occurred which
have rendered the foregoing estimates quite inadequate. The

A

of

series

came

of these

llrst

IW) when

in

the

legislature

amended

the

original law so as to
feet to 45

feet.

increase the width of the locks from 28
This has added $2,500,000 to the cost of con-

struction without increasing the appropriation.

Several smaller

amendments passed by

the legislature have added $250,000 to
amount.
A second iinanticipaled expense has been due to delays in
settlement with railroails whose lines have been crossed by new
canal lines. This has required changes in railr<iad grades and
alincments and the construction of new britlges. The advent
of the Democratic state administration in 1911 resulted in throwthis

question

the

Iing
agrecmenis

with

of

the

the

of the

legality

railroads

into

the

years of Mligation the court of appeals has

made

prior to

l''!!.

This

litigation,

already consummated
courts,
tiplield

".\fter

three

the settlements

however, made

it

necessary

cancel .several of the eNisting rontrads for the reason that it
was not possible to provide the contractors with the entire site of
flicir contracts."
Other contracts, also, became involved; and.
I'l

make

In

the

a long story short, the state engineer

ii.ivc

A

believes that

damage claims and atldcd expenses due to "rcrendvertising, and the movement of heavy machinery"

iiurcascd the total otitlays on this account by $5,(HK),(KXI.
third cause of additional expense has beeti two unexpected

•Ahslrnrt

May,

now

litigation

Mirveying,

of nn

"Ibid

.

p.

niiicle

pulili«hrd

in

the .loiirnni

of Polilicnl

Keonomv,

Krpriotrd by prrmin^ioii.

l'>l.^.

'll.irRc Cnn.il
.1.

Fourthly, the rebuilding of public highways destroyed by construction operations on the canal has cost the state to date over
$1,250,000.

services rendered by the state departments of conand claims and by the appraiser have added $710,000 to
the total. The original estimate made no allowance for these
Fifthl}',

troller

items.

Sixthly, "no provision

llullelin. Jnniinrv,

lOH

fpiibliihrH

was made

which

in the 1903 estiinate

at

adequately provided for the enormous damage claims" filed by
private property holders. There have been filed up to the present
time land damage claims to the amount of $19,000,000; waterpower damage claims to the amount of $38,000,000; railroadcrossing claims to the amouiu of $8,700,000; and damage claims
all

assume

to

monihlv

nt .\lbnnv,

N. Y.).

that

of the total
least

no just awards

sum

claimed."
for

$25,000,000

awards, delayed as
over $10,000,000.
Finally,

claims

tliey

will reach

This

is

thus

much over

one-third

a grudging admission of at
far

The court

presented.

have been, have alreadv amounted to

the incidental expense were grossly underestimated.

"The necessity of maintaining navigation on the old canal while
building the enlarged channel on the same site, as is the case
in many sections, presented a number of unexpected and expensive

difficulties.

delayed

wliich

Injunctions on the part of property-owners

work or made necessary

plans have also added to the expense."
engineering, including the charges for

has amounted to $9.100.000

The

According to this fstate cngineer'sl estimate the canal construction work
involved would cost approximately $84,000,000.
The balance of the approoriation was designed to cover damages, engineering, incidental expenses,
and contingencies. It was also estimated tliat $2,000,000 would be realized
by the sale of abandoned canal lands,
where the line of the present canal was deviatc<l from in the course of the new construction.
This
amount it was estimated would be turned back into the canal fund for the

Let us see

additional outlay of $250,000.

by contractors to the amount of $7,000,000; making a total in
The state engineer adds, however,
that "many of these claims are very excessive and it is reasonable

Economy, University of Chicago

of Political

latest report of the state

breaks in the line of the canal east of Rochester, one in 1911
and one in 1912. On these $400,000 has already been expended,
and the engineer estimates that permanent repairs will entail an

round numbers of $72,700,000.

MouLTON

G.

91

— much

the

The

readjustment of
charge for

total

consulting

engineers,

in excess of the anticipations.

straight construction costs have also been substantially inowing to "the increased cost of materials, particularly

creased,

with reference to concrete, the eight-hour labor law, and the
workmen's compensation law. both pieces of legislation passed
subsequently to the making of the estimate in 1903."

The net result is that with only 85 per cent of the construction
work on the canal completed, the appropriation of $101,000,000 is
overdrawn. "The state is at this moment obligated to an expenditure of $1,500,000 more than is available in the appropriation."
Unless an additional appropriation is made no section
of the canal will be available for through traffic by large barges
as the work remaining to be done is so located that the completed sections could be utilized for local traffic only.

The state engineer now estimates that to complete the project
an additional sum of $27,000,000 will be required. Perhaps this
estimate is proportionately as wide of the ultimate iriark as the
previous ones.

In particular the

damage claims may much ex-

ceed the estimate of the engineer.

.Ml things considered, if the
history of this and other projects niey serve as a guide we need
not be at all surprised if the total cost cventuallv reaches
$135,000.000.,
I'areiuhelically, it is worth noting that engineers originally
hoped that the project would be cotnplcted and ready for use with

the o|)ening of navigation in the spring of 1915.

hope of the department

that,

if

It

is

now

the

the additional appropriation rc-

is granted at once, two sections of the canal, from Troy
Whitehall and from Waterford to Otsego— roughly half the
dislance— will be ready for local tralVic by the opetiiiig of navi-

tpiired
to

gation

in

1916.

It

would appear, therefore,

that

it

be at

will

three years yet before the undertaking as a whole

least

is

com-

pleted.

To
the

return to

lite (|uestioti

of cost,

it

will be of ititercst to

fnregoiiiK figures to a mileage basis.

York

The

reduce

project in

a sysletn of canals rather than a single line,

New

and is composed of the l*>ie, t'h.implain, Oswego, aiid Cayuga and Sctieca
branches. The appropriation of $I01,00().0(XI was for the lirst
three branches; while a separate appropriation of $7,0(X1,000 was
made in l')l)<» for the Cayuga atnl Seneca bratich, which is 27.5
is
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The

The lengths of the Erie, Champlain, and
are 323, 61.5, and 22.8 miles, respectively, giving
The average cost
a total of 407.3 miles for the main system.
per mile has therefore been approximately $330,000 ($135,000.-

writer

Since the canal connects with the Hudson river,
however, it makes possible a continuous water route from BufSpreading the same cost over this
falo to New York City.

to

miles

length.

in

Oswego branches

000-^407.3).

there.

Vol.

1911 outlined a project, independent of

city itself in

facilities.
Whether this i)lan has been given up the
unable to ascertain but at any rate it is a clear indication
of the probable needs in the metropolis.

terminal

is

;

would obviously be

It

mere guess on the part

a

facilities

that will be required.
I

dam and

prove

should be observed, are merely
for the acquisition of canal sites, and for the construction of the
channel, locks, etc. They make no allowance for the indispenit

sable terminal facilities, such as docks, wharves, freight depots,

and trans-shipping machinery.
nally)

This failure to provide (origi-

for these terminal facilities affords an excellent illustra-

which public works are
Campaign orators, chambers of
undertaken in this countr.v.
commerce, specially interested shipping associations, waterway
conventions, and state and national commissions had for many
years portrayed the wonderful possibilities of water transportation and fanned the enthusiasm of the public to a white heat,
haphazard fashion

tion of the utterly

before there was even so
Indeed,

question.

it

lated appearance,

in

much

as a reference to the terminal

was not until 1909 that it made its bea government report, six years after the

The United States Bureau of Corporations was delegated to
make an exhaustive report on the subject and in 1909 the state
of New York appointed a Barge Canal Terminal Connuission
for the purpose of investigating the terminal situation in

After an exten-

making an appropriation.

sive investigation costing $10,000, the

New

commission came to the

important.' though obvious, conclusion that "it

is

just as neces-

sary that there shall be frequent, convenient, well-established,
thoroughly equipped, and wisely managed depots all along the
canals and waterways, where canal-borne freight may be received, cared for, and shipped away, as it is necessary that the
It was found that a
railroads shall have their freight depots.
adequate
good waterway terminal has four prime factors
wharves warehouse space transshipping machinery and beltline railway connections between the water routes and adjacent
:

;

;

;

Henceforth, the development of
railways and local industries.
these necessary terminal facilities had to be included in estimating the total cost of the undertaking.
In 1911 the legislature, acting upon the commission's report,
appropriated $19,800,000 for the purpose of constructing terminals for the barge-canal system.

endum vote of the
was made in this

people in

This was approved by a referof that year. Provision

November

appropriation for

New York

and

Bufifalo at

about fifty intermediate
Whether the sum appropriated is the usual underestitowns.
mate remains to be seen, of course, but there is little reason for
the

terminal

of

believing that the

the

and

route,

amount

is

for

at all adequate.

Study of the report

one to believe that while the provision of the necessary
docks and wharves has received pretty careful consideration,
the matter of transshipping machinery, storage depots, and beltrailway connections has been slighted not a little. Even in the
case of the docks and wharves these preliminary cost estimates
may well prove far from adequate. There will doubtless be the
inclines

to

may hazard an
like

grand

a

total

to

prophecy,

may, therefore,

of $175,000,000

expenditure

ultimate

the

be

Not being averse

estimate of $40,000,000 on this account.
of

New York

in

re-

This estimate would raise the
figures of average cost per mile that were given above from
$260,000 to more than $340,000. for the through distance from
Buffalo to New Y'ork City. For purposes of comparison it may
be added that the capitalization of the railroads of the United
habiliating

her canal

system.'

States averages approximately $60,000 per mile.'

in

decision to rehabilitate the old Erie Canal.

Y'ork with a view to

Something

of the writer

ultimate cost of providing the terminal

the probable

state

however,

All of the foregoing costs,

No. 3

the state, which calls for an initial expenditure of $12,000,000 on

longer distance reduces the average to approximately $260,000
This is exclusive of the cost of necessary improveper mile.
ments on the Hudson, particularly the construction of a large
locks near Troy.

59,

It

has been seen that the question of terminals did not appear

New York was
way the state has gone ahead building
knowing what depth of channel is either de-

until several years after the barge-canal sj'Stem in

api)roved.

In a similar

the canal w'ithout

sirable or necessary.

It

now

appears that quite as serviceable a

canal might have been provided at perhaps only a fraction of the

present cost.

The depth

new Erie

of the

canal at the locks

is

to be 12 feet.

Xo good

reason has ever been given for this particular depth.
Perhaps the most common statement has been that the failure
of the old canal to retain its former tonnage w'as due to the inadequate depth of the 7-foot channel. Another and perhaps

more important argument has been

that

if

made

the canal were

of ample depth boats could pass through the canal to and from

But

the various lake ports without breaking bulk.

in this

con-

nection there was no investigation as to the practicability of
lake

and canal transportation

b\-

the

same

boats.

As

tisual.

investigation could be left until afterward.

the Barge Canal Terminal Commission recomwas important that a study be made of the best
type of boat for use on the canal, but the advice passed unheeded.
Just recently, again, the state engineer has urged that "one of the

At

last, in 1911.

mended

that

it

matters that should receive the early attention of the state is that
relating to the size of boats for navigation upon the opening of
the barge canal."

It

apparent, therefore, that even yet there

is

knowledge as to what is the most
the canal or what its draft should be.
no

is

definite

-\ .ureat

depth of channel

is

feasible boat for

not required for economical barge

the fleets of coal barges on the
Ohio and lower Mississippi rivers, of which so much has been
written, have to be content with a depth of 6 feet and even less
On the Rhine in Germany,
for the greater part of each year.
transportation.

For

instance,

barges of 2,000 tons capacity regularly ascend the river as far
Mannheim, where the low mean channel depth is only 6.52

as

Between Mannheim and Strasburg. the head of navigation
on the Rhine, the low mean depth is but 3.91 feet, but barges of
800 tons burden reach the latter port. In fact, the greater part
of the vast canal traffic of Europe is carried on canals with a
feet.

less than 7 feet.
Evidently, the failure of the old Erie canal was not primaril>
due to its inadequate depth. Evidently, also (even ass,uming

depth of

canal transportation
outlays in

New

is

Y'ork

economical), a great part of the present
but a needless sinking of state funds.

is

"unanticipated" claims-depiirtmcnt charges, appraiser's expenses,
controller's fees, "incidental outlays" of many kinds, and, particularly, the customary heavy damage claims with the litigation

While the greater width may have been required, the extra depth

expenses connected therewith.

go and do likewise.

a certainty that further appropriations will be
required for terminals, since the 1911 appropriation did not take
into consideration or definitely provide for terminals along the
Indeed,

Hudson

it

is

river between

Albany and

New

York.

The

state engi-

neer has already called attention to the early need of an additional appropriation for this section of the route.
Finally, the appropriation that has already been made lor terminals in New York City is clearly inadequate for the needs

a|)pears to

have been almost,

interesting to see, however,

if
if

not quite, superfluous. It will be
other localities do not cheerfully

"Tliere is to be added to this estimate the $7,000,000 appropriated for the
Cayuga and Seneca branches.

has elsewhere been sliown by the writer that the low transportation
tlic barge canal that are promised will be possible only because the
The entire interest on the
will charge no tolls on its waterways.
bonded indebtedness ,nnd even tiie cost of maintenance and upkeep of the
The canal rates, therefore, will
canal arc to be paid out of annual taxes.
I'.ut this shifting of a great part of
merely cover direct haulage charges.
And if
the expense to the taxpayers does not lessen the cost as a whole.
is
easily sliown that the entire underconsidered,
it
is
the inclusive cost
(See Waterways
taking will prove an enormous economic loss to the state.
versus Railways.)
•It

rates
state

on

;

Hearing on Advances

in

Western Passenger Fares

Railway Officers Show Reduction of State Passenger
Fares Has Not Brought Compensating Increase in Travel
Testimony on behalf of the western railroads at the hearing
before Examiner H.

Commission,
vances

iii

at

Thurtell.

E.

of the

Commerce

Interstate

Chicago, in support of their application .for adpassenger fares in the territory between

interstate

Chicago and the Rocky mountains was concluded on Monday,
July 12, and the hearing during the rest of this week has been
devoted to testimony on behalf of the protesting state railway
commissions. It was expected that the hearing w'ould be completed by the end of the week.
L. E. Wettling, who presented most of the statistical testimony for the carriers, completed his direct testimony on Julv 8,
Clifford Thorne, chairman of the Iowa Railroad Commission,
asked a number of questions in an eiTort to get the witness to
admit that the standard iif maintenance had been higher during
the period 1908-1914 than during the period 1901-1907. and that
during the second period permanent improvements had been
charged to operating expenses, as allowed in some cases by the
accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to
such an extent that the net operating income was considerably
less than it would have been without such expenditures.
Mr.
Thorne asserted that if the same standard of maintenance had

been continued during the

seven years, as during the pre-

last

ceding seven years the roads would have shown a net operating
income $300,000,000 greater. Mr. Wettling said that some of the
expenditures of this character represented deferred maintenance.
Mr. Thorne also insisted that the commission give a ruling on

amount of increased revenue
which each of the roads involved would receive from the advance if allowed. The carriers had presented a rough estimate
nf the total advance, and C. C. Wright, chairman of the lawyers'
committee representing the roads, said they would rest on that
estimate, that it would be impossible to get an exact statement

his request for a statement of the

for each road.
.\.

E. Ilclm, counsel for the

sion, started a

controversy

liy

Kansas Public

Commis-

L'tilities

insisting that the carriers submit a

expenses between state and interstate liusiness.
attempted to jnit Mr. Helm on record
as to whether he claimed that the state liusiness cost more or
less than the interstate business, but he declined to commit himilivision of their

self,

saying the roads had usually contende<l
of intrastate

in

state cases that

Mr.

business was higher.

Wright

said

had presented evidence to
and interstate
case they would rest on that pre-

that while in certain cases the roads

overcome the presumption
business

is

the same,

in

that the cost of state

this

Mr. Helm insisted that his request be submitted to
commission for a ruling.
He then cross-examined Mr.
Wettling on his exhibits to show that for all of the roads in
the case, and for a number of the groups of roads, the increase
in taxes in the second period over the first period was greater
than the decrease in net operating income, and said that, therefore, the roads ought to "get after" the tax commissions r:itlur
sumption.

ihe

than ask for an advance

in

rates.

SOVTHWESTF.RX
II.

H.

liuller.

assistant

has not kept up, although expenses due to wage increases, etc.,
have more than kept up with the growth of business. The argument for reduction was that travel would be increased, but this

was not well founded. Comparing the Missouri Pacific figures
from 1901 to 1907, seven years under 3-cent fares, its passenger
revenue increased 57.7 per cent.
Comparing 1908 with 1914,
seven years under 2-cent fares in Kansas and Nebraska, and part
of the time in Missouri, the increase in passenger revenue was
only 10.9 per cent. Comparing 1907. the last 3-cent year, with
1908. the first 2-cent year, there was a loss in passengers carried

one mile of

testified

on

•^ouri

I'acilic,

west,

that

basis

of 3 cents a mile

have

filed

beh.ilf

tariffs
in

of

the

publishing
the

terrilor>

r

agent oi

railways
inlirslate

in

the

the

rates

west of the

Mi—

south-

on the
Misviuri

and south ol the Union Pacific line in Kansas. His testimony was largely devoted to showing the losses c.in>ed by the
reductions of pas.scngcr fares to 2 cents a mile in PH)/, atiil the
failure of anything like a compensating growth in iralVic to reriver

sult.

"Coinpaiing
the last
sulTeriil

the last year under 3-cent

lares,

with P>14.

the 2-cent fares," he -aid, "the Missouri Pacific
In
decrease in passenger rcMiiue of .'.S per leiil

iiniler
:i

I'H)?,

per cent, but a drop in passenger revenue of 10.4

"This appears to prove." lie said, "that a general reduction in
base rates per mile in passenger fares in any territory will not
cause a corresponding increase in the number of passengers
handled and the revenue received. It has been the experience
in

this

territory that people travel

reasons to travel, and this
public, after 2-cent fares

only

when they have good

substantiated by the fact that the

is

were

was

established,

as insistent that

excursion rates be granted at reductions from 2-cent fares, as
they had been previously that special reductions be granted from
the 3-cent fare. Since these 2-cent fares were enforced, repeated

have been made by the southwestern lines to secure relief,
most instances thus far without avail. Before 1907, fares in
Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma were 3 cents per
mile, but during 1907 the rates were changed to 2 cents by state
action.
The roads in Missouri. .Arkansas and Oklahoma appealed to the United States courts on the basis of confiscation
injunctions were granted and the fares were restored to the
old basis.
The cases of Arkansas and Missouri went to the
L'nited States Supreme Court, and by a decision in 1913 were
dismissed.
The Oklahoma case was postponed awaiting decision in the other two cases.
The intrastate fares in all three
states were restored to 2 cents in 1913.
efforts
in

"When
mained

the 2-cent fares were restored, the interstate fares re-

at 3 cents.

Complaint was entered with the Interstate
against this by the Missouri. Oklahoma

Commerce Commission

and Arkansas CommiL-sions, but after a hearing the Interstate
Commission decided that 3 cents through these states was not
unreasonable.

"Since the Supreme Court decision dismissing the .\rkansas
and Missouri cases the roads have sought to increase the state
lares.
In Arkansas they have succeeded. After refusal of relief
by the legislature in 1914. two roads secured perpetual injunctions against the .Arkansas 2-cent fare from the United States
courts, and the other three have secured a temporary injunction.
In Miss(mri and Kansas all lines are now before the railroad
Commissions asking restoration of 3 cents. In Oklahoma the
lines

are

"How

RO.VDS

1.6

per cent.

now

againts the

general passengi

9.1 per cent.
increase in revenues to the railways, in other words,

The average

.'\ttorneys for the railroads

the cost

same time the number of passengers increased

the

the United

in

Oklahoma

2-ceiit

States court asking an injunction
law.

western roads can expect from 2-cent fares may
comparison with the New York. Xcw Haven &
Hartford, one of the linos of heaviest passenger traffic in the
country.
The New Haven, operating in densely settled New
I'.ngland, earns $13,957 per mile in pas.senger revenue and $1.91
Wrsteru roads earn only $2,941 per mile pasper train nule.
be

seen

little

by

senger revenue and only $1.31 per train mile.
cent

eastern

rate

case,

the

Yet. in the re-

Commerce Commission
New Haven did not con-

Interstate

found that passenger earnings of the
tribute to taxes

that expenses of the passenger

service

11X1

and interest, but
consumed approximately

per cent of the passenger

train revenue.
"It

is

proposed

to adi.iiue the rates to 2'

j

cents interstate east
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of the Missouri river and west of

of the Union Pacific
rate

is

in

tlie Missouri on, and north
South of that hue the proposed

Kansas.

Population density south, therefore, was only 69 per cent
of that north. Taking the revenues of four representative roads
north against four south of the line, the southern roads earn
line.

only 78.6 per cent as much per mile of road as those north and
handled only 74.4 per cent of the number of revenue passengers
per mile of road. Furthermore, it should not be overlooked that
the railways in Arkansas, Oklahoma and Missouri, south of the

mentioned, have successfully defended their 3-cent fares for
interstate purposes before the Interstate Commerce Commission."'
F. A. Jones, chairman of the Corporation Commission of
Arizona, cross-examined Mr. Butler at length on what he conline

sidered the discrimination against Arizona and

New

Mexico, to

which points rates are advanced by the amount of the increase
up to El Paso, whereas no advances are made in the rates to
California nor to points in the intermountain states, with a few'
Mr. Butler said that the California rates w'ere not
exceptions.

advanced because they had not been reduced at the time other
rates were reduced which are now being restored to their former
The purpose of the present tariffs is to restore rates
basis.
which were reduced on account of the effect of the reductions

number of states
number of questions

of intrastate fares in a

to 2 cents a mile.

he said the suspended

tariffs

provide

to

a

rate

of $44.40

from

Kansas City to Williams, Ariz., 1.268 miles, or 35^2 cents a mile,
and at the same time carry a rate from Kansas City to Salt Lake
City, 1,268 miles, of $31.95, or lYz cents a mile.

the roads ought to

make lower

rates through

fares in the country.

He

presented the following figures comparing the territory
west of Chicago with New England the trunk line territory,
between Buffalo, Pittsburgh and the -Atlantic and the central
territory, between Chicago, St. Louis. Buffalo and Pittsburgh.
;

;

He thought that
Arizona and New-

Xew

Trunk

England

Line

Central

Western

105.7

136.7

89.8

24.9

827

750

444

244

$8,913

$7,676

$4,110

$2,849

mile of line
431,387
.Average receipts per passenger mile
1.777c
Average receipts per passenger train
mile
$1.71160

357,779
1.755c

169,743
1.917c

112,782
2.037c

$1.46420

$1.32070

$1.39034

'.
Population per square mile
Population per mile of railroad....
Average passenger train revenue per
mile of line
Average number passenger miles per
.

.

"Western railroads thus enjoy only from about one-half to onequarter the population per mile of railroad enjoyed by eastern
"Their average receipts per passenger mile are
it is true, but this is because
the western territory includes roads having mileage in Montana,
Idaho, Colorado, Wyoming, Washington, Oregon, British Columbia and Manitoba, all on the basis of 3 cents per mile where
the traffic is exceedingly sparse and in North and Southa
Dakota, where it is 254 cents per mile. If we take New Engroads," he said.

higher than in the other territories,

land as 100 per cent, the ratios in other territories are as fol-

lows

:

.Mr.

show what he considered the discrimination in lower rates from Kansas City to
Utah than from Kansas City to points in New Mexico and AriFor example,
zona, where the mileages were about the same.

Jones also asked a

revenue fur carrying a passenger one mile, the states covered
by the present application for advances have the lowest maxi-

mum

3 cents per mile.

"Comparisons of traffic conditions justify the higher rate in
the southwest. Taking the 1910 census, the population north of
this line was 40.8 per square mile against 28.2 south of the
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Xew

Trunk

England
Passenger train revenue per mile...
.Average number passenger miles per
mile of line

Western

Line

Central

100

86

46

32

100

S3

39

26

"In spite of this more favorable situation for eastern roads,

on a 2J4 cent per mile
Fares in the trunk line territory vary from 2 to 3 cents
per mile, and in New England from ZYz to 4>^ cents, while in
Illinois. Wisconsin. Minnesota, Iowa. Nebraska, Missouri and
Kansas maximum fares are 2 cents per mile, both state and interinterstate fares in central territory are

basis.

state.

Mexico than through the mountains, because of the more favor-

"Experience has proved that the institution of reductions for

Mr. Butler pointed out that the

tourist fares, etc., has generally stimulated travel and, as a large

able transportation conditions.

density of

traffic

was greater

real reason for the difference

Lake City, but said that the
was that the lowest factor west of

to Salt

El Paso would be the local rate of four cents a mile in Arizona
and New Mexico. Mr. Jones thought that this was penalizing
the states that have not made low intrastate rates.' Mr. Butler
also explained that it was the intention to advance rates to
Montana. LItah and Idaho points, but that the tariffs had not
been completed when the suspension order was issued, and so
their preparation

had been postponed.

Mr. Helm made a point of the

fact that in

many

instances the

provide for a discontinuance of the practice of meeting
Mr. Butler
the short line rates in the rates via longer routes.
said that to some extent the roads were going out of the business

tariffs

of meeting short line rates at points where it has been discovered that the longer lines could not get the business even by
meeting the rates by the shorter line, but not where there is

any chance to get business by meeting the lower rates. Examiner W. V. King, who sat with Examiner Thurtell, said he
noticed that
service,

all

of the roads reported a loss in the dining car
it is proposed to make up for the

and asked whether

loss in the passenger fares.
is

Mr. Butler said dining car service

a necessary part of the passenger service.

WESTERN AND NORTHWESTERN

W.

RO.\DS

Cannon, assistant general
passenger agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, who testified on behalf of the lines east of the Missouri river and north
Mr. Butler was followed by

J.

Union Pacific line in Kansas, that arc proposing an advance from 2 to 2Vz cents a mile. Mr. Canndfi gave comparisons between western railways and eastern railways, which
have already been allowed an advance to 2J^ cents a mile, t<j
show the disadvantages under which the western lines operate,
saying that although the west taken as a whole, with the high
fares of the states beyond the Rockies, shows a slightly higher
of the

percentage of the
can afford to

traffic is

make such

carried in regular trains, the railways
reductions.

Tourist fares of

all

kinds

are open to the public and necessarily reduce the average rate

Homeseekers' fares which apply to round
have been made for many years. Experience shows
that the 'bargain principle' of granting such concessions on certain days is a factor of consequence in accomplishing the desired
per passenger mile.
trip tickets

result.

"Mileage tickets with 2,000 coupons, each good for a mile,
The proportion of travel upon these mileage
tickets, mostly used by commercial travelers, is much smaller
The proportion that such mileage
than is usually supposed.
honored bears to the total passenger traffic ranges, in fact, only
from IV2 to 354 per cent, showing that this form of transportation is a very small proportion of the total."
Reduction in passenger train schedules and the elimination of
some of the luxuries of travel, which railway officials at the
hearing claimed were universally deinanded by the American
public, were suggested by Examiner King in questioning Mr.
Cannon. Mr. King produced a mass of newspaper articles and
excerpts from the technical press, which described the present
elal)oratencss of American passenger travel in schedules and
are sold for $40.

equipment.

"Do you know the cost of hauling an observation car?" asked
Mr. King.
"I do not," replied Mr. Cannon, "as that is an operating question, but the figure would be such a minute fraction of a cent
per passenger mile that you would have to run your finger a
way to find the decimal point."
"Do you know the cost of hauling
Mr. Cannon said he did not know.
The examiner then wx-nt through

long

features

in

cars

club cars?"

a

long

list

of the special

ami accommodations afforded travelers, cm-
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phasizing the cost and seeking to draw

an admission from the
witness that the unprofitableness ni passenger service was due to
this.

"How many railroads operate lietween Chicago and St. Paul."
a~ked the examiner.
"Seven,'' replied Mr. Cannon.
The witness stated that these
roads probably had an average of two through trains a day each
lietween these points.

"Could not half of these trains be taken off?" asked the ex-

"These trains do not only serve the terminals," said Mr. Cannon "there are many prosperous towns local to each road and
intermediate to the terminals which must have the passenger
service.
These trains also serve territory beyond the terminals,
both to the West all the way to the coast, and east of Chicago.
We have tried to reduce the passenger service, and when we
;

was not very popular with the

it

"These

articles," said the

public."

examiner, "also

gilded stairs and marble hallways of the

"Well,

call attention to the

new passenger

stations.

we might allow

the old

Union

think,"

the

WHICH

examiner asked the witness, "that the

ADV.^NCE

IS

PROPOSED MOST PROSPEROUS

Eben E. MacLeod, chairman of the Western Passenger
ciation, testified that there are but 11 states in the

have as low a

United States

maximum

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Mis.souri, Oklahoma and
Kansas. Arkansas and West Virginia have just gone up "from a
J-cont fare.
"It

must he conceded," he

said, "that

population per railroad

mile, gross passenger earnings per railroad mile

in

the

more densely

settled

All other

eastern states.

United States have a population density per mile
of 280. The nine states in this territory have 323, but the eight
eastern states have 1,036, yet these other states have an avcrapc maximum fare per mile of from 2''. cents to 6 cents per
states in the

"It

"These nine

states

are,

of agricultural

comparatively,
territory

in

the

the

most prospercuis

L'nited

States,

ac-

Yet they enforce lower pascording to government reports.
senger fares than prevail anywhere else in the union, except in

Ohio and Indiana, which also have 2-cent fare laws. In March.
THX). the Ohio legislature enacted its maximum 2 cent per mile
l.iH.
At the first following sessions of their legislatures, these
nine states adopted similar rates, in scjme by commission orders,
nearly all cases carrying such heavy penalties as to make
ill
almost mandatory to comply with tile enactments and orders.
In no state was such compliance volilntary.
"The argument by advocates of reduced faros, aside from p<ililical rcasoivs, was that reduced fares would stimulate travel
.ind that the |)raclical effect would be not to reduce but to in-

but
it

crease gross and

net passenger revenue.

appiiiulnienl

.in

iflir

is

common knowledge

is

tlie

net

revenue for more service.

less

that the reduction in passenger fares

from the allegations that the cut would not reduce net
revenue, that it was good politics to enact anti-railroad legislation, and that other states had passed such laws.
The reduced
rates have had a fair and enforced trial since 1907. and considering

bnne^t and

f.iir

trial.

conditions the conclusion

all

produce a burden on other

to

Mr. Helm objected
of the territory, but

The
It

necessary that

is

result

is

a

dis-

has been proved

tends

it

traffic."

to the exhibits bearing

Examiner Thurtell

on the prosperity
commission had

said the

Mr. Helm said it w-as necesrates.
Mr. Tho'rne also objected that the figures did not show that the farmers were actually making money and said that the advances in many instances
would be paid by the people in other states.
usually admitted such evidence.

Bevington,

L.

E.

advance asked
cents

its

own

secretary

of

Transcontinental

the

the

in

granted,

is

25-2

cents per mile in the

Pasthe

if

West and

3

Southwest, the actual average earnings per pas-

senger mile would be less, because of the necessity of roads
with longer mileage meeting the rate of the shortest line.

"Between Chicago and Kansas
short line

is

Mr. Bevington. "the
all lines com508 miles, making the

City," said

451 miles, but the average mileage of
is

average rate per mile 2.46 cents on the proposed fare. $12.50.
Thus, while the short line, whose mileage is used in the construction of the fare, receives approximately 2yi cents per mile,

more or

other

all

less indirect lines receive materially less

cents for their service between the

2]/^

same

points.

than

Between

Chicago and St. Paul the average earnings under the proposed
between Chicago and
fares would lie only 2.23 cents per mile
Denver, 2.39 cents, and between St Paul and Council Bluffs
;

2.10 cents.

"Roads
sengers

in

the

in the

carried

per cent

in

western district carried 39.6 per cent of

one mile

in

the

country

in

all

pas-

1913 against 47.4

the eastern district, but the miles of track operated

West exceeded those

the greater

in the

East by 17 per cent, showing
L'nder 3-cent fares

sparseness of travel per mile.

travel in this western district increased between

1903 and 1907

about 40 per cent, while between 1908 and 1913. under 2-cent
fares, the increase was only 9 per cent, proving the total failure
of predictions that lower rates would mean stimulated travel."

Mr. Bevington also presented

showing the great

statistics

in-

crease in expenses brought about by increases in wages and by
state legislation,

and the large investment

in

block signal> for the

inirpose of increasing the safety of travel.

OfENING STATEMENT BY CLIFFORD THORNE
.\t

ihe hearin.g on

Monday morning Mr. Wcttling was

re-

cross-examination, after which Clifiord
Thome, cjiairman of the Towa Railroad Commission, made
an opening statemenl on behalf of the protesting state railwa\
commissions, lie said that the net operating income durin.i.;
the past seven-year period of the northwestern group of railroads amounted to $1,000,000,000 in round numbers, or $170.I)(K),0(X1 greater than during any other seven-year period in
their history, and that these roads during the past five years
have increased their properly by over $750.(K)0,000. a sum
which exceeds that of any preceding live-year period by more
In the southwestern group the net operatthan $.?0(I.(X)0.(K1()
ing income during the past seven-year period aggregated
$550,000,000. which was more than $100,000,000 greater than
during any other preceding scvcn-ycar period in their histor\
Mr. Thome also criticized the use by the railroads of the
property investment account as a basis lor cnlnilatin.g the net
returns, saving the commission ha-^ unanimously repudiated
called

mile.

-ubrlivision

result of the fare reduction

and comparative

expense per mile are the leading comparative factors, the first
two representing traffic density and the other the concrete results.
Comparison of these factors will show the railroads in these 9
states have less advantages, less opportunities and a lower maximum fare per mile than in any other equal section of the United
Comparing them with eight eastern states shows they
.States.
have a density of population per railroad mile only one-third as
great and much less than one-third the passenger earnings per
mile, yet the property investment is more nearly e(iual per mile
and the maximum rate per mile averages fully 25 per cent
.vjreater

not in excess of present public requirements and ihat

is

peting for traffic between those cities

.\sso-

passenger rate as 2 cents per mile
and nine of these are the states covered by the advances now
lieing considered, Illinois, the northern peninsula of Michigan,
that

;

senger Association, presented figures showing that even

commission should allow an increase in passenger fares while
this costly service is being maintained?"
Mr. Cannon stated that question was impossible to answei
categorically, but that he considered the passenger service was
only what was demanded by the public.
STATES IN

that it has been less than the increase in passenger expenses; that the passenger fare per mile is less than
the progressive value of the service; that the present service

station to stand in Chi-

cago," interjected one of the railway attorneys.

"Do you

growth increase

sary for each road to justify

not this wasteful?"

I-

conclusively that the increase in travel has been onh' the natural

resulted

»iminer.

did,

95

for

further
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lie also criticizt-il ilu' inclusion in this account of the
value of improvements built out of surplus earnings since
1907. saying the commission has unanimously held that railit.

roads cannot rely upon betterments and improvements built
out of surplus earnings as a justification for an advance in
freight rates.
"If it is seriously proposed at this titne," he

our federal commission shall reverse itself on this
must content themselves without
a surplus for the purpose of building such improvements in
the future. For, so long as private ownership continues, the
public will not long consent to be forced by any public
tribunal to build railroads for private companies, and then pay
those companies a return on what they build." Mr. Thorne
also criticized as unsound the comparison of net earnings over
a period of years, without allowances for substantial changes
in the basic methods of accounting, or substantial changes in
"The
the policies of the carriers during the same period.
most important changes in the rules of accounting prescribed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission that have been made
during the past 25 years became effective on June 30. 1907."
he said. "The said changes affect both the operating expense
said, "that

principle, then the carriers

account and the property investment account. These comhaving the burden of proof, have made no attempt
whatever to show the effect of the changes, they have made
no attempt to place the two periods compared upon the same
basis.
We have undertaken to perform that task with some
of our exhibits after making proper allowances for any
changes in practices and cost of material."
The first witness for the protestants was C. W. Hillman,
president of the Mutual Audit Company, who had also been
employed as statistician for the western commissioners in the
freight rate case. For the purpose of separating freight and
passenger expenses. Mr. Hillman presented an analysis of the
accounts of the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, which, he said, "cover both the strong and weak lines
and may be considered typical of the results of operation in
the territory affected by the proposed advance." He had set
up the expenses assignable to passenger business upon six
different methods, only one of which, the gross weight basis.
did he advocate as being the proper method for the division
of the track maintenance accounts as between freight and
passenger service. The other methods, he said, were introduced for comparative purposes or by direction of the committee representing the western states. On the gross weight
liasis, passengers, baggage, express and mail were reduced to
a ton-mile basis, and his exhibit showed an operating ratio
on passenger business of 68 per cent. The other bases used
were the locomotive ton mile basis, the locomotive tractive
power basis, the passenger car mile basis, the gross weight
and car mile basis, the gross weight and net ton mile basis.
Most of the differences between the various methods occur
in the maintenance of equipment account, he said.

•panies.

.\mkric.\n

and

officially

for

the

1915. there

were

Shiibliluinc,

year ended June

30.

numbered

Ve.sr.

— During

built in the

Panama

The

fiscal

comsame pe-

1.226 vessels, of 215,711 gross tons,

pared with 1,291 vessels of 311,578 gross tons, for the
riod of 1914.

the

United States

principal

vessels are

two

colliers

for

built

canal trade, the Achilles and the Ulysses, of 11,081 and

10,910 gross tons,

respectively.

Other vessels over 5,000 gross

John D. Rockefeller, a tanker of 8,374 gross tons;
the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific of 8,255 gross tons

tons, arc the

each, built for passenger service on the Pacilic coast.

Moffett. 6,395 gross tons and the
tons,

Lyman

The

J.

A.

Stewart, 6.054 gross

Only one
both tankers, were built on the Pacilic coast.
was built during the year, the Georgia, a

large sailing vessel

fn all, 23 vessels of over
schooner of 1,318 gross tons,
tons each were built, aggregating 123,242 tons.

1,000
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Bv Howard Elliott
Chnirmaii

m'

the

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford

interesting and important statement of how the railroads of the country enter into the lives of millions of our
citizens is made l)y computations just completed by the
.\n

Bureau of Railway Economics.
The
brought out in these computations that
to June 30, 1914. inclusive. $11,218,686,516
to an average of 1.611,105 n:en employed

momentous

fact

is

from June 30, 1905,
were paid for wages
during each year of

the ten years as follows:

Number
Year
1914
1913
1912
1911
1910
1909
1908
1907
1906
1905

of

employees

Wages

1.695.48,'

SI. 373,422,472

1,815.239
1,716.380
1,669.8*9
1,699,420
1,502,S23
1,436,275
1.672.074
1,521,355
1,382.196

1,373,830,589
1,252,347.697
1,208,466.470
1.143,725,306
988,323,694
1.035,437.528
1.072,386,427
930,801,653
.S39.944.680

Per cent of
wages to

Gross
revenue

gross revenue

$3,047,019,908
3,125,135,798
2,842,695,382
2,789,761,669
2,752,634,153
2,419,299,638
2,394,780,410
2,589,105,578
2,325.765,167
2,082.482.406

45.07
43.96
44.05
43.32
41.55
40.85
43.24
41.42
40.02
40.33

The large proportion of gross earnings paid directly to
these millions of our citizens is worthy of special attention.
Those who man the railroads received 40.33 per cent out of
every dollar of gross earnings in 1905 and 45.07 in 1914. They
perform arduous and responsible duties and should be well
paid, but with increases in pay to the men and improved
facilities to the public, should come increased pay to the railroads, and this has not been the case until the last year, when
some increases in rates have been permitted.
There are possibly 1.500.lX)0 individuals holding the securiThey
ties, in one form or another, of the American railroads.
and the emploj'ees and their fam.ilies represent at least 12,000,000 people whose daily bread and butter is involved in the
success or failure of this great American transportation machine, or about one-eighth of the population. The par of the
outstanding capital is $20,247,301,257 or between one-ninth
and one-tenth of the estimated national wealth. In New England the owners and employees of its transportation lines
with their families represent at least 700.000 people, or more
than one-tenth of the total population. These people are your
neighbors and friends and their rights, comforts and feelings
must be carefully considered in any discussion as to the best
the New England transportation problem.
very grave question today is whether under present conditions the railroads can be ready to serve the people when
the next great uplift in business comes. It is not only a maSpeaking recently
terial question but a social and moral one.
Professor Seligman, of
of the railroad problem of today.

method of solving

A

Columbia University,

said:

"To combine

the maintenance of

reasonable private profits with the legitimate demands of
social progress is the railway problem of today."
Today from one cause or another more than 30,000 miles of
railroads with securities of $1,815,900,000 are in the hands of
receivers and several other great railroads are on the ragged
edge. In 1896. when times were so very bad. there were about
the

of miles and the same amount of capitalizahands of receivers. This, it is needless to say, is

same number

tion in the

not a healthy condition for the country.
Notwithstanding all ^the complaints made against our railroads the fact remains that they pay the highest wages and
sell their transportation at the lowest prices and furnish
more per dollar invested than any railroads of any country
in the world. We should compliment the railroads for this
and be proud of them. Instead, of late years, we have attacked them and have criticised this wonderful transportation
machinery while those in other lands have realized that the
work of the American railroad builder, owner and employee

"From

a recent address at Peterboro,

New

Hampshire.

July

16,
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has been marvelous; and this
to

in spite of the

mistakes incident

great task of building and rebuilding 250,000 miles of

the

railroad since the Civil

The Comptroller

War.

of the Currency said in his recent annual

report that tliere were 11,000,000 depositors in savings banks
with $5,000,000,000 to their credit. Much of this large sum is
invested by these banks in railroad securities so that those
11,000,000 people have a very vital interest in having the railroad industry sound and profitable. The conservation of this
industry is vital to the country, and owners and managers
should be helped rather than hindered in their honest efforts
to

make

Why

it

more

useful and efficient.

machinery which all admit is so
necessary to the welfare of the country which impartial
which represents so
critics think is such a wonderful work
large a part of the wealth and population of the country and is
so closely interwoven with all of our activities, has been
looked upon with suspicion and disfavor? Whenever a new
railroad has been projected the people have welcomed the
promoters and offered all kinds of inducements but when the
road is built they forget that it must be nourished in order
is it

that this piece of

—

—

—

to live.

One

reason for this suspicion and disfavor, perhaps,

is

a

lack of understanding on the part of the public as to the magni-

tude of

the

enterprise

and

the

difficulties

of successful ad-

Much

has been written and said by many to
try and explain it. In the last ten years I have sent out over
1,000,000 pamphlets pointing out the facts and others have
done similar work.
Another reason for the suspicion and disfavor is that in the
ministration.

struggle to build railroads and to

make fortunes

in the

pro-

few men —-and only a very few of the thousands of high
minded men in the business did things that are not now considered right and proper and were not right and proper then
but were in accord with the accepted spirit of the times.
Similar practices were in vogue in other fields of human
endeavor.
Railroad men are not more perfect than other
business men. They are drawn from all ranks of society and
arc influenced by the trend of public opinion. In spite of all.
however, a great work was done and the railroads, as a whole,
are worth today to themselves and to the public, all their
cess, a

—

—

capitalization.

I

believe a fair valuation of the properties,

following the principles laid

down

various decisions of the
show this to be the
case. This wonderful machine that serves the country should
not be condemned, crippled and rendered unable to prepare
for the future because of a limited amount of unwise financing

Supreme Court

in

of the United States, will

and unsuccessful management in the past.
Let me quote from a writer of the present day.
f.ct's

get

down

to

common

He

says:

The railways have done more toward

sense.

inaking America than any otlicr one thing.
It is time tlicy had their due
and instead of bailing them and talking foolish talk about taking them aw:iy

from their owners the (jovcrninent should grant them any
1

rc(i\test

within

4MSnTl.

.\nothcr of our problems

is

that of the proper treatment

of capital organizations, or corporations.

The great

railroads

have
constructed without them. In 1800 the total number of
corpiirations in this country was 225, and today there arc
.iS0,()(K).
They arc necessary to carry on the great business
of the United States.
Because they were a new and untried
method of doing the business of the country some errors wore
made. Men obtained great power, and in their intense desire
to be successful some of the owners and managers demanded
efficiency without enough consideration of the human unit and
profits rcganlless of the public weal.
This policy created trnuble, but owners and managers are
awake to the situation today and reali/e that they must pay
close attention to their duty to the public.
Large and strong corporations, wisely managed, are absolutely necessary, and bad ones arc grailually being eliminated.
that arc such eflicient servants of the nation could not
l)een
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few strong and ambitious men used the great powers of
corporations unwisely, and as a result the country was
aroused against them and all sorts of laws were passed in an
effort to correct evils, and. as is often the case, some of the
remedies were worse than the disease.
There are signs now that we are approaching the time when
the country will obtain the full benefit of the corporate form
of doing business, without the evils.
Another present-day problem is that of legislation. Because
of some mistakes by railroad owners and managers, and by
those engaged in other forms of corporate business, the suspicion and disfavor, of which I have spoken, developed, and a
class of critics has grown up in this country who have made
a living by agitation and by advocating unnecessary legislation.

Probably a large numlier of the alleged evils would have
gradually corrected themselves and the country would be far
better off with less instead of more laws.
For example, in
1913, 1,395 bills were intro<luced into the legislatures of the
various states and 230 became laws, all relating to the details
of practical railroad operation, most of which would be better
left to the men trained in the business.
There are about 4,000 legislators, national and state, and
during the last sessions of the national and state legislatures

were enacted, covering 20.510 chapters
and 151,083 heads or sub-heads.
During this same period there were 28.000 decisions by
courts of appeal, and these decisions have the force of statu43,403 pages of laws

tory law.

With

this deluge of legislation affecting all kinds of business
not surprising that the country staggers and cannot go
ahead with constructive work.
A well-known Western lawyer, in a recent address at
Peoria, III., spoke on this subject, and said:
it

is

We

need less investigations. Lci'? law.
Everything and everybody is being investigated.

great

unrest

dissatisfaction

conditions

This espionage creates

and business disturbance and disorder.
It produces equal
among the masses. Every industry is on the grill. These

have

not

lowered

the

of

price

people, but they have hurt conunercc

commodities nor benefited the

and industry.

—

—

-Ml this is a great waste
waste of time, waste of energy and what is
worse, destruction of confidence: The coniidenee of the masses is easily
shattered, and it is ditRcult to be restored.

.\nother great problem before the country is that of the
They are a part of our complex social machinery, but they have not yet found their place.
In the
struggle to create the great railroads and the great corporations the relation of labor to them was not, at times, carefully
enough considered. As a result, laboring men united, and
lalior organizations.

little by little the great labor organizations were developed
and they now have very large powers. Rut just as the people
took notice of the errors of the capital organizations, or socalled trusts, when they believed that they were ignoring the
public welfare and passed tlic various regulatory measures in
an effort to eliminate the bad and retain the good, so will the
country in time consider the problem of the labor organizations and (Correct any errors in them.
The great leaders of capital, as I say, obtained tremendous
power which has been curtailed and re.gulated by law. The
lime will come when the great unregulateil powers now e.xercised by the leaders of the great labor organizations will
be rcgulateil in the same way.
believe the majority of our
|)cople feel that when a man earns his living by working for
a public service corporation, he enters into a moral contract
111 (111 thai work upon which the whole people depend until he is
mustered out nf his place in sonic orderly manner; that he
I

that duly to society jnst as much as a soldier owes a
duty to remain in the army until he is released in a lawful
manner.
lurther believe that sooner or later some plan will
be evolved by public opinion that will bring about a satisfactory adjustment ol this great and complicated labor problem.

owes

I

;

:
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FREIGHT CLAIM ASSOCIATION
The twenty-fourth annual meeting of the Freight Claim Assowas held at Hotel La Salle, Chicago, June 16, 17 and 18,

President J. W. Newell (C. B. & Q.) in the chair and nearly
200 members present.
The president, in his opening address, reviewed the history of
the association from its small beginnings in 1892. Looking to the
"Is

it

possible for this association, covering the

take

it does and made up of members whose actions are
many cases controlled by difVcrcnt laws of liability, to underto make rules for the settlement of claims between claimants

and

carriers,

territory that
in

so

make those

unless the association itself undertakes and

The

settlements?

transportation

59,
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and the committee on accounts were abolished and a new
committee created to be known as "the committee on methods,
accounts and forms." The membership of the committee on cause
and prevention was increased from five to nine members.
The rules were amended so as to provide that when a claim
topics

ciation

future he said:

Vol.

does

business of this

is

the course of preparation

in

for arbitration, and

made which would

investigation has been

additional

the liability of

afifect

whose arbitration statements have already been submitted each carrier shall have the right of further investigation

carriers

and one rebuttal

brief only

statements before the claim

and the right

;

see all

to

rebuttal

submitted to the secretary.
The provision of the constitution relating to charging out
under decisions of the arbitration committee was modified so

may

that the paying carrier

is

relieve

its

account under a decision

country has so grown that it is no uncommon thing, with long distance shipments, for the laws governing the liability of carriers at

of the arbitration committee by charging arbitrarily only where

point of origin and destination to be diametrically opposite to

authority must be obtained within thirty days.

each other.

.

.

.

This association must either confine

the apportionment of joint

and

liabilities,

its

itself to

members must

trust

each other to make proper adjustments with claimants or must
undertake to make all adjustments as between claimants and carIt
riers, as well as apportion between carriers the amounts paid.
is

generally recognized that society

and

bers,

I

must protect its weaker memdo no less. An ap-

believe that this association should

Rule 255 applies; and from those who do not operate that rule

A new sub-section was added to Section 20, Article VII, to
provide for the relief of accounts of carriers outstanding, after
decisions by the appeal committee, in the same

manner

as relief

provided after decision by an arbitration committee, e.xcept
that authorities must be issued within ten (instead of thirty!
is

days after receipt of papers.
Additional paragraphs were added to Sections 14 and

Ar-

20,

portionment rule based upon the law of averages is not always a
We have in our membership small roads and switching
fair one.
carriers, whose problems must be carefully considered and who
must be made to assume their burdens the same as the larger
lines
but neither must be persecuted because of its size or

VII. providing that, when papers are lost after a decision
has been rendered by the arbitration or appeal committee, carrier
or carriers decided against may be debited with their proportion

geographical location.

the decision of the arbitration committee a duplicate set of pa-

;

"A

year ago this association undertook to point out the causes

of freight claims and prescribe a course of treatment that would
cure the ills. Whether that plan is to be effective depends entirely

upon the individual members of

this

association, though

are attempting to correct conditions largely under control of
The whole general scheme of receiving, transothers.

we

.

.

.

porting and delivering of freight must be changed. The amount
that can be saved must be carefully considered in connection with
The association must itself set a
the amount expended.
.

.

.

and economical operation and must arrange so that the membership can attend to the association work
."
with a minimum of time and expense.
The report of the secretary showed an enroilment on May 31
of 450 assessable members, representing over 263,000 miles of
rail carriers, in addition to the steamer lines and other transportation companies. Over 40 new members were received. During the
year 969 claims were passed to the three arbitration committees
and 229 notices of appeal were filed. Majority awards were not
reached on 10 claims, which were, accordingly, passed to the appeal committee for decision, and 11 notices of appeal were with-

good example

of efficient

;

.

.

without duplication of papers other than a copy of the award
except that

The conference committee during
.vork of importance.

damage

the

year

has

done much

Investigation of claims for concealed loss

to freight,

was gone

into

most minutely and

it

is

hoped that by the next annual meeting new rules may be presented. Special Report Series Circular No. 17 and other matters
have been the subject of conferences with representatives of the
show
Statistics gathered
Interstate Commerce Commission.

when an

interested carrier

desires to appeal

from

pers must be furnished by the carrier losing the originals.

The committee on cause and prevention made

On recommendation

first

its

was referred

of the committee, there

report.
to the

American Railway Association the subject of establishment
joint inspection bureaus at junction points,

it

of

being the expressed

view of the association that the principle of joint inspection bureaus and joint records meets with its approval.
In connection with the subject of prevention of loss and damage to perishable freight, the secretary was instructed to ask
the traffic associations to consider the advisability of providing
in their tariffs more nearly uniform rules under which shippers
of fruits and other perishable freight are required to give definite instructions as to icing, ventilating, etc.

In the matter of the alleged growing tendency on the part of

some

carriers to deliver astray

of ownership, the association

freight

concurred

without adequate proof
in

the opinion of the

committee that the present rules of the carriers fully cover and
that it is simply a question of enforcing them.
The association took action concurring in the resolution of the
.\. R. .\. committee on packing, marking and handling freight
that

drawn.

of and

ticle

over and short reports at
at least twice a month.

all

common

points

should

be

checked

The following

were elected for the ensuing eleven

officers

months
E. Arnold (Grand Trunk)
second
Bunger (C. R. I. & P.)

President.

W.

O.

;

Winburg (A. & W.

P.)

;

;

first

vice-president.

vice-president, F.

E.

Warren

P.

secretary and treasurer,

of freight claims were evidently based on isolated
Understandings have lieen reached concerning United
retention of claim papers
States postoffice department claims
when claims are declined duplicating lost claims and presentation

Taylor (R, F. & P.), Richmond, Va.
The chairmen of the arbitration committees are Committee
"A"— H. R. Grochau (C. St. P. M. & O.). Committee "B"—
Committee "C"— E. A. Jack (Terminal
G. C. Arnold (L. V.).
The chairman of the appeal comK. R. Ass'n of St. Louis).
mitlee is J. J. Hooper (Southern).
The next annual meeting is to be held at Washington. D. C.

of claims to intermediate carrier.

May

that a large majority of claims are settled very promptly, indicating that the complaints from certain quarters of delays in the

settlement
cases.

;

;

An amendment

to the constitution

was adopted,

number

of

members necessary

to

fill

names of exthe membersnip

of the committees, double the necessary number should be named,
the privilege heretofore enjoyed of additional nominations from
the floor to

still

be operative.

17.

1916.

])rc)viding that,

instead of the nominating committee reporting the
actly the

:

The committee on methods and

—

Light R.mlw.ws in France for the Wounded. To facilitate
transport of English wounded in I'rance handy light
railways have been laid down in certain districts, along which
improvised trolleys can be quickly run to and fro with a
the

niiniiiuini

of shaking.

Two

Commerce Commission

Important
One

Decisions

The

Relates to Dealings with Industrial Rciilways.

Other Orders Proposed Spotting Charges Ceincelled
The

Commerce Commission on

Interstate

July 12 gave out

Second Industrial Railways and
the Car Spotting Charges cases. The former deals with allowances to and joint arrangements with short lines of railway owned by industries and in the latter the carriers are
ordered to cancel the tarififs proposing car spotting charges
which were filed in accordance with a suggestion made in the
original Industrial Railways case. The opinions in both cases
were written by Commissioner Meyer.
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a plant service the trunk line

lawfully compensate the
its

is

D. L.

etc.

if it

'

some

no locoother than loading and unin

Their tracks

plant.

is

X. Y.

rails to the plants

thereni

whcihcr th.rc

is

cars and

motives, and mamlani no stations
loa.ling

^
ompanv

v.

had the power to compel carriers to extend their
and industries of shippers, the problem would
lie stripped of many of its present difficulties; but the commission
has before it a rate structure made by the carriers under which
'''^>' ^^^'^ extended their rates to the plants of some shippers and
instance, or

not to

cnrringc

.'ihility

own no

nf the lines

(

.

that:

common

«f

holdinff out coiipU-rl with the

Many

r-

I
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i:

If the question here presented were new, if the power were"
uiven the commission under the act to fix the rates in the first

1

lite Industrial Railways case rests largely upon

hiie carriers.
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I.

General Electric Company

C, 237), Solvay Process Company
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I.
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joint
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trunk line carriers for public transportation service
f
/
uIS to be used to defray the expense of particular snijipcrs m
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r
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.
conveying their traffic to and from the terminals of the trunk
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i.aid
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effective dates of the tariffs under suspension
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,„erchandisc
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and corncontrolling industries
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Ludington &

Northern

& Western

15
15
11

Wharton & Northern
Susquehanna & New York

22
103

Kane & Elk
Toledo, Angola

industrial line having thus developed a line haul

and the trunk
not contiguous to the plant being desirous of getting the
traffic of the plant, it afforded divisions of the locality rate to the
line

industrial line,
will not be necessary to discuss in detail the characteristics

It

of these

In some instances the joint rates are

lines.

made by

adding the local rate of the industrially owned line to the rate
applicable from the trunk line junction. In other cases the junction point rate is extended back to points on the line, but when
the junction rate is applied from points on the industrial line the
rate structure in the general territory is based on a blanket sys-

tem or. at least, a number of points of origin or destination are
grouped together. As to these lines, there is no question involved which is within the purview of the commission's juris-

The

diction.

divisions of the joint rates are a matter of bargain-

be that some of these
violation of the commodities clause of

ing between the interested carriers.
are operating in

lines

section

It

may

of the act, but proceedings under that clause of the law

1

are under the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice.
In the second group of lines are those extending from lumber

The

mills.

control of these lines

panies which they serve, and in
principles laid

down

in the

case the tap lines were

all

vested in the lumber comfall within the

is

respects they

all

Tap Line

Vol. 59, No. 3

cases, except that in that

located within the producing territon.-

from which the carriers applied a blanket rate to all important
markets whereas it appears here that no large blanket exists and
On
rates on lumber are graded with some regard to distance.
short-haul traffic to many markets in this territory some recognition is given to the two-line hauls involved from points on the
tap lines. These principles of rate making should be fully con;

and thus extended

its facilities

to the plant.

Under

such conditions the trunk line which had formerly served the
plant lost the traffic or in order to retain it afforded the same dias did the line at a distance from the plant.
The remuneration paid by the distant trunk line may not have been excessive for the service performed by the industrial line, but as applied to the short distance movement of cars to and from the contiguous trunk line the same measure of remuneration gave to the
industrial line earnings which amounted to suljstantial returns on
the investment not only in the tracks and facilities outside of the
plant, but also in the purely plant tracks and sometimes paid for

vision

Surely in
such instances it can not be said that the rate structure had previously included the service on the plant tracks. It would seem

a substantial part of the purely industrial operations.

to pursue in making the rates to such
add to the junction point rate for the service
extended to the plant from the more distant line and cancel joint
The industrial road
arrangements with the contiguous line.
should not receive from the more distant trunk line connection
any compensation as division or allowance which exceeds the
amount added to the junction point rate. Thus would be preserved the earlier rate adjustment, the relation between the rates
applicable over the competing trunk lines would be equalized,
the revenues of the trunk lines would be conserved, and the general rate-paying public would not be burdened with allowances
and special services for particular shippers.
An inIn a fifth group the following conditions are shown
dustry has plant tracks which could under no conceivable conditions be considered as having any common-carrier characteristics.
In order to give to them such a status, a railroad is incorporated, the tracks of the plant are leased to it, and the trunk
line grants trackage rights and even leases its rails to the indus-

that the proper

plants

would be

method

to

:

sidered by the trunk lines

The

the lines here.

when

re-establishing joint rates with

principles followed in settling the divisions

under the second supplemental report

C, 490) should be considered

C.

I.

Tap Line case

in the

in fixing the

(31

divisions with

these lines.

The

third group of lines includes those the physical operations

of which are in

all

respects similar to those recited in such cases

as the General Electric

The only

Company

essential difference

v.

&

N. Y. C.

H. R. R. R. Co.

that the lines here included have

is

been incorporated and hold themselves to be common carriers.
In most instances the incorporated industrial line was first constructed as a system of plant tracks, and in many instances the
still owned by the industry and leased to the incorpo-

tracks are

Usually the plant

rated railroad.
rails of a

trunk

line.

In

all

is

located contiguous to the

of these instances there should be

considered very carefully the test applied by the Supreme Court
in the Tap Line cases, regarding the bona fide character of the

common
It is

carrier

the

service of

it

right of the public to use

rather than the extent of

determinative of
If

to

its

rails

may

facilities

business, which

is

and

to

demand

the real criterion

is

a

common

railroad

corporation.

pensation.

The

files

shipper through

be had by the public, there

volume of traffic. For a trunk line carrier to offer its
by lease or trackage rights, to give an undue advantage
to a single shipper, is unquestionably such a device as is con-

demned by the act.
The sixth group is composed of industrial plant tracks which
are neither owned nor operated by common carriers and are not

is

allowances be paid them out of the locality basis of rates under
section IS of the act, upon the theory that they are performing a

it.

In

which the runk line
form under the rate structure. These cases
service of transportation

the handling of their

.'ome of the industrial lines within this group.

measure was enacted

fourth group of lines resembles closely the lumber tap lines
with the important exception that they haul commodities other
than lumber, and thus in some instances fall under the direct

The

As appeared in the Tap
Line case, so also here, the history of these lines shows instances
in which a system of plant tracks was constructed to serve an
industry located immediately contiguous to trunk line rails because of various considerations, including a desire for an adequate car supply and a development of com])etitii)n which could

inhibition of the commodities clause.

;

to obtain divisions of the joint rate for the

were incorporated and connected

fnm

the plant.

The

is

that

obligated to per-

illustrate the pass-

ing of the necessity for that provision of section 15 under which

may

line located at a distance

They ask

also to be consid-

used

with another trunk

thus

facilities

shippers

used as a weapon

is

the controlling industries which operate them.

which receives no public service or public use from

industrial line, the plant tracks

incorporated railroad

a smaller

other words, it may well be that there should be a charge in addition to the line-haul rate for the service upon the tracks of

lie

its

afforded advantages which are denied to other shippers having

carrier and access

ered whether such a line should be sustained by the shippers it
serves or whctlier the expense of maintenance, operation, and interest on the money invested are to be paid by that part of the
|)ublic

owned

railroad publishes tariffs,

dedicated to public use, the ownership and right of use being in

character.

a railroad within this group

its

the road's

its

Thereupon the industrial
them with this commission, makes
reports, and as a matter of form assumes the appearance of a
common carrier subject to the act, and the trunk line affords it
divisions out of the rate applicable to the locality for the same
service which the industry has previously performed without com-

trially

in

be compensated by the trunk lines for their facilities
own shipments. This legislative

to ^ive this commission a means of elimiThe gradual elimination
nating certain unjust discriminations.
of discrimin.itciry practices by other processes leaves this provision
of the law to be used as a cloak for various payments which but
for

it

would be looked upon as

rebates.

look to the trunk lines to reform their
tariffs and file with this commission whatever arrangements they
may make with the industrial lines here in question in the light
of this report. .An order will be entered directing the cancellation

The commission

will

of the tariffs suspended in investigation and suspension docket
and the i>roceedings in docket 4181 will be dismissed without

414,

prejudice.

Conmiissidiier Harlan dissents fiom the conclusions of the com-

:

July

IC,

mission
(34
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prnceeding, and will later

in this

a seucrate report.

file

CAR SPOTTING CHARGES

The commission

in the decision

under

head (34

this

I.

C.

C.

609) refuses to allow the railroads in central freight association
and trunk line territories, including also the New Haven, to put
in

proposing spotting charges

tariffs

effect

placing cars on private sidings

connection with

in

or tracks of industrial

The proposed

spotting charge

is

5;/ cents per ton.
is

minimum

proposed

One

is the service beyond a reasonably convenient jioint of
between road haul or connecting carrier and industrial plant

placement, of a loaded car whicli the road haul or connecting

carrier has transported, or

The taking

out of a loaded car from a particular location in

tlie

plant

for transportation by road haul or connecting carrier.

The handling of the empty car

The
three

industries to
lists.

The

which the charge applies were divided into

movement

and tracks of inwhich they
receive and deliver upon such tracks,

dustrial plants, are adequate for all the carload freight

been accustomed to

and respondents do not show that they could provide such terminal facilities, but some of the protestants testified that if such
terminal facilities were provided by the carriers they wnidd not
use them.
It is admitted by the carriers that the proposed charge and also
the lists of industries are tentative, and that if the tariffs should
take effect as filed discrimination would result in that there are
many industries not named in the tariffs for which the respondents perform without an additional charge the same spotting
service.
But while these respondents concede that the prciposed
tariffs can not be justified, they ask the commission to indicate
how far they may go in imposing spotting charges.
It has long been the custom of carriers to receive and deliver

in

recognize the fact that the line-haul rate

aiding

.sources,

the carriers ought to
rate for

within
•s

some

now made,

make

th.it

it

revtnues

niighi

be that

a iliargc in addiliiw to the liiu-haul

services in connection with the

movcmenl

of cars

which mi such

adilitional

cliargc

intlustrial

ibarge would

the possibility of incrcised

lo

il

plants,

for

has never inlciided lo suggest that an .iddilional

bi-

pro|iii

for

services

wliuli

by long conlinue<l

common law

the

as construed in the practically

unanimous decisions

made by shunting

private

upon the switch, clear of the main
All services upon the siding beyond that point, in placing the car
the

car

common law. Nevertheless, the custom of making deliveries
warehouse or factory door on private sidings is one of long standing
in this country, and under certain language in the act it is possible that the
carriers. may be required, upon reasonable compensation, to do this spotting,
as it is called.
We find no authority, however, English or American, that
by the carrier at
at the

holds or intimates that the line carrier, in connection with the main-line haul,
is under any obligation to spot a car at the factory door on a private siding
e.xcept upon reasonable compensation included in the rate itself or set up
in

the

form of a

special charge.

There may be cases in which the spots at which cars are
placed for loading and unloading in complex industries are so
located that the request for the receipt and delivery of carload
freight at such spots could not. in view of general usage, be regarded as reasonable, and where a charge for the spotting
service in addition to the line-haul rate might therefore be
justified, but tlie mere fact that an industry is complex, or that
it
requires an interplant service in addition to the receipt and
delivery of carload freight, is not sufficient to justify an additional charge for the placing of cars at the door of the in-

addition to the linc-liaid rate, and

and has suggested

cover the service

for loading or unloading at a particular spot convenient to the shipper,
are what may be called volunteered services in the sense that they are in
addition to the main-line haul and in e-xcess of any obligation of service

plant

dustrial

The

the

for

receipt

or

delivery

of

carload

freight..

however, covers only one placement of the
car ff>r loading or unloading, and an additional charge should
In- made lor each additional placement of the car for that ptir-

the service for the reason that rates generally in this country

from certain

is

tracks.

Los Aiijiclcs case (18 I. C. C, 310), the commission held
that where this service is merely a substitute for team-track receipt and delivery of carload freight the line-haul rate covers
have been constructed upon that basis. The order in that case
was upheld by the Sujiremc Court. Los Ani-eles case (234 U. S..
The mere size or complexity of the industry is not con293).
trolling in determining whether (ir not the line-haul rate covers
the receipt or delivery of freight at the door of the plant.
As existing rates must be deemed to have been constructed
to cover the customary placement of cars at factory doors,
whetlur upon an industr> spur or private siding, or upon the
tracks of an industrial plant, and the outward tnovcincnl of
cars from such tracks, without regard to the size or nature
of the plant, to -idd a charge iinw to the line liaiil r.iU- inr thai
service wmild be revolutionary.
While the connnissiou has from (iim- to lime callcu the at-

may

of the courts, a delivery of carload freight to a shipper having a

the

tention of the carriers

prior to their receipt or delivery by the car-

of spotting a car at the factory door on a private siding:

convenient points for loading and unloading without imposing
in

is

order to deprive the owner of the property transported of
right to an allowance for the service.
It did. however,

the

carload freight U()on spur tracks leading to private industries at

any charge for that service

move

the cars must

Under
of the respond-

ents, exclusive of industry spurs, private sidings,

liave

movement

through a network of interior tracks, but in that case also the
question presented was one of allowances, and the commission
did not undertake to determine the number of tracks over which

lected.
facilities

of cars incident to the receipt and delivery of car-

load freight at large industrial plants where the

basis of selection varied with different carriers,

does not appear that the terminal

was not

the complainant

that

rier in

in the reverse direction.

but in general the industries seem to have been arbitrarily se-

It

was

from the carrier for a service which the
carrier was ready and willing to perform, and which the complainant performed because it was not convenient for it to permit the carrier to perform the service.
In the Industrial Railways case, the coirmission also expressed the opinion that the line-haul rate does not cover the

and includes:

tracks,

(c)

point actually decided

entitled to an allowance

is

".Spotting" service
intercliange

(6)

but the case did not require a decision of that question.

The

tariffs

$2 per car, and the service for which the charge
defined in the suspended tariffs as follows

(a)

In General Electric Company v. N. Y. C. & H. R. (14 I. C.
C. 237), it was said that common carriers could not be called
upon as a part of their contract of transportation to make deliveries through a network of interior switching tracks constructed as plant facilities to meet the necessities of the industry,

plants.

were filed in compliance with a suggestion in the
Industrial Railways case (29 I. C. C, 212). They were to have
1)ecome effective on different dates from April 20 to July 15.
An abstract of the decision follows:
1914, but were suspended.
These

general custom and usage have been treated as covered by the
line-haul rate.

C. C.)

I.

101

line-haul

rate,

pose.

The mere

fact

many

that

gether as a ,single industry

individual plants are operated toiloes

not

deiirivc

the

industry of

the right to such a service in the receipt and delivery of car-

load

freight

entilled

!u-

at

lo

each of the .several plants as that plant would
have if it were operated separately, unless the

operation

collective

service as to

make

far removes the necessity for such a
unreasonable for the industry to demand

so
it

the service.

lo permit the carriers to
the

lor

movement

of carload

freight

complexity,

or

or

at

industries

upon

•

to lite line-haul

selected

some other

while treating a like service
li>

aild

rate a charge

of cars incident to the receipt and delivery

at

all

because of their siic

Iw.sis

equally

uncertain,

other industries as covered

the line-haul rate, woulil result in discrimination of a flagrant

haracter.
I'!specially

Itiil

that

oughi the tracks of the

they are u~<il In

iiidusirial

the carrier

for a

plant

lo the

e\-

public service be
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treated as a part of

not show that

terminal

its

where the carrier does

facilities

would be possible for it
sary terminal facilities in any other way.

The

public

it

interest

served

is

to provide the neces-

many ways by

in

permitting

the carriers to use the tracks of industrial plants as a part of

terminal

their

The

facilities.

exclusively

owned

terminals

of

the carriers are thereby relieved of a iieavy burden under which

down completely or be
who are compelled
those terminals.
The

they would either break

inconvenience

to

their

deliver

shippers

freight

in

and

receive

of

distribution

terminals also tends to prevent the undue concentration of in-

and consequent concentration of population, thus

dustries

aid-

ing the solution of one of our social problems.

With

the growth

terminal areas and the

of

may

crease of terminal expenses, there

consequent

in-

be a growing need for

a separation of the charges for line hauls

from the charges for

terminal services, and a graduation of charges for terminal services

so that each industry within the terminal area will pay in

proportion to the service

receives in addition to the line haul.

it

such a system should in the future be deemed to be preferable
to what now obtains but before that could be done there would
have to be a separation of the cost of the line haul from the
cost of the terminal service, and a complete reconstruction of
if

;

rates.

justified tlie

suspended

and

tariffs,

an order will be entered requiring those tariffs to be canceled.
The respondents may, however, file new- tariff's providing for
spotting charges in those instances in which the terminal services performed exceed the services which under established custom are, or should be. performed for the line-haul rate, in accordance with the views expressed in this report.

Commissioner Harlan dissents from the conclusions of the
in this proceeding and will later rile a separate re

conunission
port.

^

narrowing of the exhaust port opening accounts for the hig
back pressure produced.
Of course this abnormal back pressure can be overcome to a certain extent by giving the valves
exhaust clearance, but this is done at a slight sacrifice in economy
when engine is running at slow speed.

The tendency

time

is

to use large cylinders with

worked at a comparaThis necessitates large steam and exhaust
ports, and a valve gear that gives a large port opening for both
admission and exhaust. It is a well known fact that the quicker
\alves move over the ports the more power derived from the
eteam possibly due to the loss in power which results from
steam condensation when valves move relatively slow over the
is

to be

tively short cut-off.

—

Hence in the late valve gears an effort has been made
produce a motion which will give quick admission and release of steam.
This condition can be brought about, to a certain extent, by a long valve travel.
The most important problem that confronts the motive power
department at the present time is to bring about economy in
locomotive operation. The valve motion is next in importance
to the boiler in determining the efficiency of the locomotive as a
whole hence the vital importance of a proper design, construction, and maintenance of this feature, so that some degree of
economy will be attained. Poor steam distribution results in
loss of power in the engine, excessive fuel consumption, and an
One of the most important items of
increased cost of repairs.
expense in locomotive operation is the cost of fuel, and the question of steam distribution is a dominant factor in this.
In order that the steam distribution in the cylinder may be as
ports.

to

efficient as possible great care

The eleventh annual convention of the International Railway
General Foremen's Association was held in the Hotel Sherman,
The convention was opened with prayer
Chicago, July 13-16.
and the association was welcomed to the city by the mayor of
President Scott presented
Chicago. William Hale Thompson.
an interesting address, speaking in favor of closer co-operation
between the various mechanical associations as mentioned in
President Gaines' address at the Master Mechanics' convention.
The secretarv reported a membership of 255 and a cash balance

The

size

V.VLVE

GE.\R1XG
to

now

the consensus of opinion, that

greater increase in capacity and

speed must come from other

sources

The

it

is

possibility of further

improvements

in

steam disno part

tribution have been recognized, and at the present time

of the modern locomotive
cussion,
is

is

the subject of so

much

study, dis-

and experiment as the valve motion.
true that large engines do not develop a

high speed at

all

proportional to their size,

drawbar

pull

when compared

with the smaller engines. This is probably due to the fact that
the present valve gears do not take care of the large cylinder
volumes now being used, and the cylinder pasages are not suitably designed to allow the locomotive to run at high speed at
In the last few years, however, important
long cut-off.
impri>vements in exhaust nozzles, and exhaust passages, in the
saddles have been develo])ed. and this together with the increased
capacity derived from superheated steam, has covered up the
fairly

present

valve gears give a very

fully balanced,

though the

limited

slide valve

opening

for steam admission when working at short cut-off; and the
openings for exhaust arc equally disadvantageous, for although
ll.e opening is large, it is at its maximum very early in the

it

can
is

a

main-

and piston valves. The conclusions dedo not seem to favor either type of valve.

relative leakage of slide

from these

rived

tests

best piston valve

showed

valve 348

slide

a leakage of 268.56
lb.

lli.

lb.

per hour,

The worst

per hour.

case of

per hour; and of slide

Without doubt, the question of valve
lb. per hour.
leakage with both slide and piston valves, depends largely upon
If the piston
the condition in which they are allowed to run.
valves 2.610

much attention in the roundhouse as the slide
former would probably show the least leakage.
XUdc J'alTCS. ^W ith large cylinder dimensions and high steam
liressurcs the slide valve becomes unduly large for a proper
length of i)ort. and even when well balanced creates an excessive
amount of friction when moved on its seat. .X slide valve when
used on a very long cylinder gives undue cylinder clearance due
to the increased length of ports, and the large steam chests necessary cause n:ore or less steam condensation. This probably accounts for the high water rate of engines with very large valves,
and steam chests. In pooled service, cut valves and seats are
valve was given as

valve, the

very
for

—

common on
engines

to

slide \alve

run

engines.

more than

25.000

In

fact,

miles

it

is

before

uncommon
tlie

valves

need facing.

The

defects in steam distribution to a certain extern.

of the

is

it

leakage with piston valves was 2,880

and weight of locomotives have been increased

the apparent limit, and

the selection

There is some doubt as to wdiether the piston valve is really
more economical in steam consumption than the slide valve, and
a number of tests have been made, some showing better for one,
some showing more economy for the other. In 1904 tests were
made by the Master Mechanics' Association to determine the

and the best

AND

in

tenance as to which shall be used, though the tendency of modern
practice is toward the general use of piston valves.

Tl'.e

of $70.67.
V.M.VES

must be exercised

The piston
of the type and design of the valve to be used.
valve possesses some advantage over the flat valve for high duty
be quite satisfactorily designed in this respect. In short,
matter of choice and convenience of construction and

GENERAL FOREMEN'S CONVENTION

.Ml

at the present

;he assumption that the engine

service in that

It

No. 3

;

The respondents haxe not

at

59,

stroke and gradually decreases until at half stroke, where the
piston speed is at its maximum, it is rarely over
in.
This

so congested as
to

Vol.

chief advantage of the slide valve lies in the fact that

Heiice

it

pressure

it

is

of excess compression by lifting from its seat.
not necessary to provide means for relieving excess

in

the cylinders.

can relieve

itself

In the design of the slide valves the balance

is

of as nnich im-

:

Jui.v
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lo,

liurtance as

an

If the, valves

efficient distribution of steam in the cylinders.
are not properly balanced an enormous stress is

imposed upon the valve gear and transmitting rods in the work
In calculating the dimensions of
stems and rods the designer is obliged to consider the work that
would have to be performed in case of an accident to the balancnig strips and lubricating apparatus.
Piston I'alzcs. The advantages of the piston valve are as
they are called upon to do.

—

follows

Increased port area for both admission and exhaust.
Ports in cylinder made very straight and direct.

A

ing face separate trom the cylinder casting that can he cheaply

renewed.
adaptability to any design of valve gear, since

Its

other position with equal

With

inside admission

rails,

it

can be

or in any

valves the steam passages are better

and packings relieved from all pressure except that of the exhaust steam, which is but a few pounds above that of the atmosphere and so puts, really, very little stress upon these parts.
.\ccessibility of parts.
Peep hole plugs make it possible to get
port marks without removing valve chamber heads.
Better balance which makes it easier to handle, and decreases
the wear and tear on the motion work.

The

relative frictional resistance of the piston valve

than the slide valve.

is

much

(This was proven by tests made on

& Q.).
greatest disadvantage un'ler which the piston valve labors

the C. B.

The
is

its

inability to relieve excess pressure in the cylinder port by

lifting, after

the

manner of

the slide valve.

Many

of the

weak

features of the piston valve have been eliminated in the recent
designs, and

where proper care

is

taken in the maintenance and

operation of piston valves they give splendid service.
Piston valve cylinders have considerable advantage over slide
The walls lend themselves more readily to
cylinders.

valve

(The
curved lines than do those of the slide valve.
flat walls exposed to steam pressure is one of
important things to be considered in cylinder work).
valves can be made of any desired length the steam
be made very short and direct. For this reason also
chest should be placed as close to the bore as will

of

avoidance
the

most

.\s piston

ports can

the steam

allow the

be turned for the head casing. The piston valve
cylinder and all its appurtenances weigh somewhat less than a
lirst class slide valve and its appurtenances of e(|ual capacities.
I'islon valves give flexibility to the design because tliey can be

liarrel flange to

located in almost any position with regard to

tlie cylinilers.

regards the size of piston valve that should be used fur
b'.xlarge power tiiere is considerable difterence of uiiinion.
banstive tests made on the Pennsylvania Railroad showed thai
.As

llic

piston valve could be largely standardized, and that a

ilianieter

of valve

was large enough

for cylinders up

In

12-iii.

27

in.

diameur. when used with superheated steam. The standard
IJ-in. diameter of valve was then developed, and with only one
change in the overall length, it nou lils locomotives of 14 different classes on that roail.
At llu present time iour general designs of
I'ahi' Gears.
riu> are: The Stephenson
valve gears arc used in ibis counlrv.
link motion; llu Walscbaerl vaKi near; ibe Raker valve gear,
in

—

nianv

ye.irs

number of items

that

the Stephen.son link iiioiion

must be considered

a valve gear for different classes of service.

m

the selection of

They are

as fol-

lows: First cost; cost of maintenance and repairs; efficiency and
reliability of service; ability to hold adjustment, and ease of
handling in the cab.
of the most important features to be considered, in
design and construction of an outside valve gear are:
Necessity for providing as rigid a support as possible; in the
provision for reducing wear to a minimum, and in providing

the

sufficient lubrication at

The advantages

every point.

from the high class materials
have been recognized, and at the present

to be derived

time the tendency is to use steel for these parts. The recent
Pennsylvania engines have all motion work parts of heattreated steel. Soft steel is used extensively for transmitting
and other valve gear rods, and the jaws are usually casehardened to give good wearing qualities. Cast steel is only
adapted for certain parts, and where used should be annealed.
The American Locomotive Company follows the practice of
using drop forged motion work parts wherever it is possible
to do so. Drop forged motion work parts have the advantage
of requiring very little finish, and are strong and durable.
The outside valve gears produce a more uniform steam distribution with a lower percentage of preadmission than the
Stephenson link motion. They hold their adjustment, and
consequently give a better steam distribution for a longer
length of time. Constant lead is the characteristic of all wel!
known outside valve gears. While there is no reliable data
available as to the cost of maintenance of the outside valve
gears, in comparison with the Stephenson link motion, it is
generally considered that the cost of maintenance of the outside gears is from 60 to 75 per cent less than for the Stephen-

son gear.
The Stephenson gear possesses the peculiarity of being
exceedingly sensitive to a close adjustment of all its parts in
order tl.at a correct action and proper distribution of the
steam may be obtained. It is the most flexible of any in use
and can be most readily adapted to irregularities in the running and operation of the engine. At the same time it will
get out of adjustment very easily, and requires the utmost
care in its design in order that it may work properly. With
the link motion in actual service there are three sources of
error which cause a variation of the same events for the two
ends of the cylinder, and which must be compromised for in
some manner. They are: The location of tb.e eccentric rod
pins back of the link arc; the angular vibration of the eccenTo
tric rods, and the angular vibration of the connecting rod.

two compensate the lirst, but not
and to complete the compensation the hanger stud
is set back of the link arc.
In certain class of service the variable lead given by lie
Stephenson link motion permits the locomotive to accelerate
more rapidly and to better adjust itself to diflfcrent operating

a certain extent the latter
entirely,

conditions than

constant

leail.

the valve gears giving a
is possible witii
\ariahle lead an<l flexibility arc the charac-

.\n added advantage of the Stephenson
motion is that everything is inside where it is well protected
from damage by a side swipe. l'"or this reason several roads
are still specifying the Stephenson gear for moderate sized
teristics of the gear.

.md the Soulliern valve gear.
I'"cir

a

difficult

slight distortion of the valve events

for valve gear parts

facility.

protected from the cold and radiation, and the steam chest heads

less

due to the location of outside valve gears,
due to up and down
movement of the main wheel, and with it the eccentric crank,
and back end of the eccentric rod.
Aside from the matter of good steam distribution, there are

and

Three

simpler, lighter, and cheaper cylinder casting; and a wear-

placed above the cylinder, between the frame

made more

103

was used almost

in this country, but with ibe introdiiclion of the
very heavy power, for structural reasons. son\c form of outside
v.ilve gear became imperative.
The principal advantages of out-

(xclusivily

side valve gears arc: .Accessibility for lubrication, inspection

and

repairs; c>pportunity for heavy cross bracing between the frames;
iiiolion can be made more direct, and with fewer wearing parts,
.md ability to hold their adjustment for a longer length of lime.
The disadvantages of the outside valve gears are: l.iabililv
of damage from si<le swipes; ro<l work, ehaiiKing of tires, etc.

switch engines. Switch engines are especially apt to be side
swiped in congesleil yanls.
On the other liainl. because of the weight and power ol
modern locomotives, it is almost impossible to get a satisfactory ilesign of ibe Slepheiison link motion between the
frames.
ITIiis report

also included a very clear ilescription of the
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action of the valve, descriptions of the various special valves
and valve gears, together with the methods for setting them,

while the extensions are of

descriptions of the various valve and cylinder attachments and
Editor.]
tl e various power reverse gears now in service.

of the building

—

report is signed by: Walter Smith, chairman (C. &
N. W.); C. A. Barnes (C. & W. L); G. W. Keller (N. & W.);
T. M. Dewar (C. & O.); B. F. Harris (So. Pac); J. Miller
(111. Cent,); X. J. Shasberger (N. Y. C. West); C D. Rafiferty

The

(K.

&

M.), and F.

Anderson

(C. St. P.

M.

&

O.).

PLANT FOR SAND BLASTING STEEL CARS
It

has been a

difiicult

problem

in

connection with the use of
manner before

steel cars to clean the exterior in a satisfactory

The use of acids for this purpose is not entirely satisand this method is also dangerous for the workmen.
Where sand blasting has been adopted, however, it seems to have
been productive of remarkably good results.
The engravings show side elevation and sectional views of a
sand blast installation which is in successful operation on a large
system operating a great many steel cars in both passenger and
painting.

factory

freight service.

The

installation

was designed by the Pangborn

who

manufactured and
supervised the erecting of the equipment which is known as
their model "P" car cleaning installation.
As shown in one of the illustrations the building is 172 ft.
long, the main part being 35 ft. long and of brick construction.
Corporation,

Hagerstown,

Md.,

also

steel sheathing.
;

Phi form.

No. 3

wood and covered with corrugated

All the equipment

is

contained

the sand blasting

is

done

in a

the main part
compartment 12

in

The
ft. by 17 ft. by 21 ft., and the dust is confined to this space.
end extensions keep the entire car indoors at all times. Cars
are hauled in and out of the building by an electric winch, built
by the American Engineering Company, Philadelphia, Pa., and
having a capacity of 6,(XX) lb. at a speed of 50 ft. per minute.
Pits are provided, as shown in one of the sections, beneath the
track on which the car stands and are covered with a grating
10 ft. wide. When new sand is necessary it is dumped on this
grating and passes down the sloped sides of the pits to the elevators, which are of the bucket type and which carry the new
sand as well as that which falls from the sides of the car during the blasting operations, to the sand separators. These sand
separators remove any refuse from the sand, the good sand
passing into the sand bins and the refuse into the waste bins.
From the sand bins the sand goes to the blasting machines
which are operated by compressed air, the sand passing from the
machine to a hose and nozzle in the hands of the operator who
stands on the platform shown. Canvas curtains, as indicated on
the drawings are arranged so that the section of the car stand-

ing over the grating

The engravings

is

entirely enclosed.

also clearly

show the arrangement of the ex-

designed to remove the dust rapidly from
The exhaust fan is
the enclosure when blasting is going on.
double and is driven by a 35-hp. motor running at 870 r. p. m.
haust piping which

is

38 0-

Plan o-f Operators

59,

Plan oi Machinery, Second Floor

Long'tiudinat Section.

Sectional Views Showing the Arrangement of Machinery for Cleaning Steel Cars by Sand Blasting

July

Id,
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exhausted into a dry process screen type
The dust
is completely separated.
dust arrester where
is theii delivered to the dust boxes located on the first floor.
The elevating, separating and blasting machinery is in two

The dust-laden

air

is

the dust

105

short end of the gate

the

1,000

is

loaded with a counterweight of

lb.

The gate is raised by a push, with little eflfort. and is lowered
by pulling on a rope attached to the light end. When down it is

Side Elevation ol the Building for Sand Blasting Steel Cars

units,

one on either side of the car so that both sides can be
The sand separators and the elevators are
by S-hp. electric motors running at 850 r. p. m.

To lower the gate on the side of the railfrom the cabin the attendant must walk across the
When the gate is lowered it is 3 ft. 6 in. above the road-

fastened by a hook.

cleaned at once.

way

<Iriven

tracks.

farthest

way.

A SUBSTANTIAL CROSSING BARRIER

As showing

the necessity of adopting such extraordinary

to stop automobile drivers at grade crossings

The Long

Island

Railroad,

which has tried

hortations to curb the spirits of automobilists

all

sorts

of ex-

who approach

the

railway tracks at reckless speed, has concluded to employ something stronger than words a gate which cannot be broken down

—

-Xt a crossing on the highway leading to Long
Beach the company has installed gates, one on each side of the
railroad, made of heavy spruce piles or spars 40 ft. long and

with impunity.

Highway Crossing Gate
about 10
gates,
spiral

in

in.

shown

in

dianu-ler

I

IJ al

the bull. S at

(he

tipl.

the accompaiiying eiigr:ning. are painu-d

bands of black and

These
will

left

The one in ihc foreground is supbetween two stout posts by a lin. iron boll,

snrroutulcd by a pipe hushing.

To make

the

work of

means

trains are ap-

proaching, the company calls attention to the extraordinary frequency of disasters at its crossings, a fact which has been noted

columns. In the two weeks ending July 10 there were
dozen cases where drivers ran through crossing gates let down
With gates of this kind.
to warn them of approaching trains.
liowever. there will be a radical change in conditions and, in the
language of a Xew York newspaper, motorists going to Long
in these

a

:

Long Island Railroad
Deach

will

Lone

no longer be able to get llunisehes run

Island trains.

wliite, so that they will attract allentiiin

a considerable distance olT,

ported at the

when

raising and linvrring as easy as possible.

li.\r.iiMi

through

Kam.w

tlie

.vv

-

.\

lunnel nver three miles long, near Bagdje,

.\nianus mountains, has been Complotetl. thus cori-

iK'cting the llagdad K'ailway

Syria.

on

Kiliki plain wilh

\le|»po.

ill

North
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THE SELBY SIGNAL FLAG

carry

6

A

compact, complete flagging outfit for the iisc of train flaghas been devised by the Sclby Signal Flag Company, St.
Louis, Mo., and has been used recently on several roads, including the Mobile & Ohio, the Frisco, the Missouri Pacific,
the Santa Fe, the

Kansas City Southern,

&

Wabash and

the

Texas.

It

consists of a

additional

12

torpedoes.

This

is

the flagman does not have an opportunity to go to the baggage

car or train l)ox to replenish his supplies.

the

heavy galvanized
sheet steel case divided into three compartments longiludinally.
One compartment consists of a circular case containing an allMissouri, Kansas

and

fusees

a<lditional

5'J.

attached to the flag handle by folding hooks.
When
not in use it may be hung on the rear platform of a train. It
is intended for use where signals are used frequently and where
case

men

\i)i..

.^mong the advantages claimed
It

provides

for this device are,

the signals a flagman

all

may need

in

lirst.

that

a light port-

which he may carry with him readily to
There is no opportunity for him to forget
necessary signals in case he starts out under

able waterproof case

the point of display.
to take all the

excitement

:ir

carried only

a

in

at

that they are at

Second, instead of the fusees being
flag provides them at all times so

hurry.

night,

this

hand whenever a

becomes

flag signal

indistinct

during unexpected fogs, snow storms, etc. Third, this flag is
inseparable from the signal handle, precluding the possibility of
the

being

signals

left

Fourth,

behind.

instead of the torpedo

straps being broken off by being tied to lanterns

and

flags

and

being broken and damaged otherwise, they are protected for ef-

when needed, eliminating waste and insuring
when needed.

fective use

that the

signals are in proper condition
i

MAIN RESERVOIR PIPE CONNECTION
The

herewith was brought out by the
New York,
especially for making pipe connections to the main reservoir.
Many engine failures are caused by the breaking of main reserjoint

ball

illustrated

Franklin Railway Supply Company, 30 Church street,

Method
wool

of

Operation with Flag, Fusee or Torpedo

attached to a

flag

base of this

wooden

stalf is fitted

either extended

when

in

when not in use.
The lower portion of

tacks.

The

with wool i)ackcr for holding the

staff,

staff

with nrdinarv

use or telescoped into the protecting

voir

pipe

of which
voir.

connections due to vibration of the pipes, the effect
is

concentrated at the rigid connection in the reser-

The body

of the ball joint

is

threaded and screwed

di-

tube

the signal handle

is

divided transversely

two compartments by a wooden partition. One compartment
contains three standard S and 10 minute fusees and the other
6 standard torpedoes. Each compartment is fitted with a hinged
lid which allows only one fusee or torpedo to issue at n time.
into

Main Reservoir

Ball Joint

Connection

and the end of the pipe is screwed into
member, thus relieving the threaded connections of vi-

rectly into the reservoir

the ball

bration stresses.

The

construction of the joint

made

shown

is

in the

engraving.

The

the form of a cylindrical casing in which are
piaced two rubber packing rings and two hard babbitt retaining

body

rings.

is

in

The packing rings form the joint with the spherical
member and are held in position by a gland

surface of the ball

Lower View Shows Extra Supply Case

Flag Ready tor Use.

nut on the casing.

Attached

These two compartments and

that for the flag

form the handle

is painted a bright target
for the flag when in use.
red with flagging instructions printed in target yellow. It bears
the standard trade-mark or monogram of the road, and is con-

This case

secutively

numbered

ing out.

It

carry
tire

3/2

A

it

case

is

enabling the flagman to

stra)),

over his shoulder, leaving both hands
is

3'A

in.

and charg-

for the purpose of iilentilication

provided with a
in

diameter, 22

in.

in

free.

The

en-

length and weighs

lb.

detachable

extra

supply

case

has

also

been

designed

to

Indian

Fuel

Si-ppliks.

—

.-Vn

experiment

carrying coal from the Bengal collieries by
as heretofore by

sea via Calcutta

for the

is

made

being

rail direct

railways

of

instead of
in

western

and other classes
of export business which have no alternative means of despatchOne of the results of this policy has been an
ing their goods.
India.

The

idea

is

to release shipping for jute

eiiornidus increa.'e in cu

il

traffic

in

the western sections of the

East Indian Railway; in one week over a quarter of a million
tons of coal have been carried, of which just under half was for
up-country, this being a record for the line.

Maintenance
One

created the position of super-

railroad has

large eastern

visor

man whose

of

,,,

Work

practicable.

as

far

as

all

,

,

,

worked

,

out at line point are in danger of being overlooked at others,

from them.

will not benefit

A

equally applicable to other departments.

renewing

unit costs of

of

divisions

'lififerent

ties,

the

frequently

will

show-

wide variations not due to local conditions. The explanation is
that the methods used are not equally efficient, and it is evident
that the practices of foremen and supervisors with the better
records can be adopted on the divisions with higher unit costs
with resultant economy.
On some roads the organizations are
such that improved methods are quickly introduced

On most

lines.

roads

supervision

this

larger problems, and there

only

e.xtends

no one whose

is

is

it

men

are being employed.

require

The dapping

this

early removal,

its

of timber guard rails to

and on open

trestles

from those already

in

fit

over

on wooden

ties

floor steel bridges to hold the ties in place

and to prevent their bunching in case
of derailment, seems to be a relic of
'^e old days when it was considered

Dapping

Timber Guard
P

to

supervision and ready exchange of methods is conbecoming greater as larger numbers of less experienced

station

service.

the

to

special duty

such

tor

may

tracks

over the

all

study and compare the minor details of the work, which details
The need
are nevertheless highly important in the aggregate.
stantly

avoid the construction of a per-

where

to aid in securing the greatest efficiency

of

„..
,
economies
W ithout such a plan,

and other yards

manent coaling

same system,

methods

,

To

nnist be provided at once.

The same idea is
comparison of the
or bridge stringers, for instance, on

good

rating at each of the terminals the

Methods
,

yards on the road by inaugu-

diiTerent

Standardizing

duty

to standardize the operation of the

is

it

Section

proposed rearrangement of
it
is proposed to install
a locomotive crane feeding a small frame coal storage pocket.
When the track changes are finally decided upon and permanent
coal handling facilities provided, the locomotive crane can be
transferred to other work and the only investment lost will be
that for the temporary coal pocket. Some of the most important
uses c>f a locomotive crane are described in an article elsewhere
in this issue, the purpose of this article being not only to call
attention to the field existing for locomotive cranes, but also

terminal operation and appointed a

of

Way

of

necessary

.1

fashion

to

intricate

joints

in

timber frames involving the cutting and'
the material reduction of the stren.gth of the various members.

Modern tendencies
car

construction

In mill and

are against this practice.

the

wooden

has been superseded almost en-

dovetail

by nulal yokes, hangers and bolts.
It is strange, therefew railroads have adopted substitutes for the

tirely

fore, that only a

Railway men are only

now beginning
It

The

Field
for

only

is

wide variety

to realize the

may

of uses to which a locomotive crane

within

years

that

this

come

into

general

be

with economy.

i)Ut

the

type

of

use

or

four

last

fi\c

equipment has
and on only a

locomotive cranes emMany
advantage today.
labor saving devices have been designed for certain definite uses
and their economy is dependent i>nly i>u the amount of work
^">'

Locomotive Cranes

^e^' ''°^^^

ployed

to

of that character to be done.

="''=

full

It

is

tlie

versatility of the loco-

This is especially
motive crane that gives it such wide use.
emphasized in the maintenance of way field where this class ot
equipment has been most widely used. Where, for instance, the
picking up of roadway scrap along the line may not alone justify the use of a locomotive crane, the fact that it can be employed

at

loading
ing

other

ballast,

combined
the

uses,

roads

as

times

purposes.

a

special

justify

because

.\lso,

locomotive

concrete

iiaiulliiig

frequently

will

etc.,

crane

is

type

of

no

driving

excavations,

bandliiig

in

lumber,

or

tics

piles,

load-

materials,

purchase

its

for

the

to

another

for

eijuipment

to

moved from

be

special

The
of

ailaptability

proper

the
of

proper

iitilizalioii

of ei|uipnient

management

ballast in the

Thus, a

A

definite

on a western road which
next

tew

so generall>

of Ihi^

crane

smimier can be diverted

coal in the winter.

of rerlain

is

track

yiars

facilities
at

a

is

in

point

number

has taken the
between the ties, and
in other instances lag screws have been used.
The dapped guard
rail is a strong device for the purpose intendeil.
Theoretically
it is much stronger than the largest lag screw which it would be
practicable to use. but its very shape makes it particularly liable to checking anrl s|)litting and offers every opportunity for
ilecay, not only of the guard rail itself but of the ties as well.
With the increased use of treated lumber the dapped guard rail.
which would ha\e to be framed before treatment, is especially
undesirable when we cimsidcr that no other member of a tinilier trestle deck requires cutting in advance.
It would seem that
this detail of a wooden bridge ought to receive more consideration than has been given to it in the past, in view of the fact
ihat some of the substitute ilevices that have been suggested are
cheaper .ind seem to serve the purpose ec|uall_\ well, if not

form of wood or

of

cases

the

substitute

cast iron spacing blocks

better.

work

is

example

is

empluyed

to the

larjtelv
in

ne

loading

handling of sturan'

of iheir value

is

afforded

contemiilaling the rcarraiigement
an iinporlant terminal within the

where new loal handling;

Track Construction

f.icililie-

Gravel

is

it

,ind

from an
important than
is

track

usually

ami a
tion throuKhoul
turnouts

elViciiiit

proper

not

facilities.

Ir'

all

avoidable

elimin.itcd, thereby

increasing the amount of material loaded

Pits

Aside

It

highly important that

delays to the shovel

in

limited

rccogiii/ed, that

l.\pe

Ibe operation oi the average gravel ballast pit nivolves a d.iily
As the output is .secured
expenditure of front $100 to $200.
only when the steam shovel is working.

of

very largely by the ingemiil\ ni ibe men in charm'. There is so
much handling "f material and nther work of a similar nature
to be done ;il all limes, and the economy of mechanical means

compared with manual labor

of the fact that several have been de-

rail in spite

a

Ill

this

cranes are kept busy at single terMlinal^
e(|uipment of this kind to a wide \aiiii\

as

L'liard

veloped.

wide variety of
longer regarded on many
nf

work, but as many as 40
are employe<l on individual roads, most of which arc assigned
In many cases one or more locomotive
to particular divisions.

one division

dapped

i-

not

to

so

authority

secure

iniporlanco

relatively

co.st

of loading

it.

no factor is more
construction and maintenance.

organization

track

dilVuult

The

decreasing the unit

pit

high

of

using

standanl

generally

of

realized.

for

heavy

suflicieiit
rail,

long

track

construc-

Too

frequently

these tracks are considered in the class of temporary side tracks

used only occasionally or for the storing of empty cars, while
is subjected to {rr<|iient
service under lame road enginrs an<l heavily loaded cars, and

as a matter of fact, the average pit track

:
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does not receive the attention given to main tracks. A derailment on such a track ties up the shovel and the pit forces and
The
in turn breaks up the schedules of the trains on the road.
use of heavy

and fastenings on good

rails'

ties

maintain the tracks properly, will
ment of a
do much to eliminate such derailments and consequent delays
and will therefore pay for themselves quickly. The high record
output secured without any overtime in the operatiim of tlie Chiin
pit

&

Milwaukee

St.

Paul

pit at

South

,jiiiiiiiiiiiii

Beloit,

111.,

described

is obtained not only because of an efficient
organization but also because of the fact that 7S-lb. and 85-

another column,

Ib. rails, No. 10 turnouts and other correspondingly high standMoney
ards of track construction have been used throughout.
spent by the railroads in such a way will yield large returns in

a season.

Letters to the Editor

I

A COMPARISON OF PUMPING COSTS
New

Tn THE EulTOR

dwelling for the pumper, 18,000
150

with a 66,500

lb.

load on each driving axle.

The Philadelphia &

is now building four Atlantic type locomotives for use
passenger service with 73,100 lb. on each driving axle, or
nearly 10 per cent more than the Pennsylvania locomotives. A
comparison of 18 recent designs of Mikado locomotives shows

in

ft.

which the railroad paid $31,500.
economy in operation of the fuel oil
steam operated plant. The writer does not question

described the

engine

oil

tention to the

cheaper, but he does wish to call at-

is

that the operating cost given

fact

pumping

for

and

1,000 gal. of water as 1.73 cents for the fuel oil engine

cents for the steam operated plant,

as

suppose

instance,

3.09

somewhat misleading and

we assume

that the question

came up

advisability of buying water at a cost of 7 cents a

the

to

is

wrong impression.

apt to give one a

For

and
diam-

of 8-in. discharge pipe,

ft.

high, for all of

ft.

article

that the fuel

an open question whether in some respects the construcIT
tion of track is not failing to keep pace with the loads placed
on it. All predictions to the contrary, wheel loads continue to
A couple of years ago much attention was attracted
increase.
to the new Atlantic type locomotives built by the Pennsylvania

York.

:

of 10-in. suction pipe and a steel standpipe 24

ft.

engine over the

is

THE RaILW.W AgE G.\ZETTE
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In the issue of June 18 there appeared a description of the
Missouri Pacific pumping station at Nevada, Mo., which consisted of a brick pump house 42 ft. by 48 ft., a three room frame

The

AND WHEEL LOADS

t
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and the employ-

sufficient force to

cago.

:

All of these
an average load per driving axle of 57,300 lb.
locomotives are or soon will be in regular service, and while
they represent today the heaviest locomotives of these types.
the history of past developments has shown that the heaviest
locomotives of one year may not be many years in advance of

If an engineer
1,000 gal., or intsalling one's own pumping plant.
weie to use a report such as shown in this article as a basis to
show that it would be cheaper to pump its own water than to
purchase it, his deductions would be in error, and the railroad
would be making a mistake in installing its own pumping plant
on these figures.
In the first place, let us figure what the total cost of each
The facilities as outlined above cost
kind of plant would be.
.Wl.SOO.
In addition the first cost of the fuel oil engine plant was

the average.

given as follows

Reading
in fast

In his presidential address before the American

Society for

time had arrived for a considerable increase in
the weight of rail sections. In this he is in agreement with many
railway men. At present the 100-lb. rail may be said to be the
the

believed

The American

$3,025.00
31,500.00

plant

$34,525.00

first

first

cost of fuel

oil

plant, the additional cost

was given as
$1,200.00
600.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
150.00
200.00
$2,750.00

Foundations
Pipe and fittings
Labor
Boiler feed

Heater

Adding the

The

first

31,500.00

cost of the plant

$34,250.00

cost of the- steam plant

Total

first

tcitnl

operating yearly charge for each plant

lor the guel

oil

Fixed charges:
Interest at 5 per cent of $34,525.00
Depreciation at 5 per cent of $34.525.00
at 1 per cent.
'

'

.

.

Taxes and insurance

.

.

.

object to

the

use

of

sight of the fact that the function of the

co-ordinate their

economically.

If

work so
heavier

heavier

two departments

that their railroad

locomotives

rails

than

may

is

those

to

now

will

departments, evidenced
loads,

which

is

in

the form of increased engine or car

creating

the

demand

for

heavier

rail

in

article):

$97.50
24. 4S
3.98
51.00
20.00
300.00

Salary of pumper

$496.96

Operating cost for 6 months

being

clearances and

(same as

3.250 gal. of fuel oil at 3 cents
114 gal. of lubricating nil at 17 cents.
110 gal. of coal oil at 3.518 cents
Labor of maintenance
Minor repair parts

operate most

reduce the cost of operation and if
other conditions make their use practicable, it is, the duty of the
engineering department to provide rail and track construction
which will carry these loads if this can be done at reasonable exIt is this pressure from the operating and mechanical
pense.

employed

$1,726.00
1,726.00
t AC no
345.00
$3,797.00

(Jperrition

on the
ground that the mechanical department at once takes advantage
of this increased strength to design heavier locomotives, losing
engineers

as follows:

is

engine.

were desirable

Some

wheel

cost of the plant

the

45 hp. vertical boiler in place
Two 400-gal. pumps

Railway Engineering Association at its last convention, also
adopted standard .sections for weights up to 140 lb., indicating
the belief of the Rail Committee that sections heavier than thi100 lb

Adding
Total

York Central being modifications of the original 100-lb. sections.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey has laid some 135-lb. rails

for the first time in any considerable quantity.

$2,000.00
600.00
100.00
200.00
125.00

For the steam operated

heaviest standard section on any road, the 101-lb. rails of the
Lehigh Valley and the Lackawanna, and the 105-lb. rail of the New-

during the past three or four years on curves subjected to heavy
wear, but this action was prompted by a desire to secure a
The
longer life from this rail rather than increased strength.
first radical departure from the 100-lb. rail section may be said
to l)e the 12S-lb. section of the Pennsylvania now being rolled

Foundations
Pipe and connections
Labor

40 hp. fuel oil engine
Two 400 gal. pumps

Testing Materials last month, A. W. Gibbs, chief mechanical engineer of the Pennsylvania, and chairman of the committee on
that road engaged in the preparation of new specifications and in
the design of the 125-lb. rail section, made the statement that he

the operating cost for six
cost for a year equals $993.92.
.\s

months equals $496.96 the

Fixed charges
Operation
Total
I-'or

operating charge

total

operating

$3,797.00
993.92
$4,790.92 for fuel

the steam operated plant:
I'ixcd charges:
Interest at 5 per cent of $34,250

Depreciation at 5 per cent of $34,250
Taxes and insurance, 1 per cent

oil

.

plant.

.,,-iort

^'lllTn
',1, no
•' 4-.UU

$3,766.00

sections.

S

July

:

:
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Operation (Same as in article)

to cover the entire surface of the head.
$304.00
152.00
50.00
100.00
300.00

152 tons of coal at $2 per ton
Hauling coal 5 miles at $1 per ton
Supplies

Repairs
Salary of pumper

Operating cost for 6 months
charges
Operation

$906.00

Total yearly operating charge

and for the steam operated plant

MONTRELM., Que.

was

$4,790

is

or a difference of

$5,578,

is

$787.08 per year in favor of the fuel

capacity of the plant

CLASSIFYING SCRAP RAIL

$5,578.00

the total operating charge for a fuel oil plant

.\s the

engine.

oil

5,000,000 gal. per month, or

pumping 1,000 gal. with the
8 cents per 1.000 gal., instead
the article, and for the steam plant the

60.000,000 gal. per year, the cost of

engine

fuel oil

is

$.0798. or nearly

of 1.73 cents as given in
cost

or 9 cents per 1,000

$.093,

is

instead of 3.09 cents as

gal.,

pumping the water, or
buying it at 7 cents per 1.000 gal., we must not lose sight of the
fact that the road would have to furnish the piping and standpipe in any event, so we deduct from the total first cost of the
However,

comparing

in

of

cost

tlie

the approximate cost of the piping and standwhich we will assume cost $4,500, leaving a balance of
But if we install the pumping plant we still will have
$27,500.
to lay the pipe and furnish the standpipe, so our first cost is
facilities $31,500,

pipe,

the R.mlw.w Age G.\zette

of

:

I have read with much interest the article by Charles E.
Parks on the subject of Accounting for Rail and Ties in the
Having had considerable experiissue of March 12, page 470.
ence in the track department of this company, I endorse the
statements he makes pertaining to the intricacies of rail and

tie

accounting, and particularly the suggestion of taking a reand accurate inventory of the rail on hand on the different

liable

One source from which

The charges on the expenditure of $4,500 for the piping and
standpipe in connection with purchasing the water are as follows
Interest at 5 per cent on $4,500
Depreciation at 5 per cent, on $4,500

$225.00
225.00

.

this

work.

The

charge gives an

This yearly

additional

cost

per

.aal.

equal to J4 fjf 3 cent, to be added to the cost of the water jmrchased, making the total cost 7^ cents per 1,000 gal.

(assuming

conclusion, the result plainly shows that

from some company)

possible to purchase water

it

is

from

it

is

and

better

cheaper to let the water company furnish the plant and for the
road to buy the water, even at a cost of 7 cents per 1,000 gal.,
cent, then it would be for it to
plus the additional charge of
for the engineer
install its own plant and pump its own w-ater

discrepancies arise

and picks out

a sufficient

this stock to lay the required siding.

work he classifies
The consequence

number

is

that the

by the supervisor

tliis

amount

good

worn by

of scrap rail on

rails

relaying.

hand has

an arbitrary adjustiuent.
practice more care should be exercised

classifying the

in

of

In his report of this

the rail laid as either partly
is

In order to avoid

1.000

many

result is that the supervisor goes over his sup-

to be reduced, requiring

$450.00

Yearly charge

a great

foremen or supervisors frequently report on hand
partly worn and relaying rail as scrap, there not being sufficient
At a later date
discrimination between these three qualities.
when called upon to construct an industrial track, either for
the company or an industry, it is discovered that a su^Scient
amount of partly worn or relaying rail is not on hand to do
the

that

ply of scrap rail

$31,500.

In

To THE Editor

sections at the beginning of each fiscal year.

given before.

still

It is just as objection-

on the inside of the head as only on the outIn this case the metal would flow with the rail insufside.
Division Engineer.
ficiently covered or properly covered.
able to run only

3,766.00
1,812.00

Fi.xed

Thus
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reporting the different qualities of

rail

In
on his territory.
on hand, closer attention

rail

should be given to the material classed as scrap. It often happens that many rails are turned over to the scrap heap, which
only require the battered ends to be sawed off to make them
suitable

for

^

L. C. Font.mne,
General Su]»criiiten(lent, Grand Trunk Railway.

relaying purposes.
Office

of

TRAINING SECTION LABORERS

;

must not

the idea run

let

away with him

that because he sees a

creek of good water running near the right of way. and apparently serving no purpose, that it will cost practically nothing
to get

water into the tenders or shops as the case may be.
C. F. Herinc.tox.

tliis

[NoTK.

— The

above

on the

is

;issuinpticin that

it

is

possible to

and of the proper quality.
In all such eases a road should compare the cost of purchasing
In many cases, however,
il
willi the cost of pumi)ing it itself.
a road lias no alternative but to provide its own ptmiiiing plant.—

purchase water

I'JUIllK.

in

ade(|uate ([uanlity

I

CANTING RAILS

II.MLEVVILLE. Okla.

To the Euitok of the K.mlwav .\ge <.ja/.ette
The article on motion study in track work
(iaci'ltc

'I'll

l'',iirnii<

III-:

I

di

V.

On

page 855 of the issue of April 16, there aiipeared a short
With
article on the effect of canting the low rail on curves.
the conditions stated in that article. 1 believe that the etTect on
the

shown from

as

rail,

elevation

sive

shown
stated

the photographs,
tbr

to

latiting

of

miles

per

a

speed

of

that

many

trains stop here

36;<;

due more to exces-

is

tlie

the degree of curvature given

for

for

tion

tlian

rail.
is

hour.

and

that

The

elevation

equilibrium eleva-

While

article

the

the speed

is

-Ioh.

would only call for an e(|nilibrium
in., and
elevation of Y] in.; 20 miles per hour wmibl call for
have seen the same result nti rail
30 miles per hour. 2'<i in

a speed of 15 miles per hour

1

I

as

shown

is

sible llial

milid.

a 3
It

the

I

(leg.
is

rail

lure, caused by excessive elevation.

(111

30

shown has some

It

is

also pos-

.m this llowing of the
not see any reason for having gage ^J^ in. wide I'li

the gage

efTecl

mill, curve.

jiossible, of course, to

sbmdd

be canted al

overdo the canting o( the
least

riiMiigh

to

periiiil

lb«

rail,

is

in the Railway Jgr
worthy of further consideration by our

handle his tools he will not be able to give a good day's work
and he as well as his fellow laborers are liable to personal injury therefrom. If he does not know how to hold the spike and
how- to strike it with the maul he may mash his hand or injure
another employee by a llyin.g spike. Drillin.g for such efficiency
among the section men as well as with other maintenance labor-

one that has not had the attention which it deserves.
it be profitable?
What incentive is there for the men to remain with a road when farmers
If the
or others offer them more money for a day's work.
position cotdd be made attractive and remuiuTative enou.gh to
cause the men to st.iy with the job we would say that it would be
a profitable inveslmeni to put good men in the lield to inslntct
them in the manner of hatulling their tools and doing their work
It is not reasonable to suppose that a gang of men will turn
nut as much work and as good work where they have had no
trainitig as where they had been schooled along lines in contiec.•\
carpenter is taught during
tion with their every ilay work.
bis appetiticeship just how to hold a tool and the positioti to place
himself in when doing a certain kind of work with a ccrtaiti
kind of tool. It the foreman wants to take out a rail or put in
line and has to take the time to place each man in a certain
position to secure the lull benefit of his power, how much time
has liccti lost in so doing ? The same applies to any other duty
L. Coss,
on the section.
.1.
is

But, on the other hand, would

I\.\ii.wav /\(;k Gazktti::

Till'.

18,

railway managers. The training of section men is jitst as important as of any other class of employees and a great deal more
If the section man is not taught how to
so in many instances.

ers
X.

KiK-h.-slcr,

of June

:

btil

whirls

Pcupalchrr,

C

R.

I.

&

I'.

Uses

of the

Locomotive Crane

This Machine

is

Solving

Many Problems

neering, Maintenance, Stores
'One of the lirst extensi\e uses of a locoiiiotive crane by a
railway was on the Erie about 1899, the machine handling coal
with a grab bucket from cars to storage piles and from storage
From this beginning, its use has spread
to cars for reshipment.
to practically all of the roads in the country, although the eastern

were much quicker to adopt it and with the exception of
of the larger roads in the West, as the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Illinois Central and the Southern Pacific, the
largest numbers of these cranes in railway service are still in the
East. The extent to which they are used at present is indicated

lines

some

by the fact that the Erie owns about 40 machines, the Illinois
.\ wide \ariety of
Central, 31, and the Southern Pacific, 34.

Railway Service

in

the Engi-

in

and Operating Departments
boom and all hoisting drums, clutches, brakes,
used in propelling the car, slewing the upper structure and
mierating the various lifting and control lines. The distinguishthe boiler, engine,

etc.,

ing features as compared with other types of cranes are the high
power, speed of operation and the full circle swing.
Locomotive cranes are ordinarily mounted on standard gage
trucks of either four or eight wheels, but for some classes of
special service, gantry or portal mountings are provided in order
to place the crane directly over the cars in which the material
While the four-wheel cars were
is being loaded or unloaded.
very generally favored a few years ago, the tendency to use

frequently

cranes

switching cars and to haul them more

for

more general adoption
is generally made of
favored to make the car

often in high speed trains has led to the

of the
steel,

eight-w'heel

and a length of

ride easy in trains.

The

type.

at least

The

boiler

car body

24

ft.

is

end of the upper structure shouhl

not extend beyond the end of the car.
Some roads require a freight car air brake schedule on eightwheel cranes and in some cases both locomotive and freight car

Steam brakes are more common, how-

schedules are provided.

A

15-Ton Lehigh Valley Crane Mounted on an 8-Wheel Car
Equipped with a Bent Boom and a 43-Inch Magnet

ever,

and can be applied much cheaper than

exclusively in yard

A

Crane Showing Typical Arrangement
Boiler, Engine, Hoisting Drums, Operating Levers and Boom
Attachment. The Mounting in This Case Is Special
to Allow the Machine to Rotate Over
Platforms Close to the Track

15-Ton Locomotive

uses has been developed
to the original

tages being that

one

for

the

one of handling
it

is

of

locomotive crane in additioh
one of its important advan

coal,

capable of such ready transformation from
Recent developments in the attachments

.service to another.

for cranes have considerably widened the scope of the crane's
usefulness so that ordinarily there is little difficulty in finding
juflicient work to keep a locomotive crane busy continuously,

the

condition under whicb

the

greatest

economy can

naturall;

be secured.

and
be

if

work

such a crane

mo\ed under

the

is
1.

air.

A

crane used

use for air brakes
hauled occasionally in fast trains it can
C. C. ruling, permitting 15 per cent of
of course has

little

This
however, that cars not so equipped have brakes
applied to the wheels which can be operated from the car. This
provision can be met by the application of hand brakes to the
four wheels of one truck. The crane may also be shipped as a
"long commodity" requiring two cars, in which case if it is
chained to a flat or gondola car on which the boom rests it can
the cars in the train to be operated without air brakes.
rule

requires,

be handled without brakes.
sizes of locomotive cranes vary ordinarily from
A definite rating, however, should include the
60 tons.
radius of operation at which the crane will safely handle the
The reason for this is evident since the same
specified load.
crane might handle 15 tons at 14 ft., 18 tons at 12 ft. and 20

The standard

3

to

ft., the radius of operation being the horizontal distance between the center of the hoisting hook and the crane
center pin. The capacity of a crane is limited for operation at
The use of jack
right angles to the track by the gage width.
beams or outriggers which are provided on some cranes increases

tons at 10

CONSTRLCTIO.V OF CRANE

AND ATTACH .MENT;;

A locomotive crane is a self-contained machine operated b\
steam, electricity or an internal combustion engine, although in
steam railway service it is almost universally equipped for steam.
The

car body carries a

turntable

rack on which arc incnmti-.l

the capacity greatly, being estimated in

some cases

as high as

July
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100 per cent, but "hold

down"

devices for attaching to the rails

are not ordinarily considered of great advantage.

One

of the

111

over the end of a high gondola car on the same track. The
curved booms have a greater weight, however, and if head

manufacturers lists four-wheel cranes without jack beams in 5.
10. 15 and 20-ton sizes, eight-wheel cranes without jack beams in
15. 20, 25, 30, 40 and 60-ton sizes and eight- wheel cranes with
jack beams in 20, 25, 30, 40 and 60-ton sizes, all of these ratings
being figured for a 12-ft. radius. These cranes have a traveling
speed of 4 to 8 miles per hour, can be turned at the rate of 3
to 6 revolutions per minute and have a hoisting capacity of 100
to 250 ft. per minute, with a single line, and 50 to 100 ft. per

room

minute with a heavy load.
Locomotive cranes are ordinarily equipped with vertical boilers, although the horizontal locomotive type is sometimes used
It is desirable that they be of ample size to
in heavy machines.
provide for continuous operation under severe conditions, and
also in many cases to provide steam for turbine-generator sets
supplying current to magnets or for operating steam hammers
Typical sizes of the vertical boilers range bein driving piles.
tween 42 in. and 62 in. in diameter. They are commonly lagged
with asbestos or block magnesia and grates can be provided for
burning either coal or oil. The manufacturers use various designs of engines, which are required to be high speed and quick

miscellaneous non-metallic material, some form of bucket being
employed for bulk material and a magnet for practically any

Methods
Truss Attachment Supporting Leaders

A

lowered slowly. A typical design of double engine is supplied in sizes ranging from 7 in. by 10 in., to 12 in. by 12 in.
The boom, supported at the lower end on the turntable and at
the upper end by lines from the hoisting drums, is <)rdin;\rily 25 to
M) It. in length, although 75 ft. and 85 ft. booms are not uncommon
>iu erecting cranes, and at least one manufacturer has built a
boom as long as 115 ft. The shortest boom ailaptcd to the work
for which the crane is intended is preferable, since it insures
The unusuall>
faster speed and less strain on the machinery.
long boom caimol handle the maxiimnn loail for which the crane
is designed, and if both re.ich and maximum power are desired,
Ibe boom is buill with a detachable section
(~)nc manulaiHirri
to

give

slraight

or

a

a

boom

greater

booms arc

in

range

three 25-ft. adjiislablc lengths in order

of

power and

reach.

In

Reneral,

preferable, allhougli a slight cur\c at the top

extension is frc<|uenlly used to increase the
reach for high work, ihis being of partiriilar ailvan
where it is desirable to handle m.ilerial onto high piles

gooseneck

li.iri/onlal

Uige

Kooms curved

at

the bottuin are also of advaiitage

in

reaching

booms

are desirable.

Special hori-

of the cantilever type have been provided in

some
across

tracks where the overhead clearance prevents the use of a stand-

ard boom.
In handling material of various kinds a bottom block, bucket,
or magnet

may

be used with the same boom.

bottom block or

line is ordinarily

The use of

a

restricted to the handling of

There are several types of buckets in use,
most common being the clam shell. This is a simple sub-

iron or steel product.
the

appliance adapted to handling bulk material, such as
sand and gravel, and with teeth can be used for light excavating. Scraper buckets are better adapted to handling heavy
ore, stone, etc., and when equipped with teeth, for excavating
clay, hardpan or other material.
The orange peel bucket is essentially an excavator, being particularly adapted for sticky
material or for dredging. Skips and tubs are commonly used for
handling small amounts of excavated material or for handling
stantial
coal,

Locomotive Crane

Steam Hammer Suspended Without Leaders

to be

has buill a 75-f(.

booms

instances equipped w'ith a trolley for handling material

o( Driving Piles with a

Reversible engines are favored, as they allnu lu'av\ load-

acting.

permits, the straight

zontal

concrete

into

Leaders Supported (rom Upper End of

iHrms.

When

equipped

with

a

special

Boom

boom

a

standard steam shovel bucket can also be used with a locomotive
crane.

The lilting i"''K'!^''
way field about 1*05.

^^"' '""*' utilized lo
It

is

any extent

in

the rail-

designed to be supported by a hook

from the enil of the boom, allowing it lo be attached or
The cable supplying the magnet
easily and quickly.
with electric power may be attached to any convenient plug on
an adjacent power line if little moving of the crane during the
operation >>i the magnet is recjuired. In many cases, however, a
Pirbine-generalor set is inslalled in the cab oi the crane which
supplies current both tor the magnei ami for lighting.

on a

lini'

removed

One

of

the

allacliments

llial

has been developed

pile

driver leads.

manner

as

the

lor

more

use

with the locomotive crane

recently

is

a supporling truss for
in the same
exchanged with the

These trusses arc pin connected

bocmi an<l can

readily

be

Kitlicr a drop or steam hammer may be operated in the
pendulum leads supported by these trusses and a machine so
e(iuip|>ed has the advantage of greater reach and full circle swing
While this
as compared with siamlard pile driving machines.

boom
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arrangement

is

very satisfactory.

csi)eeiall\

wliere

number of

strut

may

be

piles are to

made

ment somewhat more
trusses.

The

it

is

telescoping in order to vary the distance of

making

the leaders from the center of the crane,
flexible

objection to

its

and

use,

easier

however,

to
is

this

attach
that

it

SERVICE SECURED

consider-

a

be driven, in some cases

somewhat cheaper to attach the leads directly to the upper end of
This
the boom and steady them by a strut to the turntable.
able

Vol. 59, No. 3

general

the

FRO.VI

various standard

CRANES

of cranes can all be
used for any work, but in some classes of service there is a
preference for certain sizes.
One manufacturer finds, for exIn

sizes

ample, that the principal use of the 60-ton crane

is

for erection

arrange-

than the
cannot be

operated where restricted clearances exist as can the truss attachment with which the leaders are arranged to fold down on
In some cases steel
the truss within the necessary clearance.
leaders have been suspended from the end of the boom by lines

order to secure an increased range of action. By this method,
have been driven as much as 30 ft. below the track on
which the crane stood with the boom at a radius of 30 ft. This
method of course requires the use of a steam hammer. Fur
in

piles

A

60-Ton Epection Crane with a 75-ft. Boom Handling a
Highway Truss Weighing 28 Tons

132-ft.

work, a special long boom being provided for that purpose. The
30 and 25-ton machines are also used for erection work as

40.

well as with buckets and magnets
terial

Two

Uses to Which a Crane Is Being Put by the
At the Top Equipped with Supporting Truss for
Diiving and at the Bottom, Lifting a Load of
1-Beams with Outriggers in Place

of the

simple

work

a steam

hammer

E. J.

may

or

may

be handled.

The 20

where large amounts of mato 40-ton

sizes

are

usually

E.

boom

not be necessar\

Experience has shown that a reasonably good operator can
average one trip a minute with a locomotive crane handling a
bucket or magnet. In some cases this average can be raised as
high as ave trips per minute. The daily cost of operating an
eight-wheel machine varies from $8 to $9 per IJD hours, including
depreciation, 6 per cent interest on the investment and all operating costs. This estimate is figured on 300 working days per
year. The cranes are ordinarily operated liy one man who alsu
fires the boiler, the number of men on the ground depending nt
course on the class of work handled. Investigation on the Illinois
Central indicates that the average cost of maintenance is al)Oui
$600 per crane per year.

to

Pile

can be suspended from the

without leaders, in which case it
to brace the piles during driving.

&

arc

N. Y. C.

&

Crane on Cleveland Track Elevation Work
Handling Excavated Material in a Skip

St. L.

preferred for pile driving and drag line scraper work as a crane
of good capacity is required in the first case to hold the weight
of the leaders, pile and
in

hammer

at the full

radius of driving arid

the second to withstand the severe strain.

The

sizes

under

July

16,
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20 tons are used for miscellaneous lifting and handling of material where the quantity is not so great.
When equipped with
a bucket they are well adapted to handle coal, ore, ashes and
gravel, with a magnet they move scrap, rails, etc., and with chains

and hooks they load or
construction work.
ily

and timber and handle

pile ties

light

With a steam shovel arm they can be read-

used for excavating.

While locomotive cranes are made with standard gage, narrow
gage, wide gage and portal mountings, the following discussion
of their

uses

has been limited almost exclusively to standard

gage machines,
uses,

A

since

the

types

special

are

limited

certain

to

such as the handling of coal and ore on docks, the han-

25-Ton Crane with Special

Boom

in

113

Xew

Terminal,

Y'ork

In

City.

this

case the

rock was

solid

broken up by blasting into large blocks which in many cases
were too large to have been handled in a steam shovel dipper,
but were loaded on cars very satisfactorily by the crane. These
machines were in service at this place for 8 or 9 years handling
an average of 500 tons of rock daily. The Stone & Webster
Corporation has used locomotive cranes for pulling 12-in.. 3S-lb.
steel sheet piling after it had been started with a breast derrick
using two five-sheave blocks.
In the construction of the approach fill to the hump in the
Clearing yard of the Chicago & Western Indiana near Chicago,
a sand fill was made by dumping and spreading the material
from a construction track which was then pulled up on the newdump by a crane. In this service it was found that a crane
with an engineer, a foreman and three men could throw more
track in a day than a gang of 50 men in the ordinary way. The
track could be thrown either away from or toward the track on
which the crane was operating by attaching the line at the top
or the bottom of the boom, respectively. The Bessemer & Lake
Erie has handled slag from cars to a fill by a clam shell bucket
operated by a 35-ton crane with a 50-ft. boom.
In one gravel pit where the operated face extends 15 ft. be-

Use as a Steam Shovel

dling of miscellaneous freight in yards and un piers, and in con-

nection witli heavy drag line construction work.

Standard gage cranes on many

number

lines are finding

nf applications in construction

an increased

and bridge work.

They

are frequently used for the erection of small steel l)ridges and

buildings with resultant economy.

In

many

cases

tlie

use of a

crane allows a small truss to be riveted up on the ground and
set in place at one operation, eliminating the use of falsework,
decreasing the time

rcf|iiircd fur the

work, and possibly as

in the

case of track elevation work, greatly reducing or eliminating the
interference to

traffic.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has
in its grade separation work at Cleve-

used a number of cranes

land, particularly for driving falsework trestles over streets.
is

estimated that the cranes have handled this

fourth the time that would have been requirc<l

work
for

a

in

It

one-

standard

and can move more quickly.
In addition, it could also be used in placing the caps and stringers, in removing excavation from the street in skips and in
The Xashville.
placing concrete in the abutments and piers.
Chattanooga & St. Louis has used suspended steel leads and a
steam hanmier, <lriving about 3,000 piles on one job in this manner.
In this case a decided advantage was secured by passing
the supporting lines between the tics of an old structure, allowing the driving to be carried on directly under the old track.
The Chicago & Western Indiana has foimd that with its locomotive crane eiiuipped with a truss attachnuiit atui Kaders, 145
to 1.^0 piles can be driven in 10 hours in a construction Irestle.
and ei|U,illy satisfactory results have been s<curcd for permanent
driver, because the crane

is

lighter

work. .\ steam hammer used in pile driving may be supplied
with steam direct from the crane or from an outside source.
A typical instance of the service of a cr.ine in hamlling earth-

work is furnisheil by a western lumber company which used
one of these machines in the constnulion of a logging roail,
first for pulling the stumps aiid rleariiii; the right of way. ami
then with a sleam shovel allachmeni for making a 13-ft. cut

A 35Ton

Crane with n 70-ft. Boom Equipped wilh
Drag Scraper Bucket

a

1

1-2

Yd.

low tlie water in a pi>nd ami 35 II. above il. a 10-ton crane has
loaded an average of 10 cars per day, including switching and
r\mning
is

loading.

clam
al

'.(

d.iy,

only three

Al another

shell

a cost of

The

The

mile to set out each two cars loaded.

JO cars per

bucket

2A4

pit,

men being

a crane with a 35-ft.

handled

11,750 yd.

best record

required at the

boom and

of gravel

in

pit

for

ll^-yd.

one month

cents per yd., also eliminating a switch engine.

hanilling of coal by a locomotive crane

is

very extensively

by previous methods.

locomotive tenders direct from cars or
from storage and for unloading coal into storage piles and reIncidentally, the cranes employed at coalloading il inio cars.

niatcrip'

ing stations ordinarily handle ashes

rock and roots, at a cost of about one-fourth llial
Seven cranes were used in handling the
.moved from the excavation for the Grand Central

lliroiigh earth,

practiced bolli for

tilling

from the ash

pits into cars,
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A
unload sand for drying and handle miscellaneous material.
typical instance of cranes used in this service is furnished by the
Central New England which operates several of these machines.
The first one purchased has handled an average of 200 tons of
coal per day to locomotives, loaded

two carloads of cinders, and

averaged unloading about six carloads of sand per
month and handling about one ton of rough, heavy material
In this
daily without approaching the capacity of the machine.
case the cost of handling coal is about $0.02 per ton, the machine
using about 14 ton of fuel per day. In one instance a St. Louis

in addition

Vol.

have been equipped with cranes mounted on a gantry
frame under which the coal cars pass, saving considerable space

kind
in

the layout.

At these

consider

it

a

competitor

and important

Handling 3,175 Lb.

25-Ton Crane in the Clearing Yard of the Chicago & Western
Indiana Throwing Construction Track on New Sand Fill

stations the bulk of the coal

is

stored

on the ground adjacent to the bins, the latter holding a supply
for one or two days at the smaller station. In this way one operator can handle two stations if they are not located too far
A committee reapart, effecting a saving in the operating cost.
port of the International Railway Fuel Association recommends
the locomotive crane very highly for temporary or emergency
coaling plants, and particularly for small stations, but does not
large

A

Xo. 3

59,

is

with

points.

of

the

In this

modern

coaling

plant

for

committee report one road

No. 2 Wrought Iron Scrap by
with a Magnet

Hand and

quoted as stating the cost of handling an average of 247 tons
month of July as $0.0484 per ton and 356 tons

per day during the

& San

Francisco crane handling 5,000 to 8,000 tons of coal per
in addition to stationary engine
Rather than
flues in its boiler.

month to locomotive tenders
coal and ashes, required new

was coupled into the
engine from a switching locomotive and the crane was operated
continuously while repairs were being made.
take the crane out of service, a steam pipe

I'or the conditions existing at

Two Methods

of

many

coaling stations the cheap-

Coaling Locomotives with Cranes.

At the

and most flexible arrangement is to handle the cnal direct
from cars or small storage piles into the tenders. A crane with
a \y2-yd. clam shell bucket should be able to load 10 tons into

The advocates

of locomotive cranes for

breakage when the coal
chuted from a coaling
is handled less and does not
fall as far.
To insure against delays, some roads use cranes to
load coal into small bins from which it is spouted directly into
the tenders.
On the Boston & Maine several stations of this

maintain that there is
handled by a crane than when
station of the ordinary type, as it

this service

less

is

it

is

handling coal for locomotives and in loading cinders. In the year.
706,604 tons, or an average of 33,648 tons of coal per crane were
handled, and the unit cost of labor and supplies for this service

amounted
been

Left, Direct

est

a tender in 7 to 10 min.

per day in December as $0.0343 per ton.
On the Illinois Central during 1914. 21 cranes were engaged in

to $0,085 per ton.

made except

A much

for the fact that

from Cars to Tender.

better showing would have
some of the cranes were out

At the Right,

Filling

Small Storage Bins

of service at times for repairs, and the abo\e price includes
hand during such times.

tlic

cost of handling coal by

The Central of (leorgia in unloading coal from cars to ground
storage piles and then handling it either to locomotive tenders
or to cars for reshipment, has found the total cost of handling
to he about $0,045 per ton. In a paper presented before the International Railway Fuel Association in May. 1914, C. G. Hall of the
C:.
& E. I., stated the cost of storing and reclaiming coal by

locomotive cranes as $0.10 a ton, including the cost of track,
In
interest on the cost of the crane and all operating expenses.

July
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It,.

unloading coal from cars une man should be provided for cleaning, up the corners, guiding the bucket, etc., for every 40 to 50
Most good buckets will handle
tons of coal per hour handled.

more

tlian their rated capacity in slack coal, but

few

any can

if

handle the rated capacity in large mine run with little slack or
Allowing for the cleaning up, full capacity can be
in lump coal.

mine run and large
lump. With a l;/2-yd. bucket, a reasonably good operator should
be able to unload and clean up from 50 to 75 tons per hour, and
ulien handling coal from a stock pile this figure may be increased
to as high as 100 tons per hour since less time is required to
spot tlie bucket and a better load is secured.
T!ie cost of handling new and scrap material has been considerably reduced on many roads by the use of locomotive cranes.
Probably the most extensive experience in this line is in the
handling of scrap. One crane with a magnet on the Chicago &
N'orth Western has handled 41 tons of old locomotive grates
in 40 min., 56 tons of old track spikes in 33 min., and 44 tons
At one of the Chicago, Rock
i)f miscellaneous scrap in 35 min.
i.-iland & Pacific scrap docks, a locomotive crane and magnet
li:is handled this material for less than $0.02 a ton as compared
uith the former price of $0.25 to $0.35 by hand. The Atchison,
fopeka & Santa Fe uses four locomotive cranes in its Corwith
yard, three being equipped with magnets and one with a clam

assumed

The

bucket.

shell

and 70 per cent

slack coal

in

cost for handling scrap with these cranes

At one scrap yard on the Pennsylvania

$0.05 a ton.

liandling 400 tons of scrap per day.

&

the lluffalo, Rochester

as follows

in

The

fire

in

tunnel Xo. 15 on the Southern Pacific

Pittsburgh in one specific
Crane

cost

Hand

stress of

an emergency.

The tunnel passes through

Drillers at

0.09

is

it

is

difficult

Advance

for the section

ft.

the lagging of the tunnel near the sprinyiim line where

Illinois

Central a 15-ton crane

i

m

A

small direct connected sleam generator

This crane

an electro-magnet.

Itirnishes current for

is

^^^^^^_^^^^^^_

consid-

work of 18 laborers.
Under some conditions, ties and timber can be very advantageou-ily handUd by a crane.
The BiifTalo, Kochester & Pitts-

ered to do the

developed a special tie handling device for use with
reduced the cost of handling ties at its treating

lias

a crane wiiich

40 per cent

ircrcial

below the piece-work

where 300.000

treating plant

and each

only work about
lit

eiglit

that time.

At one coni-

are handled each year

months of the year and are
A Uunber company on the

bandies an average of lOO.(XX)

ft.

nf lumber daily with a 10-ton

much higher, thereby inonasing the value of
One company for example, piles tics 24 ft. high

carried

crane, and

B

-s^^^l

another stacks pig iron

IH

ft.

high.

storage

with a

Other misccl-

had bven opened by the workmen for the purpose of enThis work had opened
u|i an old liacklilling of timbers and lagging that had been packed
in a small cave evidently ileveloped during the construction ol
l'".very effort was made to quench the tire, hut owing
the liinnel,

nel

larging the section lor fnlure concreting.

m.

hcynnd control
in

the central portion of the tunnel a

liy

a depression of the surface of the

uses of cranes include the handling of car wheels at
and the unloading of had order cars and llie handling of

yards and on picrR.

wind and inability
it was reported
as the timber burned out

to an excessive tlraft caused by a very heavy

to reach the seat of the lire back of the lagging,

>liops

in

^^^H

The Trestle Nearing Completion

l.iiicoiis

misccllanoous freight

1
WKm

^B^^"

idle at least

<

space.

^I^^K'

Pacific coast

rane, b.ading lighters with 250,000 ft. in less than eight hour^
An incidental advantage of the crane for
-villi only three men.
handling liimlur and similar material is lliat storage piles can
lie

tun-

?4^HB^

requires four handlings two cranes are used which

tie

oiic-lhird

ties

rates.

m
!
1

t

is

to handle scrap, including boilers, bridge steel, rails, loco-

n otive cylinders, etc.

tl.e

forces

r.ipidly,
tlie

Trestle Started

but had gone outside to allow a train to pa:.s up the 2 per cent
grade and upon re-entering at 10:30 a. m., within 10 minutes
after the train had passed, the fire was discovered at a place in

heavy scrap to their tool houses, and in addition this
If the scrap is colto the men.
lected and put in small piles along the track a crane with a
magnet operated over the fine in a work train can- pick it up
the Burnsidc shops of

ot the Shovels.

of

largely

height of 130

on some of the heavy tonnage roads.

felt

very dense

in

shattered granite and having a maximum
over the tracks at the middle point. It is 360
ft.
long, and was timbered throughout with red wood arches
The cause of the fire is not definitely
of the segmental type.
known. A gang of men were working in the tunnel at the time
sisting

0.30

0.20

has been

traffic

Work

work involves serious danger

plant

con-

0.10

to bring in

liurgli

a buttress of the mountain

cost

$0.22

the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern a crane and magnet is used
unload from cars, the old rails and other maintenance scrap
picked up along the line, the labor cost being 90 per cent less
The machine is able to
tlian for doing the same work by hand.
In this connection the need
pick up as high as 10 to 12 rails.
for a locomotive crane in a work train to pick up scrap along

u-.ed

several rock falls closing the

traffic until

is

On

.\t

in

June 9, when a shoo-fly line
was completed around the shoulder of the mountain through
which the tunnel passed. This involved the construction of 1.200
The
ft. of track, 450 ft. of high trestle and a 36.000 cu. yd. cut.
construction was carried on entirely by the railroad company's
forces and is an example of efficient and rapid construction under

tunnel and interrupting

is

1(1

line

a

14,

:

Sheet steel

Where

On May

near Tehachapi, Cal., resulted

work on
instance was

$0.04
0.02
Husbeling, No. 2 wrought iron, and malleable.
0.02
Cast iron and nii.\ed steel

the

A TUNNEL DESTROYED BY FIRE ON THE
SOUTHERN PACIFIC

cost of this

Kind of scrap—
wrought iron
1

No.

a crane

115

at 12:05 p.

.\s .soon

fall

took place, evidenced

ground above the

tunnel.
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Shortly thereafter

botli

portals burned out, causing slides

which

bore at each end and smothered the fire.
sent to each end of the tunnel to open
were
shovels
Steam
up the portals, and disclosed the fact that 100 ft. of the center

effectively shut

oft"

tlie

was completely filled in. On the north end about
was still intact, though badly charred, wdiile
of the tunnel had not caved in, although
94
ft.
at the south end
the lining had been completely burned out. In order to prevent
further fire the timbering at the north end was thoroughly
of the tunnel

166

ft.

of the timber

drenched, water being thrown as

far

l)ack

into

the

lining

as

Vol.

59,

No. 3

and 105 ft. on the uphill slope. Ordinarily a through-cut would
ha\e been made at this point, but it was considered possible to
handle the material quicker on a bench or "daylight" cut and
About 125 drillers and
this type was therefore decided upon.
powder men were continually employed working day and night
Two 5-cu. yd. Bucyrus steam shovels were used. One
shifts.
started at the south end and worked as rapidly as drillers could
The steam shovel on
get the mountain shot up ahead of them.
the north end could not be used until work on the trestle was
finished.

Of

the 450

ft.

of trestle, 225

ft.

was driven with

6-pile

con-

and on a side hill embankment. The remaining 225 ft. was frame trestle four stories
It was
In all 200,000 ft. B.M. of lumber was used.
in height.
completed in 9 days and 9 hours from the time the material was
ordered by telegraph from Oakland, 350 miles from the seat of
Eight gangs of carpenters of from 20 to 25 men
operations.
each were used on the work in two 12-hour shifts.
struction because

it

was on

a sharp curve

The completion of the trestle made it possible to bring the
second steam shovel in to the south end on Saturday, May 29,
and by working with all possible haste with day and night shifts,
traffic was restored at 2:10 a. m. June 9, completing the shooThe
fly in 19yi days instead of 21 days, as originally estimated.
alinement involves 15 deg. curves with 90-ft. spirals. The track
is of 90-lb. rail with full length guard rails, giving a 3-in. flangeway with 4 to 6 tie bars for each 33-ft. rail on the curves to
prevent spreading.

Shovels Meeting in the Cut
possible,

again.

but this proved

ineffective

The south end showed

and the

fire

soon started

further evidence Of caving, w'hich

the men from the interior and
it necessary to withdraw
subsequently further cave-ins took place, closing the entrance for

made

a second time.

Because so large a part of the tunnel had caved in and in
view of the fact that the fire could not be controlled, it was
evident that the tunnel could not be opened for traffic in less
than six weeks. Furthermore, there was no assurance that the

would not break out again in the old la.gged-up cave
which would liurn out any new timber that would lie put

fire

in

Remarkably good time was made when it is considered that
steam shovels had to be brought a distance of 400 miles, gangs
of carpenters and other laborers organized, compressors installed
to run the air drills, power requisitioned and delivered and the
hauled long distances. In order to forestall debreakdowns, extra steam shovels and pile
drivers were kept ready on the job and all available extra parts
for the repair of this equipment were brought to the scene.
We are indebted to W. R. Scott, vice-president and general

trestle material

lays due

to possible

manager

of

Southern

the

Pacific

for

the

details

of

this

per-

formance.

in

DECREASE IN PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS
OF PORTLAND CEMENT, 1914
production of Portland cement in the United
according to the United States Geological
Survey, was 88,230,170 barrels, valued at $81,789,368; the production for 1913 was 92,097,131 barrels, valued at $92,557,617.
The output for 1914 represents a decrease in quantity of

The

total

States in

1914,

and a decrease in value of $10,768,249. The
value assigned to the production is computed on the basis of
92.7 cents a barrel, the average value of the Portland cement
3,866.961 barrels

shipped in 1914.

The shipments of Portland cement from the mills in the
United States in 1914 amounted to 86,437,956 barrels, valued
88,689,377 barrels, valued at
This represents a decrease in
quantity of 2,251,421 barrels, and in value of $8,988,500. The
axerage factory price per barrel in bulk for the whole country

at

$80,118,475,

compared with

$89,106,975, shipped in

in

Shoo-Fly Completed and the Shovel Standing on the Old Line at
the

Mouth

ol

Caved Tunnel

during tlit- rush reconstruction. On the dther hand il was estimated that a shoo-fly could be constructed around the shoulder
cnipleted
of the mountain ai a cost of $40,000 wliicli could be

Owing to the importance of
within three weeks.
shoo-fly construction was decided upon.
The

actual construction

was started

this

line the

12 o'clock noon. May
highest point cros'^ing a

at

19. on a 450 ft. trestle 90 ft. high at its
canvon and a side hill excavation 64 ft. deep

at the center line

1914

was

92.7 cents,

1913;

compared

w'ith $1,005

in

1913. a

de-

crease of 7.8 cents a barrel.
Among the states, Pennsylvania and Indiana held lirst and
second places respectively in quantities of cement produced,
The
but both suffered an appreciable reduction of output.
greatest decrease in production was in the Pacific coast disand equaled 16.54 per cent, while the greatest reduction
trict

shipment, 12.9 per cent was in the Tennessee, .Mabama,
Georgia districts. .X notable change was the increase in stor1914 was
age. The stock for the entire country at the end of

in

increase
12,893,863 bbl. as against 11.220.328 bbl. for 1913, an
in storincrease
proportional
greatest
The
cent.
per
14.92
of
age was in New York state, 74.66 per cent.

The Economical Operation
Some

Provisions

the

of

a

of

Gravel

Ballast

Which Must Be Made

Pit

to

Secure the Largest Output at the Lowest Unit Cost
At

when

season of the year

this

height, the operation of ballast pits

work

ballasting

at

is

ably the most generally used material for ballast in this
try

We

gravel.

is

sary

give below two discussions of measures neces-

the operation of gravel pits to

in

its

Probcoun-

of general interest.

is

secure the lowest unit

cost of the ballast loaded on cars.

Keough

E.

It

these

that

Ijcing

conditions
a

Way, Canadian

and

the

tracks

are

sidings

most

rail

tracks

used

The

pit.

idea

and subject to the same
which are used a few times

tracks

saving can
is

tracks to use

pit

the

in

Montreal

Pacific,

building gravel

for

greater

pattern

in

rail

are

as

No

day.

licavy

practice

pattern

lightest

tile

the

ofteii

is

made than

be

to

every

practically

in

see

track

that

a

the

in

should be but one pattern used in
order to permit repairs to be made promptly.
By the more
pit.

there

possible,

if

general use of this heavier

rail

the maintenance cost, which

is

lighter

rail

may

reduction

a

be

made

and
and conditions must be as good

cars can be handled and they can
of speed than

spread track or a broken

rail.

and

plated

tie

wet gravel

if

main

the

for

good.

.'\11

line

curves

being loaded every

is

on straight track should be plated to insure against
sprea<ling.
Where the running tracks has curves
above two degrees care should be used to see that all curveworn narrow-ball rails are placed on the inside of the curve
to reduce the friction wear.
Where derailments occur On sharp
tie

is

it

frequently

advisalile

close

to

engine

the

sander

on the inside of the curve to decrease the friction as much as
possible and to allow tlie trucks to change tlicir direction
readily in moving around it.

By making use

of

will lie

It

lime

is

it

track
since

it

is

lieavier

(liis

by

lay the loading track
tic.

loiiiirl

full

lli.il

throw
found that
to

it

movement over

its

oiil\

rail

new

it

possibU-

is

to

every third or fourlh

can be

this track

to

it

palteni

spiking

moved

position.

easily

Since

in

when
lining

the tics which liolher ihe most and

is

loading

this

track

in

many

places

necessarily slow time can be saved by this construction.

is

Since

between the base of the rail and the tic is the
is no danger of the rail spreading
as the sand and gravel always provide plenty of friction.
friction

till

greatest holding force there

Where

there

good

a

is

face

for the shovel,

care should be

changing trains and it is
Kiiiorally found that two engines can work to better advantage if
each engine handles its own cars from the sliovel to the storage
track, instead of using one engine for -.potting and anolher
taken to see that no time

^r

is

lost

minimum amount
maintained,

of attention.

derailments

L'nless superelevation

follow

will

because

surface over which unevenly loaded,

of

properly

is

the

irregular

swaying cars are hauled.

THE EFFICIENT OPERATION OF A GRAVEL
SOUTH BELOIT. ILL.

the hank

up, or even

or four dippers.

By

G. R.

PIT

AT

shallow and

is

much time

is

consumed

in

liy
It

leaving one car spotted for the last three
shovel crew
it takes Ihe
four dippers, and to inovc up and load

then has the time

to loa<l these three or

Morrison

Division Superintendent, Cliicago, Milwaul;ee

The

&

St.

Paul. Savanna,

Milwaukee

Beloit gravel pit of the Chicago,

&

St.

III.

Paul

supplying ballast for a large part of the lines of that road,
being justified by the high quality of the gravel
and the economical operation of the pit, due to efficient methods
is

long hauls

which the layout of the pit has made possible. The pit is
located at South Beloit, 111., directly adjacent to the Wisconsin
state line and one-half mile south of the main line of the
Racine & Southw-estern division.
It
occupies a little more
than 50 acres of land and is covered by an average of 3 ft. of
sandy clay.
.•Xs
this material can be handled in wet or dry
weather, the price per yard for stripping is much below the
average..

open the pit the first track was laid in an
on a 4 per cent grade.
When this had
reached a point 8 ft. below the ground surface, a steam shovel
was put in to dig a trench 20 ft. wide and 8 ft. deep, the full
length of the pit, 3.700 ft.
A track was laid behind the steam
shovel as it advanced so that when the latter had reached
the end of the pit it was able to back out immediately and start
another cut.
Each successive cut of the shovel is made 8 ft.
deeper than the preceding one until the pit now' has an average
order

In

to

excavated

incline

face of 35

throughout.

ft.

The

practice of building a track behind

consequence the shovel can
has finisheil Ihe old one
and the track in Ihe cut just finished is ready for use at once
as a loading track.
.\s soon as the track is no longer used
for loading it is taken up so that the material may he re-used
shovel

the

start a

is

new

followed each

Ctrl

lime.

In

within 30 inin. after

it

behind Ihe shovel.

The

track

layout

two storage tracks
a

repair

of the

pit,

track.

iti

of

the

the

pit.

Including

pit

a

The makeup, engine and

includes

makeup

Ihe

Ihe loading track

arc two storage tracks e.ich

moving the shovel ahead it may he found that a smaller engine can he used to spot the cars by ilropping the loads ami
making its moves at the same time the shovel is ready to

move

facili-

not better than

to yard tracks or to slow speed curves it is especially
important on temporary tracks which are apt to be given a

in

hauling.

Where

track

this

if

plies

be

rail

curves,

as,

trailer or tank wheels to the minimum, all curves should be
maintained without superelevation.
While this same rule ap-

if

Where a pit has a heavy grade leaving
this nmning track should be made especially

the

do

to

in a first class yard since road engines are generally used
and are harder to keep on the track than switch engines. In
fact all conditions must be such that the only delays obtained
are those necessitated by the shovel moveups.
To reduce the number of derailments of empty cars, and of

where the

necessarily too high

switching without

its

The man in charge of a gravel pit should remember above
everything else that to get the ma.ximum output from a shovel
he must arrange his layout so that the actual delays to the

in

an engineer moves according to the condition of the track. It is too often found tliat
traiimien will take a chance on the lighter tracks with the hope
of hauling one or two more cars up a heavy grade in a pit
by increasing their speed and the result is a bad delay due to

third

of

all

used.

is

With good rail more
moved at a higher rate

should be

do most or

shovel are practically eliminated

GOOD TRACK CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL FOR THE
ECONOMICAL OPERATION OF A GRAVEL PIT
By

to

delay to the shovel.

ties

A^^istant Engineer, Maintenance of

mure

three or four

is

room

head
4,.S00

3,.5lX1

a

loading

and
and
the south end
track

track, an engine track

ft.

II

at

long.

long

.Vdiacenl thereto
in

the

repair tracks are located

pit

.it

proper.

the north

end near the entrance to the main line. The track on which
The pit is laid with
the trains are made up is 1.6.50 ft. Iohr.
75- and S5-lh. rail, using \o. 10 turnouts.
The tracks are
maintained at a high standard, a policy which has been justified hy the fact that there have been no accidents of any nature duritig the entire season of last year and so far this year.

:

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

UN

water service an elevated tank lias been locp.ted where the
can take water on arriving or departing from the pit. A
water tank tub has also been located in the pit to supply water
I'lir

i-ngines

By supplying

steam shovel with an additional tank it is only necessary to take water from the tub at
the noon hour so that there is no delay due to taking water
or coal for the steam shovel in the 24-hour period. The supply
of water in the tanks is maintained entirely by a day pumper.
A lYi yd. Bucyrus shovel is used, operating day and night.
Each shift consists of a steam shovel engineer, a craneman,
to

the

shovel.

a fireman,

and

who

tlie

assist

six

laborers.

the

In addition there are three

men

car men, looking after car aprons, and closing side

and drop bottom doors. The pit gang consists of 40 laborers
laying and repairing track, one car foreman, two car laborers
Each shift is
days, two car laborers nights, and a pumper.
under the direction of a conductor who acts as pit foreman.
This conductor is assisted by two brakemen who do the spotting and switching. The conductor is given absolute charge of all
trains and road crews, while the same brakemen are kept in

Vol,

59,

No. 3

crops or ledges, which are detrimental to the successful operpit.
In choosing a location for a pit it is very

ation of a ballast

important that an area be selected where there are few or no
These ledges occur in vertical planes, varying in

granite ledges.

width and

put

test pits

some

in

cases are not apparent or visible on the sur-

locating the present

In

face.

down

at intervals

pit

investigation

was made and

over the area desired for the

pit,

to determine so far as practicable the presence of granite lodges,

and developments so

show

far

that the

company was very

fortu-

nate in deciding on this location.

In general, the present pit is about ly'j. miles in length and has
working face of about 4,500 ft. The depth of the working face
varies from 20 to 30 ft, the average being about 25 ft.
So far
in the present pit the ballast loaded has been from the first lift,
although a second lift of about 25 ft. in depth was worked successfully for one or two seasons. There seems to be no limit to
a

the depth of the gravel, but, in the vicinity of the present

not practicable to

is

work

pit

it

to a greater depth than reached by the

the pit with the

second lift on account of water. There is a light deposit of soil
over this gravel deposit varying in depth from 3 to 10 in., but
no stripping is necessary, as the amount of soil is not noticeable
or injurious.
Following is an outline of the organization employed at this
pit for an operating season which usually begins in April or May
and ends in September or October, depending on weather con-

tracks from which they are taken, 30 cars at a time by the spotAfter the cars are loaded they are
ting engine for loading.

season

service

as

spotters for the entire season.

Two

large

spotting

engines are used, one for the day shift and one for the night
The pit is laid out in such a way that a spotting engine
shift.
readily handles full trains of 30 cars at a time.

In the regular operation of the pit the road engines back into
empty trains, leaving the cars on the storage

pulled
track.

ditions,

out of the loading track and pushed onto the makeup
The road engine assigned to the next trip then backs

]

This estimate is
700,000 cu. yd. during the present season.
based on the fact that an average of 176 cars have been loaded

The road engines used in this service
per day since April 1.
handle 2.000 tons on the division in both directions over 1 per
cent grades. The cars are of 100,000 lb. capacity, and there are
485 cars in the hauling service.
The output so far has been delivered to the new double track
The road crews run from Beloit to Savanna over the
in Iowa.
Racine & Southwestern and Chicago & Council Bluffs (111.') divisions for delivery of the material to the

Iowa

division.

Not-

withstanding the necessary delay in switching empties and loads
from the shovel and loaded trains backing out onto the main
line and empty trains backing into the pit, during the working

hours the loading average is 12 cars per hour. In all 15.000
have been handled this season without overtime.

cars

main
The liallast pit
-upply of grave! is located at Buford. Wyo., 27 miles west of
Cheyenne, on the Omaha-Ogden main line. It is at an elevation
of about 7,850 ft. above sea level, and five tuiles east of the summit of the Black Hills range of mountains, which this road
crosses at an elevation of about 8,000 ft. at Sherman, Wyo. The
from which the Union

present ballast

pit

was opened

in 1901.

grave! was loaded from two
tance east, and the other west of

man

Pacific secures its

Prior to that time Sher-

one located a short disSherman station on the old

pits,

few miles from the present pit. The main line
in this vicinity was changed to a new location in 1900-1901, at
which time the old pits were abandoned and the present pit cipened
up just south of the main line at P.uff)rd,

line

and only

a

Sherman grave! is a disintegrated granite rock, occurring in
very extensive beds over an area of many scjuare miles in this
In color it varies from a light gray tinged with pink
vicinity.
The economically workable deposits are
to a deep pink or red.
not so extensive on account of the occurrence of granite out-

—

Timekeeper,

1
1

6

—

Machine drill
Machine drill
Steam shovel
Steam shovel
Steam shovel
Steam shovel

—

runners.
helpers.

engineer.

craneman.
fireman.
pitmen.

20 Laborers Iiandling
2 Car repair men.
4
1

for the

Ballast pit foreman.

pit

trackage.

Car bucklers.
Work train crew (consisting of conductor, engineer, fireman and
brakemen).

All of

tlic

tvii

above employees are under the immed'.ate super-

vision of the ballast pit foreman

who

is

held responsible for the

and who is under the general
supervision of the division maintenance of way officers.
Before the gravel can be loaded in cars it is necessary to drill
and blast it. Holes are drilled to an average depth of 26 ft.,
three Ingersoll-Rand machine drills being used for this purpose
and supplied with steam from a portable boiler moved to convenient locations as the drilling progresses along the working
The holes are generally spaced about 20 ft.
face of the pit.
apart in the direction of the pit and about the same distance back
from the edge of the pit bank. Ordinarily, heavy blasting is not
operation and output of the

required, as

THE METHOD OF OPERATION OF THE BUFORD, WYO.,
BALLAST PIT OF THE UNION PACIFIC

of ballast desired

1

3
3

to

amount

Assistant foreman in charge of liack work.
Powderman in charge of drilling an<l hlasting.
Blacksmith,

1

1

they stand on the engine track.
During the season of 1914, 500,000 cu. yd. of gravel was taken
from the pit and it is expected that the output will be increased

total

I

1

them out onto the main line. The engine track is so arranged
relative to the makeup track that the engines first in are always
The roundhouse force looks after the engines while
first out.

and the

traffic

it is

pit,

only necessary to shake or lift the mass slightly,
in angular pieces in sizes varying

which results in its breaking up
from fme material to Ij/, in, in

size, the average being about J4
Records indicate that it requires
about 400 lb of FFF black blasting powder and 50 lb. ..f 40 per
cent dynamite to break up or loosen 1,000 cu. yd. of gravel.
After blasting the gravel is ready for loading in ballast cars
for which purpose a 95-ton Bucyrus steam shovel with a 5-yd.
in.

in

dipper

its

is

greatest dimension.

used, the cars being spotted for loading at the shovel
From 20 to 25 empty

by the work train locomotive and crew.

cars are taken at a time, the engine holding to all of them until
This
they are loaded and placed in the loaded storage yard.

shovel has loaded as high as 140 cars, approximately 4.900 cu.
The average daily loading for a
in a 10-hr. working day.

yd.

about 100 cars. Sufficient trackage is provided in the
storage and handling of about 300 empty ballast cars
and ISO loads besides the necessary working trackage in the
This latter trackvicinity of the shovel and along the pit face.
age is rearranged as the operation of the jiit requires, and is taken
season

is

pit for the

Two
care of by the assistant foreman and 20 track laborers
tracks are laid the entire length of working face, one of which

—
July

used as

is

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1915

16.

a

loading track, while the other

ately behind the shovel as

The

is

moves through

it

being laid immedithe

pit.

is billed to
destination by the regular agent at
accordance with instructions received from the division
engineer's office, and is hauled from the pit in ballast trains and
regular revenue freight trains, depending on whether extensive
ballast work, or simply repair work is being done.
If extensive
ballasting is being done the ballast is handled in full trains to the

ballast

Buford

]M>int

work

where

is

it

and

to be used,

trains, the empties

is

there distributed by assigned

being returned promptly to the

pit.

nished a copy.

Since the opening of the pit in
.^.(KX),000 cu.

yd. of gravel

from

lines

Omaha

its

in 1901

about

have been removed and used on the

to Creston, the top of the Continental

distance of 720 miles,

a

present location

of which 675 miles

is

double

Denver to Cheyenne, the Julesburg
and other portions of the main lines in Colorado and

track; and on the line from
cut-off

approximately 7,500.000 cu. yd. of Sherman gravel
has been excavated and used on the Union Pacific for ballast.
In addition several thousand cubic yards have been used by towns
.md cities in this vicinity for paving streets.
Kansas.

In

I

he use of manganese
track

and other speand renewals

the cost of maintenance

under heavy

materially, but

for frogs, crossings

steel

work has reduced

traffic

local

wear eventually takes

place, particularly at the points, reducing the efficiency long before

any appreciable wear has taken place elsewhere. In an effort to
increase the life of manganese crossing frogs an experiment was
iii:tIc r..-cently by the Chicago Great Western at it-c Oi-hvein ^bops

A
Ml

Solid

Manganese Crossing Repaired by

buibliiiK U|> llie

The

worn

Electric

Welding

points of a froK by ihe electric wcUlitiK

shown

in the accompanying photograph,
which Ihe frog appears to be as good as new. The total cost
of the repairs was $4'<',27, or approxiMrilcly. 10 per cent of the

process.

result

is

ill

cost ol a

work
li.lv

new

crossing, while willi accuiiiulaled experience, the

will iirobalily be

not

been

ill

use

.1

done

for considerably less.

MiOicieiil

The crossing

lime since being repaired to

ile-

RAILWAY

IN

CONSTRUCTION

—

The railway from Prieska to Upington a distance of 142
which was authorized by the Union of South Africa
Parliament last September, was completed on November 18.
In view of the circumstances under which the work was con-

—

ducted,

it

will

probably equal anything that has been accom-

plished elsewhere in rapid railway construction at a compara-

The

was built by the railway
second-hand 60-lb. rails and
wooden ties (1.760 to the mile), and the maximum grade, compensated for curvature, is 1.5 per cent.
There is one fully
equipped station on the line, at Draghoender, and also 12 sidings.
The estimated cost was $11,000 per mile, and it is hoped to come
tively

small

e.xpenditure.

administration.

It

is

laid

line

with

out within the estimate.

The speedy construction of a railway line from Prieska to
Upington was considered necessary to facilitate the movement
of troops towards the German southwest border and to admit
of assistance being rendered in the field with the greater prompti-

all

REPAIRING MANGANESE CROSSING FROGS BY
ELECTRIC WELDING
ci;d

A SOUTH AFRICAN RECORD

miles

minor repairs are made, worn brake shoes are replaced, the air
equipment is inspected, dump chains are repaired or replaced and
the cars are put in good shape for loading.
Whatever heavy
repairs are necessary are made at some terminal through which
the cars pass on their way back to the pit.
Detailed daily rel)0rts of the pit operation are made and all concerned are fur-

ilivide,

termine the wearing qualities of the welded metal, but even if it
should not prove equal to that in a new frog, the saving over a
complete renewal would still be considerable.

in

All cars are inspected at the pit by the car men, the necessary

main

11')

tude which

rail

communication would

the railway administration received the

On August

afford.
first

15

intimation that the

had to be constructed and with great expedition. To minimize expense it was decided to utilize second-hand material.
The collection of approximately 155 miles of permanent-way
material for a work which had not been foreseen or provided for
was a large order. Material had to be collected sidings which
had fallen into disuse were repaired, and arrangements made
to relay portions of the main lines in need of strengthening, in
order to release material for the Upington branch. The material
was assembled at De Aar, where it was unloaded, sorted, and
reloaded and (ksi)atched daily to the end of the track. In view
of the many dilTerent types of material which were collected, all
of which required dilTerent fastenings ancl accessories, the sorting alone was anything but a simple task.
The route of the line had not previously been surveyed, though
an engineering inspection had been made by the late Cape government for a distance of 53'4 miles. Survey parties were at
once formed, and as the survey proceeded the necessary |)lans
were prepared.
The survey was commenced on .August 24.
nine days after instructions were received from the government
to construct the line, and the grading was started seven days
later.
Tracklaying began on September 9 and the terminus on
the south bank of the Orange river at Upington was reached
on the evening of November 18.
This gives an average of
iwo miles per day from the date of commencement of tracklaying, liu-t if the time during which work was at a complete
standstill owing to military operations and water difliculties be
deducted, the average rate of progress was 2'4 miles per day.
The maximum mileage completed in any one day w.is 3*4 miles.
.\ftcr the weirk was properly set going it was carried on day
and night.
The <lisabilities under which the construction staff labored
Here numerous and formidable.
Water between Prieska and
nr.iglioender 5i miles— is scarce, and between Draghoender and
I pington
iiractically unolilainable. and such water as was most
leadily available was generally iinsiiilalile for locomotive purposes.
Water for the construction gangs had to be carted long
distances, and the supplies for llir engines had to be carried in
water tanks attached to the trains. To add to the difficulties
the water supplies on the De .\ar-Prieska line, at Dc AaT. and
at certain watering stations in the vicinity, suddenly and unexpectedly failed, and caused grave concern and some ilelay to
conslriiction m,'i|erial.
Water tanks had to be collected in considerable numbers and additional tanks constnicted, and water in
targe quantities had to be conveyeil by rail from the Orange
line

;
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The position was serious and
river 70 miles north of De Aar.
the water so bad that engine faikires were of frequent occurrence.
On one or two occasions there were as many as six
and seven "dead" engines on the new line, due to failures through
bad water. When it was decided to construct the line, the aid
of the irrigation department was requisitioned, and great assistance

was rendered by

that department in putting

holes.

The exceptional

traftic

naturally

resulted

heavier drain on the available water than

is

down
in

a

ever likely to be

experienced under normal conditions.
Shortly after construction work started heavy military

increments will be nearly uniform and the ends on both sides
and thus no difficulty what-

will be practically in a straight line,

ever need be experienced

any

traffic

slip

same

It

set.

has

it

The importance

work cannot be too strongly

slip

switch

fect

alinement of the

possible

A further source of diffialthough not so acute, was the fact that heavy engines
could not be utilized on account of the axle loads liaving to
conform to the strength of the bridges on the adjoining section

grade and surface

and that only a limited number of engines of the
suitable for that line was available.

class

line,

POINTS FOR SLIP SWITCH INSTALLATION
By W.

F.

the

composing a

various parts

slip

Md.

made

to

the exact dimensions prescribed by a standard plan, the utmost

care

is

necessary in the installation of the parts to attain ac-

curacy in every detail. The linear measurements, particularh
for the longer slips, must always be made with a steel tape,
and indeed for the nicest work the tape should be one that
has been tested for

ment

adjust

to

the

its

accuracy.

It

is

not too great a refine-

measurements for temperature

much

variations.

and
extremes of temperature may balance this error or introduce a
further error which in a No. 20 slip nearly 200 ft. long might
cause a total error of 4 in., which would of course be inadSteel tapes are not infrequently as

as Yi in. in error,

missible.

All linear dimensions should be measured along the axis of
the
It

slip,
is

ties

a

Ime connecting the theoretical points of the end frogs.

very useful to sketch this axial line accurately upon the
for the triple purpose of laying off the detailed linear di-

and for lining the ends
of the timbers, which for a double slip crossing will be symmetrical about this line.
By multiplying twice the gage by the
frog number the distance between theoretical points of the
frogs measured along the main track will be obtained, and
from this the desired points can be located by carefully squaring
across the gage, the main track having been tested for correct
alinemcnt and the gage at the two frogs being made exact.

mensions, for spacing the switch

The middle
the

marked to
measurements

middle point of the

slip,

made

from which

all

fix

in

and the points of
the slip switches.
It should Ije noted that the middle point is
the theoretical point of the two movable point frog rails.
The distances between centers of ties are given consecutively,
but to attempt to lay off these by successive measurements
would introduce cumulative error which at the ends of the slip
might amount to several inches, which would lie out of the
question.
The distances from the center of the slip to each tie
should be calculated and the location made by continuous measurement along the line previously laid down for the a.xis of the

both directions will be

to locate the ties

correct in

switch

To

followed.

faithfully

detailed

tie

all

its

stated.

desirable

is

well

main
known,

and

While a perwill

follow

if

details, the essential feature

main track alinement and the
of

the

best

track

and before any of the slip members are
on a curve the method of ordinates should

first

with a

and then with a

eral line,

attainment

the

should be brought to perfect
immediately upon the completion of the

installation,

be used in lining

facilitate

the

line

If the slip is

applied.

string to correct the gen-

100-ft.

50-ft. string to

obtain a fine detail

line.

This will be a final determination, for, since the timbers having
been placed in their exact permanent locations, no shifting or
other work causing distortion will be necessary.
As mechanical work cannot in the nature of things be perfect,

final

adjustments may be necessary even after the most
adherence to the standard plan in the application of

detail

This correction should not be attempted until a

surfacing has been given, as frequently defects that appear

as line are really caused by imperfect surface.

But
means
to

this

fine

work

the

in

installation

is

unavailing without the

members, and
end heel blocks should be supplied through which the

of maintaining the adjustment of the slip

main and turnout rads are bolted together, anti-creeping straps
should be applied to the heels of the slip switches and the movable points, anchoring them against movement in either direction, and all tracks leading to the slips should be plentifully
equipped with

A

better

rail

anti-creepers.

method has been found

for securing the adjustable

The

lag screws which formerly
engaged the wooden tie were inclined to work loose. It is now
the practice to engage these screws direct with the bridle plates
where one inch greater thickness of metal is provided and the
The seats should be neatly dapped
braces now remain tight.

braces to the bridle plates.

rail

into the ties to exclude moisture as far as possible.
-\

ties

point of the a.xial line should be

is

tangent, should be established with the transit and be

if

the material.

switch are

is

ladder

slip

to preserve the integrity of the

line,

faithful

Supervisor, Pennsylvania Railroad, Perryville,

As

is

some

Rench

the

but the absolute necessity for this precaution in the placing of

carried over the line daily, the total quantity of track material

of the old

has the

tie

frog in

of obtaining a correct alinement for the

tracks in the installation of any switch connection

the installation

culty,

short

last

reference to the end

a plain cross-over.

in

had to be handled on the new line, and the number of military
and material trains which have been run over this line would
have taxed any old-established single-track line to its utmost
About 600 tons of permanent-way material had to be
capacity.
conveyed approximating 36,000 tons.

applying the necessary timber for

in

should be noted that the

location with

relative

slip that

bore-

much
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a

very distinct error

rule

is

in

switch economics, and one which as

not fully appreciated

layout upon a broken grade.

ous when the layout
sharply changing

is

at the

gradients

is

This

the
is

placing of an

extended

particularly disadvantage-

marked depression made by two
effect is most adverse in

and the

the case of a slip ladder by reason of

its

greater length.

The

with a single grade continuous
The saving in maintenance, both to the

ideal location of an interlocking

is

throughout its limits.
signal and track forces, through the ideal arrangement is quite
measurable. The aesthetic feature is likewise greatly enhanced
by such provision.

The Orleans Railw.w

of France at the Beginning qf i he
day of the war the Orleans railway system
passed entirely into the hands of the military authorities,
and between .\ugust 2 and 5 nearly 1,500 trains ca'-ried men

War.— From

to

the

first

centers of mobilization.

From

then until .August 19 trains

took these troops from the centers towards the frontiers,
and at the same time transported soldiers from Algiers and
Morocco. In this period 57,000 passenger and freight cars

ft.,

were used for the conveyance of 600,000 officers and men,
144,000 horses. 40,000 guns and gun-carriages, etc., and 64,000

which is the nominal length of the tie at the middle of the
and 13 ft., while the number of ties within these limits for
each half varies fmui 17 for a No. 6 to 55 for a No. 20, the

This enormous service
cases of supplies of various kinds.
was carried out with remarkable precision and order and
without the smallest accident to military trains.

slip.

.As

slip,

the tics vary

in

length uidy between the limits of 11

The Experimental Determination

Track

of Stresses in

A Description of the Methods Adopted to Secure Measurements Under Actual Traffic and the Results Secured
By

C. C.

Williams

Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Kansas

The

intensity

and distribution of the stresses that occur

in

a railroad track under actual operation cannot be calculated
reliably from theoretical considerations and recourse must be had

the

The roadbed

Fe.

G.

with 22

It consisted
pose, which will require a word of description.
essentially of a stylus carrying a 4-H lead attached to the

glasses.

field

track where most of the observations were made was
on a tangent in the main line of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa

to experimental tests for such information.

Dr. P. H. Dudley,
Cuenot and others have done much valuable work in this
connection and it was with a view to extending their observations somewhat that an investigation of the subject was
undertaken in the Railway Engineering department of the
University of Kansas, a brief summary of which follows:
The apparatus used consisted of Berry strain gages for
ascertaining the stresses in the rails and a device for measuring the deflections specially designed and built for this pur-

were passing by the aid of powerful

trains

The

ties to

is

on a

10-ft.

embankment and

is

Class

A

of crushed rock balast under the bottom of the

in.

The width
allowing a berm of

the 33-ft., 8S-lb.

ment was 24 ft.,
The ballast was

rail.

of the top of the

4

track,
ties,

22

embank-

outside the ballast.

ft.

above and half below the base of the
roadbed. Other observations were made at the middle of a
3-deg. curve with similar roadbed and on a tangent yard track
on cinder ballast near the depot.
Other observations were
also made on branch lines with inferior roadbed, but they are
half

not included in this discussion.
The traffic over the above stretch of track consists of 7
passenger and 2 freight trains each way per day. The passenger engines were either of the Atlantic type with 56,000
lb. per axle on the drivers (1,400 Class") or the Pacific type
lb. per axle on the drivers and trailer (3,500 Class"),
being a balanced compound locomotive used in
fast passenger service. West bound trains passed the point of
observation at speeds varying from 40 to 50 miles per hour,
while east bound trains varied from 30 to 40 miles per hour.

with 55,000
the

hig.

rail

or

tie

1.

—A

latter

General View of the Apparatus

being studied, and a revolving drum carrying a

sheet of paper on which the deflection diagram was traced by
the stylus. A small electro-magnet was placed immediately

and so arranged that when the former was
actuated another stylus which made a dot on the
One of
sheet of paper below the main deflection diagram.
the wires to the electro-magnet was bonded to the web of the
rail and the other was laid on, but not across the top of th<
rail, so that when a train wheel passed it pressed the win
against the head of the rail causing the stylus of the electro-

below

this stylus

energized,

magnet

it

to indicate the position of the

wheel relative to the

The revolving cylinder, which was turned
by means of a cord wound around its base, was supported on
a ZYi-xn. pipe frame that was anchored and held rigid by bedeflection diagram.

Fig. 2.

—A

Closer View of the Deflection Recording Apparatus

ing clamped to long iron posts driven in the roadbed outside
of the ballast.

apparatus and

Fig.
I''ig.

2,

pipe parallel to the

1

shows the general arrangement
the details of the same.

rail

The

of the

section of

was somewhat more than

half

the

recording gage could be placed at
the middle, one at the joint and two about equally spaced
between. By thus supporting the apparatus entirely outside
the ballast, the normal condition of the track was not disturbed and freedom from movement of the support due to
passing trains was attained. With the ga^es in this position,
they covered the lirst half lA the rail length for west bound
I'nr observtrains and the secoml h:ilf f(ir easllMiund trains.
ing the rlellection of the lies, the pipe supporting the de
llrctioM gages was placed between two lies at right angles to
One gage was placed at the
the track, as shown in I'"ig. i.
mi<lillc of the tic. one at the end and two between these two.
The Berry strain gage was attached under the rail between
two tics by means of a special clamp and was read while
length of the

rail sf) that a

Without going into

detail, a

summary

of the results of the

observations can be brielly stated:
under a passenger
engine and shows the character of the charts made by the recording apparatus. .\ is the
deformation of the track from the initial straight line and at B
may be seen the dots that indicate the position of the wheels,
the interpretation of which was sketched in at D afterward.
2. The compression in the head of the rail is greatest under
the trailer wheels, owing doubtless to the distance between
iheni and the driving wheels in front and the tender wheels
1.

train

Fig.

4

is

a

record

drawn by an

of

the

deflections

.Atlantic type

behind.
3. The maximum tension lu'currcd in the head ol the rail
due to upward moment about 6 to 10 ft. ahead of the truck
of the locomotive and between the two trucks of a Pullman

car.
4.

The compression

in

the heail mI the

r.iil

is

increased ami
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the tension diminished by the impact of succeeding wheels
against the end of the rail at the joint.
5. The 1,400 Class Atlantic type engine produced greater
stresses in the rail in a somewhat greater proportion ap-

parently than the ratio of wheel concentrations.
12 to 25
6. The stresses in the end of the rail were from
per cent greater than at the middle. When a careful profile
of the rails was made, they were found to be permanently
deflected

downward

0.1

to 0.25

in.

indicate that an eiTort should be

made

to afford

more

stress

the 6

in

in.

by 8

1,500 to 3,000 lb. per sq.

in.

in.,

Atlantic type of locomotive

Tension
Compression
Paci6c type of locomotive
Tension
Compression

rigid

support at the joints.

No. 5

59,

by 8 ft. 2 in. tie.s varied
although the record in the
case of the ties did not seem to be perfectly reliable.
13. The stresses in the head of the rail at the middle of its
length averaged about as follows:
12.

from

This would

at the ends.

The

Vol.

14.

The maximum

was about

7. The end of a rail at the joint is subject to intense and
violent vibrations resembling those of a tuning fork, so great
in the present experiments that it was with great difiliculty
It was utthat any record of deflections could be obtained.

The

6,000 to 7,600
8,000 to 9,000

lb.

7,000 to 10,000
7,000 to
8,000

lb.

lb.

lb.

per sq.
per sq.

in.

per sq.
per sq.

in.
in.

in.

deflection of the track on stone ballast

0.3 in.

tests described

above were carried on under the direc-

wv

impossible to attach the strain gage securely enough
When a record of the deflection was
to obtain the stress.
finally secured, it revealed rapid vibrations, four to six occurring between the passage of each successive pair of
wheels. This vibration probably accounts to some extent at
terly
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Record

of

the

Deflection

Type

from an Atlantic

Locomotive

by W. .\. Kingman and N. J. Pierce, senior
students in the department of Railway Engineering at the
TJniversity of Kansas. By furnishing information concerning
the weight of equipment, by detailing track men to help in
placing the apparatus and by making suggestions, R. A. Rutledge, chief engineer of Eastern Lines; C. T. McLellan, division superintendent, and C. M. Buck, division engineer, of the
-\. T. & S. P.. contributed materially toward the work.

tion of the writer

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following

articles

of

special

interest

and

engineers

to

maintenance of way men to which readers of this section may
wish to refer have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette since

June 18, 1915:
Some Important

Considerations in Right of

Way

Valuation.

—

.\

discus-

sion of this important problem in accordance with the decision of Justice
Hughes in the Minnesota rate case, was presented by Halbert P. Gillette,
in the

issue of

June

page 1483.'
Pennsylvania Railroad. The Pennsylvania
the most elaborate and thoroughly organized test

25,

The Test Department

of the

—

Railroad has probably
department of any American railway. A detailed description of the new
laboratory building and of the method of organization, prepared by C. D.
Young, engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad, was published in the
issue of July 2, page 6.

New

Bridge Across the Missouri River at Sibley, Mo.

— The

Santa Fe

structure over 4,000 ft. long crossing
An interesting feature
the Missouri river 25 miles east of Kansas City.
"f this structure is the construction of a ballasted deck floor for its entire
This bridge was delength, including three 396-ft. through truss spans.
is

now completing

a

new gauntleted

scribed in an illustrated article in the issue of July 2, page 13.
In his presidential address, delivered before
Rail Specifications.
American Society for Testing Materials at the recent convention at

—

Fig.

3.— The Apparatus Attached

to a

Tie

lantic

The writer has freleast for the cracking of angle bars.
quently observed that cracked angle bars are not bent but are
straight, indicating that the failure is due to fatigue of the
material rather than to flexure. This vil)ration of the end of
the rail offers a possible explanation of this phenomenon.
8. Freight cars caused fully as high if not higher stresses
than did passenger coaches, although the weight of the latter

was about 30 per cent greater than that of the former. This
was apparently because of the unevcnness of the wheels and
the generally inferior construction and condition of tlie rolling
stock.
9.

Flat wheels caused the stresses to be increased from SO

to 100 per cent in the cases observed.
10. The stress in the outer rail on the 3-dcg. curve was
about 10 per cent greater and in the inner rail about 10 per
cent less than on straight track.
11. So far as these tests gave any indication, the speed of
the train had no noticeable effect on the stresses.

City,

pointing out

A.

W.

Gibbs discussed the present status of

rail

Ihe
.\l-

specitication.s,

some present defects and describing the progress which has

An abstract of this appeared in the issue of July 2, page 1/.
Checking
Calculating Cross Section Areas on Railroad Valuation Work.
involves
the cross section notes taken by the federal parties in the field
A method to reduce this was described by
a great deal of detail work.
jiagc 2'J.
F. T. Morse, assistant engineer, C. R. I. & P., in the issue of July 2.

been made.

—

—

A Study of Grade Crossing Elimination in Cities. The relative advancrossings
tages of track eli'vation and depression in the separation of grade
was discussed hy C. N. Bainbridge, office engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee \
45.
Paul, in an extended illustrated article in the issue of July 9. page
commenting ou some of
In the same issue was published an editorial note
the points brought out in this paper.
New Delaware v*i Hudson Terminal at Albary. N. V.— The Ik-kuvare &
Hudson has recently completed a new general office building at Albany
railway
which is of unusually attractive appearance architectur.illy tor a
58.
This building was described in the issue of July 9, page
building.
of tho.se
The American Society for Testing Materials.— A detailed report
the recent annual meeting
portions of the reports and papers presented at
of interest to railway men.
of the American Society for Testing Materials,
Among the specifications
was included in the issue of July 9, page 61.
splice bars, quenched
presented were those for quenched high carbon steel
track bolts.
carbon steel track bolts and ciuenched alloy steel
St.

:

:

The

:

Relative Efficiency of Various Ballast Materials

A

Discussion of the Different Elements of Cost Which
the
Ultimate Expense to a Railroad
into

Enter

By
JCnpim-'cr

A

W. Vaughax

G.

Maintenance of Way,

of

reduced to track terms and applied to
"The ratio of continuous smooth
might be as follows

(Itrtnition of efficiency

ballast

:

track secured to the cost per lineal foot of track in securing

means the

In this definition the "cost"

it."

cost of the ballast, cost

of transporting, cost of installation, cost of renewals, and the
labor cost of surfacing to keep continuous smooth track.

=

Let "a"

cost of stone ballast per lineal foot of track,

assumed at $0.38.
"A" = cost of gravel
assumed at $0.22.

which

New York
what

=

"b"

cost of 2

in.

which

=

"B"

assumed

is

which

=

"c"

renewed

at that

assumed

is

is

man

1

Cinders

12

Sand

12 in.

lasting qualities of ballast

Stone

The

renewal
renewal
renewal
renewal.
of renewal

on

relative cost of raising track

ballast

Medium

gravel

Fine gravel

The

=

continuous smooth track.

—
=

efficiency

of gravel ballast.

efficiciK-y

of stone ballast.

^In.

100 |)er cent
75 i)cr cent
75 per cent
66 per cent
50 per cent

stone
gravel

Fine gravel

The

lin.

surface on various kinds of

relative cost of maintaining

ballast is:

track

of track

ft.

H-'m.

100 |icr cent
150 per cent
200 per cent
200 |)er cent
200 per cent

stcinc

Coarse aravel

Medium

In tile case of 2 in. stone ballast:

111

c

..!80

ijravi-l

+

+

.076

.339

Track on gravel

.795

A+B +C

:

the

two

+

.073

+

.679

lOOx
.972

.972

E

Ex

100

.795

,972

=

79. S

=

-

79.5

:

.972

E

.795

82

.972

'riurefore.
jiravel

Therefore
Stone

Win.

if

efficiency ot -U'Uv ballast

is

H2

is

llKl rlluiency

:

100 per cent
75 per cent
80 per cent
75 per cent

60

,

experience we liml that the least
be placed under the tie>

is

ileplli

year

=

number ot surfacings gravel ballast track required per
(taking into consideration that gravel has to be surfaced
after heav>y rains and has to be shimmed in winter I.
Then
100

X
X

a

of ballast that

.032

i

ni'ler

b
3

11
!"•
jj
lo in.

r.ENKR.M.

.\ny less depth of ballast than above will imt holil track in Kood
liin' iiiuirr In-avy traffic with.uil continual surfacinK.

surface or

Sl'l>-II\1.L\ST

Where tr.irks are beiuK ballasted with sluiic. it is sometimes
neccssarv on account of the coiidition of the suh-graile. to place

.\

=

stone

X = gravel
\ X B = lOO

V" «"'

'"'

•

required per

=

12 !"•
j2 in.
in.
' •

Vfin.

ballast track

=8

.096"

Coarse

foot track gravel ballast,

3.

as tnllows

.Stone

stone
grovel
Medium gravel ...
Fine uravel
CIrnn coarse s.iiul .ind

obtained as follows

=

"B"

ballast itficiersy
stone ballast

Medium gravel
Fine gravel

sliiiuld

of mc-

is

cost of surfacing one lineal loot track stone ballast, as-

sumed at $0,032.
cost of surfacing one lineal
"A"
assumed at $0,024.
"b" = number of surfaciiigs stone

year

Coarse Kravcl

l'"rf)m

=

"a"

E
.795

it

cent for stone,

:

X

X

100

iliiim

keep continuous smooth track, winter anc.
has to be surfaced or shimmed nearly three times as
The 200 per cent for gravel in comparison with 100 per

summer,

.220

ballast can be surfaced at a cost of 25 per cent

less than stone but to

often.

E

Comparing

+

medium

the case of

gravel

Fine gravel

X
a 4- b

is

relative cost of surfacing track is

Stone

Stone
per

cost

ii'/s
33^-j
33 "j

100 tier cent
75 per cent
75 per cent
66 per cent
50 tier cent

stone

J4-iii.

Coarse gravel

given above, efficiency

=

in.

20
20

of
of
of
of

Stone

is

continuous smooth

100

2 in.

and the percentage required for

Percent
Percent
Percent
Percent
Percent

3 years.
2 years.
3 years.
3 years.
3 years.

stone
Coarse gravel
Medium gravel
Fine gravel
W-in.

Medium

(Ifririition

Gravel, sand,

Crushed slag

$0,679.

I'.y

is

sub-ballast should always be placed

clay,

Coarse gravel

100

sub-

wet and

The following table gives
renewals depends upon the traffic.
the per cent of renewal at the expiration of a certain number of

can

assumed to cost $0,339.
"L" = cost of keeping continuous smooth surface on gravel
per lineal foot of track for three years, assuming it has to be
resurfaced eight times per year, and that in 10 hours one man
can surface 60 lineal feet of track, which is assumed to cost
Then "x"
"E"

is

years.

foot of track for three years,
faced three times per year, and that in 10 hours one

surface 45 lineal feet of track, which

this

years,

granulated slag or other porous material can be used
for this purpose, and the foUow-ing depths are generally used.

renewed
renewed at that

smooth track on stone per
assuming it has to be sur-

lineal

many

cinders,

to cost $0.0733.

cost of keeping continuous

ballasting old tracks with

used for

previous to ballasting track with stone or gravel.

cost per lineal foot of track of gravel ballast

after three years, figuring that 33y3 per cent
time,

is

has been

not necessary, but where the sub-grade

is

The

to cost $0,076.

When

as sub-ballast.

ballast

composed of loam or

is

stone ballast renewed after three years, per

foot of track, figuring that 20 per cent

lineal

time,

which

where

ballast

is

ballast per lineal foot of track,

known

is

stone

New York

Central,

:

:

.024

X

8

= 100
.092 X = 19.2
X = 200
:

.192

:

100
:

X
:

X

X

MKTlloll OH R.\1SIN(-. OR BM.I.ASTINr, TR.XCK

gang should be large enough

three on each

=

side,

ihat

spaced one-hall

rail

six

jacks can

lenglli

apart.

In-

used,

Ballast

slakes should be .set so that the desired grade can be obtained
with the leasl amount of humps and s.igs. .\ slRlUing board and
blocks should be iiseil lo obtain uniform urade between ball.isl
cross
.\ track level shoiilil be useil so thai the proper
stakes.
level

can be obtained.

The

table

on the followinR paRC shows
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men composing

the numlier and different clas.scs of

gang and the maimer of placing them.
.Adjust the sighting board at a grade
changes, or

if

that

is

the ballast

where the grade

stake,

too far ahead, at a grade stake where the

on the sighting board can be clearly seen from the point
where the track is to be first lifted. Tap down all loose spikes
so that all the ties will be up close to the bottom of the rail.
Place the six jacks, three on a side, at the joint, center and joint,
and on the sighting side of the track, place on the rail three
sigliting blocks at the joint, center and joint.
The foreman
with another sighting block should then go back three or four
rail lengths, depending upon his eye-sight, and place his sighting
block on the rail. Jacks are then to be worked until the tops
of the three sighting blocks on the rail that is being lifted are
line
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be lightly pick-tamped on both sides.
In surfacing track with
gravel ballast, pick-tamping or bar-tamping should be used, following the same general principles, if the lift is not too great.
On greater lifts, shovel tamping is the best unless the gravel is

very coarse.

For ballasting and surfacing

First

Red flog,

4000'^
Back Jacks

Tannping
Lining

Head Jacks

® ® ®

^-in. stone

Spade

percussion tampers..
Tamping picks and mechanical percussion tampers.

Coarse gravel

Spade

Tamping
ical

Medium

6

,>

2 'Digging

<'

3 -Headjaci<s

holes forJacks

"^ 'dock Jocks
" 5 = Tampers
" 6 ' Forkers and sledge
111 =Levelman

4
2
I

ical

/erage

" IO=Lining track

1

"

ii

= Woler carrier

® = Fore man supervising ihe work
® -AssI Foreman raising track
1
©= «
lining

1

t

1

Distribution of

Spade

By using the mechanical percussion tampers, greater efficiency
and more permanent track can be obtained at 50 per cent of the

Total force

Men

dump

preferably in center

trains,

-

S3

types, as this puts the ballast

Rodger or Hart

cars of the

where

it is

wanted.

When

track

is

raised, a large proportion of the ballast slides

-back-filling IZOOCu.yds.perdau.

"

picks and mechan-

percussion tampers.

Spade

To obtain efficiency, the loading of ballast should be done by
mechanical means or gravity. Gravel, sand, etc., should be loaded
by steam shovels and crushed stone should be loaded from bins
by gravity. .AH ballast should be hauled and unloaded by special

9=Forkers

II

8

Average performance- raising track-dSOOper dag.
'

Tamping

Spade

gravel

and mechan-

picks

percussion tampers.

LOADING AND HAULING BALLAST

No.8'Tampers ivilh picks

Id

Nol = Flagman

Z

and mechan-

picks

ical

®

Force.

'

Z
Z
4

Surfacing

lift

Tamping

stone

expense of track tramped by hand.

® ® ®

NaMen

find the following to be

Spade

2-in.

Fine gravel

-Red flag 4000

we

track,

the best tools to use for this pur])ose.

thereby saving that

in a Ballast

where there

track,

Gang

much hand
is

under it by gravity,
However, for surfacing

labor.

a very heavy fast passenger traffic

it

is

preferable that ballast be unloaded outside of the rails to avoid

on a

line

with the top of the foreman's sighting block and the

At the same time the

sighting line on the sighting board.

ing side

is

being raised, the opposite

rail

is

sight-

to be raised level

with the sighting side by the use of three uniform track levels
placed at the joint, center and joint.
rail

for the sighting side

Some

track levels.

man may
in

find

it

tracks

If

on a curve, use the low

and put the desired elevation in the
lift different from others and a fore-

necessary frequently to use a jack in the quarter

foreman

is

experienced, to raise the joints

high, tamp the middle tie of the joint, drop the jack
and then strike the tie tamped down to the proper level with a
It means
large wooden hammer. This means a solid joint tie.
also that the tie referred to is the only one that should be treated
in this manner, for if other ties are treated in this manner, loose
The main thing in tamping is
ties will result from the practice.
to do it evenly and uniformly, both outside of the rail and for 18
in. inside.
The center of the tie should not be tamped. The
ballast should be simply pushed in so as to fill in to avoid and
slightly

prevent a pocket for water.
center of the

tie sufficiently

The

action of traffic will

and many times more than

tamp
is

the

neces-

sary

The method of raising track on a light lift is practically the
same as when ballasting track. If the rai.se is not very great, or
if it is

from the center of the

lined promptly after

should also be

it

is

track.

ballasted,

and before

promptly after lining

in order
In stone ballast particularly, if the track is not
lined promptly after the stone is put under, it becomes set in and
filling in.

It

filled in

to hold the line.

no matter how much one
will line it back to its old

lines

to spike-line the rail.

is

the

it

position, in

When

first train or two over it
which event the only rem-

track

is filled

iii.

it

should be

dressed up to the standard cross-section. In dressing up stone
ballast on the shoulder, it is not necessary to place any of this

The men should

line the track, and throw the
up on to the ends of the ties.
They should then place an ordinary board the proper distance
from and below the base of the rail and rake the ballast down
to the board with forks or shovels.

ballast

by hand.

ballast

from outside of the

ties

Hard stone, that breaks with an angular fracture when crushed
and passes through a 2J4 in. round hole in a revolving screen
and will lay on a 154 in- screen, is considered to be the best ballast for high speed and heavy traffic lines. Coarse gravel ranging
from sand to 2 in. pebbles is considered good enough for medium
traffic, while sand, fine gravel or cinders is considered ample for
lines of ordinary traffic.
I

on

being done by a section gang, less jacks are required.

dirt

Track should be

edy

addition to the ones at the joints and centers.
It is proper, if the

discomfort to the passengers caused by the fast trains picking

up the stones and

consider a light raise to be

much

preferable to heavy raises

express lines or lines with heavy freight

fast

traffic,

owing

to

the settlement of the track during the winter months, due to the

SURFACING TRACK
In

from
track.

1

to 2

in.,

the general

The height

the track

method
is

is

the

to be raised

heaving the ground, heavy rains, snow, etc. With light
can be kept in better condition with less expense than
can be done by putting a large amount of ballast under the track.

frost

surfacing track with the sighting board where the

same
is

as

when

lift

is

raising

determined by the

raises, track

When

a large

amount

foreman, and the sighting board is set accordingly. The distance
that the foreman should be away from the raising block is usually

track naturally settles

about twice the distance customary when raising track for ballast
When surfacing track on stone ballast the tamping should

making

done with tamping picks, tamping bars or percussion tamping
The ends of the ties should be tamped quickly when
the raise is made and then the gang should thoroughly pick or
machine tamp for a distance of 3 ft., in from the ends of the
ties, care being taken not to knock out the tamping previously
done on the opposite side of the tics. The center of the tie shoulil

lie

machines.

of ballast

down
more

is

placed under the track, the

into the ballast to a greater or less

labor for tamping the track than by
and making them oftener. By making light
raises in the track we are able to keep the track from getting
centerbound and to keep it in the same riding condition continuously year to year which cannot be done in any other manner.

extent and

it

requires

lighter lifts

In regard to classes of labor best suited for work in ballast
gangs
any man of good physique, who can understand the
language and is willing to obey the orders of the foreman will be
the most suitable, reyardlos of nationality.
;

—

July
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FASTENING TIMBER GUARD RAILS WITH

held the ties in place.

LAG SCREWS
At the

A

recent motor car trip over a portion

of the lines in Florida on which there are a large
failed to

trestles,

show

a single instance of

bunched

number

of

ties.

convention of the American Railway Engineering

last

Association,

125

the

Wooden

committee on

THE BROWNHOIST-SHNABLE DRAG LINE
BUCKET

Bridges and Trestles

submitted considerable information concerning the use of lag
screws for fastening timber guard rails to the ties on wooden

and metal bridges. While the investigation of the committee
showed that only a small percentage of the roads use this form
of construction, nearly all of those who have tried it were in
The committee recommended that ties and guard
favor of it.
timbers be sized one dimension at the mill and that the customary dapping be omitted, also, that alternate ties be fastened to
the stringers and a lag screw be used to fasten the guard timber
Holes should be bored the full depth and the lags
to each tic.
screwed into place.
Because of the interest in this subject evidenced by the work
of this committee,

Seaboard

.^ir

.standard.

In

we show herewith

Line, on
a

general

the standard plan of the

which road the use of lag screws is
way this form of construction has

many

been used to a limited extent for

years.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, has repatents for and is now manufacturing a
new type of drag line bucket originally designed and built by
cently purchased the

& Quinn, contractors, for use on the
Calumet-Sag channel of the Chicago Drainage System. This
bucket has been used on this work for the past five years in
materials consisting of a thin soil covering a glacial conglomerate
of sand, gravel and boulders, cemented with clay and very tightly
packed below this is what is termed "marl" hard-pan of the
color of bluish clay, full of pieces and ledges of limestone and
at the bottom is solid limestone rock which has to be blasted.
This bucket has dug this material successfully, and has stood
up under this hard work.
E. R. Shnable, of Shnable

;

:

This

Fully 30 years

is

a back-dutnping bucket, consisting of a shell, a pulling

ago it was the practice of the Queen & Crescent to fasten the
guard timbers to the ties with ordinary bolts, but considerable
trouble was experienced in preventing the nuts from working
otY the bolts "and also in preventing the bolts themselves from
~-^xlO"Lag screw -j
Ci
a
O

Use

of

Lag Screws

P

'^[^"T
I

I

'I
13

in Trestle

^'t*
I

I

"1

Q

[S'^S'Suard rail

^'t*

I

1

P

o

1

CI

Construction on the Seaboard

Air Line

i<;MiiriK

tinn

it

'lilt

is

III

the Huanl timbers..

With

absolutely essential that every

tills

tic

furiii

of coiistnic-

be securely fastened

guard timbers to prevent bunching.
it was the standard practice on the Sealjoard .\ir Line
to use 7 in. by H in. bridge ties vvitli 6 in. by 8 in. guard timbers
dapped over the ties and fastened uilh lag screws. The prao
ticc was modified on that year to use a 6 in. by 8 in. by 9 It.
Retic and a 5 in. by 8 in. by 18 ft. guard rail without dapping.
ducing the size of these timl)ers effected a saving of over 400,000
to the

In 1907

ft.

I!.

M.

of timber per year in acUhtion to $7

|ier

l.OtX)

ft.

B.

M.

Dupiping Beyond the Normal Radius
bail

and a combinalion hoisting

ging position the pullinjj.bail

is

of the

bail and back gate.
In its digconnected to the shell at points

to

located above the center of gravity of the shell.

licrs

is

frame and place the dapped timber. .\II lies and guard tiniare required to be si7.e<l to a uniform tliickness. insuring
It has also been found that by turning the
an even bearing.
surfaced sirle up, decay is retarded to some extent. Lvery fourth
tie

is

drift bolted to the stringer, enabling the track to be kept

in line at a

The
been

successful.

.\t

v;irions

limes

derailed

cars

have been moved over a trestle without bunching any ties. In
one instance where the guard timber (in one sicU- was completely
detnnlished very few ties were binuhed. as the j{uard limber on
the opposite side was in gond cundilinn and the lag screws still

means

The

pulling bail

of links lo the hoisting bail

and back

such a way that tension on the drag line forces llie gate
\\ hen the bucket is suspended on the
to close and remain so.
hoisting bail and llie tension on the drag line is released, the
gale

back

moderate expense.

action of this form of construcliim under derailment has
parliciilarly

also connected by

Machine

in

iif

the shell lips

down away

lron\ the hack gate allowing

Tlie pulling bail is connected
and drop out,
to the shell by means of bronze sliding blocks carried in slots in
the shell. These slots give to the link conneclinns. between the
pulling bail and the back gale, the reiiuired motion to permit the
bucket lo dump when the tension on ihe drag line is released.
.Special allonlinn is gi\en lo tlcxibilily of Ihe bucket and lo the

the load lo

slide
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lirevention

of liinding in any of the parts by providing loose-

down

Vol.

The relative
two bails

litting connections.

of the connection of the pulling-bail to the shell.

standard buckets are equipped with teeth bolted to the
digging edge at an angle to give the proper "suck." For extra

location of the digging edge and the points at which the

All

heavy digging

is

furnished with rock teeth

The

the proper angle for this service.

at

set

rock, the bucket

in

teeth are tipped

with removable manganese steel points so that only the points
need be replaced when worn.
The bucket is operated with two single-part lines, the drag
line and the hoist line, and is placed in different positions by the

manipulation of these two
while playing

dumping

the

When

line.

out.

it

When

the bucket

position at the end of the

and

the hoist line

!;

The bucket may be made

lines.

to dig

any desired slope by varying the tension on the hoist

at

at the

is

it

boom by

same time keeping

the tension on the drag line

filled

is

pulling in on

on the drag

a tension

is

line

raised to

released, the bucket

dumped. .After the load has been dumped, the shell autoresumes its closed position and the bucket is again

matically

ready to

dig.

shown

.\s

in

the illustrations the bucket has been

working

in

are attached, give a resulting force by which

down

a

slope,

No. 3

machine without changing the location

slope opposite the

a

59,

though the drag-line

is

it

is

possible to dig

pulling up at an

angle.

This same feature makes it possible to take any depth cut desired.
The bucket can be placed on its bottom and the gate opened
by slacking tne drag-line and going ahead on the hoist line. This
raises the bucket away from the load, depositing it as from a clam
shell bucket, permitting the loading of cars without any damage
to them, as it eliminates swinging of the bucket against the side of

and dropping the load into the car.
Being a back-dumping bucket, the load is always thrown away
from the machine, and the centrifugal force acquired while the
machine is rotating assists the bucket to dump its load and also
throws it further out than the radius of the machine. Both bails
are very short, permitting the bucket to dig up to the machine
and also enabling it to be dumped close under the end of the
boom, giving the operator the ma.ximum radius of action and the
the car,

maximum

NEW

height of spoil bank.

CENTRAL STANDARD JOINT

ILLINOIS

Early

last

year the Illinois Central determined to discontinue

the spacing of ties at the time of laying rail and to allow the
it became necessary to overhaul it "out of face."
Even then it was decided not to slot spike the joint, but to depend
upon rail anchors to prevent the rail from creeping. Up to May
1, 1915, 124 track miles of 50-lb. A. R. A. rail had been laid in
While no
this manner on high speed, heavy traffic main line.

track to run until

conclusive results can be seen in this limited time,

method

it

is

believed

producing satisfactory results, that it will
largely eliminate low jomt troubles and that this practice can
be followed wherever the track is in fair condition without any
work being done on the spacing of the ties or in ballasting, except occasionally to give the track a light running surface. At the
time this practice was adopted, a new joint was designed for this
that

The Brownhoist-Shnable Bucket Preparatory

to

this

is

Loading

rock and handling \ery large pieces. With proper manipulation
of the line the operator can pick up a rock larger than the bucket
by clamping the rock lietween the pulling bail and the
and this rock is then dumped frontwise.

itself,

digc'ing edge,

Repairs can be made in
with the avera:<e contractors' tool or shop equipment.

The bucket
the field

.Ml bushings

may

be kept

is

made from bronze and steel tubing. Tubing
on hand and when a new bushing is required, a
are

piece can be cut to the proper length.

The

front section of the bucket

is

removable so that

it

can be

replaced without the necessity of replacing the entire shell.
this

front

which

is

section

is

attached

a

manganese

also removable for repairs.

The

cutting plate and have removable points.

bucket subjected to the greatest wear

is

steel

To

cutting plate

teeth are bolted to the

Thus

the part of the

constructed of four sepa-

rate removable parts, any of which can be quickly renewed,
namely, the front section of the shell, the cutting plate, the teeth,

and the tooth

Central Standard Joint for

Illinois

90

A. R.

lb.

A.— Type A

Rail

of simple construction.

points.

This bucket has no locking or tripping device on the gate, as
the necessity for this is eliminated by the patented construction
whereby the gate is closed and kept closed by the pulling on the
Because the load is dropped at the back, it does not
drag-line.
strike any part .-if the bucket or lines. The bucket can be worked

Careful investigations and tests were made, as a result
which the joint shown in the accompanying drawing was
determined upon. In eliminating the spacing of ties it is necesservice.

of

sary that the joint be capable of carrying the load regardless
These angle bars are therefore
position of the ties.

of the

made

of high carbon, heat-treated steel with bolts of the sa>ne
The specifications call for a minimum

character of material.

tensile strength of 100.000
ticity

limit

of

70.000

lb.

lb.

per

per
sq.

sq.
in.

in.,

and a minimum

Particular attention

elas-

was

also paid to the distribution of the metal to secure the greatest
To secure the greatest possible strength in that secefficiency.
tion

the

of the angle bar farthest

outward projection

at

removed from the neutral

the top has been designed to

axis,

come

very close to the line of flange travel on badly worn wheels,
The joint is 24
is not expected to cause any difficulty.
One pair of angle bars for 90-lb.
in. long, with four bolts.

but this

.\.

in

This joint has now been
R. A. type-A rail weighs 64.71 lb.
use about a year and is giving excellent satisfaction.

Making

a

Valuation

Physical

of

Large

Terminals

Important and Practical Points Which Facilitate the
Carrying on of This Work in the Field and Office

By Claude
Much

railway valuation

past has been from a theoretThe decision of the
physical valuation cif all roads has
in the

legal or office-record

ical,

government

make a

to

new

:reated a

standpoint.

among
Many men

interest

valuation work.

railways
to

new have suddenly been plunged
little

of value

has

L.

been

written

many

to be followed, there are

whom

the physical part of
the work is entirely

in

into valuation
in

work and,

as

regarding methods

detail

costly and haphazard

methods

in use.

The

writer has had several years of railway valuation ex-

Consequently
perience, including both field and office work.
many methods have come under his observation. However,
the best that has

whole or

in

come

to

his

knowledge

is

one

now used

in

part on two of the largest railways running west

of Chicago.

ELEMENTARY

DET.\ILS OF

THE METHOD

speed is desired, a field party engaged in yard valuation
should consist of 8 men as follows: 1 assistant engineer, 1
instrumentman, 1 rodman, 2 chainmen, 1 building inspector
and 2 material men. The general organization is as follows;
The instrument man should, with the help of the yard map
(blue print), determine on the number or name of each track,
including its beginning and end, and should direct the chainmen in measuring the lengths of tracks. He should mark the
name or number of each track, its beginning, end and length,
for the information of the material men, and also place the
same information with soft black pencil on the blue print of
the yard. The material men follow, entering this information
in the material book, together with all detailed information
I.f

on

angle bars, bolts, spikes, tie plates, rail
frogs, switches, switchstands, crossing
The rodman accompanies the buildIilank cattle guards, etc.
ing inspector taking detailed size, location and other information required for making a valuation of each separate building.
ballast, rail, ties,

braces,

bridle

rods,

GRADINC;

On

spurs and sidings from the main line it is usually desirable to keep the grading separate for each track, but in
yard work this is unnecessary and it is usually combined, including that for the main line, unless those tracks are outside
if the yard proper.
On all miscellaneous tracks separated from
tin- main yard, the grading should be kept separate for each
I

no records of grading for the yard are available, it
necessary to take measurements of the earthwork,
rip-rap, bank protection, etc.
Notes on right of way fencing
If no records are
should be taken with the grading notes.
a\ailable on clearing and grubbing, estimates sluuild be made
with tile help of old employees with personal knowledge of
track.
will

If

l)e

'prin'nal

famili.ir

instruction,

or

of

old

inh.ibil.ints

uf

the

locality

with the original condilion ci ihc piriiHrly before (he

cimsii nciioii of the line
MKTIIoll OK IRIKKlllHE

done upon the arrival of the party at
main line (or main through yard
track Id be used as a base line) and est.iblish a system of
These stations
stationing, (ireferably the profile stationing.
|"hc first thing to be

a large

yard

is

to chain the

shouhl be clearly marked in a specified manner so that they
may be used later in taking grailing <lala, locating liuildiiigs.
crossovers, turnouts, etc., and also to save chaining in adjacent parallel tracks. All necessary "plusscs" should be recorded on the map, on switchstands, etc., by the instrument
man as the chaining progresses. The material men follow.

Van Auken
taking notes on main line track material, while the building
inspector and helper take measurements and notes on yard
buildings, etc.

After the stationing is completed the assistant engineer
should inform the instrumentman of the system of numbering tracks that has been decided upon.
This numbering
should preferably correspond to the construction or map numbering if there is such. If not, the numbers and names used
locally by the switchmen and yardmaster should be followed
as closely as is consistent with good judgment.
If neither
of these methods of numbering has previously been established,
the assistant engineer should adopt a clear and logical
method, using numbers on parallel tracks and descriptive
names for miscellaneous tracks. Each track having been assigned a name or number, the instrumentman should determine its limits and mark the turnout or turnouts which the
track includes. To do this in the field, place an arrow on the
switchpoint leading to the track under consideration, the arrow pointing along the rail in the direction which the turnout

Fig.

1— Method

of

Marking End

leaves the track (see Fig. 1).

Mark

of

Track Measurements

number

of the track imProceeding along the
marked switch rail in tlie direction indicated by the arrow one is
led directly along the proper track to which has been assigned
the number marked immediately in front of the arrow.
If
the track is not a stub end track, the marking is repeated at
the end, the arrow being reversed. The length, point of switch
to point of switch is also indicated. Thus it will be seen that
the material men, who follow later taking notes, cannot possibly confuse the numbering of tracks or their beginning and
end, no matter whether or not they proceed in the same direction as did the chainmen. This method of marking also makes
unnecessary for the material men to closely follow the
it
chainmen and instrumentman and does away with the necessity of the material men carrying a yard map.
At the same time that the instrumentman marks the yard
tracks as outlined above, he should mark the yard map in a
corresponding nianner, using a heavy black pencil. The arrows not only indicate the ends of tracks but also serve to
show with'which track the turnout material is included: the
"tail" of the arrow being exteiulcd well beyond the frog and
within the lines indicating the rails of the track.
This information is reproduced on the oflico copy of the yard map
by putting in the arrows and lettering with a bright colore<l
pigment ink. preferably yellow or white. This information,
together with the track material notes, is an accurate and
complete record of each track, even to the exact material in
any turnout one may select on the map, the material men
having designated the switch material as "cast" and "west"
or "north" and "south," as the occasion may he.
To such a record, changes, such as "additions and deductions," may be applied easily from year to year, without nec-

mediately

in

the

front of the arrow as shown.

oblileraling the original record.
Kxtcnsions and
changes of alinemcnt may he shown by coloring new work
with red pencil, while deductions and the old alinenient may
essarily
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be shown by dotted black ink lines colored between with
green pencil. Map changes such as these should be accompanied by a short note (in yellow pigment ink) giving authority for the change and the file number of the record of
change and field inspection.
M.\TERIAL NOTES

Vol.

No. 3

59,

countered and no plans or cost data are available, the notes
and dimensions should be in such detail that it will be possible to compute and estimate all material required to reproduce the structure "in kind." In this connection the immense
value of sketches should not be overlooked. These remarks
are particularly applicable to structures owned jointly by two

more companies. When this condition exists, the proper
percentage of ownership of each company should be obtained
from the proper authority and clearly stated. The rigid adherence to a comprehensive set of bridge and building standards, greatly reduces the time and labor necessary and also
decreases the chance of errors in arriving at the correct value.
Throughout the entire method as outlined above it will be
noticed that the assistant engineer is not personally burdened
with routine details, except inasmuch as he is concerned in
or

A

which seems to be

primary consequence in taking
material notes is to impress the material men with the importance of making notes which can be interpreted readily by
fact

of

persons other than themselves. If it is found convenient to use
any unusual abbreviations or systems of recording a general explanatory note should be incorporated in the notes with the initial

use of such abbreviations or systems of recording.
good idea to adopt a regular sequence of items of

It is a

material and place these in the same order in the notes for
each track, thus accustoming one's self to obtaining and recording items in a systematized manner and thus lessening
Material men should
the chance for omission and error.
acquaint themselves with the track standards and avoid such
errors as reporting 7S-lb. steel rail on a road that uses almost
exclusively 72-lb. steel, etc. Most railways have adopted certain frogs as standard and material men should see that frogs
which measure up to other dimensions than those included
in the standards are actually railway property and that dimenA clear and
sions or the numbers are correct as reported.

convenient form for material notes

To

is

shown
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all bridge and building items, together with miscellaneous
data regarding buildings and structures, such as piping, wells,
paving, walks, sewers, drains, parking, fencing (except right

on

way fencing), tools, machinery, special equipment, etc. In
connection with the miscellaneous items it is well to look up
old employees connected with the bridge and building department, who have a personal knowledge or record of concealed items such as piping, sewers, etc. If this is not done
many improvements and much railway property will fail to
appear in the valuation.
The amount of information required for a building or strucVa/.
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Card Record

for Filing

supervising the work and "breaking men in." This
free to attend to the miscellaneous matters which

him

are either questionable or of a

more or

intangible nature,

less

such as underground piping, data on wells, deep foundations,
property not classed as right of way, grading irregularities,
joint ownerships, leased rail or trackage, abandoned right of
way, connections with other roads, condition of property,
etc.
Old employees, such as local agents, repairmen and foremen, often prove a valuable and reliable source of informa-

above mentioned items.
OFFICE RECORDS

IZ~Or Ballast

Fig.

6-JO-iZ

.M„

!

A

4.e

tion in regard to the

IStd.Sef ^10 ook sn. ties.
80*steei-90'-24'A. B-30'rails.

No B

A

70

Ri^.Frog(\A/esfi

"I Morden stared

D.iMo.p.

f.r>f^ f/<i/p}

K.nd

of

lowa

//i

2fliL.Sl£

tj.th

the building inspector falls the task of obtaining notes

7Sn'P.^

S\i

r.>

O l-OO

llcmf

in Fig. 2.

-

L„.oU,
F....m

/-/^4l

.nd P,gt

M,i

Trnr.if^iS

Form

for

Recording Field Notes

upon the records and standards

able for the valuation office.

If

a building

is

avail-

of recent con-

struction and information can be obtained in the field that
plans and reliable cost data are to be had, then the field notes
should consist only of the location, the descriptive name of
the structure, the general dimensions and construction data,
together with a note giving the date built and information
regarding plans and cost records. If a structure is of standard
construction of which there arc detailed plans in the general
offices, then the dimensions and location should be given with

The proper handling of field notes in the office is as important as the field work and while it is best if possible to have
the same men do the more important part of the work in both
The most imporfield and office, this is often inconvenient.
tant fact to bear in mind in the office is that the original field
notes and data should never be destroyed and that they should
be so filed as to be easily accessible at

all

times,

more

espe-

the valuation is a permanent feature. In making annual reports in future years it will often be found necessary
to refer to these notes many times.
The office records and the filing thereof will in each case
cially

if

depend upon the magnitude of the valuation and its imporOn a railway extending into several states, a good
method to use is a card filing system, having a card for each
These cards should be
structure, item, or group of items.
tance.

classified

the

into

thirty

to

forty

items

or

classifications

valuation work, such as station buildings,
water stations, fuel stations, sidings, etc., preferably coinciding, both in the classification and the number of the item
usually used

assigned to
state

in

it,

with the Interstate

commission

classification,

if

Commerce Commission
any.

or

These cards should

state, division, section of division,

the additional note "standard." From the standard detailed
plans of such structures, unit costs per square and cubic foot

then be

may

sample card and also a method of recording information for

be determined and these applied to all similar structures
of standard construction.
When a structure of unusual type or construction is en-

filed

according to

station, item classification

and card number.

Fig. 3

shows a

The filing data shown at the top of the card is in
State of Iowa, Omaha diviaccordance with the above, thus

a siding.

:

TuLY
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AN EXPERIMENTAL CONCRETE SLAB GRADE

3, Station 12 (Belden), Item 19 (Sidings), Card 5.
be noted that on the card for a siding the total
length of the track, point of switch to end is shown, the rail
is reported for the entire length and that the split switch and
frog are also reported. This makes a double entry for rail
in the space occupied by the switch and frog.
This difference
may be taken care of in the section summary by deducting
the track equivalent in tons, occupied by a complete switch,

At the point where the Chicago & North Western crosses
Pearson street. Des Plaines, 111., this street is paved with
concrete and it was desirable, if possible, to preserve the

from the

same pavement surface

sioii,

It

Section
will

CROSSING
By Mac Rae D. Campbell

in crossing the tracks.
view, the experimental concrete slab crossing

total tonnage.

making summaries such as this it is convenient to have
at hand tables showing the amounts of material in various
standard turnouts, etc. Computing tables such as these, toIn

With
shown

this in
in

the

accompanying illustration has been recently installed. This
scheme was in part the idea of Peter Hoffman, coroner and

gether with information on track, bridge and building standFailure to prepare
such data leads to hundreds of needless inaccuracies and to
Ademuch useless repetition of recurring computations.
quate and convenient files should also be furnished for yard
and station maps and both the field map and the corrected
It may be argued that
office copy should be kept in the file.
the filing systems herein outlined are too elaborate and unnecessary, but engineers who have been for years in railway valuation work concede that they are necessary and are
using similar systems, thus proving that valuation work not
only requires engineering abilitj', but skill in office work and
accounting as well.
It will be noticed that the entire method outlined above
lends itself readily to a system of annual reports of additions
and deductions to bring the valuation to date. This important
feature is overlooked many times and consequently much
confusion results in trying to bring up to date a valuation
which has been "lumped" or one without detail, by making
the proper additions and deductions. For instance, in making
a deduction properly, one must know what was previously
ards, are invaluable in a valuation office.

The Crossing Completed

for

One Track

chairman of the Cook County Safety First Commission, who
interested the Chicago & North Western in the work.
The
concrete slabs are about 1 ft. 6 in. wide by 3 ft. long and 5 in.
thick.
They were manufactured at a local cement products
plant at Des Plaines. and consist of a 1-2-3 concrete mixture,
in which Wisconsin granite was used as coarse aggregate.
Six of the blocks were reinforced (experimentally) at the
center with No. 6 .\merican Steel & Wire mesh, the heavy
wires running the long way of the block.
.Ml blocks were

reported both as to detail and cost, else a sum of money is
liable to be deducted from the total for which nothing was
After years of successful
ever included in former reports.
work a properly conducted valuation department becomes
useful not only for its valuation reports and records, but also
as a general source of information and statistics for the usiof other departments, a value which has not as yet been fully
realized by other than engineers or those closely connected

with the work.

The

portion

of

instructions

the

for

the

federal

valuation

Railway .'Igc Gaccltc of January
1915), which pertains to yard valuation, may be easily ap

parties
8.

(as

outlined

in

the

plied to the method herein given, as the instructions are
primarily to indicate the general data that is to be secured
ihroughout the entire railway system, rather than to state
specifically hnvv the work shall be handled in a large terminal

yard.

I'nE

Swiss R.MLWAYs.

— According to the latest

figures, the total

length of the network of the Swiss Federal lines alone amounts
to 1,7(X) miles— that is of standard gage lines only— to which
must be added the narrow gage Brunig Railway. 36 miles in
There are, besides, the standard lines owned by private
length.
companies, of which the chief are the Loetschberg, 65 miles;
the Bi>(lensce-ToRgenI)urg line, 38 miles, which was in cxceeil
ingly poor financial condition even before the war; the Seetal

34 miles, electrified a few years ago, an<l several smaller
There are also the narrow-gage lines, 49 in all. chief of
whicli is the Khaetian Railway system witli a total length of
line,

i'lt'PdiMiK

lines.

170 miles, with both steam and electric tractiim; the new C'luir'\rosa line, with electric traction, 16 miles; the Montreux-Ober-

land line; the llernese ()l]rrland lines, and various others. The
rack railways in Switzerland number IS, llie most important

being the Wciigernalp
(31

"/J

in.)

gaRc.

Of

line,

Switzerland, the longest
\'nlais,

12 miles in length, with an 80

the cable railways,

3 miles, with a

is

that

now 47

from Sierre

maximum

Rrailc-

..f

to

in

number,

Montana

48.4 per ccnl

in

cm
in

the

cured

I"

riace

llie

Concrete Crossing

li'r
llie
iirsl
Id hr. and then removed from
curing room and stored in a warm room where
hey were kept thoroughly sprinkled. They were kept in a
warm moist temperature until used in the crossing. Riocks
were finislied with a wood lloat and all edges rounded with an
li>

>ieani

ihe steam
I

for different

the rails.

having

a 'j-in radius, except where plans called
provisions; namely, a suitable flangeway along
.\s shown in one of the plioiogra|>lis. blocks are

eilgitig tool
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kept

alinement by steel angles spiked to the

in

are set upon a sand cushion and the joints

The crossing

is

18

ft.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Blocks
with sand.

ties.

tilled

wide and extends across two tracks.

A GRAPHICAL METHOD OF

STRING-LINING

By H. M. Chukch.
Baltimore &

Engineer,

Baltimore,

Oliio,

Md.

2ji
2

2^4
254
2'A
2'A
2'A
2'A
2'A

I'A

2'A

Yi
1

59,

2^

2
2
2
2

2^4
2'A
2'A
2'A

2
2
2

2'/i

2V',

2'A
2'A
2'A
154

15<

%

H

2

\o. 3

2

2
2

^A

H

1/2

i

Total

discussion has appeared heretofore in these columns regarding the advantages and results to be obtained by the use of

I'A
I'A

2?4

m
m
m

22
23
24
25
26
27

CURVES
Division

Vol.

77?4

777.^

Some

a string for lining track,

and the extensive use of various methods
where curves have not been staked and

which have been tried
previously by an

engineering

s|)iraled

One takes the usual preliminary notes with a 62-ft. chord, noting the middle ordinate which gives the degree of the curve at
each

On

observing the curvature and elevation at each
this data in the usual engineers field book.

station,

By W. A. D. Short

The following

corps.

method of string lining has been found to be specially practicable and adaptable to use on all curves, simple or compound.

and recording

station

STANDARD TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON THE
GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND

the opposite side of the book, usually ruled like cross section

Most .American

men have

railw-ay

only a general idea of the

principal features of English railway track construction, such as

the bull-head

rail,

the cast iron rail

comment on its excellent
The track standards of

chair,

etc.,

while tourists

riding qualities.
the Great Eastern are similar to those

of most English railways and will illustrate English practice in

paper, the ordinates of the degrees of curve at each station can

be plotted quickly so that the curve will show clearly the points
of

maximum and minimum
If

variation.

inches as originally taken

the degrees of curvature in

all

sum

are added, ths

for each particular curve

will

remain con-

Section Through Rail Joint and Through a Rail Chair for
Bull

track construction.

weighing 95
weighing 85
rails

of

After

slant.

of the

from the diagram the

reading

on

less

rail

lb.

is

95

lb.

Rail

of the bull-head type

;

a section

used on principal inain lines and one
important main lines and branches. The
is

are either 30 or 45

nak keys

Ft Stations.
the Graphical Determination
31

An Example

lb.

The

per yd.

chairs weighing 54

15

10

lb.

Head

ft.

long and are carried

each, to

7 in. long driven

which the

home with

rails

sledges.

in

cast iron

are secured by

The

chairs are

Curve Offsets
de.gree

jiroijoscd

of curve for each station and again adding, the totals should equal
the previous sum, and

The diagram
the

if

maximum and minimum

for the spiral

adjustments can be made.

not,

of the curve

will

and curve can be

the "Talbot Spiral'' in

|)l<)tting

locate quickly the

points

of

variation and then an average line
plotted.

has been found in

It

manner

this

that

it

becomes a

straight line inclining in proportion to the rate of runoff in feet

per

degree of curve.

.V

similar

diagram

elevation using

for

inches as ordinates at each station can be correspondingly figured
fit the new curve and spiral.
This
permit a track man to line the track
curve throughout readily.

Out to
will

give data that

will

the

for

spiral

and

TABLE OK ME.\Sl'REME.N'TS
Measurements

Measurements for
re-established curve

taken on existing curve
/rr-l

Middle
iiflinates of
Mj-ft. chords
in i! chcs

.ll-fl.

1

.

.

.

.

3
t

b.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

,,

,
'

'

Klevation
in inches
'A
Vi

!!«
2J4

i%

\H
2Vi

.

S'4
6

2 'A
3

.

eyi

TA

2
3

.
.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.

W
s

Joint and Cross Section

Middle

o'rdi'riates

of

62-ft. chords
in inches

Elevations
ill inches for
40 mi. per hr.

.

.

2
2

at Rail

,
|,

'

stations

Half Plan

*

H

1

Hi

2

2Vi
3'A

3
.

4

4 'A

5

3 'A

4/,
4/.

5

2'/,

'i'A

5

4 'A

5
S

3!4
4

2H

4
3Vi

2 'A

3

2H

2<A
2Va

4 'A
t'A
HVi
4 'A

3H
2%

on ties to which tlicy arc secured, in the case of the 95 lb.
by long bolts passing entirely through the ties, and secured
on the under side by special nuts having prongs which bed into
the wood. Where the lighter rail is used the chairs are secured
l)laced
rail,

wooden

to ties by

for each 45

ft.

.S

5
5

S

4

3%

ties

are 5

in.

rail

by 10

There are 18 ties
trenails and iron spikes.
and 13 for each 30 ft. rail. The intermediate
in.

9

ft.

long, while joint ties are 5

in.

by 12

The joints are of the suspended type with 4-hole
lish plates weighing 32 lb. per pair, the chairs on either side having bases extended towards the joint to give greater bearing area.
The ballast, which is generally slag, has a depth of 6 in. under
the ties and is carried up flush with their tops.
in.

in section.

General News Department
The car shops of the Baltimore, Chesapeake
Salisbury, Md., were destroyed by fire June 26;

&

Atlantic,

at

estimated loss

$15,000.

The Grand Trunk Railway

freight sheds, on the St. Clair
Huron, Mich., were destroyed by fire July 6;
The office of the Port Huron and
estimated loss $300,000.
Duluth Steamship Company adjoining also was burned. The
property destroyed included several hundred tons of sugar,
flour, feed, and other freight, and 22 freight cars.
river front, at Port

Southbound passenger train No. 37 of the Louisville & Nashwas stopped by robbers near Greenville, Ala., on the morning of July 10 and the engine and three cars were cut off and
run to a point some distance forward, where the valuables in
Before going on with the robbery the men
the cars were taken.
detached the engine and sent it forward under full steam with no
man aboard. Uncontrolled, the engine ran about 40 miles, and

company

placed at $5(X),000. In addition to
is assigning a pilot and two comgovernment party, pointing out all
property of value and checking the computation of all quantities.
As indicating the progress which has been made by these parties,
the first which started work at Boston Switch, on the old Boston
& Providence road on April 1. has averaged a little over a mile
a day to date. Onlj- roadway parties have been placed on this
to

the railroad

is

the office force the railway
puters to accompany each

line

by the government up
"Stop,

to this time.

Look and Listen"

ville

stopped for lack of steam. The conductor of the train
said to have died of apople.xy during the e.xcitement.
It was
stated, but not confirmed, that the value of the goods taken from
finally
is

the express and mail cars

amounted

to

from $60,000

to $100,000.

Correction

This is the title of a circular addressed to the public which
has been issued by Fairfax Harrison, president of the Southern
Railway. Referring to the fact that the automobile has greatly
increased the comfort and convenience of life and has contributed to the progress of civilization, he calls attention to the
new social complications and new risks which it has introduced.
.\t crossings on the Southern Railway during the year ended
June 30 last, there were 69 automobile accidents, in which 12
persons were killed and 58 injured.
Calling attention to the
need of caution, and noting well authenticated cases of deliberate
assumption of risk by drivers of automobiles from pure love of
excitement and speed, Mr. Harrison says
"It does not suffice the public in any moral sense that the
fund made up of the revenues collected by the railroad is usually
made to respond in damages for consequences of crossing accidents.
Suicide to collect life insurance has never been deemed
honorable, while no one would deliberately sell the life of a
mother or wife, son or brother for money; on the other hand,
the collection of damages out of railroad revenues, as a punishment for an avoidable accident, when there can be no real compensation, is an economic waste; it punishes the public more
than it punishes the stockholders.
Given the progressive
policy of the Southern to make improvements to the extent of
its ability, it is of interest to note that, in the last year in which
a dividend was paid. 3.80 cents of every dollar of revenue went
in payment of damages
practically the same amount. 3.88 cents,
went to the stockholders, while only thirteen hundredths of one
cent could be applied on permanent improvements.
Such other
improvements as were made were necessarily charged to newcapital, thereby increasing the demands on the fund in which
the public has so vital an interest.
"In practically all cases these .serious and distressing accidents can be readily and easily avoided by the automobile driver
acting upon the familiar warning to stop, look and listen.
Surely every one, when using a highway, can alTord to sacrifice
enough of his time and his pride of opinion to have a practical
assurance of safety. The demands of commerce and of public
transportation do not permit a railroad to stop all its trains at
The company is, speaking genall highway crossings.
erally, making progress more rapitlly than most municipalities,
which have an obli.galion in the premises: but by co-operation
of municipalities anil railroads m;'.ny dangerous crossings have
been climin'ated thronghout the South, and more will ho every
:

In the report of the proceedings of the recent convention of

the Master Boiler Makers' Association, published in the

June 4
Railway Age Gazette, the following paragraph apthe report on the Oxy-acetylene Process for Boiler

issue of the

peared in

Work:
"In this country there are two principal classes of generators;
high pressure, by which is meant pressure over 1 lb. per sq. in.,
and low pressure or less than 1 lb. per sq. in. All things considered the pressure type is the better for railroad work." The
sense of the last sentence was changed by the omission of a
word. It should have read, "All things considered, the low pressure type is the better for railroad work."
British Railroad

Accidents

in

1914

.

;

.

.

Valuation
.\pril

1.

1V15.

(he

Work on

the

gowrnmeiit

New Haven
plaieil

its

.

;

return issued by the Board of Trade shows that
in the year ending December 31 last the number of passengers
killed in train accidents on the railways of the United Kingdom was six employees killed eight, other i)ersons none. Injuries: passengers, 322; employees, 115; other persons, one.
Including all causes connected with the movement of cars or engines the total number of persons killed during the year was
1.115 and of injured 7,850, as compared with 1.131 killed and
9.054 injured in the preceding year.
By accidents not connected
with the movement of veliicles 9 passengers, 52 employees and
19 other persons were killed and 638 passengers, 22,153 employees and 598 other persons were injured.

The annual

On

.

lirsl

valuatii'ii

parly on the lines of the New N'ork, New Haven St. Hartford.
A second party has recently been sent out and it is expected
The governthat a third party will be added in tlie near future.
ment program calls for the completion of the lield inventory for
about 800 miles of road this year and for tlu' iiitire 2,3(X) miles
iif line to be covered in two years.
Interest .ittaches to this work i)articularly because of the age
of these properties, (he records of some of the constituent roads
going back lo 1831. The prep;iration of the records is estimated
to involve the examination of between 30.(KXI and .15.(X)0 recorded
In
papers exclusive of records of condemnation proceedings.
connection with this work a chart has been prepared showing the
175 dislincl corporations forming the .\ew liaven proper and the
27 forming the Central Xew l''.ngland. making a total of 202
individual railroad companies composing the present syslen\
The force now employed by the railroad in its valuation de
partment coTisisls of 114 employe^ and the expense for the (iscal
year just starting is estimated at $I45.(KM), while the total expense

vear.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The elimination

of

gr.ide

crossings

must be

a

gradual development with the growth of population and wealth,
but, meanwhile, good judgment on the part of all concerned
can do much to anticipate the lieiielits of the admitte<lly desirThe same sober
able expenditure of large sums of money.
sense of responsibility for life on the part of automobile drivers
which actuates most locomotive engineers, and in addition the
willingness of the automobile driver in such a high interest to
subordin.ite his lime and convenience to that of the greater
number represented by a railroad train, can check the waste
of life and limb
"To this end
appeal confidently for the counsel of every responsible man and woman in the South, whether or not he or
Words of caution and common sense
slie drives an automobile.
around the family dinner table can have more influence and
can save more lives at crossings than all the warning whistles
ever blown bv a locomotive engineer."
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Revenues and Expenses

Steam Roads

of

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and
expenses and comments thereon for April, 1915, are as follows:

Net operating income of the railways

the United

of

States

Vol.

the East, decreased 16.7 per
3.5 per cent in the West.
April net operating income
in 1915 than in 1914, 11.7 per
cent greater than in 1912, and

59,

No. 3

cent in the South, and decreased

per mile was 16.2 per cent greater
cent greater than in 1913, 12.8 per
4 per cent less than in 1911.

for April increased $33 per mile, or 16.2 per cent, as compared
This increase was due not so much to an
with April, 1914.
increase in gross earnings as to reductions in expenses, which
have been effected in all parts of the country. In April. 1914,
net operating income per mile was 3.5 per cent less than in

The James J. Hill Professorship
The purpose and conditions of the gift to Harvard University
of a sum to found the James J. Hill Professorship of Transpor-

April,

tation, as

1913.

Total operating revenues amounted to $230,997,430, a decrease
from 1914 of $4,363,087. Operating expenses were $165,131,384,
Net operating revenue amounted to
a decrease of $12,124,214.
Taxes amounted to
$65,866,046, an increase of $7,761,127.
This left $54,709,207 for net
$11,106,959. a decrease of $341,684.
operating income, available for rentals, interest on bonds, appropriations for improvements and new construction, and diviOperating revenues per mile of line averaged $1,010, a
dends.
decrease of 2.7 per cent operating expenses averaged $722, a
decrease of 1 H per cent net operating revenue per mile averaged $288, an increase of 12.3 per cent, while taxes per mile
were $49, a decrease of 3.9 per cent. Net operating income
was $239, an increase of 16.2 per cent. Railways operating
228.736 miles of line are covered by this summary, or about
ninety per cent of the steam railway mileage in the United
;

;

States.

Total operating revenues of the Eastern railways per mile
of line shows an increase of 1 per cent as compared with April,

UnHed
£

-0

t

W

5^

^^

.51

-?

^

S)

-^

tt

^

by the committee which arranged for the gift:
"The undersigned self-constituted committee, representing a
wide circle of friends and admirers of James J. Hill, Esquire, and
desiring to perpetuate many of Mr. Hill's ideas in a way so as
to merit his cordial counsel and support, and at the same time
give ample latitude in administration to the university, hereby
present to the president and fellows of Harvard University the
sum of $125,000 to found the James J. Hill Professorship of
Transportation.

"The income only

of this fund shall be used to maintain a
Graduate School of Business Administration
It is our desire that the recipient or
of Harvard University.
recipients of this income shall give instruction or promote in-

Professorship

in the

vestigations in the subject of transportation, giving chief attention to railroad transportation. While it is our intention that this

income
it

shall ordinarily secure the service of a

also our desire to

is

Southern

Eastern Diihici.

Siales.

c

mentioned in our issue of July 2, is explained in the
following letter to the president and fellows of the University

promote research, and

competent teacher,
if for any reason

Western D/sfricA
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Monthly Revenues and

Expenses per Mile

1914, operating expenses decreased 6.1 per cent, net operating
revenue increased 23.9 per cent, taxes decreased 1.3 per cent,
and operating income increased 29.8 per cent.
Total operating revenues of the Southern railways per mile
of line shows a decrease of 6.1 per cent, operating expenses
decreased 11.5 per cent, net operating revenue increased 10.3
per cent, taxes decreased 5.4 per. .cent, and operating income
"""
increased 13.5 per cent.
Total operating revenues of the Western railways per mile
of line shows a decrease of 5.2 per cent, operating expenses decreased 7.5 per cent, net operating revenue increased 1.5 per
cent, taxes decreased 5.5 per cent, and operating income in'

•

creased 3.3 per cent.
ten months of the current fiscal year show a decrease in
operating revenues per mile of line of 7.4 per cent as compared with the corresponding period of the preceding year, a
decrease in operating expenses per mile of 9.6 per cent, a decrease in net operating revenue per mile of 1.6 per cent, a
decrease in taxes per mile of 2.6 per cent, and a decrease in
net operating income per mile of 1.4 per cent.
The net operating income per mile increased 8.2 per cent in

The

total

00

i

of

Line in 1914 and 1915

should be temporarily vacant, or in the discretion of the president and fellows it should be unnecessary to
apply the entire income of this fund to maintain the professorship, they are authorized to use the income and accumulated income in contributing to the instruction and research in the unithe professorship

versity in the subjects

named

in

such way as they see

tit."

was signed by the members of the committee
Robert Bacon, George F. Baker, Howard Elliott, Arthur Curtiss
James, Thomas W. Lamont, Robert T. Lincoln and J. P. Morgan.

The

letter

In announcing the
Lowell said

gift to the

alumni of the university President

"The largest single gift in money that the university
ceived during the year is dated June 21. It is that of
to endow a professorship of transportation in the School
ness Administration, subscribed by friends of the school,
mirers of James

The

chair

J. Hill, in

marks an epoch

whose honor

it

is

has re$125,000
of Busiand ad-

founded and named.
school, and by its

in the life of the

recognition of tr;msi)ortation as a permanent object of systematic
instruction, in the life of the nation also. It is eminently fitting
that such a professorship should bear the name of Mr. Hill, who
has applied scientific principles to the construction and operation

:

t

]VL\
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1915

\b,

of railroads to an extent, and with an accuracy, unknown before.
He is, perhaps, best known to the public at large by having
aroused the nation to the need of conserving its natural resources,
but this was the fruit of a long active career in developing the
vast country between the Great Lakes and Puget Sound, and enabling it to prosper. He had the imagination to conceive and the
skill to execute a plan of transportation on a vast scale."

Tool Company,
Whiteside.

the International Railway General Foremen's Association,
at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, July 13-16:

Chicago.

held

Valve Company, Boston, Mass.— Pop safety and relief valves,
Represented by J. J. Gettrust.
pressure and vacuum gages.
American Steel Foundries, Chicago. Models, V'oltic steel column posts,
American adjustable pockets, Alliance couplers, Simplex couplers,
Economy draft arm.
Represented by Wm. C. Walsh and N. J.

Ashton

Company,

Packing

Pa.

Pliiladelphia,

Adams and

— Packing,

Represented

by

J. O. Waterman.
Barco Brass & Toir.t Company, Chicago.— Barco flexible joints. Represented
by F. N. Bard and C. L. Miller.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa. Photographs of locomotives.

E. C.

—
—

Represented by A. S. Goble.
Cliicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Air and electric tools.
Represented by J. L. Canby.
Celfor Tool Company, Buchanan, Mich.— Drills and reamers.
Represented
by C. O. Montague.
Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Twist drills, reamers
and small tools.
Represented by H. S. White.
T>uff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Barrett jacks.
Represented
by C. N. Thulin.
llearborn Chemical Company. Chicago.
Catalogs.
Represented by Geo.

—

—

Payne and J. D. Purcell.
Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.

— Automatic flange lubricator,
Represented by A. D. Howard.
Daniels Safety Device Company, Chicago. — Lock nuts.
Represented by
A. G. Wood and C. F. Ames.
Edna Brass Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. — Injectors,
sprinklers,

lubri-

checks, coal
fire extinguishers,
reflex water
Represented by E. O. Corey and H. A. Glenn.
Grip Nut Company, Chicago. Lock nuts. Represented by W. E. Sharp and
B. C. Hooper.
Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y. Packing. Represented by J. P.
boiler

cators,

gages.

—

—
—

I-andreth.

Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York Examples of thermit welding.
Represented by A. F. Bcaulieu and H. S. Mann.
Palmetto packing, wrenches. Represented
Green, Tweed & Co.. New York.
by \'. B. Nickerson.
Home- Dale-Brown Company. Chicago. Ratchet wrenches, Lincoln -Williams
twist drills, Victor hack saws. Cleveland steel files.
Represented by
J. J. Dale, P. V. Rachclle and J. W. Home.
Boston,
Hunt-Spiller Corporation,
Mass.
Side rod bushings, driving boxes,
shoes and wedges, cylinder bushings, cylinder packing, headers for
superheaters, pistons, eccentrics and eccentric straps.
Represented by
V. W. EUct, J. M. Monroe. E. J. Fuller and H. McB. Parker.
Ingcrsoll-Rand Company. New York.
Pneumatic tools.
Represented by

—

—

—

—

R. C. Cole.

—

Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago.
Pnevmiatic
hammers,
portable air and electric tools.
Represented by H. F. Finnt-y, F. J.
Passino, G. (". Wilson and H. H. Henricks.
Imperial Bras* Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Oxy-acetylenc appaIndependent

—

Rcprcscnterl by

ratus.

Jenkins

New

J trot hers,

J.

York.

G. Pettis,

— Valves

and

jiacking.

Represented by B.

J.

Neely.
Leslie Company,
resent e<I by

Mndge

J.

W. Mndgi- and

ion

McCord

J.

and coupling

nuts.

Rep-

Mudge-Slater spark arrester. Reprrsinicd by BurW. Bender.
boxes, locomotive drifting valves.
Rep-

< i.

Co., Chicago, -Journal
resented by IL E. Crcer.
St

National
lionnl

—

Rciiresentcci

\^^^shinK
H. A.

by

NilcH-Brmrnt-Pnnd

at the

.

1

n
Oil in

w

Varney.
Conipnny. New

fire

l-'irsl"

—

1

small

and

tools

Tecs and

>.

door.

F.

K.

Iriicelci
Irijcelcir

by Willi;

—

'"inpany, Chicago.
'.utipany,
I.uliricators ami inject ors.
h'urry and A. C. Bcckwith.

Represented

\alvc Company, .CUicnifO.— Valvca,
RcprcKcnted by Rt J.
O'M.dlty.
',
,^
I'.ivinn Miuhell Company, Omaha, Neb.
Piston packing rings, Represented
by W. M. I.eightrn.
I'illidil Cniii|.,niv, The, Swan ton, Ohio. ^Photographs *>i valve gears.
Rep
lescntcd by
S. VVilc<)xrn.
Me- National Electric IlriidliKbt Com pan v, CliiciiKn. Klrctrle heaiJIiglitH.
Represented I>y J. Will Johnson, W. Miller, L. II. SlcRcr and C. E.

O'Mallev-I'.eare

,

—

.

I*'.

I

Kinnaw.
/i'm/it'iv

.'l/ir

(iant'ttt',

A/ir/tdfiiVd/

New

W.

Ynrk.

<

.

fitiilxvay

.tee Gasfltc.'
tty
R. V.

Rcprcscnlrd

Hdilion.

Wright. U. E. Thayer. L. P. Shrrman.
iind

Pacific Exposition

Gr.\nd Prize

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Southern Pacitic.
United States Steel Corporation.
United States Post Office Department.
Westinghouse Air Brake Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Medal of Honor
American Locomotive Company. New York.
Cambria Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Commonwealth Steel Company. St. Louis, Mo.
Locomotive Superheater Company, New York.
Ministry of Communications, Republic of China.
National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland. Ohio.
New York Air Brake Company, New York.
Pennsylvania Steel Com.pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rail Joint Company, New York.
Westinghouse Traction Brake Com pan v, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wells Fargo & Co.

Gold Medal
American Brake Shoe S: Foundry Company, Mahwah, X.
American Arch Company, New York.
Chicago Car Heating Company, Chicago.
Canadian Pacific.
Denver & Rio Grande.
Fairbanks, E.

it

T.,

vS:

Ct>.,

St.

J.
;1
'

K

Mills,

F.

11.

York.

Grand Trunk Railway.
<;reat
Griffin

Northern.

Wheel Company, Chicago.
Mail Exchange Company, Chicago.
Locomotive .Stoker Company. Schenectady, N. Y.
NL'inganese Steel Rail Company, New York.
National Brake & Electric Company, Milwaukee. Wis.
Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.
.Safety Car llcating & Lighting Company. New York.
.St. Lonis Car Company. St, Louis, Mo.
.Standard Steel Works Company. Philadelphia, Pa.
Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company, High Bridge. N.
Ihiion Switch \' Signal Company, Swissvalc. Pa.
Western Wheeled Scraper Company, .Aurora. III.

*

Hupp Automatic

J.

SiLVKR Medal

Adams & Wcstiake Company.

Chicago.

American Steel Four dries, Chicago.
.\shcroft Mannfacturii g Company, New York.
Calitornia Dispatch Line
Cliicago Railway EMuipmerl

Franklin

Railway

Company, Chicago.

.'^upply Cnnipany,
Car Company.

tier man -American

New

York.

Han-Yet-Ping Iron & Steel Company, llan-Yong, China.
Hale & Kilburne Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ilarvi sier Company, Chicago.
McCIoud River Railroad.
Muur, W. M., Com pan v. Chicago.
Nathan NLTUufactin ing Company, New York.
Ohio Injector Company, Chicago.

Orenstein-Arthur Koppcl C()mpan\-^ Koppcl. Pa.
Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company. Cliicago.
I'nion Draft (lear Company, C'hicago.

Bronze Meiul
Atkins. E.

C.

l.nbriialor

Company,

Dclrnii,

Micli.

General Brake Shoe 5t Siinplv Com|Kinj'. Chu-ago.
Hewitt Rubber Contpanv. lUittalo. \. \
Hiekev. W. }.
Ilwa N'an-Kwei. China,
Indepemtenl Pnrtnnatie Too] Coni|>any, Chicago,
lohiisMattvillo, II. W., Conipanv. New York.
Met onl \ Co., Chicago.
Ohio l.itetitnoti^c Ciane Cnnntary. lUicyriis. Ohio.
I'arkrKbniii |it>n t onipany. Parkcshtirg, Pn,
Pcini'tylvania Steel Casting \ M.icliinr Company,
Steel l'*oninlr\ t'onipaliv. I'illslinrgli, P.i.
St. Louis Stcrl I'oundry Company. St. l.oui«i. Mo,
Syminglon.
II ,. * ompanv,
KoelicHter. N. Y,
Taylor Portable .Steel Deniek t'oinpany.
Pit I 'burg

United

.StAle>

Thompion

,

.Metallic

Packing Company. Philadrlphia, Pa.

HoNnRMiLK Mkntion
Company, Philattrlphi.i, Pa.
Company. Chicago.

Conipnny, K. R., ChiiaKo.--IlnrtnM lulhe and drill chuck'*, |tilltng«i
Townr triplex
and Spererr wrenches. Hyntt roller bearing", Yale
block;*.
Key«tnnr piillryi*.
Represented by I'. A. Taylor and C. J.

Ilobari Alltrce

Mn'terfuHR.

Snigciil

vS;

Jv

Philadrljthia, Pa.
Co.. Inc.. Intlinnajtolis, Ind.
,

Carey. Philip. Company. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Chambers \"alve Company, New York.
Copper River Jv Northwestern KaiKvay.

P'urd.

Sirret

1
-'

Johnsbury, Vl.

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New

I

Sinunnn«lloardtnaii Publishing Company,

L.

superior jury of the Panama-Pacihc International Exposition at San Francisco has approved the following list of awards
made by the group jury for exhibits in the railway division of
the transportation department

Detroit

i?i.
(

Panama

The

Ajax Metal L'ompaii>

York. Catalogs of
Keprcscnlcci by G. F. Mills, B. SInnn,

machinery.
1

Company,

Chicago. — "Safety

by

—

Railway Devices Company, Chicago. Shoemaker tin- door, NaRepresented by J. G.
and singlclink coupler release riggings.

Kobinson.
National Bojlei

Represented

International

— Valves

Cizek.

J.

Chicago

Co.,

\-

The. Lyndhurst, N.

reamers.

—

Carr, P. T.

Detroit
radiator valves, injectors, etc.

and

—

—

Melchert.

— Drills

Ryerson & Son, Jas. T., Chicago. Catalogs of iron and steel and machinery.
Represented by E. T. Hendee.
United States Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Leach improved
Sander, King locomotive piston rod packing.
Represented by M. B.
Brewster and R. R. Wells.
Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Company, Akron, Ohio. Drills, reamers
and wrenches. Represented by M. E. Towner.

Awards

a list of the exhibitors at the convention of

is

135

Rich

Exhibitors at the General Foremen's Convention

The following

Anchor

.

III ill.

J.

(k.

Macl.rod iVm|uniy. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Company, Chicago,

1

:
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

—

—

—

W. E. Jones, C. & N. W.. 3SU Kiilton St., Chicago.
AS.S0C1ATI0N.
Annual meeting, July 13-16, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, IlliRailway
Tool
American
Annual meeting, July 19-21, 1915, Hotel
nois Central, Chicago.
Sherman, Chicago.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W. S7th
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
St., New York.
except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O, Uox 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D, Vought, 95 Liberty St,, New York, Regular meetings. 2d Friday in January, May, Seijteniber and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa,
of each month, Pittsburgh,
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' .\ssociation. A. L. WoodAnnual meeting. August 17, 1915.
worth. C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association, Wm, Hall, 1126
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 13-16, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada, A. P. Dane, B. & M.. Reading, Mass, Next convention, September 14-16, 1915, Detroit, Mich.
New York Railroad Club Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and .August,

—

—

29

W.

39th St.,

New

York,

—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Assochtion, E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month. New
York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers, M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111, Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R, R. Sta,,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Monongahela
House, Pittsburgh,
.\ugust,
and
July
Railway Signal .Association, C, C, Rosenbc-'g, Myers Bldg,, Bethlehem,
September
1417, 1915. Salt Lake City, Utah.
meeting,
Annual
Pa,
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—
—

—

F, O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond. V'a
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan, C. Sc
N. W,, Sterling. Ill, Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915, Chicago,
Salt Lake Transportation Club, R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Lake City, Utah.

Richmond Railroad Club,

—

Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association, F, W, Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave,, New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association,
Society of Railway Financial Officers, Carl Nyquist, C, R. I. & P.,
Annual meeting, September, 1915,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago,
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club, A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January. March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M,, Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
B, W, Frauenthal, Union Station, St, Louis,
St. Louis Railway Club,
Mo, Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
Salt

3

luiiiiiiiiiiitiu

News
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101,

Chicago.

.\'.>.

Mil-

of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman.
Next meeting, August
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
19-20, 1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Railroad Master Tinners. Coppersmiths and Pipefitters'

Room

Traffic
niiiiiMiiiiiDiiiii

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious,
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, July 21, 1915,
waukee, Wis.
Association

59,

illllllllllltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiitliiiMitiiitiilililllillltliniliiliniiiniiiniiitiiiiilinilliiniiniiniiilHiiiiMiiiiiii

'J'he following list gives the names of secretaries, dales of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubtlie next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Casette for each month.

American

Vol,

—

—

J. F. Townsend, traffic manager of the National Tube Company, has been elected president of the Traffic Club of Pittsburgh,

Special trains carrying representatives of the government to
give demonstrations in "better farming" are now touring the
provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta under 'the auspices of
the Provincial Departments of Agriculture. The Canadian Pacific makes reductions in fare for passengers going to the cities

and towns where demonstrations are made,
to

F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie, in an interview given
a Milwaukee paper last week, was quoted as advocating a

1
cent a mile and a 20 per cent advance in
Mr. Underwood said that if the Interstate Commerce Commission should make an experiment of this kind
and it proved unsuccessful, the old condition could be restored
on short notice.

passenger rate of
freight rates.

The Official Classification Committee held a meeting in New
York on Tuesday, July 13, for the consideration of subjects enumerated in docket No. 23, including recommendations of the committee on Uniform Classification respecting classification rules
and descriptions of articles. A preliminary hearing was held in
the rooms of the Central Freight Association in Chicago on
Thursday, July 8.

The Canadian Government Railways expect during the next
winter to maintain regular transportation service between the
main land and Prince Edward Island regularly, in spite of ice.
a new car ferryboat, designed to break thick ice, having just
been received from Newcastle, England. The vessel has three
sets of engines and in fair weather will make 15 knots an hour.
There are two propellers at the stern and one forward. The
deck has two tracks for cars, each 254 feet long.
Passenger trains are now running over the National Transbetween Cochrane, Ont., and Winnipeg; and, according to the announcement of the "Canadian Government
Railways," which is the operating organization, trains will run
through between Winnipeg and Toronto, 1,257 miles. The route
from Toronto is by the Grand Trunk to North Bay, 227 miles,
and the Teiniskaming & Northern Ontario, operated by the
Ontario government, from North Bay to Cochrane, 253 tniles.
Trains will leave Toronto on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 10:45 p. m., and are scheduled to run through to
Winnipeg in 42 hours.
continental

—

Car Surpluses and Shortages

—

August,

St,

Louis,

—

Regular
Club, Harry S. Fox. Toledo. Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way AssoN. Y.

Toledo Transportation

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traific Club of Newark. John J, Kautzmann. P, O, Box 238. Newark.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of' Pittsburgh, D, L, Wells, GenI, Agt,, Erie R. R.. 1924
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver
Bldg.,
Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
York,
291 Broadway, New York.
New
C,
A,
Swope,
Club
of
Traffic
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

New

York.
Transportation Club of Detroit. -W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandic Hotel,
August, Hotel Astor,

—

Detroit.

.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C, R. R,,
East Buffalo, N. Y. Annual meeting, September 7-10. 1915, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers, Frank W, Moore. 1111 Newhnuse Bldg.,
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, ex
Salt Lake City, Ut'h
cept July and August, Salt Lake City.
Kon. Immigralion Agent, Grand
L.
Wf,.stern ('"anada Railway Club,
Trunk Pacific. Winnipeg, Man, Regular meetings. 2d Monday, exrepl Tunc. Tuly and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club, J, W, Taylor, 1112 Karpcn Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June. Tuly and
Augu-^t. Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers, J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.

—

—

—

—

Augu'^t.
!

geiu-rnlly

'Wcdnesoay alter

on other
1st

Monday

Thursday

in

evenings.
,\nniial meeting,
January, Chicago,

The committee on

relations

between railroads of the Ameri-

can Railway Association, in presenting statistical statement No.
6 giving a summary of freight car surpluses and shortages for
July 1, 1915, says;
The total surplus on July 1, 1915, was 275,896 cars; on June 1.
1915, 300,146 cars, and on July 1, 1914, 220.875 cars.

The surplus for June 1,
reported since the issue of
in the Railway Age Casette
The decreases in surplus
groups 2, 3 and 6 (East
(Central), except box cars.

1915,

shown above, includes

statement No.
of June 18, page 1452,

statistical

5,

figures

reported

under June 1. 1915, are chiefly in
and Central North) and group 8
There is an increase in the surplus
of box cars, chiefly in groups 2, 3 and 6 (East and Central
North) and group 11 (Canada).
The total shortage on July 1, 1915, was 785 cars; on June 1.
1915, 218 cars, and on July 1, 1914, 1,333 cars.
The shortage for June 1, 1915, shown above includes figures
reported since the issue of statistical statement No. 5,

The

figures by classes of cars follow
Shortage,

Classes,

Surplus,

Box

131,105
13,536
83,726
47,529

331
77
185
192

275,896

785

Flat

Coal and gondola

Olber

1st
;

July
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with a liberal transit arrangement at Memphis, and
has extended this arrangement to traffic transported under
combination rates where through rates were not established.
vallej' points
it

i

Commission and Court News

1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiii

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Rates on Lumber to Las Cruces, N. Mex.

Bascom-French Company ct al. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe et at. Opinion by tlie commission:
The commission finds that the rate of 34 cents a lOO lb. on
lumber and articles taking the himber rate in carloads from
Texas and Louisiana producing territory to Las Cruces, N. Mex.,
is

unreasonable to the extent that
(34 I. C. C, 388.)

it

exceeds 28 cents.

The commission finds that the widening of the territory in the
middle west from which Memphis may now draw grain has
circumscribed the advantage heretofore existing in favor of St.
Louis to a point where it is no longer undue. This has no
application to grain from southwestern territory that reaches
Memphis over western lines. It is the opinion of the commission that this territory should be made available to Memphis
under a transit arrangement that will permit the participating
carriers to retain the proportions they now receive in dividing
the current through rates. The record will be left open for
further action on the part of the carriers.
(34 I. C. C, 315.)

ReparaRates on Coal from the Sullivan-Linton Group

tion denied.

Monon
Complaint

Louden Machinery Company

v.

feed or

litter

&

Santa

classification

rating

Atchison.

Fe et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds that the western
applicable to

carriers

in

less

Topeka

than carloads, the

minimum weights applying to the same commodities in straight
carloads, or mixed with stalls, stanchion frames, or stanchions,
and the refusal of the carriers to permit the mixture of these
commodities in carloads with agricultural implements is not unreasonable or otherwise in violation of the act. (34 L C. C, 383.)
Western Newspaper Union v. Aberdeen &• Rocktish et al.
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the present classification of first
class on new stereotype plates and third class on old stereotype
plates in less than carload lots in official and southern classification territory is not unreasonable or discriminatory.
(34 I. C. C,
Nebraska State Railway Commission v. Union Pacific et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The commission finds that the rates on wheat and on corn, and
articles taking the same rates, from certain stations on the Union
Pacific in Nebraska, Central City to Gothenburg, inclusive, to
St. Joseph and Kansas City, Mo., and Leavenworth, Kan., are
not unreasonable or discriminatory. (34 I. C. C. 381.')
Concentration of Cotton at Alexandria, La.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
The commission finds that tlie Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
has' not justified a proposed cancellation of privileges relative to
the concentration and compression of cotton and cotton linters
at .Alexandria, La., and reshipmcnt therefrom, upon the basis
of through rates. The carrier contended that the concentration
and compression of cotton at this point involved unusual expense to it, as the compress is on the tracks of other companies,
whereby the Rock Island is compelled to pay a switching charge
(34
of $2.50 per car or a drayage charge of 10 cents a bale.
C.

C,

163.)

Transit on Grain and Mixed Feed at

Memphis Grain
et

6-

Hay

Association

ct

al.

Memphis
i'.

Illinois

In the original report in this case (24 I. C. C, 609) it was
found that under the rate structure and transit rules then applying on grain and mixed feeds Memphis was unduly restricted
in its source of supply when compared with the access of St.
Louis to a materially more extensive producing territory through
the maintenance of a system of rcshipping rates. The result of
this was to give St. Louis an undue advantage over Memphis in
reaching puints in the Mississippi valley that arc geographically
in Memphis territory.
y\t that time through rates on grain to
Mississippi valley points over the lllimiis ("eiural were applicable
uiuler a transit arrangement through Memphis only when the
grain originated on the Illinois Central, the nurlinglun, the
Wabash and the South Dakota Central, and then only when the
line iif the Illinois Central was used into and out of Memphis.

The Mini lis Central has since readjusted its tariffs as lo tneel
the rei|uirements of Memphis witli respect lo grain produced in
Missouri, Nebraska, lnwa. Soutli Dakota, Wisconsin, Minncni^i,
IIIit\ois and Indiana, by eslablisliing llirough rales In Mississippi
I

al.

i:

Rates from Iowa Points to Stations

Chicago

&

Eastern Illinois

on the Santa Fe

Iowa State Board of Railroad Commissioners

~:

in

Kemsas
.-iricona

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:

et al.

The

original order in this case (28 L C. C, 563) pre.scribed a
mileage scale in conformity to which rates were to be established

from points
It

is

rates to

Iowa to certain destinations in Kansas.
application of the scale has resulted in
points from Council Bluffs and other points in

interior

in

alleged

the

that

Kansas

western Iowa lower than the present rates to the same points
in Kansas from Omaha and other points similarly situated on
the Missouri river. The commission, therefore, finds that the
order should be modified so that the carriers may establish from
the points in Iowa in question to points in Kansas on the main
line of the Santa Fe to La Junta, Colo., and other points in
Kansas north thereof, rates not less than those which were in
effect on
May 31, 1914 the day before the order became

—

operative— from the Missouri river
tions.
(34 I. C. C. 379.)

The

cities

to the

same destina-

Goldfield Cases

and imrstigation

Inquiry

concerning the reasonableness of
points on certain railroads in .Vr-'arfn. Opinion

freis^ht rales to

by Commissioner Meyer:
This is an investigation by the commission on its own motion concerning the reasonableness of the rates on freight from
various points

Central

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

al.

et

The commission finds that a rate of 87 cents a ton on coal to
Chicago from mines in the Sullivan-Linton group of Indiana is
not discriminatory as compared with the rate of 77 cents from
mines in the Brazil-Clinton district of Indiana. The issue was
one of alleged discrimination only, the reasonableness of the
87-cent rate not having been questioned.
The commission believes that the situation in which the operators of the SuliivanLinton group now find themselves is due not to a rate schedule
that is unreasonable or discriminatory, but largely to a trade
condition which has developed in a neighboring field, namely,
the opening of new mines in the Brazil-Clinton field, particularly
in the No. 4 vein.
(34 I. C. C, 221.)

Eastern

326.)

L

Coal Company

et al.

Dismissed

Tonopah &

in

the Ihiited States to points in

Goldfield, the

Las Vegas

& Tonopah

Nevada on

the

and the Bull-

frog-Goldfiold.

Tonopah and

Goldfield are mining camps about 30 miles
a wide region of western Nevada with practically no
present agricultural possibilities.
Tlie former is served by the
apart,

in

Tonopah & Goldfield, which extends from Goldfield through
Tonopah lo Mina, a distance of about 100 miles, where connection is made with the Southern Pacific and by the RullfrogCioldfield,

lo

Beally,

in a southerly direction from Goldfield
distance of 80 miles.
A\ Bcalty this road

which extends
Nev., a

connects with the Tonopah & Tidewater, which extends in a
southerly direct ion l(iS miles from Bcatly lo Ludlow, where it
connects with the Santa Fe. .'\t Bcatly connection is also made
with the Las Vegas & Tonopah, extending in a southeasterly
ilirection 118 miles lo Las N'egas, Nov.. where connection is
made with the San Pedro, Los .Angeles & Sail Lake.
The Tonopah Railroad was completed to Tonopah in l'X>4,
and was built as a direct result of the discovery of silver at
was originally a narrow-gage lino, but
Tonopah in 1900.
Il
when gold was disoovcrcil al tloldlield in the fall of I'W. it was
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extended to that point, changed to standard-uage and renamed

Tonopah &

business was very
great, the tonnage and travel over the Tonopah Railroad during the 16 months of its operation as a narrow -gage line being
so great as to tax its capacity to the utmost, and to give it a
net income sufficient to pay for more than one-half its original
The population of Goldfield in 1905 and 1906 was about
cost.
Tonopah had a population of nearly 10.000, while the
20,000.
outlying mining districts that drew their supplies from these
camps had a population of at least 10,000 more. The Bullfrogthe

was

Goldfield

completed

in

For

Goldfield.

built

in

1907,

to furnish a rail outlet for the

Cal.
1906,

to Goldfield in

its

borax deposits

The Las Vegas & Tonopah
and

while

The Tonopah & Tidewater was
and was constructed primarily

1905-6.

December,

a

in

Death Valley,

Beatty in October,
October, 1907, was projected by those
built

to

owning the Salt Lake Line.
It was shown that the only one of these four roads that
has been able to pay dividends is the Tonopah & Goldfield,
which has been able to pay Syj per cent during the years of
its operation, and to retire approximately 60 per cent of the
bonds outstanding at the time of its completion. All of these
roads are almost entirely dependent on the operation and
development of the mining industries, the total irrigated and
cultivated area along their SOD miles of line not exceeding SCO
acres. There is no timber and very little stock, the country
not being adapted for the latter. The sparsity of traffic on
the lines south of Goldfield is shown by the fact that the
mixed train from Las Vegas to Beatty, which runs six times
a week, averages from 8 to 11 passengers and from one to
three carloads of freight and returns with a like number of
passengers and almost no freight whatever. The trains on
the Tonopah & Tidewater carry about a like amount. The
total tonnage handled by the Las Vegas & Tonopah during
October, 1914, was 2,891 tons, and by the Bullfrog-Goldfield,
2,888 tons.

Reductions in rates have been made by the California and
the Nevada railroad commissions. The scale of wages paid
to the employees of these roads is from 25 to 65 per cent
higher than the average upon roads in the United States.
The outlook for the future from the development of new
The lives of the silver or gold
business is quite gloomy.
mining camps have been limited and Rhyolite and Beatty,
which in 1907 had a population of probably lO.OOO people, now
have a combined population of about 300. Goldfield's present
population is approximately 5,000 and Tonopah's population
has been reduced to half of that in 1907. The lines operate
over a mountainous and barren country with severe grades
and difficult operating conditions.
For these reasons the commission refuses to find that the
rates involved in this and the related cases are unreasonable.
Complaints dismissed. (,34 L C. C, 360.)
Reshipping Rates on Grain at

St.

Louis

Vol.

59,

No. 3

Tlie case is further cdinplicated because most of the grain
which comes to St. Louis is not billed through to destinations
beyond but to consignees at St. Louis, by whom it is sold on
the grain exchange. It freipiently changes hands several times.
The commission finds that in the absence of local or flat rates
from St. Louis i)roper, shipments of grain and grain products
are entitled to move out on reshipping rates "regardless of the
point of origin of the grain and regardless of the rate paid on
the inbound shipment" because "we must so construe the tariffs
as to iiermit the traffic to move, if that be possible," thus reaffirming the decision in Merchants E.rchange of St. Louis v. Baltimore
Ohio (30 I. C. C, 700.)

&

held that while reshipping or proportional rates are
applicable to part of a through but suspended movement from
point of origin to ultimate destination, outbound local rates,
It is also

although they may likewise apply to part of a through movement,
can not be limited according to the point of origin of the shipment or the rates which were paid inbound. So long as there are
intrastate rates published to St. Louis shippers can not be denied
the right to avail themselves of these rates for movements which
are clearly intrastate, and so long as there are flat rates published out of St. Louis shippers must be permitted, in proper
cases, to ship outbound under these rates irrespective of the
rates paid inbound.
It is plain that the intrastate movement to
St. Louis must be considered as a separate movement which
can not be tied up to the outbound movement in such a manner
as to constitute the two one through movement, provided the
consignee has in good faith taken possession. Absorption of
elevation charges is made upon the theory that the inbound and
outbound movements comprise a through movement and that
the grain has been elevated in transit. Whenever the absorption
is made the grain can not lawfully move forward except at the
balance of the through rate.
However, while St. Louis shippers can not be denied the benefit of the intrastate rates to
St. Louis so long as they are in
force, that does not preclude a finding that the intrastate rates
efi^ect an unjust discrimination against interstate traffic.
The record is not sufficient to justify a determination as to
the reasonableness of the present interstate rates from interior
Missouri points to St. Louis. Should the intrastate rates remain
unchanged a widespread revision of rates from interior Missouri
points through Memphis to the southeast and the Mississippi
valley and of the direct rates to the southwest will have to be
made. This revision may even spread to the rates from Kansas
and Nebraska points to St. Louis and other markets.

The commission must come

to the conclusion, nevertheless, that

maintenance of interstate rates higher than the intrastate
rates from interior Missouri points to St. Louis an unlawful
prejudice and advantage is given to St. Louis and an unjust
discrimination is eflfected against the interior Missouri and
southern Illinois points and East St. Louis.
The carriers serving St. Louis from the west are, therefore.
ordered to desist from this discrimination. (34 I. C. C, 342.)
in the

&

Ohio, ct al.
Merchants lixchangc of St. Louis v. Baltimore
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
This case arises from the establishment by act of the Missouri
legislature of lower intrastate rates on grain and flour from

Louis than the proportion of
interstate rates for the same movement on through shipments.
The lower rates became effective June 12, 1913, On January 10,
1914, the carriers from St. Louis and East St. Louis to central
freight association and trunk line territories refused to ap])ly
the reshipping rates from St. Louis to points in those territories
except upon surrender of inbound expense bills showing that
the grain had moved to St. Louis at the interstate rate or else
upon payment of the difference between the intrastate and the
interior

Missouri

interstate

rate

to

points

St.

to

Louis.

St.

The Merchants Exchange of

St.

Louis attacks this regulation as unreasonable.
As a general rule, the rates from St. Louis to southeastern
Missippi valley, and southwestern territories are not iniblished
as proportional or reshipping rates, but apply from St. Louis
proper as well as on grain coming from beyond.
The Southwestern Missouri Millers' Club alleges that the
millers at interior Missouri milling points are discriminated
against in that the combination of the state rates to St. Louis and
the rates to points in central freight association, trunk line, southeastern, Mississippi valley, and southwestern territories is lower
than the rate for the through movement from interior Missouri
points to the

same

destinations.

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Arkansas Railroad Commission has given permission to
the Arkansas Central to charge a 2-cent a mile passenger fare on
its line from Ft. Smith, Ark., to Paris, 60 miles.
Investigation of rates and service of the Westmoreland Water
the Ohio \'alley Water Company, which supply
large districts and railroads in western Pennsylvania has been
undertaken liy the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission.
Physical valuation may be ordered.

Company and

The Missouri

railroads have filed their brief with the public
commission of the state, reviewing the evidence that
has been taken in a series of hearings throughout the year OJi
the application of the roads for general advances in freight and
Final arguments in the
passen.ger rates throughout the state.
case were set for July 15.
service

State Corporation Commission of Arizona has entered
the Interstate Commerce Commission a formal complaint that passenger rates between Arizona and California are
Charges arc ma<le against the
unjust and discriminatory.
Southern Pacific, the El Paso & Southwestern, the Arizona &

The

before

New

Mexico, the .\rizona Eastern and the Grand Canyon.

The .Mabama

State Railroad

Commission has denied the

pe-

;:
;

K-Lv

16.

of

titioii
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Louisville

the

passenger rates on

Two

cents.

&

Nashville

branch

its

applications

for

authority

freight rates have also been denied

authority to advance
a mile to 3

for

from 2J4 cents

lines

make advances

to

in

that of the Nashville. Chatcertain rates on its Huntsville

&

;

St. Louis to advance
and that of the roads entering Mobile to make an advance in the rates on pig iron carried to that city. The rate
from the principal mines to Mobile is now $1.75 a ton; the
roads desired to advance it to $2.75 a ton. The petition of the
Anniston Chainber of Commerce for an order reducing rates
on steam coal to that city, over the Louisville & Nashville and
the Southern, was denied and all petitions for authority to increase rates on coal to Birmingham were denied.

tanooga

division,

;

The Arkansas Railroad Commission has announced that it will
make no effort to restore a 2-cent passenger rate on the St. Louis

& San

Francisco and the Kansas City Southern, although it had
previously refused to accept the railroad's 2-cent a mile tariffs,
pending an appeal from the recent decision of Judge Trieber of
the United States court at Little Rock, sustaining a 3-cent fare.
Judge Trieber has rendered a decision declaring unreasonable the
freight tariff filed by the St. Louis & San Francisco to take the
place of the railroad commission's tariff which the court had
earlier declared unreasonable.
This placed into effect a court
tariff which had been in effect for a time during the litigation.
.\ hearing on the application of the roads for a perpetual injunction against the .Arkansas Railroad Commission's freight
tariff will be held in St. Louis in the circuit court of appeals in

though this involved some noise, and that the kicking of cars
from the main tracks on to stub tracks was not unreasonable
(3) that the habitual and indefinite storing of livestock outside
the yard and near the plaintiff's residence should be enjoined
(4) that the use by the company of its through tracks for the
purpose of separating and classifying cars intended for its other
yards was not reasonably incident to the use of the yard at the
Anthracite coal only was used on yard enpoint in question.
gines, and the company's rules required that outgoing road engines should be supplied with enough of such coal to carry them
beyond the point in question, and that the fires of incoming engines should be banked above that point and no smoke or cinders emitted.
It was held that the enforcement of these rules
for a reasonable regulation of the business of the
of the Appellate Division was modified in accordance with these views.

was

road.

sufificient

The order

Improper Remarks

COURT NEWS
a company operating less than 100
miles of line, has paid into the treasury of the State of Georgia
a fine of $1,000, being the penalty imposed by the court, in
Jefferson county, in 1911, for refusal to obey an order of the state
railroad commission. The order of the commission had directed
the Wadley Southern to cease giving preference to the Central
of Georgia in through freight shipments, to the prejudice of the

The Wadlry Southern,

Macon, Dublin & Savannah.

Tlie

Wadley Southern

is

owned by

the Central of Georgia.

of

Counsel Cause Reversal

In an action for injuries to a switchman the defenses were
negligence of fellow servant, assumption of risk and contributory
The question of contributory negligence was exnegligence.
ceedingly close and depended entirely upon the credibility of the
In his closing argument to the jury the plaintiff's
witnesses.
counsel, after giving a vivid description of the perils which
constantly threaten a switchman, made the following statement
"I

come

say to you the time will

when

in

this

country and in this

fellow servants, and the rule of
assumed risk and contributory negligence, will be relics of barbarThis statement was
ism, and will no longer disgrace our law.''
objected to, and the trial court ruled that it was improper and
Plaintiff's counsel then said that it
should not be considered.
civilization

December.
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the

rule

of

that he had a right to express his
opinion of the law if he did not attempt to mislead the jury as
to what was, in fact, the law, nor seek to induce them not to
On appeal from a judgment for the plaintiff,
follow the law\
the Illinois Supreme Court held that, in view of the condition

was not the law now, but

who was seriously and permanently injured, and
whose condition was likely to awaken the jury's sympathy, the
argument was of such a character as to be calculated to arouse
tlie prejudice of the jurv, and the defendant was entitled to a newtrial.
N. V. Coy V. Chicago & Alton (111.), 109, N. E. 1.
of the plaintiff,

Showing Tickets Before Entering Cars

Oklahoma' Supreme Court sustains order No. 804 of the
Corixiration Commission directing railrfiads to desist from requiring passengers to show tickets before entering the cars and
requiring them to collect from passengers who board cars without tickets an additional one cent a mile fare (except where

Fires

Tlie

tickets are not

on sale).

The

court holds that the rule is not in
Laws 1910, authorizing a common
jiassenger fare either at starting or at any
St. Louis & S. !•'. v. Travelers' Corporation

conflict with Section 812. Rev.

carrier to

demand

subsequent time.
(Okla.). 148 Pac,

166.

Damages from Sparks

—

Must Indicate Engine

Plaintiff

an action fnr <lamages from Lre alleged to have been caused
by sj)arks from an engine, it was held by the Georgia Supreme
Court that the petition, speaking of "defendant's engine" did not
plaitily and distinctly set forth the ground of complaint in such
manner as to put the defendant on notice of what engine it was
claimed cniilled the sparks, so that it might l>e prepared to
show, if it could, that any emission of sparks was not due to
The
neRligcnce in ibe equipment or operation of the engine.
petition shoul'l li.iv; .illeged, as was claimed by the railroad, at
what time of day the lire occurred. Louisville & Nashville v.
Morel.ind fGa,), 85 S. E., 341.
In

.il^

Reasonable Usps

o( Freight

Yard

-SutficienI Regulation as to

Soil Coal
rile

in

(nllowiug are the

the cise of

Hearst

v.

New

^

New

^llrk

Hrk

(

.mil

..i

Appeals' holdings

which has already
was entitled to main

C'liilr.il.

been brielly nuticed; (1) That the plaintiff
tain Ibe action, which was to enjoin certain uses by the company
of its track.s west of Kiverside Drive and between Seventy(2) that the cimiisecond and N'inely-sixlh streets. New ^drk
p.iny had the right in the regular course of business to use
switch engines in transferring cars to the difTercnl freight yards.
;

Limits of Liability

In an action for the value of
some lumber and shingles set on

— New York

Rule

two buildings and contents and
fire

by sparks or dropped coals,

the trial court charged the jury that they must find, in order
to make the railroad lialile for the lumber and shingles, that the
lire was communicated directly to them and not from the buildings.
It was impossible to determine from the evidence where
the lire started, or whetlier it was communicated from one build-

ing to the other or from the buildings to the lumlier and shingles,
The jury therefore returned a verdict for the
or vice versa.
company. .-Ml the property abutted on the track.
On appeal the New York Court of .\ppeals said that it is the
settled law of the state of New York that the limit of liability
for damages caused by a fire allowed to spread from one's
premises to his neighbors is the damage to the abutting lamls. and
that damages to the lands of other proprietors not adjoining
the premises of the one responsible for the origin of the fire arc
too remote.' Hoffman v. King. KiO N. Y. 618. 53 N. E. 401, 46
L. R. .\. 672: Van Inwcgen v. Port Jervis. M. & N. Y.. 165 N. Y.
()25. .58 N. v.. 878; Dougherty v. King. 165 N. ^. 657, 59 N. E.
1121.
The prior decisions of the New York Court of .Appeals
were reviewe<l in the llolTman case, and a workable, if somewhat
The court thinks that this rule
arbitrary, rule was adopted.
In the present case
should he adhered to. hut not extended.
there was no intervening properly between the plaintiff's lands
.\ fire conuuunicatcd to any pari of the jiroperty
anil the track.
destroyed was almost certain to spread to the rest. It the origin
of the fire was attributable to the railroad's negligence, the entire
destruction of pri>perty caused by it was a proximate result of
'I'he mere fact that the fire m.iy have spread
that negligence.
from one building to the other, or from the buildings to the
lumber, did not break the casual connection between the comJudgment for
pany's negligence and the entire damage done.
the defendant was reversed and a new trial ordered. Davics v.
D.

&

I..

(N.

Y.').

lO'

N

F.

o.i;
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Vol.

headquarters

resigned.

terminals of the

C. S. Burg, assistant general counsel of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, has been appointed interstate commerce counsel, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

was born

C.

G. H. Winsor, secretary, auditor and traffic manager of the
San Benito & Rio Grande Valley at San Benito, Tex., has been
appointed also general superintendent, vice E. E. McLellan,
resigned.

John J. Ekin, general accountant of the Baltimore & Ohio,
with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed genMr. Ekin was born on June 8,
eral auditor of the entire system.
1873, at Whitestown, Pa..
and began railway work
in 1895, as a warehouse
clerk on the Pittsburgh
& Western, now a part
of the Baltimore & Ohio.

He then served
yard and freight

in

the

111.,

at St. Louis,

on January

promoted.

as superintendent of

Mo., has been announced,
He was educated

20, 1874.

_

schools at
attended the

Illinois
University
of,
during the years of 1891
and 1892.
He entered
railway service on June
21, 1893, with the Wabash as telegraph operagent,
and
and
ator
served in that capacity
at various stations on the
Decatur division until
April, 1902, when he was

car

distributor

at

November,

in

made

1904,

night

chief

becoming

On February 1, 1901, he was apbookgeneral
pointed
and

Haggard,

despatcher,
chief despatcher of the
Springfield
division
in

at

Pittsburgh, Pa.

December, 1905. In November, 1906, he was

made

was

promoted to chief clerk to
the auditor the following

keeper,

Mr.

public

Homer and

and
was

offices

office,

the

in

Wabash

Homer,

at

vice

whose appointment

Decatur, 111.
Later in
1902 he was promoted to
despatcher at Decatur,

Ellwood City, Pa., and
later was transferred to
auditor's

Birmingham,

at

Clifford E. Ocheltree,

made

at

the'

So. 3

terminals of the Southern Railway at Birmingham, has been
appointed superintendent of the Southern Railway and the
Northern Alabama, with headquarters at Birmingham, vice
Mr, Stanliel.
B. Haggard, trainmaster of the Southern Railway at Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed superintendent
of terminals, in charge of Birmingham terminals, with headquarters at Birmingham, vice Mr. Vance, and T. O. Crane has
been appointed trainmaster, east end, Birmingham division, with

Carr has been elected treasurer of the Toledo Terminal Railroad, with office at Toledo, Ohio, vice R. H. Scribner,

W.

59,

C. E. Ocheltree

chief despatcher of

Decatur division, which position he held until November.
when he was appointed trainmaster of the sixth, seventh

the
1910,

From

In March, 1902,
he was appointed bookkeeper and general clerk

and eighth

the office of the auditor of subsidiary lines
of the Baltimore & Ohio
at Baltimore, Md., and

Chappell Downing, whose appointment as general
superintendent of the Northwest system of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has been announced, was
born at Richmond, Ind.,

July.

division,

in

January,

in

1904,

that

J. J.

Ekin

was

the

to chief clerk in

position

for

four

the

years.

time of his recent appointment as general auditor of the
as above noted.

same road,

Operating

Davidson has been appointed trainmaster of the Wabash
for the sixth and seventh districts, with headquarters at Forrest.
C. B.

division.

October, 1912,

is

now promoted.

on August 21, 1865. He
was educated in the
public schools and the
Earlham college at Richmond, and entered rail-

way

service

September
was appointed

on

1888,

dianapolis,

H. Stanficl, superintendent of the Southern Railway and
Northern Alaliama at Birmingham, .Ma., has been promoted to general superintendent of the Southern district of
the Southern Kailway, with lic-ulquarters at Birmingham, Ala.,
II.
11. Vance, .su|)erintendent of
vice C. L. Harris, resigned.

April,

acting assistant engineer,

and

sistant

Frank E. Hatch has been appointed trainmaster of the Illinois
Central at Centralia, 111., succeeding A. M. Umshler, and James D.
White has been appointed trainmaster of the Johnson City and
Golconda branches, and the Carliondalc and Eldorado districts
(except between Du Quoin and I'inckneyvillc), with headquarters
at Carbondale, 111., succeeding Mr. Hatch.

in

with the Chicago.
St. Louis & Pittsburgh
as rodman on an engineering corps. On June
1886, he was made
1,
1885,

Morris Donahue, roadmaster of the Chicago & .\lton at Bloomington. 111., has been appointed general roadmaster, with headquarters at Blonmington. F. B. McMillan, supervisor at Si)ringfield, 111., succeeds Mr. Donahue.

J.

same

assistant superintendent of the Decatur

from which position he

111.

the

was

William

same department, remaining in
He was subsequently auditor,
superintendent of the relief department and secretary to the
board of managers of the Washington Terminal Company, and
at the time the government instituted the railroad valuation
campaign, Mr. Ekin was appointed secretary of the valuation
committee of the Baltimore & Ohio. On December 1, 1913, he
was appointed general accountant, which position he held until

promoted

districts of the

until July, 1915, he

engineer
Ind.

at

7,

as-

In-

From

May

1,
1891, to June 1.
he was engineer of
maintenance of way of

1895,

the
Richmond division
of the same road, with
Richheadquarters
at

mond,

Ind.,

W.

C.

Downing

when he was

in the same capacity on the Main Line (Hxision of
Haute & Indianapolis (now the Vandalia'). On June
10, 1901, he was appointed superintendent of the Peoria division of the Vandalia, and on .April 5, 1902, he returned to the
Maine Line division as superintendent, which position he held
until November 1, 1912, when he was appointed superintendent

appointed

the Terre

of the Pittsburgh division of the Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Chicago
On February
St. Louis, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

&

Ki.v
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16.

1. 1914. he was appointed general superintendent of the Central
system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, with
headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, from which position he is now
promoted.

Mason, whose appointment as superintendent of
Kansas City division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been announced,
was born at Portland, Ind., on December 24, 1868, and was
Charles L.
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the

educated in the public schools of that city. He entered railway
service on June 10, 1887, and served as clerk at various stations

on the Middle West and the Oklahoma divisions until May,
1893, when he came to Chicago and worked as clerk at the
station.
The following year he reAtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and served in
clerical positions on the Illinois division until August, 1899,
when he was made agent at Streator, 111. In April, 1903, he
was appointed superintendent and agent at St. Joseph, Mo., and
on July 1, 1914, was appointed trainmaster of the eastern division, with headquarters at Emporia, Kan., from which posi-

Grand Central passenger

turned to the

tion he

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Government Railways of the Union of South Africa
are reported to have ordered 6 narrow gage locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The

CAR BUILDING
The Quanah, Acme &

now promoted.

is

Traffic

M. Fish has been appointed

traffic

manager

of the Texas-

Mexican, with headquarters at Laredo, Tex.

&

H. G. Leutert has been appointed traffic manager of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient of Texas, with headquarters at San
Angelo, Tex., succeeding

Ewing, chief of

C. L.

Xew

of

eral

J.

P. O'Donnell, resigned.

tariff

New York,
agent.
He will

Jersey at

freight

bureau (freight) of the Central
has been appointed assistant gencontinue in charge of the tariff

plating

Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh
the purchase of 900 underframes.

& North

.Arkansas at Harrison, Ark., has been appointed general freight
at Harrison, and the
office of J. Kerr, general passenger agent, has been abolished.

is

said to be contemThis item has not

The

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 1.000 box
from the Bettendorf Company, and 1,000 from the American Car & Foundry Company.
cars

G.

Harry Peacock, Selma.
hand

Ala., writes that he

is in

the market

box cars, and 15 second hand
box car bodies for New York city delivery.
for 6 second

30-ft.

The Chicago & North Western
Murray, general freight agent of the Missouri

C.

ordered 25 box cars from

been confirmed.

bureau.
J.

lias

The Northern Railway of France is reported to have ordered 1,300 freight cars from the National Steel Car Company.
The

D. Cornell has been appointed traffic manager of the Joplin
Pittsburg, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

J.

Pacific

Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.

the

C.

Paul Bridge & Terminal has ordered one Mogul

St.

type locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This
locomotive will have 20 by 26 in. cylinders and 51-in. driving
wheels.

3-ft.

gage

has ordered 2 observation-

and 3 observation-buffet-lounging cars from the
Pullman Company, and is inquiring for 300 automobile cars.

lounging cars

and passenger agent, with headquarters

George H. Lee, general passenger agent of the Third district
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at St. Louis, Mo., has
lieen appointed general passenger agent of the Lehigh Valley, with
headquarters at New York, succeeding George W. Hay, resigned,
elTectivc August 1.
Lewis Snodgrass, commercial freight agent of the Delaware
at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed special agent,
freight department, with office at Albany, N. Y., and J. B.
Stewart has been appointed general agent, freight department,
with office at St. Louis, Mo., vice Mr. Snodgrass.

& Hudson

Engineering and Rolling Stock

George M. Kice has liccn ap[)ointcil chief engineer of the
Puget Sound & VVillapa Harbor, willi headquarters at Raymond,
Wash., succeeding C. H. Byers, resigned.
Buckley, engineer maintenance of way of the Western
district of the .Sduthern Railway, at St. Louis, Mo., has been
appointed engineer maintenance of way of the Northern district, with headquarters at Richmond, Va., vice W. T. Dobyns,
resigned; and II. K. Tyrrell, supervising engineer, at Washington, D. C, has been appointed engineer maiTitcnance of way of
the Western rlislricl, with be,iil(|uarters at St. I.niiis, vice Mr.
Hucklcy.
G.

E.

Purchasing

The

North ArknnHas

has been aljolished,
be performed by
Charles Manley, master mechanic at Harrison.
souri

&•

ihe

anil

of

duties

lh.it

at

Harrison,

office

will

The Lehigh & New Engl.\nd has ordered 300 tons of bridge
material from the Phoenix Bridge Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio

in

.'\rk.,

future

The

Ward

S.

Wabash, with

has

lieen

appointed

head(|U.irlers at

St,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 500 tons of
spans from the American Bridge Company.

The Pullman Company has ordered 180 tons of steel for a
track system and overhead crane at Pullman, 111., from the American Bridge Company.
The Southern has ordered from the American Bridge Company 1,200 tons of structural steel shapes, to be used in a new
building at Washington. D. C.
The

Government is reported ti> have ordered
of 67-lb. rails from the Cambria Steel Company
and 60.000 tons from the Lackawanna Steel Company.
Russian

100,000 tons

The Pennsylvania Railroad
rail joints,
at

has placed a large order for
frogs and switches for the Delaware River Terminal

I'hiladelrrhia,

J.

I'erritor,

has

I-

been

with the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
York, Ontario &

\\

kstmn

is

inquiring

for

one

turret lathe.

The

Seaboard Air Line has taken bids on about 75 machine
Portsmouth, Va.

tools for the shops at

SIGNALING
chief

Lottis,

special

aRcnt

nf

llie

Mo

formerly superintendent of the Chicago &• Alappointed personal representative of President
Kearney of the Wabash, in charge of aflFnirs in Catia>la,
I'
with headquarters at UntTalo, N. Y.
I.

ton,

has ordered 300 tons of steel from
for a bridge in Ohio.

Works

steel for girder

Special

G.

Bridge

the I'ort Pitt

The Nkw

C. A. Gcrrard. general .storekuper of the Mis-

office of

IRON AND STEEL

The Western Maryland

is to install automatic block signals
single track, between llighlicld. Md., and Big
Pool, Md.. .'5 miles. Ilighlield is 17 miles cast of Hagcr.stown
and Big Pool is 18 miles west of Ilagcrstown. Plans are
being made also for the installation of automatic signals from
Ilighlield east to riuinnonl, 11 miles.

on

its

line,

;
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Andrew

New

Allen, Sr., the founder of the firm of A. Allen

York, died July

&

Son,

6.

The Bourne-Fuller Company, Cleveland, Ohio, announces that
on August 1, its selling arrangement with the A. M. Byers Co.,

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
SuPERHE.MERS. — The Locomotive Superheater Company,

McNamara

has been appointed general manager of the
Bayonne Steel Casting Company. Bayonne, N. J., succeeding
W. E. Oakley, effective July 1.

The Eastern Railway Signal Company, Elkton, Md., has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000. Clement M. Egner,
Elkton, Pa., is one of the incorporators.

New York, dealers in railway, mill
have been appointed New York sales
agents for the jacks made by A. O. Norton, Inc., Boston, Mass.
Flint

&

Chester,

and contractors'

Inc.,

supplies,

Paul B. Oatman, formerly manager of the Ideal Die & Tool
Company, Beaver Falls, Pa., has been appointed manager of
the small tools department of the Modern Tool Company,

:

accessories are also described.

Slotting Machines.

— Catalog

Campbell has been appointed European representaBaldwin Locomotive Works, with headquarters in
Mr. Campbell has been in the service of the company
F.

of the

Paris.

since 1900.

The Northern Railway Signal Company has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $15,000 at Pittsburgh, Pa. The incorporators are Joseph P. Taggart and E. A. Schooley, Pittsburgh,
and Herbert L. Stitt, Edgeworth, Pa.
H: Gossen has been placed in charge of the New York office
of the American Steel Export Company. This is the new company which has been incorporated to take over the foreign
business of the Cambria Steel Company.
F. N. Hibbits, until July 1, superintendent of motive power of
the Lehigh Valley at South Bethlehem, Pa., has been appointed
assistant general superintendent of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works,

effective July

1.

The National Hose Coupling Company, which has

recently
incorporated, with Mortimer J. Silverberg as president,
will manufacture a coupling which is applicable to various railway uses. The works of this company are at Kankakee, 111.,
and its general offices are in the Peoples Gas building, Chicago.

been

Joachim G. Giader, chief engineer of structural design and
foundations for D. H. Burnham & Co., for the past seventeen
years, has opened offices as a consulting engineer at 751 Railway Exchange building, Chicago. He will specialize in structural design, foundations and building engineering in general.

An item in the New York Times of July 15 says that it has
been creditably reported but not confirmed that the Baldwin
Locomotive Works has taken an order for $80,000,000 worth
of

shells

from the

Allies.

The

sidiary comjiany will be organized
will

report also says that a suband that possibly a new plant

be built.

No.

49. recently issued by the
Philadelphia, Pa., contains
illustrations and specifications of the company's complete line
of standard and special slotting machines and a number of illustrations of different designs of milling, boring, drilling and
cold saw cutting off machines.

Newton Machine Tool Works,

Inc.,

Tools for Cutting Screw Threads.
recently issued by the J. M.

Company, Pawtucket, R.

—This

is

the

title

of

a

Carpenter Tap & Die
The booklet, which is quite similar

catalog

H. A.

New

York, has issued the fourth edition of its pamphlet entitled The
Llse of Highly
Superheated Steam in Locomotive Practice.
This is devoted to a description of the Schmidt superheater, including data concerning its operation. A number of superheater

Erie, Pa.

tive

So. 3

The Columbus Bolt Works Company, Columbus, Ohio, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $660,000 to take over
the business of the Columbus Bolt Works. J. R. Poste, formerly
secretary and general manager of the Columbus Bolt Works, has
been elected president, treasurer and general manager of the new
company; J. H. Poste, vice-president; T. A. Fleming, assistant
treasurer, and H. A. Mason, secretary.
The incorporators include J. R. Poste. J. H. Poste, W. F Burdell, Beale Poste and
F. H. Barrett.
Julius Blum & Co., 510 West Twenty-fourth
street, New York, have been appointed eastern sales agents

Pittsburgh, Pa., will terminate.
J. F.

Vol.. 59.

I,

the usual tap and die catalog, contains illustrations of the
several taps, dies, die-stocks, etc., made by the company, as well
as tables of sizes and list prices.
to

—

Bronze Castings. The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company. Niagara Falls. N. Y., has just issued a booklet describing
the titanium, aluminum and other standard bronze castings
produced by this company, with descriptions and approximate
composition of these various standard alloys. This booklet is
illustrated with photographs of etched sections.

—

Car He.\ting App.\ratus. The Gold Car Heating & Lighting
Company, New York, has recently issued circulars relative to
company's No. 804S positive lock coupler, its pressure
regulator No. 1,014, and its up-to-date vapor system. The last
of these three not only describes the vapor system, but also
shows how Gold's thermostatic control mav be used in connection with it.
that

—

Driving Box Lubricator. A catalog just issued by the FrankRailway Supply Company. New York, is devoted entirely to
It is illustrated
the Franklin automatic driving box lubricator.
with a large number of sectional drawings, showing the construction of lubricators of various sizes and for different classes
of service. The methods of removing packing and replacing the
lin

cellar

is

clearly explained with illustrations.

—

Steel Sash. The Trussed Concrete Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has just issued an elaborate 128-page catalog deThis book is
scribing the United steel sash and its application.
printed on ihe standard S'/z in. by 11 in. sheet adopted by the
American Institute of Architects, and is well illustrated throughout.
The first portion is devoted to a general discussion of the
features of steel sash construction, followed by detailed descrip-

and other types of sash. The
book contains many interetsing structures on
which these sashes have been used.
tions of pivoted, vertical sliding
latter part of the

The Continental Piston Ring Company, Memphis, Tenn., has
been incorporated with a paid in capital of $100,000. It will manufacture piston rings for locomotives, engines, automobiles and
pumps of various kinds. The officers are B. H. Mason, president
W. P. McCaddcn, vice-president; R. E. Brown, secretary and
treasurer, and C. R. Bryant, chief engineer.
works of the Buffalo Brake
and Hamilton,- Ont., died suddenly in Buffalo on July 9. Mr. Carliss had been in the brake
beam business for about 30 years. He was at one time associated with the Central Brake Beam Company, at Detroit, for

Thomas E. Carliss, manager
Beam Company at Buffalo, N.

of the
Y.,

Locoiiotives.—The H. K. Porter Co., Pittsburgh.

Pa.,

has re-

cently issued the eleventh edition of its catalog devoted to light
and heavy steam locomotives. This is a book of over 150 pages.
In addition
85^2 in. by 11 in., and is substantially bound in cloth.
to the usual catalog features dealing with a large variety of
standard Porter locomotives it contains a section devoted entirely to engineering information, tables and formulas and an-

Brake Beam Company, when that company was started by DeHe had been in the service of the Buffalo Brake
troit capital.

other section containing tables and other useful information not
usually found in print. The book is intended specially for engineers, superintendents and master mechanics of industrial plants,
Owing to the excoal mines, logging roads, contractors, etc.
pense involved in the compilation of the data which the book
contains, general distribution is being made at the price of $1

Beam Company

per copy.

many

years, afterwards liecoming associated with the

for about six years.

Monarch

July
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The incorporators

railroads.

include

C.

B.

Bishop,

Jacobs

T.

and H. W. Davis, Wilmington. Del.
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—

AuGUSTA-AlKEN RAILWAY & ELECTRIC CORPORATION. This
company has increased its capital stock, it is said, from $1,500,000 to $2,500,000, and,
extension from Aiken,

it

is

understood,

is

C, northeast

S,

to

planning to build an
Columbia, about 50

miles.

—

Canadian Northern. On the Western division the following
new lines have been opened for business
Strathcona sub:

from Canirose Junction, Alta., west to Terminal Junction. 45.8 miles
St. Brieux subdivision, from Melfort, Sask,,
west to St. Brieux, 21.5 miles; Tollerton subdivision, from
Edmonton Junction, Alta., west to Peace River Junction, 33.8
division,

;

On the Central division the Wakopa subdivision has
been extended from Adelpha, Man., west to Deloraine, 28 miles.
miles.

—

A contract has been given to Board
Dufheld, Charleston, W. Va., to build an extension of the
Charleston Interurban from Charleston, VV. Va., southeast via
Maiden, Marmet, Winifrede Junction, Cabin creek, and Coalburg
Track has been laid on about
to Montgomery, about 25 miles.
one mile, and the company expects to finish 13.5 miles this year
from Charleston to Cabin creek junction. The Charleston Interurban ilow operates a line from Charleston west via Spring Hill
to St. Albans, and is leased to the Kanawha \'alley Traction.
Charleston Interurban.

&:

(March

12,

p.

Clinton &
tended from
I'LORiDA

Oklahoma Western.— This

Hammon

East Coast.

— This

road has been ex-

Hammon.

Junction, Okla., to

company has under consideration
it is said, of the Maytown-

the question of building an extension,

Okeechobee branch from Okeechobee, Fla., south around the eastern shore of Lake Okeechobee, thence east to West Palm Beach.

—

Florida Roads.- The Southern Investment Company is planning to build a railway, it is said, from Placida, Fla., on the
Charlotte Harbor & Northern, northwest towards Venice on the
Seaboard Air Line, about 22 miles. L. M. Williams, president;
J. G. Earnest, secretary, Richmond, Xa.
Pacific.

—The

Prince

the I'rairie division has been extended

Albert

subdivision

from Hocy.

.Sask.,

of

to St.

l.ouis, 3.8 miles.

—

Intercolonial. An officer writes regarding the diversion to
constructed between the main hue uf the Intercolonial and
National Transcontinental that from Moncton west tliese
tile
two railways parallel each other for a distance of about 11
miles.
It is jiroposed to construct a connection between the
two roads at mileage 11. Both these railways are now being
operated by the Canadian government, and the diversion, which
is to be threc-<|uarters of a mile long and will consist of cne
cut and on« fill, is to be built to do away with tlie expense of
maintaining one of the lines.
l)e

Johnstown & Somerset
Ici

J.

A. Vandegrift

and under Seventh avenue from Forty-second street to
Bids are also wanted on July 27 for work on
the Eastern Parkway subway in the borough of Brooklyn under
Eastern Parkway from Nostrand avenue to Buffalo avenue,
and bids are wanted on July 28 for the second section of the
Nostrand avenue subway under Nostrand avenue from Church
avenue to Flatbush avenue.
street,

Fifty-first street.

Ward & Tully, Incorporated, submitted the lowest bid at S71.355 for the installation of tracks on the New Utrecht avenue
elevated line from about Thirty-eighth street and Tenth avenue to a point near avenue Y. in the borough of Brooklyn.

—

Ocilla, Pinebloom & Valdosta. This 11-niile line in Coffee
county, Ga., which passes through Willacooche has been bought
by the Henderson Lumber Company, of which J. A. Henderson,
Ocilla. Ga., is president.
It is understood that the line will be
extended on the northern end from Lax northwest to Ocilla. 15

and on the southern end from Pinebloom southeast to
Homerville, about 28 miles.

miles,

to

&

(Electric).

—A

contract has been given
I'a., to build

Co., Incorporated, Somerset,

Inim JolmslowM. Pa., south via Davidsvillc. Haas Mine, Jerome
Mine, Boswell, Jeiiner. Behnont Mine, Harrison and Somerset
to Rockwood, al)out 40 miles.
I'.ids are wanted at once for the
The
bridges, ties, rails, poles, wire and cunstructinn material.
maximum grades will lie 3.5 per cent, and the maximum curvature will lie 15 (leg. There will be 14 steel girder bridges, each
15 ft. long, six steel girder bridges each M) ft, 1"HK, and one viaduct USO ft. long and 85 ft. high. The plans include constructing
liarns and four rotary stations.
The p^wcr will be furnished liy the Pennsylvania Electric Service Company. Jolnistown. Tlie eumpany expects to develop a trallic in coal, farm
and dairy prodiuls. J. .\. lierkcy, president 1'". O. Keller, en;

gineer, Somerset, Pa.

MunicAN Railway.— .\ new
opened for business from firand

reported

this line.

let

The

—

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company, This
company will build a 30-mile extension from Riverside to Crane
Creek Gap in Harney county. Oregon. Contracts for grading and
bridges will be awarded soon. The track will be laid by company forces. The maximum grade is 1 per cent,

—

Ozark Southern. This company proposes to build a line
from Harrison, Ark., through Elmwood, Marble Citv and Jasper
to Parthenon.
The estimated cost is $600,000. G. H. T. Shaw.
Lee Center, 111., is chief engineer.

—

Pacific Great Eastern. .Announcement is made that through
an arrangement with the Canadian and British Columbia governments this company has secured funds to continue construction
work on the line between X'ancouver. B. C, and F'ort George.
The line is now in operation out of Xortli \'ancouver towards
Squaniish, and from Squamisli to Lillooet, 120 miles. Considerable work has been done between Lillooet and Fort George, and
the company expects to have l(X) miles additional completed
during 1915.' (April 9. p. 811.)

Peteksburg

secliim
Napi<ls,

of

this

road has been
lo Kala-

Midi., snulli

Valley Uaiiww \
Delaware with $4..5(X).0(X) capital,

it

is

Incorpo-

said, to coiislnict

James River

(Electric).

— Construction

work was

Va. The
an electric line from City Point.
southwest to Petersburg 10 miles. J. W. Long, president B. K
Walters, secretary and treasurer. 801 Real Estate Trust building.
Washiugtcm. D, C, I. II. Starkev. diief engineer, Rockville, Md.

company was organized

it

is

said, at City Point.

to build

;

;

(May

1033.)

14, p.

Philadeli'hia,

—

M,

Taylor,

director of city
let contracts
and start work at once on the Broad street subway and the
I'rankford eUvaleil, Ordinances passed recently liy councils al.\ctual construction
lotted $,VtXX1,(KK) for each of these projects,
work is to be started on September 13. Bids are wanted until
,\ugust 1(1. for some of the work on both projects.
Ko.mis.

Pa.,

transit, at Pliiladelphi.i,

Pa,,

.\.

has been authorized to

I'lTTSiu'KG, Shawm ut \- N'hrthkrn.— This road has been exmiles.
tended from Kittanning, Pa., to Cadogaii.

Southern Traction.

— Sec

Texas Traction.

Texas Tr.mtion. — It
lo

is announced that plans are under wa\
merge the properties of the Texas Traction and the Southern

of

the

plans,

two
work
it

pending transaction involves the interurban
radiating out of Dallas. Tex,, and other holdings
I'\)llowiiig the consiinimation of the
companies.
on an extension of the Southern Traction is to be
said, south from Waco via Austin to San .\ntonio.

Tlie

Traction.

started,

Powkh ("oNirANY.

&•

started recently on this line,

electric lines

mazo<i, 50 miles,
Mississil'i'i

is

company plans to build from Denton. Tex., northwest to Buckburnette and later north of the Red river.
W. R. Heagler.

two car

rated in

Oklahoma & Texas Southern. — A contract
Ward & Lee. Floresville, Tex., for work on

Potosi, Mo., chief engineer.

493.)

Grand Trunk

—

New York Subways. Bids are wanted by the New York
Public Service Commission, First district, on July 27, for the last
section of the Broadway subway in the borough of Manhattan,
extending under Broadway from Thirty-eighth to Forty-second

is

\'iRGlNtA-CAROLiNA,--Tliis road has been exleiuled from West
C, south to I'".lkland, JO miles

JelTorson. N,

—
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES

— The

Pennsylvania has awarded the contract for
its new freight house at this place to
McClintic Marshall Construction Company, Chicago.
The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal is building new engine
and passenger terminal facilities at Fourteenth and Robey streets,
Chicago, which will include a 33-stall roundhouse, a 300-car coach
yard, a 2-story building 600 ft. long for coach yard supplies, a
power plant, oil house, coaling station, sand house and office
Contracts for the construction of these buildings have
building.
been awarded to James Stewart & Co., Chicago.

Chicago,

III.

structural

of

steel

—

Kans.\s City, Mo. The Union Pacific, the Chicago, Rock
& Pacific and the Metropolitan Street Railway of Kansas
City, will build a viaduct at Eighteenth street and Muncies boulevard over the tracks of the Union Pacific and the Chicago, Rock
Island

Island & Pacific. The city authorities awarded the contract for
the fabrication and erection of the steel to the American Bridge
Company. The viaduct will be 1,383 ft. long and will have 36
steel deck and through spans of various lengths up to 100 ft.
It will have concrete piers and 224 lineal ft. of reinforced concrete retaining walls.

Work

has not yet been started.

—

Milton, Pa. The Philadelphia & Reading has applied to the
Pennsylvania Water Supply commission for permission to build
a steel bridge over the Susquehanna river at Milton.

New

— Bids

are to be opened on August 3, by the Nevy
Service Commission, First district; for station
finish on the Corona elevated railroad and the extension of the
Queensboro subway in the borough of Queens. Bids are wanted
on August 4, for station finish on the Astoria line in the borough

York.

York Public

of Queens.

—

SiMCOE, Ont. The Railway Commission of Ontario has approved the location of the Lake Erie & Northern's proposed
yard and station in Simcoe township, Ont., provided the end of
the freight siding be constructed north of Victoria street.

—

Trenton. N. S. The Intercolonial has let contracts for the
For a combined station and freight shed
following buildings
to Rhodes, Curry & Company, Ltd., Amherst,
at Trenton, N. S.
N. S. ; combined station and freight shed at Derby Junction,
:

;

N. B.

&

;

Bell,

and station at Humphreys, N. B., to McLaggan, McBean
and for a freight shed, 40 ft. by 400 ft., at Levis, Que.,

to G. B. Mitchell, Montreal, Que.

Yarmouth, N.

S.

— Bids

iiiiiiuiiiiilluiiliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiiriiiiiiiuiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiminiiiiiimiiiu!
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Southwestern

at

up to July 17, it is
passenger station for the Halifax

Yarmouth.

The Australian Trans-Continental Railway.— Notwithstanding the fact that Australia is just as much at war as any
other part of the Empire today, and is doing everything possible to bring about a speedy and successful termination, the
great public works of that country are not bein.g held up,
but, if anything, more energy is being thrown into those
works which are regarded as of national importance, and
among these is the line of railway which is to connect the
systems of Eastern and Western Australia. This is being
l)ushed on as quickly as possible. The latest reports indicate
that if no greater difficulties are experienced than have been
overcome, the line should be ready for through working in
January or February of 1917. About 900 men are at work on
Exthe western section, and 1,700 on the eastern section.
pected difficulties in supply of material have been settled by
the new order of 12,500 tons of rails from a British firm.
Lack of water is now the main trouble, but the engineer is
confident that the bores now being put down at various points
ahead of the railheads will secure sufficient supplies. Of the
eight bores so far completed five have produced salt water,
one brackish water, and two good drinking water. Five other
bores are being sunk near the West Australian border. Local
each section for nearly 200 miles.
traffic proceeds on

Engineering fLondon).

—

& Pacific. It is understood that the 60
days' period of grace which the indenture securing the $20,000,000 5 per cent debenture bonds provides for will be availed

Chicago, Rock Island

is taken in regard to the payment of interest
Judge Carpenter, under whose jurisdiction the receivers are acting, is now on his vacation.

of before action

due July

IS.

—

Denver & Rio Grande. E. T. Jeffery, chairman of the board of
the Denver & Rio Grande, has announced that the $853,000
necessary to meet the semi-annual interest on the first and
refunding mortgage bonds, which interest is due August 1,
has been deposited with the Bankers Trust Company, and
with Blair & Co., both of New York.

—

New York

Central. Judge Mayer, in the United States discourt, has denied a motion for the dismissal of the
suit brought by J. W'. Hunnewell on behalf of himself and
other holders of stock of the Rutland against the New York
Central for an accounting. The suit alleges that the New York
Central has improperly used the Rutland's funds.
trict

New
ity

—A

York, New H.\ven & Hartford.
stockholders of the New York,

suit

brought by minor-

New Haven &

Hartford

against \\illiani G. Rockefeller, Lewis Cass Ledyard, James
S. Elton. Charles S. Mellen and other directors to recover
$102,000,000 alleged to have been improperly paid out by
The opinion disthe New Haven, has been dismissed.
missing the suit says, among other things, that "the allegations of the bill do not show reasonable application to the
directors to institute proceedings to recover the losses referred to in the bill, nor facts showing that such application
would have been useless." Permission has been given to
amend the petition for a suit.

Rutland

Railro.\d.

— See

New York

Central.

—

(Chic.\go). ^Since three-quarters of
the stock of the L'nion Station Company, of Chicago, which
is to build a new union station, is held by the Pennsylvania
and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, it is supposed tH*at

Union Station Co.mi'ANy

Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and the National City Bank will underwrite the sale of the bonds, and it is said that this bond

amount to $25,000,000 to $30,000,000. The Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy is the only other railroad owning
stock in the new station, and the other companies which
will use the station w-ill pay a rental charge.
sale will

will be received

said, for the construction of a

&

\n. 3
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year.

the

59,

=

—

Bayonne, N. J. The Central of New Jersey has plans under
way for the proposed rebuilding of the Newark bay bridge.
Actual construction work will probably not be started for a

Vol.

Petrozavodsk-Soroka Bay Railway of Russia.— Owing to
have arisen in contracting out the Petrozavodsk-Soroka Bay line the Russian government has decided
to take over the construction of the railway.
difficulties that

Chinese Propose a Short Railway Line at Canton.—A
group of business men of Canton have conceived the idea of
laying a short local line, about ten miles in length to bring a
very populous district outside Canton in closer touch with the
capital, and hence with Hongkong, by means of the KowloonCanton line. As far as the promoters can at present estimate
the cost of the line, with rolling stock, will be about $100,000
The project provides for a narrowUnited States currency.
gage line, about 314 ft. wide. The large villages through which
imthe proposed line will pass are numerous and some of them
portant.

Foreign Trade uf the British Empire.— The British Emtrade with foreign countries in 1913, accordin.i;$7,577,to the Statistical Abstract of the British Empire, was
914,300, made up of $4,1 14, .504,100 imports and $3,463,410,200
exports The United Kingdom's trade with other parts of the
British Empire was $1,172,291,200 imports and $1,126,915,900
exports, the inter-colonial trade imports being $384,755,200.

The

pire's

total

making a
grand

The
total of inter-imperial trade of $2,683,962,300.
empire and inter-imperial trade was $10,261.-

total of

876,600, the percentages being: foreign trade, 73.8.
imperial trade, 26.2 per cent.

and

inte:-
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In the recent hearings in the western freight rate advance case,
three accounting "experts" employed by the shippers and state

I

railway commissions, and one employed

More "Expert"

iflil>

I'l

EVEKV FRIDAY ANL UmI.Y EiGHT TimES IN JuXE UY THE

1:L1SI1ED

SIMMONSBOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
BIdg.

:

Treas.

Adams
HowsoN
H. H. Simmons
B.

R,

E.

T.

United States and Mexico
Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

WE
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The

members

and

other

all

that

Chicago

last

passenger service.

He

arrived at the conclusion

costs less to earn a dollar in the passenger service than

it

the freight service; and he vouchsafed the information that

SimmonsBoardman

of

publica-

of the Audit Btu-eau of Circulations,

efforts

his

to

show

that advances in either

freight

or pas-

senger rates would be unreasonable, he had used a different
method of "cost accounting" in the one case from what he had

The methods used by the railroads in diand passenger expenses in these cases at least
hail the merit of consistency because they used the same methods both times. If they redounded to the carriers' advantage in
the freight case, by showing freight costs too high, then they
worked to their disadvantage in the passenger case by showing
Many
tlie passenger proportion of the expenses as too low.
hope that some method will eventually be worked out for correctly distributing the various expenses between the freight and
The state commissions and their "experts"
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in

viding

the other.

freight

are not helping the matter along by the use of such extraordinary

means.
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'Illustraled.

mails,

it all for handling the annual increment in the
and that they have been forced to handle the parcel post

traffic

without adeipiate compensation.

they arc not paid

It

pensation of the railways for carrying the
I

made by Mr. Basford

he suRKCslion

in

Selecting

till-

lr;iiik
is

to

of

nf

part

iliis

selectiiiK,

that

and

the

prn-

officer with full authority over these
matters and repurlinft direct to the presi-

railroad, ;ippears to offer a simple

;in

;idinit

IraininR

printed

is

a'l

Irriiiblesonie
siirli

issue,

tlic

moliiiK cinjiloyees be placed in charge of

Employees

most
lowed by

aiiiitbcr

matter

and Training

to a

addri>s before

Association of Opcratins OfTu-ors, whicli

I'lirliiiKtdii

dent of

in tlie

problem.

oflicer arc practical.

that

the

and

logical .solution

The metlnHls •iillincd to be

Many

railway olViceis

proper selection :ind training of

the most imporlant problem

now

before the railroads.

f"l

;in

men
They

are ecjually frank in admilliiiK that soniethiii); must be done im-

mediately to improve the situation.

wbicb

;irr iiKidc a

iboniiicb lri;d?

Why

not Rive the suRgestions

gratifying that

is

a

group of railways finally has decided to appeal to the courts to
ascertain what are the respective rights of the carriers and the
postoffice department.
For almost ten years successive postmaster-generals and Congress itself have dealt with the comsolent
to the

mails

and tyrannical arbitrariness which would
bureaucracy of Russia.

It

is

bi.yh

haw

time that

with

done
it

an

in-

credit

slumld be

whether the I'onstitution ;md laws of the I'niied
States afford no protection to railway property against the attacks of government officials bent, for political purposes, on
making a showing in the postoffice department at the expcn.se
Meantime, the question arises as to why railof other people.
w:iys should have to sue Ihc govcrnnienl to determine their
rights reg;irding compensation for carrying the mail, when the
rates they may receive for carrying freight and passengers arc
asceriaineil

Why
determined by the Interstate l"omincrcc Comini.ssion ?
should not the govenimenl submit the question of what rates it
shall pay for transportation to the same body to which it requires the traveler and shipper to submit 'he qiieslion of what
rales they sh;dl pa\

'
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Of the $32,375,000 paid by the Class I roads (those having
annual revenues of more than $1,000,000) of this country for
and damage to freight for the 12
months ended December 31, 1914, as reported in the Railway Age Gazette of

loss

Damage Due

to

Rough Handling
of

J"'>'

Cars

or

"^'

'^'^'

P^8^ ^^'

was

$4,343,481,

°^'^''

directly

^^ ^^^

'^^"''

traceable

to

In other words, $2.18 of each $1,000
of total freight revenue was used to pay for damage caused in
If we consider the damage which may have been
this way.

rough handling of

cars.

caused to the equipment at the same time, and also the fact that
a large proportion of the damage to freight by rough handling
could not be directly traced to that cause, the figure will be
much larger. Is there no way in which it can be reduced? One
railway officer who has given the subject much attention says
emphatically that there

He

is.

believes that a large part of this

damage caused by the rough handling
that

economize

the tendency to

in

of cars

the

is

due

to the fact

number of switch en-

gines has been carried to the extreme, thus causing the crews
to work so fast that they cannot use proper precautions to pro-

In his opinion the addition of a
the lading in the cars.
comparatively small number of switch engines in yards or terminals where this is being done will greatly decrease the amount
It may be difficult to
of the payments for damage to freight.
tect

demonstrate

this,

but considering the rate at which such

damage

not be worth the trial? Suppose that the
cost of the additional service would only equal the reduction in
damage to freight, or even be somewhat greater than it. Over
is

increasing,

would

it

Western

Vol.. £9,

running from a point in West Virginia,
branch of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, to Baltimore.
The final completion of this system called
for the building of the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal and the 40mile line to connect the Wheeling & Lake Erie with the Western
Maryland. This latter link was never built.
.Maryland,

only about 40 miles from a

In addition to the 60 miles of main

owns

a

branch

line,

the Terminal

stock of the Wheeling &
mortgage bonds and all of the stock of the Pittsburgh Terminal
Railroad & Coal Company, the only other securities of the Coal
company outstanding being $3,922,000 first mortgage 5 per cent
bonds. All of the stocks and bonds mentioned above which the
Terminal company owns had been pledged as security for loans.
The Coal copany mentioned above owns at present about 12.880 acres of unmined coal estimated to contain from 90,000.000
to 100,000,000 tons of coal, and also owns the stock and bonds
of the West Side Belt Railway, which has a single track railroad running from a point in the west end of Pittsburgh south
paralleling the Monongahela river and some few miles to the
west of it to Clairton, in Allegheny county. Pa., 21 miles.
Summed up. the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal now owns about
6314 miles of single-track railroad and can obtain coal property having 100,000 tons of unmined coal on it and a 21-mile
single-track railroad by paying $3,818,152.

After this payment,
have a mortgage on it of
The total par value of securities and loans and other
$3,922,000.
indebtedness, including receiver's certificates of the Terminal
company, is now $91,260,345, and adding to this the $3,818,152
necessary to get out of pawn its title to the coal properties and
of course, the coal property will

still

the 21 miles of belt railroad, the gross capitalization

age to the shipments.

The
total

PLAN

THE

of

the

The

contemporary railroad history. The
is one of the most drasThe possibilities
tic ever proposed for an American railroad.
held out at the time of the sale of the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal Company's first mortgage bonds of that company's get-

most dramatic incidents

in

reorganization plan recently announced

ting a share of

the

Pennsylvania Railroad's Pittsburgh

traffic

romances of American railroading and the failure is within these ends one of the most complete imaginable.
The Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal owns a single track road running from Pittsburgh Junction, in Ohio, where it connects with
the Wheeling & Lake Erie, to the corner of Ferry street and

was one

charges would

total interest

amount which

of the.

the

is

$95,078,497.

The

call for $2,783,252 jearly.

properties,

including

the

Coal

com-

moderately prosperous year, available
$513,172, and in the year ended June
30. 1915. a very unprosperous year, $95,156.
The public owns $30,236,000 first mortgage bonds of the Terminal company and $20,000,000 second mortgage bonds, and
there is in default on these two issues of bonds $13,459,343 of
back interest. The reorganization plan calls on the holders of
the first mortgage bonds to give up their bonds and in addition
to pay $300 in cash with each $1,000 bond given up and receive
in exchange stock in the new company of par value of $300
The second mortgage bondpreferred and $1,000 common.
holders can only come into the reorganization plan if some of
the first mortgage bondholders refuse to pay their $300 per bond
and take their new securities.
If this plan works out successfully the first mortgage bondholders, or the first and second mortgage bondholders together,
This cash will
will put into the new company $9,070,800 cash.
be used to pay the $2,355,880 Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal receiver's certificates and $714,286 West Side Belt Receiver's cerpany,

earned

in

1914.

for interest charges

Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal bristles wath
Iniilding of the road into Pittsburgh,
with the break between the Goulds and the Pennsylvania Railroad interests and the subsequent bankruptcy of the Terminal
company, followed by the collapse of the great scheme for a
transcontinental railroad under Gould control, was one of the
story

superlatives.

company

long and owns a majority of the
Lake Erie, all of the consolidated

line Z'/i miles

and above this we would have the decreased cost of maintenance
of equipment and the good will of the consignors and consignees
who would not be disappointed and hampered by delay and dam-

THE WABASH-PITTSBURG TERMINAL REORGANIZATION
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a

was

will

and the $3,818,152 necessary to get the consolidated
mortgage bonds and stock of the Coal company out of pawn
and the remainder for paying certain judgments and forming
working capital. Under this plan there will be but $5,100,868
bonds all told outstanding, of which $3,922,000 will be the first
mortgage bonds of the Coal company which it was previously
mentioned are held by the public; $383,000 first mortgage bonds
of the West Side Belt which are held by the public, and $795,868 mortgages on real estate. The interest charges will therefore be cut from the $2,783,252, which they stood at before, and
only a fractional part of which, of course, were ever earned be-

be recalled that the Gould transcontinental system was to have
consisted of the Western Pacific, running frpm San Francisco
the Denver & Rio Grande, running
to Salt Lake City, I'tah
from Salt Lake City to Denver and Pueblo, Col.; the Missouri

be recalled that in 1914 the earnings
charges amounted to $513,172.
If the present plan goes through the new company will issue
$39,600,000 stock, of wdiich a quarter will be preferred and three-

running from Pueblo to St. Louis; the Wabash, running from St. Louis in Toledo; the Wheeling & Lake Erie,
from Toledo to Pittsburgh Junction; the Wabash-Pittsburg
Terminal, from Pittsburgh Junction to Pittsburgh, and the

quarters

Liberty avenue, within the city of Pittsburgh, a distance of 60
On this 60 miles of road there are 77 bridges and 17
miles.
The entunnels. The road was put in operation in July, 1904.
trance into Pittsburgh was obtained by building a tunnel under
the rock bound ridge on the west side of the Monongahela
river and bridging that river with a bridge 1,504 ft. long and
by using an old street railway franchise for the necessary per-

mit to lay tracks to the Ferry street property which had previously been secretly acquired. The Pennsylvania Railroad considered this an invasion of its territory, and the feeling between
the Goulds and that

company

was

extremely

bitter.

It

:

Pacific,

tificates

fore,

to $261,103.

applicable

to

It w^ill

interest

common.

This

will

make

a

total

capitalization,

in-

cluding the Iinnds mentioned above, of $44,700,868. as against a
present capitalization of $91,260,345, phis the $3,818,152 required
to get the

Coal company stuck

;\nd

lionds.
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The Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal owns the majority stock of
Wheeling & Lake Erie, which is of doubtful value, however,
The reorganization plan of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, which has

the

been

the hands of receivers, calls for an assessment on this

in

The Terminal reorganization

stock.

his pro rata share of the

would simply be a
facts

way

Wabash- Pittsburg Terminal; but

this

in

and thus
himself whether he wants to pay
stock,

Whether or not a holder of these bonds should pay the assessment of $300 per bond would seem to depend entirely on whether
his individual circumstances are such as to permit him to put the
required amount of money in as a speculation with the hope
and
he

there

history which are brought out in so

may

prospect of recouping himself for losses, or whether

fair

a

in

is

monev and

where he cannot afford

position

to risk

any more

therefore should take the losses which he has

now

sustained.

ST.

retelling of a stale scandal to recount in

detail the history of the

are certain

should receive

its

be in a position to decide for
the assessment or not.
It

plan, therefore, quite prop-

own bondholders
Wheeling & Lake Erie

erly provides that each of
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"INADEQUATE TERMINAL FACILITIES"

LOUIS,

""PHE

people of St. Louis are in a position to realize the truth
of the old saying, "Curses, like chickens, come home to

•*

The

Commerce Commission,

form an object lesson to investors.
In 1905 the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal first mortgage
The purchaser of a
S per cent bonds were selling at above 90.

roost."

$900 or more. He received his interest
Since then he has received nothing,
only up to June 30, 1908.
and under the reorganization plan he will have to put up $300
more in cash, give up his bond, and get for the total investment

Louis have not grown proportionately with the growth and
trade of the community."
The terminal facilities are afforded
almost solely by the Terminal Railroad Association, which is

lurid

a

that they

$1,000 boiid paid for

it

of $1,200 $300 preferred

common
common

stock,

stock in

a

new company and

$1,000

with no present prospect of any return on the

stock and no certainty of return on the $300 preferred

The

stock.

well

lesson

obvious.

is

The building

of

Wabash-

the

The Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal and

more than three-quarters of
road whose earning power was

rale of

I'ae

lars a mile on a

Bonds

a million dola pure matter

guesswork shoidd never have been offered to investors by
any reputable banking house. .\'o investor wlio made any investigation of the situation for himself should have e\er bought
these bonds, and the moral of that is that an investor should
of

make some

investigation for himself nf the nature of the assets

which arc held out as security on which he
money.

On
to

the (itlur

be

Ii.imcI,

tlie

conscientious,

a

is

.i^ked

to

loan

present plan of reorgaiiizaticm .qipi.Ms

thorough-going and

common

sense

at-

The new setempt to make the best of a very bad bargain.
'1 hey
are not proper investments for the conservative man or woman wlm is not already
On the other
entangled in the Wabash- Pittsburg situation.

curities are speculative, of course.

hand, to the holder of
of the
to get

tlie

Terminal company
back

tained.

If,

trallic

call

place

so

in

as

bo
far.

old 5 per cent
llicy

hold out

first

the

mortgage bonds
only op|>ortunily

the

future sumetliing of the losses alreaily sus-

the

reorganization

developed,
the

road

last

League of

Interstate

week

that

cit>',

case

a

in

said

committee appears I" think,
which development has never taken
has good potcnti.d eartiing (luwer.

in an opinion
brought by the Business Men's

the

that

"rail

terminal

facilities

of

St.

owned by

15 of the trunk lines.
Persons not familiar with the
might naturally assume that the failure to develop them
adequately was chargeable to the managements of the Terminal
Railroad Association and of the companies which own it. This
assumption would be incorrect. The managements of the Terfacts

Pittsburgh Terminal Railroad and Coal

Pittsburg Terminal was a speculation pure and simple.
issued at

rendered

Company's Coal Lands

and of the controlling railways have put forth
its facilities.
They have failed
uccause for years they have been blocked by persons seeking to
profit by bottling up the Terminal.
The Terminal Railroad Association was organized originally
niinal .Association

great efforts adequately to develop

Louis district a unitied terminal system
at the least cost.
For about
14 years, or since 1901, almost every attempt which it has made
to enlarge its accommodations has been opposed by shippers
seeking thereby to obtain advantages in rates, by real estate men
to

furnish

y.>

the

St.

which could render the best service

and by politicians
Back in 1*X11. I'KIJ and
l'*03. just preceding (he Louisiana Purchase E.vposition. an ordinance was presented aiilhori/iiig the construction of elevated
*i,i..lis, connecting the Eads bridge with tlie cfcvated railroad on
tlie river Iront.
This would have enabled the passenger tracks
using the bridge to be handled without passing through the
seeking thereby to gain by speculation

seeking thereby to win

public

tiimul operated in connection

was

in land,

favor.

with the bridge.

I

he ordinance

an agency for solving the entire
terminal problem, a Miinici|ial Bridge and Termin.d Commission,
composed of public olVicials ami prominent local business men,
ilefeated.

Siilise<|iiently, as

was created bv the

citv

council.

/\fter a

series of conferences

:
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commission, the

witli this

officers of the railways

agreed

to

absorb

the terminal charges at St. Louis, except on traffic originating

within 100 miles.
This being satisfactory to the Bridge and
Terminals Commission it recommended that the roads should
now proceed to improve and enlarge tlieir physical facilities.
The Terminal Association, therefore, bought a large tract of
I.uid, known as the Rankin tract, and ordinances were introduced
looking to the development of this property at an outlay of about

No. 4

59,

ments of some companies, there may also be inchulcd (he funcof traffic, inspection, and the receiving and storage of
materials. These elements and their sequence are shown also in

tions

The

graphic form.

third section, dealing with the operation of

the purchasing department, enlarges

of the methods followed

tail

The

department.

upon

this

and

treats in de-

the well organized purchasing

in

fourth division, which supplements

relates,

it,

the methods used in the purchasing departments

in particular, to

Otis Elevator Company, J. G. White & Co., and the
Underground Electric Railways, the chapters in both divisions

of the

$2,000,000.

Terminal .Association was now met with attacks of two
kinds.
It was denounced as a monopoly, and suit was brought
i'he

the federal court to dissolve

in

\'..i..

it.

The ordinances

for the de-

\ elopment
of the Rankin tract were defeated in an efifort to
compel the railways to absorb the terminal charges on traffic

originating within the

100-mile zone.

The

people of

St.

Louis

being well illustrated with about 1(X) specimen requisition, order
and other forms. The book apparently does not aim so much to
train the purchasing agent as

it

does to show wherein the work

of that officer can be simplified and applied

in

most

the

effective

m.'mner.

repeatedly were warned that the main effects would be to prevent

adequate development of their railway
out that

was

it

facilities.

It

was pointed

to their interest that the question of the absorp-

tion of the "arbitrary"' should be taken before the Interstate

Com-

Commission, and that meantime the roads should be
allowed to go ahead w ith their development jilans.
President
McChesney of the Terminal Association gave ligures showing
that while the freight traffic of the city had more than doubled
its terminal facilities had remained practically at a standstill,
notwithstanding the efforts to enlarge them. These arguments
were of no avail.
The proceeding for the dissolution of the Terminal Assocration finally went to the Supreme Court of the L'nited States,
it held that the Terminal was an illegal monopoly, but that it
could bring itself within the law by admitting to its facilities at
a reasonable compensation any line that wished to use them. This
decision has as yet had no practical effect, for no railway has

merce

The court

since applied for admission.

also indicated that the

whether the railways should absorb all the terminal
Commerce Commission. The
matter was then taken before the commission, whicli held last
February that the so-called "arbitrary" within the 100-mile zone

question

charges uas one for the Interstate

was reasonable and legal.
up" the Terminal proved

In other words,

all

the efforts to "hold

futile.

Since the decision of the commission approving the "arbitrary"
the

through

city,

its

public service commission, has manifested a

willingness to co-operate with the railways.

It

seems, therefore,

to be only a matter of time until the conditions at St.

Louis will

would have been better for St.
Louis if it had heeded the dictates of reason and fairness, as
expressed by its Municipal Bridge and Terminal Commission
some eight years ago. And other communities can best avoid
be greatly improved.

But

it

expansion of their railway facilities
by pursuing a policy the opposite of that which St. Louis pursued
causing similar delay

in the

for so long.

NEW BOOKS
Purchasing:
6

Size,
cloth.

Economic Aspects and I'lofcr Mcllunls. By H. B. Twyford.
Bound in
by 9 in.; 230 pages, U2 diagrams and forms.
Price $3.
Published by D. \'an Nostrand Company, New York.
lis
in.

The author

of this book speaks with the authority

(pf

experience

gained in the purchasing departments of the Otis Ek\ator Company (with which company he is at present connected), J. G.
White & Co., and the Underground Electric Railways of Loncontains IS chapters, these being arranged under
the following heads: purchasing, the purchasing organization;
the operation of the purchasing department, and purchasing as
The first section relates primarily to the importance
practised.

don,

The book

of the purchasing function.

The

chapters in the second division

consider the position of the purchasing agent and treat in brief
of the work to be done by him and his assistants. This work is
classified under the following heads: the obtaining and recording

of

information; the actual purchasing; the recording and
c.f invoices; and in the case of the purchasing depart-

checking

Railroad Accounting. Ey Wni. E. Hooper.
and London. 641 pages. Price, $2.*

-According to

its

;

is a book which deals with nothing
and railroad accounting in the L'nited

According to

States at that.

its

form,

with running commentary of

the Interstate

New Vork

this

title,

but railroad accounting

lirint

D. Appleton & Co.,

it

is little

more than

a re-

the instructions issued by

all

Commerce Commission

for the com])ilatiou of the

statutory reports which they require from every railway company.

For

all that, it

may

be heartily

commended not only

accountants but to every railwayman

master his

to

own

in

this

country

to railway

who wants

profession.

The author does not

own

on the titlean "associate editor"
of the Railii'ay Age Gazelle, and that not much happens on American radways without being known in the office of that journal:
page, so

may

il

specify his

qualifications

be as well to say that he

is

—

—

and that as he tells us in the preface he has been helped by
Mr. Cunningham, who has the unique position of being at once a
professor and an active railwayman by Mr. Mahl of the Southern Pacific, the doyen of all railway accountants and by Mr.
Trumbull, who has risen from being accountant of the Colorado
& Southern, to being chairman of the board of two great railway
companies. So we may be sure that the book is worth very serious attention. For Mr. Hooper and those who have helped him
are all much more than accountants in the narrow sense. They
;

;

are

men

all

trained in the use of figures,

who know that figures
And they can

are indispensable for "disciplining the property."

make

and not

their masters
though figtires
cannot lie, liars can figure; to assume, in Mr. Hooper's own excellent phrase, "an attitude of sceptical good fellowship with the

be trusted to

figures their servants,

remember, according

to

to the old phrase, that,

figures that are used."
It is, of course, impossible within the limits of a review, to attempt detailed comment on a book of this kind. English railwaymen
who criticized our new form of accounts on the ground that it was
too voluminous, may perhaps be surprised to find that the corresponding .American form consists of nearly 800 "primary accounts,"

and that the instructions drawn up by the Interstate Connnerce
(.-"ommission as to what items are to be included under eadi
-And
heading constitute in themselves a considerable volume.
the near future the commission proposes to elaborate these

in

still further by including the costs of freight and passenger services respectively, figures which are already published
by some railways and prepared by most for their own information. Mr. Hooper discusses at considerable length the ques-

accounts

how

accounting is carried and can be carried
which such figures, if and when worked out.
are useful to the manager and the public control authority respectively.
And by the way it may be mentioned that he appreciates one point in which our English accounts are superior
to the American, namely, that on certain large items of expense
tion of

far cost

and the extent

;

to

and the material costs are entered separately.
most interesting points in the book is the discussion
of the eternal and insoluble question of the proper treatment of
the

wages

costs

One

of the

"Tliis

review

is

reprinteil

from The Railway Gazette of

I.oinloii.

JiLY
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and the "costs of progress."
additions and betterments
capital.
In America, how-

atklitions, betterments, obsolescence,

In this country

very recently

till

were, speaking broadly, charged to

may have

managed railwas that net

fallen short of the theory, the ideal

revenue should yield a dollar for dividend and a dollar for betterments and the betterments dollar was ploughed into the road
through the maintenance accounts, and no trace of its presence
appeared in the balance sheet. Nowadays the practice is very

The

Commerce Commission

Interstate

requires

— and,

through its right of inspecting the accounts, can enforce its requirements that nothing shall be charged to maintenance beyond
actual replacement.
If an engine costing $10,000 is scrapped,

—

and a new engine costing $18,000
$10,000 must

substituted

is

be debited against operating

new

of a

alone

trestle

must be shown
company issues new

cost

income,

is

is

pay for

capital to

or charges

it,

on which the commission insists

it

against

but the main point

:

show

that the accounts shall

is

so,

the cost

The additional
Whether the

a working expense.

to the directors to decide

still left

only

it,

And

trestle,

"additional investment."

as

for

expenses.

wooden

a bridge of steel or stone replaces a

if

what the net revenue of the company is after charging
against current income everything that can be included as mainclearly

tenance proper, but nothing more.
evident that the whole of the net revenue so obtained

It is

Such application

is

company thinks fit so to apply it.
no doubt unwise. Xo company can devote

available for dividend
is

the

if

miiiMiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiriiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimilliii.

Letters to the Editor
"'"

"iiiiiirmilr

miiiimiiiiii

revenue wholly to dividend without having cause to regret its
But here in England no one has yet
action sooner or later.
doubted that undivided profits put back into the business belong
to the shareholders just as much as the property purchased with
the capital originally subscribed. In America, on the other hand,

iiimikii

unit

iiiiii

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mmiimiimiuiiiiii;

iiiiiimiiiiiiii

SAFETY FIRST SUGGESTIONS

:

different.

'

llllllllllllllllllllll

all

ever far the practice on poorer or less honestly

roads

•^lllllllltlMIIIIIIII

14')

T-

lo THE T.,
Editor ok the K.\ilw.\v .\ge G.\zette

New

,

York.

:

As

railroad inspectors are primarily employed to insure safety,
would it not be well to designate them as Safety Inspectors; for

example: Car Safety Inspector, instead of simply Car Inspector;
Track Safety Inspector, in place of Track Walker; Signal Safety
Inspector, instead of Signal Inspector? I would also suggest furnishing these inspectors with badges or shields with their respective titles inscribed on them. It is believed that by following
a plan of this kind, whereby inspectors would be placed
in a
special "Safety" class, it would not only have a good moral effect
on the individual inspectors but on the other employees with

whom
the

came

they

traveling

As

in daily contact.

public

terminals,

at

it

car inspectors mingle with
is

also

believed

that

the

"Safety" badge would attract attention and tend to insure confidence in the management of the road.
Quite often inspectors
are called before public investigation committees, etc., and if it

were brought out that they were safety inspectors, employed
it might have some weight m
favor of the railroad company.
O. R.

solely for the purpose of safety,

its

position

this

The

very seriously challenged.

is

public authority

this

is

attitude of the

railway companies are an agency of the

:

nation: they are employed by the nation to execute a public function

condition

(in
if

their

money.

at

they earn,

If

But

reasonable.

may charge

they

that

reasonable

rates

rates they can do so, a reasonable return

these

earn,

they

if

earn

that

per cent dividend,

7

say,

cent and

per

14

and
on
is

can afford,

therefore,

cent,

They might

cannot

later

dividends on this

new

To

capital also.

pul)lic,

who

company should hold

railroad

belong

equity

on issue capital against

belong to the

ever,

in

The

it

without further cost to the public

new

The

capital.

position

is

it

7

must, how-

benefit

public

the

fur

the shape uf di\iilends on

in

curious.

fucic the

I'riiiia

conten-

seems not witlnnit force. On the
nothing either in law or in equity to prevent

tion of the public authorities

other hand, there,

And

the

full

interest that they

the public

ill

is

company dividing

the

14 per cent.

clearly

is

should divide only

the claim of the public autliority seems in

penalizing the railway comp;iny

to

It

for acting

eft'ect

in

7

more

per cent.
to amouTit

the public

in-

account of

tlie

terest.

The

part of the

bunk gives

a very

full

But
which will naturally appeal to specialists.
scattered all through the chapters are to be foiiml many shrewd
remarks showing what may be done by treating ligures with
On the whole it is quite safe to
"sceptical good fellowship."
say that im railwayman, whatever be his department, can fail
to find this book interesting, or fail to profit by reading it.
Scientific scepticism is an admirable attitude of mind, and we all
need In be shaken up and made to tliiid< what is behind and
what has gone to the compilation of the siiTumary figures which
details

we are

of

apt to lake for granted as simple

1915,

8,

headed

Railroad

Finance," by George A.
Clark, I take the liberty of differing with Mr. Clark, as to the
statement he makes in the table headed "Comparison of salient
provisions

in

H.

R., C.

of railroad 'blanket mortgage' bonds."

latest type

Opposite the

M. &

to three times

title

St. P..

in

".-Vutnorized

and X.

P.,

Issue" under the \. Y. C. &
he uses this language "Limited
:

outstanding capital stock."

refer

to

think that

I

if

he will

the

The New York Central & Hudson River

the limitation named.

mortgage, under

article

has the following language:

1,

autliorized issue of bonds

under tliis indenture is limited
.imount tlicrenf at any one lime outstanding, together witli all
prior debts of tlic railro.id company, after deductiiiR tlierefrom
of all bonds reserved under the provision;, of this indenture to
debts at or before maturity, shall never exceed three times llie
't'lic

capital

.\s

limit

I

and positive facts.
W. M. ,\rwoUTM.

tlic

the

amounl

retire prioi

oulsiandnit:

under

interpret that language,

could

be

three

times

under other circumstances

it

standing capital stock, for

certaiti circumstances, the
outstanding capital stock, but
could not equal three titnes the out-

the

if

the prior debts to

greater than the prior debts reserved
three times the capital stock, and
the other

in

so that

outstandini:

jtock of the railroad company.

then the authorized issue under that
latter

auditing and accounting organization of the .American railwavs,
the

your issue of June

in

junction with the sup])leinental mortgage, also does not contain

jiay

for lliem as a fund out

in trust

regard to an article
Recent Development

per cent

and
time

are entitled to claim that the

which the railroad can be imprtjved

of

it,

all

extra 7 per

the

to

111

'.\

Wirk.

.\ge G.vzette:

shareholders.

7

tained by charging unreasonably high rates.

New

THE Editor of the R.mlw.w

Po

mortgages of the New York Central & Hudson
River and the Northern Pacific, he will find that the language
contained in those mortgages is not the language he has used.
The mortgage of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, in con-

per cent for themselves, to pay another 7 per
cent into betterments, that implies an unreasonable return obafter taking

RAILROAD MORTGAGES

mortgages

is

1

for

tinder

latigtt.ige

be added are
the mortgage,

would be

less

than

think that the language used

of a similar nature.

language tised in these mortgages cited was evidentlv
intended to comply with the savings bank law of New York.
and if the law is examined, it will be found (hat the langnage
used is practically the same as that used in the law. The savings bank act does not say that the aufhori/cd issue is limited
The

to three limes the outslaitding capital

slock, but slates that

not .inthorize a tol.il ivMir of ti.m.l^ uhieh 't»»ieltiet
Willi .dl outslandtnit piior debts of Hnid comp.Tii\. .iltci tti-.tirtinu tlieiefioni
llie
tionds reservi'il uiidei lite provisions ot liie mottn.TK*- to retire piioi
debts at maturity, tliall exceed thiee times tlie <Mit*>t:itidin|i enpttal sloeV
ti
said conipanv
I

lie

tnortK'iKc

"ih.TlI

Kkxnktu
\Vh\ia

G. VVhitk.

&

Kemlile.

Training

Young Men With Reference

of

A

Powerful Directive Influence

ing,

and

in

Promoting

Men

Is

to

Promotion*

in Selecting, in Train-

Absolutely

Necessary

By George M. Basford
Chief

Engineer Raili'oad Department,

New

Ryerson & Son,

T.

J.

York.

A railroad president recentlj' inade tliis observation and
asked this question
"What troubles me most is the question
of promotion of men to subordinate executive positions.
I
don't know who should be promoted and my department heads
don't have proper confidence in their own recommendations.
Can you suggest a way to promote men intelligently?"
American railroad officials have attained their positions either
because of or in spite of the conditions under which they came
These paragraphs are based upon the opinion
to the front.
that they hav.e come to the front in spite of unfavorable conditions.
They are also based upon the belief that railroad
problems of the immediate future will create demands for ability beyond the possibility of present methods to supply.
They
are further based upon the conviction that the selection, training and promotion of their personnel is the problem of supreme
importance before railroads today. The object of your speaker
is to reveal this problem and show how it may be solved by

and of subordinate executive officials. Because its organization
is scattered over thousands of miles-, this is particularly true of
Picture your own position as a railroad officer
a big railroad.
if you could
depend upon the individual shopman, trackman,
yardman, brakeman, conductor, fireman, engineer, despatcher,
agent or clerk to do the right thing at the right time and intelligently to
devote the hours of his day to that part of
your problem for which he is responsible
You would have
time to think and time to plan. Your mind would be free for
the larger tasks and larger opportunities before you.
Your
desk would not be piled high with the useless official literature
of today, the burden of which is, "Please explain."
Today we
are looking for the genius and are overlooking the production
of good workmen.
We are depending upon officers. We need
to depend upon men.
Trained, properly educated and encouraged workmen will provide good officers later.

inspired leaders of a railroad organization.

or guarantee are

:

The time-honored method
leadership to reveal

method

cent men, but this

coming upon

of waiting for executive force and

in

itself

the ranks has produced

will

magnifi-

not meet the great need

now

famine
of leadership.
It belongs to the past days of relatively small
things.
You must make men. You can not afford to wait

them

for

On

to

the

us.

It

make

other

young men, usually
trained

principle
tions,

it

and

for
is

in

a

the

plan

adopted by some railroads a

official

positions
to

—

failure.

is

— that

of training

that they are be-

unquestionably wrong in
With some notable excep-

has failed generally, and for a very definite reason

for the

ideal

will result

now coming to new life
college men — announcing

doomed

sure to continue to

and

It

themselves.

hand,

generation ago and
ing

inadequate.

is

fail.

West Point and Annapolis

army and navy, because enlistments

it

is

plans are
the rank

in

and the majority of recruits
leave the service in early manhood.
It is, therefore, necessary
to train many young men specifically as officers of the army
and navy. Success of railroads, however, largely depends upon
This changes
the permanent enlistment of its rank and file.
the entire problem.
It is from the ranks of enlisted men in
railroad service that most of you have come.
It is from the
same source that nearly all of the great railroad leaders of the
time have come.
It is from the rank and file that the very
Railroads will fly
greatest leaders of the world have come.
in the face of history of achievement if they forget this fact.
It is safe to predict that the same source will supply the even
greater leaders that the future will require.
When you announce that young college men are being trained for official
positions, you slam the gates to advancement in the face of the
man in the ranks. This plan has brought exactly this result on
one of our great railroads. It is not fair to the college men.
It is not fair to the rank and file.
Great works require great leaders. Great leaders require perfile

are

for

limited periods

fection of training in the ranks.

ranks
it

in

Perfection of training in the

turn produces and develops great leaders.

appears that the

men

in

Therefore,

high authority today will leave the

legacy of greatest value to the future
to the training of the recruits

coming

if

they properly attend

into the ranks.

For success, all large business organizations must depend
upon ability, fitness, training and loyalty of men in the ranks
recently made before a meeting of the Burlington Associaof Operating Officers.

•An address
tion

I

Whereas

greatest

care,

deliberation,

study,

specification,

test

purchase of property, rails,
equipment, machinery or material and the highest officials interest themselves in the purchase, the prevailing custom is to
applied

in

the

new employees

to mere chance.
It may hapchairman of the board will in his first
entrance into the service be hired by a clerk, or that one capable of development to such an office may be rejected by a clerk.
High-priced officials buy your locomotives and your rails. Who
buys your men of the future?
Solution of this problem begins with the selection of men in
the ranks.
Systematic methods of selecting human material for
the organization are imperative.
The boys in offices, in shops,
and all along the road should be most carefully and intelligently se.'ected. Some one well qualified must be given this responsibility.
Then these recruits must be tried out, and those
"making good" must be trained.
This word "trained" rep-

leave selection of

pen that the future

resents a

new meaning

as applied in this connection.

It

means

thorough education of hand and brain and conscience. Selection
is important in all organizations, regardless of size.
The larger
the organization, however, the more important is the matter of
training.
Training through apprenticeship is imperative.
It
may not safely be deferred. You will not be able to hold your
own in railroad progress without it. For example, how will
you keep up with requirements in locomotive-boiler construction and maintenance without apprentices in your boiler shops?
You need workmen who are better informed than the foremen
used to be. This is true of many trades and many positions in
railroad service.
It

is

believed to be perfectly practicable to provide thorough

young men in every department of the
Each should be trained and encouraged to develop
and advance as far as he can go. For shop recruits the way
This has
is clear, through apprenticeship and apprentice schools.
The Santa Fe
already been worked out on several railroads.
training for boys and
railroad.

today has 877 shop apprentices in nine separate trades at fortyone shops.
They are under instruction by shop instructors,
In company
through whom they are learning their trades.
schools in working hours these boys receive mental training
and development in lines corresponding with their work. The
school instructors are company employees who have developed
an educational plan so satisfactory as to merit the attention of
The shop and
professional educators of highest standing.

the

school

instructors

They are expected

selected and trained most carefully.
and they do, exert a powerful moral in-

are
to,

July
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fluence over the boys.
the Santa

Fe

After eight years of continual growth,
graduate 175 of these boys into the

will this year

ranks of competent, educated workmen, and this is only a beginning. Ask yourselves w-hether or not your official load v.ould be

The cards used by Mr. Parish have been mentioned and

de-

scribed publicly before and are worthy of your earnest attention.

This

is

the personal record card and these are the definitions of

terms accompanying

you had 175 trade trained and educated workmen
launched into your organization each year. In eight years the
road referred to has graduated 651 of these competent reliable
young men. Seventy-one per cent of these youths are now in
the service. If only half of these remain in the service a promising start has been made.
With a suitable plan of promotion a large proportion will remain in service, and that curse of railroads the floater will
lightened

151

it:

if

—

be displaced by the steady, reliable

workman you

AGE

N'AME

EMPLOYED AT
-\S

—

all

want.

At

\'ery

Good

Good

a

shop on another road where apprenticeship has been established
where 1,500 men are employed, but 57 men of
mechanical trades have left the service in a year.

EDUCATION

Because the boys are supervised and trained in groups, trainis relatively easy, but boys in every department may be trained if an officer high in authority issues
the order that every! one on the road must see to it that the employee immediately below him in rank is trained and prepared
for promotion.
This applies to offices, stations, yards, and
everywhere else. All employees will some day be told that they
must not expect promotion until they have properly trained and
educated their own successors. You will all agree with this,
but are you doing it? Every shop and large office building will
some day have its school and every road will some day provide
educational schemes for outlying points by correspondence.
Evcrv road will also some day provide an officer whose duty is
to scour the cities and the rural districts along the line tor boys

MOR AT

SPFCI AL

eight years, and

Medium

Poor

KNOWLEDGE

FXPFRIENCE
H^NF<^TY
]TV

ing in mechanical trades

TACT
RFs;nTiRrF
RFT TAMTF

FORESIGHT
APPEAR -WCE

MEMORY
F\ERGV
INITIATIVE

PFRSISTFVCE
A^^SERTIVEXESS
DISCIPLINE

.

SYSTEM
ORG.AMZ.ATION
EXECUTIVE ABILITY

of the right sort.

Clerks arc a neglected crowd of competent and incompetent

men — usually in
look.
You can
road.

Many

they had a friend and a chance, just as
that

many of
They

been clerks.

spite of that

but

fact.

high

the best

ofticials

Hon't for-

of our railro.;ds have

did not rise because they were clerks, but

The development

in

to successful accomplishan adequate, complete and systematic
scheme of promotion. The other is an inspired officer, very
close to the president of the road, as organizer and administrator of the training and promotion of men.
Let us speak of

One

of these

is

this officer first.

There can be no better foundation for an organization than
the principle that the ranks,

contain the

men

if

carefully recruited, will necessarily

The men are there.
find them.
The men of

of the future.

turn on the light in order to

must be discovered and promoted.

Because of the

We

must

the future
size

of a

necessary to provide easy and automatic methods of discovering ability.
It is desirable that prorailroad organization

it

1

Definitions

Education: Mt-nial and moral training.
Special Knowledge:
Experience: Knowledge acquired by actual trial and observation.
HoNESTV Upright disposition or conduct.
Morality: Accord with the rules of right conduct.
:

of this idea has no limit,

two factors are absolutely necessary

ment.

D.ATE

many good shop boys

would make excellent firemen and roundhouse men.
get

SIGNATURE

no training and no out-

blind-alley jobs with

not .ifford to have any blind alleys on a railof these clerks would make good station men if

is

motion should be projioscd by co-operative action by subordinate
officials and controlled by a very high official whose authority
is complete in this case.
Suppose the president of a railroad
could find a man qualified for the duly of directing the training
and promotion of men. Tlie difficulty in finding such a man
emphasize the importance of the duty. This man sh.iuld he given
a diRiiiricd, powerful i)osiliiin, with such a title as "assistant to
the president."
lie should be responsible for methods of recruiting, methods and means of training men, and for .i scheme
whereby he will personally know tliat every promotion is based
upon merit, with favoritism and politics banned. He should lie
responsible for and personally approve every promotion in the
entire organization.
To do this with intelligence, periodical individual surveys of the organizalon shoidd be made, say, every
six months.
This was done with success by L. G. Parish for
his (lepartmenf when superintendent of motive power. ,ind the
scheme is adaptable to all de|iartnu'nls with practically no limits.

Temperance: Moderation.
Tact: Ability to do or say what is best for the intended «ntcl.
Resource: Good at devising expedierts.
Reliance: Sure dependence.
Foresight: The act or power of foreseeing.
Appearance: Outward look or aspect.
Memory. Mental hold on the past
Energy: Active. Effective.
Initiative: The ability or disposition to take the lead.
Persistence: Steady or firm adheicnce lo, or continuance
course of action, or pursuit that has been entered upon.
Assertiveness: Affirming confidently; positive.
Discipline: To teach rules and practice and accustom to

in.

a

imuci

state,

.md

subnnliiiation.

Promptness: Quickness of decision or action.
Accuracy Correctness.
System: Kei^ular method or order.
ORGANt7ATiON: A syslcinatized and regulated whole.
ExBciTiVE Aiiility: Ability to carry into effect in a
:

practical

manner.

Mr. Parish issued exactly enough of these cards for all employees in the department except laborers
These were tilled out
by foremen, for the men under them by general toremen. for
the foremen
by master tnechanics. for general foremen; by
roundhouse foremen, for their men by road foremen of en;

;

;

gines,

under

firemen

for

ofticial

by

chief

ant!

by every

for those innnediately reporting to him.

This ex-

;

clerks,

along the line up to his

icnile*! all

for

own

clerks,

position,

lie personally

compared the reports from time to time.
was allowed to keep records of his opinions of his
subordinates, and it was soon clear that the officials were utidergoing a course of training in obscrvatiim of their men. The
manner of making out the cards reveals the difticulty in petting
cards and

kept

the

\o

oRicial

people carefully and sysU'niativMll>

to estiiraU- the value

k\\

the
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work

of

Some

subordinates.

their

properly to

officers

make out

time

these cards.

is

required

train

to

This fact emphasizes

the value of the cards.

made a very careful study of a subordinate, is quite
mark up some of these personal characteristics differ\\ hen
different times, according to his own moods.

until he has

ently at

trade ajiprcnticeship wherever your boys

cards are examined and compared with those previously
issued for the same individual, it may be found that the officer

has recorded on one card that the subordinate is "very good''
as to tact. On the next card six months later he may mark the
same individual "poor" as to tact. This means that the officers
making the records need training in studying their own men.

me

suggest that you

fill

own

out these cards for your

first

assistant.

Lay the cards aside and repeat the operation three

months

One of the best results to be obtained by the
compel, and check up. this intimate study of individperfectly clear that today promotions are made w ith-

later.

cards

is to

uals.

It is

out any such study.

The

difficulty indicates the great

importance

of improvement of methods of promotion.
A part of the scheme was the general announcement that the

standing of an officer was affected by the records of his men.
by the improvement of those records, and by the number of
men under him that were promising for promotion. All pro-

motions were made from these records which
revealed the capacity of

men

measure

in a large

for the particular promotion recom-

This scheme was carried out for a length of time
prove its value before Mr. Parish left the service.
It is unnecessary to elaborate the method of application of this
piinciple to other departments. It is sufficient to state that upon
one occasion this scheme prevented the promotion of a worth-

mended.

sufficient to

youth simply upon the grountl ihat the official recommending the promotion wished to marry the lad's mother.
Do not misunderstand this card. It is not a blacklist of any
less

kind, but a record of virtues with intent to use

motion.

A

very broad

them for proovercome it.

reveal weakness, but with intent to

It will

man must

dictate the policy of handling the cards.

He must

not be one to look for trouble, but to look for light.
Then the cards must be kept as if sacred by the- heads of departments.
Note that this plan requires no bureau, not even
In the form shown it is
an additional clerk, and no red tape
not final, but may be varied to suit any conditions of employ-

service.

Your speaker

rewards to youths

cost $1,200 per year

for a

for the best personal record

He

watch

know

all

will be college
all

college

superintendent

is

to

be

filled.

The

assistant

to

the

departments for recommendations and the office would be filled after an intelligent and
complete investigation of all eligible men. including the meThe
chanical and track as well as the operating department.
If you are to have the
plan should cover every department.
all

interested

officials you need for future proljlems you must conthem for promotion into operating positions. RailroaiK

mechanical
sider

are already paying dearly for neglect of their mechanical men.

Of

men

of great value to you.

course, the jobs to which promotion

also he analyzed as well as (he
misfits thereby

may

men who

is

to be

made should

are t" be promoted and

be avoided.

How about the college man in railroad service? College men
are needed on railroads, but they will be most valuable if the\
come from the ranks or thr<nn;li the ranks. If vnu cstabli^li

You may

not retain

?

Locomotive Company apprentice boys became efficient as
Wherever apprenticeat the end of the first year.
ship with real training and apprentice schools have been accorded
a fair trial, the results have fulfilled most sanguine expectations
as definite examples would pro\e if time permitted of their
ican

workmen

presentation.

industrial training,
as

struction are

president would call on

the apprentice or other boys

Training of men will cost something. It has, however, been
demonstrated beyond question that it pays from the very start.
The instructor in shop trades
It will pay in every department.
pays for himself from the very first day in the damage saved
in machines and materials.
At the Montreal works of the Amer-

should also require record cards for a long period to accompany
For example, a vacancy as
a recommendation for promotion.
assistant

among

service.
This may be worked out in the form of prizes for
young men in all departments of the service. As an investment,
it would pay to send several boys each year.
For twelve }'ears Joseph T. Ryerson & Son scholarships have
been available for boys from the ranks in railroad service.
Three fine young men have enjoyed the advantages of a fourThe more young men
year course in mechanical engineering.
of this sort you have in your service, the better for you.
The
.American Railway Master Mechanics' -Association provides several scholarships.
Why don't you send boys from your ranks to

railroad

is

would

lege courses as a stimulant for ambition to the recruits in your

country.

should, however, by frequent checks

every department head

It

of them in service, but this plan will enable you to offer col-

posi-

that

in the service.

scholarship each year as a reward

on your road. Three hundred dollars a year, with a little money
earned during vacation, will see a boy through college.
Send
one of your own boys each year, require him to work for the
railroad during vacations and require him to return to the service
for two years after graduation. You will have four boys at college all the time and one graduate each year.
These graduates

watching them, and he
should personally keep the records of all important officials. He

tively

believes that railroads should offer scholarships

in technical schools as

These words, from
assistant to the president need not personally

these cards.

be grouped, as in

and other methods of training boys who can not be
grouped if you require these boys to attend schools, either day
schools on company premises and on company time or night
schools directed or controlled by you, you will soon have a lot
of earnest youths honestly endeavoring to improve themselves.
If you select the best of these as candidates for courses in colleges or technical schools, you will certainly have at hand the
best possible raw material from which to make college men.
Moreover, they will be of and from your organization. You
will know them and they will have already established themselves as a part of your organization.
Send a few such youths
to college and they will return splendidly equipped for your

ment.
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the shops,
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Let
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hard to tell about a man whom you do not really know.
For example, when one of these cards is filled out by a foreman,
suffering on that particular day with rheumatism, everything
takes on a somber hue and under such conditions the foreman's
opinion of a subordinate is not normal and not fair. In other
words, the estimate of the good and poor qualities of the subordinate is likely to be colored by the condition of mind of the
one who makes the estimate, at the time he makes it. An officer,
It is

likely to

Vol.

"In

well

many

as

Massachusetts commission on
all departments of a
they apply to the manufacturers of this

a report of a

represent the need in

industries

the

made more

processes of manufacture and con-

and more expensive by a lack
not chiefly a want of manual
is common, but a want of what
may be called industrial intelligence. By this is meant mental
power to see beyond the task which occupies the hands for the
moment, to the operations which have preceded and to those
which follow it power to take in the whole process, knowledge
difficult

workmen.

This lack
dexterity, though such a want

of skilled

is

—

of materials, ideas of cost, ideas of organization, business sense,

which recognizes obligations."
This can not be made
in (.very department.
too vmphatic.
\'ou uill fail in your mission in life if you don't.
^'ou will lea\e a |)riceless legacy in the form of an organization

and

a conscience

Train your nun

replete with

human

efficiency

and. therefore,

human

happiness,

Train your rank and file and this great railroad organization will lie a pyramid resting upon its base. A pyramid
is typical of the structure of an ideal organization built to enif

you

lUire.

do.

It

lias

a liroad, firm

base as a founclatioM.

In

tlu-

human

Jn.v
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organization this foundation

men
of

is

men

the

in

the ranks.

If the

ranks are what they ought to be, the top will take care
If
only the top is right, the structure is unsafe.

in the

itself.

When you

raise the rank and file you lift yourself also.
You
master of efficiency unless the men you trust to carry
out your orders are efficient. The organization is strong as the
can't be a

ranks are strong

economy and

To

the

old-fashioned

the

in

virtues

—

industry,

skill,

integrity.

man

the ranks the future looks hopeless with in-

in

grow larger. Do something
Recognize the individual whom you as officers seldom
or never see. Save the souls of men of the kind the world needs
by simple encouragement, by recognition of merit, by looking
for it, by recording it, and by rewarding it.
Employers are responsible for many lost souls and ruined lives just because of
creasing intensity as organizations
for him.

neglect of the subject of this talk.

The path has already been

blazed.

The pioneer work has

al-

been done, but thus far the complete plan here suggested

re;i(ly

has never been carried out.

Remember

really simple in principle,

inauguration and operation can be

its

that while this plan

is

and

powerful official, and one
capable of handling it is not easily found. This fact indicates
the tremendous importance of the question of training and promotion.
It is a great undertaking as measured by the certain
only

inlrnsttd

phn

results. ))Ut the

There
desire

an

to

itself is

no greater work

is

to

themselves.

hel])

young minds.

training of

ing abinc

are trained

and the

for

simple and the expense
in

is

and

is

negligible.

the world than to help those

who

There is no nobler task than the
But experience has shown that train-

not sufficient.

is

selecting, in training

who

inspired

in

A

pow-erful

influence

directive

providing the organization for

absolutely necessary.

To show

in

men

the necessity

possibility of providing this influence is

my

object.
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Mr. Hillman had divided all of the mamtenance of way and
structures expenses between wear and weather, attributing l/Vi
per cent of the expense of renewing ties. 10 per cent of the rail
expenses, 15 per cent of bridge expense, and 25 per cent of the
account for cattle guards, fences and signs, to wear. He said
that portion of the expense attributable to

wear should be divided between freight and passenger on the basis of the use, but
that the portion attributable to the weather could not be divided
on the basis of any operating factor. He preferred the revenue
had been largely discredited. Therefore,
he had used the net ton mile basis for dividing the expenses
due to weather. He had attributed 52 per cent of the total maintenance expenses to weather, and this method resulted in asbasis, but said that that

signing to the passenger service only 2 per cent of the cost due
weather and to the freight service 98 per cent. He said he Iiad

to

taken his percentages for wear and weather from figures used by
the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, with some modifications
of

his

Mr. Hillman

own.

antiquated methods

in

said that the railroads had used
dividing their freight and passenger ex-

penses, whereas he had endeavored to keep up with the latest
developments on the subject. Mr. Donnelly asked if any rail-

man had ever used a method more crude than that of assigning a fixed percentage of the ballast, or tie, or bridge expense to weather, regardless of different conditions on different
road

Mr. Hillman said that the basis was not absolutely
it as an average.
Mr. Donbrought out the fact that the figures presented by tlie rail-

railroads.

dependable, but that he had taken
nelly

m the passenger case as to the comparative cost of passenger service are the same as were presented in the freight case.
roads

Therefore,

if they redound to the benefit of the roads in this
showing passenger costs too high, then they would have

case,

disadvantage of the roads in the freight case. He
that the witness had reversed methods he had
used in the recent western freight rate case, and had made numerous deviations in his oral testimony describing his methods
to the

lieen

also contended

HEARING ON ADVANCES IN WESTERN
PASSENGER FARES
hearing at Chicago l)efore Examiner Thurtell of ibe liuer-

'I"1k-

Commerce Commission on proposed advances

stale

in

western

which was begun on July 6, was concluded on
Reports of the testimony pre.sented during
week of the hearing were pulilisbed in the last two issues

nassenger fares
Saturday, July
the

first

of the

was

/v'di/tiov

ni.iinly

atives

of

W.

The second week of the liearing
iiUmduction of exhibits by represent-

^Irc Gazette.

devoted

to the

the protesting state

ex.-'.mir.ation
('.

17.

railway

commissions and cross-

by the attorneys for the roads.

Ilillman, presideiu of the

Mutual Audit Company, who.

as reported in last week's issue, testified on behalf of the ])rotestin.g state railway commissions, making a separation of the freight
and passenger expenses of .seven of the roads in the case, was
subjected to a vigorous cross-examination by Charles Donnelly,
assistant general counsel of the Northern Pacific.
Mr. Hillman's
figures had shown the operating ratio in the p.issenger service

He said he had been surprised himself
expenses to revenues in the passenger
service was less than in the freight service. Mr. Donnelly brought
out the fact that although he had made a separation of expenses
belweeu various classes of service in several other cases against
r.iilroads he had used (litTcrrut forunilas in almost every case.
\\ bile he li.id used
six different liases of separation between
of these roails
to lind thai

:is

the

only

6,S.

ratio of

freight

and passenger expenses

h.ul

strong personal

a

in

preference

bis
for

exhibits,

the

be said that he

gross weight

basis,

which he had used for the separalinn of most of the accounts.
"I'pon your gross weight basis of ilividiiig freight and pas.scngcr expenses," said Mr. Donnelly, "if we had a 3,(XX)-lon
fieiglil train moving at 1.^ miles pi r hour anil
.'iOO-ton passenger
irain Mioving at -K) miles per hour, you would charge the passenger train with oidy one-sivlh as much cxiiense as )i>n would
ihe freight train."
Mr. Ilillman replied in the affirmative, saying
be had made no allowance for the clement of speed, because
ilierc were some cumpen.Haling factors on the other side and he
had Miiule no investigation as In the efTecl of speed.
:i

from those outlined
percentages.

'Tn

in his

written statement of his methods and

freight

case," said Mr. Donnelly, "you
found the passenger expenses 31.02 per cent of the total for Xovember, 1914, for the Chicago & Xorth Western. If you had used
the same basis in this case tlie passenger expense for the Xorth
Western would be $1.0,58,647 higher than you showed in the passenger case exhibit
If you had used the same basis in this case
as in the freight case the Xorth W estern ratio of passenger expense to revenue would be 77 per cent, instead of 72 i>er cent."
Mr. Ilillman admitteil that the difference in his methods would

make
llial

tlie

a iliflFerence of about 5 per cent. Mr. Dotmelly also

witness had charged freight with

showed

non-revenue freight,
liut charged passenger with no non-revenue passenger business,
thus reducing its cost.
He had al.so used a different basis for
dividing the maintenance of way expenses than he had used for
dividing the maintenance of equipment expenses, with the result
that in each instance less was charged to the passenger service.
It was also shown that the witness liad charged all special train
miles to freight and all officers' cars to freight, showing none
of their expense in the cost of operating passenger service.
U. G, Powell, rate expert and accountant for the Xebraska
Kailroad t'ominission, presented an elaborate exhibit to show the
comparative cost of operation of through and local trains, but bis
figures were limited to the direct train costs, in which he included only fuel and wages of train crews. His figures showed
that it cost more to handle local passengers than through passengers, but he contended that this was off.sct by the more expensive character of equipment in tlie through traffic. His figures
were based on an analysis of the accounts of the Chicago \
Xorth Western for 14 days, and of the Chicago, Rock lslan<l \
Pacific for seven da\ s in 1913. and showed th.it for the two
roads combined the average Irain cost per passenger mile was
5 '» mills for local lr,iins and 4.83 mills lor through trains,
lor
ibe N'ortli Western ibe combined cost of ihrough and local trains
was 4.''7 mills and for the Rock Isbud 5.4 mills. For the Kock
Island the average cost of through passengers per mile was 5 .',>
llu-

all
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and for local passengers 5.69 mills. These figures excluded
suburban passengers and passengers in mixed trains.
\V. E. Reed, attorney general of Nebraska, asked tbe witness
his opinion as to whether the railways are earning a fair return
on their property. "In my opinion," replied Mr. Powell, "'the
roads are making a fair return on the value of all their property
which represents a sacrifice on the part of the investor, but if
the courts finally hold that they are entitled to a return on all
of their property, regardless of the source, I would have to
mills,

change my opinion." This remark caused a commotion among
the representatives of the states. Mr. Reed said he thought the
witness misunderstood his question. Mr. Powell said he would
limit

his

statement to the six roads of which he had made a
Kansas & Texas; Chicago, Mil-

study, including the Missouri,

Vw..
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net operating income in recent years by including in operating

expenses a large amount of additions and betterments, and by
increasing the rate of renewals, etc., thus raising the standard
of the property, and endeavoring to show that the railroads were
earning as high a net return as other lints of business.

Mr. Thorne also demanded that the railroad men who had
compiled the replies to the commission's list of 18 interrogatories
be produced as witnesses for cross-examination.
This request
was denied by the examiner.
The testimony on behalf of the state railway commissions was
tumpletcd on Saturday morning, after which E. K. Clink, chairman of the committee representing the International Federation
of

Commercial Travelers,

filed

a long statement with the

com-

mission, entering a protest against the pri^posed advances as "un-

& St. Paul Chicago & North Western Chicago, Bur& Quincy; the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific. Mr. Thorne then fired a volley of ques-

necessary, inconsistent, arbitrary and an imposition on the travel-

an effort to impeach his qualifications to speak at
all on the question of return on value, while representatives of
other states interrupted with additional questions. "Is this crossexamination or impeachment of your witness?" asked Attorney

400.000 commercial travelers, and figures were presented to show-

waukee

;

;

lington

tions at

him

in

H. A. Scandrett of the Union Pacific.
Mr. Powell said, that in his opinion the higher cost of hauling
passengers a short distance did not justify a different fare on
that short haul business, but that a road should be considered
Mr. Scandrett brought out that his exhibit showed
as a whole.
that on passenger traffic for hauls of less than 50 miles the cost
was very much higher than for the longer hauls. His question as
to whether this justified a higher charge on the short hauls
aroused a protest by representatives of the state commissions,

but after a ruling by the examiner Mr. Powell stated that there
should be no difference, at least until the courts are commissioned to determine the exact difference in cost. Mr. Scandrett
also contended that the wage and fuel items included by Mr.
Powell in his direct train costs j^mounted to only about onefourth of the total expenses.

The next witness was W. M. Sangster, an accountant for the
.\rizona Corporation Commission, who presented a number of
1904-1914.
statistical exhibits for 21 western roads for the period

On cross-examination it was found that his figures showed in
almost every case a reduction in the number of passengers per
mile of line, in passenger revenue per mile of road and in revenue per train mile, although there was a total increase of pasS. T. Bledsoe, assistant general solicitor of the
senger miles.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, brought out the fact that the exhibit showed that the number of passengers per mile of road on
the Santa Fe in 1911, was 143,000, and in 1914 only 137,000. The
passenger service train revenue per mile of road was $3,796,
The passenger service train rev1911, but only $3,671 in 1914.

m

enue per train mile was $1.54 in 1911 and $1.46 in 1914. Mr.
Sangster contended that this condition was explained in part by
For example, he said, the Santa Fe had
operating conditions.
constructed a large mileage of line, especially for the freight
service, on which few passengers were carried, and that, therefore, the passenger figures per mile of road would be correspondingly reduced.

Mr. Sangster also

filed

an exhibit to show

al-

leged discriminations in the fares to Arizona points.
Other witnesses for the state commissions were M. .V. Chambers, an accountant for the Kansas Public Utilities Commission,
who presented a number of statistical exhibits to show the

improvements charged to operating expenses, and
an accountant for the Iowa commission, who preshowing what the returns of the railroads would
figures
sented
have been if their capitalization had been one-third stock and
two-thirds bonds, based on valuations made by D. F. Jurgenson,
engineer for the Minnesota Railroad Commission.

amount

Wayne

of

Ellis,

Clifford

Thorne requested

that a large

number

of the exhibits

on behalf of the protestants in the western freight advance case
be included as a part of the record in this case, and he made
a long statement explaining the bearing of each exhibit on this
case,

based on his theory that the railroads have decreased their

ing public, and a particular hardship on the commercial travelers."

The statement was

said

to

be on behalf of a membership of

making an average of 50 miles
would spend in railroad faies
month, or $150,000,000 a year. The

that 500,000 commercial travelers,

a day for 10

months of the

year,

an average of $15,000,000 a
statement also declared that 75 per cent of the commercial travel-

on a commission basis and pay

ers are

The

their

railroads then put on the stand a

rebuttal.

The

first

rebuttal witness

visor of efficiency of the St. Louis

own

number

expenses.
of witnesses in

was T. A. Hamilton, super-

& San

Francisco,

who

criticized

the gross ton mile basis of division between freight and pas-

senger expenses used by Mr. Hillman, explaining the engine tonmile basis used by the railroads, and also the equivalent ton-mile

recommended by the committee on Economics of Railway
Location of the American Railway Engineering Association in a
bulletin issued in 1913. These bases, he said, take into considerbasis

ation the speed of a train,
to three-quarters of the

and also the

damage

from one-half
done bv the loco-

fact that

to the track

is

He ridiculed Mr. Hillman's division of the expenses between wear and weather, saying that the best engineer ever born,
entirely familiar with the conditions on his own railroad, could
not apply the same figures to another railroad with any degree
of accuracy. He said that the Supreme Court had held that expenses must be divided according to the use, and that the use
is measured by weight, distance and speed, which arc taken into
Mr. Hillconsideration in the formulas used by the railroads.
man had not taken the effect of speed into consideration in any
of his formulas.
Mr. Hamilton said that on the engine tonmile basis, after the principle is once accepted no figures need
be estimated, but absolute records can be used. "We do not have
to assume as Mr. Hillman did," he said, "an arbitrary average
motive.

weight of carload or locomotive and then apply a theoretical
division to this and get a result carried out to seeming refinement
by the use of a large number of decimal places which look like
a punctuated box car number." Mr. Hamilton said that the engine mile basis is defective because it makes no allowance for the
different types of engines; the train mile basis does not allow
for the fact that the engine does the most damage to the track,
and that expenses cannot be divided on the revenue basis unless
the rates are based on cost.
Frank Nay, controller of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
testified that he checked over Mr. Hillman's figures pertaining
to the Rock Island and found an undcr-statement of $1,023,803 in
the passenger expenses for the year covered, and that there was
an over-statement of the net revenue. He also defended the
locomotive ton-mile basis as the proper basis of division. Other
rel)Uttal testimony was given by A. L. Conrad, assistant general

auditor of the Atchison. Topeka
controller of the Great Xorthcrn.

& Sama

Fe. .-md G. R. Martin,

South Afric.\n Raii.w.ws Linked Up.— The extension of the
Upington railway line to Kalkfontein, north of Warmbad, has
been completed, thus linking up the German lines with the
Union system. This linking up constitutes a remarkable record, all material having been Ijrought 400 miU-s.

Railway

International

General

Foremen's

Convention

Reports on Rods, Tires and Wheels, Shop Efficiency,
Roundhouse Efficiency and Oxy-Acetylene Welding
The

session of the eleventh annual meeting of the Inter-

first

national Railway General Foremen's Association

Age

the Raihtay

Ga:ctte of July

page

16,

102,

was reported in
and the report of

the committee on valves and valve gearing

was given in abstract.
two sessions was devoted to the discussion of this report, which covered 65 pages in the advance
sheets.
One member strongly advocated the Stephenson valve
gear for switch engines because of the variable lead which assists in starting.
While the piston valve is accepted as the best
all-around valve and is especially desirable on superheater locomotives, some road.s have found that the slide valve could be
made to work satisfactorily on these locomotives.
There is quite a difference of opinion regarding the use of
superheater valve oil on superheater locomotives, some claiming
that as good results could be obtained with Perfection oil, which
gives less trouble in the gumming up of the air compressor ports.

The greater

part of the

Some members
iron

reported

valve

piston

first

favorable

with

results

common

gray

while others believed that special

bushings,

metals give enough better service to warrant the additional ex-

W.

pense.

run

test

F. Lauer, of the Illinois Central, reported that

on a

superheater passenger locomotive

with

with a

fitted

Hunt-Spiller bushings and rings, 266,000 miles had been made
using one pint of valve oil for every 65 miles. It was clearly

shown

from the standpoint of economical operation

that

very necessary to keep the valves

with that end

it

is

and

condition,

view several roads require inspection every 30

in

The use

days.

first-class

in

of the piston valve accessories, such as

done away with.

valves, has been quite generally

Good

vacuum
service

records were reported for both the Baker and the Walschaert
valve

Special

gears.

was placed on the

stress

One

proper and careful design of valve gears.
portant claims made for the Baker gear

for

the standardization

is

RODS, TIES,

— One

member

WHEELS,

of the committee

ETC.

on

this subject

the rectangular rod as against the I-beam rod,

point

of

much

less

maintenance,

saying

that

the

rectangular

(inc

member, as

it

much

is

it

section

is

is

less difficult to maintain.

the crank pin bearings in the side rod, one

Regarding

member favored

the

and straps on heavy engines, for the reason that
they can be kept to a closer fit than the bushing, and are much
One road is experimenting on
caiser to keep in proper repair.
split

brass

large

engines

freight

with

iron

cast

%

in.

crank pin

steel

generally conceded that

pretty

to

It was
be more efiicient.
rods should be annealed at

every year or two.
Among the many causes of broken
rods and poor service are the rods being out of tram, the engine
being out of tram, rod cnllars binding on the rod brasses, pins
worn I'Ut of round, flaws in the straps or rods, engine out of
least

i|ii.iili

I

engine not properly counterbalaiued.

.111(1

Oiu mad
worn places
cracks

in

Is

using the electric welding process to build up
knuckle end of the rod and for welding small

In the

the

jaws

anil

.Another road finds

it

rmls to prevent them from getting larger.
expedient to shim tin- side rod bushings

slating that as much as .Vs,(WO miles have thus
on freight engines with hut one set of Inishlngs.
It was rccommendeil lh.it cnllcr keys he placed In all main rod
keys in conjunction with the two set screws, as loo niiicli care
cannot be given to the back end main rod keys In prevent lluni

and rehorr
been

tliein,

olilaliied

from working

out.

thickness to which a tire may be
the different services and on different roads.

in

the tires

become

the brakes should be watched to
Retaining rings were recommended

thin

see that they do not drag.

for passenger engines; the use of shims

on new tires was beCut flanges are caused by the driving
wheels being out of square with the engine, the wheels out of
tram, the side motion not properly distributed, the engine trucks
leading to one side and the engine not being level on the frame.
The report is signed by A. A. Masters, chairman (D. & H.)
W. G. Reyer (N. C. & St. L.) M. J. Hayes (C. H. & D.) A. D.
Clark (C. G. W.) A. B. Corbett (M. K. & T.) W. T. Gale CC. &
N. W.)
W. F. Lauer (I. C.) and A. F. Taylor (M. St. P.
& S. S. M.).
lieved to be

bad practice.

;

;

:

;

;

;

,

—

Discussion. Several roads reported that they were discarding
channel rods and applying the rectangular or slab rods on account of the channel rods breaking. On heavy engines a number of the members recommended strap ends for the middle
it
is much easier to keep them in proper conbetween general shopping periods, the bushing rods re-

connection, as
ditions

much

quiring too

labor to renew.
Special metal, such as gun
used instead of brass for rod bushings, with
very good success, if it is properly lubricated.
Some roads
have even used gray iron. Several members spoke strongly in
favor of the automatic flange oiler, but it was pointed out that
metal, has been

Several methods were reported for heating the

tires,

the cheap-

where wood was used as a fuel, the wood, of
course, being scrap material. The Soo Line reported that tires
could be applied at a cost of 16 cents apiece where wood was
used for the heating medium. Several roads reported that th<\v
were using cast iron for hub liners, while some used no hub
liners until the wlwels become sufficiently worn, when bronze
is used.
Some roads place a definite age limit on driving axles
and crank pins, believing that after a short time the metal is liable to fail. This, of course, depends on the quality of steel used
on the locomotive.
est being

that

SHOP EKKICIENXY

The

all

The minimum

vary

bushings with

has tried both brass and steel bushings for knuckle

and has found the

joints,

will

When

babbitt blocks dovetailed in them.

One mad

freight.

in

worn

favored

from the stand-

about 20 per cent
The material in the rod should be of mild
cheaper to make.
The forked end rod was recommended by
slecl, withcjut welds.
subject to fracture and that

ing surface on the tire.
One road recommends that the wear
of the tire in the center should not exceed
in., and that flat
spots should be limited to 1/16 in. in passenger service and ]4

the engineman should be carefully instructed to handle it properly, or that its manipulation be placed in the hands of the engine inspector at the terminal.

for all locomotives.

of part>

F<ods.

necessity

of the most im-

—

Tires.
It is recommended by one road that a lip be placed
on all tires to facilitate the setting, and also to prevent the tires
from creeping in when they become loose. The rim of the driving wheel centers should be 5 in. wide to give a proper bear-

is

and maintaining shop efficiency
Competent supervision, insuring com-

greatest factor In effecting

competent supervision.

petent

wwrkmen, makes

mi idem tools and
put of the

it

for an old shop, with less
not only equal but exceed the out-

possible

facilities, to

modern shop with the latest improved facilities, but
The foreman or the gang foreman who is in

poorly supervised.

touch with the Individual

direct

largely

workman

is

the

man who

is

and his qualifications necessarily must be
many.
A combination of executive and mechanical ability is to be desired, and if he lacks in cither, it is
responsible

for

efficiency,

better that his executive ability be the greater.

Close supervision is conceded to be (irofilaMe, .md no foreman
should have under him more men than he can keep in touch
with intelliKi iilly.
He should be able not only to ki;,iw what

man

doing, but

how he

is doing it.
shop can he efficient unless there is a
lixed time set for the completion ot repairs to the engines.
There is no real need of an elaborate schedule which covers the
lime each separale part of an engine must be finished, but there
e.icli

.Sliof

is

Stliiuliili-s.— 'Sci
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is

an absolute need of a schedule which allows a certain number

ot hours for each class of repairs handled, consistent with the
If, by reason of financial depression it is necessary
to operate, say a 20-pit shop, with only enough men to properly
handle 10 engines, put but 10 engines in the shop and get them

facilities.

tmt

as

iiiiickly

as

possible,

with

even

as

the

closest

kind of

Vol.

Shop Appcaniiicc. — Shops should be roomy and well
windows so designed and lighting systems so planned
eyes of employees are not subjected to any

and

ers

toilet

rooms

should

ployees

be

sanitary condition.

must unquestionably be made in the schedule time, thus disorganizing systems, and making for confusion and its attendant

live parts

delay.

Springfield, Mo., a

repairs

cost of

:

The second reason

is

the noticeable relaxation of efforts of

tlie

w-hich. under a short schedule, were keyed to a
higher pitch and the need of haste to get work completed
on time kept men energetic and active lengthening of the schedule has seemingly indicated to them that the need of haste has
been obviated and that they now have lots of time, and it is a

working forces

much

;

difficult

matter to keep them from taking

short as consistent with conditions

FaiUitics.— Modern

makes

make

facilities

for

it.

Schedule time as

for efficiency.
efficiency

and where

sufficient

installed

undue

and

maintained

know

Therefore, energetic, quick moving and thinking men who
the condition of all tools in their charge, and who do not

leave a defective tool where

it

may

get in service are necessary.

Apfrentucs.—.\n apprentice makes for efficiency in proportion
to the amount .if interest he shows and the amount of interest
Select boys with as good an education as
that is taken in him.
possible and who have a real desire to master the trade they
wish to follow. Give the boy every opportunity to thoroughly
Apprentice schools increase the efficiency in
some shops why not schools in all shops?
Shol> Demonslrator.—A thoroughly competent demonstrator
It is through
in a shop of any size is an absolute necessity.
his elTorts largely that maximum capacity of machine output

learn

his

trade.

—

is
<t!

obtained.

He

is

invaluable because of his intimate knowledge
in a new machine or a new

machines, enabling him to break

(iperator

on any machine which

is

at all

complex.

His work

is

not confined to machines, but to any proposition which needs
close checking to insure results.
Store Departmi-iit.—The store department can increase the efficiency by keeping a stock consistent with the mechanical de-

parmcnt's needs and the prompt shipment of necessary material
to the unfortunately located foreman of shops at an outside
point where only stock common to ordinary requirements is
When it is considered that, as stated by G. S. Goodcarried.
win, in a paper read before the Western Railway Club of Chi-

cago last February, the average value of a locomotive's services
through the United States was $44 a day. it is problematical
whether the cause of efficiency is best served by the store department keeping material so low that at any time it makes for an enThe problem should he given the most careful
gine delay.
analysis.

an

Byers S. L. & S. F.)
E.), and VV. T. Abbington (C. & N. W.).

Griest (Penn. Lines)
(P. L.

&

;

F. A.

(

;

em-

all

absolutely

:

Wm.

chair-

Y. C.
E.

E.

Smitli

—

Most men find that the scheduling of the locomothrough the shop is desirable, some roads going into
On the St. Louis & San Francisco at
more detail than others.
Discussion.

man

is

assigned to the routing of the material

through the shop, and is sort of an assistant to the general foreman. Another man devotes his whole time to checking up material, making shortage reports every day, and keeping after the
The routing man also
store department for the material needed.
makes a daily report and red marks the work that is behind. On
the Santa Fe a material man works in conjunction with the shop
and store department.
On the Delaware, Lackawaima & Western a special connnittee
inspects and passes on new devices or inventions presented by

on the roads without the payment of royalty.

lars.

in

;

;

employees, and if these devices are accepted for use the
employees are paid for them. Other roads obtain the patent
rights for the men with the understanding that the devices can be

of tools

than their worth, and because they do not duplicate the output
or come up to the standard of some similar tool or appliance,
higher priced and of higher efficiency, men in charge are criticized and oftentimes termed incompetent
Tool Room.— In a large shop where mechanics get their own
tools on checks from the tool room, the delay of a minute multiplied by the number of times they occur in a day and by the
number of men affected runs into hours, which in turn mean dol-

strain; lock-

;

is retarded by reason of the inor appliances being considered rather than
the ultimate profit that would be made with them. Then again,
tools or appliances are purchased because of their price rather

often a shop's efficiency

cost

that there

The report is signed by Geo. H. Logan (C. & N. W'.;,
man; J. M. Kerwin (C. R. I. & P.) J. C. Newmarch (N,
West) C. M. Newman (A. C. L.; J. Miller (I. C.)

the

Too

ventilated,

for the convenience of

an improved tool or appliance will shovi- a consistent increased
output sufficient to pay a good rate of interest on the investment, it should be bought and installed.
itial

Nu. 4

are no dark spaces and glare of sun or lights so modified that the

checking of labor and material charges, the
on 20 engines handled with a 10-engine force
will be way above the usual cost of repairs, when engines are
There are a number of logical
repaired in their usual time.
The first and
reasons for this, but I w ill inention only two
principal reason in a shop which has been working full force
under a satisfactory schedule is, of course, the changes which

and

supervision

59,

ROtJNDHOUSE EFFICIENCY
the connecting link between the mechanical
.\ w-ell-equipped roundhouse
and transportation departments.
will do much towards strengthening this link, and it is time that
more attention be paid to its construction and equipment, so that
Too much
it may be brought up to the Iiighest state of efficiency.
of the details of the construction of roundhouses is in the hands
of the engineering department, and too little in the hands of the
man who is on the ground, who has to furnish the power for
moving trains, and who knows more than anyone what is required for the highest state of efficiency. To the roundhouse
foreman belongs the responsibility tor engine delays, engine failures, engine mileage, cost of desp.ttching, etc., and therefore his
ideas and recommendations should receive the first consideration.
Good light, heat and ventilation are important for facilitating
roundhouse repairs, for in order to get good results from the

The roundhouse

is

employees' conditions
shop.

should be equal

Lockers and adei|uate

to those

toilet facilities

of the repair

should also be pro-

vided.

—

Equipment. Drop pits for driving wheels, engine and tender
wheels should be in all roundhouses where running repairs are
required to any extent. An engine may be kept out of the repair
shop indefinitely by dropping the driving wheels for repairs to
driving boxes, turning tires, etc. Overhead cranes or trolleys
should be arranged for removing dome caps, front end dr)0rs.
bumper beams, etc. Washing out systems effect a .great saving
well as protecting the lioiler against leaking flues, and all
roundhouses should have hot water and plenty of it for washing
Storage tanks, or sumps, should be made
and fillini; boilers.
large enough to take care of all the water that is blown from the
boilers; it should then be UM^d for washing out. reclaiming all of

as

the water by filtration.

There are instances of roundhouses equipped

entirely with old

This is a short si,ghted policy.
The tools for the roundhouse should be the very best, especially
where it is isolated from the rc|)air shop, and it would seem that
the repair shop should take the old tools rather than the roundtools discarded by the repair shop.

house, because the repair shop

is

in

a better position to

make

them than the roundhouse.
Roundhouse piping is a subject for consideration. It would
seem that the only proper .-uirl safe way to install the piping is in

repairs to

July
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and provide easy
sewer pipe leading from
the roundhouse should be less than ten inches in diameter and
preferably 12 in. Engine house pits, especially drop pits, not
properly drained, dispel an odor causing dissatisfaction among
conduits of sufficient size tu hold

the pipes

all

No

access should repairs be necessary.

and are also unhealthy.
There should be two inbound tracks witii an emergency runaround track and two outbound tracks. The inbound tracks
the employees,

should be of sufficient length to admit of a water crane a reasonaljle distance from the entrance so that engines coming in from

and having low water in the tender can be given
Otherwise with engines ahead, they will die before getting into the house, causing delay. There should be about 350
ft. between the water crane and the coal chute so that after taking water the engines may move ahead to wait their turn for
coaling.
There should be at least 600 ft. between the coal chute
and turntable to allow for engines stanilinj after taking coal.

est

single

137

o.xy-acetylene

shop of the

St.

Louis

installation

& San

that

is

Francisco.

the

Springfield

This plant,

in addition

at

on the Frisco System, was furnished and inby the Oxweld Railroad Service Company. The oxygen
generators are of the duplex type and 1,000 cu. ft. capacity. The
oxygen used is purchased from the Linde Air Products Company,
being delivered to the road in 100 and 250 cu. ft. cylinders. These
to the ten others
stalled

are connected to a duplex manifold which

makes it possible to
remove and replace cylinders without cutting off the gas supply
to the shop.
In all of the Frisco plants* the oxygen and acety-

the road leaking

lene gases are piped throughout the shop, stations being placed

water.

at convenient intervals to serve the various departments.

To

prevent damage to cars by

fire

from hot cinders

con-

pits

taining several feet of water are being constructed so that the

cinders can be

dumped from

& Western

Cliicago

The

the engine into the water.

Indiana load cinders with clam

cinder pits containing water to the depth of 7

The

ft.

shells,

the

cinders are

loaded into cars at a cost of about twelve cents per car.

which the roundhouse

Water cranes should

credited.

is

the best

trouble which has ever been experienced with oxy-

journeymen of the various trades. No handy-men or
are used on any class of work whatever.
The

apprentices

mechanics who are selected are given a four months' course of
training under an expert. By this system a corps of more than
seventy expert welders has been trained on the Frisco System,
and the work which is being turned out of the shops today is of
first

quality.

The Frisco with

These

cinders are sold to the track elevation department for $3 per
car, for

The only

acetylene welds has been due to the inefficiency or inexperience
of the operators. On the Frisco welders are selected from among

liandling
is

all

lirst-class

boilermakers as burner operators
work with unvarying success.

classes of boiler

the present practice to weld in

all

part sheets, whole sheets and

be located, one at the entrance of the inbuund tracks, one on the

seams of complete boxes.

This method

inbound tracks between the cinder pit and turntable and one on
tlic outbound tracks.
The office and store house should be combined into one building conveniently close to a track for loading and unloading purposes and should be made fire proof.
Cleaning engines, on a number of roads, is being discontinued
cin account of the expense.
This would not appear to he a good

riveting as to initial cost,

and also represents a great saving

l-olicy for

the reason that the defects are liable to be covered up

and may not be detected
several mechanical devices
cost down so much lower
no' >eem that a railroad

by the engine inspectors. There are
for cleaning engines, which bring the
than the hand cleaning, that it does
can afford to entireK-

disi)i.nse

with

cleaning.

The report is signed by: N. B. Whitsel (C. & W. 1.). chairman H. W. Rnsign fC. G. W.) Chas. Snyder (A. T. & S. F.)
E.
I'.uckbee
C. C. C. & St. L.)
S. Whitford
C. &• X. W.)
S. j. Harper (Y. & M. V.)
W. B Middleton (A. C. I.) and I'.
;

:

;

.1.

(

;

W

(

K

(C.

I'.utler

Disciissiun.

&

— Those

i>i

ilr.iinaue

week

waste

use jib cranes at

number of roads also find the u.se
One road has a .satisfactory arrange.\

|H"\i(ling settling boxes in the sewer line to

sediment.

atid

at a small cost.

of 7? gal. of water to
lb

1

gal.

of

oil is

This

method of cleaning not mily gives the loconu'live a very neat
appearance and does the work economically, but it keeps all the
parts liean and free from grease, which makes more perfect in•pciliiin possible.

OXV-.\CI.T\ t.KSE Wl;l
I

111

aei lylene

..\j

1I1N(,

many

of the principal

however, whether any of the present
capacity as «ill eventually prove
necessary to handle the vnlunie of work which can be most c(liII

installations

riiiilh

is

doulitful,

are of as great

iierforninl In

The New York

frame welds when competent
were used has been zero. This

Central at the Collinwood shops use both the

and oxy-acetylene welding process. The latter
lirincipally for boiler work in welding and cutting.
The

is

used

electric

process has been found of special advantage in welding flues in
flue sheets, very good results having been obtained from this
practice.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Silvis, III., operate both
still adhere to the use of Thermit
for all frame

this prncrs"!.

.-Vs

report

is

signed by:

M. Kerwin

J.

far as

is

known, the

larg-

(

C.

I".

R.

.\.

Byers (St. L. & S. R). chair-

&

I.

P.),

and

I.

C.

Newmarch

(N. Y. C. WesO.
Discussion.— A large number of interesting jobs were mentioned as being done by both the electric and oxy-acetylene
processes, showing that as the operation of these systems becomes, better known the opporliuiitics increase. It was shown
that in order to be used succcssfnlly the operators must be
expert and have a thorough understanding of the art of welding,
the

varying successes on dilTcrcnt roads on the same class of

work making

this clearly evident.

CLOSING EXERCISES

During he Thursday session an address on the Selection of
Men and Their Promotion was made by Roy \'. Wright, managing editor of the Knilway .Ikc Gcuetti:
The necessity of
having the officers and foremen study their men more critically
was emphasized.
I

The following

process of welding anil cutting metal- has

ihuing the past few years been adojited by
riiilrnads

on

failures

electric

used with a pressure of 00

the pressure being taken from the air line in the yards,

.

of

facility.

The
man;

Some roads

These lioxes arc cleaned every
Roads cleaning engines by washing with
a mixture of oil aiul water under pressure lind that the work is
(lone very satisfactorily. On the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western a large Mikado engine can he cleaned in about 15 minutes,
by this process at a cost of not more than 30 cents. A mixture
catch the

in

process has no limitations as to classes of metal; brass, cast,
malleable and wrought iron or steel being welded with ec|nal

welds.

lathes valuable.

|M,ri:iliIi

The percentage

operators, usually blacksmiths,

very strongly in favor of them, and be-

the posts between the pits.

miiil

more economical than

subsequent repairs required at roundhouses.
During the past two years all broken frames have been welded
by the oxy-acetylene process, which has proved itself not only
cheaper, but more satisfactory than any method previously used.

roads that are equipped with electric cranes

,ire

lieves that they are indispensable.

III'

is

systems but

O.).

the roinidhonse

in

:

:

;

is

It

President,
tral,

I„

Chicago.

A.

111.;

foreman, Chicago
vice-president,

•For
«iir/miy

officers

W.

were

elected

first

the

& North Western,

ensuing
Illinois

year:

Cen-

Walter Smith,

gener.il

Deailwooil, S. D.

second
Western,

vice president,

T. Gale, foreman, Chicago

coniplrtr description of ihr.c plants
Cncflle of .Scpimitirr H, I9M.

.<»<•

for

North, superintendent of shops.

& North

;

and the work done «cc

tlir

;
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Chicago,

111.

;

third vice-president,

&

W.

G.

Reyer, general fore-

Tenn.
fourth vice-president, C. L. Dickert, assistant master mechanic,
secretary-treasurer, William
Central of Georgia, Macon, Ga.
Hall, foreman. Chicago & North Western, Winona, Minn.

man,

Nashville,

Chattanooga

St.

Louis,

Xashville,

;

NEW LEHIGH VALLEY PASSENGER AND
FREIGHT TERMINALS AT BUFFALO
The Lehigh Valley has recently started the construction of
complete new passenger and local freight terminals at Buffalo
to replace the present facilities which have become inadequate
The passenger station, located between Main,
for the traffic.
Quay, Washington and Scott

streets will be a four story struc-

ture of gray Indiana limestone with a granite base and terra
cotta trimmings. The building will be set back 50 ft. from the

Main street to provide for a driveway and approach
main entrance. It will have a frontage of 164 ft. on Main
The areastreet and will extend back 102 ft. on Scott street.
way between the north side of the building and Quay street will
be paved, providing standing room for cabs and another driveway to the building. On the Washington street side an open
east line of
to the

Architect's Drawing of the

Main

scoting of this room.

cated on the

Quay

A

lunch

room and restaurant

street side of the waiting

will be lo-

room, while on the

Scott street side there will be a smoking room, a women's
retiring

rooms

for both

men and women,

.'\dequatc

rooms,

etc.

Vol. 59, No. 4

A

room

liospital

Offices will be provided

will also be

on the Main

provided

in the station.

street side of the building

on the second, third and fourth floors for the use of the Lehigh
\'alley and tenant companies.
These offices will be provided
with double elevator service and with independent stairways.
A ramp will lead from the waiting room to a tunnel under

Washington

street,

providing access to trains.

At

the opposite

end of the tunnel there will be another ramp bringing passengers
to the street level, the headhouse and the train shed.
The headhouse will be a two-story steel-encased building set
back 20 ft. from the building line on the east side of Washington
street.
It will have a frontage on this street of 181 ft., and a
In outward appearance the
depth of 100 ft. on Scott street.
building will be of gray brick with granite base and terra cotta
trimmings in harmony with the station proper.
On the first floor of the headhouse a baggage room will be
provided with an area of 4,300 sq. ft., 3 independent express
rooms with a total area of 4,600 sq. ft., and a mail room of 1,200
A concourse 181 ft. long will extend across the full length
sq. ft.
of the building with a total area of 5,600 sq. ft., and will be
open to the roof. At one end there will be another cabstand.
Exits will be provided on Scott street and on the areaway on

Street Side of the Proposed Passenger Station

Coming
area 50 ft. wide will be given over to a grass plot.
through the main entrance on Main street or from Quay street,
one enters immediately into the main waiting room 82 ft. by
102 ft. in area and the full height of the building. Three large
arched windows will be provided on the Main street side and
smaller windows on the other sides in addition to large skyMarble will be used for the floors and wainlights in the roof.

and

.

room
space

will be provided for the telephone, telegraph, news-stands, parcel

the north side.

The ramp from

the tunnel under

Washington

Seats will be prolead directly to this concourse.
vided here as well as in the main waiting room.
Provisions will be made for immigrant travelers on the second
will

street

floor

for

of the headhouse

men and women,

There

will

firemen,

where separate rooms

also be lounging

conductors,

will

be provided

for the exclusive use of this class of travel.

rooms and lockers for enginemcn,
Pullman and station em-

trainmen and

ployees on this floor.

The

train'

shed will be 195

witli

ft.

wide and 842

ft.

long and will

type of concrete and steel shed
F\eppler skylights has been adopted, requiring more than

provide for 10 tracks.

The Bush

July

50,000 sq.

Tlic platforms will be of concrete, built at

of glass.

ft.

an elevation 8

The
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above the top of

in.

terminal

freight

be

will

rail.

between

located

Quay, Perry and Mississippi

Scott,

A

streets.

Washington,

two-story

office

building of steel encased construction with a granite base and
terra cotta trimming, in harmony with the passenger buildings,
ft. from the east line of Washington street and
from the south side of Scott street, having a 60 ft. frontage on Washington street and being 111 ft. deep. Connected directly with this building will be the freight house proper, a steel
and concrete structure divided into three separate sections by

of the geography of the surrounding country, the different railroad connections, etc. He should have the dififerent series of
cars in use on his system committed to memory and should acquaint himself as far as possible with those in use on direct connecting lines so that when a car number comes before him he
will not have to refer to the Equipment Register to ascertain

will be located 15

whether

18

ht;

ft.

The

walls.

fire

section

is

191

building

itself

long and 60

ft.

is

ft.

be provided by a continuous

600

wide.

in

ft.

length,

while each

house just above the doors and daylight will enter from all four
sides.
The floors of the freight house and the platforms on either
side will be of concrete. The platforms will be 10 ft. wide, while
there will be a ramp on the track side leading to the ground at
either end.
A line of steel curtain doors will be provided on
both

with

sides

steel

canopies

The areaway between

above.

Scott street and the freight house will be paved with Belgian
blocks, while the

two tracks on the opposite

room for 32 cars.
Beyond the two

side will provide

when

to act

a box, stock,

M.

flat

or passenger car.

a defective car

is

to be

officers

should also

interchanged and he cannot

on the subject.

many

"bad-ordered" on the road and disposition

is

He

C. B. rules in order to be in a position

the construction of a car will help out

The agents and yardmasters should be

An

times
is

idea as to

when

a car

desired.

so drilled that their car

reports, both by wire

and mail, will be promptly transmitted at
the appointed time and not an hour later; if any fail in this the
superintendent should apply a remedy at once to prevent a repitition because the car distributer cannot do his work efficiently
without knowing what cars are on the line and the requirements
the different stations.
When these reports are received he
should make a thorough check in order to fill the orders for
the next day and at the same tirrie rid the division of any foreign
cars not needed for immediate loading. It will also be necessary
at

to haul

house tracks there will be 11 team
tracks spaced 45 ft. between pairs. The driveways will be paved
with Belgian blocks, while an electric crane will be provided to
handle hcavv materials.
A concrete wall 8 ft. high will surfreight

is

it

familiar with the

communicate with higher

Natural illumination will

of sashes around the entire

line
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some empty cars

short haul for them.

with

tlie

for loading

and he should figure on the
should place his orders for empties

He

yardmasters far enough

in

advance

to insure their being

make it necessary for trains to be reAt the end of their runs conductors of

put in the trains and not

duced to put them on.

local trains should advise the car

man

of the cars at blind sidings, giving

by mailgram or telegraph
numbers and initials and stat-

ing whether they are being loaded or unloaded or are required
for loading.

loading the

When

a car

is

man handling

it

ordered sent to a certain place for
should advise the car distributer

whether or not the order was filled. Sometimes where cars are
ordered to non-telegraph stations an inquiry will come in two or
three days later asking when the cars will be furnished and
stating that the

Track Layout

at

New

Lehigh Valley Terminal

at

Buffalo

round the entire block occupied by the freight terminal with

tlie

exception of that portion occupied by the office building and
freight house proper.
An all-clcctric interlocking plant housed
a brick

in

and

steel

tower

govern the entrance

will

freight to be loaded

service results in law suits for delays

to the ter-

minal.

on the ground.
and damages.

is

Such

The car distributer should be furnished with a copy of each
conductor's report and have access to the index book at the yard
where he is located. In tracing cars and handling diversion
orders the telegraph service is severely abused because many
office

car distributers will not avail themselves of the information at

hand

;

for instance, they can check the conductor's wheel reports,

index books and agents' and yardmasters' car reports and se-

THE CAR DISTRIBUTER

cure a great deal of information which will be of value in tracing
and filling orders for empty cars. It has been noticeil that

cars,

By

L. Coss,

J.

Asvistinl Chief Despatchcr, Chicago,

On

Rock

some

I.sland

heavy divisions a car distributer

&
is

Pacific,

Ilailcyvillc, Okla.

usually employed to

large yards do not make a daily car report showing the
record of individual cars into and out of the yard, on hand, etc.,
claiming insufficient force.
The time consumed by operators

distribute cars, as the chief despatchcr cannot

sending telegrams concerning cars would more than

to his other duties.

salary of a clerk to

do this in addition
This man fills a position which is of more
importance tli.iii the average person appreciates.
The quick
liandlinR of cars is essential; (hereforc, it requires a man wlio can
pl.icc

llu

ilum prfimptly
least

expense.

for loading

The

and

position

at the sanu-

should

he

time do

made

it

with

attractive

to secure the right kind of a man— one who will stay
with the job and who has an ambition for something better;

enough
for

the

changes

service

arc

required

made.

will

Where

not

where there are several industries
pay

at

centive.

least $125 per iiinnlh.

When

lie

business

obtained

when frequent

heavy

and especially

is

there are vacancies

in

in-

(he general ollice of the

car accountant, transfer In which would he a promotion to the
car

A

men on

the road, they should be given a clinnre at them.

firsf-class car distributrr

should have a thnrnuRh knowleilgc

oflfset

the

a report in the yard office

concerning cars should he referred to the car
and handled hy him and not by other employees in
the division office.
Then he is familiar with what is going on
and there is no chance for a duplication of messages, niailgrams
and letters this will also insure against agents and yardmasters
having lo an.swer two or three inquiries concerning a certain
car. a practice which has a tendency to cause them to become
negligent in making replies.
.Ml

inquiries

(lislrihuler

;

The

to serve, the position should

There should also he another

make such

car distributer should also be qualified as a telegrapher

for the reason that he can

agents'

and

yar<lniastcrs'

communicate

secure information that will

position of cars, an<l secure tracing
if

direct with the ditliient

hy the use of the inslrume'il,
assist him in making a quick dis-

offices,

and diversion records, when

he has to waif mitil telegrams take the regular course he

mav
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more telegraphing by

be delayed and in the end have to cause

wire

sending

for

tracers

answers

to

messages

he

has

filed

previously.

THE METROPOLIS BRIDGE OVER THE OHIO
RIVER
Work has recently been started on the construction of a new
double-track bridge over a mile long across the Ohio river at
of
Metropolis, 111., including a span 722 ft. 11 in. center to center
in the
span
truss
simple
other
than
any
longer
50
ft.
over
pitrs,
conworld. The bridge, together with a railroad IS miles long
built by the
being
is
111.,
Metropolis,
and
Ky.,
Paducah,
necting
Paducah & Illinois Railroad, which is owned jointly by the ChiChattanooga &
cago, Burlington & Quincy and the Nashville,
between these two roads.
St. Louis, and will serve as a connection
bridge will consist of a channel span 723 ft. long on the
The

and a
south side of the river, four spans each about 555 ft. long
the
of
trusses
pin-connected
all
side,
north
304 ft. span on the
will be a deck
Petit type. South of the long channel span there
The bridge provides for two tracks spaced
truss 250 ft. long.
spans will pro13 ft. center to center, while the through truss
of 22 ft.
vide a side clearance of 8 ft. and a vertical clearance
end,
above top of rail. There will be a viaduct approach on each
made up of 30 ft. tower spans with clear spans varying from 65
At one point in the north approach there
to 90 ft. in length.

high
will be four girder spans in succession with

masonry

piers

\

track and a uniform load of 7,500

lb.

oi..

59,

No. 4

per foot of track for the far

track, except on floors, hangers and sub-diagonals where the load
The impact per cent
will be two E-90 engines on each track.
cent in all members
per
10
is
stresses
load
live
to be added to
except hangers and sub-diagonals, and the web members of the

On the latter 20 per cent is added,
ft. and the 300 ft. spans.
while on the floor, hangers and the sub-diagonals 50 per cent of
The designing stress for
the live load for one track is added.

246

tension and bending under full live load, impact load, and dead
load is 20,000 lb. per square inch for medium steel, 30,000 lb
per sq. in. on silicon steel, and 35,000 lb. per square inch for
nickel steel eyebars.

contract for the structural steel and the erection has been
Bridge Company, and it will be, for the most

The
let

to the .American

Gary plant. The Union Bridge & ConKansas City has the contract for all piers
requiring pneumatic foundations, and is now at work on the
done by
caisson for Pier No. 1. All other masonry work will be

part,

fabricated at the

struction

Company

company

forces.

1 he

of

approach embankment

at the

south end of the structure

continuing as a much
is 70 ft. high for a distance of 1.800 ft,
lower embankment for an additional distance of 6.000 ft., and
contains in

all

855,900 cu. yd.

The heavy

portion of this emfill at the north

being built by steam shovels. The
end of the bridge is 6,000 ft. long, averaging 15

bankment

is

ft.

in

height and

contains 140,600 cu. yd.

The

line

between Paducah and Metropolis, including the ap-

=^R

Elevation ot the Metropolis Bridge

provide
intermediate supports, one of them on a skew, to
approach
south
The
structure.
the
under
tracks
for railroad
north is 1,590 ft. long. Both
is 600 ft. long, while that on the
resting on piles driven
abutments,
pocket
in
end
will
approaches
being
of the embankments, the one on the south end
lor

end

into the

75

ft.

high, and that

The

total

'.n

the north 40

length uf the bridge

is

ft.

high.

5,442

ft.

The

track on the

low water.
channel span will be on a level grade 113 ft. above
grades
The rest of the structure will be on 0.3 per cent approach
from the channel span. There will be 53

descending each way
high water, which is 52.7 ft. above
ft. of clear head room above
will require pneumatic foundapiers
river
low water. The seven
quartz sand about
tions carried to a thick stratum of sharp white
bed rock, about
to
extends
sand
which
75 ft. below low water,
The viaduct approaches will be on
230 ft. below low water.
1)cing on a compile and spread foundatinns, the latter
concrete

pacted gravel.

The

design of this

practice in the use of a

bridge involved a

much higher

deiiartvne

fn.m usual

loading than that actuconjunction with high unit

live

present time, in
insure greater uniformity of stress in all
high live loading is ultimately
I.arts of the structure when the
The live load on the trusses consists of two Cooper's
realized.
for the near
K-90 engines, followed bv 7,500 lb. per f.^.t of track

ally existing at the

stresses, in order

proaches to the Metropolis bridge,

is

being built with embankall structures providing

ments and cuts for single track and with
for double track.

about -\ugust

1.

It

is

expected that the

line will be complet<;d

for the completion of the

The estimated time

use

order not to delay the
is Irom 2K' to 3 years, but in
inclines are being protime,
until
that
property
the
rest
of
of the
transfer of trains
vided at each side of the river to permit the
bridge

across the river by car ferry.

The bridge was designed by and

is

being constructed under

engineer of the Paducah
the direction of C. H. Cartlidge, chief
Bur& Illinois Railroad, and bridge engineer of the Chicago,
aiiproved by
being
specifications
and
plans
all
lington & Quincy,
Ralph Modjcski, consulting engineer, Chicago.

no country in
Swiss R.MLW.^vs AND THE \V.\R.— Perhaps in
engineering work
railway
and
construction
railway
Europe has
the war than in Switzerland.
in general been more aiTected by
upon the great enterprises on
proceeding
is
work
that
It is true
war broke out. such as
when
which it had alreadv been begun
the
tunnel, the Hauenstein Base tunnel,
Siiiiplon
the second

and the Frasne-Vallorbe line;
be for a long time to come
not
will
there
that
certain
railways, for several of
mountain
developments of new

Muenster-Greiicbenberg tunnel,

to

but

it

is

any new
obtained.
which concessions had already been

Proposed Bureau

Organization to

Be Supervised by

way Association

or the Master Car Builders' Association

By

C. F.

1 he
idea of traveling M. C. B. inspectors in the employ and
under the supervision of the American Railway Association or
tile Master Car Builders' Association, as recently suggested by
a car department officer in one of the railroad journals, is undoubtedly a good one.
It would obviate a great deal of discussion regarding improper charges on M. C. B. repair cards.
It would in time eliminate the suspicion that strict honesty is
not always adhered to by those handling M. C. B. charges, due,
it is said, to ovcrzealousness in attempting to make good showings in departmental expenses, which is too often thought to be

condoned by higher

The

ofificers.

writer has been engaged for a

work of M.

number

of years in the

and correspondence,
including the direction and instruction of car shop. clerks and
car inspectors in the issuing of repair cards and entering the
charges thereon, and has felt the need for such inspectors; he
would, however, propose going a step further, in the establishdetail

Car Repair Accounts*

for Clearing

C. B. billing, accounting

M.C.

•

B.

American

the

Rail-

Straub

work and should

bill

be instructed to select his

from applicants who are

assistants

qualified

lu

1915

m

J
d

CO

§

have entire jurisdiction over them, even to the fixThis plan would not only insure the maintenance of a competent staft but in justice to the men would
permit them to retain the benefits accruing from long service
records with the railroads it would at once place the bureau in
a position to meet the approval of everj-one concerned. A corps
of M. C. B. inspectors, the need for which has been referred
ing

of

salaries.

;

would be a part of the bureau organization.
Each company would forward to the bureau,

to,

or

properly

semi-monthly,

assorted,

all

o

CO

of

its

monthly

either

repair

billin.t;

CLEARING HOUSE
CARDS AND DEFECT CARDS

M.C.B. BILLING REPAIR

a.

i

Ik

06

Z

J

6

V

0:

1

D:

i
tu

coun-

ever, should

or
Q.

billing

B.

are represented.

y-

d

of leading

Such men, it is suggested should be retained on the payroll of the company employing them at the
time of their appointment and the amount of their salaries billed
monthly against the bureau; the manager of the bureau, how-

try

111

*

C.

clerks, so located geographically that different parts of the

BALANCE SHEET OF CHARGES FOR FREIGHT TRAIN CAR REPAIRS, PER

MARCH

stafif

M.

=i

TOTAL
CHARCES

z

D

0-

Tl.ttl 10

A.T.a S.F.

20

B.ao.
B05.S ME.

lt.2KI

30

C4N

vn«»

to

C.B

PAC.
8.

tl.ilS it,

Q.

zv>oo\ to

D.L.aiV.

ERIE

ST.)7*

n

O.T. RV.

snoa

ro

ILL.

fs;i*7 9>

CENT.

LV. R.R.

47.U7' 00

HICH.CEN.

n}72

10
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Suggested Form of Clearing House Balance Sheet
iiHiit

iif

a

clearing house for

llu-

MtiK-nK-m nf car repair ac-

counts.

By

creating a bureau to handli- these accounts, either under

Railway .Xssociatinn or Master
Car Builders' Association, the matter of M. C. B. billing could
be placed on an economical and ethcienl basis .icid benelils would
accrue which no doubt have been and now are, apparent to
every railroad officer and employee who is familiar with the
the

jurisdiction

.iniount

of

So

as

far

of

.'\nicrican

work involved in the |iri<eiit melliod of handlinp.
known, no one has yet presented a sufliciently

is

plan lo warrant the consideration of cither association
and year after year the needless waste goes on.
The proposed bureau shoulil be organized siiinewhat as follow After a '^unicient number of companies who arc mcnil)ei> oi ibe M. C. li. .'\ssoiialion, have subscribed lo the new
plan the l>ureau could lie established by the appointment of a
manager and a number of assistants. The manager should have
dilinilc

had a number of years' experience
•CopyriRht, 19IS, by C. F. Strniib.

in

M.

C.

B. general office

The bureau would then make up credit bills in ia\(ir .11
each company, without showing car numbers or details.
This
cards.

would mean'

company making up several
some having 300 or more pages, containing IJ.OOO
or more car numbers and showing charges in detail, there would
be but one bill to debit the bureau.
The repair cards would
that, instead of a large

liiindrcd bills,

then be appropriately stamped by the bureau tnieohanically, somewhat as letters are stamped in large postolVices) showing that

had been allowed the issuing company, and the charges
in the creilil column of the

credit

ihen entered in the balance sheet
issuing coinp,in\ opposite the

Hy

panics.

shown
tries

referring

to

the

names of the various debtor com
proposed form of balance sheet

will be seen that when the crcilit en
ii
member companies have been properly made

in the illustration

of

all

the

both the total credits and the total debits of each company arc
directly

obtainable.

In

the

form

illustrated

no

detail

arc given but totals arc shown, the luinibcr of dollars
case being equivalent to the
ti>

Ibe

\^\-\

number

rroceodings of the Master

ol
I

cars

owned

entries
in

each

accordini;

ar Biiildcr<!* .^ssociation

;
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The use

of these

I'lgiires

is

based upon the fact that on some

Vol. 59, No, 4

more than 20 per

cent would be required to meet

roads the amounts of monthly credits and debits account of
interchange car repairs have each been found to average ap-

the cost of maintaining the bureau.

proximately one dollar per car owned; they may be considered
as representative of the amounts which would be involved in

a plan tried out

the clearing house transactions.

The bureau

handling the credits and charges would be

stafif

in-

and being
and author-

It

is

the hope of the writer that he

and

its

its

may some day

feasibility proven.

It

share of

such

see

seems as though

were ripe for action to that end by either the American
Railway Association, the Master Car Builders' Association or the

the time

.Accounting Officers' Association.

terested only in the proper charges on repair cards,
in M. C. B. billing, would be
make such changes and corrections

experienced

qualified

ized to

as to

for billing, or return

eligible

correction.

them

This would eliminate

to the
all

railroads except as to the location

make the card?
issuing company for

checking of
cars

of

bills by the
by the car record

The

which could readily be done from the repair cards.

office,

records could be returne dto the bureau and proper credit alThe bureau could then return the cards to the issuing

lowed.

company for correction and deduct the amount

of the charges

credit bill in favor of the issuing

company, per-

mitting the return of the cards to the bureau for rcbilling only

had been endorsed by that company's car record office
showing the interchange record. Under the bureau plan repair
cards would not be given the close supervision in the offices of
department heads which they now receive and such supervision
should be given at the shops and inspection points as to insure
after they

amount of correspondence with the bureau.
Each company should endeavor to send its repair cards to the
the least possible

bureau as nearly correct as possible.
It has been the writer's purpose to go into detail far enough
so that it may be readily understood that the plan is feasible.
No doubt objections may be raised, perhaps the greatest one of

which

number

the vast

is

of private car lines.

However,

The Over and Short Bureau

if

the

once put the bureau plan into operation there will
certainly be enough such owners who will at once recognize its
benefits to start a movement in favor of a bureau of their own
railroads

they do not care to become members of the railroad bureau.
separate bureau would probably be found to be the best plan,
and it is believed would receive the endorsement of the greater
if

A

of

Car Record

the

office

of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Philadelphia, under the charge of

T.

cards for such cars as did not check with the car accountant's

from the next

HUNTING STRAY FREIGHT ON THE PENNSYLVANIA

.S.

Bell, receives

ports being

vania and

made

its

about 2,500 over and short reports

controlled lines

daily, re-

on the Pennsyleast of Pittsburgh and Erie
and

to this office by all

stations

;

an ingeniously devised index has been put
pose of matching the overs with the shorts

in
;

use for the pur-

that

is,

for satisfy-

by discovering the missing goods at some other station.
This is accomplished by carefully searching the records of all the over reports which are received within the next 10 or 15 days after the
date on which the freight reported short began or should have
begun its journey; searches are begun, usually, about the tenth
day. For a large proportion of the shipments or packages which
ing, as far as possible, all reports of freight short

little trouble, finds an over report and
match each other; and, indeed, many cases
are, of course, settled by the station agents without troubling
the head office at all but the system here referred to deals with
those cases which cannot be cleared up without some little study
perhaps two or three hundred daily. Of these a considerable

go astray the

clerk,

with

a short report which

;

portion can be settled readily by correspondence.
require

four
lost

more

Many

others

particular treatment, and the office employs twenty-

men who are on the road, most of the time, searching for
goods and making other investigations incident to the proper

treatment of freight claims of

all

kinds.

Classes

of shortage

should be separate from those rendered on account of car re-

which cannot be readily settled are those where the correspondor where
ing "over" is on another road and is not reported
thieves have stolen the goods. A record of this kind should be
looked upon as an essential feature of the service, even if costly;
but there have been gratifying results from a financial standpoint.
In a typical week the number of lost shipments located was 50,
involving claims amounting to $2,056; and in the same time 93
shipments, for which claims had not been presented.
The essential feature of this over and short record is the comliination of four indexes in one.
The clerk has before him four
sheets; and each item is entered on all four. In the first one the
shipment in hand is indexed alphabetically by the name of the
originating point; in the second it is indexed, on a line bearing
the same number, under the name of the station to which it is
billed
in the third by the name of the consignee, and in the
fourth by the name of the commodity.
The illustration shows a set of index blanks as arranged for
use, the engraving being reduced about two-thirds in width and
height. These four indexes, consisting each of 24 sheets, fastened
one above another, are arranged on a board 21 in. wide and 14

pairs.

in.

;

number
privately

of private owners.

owned

cars

All matters pertaining to repairs to

would then be

settled

between the two

bureau.s.
It is obvious that considerable expense, on some roads thousands of dollars each year, would be saved by handling but one
credit and one debit bill each month, instead of several hundred
Also in the operation of the bureau, mechanical
as at present.

devices could be extensively employed, the use of which is enunder the present unit system of billing. On

tirely impracticable

railroad

systems having an average monthly credit and

debit

from $40,000 to $45,000. it is safe
net saving can be effected of from $8,000 to $10,000

for interchange car repairs of
to say that a

per annum, including stationery, postage, clerk hire,
motive power and accounting departments.

etc.,

in

the

;

The cost of -operating the bureau should be apportioned among
members monthly on the basis of the amount of both credit
and debit repair accounts. The bills rendered on this account
the

The advantages

of the bureau system

may

be briefly

summed

up as follows:
1.

Elimination of the suspicion of dishonesty and unfair prac-

tices.
2.

;

Elimination of a vast amount of correspondence, due to ex-

ceptions to charges,
3.

wrong

car numbers, etc.

Several hundred accounts of

bills

payable consolidated into

one account and closed as soon as received.
4. Several hundred accounts of bills receivable consolidaled
into one account and closed as soon as received.
of multiplicity of hills and
5. Postage saved by elimination
correspondence
6.

high, the sheets being held at the top by strong clips. In the
photograph diameters are reduced as stated, and to further save
space, about one-half of each sheet has been cut out, viz., .lines 4 to
^4 inclusive and lines 41 to 56 inclusive. Sheet B has one more
line than Sheet A
C has one more than B and so on, this ar-

Of

in

the gross

connection therewith.
amount saved by each company, possibly not

rangement having been found the best
covering of any given sheet.

to facilitate the quick un-

In the illustration the letters A, B, C. D, E, F, G,

each the lower end of a separate sheet

;

H

represent

and a complete view

would show separate sheets for the whole alphabet, A to Z.
The method of making the record may be illustrated by referReading this line the interpretation is as folring to line 28.
lows: The shipment was hilled from .\shland, N. J., on May 2:
and the name of the place billed to, is indicated in the right hand

—
July

This

margin.
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23,

is

to be found in

A

next index under

tlie

;

refer-

we find in the first column a letword Ashland. (The date shown

ring to the next index, line 28,

A

ter

referring back to the

not the date on which the waybill arrived at destination
or on which the short report was made; it is the date of the wayThroughout the records this earliest date is kept constantly
bill.

here

is

The

prominent.)

A

letter

in

the last

column

at the right indi-

name is to be found in the index under
Following the same rule we find in the third index
that the commodity is to be found under A, and that leads us

cates that the consignee's

that letter.

was

Going back now to the first index we find that in the item entered on line 31 the letter at the right is H. This indicates that
the name of the station billed to will be found on sheet H, of

The H sheet begins at line 40. The clerk alWith his pencil, he turns up the lower left-hand
corner of the sheet marked G, which discloses sheet H; and there,
on line 31, he finds that this item was billed to Harrisburg. In
the second index.
up.

the rigt>t-hand column of this index he finds the letter

The

instructions

require this report to be

short.

there be any.

making reports of overs property- must be described as fully
Castings and parts of machinery must be described
in detail, so as to show, if possible, to what they belong.
Packages must be described as old or new. An over report should
bear notations of any articles reported short from the same car.
Freight known to belong at some other station is immediately

M

M

;

and

as possible.

made just the same.
known to belong at
which he has no waybill must make an over

forwarded, of course; but the report

An

agent

who

station, but for

He

index, which ends at line

port within

the consignee, A. Morris.

presentation of original

The

this

wliole of the index
filled

is

way.

up while yet there

an additional sheet

is

much room on the
bunch of sheets lasts

is

A

inserted.

If the sheet for

two or three days.

A

similar set of indexes, with the heading slightly modified,

Forms
kept for ihe over reports received.
is

to

show

for

The

is

lirst

of the four indexes

whether there

is

or

is

not a waybill to give light on this point.
the station with which the over report

The second index shows
is

is or is not any
package without marks, or with marks

connected, without regard to whether there

waybill reference,

l-or a

which are not understood, the entry in the third index, instead of
showing name of consignee, would be registered as "no marks."
The reports both for shorts and overs are made on very large
blanks (h^/j in. by 14 in.) with a view to having spaces large
enough lor writing in each item of information, so thai as a rule
the >anie kind of inform.Ttion can always be found in the same
part of the sheet.

On

the short report, for example, there arc

ample spaces not only for
copies of
bill

;

1.

all

seals

"Was

on

facts obviously

needed,

transfers, time stamps or other
all

Init

also for

marks on the way-

four doors, and answers to sucli questions as:

car left at your station, or taken

forward

in

same

2.

"Mow

long was car at your slatiun unsealed before shipment

was checked?"
"Value of freighl short."

(|Uesti(>n
3.

can of course, deliver the goods on

of lading or other proof of ownerand payment of freight charges from point of shipment.
Freight found over, which, because of absence of marks or other
reasons, cannot be disposed of, must within ten days be sent to
the unclaimed freight station, which is at Downington, Pa.
Mistakes in marking, or the sending of packages with no marks,
bill

— Pennsylvania

Railroad

or illegible marks, are the most

numerous causes of

freight going

and the searching of the records in most cases begins with
the commodity index. h~or example Emienton, Pa., reports short
one l)arrel of llour for McGinnis. A search of the flour items on
the over reports discloses a barrel, the record of which agrees
astray

in

;

all

name

particulars with the short report except the

The name

consignee.

of the

of the shipper, the point of shipment and

the date agree to such an extent that

it appears to be an error
found that he marked one too many
b:irrels for Krugg, Railway, \. J., and one too few barrels for
McGinnis. l-requently it will be found that two items will match

of the shipper; and

ihc

in
ir.g

name

is

it

of consignee but not in destination, the shipper hav-

maile a mistake

in

A

marking the package.

niislakc of this

kind often passes undetected by freight-house men, though there
is a plain discrepancy between the shipping receipt and the mark

Errors of

on the goods.

The

original

this

kind are (|uickly disclosed.

reports are filed under the

name

of the desti-

assumed destination of the gixuls, all for one name
being put in a box together. For example, the riiiladelphia box
contains records not only of goods wanted at Philadelphia, Pa.,
but also any similar information concerning Phil.iilelpliia, N. Y.,

"Has claim been ciilercd." Give parlicnl.irs,
The report fills onc-haU the sheet, and the oilier

4.

spaces for the an.iwers to be
station.

his

re-

nation, or

train?"

in

two days.

is

ship,

Indexes to Freight Shortage Reports

the point of origin, so far as this can be ascertained,

is

receives freight which

name of
made up in

is

made within two

if all

shipment, one to go to the last transfer station at which shipment
checked "O. K." and one to be retained. If the shortage has not
been accounted for in seven days then a report is to be sent to
the over and short bureau, including replies received, should

in the third

by referring to sheet

a given letter

received an

or a part of any shipment is
Three copies are made, one for the agent at the point of

days after receipt of waybill,

45 he reads on line 31 the

other.;,

"Have you

similar freight loaded?"

over report from any other point covering this shipment?'

In

to the fourth index.

ways reads

stations

163

.

.

half conlains

I'll

the

Xew York

Orleans, Mobile

the agent at the forwarding

must be answered by him
what other slalions was freight loaded?" "I-'or whal

Among

are: "h'or

made by

.

vS;

Central, or Pliiladelphia. Miss., on the

Ohio.

"Springfield.

Likewise
O..

and Spring'ield.

.\nd Springfields. Mass., and

the questions which

arc

all

in

the

same box.

111."

Mo.,

New

:
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NEW ENGLAND ROADS

FILE CLAIMS

FOR

Since the law was passed
mile, there

MAIL PAY LOSSES

1907.

Alleging that thty have lest large sums through carrying the
mails under the present system of weights and that their com-

pensation at the present rate fixed per mile

New England

confiscatory, seven

is

unreasonable and

roads, filed petitions, July

Court nf Claims in Washington in an effort to obtain
from the government the money which they contend they have
lost in the last six years by reason of the postmaster general's
alleged arbitrary mandates and the operation of the present
system.

The roads
the

filing

these petitions and the

the

sums they claim from

government are as follows

It

is

total

in 1873, fixing the rate of pay per
have been several reductions, the last occurring in
alleged, however, that even prior to these reductions

coinpensation

$4,524,714

490,194

New

York, Ontario & Western
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes
Bridgeton & Saco River, v.... ^.>,i..-.

.

305,000
30,968

At the same

and operation have largely increased, notwithstanding which the
demands of the postoflice department have froirt time to time been
made more exacting, making necessary increased expenditures,
and a far more costly service in the transportation of mails.
Regarding the acts of the postmaster general by which they allege that their burdens have been increased, the railroads say that

made more

last

six

The

petitions filed by these

First.

— That

New England

railroads claim:

the annual increase of inail has not been paid for

all.

Second.

— The

carrying of the parcel post has been without ade-

—

That the deficiency created by loss of mail compenmust be made up from the freight, passenger and express

Third.
sation

receipts.

Two

made

large additions there-

he has refused to pay
the statutory rates for carrying the mails during contract periods
stated by him
he has at various times ordered apartment and

and increased requirements therein

;

;

ment, and entered into contracts for their use for definite periods,
and then refused to pay the rates stated in the contracts, but
offered lower and different rates which were unreniunerative and

made greater and more expensive demands
rooms in stations for handling the mails he has made
many and extensive demands in the handling and the disposition

as to

and

in

the transportation of the mails between the stations and

the postoffices not

causes of action are set up in the petitions

filed,

one with

class in
riers

mails for a certain period every four years as the basis for stating
the average weight of the mail carried for the four years begin-

ning a number of months after such weighing had been made,
it is contended is not in accordance with the law.
railroads charge that the postinaster general deliberately

more than 80 rods therefrom he has required
amounts of gold coin as mail of the fourth
;

the hauling of vast

and the other with respect to the rate of pay per mile
and the increasingly expensive demands made from time to time
by the postmaster general upon the railroads for facilities, for
which no adequate compensation has been made.
With respect to the weighing of the mails every four years
as a basis for the mail payments to them, the railroads assert
that such weighing has been done exclusively by the postottice
department and that they have been prohibited from fully inThis weighing of the
specting and verifying such weighing.
illegal,

The

;

of the mails at the several stations along the lines of railroad,

respect to the system of quadrennial weighing, declared to be

violation of law and without compensation to the carhe has required the carrying of mail on limited trains, and
has burdened the service with onerous fines, forfeitures and in;

creasing exactions."

Another charge made against the postmaster general is that
"without any warrant or authority in law" he raised the weight
limit of the parcel post packages by his executive orders of July
23. 1913, and December 18. 1913, the latter order bringing it up
to 50 lb. in the first and second zones, "and thereby invited and
permitted the shipping of vast quantities of merchandise, farm,
mine and factory products, and materials of all kinds which
theretofore had been shipped by freight or e.xpress. all without
any adequate compensation therefor."

Suez Canal Traffic in

1914.

—The

resorted to this system for the reason that the railroads would

passing through the Suez canal in

be compelled to carry the increasing amount of mail during the

241.236 tons as

subsequent

four-year

held to be illegal

This
without any compensation.
inasmuch as the annual compensation was
period

by law fixed according to "the amount of mail carried per annum."
The railroads assert that they repeatedly requested of the postmaster general that the mails be weighed annually or that the
weights be taken at the beginning and end of the four-year period
and averaged, but that such demands were ignored.

With regard

to the effect of the parcel iiost the railroads point

resulting since the law went into
on January 1, 1913, has not been included in any weights
ascertained by the department and no compensation has been
iHirtherniore. the
paid them for it upon any basis of weight.
raising of the weight limit of packages by the postmaster general
on July 25 and December 18. 1913, has enormoiksly increased the
amount of this mail. The railroads ask in each case for the difference between the extra compensation granted them by the act
of March 4, 1913 for this parcel post business and a sum which

out that

the increased mail

effect

they

more extens-

confiscatory; he has

compensation.

c|uate

is

for a

railway postoffice cars of special construction, design and equip-

years.

at

demands

exorbitant

of outstanding quadrennial contracts

$10,SS0.865

an average annual loss of $1,813,478 for the

cost

time, according to the petitions, the cost of labor,

13,425

Total
is

pay the

materials, depreciation charges, betterments, maintenance, taxes

to

This

to

and switching conveniences, but "he has
pretended to exercise an arbitrary, discriminating and unfounded
discretion constantly against the legal rights and contract interests of the carriers; he has from time to time during the existence

1.839,740
iV

insufficient

ive use of terminal facilities

3,676,824

Bangor & .\r005took

was

deficiency.

not only has he
York, New Haven & Hartford
Boston & Maine
Maine Central

New

paid

of transportation furnished, the reilnclions merely increasing the

17,

the

in

Ko. 4

Vol.. 59,

fix

as the reasonable

of such mail.

cuiniiensatinn

fur

the

lratis])(irtatiiiii

compared with

1912.

net

tonnage of vessels

showed a decrease of

1913

The reduction

r.f

the transit

dues to 6.25 francs, or $1,206 per ton from January
together with the slight reduction of tonnage, had the
reducing the transit receipts to $24,443,630
with $26,329,800

in

1912.

In

the

early

in

1913, as

1,

1913

effect

of

compared

months of 1914

traffic

improved shovMng an increase of 254,497 net tons for the first
six months as compared with 1913, while the transit receipts
Traffic through the canal after the war
increased $409,000.
began decreased considerably.

—

Railway Construction in Chile. The president has been
authorized to proceed with unfinished public works begun in
1914 and to use the income of the Arica-La Paz Railway up
."Ninong other expenditures will be the surveys
to $82,000.
for the .\lamo-Molina Railway, Curico-Los Queues Railway,
and the branch railway from .\rica to Zapiga, The president
has also been authorized to contract at public tender for the
construction of the railway that will unite Traiguen with the
Central Railways, at a maxiuni cost of $600,000 United States
currency, and to expend in the present year $1,50,000, which
will be taken from the earnings of the .-Xrica-T-a Paz Railway.

;

The Pennsylvania's 1915

Rail

Specifications

The

Specifications for 100 and 125-lb. Rail Are Based
on Previous Experiments and Experimental Rollings
For the past two years the Pennsylvania Railroad has been
engaged in the preparation of specifications for carbon steel
the design of a new 125-lb. section.
Various
rails and in
changes in these specifications have been tested as to their practicability by the rolling of small lots in several different mills.
Based on previous experience and on the results of these experimental rollings the specifications given below have been prepared for 100-lb. rail. The specifications for the 125-lb. rail orilered this year differ from those for the 100-lb. rail in that
they do not require the chemistry to be taken from the finished
rail,

omitting sections

specifications for the

6d and

6c,

They

6e.

prepared

125-lb. rail first

dilter

from the

year

last

in that

Section

5,

shall

be

Not

Manganese

The

125-lb. section

and vertical

illustrated herewith

The head

5;A-in. base.

pides.

is

6'/^

high with a

in.

wide with a top radius of 12 in.
Complete dimensions are shown in the sketch.
is

SPECIFICATIONS

3

Silicon

C-\KB0X

in

the

following

0.4S to 0.10
to exceed 0.55
0.80 to 1.10
0.05 to 0.20

Upen-hearth process
Per cent
0.60 to 0.75

Not to e-xceed 0.04
0.60 to 0.90
0.10 to O.JO

—

Avera'^c Carbon. It is desired that the percentage of carbon
an entire order of rails shall average as high as the mean percentage between the upper and lower limits specified.
in

in.

100-LB.

l-'OR

shown

limits

In the event of nickel and chromium being present to the extent of
1.0 per cent and 0.35 per cent, respectiv'ely, these elements will be considered as the equivalent of 0.07 per cent of carbon in the above requirements.
When the analyses for carbon by the mill chemists and by tJje
railroad chennsts do not agree, a tolerance of two points below the
minimum or two points above the maximum will be allowed to cover such
variation before condemnation.
5.

set.

the

Bessemer process
Per cent

Elements
Carbon
Phosphorus

the carbon limits are established at 0.68 to 0.82 or 10 points below

those previously

within

table

Analyses.

6.

— In

order to ascertain whether the chemical cotu-

STEEL R.^ILS

I.N'SPECTION
.-Illcss

1.

Io

Worlds.

— Inspectors

representing

the

purcha>er

have free entry to the works of the manufacturer at .ill
times while the contract is being executed, and shall have all
reasonable facilities afforded them by the manufacturer to satisfy
them that the rails have been made and loaded in accordance
shall

with the terms of the specifications.
2.

/'lace for Trsts.

—

.\11

tests

and inspections

shall be

made

at

Section Showing Location of Borings

position

is

in

accordance with the re(|uiremenls. analyses shall

be furnished as follows

:

(d) For the Bessemer process, the tnanufacturer shall furnish
to the inspector daily, the

carbon determitiation for each melt betwo chemical analyses every 24 hr.,

fore the rails are shipped, and

average of the elements, carbon, manganese,
phosphorus and sulphur, contained in the steel, one for
The analyses shall be
each day and night turn, resiieclively.
made on drillings taken from the ladle test ingot iiot less than
representing the
silicon,

5«c. t^odutus bos*.

%

22.9

Arnhtod, <73t^in •ItiX

Wtfght-IBJilbi ptr i/ord
Mom^nrofjntrln, 68. 7
Stc Moduluihtad, 196

.

The New Pennsylvania

247 .
6aa*.49S.
>veb.

beneath the surface.

in.

(6) Vo( the open-hearth process, the makers shall furnish the
inspectors with a chemical analysis of the elements, carbon, man-

-ZOn
-MSX

ganese, silicon, phosphorus and sulphur, for each melt.

125-lb. Rail Section

ducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the

(<•) For the open-hearth process, a check analysis will be made
by the purchaser of a piece of rail representing a melt, after the
(ht
rails from that melt have passed the physical requirements,

tnill.

request of the inspector, and in his presence, the manufacturer

I

he place of nianiifaclure prior to shipment, and shall be so con-

shall

M ATI' RIM.
Miihrnii

.1

•

It

iipen-li<artli

Tin- Mudcriiil shall be steel

iii:iili

liy

the liessrnier

furnish

with a

process, as provided by the contract.

from one of the drop-test pieces (Sec. 10)

5(i-in.

Ilat

drill,

parallel to the axis of the rail, at a point

ont'-tbiril ol the ilisiance
CII
4.
r.iils

!:

M ICAI.

Chemutit Comfosilion.

RKIJt

— Tlie

'

IKKM I. NTS

chemical

the luad. as

composition ol

the

rolled fruni each melt of steel, determined as described in

rep-

resenting the melt, drillingvs satisfactory to the inspector, taken

The

an.il>sis

shown

from the upper corner

at location

from these

"O"

ilrillings

rei|iiirements spccilied in .Section

in

confurm to the chemical
and failure to meet these re-

shall
4.

to the center ol

the acconip.i living section.

:

;
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quireiucnts shall be

suflicieiit

cause for the rejection ot the entire

melt.
after the rail has passed the

For the open-hearth process,

(</)

physical requirements, additional drillings will be taken from the

same inanner as specified in Section 6 (c),
head and web, as shown in location "M,"
The carbon determination from these drillings
in the figure.
(Note 2, Sec. 4) shall be within 12 per cent of the amount found at
location "O."
If the test from the top rail fails to meet this
requirement, all the top rails from the melt shall be rejected,
and a similar determination shall be made from location "M" of a

same

and

rail,

in

the

at the junction of the

second rails
from the melt shall be rejected, and a similar determination shall
second

rail

(Note, Sec. 10).

If this test fails all the

be made from location "M" of a third rail. If this test fails, all
the remaining rails from the melt shall be rejected.
(c) If, however, the segregation found at location "M" in any
rail in a rolling exceeds 25 per cent, when determined as provided for in Section 6 (d), the progressive testing of the second

on any subsequent melts;

third rails will not be permitted

and

but on such melts the failure of the top rail to pass the requirements provided for in 6 (d) will cause the rejection of the entire
heat.

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

(&) Soundness.
8. Method of Testing.

— The

(The words "interior defect"

in the following sections shall be interseams, laminations, cavities or interposed foreiRn matter
visible by the destruction test, the saws, or the drills.)

made

16. Bessemer Process Drop Tests.
from each melt of Bessemer steel.

manent

set

is

less

provided that the

test piece,

If

(i>)

a radius of 5

The

(b)

and have a striking face with

in.

anvil block shall

The supports

weigh 20,000

lb.,

and be supported

of 5

ft.

be-

shall be a part of,

in.

rail

made on
ft.

long.

pieces

These

from the top end of the drop rail of the
and marked on the base with gage marks 1 in. apart for
each side of the center of the test piece, for measuring the

test pieces shall be cut

ingot,

3

in.

ductility of the metal.

—

Temperature of Test Pieces. The teinperature of the test
pieces shall be between 60 and 120 deg. F.
12. Height of Drop.— The test piece shall be placed head upwards on the supports, and be subjected to impact of the tup
fallitig free from a height of 18 ft.
11.

Under this impact the rail
13. Elongation
under one or more blows shall show at least 6 per cent elongation for 1 in. or 5 per cent each for two consecutive inches
of the 6-in. scale, marked as described in Section 10.
(6) A sufficient number of blows shall be given to determine
or Ductility.— (a)

the complete elongation of the test piece of at least every fifth
melt of Bessemer steel, and of one out of every three test pieces

14.
rails,
ft.,

iTielt

of open-hearth

steel.

Permanent Set.— The permanent
measured by the middle ordinate

after

one blow under the drop

set for

test,

No.

1

classification

in inches in a length of 3

shall not

exceed that

Permanent

Rail

interior defect, all of the top rails
jected.

(c) A second test shall then be made of a test piece selected
by the inspector from the top end of any second rail of the same
melt, preferably of the same ingot (Note, Sec. 10).
If the test
piece does not break at the first blow and gives the required
elongation (Sec. 13), all of the remainder of the rails of the

permanent

set is less

or No. 2 classification, according

1

or more, respectively, than the pre-

when broken, does

tiot

interior defect.
If the test piece

((/)

breaks at the

first

(Sec. 13), or

if

blow, or does not give
the test piece does not

break and gives the required elongation, but, when broken, shows
interior defect, all of the second rails from that melt shall be re(e')

A

third test shall then be

made

of a test piece selected by

from the top end of any third rail of the same melt,
preferably of the same ingot. If the test piece does not break at
the first blow and gives the required elongation (Sec. 13), all
of the remainder of the rails of the melt shall be accepted as
Xo. 1 or No. 2 classification, according as the permanent set is
more, respectively, than the prescribed limit, provided
when broken, does not show interior defect.
(f) If the test piece breaks at the first blow, or does not
give the required elongation (Sec. 13), or if the test piece does
not break and gives the required elongation, but, when broken,
less

or

shows

interior defect, all of the remainder of the rails frotii that

melt shall be rejected.

—

Open-Hearth Process Drop Tests. Test pieces shall be
from the second, luiddle and last full ingot of each openhearth melt, and all three pieces shall undergo the complete set
selected

of physical tests.

(a) If none of the test pieces break at the
the required elongation

13),

all

first

blow and give

of the rails of the melt

or No. 2 classification, according as the
more, respectively, than the prescribed
provided that the test pieces, when broken, do not show in-

shall be accepted as

perinanent set
limit,

(Sec.

is

No.

1

less or

terior defect.

(b) If any of the test pieces break at the first blow^ or do not
give the required elongation (Sec. 13), or if none of the test
pieces break and give the required elongation, but, when broken,
show interior defect, all of the top rails from that melt shall be
rejected.

then be made from three test pieces sefrom the top ends of any second rails of
If
the same melt, preferably the same ingots (Note, Sec. 10).
none of the test pieces break at the first blow and give the required elongation (Sec. 13), all of the remainder of the rails of
the melt shall be accepted as No. 1 or No. 2 classification, according as the permanent set is less or more, respectively, than
((-)

Second

tests shall

in

set in inches

the prescribed limit, provided that the test pieces,

Moment
Section

inertia

of

Bessemer

Open-hearth

process

])roccss

2. no
2.00
41.9
S
Test to Destruction.— The test pieces which do not break

I'.

blow, or does not give
the test piece does not

lected by the inspector

the following table

15.

if

and gives the required elongation, but, when broken, shows
from that melt shall be re-

Ijreak

17.

—

Note. Where it is ntcessary to test rails lower than the first rail, the
bottom of the first rail, in lieu of the top of the second rail; and the
bottom of the second rail, in lieu of the top of the third rail, will be
accepted, if preferred by the manufacturer.

of a

first

(Sec. 13), or

that the test piece,

Pieces for Drop Test.— Drop tests shall be
not less than 4 ft. and not more than 6

10.

of

for the test pieces shall be spaced 3

and firmly secured to, the
The bearing surfaces of the supports shall have a radius

tween centers, and
anvil.

interior

the inspector

on springs.
(c)

when broken, does not show

the test piece breaks at the

the required elongation

show

2.(X)0 lb.,

blow and gives

defect.

jected.

weigh

first

of the rails of the melt shall

1 or No. 2 classification, according as the peror inore, respectively, than the prescribed limit,

ciation.

shall

all

be accepted as Xo.

the required elongation

The tup

piece shall be tested

in) If the test piece does not break at the
the required elongation (Sec. 13),

mined by the drop test.
The drop testing machine used shall
9. Drop Testing Machine.
be the standard of the American Railway Engineering Asso(a)

— One

scribed limit, provided that the test piece,

—

No. 4

preted to mean:

as the

physical qualities shall be deter-

59,

under the first or subsequent blows shall be nicked and broken,
to determine whether the interior metal is sound.

melt shall be accepted as No.

—

Physical Qualities. Tests shall be made to determine
(a) Ductility or toughness as opposed to brittleness.

7.

Vol.

do not show interior defect.
((/) If any of the test pieces break
give the required elongation

when broken,

do not
none of the test

at the first blow, or

(Sec. 13), or

if

:

July

191

23,

and give the required elongation,

pieces lireak

show
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=

when broken,

but,

interior defect, all of the second rails of the melt shall be

ing sharp kinks or greater
dle ordinate of 4

in. in

33

camber than that indicated by

ft.,

will be at

a

mid-

once classed as No. 2

rail.

The

rejected.

be made from three test pieces sefrom the top ends of any third rails of
the same melt, preferably of the same ingots (Note, Sec. 10). If
none of the test pieces break at the first blow and give the required elongation (Sec. 13), all of the remainder of the rails of
the melt shall be accepted as No. 1 or No. 2 classification, according as the permanent set is less or more, respectively, than

Third

((')

167

tests shall then

lected by the inspector

give the required elongation

(Sec.

surfaces and be out of wind.
(fe) Rails heard to snap while being straightened shall be at

once rejected.
30. Drilling.— CircuXar holes for joint bolts shall be drilled to
conform accurately in every respect to the drawing and dimensions furnished by the railroad company.

when broken,

the prescribed limit, provided that the test pieces,

do not show interior defect.
(/) If any of the test pieces break

distance between the supports of rails in the straightening
presses shall not be less than 42 in. The supports shall have flat

finishing.~(a)

31.

All rails shall be smooth on the heads,
and surface, and without any twists, waves or
They shall be sawed square at the ends, a variation of not

straight in line

do not
none of the test

at the first blow, or

or

13),

if

kmks.

more than 1/32

being allowed, and burrs shaU be carefully

in.

pieces break

removed.

melt shall be rejected.

(b) Rails improperly drilled or straightened, or from which
the burrs have not been removed, shall be rejected, but may be
accepted after being properly finished.

and give the required elongation, but, when broken,
show interior defect, all of the remainder of the rails from that
18.

No.

— No.
Rails. — (n)

Rails.

1

1

No. 2

19.

No. 2

rails

1

all

in-

mentioned

rails, will

Sections

in

and

29,

rails,

but

17

16,

be accepted as No. 2

which contain imperfections in such number or of
will, in the judgment of the inspector, render
for recognized No. 2 uses, will not be accepted for

such character as

them

unfit

When any finished rail shows interior defects at either end
a drilled hole the entire rail shall be rejected.

(f)

kinds.

Rails which, by reason of surface im-

perfections, or for causes

are not classed as No.

from

classification rails shall be free

jurious defects and flaws of

or

in

Branding.

32.

(6) No. 2 rails to the extent of S per cent of the whole order

it

is

known

will be received.
."Ml rails accepted as No. 2 rails shall have the
ends painted white and shall have two prick punch marks on the
side of the web near the heat number near the end of the rail,
so placed as not to be covered by the splice bars.

M.^NUFACTURE

20.

Qudlily of Manufacture.

—The

manufac-

entire process of

Ingots

sliall

be kept in a vertical position until ready to be rolled,

or until the metal
21.

Bled

22.

Discard.

Iiigols.

the interior has had time to solidify.

in

— Bled

— There

ingots shall not be used.

shall

lie

sheared from the end of the bloom
sufficient metal to secure soun<l

formed from the top of the ingot
23. Leiiiilhs.

— The

standard length of

rails sliall be

33

ft.,

at a

The number

the

letters

P. S.
.

.A. S. C. E.

ingot

^'~n'
.

of the heat and letter indicating

from which the

.

.

R. E.

the'

succeeding ones "B." "C." "D,'' etc., consecutively: but in case
of a top discard of from 20 to 35 per cent the letter "A" will
be omitted, the top rail becoming "B."
If the top discard be
greater than 35 per cent the letter "B" shall be omitted, the top
rail becoming "C."

Open-heartli rails shall be branded or stamped "O.-H." in

addition to the other marks.

except that for IS per cent of the order this variation may be
J^ in. No. 1 rails less than 33 ft. long shall lie i)ainted green on

from each other.

24.

Shrinkage.

— The

number

and speed of

of passes

perature of the

age allowance
25.

Cooling.

not exceed

will

rail

th.it

which

at the hot saws, for a rail 33

— The

bars shall

ft.

re<iuircs a shrink-

of 614

in length,

in.

be held for the purpose of re-

ikiI

ducing their temperature, nor shall any artificial means of cooling
llicm be used .ifler they leave the I'lnishing pass.
Rails, while
on the cooling beds, shall be pri)tecte<l from snow and water.
26. .Section.

— The

section of rails shall

A

variation

in

height of

vpecilicd height,

and 1/16

l/M
in.

in.

in

as accurately

less or 1/32 in. greater

than the

ui(hli of Mange, will be permitted;

but no variation shall be allowed
III

conform

furnished by the railroad company.

as possible to the template

in

t!ie

dimensions afTecling the

of the splice bars.
2.7.

shall

W'eijiht.- '\'\w

weight of the

rails

specilied

in

33. Scf-arale CUts.u\f.

the

order

be maintained as nearly as possible, after complying with

A variation of Ya of 1 per cent from the
weight of section, as applied to an entire order, will

i\:

concerned, but

value to

nels wiHilil have been

be allowed.
Kails

accepted

will

be

paiil

lor

.iccorfling

In

all

— (»)

The

hoi slraiglilening

sliall

be carefully

done, so that gaKKing luider the cold presses will be rcdiiceil to
.\i\y rail (miing to ibc straightening presses showa mitiiiuuin

it

raises the (piestion whellier ihe tun-

narrow diameter if future
developmenis could have been foreseen. Sl.indard main-line rolling slock cannot be used for lhe.se new through services, and it is
possible that that

actual weighl.s,
29. Straiiihlening.

in

London TrnK Service Extensions.— The utility of the new
Queen's Park extension of the Bakerloo tube will soon be increased further by the running of through trains to the newLondon & North Western station at Willesden Junction. \\ ork
is also proceeding on the Central London extension which will
link up that railway with the Great Western main line at Ealing
Broadway. The tube r.iilway, as originally conceived, was to
have been a self-contained undertaking, with no connection with
other lines. The lubes were deep-level lines and tunnels of too
small diameter to a<lmit modern main-line rolling stock with the
exception of the (!real Northern
City, which has never been
used for such rolling stock. The new era of through bookings
and other facilities for encouraging interchange traffic has since
c.iused the oM policy of isolation to be abandoned an<l there now
is
through running on surface lines.
This iiniovalion is of

caKubileil

/'(i\"iii'»i'.—

the

classes of rails shall be kept separate

34. /.(i(j(/iii.t;.— Rails shall be carefully handled anil loaded
such a maimer as not to injure them.

the preceding section.

28.

— .Ml

tliat

train shall

pass the tem-

final

portion

was made shall be plainly
where it will not be covered
shall be lettered \\" and the

rail

id) :\\\ markings of rails sh.ill be done so effectively
marks may be read as long as the rails are in service.

be so regulated that on leaving the rolls at the

the

which signify the name by which

temperature of CO (kg. b". Ten per cent of the entire order will
be accepted in shorter lengths varying by 1 ft. from 32 to 25 ft.
A variation of '/] in. from the specified lengths will be allowed,

both ends.

in

example

stamped on the web of each rail
by the joint bars. The top rails

(()

rails.

marked by

as for

Sections of .\meriran Railway .Association
j g
Sections of .\meiican Railway Engineering .Association

of

ture shall be in accordance with the best current state of the art.

branded for identification

Sections of Pennsylvania Railroad .System
Sections of .\merican Society of Civil Engineers.

(h)
IIKT.MLS OK

shall be

:

(o) The name of the manufacturer, the month and year of
manufacture, and the weight and types or section of rail shall be
rolled in raised letters and figures on the side of the web.
The

type shall be

shipment.

— Rails

following manner

service.

The

may

built

to their

militate against other extensions of through

difficulties

can be overcome by changing

at suitable

junction points, but experience gained during the past few years

has show

11

plainly the cash value of

ihrough

facilities.
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BRAKE SHOE WITH MALLEABLE IRON INSERTS
A

recently developed car wheel brake shoe which is claimed
have given excellent results both in service and laboratory
tests is shown herewith.
It is of the insert type and details of
its construction will be readily understood by referring to the
to

drawing.

The body

mixture poured
around three inserts of malleable iron which form an integral
part of the back and lug of the shoe.
The inserts are rectangular in section and in the center of each is a dust pocket,
the opening of which in the face of the shoe is
in. wide
The back of the shoe, which is reinforced
by 2J4 in. long.
with stiffening ribs, is so formed that it is well secured in the
of the shoe

is

a

cast iron

special

^

cast iron body.

A

laboratory test of one of these shoes was recently

When

Purdue University.
pressure of 2,808
28.01

it

cent.

required by the Master

respectively 22 per cent
steel

wheel developed

a

iron

cast

made

at

wheel at a

developed a coefficient of friction of

the pressure

was 20.37 per

the coefficient

sures

lb.,

When

per cent.

on

tested

was increased

The

and 16 per

lb.,

coefficient at these pres-

Car Builders'

coefficients of

to 6,840

specifications

A

cent.

similar test

59.

No. 4

AIR BRAKE HOSE
A

method of rubber hose construction has been developed by
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, which permits the manufacture of a hose of uniform thickness throughout
in which the tendency to twist or contract under pressure has
the

been entirely eliminated.
It is known as the Subers process,
and is now being used in the manufacture of standard M. C. B.
air brake hose.
is

In the making of what is termed wrapped hose, the fabric
cut on the bias, overlapped and wrapped directly over the

The

tube.

lap

of the

thickness often as

fabric

much

as

in

1/32

section of the material clearly

hose of this type varies the
and when cut through, a

in.,

shows that the

fabric

is

not thor-

oughly impregnated with the rubber.
The wrapping material
under the Subers process consists of parallel strands or cords
combined into strips, each strip consisting of about 288 strands

and being approximately 1/16
strand

is

in.

thick by Yi

separately coated with rubber

the strands in

in.

Every

wide.

compound which binds

each strip firmly together, the impregnation of

are

on a

15.92 per cent at a brake

shoe pressure of 6,840 lb., and 11.96 per cent at 12,000 lb., the
minimum Master Car Builders' coefficients for these conditions
being 12.5 per c^nt and 11 per cent respectively. On the steel
wheel the loss in weight for each 100,000.000 ft.-lb. of work

done was

1.04

lb.,

the

specifications

Section C'D.

Section ^-B.

Section

—

K—^

permitting a

of

Sec fion Q-H.

E-E

.A

-XH-

maximum

A

Its

Method
the

Wrapping the Tube

of

very

being thus

fabric

spirally about the tube

or Lining in the Subers Process

complete.

The

strips

are

wound

or lining of the hose, there being

two

The strips in each layer are
separated by a space equal to their own width and there is no
overlapping.
The manner in which the strips are applied may

complete layers in each direction.

be clearly understood by referring to the accompanying

illus-

tration.

Hose

of

this

shows a

construction

specially

pressure and the distorting effect of the pressure
Details of Brake

Shoe with Dust Pockets

The

in the Inserts

The average distance ot
was 890 ft. under

stop from 65 miles an hour on the steel wheel
12,000

lb.

brake shoe pressure; under 6,840

age stop was made

in

1,348

ft.

On

pressure the aver-

lb.

the cast iron wheel the aver-

age distance of stop in the low pressure test was 881 ft., while
in the high pressure test it was only 440 ft.
This shoe is known as the Strecter safety brake shoe and
the special features of its construction have been patented.
Its
further development

is

in

the

hands of A. Mitchell, Bedford

lb. pressure will average about
with an expansion of about 1/16 in. on the diameter,
there being no twisting or contracting. Until a pressure of 1,300
lb. has been reached, however, but little change takes place.

At the present time

manufacturers are

the

confining

their

production of this type of hose to the standard air brake hose
in lengths of 22 in., but later e.xpect to adapt the process to the
manufacture of car heating steam hose, pneumatic tool hose,
etc.

The

air

brake hose

now

being manufactured conform to

the Master Car Builders' specifications presented at the last con-

vention of the association.

They

are being used at the present

time by several railroads.

building, Chicago.

Russian Railway to the Arctit Ocean.

elongation per foot per 1.000

in.,

Yi

four pounds under these conditions.

high bursting
is minimized.

— The

Council

of

Registr.\tion of

Trabe-Marks

in

Latin .America.

— The

Bu-

Petrograd has sanctioned an expenditure of $8,500,000 for the construction of a railway line from Kandalakscha,
in the dovernnicnt of .•\rchangel, to Kola, in the same government, which will run across the Kola peninsula and connect the

reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the Department
of Commerce has recently issued a preliminary report on this
subject giving data relative to the offices for registration of

Arctic ocean with the Russian railway system.

the countries of Soutli and Central .America.

Ministers at

trade-marks

;

duration

;

fees,

and formalities of registration

in

—

.

2

General News Department
The

safety

on the
July

St.

first

Louis

and the freight claim preventive committees
Francisco were consoHdated, effective

& San

1.

The

city council of Cleveland has appointed a committee to
investigate the subject of electrification of steam railroads. The
committee will have before it for consideration a report on the
subject presented in 1913 by E. T. Roberts, then city smoke in-

spector.

The

committee appointed

to study the developBoston, Mass., has elected Edward
J. Dunn secretary, and has set July 29 for the first public hearing, to which Boston civic organizations, street railway officers
and steam railroad officers are invited.

special recess

ment of terminal

facilities in

The Colorado Eastern

Railroad, which has been operating one
day between Colorado and Scranton, Col., a distance of
about 20 miles, in order to hold a franchise, has suspended operation in consequence of a decision of the Colorado supreme
train a

court,

declaring that the franchise to use the city streets was

The Georgia state senate, by
amend the constitution so as

to

a vote of 38 to 2, passed a bill
to prohibit any privately owned

railroad from paralleling the tracks of the Western & Atlantic
so long as it remains the property of the state.
The bill now
goes to the House. The Western & Atlantic is now leased by
the state to the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, and this
lease expires in

December,

1919.

Bulletin No. 8 of the Pennsylvania Lines is a warning against
trespassing.
These bulletins are issued from time to time by

the Pennsylvania "to inform its patrons as to facts and problems
of importance to the railroad and the public." No. 8 is headed
with red letters an inch high, "The Most Needless Waste of
Human Life in America," and winds up with red letters half an
inch deep, "Don't you trespass." The circular points out that it
is a fact that more people are killed every year trespassing on
railroad tracks in the United States than the total number who
lost their lives in the Johnstown flood. San Francisco earthquake and fire, the Salem, Baltimore and Jacksonville fires, and
the sinking of the Titanic and Lusitania.

invalid.

United States civil service examinations will be held on August 17 and 18 respectively for senior land appraisers and junior
land appraisers for men desiring to qualify for these positions
on the Interstate Commerce Commission's valuation corps.
The senior land appraiser positions pay from $1,800 to $3,600,

and the junior from $900 to

$1,500.

A
Adams Express

Operating Revenues and Expenses of Express Companies
March, 1915

The following statement, which is subject to revision, has been
compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from the
monthly reports of operating revenues and expenses of the principal express companies for March, 1915.

For the Month of March
Great Northern
Express Co.

Globe Express Co.

Canadian Express Co.

American Express Co.

Co.

for

A

Item
1915
44,846.63
$2,924,366
1,391,890
39,960
Operations other than transportation
1,572,437
"Total operating revenues
1,446,855
Operating expenses
125,581
Net operating revenue
501
Uncollectible revenue from transp'n.
16,495
Express taxes
Operating income
108.584

72,499.10
$3,939,222
1,984,410
190,879
2,145,690
1,938.624
207,066
261
21,604
185,201

38,545.94
$2,545,088
1,310,410
26,825
1.261,502
1,361,127

—

—99,624
16,704
-116.329

1915

7.080.31

$240,227
112.426

2.839.7S
$53,607
26,739

1915

60,187.33
$3,181,573
1,581,840
175,086
1,774.819
1.870.649

1914

1914

9,676.50

$229,604
111.984
4.744
122.364
120,968

1914

1915

1914

Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express privileges Dr

—95,729

1,395
27
4,000

32,756
-128.486

—2,631

7.034
134,835
127,648
7,186

752
27,619
28,096

3.000
4.186

SOU

'""soo

—1.277

—7,620

—477

1915

2.839.78
$43,285
22 472
""'817

1914

9.557.73

9.334.20

$221,149
134.068

$224, 939
136,

3.724
90.805
80,370
10,435
9
2,868
7.558

21,630
28,450

—6,820

496

3, ,727

92 ,170
84 ,115
S ,055
2,826

Total for

Western Express Co.

Mileage
Charges for transportation
Express privileges Dr

—

Operations other than transportation
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net onerating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp'n.
Express taxes
Operating income

all

companies named*
«

*

.

,

V

,,

of all lines covered (miles).

1914

1915

1915

1914

8.115.34
$202,703
111,486
3,251
94.468
63.592
10,875
24
5.000
5,850

8,080.40
$204,316
112.673
2.940
94.583
83,693
10,990

34.639.60
$1,318,466
687.834
25,972
656,604
525. O02
130,702

5

73
14.205
116,423

4.500
6,485

U— For
Adams Express
Item

Wells Fargo & Co.

Southern Express Co.

Northern Express Co.
Item

Till:

.•!3.510.60

$1,289,459
669,278
27,171
647,352
572.258
75,094
33
15,423
59,637

1914

1915
5,174.26

58.518
1.694.518
1,419.03)
275.479

99.869.25
$2,532,170
1,240,256
54.280
1.346.204
1.209.434
136,769

974
31.095
243,409

35.000
101,769

048
886

1.68S.8<)6

$91,780
43.421
3.044
5

1

.4

1

49.551
1.860
25

1915

1914

5.008.97

300.501.99 296.517.08
$86,543 $12,305,806 $11,831,144
44.078
6.180,733
5.958.950
2,250
325.227
330.849
44.724
6.455.922
6.197.421
48.197
5.693.002
6,202.010
—3,472
762.920
4,619
38
1.897
97.018
1.102
124.280
—4.574
664.005
—128.937

—

Nine Months Ending with March
Great Northern
Express Co.

Globe Express Co.

Canadian Express Co.

American Express Co.

Co.

1914

1915
113,150.05
$3,324,897

*
,

(

1914

1915

1914

1915

1915
$2,308,758

$25,371,028 $25,211,666 $34,105,037 $31,117,996
Charnci for transportation
15.601.413
17.132.291
13,247,347
12,829.016
Exprea» privileges— Dr
271.0*'9
1.1.20.728
1,634.021
368.063
Operations other than transportation
18..Vi').474
17.151,504
12,910,075
12.235.418
Total operating revenues
17.480.574
18.533,553
12,652,045
13.646,466
Operating expenses
—329,070
65,920
—736,391
416,626
Net oiierating revenue
158
1.752
4.451
Uncollectible revenue from transp'n.
297,414
278.828
151,138
152,489
Express taxes
—233,247
—608.057
567.765
893,331
Operating inccmic

$2,387,761

1.166.733
44.431
1.18^.4h0

1.1411.200
.'<0.577

1.328.130
1,270.005
58,125

1,161.8411

—

24,610

1915
$538,349
270.068
7.188
275.460
263.045

1914
$510,835
257.326

-

36,000
11.457

25.700
32.425

12.423

-10,991

9,000
3.423

—20,991

1914

1915

$2,333,558
1,424.420
38.645
947.783
799.250
148,533
54
34,880
113.508

7.453
260,961
271.952

77

—

—

1914
'

10.000

$2,452,501
1,501.732
37.497
988.266
80O.034
179,232
34,961

144,270

Total for

Item

Northern Express Co.

Southern Express Co.

Wells Fargo & Co.

*

"^

*

/

Charge, for iransporlntion
Express iiiivilcaes Dr

x

191S
$2,050,713
1,120,010

Operations other than transportation
Total opcralinii revenues
One, ating expenses

Net oiiriaiing revenue
Uneolleelible revenue from Irnnsp'ii.
Express taxes
I...
Operating income
•Includes ptevinus year's returns nf

29,261

959.064
797,622
162,342
132
45.000
117,210
I'liitrd

1914

>

I

1915

1914

$2,263,000 $10,449,711 $1 1.704.675
l,220.(.h(i
6.053,070
5.379.818
28.08(1
226,845
249,.)61
5,296,738
5.990.066
1.0(.2.315
822.072
4,748,111
5.214.027
548.627
776,039
240,242
3(i
443
126
1.I5.<.35
131.755
40.500
199.706
416.429
640,278
St.ltes

F.xptess Co.

Western Express Co.
\

I

1915

1014
$28,149,462 $23,505,037
11..stPS.00o
14.404.065
4O<).370
526,452
14,271.839
12.277.407
13.,»44,33H
11.143.467
927,500
1,1.13.0,10
7 034
310,453
208.000
600.112
835.039

all

companies nameti*
*

,

1915

$856,470
4 5ll..><04

27. hO;
43.<..'S3
4(.0.1.18

-35.875
77

9.080

—45.034

1914

1915

1914
$002,033 $10&.1<>3.001 $115,150,708
501.047
54.177.230
58.671,345
21.216
2.80.1.228
3.054,245
422.203
54.881.080
59.533,608
448.453
63.763.387
57,984,670
—26,250
1.117.702
1.549,028
14.024
7.474
1.035.074
1,080.244
—33.724
67.704
468.464

:
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Southern Railway's Accident Record
lt),500 pas.seiigcrs were carried on the Southern
Railway in the year ended June 30 with not a single passenger
killed in a train accident and only one fatal injury to a passenger
while on a train. This injury occurred to the passenger while
standing on a car platform. In making this announcement the
company calls attention to the fact that during this year 12 persons were killed at public highway crossings on the Southern
automobile accidents, every one of which could have been
prevented by the exercise of caution on the part of the driver

More

Vol.

59,
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

than

m

of the automobile.

1 he folloiving list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 4S5
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, July 21, 1915, Milwaukee, Wis.
American Association

—

of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Next meeting, August
San Francisco, Cal.
American Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters'
Association.— W. E. Jones, C. & N. W.. 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, July 13-16, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, Illinois Central, Chicago.
Annual meeting, July 19-21, 1915, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W. 57th
St., New York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York,
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P, O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western' Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Biles, 2511
Oliver Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday
of each month, Pittsburgh.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

Room

101,

19-20,

1915,

Union

—

Tool Foremen's Convention
The seventh annual convention of the .American Railway
Tool Foremen's Association was held at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, July 19 to 21, Henry Otto, tool foreman, Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe, presiding. The opening address was presented by R. W. Bell, general superintendent of motive power,
Illinois Central, and a paper was read on "Getting the Most Out
of Tools," by B. W. Benedict, director of shop laboratories.

A report of the convention will be inUniversity of Illinois.
cluded in next week's issue of the Raikvay Age Gacette.
The following is the list of exhibitors

—

—

Abrasive Material Company, Chicago. New electric abrasive "boro-carbone." Represented by J. C. Dillenbeclc.
Armstrong Brothers Tool Company, Chicago. Lathe and planer tool holders,
drop forged wrenches, lathe dogs, drills and clamps. Represented by
Geo. E. Armstrong and Paul Armstrong.
Represented by
Helmet temper taps.
Besly, Chas. H., & Co., Chicago.

—

—

C. A. Mills.

—

Pyrometers. Represented
Pliiladelphia, Pa.
Lazear and F. C. Mahoney.
Brown, Tom, & Co., Chicago. Flue expanders; beading tools and journal
Represented by Tom Brown.
jacks.
Browne & Sliarpe Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I. Machinists'
Represented by H. M. Geis and R. E. Doras.
tools and cutters.
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Carborundum crystals and
wheels.
Represented by C. C. Schumaker, E. P. Ritzma and H. P.

Brown Instrument Company,
by

J.

\\".

—

—

—

Frost.

Celfor

Tool

Company, Buchanan, Mich.

sinks and miscellaneous tools.
0. Montague.

— Twist

drills,

Represented by

reamers,

counter-

W. Nochmusoii and

—

C.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Pneumatic tools.
Riveters, clippers,
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by C. J. Albert.
drills and hose couplings.
Drills and reamers.
Cleveland Twist Drill Company. Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by A. L. Beardsley and H. S. White.
Specimens of tool steel. RepreColonial Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
sented by Mallory P. Spencer.
Desmond-Stephen Manufacturing Company, UrDana, Ohio. Grinding wheel
Represented by H. H. Dovell.
dressers.
Twist drills, reamers and
Detroit Twist Drill Company, Detroit, Mich.
Represented by M. F. Crawmer.
cutters.
Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Genuine Barrett jacks. Duff
Represented by
ball bearing and high speed screw and journal jacks.

—

—

—

—

—
—

C.

N. ThuTin.

—

Specimens of steel
Manufacturing Company, Moberly, Mo. Flue expanders, cutRepresented by G. R. Maupin.
ters, etc.
Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass. Taps, \yells selfopening dies, gages and reamers. Represented by J. K. Simons and
Martin Swetler.
Hardy, F, A., & Co., Chicago. Safety welding and grinding glasses; new
Hardy noviweld glass. Represented by C. S. Wells.
Home. Dale Brown Company, Chicago. Satco safety drill holders and
ratchets; Cleveland crucible steel files; L. W. drills and reamers; \'ictor
hack saw blades. Represented by J. J. Dale, J. W. Home and P. V.
Edgar-Allen & Co., Chicago.
Faessler,

—

T..

—

—

—

Bachclle.

—

Norton self-lowering ball bearing jacks,
Mulcomoy flexible metallic air and steam twin acetylene
Represented by R. H. Hyland.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Pneumatic and electric
pneumatic roller bearing drills and new chipping hannners.
tools;
Rejiresenled t)y II. F. Finney, H. H. Henricks, V. W. Robinson, G. C.
Wilson and F. J. Passino.
Ingersoll-Kand Company, New York. Pneumatic tools.
Norton Ciunpany, Worcester, Mass. Norton grinding wheels. India oilRepresented by George W. Thomson,
stones anil grinding machinery.
W. N. Jore and Wm. II. Warner.
Nye Tool & Machine Works, Chicago. Nye cutter wheel, dies, combination
Represented by H. G. Nye and
stocks, post vise and receding .stock.
Chas. Wildridge.
Racine Tool & Machine Company, Racine, Wis. High speed hack saw.
Represented by J. M. Jones and Edward Genten.
Hich speed tools, reamers, rivet sets and
Rich Tool Company, ("hica'go.
Represented bv O. 1'. Schubert.
tungsten valves.
Exliibiting booklets on special machinery
Rycrson, Jos. T., & .Son, Chicago.
and special nikrome and tool steels. Represented, by A. H. Ackerman
Hyland, R. H., & Co., Chicago.
journal jacks,

hose.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and John

Pr)nic.

&

—

Co., Chicago.
Billings & Spencer tools: Ilorton chucks;
Yale chain blocks; Jackson drill press vise; Hyatt roller bearings; and
Reiiresented by .\. H. Taylai-, Chas. Buttcrfuss
Keystone steel pulleys.
and Lane Schofield.

Street

K.

R..

—

Manufacturing Company, Akron, Ohio. Exhibiting
reamers and wrenches. Represented by M. E. Towner and A. O.

Whitman & Barnes
drills,

Wange.

& Co., Reading, Pa.
Represented by B. T. Roberts.

Willson. T. A.,

— Safety

glasses

and grinders'

glasses.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Chicago.

—

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A.
worth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Annual meeting, August
Philadelphia, Pa.

L.
17,

Wood1915,

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 1126
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 13-16, 1915,

Sherman House, Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada.— A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convenSeptember 14-16, 1915. Detroit, Mich.
Railroad Club
Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month, New
Y'ork Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford. 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria. 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month.
tion,

—

New York

—

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

—
—
—

J. B. Anderson. Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings. 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Annual meeting. September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas City.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular nifetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

August.

—

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W., Sterling. 111. Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915, Chicago.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg., Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month,
Salt Lake City.
Signal Affliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave.. New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Annual meeting, September, 1915.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M.. Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
R. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis,
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

—

—

August,

St.

r.ouis.

—

Regular
Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Hillburn,
Ramapo
Iron
Works.
Kidd,
W. C.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way AssoN. Y.

Toledo Transportation

Track Supply Association.
ciation.

—

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W." H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traific Club of Newark. John J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
Augiist, The Washington, 559 Broad St.. Newark.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells. Genl. Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Pittsburgh.
Pa.
Bldg.,
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver
Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope. 291 Broadway, New YorkRegular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June. July and

—

—

New

York.
Transportaticin Club of Detroit. W, R. Hurley. Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandic Hotel,
.\ugust. Hotel .Astor.

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R, R.,
Kast Buffalo, N. V. Annual meeting. September 7-10, 1915, Chicago.
Frank W. Moore. 1111 Newhnuse Bldg.,
L^TAH Society of Engineers.
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, exSalt Lake City. U»-»h.
cept .July and August, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Ch'b. L. Kon. Immigration .^Rent. Grand
Trunk Pacific. Winniiieg. Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, ex-

—

—

lunc. Tulv and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway 'Club, J. W. Taylor. 1112
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month,
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
cept

—

Western Society of Engineers.

—

J. H.
1st

Karpen
except

Bldg.,

Juno.

Chicago.
July and

Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Monday

in month, except January,
meetings, except in July an*!
evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
Weclnesnay alter 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.

Regular meetings,
Chicago.
July and August. Chicago.
August, generally nn other
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Atlantic Coast Line has made arrangements for the exof the south at a number of fairs to be
held in the fall in New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
Maryland.
Co-operation of the farmers in Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama is

(*j

CMTOCrilOTTCM^

asked and arrangements have been made for an express car to
carry the exhibit, leaving Wilmington, N. C, about August IS.

The number of ocean-going vessels which passed through the
Panama canal during the month of May was 141. This is more
than used the canal during any preceding month. The previous
highest number was 136 for March. The cargo passing through
the canal in May amounted to 578,708 tons.
The cargo traffic
during March amounted to 635,057 tons. During May 75 vessels passed through the canal eastbound and 66 westbound.
Thirteen of the vessels were in ballast. The average loading of
the 128 vessels which carried cargo was 4,961 tons.
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has announced that effective at an early
later, only one coupon will be required on
tickets reading to points on or reached by any one or more of
the Union Pacific System lines, instead of a separate coupon as
heretofore for each of the system units.
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Tlirough train service on the National Transcontinental between
Toronto and Winnipeg was begun on July 14. The through train
is to be known as the National, and makes the run in 42 hours.
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James McCrea, general manager of the Long Island, has given
out a statement showing the passengers handled and delays to
trains over the Fourth of July holidays in 1915, together with
cmparisons for the previous six years.
The total number of
passengers carried on trains in five davs was 917,917 in 1915,
comparing with 893,667 in 1914, and 588.'50O in 1509. The number of passenger-train movements to handle this business was
5,015 in 1915, comparing with 5,441 in 1914 and 4,178 in 1909.
During this time in 1915 there were 780 carloads of express and
baggage movement, comparing with 894 in 1914 and 381 in 1S09.
The average delay to all trains in 1915 was 2 min. and 45 sec,
comparing with 3 min. and 3 sec. in 1914 and 2 min. and 22 sec.
in 1909.
Of the total 4,097 scheduled trains 2,636 were on time
and the average delay to each train that was late was 7 min.

Tt CM rx vo

I

•

Railroads serving New York harbor have agreed to furnish
importers of South American beef with one car to a float at a
cost of $4 to $6 a car.
Heretofore six cars were furnished to
a float and a charge made of $9 for each car not used.
The
Argentine beef importers have claimed that adequate facilities
are not furnished them by the trunk lines and have filed briefs
with the Interstate Commerce Commission. The action of the
railroads is in answer to one of the complaints of the importers,
and the other complaint that the railroads do not or cannot
furnish refrigerator cars will be answered before the Interstate
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.Xgriculture

remainini; quarantine

for

announced on July 19 that
foot and mouth disease in

Rhode Island and Ohio had been raised, parts of these states
Three counties
having been under quarantine since last fall.
in Illinois have been entirely freed, and the only "exposed area"
Eight counties
is now the union .stock yards in Cook county.
in Pennsylvania have been freed, leaving only Allegheny, ChesIn
ter, Jefferson, Lebanon and Philadelphia under quarantine.
Massachuscts quarantine has been raised from Plymouth and
Worcester counties, leaving only the Brighton stock yards and

w.^—
in

States Freed from Quarantine

'

asss
a, a

0.0.

West Virginia

the
leaving a part of
Berkeley county the only territory still under quarantine in the
In New Jersey, Bergen, Essex and Union counties have
state.
been freed from quarantine, leaving Hudson the oidy territory

In
abattoir under quarantine in the states.
whole of Jefferson county has been freed,

in

the state under qu;irantine.
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Grand Junction, Montrose and other

points.
The commission
former reduction in rates to Grand Junction because of competition or an order of the commission is no justification for a similar reduction in rates to a branch line point
not intermediate to Grand Junction, such as Montrose.
(34

finds that the
i

Commission and Court News

f
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

I.

C,

C.

393.)

Montrose

The commission has given out a decision written by Commissioner Clements, in which it is held that the carriers have not
justified proposed charges for trap or ferry car service in trunk
line.
Central Freight Association western trunk line, transMissouri, and southwestern territories and Chicago. The schedules naming the proposed charges are required to be cancelled.
A more complete abstract of the report will be given in this
column next week.

&

Delta Counties Freight Rate Association v. DenRio Grande et al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The commission finds that the rates on apples, deciduous fruit,
potatoes, onions and other vegetables from points in Montrose
and Delta counties. Colo., to destinations in the east are not un-

&

ver

reasonable or discriminatory.

Upon

the record in this case the

Dow held a hearing in Chicago last week and the
part of this week on tariffs filed by the eastern railways advancing the rates on livestock, meats and packinghouse products

commission is not prepared to require the establishment of rates
on low-grade apples in bulk from Montrose and Delta counties
to various destinations in the east lower than the rates on apples,
in packages contemporaneously in effect between the same points..
The question is held to be of sufficient importance, however, tomerit further consideration by the defendants. It is also found
that the charges for the refrigeration of shipments noted above

from Chicago and

are not unreasonable.

Examiner

first

St. Louis to the East, and on livestock in CenFreight Association territory, which have been suspended by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The tariffs provide for
rates from Chicago to New York on dressed beef, 47J/2 cents on
cattle, 33 cents; hogs, 33 cents; packinghouse products, 33 cents
and bulk meats, 38 cents per hundred pounds.
Witnesses
who testified for the railroads were L. E. Oliphant, chief of tariff
bureau of the Lake Erie & Western W. C. Maxwell, genera!
traffic manager of the Wabash, and William Hodgdon, freight
traffic manager of the Pennsylvania Lines.

(34

I.

C.

C,

400.)

tral

;

;

Montrose & Delta Counties Freight Rate Association v. Den& Rio Grande et al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The commission finds that the rates on classes and certain/
commodities from Los Angeles and San Francisco, Cal., and related points, to Delta, Olathe, Montrose. Hotchkiss and Paonia>

ver

are not unreasonable or discriminatorv.
(34 I. C. C, 409.)

Colo.,

missed.

Weighing
Rates on Stone and Marble to

St.

Paul, Minn.

In re rales on stone and marble in carloads not polished, lettered, or figured, from Chicago and Peoria, III, to St. Paul, Minn.
Opinion by the commission:

The commission finds that the carriers have justified proposed
increased rates on stone and marble, not polished, lettered, or
figured, from Chicago and Peoria, 111., to St. Paul, Minn., in the
case of stone and marble, sawed or dressed, but not in the case
(34 I. C. C, 3S0.)
of rough stone and marble.
Complaint Dismissed

George M. Spiegle & Co. et al. v. Southern Kaihvay. Opinion
by Commissioner Hall:
Defendant's rules and regulations applying to lumber handled
in transit at Newport, Tcnn., are not found to be unreasonable
It is also found that the charges on lumber
or discriminatory.
bought by complainants at points between Newport, Tenn., and
Ashevillc, N. C, shipped to Newport, and reshippcd from the
latter point under transit rates through Asheville to Virginia
Reparation denied.
cities and east, are not unreasonable.
(34
I. C. C, 448.)
Rates to Montrose

&

Delta Counties, Colo.

Montrose eV- Delta Counties Freight Nate Association v. Denver & Rio Grande cl al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The commission finds in this case that the rates on classes
and certain commodities from Missouri river points and points
cast thereof to Montrose, Olathe, Delta, Ilotclikiss and Paonia,
Montrose is
Colo., arc not unreasonable or discriminatory.
The Denver & Rio Grande maintains
typical of these points.
two routes from .S.dida, Coin., to Montrose. Originally shipments from the east moved through Pueblo to Salida and were
there transferred to the ii.irrow gage line running tlirough MarLater when a standard-gage lino was
shall Pass to Montrose.
opened tlirough Tennessee Pass and (Irand Junction with a
brancli to Montrose, shipments were sent over the standard-gage

The latter is much longer, but tlu- freight docs
not have to be transferred, the grades are easier and the supidy
Because of the decision in lirand Junction
of e(|uipment greater.
A'. G.. 23 I. C. C, 115. the carChamber of Commerce v. P.
rier was Icil to accord to (irand Junction rates not in excess of
those to Salt Lake City, bill this basis of rales was not extetided
I-'arly in I'MS, following the
to points not directly intermediate.
decision in Class and Commodity Nates to .Salt Lake City, 32
line thiouglKiut.

&

I.

C,

C,

SSI, increases

in

rates

were made

to

Salt

Lake

City,

of Livestock at

Complaint dis-

Kansas City

Kansas City Live Stock Exchange v. Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe et al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:

&

Complaint is made against the following tariff provisions first,
those providing that when cars are not track scaled the hoofselling weights, less certain fill allowances, shall be the basis for
freight charges, and second, those forbidding track-scale weights,
if taken, to be set aside in favor of hoof-selling weights unless
the difference between these weights amounts to 1,000 lb. a car,
under some tariffs, or 500 lb. a car under others.
The commission finds that the assessment of freight charges
upon hoof selling weights, less the'fill allowances, is not unlawful,
but the requirement that the variation between weights
taken on track scales and hoof-selling weights shall amount to
1.000 lb. a car as a condition to setting aside the one in favor of
tlie other is found unreasonable.
.According to the findings in the
case In re lydghing of Freight by Carriers, 2S I. C. C, 7, it is
held that a sufficient variation would be 500 lb.
(34 I. C. C,
;

423.)

Western Trunk Line Rules
trunk line rules, regulations and
cvceptions to classifications. Opinion by Commissioner Mevcr:
Western trunk lines circular 1-K, I. C. C, No. A-S13, containing special rules and regulations and exceptions to classifications,
In

filed

the

to

matter

hecome

of icestern

effective

October

1,

1914,

was suspended by the

connnission until January 21, 1915, and further suspended until
The commission makes tlie following findings
July 29, 1915.
relative to this circular:
The rule providing in effect for a carload rating on miscellaneous fr<^ight in mail sacks is disapproved. The elimination
of rules for mixtures of salt and different kinds of pitch and tar
in carloads with cement, lime, stucco and plaster is approved.
The cancellniion of the rule providing for the shipment of cigarette papers with smoking tobacco at the tobacco rating is approve<l.
Corn starch is held to be an uncooked cereal food
product and ordered continued in the list of uncooked grain or
cereal food products manufactured from corn subject to corn
rates.

The

class

H

rating on

iron and steel pipe aiiplicd as a

proportional basis is ordered continuetl. The cancellation of the
rule providing for a rate on plastering hair or fiber with carload
shipments of lime or plaster 25 per cent above the carload rate
on lime or platscr at actual weight is approved. The elimination
of the provision for lifthclass rating on straight or mixed carload shipments of stove-pipe iron, stove-pipe, stove-pipe elbows,
and coal hods, and for mixed carloads <.( the foregoing articles
and sheet-iron dripping pans and stove elbows is .luthorizcd. An

:

:

:
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increase to 50.000

of

minimum

carload weiglit on scrap iron
approved. Numerous other rules are
discussed and changes authorized for publication in a revised
lb.

into concentrating points

is

circular.

Attention

directed also to the views of the commission in
and Sust'ension Docket 76, respecting publicity of
proposed changes and method of classification procedure, and the
opinion is expressed that if the classification committee had given
these changes greater publicity the present proceeding would
is

Shipper's

probably not have been necessary. Where provisions are eliminated from one tariff in anticipation of publishing them in another the two tariffs should be amended simultaneously.

Rates on Bituminous Slack Coal to Martins Creek, Pa.

Cement Company

z:

Baltimore

&

Ohio

et

al.

Opinion by Covmis^oner Clements:

The commission finds that a rate of $2 a gross ton on bituminous slack coal in carloads to Martins Creek. Pa., from mines
in the Fairmont region of West Virginia and in the Westmoreland region of Pennsylvania are not unreasonable or discrimiIt also holds that the requirement of a differential between slack and other sizes of bituminous coal would not be
natory.

Load and Count

Pice Millinji Company r. .\lor»an's Louisiana
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The complainant protests against practice provided for under
rule No. 23 of western classification No. 51 reading

Louisiana

ib-

Texas

Iin'csti}icilion

Alf'ha Portland

Vol. 59, \o. 4

I'reight

.Stale

et al.

loaded by shipper and not checked by carrier must
and count."

tic

receijited

for "shipper's loa<i

The commission holds that this rule is not contrary to
mack amendment, and that it is not a limitation upon

the Carcarriers'

contemplated by the prohibitions of the Cummins
amendment. "It does not appear that the rule operates to liiuit
the liability of the carrier for the full value of the property
shipped but, in its application to a claim for loss because of alleged failure to deliver the whole ainount transported, has the
effect of placing the burden upon the shipper who loads on his
private track to prove that the amount specified was loaded and
that a less amount was taken out of the car by the consignee;
whereas in the case of a receipt not so qualified the liurden is upon
the carrier to prove that the amount specified in the bill of lading
was either not in fact loaded, or was delivered, or otherwise to
liability as

settle

is

for the full value thereof."

The commission

finds that the rule

misses the complaint.

(34

I.

C.

C.

is

not unreasonable and dis-

511.)

justified.

The complainants asked for a rate of $1.45 on slack and $1.65
on other grades of bituminous coal and produced figures showing
was about $1.42 a gross ton.
notes
"In determining the reasonableness of rates, cost of service is
one of several factors to be considered, and, while carriers are
not entitled to receive more than a reasonable rate on any traffic,
in Cases where it appears that the rate challenged is in harmony
with a general adjustment between a large number of producing
regions and an extensive consumitig territory consideration inust
be given not only to the accuracy of cost estimates, liut to the
probable effect of a substantial reduction on the main body of
rates.
Complainant's estimates of observed cost may be reasonably accurate, but its total operating cost estimates are, after all,
approximations based on general averages of the various carriers
which may or may not be correct on the particular traffic in
question and they do not, of course, take into consideration the
comparative values of the lines traversed and equipment used
and of all lines and equipment of the carriers defendant. These
estimates, which are elaborate and represent much labor, may be
that the cost of carrying this traffic

The commission

the most complete that can be furnished in advance of a complete valuation of the properties of the carriers, but we do not
feel justified upon the showing made thereby in making a finding
(34 I. C. C, 414.)
vof unreasonableness in the rate challenged."

Rates on Pulpwood from Points

in

Minnesota

&

Paper Manufacturers' Traffie Association z: Chicago,
Pulp
Mihvaukee €r St. Paul, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
In the commission's original report in this case, 27 I. C. C, 83,
was found that the carload rates on pulp wood from points in
Minnesota to gateways and junctions of connecting carriers in
it

state, applying on shipments to Wisconsin and Michigan
were unreasonable, and reasonable maximum rates were preThe Duluth & Xorthern Minscribed, effective .August 1, 1913.
nesota was one of the defendants, but it did not file an answer
It did, however, comto the complaint, or offer any testimony.
In December, 1914,
ply with the order by filing proper tariffs.

that

The court
sought to enjoin the enforcement of the order.
granted a preliminary injunction, but in I'ebruary, 1915, dissolved
the latter and dismissed the bill. In March, 1915, the carrier filed
it

a jietition for a rehearing.

The stock of this railroad is held by .Mger, Smith & Company,
or by stockholders of that comi)any and the owning interest supThe carrier produced
plies 50 per cent of the road's tonnage.
cost figures showing a deficit from operation in 1914, but the
commission refuses to hold this year a representative one, as
I^. also appeared
there have been surpluses in previous years.
that the carrier's principal interest in the rehearing was to have
the conunission find that the rates prescribed were unreasonably
low, so as to enable it to use such finding as a shield when certain outstanding reparation claims were represented.
mission, therefore, is unable to release the petitioner
requirements of the order. (34 I. C. C, 500.)

The comfrom the

The Shreveport Case
Meredith, Shelby Taylor, and Henry B. Schrciber, constituting the Railroad Commission of Louisiana v. St. Louis
Southwestern et al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The comrnission's first order in this case was made March 11,
That order was upheld by the Commerce
1912, in 23 I. C. C. 31.
Court April 25, 1913, in 205 Fed. 380 and l)v the Supreme Court
June 8, 1914, in 234 U. S. 342.
The order, save in so far as it required the establishment of
new rules to govern the concentration of cotton ran only against
three of the defendants, the Texas & Pacific, the Houston, East &
West Texas, and the Houston & Shreveport. It required the establishment by them of specified class rates on shipments by their
lines from Shreveport, La., to specified destinations in Texas,
which rates were established July 1, 1912. It further required
that these three defendants "abstain from exacting any higher
rates for the transportation of any article" from Shreveport to
Dallas, Tex., and points intermediate via the line of the Texas &
Pacific, and from Shreveport to Houston, Tex., and points intermediate via the lines of the Houston, East & West Texas and
the Houston & Shreveport, "than are contemporaneously exacted
for the transportation of such article from Dallas or Houston
for an equal distance toward said Shreveport."
The case is now brought up again by a petition of the Louisiana
authorities requesting (1) the establishment of reasonable class
rates from Shreveport such as were previously prescribed over
the lines of the three defendants to all points on the lines of all
the defendants, and (2) the application of no higher rates upon
all commodities from Shreveport to all points on the lines of all
defendants than for like distances from any points on said lines
eastbound to destinations in Texas. The petition alleges that the
other defendants will not establish a uniform scale of rates except
upon a supplemental order and that as a result shippers over the
three lines whose rates have been adjusted in conformity with the
order of March 11, 1912, will have an undue advantage.
/.

/.

;

The commission now finds
The evidence upon supplemental hearing shows no

material
cliange in transportation conditions over the lines of defendants,
either from or toward Shreveport, since this proceeding was first

before the commission.
Class rates are prescribed for transportion from Shreveport to
points in eastern Texas, and also from points in eastern Texas,
toward Shreveport, on the lines of all the defendants.
As the transportation conditions for the competitive hauls here
involved are sul)stantially siiuilar, justice demands that the same
classification shall apply to all, and consequently that the western
classification shall govern on traffic via the lines of these defendants from points in eastern Texas toward Shreveport.
It is discrimination for defendants to charge higher rates upon
any coinmodity from Shreveport into eastern Texas than on such
commodity for an equal distance from points in eastern Texas
toward Shreveport and such commodity rates should not exceed,
distance considered, the corresponding class rates named herein.
It constitutes discrimination against Shreveport for defendants
;

July
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23.

charge higher inbound rates on uncompressed cotton from eastern Texas to Shreveport for concentration there than they charge,
distance considered, on uncompressed cotton to concentration
points in eastern Texas.
(34 I. C. C, 472.)
to

The

St.

Louis Terminal Case

In the matter of terminal alhnvances and rates at St. Louis,
Mo., and East St. Louis, III. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

when

Louis, East St. Louis and a number of other
a definite rate point in the 117 per cent
zone, the eatsern carriers, which hitherto had had terminals in
East St. Louis only, were obliged to receive tralfic for through
In 1906

stations

St.

were made into

movement

to and from St. Louis itself under through bills of
For a while they undertook to do this by moving their
freight across the river under an agreement with the Terminal
Railroad .•\ssociation of St. Louis which controls the four means
of transportation across the river, namely, the Eads bridge, the
Merchants bridge, the Wiggins ferry and the Interstate car

lading.

was found

terminal association did not
Louis to enable it to handle all
the additional traffic with promptness.
The eastern carriers, in
order to give the public a service that was sufficiently prompt,
were compelled to make arrangements with certain transfer companies to move the freight by wagon between St. Louis and East
St. Louis.
As a part of the arrangement, the transfer companies
undertook also to furnish and operate stations in St. Louis where
they could receive and dehver freight for the carriers.
transfer.

have

It

sufficient

facilities

These freight stations

that

in

in

the

St.

St.

Louis, are often referred to as
reached by the rails of

"off-track"' stations liccause they are not

.Mthough the western lines have rail depots of their
Louis, many, if not all. of them have made similar
arrangements with the transfer companies. This arrangement
was made by the carriers only with such transfer companies as
had warehouses that could be used as freight stations. These
are the St. Louis, the Columbia, the L'idelity and the Central
Transfer companies.
In most instances the first floor of the
warehouse is considered the station of the carriers, the floors
above being used by the transfer companies in their private busiObviously the transfer companies tb.it
ness as warehousemen.
conduct a private warehouse business are enaldcd, under this arany

own

carrier.
in

St.

cartage expense that other warehouse comarrangement with the carriers,
must pay, and it is on this ground that the allegation of discrimination rests. The off-track stations, however, are intended
for the use of the general shi])ping pulilic without restriction and
it is shown that these freight stations have proved to be a substantial aid in the prompt liandling of traffic into and out of St.
Louis.

rangement, to save

al!

panies, not participating in this

The carriers, linding tlie above arrangement so successful,
made arrangements witli the same transfer cumpanies, and

also
also

with others, for hauling tlie traffic Ijy wagon l)etween the East
St. Louis rail stations and the store doors of sliipi)ers and consignees in St. Louis, without jiassing it through the off-track
stations, but through what is referred to by the carriers as their
"constructive" stations on the west bank of the river.
'I'hcse
stations arc simply an undefined point on the river l)ank and
have no corporeal existence.
I'y employing the transfer companies as their agents, the eastern lines perform a "cunstructivc"
station service, making at the undefmed point on the west bank
a purely nominal or constructive delivery of the inloumd shipment and in the sante manner an imaginary acceptance of outbound traffic, the freight not lieing moved from the wagon in
either case.
The rail rate takes the tralVic to and from the constructive point, the cartage charges of the transfer companies
l)eiMg paid by the carriers.
The sliippers and consignees pay the
cartage charges, however, between tlie incorporeal station and
their store <loors.

compaperform certain other services as agents of the carriers.
They undertake to (piole rates. They collect charges on shipments and riinit the amounts to the carriers. They do not issue
bills of lading; they issue dray tickets on outbound shipments,
which may be surrendered to the carriers by the shipper for a
handling traOic to and from the coMstriuti\c
bill of lailiiig.
Ill
stations, however, nothing of this kind is done by tlic transfer
companies.
of ilu' opinion that the operation of the olTThe commission
liesides operating the "olT-track" stations, the transfer

nies

i>i
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track stations is not unlawful and that it does not result in discriminations that are undue.
It is found, however, that the constructive receipt and delivery
of traffic at incorporeal stations at the undefined points on the
west bank of the river is not available to all shippers and should
be condemned unless that fault is corrected. It is agreed that the
carriers' service begins and ends at the undefined point.
The undefined point, if comparable with anything phjsical, must therefore be regarded as taking the place of a station for less-thancarload traffic and a team track for carload traffic. In either case
the right to use this constructive service is limited to shippers
who approach the constructive terminals through the agency of

They may not,
transfer companies designated by the carriers.
with their own vehicles, go to the constructive stations to deIn other words, the right of a shipliver or receive their traffic.
per to have an east side line extend its service to and from these
undefined points depends upon his willingness to employ the
carrier's agent to haul his traffic between those points and his
store door. If he employs a transfer company designated by the
carrier he may have the service; if he uses his own vehicle the
denied to him.

The

must be corrected.

(34

service
w'hich

is

result is an unjust discrimination
I.

C.

C,

453.)

Rates on Lumber from Southern Points
In re rates on lumber from southern points to the Ohio river
erossings and other points. Opinion by Commissioner MeChord:

The southern carriers have proposed to increase the rates
on lumber and articles taking the same rates from the producing
regions of the southwest, the Mississippi valley, and the southLouis, East St. Louis, Thebes and Cairo, Memphis
and the Ohio river crossings. The proposed increases average
about one cent a 1(X) lb., except that the increases are greater
than one cent in those instances where the present rates on hard
wood are less than the rates on pine. The territory of production involved is as follows:
(1) The southwestern territory,
including part of Oklahoma, Missouri and northern .Arkansas,
and the territory endiraceil in the so-called southwestern yellowpine blanket, bounded on the north by the .Arkansas river, on
the east by the Mississippi river, on the south by the Gulf of
Mexico, and on the west by a line drawn through Kansas City
and Houston, Tex.; (2) Mississippi valley territory, the region
lying east of the Mississippi river and on the west of the line
of the Moliile & Ohio: (3) southeastern territory, embracing
Georgia and Florida, and parts of .Mabama and Tennessee.
east to St.

The methods

of

constructing through

rates

from the terriand trunk

tories of origin to points in central freight association

From the southwest the local
are generally used also as proportional
rates and are added to other local or proportional rates beyond
The present yellowthe gateway to make the through rates.

line

rates

territories are not uniform.

the gateways

to

pine rate to Cairo,
proportional.
The

making

a

rate

for example,

from

Cairo

through rate of 26 cents.

territory to the
rates arc

III.,

consuming

is

16 cents, both local
to

Chicago

From

and

10 cents,
Mississippi valley
is

Ohio tlirough
Ohio river crossings,
some cases published as

territory north of the

made by combination upon

the

except in a few cases, and they are in
joint through rates.
From southeastern territory there is a dual
system of rates, one .set being the rates to the crossings proper
and the other the proportional or basing rates. The same increases are proposed in lioth.
The principal reasons given by the southwestern lines for the
increases are the following:
(1) They need more revenue;
(2) the rates are unusually low. having been made for the purpose of aiding an industry which was struggling to overcome
the prejudices against it and market its product in competition
with other woods; (3* the prejudice no longer exists and competition is almost a thin,g of the past; (4) water competition,

which originally influenced the rail rates, is now negligible.
The southwestern lines taken collectively are not prosperous.
.\ consolidated statenu'iit, filed on behalf of 26 of these lines,
shows that from VXM to \^\\ their mileage increased from
24.S'>7 miles to .14,012 miles, and tliat their liUnI operating revenue
increased during the same period from $l6<i.5l(U)00 to $2S~,llO.tHK).
In spite of this, the net operating income decreased
during the same |icrio.l from $45.2(i">.000 to $44,i;5.0(X), the
.iveragc net operating income for llu' wbob- p, riod l>cing only
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The

income to property inroads in 1903 was 4.78 per cent,
while in 1915 it was 2.84 per cent. The average ratio for the
entire period was 3.78 per cent, while for 35 railway systems in
official classification, which were interested in the five Per Cent
case, the ratio was 5.41 per cent.
Even though the carriers
may not be prosperous it does not follow, in the commission's
opinion, that they should get additional revenue by means of an
increase in the rates on lumber, for the latter may at present be
contributing its fair share of revenue.
The respondents show that commendable efforts have been
made by some of them to conserve their revenues, with gratifying results, and the St. Louis & San Francisco is chosen as
typical.
During the period beginning June 30, 1913, and ending
November 30, 1914, that carrier, by increasing its trainloads,
reducing the amounts paid for loss and damage, reclaiming scrap
material, and in numerous other ways, effected a saving of
The extent to which the other carriers in the south$931,526.
west have been able to conserve their revenues is not shown in
the record, but the evidence just detailed suggests that it is
possible to better materially the financial condition of these lines
without an increase in the rates on lumber.
The commission, therefore, finds that the proposed increased
rates on yellow-pine lumber from the southwestern blanket to
St. Louis, Mo., and East St. Louis, Thebes and Cairo, 111., have
not been shown to be reasonable. The evidence of record also
does not show that the rates from Little Rock, Ark., and Pine
Bluff, Ark., to Memphis, Tenn., should be increased to the blanket

$48,937,000.

Vol.

S9,

No. 4

STATE COMMISSIONS

ratio of net operating

vestment account of these

The commission

in Northbound Rates on Hardzcood,
C, 521, held that was no good reason why the rates on
hardwood lumber should not be as high as the rates on yellow
pine. For that reason the commission will now allow increases
in the rates on hardwood from the blanket to St. Louis, Cairo,

basis.

32

L

C.

to the extent that they

etc.,

do not exceed the rates on yellow

pine.

The. carriers proposed also to make increases of one and two
all kinds of lumber to the gateways named
from points north of the Arkansas river. These increases are
Because of its difficult operating condinot found reasonable.
tions, however, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific will be allowed to increase a basing rate to Thebes and Cairo from stations Hazen, Ark., to Galloway, inclusive, on its Memphis branch
cents in the rates on

and to increase its rates to Memphis from certain other points
on that branch. Increases to Thebes and Cairo are also allowed'
fiom certani stations on the Missouri & North Arkansas.
A proposed cancellation of a local rate to Cairo from points
on the Texas & Pacific is found not to be justified. Proposed
increased rates to Louisville and Cincinnati from stations on the

Rock

Island,

and Milams,

La., to Eunice; Fitch, Ark., to Apex;
Meridian, La., are also found to be un-

Walker Spur,
La.,

to

reasonable.

The commission
to

New

also

refuses to allow the carriers

two cents in the
Orleans from a number of

increases averaging

to

make

lumber
the southwestern

rates on all kinds of

stations in

territory.

Concerning the increases proposed by a number of carriers
from points east of the Mississippi river the commission holds
that these carriers may increase their rates to north bank Ohio
crossings by not more than one cent in those instances in which
such increases are necessary to effect a spread of one cent
between the rates to opposite crossings in accordance with the
In no case may
conclusions in the so-called Ohio river cases.
the rates to north bank points be increased more than is necessary to make the rates to those points one cent higher than the
rates to the opposite southbound points.
The commission will also allow proposed increased rates to
Ohio river crossings from points on the Texas & Pacific, the
Vicksburg, Shrcveport & Pacific and Southern Pacific lines in
Louisiana.
The record shows that cottonwood and gum are not entitled
to lower rates than other kinds of hardwood, and the proposed
rates on cottonwood and gum are permitted in dll cases where
In no case
they do not exceed the rates on other hardwoods.
may the rates on cottonwood or gum or other hardwoods exceed the rates on yellow pine.
Proposed increased rates from Cincinnati to western termini
and points in trunk line territorv .-ire held not to be justified.
(34

I.

C,

C,

652.)

In last week's issue, page 138,

it was incorrectly stated that
Arkansas Railroad Commission had given permission to the
Arkansas Central to charge two cents a mile passenger fare.
The commission authorized a three-cent rate.

the

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,
which recently denied the Ulster & Delaware permission to raise
its mileage rate above the two-cent maximum set by the legislature has formally denied an application for a rehearing.

Busby, counsel for the Missouri Public Servicefiled a brief with the commission in answer to
the briefs of the railroads of the state, that are asking a general
advance in freight, passenger and baggage rates throughout the
state.
The brief opposes the application of the railroads, saying
they have failed to justify the proposed increases, and is largely
devoted to a defense of the formula for dividing the expenses
between freight and passenger service and between state and
interstate business, prepared by the accountant for the commission, which was attacked by the railroads during a hearing.
\\'illiam

G.

Commission, has

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
H. A. Herndon, chief draftsman of the Fort Worth & Denver
City at Childress, Tex., has been appointed junior mechanical
engineer, division of valuation, of the Interstate Commerce Commisison, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

Ledyard P. Hale, counsel for the New York Public Service
Commission. Second district, has been given a leave of absence
until September 1. because of press of duties as chairman of
the public utility committee of the constitutional convention.
During his absence, Frank H. Mott, secretary will serve as counsel,
and Francis X. Disney, assistant secretary, will succeed
Mr. Mott.

M. Maltbie, formerly a member of the New York Public
Service Commission, First district, and more recently chairman
of the valuation committee of the National Association of Railway Commissioners, has been appointed a member of the advisor}- board of C. A. Prouty, director, valuation division, of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

COURT NEWS
Judge Sanborn of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
has rendered a decision reversing that of the United States district court of Nebraska, that the Union Pacific acted in violation
of the Sherman anti-trust act in acquiring a majority of the
The opinion is constock of the St. Joseph & Grand Island.
curred in by Judges Garland and .Vmidon. The court, however,
ordered that a perpetual injunction be entered to prevent the
St. Joseph & Grand Island while dominated by the Union Pacific from purchasing the line of the Hastings & Northwestern
from Hastings, Neb., to Gibbons, 26 miles. The case was remanded to the lower court for a re-trial.
Limitation of Liability

— Fire— Interstate

Commerce

The Alabama Court
Interstate Commerce

of Appeals holds that section 20 of the
Act. providing that a common carrier
shall be liable for loss caused by it, or by any connecting carrier, does not prevent a carrier from exempting itself from
liability for goods destroyed by a fire which is not attributable

the carrier's negligence.
(Ala.) 68 So., 513,

to

Central

of

Mississippi Spur Track Statute

The

Mississippi

Supreme Court holds

Georgia

v.

Patterson

Held Invalid
that

Laws

1908,

c.

88,

providing that upon application the Railroad Commission may
order railroad companies to construct and maintain tracks to
connect with industrial plants, if the tracks can be built without
undue hazard to the trains or other property of the railroad, is in
conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment prohibiting the taking
for it neither provides for
of property without due process
compensation to the railroad nor makes the right contingent on
;

the

amount of

Orleans

&

freight offered

by the applicant.

N. E. (Miss.) 68 So. 481.

Mclnnis

v.

New

July

23,
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Scope

of

Federal Employers' Liability Act

In proceedings under the New Jersey workmen's compensation
act for the death of an employee of the Pennsylvania, who fell
off a barge on the Delaware & Raritan canal, in the course of his
employment as a boatman, it was held by the New Jersey Supreme
Court that, although the employer is a railroad and the canal is
an interstate waterway, the federal employer's liability act did
not apply so as to supersede the workmen's compensation act,
because, as the deceased's employer, the railroad was operating a

Hammill

canal.

Pennsylvania (N.

v.

J.),

Right to Fence Right of

94

Atl., 313.

Way

A

railroad built a fence along its right of way to prevent the
use thereof as a passageway by the patrons of a neighboring restaurant. In an action by the proprietor of the restaurant for injunction, the Texas Court of Civil Appeals held that the company was within its rights, though there were no other means
of ingress or egress to or from the restaurant, as the use of the
right of way for such a purpose would largely increase the risk

of accident and consequently the liability of the company, and
was inconsistent with the use of the right of way for railroad
railroad may exclude trespassers from its right of
purposes.
way, and take reasonable steps necessary to do so, even though
the title to the land it occupies is not vested in it. Ft. Worth &
D. C. (Tcx.>, 176 S. W., 827.

177

for the loss the Niagara County Court holds that by such deviation the railroad became an insurer, and could not avail itself of
the exception in the contract, though the exception would have

been valid as applied to an interstate shipment.
York Central, 153 N. Y. Supp., 633.)
Fall of Article

Fares — Overcharges — Statutory Penalties
railroad's ticket agent gave a passenger, by mistake, a ticket

for a station in the opposite direction from his intended destination. The conductor on the train refused to accept the ticket,
and demanded the fare in cash. In an action for the statutory

penalty for taking or receiving any "greater compensation for
the transportation of passengers than is allowed by law," the Arkansas Supreme Court held that, though the carrier was liable
for damages for violating the contract of carriage, it was not liable for the statutory penalty, there being no intention to charge
or receive more than the legal rate. Judgment for the defendant
was affirmed. Smith v. St. Louis, I. M. & S. (Ark.). 176 S. \V.,
308.

Validity of Contract for

Open Farm

Crossing

was brought to require the Missouri Pacific to maintain
an open farm crossing provided for under a contract whereby

way

across the
plaintiff's land.
The Kansas Supreme Court holds that such a
contract is not contrary to the public policy of Kansas, as indicated by its statutes, and that the contract might be specifically
enforced by the land owner, although he had had considerable
trouble about cattle getting killed at the crossing, and the railroad
its

right of

desired to erect gates to avoid killing the plaintiff's cattle and
Atkinson v. Mo. Pac. (Kan.), 149 Pac, 430.

to protect the pulilic.

Stoppage

A

of Trains at

decree of the

New York

Small Stations
.'\i)pellate

Necessity

Division

rei|uired

the

Boston & Maine to maintain a regular station at a sulphur spring
on the outskirts of Saratoga Springs, "at which all its regular

Trespassing Animals

The conductor and engineman

must stop." There was scarcely a resident in the vicinity
who.sc convenience would be served by the slopping of trains,
and the only substantial travel to the station, if any, would be
during the summer months. On a motion for contempt against
the company for failure to comply with the decree, the court
held, on this showing, that all that was contemplated by the
decree was the stoppage of regular trains only when necessary
to take on or put off passengers who held tickets, or on signal.
(I'ranklin v. Boston & Maine, 153 N. Y. Supp., (iXS.)
Presentation of Claims for Loss
inlraslatr

pr»vi<led for

llie

sliipmcnt

contract

in

Waiver
the

ol

st.ile

Condition
of

New York

rr-icing of perish.ilile fruit at points within the

state,

and also

that the carrier should not he liable

loss,

(latnagc,

or delay unless

on claims for
hey were presented in writing
within four months. The company, by (levialing from the agreed
route, converted the shipment into an interstate shipment, and
No
loss resulted from its failure to properly re-ice tlio fruit.
claim for the loss was made within four motitlis.
In an action
I

Proof ol Negligence

— Duty

of

of a train

Road
wxre warned that

horses had got loose and were likely to be found on the track
at a certain point.
The animals were afterwards killed by the
train.
The Indiana .'\ppellate Court holds that, though the
animals were on the track without right, nevertheless the railroad's knowledge that they were there imposed a duty on it
to take due care, by maintaining a reasonable lookout, and, upon
discovery, exercising reasonable care to avoid injuring them;
and for violation of this duty, resulting in injury to the stock, the
railroad was liable.
What constituted such reasonable lookout
and care were questions for the jury, bearing in mind the railroad's correlative duty safely to carry its passengers, and its duty
to itself to preserve its property. Vandalia Co. v. Duling (Ind.),
109,

N. E.

70.

Validity of Contracts for Services by Shippers

coming and outgoing

frei.ght

ting cars on the defendant's

whether

handled by the defendant, for spot-

own

track.

The only question was
Commerce Act. The
the contract was one for

this contract violated the Interstate

New York

.Appellate Division held that
the performance by the shipper of a duty, which the carriers owes,
to place each car so that it can be unloaded, and, there being
nothing to show that the service performed by the shipper was
not worth the agreed price, the contract did not provide for the

payment of a

rebate, in violation of the act of 1887. but was
within section IS thereof inserted by the amendment of 1906.
providing that, where the owner of property transported under
the act directly or indirectly renders any service connected with
the tansportation, an allowance therefor shall be no more than is
just and reasonable.
(New York Central v. General Electric Co.
153 N. Y. Supp., 478.)

trains

,'\n

of

New

In an action for freiglit charges the ilcfcndant set up a counterclaim under a contract made in 1894, by which the carrier
agreed to pay to the defendant one cent for each 100 lb. of in-

.\ctiiin

the railroad'5 predecessor obtained

— Burden

v.

In an action for injuries in a passenger car caused by the fall of
a suit case from a rack above the plaintiff, the plaintiff testified
that it fell about an hour and a half after he got on the train,
that he did not change his seat, did not fall asleep, and did not
know whether the suit case was on the rack when he boarded the
train.
It was held by the Wisconsin Supreme Court that the
burden was on the plaintiff to show that the suit case was in the
rack long enough so that the defendant's employees, in the exercise of reasonable care, should have discovered and removed
it,
and that the plaintiff had not met this burden. It was a
matter of pure speculation how long the suit case had been in
the rack before it fell. The complaint was dismissed.
Colburn
v. Chicago & N. W. (Wis.), 152 N. W., 821.

A

A

from Rack

(Lvnch

Mours

A

ol Service

Application to

Work

Train Service

on a work train handling only company material
between Miawallia, Mo., and Seneca, Mo., went on duty at 4:30
a. m. and continued on duly until 7 :30 p. m., when the train was
placed on a siding at Seneca an<l the fireman remained as watch
in charge of the engine until 12:40 a. m.
.Action was brought by
firenyin

government in the district court for the first division of
Kansas to recover penalties for the violation of the federal hoursof-service act. The defendants claimed that since the work train
was handling only company material to be used wholly within the
slate, the crew was not in interstate service.
The courts holds
that since the line on which the fireman was working is part of
the through main line over which interstate commerce passes, the
fireman's service comes within the jurisdiction of the federal law.
The opinion by Judge Pollock says in part: "Congress has the
constitutional power to regulate conitnercc among the states.
The power to regnlale is inclusive of (he right to make safe. The
purpose of Congress in the passage of the act in question was not
alone lo roiiMrvr ilir v.ifitv of those employees of railways
the

:
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actually engaged in interstate

formance of the

commerce

at the

time of the per-

service, but to further the protection

and safety

of passengers or cu-employees traveling or engaged in interstate
the negligent acts of employees of the road con-

commerce from

nected with the movement of trains, whether engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce, whose minds, having become
clouded and whose senses have become deadened by long-continued service and loss of rest and sleep, and who for such reason
may through neglect bring disaster not to themselves or to the
train on which they are working, but to other trains moving in
interstate commerce, and such are the decisions."
Parol Gift of Right of

Way— Continued

Use

of

Spur Track

The owner

of land, after a right of way for a spur track had
been staked thereon, said to a representative of the railroad company that the land was theirs, to go ahead and take it. The

company took possession and laid the track which it maintained
with the consent of the owner for more than 20 years. In an
action by a subsequent owner of the land to quiet title in the
strip occupied by the track, the Iowa Supreme Court holds that
there was a parol gift, or at least an irrevocable license for an
Moreover, during the 20 years
the right of way.
industries were established along the track, which were

easement
other

in

dependent on the continued use of the spur track, and the railway company had, known to the owners of the land, expended
about $4,000 in improving the track. After acquiescing in the use
of the track for the advantage of the other industries for so
many years, the plaintiff's grantor and himself were estopped
from setting up any claim inconsistent with the continued use
Shimanck v. Chicago
of the right of way by the defendant.
M. & St. P. (Iowa), 152 X. W., 574.
Child Held Passenger, Though Paying No Fare
mother, carrying a girl about nine months old. became a
passenger and notified the trainman who collected the fare that
she desired to get off at a certain station, and informed him
The .\labama Court of Appeals
she had never been there.
holds that the child, though riding free, was a passenger, and
the railroad owed her the same duty as if she had paid fare. In
this instance the duty it owed was to give the mother notice
that the train had stopped, or was about to stop at her destination, either by calling the station distinctly, or by personal

A

and to stop the train and aflford the mother a safe place
and reasonable time to alight. While ordinarily the railroad
is under no duty to give the passenger personal notice that his

notice,

has been reached, exceptional circumstances,
such as age, or physical inlirmity, may impose this duty. Having failed in this duty, and carried the child and the mother
beyond destination, and in returning to the destination the child
becoming ill as a proximate consequence, it was held that the
Southern v. Herbon (.*\la.), 68 So. 551.
child could recover.
particular station

Increase in Rates

— Reasonableneis

In affirming the juilgnient of tlie .\ppellate Division (159 App.
Div. 546. 145 X. Y. Supp., 513), annulling an order of the Xew
Y'ork Public Service Commission, Second district, directing a
reduction of commutation fares to stations between New York
and Peckskill and White Plains on the Xew York Central, the
New Y'ork Court of Appeals makes the following rulings That

Termination

V(ji..

of Liability for Interstate

59,

No. 4

Freight— Oklahoma Statute

In an action against an initial carrier for damages for delay in
transportation of fruit trees, the Oklahom;i Supreme Court announced the rule under the statute of that state to be as follows

addressed to a place beyond the usual route
of a common carrier who has received it, is lost or injured, or if
the shipper is damaged by unnecessary or unreasonable delay
in transportation, the carrier must, within a reasonable time
after demand, give satisfactory proof to the consignor that the
If intrastate freight,

loss, injury, or damage did not occur while it was in its charge,
or because of delay caused by it, or it will be liable therefor.
The demand for such proof must be direct and specific, and a
simple request or demand for payment of the loss or damage
does not bring the shipper within the requirements of the statute.
The shipper in the present case having made no such demand,
but having merely demanded payment for the damages caused by
the delay, it was held that he was not entitled to recover. Missouri, K. & T. V. Foote (Okla.), 149 Pac, 223.

Twenty-Eight-Hour Law

— Additional

Time

for

Rest

In an action for damages to cattle by negligent delay in transportation from Worth, Mo., to Chicago, the plaintift's' theory was
that, as experienced shippers, they knew that the cattle arrived
at Galcsburg at from 6 to 9 a. m., and obtain 11 hours' freedom
from the cars, and present a good appearance on their arrival in
Chicago next day; but owing to a delay in transit, they did not
arrive in Galesburg until 10 or 11 a. m., and were unloaded in
the heat of the day.
It was admitted by the plaintiffs that the
cattle were transported from Worth to Chicago in the usual
time, and got over five hours rest at Galesburg. It was held by
the Kansas City Court of Appeals that the railroad had done all
that was required of it under the 28-hour law, and its failure to
give the additional time for rest anticipated by the shippers did
not render it liable, in the absence of a contract stipulation relative to such additional time.
Kent v. C. B. & Q. (Mo.), 176
S.

W.,

1,104.

Interstate

Shipments —Limitation
Is

of Liability

— Change

After Loss

Discrimination

A

contract for the shipment of horses recited that in consideration of the lower of two rates being paid, the railroad's liThe shipment
ability should not exceed $100 for each horse.
being interstate was therefore governed by the federal law. One
of the horses had a leg broken during transit, and was killed.
The railroad agreed to settle the owner's claim by paying $172.
In an action for the loss of
the stipulated value of the horse.
the horse, the Kansas Supreme Court holds that the limitation
in such a contract becomes a part of the rate, and the parties
cannot, by any agreement after a loss has occurred, change the
limitation and arrange for the payment of a greater amount than
the value as fixed in the contract. To hold otherwise would be
giving him an advantage over other shippers and constitute an

Donohoo Horse
unlawful discrimination.
Missouri, K. & T. (Kan.), 149 Pac, 436.
Additional Taking of Land for

Measure

New
of

& Mule Company

Location of

Right of

v.

Way —

Damages

:

a lower rate has been in force for some years raises no presumption that an increase is unreasonable, in the absence of a showBeing that the lower rate was reasonalile and compensatory.
cause a rate was once compensatory, it will not he presumed that
fair return, it being common
it afforded a
price of materials and scale of wages had increased.
In esta1)lishing a rate, a railroad is not bound to consider that branch alone for which the rate is applicable, but may
take into consideration the cost of operation and rates jirevailing

several years later

knowledge that the

In view of the regulations imposed upon
and the public reports required of them, it is improper
to assume that they have peculiar knowledge of, their affairs,
and so should have the burden of justifying an increase in rates,
instead of those olijecting having the burden of proving that the
The question of whether it is imincrease was unwarranted.
politic for the railroad to make the increase is immaterial, and
the commission should not set aside the increase on that ground.
People ex rel. New York Central v. I'ublic Service Commission
(N. Y.), 109 N. E., 252.

over

its

entire system.

railroads,

.\ railroad had acquired a right of way across a farm by a deed
which provided that the consideration named therein covered all
damages to the adjoining lands incident to the construction and
operation of the railroad. The right of way was 100 ft. wide,
It
consisting of 2.91 acres, and the consideration was $7.S0.
afterwards began a new survey to swing the road east from a

point in the farm, necessitating the taking of a small triangular
piece of the land, amounting to .91 of an acre. In proceedings to
condemn this land the Kentucky Court of -Xppeals holds that the
measure of damages was the difference between the value of the
farm with the railroad constructed and operated on the original
right of way and its value with tlie railroad constructed on the
new location, and it was error in admit evidence, instruct the

and permit argument by the owner's attorney on the theory
damages caused by the construction of any railroad on
In view of the consideration of
the farm could be recovered.

jury,

that the

$750 for the original 2.91 acres conveyed, a verdict for $1,200
for the .91 taken for the new location was manifestly excessive.
L. & X. v. Wilson (Ky.). 176 S. W.. 980.

July
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succeeding George H. Lee,
Valley

who has

John S. Talbot, recently general agent of the Chicago & North
Western, has been appointed commissioner for the Association
of Lake Lines, with headquarters at Cleveland. Ohio, succeeding
F. E. Signer, who resigned last
the Lehigh X'alley.

Operating
C. Gavin has b?en appointed trainmaster of the Xorthcrn Alabama, with headquarters at Sheffield, Ala.
C. A. Hodgman has been appointed superintendent of car
service of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at

resigned to go to the Lehigh

December

to enter the service of

George H. Lee. whose appointment as general passenger agent
of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at New York, has already been announced in these columns, was born at Mt. Morris.
N.

and was educated
Hamilton
College.

Y.,

at

Minneapolis, Minn.

N. Y.
railway

He

Clinton,

H. Elliott, superintendent of the New Orleans division of
the Texas & Pacific, has been appointed general superintendent,
with headquarters

Tex., succeeding

at Dallas,

E. Taussig, re-

J.

Arkansas

formerly

superintendent of the X'ebraska dihas been appointed superintendent
of the Texas division of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, with
headquarters at Wichita Falls, Tex.
R.

Cahill,

vision of the

Union

Pacific,

Island & Pacific.
held various positions
on that road until his
appointment as general

Rock

passenger

Third

Mo.
J.

Zanesville

Stinisun,

whose appointment

division of the Central
of Pittslnir.e;h, with

West

Lines

as superintendent of the

system of the Pennsylvania
lieadquarters

Zanesville,

at

Ohio,
has
been announced, was liorn at
on
Kalamazoo,
Mich.,
October 30, 1868. After
graduating from the Kalamazoo high school in
1886, he entered the emliloy of an engineering
company at Knoxville,
Tenn.
He entered rail-

way

service

in

Rapids

&

The

Indiana

as

year

he

rodman

on

following

worked

as

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Pembroke, having resigned as chief engineer of the
Coal & Coke, with headquarters at Gassaway. W. \'a., that office has been abolished, and V. D. Cosner has been appointed
engineer maintenance of w;iy, assuming all duties heretofore

survey and construction
work. In June, 18'«. he
(Utered the employ of
he Colorado Midland as
assistant engineer on prelocation
and
liminary
surveys, which pusition
F J. olimson
<ii™.„„
r.
he held until l)ecenil)er,
1892.
He returned to the Grand Rapids & Indiana in .\Iarcl).
1893, as assistant roa(hnaster and on January 1. I'fM, was appipinled divisiim rngineer, friim which pnsilinn lie Is imw pro
moted.

assigned the chief engineer.

Purchasing
R.

•

.

,

City,

headquarters

at

Judge Henry

I..

for the .Xtchison,

E.

E. Sniythe, formerly general freight agent of the Kansas
Southern, died in Kansas City, Mo., of injuries received in

an autonyibile accident on
G. Aldrich,
^'o^k,

May

.S.

of bridges and buildings of ti'e New
Hartford, with headquarters at Boston.

sujiervisor

New Haven

\-

July

''.

alter an

operation

for

cancer of the

P. Brown, fornierly. from 1883 to 1885, president
Toledo & Indianapolis, and later president and general
manager of its successor, the Toledo, Columbus & Southern, now

Theophilus

of the

Dallas.

Obi...

a

part of

tlic

Toleilo

Ohio, at the age of

Sloat, assistant gencr.il passenger agent of the Chicago,
Pacilic. Little Rock, .\rk.. lias been appointed

Rock Island &

luadcpiiulrrs at

St

L.Miis,

Mo.,

&

Oliin tcniral. died recently in

Toledo.

80.

Brown, who was division superintendent of the Maine
L^/.'i, ami from I87(> was superintendent of the
Bangor & Piscatai|uis until that road was taken over by the
Bangor &• Aroostook in 18"JJ, when he retiroil from railway work,
died on July I'' at his liniiie in Bangor, Maine, at the age of 95.
.\rtliur

Central previous to

Kcncral pa.iscngcr agent, with

Waldo, formerly solicitor for New Mexico
Tc.peka & Santa b'e, died recentiv in Kansas

Mo.

City.

(.'ity

\\ estern.

Valdosta. Ga.

at

\>,

stomach.

kiiy Ilinchiuaii. fnnucrly agent cif the Baltimore & Ohio at
Athens, Ohio, has been .ippointcd general pjissenger agent nf the
Ciiuiiuiail. Ilamilinn \- Dayton, with headcpiarters at Dayton.

I!.

Pratt.

Irank Roberts, president of the Valdosta. Moultrie &
died on July

Mass., dieil on

Lenn (). llismuke, city passenger agent of ttie Houston &
Texas Central at Dallas, Tex., has l)cen appciinled division paswitli

-\.

OBITUARY

,

Traffic

senger agent,

Lunsford has been appointed storekeeper of the Kansas
Mexico & Orient of Texas, with headquarters at San .-Xn-

.A.

gelo, Tex., succeedini; T.

I

I

H.

R.

Grand

clerk in the office of the
claim and timber agent.

agent of the
with head-

district,

quarters at St. Louis,
Mo., and on .-Kugust 1,
will leave that road to
become general passenger agent of the Lehigh \alky. witli lieadquarters at New York,
as above noted.

Novem-

ber, 1888, with the

Route

He

O. C. Hill, formerly superintendent of terminals for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed general superintendent of the Kansas City Terminal Railway, succeeding
R. A. Barrett.
Mr. Hill's headquarters are at Kansas City,

Fred

^'alley

Rock, Ark. He
subsequently entered the
traffic
department, and
for a time was in the
service of the Choctaw,
Oklahoma & Gulf, and
other western lines until
he went to the Chicago,

I'alk,

,

C.

the
the

at Little

general yardmaster of the Chicago. Burlington &
J.
Quincy at Kansas City, Mo has been appointed superintendent
of terminals, with headquarters at Kansas City, succeeding O. C.
Hill, resigned.
P.

W.

in

as a clerk in
auditor's office of
1886.

signed.

be-

work

gan

J.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

nniiiiiiiiiiii

The Al.'\b.'\ma & Tombigbee has ordered one ConsuHdation type
locomotive from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.
Wall

New

street.

York,

has ordered one Mogul type locomotive for the Gomez Mena
Plantation Company from the American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 18 by 24-in. cylinders and 50-in. driving wheels.

CAR BUILDING
The

Illinois Steel

Company

is

in

the market

for

10 tank

cars.

The El Paso & Southwestern has ordered two dining cars
from the Pullman Company.
The Nevada Northern

has ordered 50 Ingoldsby

dump

cars

from the Pullman Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading

is

said to be contemplating the

purchase of a number of freight cars.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

iiiiiiiniiii

tiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiuitiiitiiitiii]tiiitiiiiriiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMHT<

has ordered four

passenger cars from the Pullman Company.

The Cold Blast Transportation Company has postponed
inquiry for 300 refrigerator cars for the present.

value.

The Burd High Compression Ring Company, Rockford,
is

beginning the installation of machinery

L. S. Love, formerly head of the L. S. Love Machinery Company, has become associated with the Sherritt & Stoer Company,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., dealers in machine tools and railway and
machine shop equipment.

Louis F. Beckert, a salesman in the railway equipment division
of the railway and lighting department of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, died suddenly of typhoid
fever at his
C.

home

in

McKenna,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

Pittsburgh on July
of the

McKenna

7.

Brothers Brass Company,

has been elected president of the VanadiumAlloys Steel Company,
of Pittsburgh.
He
succeeds E. T. Edwards,
who has resigned to accept the presidency of
also

box and 500 automobile cars for the Michigan Central.

the

reported to have

ordered 200
armored cars from the Standard Steel Car Company. This item
has not been confirmed.
is

111.,

new

Thomas J. McMaster has been appointed district sales manager in the western territory for the Diamond Power Specialty
Company of Detroit, Mich., with headquarters at 809 Ashland
block, Chicago.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 300 automobile
American Car & Foundry Company.
The New York Central is said to have issued inquiries for
The French Government

an additional

The U. S. Metal and Manufacturing Company, New Y'ork, has
been appointed railroad sales agent for the injector sand blast apparatus manufactured by J. M. Betton.

cars from the

1,500

in

factory building.

Roy
its

Signal Company, New York, is reported
received an order for shells aggregating $1,000,000 in

The Hall Switch &
to have

112

unit

iiiitiit

i

|

Tlie .411is-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,
has taken a small order for tractor trucks for Russia.

The Minnesota Steel Comp.kny has ordered 3 saddle tank
locomotives from the H. K. Porter Co.

The Czarnikow-Riondo Company,

No. 4
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Equipment and Supplies

I

Vol.. 59,

Steel
Pa.,

main

Latrobe

Electric

Company, Latrobe,
but

who will
member of

re-

the
board of directors of the
Vanadium-Alloys
Steel

The Russian Government

has exercised its option for 200
Pressed Steel Car Company, thereby increasing
that company's order to 7,000 cars, and is also reported to have
given it an additional order for 2.000 tars.
cars with the

a

Company.
Mr. M c Kenna brings to his new
the experience
gained in the years he
has been the head of the
mechanical
department
of tlie McKenna Brothers Brass Company.
He
graduated from the University of Pittsburgh in

position

The Baltimore & Ohio

has divided an order for 2,000 hopper
cars among the American Car & Foundry Company, the Pressed
Steel Car Company and the Cambria Steel Company, and ordered
35 coaches, 5 combination passenger and baggage cars, 2 baggage
and mail cars, 4 baggage cars, 2 cafe-parlor cars and 2 cafe
coaches from the Pullman Company.

IRON AND STEEL
The

Gulf, Florida & Alabama has ordered 750 tons of
American Bridge Company.

1903
steel

R. C.

McKenna

fron. the

The
iUi

Italian Government

American company

The Mineral Range

is

reported to be negotiating with

for the purchase of 20,000 tons of rails.

has ordered 289 tons of steel from the
for an approach to a bridge at

American Pjridge Company
Houghton, Mich.

The New Ycrk

Plblic Service Commission, First District,
has ordered 35,500 tons of open hearth rails and 2,400 tons of
open hearth guard rails from the Bethlehem Steel Products
Company for use on the lines of the dual subway system of
New York City. The Public Service Commission will open
bids on August 18 for the supply of special work needed on
the rapid transit lines in the Borough of Queens.

speed

steel

trade

ever since

in

electrical

and

mechanical engineering.
His
family
been
has
identified with tlie hightlie

year

1902.

reported that the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which has
recently taken a contract for about $80,000,000 worth of shells,
will incorporate a new company to be known as the Eddystone
Munitions Company, and spend about $1,500,000 for another
It is

new

plant at Eddystone.

W.

Spencer Robertson, assistant to Leigh Best, vice-president
of the American Locomotive Company, has been appointed secretary of the company, effective July 14, succeeding C. B. Denny,
formerly treasurer and secretary, who has resigned.
Mr.
Robertson has been in the service of the American Locomotive

C'ompany since May 1, 1908. He was born in Brooklyn, Janu10, 1885, and from Novemlier, ISOO, until 1908 he was associated
with the law ofiice of Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett,
New York.

ary

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
The Southern
tions for a large

been confirmed.

Pacific

is

reported to be preparing specificatools
This item has not

number of machine

The

publicity department nf the Pennsylvania Railroad has
the following:
It can be authoritatively stated that the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company has not given an ojition on its

is.i^ued

July
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23,

Cambria

Steel Company's stock to Mr. Frick, nor
basis for the reported consolidation of the Cambria

is there any
and Pennsylvania Steel Companies.
When Mr. Donner became chairman
of the board of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, he was given
an option on a portion of the Pennsylvania Company's lioldings,
both in the Cambria and Pennsylvania Steel Companies.

Negotiations now are pending between the Canadian Car &
Foundry Company and the allies for an additional contract for
war supplies. It is understood the amount of new business, which
believed will be closed shortly, is about $6,000,000. First shipments to Europe of completed shells called for under the terms
of the company's original $83,000,000 contract are expected to be
made from the Kingsland, N. J., plant early in .\ugst. That plant
was erected as an assembling factory for the parts which are
being turned out by about fifty manufacturers in the eastern section of this country.
it is
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Railway Construction

i

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
the

—

The Sprague Electric Works, of the General ElecCompany, New York, has issued a four-page folder, naming
good qualities of Spragueduct superior enameled conduit and

Conduit.
tric

giving price

lists

and other

data.

—

Gears, Pinions and Trolleys. The R. D. Nuttall Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued catalog No. 12 relative to gears,
pinions and trolleys for mine and industrial locomotives, and
catalog No. 13 relative to like equipment for electric railways.
Each booklet contains illustrations and specifications of the apparatus described, there being included tables giving the sizes
and list prices of the gears and pinions which may be obtained.

—

The National Transit Company, Oil
has recently issued bulletin No. 401, in which is illustrated and briefly described a vertical four-cycle, air cooled
gas engine. A unique feature in the design of this engine is the
use of the exhaust to induce the circulation of air through the
cooling flanges on the cylinder. Bulletins Nos. 104 and 105 also
recently issued are devoted to a line of the Duplex direct acting
type steam pumps, the former outside center packed and the
latter of the packed piston type.
These pumps are designed for
service from 200 lb. to 1,000 lb. pressure per sq. in.
Vertical Gas Engine.

City,

Pa.,

—

Flexmile Joints. Barco Flexible Joints is the title on the
cover of a loose-leaf booklet recently issued by the Barco Brass
& Joint Company, Chicago. In this Ijooklet are contained catalog No. 10, relating to blow-off, terminal coach heating and
wash-out nozzle connections; catalog No. 20 relating to roundhouse blower conneelions and specifications and the Barco automatic smokcbox blower fitting; catalog \o. 30. ciUitled "Barco
Flexible Joints, Catalog and Descriptive Bulletin." and catalog No. 40 relating lo engine tender connodions for steam, air
and oil and car coniu-clidns for steam and air.

Railway CoNSTRrmoN in England. — .According to the Railway News, the Gowdall-Brailhwell Railway, 22 miles in length,
intended to form an additional route from new South Yorkshire
lumber, is now apprnacliini; the final stages.
collieries to the
The line was originally promoted by the Hull X llarnsley Kail1

way, with the support of the Midland Nailway, In which trackage
riglUs were In lie given, and which was to find part of the capital
Later the Norlh-Rastorn Railway also obtained trackage
rights and nlher advantages, while opposition by the Great Cenllarnsley
tral resulted in the new line being vcstetl in the Mull
iS,-

and Great Central companies. The Act was obtained in IW.
contracts were let the following year, and the work of construction conimeiu-od in I'll I. The rails have now been lalil. and «n\\
a few linishing touches are required to complete the wnrk.

|
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—

Artesian Belt. It is stated that work to complete the extenfrom Christine, Tex., south to Crowther, 16 miles, on which

sion

grading work is already finished, will be carried cut soon. Plans
have been made to extend the line southeast via Beeville to some
point on the Gulf coast. The company now operates a 43-mile
line from Macdona south to Christine.

—

Canadi.\n Northern. Construction work is reported resumed
on the line to St. Paul de Metis, .-Xlta. About 14 miles of grading
has already been finished

(October

The Locomotive Stoker Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has
purchased the coal pusher business and taken exclusive licenses
under all of the patents covering mechanical coal pushers for
locomotive tenders owned by Ryan, Galloway & Co., Chicago,
which, with the patents already controlled, will enable the Locomotive Stoker Company to add a complete line of mechanical
coal pushers for all classes of locomotive tenders to its rapidly
growing stoker business. Edward Ryan, of Ryan, Galloway &
Co., has entered the employ of the Locomotive Stoker Company
as mechanical expert.

181

;

D. F. McArthur

is

the contractor.

22, p. 779.)

Canadian Northern Quebec.

— The

new

location of the pro-

Montford & Gatineau Colonization
Railway has been approved from Huberdeau, Que., to a point
near St. Remi d'Amherst. The route is along the east bank of
the Rouge river to the Argenteuil county line, thence crossing

jected extension of the old

to the west side of the river joins the original approved route,
about six miles from Huberdeau. (January 1, p. 39.)

Central Canada.

—A

sub-contract

is

reported

let to J.

Timothy

grading the last 22 miles to Peace River Crossing. Alta.
Track laying has already been completed, it is said, to luile 28
from McLennan, where connection is made with the Edmonton,
Dunvegan & British Columbia. The grading work yet to be
carried out will be heavy. It is expected that the grading work
will be finished by October 1, and track laying completed and the
line ready for operation this year.
for

—

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, New double
track from a point north of Huffman, Tenn., to north of Sunbright, 2.9 miles, was placed in service on July 15.
The company
now has a total of 129 miles of double track in service between
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Chattanooga, Tenn.

Corpus

Traction.

Christi

—

Incorporated
in
Texas with
and operate an interurban system of
railways. The plans call for building lines north, west and south
of Corpus Christi.
The incorptiratcrs include J. H. Caswell,
San Diego, Cal.; J. R. Hopkins, G. Boone, O. P. Metcalf, W. E.
Pope, Corpus Christi, and A. McEvoy, New York
$100,(XX) capital

to

build

—A

contract has been given to J. W. McManus
it is said, for building an industrial spur
at Bathurst, N. B., 2.3 miles long.

Intercolonial.

&

Co.,

Moncton, N.

B.,

—

Louisiana Roads. Surveys are being made by the Cady Lumber Company, McXary, La., it is said, for a line to be built to
connect with the Texas & Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacilic at

Lamourie.

Manitoba Roads

(Electric).

— H.

W. Adcock, Winnipeg,

said to be back of a project to build a

Man.,

from Wiimipeg.
Man., cast to Transcona, about 10 miles. Gasolene motor cars
arc to be used for the motive power. The line is to be finished by
October of this year, and early in 1916 is to be extended to the
is

liiic

south fide of the town.

—

Meridian & Memphis. A contract is reported let to C. G.
Kershaw. Birmingham. .Ma., for work on this line involving the

abom 2(X).(XX) cu. y<l. of earth. The contpany started
early this year on an extension fnim I'nion, Miss., west to
Sebastopol, about 13 miles. This line will probably be extended to
handling nf

work

Carthage, about 30 miles from Union.

New York

(.April 30, p. 955.)

State Railways ( F-'leclric).
Public Service Commission, Second district,

— The
lias

New

A'ork

approved the
from Roches-

extension of the New \'ork State Railway's lines
ter, N. Y., into the town of Greece, Monroe county, to connect
the company's tracks, with a loop crossing Dewey avenue in
(ireece and crossing the Kodak branch of the New York Central's tracks.

New York Suhways. — The New

> Hrk Public Service Comhas approved plans and fornt of contract
for the erection of steel, construction of tracks, etc., on the
Broa<lway elevated railroad, in the iKiroi.gh of Hrooklyn. between
Myrtle avoniie and .Aberdeen street, in connection with the
ihird-tr.ukiiig of that line.
The commission also approvetl the

mission,

I''irsl

district,
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plans and form of contract for the supply of structural steel for
widening and strengthening the Myrtle avenue elevated railroad
from Willoughby avenue to Wyckoff avenue for the tliird-track-

ing of that line.
The contract for the installation of tracks on the \ew Utrecht
avenue elevated railroad, in the borough of Brooklyn, has been
awarded to Ward & TuUy, Incorporated, the lowest bidders, who
offered to do the work for $71,355.
(July 16. p. 143.)
Post & McCord, Incorporated, submitted the lowest bid at
$877,959 for the construction of Section 1 of Route No. 49 of the
Culver rapid transit line in the borough of Brooklyn. Section 1
extends from Thirty-seventh street to the intersection of Gravesend avenue and Bay parkway (Twentv-second avenue). (July 2,

and the Market street subway, and will be about 700
Bids are also wanted on the same date for the conft. long.
struction of concrete column foundations and piers for about
26.000 lineal ft. of elevated railway in Front street, Kensington
avenue and Frankford avenue. (July 16, p. 143.)

—

Incorporated in MisSt. Louis Railway & Dock Company.
souri with $250,000 capital, to build a terminal railroad in St.
Louis county and the city of St. Louis, Mo., about 25 miles long.
The projected route is from a point north of the St. Louis city
limits near the Columbia Bottom road in a general southerly direction to a point near Van Buren and Catalan streets. The incorporators include W. J. Holbrook. J. T. Moore, E. \V. Bannister, D. A. Bowman, J. Hill and H. F. Bell, all of St. Louis,

Tampa. Clearwater & Island City.— Organized

in

Railway Financial News

|
a
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El Paso & Southwestern.

—

The Corporation Commission of
Arizona has a|)proved the issuance of $16,627,(XX) bonds by the
El Paso & Southwestern.
These bonds are to be used for
refunding purposes.

Houston & Texas Central.

— See

Missouri,

Oklahoma &

Gulf.

—

& Great Northern. The receivers have filed injunction proceedings against the state tax board of Texas to
restrain the board from certifying to tangible assets totaling
$10,000,000. This valuation the receivers claim is excessive.

International

—

Missouri. Oklahoma & Gulf. The Houston & Texas Central
lias given the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf trackage rights from
Sherman, Tex., to Piano, and the St. Louis Southwestern has
given the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf trackage rights from
Piano to Ft. Worth and Dallas. It is said that through train
service between Ft. Worth and Dallas and Joplin, .Mo., will be
begun in the near futre.

Pennsylvania Railrold.

—

See official statement in regard to
Pennsylvania Steel Company and Cambria Steel Company stock
in Supply Trade News.

St.

— See Missouri. Oklahoma & Gulf.
— The Tennessee railroad commission

Louis Southwestern.

Southern Railway.

has

approved the issue of $3,500,000 Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line
bonds, the proceeds of the sale of which are to be used to pay
for the double-tracking of the line between
Spartanburg.
S. C, and Central, 56 miles, and between New Holland, Ga.,
and Cornelia, 21 miles.

Mo.
Florida

with $100,000 capital to build a line from the eastern limits of
Clearwater to Clearwater Key. about 2.75 miles. The work includes the construction of a bridge about two miles long to be
of pile, timber and concrete construction. Bids for a 50-ft. steel
draw are wanted, it is said, until August 7. E. ^\'. Parker, president and general manager, Tampa G. R. Smoyer. vice-president,
Clearwater E. T. Roux, secretary, Plant City, and H. W. Bivins,

c

I
=

—

city hall

No. 4

=

Philadelphi.'\, Pa Roads. Bids are wanted, until .\ugust 16,
by A. M. Taylor, director. Department of City Transit, Philadelphia, Pa., for the construction of the city hall section station
Broad street subway. This section will extend under

39,
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p. 39.)

of the

Vol.

—

The Wabash was sold under foreclosure at St. Louis
on July 21. This, of course, is the preliminary step to the putting through of the reorganization plan, described in the issue
of May 7, page 978. The price, which, of course, was subject
to the liabilities of the company, was $18,000,000. which cov-

Wabash.

;

ered the recei\ers'

;

liabilities.

treasurer, Clearwater.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Bay City, Tex. — At a meeting of the officials of the Gulf. Colo& Santa Fe, the Southern Pacific and the St. Louis & San
Francisco, with the business men of Bay City, on July 8, a comrado

mittee
built

was appointed

to select a site for the union station to be

by the three railroads entering the

city.

Chicago, III.— The city council has passed a five-year ordinance
permitting the Chicago & Western Indiana to build a temporary
one-story addition to the Dearborn station on Polk street. It will
be a brick structure about 40 ft. wide and 60 or 70 ft. deep.

Galesburg, III.— The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is rebuilding its blacksmith shop at this place, which was recently
destroyed by fire. The work is being done by company forces.

Manitou Rapids, Man.— A contract for the substructure of
the cantilever bridge to be built for the Hudson Bay Railway,
over the Nelson river at Manitou Rapids, has been let, it is said,
Robert McDonald, Winnipeg, Man.

to

New York.— Bids

for the construction of station finish on the

rapid tranist lines in the borough of Queens are wanted by
the New York Public Service Commission, First district, on August 3, for the junction section on the Qucensboro bridge plaza,
for the elevated railroad from that point to Corona, and for the

new

extension of the Qucensboro subway through Davis street and
Ely avenue, and on .August 4. for the elevated railroad from
the Qucensboro bridge to Astoria.

Oakland, Cal.— The Southern

No

Pacific

is

considering the erec-

terminal property in Oakland.
plans have been prepared at present for such a building.

tion of a suburban station on

its

Pilot Rock Junction, Ore.— The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company has awarded the contract for the
grading on its new freight terminal at this place to Twoliy
Brothers Company, Portland, Ore. There will be about 100,000
cu. yd. of grading required.

—

Construction Work on Benguela Railway. Angola. The
war has delayed construction work on the Benguela Railway, extending from Lobito Bay, .Angola, into the interior. Plate-laying
has been entirely suspended for the present, but the construction
of earthworks is being steadily pushed forward, and the bed is
now ready for rails to be laid to a distance of 40 miles from
the present railhead.
Only a relatively small amount of work
remains to be done in order to complete the road as far as
Belmonte, capital of the Bihe district. 390 miles from Lobito.
It may, however, be many months before the rails and other
material are received.
The railway has been in operation as
far as Chinguar, 322 miles from Lobito. since the end of 1913.

From Holland to Belgium.

—

The Railway Gazette (London)
from an Antwerp paper, gives interesting particulars of the difficulties attending a railway journey
between Holland and Belgium under existing conditions.
A
German passport office, served by German officials has been
opened at the frontier town of Roosendal. The first step on the
journey into Belgium is to obtain the passport, which costs a
in

a recent issue, quoting

trirte

to

over 45

the

prices,

little

fr.

The passenger then makes

($9.00).

.station

where

all

and waits patiently for the

The

his

way

refreshments are sold at famine
train

which rarely leaves

at

over this section of line would
appear to be relatively heavy, since it is said that on the average
from 600 to 700 persons leave daily for Antwerp, while about
400 to .500 journey in the reverse direction. The actual Belgian
frontier station is at Esschen, where the line is patrolled by
The examination,
sentinels.
Here each coach is inspected.
although latsing two hours, is described as not being "very
severe."
.After this formality passengers change into another
train, which eventually brings them into .Antwerp, the actual time
of arriving being a matter on which it is impossible to speculate
-At .Antwerp the male passengers are allowed to
in advance.
leave the station as soon as their papers are found to be in order,
but the women are first searched, a process to which they also
have to submit at the beginning of the journey.
the appointed time.

traffic

.
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are coming to be considered an economical

adjunct

for

in car construction.

In the

words

of one prominent mechanical officer, 'the

Box Cars

steel end is going to oflfer a very fortunate
and economical solution after the years of trouble we have had
with box car equipment due to the ends bulging and tearing
out.''
The end is the most vulnerable part of the body of a
car, with the possible exception of the door, and by the use of the
steel end a structure of more uniform strength is obtained.
On
several roads the cost of these ends has been proved to be entirely justified on new equipment, as well as old equipment, with

edition,

a week.

and all other Simmona-Boardman publications are members of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

of six to ten years, that

more economical

be

Pacific

Volume

July

59

30,

Age

receiving general re-

is

ends seem to be more popular, as

steel

Number

1915

S

cars described in

A

February

damage will
Union

cases, such as the
5
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In

roads shows that no serious diffimaintenance of these ends and in
case of an accident it has been found cheaper to replace them
than the wooden ends. Any deformation may be easily straightened, and cases have been known in which steel ends have
been bulged out 6 or 8 in., due to a sudden shock, with no other
of the car.

Editorial

to repair.

Gazette, three pieces are used on account of the large size

culty

New

life

The two-piece

pairs.

they are easier to handle and ship, and in case of
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To

the average civil engineer in railway service construction
seems to make a stronger appeal than maintenance of way work.
There are a number of reasons for this.
The Engineer
Popular fancy always connects the railway

Harmony Work
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the bridgin.ij of canyons

Maintenance Work

of mountains.
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garded
but

a pioiuer and

;is

little

doubt that

is

it

roads,

and the tunneling

In other words, he

is

re-

wonder worker, and there can be
these notions of him which prompt

a

the high school gr;i(Ui;ite to select engineerin.g as a jirofcssion.
In the technical

the training

•Illustrated.

new

engineer with the location of

in

197

•The Railway Lines of Syria and Palestine; by Lewis

What

187

is

school this same feeling prevails,

.\hnost

directed toward design and construction.

all

Lec-

tures are given by engineers engaged in construction
All-steel gon(I<pl;i

;iii(l

hopper cars

now been

]r.\\v

in

on

service

a nuiiilHT of roads for a sufTicicntly Ioiik time to give a fairly

accurate idea as to their possible

one

Life o(

road

the

Cars

floor

have been

underframes arc
fair
life

shape.

50-toii

Rondola

cars

in

With

first-cIass

the

new

sheets
in

replaced.

nsed

now

coal an<l ore traftic are only

Steel Freight

in

haviii),;

allhouKli

service about 12

On

life.

lluy

The

year.';.

condition and the side sheets

floor sheets

it

is

in

expected that the

of the car will be extended, wilhoul excessive maintenance

costs,

for another six or eight years.

On

hopper cars, or gon-

dolas willi lioppers, the side sheets opposite the hoppers usually

go

first

because of

poiindini.:

i\\u<\\

tlicin

in liMi^en

the ro;il

and

such inspection trips as are
reconstruction.

In

actual

made

practice

usually cover
there

is

also

work and
new work or

a

certain

fas-

about the construction project, the satisfaction of seeing
the work develop from day to day, an appeal which holds as long

cin;ilioii

;is

it

is

ished

in

On

progress but which quickly wanes
the other hand, maintenance of

routine char.icter, and
the pidilic

is

largely

is

when the job is tinway is largely of a

surrounded with no glamor.

ignorant

of

its

In

fact,

character or very ex-

and to the engineering graduate it seems uninterestniv
Considered purely from the standpoint of material Rain, luu
ever, maintenance possesses several advantages over constriKlion.
Till permanence of employnient neutralizes .my po««?Miadvantage in the rjilr of pay in favor of the construction ni.in.
istence,
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It.

also

makes it possible £or those engaged in maintenance to
permanent hojnes. But most important of all is the unopportunity maintenance of way work affords for gain-

establish
liinitad
ing'

intimate fatniliarity with railway operation, not to say of the
;
for the railways and the engi-

entire science of transportaton
nei^rs .themselves are

beginning to look to the operating positions

as .offering o[)portunities for the increa'^ed usefulness of

tlie

engi-

permanence of employment is well illustrated at
There have been few periods when so many
the .present time.
competent and experienced construction engineers were out of
work. In the maintenance of way department, on the other hand,
the prevailing measures for retrenchment have not seriously affected tlie trained men. While great reductions have been made

neer; .The relative

in the

number

of laborers

it

to reduce the supervision to

has not been practicable or advisable

any great

There

e.xtent.

is

growing

demand for trained men in the maintenance of way department.
The increasing density of traffic, the diversity of the problems,
and' the labor situation are calling for the best talent available.

The

principal difficulty with the technicallj' trained

man

has been

a lack of -proper appreciation on his part of the practical features of the work, due partly to a disinclination to serve the

which

Vol. 59,

N'o.

5

have been su slow to
mortgage is no- better than an
unsecured debenture on a railroad property which does not
have the earning power to meet its interest charges. Until
within recent years about the last thing that an investor who
was offered railroad bonds asked was where his railroad was
or what the density of freight and passenger traffic on it was
This Missouri Pacific situation is also a good illustration of the
apparent wisdom of railroad companies which are co'nsolidating
all of their mortgage debt and issuing a blanket mortgage coverinvestors

recognize,

railroad

in

namt'ly,

that

securities

first

a,

ing the entire system, with liberal provisions for future financing

and refunding. The investors can make some intelligent estimate
of what he is getting in the bonds issued under a mortgage like
this, and what the security back of his bonds is.
The real security back of the bonds is the earning power of the road.
Of
the earning power of the system as a whole even the investor

who knows very little about railroad affairs can get impartial
information either from the figures published by the Interstate
Commerce Commission or by the annual reports of the company
itself

the

which are compiled

Interstate

in

accordance with the rules made by

Commerce Commission.

college; for

necessary apprenticeship and partly to a lack of training in the
most of the technical schools have made little effort
to readjust their courses of study to meet the changes taking

LOWER PASSENGER FARES AND HIGHER FREIGHT RATES

place in the railway business.
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PREFERRED STOCK

IN

EXCHANGE FOR

FIRST

MORTGAGE

BONDS

AX

outline of the plan for the reorganization of the Missouri

Pacific without receivership was published in the Railway
Gazette of July 9, page 82. The proposal that holders of
such a very large volume of securities should agree to a plan
of reorganization in which they must make very considerable

Age

sacrifices

of at least paper

human nature on
posal that

many

is

values shows a degree of faith in

the part of the banking house

making the pro-

not usually credited to bankers as a class. Of the
is of greater interest

interesting features of the plan none

more

or throws

light

on the complexities of railroad financing

than the proposal that the holders of certain absolutely first
mortgage bonds secured at a rate of less than $12,000 a mile
First lien
shall exchange these bonds for preferred stock.

mortgage bonds at the rate of $12,000 a mile one would
think would be about as conservative an investment as could be
secured, providing, of course, that the railroad ran through territory which would justify any railroad at all.
One of the divisional mortgage bond issues for which the
holders are asked to make the exchange to preferred stock is
The
the Lexington division first mortgage 5 per cent bonds.
Lexington division is 57 miles long and runs from Sedalia, Mo.,
to Lexington.
It forms, therefore, one of the feeders of the
Missouri Pacific systein, and this 57-mile line would need to
earn only $600 jier mile net, or a total of $34,200 a year, to pay
The conclusion to be drawn from the
the. interest on this issue.
fact that holdcr.s of these bonds are asked to exchange them
divisional

for

preferred

bankers,

this

stock apparently
line

could

not

is

be

that,

in

operated

the opinion

the

of

independently

from

the rest of the Missouri Pacific system and earn $34,200 a year
iin

the average

over good and had years.

To

the holder

of

these bonds the question pretty surely arises as to whether or

not the bankers arc asking for a larger sacrifice than

is justified

PRESIDENT UNDERWOOD

of the Erie has started an in-

teresting discussion by his recent interviews concerning the

readjustment of railway rates in this country. He is quoted as
having said that he is not in favor of increasing passenger rates.
On the contrary, he favors reducing them to one cent a mile and
then raising freight rates 20 per cent. His proposal has called
forth considerable

comment, some of which

Seth Low, president of

quite astonishing.

is

National Civic Federation, writes to
the New York Times to say that he has long recommended that
our railways adopt the policy of making their passenger rates
tlie

relatively low and their freight rates relatively high.
This, as
he points out. is the policy of the state railways of Europe, and
is popular, because while almost everybody directly pays passenger
fares, only comparatively few directly paj' freight rates.
The most astounding expressions of all come from an entirely
unexpected source.
We have always regarded the Christian
Science Monitor as an unusually fair and intelligent newspaper,

but in

its

issue

of July

15,

published an editorial entitled,

it

"Lower Passenger Fares," which

discloses either an ignorance or

an unfairness, or a combination of the two that

surprising.

is

"All things considered," according to the Monitor, "transportation

time

is

higher in the United States today than

since

the

introduction

of

the

has been at any

it

railroad.

.

.

.

Tens of

thousands of people in the L'nited States who would gladly see
America, if not first, at least sometime, are prevented from seeing
it at all by the almost prohibitive cost of travel."'
Reduced fares,
according to this new, but entirely cocksure, authority on transportation, would quadruple the passenger business of our rail-

ways and greatly increase their profits.
It would be somewhat surprising if it should be found that
Seth Low and the Christian Science Monitor know more about
what is good for the railways as well as the public than all of
the experienced railway managers who are now seeking advances
in passenger fares.
It might be said that Mr. Underwood, at
least knows what he is talking about.
There is no question
about that. But Mr. Underwood was very careful to say that he
was not advocating merely a reduction in passenger fares. "My

because of a belief that the holders of these bonds cannot get
together or arc not likely to get together and insist on a fore-

plan." he said, "is not only to reduce passengers to one cent a

closure sale and the independent operation of their

The

little

line.

mile, hut to increase freight rates 20 per cent

on the average."

application of this reduction in passenger fares and this in-

Of

crease in freight rates to the Erie's business would, on the basis

sumption

000 a year and increase its freight earnings about $8,500,000 a
year, thereby adding $5,500,000 to' its net earnings.
You bet Mr.

course this is a question of fact which could only be determined by a very careful study of traffic conditions on this tine,
and since the bankers have made such a careful study, the preati honest estimate of
presumably some one would Iniy up a
\ATf^ enough block of these bonds to get control of the situation
and force a foreclosure sale.
The situation illustrates quite remarkably clearly the fact

the facts. >

is

H

thit this
it

were

is

not,

not a bluff but

of the present

traffic,

reduce

its

passenger earnings about $3,000,-

talking about
He always does.
But he was not expecting, as the Christian Science Monitor
seemed to think, to get an increase in profits from an increase
in passenger business.
On the contrary, he said that if one cent

Underwood knew what he was

!

July
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would not cover

a snile

the cost of the passenger service, "what-

ever adverse balance there might be should be absorbed in the

where

freight earnings

it

would not be

The

felt."

application

of Mr. Underwood's plan to the railways of the United States as
a v.hole would,
of

traffic,

were no change whatever

there

if

increase their net earnings

in the

amount

over $90,000,000 a year,
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senger traffic than it has to increase the amount of travel in
upper berths. The things which stimulate passenger traffic on
our railways are an increase in the service or a reduction from
the regular rate, carrying with it a right to the best service.
The second reason for some of the facts given above is a difference in the density of population. The New Haven has five and

simply because an increase of 20 per cent in their freight rates
their freight earnings that much more than the
reduction of their passenger rate to one cent a mile would reduce

a half times as dense a passenger traffic as the average railway
in this country, not because its average rate is somewhat lower,

their passenger earnings.

population.

would increase

but

Even

But what of the Christian Science Monitor's statement that

now

more than ever before?

because

chiefly

if

it

operates

in

a

territory

with

a

dense

a reduction of passenger fares did cause a great in-

tion trips, trips to the fairs on the Pacific coast, etc.. which
averaged only V/i cents to 1J4 cents a mile. It estimated the cost
of a trip from Boston or New York to Chicago at from $25 to
$45, when, as a matter of fact, the regular fare between New York
and Chicago by all except two roads is $19.10, and there was in
effect a round trip summer tourist rate between Chicago and

would make it necessary to run
which in turn would cause an increase in operating expenses that would more than consume
the increase in earnings. The New Haven road has as large a
passenger business as the Christian Science Monitor predicts
other roads would have if fares were reduced and it gets a
higher average rate than the Monitor thinks other roads should
charge, and yet the chairman of the New Haven, who ought to
know, has testified that even on its present rate the cost of
operating its passenger trains is so great as to leave no net
earnings with which to pay taxes or a return on investment.
Such a re'duction in passenger fares as Mr. Underwood proposes
would make the passenger business of all railways unremunerative.
It would bankrupt a road like the New Haven, which
derives one-half of its revenue from its passenger business.
Another of its effects, as foreseen by Mr. Underwood, would

New York of $28.65.
Now as to the wonderful

be to make it necessary to pay z deficit in the passenger business from the earnings of the freight business. This is precisely

simply not
Both passenger fares and sleeping car fares are lower

transportation
true.

costs

It is

on the whole than ever before. And what of its contention that
if passenger rates were reduced there would be such a large increase in passenger business that the profits of the railways from
that source would be increased?
In the first place, contrary to
assumption, passenger rates are reduced vohmtarily for the
express purpose of enabling people to "see America first.'' At
its

the very time
effect

editorial appeared there

its

between practically

reduction

in

fares

all

efifect

increasing

in

were

special rates in

points in the United States for vaca-

states passed two-cent fare laws

would be produced by

that
traffic

:

In

1907

many

a.

of the

on the theory that a reduction

would increase business. In the seven years
laws were passed the number of passengers carried
by the railways of the United States increased 59 per cent, while
in the seven years afterward it increased 21 per cent.
A few
years ago the Interstate Commerce Commission ordered a rein the regular rate

before

tliese

duction of 20 per cent in the rates for upper berths in sleeping
cars.

It

was expected

As

that this

would increase the demand for

matter of fact, the proportion of upper berths
sold since that time has decreased a fraction of one per cent.
The average passenger fare of the Eric railroad, which has a line
between New York and Chicago, is 1.56 cents.
The average
rates l)y way of the New York Central and the Pennsylvania

upper berths.

a

are substantially higher, excess

But

of their trains.

fares

being charged on

many

in spite of this difTcrence in rates the densitv

New York

of passenger traffic of both the

Central and the Penn-

The average
Germany is very
much lower than that of the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
The population per mile of railway in Germany is much larger
ban that in the states in which the New York, New Haven &

sylvania

is

very

much

larger than that of the Erie.

rate per passenger per mile of the railways of

I

Hartford operates.

In spite of these facts, the

New

York,

New

Haven & Hartford has developed a greater passenger traffic per
mile than the railways of Germany. .Again, the average rate per
passenger per mile in the United States is two cents: the average
rate on the New York, New Haven & Hartford is 1.7 cents. This
is

not a very great difference in rates.

Haven has

Nevertheless, the

New

a pa'sscnger traffic density five and a half times as

great as the average in the United States, and

without any such reduction

in

its

it

has dcvtloped

it

fares as the Cliristi;in Science

Monitor proposes.

What

is

the explanation of the

foregoing

Why

facts!'

not compulsory reductions in passenger fares and

in

have

the rates

Why does the large mabetween New York and Chicago
move by way of the railways which charge the highest rates.'
Why has the New Haven, with a higher rate and a smaller
<lcnsity of popukition, developed a denser passenger traffic than
the railways of Cicrmany?
One reason is that service counts
for as much and even more in developing passenger business than
for upper berth's stimulated business?

jority of the passenger business

reductions
in

the

in

regular

rates.

rate

Experience has shown that a reduction
no more tendency to increase pas-

has

crease in passenger business,

many more passenger

it

trains,

what is done on those state railways of Europe on which, as
Mr. Low has pointed out, passenger rates are made relatively
low and freight rates relatively high. No expert who ever studied
the figures has any doubt that the German railways suffer losses
on their passenger business which are made good from their
relatively high freight rates.

make those who directly or indirectly pay freight
not only the cost of freight transportation, but also
part of the cost of passenger transportation? We do not believe
it is.
Is such a policy legal ?
The Interstate Commerce Commission has indicated that the passenger business even on the
present rates is unremunerative. and that advance in these rates
are one source from which the railways should increase their
Is

it

fair to

rates bear

How,

net earnings.

as a practical matter, can the railways hope

and more than oflFset the effect
by increases in their freight rates when the body which controls
their rates tells them that they should increase their passenger
to reduce their passenger rates

rates and will not permit them to make any very large general
advances in their freight rates? Again, the United States Supreme Court has held in the Norfolk & Western and in other
cases that each branch of the service, passenger and freight,
should earn enough to pay its own way. In other words, however attractive, theoretically Mr. Underwood's plan may be to

some

roads,

practicable

its

execution,

and

it

would appear, would be both imand to railways handling a

unconstitutional

;

large passenger business the plan

From

is

decidedly unattractive.

the'point of view of the railways

it

makes no difference

long as their earnings are adequate, whether they receive
exactly proportionate amounts of them from the passenger and
so

freight services or a disproportionately small pari of them from
one branch of the service and a disproportionately large part of
ibem from the other. But it does make a great deal of difference

them and (o the public how such questions are discussed,
because ignorant and misleading discussions of them, such as
appeared in the Christian Science Monitor, have frequently led lo
to

ignorant and harmful
of this country

no experience
llic

in

le«isl.Tlion,

One of
many

that there arc so

is

the great misfortunes

people

who have had

railwav affairs and never devoted n

study of them,

who

nevertheless, doubtless as

ilie

week

lo

rrsult of

inspiration, know more about ihcm than all the men who have
devoted their lives lo railway operation or lo the study of transportation problems.
This misfortune is much aggravated when
gcnllcmen who have learned so much more by inspiration and

——

—

.
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tiiaii others have by years of experience and study
break into the editorial sanctums of inthicntial papers or into

absorptiun

service in investigating this sul^ect

how

the stock of our railways

OWNERSHIP OF RAILWAY STOCK
of the stock of American railways at the close

year ending June 30, 1914, was distributed
among 622.284 stockholders with an average holding of only
$13,958 par value, according to a compilation just made by the
Bureau of Railway Economics from the returns of the railways
of the

fiscal

to the Interstate Commerce Commission. These figures, as shown
in the accompanying table, are based on returns from 837 roads
operating 254,387 miles of line, and 450 non-operating roads,

making a

total

of

1,287

companies, with a total outstanding
This includes 171 Class I roads

capital stock of $8,685,764,125.

having annual operating revenues of $1,000,000 or over, 271 Class
H roads with revenues between $100,000 and $1,000,000, and 395
Class III roads with revenues of less than $100,000.
The compilation thus covers practically all of the railways of
the country, excepting only a few for which data were not
available, and presents the number of stockholders as shown on
the books of the companies

and reported

to the Interstate

Com-

Average amount

Number

of capital
stock
Capital
stock
per stockoutstanding,
holder,
par value
par value

of stockXuinber holders,
of
June 30.

roads

1914

Miles
of
single
track

operated

United States.
171
Cfass I
-'71
Class II
395
III
Class
837
Total operating road?
450
Non-operating roads
1.287
Total United States.
Eastern District.
.

Northern and the Southern

Of

Class I
Class II
Class III
Total operating roads
Kon-operating roads
Total Eastern District
Southern District.

paid averaged 5.2 on

which represents duplication
form of dividends paid out of the treasury of the company into that of another and used to make up the dividend paid
by the latter to the public. The total for the year was also

surplus, a very large percentage of

the

swelled considerably by the extra dividend of $74,020,372

Union

228,125
75,480
303,605

3,595

'6478i/23

33
57

118
208
57

265

37,933
2,905
1,846
42,684
4,692
47,376

956,612,500
91,990,650
40,284,625
1,088,887,775
68,284,450
1.157.172,225

25,218
31,666
21,823
25,510
14,553
24,425

41,102.67
4,549.05
2,703.17
48,354.89

Operating roads
Class I
Class II
Class III
Total operating

roads

Non-operating roads
Total Western Dist..

69
128
172
369
81
450

263,103
2,487
3,039
268,629
2,674
271,303

12,335
3,245,378,104
225,658,050 90,735
18,975
57,665,571
13,136
3,528,701,725
520,581,152 194,683
14,925
4,049,282,877

124,780.98
12,065.60
4.404.30
141,250.88

roads, operating 224,550 miles, the average
I
stockholder was $13,006, for the Class II roads
S43,932, and for the Class III roads $15,894, making an average
The average for the non•for all operating roads of $13,628.
operating roads was $16,109. For the roads in the eastern district
the average holding per stockholder was $11,460, for the southern
l''or

the

Class

per

•district $24,425,

and for the western

district $14,925.

Relatively

large holdings per stockholder are shown for Class II roads and
foi non-operating roads in the western district, due to the fact
that many small roads are owned in whole or in part by other

mining or other industrial corporations.
The popular notion that the railways of the United States are
owned by Wall Street has been pretty thoroughly exploded in
Tecent years along with many other fallacies that have caused a
great deal of trouble in their time. It is not so well understood
that the ownership of the American transportation system really
The
ionstitules it one of our most democratic institutions.
B ireau of Railway Economics therefore has iierformed a useful
.railways or by

no account of the ownerno data from which this

The

total

$11,566,541,553,

vestments of a very large proportion of the public. It has been
estimated that the insurance companies alone, with over 34.000,000
life insurance policies, have over $1,500,000,000 invested in rail-

road securities, while the savings banks, with nearly
in

1913,

held $821,552,244.

State

11,(XK),000

banks held $65,-

501,389 and loan and trust companies $297,234,766, so that there

are at least 45,000.000 savings and insurance investments largely
dependent on railroad securities.

NEW BOOKS
Po:}r's

holding

takes

funded indebtedness of the railways in
and although there is no record of the
distribution of these securities we do know that at least inRailway
directly it is much wider than that of railway stocks.
bonds are largely held by banks, insurance companies and
educational and benevolent institutions and thus form the basis
of the security and earning power of the savings and small in-

was

i4i',256!88

For some reason, however, the Interstate
itierce Commission.
Cominrce Commission has never found these figures sufficiently
interesting to publish them in its statistical reports.

to 8 per cent.

compilation

ship of railway bonds, as there are

depositors,
'48',3S4.89

from 10

Pacific

bureau's

58,666.66
4,330.60
1,783.97
64,781.23

Operating roads
Class I
Class II
Class III
Total operating roads
Non-operating roads
Total Southern Dist
Western District.

The

11,701

260
312
572

de-

by the Union Pacific in distributing its holdings of
Southern Pacific stock, which reduced the regular dividend on

clared

1914

26,663
10,245
11,983
9,879
11.460

of the stock outstanding so that the

all

$451,262.197— includes $196,931,595 of dividends declared out of

can be shown.

2,572,849,742
123,930,909
36,832.378
3,733,613,029
745,695,994
3,479,309.023

25,000.

average stockholder received an income of $625.81 on his investment. Even this rate of dividend was not earned from the
operations of the year and the total amount of dividends paid

254',387!66

219,882
4.648

had over

stock outstanding $3,019,020,981,

or 34.78 per cent received no dividend during the year, according to Interstate Commerce Commission reports. The dividends

224,550.31
20,945.25
8,891.44
254,387.00

69
86
105

Pacific, all

capital

the $8,685,764,125

20,918 $6,774,840,346 $13,006
441,579,609 43,982
10,040
15.894
134,782,574
8,480
13,628
539,438 7,351,202,529
16,109
1,334,561,596
82,846
13,958
622,284 8,685,764,125

Operating roads

American railways so

of

1,182

1904,

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was second in the list with
39,825 and five other roads, the New York Central, the New
York, New Haven & Hartford and the Union Pacific, the Great

the

Operatirg roads

In

distributed.

The same roads in 1904 had 153,610, so that the increase in 10
years was 146.7 per cent. The Pennsylvania Railroad last year
had over 90,000 stockholders of which 48 per cent were women.

in

and Class

District

and showing authoritatively

companies reported 327,785
stockholders. In 1914 this total was exceeded by 20 of the leading
railway companies, which had 376,897 stockholders on their books.
widely

OWNERSHIP

No. S

59,

held.

is

\ever before was the ownership

and regulating bodies.

legislative

Vol.

Manual

of Public Utilities, 1915.

pany, 80 Lafayette street,

New

Published by Poor's Manual ComYork. 2,280 pages. Price $7.50.

annual number of this standard manual of
is the most comprehensive manual covering
this class of companies that is published, and the fact that it is
compiled under the direction of Poor's Manual Company guarantees a high standard of accuracy and authority.
In many
This

is

the

third

public utilities.

It

states public utility coroporations are required to

make

reports

to state commissions, but in the majority of instances the statis-

which these state commissions compile are confusing rather
than illuminating and are generally published 'so long after the
expiration of the fiscal year as to be of comparatively small

tics

value.

The

mation

in

investor, therefore,

the manuals.

The

is

largely dependent on infor-

inter-relation of public utility

panies under the present trend of their development

is

com-

])articu-

Poor's Manual of Industrials shows suband affiliated companies in conjunction with
the parent company, and in most cases a lucid statement is given
of the relation of one company to another. Poor's manuals consist of the Manual of Railroads, issued in January; of the Manual
(if Public Utilities, just issued, and the Manual of Industrials,
which will be issued in a few weeks.
larly

complicated.

sidiary, controlled

The

Good

Essential Qualities of

A

Steel Rails*

tfie Present Sections
Manufacture, witfi Remedies

Discussion of the Defects in

and

Metfiods of

in tfie

By Gustave Lindenthal
Consulting Engineer,

In the beginning of the steel rail industry, 40 or 50 years ago,

manuknow more

New York
and prevent the rising of the impurities into the slag,
the importance of keeping the metal still before

with

the details of fabrication were left almost wholly to the

therefore

facturer, who could then claim with some reason to
The time has arrived
about the matter than the consumer.
when the rail consumers themselves must now take the lead in
determining certain details of manufacture, which will insure
thoroughly sound steel, but they must also expect to pay, at
least for a time, a higher price for better steel and for better

pouring.

rails.

Towards

sound ingots should be diXot one of the present
specifications for steel rails insures through its provisions thoroughly sound ingots. The external defects of flaws and seams,
etc., are more readily discovered by inspection and tests than
the insidious internal defects, caused by unsound metal which
are in fact discovered only by chance, notwithstanding the
rected

that

any reasonable

cost.

The only way

inspection.

closest

of

requisite

first

all efforts at

lo

prevent internal

defects

methods of manufacture that will absolutely avoid
would not be unjust, that the rail manufacturers
should share with the railroads responsibility and damages for

is

to insist on

them.

It

such accidents as can be traced to defective
railroads alone are responsible.

Xow

rails.

the

methods must be metallurgically sound and
Unbalanced rail sections, meaning those with
For
thick heads and thin webs and flanges, should be given up.
these the railroads alone arc responsible. Really good and tough
Neither can good rails be made
rails cannot be made that way.
by rolling them in the fewest number of passes and finishing at
a high heat. But this is the only way the present form of heavy
rails with thin flanges which get cold in the rolling while the
thick heads are still waxy, can be finished without breaking the
of

iVlodifications

reasonable in cost.

rolls.
It

is

known

that ordinarily the manufacturing difficulties are

not in the melting furnace, but that the defects of fabrication as

regards soundness of steel occur mostly
teemed into the ingot molds. Thereafter
blow-holes,
arise mainly from five causes
enclosure of slag, oxides, and other foreign
:

The

crystalline structure.
tile

fifth

ful

in

is

steel

sniall

tliat

and are readily welded up

and

ferro-silicon

are

the ingots,

for

the

same

ptir-

All oxides, sulphides and other chemical impurities, also
any particles of furnace lining that may be in the fluid steel,
pose.

given suflicient time, float up into the slag on top. This
self-cKansing process, by holding the metal in the ladle before
teeming, is held to be very iinpnrtant, and an interval of at least
will, if

ten minutes, depending

upon

local conditions,

should be allowed

for that purpose.
is teemed as a rule from the
forms as quickly as it can he conveyed
after the addition of the ferro-manganesc, and there is not allowed suflicient time for the cleansing of the steel bath from im-

In the present practice the metal

ladle

into

the

ingot

Thirty to forty minutes arc ctinsimu'd
run out of the ladle into the ingot molds,

purities before terming.
liefore the steel

but iluring that

'rmanied

is

all

time the currents set up in the steel interfere

ticfore tlit

New York

Railroad Club)

;

ingot.

As the extent of pipe varies with every ingot and may reach
the way from 15 to 80 per cent down into it, the amount of
discard would need in fact to be determined for each individual
ingot. That is not practicable in the press of the mill operations,
all

and cannot be very well followed up by the inspectors. The
amount of discard is therefore assumed at some convenient percentage, but practically is left to the working force of the inanufacturer.
If the extent of pipe and discard could be readily
ascertained for each ingot, it would be an easy matter to compensate the railmaker for the remelting.
But this not being
practicable, the matter is really left to chance, and all precautions
of the railmaker for sound steel and all the precautions of the
rail buyer come to naught by this "hit or miss method" to which
inust be ascribed the largest share of blame for unsound steel
rails.
Even a discard of 30 per cent is proven by experience
to be no real protection.
.-\s pointed out many times by metallurgists, the fundamental
requisite for obtaining solid ingots is the maintenance of a
fluid top and sinkhead for filling up automatically and quickly
any cavities formed in the ingot by shrinkage during cooling.
Stated more correctly, cavities must not be allowed to form at
all because imtiiediatcly upon the formation of a cavity segregation takes place, which cannot be cured thereafter by filling
the frozen cavity with fluid metal.

In

discussions on this subject,

all

it

is

admitted that

if

the

it shall be the last to solidify, no deep pipe
would form and no segregation would occur in the interior of
the ingot. There are a number of well-known methods to this
end.
Some of them are complicated and patented others are
/Ml of them, however, cause extra
simple and not patented.
cost and labor, and will therefore not be used unless made
specifically a part of the contract and paid for.
In the present practice, pipe and segregation, being at the
smaller end of the ingot, pass into the rolls first, are closed up
and squeezed into the metal and lengthened in the rolling to an
unknown extent, forming interior seams and dcfectj which cannot be discovered by inspection. This inferior method of rollCropping may
ing should be prohibited by the specilicatioiis.
It is a mere chance and pretense.
or may not remove pipes.
(Inly successive croppings and a microscopic examination of the

in

blow-holes arc not harmand that larger blow-

used

addition

matter, and a coarse

holes can be avoided by the addition of aluminuin, put in the
form of small shot into the bottom of the ladle before Idling it.

Ferro-titanium

the

ingot were cast with the big end up, and the top of the steel

rolling

in

that

but increases piping

segregation,

piping,

four causes occur

first

metal

in the rolling.

generally reco.trnizcd

It is

the

after

the defects

of aluminum reduces
and piping facilitates segregation.
In all rail specifications piping and segregation are
treated as unavoidable evils imposed, as it were, by an inscrutable
providence upon steel making. The only provision in rail specihcations against their mischievous effect upon the soundness
of steel is a requirement for discard from the upper part of the

agree

Metallurgists

blow-holes,

May

31.

1915.

kept fluid so that

;

cro|)ped ends will lead to the discovery of the interior defects,

and that

it

is

impossible with the thousands of rails rolled in a

mill in a day.

Sounil
ternal
rolling

iiigols.

good

of

abra.sion.

KTcat

reversinnal

and inhowever, only the preliminaries for the

tree Iroin blow-holes, pipes. segroKalion

impurities are.
rails.

stresses

Wearing
and

great

quality,

toughnc*.*

resistance

to

the

violent

arc ncrcs.sary. and those qualities

depend

.strength

to

rcsi.>it
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not only upon
portantly also

tlic

u]

cheinical composition of

but most im-

steel

on the fineness of grain, which

developed

is

in the process of rolling.

In practice the number of passes are made as few as possible
so as to have for the rolling train the largest possible output in
That does not put the kind of work upon the
a given time.

break up the coarse crystals, which form
during the higher heat in the ingots and blooms. There is also
considerable doubt as to whether the so-called continuous process, that is, forming the rail in one continuous operation from
the blast furnace or mixer to the finishing pass does not produce
plastic steel that will

a sleazy metal unsuited to the formation of fine grained texture.

All existing specifications

permit the

rails

be finished

to

at

Vol.

head, for the reasons alreaily stated.

The drop

finishing heat the rail-makers have a
of

the heavy

down

rail

good ex-

specifications,

At the furnace and ladle, seeing that the proper method
and time (minimum 10 min.j is given for the self-cleansing of
the steel.

At

2.

the

ingots,

the

that

larger

end be up and provided

.\t the reheating furnace, that ingots are not exposed to
3.
an oxidizing flame and come out thoroughly heated at a uniform

rolling train, seeing that the finishing temperature
below 700 deg. C. indicated by a dark red cherry color.

At the

4.

shall be

The

stifl^ness

of a

that

rail,

its

is,

capacity to distribute the

sections.

too quickly and

get

dark in the rolling, while the head is still at a bright heat.
It has been recognized, therefore, that reform must commence
with the rail section. Web and flanges should be thicker, and
the head if possible thinner, so that the metal may keep a more
even heat during rolling and cool more uniformly after rolling,
avoiding large internal stresses. In a well-balanced rail section
it is easier to break up the coarse crystals of the higher heat,
permitting the finer crystalline structure to be produced by the
work of rolling at the lower heat, and finish the rail near the

Moment oTinerf/o
IZ.Sinf
Section modulus

HeodBOlm?
Base Z4.6in}

C).

(675 deg.

point of recalescence

rail

1.

temperature.

For the high

in

with the following features:

self

cause of coarse crystalline structures in the thick part of the
rail, that is, the head, just where a fine grain is most wanted to
resist abrasion and peening from the heavy driving wheels.
cuse in the thin webs and flanges
The flanges would otherwise cool

prescribed

as ordinarily

test,

crude and not sufficient for judging the quality of the steel.
.Additional acceptance tests are necessary. From a practical point
of view the inspection of rails should particularly concern itis

with a sinkhead.

is

No. 5

sometimes attained in present ]iractice, in the smaller rail sections, say under 70 lb., but rather by accident than by design.
.\s a rule the grain is finer in the base and web than in the

evidenced by the high shrinkage allowance at the saws (5J/2 to 7^, in. prescribed for 33-ft. rail when it
should be about 4 in.). This contributes to but is not the sole

too high a heat which

59,

In respect to blooming, roughing and finishing

and the num-

PRR Expenmenlol IZSLbRailSection

CRR. ofN.J.mL b Rm I Section

ber of passes the practice in rail mills is not uniform. The number of passes from the ingot to the finished rail without reheating varies in different mills from 15 to 30, and the time

'

3

<

t

largest probob/e U
_^
wear on sharp curves -^•~~t^'^
I

More
to the finished rail from 3 to 6 minutes.
time should be given to the last five or six passes of the rail
through the rolls. It is not indifferent, whether the rail passes
through the rolls at 10 ft. per second as now, or at a much

•
!

=^
.^

~f

I

"

'-.ic^

from the ingot

Moment ofinertia
4l3in^
Section modulus
Head 1371 in'
BaselS.9l,n^

At the higher speed the pressure from the rolls
be sufiicient to penetrate through thin metal, as in the web
or the base of the rail, but it does not seem to be sufiicient for
penetration through the lYz in. of metal in the head. It will proslower speed.

may

duce

in

the head a fine grain, only near the surface

if

at

alt.

leaving the interior of the head coarse grained and weak. The
fact that thick rolled metal is weaker than thin metal is long
established,

and allowance is made for it in all specifications for
and boiler plates, but no specific allowance has

PR.RtOOLb Rail Section.

ISSLb. Double

Webbed Roil Section

structural material

yet been

made

For the
five

for

rolling

in

it

rail

of heavy

Comparison

specifications.
rail

or six passes should be very

sections the

much

less

speed of the

not

therefore

volunteer

to

change

their

practice.

The

merits of this method of rolling rails is disputed, by some mill
men for lack of sufficient experiments, but at least the great

need of such experiments needs

to be

minimum num-

square inch of

rail

section

should be guiding. It is fully as important as any tensional or
bending test or as the drop test. The aim sholild be a minimum
of 70,000 pearlite cells per square inch, nearly uniform over the
It is obeeted that the measuring of cells in high
vvhdle section.

carbon steels
condition, but

is
I

not an easy matter, because of their undefined
am informed that steels finished at the proper

heat, like tool steels,

do not present that

is the best evidence of pfopcrly worked
Fineness of grain
bon or alloy steel.

ditTiculty.

steel,

Fine grain

whether high car-

(70,000 per

ties, is measured by the moment of inertia
and the strength of a rail is measured by its sec-

wheel load upon the
of

section,

its

tion

modulus.

weight of the

Each increases
rail,

cent heavier than an 80-lb.

50 per

But

cent

this

is

proportion than the
although only 25 per
about 65 per cent stifTer and

faster

so that a 100-lb.
rail, is

in

rail,

stronger in bending strength for the same steel.
not enough for the 125 per cent increase of wheel

loads and for the increased speeds.

emphasized.

p(ir the further control of quality of steel the

ber of grains or pearlite cells per

Proposed Double Web Section with Other
Recent Sections

than the speed per-

mitted by present ])ractice, which is about 600 ft. per minute.
It should not exceed 4 ft. per second to commence with as an
experiment.
It is plain, that the cost will be greater, because
The railmakers
the tonnage run per rolling train will be less.
will

of

last

sq.

in.)

is

The

70- to 80-lb. rail (with section

modulus

For

the 100-lb. rail (with a

10)

was found

to

20 years ago.
section modulus of 15) the wheel loads

be strong enough for a wheel load of 15.000

lb.

should be limited to 22,500 lb. Then it would be relatively as
strong (on the same tie spacing) as the 80-lb. rail for the 15,000Ib. wheel load, provided the steel were of equally good quality.

Hut as the

steel

in

the 100-lb. section

the wheel load should not exceed 20,000

tie

not of equal quality,
For the wheel loads

lb. of fast passenger engines now in use on
Pennsylvania and other trunk lines, the rail on the same
spacing should have a section modulus of 20 to 22. which

of 30.000 to 34,000
the

is
lb.

JuLV
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30,

now in use on the Central
But even with such heavier rail, the
relative safety of the track would not be greater than that on
the best European railroads with their lighter wheel loads. That
It is not a
135-lb. rail is the heaviest in the United States.
would corresiiond

to the 135-lb. rail

New

Railroad of

Jersey.

good-proportioned section.

The new 125-lb. section, now experimentally used on the
Pennsylvania Railroad, has the same strength and stiffness as
The saving of 10 lb.
the 135-lb. section of the Jersey Central.
per yard

head

is

The
more evenly

the result of a better distribution of metal.

is

the base narrower and the metal

lighter,

The carbon

0.85 desired, against 0.70 desired in the 100-lb.

is

with phosphorus below 0.04 in both rails, open hearth steel.
The aim is to get for the heavier section a harder rail with
longer wearing capacity sustaining a greater wheel tonnage.
rail

On some

curves the 100-lb.

months while the

rail

does not

harder

12S-lb.

will

rail

more than three
from present indica-

last

probably have a life of 9 to 12 months. We may conclude
on tangents the life of the harder rail will last probably
under the exceptionally heavy wheel tonnage of that road, 10

tions,

that

years against 7 years for the 100-lb.
indicated by

rail,

the

100-lb.

rail)

moment

larger

its

The

rail.

greater stiffness of

of inertia (70 against 42 in

expected to notably decrease expenses for
About 15,000 tons of these experi-

is

surfacing and track repairs.

mental sections have been ordered and laid in the track.
Let us go a step further towards obtaining a fine grained
There are reasons for doubt
durable rail of heavy section.
Showing

ft»jjunf

on Sttet in Holler
Vert/oally upon the

used many years ago but could not be properly spliced, so it
was abandoned for the Vignol type. Ip the, double-webbed rail
the steel receives pressure from the

Head

of the heavier rails. This can only be so if the steel is of finer
grain and better quality than that heretofore obtained. I have
no statistics on hand of the wearing quality of rails, but an

average on tangents and curves of 100,000.000 tons is probably
considered a good record for 100-lb. rails. .\ wheel tonnage of
reported for exceptionally good 100-lb. rails, lasting 12 years with prevailing passenger traffic on the New York
of
Central. It would seem reasonable to expect a wheel tonnage
and
grain
finer
the
with
rail,
double-webbed
500,000,000 for the
375,000,000

is

resistance to abrasion, which surely can be obtained.
There are tracks on the Pennsylvania on which the daily wheel
per
tonnage from prevailing heavy freight is 300.000 or 150,000
years
ten
about
there
last
should
rail.
The double-webbed rail

greater

on tangents.
An experiment with a few miles of track

webbed
making

a splice
etc., it

PnsoNcatly no Pniwre en S<m anil Head

Pressure in Rolling the Tee, and Inverted

whetlier any

amount

of care in the rolling of heavier

head where

will profUice in the

toughness
complaint

Sections

and high

elastic

it

limit

is

most desired, a

uniformly

Tee

rails

fine grain,

throughout.

The

general as already stated, that the heavier Tee rail
sections do not give as good wear and do not sustain the same
wheel tonnage as the lighter rails. The greater strengtii of the
heavier

is

rail

is

loads upon the

because

necessary to better distribute the heavier wheel
ties, but its durability has been found to be less

apparently

grained metal

is

the

resistance

to

abrasion

of

the

coarse-

less.

Meavy rail sections are therefore rather wasteful unless the
same fine grain is obtained in them as in the light John Brown
rail
and, most important of all, in the head. The limit in the
Tee rail for a line-grained head seems to be the 70-lb. section.
Experienced rollers contend that the form of the Tee rail
precludes good results on the large head of the heavier sections.
The rolling pressure upon the
It cannot get sufficient work.
rail is sidewise, at right angles to the axis of the section and
to the direction of the wheel pressure, whereas the heaviest
;

pressure during rolling should be at right angles to the top to
produce ;i line i;rain in the thick head. The metal in the head

most unfavorable ilirection, tliat is, crosshave to 1)car. There is much difiiculty
The metal
ill
filling out in rolling the head and base of tlie rail.
lias to be coaxed, as it were, into the grooves for tlie head and
base, the web receiving the most work and the head and base
the least. As one of the most experienced rail makers remarked
In nic, if as much work could be put upon the head as now on
the side of tlic wel) in the rolIiiiK there wouM be very few com-

is

compressed

in

the

wise to the strains

it

will

plaints about rails.

and enlarged form
double-webbed section will
answer better the purpose of a heavy rail than the Vignol or
Tee shape. That section low in height nf wrnuglit iron was
All this leads

of

the

old

me

inverted

to think that a modified

U

shape

or

laid

with the double-

There is no difficulty in
For switches
as strong as for the Tee rail.
need not be used. The Tee rail can readily be

show

rail will

results in a year.

connected to the double-w^ebbed

U

pass to the last vertically

It is important
track expenses will be largely increased.
to increase the wearing quality

the

and frogs,

ihovfwg FrtKure on Rail In^otli

Application ot

first

upon the head, producing the desired dense fine grain through^'
out its thickness. The metal can be first rolled out flat, then bent
back to a form as shown in the sketch, and in the last few passes
the rail receives its final form. The very method of its rolling
.should insure the denseness and toughness of the steel.
On the point of economy of track we must consider that unless
the heavier rails carry more wheel tonnage than the lighter rails
from an economic point of view

insuring better rolling properties.

distributed,
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rail

by a special

rail joint.

DISCUSSION BY DR. P. H. DUDLEY
metal
in the last decade to replace Bessemer
been
able
have
I
hearth steel in
of 0.10 phosphorus and 0.50 carbon, with open
they
which the failures are reduced to less than 1/15 of what
tests
were in the same sections of Bessemer metal. The service
practice.
own
my
in
least
at
made,
being
show that progress is
The rail can be loaded only through the wheel load contacts
wheel specific
of the passing equipment, therefore, under each

deflections are

produced

in

tlie

rails

in the equilibrium

depres-

of the strains shows that the
of
wdiecl spacing governs the span of the bending rails instead
considered
must
be
This
supports.
that of the flexible crosstie
sion.

in

any

The stremmatograpli record

final

mathematical analysis, for

it

lias

been established by

physical measurements of precision.
The relations of the stresses to the

supports constitute the
engineering difference between the work of the metal of the rail
and of a bridge girder, for the former is a constant section for
the length occupied and supported by contsruction. while the
the pier supports,
is suspended for its full length lietween
and the complexity and massiveness of the structure must m-

latter

crease with the length of the span.
There is, as would be expected, in the different types of locomotives a marked difference in the amount of unit fiber stresses
produced per pound of static construction due to the number of

wheels and the spacing of the driving and numing wheels to subdivide and distribute the total load and the expended tractive
inechaiiios
effort. The stremmatograpli tests prove that the law of
of
for single deflections in simple beams applies to each and all
on
contact
wheel
each
under
rail
the specific deflections in llie
their flexilile crosstie supports in the monienlary e<iuilibriiim
depression, though with more constraint than for the simple beam.
The unit strains in the rail increase under wheels as the wheel
is
is augmented, and the load on the trailing wheels
reduced to two-thirds or less of that upon the drivers owing to
Even
the double spacing between the driver and tender wheels.
this loading usually produces the maxiiiiuni strain lor the wheels
In designing locomotives for light rails
of the locomotive.

spacing

superintendents of motive power space the drivers close together
u.sc smaller drivers close spaced for freight locomotives to
Tb.v ilo iii^t ..ncentratc sreat
reduce the strains in the rail

and
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loads on one or two driving wheels, but use moderate axle loads
three, four or even five pairs of drivers for the modern types

on

The

of efficient locomotives.

load

practical effect of the subdivided

that as the truck wheels produce the transitory depression

is,

from the trackman's surface

of the rail

equilibrium depression

to

we

drivers,

for the

its

the

position in

obtain

under them

beam by the efficient manner
by the front four wheel truck, and followed by
and tender wheels.

the partial results of the constrained

of loading the
the trailer

rail

The New York Central

distributed the weight

and metal

in

than the general
practice, believing that it was essential for the highest standard
of track that sections should have sufficient stiffness with moderate unit stresses to distribute one-fourth to one-third or more
for girders

sections

the

of

greater

stiffness

Vol,

59,

No. 5

The question today with several railroads is not wholly
reference to the required composition and sound ingots, but

in
it

embraces the broader question' of good steel in the furnace from
the chemical composition which will produce the essential physical properties of strength, toughness and requisite ductility when
in the finished rails as girders.
The elongation and exhausted
ductility tests of the New York Central Lines for basic open
hearth steel show how perfectly the steel from the furnaces has
been made, then it must be teemed in ingot molds with the
proper relations of length in the mold to its base area, so the
interior shrinkage tendency of the setting metal can be practically
obviated by charging the ingots as soon as stripped into the reheating furnaces and blooming them from their equalized initial
heat.

The shrinkage

of the hot to the cold metal has not taken

of the wheel effects to the wheel spacing, and relieve each cross-

place and sound ingots have been produced by the prevention of

tie of the concentrated major portion of the wheel load as occurred upon the early steel rails, which not only cut under the
rail seats but disturbed the ballast and road bed and required
constand attention by the trackmen to maintain the tracks in fair
The New York Central has had an exoperating condition.
perience of more than two decades with the broad 6 in. 100-lb,
In the design
rails, and has found them highly advantageous.
of its rails the Pennsylvania adhered to the narrow top and deep

the interior or

web and thin base recommended by the committee of
American Society of Civil Engineers in 1873. These represent the two distinctive types of rail sections.
head, thin

the

designed the

I

that

them

would be necessary

it

reduce the deflections in the
advised the railroad companies

stiffer sections to

track, but before rolling

to

I

improve the physical properties of

the steel for, as the deflections being less, the length of the area
relation to

and we should
the wheel tread to

The

observations of this

of contact on the wheel would be

broaden the head of the

same
favorable wear

retain the

possible to

rail

in

shortened,

relative area of contact.

two decades demonstrated that
secure wear and a large bearing area over the

head of the

ra-.l

for nearly

of the 6

in. 100-lb.

it

was

entire

safety

from

rail

to the chemical composition

is

obtained.

The same

section in

Bessemer metal of 0.10 phosphorus and about 0.50 carbon and
same place, does not have as great a duration strain
The breakages of the Besfactor as in the open hearth steel.
semer rails are about 22 times as great as occur in the basic
Bessemer
open hearth rails of the same section and locality.
metal shows nearly as great tensile strength under a static
laid in the

test as

open hearth, but for a rapidly applied

strain factor

is

much

less,

stress, its

duration

particularly in cold weather.

subject of the manufacture of rail is far more comprehensive than a discussion which only refers to sound ingots and
It is
rolling rails with less than the usual shrinkage allowance.

The

not altogether the fine structure in the John Brown
gave them such decided resistance to the wheel abrasion as
would be understood by the author's paper, but the fact that the
mechanical properties of the sections as girders were so small
rails

that the metal had but
loads.

little

There was another

to

which

do to carry the moving wheel

factor in producing the excellent wear-

ing <|uality of the metal in the John Brown, Barrow, Cammell,
and the early American Bessemer rails. The ingots were all
teemed in pits in front of the converters which limited the production per 24 hrs. The vessels were often waiting for the pit
work and after the vessel was turned down and t+ie metal recarlay in the belly of the vessel for 5 or 6 min. before it
poured into the- ladle for teeming ingots. This allowed the

burizcd

was

it

oxides and slag to escape from the bath and produced a better
quality of steel with less slag inclusions than occurred aftct the
pit

Mr. Lindenthal mentions rolling rails until the temperatures
This would be lower than heavy
sections have ever been rolled, and we know now from the past
4 or 5 years experience in rolling basic open hearth rails with
shrinkage from S'/i to 6^ in., and carbon 0.62 to 0.75, that such
rails may be cooled so rapidly or rolled so cold when the atmospheric temperatures are near zero and up to 45 deg. above, that
some of the transformations from the hot molten metal to the
linished product may be delayed in the center of the head and

are as slow as 700 deg. C.

leave a central core of metal of less ductility than the exterior

Such

portions.

rails

teeming was replaced by ingots upon cars.

laid in

the tracks have developed interior

many breakages

transverse fissures causing a great

of rails.

The

and cooling upon the hotbeds must be
controlled, so that the transformations from the hot set metal
to the finished rail are not delayed, to produce metal in the central core of less ductility than its surrounding envelope.
To roll
temperatures

rolling

in

the sections of rails of 100

with the temperature

section.

breakages today is in the combination of
the ductihty of the metal with the proper section for rolling.
The basic open hearth rails for the New York Central Lines
with a chemical composition from 0.62 to 0.75 carbon for 100 and
105-lb. rails are made under their elongation and e.xhausted
ductility tests, by which nearly the full value of the ductility due

The

minor shrinkage occurring in the ingots by unnecessary reductions of the temperatures of the hot ingot metal
before they are bloomed.

down

lb.

or

more

to a shrinkage of 4

to 700 deg. C.

in.

would create greater

possibility of delayed transformations in the center of the

heads
than even occurs at the present time. It is proper to state that
the delayed transformations are less in the rails from reheated
blooms than in those which are rolled direct from the ingot with
their own equalized initial heat.
Interior transverse fissures have
developed

in rails rolled

from the reheated blooms, and railroad

people are extremely cautious about changing methods of manufacture

until

they

know what

the effect of each step in the

process will be in the finished manufactured

The

half

transverse
occur,

moon and
fissures

in

rails.

square breaks and the more recent interior
the basic

open hearth

steel

rails

which

are due to a combination of contributory causes which

shows that the study of the
be considered to insure

entire

safety.

manufacture of the

Sound

ingots,

rails

must

with too cold

rolling, will not insure sound physical rails with an ample
duration strain factor which will not fail in the track.
The present methods of straightening the heavy sections should

method which distributes the compression of
head or base, or lengthening either one uniformly per
inch of rail, for the effect of the gags has been the cause of a
majority of the broken rails in the track, and particularly the
detailed fractures due to the half moon breaks from the base,
he replaced by a

either the

,-ind

final

fracture of the section.

The manufactured,

finished rail

is

tlie

product which must be

considered, and not alone what might be produced from conIt does not necessarily follow that
siderin.g only sound ingots.

sound

rails

will

portant step

is

be made- from sound ingots, but the first immake good steel and then give attention to

to

every step subsequent in the manufacture of the rail. There will
be a revision of the construction of the mills for the highest
quality of the manufactured rail of basic open hearth steel in

To do this it
its fabrication.
and investigation by both consumer and

every essential process or step of
will involve co-npcration

manufacturer.

Their interests are not antagonistic, but mutual.

July
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EFFECT OF

WATER LEVEL ON SUPERHEAT

to about
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demonstrating beyond question that the

12 per cent,

practice of running a superheater locomotive with the water high
.

.,r,

Bv M. C. M. Hatch

,,.

in the boiler, is

Superuitendent Fuel Service, Delaware, Lackawanna

Any one
the

(It

familiar with locomotive operation

leterious

the engine cylinders.
structive

in

its

is

acquainted with

working water through

or

washes the lubricated surfaces, is derod and valve stem packing, causes
cylinder heads, etc. With an engine using
It

action on

broken packing rings,
saturated steam, these
the priming

of priming,

effects

& Western

ill

effects are very apparent.

heat,

its

elTect

oa

the degree of super-

This curve has been used for some time in connection with inwork on the Lackawanna, has created considerable
conmient and interest among the enginemen, and it is believed
struction

that substantial

improvement has been effected by

use.

its

THAT TERMINAL PROPOSITION

Even when

not sufficient to cause trouble in any of the above-

is

By

mentioned ways, the presence of 3 or 4 per cent of moisture in
the steam seriously affects cylinder efficiency and is, therefore,
most undesirable

The use

detrimental in

and hence on the economy of the engine.

of high degree ^u()erheat practically eliminates the pos-

If too much water is carried,
sibility of priming in the cylinders.
however, the percentage of moisture worked over into the superheater will be high and. while this will be evaporated before
reaching the steam chest, the temperature of the steam as deIn
livered by the superheater will be correspondingly reduced.
other words, the use of the superheater units as tubes of an
auxiliary water tube boiler is an inefficient proceeding, resulting
in lower cylinder economy, inasmuch as the economies resulting
from the use of superheat depend directly upon the final tem-

perature of the steam as delivered to the cylinders.
With this in mind, tests were run on the Lackawanna some

M. Baker

R.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Bellwood, Pa.

In order that

we may approach

this

question

in

an entirely

frank manner with nothing "up our sleeve," so to speak, suppose we first clean out our desk. How about that box of good

away

with the card tucked

cigars

the corner?

in

We

cannot

box drops in every once
in awhile, usually about Christmas time, and of course a fellow
does not like to turn them down. At least that is the way we
looked at it when it came, but since then, however, it seems to
present a somewhat different aspect and the card in the corner
looks bigger than it did. That box cost him about $4.50; I am
no relation, and I never gave them a box of cigars in my life.
By accepting it I certainly placed myself under a definite obligation the discharge of which must sooner or later embarrass me.
Now I want to look after my company's interests to the best
of my ability and have no desire to be hampered by such unnecessary obligations. Lots of good men bigger than I am have
fallen down over just such a cigar box.
Having gotten rid of
it, I am in position to say to my subordinates, "You must not
accept gratuities of any kind from either shippers or consignee,"
and I have taken the first and most important step toward the
afford to buy that kind ourselves, but a

successful operation of a terminal yard.

The terminal

official

recognizes three distinct duties:

to

the

company, efficient and economic operation; to the employees under him, justice. In pleasing the public there is only one answer to "How can all complaints be eliminated?" and that is, "It can't be done."
A definite system of shifting local sidings which will provide for some
regularity in the time at which such shifts may be expected and
an honest effort to adhere to such a system will avoid many
satisfactory

public,

Shippers will

complaints.

form

to

service

and respect such

;

to

in

his

time arrange their work to con-

a schedule,

and while exceptions may

be necessary they should be exceptional and not regular.
first importance is not speed,
This embraces not only care that workmen in or
about the cars are not injured, but that proper care is exercised
that the lading of cars partly loaded or unloaded is not damaged.

In shifting industries the thing of

but safety.

Next

in

importance

but also clear

Effect of a

High Water Level on Superheat

make

a

if possible, just what the elTcct of high
on superheat, and the chart shown was made up from
The locomotive under observation was a heavy
these tests.
anthracitc-liurning I'iuilic type, hauling the westbound Lackawanna Limited, between Hoboken and Scranton, a train weighing about 450 tons, and operating on an exacting scheilule. The
curve shows only the results obtained while climbing the eastern

time since to detcrnnnc,
is

slope of the

Pocoiio mountains, as

it

working hardest ami the dilTerences
parent.

All comlitions. with

is

in

here that the engiite is
;ire most ap-

su)>crluat

the exception

of the water level,

were kept as nearly constant as possible, and the results are
The solid line is plotted from obserbelieved to be consistent.
vations taken when three full gages of water were carried continuously, while the dotted curve was taken with 1'/j KaK<-'s, or
about one-half a glass, in the boiler. The material increase in
superheat under the latter method is very striking and amounts

tell

first,

brakeman. Never in the presany other time for that matter,

remark about a patron or

slighting

.Mso, never

water

courtesy to patrons, from yourself

to the extra

ence of one of your men. or at

Miles from S^roudsburg.

The

is

down

his

peculiarities.

a iiatron, even on the telephone, that you have

other things to do beside shift his one-horse operation, because
if

you dolt

will

make him mad and he may go

straight to the

superintendent, and then you will have to do what he «ante<l

done and catch "thnmUr" beside. Make him feel that y<nir railroad thinks a lot of him (it does if you don't) and is doing
their best to please him; for, after all, the patrons are paying
your salary, not the stockholders. Of course the courtesy may
have to Ix- all on your side, but if it is. it brings the best results
and n.iturally is in the greatest demand. Make a friend of your
patron.
He is trying to run a business just as you are, and
what benefits him in turn beiielits you. Give him the best iiiWere wc ever asked
forniatioii you can when he asks for it.
this iiuestion.

"Will

I

get any cars this afternoon ?"

How

often

know." when wc did know or could
have found out with little elTorl. "Oh, well," we say, "I got into
trouble once for telling a shipper that he would get cars and then
did

we answer.

"I

don't
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could not give him any, and since then

way

tell

I

them

"1 don't

all,

That shipper
needs the information or he would not have asked for it and if
you positively do not know and cannot find out at the time, make
a memorandum of it and give him the information as soon as
"No" is a
it can be gotten, even if the answer is, "No, sir."
I have often wondered how
better answer than "Don't know."
That

know."

much

not the

is

business

to look at

influenced one

is

way

it,

is

it?

or another at a competitive

\'iJL.,59,

regarding the testing' of brakes. See that a trainman occujiics a
conspicuous place on the front end of the draft, according to rule,
when it is being pushed by an engine and that he knows what he
there for.

is

Call your conductor's attention to careless

methods of doing
work, although accidents do not result and insist upon the conductors doing the same with members of their crews, recommending for discipline any

who

refuse to profit by such warning.

point by the personality of the terminal people and their attitude

man should

toward the shipper and consignee.

lessness or violation of rule

being carried out by those under you, drop around
is shifting a plant track and without being

is

when one

of the crews

seen, observe

need

how

the

to listen to learn

work

why

is

Maybe you

being done.

will

only

complaints from that particular shipper

perhaps he has not come across with the cigar
box and there is a little uncivil war on between him and the
shifting crew.
Such things have happened.

are so frequent

;

hen complaints do come give them the consideration they
For
is some justice in them.
"I do not
example, a shipper in open cars made this complaint
\\

deservf. for the chances are there

:

object to removing from a car an ordinary

fall

of snow, but

tainlv do object to unloading almost a car load

shoveled in."
By prompt action
snow were found in the yard and

six

I

cer-

which has been

other cars almost

full

of

possibly six similar complaints

avoided.

Another way in w'hich the interests
company may be equally served is

of both the shipper and the

in encouraging him to be
and then endeavor to fill his order
just as nearly as possible, and not with the first car the crew
gets a hold of. Do not let them place an old leaky car for flour,
and at the same time a new car for brick, because it is more
specific in his requests for cars

The

convenient.

brick people will not object, but the claim de-

partment may have a flour claim to pay in a month or two.
Again they asked for a 60,000 capacity and received a 50,000 or
an 80,000 capacity car. Three railroad companies suffered when
we placed that Great Northern for a shipment to Tampa, Fla.,
instead of getting the Atlantic Coast Line car back of it. The
1.

c.

I.

transfer

Of course

it

kind, but a

a great place to get cars started out of route.
inconvenient to change cars at a point of this
anticipation may sometimes avoid some penalty

is

is

little

per diem and foresight

is

what we are paid

large car received under load

is

for.

Sometimes a

allowed to be reloaded with a

smaller shipment to avoid a shift and the car started possibly on

—

false economy.
on the money invested than a light
claw bar suitable for removing protruding nails from the floor
and sides of box cars before placing for loading. Actual counts
of bent-over nails have shown an average of from 65 to 75 per
car, and we heard of one car which had a total of 363 bent nails
on its four door posts alone. These figures are not recent, but
the subject is a live one and will continue to be so, for on every
a

long journey three-fourths

Nothing pays bigger

nail

full

interest

hangs the possibility of a damage claim.

From

satisfactory service, his duty to the public,

to

yardmaster's duty to his company, namely, efficient and
economic operation of his yard. Why don't we tell the other
fellow to run the job for a day or two and go out and see how
orders similar to those we have been giving work out on the
ground, and whether we are railroading on paper or not. Maybe
we can find out at the same time which crews have too many
brakemen and which have not enough. Drop out of sight and see
whether the brakemen and enginemen are saving brake shoes

and tlK-mselvcs by stopping against the bumi)ing blocks.
Consider a draft collision, a run-through switch, a car dropped
end of a track or a similar accident as a dijuinct reflection
upon your management. Make it a rule thoroughly understood
by all that a brakeman must carefully test his brake before a car
In one yard
is cut loose and he must remain on it until it stops.
with a splendid record -for careful handling of cars under adverse
grade conditions trainmen themselves state that their good record
off the

due

in

no

little

No

one person ever knew it all. The ideal oris an equal division or responsibility as well as w-ork and an equal division of interest is
doing work.

ganization

is

the one in which there

the natural result.

This brings us to the yardmaster's third duty: justice to the
employees under him even w-hen justice means discipline. Railway employees in train service are practically all in the ranks of
organized labor and have working agreements with their companies which must be respected and strictly adhered to whether
they seem right in principle or not.
Nothing is gained by attempting to evade wdiat seems to us unjust. However, study those
rules until you know just what they mean and how they apply
to conditions in your own jurisdiction.
Not every claim made
by an employee under these rules is a just one, and if you are
to adjudge it you must be quick to recognize a frameup from a
legitimate complaint. If you are in the wrong be quick to rectify
Nothing can be gained by arguing the point. However, if
it.
you believe yourself right stay with it until your judgment is
either confirmed or over-ruled by someone higher up. Men usually know whether they are in the right or not. or else are willing
to be shown.
They are also quick to learn whether you know
what you are talking about and always respect the rhaii who cannot be hoodwinked. If the man is "from Missouri." show him,
don't blufif him.
Strictly adhered to. many of the rules become
an aid rather than a hindrance to your work. Be friendly toward
all but do not make companions or intimate associates of those
under you, for. whether you wish it or not, your intimacy will
look like favoritism to others, and favoritism breeds trouble
Railroading is a science, yes several sciences combined. We
should have room on our desk for at least one good railway
magazine. It will broaden our horizon and give us a better insight into this, the greatest business in the world and the one
upon which so much other business depends.
Higher officers should give comniunications from their yardmasters the prompt and careful attention which the importance
of their

work

Be

by.

Do

deserves.

yard work without

first

not i^sue instructions relative to

consulting the yardmasters affected there-

careful that investigation papers which contain criticisms

of the yardmaster's

work

are not referred to trainmen, as nothing

give the ordinary trainman

will

such papers.

Do

not allow

more pleasure than

men under

to peruse

a yardmaster's jurisdiction

run to your oflice with matters of minor importance which
have not been first taken up with him. and do not then decide
such matters without taking the yardmaster into consultation.
Remember that there is no carpet in the yardmaster's office to
awe the trainman and his attitude toward the yardmaster is
much more belligerent than tow^ard you. If your yardmaster
to

we come

the

is

The

be punished, not for the accident, but for the care-

from which the accident results.
Encourage suggestions from your conductors as to methods of

In order to satisfy yourself that this practice of courtesy to

patrons

No. 5

part to a vigorous enforcement of this rule

is

to

him

successful he

be

success

is

your

deserves whole hearted

success,

and

his

failure

your

support,

as his

failure.

Allow
which

to exercise to the fullest extent the executive ability by

his success

results are

BEI.GI.^N

is brought about and he then cannot complain when
demanded.

Railways Closed.

—

It

is

reported that great unrest

Belgian railway officials, who have attempted
to hold meetings to express their grievances, hut were prevented in time by the German authorities. Various lines are
There is a lively transport of
closed to ordinary traffic.
troops and wounded, the latter being distributed all over
Belgium. Some have been brought even from .Msace.

prevails

among

American

Railway

Tool

Foremen's

Convention

First, Maintenance of Pneumatic Tools, Grinding
and Distributing Tools and Standard Reamers Discussed

Safety

The seventh annual convention of the American Railway Tool
Foremen's Association was held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
Henry

July 19 to 21. inclusive,

111.,

Topeka & Santa

Otto, tool foreman. Atchison,

Fe, Topeka, Kan., presiding.

Prayer was offered

by Kev. O. M. Caward. The address of welcome was made by
Robert W. Bell, general superintendent of motive power. Illinois
Central. President Ottn in liis address spoke of the opportunities
the tool foremen have to increase the efficiency of the local
shop by conscientious and careful work in the tool room.
R. \V. Bell, among other things, said: "There can be no better
plan lor reducing shop costs than through efficient tool service,
anil it must lie apparent to you that tool foremen have a direct
influence on the efficiency of the many workmen employed in
your shops who, if not supplied with good safe equipment to
work with, are liable to waste much time, and in many cases
work under hazardous conditions. The importance of good tools
in railroad shops was never realized as it is today."
S-\FETV FIRST

McKernau (A.
amount of money spent

T.

E. J.

&:

S.

I-".)

making

in

:

— There

tor

workmen

to

to pre-

vent personal injuries to employees, but this cannot be accomthe co-operation of each and every employee is
While the men are showing more interest in the matThe shop should
ter there is still need for greater co-operation.
be maintained in a clean and sanitary condition, as an unhealthy
man is more liable to be careless and thus injure himself or his
fellow workman.
Employees, other than those assigned to the
work of applying or removing belts, should not be allowed to

plished unless

obtained.

handle them, as serious accidents have occurred to those inin this work.
Toci much care cannot be exercised in mounting and taking

own

bcnent but for the benefit of his fellow

report a

dangerous situation immediately to the
foreman in charge. Safeguards whicli

his

safety committee or to the

help to eliminate accidents are good lighting, and whitewashed walls and ceilings, which serve a double purpose of being sanitary and giving plenty of light. The gangways should be
kept clear and the floors, especially around machinery, should be
kept in good condition. It is a good plan to post bulletins as
accidents occur stating how they happened and making comment
on them, showing how they could have been prevented.
Disciissiov.
W. G. Reyer, general foreman of the X'ashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis, was called on to make a few remarks
at the Tuesday morning session.
Referring to safety first he
spoke of the necessity of operators using the goggles where their
work required it, and of the necessity of obtaining a glass that
would not break readily. He called attention also to a sign that
he had seen in a shop stating, "Safety First is all right, but a
careful man is essential.'' This, he believed, was the key to the
will

—

safety

has been a great

improvements

safety

not only

proposition.

first

Other members speaking on goggles, stated that it had been
found difficult to have the men wear them consistently. One
member stated that employees found using the emery wheels
without them were disciplined.
\'arious methods are adopted
to keep the goggles in an antiseptic condition.
Some use a mixture of alcohol and water
others use a steam cylinder, while
some use a mixture of one-half wood alcohol and one-half water for sterilizing, and then rinse the glasses in plain water.
Several members criticized the non-use of goggles with eye
glasses, stating that the shield does not extend far enough back
;

to fully protect the eyes.

experienced

There have been numerous accidents
caused by improper inspection of wheels;, wheels mounted on
improper sized spindles; wheels mounted with only one flange;
flanges having uneven bearings causing the wheels to crack;

care of grinding wheels.

used ol

flanges

diameters;

different

loose

wheels;

improper

method of truing up the wheel; forcing wheels on taper arbors;
wheels running at improper speed wlieels running out of true,
rests used for emery wlieels permitting the work
It has been found
to pass down between the wheel and the rest.
to be bad practice to allow any emery wheel to be immersed in
;

and improper

MAINTEN.\NCE OF PXEUM.MIC TOOLS

—

Sbeehan (X', & W.)
When the delicate construction of
the working parts of the pneumatic motor and hammer and the
narrow margin between efficiency and inefficiency are considered, it will be found that there are no tools in the shop that
:

J. J,

harsher treatment.

receive

satisfactory

If

must be provided

are desired,

results

removal of water and dirt
from the air before it enters the pneumatic machines. Water
can be quite successfully removed by having a suitable sized setfacilities

tling tank

for the

with a drain valve close to the point of operation.

water, especially where half of the wheel

The most effective strainer for keeping the dirt out of the tool
is that made of a double thickness of muslin cloth placed in the

other half

air line

is immersed and the
throws the wheel out of balance. It is also
bad i)ractice to griml on the side of an emery wheel. Where men
are called nn tn do a large amount of grinding on emery wheels

tlu-y

R.

is

should

not.

It

(Hell

I'letcher

1).

been found

pns>.,iblc

t.i

— From

a study of accidents it has
eliminate only 50 per cent of the injuries
Ry.)

:

guarding the irachipery.

by

The other

of carelessness by the men.

sult

.\

both

in

number

half

ihe

is

direct

re-

great deal can be accom-

a

after

kiiiuv

rated energy

and

if

they

overhauled.'
valve casing

possible,

if

One very important

operatiirs

jury

is

by

in

alsi/

u

liiis
been the adoption "I the motor
Tile speiial controlling features lor machines

shop employees

lo

driven in.icbiMery.

have

factor in the eliminaiion of in-

added

po.s\lloii

\tvif\n

SI"'"

a great (leal lo their safety.
ti'

lliiit

assist

greatly

in

the

lutsafe tools are not

The tool foreman

Safely-

lirst

permidid

l'>

campaign

N'lltt

(C

Ci.

\V.)

:-

''

i

I'l''

'bit'

is

important to

the Norfolk

& Western

its

the re-

new motor.

is

It

is

founti

worn

in

the pneumatic

hammer

.OOJ in. the

The valves are purchased
amount of reaming

tain

(X)J

to

in.

over

them

put

hammers

that

if

the

will be unlit for service.
size
in

which allows a cerproper working ciin-

dition.

E.

V.

NahctI

(Southern Ry.>

:

— In

selecting piteumatic

tools

the economical operation ami the low cost of maintenance should
receive

the

consideration,

lirst

means of seiuring
pneumatic

tools

tool that

best adapted to the

is

not

the

operators

should

work

low lirst cost.
.\s a
and higher efficiency from

the

better maintenance

be

educated to use the

to be done, and to lake the

be passed

proper care of the tools.

employee,

and tested at regular intervals, cleaned and thoroughly Inhricatcd
with a good grade of lubricant.
Where possible it is desirable

out to the workinen.

(leorge

On

will exert.

it

It

has been overhauled, what per cent of

are not 75 per cent efficient they arc thoroughly

new employee

to see,

of repair parts are required.

drill

paired motors are compared with the power of a

whether or not he is inclined to lie careless.
Where such are found they should be carefully instructed and
warned against the danger that may result. A large number
of machine niaiuifaelurers have altered the construction of their
machines to reduce, to a minimum the possibilities of injury to

plished by closely watching the actions of each

tool.

and hammers should be standardized, as far as possible.
styles and sizes, as they may be maintained easier and a

snallcr

equiiiped with goggles.

lie

back of the

Drills

,\ll

pneiiinatie tools should be inspected
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work on pneumatic tools to one mechanic
thoroughly familiar with thcni.
A. F. Baker (C. N. O. & T. P.) :— Every railroad should have
a standard for its pneumatic tools just as it does for taps and
reamers. This will reduce the cost of repairs and much delay
caused by waiting for repair parts less material will have to

Vol..

to confine the repair

who

The Committee on

An

was presented by
University of

(C.

&

:— On

O.)

& Ohio

the Chesapeake

the tire

been ground to the standard gage,

first

are maintained by the operators of the lathe, an emery wheel
to the standard shape being used

has been found that the dry grinding,
too heavy a cut

machine

not taken,

is

&

(E. P.

Beville

cupboard

it

exercised and

is

Each

which a reasonable

in

W.) :— There

S.

if

all

is

tools

C.

their tools

should be ground to produce the

Hasty (A. T.

&

S. F.)

:

— Grinding

machines should be

wheel gives the best results for redressing high speed steel. All
etc., should be equipped
with a sufficient number of tools for the class of work performed
on the machine. Each operator has a locker in which these tools
are kept and locked when not in use. A man is appointed to
take care of all tools for machines, chisels, and chisel bars. He
collects the tools that require redressing, takes them to the smith
the lathes, planers, boring mills, shapers,

them to the workmen. When
become short from redressing they are forged to smaller

shop, grinds them, and returns
sizes for use in the tool holders

Discussion.
results

— While

down

to Yz in.

was generally believed

it

can be obtained

the machine shop

in

by

in.

1

that
if

much

the

better

tools

are

maintained by the tool room force, the practice on most of
the roads seems to be to allow the machine operators to grind
However, on the Wabash none
all but the very special tools.
of the machine operators or machinists are allowed to grind the
The drill presses are equipped with tool boxes containtools.
ing a set of tools which are charged to the operator when they
become worn they are exchanged at the tool room. On the
;

Santa Fe all the machines are provided with charts showing the
speed and feed to be used by each size of drill on the different
kinds of material. This insures that the full benefit of a high
speed steel drill will be obtained without spoiling the drill. Mr.
Pike of the Rock Island, reported the successful welding of

(I.

[E.

J.

McKernan (A.

reporting on

C.)]

for locomotive repair shops

1

in.,

the

1

in.,

T.

&

S. F.)

and

C. A.

standardization of reamers

recommended

taper reamers in sizes under

In sizes over

that

all

frame and rod

be the commercial standard.

three over-all lengths were recommended, as

The square shank on 'A in.
in., and 28 in.
up to and including 1 in. reamers, was recommended to be "'«
in.; on sizes up to and including 1-)^ in., 1 in. square; on sizes
over 1>^ in., \Yf, in. square. The length of the square was recomfollows:

18

in.,

20

mended to be V/^ in.; the length of the collar J4 'i-.
clearance between the end of the flute and the collar 54
taper
spiral

an<^l

"i.

the

The

was recommended to be 1/16 in. in 12 in. The left hand
was recommended because it will eliminate the danger

of feeding of the reamer too fast, and will groatly reduce the

number of breakages.

On

reamers under 15^

in.

two

flutes less

than the standard were recommended; on all sizes over 1-^ in.
four flutes less than the standard were recommended. This will
give a much stronger flute and the reamer will have a longer
life.

third

vice-president, C. A, Shaffer,

vice-president,

By

J.

C. Beville, El

T.

C.

Brunson,

Paso &

Wabash;

EUROPE*

IN

a. Stuck:

The European passenger

cars are all small and arc divided
compartments, each holding a limited number of
passengers. Most of the French cars have running boards along
each side and doors opening outward from the compartment.
The German and Austrian cars usually have an aisle along
one side of the car with a door leading from each compartment
into it.
The Swiss cars as a rule have center aisles, with partitions between each compartment built 'olid to the ceiling. :md
doors across the aisles.
In any case, each compartinent is independent of the others,
has its own lamp which can be set at bright or dim, a ventilator
with open and closed positions, a steam heat lever to regulate
the heat and curtains to be drawn at night.
Each compartment
is
also marked "Smoker" or "No Smoking," some even are
reserved for passengers with dogs.
Each compartment often
has a small stationary mirror and hinged arm rests, so that the
seats can be used as a sofa if the number of occupants permits.
On the face of it, there seems nothing lacking as to the
comfort of the traveler.
Such a subdivision of the cars, however, also has disadvantages.
It is almost impossible to till the car to its seating capacity.
There may be too many second-class passengers and
very few of the first-class, or vice versa, so that seats will be
Then
left empty no matter how carefully the cars are selected
again there may be more smokers than expected, or just the

small

reverse; but the greatest difficulty exists in filling

without

splitting

and here,

I

find,

up the parties
lies

into

different

the greatest difficulty.

all

the seats

compartments,

These points

affect

the earnings of the railroad companies.

The

STAND.\RD REAMERS

The committee

first

NOTES ON TRANSPORTATION

high speed tips on soft steel bodies.

Shaffer

;

secretary-treasurer, Owen D. Kinsey. Illinois Central.
It was
voted to hold the next annual conventicm in tht- city of Chicago.

into

kept as far from other machinery as possible to avoid dust getting on the wearing parts of the machines. The open grain dry

tools

& Western

Central; second vice-president.

Southwestern;

no doubt but that
were ground by an

best results.
J.

Sheehan, Norfolk

a question as to whether the maciiine operators

is

know how

really

It

B.

Illinois.

tools are kept.

better results could be obtained

expert, for

care

if

better than wet grinding.

tool is provided with a

number of standard shaped
C.

is

for this purpose.

and described.
on "Getting the Most Out of Tools,"
W. Benedict, director of shop laboratories.

lecture

The secretary reported a cash balance of $90.10
i ht
following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, J,. J.
Illinois

formed

Special Jigs and Devices in Locomotive Re-

illustrated

illustrated

GRINDING AND DISTRIBUTION OF TOOLS

turning tools after having

J.

were

vices

stock.

W. Smith

G.

5

pair Shops, of which C. A. Shaffer (111. Cent.) was chairman,
presented an interesting report in which a number of useful de-

;

in

No.

OTHER BUSINESS

is

be carried

59.

other disadvantages affect the tr:iveler and his comfort.

Just imagine a group of strangers in one closed compartment.
One likes to look at the country, the other wishes the sun kept
out; one prefers the door to the aisle open to get sorrie

may

air,

while

fumes coming from the adjoining
smoking compartment. One may insist on opening the ventilator, while the next one may feel chilly, even with it closed.
Later in the evening some may want the light turned down to
dim, so as to be able to sleep, while someone else wants to read.
For the same reason one may want the curtains drawn, and
the other may not, and in the morning the disputes may be renewed in reversed succession. During the winter season differences may come up as to the regulation of the steam heat,
and no matter how many rules and regulations exist, the harmony and the comfort of the traveler aire bound to suffer.
The fact that in most parts of Europe no baggage is checked
free is no doubt responsible for making a store room of the
compartment.
Invariably
found the hat racks loaded with
heavy baggage up to the ceiling turtle back), and were it not
He takes
for the good-natured porter, travel vi;ould be a curse.
a

lady

object

to

the

I

(.

*From

a p.ipcr read before the

Railway ClnV

<il

PittsluiTph

—
July

more
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interest

"client"

his

in

He

ployees together.

than

the other

all

em-

railroad

takes care of your baggage, and inquires

compartment wanted. He opens the doors as
soon as the train backs up to the station, hunts and covers the
number of seats wanted, window seats if possible, and you get
as a rule any information from him you require in the most
as to the kind of

pleasant way.

About 20 or 30 minutes are usually allowed

get

to

train

a

and it is my observation that all of that is needed,
as each compartment has to be inspected and the number of the
Besides that the closing of the doors all
seats taken, registered.
along the train also takes a good deal of time, not only at the
The Swiss center-aisle
terminal, but also at the way stations.
cars have no doors opening outward, and hence are not subject
They are similar to our own
to the last-mentioned objection.
ready to

Only the

the

far

or three in number.

freedom

of

cars

greater

comparatively
use

portion

build

use

axles,

two

recent

stationary

The

the passing of curves.

and that there are no springs

the cars are light

fact

tandem

in

that

results

very hard-ridin.g car compared with our own.
Lengthwise, however, the reverse is the case. The making up
and rearrangement of trains does not require the everlasting
bumping so pronounced in closing our heavy and ever-increasing

naturally

a

in

automatic couplers.
are

trains

TREIGHT

the screws.

often

I

Owing

masses of bulky freight and comparatively short hauls, the capacity of the European freight car

coupled with the hook, and the slack

wondered why

is

land where the protec-

in a

tion of employees in shops and private establishments

is

made

compulsory, the trainmen in coupling are allowed or rather compelled to go between the cars.

happened to see a hospital car, which was equipped to run
the European states except Spain and Russia, because I
understand they have a different gage. Here the arrangements
at the end, not even speaking about the different brakes and
signal apparatus, were so manifold that 1 at once appreciated
doubly what the M. C. B. Association accomplished in bringing
the many hundred private roads together and getting up common standards for the most important details, while the few
state railroads caimot even agree as yet on a common automatic
I

seldom over 15 tons. Two axles per vehicle are the rule.
Often a third one is located in the center, arranged so that it
can move laterally to avoid binding on curves.
is

What

has been said about the lack of common standards among
comparatively few state railway systems on passenger
equipment holds good to an even greater degree on freight
cars.

coupler.

destination of each car in

Europe

is

indicated by a large

reversible signboard, fastened to the side of the car body.

They

are not ornamental, but they are a great comfort to the traveler,

am

we

should do the same thing.

This would
at least avoid the painful duty of classifying the passengers in
entering a train of cars with different destinations.
It would
not be necessary to disfigure the appearance in any way. and
signs could be applied similar to those now used on Pullman
car.', or, better yet. on the subway cars of our hirgc eastern

and

I

sure that

-ities.

SLEEPING CARS

With

the

exception

of the

cars

owned

the

liy

International

Sleeping Car Cmnpany, which run on some of the fastest express
trains, the luirnpcan sleeper is mainly I)iiilt like their ordinary

The

passenger car.

interior

is

like

that

of our compartment

sleepers, namely, an aisle along one side of the car.
The comparlments of the second class have two berths, one above the
other, and a small fable, and a small toilet at the end of the car,
while the first-class compartments contain single berths and

private

All

toilets.

sleeping cars

the berth can be

lianies atid

are

engaged

owned by

—

The baggage is checked
and carried free of charge. Our German cousin traveling first
class would pay a railroad fare of $15.68, and for baggage $2.
or a total of $17.68.

A traveler in our day coaches of a less expensive train will
pay $9.50.
In Germany the corresponding mode of traveling
would be second class, the railroad ticket being $8.92. and the
baggage charges $.50, a total of $9.42.

private

coni-

By

far the largest portion

ride

tlie

day car

is

in

itself

class

charges 50 cents, a

of the European

The

cars.

fare

of $6.CS.

total

is

We

traveling public

and the baggage
have no parallel to this
$5.55,

class.

The

freight tariffs in luirope are so .specialized as to material.

as to kind of train, locality

and nature of the shipment (local,
comparison in each particular
case is well nigh impossible and it appears to be much fairer
to compare the average figures.
Comparing the above-mentioned
railroad and our group II and the official average rate per
100 ton-miles of some years ago. the rate is $1.23 abroad and
through or export)

that

a

fair

$.763 for the eastern states.
imist be borne in

mind that the bulk of the business transabout the same in each case, but the haul is only half
as long in Germany.
This means that terminal expcn.ses are
It

acted

is

much

greater in

ment

is

proportion, especially since the average shipcomparatively small, and since a large proportion of
the bulky freight is shipped by water.
.'Vn
additional burden to the German shipper is the charge
made by the "spediteur." .\s said before, the tariff schedules
are so exceedingly intricate that it pays invariably to employ an
expert in this line to pick the route, to comply with the regula-

and to, follow the shipment. .Ml this the .'Xmerican railits customer without charge.
In all questions of fares and tariffs, it must be remembered
that the German railroad employee earns just about half as
much as our people. In other words, the money vahic is ordinarily just twice as great, and in looking at it from thai angle
the figures above given show as follows:
tions

road docs for

Cirrm.*»ny

comI.

in

third

in

Sleepinc ears are

aheail.

not provided freely with night trains, as the conventional

parlment

TRANSPORTATION

REL.\TIVE COST OF

going into great details let us consider the fare between Pittsburgh and Chicago (468 miles), taking conditions
as a basis and then giving the parallel figures, using the rates
of the Prussian state railways baggage in both cases is supposed to be 75 lb.
A man holding a seat in a Pullman car pays $2 for it and
W'itliout

all

The

to the lack of great

$10.50 railroad fare, a total of $12.50.

still

taken up by an employee going between the cars and tightening

in

service.

In the last case the middle axle has lateral

accommodate

to

considercil

a

half-sleeping

lar.

l'.i»«rn(irr

,

f.nrf

,^.

.

.

,

(Pillnburiili lo

^.

,

cIb«»

clnM
lirighl. nvrranc rule

.\rtiially

%\2.sn

»I?.6«

tfiM

g,50

g.4.>
6,0.";

101)4
12,10

1.23

?.«

Clncagol

'"•.c'""
.'net

Nominally

^'- ^-

..Ird

DINING CARS
1
Tlic

lie

diiiini;

inr.ils

-.(Tied

;ii

cars in F.uropc are

are
ibr

rapidly, in

order to get the next setting accommodated as quickly as possible.
This in a sense increases the capacity of the dining cars
and the earnings of the company. The meals are usually excellently cooked and cost about 75 cents nominally, $1.50 actually.
In our dining cars the capacity is often reduced by slow-

the

heaviest

by

;

The

deprives the traveler of individual attention and hurries

it

him unduly, as the courses follow each other very

start,

cars in that respect.

trucks

but

195

owned by

invariably servril table

.aine time

private conipanirs.

(I'licile,

tlio

whole being

Tbis reduces the niinihor of waiters.

|icr

100 Innniilcn

7(>i

REASONS GIVEN IN EfRorE FOR r*VKRNMKNT OWNERSHIP
Since most of ihe railroads in Europe nre
respective governments,

it

may

now owned by

not be out of the

wav

the

to dwell
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iipnii

If.iiling

rfa-.oiis

tliL'

by the Kovernments that

up
it

is

to that

fact.

lias

It

been argued

desirable for the industrial, agri-

cultural and commercial development of a country to control
and furnish proper means of transportation. This is undoubtedly true, but figures and facts show that our private roads
offer the same transportation more promptly and for much less
money.
The governments also claim that the revenue derived from
the railroads will help to pay current expenses, thus lessening
This is true on the face of it. None
the taxes of the people.
the less, the people now agree that the heavy toll exacted by
tlie railroads comes from the masses just the same, as the cost
of transportation is simply added to the price of foodstuffs,
clothing, fuel or whatever it may be.
Undoubtedly the main reason for acquisition of the railroads
by the respective governments is a military one. This is more
or less apparent from the fact that railroads and aerial navigation are centralized, while elevated and street-car lines, subways and typical mountain railroads are left in the hands of
The experience
private and Municipal corporations as a rule.
in war-torn Europe for the last few months is possibly the
Immediately as mobilbest proof of what has just been stated.
ization began, the trains ceased running on their schedule time
to accommodate the movements of the troops, the ammunition
and the other war material, and on the morning of the third
day the federal railroads of Switzerland, for instance, were

bodily turned over to
I

the

military

have often wondered whether the same results

in

emergency

the government and the private companies.

A

argument during the amalgamation period
Switzerland was the claim that a great
economy would result from doing away with unnecessary offices.
very

popular

in

This did not work out well; on the contrary, the number now
stated to be greater than before, since each district has a
is
council of

its

has

own besides the
now been found

reason

it

fective

business

council.

federal

more

that

direct

methods which were promised

On

did not realize.

the contrary,

it

is

now

a

For the same
and more efat

time

that

rather difficult

matter to settle on any changes and improvements owing
special interests each district council represents.

to the

RESULTS OF CEXTR.XLIZ.^TION

Government ownership, generally speaking, has helped the
weak roads and avoided critical periods which we here usually
overcome by receivership and reorganization. At the same time
it

leaves the formerly prosperous private roads in a less pros-

perous condition.
It

is

also

interesting

to

note

how

completely,

down

to

the

any one of these complex
Each employee or officer is
railway systems are worked out.
expected to carry out instructions to the letter. This is the
ideal and the highest duty of every one, and if carried out, will
insure employment for life. That way, every employee can feel
that he has done his duty and does not need to care for anyThis, however, will not produce improvements,
thing further.
reduce labor cost, bring forth fuel and labor-saving devices,
smallest

detail,

the

instructions

in

not even safety.

who jumped on a car
grabbed by a station employee, and, as he
couldn't manage him alone, another uniformed co-worker ran
They finally succeeded in pulling off the
to his assistance.
I

have, for instance, seen a passenger,

just

as

it

started,

sooi)

By this time the train was moving at a fair speed
was very much afraid that an accident might happen as
as^he "trespasser" loosened his grip. This was a center-

ai.slc

car with a platform at the end.

"criminal."

and

As

I

industry and science, and this

American

much

railroads

are

is

S9,

N'o. S

undoubtedly one reason why
by Europe, a country

studied

often

older than ours.

Another great drawback in Europe is the lack of competition.
As soon as a government becomes the manager of the
railroads, the rivalry between the different roads ceases, which
again spells stagnation to a large extent, but what is possibly
more objectionable to the customer is a cold and overbearing
treatment, not so seldom noticed.
You have no redress, you
cannot ship over the other road. By this I do not want to say
that, as a rule, their railroad employee is not polite, but real
courtesy and whole soulcd spirit of co-operation is certainly not
in evidence.

Is

Why

not natural after all?

it

lay special stress on anything

should the roads

which does not bring them

special

returns?

A

came to my notice showing again how very
government railroads are really doing for their patrons.
A valise through no fault of the passenger was missent
and the railroad office was asked by telephone to have it intercepted at the next station and returned. The phone call and the
parcel post charges were both collected before the valise was
surrendered, with the explanation that the government owns
the telephone and parcel post systems and would object to the
railroads' performing such service free, as this would minimize
the receipts in the other two departments.
peculiar case

little

the

OBJECTIONS

TO GOVERNMENT

OWNERSHIP IN THE UNITED

ST.^TES

department.

cases could not be obtained by special laws and licenses between

of the railroads

Vol.

narrow conceptions of duty, let us read
for instance the honor column of any one of our railroad employees' magazines and compare the spirit and the results.
One thing is sure, namely, that the government railroads of
a contrast to such

Europe do not keep pace with the evolution

in

other branches of

United States were combined into
one tremendous system, it would be so unwieldy that it could not
be managed in the true sense of the word, and whoever doubts
this will please read the paper by A. W. Thompson, vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio, presented recently before the
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, wherein he shows
the obstacles, financial and otherwise, which had to be overcome by constant struggle and almost superhuman efforts.
If all the railroads in the

Such a system could, of course, be kept going by rules and
but the performance of each road would surely
suffer.
In two excellent articles on "pooling" engines in the

regulations,

of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh EmMagazine, it was brought out that a gain in engine
working hours led up to this, but that as far as the performance
of each engine, its physical condition and its upkeep w-ere concerned, the results were far superior at the time when every
Therefore "pooling"
engine had its own individual attention.
the railroads would surely have similar results in this respect.

November number

ployees'

Such an immense net of government roads and a still more
them would in a way lend stability
to the undertaking, but this also means stagnation and inability
elaborate system of operating

adapt

to

itself to

new

conditions as fast as they arise.

In Europe, for instance, the passenger and freight rates and
their application to certain territories are hardly ever changed
and the industrial conclitions are expected to adapt themselves
We over here so far have
to the railroads and their policies.

We

always taken the opposite view.
industries in those localities

the greatest

we

inducements, then

new requirements.

believe in extending the

where natural conditions
adjust the

will offer

railroad

service

undoubtedly one of the reasons
why the Canadian government doesn't operate its roads, although
it
has built some, helped build others and heavily subsidized

to the

the

This

is

rest.

we

know, fought in a bitter
many employees deSuppose we added another
pends on the respective victory.
million or two of such employees, would not this fight for supremacy become alarming? All competition between the different roads, as to improvements for the comfort of passengers

Our

political

contests

are.

all

way, simply because the e.xistence of so

would be relaxed, also as to safety, economy in operation,
economy in the shops and the upkeep of the equipment.
When the Hungarian state railways, undoubtedly for just
such reasons, 'had large yearly
rates,

deficits,

they simply raised the

and wlu-n one of the flourishing Swiss rbads, after

it

went

^
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We could, but we wouldn't. The government engineers are always doing things as well as they can be done, while
the railroad engineer must always be on the guard to adapt

hands of the federal system, had a similar experience,
simply reduced the number of men, number of trains, amount
of track renewals, improvements along the lines and stations

cheaper.

and beside that held back the introduction of heavier rails in
other words, it cheapened the service.
We believe in improving the service and making it most effective and by this means try to make the two ends meet.
Each individual road so far has laid great stress on carrying
the passenger as comfortably as possible and the freight as
Large sums, if possible, are yearly spent
cheaply as possible.
to try out new devices and improve the rolling stock and operaThis has
tion of the road, and to effect economy and safety.

material and workmanship to the requirements,

led up to self-clearing gondolas, automatic couplers, high-capacity

the

into the
it

;

cars

and power, low percentage of dead weight, heavy
doing away with unnecessary machining and

finishing

government here and abroad invariably

RELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF TRAINS

AND PASSING POINTS
By Paul M.
In

statement

the

Pacific. Chicago. III.

discussions concerning the economics of railway operation

made

frequently

is

and passing points on a

we had one immense system, one

L.\ B.\ch

Rock Island &

Assistant Engineer, Chicago,

number

that the

single track line

is

in

to say.

if

the

number of

IZ

trains

is

doubled, the

number
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1

^^

meeting

of

proportion to the

square of the number of the (round trip) daily trains.

and we could manufacture the equipment so much

suffice

The same

personal observa-

Schoen have succeeded in introducing the steel car? Would
Monongahela Connecting road have had a chance to build
200,000-lb. cars as they did, thereby encouraging others to increase the capacity above 100.000 lb. ?

pattern nf box cars, and one pattern of any other kind of cars

would

my

it is

more than that for private roads.
Again if we had established a few standards, who would make
further improvements? Under such conditions, could our C. T.

as office buildings.
if

effective thereby.

costs

and thousands of other details, and as long as the interests of
the individual man and road creates such spirit, we must win.
It is true, our competition not seldom leads to gaudy advertising, expensive terminals of "marble halls, Egyptian columns
and gilt stairs." Such cases, however, are few in number and
are often made self-supporting, in part at least, in using them
people think that

made more

tion that material for the

chinery, constant

Some

e., not to Use
i.
do and not to finish

a cheaper one will

thing holds good as to inspection and

locomotive parts, introduction of labor-saving maimprovement in the brakes and signal systems

car and

of

if

details unless they are

low

rails,

grades,

expensive material

each
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and passing points
these

tripled

will be multiplied

points

will

be

Two

glance this appears to be correct.

meet once

tions will

error

in

lies

the

;

four trains
that

fact

in

four;

Ijy

multiplied

the

if

by nine,

etc.

The
changing from one number of
four times,

etc.

trains to another the operating conditions are not duplicated.

If

one should have a certain number of meeting and passing points
under present conditions and should double the number of
trains he might have four times as many meeting and passing
points but the chances are that he would have considerably more.
It makes a great deal of difference whether the trains are scattered at intervals throughout the 24 hours or are concentrated
a portion of that time.

in

To

illustrate the point the

made on

the

same

accompanying diagrams have been

principle as density diagrams

;

the vertical di-

hour and the horizontal distance being the length of an engine district. Passenger
train speeds are assumed as being 30 miles an hour and freight

mension being divided

into spaces for each

15 miles.

The only

general rule that can be formulated

at nearly equal intervals

that increasing the speed

and passing

points.

through the day.

It

To make

that the slow-

also apparent

is

number

decrease the

will

is

and be scattered

trains should follow immediately after the fast

of meeting

the rule general, the interval of

time occupied by a train passing over the

district, divided by 24.
should be as small as possible. Under the assumed condition,
the following interesting results are found

Ta BLE

1

No. of
round trip

Square

Diagram

trains

number

Nos.

per day

of trains

1

3
5

7

and
and
and
and

No. of meeting and

of the

pass

ng points

-

/

Minimum

Maximum

1

1

1

2

2

4

6

4

4

16

6

6

36

18

36

8

8

64

30

71

20

In counting the meeting points one half value has been given

on the

to points

the

number

lines

it

is

apparent that the tonnage

of freight trains will decrease unless there

power
feature

.

in

is

considerable e.xcess

the locomotives for the rating, say in

is

As

dividing engine districts and days.

of trains increases

THE SANTA

number is
At first

trains in opposite direc-

may meet

Diagram

1.

This

of considerable importance in tnaking calculations for

tonnage ratings in problems of the economics of railway location.
According to the older method laid down by Wellington
and others, a rating was assumed for one daily train and this
was multiplied by ten or twelve as the case might be, but the
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HARMONY WORK

FE'S

E. P. Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
years ago called a conference of operating, traffic and other
officials and expressed to them a new view about railroading.
"I have figured it out," Mr. Ripley said, at that time, "that the
hostile public sentiment against transportation corporations is due
five

largely to the fact that the people

do not understand the railway
and that the men who manage the railroads are not
familiar enough with the troubles confronting the people. I want
your co-operation in the inauguration of a campaign for the purpose of bringing our officials and patrons into a closer relationship, with the view of changing this feeling of hostility to one of
friendliness.
I
would like to have general managers, general
freight and passenger agents, financial and accounting officers,
attorneys and others visit the cities and rural communities along
our lines, and get better acquainted with merchants, manufacturers, farmers, stockmen, bankers and every other class of people
doing business with our company, and ascertain the cause of their
discontent.
We will tell our story to the people, and ask them
situation,

to tell theirs to us."

The plan
"the

Fe

was put

outlined

progress, division

Harmony

into

special,"

and by

and the work
Kansas newspaper

efifect,

A

by division.

that

name

is

it

known

is

in

called

it

still

in

Santa

territory.

"Harmony work has developed

into a feature of our business,"

Mr. Ripley said recently. "The campaign was a success from
the start, and now it is a part of every official's duty to perform
a harmony stunt when occasion demands."
Here is the plan in detail of the Santa Fe's harmony campaign
One week in every month, half a dozen or more officials of the
company are drafted for a trip over a division. The superintendent makes up a short train for the accommodation of the
party, and a town-to-town tour is conducted, stops being made
long enough at every place to enable the officials to meet the
business men and farmers in a convenient room, usually the
Commercial club, court house, or city hall. The meetings are
informal a sort of handshaking affair.
Sometimes there is a
bit of spcechmaking, and occasionally a luncheon or banquet is
given for the visitors to enable them to extend their acquaintance-

—

ship.

The

men make

on
want to improve the relationship
between the company and the community visited that all they
have to sell is service, and they want that commodity to be the
best on the market that if there is anything out of gear, they
want to know it.
railroad

it

plain to the people that they are

a get-acquainted trip; that they

;

;

time spent

in

m.eeting and passing will be increased very rapidly

and the available running time decreased after a traffic of about
eight trains per day is passed, as is shown in Diagram 9, which
can be compared with Diagram 7. as both are for the most
favorable circumstances. Tlie graphical method of handling such
problems is not new, but new applications can be found for it.
it has as many variations as the kaleidoscope.
The proper location of passing sidings on new work is not
always an easy matter. By turning the horizontal distance into
time and finding the fraction of the whole run between each passThe next step would be to
ing point this may be arrived at.
develop a table of accelerations and retardations and plot a
time curve. The location of the train when 1/6 of its run (in
time) has elapsed could then be fixed or any other fraction tliat
might be caused by the ordinary operation of trains.
as

—

Enlistments from tiik Mri)L.\ND R.mlway of England. The
chairman of the Midland Railway recently said that of the 80,000
railwaymen wdio had joined tlie colors, 10,200 had gone from the
Midland. Among the latter 200 had been killed in action or had
died of wounds or disease, 43 were missing, and 609 had been
wounded or invalided home. Of the 1,996 members of the Midland Railway rifle clubs in Derby and other towns, 432 had
joined the colors, and a larger number would have done so if
they could have been spared.

The meetings

give the railroad officials opportunity to discuss

hand with their customers the general railroad situation
rates, train service, increased cost of operation and maintenance
and similar topics, showing the difficulties with which the carriers
have to contend.
Before leaving town the railway officials offer the company's
co-operation in the development of the natural resources of the
first

territory traversed by

its

lines.

For instance, the railway company
its

industrial department,

to find

oflfers gratis

new

industries;

the service of

of

its

colon-

department to send desirable people into the community;
of its agricultural department to carry on experiments along the
line, giving the farmers the results obtained
of its engineering
department to pass on plans for public work, especially for bridge
construction, and improvements having to do with drainage.
As a result of this harmony movement, there has been a reduction in law suits against the Santa Fe a decrease in the number of cases before commissions; fewer men in the legislature
who want to tear up the track, and generally a more friendly
feeling on the part of the people toward the corporation.
The harmony campaign is not a drain on any official's time,
as the work is divided in such a way that the extra burden falls
lightly on many shoulders.
The plan calls for a tour of every
division twice a year.
There are twenty-four divisions.
ization

;

;

'

—

'

The Railway

Lines of Syria and Palestine

Resume of Conditions Before the War; Well Managed
Lines of Syria Compared with Run-down Hedjaz Railway
By Lewis
The well-built and ably managed 500 miles of railway of the
Lhcmin de Fer Uamas-Hama et Prulcingments, a French company, before the war, was one of the best paying properties in

and with the completion of the Bagdad Railway,
bade fair to become the main- feeder, its property
would have been greatly augmented. According to the plans
there were to be two main approaches to the western end of the
Bagda<l Railway the Ottoman Anatolian line from Constantinople, which would carry the fast mails, and the passenger and
freight traffic of northern and central Europe
and the BeirutAleppo line of the Damas-Hama Railway, which would carry
the traffic of southern Eurnpe, Africa and the Mediterranean genthe near East,

of which

it

—

;

R.

Freeman
Ottoman government guaranteeing a net income of
all of the line between Reyak and Aleppo,
a distance of 200 miles.
In 1910 the company received a concession to build a line from Horns, on the Reyak-Aleppo branch,
to Tripoli, a port of some importance on the Mediterranean.
This line, which was 65 miles long and carried no guarantee,
was completed in 1911. This completed the Syrian railway system as it exists to-day. and as it will remain for some years,
the

1906,

$4,320 per mile on

no important extension being under consideration at this time.
The total mileage is about 427 of which only 207 miles the least
costly section of the system, that from Reyak to Aleppo
was
built under a guarantee.
The system throughout is of standard

—

—

gauge.
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of Lebanon, which, in spite of

its rough and mountainous charmost thickly populated and intensively cultivated. Even
the local traffic, therefore, has been heavy from the first.
The 50 miles from Reyak to Damascus is by a low and easy
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follows

from

which several thousand

crally.

The
by

lallir

the

mute, unless

Bagdad

to

make

it

was strongly discriminated
was likely to do much the

lafRer husincfs.s of the twn,

Tlw (Tiemin de
in

1891

by

previous

(lie

year

I'er I)atna>-I

consolidation

with

Damascus,
Lebanon mountains
lleirul to

miles farther south

the
.a

(lurpose

et

Iwi)

of

I'rolongmcnts was formed
companies organized the
building

a

railway

from

distance >( 90 miles over the crest of the

This
lo

lama
<il

line

was subsei|uenlly extended

Fl-Mezeirib. the point of departure

()5

for

Mecca-bound caravans. In 1905 a concession was obtained
from the Turkish government lor a railway, starlinR from Rcyak,
on the Damascus line, to .\leppn. a distance ol J07 miles. The
portion nf this line from Keyak to llama had been built some
years hefori:
The llani.t-.Mcppo exteiiMon was completed in
the

electricity

have

possible ultimately to electrify the whole system.

Damascijs.

and Palestine

it

K.iihvay.

in

railway for SO miles on cither side of Damascus, while other
in the Lebanon mountains will develop sufficient power

which

for a thousand

aKainst

horse-power

already been developed to light Damascus and run its tramways.
A more ambitious project plans to develop power to operate the
projects
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surmounted by adhesion is 2.5 per cent. Construction throughout is of the most substantial character, stone
retaining walls and drains and other protective work being especially worthy of notice.
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climb of the Damascus line over the summit of

is

been prohibitively expensive.
The locomotive begins to climb
with the cogs while still in the vicinity of Beirut and of the -^5
miles between that city and Mallaka. on the edge of the plain
of Bekka, 20 miles are negotiated in this manner.
An average
grade of 7 per cent is surmounted by the rack in the ascent from

s.

V
^

6.000-ft.

Lebanon

one of the most picturesque pieces of railway
and severe engineering difficulties were involved
in its construction. Tunnels and viaducts are encountered almost
as soon as the train is clear of Beirut station, and the line passes
either through one or over the other most of the 40 miles until
Reyak is reached in the valley beyond the Lebanon range. To
take a railway over this unusually abrupt mountain wall without
the use of the rack system, while not impossible, would have

the

is

the

focal

point

for

the

miles to the south and cast,

caravan

routes

furnishes enough

business alone to have warranted the construction of the railway; nor has the French line suffered at all from the competition of the branch of the lledjaz Uailway, which gives another
outlet to the Mediterranean at the port of Haifa,

The OO-mile
extension of the line into the semi-desert region to the south,
terminating at l'"l-Me/cirib. has proved a valuable feeder in
spile of the fact that it is paralleled by the main line of the
Turkish-owned

Hedjaz Railway ihrouKliont its lenRlli.
The
passenger ami otiur receipts for the Bcirul-DamascusEl-Mezeirib branch of the tine for the year 1900 were $434,(XX).
freight,

or about $2,700 per mile. In |91l receipts from the same sources
had increased to approximately $8/2.000. or nearly $5.(iOO per
mile.

The 250

miles of road which will tap the

Bagdad Railway

at
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Aleppo and give a quick outlet to the Mediterranean at Beirut
expected to prove of great importance when the latter
line
is ^opened.
That part of the line between Reyak and Aleppo—
20/ miles— was built under an annual guarantee of $4,350
per
is

mile.

The construction was neither difficult nor expensive, while
the populous and productive country along the
route has given

V(jl. 59,

So.

Constantinople and across the Bosph6rus. Aleppo

is
conceded
and most probalile seat of the Ottoman government.
From the standpoint of the traveler the most interesting point on this line is Baalbek, the site
of ancient Phoenician
and Roman temples.

to be the best

Unlike

tile

Damascus-Beirut line which, from uprisings, politiand other causes, has experienced considerable

cal disturbances

Freight and Passenger Train in the Lebanon Mountains

an ample amount of

traffic from the start.
Aleppo itself, which
occupies about the same commercial position in
northern Syria
as does Damascus in the south, has taken full
advantage of the
improved transportation facilities, and is rapidly becoming
one
of the most progressive cities of Asiatic Turkey.
Indeed, in the
by-no-means unlikely event of the Porte being forced
out of

fluctuations in receipts, the Reyak-A'leppo branch
has yielded
steadily increasing returns from the tirst.
These have increased

from $361,000

in

S2.671 per mile.

the difference

1907

As

to

S534.000

in

1911.

or

from $1,739

to

Ottoman government liad to make up
between these sums and the guarantee of $4,352
the

per mile, the gross receipts for each year since the
opening of

Switch Back Station on the Climb up the Lebanon Mountains

—
Illy. 30,
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1915.-

the line have

amounted to about $900,000. It is more than likely
two will see the average receipts per mile

that the next year or

pass those of the guarantee, putting an end thenceforth to the
necessity of the fulfillment of that obligation by the overburdened

Ottoman government.
second and third-class passengers are carried on all lines
Fares vary somewhat according to the
nature of the country traversed, those over the rack divisions
of the Lebanon mountains being the highest. Roughly speaking,
they are about the equivalent of Sj4 cents per mile, first class:
3-}j cents per mile, second class, and I'/z cents per mile, third
First,

Syrian system.

of the

F'irst class

class.

compartment

passengers are carried in roomy side-entrance
which can be made very comfortable

cars,

on the night runs.

for sleeping

are less spacious than the
are

first,

The second class compartments
and generally more crowded, but

considerably used by Europeans.

als(j

The

third-class pas-

packed closely into corridor cars provided with
wooden benches and baggage racks, and, as on most other lines

sengers

are

of the East, furnish the principal source of revenue.

The locomotives and

rolling stock nt the Syrian railways are

A
modern

in

design and well maintained.

Belgian and
terials

and

supplier.

is

French, Swiss, (ierman.

some

of the

also true of the other equipment,

The

rails are of

ma-

nelgian manufacture, that

America's most seri nis competitor at many
Neither the United States nor England has supplied rollinu st.ick, niachiiury or materials of any description.

country

points in

provin«
.\si;i.

*

In

cnmparison with the

*

linely

Turkey, a thoroughly up-to-date road was begun.
There was trouble with his Moslem subordinates, trouble about
tinances and trouble with the nomad tribes along the route but
with the same energj- and devotion to the task in hand that had
characterized his work in opening up Asia Minor, the resolute
German stuck to his task and ultimately completed the 800 miles
He was ready to carry
of line between Damascus and Medina.
it on over the additional 250 mile? to Mecca, but the opposition
of the desert tribes
who saw in the railway an end of the tribute
they had been accustomed to levy upon the pilgrim caravans
discouraged the Ottoman government, and the work was stopped.
The construction of a branch running westerly from the main
line to the sea of Galilee and the port of Haifa on the Mediterranean, completed the Hedjaz system as it exists to-day.
Five years or more ago Meissner Pasha turned over to the
Turkish government a railway which with the exception of
two or three lines in India was as well constructed as any in
-\sia.
Thanks to the half decade of Ottoman management, the
Hedjaz Railway now could not be more fittingly described than
in the expression above quoted
"the worst run and the worst
building in

;

—

—

—

—

Portion of the Rack Section in the Lebanon

.\usirian concerns have each furnished

locomotives, and this

201

»

maintained, up-to-date railway

system of Syria, the two lines of Palestine make but a sorry
showiiiR.
The more prominent of the latter is the much tnlkcil
of Ile<ljaz or "pilgrim" line, which is commonly cbaracterired
as "the worst run and the worst run-ilown railway in the worlil."
This line, which starts at Datnasciis. was begun with the idea
of being extended all the way to Mecca and of transporting the
Kreat ainiiial Hocks of the faithful which had tlierelofurc had to
reach the Holy lily by way of the Ked .Sea ami Jcdda.
The
contract fur coniiruclion was let to Germans, and under the
distinguished Mrissiier Pasha, the general manager of the Dagdad railway, who had already spent a score of years in rail\va>

Range

run-down railway in the world." Within a year or two the
Cierman,'! were entirely eliminated from the management of the
line, and shortly afterwards fr<im its technical departments.
The
inevitable result was that rolling stock and machinery were soon
ready for the scrap heap while the roadbed was scarcely a re'

sneciahle cSmel

trail.

In the matter ol replacements, the oriental

tendency to graft asserted

ment

—

itself,

in

locotnotives promptly went the

employment of foreigners
effected

in

sporadic iniprovcnicnt

most part the
verted after

line

the

is

is

Geriniin

just povsilile that

on to Mecca

way
the

of the old.

engineering

from time

to

The

occasional

department has

time,

but for the

the condition of cliaos to which

in

reginte

failure linancially goes without
It

and not half of the money ap-

Constantinople ever found its way into new eipiipwhich was probably just as well, for new machinery and

propriated

if

the

emled.

That

it

is

a

it

re-

dismal

raying.

Hedjaz railway had been carried

might have met with belter success in catering
The rmite to Mecca by way of the Red
circuitous and expensive, but the short caravan journey
it

to the pilgrim traffic.

Sea is
from Jcdda to Mecca

is

a

good deal safer and

less costly

than
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the one from Medina which must be taken if the railway
used.
At any rate, statistics covering the last five years show that over
i.s

80 per cent of the pilgrims have clung to the old route. As the
country through which the railway passes for nearly all of the
800 miles between Damascus and Medina
its

absolute desert, that

has found very little to contribute to
entirely inadequate share of the pilgrim

ill-starred venture

port beyond

is

its

sup-

traffic.

week leave Damascus for Medina throughout
the year, with numerous specials when the pilgrim movement is
at its height.
The best part of three days is consumed on the
Three

trains a

Vol,

59,

No.

5

themselves to trains that are scheduled liy .Arabic time, which
changes every day with the sun. At least the time-table is made
out according to Arabic time, and if even that were adhered to
it

would not be so bad, as the difference may usually be roughly

calculated and allowed for.

As

a matter of fact the schedule

seems to depend upon nothing but the convenience of the train
men, as the writer's own experience would indicate. On the first
occasion of his departure from Damascus over thjs line, acting
on the advice of the hotel proprietor, he went to the station an
hour' before train time

— sunrise

uv

12 by

.^rabic time

— only

to

Typical Station on the Jaffa-Jerusalem Line

800 mile journey.

A

tirst

class car

is

attached to the train, but

two or three occupants. The fare is $35, or about
4J^ cents per mile. There is no second class, and the third class
rarely has over

fare of about

2%

class of travel.

cents per mile

No

is

the highest in Asia for that

Christians use the line south of Palestine,

for should one do so he

would place himself under the suspicion
Those who have to travel over

of endeavoring to reach Mecca.

the northern sections have the annoying experience of adapting

it had, for some reason, departed half an hour earlier.
Endeavoring to profit by this experience, he allowed two hours
leeway on another occasion, and had to wait four. A third time,
as no engine could be found that was in condition to take a train
out of the station, he had to go back to the hotel and remain
another day.
Still more annoying was the experience of an
Englishman. His Hedjaz railway train had left Damascus on
time, but had lost two hours on the twelve-hour run to Haifa.

find that

Railroad and Highway Bridges Near Beirut

—
July
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There was

still

time

—

left to
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WHAT

catch his steamer, hpwever. until the

IS

on the time table
pulled up at a wayside station on the outskirts of Haifa and remained there tliree hours to fill up a couple of flat cars with cab"express"

belated

that

called

really

is

it

As

bages for next morning's market.

a

result

under French management and doing better than at any
other stage in its history. Under normal conditions a railway
between Jaffa and Jerusalem should pay handsomely, as much of
the hinterland is rich and fertile, while the tourist and pilgrim
travel to the Holy City is alone enough to support a properly
managed railway. Complications due to various troublesome
features of the concession of the Ottoman government, conspiring with the hopeless inadequacy of Jaft'a as a port in any but
the fairest weather, have been its undoing in the past and are
not unlikely to result in its complete collapse in the near future.
For days at a time in rough weather no passengers can be landed
Ottoman
at Jaffa, and the ever-imminent possibility that the
government will run a branch of the Hedjaz railway up from
Haifa to Jerusalem has thus far made it impossible to put
through any kind of a project for harbor works. The railway.
it

Bv

he missed his
This is Turkish

steamer and had to wait four days for another.
railway management.
The 54-mile railway from the port of Jaffa to Jeriisakm is
somewhat better managed than the Hedjaz railway, but that is
about all that one can say about it.
It was built a couple of
decades or more ago, and has had a checkered career imder alternate Ottoman and French management.
At the present time

THE MATTER WITH
RAILROADS ? *

THE

E. Stencer

General Manager,

Joseph & Grand Island

St.

Some

years ago the popular cry in the west was,
the matter with Kansas?"
Now, the nation-wide cry

"What is
is "What

the matter with the railroads?" There are several things the
matter with us, the most important of which perhaps is that
we are going broke. Brandeis says we are wasting a million
dollars a day, but it was reported that when offered a job as
IS

trustee

of a railroad to

is

declined

with

thanks.

show us how to save the million he
wonder what is the matter with

I

Brandeis.

While railroad earnings are at their lowest ebb for many
and while the country is full of unemployed clamoring
for work and at a time when everyone is conserving his resources and struggling to overcome adverse conditions, the
engineers are demanding an increase in pay and better working

years,

conditions, all at an increased expense to the railroads.
1
sometimes wonder what is the matter with the engineers.
The train men had a full crew- bill passed by the last legislature in Missouri which increased the number of brakemen on
a train by one and the people rejected it.
Now^ these same

men

train

are in Jefferson

City trying to

have a law passed

two and thereby doubling the number of
men required to handle the same business. I wonder

cutting the trains in
train

what

is

the matter with the trainmen.

The politician goes up and down our land demanding more
and more drastic regulation of railroads, lower rates for his
favored shippers, higher wages and shorter hours for the men
and better service for the traveling public. I wonder what is
the matter with the politician since he quit traveling on passes.
There is more delay to traffic in St. Joseph at Fifth and
F.dmond or Sixth and Edmond streets than is caused by all the

^^^f'r-M

railroads

crossing Sixth street and besides the city pays the
policemen kept on duty all hours of the day at those points
while we pay for the watchmen on Sixth street: still it has been
deemed the popular thing to clamor for viaducts and subways
and "cuss" the railroads generally. I sometimes wonder what is
traffic

'"ii

^^HIHI l^ftuc^^.cdMlfcL
Bk.

Ih
'.,

the matter with our newspapers.

To

Desert Water Tank on the Hedjaz Railway

which was not especially well aligned
felt justilied in

making

defect, nor has

it

in tlie first place,

has never

expenditure necessary to remedy

tlie

even carried

tracks

its

down

tliis

to the waterfront.

The trans-shipment of the Jerusalem freight is, therefore, laboand expensive, wliilc tlie change is also a troublesome one for
pa.sscngers.
Everything considered, and especially on account
of the great expense that would be involved in making even a
passable harbor of Jaffa, a railway from Haifa to Jerusalem
rvcn unrler Turkish management woidd prove the best solution
of the problem. H this line is ever built, and it doubtless will be

—

many

before
line

will

years,

the position of the present Jaffa-Jerusalem

be similar to that of a bridge wliicli

half-eniplied

river

bed

;ifiiT

niriin

ilu-

.irr.iin

is

spamn'ng a
has changed its
left

course.

Only two classes of pa>.>enmiN an- i.citud between Jaffa and

The

first

class fare

is

ec|uivalenl lo about 5'j cents

and the second class 2 cents. As a large number of European tourists are booked through second class, this avrangcmenl.
which throws tlicin in with (he lowest classes of Jews, .\ral)s and

a mile,

Turks, involves considerable hardship.
Several American locomotives were once purchased by this
but as this happened

line,

survive arc hardly

l>atriofic
lifilds

dilTerence to

who

the corpse

is

the

most interested

party.

I

wonder what is the matter with the public.
The Nebraska commission reduced the rates
that

Omaha

so that

we

in Nebraska so
cuts into territory previously served by St. Joseph
lose some traffic and earnings.
If we should reduce

our rates to meet the Nebraska reductions we would lose still
more revenue, which leaves us between the devil and the deep
sea through no fault of ours.
wonder what is the matter with
I

state regulation

When

the eastern roads asked

for a 5 per cent

increase the

Commerce Commission rcfii-sed it but gave them a lot
good advice. They asked for bread aii<l were given a stone.

Interstate

Jerusalem.

still

killed in Europe is now a matter of glory.
To be
an automobile is a matter of course. To be drowned
on a ship is a matter of accident, but to be killed on a railroad
is a matter of criminal negligence and as a consequence the
land is filled with lamentations and excoriations of railroad
managers. I cannot see that the manner of killing makes much

be

killed in

some years

in a

pride In the breast

their liallered rrm.iin'..

<if

the

two or three that
awaken any stirrings of

ago, the

condition to

.American tourist

who

hr-

'if

When they attempted to follow the advice both the commission
and the courts stopped them and later, when the net revenues had
fallen over 20 per cent ilu- commission granted the 5 per cent
increase.
Sometimes when a gleam of light penetrates my daze
wonder what is the matter with the Interstate Commerce ComI

mission.

The Rovermnent has
mails

at

a loss

'From an
lots.

(or

and then

iiddrcix before

some time compelled iis lo haul the
make the matter worse has added

to

the

St.

Joseph Railroad Club on

Tanuknr

18,
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the parcel post to increase the burden,

particular man, the question of understudying that

Monn

not

and now, by means of the
proposes to reduce our mail pay still further. The
upshot of the whole matter is that the government is today
robbing the railroads by underpayment for mail service and
sometimes wonder what is the
1
threatens to do still worse.
l)ill,

matter with the government.
What is the matter with the railroads ? Nothing, except that
their problems are not yet thoroughly understood.
What is the matter with railroad men? Nothing, e.^cept that

meeting changing conditions.
What is the matter with the people? Nothing, except that they
are not yet awake.

they have been

somewhat remiss

in

l)e

occur, chaos

Bv RiCH.vRD Brooker
Canadian

The operation

of a yard

controllable circumstances.

Portage

Pacific,
is

La

Prairie,

Man.

affected by controllable

The former are included

and nonin the or-

controlled and directed by the general yardmaster.
non-controllable include conditions such as the layout of the
\ard. track, and other local facilities, which, like the laws of the

ganization

The

Medes and Persians, do not change.
The human element enters into the subject of yard operation
more prominently than some might be prepared to admit. The
successful yardmaster is the man with a personality, respected
and revered by call boy and superintendent alike; providing, of
course, that practical experience is added to his personality.
Whether this experience w-as gained from an office stool in a

yard

office,

makes

little

or while

riding the

difference; the

man

footboard of a switch engine
the predominating feature.

is

one occupation more than another in which the
it is that of yardmaster; for in the operation
of a yard, constant attention to detail is of paramount importance.
"Take care of the pence and the pounds will take care of themselves," is a proverb, the truth of which is apparent even when
its terms are translated into car numbers and consist lists; for
a whole track full of through loads does not require the care in
forwarding that one bad order will. The call boy getting a crew
for a train is a mere detail; but if the call is omitted, and the
omission is not detected until the train is ready to start, the
magnitude of that detail is considerably enlarged. When comIf

there

I'iling

ting

is

things count

little

it

a

list

of cars for team tracks, with the directions for spota small thing if one car is omitted, but over

may seem

on the team track a teamster may be waiting the promised spotrun for the yard engine, are both expensive.
To maintain discipline and secure good results from the staff
requires an efficient method of handling the various grades of
men needed to operate a yard. Their education is no small matter, particularly in the rush season when the office staff has to
be augmented with green men. In large yards the general yardmaster could not be expected to attend personally to the educaend of it both the education and discipline of the office
staff should be assigned to the chief clerk, which person will, in
my opinion, when the powers that be fully recognize his worth,
tional

;

form the

chief recruiting field for the yardmasters of the future;

his training anrl

education

in

dealing with

lems, both inside and out, fitting

him

all

the various prob-

for the position far better

than the man, who though he be the best of switchman,
tiated into the most elementary duties of the office.
No educational code of rules can be written that

is

unini-

will

so

quickly and efficiently produce the desired result, as will a little
time spent m oral explanation of the work miikr discussion.

juniors appreciate their senior's consideration and can quesThese personal talks bring
tion any statement not understood.
out many things which are of benefit to pupil and tutor alike.

The

with good powers of observation, although young
in the service, can offer valuable suggestions with reference to
his particular work, which could often be adopted to the benefit

Many

a

man

of the organization of which he

portance

is

that

where certain

is

a part,

clerical

work

.\nothcr point of imis

of discipline

performed by one

fair

l-'irm,

should

man should

or

sickness

resignation

a problem materially solved by or-

is

and

treatment

considerate

and any employee not amenable

to

invariably

among

obviates friction and creates a feeling of loyalty

the staff

such treatment should not be

tolerated.

The matter of
more time

giving satisfaction to shippers takes consider-

ably
it

can

all

to

accomplish

summed up

be

in

than

one

learns

to

anticipate

the

various

to describe

does

it

sentence

— give

how

It w-ould surprise the uninitiated

service.

;

for

them good

quickly the yard

requirements.

shippers'

and conditions of men, but there are
few who cannot be influenced by a courteous and obliging manner.
Even the few who are dissatisfied should get the service,
anyway. Their money is as good to the company as the others'.
The spotting of cars at the freight house is another important
feature of the day's work. Less than car lot freight is a great
source of revenue and demands constant attention; and although
this is more the freight agent's province, and depends largely for
its success on the way he handles the merchants, still, if the yard
does not co-operate by giving him good service, the merchants
Courwill soon be transferring their patronage to other roads.
tesy often gets the business, but good service keeps it.
The regular movement of cars from the yard should be the
aim of all concerned. This is not always the easiest way by any
means, but it should be the hard and fast rule, nevertheless.
When a string of old loads are pulled from a track, the remaining cars on that track should not be buried from the forwarding
end, but should be pulled out onto the head end of the next
Only about
oldest loads, leaving the track clear for fresh cars.
five per cent of the traffic handled, comprising bad orders for
heavy repairs, loads to be transferred on account of bad order,
cars for icing, errors in billing, etc., demand careful and minute
attention. All of the foregoing need the co-operation of various
departments, which must be of an expeditious character, if any
showing is to be made.
In the making up of trains there is one point which is often
overlooked. I refer to what may be called the "purpose'' of the
train, that is to say, whether the train is to turn at some intermediate yard or go through to the next terminal. It is an easy
matter to throw sufficient cars behind an engine to make up the
right tonnage, but if there are grades en route which necessitate
a reduction, and the important loads are not marshalled, the
work of reducing makes considerable switching inevitable, on the
Shippers comprise

PERSONALITY AND EXPERIENCE

otherwise,

the result.

is

The matter
ganization,

staff

Yardmaster,

overlooked;

part of the train

crews

crew,

process

in the

sorts

all

;

who may

whereas,

if

probably be blocking other
the important loads were on

When

rear of train this time would not be lost.

a turn

is

being

filling

out other

trains en route, the important loads should be on the

head end,

liuilt

intermediate yard, to be used in

for an

so that the

first

train filling out gets them.

important factor for success or failure in the operation of
is the relation existing between the despatcher's department and the yard staff. The yard may or may not be pro-A.n

a terminal

verbially

nish

prompt with

trains ordered

information

correct

;

respecting

they

may

loads

or

may

move,

to

not furor the

despatcher may or may not give the yard a good line-up of incoming trains, including the consist of same; but it is precisely
whether they do or not that forms the difference between bad
and good working conditions. Failure to have trains ready when
ordered gives much trouble to despatchers; and the absence of
advice as to incoming trains may mean pulling the pin on work
half done.

R.\ILW.^Ys IN "British" South-W^est .\fric.\.
the restoration of the lines of communication

addition to

what may be

South-West Africa and the rebuilding or repairing

called British

of station and other depots, there

narrow-gage

— In
in

line to be

.African gage.

is

a considerable length of

converted to the 3

The Engineer.

ft.

6

in.

standard South

July
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OBSERVATIONS ON FILING CORRESPONDENCE
By
Secretary

Chairman,

to

Southern

Pacific

Company

em-

who

are

especially those

liles,

with the results obtained from their present system.
They apply to the use of the Williams Classification, or decimal
system of filing, the adoption of which by all railroads has
dissatisfied

been urged for some years by its authors.* They also embrace
a few important features of filing under any system.
I make
these observations after having installed the decimal system in
the

operating

chief

office

Union

the

of

and Southern

Pacific

Pacific systems, and after having watched its operation for more
than a year until the unmerging of those two systems. During
that time, and with the Southern Pacific files since then, the

proved very satisfactory.
Unlike our past filing
it is used the more efficient it becomes.
I do not undertake to describe the decimal system, or to dwell
on its advantages, for to do this would take much space and
would be to repeat what has already been published in these
system

has

systems, the longer

columns.

my judgment

only offer

I

good, workable system, correct
usefulness to an office

it,

to wit,

that

it

is

a

and of the greatest
having a large volume of correspondence

on a great many subjects.

in principle,

furthermore,

believe,

I

from

classification, or a selection

following

of

it

that

this

and

of the subjects needed,

general plan, will prove satisfactory in a smaller

its

office.

The

department may be determined by
own office, to the following query:
What should be the proportion of time spent in hunting things
to that spent in filing them?
Much time spent in hunting leaves
correspondingly less time for filing, and hasty filing causes
much time to be spent in hunting. Conversely, careful filing insures quick finding, and quick finding leaves the maximum time
for careful filing.
The proportion of time spent in hunting files
or papers indicates the degree of mastery of the file room work.
efficiency

of a

The simplicity of alphabetically arranging these files
commends itself; yet in many offices each of such files is assigned a serial number and laboriously indexed. The Williams
name.

are offered to fellow railroad

ployees interested in their office

filing

Classification provides for the

him ascertain what this
proportion is; then let him determine what it should be and
give orders accordingly, and whatever is needed to accomplish
the improvement will promptly develop, whether it be a better
If one's file service is unsatisfactory, let

the

If

adoption

of

decimal

the

should be well understood before

one experienced

possible,

If

in

system

its

is

running.

If a

change

is

made

else.

contemplated,

installation

its

is

it

undertaken.

use and fairly familiar with

business should be assigned to install

office

the

something

clerk, clerical assistance, or

file

of filing systems,

it

it

and get

is

inadvisable

it

under the new system, however good
It is best to set a date, after which all correspondthat system.
ence will go under the new system, and prior to which it will
Each active file should bear reference
be under the old systeni.
to the old number under which previous correspondence is lilcd,
and (o the new number under which subsequent correspondence
will be found.
Individual files or parts thereof can be brought
to re-index

all

old

files

up from the old system and placed under the new, from time
time,

if

to

desired.

In the V\illiams Classification,

which

predesigned to accom-

is

is sometimes dillicult
which of two or more places a coininuiiii ,ition
should lie filed.
This is rarely the faidt of the classilication,
when understood, each place having its use. At such perplexing points a file clerk will find it advantageous to record his
decision, or ruling, for his future guidance and that of future

mcidate correspnndcncc on any subject,
decide

to

tile

it

in

clerks.

In

an

im[)ortant

loiisc-Ieaf binder will

make

it

office

this

is

very desirable.

A

possible to keep tluv-e rulings and

ndinKS on special files, in nmnerical order, aiul will prove
handy and invaluable auxiliary to the jiriiitcd classification

iitlicr

a

index b(;ok.

•W.
llflnnn,

II.
<

Willi,im'<.

h:iiriiiaii

rtf

vicr-|itr'.utcnl.

comniiltrr

<in

Priniv.irc

\

IIuiKimi.

hinuHinu curtc^iippHlpncr,

and

John

I.,

Pennvylvnnia

which

the alphabet,

is

one of

most advantageous
best

its

features.

utilization of
-

A large office that experiences much difficulty from letters
being misplaced or lost, will find a remedy in recording important incoming communications. This helps to locate papers
and

quickly,

allocate

to

The time necessary to
and when a com-

responsibility.

record a single communication

munication is missing it
record indicating whether

negligible,

is

and gratifying to have a
was received and where it ought
to be.
These statements are based on experience. A simple
record sheet can be devised for this purpose, and the clerical
work made very slight. These sheets preserved form a fair
helpful

is

it

chronological record of

all important incoming letters.
important subject, or a subject having much correspondence, may profitably be kept in two sections, one for the papers
having enduring or permanent value, such as standing instruc-

An

tions or rulings, the other for papers having a

The former

only.

temporary value

usually are in the minority, though their im-

the latter are the more numerous, or
former may be termed the "standing file,"
the latter the "running file" of the same subject.
Under the
decimal system the latter are readily kept separate by adding
the figures "dash nine" to the file number.

portance is
voluminous.

one's answer, applied to his

system, a better

that the alphabet be utilized to the fullest

filing system.
More than half of the
of the average railroad office can be identified by proper

files

The following observations

recommended

is

extent possible, in any

Andrews

T.

C.

It

205

The

greatest;

The

rule that only a single subject should be included in

communication

generally recognized and adhered

is

to,

a

but the

sometimes lapse from it.
Again, unavoidably
correspondence will sometimes embrace two or more related phases of a subject for which the file clerk maintains
separate files, or one subject will grow out of another.
The

best-intentioned
the

must be

clerk

file

spondence into

its

alert to

revert or divert the flow of corre-

proper channel

also to

(file),

make necessary

cross-references, extracts, or extra copies for other

In
files

preceding paragraph

the

and

for related phases of a subject,

observation
is

reference

more

may

be

made

is

made

that as a general thing a unified

dent, therefore, to maintain a unified

when

separate

in this connection the

satisfactory than a minutely subdivided

subdividing only

files.

to

file

file.

It

is

file

pru-

wherever practicable,
is developed by

the expediency thereof

And this leads to another observation, that some
kept separate for convenience while active may well be con-

experience.
files

file when transferred to storage.
The
storage section, containing old matter unfamiliar to succeeding

solidated into a unified

new

file

clerks,

A word

should he as uncomplicated as

of caution

may

here be offered to

file

possible.
clerks, not to

over-esteem system, nor to become over-dependent on it. There
is a temptation to over-enthusiasm for system, which may cause
one to serve if, more than employ it as a facility.
Furthermore, long-continued working under specific and definite rules

on such predesigned specifications, a
a dependence
machine-like process of thinking and action, which becomes injurious because it displaces intuition and renders one less able
induces

to

comprehend new

situations

should beware of these

and

act

therein

promptly.

.\ll

pitfalls.

to be observed that for every

employee there is
having a smoothrunning filing department. Confusion, impatience and friction
are obviated, time is conserved, and work is facilitated and
ina<lc pleasurable.
What is perhaps not yot fully recogni/ed,
is that every user of the files cinilril'iitcs in some measure to
the tjood or bad working of the filing system.
To secure best
results, all users of the files should get acquainted somewhat
with their filing system, be interested in it. and co-operate
with the file clerk in the little wa\ s Ihey can without inconFinally,

it

is

a satisfaction,

amounting nearly

\cnienre lo ihcmscKc's.

to

pride,

in

:
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OPERATIONS
By

F. L.

Hutchins

of questions as

them, for
(1) Securing complete and accurate knowledge of facts.
(3)
analysis of facts to develop the best plan of action.

taking;

An

(2)

The

any under-

to adequately control

Four functions are required

introduction and maintenance of a plan.

to assure the correct performance of

Knowledge of

facts

all

(4)

Supervision

details of the plan.

must be adequate, not only

at the inception

Facts
of the enterprise, but continuously during its progress.
it is upon the experience of the
are derived from experience
;

race from the very beginning of existence that

many

of the facts

of the present day depend, but those facts must be supplemented
facts

can come only through perfect

records of experiences; as the records of the past are true so
the knowledge derived from them true; only as present records
are exact is the present knowledge exact. As past experiences
is

have been truly recorded, preserved, and available to the present
as present records are
is its knowledge correct
made complete and true, so is present knowledge complete and
generation, so

Hence

scientific

;

it

method of making records demands

that the

is

determination;

this

requirement

lies at

the base of the

science of statistics; in fact, that which often passes for statistics
the tabulation of many figures, the comparison of averages, the

—

setting of aggregates side by

side— is not

statistics in

any sense,

for it is only wlien the original records have been derived through
a scientific method that the results can be statistical truths.
To be etficient and successful the inception and conduct of any

enterprise

must be governed by accurate records; a beginning
the facts aflfecting the enterprise

should never be made until all
are understood and the probable outcome anticipated. This must
be supplemented by accurate records of daily performance if it
to be adequately controlled.

is

science of statistics has evolved the laws through which
accurate records may be obtained, the principal of which are:

The

(a) A rigidly exact definition of the facts to be recorded; (b)
preparation of a blank upon which the record is to be made;
(c) selection of unbiased and careful enumerators to make the
record; (d) segregation of the function of sorting, tabulating
and aggregating from that of making the records; (e) the use
their
of experts for the analysis of aggregates and extraction of

meanings so that correct knowledge may be had.
In the matter of their records the railroads violate each and
every one of these principal laws. A scientific statistical method
requires that before the fundamental laws can be complied with
there must be a comprehensive plan which includes all of them.
the selection of an expert

In the case of railroads it demands
statistician to have charge, from the making

up

I'f

the original record

to the final analysis.

first

of a record bureau may be outlined as follow.s
place there must be exact definitions made for each

to be recorded so that the aggregate of any record
accumulated instances of th.- same identical fact, uncontaminater' Ijy the admixture of any element not contained
be
within the basic definition; by this means the aggregate will
entities
single
other
with
compared
a single entity, which may be
from
establish their relationship and evolve correct conceptions
fact that

is

will be the

to

efficient control.

which alone can come
Following the fixing of definitions comes the preparation of
This is no
the blank upon which the fact is to be recorded.
to be when persons of
sin-.plc matter, as it is too often assumed
for
no experience, or training, are allowed to create blank forms
should be a slip, or card, Restricted to the
its spaces should be arranged to make
cases it is possible to so arrange
many
in
ease
and
accuracy
for
erroneous entry obvious
the spaces upun the blank as to make any
be as simple as is
should
entries
required
The
inspection.
reports.

In

form

it

single fact to be rcc(5rded

;

upon

is.

a

5

that every fact requires all of

be that only one will yield

the required in-

formation.
5.

Where
Number?

9.

Quality.'

:-

1.

.'.

6.
10.

VVhen?
Rate?
Ves?

3.

7.
1

I.

Who?

What?

4.

Amouut?

Kind?

8.

Xo:'

Assurance that a record is made of every occurrence of the
may be had by so arranging the records as to have subordinate ones that must agree in aggregate with a principal one
of which they form the parts.
It is obvious that the combined totals of the subordinate facts
must agree with the total of the principal fact if the records are
fact

To

obtain

the

most perfect

results

name,

figure, or

symbd;

it

will be

found ad-

the

bureau must

record

arrange to have the record pass out of the hands of the recorder,
as soon as made, into the hands of persons specially selected by
the bureau and subject to its supervision, to be sorted, sumThese persons should be taught the
marized and tabulated.
necessity of absolute accuracy in their work
to eliminate all
prejudice, and to carefully scrutinize the original records for
;

and

faults

errors.

The bureau should provide a tabulation sheet for each fact
so arranged as to make the totals of the several columns selfproving; it should see to it that the tabulation be made as near
the source of records as the situation will permit, but in no case

beyond the

limit of the division authority.

Tabulations should

be totaled daily and from these totals there should be daily state-

ments placed before the division
of efficiency attained, with

all

officials

instances

showing the percentage

much above

the average.

which increase the efficiency percentage, and all those instances
below the average, which decrease it.
Such knowledge liberates control from all estimates, biased
information, fallacious personal observation and prejudice; it
furnishes an accurate basis for adequate control

;

it

points out

which require study and remedial applications, by
which waste? will be lessened and more efficient operation sethe

places

cured.

Duplicate copies of the tabulations going to the record bureau
'vill be consolidated into aggregates for the whole

headquarters

system from which the higher officials may obtain exact knowledge of the situation, not at the end of a month or two, but
from day to day as they may have the need.
Analysis and comparison of the various aggregates from each
of the divisions will enable the supervisor of records to deduce
the best method of operation, and with this information the

may

executive

require such observance as will raise the efficiency

of the system as a whole.
Finally from correlation, comparison

weak

and analysis the

statisti-

places, the possible pre-

with such
vention of wastes and improvements in methods
guidance the authorities can have experts study the operation
on the ground .\nd determine the best course of action in each
;

case.

the .'-hortest distance between two pomts.
method makes the shortest path from the
its aggregate for the entire system, it makes

.^s a straight line

and as the

i-;

scientific

original record to

smallest

for

the

less

than that

expense— an expense

now

that

will

be very

much

entailed by the circuitous, duplicated, unco-

ordinated and misleading reports of the present day.
Having all tlie facts it is a comparatively simple matter tu
the
adequately control the details of operation, to eliminate

thumb" method,

"rule of

to obviate the necessity of that

most

that defifallacious method, personal observation, and to exercise
function of the governnite control, by the record, which is the

ing head.

;

possible; that

shown below, not

may

it

cian will be able to point out the

The method
In the

Xo.

correct.

by ever-new facts.
Perfect knowledge of

true.

59,

\antageous in many cases to use a card carrying numbers and
symbols which can be punched out to convey the information.
The record as to any fact may be fully comprised within a list

CONTROL OF RAILROAD

EFFICIENT

Vol.

Common
another
facts

common sense is but
is the wisest dictator, and
of
for that r.irest of things, complete knowledge

sense

name

and their relationships.

July
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DOOR FOR PASSENGER

EXTENSIBLE TRAP

its

attached to the top plate bracket F.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has built high station platforms at
New York terminal, at Manhattan Transfer, Rahvvay and

to the fact that

it

conditions at stations and a difficulty has arisen in connection with the adoption of the high platform where it is built
on a curve, owing to the gap between the end of the car and

to the

With a view to overcoming this difficulty the Pennsylvania
has equipped for trial a steel vestibule car with an extensible
trap door patented by Elwood H. Sickels, 213 Woodside avenue, Narberth, Pa., which is designed to bridge the gap between
The operation of this device
the car and the station platform.
is

is

extended,

H

down when

against the vestibule door

the platform.

the trap

is

Xorth Philadelphia, and has similar platforms under construction
It
at Wilkinsburg and Johnstown on its Pittsburgh division.
is often impossible to build tangent platforms, owing to the physical

When

supported at one side on lug F', and
at the opposite side on the usual angle iron ledge, the extended
portion is prevented from deflecting when a passenger steps on
of the usual type are used to hold
it.
Spring catches G and

owing

CARS
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the trap door

the door

when

it

is
is

closed and to hold

it

up

raised for the use of the

steps.

consists of a bell crank lever / attached
bottom of the vestibule door, the connecting rod K and
the cam L which slides on the square shaft .1/. The rod shown
is attached to the end of a lever which turns the square
at
The upper end of this rod extends through a slot in the
shaft.
end of the car and is provided with a knob by means of which
shown by the dot and dash
it may be raised to the position
centerline, or returned from that position to its normal position
In the latter position the cam /. on
as shown in the drawing.

The operating device

When the trap is down the opening
door causes the sHding portion to extend be-

practically automatic.

of the

vestibule

Trap Extended

ill

a

High Platlorm
Details of Sickels Trap

yond the
n)al

side of the car

poMtion.

W'lien

rlosiuK

;

trap

tin-

is

door returns

llie

In be

r.iised

for the use of the

step, or when tlic brakeniaii opens tin- dour while tlie train is
To i)n)vide for this
niovinn the trap should not he extended.
feature a small haliille is set Hush in the end nl the car body,
by means i«l which the eonneclinn between the iloor and the

trap extension

may

The extension

outward appearance

in

hke

is

dinary trap, and consists of a rubber covered top plale
extensible portion H. which

and acts as
on the rml

a support for the top plale.
('

so that they act toKelher

for the use of the step.

The

the proper tension.

supported by Wrackel

/;'.

liiuKe roil

The
which

/

The two parts are
when the trap is

dates the Hat springs which are adjusted
tain

.

ihi-

or-

and an

built in tlic familiar panel pattern

is

is

hinKe<l

raised

hollow and accoinmo-

at

the bracket

exteu'ible pnrlinn
-.lides

square shaft engages a taper lug on bracket E. throu.iih
which the trap extension is moved by lever .' and connecting
rod K when the door is opened. When the knob .V is in its upper
position the cam is disengaged from the bracket on tlic extension
and opening the iloor lias no elVect upon the trap. The cam is
the

when released its front linger is alprevent the trap from being extended independently, thus making it impossible for the trap to be out
when the door is closed. The trap is so arranged that it is imso designed, however, that

be disengaKed.

trap

Door Extension

to its nor-

it

on the

cil

hiiiKe rod

H

llie

to ob-

trap

!•>

ami luK /"

ways

in

position

possible to raise

to

it

when extended, due

between

to inlerference

the corner of the extension and the hinge bracket D.

The

trap

extension to take care of the gap at
tin lighter curves
plat forms built on curves as sharp as (> deg.
the extension may slightly overlap the platlorm. the latter, of
is

designed with a

uiiiloriii

course, being kept a small step below the tioor of the car.

Owing
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due

into the position

has been found impossible to

maximum, while

to the varying height of car floors above the top of the
to differences in

springs,

etc.,

it

rail,

maintain the car floor level with the station platform.
It is unnecessary to provide extra trainmen to attend to the
operation of this trip, as with the small hand lever set in proper
position, the opening of the vestibule door, whether accomplished

by the trainman or passenger, will cause the trap to extend.
Owing to the fact that the top plate does not slide, it is impossible for passengers to be

Vol.

shortening
that

the

of

the

combined

constant in
the

shown

the effect of

3,

effect

The

CX.

distance

positions.

all

Fig.

in

the effect of the spring

of

Ample

weight

its

are

parts

latitude

No. 5

is

a

decreased due to the

two factors

these

two extreme positions shown

is

59.

is

designed

so

practically

is

provided between

to take care of belt stretch

and

the varying location of the axle due to the curving of the truck.

The spring

is

assembled on a carrier under tension.

A

thrown by the extension.

simple means of lining the generator with the car axle is
provided. .The hole for the supporting bar in the lug B is slotte-

CAR LIGHTING GENERATOR WITH UNDERFRAME SUSPENSION
An

car lighting equipment has recently been brought
which the generator is suspended from the underframe of
The deep center sill genthe car instead of from the truck.
erally used on all-steel and steel underframe equipment has
limited the space available for applying the generator to such

out

electric

in

an extent that

it

is

difficult

to obtain the proper clearances

for

and the driving belt with truck suspension.
The general appearance of the generator and its suspension
and the method of attaching it to the underframe is shown in
the generator

Fig.

The

1.

successful operation of this tyiie of suspension de-

Fig.

2— Generator Position When

the' position

locked by

The

Spring Effect

Is

a

Maximum

of the bar in thej^tot .being readily adjusted and

means

of a bolt

and jock

nuts.

with this .equipment
have made possible the use of a type of belt fastened, which
operates properly on smalj" pulleys.
A small /arm^tfir'e -pulley
has therefore been used ajja a ratio higher thaii usual .obtained
between the axle pulley anjclj'»fhe armature pulley. -.Tffetincreased
speed of the generator thus produced has made possibievthe design of a generator of l^hter weight. This saving togethi'r ,with
the reduction of the weight of the suspension itself has resulted
in a total reduction for .-this type of equipment of nearly 9(J0 lb.,
and the truck has been euLirely rtlie\ ea of, the unsprung an'd
unbalanced weight usually suspended from oiie end of its frame.
The underframe suspension has made possible a considerable

Fig.

1

— Generator

and

Its

Suspension Attached

to

increased

belt

clearances obtained

Coach

Underframe
pends on the ability to maintain a uniform belt tension through
the comparatively wide range of adjustment necessary to take
care of the curving- of the truck.

The method

of securing uni-

understood by referring to Figs. 2
an<l 3.
Cast on the generator frame are two carrying lugs A,
which are pivoted to supporting lugs B on the suspension castOne end of
ing by a bar, the end of which is shown at C.
ihe tension spring is secured to a bracket E on the suspension
casting, while the other end engages with the lug I) on the

form

belt

tension

generator frame.

be

will

The

tension of the belt

is

the result of

two

varying factors, one of which is the horizontal component of
the weight of the generator, and the other the tension of the
spring.
When the generator is hanging as shown in F'ig. 2
with its center of gravity directly under the supporting bar C,
the weight of the generator has
belt,

the

no

effect

but the tension of the spring has
lever

arm CA'

is

.greatest.

When

on the tension of the

its

the

greatest effect, since

generator

is

swung

Fig.

3

— Position

of

the Generator

When Weight Effect

Is

a

Maximum

increase in the clearance between the generator and the track,

and the moving parts of the suspension are still further removed
from the track by being placed above the generator. The effect
of snow and ice in severe weather conditions is therefore conThe suspension of the generator from the
siderably reduced.
car body also produces more favorable conditions with regard to
wear since the moving parts, both of the generator and the susThis
pension, receive the full benelit of the truck springs.
equipment is manufactured by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company,

2 Rector street,

Xew

York.

General News Department
Tlie Erie has announced that surplus strips of right of way adjacent to the tracks between Chicago and Marion, Ohio, are to
be leased to farmers.

Governor Henderson of Alabama has vetoed the anti-tipping
passed by the state legislature on the ground that he did
not believe the law could be enforced and that its constitutionality was doubtful.
bill

The Grand Trunk Pacihc now uses oil-burning locomotives
exclusively on passenger trains throughout the line from Jasper
This is the main line on the mounto Prince Rupert, 719 miles.
tain section, and passes through some of the finest scenery in
the Canadian Rockies.

A

demonstration of the Gollos automatic train control sys-

tem will be held on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy between
Sugar Grove and Big Rock, 111., about 40 miles from Chicago, on
August 3 and 4. The installation is to be given exhaustive tests,
beginnig this week, under the observation of inspectors of the
division of safety of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

All of the fast westbound Lehigh Valley freight trains out of
Xew York and Philadelphia during June arrived on time at terminals. Deliveries of this fast freight at Buffalo and Suspension

made to the Lake Shore, the Wabash, the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, the Michigan Central, the Grand
Trunk, and the Pere Marquette were made on or before schedule
time c\ ery day in June.
Bridge, which are

The demurrage bureaus at Chicago, Milwaukee, Peoria,
Minneapolis, Duluth and Kulte have been abolished, effective on
July 31, and their work will be taken over by the individual
roads.
The bureaus at Kansas City, St. Louis and Denver
arc to be continued for a time, although some of the lines have
withdrawn as members. The bureaus in the territory east of
Chicago and north of the Ohio river were abolished in 1910.
In the news item headed "Southern Railway's Accident Record" in the Railicay .Igc Gazette of July 23 it was said that the
Southern Railway had carried "16,500" passengers in the year
ended June 30 with no passenger killed in a train accident.
This should have l)een, of course, 16,500,000, the point being
that this company, operating over 7,000 miles of railroad, had not
a single passenger killed in a train accident during the past year.
In connection with double track

work

in Virginia

and North

Caiolina during the past fiscal year the Southern Railway has
eliminated 54 out of 73 grade crossings. By the building of un<lerpasscs 20 were eliminated, by overhead bridges 19, and by
changing the direction of public highways 15. The 19 which
remain arc so located as to make iheir elimination physically
impossible or they involve prohibitive damages to abutting
property.

which was sent frmn I'hibidclphia in the
made the journey in a car specially
The
designed ami eqMipi>ed for it by the Pennsylvania Railroad.
'I

he

Liberty

San Prancisco

bell,

gondola tar on which the bell rests was
springs, and
ilesiKUeil
festooned with

e<|uippccl

electric

with speciall)
lights

which

1

tn

the New York & New Haven July 18, 1W», as lireman. At
lime the road operated 73 miles and owned 31 engines.

The Pennsylvania
in

J.,

on July

New

Hamilton & Dayton is to pay pensions to emAccording to the regulations, announced by General Manager J. M. Davis, with the approval of the receivers, employees
who have completed 50 years' service will be retired and will
receive 1 per cent of their average salary or pay during the 10

The

Cincinnati,

ployees.

years preceding retirement for each year of service that is to
say, 50 per cent of their average income during the last 10 years.
Leave of absence, unattended by other emploj'ment, or dismissal
followed bj' reinstatement within one year, will not be taken
into consideration on the personal records, nor will furloughs on
account of compulsory reduction of forces be counted as a break
in the continuity of service for computing a pension record.
;

A

awarded by Major Robert U. PatterMedical Corps, payable from the
William Howard Taft fund, to James Haley, a brakeman on the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, for first aid work liy railroad
employees.
The second prize $25 was awarded to Clarence
prize of $50 has been

son, of the L'nitcd States

Army

— —

Widner, a conductor on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.
Brakeman Haley was on a train w-hcn he noticed some boys
ijlaying with a little express cart on a high bank, and as the train
passed, the cart rolled down the bank and threw one of the
lioys under the train, crushing his leg.
Haley made a tourniquet
from a woman's apron string and a stone and so prevented the
boy from bleeding to death. Conductor Widner applied first aid
to a cook in a dining car, whose check had been cut through by
a can exploding, and |)rcvented the man from bleeding to death.

J.

Car Service Rules Amended
Secretary

W.

aimonnces the adoption by the .\merican
Railway .Association by large majorities of the amendments to
the per diem and car service rules proposed at the meeting of
the association last May. Per diem rule 14 is amended so that a
road failing to receive empty cars promptly from a connecting
line shall be responsible for double the per diem on such cars
after the first day for which reclaim is made.
Car service rule 5 is amended so as to require the delivery,
with every car, except cars of private ownership, of a continuous
home route card or substitute. .\ car need not be considered as
delivered l>y a connection unless accompanied by the card.
F. .Allen

fast

freight

train

that

that

was no truth
was derailed near

Kailroa<l aiuuninees that there

the report that the

Five'Vears of Safety

First

on the North Western

chairman of the Central Safety Committee of
the Chicago & North Western, has issued a bulletin giving figures showing the results of the safety first movement on this
R. C. Richards,

toad during the past

ilhinnnated the belt at night.

Phillips, runni r nf the bankers' express from New
.\ew York, lias completed fifty years in the continuous
service of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. As the ranking of cngincnien he was the recipient of congratulatory messages from ofiicers and fellow employes.
He was born in l.S4(>
in Westport, Conn., and served in the ISlli Connecticut Volunteers through tile civil war.
Mr. Phillips entered the employ of

Kilr\

Haven

of the

exhibition,

car was altaciied to a s])eciul train, carrying the escorting city
and slate ol'ticcrs, which was in charge of the Pennsylvania Kailriiail's re|)resenlali\es through r.t lb'.' entire journey.
The steel

brilliantly

25, was loaded with war munitions.
Y'ork daily papers published an account w'hich
said that the train contained explosives and that an officer or
employcer of the road had said that it was only a miracle that
the Atlantic Coast Line express, consisting of 11 cars, had escaped destruction, since it had passed the freight train but a
moment before the wreck. The company says that as a matter
of fact there was no car loaded with explosives of any kind, or
even with highly inflammable material, and that the car on
which the broken axle occurred was loaded with flour.

Metuchen, N.

Many

years, since the organization of the
the fiscal year etuled June 30, P'lO, the
niuuber of employees killed was 107, and the number injured
was 8,629. In the live years cn<led with June 30. 1915, since the
safety first committees were organized, the number of killed

safety connnittecs.

five

l-"or

has been respect ivelv. 90,
injured.
.•\s

7,135.

S.'X)".'

compared with

five

ending June 30. 1910.
number of employees

and 3(i. and the number of
and 5,203.
years on the same basis as the year

70.

(),412,

69.

(i3

5.912

represents a reduction of 207 in the
a decrease of 38.7 per cent
a reduction of 12.57(1 in the number of employees injured, a decrease
of 29.1 per cent; a decrease of 3 iu the number of passengers
kdled. or 5.4 per cent of l.C'l in the number of passengers inthis

killed,

;

;

"

;

:
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jured, or 23'A per cent; of 216 in other persons killed, or 18.4
per cent, and 252 in other persons injured, or 8.3 per cent. There
was an increase of 5 in the number of car repairers Uilled of
;

769 in the number of car repairers injured, and of 6 in the numThis represents a total
ber of unclassified employees injured.
decrease of 426 in the number of persons killed, or 24.1 per cent,
and of 13,919 in the number of persons injured, or 27.4 per cent.
All injuries to employees are counted where the injured person
No passenger was killed in a
lost more than one day's time.
train accident on this road during the last two years, during
which time approximately 66.000.000 passengers were transported.
The mileage of road on June 30, 1910, was 7.953, and on June
Mr. Richards says in the bulletin: "If we
30, 1915, was 8.423.
could operate the railroad for two months in the last fiscal
year as we did in April and June, without an employee being
killed, why cannot we do it for si.x months this fiscal year?"

Department

of Public Policy

and Relations

of the Associated Railroads of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, which consists of R. L. O'Donnel, general superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, chairman
the PennsylJ. B. Fisher, superintendent New York division of

The executive Committee

C. H. Ewing, general superintendent of the
Reading: F. Hartenstein, assistant to general
manager of the Lehigh ^'alley, and P. C. Allen, division superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio, conducting the campaign
against the full-crew laws, recommends a permanent "department
of public policy and relations."

vania Railroad
Philadelphia &

\'oL. 59,

No.

5

and similar supporting organizations on the railroads interested.
The details will, of course, have to be worked out later.
".\s an indication of the necessity for action along the lines
suggested, your committee desires to call attention to the recent
creation by the four brotherhood organizations, comprising employees in the train service, of a committee known as the Joint
National Legislative Board, to represent the organizations in
legislative matters and similar local committees are being formed
at many points.
It is, therefore, not only fair, but essential,
that the railroads should likewise organize, only on broader and
;

more comprehensive lines.
'The railroads, in addition, sliould do everything consistent
and proper to foster more friendly and intimate relations with
business interests in the territory through which they operate by
broadening their many business connections, and by giving
greater attention to matters of local interest. They should also
keep their local representatives and officers in more intimate touch
with their security holders residing in local territory.
"In making the foregoing recommendations, your committee
not unmindful of the efforts made in the past to handle matters such as we suggest be handled in the future by the proposed
Department of Public Policy and Relations."
is

;

The committee's

report contains the following

"In the judgment of your executive committee, the results of
campaign prove conclusively that the railroads should take
active measures to identify themselves, in a proper manner, with
They should not become active in
matters of public interest.
political affairs, but they should organize to protect themselves
against the enactment of vicious legislation and, at the same time,
lend their aid and influence in the passage of proper laws. This
will protect not only the railroads but the public as well, who
this

sufifer

;

from the

financial

burdens imposed by ill-advised

legis-

lation.

Meeting on Plans

The committee

to

Minimize Empty Car Movement

of twenty-five appointed

tions of the country, in accordance with a resolution adopted at
the meeting in New York on May 19, to meet with the Committee

on Relations Between Railroads and the E.xecutive Committee
of the Alaster Car Builders' .Association and "develop some workable plan to minimize the movement of empty cars in good and
bad order," held its first meeting at Chicago on July 26. The
committee received and discussed a large number of suggestions
which have been made to accomplish the purpose for which the
committee was appointed, including, it is understood, several of
the plans which are now in eft'ect on different roads and whicli
have been described from time to time in the Railway Age
Gazette; and adjourned to meet again at the call of the chair

"The foundation for a move of this kind lias now been laid.
The conviction is strong that our recent campaign went far

for further consideration of the subject.

towards establishing a firm and proper understanding between
the railroads, their great body of employees and the public. The
Their association is so
interests of all are closely inter-related.
intimate that there are no hard and fast dividing lines. The public has not always realized this, and possibly railroad officers
have not appreciated it as they should. The opportunity for correcting this condition is now presented. The people have demon-

portation

strated that, wdien properly informed, tliey will support the railroads when their cause is just. They are awakening to the fact
that vicious legislation enacted against railroads reacts

on them-

by the president of

American Railway Association, consisting of 15 transportation officers and 10 mechanical oflicers, representing various secthe

The committee

as appointed, includes the following 15 trans-

Hatton, general superintendent of car
Charles Ware, general manager. L'nion
Pacific
\V. B. Storey, vice-president, Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe H. E. Byram, vice-president, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
A. C. Ridgway, chief operating officer, Chicago. Rock Island &
Pacific
J. T. King, general superintendent of transportation.
A. J. Stone, vice-president. Erie
Atlantic Coast Line
J. .\.
Middleton, vice-president, Lehigh Valley W. C. Kendall, superintendent car service, Boston & Maine; J. A. Somerville. superintendent of transportation, Missouri Pacific; G. T. Slade. first
E. E. Betts, superintendent of
vice-president, Northern Pacific
N. D. Maher. vicetransportation, Chicago & Xorth Western
A. W. Thompson, third vicepresident, Norfolk & Western
P. E. Crowley, assistant vicepresident, Baltimore & Ohio
president, New York Central .A. R. Whaley. vice-president. Xew
and the following mechanical
Y'ork, New Haven & Hartford
oflScers
H. M. Curry, mechanical superintendent. Northern
T. H. Goodnow, assistant superintendent car departPacific
ment, Chicago & North Western W. H. Lewis, superintendent
motive power, Norfolk & Western F. H. Clark, general superintendent motive power, Baltimore & Ohio G. W. Wildin. mechanical superintendent. New York, New Haven & Hartford:
D. F. Crawford, general superintendent motive power, Pennsylvania Lines West; J. J. Hennessey, master car builder, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul; James Coleman, superintendent car department. Grand Trunk; F. F. Gaines, superintendent motive
officers

Canadian

service.

:

A.

Pacific

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

selves.

should press forward for what is right and
proper. They should do this courageously and without apology,
for none is necessary. They should be equally careful not to ask
for assistance in obtaining anything to wdiich they are not fairly
They should proceed in the open and depend upon
entitled.
Fair and honest
frank publicity as their greatest protection.
dishonest
publicity
unfair and
propositions thrive through
propositions are destroyed liy publicity.

"The

railroads

—

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

"In the opinion of your committee, there should be a permanent
organization created, which could be known as the 'Department
of Public Policy and Relations,' to represent the railroads in matters of public interest and in such other respects as may be
deemed proper along the lines adopted by this committee in the
The creation of this organization should be
recent campaign.

made known
which

it

to

the public

was established

at

the

start,

and the purposes for

;

power. Central of Georgia.

specilied.

"If the formation of a general organization of this kind is
approved by the railroads interested, it will, of course be necessary to create a similar local organization on each railroad to
assist in carrying on the work outlined by tlie officer in charge
of the Department of Public Policy and Relations.

"Your committee strongly recommends that prompt action be
taken looking towards the creation of this general organization

American Association of Demurrage Officers
The semi-annual meeting of the American .\ssociatiun uf Demurrage Oflicers was held at Milwaukee, Wis., on July 21, with
16 members present. Most of the time of the meeting was spent
in

discussing a plan for a re-codification of the demurrage rules
of various explanations and interpretation of the rules

and

luLY
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It was believed that without
the provisions such a re-codification would
greatly simplifj- the rules and eliminate possibilities for mistentative set of rules was formulated at the
understandings.
meeting and a copy furnished to each member to consider in
preparation for an adjourned meeting on the same subject to
be held possibly next month.
in

the

interest of simplification.

changing

any
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The New York

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
1 he following list gives the names oj secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E, H. Harman,
Koom 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting, August
19-20, 1915,

San Francisco,

Cal.

—

Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W. 57th
York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and .\ugust, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Association
of
Chicago.
Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Foremen's
Car
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle,
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
of each month, Pittsburgh.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. WoodAnnual meeting, August 17, 1915,
worth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association op the United States
Next convenA.s-D Canada.
.\. P. Dane, R. & M.. Reading, Mass.
tion, September 14-16, 1915, Detroit. Mich.
New York Railroad Cli-b Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New Vork.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Hldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month, New
York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rolchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, HI. Regular meetings. 3d Thursday in month,

American Society of Civil Engineers.
St.,

New

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

—
—
—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings. 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongaliela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Signal .Association. C. C. Kosenljerg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City. Utah.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas City.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintf-nance of Way .Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. .-Vnnual meeting, September 14-16, 1915, Chicago.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Lake City, Utah.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

—

—

Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance Association. F. W. Edmuncls, 3868 Park .Ave.. New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal .Association.
Society op Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
Annual meeting. September, 1915.
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern & .Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursd,Ty, January. March. May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
It.
W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Uegular meetings, 2d Frirlay in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

State Public Service Commission, Second disreports that all of the principal roads have issued revised
tariffs regulating the sale and use of party tickets and fi.xing the
charges for special trains. The most important change is the reduction of the requirement as to the minimum number of fares
to be paid when special baggage cars are used, from 40 full fares
trict,

to 25 full fares.

.St.

Louis.

—

Regular
Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo. Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
Meetings with Roadmasters* and Maintenance of Way AssoN. Y.

Toledo Transportation

—

ciation.

Tbappic Club op Chicago.— W. H. Wharton. La Salli- Hotel. Chicago.
Tbapfic Club or Newark.— John J. Kaulzmanii, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
N. J.
Regular meetings, Ivt Moutlay in nicnth. except July ant!
-August. Tiic WashiuHtoii, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Tbappic Clud op riTTsnuBGii— I). L. Wells. Genl. Agt., Eric R. R.. 1924
Pillsburgh,
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver
Bldg..
Pa.
Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Tbamic ("tun op N'i'.w YoiiK. f. .\. Swope. 291 Broadway. New York.
Regular Murliiig'i, l,i»l Tuesday in month, except June. July and

—

August, Hotel Astor, New York.
Transportation Club op Df-tboit. W. R, Hurley. .Superintendent's nflice,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

Detroit.

—

Tbavp.ling Kngineebs' Asso'-iation. W. O. Thomii-on, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Annual meeting, September 7-10, I'lS, Chleaso.
Kn»t BufTalo, N. Y.
Utah SoriHTV or Knginrprs. Frank W. Moore, llll Newhmise Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in inonlh, ex
Salt Lake City. Ui-h
ccpt Tuly and August, Salt I.ake City.
Wpstrbn ('anada Railway Club.- L. Kon. Immigrali-'U .\iirnt. Grand
Trunk I'ncifir. Winnipeg. Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, ex-

—

Tune, lul/ ami .\ngus(. Winnipeg.
Kaiiwa'y Cluii.— I. W. Taylor, 1113 Knrpen Bldg., Chlcnga
Krgultu nirrlings. 3rl Tuesday in iiuuilh, except June. July nnil
August. Knrpen Bldg.. Chicago.
WnTRRN SoriRTY op F.MOiNKP.ns.— J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnnck Block.
('hirago.
Krgular nirrlings, l«l Monday in month, except January.
Kxlrn ineelings. evrepl in July and
luly and Augu^l. Cliiengo.
.\nnu«l meeting. l«l
^llg>l•l. eenerallv on nllu-r Monday evening".
VVrdm"diiv after !•! Tlmrxlay in laniinry, Chicag".
rrpt

Wfstpbn

15.

The Baltimore & Ohio with a view to bringing growers in
touch with profitable markets, has issued a booklet containing
of apple and peach growers in Maryland. Virginia and West
Virginia and of the larger dealers in the markets of New England.
New Y'ork, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh. Cleveland. ChiIn the case of
cago, Cincinnati, Louisville and St. Louis.
growers, the post office address and variety of fruit grown are
given while in the list of dealers the street address is given.

lists

;

The Chicago-St. Louis roads have served notice that they will
withdraw the $12 round-trip summer excursion rate between
Chicago and St. Louis on .\ugust 25. The rate was originally
The
published to apply from St. Louis to Chicago and return.
Business Men's League of St. Louis protested against the rate
because it took people to Chicago, while correspondingly low rates
were not made to St. Louis, .\fter a conference between the
passenger officers and representatives of the league the rate was
made effective in both directions.

Having in mind particularly the needs of women who travel
without male escorts, the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company has appointed women assistants in its city ticket
offices in Portland, Seattle. Spokane and Walla Walla.
It is expected that this innovation will be so popular that the making of
preliminary arrangements for journeys will become a pleasure,
and that women who travel will no longer have any inclination to
call on their male friends for assistance.
This new arrangement
went into eft'oct June 20. and if it meets expectatioiis it will be extended to other places on the L^nion Pacific System.

On Sunday, .Tuly 25, the Wabash established three new lines
of sleeping cars to Hot Springs. Ark.. Houston. Tex., and El Paso.
Tex., in connection with the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, the Texas & Pacific and the International & Great Northern.
The cars for Hot Springs and El Paso will be run on the "Banner
Limited," leaving Chicago at 12 :02 p. in., and the car for Houston
will run on the train leaving Chicago at 11 :55 p. m.
.\ new train
to be known as the Morning Banner Limited, was put in service
on the same day from St.. Louis to Chicago, leaving St. Louis
at 9 :01 a. m., daily, and arriving in Chicago at 4 :53 p. ni.

—

August,

This change takes effect August

Switzerland.

— The

main standard gage

lines

in

Switzerland

naturally depend mostly upon international traffic.
For a while,
although international passenger traffic fell off enormously after
the beginning of the war. so that only a very much reduced timetable was in furce, the heavy freight traffic between Italy and
Germany to some extent compensated the Gotliard. and also the
Loctschbcrg-Simplon line for the loss of passenger traffic

—

EcuADoli.
Notwithstanding the continued financial stringency
from which Ecuador is suffering, a considerable amount of new
raiUvay and other construction is being carried out. The .greater
part of the work is in the hands of .\inerican firms.
The ("iiraray
railroad, which is being built from Ainbato to the navigable
waters of the Curaray river, a tributary of the Amazon, is making good progress, and may bo completed before the t-nd of the
summer. In the meantime, so as to be in readiness for the tratVic
which is confidently expected to present itself, the contractors arc
building a large number of cars and putting together several locomotives in their own shops.
.Mrcady a small private railroad
adjoining the Curaray line at a place called Naranjito and which
is destined to bring to it consiilcrable traflic. is completed and
fully

eiitiipped.

Jlilherlo

local

transportation has

In-eii

carried

on by water: but llie advent of the railroad will now cause all
carrying to be conducted by road, and the whole district will
benelil accordingly.

:
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Complaint Dismissed

&

Alton Box Board
Paper Company i\ Illinois Terminal et al.
Opinion by the commission
The rates on straw from points on tlie Missouri, Kansas &
Texas to Alton, 111., are not found unreasonable. (35 I. C. C, 1.)
Peet Brothers Manufacturing Company z>. Illinois Central et
Opinion by the commission:
An import rate of 33 cents a 100 lb. on coconut, copra, palm
and palm-kernel oils in carloads from New Orleans to Kansas
City, Mo., is not found unreasonable or discriminatory.
(34
C.

C,

624.)

&

Echols <Sr Company et al. v. Ahnapec
Western et al.
Opinion by Coinmisisoncr Harlan:
The commission finds that the carriers have not justified proposed increased rates on cheese from producing points in the
Green Bay and Lake Winnebago sections of Wisconsin to points
It
in Arkansas, including Fort Smith, Mena and Pine Bluff.
is found, also, that the rates now in effect between the points
IV. J.

not unreasonable.

in question are

Cleveland Salt Company
Opinion by the commisison:

v.

(34

I.

C.

C,

Pennsylvania

644.)

Company

Rates from Danville, Va.

Conference Ruling

Commerce

in

of

&

St.

Paul

of the City of

et al.

this case is persuasive that the rates

relationships to the
turbed.

(34

I.

rates

to

to

other places

Milwaukee or
should

now

be

their
dis-

C. C., 581.)

Rates on Coal to

Omaha, Neb.

In re coal rales from Illinois mines
Opinion by the commission:
points.

to

Omaha, Neb., and other

The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase from $2.05 to $2.25 a net ton, in the rate on bituminous coal from points on the Southern Railway in the BelleIllinois to Omaha, Neb., and points grouped
ville district in
therewith.

(34

I.

C.

C,

623.)

North Bound Rates on Hardwood from the Southwest

Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
In Northbound Rates on Hardivood, 32 I. C. C, 521, the commission held that the carriers, with few exceptions, had justilicd
certain increased rates on hardwood from southwestern points of
production to northern destinations. Upon a reconsideration of
the case, in the light of the rcargument based thereon, and on
the record in Rates on Lumber from Southern Points, 34 I. C. C.,
the former
652, it is now held that the conclusions expressed in
708.)
proceeding shoidd not be changed. (34 I. C.

C

a

mileage basis and ices and re-ices such cars at various points
on the carriers' lines at the expense of the carriers. Inasmuch
as the furnishing of cars and the icing of cars are duties imposed upon carriers under section 1 of the act, and following the
principle laid down in conference ruling 208 (B), it is held that
passes may lawfully be issued to the officers and employees of
the car company when traveling solely for the purpose of furnishing or icing cars for shipments over carriers' own lines, bui
may not lawfully be issued to or used by the officer of the car
company when not traveling in the performance of a bona fide

al.

Milwaukee v. Chicago,
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The complainant alleges that the rates on grain and flaxseed
from certain points in Iowa, Minnesota and South Dakota to
Milwaukee, Wis., are unreasonable, and subject that place to a
disadvantage, and compares these rates to the rates from the
same points in Minneapolis. The commission notes, however,
that this comparison leaves out of consideration the rates on
these commodities from the territory of origin to other points
to which rates are made with relation to the rates to MinneIn Chicago-Duluth Grain Rates, 27
apolis and to Milwaukee.
I. C. C, 216, and in earlier reports, the commission has passed
upon the rates on grain and the relationships that should obtain
between such rates to Minneapolis and to the ports on Lakes
Superior and Michigan from the territory named, and nothing

Chamber

The commission has issued the following conference ruling;
A company owns and leases cars to railroad companies on

service for the carrier.
et

The commission finds that charges for the storage of a carload
of salt at La Grange, Ga., were not shown to have been unThe carriers do not ordinarily
reasonable or discriminatory.
impose storage charges for profit, but to prevent congestion of
their terminals. On that account storage charges of public warehouses do not afford a fair test of the reasonableness of storage
charges imposed by carriers.
(34 I. C. C, 638.)
Milwaukee

N'o. 5

City of Dani'ille, Va., et al. v. Southern Railway et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The commission finds that the general adjustment of rates
between Danville, Va., and points in the west, east and south
is not unreasonable or discriminatory, but in view of readjustments in rates from the west to points in North Carolina and in
South Carolina, and the establishment to such points of rates
on grain and grain products and on flour lower than the class
rates, the carriers will be expected to establish corresponding
rates on those commodities to Danville.
.\ rate of $2.20 a net
ton on bituminous coal to Danville from points in the Pocahontas
fields of West Virginia is found unreasonable, and a rate of
$2.10 is prescribed for the future.
(34 I. C. C, 430.)

al.

I.

59.

Rates on Wheat from Hillsdale and Litchfield, Mich.
F. IF. Stock & Sons v. Chicago. Milwaukee Sr St. Paul et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Plall:
The through rate on wheat, all rail, from Minneapolis, Minn.,
via Chicago and Hillsdale and Litchfield, Mich., to New York,
and to other points taking New York rates is one cent a 1(X) lb.
higher than on flour. The aggregate rate on wheat shipped from
Minneapolis, milled in transit at Hillsdale or Litchfield, and
forwarded thence as flour to New York, is 1.7 cents higher
than on flour. The commission holds that this aggregate rate
is prejudicial to the complainant engaged in milling wheat into
flour at Hillsdale and Litchfield, to the extent that it exceeds
by more than the established transit charge, the rate in effect on
flour from Minneapolis to New York and to other points taking
The decision in Federal Milling Comthe New York rates.
pany V. Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 27 I. C. C,
(34 I. C. C, 481.)
696, is cited and followed.

Grain Elevation Allowances

at

Kansas City

In re grain elei'ation alloivances at Kansas City, Mo., and
other points. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The commission finds that the defendants have justified proposed cancellations of tariff provisions for the payment of an
allowance of one-fourth cent a bushel now made to elevator
operators at St. Louis, Des Moines, Fort Worth, Kansas City.
Omaha and other points, chiefly in the Missouri river territory,
for elevation of grain and seeds destined to al! points west and
southwest of the Missouri river, and in Louisiana west of the
Mississippi.
Cancellations were not proposed on shipments to
the Mississippi river crossings or points taking the same rates,
or to points east thereof, or upon any shipments when for exThe carriers contended that the elevation in question is
port.
commercial rather than transportation elevation as defined in
In re Elevation .lllowances to Elevators, 10 I. C. C, 309, and
that there is little occasion for transfer of grain at a terminal
market.

(34

I.

C.

C,

442.)

Rates on Fuel Oil to Points in Arizona

Creamery Company
by Commissioner McChord:
Pacific

v.

Southern Pacific

et al.

Opinion

In its original report in these cases, 29 I. C. C, 405, regarding
the rates on fuel oil from California producing points to Creamery and Gilbert, Ariz., and the rates on fuel and refined oil from
eastern and western producing points to all points in .\rizona.
the commission made certain readjustments in rates, but the

;

:

July

30,
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order in the case was later set aside, because it was felt that the
matter had not been given sufficient consideration.
Ori a rehearing it is now found that the $6 rate charged by the
Southern Pacific on fuel oil from California oil-producing points
to Creamery and Gilbert. Ariz., should not exceed $5 a ton from
Los Angeles and $5.50 from Bakersfield.

Lower

are also prescribed on refined oil and fuel oil
from Bakersfield and Los Angeles to Hayden, Tucson. Douglas,
Phoenix and other points in Arizona. The rate on distillate must
(34 L C. C,
not exceed 80 per cent of the rate on refined oil.
rates

586.)

Rates to Spartanburg,

S.

C.

Spartanburg Chamber of Coiinncrce z: Southern Railvcay et al.
Opinion by Co)nnnSsinner Clark:
Lpon complaint against the reasonableness of defendants' class
and commodity rates to Spartanburg, S. C, from eastern points,
both all rail and ocean and rail from Buffalo-Pittsburgh territory
from Ohio and Mississippi river crossings and points
and from Virginia
in Central Freight Association territory
cities, the commission finds
The ocean-and-rail rates from eastern points to Spartanburg
;

;

;

via Charleston, S, C, are discriminatory in so far as they exceed the ocean-and-rail rates to Charlotte, N. C.
All-rail rates from the east to Spartanburg are discriminatory
in so far as they exceed the all-rail rates to Charlotte by more
than the rates to Spartanburg from the Virginia cities exceed
the rates to Charlotte from the \'irginia cities.
A fourth section application seeking authority to charge joint
through rates from eastern points to Spartanburg higher than
the combinations on Norfolk, Va., is denied.
Rates from Ohio and Mississippi river crossings and points
in Central Freight .\ssociation territory to Spartanburg on traffic
moving through Ohio river crossings and Asheville, N. C, are
discriminatory in so far as they exceed the rates to Charlotte.
Rates from Buffalo-Pittsburgh territory and from the Virginia cities to Spartanburg are not shown to be unreasonable
or discriminatory.
(34 L C. C, 484.)

Lighterage and Storage Regulations at

New York

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The railways operating lines which enter New York City from
the west and from the north filed tariffs, to become effective
January 1, 1915, which proposed changes in their regulations guvirninp charges and service in connection with the delivery and
receipt of freight at that terminal.
The effect of practically all
of these proposed changes would be to increase the charge for
the service rendered, either by a direct increase in the rate or by
the discontinuance or reduction of service rendered for the rale

now

in

force.

The operation

May

of the proposed tariffs

was

sus-

order until November 1.
The ciinmiission finds tiiat the carriers have justified: a proposed reduction of the period of free storage on the New Jersey
shore fmni 10 to 5 days as to domestic inbound freight for delivery at .\'ew York; a proposed increased charge of one cent a
100 lb. for each 10 days or fraction thereof for storage on the
New Jersey shore of freight for New York delivery after the
reduced free storage period
proposed increased charges for
handling and storing heavy iron and steel articles, cooperage
stock, and sawed stone
a proposed charge of 3 cents a 100 lb.
pcnde<l until

1,

1915,

and by a

later

;

;

on Icss-than-iarload

lots of

westbound freight lightered or

floated

with a carload or more of lighterage free freight, and iiroposed
increased charge for slaking, wiring, or dealing shipments of
lumber, telegraph poles, etc.
They have not justified: a proposed reduction of the period of
free storage on the N'ew Jersey shore from 10 to 5 days of
ddineslic inbound frcighl destined for coastwise Irans-sliipnient
a proposed reduction of period c>f the free storage at railroad
pier stations of domestic inbound freight from 3 to 2 days; a
proposed reduction of the period of free storage of export Icssthan-carload freight at railroad pier stations from 10 to 2 days;
a proposed charge for loading to or unloading from lighters at
other llian station piers or vessels of the c.irriers
a proposc<l
discoiitinuanee of the allowance to shippers or consignees for
loading and uiilnadiiig cars on llo.its; a proposed minimum charge
nf $3 for each lot of wesllioiind less-llian-carload freiglil lightered
or floated with a carload or more of frcighl which is carried
;

213

lighterage free

;

proposed increase charges for lightering heavy

a proposed increase of minimum weight from 10,000 to
20,000 lb. for free lighterage of dressed poultry, butter, cheese,
and eggs, and proposed increased charges for towing freight to
certain points outside of the free lighterage limits.

articles

;

As to proposed
mony was offered,

increased rates in support of which no testiit is held that the respondents have not sustained the burden of proof imposed upon them by law, and that
such increased rates are not justified.
It is also held that where a terminal service has heretofore
been treated by the carriers as a part of the transportation
service covered by the freight rate and regularly performed by
them, they may not now segregate the service and assign to it a
separate charge without taking into consideration, in order to
justify such charge, the entire through service of which it forms
a part and the compensation heretofore received for such through
service.

The

question are in some respects ambiguous, and
uniform.
They will have to be cancelled.
Reference is also made to the necessity for a thorough revision
of the tarififs governing terminal charges and practices at NewYork, and it is suggested that a joint tariff, containitig such rules
as are common to all the carriers, would be greatly preferable
The commission believes that for the
to the present diversity.
convenience of the public, as well as that of the carriers, such a
tariff should be issued, or that the rules in tariffs separately
issued by the carriers should be harmonized, and that in the
preparation of such tariff or tariff's opportunity should be taken
not only to harmonize the construction of rules and to clarify
the meaning of such as are obscure, but also to eliminate all such
features of unjust discrimination or other impropriety as are
found to exist in either the present or the suspended rules.
tariffs

also not

(35

L

C.

in

sufficiently

C,

47.)

Trap or Ferry Car Service Charges
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
These cases relate to certain proposed charges by the carriers
for "trap-car"' or "ferry-car" service in that part of the country
west of New England, north of the Potomac and Ohio rivers,
and east of the Mississippi river; and also that part west of the
Mississippi river and east of the Rocky mountains, including
southwestern territory. The term trap or ferry, strictly speaking,
is applied to a car placed at an industry having a private siding.
and there loaded by a shipper with less-than-carload shipments,
and hauled by a carrier to its local freight or transfer station
lor handling and forwarding of contents; and also is applied to
a car loaded with less-than-carload shipments which is hauled
to and placed upon the private track of an industry by the carrier from a local freight or transfer station.
Where such cars
are loaded to a prescribed minimum, the carriers usually make no
charge for the service.
In the east the name "ferry' is given to a car used as above
described, and in the west the name "trap" is applied.
1 he proposed charges, in trunk line territory, except Buffalo,
N. Y., and points taking Buffalo rates, and Pittsburgli. Pa., are
2 cents a 100

lb.,

minimum

$2 a car

tion territory, including Buffalo

;

in central

freight associa-

and Pittsburgh, 4 cents a 100

minimum

lb.,

$4 a car. with a graduated scale of minimum charges
for cars of less than lO.OOd lb. lo.iding
and in the territory
west of the .Mississippi river, including western trunk line, transMissouri,, and southwestern territories, 4 cents a UX) lb., minimum $4 a car. The charges proposed by the various carriers,
however, are not absolutely uniform.
(The commission's report discusses in detail the elements of
the trap-car service, and the charges proposed by the various carriers, etc., which were discussed :>l the hearing.
It
will not be
necessary to consider these in this abstract becavise the matter
was discussed in the columns of the A'oi'/a«_v igc itaselle. as
follows: April 2. 1015, page 761; April 9, page 804; April 23.
page 905; April 30. p.tge 950.1
The commission linds that the carriers have not iuslirted the
proposed charges.
It mainlains that
the carriers did not give the matter due
consideration and that the tarilTs were prepared without proper
investigation.
It also declares that under the proposed schedules
the trap-car service is not to be uniform, for the reason that one
carrier proposes to furnish one kind of service and another carrier another anil dilTerenl kind of service, allhongh both carriers
;

;

:

/
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It is manifest that if the i)roposed
serve the same tcnniiial.
are allowed to become effective, they will result in numerous gross discriminations; many of them contain unlawful provisions and ambiguous language open to various interpretations
the tariffs do not agree, even at the same terminal, with respect
and many of them contain exceptions
to the charges proposed
which eliminate from the proposed charges traffic of vast terri-

tariffs

;

tories, states, cities,

and individual shippers.

carriers contended that the charges for trap-car service
proposed in response to suggestions of the commission in

The
were

The Five Per Cent case. The commission notes that, while in
that case it called attention to the large possibilities for increased
net revenues that were aft'orded by special services which the
carriers of the country had been rendering, whatever statements
it may have made afford no justification for the hasty preparation and filing of tariff's without proper consideration to avoid
ambiguities, conflicts, and unjust discriminations, with which
these tariffs in the main appear to abound.
Trap-car service has come to be an organized and definite
Facilities have been
part of the railroad transportation system.
located and operated with a view to the maintenance of the
service. The service has measurably assisted industrial development generally. By co-operation carriers and shippers have
made the trap car an efficient and important instrument for the
expansion of both transportation and commercial business of the

country. It is not desirable that anything should be done that
will seriously impair its efficiency.
Carriers throughout the country have considered, and now
consider, their terminals in cities as units for rate-making purposes. Rates applicable to less-than-carload shipments of freight
that move outside of terminal districts, or originate outside and
move inside, have included the delivery of cars containing them
on industrial tracks. The same is true with respect to carload
shipments. This rule is applicable without regard to the distance
of the haul within the terminal. Rates on both carload and lessthan-carload traffic have been maintained with respect to terminal
Many of the sidetracks of industries
conditions as they e.xist.
are used by carriers as substitutes for adequate freight terminals.
The tracks and loading facilities furnished by shippers relieve
the carriers' freight stations, necessitating less outlay for expensive terminals in crowded cities, and in other ways aid in
the expeditious and economical handling of traffic which the
Carriers assert,
carriers' facilities are not adequate to handle.
and it is generally recognized, that higher charges are imposed
for transportation of less-than-carload shipments than for carload shipments of the same commodities, because the former are

loaded and unloaded by the carrier, and because the former entail
more terminal and office expense upon the carrier. Should not
some consideration be given a shipper who loads and unloads
his less-than-carload shipments and furnishes a terminal to the
carrier besides?
A carrier performs trap-car service within its terminal. It consists largely of switching cars to and from industry sidetracks
from and to freight or transfer stations located within the terCharges for terminal switch movements are
minal district.
generally made upon a per car basis, and they are usually made
with some reference to the amount of the service. There does
not seem to be any good reason why trap cars should be ex-

charges dependent on the amount of the service rendered,
there should be no difference with respect to what trap-car service to which charges are applicable shall consist of.
If a trap car
is defined so as to include every car moving from or to an industry sidetrack loaded with less-than-carload shipments in one
schedule, and in another to include only cars that move between
the industry and local freight or transfer stations, unjustifiable
discriminations can but be the inevitable result.
There is apparently no difficulty as a matter of tariff construction in clearly
defining what is a trap car subject to the charge, and to apply
the charge only when the service that warrants its imposition is

rendered.

suspended tariffs were permitted to become effective the
and discriminations pointed out in existing tariffs
woidd be increased, and new discriminations of like character
would be multiplied. Under such circumstances it is found that
the respondents have failed to justify the charges proposed for
trap-car service, or the rules proposed to govern that service,
named in the .schedules under investigation, and they will be
ordered canceled.
It is assumed that respondents will promptly correct tariff's
now in effect and remove tliereform the ambiguous and unlawIf the

inequalities

ful provisions.

Commissioner Harlan concurs in this decision, saying
"Although the respondents are required by the report and
order of the commission in this proceeding to withdraw the
tariffs under suspension on the general ground that they are
not in harmony w'ith one another, and will result in many discriminations
and also because they propose charges which in
some cases have not been shown by the record to be reasonable,
;

the report nevertheless concedes the propriety of a charge for the
(34 I. C. C,
so-called trap-car service in its most typical form."
516.)

Express Companies Granted Higher Rate
the matter of c.rpiess

/;;

in

and inbound less-than-carload shipments a^re loaded into
If a car
is then transported to an industry sidetrack.
transported
is loaded with less-than-carload shipments and is
between the sidetrack and transfer point outside the terminal
the car
<listrict, on or off the line of the industry carrier, or if
moves between a gateway and destinations, the service at the
terminal is not different from that rendered with respect to carstation
it

and

it

praitiic:.

accounts and rev-

:

form

the carrier to transport the car to its local freight or transfer
station for rchandling and forwarding of contents, the consignor
has used the facilities of the carrier to dray his shipments. The
carrier has rendered a service which is special in character and
for which it would seem to be entitled to fair compensation, with
due regard to the service rendered. The same character of service is rendered when a car is held at a local freight or transfer

rates,

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
In its order dated July 24. 1913, the commission prescribed a
uniform schedule of rates, classifications and rules for the express companies. This order went into effect February 1, 1914,
and required substantial reductions in the rates then effective.
On March 16 (as noted in the Railway Age Gazette of March
the Adams, American and Southern Express
19, page 641)
companies and Wells Fargo & Company, filed a petition for a
They alleged that
rehearing and a modification of the order.
although they had complied in good faith with the order, their
revenues were not sufficient to enable them to continue to furnish an adequate service, and that as a w'hole they were operThey asked that the order be modified so
ating at a net loss.
as to permit them to transpose two of the three factors comthat is. the collection and deposing the express rate basis
livery allowance of 20 cents a shipment and the rail terminal
allowance of 25 cents a 100 lb. It was estimated that this change
would afford them approximately 3.86 per cent increase in gross
enues.

revenue.

consignor orders a car placed on his private track, and he
there loads it with less-than-carload shipments, and then orders

Xo. 5

in the

cepted from the general rule. If charges are made on a per car
they may be graded in accordance with the amount of
service required and rendered, and need not, therefore, be uniat all points.

59.

load shipments moved from or to the same siding. The so-called
trap or ferry car service involved is not a free service.
While conditions may properly warrant a reasonable difference

It

basis,

If a

Vol.

after

was shown that petitioners' revenues from transportation
payment of express privileges decreased from $71,264,974.

1914 to $64,703,119 in 1915, a decrease of 9.21 per cent. Operating expenses during the same period decreased from $70,011,535
The net operating
to $65,835,930, a decrease of 5.96 per cent.
revenue decreased from $1,253,438 in 1914 to a deficit of $1,132,812
Operating income decreased from $68,969 in 1914 to
in 1915.
:>

of $2,380,894 in 1914, a decrease of $2,449,863,
The number of shipments handled increased from 191,644,891
in 1914 to 193.870,819 in 1915, an increase of 2,225,928, or 1.16 per
The average charge per shipment in 1914 was 75.59 cents
cent.
while in 1915 it was 67.66 cents, a decrease of 7.93 cents, or 10.49
Operating expenses decrea.sed in 1915 $4,111,991. or
l)er cent.
Operating expenses and taxes per shipment in
5.78 per cent.
1914 were 37.15 cents as compared with 34.60 cents in 1915, a
deficit

decrease of 2.55 cents,
In 1915 petitioners
1914, with a decrease
in oiierating expenses

or 6.86 per cent.

handled 2,225,928 more shipments than in
in revenue of $13,680,810 and a decrease
of $4,111,991.

;
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While the financial condition of certain of the petitioners
mure favorable than that of others, it clearly appears that as

a

revenues are not adequate.
The present express rates are composed of three factors First,
an allowance of 20 cents a shipment for collection and delivery
ser\ ice wliich does not vary with the weight or distance.
Second,
a rail terminal allowance of 25 cents a 100 lb., which varies with
the weight but not with the distance. Third, the rail transportation a 100 lb., which varies with both the weigln and the distance
and also varies in the different zones. The petitioners ask a
modification so as to permit of the transportation of the first
and second factors.
This change would result in increases on first-class shipments
approximately as follows: 1 to 5 lb., 5 cents each; 6 to 29 lb.,
4 cents each 30 to 49 lb., 3 cents each 50 to 70 lb., 2 cents each
and 71 to 99 lb., 1 cent each.
I'.y
actual count of shipments on two typical days for each
company in 1915, petitioners have estimated that they handled
during that year in interstate movements and in the states in
which the interstate scale has been adopted 119.544,043 first-class
and 20,191,646 second-class shipments, each less than 100 lb. in
weight
the first-class shipments being 61.66 per cent and the
second-rlass 10.41 per cent of the total number of shipments.
By a similar method they have estimated the average
weight per first-class shipments of less than 100 lb. to have been
21.36 lb. and per second-class shipment of less than 100 lb. 52.17
ib. during the same period.
Using these average weights for
first and second-class shipments, the additional revenue per firstclass shipment under the proposed plan will be 3.93 cents, and
on second-class, 1.79 cents. At the additional revenue of 3.93
cents per first-class shipment of less than 100 lb., the 119,544,043
shipments handled in the year 1915 would have yielded an estimated additional revenue of $4,700,471. -At an increase of 1.79
cents per shipment the 20,191,646 second-class shipments of less
than 100 lb. would have yielded an estimated additional revenue
fif $362,162, or a total estimated additional revenue
from both
classes of $5,062,634.
Petitioners' gross transportation revenue
for the year 1915 was $131,173,669.
The estimated increase of
$5.0'')2.634 would be approximately 3.S6 per cent increase in gross
revenue.
While it is true that under the proposed plan the small shipments will bear the greater share of the increase, the commission
does not think that any unjust discrimination will result therefrom, because it was on the small sliipmcnts that the greater
reduction was made by the rates which it prescribed.
With respect to a suggested change in the base rate in zone 1,
which is the territory east of the Mississippi and north of the
Ohio rivers, where the companies now operating at a loss do
the greater portion of their business, the commission notes that
it appears that the present 100-lb. rates approximate the rates
that v.'crt in effect prior to February 1, 1914, and cannot be
increased to the extent of providing the necessary additional
revenue without dcstriying ilic business. To provide for an increase of approximi'.tely $5,000,000 it would lie necessary to increase the 100-11). rates substantially, many of which would then
exceed (hose in effect i)rior to the clfectivc date nf our urder,
paniculaily the short-haul rates.
No definite objection was made to the petitioners' praver lor
:

;

;

The Illinois Public UtiHties Commission has announced a series
of hearings to be held beginning on August 2, on proposed advances in the rates for industrial switching from 10 cents a ton
with a minimum of $2 and a maximum of $4 a car to 15 cents a
ton with a minimum of $6 a car on coal, and 20 cents a ton with a
minimum of $5 a car on other commodities.

COURT NEWS
The hearing before Judge Youmans of the United States discourt at Oklahoma City on the application of the Missouri.
Kansas & Texas, the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, the St.
Louis & .San Francisco and Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, for
an injunction restraining the operation of the Oklahoma twocent fare law. was resumed at Oklahoma City on July 19. The
hearing was adjourned last March on account of the illness of the
judge. The first witness for the railroads was A. Hermany, auditor of dis'oursements of the Chicago, Rock Island &: Pacific,
who presented and explained a number of exhibits showing the
trict

separation of the expenses of the road between state and interstate traffic, between passenger service and freight service, and
between line haul and terminal expenses. These figures were
based on a most exhaustive test of the traffic and operations of
the road in order to directly allocate as many as possible of the

expense items. Mr. Hermany said that out of every $100 spent
by the roads for operating expenses in Oklahoma $67 could be
directly allocated to state business.
He was followed by E. W.
Peabody, statistician for the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, and
.•\.
L. Conrad, assistant general auditor of the .\tchison. Topeka
& Santa Fe. W. E. Symons. consulting mechanical engineer of
Chicago, also testified regarding the division of expenses.

Validity of
t

Bond

ertain stockholders of the

join the

Issue on Consolidation

Xew York

Central sought to en-

company from

issuing 4 per cent interest-bearing bonds
to replace and retire outstanding 3'< per cent bonds as an incident of the proposed consolidation with the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern. The plaintiffs' contention was that the new issue
would violate both section 141 of the Xew York Railroad Law
and section 55 of the Public Service Commissions Law. The
Xew York .\ppellate Division holds that the issue is not an
issuance of bonds against, or as a lien on. a contract for conconsolidation or merger, contrary to Public Service Commissions
Law, section 55 and that the prohibition in Railroad Law,
section 141, against increase of capital and issuance of bonds in
;

connection with a railroad consolidation, being in derogation of
the general authority to consolidate, must be strictly construed,
and limited to indebtedness already accrued that is. to principal
and past-due interest. (Continental Securities Companv v. Xew
^ ork Central. 153 X. Y. Supp., 879.)
;

Stop,

Look and Listen Rule

The N'crmont supreme

court holds

it

to be well settled in that

the duty of a traveler approaching a grade crossing to look and listen for approaching trains, and. if necessary
state that

it

is

enable him to listen effectively, to stop to listen.
He must
and listen as he approaches the track until the
last moment when the discovery of the train would have availed
for his protection.
In an action lor injuries to the driver of a
t(i

conliniK' to look

relief.
.\ we.-.tern state c nniiission suggested, although not on the
record, that the relaliimship of the rates in the west to those
in zones farther east is not what it should lie, and that it any
eliange is to be made a revision of the wlmle scheme of rates
should he made. The investigation which resulted in the original
order was most exhaustive. The present plan has given ver>
I'eligeneral salisfaclinn and l.as prnvokecl but little complaint.
lioners have co-operaled earnestly and fairly in an elTort to make
the new plan a success and to secure nniformitv of rates for
"If they are. in face of thn^e
state and interstate business.
efforts, operating at a hiss under rates prescribed by us. and it
clearly appears that they are. they are entitled to reasonnMr
relief promptly, and without awaiting the result of another general investigation that would consiune two ^'r three years."
New scales of rales ar- or>l.-ic in eciiif"> "i oiii- wiib iln' hml1

iiigs herein.

STATE COMMISSIONS

is

whole they are operating at a loss. In the original order they
were treated largely as one company and are entitled to similar
treatment now. The commission therefore Jinds that the present

;
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(35

I.

C.

C,

3.)

at a crossing, it appeared that when the plaintiff re.ichod
a luiint 78 feet from the crossing, where he had a clear view
along a straight track for at least 1.000 feet, the approaching train

wagon

must have been within his range of vision, -\ssuming that his
rate of travel did not exceed 2' i miles an hour, or 3'',i feet per
second, which gave him the benefit of any ilouht. and that the
train maintained to llie time of the accident a uniform speed of
20 miles per hour, or 2*'! j feet per second, though of necessity it
nnist have been less, when he reached the point "X feet from the
crossing the train was 624 feet away and in fidl view. From that
point on, as he approaclieil the crossing, there was lui time
when he could not Iiavc seen tlie train, if he had looked, and no"
lime when, in the circumstances, he couKI have failed to hear
its approach, it he had listened atlrnlively.
Judgment for the
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was reversed, tiie plaintiff's contributory negligence being
conclusively shown, and judgment was entered for the defendant.
—Harrington v. Rutland (Vt.) 94 Atl. 431.
plaintiff

Overflowing Lands

— Proof

of

Standard Methods of Construction

of Bridges

In an action against a railroad for overflowing lands by the
manner of construction of bridges across streams, whereby the
bents were placed at right angles to the rails, the railroad com-

pany examined a number of expert engineers on the question of
the proper construction of the bridges involved, and especially
upnn that feature of the construction complained of. It undertook to show that the bridges were properly constructed in that
respect, and that such method of construction was necessary for
the purpose of safety, and also that this method of construction
was recognized as standard by construction engineers, and that
This evidence was excluded by the
it was in general use as such.
trial court, principally on the ground that it uas an effort to
prove custom and practice. On appeal the Iowa supreme court
holds that the testimony should have been admitted, because,
while the fact that a particular neglect may be customary does
not change its character, standard methods of construction, recognized as such by those experienced and learned therein, may
be shown by appropriate expert testimonv.
Central (Iowa) 153 N. W. 174.

— Thompson

v.

Illinois

Hepburn Act — "Knowingly" Giving Unlawful Concessions

The Erie appealed from a conviction of a violation of the
Hepburn act. The specific charge was that it had applied to an
interstate shipment an "import rate," when a "domestic rate"
was the lawful one, and had thereby granted a concession — the
import rate being the lower. The "import rate," according to
the filed and published tariffs of the company, was applicable
"only on property received direct from the ship's side or dock
of steamer upon which imported or from customs bonded warehouse? or appraisers' stores." The property had been landed at
an entirely different dock, and later transported to the dock
and warehouse from which the Erie took it. There appeared to

have been negligence on the part of the company's agents in not
making proper inquiries as to whether .the property had been
originally landed at the latter dock. But the New Jersey federal
negligence is not sufcharge know^Iedge. A company is not guilty of "knowingly" granting an unlawful concession in rates, contrary to the
Hepburn act. where it is not showm that it knew, or wilfully remained in ignoranc-e of. the facts which made the rates unlawful.
A new trial was therefore granted. United States v. Erie, 222

district court held that in a case like this
ficient to

—

Fed. 444.

Operation of Sunday Trains

For several years the Great Northern operated on its line between Grand Forks, N. D., and Duluth, Minn., two trains, each
way daily, including Sunday, one a day train and the other a night
The Minnesota
It discontinued the Sunday day train.
train.
Railroad and Warehouse Commission ordered it restored. The
state district court found the order "unlawful and unreasonable
and not justified by public necessity or convenience." The evidence showed that the Sunday day train passenger traffic was
mostly a traffic of pleasure or convenience, with few instances
of necessary travel, and that it rendered the incidental service of
distribution of Sunday newspapers. The supreme court of Minlusota, on appeal, holds the order to be unreasonable and void
under the facts of the case, on the ground that the compulsion
of Sunday lalior and of the operation of Sunday local passenger
trains is contrary to the legislative policy of the state, although
under some circumstances the operation of Sunday trains may

No such question appears to have ever
be made compulsory.
before ari.sen, and no railroad commission appears ever before
to have sought to compel the operation of ordinary local day
passenger trains on Sunday. In one reported case in Missouri
the state legislature by statute imposed such a duty and the
statute was sustained by a divided court. State v. C. B. & Q.,
Three out of the seven judges
239 Mo. 196, 143 S. W. 785.
participating dis.sented, being of the opinion that the legislature

had no constitutional power to compel such Sunday operation,
and this although nn specific provision is found in the Missouri
State v. Great Northern
constitution purporting to forbid it.
(Minn.~) 153 N. W. 247.

—

Vol.

Obstruction of Street Delaying

Fire

59,

No.

Department — Liability

5

of

Railroad for Loss by Fire

Action was brought against the Northern Pacific for damage
to the plaintiff's building caused by fire. The fire was not started
One of the trains, standing on the track five
by the railroad.

minutes, blocked Central avenue, in Wichita, and delayed the fire
department three or four minutes in reaching the fire. By one
city ordinance, trainmen were prohibited from blocking any
street for more than five minutes, and by another they were prohibited from stopping trains, engines or cars on Central avenue.
The train was stopped under the rule of "Safety First,'' to repair
the brake rigging on the locomotive, which had fallen down and
was dragging on the track, in which condition it tnight derail
some part or all of the train. It was held by the Kansas supreme
court that it was not necessary for the railroad to pull its train
off Central avenue, and take the chances of wrecking the train,
destroying its property, and of injuring its employees and others,
provided it pulled the train off the streets as soon as it safely
could.— Walker v. Mo. Pac. (Kan.) 149 Pac. 677.

Regulation of Rates

—-Special

Classes

— Commutation

Rates

In a suit by the Pennsylvania to enjoin enforcement of an
order of the Maryland Public Service Commission fixing the
maximum charge for commutation tickets, the Maryland court of
appeals held that the action of the state in establishing, through
the commission, a single fare rate does not exhaust its power to
regulate transportation charges, and it may thereafter make any
reasonable regulation affecting mileage or commutation rates,
leaving them so as to bring a proper return to the railroad for the
specific service, independent of the return to it from other servIn determining the reasonableness of a commutation rate,
ices.
the court held the entire net revenue of a railroad, from whatever
source derived, is not to be looked to, though there are cases
supporting the contrary view, as Railway Co. v. Smith, 60 Ark.
221, 29 S. W. 752; P. & A. v. Florida, 25 Fla. 310; People v.
It did not, however, consider these
St. L. T. & H. 176 III. 512.
In L. & N.
cases in accord with the general trend of decision.
V. Railroad Commissioners (D. C.) 208 Fed. 35, certain passenger
rates were complained of, and the evidence tended to show that
the operation of the road as a whole was unprofitable, mainly
because it was transporting iron and coal at or below cost, and
it
was there held that the intrastate passenger rate could not
be attacked because the entire business of the road did not yield
In Railroad Commissioners v. Illinois Central, 20
a fair return.
I. C. C. 181, the question arose with regard to certain tolls of
the Dunleith & Dubusque Bridge Compan>, of 25 cents per pasthe same charge was not made
there held that the fact that the
net earnings of the carrier may be large does not of itself justify
the commission in fixing a rate at less than is reasonable for the
In the commutation
service, all other things being considered.
rate cases, 21 I. C. C. 428. the Interstate Commerce Cotnmission
had under consideration the commutation rates of eight railroad
companies running into New York, most of them from points
Commissioner Harlan said that "the carriage
in New Jersey.
of a commuter differs in many respects from other passenger
traffic and is an independent, special service"; and, while the
commutation rates of the Pennsylvania were then reduced, in so
doing no account was taken of the passenger returns from the
entire Pennsylvania system, nor of the net revenue from the
combined receipts of freight, passenger and express business.
senger,

for local

on through

traflnc,

tickets,

and

when
was

it

principles underlv the decisions in the Minnesota Rate
Cases, 23 U. S. 352, 33 Sup. Ct. 729, Interstate Com. Comm. v.
Northern Pacific, 222 U. S. 541, 32 Sup. Ct. 108, and Interstate
Com. Comm. v. L. & N., 227 U. S. 88, 33 Sup. Ct. 185. The
same question was before the Maryland court of appeals in

The same

Public Service Comm. v. U. C, 122 Md. 355. where Judge
Thomas, on page 390, said: "We cannot adopt the view that
cotnmon carriers may he required to perform services at rates
less than the actual cost of such services, for that would amount
they
to confiscation, and would ultimately defeat the very ends
are designed to accompli.sh, namely, to subserve the public good

and public convenience."

The evidence being insufficient to show that the rate fixed by
the commission was unreasonable and confiscatory, it was held
that the rate be allowed to go into effect to determine its character by actual experience, subject to the right of the road at
any future time to seek its abrogation by judicial action for cause

shown— Pennsylvania

v.

Towers (Md.) 94

Atl. 331.
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Roberts Walker, general counsel for the receivers of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacilic, has resigned. He has offered to aid
the receivers of the road at any time his knowledge of its legal
affairs may be needed, and this offer has been accepted.
Operating

was erroneously reported

week's issue that J. P.
& Quincy,
at Kansas City, Mo., had been appointed superintendent of terminals at Kansas City. Mr. Falk has been appointed assistant
superintendent, with headquarters at Kansas City.
It

in

last

Falk, general yardmaster of the Chicago, Burlington

W'hitenton, formerly general manager of the first disChicago. Rock Island & Pacific, and later with the
Chicago Electrification Committee, has been appointed operating
assistant of the Texas & Pacific, reporting to the general superintendent and first vice-president, with headquarters at New

W. M.

trict of the
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O. R. Bromley has been appointed division freight agent of
the Michigan Central, with headquarters at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
vice E. A. Treadway, retired, and Thomas Evans has been appointed general agent, with office at London, Ontario.

Roy Hinchman, formerly agent of the Baltimore & Ohio at
Athens, Ohio, was erroneously announced in last week's issue
to have been appointed general passenger agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Hinchman was appointed traveling passenger agent only,
but has since been transferred back to his former position.
J. A. Stewart, general passenger agent of the second district
of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific at Topeka, Kan., has had
his jurisdiction extended to include the St. Louis territory, and
his headquarters have been moved to Kansas City, Mo.
P. A.
Auer, assistant general passenger agent at Oiicago. has been
transferred to the second district, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo. It was erroneously stated in last week's issue that C. B.
.Sloat, assistant general passenger agent at Little Rock. Ark.,
had been appointed general passenger agent of the third district, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
His jurisdiction has
been extended over the district formerly in charge of George H.
Lee. who resigned to become general passenger agent of the

Lehigh ^

alley at

New York

City.

Orleans.

OBITUARY

John Kdu;ird Maun, whose appointment as superintendent of
the Centra! Vermont, with headquarters at St. Albans, Vt., has
already lieen announced in these colunms, was born on June 28,
1856,

at

Eraintree,

and was educated

Vt.,

the

in

public schools of his na-

town and

tive

at

Ran-

dolph .Academy. He began railway work on
May 1. 1876, with the
Central
Vermont, and
served for two years as
brakeman. and then for
two years as freight conductor on the same road.
He was then for one year
yardmaster and later for
tnur years passenger conductor on the Mexican
.National,

now

a

part of

Frank Chapman, manager and purchasing agent of the
J.
Thousand Islands Railway and the Oshawa Railway, with headquarters
July 19.

at

Gananoque. Ont.. died

at

his

home

in

that

place

Dr. William H. Stennett. auditor of expenditures of the Chicago & North Western, died on July 22. at the home of his
daughter in Oak Park. 111.
He had been connected with the
North Western continuously for 43 years.

John Ilasbrouck

Scoville, a director of the IXtroit.

Ironton, and a

member

Chester Lee

French,

Toledo

&

of the stock exchange firm of Maxwell
& Scoville. New York, died at his summer home at North
.Andover, Mass., on July 25, at the age of 72.

superintendent of the Cumberland di& Ohio, with headquarters at Cumberland, Md., died July 17, at Atlantic City. N. J., at the age of 48.
Mr. French's death followed an illness of several months'
vision of the Baltimore

duration.

the National Railways of

Mexico. He subsequentserved for 30 years as
passenger conductor on

ly

I

Vermont,
appointment in

Central

lie

until

his

January, 1915, as assistant superintendent of the
same road, and the following May was promoted to superintendent, with head(|uarters at St. Albans, as above noted.
Mr.
Maun represented the city of St. Albans in the Vermont legislature during 1910-1911, and is now mayor of St. Albans.
superintendent of the Baltimore &
Md., has been appointed acting; superintendent of tlu' Cumberland division, with liead(|uarters at the
same place, succeeding C. I.ec French, deceased. C. H. Lee has
been appointed terminal traiimiaster of the Cleveland terminal
)hio.
W J.
of the same road, with luail(|uarlers at Cleveland.
Head has been appointed road foreman of engines and trainmaster of the C. T. Hi V. district and the Cleveland branch; his
jurisdiction as road foreman will extend over engine crews at
the Clivclanil terminal
S.

Ohio

(aiitrell,

'I',

assistant

Cundicrland,

,it

(

.

Traffic
C.

J.

(

hisam

fireat VVeslern at
to

engagr
l-'.clwln

in
I'",

sislani

Omaha

general freight agent of the Chicago
Nel)., has resigned, effective .August I.

other business.

Smallwood has been appointed

division frciRlit agent

of the Boston & Maine, with ofllee at Springfield. Mass. ami
the position of Ir.ivrling freight agent at Springticld. Mass.. has
l)een almlished, and Josiah D. Greene has been appointed division
freight agent, with ofliee at Troy. N. Y. siicccediiiK F. W.
.Mibrilt.

promoted.

R. H. Shoemaker, formerly general freight agent of the Dayton & Michigan, now a part of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, died at his home in Saratoga Springs. N. Y.. on July 28.
Mr. Shoemaker was at one time superintendent of the Dayton
Short Line, now a part of the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago &
St. Louis, and later vice-president of the St. Louis Bridge &

Transfer Company.
C. E. Spagnoletti, formerly and for 37 years superintendent of
telegraph of the Great Western Railway of England, died on
Mr. Spagnoletti was inventor of
June 28 at the age of 83.
numerous useful devices in telegraphy and railway signalling.
He was consulting electrical engineer for the construction of the
City & South London Railway, and was president of the Institution of Electrical Engineers (Fngland) in 1885.

Sir'Sanford bleming. civil engineer, scientist, and a former
on July 22. at Halifax. N. S., at the age
of 88.
He was born in Scotland and went to Canada in 1848.
I'our years later he became an engineer on the Ontarin. Sitncoc
& Huron, now a part of the Grand rrunk, and when the construction work on this line was linished he was appointed chief
engineer, remaining in that position for It years.
In I8(\1 he

r.iilway builder, died

was appointed to make a survey of the line connecting the
maritime with the upper provinces of Canada and later was in
charge of the conslrnelion of this line which was opened in July,
1876, and was known as the Intercolonial
lie advocated the
conslruetion i<( a line to the Pacific coast and from 1871 luitil
1880, was engineer in chief to carry out the surveys on lines
which now form a part of the Canadian P.icific, and he also
plamu'd and built the railway across the Island of Newfoundland.

He

s|>ent the latter

scirnlilic research,
scientific

subiecls.

years of his

life in literary

and was the author

i>f

a

pursuits and

number of books on
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Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies
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The A. M. Byers Company,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

capital stock

The Shevlin Hixon Company, Minneapolis, Minn., has ordered one 60-ton three truck Shay locomotive from the Lima

from

Pittsburgh, Pa., has increased

its

$1,500,(XX) to $2,000,000.

The Sauvage-Ward Brake Company, Inc., New York, has reits name to the Smith-Ward Brake Company, Inc.

Locomotive Corporation.

cently changed

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis will build
its Beach Grove, Ind., shops, to
be completed before the end of the year.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
has taken an order for 38 locomotive cranes for the Russian

The

five

Pacific type locomotives at

George F. Alderdice has resigned as assistant general manager of sales of the Republic Iron & Steel Company, to become
assistant to the president of the Brier Hill Steel Company.

CAR BUILDING
The Atlantic Coast Line is in the market
The International and Great Northern is

for 800
in the

box

government.

cars.

market for

The Kilbourne & Jacobs Manufacturing Company, Columbus.
Ohio,

2 coaches and 3 chair cars.

The Baltimore &

Ohio's order for 2,000 hopper cars, reported
Raihvay Age Ga::cltc of last week, was divided as follows;
American Car & Foundry Company, 1,000; Cambria Steel Company, 500, and Pressed Steel Car Company, 500.

reported to have received an order from Russia for 500
and to be negotiating for orders for industrial cars
to be shipped to France.
is

all-steel cars

in the

IRON AND STEEL
The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has ordered 6,000
tons of 90-lb. rails from the Illinois Steel Company.
The Boston & Albany has ordered 600 tons of bridge
from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

steel

The Philadelphia & Reading
from

the

has ordered a quantity of steel
Pennsvlvania Steel Company for a bridge at Milton,

Pa.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Chicago & North
Western have ordered 764 tons of steel for a viaduct at Marshall& Machinery Company.

town, Iowa, from the Minneapolis Steel

has ordered 4,500 tons of rails from Tennessee
Coal, Iron & Railroad Company and 300 tons of steel for a bridge
over the Rivanna river in Virginia from the Virginia Bridge &
Iron Company.

The Southern

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has received an order from the Russian government for $35,000,000 of
shells, and is reported to have also received an additional order
for $62,000,000 worth of rifles.
The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has received a
contract from the Canadian Northern for the building of two
200-ton capacity, modern automatic locomotive coaling plants
for installation at Big \'alley, Alta., and at Kindersley, Sa.sk.
The contract price is $21,000.
The Macleod Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio, which was announced
July 9 as having received honorable mention for
its exhibit at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San
Francisco, has more recently been awarded, instead, a silver
medal. This has been given for its exhibit of locomotive tire
lieaters, rivet forges and portable oil burners.
in the issue of

The American

Steel

Export Company, which has been organCambria Steel Company,

ized to handle the export trade of the

has established general offices in the Mori is building, Philadelphia, in connection with the general offices of the

;

SIGNALING
The Southern Railway has

started

work on

the installation of

automatic block signals on the line from Orange, Xs...
to .\rrowhead, 36 miles; Elma, Va., to Amherst, 18.5 miles, and
All of this is double track
Whittle. Va., to Danville. 23 miles.
ncaring completion, except 9 miles of single track between Whittle
and Dry Fork. This is on the main line between Washington,
D. C. and Atlanta, Ga., and when completed will make a total
of 415 miles protected by automatic block signals out of the
electric

649 miles between Washington and Atlanta.

The Western Maryland has closed
Switch

&

Signal

Company

for the

a contract witli the

new automatic

Union

signals, noted

Raihvay Age Gazette July 16, page 14L The installation
extends from Big Pool, Md., to Williamsport, 13 miles, and from
Hagerstown, Md., to Emory Grove, 67 miles. On this 80 miles
of track there will be 169 signals, 27 highway crossing bells
and 36 switch indicators. This, together with the 60 miles of
signals put in last year between Cumberland, Md., and Big Pool,

in the

completes the automatic signaling of
Ijetweon Baltimore and Cumberland.

all

the

single

track

line

is to install a mechanical interlocking
40 levers at Danville, Va., at the connection of the new
main line ni the Danville division with the Richmond division.
In connection witli the double tracking of the line, the company
will install a 48-levcr mechanical interlocking at Chaplottesville,
Va. This intcrlcicking will include the crossing with the Chesa-

The Southern Railway

jilaiu ot

& Ohio, and will have the power-operated home and dis.\t Enibrce, S. C, the company will put in a metant signals.
chanical interlocking at the crossing of the Edisto River Lumber Company's road. Here the signals will stand normally clear
for the trains of the Southern Railway.
peake

Cambria com-

pany.
The ofticers of the company are William H. Donner.
president C. B. McElhany, first vice-president W. S. Ottinger.
second vice-president, and O. Kafka, general manager ot sales.
:

The Cnited States Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls.
N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital of $7,000,000 to manufacture machinery, batteries and apparatus for the production of
electric light and heat. It is a reorganization of the LTnited States
Light & Heat Company, and will take over and continue the
G. M.
operation of that company's plant at Niagara Falls.
\Valker, A. L. Fowle and .\. S. Jones. 60 Broadway, New York,
are the directors.

The strike of the molders and coremakcrs which has been in
progress at the Depew plant of the Gould Coupler Company for
the past 18 months, was called off last Monday evening by the
union. The plant has been in continuous operation since a few
days after the strike began, but the union maintained its pickets
It is understood that the company lias
made no concessions to the men, although it is stated that a
number of mtn will be taken back as soon as feasible.

until a short time ago.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has issued the
following announcement: "We desire to announce that we have
voluntarily released our control over the Holmen patents as relates to locomotive coaling plant equipment, and have canceled
our agreement with Mr. Holmen. Two years ago we secured
control of an improved design of elevating machinery which,
while retaining all of the advantages of our previous equipment
under the Holmen patents, entirelv eliminates the bucket latches,
This
closing springs, and trippers reciuired by those patents.
change greatly improves the service and

reliability.

The

results

obtained after two years' operation of many representative plants,
warrants us in making this form our standard, which we will
hereafter employ in all locomotive coaling stations designed and
built by this company."

July
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John Havron, president of the Rogers Locomotive Works,
Patersun, N. J., from 1901 to 1908, and more recently an officer
of the Walker & Bennett Car Seat Company, died in Jersey
City on Saturday, July 25, at the age of 56, from cancer of the
stomach. Mr. Havron started his career as a clerk in the employ of the old Rogers Locomotive & Machine Works in PaterHe gradually worked his way up to the
son, X. J., in 1881.
position of secretary of the company, but left in 1893 to go to
Chicago as the western representative of the Latrobe Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa. In 1901 when the Halloran and Smith syndicate bought the Rogers Locomotive Works, he returned to that
company as its president and held that position until October 1,
1908, leaving at that time to go with the Latrobe Steel & Coupler
Company, with office at Chicago.

Henry S. Hawley, president of the Railroad Supply Company
of Chicago, died on July 22, at his summer home in Saunderstown, R. I.
He was born on .Vugust 12, 1851. at Bridgeport,
Conn.
From 1874 to
1883 he was actively engaged in bridge contracting and in promoting
and
constructing
railroads, during which time
he
the

was identified with
Grank Trunk from

\'alparaiso,

Ind., to

Thornton, 111., and also
purchased at Masters
sale the Chicago & Southern, now owned by the
Grand Trunk. In 1883
he was the promoter of
tlie
Chicago & Wisconsin, which was leased to
and completed by the
Chicago,
Wisconsin &
Minnesota, and was president of the latter road
during its construction
from Chicago to Schlesingerville. Wis.,
This is

H. S. Hawley

now a part of the MinneSault Ste. Marie. lie was general agent and
purchased a part of the right of way of the Chicago Great Western,
and on its completion was appointed general agent in charge
of traffic and leases.
I'rom 1890 to October, 1893, he was genapolis,

Paul

.St.

eral agent

in

&

diarge of

traffic

of the Chicago

& Northern

Pa-

was general agent and treasurer for the receivers
o{ the same road. On July 1, 1897, he was made general agent
and treasurer of the reorganized company, which was called the
hicago Terminal Transfer Company, and on February 1, 1899,
he was appointed traffic manager, treasurer and assistant secretary of the same road.
On June 1, 1902, he was elected president of the Kailrnad Supply Company, whicli imsilion lie held
cific,

and

later

<

at the

lime of his death.

Along thk

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
I.ack.\w.\n.n.\. — This
of
is

tlie

title

.in

extremely

introduce the reader tu the various points of interest along the
Railroad between New York and lUiffalo
and its connecting lines to Chicago. The booklet contains a few
words about each ol the stations or towns passed through on the
route and a large ninnlier of illustrations of tlie things of interest which may be seen on the way, the two best of these illustrations showing the skylities of .New ^ Ork .ind tJhicago,
respectively.

—

Rissi.vN Stkki, Ihmh in 1914. Russia's pig-iron producliun in
is estimated at 4.27(),(XX) metric Ions against 4,555.0(X) Ions

1014

The

falling

off

was

entirely

in

the

latter

half.

The

in I'oland were closed by the war while those in the
and Moscow districts siitTered. In South Niissia the pigiron output was .?,n08.aX) Ions in 1<)14 and 3,(t.sO.UK) Ions in lOl.l;
lli:it of linished iron .ii.d .leel. 2.314.000 Ions in 1''14 and 2.275.0(H)

furnaces
I'ral

tons

ill

1">I3.
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Railway Construction
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South Western Tr.\ction.— This company

will

build

a railroad to be operated with gasolene motor cars from Krura,
Tex., through Dallas to Stephenville, Tex,
No contracts have

been let. There will be five bridges and several depots, shops
and car sheds. E. P. Turner is president, and John T. Witt is
chief

engineer.
charge.

F.

R.

Perkins,

Dallas.

Tex.,

is

engineer

in

Ed.mo.ntox, Dunveg.an & British Columbi.^.— A contract is
reported let to G. H. Webster, Calgary, Alta., for work on a
section of 60 miles through the Grande Prairie district of Al-

(June

berta.

4. p.

1181.)

—

F.MRMoxT & Helen's Run. See Western Maryland.
New York Slbw ays.—The New York City Board of Estimate
on July 21 adopted the alternate tunnel plan proposed to carry
the Fifty-ninth street subway traftic under the East river to the
borough of Queens. The other plan was to remodel the Queensboro bridge.
.Although this action informs the Public Service
Commission, First district, that the Board of Estimate believes
the tunnel should lie liuilt and is prepared to supply the funds
based on the $4,500,000 bid promised by the Degnon Contracting
Company, the final decision must be approved by both bodies.
The Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins Corporation has submitted the
lowest bid of $3,741,000 for that section of the Broadway subway beginning at Thirty-eighth street and running north to
Fort}--second street, crossing under the present subway and running north under Seventh avenue to Fifty-first street.
The Dock Contractor Company submitted the lowest bid of
$1,700,000 for the construction of that part oi the Eastern Parkway subway in Brooklyn from a point near Church avenue
under .\ostrand avenue to Flatbush avenue.

—

Oz.\KK R.MLWAY. This company has awarded the Blodgett
Construction Company of Kansas City, Mo., a contract for the
construction of its line from Mountain Home, -Ark., to Rothville.
a distance of about 15 miles.

Pennsylvania RAiLROAn.— The mayor of Philadelphia has
signed an ordinance empowering the Pennsylvania to build an
addition to its Ovcrlirook vards at Philadelphia. It is said that
from $6,000,000 to $7,000,000 will be spent on this work.

Texas Ro.\ns.— The
from

Beeville,

construction of a railroad is proposed
Bee county, Tex., to Three Rivers, Live Oak

county, a distance of about 25 miles
The railway will connect
with the Southern Pacific and the San .\iitonio & .\ransas Pass
at Beeville. and may ultimately be extended west to a connection
with the International & Great Northern. It will pass through
a ranch country now being rapidly converted into fannlaiul. C. O.
Williams of Corpus Christi. Tex., is interested.

—

line of the l.ackawann.i

1913.

^liiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiiKliiuriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirdllitiiii

TiiiKWATER Southern. This company will extend its line from
Modesto, Cal., through Ceres to Turlock, Cal., a distance of about
16 miles.
There will he one bridge of two 150-ft. spans and a
2.000-ft. trestle requiring 350.000 ft. of timber.
The grading

attractive booklel wliiih has recently l)een issueti by the passenger
tratlie department of the Del.iware, Lackawanna & Western to

ill
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contract has been awarded to .\. G. Chatom of Turlock. Cal.
The track laying and bridge work will be done by company
forces.
Byron .\. Bearce, Stockton, Cal.. is president and general mana'ger.

Western Marvlani).— .\
N'irginia to the bairinont

I'i

charier has been granted in West
Helen's Run Railway, of Ralfiinore.

Md., with a capital of $.s00,000, whicli was organized by Western
Ibc plans call for Iniilding a 6-inile line to
Marylaiul interests.
connect new mines which are lieing opened up by the Consolidation Coal Company in the Helen's Run tields of West
Virginia with the Baltimore & Oliio near I'airmont,
The incorporators are all officers of the Western Mar\laiul.

West Virginia Roaos.— The

question of Imilding a line from
west to Charleston, about 50 miles, is
now under consideration, it is .said. G. W. Curtin .ind H. B.

Suniiiicrsville, VV, \'a„

Curlin,

of

Curtin,

W,

Va..

arc

said

to

be

interested

in

the

project.

York & Rapivmiannock KivtR.— .\pplicatioii will he made for
it is said, by this company with a capital

a charter in \'irRiiiia,

c
;
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$400,000, to build a line from West Point, Va., northeast to
Urbanna, about 15 miles. R. S. Bristow, president, Urbanna
F. H. Sprague, vice-president, West Point.
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Athens, Ga.

A

— The

Pennsylvania has

Brann & Stuart Company,

Inc.,

let

a contract

t<i

tl

Philadelphia, for the reconstruc-

tion of the Charles street viaduct over the Pennsylvania tracks

Union

station.

Battle Creek. Mich.-— The Michigan Railway will build a 150ft.
by 50-ft. concrete, steel and brick freight house, including
freight tracks, pavement, paving approaches, etc.
The Michigan
Railway Engineering Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., has been
awarded the contract. Work will start about August 1.

—

Chicago, 111. J. J. Turner, first vice-president of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, has been elected president
E, D. Sewall, viceof the Chicago Union Station Company.
president of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been elected
vice-president, and W. G. White has been appointed secretary.
An executive committee has been appointed to supervise the work
of building the new terminal, consisting of A. M. Schoyer, vicepresident of the Pennsylvania Lines E. D. Sewall, vice-president
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and E. A. Howard, real
;

estate agent of the Chicago, Burlington

Dayton, Ohio.

— The

&

Quincy.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh

will build a bridge over the Miami river at this place to replace
the one washed out by the floods of March, 1913.
No definite
plans have been prepared at present for such a structure.

—

Lynchburg, Va. The Norfork & Western, the Soutliern Railway, and the Chesapeake & Ohio have made an agreement to
construct a new bridge over the James river at Seventh and
Commerce streets, Lynchburg. Plans for the proposed bridge
have not yet been made.

Manayunk,

— Bids

have been received by the Pennsylvania Railroad for putting up a concrete arch bridge over the
Schuylkill river at Manayunk.
Action has yet to be taken by
the Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania on this proposition,

Pa.

before the contract will be

let.

—

Milton, Pa. An officer writes regarding the steel bridge
which the Philadelphia & Reading will build over the Susquehanna river at Milton, that the bridge will have 14 through plate
girder spans from 83 to 96 ft. in length. Contracts have already
been let to the Robert Grace Construction Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., for the foundation, and to the Pennsylvania Steel Company
for the steel work. Samuel T. Wagner, chief engineer.
(July 16,
p.

I

Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific— Roberts Walker

as counsel for the receivers of the Chicago,

El Paso & Southwestern.

has resigned

Rockland

&

Pacific.

— The

Arizona company, which owns
and operates the western end of the El Paso & Southwestern,
running from El Paso, Tex., to Tucson, Ariz., has made a first
and refunding mortgage to secure an issue of 5 per cent bonds,
due 1965. The Commercial
Financial Chronicle says:
"It is proposed eventually to consolidate the El Paso &
Southwestern system. ownin,g approximately 1.030 miles of railroad in Xew Mexico, Texas, .'\rizona and Mexico, into one
owning and operating corporation under the laws of Xew
Mexico and Arizona and ultimately to transfer to that corporation the title to all the property in the system which can
suitably be connected with the railroad.
The present issue of
bonds, of which $8,055,000 have been immediately authorized
and will at once be a first lien on the 458 miles on the Western
division, will eventually be a first lien on the enti-fe system
of over 1,000 miles, the issue of additional bonds after consolidation having been authorized by the corporation commission to retire the existing first mortgage bonds on the East-

&

etc.

Baltimore, Md.

at the

Railway Financial News

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuMiniiitiiiriiiiiiii[iiiiMiriiniiiiiiiuiiiniiitiiiniiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiii(itiiiiiiiiilllllllliiiiiiiiMllllilliiiiJi

—A

contract has been given by the Georgia Railroad to Hinton & Stewart, Athens, Ga., to build a two story
Work has already been
brick and steel warehouse at Athens.
started on the building, which is to be 12 ft. wide, and 130 ft.
long, and will cost about $20,000.
contract has also been given
to Hinton & Stewart for grading work in connection with new
freight terminals, to consist of a freight house, team tracks,

warehouses,

c

§

144.)

Philadelphia, Pa.— The Pennsylvania Railroad has let a contract to James Stewart & Co., Chicago, for the construction of
a 1 000,000 bushel addition to the grain elevator at Girard Point.
This addition will double the present capacity of the elevator
which was completed about a year ago. (June 18. p. 1460.)
Pittsburgh, Pa.— The Baltimore & Ohio has prepared plans
for a complete remodelling of its passenger station at Smithfield and Water streets.
Work will be started at once. The entire
first floor of the present building is to be used as a general waiting room. The mezzanine floor, now used for the offices of the
general superintendent and his force, telegraph office, yardmaster's office and conductor's room, will be removed.
This
will give a general waiting roon) 60 ft. wide by 76 ft. deep, with
a ticket office facing the general waiting room and the concourse.
The concourse will be 32 ft. deep and 60 ft. in width. The second floor of the station will be remodelled to take care of the
general superintendent's force which will be moved from the
mezzanine floor. The baggage, mail and express will be located
in new quarters arranged for by renovating the present outbound
freight house.

—

Scranton. Pa. The Delaware & Hudson,
about $225,000 to abolish 16 grade crossings

it

is

said, will

in this city.

spend

;

ern division.
"The present

outstanding bonds of the system, including
bonds in the treasury, are $15,792,000, When the operation is
completed the outstanding bonds \vill be $16,627,000. including
bonds in the treasury.
r" -v'^^
"No additional financing is contemplated at present, and the
result of the consolidation will be to place both the title and
the operation in a consolidated company, which will be called
the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad Company.
Thus the
objection to having a railroad owned by a holding' Company
will be eliminated, and the number of corporations comprising
the system will be reduced from 13 to 4, or perhaps 3. The
system will have one first mortgage bond in a substantial
amount, instead of several scattered and disconnected bonds
in a like total amount."

Missouri Pacihc.

—A

has been sent to holders of the
mortgage 4 per cent bonds, due
1919, asking them to communicate with a committee consisting of Charles A. Peabody, president of the Mutual Life Insurance Company; L. Edmund Zacher, of the Travelers Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn., and Robert Struthers. Jr.,
of Wood, Struthers & Co.
See editorial comments elsewhere in this issue.
notice

$3,459,000 Central branch

first

—

A financial plan has been adopted by the investigating committee and the approval of the
California railroad commission has been asked to the putting
through of this plan. The committee says; "If the amended
plan is consummated and the bondholders forego the collection of the three years' coupons, and the stockholders make
the loan [$3 on each $100 shares held], the entire net earnings
during that period can then be used to pay for new debt.
Should the earnings equal the estimates of Bion J. Arnold,
sufficient money will be available during the period to reduce
the floating debt to such an extent that the road will be able to

Oakland, Antioch & Eastern.

continue."

—

A date for the sale of this road has once
again been fixed, the date now being Xovcmber IS. 1915. and
the upset price being fixed at $14,000, subject to underlying
bonds, interest and receiver's certificates.

Pere Marquette.

Guatemala Railways.— In

his message to the National LegisAssembly at its ordinary sittings opened on March 1, the
president of Guatemala said in regard to railways that the section (if the Pan-.\merican Railway in Guatemala has been finally
completed, though its advantages have not yet been felt, owing
to the susjiension of traffic caused by the civil war in Mexico.
Work on the railway of the Altos was interrupted for a time in
lative

of the necessity of all available laborers being
required for agriculture, but this having passed the construction
work has been renewed and is now actively proceeding. Tenders
for constructing the Eastern Railway arc being ccmsidered.

consequence

;

August
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Believing that as
tion there would be very few claims to pay.
competent inspectors of boilers could be obtained from the mechanical department of the road as could be provided by the
insurance companies, this railroad has decided to assume the
The expense
entire liability and carry its own boiler insurance.
incident to the inspections and the claims are to be carried by
the insurance department and no opportunity is left for any
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charges to be shifted to other accounts. The insurance departwill act as an individual outside concern, the profits going
to the road itself. The plan is worth the consideration of other

ment

railways.
A. Simmons, President.
L. B. Sherman. Vice-President.
Henry Lee. Sec'y
The address of the company is the address of the officers.
E.

&

Treas.

Railroad officers generally agree that one of the most troublesome problem? confronting them to-day is that of the selection
of men and their promotion. The article
The Selection
on this subject on another page supple-
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Closely allied with this subject of the selection and promotion of men is that of the education and training of employees
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WE GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 8,850 copies were printed; that
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in fact in a big

way

ments

in

a

Basford,

it

is

practically impossible to consider

them

Because of the importance of these things it would seem
not only wise, but necessary, if anything really worth while is
to be accomplished, to have them placed in the hands of some
officer reporting direct to the chief executive and having full
authority and responsibility in matters pertaining to the selection, training and promotion of all of the employees in all departments. That this step would be fully justified is indicated
to a degree by the remarkable results which have followed the
inauguration of rational apprenticeship systems in the motive
power department or of special educational campaigns which
have been carried on in other departments of various railroads in
recent years.
Unfortunately such movements have not been
general and in most cases have touched only one or two departments on any one road. The time would seem to he opportune
for developing and inaugur.iting movements of this kind on a
larger scale, including every employee of all departments.
apart.
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to carry

many

some of

tlifir

own

insurance

There

cases profitalilc.

is

one

is

common

risk,

how-

ever, that has hccn let ont almost entirely

Stationary

Insurance

prohlem,

and that

is

the

One road in
stationary lioiler insurance.
the middle west, operating over 540 sta.•
.,
.
,i
tiiin;iry hoilcrs, hits recently investigated

Ij„j|pf
,

this

to the insurance companies,

,

,

fact that the r;iles

i

on

this

prompted hy the
had miiteri;illy increased since the time it was
w;is found that hy far the jjreater proportion of

heinii

class of insiir;ince
last placed.

It

the premiums paid to the insurance compiinies was spent for
inspection, and that a very small pcrcentaKc was held for the
p.i\niriit of chiiiiis. the theory heiuK that with competent inspec-

tee,

in

central safety commit-

a report which

mattv

w

was noticed

last

eek,

You cannot control the weather; hut can
more care to provide against injury to persons or
property, when weather conditions arc adverse?
.V moderate
volume ol irall'ic tends to make work ea.sy, all around; hut why
the

For railways

^ North Western

page 209. The same suggestion may
he fotmd in the train-accident record for
the month of April, printed in the Raihcay Age Gaccttc of M;iy
21, page 1036.
The general fact has been evident from a long
series of accident records.
There have been many notable train
accidents in the United States during the past 20 years, but only
three, of the first magnitude, occurred in the month of April.
Good weather, a moderate volume of traffic and a minimum
number of inexperienced trainmen are three elements in which
April often, or usually, has an advantage over the other months
of the year.
But Mr. Richards appeals cpiite definitely to the
individual officer and the individual employee. He aims to make

Round

yon not
practice and in

Year

personal.

t;ikc

not, in the easy times, train yourself to

perform a larger share
of your duties automatically, so that when the rush comes on you
will not get "rattled"?
Knowing the advantages of experience
and the benefits from being able to perform all operations with
tried men, why not take more pains to instruct new men. systematically?
Mr. Kichards has opened up ;i broad subject, one
embracing a hundred <|nestions for superintendents, trainmasters,
tr:iinmen, and all li;uids.
He is not propounding new problems;
but his report suggests the attacking of old ones from a new
At his host the rngineman, the conductor, the track
repairer docs everything safely not only iu \pril bnl in February,
angle.
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At

in spite of the cold.

his host

rush times as well as in slack.

in

(and every one) to he

he avoids errors and accidents
Mr. Richards challenges him

article on "The Farmer and
was written by Philip Meinen, a farmer

W'e puhlish on another page an
the Railroad," which

who formerly
and who now

The Farmer

This

and the

article

lived

Hanover,

at

resides

Stites,

at

condenses as

Kan.,

Idaho.

much common

No. b

59,

from that rendered with respect to carload sliipments
This service, the commisto the same siding."

different

moved from or
sion holds,

at his best all the time.

Vol.

is

not a free service.

These distinctions were not made by the railroads in preparing
their tarifTs, nor by the shippers in opposing any charge for trap
car service, and on the record it is not surprising that the commission should have found it necessarj' to order the cancellation
of the tariffs. Commissioner Harlan adheres to the view that
any form of trap car service is a discrimination in favor of the

sense on the railroad problem as we have
Railroad
-i
t\
Ihere is so
ever met
a similar space.
Meinen
looks
at the railMr.
much common sense in it because
road business just as he looks, and thinks others should look,

owner of a private side track. The majority decision, however,
shows that the railroads will be permitted, even expected, to make
a charge where a special service is rendered, in which case the

farming business. He believes it is
and applying to the railway business the
rule that he believes should be applied to the farming business, he is quite unable to see why those who plant their capital in railroads should not, like a farmer or any other business
man, -be allowed to reap where they sow and garner a harvest
proportionable to the enterprise and skill with which they cul-

two methods, while preswhich have been shown to result in advantage to
both the railroad and the shipper will in no way be interfered

„

J

.,

m

a poor rule that

at the

work both ways

not

tivate their

chosen

will

;

field.

In imagination he puts himself in the

railway investor's and the railway manager's places, .and frankly
recognizes how, if he were in their places, he would like to be
and having done this, he advocates, in substance, the
treated
;

of

application

seemingly

The solution of all of our
Rule.
economic and social problems would be greatly

the Golden

difficult

simplified and facilitated if all classes of the people would approach them in this direct, common sense and honest way.
The managements of the railways could do much to get other
people to treat the railways as they think the railways should
be treated by setting the example of dealing always with other

people as the railways wish to be dealt with.

shippers will be guided in their decision between the trap car and
the dray by the comparative costs of the
ent practices

with.

THE RAILWAYS AND THE MANUFACTURE OF EQUIPMENT
To what

manueconomy

extent ought the railways to engage in the

On

facture of equipment and supplies?

the ground of

some of them have gone into this to a very considerable extent
during the past few years. Has this been a wise movement?
Primarily, the business of a railroad is to manufacture and sell
transportation, and because of its semi-public character and the
difficulties involved in handling more men than are actually
required
that

it

for

carrying on of

the

ought to confine

itself

as

its

business,

closely

as

it

would seem

possible

that

to

business.
It

stands to reason that ordinarily a manufacturing concern,

specializing on a certain line of material or equipment

and com-

peting with other companies for the business, will do better

work

uniform product and in cheapening the processes
of manufacture than would the railroad which handles this
work more or less as a side issue. The argument is often
advanced that the selling cost is eliminated when the material
is manufactured by the user.
True, it is, and yet not a small
part of the railroad passenger traffic revenue is contributed by
the railroad supply interests. Then, too, it must be remembered
that the railway supply companies have been extremely active
and have in many cases done remarkable work in developing
better materials and better designs, thus saving the railroads
untold sums of money which would have been lost if it had
been left to the already overburdened railroad officers to develop
and perfect these materials and devices. It should also be remembered that the railroad salesman is in many cases a sales
engineer rather than a salesman, as the term is usually understood.
In most cases these men are technical experts and their

in turning out a

THE TRAP CAR DECISION
The hope

of

the

railroads

of

increasing their

revenues by

charging for spotting cars and by cancelling tunnel, lighterage
and industrial road allowances, held out by Commissioner Harlan
and Special Counsel Brandeis, seems to have gone glimmering,
along with the charge that they were dissipating their revenues by

But the decision in the trap
"free services" and allowances.
car case really seems to hold forth an opportunity which may be
translated into money.

While the commission orders the cancellation of the tariffs
by the railways as being hastily prepared, ambiguous and
discriminator}^ its language is such that Commissioner Harlan
filed

no longer

dissents.

He

says the opinion "concedes the propriety

of a charge for the so-called trap car service in its most typical
form." The majority opinion by Commissioner Clements finds
that the trap car has come to be an efficient and important instrument for the expansion of both the transportation and the
commercial business of the country, and that it is not desirable
that anything should be done that will seriously impair its efficiency. But it notes some important distinctions between various
classes of trap car service.

"If a consignor orders a car placed on his private track, and
it with less than carload shipments and then orders
the carrier to transport the car to its local freight or transfer
there loads

station for rehandling

and forwarding of contents," the commis-

sion says, "the consignor has used the facilities of the carrier to
dray his shipments. The carrier has rendered a service which
is

special in character

and for which

it

would seem

to

be en-

compensation, with due regard to the service rendered." This is substantially the position taken by the Raihvay
Age Gazette. The commission al.so says that the same character
titled to fair

of service is rendered when a car is held at a local freight or
transfer station, then loaded with inbound shipments and transported to an industry side track. But "if a car is loaded with
less than carload shipments and is transported between the side
track and a transfer point outside the terminal district, on or
off the line of the industry carrier, or if the car moves between
a gateway and destination, the service at the terminal is not

duties are largely along missionary or educational lines.

In not

few cases railroad supply companies are spending thousands
and thousands of dollars each year in educating the railroads to
improve their methods and practices in order that the devices
which they sell may be given sufficient care and attention to make
them most effective. These men are not only of great value
to the railways in this way, but ordinarily their experience and
training have been so extensive and so broad that they are
a

continually

asked

work

for

advice

as

to

practices

outside

of

the

which they are specially interested. In the
earlier days these sales engineers were used by one or two
of the important supply interests only, but in the past few
years a considerable number of companies have developed their
particular

in

sales forces along these lines.

Data would be interesting

if

it

were available regarding the

exact part which the designers employed by the locomotive and
car builders have played in the development of

more

efficient

Comparatively few railroads maintain
a sufficient corps of expert designers to handle this work in anything but a general way and the builders are largely responsible
for many of the most important developments and improvements
which have been introduced in both locomotive and car design.
On what basis do the railroads compare the cost of material

and

effective equipment.

August
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manufactured in their own plants witli the cost of that purchased
from the outside?
In a manufacturing plant the overhead
charge or burden is accurately calculated. On the railroad, with
its

multiplicity of interests, this

factor

is

more

far

difficult

any vtry great extent. The wisdom of so doing would
appear to be extremely questionable.
plies to

to

and in most cases is arrived at by some rule based more
or less on guesswork or rough estimates. Mechanical department
officers w'ere greatly disturbed a number of years ago on the
publication of the results of an investigation into the burden or
surcharge problem which was made on one of the most important
western lines in connection with certain betterment work. This

THE COMMISSION AND THE EXPRESS COMPANIES

calculate

investigation

showed

modern railway

that the surcharges in a

repair shop averaged about 60 per cent, of the payroll in the

locomotive department and 38 per cent, in the car department.
It was found, moreover, that these charges, which covered wages
paid for supervision, accounting, draftsman, stationary engineers, firemen, electricians,

and also taxes,

etc.,

vestment, depreciation of buildings, machinery,

on

interest

etc.,

in-

varied in the

one locomotive shop from 40 to 220
per cent. In comparing the cost of manufacturing material with
the cost of buying similar material outside it is essential that the
overhead charges for each department or material be calculated
separately, as the use of an average figure will undoubtedly be
If a correct charge is made for
misleading in many cases.
overhead, the wisdom of manufacturing material rather than
buying it will in many cases be open to even more serious
different departments of

In granting the petition of the express companies for an in-

Commerce Comission has

crease in their rates, the Interstate

recognized

the truth

the

of

sentiment

expressed by
'The proper regumust be sometimes helped and

W. Underwood when he

Senator Oscar

lation of business requires that

not always hindered, that

it

so

said

well

:

we must

occasionally say 'you may'
and not always 'you shall not.' " Two years ago the commission
prescribed a uniform schedule of rates, classifications and rules
for the express companies, which went into effect on February 1,

The order

1914.

at that

time was considered unusually drastic,
its opinion the reduction

but the commission indicated that in

rates would so stimulate traffic that the express companies
would not suffer unduly. After a jear's trial of the rates the
express companies asked for a rehearing and modification of
the order, showing that while the number of shipments handled
had increased 1.16 per cent, their revenues from transportation
after payment of the railways for handling express matter had
in

decreased 9.21 per cent. Increased efficiency reduced the operating expenses 5.96 per cent, but the net operating revenue decreased from $1,253,438 in 1914 to a deficit of $1,132,812 in 1915,

showed a deficit of $2,380,894. The
commission therefore found that the present revenues are not
adequate and granted the changes in rates asked by the companies, which it was estimated would afford them approximately
while operating income

question.

to

223

There has been a tendency in some of the foreign countries
manufacture in the railroad shops practically all of the

material used by the railroad.

This has discouraged the manu-

facturer in the developing of his business and has stunted the

3.86 per cent increase in gross revenues.

growth of railway supply manufacturing concerns so that they
have not been in a position, when called upon, to furnish material

noteworthy that no definite opposition was made by
The commission says that the express companies have
co-operated earnestly and fairly in an effort to make its new
plan of making and publishing rates a success, and that they
are entitled to reasonable relief promptly.
It has thus manifested a praiseworthy disposition to remedy its own errors, and
the express companies, by their attitude during the past two
years, have made it easy for the commission to treat them
with some consideration. After having got the public into a
frame of mind w-here it was almost willing to see them put
out of business, and with reduced rates and the new competition of the parcel post to meet, the express companies took
their medicine with as good grace as possible.
By exerting
every effort to improve their service and to develop new sources
of traffic, and by using wisely planned methods of publicity,
they have not only maintained themselves in the face of the
most difficult conditions, but have even attained a considerable
degree of popularity.

If the railroads in this country
for export to other countries.
should go to the extreme in manufacturing the materials used by
them, would it not so affect the supply industries that they would
not be in a position to go after and develop foreign business,

end affecting the revenue of our own railroads
The freight revenue
from the handling of the finished material is a comparatively
small part of the total freight revenues from the raw products
which must be supplied to the manufacturer.
Public opinion has been very much against the railroads and
they have been harassed and hampered in every direction. The
pendulum is now slowly swinging back in the other direction.
One important factor in bringing this about and educating the
thus

the

in

because of the reduction in freight traffic?

public to a better appreciation of the railroads

was the

active

which the railway supply manufacturers took in the
educational campaign.
Without their sympathy and good will
the task would have been a far more difficult one and would have

interest

taken

much

From

longer to accomplish.

this

standpoint

is

It

BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT

it

The progress

not to the best interests of the railroads to continue to purchase
as

much

of

their

sources, thus

finished

supplies

retaining the good

manufacturing interests?
Finally, and not by any means the
is

possible from outside
and co-operation of the

as

will

that involved in the labor situation.

least

important

Too much

time

factor,
is

is

shippers.

now

by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit and the city of New York shows
some of the disadvantages that may result from sucii
a partnership.
On the other hand, the company's management of its 246 miles of surf.icc lii\es and 61 miles of rapid
clearly

transit lines, in which, while, of course, subject to the regulation

required of the railroad executives in considering the handling

of the

and adjustment of labor difliculties. Why complicate this situation by going into the manufacturing business, thus increasing
the number of men in the organization and multiplying in a

a

prnportion
l.ilidr?

grealri

the

i((|Mii eel,

K

it

tli.iii

danger of
not

much

the actual
friction

beller

to

number nf

and

loss

in

divide this

additional

the

among

fercMt in:iinifacturers supplying r.iilway materials ami

one handle

his

own

special

men

handling of
the

dif-

li.ive

each

labor problems?

|)oublIrss there arc other factors which might be considered

determine the extent to wliidi a railway can
in the manufacture of it.s supplies and equipment. The foregoing are snlliciently iniporlant, however, to challenge any further tendency along these lines and should receive
the most careful attention of railway oflicers who are considering or have gone into the manufacture of c(|uipment and supin

the effort

profitably

to

engage

of the huge joint undertaking being carried on

Xew'Vork

fairly

that

is

free

Public Service Commission, the

field

marked and

for
in

initiative,

company has

shows progress being made

some aspects of national

In the fiscal year ended Jiuic 30,

interest.

Brooklyn Rapid
Transit earned $26,42S,(XX), an increase of $8^>9,000 over the previous year. This increase in rcvemic, however, is entirely due
to the fact that the earnings from the Coney Island & Brooklyn
Railroad are included for the entire fi.scal year 1915 and were
only included for six months in the previous fiscal year. As a
matter of fact, comparing like with like and excluding from
both years the Cimey Island S: Brooklyn, there was a decrease
in 1915 as compared with 1914 due, as Colonel Williams points
out in his annual report to stockholders, to the fact that a
general business depression such as was experienced in 1915,
1915,

the

with the resulting large nuntbrr of men out of work in the big
railway companies' earnings materially. An-

cities, affects street
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other reason for the decrease in passenger revenues was the
increase in the issuance of transfers as the result of an order
of the Pubhc Service Commission increasing the number of

There was an increase in
transfer points from 721 to 1,008.
of 10,552,000, with a
carried
passengers
the number of transfer
decrease in the cash passengers of 2,142,000. Tlie financial results of
at the

the operation of the

company

are

shown

in

tlie

table

end of these remarks.

The rate of wages on street railways is tending steadily to
increase partly in line with the higher cost of living, which is
most felt in the cities, and partly with the general tendency
of wages in all branches of transportation to increase as the

make steady progress in their constant efforts to
secure shorter hours or higher wages. The street railway com-

labor unions

pany,

therefore,

efforts to get

like

the

steam railroad, must

more and more

efficient

depend on

its

the jobs which it has to offer more attractive, thus appealing
The Employees' Benefit Association
to a higher grade of men.
through which the employees'
Transit,
Rapid
Brooklyn
of the

welfare work is largely conducted, now has a membership of
8,000, of which 6,500 are in the operating department.
Mention has been made previously in these columns of the
system of compulsory medical inspection and free medical atThis
tendance for employees excused on accoimt of illness.

system was established on January 1, 1913, for the men in the
operating department, numbering about 10,000. Steady progress
has been made in reducing the amount of time lost on account
of sickness, and making full allowance for the milder weather
estimated that the reduction in lost time
attributable to this system was 8.6 per cent, in 1915. In the first
year of operation of the system there was a reduction of 24 per
cent, in loss of time as compared with the previous year.
of last winter,

it

is

and

aid

Instruction is being given in first aid work,
equipment cases have been installed in 68 depots, terminals and
shops of the company; first aid kits have also been supplied
to emergency crews and work crews.
The company has been remarkably successful in arousing an
interest in its employees in its safety first campaign. This work
has been organized by departments and meetings of committees and of whole departments are held at which safety problems
The Brooklyn Rapid
are freely discussed by the employees.
Transit is also, as has been previously mentioned, conducting a
campaign of education in the public schools in Brooklyn and
first

has organized Safety Patrols among the boys and careful clubs
among the girls. During the year the company distributed
234,000 safety stories among the school children.

The amount paid for injuries to passengers and damage to
property in 1914 was $608,000, an increase of $64,000 over the
but this increase was probably largely due to
previous year
payments for accidents occurring in previous years, there being
;

actually 1,333 fewer accidents in 1915 than in 1914.
The figures for revenue and the facts in regard to treatment

of employees, etc., are, of course, in respect to the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit as the operating company for the now existing
The building of the
surface and elevated lines of Brooklyn.
New York subways and elevated extensions which is being
carried on in partnership with the city of New York is in the
hands of a subsidiary company— the New York Municipal
Railway Corporation. The agreement between the city and the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit provides for an expenditure by the
city of about $100,000,000 and by the New York Municipal
Railway Corporation of about $65,000,000. The new system was
to have been ready for oiieration on January 1, 1917. Two things
have occurred to very much hamper this work. On the one
hand, the work which is to be done by the company all has
to be approved of by the New York Public Service Commission and every plan and form of contract is subject to the
commission's scrutiny and must be approved by the commission

No. 6

59,

Colonel Williams, the president, says that in some
many months to consider con-

advance.

in

cases the commission has taken

submitted to it which should have been passed on in a
few days, or at the most a few weeks. This makes the extenThe
sion of the company's own lines slower than it should be.
letting of contracts by the city for its share of the work has
been very much delayed and contracts have been let in such
a way as to promise to delay the opening of the most profitable

tracts

new

of the

lines.

The

result

that the city's extension of credit

is

which will come with the opening of the subway lines is delayed
and financial hardship is also worked on the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit. It is the old story of red tape and delay in municipal
management, although in general the present New York City
administration has a reputation for better work

in

this

.

respect

than most large city administrations.

The following

work out of each employee

The Brooklyn Rapid
to offset the increased rates of wages.
specially directed
been
end
have
this
attain
to
efforts
Transit's
toward bettering the condition of its employees and making

Vol.

table shows the principal figures for operation
compared with 1914, but it must be remembered
the 1915 figures include a full year's operation of the Coney

1915

in

that

as

&

Island

Brooklyn,

months operation of

while

1914

the

this road

include

figures

only

1915

Transportation revenue
Miscellaneous revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of wav and structures

operating expenses*
Net revenue from operation
Other income
Taxes

Total

Interest and rentals
Net available for dividends

shown

in this figure but not
legal expenses, etc.

1914

$26,096,265
$25,246,452
331,421
311,797
26,427,687
25,558,250
2,391,815
2,021.647
2,401,841
2,315,990
1,553,178
1,463,284
4,787,574
4,520,023
1,744,690
1,696,132
14,960,381
13,994,553
11,467,305
11,563,697
438,715
451,772
1,700.035
1,752,880
4,693,424
4,946,884
5,512,561
5,315,705
4,467,318
3,650,048
1,045,243
1,655,657
separately above are payments

Maintenance of equipment
Operation of power plant
Trainmen's wages
Other expen. of operation of cars

Dividends
Surplus
*Included
for damages,

six
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NEW BOOKS
Public Utilities, Their Present Value and Return; by Hammond V. Hayes,
Bound in cloth.
consulting engineer.
203 pages, size 6 in. by 9 in.
Published bv D. Van Nostrand Company, 25 Park Place, New York.
Price $2.
first book on this subject, "Public Utilities, Their
and Depreciation" (reviewed in the Railway Age
Gazette, of February 13, 1914, page 305), was devoted largely

The

author's

New

Cost

to a consideration of the general principles underlying the ascer-

tainment of the fair present value of a property and to the
methods to be followed by engineers engaged in such work. The
present book, which is a supplement to the other, deals rather
with what is to be done to ascertain the fair present value after

The former book emphasized that
same valuation might not hold for purposes of sale, as for

the appraisal has been made.
the

purposes of taxation, condemnation, or as a basis for reasonable rates. The present volume is confined to cases where quesof

tions

rates

are

involved

and

to

public

utilities

subject

to

The book covers

regulation by state or government authority.

under the following heads: The Present ControAscertainment of Fair Present Value Fair Rate of ReReplacement Cost Actual Original Cost Going Value,
turn
and Depreciation. The chapter on the ascertainment of fair
subject

its

versy

;

:

;

;

;

is divided into discussions of the basis for fair
charges for service for a new company, for a previously unregulated company, for non-competitive successful undertakings,
for non-competitive unsuccessful undertakings, and there is also
a division on the fair value of property of competitive underThe chapter on replacement costs deals with cost of
takings.

present value

and going value. In the discusbrought out that the latter is not good
will, but that it is the difference between the cost as a going
concern and the capital cost, and should include such items as

proinotion, physical property
sion of going value

company
and
It

it

organization,

is

general

is

noted that

;

will

legal

expenses,

taxes

"Going value, consisting of costs made up as

outlined in the present study,
erty

expenses,

interest during construction.

(if

a

company

is

as

much

in a rate case as in

a portion of the propa case of sale."

and franchise values are not to be so included.

Good

;

The Operation
A

Pacific

Study from the Standpoint

Man
The dexelopment

the

of

of the Largest Interurban

System

of electric interurban railway lines as sub-

separated.

and feeders to steam roads has been most pronounced alonR the Pacific Coast, where both the Hill and Harriman systems have built and acquired a considerable mileage of
such roads. The largest electric railway system in the country
is the Pacific Electric, now controlled by the Southern Pacific,
radiating from Los Angeles and giving the parent steam system
an intensive development in this highly productive traffic center.
Built originally for passenger traffic only, it now competes actively

continued

sidiaries

of

for freight, and, in spite of the fact that
solicited

Map Showing
its

revenue from this

fiscal

The

it

has not actively

such business until with the last four or five years,

year and

is

traffic

amounted

to $1,203,956 for the last

increasing rapidly.

Pacific Electric

November,

in the

Road

Country

The interurban lines were reorganized and have
the name of the Pacific Electric Railway

under

Company.
The further development of

this system has continued steadily
today practically all of the lines laid out by Mr. Randolph
have been built with the exception of a connection between the
termini of the La Habra line at Stern and the Riverside line
at Corona.
The most recent extensions are those from Upland
east to
San Bernardino, a new line between San Bernardino
and Riverside connecting the Riverside-San Bernardino groups
of lines with the main system, and that from Harrison to

until

the Single, Double, and Four Track Lines of the Pacific Electric System

Railway Company was originally organized
by H. E. Huntington and associates, to
bnild about 1,000 miles of standard gage electric railways in
Southern California, radiating from Los Angeles.
Under the
direction of Epcs Randolph, as vice president and general manager, a comprehensive system of lines was planned into those
territories capable of intensive development, and construction
began at once. After building the major portion of these lines
this system was consolidated on September 1, 1911, with the Los
Angeles Pacific, extending from Los Angeles west to the beaches
at Venice, Santa Monica and Redondo
the Los Angeles & Redondo. running from Los Angeles to Redondo Beach the San
Bernardino Valley Traction Company lines, serving San licrnardiuo, Kedlands and Highland, and the Riverside iV Arlington
lines at Riverside.
At the same time the interurban and the
narrow gage street railway lines in Los Angeles were entirely
in

Steam

the

of

Railway

Electric

1901,

;

;

Corona,

in

the vicinity of Riverside, both completed last year.

At the present time the Pacific Electric operates 609 miles of
line extending from Los Angeles west and south along the
beaches from Santa Monica to Newport Beach and Balboa
southeast into the sugar beet country at Santa Ana and into the
l.a Habra oil fields and cast through the citrus country about
Covina, Clendora, Pomona, San Hernardino and Riverside
Xearly 12 miles of these lines have four tracks and 280 miles
double

tr.K'k.

The system

inehiiles

1,0.^7

miles

of

opexatcd

track.
Till-:

PIIVSH'.M. I'Rol'IKI'S

are built entircU on private
and even within the corporate lin\it- ot cities and
towns the tracks are removed from the streets in many instances.
Thus, at Los Angeles the private riglit of w.iv extends to within
The standard
seven blocks of the main passenger tcrmni.il

Except

in

the cities,

the lines

right of way,

track construction consists of

ard

rail

75-ll>.

on imtrcated red wood

Harrim
tics

m

line

principally

common
in

stand-

frravel

and
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crushed rock

roadway
This

is

is

ballast.

oiled

especially

where the sand

Where

heavily

at

not so ballasted, the sand or dirt
regular

intervals

to

compact

it.

necessary on those lines along the beaches
badly at times during the long dry

drifts

season.

Because of the frequent stopping and the heavy braking of
and the use of multiple tracks in one direction only, the
track creeps badly, having been observed to move as much as
This requires the
36 ft. on one long trestle in si.x months.
liberal use of rail anchors, especially on the tracks approaching
Manganese
heavy traffic stations where the pull is greatest.
track construction is used almost exclusively for special work.
This road has been a pioneer in the use of solid manganese
and employs it almost exclusively for frog and switch work
on the lines with heavy traffic. On the other lines built up
manganese frogs and switches are installed.
Double tracks are built IS ft. 6 in. between centers. On the
four-track lines, the distance between the centers of the outside
The stations vary in size and design
tracks is 13 ft. 6 in.
from the nine-story general office and passenger terminal building at Los Angeles to the frame or concrete passenger shelters
Regular agents are maintained at
at outlying passenger stops.
trains,

The
all

stations of sufficient traffic to justify their

cluding some 40 points,

who

Station at

employment,

in-

devote their entire time to the company's business.
At most of these places standard stations
are provided, equipped with ticket offices, parcel, freight and
express rooms, waiting rooms, etc.
No general design has
been adopted, as in many cases it is desired to harmonize the
construction of the station with that of the surrounding buildings in the communities, many of which are suburban towns.
While the road formerly generated its power at its own steam
plants, the development of hydro-electric and other power by
large power companies has made it more economical to purchase
it from these large producers, and the company's steam plants
are held in reserve. Power is delivered at convenient specified
points on the railway company's lines at LS.OOO volts and transmitted at this potential to the various substations, of which
there are now 52, the power wires being carried over the greater
portion of the system on the railway company's pole lines.
These substations are spaced from 6 to 12 miles apart on busy
lines and from 10 to 12 miles apart on those of lighter traffic.
The equipment installed in the different substations varies with
the traffic demands and also with the age of the substation.
The rapid development of the traffic on this system has made
it exceedingly difficult to provide sufficient power at all times.
To handle peak loads or to allow a substation to be taken
out of service for repairs, four portable substations have been

Vol.

59,

Xo. 6

built.
These are constructed on .SO-ton steel flat cars, and are
housed in and feed directly from the high tension power lines
above mentioned. Each of these portable substations is equipped
with a transformer and a 600-kw. motor-generator set.
This
equipment is of special value in handling heavy traffic such
as the sugar beet rush in the fall, as it can be set out on any
siding and cut in on the power line directly wherever the energy
may be the most needed.
Power is delivered to the motor equipment by means of simple
feed and trolley wires on all lines. For single and double tracks
the construction is the same, as it has been assumed that any
stretch of single track will eventually be double tracked.
The
trolley wire is supported on single poles with pipe arms on
most of the single and double track sections and span pole
construction on four track lines and on most curves, side tracks,
station and yard tracks, etc.
Catenary construction has been
adopted on the lines built recently, with a view to gradually
changing over to this form of overhead construction over the
The extension from Upland to San Bernardino
entire system.
is operated at 1200 volts d.c. and the line from Upland into
Los Angeles is being changed over to this from 600 volts. All
other lines are now operating at 600 volts, but it has been the

Monrovia, Cal.
intention to go to 1,200 volts as fast as the overhead construction
is

changed

to the catenary type.

At the end of

this

year

nearly

all

crossings

with

steam

roads will be completely protected with all-electric interlocking
plants, and within another year all other crossings and junction
Twelve interlocking plants
points will be similarly protected.
are now in service, three others are under construction and

more are provided for. Those built recently are all-electric
with track circuit approach locking. One of the most modern
18 miles south of Los Angeles,
is that completed at Watts,
where three busy double track lines converge into one fourtrack trunk line. This plant now has 76 working and 12 spare
levers and is said to control more functions than any other
Over 1,000 scheduled
plant we.st of the Rocky Mountains.
trains pass over it daily, requiring over 6,000 lever movements.
During two hours in the morning and the same period in the
evening a train passes over the crossing every 0.85 minute.
Automatic signals are being installed gradually on the busiest
five

Last year three-position light signals were installed on 9^2
miles of the Venice Short Line and also on four miles of the
Pasadena Short Line. The Venice line was signaled for 1 minute
lines.

speedway of 30 miles per hour. Two miles of the
was signaled for 45 seconds headway at 20 miles
per hour, and two miles for 1 minute headway at 30 miles per

headway

at a

Pasadena
hour.

To

line

give an idea of the density of the

traffic,

over 15,000

5

August

6,
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passengers are carried daily between Los Angeles and Pasadena

Between Los Angeles and Long Beach three-car

alone.

trains

are run in each direction at intervals of 20 minutes daily from
a. m. to 8:00 p. m., with double service on Sundays and

8:00

This

holidays.

San Pedro,
Dominguez Junc-

line also furnishes similar service to

same

traveling over the

rails as

far south as

tion, in addition to freight traffic, the

however, being handled over

all

most of the freight

lines

at

traffic,

night.

The company operates 675 passenger cars, all of which are
provided with motors. It also operates 18 express cars which
can be operated singly and which have power sufficient to
The comhaul as many as five to eight loaded freight cars.
pany also operates sufficient freight equipment for its own
traffic, although it requires foreign lines to provide equipment
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and the various counties in Southern
of money during the past
few }ears in the construction and improvement of the public
roads.
This has greatly stimulated automobile traffic and has
resulted in the appearance of large numbers of "jitney" busses
competing for passengers and express business not only in Los
Angeles and the immediate sulnirbs but to points as far distant
as \'enice. While it is difficult to see how this can prove profitpassenger

traffic.

The

state

California have spent large sums

and therefore exist permanently, it is cutting into the passenger revenue of the Pacific Electric seriously at this time
and is an exceedingly difficult competition to meet, as it is largely
able

unregulated.

Over

3,200 scheduled passenger trains are operated daily in

shipments from points on its lines to the more
on the steam roads. It operates 55 electric locomotives in freight service exclusively, 10 of which are in switching
and the remainder in road service. These locomotives are operated in two shifts as the business demands, giving practically
24 hours' continuous operation. The newer locomotives weigh
They
62 tons and are provided with four 250-h.p. motors.
for through

distant points

have a tractive effort of 21,000

maximum
fully

11).

tractive effort of 30,000

at 17.6 miles per

The

lb.

up to steam road standards.

hour and a

freight equipment

is

Recent purchases include 90

A

Portable Sub-Station

t.

1-

-}-

1 _^^Sgjitj^^^^^

way freights and 84 express trains. This excludes
heavy drag freight trains which are not regularly scheduled
but are run as the traffic demands. Over 185,000 passengers are
addition to 62

carried daily.

^^^MH
iIIl

A

1

LiliilkJ iL^flL

Four-Track Line Dividing into the Double-Track Lines

at

Watts

It

is

the freight traffic in which

As

the steam

railway

man

is

were designed and
built originally for passenger traffic alone with no thought of
With the building up of new
developing a freight business.
communities removed from other railway facilities, there soon
arose a demand for the transportation of building and other
materials.
This condition combined with the acquiring of these
lines by the Southern Pacific has resulted in special attention

most

interested.

stated above, these lines

box cars with steel underframes, 225 steel flat cars and 250 steel
dump and gondola cars, all of 100,000 lb. capacity.
New general shops have been planned to be built at Torrance,
midway between Los Angeles and San Pedro, to replace older
The company now builds none of its
shops in Los Angeles.
equipment but docs all its own repair work, employing about 800

men

for this purpose.

TRAFFIC

The revenues
June

30,

1914,

of the Pacific Electric for

were

I'itssfiiKcr

tlic

fiscal

year cndinj;

$9,467,483.15, divided as follows:
$7,366.*i61.40
1,277.16

revenue

HaKK'^Ke revenue
Hire uf eh.irtered cars
I'. S. mail revenue
Kxpres.H revenue

4.S.(j'iI.80

18.038.96

Milk revenue
revenue
P'rciuhl
.SwitcltinR revenue
Miseellaneous transportation

144,^.S5.70
.U,.S03.99

1,20.^956.31
30,7.'i3.04

revenue

Total Iransporlalinn revenue
Revenue otlier than Irannportatioii

173,600.26
9,019,138.62
448,344.53

One

of

the

Newer Locomotives

$9,467,483.1

Total

Approxiinalcly onc-lialf the passenger revenue is commuter
the rrtnaindcr is largely local, although through tickets
are sold to all points from the more important agency stations.
Wells, I-'argo K' Company and the Postal Telegraph ("oinpany

being given to the solicitation of freight

United States mail is also
carried on a number of the trains, mostly in closed pouches,
although railway postal cars arc operated over several of the

.\ut:<les it Salt

Irafllc atid

operate

over

the

entire

system.

lines.

An

iiilcrestinR sittialion

has recently arisen wilh reference to

four or five years.
business on Dereinber

The
1,

greatest

traflic

within the past

stimulus was

given

to

this

1913, wlioii the Pacific Electric secured

Pacific and the San Pedro, Los
Lake on citrus fruits, followed In similar rales
on other coinnioditios on .lanuary 1, 1914. This n.>a<l also participates now with the Sanla Vc in joint rales from certain points
on the Pacific Electric lines to .\rizona and laiifornia points
on the Santa Fe. As a result, the Pacific Electric is now enabled
joint

rates wilh the Southerti
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through as well as local business on an equality with
was essential to it if it was to compete
successfully for the transportation of citrus fruits, sugar and
similar products, practically all of which go to the East.
About 200.000 tons of freisht is handled monthly, of which
about 80 per cent, is local trat'llc, the remainder being delivered

Vol.

No. 6

59,

of sugar beets are raised in the vicinity of Santa Ana.

to solicit

titles

the steam roads, which

.^bout 500,000 tons are produced annually in the area tributary
to the line between Santa Ana and Huntington Beach, 9 miles
long, and

Over

three large sugar factories are located on this

3,000 cars of

lumber and

1,000 cars of citrus fruit

also handled during the past year and

it

is

estimated that about

3,000 cars will be handled during the present year.

business

especially

is

increasing

line.

were

This

latter

from the

resulting

rapidly,

through billing arrangement and also from the extension to
San Bernardino, passing through the well-developed citrus area.
Another important source of freight traffic on the Pacific Electric is the 1. c. 1. merchandise business.
About 25 per cent of
the freight handled consists of this traffic.
About 45 cars are
loaded daily at the Los Angeles station alone.
trains are run over each line daily.

.\11

Two

1.

c.

1.

freight

such freight received

during the forenoon is delivered at the various stations over the
system the afternoon of the same day. All freight received up
to 5 :30 p.m. is loaded during the early evening and taken
out during the night.
At the largest stations for which full
cars are loaded, this freight

A

Regular Passenger Train

and received from the steam lines at Los Angeles and other
This traffic is growing rapidly, having doubled
within the past four years and is increasing even more rapidly
now that the road is permitted to solicit traffic for and from
The rapid building up of compoints beyond its own lines.
munities along these lines is also adding to the traffic. As for
instance, Torrance, an industrial town, less than three years
to

connecting points.

A
now giving the road over 100 cars
The ability of an electric line to

old, is

monthly.

of revenue business
furnish frequent and

developing faster and the land being given over to more inwould be the case if they were on steam

tensive cultivation than

road lines only, with but one or two trains daily.
The car load business consists principally of oil, rock, sand
and gravel, vegetables, citrus fruits, nuts, lumber, grain and

The

Habra

largest individual source of traffic

fields

which goes

or three solid

oil

to

Los Angeles for

is

oil

from the La

Two

distribution.

trains are operated daily, the total shipments

for the last fiscal year amounting to 449,565 tons or 10,440 cars.

Over

11,000 cars of rock, sand and gravel

were hauled

last

year

for building and highway construction.
The next largest source of traftic is vegetables, consisting principally of sugar beets,

which furnished 4,224

ready for delivery

at 7:00 o'clock

cars.

Large

it

delivered during the forenoon on the return

is

tional service

is

trip.

Addi-

given perishable products for the ocean resorts

received up to the middle of the afternoon, for which deliveries
are

made

to

the same evening.

a result of the through

rating, the tonnage turned over
connecting lines at Los -Angeles has increased from 10,000

.As

Drag Freight Train

rapid freight and passenger service results in such communities

hay.

is

At the smaller stations, where no regular agents are employed, and where freight left on the platforms
during the night is liable to loss by theft or from the weather,

the following morning.

(|uan-

tons monthly one year ago to as

much

as 20,000 tons

at

the

An

average of about 25 carloads are turned over
Over 800 cars of citrus
to the Southern Pacific alone each day.
fruits were delivered to the Southern Pacific at Los Angeles for
present time.

the winter of 1914 and 116 to the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake. During the past winter this
interchange traffic of citrus fruits increased to about 1,600 car-

movement East during

loads.
OI'r.KATION OF THK I'KOl'KRTY.
For operating purposes the Pacific Electric is divided into
four divisions. The Northern division includes the lines from
Los Angeles to Pasadena, San Gabriel, Glendale, Glendora, Pomona and Upland with 156 miles of main line. In addition to
handling a very heavy passenger business, this division also secures considerable fruit traffic from the (ilendora and Upland
lines.
The Western division includes the lines to the beaches

August
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Redondo Beach and to Van Nuys, Ovvensmouth
and San Fernando in the San Fernando Valley. It handles a
very heavy passenger traffic with only local freight and comprises
The Southern division is the largest,
142 miles of main Hne.
with 209 miles of main lines, including those to San Pedro,
Huntington Beach, Santa Ana and La Habra. While the first
two lines handle a heavy passenger traffic, this is primarily a
freight division on which originate the oil, sugar beets, various
The Eastern
other vegetables, and a considerable fruit traffic.
division with 102 miles of main line, comprises the lines in the
vicinity of San Bernardino, Redlands, Riverside and Corona, connecting with the Northern division at Upland. Previous to the
completion of the connection between Upland and San Bernardino last July, this division handled local traffic only. It is now
succeeding in developing a considerable fruit and other freight

TRAIN ACCIDENTS

as far south as

The operating organization is similar to that existing on steam
roads.
The general manager is in charge of all departments,
with a general superintendent in charge of transportation matEach division is in charge of a superintendent, with one
ters.
or more assistant superintendents; the division organization being
based more on the number of employes and the density of trafThe maintenance and
fic than on the number of track miles.
operating, engineering, mechanical and electrical departments are

each in charge of an executive engineering officer reporting direct to the general manager.
The standard code of the American Railway Association is

used
tion.

modified where necessary for electric operais done by telephone.
The despatchers give

in operation,

All despatching

their orders direct to the conductors,

who copy them on standard

train order forms, giving copies to the

At

motormen.

all

out-

lying points where there are no station buildings, telephone
booths are provided under lock and key, cutting in directly onto
the despatcher's wire.
In addition to the passenger

and

1.

c.

I.

freight trains referred

minimum

to above, regular milk trains are operated daily with a

In

of 2 cars each.
load

(|u:*ntitics.

addition,

points

several

These milk and

1.

c.

1.

ship

trains

milk

car

in

regularly

are

scheduled.
All drag freight trains are run extra
traffic

warrants.

These

the night to avoid
to

secure

trains

and are ordered as the

are run almost entirely during

interference with the passenger trains and

more economical power

a

One

factor.

interesting

problem in their operation has been the difficulty in preventing
the crews from overloading the locomotives. \\ ith steam operation the only effect of this is to stall the train, but an electric
locomotive

is

subjected to severe

damage when overloaded.

men

all

are employed in

departments of the Pacific
Electric, of which about 1,600 are in passenger train service and
LSO in freight and switching service. All the men employed are
non-union. While numerous attempts have been made to organize
the employes in various departments, the attempts have always
been unsuccessful. Train service employes are paid on a graduThey work on a
ated scale increasing annually for S years.

About

6,000

The following

10-hour per day average basis, 7 days per week.

To

train

men

maintained at Los Angeles, during attendance at which the students and new men arc paid $0.2.^ per
hour for actual time put iti and are guaranteed a minimum of
for this service a school

is

$4.' a uionlli.

Kmi.w.w

Di'.vi-.i.oi'min is

i.\

Hri.i.AiiiA.

.\

liritish

consular

1912 there were 1,388 miles of
railw.iy comijleled to Bulgaria, the number of passengers conveyed being 3,342,()(X1. The weight of the tnercliaiidisc trans-

The constiuclion of
ported aniuially averages 2,()00,(MK) tons.
the following lines may be taken in hand (luring the present
year: l<adomir-l)upnitza-( iorna-juniaia, with extension down the
Struma valley to the fireck frontier, I'levna-Lovctcli, Uupnifza\Aork is proKressing on tilt
liol)ov-I)ol, and (iabrovo-Sevlicvo.
survey and preparation of the Mikliailovo-Haskovo-I'orto L'nKOi

of
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Thurmont, Md., on the night of tlie._^
11, and eastbound passerf^"
ger No. 10.
The collison occurred on a high bridge and the
baggage car of the westbound train fell to the ravine below. The
engines were badly damaged, but remained on the bridge, as did
In the baggage car which fell were
all of the rest of both trains.
two passengers, both of whom were killed and the baggageman,
one engineman. one fireman, and a traveling fireman were also
killed.
Several passengers were injured. The collision was due
trains in collision near

24th were westbound passenger No.

;

mistake of the train despatcher, who sent conflicting orders.
trains in collision near Platte River, Mo., on the 27th,
were both fast freight trains, and at the time of meeting were
running about fifteen to eighteen miles an hour. Both engines
and five cars were demolished. One engineman, one fireman and

to a

The

one brakeman were killed, and two other trainmen were injured.
The westbound train, several hours late, and inferior to the eastbound, encroached on the other train's time without orders.
The trains in collision near Lawley, Ala., on the 29th, were
southbound passenger No. 107 and a northbound locomotive running without cars. Both engines were badly wrecked and were
overturned.
One fireman was killed and both enginemen and
seven passengers were injured. The empty engine was running
on the time of the superior southliound train, without orders, the
engineman having overlooked the schedule of No. 107.
The train derailed near Minier, 111., on the third of June was
eastbound passenger No. 70, and the tender, two baggage cars
and one passenger car were overturned. Twenty passengers and
two trainmen were slightly injured. The train was running at
about 40 miles an hour, and the tender was the first vehicle to
leave the rails, too high speed on soft track being apparently the
cause.

The train derailed near Xorthline, Wis., on the 5th was a
westbound passenger. The engine and three cars went off the
track and the engine was overturned. The engineman was killed
and two other emiilovees were injured. The derailment was due
to a landslide, caused by a cloudburst.

The

train derailed near Lake City, Minn., on the night of the
was a westbound passenger, and the engine and first two
No passengers were killed.
cars fell into the Mississippi River.
Two trainman and one other person were killed and eight passengers and two other persons were injured. The cause of the
derailment was the weakening of a bridge abutment by a cloud5th,

burst.

train derailed on the

about

(ilh,

7 a. m.,

near Dallas, Tex.,

and the engine and two cars were overturned.
The engineman. fireman and one br.ikcman were injiued
The cause of the derailment was soft roadbed.
The train derailed near Carrier, Okla., on the night of the 8tli
was a westbound passenger, running about J5 miles an hour.
Two cars were overturned and 52 passengers were injured. The
'Alilirrviationa

and

freight

niarl(s

re, Rr»r colliiinn
l>c,
Hroken- - d,
Defective

—

uned

Accident List:

in

cnlli»ion

llullinK

xc,

(lllicr

cnllitiont^—4>,

ottntrurlioii- -unx.
Uncxace.
t>prn drr.-iilinK switch
nis, Misplnccil •twitcli
ob»l.. Accidrnl.ll otmtniclion -nirtlicr. Malicious ot»«(rucln>tt of track, etc.
tire,
I'.ii^
bvtrncil wllttr
I)itiler,
KxploHiiin of tocmnotivr on rtmd
runninu^ -P. or l*a!»* P-isurnnri (i.iin --F. or Ft,, Frriuhl Irnin (includAsterisk. Wreck whidly or partlv
iuK cntpty rninne!i, wmk Irdnni. ruilrstroyeil liy hre
DnitKcr, One or nmre pas^rnitcrs killnl
pl.-iinrd

—

unf,

I'nforcgecii

-tlrrail,

—

.

)

line.

JUNE*

IN

the most notable train accidents

Collisions.

Date.

The

says that at the end of

list

June, 1915:

was a southbound

report

a

is

that occurred on railways of the United States in the

The

as well.

traffic

229

-
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believed to have been dne to excessive speed.

derailment

is

tender was

the

first

The

vehicle to leave the rails.

Vol.

mouth of

of Knik, at the

Kern creek

at the

most

engines were killed and nine passengers were slightly injured.
The cause of the derailment was the malicious removal of a rail,
one rail having been unbolted and taken up and laid across the

later in the season

difficult

a train passing on the adjacent track.

THE ALASKAN GOVERNMENT RAILROAD
Plans have been outlined for the first season of actual construction on the United States Government Railroad in Alaska.
As announced in the Raikvay Age Gacettc of April 23, 1915, the
route adopted extends from Seward on Resurrection bay across
Kenai peninsula and the head of Cook inlet, ascending the valley of the Susitna river, crossing the Alaska mountains through
Broad pass and then descending the Tanana river to Fairbanks,
a total distance from Seward of 471 miles. From Seward to the
head of the Turnagain Arm of Cook inlet the road follows the
Une of the Alaska Northern, which the Government purchased

river,

the

part of the

work on

this

No. 6

from

77 miles

At Knik the

end of the

line

line

The

Susitna river.

will

be

the rock cuts and tunnels along the north side of Turnagain
Arm between Kern creek and Bird creek. Work may be started
in the tunnels

The

Mahoning, Ohio, was a southThe train derailed on
bound milk train, and five cars were ditched. The engineman and
fireman were killed. The derailment was caused by a piece of
machinery, which was lying on the track, having just fallen from
the 29th, at

Matanuska

turns northwest across the valley of

The train derailed near Birmingham, Ala., on the night of the
9th, was westbound passenger No. S, and the engine and four cars
were ditched. The engineman, fireman and road foreman of

track.

the

head of Turnagain Arm.

59,

first

from the Kern creek end and

will continue

through the winter months.

portion of the

new

line

to

be built will be from

Anchorage, known also as Ship creek, to the Matanuska coal
fields
34 miles of this is main line, while 38 miles will be on
:

the

Matanuska

coal branch, leaving the

Junction near Knik.

Anchorage

is

main

line at

Matanuska

located on navigable water

at tlie mouth of Knik Arm, so that by building this line first,
immediate access will be had to the rich coal fields of the Matanuska without waiting for the completion of the line to Seward.
The sea connection at Anchorage will also save 117 miles of
In some seasons ice
train haul from Anchorage to Seward.
forms in considerable quantities in the upper end of Cooks Inlet,
making navigation rather difficult for three or four months.
This detracts somewhat from the advantages of Anchorage as
a harbor. The tidal range is from 35 to 40 ft. There is plenty
of good available land in the vicinity of Anchorage for ter-

minals.

The town

of Knik, located at the head of

Knik Arm,

is

the

center of a considerable mining region, which gives promise of
It cannot be used as a sea terminal, because
a great future.

Knik Arm is not navigable at low tide. There
considerable good agricultural land in the vicinity of Knik.
Seward, the south end of the Government line, will be the

the upper end of
is

winter terminal for the entire line, and will serve the Kenai
peninsula the year round. It is located on deep water, on Resurrection bay, and has long been an important port on the
Alaskan peninsula. The old dock of the Alaska Northern will
have to be largely rebuilt before it will be of service.
It is

expected that parties put in the

field this

plete the final location for the entire line

year will com-

between Seward and

The information collected on the preliminary lines
run last year is so complete that the work outlined for this
season should be completed without difficulty.
The appropriation for carrying on the work this year is
Because of climatic conditions and the difficulty of
$2,000,000.
getting equipment in to the line, most of the work will be done
by station men on small contracts. The experience gained by
this method this year will aid in determining the method to be
followed in building the remainder of the road later.
Construction work at Anchorage commenced in May, and is
now progressing quite rapidly over a distance of twenty miles.
So far the material encountered is mostly gravel which is quite
There are many excellent station men on the
easily worked.
ground, anxious for the work at reasonable prices. Considerable
clearing has to be done all along the line, as the country is covered
with a growth of small birch and spruce. Rails are now being
contracted for, and it is expected that about thirty miles of track
During the winter some rock work
will be laid before winter.
can be carried on, but earth work cannot be done to advantage.
During next season it is expected that the work will be pushed
Fairbanks.

Location of the Proposed Government Railroad
It was originally intended by the projectors of
for $1,150,000.
road to follow substantially the same course which the Government has now adopted, but the line ran into financial diffi-

this

and only 71 miles of the line were
built.
A sale was finally made to the bond holders, who ordered
construction work stopped, and rather than pay the $100 a mile
During the past four
tax, discontinued the operation of trains.
years the road has been operated by a "citizens' committee,"
culties

very early

in its career,

more vigorously.
The entire project

is under the direction of the Alaskan Engineering Commission, of which W. C. Edes is chairman, and to
whom we are indebted for the information given above.

Danish State Railways. — The earnings of the State Railways
Denmark during the financial year 1914-15 represent a record
figure, amounting to about $3,105,000. Owing to the extraordinary

using gasoline cars, during the summer only.
The Government intends to use the Alaska Northern this year
as far as mile 34. Owing to the poor physical condition of the

in

be necessary to make very extensive renewals and
repairs before it will be in shape to use.
From the head of Turnagain Arm the line will be entirely
on a new location, turning to the west along the north shore

thereby being fixed
Last year
at $2,295,000, the same amount as the previous year.
differed considerably from ordinary years, inasmuch as the war
at the outset reduced the income to an unprecedented minimum,

of the Arm to Ship creek, at the mouth of Knik Arm, then in
a generally northerly direction along Knik Arm to the old town

hut later the traffic grew to such an extent as has never been
witnessed before.

road

it

will

conditions

added

prevailing,

ample sums have been written

off

and

to the different funds, the net profits

:

How Do You

and Promote Your Men-

Select

Simple and Practical Suggestions Looking Toward the
Solution of a Most Difficult and Troublesome Problem

By Roy V. Wright
Possibly no one problem

is

of greater importance to the

rail-

executive or industrial m.anager than that of knowing how
best to select men either to enter the organization at the bottom
can analyze
or for promotion to more important positions.

way

We

the properties of materials and predict their performance under

given conditions with more or less accuracy. The human element, however, which controls the use of these materials and is
by far the most important factor in determining the efficiency of
operation of a manufacturing plant or a railway property is far

more

analyze and direct with a view to securing
The necessity of giving greater attention to

to

difficult

maximum

efficiencj'.

element has become more and more evident in the intensive
dvelopment toward greater efficiency which has been so marked
during recent years. The selection of men is such a complicated
problem, however, that many executives have gone on as best
they could, feeling that science could contribute little toward its

this

problem to a manufacturer or industrial plant,
it is far more important to the railway with its forces scattered
widely and with the higher executive officers, and many even
of the minor ones, unable to keep in close or intimate touch
is this

with their subordinates.
In attempting to solve the problem of the selection of men
to experimental psychology, such as is exem-

some have looked
plified in

as

Hugo Munsterberg's work and particularly
book on "Psychology and Industrial Effi-

Professor

outlined

his

in

Others have looked into the theory of phrenology,
it might be used to determine the characteristics of different individuals with a view to seeing whether
they were fit for promotion or whether by this means men could
be selected with any degree of success for performing certain
specific classes of work.
Then we have had the theories of Dr.
Katherine M. H. Blackford, which take into consideration certain physical characteristics, including color (blond or brunette),
shape and profile of head, size, structure, texture (fineness or
ciency."

feeling that possibly

coarseness of fibre or grain as seen in the hair, skin, nails,
features, hands, feet

and general body build)

;

consistency (hard-

ness, softness or elasticity of bodily tissues), proportion, expres-

sion

and condition of body,

who

placed special emphasis on keeping three things in

selecting a

man

characteristics

for a job:

of

man

the

First, the type of job;

himself,

and

third,

equally important, the characteristics of his boss.

claims which arc

made

it was
mind in

Dr. Blackford

clothing, etc.

second, the

and

possibly

Some

of the

for this science of character analysis are

way

the idea of having practical and theoretihand in engineering education, by securing
the co-operation of the machine tool builders and manufacturers
of Cincinnati with the university, and in establishing the cooperative engineering courses. The wonderful results which followed this experiment make a long story and doubtless are
into effect in a big

cal training

go hand

many

familiar to

in

Suffice to say here that the results

of you.

were so eminently practical and so striking that in one form or
another the methods are rapidly being extended far and wide,
both in connection with engineering courses, in colleges and
universities which are so located as to be able to secure the cooperation of industries, and also in many lines of industrial and
vocational training throughout the country.

As

practical solution.

Vital as

Schneider, of the University of Cincinnati, and possibly some
of you are fortunate enough to have had the pleasure of meeting
and becoming acquainted with him. He it was who first put

a concrete

was not doing

let us consider what happened in one
Those in charge felt that the sales force
work because the employees were not

example,

large department store.
its

best

properly trained, either in general education or as to their knowledge of the merits of the products which they sold, to deal to
the best advantage with the leading people of the city who did
their shopping in the store.

Manifestly there are certain times
all of the sales
force on duty. Arrangements were made with the city school
system to provide instruction during these periods, to those who
could be spared, in English, civics and other studies which would

during the day when

it

is

not necessary to have

develop the employees into bigger and broader men and women
and make better citizens of them. Then, too, the employer, who
provided and fitted up the schoolroom, saw to it that expert
instruction

was given

in the

methods of manufacture and as to

the merits of the different products which were sold.

The

latest

development along

this line is the general vocational

movement which is spreading throughout the country.
New York City, for instance, has gone into the matter on a large
scale and has retained Dean Schneider as one of its chief advisers. In the Woolworth Building, where our offices are located,
the representatives of the city school system have made a canvass
to find whether a sufficient number of employees can be spared at
training

during the day to warrant the fitting up of a
schoolroom and the providing of instrtiction in the building. At
the shops of the Baltimore & Ohio on Staten Island, the city is
co-operating by providing instruction to the apprentices, the raildifferent times

road furnishing the .schoolroom

— an

defined in an advertisement in one of the recent nimibers of a

Board of Education of the City of

popular magazine

of the teachers,

in the

following words

who

in

old passenger car

—and

the

New York

paying the salary
this particular case are employees of the

^nd also for the material used.
I have outlined this development thus fully, not because it has
any special bearing on the subject under discussion, hut because
I
want you to have some idea of what Dean Schneider has done
and of that for which he stands. He is a man with a hobby,
hilt he is big enotigh to sec over and around it.
He has a keen
and analytic mind and is capable of sizing a problem up from a
liroad ami liberal viewpoint.
He has a splendid supply of patience and is absolutely unselfish in his otTorts to help others.
railroad,

judge others quickly and accur.itely.
You
to know what a man's appearaticc means
his face, his head, his
bands, his eyes, his expression, his walk, his Iiandwriting- -everything about
him.
You do not measure his head or ask him questions or let him know
in any way what you are doing.
There arc no repetitions, no theories, but
a clean^'ut presentation of the princiiiles tniderlyin^ lunnan character with
so many phntoKraphs, diagrams and charts that you ran learn and apply the
In this course you

Icirn

to

—

learn

—

principles

rat)iilly

and

Of how much
reliance

may

or reliable,

easily,

value

etc.,

arc

be placed upon

is

etc.

all

of

them?

there any practical

these
If

How much

things?

they are not satisfactory

way of

selecting

a

man

for

a job or for promotion with a fair degree of certainty as to his
fitness

for the position?

The remainder of

be devoted to answering these (lucstions.
Most of you have nndoiihtcdly heard

*An

^ven

this brief talk

of

Di

.111

will

Hermann

luncheon of railway olTicers at the Allditoritnn
Hotel, Chicago, Tuesday, June 2'', inider the direction of the (ieneral Railroail Committee of the Chicago \'. M. C, A.
(iddrcsN

at

a

In connection with the work of the co-operative engineering
courses at Cincinnati, which have been carried on for a number
of years. Dean .Schneider and his associates have come in con-

hundreds of young men whom they have had an opporand whose progress along both practical and theoretical lines they have boeit able lo observe and
follow closely. Because of the nature of the work, the students
spending alternate weeks in tiic manufacturing shop and in the
tact with

tunity of studying critically

:
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classrooms at the university, the instructors and shop co-ordinators can get closer to the students and know them more intimately than under the usual conditions. Moreover, they have
been able to follow many of these men after they left the institution and to observe their progress.
As stated by Dean Schneider in a paper entitled "The Problem
of Selecting the Right Job," which was recently presented before
the third annual convention of the National Association of

Corporation Schools, "one leg of the tripod upon which the cooperative system of education rests
the

work for which they are

the selection of

is

The

to be trained."

men

for

university au-

on the basis of their study and observation of the indinow guarantee to Cincinnati manufacturers for
certain jobs men w-ho have finished three years in the co-operative

thorities,

vidual students,
course.

determine whether phrenology, physical charpsychology had any merit in
such selection, a great number of experiments were made on
In the

effiort to

acteristics or applied experimental

mature students whose characteristics and qualities were well
known, but not by those actually conducting the tests. The tests
demonstrated conclusively that these systems were not at all
reliable and that the only practical and successful way of selecting men is by testing them out on the actual job.
Concerning the tests as to physical characteristics Dean
Schneider stated: "This seems to be a development of the old
system that physical
characteristics indicate certain abilities. For example, a directive
money-making executive will have a certain shaped head and
A number of money-making executives were picked at
hand.
idea of phrenology.

It

is

claimed

this

in

Vol.

59,

No. 6

and along what lines it will be best to develop and train them.
The trouble under present methods is that a new man taken
into the organization is in most cases not given any systematic
If he is passably good
attention.
If he is very bad he is fired.
he is allowed to remain, but no one knows with any degree of
certainty whether he is the best man for the job, or whether he
is capable of doing better work or not.
A simple method of checking the personality and performance
It was not developed
of these new recruits will be described.
and used especially for that purpose, but is admirably adapted
to it, as well as for checking men already in the service with a
view to determine whether they are properly placed, along
what lines they can best be developed and just which ones are
It has
best suited for promotion to more important positions.
been tried out on a large scale with splendid results and is inexpensive to install and maintain. It cannot be successfully inaugurated or followed up, however, unless it has the enthusiastic
backing and support of the higher executive officers.
Each foreman or supervisBriefly, the scheme is as follows
ing officer is provided with a sufficient number of special report
cards to cover each one of hrS immediate subordinates, which he
:

required to fill in and return to his superior officer. He is not
expected to keep any copy of these reports and is called upon
at periods, of say six months, to make similar reports on each
is

The comparison of the reports
show whether he has made progress

man.

for
in

any individual will
improving his weak

If he has not, or has apparently fallen behind, his supeasked for an explanation and is held responsible either for
failure to properly train and develop the man or for lack of
accuracy in sizing him up in making his reports.

points.

rior

is

We do not
Also we found men
who had the physical characteristics that ought to make them
executives, but they were anything but executives. A number of
tests of this kind gave negative results. We were forced to the

to study his

conclusion that this system. was not reliable."
As to applied experimental psychology the Dean had this to
"The science of applied psychology seems to be at the
say:

indicate a man's fitness for holding a position in the organization

random and

their physical characteristics charted.

they conform at

.find that

any law.

to

all

was alchemy we may hope,
however, that Illusion is the First Appearance of Truth."
It is not my intention, and I very much doubt if it was Dean
Schneider's intention, to unqualifiedly and wholly condemn these

was when

point where chemistry

things.

It

ments of

is

it

;

may

quite possible that they

truth.

The

trouble

is

contain certain ele-

that they are being carried to a

on the other hand they are instrumental
to some degree in awakening executives to the importance of
the problem, they will have served a useful purpose.
Dean Schneider finally concludes, on the basis of the study and
testing of about 1,000 mature students, both in theoretical and
practical work, that:
(1) A worker's failure is as significant
as his success and should be analyzed to indicate a new and
ridiculous extreme.

If

job; (2) the characteristics developed by analysis of many
successes and failures furnish a basis for placement which works

fitting

better than any plan
scientific

;

it

we know;

methods proposed, but

Knowing

(3)

the

requires a period of time

of the

it

method

much

crude and un-

is

greater than other

insured a reliable verdict.

man and

his

work

as

we

do,

we

are pretty safe

Doubtless they agree fairly closely
W'ith those of many in the audience who, however, have not been
in a position to prove their correctness, not having had the
in accepting his conclusions.

exceptional

opportunities

for

observation

possessed

Dean

by

Schneider.
these conclusions as a basis, how can we go ahead logically
induce the supervising officers to study more critically the
characteristics and work of the men who enter the service, with
a view to determining whether they are properly fitted for the

On

to

tasks to which they are assigned?

men

the

initial

organization

selection

It

should be

who have some

would seem

that in hiring

made by members of the
men up then

special ability in sizing

are closely watched and given a thorough

;

on actual
work, it should be possible to determine within a reasonable time
whether they are the sort of men that will prove satisfactory

if the)'

trial

In this

way the foreman or officer is
men more closely, and the

automatically compelled

improving and
a most note-

effect in

developing the executive ability of such officers

is

worthy feature.

The

characteristics

upon which

a report

is

made

are such as to

and as to whether he is worthy of promotion. The items on a
report card,* which was used by LeGrand Parish, with standard
and concise definitions, are as follows

EDUCATION:

Mental and moral training.

SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE.
EXPERIENCE: Knowledge

HONESTY:
MC)RALITY:

acquired by actual
Upright disposition or conduct.

and observation.

.\ccord with the rules of right conduct.

TEMPERANCE:
TACT:

trial

Moderation.

Ability to do or say what

is

best for the intended effect.

RESOURCE: Good at devising expedients.
RELIANCE: Sure dependence.
FORESIGHT: The act or power of foreseeing.
APPEARANCE: Outward look or aspect.

MEMORY:

Mental hold on the past.
Active, effective.
INITIATIVE: The ability or disposition to take the lead.
PERSISTENCE: Steady or firm adherence to or continuance in a stated
course of action or pursuit that has been entered upon.
ASSERTIVENESS; Affirming confidently, positive.
DISCIPLINE; To teach* rules and practice and accustom to order and
subordination.
PROMPTNESS: Quickness of decision or action.
ACCURACY: Correctness.
SYSTEM: Regular method or order.
ORG.\NIZATION: A systematic and regulated whole.
EXECUTIVE ABILITY: Ability to carry into effect in a practical

ENERGY:

manner.

A man is graded, as very good, good, medium or poor in each
of these characteristics.
This scheme eliminates the "hit and miss" method of selecting
men
men

for promotion and was instrumental in locating suitable
with considerable accuracy. Too often when it comes to
promoting men a decision is based on the man's recent performance, when he may have done some spectacular piece of work

which placed him

in the limelight,

but which

may

not give any

indication of his fitness for holding an executive position.

The

men

throughout the organization, understanding that these
records were being kept, were encouraged to improve and better
themselves. Men who were unsuited for the work to which they
were assigned were discovered and transferred to tasks for which

•For more complete description of this card see American Engineer
and Railroad Jonrnat, December, I'lOS, and liailwav Age Gacette, July 23,
I'llS.

page \Sl.

:

August

;
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they were better fitted, or if they were
eliminated from the organization.

found hopeless, were

official

essential

in

;

others

it

is

such a

not.

ally

superintendent

;

Some men assume

responsibilities

or imitative.

Some men

making suggestions others do not possess
good at putting them into effect.
;

are

fertile

in

this quality, but are

;

;

Deliberate, or impulsive.

Manual accuracy

or )nanual inaccuracy.

Mental accuracy (logic), or mental inaccuracy.
Concentration (mental focus), or diffusion.
Rapid mental co-ordination, or sUm' mental co-ordination.
Some men go to pieces in an emergency, whereas if they were
given time to consider the situation they hold together and act
wisely.

Dynamic, or
others having

static.

tlie

One man may

lack push or determination

dynamic quality possess these

;

characteristics.

been said as to the necessity for providing
some adc(|uate means of training the men in all of the departments. Its importance immediately becomes apparent in developing a system such as that outlined above.

That

it

pays generous

indicated on such roads as have installed

systems for mechanical department employees, or
have developed educational campaigns for improving conditions
and securing greater elViciency or economy in other departments.
It is unfortunate that more attention is not being given to this
subject by railroads generally.
Ill this connection allow nic to (|Uotc a
fev\ |)aragraplis from
atldrcss on "Training of N'oung Men with Sjiecial Reference
to the Question of I'romotinn,"* which was given by (ieorge
M. Basford before a recent nieetiug of liu- Itinlingloii .'\ssociation of Operating Officers.
"To-day wc arc looking for the genius and arc overlooking the
prndiiction of goo<l workmen.
We are depending upon otVicers.
We need t" depend upon men. Trained, properly educated and
encouraged wurkmen will provide good ollicers later.
"Systematic inellioils of selecting luinian material for llic organi;!ation are impcr.itive.
The boys in ollices. in shops, and all
along the road should be most carefully and intelligcnlly selected.

»aii

ciiialificd

must

lie

given this responsibility.

Then

these recruits musl be tried out. and those 'making good' innsf he
Iraimil.

applied

This
in this

The

to be filled.

wdiil

'trained'

connection.

It

represents

a

a

recom-

a vacancy as assistant

Assistant to the President

The

plan should cover

executive

officers,

of

as to the selection

jobs; the proper training of these
efforts as eflfective as possible,

men

men
in

for the different

order to

make

their

and a comprehensive method of
If this is done
and it is not a

—

men for promotion.
matter which can be accomplished in a week, a month or a year
selecting

—

it

will not

only increase the efiiciency of each individual in the

part of

all

maximum,

but

it

will

encourage loyalty on the

the employees and develop an esprit de corps which

will

do much

will

place any organization

to

eliminate

position as to efficiency

friction and labor
which possesses it

ditficulties
in

and

an enviable

and effectiveness.

modern ap-

prenticeship

well

For example,

should also

accompany

The scheme suggested by Mr. Basford, if put into effect, would
do much to make positions on the railroad more attractive to
ambitious young men and would undoubtedly develop means for
locating such men in the territory served by the road and of getting them to enter its service.
In conclusion the point which I especially wish to make is that
future efficiency and
it
is imperative from the standpoint of
economy that each organization should formulate and adopt a
policy, which will have the hearty support and backing of the

organization to a

Little has thus far

is

is

He

officials.

every department."

Small scope, or large scope. Some men like to fuss with inmechanism others want tasks of big dimensions.
The first might make a good
Adaptable, or self-centered.
salesman the second a statistician.

tricate bits of

Someone

important

all

track as well as the operating department.

others evade them.
(creative),

should be respon-

would call on all interested departments for recommendations
and the office would be filled after an intelligent and complete
investigation of all eligible men. including the mechanical and

others prefer indoor work.

Directive, or dependent.

dividends

keep the records of

mendation for promotion.

or roving.

Original

He

as Assistant to the President.

title

require record cards for a long period to

Some men work best under a steady
routine others like to move about and see or do new things.
Some men thrive best under outdoor
Indoor, or outdoor.
;

qualified for the duty

:

efficiency."

work

man

methods of recruiting, methods and means of training
men, and for a scheme whereby he will personally know that
every promotion is based upon merit, with favoritism and politics
banned. He should be responsible for and personally approve
every promotion in the entire organization."
Mr. Basford then describes the report cards which were used
"Our Assistby Mr. Parish and among other things concludes
ant to the President need not personally watch all these cards.
He should, however, by frequent checks know positively that
every department head is watching them, and he should person-

This may be stated in another way and
rough terms as "head efficiency" as compared with "hand

Settled,

Suppose the

complete in this case.

sible for

Meittal, or manual.
in

is

of directing the training and promotion of men. The difficulty
in finding such a man emphasizes the importance of the duty.
This man should be given a dignified, powerful position, with

—

is

whose authority

president of a railroad could find a

These report cards were developed ten years or more ago and
remained in use several years until Mr. Parish left railway servlong enough to demonstrate their value beyond question. In
ice
the light of experience it was Mr. Parish's idea to revise the
characteristics, including some which are not shown in the list
quoted and eliminating or changing others.
It so happens that Dean Schneider, in making his observations,
employed record cards of a somewhat similar nature, but possibly
of a broader scope and more closely approximating the ideal
toward which Mr. Parish was working. The characteristics noted
on Dean Schneider's records were as follows
Physical strength, or physical weakness. In some occupations
physical strength
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new meaning

iikmiis ihoroiigli education of

as

hand

and brain and conscience.
"Hecause of the si/e of a railroad organization it is necessary
10 provide easy and automatic metlinds of discovering ability.
11 is <lesirable that promotion should be proposed bv co-operative
action bv suhordiiiate olVuials and controlled bv a verv high

—

Gkrm.w R.Mt.WAYS .\Ni) TiiK War. .\ writer in the London
Times, commenting on the important part played by the
(ierman railways in war time, describes the ease and rapidity
with which huge masses of troops are transported from one
front to the other.
He says: "Naturally the usual train service
in Germany has been considerably reduced.
The time-table
itself shows a high percentage of trains withdrawn.
But the
reduced service is perfect, despite the decrease in the number
of railway servants, who now include very few able-bodied
young men. In the booking offices women are supreme. But
trains leave and arrive to the miiuile, and provide the usual
accommodation.
There are sleeping and restaurant cars on
.Ml the
the important expresses between the principal cities.
(ierman railways, arc now worked on one single system, which
has been extended to the whole of Belgium under German
occupation, as well as lo the occupied jiortions of France and
of Russian I'olaiul.
Direct express trains, with sleeping and
restaurant cars, run from Berlin to Mct/-Charlevillc-Meziercs.
Similar trains run to Brussels and Lille. With a special permit
a civilian can travel there just as he can travel eastward lo
Lodz.
The German limc-tablcs tell him when he can reach
In fact, the
places as far west as Noyon, I.aon and Ghauny
organization is such that, notwithstanding the heavy military
burden on llie railways, one can travel amost as freely and
In certain towns
(luite as pnncliially as if there were no war.
and fortified areas your passport may be reqiiire<l, hut that is all."
•I'nr full

ten

nf nililrc«« »rc K.M/nii.v .<gf Ga:tlte, .Inly

J.t,

lll.S,

page
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VENTILATING THE STAMPEDE TUNNEL OF

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC
Late in March the Northern Pacific phiccd

operation a venti-

Stampede tiuinel, which required the sohition
number of unusual and interesting problems. This tunnel
located on the main line to the Pacific Coast, at the summit of

the crossing of the Cascade Mountains, about 75 miles east of

The approach grade on

the west

is

2.2 per cent,

several miles, reducing to 0.7 per cent, at the west portal.

the

east

slope

there

a

2.2

per

cent,

grade for

for

On

five

miles,

General View of the Ventilating Plant with the Power House
Foreground and the Fan House in the Rear

in the

is

changing to 0.2 per cent, at the east end. The summit of the
grade is a short distance east of the center of the tunnel, which
is 1.95

miles long.

An

average of 10 passenger and 10 freight trains pass through
Most of the passenger and all of the freight
this tunnel daily.
trains require helper

engines.

The

deg.

rating of

2,850 tons westbound, and 2,400 tons eastbound.

freight trains

Such

is

trains are

hauled by large Mallet road engines, assisted by two smaller

59,

No. 6

The substitution of oil-burning locomotives on
two years ago relieved the smoke conditions some-

what, but did not lower the

in

of a

Seattle.

150

freight trains

lating sj'stem at the

is

to

Vol.

maximum

temperature appreciably.
heavy grades over this
mountain a second track has been constructed between Lester
and Easton during the last two years, the only break in this
being through the tunnel, which is still single track.
In considering the design of a ventilating system at this point,
the most serious problem presented was the length of the tunnel.
Previous installations have been made in tunnels varying from
one-half mile to one mile in length.
The Stampede tunnel is
almost two miles long. This at once raised the question whether
a sufficient nozzle velocity could be obtained to drive the air
through the entire length of the tunnel with a train in it with a
reasonable expenditure of power. After careful consideration it
was decided that such a method required one of two alternatives,
either operating the trains slowly to keep the smoke ahead of
them by the expenditure of a reasonable amount of power, or if
trains were run at their normal speed, the expenditure of a
greatly increased amount of power. It was finally decided that
the plant should be designed to clear the tunnel of smoke in
approximately six minutes after a train had passed through.
This insured that every train would enter a clear tunnel, and,
also, if for any reason it was stalled in the tunnel the fans would
have sufficient capacity to keep the smoke moving through the
tunnel, supplying the crew with fresh air.
The presence of the summit of the grade, a short distance east
of the center of the tunnel presented another problem.
Theortically, a set of fans would be required at each end, so that the
smoke could be driven ahead of a train running up grade in
either direction. As it was finally decided to clear the tunnel of
smoke after the train passed through, the usual procedure was
not followed and only one plant was constructed. As the pre-

To

relieve traffic conditions on these

wind was eastward it was located
was designed to furnish 540,000 cu. ft. of

vailing natural direction of the
at the

west portal.

It

free air per min. at a velocity of 1,700

The required impact pressure

ft.

at the nozzle

per min. in the tunnel.

discharge was figured

Fans and engines locafed on top
ofnozz/e.

Coaling

Track

Plan of the Power and Fan Houses
Mallet pusher engines, one of which cuts off at the portal of the
The helper
tunnel and the other passes entirely through it.
engines in freight service drop back to the foot of the grade at
each side after assisting trains over the summit, while the passenger helper engines go through from Easton, at the foot of
the slope on the cast, to Lester, at the bc^ttonl of tlic heavy grade

on the west, and vice versa.
This frequent train and helper movement created smoke conThe portal at each end
ditions which made relief necessary.
This fact, combined with the presence of
is located in a ravine.
the summit of the grade midway in the tunnel, caused the smoke
to remain in the tunnel for considerable periods of time, espeEven more
cially when the wind was in certain directions.
serious was the heat problem, the temperature frequently rising

at 4.2 in.
is

water gage.

and C.

C.

The

general type of the nozzle adopted
S. Churchill

number of years ago by Charles
Wentworth, of the Norfolk & Western.

that devised a

stated above, the west portal of the tunnel lies in a narrow
ra\inc. For this reason, while the fan house is located directly

As

over the portal it was necessary to locate the power house 250
On the side of the main track opposite
ft. back along the track.
the power house, is a short side track leading to a trestle and coal
hopper. Coal for the power house is received here and unloaded
From tbe pockets it is carried up and over the
into pockets.
tracks by a link-belt bucket conveyor and deposited in storage

main tracks with a capacity of 450 tons.
from the coal
contains five Babcock & Wilcox ISO-h.p. boilers

bins directly over the

The power house
hopper.

It

is

located across the main track

August

6,
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equipped with Jones underfeed automatic stokers feeding directly
from the storage bins. Auxiliary apparatus includes a No. 12
Sturtevanl "Multivane" induced draft fan, driven by a 7-in. by

Hoppes feed water heater, and three 12-in.
by 12-in. Dean pumps, one of which is for the feed water
heater, one for the boiler feed, and one as an auxihary so connected that it can replace either of the other two.
Steam is conducted from the boiler room to the fan house
through a 10-in. steam line. The ventilating equipment consists
7-in. vertical engine, a

by

8-in.

all
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interference with main line trains, since a westbound train

would have to stop

and an eastbound train on the
was mixed at the site of the coal dock.
It was then hoisted by an Ensley system of spouts and dumped
into small cars running on the top of- the snow shed extending
over the track between the boiler and fan houses. All of this
concrete was put in in two weeks, as much as 130 yds. being
placed in a single day. During this same time all concrete material had to be unloaded directly from the main line.
The fans were installed during last year. Recent tests showed
in the tunnel

ruling grade, the concrete

ft. of air per rain., with an
impact pressure at the nozzle outlet of 4 in. Tests made with
a freight train moving at a speed of seven miles per hour showed
that the smoke was driven ahead of the train and the temperature did not exceed 100 degrees.
This installation was designed and built under the general
direction of \V. L. Darling, chief engineer, by S. J. Bratager,
principal assistant engineer, in conjunction with F. Herlan, district manager, B. F. Sturtevant Company, Boston, which company furnished the equipment. T. Z. Krum was assistant engineed, and B. C. Rowell, resident engineer on the ground for the

that they are delivering 540,000 cu.

railroad company.

THE FARMER AND THE RAILROAD
By Philip Meixex
Farmer,

One

-66'-3k'-

House and Nozzle

two No. 22 Sturtevant "Multivane" fans, each fan being
driven by two 16-in. by 16-in. Sturtevant horizontal center crank

between man and man or
wealth on either side.

of

high and

The

7

ft.

The

fans are 16

ft.

long by 14

mounted on

a concrete platform car-

ried on a concrete arch over the tunnel.

The
which

down onto a deflector, from
The nozzle is 50 ft. long and

fans force the air vertically
it

passes into the nozzle.

19J4 ft. high inside at the rear, reducing to an 8-in. opening at
the top and 14-in. on the bottom at the outlet, which gives a total
outlet area of 52 sq.

The outer

ft.

wall of the nozzle

Stites,

Idaho

in almost every

newspaper

in the

is

of concrete 3

ft.

thick,

Now,

man and company,

to begin with, the first thing a

the railroads are mziking too

farmer

much money,

regardless

will say

is

of
that

basing his argument

ft.

wide, and operate at 220 revolutions per minute.

fans and engines arc

much nowadays

country about farmers urging legislation to lower freight and
passenger rates. Before going any farther I wish to say that
I am not a railroad man, but am a farmer and believe in justice

Section Through Fan

engines, direct connected.

reads

while

something he has read somewhere or that someone has
him who doesn't know any more about fair rates and
profits than he does, but who is urging lower rates only to be
a good fellow and get subscriptions for his paper.
To be frank, we need both the farmer and the railroad company. I say company because man.\- would say let the government handle the railroads. I don't think the government should
go into the railroad business and you don't either if you have
ever given it any observation and thought.
Let's not overlook the consumer, as he is the prime factor to
both the farmer and railroad. Without him the farmer couldn't
sell his products or the railroad do any transporting, and his
sympathy is not altogether with us farmers, as he accuses us
of getting too much for our hogs, cattle and grain and is employed by railroad companies or other city industries for his

on

told

livelihood.

have heard farmers remark that the cost of living is too
for the poor people in cities and should be reduced by
Hitting freight rates and cutting out the middleman's profit.
Well, there might be something in that, but we don't do it when
we have a chance. For example, at present I am living in the
state of I(faho.
In the village where 1 live the farmers have
co-operative creamery running the third year now. They were
(ling to furnish cheaper butter by cutting out freight rates and
:ilso middlemen's profits.
Before this creamery was there they
used to ship their cream to Spokane, Wash., a distance of 195
miles, and ship the butter back.
Now they have savcti dray
charges at both ends of the line, saved middlemen's commissions at both ends and also saveil railroad charges both ways,
and the result is that we pay the same price as usual, and at
limes a little more, so there is not much sincerity to the cheaper
I

high

.1

View
tlic

inner wall

the concrete

it

Fan House Over the Tunnel

of S-in. tonnuc ami grooved

is

liy

zontally and 4

so that

o( the

by

'/j-in.

ft.

oflf

Ilat

steel

liars

tinilicr

spaced

anchored to
(>

It.

hori-

A

damper is placed below each fan
completely when out of service.

vertically.

can be shut

This plant was

3-in.

Portal

by force account during the winter of
1913-14. Over l,(XK) cu. yds. of cnnirelc were rf<|uircil in the construction of the nozzle and the engine base. Because of the very
limited ainminl of iimm available and ihc necessity of prcvontinn
built

butter question.

A

I
noticed in some paper where a spokesfarmer came before a hearing on freight rates,
stating that the railroads were getting from six to nine per
cent on their investment.
He claimed that this was loo much

man

short time ago
for the
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compared with the farmer who was getting only from three
on his investment, and further, that the average farm investment in the state of Iowa was $17,000, and that
a man could only earn $600 a year on that investment, declaring
that a man capable of handling a $17,000 investment was worth
as

to four per cent

more than $600 a

Now

year.

something wrong besides high freight
In the first place, if any man who has
$17,000 inxested in a quarter section of land can only make it
pay him $600 a year there is something wrong with the man
If he is not a farmer and does not understand
or the land.
farming thoroughly, as many of us do not, it's the man's fault.
On the other hand, if he has paid $17,000 for a quarter section
where the land is not worth more than $10,000 a quarter section that makes a difference in figuring interest on an investrates.

surely there

is

Let's investigate.

ment.
fact of the matter is this
we have all been anxious
have a farm of our own, thereby causing land prices to rise
by high bidding. We'll all have to admit that land is selling
too high, which makes it bad for the renter who has to pay
higher rent so his landlord can make reasonable interest on his
high-priced land, or if a man is buying a farm for himself to
live on and has to go in debt for most of it, it makes quite a
difference whether he has paid $100 per acre or $50 when it comes
When people
to figuring interest and revenue on investments.
get excited over land and pay a great deal more than it is really
worth somebody is going to be dissatisfied sooner or later. The
We have
selling price of land isn't always the actual value.
numerous instances of this everywhere. If you have made a
bad buy or are a poor manager you might have free railroad
So let's
transportation and still make a failure of farming.
use a little sense and not shift o>ir poor judgment on the railroad company which has nothing to do with it. We are always ready to blame the other fellow when really the fault
is our own.
We shall all have to admit that the railroads have helped the
farmers more than anything else could have done, by giving
them better transportation and cheaper transportation than we
used to have in early days when the freight wagons used to

The

:

to

be the only way.

Now

it

is

a fact

when we go

into

any country as a home-

seeker or for any other business requiring cheap transportation
If
the first question we ask is, "How far from a railroad?"

very far out we usually do not give it any attention, and if we
do invest the saying is this, "Well, I got it cheap and will hold
on until we get a railroad that will open up a good market for
us and then our land will be worth something."
I want to tell you about another case of freighting the oldfashioned way in the state of Idaho, with which I am thoroughly
In the village of Stites the Northern Pacific Railroad
familiar.
The surrounding country is fertile farming
has a terminal.
The
land, but 52 miles up the river is a large mineral belt.
mineral belt has no railroad transportation and the old-fashioned
horse freighting is too expensive for the mining companies. So
they will have to wait until the railroad is extended, which will
then open up a great mineral and timber belt and also a great
market for us farmers to sell our products to the mining companies at a good price and create labor of all kinds where there
I
have made the
is nothing doing now of any importance.
remark many times myself, and have heard numerous farmers
make the same remark, that if the railroad should ever be extended to Elk City, which is a small mining town, this would
be one of the greatest countries in the Northwest for the farmer,
miner and lumbermen.

These are
should

facts, as I

we encourage

am

in a position

a railroad

company

to

know.

Then why

to spend several mil-

would cost at the very least, as
it is an expensive road to build, and then come right back at
them and say "You are making too much money, you will
have to cut your rates," after they have spent their money in
Take it
good faith and to the great benefit of the public.
lion dollars to build,

:

which

it
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with ourselves.
Suppose we bought a bunch of hogs or cattle
and were asking a handsome profit on our risk and investment,
and the consumer was to come along and say, "No, I can't
afford it and furthermore you are making too much on them,
}OU will have to sell them for so much; if you don't we will
have to legislate against you." That would be just as fair in
the eyes of good reason as going against railroad companies.
Of course this horse freighting does not appeal to the farmers
of tlie Middle West and older settled States, but is still in
e.xistence with us in the

West

to a certain extent.

A

sliort

time

was talking to an old settler from north central Kansas.
He was telling me of earlier days when they used to haul corn

ago

I

to Denver, Col., a distance of 500 miles by wagon before they
had railroads, and of the hardships they endured, and the prices
of their stuff were not any better at that time than they are
And it is from those days that we must figure our
to-day.
rates.
Figure the price they received in those days and the
cost of hauling, and then figure the price j-ou get now and
Compare them, and see which you like
the rate you pay now.
best, and which is the most profitable to you.
This talk of someone making too much money is no argument.
That is mere jealousy, and we don't want to class ourselves with
that class. Let us be brighter and broader. Well, you say, the
railroad companies are all getting rich. That may be true, but

If their profits are
look at the amount of business they do.
small, or we will go a little stronger and say reasonable, the

immense business transacted would make anyone rich. It would
be the same if a large number of farmers combined and formed
a company, provided they could agree,
case.

which

is

hardly ever the

they would buy immense tracts of land and would
their business as systematically as the railroads do they

If

manage
would also become very rich, not necessarily from large profits,
but from the large amount of business done. It is a well-known
fact that the railroad officials

thoroughly understand their part.
If we farmers

If they don't they don't hold their positions long.

would spend more time studying our own affairs instead of the
It would purify our
other man's it would be better for us.
minds and teach us better management and also how we can
produce more per acre, as that is the coming big question.
Now, in conclusion, I wish to say that I don't want you to
think that I am .giving the railroads all the credit and the
farmer all the blame, but there has been a great amount of
unnecessary complaining by the farmer. Whenever it is necessary and possible to lower rates the results are usually accomplished by the proper persons applying to the proper authority.
What we should do is to have a get-together good old time
oftener, and get better acquainted with one another, and that
ill-feeling

would not

both sides, and

if

exist so

much.

There are good men on

we understood one another

better the feeling

would be more friendly and it would be beneficial to everybody
concerned. So let us break away from the old idea of playing
the other fellow for a robber and a crook
as

much

when we are

just

to blame.

—A

Railw.'vy Extension in the Canton Province of China.
recent British Consular report says that little railway construc-

was undertaken in Canton Province during 1914. The Canton-Hankow Railway at the end of tlie year was open as far as

tion

Wu

Shek, a distance of 121 miles from the Canton terminus.
to complete the next section of 19 miles to Shiukuan
by May last. The total length of the section to be built by the
Canton Company is 214 miles, which will take the line to Ichang,
Prospects of a continuation
just across the Hunan frontier.
beyond Shiukuan in the immediate future without outside assistReceipts
ance are remote, as capital is said to be exhausted.
It

was hoped

more than cover expenses and upkeep, and are expected

to in-

crease considerably with the extension of the railwa\- to Shiukuan. The Canton-Samshui Railway, though only 32 miles long,
has had a good year in spite of damage done to the roadlied by
floods, which,

from Samshui.

for a considerable time, stopped traffic six miles

Precedent Versus Progress

the

in

Excessive Increase in Unused Material
to Precedents in

Methods
By George

the average railroad in unused material

The investment of

is

has increased 283 per cent.
This rate is out of all proportion to the increase in any of the
units of operation, which render a stock of material necessary.
In 15 years

rapidly increasing.

it

The official figures of the Interstate Commerce Commission
show the following increases to have taken place during the
same period
:

per
per
per
per
per
167 per

Tons moved

Reduced

to

:

155 per cent.
10 per cent.

Freight car miles (10 years)
Total car miles (partly estimated)
No. locomotives in service

15

Why

this

percent.

14 per cent.
21 per cent.
77 per cent.

No. cars in service
Tons moved one mile

enormous discrepancy

in

the growth of the fixed

investment in material?
It

must be

distinctly

borne

mind

in

crease in the

amount of material

material that

is

not

used and

is

not an in-

used, but in the

amount of

that this

which represents a practically

permanent investment.
This distinction is important. Consumption of material should
be expected to increase in greater ratio than the units of operation referred to, because railroad operations themselves have
But a
greatly increased, both in magnitude and complexity.
stock of material should not increase in direct proportion to
the amount consumed, and, while it could not perhaps be alto the same ratio of increase as those units
with which it is here compared, it is reasonable to assume that
so great a difference is wholly imwarranted.
It is unfortunate that more exact information on this subject

together limited

not procurable. The units with which comparison is instituted are not those of choice, but of necessity, and the comparison is therefore crude, but the discrepancy between cause
is

and
I

this

tremendous as to demand serious consideration.
do not know a railroad executive who will not admit that
investment is larger than it should be, and who is not
effect is so

some way to curb it, but it is evident that the average
not the right way, for the disproportionate increase conA detailed examination of this situation on ten repretinues.
sentative railroads in various parts of the country, coupled

trying

way

in

is

with results actually obtained in several cases, point to the
conclusion that this investment is nearly twice as large as is
is

reported as $240,-

minimum. If 40 per cent
money could be recovered, there would be $100,000,000
and

of this

this

is

undoiibtodly the

free capital to employ for other purposes.
Analyzed further, this means that the railroads, collectively,
have unconsciously expended $100,000,000 for which no real
The material which
True, it is not lost.
necessity existed.
it represents will be used some (lay or, at least, most of it; but

more of

is

it

idle capital an<l that

means expensive

capital.

When

locked

slocks of material the carrying charges are soMoin less
than l.'i per cent, and freipirnlly as high as 20 per cent. Thus
a further expense of some $1.';,000,(X10 or $20,0n0,0(X) is caused,
lip

in

whirli

is

wholly uiuiecessary.

Why

do such conditions

Two

principal

prevent

its

exist,

and what

causes contribule

correction.

t<i

Yeomaxs
Absence

1.

of

exact

information

regarding

the

handling

of this large investment.

A

2.

reluctance to depart

from long established precedents

and customs.
It

has come to be generally accepted that the

positive control of this large investment

is

first

step

toward

the creation of an

organization to which can be entrusted the care and handling
of the stocks and the collection of accurate data concerning them.

Following the example of the pioneers in this reform a marailroads have instituted a "Stores" department,
but, as a rule, have placed it in charge of employes whose
previous training has all been along the lines of former practice
and, through an imperfect conception of the basic principles
underlying the effectiveness of such an organization, they have
condemned all departures from precedent and expected different
results without employing different methods.
Under such conditions the work of the new department has
been perfunctory and superficial, for no matter how those in
charge of it may strive, they are bound by the dictates of precedent and custom. They must also contend against a natural
jealousy over what has come to be regarded as a "vested right"
of the individual or the department in the material they use
and an ecjually natural resentment of what is construed to be
an abridgment of long enjoyed authority.
The insignificance of the results obtained under these conditions creates a disbelief in the efficacy of the remedy.
The methods of controlling the investment in material are
the only ones that have stood still, on the average railroad, since
They are essentially the same today as when the
its inception.
"Stourbridge Lion" made its first trip.
The efforts at improvement have been mainly directed to
facilities for the physical handling of the material, which have
an important effect on the labor cost, but none at all on the
unless, possibly, to still further
amount of the investment
;

increase

it.

It is hard to understand why we cling so tenaciously to customs which have produced the very condition which we seek
follow precedents established under
to correct, and blindly
circumstances that no longer exist, but until we realize that
they have outlived their useftilness and are ready to discard
them in favor of methods which are better adapted to the
changed conditions of modern railroad operation, this unproductive and costly investment will continue to increase.
The only methods by which the stock of material on a rail-

road

can

be

controlled

are

the

same,

in

all

essential

par-

employed by any large and successful department store or mail order house.
The same basic principles
apply in both cases.
It
is purely
a commercial problem, not
one of ofieration or engineering.
There must bo the s.ame
precision of method, the same accuracy of data, that are necessary to the profitable conduct of any commercial business.
The law of averages holds just as good in the consumption of
material for the ordinary maintenance and operation of a railroad as in any other field of human endeavor, and this law
should be intelligently applied in procuring and limiting the supplies for such work, but the averages must be founded on
precise anil comprehensive knowledge, and not on estimates
ticulars, as those

necessary on the average railroad.
The amoimt of cajiital thus impounded
000,(K)0,

to Adherence
and Accounting

jority of the

the percentage of

a "per mile of track" basis,

increase is as follows
Unused material

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

50
50
57
70
82

Miles of track
Freight car miles (10 years)
Total car miles (partly estimated)
No. locomotives in service
No. cars in service

Due

of Control
G.

Department

Stores

this

is

the reinrdy?

economic waste and

impel feci or incomplete information.
rrccedent has decreed that the amount of material to be
carried in stock shall be determined by the user.
The argument is that he is the only one who can decide wh.it his requireor

ments

will

be.

The

fallacy

lies

in

not

dilTorcntiating between

:
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requirements for immediate use in a given case, and tlie
whicli should be provided for future use in a given
period.
A sharp distinction must be drawn between these two
requirements, for they are essentially dissimiliar.
W'hen an engineer is deciding on the strength of a structure,
or, in other words, determining the amount of material to be
his

amount

used, he ascertains the ultimate stress to which the members
will be subjected, but he does not stop there and perfect his

He

plans.
5,

proceeds to multiply this strain by 4, or perhaps by
and ofti;n adds 5 or 10 per cent to the

obtained to cover contingencies and possible errors

am

I

not criticising this practice as

it

applies to engineering,

do say that men whose life-long training is along such
lines are apt to use similar methods in determining the amount
of material to be provided for future use and this is one reason
for the discrepancy which has been pointed out, and a partial
explanation of the fact that the most disproportionate stocks
are usually of material used by the roadway and bridge deIf the stock of a mercantile establishment was
partments.
regulated by the estimates of its customers, it would speedily
but

I

meet with disaster.
Adherence to precedent
exact information, which

of an organization devoted exclusively to
and free from authoritative control of the user,
except as to the kind and quality of material to be provided.
In that respect the user is supreme, as is the customer in any

The

is

also

responsible

for the lack of

exigencies of the

for

is

work demand

that material

be kept

for use in a multipilicity of places, not only at
widely separated points on the line, but at numerous places
The
within the confines of a single large shop or terminal.
readiness

custom has been that the labor of handling all this material,
which is not in the immediate vicinity of the storehouse, shall
be performed by labor gangs in charge of the user.

The physical handling of a stock of material is vital to an
accurate accounting, either for its receipt or distribution, and the
greater the number of individuals entrusted with it, the less
is the likelihood of uniformity and accuracy, and the greater
the chance for error and confusion.
Where this custom prevails there
the

accounting

for

material,

regulation of the investment
It

is

creation

well-regulated mercantile business.

The

2.

must extend

jurisdiction of this organization

material not in actual use, and

all

for any cause must automatically return to

This

3.

from

must

organization

to all

material released from service

procure

the

its

control.

requisite

material

must
and be prepared to
ordinary supplies for main-

available sources, including the company's shops,

all

said that the

user

demand

deliver to the user on

all

and operation, and on

tenance

reasonable

notice

all

unusual

or extraordinary material for betterment or construction.

must have direct charge of
warehousing and distributing

It

4.

receiving,

This

all
all

labor

is

essential to precision in accounting.

It

must

5.

material

amount

is

install

necessary

for

materials to the user.

a system of accounting under which the

so classified as to facilitate rigid supervision of the

invested,

and so precise

in

detail

as to render

super-

numerous items effective.
Precision and the inclusion of all material, both in handling
and accounting, are the keys to the control of this investment,
and one is the complement of the other. To be effective they
must be united under a single supervision.
Precision generally involves increased expense and this has
been a stumbling-block in the pathway of many who are conscious of doing the best they can, and who cannot convince
themselves that the benefit to be derived from more exact
methods would be sufficient to pay the added cost. On the
other hand, many railroads have recognized its value and made
liberal expenditures for more accurate accounting, but have
vision of the

one of the primary causes
failure to control the investment in material.

in

The

1.

that purpose

limit the supply to the actual requirements

calculation.

in

No. 6
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cessful control of this investment on a railroad are as follows

as a factor of safety,

total thus

Vol.

is

no

real
this,

precision

expenditure

The few who have

in

any adequate

responsible for the costs of the

his jurisdiction and therefore must have entire
Granted.
But the
everything entering into them.
stock of material never does enter into his costs. The minute
it is used, it ceases to be stock, and it is the stock we are

work under
control of

them.

entitled

studiously analyzed the whole situation in

the light of present conditions and have courageously followed

have attained results
These results are not
frequently published, because of the reflection they cast on
former methods, but they are very real, and they confirm the
analysis

their

hopeless.

when any

departure from precedent was in question, and have
therefore reaped only part of the benefit to which their inradical

creased
is

and without
is

unfortunately followed the line of least resistance

to

its

conclusion,

logical

that they did not orginially

dream

of.

conclusions previously stated.
net earnings on one railroad coming under my observawere increased $1,500,000 in one year, and an average
increase of more than $750,000 was maintained over a period

The

tion

dealing with.

The most potent argument for the retention of this pernicious
custom is that the work is done by men already on the pay-roll
and who could not be dispensed with, and that a separation of
the work would involve additional forces and an increase in
This argument is very insidious and is too
the labor cost.
seldom subjected to close analysis. The main difficulty with
it is that it is not true. It springs from the very lack of exact
information, which the custom itself is accountable for. Where
this practice is followed, the actual cost of handling the material is not known, and to say that it will be increased is
merely stating a conjecture as a fact.
In every instance where the experiment has been honestly
tried the reverse has proved true, and the labor cost has actually
in most cases sufficiently to cover the added
been reduced
expense which is inseparable from a more precise system of

unproductive investment in material
cent, and yet this might have
been classed as an average railroad.
There is no reason why the same progress should not be
made in handling the investment in material that has characterized every other field of railway operation, but in order
to accomplish it, we must abandon the precedents and customs
which are mainly responsible for this economic waste, and
set up new standards, adopt new methods, establish new prefor we cannot reap the highest rewards of progress
cedents
while we continue to live in the past.
of

years,

five

while

the

was reduced more than 45 per

;

;

accounting.

customary in many places to permit the users to withfrom the general stock in anticpiation of posThis custom
sible future needs, or as a matter of convenience.
It is an effort to compromise
is prejudicial to the service.
between bad precedent and good practice. It results in duplication of stocks and of labor, complicates the accounting, tends
to destroy its accuracy, and renders effective supervision and
It is

draw

material

control of the total investment difficult

The

cardinal principles which

A New

if

not impossible.

form the foundation for

suc-

—

Indian Railway. The Kalighat-Falta Railway Comcomplete a 26-mile 2}/2-ft. gage railway from Kalighat
The line will run through one of the most
to Falta, Bengal.
densely populated parts of Bengal, the density of population
being more than 1,100 per .scjuare mile. This is more than double
the average density of Bengal, which is 551 per square mile. The
only present means of passenger transportation is by hackney
carriage or on foot. Almost every foot of the ground through
which the line runs is under cultivation, and the only means of
transportation heretofore has been the bullock cart, wherefore it
is estimated that the freight traffic will be immense.

pany

will

AiT.usT
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CANADIAN PACIFIC DRAW SPAN OVER THE
LACHINE CANAL
A

new

electrically-operated

double track

deck

plate

girder

swing bridge over the Lachine Canal, near Montreal, Can., has
This
recently been opened for traffic by the Canadian Pacific.
bridge is said to be the longest plate girder swing span in existence and is of interest also because of a number of unique
features embodied in the design to overcome physical obstacles
and to permit rapid construction with minimum interference with
The old structure consisted of a 240-ft. through truss
traffic.
swing span over the canal with a 45-ft. deck girder approach
span on the south end to accommodate a highway which is a
continuation of

Patrick street, Montreal.

St.

The completion

of

the double track bridge over the St. Lawrence River, and the

double track work between Montreal and Brigham Junction a
year or so ago, left this bridge as the last remaining single
track structure, necessitating the use of gauntlet tracks over

it.

Because of the consequent delays to trains, authority was granted
in the fall of 1914 for a new double track structure.
The old bridge was supported by a cylindrical pivot pier 18
ft. in diameter and 49 ft. high from top of coping to the rock
There were also one intermediate pier
in the bed of the canal.
and two "T" abutments, all of ashlar masonry. Although the
pivot pier was rather narrow for a double track structure,
objections to narrowing the waterway of the canal precluded

View

new

the construction of a

of

I'reHminary

pier of greater width.

studies indicated that a deck structure for the

Draw Span

new bridge would

simplify the erection. It was also found desirable to provide for
a railway track passing under the bridge on the south bank of
the canal, thus necessitating an increase in the approach span

from 45

The
13

ft.

ft.

to 90

ft.

girders of the
b'/i

in.

deep

new swing span

at the center,

are 239
reducing to 8

7 in.

ft.

ft.

'/i

the end, measured back to back of flange angles.
for each track are spaced 8

ft.

long and

in.

The

deep

at

girders

load to a combination center and rim bearing.

of the swing span

is

615 tons, while

tiic

The

90-ft.

total weight
approach span

weighs 143 tons.
The renewal of the superstructure involved extensive changes

was necessary to cut down the pivot
and then provide a new coping with a
width of 23 ft., to accommodate the deck girder spans. The
north abutment and the intermediate pier had to be iiureased in
in

llie

pier

sulistruclure.

pr.ictically

20

during a short time

on the canal.

in the winter,

while navigation was closed

This necessitated the perfection of arrangements

to do the work at the greatest possible speed.
Work on the
masonry was started December 1, 1914, and was ready for the
erection of the steel work on February 8, 1915, the work being
carried on by day and night shifts most of the time.
In order to facihtate erection, the old draw span was altered
a suflicient amount to permit erection of the center, the loading
grillage and the main girders on the upstream side. By this plan
it was possible to divert traffic to these girders while the old span
was demolished and the girders erected on the downstream side.
This operation eliminated the necessity for a temporary structure to detour traffic around the bridge while erection was in
progress.
The four main girders, each of which weighs 112
tons, were shipped in three sections by the builders, the Dominion
This
Bridge Company, to facilitate handling and shipping.
necessitated field flange and web-splices, which were riveted up
after they had been lowered into place by heavy derricks. The
new span was operated by hand power for the first time on
March 31. The double track was put in service on April 3,
while operation by electric power was commenced on April 1,5.

The bridge is protected by a 16-lever mechanical interlocking
machine with power-operated home signals and electric track
circuit locking, and is controlled from a signal tower of fireproof
construction, supported on an extension of the north abutment.

in

Open

Position

The structure is also provided with a system of lights as required by the Board of Railway Commissioners, for the protection of shipping on the canal.
The new type of bridge gives a

much clearer view along the track than formerly, as there is no
overhead lattice work projecting above the rail level, and the
tower commands a view up and down the canal even when
trains are passing over the bridge. The bridge was designed and
erected under the supervision of P. B. Motley, engineer of
bridges, and J. M. R. Fairbairn, assistant chief engineer.

center to center, with tracks 13

are supported at the pivot pier on a
grillage of loading girders aljout 8 ft. deep, wliicli transmit the

They

center to center.

ft.,

239

It

ft.

width to accommodate the second track. The old south aliulnicnl
was entirely removed .ind a new abutment was built .i sut1icic«t
In order to
distance back to provide for the new 90-ft. span.
avoid provision for turning the old bridge during the construction of the masonry it was necessary to do all construction work

—

Linkinc.-Up tiik StJB-CoNTiNENT. General Botha's victory in
known as Gcrinan Southwest Africa is
of great significance to railway men, for it will doubtless mean
the eventual linking-up of the railway systems of the sub-continent in a way that was not possible under the old regime. Thanks
to the enterprise shown by the Railway Administration of the
Union of South .\frica in hastening; the conslniclion. firstly, of
the Pricska to Upington Railway line, and. secondly, the extension thereof to Kalkfoiitcin, north of W armbad, in Gorman
Southwest .'\frica. the work of linking-up has .ilready made mateIn a somewhat cirrial progress, and it is now possible to travel
cuitous route, it is true -by train from one side of the sub-continent to the other from I.udorit/bucht, in German Southwest, to
I.ourcnco Marques, in Portugncsc Southeast, taking Kimbcrlcy
and Jolianneslnirg en routf.— /?iii7tiiay Gatette, London.
the territory heretofore

—
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HOW AND WHY FRENCH

RAILROADS SELL
THEIR SECURITIES DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
Walter

13 V

Is there not

way

the

Hiati*

S.

lesson for the railroads of the United States in

it

the French railroads

sell

their securities over the counter

making easy such investment on
means? Just now the important

to the investing public, thus

the part of people of limited

problem before the American railroad financier is the raising of
capital for railroad development and for the refunding of
This problem is all the more difficult
securities maturing.
because of the return of American railroad securities by crip-

new

pled European investors.

am

I

certain that the average small investor in the United

States, the person without

who

any financial knowledge, the person
money on deposit

generally in a small town or city puts his

bank and often without interest or else in the private
skvings bank or those of the post offices, hasn't the slightest information as to how to buy a railroad stock or bond. Suppose
this person with $50 or $100, a few hundred dollars at most
saved up, would like to buy outright a share or two of railroad
Suppose the desire, the inclination is there, what can
•stock.
he do? If he has a friend in a broker's office or in some bank,
he may be permitted to buy as a personal favor. This is a condition that exists, as any one can find out by asking the first
acquaintance of moderate means he meets in the street how he
would go about buying a share of stock or a bond.
France held, or did hold, previous to the war, twenty odd billions of the securities of the whole world.
It was the largest
holder of such securities after the United Kingdom and the
United States.
But these securities are not held in France
exclusively by the very rich, or the moderately rich, as in the
United States. They are held as well by the moderately poor
at the local

"'

'

people, by the

salaried clerks

by the people

year,

who

who have

or six hundred dollars a year.

earn a thousand dollars a
on an income of five

retired

Although the French are noted

for their thrift, their saving bank deposits are small, either in

the private or the government savings banks
dollars,

billion

banks

in

One

compared

as

the United

little

found

over a
in

like

States.

favorite purchases

of the

—a

to the five billions

of those whose

savings are

is French government bonds.
Why? Because the government makes it easy for them to make the purchase. These
bonds are put out in $20 lots. Generally they pay two and a half

small

now

to three per cent., but just

and about a third of the

bill

they are paying five per cent.,
board space of France is plastered

to publish the fact.

French railroad securities are also a favorite with the small
Why? First, possibly, because the railroads have
nearly always paid good dividends, and then because they have
made, it easy for the small investor to buy. All the investor
has to do is to walk into a railroad general office, either in
Paris or in some other city along its line, go to the proper
window, hand in his money and walk out with his security. He
doesn't have to go through the mysterious medium of a bank
investor.

or a broker's

office,

though, of course, these latter places

railroad securities too.

road securities

makes the
there

is

is

public

a

Undoubtedly

this

method of

direct benefit to the

take an

interest

in

railroads,

their

sell

selling rail-

welfare,

in

that

it

and then

the general Ijcncfit to the public in that saving itself

encouraged.

is

Of

course, one of the reasons that the railroads are able to
freely and obtain

new

have the confidence of the public. Only recently I was in the Paris central
offices of the Southern Railway (the Chemin de Per du Midi)
and saw posted up a notice that it was issuing new bonds at
People, men and women, were buying them at the
3 per cent.
proper window just as they would hardware or drygoods. It
was surprising that people should be doing this in war time.
sell

capital is that they

Our

special

European correspondent.

59,
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when financial markets are troubled and when the end of the
war is yet distant. I asked the clerk selling the bonds how it
happened that people bought so freely. "Oh, they know we
have paid our dividend as usual this year; then they see how
we are quoted at the Bourse and know we are offering a good
bargain," he explained. "Many of these buyers are our regular
customers. They had bonds that we have redeemed this year, so
they take this money and put it back into new bonds."
One of the odd sides to this method of dealing directly with
the public lies in the fact that that part of the public which
has large means prefers to buy of the railroad rather than of
bankers and brokers. In past years this latter class has flagrantly
betrayed the confidence of the French public, first, in refusing
credits to legitimate business, and second, in foisting upon it
unsafe securities of North and South American railways.

An

agent of London Lloyd's told

me

He

recently this story.

happened to be in Paris one day and called on a banker he
knew. As he entered the bank he saw a long line of people.
"What's the matter? Is there a run on your bank?" he asked.
"Not at all, we are putting out a thirty million franc issue of
railroad bonds," and the banker mentioned a South American
railroad.
"But do you know what you are selling? Have you
investigated that road?" asked the Lloyd's man.
"Certainly,"
said the French banker.
The railroad at the time of this issue
had just one engine, a few fiat cars and five miles of sloppy track.
The question here raised as to whether standard American
railwa}'s might not do well to adopt the French system of
selling directly to the public is raised because the system works
well here and should work well with the American public.
In

American public has been encouraged too much to speculate in railroads and the great public,
the public of small means, has never been made to look upon
them as objects of legitimate investment; or, when the public
was given an opportunity to invest, it was in some new railroad
scheme that too often wiped out the original investors. The
banker was the only holder whose money was secured.
The problem before the American railroad is one that, intricate
past years a small part of the

as are

its details,

involves, first of

all,

common

sense.

The

rail-

roads have in late years got down, though tardily, to common
sense in dealing with the public in matters of service, and

why

not deal with this public on the same basis as regards

finance

?

How

rare are the small holders of railroad securities in the

United States is astonishing. Let me cite this incident. Two
years ago I was present at a meeting of business men of Hoboken
and Jersey City, New Jersey, a railroad terminal for many years
of the Erie, the Lackawanna, the Pennsylvania, and other
railroads.
These business men wanted to secure certain minor
concessions affecting the interests of the people living in

was moved

Hud-

committee be appointed to
"But they won't listen
call upon the local railroad managers.
to you," argued one man. "We've tried that before." "I know a
way to make them listen," said one of the men present, a manufacturer. "I own stock in these roads and when I tell the manason county.

It

gers that they'll listen

The

fact that he

all

owned

that

a

right."

stock in these roads surprised every-

body present, and they then agreed that there was some chance
of getting what they wanted. As a matter of fact, when the
stock owner disclosed this ownership to the railroad men, he was
listened to most respectfully, and he did get what was asked
Afterwards the manufacturer and stock-owner laughingly
for.
told

me

that he

owned

but one share of stock in each road,

stock that he had bought as a present for his oldest son, as a
sort

of

nest

egg,

to

encourage him

to

save his

money and

buv more stock.

<

—

;\iistro-Gf.rman Sleeping Car Company. According to Amsterdam advices negotiations are taking place in Berlin for the
formation of an Austro-Gcrman Sleeping & Restaurant Car Company.

*

Vol.

Up

to the present the

has operated this

traffic in

Wagons

Germany.

Lits

Company, of

Brussels,

j

Coaches

Steel

For

for

Summer

Long

Suburban Service

Island

Service Only; Exceptionally

Low

First

Cost

and Light Weight Obtained by Building Without Lining
Passenger
of

the

traffic

Long

e()liipment

is

conditions are such on the electrified lines

Island

Railroad that

required

a

considerable

increase

in

during the summer months, amounting

The use

of trailers

was decided upon

after a general survey of

and operating conditions, it being estimated that three
trailer cars could be built for approximately the cost of one
Furthermore, where motor cars only
fully equipped motor car.
are used, if the conditions are such that during a part of the
the traffic

>ear only a portion of the cars are needed, the service must be
over all the cars to provide for proper inspection

distributed

and maintenance of the electrical equipment.
A numlier of restrictions were imposed upon the design at
The Long Island class MP-54 motor cars with
the outset.
v.hich the trailers are to operate are each equipped with one
taotor truck driven by two W'estinghouse No. 308 motors, having a normal rated capacity of 225 hp. each. It was required
that the weight of the trailers should be such that the operation of

trailer car with three motor cars would be well
capacity of the motors in express service. At the
it was necessary to adhere to the general dimensions

one

withm the
same lime

of the motor car as to height, length and width because of station platform requirements and to preserve the uniform general

Interior of

Long

appearance of the train. The strength of the underframe and
body was required to be at least equivalent to the strength of
Owing to the
the motor cars with which they are to operate.
fact that additional equipment was needed for summer service
only, it was feasible to reduce the weight and cost by the omission of the false floor, inside lining and provision for heating,
and a car has been built which has a seating capacity of 80

Island Steel Trailer Cars

about 25 per cent of the efiuipment in service during the
remainder of the year. In the design of an order of 20 trailer
cars built by the Standard Steel Car Company and recently
placed in service, full advantage has been taken of these con-

to

Long

idle

i(|uipnK'nt

during

the

minimum

the inveslineul

winter months.

lied

senger being about 1,550
The cars are 64 ft. 5'4

lb.

in-

long from face to face of couplers.

Itland Steel Trailer

ditions not only to produce a car of exceptionally liKht weight,
but to .secure a maximum carrying capacity for a moderate

outlay and to reduce to a

with a total of 63,000 lb., a weight of only TilYi lb. per seated
passenger; a class MP-54 motor car weighs approximately 110,000 lb. and seats 71 passengers, the weight per seated pas-

up

in

all width is 9 ft. lOU in., and the omission of inside
and insulntioii has made possible an inside width of 9 ft,
in. between posts with a clear width at the posts of 9 ft. 4'
An nnnsiially wide aisle has thus been pro\ ided. The trucks

Tin- o\er
lining
<5Ss
in.

;
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are placed 39

9

ft.

ft.

of the roof

ft.,

is

13

between

in.

wheel base of 46

in.

1

and the car has a

center.s

The

height from the

the ventilators adding

8^

in.

to the clear

height.
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END CONSTRUCTION

total

the top

rail to

Vol.

In order to provide ample strength to resist the tendency to

were used for the
These are placed between the middle and
outer end castings into which they are framed and riveted to

telescope in collision, 12-in., 3154-lb. I-beams
vestibule end posts.

'UNnREFR.\ME

The

of the imderframe is the box girder
same as that used on the class MP-54
motor cars. It consists of two 9-in., 15-lb. channels of 61 ft. 4J4
in. long with top and bottom cover plates respectively "4 in- and
Cast steel draft sills which take the West5^ in. in thickness.
inghouse friction draft gear, are secured to the bottom of the
Cantilevers extending from the center sill to the
center sills.
side sills of the car are placed 13 ft. 3 in. on either side of the
Owing to the light weight of the body
transverse center line.

the total depth of the casting.

of the car, cast steel spiders have been used instead of the
usual pressed steel construction, the webs being cored out to
reduce the weight. The ends of the center sill are framed and

The body end construction is made up of three truss members
two door posts of pressed steel box section and the combined
body corner posts and car lines which extend from body end sill

The

principal

center

member

which

sill

the

is

"

4'eL,'-.

pressed

steel,

J4

one leg longer than the other. They extend from the bottom
of the platform end sills to the I-beam posts at the roof and
serve as a riveting member for the vestibule end sheet and
the roof sheet. The vestibule end posts are tied together by a
pressed steel diaphragm which serves as a header for the vestibule end door and an additional tie is provided by the roof
sheets.

S4'3X'0yerEnd5Ws-

->)<

^

vestibule corner posts are

thick and are of a special U-section with

'n.

\B

.A

^
i_^-_^^jt^

Section B-B.

^^i^ ^ s !gjrin!a^jrg
j

,

kMA^^Ml-M^^M^t!^
'

az/ir_zxJ3:J3L:i2jra,:3.^

'

Cenhr Sills 3"C, IS"
lop Coyer Plah

BoHom

T

ei4'^

?bjr If. x

Un^

S3 II Long

Corer Plate Z4'xg'x Sl'd^'Long

fi

^Side
'-_>)<

s'ak-

Underframe
riveted to the middle castings of

length over which

is

63

ft.

4f^

platform end

the

of

sills,

Long

Island Trailer Car

the

to

%

in. angles placed with
The side sills are 5 in. by 3^ in. by
the horizontal flanges up in order that they may be used as a
They are secured to the ends of the candirect floor support.
Additional crossties are
tilevers and to the body end sills.

side

of

at points

the transverse center line of

channel section placed flanges

down and

the horizontal flanges of the side
jection of the top center

sill

sills

4

ft.

the car.

in. on either
These are of

3

the ends are riveted to

and to the

lateral

pro-

cover plate.

arc of pressed steel placed with the webs
out, the ends of the web members being bent at right angles to
the body of the sill and bearing against the vertical faces of the

The body end

body end

carlines

in.

provided near the truck centers and

^

i'l-^-

^->i<-^-4<

sills

side and end sills. The top flanges are tapering^ the wide ends
providing ample strength and riveting area at the center sills.
At the outer ends gusset plates are used to furnish suitable

Sill Angle Sx3^xq

sill.

common with the combined posts and
frame construction this is made in two
manufacture and welded on the center line
The door
forming a continuous member.
In

of the side

pieces to facilitate

of the car, thus
posts have the cover plate members extending the full depth
of the end sill to which they are riveted, the U-shaped members

The door
being flanged and riveted to the top of the sill.
header is of the same section as the posts and ties them securely
They are further tied at the roof by the combined
together.
carline

posts.

BODY FRAMING
In order to reduce the weight and cost of construction the
arch roof was decided upon. The posts and carlines are combined into single continuous members of U-section with the
flanges turned outward for riveting to the side and roof sheets,

with inside side bearings and the
body side bearings are supported by cast steel struts riveted to
the center sills and reinforced on the lower flanges by a trans-

an arrangement which gives a pleasing appearance to the inteOwing to the shape of the roof and the fact
rior of the car.
that but 3/32 in. sheets were to be used the carline construction
was inadequate to support the sheets. Continuous pressed steel
purlines were therefore placed 2l;/2 in. on either side of the center
These extend throughout the length of the body from
line.

verse cover plate.

door post

connections to the

The

side

sills.

trucks are provided

to

door

post.

Where

they cross the carlines they are

August
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portion of
pressed to the contour of the latter with the flanged
riveted
and
carline
the
of
leg
the
against
the section bearing
This construction not only gives strength
to its bottom face.
longitudinal rigidity of
the roof and adds considerably to the
to

of a beamed ceiling
the superstructure, but produces the effect
These purinterior.
of
the
appearance
and adds to the pleasing

used

in the interior of the car are placed

between the vestibule

end posts and the body end posts, and the vestibule is further
the roof
stiffened longitudinally by increasing the thickness of
in.
sheets from 3/32 in. to %

The length of the body is 54 ft. 9}4 in. over the corner posts,
and each side frame is divided into five side and two corner
center
panels, the former being 8 ft. 6 in. long from center to
center line
of carline posts, and the latter 5 ft. lOJ^ in. from the
Each
of the carline posts to the inside of the body corner posts.
separated
of the side panels contains three windows, which are
side plate
by vertical members of U-section extending from the
window,
one
contain
each
panels
corner
The
rail.
belt
the
to
framed by the carline post on one side and on the other by a

A

U-section post extending from the side sill to the plate.
posts and
pressed steel window sill is attached to the carline

forms the bottom attachment for the
the windows.

It

vertical

members between

flanged over the top of the belt rail and

is

4:lt:-!;z^
*l

S3'-.

Vestibule Consliuclion

is

Details of

riveted through to the side of the car.

rectangular section

the Body FraminR

'/i

in.

thick by 4

body corner post to body corner
electric HkIU wirlines arc iilili/cd to carry the conduits for the
their lower faces.
to
directly
ing, the lamp sockets being secured

In order to provide

ncss

anil

Ki

impart

tlio

maximum amount

additional

strength

of longitudinal
the vestibule

to

stifT-

end

under
reduce their tendency to <le(lect at the roof
the vestibule
collision impact, the same spacing was used for
end posts, ll.ie body 'l"<>r P""'''* ^"'^ ''"' >'"'''i'""'' ''""* '"'"«'":
Vestibule purlincs of tlic same section as those
in line.

posts and

thcin

all

in.

post.

special pressed steel U-scction extending

of the car body.

The woh and

The

belt

rail

is

of

wide and extends from

The

side

plate

is

a

throughout the length

outside flange are cut

away

at

The
posts.
the side posts and the inside flange is riveted to the
outside llangc extends over the top of the letter board and is
sheets.
riveted between this and the lower edge of the roof
finished
All frame<l members have been formed to produce a
appearance on the interior of the car. and no interior finish
has been used with the exception of the pressed

steel

molding

:
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which covers the curtain
windows.

rollers

just

al)Ove

the

tops

of

the

The

floor is finished with the railroad's

monolith laid

cars are equipped with four-wheel trucks having a wheel

4 in. These trucks are of an unusually simple design and weigh 9,400 lb. each, complete. The general features of
ft.

59,

No. 6

FINISH

The
TRUCKS

base of 6

Vol.

in

Ferro-inclave sheets.

The exterior of
Long Island's

the

rior

is

finished in

the car

is

No

standard top coated
is provided.

false floor

painted Tuscan red to conform to

standard for passenger equipment. The intewhite and light olive green, white enamel being

used above the side plates and the olive green from the side

The seats are rattan covered and have no
They were furnished by Heywood Brothers & Wakefield
Company, and are low enough to make possible the elimination
of foot rests. The cars are ventilated by five automatic venti-

plates to the floor.

arms.

lators set into the roof

on the centerline of the

car.

Since the cars are trailers no provision has been
vestibule for train control.

The

made

in the

cars are provided with bus and

when

control lines, however, for attachment to adjoining cars

operated in multiple unit trains. Current for lighting the cars
In making up trains where detachis taken from the bus line.

jumpers are used considerable delay is often caused by the
jumpers at hand. In order to overcome this difficulty the jumpers are integral parts of the wiring
of these cars and dummy receptacles are provided for holding
the jumper head when not in use. This feature is shown in the
illustration of the end of the car.
able

failure to find the proper

Four-Wheel Truck

for the

the construction are clearly

Long

shown

Island Steel Trailers

in the illustrations.

The

side

frames and transoms are of pressed steel, while the bolster and
spring plank are steel castings. By widening the flanges of the
transoms at the ends and providing corresponding lateral extensions from the top side frame flanges a very rigid transom and

QUALIFICATIONS OF PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSIONERS
Experience

in

connection with public

utilities

made

should be

This
fundamental truth is the subject of a strong letter which has
been sent by a committee of engineers representing the national
and local engineering societies to the committee on public utilities
a necessary qualification for public service commissioners.

of the

New York

State constitutional convention,

now

sitting

Albany.
Men familiar with the technical, financial, commercial and legal matters, which come before a public service
commission, are, of course, best fitted to render valuable service
to the public, and the committee declares that there are to be
found among those connected with public utility companies men
with as broad conceptions of public rights and of the duties to
be fulfilled to the public as can be found in other walks of life.
The engineers also urge on the constitution makers that the
point of greatest importance in any plan for an organization
of the public-utility commissions of the States is the preservation of the principle of continuity already established, in the
at

present Public Service Commissions of the State, whereby the

term of

otiFice

of

the

members of the commission expire
member of the commission

different times, so that only one

a time goes out of

End View

of the

Long Island Trailer

side frame connection has been secured and end rails are dispensed with. Steel pedestal castings provided with coil spring

pockets are riveted to the ends of the side frames, which are
specially formed to receive them.
The truck is equipped with a
light cast steel spring plank, which is suspended by swing links
pivoted on the top of the cross frame.

Both the bolster guides
and the pedestals are fitted with wearing plates, which may be
easily removed and replaced.
The trucks are equipped with
rolled steel wheels 33 in. in diameter, which are mounted on
axles with 4% in. by 8 in. journals. Ajax metal bearings are
used.

at

office.

Represented on the committee of engineers presenting
letter are the

at

American Society of

Civil Engineers, the

this

Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Consulting
Engineers, the New York Section of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, the Municipal Engineers of the City of New
York and the Brooklyn Engineers' Club. The letter, prepared
by a sub-committee consisting of Charles Whiting Baker, Gano
Dunn and W. W. Brush, says, further
"If a change were to be made in the public service law so
that an entirely new commission would be appointed by each
new governor, there would be danger not only that the commissioners would be appointees without the experience and
knowledge necessary to formulate and carry on a sound constructive policy, but that the principal employees of the commission would be changed for political or personal reasons with
the coming in of each new commission.
"The constitutional requirement we have suggested previous
experience in connection with public utilities as a requisite to
a commissioner's appointment
is not to be construed as a rigid
limitation upon the governor's discretion in making appointments. The responsibility would properly be upon the governor
to judge as to how much experience was requisite to fit a candi-

—

—
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The value of such requirements, emdate for appointment.
bodied in a statute or a constitution, is that they define the
requirement which the governor should have in mind in the
It is not pretended that this requireselection of candidates.
ment or any other which could be framed could prevent the
It is believed that such clauses
selection of unfit candidates.
are of value, nevertheless, in setting up a standard to which
most men in the long run will seek to conform.
"There should be one public service commission for the whole
State instead of two as at present, it being understood that
imder such a proposed reorganization the work of constructing
and administering the New York City rapid transit system would

As an
station,
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new

indication of the traffic that will be handled at the

the Ross Transfer,

Anderson

street station

and North

avenue station have handled on an average during the last five
years, 3,616 tons of c. L. freight, 348 tons of L. c. l. freight
and 456 tons of transfer business daily. No c. l. or l. c- l.
business is received or delivered at Ross Transfer, this being
exclusively a transfer point. The average tonnage of 219 tons
per day handled here consisted of (1) freight moving from
points west of Pittsburgh to points on the Conemaugh division
or vice versa, (2) Pittsburgh and Monongahela division cars
moving to or from the Conemaugh division, (3) shipments to
or from points not on the Conemaugh division routed via Black

be transferred to the city, which now owns the system, and
would cease to be a State function. New York is the only State
which has two separate public service commissions. The reason
why New York has two commissions has to do with conditions

which existed a quarter-century ago and which do not e.xist
By having a single commission for the
at the present day.
entire State certain difficult questions as to division of respon-

between the commissions are

sibility

The committee proposes

set

permanently

rest."

at

each commissioner shall

that

hold

for ten j-ears and that removal by the governor should be

office

made only

after the filing of charges and after affording the
accused an opportunity to be heard in the matter, provided,
however, that at any time within the first six months after

making an appointment
of summary removal *

the governor
*

may

exercise the

New

at

Pittsburgh

Lick and the Cresson division and (4) shipments on the Conemaugh division from points west to points east of Freeport and

*.

NEW PITTSBURGH NORTH
STATION OF THE

vice

SIDE FREIGHT
P. R. R.

Phf.lps

new

Penn.sylvania Railroad has recently completed a

At the Anderson

versa.

business was forwarded to
c. L.

By Hartley M.
The

North Side Freight Station

power

freight

outbound and transfer facilities near the
center of the manufacturing district on the north side of the city
of Pittsburgh. This station will replace the old Anderson street
house, and the transfer station at Ross, 7.8 miles east on the
Conemaugh division, and eventually the business now handled
at the North avenue house, a few blocks distant from the new
station with inbound,

from

freight

all

street

all points.

points and

station c. L. and L. c. L.
This station also received

L. c. L.

freight

from points

east

of Pittsburgh. No transfer work was done here. The average
tonnage at this station for the period named was, C. i.. freight
received, 1,098 tons, forwarded 387 tons, and L. c. L. freight received, 75 tons, and forwarded, 108 tons. At the North avenue
station,

L. c.

L.

business

sylvania system.

l)ut

is

forwarded

to all points

on the Penn-

received only from the Lines West.

Ship-

ments are accepted from the lines east only when specifically
consigned to this station.
Car load shipments are received
from and forwarded to all points on the Pennsylvania system.

Plan of Pennsylvania Freight House and Tracks at Pittsburgh
station,

may

come inadequate

more than

which

for the business

improvement

is

the increase in

the old building, to 64,8.50

tloor

s(|.

ft.

street

forty years ago, liad be-

provision of better facilities nnperative.
in

The Anderson

be Iransfcrrcil to this point.

house, which was erected

handled, making the
indication of llie

it

An

from 8.415

space
in

the

sq.

ft.

The Norlh
new.
& Chicago ( IViui-

avenue house on the Pittsburgh, h'ort Wayne
sylvania Lines West), built about ten years ago, is slill in Kood
condition ;nul has ample capacity to take care of the business
in the zone of which it is the center.
The shorter distance from
the heart of the Icss-than-car-load

of the city to the

new

freiglit

Federal

and
llirsc

The

location.

now going

The new house

street, the cliicf retail business street

Anderson
two,
entire

is

street.

platform and

Sandusky

street,

is

of

Inclnding the conslrnotion

ollice building,

North avelocaterl between
to

llir

Tiortli

inlernu-diate

carried un<ler the biiildlnR on the

project,

part

station will, however, undoubtedly deflect

a considerable portion of the business

nue to the new

center of that

has cost more than

first

oi

side,

between

story level.
ibe

transfer

J.^IMMKM),

Transfer freight
but very

little

The averse

is

from the

all

points west

east is accepted

for the east,

for the west.

daily tonnages at this station are as follows

received, 1,729 tons

warded.

received from

freight

;

forw arded,

4(X)

and transfer tonnage,

;

c.

:

received, 75 tons

L. c. L.

;

l.

for-

A

combination of the
station at Federal
street will eliniinale some movements between the stations, some
rehandling and the duplication of engines for shifting, station
force, etc.
In adtlition, the freight will be handled with greater
90,

240.

business of these three stations in the

des|>atcli,

new

therefore better serving the interests of the shippers.

The new

structure really consists of four parts, a 3-story office

ft. wide and 110 ft. long facing on Federal street
and extending across the end of the inlwund house, the transfer
platform and the five station tracks; a twostory inbound house
4,M) ft. long and varying in width from 31 ft. 4 in. to 37 ft.;
an outbound house 383 fl. 5 in. long and varying in width from
25 ft. 5 in. to 30 ft, 6 in. and a transfer plallorni 1,(XX1 fl. long
and 15 ft. 3 in. wide. Provision is made in the design for the
addition of a ffiurtli storv on the otVue Iniildini; and third

buiUling 41

;
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and fourth

stories

on the inbound house

if

desired.

The second

continuously across Sandusky
street, the 60 ft. width over the street being occupied by an
The width of the building on this floor is 8 ft. greater
office.
than the dimensions given above on account of the overhang
on the street side, which, in addition to increasing the floor area,
story of

the houses

is

carried

provides a shelter for teams loading or unloading at the street

Vol.

59,

No. 6

is provided
at the east end of the station and is
equipped with a 30-ton electric crane for handling heavy freight.
The construction of this building was handled under tlie
supervision of Andrew Keiser, superintendent of the Conemaugh
division, and R. L. O'Donnel, general superintendent of the
Western Pennsylvania division. The plans were prepared under
the general supervision of W. G. Coughlin, engineer maintenance

pavement

of way.

doors.

All tracks are elevated over the streets, the grades being such
that the second story of the freight house is level with the floors
of cars. The subways are of the half-through steel girder type

The surfaces of the
with solid deck on concrete abutments.
abutments are finished with a mixture of marble dust and mortar
The appearance of stone
placed monolithic with the concrete.
work is given to these walls by the impression of strips nailed
Light steel frames
to the forms which resemble mortar joints.
were suspended from the deck of the bridges to which were
fastened steel laths plastered with marble dust mortar.
The building is of brick, steel and concrete construction with
concrete footings on 16-in. concrete piles extending down through
a 15-ft. stratum of filled material. The columns along the north
side of the building are spaced 18 ft. center to center and in

AUTOMATIC DRIFTING VALVE
An
is

automatic drifting valve for use on superheater locomotives

shown

in the drawing.

Its

operation

is

controlled by the pres-

sure in the live steam passage of the valve chamber.

The body

of the valve has four pipe connections

to the live steam passage of

of the steam pipes

;

pipe

stant boiler pressure,

B

:

Pipe

A

leads

one of the valve chambers or to one

to the turret, or other source of con-

and the two pipes

When

C

to the live steam pass-

is open the plug
end of the valve body is subjected to the pressure in the valve chamber. The resulting movement of the piston to the left closes communication between the

ages of the valve chambers.

piston in the large

chamber

the throttle

at the

Section Through Inbound House.

Andersen Si Efe^af'on

Sections Showing Relation of Tracks to Houses

common with the other columns throughout the building are of
concrete wall 13 ft. high forms the southern
an "H" section.

A

wall of the
fill

first

floor serving also as a retaining wall

under the adjacent tracks.

The

for the

floors of the station through-

concrete with a 1^-in. "Truss Con" finish. The
out are
lower floor is about 3 ft. 9 in. above the grade of Canal street,
which parallels the building on the north, a convenient height
of S-in.

constant steam supply at connection S and the passages leading
On the release of pressure at A, due to
to the valve chambers.
the closing of the throttle the spring forces the piston back to
the right, opening the communication between connection B and
passages C and admitting a limited supply of steam to the valve

wagons loading and unloading. The floor system at the
second story level is extended 8 ft. along the south side to form
a trucking platform which is covered by a canopy projecting
from the roof. Rolling steel doors are hung between the columns
along the entire street base on the first floor and along the
Transverse fire walls
entire railroad base on the second floor.
and fire doors are provided throughout the building; steel winfor

sash of the Fenestra type are used, and the construction
The building is equipped
fire-resisting in every detail.
with automatic platform scales, six Otis electric elevators of four
Spiral steel stairtons capacity and two of six tons capacity.
ways connect the warehouse floors. The ofiice building portion

dow
is

made

faced with glazed tile, and all window frames are of cupper.
floor of this portion of the building will be rented
for stores and the upper two stories occupied by offices of the

is

The ground

division.
The warehouse buildings are faced with
Kittaning brick and have a slightly gabled roof of 3-in.
reinforced concrete slabs covered with asphalt paper and pitch
and finished with a terra cotta coping.
The transfer platform is of reinforced concrete construction
with a "Truss-Con" finish. It is covered by a shelter supported
on a single line of steel columns along the middle of the plat-

Conemaugh

Automatic Drifting Valve

for

Superheater Locomotives

buff

form. Five station tracks are provided, two between the building and the transfer platform and three between this platform
and the first main track. A small team yard with stone block

chambers, which provides a medium for carrying and distributing
the lubricant over the valve

The

device

is

known

has been applied for and

as
it

chamber and cylinder walls.
Wood's vacuum breaker. A patent
is being manufactured by the Nathan

Manufacturing Company, New York. On service trials its performance is understood to have been highly satisfactory. It
may be located at any convenient point on the locomotive, preferably near one of the cylinders.
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ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
At

the meeting of the Chicago Section of the

May

of Mechanical Engineers,

American Society

the subject of electric loco-

14,

motives was discussed by A. H. Armstrong and A. F. Batchelder,
of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Mr.
Batchelder gave an illustrated talk in which he briefly described
the various mechanical features of electric locomotives.
He

was followed by Mr. Armstrong who spoke on the performance
Mr. Armstrong

called

particular

attention

to

rating of

the

electric locomotives, stating that the time element is a most
important factor in its determination. The motors when operated continuously deteriorate when heated above a certain temperature, although it takes considerable time to reach a dangerous point. It is therefore necessar}' to know the rating of the
electric locomotives, in addition to their starting tractive eifort,

short periods

for
to

of say one hour's performance in addition

the continuous performance.

clearly understood

this

at

It

important that this be

is

when long

time

distances of steam

la acknowledging the improverailroads are being electrified.
ments that have been made in the steam locomotives, it being
now possible to get a horsepower with about 15 lb. of steam,
Mr. Armstrong claimed that the electric locomotive, notwithstanding these improvements, offered many claims for considIn considering high speed passenger service he called attention
the

which

latest

New York

type of

will handle a

Central

electric

locomotive,

1,200-ton train at a speed of 60 miles an

hour, giving an output continuously without danger from over-

heating of 2,000 hp.

This engine

is

;

2,600 hp. can be obtained

for one hour.

able to handle the service of overland trains for

speed of 60 miles an hour or more.
Referring to electric locomotives for freight service, he called

anj' distance at a

on the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.
This was made for the sole purpose of obtaining more ecoatttention to the installation

nomical operation.

money saved by

The preliminary

report indicated that the

putting in the installation would pay

cent on the capital required to
to electric operation.

For the

make

first

the change

six

18H

pei"

from steam

months the

results ob-

tained indicated a yearly return on the capital invested of 20

per cent.

This road operates heavy freight trains which aver-

age from 3,500 to 4,000 tons, and 4,500 tons is not unusual.
Each locomotive unit weighs 80 tons, two units being used to
handle the heavy trains on the 0.3 per cent grade. The locomotives have a tractive effort of 26,000 lb. at a speed of 16^2
miles per hour continuously.
This corresponds to a factor of

adhesion of about 6. From investigation Mr. Armstrong stated
that it is found to be almost universal practice to give a loco-

motive a rating calling for a tractive effort on the ruling grade
of about 18 or 19 per cent co-efficient of adhesion, and that
the electric locomotive was designed to follow this practice
very closely, although advantage is taken in the electric locomotive to obtain a greater output for a short time than it
can sustain continuously. In heavy trunk line work the differ
ence between the short period rating and the continuous ratiiiK
is

small.

Speaking of the new in.stallatioii cm the Cliicagu, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, Mr. Armstrong explained that this system is a 3,000
volt direct current system, practically the same as used on the
The weight of each locomotive
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.
unit is 110 tons on drivers and where two are used, as will

A
be the general custom, the total weight will be 270 tons.
continuous 24-liour rating of 3,200 hp. is obtained with these
engines and a tractive effort of 72,000
miles an hour.

cent

in

tractive

lb.

at

a speed of

Mr. Armstrong claimed an increase of
effort

for

the

electric

locomotives

15^

10 per

with

the

on drivers over that which can he <>litaine<l in a
steam ioromotivr on account of the reciproratinK and imperfect rotary motion of the steam locomotives.
Over the Hctt Moimtains where ihcre is an avrraije grade of

same

identically the

weifiht

same with the exception

service are geared to a ratio of

4H

that those used in freight
to

1,

senger service are about 2J/^ to 1. This
the highest degree and permits of the

As

repair parts.

two

stated before,

electric

while those in pasis

standardization to

minimum number of
locomotives are made

being connected together with an articulated

sections,

joint for the purpose of permitting the operation of each half
singly.

This will be of special value in light local passenger

trains or for shifting work.

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul electric locomotives introtime direct current electric braking of the
regenerative t)-pe.
In other words, the motors are reversible.
Going up the grades tliey receive electrical power, and in going
down the grades the train will drive the motors as generators
and thus brake the train or hold it electrically and return power

duce for the

first

In ascending grades these engines consume

to the hne.

and the

from

locomotive under these
conditions is about 88 to 89 per cent without considering the
losses of the blowers, air compressors and fans and incidental
parts of the locomotive itself.
In Mr. Armstrong's opinion the
benefit of this electric braking on the mountain grades will be
4,500 to 5.000 kw.,

not so

eration.

to

.71 per cent for 49 miles, one of these 270-ton locomotives will
haul 2,500 tons at a speed of approximately 16 miles an hour.
The locomotives for both passenger and freight service are

in

of these locomotives.

24(

much

in the

introduced thereby

broken shoes and

efticiency of a

power returned

to the

hne as the economy

ehmination of derailments due to
overheated wheels on the the long down
the

in

grades.

Referring

back

locomotives, Mr.

to

the

latter

Armstrong

type

of

New York

stated that there are

Central

no bearings

on the motors of those locomotives, thus eUminating mechanical
friction.
This permits of an efficiency as high as 93 to 94 per
cent; that

is,

of the electrical power input to the locomotive

between 93 and 94 per cent is returned as mechanical output
at the rim of the drivers.
The Alilwaukee locomotives, on
the other hand, will give an efficiency of not much higher than
84 or 85 per cent operating on level track. The profile of the
Milwaukee road was such as to preclude the use of tlie gearless
type used on the New Y'ork Central.
The Milwaukee electric locomotives have a tractive effort
of 72,000 lb. per unit and a starting tractive effort of 120,000
lb.
or when run double-headed, a starting tractive effort of
240,000 lb. With the 3,000 d. c. hne voltage there will be 1,500
volts on eacli motor.
The electrified portion of the Milwaukee
road is 440 miles long, and there will be 14 substations at
approximately an average distance of 30 miles apart on the
entire road.

Women Railway Workms
from Berne

in

that the Prussian

Germany.— It

has been reported

and Hessian State Railways are

women as line keepers (Streckenarvery heavy work. .Ml women, before
being engaged, are obliged to sign an agreement that they will
have nothing to do with Social Democracy or with the Transport Workers' Association, tliat they will never attend Social
Uemocrati6 meetings, or be in any way associated with the
Social Democratic propaganda or efforts.
employing a number of

beitcr), although

tliis

is

Railways in Asia Minor.— The Turkish Ministry of War is
reported to have been granted a large credit to build and operate four main and two branch lines, all under military control.

The

chief of these lines arc from .\ngora to Er/erum, from
Erzcrum to a point on the Black sea, from Murally to Rodosto,
and from a point on the Erzerum Railwa\- to the Black sea.

Better Facilities on Philiitine Trains. The Board of PubUtilities Commissioners has handed down a decision orderint;
tlie Philippine Railway, on its Cehu lines, to install belter lights in
its second- and lliird-class coaches and to snppK to all passengers individual drinking cups at a nominal cost. The company
lic

is

also forbidilen to permit

to ride in llic conches.

more passrUKcrs than

there are seats

General News Department

I
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About 150 machinists, boilermakers and sheet metal workers
employed by the Kansas City Terminal Railway went on strike
last week on account of a controversy with the company regarding the scale of wages and the employment of non-union
labor.

The Chicago railroads were prominent in the lists of contributors to the fund for the reUef of families who lost members in the Eastland steamboat disaster of July 24. The large
roads gave $2,000 each and smaller roads lesser amounts.
Traffic Club of Chicago gave $500.

The

Veterans' Association of the Baltimore & Ohio will hold
annual Outing at Berkeley Springs, W. Va., August 12.
Z. T. Brantner, president of the association and a veteran of
fifty years' service, who is superintendent of shops at Martinsburg, W. Va., has charge of the celebration, for the Cumberland
This association has
division veterans, who will be the hosts.
social and fraternal features, the membership including men of
every grade of employment and from all branches of the railroad.

The

its first

On the night of July 25 the ticket collector on a train of the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern was robbed of $20, in full
view of the passengers and the robbers, two of them, not
masked, then stopped the train and leaped off in the darkness.
The train was No. 105, eastbound, and the robbery occurred at
Fort Gibson, Okla., about midnight. In the panic attending the
appearance of the robbers, the trainmen put out the lights in
the coaches, and the darkness is believed to have prevented further activities on the part of the robbers.
;

The safety bureau of the Union Pacific reports that during
the year ending June 30, 1915, the road carried 4,550,949 pasLess than half as
sengers without a fatality to a passenger.
many employees of the road were killed during the year as
in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, which was the last
In 1915 28
year before the bureau of safety was organized.
employees were killed, as compared with 59 in 1913. In 1915
4,537 employees were injured and in 1913 6,097 were injured.
In 1915 229 passengers were injured, and in 1913 333 passengers were injured.

At Yaphank, Long Island, on July 21, a westbound express
of the Long Island Railroad, running about a mile a
minute, struck a wagonload of gravel, drawn by a steam tractor,
the driver of which was following the somewhat prevalent Long
train

Island fashion of risking his life aryd his employer's property
at a grade crossing by driving over the tracks when it was
known that a train was approaching. The crossing has an automatic bell, which was ringing at the time of this narrow escape.
The tractor and its two trailers made up a heavy gravel train,
weighing 15 or 20 tons, and, says Mr. McCrea, general manager
of the road, in reporting the accident, might easily have made a
Had the train come along 20
fatal obstruction on the track.
seconds earlier, it would have struck the tractor itself, or the
middle wagon. Mr. McCrea has complained to the Public Service

Commission of the state, calling for relief; but that body replies
that it has no authority over traffic on the highway. In this case
It
the tractor was being run by a negro who had no license.
was owned by Frank Arrigoni & Brother, who were hauling
gravel for road-building purposes.
that Stuben County,
York, has been placed under quarantine on account of the
discovery of foot and mouth disease in a herd of cattle near
The counties of Onondaga, Oswego
Hornell in that county.
and Rensselaer and the stock yards at West Albany, as well as
large areas in other States, have been released from quarantine.
The entire State of Kentucky is now freed from quarantine,
except that in the Bourbon Stock Yards at Louisville the management has arranged to limit the handling of animals intended
for feeding, stocking and dairy purposes to the new sheep and

The Department of Agriculture announces

New

in which no infection has existed.
The same
order frees the State of Wisconsin entirely, and reduces the
quarantined area in Illinois, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The
status of Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan and Virginia remains unchanged. An order effective August 2 reduces that
portion of Hudson County, New Jersey, quarantined against the
foot and mouth disease to an area lying within a three-mile
radius of infected premises at Secaucus, near New York City.
.Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, is released from quarantine
with the exception of the Pittsburgh Union Stock Yards at
Pittsburgh. Philadelphia County is released with the exception
that the West Philadelphia Stock Yards, and that portion of
the county lying south of Washington Avenue, Philadelphia,
and between the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers remain under
The counties of Cook and Lee are the only requarantine.
maining areas still under quarantine in Illinois.
cattle division,

The Gollos Automatic Stop

The operation

of the Gollos automatic train control

was demon-

Burlington & Quincy, between Sugar
Grove, 111., and Big Rock, on August 3 and 4. A special train
carrying officers of the company and a number of representatives
of the signal and operating departments of central and western
roads left Aurora at 12:30 p.m. each day, returning about 4:30
p.m.
The installation over whi^h the demonstration run was
made is 6 mi. long and includes 8 ramp locations for westbound movements and 10 for eastbound, on a single-track line.
The system is of the intermittent contact rail type, with the
engine apparatus inoperative while running between points of
indications. When the engine shoe makes contact with an energized contact rail the engine apparatus is still held inoperative.
When a train is standing, the apparatus is in such a condition
that the train can proceed only at a predetermined reduced speed.
When the engineman opens the throttle, a whistle in the cab is
automatically started, which continues to sound until the engine
shoe engages a clear contact rail. This rail being fully energized,
supplies the current which actuates the control in the cab to
permit the train to proceed at full speed, and also stops the
whistle. The contact with this shoe is recorded by an automatic
apparatus, and the contact also causes the lighting of a signal
lamp in the cab. The passage of this rail is acknowledged by
the engineman by pressing a button which puts out the lamp and
records the fact on the automatic recorder. This is the usual
procedure in passing a clear contact rail.
When the contact slioe engages a partially energized contact
rail, indicating caution, the engine apparatus is again set for
If, while
reduced speed and the whistle blows continuously.
passing through a block at caution speed, the train in the advance block has moved on, so that the next contact rail is in
the clear condition, the cab system will be automatically turned
but if the dangerous condition
to normal iull-speed condition
continues, the contact rail is de-energized and the train will be
automatically stopped when the contact shoe strikes the de-energized rail. This stop is also recorded and a chime of two whistles
If
is sounded to warn the engineman of the stop application.
the engineman desires to proceed he unlocks and opens a cabinet
box which encloses the instruments and resets the automatic
apparatus to caution or slow speed condition. Both the opening
and closing of this cabinet and the resetting of the instruments
are recorded automatically. He may now proceed at controlled
reduced speed luUil he strikes a clear ramp.
If the engineman has observed a stop signal and stops his
train before the engine shoe comes in contact with the deenergized rail, he may pass to the energized rail by holding down
The
continuously a separate button until the rail is passed.
pressing of this button is also recorded and if he should attempt
to pass a rail by pressing this button before the train has stopped,
a stop application would result.
The functions of the system include automatic speed control
strated on the Chicago,

;

:

•

August

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1915

6,

;

and an automatic train stop; a visible signal to indicate entrance
to block section, an audible signal sounded continuously in a
caution block an audible signal sounded continuously in "dan;

ger" territory as distinguished from the audible caution signal
and an automatic record of the time a block is entered, the time
of acceptance of signals by enginemen automatic appHcation of
the
brakes when the engine passes a signal indicating stop
opening of the cabinet to release train brakes release of train
brakes after automatic appHcation, closing and automatic locking
of cabinet to again secure integrity of the apparatus and noninterference, and permissible emergency passing of a signal at
;

;

;

stop.

The system, which is controlled by the Gollos Railway Signal
Supply Company of America, Chicago, was turned over to the
Interstate Commerce Commission for tests on July 26.

Summary

of

Revenues and Expenses

Steam Roads

of

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and
expenses and comments thereon for May, 1915, are as follows
Net operating income of the railways of the United States for
increased $63 per mile, or 31.9 per cent., as compared with
May, 1914. This increase was due in the main to reductions in
expenses, which have been effected in all parts of the country.
In May, 1914, net operating income per mile was 27.9 per cent,
less than in May, 1913.
Total operating revenues amounted to $237,976,843, an increase
from 1914 of $380,044. Operating expenses were $167,600,891, a
Net operating revenue amounted to
decrease of $13,787,085.
$70,375,952, an increase of $14,167,129. Taxes amounted to $11,This left $58,976,635 for net
343,308, a decrease of $557,253.
operating income, available for rentals, interest on bonds, appro-

May

..1^

t.

X

'

1^

1^

Total operating revenues of the southern railways per mile of
Hne show a decrease of 6.6 per cent., operating expenses decreased
12.5 per cent., net operating revenue increased 12.1 per cent., taxes
decreased 0.7 per cent., and operating income increased 14.7
per cent.
Total operating revenues of the western railways per mile of
line show a decrease of 2.0 per cent,, operating expenses decreased 7.2 per cent., net operating revenues increased 13.2 per
cent., taxes decreased 1.1 per cent., and operating income increased 19.3 per cent.
The eleven months of the current fiscal year show a decrease
in total operating revenues per mile of line of 6.8 per cent., as
compared with the corresponding period of the preceding year, a
decrease in operating expenses per mile of 9.5 per cent., an increase in net operating revenue per mile of 0.3 per cent., a decrease in taxes per mile of 2.7 per cent, and an increase in net
operating income per mile of 0.8 per cent.
The net operating income per mile increased 11.5 per cent, in
the east, decreased 14.5 per cent, in the south, and decreased 2.1
per cent, in the west.
May net operating income per mile was 31.9 per cent, greater
in 1915 than in 1914, 5.6 per cent, less than in 1913, 3.3 per cent,
greater than in 1912, and 5.0 per cent, less than in 1911.

R. S. A. Convention

*

^

i

The committee on arrangements of the Railway Signal Assohas announced the completion of arrangements for a
from Chicago to Salt Lake City for the convenience
of members and guests attending the annual convention on September 14-16. The train, which will consist of a buffet-libraryspecial train
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Monthly Revenues and Expenses per Mile

improvements and new construction, and dividends.
Operating revenues per mile of line averaged $1,040, a decrease
of 0.8 per cent. This decrease per mile is due solely to an increase in mileage, amounting during the period to about 2,000
miles.
Operating expenses averaged $732, a decrease of 8.4 per
cent.; net oi>erating revenue per mile averaged $308, an incrasc of
24.1 per cent., while taxes per mile were $50, a decrease of 5.6
Net operating income was $258, an increase of 31.9
per cent.
per cent. Railways operating 228,818 miles of line are covered by
this summary, or about 90 per cent, of the total niili'.tgc.
Total operating revenues of the eastern railways per mile of
line show an increase of 2.7 per cent., as comp.ireil with May,
1914, operating expenses decreased 7.8 per cent., net operating
revenue increased 40.1 per cent., taxes decreased 4.5 per cent.,
and operating income increased 51.6 per cent.
priations for
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Line in 1914 and 1915

club car, open section compartment drawing room cars, diner
and observation car, will leave Chicago over the Chicago & North
Western on Saturday, September 11, at 11:55 p.m. It will arrive
at Omaha, Sunday, September 12, at 1 p.m., and leave on the

Ogden, Utah, on Monday,
and leaving over the Oregon Short Line
It is sugat 5 .05 p.m., and will arrive at Salt Lake City at 6.
gested that those going from points west and southwest of Clii-

Union

Pacific at

Sc|)feml)er

13, at

1

:15 p.m., arriving at

5 p.m.,

are unable to join the train at Chicago, make arrangeat Omaha, and that reservations be requested accordingly. The ro\uid trip fare from Chicago to Salt
Lake City is $45, including stopovers at any intermediate points
within the final limit of October 31, 1915. The rate for lower
berth in standard sleeping car between Chicigo and Salt Lake
City, one way, is $8.50; upper berth, $6.80; compartment, $24;
cago,
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drawing room,
bers and guests

mem-

After the convention some of the

$30.

make

a tour of California
If a
to visit the expositions at San Francisco and San Diego.
sufficient number desire to make this trip, one or more Pullman
sleeping cars will leave Salt Lake City at 12:30 a.m., Friday,
September 17, on the Oregon Short Line to Ogden, thence over
the Southern Pacific to San Francisico, arriving there at 9 :30
It is important that reservations for this
a.m., September 18.
trip be made as soon as possible with H. A. Gross, general agent,
passenger department, Chicago & Northwestern, 48 South Clark
street, Chicago, or W. D. Lifsey, New York Central, New
York, and that C. C. Rosenberg, Sec.-Treas., Railway Signal
Association, Bethlehem, Pa., be notified also.
will doubtless desire to

Vol.

59,
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International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.— A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 17, 1915,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.

—

Next meeting, October

1915,

19-21,

Master Boiler Makers' Association.

New

Louis,

St.

— Harry

Mo.

D. Vought, 95 Liberty

St.,

York.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada.. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

—

tion,

September

14-16,

1915,

Detroit,

—

Mich.

Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building,
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June, 1916.
National Railway Appliance Association. C. W. Kelly, 349 People's

—

Gas Bldg., Chicago. Next convention, March, 1916, Chicago.
Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and Au-

—

New England
New

—

New York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane BJdg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.

gust, 29

W.

39th

St..

—

Niagara

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

New York Telephone

Bldg., Buffalo, N.

—

Y.

The following list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting
Air Brake Association. F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Next
convention, May 2-5, 1916, Atlanta, Ga.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St.. New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,
New York.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

—

—

man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N.
1915, Boston, Mass.

American Association of Freight Agents.
East St. Louis,

— R.

O. Wells, Illinois Central,

111.

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.
R.

C.

R. of N.

143

J.,

Liberty

—

H. C. BoardNext meeting, October 21-23,

J.

New

St.,

York.

—W.

C.

Hope,

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting, August
19-20, 1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric R.\ilway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 4-8, 1915, San Francisco,

—

Cal.

—

H. G. McMeetings with American
Connaughy, 165 Broadway, New York.
Electric Railway Association.
American Railroad Master Tinners*. Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
AssocHTlON. W. E. Jones, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.^C. A. Lichty, C. &
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

—

—

Mich.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 21-23, 1916, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. 'Taylor, 1112
Karpen Building, Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1916.
American Railway 'Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, Illi-

—

—

nois Central, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.
of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

—Prof.

E.

Marburg, University

— Chas.

Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in

American Society of Civil Engineers.

St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220

57th

W.

57th

—

St.,

New

York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
39th St., New York.
York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.— F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Next conPreservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
vention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, Rooms 1116-8, Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
meeting, June 28, 1916, Detroit, Mich.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Annual meeting, 2d
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October, 1915, New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., BaltiNext meeting, May 19, 1916, Atlantic City, N. J.
more, Md.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting with Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations.

—

—

—

—

Annual meeting, October, 1915.
of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew,
Soo Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago. Annual meeting, June
20-22, 1916, St. Paul, Minn.
Association of "Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,
1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk. P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August. Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
ffeld St., Montreal, Que.
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

Association

—

—

—

—

January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salic, Chicago.
Central Railway Clud. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, Traffic Manager, R. E.
& P., Richmond, Va. Annual session. May 17, 1916, Washington,
D. C.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

International Railway Fuel Association.— C. G. Hall,

McCormick
Railway
Bldg.,

International
1126

C.

Chicago.

General

Foremen's

W. Broadway, Winona, Minn.

Association.

&

E.

—Wm.

I.,

922

Hall,

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.— Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
City.

—

—

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anlerson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
June. July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Ne.xt meeting, October 5-7, 1915,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Chicago.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Pa.
Railway Storekeeper's Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C.. Collingwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with Master Car Builders and
Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. NelMeetings with Association of Railson, 50 Church St., New York.
way 'Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
Annua! meeting, September 14-16, 1915,
N. W., Sterling, HI.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Chicago.
St.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake "Transportation Club.- R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.
month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of R.\ilway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Colorado Springs, Col.
...
Southern Association of C.\r Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. s
W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ca. Annual meeting, January, 1916.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November. 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel. Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo. Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month. Boody House. Toledo.
Hillbum,
Iron
Works,
Ramappo
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd.
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ciation.

—
—

.

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark. John J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August, The Washintgon, 559 Broad St.. Newark.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August,

Hotel Astor,

New

York.

.

„ „

„„,

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
October to May.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
Train Dispatchers' Association of A.merica. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Next convention, June 21, 1916, Toronto. Ont.
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Annual meeting, September 7-10, 1915, ChiEast Buffalo, N. Y.
cago.

—

Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
of Engineers.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exSalt Lake City, Utah.
ceppt July and August, Salt Lake City.

Utah Society

—

Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon. Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, exJuly and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Wsstern Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extft meetings, except in Jiily and
July and August, Chicago.
Annual meeting, 1st
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Wedne; lay after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.
cept

June,

—

August

6,
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The summer meeting

of the National Industrial Traffic League
will be held in Toledo, Ohio, on September 9 and 10. The question of legislation to be urged at the next session of Congress
is one of the important subjects to be considered.

At
made

Pinner's Point, Norfolk, Va., the Southern Railway has
extensive additions to its stock pens and other facilities,
to accommodate the present extensive export traffic in horses.
The French government has recently bought 10,000 horses to
be shipped through this port.

According to newspaper reports from Seattle, Frank Waterhouse & Co., of that city, have chartered seven vessels to transport 7,500 freight cars to Vladivostok for delivery to the Russian government.
Six thousand cars are to be shipped from
New York City through the Panama Canal and 1,500 are to be
shipped from Puget Sound ports. The average capacity of the
vessels chartered

is

ISO cars for each trip.

Plans are being made for conferences between the lumber
interests and railroad traffic officers for the purpose of working
out some changes in the lumber classification. A. Fletcher Marsh,
chairman of the traffic committee of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association, has sent out a circular letter to members
of that association and other lumber interests, announcing that
as the result of a conference with Eugene Morris, secretary of
the Railroad Classification Committee and of the Central Freight
Association, Mr. Morris will be glad to hear from the representatives of the influential lumber organizations of the country as
to whether they prefer that the traffic representatives of the
railroads should meet with the lumbermen first for local consideration of classifications, or whether a general conference
should be called at which the lumbermen of the country could
present to the railroads the question of classification. Each association is asked to advise Mr. Morris that such conferences would
be of material benefit in ironing out certain questions and
whether local conferences should or should not be first called.
The letter states tliat many lumbermen have already strongly
expressed the opinion that while lumbermen may not be able to
agree on all matters they will all agree that they cannot stand
an advance in freight rates, but should have help in being able
to remove the largest amount of material from every acre logged.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has decided, in the complaint of the Mobile
Cotton Exchange and others, that on or before October 1 next,
rates by railroad for the transportation of export cotton must
be no higher to Mobile than to Savannah or other South Atlantic
ports or gulf ports.
This order applies to points of origin in
the territory lying east of the line of the Louisville & Nashville
through Decatur, Birmingham and Montgomery. The carriers are
also ordered to establish two scales of rates, one for shipside
delivery, no higher than the present rate, and one for station
delivery, which shall be at least 3 cents per 100 lbs. less than the
shipside rate, and the shipside rate must apply to any dock in
Mobile which is served by any of the roads which are defendants
in this proceeding.
The rate from a station in Mobile to a
dock or wharf must be not over three cents per 100 lbs. The
carriers are required also to issue through bills of lading to any
dock in Mobile at which any of the defendant carriers make
shipside delivery.

Rates on Ore from Baker, Ore.

Columbia Gold Mining Company z'. Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company et al. Opinion by the Commission:
The commission finds that the carrier has justified the cancellation of a joint rate on ore and concentrates in carloads from
Raker, Ore., through Portland, Ore., to Tacoma, via. the Northern Pacific from Portland, leaving applicable a combination rate
based on Portland higher than the rate cancelled and also higher
than the rate applying on the Oregon-Washington's through
line.

(35

I.

C.

C,

42.)

Rates on Low-Grade Cedar Logs

Nebraska Bridge Supply & Lumber Company v. Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis et al. Opinion by the Commission:
The commission finds that the rates on low-grade cedar logs in
carloads from Burrows Switch, Guntersville, Stevenson, Huntsvillc, Bridgeport and Montague, Ala., and Belvidere and Jasper,
Tenn., to Atlanta, Ga., are unreasonable to the extent that they

exceed rates contemporaneously in effect on common logs in carloads from and to the same points.
Rates for the future are
prescribed accordingly. (34 I. C. C, 86.)

The Continuous Railway Voyage
[I-'roin

The

tliu

New York

Times.]

Commerce Commission

STATE COMMISSIONS

up-to-date as
England in applying the doctrine of the continuous voyage. A shipment intended to move from Kansas to Oklahoma was not sent
direct; it was shipped in the first place to another town in Kansas, and then was rebilled to Oklalioma at an interstate rate. The
Commission declares that "first billing to an intermediate point
of a shipment that is really intended to reach a destination beyond is simply a device for defeating the lawful through rate,
and is unlawful." It would seem to require a mind reader, or a
detective, to tell what the rates arc in the numerous cases in
which a combination of local rates can be used to make a rate
lower than the interstate rate.
When such cases used to arise they were put down to original
sin on the part of the railways.
Now that rates are government
made, the railways must carry at the lowest lawful rate, or fifty
Commissions would want to know the reason why.
Imagine the dilemma of the Commission if it sought to apply
the doctrine of continuous journey to passenger fares.
,\t the
present motuenl it costs $f) for a round trip lo AtlaiUic City from
New York, but $5 from towns across the river in New Jersey.
Would it be lawful to sell a tuimel ticket to a traveler dcnigninK
Would it
to buy a $5 ticket to the New Jersey abode of bliss?
be lawful for a railway in Now Jersey t<^ decline to sell a $5
Must passenticket if the buyer came from New York lo get it?
gers and shippers file aMidavits of inlentiou when they apply for
lawful and public rates?
Interstate

is

as

The Michigan Railroad Commission has authorized

the Pere
.Marquette to discoiuinue the operation of trains on the Kalkaska branch from Spencer to Stratford, effective on August 14.

The Public Utility commissioners of New Jersey have denied
the application of people in Long Branch, Asbury Park and other
places for an order to require the Pennsylvania railroad to run
more passenger

trains

between Trenton and the seacoast.

The Louisiana Railroad Commission has suspended its order
of June 23 requiring the railroads of the state to report accidents on blanks identical with those used by the Interstate Commerce Conunission. It appears that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has adopted new forms, which the Louisiana Commission will consider more in detail before deciding to conform
lo the federal regulations.
The State Railroad Conunission of Texas by a recent order
requires the general free concentration of cotton.
The order
says: "Railroad companies are required to concentrate cotton and
cotton linters, without additional charge, at the option of the
owner or shipper, once at any available point in Texas in line
of shipment from origin to destination, and a second time, without additional charge, at Houston, Beaumont <>r .Vransas Pass,
or at the port of destination, and bclorc delivery at the wlftrf;
and to carry the concentrated cotton or liulcrs forward lo uiti-

—
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mate destination

at the request of the

owner or

shipper,

made

being
it
during the season of shipment and not afterwards
understood that the identity of cotton or hnters through concentrating point need not be maintained."
;

Vol,

COURT NEWS
trict

Pacific has filed suit in the United States dis-

court at Lincoln, Neb., to have the Nebraska two-cent fare

law declared null and void.

The hearing before Judge Youmans, of the United States
court at Oklahoma City, on the application of the
railroads for an injunction against the Oklahoma two-cent fare
district

law was adjourned on July 31, until September 6, because the
state was not ready to complete the cross-examination of certain of the railroad witnesses.
Sacramento, San Jose, Stockton and
have secured an order from the United States
district court, at San Francisco, directing the United States government, the Interstate Commerce Commission and six railroads to show cause why an interlocutory injunction should not
Traffic organizations of

Santa Clara,

Cal.,

prohibit the taking effect of new tariffs filed
by the railroads accordance with an order of the Interstate
Commerce Commission under which the cities mentioned do not

be entered

to

have the benefit of "terminal"

rates.

Duties to Passengers at Stations

— Excessive Damages

Action was brought against a railroad for injuries sustained
While
while attempting to board a train at a flag station.
the plaintiff was trying to reach her coach she stumbled over
a log and the jury awarded her punitive as well as compensaThe trial judge had instructed the jury that
tory damages.
she was a passenger, and that to a passenger a railroad owes
It was held by the Arkansas
the highest degree of care.
Supreme Court, on appeal, that this instruction was improper,
A
as placing too high a degree of care upon the defendant.
railroad is not liable for the same high degree of care in maintaining its station premises in safe condition as it is in maintaining roadbeds, tracks, cars, and other appliances in such
conditions, where the highest degree of care is called for.
Some of the decided cases seem to lose sight of this distinction.
The evidence, at most, pointed to nothing more than neghgence,
and mere negligence, however gross, is not sufficient to warrant
the infliction of punitive damages. Chicago, R. I. & P. v.

—

Owens

(Ark.), 177 S.

W.

8.

Consignor's Liability for Freight Charges

In an action against the consignors for freight charges the
defense was that the goods were shipped on condition that the
consignee should pay and the company had neglected to collect.
The New York Appellate Division holds that testimony offered
by the consignors of the company's agreement to accept the
goods on condition of collecting the freight charges from the
copsignee was inadmissible, as being parol evidence tending to
vary the terms of a written instrument, namely, the bill of
Nor did the mere fact that the charges were not to
lading.
be prepaid establish an agreement on the part of the railroad
to accept the goods on condition of collecting the freight charges
from the consignee. Pennsylvania v. Reifel (N. Y.), 154 N. Y.
Supp. 203.

—

Liability for Injury to

A

Passenger Shot by Another Passenger

porter wrongfully assaulted a passenger. P., who, in the
course of a prolonged struggle, shot at the porter and accidenIn an action against the railroad
tally hit another passenger, J.
for J's injuries, it was held by the Arkansas Supreme Court
that the wrongful assault upon P. was the proximate cause
thereof, rendering the railroad liable.
The servants in charge
of the train knew of the difficulty, and should have anticipated
that injury might result to other passengers because of the
conduct of the porter; and the railroad's duty required it to
protect such other passengers from resultant injury whether
inflicted by its servants in the assault, or unintentionally by the

No. 6

assaulted passenger, in protecting himself against the wrongful
assault of the servant.
St. Louis, L M. & S. v. Jackson (Ark.),
177 S. W. 33.

—

Undercharging Passenger

The Missouri

59,

— Company May Recover

Difference

A

passenger bought a return trip ticket between Adams, N. Y.,
and New York city. The tariff rate was $13.56, but through a
mistake the agent charged only $7.50. The passenger used the
ticket and the railroad subsequently sued him for the difference.
The defendant claimed misrepresentation on the part of the
agent, inducing the defendant to buy. Under the decided cases,
this would be no defense in regard to freight rates, and the
Jefferson County Court holds that the same rule applies in
passenger rates. The railroad has no option, but must demand
and collect the tariff rates. New York Public Service Commission Law, section 31, provides that no common carrier shall
receive compensation for transportation of passengers, freight
or property less than authorized by the act. The company was
therefore held entitled to recover the difference. New York
Central v. Shelmidine (N. Y.), 154 N. Y. Supp. 235.

—

Passenger Killed Resisting Arrest

A

disturbance having arisen on a train, the conductor asked
an officer to arrest one of the passengers. The passenger re-

and was killed by the officer. Action was brought
against the railroad for his death, on the theory that it was
caused by the alleged false statement made by the conductor to
the officer that the deceased had been making a disturbance.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals held that, assuming it to be
true that the conductor falsely stated to the officer that the
deceased had been guilty of boisterous conduct, and requested
the officer to arrest him, that was not the proximate or direct
If the deceased had submitted to arrest,
cause of the death.
as it was his duty under the law to do, whether the charge against
him was true or untrue, he would not have lost his life.
Chesapeake & O. v. Whitaker (Ky.), 177 S. W. 443.
sisted arrest

No Duty

to

Guard Yards or Cars Against Children

Action was brought for the death of a seven-year-old boy
found dead in a gondola car in the Northern Pacific's yard at
Helena, Mont., the car door having fallen upon him. It was
car was out of repair, the appliances for keepplace being broken or missing and that because
the car was a dangerous instrumentality, and
shape and the fact that large holes had been
burned in its sides, it was unusually attractive to young children,
and constituted an implied invitation to them to go on the comThis is the first time the Montana Supreme
pany's property.
Court has had occasion to make direct application of the doctrine
of the turntable cases. Every court, it said, which applies the
turntable doctrine predicates liability upon the neghgence of the
landowner his failure to discharge a duty which he owes to
the injured person.
Some of these courts treat the injured
party as a trespasser, but excuse the trespass because he was
tempted into the place of injury by the wrongful act of the landowner in maintaining the attractive nuisance. Others treat the
injured child as rightfully upon the premises by virtue of an
invitation impliedly given by the maintenance of the dangerous
and attractive instrument while others hold that a landowner
who maintains on his premises an instrumentality of the character of an unguarded and unlocked turntable, with knowledge
of its attractiveness to children of tender years, of its potentiality for harm, and the probability that such children will be
attracted to it, shall not be heard to say that a child of that class,
attracted to and injured by the device, was wrongfully where his
Under either theory
childish instincts naturally led him to be.
of the doctrine, the court held that an instruction to the jury
alleged that the
ing the door in
of this defect
because of its

;

—

;

that if an owner of property maintains exposed thereon something which is peculiarly and unsually attractive to children, and
such children are attracted by such thing, they arc not trespassers,
was erroneous, because it omitted the element of knowledge by
the owner that the device was dangerous and alluring to children.
Aside from the turntable doctrine, it was held that in the absence
of a statute or ordinance requiring it, a railroad owes no duty
to guard its yards or cars so as to prevent children from going
on them, even if it has on previous occasions assumed such a
duty. Martin v. Northern Pacific (Mont.), 149 Pac. 89.

—

;

August
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Charles L. Lowe, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer
of the Chicago & North Western, has been appointed auditor of
expenditures, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding Dr. W.
H. Stennett, deceased.
Osmer Charles Hill, whose appointment as general superintendent of the Kansas City Terminal Railway, with headquarters
at Kansas Citv, Mo., has been announced, was born on May 7,
1873, at Hiram, Ohio. He
was educated in the public schools and the academy at Hiawatha, Kan.,
and went one year to

Washburn College

at

Topeka, Kan., and one
year to the state university at Lawrence, Kan.
He entered railway service on April 5, 1895, with
the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy at Hannibal,
Mo., and worked as

brakeman

when he was made

1900
con-

In 1903 he

was

conductor

and

ductor.

made

until

brakeman for the Wabash

at

Moberly,

Mo.,

and in 1904 he was
brakeman for the El Paso
& North Eastern at El
Paso, Tex. In the latter
O. C. Hill
part of 1904 he returned
to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and worked as switch
foreman at North St. Louis, Mo., until 1906, when he went with
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas as conductor and brakeman at
Parsons, Kan. In 1907 he again returned to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, this time as night yardmaster at St. Louis,
Mo., and was subsequently general yardmaster at St. Joseph,
Mo., from September, 1910, to January, 1913; general yardmaster
at Kansas City, Mo., from January, 1913, to September, 1913
general yardmaster at Galcsburg, 111., from September, 1913. to
January, 1915, and assistant superintendent at Kansas City, Mo.,
from January, 1914, to July, 1915, from which position he is
now promoted.

'Joii

intendent, was division superintendent, has been divided between the Louisiana and the Eastern divisions, under the jurisdiction of Mr. DuFrance and of Mr. W. M. Lynch, superintendent
of the Eastern division, with headquarters at Marshall, Texas.
C. A. Vermillion, superintendent of car service and telegraph
of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, w^ith headquarters at Portland, Ore., has had his jurisdiction extended to include the
Spokane & Inland Empire and the Great Northern Pacific

Steamship Company.
A. J. Davidson, superintendent of the
Portland division, has had his jurisdiction extended to include
the Vancouver division and the Oregon Trunk, succeeding
F. A. Brainerd, who has been granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of ill health.
Traffic

W.

B. Knight, chief of the tariff bureau of the Missouri
Pacific-Iron Mountain system, has been appointed assistant
freight traffic manager, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

The

office

of chief of

tariff

shops, effective

Brown, chief despatcher of the

Pacific system of the
Sparks, Nev., has been appointed acting
assistant superinteiident succeeding George Geigcr.
F. F. Small
has been appointed chief despatcher at Sparks, Nev., vice Mr.
Brown, and G. G. Porter has been appointed assistant chief
despatcher succeeding Mr. .Small

L.

L.

Pacific

at

M. H. Cahill, superinlendeiil of the Baltimore it Ohio at
Baltimore has been appointed superinteii<lent of the (^umberlan<l
division with hea<l(|iiarters at Cinnberl.md. Md., succeeding ('.
Lc I'^rcnch, deceased. P. C. Allen, superintendent at I'hiladelphia.
succeeds Mr. Cahill, and S. T. Cantrell, formerly assistant superintendent at Cumlicrland. who has been serving as acting
.superintendent of the Cumberland division, has been li.msferred
to Philadelphia to succeed Mr. Allen.

W.
of the

DuFrancc, superintemleiit of llic Louisiana rlivision
Texas \- Pacific, has liad his lu-adcpiartcrs moved from

H.

Alexandria to
which

sion, of

New
J.

H.

Orleans,
Elliott,

La., and the New Orleans divirecently appointed general super-

abolished.

August

1.

M.

C. Blanchard, office engineer of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe at Topeka, Kan., has been appointed engineer of
the Eastern district. Eastern Hnes, with headquarters at Topeka, and E. H. Olson succeeds Mr. Blanchard.

&

Joseph Weidel has been appointed valuation engineer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chicago,
succeeding H. C. Phillips, who recently resigned to become
assistant secretary of the president's conference committee on
the federal valuation of railroads.
G. J. Bell, division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at Marceline, Mo., has been appointed engineer of the
Western district, Eastern lines, with headquarters at Newton.

Kan., W. C. Baisinger, division engineer at Chanute, Kan.,
succeeds Mr. Bell and H. A. Hatch succeeds Mr. Baisinger.

M.

Bryan, division engineer of the Los Angeles division
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Coast Lines, at San
Bernardino, Cal., has been transferred to the Albuquerque division, with headquarters at Winslow, Ariz., and W. H. Oliver,
division engineer at Needles, Cal., succeeds Mr. Bryan.
W'. L.
Bradley, division engineer of the Valley division at Fresno,
Cal., succeeds Mr. Oliver, and E. E. Ball, division engineer at
Los Angeles, Cal., succeeds Mr. Bradley.
of

C.

the

Purchasing
E.

Southern

is

Joseph Peter Heinzer has been temporarily appointed road
foreman of engines of the Northern Pacific at Pasco, Wash.,
in place of Robert Erwin Wilkinson.

Operating
E. C. Huffman, formerly assistant superintendent of the Sioux
City division of the Great Northern, has been appointed superintendent of the Rreckenridge division with headquarters at
Rreckenridgc, Minn., and J. A. MacKinnon, superintendent at
Willniar, Minn., Miiui.. has lieen transferred to the Sioux City
division witli headquarters at Sioux City, Iowa.

bureau

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J. A. MacRae has been appointed mechanical engineer of the
Louisville & Nashville with headquarters at the South Louisville

Price,

traveling

storekeeper of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, has been appointed general storekeeper, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., succeeding H. M. Powell, resigrned,
and R. A. Jacobs succeeds Mr. Price.
J.

OBITUARY
Moran. formerly master mechanic of the Houston &
Texas Central at Ennis, Tex., died on July 29. at Marlow.
J.

J.

Okla., at ^he age of 66 years.

Svvrnisn R.mi.w.w OrKNi:i>.— The Swedish State Railways ha\e
that the railroad from Karungi to Ilaparanda, on the
Russian frontier, is open for trafiic. It was previously nixrcssarv
to make the journey by wagon.

announced

—

ImPROVI MI-NTS .\T (;i..\Si;OW Ql'REN StREKT STATION. The
North British Railway Company has entered upon a .scheme of
improvements at Queen Street Station, Glasgow, which will involve an cxpendilme of about $JOO,000.

—

Lighting Italian Railway Cars. The Italian Ministrj' for
Posts and Telegraph, on December 26, 1914, made an agreement
with the state railways for the electric lighting of all the mail
cars and compartment cars used for the transportation of mails,
and for the oil lighting of all mail cars provided with the proper
apparatus, wlirlhci '.inli cars are owned by the post otlice or
the railwavs.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Gilchrist-Fokdnev Lumber Company,
The Richmond,

Laurel, Miss.,

Fredericksburg

& Potomac, which was

is

re-

ported in the Railivay Age Gazette of July 9 as being in the
market for 6 Pacific type locomotives, has ordered these locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

CAR BUILDING
The Natural Guano Company,
two

flat

for

& Wire Company

111.,

is

The
36-ft.

own

its

is

is

said to be inquiring

said to be inquiring for 1,000 gon-

use.

Nashville, Chattanooga
box cars in its own shops.

&

St.

Louis

is

building 200

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 50 caboose cars from
American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago Great Western has ordered 500 reinforcing
sills from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Cuban Central has ordered SO 15-ton narrow-gage box

the

cars and 25 15-ton
pany.

flat

cars

from the Standard

The Gadsden Car Works
center constructions
turing Company.

The

Steel

Car Com-

are reported to have ordered 600

from the Mount Vernon Car Manufac-

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton

is

500 center constructions from the Haskell
pany. This item has not been confirmed.
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W. Van Ausdall, an electrical engineer of Cincinnati, Ohio,
has been appointed superintendent of the C. & C. Electric &
Manufacturing Company, Garwood, N.

J.

The Canadian Car & Foundry Company, which has been working on an $83,000,000 order for steels for some time is now reported to have received an additional order for $71,000,000.
S. J. Turreff, heretofore superintendent of construction of the
Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y., for its western district
has been appointed office engineer with headquarters in New

has issued specifications for
new shops at Pen Argyle.

St.

S.,

W. E. Moore, vice-president and general manager of the West
Penn Traction properties, has resigned his position with the
various West Penn companies to go into business under his own
name, as consulting engineer, with an office in Pittsburgh. As
Mr. Moore's successor has not yet been appointed, he will continue with the company until the staff can be reorganized.

The Spray Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass., recently
incorporated to construct spray cooling systems, gas scrubbers,
odor and fume condensers, etc., has changed its name to the
American Spray Company, as it will engage in general engineering work involved in the use of spray systems.
The
management of the company remains unchanged.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

National Pipe. Bulletin No. 20, recently issued by the
National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is an index to bulletins
1 to 20 which have been issued by this company.
The bulletin
represents an index of considerable detail, the idea being to
pipe information readily accessible to the reader.
The
last two pages of the bulletin give a detailed list of the bulletins
to which reference is made.
offer

—

SIGNALING
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is installing automatic
block signals between Savannah and Galena Junction, 111.

The

Light Signals on the

Nova Scotia .Steel &
has been elected president of
E. Harris who has resigned to
become a member of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court. The vicepresidents of the company now are J. D. McGregor and D. W.
Ross.
Cantley, vice-president of the

Coal Company, Halifax, N.
that company succeeding R.

have ordered
Barker Car Com-

MACHINERY AND TOOLS

Paul

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has placed an order with
the Union Switch & Signal Company for material for 130 miles
automatic block signaling, which will be inby company forces on the Rocky Mountain division in
Montana, the district which is now being electrified. The installation will consist of changing two existing D. c. sections
from Lennct to Three Forks, 78.5 mi., and from Piedmont to
Butte Yard, 35.5 mi. over to a. c. operation and the addition of

of

i

said to

&

The Lehigh & New England
27 machine tools for

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

inquiring for

100 tank cars.

The New York Central
dola cars for

H

Thomas

Steel

No. 6

Y"ork.

Aurora,

cars.

The American

iiiir

lii

t

i

light locomotive.

market for a

in the

liiiiiiil

59,

Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies
1,111,

Vol.

single-track,

stalled

Sema16 mi. of new signaling from Butte Yard to Finlen.
phores will not be used, Union model 14, three-position, light
signals having been adopted as being more readily adaptable
to the adverse conditions due to the propulsion power line, which
The propulinterferes somewhat with the view of enginemen.
sion current will be 3,000 volts, d. c, taken from an overhead
conductor. The signal feeder current will be 4,400-volt, singlephase, 60-cycles. The power for the signals will be secured from
the electrification sub-stations, which will be located from 28
to 42 miles apart, the system being arranged so that power can
be fed between such stations in either direction. Sectionalizing
line switches will be installed in the signal power wires at the
railroad stations, which are from four to nine miles apart. Impedance bonds of 500 amperes per rail capacity will be used except on the 2 per cent grade, where 1,500-ampere per rail bonds
will be installed.

Chicago Great Western. The passenger department has just
issued an illustrated booklet entitled "Modernizing a Railroad,"
setting forth some of the various improvements effected by the
railroad since its reorganization. These include the expenditure
of some $17,000,000 for installing new and heavier rails, double
tracks, straightening, regrading and reballasting the roadbed,
building new bridges, purchasing new all-steel passenger cars
and larger and heavier locomotives, automatic block signals,
telephone train despatching, etc

—

Alarm and Sign.\l Calls. The McFell Signal ComChicago, 111., has issued two folders describing several
new types of the McFell fire alarm signal system, which are
electrically operated and are designed for a variety of different
uses.
They also describe the McFell direct signal call system
designed for communicating promptly with the members of the
superintending force of a large plant or office building, whose
duties call them to different parts of the establishment and
who by this system can be readily located by the signal sounding in each department.
Fire

pany,

—

Locomotives for Plantation Service, Record No. 80, recently
issued by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, is devoetd to the subIn the booklet there
ject of locomotives for plantation service.
are shown 29 different designs of locomotives suitable for this
kind of work. They vary in type and capacity from light, fourcoupled engines, suitable for switching service and sliort hauls,
to large engines of the Consolidation type, which are qualified
Information is given covering the hauling
for road service.
capacity of each locomotive illustrated, as well as the other
principal general dimensions.

August

6,
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—

New York

Subways. The Public Service Commission, First
has awarded contracts as follows
To Holbrook, Cabot
& Rollins Corporation, the contract for Section No. 3 of Routes
Nos. 4 and 36 of the Broadway subway in Manhattan; this section extends from 38th street northerly under Broadway to Times
Square, thence northerly under Seventh avenue to 51st street.
To Rodgers & Hagerty, Inc., for Section No. 3 of Route No. 12,
of the Eastern Parkway subway in Brookl)-n; this section extends from about Nostrand avenue easterly under Eastern Parkway to Buffalo avenue. To Post & McCord, Inc., for Section
No. 1 of Route No. 49, the Culver elevated line in Brooklyn which
extends from a point near 37th street over Gravesend avenue to
a point near Bay Parkway or 22d avenue produced.
The Public Service Commission has laid out Route No. 61, providing for a new tunnel under the East River from 60th street,
Manhattan, to the Queensboro Bridge Plaza in the Borough of
Queens, where it will connect with the new rapid transit lines
in that borough running to Astoria on the north and to Corona
on the northeast. This action was taken in pursuance of resolutions adopted by the Board of Estimate and Apportionment,
mentioned in this column last week, asking that the tunnel route
be substituted for the original route over the Queensboro Bridge.
The new route will be operated by the New York Municipal Railway Corporation in connection with the Broadway subway in
Manhattan and the new lines in Queens, over which this company
will have trackage rights.
The Degnon Contracting Company
proposed the change from the bridge to the tunnel and said it
would submit a bid for its construction not to exceed $4,500,(X)0,
and that it would agree to complete the work within two and
one-half years.
Snare & Triest have submitted the lowest bid of $611,563 for
the station finish construction on sections No. 1 and No. 2 of
the extension of the Queensboro subway from the Jamaica avenue
to the Queensboro bridge Plaza.
district,

Railway Construction

I

I
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Alamance, Durham & Orange. Graham, the county seat of
Alamance county, N. C, and Thompson's township, according
have voted $55,000 bonds to aid the construction of
which it is proposed to build from a point in
North Carolina, southeast via Burlington, Graham and Haw
River to Saxapahaw, thence east to Chapel Hill, and northeast
to Durham, about 50 miles. Junius H. Harden, president, Burto report,

this electric line,

(March

lington.

12, p. 493.)

—

An officer writes that a
contract has been awarded to the John W. McManus Company,
Ltd., Memramcook, N. B., for the construction of a spur line of
railway from a point on the main line of the Intercolonial,
about 1.8 miles east of the station at Bathurst, N. B., to a
point at or near the Bathurst Lumber Company's mills, a disThe contract is to be comtance of a little over two miles.
pleted by October 1, 1915. C. B. Brown, chief engineer, Moncton, N. B.
Canadian Government Railways.

—

Fentress & Morgan. This is the name of a line which is reported under construction from the head of Island Creek in
Morgan county, Tennessee, to the confluence of Daddy Creek
and Obed river, 3 miles. It is said that the line will be ultimately
18 miles long, and that it will traverse territory being developed by the Tennessee Mineral & Lumber Company, Harriman,
Tenn. It connects with the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific at

Nemo, Tenn.

—

Florida, Alabama & Gulf.- This line, which now connects
with the Louisville & Nashville at Galliver, Fla., and runs north
via Baker, Blackman and Wing to Falco, Ala., about 31 miles,
will be extended to connect with the railroad of the Horseshoe
Lumber Company, at Falco, over which it has been granted
trackage rights. The railway will thus be enabled shortly to
run its trains to Andalusia, Ala., 22 miles farther. Thomas A.
Johnson, receiver, Pensacola, Fla.

Garyville Northern.

—

reported that the Lyon Cypress
Lumber Company, Garyville, La., has chartered a railway by this
name to build about 35 miles of line. The work will be done
It

is

by company forces.
Georgia

Roads.

—A

proposition

has

been

submitted

to

the

Americus Chamber of Commerce by T. B. Ragan, president of
the Hawkinsville & Western and others of Hawkinsville, Ga.,
between Americus, Ga., and Hawkinsville, as an
extension of the proposed line to be built from Byromville west
to Americus, about 25 miles, by the Georgia Lumber Company,
Byromville, Ga.
(See Americus, Flint River & Gains, July 2,
to build a line

p. 38.)

Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern. — A
Board & Dufficld, Charleston, W. Va.,

contract has been let
for building the Dun
Loup branch of this line from the main line to the mines of the
Dun Loup Coal & Coke Company at Dun Loup, one-half mile.
Construction work is now under way, but track will not be laid
before September 15. V. S. Vcazcy, chief engineer, Glen loan,

to

W. Va. (June

4. p.

1181.)

—

Kankakp.r & Hrdana Traction. This company will extend
from Ludlow to Paxton, III., following the Illinois Central! tracks.
The contract for grading will probably be awarded
about October 1. There will be one steel plate girder bridge.

:

Pelham & Havana. —A

survey has been

made and

construc-

work is to be started soon, it is said, on an extension to be
built from Darsey, Fla., southwest to Havana, about fi\e miles.
The company now operates a hne from Cairo, Ga., southwest
tion

to Darsey, Fla., 19.3 miles.

Scranton

& Binghamton

(Electric).

—This company,

plans to build an extension to its lines
Brooklyn, a distance of about five miles.

it is

from Foster,

said,

Pa.,

to

—

Tennessee Railway. An officer writes that a contract has
been awarded to the Harriman Construction Company, Harriman, Tenn., for the construction of an extension of the main
line from Oneida, Tenn., toward Petros, 8 miles, with branch
lines 3 miles in length.
When this line is completed, but 3
niilis more will be needed to carry it to Petros.
The main line
will have a maximum grade of 1.4 per cent., and a 14 deg.
maximum curve. On the branch lines the maximum grade
will be 3 per cent, and the maximum curve 16 degrees.
There
will be a number of timber bridges.
The road expects to carry
a large amount of coal and timber.
It will, in all probability, be
built for the most part by convict labor.
C. W. Butts, chief
engineer, Oneida, Tenn.
(July 9, p. 81.)

Troy River Front Comp.vny,

Inc.

—A

company by

this

name

has been incorporated to build a short railroad along the river
front at Troy, N. Y. The company expects to apply for a franchise at the next meeting of the common council. The Hudson
Navigation' Company, Pier 32, North River, New York, is interested.

its line

—

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
—

tract to A.

Argentina, Kan. On July 19 a car repair shed of the .\tchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe was destroyed by fire. There were also 24
The total estimated loss
cars destroyed and 12 oars damaged.
will not exceed $50,000.
The cause of the fire is unknown.

started.

liuild

Kettle Valley Railway.

This company has awarded a conGuthrie & Co., St. Paul, Minn., for the building of
snowshrds on its line along the Cotiuilialla river in the Hope
Motmlain';. Tlicrc will be about 7,500 lineal ft. of sheds, rr<)uiring about 13,000,000 ft. H.M. of timber.
The work lias been

Meriiiian S; Deei'wateh.- -An ofTiccr writes that work on the
construction of this railway, which is to be built from Meridian,
Miss., cast via Caiiscyvillc, Mlaukstown, Yantlev, Ala
and I'cn
ninf^on, to Myrtlrwood, will be resumed in December of this
year.
S. A. Neville, Mrriiliaii, Miss., is vice-president.
(Sep,

tember

15,

1911, p. S'M.J

—

HrFFAi.o, N. Y. The New York Central, it is reported, will
a reinforced concrete dock to cost $,?0,0(X) on the nuffalo
river adjoining the dock of the Eastern drain & Elevator

Company.
Chkrokee,

Ia.

— The

Illinois

Central will build an ll-stall brick

roundhouse and several other buildings at this place
The contract has been awarded to Leydento Cost about $45,000
turnlalilr pit

Ortscifen Company, Chicago.

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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Deering, iLL.-^The Chicago & Northwestern is taking figures
on the rebuilding of the foundation of its tliree-track bascule

Railway Financial News

—

Eddystone, P.\. The Philadelphia & Reading has awarded the
American Bridge Company a contract for fabricating and erecting a single track 67 feet single span through plate girder bridge
over Eddystone avenue.

—

Island Creek, N. Y. An officer write regarding the bridge
by the Delaware & Hudson over Island Creek, Albany county, N. Y., that plans are now before the Public Service
Commission, Second district, but that these plans have not yet
to be built

been passed upon.

Kensington,
water

—

The Illinois Central has awarded a contract
Water & Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for
The work will include a pent
at this place.

III.

facilities

stock, pipe lines,

etc.,

and

will cost

about $8,000.

—

Kewanee, III. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will build
a one-story brick, tile roof passenger station at this place. The
contract has been awarded to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, of
Kewanee.

Macon, Ga.

—The

Georgia, Southern

&

Florida has awarded

a contract to the David Shaw Companj', Macon, for the remodelling of the company's general offices on Fifth and Plum streets,
at a cost of $10,000. J. A. Griffin, engineer, M. W. & S., Macon.

McMiNNViLLE,

Tenn.

— The

Nashville,

Chattanooga

&

—

New York. The Public Service Commissions of the first and
second districts have issued a joint order requiring the elimination of grade crossings over the New York Central and the
New York, New Haven & Hartford at 241st and 242nd streets
The tracks are to be shifted
in the Borough of the Bronx.
and a viaduct constructed over them so that the full effect
of recent grade crossing improvements at Mount Vernon will
be enjoyed.

—

Reading, Pa. The city engineer of Reading has approved
plans of the Philadelphia & Reading for three concrete bridges
to be erected at Center avenue. Fourth street and Schuylkill
avenue, to cost about $75,000.

—

San Antonio, Tex. The International & Great Northern has
purchased 108 acres of land, 5 miles out of San Antonio, as a
It is stated that approxsite for shops, yards and roundhouses.
imately $500,000 will be expended. The plans for the buildings
have been drawn and work will be started soon. O. H. Crittenden, chief engineer, Houston, Tex.

—

The Southern Railway has authorized
S. C.
remodeling and enlargement of its passenger station at
Spartanburg, S. C, and bids for the work are now being asked.
The changes include the rearrangement of tracks, some paving,
the construction of umbrella sheds, a passenger subway, and an
underground waiting room and a bridge to carry Church street
across the tracks. The extension of the station will be of brick,
on a stone base. It will have a tile roof, and its architecture

the

There will be
that of the present building.
separate waiting rooms for white and colored passengers, there
being connected with each of these rooms a men's smoking room
and a women's retiring room. There will also be lunch rooms
for both white and colored persons, a ticket office, telephone
The contract for the
office, baggage room and mail room.
passenger subway was awarded some time ago, as noted in the
will

conform

to

Railway Age Gazette of April 16, 1915, pa.ge 871, to M. M. Elkan,
Macon, Ga., and R. B. Tufts, Norfolk, Va., and it is reported
that these contractors have also been awarded the contract for
the construction of the concrete bridge on Church street over the
tracks.

UncA, N. Y. — The New York, Ontario & Western on July
work with company forces on a five-stall
engine house on Pleasant street in this city. The structure will
19 started construction
cost $12,500,
timber roof.
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The contest over
has resutled in the ousting of J.
ship by order of the Appellate
railroad was built by the late Dr.

Artesian Belt.

|
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the control of this Texas road
O. Terrell from the receiver-

The
at San Antonio.
Simmons, a patent medi-

Court
F. C.

who owned a 250,000- acre ranch
through which the line runs. Since the death
of Dr. Simmons the road has been operated under the direction of the West Texas Bank and Trust Company, which is
the executor of his estate. The appointment of Mr. Terrell as
receiver was made recently by the district judge of McMullen
county upon application of Boston stockholders. By the decision of the Appellate Court the property has again been placed
The
in control of the West Texas Bank and Trust Company.
line extends from Macedonia, Texas, on the Sunset Central,
cine manufacturer of St. Louis,

in the territory

south to Christine, 43 miles.

Boston & Maine.

— The

Board of Directors on August 3 voted
under lease to the road in an application
to Governor Spaulding, of New Hampshire, for a special sesto join with the lines

new

sion of the Legislature of that State to consider a
for the reorganization of the Boston & Maine system.

bill

St.

The bridge
Louis, it is said, will build a bridge at this point.
will be 100 feet long, and will have a 60-foot steel girder with
concrete foundations and reinforced concrete approaches. There
H. McDonald, chief
will also be a 4-foot sidewalk on each side.
engineer, Nashville, Tenn.

Sp.^rtanburg,

No. 6

59,
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bridge at this place.

to the Railroad

Vol.

and will be built of brick and concrete with a
chief engineer, Middletown, N. Y.
J. H. Nuelle,

Chicago & Eastern

Illinois.

— The

following

is

the protective

committee for the general consolidated and first mortgage 5
Harry Evans, chairman, president of the
per cent, bonds
Continental Insurance Company J. Howard Bagardus, secretary and treasurer of the Stamford Savings Bank of Stamford,
Conn. Herbert H. Dean, of Edward C. Smith & Co. Samuel
F. Streit, of H. T. Carey & Co., and Frank B. Weeks, of Middletown, Conn., ex-governor of Connecticut.
:

;

;

;

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. The attorney general
complying with the order of the United States District Court,

New

filed in

court at

New

Y^ork,

August

2,

the

bill

of particulars

asked for by the defendants in the suit of the government
against 13 present and former directors of this road, charging
conspiracy to monopolize interstate commerce. The document
The
fills 63 printed pages, and is made up of 188 paragraphs.
most notable acts charged are those connected with the action
of the directors of the railroad company in their management
of steamboat lines on the Sound, and their alleged unreasonable
acts in competition to drive out of business the Joy Steamship
Company. Illegal acts are charged also in connection with the
action of the Standard Oil Company and the Florida East
Coast Railway in stifling steamship competition. The sending
of steamships Yale and Harvard to the Pacific coast is declared to have been a part of the unlawful policy of the New
Haven directors to monopolize water transportation in the East.
Lewis Cass Ledyard, one of the directors, is charged with
getting Mr. Mellen, in 1912, to write a letter deceiving the

United States attorney.

The bill quotes a resolution said to have been adopted by
the directors of the New Haven road April 17, 1913, which
says:

"That no officer of the New Haven make any address or
response to a toast or otherwise that shall in any way refer
to the business of the company or its policies, or its prospects
unless the same shall first have been submitted to and approved
by the Executive Committee; that no officer give any information regarding the business of the company, its policies or
prospects except through an authorized publicity department of
the company provided for such purpose; direct interviews between officials of the company and representatives of the press
being prohibited."
The bill states fiirtlu-r that Director E. D. Robbins, before
the return of the indictment under the Sherman law, cooperated with other directors in removing the books and records of the Billard Company to Canada and forming the "St.

Lawrence

Securities

Company."

—

Rock Island Company. Vice Chancellor Emery, sitting in
Newark on July 29, appointed Chauncej' S. Parker, of Newark, receiver of the Rock Island Company.

—
[Advertisemknt]

ANNUAL REPORT
BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT
Brooklyn, N.

Y., July 27,

1915.

To the Stockholders of
The Brooklyn Raj'id Transit Railway:

The passenger earnings of the system for the year ending June 30, 1915
(excluding for the purpose of this comparison the newly acquired Coney
Island
& Brooklyn Railroad Company's lines), failed for the first time in
the history of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company to show a substantial
increase over the passenger earnings of the preceding year, and instead
there was a decrease.
There were two main causes tor this result:
First
The general depression in business and industry affecting Brooklyn as well as other portions of the country, reflected in a large number
of men and women out of work and a tendency towards economy in
expenditures.
Second The very liberal increase in transfer facilities which went into
effect on June 1, 1914, under order of the Public Service Commission,
whereby the total number of transfer points on surface railroads in the
system was increased from 721 to 1,008. The first year of operation under
this order shows an increase of 10,552,274 transfer passengers carried, and
This situation presented not
a decrease of 2,141,700 cash passengers.
merely a loss in revenue, but occasioned an increase in expense by reason
of the increased service required for the transportation of the large number
of additional transfei passengers.
The figures as given in the year's accounts, however, and as herewith
reported, show an increase of $869,437.06 in passenger and other earnings,
due to the inclusion of the operations of the Coney Island & Brooklyn
Railroad Company for the entire fiscal year as against six months' operaThe increase in operattion of those lines during the preceding tiscal year.
ing expenses was $965,828.71, of which $456,018.38 (nearly half) was due
to charges to maintenance of way and structure and maintenance of equipment, and $267,551.52 to trainmen's wages.
Interest charges were reduced by the conversion of Refunding Bonds
into stock, and were somewhat increased by rapid transit improvements
The net result shows an increase of $196,856.26 in
placed in operation.
net income, and in addition the system's reserves for depreciation were
credited with $256,384.55, as against a debit in the preceding year of
$53,190.75.
Dividends at the rate of 6 per cent, were paid on the amount of capital
stock outstanding during the year, namely, $74,520,000, leaving a surplus
for the year over dividend requirements of $1,045,243.12.
summary of the financial results is given in the following table:

—

—

A

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM
FOR YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1915 AND 1914.
1915.

Increase or
Decrease.

1914.

Gross Earnings from Operation

Operating

Expenses

$26,427,686.66
14,960,381.37

$25,558,249.60
13,994,552.66

+
+

$11,467,305.29
438,715.01

$11,563,696.94
451,771.65

$11,906,020.30

$12,015,468.59

—
—
—

Net Earnings from Operation

Income from other sources
Total Income
Less
Taxes
and

Fixed

Charges

Net Income
Surplus at Beginning of
Year
Coney Island & Brooklyn
R.R.

Time

Surplus
Co.'s
of .^cquisition

<

Credits

)thcr

306,304.55

6,699,763.73

$5,315,704.86

9,732,588.50

7,904,606.63

+
+

1,827,981.87

506,625.76

—

506,625.76

$15,245,149.62

$13,726,937.25

4,1.U.20

30,653.36

$196,856.26

-f $1,518,212.37

Surplus

to

Miscellcnaous Items..
Settlement of B'klyti
City
R.
R.
Co.'s
Suit
Sale fif casement So.
B'klyn R'y Co

Total
this

$109,448.29

6,393,459.18

During Year:

Of

$96,391.65
13,056.64

$5,512,561.12

at

Total

—

$869,437.06
965,828.71

26,522.16

738,986.59

—
—

738,986.59

$15,079,143.92

+

$170,136.90

2,315.30

+

10.012.26

10.801.78

—

10.801.78

582,566.72

$15,249,280.82

—

582,566.72

amount there has

been appropriated:

Accounts written off..
Adjust mcDI of Taxes
prior

Adjustment

of

pcnses prior years
Supcrccssion and

Ex-

set

35,088.74

'948.67

45,062.12

174,339.01

De-

preciation

Amount

12,327.56

years

aside

as

Reserve
Lous from

1.500.000.00

oprrntion
of Kniplnyres' Restaurants
Loss from upenition
of
Surface
Cars
over Man. Hridgr.

.

+

—
—

36,037.41

129,276.89
1.500,000.00

9,445.97

-I-

9,445.97

58.071.98

+

58.07L98

Dividend on II. R. T.
Co.'s
Slork
oul
lolnl

standing

4,4()7,JI8.00

3,660,048.110

Appropriiitions

4,627,314.37

5,]4A.S5S.42

—

807,270.00
719,241.05

$10,621,966.45

$9,732,SB8.S0

+

»8S9,377.«.<i

Halnncr

Sheet

•Credit

Surplus.

..

I

PROGRESS

CO.

OF

WORK ON RAPID TRANSIT

LINES

UNDER

CONTR.\CTS WITH THE CITY.
Under the contracts of March 19, 1913, between the City of New Y'ork
and the New York Municipal Railway Corporation (a constituent companv
ot the Brooklyn Rapid Transit System), the city is to
expend upward
of $100,000,000 in the construction of rapid transit lines, and the
Company IS to expend in contribution toward the cost of such lines and in the
equipment thereof, and in extensions, enlargements and reconstruction
of
existing rapid transit railroads, about $65,000,000.
The contracts
contemplated that all of these new lines, and the extension and reconstruction of existing lines, should be completed and ready for operation
on the first day ol January, 1917.
More than half of this period has
now elapsed, and it looks as if the most important part of the enlarged
system would not be ready for operation until a considerably later date
than January 1, 1917.
The chief Une, in the consideration of net revenue, IS, of course, the Broadway-Manhattan Subway, with its connections to Queens and Brooklyn.
Rapid progress has been made on those
sections between Trinity Place and 26th Street, some of them being nearly

completed, and all are at least three-quarters built.
In the case of the
other section, however, the contractor is not required to finish until some
months after January 1, 1917, and the so-called Times Square section has
not yet been let.
The Board of Estimate has decided to make the connection with the Queens lines by a tunnel under the river instead of over
the Queensborough Bridge, which will mean further delay, and in the
case of the East River tunnel from the Battery to Brooklyn the contractor
has until January 16, 1918, to complete.
There is no way of operating
the Broadway Subway, even as to those sections which may be completed
on scheduled time, until connections are ready for operation between this
line and either Brooklyn or Queens, for there is no other way of getting equipment into the subway.
Obviously, it will not be desirable to
postpone the operation of the Broadway Subway until the East River
Tunnel from the Battery to Brooklyn is ready for operation, or until
the connection is made to Queens either over the reconstructed Queensborough Bridge or through a tunnel, and the only hope of obtaining even
a partial operation of the Broadway Subway is by the speedv completion
of the connection on C^anal Street with the Manhattan Bridge, and the
contractor for this section has until March 16, 1917. for the performance
of his contract.
If this short section could be completed in advance of
the time stipulated in the contract, that portion of the Broadwav Line between lower Manhattan and probably 34th Street could be placed in
operation shortly after January 1, 1917.
The prospect, however, is that a large part of the city's investment
in the Broadway Subway (probably not less than $20,000,000) will remain
idle, owing to the delay in letting contracts for certain sections, with
the treble results of:
First, adding to the cost of construction by the interest on the idle

investment:
Second, withholding from joint account the net revenue which would
come from the operation of the line, and
Third, depriving the people of the improved means of transportation.
Moreover, no contract has yet been let for two comparatively short
sections of subway which will connect the Brighton Beach Line with the
Manhattan Bridge and Centre Street Loop— a simple extension of facilities which would be of great advantage to the six miles of tributary population between Prospect Park and Sheepshead Bav.
Nor has any contract been let for the 14th Street-Eastern Line, which
win be of tremendous benefit to the people of the Eastern District of
Brooklyn (now deprived of rapid transit).
A portion of this route has
not yet even been legalized.
The company, on the other hand, has proceeded as expeditiously as
conditions would allow to carry out its obligations to the city.
It will be
remembered that the contracts made necessary the approval of the Public
Service Commission to every detail of construction and equipment work
performed by us, whether on our own lines or on those of the city.
Every plan, every form of contract, every award of contract, and every
dollar of expenditure are subject to the Commission's scrutiny, and must
be approved by the Commission in advance.
This arrangement makes
for great delay, and in some cases the Commission has taken many months
to consider contracts submitted to it which should have taken a few
days or at the most a few weeks.
Under these conditions our progress
is necessarily slow, even in the extension and enlargement of our own
facilities, and we cannot, of course, proceed with the equipment of the
city-owned jincs until they arc substantially completed.
This entire situation involves serious consequences, both to the citv
and to the company, other than the substantial increase of costs which
delay always occasions.
At the time the contracts with the city were
made_ it was the expectation of both parties, founded upon careful' expert
examination, that, while for a few years after initial operation the enlarged system which one of our companies is to operate would not earn
full interest on both the city's and the company's investment, it would
in a comparatively short time be self supporting, and the city would then
have added to its borrowing capacity upw.ards of one hundred millions of
dollars, and in .iddition be the recipient of one-half of the divisible profits.
That expectation was based upon the assumption that all the enlarged
system would be placed in operation <m or before January 1, 1917, whereas
it looks now lis if only the less prolitable, nr tiie unprofitable, new lines
would then be in operation, atui that the returns from the profitable lines
would be indefinitely delayed.
In the present financial condition of the
city this result will mean not only that the city's credit will in the
intervening period be too close to the debt limit to permit of expenditures
for other municipal improvcnienls, hut that the taxpayers will be called
upon for a longer period to make up more substantial deficits than were
originally conleinpl.ited, and this at a time when (axes are a particularly
heavy burden.
It
is true that by the terms of the contracts into which
wc have entered with the city, these deficits in meeting the city's inlcrrst
during temporary operation are. contrary to all rules which .ipply to
public service corporations generally throughout ibe country, chargeable
to the city's constrvicfion ncctuint, but they must be paid by the city,
either through direct taxation or through the issue of a<ldition.-il corporate
stock not heretofore set aside for rnpiti transit purposes, and to the extent
that additional corporate stock is issued for these deficits other municipal
improvements must be postponed, or in some woy not now discernible,
the citv's debt making pnwc-t must br rvpantled.
In the case of the conii»any, while it is assured of it,^ preferentials if
earnetl, it must charge againnt caiiiiiiRs its new invrstnirni ns put into
operation, and if this investliirni is represented, as it will be very lar]^ly
for the first few years, in conslruclion anil eqnipniriil woik on lines
which arc the least hopeful as moili-y earners, its net income will diminish.
If is extremely essential, thrreforr, fioiii the point
of view of Ihe city
and its people, as well as for the interests of the ciimpanv, that every
rfTort be made to expedite the completion of all these new rapid tranoif
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facilities, and the facts are stated and given emphasis in this report
because of our very sincere conviclion that neither public officials, taxpayers nor property owners sufficiently appreciate the present situation
and its consequences.
The following is a synopsis of the progress of rapid transit work during
the year so far as our relation to it is concerned:

Centre Stkeet Loop.
reconstruction of tracks and structures in Centre Street
Loop, included in Modifying Agreement No. 2 with the city, was completed during the year, and equipment of all four tracks has been tiuishcd
The additional tracks were
except a certain portion of the signaling.
Additional power
placed in operation from time to time during the year.
equipment was also installed in the temporary sub-station at Centre and

The work

Walker

Streets.

Thirty-eighth

Street Construction.

construction in 38th Street, in the Borough ol Brooklyn,
included in Modifying Agreement No. 1 with the city, has been practically completed at fourth Avenue and 38lh Street; the remaining work
between Fifth and Tenth Avenues is well under way and will be completed during the present calendar year.
of

The reconstruction

Sea Beach Line.
line and the equipment thereof was com-

of

this

pleted during the present liscal year, except station buildings, which will
probably be finished before autumn. The tracks between Fourth and New
Utrecht Avenues were completed by January 1, 1915, and between New
That portion of the
Utrecht Avenue and 86th Street by May 1, 1915.
line between 86th Street and Coney Island has been equipped with third
OperaIsland.
Coney
facilities
provided
at
terminal
rail and temporary
tion with new subway cars over this line was begun on June 1, 1915.

Fourth Avenue Subway.
completed during the year track laying in this subway, between the Manhattan Bridge and 65th Street, to an extent that permitted
operation on two tracks, which was begun June 22d, connecting at 65th
Street with the Sea Beach Line, and forming in this way a complete
route from Chambers Street, Manhattan, to Coney Island, via Fourth
Avenue and the Sea Beach Line. Tracks and equipment of the Fourth
Avenue Subway are incomplete, and signal equipment has been installed
on only a portion of the two tracks in operation. Connections, however,
have been completed at 38th Street and Fourth Avenue to permit taking
city

out

cars

service

of

for

inspection.

begun

July

Lutheran Cemetery Line.
was finished and operation begun over
At the westerly end of this connection
the same on February
a temporary construction was provided pending the erection of new
Avenues, forming part of the third
Wyckoff
structure at Myrtle and
Temporary arrangements have been
tracking of the Myrtle Avenue Line.
made with reference to yard tracks at the east of this hne pending the
completion of the permanent yard.

The main

portion

of

this line
22, 1915.

Liberty Avenue Elevated Extension.
The steel structure of this line has been completed and track laying
Some work remains to be done on the station strucpractically finished.
tures and it is expected that this line will be ready for operation some
time during August or September of 1915,

Jamaica Avenue Elevated Extension.
Contract for the steel structure of Section I of this line was let
March, 1915, and contract requires completion thereof by February, 1916.
Section I is about one:half of the total line, extending from Cypress
in

Plans for the second section are awaiting a
to Richmond Hill.
definite determination with reference to street fines, to be fixed by the
some delay to Section I.
caused
city, which has also
Hills

Additional Tracks, Existing Lines.
work on Fulton Street, from Sackman Street

to Nostrand Avenue, has been practically completed so far as erection of structure
will
which
all
of
been
let,
has
stations
Contract for
is concerned.
The work
probably be completed before the end of the calendar year.
is
Brooklyn
Bridge,
Avenue
to
the
Nostrand
on the lower section, from
awaiting the approval of plans by the Public Service Commission.
Havebetween
portion
for
that
The third tracking work on Broadway,
meyer Street and Myrtle Avenue, is well under way and will probably
Steel for the second
be completed by the end of this calendar year.
section from Myrtle Avenue to East New York is being fabricated, a
portion of which is being delivered.
Plans for the third tracking of the Myrtle Avenue Line were approved
by the Public Service Commission within a few days, and bids for construction will soon be invited.

third tracking

,

Car Equipment.

A total of 300 cars have been ordered, 160 of which have been deHvered,
100 of the latter being now equipped and in operation.
Delivery of the remaining 140 cars will be made during the present
calendar year.

Total

$30,010,859.78

RESULTS OF TEMPORARY OPERATION OF RAPID TRANSIT
LINES UNDER CITY CONTRACTS.
The arrangement with the city, whereby the pooling of earnings between
existing rapid transit lines with their extensions and the city-owned lines
was to go into etiect as new lines are added from lime to time, was
This
described in detail in the annual report for the preceding year.
temporary operation and pooling began on August 4, 1913, and the
for
period
the
year
ending
3U.
1913,
and
the
entire
results for
June
from August 4, 1913, to June 30, 1915, are given below:

RESULT OF OPERATIONS OF NEW YORK CONSOLIDATED RAILROAD COMPANY, LESSEE, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
CONTRACT NO. 4, DATED MARCH 19, 1913, BETWEEN
THE NEW YORK MUNICIPAL RAILWAY CORPORATION AND THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
Year
ending
30, 1915

June

to the signaling contracted for with reference to Centre
contract has been closed which will cover signaling for
the rapid transit lines involved in contract with the city.
conThis contract provides for immediate installation of signaling as
making
struction work proceeds, and also provides for the contractor
which,
Control
and
Speed
Signal
system
of
Cab
certain experiments with a
satisfactory, will mark a great advance over signal methods heretofore

In addition

Street

Loop

practically

all

if

use.

Power Additions,
additions to power equipment were installed in cxistinK sub64th blrcet
stations and two new sub-stations were constructed, one at
Converters,
and Fourth Avenue, equipped with two 2,000 K. W. Rotary
with
equipped
Avenue
Line,
Liberty
and one at Ozone Park, tor the new
two 1,000 K. W. Rotary Converters.
New transmission lines were also installed.

Numerous

.

EXPENDITURES UNDER CITY CONTRACTS.
The New York Municipal Railway Corporation's expenditures

For the period
Aug. 4, 1913
June 30, 1915

to

Revenue:
$8,370,004.24
Passenger Revenue
1,115.10
Chartered Cars and Misc. Transp. Revenue
63,966.66
Advertising
46,056.73
Other Car and Station Privileges
27,266.70
Rent of Buildings and Other Property..
44,515.98
Rent of Tracks and Terminals
7,631.19
Miscellaneous

$16,023,760.08
2,350.02
129,815.83
96,282.15
53,752.78
77,666.63
7,919.62

$8,560,556.60

$16,391,547.11

91,050.78
525,189.87
3,396,054.00
1,026,389.42
256,597.32
3,591,000.92

174,479.33
1,060,243.28
6,456,997.02
1,967,034.43
491,758.56
6,786,447.66

$8,886,282.31
325,725.71

$16,936,960.28
545,413.17

404,661.45
730.387.16

714,721.93
1,260,135.10

Deductions:
Rentals

Taxes
Operating Exp., exclusive of Maintenance

Fund

Depreciation Fund
Proportion of Company's Preferentials.

.

in Company's Preferentials
Interest! Paid by City on Its Cost of Construction of Property Placed in Operation
Plus Sinking Fund at Rate of 1 Per

Deficit*

Cent
Total

per

Annum

Deficit

*To be made good from future net income before payment of
interest and Sinking Fund charges.
tDeficits in city's charges during temporary
to the cost of construction of city-owned lines.

ADDITIONS, IMPROVEMENTS

operations

to

be

city's

added

AND MAINTENANCE.

Exclusive of expenditures on rapid transit lines under contracts with
the City of New York (referred to above) there was expended for additions, chargeable to Capital Account, $1,133,446.06, which are classified
in detail in Table No. 3 attached.
The charges for maintenance of way and structure and of equipment
were $4,793,655.73, being an increase over similar charges for the preceding year of $456,018.38, and exceeding the charges of any year in the
The actual expenditures were less than the charges
history of the system.
by $256,384.55. which amount was credited to Reserves.
principal
maintenance and construction expenditures durAmong the
ing the fiscal year (other than construction expenditures on rapid transit
fines referred to above) are the following:

Track and Structure.

On

surface lines 83,930 feet of single track were relaid with
standard 7-inch 105-lb. rail, and 96,072 feet of single track were overhauled; 154 pieces of special work were installed, repaired or renewed;
145,797 square yards of improved granite block pavement on concrete
foundation were laid, and 781 square yards of wood block pavement, in
addition to which the city laid at the expense of our companies 45,383
square yards of improved pavement.
double track line consisting of 5,921 lineal feet of "T" rail construction was built in Stillwell Avenue from the West End Line, near Avenue
"R" to a connection with existing tracks in Stiliwell Avenue, north of
New York & Coney Island Railroad.
the

A

On Hegeman Avenue,
double track

line,

7-inch girder

rail.

On

New

Lots

between

comprising

Road,

Hopkinson and Rockaway Avenues, a
lineal feet of track, was laid with

1,578

between

Williams

and

New

Jersey

Avenues,

2,363 square yards of recut granite were installed.

Signal Equipment.

in

struction and equipment to June 30, 1915. under the city contracts,
were as follows:
account of contribution to city-owned lines
$10,582,892.05
On account of equipment of city-owned lines
3,590,219.92
Uii account of atlditioiis, extensions, and improvements of
existing railroads
15,831,747.81

1914.

The

No. 6

On

Maintenance

Broadway-Myrtle Avenue Connection.
This connection was completed and operation thereover
29.

59,

of

The work

The

Vol.

for

con-

on Prospect Park Plaza at Ninth Avenue
and Fifteenth Street was renewed, with extensive changes in alignment,
etc., to accommodate the plans of the Park Department for improvement

The

special

work

lay-out

of the Plaza.
Many riveted joints of surface tracks were replaced
process.
On the elevated lines renewals were made .as follows:
51,658 lineal feet of rail,
1,425 lineal feet of steel guard rails,
35 switches,
28 frogs,
4 crossings,

by seani-welding

16,789 ties,
39,630 lineal feet of timber guard rail, and
140,508 lineal feet of 2x6-foot walk.
22,593 lineal feet of elevated structure were repainted.
All elevated stations betwctn St. Marks Avenue and 6Sth Street were
given a general repair and repainting; similar work, although not so extensive was done on the stations on the Lexington Avenue Line from
Greene Avenue to Reid Avenue, on the Myrtle Avenue Line from John-

August

6,
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son Street to Knickerbocker Avenue, and the Broadway Line from
Sicklen Avenue to Crescent Street.

The system

Van

Buildings.
extension of the shop building was constructed at Fresh Pond Road;
an enlarged and improved school room for the instruction of motormen
and conductors was provided in the 58th Street Car Barn, and various
to

many

Power Stations and Transmission

of

compulsory medical inspection was accompanied in

its

year by a reduction of 24 per cent in the number of days' work
lost by operating employes on account of illness, and it is gratifying
to find that this initial record is still being improved upon as the activiThese activies embrace
ties of the Medical Inspection Bureau develop.
first

An

improvements and repairs have been made
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not only the inspection and attendance of operating department employes
reporting sick, but free medical attendance for members of the Employes'
Benefit Association outside of the operating department; the care of all
employes injured in the performance of their duties and entitled to
medical attendance under the Compensation Act; the examination of
candidates for employment and the periodic re-examination of all motor-

buildings.

Lines.

men.

At Williamsburg Power Station a cinder catcher was installed in the
flues for eighteen boilers located on the first floor; six underfeed stokers
with their blowers and coal-handling equipment were installed, and the
intake well of tunnel for condensing water was rebuilt.
At Central Power Station seven oil switch compartments were constructed, and additional switchboard and switching equipment installed
for the operation of the Fourth Avenue Subway.
At Tompkins Sub-station one 3,00U K. W. Rotary Converter with its
transformers, switchboard equipment and storage^ battery was installed,
making the present capacity of the station 8,000 K. W.
At Hudson Sub-station two 2,000 K. W. Rotary Converters with their
transformers and switchboard equipment were removed, and replaced
with two rotaries of 4,000 K. W., making the present capacity of the
The Rotary Converters removed were installed in
station 14,000 K. W.
the 64th Street Sub-station of the New York Municipal Railway Corporation.
The Sanford Street Sub-station of the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company, having been shut down, was dismantled and the equip-

A

system of First Aid to the Injured has been developed to a high
An improved portable First Aid case with equipment
of efficiency.
use both by an instructed layman and by a physician has been aeveloped by the physicians of the Medical Inspection Bureau; 68 of these
cases have been installed in the depots, terminals, shops and power houses
of the company, and supplied to emergency and other crews required to
work out on the lines. Wherever a tirst Aid case has been installed, a
sufficient number of employes have been instructed in approved methods
of First Aid to insure the presence of some qualilied individual at all
hours of the day or night when work is going on.
This system of First Aid to the Injured will have an important influence
in minimizing the effects of injuries received by employes, particularly
as it insures not only the prompt administration of t-irst Aid, but the
prompt reporting and treatment of all cases by the physicians of the
Medical Inspection Bureau.
state

for

SAFETY CAMPAIGN.
On

ment removed to Ozone Park Sub-station.
At Coney Island Sub-station one 2,000 K. W. Rotary Converter with
its transformers, switchboard equipment and storage battery was installed,
making the present capacity of the station 6,000 K. W.
There were removed from the system 17.91 miles of overhead D. C.
feeders, and 8.95 miles of this were reinstalled in other parts of the
system.

Connections were made between the high-tension cables and the conduit
of the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company and other
companies of the system, which permitted the removal from the conduit
line of the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company of one 3/0 highThis cable was reinstalled between
tension cable 14,850 feet in length.
the Essex Sub-station and the Ozone Park Sub-station for the operation
lines

the Liberty Avenue Extension.
High-tension cables were installed as follows:
One 350,000 C. M. Sector Cable between the Williamsburg Power
28,650 feet.
Station and the Essex Sub-station
Three 350,000 C. M. Sector Cables between the Williamsburg Power
31.026 feet.
Station and the Hudson Substation
One 350,000 C. M. Sector Cable between the Williamsburg Power
47,473 feet.
Station and the Richmond Hill Sub-station
16.40 miles of underground feeders were removed, and 15.51 miles
reinstalled in other parts of the system.
80.44 miles of trolley wire were renewed.
Telephone wire to the extent of 4.93 miles was removed.
2,524 trolley poles were repainted, 136 reinforced, 649 reset, 386 installed, and 297 removed.
2.15 miles of conduit lines were constructed.

of

—

—

—

July 2, 1914, there was appointed a Central Safety Committee
representing all the departments of the company in which the accident
hazard is a material factor. In accordance with a plan of safety organization at that time adopted, each department set up a departmental safety
organizatiun. having as its objective the stimulation of a greater interest
on the part of all employes in the problem of safety, through active
participation in the study of conditions which produce accidents and in
the devising ot remedial measures.
The company invited all employes to report dangerous conditions and
Meetings were held, both
to make suggestions in the interest of safety.
of committees and of departments generally, for the purpose of discussing
So tar as practicable, the investigation of accidents
the safety problem.
actually occurring was referred to the safety committees comprised largely
The employes demonstrated an immediate and vital
of the rank and file.
The variinterest in the safety movement, which was most encouraging.
ous departmental organizations were completed during the fall of 1914.
Although the period is too short to justity any general conclusions, it
is at least gratifying to note that in each of the last six months boarding
and alighting accidents, car collisions, accidents in which cars strike
persons, and car vehicle collisions, have made a more favorable showing
than in any one of the corresponding months of the previous year and
this in spite of the fact that the hazard of accident has been increased
substantially by the reconstruction of several of the elevated lines and
the construction of new lines, with operation over the same routes proceeding uninterruptedly duriug the progress of the work.
The public safety campaign, conducted in cooperation with the Brooklyn
Institution lor Salety, was continued in the schools of Brooklyn throughout
the year, with the approval of the Board of Education of the City of
New N'ork. Stereopticon and moving picture lectures were featured in
Safety Patrols among the boys, and Careful Clubs
the school instruction
among the girls, were organized. Safety calendars, bearing an appropriate
drawing and text for each month, were supplied in the number «* y.OUO
for every school classruuni in Brooklyn; 234, OUO safety stories were
distributed to the school children, together with 415,000 safety buttons.
This educational work covered 1^9 public schools of grammar grades
Sixty-eight prize
and below, 14 high schools, and 54 parochial schools.
In addition to the work in
competitions in essays on safety were held.
the schools, 104 satety lectures were delivered to adult audiences, reachThe attendance at lectures or moving
ing approximately 38,000 people.
picture per lor malices given primarily for children, including children
more
than
one performance, was approximately
who may have attended

—

Equipment.

;

462 complete air-brake equipments were installed on surface cars.
300 partial air-brake equipments were installed on surface double truck
open passenger cars.
j r
200 partial air-brake equipments— semi-automatic features substituted for
were installed.
straight air features
617 improved geared hand brakes, supplementing air brakes, were
.

,

—

installed.

r

,

,

,

pairs of new trucks have replaced a like number of old style
inferior frames.
559 pairs of improved design maximum traction truck frames were
installed under cars which are being equipped with air brakes.
On the surface division 21 single truck closed passenger cars, 201 double
truck closed passenger cars. 509 semi-convertible cars, 250 double truck
open cars, 432 convertible cars and 22 center-entrance cars were repaired

U2

and revarnished.
Of the Coney Island & Brooklyn equipment 90 double truck closed
cars and Hf. dovible truck open cars were overhauled and repainted.
83 plows and swcept-rs were repaired.
73 service and freight cars and 945 damaged passengers cars were
repaired.
300 pairs trucks were overhauled and strengthened to operate under
open cars equipped with air brakes.
541 cars were equipped with wheel guard chains.
In 107 scmi-convcrtible cars longitudinal seats were substituted for
Chambcrlin chairs.

•

.

the elevated division 31 cars have been repaired and repainted and
additional circuit of five lights installed: 594 motor and trailer passenger
have
been repaired and revarnished; and 85 damaged passenger cars
cars
and 70 service and freight cars have been repaired.
shops machinery has been safeguarded to avoid accidents,
machine
At all

On

and various additional

tools

have been

i

installed.

EMPLOYES' WELFARE WORK.
The broad program of employes* welfare, which has been under developfor many vears. was substantially added to during the last year.

ment

Kmplnycs' Benefit Association, through which these activities arc
largely conducted, has now a membership of upwards of 8,000, of whom
over 6,500 are in ihe operating branches, while about 1,500 are in other
departments of the nystem.
Wc expended <lnring the past year, in the maintenance nnd improvomenl
in
of the eluh rooms for employes, in sn|)p<)rt of the Pension System,
medical inspection service, and in sickness and death gratuilics in cases
47.
sum
of
$78,743.
the
not reached bv the Employes* Henelit Association,
The nrgani/alinn of a Hrnoldyn Rapid Transit Baseball League in the
summer of r>14 was a distinct and very popular addition to the "''on*
The company provided nil eiiuipmcnt, imludilivcrHionn of the employes.
A held day,
ing uniforms, hired umpires nnd paid ihc ground expenses
under the auspices of the Banrball League, was altendetl by m<»re than
5, ()()() employes and members of their f.iinilics.
The syslem of compulsory medical inspection and free attendance for
employes excused on account of illness, which was established January
1913, for approximately 10,000 men in the operating departtncnt, ac1,
eompli^hrd during the past year a reduction in ihr anuuint of tunc lost
„'"''
by the (tperating rinploycn on account of siekness nf LyiS^ ''"y"

The

per cent) over ihc time lost in the year ende<l June M\ 1914,
winter of 191 S nceounted for nboiu 7.000 d.iys rd the total
Mnking due allowance for this, however, there still remains
upwnnU of 6,000 days' work for the year or .i reduction o(
8.6 per cent over the sickness record of the year ended June 30, I9M.

nrnrlv

The

IK

niil.Ier

rediietion.
a saving of

340,000.

During the summer of 1914, safety instruction was given in 53 playgrounds and nine summer schools in Brooklyn, and 43 motion picture
Provision has
performances featuring safety were given in the parks.
been made for continuing safety instruction in the playgrounds throughout
the present summer.
As in the previous year, the results of the safety work done in Brooklyn
have been made available to public organizations and corporations engaged
in similar work throughout the country, and substantial evidences of
appreciation have been received from many quarters.

ACCIDENTS AND NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS.
paid during the fiscal year for injuries to passengers and
Ihc legal
property aggregated $;607. 700.61. or an increase of $63,815.48.
expense in connection with damages was $261,153.08, an increase of
The total payments for dam.igcs, including legal expense,
$41,394.95.
Of course, these payments represent
were 3.29 per cent of earnings.
As
accidents not only during the current fiscal year, but prior thereto.
accidents on the system during
fewer
were
1,333
there
of
fact,
a matter
the fiscal year than during the preceding year, and 139 fewer actions were
The number of accidents tried in the
brought against the companies.
courts, however, showed an increased of 42 per cent over those tried
in the preceding year.
„.
.^
Bascil upon awards approved by the State V\ orkmcn s Compensation
Commission we have established reserves adequate to meet future obligations to the dependents of deceased employes.

The amount

.

.

.

FIRE INSURANCE.
In the vcar 1913 the New York Fire Insurance Exchange increased verv
largely the rates on the system*s properties, and this action comnclled
the companies of the system to place their ri.sks with London Lloyds,
In the succeeding year, howwhere a much lower rate was obtainable.
ever, the local Exchange ottered an average rale somewhat lower than
Llovds, nnd about 20 points lower than the rates ttxcd in the preceding
year, and our insurance was therefore placed with domestic companies
The average rale as hxed was
for three vcars under blanket schedule.
.25387, which was afterwards reduced bv reason ot certain improvements
made in the risk.i to .23358. The svibsequcnt inclusion of the Coney
Island & Brooklyn Rnilrnnd Company's properties may increase this rate
Nntwithstnnding these low i.itcs the CiMupiiuies of the system
slightly.
arc continuing to Bccumulate an Insurance Reserve l-und, which, on
1015,
had re.ichcd the sum of $787,430.47, an increase of $188,30.
lune
This fund, to the extent of $736,0n.20, is
24 J. 28 during the year.
securities.
stable
invested in

CAR AND STATION ADVERTISING.
Contracts with the Inter City Car Advertisinji Comnnny having expired on April 30, 1915, »nd not being renewed, it was decided to under-

—
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a

Authenticated
Authenticated

of business independently, and there was organized the
Broadway Subway and Home Boroughs Car Advertising Company, with
capital stock of $10,000, all of which is owned by the Brooklyn Rapid
This advertising company, under the direction of
Transit Company.
Joseph P. Day, the well-known real estate man, as president, will conduct
and news and vending privileges for the
advertising
station
the car and

various

railroads

of

system.

the

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
year the freight department shows a gross revenue
The
of $625,769.97, an increase over the preceding year of $128,200.81.
net revenue was $287,355.64.
been
has
the
trunk
lines
arbitraries
allowed
by
small increase in the
obtained through the .^ per cent increase in rates authorized by the In-

During the

fiscal

A

Commerce Commission.
The volume of freight has been considerably increased through

terstate

construction

and

work

excavation

transit lines.

incidental

to

the

building

of

the
rapid

l
j
l
u
The facilities of the freight department have been used by the conSuch
tractors for practically all sections of the new rapid transit lines.
but
the
contractors,
convenience
to
transportation has not only been a
has proved cheaper than other means of transportation, thereby lessening
perhas
of
construction,
the contractors' cost and incidentally the cost
mitted the handling of material in much larger quantities and in less
time, and has expedited the completion of the work.
There is a constant demand from manufacturers and commercial nouses
for side track connections in order to obtain deliveries of freight through
the trolley or steam car deliveries over our lines.
,

.

.

,

,

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF STOCKHOLDERS.
The number
year

— the

total

of

stockholders has increased by 2,514
9, 1915, being 8,833.

during the

fiscal

number on June

RESERVE ACCOUNTS.
There has been added

to

Reserves during the year the following:

Insurance
Amortization of Capital
Employers' Liability

$188,242.28
256,384.55
34,995.85
$479,622.68

but retired property adjustments chargeable to these Reserves
aggregating

have reduced the year's gain in Reserves to

$390,217.37
$89,405.31

PER CENT. BONDS.

July
during

lo

1914
year
1,

$51,792,000.00
3,269,000.00

Converted into stock

$55,061,000.00
29,619,000.00

Net Authenticated and Outstanding

$25,442,000.00

In Hands of the Public
In Possession of the B. R. T. System

$3,459,000.00
21,983,000.00
follows:
•Collateral to $40,000,000.00 6 yr. 5 per
cent. Notes
$10,000,000.00
Collateral to Bills Payable
4,876,000.00
In Treasury B, R. T
5,096,000.00
In Treasury N. E. R. R
1,046,000.00
Deposited with City of New York by The
N. E. R. R. Co
15,000.00
Deposited with Trustee of The Nassau
Electric Railroad Consolidated Mortgage.
700,000.00
Guaranty Fund Brooklyn City Railroad

As

Lease

250,000.00
$21,983,000.00

Detailed statements of operation, statistics and consolidated
sheet are appended hereto.
Respectfully submitted by order of the Board of Directors,

balance

T. S. Williams,
President.

*$301,00U par value of these notes have been converted into New York
Municipal Railway Corporation's five per cent, first mortgage bonds, as permitted, prior to January 1, 1916, by the terms of the trust agreement.

.
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pleading ignorance or is trying to throw the blame on some
other person he knows that he is raising a false issue.
In
other words, conscience is an important element in discipline.
is

in

11.4

>#l'

*f.^

The superintendent or other

superior officer who succeeds in
getting the co-operation of the conscience of a delinquent or

Published Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

untrained employe has taken the best possible means of leading
employe toward the highest efficiency of which he is capable.
"One hundred per cent is the mark to be attained," says
Mr. Porter. Everybody agrees to this, in words. To exemplify it
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his work is 100 lur icni."
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Striving

Mu-

hy

I!.

'^

knows

is

th:it

mniiths

three
in

:i

lirief

A. I'orlcr. siiperinleiuhnt of

Menipliis

division

of

tlie

^;lzoo
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from which :m extract

printed in ;inollier cohmni, loiilain an

inipnrl:m(

corolhiry

job

his

These words,

Mississippi \';iney,

(or

100 Per Cent

best habits of our

all

,

:is

any others which have

long spans, the

tuiusu:illy

londing iiecomes a very serious problem.

knows when

•idoyee

in

description of a bridge to be built by the Chicago, Burlingat Kansas City, published on another pa.ge of this
issue, is of particidar interest because of
Alloy Steel
,i,^. „se of i,;^], ,,i;,stic limit alloy steel in
striieture of moderate size.
:i
in Rnilroad
The specirir:ilions for the metal follow very closely
Bridges
those used for the Metropolis bridge of
the s;iine ni:i<l over the (Miio rix er, a structure involving
four spoils more than .^00 ft. in lenglh ;ind one 71i ft.
long, the longest simple span in ihe world.
In this structure, as

truss

Its

which can be applied

& Qnincy

well
Mlluatriited.

of.

a rule

The

272
272
Toledo. 274
275
278

loss

I.,

J.

of Empty Freight Cars
"Slide Valve Lubrication on the ItulT.alo, Uorbester
"A New Mridge < )ver the Missouri River at Kan.sas

"KviTV

is

A.

ton

Ciible

courtesy; but the best

in

Copying the

But the point is that good habits
and actions are worthy of imitation, notwithstanding.

2o7
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MISCKI.LANKorS:
*L'nderground

a neglected element

is

of us have a btmch of them.

for Freight Train Men; ('. II. Lee an.l V, C. Allen....
Americiin Firem:m in France; W. (1. Langdnn

Marks

Division r)f l<;itlway
VVoMliiuglnii

clerks

honorable records, mentioned by name, as worthy of emulation,
a conductor and an cngincman who had been among the spe.ikers at the meeting. Why is not this a good idea? An employee
who is thus made prominent may have conspicuous faults; most

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Credil

men

departments. .According to the Knoxville Sentinel, President Fairfax Harrison,
of the .Southern Kailway, at a big employees' meeting in Knoxville. recently, in urging all employees to aspire to the most

KDITOUIAL:
,

the

in city ticket offices already stand (or

of us can improve, of course.
fellows

Editorial Notes
StcauiHliip and Railway Accidents
t)ur Inefficient (lovcrnmciits
The Division of Railway Incoine

in four offices.

women

are of different temperament

in railroad discipline.

No. 7
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one each

new
large

in

making things pleasant for all
Encouraging employees to learn from other em-

customers-

a week.

August

59

women

proficient in

should stand) at the head of the class

Volume

has taken a

Here they will be required, not merely
to hand out a 15-mile card ticket now and

Possibly also by working with the

ers.

will
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lications arc

thing,

general passenger agent's announcement says that his purpose in
these appointments was to sinooth the way for women custom-

class.

WE GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 8,650 copies were printed; that
of these 8,650 copies 7,360 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the
weekly edition, 172 were provided for counter and news companies' sales,
972 were mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 146
were provided for new subscriptions, samples, copies lost in the mail
and office use; that the total copies printed this year to date were 303,650,

an average

new

then to a farmer, hut will have to keep themselves posted in all
the intricate details of the passenger traffic department.
The

Way

second

Navigation

city ticket offices,

Ticket Sellers

15 cents each
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues, North America, $1; foreign, $2.
Entered at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

not a

departure in employing

as

$5.00
6.00
8.00

Canada
Foreign Countries
Single Copies

Women

is

Oregon-Washington Railroad

the

truth which

ne^;h^;ent

or

is

often lost

faihnc li>
mosi cases when he

his f;iiih, or his hre:ich of loy;ihy. or his

do a» well as he knew how:

:in'I

th:il

in

sigllt

wron^ headed em-

that

members becomes such

The weight of

in

the weight

is

;illoy

steels,

corresponding
This has led to the

effect a

highly desirable.

use of Ihe h;irder, stronger

the

a large prnporlion of the total lo:id

any reduction of Ihe section;d areas to

reduction

de;i<l

the additional cost of

and fabrication resulting from the increased hardness being more lh;ui compensated for by the saving in weighl.
These special steels h;i\r been specified for a number of other
bri<Iges under construction ;il tlie |>resent lime, antong which m;i\
be mentioned those at Memphis, Quebec and Hell (iate. Xickel
sleel h;is been most eoinnionlv used, although a high carbon steel
inaniif;ieture

is

being used

in

ihe llrll <iale

:ircli

,ind

silicon

sli-el

has been

:
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specified for the riveted

the Metropolis

members of

structures

collectively

reiiresent

a

creates a special
for a bridge involving the use of hard steel
problem for the fabricating shop, requiring special equipment
the
and increased supervision. It will be interesting to watch
these harder
e.\tcnt to which future developments in the use of
actual costs of the
steels will reduce the difference between the
permit the use
and
steel
soft
and
hard
of
structures
fabricated
have heretofore
of these special materials for spans shorter than

been assumed to be economical.

STEAMSHIP AND RAILWAY ACCIDENTS
on the railways of the United States are too
numerous, but when something suggests comparison between
classes of concerns
their accident record and the records of other
is seldom found to be
in this country the record of the railways
lake steamship
so bad relatively as most people think. When the
Eastland turned over in the Chicago river recently about 1,000

A CCIDENTS
*

passengers were drowned.

Never

in

their history did

all

the

passengers
railways of the United States together kill that many
In only two years of the last ten has the
in all ways in a year.
steamship
federal inspection service compiled the statistics of
fatalities to
accidents so as to show separately the number of
passengers. These w^ere 1906 and 1914. In 1906 American steamof whom 323 were killed
In the same year the railways
in
carried 797,946,116 passengers, of whom 359 were killed, or 1
The railways killed less than one-half as many pas2,222,000.
sengers in proportion as the steamships. In 1914 the steamships
ships carried 330,235,959 passengers,
in accidents, or 1 in 1,022,000.

carried 318,094,317 passengers, of whom 105 were killed, or 1 in
In the same year the railways carried 1,053,138,718
3,029,000.

whom 265 were killed, or 1 in 3,978,000. Here
again the railways were relatively the safer.
These statistics relate only to "disasters" to vessels, which
In 1906 the
really should be compared with train accidents.

passengers, of

railways killed only 146 passengers in train accidents, or 1 in
The risk of a
5,465,000, and in 1914, only 85, or 1 in 12,390,000.
several
times less
is
accident
train
killed
in
a
being
passenger

TN
*

racy are supposed to be the wisest people in the world.

never learned and show very
fers

carried only 36.6 per cent as

many

many

passengers,

passengers and employees as

not pretended that these statistics are strictly
comparable. In view, however, of the fact that it appears to be
commonly assumed that travel by water is safer in this country

the railways.

It is

rail, they are interesting.
should also be considered in this connection that steamships
have been supposed to be subjected to the strictest regulation
Since govin the interest of safety by the federal government.

than travel by
It

ernment regulation cannot prevent such steamship disasters as
the General Slocum and the Eastland catastrophes, it is evident
that the confidence of the public that it will greatly improve the
operation of railwaj'S and other concerns is based on hope rather
There are still to be found people who
than on experience.
can observe and remember, and who are therefore about as
willing to trust their lives and limbs to such private greed as
was manifested by the owners and managers of the Eastland as
red tape and general ineflito government bureaucratism,
ciency.

Our governments need improvement

fully as mucli as the busi-

ness concerns they arc so busy instructing in the wa\

and

efficiency.

i

of virlue

disposition to learn.

Among
it

con-

number of laws

ihc public depend only slightly on the

liu

passed, and very largely, indeed, on the kind of laws passed and

on the efficiency with which they arc administered and enforced;
and that the kind of laws passed and the way they are administered and enforced depend mainly on the organization of the government and the efficiency of its personnel.
The fact that the American people have never learned, or at
least have never acted in accordance with these important principles, is forcibly impressed on the mind by some event every
day. One recent event which should have called it to the attention of everybody was the sinking of the steamship Eastland in
the Chicago River, and the consequent drowning of about 900
Federal legislation has provided for the regulation and
people.
inspection of steamships in the interest of public safety.

created a bureau, wliich

is

now

It

has

a part of the Department of

Commerce, for the performance of these functions. The public
has assumed that the legislation is adequate and the bureau
But although the law applied to the Eastland, and it
had been inspected by the bureau repeatedly over a long period
efficient.

of years, the boat actually turned over in 20 feet of water while
still

up

tied

her dock.

at

Those responsible for the administration of the law now say
that it is, and always has been, inadequate in that it does not
provide for testing the stability of vessels.
that either the law is inadequate or that

It is

perfectly evident

administration has

its

But for the steamship inspection service to say
inadequate or even to demonstrate that this is the
case, is not to exculpate the government, but merely to "pass the
buck" from one branch of the government to another; from the

been

inefficient.

that the law

is

If the law is inadeCongress as a law-making

administrative department to the legislative.

quate this

due to the

is

inefficiency of

If it is adequate the failure to so administer it as to prevent this catastrophe was due to the inefficiency of the steamship inspection service. And a pertinent question suggests itself

body.

If the

here.

law

is

and always has been lame

in

such an impor-

tant particular, the steamship inspection bureau ought to have

Where

killed 44.7 per cent as

little

these are that the quality of government and the benefits

was 3,388,654,368, and the total number of
members of crews killed was 3,972. The
and
passengers
both
total number of passengers carried by the railways was 9,252,160,740, and the total passengers and employees killed was 8,832.
and

There

are certain things about government, however, which they have

known

The steamships

7

pcihlical ni.iltirs the

than the risk of his being killed in a vessel disaster. The total
number of passengers carried by the steamships in the 10 years
1905-1914, inclusive,

No.

INEFFICIENT GOVERNMENTS
mumbers of the great American dcmoc-

OUR

and Kansas

While
City bridges.
weight of all
large tonnage, when compared with the total
of the special
percentage
the
fabricated,
structural steel being
At the present time any contract
Steel used is still very small.
these

Vol., 59,

If

it.

it

knew

it,

it

should have brought the matter to the

attention of Congress and

recommended

the evidence that

is

it

did this?

a needed
It

amendment.

has not been forth-

coming.

There

is

government.

constant agitation for increases in the functions of
This agitation is directed especially to making the

intervention of the government in industrial and economic affairs

There are abuses in the railway
and people leap from the premise
that these abuses exist to the conclusion that government regulation will improve conditions. But there is a hiatus in their logic,
as is easily shown by putting it into syllogistic form. Their reasoning put into this form is as follows
Major premise: There are abuses in business and evil indus-

more

energetic and pervasive.

and other

trial

and

lines of business,

social conditions result.

The government is competent by means of
Minor premise
regulation to remove these abuses and remedy these bad con:

ditions.

Conclusion

:

Therefore, the .government should regulate busi-

ness.

But the conclusion does not
is unassailable.
from it because the minor premise is fallacious. It is
not that government as we have it, and always have had, is compeIn almost every case where it has
tent to regulate business.
attempted to do so it has shown its incompetency. Based on past
The govexperience we ought to make the minor premise read
errunent is incompetent by means of regulation to remove these
abuses and remedy these bad conditions. We should then come

The major premise

tridy follow

:

August
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we should

nearer stating the facts, and the conchision at which
arrive would be entirely different.

The

economy."

"political

We

"economics."

need

now

is

for-

usually called

phraseology for both
In our analysis of and in our

to return to the old

and practical reasons.

theoretical

It

all matters falling under this general head, we
need to recognize the fact tliat the effect which will be produced
by the intervention of government in business affairs depends
not only on the conditions in business, but also on the fitness of
the government to deal with those conditions. Its litness, in turn,
depends on its organization and its personnel. Our governments
have thus far shown themselves incompetent to regulate business
in the interest of the public, because in honesty and disinterestedness of purpose they are not superior, and in organization and
personnel they are far inferior to the business concerns whicli

action regarding

they are regulating.

We

have had much agitation, not only for increasing the inter-

ference of government with business, but even for government

ownersliip and operation of

many kinds of

wc

When

concerns.

movement

have an honest, energetic and widespread

shall

mak-

for

ing our governments competent to perform the functions they

Raising them to this plane of efficiency is absothem to the still higher plane of

already have?

prerequisite to raising

lute!}'

where they

efficiency

will be

fit

to

perform large and important

The advocates

additional functions.

as well as the opponents of

further increases of government functions ought to be able to
imite in such a nioveinent

argument

for by far the strongest

;

at

present against further increases of government functions is the
almost imbecile inefficiency which most of our governments display

most of the things that they now undertake.

in

capital invested

in

recent years in the

science which deals with the subject of economics

merly was called

265

railways has caused a marked reduction in
amount it invested and in consequence the
;

number of men employed on railways is no larger now than
it was eight years ago.
Increases in wages are an unmixed blessing to labor only
when they do not encroach on a reasonable return to capital.
When they begin to do that, as they already have done in the
railway business, they cause periods of retrenchment and of
slowing down in the rate of investment which throw men out
of employment, thereby nullifying the advantages derived by
labor from the advances in its wages.

AN OBSTACLE TO JUST PROMOTION

HE

promotion of employees or the selection of candidates
for subordinate executive positions becomes a difficult
problem whenever an organization assumes such proportions that
the individual directly responsible for results cannot know personally the rank and file. It is all the more difficult in a com"X"
•*•

plex organization, such as that of a railroad, and the situation
is much the same with all large corporations.
This matter has

been discussed frequently,

men

of

tion

liut there is one obstacle to the selecpromotion which apparently has never been
Whether or not any system of credits or per-

for

squarely met.
sonal records

in use, the executive responsible for the

is

men

promo-

dependent upon the immediate superiors of the
candidates for promotion for tlie data upon which to base his
decisions. This being the case it is well to consider whether the
interests of the company always coincide with those of the immediate superior when the promotion of a subordinate is under
consideration, and whether under such circumstances the recommendations or reports of the officer may be influenced by his own
tion of

is

interests in the matter.

THE DIVISION OF RAILWAY INCOME

TllK

It

heard constantly from social reformers, politicians and representatives of organized lalior that lalior docs
not receive in wages its fair share of the product of industry
complaint

is

Just what

or of the increase of that product.

fair

laljor's

is

share has never been theoretically determined by anybody exthe socialists,

cept

who

therefore should have

it

claim that

As

all.

it

creates

and

wealth,

all

a practical matter, the facts

that labor receives a very much larger part of the
product of industry than capital, and that the part it receives

show both
is

W.

elsewhere a very interesting letter from

publish

Worthington on
report

of the

present

time

this

su])ject.

He

calls

attention to a

A.

recent

National Civic Federation showing that at the
labor

receiving

is

two-thirds

practically

of

the

product of manufacturing industries and capital one-third. He
then analyzes the distribution of that part of railway income
which is divisible between capital and labor. He finds that of

income

this divisible
in

labor, in 1904, received SS.73 per cent,

Of

41.27 per cent, and in 1914 only 33.96 per cent.

of the divisible income between 1904 and
$5S.S,823,662. or four-fifths,

The

increase

railways

llu'

shown

is

only 2.43

in

and capital

tlie

increase

labor received

1914.

$131,.S93,090,

or one-fifth.

part of the divisible income going to the
to

liavc

been

sufficient

to pay

a

return of

cent on the increase in their investment in

jier

road

This

last

figure raises the serious <iiieslion

whether labor did

receive loo much of the increase in Ihe divisible income,
or what comes to the same lliing, whether capital diil not reThe increase in the investment of capital is
ceive too little.
what creates the increase in the demand for labor; and, if capinot

tal,

when

ated,

it

invested in any business,

will cease to be invesleil

the increase
arreste<l.

To

In

a

the

demand

certain

is

not adeijuatcly remuner-

that

for labor in

exieiil

ing in the railway industry.

in

lliis

The

is

business, and thereby
lli.it

what

decrease

business will be

been happen-

lias

in

the

reward of

for,

life,

wlio Iiecomcs a successful
destined to remain there for

is

having once cstablislied himself

man

suffer should another

tlie

interests of the

in

the

company might

replace him, in the event of his pro-

motion to a larger or more important station.
In a similar
manner we find that the department head suffers no little inconvenience from any change in his organization, a result which
he feels more keenly when an assistant is taken out of his department.
In other words, he finds every inducement to keep
their respective positions as

in

when he cannot advance them

long as possible,

own department.
be of such a disposition
that he may feel he does not dare give him a personal knowledge
of his subordinates for fear that Ids department will be disrupted
particularly

Fiirtliermore, his superior ollicer

in his

may

by the superior oflicer dealing with the subordinates directly.
Many an unfortunate man has been put in this intolerable situation.

On

other hand,

llie

grown

his job,

and

frequently happens that a man has outhaving his "light hidden under a bushel"

it

is

simply because his superior is not as big a man as he is, and
cannot be moved up until his superior is eliminated. How,
then, are we to make it to the interest of the superior to call
special attention to a subordinate who is possessed of such quali-

lie

advancement

fications

as

the

place, the integrity of the organization

first

No

tained.

e(|uipnuiil

.ind

the rest of his

and

former year received

1914, f)6.04 per cent, while capital in the

town

good graces of the community,

his assistants

increasing in proportion.

We

man

frequently said that a

is

station agent in a given

to justify

allention

how

matter

such lime as he

is

than his boss?

capable the suluudinate

In

must be main-

may

be.

until

promoled bo should not be favoreil by
aiilliorit\
wliioli would be a source of

actually

or clothed

embarrassnunt

faster

in

to bis superior.

Kiirtber than this, every clTort
should be made to avoid humiliating the man over who.sc head
he is advanced. In fact, special attention should be <lrawn to the
credit due him for having devclo|>ed and trained the man promoted. The importance of this subject justifies a serious study

of a

method of proper reward

an interest and

tmdcr

iheni.

.lu

a|ililude

in

for those
llie

men who have shown

dcvelopnienl of (be workers
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is

X'alley operates 1,442 miles of

double track.

maiu

J.,

to Wilkes-Barre; Pa.

7

total

road, of which 595

Cornpaily ovrns

line

ffom

Phillips-

owns, in addition, the entire
capital Stock of the Lehigh' Valley Railroad Company of New
Jersey; the Pennsylvania & New York Canal Company, and the

burg,N.

No,

.incrtJase

The Lehigh Valley Railroad

directly but 317 miles, 99 of this being the

59,

o^- 495,000 tons, or 1.66 per cent over 1914.
Of the
tonnage carried. 14.603,000, or nearly one-half; was anthracite
coal, there having been an increase in this commodity of 1,038.000
tons.
The total ton mileage was 5,326,329,000, an increase of
2.70 per cent.
The revenue per ton per mile was .661 cents, as
compared with .6.57 cents in 1914. The ton mileage per mile of
road was 3,690,000,- an increase of 2.45 per cent, and the freight

LEHIGH VALLEY

THE Lehigh

Vol.

It

revenue per mile of road was $24,386 as against $23,660 in 1914,
an increase oi -3.07,per. cent. There was but a slight change in the
average traiii load, it being 621 tons.
The passenger revenue in the year just closed was $4,044,000.
or 15.67 per cent less than in 1914. This drop is attributed to the
general depression and to the reduced immigrant tratific, of which
the Lehigh Valley has received a large share. There were decreases not, only in! the number of passengers carried, but in the
average journey and the average revenue per passenger. The
passenger train revenue per mile of road was $2',801, as compared

Lehigh Valley Railway Company, whose main lines with its own
give' it a route from Buffalo to New York, 44^) miles in length.
It also operates the Lehigh & New York, having an aggregate
mileage of 115, under lease. The company traverses 'thfe' anthracite coal regions of Pennsylvauia^and no less than 45 per cent,
of its total operating revenues in the year just closed were derived
from the carrying of coal and coke.
In the fiscal year ending June 30. 1915, the road's total operating
revenues were $42,526,000, or $355,000 more than in 1914, there
having been an increase of $668,000 in coal freight revenue, an

with $3,-330 in 1914;

increase of $464,000 from other freight, but a decrease of $751,000

In view of the fact that there was an increase in freight traffic
and that it is exceedingly difficult to decrease passenger train ex-

ia revenue from the carrying of passengers. Operating expenses
totaled $29,947,000, a decrease of $141,000 from 1914, there, paving

penses proportionately to a decrease in passenger business,

it

is

more remarkable that the road was able to reduce its
transportation expenses from $15,804,000 to $15,382,000, or $422,000. There were' decreases of $90,000 in the item of train engineall

the

men, $76,000 in cost of fuel for train locomotives, and $64,000
payments for freight loss and damage.
At the closc^of the fiscal year the Lehigh Valley's capital assets
exceeded its capital liabilities by $8,097,000. The amount of cash
on hand was $9,178,000. and the total current liabilities were but
$6,824,000.
There was no new financing during the year, and
$1,000,000 collateral trust and $1,800,000 equipment trust l)onds
matured and were retired. ^^^ __
The road is now engaged in improving its freight and passenThus far, the work has been financed
,ger terminals at Buffalo.
out of current cash resources. A new company has been incorporated, however, under the name of the Lehigh-Buffalo Terminal
Railway Corporation, which will be given title to the real estate
and will continue the improvements. This company will issue to
the Lehigh Valley 50-ycar 5 per cent, gold debenture bonds for
'.nich funds as have been and will be advanced for the terminals

in

The Lehigh Valley
been an increase of $538,000 in maintenance^ of equipment expcnses and decreases of $191,000 and $424,000 in 'matnfcifanee of
way and structures and in transportation expenses, respectively.
The operating income for the year was $10,875.<)00, an increase of

Other incomeMiowever. decreased no less
This wa-i the result of are<lnctioii in hire of equipment from a credit- balance- of $325,000
to a debit balance of $69,000, a decreas'e of $394;00O, and a 'decrease of $528,000 in dividend income brought aboiit'by the iiiclusion of the Temple Ircni Company's dividend of $685,086' iii' the
1914 figures. This decrease was reflected in the net income, which
$451,000 over 1914.

than $1,074,000 and was $1,942,000.

be kept in the Lehigh Valley's treasury. Appending before the New York Public Service
Commission, Second District, for permission to issue these bonds.
''THe improvements at Buffalo include a new passenger station,
-the consfrtiction of which was recently begun, a new freight
station, which, it is expected, will be completed by November 1,
'ftVid a new steel aiid concrete coal dock, having a capacity of 500
aiid the bofids will

'plication is iiovv

'

•"^drs in 10 hours,

was $6,322,000, or $734,000 less than in the previous year.' The net
income, nevertheless, was sufficient to pay fhe usual 10 per cent
dividends, amounting to $6,060,800, and there was merely a slight

'•(Tock'Will

decrease in the credit balance of the profit and loss account from

South Hetbiehem

'"'

$23,899,000 on June 30, 1914, to $23,693,000 on June 30, i915.'
In 1915 the total tonnage of revenue freight was 30,269,000, an

which

will

be ready shortly,

The tehigh' Valley has been considered fortunate in the mailer
It is now building a new
•V)f' terminals in New York harbor.
-l^Orid ft.' dock, equipped with modern ore handling machinery, at
Tiiiisfablc Hook, near Bayonne, N, J., on New York Bay. This
'

-

be completed early next year and

(o'recefvc foreign ores

from vessels of

will

be

in

35-ft. draft for

a position

furnaces at

and' other places in the Lehigh valley region.
a new 730-ft. concrete and steel

''It 'also h'as iinder construction

pier at

the

foot of

Rector

street,

on the Xnrtli river front of

August
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13,

Manhattan, which, when completed, will be one of the best railroad piers on the island. A two-story pier will be built at Pier
44, on the East river, primarily for handling flour. The company
is also building a new hay pier at 149th street, and has leased all
of Pier 5, Wallabout, Brooklyn, instead of one-quarter of it as
formerly. These improvements will strengthen the Lehigh Valley

New York

in

from

all

sources after deducting charges

an increase of $458,000 over 1914.

for

royalties,

It

and

its

tenants mined 8,089,-

000 tons of anthracite coal, and 258,000 tons of bituminous. The
company paid no dividends, but increased its surplus from
$4,226,000 on June 30, 1914, to $5,108,000 on

The following

June

1914

lyi,^
1 ,444

1 ,444

$19,195,756
16,005,501
4,043,799
42,525,962
4,483,925
8,207,491
959,830
15,382.187
913,955
29,947,388
1,689,109
10,874,683
12,816,895
6,322,445
6,060,800
261,645

$18,528,246
15,541,886
4,795,147
42,170,647
4,674,725
7,669,793
1,040,594
15,804,059
898,734
30,087,905

operated

Mileage
Coal freight revenue

Merchandise freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Traffic

Taxes
Operating income
Gross corporate income
Net corporate income
Dividends
Surplus

1,659,281
10,423,461
13,440,150
7,056.660
6,060,800

F.astcnt Railway, lis Rise and Dcrclofmeitt
by W. E. Tomlin820 pages, 246 illustrations, 7 in. by 10 in.
Bound in cloth.
Published hy Andrew Reid & Co., Ltd., and Longmans, Green & Co..
:

son.

has been adopted by Mr. Lechlider, superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio, is answered by the statement that the system does,
in fact, give recognition to men whose records do not need
"clearing up."
is

The men

one of the most encouraging features.

are encouraged to preserve these records, or personal letters that

are sent out by Mr. Lechlider for the express purpose of prevent-

Something

ing a demerit record.

may

on

will happen, which,

to indicate that discipline should be administered

seems

be a case of honest doubt; this system makes

;

its

face

or there

unnecessary

it

The employe has

to leave the decision to hit or miss.

the docu-

ments showing that in previous cases, at least, he has acted in
This is something
the best interest of the company's welfare.
more substantial than a book entr>'.
Railroad men do take pleasure in performing their duties in
conformity to the rules and standards of their employers. A
clear record is an employe's best friend.
C. H. Lee.

To The Eiutor of the Railway Age G.\zette:
Your correspondent, "H. S. M.," evidently does not know to
what extent the "credit" system is used on a number of railways.

On

the Baltimore

& Ohio

credit

$7.50.

This is an exhaustive history of the various stages of the development of what is now the North Eastern Railway of England, which is especially interesting because one of its component parts was the Stockton & Darlington Railway, the first
railway operated with steam locomotives in the world. It thus
constitutes in a measure an epitome of railway progress, inasit

:

PniUADELPHIA, Pa.

The North

as

To The Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette
The comment of "H. S. M." in your issue of June 25, on the
method of recognizing efficient movement of train crews, that

995,860

NEW BOOKS

much

CREDIT MARKS FOR FREIGHT TRAIN MEN

Indeed, this

table

Price

|

^unirMiiniiMiiiiiiitniniiiiiiiiiuiiiutiitiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiniitiiiitMiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiitiiitiiiiiiinitiiriirrtiiiii'itiiriTiir;

30, 1915.

shows the principal figures for the operaof the railroad company in 1915 as compared with 1914:

Lontion.

Letters to the Editor

I

Cleveland, Ohio.

sinking funds, depreciation of property and interest of $1,023,000,

tion

^iiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijtiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiMniiiiniiitiiiiiiitiiniiiiilllliilllliiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

considerably.

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company, the entire stock of which is
owned by the railroad, had a net income in the fiscal year just
closed,
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On

usually meritorious service.

marks are given for any unthe Philadelphia Division

we

have recently started a practice of making credit entry on the
record of the engineer w'ho gets the best results as to time and
tonnage, i. e., those who produce the largest number of ton miles
per hour.

Consideration, of course,

given to different condi-

is

tions prevailing in different kinds of service.

*

*

*

*

P. C.

affords an opportunity of following within the limits

Allen,

Superintendent. Philadelphia Division.

of a single railway system every stop in the evolution of trans-

by
from the horse-drawn coaches and trucks
which were run over the wagon-ways prior to 1825, to the electrically operated trains of the present day, for the North Eastern
still retains as an integral part of its system portions of some
of the early wagon-ways that were used for the transportation
portation

AN AMERICAN FIREMAN

rail,

of coal.

The

plan of tlie vvnrk embraces a brief accniiiil nf tlic work
on the early wagon-ways previous to the projection of
the Stockton & Darlington, in the days of the experimental period
of rail transportation, a chapter on early canal projects in the
north of England, a history of the lines amalgamated in 1854
to form the North Eastern Railway and of the early lines which
were afterwards absorbed by it, and a history of the North
Eastern itself during the first 50 years of its existence, with an
appendix giving a short summary of events from 1904 to 191.).
A considerable amount of space is devoted to the early hislmj

IN

FRANCE
Pakis.

France.

To THE EniTOR OF THE RAILWAY AgE GaZETTE
The arbitration of the enginemen"s and firemen's demands
in America has interested me greatly.
As you say, their prin:

cipal

argument

is

that

their

earning power has increased be-

cause of the greater efficiency of the locomotives, but I wonder
if they would have refrained from asking an advance in wages

(lone

if

their

productive

power had

not

because

increased

many

ancient locomotives had been kept in service, and comparatively

few modern ones added, as is the case on the Continent?
I am now engaged in firing on the French State Railways.
.'\ comparison of the working arrangements and wages in
France
and the far better working conditions in the United States
may be of interest. To begin with, there is no overtime in
France, nor is there any 16-hoiir law.
An cngineman might
he on duty 24 hours
he would have to remain on duty until
he had finished his run, and he would not receive a cent of overtime.
P.'iyment in road service is hy distance, and in switching
service by the day of 12 hours, two hours being allowed for the
mid-day meal. Coal prciniimis, figured on a ton mile an hour
basis, are paid to engineers and firemen.
Fines arc imposed
for losing time if the crew is to blame, and a bonus is paid for
making up time. Nearly all freight trains, including extras,
arc rtm on schedules.
Engineers of fast expresses make (including premiums') up to WX) francs ($120) a month, and fire;

of the .Stockton

though

&

Darlington, the early records of which,

this railway is the oldest in the world, the

al-

author says arc

practically complete.

In the preparation of the

and

special

able

to

ollicial

present

a

work

the author has had access to

sources of information and he has thus been

wealth of intcrosling detail on

vicissitudes of early railway planning

flic

various

ami building, as well as

on the more inudern development. Special features are the descriptions of the e(|iiipmciit and methods of operation al ililTerent
periods, as well as of objects of cnKiiiccring interest.
The 2M>
illtislrations, includiiiK maps, diagrnnis, portraits and views showing the engineering features of the older railways, arc utuisuallv

interesting and

of

lliein

be

'if

lieing

represent a long and

palii'tit

reproductions of rare prints.

very great value to

all

search,

many

The book should

students of railway history.

men up

to 300 francs

the I'niled Slates.

($()0),

but their

work

For example, divisions up

doubled every day, the
14 bonrs.
One day off

men
in

10

is

to

double that

in

150 miles arc

being on duty

lre<iuenlly

every

is

13

to

gi\en in any class of

service

The lirrman has

to

clean

the

fire

.\\

the

end of the rim

—

he has to clean out the smokebox, where two barrels of cinders
usually collect, clean out the ash pan, which is flat and not selfcleaning like those in America, fill the sandbox (the sand
usually has to be carried in buckets from the sand-house), and
clean the entire engine, including the polislied steel motion work,
but not the wheels. The tender is not cleaned and the contrast
of a clean engine and dirty tender is peculiar.
Inside motion
(most of locomotives being of the four-cylinder type) is not
cleaned, with the result that the engineer gets a nice oil, grease
and dirt bath when oiling. The fireman has to spend fully an
hour after coming in to fix up the engine, and it is evident that
on a French engine he is the man behind the gun.
There are other things that might be mentioned, such as
the poor protection afforded by cabs, the lack of seats and the
bad arrangement of cab fittings. Arrangement is a misnomer
the fittings were never arranged they just happened that way.
The tenders are also very poorly arranged, and 75 per cent of
the coal must be shoveled forward.
A large number of the
engines, including particularly those in freight and switching
service, are old, having been built in the 'sixties, 'seventies and
'eighties, and have no other brake on the engine than the Le
Chatelier water brake, and on the tender only a hand brake,
which the fireman has to operate.
Other inconveniences could be mentioned, but these will suf-

—

to show how splendid American working conditions are
compared with those here.
A peculiar arrangement here is that whereby, after 25 years'
service, employees are retired on a pension of 1,500 francs ($300)
a year. This takes them away when they are at their best for
railway work, and it makes one wonder what an active man of
45 or 50 would do with himself when released from service.
W. G. Landon.
fice

as

DIVISION OF

RAILWAY INCOME BETWEEN CAPITAL
AND LABOR

preliminary report of

its

fre-

made that labor is receiving an insufficient share of the
product of industry and particularlj- of the increment in such
product. The committee's report reaches the general conclusion
that labor is receiving an increasing proportion of the product

quently

Deductions.
Operating expenses, except wages

Taxes

.

.

.

4. Total deductions for items 2 and 3
5.
6.

Net revenue available for wages and other purposes
Distribution of Item S.
Expended for wages to labor
return
for
on investment of capital, depreciation of road,
Remaining
miscellaneous items, and for improving property out of income
of
income
paid to labor
Percentage
net
Percentage of net income for capital and other purposes
equipment
Investment in road and
Ratio of net available for capital, improvements, etc., to railway in.,

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

operating expenses, excepting labor, and all taxes, the amount
remaining being the sum paid for labor, and the sum left for
capital applicable to interest on bonds or other debt, dividends,
improving property out of income, depreciation, which may not
be included in operating expenses, other miscellaneous expenses,

and surplus.
The accompanying table shows these results for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1914, as compared with 1904, also the
changes which have taken place during this ten-year period.

From these
1. Of the

Number

of railway employes on
Mileage of railway operated

Public serv. pt-rf.
Public serv. perf.
1904 I.
Authorities:
1914 I.

—

by rys.
by rys.
C.

C.

following conclusions

statistics the

may

be drawn

income labor is now receiving 66.04
per cent., whereas ten years ago it received 58.73 per cent. Capital is receiving for itself and for the other purposes mentioned
only 33.96 per cent., as compared with 41.27 per cent, received
divisible railway

ten years previously.
2.

The

last mentioned represents only
upon the railway investment in 1914, whereas

return to capital

per cent,

was 4.99 per cent, in 1904.
Comparing 1914 with 1904, there was an increase of

4.17
this

return
3.

Of

capital purposes.

was paid

$687,-

railway income available for paying labor and for

417,352 in

amount

this

$555,823,662, or 80.86 per cent.

and only $131,593,690, or 19.14 per cent, of the
total remained for capital purposes.
This shows that of the
increment in divisible net income during the ten years, labor
received four-fifths and capital only one-fifth. As compared with
the latter the investment in road and equipment increased $5,425,to labor,

160,709, the

increment available for capital purposes being only

2.43 per cent,
4.

upon the increased investment.

As compared with

this

inadequate return to capital

it

will

be noted that the increase of $555,823,662, or 67.98 per cent, in
pajTnents to labor was accompanied by an increase of only

number of employes on June
This number may not correctly represent the average number of employes during the entire year, but it is a sufficient indication of the very large increase of payments to labor per
$399,362, or 30.81 per cent, in the

Whilst returns to capital were greatly reduced through the

5.

necessity

June 30

of passengers carried one mile....
— number
freight carried one mile
—numberoftons
Railways of United States.

of

proportionate

larger

return

to

labor,

they were

further reduced by the increased share given to the government
as taxes, which increased $78,835,221, or 127.78 per cent.
6.

The statement shows

that

pubHc services rendered by the

railways increased during the ten-year period 60.83 per cent, as
to passenger service, and 65.21 per cent, as to freight service, for
Ending June

— Increase,

30.

1914 over 1904.

Per cent.

1914.

1904.

Total.

$3,047,019,908

$1,975,174,091

$1,071,845,817

54.27

$826,890,687
$140,531,575
$967,422,262
$2,079,597,646

$521,297,443
$61,696,354
$582,993,797
$1,392,180,294

$305,593,244
$78,835,221
$384,428,465
$687,417,352

58.62
127.78
65.94
49.3S

$1,373,422,472

$817,598,810

$555,823,662

67.98

$706,175,174

$574,581^,484

$131,593,690

66.04*}^

33.96%

58.73%
41.27%

$16,936,697,840

$11,511,537,131

$5,425,160,709

22.90
12.45
d 17.71
47 13

4.17%

4.99%

1,695,483

1,296,121

d 0.82%
399.362

vestment
12.
13.
14.
15.

No. 7

all

—Year
Operating revenue

2.
3.

59,

individual.
a

committee on the division of the peo-

income, which effectiually controverts the assertion

Vol.

—

30.

New York.
To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette:
The National Civic Federation has recently made public
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35,155
13,335,283,973
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212,243
21,923,213,536
174,522.089,577

.Statistics

C. C. Press

Bulletin

of

March

31,

1915,

on

1914

Railway

(d) Represents a decrease.

Statistics.

cent, additional gross reve-

of industry, and that at the present time practically two-thirds
of the product of manufacturing industries go to labor and

which the railways received 54.27 per

one-third to capital.

than wages, but paid in wages 67.98 per cent, more, and for taxes
127.78 per cent, more, the result of the undue increase in the latter
items being to reduce the increased return for capital purposes
to an increase of only 22.90 per cent. This is much less than the

In this connection, for the purpose of comparison, an interesting study may be made of the distribution of the net railway

income to labor and

capital,

bearing

in

mind

that railway opera-

tion requires an extremely large investment of capital for fixed

plant and equipment in proportion to the income received.

From

the statistics of railways of the United States, pubby the Interstate Commerce Commission, this may be
ascertained by first deducting from the gross operating revenue

nue, paid out 58.62 per cent,

more

for operating expenses, other

railways had a reasonable right to expect, and is entirely inadequate to reimburse them for the increase of 47.13 per cent, in
investment in road and equipment.

W.

lished

ViccPresidenl

.ind .\ssistanl

to

A. Worthington.

Chairman Southern

Pacific

Company.

:

Underground Cable on the Pennsylvania Railroad*
Railroad Telegraph and

Wires Absolutely Pro-

S:ignal

tected from the Storms for a Distance of

By
Electrical

The Pennsylvania Railroad has
ground cable

this

I.

C.

Engineer,

year completed an under-

and
signal cables, on the New York Division, from Jersey City, where
the division offices are located, to Rahvvay, a suburban point about
twenty miles west on the main line toward Philadelphia. This
important improvement was decided on after the very severe
sleet and wind storm on that division in March, 1914, extending
over a distance of seventy miles. This was not the first severe
sleet storm which had given impetus to the underground movement, as the memory of the very disastrous storm during the
inauguration of President Taft in 1909 was still fresh in the
minds of all the officers interested in passenger train movements,
and the importance of having at such times reliable telephone
or telegraph communications, as well as an operating signal system, played its part in the decision in favor of an underground
installation, including the telephone, telegraph

system.

Telegraph

Department

offices at New York. The telephone and telegraph circuits are owned and operated by the railroad company,
but there are also Postal Telegraph wires on the line.
There is a total of 2S0 passenger trains and 150 freight trains
each week day over the section between Jersey City, New York
and Rahway, and frequently 3,500 messages are sent over the
wires in a day between Philadelphia. New York and Jersey City
alone, not counting way-station business.
Over the section between Jersey City and Summit Avenue (two miles), including

Manhattan Division

the

Hudson & Manhattan

total of

between

The
\

electric

train

movements, there

a

is

950 trains a day, and 500 passenger trains over the section

New

York, Jersey City and Newark.

pole lines which were replaced by the underground, had a

arying number of wires to provide for the local and long disIn the congested districts the local circuits were

tance service.

and the trunks were open wires. The heaviest line was
Meadows on "H" poles, where there were
112 open wires and two or three cables. For the greater part of
the distance to Rahway a total of 70 aerial wires of No. 9 B. &
S. and No. 8 B. W. G. copper, and signal wires on two lines of
poles, were replaced by the underground.
DUCT CONSTRUCTION.
The conduit line decided upon was a si.x duct multiple, with
manholes spaced not over 500 feet apart. Three-inch fibre duct
was used and laid in concrete, with a minimum covering of two
in cable,

REASONS FOR UNDERGROUND

The following are

a line across the Jersey

C.\BLE.

factors considered in favor of this type of

construction

Importance of continuous wire service, including train

(1)

Twenty Miles

FoRSHEE

feet cf earth.

The

concrete, which

was a 1-3-6 mix, was three inches thick
on sides and four inches on top, with a

in the base, three inches

separation in the standard section of one inch between ducts, the
arrangement being three ducts wide and two high. The thicker
section was used on top to afford a better mechanical protection
to the ducts and for a wider separation between the 2,300-volt
A. c. signal feeders located on top and the telephone cables in the
duct.

A

half-round section of three-inch fibre conduit was laid

in the top layer of concrete, with the

open side flush with the

for the purpose of placing the 2300-voIt signal wires.

top,

Two

of

which were stranded, rubber insulated and braided,
were placed in the half-round section, where they were covered
with hot pitch and protected with re-enforced concrete slabs, two
inches thick, six inches wide and four feet long. At the manholes these wires were carried in trunking around the outside. It
was not thought advisable to have the high tension wires in the
same manholes with the other cables.
The trench was graded and the ducts laid true to line with a
niininuim grade of three inches per lumdred feet, for drainage
toward the manholes.
tlicse wires,

Fig.

1

Monolithic Concrete Manhole

despatching, block, message and

way

station tcleplinnc and tele-

graph circuits and automatic block signal circuits.
(2) Freedom from sleet, wind and lightning.
(3) Improvement in the appearance of the right of way.
(4) Absence of poles in congested yards, where clearances are

'

small.
h'rceddin

(5)

and wires

from iiUirruiilions

to trallic ihic lo brokiii poles

falling across the track.

No

danger that failures will cause crosses with high tension crossings; freedom from this hazard to property and life.
(7) Not subject to troubles fr<im induction caused by parallel
high tension A c. i)<)wer circuits to as great an extent as over(6)

head

On

.iccount of the conditions in

many

locations,

I.ess liable In inlri ruption in llu- <veiil ni ilerailinents.

The

iinporlaiRc of coinnuinicatioti with

IMI'OIMANIK or

SI

KVK

K,

New

l'hila(lel|)liia,

company shops and an important transfer point at
New York Division oflices at Jersey City, and ihe

I'lH,

liv

llic

SiiiiMi'inn Moiii'flinnh

it

reinforced concrete, clliplical

in

These were of

cross section, cast in one piece,

including the bottom, sides and top; and were provided with pnllN'oik and Jersey

City from Trenton and I'hiladelphia may be iMulcrsliHxl when one
considers tliat the general oflices of the company arc located at

Trenton, the

which made

necessary to place the duct and the manholes close lo the high
speed tracks, a special inanholo was ilevcloped that was rather

unique and which worked out very satisfactorily.

lines.

(8)

•( i.|iviiKlil,

MAMIOI.IS.

Manhole design and construction is a very important part of a
satisfactory underground installation and a great deal of care and
study was given lo this item.

riililiihniK

I

''iin|iiiiiv.

ing-in irons, bolls for the cable racks, drain

and openings for the

The covers were also of reinforced concrete, with protected edges. The shape of the m.tnholes was such
that very strong construction was obl,'»ined with ininimuin weight
They were allowed lo season thoroughly before being place<l.
A wreck train derrick, or a hand derrick on a flat car was used
entrance of the ducts.
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for placing them, as shown in Fig. 1. The manholes were usually
put in place ahead of the conduit, at the proper grade; so that
when the conduit was laid up to them the concrete work could

be finished without delay.
the top layer of concrete

One
is

shown

is

finished.

pump

the arrangement of ducts, with two
taps,

shown

is

in Fig. 3.

The

the concrete.

in Fig. 2, in place, before

An

interior

view showing

log outlets for service

The pump

size of the

log ducts are run on top of
end openings of the manholes is

such that the conduit, with concrete covering, is accommodated
for nearly every condition of grade so that it was not necessary
to cut out any of these openings except for very unusual condiForms were used inside and outside the manholes to give
tions.
;

59,

No.
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Drainage openings underneath the duct were
provided at intervals of about twenty feet to allow any water
entrapped behind this construction to run out into the ditch.
Expansion joints were also provided in the concrete, as it is exposed to the sun, and in the winter is many times covered with ice.
For a portion of the distance through this cut the cables are
carried on messengers, supported from cable arms, attached to
plates and locked.

steel poles set in concrete.
These are located in an old portion
of the cut, through which trains were originally run, but which
The cables are for the most part
is now used as a storage yard.

out of sight from passing trains.

On

account of proposed changes in the track at one point, it
feasible to locate the duct on the north side of the right

was not

the proper finish and strength around the ducts.

of way, and there was a retaining wall on the south side on the
right of way line, with not enough room between it and the ties

SHORING .\ND REINFORCING.

On

Vol.

account of the narrow clearance between the high speed
many places, and the character of the

tracks and the duct line in

and of the banks, often mostly cinders, it was necessary to
shown in Figs. 2 and 4.
Through some sections where the conditions were not as favorable, half-inch or three-quarter-inch square reinforcing rods were
used in the bottom and top tiers of concrete, as shown in Fig. 5.
This also shows the special jacks used to support the shoring.
Reinforcing rods were used when it was necessary to extend the
duct run under tracks.

for the conduit.

which was

in

The

duct here was placed on top of the wall,

good condition.

soil,

STREET CROSSINGS.

use tight shoring as

SPECI.\L CONDITIONS.

Many

special conditions exist

on

this installation that

Figs.

with
Fig.

2

— Manhole

and Duct

in

Place

made

it

locations

was

The

across the streets.

crossings throughout
proposed to renew the

street
it

is

type of crossing decided upon for these

to carry the cables

from the ducts on messengers

The messengers were attached

to eye-bolts

anchored in the concrete surrounding the ducts, and located immediately over them, so that no additional splices in the cable were
necessar\' on account of this construction. Manholes were usually

—

3 and 8 Interior of Manhole
Local Outlets. Conduit
on Retaining Wall

layout were consulted.
for about a half mile, extends through Slianley
Cut, near Summit Avenue Station, where the tracks lie in a deep
trap rock cut. The face of the rocks on either side is very irregular, the tops of the banks on either side are likewise irregular

One

bridges before long.

Two

necessary to devise special construction which would be adapted
for a permanent installation, as it cannot be as readily moved as a
In this connection, the plans for any contemplated
pole line.

changes

There are numerous undergrade
this district, and at some of them

in the track

section

and there are overhead street crossings to contend with, Trap
rock is found only about a foot below the top of the ballast, and
high tension lines for signal operation were in service here between the tracks. The location and type of construction decided
upon for this section are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Here the ducts
were arranged two wide and three high on account of the limited
space available between the edge of the half-round brick lined
ditch and the rock cliff. Special splicing chambers were provided
in these sections, placed on top of the surface, covered with steel

Fig.

9— Trolley

Guard

at Street

Crossing

located close on each side of such a street crossing to facilitate

matters in the event of the bridges being changed.
The construction on the retaining wall and across a street at an
undergrade bridge, together with the method of protecting the end
of the aerial cable from mechaiu'cal injury, is
PROTECTION FROM TROLLEYS.

At some of these crossings where
were

trolley lines

running underneath.

shown

in Fig. 8.

was used there
was necessary to devise

aerial cable
It

a satisfactory protection for the cables to prevent the trolley poles
from accidentally hitting the cables, and to keep the cables from

folding the trolley.

Such

scheme is shown
SUBMARINES.

a

in Fig. 9.

Two sections of submarine cables, a total of about 2,100 feet,
are necessary, and both arc located in navigable streams at draw
bridges. It was necessary to change the location of one of these
and at the other it was necessary to have the channel dredged out
to afford a safe covering.

—
August

13,
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TEST HOUSES.

On

CABLES.

was desirable to have
the conductors would be accessible

account of local conditions

cables so arranged that

it

concrete test houses were used

shown in
molded in one

large one being
concrete,

and made

piece,

for this purpose, the

These were

Fig. 10.

for

Two

testing and for changing the assignment of cable pairs.
sizes of

the

built of reinforced

except the door and ventilator,

When

as nearly as possible fireproof.

these are asso-

ciated with a tower for test purposes, they are so arranged that

the cables can be cross connected without looping

Thus

intfc)

the tower.

would not cause any serious interruption

a fire in the tower

Two

paper-insulated lead-covered telephone cables are installed
throughout. In one the most important through or trunk circuits

are carried and in the other the local circuits. These are constructed with a number of different combinations to meet the conditions in different sections, but only three gages of conductors

were used
pairs,

— Nos.

10,

13

with phantoms in

and 16 B.
all

&

S. G.

— and

all

twisted into

the combinations.

The local cable was provided with a paper-insulated lead-covered test pair in the center, which is in reality a cable within
a cable. The maximum diameter of the cables is 2 17/32-inch, but
no dithculty was met

in pulling them into the three-inch ducts.
was shipped from the factory in maximum lengths of
.^00 ft.
A reel of cable set up and ready to be pulled in is shown
in Fig. 11. This also shows the grip used, the cable protector for
the manhole top, and the location with respect to the main track.
The conductor splices were all made with tinned copper sleeves
and soldered.
The phantoms or quads were tested and connected to give a
minimum of capacity unbalance and are consequently commercially free from cross talk between the physical circuits, between
the physical and phantom circuits and between the phantom

The

1

i^iSJLinr

cable

circuits.

A compressed air test was made on all sections of cable, each
about a mile in length, to detect the presence of leaks at the wiped
joints or between manholes.
test,

especially

This was considered a very valuable

on account of some of the cables being continu-

ously under water.
Fig.

4

— Forms for Shoring, Spacing
Combs and

Fig.

5

electric lights to facilitate the

tion during unfavorable

The

in

signal cables occupy only

one duct and carry 110-volt

a. c.

Bottom

Plugs

They

in tlie telephone ;ind telegraph service.

work and

are provided with

any condensaOnly telephone and
houses, no signal wires enterto drj' out

weather conditions.

telegraph cables loop into these test
ing them.

— Re-enforcing Bars

There are nine

test

houses altogether.

COST OF CONDUIT.

On

account of the

nature of the

soil,

many

obstructions

met

in

some

districts, the

which necessitated careful shoring, the location

of the duct with respect to the tracks, the frequency of the train

Fig.

10—Test House

Fig.

11— Reel

of

Cable Ready

to

Be

Pulled In
for the local circuits.
These are rubber insulated and braided,
and are spliced and racked on the side of the manholes opposite
the telephone cables.

Ser\ice taps for the signal .system are carried in cypress trunking.

The work on the conduit began Aug. 20, 1914, and the last
was placed in service in June, 1913. A longer time was
required than otherwise would have been on account of a new

cable

fill

east of Railway,

<lMit litre to

a

tem are already
(i

and

7

C'(instuuti(in

movements, causing much
cial

ci)nstnictiii>n,

luss ol

Tlirou^li .Slianlry

reciuired,

and

lime in some sections,

tlie

tlic

spe-

careful inspectiun of

all

materials and workmaiisliip, the costs vvoiiKI be of

little

comparison except for the same conditions.

cust per lineal

foot

(if

six

The

value for

duct multiple including excavation, conduit, labor,

concrete, manholes, cable test houses, reinforcing material,
train charges, cngineerin'^

of cables.

and Mi|)ervision was $1

was not considered safe for the confill

all

had
cut

settled.

down and

The

the road presents

telephone,

very satisfactory.

telegraph and

Extensions of the sys-

inuler consideration.

Cul

the dillicnhj- in getting water, materials, an<l

labor to the places

it

The poles have now all been
much improved appearance.

signal .services are

I'lXs.

where

be laid imtil the

.sj,

work

exclusive

Casualties Among Britlsh Railway Mi-n at the Front.
The London and North-Western Railway Company reports
l,(i03 casualties among the members of its staff who
are serving
with the colors.
Of these JO') ha\e been killed in action or
drowned, 78 have died of wduikIs, etc., 80 arc missing, 1,073
have been wounded, sick, etc. Of these 30 sufTcred from gas
poisoning.
Prisoners of war luimbcr 163.
Of the 1.073 men
disabled 630 have returned to duty.
Fron) the N'orth-F.astcrn
Railway Company 7,4*'.'; men h.ivc joined the colors; 103 have
(lied.
The Enginctr.

—
:
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CHAIRS FOR DINING CARS

chairs, the

The
The Canadian Northern has been endeavoring

to obtain a sat-

isfactory design of chair for use in dining cars for five years, and

Vol.

back of whicli forms

tlie

59,

No. 7

hack of the combined chair.

designs for these chairs were worked out by A. L. Graburn,

mechanical engineer of the Canadian Northern, Toronto, Ont.,
and have met with marked success in service.

out of seven different designs tried out in service during this

NEW ACCIDENT REPORT FORMS
The

Interstate

Commerce

Commission

has

adopted,

after

further revision, the forms for use in reporting railroad acci-

new code of regulawhich were the subject of conferences with the railways last winter, and has ordered the adoption
of the forms for the reports beginning with July 1, 1915. There
are four principal forms, lettered V, T, F and R. Form T is on
white paper, V on yellow, F on pink, and R on blue. Form T is

dents monthly to the commission and the
tions for

making the

reports,

to be used for all ordinary accidents.

of the officer sending the report and a
dents.

Form V
summary

contains the oath
of non-train acci-

This summary must contain a statement of the

total

num-

ber of man-hours worked, during the month, by employees sub-

named. These classes are: Shopmen, stationmen, trackmen, bridge and building men, "other emThese non-train accidents
ployees" and ''all other persons."

ject to casualties in the classes

heretofore called

industrial

accidents

— are

Working machinery; use
currents

;

falls

of person

period the one shown in the drawing has proved
principal weakness in

most chairs

is

much more

the difticulty of keep-

This has been overcome in
the Canadian Northern design by bracing the legs by means of the
hat rack. This is also appreciated by passengers, as it avoids the
ing the frames from racking loose.

.1

into

handling freight or supplies, and ''mis-

Form F

is

a

memorandum

of fatal-

developed from previously reported injuries. Each month a
road must report, so far as known, all cases of persons who have
been reported injured and who have subsequently died. Form R
is a supplement to form T, to be used for showing particulars of
rail failures.

Some

of the details proposed in the first draft of the regulaThe separate sheets may be signed

tions have been eliminated.

by any responsible

officer,

not necessarily by the one

who com-

wbrnE^i^ayi
Child's Chair

Used

in

Canadian Northern Dining Cars

necessity of reaching over the heads of otliers in order to place

piles the final report.

on the overhead hooks and to remove them when leaving the car. Spring cushions have been eliminated, as it has been
found that they are expensive to maintain. The absence of gimp
is also noteworthy, the leather being simply folded in, making a
clean, smooth surface. These chairs have so far not needed any
repairs and are both light and substantial.
The child's chair, which is also shown, replaces the usual high
cushion and has been favorably received by patrons of the road.
As shown in the drawing, it consists of a box or frame upholstered in leather, and with two side pieces and a leather foot pad.
The chair is placed on the seat of one of the ordinary dining

dent, however,

their hats

divided

ities

satisfactory than any of the others.

The

be

these causes are

of hand tools: flying particles; electric
;

cellaneous industrial causes."

Chair Used on Canadian Northern Dining Cars

to

Among

eleven classes according to their causes.

The

particulars of the cause of an

acci'-

must be given very fully and the statement must
include "suggested improvements in procedure, plant and equipment for the prevention of similar accidents." The term Yard
Accident is not to include accidents occurring on the main track!
All persons, whether causing an accident or injured by it, must
Injured employees who are incapacitated for three
be named.
days or less are not to be counted. Revenue passengers are to be
distinguished from those not paying. Any railroad may file at
Washington a copy of its rules and regulations, and in reporting
cases of disobedience may simply refer to the number of the rule
which has liccn disregarded.

—
August

An
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example of the

detail required

referring to train accidents, which
15.

:

:

may

is

be seen in paragraph

IS,

Description of equipment: Give a brief description of dam-

age to equipment, and, whenever possible, in reporting defects in
equipment which caused or contributed to an accident, name the
manufacturer and the type of the equipment or part, give weight
and number or other identifying mark, and state the year of manufacture, and the year of placing in service

whom

state

;

also when,

was last inspected. Describe
sufficiently the equipment involved and give all particulars necessary to permit its description and classification as follows
where and by

the equipment

fa)

(1)
(2)
{i)
(h)

Type, as simple, compound, articulated, etc.
Wheel arrangement.
Weight on drivers and total weight ready for service,
Firebox and attachments.

(2) Boiler and attachments.
(3) Cylinders and steam chests.
(4) Reciprocating parts.
(.S)

tion being of pile construction, capped with reinforced concrete

slabs to

which the dock

is

anchored.

general layout of the plant

type construction, controlled by

Hennebohl

throttles.

All gears

Headlight.

are cast steel, with machine-cut teeth.

(6) Pilot.
(7) Drivers.
(8) Truck wheels.
0>) Other parts of running gear as enumerated
(10) Miscellaneous parts, naming them.

This and other similar requirements apply to

all

cars.

The machine

cars per hour.

accidents re-

Sheaves are also cast

is designed to handle forty 100-ton capacity
unusual feature in the design of this machine
is the placing of the cradle rail at an elevation of 30 ft. above
the lake level, which is considerably higher than normally adopted

steel.

under

ported, even those of minor consequence.
It will

empty yards and the
and erection of a new mechanical car dumper with
the necessary approach and run-oflf trestles. A drawing shows a
cross section of the concrete dock construction.
This type of
dock was placed on both sides of the machine foundation. The
dock immediately in front of the machine is of the same general
construction, except that the batter piles were omitted, and the
dock was made a part of the machine foundation, this founda-

is shown in the photograph.
This machine is designed to handle cars of a maximum gross
weight of 280.000 lb., and a length of 52 ft. over couplers. It
is of the latest steam-operated type with counterweighted cradle,
the steam being furnished by two Scotch boilers, each with a
capacity of 250 h. p. The main engines are of extra heavy mill

Parts—

d)

foundations for the machine,

the necessary

fabrication

The

I^ocomotives and parts:
Description

(A)

of concrete dock,

the entire reconstruction of the load and

as follows

An

for installations of this kind, this elevation being adopted because

be seen that in accordance with the requirements

in

con-

number of hours worked by all employees each month must be embodied in a statement to go with
the accident report. For example, not only shopmen but station
nection with form V, the

of a desire to reduce the
a

to

amount of

lift

of cars in the machine

minimum.

A

are liable to "falls of person" and to accident
and must have their working hours recorded. As
the new regulations were not received by some of the roads until
after July 1, their records of man-hours for the first month may

disappearing barney was provided, which makes it possible
run a car over the barney pit from the load yard prior to
the return of the barney from the delivery of a car to the machine.
This is accomplished by means of by-pass gates in the
barney track, which are operated by the steam cylinder controlling
the reversing mechanism of the haulage engine.
The barney

be somcwliat lacking

returning from the machine passes into the barney pit on the

men and trainmen
in use of tools,

in

accuracy.

to

by-pass gate nearest the machine, and then runs under the car to

A NEW COAL DOCK FOR THE CINCINNATI,
HAMILTON & DAYTON AT TOLEDO
With

the opening of navigation

the Cincinnati, Hamilton

on the Great Lakes

& Dayton

this

spring

placed in operation at Toledo

a modern coal-handling plant, dock and yard to provide adequate
Work on this
facilities for a steadily increasing coal traffic.
project

was not

cf|iu'pmcnt

i';

started until

sitiintrd

December of

on the Afnumcc

The new
The

last year.

river,

Rossford.

at

the

end of the

pit.

The reversing of

the haulage engine raises

both by-pass gates, so that the baniey in returning comes up
behind the car by means of the by-pass gate furthest from the

This

machine.

arrangement

for the barney car to return
pit

before the car

is

avoids

placed over the

of keeping a car up to the machine at

Contracts
tncchanical

for
car

the

the

necessity

from the machine

waiting

and has the

pit,

all

of

to the

barney
effect

times.

and dock work and for the
were placed nbont Xovemlior 1. 1014.

foundation

diniipcr

Car dumper

View

new dock

is

placed

al

the harbor

line,

old arrannement in which the dock

which

was 2S

ft.

is

of

Coal Dock From the Lake

a change in the

shoreward.

This

ihaMKC enables the larKf freighters prying on the lakes lo tic
up directly at the dock and load their cargoes more (piickly.
The (crminal is laid mil with a yard having a capacity of 2J()
cars, adjacent lo tlie unloading machine and in which 110 loaded
and 9() empty cars can be handled. To the south of the dock
Is

a classification

yard with a capacity of

ample space for assemhliiig shipments.
on the accompanyiiig map.
The plans as prepared called for the

3,(K)0

The yard

cars,

plan

con.striictioii

affording
is

shown

of 802

fl.

and preparations were made lor starting the work at the close
The idd machine was abandoned on December
2, 1''14, and the disinantting started llie next day, sitnullaneous

of navigalion.

with the conslriiclion of

llie

new dock.

old dock were driven by lloaling

The

piles in front of tlic

using steam hamwere driven by land
drivers.
The piles were driven to refusal to a bed of hard pan
and small granite boulder.^, approximately 31 ft. below the lake
level.
The ciil-olT for the dock was made al a point 18 in. below
mean lake level.
The operation of the lloaling e<|uipment for
driving piles and sheet piling was made possible during extremely
mers, while those back of

e(|iiipiueiit,

the old dock
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cold weather by using an ice tug to keep the river ice broken
and clear of the site of the work.
The construction of the machine foundation was undertaken
first, and upon completion of the driving of the piles and sheet
piles for this portion of the work, the fill between the old and
new docks was placed. The driving of the piles for the dock
on both sides of the machine was then started and as the pile
driving was completed and the sheet piling placed, the new
work was connected with the old dock by means of temporary
ties and the fill placed to the elevation of the bottom of concrete.
f5-^'+-^'-t7:7f^
bulkhead

-2 T<e

rods spaced S-0

Vol.

59.

No.

7

aliunnient and grades, at an elevation of approximately 8 or 9
ft.

above the old yards.

The

material for

grading and back

all

was secured from waste slag and cinder banks and hauled
to the site of the work in standard-gage equipment.
The reconstruction and raising of the yards were commenced Decemfilling

and the yards were in condition for operation April
machine was completed. New first quality
90-lb. A. R. A. section rail was laid through switches and on
curves, and 8S-lb. A. S. C. E. first class relaying rail was used
on tangents. The erection of the approach and run-off trestles
was handled by the substructure contractor, the material bcin;;
framed near the site of the work and transferred to final location and erected by means of a locomotive crane.
The construction as a whole involved the placing of the following material:
ber

6,

12,

at the time the

1914,

machine foundation and dock construction.... 45,550 Lin.
Vongued and grooved sheeting in machine foundation
and doclc construction
133,581 ft.
Reinforcing steel in machine foundations and dock
Piling in

ft.

B.

dock construction
218,543 lb.
Timber in machine foundations and dock construction.. 47,407 ft. B.
Concrete in machine foundations and dock construction.
6,300 cu. yd
Timber in approach and run-olf trestles and kick-back
anchorages

M.

for

M.

.

trestle

184,925

for load and empty yards
old and
new docks

Fill

Section Through Concrete Bulkhead

New

and river

fill

ft.

B.

M.

between
1

trackwork

08,000 cu. yd.
1 5,000 lin.
ft.

Of the foregoing estimated quantity of concrete, approximately
were placed below mean lake level.

1,850 cu.

vd.

With the exception of the sand, all of the materials used in
the concrete work were brought to the site by rail. The sand
was unloaded from boats at the dock site. The mixing plant
was located about 1,000 ft. south of the machine, where the
storage bins were provided and a heating plant for heating all
material was installed. A boiler plant was also installed at the
The concrete was transferred
site of the machine foundation.
from the mixing plant to the site of the work in drop-bottom
buckets on flat cars, by means of narrow-gage equipment. The
concrete was placed continuously and without reference to the

-Ne'/v concrete

'-'^HaTbonJrie

bulkhead

0.0% S_p ^

While the improvement as a whole was ready for operation
on April 12, 1915, three days prior to the opening of navigation,
the machine was not put into active service until April 19, when
the first boat was secured. For the two months ending June 19,
the machine handled 10,439 cars, or 469,064 tons of coal.
The two months' period of operation above referred to has
developed the fact that the machine and yard are capable of
handling the coal as fast as anticipated. In one day's run of
ten hours, 340 cars were handled, with a total tonnage of 16,393.

^''°'^'' ^"i"

f''°ire/ingc/anrcJip^i;^

L6%

Plan and Profile of the Yard Serving the Coal

This was made possible by having the maand by keeping it warm after it was in
place by means of the steam plant located at the machine foundation.
Some of the concrete was placed with temperatures as low
as 12 dcg. F. below zero with no bad effects.
The machine foundation was completed February 8. 1915. The
concrete for the barney pit construction was completed March
7, the superstructure contractor started operatiotis on February
The machine
2, and the first steel was raised on February 15.
was finished, ready for the preliminary test of the cradle on
April 9, and the entire machine was completed ready for opera-

weather conditions.

terials properly heated,

During the progress of the construction of the
concrete docks, machine foundation and superstructure, the rail-

tion April 12.

road company's forces reconstructed the yards

to

the

revised

Dumper

There were also handled in one day's run of twelve hours 405
These runs involved the handling of 45 to 49 cars per
cars.
hour for short periods.
Smith-McCormick Company, of Easton, Pa., were contractors
for the substructure and approach trestles, J. C. Carlin, of Toledo
O.,

furnished

the

greater

portion

of

the

filling

material,

the

Pittsburgh Construction Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., were the
contractors for the dismantling of the old machine, and the Well-

man-Seaver-Morgan Company, of Cleveland, O., furnished the
new car dumper. The design and construction of this plant was
under the direction of F. L. Stuart, chief engineer, and the work
was prosecuted under the supervision of A. M. Kinsman, engineer of construction; W. S. Bouton, engineer of bridges; A. H.
Griffith, assistant engineer and P. Callahan, resident engineer.

Pacific

A
to

Type Locomotives
Design

in

Which

Special Attention Has Been Given
Light Weight in Reciprocating Parts

Providing

The Chicago, EurHiigtoii & Quincy has recently received 55
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. These include
15 Pacific type passenger engines, 15 Mikado type freight engines,
15 2-10-2 type freight engines, five of

which

for the Burlington

will be

used on the

Colorado & Southern, and 10 Mikado type engines for freight
service on the Fort Worth & Denver City.
The special interest centers about the Pacific type locomotives.

as far as possible, the

dynamic augment on the

rail

when running

at high speeds.

The

boiler is of the extended wagon top type with a combuschamber. The barrel is composed of three courses, the first
course being sloped on top and the third course on the bottom.
This construction provides ample steam space, and also a free
entry to the throat under the combustion chamber. The tubes
are of moderate length, and no attempt has been made to crowd
them at the expense of circulation. The firebox is equipped with
a brick arch, supported on angle irons. The railroad company's
standard design of smoke consumer is applied, with four inlet
tubes on each side of the firebox. The main dome, which is of
pressed steel, is on the second boiler course the auxiliary dome
is on the third course, and is placed over a 16-in. opening in the
shell, so that the boiler can be easily entered for inspection
tion

;

purposes.

Reference has been made to the special attention given to

The

the design of the reciprocating parts and machinery.

pis-

tons are of a dished section, and are of .40 per cent carbon cast
steel, carefully annealed.
They have iron bull rings cast on

them.

Laird

Type Crosshead Used on

the Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy

Locomotive

No

extension rods are used, but the bull rings are widened,

from 4^ in. to 6 in. The piston rods are of
Nikrome steel 4j4 in- in diameter, and hollow-bored with 2^-in.
holes.
They are forced into the heads under a pressure of 35
tons.
The crossheads, of the same material as the pistons, are
of the Laird type, with bronze gibs. The lug for the union link
is cast in one piece with the crosshead body.
The crosshead
pins are of Nikrome steel, hollow-bored.
The main and side
rods are also of Nikrome steel, the main rods having an I-section while the side rods are rectangular in section.
The main
stub is of the strap type with wedge adjustment. The front side
at

the bottom,

rod tapers

depth from

at

the

the back, with a uniform width of

1-5^

in

5

which rcprcsciU a new design, while those of the Mikado and

side rod knuckle pins are of

2-10-2

schaert valve motion

types

are

similar

to

engines previously built

for

this

the Ragonnet

system.

The

Pacilic type locomotives exert a

maximum

^

tractive effort

.\s

Xikrome

front end to 6'4
in.

steel,

The crank

in.

at

pins and

hollow-bored. Wal-

used, and the gears are controlled by

power reverse mechani.sm.
dynamic augment,

actually balanced, the

at a

speed of 70

-<
^m

^^951 1

r

^.^

'^B B ^
Pacific

II).
and were designed to weigh approximately 170,000
on the driving wheels, with a limit of (i0,(KX) lb, on any one

pair.

Special attention has been given lo

llie

desi^jn ol

p
4

Type Locomotive

of 42,(X)0
lb.

is

in.

the recipro-

cating parts and oilier machinery details, with a view to reducing.

for Ihe

"'

^

-^

-

^ff

^

Burlington

an hour, amounts to approximately 38 per cent of the
weiglil for the front and hack driving wheels, and 28
per cent for the main wheels. The proportion of the reciprocating weight that has been balanced is (>1 per cent, and this is
ei|ui\alenl. on each side, to 1/202 of the total weight of the
miles

static
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following actual weights are of interest in this

connection
557
414
870
158
490
1 68
125
295
130

Crosshead

Main rod
Side rod, weight on front crank pin
Side rod, weight on main crank pin
Side rod, weight on back crank pin
r

Crank

pins, complete

front

main

{

[back

The accompanying

some comparisons between

table gives

lb.

any rocking action on the part of the driving

truck, prevents

from being transmitted

springs

Piston and rod complete, with crosshead key

277

lb.
lb.

The tender

is

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

the

weights of the reciprocating parts of this engine and the two
most recent Pennsylvania Railroad passenger locomotives

the

truck

springs,

equipped with a coal pusher, and

lb.
lb.

to

or

vice

versa.

The wheels

equalized pedestal trucks.

carried on

is

are of forged and rolled

manufactured by the Standard Steel Works Company.
These locomotives were designed by the builders, in consultation with F. A. Torrey, superintendent of motive power, and
C. B. Young, mechanical engineer of the Burlington.
The pracsteel,

tice

of the railroad, as far as details are concerned, has been

Data for Reciprocating Parts of Recent Pennsylvania and Burlington Passenger Locomotives

and

Road and type
Penn., 4-6-2
Penn., 4-4-2
B. & Q.

C,

.

4-6-2

driving wheels
.27
80 in
in. X 28 in.
.Zi'/i in. X 26 in.; 80 in
74 in
.27
in. X 28 in.

Piston load
lb. (area
piston X

Cross-

and

Main

lb.

full b. press.)

head

rod
520
40814
557

rod
930
720
870

205
205
180

;

-Weight, Ib.Piston

pressure,

Boiler

Cylinders

114,000
89,000
103,000

491
327

414

Total*

Piston load carried,
per

f

wt. of
per lb. \vt.
per
reciprocalof rec.
lb. wt.
ing parts, lb.
parts crosshead

83
87
78

1,376
1,014
1,319

320
271
249

lb.

per

wt.
piston

wt.

lb.

lb.

main

rod
122
123
118

219
218
185

*Includes 40 per cent, of the weight of the main rod.

The cylinders are cast from the same pattern as those used
on the Mikado type locomotives for the Fort Worth & Denver
City.
They are fitted with vacuum relief valves, but no by-pass
valves are used. The guide for the valve stem crosshead is cast
in one piece with the back steam chest head.
The frames are of .40 per cent carbon cast steel, annealed,
and manufactured to specifications prepared by the American
Society for Testing Materials. The main frames are six inches
wide. The rear sections are of slab form, arranged to accommodate the Rushton type of trailing truck with outside journals,
which in this case is fitted with three-point suspension links.
The frames are braced transversely at the front and main driving
pedestals, also by the guide yoke, valve motion bearer, and a

fiin^s,

closely followed.

The

principal dimensions

and data are given

following table

in tlie

General Data

Gage

4

Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight

in

8^2

ft.

in.

Passenger

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

coal

Bit.

42,000
266,400
169,700
47,800
48,900
425,000

working order

on drivers
on leading truck
on trailing truck
of engine and tender

working order

in

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.

lb.

HunfSpil/ei

Oun fron
,

i-tl

f-t-tH irj

Bull RIng.Cai* Iran.

I!

Driving Wheels and Rods of the Burlington Engine

Wheel
Wheel

base, driving
base, total

13

ft.

33 ft. SIj in.
65 fl. lOli in.

Wheelbase, engine and tender
Ratios

Weight on drivers

-^ tractive effort
Total weight ~- tractive effort
Tractive effort
diani. drivers -r-

X

l<

Piston

— &— ^

system

i.s

two transverse beams.

cross-connected l)iiwrcn

The

27

A

tlie

Simple
by 2S in.

^

Piston

Diameter

14

in,

74
8

in.
in.
in.
in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires
DrivinK., thickness of tires
Driving jnurnnis, main, diameter and length
Driving jnurnals. <ifhcrs. di-Tineter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
iotirnals

....,11
10

in.
in.

by 12
by 12

37 in
6 in. hy \2 in.

4Sij
... .8 in.

bv 14

H.'tir

central vertical link con-

beam is suspentled
lower beam is connected,

Sivir

Working

itrcssure

.ISO lb

diameter of first ring.
Kirrbox, length and width.
Firebox platen, tbieknesn

ihilsiile

.

..K. \V.

T

.r.^

in.
in.

in
ti.

.

by means of a vertical link on each side, with

tlie

rear triick

These are placed on an agle. so that they can Ciinwith the truck spring hangers, which are placed outside
This cou'it ruction, while maintaining tbr desired
the wheels.
weight distribution between the driving wheels an<I the rear
<'(|nalizers.

nrct

in.
in.

rear

up|>er

from the rear driving springs, while the

in.

Valves

Kind

Tr.iilitiK luiik.

ef|uaIization

driving wheels and trailing truck
nects

Kind
Diameter and stroke

the

bored.

The

18.55

242.00
3.17

Cylinders

main and rear frames
is placed a strong transverse casting, which contains a pocket
for the rear truck radius bar pin, and also supports the front
of the firebox through a vertical expansion plate.
The pedestal shoes and wedges arc of bronze. The driving
wheel centers are fitted with bronze huh plates, and the driving
axles are of chronie-vanadinni steel, heat-treated and hollow-

At the sphce hetwccn

692.00
76.50
6.50
37.80
59.40

~

Used on the Burlington Locomotive

waist sheet crosstic placed hctweLii the main aiul rear pairs of

driving wheels.

4.04
6.35

equivalent heating surface*
E(|uivalent heating surface*
grate area
Firebox heating surface -:- equivalent heating surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers -^ equivalent heating surface*
Tola! weight -.- equivalent heating surface*
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft
Equivalent heating surface* -r- vol. cylinders
(Irate area •- vol. cylinders

I-'irebox, w.Tter fipnre

and ouinide .1*..;,..
l-'bir*. n\imbrr ami outside (liamtTubr>i and IIup;*, Irngtll
Ilr.ittng surfatc. lube* and iU%r*
llr.tling surface, firebox
'nd)r«, lutmbcr

.

IR

fl.

'.''-•
•

,

Heating <iurfnt'e, total. ,.
Supeiheatcr heating surface
.

6

in.
Ml.
in.

-W— ,S>j

1

1

.(1.

fl.

i«|.

fl.

5q.
»q.

fl.
ft.

;
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^Continued.)

Boiler

Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

4,490 sq.

ft.

58.7 sq.

ft.

58,600
37

lb.

1

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length
Water capacity
Coal capacity

5 J4

in.

by 10

in.
in.

8,200 gal.
13 tons

^

+

evaporative heating surface

total

1-5

No.

59,

it

with a certain air of

and dignity. He acts as if he owes it to himself
to be polite.
There is no condescension in his manner, and no
matter who you are, he makes you feel as if you were an important person, worthy of his every attention.
Thus, lately in Paris, I had occasion to call at the terminal
self-respect

of the Eastern Railroad to obtain a certain printed report.

THE WAR

TEST OF FRENCH POLITENESS
By Walter

S.

Hiatt.*

of the French railway employee in these times
one of the details that cannot fail to attract the
We Americans
attention of the war-time traveler in France.
are inclined to discount the real sincerity of French politeness
and to regard it perhaps as superficial. The excitement of the
great life and death struggle of the past 12 months, which surely
could not possibly be a more supreme test of French character,
has proved, however, that the French element of courtesy has
a most solid foundation. Most people, however polite and kind
is

may be under normal conditions, are likely to forget their
poHteness in moments of stress. With the French the opposite
they
is

The

porter at the street door, probably paid a dollar a day, without

having the slightest idea of who or what I was, who saw in
merely a man who needed guiding in the labyrinth of a big
and strange office building, showed me half way up the stairs.
I might as well have been the company president by his manner.

me

The courtesy

of stress

7

mechanically, as if carrying out company orders, nor does he
become familiar by virtue of the service rendered. From the

lowest to the highest employee, he does

Tender

Weight

*Equi valent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

Vol.

true.

Another porter bowed me

He

sage.

room and took my mesmeasure me up and down

into a waiting

me

didn't look

all

over,

with a roving, calculating, half-insolent eye, as if to say: "Shall
I throw him out or let him wait until he gets tired and goes away

He saw

me

an unknown person who wanted somehome by his manner. The clerk
who came out treated me in the same fashion, with a slighter
shade of reserve possibly, excusing himself for a moment while

himself?"

thing and he

in

made me

he went to ask

if I

feel at

might be given what

me

I

asked

for.

He

brought

to

However, had he been compelled
to refuse it, his politeness would have been more gracious yet
he would have "regretted" with such nicety that I would not have
gone away disgruntled, angry at the company, nor yet disappointed, but feeling that there were excellent reasons for the

I

refusal

the report out to

Since
in

I

have been

in

France

this

the stations or office buildings

treat travelers witii consideration.

year

I

have never seen posted

must
what happened

notices that employees

Yet, here

is

me one night while traveling in a train from Orleans to Paris.
wanted to get off at a certain station just inside Paris, but not
the terminal station of the railroad. A railway employee happened to get into the compartment which I occupied. He had
evidently been working all day and was going to another point
of the road to continue his work the next day. The sleep he
got on the cushion en route would probably be all that he would
get. Before he stretched himself out, I asked him the exact name
of the station where I wanted to get out. He told me and then
went to sleep. From time to time, however, I noticed that he
woke up to look at his watch. Finally, as the train began to
slow down for Paris, he got up, looked out the window, waited
"You get out here." I
a few minutes, and then said to me
thanked him and the last I saw of him he was stretching himself
out for a real sleep. He must have gone without a good deal of
:

There

finally.

one dull spot

is

in this polished

French

shield of the

railroad man, so far as concerns the traveling pubhc, and that

adamant

is

concerning the fares of children.
It is
hard to understand why such should be in a country where children are so loved. It is not so much the fault of the employee
The average conductor in the
as it is of the company rules.
United States is struck blind when he sees children with their
the

attitude

he sees the children at all, he ignores their ages,
fare is offered and lets this amiable fraud be
worked on the company. Here in France, from time immemorial,

parents.

If

takes whatever

the ticket collectors

ployees

who

(who are not conductors, but rather em-

get on and off the trains at intervals)

have been

inexorable about children's fares and their politeness

is

sorely

necessary sleep in order to be sure that I alighted at the right
There is nothing extraordinary about this incident if it
place.

tried in securing their

were not that it happens all the time.
That the French railway man has not lost his politeness in all
the pressure and overwork accompanying the war is all the

or third class fares, but they have not forgotten to collect every

more

to his credit, because, in perhaps nine cases out of ten,
he has some distracting private grief, such as a son, brother or
a father wounded or dead in battle. It is hardly necessary to
point out that in a country where there arc nearly two million
dead, wounded or missing, every living individual must be af-

During the war they have not
been too careful about whether grown-ups paid first, second,
payment.

time for children. The mothers who accompany their children,
particularly in second and third class compartments, are always
provided with sharp tongues and, with the ticket taker as unyielding as the rock of Gibraltar, an argument inevitably ensues.

fected.

It is always a one-sided one, for a rule is a rule in France, no
matter how stupid, and the railroad men enforce it to the letter.
Children over three years of age pay half fare and over seven
So expert are the collectors that they can tell a child's
full fare.

anything the French employees are more polite than before
They used to seem to me the least bit noisy, curt and
self-important. This may have been because formerly my knowl-

age almost to a month. The strictness about children's fares
must be set down as one of the curious sides of French railroading, and as providing the situation in which only French polite-

edge of French was limited, or again, it may be that the war
has brought out fully the true character of the French and
that the war and its suffering has made them more ready to
respond to the needs of the traveler. But whatever the cause,
the big fact remains that they are now as polite as one could
In a time when no stranger is looked upon favorably
hope.
and when every stranger may be a spy in disguise the French

ness could be equal to the emergency.

If

the war.

—

have paid

bitterly for their old

give every help to him

who

is

welcome

—

they
language and
have even seen

to the stranger

unable to speak

1,hc

not familiar with French methods of travel. I
a station master pilot a stranger half a block, cither to or from

is

the train, in order to set

him

right,

and

this in the heart of a big,

scrambling crowd.

The
*Our

railroad man, in being polite, does not appear to be acting
speci.i!

European correspondent.

State Railway Construction in Norw.w.

Norway

— The

state

rail-

progressing on a very large
scale, although some of the important work now in hand will
not be completed at the time originally intended. Thus the Doore
railway and the Raunia railway were to have been ready in 1917,
Acbut neither undertaking will be completed at that time.

way

construction in

is

cording to the railway plan of 1908 the railways which

it

com-

prised were calculated to cost $13,600,000. but the actual expenditure has now been put at $23,200,000. Alterations and furtlier

new

lines,

which have been decided upon

later,

were calculated

to entail an aggregate expenditure of $9,400,000, but they will,
it

has

transpired,

calculated.

cost

some

$2,700,000

more than

originally

August
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SOLID DECK TRESTLES

Central has recently opened for

handhng of

track involved the

the building of about 9,500

minor bridge work.

to other

of

and

concrete trestle in addition

In the design of these trestles

the solid piers which have been used in a

on

traffic

1,300,000 cu. yds. of grading

ft.

number

The anchor

long, 2

ft.

3

ft.

wide and 3

in.

row

bents have a double

ft.

6

in.

of four piles each

wide and 4 ft. 6 in. deep, having
up to the top of the slabs.
An open space of 2 in. is allowed between the ends of the slabs
and the back walls on the end bents and the center walls on
the anchor bents.
The heads of the piles are embedded in the
concrete cap 2 ft. in the end bents, 10 in. in the intermediate
bents and 1 ft. 10 in. in the anchor bents.
When built as a
double-track structure the end piers are 34 ft. long and the intermediate and anchor piers 28 ft. long, the two tracks being

about 34
miles of second track between Gibbs, Tenn., and Kerrville, on
the main line just north of Memphis, the last single-track mileage
betYv-een Chicago and Memphis.
The construction of this second
Illinois

and the caps are 14

piles

deep.

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS
The

AND BRIDGES ON THE
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of instances

with a cap 14

ft.

a center wall

1

spaced 14

road to support concrete slab decks, were replaced by
concrete pile bents recently adopted as the road's standard, the
cost of the latter being about 80 per cent of that of the former.
In order to secure the advantages of a solid deck on two 80-ft.
through plate girder structures located between sections of the
concrete trestle these bridges were built with concrete slab floors
involving a number of interesting details.
The concrete trestle was used in heights ranging from 8 ft.
this

The

4

ft.

3

in.

thick extending

center to center.

ft.

piles

long,

ft.

used in

They

end pointed.

this

hexagonal with the lower

trestle are

are reinforced with spiral and longitudinal

The piles were made by the C. F. MasMemphis, were seasoned 30 days and were
driven with a steam hammer, using a wooden driving block
and a rope cushion. The soil was clay and the piles sustained
little damage in driving.
The reinforced concrete caps were built
rods securely tied.

sey

Company,

at

14-0-

14-0-
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General Details

of the Illinois Central

ft. for practically all locations where timber trestles had
been used in the old single-track line. In cases where the old
structure in the first track had not reached the end of its life

to 20

the

new concrete

of

renewing the

was built along side with the intention
wooden structure by a second single-track
In other locations the old
concrete trestle when necessary.
timber construction was replaced by a new double-track concrete
trestle

in

Pier.

Reinforced Concrete Trestle
place over the heads of the piles, the material being carried)

from stationary mixing plants in narrow-gage cars along the
edge of the old trestle, where the new structure was of considerable length. For short trestles the material was handled with
wheelbarrows to movable mixing boards. The end bent caps
required 7 cu. yd. of concrete, the intermediate bents 4 yd. and
the anchor bents 11.3 yd.

The

slabs are of a type used quite

generally by this and other companies, the width of each slab

trestle.

The standard

One

of

panel Icnglli

is

16

ft.,

although

some instances

in

the Sections of Reinforced Concrete

Trestle, Built

North
this

was varied

The

bents arc of

anchor.

Anchor

iNTERneoiATE Pier.

Pier.

in

order to miss the bents
three

types,

The anchor piers arc
or more panels,

trestles of ten

the

end,

the old

in

the

located at cver>'

sixth

on Concrrlo
of

trestle.

intermcdi.ite

and

bent

being half the

in

width of a

Pile Bents, in

single-track

UouMr

Iriiikmn

structure.

tin-

Illinois

About 250

CcnIrnI

Memphis
of these slabs were cast by the t'. V. Masscy Company, and the
rest were made by comiiany forces in two yards at Fulton, Ky.

The two

sinnle-span ihrouKli plate girder liridKCS with concrete

scrvinR to stiffen the structure.

slab floors are of standard design except for the lowering of the

In the single-track structure, the end hrnls consist of six piles

stringers, and the addition of one I-hcani stringer at the center
of the door beams.
The two slabs which are placed side by

deep and a
back wall extending 8 in. up on the slab at the ends ami to tlio
top of the slab at the sides.
The interniediale bcnis have five
with a cap 20

ft.

long, 2

ft.

6

in.

wide ami 3

ft.

6

in.

side in each panel
slriiiKcrs, the

between

beams arc supported on nine

lloor

tops of whiih are

1

ft.

AVi

in.

below the lops of

—
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beams.
Each slab is 9 ft.
beams, and 12 ft. 9 in.
with a curb along both edges to retain
end to fill the space under the flanges
the

floor

between

8)4

upper surface of the slab
to the center

where a

is

"i.

long,

The

wide.

floor

4-in. drain tile

is

from each

side

inserted, being covered

by a cast iron grating. The thickness of the slab at the center
ly^ in. and the maximum thickness over the curb is 1 ft.

is

¥/2. in.

The minimum depth of

ballast

under the

tie

is

6

in.,

I>esi);itcher,

The

of the floor beams.

bring-

The

railroads running through the Southwest have been pay-

sums of money each year

ing out large

beam'

high

is

Through Plate Girder Spans

its

right of

way and

while because of the

;

large number of almost-wild animals running at large it is
almost impossible to fence against them.
The question has
often been raised whether it was cheaper to kill the stock or to
fence the right of way. However, the conclusion has been that
where stock is allowed to enter railway property there is always
a chance of derailment of trains.
For the year ending June 30, 1914, the damage to stock alone

on seven railroads running through
Details of Concrete Floor for

damages for stock

as

on the right of way. In this particular part of the country
there are few communities which support stock laws, and the
farmers and stockmen as a rule do not co-operate with the
railroads in trying to keep animals oflf the railroad property. Xn
many cases it seems that they favor allowing the stock to be
killed by the roads because they receive full value for it.
It
killed

costs a railroad about $300 a mile to fence

Inferior floor

No. 7

By J. L. Coss,
Rock Island Lines, HaileyviUe, Okia.

the cost of repairs and renewals

\z-0~^B'-6'-^t-6'^^i'-e'-^~3'-3'--\
la-s'-

59,

REDUCING STOCK CLAIMS

the spacing

slabs are cast

the ballast and across the

pitched one inch

Vol.

$889,693.

this

territory

amounted

to

In order to reduce these payments and eliminate the

possibility of accidents, the superintendent of the Indian Territory

ing the bottom of the ties

beams.

The two

ties

2'.'2

in.

below the tops of the floor

adjacent to each floor

beam are held

tightly

ft. long threaded on both
ends which are passed through the ties just outside of each rail
and tightened by a nut on each end. The tops of the floor beams
are covered by }4-in- lead sheets and the curb walls around the
slabs, the tops of stringers and the tops and sides of the floor

against the flanges by yj^-m. rods 3

division of the

He

ployes.

Rock Island asked

issued

special

the co-operation of

instructions

to

all

em-

engineers that they

must not under any circumstances take chances in striking stock
and must stop their trains if necessary to avoid it. They must
also notify the first section gang where they saw stock, gates
open, fences down or any condition which might lead animals to
enter on the right of way.
The section
go there at once, night or day, drive the
openings, and report.
Train and engine
despatcher of the location of any stock
immediately advises all trains and also
section

men

to

remove the

men

are required to

stock

men

off,

also

repair the

notify the

and the despatcher

word to the
The block operators also place

stock.

sends

the location of stock on their restriction and clearance cards to
trains

ditions

and when operators block with each other the stock conmust be given the same as the information concerning

trains.

tion

The operators also notify the section men of the locaWith this concerted action on the part of all

of stock.

concerned there is scarcely a chance for any stock on the right
of way to be lost sight of for any length of time.
These measures effected a reduction in the payments for damage to stock from $6,900 for April, 1914, to $1,400 for April,
This has been accomplished by the superintendent giving
1915.
this matter his personal attention and impressing its importance on
to

all

employes.

men out at
way has made them more

Getting the section

chase stock off the right of

ful to see that the fences, gates

and guards are

in

night
care-

good shape.

Requiring the enginemen to explain personally before an investigating committee why and how they struck stock has made them
more careful. The storekeeper has also been impressed with the
necessity and importance of sending out repair fence material

when

A

Portion of

One

of the Illinois Central

Concrete Trestles, Showing

the Solid Ballasted

beams which come

ordered.

The despatchers

are careful in placing their orders

immediately on receipt of advice regarding stock on the right of
way, and in getting word to the section men by the first train.
At first, the train orders covering advice to trains regarding the
location of stock numbered from 15 to 20 a day, while now they
run from 3 to 7, and some days none.

Deck

—

in contact

with either lead, concrete or tim-

ber and the top surface of the slabs are thoroughly coated with
A J/2-in. space between the slabs is filled with pitch. The

pitch.

slabs for each of these 80-ft. doul)le-track girder spans required

62 cu. yd. of concrete.
All of the bridge work on this double-tracking project was
carried out by company forces under the supervision of the enL.
gineering department, A. .S. Baldwin, chief engineer
Thompson, assistant chief engineer, and Maro Johnson, engineer
;

of bridges and buildings.

R

Western Austrai.i.\n R.\ilw.\ys. Western Australia had 2,854 miles of government railway in operation at the close of
lune, 1913. The cost of construction and equipment to the same
Branches were opened in many
date amounted to $71,-580,000.
directions between 1908 and 1914. The object of these lines is
to develop new coimtry, and several additional spurs are in
course of construction. The government of Western Australia
its finances well in hand, and while the government railways
have undoubtedly given a great impetus to Western Australian
industries, they have not been a source of embarrassment to
the Western Australian treasury. Engxnccr'mg, London.

has

The Unnecessary Movement

Empty

of

Freight Cars

Committee Report

of the General Superintendents' Association of Chicago on the Proper Handling of Equipment

The General Superintendents' Association of Chicago
year

this

appointed

early

Committee on the Promotion of the

a

Proper Handling of Equipment, consisting of E. E. Betts, super& North Western,
chairman W. E. Beecham, car accountant, Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul F. C. Batchelder, president, Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal E. H. DeGroot, Jr., superintendent of transportation, Chicago & Eastern Illinois
L. M. Betts, car accountant,
Belt Railway of Chicago, and F. C. Schultz, chief interchange
inspector, Chicago Car Interchange Bureau, to investigate the
unnecessary movement of empty cars within the Chicago terminal district, with reference to good order empty foreign cars
seeking a home route, cars delivered in bad order to fill orders
for loading, and bad order empty cars seeking a home route.
The committee has made a thorough study of the situation, and
intendent of transportation of the Chicago
;

and properly repair cars, and the attempt to
from one road to another in defective condition,
creates a heavy terminal expense where belt lines are used as
intermediate links, and greatly increases the per diem earnings
of idle and unserviceable cars.
failure to inspect

pass them

The

;

;

;

has issued a series of bulletins to members of the association,
giving detailed statements of cars which it considered had been

improperly handled, with the idea that giving publicity to the
conditions found would result in an improvement.
The committee also submitted a number of recommendations.
A special meeting of mechanical and transportation depart-

Chicago lines was held by the General Superintendents' Association on June 2, and the committee

ment representatives of

all

submitted the results of
stract of this report

is

its

An

investigation in a report.

ab-

as follows:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PROPER HANDLING OF EQUIPMENT
generally admitted that the present practice for handling

It is

foreign cars by the transportation and mechanical departments
results in great

economic losses to the railroads.

Under

present practice of using cars regardless of ownership

it

the

of

is

common

occurrence that their absence from home lines is inThey run without proper mechanical atdefinitely prolonged.
tention from one road to another, their condition growing steadily worse until they become a menace to the safety of trains
and dangerous to life and limb. They are then taken out of
service.
They may be patched up and sent limping home for
the owner to rebuild or destroy, or, perhaps, that is done by
the road having the old worn-out cripple in possession when
it finally lies down and can go no further, but in any event the
results are the same
the owner pays the bill and is most injured by the practice of neglect.

—

Some

of the bad results directly chargeable to the failure to

keep cars in repair are shown in the increase in per diem expenses and empty mileage and in operating expenses, but undoubtedly the worst features are mechanical, the results of
which fall on the owner. He cannot secure the return of his
cars that he may keep them in repair, even though he is able
and disposed to do so himself, and others will not do that for

He

him.

stands helplessly by,

physically day by day,

its

sees

his

property depreciating

serviceability decreasing, and

shortened by a practice he himself

is

a party to but

is

its

life

powerless

to stop.

A
that

car absent from the

home

not unusual), becomes

is

line,

we

aflflictcd

will say six years (and
with old defects, some of

them owners' defects, others

users' defects.

taken out of service, and

then

road which

home

is

known

in

is

offered

The
in

car

is

iiilcribangf

our parlance as the "home route."

route line rejects the car on account of

its

finally

In

a

The

conililion, and,

pending a settlement of the question as to who is responsible
for its condition and should make the repairs, it is held at the
intcrchanKC point until the per diem accruiMK thereon is frequently

many

amount

to.

times greater than the cost of the repairs would

In other cases, especially in large terminals like Ciiicago, the

failure to keep cars in repair applies to all railroads in

Probably no railroad is free from that
is undoubtedly a studied policy
in
others it is chargeable to a lack of facilities, indifference and
carelessness of employees, and various other reasons, but in our
judgment under any and all circumstances it is a mistaken
greater or less degrees.

some cases

In

charge.

it

;

because the interests of railroads are linked together in
what injuriously affects one injuriously

policy,

this proposition so that

affects

One

all.

of the fundamental principles of the Master Car Builders'

"Each railway company must give to foreign cars,
the same care as to inspection, oiling, packing,
adjusting brakes and repairs that it gives to its own cars." This
virtually makes the attention which a road gives to its own cars
rules

that,

is

while on

its line,

the standard for the attention

it

should give to foreign cars.

may

be taken as a declaration of principles, it
to construction by the individual, and is, therefore, of
If this

open

is

little

or

no value for the government of such interests as are combined in
this proposition, and which the Master Car Builders' Association is supposed to protect and to properly provide for.
The Master Car Builders' rules make owners responsible for,
and therefore chargeable with, the repairs to their cars necessitated by ordinary wear and tear in fair service, so that defect
cards will not be required for any defects thus arising, and, if
we are able to construe this rule properly, it is based on the idea
that cars afflicted with defects that owners are responsible for
may be returned to the owners for repair, and here we believe
is the cause of all our difficulties where the mechanical department is involved, because it virtually permits railroads to avoid
making repairs to cars and permits them to be sent home for
that purpose. We believe this to be a fatal defect in the Master

Car Builders'

We now

rules.

reach the point where in theory a given rule

just

is

and equitable, while in actual practice the rule works a hardship and economic loss.
Theoretically the M. C. B. rules contemplate the proximity of car owners' connections with the line
to

which a loaded car

is

made empty imder such

is

last delivered.

Therefore, when a car
is to be rewhich it was originally

circumstances, the car

turned in practically the same condition

in

received.

Box

cars are loaded promiscuously by railroads which have

When they enter the Chicago
anywhere and everywhere and
their absque from owners covers long periods. Result— The cars
lose the channels of "home" (no short-routing being permitted)
no direct connections

at

Chicago.

territory, they are pooled, loaded

except by circuitous routes resulting

in excess mileage and the
handling lines are imwilling to repair them, each railroad basing
its

justificition for the refusal to repair cars

riod the cars arc in

its

In large terminals like Chicago,
bitrary

power

ciiltics

will

upon the short pe-

possession.

some one should have

ar-

under Rule IJO and
check up to see that Ihey are properly made then the theory and
practice imder M. C. B. rules 1 and 12(1 become consistent .irnl
effective, and such box cars which have no direct connection with
car owners' railroads will be repaired and placed in revenue
service.
Until a change is made along these lines, our diflito schedule cars for repairs

continue.

Another principle
rules

is,

fully set

forth in the Master Car Builders'

that cars offered in inlerchange

must be accepted

if

in
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safe and serviceable condition, the receiving road to be the judge.
The owners must receive their own cars, when offered home for

ward

their line, subject to the provisions of the

rules,

any point on

repairs, at
rules.

A

car

may be

•which everybody recognizes as being eminently proper, as naturally the right to determine the safety and serviceability of cars
to suit the receiving line rests with itself, and from that decision
there can be no appeal, because this rule says in effect that, if the
receiving road is satisfied to accept a car offered in interchange

has the privilege of doing so. If, for any reason, it does not
wish to do so, it may refuse the car, and there the matter seems
to hinge. There is no standard of principle in such a rule as that,
and it can only result in endless disputes, bad delays, useless expense, and just as soon as you appeal from the decision of the
receiving line you take away the right conferred by the rule, and
the rule then becomes void and of no effect.
Illustrations are not wanting to show in the most emphatic
manner that the amount of unnecessary mileage incurred by railroads in moving cars in an opposite direction from home in order
to get them home is so enormous as to be almost beyond belief.
Among the many cases which serve to emphasize the point is
that of a car which was loaded for Toledo, Ohio, via the Pere
Marquette and Milwaukee. The car went through to its destination, 340 miles, and when made empty it was returned to the
At Toledo it was about 660
delivering line at Milwaukee.
it

miles from an interchange point with the owners. When it returned to Milwaukee it was 1,000 miles away.
The present practice of handling empty foreign cars in an opposite direction from home instead of keeping them moving in
a homeward direction according to their initials, is not justified
by any requirement or necessity the railroads are called on to
deal with.
If we are to secure proper and unrestricted movement of cars,
and be able to employ them to their fullest extent, they must be
kept in repair by the mechanical department. This seems to be
a simple proposition on paper, and, inasmuch as repairs that owners are responsible for can be charged with a profit, we believe,
to the road making them, the work should be done, and we can

no reason why it is not, unless the question of facilities, labor,
supply of materials and other mechanical disabilities make it imWhere that is the case the cheapest, best and most
possible.
see

condition

thing to do before the car becomes in a dilapidated
is to send it home direct to the owners and let them

and such a car should not be made to travel two or
three thousand miles in order to cover an intervening area of 100
repair

it,

miles or

less.

The judgment of

the mechanical department

transportation department in

cases

all

At

iceability of cars is concerned.

is

accepted by the

where the safety and serv-

all

interchange points rigid

Cars that are offered in interserviceable condition should be trans-

inspection should be maintained.

change under load not in
ferred and the empty returned to the delivering road, but if the
transfer of the shipment is impracticable, some arrangemnt
should be made to send the car through to destination, provided
that it is safe, and when unloaded at destination, if it is wanted
for a return load, or a load in another direction, the road using
the car should

make

all

necessary repairs, or should return

it

it

condition, and for that reason

if it is

possible to define

it,

in a

There should be a standard of excellence for a freight car which shall govern inspection,
general way, at least,

it

should be done.

and a matter of such vital importance to the railroads should be
regulated by certain well-defined mechanical rules.
The remedy for the troubles that afflict the car supply, the handling of cars so far as the transportation department is concerned, is to be foimd in the movements of empty cars in a home-

most direct

No.

7

routes, the initials

or regulations being necessary.

RKCOM MENDATIONS

The committee

also offered a series of resolutions to be re-

ferred to the Master Car Builders' Association and to the special
committee of 25 mechanical and transportation officers to be appointed by the president of the American Railway Association, in
accordance with action taken at its recent meeting in New York.
The resolutions urged that the Master Car Builders' Association
considered the adoption of a standard of maintenance for all
equipment oft'erable in interchange, and the elimination of an
interpretation issued by the Master Car Builders' Association
under date of January 1, 1915, in M. C. B. circular No. 16, under
which, the committee declared, "loaded foreign cars may be delivered in bad order to a connection and by it hauled to destination, and eventually, regardless of the length of time, be returned empty to the delivering line, if in the same physical condition, thus defeating the intent of M. C. B. rules 1 and 2, which
provide for repairs to such cars." The M. C. B. Association was
also earnestly requested to take such further action as will make
obligatory the handling of bad order cars strictly in accordance
with the present terms of M. C. B. rules 1 and 2, and provide
for the handling of bad order cars under the following principles

:

Cars to be accepted in interchange, either loaded or empty,
must conform to the standard of maintenance to be agreed upon.
A loaded car destined to a point with the limits of the terminal at which it is delivered, or a car which must be transferred on account of bad order (not complying with this standard of maintenance), must be accepted if safe to run and carded
with Bad-Order-Return- When-Empty cards, or bad-order transfer cars, such cars to be returned

empty

to the delivering line.

A

car not conforming to the standard of maintenance to be
adopted, accepted by a receiving line and taken out on the road,

must be repaired by the unloading

line

when empty, or returned

owner.
Cars belonging to roads with which delivering line has no connection must not be transferred by the receiving hue in order to
save per diem or avoid repairs, which may be made under load,
when such cars are loaded in a homeward direction.
Another resolution referring to good order foreign cars stated
that a condition has arisen whereby foreign cars are not handled
in accordance with the present car service rules, that under these
conditions, during a slump in business, foreign cars are backto

its

hauled thousands of miles over the various circuitous routes the
cars may have traversed under load in order to finally reach
their home. The American Railway Association Committee was
urged to consider the revision of the present car service rules
along the following lines
All equipment, except box cars, shall be considered as special
to the line owning and shall be returned to the owners in home
:

route and a penalty applied for any misuse sufficient in
to make the diverting of a car prohibitive.

Box

cars

may

be loaded in a

homeward

amount

direction or into

home

which they were received.
Foreign box cars belonging to a direct connection must be delivered to and received by that connection, regardless of whence

territory, regardless of the route via

they came, except cars received in switch service.
All box cars of individual ownership must be accepted by
at any junction point offered.

to

was received from to be continued in its homeward
direction so that the owner may make them.
Individuals will differ as to what is or is not a serviceable
the road

direction by the shortest and

59,

of the cars to be the ruling guide, no other marking, carding

in safe condition to handle, but not be in

condition for service, and here to our mind is another defect in
the Master Car Builders' rules. This rule is open to criticism as
It confers a latitude upon the receiving line
being indefinite.

rational

Vol.

owner

Foreign box cars belonging to a road with which the holding
road has no connection must be loaded for home or in a homeward direction or into home territory, regardless of whence they
come, with the exception of cars received in switch service. For-

box cars may be returned to the delivering
homeward direction, but not otherwise.

eign

a

In the event there
will take a foreign

into

home

territory,

short-routed cniptv.

is

empty

line

if

in

absolutely no loading of any kind that

box car loaded

in a

homeward

direction or

then provide a means whereby

it

may

be

August

Make

13,
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airanRcmcnt whereby one road will haul
empty and equalize on a mileage basis through
the niediiuii of some kind of a cIcarinR house. Such an arrangcMUMt will iirovide that cars hauled empty will always be hauled
a

icciiirocal

cars fur another

in

the

riglit

direction, instead of in the opposite direction as at

the present time.

The paper and

the resolutions were thoroughly discussed at

some
methods and the establishment of more
and better facilities for making repairs to foreign cars, it was
decided to refer the matter to the general managers of the railroads entering Chicago for the purpose of taking a letter ballot.
A motion was also adopted recommending the establishment of
the mcelint;, but inasmuch as the reoonniiendations involved
radical clian,L;es in present

central repair shops.

As

a result of the meeting and discussion, arrangements have

been

made with the Chicago Junction Railw.iy to take bad order
owned by lines not having an entrance to Chicago and re-

cars

them under ^f. C. B. rules at owner's expense. An agreement was also reached by which empty cars delivered to fill
pair

when properly side-carded

orders,

as evidence of inspection, will

not be returned, but will be repaired by the receiving

line,

the

expense to he charged to the owner, so that they can be used for
loading.

SLIDE

VALVE LUBRICATION ON THE BUFFALO,
ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH

Conditions attending a leak from a steam chest or a cylinder
it evident that the escaping steam carries oil in suspension,
and the .generally accepted theory that drops of oil from the

make

283

How of steam and oil from the lubricator is opposed only
by the pressure in the exhaust cavity and by the friction in the
pipes and grooves.
llu-

A

Consolidation type locomotive, No. 331, with cylinders 21
by 2.S in. and a tractive effort of 37,000 lb. was provided
with this arrangement Feb. 1, 1914, and the usual opening for
introducing oil into the steam chest was plugged. The engine
in.

was run with saturated steam until shopped for genera! repairs
in January, 1915' during which period numerous test runs proved
conclusively that the valves could be properly lubricated mider
steam-chest pressure and short-travel conditions.

maximum

While heavy boiler repairs were being made, a superheater
was applied to the locomotive, and on June 1 it was turned
out of the shop, since
steam, has thoroughly
distriliution

when

the performance, using superheated

ju.stified

would make

the belief that this

method of

oil

possible to successfully operate slide-

it

valve locomotives using superheated steam.
Up to July 27 the
engine had made 5,000 miles without failure or repairs of any
sort to the valves. The bearing surfaces of the valves and seats
have developed a fine polish and are perfectly normal in contour.

The

reverse lever can be handled with the same ease as when
was used with this system of lubrication, and
the engine is operated with full steam-chest pressure whenever
operating conditions permit. At no time has it been difficult to
hold the reverse lever by hand with the latch disengaged and the
saturatd steam

The coal and water consumption show as
when compared with that of similar engines

wide open.

throttle

great a reduction

using saturated steam as was accomplished by the use of superheater locomotives equipped with piston valves.

become volatilized and widely diflfused in the steam
steam chests and cylinders thus seems to be confirmed.
Accepting this as well established, w^hat portion of the steam
supplied to the steam chest touches the face of the valve, or
that portion of the seat upon which the face of the valve travels?
Probably only a very small percentage, and certainly the steam
which does come in contact with the face of the valve and the
seat carries no more oil than the much greater portion of the
steam which does not come in contact with the frictional surfaces.
Moreover, steam which comes in contact with the frictional surfaces probably does not deposit all the oil which it
lubricator

in the

holds in suspension.

What

percentage, then, of the

oil

supply can

we

believe per-

forms the desired function of eliminating friction? Some portions of the slide valve face and seat are never exposed to the
steam supply. What portion of the infinitely thin layer of oil
which we assume is deposited by the steam supply in front of
and behind the slide valve is drawn tmder the valve by its movements, to those unexposed frictional surfaces?
Consideration
of these questions seemed to indicate the advisability of improvement in the methods of conducting lubrication to the face
and seat of slide valves, and the method described herein was
devised and thoroughly tried out on the Buffalo, Rochester &

Method

Pittsburgh.

Two

AB
grooves EF

and CD, Fig. 1, were chipped in the valve
seat and
and GH, Fig. 2, were chipped in the face of
the valve; K, Fig. 2, is a small groove opening from GH into

of Slide

Valve Lubrication

&

grooves,

With the valve

the exhaust cavity.

two grooves

the

in

valve

in its central position, the

face just

grooves in the seat as shown in Fig.

overlap
3,

the ends of the

the groove

EF

in the

outer side of the valve also lapping the inlet / from the lubriand thus permitting oil-charged steam from the lubricator to flow through both grooves in the seat and into the

cator

in

Use on the

Buffalo, Rochester

Pittsburgh

During ^he first 1,500 miles superheat valve oil was used, but
the last 3,500 miles have been run with Perfection valve oil,
three pints being used during a run of 120 miles in heavy freight
service.
There appears to be every probability that this allowance can be materially reduced, but as yet no endeavor has
been made to determine the minimum amount of oil required,

although when using saturated steam it was possible to operate
the engine on less oil than was allowed similar engines which

exhaust passage through grooves GH and K. The ends of the
grooves are so located that communication between the lubricator and either of the grooves in the seat is cut oflf whenever
the groove is not covered by the valve face. The face of the
valve is thus brought into contact with saturated steam and oil,

vacuum valves are plugged and the
not provided with a drifting throttle, but in order to
prevent the burning of the oil in the steam chest and cylinders
and to prevent air or smoke-box gases being drawn into the

the richness of the mixture in oil being

cylinders, a small

obtained

when

the

same amount of

main steam supply and
faces

is

obtained.

oil

much
is

greater than that
introduced into the

direct application to the

Positive and regular feed

is

frictional

sur-

insured because

were lubricated

in the old

The steam-chest

engine

way.

relief or

is

amount of steam

is

supplied through the main

throttle while drifting.

This engine has been running regularly in heavy freight servbut on July 24 it hauled an excursion train consisting of

ice,
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coaches,

well-filled

11

from Buffalo Creek to East Salamanca,
two hours, the grade rising 1,200 ft. in

a distance of 60 miles, in

Vol.

means of a 4

deg. 30 min. curve on an embankment. The viaduct
approaches are on 6]^ per cent grades.
The design involves the use of high loading and high unit
stresses, following the same idea as that used on the Metropolis

first 40 miles of the run.
This system was developed by H. C. Woodbridge, general
manager's special representative of the Buffalo, Rochester and

bridge over the Ohio river.

Pittsburgh.

sists

the

No. 7

59,

The

live load

on the trusses con-

of two Cooper's E-90 engines followed by 7,500

lb.

per

of track for the near track, and a uniform load of 7.500

A NEW BRIDGE OVER THE MISSOURI RIVER
AT KANSAS CITY
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has

recently

let

contracts

for a bridge across the Missouri river at Kansas City to replace

ft.

of track for the far track, except on floor, hangers and sub-

where the load

diagonals,

is

designing stresses under
are 35,000

per

ft.

per

lb.

sq. in.

lb.

per

sq.

two E-90 engines on each
dead load,

full

for

in.

nickel

and 30,000

for tension

steel

per

lb.

live

track.

The

load and impact

eye-bars, 25,000

sq. in. for

lb.

compression

the old Hannibal bridge, so-called because

it was built by the
Joseph Railway in 1869. This was the fir.st
bridge across the Missouri river.
It was used for many years
by the Burlington, Waba.sh and Rock Island as an entrance lo

Hannibal &

St.

the old Kansas City Union station, located three-quarters of a
mile to the west, and is still used by these roads to reach the new-

Union

station

by way of the new Burlington connection around

the bluff, south of the old station
sisted of single track

on masonry

piers.

site.

The

combination wood and

The

trusses in 1888, which are

old structure con-

steel

through trusses

superstructure was replaced by Prali
still

in use

on the original substructure,

has been necessary to reinforce the piers extensively
with iron rail bands. It is also used as a highway bridge, a plank

although

it

on the track deck and teams being allowed
between trains.
The new structure, which will cost about $1,500,000, will be
located adjacent to the old bridge. In fact, the south ends will
coincide, the only difference in position being brought about by
the fact that the new bridge will be a square crossing, while
the old one makes an angle of about 15 deg., with a perpendicular
In consequence the north end of the new
to the river channel.
bridge will be about 250 ft. up stream from the end of the old
structure. There will be a 450-ft. draw span near the south side
of the river with two 330-ft. fixed spans to the north, and one
120-ft. span on the south, making five waterway openings between harbor lines as against six in the old bridge. With the
exception of the 120-ft. span the superstructure will consist of
sub-panel through Pratt pin-connected trusses.
There will be
two decks, a lower one for two railroad tracks 13 ft. center to
center, and an upper deck for a highway 25 ft. above the base
of rail of tracks. Low iron is 26.25 ft. above standard high waThe clear width
ter and 40.53 ft. above standard low water.
of the channel opening on either side of the center pier of the
draw span is 200 ft. at standard low water.
The 120-ft. span south of the draw consists of a deck girder
floor being provided

to cross the bridge

330-0

Map Showing

Location of Bridge

for silicon steel to be used in

all

main members of the truss

spans other than eye-bars, and 18,000
steel to

be used in

amounts to 5,500
Bridge Company.

The
which

piers for
is

located

all

tons,

all

lb.

per

sq. in.

other parts of the bridge.

and

will be

for

The

medium
work

steel

furnished by the American

of the main spans will be carried to rock,

from 70

to 130

330-0

ft.

below the base of

rail,

the

lOO-O^f— 75-0VI[*75'-OV

^^^^^^^: ^^^ffi^S
Elevation of the Kansas City Bridge

span for the lower deck and a through girder span for the highway deck. South of this span there will be an approach, consisting of a 100-ft. span of the same type and two 7S-ft. through
girder spans for the railroad deck, as well as fo/ the highway
deck.
Access to the latter will be had by means of a viaduct

downward

to a connection with Broadway.
North of the
a 7S-ft. approach span, consisting of deck girders
for the tracks and through girders for the highway, the latter
being continued on a viaduct incline downward on the east side

incline

bridge there

is

of the railway embankment.

The north

nects with the present alinenient 1,300

railroad approach conft.

lo the northeast

by

the rock dipping downward from south to north.
Pneumatic foundations will be necessary. The substructure for
the south approach will be on rock foundation, as the elevation
of the rock rises rapidly south from the river bank. The north
approach is located on flat river bottom and will require pile
or spread foundations. The Union Bridge & Construction Company, of Kansas City, have the contract for the substructure
and will commence work as soon as the present high water
subsides.
The design and construction of the bridge is under
the direction of C. H. Cartlidge, bridge engineer of the Burling-

surface of

ton,

who

furnished the information given above.

:
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Western Railways Get a Small Rate Increase
Advances Allowed on Coal, Coke, Fruit and Vegetables,
Denied on Grain, Livestock and Packing House Products
The

Interstate

Commerce Commission handed down

The

report

is

"By

the Commission."

It

its

opin-

^1 uesday, Angust
J

,

ion ni the Western rate advance case on

,,
11.

,

held:

carload weight of grain products justilied.
Proposed increased carload rates on live stock not justified.
3.
Proposed increased carload rates on packing-house products and
4.
fresh meats, except as indicated between points on the Mt^ssouri River.

not justified.

Proposed

increased
not justified.
Proposed increased

carloa.l

rates

on

fertilizer

anj vegetables

Fruits

Proposed increased carload rates oti grain and grain products considered as one commodity not justified.
Proposed increase from 30,000 lbs. to 40,000 lbs. in the minimum
2.
1.

5.

Packinghouse products ami fresh meats

and

ma-

fertilizer

terials

l,500,00u
175,000
31,623

Hay ami straw
Broom com
........!.....!.!!!.!.....!.........!

!.

'134265
^^ nnn

Tninort "rates

•

Total

$7 604,247

For the 41 roads included
•„!

j:

j

•

.

in
^1

•

revenues received in the

the carriers' exhibits the total
r

,/^i

,

*

fiscal year 1914 were approximately $641,000,000.
It appears, therefore, that the increases
proposed in the present proceeding would fall within 2 per cent
f
f
'If revenue.
Ireignt
°^f fVi
'"^ t^°"'
Inasmuch as the work of railroad valuation by the commission has not as yet sufficiently advanced to afford definite

^'^^'^ht

1

rates on bituminous coal, except as to South
6.
The rates on coke here proposed, which are
Dakota points, justified.
the same as on coal, justified.
increased
carload
rates on brewers
rice and
Proposed
less-than7.
carload rates on domestic rice justified.
8.
Proposed increased carload rates on broom corn not justified.
Proposed increased import t-ates and proposed increases in car9
load minima from Ciulf ports justined.
10. Proposed increased carload rates on fruits and vegetables justified.
increased carload rates on hay and straw, where not
11. Proposed
,

,

,

.,1 properties involved
knowledge of the true value of the railroad

,

-

,

,

,

.

,

including the dissenting opinion, requires a pamphlet of

in this proceeding, we are confronted at the outset with the
problem of finding an appropriate method, if such there be,
-j
j
u
which might
aid in determining the reasonableness and propriety
of the proposed increased rates. It is hardly necessary to say
that the duty of determining
and iv,acun«ii.;iv.ii^.oo
reasonableness yj^
of
^>. c^vi
° the jjustice
rates devolved by law upon the Commission prior to the authorization by Congress of the work of valuation, and that the
commission has been obliged to determine this issue without
having available for its use authoritative valuations of the carriers' property.
In approaching this problem we shall first study

about 190 pages. Following is a brief abstract of some of the
more important parts of the report, the language of the commission being preserved so far as possible

variations in the operating ratio for recent years.
shall next
analyze the investments of carriers since 1907 and the concom'ta"t variations in the revenue returns.
Our accounting rules

in excess of Class

C, justified.
,

^
Proposed increased any-quantity rates on cotton piece goods, and
proposed increased carload rates from points in Texas, not justified.
12.

Commissioners Daniels and Harlan

They agreed with

all

The

others should have been allowed.
sion,

filed

dissenting opinions.

the increases granted, but contended that

commis-

report of the

The carriers base their claims to additional revenue upon the
grounds of their financial needs and the downward tendency of
their net earnings in this western region and contend that commodifies singled out by them to bear the proposed increases are
not

now

carrying their equitable part of the costs of transpor-

•

1

.

.

i

-^

.=

We

have been in force since that date, and the statements of addi^"^ betterments to property and the contemporaneous revenue returns are believed to be substantially accurate. We shall

t'^ns

thereafter

analyze the variations in the carriers' revenues as
cost of their property, a procedure

compared with the book

tation.

hitherto employed, but always with

Both of these contentions are traversed by the protestants,
comprising both the state commissions of a number of the states
primarily affected and individual shippers.
Generally speaking,
the protestants contend that the financial condition of the carriers does not warrant the proposed increase in revenue; that

verified

the last fiscal year
tion

was abnormal, both

in regard to transporta-

and other branches of industry; and that

in

recent years

acknowledgment of the uncharacter of the book cost in 1907 and the infirmity
which its inclusion in subsequent figures of book cost entails,

Next in order will come an analysis of such evidence as is of
record with reference to valuations made by state commissions,
by the carriers themselves in some instances, and by engineers
who have testified in this case. Finally, before undertaking the
proposed on individual commodities, we

^^"'^y °^ increases

shall

upon the financial experience of
returns and their credit,

the carriers in large measure have built up their properties to

scrutinize the evidence bearing

a higher standard out of operating revenues,

^he carriers as regards their

of the carriers' revenues can be effected by the practice of more
rigid and appropriate economies, but rather that the carriers

"^^^ operating ratio
he operating ratio for any year, as that tenii is technically
employed in the commission's statistics, is the ratio of that
.vear's operating expenses to operating revenues.
That there has
heen an increase in the operating ratio for the period 1901-1914

and have thereby
produced a showing which in so far as it is unfavorable is in
great measure illusory.
In general, it cannot be said that the
protestants in the instant case have alleged that conservation

have realized and are realizing the benefit of adequate revenues;
masked by new methods of
accounting; that charging against income what is asserted to be
a proper charge to capita! and the practice in the past of conferring valuable concessions upon shareholders of record have
resulted in an understatement of the real earnings of the
that their real net revenues have been

was not asseried

that the rules of the

commission

reqiiir-

ing that additions and betterments be charged to capital account were being violated, nor that the higher standards are not
justifiable, but rather that the mere change from a lower to a

higher standard involved increased operating exi)ensos even under
the accounting rules of the commission.

The following

compiled as indicating roughly the
annual increase in the carriers' revenue were the tariffs involved
in this proceeding allowed to go into effect
(irain
l.ivc

table

and grain products
stock

The fact is proof primarily that of every dolrevfoue received the amount remaining in the carriers'
hands after charging operating expenses, taxes and rentals, is
incontestable.

''*

''*'"

'"

fo""

'he 26 roads approximately 20.5 cents in 1914 as against 31.3

cents in 1901.

Employing the

is

$2,940,237
1,500,000

'^how

""''

of

basis

comparisons coincide

carriers.
It

"^

in

a decline in

the equated

traffic

unit,

all

of

the

showing that the revenues received per
this period and that the expenses in-

cuired per unit show an increase.

Of perhaps equal signifi'he fact that the percentage of variation between the
showing based on the carriers' data, the protestants' data and
commissions data is slight,
'
'^^"'^^

The

'^

increase in expenses per e<iiiated

0..% mills
"•''•^

"'''"^

•""'

'he carriers.

'"'hutiiig

Labor

Irallio

uiiil

shown by the Commission's figures to
shown respectively by the figures of
to

costs,

this

Wc

shall

increased

taxes,

ranges from

0.62 mills

and

the protestants

proceed to canvass the causes conco.st
under the following heads:

maintenance

costs,

and various miscellan-

S

-
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eons items, iiicluding,

damage

among

Labor.

—

The

penses.

revenues and to

operating

total

to

table.

No.

which

a table

10 selected roads.

to total

operating
revenues.*

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
,

chargeable

to total

operating
expenses. *

Per

Per

cent.
36.

cent.

38.2
39.0
41.3
41.7
40.8
40.5
40.7
43.5
41.6
42.9
43.1
45.0
44.2
44.4

As shown by pay

pensation

to total

Per

'

com-

pensation

operating
revenues.'
1901
1902
1903

Katio of
labor com-

Ratio of
labor

pensation

1911
1912
1913
1914

operating ex-

total

Commission's compilation,

41 roads.
Ratio of
labor com-

Vear

in-

compen-

subjoined.

is

4,

Railroad
witness
Wettling,

cent.

58.5
60.2

37.4

"62.3
60.8

»39.0
39.9
39.5
.38.9
39.6
41.5
40.3
41.5
41.0
42.7
42.4
42.8

60.5
60.1
60.4
59.7
59.3
58.2
57.4
58.8
60.3
60.0

and thus includes certain labor compensation

rolls

operating expenses.
-Including the Atchison; Rock Island; .Alton; North Western" Burlington; St. Paul; Minneapolis & St. Louis; Katy; Missouri Pacitic, and Frisco.
'
Labor compensation includes general officers.
*Labor compensation excludes general ofHcers.
^Chicago, Milwaukee S: St. Paul not included.
not

to

— The

amount paid

by the carriers parties to
and 1914.
These amounted in the beginning of the period to about 3^4
per cent of the operating revenues, but in 1914 they absorbed
over 41/2 per cent.
Taxes.

this

in ta.xes

case shows a material increase as between 1901

Maintenance.
terpretation

— There

of

centered around the question of the in-

expenses

for

maintenance more acute

or

all

other items of cost.

sional

tlie

revenues, with

yearly recessions, the relative increase

ratio of this item to total revenues

is

occa-

most marked

The

increase in

seems largely traceable
and cars of steel or

to the substitution of heavier locomotives

underframe construction. Some considerable part of
the increased outlay upon maintenance of equipment would appear from the testimony to be traceable to the injury occasioned
of

incurred by the railroads in the handling of traffic.
rules of the Commission, it is alleged by the
protestants, allow a certain latitude of construction by the cardirection,

whereby when improvements such as reballasting or laynew ties are made, some part thereof may be charged to
operating expenses.
While admitting the possibility of such
practices, the moderate increase since 1907 in operating expenses
under maintenance of way and structures and the few specific
instances where betterments were covered by charges to operation would seem to render it unlikely that any very appreciable effect from this particular accounting practice has affected
the operating ratio since that date.
Similarly it was urged that
car and locomotive reconstruction affords an opportunity within the Commission's accounting rules to charge what are essenriers

ing of

we

ly,

As

betterments to operating expenses.

tially

indicated previous-

are of opinion that the increased cost for maintenance

mainly to be ascribed to other causes. The
ratio has been a real and not an
apparent increase, and is due mainly to augmented operating

of equipment

is

operating

increase in the

costs properly charged.

There remains

to be

mentioned the possibility that particular

mismanagement reflected in their
methods have been uneconomical and wasteful in
expenditure, and have thus unnecessarily increased their operating ratios.
It does not appear that any uniform relationship
can be traced between the present level of the operating ratios
of carriers whose financial administration has been culpable
and of the remaining carriers. Similarly, instances of notable
increases in the operating ratio do not seem to be confined

carriers by reason of financial

operating

to roads such as the

the

fact

Rock Island or

that

the

general

increase

The

the Frisco.

reached in this connection

conclusion

is

the

in

negative

but confirmatory of

operating

ratio

is

traceable to deep-seated underlying causes which have affected
carriers generally through increased operating costs.

may

It

While the operating expenses have

the matter of maintenance of equipment.

in

No. 7

differ-

ences between the carriers and the protestants than about any

progressively increased in proportion to

59,

The accoimting

claims,

dicates for the period 1901-1914 the ratio of total labor

sation

and

others, fuel, train supplies, loss

and injuries to persons.
The commission has had constructed

Vol.

this

be urged that the financial experience of carriers in

period has been that of industry

tionably

is

it

that

they

encounter the

expected to
fortune as

true

affect

industry

often

and unquesand should be

generally

encounter

;

same ups and downs of
at

large.

A

financial

complete comparison

of the relative prosperity of the carriers as against industries
in

general

is

not possible from data of record.

But, there

is

steel

by the use of the heavier
older wooden equipment.

Some

.steel

cars

in

connection with

the

in

the

consideration

that

public

service

industries

are

under some disabilities from which private industries are exempt.
The former may not discontinue operation even though net
earnings decline or vanish nor may they meet rising costs with
as free a hand as other industries which advance their prices
without the possibility of governmental restraint. Transportation, moreover, unlike many branches of manufacture or com;

of the carriers' witnesses contended that heavy repair

in service of old equipment
which their financial condition precluded them from scrapping
and replacing by new cars.
But it seems not unlikely that
while the transition period during which light and heavy equipment are jointly used may necessitate unusually heavy repairs,
the repairs normally demanded by the heavier equipment may
be larger than had been estimated when its use was projected.

costs

force

were entailed by the keeping

merce,

is

a

quasi

public

function,

indispensable

to

industry

So long as the service is intrusted to corporate administration and the funds supphed by private investors, revenues
sufficient to afford a return which will adequately remunerate
the investment and secure the facilities required by the community have a justification which does not equally attach to
generally.

Apart from the question reserved for later discussion of the
practices under the Commission's accounting rules
prescribed in 1907, it cannot be affirmed with any degree of
certainty that the increased charges for maintenance of equipment are excessive or undue. They seem rather to be a consequence of the general tenducy to introduce heavier e(|uipment, of the contemporaneous use of equipment, old and new,
and in measurable degree attributable to the carriers' interpre-

every branch of private undertaking.

of the demand for transportation facilities of greater
carrying capacity and of greater tractive power than formerly

turns.

carriers'

tation

in

vogue.

tions

— Unless

arising

due to

material modification

from changes

in

is

required by con-

accounting, or considera-

financial maladministration of

certain carriers in-

cluded in the groups of roads here studied, the conclusion is
substantiated that the attested increase in the operating ratio
since 1901

operating

under consideration may be gaged in
measure by comparing recent additions to the carriers' road
and equipment with the concomitant changes in their net operThe only continuing inducement to invest addiating income.
tional capital in any line of industry is the prospect of net rerates

at

present

a

the

If

experience discloses that the return expected is small,
to further investment will correspondingly de-

incentive

If experience demonstrates that increased investment
over a term of years, to yield an increased return, the inference is either that the investment was ill judged and not
calculated to serve the public, or that the price of the service

crease.

Conclusion.
siderations

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

The

must be attributed ])rimarily
in

different

degree,

but

to increased costs, each

practically

all

in

the

siuiic

fails,

has not been sufficient to allow an adequate return. The addition of increased income affords a percentage return upon increased investment which for the 41 roads in the carriers' exhibit :imouiUs to 1.2 per cent, and for the 26 roads in the

;

AucusT

13,
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Commission's compilation, to 0.7.
It is, of coui'se, true that
the additional investments referred to have been added to or
blended
separate

with the carriers' pre-existing property, and that no
or physically distint;nishable return can be traced
to the last $1,000,000,000

specifically

added

to

road and equip-

ment.

The unvcrifiable character of cost of property standing on
the books of the carriers when the Commission's accounting
rules were prescribed in 1907 has already been referred to.
Subsequent outlay for specific additions and betterments as reported annually by the carriers may, in general, be accepted

more

The

accurate.

basis

of book cost, in default of the

may be employed, as it has
been in the past, as a usable basis for a study of the course and
tendency of the returns.
The operating income less rentals
completion of the

official

valuation,

shows a maximum return upon the cost of road and equipment in the fiscal year 1907. The general level for the six
preceding

years

is

higher

than

for

subsequent

the

period.

Roughly speaking, for the 41 roads as a whole, the level for
the period 1901-1907 was approximately 5 per cent; and for the
subsequent period of 1907-1914 about 454 per cent.
In view of the facts that the roads covered by the valuations
which appear in the record are not sufficiently inclusive, and
that

the details

of methods adopted in making the valuation

are not of record,

we have no

evidence,

sufficient

taking the

case as a whole, upon which to make a finding as to the fair
value of the property devoted to the public service of transportation by the carriers which

are

here seeking an increase

of rates.

The engineer of the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission testified as to value of various roads, using valuations
made by
ing in

several

numerous

state

commissions as his

basis,

and correct-

own

details these valuations to accord with his

views.

ing the item of land values in Wisconsin, for example, about

He

45 per cent.

increases the Wisconsin depreciation of ballast

from 20 per cent

to 28 per cent

depreciation of track laying and
32.72

per cent.

allows but

1.7

Wisconsin Tax

;

and likewise the Wisconsin
surfacing from 20 per cent

For engineering and correlative labor he

per cent as against 2.9 per cent allowed by the
Commission. Such items as interest during con-

and contingencies he eliminates
on the ground that nothing but "actual property in
existence and devoted to the public use" should be included.
He likewise makes no allowance for stores and supplies or for
struction, organization expense,

entirely

working capital.
Without deciding here
in

what

are

this

items

proper

a valuation for rate-making purposes,

methods of
in

it

is

to

include

evident that the

witness are extreme in their rigor,

resulting

every case in decreasing the valuations fixed by state com-

missions.

We

cannot accept the valuations proposed as a ten-

able basis for ascertaining the fair value of the roads in question.

THlt

The progressive

FINANCIAL EVIDENCE

these

carriers

in

meeting increased costs with increased

encountered by many other industries that the relatively equal
depression of the carriers' credit with credit generally is not
evidence of the adequacy or inadequacy of their present net
that their net corporate income cannot be accepted
measure of the adequacy or inadequacy of present rates
and that the increasing percentage of bonds to their total capital
obligations indicates a growing disinclination to invest in their
stocks and a growing unwillingness to accept the prospect of
dividends as a sufficient incentive to assume the risks of rail-

revenues

it

road proprietorship.

From

and we do

material to go behind the fact into the causes which

Railroads in comto bring about this increase.
with industries generally have had to pay a rate of interest higher in 1914 than in 1907, and generally higher in 1907
1900.

the financial evidence \vc find that the credit

ol

those

whole has not suffered an impairment not common
to comparable industrial enterprises; that in common with other
borrowers, corporate and governmental, these carriers arc rc(|ulnd to pay on the average a higher pcrcent;igc than herecarriers as a

we have found

that the relative

profitableness of their business, taking the

roads as a whole,
has declined since 1901, and that the main cause effecting this
result has been an increase in expenditures not offset by an
increase

receipts.

in

GRAIN AND GRAIN PRODUCTS

By

the tariffs on grain and grain products suspended in this

proceeding

the

rates of equal

respondents

proposed

over

increases

amount on grain and the products

current

thereof.

The

and apply
as local and proportional rates from most of the region comprised within southwestern tariff committee and western trunk
line territories.
No increase is proposed in the rates from
Minnesota, South Dakota, and northern Iowa to Duluth, Minneapolis, or Milwaukee.
Increases are also proposed in export
rates, and in the carload minimum on grain products from
increases suggested are generally

30,000 to 40,000

From

lb.

cent per 100

1

lb.,

points in defined territory in northern

Iowa, southwestern Minnesota, and southeastern South Dakota

southwestern Missouri river points the increases proposed

are from 2 to 4 cents per 100
basis

being

intended

rates as against rates

lb.,

this excess

over the general

remove existing disparities in such
from the same points to Chicago. The

to

Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad proposes tariffs establishing
through rates to these southwestern Missouri river points in
lieu of the existing combinations of locals, the result of which
would be reductions ranging up to 4 cents per 100 lb.
The carriers have based their justification for increases upon
the unity of the grain and the grain products and upon the
unity of the whole territory involved.
We find and conclude
that they have not justified the tariffs increasing rates on grain
and grain products.
.'\n order will be entered directing the respondents to canced
the tariffs here involved proposing increased rates on grain and
grain products.
Such order will be without prejudice to the
right of the Minneapolis &' St. Louis Railroad to publish through
rates to southwest Missouri River points in lieu of and lower
than present combinations of locals.
The carriers have justified and n»ay establish increased rates on grain and grain products from points in nortlicrn Iowa, southwestern Minnesota,
and southeastern South Dakota to Kansas City and related
points reasonably and relatively conforming to rates from such
I.IVK

The proposed increased

not

mon

From

the preceding study of the trend of the operating ratio

of the carriers here before us

points to Chicago.

have operated

than in

;

as a

increase in the ruling rate of interest since

1900 has been demonstrated beyond question,

deem

that

prices for service are subject to certain disabilities not similarly

to

Without detailed analysis of the methods of this witness,
it may be said that he takes the actual market value of land
withou' a multiplier or severance damage, in this way reduc-

to

tofore for the use of capital; that these carriers in common
with comparable industries generally are paying higher prices
for many materials and higher wages for most kinds of labor;

;

RETURNS ON BOOK COST OF PROPERTY

as

287

STOCK

rates on live stock

:\\i\A\

from points

western trunk line, trans-Missouri, and soiuhw estcrn tari.T
committee territories, to Fort Worth, Te\., dUUilionia t'it\,
Okla., Wichita, Kans., Chicago and Peoria, 111., and to markets
on the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. From Missouri River
points to Chicago, St. Paul, Peoria and St. Louis the amount
In
of the proposed increase is generally 2.5 cents per 100 lb.
in

an olTort

to

not changed,

more than
from Sioux

make
some

a

general

rate

reali.gnment

some

rates

arc

are increased less than 2.5 cents, and a few

2.5 cents.

The adjustment proposed makes the rates
same as from Omaha. This adjust-

City. lona. the

S
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City would make the proposed increase in
and on sheep in double-deck cars 1.5 cents and
would reduce the rate on sheep in single-deck cars by 2.5 cents
per 100 lb. From Kansas City to St. Paul no changes are proposed except on sheep in single-deck cars, on which there is an
increase of 2.5 cents per 100 lb., nor are changes proposed from
From points
St. Paul to Chicago except in the rate on horses.
in Iowa the proposed increases grade down from 2.5 cents in

ment from
on

rates

Sioii.\

cattle

Rates
0.7 of a cent per 100 lb. in eastern Iowa.
for transporting horses which have been on a per car basis, it is
here proposed to conform to the normal live stock basis ex-

western Iowa to

lb.
Rates from interior Missouri points
proposed to increase similarly to those from the Missouri
From southwestern territory the increases proposed
River.
are generally 3 cents per 100 lb. on cattle, hogs and sheep, and
5 cents, or $11.50 per car, on horses.
The rates on stock cattle moving from Texas to Oklahoma
for feeding it is proposed to increase $10 per car; to points in
Kansas, $5 per car, and other stock cattle rates it is sought to

pressed in cents per 100
it

is

This will average about $5 per car. All
increase 5 per cent.
trainload and 10-carload rates on stock cattle are, as they ought

Vol.. 59,

The most of what was

rates

obtained in intrastate rates or in rates controlled by the intrafactors.

Taking
cations in

view our former decisions, the material modifithe revenue statistics presented which would result

into

state

from

interstate earnings, the rela-

tion of interstate to intrastate rates,

and

all

the other facts of

record, it is our judgment and determination that the carriers
have failed to establish the propriety of the proposed increased
rates on live stock.
The elimination of trainload and multiple carload rates has
justified.

PACKING-HOUSE PRODUCTS,

ETC.

green salted hides. Rates given are in cents per 100 lb. unless
otherwise stated.
Packing-house products and hides usually take the same rate,
and in western classification are fifth class; fresh meats are
third class, and fertilizer and fertilizer material are class E.
"Packing-house products," except where otherwise stated, will
include hides. The proposed increases in the southwest are on
Includa different basis from those in the remaining territory.
ing the territory as a whole, increases are proposed from Ft.
Worth, Tex., Oklahoma City, Okla., Wichita, Kans., from the
packing jilants on the Missouri River, from St. Paul and Austin,
Minn., and points in

Iowa

to the Mississippi and

Ohio

rivers

and

to Chicago.
Generally the increase proposed

COAL AND COKE
proposed by tariffs under suspension to increase the
rates on bituminous coal from mines in Indiana, Illinois, Kentuckj', Alabama, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico and Iowa, and from the docks on Lakes
Michigan and Superior when shipped to points in western trunk
It

is

and southwestern tariff committee territories. Some reducand the increases are either 5 or 10 cents
]iev ton.
The increased revenue is 5.36 per cent of the present
revenue on bituminous coal.
From the facts of record we are of opinion and find that,
with the exception of rates on coal to points in South Dakota,
the proposed increased rates on coal have been justified, and
line

tions are proposed

the orders of suspension relating thereto will be vacated.

Syi cents on both packing-

minimum.

the whole record we are of opinion and find that the
proposed rates on fresh meats and packing-house products between the Missouri River points named have been justified to
the extent that they do not exceed the following, in cents per

Upon

lb.,

The

propose

carriers

increases

on

both

domestic

and

im-

ported brewers' rice from the Gulf ports and Louisiana, Texas,

and Arkansas rate points to basing points on the Missouri, Mississippi and Ohio rivers, and to the interior cities, to which the
rates are made on these basing points, continuing the present

minimum

of 40,000

lb.

erally 5 cents per 100

We
rice

The

increases in the domestic ra'es range

to W'/i cents, while those

on import rates are gen-

lb.

are of opinion and find that the rate proposed on brewers'

the tariffs under suspension have been justified.

in

The

question of the proper relationship between the import and the

domestic rates
Clean rice.

however, before us in another proceeding.

is,

The proposed

increases are in the less-than-car-

from Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas points to the
Mississippi river and Ohio river crossings, to Chicago and points
basing thereon, to Missouri river points and stations west, including Utah common points and Colorado common points to
load rates

origin

The

New

Orleans as a point of
also from Arkansas to certain stations in New Mexico.

the Southeastern territory, omitting
;

from this cancellation represent infrom 7 cents to 62 cents per 100 lbs.
We are of opinion and find that the respondents have justified
the proposed cancellation of the existing less-than-carload commodity rates on clean rice, and an order will be issued vacating
class

rates

resulting

creases which range

the suspension of those cancellations.

BEOOM CORN

The

rates proposed in

this

proceeding are generally 5 cents

per 100 lbs in excess of the existing rates, with the third class

maximum. No increase is proposed between Kansas points
and the Missouri river. We are of the opinion and find that
proposed rates upon broom corn under suspension have not been
as a

justified.

IMPORT RATES

The

tariffs

here involved contain import rates from the Gulf

New Orleans, Port Arthur
and Galveston. While rates on some other commodities are
sought to be increased, no opposition was offered to the tariffs
increasing these import rates except as to those tariffs proposing increases in the rates on fuller's earth and fertilizer mate-

ports of Pensacola, Mobile, Gulfport,
is

house products and fresh meat; and in the proposed rates on
packing-house products the fifth-class rating is usually fixed

100

find

;

Claiming that market competition and other causes have
tended to make present rates subnormal and that special services and costs incident to the traffic justify higher rates than
the average on all commodities, the respondents have in this
proceeding proposed increases in the rates on packing-house
products, fresh meat, fertilizer and fertilizer materials, and

as a

must

River points, the proposed increases on packing-house products,
fresh meats, hides and fertilizers, have not been justified.

frcm one-half

from the segregation of

been

We

with the exception which we have noted as to the rates on
fresh meats and packing house products between the Missouri

that,

RICE

on cattle, hogs and sheep from New Orleans to
points in western trunk line and trans-Missouri territories it
is proposed to alter from the per car basis to the 100-lb. basis,
but the change would result in practically no increase in transportation charges. No increases on live stock have as yet been
state

7

stated in our conclusions with respect

to live stock applies to packing-house products.

to be, eliminated.

The

No.

in carloads.

rials.

We

and so find that the carriers have
import rates and the higher minimum
carloads, and an order vacating the suspension thereof will be
are of

justified

opinion

entered.
Packinghoii.se

Between St. Joseph, Mo., ami Kansas City, Kans
Between South Omaha, Neljr., and Kansas City, M(
Between Sioux City, Iowa, anrl South Omaha, Nebr
Between Sioux City, Iowa, and Kansas City, Mo

the

the increased

FRUITS AND VECKTABLKS

Kffsli

products, meats.
10
12.
16
10.5
10
12.5
20
23.5

propose to increase their carload rates upon
The
fruits and vegetables from various producing points in the state
of Texas to numerous destinations in other states.
carriers

—
August

proposed

Tlie
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13,

on

applicable

rates

grapes,

berries,

pears, plums, melons, vegetables, cabbage

peaches,

and potatoes have been

justified.

from Texas we have named only those articles which constimovement, but we are to be understood as also giving our approval to the proposed rates when
applied to the other produce now taking the same rates as the
articles mentioned in this report.
tute the larger part of the

HAY
increase proposed in the rates

cents per

100

lbs.,

observing class

From Iowa and Missouri
from

mately

lj4

to

1

C

upon hay
as

a

cents.

generally 2

is

maximum, but no

from Kansas points

proposed

are

increases
river.

Missouri

the

to

the present increase

is

approxi-

From Nebraska, from Kansas

where increases are made, and from Oklahoma, the proposed
rates are 2 cents in excess of those existing, although this does

not bring them up to class C, while from Iowa and Missouri
they are on a class

We

C

basis.

are of the opinion and find that the rates on hay proposed

the tariffs under suspension, save

in

for

specified

have been shown to be reasonable, and an order
ing

we

exceed class C,

the respondents,

new

file

Wherever

suspension.

their

tariffs

allied financiers.
Such a policy visits in large measure the same
penalty upon the proprietors of a railway conducted with in-

and honesty as upon the luckless shareholders of a looted
who suffer from its effects are not
those who have profited by the wrongs perpetrated in the past.
tegrity

In the foregoing discussion of the fruit and vegetable rates

The

tariffs

the

rates

exceptions,

will issue vacat-

in

the

suspended
by

shall require that they be canceled

who may, if they so desire, in such instances
wherein the rates on hay and straw shall not

exceed class C.
the whole record

we

It is therefore suggested that the appropriate remedy is the
prosecution and punishment of the individual offenders, not the
continued withholding of adequate rates to the carriers as a

In bank management this distinction has in large measure been recognized. The bank official who misapplies or misappropriates funds can do so only under the shadow of the

whole.

But because there have been numerous instances
one would seriously suggest that
banks generally should be prevented by law from raising the
penitentiary.

of banking defalcations, no

rate of discount in case competitive conditions warrant.
larly in considering propositions involving

COMMISSIONER DANIEL'S OPINION

Commissioner Daniel's dissenting opinion covered about 27
pages of the printed report, and the following abstract therefore
extremely

brief, consisting

from the opinion

mainly of typical paragraphs

evidence of the adequacy or inadequacy of the carriers'
revenues as a whole, and in the light of the reasonableness or
unreasonableness of the particular rates proposed, and neither

prejudged nor complicated by considerations of individual

concur, believing that

am

unable

on the record the carriers have

in

general sustained the burden of proof cast upon them by the
statute

and are of

of revenue

right entitled to increases in rates productive

far in

excess of what they are accorded by

this

decision.

While
I

am

it

is

nowhere

explicitly

stated in the majority report,

unable to escape the conviction that the reluctance to find
more generally justified is largely

that increased rates have been

rooted in an unwillingness to find that the revenues of the carriers

many

whole arc smaller than is demanded in the public
and also in the belief that the financial exigencies of

as a

interest,

of the carriers are traceable to financial maladministration,

due economy and integrity had been uniformly ol)served the difficulty over tlie attested decline in revenues would
have Ijeen readily surmounted.
Among the particular carriers involved in this proceeding the
Rock Island and the Frisco have recently attained unenviable
notoriety by reason of financial mismanagement and other roads
parties hereto, such as the Alton, have in tlie past been wrecked
or plundered. There can be no question of these facts. There

and that

if

And
in extenuation or mitigation of tliem.
has therefore resulted that a widespread disbelief exists in

can be n(;thing said
it

general integrity of railroad management, and that

tlic

.i

skep-

attitude has been assumed by many toward the ple.i advanced that railroad earnings are inader|unle an<l thai iucreased
tical

rales are warranted.
It

would, nevertheless appear thai,

demnation of these
inciU, the time had

jjracticcs

at least

uliile

the

severest

should suffer no parlicle of abate-

come

to take a discriminating

of the effect of refusing rate increases otherwise just
Miiiahle liecansc of a
in

con-

view

and rca-

widespread resentment as evils perpelu.iled

the past by dishonest or designing railroad officers or their

in-

stances of corporate mismanagement.

The majority report in the instant case, despite the more
unfavorable showing made by the Western roads, contents itself
with finding that
the relative profitableness of their business, taking the roads as a whole,
has declined since 1901,* and that the main cause effecting this result has
been an increase in expenditure not offset by an increase in receipts.

a far stronger

showing

in the instant case the

majority

report, instead of finding that the carriers' net operating

as a whole "is smaller than

is

demanded

income

in the public interest,"

commits

itself only to the proposition that the showing of
"operating results and financial conditions of respondents" is
"considered," and that certain particular increases are or are

In view of the fact that one of the principal

not justified.

not the principal contention, in the case was the
general inadequacy of the carriers' revenue as a whole, and in

contentions,

view'
I

Simi-

less general

increases of rates, the question should be judged in the light of

if

of the

fact

the

that

investigation shall be made,

shall

it

mission to report thereon, stating

that whenever an
be the duty of the com-

requires

statute

:

In the essential outcome of the majority's report
to

lifted

more or

the

Upon

are of the opinion, and find, that the

proposed increased rates on cotton piece goods and on sheets
and pillowcases from Texas points have not been justified, and
the suspended schedules must be canceled.

is

In either case those

road.

COTTON PIECE GOODS

Upon

289

its

The

sufficiency of revenue.

public

it would seem
upon the question of

conclusions,

to be appropriate to eiuinciate a conclusion

and the parties

to the case

are entitled to a clear, unmistakable finding upon this matter.

There are certain additional considerations in the present case
which strengthen the conclusion that a finding of inadequacy
of operating income is alone consistent cither with the pronouncement in the Five Per Cent Case or the facts of record
herein.
The aggregate freight advances there proposed were
estimated to yield approximately $.'^0,000,000 per annum additional revenue, or about 5 per cent of the total freight revenue.

The
,^0

increases ultimately permitted are estimated to

The

or 60 per cent of that amount.

rates souglit in the present case falls

and amounts to approximately
revenues.

Rven with

to

below $10.000.(X)0 annually

per cent of the total freight

1.2

increases asked

the

amount

total increase in freight

for in other related

revenue sought would fall
within 2 per cent of the total freight revenues for 1914.
In
other words, the aggregate increase in freight revenue would he
both absolutely and relatively far below the increases proposed
in the Five Per Cent Case.
proceedings,

the

total

increase

in

llpon the showing of record in this case as outlined

majority report, and

in the light

mc

in

the

of what was done in the l-i',iimpossible to avoid the conclu-

Per Cent

case,

sion

the carriers before us have, as a whole, abundantly

that

it

seems to

demonstrated

that

their

demanded

the

public

in

escape the conclusion Ihal

income is smaller than is
and equally impossible to
the interstate rates should upon proper
operating
interest

;

showing, be increased and that appropriate changes,
in state rales, should be made subsequonlly.

if

required,

/*iM(/iH(/.r <"i Miscellaneous Commodilies.— \9. indicated in the
majority report, the increase in annual revenue estimated to
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accrue,
247.

if

the propo.sed rates

The four

were

jiLstified,

amounted to $7,604,amount were (1)

principal contributors to this

grain and grain products, (2) Hve stock, (3) packing-house prodThese four were estimated to yield $7,166,000,
ucts, (4) coal.

The miscellany

approximatel}-, out of a total of $7,604,247,

minor

articles

was estimated

in the aggregate.

It is

of

as capable of yielding but $438,000

therefore apparent that

if

a substantial

it would have to come
from the four major contributors. On only one of
the four, and that the smallest, are increased rates found justified by the majority report, and even here only a part, although

increase in revenue were to be obtained,

principally

the greater part, of the proposed increase

is

accorded.

Increased

found justified on all of the minor commodities,
broom corn and cotton piece goods being instances in point.
The aggregate increases of revenue permitted under the majority report will hardly exceed $1,600,000, or about one-fourth
of 1 per cent of the total freight revenue of these carriers for
rates are not

In so far as the majority report finds justified the increased

hay and straw, fruits and vegetables, rice, and on
imported goods, I concur therein, not
only on the grounds cited in the majority report, but also upon
the ground of the attested inadequacy of the carriers' revenue.
I also concur in the finding on broom com the proposed increased
rates

on

certain

coal,

miscellaneous

rates are not justified.

In the matter of grain and grain products,

it

is

evident on the

record that, taking grain products alone, the proposed increase
The products
of 1 cent per hundred pounds is amply justified.

do not load much more than half as heavily as the grain.
tare weight carried

is

practically twice as great.

The

The

car earn-

same length of haul are about one-half as great
on the product as on the grain. The case presented for the

ings for the

increased rate on grain

The proposed
to be justified.
is

is

more

doubtful.

increase on cotton piece goods appears to

The record

me

established that their value per ton

approximately $600 and that

in

certain

instances they

are

more valuable than manj' commodities which take the firstThe increases on cotton piece goods as between
class rate.
various points may be out of harmony with each other, and
on that ground their denial may fall within the flexible limit
of judgment which belongs to the power to fix rates. But the
total increase in revenue to be derived from this increase is
not of record, and may not be very material in the aggregate.
In the case of live stock and the products thereof the reverse
The revenue that the increases would produce is estiis true.
mated at $3,000,000 annually, and the principle on which these
are denied seems to me to be a novel and a dangerous departure
Their
from the established procedure of the commission.
denial seems to me also to be unwarranted upon the facts of

—

Rates on Live Stock. It is submitted that these comparisons
confirm the accuracy of the conclusion that the present effective
rates on live stock are too low.
The majority opinion, however, denies the increase proposed,
not specifically because the respondents have failed to meet
*
*
*
proposed
"the burden of proof to show that the
increased rate is just and reasonable," but upon the ground as
stated in the opinion of the majority that:
Protestants claim that a large proportion of all live stock here in
question moves on state-made rates or on rates controlled by state rates.
They further claim that state rates on live stock are generally much
more below the level of the interstate rates on live stock than rates on
There
almost any other commodity, averaging perhaps 30 per cent. less.
may be differences of opinion regarding the exact figures, but no one
Herein is found
has questioned the correctness of these allegations.
an important fact which doubtless modifies the surface indications of the
There is no claim made here that the
above tables very materially.
interstate rates on live stock arc not adequately remunerative, but ratlicr
from intrastate and interstate traffic
that the revenues derived both
are inadequate.

This novel contention put forward as

,a

reason of denying the

increases here sought does not seem to comport with the record

No.

7

with the i)rincipks frequently announced and hitherto uniformly adhered to by the commission.

—

and Intrastate Rates. It may be conceded that some
some interstate rates, and possibly

Interstate

intrastate rates are lower than

some

as to

witness

record

intrastate rates the expressed opinion of protestants'

they are "too low" is correct.
But upon this
can not be affirmed that all intrastate rates, or an aver-

that
it

age thereof, are generally below interstate rates, and it seems
to be conclusively proved that the estimate that 50 per cent of
the live stock

But even

move on

intrastate rates

from

far

is

accurate.

and sufficient evidence
in support of the allegations which are adopted as the basis of
the conclusion of the majority, I could not concur in the holding
that the existence of lower intrastate rates requires the comif

the record

furnished

full

mission to condemn increased interstate rates otherwise shown
to be just and reasonable.
It is true that this commission has
always given consideration to state rates. We make compari-

between

purpose of
under
investigation.
We may condemn an interstate rate which from
a comparison with intrastate rates voluntarily maintained by
the carriers appears to be unjust and unreasonable, but in so
doing we condemn the rate because it is unjust and unreasonable.
What the majority proposes to do is to deny increases in
interstate rates because lower intrastate rates have not been
deciding

the

rates,

state

question

of

and

interstate,

the

reasonableness

increased and that in a case in which

for

is

it

the

of

shown

rates

that applica-

tions for increases in certain state rates are pending.

It

is

to

be assumed that state tribunals will do their duty, and that if
state rates are too low, they will permit them to be increased.

formal comand where the states
may, if they choose, be heard, this commission has the authority
and duty to require the removal of any undue discrimination
against interstate commerce that may be shown, and in doing so
the commission is not bound to reduce interstate rates "below
what it may deem to be a proper standard fair to the carrier
and to the public."
Inadequacy of Revenues. I am individually of opinion that

Should these

plaint

state tribunals fail to act, then in a

where the

issue

directly presented

is

—

our duty in the present case requires us
a finding

in

frankness to

make

upon the general issue of the alleged inadequacy of

The

the revenues of the carriers collectively.

carriers, the protes-

and the country are entitled to know the conclusion of the
Commission upon this point, and not to be left with a confusing mass of detailed evidence and isolated conclusions upon
tants,

single

matters involved

The

therein.

three

previous

general

have unquestionably' held that the Commismake a finding upon this general question and may

rate advance cases

sion

may

employ such a finding

to determine,

in

connection with other

relevant testimony, the justice and propriety of permitting particular

record.

59,

or

sons

1914.

Vol.

increased

rates

to

become

effective.

In

the

present

simply not met, and in passing upon
particular rates proposed to be increased a novel doctrine is
for the first time invoked to disallow increased rates save where
the specific evidence relating thereto makes a refusal manifestly
case the general issue

impossible.

The

is

failure to follow established premises to their

legitimate conclusion only beclouds

Commission may be expected

the

the principles

to act

in

upon which

future and leaves

nothing certain but uncertainty.
In the matter of rate regulation and fixation we have reached
a point where one of two courses ought deliberately to be
chosen and clearly announced. If, despite increased costs not

by increased revenue, increases in rates are to be denied,
except where in individual instances gross injustice would be
occasioned by their denial, the carriers ought to be apprised
of this policy, so that they may set their house in order, if they
offset

can,
to

against such

acknowledge

a situation.
in

general,

If,

what

on the other hand, we are
\vc

arc

perforce

compelled

and reasonable increased rates should
be permitted not grudgingly, but with such fair measure of

to admit

in

detail,

allowance as will

just

indiiate

that

the

transportation

industry

is

August

13,
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entitled in tlie interest of the public to earnings sufficient to
provide a service commensurate with public needs.

COMMISSIONER HARLAN's OPINION
Commissioner Harlan's dissenting opinion
lows
I

is

in

part

as

fol-

:

concur

in the

increases approved in the majority report.

I

my

Brother Daniels that the present rates on live stock, fresh meats, packing-house products,
and cotton piece goods are also unduly low and may properly
he increased. I am unable therefore to assent to the denial by
the majority of the increases proposed by the respondents in
While the record shows that
the rates on those commodities.
share also the conviction of

the revenue earned

upon grain

is

fairly satisfactory, grain

grain products, generally speaking, have long taken a

and

common

and considered together as one
my judgment, justifies an inrates on substantially the basis proposed by the car-
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normal conditions is entirely free from contact with the brake
beam or brake head. It consists of a rectangular bar 2 in. by
in. in section and 32 in. long.
This is supported by two
J<t
hangers lipped over the vertical flange of the spring plank and
riveted to it.
These are shown in detail in the drawing. The
bar is slipped into place through slots in the hangers and secured
by means of 5^-in. bolts placed through the bar at either end
just outside of the hangers.

In this position the device offers

brake beam should the brake-beam
hangers fail. Should the removal of a brake beam be desired
the bar may be slid back at one end as shown in the drawing by
removing one of the J^-in. bolts, in which position it offers no
obstruction to the removal of the beam. This safety hanger is in
use on the Philadelphia & Reading.
support

effective

the

to

rate throughout this territory,

kind

of

traffic,

crease in

the

record,

riers.

Several thoughts are suggested by the immense record
fore us in this proceeding:

COUPLER RELEASE RIGGING

in

(a)

be-

Too much time and labor are
contests, and some way should

expended in these recurring rate
found under legislative authority for arriving at results
more promptlj' than is now possible under our present powers
and practices, (b) The Commission should have authority, as
we have often pointed out, to fix the minimum as well as the
maximum rate. The sincere efforts of carriers toward a fair
and nondiscriminatory rate adjustment often fail because of
the necessity of submitting to the rates and practices initiated
by weaker and more circuitous lines in their pursuit of traffic,
(c) The time is rapidly approaching when the public interest
will demand a more effective control by the Commission over
rates initiated or compelled by state authorities.
With respect
to a great volume of traffic interstate commerce is now bearing
a burden under rates admittedly reasonable that should be
spread over state commerce as well,
(d) A uniform classification upon a normal basis, applicable throughout the entire
country, and with it a norma! rate structure in some such
form as was prescribed in the Express case, 24 I. C. C, 380,
having sufficient elasticity to allow for varying operating costs,
density of traffic, circuitous routes, competitive and other conditions under which transportation is conducted in different
parts of the country, may be possible of attainment, and I am
satisfied that some effort looking to that end should be made.
be

The purpose
herewith was

in the

to

facilitate the application of the device to the

lock and the end of the car.

brake beam safety hanger has recently been developed by

die Elliott

Company, 1807 North Camac

street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

It is

known

eye of the coupler

as the Singlelink release

rigging, from the fact that but one piece is used between the
uncoupling lever and the eye of the coupler lock, and is manufactured by the National Railway Devices Company, Chicago.

SAFETY HANGER FOR BRAKE BEAMS
A

desngn of the coupler release rigging shown
many parts as possible and to

eliminate as

Singlelink Release Rigging

The upper end of

the link is made with an elongated eye, wl.ich
motion of the coupler relative to the end sill,
and the lower end is provided with an open eye.
The uncoupling lever is secured to the end sill of the car by
means of open brackets, which are closed by cotter pins. In
applying the rigging to the car the lower end of the link is
first hooked into the eye of the coupler lock, the lever being then
placed in the brackets and secured by the cotters.
The lever
connectio^i to the link is provided with a tail which serves to
prevent the link from turning and sliding out of place.

provides for

Fi-.RRv

all

—

Between Sweden and Denmark. On account
it has been deemed advisable to put anon the Copenhagcn-Malmo trade, and negotiations

Th.\kfic

of the increased
other ferry

traffic

arc said to be pending between the

Danish and the Swedish

State Railway Departments as to which country shall build the

new

ferry.

Coal Used on the East Indian Railway.
Elliott

Brake

Beam

Safety Hanger

coal

at

1914-l.S is

which

extremely simple and offers practically no obstruction
to the removal and replacement of the beam.
The safety hanger is attached to the spring plank and nndcr
is

tons

by

reported to

were steam
the

—The

output of

Railway Company in
have been 367,0.S1 tons, of which 2S3.0S4
The quantity of steam coal consumed

the collieries of the East Indian

coal.

iindortaking

(ituhiding coal purchased') in the same
period was 449,058 tons, as compared with 424,345 tons in 1913-14.

General News Department
m
The shop of the Northern Pacific at Livingston, Mont.,
running full time for the first time since 1909.

is

On

the 30th of July 31,189 tons of coal were loaded into vesover the docks of the Baltimore & Ohio at Lorain, Ohio,
believed to be a record tonnage handled by one machine.

questions that may be deemed appropriate to be considered as
Representatives of state comarising under the valuation act.
missions, as well as the carriers, may participate in the arguall

ment, and

parties in interest will be allowed to

all

file

briefs.

sels

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Central Indiana, the Evansville & Indianapolis and the Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern have posted notices informing their employees
that they have rejected the provisions of the Indiana workmen's

The Vandalia,

compensation law.
legislature, after long discussion, has passed the
to establish a commission to attend to the leasing of the
State-owned railroad, the Western & Atlantic, from the time

The Georgia

bill

when
hence.

the present lease expires, which will be about four years
The governor is to be a member of the commission.

The board of arbitration which last spring decided the controversy between the western railroads and their engineers and
firemen, regarding wages and conditions of employment, has been
asked to reconvene to decide disputed points in its award. Both
the Conference Committee of Managers and the ofticers of the
brotherhoods have formulated their interpretations of the award,
and there are many points of disagreement.
The five larger railroad brotherhoods held a meeting at
Altoona, Pa., last Sunday', at which, it is said, one thousand members were present, the chief business being, according to the
reports, a discussion as to how best to secure the election to the
next legislatures of men favorable to the bills which the brotherhoods desire to have passed. Another large brotherhood meeting is scheduled to be held in Pittsburgh, August 29.

Railroads in

War

The Bureau of Railway Economics has

just

completed the

compilation of a bibliography on the use of railways in war,
which should be valuable to anyone interested in determining
the magnitude of the influence of railway communication upon
modern methods of warfare. The compilation is particularly
valuable for the reason that in the case of most countries
studies upon this subject are of a more or less ephemeral
For this reason the literature is very largely confined
nature.
to articles in periodical publications, pamphlets, official reports
and regulations, etc., which ordinarily are difficult to locate
Following its
outside of the most comprehensive libraries.
usual custom in lists of references of this sort, the bureau
gives all available information as to author, language, date and
place of publication and reference to the library where the
publication may be found.
The list is divided for convenience of reference. A "genThe
eral" head covers nearly one-half of the references.
remaining part covers the United States Civil war, 1861-1865
Franco-Prussian war, 1870-1871; South African war, 19001901; Russo-Japanese war, 1904-1905; European war, 1914-1915;
wars in Mexico wars in the Philippine Islands. To the list of
articles having special relation to railway service and arrangements in these several wars are added lists of articles on
The references
"Armored Trains" and "Hospital Trains."
cover upwards of 300 treatises in English, French, German,
;

The cause of the derailment of a Denver & Rio Grande fast
passenger train at Springville, Utah, on August 2, has been
cleared up by the surrender of one Harry G. Hontz, apparHe confesses to the burning of a station at
ently insane.
Ulster, Pa., and to the wrecking of signals on the Southern
Pacific.
A special agent of the Denver & Rio Grande identifies the man as one who had been arrested for wrecking a
signal and who was accused of causing a speeder to wreck

There are, however, some duplications
Spanish and Italian.
covering in whole or in part translations into English of articles
originally appearing in another language.

a mail train.

This was
a division terminal on the Mobile & Ohio.
our new superintendent's maiden trip. * * * It required
about one minute for the aforesaid Frye to introduce himself
to Agent Allen, Chief Clerk Cox, Yardmaster Brown, and the
other fifteen or twenty lesser lights who helped to run up an
unnecessarily heavy pay roll at this important station.
Superintendent Frye spent three hours on this trip, and if
ever a station and yard and roundhouse organization got a
trimming Okolona did on this fatal day. I got a promotion.
When Frye landed we had a nice "kid" organization. Billie
Skinney Porter,
Scrap Morris, caller
Griffin, messenger boy
When Frye left Skinney Porter was assistant
car checker.
chief clerk and had assigned to him the duty of delivering
messages, calling crews and checking cars, and to his salary
of $30 there was added $15, which had formerly been paid to
Operator Scales by the government because the negro porter
took the maximum and minimum temperature and rainfall;
for this increase the new assistant chief clerk was to be on
hand at 2 :47 a.m. to ticket an early morning train and check

Mr. McCrca, General Manager of the Long Island Railroad,
thinks that the public has actually heeded the railroad's persistent
warnings to cross tracks with care. There has been no serious

—

accident at a crossing for sixty days the days of the heaviest
automobile traffic on Long Island during the year. But one person has been injured in these two months, and that only to the
extent of a broken arm. But there has been an appalling number
of "near-accidents," and he thinks that certain crossings will
never be safe unless the gates are kept down and only raised
wh«n a vehicle is to cross, or unless wayfarers are required to
come to a full stop before passing over the tracks.

In the first six months of 191.S the Pennsylvania Railroad made
about 2,000,000 efficiency tests, and 99.9 per cent, of them showed
perfect observance of all rules. Over 10,000 tests were made with
signals set at slop, and in only 13 cases did the trains fail to
stop before passing the signal by so much as a foot. The number of employees killed in the first six months of 191.S was 28^
per cent, less than in the corresponding period of last year 85

—

this year, 119 last year.

This,

was not due to a heavy
passenger train miles were only 6
it

is

said,

decrease in train mileage, as
per cent., and freight train miles 8 per ceit. less than in 1914,
No passenger has been killed in a train accident on the Pennsylvania since 1912.

A

Nineteenth Century Superintendent

[B. A.

Porter, in Illinois Central Magazine]

ago, to be exact, in the year of our Lord 1884,
Superintendent Frye disembarked from Train No. 6 at Okolona,

Long years

Miss.,

;

;

baggage.

Mr. Frye also pointed out the fact that there were enough
and pins scattered around the yard to last us nearly a year
that the ink on hand would run the auditor's office for one year,
that the stationery would supply Mobile, Meridian and Cairo
for one-half year, that we had three warehouse and two cotton
that the water tank had been
trucks more than were needed
running over for two hours, the pimip still running, and the
links

;

Valuation Hearing

The Interstate Commerce Commission will sit in 'Washingtoii
September 30, October 1 and 2, to hear oral argument upon the
fundamental principles involved in the work of making valuation
of the jircjperty of common carriers. It will hear argument on

asleep; pointed out inany other unnecessary expenses,
and wound up his short stay by stopping two truckers and
weighing their load of inbound freight with the result that
220 pounds moving on a 72c. rate was added to the revenues.

pumper

August

13,

After Frye
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"kid" organization held a called session.
Skinney Porter,
stuck on his new position as assistant chief clerk, voted not to
tie the road up, and as a result lost one tooth and had one eye
Billie Griffin

left the

and Scrap Morris voted "strike"

;

lilackened for being a traitor.

Twenty-five years healed this breach and the last time the
aforesaid Porter visited his early haunts. Attorney Griffin in a
$5,000 touring car took him for a ride and pointed out his 3,000acre prairie plantation, and also the handsome residence of Dr.
Morris, who was away for the summer in Canada.
The assistant chief clerk, no longer "Skinney," as his belt
measure is now 46, plods away and thinks of Frye every day.
Superintendent Frye was correct so far as the necessity for
economy was concerned, but in the application of the plan there

was no permanent upbuild, such as we have on our line under
the present management. Under his system there was no investhings were seen to be wrong
tigation to determine the needs
and instanter one or more employes lost out. No one dared
to think and suggest; everyone lived in dread as to what would
The constant desire which is now shown on
befall him next.
the part of 90 per cent, of our employes to want to help make
everything just a little better, the pride we feel for working
for what we believe to be the best railroad in the world, was
;

No

lacking.

appeal to pride, no co-operation.

*

*

*
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field

Montreal, Que.

St.,

—

Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

April.
Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
s Association of Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday In January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler. Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 251
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

November, December, February, March and

—

Car Foremen

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

International Rmlroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth. C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 17, 1915,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters* Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin. C. R. I. & P.. Eldon, Mo.

—

Next meeting. October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

—

September 14-16, 1915, Detroit, Mich.
Railhoad Clur. W. E. Cade, Jr.. 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, AuQust and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Fridav in month, except June, July and Aution,

—

New England

—

New

New York.
Frontier Car Mens Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y. Meetings. 3d Wednesday in month,
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford. 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg,, Peoria. 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
gust, 29

W.

39th

St.,

—

Niagara

—

The

Erie Flood

on the afternoon and evening of
August 4 in which, because of the breaking of a dam, about
thirty persons in the city were drowned, is said to have caused
a longer interruption in railroad service through that city than
had been occasioned by a flood before in twenty years or more.
The interruption of train service, however, was important more
by reason of the magnitude of the traffic the immense through
passenger business of the Lake Shore four-track line and the
heavy freight movement over the New York, Chicago & St.

The

flood

at

Erie,

Pa.,

—

—
—

Louis than by the length of time that it took to restore the
However, this was
track which was only about ten hours.
but a single track, and the restoration of normal passenger
service took about eighteen hours, and of the Nickel Plate
This road had a washout about
tracks more than 24 hours.
The
300 ft. long, where it was necessary to build a trestle.
Lake Shore had only one serious washout; this was three miles
east of Erie, and was about 60 ft. long and 12 ft. deep. Water
ran over the tracks for several hours. Traffic was stopped at
8 p. m. the roadway department was able to begin work about
;

and trains were put through at 6 a. m. Trains were
detoured for about 12 hours. The Twentieth Century Limited
went through Detroit for the first time. Neither road had any
derailments. At French street, Erie, a two-story house, carried
off its foundation by the flood, lodged close to the Lake Shore
tracks but no serious harm was done to the railway.
1

a.

m.,

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Ci ub of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

—

City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R.. SO
Church St.. New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

Railway Club of Pittsrurgh.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4fh Friday in month, except
June. July and August, Mnnongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical S''pply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915,
Chicago.

—

—

—

Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.

—

Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters* and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111.
Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915,

—

Chicago.
St.

—

Louis Railway Clur. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August,

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, L^tah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month, Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Assocjation. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.- Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Annual meeting, October 19-21,

—

—

Colorado

Spring.*!.

Colo.

Southern & Southwestfrn Railway Club.

—

A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta. Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March. May,
July. September, November. 10 A. M.. Piedmont Hotel. Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Clur. Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
Regular

—

month, Boody House, Toledo.
C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Ilillburn.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

meetings.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

N. Y.

The following list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and [>laccs of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Raikvay Age Gaaette for each month.

—

American Association of Dining Car Superxntendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next meeting, October 21-23,
1915, Boston, Mass.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting, August
19-20.

1915,

Snn Francisco,

Cal.

—

American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 4-8, 1915, San Francisco,
Cal.

Connaugliv, 165 Broadway,
Electric Railway Association.

New

York.

—

H. G. McMeetings with American

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

—

—

—

iSr

—

Saturday

in

ciation.

Traffic. Club of Chicago.- W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark.— John J. Kautzmann. P. O. Box 238, Newark.
N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
August, The Washingtcui. 559 Broad St., Nevxnrk.
Traffic Club of New York.
A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
Augi^st. Hotel Astor, New York.
Traffic Clur of Pittsrurgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'I Agt.. Erie R. R., 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library Bldg..
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—C

—
—

—

Detroit.

,

C. A. Lichty, C. &
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.
Mioh.
Ami-hican Socitty of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular mcctiuKS, 1st and .Id Wednesday in
S7th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St,, New York.
Association or Manui-acturers of Chilled Car Wheels. Ceorgc W.
Annual meeting, 2d
T.yndnn. 1314 McCormick Bldg., Chicngo.
Tuesday in October, 1915, New York.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.— Jos. A. Andreiir-etti. C.
Annual meeting,
N. W.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., ChiraKO.
OctolHT. 1015.
nniDCE and Huilihng Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell. Detroit
Graphite Co., CliicaRo. III. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Cum.— James TowcU. Grand Trunk. P. O. Box 7, St.
Kcgvdar meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel. Montreal, Que.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

1st

Track Supply Association.— W.

Traveling Engineers' Association.— W. O. Thomp.son, N. Y. C. R. R.,
East Buffalo. N. Y.
Annual meeting. Sepicmber 7-10, 1915, Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers. — Frank W. Moore,
Lake

1111

Ncwhouse

Bldg.,

Utah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, cxAugust. Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon, Inunigratton Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings. 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. \V. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Enc.inefrs. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monndnock Block,
Chicago.
Regular mceiings, 1st Mondn> in month, except January.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July anil August, ChicaKO.
Annual meeting, lat
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Wednesday after l.^t Thursday in January, Chicago.
Salt

City,

ceppt July and

—

—

.

—
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to

make lower

Vol.

rates on

alfalfa meal 50 cents;

News

Traffic
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The Baltimore & Ohio has opened a new freight station
Brooklyn, N. Y., with 200 feet water frontage.
Formal announcement

made

is

of the discontinuance of serv-

ice

by the Pacific Mail Steamship

On

that date the

company

will

in

Company on November

withdraw

its

five

liners.

It

2.
is

reported that they have been sold to a Chinese syndicate.

During the month of June, 1915, the principal fast freight trains
run by the New York Central lines between New York and
Chicago arrived on time every day, making a perfect record.
The record for the month of July was almost as good, but one
delay being recorded, and that only 30 minutes.

The

forty-third annual convention of the Traveling Passenger

Agents'. Association is to be held at Boston on October 4 and
Special trains will be run over the Michigan Central from
5.

Chicago to Niagara Falls, and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
St. Louis from St. Louis and Cincinnati to Niagara Falls,
thence over the New York Central and the Boston & Albany to

&

Boston.
Louis, announces that definite
plans for a $3,000,000 b3--product coke plant, using Illinois
Upon this basis
coal, will be made public in the near future.
the St. Louis Republic urges the construction of docks and terminals for the utilization of the 8 ft. channel of the Mississippi river, with a view to assuring the future of the city as a

George Niedringhaus, of

steel

center.

that direct through cars
run daily from New York City freight stations to all of the more important cities in the Northwest, in the
Alissouri river territory and in the Southwest, regardless of the
quantity of freight offered.
Heretofore small consignments to
far Western points have been transferred at various junction
points en route.
will henceforth be

& St. Louis has a new demonstraand with it the Industrial Department of
the road has made a tour through the Sequatchie Valley where,
during three days, over 2,500 farmers and their w"ives and children were entertained with stereopticon views and lectures on
farm topics, improved agricultural methods, and better liveIt is proposed to put on the car a motion picture machine
.stock.
to show motion pictures of farm scenes along the road.
The

Nashville, Chattanooga

and lecture

car,

Under the direction of the Industrial Department the car is
making a tour of the Shelbyville and Sparta branches this week.
In this work the road has the co-operation of the agricultural and
dairy experts from the University of Tennessee. To aid in the
introduction of pure-bred cattle on the farms along its road, this
company has bought a herd of shorthorn cattle from a famous
breeder, eighteen cows and heifers and four bulls. These animals
are descended from stock imported from England, and are said
to be recognized as the best breed for beef and milking purposes.
Passengers traveling in chair coaches on the Missouri PacificIron Mountain may now have a light lunch served to them in
their seats without the necessity of going into the dining car.
This is a recent innovation and, according tc officers of the
A waiter from the dining car passes
road, is proving popular.
through the train during meal hours to take orders. This service
is in eflfect on all trains that have dining cars, buffet or parlorcafe cars. Freight and passenger service have been resumed on
the National Railway of Mexico, between Laredo, Tex., and
Monterey, Mex., after a suspension of 15 months.

The Southern Pacific now takes canned goods, beans, asphalt
and barley from San Franci.sco and other California ports to

New York at 40 cents per 100 lb. this by rail to Galveston
and thence by steamship. The rate applies only to shipments of
The road has applied to the Interstate Comat least 40 tons.
merce Commission for authority to make the same ri'tc on oats,
wheat and rice, with the same minimum. Between the same
;

points the
at

company takes dried

60 cents, and in sacks

at

;

No. 7

wine 45 cents and

in both cases, 30 tons.

The principal railways of Canada, at the suggestion of the
Railway Commission, have made a specially low rate 50 cents
a ton for any distance up to 50 miles
for gravel in carloads for
cities and towns, to be used in roadmaking.
The request for a
low rate came originally from Western Ontario, J. B. Armstrong,
a member of Parliament, making the request of the Railway
Commission that a low rate be ordered by the government.
Chief Commissioner Drayton reminded the applicants that the
commission could not justly require a railway to establish unremunerative rates, or any rate unfairly out of line with a basis
high enough to maintain a satisfactory railway service.

—

—

Elliott in the Maryland Court, at Baltimore, August
denied the application of the Baltimore & Ohio for an injunction restraining the Public Service Commission of the
State from enforcing its order requiring the road to continue
in use certain season tickets, which are declared by the road
to be unprofitable. Of a number of commutation rate questions
presented before the Commission recentlj' several were decided
in favor of the road and others a.gainst it.
Judge Elliott held
that the public should have the benefit of the lower rates until
the Public Service Commission could present further facts and
arguments, the question to be left open until the court should
be in a position to issue or refuse to issue a permanent injunc-

Judge

7,

tion.

St.

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces

tion

wine and alfalfa meal

minimum,

59,

fruit in boxes,

80 cents

;

minimum

30 tons,

and has asked for authority

Ohio coal operators are carrying on before the state commission a contest for the reduction of freight rates. A few
weeks ago the Supreme Court approved reductions made four
years ago by the state commission, following which approval
the Hocking Valley, the principal respondent, filed new tariits
covering the reductions. The operators' complaint having been
made before the reduced tariffs were filed, they are now in
the position of having difficulty in holding the principal deThe commission has held that for the
fendant in the case.
time being, at least, the case against the Hocking Valley shall
not be dismissed.
In ruling out certain evidence w-hich the
railways desired to introduce to show that mining conditions
and prices of production as between Ohio and outside coal
for
fields, and not exoribtant freight rates, are responsible
present inactivity in Ohio mining centers, the commission de"Are freight rates
clared the only question before it to be
on coal within the state unreasonable and discriminatory?"
:

The State Public Utilities Commission of
a hearing in Chicago on August 23 at 10 a.
of various express companies for authority
rates.
The scale of express rates applicable

announces
on the petition
advance certain

Illinois

m.,
to

in Illinois adopted
by the commission on February 1, 1914, proved to be an advance in some instances and a reduction in others. The express
companies have proposed an advance, to become effective on
September 1, and the commission has scheduled this hearing
in order to determine what amounts of advance shall be allowed.

Proposed Advances in Texas Rates
and interstate freight rates in Texas
and the effect of the proposed increase in intrastate rates, for
which an application is now pending before the State Commission, J. S. Hershey, general freight agent of the Gulf, Colorado
& Santa Fe, has given out a statement explaining the views
of the carriers. It has been suggested during the hearings before the commission that the increase would tend to divert
the movement of traffic from interstate points of origin and
that Texas railways would have their revenues curtailed rather
than increased by obtaining greater revenues on intrastate
than on interstate traffic.
Mr. Hershey says "I should say, from a Santa Fe standpoint,
that the proposed increase, which will affect the earnings of
that line greatest, would be upon grai.n, grain products and
hay, cotton, cotton seed products, fruits and vegetables, live
These commodities are all Texas
stock, stone, sand and gravel.
products, and to the extent of their consumption within the
State of Texas they surely have no outside or interstate interference, so that whatever increase might be made in the rates
by the Texas commission for the movement of these commodities they would not be interfered with in any manner by outI
tiiink this same view of the proposition is
side sources.
manifestly apropos of practically all Texas products to the
Effect of

With reference

to state

:

August

13,
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same extent that they are consumed

Texas, outside compeThis explanation is made in
in

tition within this state heing nil.
order to correct any impression which may prevail that the
rate adjustment as proposed by the carriers will operate to the
disadavantage of Texas shippers and to the advantage of interCertainly no such purpose was in the mind of
state shippers.
the carriers when these advanced rates were proposed, and assurances have been given to the commission that there was no

desire on the part of the carriers to divert any traffic from its
present channels, but the desire was merely to obtain a proper
remuneration for the service the carriers were performing."

Twenty

Millions in Gold

;

is said to have been brought from England to Hahfax by
a vessel of the British Navy, and the transportation throughout
from London to New York was carried out with the greatest
possible secrec}'. The train came via Bangor, Me., Boston, Mass.,
and Chatham, N. Y., and was preceded by a pilot engine. It is

gold

same

cars, or

one of them, were securities valued

$35,000,000; securities owned in England to be deposited in
This is believed to be the
as collateral for loans.
There
largest shipment of gold ever trusted to a single vessel.
was a little delay at Halifax, to make the necessary arrangements with the express company and, counting interest on the
at

New York

;

gold at 5 per cent, per annum, the delay incurred a
$2,500 additional expense.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The South Bend,

Ind., chamber of commerce has filed a comthe Interstate Commerce Commission against the
withdrawal of proportional class rates applying to Northern
Indiana cities to the Ohio river on traffic destined for the south-

plaint

with

east.

night last the American Express Company brought
into New York City from Halifax, N. S., seven carloads of gold
$19,534,200, in 700 boxes, which had been shipped by the British
government to J. P. Morgan & Co., its New York bankers. The

On Tuesday

said that in the
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trifle of, say,

Car Surpluses and Shortages
relations between railroads of the Ameri-

The Southern

Atlantic steamship

Pacific

lines

have

filed

Commerce Commission for
quote low commodity rates from New York

application with the Interstate

an

perpier

mission to
to California points without making corresponding reductions
A hearing before Examiner Thurtell
to intermediate points.
has been set for September 1, in New York City.

Application Under the

Panama Canal Act

In re Southern Pacific's oivnersliip of stock in Sacramento
Transportation Company. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
The commission grants the application of the Southern Pacific and the Central Pacific to retain their control of the Sacramento Transportation Company, which owns and operates a
line of steamboats on the Sacramento river and connecting
waters. It is held that Southern Pacific competes for traffic with
the transportation company, but that the operation of the boat
line is in the interest of the public.
(34 I. C. C, 648.)

The committee on

Association, in presenting statistical statement
summary of freight car surpluses and shortages
for August 1, 1915, says
The total surplus on August 1, 1915, was 265,131 cars; on
July 1, 1915, 276,421 cars, and on August 1, 1914, 198,998 cars.
The surplus for August 1, 1915, shown above, includes figures
reported since the issue of statistical statement No. 6, reported

Railway

can

No.

7 giving a

Age

Gazette of July 16, page 136.
surplus under July 1, 1915, are chiefly in
There are
firoups 2 and 4 (East) in coal and gondola cars.
also decreases in the surplus of box cars in Group 5 (Southeast) and Group 8 (Central), which are offset by an increase
in the surplus of box cars in Group 6 (Central North).
The total shortage on August 1, 1915, was 888 cars; on July
the Railway

in

The decreases

1915, 785 cars,

1,

The

in

and on August

1,

132,342
12.666
74,488
45,635

Flat

foal

ami

:

Surplus

Box
(iondola

Other

Oklahoma, producing cottonseed oil, cake, meal and hulls, is unand unreasonable, and that the present blanket rates are unreasonable and prejudicial. The commission is unable to formu-

just

regarding the details of a readjustment, but it is
believed that the establishment of a distance tariff applicable from
all points in the present blanket may be a solution of the difficulIt therefore suggests a tentative schedule, worked out on
ties.
further hearing in the case will be held at
the mileage basis.
late conclusions

A

Kansas

City,

Mc, on

265,131

Shortage
352

W

414
23

888

—

British Locomotive Exports. The exports of locomotives
from the United Kingdom are showing a sharp falling off, although when the comparison is extended to 1913 the outlook is
The value of the engines exported in June was
less serious.
$1,091,000, as compared with $1,480,000 in June, 1914. and $1,180.000 in June. 1913. In the six months ended June 30, 1915, loconiotii'cs were exported to the value of $5,890,000. as compared
with $10,000,000 in the first half of 1914, and $6,013,000 in the
fir>t half of 1913.— /iiiyiiu'cn';!;;, London.
Iniiian Railway.—The Teesta Valley Light Railway
constructed, like the Darjceling-IIimalaya line, upon
a 2-ft. gage, and the locomotives are of a special hill-climbing
Allhough the new line is temporarily intended for goods
iNpe.
traOic only, a journey from Sili(]uri to Teesta is so picturesque
that there is little doubt that it will ultimately attract many tour-

Bengal

is

line stops short at Reang, but in a few months
another five miles to Teesta, thus bringing a
traveler within easy reach of Kalimpong. The Teesta river forms
the boundary between Sikkim slate and the Darjeeling district.
Near Sivok, the first station past Siliquri, the Teesta is 750 ft.
wide, and at this iioint a susiuMision bridge is to be erected for
Several fine bridges
»hc purpose of oiicning up Diiars Iraflic.
occur upon the Teesta Valley line, notably at Sivok, Kalijorc
Some of the spans on these bridges are 100 ft.
ind Reang.

ists.
it

At present the

will be carried

11,

1915.

(35

I.

C.

C,

94.)

Grain Milled in Transit at Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission in this case rules against the reasonableness
of a Baltimore & Ohio tariff, the effect of which would be to
increase the rates from East St. Louis through Louisville or
Cincinnati to points in Southeastern and Carolina territories on
grain milled in transit at points on its line between East St. Louis
and Cincinnati. It was found that the proposed tariff would
effect an unjust discrimination against the protestant, a milling
company of Lawrenceburg, Ind., in favor of competitors at St.
Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, and also at points south of the
Kentucky-Tennessee State liiu- on the lines of the Baltimore &
Ohio's cofinections.

(35

1.

C.

C,

27.)

The Ogden Gateway Case

A Nkw

in

October

1914, 2,333 cars.

figures by classes of cars follow

Classes

Rates on Cottonseed Oil from Points in Oklahoma
Oklahoma Cottonseed Crushers Association v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the present grouping of points in

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

The commission

in

this

case

fiiuls

that

the

I'nion

Pacific

has justified a proposed cancellation of the joint through passenger fares now in effect in connection with the Denver &•
Rio (irnnde between points in the territory of the Oregon Short
Line and points east of and including Colorado common point
The purpose of that course is to give to the Union
territory.
Pacific and the Oregon Short Line, two of the lines forming a
))art of the Union Pacific system, a longer haul than they now
enjoy on passenger traffic to and from the local territory served

The commission makes certain
the Oregon Short Line.
suggestions, however, relative to the continuance of through
accommodations for the benelil of travelers desiring to pass
over the routes at the lawful fares available. (35 I. C. C. 131.)

by
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Demurrage Charges

Vol.

Commissioner Harlan

will be entered.)

&

Picker Lead Company v. St. Louis
San Francisco. Opinion
by Commissioner Clements:
Upon a complaint alleging that the accrual of 615 days' debits
in excess of credits, under an average demurrage agreement,
during a certain period resulted from defendant's failure to construct a 60- ft. extension to complainant's unloading track, the
commission finds that the demurrage charges were properljIt liappened that the so-called contract for the track
extension was of an informal character, and appears to have
been only a promise to comply with complainant's request thereBut even had it been a formal written contract, the question
for.
of alleged damages resulting from its non-fulfillment would be
one for determination by the courts, and not by the commission.
(35 I. C. C, 45.)
Complaint dismissed.

assessed.

The Checking of Baggage on Combination Tickets
Opinion by the Commission
The commission finds that the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio have not justified proposed rules prohibiting the
through checking of baggage and rate of through parlor and
sleeping car tickets on combination tickets. For a number of
years travelers from New York, Philadeluphia, Baltimore and
other trunk line territory points to points in the South and
Southeast have been able to check their baggage through to destination and to secure through Pullman car accommodations on
combinations of tickets good only to and from the gateways to
Southern and Southeastern territory. The Pennsylvania and the
Baltimore & Ohio have proposed to abolish the practice. The
rules assailed apply to combinations of all forms of tickets issued by respondents and by their Southern connections to and
from the gateways involved, but most of the testimony relates
to combinations involving the use of Southern carriers' mileage
books or southeastern passenger association interchangeable mileage exchange orders, which result in lower fares than the published joint through fares. The respondents state that the rules
assailed were intended primarily to protect their joint fares and
to conserve their revenues. The Pennsylvania issues 1,000-mile
mileage books which it sells at a rate of ZH cents per mile.
Southeastern passenger association interchangeable mileage exchange orders sell at a rate of 2 cents per mile. On this basis
the combination fare from New- York to Atlanta, for example,
is $13.88, or $3.42 less than the joint through fare of $17.30.
From New York the joint through fares exceed the combination
mileage fares by $1.74 to Richmond, Va. $3.03 to Asheville,
N. C; $4.30 to Savannah, Ga.; $5.26 to Jacksonville, Fla.; $6.06
The protestants, on the other hand, emto New Orleans, La.

dissents.

59,

(35

No. 7

I.

C.

C,

157.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Nebraska

State

Railway Commission has received two

conflicting opinions relative to the validity of the public warehouse law passed at the last session of the Legislature. The

attorney-general has given an opinion that the act is invalid
and cannot be enforced. The dean of the State University Law
School says the law is valid. The commission is inclined to
take the latter opinion. The commission had been advised by
the attorney-general previously that it had no authority to take
other legal advice than his own; but the Supreme Court of the
state has held that in extraordinary cases a state officer is not
required to accept the services of the state's attorney.

The New York

State PubUc Service Commission, Second dishas taken the first steps toward the enforcement of the socalled jitney bus law passed at the last session of the Legislature
by applying to the supreme court for a permanent injunction
restraining James E. Adams in Corning, and Elmer G. Booth in
Rochester, from operating "jitney" lines without the consent of
the local authorities or a certificate of public convenience and
This statute requires any venecessity from the commission.
hicle operating in competition with a common carrier to procure
the consent of the local authorities, and to obtain a certificate
of public convenience and necessity from the Public Service Commission before operating in the streets of any of the cities of
the state. The statute in specific terms makes all persons and
trict,

corporations engaging in the jitney business, as defined,
carriers and subject to all provisions of law as such.

common

New Y'ork State Public Service Commission, Second Dishas issued an order forbidding the railroads to collect a
charge for "spotting" cars, or placing them on and collecting
them from industrial tracks and roads. This charge was proposed to be imposed on both interstate and intrastate traffic. The
Public Service Commission suspended it in the case of intrastate
traffic pending the decision of the Federal Commission. The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its order deciding
against the reasonableness of the charge in the large field, and
the Public Service Commission follows this decision. The carhave now
all of the roads of importance in the State
riers
The charge was
filed trilfs discontinuing the proposed charge.
to have been made at 5^ cents a ton, with a minimum of $2 a car.
The

trict,

—

—

;

phasize the inconvenience that will result to travelers if they
must detrain at Washington, for example, to recheck their baggage and to secure Pullman car accommodations for the portions
of their journeys beyond Washington. Under the proposed rule,
a traveler presenting two straight fare tickets for transportation
from a point on respondent's line to a southern or southeastern
destination on a connecting forei.gn line, for which he had paid
a sum in excess of the joint through fare, would be denied

through baggage checking and Pullman accommodations. Such
It operates
a provision is obviously unjust and unreasonable.
to subject the holders of all such tickets to an annoying and
often prohibitory inconvenience, and goes beyond the avowed
purpose of respondents to protect the joint through fares in which

No

carrier receiving the equivalent of its full
local fare to the junction may, in respect of combinations of
tickets severally subject to the act, whatever the character of

they participate.

the transportation issued and accepted by the connecting line,
lawfully withhold provision for incidental services so constantly
and universally in demand as those at vvliich the proposed rules
are directed. (While Washington, as an important gateway, has
been taken as illustrative of the situation involved, the local tariffs carrying rates to Washington and other junctions of the
Pennsylvania Railroad with connecting lines from points on the
Pennsylvania Railroad were not suspended, and the right of

checking baggage and securing Pullman accommodations from
points on that line through those gateways has therefore been
withdrawn. In accordance, however, with the views above expressed, the arrangements should without delay be restored at
Upon all the facts disclosed we
all junctions with other lines.
find that respondents have not justified the proposed rules, and
an order requiring the cancellation of the suspended schedules

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
railroad commissioners of South Dakota have appointed
Joseph E. Love engineer for the commission. Mr. Love was formerly in the engineering department of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul.

The

COURT NEWS
The two-cent passenger fare case of the State of Oklahoma,
which is being heard at Oklahoma City, has been continued by
the Federal Court until September 6, because of the state being
unable to take up its cross-examination at the present time.

The United

States

District

Court

at

Detroit on August

S,

denied the petition of the Pere Marquette to increase its pasThe petition for an injunction to restrain the
senger rates.
state authorities from enforcing the two-cent rate was filed by
the holders of the consolidated mortgage bonds of the road.
The circuit court of appeals at Grand Rapids had previously
held that the showing made by the complainants did not justify
an increase, but withheld final decision to permit the filing of a
supplemental bill, which is now disposed of adversely to the
railway company.
Injuries to MairClerk— Proximate Cause
mail car was equipped, in accordance with the postal regulations, with an iron bar across each door, for the protection
Before the car left the terminal, and while the
of the clerk.
clerk was working in it, a man came in to clean the car and told
The clerk
the clerk that he was going to take out the bar.
acquiesced in this, but told the man to be sure to put it back.

A

August
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The bar was not

put back, and, in

its

absence, the clerk fell

from the car and was injured. In an action against the railway
company, the Virginia Supreme Court holds that the road was
not hable, as its employee was not acting within the line of his
duty in removing the bar, and he could not bind the company by
If the clerk relied on this promise, he
his promise to restore it.
did so at his own peril. The fact that the car was insufficiently
lighted was immaterial, for that was not the proximate cause
of the accident.— Washington & O. D. (Va.) 85 S. E. 482.
Notice of Injuries to Live Stock— Amount of Claim

A

shipper gave notice of injuries to live stock, but the claim
filed with the notice was not so large as the amount afterwards
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals held that this
sued for.
but the amount of the claim was a
did not defeat recovery
proper matter for the jury to consider in estimating the damages sustained. Pecos & N. T. v. Holmes (Tex.), 177 S. W. 505.
;

—

Injuries to Live Stock

— Notice

the provision of the interstate commerce law
requiring written notice of injuries to live stock, the Texas
Court of Civil Appeals holds that the object of the provision
is to afford an opportunity to the railroad to investigate the
merits of the claim; and where it admits the justness of the
shipper's claim his failure to give notice is not prejudicial to
the carrier's rights, and notice becomes unnecessary. Hovey v.'

Construing

—

Tankersley (Tex.), 177

No Duty

W.

to Inspect

153.

Simple Appliances

agent for injuries caused by a
of a bolt which held the tongue of a four-wheel
in place, working loose, it appeared that the agent
experience in the work of handling trucks, and
The
dilapidated condition of that in question.

an action by a station

In
fall,

S.

the result

baggage truck
had 11 years'

knew

of the
Virginia Supreme Court holds that such a truck is a simple
appliance, the duty to inspect which rested on the agent rather
than the railroad, which was not liable. Southern Ry. v. Snow
(Va.) 85 S. E. 488.

—

Boiler Explosion

— Evidence

of the company's boiler makers, who testified that, on examining the engine the day before the accident, he found five broken
stay bolts (of which there were more than 400 in the crown
The St.
sheet) and about six bolts pulling through the sheet.
Louis Court of Appeals held that the evidence did not justify
a finding that the crown sheet, as distinguished from the stay
An employe, suing for a personal injury,
bolts, was defective.
has the burden of proving negligence of the employer, and a
casual connection between the negligence and the injury; and
where the injury might have resulted from one of two causes,
for only one of which the employer was liable, the employe
must show with reasonable certainty that the cause for which
Under this rule
the employer was liable produced the injury.
Sparkman v. Wabash (Mo.),
the plaintiff conld not recover.
177 S. W. 703.

—

Discrimination in Diverting and Expediting Shipments
interslale

commerce

conunissioii

h:is

decl.-u'ed

that

the

diverting cars is of value to the shipper, and in
order to avoid discrimination it is necessary for the carrier
graiUing this privilege to publish that fact in its tariff, together
with the conditions on which it may be used. The Norfolk .Soulliern a<loplcd a tariff and conditions on which diversions wo\ild be
made, which provided that parties making retpiest for change of
privilege of

destination must furnish satisfactory proof of ownership and acceptable form of bond.
In an action by the shipper of a consignment which was delivered without change of cars to the
consignee in Boston, Mass., the complaint was that while in
transit the railroad agreed to divert the shipment to another
consignee in New York and failed to do so. It appeared that
The
this agreement to divert was made over the telephone.
Virginia Supreme Court holds that the regulations were not
imposed solely for the benefit of the carrier, so as to be capable
of being waived at its pleasure. They were intended to place all
shippers upon the same plane and prevent unfair preferences
among them, and the carrier could not waive them and allow
diversion in an unauthorized manner. It followed the analogous
case of C. & O. v. Ruckman, 115 Va. 493, 80 S. E. 496, where it
was held that "a special contract with a particular shipper,
whereby a carrier agrees for the published rate to expedite an
interstate shipment of freight and deliver the same on a designated
day, gives to the particular shipper an advantage over other shippers, and makes a discrimination in his favor which is prohibited

by the interstate commerce act hence such a contract is void."
Norfolk Southern v. Whitehurst (Va.) 85 S. E. 458.
;

Liability for Injury to

Passenger on Steps

of Vestibuled

Car

A

passenger, while standing on the steps of a vestibuled car in
a moving train, to which position he had been invited by the action of a baggage man in opening the vestibule doors under instructions from the conductor to let the passenger off at the
next station, was knocked from the steps by the swinging shut
of the vestibule door, which the baggageman had negligently left
rule of the company posted in the car prohibited
unsecured.
passengers from going upon the platform when the car was
moving, and a New Jersey statute exempted the company from
In
liability for injury to a passenger "by reason of" such rule.
an action for his injuries, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Third
Circuit, held that, while the passenger may have assumed the
ordinary risk in violating the rule, he was not bound to anticipate the negligence of the baggageman, which w'as the pro.ximate
cause of his injury, and was not barred of the right to recover
by contributory ne.gligetice. Central of New Jersey vs. Hirsch, C.
C. A., 223 Fed. 44!

A

—

of 'Cause

In an action by a locomotive engineer for injuries caused by
the crown sheet "letting down," causing an explosion, it was
alleged that the crown sheet and its fastenings were weak
The plaintiff's evidence tended to show that
and insecure.
sufficient water was kept in the boiler to cover the crown sheet
The theory
until at least a few minutes prior to the accident.
of the defense, with which this evidence was not inconsistent,
was that in running down hill, after ascending an upgrade for
about eight miles, the water ran forward in the boiler, and
because of insufficient water therein the crown sheet was left
Expert evidence was
uncovered, causing it to be burned out.
adduced to show that this was the cause of the explo.sion. The
only evidence of defect in the crown sheet was that of one

The
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No Power to Construct Private Tramroad Over Right
The predecessor of the Seaboard Air Line bought

of

Way

a tract of

40 acres from the state, built a railroad across it and then conveyed the 40 acres to third persons without reservation of any
right of way. The owners of the land subsequently claimed that
the railroad company was merely a tenant by sufferance, or, at
least, that they could use the right of way for any purpose conThey proposed to build a
sistent with the railroad's use of it.
private tramroad to haul logs across the track, which the railroad
sought Jo enjoin. The Florida Supreme Court holds that the
railroad had no authority to sell its right of way; it must be held
implication to be excepted from the conveyance of the 40

b\'

acres.

The law recognizes the right of the public to have public roads
cross railroad tracks, but makes no provision for a private tramCommon-carrier railroads as "public utilities
road.
must be safeguarded for the safety of persons and property in
transit."
Seaboard .Mr Line vs. McRainey (Fla.'i 68, S. E. 753.
.

.

.

*

Companies
it
was beyond the
powers of the president of a railroad incorporated under the
Limitation of Powers of Railroad

The Georgia Court of Appeals holds

that

general laws of Georgia as a common carrier, cither with or
without the consent of the board of directors, to give funds
belonging to the corporation for the erection of a public school,
or for the purpose of building up or jiromoling the town in which
the school is situated, even though the school or town be located
on the line of the company's road and its transportation business
thereby be increased. A vote executed for such a purpose could
not bind the corporation where the payee had full notice of the
The
unauthorized purpose for which the note was given.
court cited Military Interstate Assoc, v. Savaiuiah T. & I. of H.,
2(X), where the Supreme Court treated as
and void a subscription by a railroad to the c.ipital
stock of a corporation organized to furnish ainiisemenl to the
pid)lic at a point on the line, and which therefore might inci-

105 (ia. 420, 31, S. K.

tdtia vires
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increase the road's
(Ga.) 85 S. E. 634.

dentally
etc.

Validity of

West

transportation business.

Virginia

— Brimson,

Two-Cent Fare Law

59,

No.

7

slack and separation of hose couplings.
The whole trip, about
97 miles, was made at about 10 miles an hour.
The court finds that the repairs could have been made at
Haselton and Mosier but for the congestion and virtually decides that repair facilities must, without exception, be adequate,
;

The Public Service Commission of West Virginia sought by
mandamus to compel the Baltimore & Ohio to obey its order
requiring the railroad to conform to the provisions of
41, Acts of the Legislature of 1907, limiting railroads
charges for the transportation of passengers and their
The railroad did not deny that
to two cents a mile.

Vol.

Chapter
in their

everywhere.
"Such wise and humane legislation as the safety appliance acts"
must not be weakened by allowing a railway to decide when its
provisions may be suspended
must not be so construed as to
put it in the power of carriers to largely suspend it "in a most
important respect."
;

baggage
the law

in force, and was not repealed by the public utilities act, but
claimed that it was confiscatory. It was held by the West
Virginia Supreme Court that the act remained the paramount
law on the subject, binding upon the railroad, until in the first
instance, upon application by the railroad, or by some one injuriously affected by the act, or upon the initiative of the Public
Service Commission, the rate had been investigated by the Commission and judicially determined to be unreasonable or confiscatory as to the Baltimore & Ohio, and therefore invalid.
Until then or until the act had been otherwise amended or lawfully nullified, the Public Service Commission, as prescribed by
the act creating it, had jurisdiction to compel observance of the

was

Reasonableness

it

Until the Commission had investigated and
act by the railroad.
determined that the rate complained of was unreasonable and
invalid as to the Baltimore & Ohio, the courts could not inter-

fere.— State

vs. B.

&

Strict

O.

(W. Va.)

85, S. E. 714.

Construction of Air-Brake

Law

The United States District Court for the Northern District
of Ohio, Eastern Division, in the case of the United States vs.
Pennsylvania Company, in a decision handed down July 2, penalizes the railroad on 34 counts for hauling 33 freight cars, all in
bad order, without using air brakes. The decision by Judge
Clarke, says
"Where a carrier operates a train without the required percentage of air brakes being in use, due to the fact that the empty
bad order and chained up cars composing such train are in condition such that the operation of the air brakes is not reasonably
possible, and fails to establish that it was not reasonably possible to have placed these cars in such condition of repair, temporary or permanent, that the air brakes coidd have been con-

nected up and used, such a movement is in violation of the airbrake provision of the safety appliance acts and does not come
within the proviso to the act of April 14, 1910.

"The proviso exempts from the penalties of the acts only a
movement of equipment which becomes defective when in use
line of railway, and then only from the place where first
discovered to be defective to the nearest available place where
repairs can be made, and where such movement is necessary in
order to make such repairs and they can not be made except at
such repair point.
"The failure on the -part of the carrier to have repair yards
of adequate capacity or to provide a sufficient force of men to
repair cars which may become defective in the vicinity of its
established yards can not be permitted to create the necessity
which the proviso declares shall relieve a railroad from liability

on a

movement

of defective cars."
The petition contains 34 counts. The
a civil action.
first 25 counts are based upon the hauling of that number of
empty bad order cars in a train from Mosier, Ohio, to Dock
Junction at Erie, Pa., in July, 1913, when one or both ends of
for the

This

is

each of said cars (with the exception of the car mentioned in
the 25th count, which was hauled by its own drawbars) were not
equipped with automatic couplers as required by statute, but
were fastened to adjoining cars by means of chains.
At Haselton, eight additional empty bad order cars were put
into this train and hauled by means of chains instead of drawbars. The twenty-sixth count is based upon the operation of this
train (33 cars), together with engine, tender and caboose, when
less than 85 per cent, of the cars were controlled by air brakes,
the air brakes being operated on engine and tender only.
The case was submitted to the court upon an agreed statement
of facts, a jury being waived.
The cars, all empty, were thus

moved because

the repair fa-

Mosier and Haselton were congested, while those at
Dock Junction were available. The air-brake hose was not
coupled because of the liability of trouble from uncontrollable

cilities

at

of

Tender

of

Large

Bill for

Small Fare

In an action for wrongful ejectment for refusal to pay a fare
of four cents a mile, the question involved was whether a $100
bill was a reasonable tender at a union station ticket office at
It appeared that the
Gulfport, Miss., in payment of $2.01.

boarded the train at Pascagoula, Miss., and went to
Gulfport, where he proposed to take the regular fast train to

plaintiiT

New Orleans two hours later. At Gulfport he found he was
without small change. The ticket agent only opened his window
when the train was in sight. When the plaintiff tendered a
$100 bill he said he could not change it, and to pay his fare
The plaintiff boarded the train, tendered the
on the train.
$100 bill to the conductor, and said if he had no change they
(;ould wait and get the bill changed at the ticket window at
New Orleans. The conductor said he did not know whether
the plaintiff tried to buy a ticket or not, and demanded four
This
cents a mile instead of the regular fare of three cents.
The trial
the plaintiff said he would not pay and was ejected.
court instructed the jury to find for the defendant, which it did.
On appeal, the Mississippi Supreme Court held that the trial
court was in error in holding, as a matter of law, that the $100
bill was an unreasonable sum to tender in a cosmopolitan city
like Gulfport, especially in view of the fact that the agent
was in a union depot handling funds of two large railroads.
"The railroad companies," the court said, "are, of course, in
the business of providing transportation for hire, and owe, we
think, a duty to the traveling public to provide reasonable
facilities for making change at an important station like the
one here involved. They are servants and not masters. The
lack of adjudicated cases on this point indicates, in the language of Patterson, J., in Barrett v. Market St. Ry. Co., 81 Cal.
296 (where it was said a distinction should be made between
passengers on street railways and steam railroads), 'that a question like this will, as is usual, settle itself by a spirit of mutual
accommodation between carrier and passenger.' * * * We
do not undertake to lay down any rule defining what is and
what is not reasonable tender in all cases. This is a mixed
question of fact and law to be determined in each case, taking
into account always the size of the city, town or village where
the passage is demanded, the volume of business done, and the
We do say, however, that in this
facilities for making change.
particular case the court could not, as a matter of law, declare
the $100 an imreasonable amount in a city like Gulfport. There
is no question of the good faith of appellant, and surely we
have fallen on uncertain times if a w-hite gentleman with a
pocket full of $100 bills cannot buy first-class passage on a train

operated by a common carrier doing both an interstate and
intrastate business without paying a premium to do so, especially when he has transacted all business on hand and is destined for the attractive and cosmopolitan city of New Orleans.
Such conduct on the part of the railway company comes near
\iolating the constitutional guaranty accorded every citizen of
the 'pursuit of happiness.' Reversed and remanded."
Mr. Chief Justice Smith dissented, saying, in part "1 think
that it can be said, as a matter of law, that a $100 bill does not
reasonably approximate a fare of $2.01. To require a railroad
company to keep its ticket agent supplied with sufficient money
:

change all bills of this amount that may be tendered them
payment of small fares will not only seriously handicap it
in its business by keeping an unnecessarily large amount of its
money thus tied up, but will make its ticket offices the most
attractive of places for burglars and robbers; and, moreover, its
agents cannot transact their business with that expedition to
which the traveling public is entitled, if all or a great part of
the intending passengers put them to the trouble of changing
bills for large amounts tendered in payment of small fares."—

to
in

Jones

v.

L.

&

N. (Miss.), 68 So., 924.
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Lee H. Landis, assistant to the president and traffic manager
of the Tidewater Southern, has had his headquarters transferred from Stockton, Cal., to San Francisco.
Operating

Connett has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the
Creston Division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Creston, Iowa.
C.

J.

James Harry Johnson, trainmaster of the Yellowstone division
of the Northern Pacific at Dickinson, N. D., has been transferred to the Fargo division, with headquarters at Dilworth,
Minn., succeeding J. M. Boyd, who has been transferred to the
Yellowstone division, succeeding Mr. Johnson.
Louis Charlton Fritch, assistant to the president of the
Canadian Northern at Toronto, Ont., has also been appointed
general manager of the lines east of Port Arthur, with headquarters at Toronto. Mr.
Fritch was born in 1868,
at Springfield, III., and
took a course in civil engineering at the University of Cincinnati. Subhe took a
sequently,
course in law and was
admitted to the bar in
He began railOhio.

way work
pervisor's

the

Ohio

in 1884, as su-

assistant

&

on

Mississippi.

From

January, 1886, to
October, 1892, he was
assistant engineer, and
then to November, 1893,
was engineer of maintenance of way of the
same road, succeeding to
the
filled

formerly
position
by the chief engi-

neer and master maintenance
of
He
way.
L. C. Fritch
was also chief engineer
On
in charge of construction of the Cincinnati & Bedford.
November 1, 1893, he was appointed division engineer of the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, which absorbed the Ohio &
From September 1, 1899, to November, 1902, he
Mississippi.
was superintendent of the Mississippi division of the same road.
In February, 1904, he went to the Illinois Central at Chicago,
and was engaged in special work until March 1, 1905, when he
became assistant to the general manager of the same road. He
was appointed assistant to the president in November, 1906, and
from March 1 to November 15, 1909, was consulting engineer
He was later appointed chief engineer of
of the same road.
the Chicago Great Western, and in March, 1914, was appointed
assistant to the president of the Canadian Northern, which
position he still holds.
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Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed general passenger agent, with headquarters at Los Angeles, succeeding James
Horsbourgh, Jr., resigned. C. J. Balfour, commercial agent at
Pasadena, Cal., succeeds Mr. McGinnis.

William T. LaMoure, whose appointment as general freight
agent of the Boston & Maine, with headquarters at Boston, Mass.,
has already been announced in these columns, was born at Worcester, N. Y., and was
educated in the public
school
of
his
native
town.
He began railway work in 1882, as a
telegraph
operator
on
the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel & Western, now a
part of the Boston &
Maine. In 1885, he was
appointed station agent
at Petersburgh Junction,
N. Y. One year later he
was transferred to Valley Falls, and then became agent at Johnsonville, when the Boston,

Hoosac Tunnel & Western
was
consolidated
with the Fitchburg Railroad.
In 1892, he was
appointed freight agent
of the Fitchburg Railroad at Troy, N. Y.
W. T. LaMoure
three years later he was
transferred to Boston, as chief clerk of the local freight
office,
and two years later became local freight agent in
charge of the Boston freight terminals of the Fitchburg Railroad,
and continued in that position after the Fitchburg was leased to
the Boston & Maine. In 1907, he was appointed foreign freight
agent, and in January, 1914, was appointed assistant general
freight agent of the Boston & Maine, which position he held at
the time of his recent appointment as general freight agent of
the same road above noted.
Engineering and Rolling Stock

A. M. Harvey has been appointed signal supervisor of the
Canadian Government Railways, with headquarters at Moncton, N. B.
Charles Edelman has been appointed signal supervisor of the
Missouri Pacific, at Osawatomie, Kans., succeeding A. Dewey,
transferred.
C. C. Jones has been appointed supervisor of bridges and
buildings of the Detroit division of the Grand Trunk, with
headquarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding H. G. Batten.

Harry C. Rupple has been temporarily appointed roadmaster
of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Pasco, Wash.,
succeeding Dan McLaughlin, granted leave of absence.
Carlson, assistant master mechanic of the Texas &
has resigned to become master mechanic of the International & Great Northern, with headquarters at San .\ntonio,
Tex.
F.

C.

Pacific,

Purchasing

Pa., vice

H. M. Powell, recently general storekeeper of the St. Louis
& San Francisco, has been appointed to the newly created position of supervisor of material and supplies of the Texas &
Pacific, with headquarters at Marshall, Tex.

Naylor, assistant freight and passenger agent of
Alton at Peoria, 111., has resigned to become general traffic manager of the K.insas City, Mexico & Orient of
Texas, with head(|uarters at San Angclo, Tex.

M. D. Monserrate, second vice-president of the San Antonio
& Aransas Pass, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., died
at San Diego, Cal., on July 30, at the age of 78 years.

Traffic

W. H. Mason has been appointed commercial freight
& Ohio, with headquarters at Uniontown,
W. H. Eaton, promoted.

agent of

the Baltimore

Edward

J,

D.

&

Kciiworlhy,

assistant

Denver & Rio Grande

at

Salt

appointed assistant general
lUiiton,

resigned.

His

general

Lake

freight

agent

City, Utah, has

of

the

also been

passenger agent, succeeding I. A.
title is assistant general freight

ollicial

and passenger agent.
!•',

.S.

OBITUARY

J.

the Chicago

McGinnis,

district

passenger

agent

of

the

Southern

Healy, until recently general manager of the Estacado,
at Midland, Tex., died on July 27, at Muscatine, Iowa.
For the past 20 years Mr. Healy had been promoting railroads in Texas and other states, and at the time of his
death was promoting the Cliicago, Western Illinois & Iowa,
from Arpec, 111., to Cliillicothr.

M.

Gulf

J.

& Western
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

—

The French Government. See item under Car Building.
The Pine Belt Lumber Company, Fort Towson, Okla., has
ordered one Mikado type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The United States Portland Cement Company, Concrete,
Colo., has ordered one 4-wheel sv^itching locomotive from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Pennsylvania has authorized its Altoona shops to proceed with the construction of 26 freight and 68 switching locomoThis will complete the 1915 replacement program, which,
tives.
as was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette of April 23, included
a total of 194 locomotives for the Lines East and West of Pittsburgh.

is in

the market for 1,100 center construc-

tions.

The Bangor & Aroostook

is

in the

market for 100 40-ton

flat

cars.

The Guantanamo & Western, with offices at
New York and Guantanamo, Cuba, has ordered

82 Beaver
10 cars

street.

from the

Magor Car Company.

The Havana Central, which was reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of July 9 as having ordered 660 freight cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company, has now increased that order to
1,100 cars.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie has filed an appHcation in the
Federal court at Cleveland, Ohio, to issue $2,000,000 worth of
receiver's certificates. Receiver Duncan wants to purchase 1,700
modern freight cars with the money.
Baltimore & Ohio has

divided an order for 1,000
The
100,000-lb. capacity steel hopper car bodies among the Standard
Steel Car Company, the Pressed Steel Car Company and the
American Car & Foundry Company. These car bodies will be
placed on trucks rebuilt in the company's shops.

The French Government has ordered 1,000 gondola cars from
the Eastern Car Company and has issued inquiries for 5,835
passenger and freight cars, 1,750 journal boxes, 744,421 kilograms of draw bars, 107 axle boxes, 600,000 kilograms of boiler
tubes, 3 locomotive fire boxes and 101,147 kilograms of draft
springs.

IRON AND STEEL
Florida East Coast has ordered 2,200 tons of rails from
the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
The Southern Railw.'^y has ordered 4,000 tons of rails from
the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered 7,500 tons of steel
shapes from the Jones & Laughlin Company.

The

is reported to have ordered 100,from the Maryland Steel Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal has ordered 149
tons of steel for various buildings at Chicago, from the American Bridge Company.

The Russian Government

000 tons of

rails

SIGNALING
The Wabash

has begun the installation of automatic signals
between the following points: Danville, 111., to Williamsport, Ind.,
and Attica, Ind., to LaFayette, a total of 7^/2 mi of double-track
and 34 mi. of single-track.

The

& San

Francisco has ordered two electro-mechanical interlocking plants rfom the Union Switch & Signal Company for installation at Southeastern Junction, Mo., and Nichols,
Mo. The former plant will have 13 signals, 7 switches and 6
derails, and the latter will have 19 signals, 6 switches and 9 derails.
St.

Louis
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Samuel D. Fitton has been elected vice-president of the Niles
Tool Works Company, Hamilton, Ohio, succeeding George T.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the American Locomotive Company held Wednesday, August 11, J. O. Hobby, Jr.,
was appointed

treasurer.

Allan Strale, consulting engineer of the Inland Steel Company,
died of heart disease at his home in Chicago on August 6, at
the age of 58 years.

Owen W. Middleton, former!) editor of the Railway Master
Mechanic, has been appointed publicity manager of the American
Steel Foundries, with headquarters in the McCormiick building,
Chicago.

Simon S. Martin, formerly general superintendent of the
Maryland Steel Company, Sparrows Point, Md,, has been elected
vice-president and a director of the Algoma Steel Corporation.
Reiss, deceased.

CAR BUILDING
The Maine Central

Vou

The Pennsylvania Railroad Co. has asked bids on the connew vessels for use in New York Harbor.

struction of sixteen

These will consist of one steam
and twelve covered hatch barges

lighter,

three derrick barges

Lewis Littlepage Holladay and Henry Negstad, consulting enformed a company under the corporate name of
Holladay, Negstad & Co., and will speciahze in the field of power
plants, utilities and industries. They will be located at 109 North
Dearborn street, Chicago.
M. A. Evans, western sales manager of the Railway Appliances
Cornpany, Chicago, at the time that company was bought by the
Q. & C. Company, New York, and with the latter company temMr.
porarily during the reorganization period, has resigned.
Evans will take a short vacation before returning to the railway
gineers, have

supply business.

The Pratt & Whitney Company has opened an office and
showroom at 16 Fremont street, San Francisco, in charge of
S. G. Eastman, formerly manager of the Chicago office. A large
stock of Pratt & Whitney machinery, small tools and gages will
be carried for the convenience of customers, and the office has
been appointed agent for the entire Niles-Bement-Pond line
of machine tools, cranes, steam hammers, etc.

The Canadian Northern has given the Roberts & Schaefer
Company, Chicago, an order to proceed with the building of
three frame-constructed, 100-ton capacity, standard counterbalanced bucket coaling plants for installation at Rideau JuncThis makes seven
tion, Ont., Capreol, Ont., and Fitzbach, Ont.
coaling plants this firm has constructed for the Canadian Northern within a year. The Roberts & Schaefer Company has also
received a contract for the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario
for a standard counterbalanced bucket locomotive coaling plant
for installation at Porquis Junction, Ont.

Willy Lamot, a business man of Antwerp, but now with
temporary address at "Shardhighs," Halstead (Essex), England, announces that he has established an organization for
the purpose of introducing American products and manufacThe headquartures into Bel,gium as soon as the war is over.
It is Mr. Lamot's intention to engage
ters will be in Antwerp.
as agents, representatives or dealers a

number of Belgian manu-

facturers and business men who may have been partly ruined,
but will still possess enough capital to be in a position to furnish
His organization will accept the agency
proper guarantees.
for but one make of any one article, and contracts will be for
The various representatives will be estabat least two years.
lished throughout Belgium, but will be under the supervision

of the

office

at

Antwerp.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Building Construction.

—The

Stone

& Webster

Engineering

Corporation, Boston, Mass., has published an attractive booklet
showing photographs and essential data concerning projects recently completed by this' company, including factory and office
buildings,

power

plants, elevators, etc.
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& Western. — See Seaboard Air Line.
Bluffton & Chicago. — Fred A. Dolph has issued

Carolina, Atlantic

Cincinnati,
a prospectus announcing a plan for the reorganization of this
company under the name of the Huntington, Bluffton & Portland
Plans are being considered for the electrification
Short Line.
of the hne.

—

T. Witt, chief engineer.

J.

(July 30,

Dallas & Northwestern Traction.

—

p. 219.)

See Dallas

&

South-

western Traction.

—

Eddy Lake & Northern. This company has filed an amendment to its charter, it is said, extending the time for ten years
in which to complete the line. The proposed route is from Eddy
Lake, S. C, north to either Marion or Mullins, about forty
miles.
W. M. Burgan, N. James, R. B.
G. Officer, secretary.
Scarborough, Conway, S. C, are interested.

Pacific.

—

La Kemp & Northwestern. A charter has been granted the
La Kemp & Northwestern Railway Company of Oklahoma for
a line to be constructed from a point on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, in Ellis county, to a point on the Chicago, Rock
Island

&

miles.

The

Texas county,

a distance of about 125
provides for a 20-mile branch line
from Ivanhoe to May, Okla. The company is capitalized at
$100,000, and the estimated cost of the proposed line is $500,000.
The incorporators are George C. Walick, I. N. Edwards,
J.

Dallas & Southwestf.rn Traction. J. O. Andrewartha, Dallas, Tex., consulting engineer of the Dallas & Southwestern
Traction, is quoted as saying that the company will build from
Dallas south to Austin, also that a system of interurban lines
The Dallas & Northwill be constructed in that part of Texas.
western Traction, which is owned by the same interests, is
planning to build an interurban line from Dallas northwest to
Denton, to be operated by gasoline motor cars. E. P. Turner,
president;

National Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio, to build the
projected line from Sault Ste. Marie to a point on the Grand

Trunk

Railway Construction

I
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W.

and

J.

in

Pacific

charter

also

Bell, J.

W. Lehman,

D. Key,

all

Meridian

of

E.

W. Lehman, Theodore Doering

La Kemp.

& Memphis. — See

Jackson

&

Eastern.

Mississippi Roads.— An officer of the Gilchrist-Fordney Lumber Company, Laurel, Miss., writes regarding the report that a
logging line is being built from Montrose, Miss., eastward several miles, that the company is only putting in a logging spur.
The grading work is finished and the company has already secured
the rails and equipment.

—

Mitchell Street & Interurban Railway. Incorporated in
South Dakota with $200,000 capital to build 30 miles of line at
Mitchell, S. D., and near that place. O. E. Cassem, L. E. Cassem,
D. N. Hill, A. N. Hill, F. E. Hill, all of Mitchell, are the incorporators.

Morris County Traction Company.
is

— This company,

it is

said,

company for the purrailway from Landing, N. J.,

interested in the organization of another

pose of constructing an electric
Lake Hopatcong, through Port Morris to Netcong.

to

— See
—

Fairmont & Helen's Run.

Western Maryland.

—

Florida Roads (Electric). Plans are being made, it is said,
E.
to build an electric railway in Clearwater, Fla., and vicinity.
W. Parker, Tampa, and associates, are back of the project.
Work will soon be started, it is said, on the construction of an
electric Hne from Brooksville, Fla., south to St. Petersburg.

James Murphy,

St.

Petersburg,

is

interested.

—

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern. This company will
extend its line from .Swanwood Junction, Iowa, its present junction with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, to a connection
with a leased track of the Des Moines Western. There is about
75,000 cu. yd. of grading, which has been awarded to the Conn
Construction Company, Boone, Iowa. Track laying and bridge
work will be done by company forces. R. L. Cooper, Boone,
Iowa, is chief engineer.

Grand Trunk

P.\cific

Saskatchewan.

— See

Grand Trunk

Pacific.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. The Saskatchewan legislature has
passed an act extending the time to January, 1917, in which to build
a number oi. branch lines, for which the province has guaranteed
the bonds of the Grand Trunk Pacific and of the Grand Tnmk
Pacific Saskatchewan, and also extends the time within which
these companies may build terminals at Regina, Saskatoon and
Moose Jaw.
Huntington, Bluffton & Portl.\nd Short Line.
cinnati,

Bluffton

&

Chicago.

— See

Cin-

<

—

Illinois Central. This company has awarded a contract to
the J. D. Lynch Construction Company, Vandalia, 111., for 35,000
cubic yards of grading at Vandalia.
This company has also
awarded a contract to H. W. Nelson, Chicago, for 500,000 cubic
yards of filling for bridges on the Indiana division.

—

&

Navigation

Twohy

Company.

—

Bros., Port-

Ore., for the construction of its 30-mile extension from
Riverside, Ore., to Crane Creek Gap.
The estimated cost of
the work is $1,500,000. (July 16, p. 143.)
land,

—

Schuylkill Electric. A contract is reported let to the TrexContracting Company, Reading, Pa., to build a section of this
line over Broad mountain. The proposed line is to connect Pottsler

ville, Pa.,

Frackville and Shenandoah.

Seaboard Air Line.— The directors of the Seaboard Air Line
have adopted a plan to take over the Carolina, Atlantic & Western, and have authorized the beginning of work on the extension
of the C, A. & W. from Charleston, S. C, southwest to Savannah, Ga., 85 miles. See also Railway Financial News.

Southern Railway.

—

Contracts have recently been let, it is
double-tracking 36 miles of the Southern Railway's
main line in North Carolina and in South Carolina.
said,

for

Toledo,

Ann

Akhor & Jackson.

— See Toledo-Detroit.

—

Toledo-Detroit. This company, formerly the Toledo, .\nn
Arbor & Jackson, has been authorized by the Public L'tilities
Commission of Ohio to sell $523,000 of bonds, to secure funds
to comple^ the line from Toledo. Ohio, northwest to Dundee,
Mich.

—

Tucson, Cornelia & Gila Bend. A contract is reported let
James H. Maxcy, Yuma, Ariz., to build from Gila Bond,
Ariz., south to Ajo, 44 miles.
John C. Greenway, general manager; R. H. lones, chief engineer of construction, Gila Bend.
to

(May

28, p. 1140.)

—

211.)

Western Maryland. This company has let to A. L. Anderson & Bros., of Altoona, Pa., the contract for the construction
of the Fairmont & Helen's Run Railway, which is a company
recently incorporated in West X'irginia iti interest of the Western Maryland.
The new line will be about six miles long and
will
connect llie Western Maryland with the Baltimore &

This company, it is said, has applied
Mississippi to build a line from Jackson to
Houston, Miss., about 130 miles. The incorporators are S. A.
Neville, R. W. Harris and C. J. Curric, of Meridian, Miss. Mr.
Neville is vice-president of the Meridian & Memphis, now operating between Meridian, Miss., and Union, which is building
an extension from Union to Sebastopol, about 13 miles. (Janp,

Railroad

in

Jackson & Eastern.

29,

Oregon-Washington

This company has awarded a contract to

Virginia-Blue Ridge. This company, which is building a line
from Tye River, Va., northwest via Lowesville to Massics Mill.
22 miles, has completed its line from Tye River as far as
Lowesville, 13 miles. (January 29, p. 211.)

for a charter

nary

Ohio Valley Electric. This company has under consideration
the question of building an extension, it is said, from Ashland,
Ky., north to Russell.

Lake Hukon & Northern Ontario.— An officer writes denying the report that tliis company has given a contract to the

—
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Ohio at a point near Chieftain, W. Va. It will give the Western Maryland a connection with the coal fields of the Consolidation Coal Company in West Virginia. Work is to be begun
at once.
(July 30, p. 219.)

Vol.
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Brattleboro, Vt. The Centra! Vermont has given a contract
H. Wales Lines Company, Meriden, Conn., for building a
brick and stone station at Bridge street, in Brattleboro.
The
building is to be three stories high, 52 ft. 4 in. wide, by 183
ft. 6 in. long, and will cost $70,000.

Seaboard Air Line. The directors at a meeting in Baltimore
on August 9 adopted a comprehensive financial plan looking
to a fuller development of this property.
The statement given
out by S. Davies Warfield says that the plan provides for

—

to

—

is

Cheektowaga, N. Y. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
making plans to carry out grade crossing elimination work at

Cheektowaga.

—

New York; The joint order of the New York Public Service
Commissions of the First and Second districts, which requires
the elimination of grade crossings on the New York Central
and the New York, New Haven & Hartford at Two Hundred
and Forty-first street and Two Hundred and Forty-second
street, in the borough of the Bronx, as was mentioned in these
columns last week, also calls for the construction of a new
station at Two Hundred and Forty-first street.
Bids were recently opened by the New York Public Service
Commission, First district, for the construction of station finish
on Section No. 2 of Routes Nos. 36 and 37, the Astoria line.
The lowest bid was submitted by Charles Meads & Company,
who offered to do the work for $268,102.

—

The new stone and brick passenger station
construction for the Canadian Pacific at Quebec
will include a head house 65 ft. by 142 ft., a concourse 68 ft. by
142 ft., and an express and baggage building 44 ft. by 92 ft. Part
The
of the building will be one story and part two stories.
improvements will cost $300,000. W. S. Dowing Cook, Montreal,
Que., has the contract for the work.
Quebec, Canada.

now under

—

Smithville, Tex. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas contemrearrangement and replacement of certain portions of
its roundhouse at this place.

plates the

—

San Antonio, Tex. The San Antonio Belt Terminal Railway
has accepted the franchise granted by the city commission of San
Antonio, it is said, for the construction of a system of railway
terminals, including new passenger and freight stations in San
Antonio. The franchise is for a period of 25 years, and the
proposed improvements will cost about $1,200,000. It is understood that construction work on the terminals will be started
within the next two or three months.

—A

recent issue of the JourIthLIan Railways and the War.
nal des Transports contains some interesting information relaDuring
tive to the role of the Italian Railways in time of war.
the mobilization the railway service is entirely subject to the
military authorities, who regulate the conditions of operation,
not only for military transport, but also for ordinary traffic. As
soon as mobilization is decreed, a "Direction of Transport" is
set up, and the Director of Transport is placed at the head of
a special department attached to the general staff. The "Direction" is given an entirely free hand in arranging, modifying and
Operating details are actually
suspending the train services.
entrusted to special military committees attached to the various
lines, which exist in times of peace, and are more or less similar
Among the duties of
to the French Commissions de reseaux.
the "Direction of Transport" is that of repairing and rebuilding

and bridges, etc., when necessary, for which purpose it has
under its control a special military railway engineering organization. The system planned in times of peace has proved admirably
The whole of the mobilization
efficient under war conditions.
was carried out without suspending the ordinary passenger and
freight traffic, and the very few individual trains which were
actually suspended were on unimportant sections of line, where a
temporarily reduced service was decided on more for economic
than for military reasons. The results were really remarkable,
since on some sections of line, according to the Corriere della
lines

In some inSera, the traffic was increased a hundred-fold.
stances this enormous increase was handled on lines whose facilities were considered inadequate even for normal traffic requirements. Yet there was not a breakdown, and the military trains
Railway Gazette, London.
arrived punctually.

—

—

the following

"The Seaboard Air Line Railway will be consolidated with
& Western Railway under the corporate
name of the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company. The
Carolina Atlantic & Western is a recent consolidation of the
North & South Carolina, Charleston Northern and South
Carolina Western Railroads operating a total of 416 miles.
The Carolina Atlantic & Western recently acquired the
Georgetown & Western operating from Lanes to Georgetown,
S. C, and from Andrews to the Pee Dee River, S. C, a
distance of 70 miles.
The Charlestown Northern is the line
recently completed connecting the North & South Carolina
the Carolina Atlantic

—

with Charleston, giving the Seaboard Air Line entrance into
Charleston and now becoming a part of the main line of the
The new terminals at Charleston are
consolidated system.
admirable both as to location and facilities.
"The line will be extended from Charleston to Savannah
by the immediate construction of 85 miles of railroad with
maJcimum grade of only 3-10 of 1 per cent. This new line
will also become part of the main line of the consolidated
system.
"This will give the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
the new company growing out of the consolidation of the
above mentioned properties a low grade line from Hamlet,
By this new line the Seaboard will
N-. C, to Savannah, Ga.
reach Georgetown, S. C, Charleston, S. C, and Savannah,
Ga., will tap a rich and fertile territory, highly productive
in cotton and tobacco, will admit of the Seaboard's running
time to the South being shortened, will create a line with
maximum grade of only yi oi I per cent as compared with
VA per cent, the maximum grade of the present line to Savannah, and will permit the increase of the freight train
load.
In effect this will giye the Seaboard, through South

—

—

Carolina, from Hamlet, N. C, to Savannah, Ga., two lines,
the other line running via Columbia, each one self-supporting
in its own territory, and thus will be obviated the necessity
of double-tracking the Hamlet-Columbia line, where traffic is
becoming congested. The territoni- to be opened up between
Charleston and Savannah is generally well adapted to the
growing of vegetables, corn, rice and sea island cotton and
will put the Seaboard immediately into Charleston's heaviest

vegetable producing section.

"The Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, the new corits first and consolidated mortgage secur-

poration, will have

an authorized issue of $300,000,000 bonds of variable
This mortgage will be immerates and maturities.
diately a first lien on the 416 miles of main line track between
Hamlet and Savannah, via Charleston, Lanes and Georgetown,
S. C, and on the lines running from McBee, S. C, located
on the Hamlet-Columbia line, to Florence, Poston, Sumter
and Timmonsville, S. C. There will be pledged as collateral under the new mortgage a majority, $22,361,000, of the
outstanding refunding 4 per cent bonds of the Seaboard Air
ing

interest

Line Railway.

"There will be presently issued under the new first and
consolidated mortgage $22,893,000 of 6 per cent thirty-year
gold bonds part are to be used in exchange for underlying
bonds of constituent properties, the balance has been sold,
proceeds to be used for the construction of the new line from
Charleston to Savannah, for retirement of equipment trust
obligations falling due during the year ending June 30, 1916,
for the retirement of the $6,000,000 three-year notes due
March 1, 1916, for the acquisition of certain new property
;

and for improvements and betterments.
"Subject to the carrying out of agreements for the exchange
of bonds of the underlying railway properties to be consolidated with the Seaboard Air Line Railway, arrangements
have been made for the sale of the bonds of this issue of
Series 'A,' as above stated."

[Advertisement.

ANNUAL REPORT
SIXTY-FIRST

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD COMPANY
Philadelphia, August

3,

1915.

To the Stockholders of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.
Directors herewith submit the annual report of the business and condition of your Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915.

The Board

of

MILEAGE.
The

or controlled and operated by the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company, the main line of which is double track, extending from Jersey City, N. J., to Buffalo and Suspension Bridge, N. Y., is
track mileage

ffrst

owned

follows:

;is

Miles
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
Controlled by ownership of entire capital stock
Controlled by ownership of majority of capital stock and lease....
Operated under lease
Total mileage operated (owned or controlled)
Trackage rights over railroads owned by other companies
Total

first

316.88
938.67
115.37
27.73
1,398.65

43.71

track mileage

1,442.36

In addition to the above there are 594.86 miles, or 41.24 per cent, of
second track, 99.51 miles of third track, 44.84 miles of fourth track, and
1,215.76 miles of yard tracks and sidings, a total of 3,397.33 miles of track
A detailed statement of track milein operation at the close of the year.
age IS shown below. The average number of miles of railway operated for
the year was 1,443.52, upon which the mileage statistics in certain tables
submitted in this report are liased.
The total decrease of 1.38 track miles compared with the preceding year
is due, in the main, to the deduction of 1.07 miles of trackage rights, the
use of which was discontinued during the year.

OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES.
following statement sets forth the total revenues and expenses and
net revenue from operation for the fiscal year, compared with similar figures
The complete income account appears on page 24.
for the fiscal year 1914.
The Interstate Commerce Commission having ordered certain further
changes in the classification of operating revenues, expenses and income,
effective July 1, 1914, it has been necessary, for the purpose of a proper
comparison, to re-state the figures for the preceding fiscal year; hence those
figures will in many cases be at variance with similar items published in
The principal change is the elimination of Outside
last year's annual report.
Operations, which represent the operations of certain of our water lines,
etc., the revenue from which is now included in Operating Revenues and
Similar explanation applies with
the expenses in Operating Expenses.
respect to the classification of various items on the balance sheet which has
been changed from the balance sheet published in previous years so as to
conform with the accounting requirements of the Commission.

The

Merchandise Freight.
The transportation of merchandise

freight produced a revenue of $16,005.501.45, an increase of $463,615.55, or 2.98 per cent., as compared with the
preceding year.
_The revenue derived from the transportation of merchandise freight was
37.64 per cent, of the total operating revenues, an increase of .79 per cent.
The tonnage moved, excluding Company's material, was 13,373,771 tons,
an increase of .49 per cent.

General Freight.
The total revenue derived from both

coal and merchandise freight was
$35,201,256.95, an increase of $1,131,124.61, or 3.32 per cent., as compared
with the preceding twelve months.
The entire freight traffic amounted to 30,268,701 tons, an increase of
495,421 tons, or 1.66 per cent.
The number of tons carried one mile was 5,326,328.902, an increase of
140,128,336 ton miles, or 2.70 per cent.
The average haul was 175.97 miles, an increase of 1.78 miles, or 1.02
per cent.
The average revenue per ton was 116.30 cents, as compared with 114.43
cents last year, an increase of 1.87 cents, or 1.63 per cent.
Company's freight, not included in the above, amounted to 3,073,660 tons,
a decrease of 62,095 tons, or 1.98 per cent.
The total freight train mileage was 8,580,867 miles, an increase of 244,295
miles, or 2.93 per cent.
The revenue received per freight train mile was $4.10, an increase of
$0.01, or .24 per cent.
The average trainload of revenue freight was 620.72 tons, a decrease of
1.38 tons, or .22 per cent.
Including Company's freight, the average trainload was 643.62 tons, a decrease of 1.57 tons, or .24 per cent.

Passenger.
The earnings received from passenger traffic amounted to $4,043,799.00,
a decrease of $751,348.44, or 15.67 per cent., compared with the preceding year.

The total number of passengers carried was 5.206,972, a decrease of
522,070. or 9.11 per cent.
The number of passengers carried one mile decreased 49,671,062, or 18.72
per cent.
The average revenue per passenger was 77.66 cents, a decrease of 6.04
cents, or 7.22 per cent.
The average revenue per passenger per mile was 1.875 cents, an increase
of .068 cent, or 3.76 per cent.
The average distance traveled by each passenger was 41.42 miles, a decrease of 4.89 miles, or 10.56 per cent.
Passenger train mileage was 4,170,202, a decrease of 225,157 miles, or
5.12 per cent., as compared with a decrease in this revenue of 15.67 per
cent.

The average revenue from passengers per passenger

train mile

was 96.97

cents, a decrease of 12.13 cents, or 11.12 per cent.

Mail.

The sum of $195,124.81 was received from the Federal Government
the transportation of United States mail, an increase of $71.94.

for

Express.

The revenue from

Operating Revenues

this

class

of

business

amounted

to

$449,622.82.

an

increase of $5,651.07.

From
Coal

$19,195,755.50
16,005,501.45

1914
518,528.246.44
15,541,885.90

1915

freight

Merchandise freight
Passenger

Increase
$667,509.06

4,043,799.00

4.795,147,44

195,124.81

195,052.87

71.94

Express

449,622.82

443,971.75

5.651.07

2,022,230.85

2,063.650.04

613,927.59

602,692.34

)lher transportation

Incidental

Total

$751,348.44

$42,525,962.02

$42,170,646.78

Maintenance of

11,235.25

$355,315.24

Maintenance of way
and structures.
.

Increase

1914

$4,483,924.72

Decrease
$190,800.65

$4,674,725.37

Maintenance
$537,698.13

of equipment ...

8.207,491.18

7,669,793.05

expenses..
exTransportation
penses
General expenses..

959.830.08

1,040,594.15

80,764.07

15,382,186.83

15,804.058.77

421»871.94

913,954.73

898.733.86

operating
$29,947,387.54
expenses

$30,087,905.20

Traffic

15,220.87

Total

Net

Revenue
Ratio

$140,517.66

Operating

of

$12,578,574.48

$12,082,741.58

$495,832.90

operating

expenses to operating revenues..
.

Ol'KKATING

71.357^

.

.93'>'r

KI'lVKNl'KS.

dciivei! frimi
he transportation of cual ami coke iiiiiniinlcd
$l'M95,755.SO. an increase of $667, 500. (in, ..r 3. oil per cent., as cuniparcd with the preceding twelve tnonlhs.
The peteent.iKf of vtml fieighl revenue lo lui.d (ipeiating revenues was
45.14 per cent., aTi increase of 1.20 per cent.
The coal and eoUe transported, excluding the Company'.s supply coal, was
16,894,930 tons, an increa.se of 4J9.')K2 tons, or 2.f.I i)er cent.
This class of tonnage was 55.82 per cent, of the total lonnakie hauled
during the year, nn increase of .52 per cent.

The revenue

to

$613,927.59, an increase of $11,235.25.

Way and

Structures.

The sum of $4,483,924.72 was expended for the maintenance of way and
structures, a decrease of $190,800.65, or 4.08 per cent., as compared with
the preceding year.
A new four-track steel brirlge was constructed during the year to replace
a double-track steel bridge.
Three overhead steel street bridges were raised,
in connection with Hufi'aln Terminal improvements, and additional spans
with solid floors were erected. One steel bridge was built in connection with
new track construction.
Sixteen steel briujies and eleven concrete-steel
bridges were placed in the track, replacing light iron or wooden bridges.
Three iron and eight wooden bridges were rejdaced by pipe culverts, and
four iron and two wooden bridges were abandoned and tlic openings filled.
One arch culvert was filled ami al)andoned an<l four wooden trusties were
substantially shortened by filling.
5,535 tons of 110-pound rail, 30.549 tons of 100-pound rail and 45 tons
of 90-pound rail, together with necessary frogs, switches, etc., were placed
in the track.
1,118,810 tie plates and 1"3,'J34 anti-rail creepers were used.
1.001,577 cross tics. 2.842,100 feet B. M. switch tics, 637.471 feet B. M.
bridge ties and lumber amounting to 3,511,267 feet R. M. were used.
647.981 of the cross ties. 2.4<J5.412 feet B. M. of switch ties and 596.560
feet B. M. of bridge ties were treated with creosote.
65.612 cubic yards of crushed stone were used in ballasting track.
18,197
feet of drain tile were placed in the roadbed.
334.93 miles of copper and 54.50 miles of iron wire were used in extending and renewing the Iclephotie, telegraph and signal wires on the system.
Mainti^ance of Eqiupment.

70.42'^

Coal Eheight.
to

amounted

OPERATING EXPENSES.

41,419.19

Operating Expenses
1915

Incidental.
Incidental revenue

operating

revenues

Other Transportation.
The earnings derived from transi)ortation other than shown under the
preceding headings were $2,022,230.85. a decrease of $41,419.19.

463,615.55

Mail

(

Decrease

I

The Txpcnditnrcs for the maintenance of equipment ninounted to
$8.207. 4'>1. IS, nn increase of $537,098.13, or 7.01 per cent., as compared
with the preceiling twelve months.
Included therein is a charge of
$1,426,831 0(> fur the depreciation of eguipment. as retjuireil by the accounting rules of the Interstate Connnercc Commission.
Ten worn-out loeomiUives. one passenv'cr car, three express cars, two
fruit cars, 572 freight eii\iipnicnt ears nntl thirteen road service cars were
condemned and either sold or destroyed during the year, and their value
written olT the books by appropriate charges ihrongh operating expenses.
b'our passenger cars, live express cars, fnur fruit cars and owe combined baggaKC ind mail car were ctuivcrtcd into workmen's cnrs.
Eighteen
prnduee cars were converted into tee cars and fifty freight equipment cars
were transferred to rnail service.
Twenty eight locomotives have been equipped with additional air pumps
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fifty-nine with bull's-eye lubricator.s, to meet the
reauiremcnts of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
htteen
Fifty-six locomotives had new fire boxes applied, one hundred and
were equipped with new cylinders and nine with new boilers.
thirteen
and
varnished
and
were
painted
cars
equipment
passenger
275
equipped with electric lighting apparatus. Three dining cars and five milk
cars were equipped with steel underframes.
,

and one hundred and

.

,

,

,

,

Stcd underlramcs were applied to 2,286 wooden freight and coal cars,
making a total of 14,658 cars so equipped during the last seven years.
1^,853
Five eight-wheel cabooses were equipped with steel underfrarnes.
thirly-six road
freight equipment cars, one passenger equipment car and
requirethe
service cars were equipped with safety appliances to conform to
ments of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
year was
The total number of locomotives on hand at the close of thenumber
of
The total
945 with a tractive power of 30,234,824 pounds.
tons.
freight equipment cars was 45,459, with a capacity of 1,693,578

Traffic Expenses.
a
The expenditures under this heading amounted to $959,830.08,
months.
crease of $80,764.07, as compared with the preceding twelve

de-

Transpoht.^tio.n Expenses.
of
of conducting transportation was $15,382,186.83, a decrease
or 2 67 per cent., as compared with the preceding year, notrevenues.
operating
total
the
cent,
in
per
of
.84
increase
wit'hstandin'g an
The ratio of transportation expenses to total operating revenues was 36.1/
preceding year.
per cent., a decrease of 1.31 par cent, as compared with the

The

cost

$4^1 871 94

Ceneral Expenses.
This class of expenses amounted
operating revenues.

$913,954.73, or 2,15 per cent, o f

to

llic

total

installed.

A

new 46-foot track scale was installed at South Plainfield.
Eleven gasoline motor cars were purchased for use of section, bridge,
and telegraph gangs, making a total of 110 now in service.
The improvements in connection with the water supply at Lehighton and
Packerton, comprising the construction of a reservoir of five million gallons
qapacity on Beaver Run and a dam across Mahoning Creek, together with
electric pumping machinery and connecting pipe lines, which will afford an
independent and ample supply of water for the locomotives and shops at
those points, referred to in last year's report, are about one-half completed.
A new water station with a 52,500-gallon steel standpipe supplied by gravity
was established at Sheldrake Springs.
Automatic disc signals between Slatington and Penn Haven Junction,
a distance of 21.3 miles, were replaced with three-position upper-quadrant
signals, and the automatic disc signals between Laceyville and Wijkes-Barre,
miles, have been renewed with two-position lowera distance of 49.1
Extensive improvements were made to the mechanical
quadrant signals.
interlocking plant at Pine Junction.
Visible and audible crossing signals were installed at the following points:
Morley's Crossing, east of Athens; Stanton; Clinton Avenue, South Plainfield; Colfax Avenue and Walnut Street, Roselle Park; Manville, and Lexsignal

ington Avenue, Picton.
During the year thirty-five portable telephones were installed on freight
and passenger trains, making a total of 720 in service, which completes the
work of equipping trains. The purpose of these telephones is to enable
train crews to communicate immediately with the proper officers in case of
accident or unusual delay.
New telegraph and telephone pole lines were erected for a distance of
4,50 miles on the Mahanoy and Hazleton Division, ,83 of a mile on the
Seneca Division, and 2,50 miles on the Buffalo Division. Telegraph and
telephone lines were rebuilt for a distance of 9.68 miles on the New
Jersey and Lehigh Division, 2,10 miles on the Mahanoy and Hazleton
Division, 23,85 miles on the Wyoming Division, and 21 miles on the Buffalo
Poles were rest for a distance 'of 23.90 miles on the New Jersey
division.
and Lehigh Division, 19.70 miles on the Mahanoy and Hazleton Division,
and 6.60 miles on the Wyoming Division.

taxes accrued on your property, capital and business, during the
preyear amounted to $1,797,379.16, an increase of $36,967.58 over the

The

ceding year.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
acquisiThe sum of $2,974,042.42 was expended during the year for the
of existing
tion of new property and for the improvement and development
Betterments,

,

,

,

,

,

FINANCIAL.
No capital obligations
during the fiscal year.

,

The following

,

i

m

A

ores.

.

It

,,,..,

spring of 1916.
t.
j
During the year considerable improvements and additions have been made
A long term lease was conto the pier stations in the City of New York,
cluded with the city for the wharf property on the North River at the
thereon a
foot of Rector Street, and your Company is now constructing
new pier 730 feet long and 75 feet wide, with suitable bulkheads on each
This will
1916.
about
January
1,
operation
for
side, which will be ready
enable your Company to dispense with the station facilities at Pier 2,
will
be of
pier
of
the
new
substructure
The
which are no longer adequate.
concrete above the low-water line and the superstructure will be of steel,
two
section
bulkhead
and
the
one-story
will
be
the pier section of which
Pier 44, East River, located between Gouverneur and Jackson
stories.
and
from
city
lease
the
long
term
under
a
Streets, has also been acquired
the
will be equipped with a two-story steel shed, primarily intended for
of
center
the
advantageously
located
being
handling of flour, the pier
At the 149th Street station there is now
distribution of that commodity.
sprinkler,
automatic
equipped
with
building,
steel
in course of erection a
for the storage of hay, a commodity which is extensively handled in that
At Pier 5, Wallabout, Brooklyn, where your Company previously
locality.
leased only about one-fourth of the pier, it acquired the entire pier, enThe
larged the steel shed and installed an automatic sprinkler system.
acquisition of these additional pier facilities will permit your Company
patrons.
its
to render improved service to
A modern steel and concrete ground-level plant for handling coal from
cars to boats, with a capacity of 500 cars in ten hours, is being installed at
It will
Tifft Farm, Buffalo, and will be ready for service early in August.
be operated by electricity and will consist of two rocking cradles for unThe
loading box cars and four fixed hoppers for unloading open cars.
coal will be conveyed by apron flights to a telescopic chute in the boat.
This installation will reduce breakage of coal to a minimum, will eliminate
all fire risk now incident to the high wooden trestle and also reduce the
cost of maintenance.
,.
,
, „„,
66,422 feet, of 12.58 miles, of Company s sidings, and 15,787 feet, or
2.99 miles, of^ industrial sidings, were constructed during the year.
To avoid surfaces disturbances by reason of mine workings of one of
the large anthracite mining companies, « change of line was completed
between Espy Run and Newport, a distance of 1.2 milpe. In making this
change 82 decrees of curvature \%'crc eliminated, including a double reverse curve of 6 and 8 degrees respectively.
The car repair yard at Coxton is being relocated in order to provide
additional room necessary for car repairs and at the same time to permit
of the use of the old car repair tracks for the enlargement of the classifiAbout 8,000 feet of tr.ack have been constructed in this concation yard.
The yards at South Plainfield, Perth Amboy and Oak Island
nection.
were enlarged, resulting in increased capacities of 41, 174 and 32 cars

m

,

respectively.

.

,

have

been

ssued

interest
rate

description
Collateral

Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

Trust

and

sold

by

your

Company

obligations matured and were reti red during the year:

•

1

,

No. 7

A new fifty-stall fireproof enginehouse, together with a 100-foot electrically
operated turntable, is in course of construction at .Sayre.
A concrete freight house was erected at Lehighton. Dwelling houses of
hollow tile and stucco construction, for the accommodation of foremen and
laborers, were constructed at l''lemington Junction, Ashmore and Phelps.
Extensive improvements were made to the Company dwelling houses at
Delano and to the milk shipping stations at West Portal, Tioga Centre and
Wysox. A frame shelter was erected at Weequahic Park, Newark, for the
In the
accommodation of incoming passengers waiting for trolley cars.
waiting rooms of the Wilkes- Barre passenger station a new niarbleoid floor
was laid and new seating accommodations and electric light fixtures were

Taxes.

property, which amount has been charged to Additions and
A classified statement
as required by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Specific mention is made ot the more
of these expenditures appears below.
important expenditures, viz:
j
.
^\,^
the
during
The new equipment purchased and added to the property locomotives,
year is as follows: Three passenger locomotives, five switching
steel smoking
ten
coaches,
passenger
steel
thirty
tenders,
two locomotive
derricks, two Russell
cars, twenty-five steel baggage cars, two 150-ton steam
A
snow plows, one caboose, one motor inspection car and oiie tank car
referred to
portion of this equipment is covered by the Equipment Trust
"Financial."
heading
in full under the
j
^
.
d -c
Pacific
In addition to the foregoing, orders have been placed for ten
locomotive
type passenger locomotives, five switching locomotives, three
tenders and twenty steel underframe milk cars.
x
u.
During the past fiscal year fifty-three heavy Consolidation type freight
cylinders
locomotives were rebuilt and equipped with superheaters, new
fuel
and Walschaert valve gears. These changes have resulted in a reduce better
consumption as well as increased efiiciency ot operation, due to the
engines.
of
the
qualities
sustained steaming
,
.
,
terminals a
Work in connection with the new passenger and freight
The plans for the buildings were apBuffalo is progressing favorably.
It is
proved, contracts awarded and work commenced on April 14, 1915.
by
expected that the freight terminal will be completed and ready for use
November next and the passenger terminal at a later date.
pped
equ
width,
and
/6
feet
length
in
new open pier 1,060 feet
yard tracks,
with modern ore handling machinery, together with necessary
tidewater near Constable Hook, and, when comis being constructed at
The furnaces in the
pleted, will accommodate steamships of 35-foot draft.
Lehigh Valley region will utilize these facilities for the handling of foreign
early in the
is expected that this improvement will be completed

Vol., sy,

Bonds

4%
4%

maturity

amount

Feb. and Aug.

$1,000,000
400.000

Trust, Series I, Certificates..
Trust, Series J, Certificates..
Trust. Series K, Certificates.

4J^%

Trust. Series L. Certificates.

4%%

September
Mar. and Sept.
Mar. and Sept.
April and Oct.

4J^%

March

Trust, Series

M,

Certificates.

4%

500,000

300,000
400,000
200,000
$2,800,000

Total

Thus far the improvements which have been made in connection with
the new freight and passenger terminals at Buffalo, referred to elsewhere
in the report, have been financed out of the current cash resources of the
Company. It is proposed, however, at a later date to make a specific issue
Accordingly a
of bonds to cover the major portion of this expenditure.
new company has been incorporated, known as the Lehigh-Buffalo Terminal
Railway Corporation, which will take title to the real estate and make
Apall the improvements incident to the construction of the terminals.
plication is now pending before the Public Service Commission of New
York State for authority to have the terminal corporation issue to the
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company Fifty-Year Five Per Cent. Gold Debenture Bonds for such moneys as have been and will be advanced to it
These bonds, when received, will be placed in the treasfor this purpose.
All of the real estate which was acquired by your
ury of your Company.
Company and its subsidiaries is now being transferred to the new company.
The Equipment Trust, known as Series M, covering an issue of $1,800,000 Four and One-Half Per Cent. Certificates, which was authorized last
year, as mentioned in that annual report, has been completed and the cerThe same mature in annual
tificates are now in the Company's treasury.
installments of $200,000 on March 1st of each vear, the last installment
being due on March 1, 1923, The $200,000 which matured March 1, 1915,
were duly cancelled. This trust is a lien upon one thousand self-clearing
double hopper steel coal cars of 100,000 pounds capacity each, sixty-five
steel passenger coaches, twenty-five steel baggage and express and ten steel

smoking cars.
The advances made by the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to subsidiary
companies, of which it owns the entire capital stock, were reimbursed by
the issuance of Fifty-Year Five Per Cent. Gold Debenture Bonds as
follows:

The Lehigh Valley

Rail

Way Company

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company of New Jersey
Penn.sylvania and New York Canal and Railroad Company..
National

Storage

.Compajiy

.*

$380,000
240,000
145.000
80,000

These securities have been deposited with the Trustee of the General
Consolidated Mortgage, as required by the terms of that mortgage.
'To reimburse your Company for advances made to it for capital expenditures, the Wyoming Valley Water Supply Company has issued $80,000
I'irst Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds which have been received and placed
in the treasury.
The book value of the capital stock of Coxe Brothers & Company, Incorporated, has been reduced by the sum of $1,000,000, and Profit and Loss
charged with that amount, as has been the practice in preceding years.
'There has been a reduction in the book value of the capital stock of
the Temple Iron Company as a result of the liquidation of its antliracitc
business following the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States.
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Material and Supplies on hand at the close of the year amounted to
$2,906,007.63, a decrease of $467,253.15.
Current Assets are $8,097,354.72 in excess of Current Liabilities.
Four quarterly diviaends of two and one-half per cent, each on the
preferred and common capital stocks of the Company were declared and
paid during the year.
The cash and security balances of the Company for the year have been
verified by certified public accountants and a copy of their certificate as
to the correctness of the same is given on page IP.

Total payments direct to labor for the year amounted to $16,834,699.53,
or 56.21 per cent, of the total operating expenses, the same having been
distributed among an average of 20,173 employes.
The contribution made by your Company to its Employes' Relief Fund
amounted to $59,989.38.
The officers and employes are thanked for their loyal and faithful services
rendered during the year.
E. B. Thom.^s, President.

GENERAL REMARKS.

COMPARATIVE INCOME ACCOUNT FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE
30, 1915 AND 1914

Your Company has pursued a fairly aggressive policy in the matter of
The
expenditures for the development and improvement of its property.
appropriations for the year were also very liberal for the maintenance of
In fact, it will be observed by referthe permanent way and equipment.
ence to the statement of operating expenses, that the total maintenance
appropriations have been somewhat in excess of the preceding year, noticeYour Board of Directors believed it to
ably so in the case of equipment.
be for the best interests of the stockholders to pursue this policy of liberal maintenance and conservative development for the future, notwithstanding the fact that the revenues were somewhat affected during part
of the fiscal year as a result of the disturbed business and financial condition of the country resulting from the European situation.
The attention of the stockholders is again called to the tax accruals which
are steadil.v increasing, and at a rate out of all proportion to the increase
The tofal taxes now amount to 4.23 per cent, of your Comin revenues.
In the last ten years operating revenues
pany's gross operating revenues.
have increased 29.69 per cent., while taxes have increased 154.21 per cent.
Five new covered barges were received during the year and added to
the floating equipment of the Lehigh Valley Transportation Company, the
One tug, fully
entire capital stock of which is owned by your Company.
One steam lighter, two cattle boats
covered by insurance, was lost at sea.
and six barges which, on account of age and capacity, became undesirable
for further service, were condemned and sold.
The Interstate Commerce Commission rendered a decision in the month
of May, 1915, under the so-called Panama Canal act, the effect of which,
unless the decision can be modified, will be to compel the Lehigh Valley
Railroad Company to cease the operation of six steamers owned by the
Lehigh Valley Transportation Company and now operated upon the Great
Lakes. These vessels have for years been operated in miscellaneous freight
service and served as valuable feeders from western points to your ComThe decision of the Commission does
pany's lines which end at Buffalo.
not require the discontinuance of these operations until December 1, 1915.
The matter is one of grave concern to your Company and is now occupying the earnest attention of its officers.
Your Company has seventeen men engaged in the preparation of data
and collection of records in connection with the valuation of the Company's
property, for use by the Interstate Commerce Commission, as required by
law, and this force will have to be increased as the work progresses.
The passenger stations at Waterloo and Seneca Falls and the passenger
train service between Geneva and Seneca Kalis were discontinued as of
Ctctober 1, 1914.
This discontinuance was consented to by the Public
.Service Commission of New York State upon proof being furnished to it
that the service was being rendered at a loss to your Company and that the
communities interested were being well served otherwise.
l^pon petition of the Board of Trade of Irvington the Board of Public
lUility Commissioners of New Jersey ordered your Company, effective
January 29, 1915, to operate three passenger trains on the Irvington Branch
The
in connection with three main line trains to and from Jersey City.
receipts from this service were so hopelessly inadequate in meeting the
of
Public
Utility
Commissioners
of
operation
that
the
Board
conexpense
sented to the withdrawal of the service as of June 22, 1915.
The operation of the Lehigh and New York Railroad for the year under
review resulted in a loss of $225,826.13. The property of that Company is
leased and operated by your Company under an agreement made in 1895.
Sixty new industries were located on the system during the year, of
which fifty have direct track connections with your Company's lines.

Increase or
1915

Coal freight revenue

ASSETS.

Dr.

Less

Road and Eouipment:

I

1

Total

fur

accrued

depreciation..

in
in

Miscellaneous

structures

Affiliated Companies:

expenses
Transportation e-xpenses.
General expenses

Slocks

H(mds
Notes

Advances
<)iuER Investments:

—

Miscellaneous
CtiHRHNT Assets

.

and car-service balances receivable
Net balance receivable from agents and
conductors
Miscellaneous
M.'itcrial

Interest

accounts

and supnlie
and dividends

rccciv.ibic

receivable.

Other current assets

Defkkrkd Assets
Unadjusted Deiiit.s:
Ucnts and insurance premiums
<

;idvaiice
)lhiT unacljustcil

——80,764.07
42 1,871. U4
15,220.87

.93%

Railway Tax Accruals.... $1,689,109.33

$1,659,280.99

$29,828.34

$1,659,280.99

$44,610.22

$10,423,460.59

$451,222.68

Railway

Uncollectible
Revenues

14,781.88

Total tax accruals, etc.. $1,703,891.21

Operating Income

Other Income:

$10,874,683.27

—$140,517.66

14,781.88

—
—

Hire of equipment Credit
balance
Joint facility rent income.
Dividend

Income

income
from funded

t$68,807.74
325,579.07
712,998.77
428,027.08
544,414.27

curities

income.

Miscellaneous

$325,440.01
402,957.70
'1,241,034.58

-$394,247.7.S

—77,378.63
-528.035.81

se-

.

.

Total other income

Total Income

423,060.00
624,197.19

—79,782.92

$1,942,211.45

$3,016,689.48

—$1,074,478.03

$12,816,894.72

$13,440,150.07

$623,255.35

.

$4,967.08

tDebit balance.
•Includes dividend of $685,080.00 on capital stock of Temple Iron Co.

1915.

30.

I.IAHIIITIES

—

Cr.

common

stock,

$60,608,000.00
$77,639,000.00
11,000.000.00

bonds

trust

Eciuipnient

$60,501,700.00
106,300.00

—

Mortgage bonds
obligations

trust

6,200,000.00

estate

real

1,669.18

Company

Iiehl

in

treasury

the

of

....

19,073,000.00
75.767.669. 18

Liahilitie.s: —

and car-service balances payable.
Audited accounts and wages payable.

.

Miscellaneous accounts payable
Interest matured unpaid
Dividends matured unpaid
Lfnmaturcd dividends declared
Unmalurcil interest accrued

984,744.39
1,315,537.70
2,906,007.63
199,397.85
204,829.76
14,921.388.45
1,321,493.28

Unmatured rents accrued
Other rmicnt liabilities

$89,829.37
3,218,038.42

202.047,56
403,986.75
4.197.25

1,515.200.00

558.568.47
3SS.980.77
.

.

.

476.185.13
6,824,033.73

Deferred

LtAitii.iTiKs

1,366,223.89

iiaid

1,678,456.91

1,818,853.40

Total Assets.

-$190,800.65
$537,698.13

$495,832.90

Traffic

$9,177,789.11
133,082.01

$140,396.49
ili-bits

$4,674,725.37
7,669,793.05
1,040,594.15
15,804,058.7?
898,733.86

71.35%

.

Trallic

$355,315.24

$12,082,741.58

Current
593,699.00

:-

Cash

11,235.25

$42,170,646.78

Ratio of operating expenses
to operating revenues..
70.42%
Net operating revenue$12,578,574.48

Less securities

$252,860.00
34.000
306,839.00

Bonds

—41.419.19

$94,840,669.18
74,387,971.39

.Stocks

71.04
5,651.07

$30,087,905.20

Mortgage on

$46,988,785.27
26,815,926.00
353,750.00
229,510.12

602,692.34

463,615.55
--$751. 348.4-4

Total operating expenses.$29,947,387.54

Collateral

4,770,573.52

—

$4,483,924.72
8,207,491.18
959,830.08
15,382.186.83
913,954.73

Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Funded Dert:

Physical

2,063,650.04

$667,509.06

—

par $50
2,126 shares preferretl stock, par $50

$79,763,328.90
8,371,409.12

15,541,885.90
4,795,147.44
195.052.87
443,971.75

Decrease

Opesatinc Expenses:
Maintenance of way and

1,210,034 shares

$71,391,919.78

Investment
Property
Investments

$18,528,246.44

revenues. $42,525,962.02

operating

Capital Stock:
$24,064,145.93
55,699,182.97

equipment

1

reserve

—

road

1914

$19,195,735.50

Merchandise freight revenue
16,005,501.45
Passenger revenue
4,043,799.00
Mail revenue
195,124.81
Express revenue
449,622.82
Other transportation revenue
2,022,230.85
Incidental revenue
613,927.59

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE
Invi.stment
Investment
Investment

—

Operating Revenues:

Unadjusted C'redits:
Tax liability
Other unadjusted

$450,787.01

creilils....

$169,205,898.82

Note: -The Interstate Cnmiiierce Cumniiagion issued an onlcr, effective
July 1. lOM, re(|uiritig the reclassification of balance sheet accounts and.
accnrdiuKU'. llic balance sheet has been rearranged to conform thereto.

rHon

496,468.13
947.255.14

r

AND

Total

I^oss.

.

,

.

LiAiiitiTti

,

23,692.716.88
s

$169,205,848.82
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:!Oti

—

Dividends:

Deductions vrou Income:
Interest on funded debt. $3,459,738.48
Kent for leased roads....
Joint

rents

facility

$3,308,428.49

$151,309.99

2,212.420.00

—$80,625.00

2,131,79.1.00

208,613. .17

210,322.40

— 1,709.03

526,985.22

514,084.51

12,900.71

accruals

108,269.83

101,130.59

7,139.24

Miscellaneous deductions..

59,047.86

37,104.39

21,943.47

income

$6,494,449.76

$6,383,490.38

$110,959.38

Net Income

$6,322,444.96

$7,056,659.69

—$734,214.73

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

Total

rents
tax-

deductions

I'ROFIT

AND

from

I,O.SS

ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE

1915.

30.

Dr.

Ce.
$23,898,683.75

Balance, July 1, 1«14
Net income for year ended June 30, 1915
Adjustments account distribution of cost of
sundry real estate purchased in prior years

6,322,444.96

574,236.34
7,402.13

adjustments
Reduction of book value of capital stock of
Coxe Brothers & Co., Inc
Property abandoned
Miscellaneous

Vol. 59, No. 7

—

Two and

one-half per cent.
preferred stock, paid
Oct. 10, 1914
Two and one-half per cent.
on common stock, paid
Oct. 10, 1914
Two and one-half per cent.
on preferred stock, paid
Jan. 9, 1915
Two and one-half per cent.
common stock, paid
on
Jan 9, 1915
Two and one-half per cent.
on preferred stock, paid
April 10, 1915
Two and one-half per cent.
on common stock, paid
April 10, 1915
Two and one-half per cent.
on
due
preferred
stock,
July 10, 1915
Two and one-half per cent.
on
rommnn stock, due
Julv 30, 1915

on

$2,657.50

1,512,542.50

2,657.50

1,512,542.50

2,657.50

1.512,542.50

2,657.50

—1,512,542.50
—

6,060,800.00

-

Balance, June 30,

23,692,716.88

1915

$30,802,767.18
$1,000,000.00
49,250.30

Balance brought

forward,

July

1"15

1.

$30,802,767.18
$23,692,716.88

THE LEHIGH VALLEY COAL COMPANY
REPORT OF OPERATIONS.
Philadelphia, August 2, 1915.
The annual report of the operations conducted by The Lehigh Valley
Coal Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, and statements indicating
mitted.

its

financial

herewith sub-

condition at the close of the year, are
,

^.

,

,

r

.

The conditions in the anthracite trade have not been very satisfactory
because of the mild weather which has prevailed during the past several
While the tonnaee mined shows a slight increase over the precedwinters.
The second
ing year, all of the increase was made in the hrst six months.
year shows a decrease as compared with the same period a
the
half of
VCSr 3GfO.
The total net income of the Company from all sources, after deducting
charges for royalties, sinking funds, depreciation of the property and interest on the funded debt, amounted to $1,022,814.91, an increase of $4o7,935.4/
as compared with the preceding year.
u
n-,.
The production of anthracite coal from the lands owned and leased by Ihe
Lehigh Valley Coal Company, including that mined by tenants, was 8,088,901
gross tons, an increase of 211,511 tons.
.
The percentage of sizes above pea produced by the mining operations ot
the Company was 65.41 per cent., a decrease of 1.05 per cent.
The number of breaker hours worked was 42,085, an increase of 86/ hours.
The bituminous coal mined from the Snow Shoe lands, located in Centre
County, Pennsylvania, amounted to 258,205 gross tons, an increase of
,

,

,

5,474 tons.

^

.

,

,

j,

.

..,,.,

,

The properly of the Company was fully maintained during the year and
$517,542 was expended for additions and betterments.
Th steel fireproof breaker at Packer No. 5 colliery, referred to in the
annual report, was completed and is now in successful operation.
last
Other improvements at this colliery, including a substantial addition to the
boiler plant and a new steel headframe over the shaft, have been completed,
and a new steel fireproof ventilating fan is now in course of construction.
the concentration
.\t Packer No. 4 colliery the alterations to the breaker and
of the underground pumping are well under way and will be completed
year.
during the coming
,,.
u
j
An addition to the boiler plant at Dorrance colliery has been made to provide the increased amount of steam required because of the e-xtension of

The operations on the bituminous coal lands at Snow Shoe are being
steadily developed to permit of greater efficiency. As soon as the power line,
now under construction, is completed, electric haulage will be substituted
for mules and electric coal cutting machinery will be introduced in place
of pick mining.
The properties at West Harrison Street, Chicago, and Fillmore Avenue.
Buffalo, which were no longer required in the conduct of the Company's
business, were sold during the year.
Included in the cash on hand is the sum of $678,085 representing an
amount set aside on account of the special tax levied by the State of
Pennsylvania of two and one-half per cent, of the value of the coal mined.
The constitutionality of this law has not as yet been decided by the courts.
No new capital obligations have been issued during the year.
By action of the Sinking Fund $404,000 Delano Land Company First
Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds were purchased and canceled during the
The retirement of these bonds will result in a reduction of $20,200
annum in the fixed charges of the Company.
The obligations appearing on the balance sheet as '"Deferred Real Estate
Payments," representing short term notes given for the purchase of property in prior years, have been reduced by the sum of $100,000.
PaymenLs amounting to $112,804 were made to the sinking funds of the
various mortgages on the Company's property.
year.

per

Current Assets are $3,521,901 in excess of Current Liabilities.
The books and accounts of the Company have been verified by certified
public accountants and a copy of their certificate as to the correctness
thereof appears on page 0.
Bv order of the Board of Directors.
Vice-Presidt'Ht

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED
Jl'NE

30,

1915.

Dr.

,

,,,,,.,,

underground operations.
^
r^
Prospecting on the Broadwell lands in Lackawanna County is now under
way with a view to commencing mining operations thereon and taking the
,

coal to Heidelberg colliery for preparation.
.
.
To reduce still further the risk of destruction by fire, a complete spray
sy.stcm was introduced at each of the frame breakers and, as a result of
tests made under the observation of representatives of the insurance companies, a substantial reduction was made in the premiums paid for fire
.

insurance.

Credit balance, July 1, 1914
Net income for year ended June 30, 1915.

Adjustment of Pennsylvania State Taxes.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE

5,108.014.56

30,

1.

1915.

$24,969,596.83
200,000.00
4,465,730.06

Mining Rights...
Hands of Trustees.

2,570,393.71

133,465.59

—
$4,178,948.66

Cash on deposit
Matcri.als and supplies
Notes receivable
Due from individuals and companies

$5,108,014.56

1915.

321,829.72
4,000.00
1,700,743.66

$1,965. .JOO.OO

Capital Stock

Funded Debt
Current Liabilities:

19,892,000.00

-

—

Audited vouchers
Wages due and unpaid
Due to individuals and compan.es
Royalties on coal mined, due lessors
Interest on funded debt, due July 1, 1915.
Interest on funded debt, accrued, not due.
Interest due on funded debt, unclaimed...
Taxes due and accrued

$570,862.06
517,704.62
45,855.55
40,602.31
303,800.00
100,000.00
5,000.00
1,099,796.35

2,683,620.89

6,205,522.04

Dkiekrkd

'ni>

Si'si'i:nded

Assets.

238,175.13

Deferred and Suspended Liauimties:Deferrcd real estate payments
Miscellaneous

—

Keserve Accounts:
Depreciation and other reserves.
Profit and Loss

ToTM. Assets

$5,248,500.19

Liakilities.

PnoPEiiTX AND Plant
Secubities Owned
Advances for Coal

Current Assets:

1,022,814.91

$67,126.51

$5,248,500.19

Credit balance brought forward, July

Ck.

$4,225,685.28

73,359^12

Miscellaneous adjustments
Balance, June 30, 1915

Assets.

Sinking Fund: in
Insurance Fund

F. M. CHASE,
and General Manager.

$38,782,883.36

Total Liadilities

$600,000.00
149,717.42
749,717.42
8,384,530.49
5,108,014.56

$38,782,883.36
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The experiments on

lateral thrusts on rails on curves, deby George L. Fowler on another page, are interesting
and to a certain extent instructive but
Lateral Stresses
as 'stated by Mr. Fowler, it is impossible
to draw accurate conclusions from them.
in
^" ''^^ ^""^^ place, the curves on which the
Rails on Curves
21,S ft.
tests were made were too short
in one case, and 237 ft. in the other.
The test instruments
were so placed on the curves that they were only about 125
scril)ed

;
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In studying the results of the
should be remembered therefore, that "the records cannot be taken as comprehensive enough to base a final conclusion oil, but their general trend is sufficiently consistent to

each case to warrant so doing.

W. Kkafgtr
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In the ne.vt place in plotting
over the recording instrument.
the curves showing the average thrust for different speeds, the
median lines were roughly drawn, and while they would ap-

indicate a probability.

F.lsewherc in this issue there is an article by Walter S. Hiatt,
Special Correspondent for the Railway Age Gazette in France,
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copes a week.
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which called lor an assessment
.$100 share on the stock and
the exchange of various issues of bonds for preferred slock
and bonds was announced by Kuhn, Loeb S; Company and associates on July 1, and deposits of sccnrily were asked iimler ibis
plan.
.August 17 was the last day for deposits, but presumably
it
there h,id been any at all satisfactory response from security
bohUis previous (o .AugusI 17 the dale for deposits would b.ive
been extended. The board of directors, however, in aiinoiiiicjtislmeiU
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E. Loiseleur,

charge of the rebuilding of these cars, will see that if money for
a car or cars is contributed by American railroad men, a
plate will be placed on the car stating from whom the money
came. The suggestion is worth considering. One or more of
these cars in service would form a fitting tribute of .\mericau

Loiseleur,

The

of America might like to

Commandant

cars into hospital cars.

."^11

MISCKLLANICOtTS:

men

contribute toward the rebuilding of one or

$2.S0
;

elsewhere, Mr. Hiatt sug-

article printed

the railroad

nature of contribution to
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wounded soldiers is
when one thinks of
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committees representing diiTercnt issues of securities announce that a reorganization will Lake place along the same
lines as had been proposed for I'le vohinlary reorgani/alion
.\n attempt to gel the co-operation and consent of so niatnconllicling inlerols and lo secure sacrifices so drastic (at least
tective
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on paper)

Iiad

never been made I)efore

Amer-

in the history of

efficient

of reorganization, the failure of a sufficient number of security
holders to make the required deposits does not necessarily cast
any reflection on the merits of the reorganization plan. It may
and probably does simply reflect the extreme difficulties of the

sengers

and the quite natural attitude of each class of security
holders to put up the strongest possible fight for their own
individual interests and to distrust the co-operation and sacrifices
case,

made by

other classes of security holders.

If any reader should complain of the levity of our court news
column now and then, we should hardly be ready to disprove the

charge, especially
Light Reading

rision like that reported
last

in tPig

P

.

he should

if

week (page

from Mississippi

Courts are always

298).

matters which they are often obliged to
listen to. the railroad

law column seems always to have

full

its

In this Mississippi case the judge seems to have be-

sliare.

thought himself that his decision would probably reach the reader
in the summer, when light reading is in order, and his reference
to "white gentlemen with pockets full of hundred dollar bills,"

shows a

delicate appreciation of all sides of the question at issue.

The only

legitimate criticism

tliat

failed to put the article in the

the frivolousness of

damage

pression on the readers.

the editor can admit

is

that he

humorous column.

suits

we

Every law

In speaking of
refer, of course, to the im-

suit

is

intensely serious to

In this case the serious side, to the railroad man, is
The serious side
entirely ignored in the decision, as reported.
is that the ticket agent, who could not change the hundred-dollar

somebody.

in all probability would have averted the law suit if he had
opened his office ten or fifteen minutes earlier, as he ought to
have done; and the conductor, who ejected the passenger, would
also have averted it if he had taken the passenger's word that he
had tried to buy a ticket. It would not be fair to condemn the
conductor at this distance, and it is true that the question when
bill,

to stretch the regulations

is

a delicate one, very

difficult to

Nevertheless, discreet employees

vide for in advance.

pro-

who do

go outside of their instructions now and then, often thereby
smooth the relations between their employer and the public in a
way to deserve praise. At all events, we have here the lesson
that a very small irregularity can make troublesome and often
costly litigation.

The

railroad

policeman

average policeman

in

much

very

probably,

is,

other service, in that he

the

like

subject to the

is

weakness which in ordinary conwhere there is little excitement and
apparently no great matter at stake, causes
insidious

The Passenger

cerns,

Trainman's Police

h''" to follow the line of least resistance.

Function

The Court News column
tains

and

an
a

brakcman

failed

in

their

who was

The conductor and

passenger.

a

compelling

duty,

ployer to pay damages to a passenger

another

this

from Massachusetts, of how

illustration,

the

week conconductor

em-

their

assaulted

brakcman

by

were

No. 8

that this suggestion is out of place.
Indeed, the
passenger trainman must exercise these opposite quali-

On many
who occupy two

every day.

enough thoughtless paswith children walk
to occupy profitablily the at-

trains there are
seats while

through three cars to find one

seat,

women

tention of several brakemen at every large station.

It

may

be

questionable whether a railway can afford thus to educate boorish
passengers, for the task is a big one; but there is no question
that the brakcman,

well

tarily cultivates the iron

breakers

—

THE

decision

is

trained in

member of

a valuable

all

his

duties,

hand for law-breakers

who

—even

volun-

petty law-

society.

WESTERN FREIGHT RATE DECISION
of

Commission

cite a de-

dignified, but of the exceedingly frivolous

«j

ties

59,

mean

not

Although there were very numerous
individual complaints against numerous provisions of the plan
ican railroad companies.

Vol.

the

in the

majority of the Interstate

Commerce

western freight rate advance case

is

dis-

appointing to the carriers and surprising to most people who
followed the hearings closely. It is disappointing to the carriers

because the advances granted are only a minor part of those
asked for and so small that they will do practically no good.

Some newspapers,

desirous of stimulating prosperity by artihave estimated the advances at $4,000,000 a
year.
"The aggregate increase of revenue permitted under the
majority report," says Commissioner Daniels, who heard the
case, "will hardly exceed $1,600,000, or about one-fourth of 1
per cent of the total freight revenue of these carriers for 1914."
This is the estimate made independently by representatives of
the railways and is undoubtedly correct.
The decision caused so much surprise because most people
who followed the hearings thought the roads made out their
Repeated careful readings of the majority opinion itself
case.
tends to confirm this view. The facts accepted and presented
sustain almost every contention made by the representatives of
the railways.
It is significant that Commissioner Daniels, who
knows the record better than any one else, attacks the decision
of the majority as unsupported by facts, logic or justice. It is
almost unprecedented for the commission to make a decision so
exactly opposite to that favored by one of its own members
who heard the case.
The western railways based their claims mainly on the
grounds that they needed larger earnings and that the specific
proposed advanced rates were reasonable. Upon the first point
they introduced evidence showing that their operating expenses
had been rapidly increasing, both absoluteh' and relatively, to their
total earnings and that in consequence their net operating income and the return on their capitalization and property investment had been declining. Those who opposed the advances
souglit to show that the increasing ratio of operating expenses
to earnings was more nominal than real, being due to changes
1907.
in accounting methods required by the commission in
The majority of the commission definitely rules that the increases in the operating ratio have been due to actual increases
in operating expenses.
Those who opposed the advances also
respiration,

ficial

claimed that the increases in expenses of some of the roads
The majority
were due largely to financial mismanagement.
explicitly
tlie

finds

that

there

is

no apparent connection between
misman-

increases in the operating ratio and the financial

agement of certain roads.

It

finds also that there has been a

police officers, but failed to realize their responsibilities as such.

large increase in the ratio of the bonds to stocks outstanding,

Passenger trainmen must be affable to pleasant passengers and
severe with those who deserve restraint, rebuke or punishment.
Thi''. is a difficult dual role, and il is uol to be wondered al that
many trainmen fail to measure up to its requiremeius. It
somctiiT'cs looks as though il would be a good idea to have
tlie rough, energetic and ugly coiuluclor give pourscs of instrucDrill and discuss-on
tion to those who arc lazy or too mild.
are the only means by wliich conductors generally can he educated in tliis matter, for actual practice is loo inlermiltcnt and
irregular to be depended on.
Il is very desirable for the train-

and

man

to

cultivate

ence to his duties
time,

it

is

an
in

irue, he

mind without referlaw-breakers.
Most of the

aggressive habit

connection

musl he

witli

of

cultivaliiig gentility;

but

lluit

dors

that this

is

due to an increasing reluctance on the part of

the public to risk investment in railway stocks.
I'.ut

while

it

makes these and other similar findin;;s, the masome reason from making any find-ng as lo

jority refrains for

whether the net returns of the roads are inadequate.

As Com-

missioner Daniels points out, the eastern lines made no clearer
demonstration in the five per cent, case of the inadequacy of
their revenues,

and

yet

in

that case the

commission

specifically

held that they were insulficient from the standpoint of the pulilic

welfare.
in western Urritory vvhicli reccnllx'
under attack for financial mismanagement. Bui the

There are several roads
have

lieen

I'diniuisston explicilh- recoLMiii'i's

iln'

IncI

that

all

tlie

road-; in a

Avc.vST
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group should not be judged either by the strongest or the weakest, the best managed or the worst managed, but that it should
consider the situation as a whole. Nevertheless, in view of the
hiatus between the facts which it presents and the decision it
reaches, there seems ground for the suspicion that it was unduly
influenced by

the

disclosures

which have been made

in

some

other proceedings.

When Commisisoner

Daniels says that such cases as this should

"neither prejudiced nor complicated by considerations of in-

lie

dividual instances of corporate mismanagement," he

implying that

tliis

is

just

what

tlie

is

majority has done.

plainly

The

blame for the outcome, so far as it is due to this cause, cannot
A large part of it should be
all be put on the commission.
placed on the management of the roads that have brought
railways in general into bad odor. But two wrongs do not make
The commission has no moral or legal authority to
a right.
base its decisions in rate cases on prejudiced or punitive considierations.
It has no right to punish all roads for the shortcomings of a part.

The second important

point

involved

was

the

reasonable-

proposed advanced rates.
In its opinion in the
five per cent case the commission intimated that it did not look
with favor on general advances. The tariflfs, it indicated, were
full of inconsistencies and discriminations, and the carriers
should first secure increases in revenues by advancing the rates
which were relatively low. The western lines sought to do
this.
The four principal commodities on which advances were
proposed were grain and grain products, live stock, packing
house products and coal. The majority of the commission refused the advances on all these but coal.
It refused the increase on live stock on the ground that above
half of the traffic now moves on state rates and that many state
rates are lower than the present and proposed interstate rates.
Commissioner Daniels shows it is not a fact that so large a part
He also contends that
of the traffic moves on the state rates.
the commission should not have refused advance in interstate
rates because there were lower state rates. The attitude adopted
by the majority is illogical and disappointing. The Federal authority over commerce is paramount. It would seem, therefore,
that the reasonable and proper thing for the commission to do,
where it finds state rates are lower than interstate rates, is to
determine which are reasonable and then bring them into harmony. For it to refuse reasonable advances in interstate rates
because there are lower state rates, is to let state regulation
control interstate regulation.
If the Federal commission is to
begin to refuse advances in interstate rates because of low state
rates, and the state commissions are to refuse advances in state
rates because of interstate rates that do not suit them, the situation of the railways is indeed an unhappy one. The attitude assumed by the majority of tlie commission is lacking in fairness
and courage and contrasts strongly with its opinion in the
Shreveport case. As to the rates on packing house products,
these have been notoriously low in proportion to the value and
cost of the service rendered for years.
The decision of the
commission against advances in them is almost ine-xplicable.
However, certain of the railways have themselves afforded some
ground for refusing advances by keeping in effect between Kansas City and Chicago certain packing house products rates that
are unremunerative and discriminatory.
The worst feature about the decision is its negative diaracler.
Nothing has so blighting an effect on the management of a
bu.siness concern as lo have at its head
man who has no constructive program or policies of his own and who vetoes mosl
of those suggested by his subordinates.
This is very much the
situ.-ition in which the railways find themselves.
The Interstate
Commerce Commission is in an important sense at their head.
V\'lHn their eastern lines asked for a horizontal increase in
ireii^lil
rates it conceded they needed larger revenues.
In its
first decision in the five per cent case, however, it gave them
only a small part of the advances they asked and told them to
(be icsl III ihr lurdcd rcvcMUes by imposing speci.d charges
v(
ness

of

the

.i

I
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for special service at terminals, advancing low rates on specific
commodities and raising passenger rates. The railways, east
and west, filed tariffs fixing special rates for special services.
The commission promptly suspended and soon annulled them.
They advanced their passenger rates. The commission let the
advances go into effect in the east, but suspended them in the
west.
The western lines proposed advances in the low rates on
certain specific commodities.
The commission suspended them
and now has annulled most of them. By permitting some freight
rate advances to be made and by its discussion of the financial
condition of the western lines, the commission seems to admit
that the western lines need larger revenues.
But it does not
explicitly concede this, and nowhere does it give the roads
any hint as to how they should proceed to get additional revenues.
The decision, as Commissioner Daniels says in his dissenting
opinion, "only beclouds the principles upon which the commission may be expected to act in future and leaves nothing certain but uncertainty."
As he adds, a point has been reached
where "one of two courses ought deliberately to be chosen and
clearly announced.
If, despite increased costs not offset by in-

creased revenue, increases in rates are to be denied, except where

would be occasioned by
ought to be apprised of this policy, so
that they may set their house in order, if they can, against such
a situation.
If, on the other hand, we are to acknowledge in
general, what we are perforce compelled to admit in detail, just
and reasonable increased rates should be permitted not grudgingly but with such fair measure of allowance as will indicate
in

individual instances gross injustice

their denial, the carriers

that the transportation industry

is

entitled in the interest of the

public to earnings sufficient to provide a service

with public needs."

The course

followed regarding advances
sistent

and

TIT'

HAT

in

commensurate

the commission has thus

far

rates has been illogical, incon-

vacillating.

"D— d

IF

THEY DO AND D— d

IF

THEY DON'T"
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everybody expected would happen is happening in
Texas. It is a mild statement that a Dallas paper makes
in saying that the railroads "occupy rather an awkward position."
The environments of the position are the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Louisiana Railroad Commission and the Texas
Railroad Commission. The bone of contention is the advantage
claimed to have been given to Shreveport, La., over inland
Texas jobbing points by a supplemental order of tlie Interstate
Commerce Commission, which defines East Texas. The western
limits have been set at a line drawn through Gainesville, Fort
Worth, Waco and down the Brazos river to the gulf. Within
that territory the railroads are ordered to put in rates from
Texas points toward Shreveport that shall be uniform with rates
from Shreveport for like distances. The railroads are expected
to comply with this order by September 15.
Now come in the devil and the deep sea. Kates between Texas
The rates required
points are fixed by the Texas commission.
by the Interstate Commerce Commission arc under an order
authorized by the Supreme Court of the L'nited States.
The
first proceiKling by which the situation was brought about was
instituted by the Louisiana commission.
The railroads are the
goat. They have been brought into a controversy in which they
have little interest except to know whether it will be better to
obey the law of the state or of the United States. It has been
suggested that Congress might take some action that would
settle controversies betwe<M) the connnissions of two states or
between a state commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission, and not allow all the punishment to fall upon the innocent bystander who is being robbed at the same time, but
Congress lias not done so.
It has been intimated by one of the Texas commissioners thai

he will ask the attorney-general of the state to bring an injimction suit against the carriers if they attempt to apply the rales
required by the order of the federal commission.

The

railroads

are left in a position where they have to guess which one of
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Vol.

the commissions will triumph and risk a penalty for guessing

tons in 1913, the best previous record.

wrong. The Dallas News hits the
mark in saying: "The mistake of the state railroad commission
was in standing back on its dignity and muttering the litany of
state's rights when it ought to have been engaged in showing
that the discrimination complained of by Shreveport was one
more of appearance than reality." In a way the railways should
welcome the struggle between the state and federal commissions,'
for it is another step toward a final settlement of the question

in 1915

whether the guess

is

what authority

as to

right or

is finally to

significant saving

Transportation expenses

compared with

A

$3,880,000 in
striking

in the cost of fuel for train

and

locomo-

This was $473,000 in 1915, as against $773,000 in 1914, a
decrease of 39 per cent., as against a decrease of 14 per cent.
in total train mileage.
The total operating expenses amounted to

$6,935,000 in 1915, as

compared with $7,965,000

in 1914, a

decrease

of 12.93 per cent.

The following

BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH

table

shows the

ratio of each class of expenses

operating revenues in 1915 and 1914:
1915.
13.37
22.53

Maintenance of way
Maintenance of eciuipraent

A T one

time almost exclusively a coal road, the BufTalo, Roch& Pittsburgh, under its present management, has been
developed into an all-around profitable railroad, doing a large

Traffic

ester

south road, serving Pittsburgh and the territory north to Lake
Ontario, it has been necessary to maintain earning power through

was made

No. 8

tives.

be their master.

passenger business and general freight business, as well as being
a carrier of coal and coke.
Being an independent north and

to $3,145,000, as

the previous year, a decrease of 18.96 per cent.

to total

•^^-

amounted

59,

1.50
33.17

Transportation
Miscellaneous
General

In

&

0.15
2.44

1914.
13.49
20.65
1.40
36.15
0.25
2.26

commenting on the annual report of the Buffalo, Rochester
it was pointed out that the adoption of

Pittsburgh for 1914,

the development of economies

and the utilization of modern
methods of railroading, freight rates per ton per mile having
shown a steady decline, and passenger service a steady increase
in cost,

due to more exacting demands of the public.

Since a considerable part of the coal traffic moves from the
neighborhood of Vintondale and nearby branches over almost
the entire length of the road north to Buffalo or Rochester,

it

was obvious that one of the surest methods of effecting economies in operation would be the development of a south-bound
traffic which could be carried in coal cars, and it was through the
efforts of the present management that a company was induced
to locate an iron furnace on the southern part of the road.

The

development of an iron ore traffic south at once greatly improved the average train load of revenue freight.
A railroad doing a competitive passenger business, the train
mileage of which amounted in 1915 to 1,343,611 miles, as compared with the revenue freight train mileage of 2,344,000 miles
and with an average ton mile rate of only 0.477 cents, must of
necessity operate economically to show a profit, and especially
is this true with a road having as heavy and numerous grades
as has the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.
The year ended June 30, 1915, was in a way a test applied to
the work of development, which has been carried on by the
management. Military strategists say that a retreat is a far

more severe criterion of generalship than a victorious advance.
This is in some measure equally true of the operation of a railroad

in a

time of business depression and falling off of traffic.
the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh's 1915 year

What makes

is that the falling off of ore traffic was
greater proportion than the falling off in bituminous

peculiarly interesting
in

much

The

tonnage of freight carried in 1915 was
The bituminous coal tonnage in
1915 was 7,108,000, or 1,069,000 less than in 1914, and the tonnage
of iron ore was 417,000 in 1915, or 283,000 tons less than in 1914.
In 1914 and the first part of 1915, very considerable additions
had been made to the engines in the service, and the new engines
put into freight service were mostly Mallets, Mikados having
previously been the heaviest locomotives used.
coal

traffic.

total

10,928,000; in 1914, 12,295,000.

It is only necessary to reflect that if two train loads of coal of
50 cars each are sent north 100 miles, and the 100 cars have to
be sent south empty, even if combined into one train, the average
train load is about 1,700 tons, whereas if 50 of the coal cars can

very heavy power was

be loaded south-bound, even

the empties and loads are sent

sighted and scientific strengthening of the entire permanent prop-

in two trains, the average train load is about 1,900 tons, to
what the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh was brought up
against with the falling off of 40 per cent, in ore tonnage as com-

erty and especially of those parts of the road on which the heavy
locomotives were to l)e placed. The opinion was expressed that
the result of such a scientific development would be clearly reThe
flected in materially greater effectiveness of the plan.

if

south
see

pared with 10 per cent, in coal tonnage.
The purcliase of
heavier locomotives, however, had apparently come in the very
nick of time. The average revenue freight train load in 1915
was 707 tons, as against 694 tons in 1914, and the average load of
revenue freight per engine mile was 477 tons, the highest in the
history of the road, comparing with 454 tons in 1914 and 463

The

Buffalo, Rochester

made only

&

Pittsburgh

after the completion of a far-

showing made in 1915 confirms this opinion fully as conclusively
as would a great gain made in net profits in a year of increased
traffic and large ore shipments.
In 1915 the total operating revenues amounted to $9,480,000.
This was a decline as compared with 1914 of $1,255,000, the de-
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1915

20,

crease in expenses previously mentioned amounting to $1,030,000,
leaving a net revenue in 1915 of $2,545,000, wliich was less than
the 1914 net by $225,000.

There was a decrease also

in

amounted

From

this

was appropriated

in 1915 $22,000 for

pension and

fire

trust and $780,000 for dividends, being 6 per cent, on the $6,000,000 preferred stock, and 4 per cent, on the $10,500,000 common
stock.
In 1914 6 per cent, was paid on both the common and

the preferred, calling for $990,000, and a larger appropriation,
was made for payment of equipment trust, etc.

$348,000,

total

assets at the end of 1915 amounted to
which $1,409,000 was cash and demand loans and

current

$3,547,000, of

The

deposits.

current

liabilities

amounted

to $1,245,000,

with

only a nominal amount of loans and bills payable, $9,600.
Apparently a return to normal business conditions with a
resumption of iron ore shipments would, barring some unforeseeable great increase in operating expenses, not only restore the
earning power of 1913, when a substantial margin was earned

over 6 per cent, dividends on the common, but give the company an even greater margin of safety. This fact, it might
incidentally be mentioned, is wholly due to the foresight and

good judgment of the management of the property, since the
Interstate Commerce Commission S per cent, rate advance
affected

the

Buffalo,

Rochester

&

Pittsburgh to

only a very

small extent, the increase not applying on coal, coke or iron ore.

President

Noonan

indicates that

in his report says that

such increases

"A

careful estimate

(those granted by the Interstate

Commerce Commission) added about

$41,000 to our revenues this

year."

1915, as
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DEPRECIATION AND CONFISCATION
New

To

York, N. Y.

Railway Age Gazette
Permit me to comment on the article in your issue of June 4
A Billion Dollar Confiscation by Morrell Walker Gaines, and
your editorial in the same issue, and the letter of Lawrence K.
Frank, in your issue of July 9.
The subject of depreciation, so-called, is of vital importance
to-day to the railroads and other public utilities of the country
the Editor of the

—

and, therefore, to the people as a whole.

Mr. Gaines' first paragraph in which he condemns the present
tendency towards over-regulation of railroads by "powerful
Federal and State commissions," in which "counsels of perfection" are substituted for "experience, rough

of struggle,"

grown from

the soil

by the conditions which have developed, especially during the last few years, in answer to public
clamor and the activities of honest but incompetent reformers
and self-seeking politicians. As has been well said, regulation
has degenerated into strangulation.
Mr. Gaines' objections to the present unwieldy, inefficient,
costly and unfair scheme for valuing the railroad properties as
a basis for rate-making are also fully justified. An additional
argument might be advanced against this scheme, which is now
costing millions of dollars a year and will in the end, I feel sure,
cost more than the $50,000,000 mentioned by Mr. Gaines.
The
appraisals will be obsolete by the time they are completed.
One radical fault in this system is in deducting for depreciais

fully justified

not alone for the actual depreciation, but for the
proportion of cost indicated by the age of the several parts as
compared with the assumed expectation of life. That is, the

tion, so-called;

The following
in

Letters to the Editor

to $913,000, as against $1,355,000 in the previous year.

insurance, and $111,000 principally for the payment of equipment

The
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non-

operating income, due principally to the fact that the credit balance for hire of freight cars was less by $115,000 than in the previous year, so that the net income available for dividends
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table

shows the principal

figures for operation

compared with 1914:
1915.

Average mileage operated

586

Coal freight revenue

$5,040,101

Coke

freight revenue
Merchandise freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures...
Maintenance of equipment

318,638
2,663,951
1,101.981
9,479,936
1,267,253
2,135,354
141,767
3,144,598
14,658
231,621
6,935,252

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes

230,000
596
2,314,087
3,032,733
912,720
132.720
780,000

revenues
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Appropriations
Dividends

Uncollectible

1914.

586
$5,904,106
338,339
2,911,497
1,184,417
10,734,691
1,447,954
2,216,194
150,553
3,880.160
27,054
243,202
7,965,117
234,000
2,535,574
3,355,798
1,354,784
364,784
999,000

leather; $1.00 in cloth.

This book is intended as a practical treatise on the subject of
welding and cutting with the oxy-acctylcne flame, and only so
much of the theory pertaining to the subject has been included as
to acquire a thorough

working un-

derstanding of the subject. After an introductory chapter dealing briefly with the adaptability of various methods of welding,
several chapters are devoted to welding flames and the properties and methods of handling the gases most commonly used.
This portion of the book is confined largely to the oxy-acctylene
flame, which has the widest practical application, and touches
only briefly on other gases which have been used with oxygen
to a less extent in welding and cutting operations.
The equipment used in welding and cutting is next discussed, after which
the operation of the plant and the practices followed in welding
and cutting arc taken up. A final brief chapter is devotid (o the
subject of carbon removal with the oxygen torch.
The book

contains a large

number of

illustrations

writing

down

calls for a
call

for,

charge for renewals and replace-

nor does

it

in

any way justify a

of the fixed capital account.

The income must, if possible, be made to pay for the maintenance of plant, and this renewal or replacement is part of the
maintenance. If all parts of the plant were to last only one year
and then to be renewed or replaced by an equivalent, the total
cost of renewals

would

fall

automatically on each year and be
In this case the confounding

of cost of renewals with "depreciation" would never have taken
root with commissions, courts and others.
Particularly in the case of a new or single unit plant, the accruing liability for the renewal or replacement of its sevyal parts

must be carried into the accounts each year, for otherwise the

Oxy-Acetylenc Welding and Cutting.
By Calvin F. Swingle, M.E. 190
pages, 4^ in. by bYi in.
Illustrated.
Bound in leather or cloth.
Published by Frederick J. Drake & Co., Chicago.
Price. $1.50 in

man

This aging of plant
ments, but does not

paid for from the year's income.

NEW BOOKS

will enable the practical

ratio of the present age to the expected life.

and a number of

tables.

This is the justification for an annual
charge as an item of expense for deferred, future, or periodic
profits will be overstated.

renewals, wrongly styled "depreciation."
It may happen, and docs not infrequently happen, in the case
of composite properties built up of units of different ages, that

the total cost of maintenance, including accruing liability for reis fully met by current expenditures.
This charge to operating expense for future renewals should
be credited to reserve, and this reserve should be kept as an open
account to be charged for items of renewal and replacement and
credited with the annual apportionment, plus the interest on the
balance if kept on the sinking fimd principle.
It is to be borne in mind constantly that an expectation of life
table made up from averages (or said to be) must not be relied

newals,

upon for individual

application. In the case of plant of the same
of standard design and construction, the life of
such parts will vary widely according to the character of mainclass,

even

if

tenance and of operation in general. An estimate of accruing
liability for renewals and replacements should be held subject
to constant ainendmeut and correction as experience indicates
in each separate case.
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The

later

rulings

of

Interstate

the

Commerce Commission
some of the prac-

indicate that they are beginning to appreciate

features of this complicated question.

tical

"The

ledfiier

valvie

of

—

of

unit

eacli

equipment

shall

he

credited

to

the

appropriate equipment account when it is retired from service. The amount
of this credit shall he concurrently charged as follows:
"The amount of the balance in the balance sheet accrued depreciation
account with respect to the equipment thus retired shall be charged to that
account: the salvage recovered shall be charged to the materials and supplies account or elsewhere, according to the purpose for which used; the
amount of depreciation prior to July 1. 1^07. not previously written otT or

provided for, shall be charged to Profit and Loss, and the remainder shall
be charged to tlie appropriate operating expense account for equipment
retired."

That

estiinate of original cost to cover

item of cost of construction.

so

is,

much

The question

of the "ledger value" as cannot be located in

In this connection

property's

life,

the income

was

sufficient to

pay

all

expenses, in-

cluding cost of maintenance and a fair return on the invest-

ment.
fair study of all the elements involved

no such

criminately.

should be convincing

made retroactive and
where, by way of example,

rule should be

applied indis-

Here

the "counsels

is

of perfection" should be tempered by the saving grace of comsense.

Mr. Frank

is

right so far as he argues for spreading the accru-

ing liability for future renewals over the years of effective service; but he is far from the vital facts of this important question

when he speaks of
"a

the setting up of a "depreciation reserve" as

book transaction."

principles

A

is

it

porting the Interstate

Mr. Frank, while supagainst Mr. Gaines'

to be noted that

Commerce Commission

criticisms, indorses the investment of "depreciation" reserves in

and then

plant

states that these

investments "are unalienable."

from reserves represents an imalienable

If the plant paid for

investment

vestment, certainly the original

be

sliould

at

in-

least

equally secure from confiscation.
In your editorial

you say

"The commission's theories about depreciation and charges for retirement are in general sound. Any number of individual instances may be
cited

where the

ciation.

the

The

the book-entry

;

is

transaction

involves

fundamental

the record only of the transaction.

may

be an entirely accurate statement of an improper
it not be suggested that a fault to be guarded
against on the part of accountants as well as bookkeepers is the
placing of the book record above the transaction recorded.
Mr. Frank, in the statement just referred to, says that plant
retired should be credited to fixed capital. If it is intended here
to refer to such parts only as are permanently retired and not
record

transaction.

May

renewed or replaced by substitutes, tlien there may
be a sufficient reason for the practice proposed. But even in the
case of parts thus permanently retired which, for instance, were
required to bring into effective action some necessary continuing
structure or equipment, the writing off or crediting to fixed
to the parts

good practice.
To put this in another way in making a schedule for a valuation, there should be included more than the parts which meet
there should be included and valued the parts which
the eye
were necessary to bring the ])lant as a whole into position and
capital by

no means necessarily

is

—

;

facts

would

fail

entirely

conform

to

the

to

but

theory;

soundness of the rules for charging depreCo-operation between individual railroad companies and
Commerce Commission should, if the commission takes a

sion

of

is

its

is

some evidence

now more

has been met.
in the case of a composite plant,
and age the property as a whole has
settled down to an 80 per cent, age, and it is assumed that nothing
better than this can be maintained, then it is argued that 20 per
cent, should be deducted from the valuation on account of "deIf this procedure is enforced by the commission,
preciation."

Suppose, for instance, that
life

in

I

lie

that the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

inclined than formerly to take a broad view

grave responsibility; there

some evidence

also

is

to the

Let us hope for the best. One instance of greater
breadth of view on their part is found in the public statement
made by Judge Prouty and Commissioner Daniels that engineers
should be included in the personnel of our commission boards
contrary.

members of the staff. This
though tardy, concession. In this connection I am
reminded of an opinion expressed by a man eminent in the engineering profession, H. L. Gantt, in his paper ^The Relation Between Production and Cost presented at this year's spring meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
"The cost accountant of the future must himself be
an engineer."
Here we may well bear in mind that a man may be competent
as a keeper of books, and yet not be qualified in the principles
of accountancy and the fundamentals of tlie business under coninstead of being employed only as

is

a decided,

—

—

sideration.

If each of our commissions had as a full member as least one
competent engineer, trained in theory and practice, a man of
character and judicial temperament, and qualified as an administrator by extended practical experience, there would be more
hope for definite improvement in the line of justice and common
sense in regulation by commissions.
I

speak from

my own

when

experience

of railroads and other public

say that the executives

I

are far

utilities

more

their full part in the line of co-operation advised in

likely to

your

do

editorial

than are the members of our commissions.
The tremendous authority placed in the hands of our commissions, including the three functions of government which, ac-

cording to our traditions, should be kept separate and apart, is a
fundamental fault and puts before the commissions a temptation
too strong for the average
In conclusion

This brings me to the point which I wish particularly to make
in regard to "depreciation" charges as intended to cover only
renewals and replacements of active plant.
P.ecause a plant or any of its parts has spent part of its anticipated life, this presents no reason for deducting from plant valuation.
The owners are liable for the renewals as they fall due.
So long as the renewals are made as required for adequate efficiency of operation, and the renewals are charged against income instead of being capitalized, every legitimate requirement

then thev sliould allow a 20 per cent, item to be included

.

broad point of viev,' and the railroad managements a helpful attitude, minimize the hardship that will be worked on present secvirity holders."

condition for effective service.

on the basis of expected

.

Interstate

There

as to the entire cost of renewals being a charge

against income depends upon whether, in the early years of the

mon

necessary

original investment.

against income, either past or current.

A

this ruling a

this does not vitiate the general

the "accrued depreciation account" (renewal reserve) and recovered in the parts saved for future sale or service must he charged

that

under

Otherwise, the investors have to

face at the outset a confiscation of 20 per cent, of the necessary

But we find in the commission's ''Classification of Investment
effective July 1, 1914,
Issue of 191-1
in Road and Equipment"
page 32, under the head of. 11. Equipment, the following:

—

No. 8

Vol.. 59,

I

man

must dissent

"The commission's

to resist.

positively

theories

from your statement
depreciation and

about

charges for retirements are in general sound."

So long as the commission confounds actual depreciation with
tlic accruing liability for renewals and replacements and in any
degree deducts from plant valuation on account of this liability,
so long will their theories be inisound.
Al.l.X.

President

Italian

Railway

Employkks

.Stevens

C.

HUMPHRKYS,

Institute

Refuse

of

Bonus.

Technology.

— Press

des-

patches report that the employees of the Italian State Railways
Milan, recently refused to accept 3,000,000 lire ($600,000)
at
offered them by the government for extra work done by them
The railway
in connection with the mobilization of the army.
men at Rome have followed their example and have issued a
.statement saying, "We would feel ourselves humiliated if we
ivcre not
U)

their

willing to give our

country,"

toil

while others give their lives

Reductions Ordered

Rates on Anthracite Coal

in

Revenues of Carriers May Be Decreased $8,000,000
by Lower Rates Ordered to Tidewater and Eastern Points
The

Commerce Commission

Interstate

in a decision

given out

unreasonable the rates on anthracite
coal in carloads, from the Wyoming, Lehigh and Schuylkill regions of Pennsylvania to tidewater and certain interior eastern
Friday, August

finds

13,

The commission

points.

The

coal companies.

The

Chord.

condemns

also

with

of the anthracite carriers,

certain of the practices

reference

subsidiary

their

to

Mc-

opinion was written by Commissioner

name: "In the matter of

case bears the

rates,

and regulations governing the transportation of
The
is to be found in 35 I. C. C. 220.
decision covers 90 pages and connected with it there is an appendix of 154 pages. An abstract follows, the language of the
commission being preserved insofar as possible.
Pursuant to an order of June 10, 1912, a general investigation
was made of the rates, and practices governing the transportation of anthracite coal from the Wyoming, Lehigh and Schuylkill regions of Pennsylvania to tidewater and interior points on
practices, rules

anthracite coal," and

the lines of the

intitial

the carriers in

all

The order named

anthracite carriers.

official classification territory,

but

was found

it

follows: Central of

New

Jersey; Philadelphia

&

Reading; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; Lehigh Valley;
New York, Susquehanna &
Wilkes-Barre & Eastern
Western; New York, Ontario & Western; Pennsylvania; North
em Central, and Delaware & Hudson.
Freight rates on many commodities are but an infinitesimal
part of the price which the consumer pays for such commodities.
On coal the freight rate is a more important factor. Anthracite
coal is very largely a fuel for domestic use, and it is a necesThat reasonable freight rates should be charged for the
sity.
distribution of the great fuel tonnage herein involved. is of vital
importance to the producers and of equal concern to the conErie

;

Wyoming,

mined

is

three regions in Pennsylvania

in

the Lehigh and the

source of

entire

supply

is

Practically the

Schuylkill.

confined to an area of 496 square

miles, having an e.Ktreme distance

from northeast

of about 100 miles.

The tonnage

thracite coal shipped

from the three regions was

year 1850,
1900,

in

16.182,191

and 71,295,716 tons

36,615,459

1870,

to

southwest

(in tons of 2,240 lb.)

in

of an-

3,358,899 in the

1890,

45,107,484 in

The tonnage shipped has

in 1913.

prac-

doubled since the year 1890. This large tonnage is produced from approximately 302 operati<ins, collieries and washtically

eries.

Anthracite coal

sold in the

is

market

The

in eight sizes.

sizes

smaller than pea are a by-product in the preparation of domessizes.

tic

The

larger than pea are designated "prepared

sizes

sizes" in the- carriers' ft'eight tariffs.

The

The

trolled by the Central of

New

i)ca

size constitute

tonnage shipped.
Its

navigation

its

output over

company

not con-

is

Jersey.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co. was organIt ships and markets all of the coal mined by the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western At the time the coal company was organized the Lackawanna Railroad paid an extra
ized in 1909.

dividend of $13,000,000 to its stockholders, and the latter were
allowed to purchase the $6,500,000 stock of the coal company.

Most of them availed themselves of

The Lehigh Valley Coal
1912.

It

ships

and markets

that privilege.

Company was organized

Sales

in

of the coal mined and purchased

all

by the Lehigh Valley Coal Companj-. The coal sales company
issued $6,060,800 in stock, giving the shareholders of the Lehigh
Valley the privilege of purchasing the stock. At the same time
the Lehigh \'alley paid an extra dividend of $6,060,800 to its
shareholders to provide them with the funds to purchase the
stock of the coal sales company.

The Reading Company,

a holding company,

owns

the entire

& Reading Railway Company
& Reading Coal & Iron Co.

stock of the Philadelphia

capital

and the Philadelphia

With

these exceptions the stocks of the coal companies that

ship the largest portion of the total tonnage of anthracite coal

shipped over the railway lines of the several

initial

owned by the carriers.
The tonnage shipped by

amounts

the coal companies

proportion of the total tonnage shipped by

large

carriers are

to a very

shippers

all

over each particular railway system.

RATES ON ANTHRACITE COAL
Generally speaking,
of the initial carriers

all

the collieries on the lines of any one

in

each region are, under the schedules

The

sizes larger

approximately 61 per cent of the
is princiiially a domestic

tidewater

shows a very

total

upward trend during

re-

the

of .separately incorporated coal companies.

of the carriers, the Delaware, Lackawanna

Two

& Western and

Delaware & Hudson, own coal lands and conduct mining

the

iV

same

although

rate,

may

be 50 miles

;

Rates to Tidcivali'r. For many years a large number of the
independent operators sold their coal at the mines to the carriers, or to their allied coal companies, in accordance with the
terms of "percentage contracts." Instead of a fixed money price
per ton, the independent operator received a certain per cent of
the average price at which that grade of coal was sold in New

The perjentage

COMI'ANIKS

of the tidewater selling price paid to the op-

erators on prepared sizes of coal was. in the early years, about

40 per cent.

It

gradually increased, reaching 50 and 55 per cent
and 65 per cent on Novem-

the eighties, 60 per cent in 1892,

ber

l''0O,

1,

The remaining

coal. 40 or 35 per cent in the

elected

to

percentage

ship their
freight

shipped to liulTalo

:il

own

r.ilc

in

on anthracite coid to
prici-

portion of the selling price of the

more

recent years,

was the

freight

which the carriers charged the individual operators who

o|i

Navigation Co. owns a large porlion of
the r:iil\vay lines operated by the Central of New Jersey.
I'u<lir Icises entered into from 1871 to 1883 for 900 veais, the

The Lehigh Coal

the several collieries in each

rates.

Ill

CO.M.

is,

less.

coal

was

production to tidewater.

also

applied

anthracite

The
coal

In 1882 the l\e;iding rate

the early days.

Buffalo

on

was 57

i>er

cent

of the selling

Buffalo.

erations.
LAUlIK

that

rates via

rate

These carriers are to a large extent interested in tlie mining
and sale of anthracite coal through their affiliations with or

IIIK

;

To many important groups of destinations also
any given line are frequently the same that is,
they are blanketed from all the regions reached by that line.
Exceptions to this rule apply principally to local short-haul
more or

in

cent years, 34 to 49 per cent during the past 13 years.

their control

destination

the distance between the collieries in the group

fuel.

(the wholesale price obtained by
definite

particular

region are placed in one group taking the

demand and

Anthracite coal

selling price at

the operators)

a

>'ork harbor.

stove and chestnut sizes are in the greatest

constitute 40 per cent of the total shipments

than

Jersey operates the r:iilroads, and the navigaobligated to ship 75 per cent of

of rates established by the carriers, covered by blanket rates to

Anthracite coal
the

is

the leased railway lines.

;

sumers.

company

tion

impracticable to extend the inquiry beyond the affairs of the 11
initial carriers, as

New

Central of

.liil.N,

1901, several of the carriers took action to establish

fixed or Hat rates to tidewater,

.'^ix

of them, the I^eading. Le-

high \allev, Jersey Central, Lackawanna, Erie and Susquehanna
S; Western
were represented on the board of directors of the

Temple Iron Company, which was merely a holding company
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for the several carriers.

Through

this

medium

rates

Prepared

follows:

for outside shippers as

lished

were estabsizes,

$1.60;

The

such as Perth Amboy, are S
than those to the upper ports because of the

rates to the lower ports,

cents per ton less

higher cost of lighterage from the lower ports.
to

New York
The

Thus

the rates

City are equalized.

rates actually charged

by the Lehigh Valley on anthracite
from the mines to tidewater, for November in the years
named, were
coal

Prepared
Year.
1898
1899
1900
1901-1910, inclusive

The

Buckwheat.

Pea.
$1.1225
1.1887
1.3204

sizes.

$1.3930
1.4965
1.55
1.55

$1.1312
1.1695
1.2290

$1,251.20

1.40

prevailing percentage rates at the time the

flat

basis of

was adopted became the tariff rates to tidewater. The
definite upward trend of the rates based on a percentage of
rates

is clearly set forth in the Lehigh Valley figRates based on a percentage of the selling price of a
commodity whose selling price increased from year to year
would naturally cimb to an excessive basis.
The Percentage Contracts Established Excessive Rates. It
appears that the 35 per cent division of the selling price of the
coal constituted an excessive freight rate, and it was fixed at
a high basis in order to make it more advantageous to the indiv-

royalty earnings, the use of valuable property at inadequate rent,

if

they confer concessions and ad\antagcs which place

certain shippers in a position of preference

who

and advantage over

Some of
granted to the coal companies that are allied
with the carriers are disclosed by the following facts established
competitors

are also customers of these carriers.

the advantages

in this case

The evidence shows that prior to the
of the Reading companies in November, 1896,

Reading Companies.
reorganization

& Reading
& Reading Coal &

the Philadelphia

Railroad had advanced to the Phil-

Iron Co. $76,154,000. In December,
1896, the Reading Company, the present holding company, be-

adelphia

came
iron

the

owner of

and the creditor of the coal and

this debt

From December,

company.

1896, to October, 1913, the
holding company extended to the coal and iron company financial assistance, which increased the indebtedness so that in

the selling price

October, 1913,

ures.

has paid no dividends to the holding company on

idual operator to sell his output to the railroad interests at the

mines than to ship

it

to market.

XJNNFXESSARY RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
LINES

The

AND PROJECTED RAILWAY

history of the development of anthracite mining presents

the individual operators against the conditions imposed by the

The independent

carriers.

shippers

did

all

in

their

power

to

promote the construction of additional railway lines. Some of
such efforts were unsuccessful, but at the present time eight
railway lines extend into the
that the

way

Wyoming

Wyoming

region.

It

is

apparent

region was already adequately served by

rail-

OnWestern and the Susquehanna & Western, into that
region subsequent to 1890. Under normal conditions, wherein
the interests of the carriers and the shippers were not antaglines before the

extension of the last two

lines,

the

&

tario

with the construction of additional tracks

onistic,

when needed

the region would have been amply served by the six railway

which were constructed into that region prior

lines

Under

and

existing conditions the anthracite tonnage

to

1890.

charged with
the burden of earning an income on the investments in a large
portion of two railway lines which were not required and which
surely would not have been constructed had proper conditions
existed in the marketing of the commodity.
The resistance of the individual operators to the rates and
selling conditions imposed by the carriers is well illustrated by
the efforts of the individual operators to cause the construction
of additional lines of railway into the Wyoming region. The
construction of two of these projected lines, the New York,
Wyoming & Western and the Delaware Valley & Kingston, was
prevented by the action taken by several of the respondent
is

was

it

The

$82,980,000.

coal

and iron company
its

stock,

has paid very low rates of interest on the indebtedness.
The payments of interest actually made by the coal and iron
it

company to the holding com.pany were $34,000,000 less than the
amount of such interest, computed at 4 per cent, from December
1, 1896, to June 30, 1913.
On the date the holding company acquired this indebtedness,
December 1, 1896, it immediately entered the $76,154,000 in its
accounts as an asset and issued its own obligations to the amount
of every dollar of assets
154,000.

a series of persistent but apparently unsuccessful struggles by

No. 8

59,

the free use of the carriers' funds or credit or other insidious

means,

pea, $1.45, etc.

Vol.

The income

it

possessed, including the said $76,-

holding company during recent

of this

years has been from $14,000,000 to $15,900,000 per annum, and
with the exception of the inadequate payments of interest made

by the coal and iron company and from $200,000 to $300,000 per
annum derived from outside sources, this entire income of the
holding company has arisen from dividends, interest and rental
payments made to it by the Reading Railway lines, and such payments have been at very high rates per annum. This clearly
shows the remarkably remunerative character of the rates
assessed by the carriers.
The situation here presented is that this shipper, the coal and
iron company, ships approximately 10.000,000 tons of anthracite
coal annually over the Reading railway lines.
Presumably it
pays the tariff rates on this product. The carrier and the coal
company are but the subsidiary corporate hands of the holding
company, inasmuch as the same interests direct and administer

By

the affairs of the three corporations.

the aid of the railway

the holding

earnings that are paid into

its

furnishes the coal and iron

company with

The holding company

treasury,

its

company

working

capital.

also assumes the burden of the interest

charges on the capital invested in the properties of the coal and
iron company, and the railway earnings enable it to do so. These
facts constitute an unlawful discrimination against other shippers

who

are competitors of the Coal

Published

tariff

the Philadelphia

circumstances.

&

rates

Reading Coal

The same

ister the affairs of

&

Iron Company.

are of no significance to this shipper,

&

executive

Iron Company, under these
officials

control and admin-

the railway company, the coal and iron com-

pany, and the holding company therefore the coal and iron company receives offsets, against such published rates, in the form
of interest charges which are waived by the same parties who
are charged with the duty of collecting and retaining the full
published tariff rates on all shipments. These facts have been
;

carriers.

CONDUCT OF THE CARRIERS AND THEIR ALLIED COAL COMPANIES

The

act to regulate

commerce imposes on these

carriers the

and reasonable rates,
and it prohibits the granting of rebates or concessions from or
ofltsets against the established rates whereby interstate shipments shall by any device be transported at less than the lawfully
established rates, or whereby any advantage is given or discrimination is practiced amongst shippers. Although published
obligation to establish and maintain just

may

be collected on the shipments transported, concessions
and offsets may be extended by the carriers or the interests who
control the carriers to favored shippers. These concessions and
offsets are as prcnicious as direct rebates, and it matters little
whether they are in the form of cash payments, interest charges.
rates

referred to the department of justice.

Central of New Jersey.
dealings of the Central of

Navigation Company.
lines

The

Similarly reference

is

made

to the

New

Jersey with the Lehigh Coal &
coal company leases to the railway

of railroad for which the

New

Jersey Central has paid

compensation of upward of 10 per cent, yearly. At the same
time the carrier has transported coal for the coal company at
reductions of from 11 to 23 cents a ton below the tariff rates.
These reductions are known as lateral allowances and result
from the tenth covenant of the lease in which it is provided that

August

20,
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on coal delivered by the Navigation Company on sidings at the
northern end of the Nesquehoning tunnel for transportation by
the carrier, the rates should not exceed the rates from Penn Ha-

as the commodities clause, has not resulted in a
bona fide separation of the affairs of these carriers from the
mining and selling of anthracite coal. The dual and inconsistent

Although the carrier for many years has transported the

position of public carrier and private shipper that would exist
where the carrier was miner, transporter and seller of this commodity now exists, and is effectuated by the relations of the car-

ven.

shipments the Navigation
rates, it has published in

Company
tariff

at the

form

Penn Haven

a higher basis

monly known

basis of

and then

at

the close of each month's business paid back to the shipper a
portion of these established tariff rates.

Reference

is

also

made

to the dealings

respondent in this case and the several coal companies
with and controlled by the carriers. Corporate charters
and contracts, as used by these carriers, are merely devices
whereby the business of mining, transporting and selling the
anthracite coal production of each carrier and its allied coal comriers

allied

of this carrier with

Bums Brothers, who lease from the railroad
in New York harbor, and to the dealings of

docks and trestles
the other carriers

with their related coal companies.

THE COMMODITIES

The mining,

pany are united under one management and directed and controlled by one paramount power.

CL.\USE.

transportation, and to a considerable extent the

PRESENT EFFECTIVE RATES ON ANTHRACITE COAL.

market this commodity, though
in a sense being each conducted under the name of separate corporate entities, are united under one management and control.
The relations of the controlling carriers and the coal companies
have not undergone any substantial changes since the effective
date of the commodities clause in the Hepburn Act, May 1, 1908,
with the exception that the shipping and marketing of the coal
production of the Lackawanna, the Delaware & Hudson, and the
Lehigh Valley Coal Company are now performed by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Company, the Hudson Coal
Company, and the Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Company, respectively.
These three coal companies assumed their present functions after the decision of the Supreme Court in March, 1909,
in the Commodities cases (213 U. S., 366), and the decision of
the Supreme Court in the Lehigh Valley case, decided April 3,
1911 (220 U. S., 257). The evidence shows that the three coal
companies were organized and financed without the interposition
selling operations necessary to

The average revenue per ton (2,000 pounds) per mile for all
anthracite coal transported by the initial anthracite carriers during the 3fear ended June 30, 1913, is as follows; Jersey Central,
8.37 mills; Reading, 8.82; Lackawanna, 7.40; Delaware & Hudson, 7.54;

Anthracite coal

and for the Lackawanna, $16.43. These revenues are
substantially higher than average train-mile revenue, the average
for the United States in 1912 being but $3.02284; for the east-

ern

district, $3.12891
for the southern
for the western district, $3.17357.

the coal

company assumed

the selling operations thereto-

Anthracite coal

inadequate rental reserved in the lease has each

year constituted a substantial concession to the coal company,
a discrimination against competing shippers, and an offset against
the freight rates paid to the carrier by the coal company.

Under
the coal

the contracts between the carrier and the coal

company

is

company

obligated to purchase from the carrier

of the anthracite coal which

it

sells

and

to

all

purchase no coal from

other sources without the written consent of the carrier, and to
conduct the business of selling the coal in such manner as best

conserves the interest of and preserves the good will and markets of the coal

mined by the

carrier.

The only property owned

by the coal comjiany, excepting current assets, is property and
fixtures valued at $169,070, and its annual sales of coal amount to
approximately $35,000,000. On six months' notice the carrier can
discontinue its contractual relations with the coal company and
take over the stocks of coal the coal company has on hand.
Under such conditions the coal company is merely a dependency
of the carrier, and the conduct of its business is subject to the
arbitrary will of the carrier.

Ownership by Carriers of Capital Slock of
tions.

The amendment

a low-grade commodity which

vast quantities in trains of

is

much

greater than

is

maximum

tonnage.

is

and

transported

The

car load
attained in the loading of most other

and ore. Most of the
produced from collieries whose daily production, measured in carloads, is very large.
These conditions
tend toward lower operating costs in transporting this commoditjthan result from the transportation of most other commodities.
anthracite tonnage

is

COST OF TRANSPORTING ANTHRACITE COAL.

The commission's examiners computed the cost of service for
anthracite coal, including only such costs as are represented in
operating expenses.
Complete results were reached as to the
tidewater movement of anthracite over the Central of New
Jersey.
The traffic hauled in November, 1912, was the basis of
Part of the operating costs resulting from
the transportation of anthracite coal to tidewater on the Lackawanna and terminal costs on the Reading were also compiled.

carrier

trestles, at the

is

m

$2.48888,

the computations.

conveyed to the coal company its established
trade, its stock of coal, its selling facilities, and the good will of
its established business at much less than their true and actual
value.
The use of the properties leased, approximately 170

The

district,

;

classes of traffic excepting bituminous coal

—

fore conducted by the carrier.

hauled in trains that transport the maximum
large tonnage hauled in the trains produces

$16.14,

&

2, 1909,

is

The

high earnings per train-mile. At the present effective rates the
revenue per train-mile on anthracite coal transported to tidewater is, for the Jersey Central, $19.30; for the Lehigh Valley,

.

—

;

train tonnage.

of outside interests or capital.

Delaware, Lackawanna
Western. This carrier owns coal
lands and conducts mining operations. Prior to August 1, 1909,
it sold its own coal in the markets.
To rearrange its affairs in
conformance with the decision of the United States Supreme
Court (213 U. S., 366), the carrier caused to be organized the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Company. It paid to its
stockholders an extra dividend of 50 per cent that is, $13,000,000 on its stock, in cash, and its stockholders were given the
option to use part of the dividend so paid to purchase the capital
stock, $6,500,000, of the coal company.
Most of them availed
themselves of this privilege. Under two contracts entered into
between the coal company and the carrier under date of August

Lehigh Valley, 7.11 Pennsylvania, 5.99; Northern Cenand Ontario & Western, 6.47.

tral, 6.02; Erie, 5.96,

Sliipf'i)!!;

to the act to regulate

Corpora-

The conduct of the anthracite traffic involves the collection
of the loaded cars from the breakers and washcries into assembling yards, the necessan.' switching into trains, the road haul
to
and the return of the empty cars.

dcstiuation, terminal services,

The computations
opinion,

are set forth in detail in the appendix to this

and they indicate how the various services were ac-

counted /or
examiners.

in

the

computations

made

liy

the

commission's

Briefly stated, the examiners found that the operating cost of
transporting anthr.':cite coal to tidewater by the Central of New
Jersey was 59.26 cents per long ton from the Wyoming region

(average haul, 160 miles), 44.35 cents per long ton from the
Lehigh region (average haul. 120 miles), and 40.04 cents per long
ton from the Upper Lehigh region (average haul, 140 miles),

making

a weighted average of 3.3 mills per short ton-mile to the
three tidewater termini of this carrier.
The Central of New

Jersey costs were computed for a railway line whose average distance to tidewater is shorter than the average haul of the other

We

have frequently held that cost of service per tonmile properly decreases as the length of the haul increases.
In
llie short haul of the Central of New Jersey there
arc included
he assembling costs and the terminal costs which necessarily

carriers.

I

commerce com-

result in causing a iiigher cost per ton-mile than

would

result
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I
under similar operating conditions for the longer haul to tidewater of the other carriers.
The margin of profit on tidewater anthracite is indicated by a
comparison of the cost of transportation, 3.3 mills per ton (2,000
pounds) per mile, with the average revenue here shown:

Average

Carrier.

Average
revenue

per ton.

per ton-mile.

Or3

o

^r o

haul.

ft

C. R. R. Co. of N. J
L. V. R. R. Co
N. Y., O. & W. Ry. Co
Erie R. R. Co. (including N. Y., S. &
W. R. R. Co. and W.-B. & E. R. R.
Co.)
P. & R. Ry. Co
D., L. & W. R. R. Co
P. R. R. Co. (including N. C. Ry. Co.).

C.-VRRIERS'

The

l.VVKSTMENT AND INCOME

o

rg

S.

$1,489
1.484
1.447

1.325
1.292

9.45
6.92

169.90
185.70
147
221.43

1.407
1.338
1.300
1.347

1.256
1.195
1.161
1.203

8.28

.AS

f^l

o
ft

ft

Miles
140.58
157
209

Mills Mills

$1.329 10.59

9.45
8.44
6.18

7.39
6.44
7.90
5.43

7.21

8.84
6.08

nEDCCED FROM THEIR BOOKS.

carriers submitted statements concerning their investment

in road and equipment and in working capital, their net operating income, and the ratios of net operating income to investment
for a number of years.

The investment, total property devoted to public use, as thus
presented by the carriers, and the per cent, of return on the investment produced by the net operating income as adjusted are
shown

here

:

Amount
Ti

Carrier Year

ended June

Rate

T
Book value
1

of property

operating
income.

devoted to

30, 1913.

public use.

D., L.

& W.

R. R....

C. R. R. of N. J

N. Y., O.
L- V. R.

& W. Ry.
R

..

X. Y., S.

&

R.

\V.

753,420,790
386,648,946
44.155,784

R.

of income.

"

P" ""'

annum.

ment.
Per Ct.

Pennsylvania and Nor.
Central
Erie

,

invest- "^^n'-

$187,102,8/0 $14,450,741
238,325,264 21,836,887
107,906,939
8,990,587
94,827,868
8,269,160
56,694,648
2,471,471
196,753,503
12,985,175

Reading
D. & H. Co

of

cess Less than
income ^"
of 6 per
6 per
on

j^-g,

42,431,006
16,246,206
1,010,923

Pf"-

annum.

7.73 $3,224,569
9.16
7,537,371
8.33
2,516,171
8.72
2,579,488
4.36
6.60
1,179,965

5.63
4.20
2.29

$930,208

2,774,241
6,952,731
1,638,424

The combined investment of the several carriers, including
working capital, was shown to be $2,131,0-t6,429 on June 30, 1914.
By merging the book entries of property costs of their various
railway lines the carriers have proceeded to the conclusion that
6 per cent, per

annum

the lowest possible suggestion as to
what would constitute a fair return on the investment, and that

"a legislative

command

would be adjudged

to accept anything less than 6 per cent,

to be confiscation."

ways operated by the

initial anthracite carriers have leased their
properties to anthracite carriers for a return of 4 per cent, per

their investment;

annum, and some

some properties

trouble

is

at 10

per cent, per

that the investment

ments does not represent

annum under

long

shown

in the carriers' state-

cost of property nor an

approximate

figure of cost.

The evidence shows

that

the road

account,

now

designated

was used prior to 1907 as a general clearing account into which were charged valueless and uncollectible items
and liabilities which could not conveniently be absorbed into
other accounts. This was not considered wrongful or bad bookkeeping in those days, and we do not desire to criticise these
"cost of road,"

carriers

now

railroad construction in
costs

deduced from the old books as very

inireliable.

The property

shown

costs per mile of line

tor the Erie are

and for the New York. Susquehanna & Western, $200,213, while for the Reading they are $157,732, and for the Pennsylvania, $180,543.
Such property costs for the New York, Sus(luehanna & Western, whose terminal properties are very limited
in comparison with the other lines mentioned, clearly indicate
the unreliability of book costs as representative of actual cost
of property.

The

carriers

have used the term "total property devoted to

public use" as representative of the investment in their railway

They have included in their
investment the cost of properties rented to tenants and used for
private purposes, and they justify this by the assertion that it was
acquired for railroad purposes and may in the future be used for
properties devoted to public use.

railroad purposes.

Unproductive Betterments. The Pennsylvania has expended
on its new passenger terminal properties in New York City
approximately $114,000,000.
These properties are operated by
the Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal Railroad Company, and
the operations result in deficits each year. The deficit in the year
ended June .30, 1913, was $2,087,000. The record shows that the
terminal was constructed for the benefit of the Pennsylvania
lines west of Pittsburgh as well as the lines east of Pittsburgh,
but no part of its cost is, by the carrier, assigned to the income
of the lines west of Pittsburgh. In the statements of investment
and income the deficit is charged to the income of the Pennsylvania Railroad (the lines east of Pittsburgh), and the per cent,
of net operating income on the investment for the Pennsylvania
Railroad is substantially reduced because of these deficits and
the large investment in this terminal property. The record shows
that when the New York Connecting, now under construction, is
completed the terminal properties will some time in the future
be used for passenger traffic between the Pennsylvania lines and
Thus the question is presented
the New Haven.
Must the
present eflfective freight rates of the Pennsylvania earn an
annual return of 6 per cent, on the investment in these passen:

ger terminal properties?

The

record shows that $47,000,000 of

the expenditures in this property has been charged to profit and

and to income of the Pennsylvania that is, its past surplus
income has already contributed $47,000,000 to the cost of this
loss

;

for such past practices.

Property costs deduced from the old books of these carriers
The fault is back of the books. This is well
illustrated by the cost of construction of the Port Reading Railroad, which the carriers' expert has ascertained from its books
to have been $3,025,000. This railroad is of recent construction,
being completed in 1894. The commission's examiners found, by
their review of the construction contracts and records, that the
are not reliable.

actual cost of constructing this railroad

was

The commission notes at this point that the total property investment given above includes the cost of lines which, as noted
previously, would not have been built had proper treatment
been given the independents.
INCOME OF THE INITIAL ANTHRACITE CARRIERS.

are leased at 7 per

term leases

The

in

must regard property

Such practices were
former years that we

property.

we do

not suggest that 6 per cent,
per annum income is too high a rate of return on railroad investments or too low a return. The stockholders of several rail-

cent, per

so prevalent

company.

is

In considering this question

annum on

securities to the construction

$199,832,

Average
revenue
3*^

in

$1,525,000,

and that

the book cost includes $1,500,000 representing a bonus payment

For the year ended June 30, 1913, the total operating revenues
of these carriers were $-1-18,711,496, their total freight revenues
were $342,499,310, and the revenue they derived from transporting anthracite coal was $96,516,183. The ratio of their anthracile
coal revenues to their total freight revenue ranged from 6 per
cent, to

86 per cent.

The operating revenues earned by
greatly during the past 10 years, as

these carriers have increased

shown by

the averages per

mile of line following
1904
$29,769
33,795

C. R. R. of N. J
P. & R. Ry. Co
D., L. & \V. R. R. Co
L. V. R. R. Co
D. & H. Co
P. R. R. Co
N. C. Rv. Co
Erie R. R. Co
N. Y., S. & W. R. R. Co
W.-B. & E. R. R. Co
N. y.. O. & W. Ry. Co

Of

all

•

35,222'

21,456
17,682
30,097
21."62
21,926
13,655
6,751
12,165

1913
$42,016
49,553
42.275
29,665
28,115
45,101
27.147
27,147
18.954
7,180
16,715

the railways in the United States with annual operating

revenues of $1,000,000 or more, only three besides those above indicated had revenues in 1913 and in 1914 averaging $40,000 per
mile of line or more. The three exceptions are the Pittsburgh &

Lake

Erie, the

Bessemer

& Lake

Eric,

and the liingliam

&

Gar-

August
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The very unusual

field.

conditions enjoyed by the

traffic

two roads are well known, while the third

is

first

a heavy carrier of

showing such un-

ore, so that the four initial anthracite carriers

earning capacity hold a position unquestionably unique
the steam transportation systems of the country having

usual

among
The

exceptional earning capacity of the principal anthracite

carriers

revenue per mile of

average operating

New York

Central

Ohio, $22,789; Buffalo,
Central,

$19,448;

&

ville

Pittsburgh,

Chesapeake

&

line

made with

;

Baltimore

&

Pittsburgh, $19,113; Michigan

Chicago

&

St.

Louis,

Illinois Central, $13,497;

Louis-

Atlantic Coast Line, $7,833

;

the

following

of the

River, $30,776;

Cincinnati,

$22,241

Nashville, $12,338

$11,896;

Virginian,

;

&

Ohio, $15,129, and Norfolk

Western,

The net corporate income of these carriers has enabled them
not only to pay the very substantial dividends shown by these
figures, but also to set aside large amounts for the purchase of
additional property and

still

have considerable amounts remainIn addition to providing for neces-

ing to add to their surplus.

sary expenses and charges and for generous dividends, the Cen-

New Jersey, the Reading, and the Lackawanna have set
from income $74,607,157 for additions and betterments to
During this period the capital obligations of
their properties.
these carriers have actually decreased, indicating that their net
income has not only provided for the necessary maintenance of
their properties and for substantial dividends, but has also provided the improvements to the properties necessary to handle
the large increase in traffic. The Lackawanna recently has issued
of

aside

stock to

capital

shareholders at par to provide

its

large improvements to

its

funds

for

property, but the improvements were

not available for use during the 10-year period.
The Less Prosperous Roads. For the reasons underlying the
Erie's failure to earn satisfactory net

look

than the

further

found

in

its

net

is

income

operating results.

high capitalization.

per mile of road

The

it

is

necessary to

One reason

is

Erie's operating revenue

consideralily lower than that of the principal

anthracite carriers.
over-capitalization and the resulting burden as well as
conditions can be ascribed the failure of the New York,
Susquehanna & Western to earn satisfactory net income.

To

commodity under

this

their con-

on anthracite they became the beneficiaries of conditions which were prejudicial to

The power

the business of the individual operator or shipper.

fiscate

property

Our

on
if

commodity was

this

the carrier so willed.

should

railroad properties

efficiency,
it.

erties.

to

the opportunity to con-

be kept

high

a

in

state

of

and freight rates should be sufficiently remunerative to
Necessary improvements should be made to the prop-

The

carriers respondents in this case

of exceptional volume and density, and

all

command

a traffic

these results can be

accomplished by them without imposing excessive and unreasonable rates. The more important reductions ordered bj' the commission are as follows
Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western to Hoboken, Paterson, Newark,
Washington, N. J., prepared sizes, from $1.60 per ton to
$1.4.S, $1.35, $1.40, $1.20 and 9S cents to those points, respectively; other
To Bingsizes from $1.45 to $1.35, $1.22, $1.30, $1.09 and 86 cents.
hamton, Waverly and Elniira, N. Y., prepared, cut $1.50 to 90 cents,
$1.15 and $1.25; other sizes, from $1.50 to 82 cents, $1.05 and $1.14,
To Corning and Syracuse, N. Y., prepared, from $1.90 to
respectively.
East
$1.35 and $1.40; smaller sizes, cut from $1.65 to $1.17 and $1.22.
Lancaster and LItica, prepared, $2 to $1.90 and $1.50; other sizes, $1.75
to $1.66 and $1.31.
Lehigh Valley to Jersey City and Newark, prepared, from $1.60 to $1.45
A. D., $1.40; smaller sizes, $1.45 and $1.4U to $1.35 A. D., $1.30.
To
Boonton and

$21,623.

tral

most of the tonnage of

If they established excessive rates

trol.

permit

& Hudson
Rochester &

Hocking Valley,

is

1913

for

representative carriers

$30,236;

when comparison

well ilhistrated

is

look the fact that some force has brought the production and
sale of

fix freight rates

diversified traffic.
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its

traffic

The small volume of

its

local traffic

and the limitations as to
New York,

prepared. $1.65 to $1.45; smaller, $1.50 to $1.32.
To PhillipsN. J., from Wyoming region, prepared, from $1.45 to 95 cents.
Schuylkill regions, prepared, from $1.30 to 85 cents,
prepared, from $1.30 to 85 cents; smaller sizes, Wyoming, prepared,
from $1.15 to 75 cents; Lehigh and Schuylkill, prepared, from $1 to 68
cents.
To Rochester, N. Y., prepared, $1.90 to $1.85; smaller, $1.05 to
Ithaca,

burg,

From Lehigh and

$1.61.

Erie to Jersey City, Paterson, Newark, N. J., Middletown and Port
Jervis, N. Y., prepared, from $1.50 to $1.45, $1.35, $1.40, $1.05 and 90
cents, smaller sizes from $1.45 to $1.35, $1.22, $1.30, and 95 and 82
cents.
To Binghamton, N. Y., prepared, from $1.65 to 90 cents; smaller,
To Elmira, prepared, $1.65 to $1.25; smaller, $1.50
$1.50 to 82 cents.
To Rochester, prepared, from $2 to $1.85; smaller, $1.75 to
to $1.14.
$1.51.
Central of New Jersey to Jersey City and Newark, prepared, $1.60 to
$1.45 and $1.40; smaller, from $1.45 to $1.40 to $1.35 and $1.30.
To
Elizabeth and Somerville, N. J., prepared, $1.55 each to $1.40 and $1.20;
Phillipsburg from Wyoming
smaller, from $1.40 to $1.30 and $1.09.
region, prepared, from $1.45 to 95 cents; from Lehigh region, prepared,
from $1.30 to 85 cents; smaller, from $1.15 and $1.00, respectively, to
75 and 68 cents.
Delaware & Hudson to Windsor. N. Y., prepared. $1.65 to 85 cents;
smaller, $1.40 to 72 cents.
To Albany, Troy and Mechanicsville, N. Y.,
prepared, from $1.93 to $1.60; smaller, from $1.60 to $1.31.
From the Ceiural of New Jersey producing points to the Elizabethport
and Port Johnston, N. J., piers, from $1.55 a ton on prepared coal to
$1.40, and from $1.40 to $1.30 on pea and smaller sizes.
To Comnmnipaw
pier and Port Liberty, N. J., prepared, from $1.60 to $1.45, and on smaller
sizes by 10 cents a ton.
Similar reductions ordered on the various lines
to Weebawketi, Perth .Amboy, I'ndercliff and South .\mboy, N. J.

Several of the respondents have granted the exclusive use of

the tonnage of the anthracite coal traffic which the

some of

Ontario & Western can command preclude the possibility of its
income ever mounting to the high standard of eamings which
result to its more fortunately situated competitors that reach

and other properties to their allied coal companies at inadequate
rental charges and under conditions which constitute substantial

The

exclusive

New York

right to operate certain of the carriers' public docks

and piers

harbor.

POSITION OF THF. CARRIKRS.

Counsel for the carriers has frankly admitted that the cost of
is so low that the revenues resulting
from the anthracite coal rates are sufficient not only to pay the
costs chargeable to the anthracite traflic, but to take care of the
general costs, which other traffic cannot take care of because of
transporting anthracite coal

lower rates assessed for the transportation of other
the

actual

cost

of

traffic;

but

transporting anthracite,

counsel

stated

when

could be ascertained, would be higher than the cost com-

it

that

carriers have stated

upon

their briefs that "in the end

this

study of cost accounting reaches the inevitable condition of tinrailroad business of the United States, that railroad rates must

made with regard
The experience of

what the traffic can afford to hear."
shippers and carriers in the past resulted in
ihe enactment of the ad to regulate commerce, and the law limits
such principles of rate makingv at least to the extent that the
rates nn the low-grade commodities must be just and reasnnablc
The transportation of
Ici
all shippers and not discriminatory.
Ibis low-grade commodity, anthracite coal, has been termed by
these carriers "their backbone traffic." They are engaged in proWe cannot overducing and selling, as well as transporting it

hi'

to

discrimination in

favor of

such coal shippers.

has also been granted to such coal companies, who in operating
such properties gain information as to the shipments of their
competitors, handled over the docks and piers, which section 15

commerce

of the Act to regulate

common

prohibits

carriers

from

giving to shippers and prohibits shippers from receiving from

common

carriers.

these practices to

We assume the carriers will at once adjust
remove the discrimin;(tion ;uul conform with

the requirements of the law.

The evidence shows

that several of these carriers have in the

past declined to establish joint rates for

puted by the commission's cxamiiuTs.

The

their piers, docks, storage plants, retail delivery trestles,

all

shippers, while the

companies has been accorded
of trackage arrangements :ind

coal production of their allied coal
interline

;in
till-

movement

nie;ins

b\

free tr;insport;ition to

jmution points of the coal production

exchanged by the co;il comiianies controlled by the
Such a practice is unlawful and is discrimin:ilory in

carriers.
its

worst

sense, since the discrimination results to the benefit of the carriers.

The

carriers will be reipiired to establish through routes

ol which other shippers may avail,
any such undue benefit heretofore enjoyed
by the coal oper;(tions of railroad ownership.

mil to
such as

pulilish

iiiini

rates,

will iuulr:dize

Coiinitissidiii-r llnilan, nissriitiiui.

In

my

before ns here justifies a modification of

jiidgineiil the

many

record

of the present
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on anthracite coal based

rates, but for the future a rate structure

upon the general standard of the Meeker case, surcharged, so far
as that would result in a reasonable rate schedule, with the 5 per
cent, increase that has been imposed in The Five Per Cent, case
upon substantially all other traffic in official classification territory, would seem to be a more consistent disposition of the case.

move

little

In

many

respects the despatcher

What

on a tempestuous

sea.

He

must

fight his

way through

the multi-

tude of obstacles that obstruct the way, all by himself even
though he use his best judgment at the time, his anticipations
may not materialize for the best and then he is open to criticism
by everybody from the call boy to the general manager's office.
;

Many

times the criticisms are unjust, no thorough investigation

made of the surrounding conditions at the particular time.
The feeling seems often to prevail among his superiors that if
a bad move is made he is "laying down on the job." It has always
been a profound mystery to the writer, why these critics do not
see that the despatcher is just as much interested in good service,
just as anxious to make good meeting points, to avoid delays to
being

reduce overtime and to rightly handle any irregularity
comes up as any one in the employ of the company. He
worries over bad moves a great deal more than do his superiors.
How often do you see him in his chair after his hours are up and
the relief man standing by ready to take the transfer. He has
complicated condition that he is anxious to
in hand some
straighten out not because he can do it better than his relief, but
because he has the outline in his mind and possibly can do it in
less time than he could explain it and also because of the natural
trains, to

that

;

;

satisfaction in finishing a job that has been begun.

How many

times have you seen him come back to the office after going home
to see how some complicated affair worked out, or to see that
the other man completely understands some proposition to be
handled.

He has certain rules laid down to work by, but it is a foregone
conclusion that some of these rules at times will have to be violated in order to make some emergency move which is for the
company. As an example, the management says,
"Passenger trains must run on time freight trains must be kept
out of their way; despatchers must keep freights off the time of
passenger trains twenty minutes certain red ball trains must have
the same treatment as is accorded passenger trains so far as the
despatchers are concerned certain forms of orders must be used
interest of the

;

;

and some forms he is ordered not to use at all. The
despatcher finds a train close to the sixteen-hour limit, or on
overtime, which, if allowed five or ten minutes on a passenger or
fast freight, can be got in, thereby saving overtime and avoiding
in all cases,

fast freight

tying up the engine on the road.
undoubtedly will recover the time used to advance the belated
train.
If the despatcher adheres strictly to his instructions he
for not taking a chance if he takes a chance and
everything goes all right, there may be nothing said (in this parbut if a drawbar is pulled out or something hapticular case)
pens to make a bad job of it, then the old instructions are flashed

may be censured

;

work

satisfac-

it

cost to

make

What

a despatcher?

does

a despatcher, even though he be what they

What

company

$5,000 to

at all?

does

cost to

an ex-

cost to break in

estimated that

It is

make an

it

it

call

engineer.

If that

it

costs

much

for

an engineer who handles one train, what would be a fair estimate
for a despatcher who handles all of them on from one to three
divisions?

The despatcher

is

the commander-in-chief of the division in the

absence of the superintendent, trainmasters and chief despatcher,
and he must be qualified to act in their stead judiciously, expeditiously

and economically.

roundings

in the office?

how about

In the face of this,

Has he a

his sur-

where he can

quiet office

figure

and study out these questions? Generally the latch string is on
the outside of the door and nearly every one that desires comes
they think nothing of asking the despatcher about this, that
and the other thing, even without taking time to see if he is busy;
Frethey poke their heads in at the door and shout at him.
quently there is a telephone or two in the office connecting to the
yard, roundhouse, ticket office, freight house, car office, water
service shanty, etc., and there is a continual ringing of bells.
This interrupts him even though some one else is doing the calling and talking. If he is located near the yards where switch
engines are working the whistling and other noises will disturb
him in his work.
If the telephone despatching circuit is used for other purposes
conversations thereon distract his attention from his work. No
man can sit with a telephone on his head and the despatcher is
required to keep it there all the time and be forced to hear miscellaneous conversations, and still be able to concentrate his mind
on the trains.
Telephone lines have brought in some new annoyances. Batteries at outlying stations are sometimes allowed to run down, so
that you cannot hear the operators plainly. Where does "safety
in

;

—

—

first"

come

in

when

the despatcher

makes out

reports, traces cars,

do other jobs just because he seems to have an idle
moment now and then ? His hands may be idle but, no doiibt, hi?
brain is working.

and has

:

The passenger or

does

in

a railroad

a ship without a rudder

is like

not doing his

is

But no investigations were made to bring out the existing
conditions at the time the so-called bad work was performed, and
now it is taken for granted that the despatcher was at fault.

torily.

one that has had no experience

Them

No. 8

59,

and then makes a show to the

perienced man, from another line?

THE TRAIN DESPATCHER
of

that he has made,

superior officer that the despatcher

break

By One

Vol.

Is

it

to

reasonable to suppose that a

man

can give the necessary

attention to the handling of trains while he
train sheets covered with reports, with

desk every

to his

now and

then to pull

is

forced to have his

some one running over
at his sheets and maybe

take them off the desk entirely for a while?

The despatchers of to-day have more to do than they did twenty
years ago, for the reason they have the sixteen-hour lay, the live
stock confinement law, and other laws to contend with. The telephone has given the despatchers of to-day about double the
tory they used to have.

It

may be

work can be done easier and quicker.
on the mind has not decreased one bit.

the

terri-

said that with the telephone

Granted, but the load

;

and he is called a poor despatcher. Many things just
confront the despatcher every day.
I have in mind a case where an important stock train creeped up
on the sixteen-hour limit; ten minutes on a fast passenger train
would move the freight to the terminal the despatcher took the
in his face,

like this

;

change, and he was discharged for disobeying his instructions.
But did he not save the company money by this move? A like
infringement of the rules by some trainman or engineman, and

with such sentence imposed, would have been followed quickly
by a visit from the committee and the offender, after a few days,
would be reinstated, and maybe with full pay for the time out of
service.

Many
office,

times prejudice arises against a certain despatcher in the
local officer goes back and checks him on every

and some

The Southern Shan

States Railway of India.

—

The Shan
Upper Burma. The southern
Shan States touch Chinese territory, Tonking and Siam and the
Southern Shan States Railway runs mainly in an east and west
direction, branching off from the Burma Railway's main line
from Rangoon to Mandalay, at Thazi, 306 miles from Rangoon.
States are on the inland side of

and as planned is to be 103 miles in
has been completed and put in operation
as far as Aungban, at mile 72, and the continuation to Heho
is being undertaken, but further work beyond that point will
have to be postponed for the present. The cost of the present
The line has
line differed but 2.8 per cent from the estimate.
It

is

a metre-gage road

length.

At present

it

been constructed at the cost of the government by the
Railways Compaav and will be operated by the latter.

Burma

Lateral Stresses
with

Mikado

By George
Supplementing the investigations of the lateral stresses on rails
straight track, which were described in the Railway Age
Gazette, June 11, 191S, page 1231, an investigation was entered
upon to make a similar determination on sharp curves, with this
difference, however, that whereas the thrust on the rail in the
in a

was taken

as that of the heaviest of the engine as

a whole, the apparatus used

outer

rail

L.

Fowler.
Engineer.

Mechanical

Consulting

straight track

Curved Tracks

in

Ten-Wheel, Pacific, Consolidation
Locomotives: Also Tenders and Cars

Experiments

and

on Rails

on curves measured the thrust on the
it passed.
This apparatus

of each individual wheel as

above

5

During the night the movable rail
it had no effect on the record-

the evening.

in

was bolted

rigidly in place so that

ing apparatus.

The speed of passing

was obtained by

trains

setting a twig,

carr>'ing a piece of paper, in the center of the track, 176

the apparatus, and another at the apparatus

watch when the pilot of the locomotive struck the
twig and stopped it when it struck the second. As 176 ft. is
the distance traversed in two seconds by a locomotive traveling
60 miles an hour, it was simply necessary to divide 120 by the
number of seconds occupied in passing from one twig to another
to obtain the speed of the train in miles per hour.
The apparatus was in the 6 deg. 12 min. curve 11 days and in
the 8 deg. 7 min. curve 10 days. In these periods records were
obtained of 40 different locomotives in the first and 16 in- the
second curve, running at speeds of from 6.1 to 54.5 miles an hour,
the great majority, however, falling between 25 and 40 miles an
hour. In all there were 45 different locomotives, of which 4 were
,

3S3fi
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^//s of If af

Zp^. 023Q4
Measuring Lateral Thrust

for

of

.

X

-,

,

/

8
18.900

lOOflOQ

/
/

Rail

/'

90pOC
is

the

same as

from

started a stop

.

Wheels on

ft.

assistant

first

=

Track and Recording Apparatus

An

itself.

that originally designed to

'

measure the outward

/

eopOQ.

thrust of car wheels on the outer rails of curves, as described

f

in the Railroad

Gazette,

November

IS,

1907,

and furnishes a

70.0OO

~

graphical record of the thrust of each individual wheel.

The apparatus was

eapoo
first installed in

the outside

rail

of a 6 deg.

f

which had a total length of 215 ft. the apparatus
was placed 130 ft. from the east end. The outer rail was elevated
S in., the gage was widened ^ in., and the location was on a 1.31
per cent, grade, dropping to the west. A curve of 6 deg. 12 min.
has a radius of 462 ft., and the elevation of 5 in. compensates for
a speed of 24.4 miles an hour.
The second location was in the outer rail of an 8 deg. 7 min.
12 min. curve

curve.

The

f

radius of this

is

3.S3

ft.

The

'

SOfiOO

;

/
'

A

/

/

,•''

30.000

^

«

"
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lO.OOO

S in. elevation of the

_
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Locomotive Running
Speeds Over an 8 deg. 7 min. Curve Elevated
for a Speed of 21.3 Miles Per Hour

Lateral Thrust on Rails for Consolidation
Different

of

Ten-Wheel type; 6

the

Pacific;

25

Consolidation,

at

and 10

Mikado.

As

in the

case of the experiments on a tangent track, a

com-

boxes of each of the
locomotives was made. The records have been grouped in a scries
of tables with eacli type of locomotive by itself. Of all t>T)es
tested the largest number of records were obtained with the Consolidation
40 on the 6 deg. 12 min. curve and 41 on the 8 deg.
plete survey of the lateral play in the axle

—

7 min. curve.

They therefore present

drawing .conclusions, and

No

final

the best opportunity for

will he considered first.

conclusions can be drawn as to the effect of the lateral

play of the axles in their boxes on the lateral thrust of the wheel

Track Apparatus
outer

rail

lor

Measuring Lateral Thrust

ol

Wheels on

coinpinsatcd for a sliced of 21.3 miles an hour.

Rail

The

gape was widened J^ in. The total length of this curve was 237
The
ft., and the apparatus was located 122 ft. from the east end.
grade was .8 per cent., dropping to the west.
The apparatus was put in service at about 8 o'clock in the
morning and records were taken of all locomotives passing until

on the

rail.

The

records arc, seemingly, contradictor)' and con-

fusing, but a careful examination sccnis to indicate that an excess

of Literal play tends to increase the lateral thrust.

Whether

this

hold in the case of an engine on which the lateral play was
entirely eliminated there is nothing to show.
ivcnild

The

wedge trucks seem to run higher than
This docs not always appear in the truck,

stresses with the

with the swing trucks.
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may appear

but

in the total thrust of the engine.

In the case of

on the 8 deg. 7 min. curve, the total
thrust of those having the wedge trucks was almost invariably
higher than with those having the swing trucks. The same thing
appears in a general way, though to not quite so pronounced an
the Consohdation locomotives

on the 6 deg.

extent, in the thrusts
7

12 min. curve.

On

min. curve this holds for the leading truck wheel

;

the 8 deg.

but for the

6 deg. 12 min. curve the excess so far as the front truck is concerned largely disappears, though, in the majority of cases, the
thrust of the wedge truck is more than that of the swing.

making comparisons of the

In

thrust exerted by any

lateral

Pacific types

1

3
,
Figures Indicafe

Front

/

/

^

Z

2p = .03652 for
2p ~ .02304 for
2p =^ .09375 for
for
.056
2p

=

7

it

Ac-

they stand in the following order, taken from the

2p ^: .03652
.06562
2p
.09375
2p
.10866
2p

Consolidation

=
—
=

Ten Wheel
Pacific

Mikado

to warrant a similar

There is not sufficient data
on the 8 deg. 7 min. curve.

yrAV

arrangement

The actual location of the curves on the diagrams are, however,
modified by the locations of the directrix, which varies from
This
11,800 for the Ten-wheelers to 17,750 for the Mikados.

y

A^^
==^ ^^

If the conclu-

the Consolidations and Pacifies are

drawn from those of

data obtained on the 6 deg. 12 min. curce

/y

K

min. curve.
min. curve.
curve.
curve.

min. curve should not be of the same character.

cording to

/ 7V

s.ooo

the 6 deg. 12
the 8 deg.
7
deg. 12 min.
deg.
7 min.

These curves could not be plotted for the Mikados and Tenwheelers on the 8 deg. 7 min. curve because of insufficiency of
records, but inasmuch as the median lines for the 6 deg. 12 min.
curve are parabolic* there is no reason why those for the 8 deg.

/
// 'A
y

lO.OOO

Consolidation on
Consolidation on
Pacilics on the 6
Pacifies on the 8

This then serves to gage the relative intensity of the lateral

/ '/,//. S

/s.ooo

the
the
the
the

thrust imposed by the several types of locomotives tested.

4

1

20,000

to vary nearly as the sc|uares of the radii

accepted the curves for the Mikados and Ten-wheelers for the
8 deg. 7 min. curve can be readily calculated.
The value of the constant 2/' varies with each type of engine,
and the less this value the more rapid is the rise of lateral thrust
with the speed. For example, the thrust on the Consolidations
with a value of 2p of .02304 rises much more rapidly than it does
on the Pacifies where the corresponding value is .056.

1
Number
ofmeel. Starting a

was found

of the curves.

sions

zs,ooo
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<z

does not essentially change the

relationship

curves as

the

of

given above.

on a

If the total lateral thrusts of the several locomotives rise

c

J

/

?

Speed

Comparison

Individual

of

ZS

2

f

/

In Miles

3
S.
Per Hour.

4

s-

Wheel Thrusts

5

4r

s.r

for a Consolidation

Lo

comotive at Different Speeds on an 8 deg. 7 min. Curve
Elevated for a Speed of 21.3 Miles Per Hour

/

Number
of meet. Starting at

Figures Indicate
Front.

type of engine,

it

was found necessary

to take the

sum

of the

/

thrusts of the individual wheels in order to gain an idea as to

//
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sequence of relative pressure that is
peculiar to each type, but when the work is considered with reference to the speed it is necessary to take the total thrust of all of
the wheels in order to get the range needed to draw concluthere
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After plotting the individual runs the usual median line was
drawn to indicate the averages for the different speeds and then,
when this had been done with no regard to mathematical accuracy, an equation was developed for the several lines so drawn,

and they were found to be parabolic. This statement is made
as to the method employed for the location of the lines in order
to impress the fact that there was no preconceived idea as to

From

this

it

appears that the records indicate that
all of the
in the ratio of the equation of the

the total average increase of pressure on curves of

engines tested increases
parabola
j.»

in

>

e

&,ooo

sions.

their form.

/

y

what the engine was doing, because of the slight actual difference
of pressure exerted by any one wheel at different speeds. This I
have used as a basis. As for the different wheels it will be found
that

/
/
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Wheel Thrusts for a Pacific Locomotive
Speeds on an 8 deg. 7 min. Curve Elevated
for a Speed of 21.3 Miles Per Hour

of Individual

at Different

parabolic curve

it

lateral thrusts of

is

fair to

presume that the same

the individual wheels.

is

true of the

In order to ascertain

would work out the individual wheel thnists of the Conand I^acific locomotives have been plotted for both the
6 deg. 12 min. and 8 deg. 7 min. curves, and approximately median
lines have been drawn through these in the form of parabolas,
which are substantially accurate. In each case the sums of the

how

this

solidation

which
y

O

—

a constant
the curve.

which

varies

with

the

locomotive

and

This holds for each of the engines. The rate of increase of
pressure with the increase of speed also varies inversely with the
value of 2p. The value of 2/) was determined for the curves
given in the manner indicated, and for the Consolidation and

ordinates of these curves are equal to the corresponding ordinates
of the curve for the total thrusts. This was not done for the

Mikados and Ten-wheelers, because of the small number of
These individual wheel record curves have

ords obtained.
'

As roughly

deterniineii in the

iiu

ibed alK

rec-

also

August
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20,

been brought together for each curve and locomotive, from which
a comparison of the relative average intensity of the thrusts of
the individual wheels can be made.
In the case of the Consolidation locomotives on the 6 deg. 12
min. curve the front truck wheel stands clearly out as exerting the

maximum

thrust on the

followed by the third wheel which

rail,
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from the

front,
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comotive at Different Speeds in a 6 deg. 12 min. Curve
Elevated for a Speed of 24.4 Miles Per Hour
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Wheel Thrusts for a Pacific Locomotive
Speeds on a 6 deg. 12 min. Curve Elevated
for a Speed of 24.4 Miles Per Hour

of Individual

at Different

driver.

In this, too,

it

will be

seen

(h.'it

the thrusts of tbu seriMul

and fourth drivers arc about the same at a speed approximating
that for wliicb the outer rail was elevated (21.3 miles an hour).
In the case of the Pacific locomotives on the 6 deg. 12 min.

maximum thrust was exerted by the leading
Tintruck with the second truck wluel Ibe lowest of the six
curve, the average

Tender
Freight
Freight
Sleeping
Sleeping
Sleeping
Sleeping

Tender
Tender
Tender
Sleeping
Sleeping
Sleeping
Sleeping

Tender
Tender
Sleeping
Sleeping

Tender
Sleeping
Sleeping
Sleeping

E
In

Train
Car or
Engine Nc Tender
5018
Freight
Freight
3917
.

3889
3809
3470
5015
3899
2510
724
724
5017
3889
3809
1018
3889
3894
3950
5015
3887
5015
3950
2510
2510
2510

-

E.isl.

.Klililion

W
to

Freight

Tender
Freight
Freight
Freight
Sleeping

Tender
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight
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Freight
Freight
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Sleeping
.Sleeping

120(1
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3894
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5017
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latter

cause.

curve the excessive
It

was very apparwas the rule, to

:

{AILS,

TENDERS AND CARS
Individual
in Lbs.

Wheel Thrust
3,600 to 4,400
4,750
6,000
5,375
9,250
7,125
10,375
12,250
26,435;
15,300;
27,750;
>7,125;
6,000
8,000
9,250
9,875
5.375
4,125
7,750 to 7,125
10,375
10,100
4,700
11,000
9,875
11,000

'7,150;
»7,250;

'5,470
'6,000

Min. Curve Elevated for 21.3 Miles Per Hour
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Figures Indicate
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the rear driver.

2508
2509
2508

46.2
SO.O
50.0

"

•'

1-4

est.

46.1

•'

E
This is in exact accord with the results
obtained on the Pennsylvania a number of years ago. The other
three wheels reverse their relative positions in rising from slow to
high speed and it is interesting that they come together at a speed
which is approximately that for which the track is elevated.
On the 8 deg. 7 min. curve the same general order prevails,
except that it is complicated by an evident binding of the rear
the second driver.

5013
5018
3836
3809
3886
2510
1206
3836
3809
3807
2508
2510
2508
1206
3837
3837
2508
2508
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2

Speed

3,

driver.
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4-

wheels counting
is preserved

thrust, taken in the
6,

which there are a few exceptions, that the trailing truck wheel
put a thrust on the rail in excess of that imposed by the rear

//I S

/
A
(/
/y
.^

1
f5

I

when compared with

ent,

Po
//7

5,

thrust put on the rail by the trailing truck wheel

4

A

1,..

4,

1,

throughout the whole range of speeds.
On the 8 deg. 7 min. curve the order of wheel thrusts is 1, 6, 3,
The reason for this change may have been due to a
2, 4, S.
binding of the wheelbase, due to the sharpness of the curve, or the
low center of gravity of that portion of the engine over the trailing truck.

/

is

Throughout the whole of the

1

/OflOQ

maximum

order of average

Tender
Tender
•Sleeping
.Sleeping

Freight

Tender
.Sleeping

Individual

Wheel Thrust

in

Lhs.

7.125
9,250
4,750

13,250
7.750
12,000
9,250
9,875
8,750
8,750
13,000
10,375
18,200
10,750
4,750
11,000
13,375
19.250
21,450
26,750
13,750
22,500
11,000
21,425
14,625
'2,500;
'6,000;

"6,500; "6,000;
24.750; -'3,000

'3,000

22,500
15,525
.32.125

19,275 to 24,625
29,400
36,400
6.750
12.500
19,300
17.150 to 29,450
33,200
9,250
21,400 to 33,200

West
llu-

Uicomolive records a number of records

were taken of tenders, freight cars and sleeping cars. These
must, however, be considered as indicating possibilities rather
Iban average results.
From llu- ibrusts on the 6 deg. 12 min,
curve it will be seen that the three classes of vehicles are grouped
very closely together without luiicli difference between them; but,
on the 8 deg. 7' min. curve, the sleeping cars exerted the heaviest
thrust, followed by the freight cars ntid tenders in the order
think Ibe position of the tenders in this regard is due
named.
I
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to the fact that the

work was done only 13 miles from the division
was mostly down grade, requiring the con-

terminal, that the run

little water and fuel, and that, as a result, the
was high when the records were obtained.
As for the sleeping cars, the thrusts, which are for individual

sumption of very
center of gravity

wheels, were invariably higher than those imposed by the locomoa comparison will show that they
tive at the head of the train

—

are from two to three times as much. This cannot be attributed
to low center of gravity because, if that of the one car measured

speeds, and above

Vol.

it

is

No. 8

two lines will
somewhat above, the speed for which

for high speeds, and that the

cross at a point near, but
the track

59,

elevated.

words the resultant thrust of the locomotive on the
does not follow the formula for centrifugal action, be-

In other

outer

rail

it is not a freely rotating body, but has its action modified
by the binding of the wheels and flanges on the rails, the height
of its center of gravity and other details as to the precise influence of which we have no knowledge.

cause

taken as an average height of the other cars, it will be seen to
be considerably higher than that of any of the locomotives. The
fact, however, remains that the lateral thrust put on the rails by
sleeping cars is considerably in excess of that imposed by the

is

locomotives.

In addition to the above a few records were obtained from
Consolidation locomotives running backwards, and of switching
engines. These records emphasized very distinctly the excessive
lateral thrust imposed when there is no guiding truck. For example, at 18.8 miles an hour we have a maximum of 10,375 lbs. for
a Consolidation locomotive running backwards, as against 7,125
running forwards. At 19.4 miles an hour we have 13,000 lbs. and
6,000 lbs., and at between 28 and 29, and at 31.6 miles an hour we
have 12,000 and 13,000 lbs. as against from 7,000 to 9,000 lbs. Thus
a Consolidation locomotive running backwards puts a maximum

on the rails about SO per cent, in excess of that
imposed by the same locomotive running forwards.
These records cannot, of course, be taken as comprehensive
lateral thrust

enough

to base a final conclusion on, but their general trend

sufficiently consistent to indicate a probability.

is

They do show,

however, that no predication can yet be made of the performance
of any individual locomotive on a curve. The total thnist of the
locomotive, as well as the individual wheel thrusts, is evidently
dependent to a great extent on the way in which the locomotive
enters and passes the curve, though of this we have no informaApparently the amount of lateral play in the axle boxes
tion.
has an influence tending to increase the thrust, but the informatoo meagre to warrant the statement as a fact. There are
tion
indications also that the lateral thrust is greater when the engine
is using steam than when it is not, but the data on this point is
is

As for
still too meagre to serve as a basis for a final conclusion.
the efTect of the height of the center of gravity, that of all of the
engines tested was too nearly alike to warrant any inferences
regarding it. I can only say that when these results are compared
with others obtained elsewhere, they show that the lateral thrust
Finally the ratio
is increased as the center of gravity is lowered.
of average increase of thrust along the lines of a parabolic curve,
cannot be regarded as having been proven, but the method by

which the curves were drawn indicates that pressures do not tend
to increase directly as the square of the speed, but by that square
as modified by a constant which is itself a function of the radius
of curvature.
In developing the equation for the parabolic curves indicative
of the wheel thrust it was found that the directrix did not lie at
the base or zero of pressure, but at a considerable distance above
it, nor was the axis on the zero line of the speed, but at one side,
usually to the right. Hence in order to determine the locus of

any particular point of the parabola a constant must be added
that varies with the type of engine and the radius of curvature.
It follows, therefore, that, accepting the equation as correct, the
value given for the lateral thrust for low speeds will be higher
than that usually obtained by the use of the centrifugal formula.
If,

however, the centrifugal formula

Wv«
F =8 R
vhich

F

=:

Centrifugal force.

= Weight
W
Linear velocity
V

in lbs.

=:

R

=

in

feet per

second.

Radius of curvature.

be used for the calculation of the stresses imposed and the effect
of the elevation of the outer rail be disregarded, it will be found
that this will give results below the experimental parabola for low

A TRAIN DESPATCHER AS A REVENUE
SOLICITOR
By
There

J.

L. Coss.

which the train despatcher,

in an indiway, can materially aid in the solicitation of business. At
stations where only one man is employed, he performing the
duties both of agent and operator, there are times when, if he
could be excused from the office a while he would be able to
secure some business, but he is in duty bound to remain at the
office to take train orders.
The despatcher by a little advance
figuring could arrange his work to accommodate these agents in
this direction and give them a chance to see shippers and prospective passengers. A little trip into the country in the afternoon or early evening might secure some emigrant outfit or a
number of passengers for a long haul. The agent having made
his request for this opportunity the despatcher, very likely, by
arranging to use some other office, perhaps by holding a man on
duty a few minutes extra, can arrange it all around.
Suppose an agent calls up the despatcher and says that some
influential citizen of his town has just been called away on some
important matter, or by sickness, and wishes to take the fast train,
which does not stop at that particular place. Stopping the train
will keep him from driving to a station on some other line. If no
one higher in authority is within call, don't wait two or three
hours to find out if it will be all right take a chance stop the
train.
Have the agent and the passenger understand that this
is not establishing a precedent.
Then make an explanatory note
to the chief despatcher and he can lay it on the superintendent's
desk. You may have secured a nice little bit of revenue for the
road at some future time. In case of emergency give a man a
pennit to ride on a freight train he will appreciate it and no
doubt repay you many times in the way of shipments.
Despatchers who have families will frequently hear of prospective travelers or movers. When this comes to your ear get the
word to the agent or traffic representative. In the course of
social correspondence we often hear of people who are contemplating a trip. Suppose it be in St. Louis why can't we drop our
representative in that city a postal card? When your wife or
daughter comes home from the club ask who is going away or
who is going to have visitors.
When traveling and coming in contact with other people on
the train bring up the subject of travel and learn what business
your fellow passenger is in; he may be a big shipper. After you
get the desired information explain to him the advantages of
your road.
In conversation with any one don't unravel to them any trouble
the road has experienced always tell them of the good engines,
fine cars, excellent dining service, fast freight and passenger
trains, good road bed, rarity of accidents and loyalty of employees. This will be a good advertisement for the road and, no
doubt, some one will get the idea that he ought to give it a trial,
even if it be a few miles out of his way.
In the elections, vote for the man who will favor the railroads
regardless of your politics. If the little town elects a town marshal who will see that the children are not allowed to play around
the station and hop trains, keep trespassers off the right of way
and promote law and order generally, he is the man to vote for.
The despatcher's work is confining and the majority of us are
satisfied to plod along and not reach out very far; but why not
take another view of the situation and lend a hand?
is
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The

Commerce Commission's Report on Rock

Interstate

Commission

Reviews

Condemns Severely
The

Interstate

August

17,

Commerce Commission on

gave out

its

report which

is

mission," "In re financial transactions,

the afternoon

of

Com-

operations

Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co."
The
report, a very full abstract of which is printed below, is the
result of hearings on various dates from April 24, 1914, to
June 5, 1915. In the abstract the exact language of the commission has been preserved with a few slight exceptions.
In 1902 the main line of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway Company extended from Chicago to Denver, with
branch lines to St. Paul, Minneapolis and Kansas City. The
the

of

Chicago,

is one of the richest and most prosperous in the
country and the system's ramification of branch lines insures
It was then thriving and
to it a large volume of tonnage.
its prospects were promising, its stock selling in the markets
of the world at more than $200 a share. In 1914 the shares had
fallen to $20 and the road is now in receivers' hands.
The
evidence shows that the earnings of the railway company have
steadily increased, and that in 1914 they were the largest in its

territory served

history.

The

management, which is the subject of this
be seen from the statement above made as
to the market value of the stock, and from the table below,
showing the capitalization, indebtedness and operating accounts
for the years 1901 and 1914:
results of the

investigation,

may

loni
Capital

stock

11)14

$49,921,400.00
63,538,000.00

Funded debt

26,075,574.00
17,096,066.00
2,931,980.00
473,962.00
5,306,519.00
10,263,184.55

$74,995,122.50
235,246,000.00
3,500,000.00
65,848,258.00
49,517,948.00
9,934,169.00
1,881,651.00
395,915.00
6,264,208.84

3,128
3,772

5,367
7,729

Loans

None.

.....'
payable
Operating revenue
Operating expenses
Interest on funded debt
Rentals

Net income
Surplus
Mileage owned
Mileage operated

board through

the

directorships

held

by

controlled the

themselves

and

by

those subject to their wishes.

At a stockholders' meeting held June

5,

1901,

at

which an

increase of the capitalization of from about $50,000,000 to approximately $60,000,000 was authorized, W. H. Moore was elected a
director of the company, and at a directors' meeting held on

the

same date Daniel G. Reid was

also elected a director.

the former meeting a 10 per cent, stock dividend

At

was declared.

On

July 31 W. B. Leeds was elected by the board a director
to succeed W. A. Nash, resigned.

On

October 24 the

articles

company were amended

of incorporation of the railway

to provide for an executive

to consist of the president

and

six

W.

B. Leeds succeeded
company. Then D. G.
a member of the executive committee and J. H.
Moore a member of the board. On January 30, 1902, J. H. Moore
was elected by the board to the executive committee in place
of H. R. Bishop, resigned. The other members of the executive committee at this time were R. R. Cable, Marshall Field
and A. R. Flower.
On June 4, 1902, the capital stock of the railway company
was increased to $75,000,000 and the board authorized President
Leeds to sell to certain individuals portions of this increased

W.

Purdy
Reid became
G.

as president of the railway

stock at par, althougli at the time

market above

tlie

stock

was quoted on

the

175.

In July, 1902, the syndicate organized two holding companies,
Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company of Iowa,
and the Rock Island Company of New Jersey. The railway
or operating company will be referred to hereinafter as the
railway company, and the holding companies as the Iowa comthe Chicago,

pany and the New Jersey company, respectively. The
& San Francisco Railroad Company will be referred

Louis

St.

to as the

Frisco.

The authorized capitalization of the Iowa company was $125,000,000 in stock and $75,000,000 in 4 per cent, collateral bonds.
That of the New Jersey company was $150,000,000 in stock, of
which $54,000,000 was preferred and $96,000,000 common.
In
the latter company the preferred stock only had voting power
to elect directors of the first class, which directors under the

later

W. H. Moore, J. H. Moore and W. B.
Leeds purchased about $20,000,000 of stock of the company, and
by the use of proxies they soon became members of the board
of directors, W. B. Leeds being made president and D. G. Reid
chairman of the executive committee. This syndicate procured
the selection of other members of the board of directors, notably
F. L. Hine, George McMurtry, and George T. Boggs, each of
whom apppears to have acted and voted in accordance with the
wishes of the members of the syndicate.
One other director
stated that he knew but little of what was being transacted
in the affairs of the railway company, and that he was a member of so many other boards of directors that he had no opportunity to examine into things for himself, but had to take the
Thus the syndicate

and on December 12 following

created,

members of

the syndicate became directors of both

panies and controlled them.

SYNDICATE CONTROL.

in authority.

Island;

by-laws constituted a majority of the board. The directors of
these two corporations first elected were merely figureheads, but

In 1901 Daniel G. Reid,

word of those

Rock

the

of

the Policy of Controlling Syndicate

signed "By the
history .and

History

Island

committee

directors, to be designated

by the board, and to be invested with all of the powers of the
board when it was not in session. W. H. Moore and \V. B.
Leeds were appointed on this committee on the day it was

comThe New Jersey company and the

Iowa company each issued their stock as fully paid, whereas no
payment was made on either. Then upon motion of D. G. Reid,
the Central Trust Company, of New York, of which J. N.
Wallace was and is president, was selected as trustee, and an
arrangement was made with that company whereby the entire
bond issue of the Iowa company and stock issue of the New
Jersey company were placed with it under an agreement that
they were to be exchanged for stock of the railway company
in the proportion of $100 in Iowa company bonds and $70 in
preferred and $100 in common stock of the New Jersey company for each $100 in stock of the railway company, or $270
face value of the holding company securities for each $100 par
value of the railway company stock. Under tliis agreement the

members of
D.

W.

H.
H.

.T.

W.

the syndicate deposited railway stock as follows
Reid

G.

$5,915,437.50

Moore

6,113,075.00

AFoore

3,059,262.50

Leeds

5,597,100.00

B.

making a total of $20,690,775, for which they received $20,690,775
in tlie Iowa company's bonds and tlie same amount in the com-

mon and
company,
The

$14,483,.S42 in the preferred stock of tlie

New

Jersey

at tot;d of $55,865,092.

10 per cent, stock dividend declared by the railway

pany on June
creating a

5,

1901,

had the apparently intended

com-

effect

of

demand

for the stock of the holding companies, the
only revenue of wdiich was from dividends on the stock of the

company and practically all of the stockholders of the
railway company exchanged their stock, the total amount deposited being approximately $71,000,000, or all but about $4,-

railway

000,000 of the total railway stock.

companies'

securities

issued

in

The par value of

the holding

exchange amounted to about

$191,000,000.

Under the t<?rms of the trust agreement the railway stock
deposited was to be held by the trust company as collateral
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secure the Iowa company's bonds, and the trust company
was authorized to sell the railway stock upon default of payment of interest on any of the bonds.
Thus by the organization of the two holding companies the
syndicate, the members of which held but little more than onefourth of the railway stock, secured control of and dominated
to

the affairs of this transportation system.

A significant transaction at this time is that growing out of
the action of C. H. Venner, a stockholder of the railway company.
He made demands upon the officers of the railway
December, 1902, and in January, 1903, for a list of
Being ignored, he instituted on January 31,
1903, a proceeding in a state court of Illinois to enjoin the organization of the holding companies and the exchange of railway company stock for their securities. In February and March,

company
its

1904, the railway

of

consideration

company paid Venner
his

delivery

to

it

of

$291,000,
securities

ostensibly in

of the

the Nebraska Construction Company had any road or other tangible assets, and their stock is therefore considered to be with-

obvious that the payments to
Venner were in consideration of his refraining from further
out value.

The conclusion

ing to about $17,000.
The expense of incorporating the holding companies, $218,000
for the Iowa company and $120,000 for the New Jersey company, was paid by the railway company, but these amounts
to it three years later without interest, the necessary funds having been secured by the holding companies
from dividends on the stock of the railway company.
Practically the entire expense of renting, fitting up and fur-

were returned

nishing the quarters occupied by the holding companies for the
first four years of their existence was sustained by the railwa\company. During the next four years, or until 1910, the proportion of this expense borne by the holding companies was
slightly increased, the balance being distributed between the
railway company, the Frisco, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the
Evansville & Terre Haute Railroad, and the Chicago & Alton.
From 1910 to 1914 the expenses of the offices were prorated on
the basis of SO per cent, to the railway company, 37'/^ per cent,
to the New Jersey company, and 12^2 per cent, to the Iowa
company. On the basis of apportionment adopted in 1910, the

overcharge paid by the railway company prior to that year
would amount to approximately $290,000. That amount was improperly diverted from the treasury of the railway company.
S.\LARIKS OK
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

some of

salaries paid to

the principal officers at various

H. U. Mudge, president
L. F. Ivoree, chairm-m executive

Per annum.
$60,0OU

c-onimittee (one-half to
be paid by the Frisco)
R. A. Jackson, vice president and general solicitor....
R. R. Cable, member of board of directors
W. B. Leeds, president
B. L. Winchcll, president
B. F. ^' oakum, chairman executive comniittre
IJaniel f".. Reid, chairman board of directors
C. H. Warren, first vice president

75,000
50,000
32,000
32,000
40,000
30,000
32,000
35,000

from the presidency, was
given two years' salary at $22,500 per annum.
Mr. Mudge, president of the railway company and now one of
the receivers, asserted that the troubles of tlic railway were in
a measure due to increase of wages and governmental regulations. When asked what wages he referred to as beiny increased
he pointed out the wages of clerks, telegraph oiitrators, conductors and brakemen. While he regarded the wages of these
G. Purdy,

minor employees

upon

his retirement

as having partially sapped the financial strength

of the railway, he declared that the salaries paid to the higher
officers of the company had no appreciable effect on its expenses.

this opinion apparently did not take into consideration the

fact

from transportation services are expended wastefully or corruptly the inevitable result must be
either increased charges in order to enable the railway compnay
that

the funds derived

if

to obtain

The

money

pay operating expenses, or bankruptcy.

to

company

contributions to officials of the railway

ex-

in

cess of their salaries aggregated about a million dollars.

THE

On May

LOUIS & SAN FRA.NCISCO

ST.

an agreement was executed between the Iowa
company, the New Jersey company, and J. P. Morgan & Company, wherein it was agreed that the common stock of the Frisco
would be exchanged for securities of the Iowa and New Jersey
6, 1903,

companies.

The terms
common

the

of the agreement provided that for each share of
of

stock

Frisco

the

would be exchanged

there

$60 par value in 5 per cent, bonds of the Iowa company and $60
par value of the common stock of the New Jersey company.
Pursuant to this agreement Frisco common stock in par value
of $28,940,300 was exchanged for securities of the Iowa and
New Jersey companies in par value of $34,728,360, equally di-

vided between stocks and bonds.

The

Frisco stock thus exchanged was deposited as collateral

Iowa company, and in December, 1909,
was resold to B. F. Yoakum for $37.50 a share, or $10,852,000.
This amount was insufficient to redeem the Iowa company bonds,
which was necessary in order to make delivery of the Frisco
stock, and the Iowa company, having no resources, issued to
the railway company its bonds, which now appear to be worthless, to an amount in par value of $7,500,000 and received therefor $7,300,000 in cash, the net proceeds from a loan of $7,500,000 made to the railway company by the First National Bank
Of these bonds $1,388,000 were subsequently
of New Y'ork.
retired, leaving in the possession of the railway company $6,112,The
000, which the Iowa company has no assets to retire.
latter amount was thus taken from the treasury of the railway
company to meet an obligation of the Iowa company for which
the railway company was in no way responsible and from which
for the bonds of the

it

derived no apparent benefit.
final result of this transaction

The

is

that the railway

com-

a loss estimated to be about $6,500,000.

pany has sustained

CHICAGO & ALTON.
In November, 1903, an account styled "B. F. Yoakum advances" was opened on the general ledger of the railway company to cover amounts advanced by it for the purchase of stock
of the Chicago & Alton, liercinafter referred to as the Alton

company.

As a result of
company acquired

common

of

periods were as follows

W.

appeared to be the idea of those in control of the railway
it was no concern of the public what became of the corThose stating
porate funds so long as rates were reasonable.

is

prosecuting in the courts his opposition to the syndicate plans.
The railway company incurred in this litigation expenses amount-

No. 8

It

New-

Jersey company and of the railway company valued at $91,000
and stock of the Nebraska Central Railway and of the Nebraska
Construction Company of a nominal value of $200,000. Thereupon the suit to restrain the holding companies' plan was disNeither the Nebraska Central Railway Company nor
missed.

59,

that

in

shareholders.

The

Vol.

transactions in

the

Alton stock the railway

48,800 shares of preferred and 144,200 shares

These shares were
sundry purchases were made
1907, when the above total amount

at a total cost of $9,709,876.49.

bought principally

1903,

in

but

after that time until June 30.

had been accumulated.
October,

In

Toledo.

and

144,200

pany,

shares

receiving

railway

the

1907,

Louis

St.

company

in

exchange for the former 4.110

the

to

&

the Toledo, St. Louis
28,

"A"

Western.

1908,

way company authorized

series

"B" $1,000 bonds of

$1,000 bonds and for the latter 5,047 series

On November

delivered

& Western 41,100 shares of the preferred
of the common stock of the Alton com-

the executiv.e connnittcc of the railthe

sale

of the

remaining shares of

the preferred stock of the Alton company held by the railway
company, together with sundry bonds, series "A" of the Toledo,
St.

Louis

3,220

& Western

shares

of

the

Railroad Company.
Alton preferred were

Pursuant
sold

at

a

thereto,
loss

of

and the sale of 3,710 of the series "A" bonds of the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western resulted in a loss of $393,572.44.
On June 30, 1914, the railway company owned 400 series "A"
and 5,047 series "B" bonds of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western,
$45,527.69,
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20,

and 4,500 shares of Alton preferred, which in the aggregate
had cost it $6,193,240.36, whereas on the date named their market
In addition,
value- was $1,582,400, a difference of $4,610,840.36.
the money with which the Alton stock was originally purchased was secured from the sale of bonds, the interest on which
to June 30, 1914, less dividends on the stock and interest on
the bonds secured, amounted to $1,320,644.76.

From

the

susit will be noted that the total loss
railway company as a result of the disastrous

foregoing

tained by the

Alton deal was approximately $6,370,000.
TRINITY & BRAZOS VALLEY.

A

contract was entered into under date of

March

1906.

31,

between the railway company, the New Jersey company, the
Colorado & Southern, and the Frisco. The last-named carrier's
participation was only to the extent of through traffic arrangements. The cost of construction of the Brazos line, which is
practically the entire line of the Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway, was borne by the Colorado & Southern, and under the
terms of the contract the latter company and the railway com-

pany were to share equally the profits or losses of the Trinity
& Brazos Valley, and on May 1, 1935, the railway company
was to pay to the Colorado & Southern cne-half of the entire
of

cost

the

Brazos

receiving in

line,

return

one-half

of

the

its property has for some time resulted in a deficit,
appears that this investment is of very doubtful value.

ation of

it

OTHER LOSSES

As

a result of coal deals the

company had

a total loss of

more

than $1,300,000. If the advances to the coal companies can not
be collected, it will result in an additional loss of nearly $2,500,000.

On

April

11,

1902,

company authorized
to

the

executive committee of

the

the president and secretary of that

engage with Speyer

railway company transportation equipment and other facilities.
As an incident to these transactions, the railway company

& Company, New York

railway

company

bankers, to assume

contract previously entered into between that firm and the
Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf covering the purchase of the stock
of the latter company.
Whether or not a loss has been sustained by the railway company as a result of this transaction is not demonstrable for the
a

reason that the accounts of the carrier arc not kept in such a
manner as to permit the segregation of items by corporate lines.
There is abundant reason to believe, however, that the disburse-

bonds of the improvement company
months later bought them back at more
notwithstanding the general tendency of bonds to ap-

one instance

in

at less than par

than par,

at least sold

and

six

proximate par as they approach maturity. The only justification offered by its sponsors for the existence of the improvement company is that by means of its operations the equipment
of the railway company is exempted from the lien of a bond
issue of 1898 covering all property then held by the railway
company or subsequently acquired by it or its successors.
In the absence of specific figures it is impossible to determine
the difference between the ultimate cost of equipment furnished
the railway by the improvement company and what such cost
would have been had such equipment been purchased directly by
the railway company, but it is plain that the procedure entailed
an added cost, and that to that extent the railway company
sustained a loss by reason of its affiliation with the improvement
company.
AGGREGATE OF LOSSES

The aggregate

sustained

losses

by the railway company

connection with the foregoing transactions

may

in

be summarized

as follows
ICxpenses of maintaining and housing holding companies, more than
Frisco deal, approximately

&

Brazos Valley and one-half of other
evidence of debt included in the total cost of the Brazos line.
The contract further provided for the delivery to the New Jersey company of one-half of the stock of the Trinity & Brazos
Valley, the former to make payment only of such amounts as are
defaulted by the railway company.
A supplemental contract was entered into on June 1, 1914,
wherein the railway company and the Colorado & Southern release each other from the obligation to make any further payments to or for account of the Trinity & Brazos Valley, and
the railway company agrees to pay to the Colorado & Southern
one-half of the interest at the rate of 4^2 per cent, per annum on
the total cost of the Brazos line to May 1, 1935. The total cost
of the Brazos line approximated on June 30, 1914, $11,000,000.
In accordance with these agreements the railway company
advanced to June 30, 1914, to and for the account of the Brazos
For all but $35,000 of this the railway comline, $3,729,863.87.
pany holds certificates of indebtedness of the Trinity & Brazos
Valley, on which there has accrued unpaid interest charges of
The total investment of the railway company,
$774,918.20.
therefore, is $4,504,782.07, and in view of the fact that the Trinity
& Brazos Valley is now in the hands of a receiver and the oper-

bonds of the Trinity
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$290,000.00
6,500,000.00

approximately
6,370,000.00
Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway deal, more than. 4,500,000.00
Consolidated Indiana and iJering coal companies,

Alton

at

deal,

1,300,000.00

least

Contributions or gratuities to officers and directors,
1,000,000.00
about
217,000.00
Venner transaction
72,523.45
Miscellaneous and unexplained expenditures

These items show an aggregate

more than

of

that prior to

$20,000,000.

June

cial institutions, in

missions

loss to the railway

In addition thereto

it

is

company

to be noted

1914, the railway company paid to financonnection with the issuance of bonds, com-

30,

aggregating

more than

$1,600,000,

and suffered

dis-

counts of more than $17,700,000.

INDIVIDUAL PROFITS

The amount of gains accruing to W. B. Leeds, D. G. Reid,
W. H. Moore, and J. H. Moore through their control and manipulation of the railway company are probably not ascertainable.
Reid, when interrogated with a view to ascertaining his profits
from the various transactions, explained
books at the end of each month.

that he always burned

his

The quotations placed in the record from the stock market
the New Jersey company stock and the railway company
stock showed wide fluctuations. Whatever have been the gains

of

realized by these persons, it is certain that the present holders
of the stocks and bonds of the holding companies have that

which

is

of

little

or no value.

REPORTS TO STOCKHOLDERS

Misrepresentation of assets in reports to stockholders appears
to have been a practice of the directors of the railway company.
On June 30, 1904, a book surplus was claimed for the
railway company of $22,343,955.26. By Jmie 30, 1914. the company conceded a reduction of this surplus to $6,199,841.08, and

even this amount was fictitious.
Thus the railway company included among its assets certificates of indebtedness of the Trinity & Brazos Valley carried at
Tiie Trinity & Brazos Valley
a book value of $3,694,863.87.
was then in the hands of a receiver and was already facing
a deficit of $8,000,000, with a practical certainty that this amount
would increase from year to year. It is apparent, therefore, that
this item of more than $3,500,000 was based upon securities

excess of the actual value of the
property and disproportionate to the returns accruing from the

which were known to be practically worthless.
In view of the fact that tlie reported value of the "securities" listed for the year 1914 was nearly $18,000,000 in excess of

investment therein.

their actual value, instead of a surplus of

ments made by the
homa company are

The Rock

Island

railway company in
far

the

Okla-

Improvement Company, incorporated under

the laws of the state of
the

acquiring

in

New

Jersey,

holding companies, designed

to

is

primarily a creature of
on licbiilf of the

acquire

claimed by the

r,iilvvay

company, there

more than

sliould

$6,(XX).0(X)

have been shown

a deficit of over $11,600,000,

.\nother misleading and objectionable practice of the railway
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company

officials

was the

true amounts paid to

its

failure to state

on the pay

roll

the

PRESENT STATUS OF THE R.MLWAY

mum

original articles of consolidation provided that the

of indebtedness to which the

company might

maxi-

subject itself

should not exceed two-thirds of its outstanding capital stock.
This maximum has been increased from time to time until the
funded debt of the railway on June 30, 1914, was $238,746,000,
an increase of nearly $175,208,000 over the amount outstanding
on June 30, 1901. On June 30, 1914, the total capitalization of
Of this amount only
the railway company was $313,741,000.
$75,000,000, or 28.73 per cent, was capital stock on which divi-

dends might or might not be paid, according as the net earnings
The remaining
of the company might or might not warrant.
71.27 per cent of the total capitalization consisted of interestbearing debt, including $3,500,000 of short-term loans, on which
interest was required to be paid regardless of earnings.
The Iowa company being wholly dependent for earnings upon
the dividends paid by the railway company, the passing of the

railway company dividends in May, 1914, resulted in a default
Pursuant to
of interest on the bonds of the Iowa company.
foreclosure proceedings instituted on behalf of the bondholders,
the United States district court for the southern district of
New York ordered the sale in one block of $71,353,500 par value
of the railway company stock deposited with the Central Trust
Company of New York as collateral for the bonds of the Iowa

company.
time previous thereto J. N. Wallace, president of the
Central Trust Company of New York, which, it will be remembered, was trustee by virtue of the agreement between the
holding companies and the railway company, having been selected

Some

upon the suggestion of Daniel G. Reid, a member of the syndicate, organized a self-appointed bondholders' protective committee, the members consisting of himself and five other men
of

his

selection.

This

Iowa company bonds

to

advertised

committee
be deposited

in trust

benefit of the bondholders, but after five

extensively

with

it

for

for the

months succeeded

in

Under the
getting only about $23,000,000 out of $75,000,000.
terms of the order of the district court the purchaser of the
railway stock at foreclosure was to deposit $1,000,000 in cash or
$10,000,000 in

Iowa company bonds.

In November, 1914, the

N. L. Amster, of Boston, a
minority stockholder in the railway company, to intervene in
the foreclosure proceedings, thereby postponing the sale as
circuit court of appeals permitted

Following the decision of the circuit court of apwas reached with the Wallace committee in
the interest of all undcposited bonds, and an order was entered
by the court on December 31, 1914, pursuant to which the
scheduled.

peals an adjustment

stock

was

sold to

The stockholders had no information
company into a receivership,
meeting was held after the date upon

had been prepared.

of the purpose to put the railway

officers.

The publication of misleading reports to stockholders can not
be too severely condemned, and the individuals guilty of such
acts should be subject to adequate penalties.
The

bill

Vol. 59, No. 8

Mr. Wallace, who was the only bidder, for

$7,135,350.

The syndicate decided to put the railway into a receivership.
The general counsel of the railway company at the suggestion
of W. H. Moore, a member of the syndicate, drew the bill asking
for a receivership and engaged an attorney ostensibly to represent the other side. The bill was placed in the hands of this
attorney with the name of the complainant omitted and he was
instructed by the general counsel to locate some creditor of the

railway company willing to act as complainant. There was an
agreement between the general counsel and this attorney as to
the parties the latter would recommend to the court as receivers,
the general counsel agreeing to instruct the attorney appearing for the railway company to acquiesce in the recommendations
so made.

The board of directors of the railway company was not informed of the intention to file a bill for receivership and at no
meeting of the board was any authority ever given' for such
action. Members of the board of directors not in the confidence
of the syndicate were kept in icmorance of the fact that such a

although a stockholders'
which the receivership bill was completed by the general counsel,
and this general counsel attended the meeting. According to
the testimony, the bill was completed by the general counsel
March 29, 1915, and the fact that it was to be filed whenever
desired by those in authority was known only to certain insiders.
The testimony clearly establishes the fact that the railway com-

pany could easily have paid the debt of $16,000 upon which the
receivership application was based, and that arrangements probably could have been made to meet all pressing obligations of
the railway company.

The

whose instance the receivership

creditor at

application

appeared as complainant by request. R. P. Lamont,
the president of the American Steel Foundries, the complainant,
testified that he would not have thought of bringing such a
proceeding against the railway company unless he had understood that it would be regarded as not unfriendly but as a
friendly act to oblige the railway company. He only consented
that his company should appear as complainant when he was
assured that this course was in accordance with the wishes of
the railway company and that his company was not to have
any care or expense in the preparation of papers or payment
of counsel fees. The suit was not a bona fide proceeding to
collect a debt, but was instituted to carry out the purposes and

was

filed

schemes of the syndicate controlling the railway.

who was elected to the board of directors of
company by the minority stockholders at the stock-

N. L. Amster,
the railway

holders' meeting held in Chicago, April 12, 1915, believing, ac-

cording to his testimony, that no sincere effort was being made
by other members of the board to finance the obligations of the
railway, undertook to assist in raising about $6,000,000 needed
by the railway to meet obligations soon thereafter to mature.
On April 16, 1915, he met and conferred with Messrs. James,
McLean and Schumacher, all directors of the railway and

members of the executive committee, and discussed the comThese three expressed approval of his purpany's finances.
pose to negotiate for the money. Amster testified that he had
secured assurances for the furnishing of the money from responsible Boston bankers on securities which the railway company
had. When he arrived in New York on the morning of April
20 to report this fact he went to the office of the railway
company, and, quoting his testimony, "could not find anybody
there that would say anything, except a lot of people moving

back and forth.

I

left

the office and found on the ticker that

Rock Island had been put in the hands of a receiver."
This, Amster testified, was the first information he had of the
receivership or that such a step was in preparation, yet he was
the

a director of the road and after the stockholders' meeting in
Chicago, April 12, traveled from Chicago to New York with

Roberts Walker, the general counsel of the railway company.
It will be remembered that the bill was completed by the
general counsel on March 29, this fact being known only to a
special few.

The

bill

was

filed

April 20.

The

records of the

market reveal that the railway stock was
Then
inactive until the day this bill was completed, March 29.
the stock began to be largely dealt in, and the price increased
from $20 to $39 a share. When the bill was filed and receivers
were appointed the stock dropped from $39 to $20 a share.
It is a forceful commentary on the methods by which a great

New York

railway

may

stock

be manipulated into a receivership when

that the general counsel, after
sold

his

railway

stock,

company

drawing the

and

the

local

in

the

receivership

counsel,

it

is

noted

for a receivership,

bill

who

represented

proceedings,

the

owned no

stock in the railway company, and that none of those directly
participating in the receivership proceedings had any financial
The real owners of the railinterest in the railway company.

way, the stockholders, the security holders, and the directors,
except those composing the syndicate and in its confidence, were
Mr. Mudge, former
in ignorance of the receivership application.
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20,

president of the railway company,

The general counsel

now one

is

of the receivers.

for the railway company,

the receivership in obedience to

the

will

of

the

who

planned

syndicate,

is

now counsel for the receivers.
The property of the railway company will be called upon
for many years to make up the drain upon its resources resulting from transactious outside the proper sphere in which stockholders had a right to suppose their moneys were invested.

This record emphasizes the need of railway directors

what

in

gation.

who

actu-

is

There are too many passive directors who acquiesce
being done without knowledge and without investi-

A

director of a railroad

ally direct.

occupies a position of trust.

A

is

a quasi public

director

who

official

who

submits blindly

to the exploitation of his company is a party to its undoing
and he should be held responsible to the same extent as if he
had been a principal instead of an accessory before the fact.
The greater his prominence the greater his responsibility and
the greater his dereliction.
Obviously a man of large affairs

could not attend to
is

it

all

the details in intricate transactions, but

inconceivable that a director of ordinary business prudence

and sagacity would sanction large expenditures without an
quiry as to the purposes of such disbursements.
this

situation

exists,

however,

it

in-

So long as

suggests the need of a law

to charge such directors with individual responsibility

for the

The Clayton

which becomes effective October
unlawful for any person at the same
time to be a director in two or more competing corporations,
any one of which has a capital, surplus or undivided profits
aggregating more than $1,000,000, but common carriers are
expressly exempted from its application.
It should be just
as grave an offense for an official of a railway to be faithless
to his trust for financial gain as it is for an elected official of
the government to betray his trust for money reward.
By this case the need of some limitations on the issuance
of stocks and bonds by common carriers, whether directly
or through holding company devices or otherwise, is again
demonstrated.
1916,

anti-trust act,

make

will

it

REPORT ON THURMONT COLLISION
The

Interstate

signed by H.

W.

Commerce Commission has

No. 11 reached that station, the annulling order, No. 75, being
addressed to the operator at Thurmont. According to the order
No. 75, he filed away both No. 74 and No. 75, neither being
of any further effect; and so No. 11 proceeded toward Fhnt on
the authority of order No. 71.
The dcspatcher said to the inspector that at the time he
issued order No. 75 he was momentarily under the impression
that in annulling order No. 74 he restored order No. 71 (to
train No. 10)
and as No. 11 had not received order No. 74,
it would be unnecessary for that train to have a copy of No.
He was very busy with train orders and messages and
75.
did not discover his mistake until he heard of the collision.
From the time he came on duty, four o'clock, until the time of
the collision, 5.47 p. m., he had issued eleven train orders and
had recorded sixteen acceptances of these orders. The dcspatcher
said that he had more work than one man could properly look
after, two divisions of the road having been consolidated about
a year ago. Officers of the road testified that the consolidation
of divisions had been justified by a simplification of the work
of the despatchers.
Engine failures and delays to trains had
been very greatly reduced. At the time of the collision, the
daily average number of train movements over the section of
road where the collision otcurred was twenty-two.
;

The

report calls attention to the fact that there were three
on this road during the last three months

butting collisions

dissipation of corporate funds.

15,
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issued

a

report,

of 1912, and that at that time the government inspector recommended the introduction of the block system. The company has
installed automatic block signals

on 57 .miles of its line during
Mr. Belnap says that at the present rate
it will be twelve years before the whole of the road will
be
thus protected; and, "in view of the volimie of traffic, the installation of an adequate block system is urgently required."
the past year,

but

AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS FOR GAUNTLET
IN MIRAFLORES TUNNEL
During the period of construction of the Panama Canal, the
from the canal prism, and all
of the regular trains of the Panama railroad, were moved through
the single-track tunnel at Miraflores, under the protection of
an absolute train staff system and an interlocking plant at each
trains hauling excavated material

Belnap, chief of the division of safety, dated

July 30, explaining the cause of the butting collision of passenger trains on the Western Maryland, near Thurmont, Md.,

June 24th, when two passengers and four employees were killed
and twenty-three passengers, employees and other persons were
injured.
This spectacular wreck, caused by the trains meeting
on a high bridge, both running at fifteen or twenty miles an
hour, was reported in the Railway Age CazHle monthly record
in the issue for August 6, page 229.
An abstract of the commission's report follows

The collision occurred in broad daylight but the line approaches the bridge from both directions on sharp curves, so that
more than a few seconds' view of the
The cause of the collision was a mistake of
dcspatcher, a man of experience, with good record, in

neither engineman had

opposing
the train

train.

assuming that a train order, after having been superseded, could
be restored by annulling the superseding order.
The dcspatcher first issued order No. 71, requiring the westboimd train (No. 11) and the eastbound train (No. 10) to meet
Finding, afterwards, that one of the trains would
at Flint.
be delayed, he sent order No. 74, making the meeting point
Sixty instead of Flint.
This advanced the eastbound train
about two miles, against the westbound. Again, the eastboiuul
train was delayed and the dcspatcher sent order No. 75 annulling
order No. 74. This order cancelled all of the train-order meeting points between No. 10 and No. 11 and left No. 10 superior,
according to the time table, to No, 11.
The westbound train received order No. 71, Riving it the
absolute right of road to Flint; but order No. 74, which was
sent (for this train) to Thurmont, was annulled before train

Signals at Miraflores Tunnel,

end.

As

period,

and

Panama

Railroad

the traffic changed toward the end of the construction

it

was possible

to eliminate the interlocking at the ends

to install a gauntlet

cided that

through the tunnel.

would be economical

It

was then de-

machines
by automatic block signals. The tunnel is about 1,500 ft. long.
An incline had been built to a point over the tunnel for taking
it

to replace the staff

up to construct a new filtration plant for the water
system, and there was a material yard near the south portal
of the tunnel, sO that it was oftcti advantageous to make certain
matcri.il

movements against the current of trallic, with light engines. In
addition to this, it was anticipated that it might be nccessarj'
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some time

at

one main as a single-track. Considering
was decided to place two automatic signals

to operate

these conditions,

it

end of the tunnel so as to signal trains in both directions
on either track. The original installation included four Union
Switch & Signal Company's style B signals, operating from
to 90 deg. in the upper right-hand quadrant. The reverse movement signals were located to the left of the track governed (looking in the direction of the reverse movement). The circuits were
arranged on the "normal danger" basis, with an approach signal
at each

located at the entrance of the clearing section, 1,500
positions only,

the reverse

from

to

movement

ft.

in the rear
in

two

clearing sections

for

These approach signals operated

of the tunnel signals.

45

signals

deg.

The

were only 150

ft.

long, allowing a

Vol.

59,

No. 8

injured. The cause of the derailment was the weakening of the
bridge (which did not alter the appearance of the track) by a

derrick in the freight train, which had become loose and

swung

around.

The train derailed near Terrace Park, Ohio, on the 7th, was
northbound passenger train No. 8, consisting of four express cars
loaded with race horses, together with a postal car, passenger
It ran into a very severe rain and wind
storm near Terrace Park, north of Cincinnati, and while on a

coaches and sleepers.

high bank ran through the path of extremely high wind, which

blew the

car of the train (an express car) over the bank

first

the three following cars were derailed.

and
Three attendants with
;

the horses were killed and fifteen injured, those killed being in

was blown from the

An

train traveling with the current of traffic to pass over the section

the car which

such a short time after the rear end had passed out of the
gauntlet track circuit that the signal arm would not be raised
from its horizontal position, even though the relay might be

writes that very careful investigation showed that the accident

momentarily energized and the armature make a few revolutions.
The crossovers and switches were equipped with indicators
and switch boxes, though some of the switch boxes actuate line
A crossing gong, actuated by trains running with
circuits only.
the current of traffic, was located at the north end of the tunnel
to serve as a warning to speeders and hand cars.
When automatic signals were installed through this territory
recently this scheme was tied on, and all signals except the two
reverse signals and the two approach signals, were made to oper-

hour, and he has no doubt that the car

ate in three positions.

Newark, Ga., on the 9th was eastbound
and the engine and one car were overturned.
The engineman was killed and the fireman and five passengers
were slightly injured. The derailment occurred about 2 a. m.,
and was caused by the malicious misplacement of a switch.
The train derailed at Claverack, N. Y., on the 14th was a westbound switching engine without cars. The engine was partly
turned over and one trainman was killed and two others injured.
The cause of the derailment was excessive speed over soft track,
and the absence of the engineman, who was at the tender of the
engine getting a drink of water and was not in a position to shut
the throttle and apply the brake.
The train derailed at Indiole, N. M., on the 20th was freight
No. 71, and the cause was the failure of a bridge, due to washing out of foundation by a cloud burst. The engine and ten cars
fell to the gulch below, and five persons were killed, the engineman, fireman, one brakeman and two tramps.
The train derailed at Navajo, Ariz., on the 28th was an eastbound freight, and the locomotive was overturned and the engineiTian killed.
The derailment was due to insecure track caused by
abnormal rains.
The train derailed at Grafton, Ohio, on the 29th, was a northbound freight and 18 cars were badly damaged. Ten of them
took fire and were burned up. Four tramps are said to have been
riding on an oil tank car, the car which was the first to jump
the track, and they were killed in the fire, though the body of only
one person was discovered. The cause of the derailment is believed to have been a broken truck.
The train derailed near Lockhart, Tex., on the 30th, was an
eastbound local freight, and the engine was overturned. Eight
cars were wrecked, and the fireman and one brakeman were

in

come,

"first

first

signals

clear

for trains

served," basis, regardless of right, class,

for example, a second section of a train going
with the current of traffic is held at one of the signals because
che first section is not out of the block in advance, a train in the

or direction.

If,

opposite direction will receive a proceed indication if it is standing on or has entered its clearing section prior to the time the

aforementioned section enters its clearing section. This gives
an even chance to trains moving in both directions, and tends
It also allows an engine
to prevent congestion on either track.
to return for the rear end of its train after switching, and safely
expedites a

number of other train movements that are
The maximum speed here

necessity in this territory.

specially
is

about

30 miles an hour.
This special tunnel protection was worked out and installed
under the direction of W. H. Fenley, formerly superintendent
of signals and telegraph.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS
The following

IN

JULY

of the most notable train accidents
that occurred on railways of the United States in the month of
is

a

list

July, 1915:

DERAILMENTS
Date
t

3.

7.
7.
9.

J4.

20.
28.

•29.
30.
31.

Place
Cause of Kind
De'rl'mt of train
Rainer, Wash. Ace. Obst.
P.
Ter. Park, O. Wind.
P.
Gilmore, Mo.
Wind.
P.
Wabash
Malice.
P.
Atlantic Coast Line. .. Newark, Ga.
Claverack, N.Y.Ncg.
F.
Boston & Albany
Indiole, N. M.
Flood.
F.
El Paso & S.

Road

Che, M. & St. P
Pcnnsylvana

W

& S. F
C, C, C. & St. L
M., K. & T

A., T.

Raritan

River

Navajo, Ariz.
Grafton, O.
Lockhart, Mo.

h.

Parlin, N. J.

Malice.

truck

F.
F.
F.
P.

Kil'd

Inj'd

3
3

15
15
10

o
i

i

5
1

4
2
o

6
2

o
o
o
o
1

on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, near
The
Rainier, Wash., on the third, was a southbound passenger, and the
engine and two cars fell through a trestle bridtrc. These two cars
lodged on a freight train of the Northern Pacific, which was
train derailed

passing beneath the trestle at the time.

gineman and the fireman were

killed

One

passenger, the en-

and 15 passengers were

^Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
xc. Other collisions
be. Butting collision-—
b.
re, Rear collision
unf. Unforeseen obstruction
unx. UnexBroken
d. Defective
ms. Misplaced switch^
derail, Open derailing switch
plained
malice, Malicious obstrintion of
ace obst.. Accidental obstruction
lire.
boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road
track, etc.
Cars
P.
or
Pass.,
Passenger train
F. nr Ft.,
burned while runninp
Asterisk,
Freight train (including empty ensines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more pasWreck wholly or partly destroyed by fire

sengers

killed.

The

in the

officer

of the road

path of the severest portion of the wind

was running at about 40 miles an
was blown from the track.
The train derailed near Gilmore, Mo., on the 7th, was westbound passenger No. 9, and the cause was a tornado. The four
cars of the train next the engine were blown off the track and
overturned. The injuries to the passengers, numbering 10, were
all comparatively slight.
The train was running at about 20
miles an hour. The four cars were all blown clear of the track,
storm.

train at the time

and the engine and

five

remaining cars proceeded, after a delay

of only an hour.

The

Under the present arrangement the
on the

occurred directly

track.

train derailed at

passenger No.

killed.

58,

The derailment occurred about 8
may have been due to sand

crossing, and

on the

The

p.

m., at a

highway

or other obstruction

track.

on the Raritan River Railroad, near Parlin,
N. J., on the 31st of July, was express train No. 10, and the
engine and one car were ditched. The engineman was slightly
injured. The derailment is believed to have been caused by spikes
train derailed

maliciously placed on the

rails.

—

Four serious accidents to electric
were reported in the newspapers as having occurred in the
United States in the month of July, but no fatal results were
expected from any one of them. At Queenston, Ontario, on the
7th, a trolley car, heavily loaded, ran away on a steep grade and
eleven passengers were killed.
Electric

cars

Car Accideuts.
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TURNING FRENCH FREIGHT CARS INTO
HOSPITALS
By Walteu

On

that

Hiatt.*

French front of 500 odd miles, an average of 5,000
killed or wonndcd during each 24 terrible hours

Frenchmen are
of battle.

How shall the wounded be cared for? As a matter of coldblooded calculation, sympathy aside, if this war is to go on
these wounded must be saved and nursed back to health, so that
they may return to the defense of their homes and their nation,
and so that France, after the war, may not be a manless country.
In the heat of the fighting, during the defense of a trench or in
the attempt to take a trench from the enemy, a man falls, pricked
a dozen places by

fragments of shell.
the enemy cannot
see to fire upon the life-savers, men of the hospital corps, or
comrades of the fallen, crawl out beyond the trenches into the

by a bullet or stung

When

there

is

in

time, particularly at night,

when

A
open space of
still

No Man's

crawling, drag

•

Our

spcci.'il

hospital.

luirope.in

Every resource of the human

cnrrcspoiHlcnl.

battle,

and

cannot

lie

in

the hospital, but also in their transportation.

too frequently stated that railroad

men and

It

railroads

have rendered services in this war the scope and real usefulness
of which are hardly yet understood which are taken too much
for granted. A soldier wounded on the Yser, in the north, may
be delivered at Paris within 30 hours of the time he was
wounded, if he is in condition to be moved at all.
One phase of this service has been the evolution of a life-saving hospital car out of a rude, cheap box car. In the beginning
of the war, when the railroads had rendered their first great
service of launching the soldiers towards the frontiers, the prob;

Icni

of caring for the

.great deal

to the safety of the trenches.

Then, by slow degrees, the wounded man is carried to the rear,
always under cover of the deep ditches (boyaux) that connect
with the front trenches, until a temporary hospital is found, often
a mile or two from the trenches. There the man is given temporary treatment, after a time placed in a hospital wagon, and,
if not so cut up that he cannot stand being moved, binulled off
to the trains that are always waiting to whirl the wuuiuUd hack
to life, back into the heart of France, to Paris, Orleans, Bordeaux, Lyons, or to the seacoast at Toulon in the distant south,
to Tours, or to St. Nazaire at the mouth of the Loire.
Tlusr lr;iins of mercy have been miming by thousands since
the first mouth of the war, until now they have carried nearly a
million men into the hospital coimtry, and by the hospital country
l''rance.
Kvery palace, every ch.ilc.iu.
is meant the wlioli' (if
every comfortable luiuu-, every comfortable public building,
whether in the city or in tiie country, has been turned inside out,

and made into a

deliver.

There have been rrany problems for the railroads to solve in
This hospital work has assumed
caring for these wounded.
colossal proportions and out of it has grown not only a perfection of the old means of caring for wounded on the field of

French Freight Car Transformed into a Hospital Car

Land, locate the wounded man and,

him back

every kindness of old men, of women, of children even, is at
work in this stern business of caring for the wounded that these
trains

S.
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heart,

wounded was

in a

state of infancy.

of ink has been wasted about the value of

field

A

hospi-

tals.
The only hospital in which a seriously wounded man can
be treated effectively is one in a building away from the heat, the
noise and the hurry-scurry of the camps. The only way to get

when there are so many thousand
Before the war there was scarcely any

the soldiers to those hospitals,
to handle, is

by

train.

provision for the sanitary train.

So the

soldiers of Charlcroi

and other places lucky enough to reach a railroad station were
Iiiled into box cars, cattle cars, passenger cars or upon flat cars,
helter-skelter, dead and dying together, and the trains moved as
best they could towards Kheims, Chalons and other paints. Sometimes it took them days where it should have taken them hours
to reach a hospital, becatise of the congested condition of the line.

Consequently

it

was not unusual

for the soldiers to reach their

hospitals dead, or so badly done-up by the time lost
ride, that

and the rough

they died soon after they had left the train.

Gradually this condition was improved by the railroads. S«niwere arranged in the drimls so that the

tary first-aid stations

wounded coidd he cared

for while waititig for the trains.

The
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OPENINGS

the roads.

The final step, which began by the swinging of hammocks, one
above the other, in the cars, so the wounded could be comfortable
without taking up too much of the precious space in the cars,
was the

The

so-called sanitary train.

that

all

59,

LOCOMOTIVE GRATE WITH LARGE AIR

next step was to secure more rapid movement, and then to increase the number of trains, which by October last totaled 600

on

Vol.

carries with

it

it

moving on

sanitary train implies above

means of saving human

the

way

life

while

permanent hospital.
At first the sleeping and dining cars of the Pullman type used
by the Paris Lyons & Mediterranean and other railroads were
used as temporary moving hospitals for the treatment of men
who would surely have died if the surgeon had had to wait until
the train

he was

is

its

to the

in a real hospital to treat

One

them.

At the

recent convention of the International Railway Fuel

Association it was stated that from a canvass of 21 roads, it was
found that the percentage of the area of the air openings in the
grate to the total grate area varied from a minimum of 28.5 per
cent, to a maximum of 49.6 per cent., and that the average was
37.2 per cent., with 1 in. openings between the fingers, for bituminous coal burning engines. It was also stated that the Seaboard

of these hospital

was put on each train and those needing treatment were carried into it as it was on its way. The trouble with the Pullman
cars was their weight. They rendered excellent service, but a car
cars

weighing 37 tons used too much of the tractive effort of an
engine. The more cars a train for the wounded can carry just

now means

that

more

will

lives

Hence there was

be saved.

evolved the idea of converting the homely, often-despised,

box car

treated

into a little hospital.

One

ill-

of these cars and two

other light cars could be hauled in place of one 37-ton car.
Wherever the idea originated, credit must be given to Comman-

dant E. Loiseleur, in charge of the fourth bureau of the war
department, a bureau devoted to railway service, for actively
carrying out the plan.

At present these light, clean, little hospitals are rolling from
the front to every hospital district in France, to the number of
600; that

one to each

is

train.

War

time

is

the hardest time of

how good, and it
Commandant Loiseleur

for the advancement of an idea, no matter

all

was only
was able

after the greatest effort that

anybody to begin re-building these cars.
was one made over with the money given
by an American, Mrs. Washington Lopp. She gave the required

Among

$220, and

This
it,

—

to persuade

the

Air Line strongly favored the table grate on account of its large
air opening.
The advantage of a large total air opening in the
grates without an excessive width of opening between the fingers
is generally acknowledged.

The

illustrations show a grate for locomotives which provides
opening area of 55 per cent, of the total grate area, with 5^
in. openings between the fingers, and with possibilities of a larger
percentage of air space where the conditions permit. This grate
is made by the Hulson Grate Company, Keokuk, Iowa.
It has
been installed in a large number of stationary plants and has
been made standard on the locomotives of one railway. The
experiences of those who have it in service indicate that with the
large amount of air opening in the grate it has been possible to
more thoroughly consume the coal, thus producing less smoke and
keeping cleaner fires. Many cases have also been found where a

an

air

first built

now

her car

car

30-ft.

boarding
is

Parts of the Hulson Grate

when

its inside,

is

saving lives every day.

rebuilt

and

—the rebuilding consists of painting

installing certain small-priced articles

divided into three parts.

First, there is the operating

room

proper, furnished with a canvas-topped table and various instrusecond, there is a
ments and utensils needed in operations
;

middle closet for the storing of medicines; and
burning of the cloths and cottons used

in

entire interior of the car

floor is

is

its

Recently

is

taken to

aspect and usefulness as a hospital.

Commandant

Loiseleur showed

me some

reports he

—

Railway Men With the Colors. The
not colored, staff of the Union of South Africa
Railways number 31,000, and of these 3,922, or 12^! per cent, are
serving with the colors.— T/i^ Engineer, London.
South

tnwuwwmmx

painted with white enamel, the

had received from different trains provided with these little hospitals, and to read a report was to be convinced of their usefulness. One report showed that of 350 men taken at one time to
Brest, a long, slow ride from the front all the way across Brittany, there were no deaths. At different points along tlie route,
no less than 33 men had been received into the hospital and injected with anti-tetanic serum, while 4 others had had fractured
limbs set. Another report showed that of 418 wounded taken to
Rouen, all badly wounded, 200 had been treated, and but one
death was registered. Still another report showed that in a train
with 611 wounded, the lives of 5 had been positively saved by
operations, and 55 others had had their wounds dressed. There
was a report from another part of the front, where the fighting
was as bad as any yet seen, and of 163 men in a train, 22 underwent immediate surgical operations, had bits of sliell taken from
So the reports ran
their bodies, and were otherwise cared for.
on, some of them dealing with deliveries of wounded to the
American hospital at Neuilly, a suburb of Paris.

"white,"

IWWlHv

a

broth,

covered with linoleum, and every measure

preserve

is

and the
treating the wounded.

making of

The

there

lastly,

kitchen for the boiling of water, for the

African

i.e.,

The Hulson Locomotive Grate

for a

Firebox 108

in.

by 66

in.

cheaper grade of fuel can be used with this grate. Because of
the better consumption of the fuel several of the users report
considerable savings in coal consumption.
Aside from the large amount of air space provided by this
grate the mechanical features are of considerable interest, the
purpose of the manufacturers being to provide a grate of as
simple construction as possible, with a minimum amount of trouble to repair. The details of the grate are shown in one of the
illustrations. No. 1 is the side bar; No. 2 the tie bar; No. 3 the
finger bar, and No. 4 the finger. The fingers are all loose on the
finger bar, which permits expansion or contraction without affecting the finger bar. The fingers slide on to the finger bar from
the end, being held by means of a key cast into the bar and
This construction has been
fitting into a keyway in the fingers.
adopted to make possible the renewing the fingers, should they
become broken, at a very small cost, the finger bar simply being

from the side bar and the broken finger replaced. It will
also be noted that the tops of the fingers are curved so that when
the grate is rocked slightly, a rubbing action will be produced on

lifted

August
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ROLLED STEEL TRUCK FRAMES

the fuel bed, which dislodges the fine ash without disturbing the

or allowing the unburned fuel to drop into the ashpan. By
shaking the grate for the full stroke, however, it is possible to
fire

dump

the

The

fire.

construction of these fingers also tends to

from the mechanism

raise the bed of the fire sufficiently high

of the grate to keep it from being subjected to the severe heat.
It is also claimed that the large percentage of air space in the
grate permits the use of a larger exhaust nozzle, since as much
draft will not be required to pull the air through the grate bars.

With

openings there will be a more even distribution
of the air through the fuel bed, which permits of a lighter fire
being carried.
the 54

in.

adjustable hub plate

distance from the hub by

maintained at the proper

is

means of compressed

of four-wheel and six-wheel passenger trucks
developed by the American Car & Foundry Co., New York, the
frames have been made up almost entirely of standard rolled sections. The idea in designing these trucks was to reduce both first
cost and maintenance troubles. Repairs to the frames can be made
at almost any shop and experience has shown that under ordinary service conditions, heavy repairs requiring special work and
In

designs

tools are unnecessary.

made to secure maximum
minimum weight. The frame

In both designs the attempt was
strength and service ability with a

for the four-wheel truck weighs approximately the

same as the
wooden frame having iron flitch plates, while there is a
marked advantage as regards strength and rigidity. All rivet
holes are reamed to size and the more important rivets are maold

ADJUSTABLE HUB PLATE
The Smith

331

grease, the ad-

justment being made by screwing in the grease plug shown on
the outside of the wheel hub. The adjustaable plate is forced
into a recess in the hub, which is 1 in. deep and varies from 2
It
in. to 3% in. in width, according to the size of the wheel.

may

be applied either by hammering or under a press, about 20
Patents have

tons being required to press the plate into place.

improvement

recently been granted on an

The new

designed

in this device

method of
preventing the grease from leaking past the plate and relieving
The plate is
the pressure, which would affect the adjustment.
to increase its effectiveness.

feature

the

is

beveled to receive a No. 9 gage copper wire, which is placed
around the outer and inner edges of the plate, as indicated in the
illustration.
This wire is soldered so as to be continuous.

Six-Wheel Truck with Rolled Steel Frame

A

Large gusset plates are used to connect the cross
and the friction plates for the bolsters are located on the bolster hanger brackets, thus removing
the lateral strain from the cross members.
The brake hanger
bracket is secured to a presssd arm, which is supported by the
truck side and the cross member gussets. The bolster hanger
is extra long and the pins are of large diameter in order to

No. 24 gage iron

liner

chine driven.

copper

wire

members

holds

the

hub plate

in place as the

forced outward by the

is

As

grease pressure.

hub plate

the

forced into

is

a bearing in the hub the
copper wire assumes a

section,

rectangular

thereby making a

more

The

plate

perfect
is

seal.

kept from rotating by

six

dowel

pins

the

plate

54-in.

screwed

and

into

fitting into the holes

in the

By

reduce wear.
the

Either the usual design of inside hung brakes or
clasp brakes may be

American Brake Company's design of

used with

this truck.

The six-wheel truck has been found

to meet all the requirements of high-speed passenger service, trucks of this design
having been used for some time under heavy passenger equipment cars, including dining cars. It is claimed that frames for

the six-wheel truck are approximately 3,000

lb.

lighter per car

wheel hub.

the use of this dethe lateral

vice

to the truck sides

may

be

maintained constant and
it
may be taken up
with comparatively little
labor, it being possible
to adjust all the wheels

from

in

liours.

one to three
This eliminates

the

necessity of dropping the wheels and re-

Huing

the

face

driving boxes

Smith Adjustable

Hub

material

is

becomes

great.

By

Plate

rcciuircd

on the

inasmuch as the hul) plate is V2
Excessive wear on the driving box

in.

the
the

lateral

this

lining

of

when

face

use

hub plate much
of

thick

the

on

the
its

too

driving

of
less

box,

outer flange.

liner is also eliminated as the
he properly maintained and thus prevent pounding,
due to the excessive lateral, which many times breaks away
the driving box liner.
It has also been found unnecessary to
relinc the boxes between shoppings.
The plate can be applied
lateral

may

to old as well as

new

locomotives.

Smith Locomotive
Pittsburgh, Kan.
by

the

The

Adjustable

right for

Hub

its

Plate

use

is

sold

Company,

Rolled Steel Frame Four-Wheel Truck

than the usual design of cast steel fraiuo, this advantaagc being
obtained because in the rolled steel design the metal can be
placed to bettor advantage at the points of greatest stress.

American Brake Company's

clasp

brake arrangement

The

can

be

used with this truck, as well as with the four-wheel design.

—

Railway Station at Lripsic, CItrmanv. The
new central station in Leipsic, which, when com-

TiiF. Ci;nthai.

building of the

pleted, will he the largest in Europe,

with
trartic

in

spite

of the State

city, will, in

is

being steadily proceeded

The second half, intended for
Railway lines of Saxony which touch

of the war.

the
the

accordance with the original plan, be finished during

the present year.
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PASSENGER CAR ROOF CONSTRUCTION

be provided around the deck sash and screens.
ing drawings

There has always been more or less difficulty in securing a
upper deck construction in passenger cars of the

satisfactory

Vol.

show

Otto B. Johnson,

The accompany-

a type of construction recently patented by

New

overcome these

No. 8

59,

Glasgow, Nova Scotia, which

is

designed

and to simplify the securing of
weather-proof connections between the lower roof and the deck
to

diflicultics

of the car.

In this construction the roof frame consists of special pressed
steel

channel sections, forming the carlines and upper deck posts,

the outside of which the fastened the roof

and to
and
roof of the upper deck are covered with continuous sheets formed
Flanged openings are provided in
to the contour of the roof.
these sheets for the ventilator screens which are secured against
the edge of the flange by means of a wire clamp. The deck posts
are secured at the bottom to the upper ends of the lower carlines
and to the deck sill angle, the three pieces being securely riveted
together. The upper ends are bent to form a connection with the
to

the inside of which the interior finish

upper carline, with

this

is

applied.

sheets

The

sides

construction the soldering of flashing

around the posts is avoided, which is unsatisfactory and expensive, and continuous roof sheets from lower deck to lower deck
may be used. The lower roof sheets may be formed with vertical
flanges at the sides of the deck and directly riveted to the upper
roof sheets.

Instead of having a continuous flashing and sash frame
throughout the length of the deck a combined flashing and frame
is provided for each opening which completely encloses the space
between the screen and the sash. The remainder of the space
between the sheathing and the interior finish of the car is thus
enclosed from communication with the outside air and serves as
insulation.
The bottom of the window casing slopes outward
and toward the middle and drains through a small hole in the
Detail of the

clere-story type.

The

Deck Sash Casing
been to secure a deck which
which a satisfactory casing could

dufficulty has

could be cheaply built and in

outside sheet.

This construction is claimed to make possible a considerable
saving in weight as compared with the usual type of clere-story
roof.

Simple Weather Proof Passenger Car Roof Construction

Maintenance

Way

of

Section

|
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In spite of the reduced amount of work under way the labor
situation has become quite acute on some roads during the
or four weeks.
considerable numbers of

Late last year
Austrians re-

last three

The War

turned to their country.
With the entrance of Italy into the European war,

and
u

Y

k

J

many members

of this nationality, includ-

home and
am-

ing large numbers of track laborers, have been called
are leaving this country.

The

placing of large orders for

munition and other supplies for the belligerent countries in the
United Sttaes has also required the employment of additional
labor in these factories, drawing still more men from the track

pockets for the accumulation of dirt deposits.
department, by giving proper attention to the

avoid

much work

at

a

new

The small

date.

later

The maintenance
bridge will

should

details

receive special consideration.

Drain pipes must be kept open,
cracks or slots through which dirt and dust may be sifted
should be closed, and any other preventive measures which have
been overlooked by the construction department should be taken
immediately. The conditions surrounding the railroad bridge in
the city are such that the maintenance expense is bound to be
higher than that of the bridge in rural districts, and if the city
bridge does not receive attention in the proportion established by
these conditions,

surely be shortened.

its life will

forces of the railroads in the vicinity of these industrial cen-

While

ters.

tenance of

eastern

several

main-

this condition has not seriously affected the

way

forces of the country at large, the

roads

reduced

have been

forces of

An

interesting feature of this year's rail orders is the tendency

buy longer

to

At

rails.

below

considerably

two or three roads have ordered

least

considerable

the authorized quota.

quantities of 39
while one road has ordered 40

The Tendency

ft.
ft.

rails,
rails.

Other roads are seriously considering this
question, and one line at least was preLonser Rails
vented from ordering 39 ft. rails only by
the fact that it did not have sufficient equipment of the proper
kind long enough to carry them. A number of years ago several roads laid considerable quantities of rails up to 60 ft. in
length. In some instances these proved satisfactory, but with the
poor roadbed conditions and lighter ballast of that time the 60
ft. rails were difficult to maintain, and most of them have since
been sawed into shorter lengths. With the improved roadbed
conditions and the more liberal use of ballast in recent years,
some engineers feel that the roads are now warranted in laying

Toward

The magnitude of

routine railway construction activities

quently overlooked by railway
realized

called

the

to

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

^

During the same

66,000 yd. per day for the entire period.

Another railroad of

inter-

of concrete, building

val this road placed over 563,800 cu. yd.
structures.

Several

attention

Paul moved over 48,300,000 yd. of earth
-.n,-,
r
m ,„,o
1912 and 1913, or an average or over

..

Construction

741

fre-

is

seldom

is

by the general public.

'^^^ ^^^

^^*^*

Railroad
.

themselves and

months ago we

Every-Day

„

men

than 1,000 miles has

less

placed over 1,521,000 cu. yd. of concrete during the 10 years
from 1905 to 1914, inclusive. This is at the rate of 12,680 cu.

longer

In this connection

rails.

working day for the entire
10-year period. The minimum amount of concrete placed by this
road in any single year during this period was 91,700 cu. yd.,
Operations such as
while the maximum was 236,125 cu. yd.
these are equalled in other fields only on special projects such
as the construction of the Panama Canal and are one measure

conditions on foreign railways.

of the importance of our railway activities.

40

yd. per month, or 490 cu. yd. per

is

now 45 ft. One or two
London & Northwestern

seems to be a general rule that railroad bridges
This applies particularly
are poorly maintained.
viaducts

steel

Maintaining

'-^^^

ft.

rails

in Cities

,

.,.,.,the accumulation of
,

or

to be present

.

is

everywhere

f

commonly occupied by

..

pairing an exceedingly distasteful job, and probably accounts for

use of

modern

pavements, with adequate drainage systems and ellicicnt
street cleaning, has had a tendency to improve conditions, but
proper attention to this phase of the subject in the design and
detailing of the bridges will still further relieve the mainte-

tight

forces.

Dust guards completely covering the bearings and
provided and the arrangement of briilge .scats

rollers should he

and bearings should be such that all parts are readily accessible
The bottom of the vertical web
to inspection and cleaning.

members of

adopting

longer

rails

in

this

economy of starting maintenance of way work early in the
season has been empliasizcd repeatedly in these columns. Since
main reason

the

trusses should be filled with concrete to eliminate

°^ ^^^

Maintenance
,w
p
1

summer

is

work

the middle

until

to hold

down expenses

during the latter part of the

I

fiscal

year,

somewhat surprising at first thought
increasing extent to which work was inauguit

to

for delaying the inaug-

uration of active

Starting

in the portions of large

The

for

,

bearings, frequently piling high on the bridge seats. The filthy
character of the deposit makes the inspection, cleaning or re-

nance

precedents

railroads.

procrastination with respect to this work.

Thus we

are being laid in considerable quantities.

Tlie

dirt.

This material is deposited
on all horizontal surfaces of bridges below the floor level, on the
bottom flanges of stringers and floor beams and around the

cities

long, while

ft.

ft. rails.

structuial

to

populated

districts.

the city bridge

uses 60

country.

gases, the principal source of trouble with

„...

which seems

densely

Excluding the spe°^ deterioration due to corrosive

commercial
*-'*'

Bridges
.

in

in large cities

railways use rails 48

French and Egyptian railways lay rails 39 ft. 4 in. long, while 59 ft. rails are coming into common use. The Northern Railway of France is now
laying rails 78 ft. 9 in. long. In India and Australia, 36 ft. and
the

have numerous
It

it is interesting to note the
In England the standard length

observe the

is

view of the declining
most encouraging feature of railway operation, indicating a realization on the part of
executives of the economy of this practice and a willingness to
forego temporarily a "paper showing" to secure real economies.
It requires courage to do as did one road, now in financial
diflicultics and threatened with a receivership, in starting its
rated

early

railway

in

the

spring this year in

However,

rcveinies.

this

is

a

track

work

early this spring after having delayed

until

after

July

1

last

nance of way for the

year.
fiscal

The expenditures
year just closed

such
for

will,

work

mainte-

therefore,

be unusually high, the savings being reflected in the reports
of the following year.
If a road in this condition can adopt
these measures there

would seem

stronger lines hesitating.

The

to

greatest

be

little

economy

reason
in

for the

maintenance
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way will only be secured when the work of this department
conducted without reference to the fiscal year and each problem is handled at the most favorable season.

Vol.

of

gang and bridge gang

is

value of some of the

Complete co-operation between the manufacturer and the user
of any material is necessary to its higliest development. Few
devices are perfect the first time they apCo-operation in
pear; practically all have to pass through
a period of initial experiment and deEquipment
vclopment. The railroads of this country
r.
I
.

Development

.

,

,

,

,

,

j

r

,

have aided greatly in the development of
the materials and equipment used by them by offering their
facilities, by encouraging tests to be made under actual service
conditions and by giving the manufacturers the benefit of their
observations of such tests as a means to overcoming weaknesses.
By combining the practical experience of the railway man as
a user with the ability of the manufacturer to concentrate on
production, the latter has been enabled to produce a practicable
commercial article. Although working for his own individual
gain, a maker of railway supplies is able to succeed only as he
makes a product which the railways can use with economy to
themselves.
Because of this mutual co-operation the railways
of this country lead those of the world in much of their equipment and construction.

$600.

at

No. 8

59.

Without question the money

of tools referred to above would far

lists

exceed the above estimate.
Of no less importance is the maintenance of tools, a phase of
the subject influenced very largely by the quality of the tools
acquired and the measures taken for their proper care in use.
The purchase of tools at the lowest price to the subordination
of quality

sure to result in larger repair

is

and an increase

bills,

number of accidents due

in the

shorter
to

life,

defective

On the other hand, having provided good tools, their
proper maintenance is paramount and a definite plan for repairs,
sharpening and inspection is necessary if the advantages of
the higher grade equipment are to be realized.
Having determined the number and quality of the tools to be
supplied to a given force, it is necessary to select the particular
type of tools most suitable for the class of work, local contools.

The

ditions, etc.

difference of opinion as to the proper tamping

same class of ballast, as expressed in
the discussion, indicates one of the difficulties to be met. The
serious consideration of the many new devices which are intools to be used for the

troduced from time to time

also important.

is

THE USE OF LIQUOR

D ULE G

IN

MAINTENANCE'CAMPS

the American Railway Assowhich prohibits the use of intoxicants by employees
while on duty and makes their use or the frequenting of places
where they are sold, a sufficient cause for dismissal, is very generally incorporated in the standard books of rules of the operating
departments of the different roads. The application of similar
rules to the maintenance of way department is far less general,
largely because of the different conditions governing the work,
the varying degree of responsibility and the different classes of

of the Standard

Code of

ciation,

One

of the relatively recent developments in construction has
been the use of manganese for frogs, crossings, switch points
and other parts of track which are subThe Development
ject to unusually severe wear.
The importance of this form of construction is
of Manganese
indicated by the statement in the article
Track Construction
by V. Angerer, in another column, that
21,300 such units were manufactured in 1913.
Within the past
two years the manufacturers of manganese track work have determined among themselves on certain minimum standards of
construction below which they will not go, and they have submitted these standards to the American Railway Engineering
Association for approval. This action has been taken because
of conditions which have arisen in this field jeopardizing the
future of the manganese industry, as outlined in the article
referred to. The special problems of manufacture, particularly
with materials such as manganese which require unusual and
careful treatment, are essentially those for the manufacturers to
solve.
The ability of such construction to stand up under the
heavy pounding of traffic on busy lines is of direct interest to
the maintenance of way engineer.
Properly made and placed
manganese track construction has demonstratd its economy, and
co-operation in establishing standards which will insure an improved product, will result to the benefit of the railways and
the manufacturers.

labor employed.

Few

roads will permit open drinking among their track forethis, little attempt is usually made to curb the

Beyond

men.

roads no liquor is sold in the camp
allowed to be brought into the camps.
In others the commissaries are not permitted to sell it, but the
men bring it in from the outside if they desire, while on other
roads the commissaries sell it openly to the men. One road on

commissaries, nor

which the

TOOLS FOR MAINTENANCE OF
another page of this issue

WAY EMPLOYEES

an interesting discussion of
the subject of tools for maintenance of way forces which
includes a number of suggested lists of tools for gangs engaged
in the various classes of maintenance work.
Of particular interest is the agreement of the several writers concerning certain
phases of the subject which indicates a similarity of experience.
Each one emphasizes the importance of a sulTicicnt supply of high
grade tools, their proper maintenance by a skilled tool man,
and the influence of the character of the tools on the efficiency
of the men. Attention is also called to the benefit to be derived

is

from the acquisition of the

latest

is

latter plan

it

was

in force a recent investigation led to

the conclusion that a large per cent of the drinking

was the

men being exploited by the commissaries. Practithe men employed in the camps on this road are

result of the
cally all of

them being

foreign, approximately 60 per cent of

the remainder Austrians and Montenegrins.

Italians

and

Starting six months

comand also prohibited the bringing of liquor into its
While some is undoubtedly still brought in secretly, the

ago, this road forbade the sale of intoxicants through the

missaries

camps.

open sale of

it

put into effect

/^N

On some

use of intoxicants.

it

has entirely disappeared. When this rule was
was feared that considerable numbers of men

would leave for adjoining roads where such regulations were
not enforced. But only a few left, and there was no organized
complaint.

The

campaign have been shown in the increased
men, in the reduction in the amount of sick-

results of this

efficiency of the

ness and particularly in the greatly lessened amount of laying

While there has been no opportunity

off.

this action

in

to test the effects of

the ability to secure and hold

labor shortage, the officers

feel

well pleased

men

in

times of

with the results

secured thus far.

NEW BOOKS

developments in tool

manufacture.
It is well to consider the magnitude of the investment represented by tools for maintenance of way work;
decision
to add one tool to the complement of each track gang on a

Manual

del Jngenxero por John C. Trautwine, Trarlucido de la 19th Edtcion
por A. Smith.
Published hy Casa Editorial (^ardnicr Ilermanos, Paris,

A

road of any size
dollars.

may

cause an expenditure of several hundred

The Nebraska

State Railway Commission, in

making

a valuation of the roads of that state in 1912, put the allowance for tools for a section gang at $120, and for each extra

Price $5.
France.
On sale
York, and Breniano & Co.,

in

America

New

at

Van Nostrand &

Co.,

New

York.

a translation of the 1913 edition of Trautwine into Span-

This

is

ish.

The

chief interest to

the fact that

tliis

American and

translation has been

tion is a hteral one.

It

Enjjilisli

made

is

railroad

men

in

that the transla-

therefore affords an opportunity for the

August

20,
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desirous of learning Spanish technical
engineering terms of using this Spanish translation in connection
with the English edition of Trautwine. In South America Engis

speaking and Spanish engineers are working side by side
and a Spanish translation of the American standard engineering
manual is an event of importance to both the American engineer in South America and the Spanish engineer who may be
working with him. The very fact that Trautwine covers such

Letters to the Editor

I

|

lish

a broad

field in

such great detail makes the Spanish translation
the engineer who wishes to learn the

particular value to

of

Spanish language.
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CLASSIFYING SCRAP RAIL
Savannah, Ga.

To
I

the Editor of the Railway

Age

Gazette

have read with much interest the

by L. C. Fontaine

article

Age Gazette of July 16, in regard to
rail.
The amounts in dollars and cents

the Railway
of scrap

accounting for
is

quite large

rail

and

is

in

the classifying

transferred in
by reason of adjustments, as has been stated,
entirely due to differences in opinion in classi-

By Raymond E. Davis. Size
of Surveying for Field and Office.
4 in. by 7 in..; 395 pages. Bound in flexible leather. Published by The
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 239 West Thirty-ninth street, New York.

these adjustments, a written classification should govern the dif-

Price, $2.50.

ferentiation between relay

Manual

The author

book

states in his preface that the

is

designed for

To

fying.

take care of

rail classifications

and scrap

properly and to avoid

rails as

removed from

In addition the classification should be indicated on the

tracks.

ends

rail

field

with paint, different colors being used for each class. The classification should be made only by roadmasters, supervisors or others

novice.

thoroughly familiar with such work, because it has been found
that classifications made by the average section foreman have a
tendency to vary in a great many cases from those which should
properly have been assigned, by reason of the condition of the
rail. By use of the paint method rail may be transferred from one
division to another, without fear of the classification being
changed. If originally made in accordance with specifications the

the use of civil engineering students in their preparation for

and office exercises. To the man engaged in actual railroad surveying its value would be as a supplement to the usual
railroad manual, particularly as a reference to triangulation and
precise measurements and for astronomical observations. There
are eight chapters, arranged in the order of progress of the surveying student. The first chapter deals with field notes, notebooks, accuracy and other matters of general information to the

The remarks on accuracy and

the method of keeping notes
However, the failure to mention

are well worth the reading.
the loose-leaf note-book

is

surprising.

and adjustment of instruments
tial

are,

The pages on

the care

expense of painting will be a small factor because of the benefits
derived from an accounting standpoint.
H. E. DUGCER.
Chief Clerk to General Storekeeper Central of Georgia.

of course, absolutely essen-

to the novice, but even the experienced engineer will find

them useful

The

at times.

later chapters consist principally of

typical exercises in the use of the various instruments.

THE INCLINATION OF THE RAIL

There

Of these 19 cover logarithms and trigonometric functions and 19 are for use in astronomical observa-

ECONOMIC RAILROAD

IN

PRACTICE
New

are 123 pages of tables.

tions.

To the Editor of the Railway Age
The main object of wheel coning
possible, of the rubbing of

By Kenneth

L.

Van Auken.

by 8 in.,
Published by the Railway

216 pages, 48 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
Educational Press, Chicago. Price $1.50.

As

name

its

indicates,

this

book

treatise

is

S'/i

in.

intended for the practical
to prepare a complete

The author made no attempt
on maintenance of way work or

track man.

Size

to discuss features of

engineering design, but has covered only the problems that are
of direct interest to the track supervisor and foreman. He has
taken their viewpoint throughout in his discussions, and while

higher officers will not agree with him on
the attitude of the track

all

points,

men gained by extended

he

reflects

experience as

a laborer and a foreman.

The

contents of the book are best indicated by noting the chap(1) Labor and Organization; (2) Track Materials

ter headings.

and Tools; (3) Spiking, Bolting, Cutting and Curving Rails, etc.;
(4) Constructing Track on a New Line; (S) Double Tracking;
(6) Relaying Track; (7) Construction of Turnouts, Ladder
Tracks and Crossovers; (8) Slip Switches; (9) Surfacing New
Track; (10) Laying Out a Curve with a Tape Line.
Considerable space has been devoted by the author to the
proper care of the laborers, especially those who are in floating
gangs, and to the organization of forces for various kinds of

work.

The methods

of putting in switches and taking care of
work are described in some detail, with

is

the elimination, as far as

wheel flanges against the

a wheel-flange approaches the
Practical Track Work.

York, N. Y.

Gazette

rail,

rail

as

the tread of this wheel

when

is

run-

ning on a greater diameter than that of the opposite wheel on the
same axle. Thus the wheel-flange swerves away from the rail
until the corresponding action takes place on the opposite wheel.
The action of a pair of wheels passing around a curve is not
referred to here. The standard coning or taper on the tread of
railroad wheels throughout Europe as determined by long experiItaly, where the Governon the wheels of 1 in 10.
The only recognized standard for the contour of wheels in the
United States is that of the Master Car Builders Association,
which is 1 in 20.
The running of coned wheels on upright rails is not justified
from any standpoint. A standard wheel coning having been generally adopted, the only scientific thing to do is to incline the rail
normal to this coning. This practice is standard throughout
Europe, with the result that rail wear there is considered generally
satisfactory.
Rail wear in the United States is considered as
being generally very unsatisfactory; one reason for this being the
general use of the upright instead of the inclined rail. Only the
inertia of bad habit can be urged for the continuance of the un-

ence

is

1

in 20,

with the exception of

ment Railways have adopted

scientific practice

The

From

a coning

of using an upright

rail.

indin.ition of the rail presents the following advantages:

the standpoint of the equipment

it

keeps the tread wear

other complicated track

away from

sketches and organization charts.

reduces the bending stresses in car axles, so helping to eliminate
hot journal box trouble, and it prolongs the life of wheels. From

problems with which a track man is conmuch information which will be of
value to the average track foreman and is well worth reading by
higher officers having to do with track work. It forms an important addition to the limited literature on this subject. An interesting feature is a glossary of .SOO track terms in common use.

While not covering

all

fronted, this book contains

The book

also contains 20 tables giving practical data of use to

the foreman.

the flange, thereby obviously rcducin.g flange wear;

it

rail it effects a reduction of the flange rubproduces rail wear, under normal conditions, in the center
of the head of the rail instead of on its edge. In the latter posi-

the standpoint of the

bing;

it

tion of the load, not only

is

rail

wear excessive, but

stresses are

induced calculated to accentuate the danger of broken
the formation of transverse fissure.
in the position

where the

rail

It

places the load

can exercise

its

rail from
on the rail

function as a

beam
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minimum

It equalizes the pressure on the
through the base being normal to the resultant
force from weight and the wedging thrust due to the coning of

with

base of the
the wheels.
It

eliminates the tendency of the rail to overturn (in railroad

And

it

The

from the wedging action of the coning.

to roll out)

parlance,

prolongs the

life

subject of rail

of the

wear

is

renewal standing out so prominently in railroad
Strangely enough, although uniformly standardized in Europe, the simple expedient of inclining the rail normal to the wheel coning has not received the attention it deserves
It might as well be frankly admitted that
in the United States.
rail

the lack of consideration of rail inclination

is

due,

first,

to the

second, to timidity in putting in practice one's

;

deductions on a subject until the idea involved in that
subject becomes more or less general; third, and perhaps most
scientific

insidious of

for
rail

much

all,

to the idea that the section of rail

trouble,

is

responsible

which could have been avoided by inclining the

instead of placing

Among

upright.

it

PiCAVI-KS,

the fallacious suggestions

in.

may be mentioned the following:
Reduction of the existing standard coning. This suggestion,
if carried out, would be productive of dangerous side thrashing of
equipment and could not be considered as a move in the direction
of safet\-. When wheels have been worn to an average taper of
Reducing the
1 to 40 they are ready for attention at the shops.
coning would be an attempt to save the rail in an unscientific
way at the expense of the wheels. The suggestion has been answered by the wheel committee of the M. C. B. Association at its
meeting in June, 1915, as follows
"A communication has been received from one of the roads, a
member of this Association, criticising the present standard taper
of tread of 1 in 20, and recommending that a change be made to
1 in 38, the claim being made that the present standard taper is
responsible for increased rail renewal, and is also more severe on
the wheel itself. It is the opinion of your committee as a whole
that any reduction in the taper of the tread will be detrimental to
the wheel, but that if it can be shown that such change would be
of sufficient benefit to the rail as to more than offset any bad
effect on the wheel, they w'ould be willing to consider such
change."
a

inclination

rail

of half the requisite

argument in
on rail
would tend to return to standard the profile of old rail, and would
tend to return to standard the profile of wheels worn on upright
rail.
All that could be said for giving rail an inclination of 1 in
40 is that it would tend to keep wheels, worn to an average taper
of 1 in 40 (and thus unquestionably ready for sending to the
shops), from becoming still flatter. With standard wheels running on rails inclined only to 1 in 40, there would still be a wedgamount,

viz.,

1

in

38 or 40.

There

favor of such a compromise.

The

is

no

scientific

inclination of

1

in 20

ing thrjst of one-fortieth, or 50 lb. per Ion, of the wheel load,
tending to overturn the rail.
The apparent abnormal effect of an inclination of 1 in 20 on old
rail or on worn wheels would really be advantageous to such rail

The

would receive the wheel load outside of
more so than the load rests inside
of the center with the average conditions of oiieration on an
upright rail. This position of rail wear would gradually approach
and equipment.

rail

the center of the head, but not

On old rail under such conditions the
wear would be in the most economic position, in that the rail
would be worn where it had not been worn before. Another
point of advantage in inclining old rail and having the position of
the center of the head.

rail-wear outside the center of the head, is that during the process of the wearing position approaching the center of the head,
the bending stresses in car axles would be reduced below normal
for the reason that the lever arm between the center of the journal bearing and the point of bearing of the load on the wheel

would be reduced considerably.

ties at

John Lundie.
Consulting Engineer.

The ground was excavated under the tracks to a depth of 32
below the base of rail. Forms were then built for a continuous

concrete wall under each

18

rail,

tered to 8 in. at the time.

A

in.

wide

at the

bottom and bat-

fastening for the track

rail

was

secured by imbedding an old rail in the wall, head down. Holes
were drilled in this inverted rail every 21 in. on both sides of the
base.
Bolts were inserted with the heads on the under side so
that when the concrete was placed the threaded ends of these bolts

The

projected above the top of the walls.

track rails were then

correspond and were bolted securely in place.
This form of construction was used for 75 ft. each way from
the crane. For the safety of the employees the space between the
walls was filled with earth to the level of the base of rail. The
track has been kept in perfect line, surface and gage.
drilled to

Ralph E. Pitts,
Foreman Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
[The form of track construction described above undoubtedly

made on behalf of saving

1.

Compromising on

Colo.

the burning
water cranes, and I have seen a special form of track
construction used very successfully to overcome this trouble and

out of

Section

the rail

2.

WATER CRANES

To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
One is frequently asked for a means of preventing

increasingly occupying the attention

operating reports.

inertia of habit

No. 8

59,

believe that the following description will therefore be of interest.

rail.

of engineering societies and technical papers, because of the ex-

pense of

SPECIAL TRACK CONSTRUCTION AT

fibre stresses.

rail,

Vol.

is

successful at points where

all

trains are operated at relatively

There would be considerable question, however, as
to its durability and safety for heavy, fast traffic.
It is also
desirable to call attention to the fact that the method of building
as described is practicable only where the tracks can be put out
slow speed.

of service a sufficient time to permit the concrete of the walls to
set properly, the trains

being detoured, presumably, over adjacent

passing or side tracks.

Editor.]

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR ACCOUNTS
Hailevville, Okla.

To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
As the maintenance of way department is the

much

subject of

discussion so far as operating expenses are concerned, and since

when
the

a reduction of expenses

first

is

to be

made,

department

this

is

to be attacked, the accurate distribution of the labor

accounts to show the proper charges for all work performed is
essential.
There is an important factor that is sometimes not
considered

when

of forces.

It is

is

arriving at a decision concerning the reduction

simply

foreman

this, the section

in

many

cases

not a good bookkeeper and in making his monthly distribution

for labor he

matter of

is

fact,

liable to

men

assisting car

charge

it

all

to track

a considerable percentage

work when,

may have

as a

been spent

repairing cars, transferring freight and

in

many

The aggregate of such work by the
on a hundred-mile division during a year amounts
to no little amount, and were it carefully separated from the regular maintenance of track work it would show up to an extent
which would, no doubt, cause the superintendent to give the subIt is so easy to call on the section men to assist
ject due credit.
at some job around the station, at the roundhouse, car shops, etc.,
other jobs of like nature.
section forces

that

it is

almost second nature to put out the

call.

There is a wide field for the roadmasters to impress upon their
foremen the importance of charging up every nickel to the accoimt to which it justly belongs, and by so doing they will materially decrease the maintenance of track per mile each month
of the year. There is no doubt that the section foreman is imposed on many times by having to do odd jobs outside of his
regular and assigned work, and many times he suffers for it
by reason of his not having had the time away from these hurr>up calls to attend to his track work. A good way to make a check
of the foreman's distribution is to require any office to send the
instructions to the roadmaster's office every time a foreman is
Then
instructed to do any work outside of his regular duties.
the foremen's distribution sheets come in the roadmaster
or his clerk can check these instructions with the distribution, and
if such labor docs not appear the foreman's attention can be

when

called to

it

for a correction.

J.

L. Coss,

Despatcher C. R.

I.

&

P.

The Tool Equipment

for

Maintenance

Way

of

Forces

Suggested Lists of Tools for Section and Floating Track
Gangs, and for Bridge and Water Service Gangs
One of the most important essentials to the economical performance of work is the supplying of sufficient tools adapted
work

for the

The following

in hand.

articles discuss tools for

the different classes of maintenance of

gested

way work,

giving sug-

of equipment for gangs of varying sizes for the

lists

different classes of work.

TOOLS FOR TRACK GANGS
By "Supervisor"
In no part of railroad enterprise has there been so little progfew decades as in the development of tools for

ress in the last

Our men today use

track work.

fied perhaps, that

were

the

same

devices, slightly modi-

in use in the seventies.

The

gasoline

motor car has apparently come to stay, and the writer has heard
favorable comment on the use of compressed air tools for some
forms of track work, but the latter are still distinctly in the experimental stage.

Otherwise there

is little

change.

In the main,

is still that of the proper use and distribution of
same old articles rather than the substitution of more
modern and efficient devices.
The equipment of a given roadway force with sufficient tools
for the quickest and most economical performance of its duties
is very largely to be governed by local working conditions and

the tool problem

the

traffic.
Certain general requirements are common
maintenance work the country over, and in addition each locality has its own requirements for which special equipment is

the density of
to

essential.

The gravest mistake that can be made in this matter is to
under-snpply the men with tools. The money saved in tool bills
can be lost so quickly in labor charges that great care must be
exercised to see that effort is not wasted for want of equipment.
The over-supply of tools is an error which must also be watched,
in order that there may be no undue expense under this heading.
In the following lists the writer has endeavored to give a fair
equipment for section and general purpose gangs under ordinary
conditions.

As

absolute requirements

may

be classed tools for the mainte-

nance of line and surface, for the renewal of worn switches,
frogs and rail, for the replacement of ties and switch timbers,
and for the proper protection of traffic while such work is being
done. The size of the section gangs and the amount of work
performed by floating or extra gangs on the various sections
will have great bearing upon the number and kind of tools to be
furnished, but for gangs of 4 to 15 men the following should
embrace all the tools necessary to keep the track in condition:
1 per 4 men
adzes
axe, chopping
bars, claw
bars, lining

1

1
1

brooms, corn
brooms, rattan

1

man where there is snowfall
for each track walker
1 per 4 men
2 of each diameter in use
1
or more as required except in dense traffic yds.
1
or more as required
6
1

bags, tool

ratchet

cars, hand
cars, push
chisels, rail

cans, engineers'
cans, oil
cans, water
cups, water
frames, ratchet
flags, red
flags,
flags,

forks,

green
white
ballast

oil

1

2 for each lampman
1

2

hammers, hand

(individual sanitary cups to be preferred)

1

6
6

(Painted iron portable signals are to be prcferred to flags stuck in the ground on

2

where the force is light)
per man (where stone or alag ballast

1

track
lanimers, spiking
hammers, sledge
f;ages,

handles, adze
handles, axe
handles, j.'ick
handles, pick
handles, spike
jacks, track

per

1

barrows
bits,

per 3 men
per man

sections

is

used)

1

2 for

3

men,

1

extra

levels, track
lines, ditching
lines, tape

lanterns, red
lanterns, green
lanterns, white
picks, clay
picks,

1

extra
extra
extra
1
extra for each 6 picks
hammer.... I extra for each 4 liammers
2 (If density of traffic requires raising bars, 1
iack niny be rlispcnscd with ami 1 raising
bar supplied for each 2 men)
1

1

6
6
4
2

tamping

1

ratchets
spike pullers
squirt cans
saws, hand
saws, crosscut
shovels, track
shovels, scoop
torches

per

man

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

tongs

I

tongs, tie

1

rail

wrenches, monkey
wrenches, track

per man and 10 per cent over
per man in ash ballast
per man
per 2 men
per 3 men

2
1

per

man

way is mowed by the section
men, the following mowing tools should be provided.
where the

In addition,

grindstones

right of

1

scythes, brush
scythes, grass

1
1

scythe snaths
scythe stones

1
1

per man
per man
per 2 men

In automatic signal territory, there should be provided a bonddrills, punches, pins and bondwires.
Other local
conditions will make it necessary to have pike poles for ice and
ing machine,

debris in freshets, devices for using combustible

fence

compounds

at

wire cutters
and climbers, and other articles too numerous to mention. Every
section should also be provided with a first-aid kit, and the
foreman should have at least a superficial knowledge of its use.
For the general purpose floating gang enough tools should be
provided to permit it to handle any class of work coming up on
interlockers,

repair

tools,

telegraph

wire,

For a gang of 26 men, exclusive of the foremen, the following should prove an ample supply for general

the territory.

conditions
adzes
axes, chopping
bars, claw
bars, lining
brooms, rattan

barrows
chisels, rail
chisels, cold

cans,
cups,

water
water

flags,
flags,
flags,

red
green
white

forks, ballast

6
2
12

26
26
6

24
4
2

4 (individual sanitary cups to be preferred)
4

4
2

26

gages

2

hammers, hand
hammers, sledge
hammers, spiking

2

handles, axe
handles, adze
handles, pick
handles, nammer
handles, jack
hatchets
jacks, track
levels, track
lines, tape
lines, ditching
lanterns, red
lanterns, green
lanterns, white

machines, bonding
picks,
picks,

clay

tamping

pails, spike

punches
rail benders
rail dogs
saws, hand
saws, crosscut
shovels, track
shovels, scoop
shovels, long handle
torches
tongs, rail
tongs, tic

wrenches, monkey
wrenches, track

1

1

1
1
1

At the

2

16

extra
1
2 extra
6 extra
12 extra
1 extra
2
4
1

1

1

4
4
2
4
25
2S
4
4
1

2
1

1

25
25
12
25
8
10
2
25

sub-division headquarters should be kept a stipply of
which there is occasional use at various points on the
territory but which it would he tuiwise to supply for the individual sections.
These can be shipped out when needed and
one tool will tints supply llio needs of a larf^e area. Among
tools for
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the articles of this character

may

be mentioned

rail

benders, rail

saws, hich candle-power flares, portable electric lights for wrecking in the vicinity of explosives or inflammables, boring

drills,

stone drills and hammers, electric exploders, concrete mixers,

pumps, ladders, ropes for rock cuts, rail unloaders, crabs, clamshell buckets and whatever other tools of this nature the work
at hand may need.
A toolman should be employed to keep this
material in working order, to issue new tools and to take care
of the repairs of old ones, and to keep separate the old tools
sent in by each foreman until the supervisor or other officer can
This will prevent foremen from disinspect them personally.

For a section crew of about
recommended

given above will probably be criticised severely by
maintenance men both for errors of omission and commission.

Some

which are in s;eneral use have been omitted, such as
and raising blocks. These are, however, but poor
substitutes for grade stakes set at sufficiently close intervals, and
it is the experience of the writer that a regular grade will soon be
badly broken if track raising is done at haphazard, relying on
the foreman's eye rather than on the wye-level. The same ob-

l'"our

One
One

Two
Two

claw bars, weighing about 30 lb.
Six spike mauls, wci^'lung 9 lb.
spike puller (2 or 3 knob, depending on the height of the rail).
Seven diamond-pointed lining bars, weighing about 25 lb.
One pinch bar, weigliing about 2 lb., suitable for nipping rails and
be used for a lining bar also.

One

Four

foreman

to hit the grade.

spiking

hammers and

shovels

is

kept high on account of winter, emergency, and rush work. It
is true that often there will be idle tools, but occasions will
arise when every tool will be employed most profitably. Another
item which must be considered is that proper tools and enough
of them are the strongest safeguards against personal injury

men. Handling rail, ties or switch material without proper
bound to result in nervousness, demoralization and accident. In providing and in using tools, as in every other phase
of work on the railroads, the keynote of true success is "Safety
to the

tools is

picks for stone ballast sections, weighing 7J4 to 8 lb.
Eight clay picks for light ballasted sections.
bars, weighing about 13 lb., for gravel or cinder

ballast.

Two
One
Four

adzes, clay pick eye, sqtiare or round pole, end 6
double-face striking sledge, weighing 12 lb.
rail tongs weighing 16 lbs.
drill

and 6

at the

same

(Where two sections
bits of suitable sizes.
station, only one drill should be supplied for

both.)

One
One
One
One
One

broad hand axe, with a
hand saw.
chopping axe.
claw hammer.
measuring tape.

Four

4-in.

bit.

eight. tine stone forks.

For terminal gangs add

to the above
bender or "jim crow."

One
One

portable

Two

rail

All

sections

light rail

rail

saw.

dollies.

should be furnished water

local conditions

make

necessary.

pails,

They should

By

p.

10- ton jacks,

J.

etc.,

as

of the double-acting type, with an 18-in. lifting bar
12-in. bar on the 10-ton jack.

A

on the IS-ton jack and a

complement of tools, sufficient for the number of men employed,
must be at hand and should include spike mauls, claw bars, lining
bars, wrenches, shovels, picks, tie tongs, tamping bars, gages,
levels and a spot board.
For reballasting with gravel or cinders, the use of square
pointed shovels, and the ordinary tamping bars with solid handles
is thought to be most efficient, while in the application of stone
or slag ballast (crushed) round-pointed shovels have advantages over the square-pointed ones, while the diamond stone tamping bars with spear ends and solid handles and weighing about
16 to 18 lb. are believed to be superior to tamping picks or the
common square-faced tamping bars. Spades are used to good
advantage in applying stone

round-pointed shovels

ballast, but the

are of equal value in placing ballast under the track and also
rail-laying gangs, the

number of

at all times.

tools furnished will de-

pend on the number of men emploj'ed, the class of tools which

we would

McAndrews

kegs,

also be furnished

with a portable tool grinder.
Ballasting gangs should be furnished with two IS- and two

For

TOOLS FOR SECTION AND EXTRA TRACK GANGS

in. bit.

Six track chisels.

One geared rail
have headquarters

have a desirable shape for handling the ballast

First."

may

tongs.

One dozen tamping

ash, slag

The allowance of wrenches,

tie

One dozen T tamping

are omitted because the writer has been able to get better and
more uniform results from the tamping pick and the shovel in

trusting to the eye of the

track wrenches, with an additional number where more than one
on track bolts.
track cage.
track level.
track jacks, double acting, with a lifting capacity of 10 to 12 tons.

size of nuts is in use

Tamping bars

and stone ballasts.
It will also be claimed that certain items are overstocked.
Two jacks are supplied for sections and but four for large
gangs. The second jack on the section is of great use when
patching, working through turnouts and crossovers, and insures
better work on curves. With a gang of 26 men, under a good
foreman, every man can be kept hard at work tamping up, although but two jacks per rail are doing the raising. More and
better work will have been accomplished at the day's end
with four jacks and grade stakes than by using more jacks and

10 men, the following tools are

used.

tools

jection holds against the string lining of curves.

No. 8

One dozen shovels (short handled) with square points where gravel, cinder or earth ballast is used and with round points where stone ballast it

lists

sight board
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:

carding tools before they are worn out, or from abusing tools
as is so often done.

The

Vol.

suggest as necessary being as follows

Track laying machine, which in relaying rails can be handled with a
comparatively small number of men, making a considerable saving as against
_

Roadmaster, Chicago & North Western; Belle Plaine,

To
good
ing

la.

secure full efficiency from expenditures for track labor,
tools of proper type

siich

tools

is

must be used.

The

first

cost of supply-

not so important a consideration as the items

of adaptability and length of service to be obtained. Unfortunately, first cost has too often been considered to the detriment
of the service and at an actual net loss to the railway. Good
tools being furnished, the next important step is to care for
them properly, having repairs made at the right time and in a

the use of tong gangs.
Ad^es; the use of adzes with clay pick eye and square pole end suitable
for driving spike stubs, and with a 6. in. bit is considered good practice on
account of the importance of adzing ties so that new rails will set to proper
bearing.
Claw bars: good claw bars, always keft in good condition, are essential
to good work in relaying rail.
Wrenches: ratchet wrenches have not come into general use, but they
would be advantageous for rapid bolting of track, the tightening to be done
more carefully by the use of ordinary track wrenches.
Track chisels: the frequent necessity for track chisels by a rail laying
gang makes essential the supplying of (irst-class heat-treated tools.

The proper

repairing of track tools such as chisels, claw bars,
which must go through a tempering process

workmanlike manner.
For sections outside of terminals, where the length averages
from 3 to 6 miles, a gasolene motor car is a necessity. Such a

first-class

maximum number of
ordinary maintenance, in addition to all the
tools required for the work. The car should be simple in construction, with sufficient power to carry the gang at a speed

economical to employ a special tool man at the supervisor's headSuch a man
quarters to do the blacksmithing on these tools.
making a specialty of track tool repairing, taking suggestions
from the men who use the tools, and going carefully into de-

car should have a carrying capacity for the

men employed

in

'

A

light but strong
not in excess of 15 to 18 miles per hour.
push car should be furnished each section so that the handling
of ties and other heavy material need never be done on the

spike mauls,
is

etc.,

a most important matter, and should be entrusted only to
workmen. On important divisions it has been found

tails

of any failures, can do

from each

article.

It is

much toward

getting the full life

believed that the repairing of track fools

gasolene car, nor on an ordinary hand car where gasolene cars

under the direction of track supervisors or roadmastcrs will be
found a better plan than having it done at the general shop under

are not provided.

the direction of

men who

are not familiar with their use.

August

20,
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THE SELECTION AND USE OF BRIDGE AND BUILDING
TOOLS
By

S. C.

Tanner

of tools

subject

for

use by the bridge

and building

way department is of much imunfortunately too often neglected. To derive
the greatest degree of efficiency from the labor, only the best
tools should be employed and in sufficient quantities to insure
uninterrupted performance of the men employed and the quick
forces in the maintenance of

portance and

is

and free movement of traffic. Due to the diversified character
of the work to be done by the bridge and building forces, the
number of tools required is correspondingly large and while many
of them can be used universally for various kinds of work, it
better economy to provide special tools for special work, as
such work can then be performed more quickly, cheaply and

is

safely.

A

bridge and

consists

building gang on maintenance

of a foreman and from

10 to

14 men,

work

usually

who

are as-

signed to sections with headquarters located preferably at termi-

all

well organized bridge gangs there ought to be at least

man who

one

a

is

He

trades.

all

Master Carpenter, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

The

In
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good blacksmith or who

could be

known

is

as the tool

good

nearly

at

man and

look after the tools and see that they are in a
for use at all times and in safe working order.

fit

By

should
condition
so doing

he can repair the tools when needed and avoid sending them
to the shops or ordering new tools to replace them.
Thus he
will

insure greater life of

the tools and increased

safety

in

their use.

The foreman should see that all tools are properly marked and
accounted for each night.
They should either be locked up
in the tool boxes on the work or placed in the racks provided

The foreman should

for them in the tool cars.

also observe

personally the use of the tools to be sure that they are not overstrained or overworked and should instruct his men relative
to

the proper

use and the safe loads which they will carry.

Many bridge men
man cannot work

Where one
sometimes help
him, with the result that the jacks are frequently injured beyond
repair.
It is safer and more economical to use more jacks or
other tools to lift the load than to overstrain them. This same
feature should be guarded very closely when using tackle blocks
and rope. This equipment is of great importance to bridge
gangs and as few bridge men are familiar with them, special
instructions are of material assistance. In accordance with this
idea, the Baltimore & Ohio issues drawings to its bridge foremen
showing the proper methods of tying knots and slings and the
allowable load on blocks, ropes, etc.
will

frequently overload jacks.

the lever,

two or three

will

EQUIPMENT FOR A MAINTENANCE BRIDGE GANG,
One sleeping coach equipped for 15 men.
One dining and cook car equipped for 15 men.
One tool car.
One material car.
One portable tool box, 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. for rough tools.
One portable tool box, 18 in. by 2 ft. by 6 ft. for sharp edged tools.
One gasolene motor car.
One heavy truck car.
One heavy truck car with mounted hoisting crab and boom as illustrated
in the Railway Age Gazette of Aug. 16, 1912.

Two one- or two-wheeled timber trucks or
hantlling heavy timber or other material.

dandy cars

to

run on

rail

for

Six timber dollies.
Five timber carrying hooks.
Eight timber cant hooks.
Two 50-ton ball hearing screw jacks.
Two 30-ton b.ill bearing screw iarks.
Two 2n-ton ball bearing screw jacks.

Four
Four
Four
Four

Post Clamp in Position for Jacking
nals and junction points if not too far from the bulk of their
work. The duties of the gang should include the repair and
renewal of all bridges and buildings in the section and with a
proper organization they should be able to do all classes of the
work.
It is necessary, however, to provide them with the
proper tools, including the necessary construction cars, and in
most cases this should include the equipment shown in the list
given below. New tools should be provided from time to time
as improvements are made, when it is found that they are of such
a character as to make labor lighter and cheaper, bearing in mind
at all times that all tools should be of such a design that their

use does not involve any danger to the

As

men

or to the structures.
the work of the section bridge gangs and the extra bridge

same

maintenance, the tools and equipment should be the same, except where special work requires
the use of hoisting engines and derricks. Tlicse should be classed
as system e(|uipmcnt, to be available for transfer from one gang
System equipment shoiiUl consist of
or division to another.
pile drivers, hoisting engines, derricks, concrete mixers and such
They should
tools as may be required to handle heavy work.
be of the highest class and the latest design to be had on the

gangs

is

practically the

in

market, especially where the work

is

to be

done under

traffic.

double screw 14-in. telescopic jacks.
large pulling jacks.
10-ton double action ladder jacks.
track jacks.
Eight 10-in track shovels.
Five clay picks.
Two 6-ft. clay chisel spudding bars.
Five 5-ft. cross cut saws.
Six chopping axes.
Two 1-in. double crank ship augers.
Six 13/16-in. double crank ship augers.
Six Il/16-in. double crank ship augers.
Two 9/16-in. double crank ship augers.
Four track claw bars.
Two bridge sh.T kle bars for pulling drift bolts.
One bridge shackle jack for pulling drift bolts.
Six track lining bars.
Six 1 in. by 4>4 ft. octagonal steel bars with one chisel point

and one

diantond point.
I'our

\</i

in.

by

4^

ft.

octagonal steel bars with one chisel point and one

diamond

point.
Two hammer bars to be used as rams for driving drift bolts in places
that men cannot tet to with handle hammers, made ny upsetting eacli end
of a track lining bar. maUing a 2J^-in. haitimer face on one end and a 1-in.
hammer face on the other.
One double fac cd, Jd-lb. hammer.

Two

double-faced. lO-lh. hammers.
double-faced, S-lh. hammers.
Four double-faced. 6-lb. hammers.
Four track siiiki?ig hammers.
Four 3-lb. pin h;nnnicrs.
l-'our

Six rail cutting chisels with handles.
Five 1 '4 .in. by 2 ft. octagon chisel bars.
in. by 4 ft. octagon chisel bars.
'/J

Two

1

One
One

track level.
tripofl telescope with targets for establishing line, grade and surface
briilges.
as illustrated in the Raitnay Agt Casclle of Dec. 20, 1912.
on
One track gage.
Six Ya in. by 9 ft. chains with a ring at one end and a grab hook at other

end.
I'our post
phntograpli.

clamps

for

jack

supports,

as

shown

in

the

Two 3-,'<heavc 12-in. tackle blocks for IV^-in. mnnila rope.
Two 2sheave 12-in. tnck'e blocks for 1t^-in. maniln rope.
Two 3-«ihenve -in.in. tackle Morka for 1-tn. maniln ro|»c.
Two 2-sheavr lO-in. tackle libicks for 1-in. manila rope.
Two .1-«hcnve B -n. tackle blocks for l^-in. manila rope.
Two 2-shenvr R-in. tackle blocks for Ji-tn. manila rope.
Two 10. in liitige jinatch blocks for Pj-in. manila rope.
Two 8-in. hinge snatch blocks for 1-in. manila rope.

accompanying
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for a Maintenance Bridge Gang (Continued.)
lunge snatch blocks for i^-in. manila rope.
of l|'4-in. manila rope for tackle blocks.
ft. of 1-in. manila rope for tackle blocks.
ft. of J^-in. manila rope for tackle blocks.
Two 114 in. by 200 ft. manila rope for hand lines.
Two 1 \i in. by 200 ft. manila rope for hand lines.
Four 1 in. by 200 ft. manila rope for hand lines.
Four ^'4 in. by 200 ft. manila rope for hand lines.
Six 1 J.4 in. by 6 ft. manila rope for slings.
Four 1 in. by 6 ft. manila rope for slings.
One portable blacksmith's forge.
Two sets of blacksmith's tongs.

Equipment

Two
600
600
600

Concrete crews, consisting of a foreman, four carpenters
and 15 to 20 laborers, handling all kinds of concrete work
and particularly bridge abutments, concrete arch and box cul-

6-in.

ft.

One blacksmith's anvil.
One combination bench and blacksmith's vise.
One set of machine bolt stocks and dies from J^ in.
One ratchet drill and bits from )/S in. to 1 in.
One press drill for tool car with a set of bits from
S wrenches for H-in and
monkey wrenches.
monkey wrenches.

Six 24-in.

Four

Two
One
One
One

to

verts, concrete trestle bridges, etc.,
ox
engine.

One No.
One No.

to

f^-in. bolts.

The adze and small tools should be furnished by the men
and maintained as their personal tools. The list each good
bridge man should have is as follows
One adze with 4yj-in. bit.
One hand ax.
One hand hatchet.
One claw hammer
One 2-ft. steel square.
One 10-in. try square.
One 10-in. T bevel square.
One ratchet brace with bits.
One set of framing chisels.
One jack plane.
One fore plane.
One smooth plane.
One block plane.
One 4VS-point rip saw.
One 7-point cut-off saw.
One 12-point cut-off saw.

E.

M. Grime

Buildings,

bridge

Northern

and

Pacific;

building

Dil worth,

Minn.

department

is

It
is
roadway, track and signals.
have available an organization
capable of handling a large variety of work comprising many
In order to handle this work economically
different trades.
into
it
is usually found advisable to divide the organization
crews, each of which makes a specialty of certain lines, and
the first essential for effective work is to provide each crew
with sufficient tools of the kind and character best suited to
the work.
A good arrangement of crews and the tools required by
each may be stated as follows
A water service crew, consisting of a foreman, assistant
foreman and two helpers, augmented by additional laborers
when needed for heavy work, will handle everything pertaining to water stations, the plumbing and heating of buildings,
fire lines, hydrants, sewers, steam lines and air lines, as well
In addition to
as the maintenance of coal dock machinery.
the kit of personal tools carried by the men, a gang should
be provided with

except

the

therefore always necessary to

%

sizes of pipe from
in. to 8 in.
in. to 1 in.
various
sizes of cast pipe up to and including 14 in.
Pipe cutters for
One pressure tapping machine for corporation cocks up to 1 m. size.

Taps and dies for
Bolt taps and dies

One No.
One No.

Two
Two
Two
Two
One
One
One
One

3

2

all

H

Edson diaphragm pump with two extra diaphragms.
Myers force pump with 100 ft. of rubber hose.

chain pipe tongs.

5-ft.

24-in. Stilson wrenches.
36-in. Stilson wrenches.
sets of calking irons.
12-in. lead melting pot.
8-in. lead pouring ladle.

small blacksmith forge.
anvil.

One. each of 3-lb.. 4-Ib. and 51b. blacksmith hammers.
OneS-lb. sledge hammer.
One dtfTcrcntial chain hoist of two tons capacity.

An

8-in.

bench

One grindstone.
One push car.

Two hand

vise.

Ten clay picks with six extra handles.
Ten No. 2 shovels.
Ten long-handled, round-pointed shovels.

Ten No.

files.

A

car.

gasolene motor car.

painting crew, consisting of a foreman and six to eight

to handle all painting,
should have constantly on hand

painters,

high

except

steel

trestles,

Twelve 4J^-in. round paint brushes.
Twelve 4^4 -in. flat paint brushes.
Twelve stencil brushes.
Twelve lettering pencils.
Twelve scraping knives.
Six steel wire brushes.
for sanding.

One belows

Four kalsomine brushes.

Two

16-ft.
5-ft.

Four
Four
500
300

extension ladders.
staging hooks.

V4-in- tackle blocks, single and double sheave.
of H-in- manila rope.

sets of

ft.

Two

sets of
ft.

34. in. tackle blocks.

of ^-in. four-strand manila rope.

A bridge crew, consisting of a foreman, pile driver, engineer
and seven bridge carpenters and helpers, is required to handle
repairs or the rebuilding of timber pile and trestle bridges,
wooden water tanks and coaling stations, the placing of steel
girder bridges, moving buildings, repairing washouts and someThis is the most important crew, as
times clearing wrecks.
for practically all heavy work.
is depended upon
To it
it
assigned a pile driver, and frequently a wrecking crane.
is
The tools required by this crew are as follows:
Four 10-ton ratchet
Four 15-ton ratchet

jacks.
jacks.

Eight

8-in. ratchet jacks.
Twelve 16-in. conunon screw jacks.
track jacks (Barrett No. I).

Two
Two

ratchet pulling jacks.
6-in. maple rollers.
sets of 1-in. tackle blocks, single
set of J^-in. tackle blocks, single

Eighteen

Two
400
200
200

boiler test pump.
Two 8-in. ratchet jacks.
One 5-ft. V-tooth cross cut saw.
Five steel tray wheelbarrows.
Two hack saws with 24 extra blades.
Two sets of J^-in. wood tackle blocks.
300 ft. of ?4-in. four-strand manila rope.

2 shovels.

One push
One 4-hp.

One

gasolene motor car.

saw

Six clay picks.
grindstone.
long-handled, round-pointed shovels.
Two 24 in. by -i^ in. steel claw bars for nails.
Two post hole diggers.
One No. 3 Edson diaphragm pump with one extra diaphragm.
Two 8-ft. chains of f^-in. iron with ring and hook.
Six lantern frames with four each of white, red and yellow globes.
Four red and four yellow flags.
24 torpedoes.
Two 8-lb. mauls.
Two I2-lb. mauls.
One No. 3 Merrill's saw set for single tooth cross cut saws.

One

car.

10-in

One
Ten

Five pairs of Icather-soled hip rubber boots.

One push
One 4-hp.

cars.

One gasoline motor car.
Carpenter crews, consisting of a foreman and 6 to 10 house
carpenters and helpers, to handle repairs or construction of
second class stations, freight depots, section houses, stockyards, grain and station platforms and all light carpenter work
should be provided with

track jacks.
One small wrench.
Two sets of ->4-in. wood tackle blocks.
One set of 1-in. wood tackle blocks.
Two ^-in. snatch blocks.
300 ft. of H-in- 4-strand manila rope.
300 ft. of I-in. 4-strand manila rope.
Four 5 ft. 4 in. by lyi in. octagonal steel pinch bars.
Five peavies with two extra handles.
Five carrying hooks, one extra handle.
Two pairs leather-soled hip rubber boots.

responsible for the care and frequently for the construction of
everything pertaining to the physical property of

railway

files.

Two

practically

the

saw

500 ft. of 4-strand manila rope.
Six lantern frames four each of yellow, red and white globes.
Four red and four yellow flags.
24 torpedoes.
Four 24-in. steel claw bars for nails.

Three 5-ft. V-tooth cross cut saws and twelve
Twelve 16-in. common screw jacks.

TOOLS FOR THE WATER SERVICE AND BRIDGE AND
BUILDING DEPARTMENTS
the

10-in.

—

grinding machine.
oxy-acetylene torch for cutting iron.

railways

8-lb. mauls.
8-in. ratchet jacks.

Three 5-ft. V-tooth cross cut saws and 12
Four spading shovels.
Two sets of ^-in. wood tackle blocks.

in.

large grindstone.

On most

or gasoline

Three
1

tool

By

a steam

Edson diaphragm pump with four extra diaphragms.
Myers force pump.

3

2
pairs of leather-soled hip rubber boots.
steel tray concrete wheelbarrows.
Two sand screens.
100 ft. of ^-in. garden hose.

16-in.
12-in.

Supervisor of Bridges and

should be provided with:

concrete mixer, direct connected to

Twelve
Twelve

in.

1

in.

yd.

}i

1/2

Two

^
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and double.
and double.

ft.

of 1-in. four-strand manila rope.
of ^-in. four-strand manila rope.

ft.

bell

ft.

Two

1-in,

One

-l^-in.

cord.

snatch blocks (steel).
snatch block (steel).
Six octagonal steel pinch bars \\i in. by S ft. 4
Two claw bars for track bolts.
'"• steel claw bars for nails.
Two 24 in. by
Two shackle bars for %-\r\. drift bolts.

H

in.

August
Ten

pejivies,
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20,

IJ extra handles.

Six carrying hooks, 2 extra handles.

Two hand

axes.
Six chopping axes.
Two adzes.
Four spike mauls.
Twelve No. 2 shovels.

Twelve long-handled, round-pointed
Twelve clay picks, 4 extra handles.

Two

shovels.

post hole diggers.

One No.
One No.

3

2

Edson diaphragm pump.
Myers force pump with 100

ft.

water hose.

Three 5-ft. V-tooth crosscut saws.
Three 6-ft. V-tooth crosscut saws.
Twelve 10-in. saw files.
One No. 3 Merrill's saw set for crosscut saws.
Four 8-ft. chains of >i*-in. iron with ring and hook.

Two
Two
Two

mauls.
mauls.
mauls.
Six extra maul handles.
Six lantern frames with four each red. white and yellow globes.
Four lanterns with reflectors.
Four red and four yellow flags.
24 torpedoes.
Two chisel bars. 3J^ in. by 1 in., 6 ft. long.
Two 16-in. monkey wrenches.
Two track wrenches.
Two 24-in. Stilson wrenches.
Four S wrenches to fit bolts in general use on bridges.
Six 13/16-in. bridge augers.
Three 5^-in. bridge augers.
Three J^-tn. bridge augers.
Two ^-in. steel drifts, 24 in. long.
Four 5-ft. staging hooks.
Grindstone.
'"
One set of bolt taps and dies. K- '" to
One track level.
One track gage.
Four timber dollies.
One track dolHe.
Six pairs of leather-soled hip rubber boots.
Four track chisels.
Small blacksmith forge.
Anvil.
8-lb.

12-lb.
16-lb.

1

Bench vise.
Four 2-gaI.

oil

cans.

One 1-qt. oiler.
One Buckeye light
Four

One
One

of 1,000 c.p.
straight edges of clear white pine, 114 i"- by 10 in. by 16 ft
push car.
4-hp. gasolene motor car.

The work of sharpening or repairing tools in all crews should
be reserved for stormy days, when little can be accomplished
The foreman should be required to turn in such
in the field.
tools as cannot be readily repaired and they should be promptly
replaced from the storekeeper's stock or by order on the
purchasing agent. To avoid personal injuries a defective tool
should never be allowed to remain in use and the men should
Successful contractors
be encouraged to report any defects.

provide their men with plenty of first class tools and equipment and experience has shown that the best results are obtained in the bridge and building departinent l)y following the
s;mie practice.

DESIGNING MANGANESE STEEL TRACK
By
Vire-Presidetit, Willinni

WORK

Wharton.

Jr.,

no doubt but that they will be exceeded in the next few years.
Unfortunately, when the demand grew, and numerous track
work builders took up the manufacture of manganese steel track
structures, the tendency was displayed to trj' to cheapen the
work at the expense of the product. The hesitation of the railroads to make so much larger first investment in track structures
over what they were accustomed to pay in ordinary w-ork,
made it appear desirable to reduce the ratio of difference to
promote the use of manganese steel work. It was a mistake,
probably due to the inexperience of some manufacturers, but
into which even some of the older track work manufacturers
The result was
fell, in their endeavor to meet competition.
almost the opposite to that intended.
Also in some cases the railroads who had found manganese
steel work entirely satisfactory induced the track work manufacturer to undertake to make more difficult pieces than they
had ever made before, for the elimination of joints and other
anticipated maintenance advantages.
Under the pressure from
both sides, the manganese steel founders allowed themselves to
attempt the making of castings of proportions which were not
productive of the best results.
The consequences were some
failures and cases where manganese steel did not prove a success.
Every such case apparently stood out prominently against
the use of manganese steel work, notwithstanding the hundreds
of other cases where it had given perfect satisfaction and effected
great economy, paying for itself several times over in comparison with ordinary work.
The critical stage which was brought about by these causes
has now been passed. The manganese steel founders and track
work manufacturers have gotten together and secured the
interest and co-operation of the railroads, through the track
committee of the American Railway Engineering Association.
This has resulted in certain minimums being established in
the proportions of the

experience

When

mangane.'ic

ago,

it

steel

Jv

Conipany, Inc..

was introduced

into

special

track

and crossings on steam railroads 15 years
necessarily took a long time before its economic value
as fross

was generally appreciated. It was a new proposition for a
railroad to install a manganese steel track structure costing
2}^ or even 4 times as much as the material it had been using
Each railroad
theretofore, and to expect economical results.
that ventured a trial on the representation of the manufacturer, or on what it had heard concerning the results obtained
elsewhere, wanted a demonstration under its own observation.
This consumed time. Within the last 8 years, however,
economics that can be effected by the use of
frogs, crossings and switches in maintenance
fully recognized and the demand for tliem has
greatly increased.
It has been estimated thai in 1913 ajiprox-

the

important

manganese steel
have been more
imately

18,000

maiig.inese

steel

frogs,

1,300

manganese

steel

crossings and 2,000 manganese steel pointed switches were bought
by the steam railroads of this country, and while in 1914 these

have fallen off, owing to the general condition of business
and the retrenchment of the railroads in partictdar, there is
figures

improved

and

their

to the solid cold state is considerably

other metals, such as iron and ordinary

P.I.

for the various

steel have also profited
methods toward making
the castings suitable for the hard service for which they are
intended.
Patterns and designs are scrutinized more closely
now as to ^vhether they suit foundry practice, and whether a
casting of proper quality in manganese steel can be produced
from it.
The main mistake frequently made in designing manganese
steel track work was that they were based on theoretical calculations as to the necessary strength and an endeavor to provide for a large amount of wear without due regard to the
foundry problem. The shrinkage of manganese steel from the

by

steel.

more than

that of

Roughly speaking,

This means that a casting of 10 ft. in
when poured in the mold than after
it
has cooled.
Thick portions take longer to cool than thin
portions and therefore do not contract as quickly. This presents
a problem that must be taken care of, not only by the foundry
practice, but by the design, otherwise uneven shrinkage, shrinkage cracks, and resulting se.gregation and unsoundness of metal or
internal strains are unavoidable, and an improper design may
is

S/16

length

work such

steel castings

The founders of manganese

expected.

it

I'hil.-ulclpliKi.

manganese

track structures below which satisfactory results can hardly be

Ihiid

V. Angerer
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defeat

in.

to the foot.

over 3

is

all

in.

longer

the ingenuities of the foundryman.

are aggravated by the fact that
called red short,

i.

e.,

manganese

in the red hot state

Tiiese dangers

what might be
extremely brittle

steel is
it

is

and weak and subject to cracking. This requires special treatment of the castings in the molds, only gained by experience,
and being quite different from the treatment of ordinary steel
castings.

When

the

castings

undergo the subseijuent heat treatment,
Thin castings are affected differently

fiulher problems arc met.

from thick castings when both arc subjected to exactly the
Consequently thin portions of a casting

s,ime heat treatment.

may

be differently affected than the thick portions of the same

this

the variation in thickness

considerable.

is

for

reason that ihe practice to cast coupons on the castings

I'or

castin.g, if

is

It
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the dtterniination of physical properties, which

with ordinary steel castings,

tice

is

required by

when

attached to a casting of greater thickness,
would result in different properties being developed in the test

coupon from those of the main casting. Thus, the treatment
given a casting must be gaged by experience, according to the
nature of each individual casting, or group of castings, particularly

in

The

much

reference

castings

to

the

thickness

come

out

of

a

of

metal.

treatment

heat

very

usually

and bent, and have to undergo a straightening process, under powerful presses, to put them back into
shape.
The degree of this distortion often depends largely
upon the design, and in long, complex and spider-like track
distorted

castings,

is

often quite aggravated,

process becomes very
and, in fact,

A PNEUMATIC

the usual prac-

TIE PEELER

not followed in manganese

is

castings, as the difference in heat treatment

steel

the thin coupon,
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so

that

the

In the past the removal of bark from railroad ties has always

been a costly and laborious hand operation. From information
gathered from contractors it has been found that when working
on fresh timber the most expert tie peeler is capable of peeling
by hand an average of but 100 ties per day of 10 hours, for which
production he receives comparatively high wages. The output
of the average tie peeler is from 40 to 60 ties per day, and he
also receives a wage considerably in excess of that demanded by
the ordinary laborer.
cents per

The

generally prevailing price paid

is

5

tie.

The search

for means to reduce this cost led to the develop-

straightening

and hazardous. Internal strains
internal fracture, with no outside indication thereof,
difficult

may

be the consequence, destroying all theories as to the strength
of the piece. All such difficulties and dangers should be given
due consideration in the design. By special precautions the

foundry can overcome the detrimental

some feature of

to

the design, but

effect

may

which may be due

not be able to avoid

it

altogether.

may be
Ribs intended to

or thick portions in some parts of a casting

Heavy
just as

objectionable as too thin portions.

strengthen portions of a casting may have the opposite effect,
producing incipient cracks. No actual fixed rules can be laid
down for designing manganese steel track castings, except a few
cardinal principles which might be summed up as follows
Make the sections of a casting and the thickness of metal
:

the section as uniform as possible.

in

Make

from one section

changes

to

thickness of metal to another gradual.

from one
Avoid abrupt changes

another and

and all sharp corners.
Avoid all possible projections, brackets or cross members
which may form a serious impediment to the free contraction
Before deciding upon
of the casting in cooling in the mold.
an unusual design, consult the foundryman.
After a piece has been cast successfully, the wearing qualities
so essential to track work have to be imparted to it through the
heat treatment.
Manganese steel derives its remarkable
wearing qualities through a combination of hardness and
ductility.
It may be of interest to the designer and maker,
as well as to the user of manganese steel track work, to have
pointed out a few peculiarities of this remarkable metal. The
hardest castings may not always be the best wearing ones. The
particular value

is

in its great resistance to abrasion.

toughest and most ductile

state,

manganese

steel

In

Portable Plant for Peeling Ties

ment by the Ingersoll-Rand Company,

New

York, of the "Im-

perial" tie peeling tool, used in conjunction with an "Imperial"

hammer. Experiments have shown that with this tool
an ordinary laborer had no difficulty in thoroughly peeling from
150 to 200 ties per day, and at a wage rate far below that received
Inexperienced men who had never
Ijy the expert hand peeler.
used an air hammer nor seen a tie peeled were used in the tests.
They were able to peel a standard seasoned tie with this tool in
an average time of less than three minutes.
A complete installation for pneumatic tie peeling comprises the

pnevmiatic

two

tools already

mentioned and a small "Imperial" vertical

sin-

its

has somewhat

of a tendency to flow under cold rolling or pounding.

In track
sometimes causes the appearance of initial wear, dmto this action of the skin, which usually is slightly tougher
than the rest of the castings. Such initial wear is no criterion
of the subsequent wearing qualities of the piece. Blow holes are

work

this

a rare occurrence in manganese steel castings, as, owing to the
chemical composition of manganese steel, it is quite free from
gases in the molten state. While never desirable, small cracks
need not cause any such apprehension as in an ordinary carbon
It is a very well known fact, and pointed out by
steel casting.

eminent authorities as Dr. H. M. Howe, lliat owing to the toughness of manganese steel, cracks do not readily propagate.
A
sudden parting of a manganese steel casting, properly heattreated and toughened, need never be apprehended under almost
any strain to which the pieces are subjected in tlie track. Even
if

physical

tests

made

for ultimate tensile strength or elastic limit

view of the difficulty of machining
test pieces to proper sizes, they would form no criterion for
the strength of the pieces. The necessary strength and solidity
of a manganese steel track casting depends mostly upon the
design and its wearing qualities upon the proper licat-treatmcut
given to it by the metallurgist.
could be

readily,

in

Pneumatic Tie Peeler
gle-acting air compressor, with 6

in.

in

Use

diameter by 6

small air receiver, suitable valves, piping, hose,

approximately $300.

The compressor has

in.

etc.

stroke, a
It

costs

sufficient capacity to

operate the two tools simultaneously if necessary. An accompanying photograph shows the pneumatic tie peeler at work. The

compressor
driven by a

may
belt

be installed in some convenient place and is
from the line shaft. The extra load imposed

upon the power plant
shows a portable

tion

By
ful

is

scarcely perceptible.

Another

illustra-

plant.

the insertion of other tools the hammer also has other usesuch as the chipping and calking of metals,

applications,

while by the addition of other pneumatic tools the air compressor
can be used for such work as portable drilling and boring and
general repair work.

The Chattanooga Creek Bridge
Interesting Substructure

Involving

the

Use

Work on

of

By

C.

a

a

Drag

The

Nashville, Chattanooga

masonry ahutments

&

for

St.

a

recentlj- completed
deck girder hridge

across Chattanooga creek at the point where

it

flows into the

Tennessee river, which involved interesting construction methods.
Only four of the girder spans have been placed at present,
two of which replace a three-track pile trestle, one replaces a
main Hne truss bridge, while one is for new second track.
The creek originally flowed under the tracks at a very acute
angle, and the first plan adopted for the new structure provided
for changing the channel to permit the use of two 2S-ft. arches
at right angles to the main track.
After considerable excavation had been made to carry out this plan, objections were
raised by certain citizens of Chattanooga on the ground that
the proposed structure would interfere with the navigation of
the stream.
The matter was taken up with the War department, the objections of the citizens were sustained, and a change
in plan was ordered.
This resulted in the adoption of plans
providing for deck girders resting on concrete abutments. The
abutments are of the cantilever type. The base is 5 ft. thick
by 31 ft. wide, and the vertical wall 5 ft. thick by 56 ft. high,
while 5-ft. fillet connects the vertical wall and the base. Reinforcement consists entirely of second-hand S6-lb. rail spaced
9 in. center to center in both the base and vertical walls.
The

r^cn

track.

Excavation

for

H. Johnson

Louis has
15-track

St. L.

15-track Structure

Line

Engineer of Construction, Nashville, Chattanooga &
Tenn.

high

&

of the N. C.

Louis.

St.

Nashville,

the south side of the creek.
The excavation had to be taken
out to about 5 ft. below the water surface and the maximum
depth of cutting was 42 ft.
Bucyrus drag line with a

A

working radius of 70 ft. horizontally and SO ft. vertically was
rented from a contractor, who also furnished the men to operate
it.
The excavation made for the two arches as originally
planned was refilled by this machine, a half-inch stream of
water being thrown on the material as it was dumped from the
bucket.
As the material was already wet, part of it coming
from below the water surface, this stream proved sufficient to
make it flow so as to fill the entire excavation. The expense
of operating the machine was as follows:
Rent of machine

Foreman

Per day. $25.00

...

Engineer

.

4.00
6.00
3.60
10.50
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.90

.

Fireman ....
•Six

laborers

Pumper
Watchman
Machinist

.

.

.

.

.

Coal, repairs,

etc.

oil,

Total

The

total

$64.00

was $9,739.87 or
the material had to be han-

cost of excavating 40,000 cu. yd.

However, about half
account of the difficult location of the work,

24.4 cents a yd.

dled twice on

and allowing for

was

this the cost

16.2 cents per yd. of material

Working phmrm.

f Unloading track.)

10
Scale ofFeet

Plant Layout at the Chattanooga Creek Crossing of the Nashville, Chattanooga
fillet

is

reinforced with short pieces of

rail

placed 18

in.

center

on a batter of 1 to 1. No reinforcement was used in
the walls above the tops of the 30-ft. rails, which were carried
to the bottom of the foundation slab, the tension in the wall
above this point being taken care of by the concrete.
The girders are placed parallel to the tracks which they support, and, as there is a difference in the angles which the various tracks make with the walls, these girders vary in length.
They are floored with creosoted timber and the re.gular track
construction on rock ballast is used across them.
One of the piers of the old truss bridge was directly in the
hne of the north wall, which necessitated a special design at
this point as it was impossible to place the horizontal reinforcement for a footing. Consctiiiejilly a gravity section was iiscil
be olil pier was IncnrpniiilcMl in the
to a height of 30 ft. and
to center

I

r;x('AV,\Ti0N

The
-10,000

plans
cu.

yd.

finally adopleil called lur the excavation of
of material, about two-thirrls nf which was on

as

&

Louis

St.

This rather high price for drag line work was due
it was necessary to pull the old piles with the
macliine and also because of the many boulders which were
liandU'd.

to tlie fact that

encountered.
PILE

DHIVlNt;

i\o suitable imlnial foundation could be secured, the creek
bed being made up of boulders from the mountain side for a
great depth, so it was necessary to use piles. The specifications
for the piles provide for any kind of timber 8 in. tops and 12
in.

butts.

so that

The

cut off of the piles

be submerged

is

at the old

low water

The

line

were
driven with ;i 4-ton steam hanuner handleil by a 20-ton locomotive crane, operating on a short section of trestle work built
on foiuidation piles sufliciently high to keep the track above
any expected stage of water. An attempt was made to use
a floating driver, hut as the only barge available proved too
small, and the men demonstrated their inexperience in handling
bo.its, the attempt was abandoned, after 24 hours' trial.
The
lailiire

lhe\

of this

will

|il.ui

occurred

at

all

times.

at a critical time.

piles

The excavation
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for the new wall having been completed behind tin- old pier
and under the main line approach trestle, the mmuitaiu side
It was
above began to slide and endanger the main track.
necessary to build a short section of the wall promptly in order
to stop the slide, and before this could be done the foundation
As an emergency measure, the drag
piles had to be driven.
line was moved into position, the bucket was taken off and the

This
handle the 4-ton hammer.
machine was designed to handle,
but it did the work very well. Piles were driven day and night
and the short section of wall was completed in time to prevent
In the meantime the locomotive
serious results from the slide.
crane was provided to finish the driving.
The pile driving gang consisted of 14 men and a foreman,
and 2,700 piles were driven, the penertation varying from 5 ft.
This great variation made
to 30 ft. sometimes in adjacent piles.
the driving slow, as it was necessary to use piles long enough
for the greatest depth, and they had to be cut off if they failed

machine used as a crane

was

to
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drop-bottom cars of about one cu. yd. capacity each, one car
being used for each mixer. A small receiving hopper holding
about ^i cu. yd. was built at the mouth of each mixer so that
no delay occurred while the car was making the trip. Two
men were required with each car to push it to place, dump it
and return to the mixer. Before resorting to the use of cars
the mixers were raised to the height of the bridge seat, without interfering with the material bins and wheeling platforms.

a heavier load than the

to penetrate the full distance before the adjacent pile could
be driven. The pile driver expense was about $50 a day, and
with an average of 35 piles driven a day the cost of drivin.i;
per pile wa^; $1.40. On account nf the great variation in i)ene-

The Concreting

Plant

This was accomplished by extending the guides for the charging
hoppers enough to reach the new position of the mixers and
using a larger cable for hoisting.
Old car sills 30 ft. long were used for posts and braces for
the lower part of the wall, to which the casing, consisting of
2 in. dressed lumber for the face and 2 in. rough lumber for
the back of the wall were nailed.

Above

a height of 30

ft.

the

long and was bolted into
After the concrete
place by rods running through the wall.
casing was nailed to studding S

._-^%=.

ft.

-J\j^l

'

General View Showing Construction Progress

no accurate estimate can be given of the cost per foot,
ft. the cost would
be 9.3 cents a driven foot. The above prices include tlie cost of
temporary trestle work, the cost of installing the machine and
the cost of unloading the piles, framing them in the yard and
transporting from the yard to the machine.
Iration

but assuming an average penetration of 15

-

^

.^

'^

•»

^

kit

...-.

b^

-

CONtRKTE WORK
All concrete

work was of

1-3-5 mixture, the aggregate being

- i*^

crushed limestone. Sand and stone were delivered on the work
in drop-bottom cars, which were dumped from a trestle built
over the material bin. Soaked cement was unloaded by hand
into a cement house built on the three-track trestle referred to
above. Two No. 6 Chicago Cube mixers equipped with charging hoppers were placed on a wheeling platform which wa--

formed by extending the floor of the sand and stone bins,
and which was about 20 ft. below the bridge seat. Sand and
stone were placed in the hoppers from measured wheel-barrows
and the proper amount of cement added. For a large part of
the work the mixers dumped directly into chutes, consisting
It was found by
of wooden troughs lined with sheet iron.
experiment that the best inclination for chutes of this kind was
4 in. vertical to 12 in. horizontal, any steeper slope than this
had a tendency to separate the mixture, while a lighter slope
was not sufficient to make the concrete flow readily. A tram
track was built just outside of each wall, and when the wall
became too high for the chutes the concrete was delivered in

K
The Drag Line Excavator

at

Work

set the casing was taken off in sections and used again,
while the rods were simply cut off at the face of the concrete,
no provision having been made for removing them. The 5-ft.
wall required considerable yardage per square foot of form

had

it was possible to keep ahead of the concrete work
with a small force of form men. This term is used for the
reason that there was no carpenter on the job, the form gang
consisting of an experienced concrete man assisted by 4 or 5

surface, and

The mixing gang was composed of 21 men
laborers.
two mixers working as follows: 8 hauling stone, 4 haul-

common
for the

August
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20,

ing sand, 2 on the charging hoppers, 2

dumpuig mixers,

From

A

2 to 6

was placed with the temperature
about 20 deg. F., necessitating the heating of the sand and
This was done by building a gridstone to prevent freezing.
large part of the concrete

iron consisting of

on the

full

I'/i

length of

in.
tlie

pipe laid about 30
bin floor

Steam was supplied from

it.

in.

center to center

and passing steam through

small vertical boiler belonging

a

to a hoisting engine.

The abutments contain

8,071

cu.

yd.

$5.03 a cu. yd., exclusive of excavation

figure being

made up

of concrete,

and

The method of charging the elevator
and upon the amount of money

haul-

1

men, depending on speed of mixing, were used for placing concrete and
spading it away from the forms.
ing cement and 4 hauling concrete.

and cost

pile foundation, this

as follows

345

ditions

may

lb.

of

3.12

etc

33
33

placing about 30,000 hn.

rods

is

of 56-lb.

ft.

included in the above figure.

rail

and

The

pile

The drawing shows team runways

already be available.

means

of a derrick, and a clam-shell or orange-peel bucket, a locomotive
crane, a small steam traction shovel or industrial cars. The last

would hardly be employed unless
at

one

it

was intended

to use the plant

locality for a considerable length of time.

Screens, shafts,

can be obtained in the open market, yet
most of such equipment could be turned out in the railroad shop.
Sprockets, spur gears and pinion gears can, in nearly every case,
be obtained of suitable size from a manufacturers' standard
sprockets, pulleys,

etc.,

The general operation of preparing sand and gravel

for use as

first

of excavating the material from

bank deposit or elevating it
it to the washing plant,
located directly above suitable
screens, and playing upon the

from the beds of streams, transwhere it is elevated to a hopper
screens, dumping it into these

concrete aggregate consists
the

material water under pressure,

which, in connection with the agitation of screens, causes rolling

foundation cost $1.10 a cu. yd. of concrete.

PORTABLE GRAVEL SCREENING AND WASHING PLANT
By Mac Rae

desired to invest

leading to the hopper, but the hopper can also be loaded by

$1.22

$5.03

5,550

it is

loading equipment, or on the kind of loading equipment that

in

porting
cost of

depend upon the con-

stock.

Labor mixing and placing concrete
Concrete material, including unloading,
Labor building forms
Material for forms

The

will

that

D. Campbell.

and tumbling of material and accomplishes its cleansing. From
screens the material may be passed into bins unless used as coming

from the hoppers.

Screening, washing, and, where necessary, crushing, are accomplished by using any one of several types of screens and a type of

Altliough nature has been very lavish in distributing materials

crusher that seems most desirable for the material to be handled.

suitable for use as aggregate in concrete construction, neverthe-

Screens can be grouped under the head of gravity, reciprocating,

bank-run material should be screened so that
fine and course volumes may be properly reproportioned before
using in concrete mixtures to secure dense, hence water tight
Likewise, many bank deposits contain foreign matter
concrete.
such as clay or loam, rendering tlie material unfit for use unless
washed. Sand and gravel may be found near the site of the contemplated work, but if facilities for washing dirty material are
not available haul of varying length is involved to bring suitable
materials to the site of the work.
Engineers now realize the important part that aggregates play
Economies resulting from applying any
in concrete construction.
simple and practical method to make otherwise unsuitable material available for concrete work will soon represent a sum that
would absorb the cost of a portable gravel screening and washing
plant such as shown in the accompanying plan. The plant shown
in the accompanying drawing is estimated to cost about $2,000

and rotary.

less

most,

if

not

all,

Gravity screens are so named because the material
by weight alone, the screens being fixed.

their face

Experience has generally proved that gravity screening plants
are not as satisfactory in

all

cases as other types in securing a

This

due

product possessing

all

to the great variety

of material found in different pits and even

desirable qualities.

in different parts of the

same

is

largel.\

pit.

Reciprocating screens are a marked improvement over gravity
screens, especially as regards subsequent sizing of the materials.

They have long been used
plants.
The application of

successfully in coal and ore mining

reciprocating screens to gravel and
Such
washing has, however, been limited.
screens are at times arranged so that the operating angle ma>
be changed to meet different requirements arising through varia-

sand

sizing

and

tions in the composition of material.

In using reciprocating or

vibrating screens the material to be handled must be distributed

evenly across the face of the screens and be fed upon

for a capacity of screens of 350 cu. yd. per day.

Timber used

down

rolls

it

at a

motion must be

should be selected stock that
will permit the repeated setting up and dismantling of the plant
with the least injury to the units of which it is composed. Working out the details of the design carefully for the cutting and boring of timbers will insure tliat most, if not all, of the units can

uniform rate;

be assembled by bolts, dowels and lag screws. Materials forming
bin bottoms and sides or ends can be assembled so as to make
tmits of these portions of the construction that in turn can be
erected quickly, and dismantled with equal ease. The size of bins
will be regulated by the necessity for storing any considerable

Rotary screens are of four general kinds: Straight-cylindriconical (used in an inclined as well as in a horizontal position), the combined cylindrical and conical, so-called because incorporating both forms, and the multiple conical.
Cylindrical
screens are made by attaching perforated sheet metal or wire

in this construction

<|uantity of material, also by

tional

tlic

take up any lost motion that

capacity of the plant.

An

addi-

shown in the drawing will
might result from poor fit of the

amoimt of bracing beyond

that

although proper detailing at the time of laying out the
work will prevent the necessity for this.
.V suitable area should be cleared off at the pit or site of the
parts,

deposit where such a plant

is

to be erected

and bridge timbers or

be well to mark every
piece of timber or unit of the plant, cither at the time of erection
cribbing used for a foundation.

It will

or just before dismantling the plant for the
nate

its

first

greater at the feed than at the discharge end because of the

When properly designed and erected,
such screens will produce satisfactory separation of fine and

greater quantity handled.

coarse materials.
cal,

cloth to circular metal frames, the size of the perforations being

governed by the grading of the output desired.

To

of time when necessary to rc-crect Ihe slrucliMc. I'urtability and
convenience are prime requisites if tin- design is to serve its intended purpose. Many short cuts will, no doubt, suggest themselves while detailing the cnnstructinn preparatory to cutting timber and erecting,

obtain material properly sized for construction which re-

quires coarse aggregate from ;4 to Ij/j in. and washed sand from
!4-in. to that which will be retained on a No. 100 mesh screen,

perforations are, in the majority of cases, 1^-in. round holes
in the first conical screen,

screen,
last

and

Js-in.

diameter

the

same

in the

;4

size in the inner skirt, or

next screen.

Material from this

screen should then be discharged into a settling tank.

Wherever a grading of material

time, to desig-

proper place in the constnutioM and thus insure economy

also, the oscillating or vibrating

a"d

yi in. or 54

screen with
screen

1-in.

and

or

1

in.,

J/j-in.

is

required which

lies

hetwecti

the material must pass through a

pcrforatiotis,

having. S/16-in. perforations.

It

and be retained on a
must he remembered,

however, that unless a very large percentage of the material lies
helwccn '4 and '/i in. or % and 1 in., as it comes from the pit,
this grading cannot be secured in the same operation that pro-
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duces the coarse aggregate ranging from

%

to V/z in.

When

on a yi-'m. screen, the
screen meant is a testing screen, which is simply %-\n. wire
mesh stretched over a circular frame of small diameter. Testspecifications refer to material retained

ing screens of this type are held in a horizontal position

when

If materials are not used as coming from the washing plant,
then storage facilities must be provided. Bins can be made of
timber, steel or concrete, but if they are to be portable or semiportable they should be constructed of timber or steel, preferably

timber, as such bins can be

the

through them, the screens being shaken by
hand sufficiently to force all material under
in. through the
openings. Hence, the perforations or openings in screens used
in washing or screening plants must be of such diameter as experience and experiment have proved will produce materials conforming to the hand-screen test. It will readily be appreciated
that sand and fine aggregate can be made to pass over instead
of through a yi-'in. mesh screen if the angle at which it is set and
the speed of travel are made great enough.
The successful operation of a sand and gravel washing plant
requires a sufficient quantity of water, not only to remove the silt
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materi.ll is screened

moved around

readily on trucks.

Stationary bins are usually constructed only for permanent plants

%

having large capacity.
The horse power required to operate this plant will vary considerably, depending upon modifications of design and capacity.
Gasoline motive power is very convenient, economical and
adaptable.

The particular advantages of the plant shown in this design
are that preparation of sand and gravel for use in concrete, or
by slight modifications, the preparation of ballast that in its
natural state is unsuited for use, may be accomplished very
readily equipment and design are not complicated specifications
;

;

/Wooden hopper-sfeel lined.

Dependi on screen used

Support for bbck
teckle

-4'-3'---j'—4'-3'—

g<f-

End Elevation

/yiC/'

Wood Hopper-sfeel lined

Side Elevation
Semi-Portable Gravel Screening and Washing Plant

from the

material, but also to assist in sizing it.
Every screen
should be supplied with a separate water-supply spray, which
also serves to rinse the material as it leaves the screen.
The
quantity of water required to thoroughly wash and size sand and
gravel varies from J4 gal. to 1 gal. per minute, per cubic yard of
material prepared per day. That is, if the capacity of the plant

500 yd. of prepared material per day, from 250 to 500 gal. of
water per minute will be necessary at the pump. This apparent
wide range in figures is due to variations in thf sand and gravel
that will have to be handled. In determining i)nnip capacity it is
necessary to know, of course, the quantity of water required,
length of pipe between the pump and the point of discharge, size
is

from the surface of the watOr at the sucend to the point where water is discharged, and the pressure
of water desired at the point of discharge. In many gravel pits,
large stones or boulders are found that cannot be used in concrete without crushing. Material which is over size and rejected
by the first screen should be passed to a spout which will convey
of pipe, total distance
tion

the large size stones to a crusher.

covering coarse and fine aggregate, as regards sizing and cleanliness, are easily met
such a plant can readily be made to produce coarse aggregate grading from ]/i to lyi in. that will con;

exceed 5 per cent of material passing through a 54-in.
more than 3 per cent of silt
aggregate graded from yi to yi in. can be produced so that not
more than 10 per cent will pass through a '/4in. hand-testing

tain not to

hand-testing sieve, nor containing

sieve.

—A

Railway Con.stkuction in Japan.
Government has

recent consular report

down a general policy
be adopted, the country's
railway webs will be completed within ten years, with the addition
of 1,219 miles to the mileage already operated. During the present fiscal year new lines of 79 miles will be completed and opened
to traffic. Within the succeeding six years 238 miles will be completed, while the remainder is not yet assigned for the lack of
All the light railway lines, with a total length of 331
capital.
miles, are postponed until the year 1916-17, or later.
says that the Japanese

for railway construction.

If the plan

laid

Practical Bridge Erection
Second Series
Various
The two

prize winning papers

and

five

of

Contest Papers Describing Solutions of
Special Problems by Bridge Men

Common and

other contributions re-

ceived in the contest on Bridge Construction Methods, which
closed March 10, were published in the Railzvay Age Gazette of

May 21. The following contributions received at the same time
cover other phases of interest to railway men engaged in buildFive additional articles
ing, maintaining and renewing bridges.
for which space is not available in this issue will appear in an
carlx- maintenance section.
By
Engineer.

Dulutli,

J. E. Bkbh
South Shore ^- Atlantic, IJuluth, Minn.

South Shore & Atlantic.
Bridge D-94, 9J'_. miles south of Houghton, Mich., on the
Houghton Division, which was originally a pony Howe truss
span 107 ft. long with a SO-ft. timber trestle approach at each
end, was replaced by one lOO-ft. through plate girder span and
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A.

through plate girder spans, one at each end of the
The stream spanned is known as the Sturgeon river,
which drains a large territory lying to the west and -south of
The stream is approximately 130 ft. wide at
llic right-of-way.
this point and 17 ft. deep, and is subject to annual floods.
SO-ft.

Soundings showed that the bed of the stream consisted of 5 to 6
Embedded in the silt
of sand and silt overlying red clay.
were found logs and driftwood in large quantities. This fact
made it seem probable that the driving of sheet pile cofferdams
would be attended by considerable (lhlicult\, so that the construction of piers b\ this method was abandoned as uneconomical.
It was finally decided to use two 5K-ft. slcel cylinders 26 ft.
long filled with concrete, for each pier with a supporting duster
of 7 piles driven inside each cylinder. The cylinders were made
of y^-\\\. steel plates, with lap joints and rivets spaced 4 in.
Each pair of cylinders was j<iine(l
vertically and horizontally.
the top by 8-ft. girder diaphragms.

was within 2

ft.

first

three cylinders.

of grade, a large log

When

AH

the fourth cylinder

was struck

lying diagonally

below water level. Attempts
to remove the log by grappling hooks and dynamite proved of no
avail.
A large chisel was then made by forging and sharpening
the end of an 80-!b. rail. This rail was suspended between the
leads of a track pile driver and a section cut from the log by

across the cylinder's location 13

striking the rail with the

When

ft.

hammer.

were down to grade and thoroughly
cleaned out, seven 40-ft. piles were driven in each one and cut
The water was then pumped from
off just above the water line.
In only one inthe tubes and the interior filled with concrete.
stance was it necessary to deposit a seal of concrete in the bottom of the cylinder before pumping out. The concrete filling
was carried to within 14 in. of the top of the tubes and levelled.
Four bolts, 1% in. in diameter and 15 in. long, were set in the
concrete, 6 in. of the bolt protruding above the surface of the
concrete. The upper ends of these bolts had been threaded and
provided with nuts. Circular concrete cap slabs had been cast
with an I-beam grillage in each slab for the girder bearings,
before the work on the bridge began. These caps were placed
all

the

tubes

The exact elewas obtained by adjusting the nuts on

position on the foin- bolts by the derrick.

the four bolts that supported each slab.
h'

long span.

at

placing of the

\ation of each cap slab

Steel Cylinder for D. S. S.

ft.

a yi-yd. orange peel bucket operating inside the tube.

allowing the weight of a locomotive to force the tubes downward. Slight inequality in settling was corrected by swinging
a stick of timber in the falls of the derrick and using this timber
No obstacle
as a ram or hammer along the edge of the tube.
in the form of logs or boulders was encountered during the

in

Bridge over the Waiska River

two

means of

old bridge, after the latter had been raised by jacks, and then

Metal cylinders, either of steel, wrought, or cast iron, have
been used extensively by European engineers for piers and abutments of bridges, particularly by the British throughout the
American encolonies of India, South Africa and Australia.
gineers, however, have been rather backward in adopting steel
cylinders for this purpose, and until comparatively recent years
they were used only under highway bridges or railroad structures of the lightest type. The following description covers two
recent exam.ples of cylinder pier construction on the Duluth,

1^

The bottom of the stream at each pier location was thoroughly dragged to remove all logs and driftwood. Excavation
was begun with a 1^-yd. orange peel bucket operated from a
boom derrick on the shore before the cylinder was placed in
position.
About one-half of the total depth was excavated in
this manner. The tube was then lifted by the derrick and placed
in position, the remainder of the excavation being handled by
of the cylinders settled quite uniformly under their own weight
or by blocking between the cylinders and the stringers of the

RECENT CYLINDER PIER CONSTRUCTION
Office

and Maintenance Methods

Two

pieces of 3-in.

iron pipe had been cast into each slab extending

from top

to

and through these two openings cement mortar was
forced, after the slab had been set to line and grade.
This
mortar filled the 6-in. space between the concrete deposited in
the cjlinder and the imder side of the slab, also the small annular space between the sides of the cylinder and the slab.
The usual concrete abutments w'ere then built at the ends of
the bridge, the girders placed in position and the bridge completed.
The bridge was built in mid-winter, concrete being
placed when the temperature was as low as 10 dep. below zero.
The water and concrete aggregates were heated and the interior of the cylinders kept warm by steam coils.
Bridge No. 6, 12 miles west of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., on
the main line to Marquette, was originally a timber frame
trestle, with a deck Howe truss 129 ft. long on pile piers spanning the stream. The total length of the bridge was 452 ft., and
the height above normal water 49 ft. This bridge was replaced
by a steel trestle 436 ft. long, with a U)4 ft. 6 in. girder over the
stream. The tower spans are 31 ft. long.
The two towers on
each side of the stream rest on concrete-filled steel cylinder
piers.
The remaining towers rest on concrete piers of the usual
The stream is known as the Waiska river, and is 155 ft.
type.
wide and 17 ft. deep at the crossing.
Soundings showed that the bctl of the stream was composed of
bottom,
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stiff

red clay to a great depth. Lar^e quantities of logs and drift-

wood were found on

The

the bottom.

cylinders were

made 8

ft.

and were built of f^-in. steel plates. This enabled
a 1^-yd. orange peel bucket to work inside the cylinder, which
hastened the sinking. The toughness of the clay rendered the
excavation more difficult than in the case of the Sturgeon river
bridge.
Also the friction along the sides of the cylinders was
great enough to prevent their sinking, as the interior was excavated. A frame of heavy maple timber was made and placed
in diameter,

on top of the cylinder.

An

to the falls of a small

boom

old pile driver

ders by striking the timber frame.

hammer made

hammer was

fastened

derrick and used to drive the cylin-

A

hand

line fastened to the

Vol.
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through a snatch block at the opposite end of the cap, around
the new stringers and back to the opposite rail, was used for
pulling in the stringers, the old ones being pushed ahead until
The second
they touched the stringers on the opposite side.
new set was then pulled under in the same way until they touched
the first set, making a solid tier of timbers imder the ties. After
removing the spikes from the old stringers on the opposite side
and jacking up the track on that side, the first set of old stringers
was pulled out to the ends of the caps and the other set of old
stringers and the first set of new ones pulled over to replace
them. This allowed the second set of new ones to be pulled
The bolts were then removed from
into the permanent location.

on various parts
of the frame, which kept the cylinder plumb and the settlement
uniform.
Seven piles were driven in each cylinder, which was then
pumped out without sealing the bottom with concrete. Levelit

possible to place the blows

ing bolts with sleeve nuts

were

set in the top

of the concrete.

An

I-beam grillage was used on each cylinder instead of the
concrete cap. This grillage was brought to proper level by the
leveling bolts and to proper line by shifting the grillage on the
bolts.

The

grillage

was then concreted

in to

form

a cap for the

pier.

The cylinders were handled and placed by a steam derrick
working on the deck of the old bridge. This derrick also handled

When each cylinder was ready for concrete,
was placed by the derrick upon a staging directly

the concrete mixer.

the mixer

over the cylinder and the concrete discharged into the interior
without handling. The same method was used in placing the
concrete in the piers under the towers on the shore. The boom
derrick and hoisting engine which operated the orange peel
bucket were handled by the derrick and moved from place to
place as necessary.

This steam derrick was built from an old steam shovel whicli
had been badly damaged by rolling down a steep embankment
and was not considered worth repairing for shovel work. The
work of remodeling was done by the motive power department.
It is self propelling and
Its present lifting capacity is 20 tons.
is used on bridge work in place of a work train.
To utilize the second class timber released from bridges recently rebuilt, a small portable saw-mill has been purchased and
set up at Marquette in the building which houses the rail saw.
During the winter months when the rail saw is not much used,
the electric power is utilized to saw this timber into smaller
Practically all of the rough buildsizes for building purposes.
ing lumber used for the past two years in building construction
has been resawed from used bridge timber.

Sketch Showing Method of Pulling in New Trestle Stringers
Without Weakening the Structure
first line of old stringers and the timbers dropped to the
ground, after which the second set of old stringers was pulled
out to the end of the cap and the first set of new stringers pulled

the

permanent location. Any parts of the old stringers that
were worth saving were snubbed down to the ground with a
rope to prevent their being damaged.
This method insured safety, as the new stringers took some of
into its

RENEWING TRESTLE STRINGERS WITHOUT DELAY
TO TRAFFIC
By

S. C.

Tanner

Master Carpenter, Baltimore

i^-

Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

In renewing the stringers in the trestle approach to the Baltimore & Ohio coal pier at Curtis r.a\ Md., it was essential that
the work be handled without delay to the trains of coal which
pass over this trestle to the pier every 10 or 15 min., day ami
night. Any interference to these trains would have meant con
siderable delay in the yard operation and to the traffic on the
road, as well as inconvenience in the loading of ocean liners.
A scaffold was built along one side of the trestle by bolting
3-iii. by 10-in. planks to the caps and the new stringers were
.

hoisted to this scaffold by the derrick shown in the accompanyThe ties were then turned with the framed
ing illustration.

up in order to make a smooth surface over the tops of the
which the track was spiked to the ties and the
By
ties spiked to the stringers on the side opposite the scaffold.
jacking up the track on the side adjacent to the scaffold the new
stringers on the scaffold were pulled under the ties between
trains. A lJ4-in- rope run from a hoisting engine on the ground
side

stringers, after

Hoisting

New

Stringers to Scaffold Alongside Trestle

the load from the old ones and had a tendency to make the structure stronger rather than weaker during the renewal. The ties
were turned back with the framed side down, and the work completed without the necessity for even reducing the speed of
train.
less

A

stretch of 580

ft.

was renewed

in this

way

than would have been possible by any method

I

any

at a cost

know

of.
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PLACING THROUGH GIRDER SPANS BY LATERAL

demonstrated by placing a No. 6 Barrett track jack at each end
and moving the span without difiiculty with six men.

MOVEMENT
By

E.

W. Fair

REPLACING

Supervisor Bridges and Buildings, Buffalo, Rochester

Du

The
of

steel

the

new

By

heavy bridge

dollies bolted to the

ends of the girders in place of the bridge shoes. This method
of supporting the new spans is objectionable, however, on account of the delay involved in jacking up the bridge and removing the dollies after the new structure has been put in place be-

can be carried over it. For this reason a method
lias been developed by which the span is moved on rollers between two sets of rails. In this case it is only necessary to block
the rollers to allow traffic to pass over the new structure, the
permanent shoes being placed later.
In the case of bridge No. 202.01, the old structure was a
double-track through plate girder span 62 ft. 6 in. long, with a
middle girder between tracks and a spacing of 31 ft. 2 in. center
to center between outside girders.
This bridge was replaced
by a through girder span of the same length without a middle
girder, carrying a solid concrete floor. On account of the dense
traffic the new span was assembled and riveted up on falsework
west of the old track, the concrete floor, ballast and ties being
put in place on the new bridge.
As it was necessary to cut
down the masonry abutments and place new concrete bridge
seats, pile bents were driven to support the old span and these
were capped at an elevation low enough to allow jacks to be
placed on them after the new span had been rolled into place
to remove the rails and place the shoes.
Three 100-lb. rails were placed on the falsework under the
new span at each end close together with the ball of the rail uj),
and extending over the new bridge seats. The new span was
assembled on two 100-lb. rails with the ball of the rail down,
these rails being fastened together with bolts extending through
joint holes with wooden filler blocks to keep them from turning.
Steel rollers 2 in. in diameter were laid between the two sets
of rails at 18-in. intervals and were also placed in position on
the lower rails ahead of the new structure ready to receive it in
rolling into place.
The end floor beams were in line with the
sole plates, providing a support for the two rails carrying the
new span. The center rails on the bridge seat were extended
out over falsework on the east side erected to receive the old
span when moved out to make room for the new.
Two wrecking cranes were used to make the movement, the
cars being placed as close as possible to the ends of the bridge.
The old span was raised and girder dollies placed under each
corner, after which it was pulled out on the falsework at the
east side and the new span pulled in from the west. This change
ivas nuide between 6:10 a. m. and 7:25 a. m., the actual time of
pulling the new structure into line being only 8 min.
The
steel in this bridge weighed 315,220 lb., and the concrete deck
In addition to this the span carried the limestone
180,000 lb.
ballast and ties. A similar bridge 76 ft. 6 in. long in which thr
steel weighed 452,778 lb., and the concrete deck 225,000 lb. in
addition to ballast and ties, was rolled into place on old 5-in.
bridge pins, the track being out of service only 1 hour and -4^
fore

traffic

minutes.

Xo

trouble

was experienced

in

rolling

these

bridges

place and a probable saving in time of at least one or

was

effected

in

addition

curity of this method.
lies

was

to

The

to

skew and

bin<l

into

two hours

greater convenience

the

dilTioulty exiierienccd

had a tendency

that they

and

at

both

ends,

altliougli

there

New Haven &

Hartford.

it became necessary to renew the New York, New Haven
Hartford double-track bridge over the Blackstone river in
Woonsocket, R. I., the two Howe truss spans of 146 ft. and 91
respectively, were replaced by three deck plate girder
ft.,
The intermediate bearspans, one of 91 ft. and two of IZ ft.

When

&

ing for the girder spans replacing the long trusses was provided by a steel tower svipported on a concrete pier built up

few

a

feet

above the water

level.

The base of rail was about 47 ft. above the river and the
water was about 11 ft. deep. In order to reduce the cost of
falsework to the minimum consistent with safe operation of
the brid,ge during construction, a number of changes were
made in the old Howe trusses. The old trusses, which had
been
pile

built

1876,

in

had been strengthened in 1890 by placing
under the second panel to reduce the

bents at each end

order to permit raising the bridge seats at

In

chord strain.
the ends of

span to receive the new girders the main
braces at the ends of the old trusses were changed to incline
away from the bridge seats and the bottom chord was cut in
this

front of the bridge seats, making cantilexer spans at the ends
the old trusses, the temporary- pile supports serving as

of

Renewing a Howe Truss with Two Girder Spans. The New Span
on the Right Is in Place, the Other Is Supported from Overhead Bents During the Removal of the Old Floor System
lower on

alnilmcnts.

Also to
pier

on the flanges

ihonls of the trusses had to be cut and to carry the load
uuid sills were placed on each side of the new pier I'oimdation
.iiul
frame bents erected, after which the coiniter braces for

the pulling lines near the center of the span the bridge could

moved evenly

Sheldon

Supervisor Bridges and Buildings. New York,
Providence, R. I.

new

se-

more of tlicm to slide, which gave
considerable trouble in moving heavy spans.
With the free
tnovemcnt of the load on rollers it was found that by hitching

stronger pull on one line than on the other.
wliiih iIh' heaviest of these two spans could

SPANS WITHOUT FALSEWORK

J. B.

with the dol-

of the dollies, causing one or

be

HOWE TRUSS

Pittsburgh.

&

laterally into place, using

it

&

Bois, Pa.

Pittsburgh has replaced a number
bridges in the past three or four years by assembling
structure on falsework alongside the old and pulling

Buffalo, Rochester

:U9

might

be

a

The case with
be moved was

I

center

wo

iiermit

siipporl

the
the

erection

ol

llie

tlu-

new girder span the hottom

each side of the center of the trusses were
as the main braces of the two spans which
formed by the cutting of the bottom chord. The top

panels

icin forced

were

to

at

to

;ict

chords of the old trusses were not cut until after the girders
li.id

ln'in placeil

:Mid tbr old

trusses

removed
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The new girder spans were riveted up on a nearby siding
and taken to the bridge on flat cars. When spotted above
their permanent location they were raised from the cars by
manila rope hnes and tackle blocks himg from overhead timThe lead lines to
ber bents, supported from the piers below.
these hoisting blocks were handled by a locomotive at each
end of the structure, the lines being long enough to allow the
flat cars to be pulled out one at each end, and to stand on the
With the
structure between the girders and the locomotive.
new span held by the locomotives the floor system of the old
bridge was dropped into the river and the girder spans were
then lowered into position between the outside and the middle
These girders were placed on three
trusses of the old bridge.
successive Sundays when trafiic over the line was the lightest.
About 20 trains were operated over a single track during the
10 hours that the one track was blocked, while removing the
Hoor of the old bridge and placing the new girder span. The
cost of temporary falsework for carrying traftic was thus
avoided.

The

cost of

work

all

in

connection with installing

new steel, riveting the girders, towers, etc., was $7.20 a
The work was handled by the company's maintenance

the
ton.

forces under the direction of the writer.
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and 18 in. vertically at a distance of 4 in. from the forms.
This frame work was so well set that it was used as a ladder
b\' the carpenters in completing the forms.
These bars were
carried around the ends of the old masonry into concrete
extensions and above it, where the pedestal blocks and coping
had been removed, into a solid cap 5 ft. thick. The concrete
under the girder shoes was reinforced in the usual way.

On the south side a temporary material track was built
up to the west end of the bridge, with its end elevated on
frame bent so that rock and sand for concrete could be unloaded from dump cars. A cement shed was also built adjacent to it, of old roimdhouse doors framed so as to be easily
put up, taken down and transported. A light roof of tar paper
on sheeting went with it. A floor of old boiler plate was
placed for stone under the end of the material track, which
made the shoveling much easier and quicker. A cantilever
runway was built along this side of the bridge for handling
all

material on barrows from this end to the mixer set up over

Both piers and the abutment were

the forms on bents.

up for the

full

built

length as high as concrete could be run under

from this side.
While this was being done, material for the falsework
first mentioned was received and placed, after which the north

the girders

RENEWING A BUSY MAIN LINE BRIDGE ON THE SANTA FE
Bv

L. C.

During the

latter

Lawton

Topeka & Santa Fe, Newton, Kan.

division Engineer, Atchison,

]

part of

1914 the

three-span deck

girder

bridge carrying a double track over the Cottonwood river at
Florence, Kan., was replaced by a four-track through girder

same span length

structure of the

waterway

tional

without

a

raise

main

tracks to carry a heavy

line

in

order to provide addi-

in

and additional
and numerous yard
between the east and
grade,

traffic

movements.
This bridge is located
west yards of an important freight junction, the new tracks
forming a part of a new yard plan which will be the beginning
of a four-track system. This is a coal and water station for
all
freight trains and the new arrangement will permit two
or three trains to come into the yards from either direction
and take coal and water without blocking the main line. These
tracks will also serve as switching leads to both yards.

As in most trunk line work, it was necessary that traffic
should not be interfered with, and to prevent it, falsework
for one track on the north side was driven. This was located
so as to carry one of the

new

tracks and crossovers were so

arranged that any two of the three tracks could be used as
main line. All falsework was built
to carry any train under ordinary control in yard limits.

part of the doulile-track

The

masonry was of local limestone in large blocks,
and pointed, and with the exception of the west
abutment and several pedestal blocks was in very good shape.
The east abutment, however, had been built on the fill, and
had to be taken out and a concrete gravity abutment placed
on solid rock 37 ft. below the base of rail. To carry the ends
well

old

cut

of the girders while this was being done, a double bent was
driven to clear the toe of the new abutment, and to carry the

was driven back of the
abutment and was connected to the girders by boxing in a
frame bent between the ends of the girders to carry the stringers from the last bent. The same method was used on the west
abutment, as the entire top had to be removed.
On accoimt of the change in depth of girders, the old
masonry had to be raised several feet. This, together with
track over the excavation falsework

the

that

fact

the

standard

present

old

jacket of concrete 2

ft.

were much
made necessary

piers

requires,

thinner
the

than

mlding

thick on each side of the piers.

apart in horizontal rows, 18

the

of

a

Holes

apart vertically and 12
in. deep, were drilled in both sides of the old piers and hooks
made of reinforcing bars were placed in these holes, wedged

36

in.

with track
fastened

a

spikes, and
network of

later
5/ii-in.

in.

grouted.
bars

To

these

spaced M^

in.

hooks were
horizontally

Placing 70-ft. Through Girder with Wrecking Crane and Derrick

Car
ends
this

the

of

piers

and

for a runway.

concrete

across

the

It

abutments

was not

tracks,

were completed by using
to spout or wheel

practical

nor could material be unloaded
This made a long barrow

except at one end of the bridge.

haul for part of the material, but the relatively small amount
of the work, 3,300 cu. yd., did not justify a more expensive

The

outfit.

crete

was

labor cost of unloading, mixing, and placing conThis included the piping of water

$1.08 per yard.

and steam, building of runways and scaffolds, moving mixer
and unloading all material, but not the building of forms or
placing reinforcement, other than that laid during pouring of
concrete. The labor on forms was $0.52 per yard of concrete,
which was rather high on account of their enclosing much
old masonry.
There are three new girders in each span. To make ruom
for the center one, the south track had to be thrown 22 in.
This was done by moving the deck girders onto new frame
pedestals by lifting and pushing with hea\'y jacks and by
This allowed the
lining the falsework and track with them.
bridge seat in the center to be completed,
ft. above the bottom of the old girders.

2

the top

course of the piers

its

top being nearly

The remainder of
and abutments was not finished

had been taken out.
account of the narrow space in which to work, only one
mixer could be used. The work was laid out so as to keep'
this working as much as possible, by keeping the excavating

until the old girders

On

out of the
concrete.

way
It

of the forms, and the latter well ahead of the
to move the mixer oftcncr in this

was necessary

way, so as to allow time for building forms after the foundation had been poured, as it was foimd that by getting the
forms nearly completed and well braced from top to bottom
before pouring, a big saving in form work could be eflfected.
All concreting was completed well before freezing weather
except that part placed tmder the center girder after the old

August

20,
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up the major portion
important that it should not
This work was
he frozen and that it should be well cured.
done during a very cold spell in December, as it could not be
The
held up, on account of the schedule of the steel gang.

takes only two minutes and requires but a small

concrete was mixed with hot water and was still warm when
Over this section in each abutment and
placed in the form.

removable for sharpening, renewal,

bridge was shifted.

of

the bridge,

As

was

it

this

had

to hold

especially

and two oil stoves were
These were kept going for three weeks on
The
account of the unusually cold weather for that month.
heat was not great enough to dry out the concrete in fact, it
was kept damp by melting snow on the bridge and canvas,
but it did let it set under very favorable conditions, and
proved to be as hard as any when points for shoes were set.
The steel was placed by company force, which has been
All work was
found much cheaper than by contracting it.
done by a large derrick car with a capacity of 45 tons, except
the placing of the new girders, where the division wrecking
A creosoted
crane took one end and the derrick the other.
floor for ballast deck was placed after the laying of the floor
beams, and the track put in service on the south bridge while
the floor was being put in on the north side.
pier

was erected

The punch

mum

—

built

strength for

minimum

amount of

effort.

designed to give maxiweight, so that it may be easily

compactly and

is

The working parts
is a factor.
are readily accessible for cleaning and the punches and dies are
and quickly handled when time

etc.

THE ROADMASTERS' CONVENTION

a shelter of canvas,

placed in each.

is

the Roadmasters' and
Association will be held at the Auditorium
Hotel, Chicago, from September 7-10 inclusive. From the interest already shown, this meeting should be one of the largest

The

thirty-third annual convention of

Way

Maintenance of

attended

the history of this association.

in

In addition to indi-

vidual papers, several committee reports will be presented, includ-

new and experimental track accessories and tools,
and on the proper organization of section forces and methods for
handling and policing track (1) for high-speed, heavy traffic railroads (2) for lightly constructed railroads carrying heavy traffic
ing those on

;

;

(3) for large terminals.

The program

in detail is as follows

—

Tuesday, September 7, Morning Convention called to order at
10 a. m.
Afternoon 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. Business session. Reading of
committee reports and general discussion.
Evening 7 :30 to 10 p. m. Business session. Reading of com-

—

A NEW DUPLEX

SPIKE SLOT HYDRAULIC

PUNCH
Co., Aldene, N.

The Watson-Stillman

J.,

has brought out a

new

hydraulic punch for cutting out two spike slots in railroad or
conductor rails at one setting. The advantages of this tool are
that

two holes can be punched on opposite

sides of the rail at

—

mittee reports and general discussion.
Wednesday Morning 9 a. m. to noon.

—

Business session. Read-

ing of committee reports and general discussion.

—

Afternoon 12 :45 p. m. Members
North Western Terminal on a special
various terminals, including the

—9

new

leave the Chicago

will

train at

1

p.

&

m. to inspect

clearing yard.

m. to noon. Business session. Reading of committee reports and general discussion.
Afternoon 1 :30 p. m. to 6 p. m. Business session. Election of

Thursday Morning

a.

—

officers.

Selection of the next convention

city.

—

Evening A theatre party for the ladies will be given by the
Track Supply Association. The fourth annual banquet will be
given by the Track Supply Association for the members and
guests of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association
at the Auditorium Hotel.
Friday Morning 9 a. ni to noon. Business session. Reading
of committee reports and .general discussion.
Afternoon 1 :30 p. m. to 6 p. m. Business session. Reading
of committee reports and general discussion.
F.qnally promising is the outlook for the exhibit of the Track
Sniijily Association.
Up to August 12, 59 firms had made reservations for space as compared with a total of 51 last year, which
As in the past the
exhibit was the largest up to that time.
e.\hibits will be confined exclusively to tools and appliances for
the track department and will consist almost entirely of full sized

—

—

iniits

rather than models.

In addition to the regular track acces-

sories ordinarily found, such as rail anchors,
lie

plates, splices, swilchstands, etc., there will

guard

rail

clamps,

be other exhibits

inch as acetylene lights, motor cars, track tools,

etc.

As

in pre-

vious years the exhibit will be located on the top floor of th<
.'\uditorium Hotel, adjacent to the convention hall

Duplex Spike
one

(ipi.Taliciii

in exact

Slot

Punch

alinimcnt, thus saving

in llu'

the

tmu- nsu.dlv

machine from

one punch
To use the machine this punch is removed,
is attached to a chain.
the tool is then placed against the rail and the loo.'-e piMuh replaced in position.

by pinions
of the

effected In

will be seen that

piuiclies are

then run

down

to the rail

ks on the rams, and a few strokes
lever completes llie operation, the return being

wliieli

pump

The

it

nusli into

means of

ra'

the racks and pinions.

following firms will exhibit
Sxipiilv

(umpiiuy.

l'"lcxiltU'

.Vmcric.-iii

Ctviaul

.\mcri^'an Hnist
.\incrican Stt-cl

consumed in laying out ccnliMs and changing
one side of the rail to the other.
]5y referring to the illnslralion

The
.\cmc

.\iucrican

The whole

action

Ilnlt

Coinpaii>.

Faslcm-r t'umi»an>
Derrick CompaDy.

Rail
\-

Jv
Wire t'onipany.
.\nicrii'an Valve & Meter Company,
The Anchor Company,

Ct'tnpony.

.\jax

I'drm*

T. B.

Bowman.

CaniCKie Si eel Company.
Commercial .\cctylenc Railway l.iKhi
Composite Tic Plalc Corporalton
Brticc \', Oandall,
Creep Check Company.
Crerar .Vdanis Company,
Dalton Hisley & A?*Hocintcs,
Danicin .Safety Device Compaox
The Duff MaiiiifaclnrinR t'ompanx

The
Klliot

ICrticicncy

I'VoR
r'airhnnks,

\-

Rail

.^nchor.

Switch Compaiiv

Morse & Co.
Fairmont Machine Company,
Franco Mannfacttn int' Cmnpani,

X'

Signal

(^onipany.
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Convention

Roadmasters'

Exhibitors

Company.
Hayes Track Appliance Company.
Holloway.
Harry C.
Hubbard & Company.
Indianapolis Frog & Switch Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Company.
Kelly-Derby Company.
Keystone Grinder Manufacturing

unipaiiy.

(
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so formidable if it is divided up into factors which can be taken
from compound interest tables.
For the use of our tie department and engineers, I have had
three diagrams made up, showing the value of I plus A, from
which the annual cost per tie can be taken for ties costing
from $0.40 to $1.50, and varying in life from 2 to 25 years.
These diagrams would be much easier to use if they showed
only the value of "A"; that is, the amount required to be subscribed annually to form a sinking fund which would purchase
To this would be added direct the interest on the first
a tie.

(Continued.)

Frictionless Rail.
Hatlield Rail Joint

Lackawanna

Vol.

Steel Compan)-.

Madden Company.
Berton W. Mudge & Co.
M. W. Supply Company.
National Lock Washer Company.

National Malleable Castings Company.

Northwestern Motor Company.
P.

& M. Company.

Pennsylvania Steel Company.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials.

27

Positive Rail Anchor Company.
Q. & C. Company.
The Rail Joint Company.

1

2

Jfe of Tie in Years
3 4 5 6 7
8 9

in
1"

1

1

DIAGRAM

1
-

\

yw

26

Railroad Supply Company.
Raihvav A<jc Gazette.
Railway Equipment & Publication Company.
Ramapo Iron Works.
Reading Specialties Company.
.Sellers Manufacturing Company.
Stanford, Arthur L.
Templeton-Kenly Company.
Track Specialties Company.
Union Switch & Signal Company.
U. S. Bolt Company.
Verona Tool Works.
William Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc.

lb

SHOWING THE COST PER TIE PER
YEAR FDR TIES VARYING IN TOTAL
COST AND LENGTH OF LIFE MONEY
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Varying Original

This would have a slight advantage over the
tie.
form in a case where the cost of the present tie will
The same result,
differ from the estimated cost of the new tie.
however, can be obtained by taking from the diagram the ancost of the

present

nual cost, using the estimated value of the new
from this the interest per annum at the given
difference.

of Ties of

P'or

example,

if

we

estimate that

13)

114

ONI

to

renew

money

Various Life and Original Cost

a lie

figured

which cost $0.75
at

5

per cent,

it

tie,

deducting

rate

on

this

will cost $0.80

and will last 8 years,
from the diagram the
8 years, which is $0,124 and
per cent on the difference in

in place,

we

annual cost of an $0.80 tie lasting
deduct from this the interest at 5

take

the actual cost and the estimated cost of the renewal, 5 cents,
which is $0.25, making the annual cost $0.1215 instead of $0,124.
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Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific, Winnipeg

Railway

INTEREST

\

1
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\

By
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ill

UtiANUA Railway.

Uganda was opened

— The

for

all

new Port Bell-Kampala Railway
classes of traffic on July

1.

Laying Rail with the Help

Locomotive Cranes

of

Lehigh Valley Finds That Laying Rail with Cranes Is
Interferes Less with Operation

,

More Economical and

The Lehigh Valley has been employing locomotive cranes exwhen relaying rail to throw out the old rail and
place the new, thereby doing away with the customary tong men.
One of the early trials of this method was made on the Beaver
perimentally

spikes with a bar, and one
in place.

men

Tv.'O

man on

each end to guide the

cut the joints

on the old

new

rait

rail at intervals of

about IS rail lengths. On curves, eight men adzed the ties on both
sides of the rail and removed a large number of small tie plates.
Twenty-five men spiked and gaged the new rail, 2.S put on the
splices and six men with picks and shovels moved the ties to
enable these splices to be inserted.

The line was double tracked at this point and the rail gang was
given the use of the eastboimd track while the work was under
way. The locomotive crane worked on a heavy descending grade
This grade was for
A\ ith a maximum of 2.5 per cent, for 5,000 ft.
Under

the most part on curves up to 13 deg.

no trouble was experienced

tions

these severe condi-

operating the locomotive

in

An old locomotive tank was placed back of the crane to
provide sufficient water, as there were no water stations in this
crane.

vicinity.

As

this

machine

new

the

rail

necessary to

new

the

first time that this gang had worked with a
manner, some delay was experienced. Also, as
had a considerably larger base than the old it was
remove the old tie plates and to adze the ties before

was the

in this

rail

could be

was thrown out
Based on

at

laid.

About

Meadow
this

day

branch

2^

in the anthracite coal territor)-

with 90-lb.

rail in

832

14 hours actual

33-ft. rails

rail

lengtlis of

old rail

rail

and

all

the old material

on the Beaver Meadow Branch

track miles of 76-lb. and 80-lb.

A

total of

in a Rail

e

this experience, a stretch of 4.7 track miles, including

four switches, was relaid with 100-lb.

Heeling

fi\

a time.

were

on June

rail

28.

On

was replaced

working time, with one crane.
machine

laid in 840 minutes, the

it moved forward.
men were emploxed on this work. Fourteen men

also throwing out the old rail as

Eighty-six

Working on the Buffalo Division
loaded on cars on the Buffalo Division on July
tive
rail

15.

Four locomo-

cranes were employed for this work, one starting on each
at the outer limits of the work and all working towards the

center.

The organization was

similar to that described previously.

foreman, six la'jorers and a crane operator accompanied each
crane, while other men followed the cranes, full bolting and spiking the new rail and uncoupling the old rail.
The first crane started work at 6:23 a. m.. and the last crane
.V

at

7:45

a.

m.

The

last

crane completed work at 12:51 noon. The
s and 27 minutes, incluiling 73

four cranes were cmidoycd 20 lioiu

Throwing Out the Old

Rail

miiuites total

detention.

or an average of
the spikes from the <ild rails in advance uf the in.nliiue.
was necessary to pull both rows of spikes on the greater portion of the work and many rail braces had to he removed from
the old rail.
Six men assisted the machine in handling the rail,
jiullcd
It

one operating the rail clamps, one num spiking each end of the
i-.iil
in place, one lu.in forcing (be r.iil in again>it the nnv of old

crane hotu- was

(>4

In this interval

per crane hour.

1,313

rails

were

laid,

The maximinu average per

76.5.

Following these cranes were air loa<lers iiicking up the old
material. After the locomotive cranes had completed laying the
rail they returned and assisted in this work, all material being
lii.ided ready for shipment at 6:30 p. ni.
Based on these results the l.ehigh \'allc\ now proposes to
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adopt the standard iiractice of unloading all new rail with mait with locomotive cranes and picking up the old
rail by machinery the same day.
This will not only result in the
work being done faster and more economically, but will reduce
chines, laying

very materially the interference with operation.
This method has been devised under the general direction of
G. L. Moore, engineer maintenance of way.

Subdivision foremen
.Subdivision assistant
First laborers
Tr.ick watchmen

foremen...

Crossing watchmen

5
11

7J

Bridgcmen

4

7

Station laborer
Car cleaners

57

Laborers

I

15

380

A

considerable number of these men are advancing from the
ranks of laborers to positions of responsibility. A canvass sev-

months ago showed

eral

men and

that there

were 75

Italian section fore-

On the Pittsburgh
Division 27 of the 53 track foremen and 42 of the 52 assistant
187 assistant foremen on the road.

foremen were

THE ITALIAN-ENGLISH COURSE OF THE
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

Vol. 59, No. 8

Men

Italians.

of this nationality take to track

work readily and many other efficient workmen would be promoted to assistant foremen and foremen if they were able to read

Of the 140,000 employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad east of
Pittsburgh and Erie, over 11,000 are Italians. Practically all of
these men have entered the service of the road in the last few
years and their numbers are increasing steadily. They are found

and write the English language. To assist these men to acquire a
knowledge of English, the railroad is preparing an Italian-English
correspondence course for

all

who

desire to avail themselves of

in nearly all branches of the service as is illustrated by the fol-

lowing census taken on the Manhattan Division
Conductor
Engineer

1

Clerks

.1

1

Foreman

u

Boiler cleaners
Coal trimmer

2

Sweeper

I

Assistant

1

foremen

Assi stant

Stenographers
Telegraph operator

Signalman

1

Painters
Riggers

Stoker operator
Laborers
Stevedores

4

4

Car builder

1

Wireman

1

Blacksmttli

1

Track walkers

This

helpers

illustrated

is

more

by a simi-

West Jersey

the

Division.

CONVERSAZIONE
PBONUNZIA IMITATA

I

ng, Gud

morning, Jorm&n.

Buon

foreman.

What tools shall
we use today?
Today we use the

Guat

is

fore-

tuls

shall vui ius

Che ferri usererao oggi ?

Tudei vui ius

thi

trace

Oggi usiamo

giacc.

the track'

4

is

Italiano

THE TRACK GAUGE

LA MISURA DELLE ROTAIE

track gauge shown in Fig.

The track gauge k la misura per
ottenere la distanza esatta tra le
rotaie.
Essa e lunga quattro
piedi e otto inches e mezza. Chi
I'adopera deve aver molta cura a
collocarla a traverse le rotaie, a
guisa ad angolo retto con la rotaia,
come d dimostrato nella Fig. 5.

to ascertain the correct dis-

tance between rails.
Its length
is four feet eight and one-half
inches.
Anyone using it must
take care to place it across the
track, at right angles to the rail,
This shows
as shown in Fig. 5.
how to use the gauge to determine
the proper distance between rails.
The end of the single point of the
gauge is placed first on one of the
rails and the forked end on the
other.
The two points of contact of the forked end of the
gauge should each be against
the

tudeif

track jack.

What

giorno,

man.

Inylese

The

5

particularly

census of 553 Italian

Good-m o rn

Fig. 4

2

are to be found in the maintenance of

workmen employed on
& Seashore Railroad and the Camden Terminal
lar

1
1

4

way department.

THE TRACK GAUGE

1

Scalemen
Shop hand

number

1

Wiper
Repairmen

16
2

greatest

14
2

doorman

Watchmen

The

1

344

Questo dimostra come
misura per determinare
distanza tra

le rotaie.

si

la

usa

la

dovuta

L'estremita

punta semplice della misura
e posta prima su d'una delle rotaie,
e poi lestremita che termina a
forca suU'altra. Ciascuna delle
due punte di contatto della forca
dovrebbe essere contro la rotaia.
della

rail.

caval-

il

letto delle rotaie.

Giiat is thi trace giacc?

Cosa ^

jack?

cavalletto

il

delle rotaie?
j

The track jack

is Thi trace giacc

a tool used to
raise the track.

How do you

iusd tu res thi

is

i

tul

trdcc.

II

cavalletto delle rotaie e un arnese

per alzare

raise Hau du

ill

res thi trace?

Come

alzate

usato

le rotaie.

le

rotaie?

the track?
j

Place

the

jack

against

the

base

Pies thi giice SghSnst thi
bes ov thi

Collocate

il

cavalletto

contro la base della

rel.

of the rail.

rotaia.

Move the handle Muv

thi

Muovete

handl daun.

down.

il

manico

giu.

On what

side of On guat said ov thi rel Da quale lato
the rail do you du iu pies thi giSccf
rotaia mettete
place the jack?
valletto?

On

the outside Oi On thi autsaid ov thi rel
the rail.
j

della
il

CORRECT WAY TO USE TRACK GAUGE

ca-

Dal lato esteriore della

Fiq. 5

A Typical

do you place' Guai du iu
on the out-l autsaid?
side?

pics

U on

thi

It

rotaia.

To prevent acci-

Tu

privlnt acsidSnts.

dents.

Pcrch^

lo

mettete fuori

della rotaia?

Per impedire degl'incidenti.

What accidents?
A

Guat acsidlntst

yuali incidenti

Typical Page of Conversational Lesson

Illustrating the

Use

of

Track Tools

and over
This course is conducted by an
Italian, the lessons being prepared with the co-operation of officers of the road experienced in the various subjects covered.
At the present time 12 pamphlets have been prepared. The first
three give corrc.spondin.g English and Italian words side by side and
also short elementary sentences, including common track terms.
The ne.xt five give descriptions and instructions regarding the use
of the common tools, such as the jack, the .gage and the ballast
fork, with rhotographs showing the right and wrong ways of
Lesson 10 gives in detail the various sii;iial rules.
using thcni.
the opportunity of educating themselves in this regard,
2.000

Why

Page

?

men

are already enrolled.

August

20,
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with illustrations, taken fi-um the standard hook of rules. Lesson
11 is devoted to the procedure oi naturalization, while lesson 12
general discussion of the elementary rules for the preservaIn these books the Englisli and the Italian are

is a.

tion of the health.

men

placed side by side, so that the

can learn the corresponding

terms to express the same idea. All illustrations and lessons refer
directly to track work, incorporating the standards of the road.

requires the ditch to be widened as the depth increases, the
increase in width should be obtained by moving the back ditch
line further away from the track; the front ditch line should

he kept straight and parallel with the track line if possible.
Ordinary No. 2 shovels are usually furnished for ditching.
These can be used fairly well in loose material, but in hard
clay

special

much

DIGGING TRACK DITCHES
Some

By Kenneth
men do not take

Van

L.

Aut<EN.

the trouble to

uneven bottom and various other irregularities which are not only
unsightly, but greatly reduce the actual drainage afforded to the
track. In most cases it is just as easy and cheap to do a good job.
The whole problem is to organize the gang and to arrange the
work so that no extra dirt is excavated and so that a correct
line and bottom are assured. The foreman should take advantage
of the ability of his best laborers to raise the standard of the
entire work.

In any gang there will be

some men who

who do much

conscientious than the rest, and

are

better work.

more
The

organization should be based,

if possible, on a nucleus of such
with the idea that they will serve as guides to the others, and
also as a measure by which the foreman can ascertain if the work

men
is

shovels

or

greater advantage.

heavy bladed spades can be used to
One has only to note the kind of

shovels used by the experienced excavators in large cities to
realize what kind of a tool is best fitted for digging in hard

do a first-class job
of ditching, but leave the ditch with poor lines on the sides, an
track

355

being done correctly.

Next to the correct placing of the men the efficient use of good
and appliances is of the greatest importance. One of the
most necessary implements for a ditching gang is a template to
insure uniformity in the shape and gradient of the ditch.
The
tools

material.
will cut

These laborers, who follow excavating as a trade,
about three inches oiT the bottom of an ordinary No.

2 shovel, and cut the sides on a bevel to
about two inches narrower than the top.
It

much

make
is

bottom

the

surprising

how

one of these excavators can handle with a shovel
of this kind. They keep their shovels well sharpened, and use
some sort of a metal plate on their shoes, which enables
them to put more pressure on the shovel. The use of spades
also results in a marked economy, provided the spades have
backs of sufficient weight and strength.
A cheap spade will
be bent or broken a few minutes after it is placed on the
job, particularly if it gets into the hands of an unskilled
dirt

laborer.
It is much better to use some special kind of shovel or spade
for excavating than to use ordinary No. 2 shovels supplemented

by picks, in fact the use of picks should ordinarily be prohibited in ditching.
A man will spend more time choosing between his shovel and pick than he does in actual work and
will frequently use the pick in material which is so soft that
;

//-6"

template, or ditch gage, usually consists of a long plank or board

f«

end of which is attached a framework consisting of four
shaped to the standard ditch section. If available an old

to the
strips,

A
it

Depth Gage

for Irregular Ditches

not needed, which means of course that he is wasting time.
ditching gang on one division was organized somewhat as

is

The

A

—

Simple Ditch Gage

may be utilized. When this
placed across one or both of the rails in proper line

spot board containing a level bubble

template

and

is

level, the

gage

will give the correct position of the ditch cross

To insure correct line of the ditch a cleat or block may
be nailed on the top strip of the gage at a point that will accusection.

rately center

when

this block

in

is

bearing against the outside of

the rail head.

While the

ditch gage is an excellent tool, it is not always possion roads where the cuts are not all of standard width.
In many cases it is necessary to change the alinement of the back
of the ditch to prevent digging into and loosening the slope, or it
may be necessary to vary the distance between the front line of
the ditch and the track, while it is sometimes required to change
the slope of the sides or the shape of the ditch entirely. When the
front of the ditch has to be changed Ihc ditch line should be set
so that there will he no abrupt turn.
Where the ditch gage described above cannot be used a modification of this tool is found very useful.
This consists of a
straight board or strip similar to that used with the ditch gage, to
which a single board is nailed on the outer end in a perpendicular
position, to indicate the depth of the bottom of the ditch below
the top of rail. A thumb screw may bo used to fasten the short
piece to the top strip, and then the depth of the ditch may be
grndually increased or decreased as desired, by raising or lowering the perpendicular strip by means of the adjusting ihumh
ble to use

it

screw.

The
depth
than
nl

work served to indicate the proper depth and slope of the sides
of the ditch to the other laborers of the gang. The two best
men in the gang were assigned to this work so that the foreman was sure that it would be done right. His supervision
was thereby reduced to seeing that the rest of the laborers dug
out the ditch between, in accordance with the holes excavated
by the leaders.
This organization obviated the necessity for a gang of finand kept the laborers from digging out the dirt too deep.
Two tie lines, one on each side of the ditch, insured good alinement.
The traffic was quite heavy where this work was in
progress and when it was impossible to have the loading train
continuously on the work, the laborers were kept busy digging
ishers

the ditch and piling the dirt

work
twice

regular ditch gage
of ditch.
When it
a

rule

fi:uiirw(irk

is

is

used to

Where

made for the sh.illowest
make a ditch deeper
measure down below llu- bottom
usually

is

desired to

the

-.|;in(l;ii

d

practice

of

the

road

on the shoulder. Then when the
men were all used to load the

train again canio out the

material

on

.Although

cars.

involved

this

handling

resulted in the most efiicient use of the
the loose dirt could be loaded much quicker than
it

been taken directly from the ditch.
the main problem

work

train.

is

r.ither

The foreman

encouraged them

.irrived the

Where

did not push the

when

the

to take

it

work
easy.

work of loading was pushed

extremely

the

work
it

dirt

train as

could have

the traffic

men on

liea\\

is

to get the greatest efficiency out

of digging out the ditch

of

the

llu-

work

train was away, but
Then when the train

as rapidl>

as possible.

do good ditching in a wet clay cut
by hand it may even re(niire men on the cars to take the clay
olT the shovels.
While there may he some question as to the
use of a ditching machine in a dry cut where there is not much
It

this,

il'c

follows: Two men were furnished a ditch gage like the one
described and started out ahead of the gang, digging holes to
the proper depth and line at intervals of about ten feet.
Their

is

dilVicult

to

—

material

to

be mnviil,

its

use

is

surelv

ailvisable

in

wet

cuts
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At such a
an immense saving,
and in fact it is about the only way in which a real job of ditchIt is almost impossible to keep a gang of
ing can be done.
laborers at all where the work becomes very disagreeable.
It is hardly necessary to state that ditching should always be
started at the !o\\er end of a cut, and yet one often sees this
If the ditch is begun at the upper end of the
rule violated.
cut and there is a rain before the work is completed the water
where a large amount of excavation

place the use of a ditcher will

result

required.

is

in

ground in such condition
do any work for several days
while if the ditch is started from the lower end of the cut the
water which finds its way to the ditch will have a ready outlet.

which cannot drain out
that

may

it

will put the

be impossible to

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, to which readers of this section may
wish to refer, have appeared in the Raihvny Age Ga^rtte since
luly 16, 1915:

New

and Freight Terminal at Buffalo.
construction recently on a comprehensive
terminal development at Buffalo. This work was descrihed in an illustrated
article in the issue of July 23, page 158.
The Metropolis Bridce Over the Ohio River.— The Chicago, Burlington
Valley

Lehigh

The Lehigh Valley has

Pasenper

started

Quincy and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis have joined in the construction of a railroad extending from Metropolis, III., fifteen miles east to
Paducah, Ky., including a bridge across the Ohio River. This structure is
fc

Vol. 59, No. 8

—

A New Bridge Uvcr the Missouri River at Kansas City. The Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy has recently let contracts for the construction of a new
bridge across the Missouri River at Kansas City to replace the old Hannibal
bridge originally built in 1869.
The new structure is designed for a liveload consisting of two E-90 engines followed by 7,500 lb. per ft. of track.
Nickel steel will be used for the eye-bars and silicon steel for all main truss
members. The details of this structure were presented in an illustrated
article in

the issue of August 13, page 284.

SAFETY FIRST

IN

BRIDGE INSPECTION

Bridge inspection must be made with a minimum of scaffolds
if it is to be done quickly and efliciently, and it requires a cool
head and well knit muscles. A bridge inspector is thrown almost
entirely on his own resources in his effort to gain access to all
parts of the structure, for, as a rule, little thought is ever given
by the designer to the arrangement of details, or the addition of
special devices which will be of assistance to the inspector in
climbing around on a large steel bridge or viaduct.
On the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul a special effort has
been made to make all parts of steel bridges accessible to inOne feature of high viaspection with the minimum of risk.
ducts which has always been a formidable obstacle to anyone who
has found it necessary to climb tower columns is the large
gusset plates used for bracing connections which are frequently
from 6 to 8 ft. deep. This has been overcome satisfactorily as
shown in the accompanying sketch. Handholes are provided in
o

5,442 feet in length, with a channel span 723 feet long. The general details
illustrated article in the issue of July 23, page 160.
The Pennsylvania has
The Pennsylvania's 1915 Rail Specifications.

were given in an

—

been engaged for two years in the preparation of specifications for carbon
steel rails and in the design of a new 125-lb. section, both of which embody
These specifications and a diagram of the section
several unusual features.
were published in the issue of July 23, page 165.
The Engineer in Maintenance Work.— The relative opportunities offered
to the engineer in construction and maintenance work were discussed editorially in the issue of July 30, page 183, the trend of the editorial being that
greater opportunities for promotion and for continuous employment are presented in the maintenance of way department.
The Essentia! Qualities of Good Steel Rails.— A frank discussion of
•he present status of rail manufacture and of some of the difficulties now
confronting the securing of rails of the proper quality was presented by
Mr. Lindenthal also
'"ustav Lindenthal in the issue of July 30, page 187.
suggests a new section of rail which is better adapted to rolling than the
present T-rail.

The Railway Lines nf Syria and Palestine.— The seldom heard of lines
of these countries were described in an illustrated article in the issue of July
This article was largely devoted to the physical characteristics
30, page 199.
and the types of construction of these roads.
The Alaskan (Jovcrnnient Railroad. The progress on the construction

—

of this line from Seward to ]-"airbanks was outlined in an article in the issue
of August (), page 230.

—

Ventilating the Stampede Tunnel of the Northern Pacific. The Northern Pacific has recently placed in service a ventilating system at its
Stampede Tunnel, two miles long, located at the summit of the Cascade
Mountains near Easton, Wash. The equipment installed here was described
in an illustrated article in the issue of August 6, page 234.

Canadian

I*acific

Draw

Span

Over

the

Lachine

— An

Canal.-

electri-

cally-operated double track deck plate girder swing bridge over the Lachine
Canal near Montreal, Que., has recently been opened to traffic by the
Canadian Pacific. This bridge, which includes a deck plate girder swing

«pan 239
page 239.

feet

7

inches

long,

was described

in

the

issue

nf

August

of

Hand Holes

in

Gusset Plates

the plates at convenient intervals as a substitute for the lacing

New

Pittsburgh North Side Freight Station of the P. R. R. -Tbe
Pennsylvania Railroad has recently completed a new freight station for the
handling of local and transfer freight in Pittsburgh, embodying a number of

were descrihed in an illustrated article in the
page 245.
Cnderground Cables on the Pennsylvania Railroad.—The Pennsylvania
has recently completed the placing of its telephone, telegraph and signal cables underground from Jersey City to Rahway, N. J.
The details of
this interesting work were presented in an illustrated article in the issue
of August 13. page 260,
A New Coal Dock for the Cincinnati, Hamilton \ Dayton at Toledo.
During the season of closed navigation last winter, the Cincinnati, Hamil
ton & Dayton constructed a modern coal handling plant at Toledo. This, the
most recent of the lakes* coal handling plants, was described and illustrated
in the issue of August 13, page 273.
Solid
Deck Trestles and Bridges on the Illinois Central.- In the
construction of 34 miles of second track north of Memphis, Tenn., the
Illinois Central built about 9,500 feel of concrete trestles.
The interesting
details of the design and construction were present ed in ;iii illustrated

interesting features, which
issue of Aiigtist

6,

—

article in

Sketch Showing the Use

6.

the issue of

August

13,

page 279.

which
idea

is

interrupted by the presence of the large plates.

was originated by

The

C. F. Loweth, chief engineer, after having

observed personally the risk to which men were subjected in
climbing by these plates.
Another serious matter for the inspector has been the inspecThis has
tion of plate girder spans more than 5 ft. in depth.
been overcome at very little expense by providing 15/16-in. holes
in the outstanding legs of the web stiffeners, to be used as holds
either for a finger or a hook as the man walks along the bottom
flange of the girders.

Devices such as these can be had at very little additional expense aside from the exercise of thoughtfulness on the part of
the designer, and as a rule require no particular refinement of
workmanship. For instance, in the case of a handliole, all that
is necessary is the removal of burrs and sharp edges which would
tend to cut the hands.

aiii

General News Department
The New York

Central, which has in New York City three
telephone exchanges, at Grand Central Terminal, at
Mott Haven passenger car yard, and at the West Side Freight
Terminals, is introducing the automatic or "girlless" exchange.

private

The Interstate Commerce Commission has withdrawn the
option which railroads heretofore had under the commission's
accounting rules of charging the cost of additions and betterments amounting to $200 or less to either property account or
These small expenditures must now be charged
to expenses.
to property account.

The Pennsylvania Railroad reports that the Broadway Limited,
the 20-hour train of tliat company, running daily between New
York and Chicago, 908 miles, arrived in Chicago on time on 92
per cent, of its trips during the first six months of 1915, and
was more than two minutes late only on 15 out of the 181 days.
The eastbound train was on time 163 days and on time or not
over 5 minutes late over 90 per cent of its trips. Throughout the
month of June it arrived in New York on time every day.

accounts of such carriers, and that immediately preceding such
experience they have had at least five years' responsible accounting experience in common-carrier corporate, fiscal and general
accounts, or in the supervisory examination of the accounts of
public utilities, or that within the last seven years they have had
at least five years' combined experience in the services indicated.
Certified public accountants applying for this examination must
show, in their applications, that they hold certificates obtained as
the result of examination.
Accounting experience acquired in
the position of auditor of small steam or electric railroads or of
other common carriers with limited operations, or accounting
experience of a routine or non-responsible character with larger
carriers, or public accounting experience along commercial lines,
will not be considered.
No exception can be made to these
requirements."

;

Mail Steamship Company lias sold five of its
This is
largest steamships to the Atlantic Transport Company.
in preparation for the discontinuance, heretofore announced, of
the line between California and Asia, made necessary by the
severe requirements of the new "seamen's law." The last sailing
from San Francisco for the Orient will be August 25. The
new owner expects to operate two of the ships through the
Panama Canal and the others on the Atlantic.

The

Pacific

The Committee of Engineers which has been organized to
present matters to the New York Constitutional Convention,
and whose report on the qualifications of public service commissioners was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette, August 6,
page 244, has written a letter urging the adoption of an amendment introduced by A. R. Latson providing for the abolishment
of a number of existing state departments and their consolidation
into a department of engineering and public work, which would
have charge of all public lands, state buildings, parks, roads and
canals, and of the conservation and development of the natural
The office of state engineer
resources belonging to the state.
and surveyor, commissioners of the land office and the canal
board would be abolished, their duties being transferred to the
new department. The plan would insure continuity of policy
by the provision of three commissioners instead of a single head
to administer the department, the incumbents to serve for long
overlapping terms.
The United States Civil Service Commission annouiires an
examination, September 14, for candidates for the posii on of
assistant supervisor of accounts in the division of valuati n.
Interstate

Commerce Commission,

salaries

from $3,600

to $4,800.

Applicants must be not over 50 years old. In the rating of candidates experience will count 85 per cent, and the annoiuicement
issued by the Commission prescribes the following conditions:
"Applicants must show in their applications that within the last
seven years they have had at least five years' responsihile practical accounting experience in railroad or other common-carrier
service, as controller, assistant controller, auditor or assistant
auditor, or in public practice (as certified public accountant) in
the direction of the examination of accounts of common carriers
or other important public utilities, and drawing and presenting,
by written report, conclusions from the facts developed in the
investigations of the accounts of such utilities, or in the supervision of the accounting work of the Interstate Commerce Commission or that they have had five years' combined experience
in the several services indicated; or that they have had within the
two years last past satisfactory rcsponsil)lc experience for at
least six months with a State commission in the supervision of
the accounts of common carriers, or in cliarge of such commission's valuation accounting work of common carriers, reporting
;

to a state

commission engaged

in the effectual

regulation of the

Disastrous Flood at Galveston

The
fered

city of Galveston,

Texas, on August

from a hurricane and

tidal

in costliness the disaster of

rival

score

were

of

persons

were drowned

15 years

and

16,

which

17

and 18 suf~

reported to
Alore than a
hundreds of buildings

flood

is

ago.

destroj'ed, including large grain elevators.

By

the destruc-

causeway by which all trains
enter the city, railroad communication will be suspended for
probably two weeks. In south and central Te.xas half the crops
have been ruined, involving losses of many millions.
tion of a part of the bridge or

New

Locomotive Inspection Rules

In accordance with the Act of Congress, passed last March, to
extend the authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission
over the inspection and testing of the entire steam locomotive
and tender, rules and instructions have just been formulated
by the Division of Locomotive Boiler Inspection. These will be
considered at a conference with a railroad committee on August
23, at which time it is hoped that an agreement may be reached
before presenting the rules to the Commission for approval.
These rules are set forth in a 15-page pamphlet and cover ash
pans, brake and signal equipment, cabs, warning signals and
Sanders, draw gear and draft gear, driving gear, lights, running
gear, tenders and throttle and reversing gear.

The
[l!y

Oscir L.

MiiLhcll,
I,.

Ticket Seller's Best Asset
Ceneial Somlurn .XRcin,
& N. Passenger Bulletin.)

New York

Central,

in

Having been in the harness of the passenger traffic department for almost 25 years, I would like to say a word to the
beginners. ... It should be your pleasure to see to it, as far
as you possibly can, that every single passenger or party using
your line is made comfortalile and happy all the way, whether
his journey starts on your road, ends there or whether you are
one of the intermediary lines; when you satisfy and please this
man you earn his friendship, that of his family and of his friends,
and he is always glad to see you and to help you. Let me tell
you, you need the help and friendship of everyone possible.
Of course, you can't have everybody strong for you, but try to
have no one strong against you. The best asset you can have
is a pleased and satisfied customer.
A Hebrew friend of mine
once told, me, when you shake a man by the hand, put your heart
in it, so that he can feel the heats are for him, and that you do
not want to beat him. Getting through with a man quickly and
getting rid of him, as some agents are prone to do, is bad business not only for your company but for yourself.
Whatever
you do don't argue with a customer. You know, very likely, what
wishes are.
It is an old story to you, but he may not
more than once a year and is absolutely in the dark and
cannot always grasp your ideas and terms readily.
Take
good care of tjie little things atid you will get a chance at some
of the big ones.
his

travel
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About

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

20, 1915

The "Old Guard" of the B. & O.
members of the "old guard" who have
& Ohio Railroad for a generation, held

a tliousand
served the Baltimore
their

first

annual

Thursday, August

Springs, W. Va., on
the Martinsburg division of the Veterans'

reunion
12,

at

Berkeley

Association being the host.
The reunion brought together many of the older employees
from all parts of the system, some of whom have spent more
than 50 years in railroad service and had not met since they
separated during the Civil War.
There were 60 men present
who had worked for the railroad a half century.
General Manager C. W. Galloway was the leader of a large
delegation from Baltimore, who were carried in a special train,
with members of their families and their grandchildren.
Mr.
Galloway is the third generation of his family to see service
on the Baltimore & Ohio, and is the grandson of the first horsedriver and later the first locomotive engineer of the road.
Z. T. Brantner, superintendent of the shops at Martinsburg,
W. Va., is the president of the Veterans' Association.

Conemaugh
The

Division Roll of

Honor

adopted as a substitute for bulletins telling of punitive discipline, as put in use by Andrew Keiser, superintendent of the Conemaugh Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette of March 26 last,
page 689. With a view to reducing the number of cases requiring discipline, Mr. Keiser posted a bulletin showing the names
of all conductors, enginemen, brakemen and firemen whose
record of freedom from discipline was clear for the whole twelve
months of the year 1914, omitting from the list men who had
not been in active service throughout the whole year. About 400
men out of 700 found their names on the list.
Mr. Keiser has now reported the results for the first six
months of 1915, and he shows, as compared with the first half
"roll of honor,"

of 1914, a decrease of 62 per cent, in the number of cases requiring discipline; 71 per cent, decrease in the total number of days'
suspension of employees, and 72 per cent, reduction in the
amount of wages lost by employees because of suspension. This
last item represents a saving to employees and their families
of $5,666.

3G1

or disabled employees, the railway

premium on

entire

company expects

pay the

to

$1,000.

The plan will not go into efTect unless at least 1,000 employees
desire to join.
Chief Interchange Car Inspectors and Car

Foremen

The seventeenth annual convention

of the Chief Interchange
Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association of America
will be held at Murphy's Hotel, Richmond, Va., September 14-16.
This is the first time that the meeting of the association lias been
held so far south, and it is suggested that this will offer a good
opportunity for southern railroad men to attend.

Foundry and Machine Exhibition

The Foundry and Machine Exhibition

will be held on Young's
Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, from September 25 to October 1. This is tlie first time in three years that the exhibit
has been held in the east and there will be a keen interest in it
in that section particularly.
Business conditions in this line
are improving everywhere, and the attendance promises to be
large and the exhibit a profitable one for the exhibitors. From
all indications, therefore, the exhibit should be as successful
as the one in Chicago last year. C. E. Hoyt, the secretary, has
opened an office in the Bourse, Philadelphia, for the convenience
of exhibitors and others desiring information or help of any

kind.

Master Blacksmiths' Convention

The

twenty-third annual convention of the International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association was held at the Walton
Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., August 17 to 19, T. F. Buckley, foreman blacksmith, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, presiding.
The meeting was opened with prayer by the Rev. Father Stapleton, followed by the president's address and the address of
welcome, by Edward J. Cattel, statistician of the city of Philadelphia.
C. E. Chambers, superintendent of motive power.
Central Railroad of New Jersey, spoke on the "Progress of
Foremen Blacksmiths in Railroad Service," and Charles E. Carpenter, president of E F. Houghton & Co., gave a talk on genera! subjects, concluding with a brief reference to heat treatment
further report of the convention will appear in a
of steel.
later issue of the Raihvay Age Gacclle.
The following companies have exhibits at the convention
Acme Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Machine forgings manu-

A

Low-Cost Life Insurance for Employees
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, operating and controlling extensive surface and elevated street car lines in Brooklyn, N. Y., has issued a circular to employees announcing that if
a sufficient number of persons employed by the company and its
subsidiaries shall take advantage of the ofTer, the company will
have their lives insured by the Travelers Insurance Company, of
Hartford, and the employer will pay half the premium on a
The insurance will be what is known as term
policy of $1,000.
insurance, insurance taken for one year, but renewable from year
Under this arrangement, the premium to be paid into year.
creases each year. For example, for a person of eighteen years it
is $7.47; twenty-one years, $7.59; thirty years, $8.14; thirty-five
years, $8.65; forty years, $9.46; fifty years, $13.64; sixty years,
These represent the
sixty-five years, $42.65, and so on.
$27.72
gross sums, paid by the railway company, one-half in each case
;

deducted from the employee's pay on the payTerm insurance is not usually favored by insurance comroll.
panies, but in this case, apparently, the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company has secured concessions by promising a large contract.
Employees will have the privilege of changing to ordinary forms
of policies, with cash surrender privileges, etc., and will not have
that is to say, will have the
to take a new medical examination
same privileges as though the final contract had been made when
insurance was first taken out, The company's offer to bear onehalf the expense applies only to a policy of $1,000, but employees

to be subsequently

;

take larger policies, at their own expense, within certain
If 5,000 employees accept this offer, no medical examinalimits.
If less than 5,000, but more than 1,000,
tion will be required.
the insurance company will ask a certificate of the railway company's physician, but no rigid medical examination will be reflic emiiloyec must he over fifteen years of age, and
quired,
must have been in the employ of the comnany for two years or
more; and it is said that there are over 8,000 persons thus eligible.
Employees must be members of the Employees' nenelit Association, if eligible thereto, so that there may be no competilion
between the two schemes of insurance. In the case of pensioned

may

—

Acme machines. Represented by C. \\\ Durschlag.
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Machine forg'n^,
products of Ajax forgings machines. Represented by J. R. Blakcsley, A. L.
Ciuilford, .r. A. Murray and C. F. Wicks.
Anti-Borax Compound Company, Fort Wayne, Ind. "E-Z" welding compotind.
Represented by Chas. O. Kahre.
factured with

—

Ajax

Hotighton,
rials,

E.

F.,

& Company.

—
Philadelphia, Pa. — Case-hardening
heat-treated products

quenching oils and compounds, finislied
me-hanical leathers. Represented by Kmil Nissen, VV.

line of
J.

W.

J.

mate-

and a

Boyd and

Kelley.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The iollomnR list yhes the names of secretaries, dates of tiert or regular
meetings, and places of meetinfj of those associations which unit meet during
the next three months.
The full list of ttieelings and conventions is ruhlislied only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.
American Association of Pininb Car SupruiNTENnrNTS. II C. Boardman. II. L St W., Hoboken, N. J. Next meeting, October 21-2J,

—

Boston. Mass.

1*515,

—

of Railroad SurFniNTFNDFNTS. E. H. Harman,
Next meeting, August
Union ."Elation, St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco. Cal.
American EirrrRic Kailwav Association. E. B. Burriit, 8 W. 40ih .St.,
Kew York. Annual convention, October 4-8, 1915, San Francisco.

AMiiBicAN

Association

Room

10-20.

ini.
191.S,

—

Cal.

—

H. G. MeMeetings with American
Ifij
Broadw.ay, New York.
Railway Associaiirin.
American Railway Bridcf and Bi'ii-niNn Association. C. A. T.iclity. C. &
N W., Chicago. Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
Mich.
American Socifty of Civil ENriNrrRS. Chas. Warren Tlunt, 220 W.
Rciinlar ineclincs, Isl and ,1d Wednesday in
57lh St., New York.
month, except July and August. 220 W. 57lh St., New York.
Association of M xNirArrfRFRS or Chili rn Car Wurtis. Ccorge VV.
Annual mcciing, 2d
I.yn.lnn,
1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October. 1015, New York.
Tor.
A. Andreureui, CAssociation op Rmi.wav ELrcTRirAi. Encinffrs,
& N. W.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,

American Elfctric Railway MANi'FACTi'nFRs' Association.
Connanghv.
Elecirlc

—

—

—

—

October. 1015.

Bridcf ami Bt'ilniNr Supply Men's Association.— t,. D. Milrhell. Ilelroii
Crnphiir Co
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
C hiraco. III.
and BuiMing Associniion.
Canadian Railway Ci in.— Innves Powell. Crand Trunk. P. O, Box 7. St.
Regidar meeiioRS, 21 Tuesday in
Lnmbcrt (near Monlreal), One
month, except June, July and August. WimUor lloicl. Monireal. Que,
,
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—

Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mans*
Montreal, Que. Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January. Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron KHne, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings. 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Clud.— H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St.. New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday In January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March. Hotel Statler, BufT.-iIo, N. Y.
Engineehs' Society of Westfrn Penn'Sylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Pittsburgh.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths* Association. A. L. WoodAnnual meeting, August 17, 1915.
worth. C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
field

—

—

—

Philadelphia,

Maintenance of
and Master Painters' Association of ttte United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin. C R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next meeting. October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoctation of the LTntted States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. it M.. Reading, Mass. Next conven-

—

—

14-16, 1915. Detroit. Mich.
Raii.road Club. W. E. Cade. Jr.. 683 Atlantic Ave.. Bosmeetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
Regular
ton. Mass.
July. August and September. Boston.
New York Railroad Clur, Harry D. Voiicht, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings. 3d Fridav in month, except June, July and August. 29 W. 39ih St.. New York.
Niagara Frontifr Car Mfn's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings. 3d Wednesday in month,
Brisbane BMr.. Buffalo. N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Offtcfrs. M. W. Rntchford. 410 Masonic
Ttmple B1dg.. Peoria. 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Ci ub of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. KanR-»s
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
City, Mo.

September

—

New England

—

—

—

—

City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran. Erie R. "R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, Ortoher to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Regular meetings. 4th Fridny in month, except
June. July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Elfctrical St^pply Manufacti^rers* Association. J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards. Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915,

—

—

—

Chicago.

Railway Signal Association.

—

C. Rosenbere. Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City. Utah.
Robinson. C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Monday in month, except June, July and
C.

Annual meeting, September

Richmond Railroad Club.
Regular
August.

meetings,

— F.

2d

O.

—

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111.'
Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915,
Chicaeo.
St.

Loi'Ts

Railway Club.

— B.

W.

Frauenthal. Union

Station,

St.

Louis.

Mo.

Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August. St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg..
Salt Lake Citv, T^tah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. &• P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta.. Chicago.
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
Colorado Springs. Colo.
SoUTiiFRN & Southwfstfrn RAILWAY CuTB. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlant^a. Ga.
Regular meetings. 3d Thursday. January. March. May,
July. September, November. 10 A. M.. Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo. Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn.
Meetings with Roadmasters* and Maintenance of Way AssoN. Y.

—

—

—

—

—

—

ciation.

—
—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark. John J. Kautzmann. P. O. Box 238, Newark.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

Hotel Astor, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh, D. L. Wells. GenM Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meeting's bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis. Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley. Superintendent's office.
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandic Hotel,

August,

—
—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Annual meeting, September 7-10, 1915, Chicago.

Utah Society op Engineers.
Lake

— Frank

W. Moore,

1111

Newhouse

Bldg.,

Utah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exAugust, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers.— J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
July and August, Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after Ist Thursday in January, Chicago.
Salt

No. 8
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A
will

The

regular meeting of the Southern Classification Committee
be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on November 8.
docket closes 30 days prior to that date.

The Canadian

Pacific expects to carry 15,000 harvest workers
northwest provinces between August 19 and August 28.
Reduced fares are provided and special trains will be run where

to the

necessary.

Pa,

Way

Pa.

59,

St..

—

tion.

Vol.

City,

ccppt July and

—

—

'

The troublesome

Slireveport rate situation may bring on a
between the Interstate Commerce Commission and the
Texas Commission. Railroad Commissioner Earle B. Mayfield,
of Te.xas, threatens to have the state attorney general file suit
against the Texas railroads to enjoin them from obeying the
recent order of the federal commission commanding them to
apply the same freight rates to Dallas and other points in Texas
clash

as are applied to Shreveport.

The express companies operating in New York state have filed
with the Public Service Commission, Second District, new tariflFs
for the transportation of merchandise showing increases similar
to those which have been allowed for interstate traffic, the
changes to take effect September 1. In Georgia the express companies have presented a petition, asking similar authority, to the
State Railroad Commission, and that body will give a hearing on
the subject

August

25.

A

committee of Texas shippers has requested of the Interstate
Commerce Commission a suspension until January 1 of its supplementary order in the Shreveport case. The basis of the request is stated to be
First, that great confusion is certain to
follow the establishment of new rates; and second, that the
:

Texas Commission has now before it applications from Texas
carriers for an advance in rates which are likely to be decided
before the end of the year.

The Southern Railway and its affiliated lines are to make
exhibits at thirty state, district and county fairs in the North
and Middle West during the coming fall.
fine collection of
grains, grasses and forage crops will be shown. From the wheatgrowing section of the South, grain sheaves will be shown from
fields yielding as high as 40 bushels to the acre.
The first two

A

exhibits will be shown at fairs in Indiana. For all fairs in the
middle west a special exhibit tent has been provided, arranged
so that a large number of people can see the exhibit at the same
time.

Duluth shipping interests are preparing to contest before the
Commerce Commission the general advance in rail
and lake rates recommended on July 14, at a meeting in Chicago
between representatives of eastern trunk lines, boat lines and
Duluth-Twin City lines. The hearing will begin in Chicago on
September 29. The shippers propose a scale of lake class rates
from Buffalo to Duluth, based on 35 cents first class. The
Duluth interests rely upon the latest decision of the commission
to the effect that any class rates that exceed 83 cents, first class,
from New York to the Twin Cities, rail-lake-and-rail, with corresponding rates from other points, would be unreasonable.
Interstate

To show the magnitude of automobile traffic on Long Island
General Manager McCrea, of the Long Island Railroad, has had
a count made of the motor cars driven across his tracks.
On
Sunday, August 8, at the Merrick Road crossing, in Springfield,
9,408 automobiles passed between midnight and midnight.
Of
these 4,245 were eastbound and 5,163 vy-estbound. At the Barnum
Island road crossing, on the Long Reach branch, 4,739 cars
passed in the same period, of which 2,620 were eastbound and
2,119 westbound. In the single hour from 11 a. m. to noon on
Sunday, 845 motor cars passed over the Merrick road crossing.
This is at the rate of more than 14 cars a minute, or about
one every four seconds. Nearly all of these cars must have
crossed the Long Island tracks at other points, not once but several times.
Heavy pole gates similar to those recently put up on
the Long Beach branch have been installed at Central Islip.
The road has been authorized by the supervisors of Nassau
county to install at certain points traffic posts similar to those
used by the New York City traffic squad, to serve as route indicators for motorists.

August
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The Arkansas Rate

Situation

W. B. Biddle, receiver and chief traffic officer of the
& San Francisco, has issued a statement concerning

St.

Louis

the rate

situation in Arkansas, appealing especially to "any person

believes in a square deal."
The Arkansas state freight rates have been in litigation for

nearly eight years, and have twice been reviewed and passed
upon by United States courts. In the first place it was held by
the courts that the rates that the railroads were permitted to
charge, taken in connection with tlie passenger rates then in
force, did not give the carriers a reasonable compensation
that the roads were entitled to an increase of 33 1/3 per cent
This decision of the courts was followed by
in their revenue.
a conference between the commission and the railroads, which
The court tariff gave
resulted in the so-called "court tariff."
tlie Frisco road an increase of only 135^ per cent in its freight
revenues, but it was accepted in good faith, as an experiment,
with the intention of asking for a revision if the results were unThis tariff remained in effect until the decision
satisfactory.

of the supreme court in the Minnesota rate case.
At that time the Frisco voluntarily reinstated its previous
commission tariff, the one condemned by the court as affording inadequate revenue, so that pending the final hearing for
the Frisco's application for higher rates the public might have
This tariff was again taken into
the benefit of the low rates.
court and a decision rendered in April, 1915, which declared
that under the rates established by the commission business
was done at an actual loss. The Frisco then prepared and issued
a new tariff, having in mind that the decision gave the road
opportunity to submit a tariff that would represent the carrier's
Officers of
views of reasonable and defensible freight rates.
other important Arkansas lines were consulted and changes
were made at their suggestions. The Arkansas commission was
advised of the terms of the tariff and a conference was requested for the purpose of securing an expression from the
commission; but the tariff was rejected without any analysis of
Thereupon the new tariff was put into effect by the
its terms.
and, upon
It was at once attacked by the commission
Frisco.
hearing, the court held that the new rate: were unreasonable
wherever they were in excess of the interstate rates then in effect
The court, however, did not say
into or out of Arkansas.
that the revenue derived from the new tariff was excessive,
either as a whole or as applied to the rates that were higher
than the interstate rates nor did the decision say that the newAnother new
rates were unreasonable in and of themselves.
tariff was consequently prepared and went into effect on July
;

;

26,

1915.

In explanation of Frisco Tariff No. 2806, the one which was
rejected by the commission, Mr. Biddle emphasizes the fact that
experienced and reit was intended to represent the views of
sponsible traffic men as to what constitutes fair and defensible
As it was, confessedly, a tariff made by the railfreight rates.
road itself, the rates shown therein could probably be held to
be the maximum rates that the carrier felt that it sliould be
permitted to charge. Mr. Biddle says
"The rates carried by other lines in the st.itc of .\rkansas

they are made by the Arkansas comare not voluntary rates
mission and are protested by the roads. Many of the interstate
rates into or out of tile state of .Arkansas are not voluntary
rates
many of the rates carried in the surrounding states arc
so that in submitting what was believed
not voluntary rates
to be a reasonable tariff some of these conditions were ignored
to a large extent."
It is further stated that while the new tariff represented the
judgment of the road's officers as to a reasonalile liasis of rates,
the Frisco did not then and docs not now hold tliat even,'
rate in the new tariff is the proper one. The road is prepared
to discuss the rates with the commission or with interested
In
shippers, and make such modification as may be reasonable.
the matter of joint rates with other lines, the Frisco has never
It
desired nor intended to discontinue making joint rates.
is ready to make them today; Intt so long as a different basis
of rates prevails on different lines it is dillicult to see how this
can be accomplished. In conclusion, tlie statement insists that
this is a plain Inisiness proposition; the road I)elieves itself entitled to greater compensation than it is receiving and is preparing to use all honorable ine.ins lo accompli^ih llii'^ result.
;

;

;

j

Commission and Court News

who

j
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Rates on High Explosives to

Nitro Powder Company

v.

New England

West Shore

et

al.

Points

Opinion by the

Coiiiiiiission:

finds that the present c.L. and L.c.L. rates
on high explosives from Kingston and Port Ewen, N. Y., to
Boston, Mass., and to other New England points, are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the first-class and double
One reason
first-class rates, respectively, between these points.
for these high rates is the lack of joint rates. The commission,
therefore, describes through routes and joint rates for the
(35 I. C. C, 77.)
future, and awards reparation.

The commission

Cement Rates from Cape Girardeau, Mo.

&

San
Cape Girardeau Portland Cement Company i'. St. Louis
Francisco ct al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer
The commission finds that the rates on cement in carloads
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., to points in southern Arkansas, which
are not at least three cents per 100 lb. lower than the rates from
In like
St. Louis, Mo., to the same points are discriminatory.
manner it is found that the rates from the same point to points
in Louisiana west of the Mississippi, to points in Mississippi,
except points on the Mississippi river, and to points in Kentucky and Tennessee, west of the Tennessee river, except Paducah, Ky., and Memphis, Tenn., which are not at least two cents
per 100 lb. lower than the rates from St. Louis, are discriminaCombination rates on cement in carloads from Cape
tory.
Girardeau to points in southern Illinois are found unreasonable
and discriminatory in favor of competing points in Missouri,
Illinois and Indiana, and reasonable maximum joint rates are
(35

prescribed.

I.

C,

C.

109.)

The Ogden Gateway Case

&

In re increased passenger fares via the Denver
through the Ogden and Salt Lake City gateway.

Rio Grande
Opinion by

Commissioner Harlan.
A very brief resume of this case was given in this column
The Union Pacific has proposed to cancel the joint
last week.
passenger fares in effect since 1897 in connection with the Denver & Rio Grande Iietween points in the territory of the Oregon
Short Line and points cast of and including Colorado common
|)oint territory.

issue originally dealt with a proposed can-

The

which would have eliminated an option
whereby patrons traveling between the eastern points designated
and points on the Short Line coidd use the Denver & Rio Grande
between Denver and Ogden or Salt Lake City. The decision
was enlarged, however, to include all the joint rates in effect
with the Rio Grande mentioned.
The route via the Union Pacific and the Short Line from
through

cellation of

rates,

Omaha

to Pocatello, Idaho, is 383 miles shorter than the shortest
route over the Burlington to Denver, thence by the Rio Grande
The Union Pacific
to the gateway and the Short Line beyond.
in addition to operating tlie most direct route to this and similar
jioints,
also operates the faster and more adequate service.
The route of the Rio Grande has been used very extensively by
passengers to and from points on the Short Line, tlie reason
being that the scenic effects over the former are among the

the country.
Pacific contends th.il it has a legal right under Seclion 15 of the ad, to cancel the through route arrangements and
joint passenger fares in question because th<; route over the Rio
Grande rei|uires it to short haul itself. It wishes to give its
best in

The Union

system

a

llie

rales

over the circuitous
cieully

than it now enjoys on this traffic and
(made on the basis of its own direct line)
Denver & Rio Grande route are not suffi-

Unigcr haul

alleges that

remiiiicrative lo either system.
the carriers' contentions

The cominissinn agrees with
,dlc\\

tin-

cancellations proposed.

It

and will
meets with approval a sug-
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gestion that the round-trip tickets to Yellowstone Park be made
available in one direction over the Rio Grande, and suggests
i.tself that a through service still be maintained over the latter,
although at higher rates than the present ones.
The commission does not perceive from the language of the
act that it has any larger or different powers when dealing with
tariffs by which it is proposed to cancel an existing through
route than it has in connection with establishing a through
route and just rates applicable thereto where no such route
has already been established. The long continuance of a through
route and of joint rates on traffic moving over it is often a fact
of substantial importance and one that must always be considered it has never been held, however, to be a controlling factor
;

"Our autliority in such matters is statutory and can
think
not be enlarged by the previous course of the carriers.
Section 15, nor should
it clear that we have no power under
we assume the power, to prevent the cancellation of through
rautes and joint rates voluntarily established by the carriers
when, as in this case, the circumstances and conditions are such
as would not warrant an order to compel such arrangements
in

any case.

We

if

not already

in effect."

Commissioner McChord dissents (35

I.

C.

C,

131.)

The Cummins Amendm^rt
The commission has issued the following:
"On May 7, 1915, the commission issued a
tentatively

its

report expressing
views upon various questions arising in connec-

(Cuinniins amendment, 33
other things, attention was called to the
provision of Section 10 of the act penalizing any person who
by false statement as to value, or by any other device, obtained
or attempted to obtain transportation for property at less than
the regular rates. The numerous inquiries regarding this matter indicate confusion in the minds of many as to the application of Section 10, and seem to render desirable a further
tion with the
/. C. C, 682).

Cummins amendment

;

tion.

"The Cummins amendment does, however, provide that if the
goods are hidden from view by wrapping, boxing, or other
means, and the carrier is not notified as to their character, 'the

may require the shipper to specifically state in writing
In such cases rates and charges for
the value of the goods.'
transportation, dependent upon the value of the property shipped as specifically stated in writing by the shipper, may be established and maintained.
"It is the view of the commission that, so far as declarations as to value are concerned, the prerequisites for the application of Section 10 are— First, the election of the carrier to
require a shipper to state in writing the value of the goods;
carrier

second, the existence of graded rates or charges dependent
upon the value of the property shipped; and, third, that the
shipper shall knowingly and wilfully by false statement as to
value obtain or attempt to obtain transportation for such property at less than the regular rates."

Anthracite Coal Rates to Chicago

Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase of 25 cents per gross ton on anthracite coal, prepared sizes, all-rail in carloads from anthracite mines in northeastern Pennsylvania to Chicago and Chicago rate points and
to points of connection between eastern and western lines near
Chicago, such as Jolict, Kankakee, Griffith and others, and to
the other points of connection between sinh lines, Peoria, East
St. Louis and St. Louis.
Through rates are effective on all of the lines from the mines
to Chicago and to Chicago rate points and to Peoria, East St.
Of the through rati-, $1.75 formerly
l.ouis and St. Louis.
constituted the division accruing to the trunk line carriers for
the hatil from the mines to Buffalo as opposed to the local rate
of $2 on all lines for that haul. But to points intermediate to
Chicago and to other points in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan, to
which no through joint rates apply, tlie rate ap|)Iica1ile is made
by the combination of the local $2 per gross ton rate from the
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to Buffalo and the local or reshipping rate from Buffalo
west to destination, by which combination there is brouglit about
a freight charge of 25 cents a gross ton more to those points
which commonly take the same rate as Chicago than the former
joint through rate to Chicago.
The entire increase of 25 cents is apportioned as compensation
for that part of the through haul between the mines and Buffalo on shipments via Buffalo on the lines running to Buffalo,
so that on such shipments carriers will receive no increase for
that part of the through haul between Buffalo and the named
points of destination, and the rate to Buffalo will be uniformly
But as to
$2, regardless of the destination of the shipments.
shipments moving west, not via Buffalo, over the Erie or Pennsylvania railroads, which extend by their own rails from the
mines to Chicago, the increase is necessarily apportioned over
the entire mileage from the mines to Chicago.
Respondents assert that they have proposed the increased rates
in view of a complaint that certain discriminations against dealers in and consumers of anthracite coal in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan have been created by the effective rates.
This issue is determined by the commission's finding in the
Rotes for Transportation of Anthracite Coal (35 I. C. C, 220),
where a rate of $2 per gross ton was found to be reasonable
for the haul from the mines to Buffalo. Nothing has been made
to appear here that would warrant the commission's requiring
the trunk-line carriers to accept less revenue on the transportation here involved than they receive to the intermediate points
in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan.
(35 I. C. C, 702.)

mines

Among

expression of opinion by the commission upon this point.
"There is no provision in the act to regulate commerce, including the Cummins amendment, that requires a declaration
as to the value of property shipped in interstate commerce nor
has the commission issued any ruling that requires such declara-

Vol.

Rates on Railroad Fuel

in

Southeastern Territory

In the matter of rates, divisions, rules, regulations and /Practices governing the transportation of railroad fuel and other coal.
Ofinion by Comndssioner Meyer;
The Seaboard Air Line, the Atlantic Coast Line and the
Charleston & Western Carolina purchase the greater part of
their fuel coal froin the Clinchficld Fuel Comnany and other
mines on the lines of the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio (owned by
the same interests that own the Fuel Company) or its connections.

In 1914 these three carriers purchased something over 800.000
tons of coal from mines on the Clinchfield or its connections.
The total tonnage of bituminous coal hauled by that railroad was
1,206,000: the railroad fuel coal constituted about two-thirds of
this traffic, and about one-half of the total tonnage of all kinds.
This shows how important it is that producers on the Clinchfield
should secure the contracts of these three roads.
The fuel coal purchased by the Seaboard and moving via the
Clinchfield is received at various junction noints. Much of the
Seaboard coal is delivered to it by the Clinchfield Railway at
Bostic. The coal is billed to Ellenboro. but all of it is transported
to Charlotte, Munroe, iFfamlet, and Wilmington, N. C., which are
points on the Seaboard beyond Ellenboro. Ellenboro is a small
town of three or four himdred inhabitants, about 5 miles from
Bostic, the junction point. The haul from the point of origin to
Bostic performed by the Clinchfield Railway is apnroximately
2'10 miles, and so to Ellenboro the haul is approximately 245
miles.
The ioint throuch rate on coal between the points of
origin and Ellenboro, the billed destination, is $2.15 ner ton.
Under the divisions in effect at the present time the Clinchficld
Railway receives 99 cents for its haul of 240 miles and the Seaboard receives $1 16 for its haul of 5 miles. Below are shown the
distances from Bostic, the jimction point, to Ellenboro and to
the points of consumntion, together with the joint rates and divisions now effective from the mines to these points
c
*""'°".

Ellenboro
fharlolte
M'Mi'oe
Iln->,ie>

Wilmington

M'Ie« from
jwnclinn.
5.7

72
07

149
260.8

Rate per
(on.

C.

C.
O.
diviiinn.
,*!:

$2.15
2 25
2 25

$0.19

2 40
2.05

1.32
.92

Se.ibo.ird
division.

$1.16
.00
.00

l,.'i5

I..15
1

ns

1.13

The coal mo\-es over the Clinchficld on a revenue waybill reading to Bostic, final destination Ellenboro. Upon the arrival of
the coal at Bostic it is "reconsignod" by the agent to the various
points of actual consumption, and the acent at Bostic takes into
his accounts the Ellenboro waybills and issues from that point
what are known as company deadhead waybills. That agent nays
to the Clinchfield Railway its division of 99 cents of the EllenThe coal is moved from Bostic to Ellenboro in
boro rate.
through trains without stopping at that point. There is nothing
in the entire transaction to indicate that the coal was at any time
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destined to Ellenboro, except that that point was named in the
initial waybill.
The other two carriers receive their coal under
like

arrangements.

The findings of the commission are as follows
The character of a shipment and not formal incidents, such as
billing, determines the rate and divisions applicable.
The rates
and divisions

to points of actual destination must be applied to
railway fuel coal shipments here involved, and the application of
rates and divisions to fictitious billed destinations is unlawful and
can not be justified by the theory that such rates a-'d divisions
would be proper rates and divisions to the average point of actual

destination.

A

company

is entitled to the same considershipper and no more, even when the
shipment moves in part over the rails of such railroad company.
It follows that in such case the carrier is entitled to a division
of the joint through rate. But the division must be fixed by the
same considerations which would determine divisions upon a
through commercial shipment in which the railroad had no interest other than that of carrier. The divisions now received out
of the joint rate on supply coal by the Seaboard Air Line, the
Atlantic Coast Line, and the Charleston & Western Carolina for
the hauls from their junctions are special and abnormal divisions.
The commission may fix divisions when a railroad company is
the shipper or is owned by the shipper so that the division of a
through rate might be the means of indirectly reducing transportation charges or effecting discriminations.
Divisions here
involved will not be fixed by order at this time, but carriers will
be expected to adjust them to meet vieAvs herein expressed.
The commission may order that such divisions be filed with it
and it is so ordered as to the divisions applicable to fuel coal
shipments herein involved.

railroad

as shipper

ation as any commercial

The commission states
"The question of the proper method of handling
and divisions

fuel-coal rates

an old one, and the commission is impressed
with the fact that some of the carriers have not endeavored to
meet the views heretofore announced. We shall therefore look
with great care to the steps taken by the carriers to meet the
views herein set forth, and the next time w'e have to deal with a
situation like that here presented we will do so under the criminal
is

provisions of the act."

(36

L

C.

C,

1).

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Chesapeake &

Curtis Bay Railroad Company has apPublic Service Commission of Maryland for authority to exercise its franchise, the purpose of the company
being to take over the tracks in Baltimore which are owned

plied

to the

It is proposed to
by the United States Asphalt Company.
extend these tracks to serve additional industries; but the
Baltimore & Ohio is objecting to this proposal, claiming that
the territory in question has been developed by the B. & O.

The Missouri Public Utilities Commission and the railroads
of the State on August 10 reached an agreement under which
grain rates will be increased approximately five per cent., subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The rates agreed upon are substantially the old schedule of interstate rates that were effective before the statutory rates were
put in force. They are made applicable to both St. Louis and
East St. Louis, without bridge toll, and will absorb necessary
switching charges at points of origin and destination; and they
also will permit millingin transit or re-handling at intermediate
points in Missouri without additional charge.

COURT NEWS
Railroad Not Liable for Injuries Caused by Ditch Constructed but

Not Owned by

A

It

railroad company built its road through an unimproved
street of a town, and its franchise from the town required it
to square up the sides and bottom, and construct concrete retaining walls for the sides and bottom, of a certain ditch running along the street, which supplied its nat\iral drainage. The
ditch had no connection whatever with the railroad, and its improvement as rr(]uired by the town was of no benefit to the
railroad.
The Alabama Supreme Court holds that the railroad
was not liable for injiu-ies to a pedestrian from f.illing into the
ditch.-^Bush vs. Seaboard Air Line (Ala.) 68, So. 1011.

365

Liability for Injury to Stalled

Automobile

Through some unknown cause an automobile engine stopped
on a railroad crossing in the open country. A heavy passenger
train was speeding towards the crossing at 55 miles an hour from
a point in plain view half a mile away.
The occupants of the
car stepped out and began to try to crank it and push it from
the track. The engineer of the train made an emergency application of the brakes as soon as he had a chance to discover that
the car was stalled on the track, but the train was not stopped
in time to prevent a smash.
The court held that, as the train
could not have been stopped in time to avoid a collision with the
automobile without serious injury to the railroad's property
by the abrupt stoppage, the company was not negligent nor
liable
S.

F.

for the value of the
(Kan.), 148 Pac. 621.

car.

[Liability for Assaults

— McBeth

v.

Atchison,

T.

&

by Fellow Passengers

In Massachusetts a passenger sued a carrier for damages tor
an assault by another passenger in a train, where the conductor,
and later a trainman, saw and knew that the passenger who was

complained

Peters, threatened plaintiff and did him some
yet took no measure to protect plaintiff.
The
trial court directed a verdict for the defendant.
In reversing
and ordering judgment for the plaintiff, the Massachusetts
Supreme Court said that a railroad company is not obliged to
foresee the impossilile or highly improbable, and it is not called
little

of,

violence,

upon under ordinary circumstances

to expect that one passenger will assault another; or that because one passenger is engaged in frolic or sport with another, such conduct will result
in injury to one of them.
But where the circumstances and surroundings, conduct, speech or manner of one passenger toward
another is such that violence or harm is likely to result, and
the carrier has reasonable notice of such circumstances and
conduct, and has the opportunity to take measures to prevent
the threatened violence, then it becomes its duty to protect the
threatened passenger.
The conductor's knowledge alone might
not have been suflicient to indicate the recurrence of trouble
but when the trainman came upon the scene, knew the plaintiff's
complaints and saw Peters' conduct and heard his speech and
did nothing, it became a question for the jury whether the
company complied with the obligation resting on it of using
the highest degree of caution in looking forward to and preventing injury to passengers, from all sources, consistent with
its undertaking.
Lenberg v. New Haven (Mass.), 108 N. E.
1046.

Steamship

Owned by

Railroad —Status Under Federal and State

Liability Acts
an appeal from an award of the New York Workmen's
Compensation Commission for the death of an employee of the
Southern Pacific while unloading a steamship berthed alongside
a pier in the Hudson river, the New York Court of Appeals was

In

called

upon

decide as to the applicability of the act to the
The steamship was owned by the railroad and
plied between New York and Galveston.
It did not appear that
it was in any way operated in connection with a line of railroad.
The railroad contended that the federal employers' liability act
applied, and not the State compensation act.
The court held
that, as far as the present case was concerned, the railroad was
a carrier by water. The act applies only to carriers by railroad.
There is nothing in it indicative of a purpose to apply it to
carriage by water if such carriage happen to be conducted by
a railroad corporation, and not otherwise to apply one rule of
liability to transportation by a steamship line, if owned and
operated by a railroad corporation, and a different rule to precisely similar transjjortation not thus controlled. The federal act
provides a rule of liability of carriers by railroad for injury or
death resulting "by reason of any defect or insufiicieiicy due to
its negligence, in its cars, engines, appliances, machinery, trick,
roadbed, works, boats, wharves or other equipment." It was held
that the wonls "boats" and "wharves" might be given due effect
by applying them as adjuncts or auxiliaries to transportation by
railroad.
The employment in which the deceased was engaged
was not governed by the federal statute and the workmen's compensation act applied to it.
At the same time the court held
the latter slalule to be constitutional.
Decided July 15. 1015.
to

facts of the case.

—
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Asa G. Chandler,

vice-president of the Atlanta & St. Andrews
Bay, has been elected president, with headquarters at Atlanta,
Ga., succeeding A. B. Steele, resigned.

Vol,
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E. W. Johnson has been appointed general dairy agent
of the Merchants' Despatch (New York Central), with office
at Chicago, and the position of general western agent has
been abolished. G. B. Horr has been appointed western dairy
agent, with office at Chicago, and the position of assistant general western agent has been abolished.
S. D. Parkhurst has
been appointed eastern dairy agent, with office at New York,
vice E. E. Overpeck, deceased, and David P. Skinner has been
appointed dairy agent, with office at Chicago, vice Mr. Parkhurst.

:

,

Purchasing

Benjamin

Crow

has been appointed assistant general counsel of the Oregon Short Line, with headquarters at Salt Lake
City, Utah.
He will assume his new duties on September \.
S.

B. F. Bush, chairman of the board and president of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, at
St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed receiver for both these roads.

Operating

Edward

whose appointment as general storekeeper
of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., has been announced, was born at Marion, III., on June
He was educated in the common and night schools
28, 1870.
and entered railway service on September 21, 1888, as messenger
boy with the LJnion Pacific at Kansas City, Mo. He left the
Union Pacific in June, 1891, and went to the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, which road he remained with until November, 1913,
when he was appointed traveling storekeeper of the St. Louis &
San Francisco, from which position he is now promoted as
J.

Price,

Paul F. Keating, superintendent of the Breckenridge division
of the Great Northern, at Breckenridge, Minn., has been transferred to the W'illmar division, with headquarters at Willmar,
Minn.

above noted.

assistant superintendent of the Louisville & Nashville, at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed superintendent of the
Louisville division, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., vice
E. E. Snyder, deceased.

Elmer E. Snyder, superintendent of the Louisville Division
of the Louisville & Nashville, at Louisville, Ky., since 1902, died
on August 4, at the age of S3.

John Hose,

A. V. Burr, superintendent of the Pullman Company at Houshas been transferred in the same capacity to St. Louis,
Mo., and H. J. Clark, district superintendent at New Orleans,

ton, Tex.,

succeeds Mr. Burr.

La.,

Effective September

L

M. Wrenne,

E.

assistant superintendent of transportation of
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, at Nashville, Tenn., has

been appointed acting superintendent of transportation, succeeding to the duties of his father,

M.

J.

C.

Wrenne, deceased.

Joseph A. Caviezel, superintendent of the Alabama, Tennessee
& Northern, at York, Ala., has been promoted to general superintendent, with headquarters at York, in charge of the operating
and maintenance departments, and the office of superintendent
has been abolished.
Traffic

R. J. Darnley has been appointed general agent of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, at Rockford, III., succeeding A. G. Everett,
resigned.

William T. Price has been appointed commercial agent of the

Union Pacific, with headquarters at Pueblo,
L. M. Tudor, assigned to other duties.

Col.,

succeeding

The jurisdiction of C. A. Fullen, general agent of the Chicago
Great Western at Winnipeg, Man., has been temporarily extended to include the territory of the Fargo agency.

Thomas

Kenniff has been appointed commercial agent of
St. Paul, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeding Truman H. Clark, resigned to engage
in othjr business.
J.

the Chicago, Milwaukee &

Omar

Sanders, traveling

mingham &

Atlantic, at

freight

agent of the Atlanta, BirAla., has been appointed

Birmingham,

commercial agent, with offices at Atlanta, Ga., vice Walter
dleton, granted leave of absence.

I.

Mid-

G. H. Corse, Jr., general passenger agent of the San Francisco
Overland Routes, with headquarters at Yokohama, Japan, and

Hongkong, China, has resigned to become special agent of the
passenger department of the Union Pacific, with hcadcjuartcrs
at Chicago.

The

jurisdiction

of the general

division, of the Atlantic

freight

aj^ent

of

the

First

Coast Line, has been extended to include

points north of the Savannah river. James K. Mead, assistant general freight agent at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed assistant general freight agent with office at Savannah.
all

Florida and Alabama, and
Robert Ta\lor, citrus
fniit agent at Jacksonville, has been appointed division freight

Ga.,

his

with jurisdiction in

Georgia,

former position has been abolished.

agent with

office at Jacksonville.

OBITUARY

Mendes Cohen, a former well-known railroad engineer, died
home in Baltimore, Md., on August 13, at the age of 84.
Mr. Cohen began his career in the locomotive works of Ross
Winans at Baltimore. From 18.S1 to 1855 he was in the engiat his

neering department of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. From
1855 to 1875 he served the following companies as superintendent,
assistant superintendent, controller or president
The Hudson
River Railroad, the Ohio & Mississippi and the Philadelphia &
Reading; the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company, and the
Pittsburgh & Connellsville Railroad.
He was long president
of the Maryland Historical Society, retiring only two years
:

ago.

M.

Wrenne, superintendent of transportation of the NashChattanooga & St. Louis, at Nashville, Tenn., died in that
city on August 10.
He was born in August 1847, at Limerick,
Ireland, and began railway work in May, 1861, as a clerk in the
J. C.

ville,

superintendent's office of the Nashville & Decatur, now a part of
the Louisville & Nashville. Since May of the following year, he

had been in the continuous service of the Nashville & Chattanooga, and its successor, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,
having served consecutively as clerk in the transportation department, trainmaster, superintendent, and then as general superintendent until Januarj', 1899, when he was appointed superintendent of transportation.

—

Tut: Railw.-w Accide.n't Record of Austr.\li.\. The various
Australian states come out well in the matter of railway accidents,
the latest five years to which statistics extend showing an average of 0.10 fatalities per 1,000,000 passengers carried in New
South Wales. The corresponding average in Victoria was 0.09
per 1,000,000 passengers, and in South Australia 0.11.
In the
United Kingdom the average was 0.08 per 1,000,000 passengers
carried; in Germany, 0.08 per 1,000,000 passengers; in Austria,
0.08 per 1,000,000 passengers; in Hungarj-, 0.26 per 1,000,000 passengers; in Belgium, 0.09 per 1,000.0(X) passengers; in Sweden,
0.08 per 1,000.000 passengers; in Hungary, 0.26 per 1,000,000 passengers; in the Netherlands, 0.07 per 1,000,000 passengers, and
in Switzerland,. 0.12 per 1,000,000 passengers.
In the L^nited
States the average came out at 0.51 per 1,000,000 passengers
carried.
The worst showing was, however, made in Russia in
Europe, which figured with an average of 1.47 fatalities per
1,000,000 passengers, and Asiatic Russia with an average of 4.19
per 1,000,000 passengers.
The number of persons injured per
1,000.000 passengers carried was 2.36 in New South Wales, 3.37
In the United Kingin Victoria, and 3.68 in South Australia.
dom the average came out at 2.15 per 1,000,000 passengers, in
Germany at 0.44, in Austria at 1.92, in Hungary at 1.24, in Belgium at 3, in Sweden at 0.25, in Norway at 0.16, in the Netherlands at 0.48, and in Switzerland at 0.93. Engineering, London,
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Equipment and Supplies

I

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 10 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 3
Mallet (2-8-8-2), 5 Mikado and 2 Pacific type locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Wisconsin & Northern

has ordered 1 superheater tenwheel type locomotive from the American Locomotive Works.
This locomotive will have 20 by 26 in. cylinders 63-in. driving
wheels and a weight of 168,000 lb.
;

The South Dakota Central has ordered one ten-wheel and
one Mikado type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. The ten-wheel locomotive will have 18 by 24 in.
cylinders, 60-in. driving wheels and a total weight of 136,000
lb.
The Mikado type locomotive will have 20 by 28 in. cylinders, 52-in. driving wheels and a total weight of 178,000 lb.

CAR BUILDING
The Virginia-Carolina

is

in the

cars.

Wells, Fargo & Co. are inquiring for 35 express refrigerator
cars.

the

in

market for 100

The Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie has ordered 20 underframes
from the Merchants Despatch Transportation Company.

The New York Central has ordered 500 50-ton all steel
automobile cars from the Haskell & Barker Car Company for
Michigan Central.

the

Supply Trade News
liiiiiuiiiMiMiMiitiiiniiniiiMnMiniHiiiiniitMniniiiiiitiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiitiiHiiiniiitiiitiiiiMiiiiiiiniiriiinittiiniiittil;

It is reported that the French government is negotiating for
the purchase of 6,000,000 white oak ties for railroad building in

France.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, has
purchased the stock and good will of the Bintliff Supply Comuanv (successor to Bintliff & Herb), who were engaged in a eeneral railway, mill and factory supply business and specialized
railroad track tools.

in

W. K. Millsapps, southwestern representative of the Grip Nut
Company, Chicago, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., died on
August 6, at Houston. Prior to his connection with the Grip
Nut Company he was for several years general storekeeper of
the Sunset Central Lines.

Charles

B.

Ellis,

assistant

to

J.

L.

Replogle,

vice-president

and general manager of the American Vanadium Company,
with office in New York, has become associated with the Bartlett-Hayward Company, Baltimore.
Mr. Ellis was for many
years with the Cambria Steel Company.

The Virginia Bridge & Iron

market for 120 30-ton box

The Pennsylvania Lines West are
imderframes for caboose cars.

l(iiiMiiiiiiiuiiiijtiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiutiiiiiilitittiiitiliiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiitiiiittiiitiii(iiitiiiniiiiiiiirii
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The Atlantic Coast Line is in the market for two 74-ft.
coaches, one 70-foot combination passenger and baggage cars
and two 70-foot baggage and mail cars.

Co., Roanoke, Va., has opened
National Bank building, Denver,
Colo., to cover the territory embraced in the states of Kansas,
Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. The office will be
in charge of A. R. Peyton, who has been associated with the
Virginia Bridge & Iron Co. for some years as contracting

branch

a

office

in

the

First

engineer.

The Mesta Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently
received an order from James B. Ladd, consulting engineer.
Philadelphia, for a 1,500 H. P. mill engine for the Broken Hill
Proprietaries Company, Ltd, New Castle, N. S. W. The engine
is
for rolling mill service, and is to be of the heavy-duty
tandem compound Corliss valve type. This engine, when installed, will make the fourth unit that the Mesta Machine
Company has built for the Broken Hill Proprietaries Company.
Arthur M. Torry, for the past four years in charge of the
department of Hildreth & Co., recently resigned from

soliciting

that

IRON AND STEEL
The Southern has ordered 4,000 tons of rails from the Maryland Steel Company.
The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 8 000 tons of rails
from the Pennsylvania Steel Company and 2,000 tons from the
Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Western

Pacific has ordered 164 tons of steel for four
75-ft. single track deck plate girder spans in California, from the
American Bridge Company.

The Chicago Great Western

has ordered 167 tons of

Bridge Company.

The Chicago Railways Company has ordered from the
American Bridge Company 309 tons of steel for girders and tie
rods for the Van Buren street tunnel.
The Denver Union Terminal Company
for passenger, baggage and
Denver, Colo., from the American Bridge

tons

of

steel

The Chicago & Western Indiana
of

rails

for
(

from the

track

'(ini|)aii\

Illinois Steel

elevation

bridges,

has ordered 41'>
express subways at

Company.

has

Company and
from

the

ordered 2,650 tons
3,500 tons of steel

Mor.iva

Construction

.

The JIankow-Szixiiuan fiovERNMi;Ni' Railway
W. Hunt & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., consulting

Robert

(if

Chin.i.

cugiiieers,

receive bids until September 25 for 845 tons of steel for
eight bridges on the Hankow-Ichang section.
Specifications
may be obtained from Robert W. Hiuit & Co, !'ill'-tiiir(;li, Pa,
will

for $2.50.

states.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, have recently completed
new warehouse on Westside avenue, Jersey City, N. J. The
company has maintained an office at 30 Church street, New
York, and a warehouse at Boonton for some time. The new

a

pliut in Jersey City will put
steel

from the American

for three 70-ft. through plate girder spans,

position to take charge of the engineering contract department of W. S. Barstow & Co., New York.
This company is engaged in engineering and construction work in various parts of the country, and also controls the General Gas &
F.Iectric and the Eastern Power & Light corporations, operating some 40 public utilities in the eastern and middle western

it

in

a

much

stronger position for

and machinery business in the New York
district and the east in general.
The warehouse is located
on a ten-acre site at the junction of the Hackensack river and
.Vewark bay, thus affording facilities for making water shipments to all parts of New York harbor and adjacent waters.
The building is 350 ft. bv 250 ft. and covers a ground area of
hanilling

S7.500 sq.

its

iron, steel

ft.

The Bethlehem Steel Company has purchased the plant of
the Detrick & Harvey Machine C'ompany, Baltimore, Md.
The
directors of the latter have elected the following olVicers
A. D.
Mixsell, president; \V. F. Roberts, vice-president;
J. W. Ncidliardt, vice-president and general manager, B. F. Jones, secretary
and treasurer, and F. A. Shick, auditor.
Mr. Ncidhardt, as
vice-president and general manager, will be the local representative of the Detrick S: Harvey Company at Baltimore.
This
:

company was formed in 1884 In John S. Detrick and .Alexander
Harvey, and these two occupied the positions of president and
secretary and treasurer, respectively, until

Mr. Harvey's death

November, when Curran W. Harvey, his son, succeeded his
father.
The company manufactures planers, horizontal drill-

last
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ing and boring machines, vertical boring and turning mills and
It will continue to engage in this business.
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special machinery.

The Harrisburg Water Laboratories have been organized for
the chemical and bacteriological examination of water, sewage,
trade wastes and other associated substances. The organization
consists of Lesley McCreath, junior member of the firm of
Andrew S. McCreath & Son, analytical and consulting chemists,
Harrisburg, Pa., who still retains his interest in said firm
Dr. George R. Moffitt, city chemist and bacteriologist, pathologist
to the Harrisburg Hospital and head of the Moffitt Bacteriological Laboratory, and Farley Gannett, consulting engineer and
late engineer of the Water Supply Commission of Pennsylvania.
The laboratories are equipped and prepared to test and analyze
samples of the above substances, submitting reports with interpretation of same.

Railway Construction

I

j

ritiiiiiililiniiiniiiiiiiiliiiiiiillllllinillllltllllllllllllltlllllillllllllliiiniiiiiiiniliniiinliiiiiiMliiliiiililiiiiliiiiritiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiliriliMT:

—

Atlantic Coast Line. This company has under consideration
plans for the construction of a line, it is said, from St. Stephen,
S. C, southwest via. Ridgeville and Walterboro to Yemassee,
about 75 miles.

—

Canadian RoAns Electric. Engineers of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario are now at work south of Hamilton surveying for an electric line from Hamilton to Port Dover
and other points on Lake Erie. The plans call for building also
Catherines and all intermediate points, including a branch
Dunnville and Cayuga.
F. Gaby, Toronto, Ont., chief
(October
engineer of the Hvdro-Electric Power Commission.
to St.

The

New York

Air Brake Company, on August 18, declared
the regular quarterly dividend of ly^ per cent.
Following the
meeting President Charles A. Starbuck made the following state"In addition to its regular business the company has
undertaken orders for high explosive shells and cartridge cases
aggregating $16,581,500 for delivery within the next twelve
months, on which substantial payments have been made and in
which there is no cancellation clause. The orders taken are for
material which is simple to manufacture, and deliveries already
have commenced and are giving satisfaction. The company is
fully equipped to take on large additional orders for high explosive shells and cartridge cases, and negotiations are pending which are likely to result in large additional business running into 1917."

ment

to

line

30, p. 818.)

:

—

Chattanooga Traction. This company is planning to build
an extension, it is said, from Chattanooga, Tenn., north to Hixson, about 8 miles. The company now operates a line from Chattanooga to Signal Mountain.

—

Cleveland & Ohio Central Electric. The amended articles
of incorporation changing the name of the Cleveland, Barberton,
Coshocton & Zanesville to the Cleveland & Ohio Central Electric, which have been filed, provide also for changing the route
authorized under the charter from Cleveland, Ohio, to Zanesthrough Barberton and Coshocton to a line running from
Cleveland to Wooster, through Brooklyn, Parma and Royalton
townships in Cuyahoga county, and Kinckley, Granger, Sharon
and Wadsworth townships in Medina county, and Milton, Chippewa, Green, Wayne and Wooster townships, in Wayne county,
through the towns of Sharon, Wadsworth, Rittman and Smithville and into the town of Wooster.
ville,

The United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the seventh
circuit has just handed down a unanimous opinion in the suit
of the Q & C Co. against Otto R. Bamett and the P &
Co., affirming the decision rendered last April by Judge Sanborn of the United States District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois, Eastern Division, sustaining the exclusive
sellinc contract of the Q & C Co. for the Vaughan rail anchor
and enioining the P &
Co. from selline the same anchor.
This decision is based upon a contract of April 30, 1907, between
the Q & C Co. and the parties controlling the patents for
the Vaughan rail anchor, granting the former companj' the
exclusive sales rights.
The owners of these patents gave a
selling license to the P &
In this
Co. on April 1. 1915.
decision tiiis license is. declared void.

M

M

M

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Track Sltpplies. The Track Specialties Company, New York,
has issued a book containing simple rules for the computation
of shortened switch leads and rules for the location of derailers.
This book also contains information and illustrations of the various track accessories made by this company.
Drag-Line Bucket.

— The

Brown Hoisting Machinery Com-

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a booklet describing the Brownhoist-Shnable drag-line bucket which it is now making.
This
book shows a number of photographs of this bucket in actual
service and gives considerable data concerning its performance.

& Ohio

canal.

—

Gasolene Motor Cars. The McKeen Motor Car Company,
Omaha, Neb., has issued a new booklet describing its various
types of railway motor cars and also a new highway motor car
with rubber-tired wheels for street and road service and with
railroad flanged wheels for operation on urban railroad lines.
This car has a seating capacity of 27 and a new spring pneumatic cushion chair for every passenger.
The booklet also
describes this company's new 300-hp. motor car for railway
service containing a 70-ft. post office compartment and express
and baggage compartments. It is designed to pull a standard
steel railroad coach for passengers, with a capacity to supersede
locomotive train service consisting of five units, locomotive,
tender and three cars.

&

Zanesville.

— See

Cleve-

Central Electric.

Fairmont Helen's Run.

Maine Roads

— See Western Maryland.
—The question of building 33

(Electric).

miles
of electric line in Maine is now under consideration, it is said.
The projected route is from Topsham, Me., north to Monmouth.
F. B. Teeling, Litchfield, Me., is interested.

—

New York Subways. The New York Public Service Commission, First district, has given to the Dock Contractor Company, the lowest bidder, for $1,692,370, the contract for building
Section No. 2 of Route No. 29. This section is to be a twotrack subway under Nostrand avenue,
avenues, in the borough of Brooklyn.

from Church
(July 30,

p.

to Flatbush

219.)

—

Oregon Roads. Plans are being made by Kendall Brothers,
Pittsburgh, Pa., to build a line from Roseburg, Ore., north to
Umpqua, about 30 miles. The City of Roseburg will issue
$300,000 of bonds, the proceeds of which are to be used in aid
of the project.

Pacific

—

Posts. The Railway & Traction Supply Company,
Chicago, has issued a pamphlet showing illustrations of its Hercules steel bumping posts, 39 of which were installed by the
United States government at the ends of the towing tracks used
by the electric towing engines at the locks along the Panama

Bumping

Cleveland, Barberton, Coshocton
land

& Idaho Northern. — A

public

meeting was held

recently at New Meadows, Idaho, and resolutions were adopted
favoring the construction of a new north and south railroad
between New Meadows, Idaho, and Lcwiston, or the construc-

of an extension of the Pacific & Idaho Northern,
New Meadows north to Lewiston, about 120 miles.
Petersburg & Appomattox (Electric). — A contract has

tion

from
been

the Vaughan Construction Company, Incorporated, of
Shawsville, Va., and Roanoke, it is said, to build the electric line
from Petersburg, Va., northeast to City Point, about 12 miles.
The construction work is to be finished by February, 1916. (April
let

2, p.

to

767.)

Rapid Transit Company of Illinois.

— Incorporated

in Illinois

with $100,000 capital and headquarters at East St. Louis, 111. The
plans call for building an intcrurban line from East St. Louis
southeast, via Chester, Murphysboro and Carbondale, and northeast

through the coal

fields.

Vonnahme and M. Harned,

J.

Vonnahme, D.

of East
Hocltman, Collinsville, are incorporators.
all

St.

P. Roberts, C. B.
Louis, and L. T.

August
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—

& Northern. Surveys are now
construction work is to be started soon, it is
said, on a line from West Point, Va., northeast to Urbanna, 17
miles.
The company was incorporated with $300,000 capital on
July 30 by capitalists of Richmond, Va. Warner Moore, president H. L. Lewis, O. J. Sands, C. Thompson and C. Wortham
This is an independent enterprise,
are said to be interested.
and is not connected with the Richmond & Rappahannock River,
which plans to build an extension to Urbanna in the near future.
Richmond, Rappahannock

being
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;

Richmond & Rappahannock
hannock

&

Rivrr.

— See

Richmond, Rappa-

Northern.

Ozark & Southern.

—

This company will build a line
Louis & San Francisco, to Anutt, a
distance of about 18 miles. There will be one bridge across Dry
Fork Creek. About one-third of the work has been completed.
J. Elhs Walker, Rolla, Mo., is secretary of the company.
RoLLA,

from

Rolla, Mo.,

on the

St.

—

Southern Oregon Traction Company. This company has
taken over the Rogue River Valley Railway, which operates
about six miles of line between Medford and Jacksonville,
and

A

portion of the overhead equipment has been purchased. The line at present is operated by
gasolene motor cars and steam locomotives.
Ore.,

electrify

will

Western Maryland.

it.

— The

route of the line

now

being built

under the name of the Fairmont, Helen's Run, is from a connection with the Baltimore & Ohio near Chiefton, Marion County,

W.

Va., in a general northeruly direction, crossing West Fork
thence up Helen's Run to Ida May shaft, with a spur line

river,

up Martin's Run to Carolina shaft. The grading contract was
let recently to A. L. Anderson Brothers, Altoona, Pa., and bids
are now being asked for the steel on bridges, including one steel
structure 560 feet long. There will also be five trestles on the
Most
line, and a storage yard is to be constructed at Chiefton.
of the construction will be side

hill

through a mountainous country.
will be 1.8 per cent,
13, p.

and

work; the

line is to be built

The maximum grade

maximum

mines
curvature 12 degrees. (August
to

301).

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Canadian Northern. Wm. A. Read & Co., New York, have
bought from the Canadian Northern and have sold to the
public, at 985^, $11,500,000 two-year 5 per cent collateral notes
dated September 1, 1915. At this price the notes yield about
These notes are secured by
5.75 per cent on the investment.
the deposit of $15,333,334 Canadian Northern general mortgage 4 per cent bonds due 1934. The Dominion Government
unconditionally guarantees both principal and interest of the
pledged bonds. The notes are convertible at par into bonds
at 85 on or before maturity.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The receivers have asked
the court for permission to abrogate the lease under which
the

—

Chicago, III. The Chicago & North Western has awarded a
contract for the substructure of the bridge over the north branch
of the Chicago River south of the Deering station to the Great
new interlocking
Lakes Dredge & Dock Company, Chicago.
plant will also be built.

A

Dallas, Tex.

— The

city

commission has engaged John

of Chicago, to make a survey looking to
crossing elimination and to prepare a program.
improvements will involve an expenditure of
dollars.
The railroads entering Dallas arc now
union station, which, with other improvements,
lace,

F.

The proposed
several

million
building a new
will cost about

—

Oelwein, Iowa. A fire on August 2 destroyed the store
house of the Chicago Great Western at this place, and most
of the contents. The estimated loss is $75,000. Plans are now
being prepared for a new structure.

—

Pittsburgh, Pa. A contract has been let for building a com
bined freight house and storehouse for the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie, in Pittsburgh.
The new building will be of steel, brick
and concrete construction, 188 ft. bv 320 ft., and sevent stories
Iiigh.

West Tulsa, Okla.— The

St.

conveyor type

Louis

& San

Francisco has

Morse & Co.

for a concrete
coaling and sanding station, to be erected at this

a contract to Fairbanks,

place.

—

Wn.i.ow SniiNGS, Mo. The St. Louis & San Francisco has
awarded a contract to Fairbanks, Morse & Co. for a large
capacity concrete conveyor type coaling and sanding station,
to

be erected

al

this place.

is

operated.

—

City, Viaduct & Terminal. The first mortgage 4j4
per cent bonds protective committee proposes to extend the
protective agreement which expires by limitation January 1,
1916, for a period of two years, within which time the committee expects to find a purchaser for the property.
The
committee consists of William C. Lane, R. Walter Leigh,
Lawrence E. Sands, Richard C. Storey, with William C.
Dooley, secretary.

Keokuk & Des Moines. — See

Chicago, Rock Island

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh. —Authority has been
Ohio Public Utilities Commission
mortgage 5 per cent refunding bonds
the

Pennsylvania and

New York

&

Pacific.

received

from

to issue $3,540,000 first
to be

guaranteed by the

Central.

Macon

(Ga.) Terminal Co.— The company has sold $1,600,000
of an authorized issue $3,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent
bonds of July 1, 1915-1965. These bonds are guaranteed principal and interest jointly and severally by the Central of
Georgia, the Georgia, Southern & Florida, and the Southern
Railway. The terminal is to be used as a union passenger
station, for which the three roads will pay rental on a wheelbasis.

Missouri Pacific.

—

B. F. Bush, president, has been appointed
receiver of the Missouri Pacific and of the St. Louis, Iron

&

Mountain

Southern.

York, New Haven & Hartford. — Coimsel for the directors
who have been accused by the Government of violating the
Sherman Anti-Trust Law have asked Judge Hunt to direct

New

the Government to give more details in its bill of particulars,
claiming that the Government was holding back important evidence to be used as a surprise against the accused directors.

Wal-

extensive grade

$5,000,000.

awarded

Keokuk & Des Moines

Kansas

age
Algiers, LA.^Work has been started on the substructure of
the new shops to be built at Algiers for the Morgan's Louisiana
& Texas Railroad & Steamship Company. The cost of the improvements will be about $250,000. (May 28, p. 11140.)

1

Pittsburgh,

Shawmut &

Northern.

— The

New York

State

Public Service Commission has authorized Frank Sullivan
Smith, receiver, to issue $1,700,000 certificates of indebtedness,
bearing interest at 6 per cent, and running for two years.
The issue has been authorized by the Supreme Court of
New York State and the United States District Court, for
the Western District of Pennsylvania.
The new certificates
will be used solely for exchange at par for certificates outstanding which mature on August 1 and September 1. The
older certificates have paid 5 per cent.
St. Louis,

Iron Mountain

& Southicrn.— See

—

Missouri Pacific.

Asia Minor Railways. Press despatches report that the
Turks have begun to construct a railway line in hot haste between Zungdulduk, on the Black sea the coal port which has
been repeatedly shelled by the Russians and Ada Bazar, a town
near the head of the Gulf of Isniid, in the Sea of Marmora.
This is for the purpose of transporting coal owing to the difficulties of doing so by sea.
Five thousand Greeks and Armenians are engaged on the work, under the supervision of German
engineers and surveyors.
Another line is being constructed
from Angora, on the Bagdad Railway, in Anatolia, towards
F.rzerum, in Armenia— over 3(X) miles.
So far about 7 miles
have been laid. These works have been paid for by moneys
taken from the agriculture banks.

—
—

[Advertisement.

ANNUAL REPORT
THIRTIETH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH RAILWAY COMPANY
The Directors of the Buflfalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh Railway Company
submit to the Stockholders the following report for the year ending June
1915:

30,

CAPITAL STOCK.
There has been no change during the year in this account. The total
outstanding Capital Stock of the Company amounts to $16,500,000, and
consists of $6,000,000 preferred stock and of $10,500,000 common stock.

ROAD OPERATED.

Owned
Leased
Trackage rights
Total length of road operated....

Second

367.06
89.90

367.06

129.52

129.52

Increase.
Miles.

89.90

586.48

586.48

207.32

1.01

372.71

360.48

12.23

1,167.52

1,154.28

13.24

Sidings
all steel rails

1914.

Miles.

208.33

track

Total miles of tracks,

1915.

Miles,

FUNDED DEBT.
In accordance with the provisions of the Consolidated Mortgage of 1907,
$1,020,000.00 4^2% bonds were received from the Trustee to apply on payments made for improvements and betterments, and the securities placed
in the Treasury of the Company.
The Trustee also delivered to the company $205,000.00 Consolidated Mortgage 4'/2% bonds, representing 50% of
Equipment Bonds, Series D, E and F. retired during the year.
These bonds, added to those in the Treasury of the Company, made a
total of $2,400,000.00, of which $1,000,000.00 were sold during the year for
corporate purposes, leaving a balance of $1,400,000.00 held in reserve.
Under the terms of the Sinking Funds for the redemption of Equipment
Bonds, $640,000.00 were retired, as follows: $46,000.00 Series C; $115,000.00
Series D; $117,000.00 Series E; $178,000.00 Series F; and $184,000.00
Series G.
Also the first annual installment of $125,000.00 Series
bonds was paid,
as provided for in that Equipment Agreement.
The net result is an increase of $235,000.00 in the bonded debt of the
Company, outstanding on June 30, 1915.

H

The

tracks were increased by 1.01 miles of second track, constructed at
Creekside, Pa., and 12.23 miles of new sidings.

COST OF ROAD.

INCOME.
Operating Income:

6,935,252.30

$10,734,691.00
7,965,117.27

-$1,254,755.25
—1,029,864.97

$2,544,683.45

$2,769,573.73

230,000.00

234,000.00

—$224,890.28
—4,000.00

$9,479,935.75

Net revenue

Tax

accruals

Uncollectible revenues ....

Income
Miscellaneous income

1914.

1915.

Revenues
Expenses

596.27

596.27

$230,596.27

$234,000.00

—$3,403.73

$2,314,087.18

$2,535,573.73
362.89
Dr.

—$221,486.55

$2,535,210.84

820,587.10

—$220,673.18
—102,391.87

$3,032,732.89

$3,355,797.94

—$323,065.05

2,120,013.33

2,001,013.78

118,999.55

$912,719.56

$1,354,784.16

—$442,064.60

21,508.47
111,211.09

16,432.49

348,351.67

5,075.98
-237,140.58

$132,719.56

$364,784.16

-$282,064.60

$780,000.00

$990,000.00

$210,000.00

450.48

....

Total operating income. $2,314,537.66
Non-operating income ....
718,19,5.23

Gross income

Increase or
Decrease.

813.37

Deductions for Interest and

Rentals
Net income
Appropriations

Capital account has been charged during the year with

for yard tracks, Rochester, N. Y
Other lands
Storage warehouse, Rochester, N. Y
Subway, Saxton St., Rochester. N. Y
Elimination of grade crossing, Scottsville, N. Y
Increased weight of rails, frogs and fastenings
Stone ballast
Improving bridges and culverts
Automatic block signals
Power plant building and machinery, Du Bois, Pa

Lands

Power transmission and distribution system, Du
Shop machinery
New station, Sykes, Pa
Yard extensions, sidings, etc

:

appropriations

Total

Appropriations:

Surplus available for dividends.

23,431.00
64,856.87
18.459.05
80,272.97

70,641.45
128,711.00

Bois,

Pa

27,954.35
1

A

six-story

It

to

new

6,453.94

6,237.88

130,482.76

$882,008.80

concrete storage warehouse at Rochester,

N. Y., and Ashford, N. Y., a distance of 45
single track and 137.68 miles of double track,
this system, being 47% of the entire man line
The new power house at Du Bois Shops,
1915.

Special

4.639.65
163,318.88
24,931.36

N. Y., referred

to in last year's report, was completed and is now in operation.
Automatic electric block signals were installed between Buffalo

power

Funds

$121,617.64

Total

The

Pension and Fire Insurance

$882,008.80 for

investment in road, as follows:

Creek,

miles, making 139.64 miles of
a total of 277.32 miles, under
mileage of the road.
Pa., was completed April 1,

accommodates new electric machinery now furnishing
meet the growing needs of the plant at that point.
station was constructed at Sykes, Pa.

sufficient

Among

the important work still in progress may be mentioned:
Subway, Saxton Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Strengthening of steel bridges.
Replacing of timber bridges, trestles and culverts in permanent form.

COST OF EQUIPMENT.
A

special appropriation of $111,211.09 was made from Net Income, being
part of the $125,000 paid into the .Sinking Funds under Equipment Agreemenls Series A, B and C, out of which $45,797.26 was applied to retire
$46,000 of Eqipment Bonds Series C, and the balance was reserved for the
purchase of new rolling stock.
Profit and Loss account was charged with $536^380.61.
Of this amount
$14,284.45 is the remaining part of the payments into the above mentioned
.Sinking Funds, including accrued interest, and is also available for the
purchase of new rolling stock; $216,298.83 represents the cost of Equipment
bonds Series D, E and F paid off during the year, less one-half of the
principal refunded by 4J/j% Consolidated Mortgage bonds held in the
Treasury of the Company; $180,797.33 covers the full amount paid into the
Sinking Funds, including accrued interest, to retire bonds under Equipment
Agreement Series G; and $125,000 is the principal of Series
bonds paid
oil during the year.

H

DIVIDENDS.
1915.

Preferred

Total

slock
slock

$6,000,000
10,500,000

$16,500,000

fourteen freight cars

$407,639.91
433,145.32

454,630.33
7,524.80

149,542.13

26,840.86

Sundry other betterments, including

re-classification or transfer

of three passenger cars and eighty-four freight cars

122,958.18

There was credited

for equipment sold, transferred or destroyed, the following values, charged in part to Operating
Expenses, and the balance representing the depreciation
since June 30, 1907, charged to Accrued Depreciation

account:

Dividends in cash were paid on:

Common

Expenditures were made for new rolling stock as follows:
Seventeen locomotives
Five hundred steel underframe box cars
Five hundred steel underframe gondola cars
One locomotive crane hoist
Steel underframes applied on two thousand two hundred and
twenty-four freight cars
Steel side stakes applied on one thousand eight hundred and

O'/r,

4%

$360,000
420,000
$780,000

1914.

6%
6%

$360,000
630,000
$990,000

Since the close of the fiscal year, your Board of Directors has declared
semi-annual dividends of three per cent, on the preferred stock and two
per cent, on the common stock, payable August 16, 1915.

Seven passenger train cars
Nine hundred and ninety-eight freight
Ten work equipment cars.

train cars.

.

$59,838.99
472,970.63
4,374.62

537,184.24

Making

a net increase of

The total tractive power of
increase of 98-1,280 pounds
junds over
The average tractive power of
^S,999 pounds as against 34,782
.

$1,065,097.29

engines
last

aggregates

11,627,535

pounds,

an

vp.ir.
year.

engine increased 1,217 pounds, being
eac
each

pounds

last

year.

August
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carrying capacity of cars in freight service now amounts to
an increase of 14,033 tons over last year.
The average carrying capacity or efficiency of each freight car increased
.90 ton, being 43.19 tons, as against 42.29 tons last year.

The

total

751,531

net

tons,

reserve for accrued depreciation of equipment on June 30,

The

1915,

is

as follows:

371

The percentage

of each group of operating expenses to operating revenues

for the past five years,

is

as follows;

Maintenance of way
Maintenance of equipment

1915.

1914.

1913.

1912.

1911.

13.17

13.49

14.23

12.52

12.57

22.53

20.65

19.74

18.94

19.35

l.SO

1.40

1.30

1.26

1.44

33.17

36.15

32.71

32.88

32.11

Traffic

On
On

equipment owned
leased equipment

$2,149,524.00

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General

203,377.98

Total

PASSENGER REVENUES.

The average

gross passenger revenue amounted to $1,101,980.50, a decrease of
6.96 per cent., or $82,436.49, caused chiefly by the shrinkage of local travel
the
mining regions.
in
The average rate received per passenger per mile increased .057 cent,
being 2.186 cents, as compared with 2.129 cents a year ago.
The average distance each passenger was carried decreased .07 mile,
being 26.94 miles, against 27.01 miles last year.

The

Passengers

carried

in

1915

1,871,322

Passengers

carried

in

I9I4

2,059,683

than

last

2.05

2.14

1.81

73.16

74.20

70.03

67.74

67.28

50,415.391

Passengers carried one mile in 1914

55,632,097

mile

per ton per

The averages

of revenue

3.21

mills,

being

.02

mill

less

tons carried one mile per revenue freight
of helping engines, increased 13.56 tons,
tons a year ago.
tons carried one mile per revenue freight
of helping engines, increased 23 tons, be-

for the past ten years are as

follows;

Engine Load.

Train Load.

Year.
1906

418

525
543
530
597
638
635
647
710
694

1907,

1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

FREIGHT REVENUES.

is

,

The average number

5,216,706

decrease of 9.38 per cent., or

cost

year.

train mile, excluding the mileage
being 707.16 tons, against 693.60
The averaiie number of revenue
engine mile, including the mileage
ing 477, against 454 a year ago.

188,361

decrease of 9.15 per cent., or

Passengers carried one mile in 1915

A

.25

2.26

$2,352,901.98

Total

A

.15

2.44

435
371

400
420
430
439
462
454
477

707

The average

rate received per ton per mile increased .15 mill, being 4.77
mills, as compared with 4.62 mills last year.
The average distance each ton was hauled decreased 7.21 miles, being
153.83 miles, against 161.04 miles a year ago.

The revenue tonnage moved was
Bituminous coal

8,176,430

1,068,573

30,955
282,524

2,782,136

393,358
699,702
265,521
2,760,038

10,928,035

12,295,049

258,461

freight

traffic,

not

included

in

any of the other

figures

of

7,060

1914.

1915.

Decrease.

362,403
417,178

Iron ore
Pig and bloom iron

Other

Incbease.

1914.

7,107,857

Coke

The non-revenue

this report, is as follows;

as follows;

1915.

The average number of revenue passengers carried one mile per revenue
passenger train mile is 37, being 3 less than last year.

Number
Number
Number
Number

323,720
13,098,629

275,504
passengers
of passengers carried one mile.. 11,522,375
867,023
of tons
83,299,093
of tons carried one mile
of

1,106,032

108,941,868

22,098

EIRE INSURANCE FUND.
Total

A

of this fund were increased $1,468.03 during the year,
to $283,975.50 in interest-bearing securities and cash.

in 1915

1,681,022,418

in 1914

1,980,012,951

PENSION FUND.

298,990,533

The result for the year is a loss of 12.36 per cent., or $1,131,251.63 in
gross freight revenue.
Coal and coke traffic decreased 1,099,528 tons, or 12.83%, due to the
disturbed business conditions in the territory served by your shippers.
The depression in the iron and steel industry existing throughout the year,
caused a reduction of 289,584 tons, or 30.00% in iron ore, pig and bloom
iron.

Other freight shows a slight increase.
The decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, granting an increase
of not over five per cent, in freight rates, became effective at various dates
after December 16lh, 1914.
This did not apply to coal, coke, iron ore and
careful estimate indicates that such increases
other spccilictl cninniodilies.
this year.
about
to
our
revenues
added
41,000

A

EXPENSES.
Operating Expenses decreased $1,029,864.97, or 12.93 per cent., in which
each primary expense account participated, as follows:

Maintenance of way
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Total

assets of this fund, created July 1, 1903. were increased $9,623.70
during the year, and now amount to $207,199.62 in interest-bearing
securities and cash.
There were sixty-one pensioners upon the roll on June 30, 1915, a net
increase of four during tne year.

The

decrease of 15.10 per cent., or

Decrease.

Per Cent.

$180,698.99

12.48

80,839.83

3.65

8,786.70

5.84

735,562.36
12,396.13

18.96

45.82

11,580.96

4.76

$1,029,864.97

12.93

GENERAL REMARKS.
The Ontario Car
for the year

Company, Limited, paid a dividend of 5 per cent
The sum of $12,485 ttceived on
Company's stock was credited to Non-operating Income

h'erry

ending December 31, 1914.

the $249,700 of this
account.
The second boat under construction for the Ferry Company, referred to
in last year's report, is to be delivered about September 1st, next.
On November 16, 1914, Mr. O'Donnell Iseln was elected a Director to
Mr. Lewis Iselin.
fill the v.icancy in the Board caused by the resignation of
Comparative statements and statistics of the operation of your road for
were
recast as far as
preceding
year
figures
for
the
which
the
year,
in
the
possible to agree with the new Classification prescr;bed by the Interstate
herewith.
1"14,
submitted
are
elTective
1,
Cuinniission
July
Commerce
"riie acknowledpmenls of the Board are renewed to the officers and em
ployecs for their f;iitliful and efficient services.
Ity or<ler of the Board,
Wii.i.iAM T.

reduction of train mileage was a large factor in accomplishing the
above decrease, lint the increased efficiency resulting from previous iiiiprovemcnts, ami the enforcement of economics wherever pr;utic:ililc. conIn ;itt:iiii:iig this rcsiill the Comtributed their share to (he saving made.
pany did not (lepart from its policy of maintaining ro;idway aii<i ei|uipmcnt
at its usual high standard.
ratio

against 74.20 per

•cut.

decreased
last

year.

1.(1-1

l.CT

liriiig

7.t.Ih

Noonan.
Prgsidtnt.

Rochester, N. Y., July

31,

1915.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
June

30.

1915.

CREDIT.

By Balance Surplus, June 30, 1914
By Unrcfundabic overcharges
MlSCKLI-ANKOt'S

The

The operating

and

1,367,014

decrease of 11.12 per cent., or

Tons moved one mile
Tons moved one mile

A

The assets
now amount

....

$3,964,008.29
2,159.90

rKKPITS.

Adjtistment of old accounts
Unclaimed wages, cle
Discounts on funded debt retired
L'nrelcased premiimiH on funded debt retired

$15.03
2,280.25
7,563.75

202.22
10,061.25

per

Total

$3,976,229.44
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT— (Coii/mncrf)
under
Equipment Agreements Series A, B and C,
Net
the balance being appropriated from
$14,284.45
Income
Appropriation for retiring bonds, under Equipment Agreements Series D, E, F, G, and II.. 522,09fi.l6
6,5*36.25
Premium on funded debt retired
3,140.31
Loss on retired road
for

new

stock

rolling

Income

Non-Operatinc

DEBIT.

To appropriation

Vol.

59,

No. 8

— (^Continued)
—1,369.16

Rent— Miscellaneous

11,175.15

12,544.31

Dividend on stocks owned..
Income from securities, loans
and accounts
of
premium
on
Release
funded debt
Miscellaneous

12,485.00

12,485.00

71,972.89

66,381.78

5,591.11

9,018.57

3,402.71

5,615.86

317.00

390.00

$718,195.23

$820,587.10

—$102,391.87

$3,032,732.89

$3,355,797.94

—$323,065.05

Total Non-Operating
come

73.00

Dr.

In-

MISCELLANEOUS DEBITS.

Adjustment of old accounts

Gross Income

$197.01

Abandoned surveys

8,930.32
9,127.33

Deductions from Gross Income.
555,244.50

Total

By Balance

June

Surplus,

30,

$3,420,984.94

1915

— For

Leased Roads
Allegheny & Western

Rents

—
Rail-

way

& Mahoning

Clearfield

$272,000.00

$272,000.00

86,500.00
15,000.00

86,500.00
15,000.00

$373,500.00

$373,500.00

Rail-

way
Mahoning Valley Railroad..

COMPARATIVE INCOME ACCOUNT.
Operating

Revenues.
Increase

Coke
Merchandise
Total

Passenger

$5,040,100.92
318,637.93

$5,904,105.54
338.339.13

—$864,004.62

2,663,951.27

2,911,497.08

—247,545.81

Special

-$1,131,251.63

$8,022,690.12
1,101,980.30

$9,153,941.75
1,184,416.99

—82,486.49

9,907.05

9,344.93

$562.12

10,983.75

12,923.45

—1,939.70

52,956.47
100,237.62

52.834.38

122.09

101.076.18

—838.56

5,128.79

3,645.13

1,483.66

21,352.80

16,732.63

4,620.17

88,437.02

93,138.59

—4.701.57
—2,596.00

-

2,596.00

service

Total

—

$292,291.29

9,755.03

12,232.74

—2,477.71

4,066.17

4,058.93

$7.24

10,439.55
38,251.00

21,866.00
61,878.50

—11,426.45
—23,627.50

3,749.88

4,004.80

—254.92

$66,261.63

$104,040.97

— $37,779.34

priv-

ileges

Demurrage
Canson St. Docks
Sundry sources
Total

Total Operating Revenues. $9,479,935.75 $10,734,691.00

-

-$1,254,755.25

Operating Expenses.
Maintenance

way

of

$1,267,253.94

$1,447,952.93

2,135,354.18

2,216,194.01

Traffic

141,766.76
3,144,597.92

150,553.46

structures

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations.,..
General

3,880,160.28

—$180,698.99
—80,839.83
—8,786.70
—735,562.36

— 12,396.13

231,621.25

27,054.38
243,202.21

Total Operating Expenses.. $6,935,252.30

$7,965,117.27

-$1,029,864.97

Net Operating Revenue
Tax Accruals

$2,769,573.73

—$224,890.28
—4,000.00

Revenues...

Operating Income

Miscellaneous
Income

Total

14,658.25

$2,544,683.45
230,000.00

234,000.00

596.27
$2,314,037.18

—11,580.96

$596.27
$2,535,573.73

rents

Interest on Funded
First

$707.42

—$8,087.92

16,898.70

298,005.03
16,883.87

$861,023.23

$688,388.90

—$7,365.67

14.83

Debt —

Mortgaee Bonds

Roch. & Pitts, kd
Consol. Mort. Bonds
Ruch. & Pitts. Rd
General Mort. Bonds

&

Ry

—$221,486.55

78,000.00

78,000.00

235,200.00

235,200.00

221,350.00

221,350.00

431,177.50

343,915.00

17,500.00
454,350.49

415,422.38

38,928.11

$1,437,577.99

$1,311,387.38

$126,190.61

1,412.11

1,237.50

174.61

Total Deductions from Gross
Income
$2,120,013.33

$2,001,013.78

$118,999.55

Net Income—

$1,354,784.16

-$442,064.60

B.

R.

P.

Consol. Mort. Bonds
B., R. & P. Ry
First Mortg. Bontls
L., P. S: C. Ud

Equipment Agreements

Interest on

Unfunded Debt.

$912,719.56

$87,262.50

17,500.00

Disposition of Net Income.

—

Appropriations
Pension Fund
Insurance Fund
New Equipment
of
Retirement
bonds

and

Maintenance of equipment...

Uncollectible

Miscellaneous

Total
$3,287.'79

$289,003.50

—

Incidental
Dining and buffet
Station, train and boat

707.42
289,917.11

facilities

— 19.701.20

Tran'Sportation —

Excess baggage
Parlor and chair car
Mail
Express
Other passenger train
Milk
Switching

other than

rolling stock
freight cars

Joint

Coal

Other

OR
Decrease.

1914.

1915.

FREIGHT —

For

—

Dividends
Preferred Stock

$9,459.45

$6,623.14

12,049.02

9,800.35

2,239.67

65,413.83

74,104.38

-$8,690.56

45,797.26

274,247.29

—228,450.03

$2,836.31

Equipment

—

42) 3% on $6,000,000, payable August 15,
1914
(No. 43) 3% on $6,000,payable
February
000,
15, 1915

(No.

^

180,000.00

1

180,000.00

180,
1,000.00

210,000.00

315,000.00

—105,000.00

210,000.00

315,000.00

—105,000.00

$912,719.56

$1,354,784.16

—$442,064.60

1,000.00

Common Sock —
29) 2% on $10,500,payable August 15,
1914
(No. 30) 2% on $10,500,February
payable
000,
15, 1915

(No.

000,

Operating

Non-Operating Income

450.48

Dr.

362.89

$813.37

—

Appropriation of In-

come

Hire of freight cars
Rent from other rolling stock

446,058.22
11,131.46

561,079.12

—115,020.90

Rents— Joint

156,280.94

165,011.18

—8,730.24

facilities

Total

11.131.46

Income Balanced Transferred
TO Profit and Loss

August
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such a case the advisability of loading the train

ill

^

(iiltl

n

11/

<^"

addition to their local cars without creating
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was due to the fact that
"weaklings" had been assigned to
llie conductor had once been dismissed for
the same crew,
causing a collision, and was not a strong character.
The
engineman had been suspended three times, and was known to
indulge to some extent in gross immoralities.
Both were
cigarette smokers.
The fireman had no flaws in his record,
but had had a scandalous domestic difficulty. "And," says the
superintendent, "having in the service such men as these, the
best way to frame up a collision is to get them together in
the same crew." This is a very interesting lesson. It suggests
that a superintendent has important responsibilities in the handling of his men which cannot be delegated.
Only the
superintendent himself, aided by trainmasters of strong character, can extirpate such faults as these.
Reports by the Inter-

No. 9

27. 1915

that the collision

Commerce Commission and

state

;

;

it

Most superintendents, no doubt,
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reflect

that

the

weak men,

matter constantly

and, unless full of courage to
and of ambition to make the

most creditable possible record, will be contented with that
reflection.
Perhaps it would be a good rule (not to be published, however) to make sure of at least one wholly trustworthy man on every train. This would be far from ideal,
and when we say this we shall not be accused of dealing in
counsels of perfection

confronts

The

;

but

it

is

a condition, not a theorj', that

us.

H.

report of

W.

Bclnap, chief of the division of safety, to

Commerce Commission on

the Interstate

the

butting collision

of passenger trains on the Western Mary-

The Lesson

;

•Illustrated.

will

impossible to keep a large force of trainmen free from a

is

follow

EDITORIAL:

short

stop

to

small percentage of

Contents

other public authorities are

of any profitable investigation of
men's habits oflf duty (unless they get drunk)
and yet these
may be elements of grave danger and the public remains in
sure

pretty

ignorance.

August

59

butting

three

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Convention daily issues. North America, $1; foreign, $2.

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

a

the schedule of which they well knew, said

All

Bad Men

$5.00
«.00
8.00

Canada

recently

extra, all forgot a regular passenger train,

Weeding Out

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:

Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies

explaining

superintendent,

Difficulty of

0. Dunn, Editor.
Roy V. Wright, Managing Editor.
W. S. Lacher
H. F. Lane
W. E. Hooper
R. E. Thayer
C. W. Foss
B. B. Adams
F. W. Kraeger
A. C. Loudon
E. T. HowsoN
C. B. Peck
H. H. Simmons
J. M. Rutherford

Volume

The

which occurred on his road, where the conductor,
the engineman and the fireman, of an

collision

Samuel

members

overtime.

No general rule can be laid down
because the length of engine district, the nimiber of opposing
trains, and the amount and character of the local work to be
done may make utterly impracticable on one district what is
entirely economical

licat.ons are

much

extent to which such trains should be loaded requires special

A. Simmons, President.

E.

L. B.

will

consideration in each case.

WooLWORTH Building, New York.

CHICAGO:

down

depend on the relation between the amount of overtime created
and the value of the additional service performed. On most
roads many local freight trains can haul considerable tonnage in

of

\3,nA at

Four

our

is

clearly

in June, noticed in

document.

describes the circumstances with hut

Collisions

aster

Thurmont, Md.,

last issue, is a forceful

He
little

waste of words, and the cause of the disHe places the immediate responsi-

indicated.

on the dcspatcher, where it belongs. He gives that officer
whatever benefit can accrue to him, from the claim that he had
lieen overworked, but also puts in the testimony which weakens
this claim.
The report does not decide how far the despatchcr's
claim should be accepted neither does it discuss the weakness
in the code of rules by rcison of which an experienced dcspatcher can fall into such a dangerous error; but so far as
bility

Not

men

agree with Mr. Garner in his con
demnation of the practice of handling tonnage on local freight
all

railway

Handling Tonnage

on Local
Freight Trains

will

trains, in an article on this subject on
another page.
No one will approve of

practice of overloading local

'''e

""^'"^

'"

freight

^^^ direction of light tonnage,

was done

in the instance he cites, but
any cars which a local train can haul in the direction of prevailing tonnage not only help the division tonnage statement, hut
,is

also reduce the anioimt of light train
direction.

The problem

is

movement

in the opposite

purely an economic one.

On

a run

over a long district or in which a train has a great deal of
switching to do, it may he difTicidt for it to get in to its terminal
without overtime without bringing in any additional cars.
In

;

concerns the lesson for the future, these features are not important.
The inade(iu:icy of the American train despatdiing
system, as a means of securing satisfactory safeguards against
butting collisions,
report, wasting
issue,

this point,

times,

tlic

goes directly to the main

the need of the space interval system.

recommended
three

has long since been demonstrated, and

no words on

Mr. Belnap had

the introduction of the block system, on this road,
in

connection

with

three hutting collisions, over
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two years ago, and he says now that that system is "urgently
required." He might have used equally strong language in 1912.
And he gives the road ample latitude. He does not call for
automatic signals, costing $1,500 to $2,500 a mile. He does not
commit the government to any plan or method or apparatus he
not necessimply calls for an adequate block-signal system
Station agents, with nothing but red
sarily any costly devices.
flags and lanterns, can and do maintain an "adequate block-signal
;

;

Automatic signals do, indeed, constitute the ideal syswas introduced last year on

system."

tem

;

but the non-automatic system

over 8,000 miles of railway
companies as the Southern

Pacific, the

Central Lines, and the New York, New
This report contains instructive reading for

New York

St. Paul, the

Haven & Hartford.
all

much of it by such
Chicago, Milwaukee &

in this country,

Island! The Interstate Commerce Commission has written
some unpleasant reports as a result of its investigations of the
managements of various railways. But one of the most disgusting
of them is the one issued last week regarding the Rock Island.

may

differ as to the construction that should be put

on

a number of details which the commission mentions, such as
the salaries and bonuses paid to certain officers. But these are
minor matters. The only way the interpretation put on them
afifects the picture as a whole is to make it a little blacker or
not

quite

so

black.

Regarding the important and

points covered by the commission's report, there
difference of opinion.

Taken

together, they

is

make up

essential

room

for

a record

which for sordidness and dishonorableness in corporate management has hardly been surpassed.
There are two separate and distinct aspects of tlie Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific case which should be and must be kept
One is
separate, if any fair judgment is to be passed on it.
the relation between the railway company and its management
and the public served by its 7,000 miles of line. The other is
the relation between the controlling interests in the company
and the other security holders.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in its report, which
week's issue of the Railn'ay Age Gazette,
to keep these two aspects of the case
separate. This may be partly due to the fact that it is doubtful
whether the commission can with propriety make an investigation of the relations between the various class of security holders

was printed
almost in

in last

full,

who was

and as

to the

difference between the small investment they
total

made and

the large

investment which the Rock Island system represented, was

There is a flagrant
whose laws permit a man

property which belonged to other people.
defect in the government of a country

or set of

men

means except

own money.

with their

men who

failed

by any

to acquire autocratic control of a property

actual purchase of at least a majority interest in

But

get control will, if

the law allows this the

it

man

or
they have a sense of honor, recogif

nize the fact that this vests in

ALTON, NEW HAVEN. FRISCO- AND NOW ROCK ISLAND
ALTON, New Haven, Frisco, and some more, and now Rock

Persons

responsible for it, as to who suffered from it,
means which should be adopted to prevent such
mismanagement in the future.
The initial wrong was done when a small group of men, by
a comparatively small investment, acquired control of the management of a property representing a very large investment. The
as to

them a trusteeship and
well-recognized moral and legal duty of a trustee to

railroads which do not use the space interval.

No. 9
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;

the trust property with the greatest care.

He

it

is

the

manage

has no right to

take even such risks with it as he would take with his own.
Apparently the notion that the peculiar character of their
control of the

Rock Island imposed on them special duties and
Reid-Moore crowd.

obligations never entered the heads of the

— which

belonged mainly to other people
They used them to get control
of the Frisco, and lost $6,500,000 belonging to those who owned
They used them to buy into the Alton, and
the Rock Island.

They used

—in

resources

its

the most reckless manner.

more of the same people's money. They lost
more by frequent changes in the operating management,
which made it necessary to pay bonuses to various persons. The
real owners of the property those who owned stock and bonds
lost

$6,370,000

still

—

representing the bulk of the actual cash investment in it
a right to have their property carefully and judiciously

aged and developed.

But those

was only a fraction of the
its

resources

financial

as

in

total,
if

they

control,

manwhose investment

managed the road and used
owed no responsibility or

The commission charges

duty to anyone on earth.

—had

that

even

the reports of the directors to the stockholders were misleading.
The method of bringing the receivership proceedings in

Rock Island &

the Chicago,

Pacific case indicates strongly that

Messrs. Reid and Moore don't give a hang whether the other
security holders suffer or not. Those who oppose the increased
intervention of government in business often make use of the
In view of Alton, New Haven,
phrase "rights of property."
Frisco, Rock Island and other such transactions, the question
naturally arises,

"Whose

rights of property?"

a majority interest in the

Rock Island

Those who owned
had some rights

clearly

of a railway company. Consciously or unconsciously, the commission may have felt it necessary to drag in a measure of
wrong to the general public, which no line of the very volumThere was not one 'shred of
inous testimony taken justifies.

of property. These were disregarded and trampled under foot
by the minority owners. The term "rights of property" becomes a misfit when used as an argument against government
interevention to prevent ruthless and unscrupulous minorities

show that the actions of D. G. Reid or W. H.
Moore, reprehensible as they may have been in some cases,
and undoubtedly bad railroading as they were in other cases,
had any effect on the freight or passenger rates or any imConfusing
portant effect on the service of the Rock Island.
the question of rates and service with the disposition of profit,
does a positive harm. On the other hand, it has been a good
thing to put before the investing public an account of methods
pursued by these men in tlieir control of the railway company.
It is not enough that the railways of the United States should
be beset by increasing expenses and taxes, and by unfair regulation which aggravates the increases in their outgo while denying to them adequate additions to their income. Some of them
must also, at this critical juncture, be subjected to ruinous forms

from dealing with a property as if it were their own and so
managing it as to ruin if not actually to loot the majority.
The time has come to recognize in this country the principle
that men who want to speculate should be restricted to speculation with their own money, and that one of the inalienable
"rights of property" is to have it protected from use as a
speculative football by those who do not own it.
The worst feature of the Rock Island fiasco is the one
above touched on the injury done to innocent investors by a

e\'idence to

of financial mal-administration.
Alton, New Haven, Frisco, and

What next?
Island.
lint the people who

some more; and now Rock

apparently devoid of any sense of duty.
has other bad features. From President Mudge down
the personnel of the Rock Island's working organization is
excellent. It includes some of the finest, cleanest, ablest railway
Nobody familiar with the facts
officers in the United States.
doubts that Mr. Mudge and his subordinates have run the road

But

arc sensible ami have the welfare of both

Rock 1-land blind tbcm
how the mismanagement of the property came

plate magnates have done

to the

to the

about,

faction

it

could be run with the resources at their disposal.
mismanagement has unduly and unnecessarily reIn consequence, they have been unable
stricted their resources.
to make the improvements in the plant and operating methods
as well as

But

the railways and the public at heart will not let their indignation
be excited by the story of what the Diamond Match and tin
facts as to

—

controlling

it

financial

required in the interest of the most efficient and economical
working. Again, the Rock Island scandal has reflected odium
on the managements of all the railways of the United States.
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Along with the Alton, New Haven, Frisco and other similar
otTcnses against good business and good morals it has contributed toward so prejudicing the public and regulating authorities
against the railways as to render

it

375

many

of these services are done too cheaply, there is no doubt
minds of those best acquainted with the business it is
only a question of patient study.
in the

To

impossible for them to get

;

appreciate

fully

fair treatment.

necessary

It is to be wished that such mismanagement of railways could
be stopped by publicity and the voluntary concerted action of
railway financiers and executives.
But experience shows that

factory condensation.

the hope that

There

it

no way

will

ever be stopped in this

way

is

illusory.

to keep

unscrupulous financiers out of the
railway business. There is no means except government intervention by which to keep them from committing depredations
after they get into it. Therefore, as the commission points out,
"by this case the need of some limitation on the issuance of
stocks and bonds by common carriers, whether directly or
through holding company devices, or otherwise, is again demonstrated."
And legislation should go still farther than this.
Some steps should be taken to hold directors up to the recognition and performance of the duties of their trusteeship.
As
the commission says elsewhere in its report, "This record emphasizes the need of railway directors who actually direct.
*
* *
It suggests the need of a law to charge such directors
is

with individual responsibility for the dissipation of corporate
funds."

We don't want management of the railways of this country
by the Interstate Commerce Commission or any other government body or bodies. We want management of them by their
directors and officers. But the law and its administration should
be made such that no man who accepts a position of trusteeship
on our railroads can fail to perform his duties without being
held responsible.

When

is

it

known

that

strict

responsibility

and accountability will go with every duty assumed there will
fewer outrageous and successful attacks made upon the
"rights of property" by those who voluntarily assume the duty
of managing large concerns.
be

FREIGHT TERMINAL CHARGES AT NEW YORK
'TpHE railroads centering in New York City appear to have de* cided to acquiesce in the decision of the Interstate Commerce
Commission disapproving
in

a large part of their proposed increases
charges for lighterage, storage and other terminal services

Some of the increases are approved, and the traffic
managers seem disposed to go on for a while with what the commission has given them
though all of the proposed changes
were the result of a careful attempt, made in good faith, to
carry out the suggestions of Mr. Brandeis and of the commission, that this feature of the freight business should be put on
a paying basis. There is no question but that a thorough investigation will show that many services are still unremunerative,
and it will be the duty of the railways to put their evidence in
better shape and to renew their application as soon as practiat that city.

;

cable.

The decision of the commission leaves the way open for a
new application. As reported in the Railway Age Gazette, July
page 213, the significant part of the decision is in the last
two paragraphs, in which it is said that (1) the tariffs are
ambiguous, inconsistent and lacking in desirable uniformity, and
(2) that as lighterage and other local charges have come to be
understood as a part of the through freight rate, they must not
be increased without considering the whole freight rate. Both
problems are easily dealt with. We do not mean that it will be
a small task to make uniform tariffs of terminal and harbor
charges, or that it will he easy to convince the commission that a
freight rate from St. Paul or St. Louis to Brooklyn or Astoria
ought to be advanced, when the proof that it is too low involves
such a complicated study; but in both cases it can be said that
the men who are familiar with the field will know just what to
do.
A satisfactory degree of uniformity of tariffs may bo unattainaMc, but the traffic men will know when they have done all
that can reasonably be done and with that the commission will,
no doubt, be satisfied. As to the feasibility of showing that
30,

;

document

is

the

New York

Commissioner

read

to

so full of facts that

column the statement

terminal

Meyer's
is

it

full

situation,

report.

it

is

The

not susceptible of satis-

As a brief outline, we print in another
made by Mr. McCain before the commis-

This complicated freight-traffic field, with its 68 stations
and Brooklyn, besides many others on the New
Jersey side, largely dependent on water transportation, constitutes perhaps the most costly and confused aggregation of dissimilar units to be found anywhere in the world. The present
customs, under which the railroads do a vast amount of nonsion.

New York

in

railroad service, are the result of strenuous competition

half dozen powerful railway carriers

;

and

among

a

this competition is a

growth of 30 years and,

in some of its elements, 40 or SO years.
In those years of railroad wars, when passengers were carried
for a cent a mile, livestock a thousand miles for a dollar a car,
and thousands of cars of all kinds of goods at rates below cost,
the recklessness of spirit that was cultivated in traffic managers'

minds pervaded
age among the

branches of the service, lighterage and storWhy should a railroad terminating in
Jersey City be doing business in Brooklyn? Or, assuming that a
all

rest.

may do anything under the
the service at cost or less?
Excessive competition; no other reason.
great ship needing a full load
cannot sail for Europe until she is filled with 500 cars of grain
but why should the railroad, to accommodate the ship, hold these
a tramp steamship,

rail carrier, like

why perform

sun,

A

from a week

to a month for nothing?
Excessive competiIn the old days the New York Central would at times have
three thousand cars of com and wheat standing on its tracks in
New York at once; and make not a cent of charge. Why?

cars

tion.

The same reason

as before.

Commissioner Meyer, in his decision, includes a scientific,
legal and precise statement of the principles which govern this
business but about the only principle that exercises the traffic
manager's mind is to get down to a reasonable basis a fair
price for what be gives— as rapidly as possible.
Flour used to
be stored in raihoad warehouses a whole year for nothing! At
last a time limit was imposed, 60 days.
Then this was reduced
to 30 days, then 20, then 10; and now, in the face of the solemn
;

—

declaration of the dealers that their business will be ruined, the
to a limit of five days.

commission agrees

Much
business

of the confusion and disagreement connected with this
is due to one simple cause, the bigness of the city.
The

business of carting

freight through the streets of Manhattan
from the same cause, and is very costly. A mere glance
the list of stations, showing their locations, explains many

suffers
at

things otherwise inexplicable.
freight transportation

in

The

costliness

and around the

city

of

all

kinds of

and the

baffling

nature of the problem of reducing this cost are strikingly indicated by the magnitude of the engineering and construction

schemes which during the past 20 years have been proposed
for relieving the situation, and the entire failure of all of them,
thus far, to secure acceptance.

The

Commerce Commission's report throws very
on the financial problem as a whole. The proposed
charge of 12 cents a ton for handling freight at shippers' and
consignees' docks was shown to be low, but it was disallowed
evidently because of the radical nature of the change which
woidd be cflfectcd. That the city would be put to an additional
expense of $100.(XX) for unloading steel for new subways was one
Interstate

light

little

of the striking passages in the report; but Commissioner Meyer
does not say but that a charge should be imposed after this
subway contract shall have been completed. An adequate charge
for unloading

cent

in

the

may

freight

indeed amotmt to an increase of eight per
bill on a shipment from Pittsburgh or St.

but on many commodities, very likely, such an increase
needed, to abolish a discrimination against other cities. Indeed, a thorough study may show that the long-continued and

Paul

is

;
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tremendous competition at New York has resulted in the permanent establishment of many rates which give it undue preference as against smaller cities. As equity between different cities
is a cardinal point in the Interstate Commerce Commission's

ties

creed, this case certainly merits further study.

in

The

financial

problem as a whole

of very satisfactory treatment;

it is

not perhaps susceptible
too big to be comprehended.
is

brought to and taken from New York city and
harbor by the railroads in a year aggregates 25 or 30 million
tons, a very large part of which has to take a water journey
At the most common rate, 60
in the harbor, long or short.

The

freight

cents a ton, this

means

15 to 18 millions of dollars for lighterage;

and the value of the storage, on very costly ground, whether it is
or is not charged for, adds other untold millions. Some freight
is lightered for less than 60 cents, and some is not lightered at
all
but there is a large volume on which the 60-cent allowance
Thus, we see, the freight business of New
is less than cost.
York harbor, measured by gross cost, is equal to half the total
traffic, both passenger and freight, of a railroad as large as the
Michigan Central, the Lackawanna or the Lehigh Valley.
;
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and shippers in solving knotty problems relative to demurrage and kindred matters.
It would be a mistake to form a new department, such as
that proposed, in addition to all the organizations

one way or another with public

relations.

now

dealing

Its functions

would

overlap those of existing organizations, and there would result
a waste of energy and money, and probably friction.

But it is
worth while considering whether it is not desirable to create such
a department, and substitute it for some of the existing organizations and co-ordinate it with the rest.
There would be several very serious obstacles in the way of its
success. If it were understood to be intended to police the management of railways themselves, to promote fair and constructive
regulation as well as oppose unfair regulation, and to use only
legitimate and avowable methods in doing so, it might be favorably received by the press and public. It would not be so received
if there was not manifested any purpose to use it to correct the
shortcomings

may

in

the

public

policy

of the railways themselves.

why some

organizations for more
or less similar purposes have met with criticism, and been even
It

be said that the reason

were not well
But how the proposed department would
be managed would depend on who managed it, and to make it
a success would require fairness, honesty, executive ability,
knowledge of railway matters and diplomatic talent.
A very serious question is as to the attitude which would be
assumed toward such an organization by the executives of the
railways. The managers of our railways are very able men, but
in the railway business great minds do not always run in the
same channels. In consequence, the task of representing them in
negotiations or speaking for them is a different matter from that
of representing and speaking for a imified organization such as
the American Telegraph & Telephone Company. Any one who
in acting or speaking for them pleases some of them is apt at the
same time to displease others. Furthermore, there are still differences of opinion among them as to the value of such work as
would be done by the "Department of Public Policy and Relations." There are many railway executives who fully appreciate
both the importance of educating public opinion and the ability,
skill and special training required to do such work.
There are
others who have little appreciation of its importance and difficulty
blacklisted by the newspapers, has been that they

"DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY AND RELATIONS"
committee of
THE
sylvania and New Jersey
e.xecutive

the Associated Railroads of

recently

made an

Penn-

interesting report,

recommending the establishment by the railways of the United
States of a permanent "department of public policy and relations."
This is the committee which carried on such an energetic and
skilful campaign a few months ago for the repeal of the extra
crew laws in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Part of its report
was published in the Railway Age Gazette of July 30, page 210.
The proposed department, which should have a branch on each
"represent the railroads in matters of public
such other respects as may be deemed proper
along the lines adopted by this committee in the recent camrailway,
interest

should

and

in

paign."

There can be no question as

to the need of the railways for

better organization to handle their public relations.

They

are

Formerly there was a general
and successful agitation for reductions of their rates. This having abated, efforts are being made from numerous sources to
beset with criticisms and attacks.

secure various kinds of regulation of their physical operation.
Certain of their organized employees are especially active, their
main aim being to get legislation to force the roads to employ

more men than they need. There is, however, another side to the
matter. The managements of individual railways permit, or cause
to be done, many things which are impolitic or wrong and which
and much of the regulation proposed or
adopted is provoked by such conduct on the part of the railways.
The railways have at present different organizations which
are performing more or less successfully some of the functions
that would naturally belong to a department of public policy
and relations. The Special Committee on Relations of Railway
Operation to Legislation has done good work in developing
incense the public,

a constructive policy in regard to the regulation of operation,
on behalf of the railways hearings before public
bodies, and in carrying on negotiations with the Interstate Com-

in conducting

merce Commission and other regulating authorities. Similar comThe
in many of the states have done good work.
Bureau of Railway Economics has been useful and effective
in compiling and publishing accurate statistical and other information bearing on numerous railway matters. A number of
very effective advertising and publicity campaigns have been carried on through different organizations, some of them permanent,
others temporary. In many ways the most important organization of all is the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee on
Federal Relations, which has been doing constructive work in
harmonizing the points of view of the railway managements
themselves and tr>ing to bring about better relations between
them and the federal authorities. The .American Railway Association has never concerned itself much with regulation, although
certain committees have co-operated with the regulating authori-

mittees

or tactfully managed.

or of the special attainments required for

Even though it were feasible
some such central organization,
be prevailed on to
the

let

it

it.

to get the railways to support
it

is

police their

questionable

own

acts.

A

if

they could

committee of

American Railway Association a few years ago recommended

that the association undertake the investigation of important acci-

dents on behalf of

all

the railways.

The

report

just as quickly as the association could reach

questionable

if

was pigeon-holed
it.

Finally,

it

is

the roads could be induced to establish depart-

ments of public policy and relations in their own organizations.
Every large railway ought to have an officer of high rank charged
exclusively with the studying and handling of its public relations
but many of them have not even competent publicity
agents and there is not one which has learned to use its advertising appropriation so as to derive the most benefit from it.
The committee of the Associated Railroads of Pennsylvania
and New Jersey has done a good service in making recommendations adapted to cause discussion as to what the railways should
do to improve their public policy and relations. Probably some
step ought to be taken toward co-ordinating all the work
now being done by different organizations in respect to national
and state regulation. Rut the best results will never be obtained
until the railways individually, and groups of railways in the
same territory, make greater efforts to improve their local conditions and public relations.
If the railways individually and
in groups would take more advantage of the many opportunities constantly open to them to establish better relations with
the public by remedying defects of services by having their officers
meet and talk with the citizens more, by making more and better
;

;

use of the various channels available to get before the public the
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facts regarding the railway situation in general and the situation
of the individual lines in particular, the various national railway
organizations now in existence or that may be created, would be
able to do more effective work. They could then serve better as
clearing houses for good ideas and methods and as sources of

and information for general use. But so long as a
majority of managements take so little interest in the problems of
public relations that they have no specially trained and compeso long as the
tent officers or departments to deal with them
statistics

;

local public relations of

many roads

are left in an unsatisfactory

condition; so long as the managements do not even keep informed
as to what the organizations they have created to improve pubHc
relations are doing just so long will it do comparatively little

—

good

to

form another organization of national scope

to

deal

with public relations.
greatest danger to

The

future of the railways consists

the

in the fact that, while the attitude of

has changed greatly,

it

is still

the public toward

so prejudiced against

them

them
that

it

inclined to receive favorably almost any additional restrictive
regulation of them. The greatest problem of the railways, as

is

respects their public relations, is, therefore, not merely to devise
energetically fighting such proposed regulation,

means of more

but to devise and carry out a program which will so completely change the attitude of the public to one of friendliness
and sympathetic interest that instead of its first impulse being to

favor every proposal for restrictive regulation, its first impulse
be to oppose it. In carrying out such a program strong
organizations representing and working for all the roads can
help a great deal. But they cannot carry it out alone, and they
will

cannot be raised to their maximum practicable efficiency unless
the various individual roads and groups of roads carry out those
parts of the program which they alone can under any circumstances carry out.

CANADIAN PACIFIC

TWO

or three months ago there was some speculation as to
whether the Canadian Pacific would earn its dividend, and

whether,
see
is

did earn

if it

it

by a small margin, the directors would

The

to declare the full 10 per cent rate.

fit

made up from two

sources

;

seven per cen

is

full 10

per cent

paid from the

operation of the railway lines and facilities directly connected
with their operation, such as sleeping cars, and 3 per cent is
is made up of the interest
and dividends received on securities owned, earnings of steamThe company by
ship lines, hotels and commercial telegraph.
heavy cuts in expenses succeeded in earning the 7 per cent from
the operation of the railway lines, and through the receipt
of larger special income, which not only paid the 3 per cent, but
left a substantial margin over, had a final surplus of $3,300,000.
It was generally known for some time before the close of the
fiscal year that the Canadian Pacific would show a very much
smaller gross income from railway operation in the year ended

paid from ''special income," which

June

30, 1915,

fore,

was as

than
to

in

The question, theremanagement to cut down

the previous year.

the ability of the

expenses correspondingly to the falling off in earnings, and as to
how much effect the business depression had had on the company's special income. Even to a good many who have followed
the recent history of the Canadian Pacific

it

will

prise that with a reduction in gross earnings

come

from

as a sur-

$129,815,000,

earned in 1914, to $98,865,000, or 24 per cent, expenses could be
down more than correspondingly, so that the operating ratio

held

was

6f).04 in

1915, as against 67.32 in 1914.

The

loss of $31,000,-

revenue is serious enough to lax the resourcefulness of
any railroad maiiagcmcnt in America, even if it had occurred
under ordinary conditions and had been spread over two or
three years. To have this loss occur, however, all in one year
and at the same time have exacting demands made on the company for military service is a problem so vast as to be not easily
comprehensible. There have been railroad managements in the
United Stales which have had very great losses in gross revenue
and wliich have in a pcrioil of l\v(i nr three years rednrod their
000

in
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expenses to correspond, but seldom, if ever, has the problem
been met so quickly and on such a large scale.

hotels and

remarkable that the management was able to divide this
saving in expenses quite evenly between maintenance
and transportation. The following table shows the percentage
of gross earnings consumed by each class of operating expenses
which are usually shown in United States reports, the Canadian
Pacific showing separately certain other expenses mentioned

hotels in 1915, and apparently there cannot be any, since in the

It is

drastic

the

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Traffic

1914
^?*^
12.8

Jx'^

^'^
3.3

4.0

The classes of expenses which the Canadian Pacific shows
separately are parlor and sleeping car expenses, lake and river
steamers and commercial telegraph. The expenses in 1915, as
compared with 1914 for these accounts, are as follows
and sleeping car
Lake and river steamers
Commercial telegr.iph

Parlor

1914
$1,348,979
1,183,397
1,613,688

1915
$1,111,253
1,051.782
1,382,507

The revenue from sleeping cars, express, telegraph and miswas $12,694,000, as compared with $15,069,000

cellaneous in 1915

previous year.
In 1915 the Canadian Pacific carried 7,734,400 ton miles of revenue freight, a decrease of 27.04 per cent as compared with the
in the

The mileage made by freight trains was 16,896,which is less by 30.08 per cent than the mileage in 1914.
Thus the average trainload of revenue freight was 411 tons in
1915, as against 407 tons in 1914, and this despite the fact that
whereas loaded car mileage decreased 23.17 per cent, empty
previous year.

000,

car mileage decreased only 14.94 per cent. It is true that there
was a large decrease in the tonnage of non-revenue freight carried, due to the comparatively small construction work carried
last year,

showing

shown

and that the average non-revenue freight per

train-

was 52 tons, as against 57 tons in 1914, so that the total
trainload was about the same in the two years 463 Ions in
1915 and 464 tons in 1914. The actual load behind the drawbar
including weight of equipment, was very materially increased because of the greater proportion of empty cars. Undoubtedly a
part of the freight handled in 1915 was for the use of the
British government and had to be handled on very fast schedule.
Revenue passengers carried totaled 13,086,000 in 1915, a decrease
of 15.30 per cent; but there was a big falling oflt in through
travel, so that the average passenger journey was 88 miles as
mile

There was, therefore,
mileage the year before.
apparently no drastic cutting of service, and the movement of
troops, of course, had to be done on special schedules, with the
senger-train

consequent danger of congestion and probability of higher cost.

Even a management

that has set as high standards for itself

as the Canadian Pacific might well feel that

it

had made a new

record in the year ended June 30, 1915.
The ease with which earnings from outside operations could
be made to supply the necessary margin of safety which even
the remarkable cut in expenses could not effect is not so much
of a surprise to most people who are at all familiar with the
vast resources which the Canadian Pacific has in addition to its
The statement of this special income
12,917 miles of railroad.

from outside operations is not made in exactly the same way
in 1915 as in 1914, which prevents an exact analysis of how the
increase was made. In 1915 the earnings from ocean steamships
were combined with that from hotels and the total amounted
In 1914 the earnings from ocean steamships are
to $4,370,000.
shown separately and amounted to $784,000. In 1915 the net
earnings of Pacific coast steamships, commercial telegraph and
news department are combined and amnunt to $1,494,000. In
1914 these earnings from Pacific coast steamships, commercial
telegraph and news department are added to the earnings from

"net''

is

If
left

is no significance to
from the earnings of

there
off

receipts

to $5,864,000, as against $2,918,000 in the previous year.

only sales of securities which the Canadian Pacific

made

during 1915 were the issue of £504,914 ($2,524,570) 4 per cent
preference stock, for which it received $2,182,763, and £611,797
($3,0.58,985) consolidated debenture stock, for which it received
$2,781,731, and the Victoria Rolling Stock & Realty Company
bonds, which were held in the treasury in 1914, and for which
the

company received

$13,630,000.

The company redeemed

mortgage

£2,-

bonds and deposited funds for the redemption of the remaining bonds, so
that the Canadian Pacific has the unique position among large
railroads of having almost no funded debt except its equipment
obligations. The total paid for the redemption of bonds or deposited against their redemption in 1915, was $13,875,658.
In
addition the company paid off $1.570,(K)0 equipment trusts and
spent $9,090.0(X} for additions and improvements to its main line
and branches and $1,596,000 for additions and improvements to
At the beginning of the year the company had
its leased lines.
$36,778,000 cash on hand, with total current liabilities of $22,035,000.
At the end of the year the company had $17,055,000
074.000

($10,370,000)

first

cash on hand, and $12,552,000 current

The following
1915, as

table

5 per cent

liabilities.

shows the principal

figures for operation in

compared with 1914:
1915

12.917
Mileage operated
$60,737,737
Freight revenue
24,044.283
Passenger revenue
1,389,334
Mail revenue
Sleeping car, express, telegraph and miscel12,693,856
laneous
98,865,210
Total operating revenues

—

This made a reduction in
against 102 miles the year before.
Passenger-train mileage
passenger mileage of 26.44 per cent.
amounted to 17,977,000 and was less by 16.48 per cent than pas-

to $2,134,000.

word

as a net figure against which there

amount

The
1915
11.5
11.4
3.0
32.5

amount

that the

and expenditures the special inc(jme is
is no expenditure, the
combined earnings of ocean steamships, hotels. Pacific coast
steamshii^s, commercial telegraph and news department for 1915
table

later

on

fact

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transporta.ion expanses
General expenses
Parlor and sleeping car expenses
Lake and river s,eamer e-xpenscs
Commercial telearaph expenses
Total operating expenses
•Net operating earnings
'Net railway income

Special

in-onie

Net available for dividends
Dividends
Pension fund
Surplus

11,400,539
11,307.965
2,990,164
32,083,170
3,963,204
1,111,253
l,051,/82
1,382,507
65,290,582
33,574,627
23,128,117
9,475,181
29 294.906
29,169,906
125,000
3,308,392

1914
12,044
$81,135,295
32,478,147
1,132.715

15,068,667
129,814,824
16,426,582
16,617,247
3,626,612
42 250,286
4,322,104
1,348,979
1,183,397
1,613,688
87,388,896
42,425,928
32,198,617
6,472,028
38 670.645
26,031,654
125,000
12,513,991

*It is not plain whether the taxes are deducted before arriving at net
earnings or are included with fixed charges and deducted before arriving
net railway income.

at

NEW BOOKS
Compiled under the direction
Universal Directory of Railway Officials.
Richardson Blundstone. e itor of The Rai'way En .'ineer.
of
S.
Bound in cloth; 580 pages; size, 6 in. by 9 in. Published by the
Directory Publishing Company, Ltd., 15 Farringdon Avenue, London,.
E. C.

The

Price,

10s.

twenty-first edition of this directory of railway officers of

the entire world does not seem to have suffered very appreciably
The compiler, however, has found it
because of the war.

necessary to omit the sections relating to the railways of Gerit has not been possible

many, Austria, Hungary and Turkey and

to correct the sections dealing with the railways of

certain parts of France.

The information

Belgium and

in the directory

has

been compiled from official sources. It is remarkably well arranged and includes not only the names of the officers of the
railways, but also the gage of each railway, the number of
its cars and locomotives and the location of its general and other
The roads, naturally, are classified in alphabetical order
officers.

by countries and the

by continents, but there is an alphaand also an alphabetical list of all
The book is indispensable to railway

latter

betical index of all the lines

officers mentioned.
supply firms doing a foreign business.
copies are not on sale in this country.

the

It

is

unfortunate that

American Association

of Railroad Superintendents

Abstracts of Committee Reports and Papers Presented at
the Twenty-Eighth

Annual Convention

The twenty-eighth annual convention of the American Assoof Railroad Superintendents was held at the Sutter

ciation

Hotel, San Francisco, Cal., on August 19 and 20, with an attendance of nearly 150. President Charles Burlingame, super-

intendent of the Wiggins Ferry Company, St. Louis, presided.
After an opening prayer by Dr. George E. Burlingame, pastor
of the First Baptist Church of San Francisco, J. Emmet Hayden gave an address of welcome in behalf of Mayor James
Dolph, Jr.
MR. SPROULE's address

William Sproule, president of the Southern Pacific, then
addressed the meeting on "The Public Influence of the Railroad Superintendent," in which he said in part

H

I were asked to point to any branch or phase or activity
of the railroad service for the typical railroad man I would
without question point to the superintendent. He has to deal
with all phases of human nature, either directly or indirectly,

either

under his personal touch or his

to deal alike with the

mechanism of

official

He

control.

has

railroading, and with the

In the great stress of his duties and the personal strain that is on him during all of his waking hours, he
is apt to be so wrapped up in his business that there is ob-

minds of men.

scured to his mind the fact that he
of

life,

is

a personage in his walk

exercising a wide influence of which he

largely him-

is

self unconscious.

Not only does he control the mechanical organism which
makes his division a living thing, serving the purposes of the
public and of the owners at the same time, but he deals, through
his organization, with the traveling public and the shipping

Of

public and the thinking public in general.

the largest percentage, for example,

form

the community,

their opinion of the

its service by tlie people connected with the railroad with whom they come in contact. I might perhaps say,
and you will probably agree with me, that a very large pro-

railroad and

portion of

the

public

form

their

opinion

from

their

contact

with the clerk in the ticket office, to whom they come for information; the ticket clerk, when he sells them their tickets;
the baggageman, the trainmen, the conductor, the enginemen,

The handling by these men
last, but not least, the redcap.
of the public gives the stamp of approval or disapproval on
the part of the public, in large measure, and these men are all
under the influence and control of the superintendent.
To-day, more than any other period, is a time when business

and

men have to meet the minds of other men. Never was communication so swift, so broad and human intercourse so active
It has made the minds of men correspondingly acas to-day.
tive.
We are, so to speak, in a condition of mental fermentation all of the time.
It makes us a nervous sort of people.
Now, when we, as railroad men, do business, we have to remember this, not only with respect to the men in the service,
but

more

particularly

with

respect

to

the

people

out

of

the

whom we

wish to sell the
In doing it we
have to meet their minds. They expect of us service, not as
a private corporation, not as the representatives of private capital, but as the representatives of private capital devoted to public
service, and they expect our conduct toward them to be tliat of
service,

as they are the people to

only wares

we have

to

offer,

transportation.

public servants.

This is not altogether an undesirable attitude of the public
mind. The more we adapt ourselves to it the better railroad
men we are, the more usefid arc we to the public and the more
likely arc we to get results for the stockholders and the security

that

holders with results satisfactory to the public.
in the transition period, which has run along

generatiuu. lictwM'cn the time

when

railroads

It

now

is

true
for a

were regarded as

at

San Francisco

strictly private property, to the present,

when they
we have

are regarded

as private property under public control,

learned that
a continuance indefinitely of the policy of regulation, without
recognition of responsibility with it, will not make for the service of the public or meet the public needs.
And to you it
falls to help us to make that difficulty plain to the public mind.

Their minds need to meet ours upon that question.
portion

as

the

public

come

to

realize

that

the

In pro-

railroads

are

endeavoring to give the public good service and are actuated
by direct motives, with direct methods, in the same proportion
will they accord us, I believe, their confidence and will realize
that the railroad business is in precisely the

same situation as
any other business and as the business of every other concern,
namely: there must be such a margin between the income
of the railroads and the expenses of the railroads as to make
the railroad business attractive for capital, which is merely the
savings of the people, and to make those savings secure when
invested in the railroad business.
In the process of bringing that conviction home to the public,
I know of no factor greater than the influence of the

His attention to the public wants, his
desire to meet the wishes of the shippers, to serve the traveling public well, to make them feel at home upon his road and
division superintendent.

upon

his division; that influence of the superintendent is

to extend

bound

into every avenue of the service, into

every phase
of employment within the railroad service, and the influence of
the superintendent extending throughout his jurisdiction, will
be felt by a greater number of people than any amount of
literature, so-called, circulated through pamphlets and the public press.
This widespreading influence will help greatly to
give living effect to the things that we are trying to impress

on the public, so that the public may see things in our way
and we at the same time look into the public mind to sec
wherein we can stand on common ground.
In the railroad
business this is of great importance, because a railroad, once
built, is laid, for the purposes of men to-day, forever.
And

we

to-day are laying the foundations for the future in the pub-

toward the carriers, which finds reflection in governmental attitude toward us, and we are laying, above all, the
foundation for an efficient public service, one of growing and
of increasing efficiency of which this nation can well be proud.
Let us build so well that private ovi-nership may accomplish
lic

attitude

all

that

good government should

desire.

am
now

delighted to say that in my own railroad career, which
is
getting gradually to be a long career, I have always
found the division superintendent to ho co-operative with other
I

departments, anxious to find out the wise thing to do for the
thinking about it, developing his own theories and
plans, full of initiative, anxious about his men, desirous for
comiiany,

them and besides

this so self-sacrificing, as to himself, that he
constitutes in that fact a tribute to the service.

Gentlemen, in these manifold influences of yours the attenwhich you give to the shipping and tr.ivcling public and
to the people generally is of growing importance, and together with the technical and active and human attention you
tion

necessarily give to the coniimny. within its own org;»nization,
constitute the superinteiuleiu a man of increasing force in

the service and in the coiumunity
a man of increasing importance to the company, and that increasing importance will
;

redound to your interest and inevitably be recognized by the
companies you serve.

THE SUPF.RlNTKNnF.NT

W. R. Scott, vice-president and general manager of the Southern Pacific, read a paper on "The Superintendent, Past, Present
and I'utMie."

in

which he reviewed the course of development
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from the days when the superintendent was in entire charge
all departments and through the period of more intricate organization when the traffic department came into existence and
competition in rate-making came into play. He then continued
Competition in rates is past but that does not mean that comCompetition in service remains, and herein
petition is dead.
appears at once the opportunity and the responsibility of the
of

;

This competition of service will represent
and higher than the usual things which we have
expected from struggles. It will not be secret and conspiring,
seeking its ends by unfair means, but will be open and square in
the sight of all men. Its motto will bear no such brutish legend
superintendent.

something

finer

"The survival of the

as

unfit,

fit."

but rather to teach him

Its

method

how

to be

will not be to kill the

Your

fit.

association

is

form of competition.
The orderly progress of the work demands that the railroad

one of the evidences of

this

superintendent of the future be greater in his accomplishment
than the superintendent of the present or of the past. New and

complex problems

will confront

him and

to

With

him

will be assigned

and approved by government, the existence of the present day traffic
the duty of satisfying the public.

rates handled

department, as such, will not be necessary, but it will be organized
will have our rate bureaus for the puralong different lines.
pose of assisting in hearings on rate matters before commis-

We

sions and tribunals and for the co-ordination of connecting lines

for the proper divisions of rates, and

we

will

Inasmuch as no favor can be given

traffic.

have

solicitors for

to shippers to induce

by any particular channel, the only thing that will
govern the securing and movement of traffic will be service in
addition to solicitation, and service the most important of all.
The superintendent is responsible for the service rendered and
the cost of it, about 75 per cent of the total expenses of railroads being disbursed under his direction. The solicitors for
service, therefore, should be on the superintendent's staff, as he
is the man charged with the responsibility of rendering the service and is in constant personal touch with the patrons of the
line and for this reason can best serve and satisfy them.
Competition will be measured by the quantity and quality of service
rendered the public for the published price. As illustrative of my
meaning, you and your predecessors have so trained your forces
that railroad travel on many lines is perhaps more safe so far as
danger or risk of accident is concened than is the ordinary life
at home.
But there are other matters to be considered. Loss of freight
between origin and destination; loss of freight at originating
point due to improper marking or checking; damage to freight
as, a result of rough handling.
There are constant drains on
railway revenues. All such matters are within the superintendent's jurisdiction, and correction of these defects and the rendering of perfect service will be the best advertisement that
any railroad can have. And this, together with courteous treatment of the public by officers and employees, will be the deter-

traffic to travel

raini.ig factor in the railroad's popularity.

The superintendent of the future will probably see quite a
change in the relation of government to railroads. It may take
one of two forms. If the public is satisfied that the business of the
railroads is efficiently and economically administered it is possible

that additional earnings will

railroads to

be permitted to enable the

make improvements and add

the facilities that are

so much needed to keep up with the growth and development of
the country, as well as to overcome the constantly increasing
expenses of the railways, which will continue through increased

wage allowances and the increasing cost of materials. The
other form would be government ownership if the public continues to he misled by politicians who insist upon harassing the
railroads and clamoring for their further repression.
This has
effect of misguiding a good many railway employees
and

had the

the tendency now is for presentation on their part of the choice
of granting extravagant wage increases for a day's work or
having the service paralyzed. If the latter policies are adopted
it,

will

do much

to hasten

government ownership of

railroads.

The
men

Vol.

59,

No. 9

superintendents of to-day can do more than any other set of
to counsel the great organizations of railroad employees

along the lines of reasonable action, which in the end must mean
so much for their welfare. Much good has been done by these
organizations in the past in controlling their men and improving

But the most can be done by such
treatment of the public and such service to the patrons that the
last lingering resentment against railroads will be buried with
the past.
the service of the railroad.

president's address

President Burlingame in his address referred to the rapid
growth of the association, both in membership and in usefulness, since its reorganization in 19n, when the membership was

He recommended

changed from railroads to individuals.

amendment of

the articles of association to include in the

an

mem-

bership general superintendents of transportation, superintendents of transportation, general inspectors of transportation, assistant superintendents of transportation, assistant general super-

intendents and

assistant

trainmasters.

He

recommended

also

an increase in the number of members on committees. He spoke
of the increasing recognition on the part of general officers of
the value and importance of the association, saying he had
adopted the policy of asking the approval of superior officers to
the appointment of their superintendents as committee members
in order to insure their co-operation, and that of 50 vice-presidents and general managers so addressed, 41 had given favorable
replies.

He

outlined the field for the

improving the

work of

the association toward

efficiency of operation as follows

Reducing the

:

number of cars handled in proportion to the amount of freight
and the number of passengers transported; reducing the consumpreducing to a minimum the
movement of freight, to be
brought about by a careful analysis of the conditions surrounding the transportation of freight at different points, and watchful
supervision of the various elements necessary to bring about
tion

of fuel and other supplies

amount of labor necessary

maximum

minimum expense;

creating in the minds
and morale reducing hazand property; bettering the working condi-

results with

of the employees an enthusiastic
ards to both

life

;

to the

spirit

;

tion of employees; providing service satisfactory to the patrons;

standardizing practices as far as possible and preventing loss

and damage to

freight.

The members

of the Superintendents' Association, he said,
being directly connected with operation, should be the best qualified to recommend changes in operating rules and methods, to be
referred to the American Railway Association, in the interest of
standardization.
One of the important subjects for the superis the waste in wrong routing of
good
order empty cars and the setting back of bad order cars. At
St. Louis a plan is being tried by which each superintendent
will keep a record of all cars wrongly delivered by each connection from day to day, and at the end of the month reports
showing wrong deliveries with the date, number, initials, cause
of set-back and percentage of cars set back to the total of cars
delivered will be sent to the superintendents of delivering lines
under personal cover. If proper action is not taken to reduce
the number of set-backs the matter will be taken up by the gen-

intendents to consider

eral

managers of the

lines involved.

TRAIN DESPATCHERS AND DIVISION OFFICIALS
J. P. Finan, despatcher, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, read a
paper on "Train Despatchers and Division Officials," in which he
said in part

There

is

no

test

of man's ability in any department of the

more severe than service as a train despatcher.
no position where so little consideration is shown for
railroad

There

is

the rights

and feelings or failures of man as the train despatcher's, yet
they are a class upon whom a great deal depends for the safe
and efficient operation of the division and their duties are such
that no man can perform them without meriting, at times, even
just criticism.

If the train despatcher

makes

a mistake, which he sometimes

August
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with usurious interest. He is often
manner not conducive to safe and
When such criticism or censure borders on
efficient operation.
abuse, as it sometimes does, it results in discontent and reduced

does, he usually pays for
criticised

and censured

it

in a

unnerves the despatcher and makes him dissatisfied,
afraid and uneasy, and while in that mental attitude he is not
capable of doing good work. Any official who thinks such a
method is the best way to deal with his train despatchers, thereby
efficiency.

admonished or corrected in a way that will still leave him a useful and loyal employee, whose sense of justice and self-respect remains unwounded. It costs railroads something to make a train
despatcher. If he has done good work for a year or so, he is
too valuable a man to be driven out of the service by harsh
treatment or thrown in the scrap heap because of some shght
mistake or oversight.
The ever present expectation of being called to account is a
most wholesome check upon a train despatcher. It makes him
watchful and furnishes an incentive which inchnes him to hold
others to a strict accountability and carefulness in the discharge
of their duties. But he expects and appreciates, and I may venture to say, deserves, consideration and courteous treatment.
Division officials should remember that the arbitrary power
they exercise is delegated to them in the interest of the company
and should never be wielded except to advance its affairs. The
best interests of the company demand that you accord to the train

despatcher about the same kind of treatment you expect and
wish to receive from your superior officers. When the train
despatcher is harshly criticised, or severely censured, he loses his

mental equilibrium for a time, much to the detriment of the service, and if such treatment continues to be a regular thing, he
becomes dissatisfied and begins to look around for another position.
It is

whatever it may be, and do so cheerfully and happily, as long
But when doubts develop, that
as its permanency is assured.
moment they become afraid, uneasy, discontented and open to
improper suggestions.
It

It

confesses his inability to wisely govern and efficiently direct
other men of intelligence and moral rectitude.
When a train despatcher must be criticised or censured, the
object should be prevention and not punishment. He should be

highly important that those

who

fill

positions of responsi-

The

should remain uninterruptedly in the service.
Without continuity of
is no exception to this rule.
service on the part of its train despatchers, a division can never
hope to maintain a very high degree of efficient operation.
bility

train

despatcher
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may

known

not be well

to you, but

are criticised and censured in such a

And

feel secure in their positions.

through some organized

effort,

is

for train despatchers than there

nized

officials,

on

all

Failure to recognize these plain principles, of which
has,

upon two occasions, aggravated an attempt

tective organization for train despatchers.

to

I

speak,

form

a pro-

In 1911 a considerable number of members left the association,
following the Baltimore convention, because that convention
wisely, and practically unanimously, defeated the resolution which

was intended to change the constitution in a manner which would
have made of the Train Despatchers' Association a protective organization.

The cause of such

dissension, rcmcmlicr,

was not so

iniicli

question of wages or hours of service, but that a groat
train despatchers felt that they

a

many

were not treated with the same

fairness and consideration accorded other railway employees, nor
that

which was due their standing as train despatchers, and smart-

ing under a sense of discrimiuatiou, looked towards labor union-

ism as a remedy, mist.akonly, as I believe.
Train despatchers easily adapt themselves

to

their

income.

fears

for such an organization for

may

not be formally recog-

the intimate relationship they hold with the division

from

officials.

It

can readily be seen that their positions should be considered
from every standpoint of official capacity and are not similar,
in any sense, to the positions held by other employees who are
affiliated with and obligated to organizations demanding from
them a loyalty paramount to the loyalty they owe to the company.
It is only fair to admit, however, that some railroads do consider their train despatchers as members of their official family
and treat them as such, according to them every kindness and
courtesy that is consistent and possible to give, such as two
weeks' vacation, at full pay, once a year, sending one despatcher
from each division to the annual convention of the Train Despatchers' Association, compensating such men for time and expenses while absent from duty on that mission granting system
annual passes to despatchers and dependent members of their
;

families, all of

which

fully establish a substantial recognition of

the official status of the train despatcher.
I point with pride to the Santa Fe as one of the great railway
systems which have adopted this policy of dealing with their

train despatchers,

asset

and whatever

it

— an

may
it

cost

them

to maintain such

as an expenditure, but as an

investment which yields large and important returns

increased loyalty and devotion to the service on the part of
train

despatchers.

worth while for all railroads to adopt some
uniform method of dealing with train despatchers and to inaugurate some definite plan which will insure justice and fair treatment? Then this "protection" idea, which seems to be sticking
in the minds of so many train despatchers will soon fade away
those fears of arbitrary dismissal will soon be banished and you
will have a force of train despatchers contented with their positions, zealous and efficient in the performance of their duties and
Is

it

not, therefore,

of unquestionable loyalty to the service.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

In 1892 the attempt

dismembered and disrupted the Train Despatchers' Association,

is

railroads, but they cannot be divorced

tlifir

to bad results.

do not

necessary in order to secure

Train despatchers

superintendents.

Frequent and abrupt changes of despatchers should be avoided
as they tend to disturb the minds of the men and lessen their
They should not be censured or critiinterest in the service.
cised needlessly. To do so is to unsettle the service and lessen
the zeal and loyalty of the men. Mistakes that are not discreditable, or that do not result from inherent wrong, should not be
judged too severely. Those who are supposed to pass judgment should be considerate of the conditions which contribute

will find a safe

that they

them the fair treatment they feel they deserve and should have.
There should be no more reason for a protective organization

will find just the reverse.

you

manner

while, perhaps, such

hension is entirely eliminated from the lives of train despatchers,
railway operation will be the loser in the value of the service
rendered by this class and the element so affected will still contend that concerted action on the part of train despatchers,

in

this principle is practiced,

a regrettable fact,

be largely groundless, they do exist and tend to disturb
the minds of many train despatchers, thereby lessening their
usefulness. And until this feeling is removed, until this appre-

and
cient service and where there are constant deviations from it, you

Wherever

is

may

a policy, they do not look upon

effi-

it

nevertheless, that a considerable proportion of train despatchers

A

sub-committee of the transportation committee consisting
of F. L. Meyers, superintendent. Atchison, Topcka & Santa
Fe, Las Vegas, N. M., and K. Richards, superintendent of
the St. Louis Southwestern at Pine Bluff, .Vrk., presented a
report on marking and packing of freight, arriving at the
conclusion, from a review of the rules issued or recommended
by the various associations or departments, that practically
every requirement has been covered, but that there remains
the essential of securing the enforcement of the rules.
The
committee, therefore, offered a resolution, which was adopted,
recommending that the enforcement of r\des covering the marking and packing of freight be placed under the jurisdiction
of the weighing an<l inspection bureaus in different sections
of the country and that they employ such additional force
as is required to properly conduct the work.
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In

connection

with

the

of

report

committtee

this

W.

Illinois

Central

in

September,

1914,

by which

each

superin-

tendent makes out in advance a monthly allotment to cover
transportation expenses and secures approval for

The committee on nominations,

it.

addition to

in

its

selection

of officers for the ensuing year, presented a supplementary report on "How to Get Train and Enginemen to Take More
Interest in Their

pany."

Summing

Work

Themselves and the Comthe committee said, the desired results

up,

to Protect

can best be obtained by
Elimination by careful selection in employing. Elimination of
careless, slothful and undesirable employees as opportunity presents itself. Just discipline, tempered with mercy when conditions warrant, and absence of favoritism.
Personal contact and
cultivation of esprit du corps and feeling of personal responsibility for results.

A. E. Boughner, superintendent, Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
Mo., chairman of the arbitration committee, reported
that no disputes had been referred to it. Two subjects assigned
to the committee were discussed in papers by individual memSedalia,

bers.

W. Smith, assistant superintendent, Indiana Harbor Belt,
submitted a paper on "How to Obtain Better Results in Handling Cars in Yards and in Trains by Switchmen and Trainmen," and A. Shepherd, superintendent terminals, Missouri
Pacific,

Kansas

City,

submitted a paper urging the establish-

ment of uniform charges for reconsigning freight shipments.
This was referred to the transportation committee.
The committee on membership submitted a paper by W. N.
Cox,
the
the

late

and machinery of

superintendent of transportation

Western Railway of Alabama, on "How We Can Increase
Membership of this Organization, Thereby Making It More

Useful," and a paper by P. C. Syze, assistant superintendent,

Baltimore & Ohio, Staten Island, N. Y., on "How to Bring
About a Better Feeling Between Yard and Train and Engine-

men."

The committee on interchange
general

superintendent,

Louis,

St.

car
Tro\'

inspection,

&

M.

Marea,

Eastern, chairman,

presented resolutions making recommendations to the American
Railway Association which were adopted, as follows

That the American Railway Association again be urged to
consider the matter of uniform lettering, it being the recommendation of

this association that the sides of cars be lettered
the seal pin as follows
Facing the "B" end of car the
left-hand side door to be lettered "L," the door on the oppo-

at

The

S.

Williams, superintendent of tlie St. Louis division of the Illinois Central, submitted a paper on "Methods of Checking
Transportation Expense," describing a plan adopted on the

:

facing the "B" end to be lettered "R."
That the American Railway Association be asked to establish
stenciling

all

car department

information on the ends of cars and only information pertaining to the transportation department on the sides.
That end doors on box car equipment be abolished.
That the American Railway Association be requested to
urge upon its members a closer observation of M. C. B.
Rule 1, that each railway must give to foreign cars the same care
as to lubrication, repairs,

etc.,

as to

its

own

cars.

That a uniform steam hose coupling with a maximum

sized

port opening be adopted as standard.

That the delivering road slinll pay cost of transfer or rearrangement of lading when due to defective equipment unsafe
to run according to M. C. B. rules, unless without transter
repairs can be made in 24 hours as per M. C. B. Rule 107.
That the rules adopted by the American Railway Association
for the inspection and certification of box cars before loading
with freight subject to damage be adopted locally by interested
carriers at interchange points and that the plan be extended to
provide for a uniform inspection certificate to make the delivering line responsible

for the fitness of cars delivered
cars
delivered without certificate cards to be considered as having
been delivered in error.
;

association thereupon

recommended

that all
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defects on

freight car equipment be declared car owner's, except defects

growing out of accidents such as wrecks, collisions, etc., and that
a general adjustment committee be appointed to arbitrate car

damage claims.
The association also adopted a resolution which had already
been sent to the American Railway Association and the Master
Car Builders' Association, recommending that there be no
changes in the existing M. C. B. rules until October, 1916, to
an opportunity of

afford

developing the

fully

of

effect

the

rules put into effect last year.

The committee on

train rules, J. E.

Scott, train despatcher,

Colorado & Santa Fe, chairman, presented a progress
report and was authorized to continue its work of formulating proposed changes in the standard code.
The committee on resolutions, D. S. Farley, superintendent,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Amarillo, Texas, chairman,
presented a report on "Cost Per Day of an Engine and Crew
in Road and Yard Service," and a resolution, which was
adopted, that it is impracticable to recommend any uniform
price per day for the rental of an engine and crew, and that
further action be taken by the association to establish a minimum rate of charge for rental of locomotives and that other
costs, incidental to wages, supplies, etc., obtain in accordance
with the rates of pay and expenses of the owning company.
The committee presented a table for eight roads for the month
of October, 1914, showing that the cost of operating switch
engines 10 hours a day varied from $26.17 to $39.33.
The committee also presented a paper by E. D. Devans, general superintendent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, on
Gulf,

"Efficiency or Discipline

Systems," describing the modification

Brown system adopted by

his road in 1912.
This
which various members described
The consensus
the methods of discipline used on their roads.

of

the

aroused some discussion,
of

was

opinion

that

the

in

system

of

record

suspensions

was

greatly superior to the plan of actual suspensions.

At

request of the Cincinnati division

the

resolution

a

was

discussed that a suitable receptacle be placed on the side of
The
each car in which home route cards may be placed.
general opinion was that the card should go with the car, but

one or two members thought it should accompany the billing
and the subject was referred to the transportation committee.
E. H. Harman, secretary, presented a report showing the
rapid increase in membership, which was 12 in 1911, 74 in
1912, 14.5 in 1913, 266 in 1914 and 501 in 1915.
W. E. Williams, general manager of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, delivered an address on "The Railroad as a Public
Servant."

site side to the right

as uniform practici- the plan of

Vol.

E.

&

W. Camp,

attorney for California of the Atchison, Topeka

Santa Fe Coast

lines,

presented a paper on "The Railroad and

the Hobo."

The following were
President,

Charles

elected officers for the ensuing year:
Burlingame, superintendent Wiggins Ferry

first vice-president, W. S. WilSt. Louis (re-elected)
second
Hams, superintendent Illinois Central, Carbondale, 111.

Company,

;

;

vice-president, C. E. Rickey, superintendent terminals

Queen

&

Executive committee
A. G. Smart,
superintendent Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Aurora, 111.; B.
B. Tolson, superintendent Mobile & Ohio, Murphysboro, 111.;
O. F. Clark, superintendent of transportation Grand Trunk. ChiCrescent, Cincinnati, Ohio.

:

Texas & Pacific,
and H. R. Saunders, superintendent Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, Kansas City, Mo.
Members of the association and their families went to the
convention in a special train by courtesy of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific. Saturday, August 21, was
cago,

111.

;

J.

E. Taussig, general superintendent

Dallas, Tex.,

Day at the Panama-Pacific Internaand the members were entertained at the exOn August 22 the party was taken for a
position grounds.
trip on the bay for the purpose of inspecting the docks and various points of interest, followed by a trip to Mt. Tamalpais via
the Northwestern Pacific and the Mill Valley & Mt. Tamalpais.
Railroad Superintendents'

tional Exposition

Building Concrete Caissons in the Platte River
The Burlington Used This Construction at Ashland, Neb.,
and Also a New Type of Reinforced Concrete Pile
By

J.

H

Merriam,

Resident Engineer, Chicago, Burli ngton

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has

recently completed a

permanent bridge over the Platte river on the Chicago-Denver
main line, near Ashland, Neb. This is the first permanent structure of its kind on the lower Platte river, and consists of deck
plate girder spans varj'ing from 50 to 105 ft. in length and supported by 20 concrete piers of various types. The most satisfactory design from the construction standpoint was the cylindrical
caisson, with a square base, which was sunk by means of open

City,

Mo.

is pyramidal in shape, converging into a
diameter at a height of 9 ft. above the cuttmg
edge and forming an open well 8 ft. in diameter. After removing the forms, excavation was carried on through the open well
by means of a clam shell bucket and a stiff-leg derrick or by the
use of a track derrick with either a clam shell or an orange-peel

inside of the base

cylinder 8

ft.

in

bucket.

The time

required to sink these caissons

fluenced by various obstructions encoimtered,

dredging.

Because of the shallow water

& Quincy, Kansas

The

in the Platte river

it

was

possi-

quired the services of a diver,

was materially
some of which

who was lowered

inre-

inside of the

-1389'OfoO.-

Jo_0jTiSh2=;^^

cBgseoffwi
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IZ
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General Elevation

9

10

8

of the Platte River

ble to build a diversion dam of brush and rock above the proposed locations of each pier, in this manner obtaining still water
in which a wooden cofferdam measuring 24 ft. square and 4 to 6
By filling this
fl^.i'in depth was placed and anchored in position.
-m&i sand to the surface of the water, a bar was formed on which
forms for the bottom section of the caisson were placed and filled
with concrete. The outer sides of this section are vertical for a

1

e

Bridge

caisson to remove logs, rocks and other obstacles. The caissons
were sunk an average of 8 ft. per 10-hour day, the best time

made being 20 ft. in 20 hours' continuous dredging. When it was
necessary to start dredging after it had been discontinued over
night or for a period of 5 or 6 hours, considerable excavation
was necessary to start the movement of the caisson. The use of
dynamite exploded in the excavated pit in the bottom of the
cii. yd. of sand had been removed was
found to assist materially in the sinking. A drop of from 2 to 10
in. w'as accomplished at times in this manner, using a ^<2-lb. stick

caisson after each 5 to 8

^

Hum. .^J^^VB^^^^^Kk

^m k

Looking East from Pier No. 1 1, Pier No. 10 in Foreground Showing
Reinforcement of Bottom Section
ft. and then converge In lUrrn
cylinder 11 It. in
diameter at a height of 12 ft. above the cutting edge.
This
cylinder was extended upward in 13-ft. sections as sinking propressed.
Wooden forms lined with galvanized iron were used
for both the inside and outside, and were constructed lo permit
their removal and use on nibcr piers.

distance of 10

;i

Excavating Inside

of Steel

Caisson by Use

Clam
of 40 per cent, dynamite.

The

down

in

for sinking as these shots kept
the sand and prevented the sand

from ruiuiing in from the outside.
Very little trouble was experienced
in

,1

vertical position except

Dcirick and

use of dynamite also reduced the

amount of excavation necessary
the cutting edges well

of Stiff-Leg

Shell

in

keeping these caissons

when some obstruction was cncoun-
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tcred under one side of the cutting edge. When this happened
it was sometimes necessary to place a shore or brace, usually a
12-in. by 12-in. timber, against the low side, and as sinking progressed this brace would force the caisson back to its proper position.
Quite often it was possible to keep the caissons plumb by
regulating the excavation in the bottom.
In order to found the cutting edge on bed rock the last 3 or 4
ft.

of sinking

The

inside.

Vol.
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lowed to aid in supporting the load as the concreting progressed.
After the forms were removed the six 2-in. screws were released and the platform was removed from under the caisson,
throwing the entire weight of approximately 175 tons on the six
ZYi-m. screws. The caisson was then lowered to the bed of the

was accomplished by lowering the water on the

resultant reduction in the pressure caused the sand

under the cutting edge, at the same time permitown weight to within a few inches
of bed rock. Sand around the cutting edges which could not be
removed was thoroughly grouted with Portland cement. The
bottom was then sealed with a 5-ft. course of 1 :2 A concrete
placed through the water in a j4-yd. drop-bottom bucket. After
to be forced in

ting the caisson to settle by its

this

had

set for 12

hours a second course was placed, making a
l4'-6'-

Top Plan.

Secfion on Center Line.

^mm!sm

'11-0'-

Section of Culinder

Section AA.

Base

aboi^e

Details of Concrete Caisson

and Caps

for the Piers

6

to

1

stream by means of these screws operated with wrenches on top
of the cross girders. After landing on the bed of the stream the
screws were moved and sinking was carried on, as with the piers
previously described.

Caissons for piers
cylindrical in shape,

Inner

Form and Reinforcement

total of 10 to 14

ft.

to set for 24 hours,

of

Upper Section

of

2, 3, 17 and 19 are of steel construction,
and measure 18 ft. in diameter at the base.

Concrete Caisson

This was then allowed
was unwatered and the
the dry. A 1:3:6 mix was

of sealing material.

when

the caisson

of concrete was carried on in
used to fill the core above the sealing course. Piers were then
completed to the proper heiuht with a reinforced concrete cap of
octagonal shape, with the upstream side carried out to a point, to
filling

form an

icebreaker.

Piers 6 to 16 inclusive, except pier 11, were built in this manner. At pier 11 the water was too deep to admit using the diversion dams and it was necessary to erect forms, and concrete the
bottom section of this caisson on a suspended platform. This
was accomplished by spanning the location of the new pier with

Pier No. 11.

center to center on pony bents
Crosswise of these girders two pairs of

They have

two
built

60-ft.

girders placed 13

on old bridge

seats.

Lowering Bottom Section

of

Caisson by Means

of

Screws

ft.

platform was suspended
smaller girders were placed from which
by means of six 2-in. lowering screws 24 ft. long. Forms were
erected on this platform and concrete w.ts placed to a sufficient
depth properly to embed and anchor six ye-bars to which six
fol'I'lii^ method was
2'/l-in. lowering screws were attached.
;i

(

vertical sides to a height of 16 ft., where they converge to a cylinder 11 ft. in diameter. This steel shell was lined
with 18 in. of concrete, leaving an 8- ft. well through which a
dredge bucket was operated. The bottom sections of these caissons were assembled and riveted together on the bank and were
then carried out and set in place by a locomotive crane. Addi-

August
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were added in 20 ft. lengths. This type of caisson
was concrete reinforced with IS-in. I-beams placed vertically in
the 18-in. lining wall. These caissons were used for deep foundations, although the concrete type of caisson was later found to
These piers were finished to proper
be equally satisfactory.
tional sections

height with an octagonal cap similar to those described previously
except that icebreakers were designed differently in order to
afford greater protection because these piers are

somewhat lower

than those built in midstream.
Piers

1,

4 and S are built on Bignell concrete piles; piers

1

and

4 resting on 36 piles each, and pier 5 on 21 piles, sunk to depths
of 57, 62 and 50 ft., respectively, below low water. The tops of

385

one, with water
connected to the

at a

pressure of 100 to 150

4-in. pipe

lb.

per

and the other, with water

sq. in,,

at a

was

pressure

of 250 to 300 lb., was connected to the 2-in. pipe. The high pressure was used at the point of the pile through the inner pipe, to
loosen and displace sand in front of the pile in sinking.
The
lower pressure in the 4-in. pipe supplied the side openings with

enough water to keep the sand loose and to give it an upward
to overcome the side friction. The piles sank by their
own weight. The high pressure water was supplied by one
Knowles Special 20 in. by 8 in. by 18 in. duplex pot valve pump
through 800 ft. of 6-in. wrought iron pipe and the low pressure
water was supplied by one Dean Brothers 16 in. by 8 in. by 18 in.
duplex pump, through an 8-in. pipe of the same length.
The east bank block is also supported on ^0-ft. Bignell concrete
piles, 12 of which were sunk to a depth of 35 ft. below low water
and were capped with concrete. They support the east end of a
25-ft. slab, weighing 80 tons. Two of these slabs are used, one at
each end of the bridge. They were manufactured at the Burlington concrete plant at Havelock, Neb., each slab being made in two
parts, measuring 3 ft. deep, 7 ft. wide and 25 ft. long.
The west
bank block is similar to the east one, except that it is supported

movement

Moving Girder Spans from Temporary
by twelve

30-ft.,

similar to pier

Piers to

New

Piers

by 14-in. solid concrete piles. Pier 20 is
except that foundation piles are white oak in-

14-in.

1,

stead of concrete.

which was the last pier to be completed, presented
problems, owing to the nature of obstructions in
the river bed through which it was sunk. A cofferdam 19 ft.
square, was planned, but before driving a Davis calyx core drill
was used to drill holes 18 in. apart on the proposed line of the
cofferdam to penetrate through the obstructions. Each hole was
blasted with 5 to 15 lbs. of 60 per cent, dynamite and sheet piling
was then driven with but little trouble. By the use of dynamite,
divers, dredge buckets and sand pumps, this cofferdam was
finally cleaned out and the obstructions were removed.
It was
then filled to the surface of the water with sand on which forms
were erected for a concrete caisson similar to those used at piers
Pier

many

Thereafter work proceeded without interruption until
was completed.
Three new spans were placed at each end of the new bridge.
The remainder of the spans were obtained from the old bridge,
and it was necessary to divert traffic for 34 hours while they
were shifted from the old to the new piers. This was accomplished by the use of one 7S-ton and one 100-ton derrick, which
picked up each entire span with ties and rails in place, raised it
7 ft., moved it longitudinallv 25 ft. and swung it to place on the
new piers 14 ft. out. These three movements reiniircd from 20 to
45 min. for each span. Thirteen spans were moved in this manner, during the worst storm of the winter, the high wind and
heavy snow prcatly retarding the work. The actual time for
changing all the spans was lOV^ hours.
6 to

The

Bignell Concrete Pile.

The Spray

Water Outlets
these piles were

were

in the

Is

Due

to

Discharge (rom the

Sides of the Pile

embedded

built in the

in a concrete cap on which the piers
ordinary manner. These Bignell concrete piles

new type and these are the first of their kind to be used.
They arc 16 in. square, 50 ft. long, weigh 12,300 lb. each, and are
made of reinforced concrete. Each pile has a 4-in. pipe through

are a

its

entire length, reducing to 2

tapped

at intervals

of

IJ/j, 2, 4,

in.

at the bottom.

8 and 12

point of the pile by 54, Yi and iB-in. pipes,
elbows turned up on the faces of the pile,

openings on each

side.

the 4-in. pipe and

fits

being

fitted

Water

is

This pipe

is

from the bottom or
which are lilted with

ft.

thus

furnishing 5

In addition a 2-in. pijie extends

through

16.

the pier

The

into the reducer at the point, the 2-in. pipe

with a brass nozzle to reduce the opening to 1^^ in.
applied at the top of the pile through two 3'-<;-in. hose;

18,

difficult

deck.
in

entire bridge

The deck

5-ft.

sections.

is

covered with a reinforced concrete ballast

were prc-molded and placed on the bridge
Each slab tneasures 14 ft. wide bv 10''. in.

slabs
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at this point.

A

peculiar characteristic of

has invariably, adjoining one bank, a
main channel and against the other bank a secondary channel.
These channels are from J4 to J^ mile apart, with stretches of
extremely shallow water and a sand bar between. The banks are
the Platte river

is

that

it

low and overflow only at times of ice gorges in the early spring.
The fall is great and the current rapid and during the high water
the amount of silt carried is considerable. As might be expected
in a stream of so great a fall, the sand is rather heavy, although
is

it

readily

scoured when the stream

is

confined.

For

this

has been found the better practice to narrow the stream
to as great an extent as prudence will permit, thereby causing the
channel to scour and provide wider and deeper openings at the
reason

it

time of the spring break-up for the passage of the very heavy
which often forms, and to reduce the width of the sand bars
between the channels to a minimum. These characteristics deterice

mined the design of

this bridge in a large measure.
be noted that on either side very deep foundations were
carried to bed rock or hard pan, while in the middle of the
bridge, where the depth would be the greatest in ordinary streams,
the foundations are carried only to a stratum of coarse sand or
It will

This material has demonstrated

fine gravel.

and the probability of scour

in

its

this location is

bearing power
thought to be

extremely remote.
The narrowing of the original bridge by about 300 ft., as
anticipated, has resulted in slightly increasing the depth of the
channel in low water and it is believed that a further increase in
channel depths will be secured during the next floods.
Work was begun in July, 1912, and completed in June, 1915.
It has been handled under the general direction of C. H. Cartlidge, bridge engineer, and C. R. Fickes, assistant engineer, with
the writer as resident engineer on the ground.

ACCURATE FREIGHT BILLING
The method of making out way bills with machines on
work basis employed at the Chicago, Rock Island &
freight station at Burr Oak, Chicago, was described

a piecePacific
in

the

May 14, page 1008. One unusual feature of the results secured at this point is the high degree of
accuracy attained. Since the publication of this article the following information has become available, concerning the record
Railway Age Gazette of

made by one
January

1

to

men employed in making way bills. From
August 1, this man made an average of one error
of the

for each 357 tallies billed.
take in 500.

Out of

In July his record averaged one mis-

67,733 tallies billed in one period, 190 errors

were made. This is a record for errors of 0.0028.
Under the system employed any mistakes made in the billing
of any tally, including the advance or prepaid charges, commodity

ITS

RAILROAD
EMPLOYEES

By Walter

plates.

imder the long spans

items,

destinations,

car references, block loading numbers,

consignees, consignors, weights and special notations, are charges

Any man making a record of 0005 is penaltwo points for all errors made, while any man making a
record better than 0005 is not penalized. In this way the careful
against the billers.
ized

encouraged, while

careless one

is

believed that the record referred to above

is

biller is

which has ever been made

tlie

in regular routine

—

penalized.

It

is

one of the best
work.

Thk Railways of the Belgian' Congo. The final link in the
railways and river line of commuiiii ation between the mouth of
the Conco and Lake Tanganyika h^<- just been comnleted. Now
ocean-going vessels can go up as far as Matadi, 85 miles from
the mouth of the river; thence a railway of 260 miles runs to
.Stanl'^y Pool: from there the river is navigable atjain to Stanlevv'Ue. a distance of 1.000 miles, and so on, the river being
used wherever possible. The Engineer, London.

No. 9

HOW A DESTROYED FRENCH

and is provided witli two IfiJ-in- drain tioles. Joints between slab sections are calked with oakum, tar and cement.
Expansion joints at the ends of each span are covered with apron
thick,

Fascine type willow mattresses were constructed to protect the
new fill at the east end of the bridge and to maintain a channel

59,

S.

Hiatt.*

The whole-hearted sacrifices made by
in the present war are astonishing, and
of these sacrifices

the entire French nation
not the least astonishing

made by

the railroads on
one did not understand the spirit
of unity and brotherhood awake today in France, it might be
believed that in time of war the railroads were preparing for
peace, cementing now the goodwill that should exist between
employer and employee.
The Eastern Railroad (chemin de fer de I'Est), with the
single exception of the Northern Railroad (chemin de fer du
Nord), has and still is suffering more severe physical and financial disaster because of the German invasion than any other of
the French lines. A good half of the 500-mile line of trenches,
beginning at Laon, running south to Rheims, and thence to
Verdun, Nancy, and Bel fort, is in territory adjacent to the
tracks of the Eastern Railroad.
The latter, in consequence, is
seriously crippled. On half of its system it can do no business
at all, and that half is the p?rt which brought in its greatest
revenue because of its connections with the Belgian and German
railroads and because of the mines and manufactures of the
is

the finanacial one

behalf of their employees.

north of France.

It will

If

be unable to rebuild

its

burnt stations,

dynamited bridges, repair the road bed and re-estabhsh
its service until many months after the cessation of hostilities.
On a rough count nearly 300 of its stations lie to the north of the
French lines it has had 49 steel and stone bridges destroyed.
The traffic receipts of the company during 1914, these figures
replace

its

;

first six months of the war, fell off 25 per
or $15,000,000, counting the $6,500,000 paid as transport
charges by the war department. Unlike four of the other five
French railroads, it has sustained not only this vast physical

taking in only the

cent.,

damage but

has also not had any considerable passenger or
draw from, except during last August, when it
had more passengers than it could well handle.
However, its operating expenses, normally $6,000,000 for six
months, did not diminish in proportion, being for this particular
One of
half year only a little over $1,000,000 less than usual.
the many reasons for this is found in the increased expense
it

freight receipts to

entailed in the operation of military trains, the operation of these
trains being

much more complex than

that of the ordinary trains.

In the face of these conditions, this railroad from the very
beginning of the war has done its best to provide for those
of its employees who have suffered and are suffering loss of

work because of

the war, or

soldiers under the flag

As

when

who have been
there

was no

French soldier

mobilized as active

positive need of

them

paid a cent a day, it
can be understood that his family or dependents cannot live without help. Some 400 of the railroad's employees are now soldiers
and to these employees the company is paying one-half their

on the railroad.

a

is

In case the employee is married, it is paying
regular salaries.
the other half to the wife with an additional ten cents a day for
each child in the family. The railway is paying regular salaries

thrown out of work by the German occupasums to those employees who
have been given work away from their regular stations.
Further, this railroad at its annual meeting voted the usual
to those employees
tion.

It

is

also paying additional

annual sum of nearly $5,000,000 for the benefit of its employees,
and even this does not include pensions for accidents, salaries
during vacations (each employee is allowed 52 days of vacation
each year), bonuses for meritorious service, or the free fares
Of this total
given both to employees and their families.
$3,250,000 goes into a pension fund for retired employees, their
widows and orphans. The rest is divided among the many
established branches of the company's paternal or welfare work.

Among

these branches are funds for funerals, for medicine, for
employees with large families, for child birth expenses, for
orphan children, for loans without interest, and other purposes.
*

Our

special

European correspondent.

The

Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Convention
Flue Welding, Steel Treatment, Piecework, Reclaiming
Drop Forgings, Electric Welding.

Scrap, Spring Making,

The twenty-third annual convention of the International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association was held at the Hotel
Walton, Philadelphia, Pa., August 17-19. The opening exercises
were briefly reported in the Raihvay Age Gazette of August 20,
page

361.

ADDRESS BY

C.

E.

CHAMBERS

Chambers, superintendent motive power of the Central

C. E.

New

Railroad of

Jersey, addressed the convention in part as

follows

No part of
me than the
boy on an

is more interesting to
from the time I was a

the railroad organization

blacksmith department

Illinois

farm

I

No

terested in that work.

;

have never ceased to be keenly inpart of our great railroad organiza-

undergone more revision than the smith shop. True,
many things are done nearly the same as in former years flue
welding still resembles the practice of many years back, excepting slight changes in scarfing and preparation. But spring making and repairing has been simplified and perfected by improved
devices for assembling and banding, so that much of the manual
labor has been reduced, and a much better spring is produced.
The oil, acetylene, electric and thermit welding processes have
entirely revamped some of our smith shop practices.
Where
formerly it was necessary to always remove an engine frame
and take it to the smith shop for repairs, such a practice now
would be almost an impossibility by reason of the extreme size
and many complications of construction, which would not only
increase the cost of repairs, but would hold the locomotive
tion has

;

CARBON AND HIGH SPEED STEEL
H. W. Loughridge (Pittsburgh & Lake Erie) called attention
to the need of literature on the subject of heat treatment of high
carbon and high speed steel couched in plain practical terms
which would be of use to the blacksmith. From the fact that
most carbon steel has a very limited range of treatment more
difficulty is

speed

encountered in handling

which are

it

than in handling the high

and less easily ruined in
forging and hardening. Owing to the growing use of high speed
steels the tendency is to heat carbon steels too high because
high temperatures are required when handling the high speed
steels.
The majority of failures in carbon steel may be traced
steels,

less

sensitive

excessive temperatures either in the forging, annealing or
hardening operations. A temperature of 1,400 deg. F. to 1,6(X)
deg. F. is sufficient for forging and hardening most carbon
steels, while high speed steels require from 1,800 deg. F. to
2,300 deg. F.
Where such instructions are available it is best
to

at all times to follow the instructions of the steel

makers.

In tempering taps and dies at the McKees Rocks, Pa., shops
of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, two mulBe furnaces are in constant use.
One is kept at 1,400 deg. to 1,450 deg. P., while the
is kept between 2,000 deg. and 2,200 deg. F.
Carbon steel
and dies are hardened in the low temperature furnace and
are cooled in clean water at about 60 deg. F., being then drawn

other
taps

450 deg. to 500 deg. F. High speed steel is first preheated in the low temperature furnace and then put into the
high temperature furnace and held at about 1,900 deg. to 2,000
in oil at

our old system would require from 7 to 10 days, or possibly

drawn to 500 deg. or 600 deg. F.
In the discussion the necessity for evenly heating all hardening steels was emphasized. Although care on the part of the

longer.

blacksmith

out of service very

much

Quite frequently we can make

longer.

a weld and return to service the same, or ne.xt day, what with

One

of your subjects

consideration at

for

Heat Treatment of Metals,

that of

not only

is

much

the

it

desirable

for

many

new

is

this

convention,

deserving of careful study;

material, but annealing adds

of locomotives and cars by
while in service.
No
subject to be considered at this convention should receive more
careful attention than reclaiming scrap.
Everything must in
to

periodically

of

life

parts

following up this

Your

conventions, as

all

others, are returning to us the best

You are always able to go back to your
home road with some new idea, or new process, which is just
a

little

is in

better or

man.

more economical than your former

practice.

FLUE WELDING
J. Haskins (New York Central) stated that 400 modern
engines were maintained at the Elkhart, Ind., shops, and that
the flue welding and wedging was handled in the blacksmith
shop.
He gave in detail the procedure of handling the tubes
from the boiler through the shop and back to the lioiler again.
About five men are used in the tube department to handle from
6,000 to 8,000 tubes per month of nine working hours per day.
All safe ends are made from new stock and no difliculty has
been experienced in successfully welding steel on steel, or steel
on inin. When bringing the tulics to a welding heat great care
should be exercised to heat uniformly and not too rapidly,. thus
not overheating the safe ends and making them brittle.
Superheater flues and the two-inch tubes are electrically welded in
the back tube sheets and when so welded are expected to last

E.

three years.

Several other

members

in

roforrluK to this subject

welding on the roads with which tluy were
connected was handled in the boiler shop.
stated that

all

flue

is necessary to prevent warping of tools in hardening and ruining of metal, it was the general opinion that many

to him for which he is not responsible.
because he does not have sufficient information as to the
quality of the steel and the treatment it requires.

failures are charged

This

is

MAKING AND REPAIRING FROGS AND CROSSINGS

practice

time find its way to the scrap bin, but should not until it has
served its last purpose.
But there is a dividing line beyond
which it is more economical to cast aside the old and use the
new.
service that

deg. F., then quenched in oil and

Watts (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) described at
some length the methods used in the frog and switch shop of
the Lackawanna at Dover, N. J., where a large amount of work
F. A.

handled. The shop is divided into three departments a blacksmith shop where all forging, plate work, roil work and switch
stand shafts arc repaired, the planing and drilling room, and the

is

;

where the work is assembled, bolted up, riveted
and finished ready for shipment. The plan is so arranged that
erecting floor
a
to

minimum amount
the

finished

of handling is required from the
frog and switch storage and special

rail

pile

facilities

for handling arc installed.
A 16-ft. 6-iiL switch of 101-lh rails
can be turned out at a labor cost of approximately $4.00. The
cost of cutting up old stock, handlinu of scrap material to and
from the hammer and placing it in piles ready for shipment
never exceeds 20 cents per frog. All material fit for future use
or which can be reclaimed is saved and again placed in service
at a net saving to the company of $25,000 per year more than

would be received

if

the material were used for scrap.

I'llCKWORK

Lavender (Norfolk
Western) laid stress on the value
of the piecework .system in bringing out the best in a man,
teacliiug him how to handle himself eflicicntly and making
him
self-reliant.
Piecework prices are established on the Norfolk &•
Western on all standard work which will be ordered in suOicient
quantities.
Dies and formers are first made for the drop hamP. T.

nu-r.

the

I'i

forgii'g

sec that they finish

workman

inacliinc

work

or buIldoTcr, and

(hen tried out

to

accordance with bltio prints. The
and the loreman then agree on the price to be paid.
llu-

in
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W. Ackley

A.

(Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western) spoke

of

Vol.

machine bands are so cheap as to make this practice
The bands are applied to the spring at a temperature of about 1,850 deg. and squeezed into place in a press, where
inadvisable.

liberty to alter the prices in a

way which shows favoritism. He
emphasized the necessity of promptly adjusting the price when

they are held until cool.

new methods of turning out a certain piece of work
have been devised. The blacksmith foreman should see personally all work coming to the shop and be in a position to say
just what work is necessary in each case, otherwise where sev-

that

tools or

work, depending
on the extent of the repairs, unnecessary work will be done
and the highest price will prevail. In setting prices care should
be taken to see that work is being performed in accordance with
the methods given in the instructions, otherwise too much time
may be consumed and an unduly high price established.
J. H. Daltry (Erie) said that after a man has worked on piecework he does not want to return to day work. Very little work
has to be done over, since under such conditions it must be
done on the workman's own time, thereby creating a tendency
eral prices obtain for certain classes of repair

toward greater care

in the future.

RECLAIMING SCRAP

Thomas M. Ross

(Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburgh) stated that

drawhead pockets, truss rods, etc., were being rerolled into different sizes of round iron, which is then used
Old steel crank
in the manufacture of bolts, grab irons, etc.
pins are used for making wrenches and small forgings, and coil
old arch bars,

springs are extensively used in the manufacture of car repair
drift pins

are

Car

and pinch bars.

made from

tire

steel,

must withstand blows from
break

off

repairers,

but

it

is

hammers and

coal picks

not suitable for tools that

owing

sledges,

to the tendency to

J. Tootell (Chicago & North Western) said that the North
Western has been sorting out scrap for about 20 years, each
year going into the practice a little more extensively. About five

or six years ago the reclaiming of everything having a usable
value was taken up and two shops built. From 20 to 25 cars

now unloaded each day, about five old cars are
burned and seven broken up each day. All scrap is sorted as
it is unloaded and is then distributed to the various shops where
of scrap are

Gay

is

at

E. Williams

some length

stated that all

MAKING

(Chicago

&

St.

Louis)

found

cupped so that when loaded the edges of the plates were in tension and the centers in compression. By reversing these conditions and placing the edges of the plates in compression he stated
that the number of failures had been considerably reduced. The
plates are rolled and hardened at the same heat and another hot
plate is then rolled on the adjoining cool plate, which is all the
drawing the plates get. The quenching is done in crude oil,
cooled by an air blast. Mr. Landrum emphasized the necessity
of always getting the same grade of steel and believes that if
this were possible spring failures could be reduced to a large
extent.

When

different grades of steel are

mixed

ing for different treatment, the blacksmith cannot

together, calltell

one grade

from the other and some of the steel of necessity receives the
wrong treatment.
George P. White (Missouri, Kansas & Texas) described the
process used on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, stating that all

A

springs are repaired on a store department shop order.
stock
is thereby kept on hand and those repaired are not

of springs

from which they were taken.

necessarily returned to the engine

They go through

the shop in lots of not less than six of each

After the springs are entirely fitted up they are turned
over to a helper to flash the temper. This is done in a muffle
chamber at a much lower temperature than the fitting furnace,
class.

thereby eliminating a large number of broken plates caused by
drawn while the center remains hard.

Less trouble

is

also experienced

He

from the springs not standing

temper being drawn too far.
In the discussion the need of proper appliances on the manufacture of springs was emphasized and the question of tapering
This
the ends of the leaves received considerable attention.
practice has been abandoned on the Pennsylvania and the Lehigh
up under the load due

Valley, but

many

to the

of the

members

still

believe that tapering

is

justified.

making

described

as carried out at

stated that so far as possible

for a system should be concentrated at the

all

spring

main shop of

work should under no conditions be
attempted without proper machinery. As a rule it is not advisable to install such maihinery at outlying points on account
of the small amount of work to be done. When sufficient spring
work is handled to justify the installation and operation of

the railroad because spring

proper spring making machintiv, expansion is very easily taken
care of by merely adding to the force. At the Chicago shops
four machines are required to prepare the steel for use and
these are operated by one man and two helpers.
Should the
amount of work increase the capacity of the plant could be
increased without additional equipment.
Mr. Williams stated
that all spring bands on the North Western are machine made,
the material being bent into a U-shape on a bulldozer and
welded in a forging machine. No broken bands are repaired.

Landrum

&

Louis) gave an
hardening.
The old method is used, the work being packed in a mixture
of bone meal, old leather, pulverized charcoal and a sprinkHng
of prussiate of potash. A drum, 12 in. in diameter, is used for
packing the work, the length varying from two to four feet,
depending on the amount of material to be hardened. A slight
flange is turned on the end of the drum which is placed on end
and a piece of Ya in- or J^ in- iron cut to fit is dropped into it.
C. V.

outline

(Nashville, Chattanooga

of the practice which he

St.

follows in

case

About two inches of fire clay is placed on top of this and the
packing is done in the usual manner. Space is left at the top
for two or three inches of fire clay which is held in place by
another

& North Western)

the process of spring

the Chicago shops.

work

(Nashville, Chattanooga

CASE HARDENING

(Atlantic Coast Line)

SPRING

Thomas

Landrum

springs rolled with a convex roller on the bottom were

to be done.

round iron
used on the Atlantic Coast Line from Y^ in. to 1 in. is provided
from rerolled material. A large quantity of manufactured material which has been used and thrown on the scrap pile is also
sorted out and straightened, and then returned to service. Mr.
Gay presented statements showing the output and the saving
effected by the rerolling mill at the South Rocky Mount, N. C,
shops of the Atlantic Coast Line. On an output of 51,803 lb. of
rerolled iron from Yx in. to 1 in. in diameter, which was reclaimed in the month of December, a net saving of $14.98 was
effected.
This covered only 11 days during which the rolls
were in operation.
C. L.

C. V.

the edges of the steel being

chunks.

the reclaiming

No. 9

as the

the erroneous ideas which some foremen hold that piecework
is simply a means of increasing wages and that they are at

new

59,

^

in.

or y%

in.

iron plate, held by a bolt passing through

holes in the drum.

This drum

and a temperature of

1,600 deg. to 1,700 deg. F. is maintained for

is

then placed in the furnace

about eight hours, the carbonized case under this treatment being
about Vi in. deep. For quick work, such as is required in a
roundhouse job, a mixture of J4 'b. of prussiate of potash to
one gallon of pulverized charcoal is used, the work being packed
in a pipe just large enough to accommodate it and kept at the
highest practicable temperature for a period of IJ/j hrs. Under
this treatment a penetration of carbonization of 1/16 in. will be
effected.

(Pennsylvania Railroad) presented photoJ. W. McDonald
graphs of several forgings, and of the dies and blocks used
in their manufacture which were formed under the steam hammer. Many forgings can be successfully made in this manner,
some of them at a cost nearly as low as would result from the
use of a drop hammer, but usually at a somewhat higher cost.
Dies for this purpose are usually cup blocks, which are closed by
top and bottom blocks, which arc driven into position by the

August
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hammer.

the steam

After

this operation the only addi-

tional labor is that required to trim off the flash

and

may

this

often be done by placing the forgings in the flue rattler for a

few hours.

necessary in forming

work

cup dies that just
the right weight of material be used, otherwise the tools are
subjected to a severe strain caused by the surplus stock finding
The cup
its way between the cup and the plunger or block.
blocks are made from billet steel or scrap axle steel, while the
It is

made of tool steel.
Gamble stated that the drop hammers
at the Juniata, Pa., shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad were
being run night and day. The largest dies in use in this shop
In the discussion, H. E.

measure 12 in. by 30 in. by 36
made of vanadium cast steel.

in.

and weigh 3,560

Difficulty is

still

minimum

90.6 per cent., the

The average

80 per cent.

was 87 2/3 per

The

in

top and bottom blocks are

389

welds

cent.

discussion brought out the fact that lamination in electric

may

against

be avoided by applying each successive layer of metal
direction of application of the preceding layer.

the

Trouble has been experienced by some of the members

to the breaking of hammer rods and dies, heat
pearing in the latter because of continuous use.

cracks

ap-

ELECTRIC WELDING

Joseph Grine (New York Central) stated that in the opinion
of the committee on electric welding, operators of this equipment in locomotive shops should be placed under the supervision of the blacksmith foreman, because of his knowledge
of the properties of and the effect of heat on iron and steel.
Owing to the specialized nature of this work it can be handled
better by one man with access to all departments than by each
department separately, thus facilitating standardization of welding practice.
Because he handles work from all departments
the blacksmith foreman is in an advantageous position to balance
the welding work in the various departments. Blacksmith foremen were criticised for trying to avoid or shirk this responsibility.

in

welding

from the cracking of the bridges.
nature are overcome in some cases by skip-

tubes into back tube sheets

Troubles of this
ping about the sheet to points a considerable distance apart,
thus tending to equalize the expansion and giving a better opportunity for the sheet to cool.

each, being

lb.

experienced, due

specimens being
coke welded tubes

efficiency out of six
efliciency of the

HEAT TREATMENT OF METAL

No

papers were presented on this subject, but it brought
forth considerable discussion.
Some members doubted the advisability of heat treating large parts under present conditions.
The difficulties of handling heat treated parts in the repair
shop were touched on. Where heat treated side rods are brought
into the shop to be slightly lengthened or shortened the heating
of the material to do this work destroys the effect of the heat
treatment and unless it is again subjected to the heat treating
process it will return to service without its original properties
and the advantages of the heat treatment are lost

OTHER BUSINESS

The following

officers

were

elected for the next year: Presi-

dent, T. E. Williams, Bettendorf

W.

ruthers, Duluth,

Woodworth,

Missabe

&

Company;

first

vice-president,

second vice-president, John CarNorthern secretary-treasurer, A. L.

C. Scofield, Illinois Central

;

;

Hamilton & Dayton; assistant secretarytreasurer, George B. White, Missouri, Kansas & Texas chemist,
G. H. Williams, Boston, Mass.
Chicago received the largest
number of votes as the place of meeting for the ne.xt convenCincinnati,

;

Welding machines are used at the Depew, N. Y., shops on a
large number of operations and it is conservatively estimated
that

the annual saving

A

alone.

is

approximately $30,000 at that shop

of some of the operations handled by the electric
as follows
Broken frames, cracked cylinders front

welder is
deck castings; fireboxes; tubes welded in back tube sheet; sharp
flanges filled in on tires flat spots filled in on tires mud rings
welded and reinforced. The method of welding frames was
described in the report. A plate is secured to the bottom of
the rail after the crack has been cut out to an angle of 45 deg. on
both sides, upon which the weld is built. After completely filling
in the V's the weld is reinforced by welding on a layer of
in.
round bars, the ends of which extend beyond the filled-in material.
Considerable data was presented relative to the strength
of electric welds in boiler plates, the efiiciency of the welds ranging from 82 to 99 per cent, of the strength of the unwelded
:

;

;

material.

EXPENSE OF RAILROADS
The treasury department, acting in concert with the post office
department, has decided that all public moneys transpo.'ted between the treasury, the sub-treasuries and the banks shall be
carried by registered mail, instead of by express. The express

companies have hitherto earned about $500,000 yearly by the performance of this service, and approximately half of this sum or
$250,000 annually, was paid by them to the railroad companies
for the facilities of transportation. Both the railroads and express companies will be deprived of these revenues, but the railroads, unlike the express companies, will not be relieved of the

Slenker (Long Island) described a method of electrode welding, using a "weltrode," which is a metallic rod covered with slag. With this type of electrode it is claimed to be
unnecesary for the operator to carefully hold the rod, as the
slag on the end rests on the work and excludes the air from
the molten metal.
As the wire melts away the slag is also
C. A.

After the application of each layer of metal the slag
forming on the surface is broken away with a scaling hammer
and the surface is cleaned with a wire brush, leaving the metal
clean and bright for the application of the next layer.
This
system is controlled by the Quasi-Arc Weltrode Company, New-

melted.

ark, N. J.

service,

T. Lavender

(Norfolk

& Western)

was employed

at

the

said

that

the

Roanoke shops,

metal

a softer

weld being produced than with the carbon electrode and separate filling piece, since there is no tendency for carbon to be
carried info the weld.

The

action of the arc in carrying the metal

work makes it possible to weld on a
or overhead, this method being largely used in over-

from the electrode

to the

head repairs in fireboxes and welding tubes in locomotive boilers.
Mr. Lavender presented the results of a test made at the Roanoke
shops to determine the rel.Ttive tensile strenj,'th of coke butt
welded, clrctrirally butt welded and new tmwclded lioilrr tubes.
The electrically welded tubes showed an average elVuirnry of

since

before.

the

facilities

of

tiie

railroads

must be used

a:«

Setting forth this injustice, the conunittee on railway

mail pay (Ralph Peters,

New York

City,

Chairman) has issued

a circular, which says

For carrying the public moneys and securities as mail the railroads will receive no compensation whatever until the government again weighs the mails to ascertain the tonnage being carried.
This is done only once in four years. Even then the rates
the railroads will receive for transporting the funds will be so
utterly inadequate, by comparison with the unusual value of such

shipments and the
to

electrode ricthod

vertical wall

GOVERNMENT MONEY TO GO BY MAIL AT

;

%

P.

tion.

list

fair

amount practically
The rates paid the

worth of the service

to the

government, as

to nothing.

railroads for carrj'ing the mails are based

upon the service of transporting such things as letters, printed
matter and small merchandise. Rates commenstirate with service
of this character cannot, by any recognized economic principles,
be held commensurate witli the service of carrying enormous
sums in money and negotiable securities, the shipments of which
by the government prol).ibIy exceed two billions of dollars
annually.

The new arrangcmrnt has enabled the treasury department to
claim a saving equivalent to the entire amount hitherto paid to
the express companies; but it would be a great error to suppose
that the revenue loss to the carriers will he a real saving to the
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government. There is to be imposed upon the post office department the performance of important new duties hitherto regarded
as lying wholly outside the proper scope of the postal service.
The cost of insuring moneys in transit, hitherto borne by the
express companies, and included by them in their charges, must
now be assumed by the treasury department. The net results of
the change, therefore, seem to be
nothing the
1. To oblige the railroads to render for practically
actual transportation service required in effecting transfers of the

public funds.

general
2. To separate the risk of insurance in transit from the
transportation duty and turn this business over to new interests,

not as yet disclosed.
transfer from the express companies to the post office
department the duties involved in the actual handling, collection,
at rates
3.

To

and custody of thousands of extremely valuable packages
not hitherto carried in the mails.
The only tangible saving to the government lies in the substantial elimination of payment to the railroads for the transportation
In other respects nothing but a change in agencies is
service.
delivery

which is as likely to increase as to decrease costs. This
must be held true unless the post office department is to be credlabor
ited with the ability to operate more efficiently, and at lower
effected,

than the express companies, or unless the treasury department is enabled to obtain abnormally low premium rates from the
insurance companies, by reducing the risk in transit at the expense of the railroads. The risk assumed, in the case of money
shipments, certainly depends largely upon the degree of physical
costs,

protection afforded, and

it

well be anticipated that the railtime to time, to carry not only the

may

roads will be called upon, from
government's money, but also to carry, free, armed guards as
"agents in charge of the mails," or even to furnish special cars
without additional compensation.
When the treasury department last summer shipped $100,000,000
in gold from Philadelphia to New York, as "parcel post," the
post office department required four special cars, for which no

payment was mide, and also the transportation for
the round trip of 100 guards without payment of fare.

Vol.

1. Mail
pay ought to
standard fairly applied.

according to

adjusted

be

59,

No. 9

some

fair

Mail pay ought not to be affected by the postoffice departThe roads should receive not what the department is willing to pay them, but what the service is worth.
Two successive postmasters-general have advocated government
ownership of certain public utilities. These considerations ought
not to enter into the fixing of compensation.
3. Congress should lay down the rule that compensation shall
be equivalent to what private shippers would pay for similar
service.
There is no more reason for taking the postal deficit
out of the railways than out of letter carriers or building contractors. Congress should not hold the roads down to the lowest
Poor railroads make a poor country.
possible limit.
4. Fixing of rates and measurement of service to be paid
for should be subject to review by some government body not
directly interested in showing a surplus for the postoffice deThe postmaster-general is an interested party. He
partment.
should not have final arbitrary authority over matters in dispute
between the railroads and his department.
5. Amount of railway service to be paid for should be determined by measurement of actual service performed over a
2.

ment balance-sheet.

test period,

up by the

never by arbitrary estimate not subject to a checkUnder the weight system now in use depart-

facts.

ment subordinates report what the scales record. Under the
proposed space system they would perform a function involving
judgment and putting a much greater strain upon their impartiality as

between the carrier and the government.

as well as car-miles and should
be taken at least annually. The present law provides for quadrennial weighings. This is too seldom. Increase of actual weight
between weighings involves a great loss to the carriers, as
notably shown following the establishment of the parcel post.
7. Total mail pay for each road should be large enough to
6.

Weight should be a factor

include fair compensation for every facility furnished, and for

every service rendered.

.

.

.

additional

country limit the post office department to the
payment of an indemnity "not to exceed $100 for any registered
The indemnity on the parcel post, upon payment of an
piece."
In the
extra insurance charge, is limited to $50 per package.

The laws of

this

International Postal Union, mails the indemnity limit

is

50 francs

per piece, or about $9.35.
Does it not seem apparent, from the small amount of indemnity
permitted by law, that Congress has never intended that the mails
should go beyond a service of ordinary convenience to the general

A CAR DUMPING MACHINE WITH IMPROVED
FEATURES
Conneaut Harbor, Ohio, is an important port on Lake Erie for
coming from the Minnesota ranges to cars
which are hauled by the Bessemer & Lake Erie to the steel mills

the transfer of ore
in the

Pittsburgh

district.

In

common

with the practice at other

public?
If the treasury department can use the post office department,
and consequently the railroads, in the manner contemplated by
the order respecting the shipment of public moneys, what is to
prevent the war and navy departments from shipping their supplies by mail, with United States troops and marines as armed
guards, to be carried free by the railroads as "agents in charge

of the mails"?

bus:ness

men studying mail-pay question

The Railway Business Association, George A. Post president,
has issued a pamphlet appealing to business men in every state
to study the mail-pay question and take it up with senators and
congressmen. The space method, advocated by the postoffice department,

is

vigorously opposed.

In ten years, according to this

and total
our earnest hope,"

bulletin, the postoffice receipts iiicreased 100.5 per cent

railway mail pay only 27.7 per cent.

"It is

says Mr. Post, "that the government which requires that rates
of transportation to private shippers shall be reasonable shall
free its own procedure from all suspicion of unreasonableness

The New Load and Empty Yards from

many

the

Top

of the

of the boats bringing ore in are loaded with coal for
In order to

and unfairness."

ports,

association urges that mail pay shall not again be made a
rider on an appropriation bill Or dealt with at the crowded end
of a session. Continuing, Mr. Post says

the return trip to Duluth or other upper lake ports.

The

Dumper

do this loading more quickly and economically a new dumper
was built at Conneaut Harbor last year, which is designed to

August
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unload 100-ton capacity cars

The

one a minute.

at the rate of

improvement inchided a rearrangement of the yard serving the
dumper and the construction of a new concrete dock. The Pittsburgh & Conneaut Dock Company owns and operates the dumper
in conjunction with the Bessemer & Lake Erie.
Coal intended for loading boats

point

this

at

is

left

^£00.0'-

Track Plan and

the

in

cent,

of the

Mule

Car.

1- -With the

Arm

Lowered.

2

McMylcr dumper and after bedumped they run by gravity down a 3.5 per
the empty yard. The load and empty yards are

grade to the

])lalf()rm of the

ing elevated and

grade to
by 430 ft. of concrete retaining wall alongside the
dump, and are lighted by a row of electric lights supported on
poles set between the two yards. The indirect feed, as the system of reversing the direction of movement of the cars before
cent,

separated

they reach the dumper

was worked out for this location
to reduce the elevation of the yard tracks somewhat and also to
allow the dumper to lie located nearer llie lake, thus rcciuiring a
shorter

is

called,

slip.

The dumper

is

constructed entirely of

steel,

excii the

sashes being of this material. It is located on a concrete foundation containing about 1,900 cu. yd., which is supported on piles
ft. to 40 ft. long, driven through hardpan for a loading not to
exceed 10 tons per mile. The entire foundation is reinforced
heavily with bars and in addition the piers supporting the cradle
are reinforced with rails. The foundation and the concrete dock

35

-400.0

window

v-^

New Conneaut

Profile at

Albion yard, about 15 miles from the dock, and is brought from
there as needed. The new yard adjacent to the dumper provides
four storage tracks for loaded cars, each about 1,200 ft. long
and four empty car tracks, each about 1,300 ft. long. The grade
in the load yard rises at the rate of 2.5 per cent, to a summit from
which it descends at the rate of 1.2 per cent, and then at 1 per
cent, to the kickup beyond the dumper.
A heavy switch engine
pushes 20 cars to the top of this dump and leaves them on the
descending grade with the brakes set. When they are wanted at
the dumper they are started one at a time, running under the
guidance of a rider down to the kickup, which throws them back
over the mule pit. They are pulled by the mule up the 11.25 per

Three Positions
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Coal

are protected by Carnegie steel sheet piling.
structure

40

is

ZB.r'^ljs.e'

Dumper

ft.

by 62

ft.

at the base,

The

and 89

ft.

super-

steel

high.

The

engine room is enclosed in the base of the structure back of the
cradle foundation. The top of the rail on the cradle is 13 ft. 9
in.

above the top of the main foundation and about 20

the water level in the slip alongside.

The

platen

above
on the

ft.

rail

is 52 ft. long and the dumping machine is designed to hoist
and dump a load of 280,000 lb. In order to insure clean dumping the platen is turned through an arc of 160 deg. The power
required for elevating the car and its contents is considerably
reduced by counterweights amounting to 60 tons, consisting of
two large steel cylinders filled with iron punchings and four

cradle

Arm

With the

Raised, and

3— Pushing

a

Loaded Car Onto the Dumper

smaller weights, which arc suspended from cables on the rear of
the framework, operating on suitable guides attached to the steel

cohnnns.

The

between the highest and lowest dumping elevawhich is covered by the travti of the apron
girder. The apron is set at an angle oT 37.5 deg. with the horizontal, the center of the discharging spout licing
ft. 5 in. from
the renter line of the front cohnnn to the dumper frame. A trap
door is provided near the end of the pan to allow coal to he
dropped through when loading unusually high vessels. The load
on the vessel is trimmed by a special rotating nozzle. The frametions

diflference

is

27

ft.

9

in.,

H

work of

the

dumper

is

designed with

a

view to safeguarding the
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it, all ladders having safety guards and all
dangerous edges being protected by steel fences.
The approaches to the dumper are of concrete and steel trestle
construction, with a special reinforced concrete kickup extending about nyi ft. above the dock level at the end of the receiving
The coal is wet down in the cars, just before they are
track.
pushed up the incline to the dumper, by an automatic tank supported over the mule car tracks.
The "mule" car is of a type especially designed for this installation, running on a track which is depressed for the full length
of the incline, thus preventing the possibility of a loaded car coming down from the kickup and striking the mule before it has

men working around

returned to

its pit

from the

last trip.

The

Vol.. 59,
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between the two tracks. A rear calile is used to drag
the grade rapidly. This important adjunct was
developed by P. J. Fickinger, master mechanic of the dock
company.
The new plant is operated from the old power house some distance away, the steam being piped to the engine room in the base
in elevation

the mule

down

The

of the structure.

larger units are operated by steam, the

main dumping engines being 22 in. by 30 in., with two cylinders,
and the mule engine 18 in. by 24 in., also with two cylinders. A

new

feature of this installation

is

the electrical operation of

all

the smaller movements, including the pan, the trimmer and the

top of the mule car

below the top of the main rails and except when
pushing the car up the incline the entire mule is below the level
of the upper rails. To make this possible and also to allow it to
engage the coupler of a car to push it up the grade, a pivoted
and counterweighted arm about 17 ft. 6 in. long is provided.
This arm is automatically raised to a position to engage the
coupler of a car, when the mule is started forward, by a link
connecting the counterweight to a friction bearing on the rear
rails is 3 ft.

8

in.

The Reinforced Concrete Kickup
This enables one man located on the end of the
movements of the pan and chute. In this way
it is possible to deliver the coal in the hold of the vessel with the
minimum breakage and delay. With a steam operated machine
the man on the end of the chute controls only the telescopic
chute and the trimmer and it is therefore necessary to signal the
operator in the house on the end of the machine when it is
necessary to change the elevation of either end of the pan. This
requires so much delay that the pan is usually placed at a high
position and the coal allowed to run. With this dumper at Conneaut, the chute operator delivers this coal exactly as he wishes.
He can raise or lower the inner or outer ends of the pan, swing
the telescope back and forth and revolve the trimmers separately
elevator screws.

pan to control

all

or simultaneously.
In addition to this operator, one man is required to control the
mule car, one for the cradle, and one in the engine room. This
machine has transferred 315 loads from cars to vessels in seven
hours, an average rate of 45 cars an hour.

It

has also trans-

ferred 53 cars of coal in one hour.

The foundation for the new plant was built by the dock company with its own forces and the superstructure was erected by
the McMyler-Interstate Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Lille-Wars.^w Express. The German military authorities,
only 11 days after the capture of Warsaw, put on through
passenger trains, connecting the extremes of occupied enemy
territory.
A train leaves Lille at 6:40 a. m., Brussels at 8:30,
and Berlin at midnight, arriving at Warsaw in time for luncheon the next afternoon. The first trip of the new train eastward from Berlin carried a party of seven American war
correspondents. From Lille, northern France, eastward to War-

The Completed Dumper
axle of the truck.

When

running on the

saw,
11.5 per cent,

is

about 800 miles.

grade the

counterweight is just sufficient to balance the parts so that the
entire force exerted by the cable is transmitted to the car in pushing it up to the dumper. As a vertical curve is used in the main
track at the upper end of the incline and ihe mule car track continues straight, two auxiliary rails inside the rails of the lower
track are used to engage rollers on the counterweights of the
arm ant! thus In alter its position to conform with the difference

Effects of the

War on

Swiss Railways.

—The Swiss railways

are suffering severely from the effects of the war. In June the
State railways' receipts for passenger traffic amounted to $901,200,

compared with $1,474,409 for the corresponding month of
and the revenue from the goods traffic receded from $1,981,397 to $1,688,200.— Engineering, London.
as

1914,

August
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FLOOD DAMAGE TO RAILROADS
WEST

IN

MIDDLE

After an interval of 15 years the city of Galveston has been
approximating in severity that
of 1900. The storm commenced about 9 a. m. Monday, August
16, after a number of days of severe wind from the southeast
which backed the water through the jetty and through San Luis
Pass into Galveston Bay. The fury of the storm extended inland for a distance of 75 to 80 miles and continued at its height
for 12 hours, ending 7 a. m. Tuesday. Compared to the storm
visited with a hurricane closely

393

very largely washed out, though it is expected that the track
will be rebuilt in a very short time on timber cribbing.
On the
Virginia Point end the filling was washed out for a length of
4,200 ft., allowing the concrete protection slabs, railing, etc.,
to cave in, while the tracks were washed away. The sheet piling,
however, suffered no damage. It will be necessary to build a
pile trestle for almost the entire distance in order to open
rail communication.
Water damage on the rail lines extended as far as Seabrook on
the G. H. & S. A. (20 miles)
Texas City Junction on the G. H.
& H. (4 miles), and Hitchcock on the G. C. & S. F. (8 miles).
The damage to the tracks consisted very largely in washing them
The decks of the trestles on the Santa
off of the embankments.
Fe line had been anchored down to the bents in anticipation of
;

l

^^nffff^

(Courtesy of St. Louis Globe-Democrat)

Gravois Road,

St.

(.Courtesy of St. Louis Post-Dispatch)

Louis, near crossing of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain

&

The

Southern

of 1900, the damage to property was relatively small, a condition
which may be very largely accounted for by the fact that the
Galveston seawall withstood the storm. The only water entering
the city

was

that resulting

from the increased

level of the

water

Galveston bay and West bay.
Contrary to early reports, no damage was done to the bridge
portion of the Galveston Causeway. The rumor of damage to
the bascule span came about through the fact that a derrick
in

flood

DelmcU", St. Louis, Station of the

and except

conditions,

entirely

washed

out, the

in

damage

Wabash

where the trestles were
them was slight. The lines
far as the causeway the middle
cases
to

were reopened for operation as
of this week, and through rail connection with the city will be
had within the next ten days or two weeks as soon as the break
in the causeway can be closed.
The damage to railway property on the island was slight.
The new Southern Pacific 1,000,000 bushel elevator sustained

{Courtesy of St. Louis Post Dispatch)

Water 20
barge slipped

its

ft.

over Main Line of the Missouri Pacific

at

Valley Park, 21 miles

moorings during the height of the storm and

drifted toward the bridge,

span to avoid damage.

making

it

necessary to raise the

The barge became stranded

in the

lift

chan-

nel so that it was impossible to close the bridge.
The embankment approach on cither end of the Causeway was seriously
damaged.
Nineteen hundred feet on the Galveston end was

West

of St. Louis,

on Sunday, August 22.

no injury, while the other elevators of older construction sufTered small d. image to carriers and spouting systems.
A number of freight cars were carried away, as well
practically

as a considerable quantity of cotton ai-d other freight, but the

damage was by no means as serious as in 1900.
The storm which attacked Galveston naihoil

l^t

I.ouis

a\

7

—
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responding observations were noted elsewhere in the vicinity.
The greatest damage to the city resulted from the overflow of
the River des Peres, a small stream running through the western
part of the city and discharging into the Mississippi near the
southern city limits. The banks of this stream are occupied at

various places by the Wabash, Missouri Pacific, Iron Mountain,
Rock Island and Frisco lines. The storm did not interfere with
the operation of any trains Thursday evening, though the water
in this

stream was rising

fast,

the mail trains leaving St. Louis

away without much
water was 4 ft. over

shortly after midnight getting

delay.

By daylight on Friday the
the Wabash at the Delmar station

the tracks of

located about 5 miles

from

Union Depot, and the tracks of all of the other railroads
leaving St. Louis on the west side, except the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, and the Burlington, were submerged in many places.
the

the storm abated in Missouri it moved across the Mississippi into Illinois, causing trouble to the railways entering St.
Louis from the east. The conditions were reported to have been

As

worse than they were following the cyclone of
Freight

traffic

was

May

27,

1896.

virtually tied up, every effort being directed

to arrange detour routes for the passenger trains.

Practically no trains could reach the St. Louis Union Station
Friday morning from the west and few attempts were made to
By the time trains
were started running west on Saturday, nearly all lines were
closed for eastbound passenger trains, except by long detours.
The only lines east out of St. Louis which were not interrupted
were the Clover Leaf and the Illinois Central, the latter being
used by most of the roads to Litchfield, or beyond. Traffic was
restored on most of the lines by Sunday evening, though through
traffic on the Frisco and the Iron Mountain could not be resumed for a considerably longer time on account of washouts in
the path of the storm southwest from St. Louis, particularly on
the Meramec and Black rivers.

get out the westbound trains Friday night.

—

The Kaiser's War Train. According to a report from a
correspondent of one of the London papers at Zurich, Herr Paul
Schmeder has just written a large volume in which he tells
the German public all about the life which their war lord leads
at the front.
The Kaiser's special train, in which he makes his
famous and frequent rushes from one front to the other, consists, according to Herr Schmeder, of 10 coaches constructed
on modem lines comfortable certainly, but not luxurious. At
the beginning of the war the special train was painted a whitishblue color, so that the troops and civilians were always able
to recognize and cheer the emperor as he passed.
But the fear
that hostile aviators might find the task of dropping bombs upon
the war lord made easier if they were aware of that fact has
resulted in the periodical repainting of the train in various
colors.
"The necessity for this precaution," adds Herr Schmeder, "will be obvious when I mention that a train, purposely
made to resemble in color and in form that of the Kaiser's,
was promptly bombarded by French flying men shortly after
leaving the l-'rankfort Railway station." Raikvay Gazette, Lon-

—

don.

Bulgaria

and the Dkdeagatch

Railway.

—

It

is

reported

that a convention ceding to Bulcraria the Turkish portion of the

Dcdeagatch Railway was signe<l in Constantinople on July 22.
Under the new arrangement Bulgaria obtains the whole extent
of the line traversing Turkish territory, together with the stations Karagach, Demotika and Kulcli Burgas.
The Bulgarian
frontier will coincide with the course of the River Maritza,
all territory west becoming Bulgarian,
Round Karagach Station, Adrianople, Bulgaria claims a zone of one mile, 1,522
yards. If this is conceded the new line will be constructed, affording Turkey independent access to Adrianople.
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THE LOCAL FREIGHT TRAIN

m. Thursday, August 19, and resulted in the greatest rainfall
ever reported in the Mississippi valley for a corresponding length
The official rain gage on the roof of the Chemical
of time.
p.

Building recorded 7.2 in. for the 24 hours ending 7 o'clock Friday, August 20. By 11 o'clock that night it registered 8 in. Cor-

Vol.

By

F. II.

Garner,

of Transportation, Union Pacific, Omaha.
the knottiest problems that confronts the operating

Inspector

One
official

of

to-day

is

the satisfactory handling of local freight trains.

of the greatest importance that local freight trains move out
of the initial terminal absolutely on time. As a rule they are
It is

carded so that, if running on time, they will not interfere with
passenger trains and time freight trains. Much care should be
exercised in getting a crew that understands every phase of local

work.

The brakemen should be thorough switchmen and above

must not be afraid of plenty of good, hard work.
mind a district on a certain railroad where a local
While the
train was scheduled to leave a station at 6 a. m.
switching was not heavy, this train was handling generally from
all

things,

I

have

in

eight to ten cars of merchandise, with merchandise for every
station loaded in all of the cars.

from three

The

train

crew was getting in
merchandise every

to five hours' overtime unloading

After checking up the movement of the train for several
days it was arranged to have these eight or ten merchandise cars
which came from three diiections, placed at a transfer platform
and worked during the night into cars that could be set out with
These set-out cars
all the merchandise for the heavier stations.
averaged about 10,000 lb. of merchandise each, and resulted in
the handling of seven merchandise cars over the district instead
of ten, and the crew setting out practically every pound of freight
that they had been unloading. The result was that the train was
at a good many stations waiting for time instead of being from
one to five hours behind schedule.
I have never been in favor of handling tonnage on local freight
trains. I believe if the local freight train does the local work and
gets over the district on schedule time without overtime, it is
doing all that can be, and should be, expected of it. The mistake is too often made by chief despatchers and trainmasters of
hanging on a few extra cars to help their tonnage statement. In
checking up the tonnage I have found instances where local
freight trains were so overloaded that the crews were getting in
from two to three hours' overtime for the sake of hauling a few
extra cars over the district, while at the same time, through
trains were being run light in the same direction. I also believe
it is a good plan where the local switching is heavy and where
the local has a good many cars to pick up which will bring it
into the terminal with 45 to 50 cars, that after it has accumulated
day.

some

10 or 15 loads, these should be set out at

the district

some point on

for through trains to pick up and haul into the

terminal.

On many lines, especially in the West, chain gang crews are
being used on local freight trains. This is a mistake. Crews
should be assigned to locals, as the men in an assigned crew
become familiar with the work and are able to handle it with
much greater celerity than a crew not accustomed to local switchFurthermore, in checking up the damage to freight, caused
ing.
by its being improperly handled and investigating claims incident
to perishable freight being carried by stations, I have found
that an assigned crew carries very little freight by, a-.d that the
men are more particular when unloading to see that the freight
is properly broken down so that it will ride without damage
between stations. The station switching is also handled more
satisfactorily by an assigned crew.
This is probably due to the
fact that the members of the chain gang crew know that they
probably will not catch the local again for two weeks, and everything they can pass on to the next

man

they usually do.

It is a

good plan where one local is run in each direction daily to have
the westbound local do the station switching for both directions
up to a designated point, instead of having both locals switch
imtil thcv meet.

—

Roll of Honor in an Enclish Station. In the main booking hall (ticket office) at Liverpool Street Station in London,
nearly the whole of one side has been taken up with a roll of
honor of the 3,800 employees of the Great Eastern Railway
who have joined the colors.

:

August

;
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NEW YORK FREIGHT

TERMINALS, 1914

In connection with the recent hearings held by the Interstate
Commerce Commission on the application of the railroads ter-

minating

at

New York

harbor for authority to make advances
and other terminal services, Mr.
the Trunk Line Association, described

in rates for lighterage, storage

McCain, chairman of

the principal features of the situation, as they existed at the time
the railroads' application was made, in a statement the substance of which follows

A —New

York City Freight Stations

Because of the location of the boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx across New York harbor from their
rail terminals on the New Jersey shore, the trunk lines have 68
freight stations on and adjacent to the Manhattan, Bronx and
Brooklyn waterfront, which are (with a few exceptions) served
inwards and outwards by through cars by means of car-fioats,
equipped with tracks of capacity of 8 to 24 cars each, these carfloats being towed across the harbor by tugs. As many of these
stations are merely piers, with no inland tracks, the freight is
necessarily received from and delivered to shippers' or consignees' drays on the piers or bulkheads, and the railroad performs the labor of loading or unloading the cars upon the piers
upon both carload and less than carload shipments.
These stations are owned or leased and operated by the individual roads, except those on the Brooklyn waterfront operated
by the Bush Company, New York Dock Company, Jay Street
Terminal and Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal, each of
which so-called "contract terminal companies" furnishes carfioat service and station facilities at the expense of several competing railroads. The Harlem terminal, on the waterfont near
138th street and Park avenue, also jointly serves several competing roads.

Most of

395

the trunk lines operate through rates via New York
with several of the southern coastwise lines, in

in connection

which event the lighterage or cartage expense is absorbed upon
both carloads and less quantities in both directions.
In the
absence of through rates, the local rates North and South of

New York

apply, plus (in the case of l.c.l.) the cost of transfer

drayage.

D—

Import and Export (Other than Bulk Grain)
Carload shipments (other than those excluded from lighterage) are interchanged at the vessel's pier; the lighterage-free
rate includes handling to or from the vessel or floor of the pier.
Less quantities are handled via the New York or Brooklyn
station nearest the vessel's pier, the cost of intervening drayage
being absorbed by the inland carriers on import shipments (with
certain exceptions specified in tariffs) to competitive western
points, but is not absorbed on l.c.l. export shipments.
E Car Float Service in Lieu of Lighterage
Fruits, fresh meats and various other commodities or articles

—

liable to

damage from exposure or handling by

lighter, also cer-

and commodities which are excluded from free
free service in cars on floats, in lieu of
lighterage to or from private or public piers, when in quantities
of six carloads or more in one shipment this six-car minimum
being applied because of the expensive equipment and service
involved. If this freight is loaded or unloaded at the private or
public pier by shipper or consignee, an amount not exceeding
tain

articles

lighterage, are given

;

12 cents a ton, minimum $2 per car, is allowed shipper or consignee for the labor expense, except on fresh meats in bulk and

excluded from free lighterage.
Freight Excluded from Free Lighterage

articles

F— Carload

The

railroad

transportation rates on this freight apply to
or from the piers at the rail terminal on the New Jersey shore,
and private lighters which perform harbor service on such

The same general rates as apply to or from the New Jersey
shore stations are applied to or from these New York and
Brooklyn stations, except upon short-haul business, where the
rates are too low to absorb the harbor and station expense.
The trunk lines also handle freight across the harbor in cars
on car-floats in conjunction with the Long Island Railroad and
the South Brooklyn Railway, and serve numerous stations in
the eastern and southern sections of Brooklyn one-half to six
or eight miles inland, applying the same rates as to or from
stations on the Brooklyn waterfront.
By means of this car-float and station service the trunk lines
in effect have extended their rails across New York harbor.

H—Free

on Domestic Carload Freight
There are many private and public piers in New York harbor,
as indicated in paragraph "O," which are at or nearer the factory
or warehouse of shipper or consignee than carriers' pier stations,
and many years ago the practice of lightering freight to or from
these special piers was inaugurated.
This lighterage is performed by lighters or barges, some of which operate with their
own steam, but are generally towed by tugs in the same manner
as car-floats, and the service on inbound freight {vice versa
upon outbound freight) involves transfer from car to lighter at
the rail terminal pier on the New Jersey shore, the towage of the
lighter across the harbor and the luiloading from the lighter
to the floor of the wharf at destination, substantially the same
rates being applied as to or from adjacent stations.
A considerable list of articles and commodities is excluded
from lighterage service because their weight or character in-

and holidays), after which it may be reordered to
and New York rate protected
when reordered to an ultimate delivery station it is granted three
additional days free time (exclusive of day of arrival, Sundays
and holidays), so that the same carload of freight may get an
aggregate of 15 days' free time, exclusive of Sundaj-.s and holidays.
If the freight remains at the rail terminal piers beyond
the 10 days' free time, nominal rates of storage are assessed.
I--Frcc Storage of Lighterage-Free Export Package Freight in
Carloads
This freight is allowed 30 days free time at the New Jersey
terminal; if not then ordered for export, nominal rates of storage are assessed, unless the freight is under through bills of

B —Lighterage

Service

volves excessive handling cost or

These excluded

freight.

articles

damage

to lighters or other

and commodities are cither

received from or delivered to shippers or consignees at certain

New York

or Brooklyn stations, or from or to the lighters of shippers or consignees at the rail terminal piers on the
specified

New

freight are in the category of drays performing equivalent land

expense of shipper or consignee.
G Auxiliary Lighterage Equipment
When any trunk line has not the requisite species or number
of lighters to handle certain freight offered, "outside" or independent lighters are temporarily hired or chartered, on a basis
not exceeding 60 cents a ton (except on lumber and heavy articles on which higher rates are allowed), subject to agreement by
service, at

the

owner of the

lighter that

Carload shipments (other than those excluded from lighterage) are interchanged at the vessel's pier less quantities are
handled via the New York or Brooklyn station urnri'st the

—

vessel's pier, the intervening service

being performed by dray.

shall

be

of Inbound Lighterage-Free C.L. Package
Freight for Domestic Delivery
This freight is granted 10 days' free time in the covered piers
at the New Jersey rail terminal (exclusive of day of arrival,

Storage

."^imdays

lighterage or station delivery,

lading to foreign countries.

J— Free Storage of l.ess-than-Carload Export Freight
This freight is granted 10 d.iys free time at stations on the
or Brooklyn side, ponding cartage to steamer; if not
removed w ithiu llie 10 days free time it is placed in public store.
New York

K Hay
Inlerrhnniinl vith Coastwise Vessels

no part of the allowance

rebated, directly or indirectly, to the OAvner of the freight

Jersey shore.

C— Freight

—

Owing

and St rare
and peculiar conditions,

lo inflanunalilo character

this

handled under a difTercnt set of rules.
I— Grain, in Bulk, for Domestie Delij'ery
This traflic, luidcr agreement with the New York Produce
I-"xchangc, is \uiloaded from cars into railroad elevators or

traflic

is
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lighters, or held for track delivery and, unless

ordered for imstorage charges. The rates, which
include free lighterage to points within lighterage limits in lots
of 4,000 bushels or more, apply to alongside private or public
piers, the discharge of the grain being at the expense of con-

mediate

deliver>', is subject to

signee.

M—

Grain, in Bulk, for Export
by agreement with the New York Produce Exchange, is unloaded from cars to railroad elevators or lighters
and is granted free storage for 10 days by the railroads, after
which storage charges accrue. The rates applicable to the New
Jersey shore include delivery to alongside vessels within free

This

traffic,

lighterage limits.

If the grain is lightered to a ship at a berth

discharge of the grain from the lighter into the ship
is performed by the floating elevators of the International
Elevating Company at the expense of the grain. If vessel goes to
the railroad terminal for the grain, it is discharged by the railroad company into the vessel at a charge of one-half cent per
pier, the

which accrues

bushel,

NSix

in addition to the freight rate.

Pier

O — Restricted

Area of Free Lighterage
The existing free lighterage limits, which, in some instances,
are 12 to 15 miles from the rail terminals on the New Jersey
on the part of one or more

by lighterage service the location of
freight stations of other trunk lines along the shore of New
to

Harlem

river and immediately

beyond

Hell Gate.

Note.— The rail terminus of the New York Central at
Sixtieth street, Manhattan, and that of the Baltimore &

West
Ohio

George, Staten Island, are to be treated, in all consideration of this subject, on the same basis as the terminals on the
New Jersey shore.
at St.

List of Freight Stations in New York City and on the
Watehfkont
OF New York Harbor.
(Abbreviations are explained at end of article.)

MANHATTAN
of Station.

Piers 2 and 3,
Piers 4 and 5,
Pier
7
N. R.
Piers 10 and 11,
Pier 13, N. R.
Piers 16 and 17,
Piers 20 and 21,
Pier 22, N. R.
Pier 23, N. R.
Piers 27. 28 and
St. John' s Park

Location

N. R.
N. R,

,

N.

,

N.
N.

29,

Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
R.
Foot
Foot
R.
R.
Foot
Foot
Foot
N.R. Foot

Road.

Morris
Morris
Rector
r»,lr,r

Worth

St.

Franklin St.
Laight St.
Laight, Varick, Beach

and Hudson

Sts.
St.

Pier 34, N. R.
Pier 34, N. R.
Pier 39, N. R.

Foot Canal St.
Foot Canal St.

Si.

Yard

B. & O. R. R.
C. R. R. of N. J.
D. L. & W.
N. Y. C. & W. S.
Erie R. R.
B. & O. R. R.

Cortlandt St.
Harclay St.
t'hambers St.

Foot Desbrosses

Pier 41, N. R.
Pier 46, N. R.

Lehigh Valley
Pennsylvania

St.
St.
St.
Sl.

Pier 31, N. R.

2f.th

FootW. Houston

St.

Foot Le Roy St.
Foot Charles St.
Foot No. 26th St.

Pier 66, N. R. and 27th
.Street

^'a^d
Pier 68. N. R.
281 h Street Station

33rd Street Station
36th
37th
Pier
Pier

Street Station
Street Station
80. N. R.
81, N. R.
42nd St. Station and
Pier 83, N. R.

49th Street Station
60th Street Station
130th Street Station
13 1st Street Station

Inwood
Pier

4,

E. R.

Coenties
Erie
B. & O.
Penna. (L.

D. L. &
Central

R. R.)«

I.

W.
Vermont

NVC— WS— NYO&W
N. Y. N. H. & H.
N. Y. N. H. & H.

N. Y. N. H.

& H.

Erie R. R.'
N. Y. N. H.

& H.

Lehigh Valley'
Erie R. R.<

Lehigh Valley
Pennsylvania

BRONX
A'ame of Station
Port Morris
Harlem River

Location
Ft. E. 138.142nd Sts.

132nd
coln Av.

St.

133rd

St.

Ft. E.

Bronx Terminal

Ft.

Harlem Transfer

£.

&

New York

149th St. Terminal

& 3rd

Av.

C. R. R. of

Claremont Park

Lehigh Valley

New York

St.

&

Av.

Highbridge

W.

Morris Heights

W.

Kingsbridge

River
Kingsbridge, N. Y.

1

& Harlem

River

& Harlem

177th St.

Central

New York

Central*

New York
New York

Central

New York
New York

Central
Central

E.

171st

St.
70th St.

J.

Harlem Transfer Co.'

Ft. E. 149th St. & Harlem River
Westchester & Brook
Av.
Morris Av. E. 15SE.

Vanderbilt

& H.

N.

& Har-

Ft. E. 135th St.

16l5t

Central

N. Y. N. H.

lem River
E.

Road

Lin-

Central

*

LONG ISLAND CITY

Name

of Station

Queensboro Terminal
Pidgeon St. Station

Long Island City
Woodside
Blissville

Location
Foot 13th cv i-nh Sts.
Foot Pidgeon St., Hunters Point
Foot 3rd. 4th & 5th Sts.

B.
L.

Woodside. L. I.
N. Y.

L.
L.

Blissville,

Road
Brooklyn E. D.
E.
I.

L

L

D. T.»
R. R.
R. R.'«
R. R.*

Term.*

•

equalize

Jersey, Staten Island, the

Name

and

St.

Slip

station or Hghterage delivery in the harbor.

lines

South

Melrose Junction

Sundry coarse freights, such as stone and structural iron, in
carloads, which are not liable to damage from the weather, are
given the privilege of storage on railroad lands at the rail terminals on the New Jersey shore, a nominal charge being assessed
to cover the cost of unloading and reloading and six months"
storage. This freight retains its free lighterage privilege to any

trunk

R.

E.

Pier 21, E. R.
Foot Dover Street
Pier 22. E, R.
Foot James Slip
Pier 26. E. R.
Foot Catherine Street
Pier 29. E. R.
Foot Market Street
Pier 34. E. R.
Foot Rutgers Street
Pier 31. E. R.
Foot Pike Street
Pier 45. 46 and 49. E. R.Foot Jefferson Street
(Old Nos.)
Piers 38, 39 and 40, E R.Foot. Mongomery
Street
Stanton St. Station
Foot Stanlon Street
Pier 70, E. R.
Foot E. 22nd Street
43rd St. Station
Foot E. 43rd Street
104th St. Station
Foot E. 104th Street
124th St. Station
Foot E. 124th Street
Harlem River Station
Foot E. 12Sth Street

Westchester Av.

Months Free Storage of Coarse Freights

shore, are the result of endeavors
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Foot W. 27th
Foot W. 28ih
Foot W. 28th
Foot 30-33rcl

St.
St.
St.
St.

Foot3r,th St.
Font 37ih St.

Foot 40th
Foot 42nd
Foot 42nd

St.
St.
St.

Foot 4<)th St.
Foot S9-72nd St.
Foot W. 130th St.
Foot W. 13l5t St.
Inwood Ave. & Rnlton
Road. Inwood. N. Y.
Foot Broad Street

N. Y. O. &

BROOKLYN

Name of Station
Location
Road
Brooklyn Eastern DisFoot N. 4th to N. 10th
trict Terminal
Sts.. Williamsburgh
B. E, D. T.^
No. Fourth St. Station Ft. N. 4th & N. 5th Sts. Pennsylvania
No. First St.
Ft. N. 1st St.
N. Y. N. H. & H.
Lackawanna Wallabout
Terminal
Ft. Clymer Street
D. L. & W.
Wallabout Pier 2
Wallabout Basin
Pennsylvania
Wallabout Basin
Washington Av. & Wallabout Market
NYOX.-W— NYS—
Wallabout Pier 4
Wallabout Basin
B. & O.
Wallabout Pier 5
Freeman Av.. Ft. C. St
Wallabout Basin
L. V. R. R.
Wallabout Station
Clinton Av. &• Metz St.
Erie R. R.
Jay Street Terminal
Foot Jay & Bridge Sts.
Jay St. T. Co."
Fulton Terminal
Fulton St. to Atlantic
Ave.
New York Dock Co."
Baltic Terminal
Foot Baltic Street
New York Dock Co.'»
Atlantic Terminal
Hamilton Av. to Walcott
St.
New York Dock Co.»
Lackawanna South
Foot 25th St.. So.
Brooklyn Terminal
Brooklyn
D. L. & W.
Bush Terminal
40th to 52nd Sts., So.
Brooklyn
Bush T. Co."
Bushwick Av.
Montrose St. & Bushwick Av.
L. I. R. R.

WS

East

New York

&

Atlantic

East

New

York Avenues
& Avenue
Cravesend Av. & 47th

Vandeveer Park

Flatbush Av.

Parkville

St.

W. and W.

Bath Junction

14th

Pennsylvania

Bay Ridge

Font

N. Y. C. R. R.
N. Y. C, W. S..
N. Y. O. & W.
Lehigh Valley
Central Vermont
N. Y. C, W. S.»
Eric R. R.2
C. R. R. of N. J.
D. L. & W.
C. R. R. of N. J.
B. & O.

SOUTH BROOKLYN

S.

.A.V.

& 62nd

65th

St.,

St.

Lehigh

First Av.
First Av.
First Av.
First Av.
First Av.

Av

fireenwood
Kensington
Bath Beach

W.

Y. C. W. S.,
N. Y. O. & W.
Erie Railroad
New York Central*
New York Central
Manhattan Ter. Co."
N.

^

Central

29th
& 36th
& 48th

NYC— \V.S— NVO&Wi

Clifton

Clif^ton. S.

Rosebank
Arrochar
.South Beach

Rosebank, S.
Arrochar. S.
South Beach,

Brighton

Sailors

I.

I.

R. R.
R. R.*

L.

I.

R. R.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

Snug Harbor

Livingston

New
Snug

Brookl.vn Ry.

Brooklyn Ry.
Brooklyn Ry,

ISL\.VD

Road

I.
I.

S. I.
Brighton. S. I.
Harbor, S. I.

Livingston. .S. I,
W. New Brighton, S.
Port Richmond, S. I.

Mariners Harbor.
Arlington.

I.

I.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
"

I.

Arlington

& O.

S.
I.

I.

West New Brighton
Port Richmond
Mariners Harbor

B.
I.

I.

S.

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

Brooklyn Ry.

So.
So.
So.
So.

of Station

Location
St.
George Lighterage St. George, S. I.
St. George
St. Georpe. S. L
American Dock Terminal Tompkinsville, S.
Tomnkinsville
Tomnkinsville, S.
Stapleton
Stapleton, S. I.

New

L.
L.

Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush

(

5TATEN

Name

Pennsylvania
Manliatian Tcr. Co."
C. R. R. of N. J.

New York

&

& S2nd St.
Jt
63rd St.
South Brooklyn
9th Av. & 20th St.
Av, C & Iravesend Av.
18th & Bath Avs.

Valley

n. L. & W. R. R.
Erie R. R.
New York Central
W. S.. N. Y. O. &

_ I. R. R.
L.
L. I R R

South

Brooklyn
29th Street
36th Street
48th Street
S2nd Street
63rd Street
39th St. and 3rd

I

S.

I
I.

S,
s,
s,
s.

S.
S.

I.

I.
I.
I.
I.
I.

L
I,

I.

R.
R.
R.
R,
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

T."
T.'

T.
T.
T.
T.

August
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With the foregoing list the reader will understand the abbreviations of the
names of the railroads. Other abbreviations are: N. R., North River;

NEW JERSEY
Road

Name

Location
of Station
Edgewater CUnJerclifF) Edgewater, N. J.
Edgewater (Undercliff) Edgewater, N. J.
Weehawken, N. J.
Weehawken Terminal
Weehawken, N. J.
W'eehawken

Willow Av.

Hoboken

Weehawken, N.

W.

W.

Marion

Warren

Street
Jersey City Terminal
Jersey Ciiy Terminal
Grand Street

Jersey

Avenue
Av.

Johnston

Comtnunipaw

and Jersey City
& Henderson

lOth

Sts.

Waterfront
Pavonia Av.
Marion (Jersey City)
2nd & Henderson Sts.

S.

Grand

& W.

St.

&

Pacific

Av.

D. L.
Erie
Erie
Erie

& W.

Av.
West Side
West Side Av.
Claremont,
Claremont
Claremont,
Claremont Yard
Claremont,
Eagle Oil Works
National Storage Docks Black Tom
Greenville
Greenville Piers
Avenue D.
Greenville

PLANT FOR SAND BLASTING STEEL CARS

Av.
N.
N.
N.

R. of N.

J.

N. J.Nat. Dks.

J.
J.
J.

Ry

Pennsylvania.

CRRofNJ— Nat.

Dks.

Ry

Bayonne:
E. 4<)th
E. 49th
E. 33rd
£. 22nd
E. 22nd
W. 8th

Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street

Hook

Constable

C. R. R. of N. J.

Ft. E. 49th St.
Ft. E. 49th St.
Ft. E. 33rd St.

East 22nd St.
East 22nd St.
Av. C. & W. 8th
Constable Hook
Constable Hook

Nat. Dks. Ry.
C. R. R. of N. J.
C. R. R. of N. J.
Nat. Dks. Ry.
C. R. R. of N. J.
C. R. R. of N. J.
Nat. Dks. Ry.

St.

Sectional Views of the

The compnnics owning
vicinity, as shown in this

or

nper.'iliiiK

tabic,

Ccntr;il

Vermont Ry.
Lackawanna &

Delaware,

Western

Transfer Company
Mfrs. K K,
Jay StrccI Terminal Cnmpany
Lehigh Valley Uailroad

R.

New York Ontario & Western Ry.
New York Susquehanna & Western
R.

R.

Pcnnsylvani.n R. R.

ll„l...kcii

South
Statcn

Uronklyn

Railway

Island Uajiid Transit Co.
R. R. (N. Y. C.)

West Shore

shown herewith has been developed by the Mott Sand Blast Manufacturing Company, New York and Chicago. In designing this
system the purpose has been to so arrange the apparatus that the
sand may be handled by gravity, thus eliminating the use of
elevating machinery, and reducing the cost of the structure required to house the equipment, and to provide an effective system
of ventilation with a minimum expenditure of power.
The plant is installed in a building consisting of a sand blast
room 12 ft. long inside, and of sufficient width to allow operators
to work on both sides of the car, to each end of which is connected a shelter bay of sufficient length to house a car of the

of the

greatest Iciiglh wliidi the

pl.tiit

Apparatus
will be required to handle.

portion of the building cutu.iining the sand blast

llailcm

Long Island Railroad

New York and

Manhattan Terminal Company
N;itinnal Dorks I\y.
New York Central U. U.
New York New Haven & Hartford
R.

U. U.
Erie R. R.

in

are the following:

B.iltimore & Ohio R. R.
Hriioklvn Kastcrn District Terminal
lUisli 1"(*rniiii;il (!nmnaiiy
Central Railroad uf New Jersey

generally conceded to offer an effective means

Sand Blasting Room, Showing the Arrangement

slaliuns

freight

is

of cleaning steel cars from old paint, mill scale, rust, etc., leaving
an ideal surface to receive and retain paint. To meet the demand
for an economical means of sand blasting steel cars the plant

R. of N. J.
R. of N. J.
R. of N. J.
Dks. Ry.
Dks. Ry.
National Dks. Ry.

Pacific

L.

c.

Sand blasting

L. V.
C. R. R. of N. J.
L. V.
C. R.
L. V.
C. of
C. R.
C. R.
C. R.
Natl.
Natl.

Communipaw Av.

*

;

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

Jersey Av. & Morris
Canal
Foot Johnston Av.

c.

terminal

Jersey.

;

D. L.

Montgomery to 6th Sts Pennsylvania
Bklyn. E. D. T.»
Foot Warren Street
Morris Canal Basin
Waterfront

'Inbound c. L. only; outbound any quantity.
only.
for Baltimore & Ohio, Erie, Lehigh Valley, Central of
L. only; ^ Joint terminal for Baltimore & Ohio and Erie.
' Eastbound
c. t. only; westbound any quantity.
« Joint
"Outbound only
terminal for Delaware Lackawanna & Western, Erie, Baltimore & Ohio.
Y.
O. & W.;
•Joint terminal for B. & O. Central N. J.; Erie; L. V.; N.
N. y. C. W. S. '"Joint terminal for D. L. & W., Erie. " L. c. l. only.
'^ Joint terminal
'= Joint terminal for all trunk lines.
all
trunk
lines;
for
" Joint
local freight handled in c. l. only at Fulton and Atlantic terminals.
Lehigh
Valley;
terminal for B. & O.; D. L. & W.; Erie; Central Vermont;
N. Y. O. & W.; N. Y. C; N. Y., N. H. & H.; West Shore.

New

W.

Waterfront, Hoboken

Footnotes:

'Inbound

H. Mfrs.
H. Mfrs.

Sts.

R., East River.

'Joint

and Marshal
Hoboken, N. J.

Hoboken Terminal

Long Dock

& W.

Y. 0.

S.

& Hudson River
Foot 5lb and 6th Sts.
14th St.

Jersey City
Jersey City Terminal

& W.

Erie

14th Street
5th Street
1st Street
Hoboken City

Jersey City
Jersey City Terminal

S.

W. S.— N.

J.

1st

E.

S.

N. Y.

397

room

is

The

a two-

story structure with a li:iM-ment, the latter ccPtaining the sand

machines and the motor-driven double exliauster, while the
second story contains llu- dust arrester.
The openings l)ctwi'(ii the sand blast room and the shelter bays
are closed by soft curtains designed to conform closely to the
outline of the sides and roof of the car. The entire lloor of this
room is a steel gr.ning, below which are hung two steel hoppers

blast

for collecting the .ibrasive material as

it

drops from the cars and

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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directing

which

is

it

chines are

by

this

to the top of the

two sand

fitted

The sand

with screens and automatic

arrangement

all

one of
mavalves, and

elevating machinery

filling
is

blast

dispensed with.

Sectional grating platforms extend along either side of the room,

near the bottom of the car body.
operators working on car bodies

59,
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HOSE COUPLING

blast machines,

placed directly below each hopper.

Vol.

A

coupling has recently been developed by the National Hose
Coupling Company, People's Gas Building, Chicago, which provides a positive

means of

application to a rubber hose.

dicated in the illustration, the hose

is

As

in-

inserted in the corrugated

These are for the use of the
;

in

the underframes or the trucks, or to

order to provide access to

make

the

room

available for

cleaning structural work, the sections are hinged to the side walls
so that they may be either in part or all raised against the sides
of the building.

The

dust arrester in the second story of the blast

room

is

of

and removes all dust from the
Hoppers for the collection of the dust
air passing through it.
are built in below the screens, and are suitably connected to waste
chutes extending out through the sides of the building. Suction
pipes from the dust arrester lead to a double exhauster in the
basement below the blast room. The cleaned air is discharged
from these exhausters into the shelter bays, about 10 ft. back
from the blast room, thus causing a slight increase of pressure
in the shelter bays and inducing a steady flow of air from them
The air passes through the small
into the sand blasting room.
the manifold cloth screen type

National

Hose Coupling

socket and a steel taper expander

is

screwed into the socket,

forcing the hose out against the corrugation. The ends of the
socket and the expander are rounded to prevent injury to the
hose.

No

special tools are required for application.

QUICK ACTION LEVER HAND BRAKE
hand brake shown in the photographs has been in
number of cars for more than a year and a half.
It is known as the Klasing car brake and in place of the usual
type of brake shaft and hand wheel employs a lever and tension
rod. The lever has an extension handle and to it is secured a

The

lever

service on a
|<_

ig'o'-

-79'0-

->M^-''-4<

fi

n ^

pawl, engaging ratchet teeth on a vertical quadrant. The lever is
pivoted to the quadrant, the latter being secured to the top of the

ffi

iJ
Type

of Building

Required to House the Mott Sand Blasting Plant

car so that the short end of the lever projects over the end of the

openings between the curtains and the car body and prevents dust
from entering the shelter bays. To the intake side of the dust
arrester are connected a number of pipes virith slotted openings

running down either side of the room and across the roof of the
car.
Eight of these branches are used, and through them the dust
is collected and withdrawn to the arrester.
Other suction pipes
are placed in the hoppers above the sand blast machines for with-

drawing the dust from below the floor.
By closely confining the sand blasting operations in a 12 ft.
room and by collecting the dust close to its point of origin it is
possible to secure adequate ventilation with a low requirement for
It is claimed that only 25 h.p. is necessary to effect eight
changes of air per minute in this room. The ventilation is also
materially benefited by the return of the clean exhaust from the
fans into the shelter bays on either side of the sand blast room.
The sand blast machines are fitted with J^-in. or ^-in. nozzles,
and when supplied with air at a pressure of 80 lb. per sq. in. will
clean from 4 to 8 sq. ft. of surface per minute, or a total of 8 sq.
The apparatus is
ft. to 16 sq. ft. per minute for both machines.
designed to use any abrasive material, preference being given to

power.

metal abrasives as being cheaper and decreasing the amount of
dust created.

The Australian Gage

Question.

—The

question of the unifi-

cation of the railway gages of Australia continues to retain an

important position.

At

a recent conference of state premiers,

called to consider this subject, a resolution

was adopted propos-

ing that a commission of two leading railway experts, preferably from outside Australia, should be appointed to consider tliis

matter from all points of view. It is suggested that the appointment should be made by the commonwealth and the mainland
states. The commissioners would lie asked to advise upon the
need of a uniform gage, the most suitable gage in view of the
present circumstances and future prospects, the best method of
carrying out unification, the benefits that will accrue to the states

and the probable cost. But the most interesting proposal is that
one expert should be brought from the United States and one
from the United Kingdom. Various suggestions have lieen made
as to nominations.

Details of

Klasmg Car Brake

roof. A bell crank is secured to the end sill directly below the
end of the operating lever, to which one of its arms is connected
by a tension rod. The other end of the bell crank is connected
to the brake rod, which is provided with an adjustable jaw for
taking up slack.

August

27,
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The purpose

of this design

application of the brake, and

is

to facilitate quick action in the

claimed to eliminate an element
of danger to the brakeman incurred in changing his position when
operating the usual type of hand brake. The pawl is controlled
by a small weight, thrown forward by hand to engage the ratchet.

This brake

it

sold by D.

is

is

R.

Niederlander, successor to the

Adreon Manufacturing Company, Security Building,

St.

Louis,

399

This gives the combination
is customary.
movement, in that it responds to the up and
down movement of the main rod. As the piston is on the last
half of the stroke this causes the release, compression and preadmission to occur later in the stroke with the same cut-off,
to the crosshead, as

lever a different

thereby giving a longer period of expansion, less compression
and less pre-admission with the same amount of lead. At the
travel, the main rod being in the center of its
movement, the arrangement will have no effect upon
the lead, but as the piston leaves the end of its travel and the
main rod again assumes an angle, a quicker, larger and longermaintained port opening is obtained with the same cut-off, and
also a longer cut-off with the reverse lever in the same position.
It is also claimed that this arrangement will give a more even

end of the piston

oscillatory

distribution of steam to the cylinders;

it

will

permit more uni-

form valve events and allow the use of a shorter cut-off with
This fact, combined with the
its consequent saving of steam.

maximum

longer

A number

obtainable,

cut-off

should provide a quicker

more powerful and more economical

starting, faster,

of locomotives on the Minneapolis,

St.

engine.

Paul

&

Sault

Marie have been equipped with this device. The patents are
controlled by the Kingan-Ripken Company, 2627 Lincoln street,
N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Ste.

HOW TO TREAT THE
Dr. Frank Crane, a clergjman,
lated by the

New

New Haven &

York,

PUBLIC

whose wisdom

is being circuHartford, discourses on

politeness as follows
"It is a great temptation for the busy clerk to drop into
machine-like ways. It does not require so much vitality. But it
I do not refer so much to the feelings of the cusis a mistake.

Let us go to the strictly business and selfish side.
your greatest asset is being human? 'Ah I'
\ou reply, 'I'm so tired and worn out that I have no vitality
left to palaver over people.'
tomer.

.

.

.

Do you know

that

Act the part, if you canI mean it.
the habit of smiling, pretend to be deeply interested in each person, learn how to make your voice sympathetic,
lay in a store of agreeable phrases to hand out to each one. This
Do you realize that it is the
is not hypocrisy.
It is business.

"Then put on

not feel

The^Brake Applied

Mo.
dolas,

may be

It

and

to a

Gondola Car

applied to the top of box cars, to the top of gon-

to the

end

sills

of baggage and tank cars, and

it

is

equally suitable for application to box or gondola cars with end
steps.

The

travel of the bell crank

provided by the air brake.

above the roof of a box car
handle collapsed.

is

13

in.,

which

is

more than

The maximum

height of the lever

about 15

with the extension

is

in.

KINGAN-RIPKEN VALVE GEAR DEVICE
a new feature that is applied to outside
valve gears for the purpose of overcoming the slow action which
the combination lever imparts to the Walschacrt and similar

The engravinK shows

valve gears.

made

to the

The bottom connection
main

to the combination lever

politeness.

Form

human clerk that is in demand, that attracts customers, that
stands the best chance for promotion ?
" 'The public is a great baby,' somebody said.
I'm
It's true.
confess I flee a sour-ball clerk as I would a soured
Why not humor the public, then?
His name is Jim
"I know a ticket agent in Worcester, Mass.
Healy. 1 consider him the best agent in the United States. Be1 used to go into his
cause you can't get him out of humor.
ollice and pretend to want a railway ticket just to gel under his

one of 'em.

1

glass of milk.

delightful influence.

.

.

."

Dining Service on the Indian Railways.— The following

is

rod, as indicated in the illustration, instead of

it.

food to the Mohammedan passengers, and on almost
they have to be content with the Hindu food, which

sujjply
lines

•upplied on railways or at

some

big stations.

They have

all

is

either

food provided in the restaurant cars, which, however,
repugnant to their religious feelings, or to carry it with them
On the slate railways, especially on
if they want a better fare.
ihc North Western Railway— which is a model in this respect—
ihere arc most convenient arrangements for the supply of an
indeed, the
ixcellcnl food to Mohamnudans at modern rates
nlii shnient rooms there arc as commodious and well-furnished
Im Hindu and Mohammed. in passengers as for European passengers, where the best food is obtainalilc at moderate rates,
riie Great Indian Peninsula Railway has taken the lead in the
m.ilUr of reform and li.is arrani;ed to pro\ ide a better food for
ihiMohanunedans at important stations of its system, and all
its new waiting rooms will be provided with Mohammedan and
Hindu refreshment rooms separate from i-.uh other"
to take the
IS

;

Applicntion o( the Kingan-Ripken Device to the Waischaerl Gear

is

part of a communication which recently appeared in the Indian
press.
"It is an open secret that except on the State Railways
no arrangements have been made by the railways in general to

General News Department
It is reported that at a meeting of the Eastern Association
of Trainmen, comprising representatives of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors,
which will be held in Cleveland beginning October 19, action

a demand for an eightexpected that other brotherhoods will unite

will be taken looking to the starting of

hour day.

It

is

electric impulses are as simple as those of Morse sending, and
at times the printer is used on one side of the duplex while

Morse sending goes on on

the other side.
Provision is made
system for the use of perforating machines and an
automatic transmitter.
in

this

with those named.

Panama Canal 50 Years Ahead

The city of Baltimore has a City Planning Commission, and
the mayor has laid before it an elaborate plan for a belt railroad, connecting all the railroads entering the city.
The proposed belt would cost about $17,369,000, but the mayor says that
none of this money would come out of the taxpayers. Much
is underground and the motive power would
have to be electricity. It does not appear that the railroad companies have been consulted concerning this extensive scheme.

of the proposed Hne

The Governor of Pennsylvania announces
make a beginning in the enormous task of

that the state

must

abolishing highway
grade crossings throughout the state, and he proposes that the
36 grade crossings on the Lincoln highway be attended to first.
This highway runs through Lancaster, York, Gettysburg, Chambersburg, Bedford and Greensburg.
Following the governor's
announcement the chairman of the Public Service Commission
has directed the engineers of the commission to make a careful
examination of the 36 crossings mentioned.

of

Time

"We

have recently completed the Panama Canal, a work which
it would have been better to have left for SO years rather than
to have put it through with the speed with which the government
has done it, because we find that we are not prepared to handle
the questions of transportation arising by virtue of the completion
of the canal at this time, bearing in mind the fact that the cities
in the West, tributary to the coast, east as far as the eastern
section of Montana, have a population of only 7,000,000 people.
Last year the freight shipments from the Atlantic seaboard to
Western territory amounted to 170 train loads, and shipments
eastbound about half that amount." F. R. Hanlon, traffic manager of the port of Seattle, Wash., address before convention
of United Yardmasters' Association at Seattle.

—

General^Baggage Agents

The meeting

Baggage Agents' Associachanged from Los Angeles to Kansas City. The
October 11.
place of the General

tion has been

The New York State Civil Service Commission announces that
applications will be received at the office of the commission in
Albany until September 8 for the position of expert appraiser
and special agent for the Bureau of Special Franchises of the
State Tax Department
salaries for appraisers $3,000, and for
special agents $1,800 to $2,100.
Candidates for appraiser must
be between 30 and 50 years of age. They must have education
as engineers and knowledge of the tax law of the State in its
;

relation to special franchises, with ability to appraise physical
property and special franchises of steam railroads
also telegraph and telephone, and water, gas and electrical properties.
;

date

is

The Roadmasters' Convention

On page

351 of the issue of August 20 we published the program of the Roadmasters' Association, which will be held in
Chicago from September 7-10, inclusive.
Since this date the
program has been changed to the extent that Wednesday will
be devoted to an inspection of the various terminals and the
Stock Yards, Chicago, a special train leaving the North Western
terminal at 9 a. m. and returning at 5 p. m. Otherwise the pro-

gram remains

South Carolina Grade Crossing Law

The

Legislature of South Carolina, at its last session, passed
a law giving the Railroad Commission "full authority to provide such rules and regulations with reference to the crossing
of railroad tracks by public highways as in its judgment will
be conducive to the public safety and furthermore, upon complaint, shall investigate and may require that any necessary
crossings be made either above or below grade, so as to avoid,
as far as possible, any grade crossings." This is the only law
pertaining to railroads passed in South Carolina this year.
;

Progress on the Rogers Pass Tunnel
is being made on the Rogers Pass tunnel,
which is being driven through the Selkirk
mountains by the Canadian Pacific, and which has been under
construction since September, 1913, described in The Railway

as announced.

International Association for the Prevention of

Smoke

The

tenth annual convention of the International Association for the Prevention of Smoke will be held at Hotel Sinton,
Cincinnati, Ohio, September 8, 9 and 10.
Of the papers to be
presented those which will be of special interest to railroads are
the following: Value of Publicity in Smoke Abatement Work

and Methods of Obtaining It; Smokeless Locomotive OperaVarious Methods of Elimtion Without Special Apparatus
inating Smoke From Roundhouses in Chicago How Smokeless
Operation of Locomotives Was Obtained in Washington, D. C.
What the Railroads Have Done to Abate Smoke in Cincinnati,
and Enforcing a Smoke Ordinance.
;

;

Material progress

26,400

ft.

long,

1914.
The pioneer headings
11,
one side of the main tunnel have
been driven 10,740 ft. from the east end and 8,870 ft. from the
west end up to July 29. On this same date, 6,S44 ft. of main
heading had been completed on the east side and 7,469 ft. on
The full section of the tunnel has been taken
the west side.
out for a distance of 5,216 ft. from the east portal and 3,754
ft. from the west portal.

Age

Gacette

of

December

which were driven

.SO

ft.

to

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations zi'hich ztnll meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Board-

man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N.

—

Next meeting, October 21-23,

J.

1915, Boston, Mass.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station. St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railwav Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 4-8, 1915, San Francisco,

—

Cal.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

—

H. G. McMeetings with American
165 Broadway, New York.
Railway Association.
American Railway Bridge and Building As,sociation. C. A. Lichty, C. 4
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.
Mich.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Annual meeting, 2d
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick BIdg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October. 1915, New York.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,
October, 1915.

Connaughy,

Telegraph Typewriter on the Seaboard Air Line

Telegraph typewriters, made ly the American Telegraph
Typewriter Company, are being tri "I on the line of the Seaboard
Air Line between Norfolk, Va., and Jacksonville, Fla., 657
The machines are operated duplex over an iron wire,
miles.
with regular Morse repeaters at Savannah, 527 miles from NorThe transmitting machine is a typewriter operated by
folk.
The
keyboard, while the receiving apparatus is automatic.

Electric

—

—

—

—

August
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—

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, III. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June. July and August. Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansfTeld St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

401
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—

News

Traffic

I

1

—

January, Montreal.
Car Foremen s Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler. Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineeus' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station. Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association, A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D.. Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 14-16, 1915, Detroit. Mich.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and Au-

—

—

—

—

New York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
gust, 29

W.

39th

St.,

—

Niagara

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.
sas City,
City.

Mo.

—

Claude Manlovc, 1008 Walnut St.. KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St.. New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pa.
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Chicago.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Pa.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association, L. C. Ryan, C, &
Annual meeting, September 7-10, 1915,
N.
W., SterHng, 111.
Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.
month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.- Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Colorado Springs. Colo.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November. 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Ass(u iation. W. C. Kidd, Rainapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh,

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ciation.

—
—

Traffic (?i-ub of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark. John J. Kautzmann. P. O. Box 238, Newark,
Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
Regular meetings,
st
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Hotel Astor, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Transp<)htation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superinten<lent*s office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
1

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Enginefhs' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Annual meeting, September 710, 1915, ChiEast Buffalo, N. Y,
cago.

Utah Society of Engineers. — Frank W. Moore,

1111

Newhonse

Bldg.,

Regular meetings, .Id Friday in month, ex*
Utah.
ccjjpt July and August, Salt Lake City.
Westrhn Canada Raii-way Ci.i'n. 1-. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings. 2d Monday, except June. Jidy and August. Winnipeg,
Western Railway Clph. J. W. Tnvlor, 1113 Karpcn Building, Chicago.
Rrgular meeti
clings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June. July «nd
August, Karpcn Bldg., Chicago.
Wfstkrn Socikty of Encinffrs. J. 11. Warder. 1735 Mnnadnnck Block.
Regular meelings, ls( Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra mcrtings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
Annual meeting, lat
Augunt generally on other Monday evening^.
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.
Salt

Lake

City,

—

—

—
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Northwest Demurrage Bureau went out of existits work has been taken over by the Pacific

ence on July 31, and

Car Demurrage Bureau.

A

new steamship service from Los Angeles and San Francisco
Panama has been established by the Mexican National Steam-

to

A

Company.
boat leaves Los Angeles every two weeks
stopping at 14 ports on the round trip.

ship

The Traflric Bureau of the Houston (Tex.) Chamber of
Commerce, is to be reorganized and, beginning September 1,
J. A. Morgan, heretofore traffic manager of the National Cooperage Association, is to be at the head of the bureau. Mr. Morgan was formerly for many years on the Missouri Pacific,
where he was agent at important stations.
The Southern Railway has
C, and

new

handling
September 1. It will have a capacity of 40 cars an hour, which
is as fast as any ship now in the coal carrying trade can take
it.
In preparation for a greatly increased movement of coal
to Charleston, the Southern has provided storage room for 400
finished

plant at Charleston, S.

its

coal

will be put in operation

it

cars.

The New York

State Public Service Commission announces
have issued new regulations to go
into effect September IS, under which motion picture films will
be transported in baggage cars and charged for at the regular
excess baggage rate for gross weight, with minimum collection of 25 cents for any shipment, upon presentation of proper
transportation and provided that at the time of checking shipper declares in writing the value of the property and that payment is made for such value in excess of $25 in accordance
with the rule.
that the principal railroads

The Lehigh Valley, with a view to bringing farmers and commission merchants in closer relation with each other, has issued
a directory of farm products grown along its lines. This directory, which will be sent to the markets in New York, Philadelphia, Boston and the far western cities, as well as to the farmers
and merchants themselves, is so arranged that the names of
those dealing in a certain product are listed under that head. For
example, all the farmers, commission merchants and dealers handling apples are shown under "Apples ;" those handling potatoes under "Potatoes," etc.
The

Commerce Commission has authorized the
Topeka & Santa Fe, in connection with the Mallory
Steamship Company, to make low rates on freight from CaliInterstate

Atchison,

fornia points to the principal cities on the Atlantic seaboard, to
meet the competition of the Panama Canal. These rates are the
same as those recently announced by the Southern Pacific and
noticed in the Railway Age Gaccttc of August 13. page 294.
On asphaltum, beans, peas, canned goods and barley, in carloads, the rate is 40 cents per 100 lb.; dried fruit, in boxes, 60

cents

sacks, 80 cents.

In these special tariffs the Interstate
allows the suspension of the long and
short haul rule, the rates from California to some intermediate
points being from 30 cents per 100 lb., or more, higher than the
in

;

Commerce Commission

through

rate.

—

The PRonucTioN

of Pig-Iron in Germany. The Union of GerIron and Steel industries reports that the production of pigiron within the German Customs Union in the month of April

man

(30 working days) amounted to "38,679 tons against 938.438 tons
March (31 working days). The daily production for April

in

averaged 31,280 tons against August, 1914, 18,925 tons; September,
19,336 tons

cember,
tons and
prised

:

October,

March

Thomas

pig.

23,.'>43

tons;

tons

January,

30,272 tons.

— Fotuulry

24,361 tons.

tons;

;

27,.S45

pig,

.164,381

November, 26.299 tons

The

tons; steel,

etc.,

The Khcnish-Westphalian

London.

;

De-

February, 28,701
production during April comtons;

210,188 tons; Bessemer pig, 14,426 tons;

Lorraine, 143,510 tons;

Hceriiig,

;

28,198

125,023 tons; puddle pig,
district

Luxemburg,

produced 410,054

125,432 tons.

Eiigi-
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ownership by the Pennsylvania and

its subsidiary companies, it
held that substantial competition does or may exist on the
eastern but not the western shore of the Chesapeake bay between the rail lines of the petitioners and the steamer lines
the subject of the applications; and that the steamer lines operating between Baltimore and Claiborne and Love Point, respectively, are necessary extensions of the rail lines of their
directly owning carriers as to all other lines, the application
is

Commission and Court News

I
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has

issued a ruHng to the effect that freight

is

denied.

(35

I.

C.

C,

of
tariffs on import and export freight must show the names
the countries to or from which such freight rates apply.
a second suspension, until March
of proposed advances in the freight rates on berries from
certain points in North Carolina to New York City and other
These adEastern points, filed by the Seaboard Air Line.
vances were originally suspended from May 17 last to September 14, but the commission has not had time within which
to complete its investigation of their reasonableness.

The commission has ordered

14,

Increased rates on coal by the Pennsylvania Railroad from
I.,
Clearfield and other points in Pennsylvania to Providence, R.
have been suspended from September 21 to March 2L

Increased rates on coal by the Illinois Central and the Chicago & Alton from Wenona and other points in Illinois to
various destinations in Iowa have been postponed from September 15 to March 15; proposed by the Illinois Central and
the Chicago & Alton railroads.

Rates on Ice to

New Jersey

Stations

In re Ice Rates to Long Branch and Other Stations in New
Opinion by the Commission:
The commission finds that the carriers have not justified proposed increases in carload rates on ice from points in New Jersey
and Eastern Pennsylvania on the Lackawanna to points in New
that the
Jersey on the New York & Long Branch. It also finds
various
carriers' carload rates on ice from Tobyhanna, Pa., to
are
points on the Seashore branch of the Central of New Jersey
unreasonable to the extent that they exceed $1.32 a ton in box cars,
and $1.48 in ice cars. A fourth section application is denied to the
extent that it seeks authority to continue rates on ice from points

Jersey.

on the Lackawanna in New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania to
Long Branch, N. J., and points south thereof on the New York
& Long Branch lower than the rates concurrently in effect to
intermediate points.

(35

I.

C.

C,

73.)

692.)

The Tap Line Case
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan,The Sibley, Lake Bisteneau & Southern was one of the parties
In the comto the original proceeding in the Tap Line case.
mission's report on that proceeding, 23 I. C. C, 277, 594, it
recognized the Sibley, Lake Bisteneau & Southern as a common
carrier tap line, but found that it could not lawfully receive
divisions from its connecting trunk lines on the product of the
proprietary mill in excess of 1 cent per 100 lb. Upon rehearing
the commission now holds that this finding should not be modified.
(35 I. C. C, 485.)

Chattanooga Log Rates

Opinion by Chairman McChord;
held that rates and carload minimum
distances prescribed in the original report,
weight
30 I. C. C. 36, should be modified. It is ordered that on or befor September 15, the rates for the transportation of logs (except
cedar), in carloads, to Chattanooga, Tenn., from points on the
Alabama Great Southern, 71 to 90 miles, inclusive, and 181 to
250 miles, inclusive, distant from Chattanooga, shall not exceed
the following, with a carload minimum of 40,000 lb.

Suspension Docket No. 2s6.

Upon

rehearing,
for certain

it

is

Rates
75 miles

miles
miles
miles
miles
200 miles
80
85
90
190

and
and
and
and
and
and

over
over
over
over
over
over

per lUU lbs.
Cents.
70 miles.
AYz
75 miles.
5
80 miles..
5
85 miles.
5
180 miles.
7
190 miles.
7
.
.

.

.

National Association of Tanners et al. v. Lehigh Valley et al.
Opinion by the Coinmission:
Rates on mangrove bark, myrobalans and valonia from ports
on the Atlantic seaboard to destinations in trunk line and
central freight association territories are found to be unreason(35
able to the extent that they exceeded the sixth-class rates.
I.

C.

C,

175.)

Rates on Cottonseed Meal and Cake

&

Cotton Company v. Southern Pacific
Imperial Valley Oil
Opinion by the Commission:
The commission finds that the rates charged by defendants
on cottonseed meal, cake and hulls from El Centro and Calexico,
Cab, to El Paso, Tex., and on cottonseed meal and cake from the

et al.

Reasonable
to Galveston, Tex., are unreasonable.
prescribed
rates of 40 cents per 100 lb., minimum 40,000 lb., are
(35 I. C. C, 215.)
for the future.

same points

The Pennsylvania's Steamer Lines on Chesapeake Bay
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
applications of the P(nnsylvania Railroad and certain
of its subsidiary companies, and of the Baltimore, Chesapeake
& Atlantic and the Maryland, Delaware & Virginia for authority to continue the operation of steamers on the Chesapeake
bay and rivers tributary thereto; and it appearing that the
Maryland, Delaware & Virginia, which directly owns and opthrough
erates some of the steamer lines involved, is controlled
which
stock ownership by the Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic,
directly owns and operates the other steamer lines involved,
and that the latter company is likewise controlled through stock

Upon

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

and
and
and
and
and

over
over
over
over
over
(35

.

200
210
220
230
240
I.

.

Coal and Coke Rates in the Southeast

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified proposed
increased rates on bituminous coal from mines in Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama to the various Mississippi crossMemphis, Tenn. Greenville, Natchez
ings. New Orleans, La.
and Gulfport, Miss.; Baton Rouge, La., and certain other points
The increases proposed are 15
in Mississippi and Louisiana.
cents a ton, and are allowed principally because the present rates
are abnormally low and much below the average for like dis;

Rales on Tanning Material

210
220
230
240
250

Rates.
per 100 lbs.
Cents.
miles..
TVi
miles..
T/i
miles..
7J4
miles..
8
miles.
8
C. C. 163)

;

tances in the same territory.

The commission also finds that proposed increases from the
Alabama mines to Vicksburg are not justified, but it is held that
increases may be made in the rates to this point from the Illinois
and Kentucky mines. Increases of but 5 cents are allowed from
Illinois and Kentuck-y to Jackson, Milan and other junction
points in Tennessee. These points will henceforth take the $1.25
rate to Memphis. Certain increases are also allowed to Meridian
and other Mississippi points.
The commission will also allow the carriers to make the rates
on coke to points in the Mississippi valley 25 cents higher than
the proposed rates on coal. In most cases the present rates on
coal and coke are the same; to New Orleans the coke rate is 50
(35
cents higher, and will henceforth be 35 cents higher.
I.

C.

C,

187.)

Rates to Lebanon, Ky.

Lebanon Commercial Club v. Louisville & Nashville et al, on
rehearing. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
In its original report in this case (25 I. C. C, 277) the commission foimd that the class rates from Louisville to Lebanon,
Ky., were unreasonable, as applied as parts of through interstate
rates, and reductions were ordered from 45 cents on first class to
28 cents, etc. The commission now believes from facts not before
rates prescribed were too low.
it at the former hearing that the
It appears that the adjustment of rates in central Kentucky is
the result of competitive conditions which the carriers
extent inherited or been unable to control,

certain

have to a
and those
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rates cannot fairly be used as the only basis for comparison in
determining whether or not rates immediately beyond that territory are reasonable. Rates to and from points just outside the
territory must bear a proper relation to these rates, however.
It is found that the rates from Louisville to Lebanon should not
exceed 35 cents on first class, etc., and it is ordered that the rates
in the opposite direction, which were not reduced, should be

placed at the same standard.
Rates between Springfield, Ky., and Louisville are found discriminatory to the extent that they exceed the rates prescribed

between Lebanon and Louisville. The rates between Lebanon
and Springfield should not exceed the combinations on Louisville.'
The maintenance of rates between Cincinnati and Junction City,
Ky., lower than the rates between Lebanon and Springfield and
Cincinnati, are not found discriminatory against Lebanon or
(35

Springfield.

I.

C.

C,

204.)

and Lake Rates Ordered
Dululh Stcamsliip Company v. Pennsylvania
Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
Through routes and joint rates between points in trunk line
territory and Duluth, Minn., and points west thereof, ordered
to be established on the lines of defendants in connection with
complainant's water line.
This proceeding demanded the establishment of through
routes and joint rates which defendants had refused and neglected to voluntarily establish between points in trunk line
territory on the one hand and Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis.,
and points west thereof on the other, by way of the water line
of the complainant steamship company from Port Huron, Mich.,
Complainant is an incorporated comto Duluth and Superior.
mon carrier, entirely independent of railroad ownership or
control, operating a line of freight and passenger steamers regThe record shows
ularly between Port Huron and Duluth.
that during each season it moves a considerable volume of
general package merchandise and some bulk freight, the heavDuring the summer it carries
ier movement being eastbound.
Its tariffs are and for several years
passengers and baggage.
have been on file with the commission. It operates three steamers of the approximate value of $300,000 and aggregating 6,171
Rail

Port Huron
Railroad ct at.

&

At Port Huron

its facilities for interchange of
of docks, warehouse and trackage yards, with
Its
ample space for any needed extension of these facilities.
docks and warehouse there are reached by the rails of the
Grand Trunk and during the season of navigation it is constantly
engaged in receiving and delivering freight there from and to
The Grand Trunk filed an answer admitting the
that carrier.

gross tons.
traffic

consist

material averments of the complaint.
In connection with the Grand Trunk, its only outlet to the
east, it has for some years maintained through routes and joint
rates to and from Bufltalo, N. Y., and all points in Eastern trunk
line territory reached by the line of that carrier or by the lines
Negotiaof any of its connections, except the Pennsylvania.
tions have been had looking to a volimtary establishment of
through routes, with joint rates equal to those concurrently in
effect via the so-called standard lake lines, and have failed only

The
because the parties were unable to agree upon divisions.
Pennsylvania has not absolutely refused to participate in through
routes and joint rates on the basis of those in effect via other
lake-line routes and states that it will not oppose, although it
counsel states,
Its
does not advocate their establishment.
further, that its difficulty in the matter of divisions has been with
The comthe Grand Trunk rather than with complainant.
mission orders through routes and joint rates established,
the rates not to exceed the joint rates now in effect between
the same points via other rail-and-lakc and rail-lake-and-rail
routes.

proceeding prescribe the divisions of said
be ref|uircd to establish the through
routes and joint rates herein prescribed. They should endeavor
If they catmot agree
to agree upon the divisions of such rates.

"We

rates.

cannot

The

in

this

parties

will

they may inesent the matter of divisions to the commission in
(35 I. C. C, 475.)
a supplciueutary i)ri)cecding."

Sample Baggage Defined;

Articles

May Be

Sold

Jewelers' ProleetiTe Union el al v. Pennsytvnitia Railroad el
Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
at.
The di-fendauls' jircsent rcuulaliou defitiiuK sample baggage
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held unreasonable and the commission prescribes the definiThis proceeding was instituted by 15 national
and section associations of wholesale jewelers against 69 railroads operating in all parts of the country. The plaintiflts charged
lack of uniformity in the regulations and questioned the reasonableness of the excess baggage charges at IbYi per cent of the
first-class passenger fares on baggage checked at owner's risk;
and complained of the definition of sample baggage, particularly
the restriction and limitation of such baggage to samples "not
for sale or free distribution."
The first point is dismissed without consideration, as the
carriers claim that they are endeavoring to establish uniform
baggage rules, and it appears that much progress has already
been made.
As to the reasonableness of excess charges on
baggage checked at owner's risk, the so-called Cummins amendment has replaced the Carmack amendment and it applies to
baggage.
The initial carrier is now made liable for the full
actual loss or injury to baggage caused by it or by connecting
carriers, and because of the changed conditions no action is
taken.
It has been the custom of traveling salesmen for many years
to sell or otherwise dispose of samples upon occasion.
Complainants testify that, although this practice was known to the
carriers, they did not object until issuance of the report by the
commission on regulations restricting the dimensions of baggage. Witnesses for defendants deny that the practice was ever
countenanced by the railroads and testify that every effort has
been made to abolish it. Its persistence and the difficulty of
properly policing the enforcement of any regulation designed
to prevent it have their bearing upon the reasonableness of
such regulations.
is

tion given below.

It is said to be impracticable to sell high-grade jewelry by
sample, although the great majority of houses in other lines of
business pursue this method, delivering the goods at some future
date.
The interveners emphasize the difficulty said to exist in
selling candy or cigars by mere inspection of samples.
Other
lines of business, such as the dealing in millinery, hardware,
crockery, blankets or drug sundries, are cited, in which it becomes necessary to make the best disposition possible of soiled,
worn, deteriorated or out-of-date samples and replace them by
fresh samples which better represent the stock. All of the instances cited illustrate the commercial need for elimination of
restrictions as to "sale or free distribution."
No restriction exists as to sale or free distribution of birds,
dogs, newspapers, steamer chairs, baby carriages, tool chests,
peddlers' packs, paraphernalia for golf, baseball or cricket, adding
machines, balloons and other articles which are carried in baggage service and charged excess baggage rates on the gross
weight but it is intimated in the brief for the Western defendants that they propose to apply the restrictive rule to such
articles.
Particular mention is made of peddlers' packs.
It is
said that the business of a peddler and that of a traveling salesman are the same in essence, but the peddler can sell articles
checked as baggage, while the traveling salesman cannot. Cancellation of the unrestricted rule on these articles would not
benefit complainants or interveners.
The articles so carried
occupy relatively little space in the baggage car, and if excluded therefrom, woiild tend to encmnber passenger cars,
with resulting inconvenience and annoyance to the traveling
;

public.
It has been held in a long line of decisions with respect to
freight that circumstances and conditions arising before receipt
of a shipment by the carrier at point of origin, or after deliv-

ery of the shipment by the carrier at destination, cannot justify
diflfcrences in rates or classification of property for transportation.
But the act itself, in the amendment of 1010, recognizes
a distinction between personal and sample baggage.
That distinction seems to lie in the use to which the baggage is put,
whether personal or conuuercial, and if so, use becomes the
criterion by which, unlike freight, it should be classified. "S.implc baggage" had a meaning well understood, although perhaps
not well defined, at the time those words were incorporated
in the statute.
They nui-.t be construed in that meaning, and
the evidence of use which is before us in this record docs not
exclude occHsional sale or free distribution of the samples
c;irricd.

In the light of those decisions and considerations the commission finds thai defendants' present regulations defining sam•
•
ple baggage as that "carried by commercial travelers
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and not for sale or free distribution" are unreasonable, and
that a reasonable regulation defining sample baggage would be as
follows

"Sample baggage consists of baggage for the commercial,
as distinguished from the personal, use of the passenger, and is
restricted to catalogues, models and samples of goods, wares
or merchandise in trunks or other suitable containers tendered
by the passenger for checking as baggage to be transported on
a passenger train, for use by him in making sales or other
disposition of the goods, wares or merchandise represented
thereby."

Defendants claimed that the removal of the restriction against
the sale of sample baggage W'ould tend to increase the volume
of baggage and thus interfere with the safe and efficient operation of passenger trains; but this contention is rejected.
Commissioner Harlan took no part in the decision of this case.
(36

I.

C.

C,

71.)

Rates on Live Stock

from points in Colorado, South Dakota
and other states to Omaha, A'eh., and other points. Opinion by
Commissioner McChord:
The carriers have proposed to increase their rates on cattle
and sheep in carloads from points in New Mexico, Colorado,
Utah, Oregon and Wyoming on or west of the Colorado common point line, and from points in Montana, North Dakota and
South Dakota to markets on the Missouri and Mississippi rivers
and to Chicago. Some increases are also proposed from points
east of the Colorado common-point line.
In re

live stock rates

The proposed

increases

average about 2 cents per

100

lb.

From Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota and certain points in Wyoming the increase is 1 cent on
cattle and 2 cents on sheep. The increased rates on sheep apply
on both

cattle

and sheep.

There are a few points
the increases differ from the above figures, but the
differences are due to an effort by the carriers to bring about
uniformity in the rates from all this general territory.

only to shipments in double-deck cars.

from which

The commission holds

that the proposed increases are not
adhering to its former decision in 1905 (11 L C. C,
296, and 12 I. C. C, 1) and its decision in 1908 (13 I. C. C, 418).
The commission agrees that the carrying of stock requires special
effort and care, but it argues that conditions have not changed
sufliciently to justify a modification of the former decisions.

justified, thus

The commission notes that the rates from South Dakota are
on a higher plane than in any other part of the territory involved,
and the proposed rates are higher than those found reasonable
in Investigation of Alleged Unreasonable Rates on Meat (22
I. C. C, 160, 177).
The present interstate rates are higher than
the intrastate rates in the same territory, and it is urged that
the proposed increases will only widen the spread between the
two. In judging of the property of new schedules, the commission is charged with a broader duty than when simply passing
upon the reasonableness of particular rates. The incongruity
between the proposed interstate rates and the intrastate scale is
a circumstance which goes vitally to the propriety of the rates
under suspension. To dispose of this issue it is necessary to
have before us the facts and circumstances surrounding the
establishment of tlicse intrastate rates. The record, however, in
this

respect

is

insuflfifient.

Commissioner Daniils dissents, noting that the increased rates
in issue are, on the contrarj', generally lower than intrastate
rates in territory comparable with that here affected.
(35
I.

C.

C,

Vol.

No. 9

the readjustment of aggregate charges on these products shipped
in less than carload quantities from points of origin in Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and the northwestern corner of Arkansas, to concentration points, and thence in carload
lots to the Mississippi river crossings and points east thereof,
and to Pacific coast terminals; (2) rules providing that the
through carload rate from point of origin to point of ultimate

destination, plus a charge, usually $5 per car, will be protected
on carload shipments of these commodities stored in transit at

intermediate points.
The respondent carriers filed tariffs designed to cancel these
rules and regulations and to discontinue the practices thereunder,
Ijut protests were made by the Live Poultry & Dairy Shippers'
Traffic Bureau and numerous other organizations.
Butter, eggs and poultry move from country stations to concentration points in small lots, averaging about 200 lb., and the
less-than-carload rate is paid.
At these concentration points,
which are usually the larger towns, the shippers or concentrators
maintain extensive plants for storing and subjecting these commodities to processes, such as the re-working, grading and repacking of butter; the drying, desiccating, freezing, grading,
candling and re-packing of eggs, and the feeding, dressing,
grading, freezing and packing of poultn,-.
The products are shipped forward in carloads, and the carload
rate from the concentration point to destination is applied, with
The shipper at concentration
a minimum weight of 20,000 lb.
point thereupon files a claim with the carrier for a refund and
there is a readjustment by which the carload rate from the point
of origin of each less-than-carload shipment to destination is
applied on each less-than-carload shipment in the car sent forward, with the addition of 5 cents per 100 lb. Only when the
outbound carload moves within one year from the date of the
inbound shipment will refund he made. Then, too, there is a
minimum rate of 10 cents per 100 lb. prescribed on each inbound
less-than-carload shipment and a minimum charge of 25 cents
on each shipment. The actual weights of the inbound shipments
as shown on paid expense bills are to be reduced by varying
percentages stated in the tariff because of the reductions suffered
The
in the treatment of the products at the concentration point.
shipper is required to keep a record of the transit and nontransit tonnage received at concentration points, and what is
forwarded, and to make sworn yearly statements of the total
tonnage on hand as compared with that represented by unexpired

expense

bills.

The

carriers propose to discontinue this readjustment of the
aggregate charge and this action will compel the application of
the less-than-carload rate to points of concentration and the

thence to destination, and while it advances no
it will result in an increase in the total transportation charges. The resulting charges are estimated by the
respondents to be generally about 14 per cent in advance of the
present charges and by the protestants from 30 to 35 per cent.
A special arrangement for the encouragement of the concentration of dairy products was first instituted about 1890 by the
St. Louis & San Francisco along its lines in Kansas and Missouri.
It was later established by the Missouri Pacific and Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific along their lines in these states and in
Nebraska. The practice was established for the purpose of buildThe method adopted, however, has not
ing up the industry.
been without opposition. It appears that some of the carriers
carload

rate

particular rate,

believing that the practice
it

on their

lines only

was wrong

in

principle

established

because they were forced to do so under

stress of competition.

684.)

The average number
Withdrawal

59,

of Regulations Covering Concentration

and Storage

of Dairy Products

Investigation and Siispcnsiaii Docket No.
Commissioner Daniels:

518.

Opinion by

A

proposed cancellation of ruU^s providing for readjustment
of aggregate charges on shipments of dairy products concentrated in transit in Western territory is found to be justified,
and orders of suspension vacated: in iposed cancellation of rules
as to storage in transit not justifut!.
This proceeding has to do with traffic on certain lines which
for many years have published special rules and regulations
with regard to shipments of butter, cl'?;< and poultry.
These

are divided into two general groups

:

( 1 )

Rules providing for

of less-than-carload shipments to

make

up the carload moving from the concentration point is from 30
to 40, but frequently a car contains as many as 150 and each one
of these small shipments requires the making out of a waybill,
an expense bill and all of the other clerical work required by the
ordinary

less-than-carload

shipment.

The carload shipments

and unloaded by the
of the services incident to the
usual carload shipment, but are made in refrigerator cars furLoss
nished by the carriers and given an expedited service.
and damage is heavy. In 1914 the Chicago & North Western
paid upon eggs 9 per cent of the total gross revenue from the
traffic; upon butter and cheese, 1.3 per cent, while the amount
Claims for
paid upon all carload freight was 0.8 per cent.
readjustment require a great deal of detail work in handling;

from the concentration

point, while loaded

shippers, are not only given

all

August
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shown on each expense bill presented must be vericare must be taken to see that the proper amount of tonnage has been surrendered and that the storage time permitted
by the tariffs on that surrendered has not expired. In view of
these facts respondents contend that there is no good reason
why they should readjust the charges on two separate and distinct transactions on the basis of the carload rate from the
point of origin of the less-than-carload shipment to the destination of tlie carload shipment.
On behalf of protestants it is claimed that the industry in question still needs the help of the readjustment practice, particularly
in certain sections of the states where it now prevails and that
for this reason it should not be withdrawn at this time. * * *
The commission will not require the practice to be continued
merely because of alleged commercial necessity. The local class
rates in all the states, except Kansas, in which the readjustment
practice in issue prevails have been reduced by legislative authority since the institution of the practice.
These rates are
presumed to reflect local conditions in the various states and
so far as this case is concerned are applied on shipments which
begin and end within those states. * * * The respondents
the charges
fied

;

have justified the proposed application of less-than-carload rates
upon less-than-carload shipments and carload rates upon concentration carload lots from concentration points to destination.
The conclusions of the commission are without prejudice to
the light of any party to contest the reasonableness of any rates
affecting the commodities here involved by appropriate proceedings.
Respondents have justified the proposed cancellation

In

405

accordance with the provisions of the

recently

enacted

structural engineers' license law of Illinois, E. N. Layfield, acting
secretary of the Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, has been

appointed president of the State Board of Examiners of StrucJohn T. Hanley, Chicago, secretary', and Prof.
I. O. Baker, University of Illinois, Urbana
John W. Musham,
secretary Condron Co., Chicago, and C. C. Stowell, civil engineer, Rockford, 111., members.
tural Engineers

;

;

COURT NEWS
Tariff

—Application

to Switching

The Minnesota Supreme Court

holds that the state statute
requiring railroad tariffs for transportation to be based upon
distance applies to movement of cars or commodities between
stations and not to switching or like movements within a shipping point, such as a village or city. Washed Sand & G. Co.
v. Great Northern (Minn.), 153 N. W. 610.

—

—

Failure to Fence
Damage to Crops
The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that a railroad is not
required to fence its right of way to protect landowners whose
land is immediately adjacent to the right of way from the

trespass of cattle on such adjacent land over the right of way.
The object of the fencing statute is only to prevent animals
from going on the right of way. If additional liability had
been intended the legislature would have so provided. Missouri,
O. & G. V. Brown (Okla.), 148 Pac. 1040.

—

of the concentration practice.

The proposed cancellation of storage-in-transit rules is not
approved, the carriers having failed to justify their proposal.
(35

I.

C.

C,

469.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Public Service Commission of West Virginia has authorized all express companies to increase rates for the transportation of merchandise, following similar action by the federal

commission.

The Pennsylvania

Public Service Commission has adjourned
In the intervening time the commissioners
will prepare opinions in a large number of cases.
Before adjourning on August 14 the commission granted a certificate of
public convenience to the City of Philadelphia, approving the
plans for the Broad Street Subway and the Northeastern Elevated Railway, from Callowhill to Rhawn street, so far as
covered by plans on file with the commission.
until

September

7.

The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has appointed a committee of experts to investigate the coal rate disputes between
the Hocking Valley and the Sunday Creek Coal Company.
Beman Thomas, of the Stock and Bond Bureau of the commission, is in charge, and he will be assisted by C. W. Hillman, William

J.

Purdy,

W.

J.

Warren and William Wyand.

The

attorney for the railroad objected to the personnel of the
special examiners except Thomas, and it is said that an injunction may be asked for.

The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission has ordered
the Philadelphia & Reading to instal, within 30 days, passenger train service on the Middle Creek branch between Swatara
The road contended that the branch
Junction and Newtown.
wa.s bnilt as a mine lateral, and not for the purpose of carrying passengers and that, therefore, the commission was without authority to make any order.
The decision holds that
though the branch might have been built for tlie purpose of
carrying coal, the act of Assembly creating the branch railroad
placed no such limitation upon it and that therefore it may
lawfully carry passengers.
The order further holds that it is
not an answer to a demand for passenger service to show
that the particular train

would be operated

nt

a loss.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS

carrier

the higher rate at destination.
S.

W.

— Chicago,

R.

I.

&

G. (Tex.), 176

778.

Assumption

of

Risk

A

fireman, pushing back a crane after taking water, stepped
on a bolt 6 or 8 in. long and thereby sustained injuries. There
were also on the tank a piece of rubber hose, an iron bar,
about 2 in. of cinders, and two lumps of coal which had
fallen over the lattice work supporting the coal.
The engine

had no tool box, and it was shown to be customary when
engines carry no tool box to place on this platform about the
manhole the three articles mentioned.
It was held by the
Arkansas Supreme Court that the risk of stepping on the bolt
was one of those incident to the fireman's employment and
was assumed by him. Kansas City Southern v. I.ivesay (Ark.),
177 S. W. 875.

—

—

Proximate Cause of Injury Rescuing Property
foreman, while with his crew on a hand car, saw
a train approaching behind him when it was at such a distance
Wlicn the train was
that he had time to get out of its way.
within 200 or 300 feet he thought he had time to remove the car,
and would have had but for the fall of one of his men, delaying
the removal.
He was injured and in an action against the
railroad the Montana Supreme Court held that the failure to
give a warning signal was not the proximate cause of his injury,
and he could not recover. While he was not guilty of contributory negligence in his attempt to save the railroad's property, it
would he necessary to his recovery that he show precedent negNelson
ligence toward himself after the attempt was begun,

A

section

—

v.

William D. B. Aiiicy, a former congressman, has been appointed chairman of the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission.
He has been acting chairman since early in June when
Mr.
the present members of the commission were sworn in.
Aincy is a lawyer.

—

and Shipper's Risk Shipper's Option
had published a tariff of interstate rates on shipments of live stock, containing two rates, one at shipper's risk
and the other at carrier's risk. A shipper demanded the rate
at carrier's risk.
The agent refused him the option and forced
upon him a bill without stamping on it "At carrier's risk." The
Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that the company was
liable in damages, since by the exercise of the shipper's option
the contract became one at the carrier's risk regardless of the
terms of the bill of lading, and the carrier could have collected
Carrier's Risk

A

Northern Pacific (McMit

),

I

18

Pac. 388.

State Regulation o( Relief Associations

The Indiana Supreme Court holds

that the Indiana statute
providing that no railm.id, domestic or foreign, operating in
the state, may establish or maintain any relief association, the
rules of wliich shall reciuirc any employee becoming a member
thereof to enter into any contract surrendering or waiving any
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right to damage against tlie railroad for personal injnry or
death, or agree to surrender or waive any right whatever, in
case he asserts such claim for damages, and declaring any such

within the scope of the police power of the
state; is not invalid as an interference with interstate commerce (in the absence of any congressional action), and is not
unconstitutional class legislation because applicable to railroads
alone.— B. & O. S. W. (Ind.), 109 N. E., 194.

agreement void,

is

Duty as

to

Sectionmen

at

Work

In an action for the death of a section foreman at a crossing
which was at the time enveloped in steam and smoke, the Kansas
Supreme Court holds that railroad companies in the operation
of their roads may rightfully assume that their sectionmen while
at work on the track will look out for the approach and passage of trains at all times, and ordinarily such companies owe
to their sectionmen no duty to warn them of the approach of
trains save when such employees are found to be in a place of
danger and it becomes apparent that they will not or cannot
protect themselves.
Crossing signals are not intended or required for the benefit of sectionmen at work, and the failure to
give such signals is not negligence as to such employees.
This
rule is not changed by the fact that a preceding train going in
the opposite direction has left the other track enveloped in
steam and smoke. This condition requires added vigilance on
the part of the emplovees to protect themselves. Land v. St.
Louis & S. F. (Kan.), 148 Pac. 612.

—

Vol.

federal employers' liability act.

It

59,

No. 9

also holds that the Illinois

workmen's compensation act does not apply to a railroad employee injured while engaged in interstate commerce. Staly v.

—

Central (111.), 109 N. E. 342.
youth of 17 years was employed by a railroad engaged in
interstate commerce, to fire an engine preparatory to its being
attached to a train scheduled to run from Weehawken, N. J.,
to Ravenna, N. Y., and he assisted in operating the engine in
the yard, for the purpose of taking on a barrel of oil to be
carried on the engine to Ravenna.
It was held by the New
Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals that he was engaged in
interstate commerce.
Tonsellito v. New York Central (N. J.),
94 Atl. 804.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds that a fireman at
work on a switching engine attached to a car destined to a
point within the state, and going on to a yard track to remove
some cars thereon, so that an interstate car could be reached
and placed on another track in a train to proceed to an interstate destination, was not engaged in interstate commerce.
L.
& N. V. Parker's Admr. (Ky.), 177 S. W. 465.
Illinois

A

—

—

—

Unloading for Rest, Water and Feed Some Decisions Under the
1906 Act
The Federal District Court, E. D. Pennsylvania has handed
down the following decisions under the rest, water and feed
act:

A

of live stock in unloading positions
unloading chute, and notified the consignee thereof, nearly two hours before the expiration of the
time limit prescribed by the law; but the stock was not unloaded until nearly three hours overtime. The carrier had no
reason for believing the animals would not be promptly unloaded, and it was held that his responsibility as such for the
shipment terminated within the time limit. U. S. v. Reading.
223 Fed, 206.
A railroad delivered a carload of hogs on the consignee's
private track opposite a runway for unloading, and notified the
consignee to unload within the legal time limit.
The hogs,
however, were not unloaded until about six hours after the
expiration of the time limit, because the consignee's place of
business was closed at the time, and because stormy weather
rendered unloading impracticable. The railroad had notice of
railroad placed

cars

at the consignee's private

Assumption of Risk
employee lost his life by falling from a track
which hung suspended over a washout for about 90 feet, while
assisting in preparations for its repair.
In an action for his

A

railroad

death the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, but in reply
to a question requiring them to state the particular negligence of
the employer that caused the death, they answered that it was
the failure to give the deceased proper instructions.
The only
neglect pleaded in this regard was the omission to instruct the
deceased how to walk on the ties to step on them close to the
rail.
Specific findings were made that the foreman, after examining the bridge, said in the presence of the deceased that
the ties were unsafe to walk on; that he warned the workmen
to plank the ties
that he directed them to do this by pushing
the planks ahead of them on the rail, then turning them over
on the ties, one on each side of the rail. It was held by the
Kansas Supreme Court that these findings required a judgment
for the defendant.— Spinden v. Atch.. T. & S. F. (Kan.), 148

—

;

Pac.

747.

When

—

— "Engaged

in

Interstate

Commerce"
Illinois Supreme Court holds that a machinist who was
by his superior officer to repair the whistle rod on an
engine engaged in switching and handling interstate commerce,
and who while on his way stepped in front of another engine
engaged in switching all classes of freight, interstate as well
as intrastate, was "engaged in interstate tommerce" within the

The

sent

the conditions prevailing at the place of delivery. It was held
that the railroad was not subject to the penalty, though the
act it committed was knowingly done.
It was not guilty of
willfully confining the animals in cars beyond the time limit,
for the word "willfully" carries with it the thought of an
intentional ignoring of the law or of indifference to its provisions.
U. S. V. Reading, 223 Fed., 207.
contract railed for the delivery of live stock at the consignee's private siding, but custom required the railroad to
place the cars at a point opposite a runway provided for unloading.
The railroad did not place the cars at this point
within the time, though they reached the siding within the
time limit. Nothing prevented the carrier from unloading the
stock, and he was held liable to the penalty, for the delivery
of the stock was not complete until each car was placed oppoU. S. v. Reading, 223 Fed.. 202.
site the runway for unloading.
In another car^e the cars were placed on the consignee's siding
for delivery and notice given, but consignee refused to unload because his place of business was closed and because of
The railroad had provided proper unloadthe cold weather.
It coning pens, but they were not within available distance.
Hauling
fined the animals in the cars beyond the time limit.
the cars to the railroad's pens would not have released the
The railroad knew of the
animals sooner than was done.
conditions of the consignee's siding and had refused to erect
a shed there. The railroad was held not liable for a penalty. The
act did not impose a duty to provide shelter pens at every
The railplace of delivery of carload shipments of animals.
road did not confine the animals beyond the time limit in cars
while in transit, and there was no willful failure on its part
U. S. v. Reading. 223 Fed., 211.
to comply with the act.
The same court also holds that a rnilroad confining animals
in
cars beyond the time limited through a clerical error
of the receiving clerk failing to note the loading time at initial
point and to mark the shipment for unloading at a point for
unloading for rest, water and feed, is not subject to the
penalty, because the railroad's act was not knowingly and willfully committed.— U. S. v. Reading, 223 Fed., 213.

—

a Person Becomes a Passenger

In an action for injuries caused by being allowed to sit in a
cold station the question arose as to when the plaintiff became a
Intending to go to Kilkenny, Minn., from Union,
passenger.
Iowa, he bought a ticket to Mason City and arrived there about
10:30 p.m.
He then tried to buy a ticket to Kilkenny. The
ticket agent told him that he was busy and could not wait on
him then; that the station would be open all night; that the
plaintiff's train was due to leave at 3:3S a.m.; and that he could
buy his ticket at any time before train time. He left the station,
returned about midnight, and remained in the waiting room until
about 3 o'clock, when he bought a ticket to Kilkenny.
The
Minnesota court held that as he was not a through passenger
from Union to Kilkenny recovery could only be had for injuries received after he bought his ticket at Mason City.
In
the language of the court in the prior case of Barnett v. M. &
St. L., 123 Minn. 1.S3: "A person is not a passenger all night
because he intends to take a train the next morning, even though
he asks to buy a ticket the night before, and even though he
came the evening before from another station on the same road
for the purpose of taking passage on that train." Barnett v.
M. & St. L. (Minn.), 153 N. W. 600.

Federal Employers' Liability Act

—

A

—

—

August
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York, Chicago &
J. Himes, valuation engineer of the New
Louis, has been appointed engineer of grade-crossing elimination, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.
A.

St.

Railway Officers
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OBITUARY
W. Eber until
Hamilton & Buffalo,
J.

A

Robertson,

vice-president

of

the

Missouri

Pacific-Iron

Mountain System, has been appointed chief operating officer for
the receivers, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. J. M. John;

son, vice-president, has been appointed chief traffic officer, with
headquarters at Chicago J. G. Drew, vice-president, has been
;

appointed chief accounting officer, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo. F. J. Shepard, vice-president, has been appointed assistant
H. L. Utter, secreto receiver, with headquarters at New York
tary and treasurer, has been appointed treasurer, with office at
New York, and F. M. Hickman remains local treasurer, with
headquarters at St. Louis.
;

;

&

recently general manager of the Toronto,
died on August 18, at Hamilton, Ont.

Patrick A. Gorman, formerly general manager of the Waco
Northwestern, died at Waco, Tex., on August 15th.

E. B. Pleasants, chief engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line,
with headquarters at Wilmington, N. C, died on August 22, at
Washington, D. C, at the age of 65 years.

T. S. Moise, general manager of the Central of Georgia, with
headquarters at Savannah, Ga., died on August 17, at Temagami,
Ont. He was born on June 13, 1862, at New Orleans, La., and
began railway work in
1880, serving in various

clerical

Operating

H. J. Simmons, since June, 1905, general manager of the
El Paso & Southwestern System at El Paso, Tex., has resigned,
and G. F. Hawks, general superintendent at El Paso, has been
appointed his successor to take effect September 1.
T. Ransom, superintendent of the Pullman Company at
has been appointed general superintendent, with
headquarters at Chicago, and O. P. Powell, assistant to vicepresident, has been appointed assistant general superintendent, to
succeed F. M. Bostwick. J. A. Rittenhouse, district superintendent at the Pennsylvania Railroad Terminal, New York City,
succeeds Mr. Ransom as superintendent at Philadelphia. F. E.
Cook, superintendent at St. Louis, Mo., has been transferred to
the Grand Central Terminal at New York, N. Y., to succeed
A. J. Grant W. H. Waite, district superintendent at the Union
Depot, Chicago, succeeds Mr. Rittenhouse at the Pennsylvania
Terminal, New York; F. A. Cooke, district superintendent at
Seattle, Wash., has been transferred to Chicago to succeed Mr.
Waite T. C. Olney, district superintendent at Chattanooga.
Tenn., has been transferred to New Orleans, succeeding H. J.
Clark, promoted. H. M. Allen has been appointed district superintendent at Seattle, Wash., to succeed Mr. Cooke; J. F. Green
has been appointed district superintendent at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
F. W. Millspaugh has been appointed
succeeding Mr. Olney

Montgomery, Ala.,
Macon, Ga., until
February, 1890, when he
became trainmaster of
the Savannah & Westat

and

J.

Philadelphia,

ern division of the Central Railroad & Banking
Company of Georgia, at
Columbus, Ga. He was
later transferred in the
same capacity to the

Southwestern division at
Macon, Ga., and then

;

was consecutively superintendent of the Savannah & Atlantic division
of the same road at SasuperinGa.
vannah,
tendent of the South
Carolina division at Au-

;

;

agent at Nashville, Tenn.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. M. Hilborn has been appointed general car foreman of the
Central with office at Memphis, Tenn., succeeding E. A.
Nix.

Illinois

A. MacRae, whose appointment as mechanical engineer of
& Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.,
has already been announced in these columns, was educated at
the University of Illinois, where he took a
course in mechanical engineering, graduating in
The following
1896.
year he began railway
work as a draftsman in

positions in

agency work and as conductor and yardmaster

;

T. S. Moise

gusta, and from February, 1893, to September, 1898, was superintendent of the Savannah & Western division at Columbus,
From September, 1898, to December, 1903, he was superGa.
intendent of the Savannah division at Savannah then to February, 1904, was general superintendent of transportation and
later served as general superintendent until January, 1905, when
he was appointed general manager. His entire service had been
with the Central Railroad & Banking Company of Georgia and
its successor, the Central of Georgia Railway.
;

J.

the Louisville

the office of the mechanical engineer of the

Chicago & Northwestremaining with that

ern,

company
when he

until

1899,

the
entered
of
the
New
York Central & Hudson
until
There,
River.
service

he was engaged in
work and as
Albany,
draftsman
at
and at New York City.

1904,

special

From

1904

to

1906

he

was mechanical engineer
of the Boston & AlThen
bany, at Boston.
J. A. MacRae
until January, 1915, he
was mechanical ciiRino r of llic Michigan Central at Detroit,
Mich., and now become, mechanical cngiiucr of the Louisville
& Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., as above noted.

Till'

l',A(;iiAii

Railway.

— The

Bagdad Railway,

if

it

is

com-

pleted according to present plans, will extend from Konieh, in
the province of Konieh in Asia Minor, southeast of Constantinople, through Aleppo, Mesopotamia, and Bat;dad to Rusra near
the mouth of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, a total distance of
something like 1,314 miles. At the present time the railway is
There have been about 175 miles of
in disconnected sections.
line constructed to the west of the tilician Taurus, about 105
miles (including a branch line about 36 miles loni;') in the plain

from Adana, about 1.58 miles between the Amanus mountains
and the Euphrates and 79 miles in the neighborhood of Bagdad.
is a small branch line in the
to Mcrsina, 40 miles long, which the

In addition to this there
plain,

from Adana

Adana
Bagdad

company has acquired, and which imtil the opening of the port
of Alcxandretta for the Asia Minor portions of the Bagdad railway, represents the only access lo the sea. This makes an aggregate of 556 miles of the Bagdad Railway so far opened for trafIn spite of the war, or as it is asserted in some quarters,
fic.
owing to military considcralions connected with the war, the work
Recently the
is being pushed with no small amoimt of energy.
most important tnniul on (he Bagdad Railway, the Bilcniodik
The
tunnel, has been pierced and is approaching completion.
sections upon which work is most active arc in the Cilician Taurus and the Amanus mountains, which are associated with the
military advantages lli.il will be obtained when there is a direct
railway connection from the Bosphonis to the Egyptian frontier.
The work also comprises more easterly portions which cannot be
deemed
ill

to he of

Enginccriiiij,

any direct military moment.
London.

From nn

article
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered one 18 in.
by 26 in. 12-ft. cut scoop wheel rotary snow plow from the
American Locomotive Companj'.

The

The

Copper River & Northwestern has ordered 2 locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.

Vol.
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G. F. Riddell. superintendent of the Chicago Heights Works
of the Inland Steel Company, died of heart failure at his home

Chicago on August

in

12.

The Keuffel & Esser Company, New York, has been awarded
three grand prizes at the Panama-Pacific International ExposiSan Francisco for its exhibit of drawing instruments and
surveying instruments, and telescopic sights and
slide rules
tion at

;

periscopes, respectively.

CAR BUILDING
The

Butte, An.\conda

&

Pacific

is

The

inquiring for 100 SO-ton

ore cars.

Wells, Fargo & Co. has ordered
Pullman Company.

35

refrigerator cars

from

the

The Cuba Company

is

in

the market

for

from 500

to

600

Machine

Mesta

Company,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

recently

shipped a 1,500-ton quick-acting steam-hydrauHc forging press
of its standard four-column type to the Pressed Steel Car Co.
The valves on this press are so arranged as to permit the use
of a single controlling lever and to cause the press to stop
automatically at any point the operator desires.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Om.vha has ordered
from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

Robert M. Smith, assistant mechanical engineer of the Acme
Company, Chicago, has been appointed mechanical engineer.
Mr. Smith was formerly chief car draftsman for the
IlHnois Central and went to the Acme Supply Company last
In March he was appointed assistant
January as inspector.
mechanical engineer, and on August 1 mechanical engineer.

Line has ordered 750 ventilated box
cars from the Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.

The Chicago & Alton has closed a contract with the Hupp
Automatic Mail Exchange Company, Chicago, for the installa-

sugar,

box and

cars.

flat

.Supply

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 50 caboose cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The

100 refrigerator cars

The Atlantic

Co.\st

The Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe

reported to be inquiring for 500 stock cars, and has ordered SO ore and concentrate
cars from a Chicago builder. This item has not been confirmed.
is

IRON AND STEEL
The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 6,000 tons of rails
from the Illinois Steel Company, and SCO tons each from the
Cambria Steel Company and the Pennsylvania Steel Company,
also 600 tons of structural steel from the Virginia Bridge &
Iron Company and the Mount Vernon Bridge Company.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
is

in

tools.

—

Railway Extension in Ecuador. Just before the war broke
out, a German firm secured a contract from the Ecuadorian GovIf the
to build a railway line from Huigra to Cuenca.
undertaking can be proceeded with and it is doubtful whether
without the active co-operation of United States firms this can
be the case it will mean a great deal for the Guayaquil & Quito
Railway, both during and after construction. The whole of the
requisite building material must pass over the company's lines,
and subsequent traffic must be shared with the new system in
generous proportions. Unfortunately, the lack of funds has prevented the existing railway company from maintaining the track
in a proper state of repair, with the consequence that breakdowns, and even more serious accidents, are of frequent occurrence. The line, which is 288 miles in length, is, from the engineering point of view, one of the most remarkable in the world
it connects Quito, the capital of the republic, with Guayaquil, the
only important port in the country. From the day of its opening
in June, 1908, the line has been worked at a heavy loss, not sufficient revenue being received even to pay the interest upon the
bonds. It is believed that this constitutes a record in railway
working in any part of the world. The Entjineer, London.

ernment

—

—

—

of Pig-Iron During War in Germany. The
production of pig iron during the war has for each month
amounted to the following percentage of the normal peace production: .August 1914, 37.84 per cent; September, 37.42 per
cent; October, 47.08 per cent; November, 50.90 per cent; December, 55.11 per cent; January, 56.39 per cent; February, 51.85
March, 60.54 per cent and April, 60.55 per cent.
per cent
Engineering, London.

Production

;

of

its

main-line

Th-e Hoeschen Manufacturing Company, Omaha, Neb., maker
of highway crossing alarms, has recently been reorganized and
has moved its factory and office into larger quarters with the
Paxton & Vierling Iron Works, at Seventeenth street and Union
This change has greately increased the capacity
Pacific tracks.
of the factory and will facilitate the handling of future orders.
office engineer in the signal department
Montreal, has been appointed general
manager, with headquarters at Omaha.

F.

K. Davis, until recently

Grand Trunk

of the

at

Bertram Smith, who has been

the market
for a 42-inch coach wheel lathe and for three or four smaller

machine

all

between Chicago and St. Louis which are not regular
This contract was awarded
stops for through passenger trains.
after exhaustive tests extending over a period of six months.
This device was described in the Railway Age Gazette of Novemstations

ber 27, 1914.

The Gulf, Florida & Alabama has ordered 6,000 tons of 80Ib. rails from H, F. Wardwell, Chicago.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

tion of automatic mail e.'cchange apparatus at

in the storage battery business
the past 15 years, has been appointed manager of the
Detroit office of the Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange,
About a year and a half ago Mr. Smith became
N. J.
assistant manager of the Edison Storage Battery Supply Company of San Francisco, Ca!., the distributor for the Edison
Directly
Nickel-Iron-Alkaline Battery on the Pacific Coast.

for

previous to his connection with the Edison company he was
manager of the battery department in the Chicago branch of
He was formerly
the United States Light & Heating Co.
secretary and treasurer of the National Battery Company of
Buffalo, until its consolidation with the United States Light

& Heating

Co.

Everett, formerly signal engineer of the Michigan
Central, has opened an office at 50 Church street. New York,
He reprefor the sale of railway supplies and signal material.
sents the Hobart-Allfrce Company, Chicago, derailers and car re-

Edward A.

E. J. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa., T. C. Cypress Trunking and
Capping; the National Concrete Machinery Company, Madison,
Wis., concrete fence post machinery and supplies; the Detroit
Twist Drill Company, Detroit, Mich., high-speed bonding drills;
the J. Frederick Schroeder Air Felt Company, Newark, N. J.,
high-grade air felt used in refrigerator car construction, steam
pipe covering and as a cushion under relays and electrical
apparatus the Cincimiati Electrical Tool Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, portable electric drills, grinders and reamers the Keller
Pneumatic Tool Company, pneumatic drills, hammers, riveters
and chippers the Reliable Electric Company, Chicago, signal,
telephone and telegraph specialties. Mr. Everett also has charge
of the sales of the electric release train annimciator, which is
one of his patents and which has been sold for several years
He also has a
by the Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.
line of copper clad and bond wires and high strength noncorrosive bond wire.

placers

;

;

;

;

August

27,
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Atlanta &

Andrews Bay.

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiuiiir

—This

—

Bellingham, Mount Baker & Spokane. It
work on 288 miles of track for this company

is

reported that
be started

will

This line is to form part of a through line
Port Nelson on Hudson Bay. C. E. Wingate, chief engineer
of surveys and construction, Bellingham, Wash.
within 90 days.
to

—A

Baltimore (Md.) Roads.

plan for a municipality-owned
with the Pennsylvania Baltimore
& Ohio Western Maryland and Maryland & Pennsylvania railroads, with provision for new tunnels through the city and a
union station at the Fallsway and Biddle street, was sent to the
City Planning Commission recently by Mayor Preston. William
H. Maltbie and Daniel B. Banks are interested in the project.
electric belt railroad connecting

;

;

—

Charleston Southern. Application is to be made in South
Carolina on September 17 for a charter to build from the
Carolina, Atlantic & Western, in Charleston, S. C, southwest
through the counties of Charleston, Colleton, Beaufort and
Jasper to a point on the north bank of the Savannah river,
thence across the Savannah river to a connection with the Seaboard Air Line on Hutchinson Island in the county of Chatham,
Georgia.
The incorporators include George E. Dargan, 112%
Cashua street, Darlington, S. C. Bright Williamson and James
D. Evans.
;

Cleveland & Ohio Central Electric.

— Most

of the right-of-

;

&

—

The branch of the Louisville &
extends from Pineville, Ky., to Benham, is
to be extended, it is said, to a connection with the line in operation to Middlesborough and to Norton, Va.
Louisville

Nashville.

now

—

Willi.\msport, Nessle & Martinsbukc. Construction work
is reported under way on a section of this line, and the work
is to be continued as far as rights of way have been obtained
towards Martinsburg. The plans call for a IS-mile line between
the Potomac river and Martinsburg. John Carmichael, president,
Hagcrstown, Md. (April 9, p. 811.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Baltimore, Md. The Pennsylvania Railroad expects to ask
for bids soon for 1)nil(1ing a new pier at Canton, Baltimore.
(June 25, p. 1498.)
Chicago, Im,. The new freight house and warehouse of the
Pennsylvania lines will be a five-story IniiUling, 745 feet long
and 420 feet wide. It will have a pile and concrete foundation,
steel frame, concrete fircproofing and brick curtain walls as
announced previously. The foundation contract has been awarded
to Blomc-Sinrk Comiiany, Chicago, and the structural steel

—

The gencontract to Thonipson-.Starrett Company, Chicago.
Foundation
eral contract will not be let for several months.
work is now in progress.

—

Grand Forks. B. C. Construction work was started recently
by the Great Northern, it is said, on a new bridge over North
The new
I'ork canyon on the railway spur into Granby smelter.
bridge, which is to be 692 ft. long, with stone and concrete
abutments, will cost $65,000, and is to he built to replace the
present structure. Until the new Iiri<lgc is completed the Great
Northern will use the spur and bridge of the Canadian Pacific
into the smelter.

About

nect the two lines.

•

2,000

ft.
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—

& Maine. In a notice issued by President Hustis urging
holders of the notes due September 2 to notify the Old Colony
Trust Company, Boston, as to whether they will extend their
notes or extend part of them, and receive in exchange Maine
Railways notes. President Hustis says
"During the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1915, by strict economy, and with the partial
benefit of increased passenger and freight rates recently
granted, the road was able, notwithstanding a decrease in operating revenue of $1,489,236, to come within about $334,000 of
meeting its fixed charges, as against a deficit of $2,044,742
for the previous year.
While this improvement does not
remove the necessity of reorganization, it strengthens our belief that if a consolidation with the leased lines can be effected
on equitable terms, a financially strong corporation will result
which will be to the greatest advantage of all."

Boston

:

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The time for the deposit of
the 5 per cent debentures with the committee, of which Seward
Prosser is chairman, has been extended to October 15.

—

& Western Indiana. J. P. Morgan & Co., the First
National Bank and the National City Bank, all of New York,
have bought from the Chicago & Western Indiana and are
offering to the public $12,935,000 two-year 5 per cent collat-

Chicago

of September 1, 1915-1917.
The offering price to
99, yielding about SV2 per cent on the investment.
notes are secured by the deposit of $17,247,000 Chicago

eral notes

the public

The

is

& Western

Indiana first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent
which are part of the $18,497,000 bonds outstanding
under the first and refunding mortgage. This mortgage is
an absolutely direct and first lien on the company's clearing
yard, which includes approximately 18,010 acres of land and
which yard is used by the following companies
Pennsylvania Company, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Illinois Central
Chicago, Burlington & Qnincy Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Chicago, Indianapolis
& Louisville Erie Grand Trunk Western Wabash. The
mortgage is also a junior lien on the remainder of the company's property, which includes a passenger station in Chicago, used by the last five named companies and by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
bonds,

way, also terminal rights, have been secured, and the contract
to build and equip the first section of 55 miles has been let to
the Lathrop-Shea interests
Shea, Buffalo, N. Y., is
J.
J.
president of the three construction companies involved.
The
contract calls for the completion of the work in 1916.
The
amended route extends from Cleveland, Ohio, south to Wadsworth, thence via Rittman and Smithville, to Worcester, which
will be the southern terminus of the first division.
The line
is to be extended south to Columbus.
(August 20, p. 368.)
Nashville, which
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company has under consideration the question of building an extension, it is said, from
Dothan, Ala., north via Eufaula. The company now operates
a line from Dothan south to Panama City, Fla., 82 miles.
St.

409

of track will be laid to con-

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Minneapolis
purchase of
Dodge.

New

&
its

;

;

—

Louis. This company has completed the
subsidiary company, the Des Moines & Fort

St.

—

Orleans. Mobile & Chicago. This company was recently
sold under foreclosure and was bought in by C. H. Murphey,
representing, it is said, the reorganization committee, of which
J. W. Flatten, New York, is chairman.

—

Military Traffic on the P. L. M. Railway of France.
the mobilization of the French Army was ordered, the
Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean was not taken unawares, for, acting on the advice of the minister of war, steps had previously

When

been taken to put the system in a condition suitable for handling
heavy military tratlic. On the night between August 2 and 3.
the ordinary service was entirely suspended and more than 3,(X)0
special military trains were provided in four days. This was the
mobilization proper, but concentration went on during the whole
month, and required another 4.(K)0 trains up to the thirtieth day
of mobilization. After the mobili/ation and concentration of the
army were finished, there began what may be called the third
stage of military transportation, embracing the victualling of (he
troops, the supply of stores and depots, the carriage of supplementary troops, the convevance of the wounded, etc.. and in one
period of five weeks 1,600 trains were run for these and similar
purposes. The P. L. M. Company already owned two complete
hospital trains, but it was necessary to improvise very many
more, and there are actually about 1.600 cars now engaged in the
transportation of the wounded between the front and the hospitals, of which 670 are passenger coaches.
Railaay Gasetle,

London.

[Advertisement.]

ANNUAL REPORT
CANADIAN PACIFIC
To the Shareholders:

—Company

The accounts

for the year ended

of the
the following results:

RAILWAY COMPANY—THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT

June 30th, 1915, show

Working Expenses

$98,865,209.78
65,290,582.49

Net Earnings
Deduct Fixed Charges

$33,574,627.29
10.446,509.83

Surplus
Contribution

$23,128,117.46
125,000.00

Gross Earnings

to

Pension Fund

$23,003,117.46

Deduct Net Earnings of Pacific Coast SteamCommercial Telegraph, and News
ships,
Department, transferred to Special Income
Account

1.494.151.49

$21,508,965.97

From

this there has been charged a half
yearly dividend on Preference Stock of 2
per cent., piid April 1st, 1915
And three quarterly dividends on Ordinary
Stock of 1^ per cent, each, paid January
2nd, 1915, April 1st, 1915, and June 30th,
:
. ,
1915
.

$1,605,412.80

—

.

13,650,000.00
15,255,412.80
$ 6.253,553.17

there has been declared a second
half yearly dividend on Preference Stock,
payable October 1st. 1915
And a fourth quarterly dividend on Ordinary
Stock of 144 per cent., payable October 1st,
1915

From

this

$1,613,638.42

6,163,638.42
89,914.75
three per cent,
$

Stock,

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DETAILS OF SPECIAL INCOME FOR
YEAR ENDED JUNE

Balance at June 30th, 1914
Less Dividend paid October

30th, 1915.
$ 5,046,812.46

1st,

1914

1,950,000.00

Interest on Proceeds Land Sales
Interest on Deposits and Loans
Interest from Minneapolis. St. Paul & S. S. Marie Ry. Bonds.
Interest from Mineral Range Ry. Bonds
Interest from Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. Bonds
Interest from Montreal & Atlantic Ry. Bonds and other
Securities
Interest from Berlin, Waterloo. Wellesley & Lake Huron

Bonds
Interest from
Bonds
Interest from
Interest from

John Bridge & Railway

Extension

& Nanaimo Ry. Bonds
Dominion Atlantic Ry. Extension Debenture

Esquimalt

Stock

from Dominion Atlantic Ry. 2nd Debenture Stock..
from Hull Electric Railway
Dividend on Esquimalt & Nanaimo Ry. Stock
Dividend on St. John Bridge & Railway Extension Co. Stock
Dividends on Minneapolis, St. Paul & S. S. Marie Ry.

Common Stock
Dividends on Minneapolis, St. Paul & S. S. Marie Ry.
Preferred Stock
Dividends on West Kootenay Power & Light Co. Common
Stock
Dividends on West Kootenay Power & Light Co. Common
Preferred Stock
Dividends on Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. Stock..
Dividend on Berlin, Waterloo, Wellesley & Lake Huron
Ry. Stock
Earnings from Ocean Steamships and Hotels
Revenue from Company's Interest in Coal Mine Properties..
Extraneous Mail Earnings
Net Earnings of Pacific Coast Steamships, Commercial
News

Department

—

Payments to Shareholders in dividends:
January 2nd. 1915, April 1st, 1915, and June

6.200.00
193,280.00

56.940.00
36,986.67
75.000.00
125,000.00
70,000.00

890,645.00
445,326.00
55,000.00
3,850.00
209,520.00

12,500.00
4,370,280.41
544.294.26
364,733.61

Sir Herbert

$14,066,144.15
30, 1915

a dividend has been declared payable October
1915
1,950,000.00
for the year amounted to 66.04 per cent, of
the gross earnings, and the net earnings to 33.96 per cent., as compared
with 67.32 and 32.68 per cent., respectively, in 1914.
Four per cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock to the amount of
3.
£611,797 was created and sold, and the proceeds were applied to the
acquisition of the securities of other railway companies whose lines constitute a portion of your system, the interest on which had, with your
sanction, been guaranteed by your Company.
4.
Four per cent. Preference Stock to the amount of £504,914 was
created and sold for the purpose of meeting capital expenditures that had
previously been sanctioned by you.
During the year 231,297 acres of agricultural land were sold for
5.
Included in this area
$3,742,115.00, being an average of $16.17 per acre.
there were 6.550 acres of irrigated land which brought $55.22 per acre,
80 that the average price of the balance was $15.04 per acre.
All of the Company's outstanding First Mortgage 5% Bonds, amount6.
ing at the end of the last fiscal year to £2,6.^8,900. were satisfied and retired
at or before their maturity, July 1st, exccjiiing a lew that had not been preAn amount sufticitnt to take up these Bonds, as
sented for redemption.
they come in, has been deposited with your bankers, and the Trustees have
been asked to certify the satisfaction of the debt and to have the mortgage
Outstanding Bonds, to the amount of
securing them formally cancelled.

From

this

1st,

The working expenses

S.

Holt,
For the Directors.
T. G. Shaughnessy,
President.

Montre al, August

9th,

1915.

SCHEDULE

5.850,000.00

$8 216,144.15

2.

not yet been fixed by the Admiralty, and the steamship "Empress of India."
after twenty-five years service on the Pacific Ocean, was sold for £85,000
Two large modern steamships that
and converted into a hospital ship.
were under construction at Belfast were purchased by the Company at a
cost of about £700,000. for delivery in July and October of this year.
Pressure of other work, however, delayed their completion, and it will be
probably some months before they are ready for service.
The appropriations made by your Directors for expenditures on
9.
capital account during the calendar year were comparatively small, aggreIn this amount are included the estimated expendigating only $3,546,600.
ture on Roger's Pass Tunnel in the Selkirk Mountains, $1,350,000; Passenat Quebec, $300,000; and Passenger Station
Freight
Terminals
ger and
The balance of the amount
with approaches, at North Toronto, $400,000.
minor
importance on all sections of the Railway.
of
works
of
is maoe up
The Victoria Rolling Stock and Realty Company's equipment securi10.
ties, to which reference was made in the fast Annual Report, were disposed of during the year at a price sufficient to repay the amount advanced by the Company.
Uncontrollable conditions caused an abnormal decline in the gross
11.
revenue of your railway lines for the year, and, although the working
expenses were very substantially reduced, the net earnings were $8,851,300
less than in the previous year, leaving a margin barely sufficient to meet
Against this your Special
the customary distribution to shareholders.
Income, from which a portion of the dividend is paid, was $2,381,461
greater this year than last.
Your Directors were of the opinion that in the circumstances there was
no good reason for making any change in the rate of dividend, and acted
accordingly.
Vice-President McNicoll, after more than 40 years' continuous con12.
nection with the Company and one of its acquired lines, was compelled
by failing health to relinquish the arduous duties of his office, and he,
The resignation was accepted after
therefore, resigned in December last.
the Directors had expressed in a most pronounced way their high appreciathe
Company,
and their personal esteem
services
to
tion of Mr. McNicoli's
and regard for him. Mr. George Bury, Vice-President in charge of the
promoted
to
fill
Lines,
was
the
vacancy caused by Mr.
Company's \Vestern
McNicoli's retierment, and he was also elected a member of the Board of
Directors.
13.
The under-mentioned Directors will retire from office at the approaching Annual Meeting. They are eligible for re-election:
Sir William C. Van Horne, K.C.M.G.,
Mr. Richard B. Angus,
Sir Edmund B. Osler, M.P.,

1,494,151.49
139,277.95

Received for space rented in Office Buildings
Less;

107,902.09

Co.

Interest
Interest

Tel'jgraph,

$3,096,812.46
64,587.54
1,466,096.67
159,720.00
50,160.00
10,840.00

17,040.00

Ry.

St.

5%

"Mount Royal," "Montezuma," "Montcalm," "Tyrolia" and "Ruthenia,"
were taken by the Imperial Government in November last, at a price that has

4,550,000.00

Leaving net surplus for the year
In addition to the above dividends on Ordinary
was paid from Special Income.

£233,200, of the Shuswap and Okanagan Railway Company, whose line
leased to your Company for 999 years, were also acquired during the
year, and have been deposited with your Treasury securities.
7.
As you were informed at a previous meeting, your Directors have
had under consideration for some time the desirabihty of transferring to a
Steamship Company your steamships engaged in traffic on the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, so as to more effectually separate your railway and steamship finances and operations.
To that end, a Company has been organized
under the laws of Great Britain, known as "The Canadian Pacific Ocean
Services, Limited," with an authorized capital of £2,000.000 sterling, having
for its purpose, amongst other things, the acquisition ana operation of ocean
steamships and the interchange of traffic with your railway lines and
others.
The requisite extension of your Company's charter powers has
been secured to enable it to hold stock and securities of the Canadian
Pacific Ocean Services, Limited, and to guarantee payment of the principal
and interest of such securities as may be issued with your consent.
It is proposed that the Canadian Pacific Ocean Services, Limited,
shall purchase and take over your interest in all of the steamships and
their appurtenances engaged in ocean traffic, as well as those of the Allan
Line Steamship Company, which has been under your control for some time.
A moderate estimate of the value of the steamship property involved
in the transaction, after making due allowance for depreciation, is $23,500,000.
Your Directors recommend that as a consideration for the steamships
and their appurtenances to be sold and delivered by your Company, and
for the Capital Stock of the Allan Line Steamship Company, carrying with
you accept as fully
it all that Company's steamship and other properties,
paid the Capital Stock of the Canadian Pacific Ocean Services, Limited,
namely, £ 1 ,962,9 10, being all excepting the shares necessary to qualify
First Dethe Directors of the Steamship Company, and in addition,
bentures or Debenture Stock of the Canadian Pacifi"c Ocean Services,
The transaction has been
Limited, to the amount of £2.865,860 sterling.
completed on this basis, subject to your approval at this Meeting.
Six of the Company's older class steamships, namely, the "Montrose,"
8.
is

"C"

Details of Expen'diture on Additions and Improvements from
July 1st, 1914, to June 30th, 1915.

EASTERN LINES:

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and
$ 97,928.65

Yards
Permanent

Bridges

and

Improvements of
431,088.27
584,983.94
5,432.67

Line
Double Tracking
Right of

Way

$1,119,433.53
220.360.27
51,939.90

Montreal Terminals
Windsor

St.

Extension
Bridge over St.

Station

Double Track
River
Drawbridge over Lachine Canal

WESTERN

Lawrence
5,468.44
116,618.63

LINES:

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and
Line

$231,950.67

Improvements of
:

.

Fort William Terminals, including Coaling
Plant
East Winnipeg Yard

397,016.62

45,506.68
124,858.37

August
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27, 1915

Winnipeg New Elevator
Winnipeg Station and Hotel
Winnipeg Terminals

209,764.00

Calgary Hotel
Vancouver Terminals

Double Tracking

Way

Right of
Additions

Office Buildings

to

411

and Hotels.

.

1,047,453.35
6,204.93
157,849.09

Deferred Payments on previous years' sales

451,169.96
2,720,206.71
5,032.02

Less

2,726,890.21

5,054,975.18

amount remaining
ments on year's sales

Deferred

in

Pay4,680,425.02

374,550.16
5,397,012.40
2,091,960.49
39,871.19
47,682.02

.

Rented and Temporary Sidings
Telegraph E.xtensions and Additions

Four Per Cent. Preference Stock:

Amount

from issue £504.914
Consolidated DebEiNture Stock:
Amount realized from issue £611,797
Victoria Rolling Stock & Realty Company, Limited, Bonds
realized

2,182,763.46

2,781,731.36
13,630,000.00

$9,090,346.87

$88,225,067.66

Deduct:
Agents and Conductors' Bal-

SCHEDULE "D"

ances
Traffic Balances
Miscellaneous Accounts

Details of Expenditure on Leased and Acquired Lines,
From July, 1st, 1914, to June 30th, 1915.

Re8,870,601.74

ceivable

NEW BRUNSWICK RAILWAY:

12,148,785.68

Advances

Lines and Steamships
Construction
Advances and Investments

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and Improvements

$ 20,270.13

of

to

under
42,472,295.22
10,457,984.79

109,902.58
55,402.69

Line

John Terminals

St.

$2,775,683.51
502,500.43

Net

$

185,575.40

Amount

65,079,065.69
62,169,167.78

June 30th, 1914

at

ATLANTIC & NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY:

2,909,897.91

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and
Line
Right
of
^

$85,315,169.75

35,067.11

Improvements

of

EXPENDITURES:

25,936.57
1,562.00

Way

62,565.68

MONTREAL

OTTAWA RAILWAY:

&

Dividends on Preference Stock:
2 per cent, paid October 1st, 1914
2 per cent, paid April

1st,

$1,564,493.46
1,605,412.80

1915

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and Improvements
Line
Right of

$3,169,906.26

Dividends on Ordinary Stock:
2yi per cent, paid October 1st, 1914
2!.'j per cent, paid January 2nd, 1915....

1,996.49
of
Cr.

13,101.93
3,134.27

Way

WESTERN RAILWAY:

&

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and Improvements
Line
Account Purchase of Road

per cent, paid April 1st, 1915
2V^ per cent, paid June 30th,- 1915
21/2

7,971.17

Cr.

MONTREAL

1,272.51

of

35.359.54
14,462.28
51.094.33

ONTARIO & QUEBEC RAILWAY:

Construction cf branch lines
Additions and
Improvements, main
Schedule "C"
Additions and Improvements, leased
Schedule "D''
Rolling Stock Ec|uipment

6.500,000.00
6,500,000.00
6,500,000.00
6,500,000.00

26,000,000.00
695,359.07
line

and

branches.
9,090,346.87

and

acquired

lines.

1,595,543.35
338,667.94
54,182.88

Shops and Machinery

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and

of

260,886.48
195,686.19
421,778.76
795.40

Line
Double Tracking
Toronto Terminals

Way

Right of

Ocean, Lake, and River Steamers:
Completion of River Steamers and Barges.
Purchase of Steamship "Medora"

170,939.60

Improvements

472,999.89

Less amount
placement

1,050.086.4.1

MANITOBA

NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY:

&

3,488.63

Bridges

and

Improvements

Way

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and
148.61

Bridges

and

Improvements

of

24,335.04

EDMONTON RAILWAY:

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent

435,566.91

37,432.98

redeemed £2,074,000
10,093,466.67

3,782,191.88

5,689.20

Bridges

and

Improvements

7,182.88
919.86

Way
COLUMBIA & WE.STERN RAILWAY:

& Western

Ry.
2,630,000.00

1st

Mortgage

Alberta Ry. Irrigation Co. Stock,
Public Mar
"arkets Limited Stock.
.Shuswap S: Okanagan Ry. Stock.
Toronto, Hamilton & BufTalo Ry. Stock....

1,138,699.00
7,300.73
5,000.00
486.67
3,400.00

3,784,886.40
1,570,000.00

Payment of Eciuipment Obligations

of

Line
Right of

Securities Acquired:
Campb'-llford, Lake Ontario
1st Mortgage Bonds
Shuswap & Okanagan Ry.

Bonds

24,186.43

&

Re-

Fund

MANITOBA SOUTH WESTERN COLONIZATION RAILWAY;

CALGARY

Steamship

451.74
13,620.70

Yards
Permanent
Line

from

Deposited with Trustee of Special Investment

of

9,680.33

Lines
Right of

paid

5% Bonds

1st Mortgage
at par

Additional Sidings, Buddings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent

37,432.98
435,566.91

13,791.94

Deduct Decrease

in

Material and Supplies on hand.

$58,255,354.26

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent Bridges and
Line
Right of

Improvements

1,191.49

Cr.
of

Add Decrease
Current

97,502.68
818.00

—

Way

NEW BRUNSWICK SOUTHERN

WAY

97,129.19

in

LiAniLmi:s:

Liabilities

Interest on Funded Debt
Reserves and Appropriations

RAIL12,484.67
173.00
2,443.87
22.49

CAP HE LA MADELEINE RAILWAY
ST. MAURICE VALLEY RAILWAY
BRANDON RAILWAY
JOLIKTTE
OTTAWA, NORTHERN & WESTERN
fv

RAILWAY
RAILWAY

16,094.91

LINDSAY, BOBCAYCEON & PONTYPOOL

Amount

at

June 3nih, 1914

12,552,309.69
830,614.11
10,852,465.52

24,235 389.32
34!239|935!l8
10,004,545.86

68,259,000.12
17.055.269.63

Cash on hand.

$85,315,160.75

1,340.45

SKABOAUD RAIIAVAY
fiODKRICII RAILWAY
GUKl.I'll
TILLSONBUHC;, LAKE ERIE & I'ACIl'IC
RAILWAY
WAl.KKRTON
LUCKNOW RAILWAY..
GRICAT NORTH WEST CENTRAL RAILWAY
COLUMBIA
KOfiTENAY RAILWAY...
NKOI.A, KAMLOOPS
SIMILKAMEEN
RAILWAY
KASLO & SLOGAN RAILWAY
GEORGIAN UAV

60,211,984.30
1,956,630.04

46.640.20
24,462.16

l^

,<

1.811.33
22,423.20

Si

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30TII, 1915.
From Passengers

$24,044,282.83
60,737.737.25

I'reigbl

175.50
7,197.63

S-

"

Mails
Sleeping Cars, Express, Telegraph and Miscellaneous

1

.ISO 33.3.56

12,693,856.14

S:

Cr.

616.14
30,569.74
$1,595,543. .15

and Exi'FNDlTURIiS.
ViAB Endid June 30tii, 1915.
RkCIUI'T.S

Cash

in

Ii.iiid,

RECEIPTS:
.Surplus
Special

June 301h, 1914

Revenue as per statement
Income as per stalcincnt

LaiuU anil Tovvnsitcs:
Net proceeds of sales
Less

Irrittalion

Expenditures

STATEMENT

Ol'

$21,508,965.97
10,909,331.60
32,478,297.66

Maintcnnncc of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Eiiuipincut
TraHic Expenses
Parlor ami Sleeping Car Kxpen:*c8
Expenses nf Lake and River Steamers
General Expenses
Conuncrcial 'rdeKtapli

3,310,535.69
982 450.72
2,328,084.97

$98,865,209.78

WORKING EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30X11, 1915.

Transportation Expenses
$36,777,725.02

LAND DEPARTMENT:

Total

Tol«I

$32,083 160.65
11.400 .533.80
11.307 .065.04
2,900 .163.07
I. Ill ,253.29
1.051 781.69
3,063 .202.80
1,382 507.16

$65,290,582.49

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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Train Traffic Statistics For Twelve Months Ended
June 30th, 1915 and 1914.
Earnings of Lake and River Steamers not included in this Statement.
Year ended
June30lh,

Increase
Decrease.
or

Year ended
June 30th,

Amount

number.

1914.

1915.

Per
Cent.

TRAIN MILEAGE.
Passenger trains
Freight trains

Mixed

trains

17,977,033
16,896,368
1,939,478

21,523,630
24,164,242
1,890,364

36,812,879

47,578,236

Total trains

-3,546,597 —16.48
-7,267,874 —30.08

49,114

2.60

—10,765,357

—22.63

Passenger.
Coaches and P. D. and
87,283,067
2.829,455

cars

Combination cars
Baggage, Mail and Express

cars

Total

Passenger cars

Freic ht
Loaded

Average number of

'

Empty
Caboose
Freight

Passenger

—19,569,446

106,852,513
2,904,782

—75,327

—18.31
—2.59

40,691,990

47,355,009

—6,663,019 —14.07

130,804,512

157,112,304

—26,307,792 —16.74

404,249,594
144,408,527
18,476,337

526,194,125
169,768,349
26.196,664

—121,944,531 —23.17
-25,359,822 —14.94
—7,720,327 —29.47

567,134,458

722,159,138

—155,024,680 —21.47

6.57

6.71

—.14

—2.09

fic

30.11

27.72

2.39

8.62

cars..

per

c a rs

Train Mile..

Traffic

Freight

.

Traf-

per

cars

Train Mile

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Passengers
carried
(earning revenue)..
Passengers
carried

13,086,064

15,449,849

—2,363,785 —15.30

(earning revenue) one
mile
1,155,371,348

1,570;758,210

—415,386,862 —26.44

132,825

—39,412 —29.67

Passengers
carried
(earning revenue) one
mile
per
mile
of
road
Average journey per
passenger
miles

Average
ceived
ger

Average
ceived
mile

amount

amount
per

93,413
88.29

—13.38

—13.16

$

1.81

—.25

—12.14

.02

.99

2.06

re-

passenger
2.05

cts.

Average number of
sengers
mile

101.67

re-

passen-

per

per

pas-

sengers per car mile.
from passengers per passenger car
cts.
mile
passenger train
Total
earnings per train
mile
$
train
Total
passenger
earnings per train
mile of road
$

12.82

14.31

—1.49

—10.41

26.32

29.05

—2.73

—9.40

1.53

1.69

—.16

—9.47

2,468.87

3,345.11

—876.24

—26.19

Revenue

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
Tons

of revenue freight
carried one mile.... 7,734,433,065 10,601,426,321--2,866,993,256
freight
non-rev.
carried one mile
985,500,816
1,497,306,046 —511,805,230
Total tons (all classes)
freight carried one
mile
8,719,933,881 12,098,732,367--3,378,798,486
Tons of revenue freight
carried one mile per
—271,132
896,470
mile of road
625,338
Tons of non-rev. freight
carried one mile per
-^6,935
126,614
mile of road
79,679
Total tons (all classes)
freight carried one
—318,067
1,023,084
mile per mile of road
705,017

amount

Average
Total

No. 9

—27.04

Tons

CAR MILEAGE.
S.

Vol.. 59,

2.03

pas-

train
58.01

67.09

—9.08

—13.53

—27.93
—30.24

—37.07

—31.09

re-

ceived per ton per mile
of revenue freight cts.
Average No. of tons of
revenue freight per
train mile
Average No. of tons of
non-rev. freigh t per
train mile
Average No. of tons of
(all
classes)
freight
per train mile
Average No. of tons of
revenue freight per
loaded car mile
Average No. of tons of
non-rev. freight per
loaded car mile
Average No. of tons of
freight
(all
classes)
per loaded car mile.
Freight train earnings
per loaded car

0.753

0.773

mile
cts
Freight train earnings
per train mile
$
Freight train earnings
per mile of road...$

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE

—34.18

0.20

2.66

410.62

406.89

3.73

.92

52.32

57.47

—5.15

—8.96

462.94

464.36

— 1.42

—.31

19.13

20.15

—1.02

—5.06

2.44

2.84

—.40

—14.08

21.57

22.99

—1.42

—6.18

14.79

15.17

—.38

—2.50

3.17

3.06

.11

3.59

4,832.53

6,749.41

— 1,916.88

—28.40

1915

30th,

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Property Investment:

Capital Stock:

Railway
Stock Equipment
Ocean, Lake and River Steamers
Rolling

$349,989,662.34
153,595,062.73
24,208,595.28
-$527,793,320.35

Ordinary Stock
Four Per Cent. Preference Stock

Debenture

Consolidated

Four Per Cent.
Stock

$260,000,000.00
80,681,921.12
•$340,681,921.12
176,284,882.10

Acquired Securities (Cost):
Schedule

"A"

111,652,627.03

Mortgage Bonds:
Canadian

Pacific

Ry.

1st

Mortgage

Advances to Lines and Steamships Under
Construction

42,472,295.22

Algoma Branch

1st

Mortgage

Advances and Investments.

10,457,984.79

Note Certificates

6

Per Cent

Deferred Payments on
sites Sales,

5

per

cent

Lands and Town-

per cent.

5

2,749,180.00
3,650,000.00
6,399,180.00
52,000,000.00

Premium on Ordinary Capital Stock Sold

No. 2

45,000,000.00

7,431,543.04

Current:
"Special Investment Fund:
Deferred Payments on

Audited

Lands and Town-

Pay
41,328,916.47

sites

Government

Trustee

10,088,734.86

4,054,309.08
3,647,354.54
4,850,646.07

Payable

Accrued:

4,452,417.41

-—

55,870,068.74

Material and Supplies on Hand
Agents' and Condm tors' Balances
Net Traflic Balan'jcs
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable

Hand

Coupons due July 1st, 1915, and including
Coupons overdue not presented
Rentals of Leased Lines

Working Assets:

in

Accounts

12,552,309.69
.Securities

Deposited with

Cash

Vouchers

Rolls

Miscellaneous

648,094.03
182,520.08
830,614.11

EflUiPMENT Obligations

$15,729,605.49
2,775,683.51
502,500.43
8,870,601.74
17,055,209.63

Reserves and Appropriations:

Equipment Replacement
Steamship Replacement
Reserve Fund for Contingencies.

1,200.082.16
7,492,891.98
2,159,491.38

.

44,933,660.80

Other Assets:
Schedule "B"

12,780,000.00

10,852,465.52

131,241,869.49

Net Proceeds Lands and Townsites.
Surplus Revenue from Operation...
Surplus in Other Assets

65,979.356.16
83,019,483.06
125,473,157.70

,

$931,853,369.46

$931,853,369.46
I.

Auditors' Certificate.
We have examined the Books and Records of the Canadian Pacific Railway Co., for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915. and having compared the
annexed Balance .Sheet and Income Attount therewith, we certify that, in
our opinion, the Balance Sheet is properly drawn up so as to show the
•Security for issue of Note Certificates, $52,000,000.

G. ocrnEN,
Vice-President.

true financial position of the Company at that date, and that the relative
Income Account for the year is correct.

PRICE,
Montreal, August 6th, 1915.

WATERHOUSE

& CO.,
Chartered Accountants (England)

SKPTEMnER

3,
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Fairfax Harrison, shortly

on them before they were consumed."

after returning to the Southern Railway as

its

president, pointed

out in an address to business men of the South how large a
proportion of all of the inoney collected by the Southern Railway
from the southern people is almost immediately distributed again
Published Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

SIMMONSBOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
WooLWORTH Building. New York.

Ordinarily the monthly earnings statein the same territory.
ments of railway companies are of primary interest to investors
and to bankers but the Central of Georgia's new form of
statement suggests a way in which they can be made of interest
to local newspaper editors and of value in promoting a better
understanding between the railroads and their patrons. The fact
that of the hard-earned dollars which a farmer pays on a
freight bill or through the ticket agent's window little more
goes out of the county than of the dollars he pays to his hands
;

CHICAGO;

L. B.

CLEVELAND:

Transportation BIdg.

LONDON:

Citizens'

Bldg.

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

E. A. Simmons, President.
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Henry Lee, Sec'y &
The address of the company is the address of the officers.

Treas.

cannot be reiterated too often.
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Samuel 0. Dunn, Editor.
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A

committee of the Association of American Railway Account-

ing Officers has been

Changing

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
Dublished from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:

changing the

mittee inade inquiry of 200 roads, with an aggregate of 271,857
miles of railroad. Of these, 130 roads, operating 212,542 miles,

cents each

or 78 per cent of the total mileage of which inquiry was made,
voted in favor of changing the period for making reports from

Canada

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Convention daily issues. North America, $1; foreign, $2.
Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

New

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the
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that of this issue 8,650 copies were printed;
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insofar as reports

Commerce Commission

and to state commissions are concerned,
from June 30 to December 31. The com-

Year

Fiscal

fiscal year,

to the Interstate

$5.00
6.00
8.00

United States and Mexico
15

inquiries as to the attitude of the

railroads in regard to the desirability of

the

Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies

making

•.

32 roads, with a mileage equal to 5
to December 31
per cent of the total, did not vote, and 38 roads, with a mileage
equal to 17 per cent of the total, voted against the change. The

Jtme 30

;

Gazette has for some time past advocated a change
year both for reports to the Interstate Commerce
Commission and state commissions, and for reports to stockholders.
One of the most important reasons why this change
should be made is that there will then no longer be the same
temptation that there is now to delay maintenance work in May
and June so as to keep the expense of it out of the fiscal year
about to close. Presumably the roads operating 17 per cent of
the mileage from which inquiry was made either desire to have
this opportunity to make a showing by delaying maintenance
work left open to them or do not think that the advantages to
be gained are equal to the cost and trouble of making the change.
This appears to be a shortsighted or a rather selfish point of
view. Even if a particular company is so prosperous as to never
feel the temptation to delay maintenance in May and June, it
ought to be willing to put its accounting department to the comparatively small expense and temporary trouble to make the
system uniform and to carry out a reform which is for the good
of the great majority of companies.
Railzvay
in the

Age

fiscal
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The Pennsylvania
on another page,

A

Railroad, in

tells

Remarkable

service for

Gang

the

of

publicity pamphlet, noticed

many

Pittsburgh

with

a day, the operation of

freight

transfer

station,

318 laborers,

for 23
months, with |)rai.tically no change in personnel only one new man being taken on in all that time. George
F. Wagner took charge of the station 30 months ago, and it is
his personal efforts
or genius-- to which this result is to be
credited. Any railroad man acquainted with freight-house work
will readily accept the statenu-nt in the pamphlet that it "would
be most dillieult to duplic;ite" this record of elViciency and of
physical ;ind moral character of the individual men. The story, as
Freight Handlers

"Illustrated.

its last

one of the most striking facts that have come
to light in connection with the railroad

a

force

of

;

Mot long ago the Central of Georgia revised the form which it
uses to send out monthly statements of earnings and expenses.
In addition to the usual columns of figures
Railroads
showing the month's earnings and accuand the
Local Public

mulated earnings for the fiscal year to
with comparisons for the previous

d;Ue,

year, this
form contains a statement
showing the percentage of total operating expenses which were
distrihuled on payrolls to approxiiii;itely so many persons, "suhstantially ;ill of whom reside on the comp;my's lines," and also
a statement of the amoimt spent for materials and supplies,
"the cost of wliicli includes large payments for labor expended

—

printed,
le:irn

is all

too short, ;uid

(lie

railro:ul worltl will

about the "other diM-rvions" that have

;ittr;ictirc.

And who

main elements

in this

shall s.iv that the

made

music

remarU.ible "uplift?

'

is

he eager to

this

work so

not one of the

As everybody knows,

the luiiquc social successes that have been recorded at the Isthmus
of Panama dtuing the last ten years have been due largely to the
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wise management of recreation. Paternalism in the management
of large enterprises has its occasional virtues, in spite of its
dangerous nature. Railroad men will recall that one of the best
records ever made in railroad building was that made by the
paternal the despotic Russian government, beyond the Caspian

—

—

sea, 25

Music, by well-trained bands, was a permanent

years ago.

feature of the off-duty life of the workmen there, and the morale
of the forces was notable. This paternalism at Pittsburgh evidently is of a kind that anybod\' can safely copy; anybody, that is,

who,
the

like

Mr. Wagner, "believes

mind of

a strong leader,

is

work. A "belief." in
any important work.

in" welfare

essential in

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL INTERLOCKING
'TpHIS
-*

plant

means an interlocking
switches are moved manually by means of

—

the ordinary "mechanical" machine, with

its

long levers and

its

—

rod connections along the ground while the signals are worked
by electric motors, a motor at each signal, controlled from the
cabin, as in a

man

within the territory of an automatic block system.
"electric slot" in the

power apparatus.

has to put forth no

more

With

electric

motors the signal-

physical effort than he does to turn

a doorknob and a succession of operations can be performed almost as fast as the mind can decide on them. The description of
the interlocking at Trenton, N. J., printed on another page, will

At

3,

1915

first

the

mechanical connections on the signal post,

was used for this purpose. But, particularly where the home
signals were made three-position and controlled by automatic
signals in advance, power mechanisms were also used.
It was
then that some of the levers in the machine in the cabin ceased to
be "mechanical" levers and began to control electric circuits only
function for which the smaller levers, used in power-inter-

—a

The

locking machines, were better adapted.

electric locking of

individual switch levers, or facing-point-lock levers

— followed,

and

— section

lock-

or control, designed to
prevent the clearing of the signal for any given route, unless the
actual position of the rails of each switch in that route corresponded with that of the lever for that switch.
ing

Now

term, as used by signal engineers,

where the

September

finally electric locking,

a mechanical plant to which

some or

of these electrical

all

features had been added, might, perhaps, properly be called an

But the

electro-mechanical plant.

final

development was the

elec-

tro-mechanical machine, combining mechanical levers for operation of the switches (and for facing point locks, where these are

used) with small levers, of the type used in power-interlocking
machines, for the operation of the signals and, in many cases,
for control of the mechanical levers. In practice a plant is not

;

attract the attention of

many

readers not particularly interested

it has seemed desirable,
somewhat arbitrary use of terms. This
combination of man-power and electric-energy is now so common

in

signal

engineers' technicalities, and

therefore, to explain this
in the signaling field

vania alone

— that

—there

being over 40 plants on the Pennsyl-

the subject should be of general interest, and a

brief comparison between this and the older arrangements will be

found profitable. In passing, the reader should be cautioned
concerning another arbitrary use of terms a misnomer, in fact;
the universal use of "lever" for the handle by which a signalman
causes the movement of a switch or signal. In power interlocking the "lever" may be a sliding bar, to open or close an electric
circuit, or a little crank to turn a spindle on its axis
but it is a
"lever" all the same, so strong is the force of habit.
Electro-mechanical interlocking, when compared with mechan-

—

usually called an electro-mechanical interlocking unless

electro-mechanical machine and

creases in the cost of installation, of maintenance and of operation and it is justified only by the increased safety and facility
;

of operation that

is

to be justified

evident

is

That the improvement is believed
from the extensive use already noted.

obtained.

The 44 plants on the Pennsylvania have been put in use during
the last six years some of them new and some reconstructed
plants.
And there are numerous similar plants on other roads.
;

The

electro-mechanical plant, like the purely mechanical,

ject to the limitation of the distance at

is

where either some of the switches are too far from the
machine for manual operation or the number of train movements
field,

so great that ease and quickness of operation are essential.
Electro-mechanical interlocking is simply the result of the

gradual addition of electrical devices to mechanical interlocking
plants and the substitution of electrical for mechanical operation
or control of certain parts of such plants.
Probably the first

was electric locking, in the nature of approach locking or
approach and route locking to prevent the movement of switches
and derails when trains for which the signals had been cleared
were approaching and passing through the plant. Next came
power-operated distant signals, installed because it was practistep

the long distances

move

signal

required

to

stopped between the distant and

home

signals

arms by

either rods or wires at

admit the fastest trains being

home

signals.

As

it

has an

of the electrical

;

therefore be

From

built.

this brief outline

what was

should not be
lever

it

moved

was surely

be seen that this elaboration of

will

at first a simple process

— the insuring that a signal lever

to "clear"

set right

until

its

corresponding switch
and, we may say, an

— has been a logical

inevitable process. At each point where the original interlocking
mechanism of 1860-1875 fell short of affording everything that
the operating officer could demand, the signal engineer was called
upon to provide something new and he has responded with
;

He has perfected his interlocking with marked resourcefulness and economj-. And here, as in
so many other questions of the railroad plant and its maintenance,
notable promptness and efficiency.

economy

is

the final

test.

by any means. Indeed,
goes without saying.

Not

that "safety first" is neglected; not

in the signal engineer's office safety first

sub-

the nature of things, electro-mechanical cannot displace complete
power interlocking to any great extent. The latter has its own

cally impossible to

all,

The electro-mechanical machine, for a given plant, has the
advantage over a mechanical machine equipped with electrical
devices on the mechanical levers, that it can be more readily and
rapidly operated on account of its smaller size and, in the opinion of some signal engineers, the electrical parts of the machine
are better suited to their purposes and more reliable.
At the
same time a saving in first cost is sometimes possible because the
machine occupies much less floor space, and a smaller cabin can

which switches can be

operated, but the speed of operation is somewhat greater because
of the smaller size of the machine and the smaller number of
heavily loaded levers to be thrown for a given movement.
In

is

or nearly

features mentioned.

;

ical interlocking which has no electrical features, presents a
complexity of electrical devices and circuits, and involves in-

all.

a third step,

were made semi-automatic when the plant was

ARE OUR GOVERNMENTS PERFECT?
T
•*-

N

the Railway

Age

Gazette for August

13, there was pub"Our Inefficient Governments." We
government regulation of business usu-

lished an editorial entitled

pointed out therein that

and fails of its purpose. The Eastland disaster,
occurring in spite of government inspection of steamships, was
ally is inefficient

cited as an illustration.
Our esteemed contemporary, the Topeka Capital, says that the Railway Age Gacette "therefore concludes as a logical proposition that the government should quit
attempting to regulate business."
We beg to say to the esteemed Capital that its statement regarding our conclusion is
not true. The conclusion which we drew was, we thought, as
clearly stated as the English language would permit. It was not
that government regulation should be abolished, but that there
ought to be a movement to make our governments more efficient so that regulation would be more intelligent, and in consequence would secure the results which it aims at.

The concluding sentences of the editorial in this paper, to
which the Capital refers, were as follows
"When shall we
have an honest, energetic and widespread movement for making our governments competent to perform the functions they
:

Septi£mbkk

3,

already have?
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Raising them to this plane of efficiency is absothem to the still higher plane of

lutely prerequisite to raising
efficiency

where they

will be

additional functions.

fit

to

perform large and important

The advocates

as well as the opponents

of further increases of government functions ought to be able

movement

to unite in such a

;

for by far the strongest

at present against further increases

argument

of government functions

is

the almost imbecile inefficiency which most of our governments
display in most of the things that they

now

undertake."

Topeka Capital strangely asserts, "an argument for anarchy." It is not an argument for no government
but for better government. Does not the Capital agree with us
that we need better management of our governments, as well as
This

is

not, as the

of our railways?

Or does

also the governor of

is

the fact that the editor of the Capital

Kansas make

all

governments entirely

satisfactory to it?

415

But there

courage.

is

something to be said on the other

side.

The railways themselves show inconsistency and want of courage when they ask the commission to allow advances in interstate rates, and at the same time fail vigorously to attack state
which are lower.

rates

It

is

primarily the

railways, and not that of the Interstate

business

of

the

Commerce Commission,

attack unremunerative state rates.
Furthermore, in the
long run, it will probably be better that the railways rather
than the Interstate Commerce Commission take the initiative in
to

this matter.

commission goes on

If the

letting the roads

interstate rates higher than the corresponding state rates

make

it

may

become the object of attacks for permitting unfair discrimination against interstate traffic.

If it should take the initiative in
an attempt to force up the state to the level of the interstate rates
it probably would be accused of going out of its way to aid
the railways and to attack state regulation.
Many persons

might suspect and allege that it did this mainly to increase its
own power. It seems not improbable that if it should show

THE RAILWAYS MUST MAKE THEIR
'TpHE worst part of government regulation
country

-^

is

OWN

much

FIGHT

of railways in this

the regulating done by the states.

There

is,

and

aggressiveness in attacking state regulation it might so
array the state commissions, state politicians and advocates of
state's rights against

regarding federal legislation and the way the Interstate Commerce Commission performs its duties. But the regulating done
by the federal government is in intelligence and fairness as far
above that done by the states as the heavens are above the earth.
There have been some state commissions whose performance
of their functions has been on a high plane.
This formerly
was notably true of the Railroad Commission of Massachusetts.
It has been and is still true of the Railroad Commission
of Wisconsin. The Wisconsin commission is strict to severity

concerns subject to its authority, but its excommand confidence and respect. The
same used to be true of the Public Service Commission of the
Second district of New York.
But most state regulation,
whether by legislatures or commissions, is as inexpert as it is
in controlling the

pertness and justness

unfair.
Besides, as to most matters, there is no consistency
between the policies of the various states, except that most of
them squeeze the roads as hard as the constitution and the
courts will let them.
Finally, regulation by the federal government and by the various states involves much duplication
and therefore much waste of energy and money on the part
of both the railways and the governments.
State regulation ought to be either eliminated or brought
into harmony with and subjection to federal regulation.
In the
Shreveport case the Interstate Commerce Commission found

was unfair discrimination between the state rates
from jobbing points in Texas to consuming points in east Texas
and the interstate rates from Shreveport, La., to the same
consuming points, and held that the railways must correct this
that

there

by raising the state rates or reducing the interstate rates. The
commission made clear that the discrimination resulted chiefly
from the fact that the state rates were unreasonably low.

it

would seem that

It

doubtless always will be, a good deal of complaint and criticism

way

effect.

not only that

These and other developments seemed to indicate
the commission looked with disfavor on inire-

munerative state rates fixed by public autliority,
might even take the aggressive in attacking them.

The

decision in the

Inil

lliat

it

the

federal courts, essential to securing the needed limitation
or abolition of state regulation would be for the railways to
take the initiative in bringing squarely before the commission
and the courts, and if necessary also before Congress, the situation created by unjust state' regulation in such a manner as
practically to force the federal authorities to assert and exercise
their paramount power. This may be done in various ways. For

example, there are many state passenger fares which are lower
than corresponding interstate passenger fares.
There are also

some

freight rale case seems to show
commission is not disposed to adopt any such policy.
It refused advances in interstate livestock rates, not
because
they were unrcasouablr, Iml because there were corresponding
state rates that were Invver.
Instead of state regulation being
that the

compelled by the federal governinciu

lo

conform

to

interstate

regulation, or instead

of iiUcrstate regulation being carried on
regardless of state regulation, state regulation was allowed In
exert a controlling influence on interstate regiil.ition.

The Railway
b\-

the

Aijc Ga::rltr has criticized the attitude assumed

C(iiunu''i'il(>M

In

tbi';

iu>il:imr

as

iuonnsi'itent

and larking

lower than the corresponding
should not the railways advance some

state freight rates that are

interstate

rates.

Why

of these state rates fixed by public authority to the same basis
as the corresponding interstate rates, and then when the states
proceed against them appeal to the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission for protection on the ground that the states are trying
to compel an unjust discrimination against interstate commerce?

commission should hold that the advanced state rates were
reasonable the federal courts, it would seem, could be relied on
If the

to uphold the railways in persisting in charging them.

There

no question that in almost every instance where a
being charged which is lower than a corresponding
interstate rate an unjust discrimination is being worked against
interstate commerce.
This is a condition which ouglit not to be
is

state rate

is

allowed to continue. It is wrong in itself and causes unnecessary and unfair losses to the railways.
It would appear that

Commerce Commission does not intend to take
the initiative in attacking this condition.
Therefore, it is for
the railways to open the attack, and the sooner and the more
vigorously they begin it the earlier and the more satisfactorily
the problem of regulation will be advanced toward a solution.
the Interstate

NEW BOOKS
Purchasing.
6

in.

By

by o

West 30th

C.
in.

S.

Rindsfoos, C.E.

Bound

in

Street,

New
well

cloth;

165 p.igcs; siic.

by McGr.iw Mill Book Company.
York.
Price, $2.

Pnlilislicd

This book might

Inc.,

2.1'>

be called

a psychological study of the
does deal to some extent with the
departnient organization of the purchasing office, its main emphasis is placed rather on the elemental things for which the
department is created. This is best explained by a citation of
the fallowing chapter heads: How to Obtain the Right Article;
low to Obtain the Lowest Price; How to Obtain Prompt Deart

Western

do harm to federal regulation.

long run the best and most certain
to get the legislation, or the action by the cormnission and

Subsequently, when the eastern railways raised their interstate
passenger fares to 2Vj cents a mile, while leaving many state
rates at 2 cents, the commission let the higher interstate rates

go into

as to

in the

(if

purchasing.

While

it

I

How to Obtain Favorable Terms, and Strategy. The
chapter on some of the Legal Aspects of Purchasing, written
by William W. Taylor, i'^ especially valuable, dealing as it docs
with the contract, the p.issing of title, etc. Nearly 60 pages of
the book are devoled lo specimen forms and contracts, thereby
livery;

making

ihr

volume

a useful reference book.
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THE UNNOTICED UNORGANIZED EMPLOYEES
Redstack, Ark.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The trenchant discussion of "The Rising Wage
:

and
18,

Differential

Cure," signed "Division Engineer," in your issue of June
contains many suggestive points for every member of the nonIts

organized class of railwav employees, to which class I belong.
During a varied experience of ten years handling a train sheet
or a chief despatcher's desk I have never belonged to any protecbut there have been many times when I have
tive organization
wondered if I should not be justified in joining six or eight of
;

them if they were available. Everybody in the operating department, outside of the brotherhoods, should think seriously on this
subject. The solution proposed would certainly appeal to all nonorganized employees. The matter, however, is beyond the province of division officers, and my impression of general managers
do not usually consider such radical measures yet I
some of them may give thought to the letter
written by Mr. Division Engineer.
The management of a railroad should see that some supervision
is made of the treatment accorded all classes of employees, and
that non-organized employees should be accorded protection and
treatment that would tend to promote their loyalty, rather than
or, in other words, induce them to shun, rather
alienate them
is

that they

;

sincerely hope that

;

than seek, protective organization.
inspectors,

Instead of having so

officers, etc., to see that

minor

man

a

toes the

many
mark

with authority to see that
they are given proper credit for the good that they achieve, and
are not criticized too severely for the errors that human beings
all

the time,

are bound to

endow

at least

make now and

one

officer

:

of their chief clerks. An unjust criticism cannot be designated
as such without a man imperiling his means of making a living.
Too often a man is hounded for a week over some matter that
does not amount to a hill of beans, simply because he overlooked
some unimportant paragraph in a bulletin book containing 795
told he must know
foreman who hapI know of a case where
be the general manager's brother-in-law and was pro-

by heart.
pened to

;

instructions which he

is

—

to train master because of his remarkable ability discharged a train despatcher for sawing a passenger train at a non-

moted

telegraph station, regardless of the fact that

the saw was

directly

caused by a drawbar failure.
In such cases, for an employee whose interests are bound solely
to the

company which he

are altogether too

serves, there

common

in

is

no redress.

Such things

various division headquarters to

need much citing of individual instances. If some self-respecting
general manager, who also had some respect for his railroad,
would step into some of the offices where I have had the honor of
serving, and look over some of the data by which the despatching
force were governed, he would no doubt call the janitor to dump
it all into a bushel basket and make a bonfire of it; and tell
the boys to start over.

Several years ago my employers were threatened with labor
and the superintendent called each despatcher into the
office and impressed upon him the fact that he was considered an
officer of the company, and as s\ich would be expected to subdifficulties,

merge

all

his personal interests

and service to the

The rooms provided

and give

company during

his undivided support

the trouble.

I

am proud

to

say that every one of us responded nobly to the occasion,
although it was exactly what I would have done without any preliminary coaching or reference to my being a member of the
But, a short time later when I requested some
official staff.
courtesies in the way of transportation, I was informed that such

some

for the despatching force in

in-

working
equipment is dilapidated and consists of pieces discarded by other
departments patched together; and their sanitary conveniences
if
there are any are of inferior grade and inconveniently
located.
Great improvements could be made in this respect on
almost any railroad, but if the despatchers were to formulate a
petition on the matter, it would be considered rank insubordistances are not

fit

for the habitation of swine

;

their

—

nation.

Let some railway company, as an experiment, create a new
Select a responsible man with a keen eye and reliable judg-

office.

ment in such matters. Give him some such title as "inspector of
methods," a fair salary, and instructions to canvass the system
and take up for correction all cases that he may find of unjust
criticisms or discipline, criticism or discipline rendered in such a
way that it humiliates, insults and angers a man unfavorable
physical working conditions shirking of responsibility and shift;

;

ing of responsibility to subordinate shoulders by those who are
designated to assume, and expected by the management to assume,
that responsibility; and general injustice and arbitrary treatment

men who must either submit or resign. He would find
enough of it to keep him busy for 365 days in the year.
There are many other ways in which railway companies can

accorded

serve their

own

interests by devoting a

I

who do

little

thought to the wel-

not belong to fraternal orders.

hope to live long enough to see some of them put into operation.
do not, I know that I shall live if the life insurance com-

—

If I

—

panies guess correctly as to my prospects to see a great
more men driven into organization in self defense.

Homer

many

Pigeon.

HANDLING OF CLAIMS FOR PERISHABLE FREIGHT

—

a section

No. 10
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were not granted to employees less than three years in service,
which was about six months more than I could claim. This was
an arbitrary ruling applying to all employees regardless of
whether the employee's allegiance was divided between the
company and some other institution or not.
I pondered deeply the question whether I was an "official" or
not, and if so, what an official consisted of, and came to the conclusion that if I was an official, an official in such cases consisted of at least two-thirds jackass for ever thinking that to dub
a despatcher an "official" carried any distinction except when it
served the company's interests.

fare of those employees

then.

For an example A train despatcher is subject to all the whims
and erratic criticisms of not only all the minor officers, but also

pages of instructions

Vol.

Chicago.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The purpose of this letter is, first, to protest again
:

which

is

throwing unnecessary expense upon

perishable freight; and,

all

lines

a practice

handling

secondly, to further protest against a

growing disposition on the part of the arbitration committees
of the Freight Claim Association to settle cases otherwise than
in accordance with the rules of the association, and contrary
to provisions of the tariffs under which the goods move.
During the last few years several loss and damage claims
filed against one commodity, viz., peaches in carloads, have been
reviewed. The shipments were handled under stated refrigeraand the investigations as a rule developed that the
cars failed to maintain schedule; that periods of over 24 hours'
duration between re-icing operations were permitted to elapse,
tion charges

and that the condition of the lading on arrival at destination
indicated through handling in transit. There is no lytchlished rule
to the effect that perishable freight must or should he re-iced
every 24 hours. In fact, the use of such a rule is condemned
by transportation authorities.
It has been the practice of

many

freight claim agents to ap-

portion claims of that description entirely on the refrigeration
record, adjudging each road guilty of negligence which had
Ijcrmittcd over 24 hours to expire between re-icings, although
the freight was in possession of such road during only part of

Freight Claim Association arbitration commitsuch 24 hours.
tees arc disposing of appeal cases in the same manner.

September

3,

Practically
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fruit disposed of in

cars of

all

Chicago have,

same

at

sorne time between the start of loading and completion of unloading, exceeded

made

out by railroad

and re-icing instructions inserted in accordance with
This is wrong, as the shipper should
plan.
tender the bill of lading complete for the railroad agent's sig-

have stated

when

refrigeration charges

stated

apply,

Shipments arrive

without

Here

is

a case in point

about 48 hours.

A

:

It

in effect that the

mentioned unauthorized 24-hour re-icing limit into the rules.
As between penalizing the initial lines for accepting or using
instructions such as are prohibited by tariffs, and distributing
liability amongst connecting carriers for failure to comply with
such instructions, the former would seem to be more reasonable.
The establishing of a 24-hour limit has broadened the field
for the "rate sharks" of the country, and even now consignees
are requesting carriers to show the exact hour and date of icing
in freight bills as well as the names of stations at which cars are

car arrived at destination with

full

obligation
to
re-ice
shipments moving under refrigeration
arrival of cars at destination," etc.
arrival at destination of carload perishable freight under refrigeration if shipment is not unloaded immediately carriers will see that
cars are properly iced and will examine tanks daily, filling to full capacity
whenever tanks get below half full."

Carriers*

charges ceases on

"Upon

re-iced.

would seem

that there can be

no excuse for railroads deon the one hand or, on
the other, for the committees of the Freight Claim Association
to base decisions upon their own precedents instead of upon the
tariffs and rules.
John F. Boylan.
It

liberately violating their tariff provisions

Nevertheless the terminal road was penalized for exceeding
unwritten and unauthorized 24-hour limit at destination.
(Arb. claim A 3345 Appeal Claim No. 566.)

the

is

usually

This is brought about by the arbitration committees of the Freight Claim Association reading the before-

the following rules

Following

charges

In the past they

ized accordingly.

and unloading was completed in
was handled under a tariff which carries

three-fourths

refrigeration

Agents of terminal roads comply literally with re-icing instructions published in tariffs in connection with refrigeration rates
and the roads are then adjudged guilty of negligence and penal-

destination in bad condition, checking,
and mashed," and are taken in charge
by consignees, who must pay for all ice furnished at destination
and, therefore, have undertaken to regulate the time of icing
and amounts supplied. It does not seem reasonable to say that
failure to re-ice a car of "over-ripe, rotten and mashed" peaches
every 24 hours after arrival at destination, regardless of all
other conditions and circumstances, constitutes negligence.
at

"over-ripe, rotten

ice-boxes

stated

acceptance of re-icing instructions
carriers and even when
shippers did furnish instructions they were disregarded.
The
refrigeration tariffs now carry specific instructions to all agents
not to accept re-icing instructions from shippers.

icing instructions.

say,

publish

from shippers was optional with the

some well-defined
and,

by one carrier to

offered

publish certain rules in connection therewith.

agents

nature,

when

should apply

which

TarifTs

of lading are

bills

principle

another.

the 24-hour limit.

Indications are that

417

an example of the extremes to which some freight

claim agents are going

A

was loaded

car

lading issued to

waybilled

at a point

to Philadelphia,

it

on a Western road and

The

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pa.

initial

line

bill

of

OFFICERS MUST BE TRAINED IN THE SCHOOL OF

erroneously

EXPERIENCE

movement it
The consignee was not

In the actual

passed through Pittsburgh on schedule.

Kansas

located nntil three days after the car passed the correct destina-

and it was then in Philadelphia. In the meantime there
was a heavy run of peaches. The markets at both Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia became glutted, prices fell and the consignee
tion

refused to furnish disposition. On account of the large supply,
peaches were being diverted away from the Philadelphia market.
This carload was sold by the carrier to the best advantage, but

No

complaint was made on account of their condiIn fact, the record showed the peaches were in good condiIt is clear that the loss was the result of excessive delay

at a loss.
tion.

tion.

caused by the car going astray. The road responsible for the
improper billing insisted on a complete investigation of the
handling.
It was developed that one period of 27 hours had
elapsed in transit between re-icings.
The 24-hour limit was
then introduced and the road responsible for failure to re-ice
within the limit was requested to assume SO per cent of the claim,
although damage to the shipment was not claimed.
TarifTs of recent issue provide that where shippers are not
satisfied

with the standard

rule,

i.

e.,

"re-ice to capacity at all

regular icing stations," they must specify the points where ice
is

as

and the amounts

to be furnished

"Re-ice every 24 hours,"

to be used.

"Re-ice

when

Such notations

necessary,"

"Keep

have been defined by competent authorities as
and unreasonable and their use prohibited by tariff

fully iced," etc.,

indefinite

The

publication.

propriety of the carriers' position in refusing

to accept perishable freight with such notations in bills of lading

was approved by the

Commerce Conmiission in a
Cease 6097, Providence Fruit
New York Central & Hudson River

Interstate

decision rendered last winter (I.C.

& Produce Kxchange
Railroad).

While

v.

this

decision

nished on a rate per ton basis,

is

it

would apply with equal

force anywhere that the shipper had a voice in regulating the
refrigeration.

Carriers should consistently use the same rules

they insist on shippers using,
the fact that carriers

may

viz.,

officers,

standard rules.

make some

above from shippers on account of their unreasonableness, the

splendid suggestions that should be very carefully
by the executives and managers of all railroads.

considered

This most iinportant work of conservation of men for posterity
has been and is neglected by most railroads evidently for the
same reason that it has been neglected by other corporations,
and even our government: i.e., the mad rush for quick re;

turns

;

the drawing on the bank of futurity

On some

roads

the

trouble

due

is

;

in short, selfishness.

stock jobbing by

to

the

which often has resulted in too frequent changes
in management.
Mr. Basford has done a good thing to show up the mistake
financiers

of putting college or technical
tions.

The

practice,

men

too freely into

posi-

official

vogue on some roads.
With very rare exceptions the college man has no ballast whatever.

Not only

I

believe, is

in

still

he without experience, he neglects to learn

is

from the experience which is available all around him. Too
often he assumes an attitude of superiority that freezes the
very sources of confidence, and promotes distrust and suspicion on the part of the rank and file.
Empiricism, in its better sense— true study of experience
has been one of the foundation rocks of every eminently
successful career, and the sooner railroad managements realize
the
of

fact

No man is (|ualificd to he put in charge
has not served in the ranks himself.

the better.

men who
And even

the

men who have

limes discriminate
a

central

business to

In view of

refuse to accept notations described

of Burlington
published in your issue of July 23, and the supplemen-

tary article by Mr. Wright in the following issue, most forcibly
portray the fundamental importance of the matter of organization in building up the personnel of the railway service, and

connection with ice fur-

in

still

City.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
The address of Mr. Basford before a meeting

governing

know

fairly

won

the promotion of men,

head

body

or

that justice

is

which

their
.so

must

way

will

at

there must be

make

it

its

done.

Mr. Basford said a timely word about clerks: "Clerks are
crowd of competent and incompetent men; usually
bliti<l-alley jobs with no training and no outlook."
"Blind

a neglected
in

in
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here

alley"

the

is

The

word.

right

clerk

so busy and so

is

no acquaintance
and
with officers and is therefore left out of consideration
even when he makes himself known he is likely to be pushed
aside on the pretext that unfortunately he lacks outside expeclosely confined in his dark alley that he has

;

rience,

My

etc.

opinion

that

is

who

officers

ing and

mostly

man whose

systematic than the

got their

start

more thorough go-

as clerks have proved on the whole to be

experience has been

not possible that the managements have kept so busy
for the past few years in dealing with the brotherhoods that
their loyal body of clerical men have in consequence been
Is

who

Is

rubs

fortunately

it

man

not also a fact that the outside

up against the

occasionally,

ofificers

is

frequently promoted to official position simply through fancy
or on account of his coming to notice on account of some one
Men are promoted without being subjected to a real
act?
This is wrong.
character or efficiency test.
Some such scheme as Mr. Basford suggests ought to be put
practice.

in

would help

It

to liberate these loyal

check on nepotism as
remarked of our forefathers
as though they are what you
and in no other
rise to it
put

a

well

— the

favoritism.

as

rebels of

want them

clerks,

—

1776

to be

and

As Burke
"Treat men

and they

will

When managements rise
way."
to this high plane there will be no need for the numerous
Intelligent, sincere,
committees, "safety first" or otherwise.
loyal men are always safe men, and such men can be evolved
;

way

only in the

No. 10

John Smith, Brakeman,
Dear Sir:
In making a personal examination of your record I
find that during the last twelve months no disciplinary
action, of any kind, has been taken in connection with
your service; no suspension and not even a reprimand.
It is a pleasure to note this satisfactory service and I
trust that you will succeed in making an equally credit-

Yours

it

largely overlooked?

59,

able record during the current year.

outdoor jobs.

in

Vol.

that Mr. Basford points out.

Outside Man.

truly,

.

Peter Jones, Engineman,

Dear

Sir

making

a personal examination of your record,
no suspensions, reprimands or other disciplinary action have been recorded against your name since
January 1, 1913. This satisfactory service for a period
of more than two years is evidence of good work on
your part, and I shall hope to be able to record, next
January, the fact that you have extended the two-year

In

I. find

that

record to three years.

Yours

truly,

.

Benjamin Baker, Conductor,
Dear Sir
In looking over your record recently I find that no
unfavorable disciplinary action has been taken in connection with your service as conductor since January I,
1912.
This satisfactory record for a period of three
years may justly be taken as evidence of excellent service and such excellence is appreciated by the manage;

ment.

Yours

COMMENDING GOOD SERVICE

versus

CONDEMNING BAD
New York

To THE Editor

of the Railvv.-\y

Age Gazette

City.

:

noticed in your issue of August 20, page 361, an account of
a "roll of honor" which is kept on the Conemaugh division of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, wherein every employee in the train
I

service

who

has

made

a perfect record

suspensions or reprimands
to other employees

— for

by having

—that

is,

freedom from

a year, has the fact

his

name

made known

printed on a bulletin.

Undoubtedly every active railroad man will look upon this
good move. Publishing only the bad and unpleasant things,
even when no names are mentioned, does not in all respects
satisfy the demands of justice and equity.
It is depressing tc
be constantly reading lessons and trying to absorb the admonitions contained in the lessions. On the other hand it is difficult
to formulate and classify the good things that a superintendent
feels disposed to say to the employees and so the whole situation
remains in a sense unsettled. This attempt to cure the difficulty
by means of the honor roll is therefore of general interest. If
there must be publicity, it will be a good thing to try, for a
time at least, the idea of publishing the good rather than the bad.
But publicity is not the only means of straightening out our
discipline.
There is a superintendent of a large division, of a
large railroad, not a thousand miles from New York, who carries
out the same idea as that embodied in Mr. Keiser's honor roll;
but without having a roll. He writes an individual letter to each
employee who is worthy of commendation. The commendatory

as a

statement

not rolled up, neither is it unrolled.
It is folded,
and put into an envelope. And when the recipient of such a
letter unfolds it you can rest assured tliat he sits up and takes
is

He

notice.

is

not reading

hand a statement

When

he gets

that

home

a tedious list of

names.

He

has

in his

of particular interest to him, himself.
he sluiws it to his wife, inside of ten
is

—

need of diplomacy feminine or other— in
getting the fact of the receipt of the letter properly circulated
among the neighbors he does not need to hunt far for the necesseconds.

If there is

sary assistance in that direction.
I

give you

disguised

:

two or three samples nf

k-ttcrs of

lliis

kind, sHghtly

truly,

.

It will be observed that the style of the letters differs somewhat in proportion to the length of the uneventful record. But,
whatever the style, the notable thing is that the superintendent

himself does look into the individual records. I think I am safe
in saying that results, in the way of a reduction in the number
of cases of discipline, are as satisfactory as those reported in
your article of August 20, or as reported by other roads which
have received mention in your columns now and then as making
great advance in the matter stated, but I will not venture to
enlarge on this feature of the matter, for the slackening in the

volume of

freight traffic on

most of the roads of the country

in

As
comparisons somewhat deceptive.
you have remarked in some of your editorials, the weeding out
of the less competent and less cautious men which follows a
diminution of freight traffic often results, automatically, in a
recent

years makes

marked improvement

all

in

C. C.

the service.

CONDITIONS THAT NEED CORRECTING
New

To THE Editor

When

of the

riding in

Railway Age Gazette

Yoek.

:

some of the suburban trains on even our leadwonder at times whether the pas-

ing railroads, one cannot but

senger department does not spend

its

entire time looking after

the interests of the traveling public on only the high-class through
trains.
On one of the most important suburban trains on a large

system operating into New York City, the train crew very frequently permits smoking in day coaches other than the smoking
cars, and cases are not infrequent where ladies entering the train
have to spread newspapers on the floor between the seats where

smokers have been spitting and throwing cigar ends, while winsills are at times covered with ashes knocked from cigars.
It is another common occurence on this train for the trainmen

dow

to omit the calling of important stations in some of the cars
and for passengers to have to open vestibule doors and raise

the trap doors because of no trainman being in attendance at
Conditions of this kind are a disgrace to
that end of the car.

any railroad and it is scarcely believable that the
are aware of their existence.

officers in

charge

E.

M.

Electro-Mechanical Interlocking at Trenton
Electric

Plunger

Power

Signals,

for

Locks,

No

Manual

Detector Bars

No

Switches;

for
;

Novel

Locking

By W. M. Post
Supervisor of Signals, Pennsylvania Railroad, Jersey City, N.

On

account of a change in the arrangement of the tracks of

during 1913, the wornout
mechanical interlocking of 66 working levers was replaced by
an electro-mechanical interlocking, U. S. & S., style P, of 22
working mechanical levers and 28 working electric levers. In
considering the type of interlocking to be adopted, it was found
that both the installation cost and the maintenance of an electromechanical plant would be somewhat less than for other types.
The compactness of an electro-mechanical, as compared with a
mechanical machine, as shown graphically in Fig. 2, was conthe Pennsylvania at Trenton, N.

Fig.

1

— Pennsylvania

J.,

Interlocking at Trenton, N.

sidered in connection with

J.

J.

parture from general practice for mechanically operated switches
has been found safe and practicable on account of the use of
the "indicating lock lever" in connection with the mechanical
switch lever. As the function of the indicating lock lever may

not be generally understood,

what

The
lever

in detail

its operation
with reference to Fig. 4.

indicating lock lever,

normal

at

A

;

when

when normal,

is

described some-

locks the mechanical

the indicating lock lever

the mechanical lever can be

moved and

on center,

is

the crossover operated

when

the mechanical lever is reversed, the indicating lock lever
can be moved from center to reverse position, locking the
mechanical lever reversed at A, provided the crossover switches

— Looking East

operation, and the space saved in

its

The

factor of safety of an electromechanical interlocking resulting from the actual mechanical
connection between a switch and the lever operating it, and the
electrical safeguards which are essential in a power interlocking, applied through the electric levers, was also considered.
the interlocking station.

The

macliine

below the

is

shown

Indication lights are located

in Fig. 3.

electric lc\crs to

show which track

MECHANICAL

circuits are occu-

MACHINE
26-3'

I—

S9 WORKING MECHANICAL LEVERS.

MACHINE

ELECTRO- MECHANICAL
ii'-sj'

28 WORKING

,

ELECTRIC

LEVERS.

I

Fig.

3

— Electro-Mechanical

Interlocking

Machine

ha\c responded to the movement oi the mechanical lever, arc
locked, and the indication is rccci\ ed.
If the indication is not
Fig.

pied.

2

Trenton Interlocking; Comparison of Old and

A

diagram showing the track layout

is

New Machine

mounted

directly

over the machine, and clockwork slow releases arc placed at
each end of the machine. Mercury slow releases are connected
to levers controlling

The switches

are

dwarf

signals located close to switches.

operated

through switch and

lock

move-

ments, eliminating the phuiger facing point locks, detector bars,
their

pipe coniici lions anil

levers.

This somewhat radical de-

received, the indication lock lever cannot be moved from its
center position, and as this lever actuates the mechanical locking
and unlocks signal levers only when its stroke is completed, all
signal

levers

arc

mechanically

locked

normal and

a

proceed

The detector lock prevents the indication lock lever from being moved from cither the normal or
reverse positiotis when llic track circuits controlling the crosssignal cannot he given.

over

arc occupied, which, in turn, prevents the mechanical
switch lever from bring moved because it is locked at A.
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It will be noted that all vital parts of the machine, namely,
mechanical lockinp;, spring combination, indication and detector
locks, are actuated by the small levers, resulting in a minimum
amount of wear and strain on these parts. The mechanical
lever and the pipe connections are merely to transmit the power
applied by the leverman to the switch.
counterweight, W, is
applied to the tail levers of the mechanical levers to assist in

A

moving the lever
apply more power

to the

normal

move a
was found
to

position.

As

a leverman can

lever to the reverse position than

normal, it
that the addition of the weight
evened up the effort on the part of the leverman. It was also
found that a switch moves easier during the iirst part of the
lever stroke, and the momentum gathered by the weight while
moving the lever about half-way helps to carry the switch to
to the

—

LOCKING
LlA,"iNL

PLUNGER--^
PLUNGER:
,.

Vol. 59, No. 10

versed, and should the pipe line be pulled by something dragging,
the first movement of the slide rod would lift the armature and

the locking

dog would engage the projection on the

movement

thereby locking the switch

slide

rod,

against further movement.

on center, as is the case when the
magnet is energized, and the first
rod would lift the locking dog, allowing

If the indicating lock lever is

switch

to be thrown, the

is

movement of

the slide

moved

the switch to be

in the usual way.
very rugged.
Several tests proved that
the pipe line would break should it be caught, and the electric
lock still hold and prevent the switch from being pulled open.
The same tests were applied on a switch equipped with the
usual mechanical connections to see if the plunger lock and lock
rod would hold the switch closed if the operating pipe line was

This

electric

lock

is

OOG

ABMATUREr~

INDICATING LOCK

S.aL MOVEMENT

LEVER.

NORMAL.

Fig. 6.

— Garber

Switch and Lock

Movement

caught and pulled. The results showed that the front and lock
rods bend and the switch can then be pulled open. These locks
are only placed on switches where a track intervenes between
the switch and the pipe line, and which face the normal direction of traffic.
Fig. 4 shows the mechanical movements of this
lock.

Fig. 4.

— Connections

the completion of the

The electric current is obtained from the 3,300-volt, 60-cycIe,
underground signal feeders which supply the signal system
between Trenton and Holmesburg Junction, about 20 miles.
of

Levers and Switch

movement and

lock

it.

Movement
In other words,

the addition of the weight smoothes out the lever

The

both directions.

The generators

movement

in

furthest crossover at the east end of the

and
tracks, is 1,040 ft. from the machine.
It is operated with one mechanical lever and is easily thrown.
The Garber switch-and-lock movement, which was designed

plant,

between Nos.

1

for electro-mechanical

interlocking,

and movable-point frog.
and-lock movement
switch, and

is

is

The

was used

for each

pipe connection to this

in the direction of the

for this

ers are placed through the interlockings to furnish current for

the track circuits and lights.

ampere hours

ments

at this plant

show

this

the

14-volt storage battery of ISO

through a mercury-arc rectifier,
furnishes direct current for the signals and indicators.
There are, on an average, 1,350 signal and 1,900 switch move-

switch

movement of

A

capacity, charged

switch-

operated by a direct thrust or pull on the oper-

system are situated in the pumping
from Trenton. Suitable transform-

station at Bristol, 10 miles

each day.

The

results of

two years of

service

type of interlocking to be entirely practicable at a

busy point.

There are now 44 such plants

in

service

on the

Pennsvlvania Railroad.

ating rod of the switch, instead of through an escapement crank

or a motion plate.
OPERAnNCROoT

This reduces to a

minimum

the

power

re-

LEHIGH VALLEY'S NEW YORK ORE DOCK

^

TO SWtTdM,

The Lehigh Valley
on New York bay, 5

is

building at Constable Hook, Bayonne,
the Battery, a long pier

miles south of

be the northern terminus of a line of ore-carrying
to be used by the Bethlehem Steel Company to
bring iron ore from Chile by way of the Panama Canal. Ore
will be brought also from Cuba.
The new pier will be 1,060 ft. long and 67 ft. wide, and there
A channel which will insure 35
will be a basin 200 ft. wide.
The pier will have
ft. of water at low tide will be dredged.
four railroad tracks running its whole length, and will be
equipped with modern unloading machines, two of them, which
can work on one vessel at the same time, each with a ma.ximum capacity of 500 tons an hour, or both together, 300 cars

which

will

steamships,

NORMAL.

SV/ITCH
MOTE^rtXEO PLATE AND
^VITCH OPERATING

SWITCH

BEING

THROWNSWITCH REVERSED.

MOVABLE PLATE ANO SLOTS
IN HEAVY OUTLINE.
ROD ANO SLIDE ROO TOR U3CK CONNECTED TO UOVABL£
SLOTS

Fig. 5.

— Garber

Switch and Lock

IN

DOTTED

OUTLINE

PINS IN SLOTS.

Movement

A diagram showing the mechanmovements for unlocking, throwing and locking the switch,
shown in Fig. 5. A view of this switch-and-lock movement
shown in Fig. 6.

quired to operate the switch.
ical
is
is

In mechanical and electro-mechanical interlockings,
sible,

altliough

the probability

is

it

is

pos-

very remote, that something

dragging from a passing train may catch the cross pipe lines
and pull a switch open. On account of pipe lines crossing so
many tracks at this point, it v. as thought best to lock electrically the facing point switches which might be pulled open when
in the normal position.
An electric lock for switch-and-lock
movements has been designed to accomplish this. The magnet
is de-energized when the indicating lock lever is normal or re-

of ore a day.
of the new pier adjoins the plant of the Standard
Plans of the Bethlehem Steel Company contemplate an annual importation of 750,000 tons of ore from its
beds in Chile (Coquimbo). The Chilean deposits of iron ore,
grading very high, are said to be the largest known in the

The

Oil

site

Company.

world.

The foundation
710

ft.

of the pier includes a section of cribbing

long and 46

ft.

wide.

work

Construction of the
Material Progress

Which
Encouraging progress

is

1,000-

eral viaduct piers

ft.

Being Made on the Ten-Mile Line

made on the East River Bridge
Connecting Railroad. All masonry

work has been completed except
ments of the

Is

the top portions of the abut-

Hell Gate arch and the neat

on either side of the

Connecting Railroad
New Haven

Will Connect the Pennsylvania and

being

New York

division of the

New York

latter,

work of

which would

sev-

inter-

fere with the erection of the arch and which cannot be built

The erection of the four inverted
until after it is completed.
bow-string trusses of the Little Hell Gate bridge and of the
Hell Gate arch bridge is now in progress, all other portions- of
the steel work of the three and one-half miles comprising this
section being now in place except the girders of the Ward's
Island and Long Island viaducts, most of which are in temporary
use in the back stays for tlie erection of the 1,000-ft. arch.
From the standpoint of the magnitude of the expenditure, together with the formidable character of the engineering prob-

island
nel

and under the Hudson river through the Pennsylvania timA
connect directly with the main hne for the West.

to

double-track freight line will leave the passenger line at Stemler
street. Long Island City, the southern end of the East River
will continue east and south to a connecManhattan Beach road of the Long Island

Bridge division, and
tion with

the old

system near Fresh Pond Junction. The freight line then conLong Island branch to Bay Ridge, directly opposite the Greenville (N. J.) freight yards of the Pennsylvania,

tinues over the

«.,».«-ff-«^^^^^H^Mit-l
Skew Crossing

of

with which there

-

^

^^**^" -'^^^^^^^^^*^^*'^**-^
:

New York

Connecting Tracks Over
Tracks in the Bronx

is

connection by means of ferries.

for the construction of the

new work on

New Haven

A

contract

the freight line has

Wilson & English Construction ComYork, and to P. McManus, Inc., Philadelphia.

recently been let to the

pany,

New

THE BRONX

.\NI)

RANDALL'S ISLAND VIADUCTS

The four New York Connecting tracks join the four New
Haven tracks at One Himdred and Forty-second street in the
Bronx, the New Haven tracks being spread to allow two new

,\

Map

of

New York and

Vicinity, Showing Location
York Connecting Railroad

lems involved

in the

of

the^New

accomplishing of a definite strategic pur-

compares favorably with the entrance of the
Pennsylvania on Manhattan island. An account of this undertaking, together with a record of the earlier progress on the
various structures, was given in the Raihvay Age Gazette on
pose, this project

\

Nsy^/B

il

November 13, 1914.
The four-track line

of the New York Conufctinu Railroail
Haven's Harlem River branch at One lluu<lriil
and Forty-sccoud street, in the Bronx, crosses Bronx Kills to
Randall's Island, then crosses Little Hell Gate to Ward's Island,
then turns sharply to the left across Hell Gate to Long Islanil
on an arch bridge having the longest span in the world. A connection is made in Long Island City with the Pennsylvania sysPassenger trains will use
tem, through the Sunnysidc yard.
this coniH'i'lioM. passing undir llic I'^.tst river to Maiihattrin
leaves the

New

West Abutment

of Hell

l£

Gate Arch, Showing Slayback Structure

tracks to be located in the middle.

The other two new

are constructed on the east side of the old

line,

all

tracks

four tracks

being laid on an earth fill between retaining walls as far south
From that point to
as One Hundred and Thirty-eighth street.
One Hundred and Tliirtx second street, where the difference in
elevation Ix'lween the iu« and the old tracks is too treat to allow
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the use of the retaining walls and earth embankment, rectangular
concrete piers are used under each of the two double-track portions of the line,

The

which carry 64- ft. -deck girder spans.

girders are provided with ballast lloors, I-beams spanning

transversely across the girders and imbedded in concrete, form-

The
known

ing the support for the ballast.
are equipped with what are
riveted to each edpc to

form

top flanges of the girders
as

dam

angles,

a channel-shaped

Hell Gate Arch, East

one being

trnuRh for

tlic

Every third beam projects beyond
imbedment to support plank walks be-

rigidly in position.

the edge of the concrete

tween and outside the tracks, the outside walks being protected
by iron

flat

jiipe railinys-

Frofrcss on iHe Frscf.on of the Hell Gate Arch.

Between One Hundred and Thirty-second and One Hundred
and Thirty-third streets the X'w Haven tracks curve to the
right to follow westward along t!ie north shore of Bronx Kill.
In consctjucncc it is necessary for the two inside connecting
tracks to cross over the two easterly New Haven tracks on a

skew.

The manner

of handling

accompanying photograph.
construction is made for the two
in the

tlie

The

span lengtli of

tlic

No

tliis

cliange

59,

No. 10

problem is shown
from the standard

east connecting tracks, nor

is

girders for the two west tracks modified.

girders are supported at their ends by heavy double-webbed

cross girders, in turn supported on the east

l)y

the piers for the

and on the west by heavy section columns placed
between the two cast and the two west New Haven tracks. The

east tracks

Abutment and Backstay.

The I-beams of the lloor are supreception of tlic concrete.
ported over these channels on small cast-iron blocks, while clip
angles riveted to the beams and to the dam angles secure the
beams

very

Vol.

First Set of

Ties

in Position

girders in the lower foreground carry the

New Haven

tracks

over One Hundred and Thirty-third street. The vertical cross
bracing on the right is not a truss, but serves as longitudinal
sway bracing to take the traction forces from the tracks overhead. A rocker column is shown in the distance.
In the Bronx, south of the skew- crossing, and on Randall's
Island, the viaduct girders are carried on piers consisting of two

Second Set

of Ties in Position

on the East Side

heavy shafts or columns connected by an arched diaphragm or
girder. The piers vary from 50 to 90 ft. in height. On Randall's
Island the girders are from 80 to 87 ft. in length, the details
corresponding very closely to those

in

the Bronx \''iaduct.

girders for the two center tracks were erected

first,

Tlie

and with

September

3,
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tracks in place on these an opportunity

was afforded for very
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This traction truss

forces.

rapid erection of the girders for the outside tracks, a condition
of which the erectors took advantage, as witnessed by the attain-

chord

ment of a record for steel erection, 1,500 tons in a period of six
and one-half hours. The equipment consisted of a 68-ton capacity derrick car and a 50-ton capacity locomotive crane, which
worked facing each other on one center track while the girders
were delivered on cars on the other. The girders arrived completly riveted up in pairs, forming a complete span which weighed

riveted between the chords.

about 87 tons.

THE HELL GATE BRIDGE

The most important

feature of the entire project

floor intersect

The

bottom
where the bottom chord and the

by means of horizontal traction girders 8

ft.

deep

many unusual conditions.
by 17 ft. by IH in. thick. Some
of the members are heavier than any previously handled in
fabrication and erection involve

There are gusset

plates 10

ft.

The largest section of the bottom chord
weighs 185 tons, ready to erect. However, the gusset plates are
of such dimensions as to preclude their shipment assembled with
the section, so the weight of the pieces as shipped was 150 tons.

structural steel erection.

3'^

the 1,000- ft.

is

will transmit its load to the

at the third panel point,

(-3-0"

span steel arch over Hell Gate, noteworthy among the world's
greatest bridges as the longest steel arch and as a structure of
unusual proportions, designed for four railroad tracks with conballast

crete

floors.

hinged trusses, 60

It
ft.,

of two

consists

spandrel-braced,

two-

center to center, with chords separated

and 40 ft. at the crown.
and the roadway, between
chords at the springing line and suspended below the bottom
chord in midspan, is 135 ft. clear above high tide. The abutments consist of monumental masonry towers of great size and
vertically 140

The

ft.

at the springing line

of the bottom chord

rise

220

is

ft.

weight to give the necessary verticality to the resultant thrust

on the foundation, particularly on the Ward Island side, where
the rock surface is from 58 to 120 ft. below the ground level.
In

all,

ture

is

19,000 tons of high-carbon steel are required.

characterized by the unusual proportions of

details.

\%

Rivets are

The bottom chord

in.

diameter,

many

The strucmany of the

of them 11

in.

long.

consists of a double rectangular section hav-

6^ ft. with a depth varying from llyi ft.
7% ft. at the crown and involves the use
The maximum total stress is 28,650,000 lb.,

ing a uniform width of
at the springing line to

of webs 2

in. thick.

for which a section of 1,385 sq.
consists of built-up I-beams 48

in.

in.

is

provided.

deep, spaced 60

The
in.

top chord
apart, with

cover plates on top and angle-bar lacing on the bottom.
A feature of particular note is the floor. The eight lines of

Typical Cross Section of the Eastern Viaduct
In order to

make sure of

correctness of shop

work

the arches

were assembled in a horizontal position in the shop yard, an
operation which had to be performed in several stages because
the shop yard was too small to permit the entire arch to be
assembled at one time. Rivet holes for the chord splices w-ere
drilled out of the solid while the pieces were in the assembled
position.

The structure is being erected by cantilevering from the towers
means of backstay structures built behind them, which are
shown in the accompanying photographs. These and the counterliy

weights at their extremities consist almost entirely of material
to be used in the Long Island and Ward's Island viaducts and
of stringers and hangers of the arch structure. These backstays
stand on natural foundations with bearing pressures not exceeding five tons per square foot, save in one case

on Ward's Island,
were necessary. The footings are of timber under Igrillages.
Directly upon these footings are placed four
lines of girders continuous from the piers to the coiuiter-weight,
which are provided to take the horizontal component of the back-

where
beam

piles

On

stay pull.

Erection of First Section o( the North Pedestal of the

West

Abutment
stringers

for the tracks and the four lines of strin)j;ers for the

beams spaced 42'/i
which are riveted to members of the arch
trusses and the remaining 16 suspended below the bottom chord
by box-shaped hangers to which the beams are attached by pins
16 in. in diameter. These susiieiidi-d beams arc 93 ft. In;, 9 fl.
deep over all in the middle and consist of two plate girders with
webs 24 in. ajiart, covered top and bottom by 48 in. cover plates.
They weigh 86 tons each. As the floor is not located between the
cantilcvcrcd sidewalks are supported by floor
ft.

apart,

eight of

chords of the trusses it is necessary to ()rovide a hori?onlal truss
in the plane of the floor to take care of the traction .uid liraking

these are placed the cohmins, consisting of girders

and railroad floor stringers. .MI members of the backstay structure which will be used eventualK in ibe pernianont bridgework
arc designed to require little moditicition after the temporary use
has been completed.
Ml iiiembers used in comnrcssion as columns or struts have been provided with milled ends. The

members used
for bolted

in tension

splices w4iich

flame after the arch

made by
the work

special

is

arc provided with extensions to allow
can be cut ofT with an oxy-acctylcnc

completed.

Several ancle connections are

structural i>arts which

completed.

w-ill

be discarded after

Most of the sway bracing

is for temporary use only.
In order to permit ereclion of the arch l)y the method chosen
it has been necessary to slop the masonry of the towers temporarily at the level of ttu- tracks
Tlio hackstav structure was
is
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erected by means of a stitl-Ieg derrick set on a platlorm witli
long legs in the rear to permit it to stand on and advance up
the inclined plane of the backstay as the erection progressed.

a hinge until all the dead load has been applied, after whicli

When

loading.

the

work had advanced

to the stage

shown

The crown

ihe section.

joint will be left unriveted to serve as

make a two-hinged arch for live
has been necessary to provide considerable allowance

the splices will be completed to

in the photo-

It

graph of the west abutment, the erection traveler was set up
on the first tie of the back stay directly over the top of the abutment in the position shown. It was then ready to proceed im-

for deformation for the structure during erection.

mediately with the erection of the arch. The general method
followed is shown in tlie photograph of the cast abutment. The

elongation of the long tension

The

length

arch members has been corrected for dead load stress,
while the tower of the backstay is tilted backward so that the

of

all

position

when

full

tlie

load

members
is

applied.

will bring

to a vertical

it

Frequent observations

are taken for the deflection of the panel points of the arch ring,

and as these are inaccessible to direct measurement or leveling
it is necessary to determine their absolute position by triangula-

from base

tion

lines at the foot of each

abutment, perpendicular

to the axis of the bridge.

A

photograph shows the erection of the first section of the
This weighs 117 tons and

north pedestal for the west abutment.
is

composed of

six separately-cast sections bolted together.

The

complete pedestal consists of three tiers, weighing in all 275
tons. The upper face of the top tier forms a seat for the cast
shoe on the end of the bottom chord, the shoe having a slightly
curved bearing face to form a hinged joint.
As the great
weight of this pedestal is carried on the steep slope of the skewback it must be supported by tie-bars projecting from the abutment until the full arch thrust is obtained. These tie-bars connect by means of pins to ears projecting from the rear of the
top section of the pedestal and will be cut off after the arch
has been fully erected. The maximum bearing of the pedestal

on the skewback, which
sq.

Material

in.

is

of granite masonry,

is

is

800

lb.

per

delivered to the site on car floats and

is

imloaded by a derrick to cars standing on temporary tracks.

THE EASTERN VIADUCT
Dcbevoise Avenue Arch, Long Island Eastern Viaduct
erection had just been completed to the sixth panel point, one

short of the point for attaching the second set of

shown

ties.

The

first

over the front face of the abutment, temporary I-beams being used to make the connection between the backstays and the ends of the top chords of the arch.
With the traveler ofif the arch the other derrick can proceed
set of ties is

in position

with the completion of the top of the backstay to make ready
for the second tie. In a third photograph, showing later progress
on both cantilevers, the second ties are seen in position on the
east side.

Tlie traveler consists of a stiff-leg derrick on a platform sup-

Potter

Avenue

East of the Long Island viaduct, which extends for 2,868 ft.
east of the Hell Gate bridge, there is a structure 3,480 ft. long
as the Eastern viaduct. This consists of an embankment
between vertical retaining walls, interrupted at the intervening
streets by concrete arches and steel bridges and embodies a number of special features. The tracks are from 35 to 60 ft. above
the street level, and, although this is a formidable height for
retaining walls, they were adopted in place of open-viaduct construction because certain features embodied in the design resulted in a more economical structure than it was possible to
obtain with other designs. The walls are 3 ft. thick at the top
with a face batter of 1 in 40, the back being vertical. They are

known

Long

Crossing,

Island Eastern Viaduct

ported on a tower carried on fur-wheel carriages rolling on
tracks laid on the top chorl. The rear of the traveler is raised

tied together

or lowered to keep the platform level with the varying inclina-

some

tion of the top chord by

means of pin

lioles set at

various eleva-

tions in the rear legs.

The arch

will

be erected as

;i

ihree-hinged structure.

The ends

all bottom chord sections arc milled to give bearing on the
middle third of the section only, the complete joint being made
by splices riveted to from 60 to 80 per cent of the strength of

of

lar

through the

fill,

giving a form of construction simi-

to the reinforced concrete U-alnitments
railroads.

frequently used by

However, as the walls arc 57^.

concrete protection for the

tie

ft.

apart the

rods, as ordinarily placed in the

form of cross walls, would have added a large volume of conwhich would require heavy reinforcement for flexure on
account of the heavy superimposed four-track load and the wide
span. This has been avoided by the use of a special form of
crete,

construction

made

possible by careful preparation

of the filling

September
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which insures almost absolute security against settlement and
has also permitted a large reduction in the assumed lateral earth
pressure in design.
The transverse ties consist of Zy^-in. diameter steel rods
ft. centers, both vertically and horizontally and anchored at each end to horizontal and vertical 8-in. 16>4-lb. chanThe channels are imbedded in
nels through their intersection.
the walls 6 in. from the e-xterior faces. The walls are reinforced
in addition by 1 in. square horizontal rods, spaced 1 ft., center to
center vertically between the horizontal channels. The tie rods
are protected by a covering of concrete 10 in. square, except that
every 70 ft. along the viaduct one vertical tier of the rods is
enclosed in a solid transverse wall, which serves as a diaphragm
to give the structure the desired transverse stiffness and divide
it into convenient units for filling.
The filling is a natural mixture of sand and clay obtained
from a shovel cut in the Sunnyside yard of the Pennsylvania,
three and one-half miles distant, a material which stood practically vertical in the cut.
It was concluded that if this material could be placed in the fill as compactly as it was found
in its natural state there would be ample insurance against settlement, and if proper precautions were taken to provide drainage a material reduction in the assumed lateral earth pressure
for the design of the walls would be justified.
The fill was placed in layers 1 ft. thick, with a crown of 1 ft.

spaced 10

425

surface or established grade.

These consisted of rubble stones
and carried

piled up loosely to give a 2-ft. by 3-ft. cross section
to

The concrete

the top of the walls.

protection for the

tie

rods was placed as the filling was brought up to the level of the
rods. The fill was delivered in trains consisting of eleven 3.8-yd.

dump

handled by a dinky engine. These were
work supported by transverse timber trusses, the bottom members of which extended only
20 ft. below the top of the wall, thus avoiding the burial of any
appreciable amount of timber work in the fill.
The viaduct is pierced by a number of concrete subways spanning the entire width of the street with simple concrete arches,
all of which are on a skew and semi-circular in section, except
the ones over Debevoise avenue and Stemler street, which are
capacity

moved over

cars

the structure on trestle

arches. The arches in all cases are reinforced concrete rings
supported on abutments consisting, except in the case of Debeflat

voise avenue and Stemler street, of thin-faced walls braced by

deep counterforts. The viaduct structure, including the arches,
is built monolithic without expansion joints, sufficient steel having been provided in the side walls to take care of temperature
changes.
In addition to the seven arch subways there are three steeldeck truss structures crossing one or more streets on sharp
skews, where the arches would have been impracticable. The line
crosses Potter avenue, a street 80 ft. wide, at an angle of about

20 deg., resulting in a structure consisting of three 13S-ft. spans,
the intermediate support being provided by two rocker bents of

two columns each, each having one column in the center of the
street, the other column in each case standing outside of the
The superstructure consists of a
street line on opposite sides.

Warren

riveted truss having a top chord continuous over the
top of the bents from end to end of the bridge, with an expansion joint at one abutment only. For this reason the bents act
rockers,

as

the truss load being applied on top of the cross

girders through heavy cast-steel pin bearings, while the columns

are supported

at

The

10-in. pins.

their

bases on cast

equipped with

pedestals

bents are of very heavy construction, consisting

of heavy box-section columns

made up

of built-up I-beams con-

The box

nected by cover plates on both sides.

girders which

carry the load of the four trusses to the two columns are 10 ft.
deep, with heavy double diaphragms at each truss concentration.
Fillet

brackets, 7

ft.

on a

side,

stiffen

the connections of the

girders to the columns.
Tlie floor system consists of floor beams and stringers resting
on the tops of the top chords. The stringers have their top

flanges level with the tops of the floor

beams

to facilitate the

use of a solid concrete floor designed for ballast track construc-

i-WebPls.38'x^

A plank sidewalk, protected by a pipe hand railing, is
provided on either side of the four tracks.
A two-span deck truss structure has been provided at Frankfort and Stcinway streets, and a four-span dock structure be-

B-Flg.lSS\8\lj

tween Albert street and Flushin.g avenue.

tion.

Column.
B-\/VebPls.3B"xlk'

These are similar

Potter avenue, except that the intermediate supports are masonary piers to which the load is
applied from the bottom instead of the top chord. Consequently,
in design to the structure at

the

bottom chords are continuous from

structure,

The American Bridge Company has
Potter

Avenue Bridge

Details of

Rocker Bent

square inch of the area was obtained. The result was a surface
would scarcely take an impression from a boot heel and the
filling was made so compact that the volume meastircmcnts in
that

place agreed to within loss than

ments

1

per cent with the measure-

Simultaneous with the placing of llie fill,
drainage chimneys were built along each wall over weep holes
piercing the walls every 10 ft. at the level of the natural ground
in

the cut.

to

end of the

the contract for fabricat-

Long Island and Ward's
The McClintic Marshall Construction Com-

ing and erecting the arch bridge and the
Island

in the width lu-tween the walls and was rammed in place by IngersolI-Rand foinulry tampers. In general the tamping was conducted by shifting the tools one-half the width of the hammer
face with each blow, so that an equivalent of two blows on each

end

instead of the top chords.

viaducts.

pany furnished and erected the other viaducts and the Bronx
Kills bridge, and is now erecting the Little Hell Gate bridge.
All the work on the East River division is under the direction
of Gustav Lindcnthal, chief engineer; O. H. Ammann. assistant
chief engineer, and II. W. Hudson, construction engineer, New
York Connecting Railroad.
VAt.HATioN OF Railroaps IV WvoMiNii.— The Wyoming State
Board of F.quali/ation has fixed the total assessed valuation of
all

railroads

in

tlie

over the valuation of

state
last

for IQlii

at

$.'>.'i,

year of $3,235,110.

120,350,

an increase
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RULES FOR INSPECTION OF LOCOMOTIVES
AND TENDERS

capacity by orifice test as often as conditions may require, but
not less frequently than once each three months. The diameter

Age

Gazette of August 20, page 357,
i conference of representatives of the railways, of the Bureau
of Locomotive Boiler Inspection and of organized labor was
.\s

noted

in the

Railivay

Vol. 59, No. 10

of orifice, speed of compressor and the air pressure to be main-

All of the rules are published in Bulletin

selves.

70,

These rules will be presented to the InterCommerce Commission by the Bureau of Locomotive Boiler

tion to Legislation.
state

Inspection for acceptance.

The railways

substitute rules for rules 18, 29

more important

of the

rules,

and

31.

will probably present

The following

is

a

list

those printed in italics being the

rules not accepted by the representatives of the railways

Rule

I.

— The

railroad

company

will

be held

responsible

for

the general design, construction and maintenance of locomotives

and tenders under its control.
Rule 2. The mechanical officer in charge, at each point where
repairs are made, will be held responsible for the inspection
and repair of all parts of locomotives and tenders under his
jurisdiction.
He must know that inspections are made as required, and that the defects are properly repaired before the
locomotive is returned to service.
Rule 4. Each locomotive and tender shall be inspected after
each trip, or day's work, and the defects found reported on an
approved form to the proper representative of the company.
The form is shown herewith

—

—

y Initials

Railroad.

locomotive and tender must be inspected after each

form whether needing repairs
made hereon for failure to repair any
defects reported, and the form approved by foreman before the locomotive
is

returned

to

Inspected

on

within

the

5

lb.

adjust-

ment of the low-

8J^ C.C.

pressure

gover-

nor.

New York

2a
6a
5b

Do
Do

100 single
100 single
100 single

3/16
7/32
5/16

61

lb.

62
50

lb.

lb.

— Every

main reservoir before being put into service
once each 12 months thereafter shall be subjected to
hydrostatic pressure not less than 25 per cent above the maximum
allowed air pressure. The entire surface of the reservoir shall
Rule
and at

8.

least

hammer

be

tested each time the locomotive

is shopped for genthan once each 18 months.
Rule JO. Distributing or control valves, reducing valves, triple
valves, straight-air-double-check valves, dirt collectors and brake
cylinders shall be cleaned and brake cylinders lubricated as often
as the conditions require to maintain them in a safe and suitable
condition for service, but not less frequently than once each
six months.
Rule IS. The minimum piston travel shall be sufficient to
provide proper brake shoe clearance when the brakes are released.
The maximum piston travel when locomotive is stand-

eral repairs, but not less frequently

—

—

ing shall be as follows

Cam

type of driving-wheel brake

Other forms of driving-wheel
Engine truck brake

3 J^ in.

brake

Tender brake

6

in.

8
8

in.
in.

—

14.

lb.

cylinder pressure of 50

this

Ride IS. The
and known to be
each

in safe

CABS,

and

when

used, shall be tested

suitable condition for service before

WARNING SIGNALS, AND SANDERS

—

* * * * Road locomotives used in regions where
Rule 16.
snowstorms arc generally encountered shall be provided with
what is known as a "clear-vision" window, which is a window
hinged at the top and placed in the glass in each front cab door
or window. These windows shall not be less than 5 in. high,

time

at

lb.

train signal system,

trip.

service.

Date

maintained
of

9J/^

11

—

DAILY LOCOMOTIVE INSPECTION AND REPAIR REPORT.

— Each

orifice

(inches)

!Main reservoir leakage shall not exceed an average
per minute in a test of 3 minutes duration. Brake pipe
leakage shall not exceed 5 lb. per minute. Brake cylinder leakage shall not exceed S lb. per minute per cylinder from an initial

Locomotive

Instructions.

...

Do
Do

of 3

Number

trip or da.v's work and report made
Proper explanation must be
or not.

Air
pressure

Dia. of

minute

}To
Westinghouse

Rule

r

Strokes
per

Size

compressor

Make

recently

issued by the Special Committee on Relations of Railway Opera-

use are given in the following

table

held August 23 to discuss the rules and instructions for the inspection and testing of steam locomotives and tenders submitted
by the Bureau of Locomotive Boiler Inspection. Sixty-one rules
were considered and all but rules 18, 29 and 31 were finally
so drafted that they were accepted by the representatives of
the railways subject to the final approval of the railways them-

common

tained for compressors in

191

Repairs needed:

located as nearly as possible in line of the enginemen's vision,

and so constructed that they may be
*

*

*

easily

opened or closed.

*

—

Rule 18. Each locomotive shall be provided with a hell, so arranged and equipped that it may he operated from the engineer's
cah hy hand and hy pozver. (Rule 18 objected to by the Commit-

Condition of injectors?
Water glass?....
Condition of gauge cocks?
Brakes?
Condition of piston rod and valve stem packing?
Safety valve lifts at
lbs.
Seats at

.lbs.

Main

.lbs.

reservoir pressure

Signature
Occupation

lbs.

Brake pipe pressure.

ter representing the Carriers.)

—

.

The above work has
approved.

lji:'_ti

perforn^ed. except as noted, and the report

is

Foreman.
Note.

— Additional

—*

*

items m.iy be added to this form

if

desirf'd.

*

Locomotives built subsequent to January 1, 1916, shall have the ash pans supported from mud rings or
frames.
Locomotives built prior to January 1, 1916, which do
not have the ash pans supported from mud rings or frames
shall be changed when the locomotive receives new firebox.
*
*
*
*
j^o parf of ash pan shall be less than 2j/i in. above
Rule

the

5.

*

rail.

7.

Rule 22. The draw gear between the locomotive and tender,
together with the pins and fastenings, shall be maintained in safe
and suitable condition for service. The pins and drawbar shall
be removed and carefully examined for defects not less freSuitable means for sequently than once each three months.
Inverted
curing the drawbar pins in place shall be provided.

drawbar pins shall be held in place by plate or stirrup. * * * *
Lost motion between locomotives and tenders not equipped with
spring buffers shall be kept to a minimum, and shall not exceed

%

in.

*

*

*

— The

compressor or compressors

shall

be tested for

*

DRIVINC GEAR

Rule

25.

— Crossheads

maintained in a safe and suitmore than ;4 'i- vertical
lateral play between crossheads and guides.
*
*
*
*
Autogenous welding of broken or

able condition

BRAKE AND SIGNAL EQUIPMENT
Rule

DRAW GEAR AND DRAFT GEAR

and 5/16 in.
Rtde 28.

—

shall be

for service, with not

September
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cracked main and side rods not permitted. Bearings and bushings shall so fit the rods as to be in a safe and suitable condition for service, and means be provided to prevent bushings
turning

The

in

total

and be securely bolted to rods.
amount of side motion of rods on crank pins shall not
Straps shall

rod.

fit

On

locomotives used in road service the bore of
the main rod bearings shall not exceed pin diameters more than
3/32 in. at front end, or 3/32 in. for back end. The total lost mo-

exceed

in.

"ki

tion at both ends shall not exceed 5/32

in.

bearing on main pin shall not exceed pin

3/16

*

in.

*

*

The bore of side rod
diameter more than

*

LIGHTS

Rule iQ.
locomotive vscd in road service between sunset
and sunrise shall have a headlight ivhich will enable persons
ivith normal vision in the cab of the locomotive, under normal
weather conditions, to see a dark object the size of a man for
a distance of 1,000 feet or more ahead of the locomotive ; and
such headV.qhts miist be maintained in good condition. Locomotives used in road service, wliich are regularly required to run
backward for any portion of their trip, except to pick up a detached portion of their train, or in making terminal improvements, shall have on the rear a head-light which tvill meet the
Nothing in the foregoing rules shall
foregoing requirements.
prevent the use of a device whereby the light may be diminished
in yards and at stations to an extent that will enable the person
or persons operating the locomotive to sec a dark object the size

man

for 300 feet or more ahead of the locomotive under
set forth above.
When two or more
locomotives arc used in the same train, the leading locomotive
the

same conditions as

only, will he required to display a head-light.

(Rule 29 zvas ob-

jected to by the committee representing the carriers.)

— Each

locomotive used in yard service betzceen sunset
two headlights, one located on the front
of the locomotive and one on the rear, each of which zvill enable
persons with normal vision, in the cab of the locomotive, under
normal zveather conditions, to see a dark object the size of a man

Rule

Jl.

and sunrise

shall have

for a distance of 300 //. or more; and such headlights must be
maintained in good condition.
{Ride 31 zvas objected to by
the committee representing the carriers.)

RUNNING GEAR
Rule
the

S3-

— Driving,

trailing

and engine truck axles with any of

following defects shall not be continued in service: Bent

axles;

cut journals that cannot

be

made

to

run cool without

turning; seamy journals in steel axles; transverse seams in iron
axles, or

any seams

in

iron axles causing axles to run hot; or

unsafe on account of usage, accident or derailment main driving, trailing truck or engine truck axles more than one-half inch
under original diameter; other driving axle more than threefourth inch under original diameter.
;

—

Rule .?;. Diameter of tender truck axle journals shall be
governed by axle loads. The minimum diameter of journals for
various axle loads shall be as follows
Axle load.
Mini III uni
diameter of

'

journals.
5/j in.

50,OnO lb
3S,nno lb
31.nnO lb
22,nnn lb
15.000 lb

Rule

.?.').

5

in.

4'/ in.

made

For engine truck wbeels (trucks witb swing centers)
For engine truck wheels (trucks with rigid centers)
For tra ling truck wheels
For driving wheels (more than one pair)

that

he

1
1

securely

applied.

The

conditions require additional lateral motion.

motion

in.
in.
in.

^

in

shall

in

lateral

such limits that the

cases be kept within

all

driving wheels, rods or crank pins will not interfere with other
parts of the locomotive.

Rule

— Springs

42.

and equalizers

be arranged to insure

shall

the proper distribution of weight to the various wheels of the

maintained approximately level, and in a safe
locomotive
and suitable condition for service. Springs or spring rigging
with any of the following defects shall be renewed or properly
repaired
One long leaf or two or more shorter leaves broken
springs with leaves working in band broken coil springs broken
driving box saddle, equalizer, hanger, bolt or pin.
Rule 4J. The minimum height of flange for driving and
trailing wheel tires for locoinotives used in road service, measured from tread, shall be 1 in. except for locomotives originally
;

:

;

;

—

when

constructed for plain tires

minimum

the

height of flange

on one pair of wheels may be Ji in. The maximum taper for
tread of tires from throat of flange to outside of tire for driving
and trailing wheels for locomotives used in road service shall be
yi in. and for locomotives used in switching service 5/16 in.
The minimum width of tires for driving and trailing wheels of
standard ga.ge locomotives shall be 5^ in, for flanged tires and
6

in .for plain tires

....

When

are turned or

tires

all

new

driving and trailing wheels of locomotives, the
diameter of the wheels on the same axle or in the same drivingtires applied to

wheel base

shall

not vary

more than 3/32

When

in.

a single

must not vary more than 3/32 in.
from that of the opposite wheel on the same axle. When a
single pair of tires is applied the diameter must be within 3/32
tire is applied

the diameter

in. of the average diameter of the wheels in the driving-wheel
base to which they are applied.
Driving and trailing wheel
tires with any of the following defects shall not be continued

Slid flat spot Zyi in. or more in length flange 15/16
or less in thickness, gaged at a point
in. above the tread,

in service

:

;

^

in.

or having

flat

vertical surface

worn hollow 5/16

in.

1

in.

or

more from

on locomotives used

on locomotives used

in.

in

switching service

tread

;

tread

^

road service or

in
;

flange

more than

in. from tread to top of flange.
Rule 46. Wheels shall be securely pressed on axles. Prick
punching or shimming the wheel fit will not be permitted. The
diameter of wheels on the same axle shall not vary more than

1K>

—

3/32

in.

gage

if

Wheels used on standard gage track will be out of
the inside gage of flanges, measured on base line, is

than 53 in. or more than 53Hi in. The distance back to Iwck
of flanges of wheels motmtod on the same axle sliall not vary
more than
in.
less

Shimming

or prick punching crank pins will not be allowed.
All crank
pins allowed after January I, 1016, shall have the date applied

— Cast-iron

or cast-steel wbeels with any
following defects shall not be continued in service
,S7i(/

in

;

shall

J^

1

_

scams in journals of iron axles, or
unsafe on account of usage, accident or derailment
collars
broken or worn to one-fourth inch or less in thickness; fillet in
back shoulder worn out.
pins

suit-

exceed the following limits:

Bent axle; cut journals

to run cool without turning;

in steel axles or transverse

— Crank

and

—

or

,?'5.

in a safe

Broken and loose bearings shall be
not more than one shim may be used between box

;

seamy journals

Rule

maintained

shall be

renewed
and bearing.
Rule 40. The total lateral motion or play between the hubs
of the wheels and the boxes on any pair of wheels shall not

Rule

truck axles with any of the following de-

fects .shall not be continued in service:

that cannot be

— Driving boxes

%

.1)4 in.
3J4 in.

— Tender

37.

able condition for service.

These limits may be increased on locomotive operating on
track where the curvature exceeds 20 deg. when it can be shown

— Each

of a

Rule

427

if

.17.

Flal.~^\\'\\cn the

there are two or

flat

more

sport

is

2'/5

in.

or over

adjoiiting spots each 2

of

length,

in
in.

the

or over

length.

Broken or Chipped Flange.- '[( the chip exceeds 1'4 in.
length and yi in. in width.
Broken Rim.~-\{ the tread, measured from the flange at
point

^

in.

above the tread,

—

is

.^helled Out.
Wheels with
cracks or shelled out spots i'A

than 3?4 in.
defective treads
less

in

in

a

width.

pin collars and collar bolts shall be maintained in a safe and

on account of
or over, or so munerous as
to endanger the safety of the wheel.
Drake Burn. Wheels having defective treads on account of

suitable condition

cr.icks

and kind of material used legibly
for service.

staTiipcd

on end of

pin.

Crank

in.

—

or shelling out due to heating.
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Seams ^ in. long or over, at a distance of J4 in.
from the throat of the flange, or seams 3 in. or more
in length, if such seams are within the limits of 3^4 in. from the
flange, measured at a point ^ in. from the tread.
Worn Flanges. Wheels on axles with journals 5 in. by 9 in.

after required tests have been completed a report of such tests,

or over, with flanges having flat, vertical surfaces extending
in. or more from the tread, or flanges 1 in. thick or less
gaped at a point J| in. above tread. Wheels on axles with jour-

be required for the month in which this report

Scums.

or less

—

showing general condition of the locomotive, shall be submitted
on Form No.
and filed with the United States inspector, and

—

,

a copy shall be filed in the office of the chief mechanical officer
having charge of the locomotive. The monthly report will not

%

nals less than 5

in.

faces extending

1

by 9

in.

in.

with flanges having flat, vertical surthe tread, or flanges 15/16 in.

more from

or

thick or less, gaged at a point y$

Tread Worn Hollow.

— If

in.

filed.

—

Rule 61. In the case of an accident resulting from failure,
from any cause, of a locomotive or tender or any appurtenances
thereof, resulting in serious injury or death to one or

above the tread.

worn

is

.\CCIDENT REPORTS

hollow

sons, the carrier

more

owning or operating such locomotive

per-

rim liable to breakage.
Burst.
If the wheel is cracked from the wheel fit outward.
Cracked tread, cracked plate or one or more cracked brackets.

immediately transmit by wire to the chief inspector, at his office
in Washington, D. C, a report of such accident, stating the nature
of the accident, the place at which it occurred, as well as where

Wheels out of gage.
Wheels loose on axle.

ately confirmed

the tread

is

sufliciently

to render the flange or

—

Rule

48.

the locomotive

— Forged-steel

or steel-tired wheels with any of the

following defects shall not be continued in service
Loose wheels, loose, broken or defective retaining rings or
tires,

broken or cracked hubs,

plates,

Slid flat spot 2V2 in. or longer, or

adjoining spots each 2

Broken

spokes or
if

more

be inspected, which wire shall be immediby mail, giving a full detailed report of such
accident, stating, so far as may be known, the causes, and giving
a complete list of the killed or injured.

GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS OF GERMAN STATE
RAILROAD LINES

flange.

Defective tread on account of cracks or shelled out spots 2%
in. or longer, or so numerous as to endanger the safety of the
wheel.

or less in thickness, gaged at a point

Flange worn to 15/16 in.
J^ in. above the tread, or having
more from tread; tread worn 5/16

flat

in.

or

more than I^

in.

vertical surface

in.; flange

1

from tread to top of flange. * * * *
Wheels out of gage.
Rule 51. Driving and trailing wheels with any of the follow-

—

ing defects shall not be continued in service
Driving or trailing wheel centers with three adjacent spokes,

or 25 per cent, of the spokes in wheel broken.
Loose wheels, loose, broken or defective tires or tire fastenings, broken or cracked hubs or wheels out of gage.

—

*
*
*
*
fhe difference in height between the
Rule 5^.
deck on the tender and the cab floor or deck on the locomotive
The maximum width of the gangway
shall not exced 1% in.
between locomotive and tender while standing on straight track

shall be 16 in.

Rule

may

bolts.

there are two or

or longer.

in.

53.

—

*

*

*

*

Not

less

shall

frequently than once each

month

the interior of the tank shall be inspected
»
* *
necessary.

and cleaned

—

Truck

extend into the female center plate not less than }i
* Fricbolsters shall be maintained approximately level. * *
The maximum
tion side bearings shall not be run in contact.
clearance of side bearings on rear truck shall be 5^ in. and if
used on front truck yi in., when the spread of side bearings is
50 in. When the spread of the side bearings is increased
maximum clearance may be increased in proportion.

The war has been

the

called, at

various times, the "trench war,"

the "motor war" and the "shells war."

But, as far as

Germany

and the German armies are concerned, it is a "railroad war,"
pure and simple. The amazing ability of the Kaiser's staff and
field marshals to fling not only regiments, brigades and divisions,
but entire army corps and even whole armies, from East to West
and back again from West to East, as emergency requires, is
due exclusively to the marvelous system of state-owned railroad
lines which honeycomb the fatherland from end to end in all

When

directions.

the history of the

war

is

written the achieve-

ments of German railroad men will deserve to be inscribed in
letters of red, for the triumphs of the Teuton legions in both
the western and eastern theatres of war stand to their credit
no less than to the credit of the engineers who built the deadly
42-centimeter howitzer or the strategists of Berlin, who have
so skilfully directed the activities of the mighty German war
machine.

When regiments which were fighting in Flanders, April 1, are
next heard of in Southern Galicia, April 15, or when Germans
who were resisting the onslaughts of JoflEre's Frenchmen around
pounded at Warsaw on the 4th of July, it
communication at the command of the

Arras

late in June,

means

that the lines of

if

Rule 55. Tender truck center plates shall be securely fastened,
maintained in a safe and suitable condition for service, and
provided with a center pin properly secured. Where shims are
used between truck center plates the male center plate must
in.

By Frederic William Wile
Author of "Men Around the Kaiser"

German

military authorities have approached something resem-

We of

bling mechanical perfection.

somewhat

the United States can perhaps

German
we conjure up the

visualize the problems the

are solving every day

if

railroad authorities
vision of our

own

country resisting invasion, let us suppose, simultaneously in the
Southwest— Texas— and in the Northeast Maine. The distances

—

with which the German railroad staff must deal are not, of
course, as magnificent as those which separate Bangor from
Galveston all Germany is not as large in area as Texas
alone but Germany has expanded, temporarily at least, since
last August, for she now occupies five-sixths of Belgium, 25,000

—

—

miles of France and 30,000 sq. miles of Russia.* Her railroad
system today contemplates an area, one of whose farthermost
eastern points is Libau on the Baltic coast of Russia, and which
stretches to the west to the Belgian coast of the Channel, and

sq.

FILING REPORTS

Rule

58.

— Not

less

than once each month and within 10 days
shall be
Form No.

—

after inspection a report of inspection.

,

with the United States inspector for each locomotive used
by a railroad company, and a copy shall be filed in the office of
the chief mechanical officer having charge of the locomotive.
filed

—

Rule 59. A copy of the monthly inspection report. Form No.
properly filled
or annual inspection report, Form No.
out, shall be placed under glass in a conspicuous place in the

—

,

—

,

cab of the locomotive before it is put into service.
Rule 60. Not less than once eacli year and within 10 days

—

internally to within 50 or 60 miles of Paris.
Put in American terms, the Kaiser's railroad strategists have

an area which embraces, roughly,
the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, ICcntucky.
I am sure that many an
Missouri, Wisconsin and Tennessee.
American traffic manager will acknowledge that the job of
to concern themselves with

switching a couple of million armed men, with
•This article was written

in

London on July

3.

full

artillery

September

3,
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equipment, back and forth, incessantly, week in and week out,
through territory of sucli ramifications, represents as big a

successful during the present war.

I heard H. W.
piece of "railroading" as was ever tackled.
Thornton, the gifted and popular American general manager
of England's Great Eastern Railway, tell an after-dinner audience not long ago that American traffic managers think they are
handling "some traffic" when they successfully deal with a national convention, an Epworth League conclave or a G. A. R.
encampment.
I present herewith the official narrative of "The Railway War,"
as prepared for publication in Germany by the great general staff.
It is necessarily somewhat stilted in form, in the English translation, but complete idiomatic rendering of the facts in our own
language is almost impossible

and has

march

force on the
to

the critical days at the beginning of August, 1914.

The

It

was the

large manoeuvering grounds in

every military district were filled with troops. The freight trafwas normal. Everybody believed till the last moment that
peace would be maintained moreover, war preparations could
fic

;

for political reasons, be carried out by the railways.

not,

"War was

declared on August

hastened to the railway to reach
the military transport began.

Everybody who was away

2.

home before

the

movement of

Relatives visited their sons and

brothers to take leave of them before they left for the front.

The

troops taking part in the manceuvers were sent back to their

garrisons as quickly as possible.

had

to

take

place

partly

in

The
the

mobilization of our armies

western

industrial

district.

Thou.sands of long military trains had to be despatched there.
time the railways had to be cleared of the large number
of loaded and unloaded freight cars in order that there might

By

this

in the forward movement.
"At the same time other transport movements began throughout the entire fatherland. Long trains of empty cars and lines
of locomotives coupled together were sent to those places where,
after careful consideration, cars and engines were greatly needed
It is easy for anyone to understand the reason
at the beginning.
for all this railway traffic. First of all, there was the transport
of millions of reservists and 'landwehr' men to their respective
posts
then followed the transport of provisions and material
In the
for the troops and the armaments for the fortresses.
districts of Germany which provided the horses, trains ran at
specified times in every direction where the full complement of
horses was needed as against the number under normal conditions in time of peace.
Long trains filled with meat proceeded
to the army preserving factories from the districts providing
cattle.
Finally, from the very beginning of the war there was
a constant flow of coal trains from the collieries to the naval

be no hitch

;

ports.

"A

very few hours after mobilization there was the first great
These were filled with men bound for the

rush of troop trains.

frontiers in order to guard them against enemy invasion. From
day to day this traffic grew until our armies stood at the frontiers and numerous depots behind the first line of troops were
This was, indeed, a
filled with provi.'ions, ammunitions, etc.

great traffic in

Germany!

The movement

How

of transports was car-

might a very serious accident have happened at any one place on our vast railway
system, through human neglect or by criminal hand, which would
have seriously delayed the arrival of troops at the frontier
The railway authorities had, therefore, in their primary preparations to take into cnnsidrration our geographical position and sec
ried out without a hitch.

easily

I

where the most vulnerable jiositions lay. In time of peace trial
were run to these various positions, so that if war broke
out there should be no hitch in the transport of troops. Preparations were made, therefore, for all eventualities.
"The organization nf the niilil.nv railways has alieady proved

trains

commander of a

The

ability of the officers

and employees organizing the transport of troops by rail materially contributed to our great successes on the eastern and
western frontiers, but their greatest reward was reaped in the
latest victories in Galicia.

"The

essential condition for the

of troops by

rail

railway system.
frontiers

is

have

to

When

prompt transport and mobility

at one's disposal a well-developed

the mobilization of our armies to the

was complete and the forward march had begun, the

chief of the railway section, as 'Chief of the Military Railway

Organization,'

and

his

proceeded to the

staff

From

field

with His

the day of mobilization the relations

of the so-called 'military railway authorities' with the

"In order to obtain a survey of the preparations for the 'Railway War' one must remember the conditions in Germany during
holiday and tourist season.

the

proceed elsewhere, trains are in instant readiness to

take him to the scene of operations.

Majesty, the Kaiser.

"the railway war"

When

news of the enemy's whereabouts

receives

German

railway administration proper were completely changed. Numerous railways in Germany have since then been amalgamated with
the 'war section,' that

administrations are

to say, the various individual railway

is

now

subject to the orders of the 'Chief of the

Military Railway Organization, in respect to everything relating
This chief issues to the railway comto the running of trains.

mando ('working

notices')

for regulating the

war

He

traffic.

has also at his disposal for this work the machinery of the railway section of the great general staff in Berlin.
"To the German railway system were soon added the railway
districts

in

conquered territory.

Our

troops

penetrated

very

quickly far into the enemy's country, yet, on practically all battlefields the enemy still found time to blow up most of the large

Our railway
bridges and numerous tunnels before retreating.
tracks had, of course, to follow very closely behind the advancing armies, so as not to impede their forward march. This required the prompt repairing and putting into working order
the enemy's dismantled railways. To this end, when mobilization

took place, two military railway administrations were forthwith
formed to organize railway traffic in the conquered districts exactly similar to railway administrations in the fatherland itself.
"One of these two administrations waited at Aix La Chapelle

(Germany)

for the time

officers of the

when

it

could proceed to Belgium.

railway regiments accompanying the

troops immediately reported

damage done to
enemy right into

all

ings entirely deserted by the

The

first line

lines

of

and build-

the districts of

Apart from numerous
minor damages, such as tornup rails, overturned engines, etc.,
thirteen bridges were found blown up, while a tunnel was blocked
with several engines which had been made to telescope one another at full steam. Telegraph and telephone wires had been destroyed and all instruments in the stations were rendered unserviceable. Moreover, the railway roadbeds in Belgium in most cases
were in a sadly neglected state and the rails were bad. Verjoften the sleepers broke under tlie weight of our engines.
"Here our regular railways troops had to commence work.
Hasselt, Louvain,

Namur and

Marloie.

They labored with almost superhuman

effort so as to facilitate

the bringing up of provisions and ammunition for the advancing
armies. Very often long troop trains in close succession had to

be brought over these

lines, after

the working of the stations

one

line

had been cleared, and

was taken over by railway

officers

For instance, never before had a German
with a few men.
engine been west of Liege luitil the first train filled with German
troops going to reinforce their comrades fighting hard around
Brussels ran into the station and had to proceed to Louvain.
between Liege and Louvain were repaired one at a
was none. The telegraph and telephone commimications between the stations had not yet been restored.
Nevertheless, train after train proceeded to Louvain and the
empty trains returTied the same way. .Mtliough the trains were
fired on from the lumses b\- the infuriated population and continual cowardly attacks win made, the troops were brou.ght up

The

time.

in

lines

Staff, there

time against the enemy

ing vicforj'.

The

.iiid

coulil still participate in the decid-

repairing and putting in order of the railways
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proceeded

by

little

little.

On September

administration arrived in Brussels and proceeded to Lille to-

ward the end of October. The last-named administration was
taken over by newly-formed railwav commandos in Liege and
Brussels

"To

the south of Militarv Railwav Administration No.

Mil-

1,

itary Railway Administration No. 2 was set up on August 20
Ulflingen; on August 25 at Libramont and on September 4

in
at

Cpfi„„

"A newly-formed railway commando followed
The district covered by these various railway
was

Luxembourg.

in

administrations

time so extensive that a third was pushed forward be-

in

tween them, controlled from Charleroi. In the East, presently,
a railway commando was set up in Lodz for the conquered districts of Russian Poland
"All these authorities are organized by the military administra-

The

tion.
is

railway

traffic is

essentially of a military nature

and

carried on in the districts close behind the front by railway

troops; and, farther in the rear, bv ordinary individuals trans-

German railway

ferred from the

"The constructional operations of
first months of the war

during the

the railway troops consisted
chiefly in restoring

damaged

railway buildings so as to provide as quickly as possible com-

New

were
laid where the military authorities needed them most or where
our railways had no extensions in the conquered territory. Owing to the unfavorable country and the bad conditions of the
roads after such a wet winter, we were obliged to construct a
railway communications for the army.

plete

comprising innumerable

system

railway

small

lines

'field

railways'

ammunition and provisions to the particular
place where our troops were located.
"In the place of emergency bridges we had to build later
bridges of a permanent character so as to give greater security
These operations at the seat of
to the ever-increasing traffic.
war were carried out by the railway troops and farther back
by private German firms.
"During the course of the war up to the present 104 large
bridges have been built, 8 tunnels restored and 14 lines opened
so as to bring up

Owing

to traffic.

to increased

number of

lines

over 160 sta-

tions have been enlarged for the purpose of loading and unload-

ing

also

;

numerous crossover points have been

"The following

built.

table will give an idea of the

this military traffic in the

^'^'^ Pennsylvania Railroad has issued a pamphlet contamn.g
^ half-tone reproduction of a photograph of a group of about a
hundred of the workmen at its Pittsburgh (Pa.) freight transfer

hot-weather working clothes; and

^'^''°"' =*" '" "^«''"

t'°" ^''h the picture the statement

development of

enemy country conquered by

us with

the exception of the Russian lines bordering on East and

that the

in

connec-

whole force

The

Two and onelaliorers numbers 318.
ago the transfer came under the management of
'^'<^°'"ge F. Wagner, as agent.
Mr. Wagner believed in welfare
^ork. Through his efforts a locker was provided for each man.
^ 'a-'K^ number of wash basins and about 40 shower baths
were installed. At the noon hour Victrola music is furnished.
Other diversions are provided, and in many ways work at the
"The whole force of
years

^alf

made

transfer has been

The

attractive.

result

is

that in

the

23 months only one new man has been employed, and he
^as taken on as an addition to the force because he was a

'^st

A

were needed.

his services

working force

has been built up at the Pittsburgh transfer that in point of
efficiency and the physical and moral character of the indi-

men would be most difficult to duplicate."
The leaflet which gives this information concerning welfare
work at Pittsburgh is itself an instrument in "welfare work";
it contains notes commending a number of employees for fidelity
Mention is made of another Wagner, track
to their duty.
foreman on the Philadelphia division, now 61 years old, who
when an unusually heavy rain and electric storm occurred

vidual

walk over
likely

his section

out, as his custom was, to take a
he came across a washout, which very

went

recently in the night,
;

would have wrecked

freight

a

which soon came

train,

along, had he not been there to display his red light.

Another item mentions locomotive engineman O. G. Bloom

when taking an e.xcursion home
one night recently, was delayed by the breakage of some parts
of his engine, and who was so skillful and speedy in making
temporary repairs, so as to get the excursionists to the end of
his run in time to make desired connections, that he aroused
of the Sunbury division, who,

among

admiration

great

passengers

the

much

so

;

so

that

a

committee was appointed and a purse of $76 was raised, and
He accepted it with
the next day was given to Mr. Bloom.
great reluctance.

Another

West

accompanied by

how Harry

a

portrait,

tells

brakeman on the Tyrone

division,

on July

article,

E. Duey, a

Prussia, east of the Vistula

made

is

^^^ b^«^" ^^^^ together, unchanged, for almost two years.
statement explains, further:

good worker and

administrations.

No. 10
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WELFARE WORK ON THE PENNSYLVANIA

the military railway

1

Vol.

13,

last,

riding on the fireman's seat of the locomotive of his freight
Traffic in the Conquebed Railway Tebritoeifs (Belgium and France)
'

1.

(In round figuresi
Distance in Kilometers at the end of tlie Mnnth:
Single line
A. Used by military
3,000

D.

Leased
Not in use
Not restored...

E.

Under construction

B.
C.

descending a steep grade, suddenly saw a four-year-old
on the track, only about 200 ft. ahead of the train.
the cab and along
board,
dashing
Instantly
o the running
j
& out of
&
Duey reached the pilot in time to lift the bov clear of the wheels
'j »
i-r
c
Ji-jj
track ihad
hidden
Some rfreight cars on a side
his life.
and save l-

train,

boy

Double

Total
7,100

line

4,100

4.';0

I.SO

550
90
400

20
29
15

600
570
110
415

4,490

4,305

8,795

sitting

i

^

,

•

i

i

i.

f^o^ the view both of the brakeman and the engine°
thev were close to him and then there was not time
man until ,-'.__
,j
j
c
employee
Duey is 27 years old and son ofc a former
to stop.
active in the Young Men's Christian Association and in athletics.
^

jj^

-^

;

Total

3.

a"

Traffic"^offi'cfals.

B.
C.

Workshop

75

Engineers
S'a'ions

25
10
1,200

officials

occupied

n.
E.

Workshops

F.

(Gasworks

G.

Power

70
55

T>.

E.
F.

,

,

:

130
35
30
135
5

,

"In considering the above table one must remember that only
eight months have elapsed since the railways were taken over

under the conditions described previously and
ger and freight traffic is still in its infancy.
.1
C.
J
cc
.
xu
now, no doubt, respond more efficiently to the
,

'

traffic.

„

,^

•

3,630,000 tons
„

,

The

railways can

,

,

.

;

—

>r>,
Ihe production ofr pig-iron in
ended with 1914 inclusive was :— 1914,

Iron Industry.

in the six years

5,207,000 tons;

,

1913, 4.756,000 tons;
1910, 2,999,000 tons,

,

finished products

;

1913, 5,1

•

•

•

1911.

Haif-

1909, 2,821,000 tons.
.,

i

,

.

4,111,000 tons;

1912,

and

10,000 tons

r

•

were turned out during the

_i9i4, 4,594,000 tons

;

n

six years as follows

:

1912, 4,433,000 tons

1911, 3,885,000 tons; 1910, 3,482,000 tons and 1909, 3,079,000 tons.
j^j^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^
j^jj^
^^ ^^.^,^^j p^^^^^^^ ^^^
.

.

^^^ ^

^4.000 tons;

the public passenJ
J of/ public
uv
demands

,

The Russian
Russia

Brih'l°?ablishmcm5
Hospiiau
,:::::::: .'.'.::::.::::::::.::'.::: :;:::;
Red Cross establishments
Dormitories for railwav staff
Convalescent homes

c

,^

350

stations

Benevolent Institutions:

B

i

1912,

^^^

3,676,000 tons;

^

110

1911,

^p^ ^^^^

3,272,000 tons;

1910,

^,^^^^ g^,,^^^ i,,^,,,^^^^

* 11
v -^^..ct,,, u,,>
the decided progress which Russian metallurgical industry has
'

'

.

,

,

.

'

.

,-

1

r

j

been making of late years.— Engineering, London.

Lumber

Humidity-Control Process for the Drying of
Norfolk & Western Dry Kiln at Roanoke, Va., Embodies
Features Developed in Recent Government Investigations

By W. H. Lewis
Superintendent Motive Power, Norfolk & Western. Roanoke, Va.

There has heen recently put in operation at the Roanoke shops
& Western a dry kiln embodying features worked
out in recent government investigations into the principles of
of the Norfolk

the

kiln

drying of

The

lumber.

results of the experiments of the

represents

kiln

the

direct

United States forest products

laboratory at Madison, Wis., the staff of this laboratory acting

with the mechanical department of the Norfolk
designing the kiln and

The general
as

its

in

what is known
was found by the forest

principles of drying are based on

humidity-control system.

the

& Western

equipment.

products laboratory that the

It

maximum

rate at

which moisture

should be removed from the surface of lumber at any temperature

is

not greater than that at which

the fibres of the

of

controlling

wood

stich

it

to the surface.

evaporative

drawn through
The only practical way

speed

will be

by controlling

is

the

Front View of Norfolk

lumber.

lumber

The heated

air

are spray nozzles which by
the

air at the

down
in

and passes through the stacked

rises

Along the top of the air
means of a fine mist of spray

to the top of the kiln.

top of the kiln, causing

kiln

is

uni(iue in

th.it

it

lias

The same heated

no slack
air

is

atul no regular air
used over and over
by means of a spray

and the moisture is removed from the air
of water which lowers the temi)erature of the air and causes
precipitation of the moisture, (he same as natural preciptation
of rain in external air; thus the only discharge from the kiln
is

spray nozzles.

Thermostats are provided for regulating the amount of steam
steam pipes, by which means the temperature of the drying
chamber is controlled, and further means are provided for controlling the temperature of the spray water, by which means the
to the

&

Western Dry Kiln

kiln consists generally of a drying

chamher with

air legs

chambers at eillur side and with a healing chamber
immediately under the drying chamber. The air passes over a
hank of steam pipes whicli are located jusi iindi-r llic loads of
or spray

pipes are controlled.

air

before

The spray water

is

it

reaches the steam

circulated by

means

used over and over,
an overflow being provided so that excess water will drain o(T
is

lo the .sewer.

The

kiln

trolling the

susceptible of very delicate control, and liy conhumidity of the drying .lir the speed of drying may

is

be regulated to a nicety.
tent rate of drying

may

By

this

means the most rapid

consis-

be attained without danger of injuring

the lumber.

a small stream of water.

The

again comes

As the heated air passes through the stacks of
lumber the moisture from the lumber is taken up by the air
and when this air is chilled at the top of the air legs the excess
moisture is precipitated and mingles with the water from the

of a suitable pump, so that this water
or outlets.

it

tinuous cycles.

kiln.

The

drop by gravity

contact with the heated steam pipes, thus performing con-

temperature and Innnidity of the

inlets

to

the air legs to the bottom of the kiln, where

humidity of the current of air passsing over and through the
lumber hence the term "humidity-control," as applied to this
;

it

legs
chill

In connection with this kiln there has been provided a dry
lumber storage building so that the kiln itself may be of smaller
ilimensions and kept iti continuous use. The kiln is built at one
end of the storage buililing and a transfer car runs on a suitable
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The lumber or kiln cars
run into either the kiln or the storage building from the transfer
car;
The location is convenient to the planing mill.
Lengthwise piling of the lumber is used in the kiln, and the
kiln cars are of steel and not of the customary knockdown type,
track along the front of the huildings.

A

method of

peculiar

shown

piling the

in the illustrations.

A

lumber on the car

is

tapered central channel

is

used, as

formed

upward passage of the air, and the strips between the
layers of lumber from slightly upward inclined air passages. By
this means the current of air passes uniformly through the entire
for the

stack of lumber, and uniformity of drying throughout the pile

The clearance dimensions of

obtained.

the kiln are as follows
height, 10

The

2

ft.

kiln

:

Length, SO

ft.

the drying

10

in.

;

is

chamber of

width, 17

ft.

3

in.

in.

holds

six

kiln

cars

of

lumln-r,

the

capacity

being

4^8

authorized by Congress to create an advisory council composed
of equal numbers of employers and employees for the purpose
of

creating a panel

tors

may

names from which impartial

of

arbitra-

be chosen.

The report says that "conductors and porters are employed
by the Pullman Company under conditions which seem to require radical readjustment and are admitted by officials of the
company to be underpaid;" that the salary of the porters is such
from the public in ordei
and that the Pullman Company is the direct beneficiary
of the tips to the extent of the difference between a fair wage
and that which is now paid; that the hours of service are extremely long and that the employees of the company are subject
to matiy other abuses, among which are mentioned, "the arbithat they are obliged to secure tips

to live,

trary deductions in their salaries for such time as they

may

not

be needed for the actual service of the company, although required to report at the office each morning; the requirement
that porters shall furnish blacking, although they are not per-

mitted to charge passengers for the service of shoe cleaning; the
system of arbitrary penalties for the infraction of multitudinous
rules."

Criticism is made of the company's bonus system, by which
employees who have a clean record for the year receive an
extra month's salar>', on the ground that this penalizes with
extra severity any infraction of rules which occurs during the
latter half of the year and puts into the hands of officials and
inspectors a

means of discrimination.

of the tipping system
obliged

to

accept

tips,

It is

stated that the effect

not only to degrade those who are
but to promote discrimination in the

is

service to the public; that the employees of the

company are

unable to improve their condition through organization, as employees known to be members of labor unions are discharged;

company is "tremendously over-capitalized," and that
nn the basis of cash actually paid in, the annual dividends of
tlic company are not less than 29 per cent.

that the

It is suggested that the commission recommend: the enactment by Congress of a statute prohibiting the tipping of any
employee of a p\iblic service corporation engaged in interstate
commerce, and providing a proper fine for both the giver and
the recipient of the tip; the amendment of the existing law regu-

lating the hours of service of train employees to include the
employees engaged in the Pullman service the extension of
the Newlands act to cover the Pullman Company.
;

With reference to railroads, it
recommend
Thorough investigation by the
road construction camps as well

sion
Interior of

Humidity Controlled Dry Kiln

approximately 27,000 board feel uf 1-in. material. It is supplied
with approximately 3,300 sq. ft. of heating surface. The building
is of brick laid in cement mortar
the foundations and pipe
;

chamber are of concrete, while the roof

is

of cinder concrete.

This kiln has been in successful operation drying all kinds of
lumber for some time and fully meets the expectations of the
designers.

A

number of patents on the principles involved have
Harry D. Tiemann, of the Forest Products Labor-

been issued to
atory, all of which have been dedicated to the public.

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
The United

Commission on Industrial Uelations haof I'asil M. Maidy, its director of rcsiarcli

States

given out a r<i)ort

and investigation, containing
lion', (if

llu'

Ki.iiT

findin);s of

fact

and rcconinuMula

with reference to conditions of employment

public utilities, including the I'ullnian

Company ami

in

(he railroads.

suggested that the commission recoinnuiid the extension
of the Newlaiids art to cover not only all classes of railroad emIt

is

ployees, but
in

employees of public service corporations engaged
commerce, that the functions of the Hoard of

all

interstate

Mediation and Concilialinn be cslcndril to provide for the ere
ation of boards ol iiu csli^alioii and ibal Ibc Itoafd slumlcl lie

is

suggested that the commis-

:

public health service of
as other labor camps,

rail-

and the

for such camps and a standard
code of sanitary regulations.
The enactment by Congress of a statute expressly prohibiting
corporations engaged in interstate commerce from inducing or
compelling their employees to sign releases of liability for acci-

preparation of definite plans

dents.

Congress should enact a statute prohibiting interstate employfrom rcquirini; their employees to contribulo to benefit funds,
and providing for the participation of employees engaged in
interstate commerce in the management of alj benefit funds and
oilier funds to which they contribute.
The regulation by federal statute of the employment of police
on interstate railroads.
The statute '-hotild nut only provide
ers

for the organization, personnel and powers of such police, but
should definitely provide that during labor disputes such police
should be subject to the proper civil authorities and paid out of

the public treasury.

The

statute

.--liould

also provide that such

corporations should be pcrniittcil to have firearms only under
requiring that a definite record be maintained showing

license,

the character of each firearm

The

and to

whom

it

is

issued.

assumptirtn by the states of full responsibility and defi-

nite provision not only for piotecting the property of railroads,
lint

for preventing trespass upon their property.

The
lohn

report
I"),

is

signed only hy Commissioners Frank P. Walsh.

l.emion.

James H'Conncll and A.

B.

Ciarrotson.

The

Qualifications of a Terminal Superintendent
An

Analysis of the Essential Elements Necessary to
Secure Mciximum Results from His Organization

By

S. VV.

Roberts

Superintendent of Passenger Transportation, Pennsylvania Lines,

(ieneral

Pittsburgh, Pa.

To accept as correct the theory expressed b)- the adage, "That
which is worth doing is worth doing well," is an implied, if not
an actual acknowledgment that individuals of equal ability and
experience performing similar service under identically the
same conditions produce dissimilar results; the attainments of
each being dependent largely upon the degree of interest in the
task at hand. This quality is the inevitable outgrowth of regular
systematic education by study, observation, contact with persons
possessing superior minds, or through all of these channels.

composed of individuals,
must perform similar duties and have had similar

Since a terminal yard organization

many

of

whom

is

experience and training, logical reasoning seems to justify the
that the successful operation of a terminal yard must

belief

follow the adoption and application of a plan, the underlying
is represented by continuous active interest

principle of which

on the part of individual members of the organization, because
is the unmistakable evidence of properly utilized education (mind development) and the latter is indicative of progress.
Mind training of the individual member of a department of

interest

whatever nature may of itself be classified correctly as the elementary step of the series of steps essential to the various
stages of development in connection with the formation of an
organization or working plan. The moulding or crystallization
of this available mental energy of any number of members into a
compact and powerful mental force capable of effectively resisting opposition to desirable or necessary methods and practices
is the result which the head of a department must be able to accomplish. These two factors, namely, continuous active interest
on the part of individual members of an organization in their
respective positions and duties, and proper utilization of the
available energies of

all

members form the

minal yard operation plan.
The executive head of a railway,

who

is

true basis of a terresponsible, morally

management of
their affairs, should possess qualifications that will enable him to
perfect an organization arrangement efficient not only when
applied to one detail, but when sulijected to tests involving
mp.ximum demands and extreme conditions. The assumption
at least, to its stockholders, for the satisfactory

that this reasoning rests on the ri.ght principle appears to be
ample ground for the conclusion that the head of a terminal
yard organization must be as capable an executive in his limited

sphere as is the president of a railway whose responsibility extends to the operation of a complete system. Hence the standard
of a terminal jard organization, be it good, bad, or average, as

tegrity,

perseverance,

patience,

knowledge

ence), and the innate desire and ability to

(including

grow along

experithe right

and influence others to do so.
While a high standard as applied to each of the attributes
specified, and each of numerous others of lesser prominence, but
line

of a distinctly kindred nature, has always been recognized as a
desirable and valuable asset of a representative of a railroad,
particularly one vested with a considerable measure of governing or supervisory authority, too often those qualities which

cannot be absent from the life of that type of man whose services are exemplary, and therefore, educational and inspiring to
his associates (assistants and others) have been disregarded in
the interest of greatly over-estimated ability based upon practical experience only.
This statement is not made with the view
of depreciating the value of experience to the head of an organization, but to emphasize the fact that since "like produces like"
the development of members of a terminal yard organization in
accordance with instructions and examples of a head, deficient
with respect to qualifications other than knowledge acquired by
experience could not possibly conform to the standard of efficiency

The

demanded by conditions of

the present age.

general prevailing tendency in almost

all branches and
departments of the business world is to employ, as far as practicable, methods which ha\e back of them principles harmonizing
with the results of scientific study and research and that policy,
indicating as it does, the growing need of earnest and persistent,
but fair competition among individuals, to the end that reforms
in the direction of development may be assured regularly, re;

moves completely

the basis for arguments favorable to the assumption that a man whose mind is not clear and active and
v\hose moral character is not clean could meet so much as the
preliminary requirements of a successful terminal yard organization head.

Tl-.is conclusion is not expressed either for the purpose of thus
conveying the impression that a man with a ripe experience to
his credit is incompetent because his moral character is clouded
but in defense of the theory that the highest standard of usefulness and service of any man to his family, his friends, his employer, his commimity, or his country, must involve the highest
standards of development in the attributes heretofore mentioned.
Since serious, unprejudiced study, observations and discussions
do not disclose many, if any, permanent benefits which accrue
from lax morals and all they embrace, but do disclose divers

substantial benefits attributable to the reserve condition,

we

are

in

declaring that the dominating influence for good

head and, perhaps, indirectly the strength or weakness, as the
case may be, of the entire organization scheme of which it is a
component part.
Havin'.; indicated that the true basis of a terminal yard organi-

in a terminal

yard organization will not emanate from a head

zation plan are,

first, a maximum degree of continuous active
on the part of each unit (member) in his particular
service assignment, and the general results; and, second, a proper
utilization of the maximum degree of combined energies of all
and having placed the head of a department
units (members)
or organization, irrespective of what his title may be, in the same

development, or justly claim credit for recognized social leader-

interest

ship

the president of a railway

former are in general so clearly defined that unauthorized deviations therefrom would be the outgrowth (barring exceptions on

indicated by

its

acts,

must thus

reflect directly the ability

of

its

;

relation to each of his assistants as

company

to

each

member of his staff,
"What should be

laid

for the question,

man

capable of perfecting an

taining the
tion

maximum

service

must deal with the

prominent

is

efficient

from

stand.irds

being morality

the

foundation

yard organization and ob-

The answer to
of many attributes,

it?"

(including

thus

is

the qualifications of a
this ques-

the

more

temperance), honor,

in-

reasonable

with lax morals as a qualification, regardless of the e.xtent of his

experience and educational training; the fact that he

may

possess

a pleasing personality, or be able to boast of an enviable physical

among

certain classes in a community.

GENERAL DUTIES

The

duties of the head of a terminal yard organization are

executive and supervisory in character.

account of emergencies)
only, the first of

which

is

The

limitations of the

of willful disobedience or ignorance
a true indicator of disloyalty

and the

second of incompetency.

The supervisory duties of a terminal yard organization head,
however, are practically without limitations other than his capac-

Sr.l'TKMBER

ity as
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measured by the standards heretofore described, and
to create

ability

among

his

his

assistants that degree of personal

interest in their respective service assignments,

which

will insure

not alone the transmission of a corresponding degree of interest
to their subordinates or fellow members, but the proper utihzation of the energy thus developed.

The

supervisory duties are both comprehensive and important,

involving, as they do, results dependent on services contributed

by many employees and bearing a direct relationship to transportation expenses and net earnings. The member of an organization who is interested in his work and who knows the purpose
of his existence and appreciates the opportunity to employ his
faculties toward the accomplishment of something worth while,
combines knowledge with theory and practice and gages his
progress by comparative resuhs. The application of the principle
supporting that method or system to all members of a department or division thereof suggests immediately as the foundation
supervisory duties, systematic education of employees and
accurate measurement of member, branch and department effiof

435

extraordinary conditions affecting operations

movements (passenger and
accidents

;

;

prospective

traffic

personal injury and other
classified cars on hand, cars damaged and cars refreight)

;

paired or relieved of lading by transfer; prospective

new

or

enlarged industries and any other matters bearing upon some
feature of terminal yard operation with which a head should be
familiar.

Courteous treatment of passengers, shippers and receivers of
freight and other patrons of the

company contrasted with

the

reverse policy.

The connection

of originality of the individual employee with

success.

Punctuality, system and self-control

;

their value to the indi-

vidual employee and an organization.

Team work

contrasted with the reverse organization arrange-

ment.
Patience and sympathy

;

when

necessary, and why.

Economy

contrasted with extravagance or near-extravagance.
Service measures the necessity therefor and their value to the
;

ciency.

individual, branch

The term "systematic education" implies training regularly in
accordance with a stated course, embracing those features of
terminal yard operation, which must undergo changes frequently
to keep pace with progress, reference being made especially to
new or improved methods, improved facilities including equip-

Harsh, rough language, and its effect on loyalty and efficiency.
Train and personal injury accidents; the common causes
therefor and precautions necessary to prevent them.
The light loading of cars and the light rating of locomotives
the adverse effect of such practices on yard and train operations.
Rough handling of cars in yards, and the results as applied to
freight claims and car maintenance expenses.
Detentions to foreign cars within yard limits
the common
causes therefor and the character of reports and records, and
individual employee interests, necessary to reduce detentions to

ment and reforms
of a company.

affecting

working regulations or the

policies

methods of training may be successemployed by different men, and likewise true that the same
methods will not produce the same results when applied to difIt is true that different

fully

fi-i

members

ent organizations (qualifications of individual

senting one of the most

common

repre-

factors responsible for varia-

(or sub-department), and an organization.

;

minimum.
The result of improper

the

and energy ex-

or late assignment of work to branch
heads of an organization, reduced to an
efficiency loss representing abnormal operating expenses.
While each of these details, as well as each of various others,
has a definite place to fill in the educational program of the
head of a terminal yard organization, they are of unequal utility,
of which fact through study and practice an individual employee
will learn in the same manner as his knowledge concerning tlie
function of each of the parts of his body, their service value to
him, and the relationship to life, is acquired.

penditures in that direction made manifest through deserved
promotions and recognitions otherwise, and statistics disclosing

Summarizing briefiy the substance of the foregoing, the head
of a terminal yard organization must himself be a real man,

employment of

which tjTse cultivates interest and harmony, inspires confidence,
encourages ambition, influences loyalty and capability, and condemns vice in every form, by acts founded upon honor, equity,
fairness and frankness; the enforcement of intelligent and reasonable instructions, and the exhibition of results of precise unit
service measurements.

methods and practices) but that a head fully
conversant currently with conditions under his jurisdiction may
intelligently analyze his forces and their obligations, and pretions in training

;

scribe instructions required for their development,

is

certain.

To

be of the greatest possible value to an individual, a branch,
a department, or a system as a whole, this training must extend
from the unit of service in all cases to the final conclusion, with
the relationship of each to each direct and indirect kindred detail

clearly established; and the object of efforts

the grades of unit efficiency determined by the

accurate measures.

The oft-repeated statement that a certain terminal yard is
operated as economically as possible, consistent with the character of demands on it, because the head, a man of long experience
is in close contact constantly with the services of each of the
members of the organization, no longer has any weight
ing among progressive railroad men, it having been
superseded hy the principle that no matter
he a position, the services involved by

how

or standrightfully

insignificant

may

should be performed
is able to judge, using

it

under the supervision of some one who
as his guide a reliable measure, whether the services arc or are
not satisfactory.
Details, knowledge concerning which should be contemplated
by a system of education adapted to the needs of terminal yard
employees under the direction of the head .ire lumicrous, a few

of the

The

more prominent being

:

direct and indirect fiuictions of a lermin.il Niird; the rela-

tion of the yard to other parts of a railway systi'm, and the relation of its organization to other departments and the public.
The value of loyalty and clVicieney to the individual einidoyee
and ;ui organization, and iheir luohable rewar<Is.

The meaning of

the

word

"<liscipline"

;

the necessity for dis-

and the method of administration which is most effective.
The value of harmony among members of an organization.
RfTert of dissensions and disronl among members of an organization on operations.
The purpose and value of accurate reports relative to service;

cipline,

(or sub-department)

Railway Construction in China. — A

recent

British

con-

Chekiang Railway has been formally
taken over by the Chinese C,overnment and placed under the control of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway management.
It is now
known as the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway. Apart from
a heavy deficit in the funds handed over it is found that, as a
result of Chinese construction and management, the whole of the
rolling stock will have to he replaced and the road bed relaid.
The problem of briilging the t hientang river is still unsolved.
sular report says that the

The

Kuyaiig has been debated, hut
bottom of the river presents a well-nigh insuperable obstacle. Material held up at Tsingtan during the siege has
now been delivered, and progress is being made with the construction of the bridge near PaiUuan.
The line beyond Hangchow will, it is surmised, eventually run via Chiakou and
Fuyang to Chuchi, Shaohsing and Paikuan. Another branch
will probably rmi from Fyang lo Lanehi, the junction from Chinhua and Wenchow in one iliuxtion. and Cli'uchow. Changshan,
Yiishan, and the Ning llsi:ing Railway (Nanking llunanl in
possibility of crossing near

the shifting

the other.
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General News Department

I

Members of tlie Order of Railway Telegraphers employed
on the Chicago Great Western, who have been negotiating with
the management for increases in pay, have broken off negotiations and are said to be preparing for a strike.
The Department of Labor and Industry of Pennsylvania holds
that women may not be employed as telegraphers or telephone
operators more than six days in a week. The request for a ruling came from women emplojed in railroad work.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has

notified the heads of depart-

ments that employees who wish to attend military training camps
may be allowed two weeks' vacation for that purpose, in addition to the ordinary vacation, but the company will not pay any
salaries or wages during this military vacation.

The Stockton

division,

the

Shasta

division

and the Sacra-

mento shops have been awarded the 1915 safety banners
awarded annually by the Southern Pacific Company for the
greatest progress shown during the fiscal year in the furtherance
of "safety-first" work on the company's Pacific system.

The

Pacific

&

Eastern, a 33-mile railroad running from

Med-

minals
States

ments

|

in some of the leading cities throughout the United
for the purpose of being able to recommend improvein the terminal facilities in Massachusetts and around

Boston. After visiting some of the principal Eastern cities, the
commission spent two days, August 23 and 24, inspecting the
St. Louis terminals, belt lines, etc., and on the following day
visited the terminals at Kansas City, planning to visit New
Orleans on the return trip.

Robert

J.

Bailey of Pittsburgh, Pa., secretary of the Individual

Car Owners' Association, has issued a circular announcing that
renewed efforts are to be made to secure for the 150,000 freight

owned by the railroads better rates for
use of cars, better means of preventing misuse, lower prices for
repairs made on these cars by the railroads and better regulation of demurrage
and he invites all owners of such cars to
join the association and to come to the annual meeting, to be
held in Pittsburgh next Tuesday. There will also be considered
at that time a proposal to form a corporation with $200,000,000
capital, to acquire, hold and operate private cars of all classes,
and to own shops and build and repair cars.
cars in the country not

;

ford. Ore., to Butte Falls, Ore., has eslablislicd passenger service
between Medford and Eagle Point, a distance of 12 miles, with

motor car, formerly used for inspection service, on
which has been mounted an omnibus body that will accom-

The

a gasoline

modate 8 or

The

10 persons.

Agricultural

Department

at

Washington

reports

that

during the month of July railroads and shippers were fined
$18,000 for violations of the 28-hour law concerning transportation of animals, and the quarantine law. Fines aggregating
$5,100 were imposed on the Rock Island in 51 cases of violalinns of the 2S-hour law; and similar fines, aggregating $1,800,
against the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

Pending the reconstruction of the damaged approaches of
the Galveston causeway ocean-going traffic is moving through
The steamships of the Mallory line
the port of Texas City.
will take on and land cargoes there and it is expected that cotton
shipments will sufifer comparatively little curtailment. All the
It is
Galveston railroads are running trains into Texas City.
thought that it will probably be September 20 before trains can
run into Galveston.

announced in Buffalo that arrangements for the sale of
the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway to the Western New York &
Pennsylvania Traction Company have been finally completed,
and that the auction sale of the property, which was to have
been held on September 13, will not take place. The new owners
are expected to run passenger trains with gasolene motor cars,
while using steam locomotives for freight.
It

is

The board of arbitration appointed under the Newlands act
which arbitrated the controversy between the western railways
and their engineers and firemen, has recently been in session in
Chicago, and on August 30 rendered a supplemental award
deciding a large number of disputed points regarding interpretations of the original award, which had been submitted to
the board by both sides.

The

building of

tlie

"Salt

Lake Route-Union

Pacific" route at

the Panama-California Exposition at San Diego has been awarded a gold medal for its unique features. This building was put
up to provide information to world travelers and comfort to
exposition visitors. It contains a rest room for ladies and children, with a maid in attendance, information bureau and telephone booths, smoking room for gentlemen and other accommodations. The special rest room provided for the entertain-

ment of

visiting railroad

men

is

one of the prominent features.

The Massachusetts Terminal Commission, appointed by the
governor of Massachusetts and the mayor of Boston, under
authority of the Massachusetts legislature (Railway Arjc Gazette,
July 9, page 71), is making an exhaustive study of railroad ter-

Company

Streets

The

Streets Company, of Chicago, having purchased and
taken over the cars and business formerly owned by the
Street's Western Stable-Car Line, announces its officers as
follows
F. J. Reichmann, president
M. L. Marston, vicepresident and treasurer, to succeed H. Kiper, who held that
position in the old corporation
Robert J. Mills, assistant to
the president, and F. H. Sweringen, master car builder.
:

;

;

The

Valuation Order No. 20
Commerce Commission has

issued valuation
order No. 20 regarding information concerning the corporate
history of the carriers as follow s
It is ordered that every common carrier owning or operating
a steam railroad whose property is to be valued by the commission under the valuation act of March 1, 1913, and every
receiver or operating trustee of any such carrier, shall prepare
Interstate

and file in the office of
on or before six months
a statement showing the
company or firm, at any

the commission at Washington, D.
after the service of this order upon

C,
it,

following facts as to each corporation,
time connected with said railroad.
company or firm; date of in1. Give name of corporation,
If a corporation, state
corporation and date of organization.
wliether incorporated under the general law or by special act.
If incorporated under the general law, state where the articles
of incorporation were filed. If incorporated by special act, give
reference to the act.
2. Describe the railroad, or portion of the railroad, constriiCted
by each corporation, company or firm and show as to each such
railroad, or portion of railroad, as so constructed, the termini,
the mileage of main line, the mileage of any branch or branches
and the date of construction.
3. State the length of time any such railroad or portion of
railroad was actually operated by any such corporation, company or firm, giving, in each instance the date of beginning
and date of conclusion of such operation.
4. If any such corporation has gone out of existence, describe
the proceedings by virtue of which the dissolution took place.
If any such corporation is still in existence, state where its
records are kept and give the name and address of the person
who has ctistody of them.
5. State fully the chain of title by which the present corporation has acquired the property which it now owns or operates.
In this connection, prepare and file with the commission, as
aforesaid, a schedule of all deeds, leases, reorganization proceedings and other instruments bearing upon the corporate his-

September
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3,

and assemble and arrange the same for inspection and
examination by representatives of the commission.
The carrier shall file with the commission copies of the above
documents and records or extracts from the same as may be
designated hy the director of valuation within 30 days after
tory

notice.

Prepare and file with the commission a diagrammatic chart
and containing information like that given on the
sample chart hereto attached.
6.

similar to

Operating Revenues and Expenses of Express Companies for
April,

1915

The following
by

compiled

statement, which is subject to revision, has been
the Interstate Commerce Commission from the

monthly reports of operating revenues and expenses of the princompanies for April, 1915. (The express companies
have three months in which to make reports)

cipal express

:

A
Adams Express
Item

Martin Whelan, chairman; "The Electro-Pneumatic Brake,"
V. Turner; "The Effect of Properly Designed Valve Gear
on Locomotive Fuel Economy and Operating," W. E. Preston;
"Scientific Train Loading, Tonnage Rating, the Best Method to
Obtain Maximum Tonnage Haul for the Engine Over the Entire
Division, Taking Into Consideration the Grades at Different
Points on the Division," O. S. Beyer, Jr.
In accordance with the usual custom there will be a goodly
number of instructive exhibits furnished by the supply companies.
On Wednesday the entire evening will be devoted to inspection
of the exhibits.
Thus far 43 companies have reserved space.

W.

They

are as follows
American Arch Company; American Locomotive Company; American
Steel Foundries; Ashton Valve Company; Barco Brass & Joint Company;
Chambers Valve Company; Chicago Car Heating Company; Commercial
Acetylene Company; Crane Company; Dearborn Chemical Company; Dela-

For the Month of April.
Canadian Express Co.

Great Northern
Express Co.

Globe Express Co.

,

covered (miles)

44,878.65
Charges for transportation
$2,980,181
Express privileges— Ur
1,378„140
Operations other than transportation
44,773
Total operating revenues
1,646,605
Operating expenses
1,448,925
Net operating revenue
197,679
Uncollectible revenue from transp'n
419
16.310
Express taxes
Operating income
180,959
all lines

;

"
,

1915

1914

72.616.10
$4,093,738
2,045 960
217,945
2,265,773

60.848.13
$3,473,040
1,757,461
176.656
1,892.235
1,862 847
29,387

106
298,867
449
31,646
266,772

l,ufi6

1,3.S2,315

49,631
18 260
67,891

Northern Express Co.

1914

1915

1914
38.615.94
$2,662,858
!,,W1.869
31,714
1,302,703

1915
Mileage of

Our Modern Trains?" C. M. Kidd, chairman "Difficulties Accompanying Prevention of Dense Black
Smoke and its Relation to Cost of Fuel and Locomotive Repairs,"
of the Air Brakes on

American Express Co.

Co.

437

9,676.50
$262,250
123.579
5,559
144,230
121.914
22,315

49

11

35.454
5.115

4.000
18,304

Southern Express Co.

Well

7,080.31

$250,417
113,178
11,484
148.722
129.504
19,218

3.000
16.216

Fargo

&

Co.

1915

1914

2,839.78
$54,749

27,289
865
28,325
27,702
622

2,839.78
$46,519
23,844

9.551.73

$242,408
147.072

809
23.484
28,286

4.343
99.679
87.093
12.585
33
3.122
9,429

4,802

1.600

800

977

5,602

Western

1915

Express

1914
9.334.20
$232,739
141.549
4.155
95.344
89.827
5,517

3.440
2,075

Total for
Co. All Companies Named*

Item
1914

1915

Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express privileges Dr
Operations other than transp
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp'n
Express taxes
Operating income

—

1914

$213,050
116,959

33,526.60
$1,339,682

,1.2/6

2t. n.iq

2'i.;io

99.367
84,591
14,775

610,077
513.353
96,724
84
14,132
82,506

675.436
565,487
109,948

8.080.40

$211,157
116,097
3.613
98,673
87.318
11.355
18
5,000
6,336

2

4,500
10,273

B
Adams

1915

1915
34.574.60
$1,241,326
657,257

8,118.34

Express

692.956

1

15.266
94,680

112,995.30
$3,341,186
9,709,748
65,820
1,697,258
1.458,866
238.302
1,063
31,561
205,767

1914

1915

1914

100.001.21
$2,535,383
1,273,784
57.660
1,319,260
1,193,446
125,813

5,174.26

5,008.97

$97,443
46,410

$89,826
50,520
2.463
41.770
46,914
5,144

35,000
90,813

905
4,638

3,203
54 236

48,678
5,558
13

'

l.OOS
6.240

1915

1914

300,425.26 297.181.39
$12,524,493 $12,310,956
6,2 1 1. / 66
6.326 8,1
372,135
340,496
6.644.862
6. 324. 505
5,760.761
6,161,272
884,1111
163.323
2,094
52
108.270
127.523
773,737
35,738

Fob the Ten Months Ending With April.
American Express Co.

Co.

Canadian Express Co.

Globe

I9I5
$3,571,009
1,290.313
49,194
1.330,690
1,283,755
46,935
88
40,000
6,846

1914
$2,638,179
1,253,387
92,061
1,476,852
1,399,509
77,343

1915
$593,009
297.358
8,053
303,794
290,748

1914
$557,354
281,171

13.046

15.793

28.700
48.643

10.60C
2,446

10.800
26,593

Express Co.

Great Northern
Express Co.

Item
1"15
1914
1915
1914
Charges for transportation
$28,351,210 $27,874,524 $38,198,826 $34,591,037
19.178,252
14,207.366
14,639,216
17.358,875
Express privileges— nr
1.844,674
1,811,578
302.814
Operations oth'-r than transportation
412,837
19,043.739
Total operating revenues
14.556.680
13.538,122 20.865.248
19,343,422
Operating cxpei'scs
15.095,392
14.004.380 20,500.459
364,738
466,258
299,683
Net operating revenue
538,711
2,201
207
4,870
Uncollectible revenue from transp.
320,061
169.399
313,282
Express taxes
168,789
32,525
635,657
613,173
Operating income
712,372
.

Southern Express Co.

Northern Express Co.
Item

Charges

for

transportation

privileges— Or
Operations other ih.in tr.nnsp
T"'nl nn ra'ini' revenues
Opernling expenses
Net oncialing revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp.
Exprr-ss

Expri-ss

taxes

Operating income
• locludei

^
\

f

|o;5
$2,261,871
1,326,108
32.875
l.n';8,6,18

884.940
173,607
150
50.000
123,547

f

*

Wells Fargo

&

8.263

284.446
300.239

1915
$2,575,967
1,571.493
42.989
1.047,463
886.344
161,119
88
3S.002
123.027
Total

Co.

Western Express Co.

All

1914
$2,686,241
1.643.282
41.653
1.083.611
898,861
184.749

38.402
146,347
for

Companies Named

\

1015
1014
1014
1915
1914
$2,476,051 $11,691,037 $13,134,357 $31,490,638 $26,130,420
6,037,075
1.346,625
6,746,926
16,113,814
13.081,704
32,256
252,854
278.072
592,273
548.040
5.006.816
6665503 15.069.097 13.596.667
1,161682
906.664
5,231.464
5.779,514
14,803,204
12.336.913
255.017
645.352
885.988
1.165,893
1,259,753
528
38
127
8.998
4?, 000
145 888
150.001
351,015
333.000
209,979
498,935
734,959
805,879
926.753

1015
$953,023
497,215
30,811

487.520
517.837
30,317
01

9,986
40.395

1014
lois
1QI4
$902,760 $118,687,585 $127,461 753
552.467 60.428,907 64.003.201
23.680
3.267.363
3304741
463.973 61.525.051
65,358,203
495.368 59.524.148 04,145.043
31,394
2,001,903
1,712.351
17,018
373
8.570
1,143.344
1,207.776
39.965
841.441
504,202

previous year's returns of United States Express Co.

Traveling Engineers' Associalion

Traveling Engineers' Association will be held at the Hotel Shcrm;in, Chicago,
commencing at 10 a. m., Tuesday, September 7, and continuing
four days. The subjects to be discussed are as follows: "What
Effect Does the Mechanical Placing of Fuel in Fireboxes and
Lubricating of Locomotives Have on the Cost of Operation?"
W. L. Robinson, chairman; "Recommended Practices for the
Employment and Training of New Men for Firemen," L. R,
Pyle, chairman; "The Advantages of the Use of Superheaters.
Brick Arches and Other Modern Appliances on Large Engines,
Especially Those of the M;illet Type." J. E. Ingling. chairman:
"How Can the Road Foreman of Engines Improve the Handling

The twenty-third annual convention of

the

Railway Specialty Company; Detroit Lubricator Company; E>|uipment
linprovemcnl Company; Galena Signal Oil Company; Garlock P.icking Company; Greene. Tweed & Co.; Hunt Spillcr Mfg. Corp.: Jerome-Edwards
Meallio I'iicking Conip.nny; Kellcy Wood Safety Locomotive Side Curtain
w.irc

Company; Liberty Manufacturini; Company; Locomotive Stoker Company;
l.oiiimotivc Superheater Company;
Manning. Maxwell & Moore. Inc.;
Mu.Ikc & Co.; Nathan Manufailuring Company: National Boiler Washing
('iMi|iany; National Grnpbiic Lubricator Company: National Railway Devices
Company; Ohio In'cctor I'omp.-iny: O'Malley Beare Valve Company: Paxton Mitchell Compnny; Pilliod Company; Pocket List of Railroad Officials;
PylcNalional Electric Headliglii Company: Kniltvay Age Gaseltt; Robinson
Company; William Sellers S- to.. Inc.; Southern Locomotive Valve Gear
Company; Siandanl Meat ,iu.l Ventilation Company. Inc.; United S'ates
<;r.-<phii<- Company; Harry Viisering Company; White American
Locomntivc
.Sander Comp.iny,

liu-
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The

Railway Signal Association

The twentieth annual convention of the Railway Signal Association will be held at Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, September

14,

and

15

The program

16.

made up

is

of the committee

reports noted below

Vol.

Russian Railways.

Status of

— V.

No. 10

59,

A. Nagrodsky, Petro-

grad, Russia.

The Status of Railways and
East-Indies. E. P. Wellenstein,

—

Tramways

the Netherland
Indian Govern-

in

Netherlands
ment Railways' Engineer, The Hague.

Tuesday

Afternoon

Signaling Practice.— The use of switch indicators or signals to serve the same purposes; economics of sigcapacity of single track.
nal maintenance
Committee VII Relays. Report on resistance and other data

Economic Considerations Controlling and Governing the
Building of New Lines. John F. Stevens, New York.
The Locating of a New Line. William Hood, chief engineer,

Committee

I:

—

—
— David

;

—

:

obtained on various types of relays.
Report of Committee III Power Interlocking.— Revised specification for electro-pneumatic interlocking, including ten typical
revised
circuit drawings (were discussed at May meeting)
specifications for incandescent
specifications for fiber conduit

Southern Pacific, San Francisco.
The Locating of a New Line.
South Africa.

;

;

electric lamps.

—

Committee VI Standard Designs. Twenty-six drawings showing details and assembly of signal apparatus.
:

Tunnels. Charles S. Churchill, assistant to president, Nor& Western, Roanoke, Va.
Tunnels in Italy. Luigi Luiggi.
Tunnels in Switzerland. R. Winkler, Direktor der technischen
Abteilung der Schweizer Eisenbahndepartements, Berne, Switzfolk

—

Committee

II

Specifications

:

Thursday, 10
electro-mechanical

for

locking.

Committee

V

testing and
instructions for maintaining gravity cells

Manual Block.— Instructions for

:

maintaining dry

cells

;

instructions for maintaining caustic soda cells.
Requisites for
Special Committee on Lightning Protection.
lightning arresters for signaling; requisites for choke coils for
signaling; specifications for vacuum gap lightning arresters.

—

Wednesday afternoon

:

—

erland.

Wednesday
inter-

Trip to Saltair.

Wilson, Johannesburg.

—

:

m.

a.

—

Reconstruction of the Panama Railroad. Frederick
Mears, Lieut. U. S. A., formerly chief engineer, Panama Railroad; member Alaska Engineering Commission, Washington.
I\ailway Construction Methods and Equipment in Australia.
Maurice E. Kernot, chief engineer for Railway Construction,

The

Victoria,

Australia.

—

Track and Roadbed. George H. Pegram, chief engineer, Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York.
American Railroad Bridges. J. E. Greiner, consulting engi-

—

Md.

Baltimore,

neer.

Thursday
Afternoon,
Electric Railways
Specifications for reactors

Committee VIII
Signaling.

—

:

cuits; historical data

Committee

X

:

and Alternating Current
for line and track cir-

sulting engineer,

on alternating current signaling.

Storage

Battery.

— Specifications for nickel— Progress report on

iron-alkaline storage battery.
Special Committee on Electrical Testing.

recording apparatus.
Thursday afternoon Ball game.
The annual dinner will be on Wednesday evening.

Pennsylvania.
The Floating

—

York, N. Y.
Railroad Terminals. B. F. Cresson,
Commissioners, Jersey City, N. J.

—

International Engineering Congress

Friday, 10

International Engineering Congress, organized and conducted under the auspices of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, and the Society of Naval Architects and

The

will

convene

at

San Francisco on September

All sessions will be held in the
20 for a six days' meeting.
Auditorium Building, Hayes and Larkin streets.
At the opening session on Monday morning, September 20,
General Goethals and others will address the convention. Monday afternoon will be devoted to discussions relating to the
Panama Canal. Among the papers presented will be one on the
Commercial and Trade Aspects of the Panama Canal, by Dr.
Emory R. Johnson, professor of transportation and commerce,
University of Pennsylvania. On the following four days separate
sessions will be held to discuss Waterways, Irrigation, Railway
Engineering, Municipal Engineering, Materials of Engineering
Construction, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Mining Engineering, Metallurgy and Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering.
The program of the Railway Engineering Congress is as
follows

RAILWAY ENGINKERING
Tuesday,

10

o.

m.

—

i'.arclay
Parsons, consulting engineer,
Railways. William
New York.
The Status of the Railways of North and South America. F.
Lavis, consulting engineer. New York.
Luigi Luiggi, president of the Italian SoItalian Railways.
ciety of Civil Engineers and fcjrmer member of the Italian State
Railway Board, Rome, Italy.
The Status of Indian Railways. Victor Bayley, assistant
secretary Railway Board, India, Simla, India.
The Status of Chinese Railway.'.. Charles Davis Jameson,
supervising engineer and architect to the Imperial Chinese Board
of Foreign Affairs, Peking, China.

—

— F.

L.

New

Jersey Harbor

Equipment of a Railroad.

New

:

Marine Engineers,

—

George R. Henderson, conBaldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia.
Rolling Stock (other than Motive Power). A. Stucki, presl
dent Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh,
Recent Locomotive Development.

a.

Jr.,

DuBosque,

m.

—
—

Motive Power in the Operation of Railroads. William Hood, San Francisco.
E. H.
Electric Motive Power in the Operation of Railroads.
McHenry, consulting engineer. New Haven, Conn.
Signals and Interlocking. Charles Hansel, New York.
Among papers to be presented on other subjects will be those
on the Preservative Treatment of Timber, by Howard F. Weiss
and Clyde H. Teesdale, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,
Wis.
Aggregates for Concrete, by E. S. Thompson, Newton
Highlands. Mass.; Alloy Steels in Bridge Work, by J. A. L.
Waddell, consulting engineer, Kansas City, Mo. Testing FuUSize Members, by Gaetano L. Lanza, Philadelphia, Pa., and
Equipment, Processes and Methods for Boiler Shops, by E. C.
Electric

—

;

;

Meier, Phoenixville, Pa.

Central Railway Club

of the Central Railway Club will be
held at the grounds of the Automobile Club of Buffalo on
Friday, September 10, and will consist principally of the annual
outing of the club. Members will assemble at Statler's hotel at
com10 a. m.
J. W. Gibney and H. C. Edson are a special
mittee on sports. There will be a dinner at the club house. The
finly business on tlie program is the reading of a short paper,
on "Rivers and Canals," by William Elmer, superintendent of
motive power of the Penn.sylvania Railroad at Buffalo.

The next meeting

—

—

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The

follotviny

list

names of

.oi>T.t

secretaries,

date

oi

next or reyrilar

meetings, and places of meeting.

Am

Bkake AssiHiATloN.fotivention.

..\MrKii%N
c

May

Association

Irani!

M. Ndlis, 53 State
1016, Atlanta, Ga.

K.

2-5,

of

Dhmurrage

Central Station, Chicago.

.St.,

Ofi--icf.rs.

—

Boston, Mass.
V.

A.

Pontious,

Next
455

Septkmber

3,
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1915

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. BoardNext meeting, October 21-23,
man, P. r., & W., Hoboken, N. J.
1915, Boston, Mass.

.American Association of Freight Agents.
East St. Louis,

O.

Passenger

of

Traffic

Officers.
York.

New

— W.

Hope,

C.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.
New York. Annua! convention, October 4-8, 1915, San Francisco,

—

Cal.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.
Connaughy, 165 Broadway, New
Electric Railway Association.

Meetings

York.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths'

— W.

E. Jones,

C.

i^

— H.American
G. Mc-

with

and Pipefitters'

N. W., 3814 Fulton

—

American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.

New

St.,

York.

—

—

Amehic\n

Rail\\-ay Engineering Association.
E. H. I'ritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, March 21-23, 1916, Chicago.

—

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor. 1112
Karpen Building, Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1916.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, Illi-

—
— Prof. E. Marburg, University
Engineers. — Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.

A.wfrican Society for Testing Materials.
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil

Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.

—

York.

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, .Supt, Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next con1916,

Chicago.

—

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. Woodson, Rooms 1116-8, Woodward Bldg., Washington. D. C.
Annual
meeting, June 28, 1916, Detroit, Mich.

Association

of

Lyndon,
Tuesday

—

Manufacturers or Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Annual meeting, 2d
in October,

1915,

Association of Railway Claim
more, Md.
Next meeting.

New

'S'ork.

Agents.

May

— C.

19,

W. Egan,

B. & O.,
1916, Atlantic City, N. J.

Balti-

October, 1915.

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,
1915, St. Louis,

Mo.

—

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.

—

Canadian Railway Clur. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, S(.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

—

Clement II. McLcod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, Fcliruary, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
tieid .St.,

Montreal, Que.

Car I'orf.men's Association of Chicago.

— Aaron

<"hicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday
;ind August, Hotel Lri S;ille, Chicago,

Kline, 841 l.awlor Ave,
in month, except June. July

Central Railway Club.— H. D. 'Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buflalo, N. Y.
Society of Western
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, a.

Engineers'

—

Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

F'ittsburgh.

Freight Claim Association.— Warren P. Taylor,
& P., Richmond, Va. Annual session. May
J).

Traffic
17,

Granil Central .Station, Chic.-igo.
ceding 3d Thuisilay in iiuinlli.
Chicago.

—

RaII.WAV FuKI. ASSOCIATION.
Mc(^ormick Bldg.. Chicago.

C.

New

Hall,

(

C.

Railway Genfrai. F'oreme
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn.

Association.-

International Railroad Master IIlacicsmitms' Association.
I).,

&

K.

I

,

"22

Win,

— A.

L.

Hall,

Wood-

Lima, Ohio.

Next meeting, October

lo.jl,

Master Boiler Makers' Assoc

|oi5,

iaiion.

—

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June. July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association off Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915,

—

—

—

Chicago.

—

Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Railway Storekeeper's Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C, Collingwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Man uf\cturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver

—

—

Bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with Master Car Builders' and
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Tflephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, 50 Church St., New York.
Meetings with Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, 'Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, III.
Annual meeting, September 7-10, 1915,

—

—

—

Chicago.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August,

Louis.

St.

Lake Transportation Club.

St.

Harry

Louis,
I).

oiI',,

the United
Eldon, Mo.

Mo.

Voughl, "5 Liberty

St.,

\'ork.

—

—

—

—

ciation,

—

Traffic Club of Chicago, W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark.- John .1. Kautzmann, P. O, Box 238, Newark,
N. J.
Regular meelings, 1st ALuidav in month, except Julv and
-August, The Washington, 5^9 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swopc. 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

New

August, Hotel Astor,

— D.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.

York.
L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie

Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa,
Traffic Club of St. Louis.- A
.Si.

Liuiis,
to

October

Meetings
F.

Mo.
Annual meeting
May.

Ver.sen,

lu inonllily,

November.

in

R

R

1024

Pittsburgh.

Mercantile

Library Bldg.,
Noondav meetings

.Vmirha
J. F. Maekie, 7122 Stewart
Next convention, June 21, 1916, Toronto, Ont.

er's .Vssociation .h

Ave,, Chicago.

Transportation Club of Detroit. — W. K. Hurley, Superinlendcnt's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Norniandic Hotel,

Traveling Engineers' .\ssociation. - W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
East BulTalo. N. Y.
Annual ineeling, September 7-\0, 1915, Chi-

Utah

.Socifty or Knginffks.- Fi^iok W. Moore, 111! Ncwhousc Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, I'tah.
RckuI.ii meetings, 3d Fridav in month, except July anil August, Sail Like City.

Wkstkrn Canada Railway Ci
-L.
Hon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winniiug, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Slondav, except June, Jul>

i.

Western Railway

and Auku^i. Winnipeg.

Cub.—

September 1416, l'M5, Detroit, Mich.

W

I.

.

Taylor.

I

II J

Karpen Building,

I'hicago.

Regular meetings, Jd Tuesday in month, except lune, luly and
August, Karpen llldR., ( liicngo.
WliSTliRijl Society or Kngi n
U.S.— J, II. Warder. 17.15 Mon.idnock Block.
Ulicago.
KeKUlar no iings. lal Monday in month, except lanuarv.
July and August,
liicago.
Extra meetings, except in Jiilv and
August, geneiallv ..o other Monday evenings,
.\nnual meeting, 1st
Wediiesda
ft
Ni Tluitsday ill January, Chicago.
p

Master Car and Locomotivi Painters' /Xssociation of the Unitko States
and Canaiia.— a. p. Dane, H. &. M., Reading, Mass. Next coitveii
lion,

—

R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, l.st Saturday of each
month, .Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society or Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
Colorado .Springs, Colo.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.— E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ga. .\nnual meeting, January, 1916.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. .-V. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,.
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursilay, January, March, Mav,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramano Iron Works, Hillburn,
N, Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

i

Maintenance of Way and Mastir Painters' Association
States and Canada.— T, I, Goodwin, C. R. I. &

New

York.

Railway Busine.ss Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

cago.

International

iSi

—

Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

Detroit.

iNTl KNATIONAl.

worth, C. H.

—

—

Manager, R. E.
Washington,

A. M. Hunter, 321
Regular meetings, Wednesday, preRoom 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

New

Men's

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Cnrran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

Train Despatch

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.

1126

Mo.

sas City,
City.

1916,

C.

Car

—

Salt

—

Frontier

St.,

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.

Association of Railway Electric Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew.
Soo Line, 112 West Adams .St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June
20-22, 1916, St. Paul, Minn.

30th

York.
Association.
E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, III. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

Niagara

St.

—

W.

29

gust,

in

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New

18-20,

—

New

Chicago.

St.,

American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
Mich.

vention, January

—

Railway Appliance Associ.ation. C. W. Kelly, 349 People's
Gas Bldg., Chicago. Next convention, March, 1916, Chicago.
Railroad Club.- -W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and Au-

Illinois Central,

\^'ells,

New England

C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St.,

Association.

—

Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building.
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June, 1916.
Nation.\l

— R.

111.

Association

.\MtRiCAN
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The Toledo Traflic Bureau has filed a complaint with the
Commerce Commission, charging that the roads in

•—.ooc^

CM-*

Interstate

putting into effect the order of the commission allowing them
to increase rates five per cent have advanced rates from Toledo
to Michigan points to a much greater extent.
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suspending the tariffs, will hold a hearing on the subject at Washington, October 13. The most important advances are those on
grain for export. Proposed changes in classification of freight
will be heard at the same time.

For the movement of the Georgia peach crop to Eastern
markets this year (May 27 to August 17), the Southern Railway ran 187 special trains from Atlanta to Washington, 649
miles, on fast passenger schedules, and 98.3 per cent of them
reached destination on time.
The total number of cars was
3,636; and 219 cars were sent to Western markets by 35 special
trains from Atlanta to Chattanooga, all of which arrived on
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Pacific has announced that hereafter but one
be required on tickets reading over two or morf
lines of that system.
When this arrangement is fully effective
it
will be applicable to foreign interline, home interline and
intersystem tickets. It will be some time, however, before tickets
can be reprinted, and meantime the old forms with two or three
coupons, as the case may be, will be honored. The object of
this arrangement is to popularize the route with ticket agents
of other roads.
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Industrial Traffic League will hold a meeting
Toledo, Ohio, in the Zenobia Auditorium, on September 9
and 10. An informal dinner has been arranged for the evening
of September 9 at the Toledo Club, at which E. E. Clark, of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, will give an address.
at

C Si O ^OOPO^i/^
— 3^c (no»oior^

PO

"".

o

will

current passenger tariffs went into effect, the Boston
has experienced a ver\- notable diminution of travel.
According to the Boston News Bureau there is one station near
Boston where revenues have slumped to less than $100 a month
from $400 formerly. At various stations traffic has disappeared altogethei, or has gone to trolley companies or automobiles.
In June the passenger revenues of $1,186,000 represent a
decline of $164,000, or 12 per cent from June, 1914.
Revenue
passenger-train mileage was practically unchanged.
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The steamship "Pennsylvanian," of the American-Hawaiian
recently set a new record for time of transit from Philadelphia to San Francisco via the Panama canal, making the
voyage in 14 days 17 hrs. 25 min. The distance is 5,130 nautical
miles, making an average speed of about 348 miles a day. The
Canal Record points out that if this vessel had made the voyage
by way of the strait of Magellan, a distance of 13,003 miles, at
the same speed, the voyage would have required approximately
line,
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37 days and 8 hours, or two and one-half times as long as the
trip by way of the canal, and that the use of the canal saved
about 5,965 bbl. of fuel oil, which would cost $4,772.

Three judges of the United States district court at San Franheard arguments on August 17 and 18 on the petition
filed by the chambers of commerce of San Jose, Stockton, Santa
Clara and Sacramento, Cal., for an injunction to restrain the enforcement of the Interstate Commerce Commission's order in the
intermountain fourth-section case, effective July 15, which denied
the four cities named the advantage of terminal rates. The com-
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mission held that terminal rates should be made only to ports
of call.
Joseph W. Folk, general solicitor for the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and Blackl)urn Estcrline, special assistant to the attorney general of the United States, argued that the
issuance of the injunction would upset the entire order, which is
the result of years of litigation, and which permits the railroads
to some extent to meet the competition of the Panama Canal.
The railroa<l lawyers present agreed to stand by the argument
made on behalf of the commission. The case was taken under
advisement.
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and divisions of such rates between the carriers operating
north and those operating south of the Ohio river are prescribed.
(35 I. C. C, 460).
[The list of carriers who are defendants in

riiiiiiiiriiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiMriiiittiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiii.
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Commission and Court News

this case

Coal Rates From Oak

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Kentucky Cattle Rates

Justified

Distilling

found unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory; complaint
(36

I.

C,

C.

dis-

35.)

Discrimination at Henderson

Henderson Commercial Club
ion by Commissioner Meyer:

v.

Illinois Central, ct al.

Opin-

The present adjustment of rates at the Evansville-Henderson river crossing is found unjustly discriminatory, and defendants are required to remove the discrimination. The carriers
are required to provide for the rehandling of grain at Henderson, Ky., under the through rates from points in Illinois
to Virginia cities, upon the same terms as at Louisville.
(36
C.

I.

C,

20.)

In its original report (30 I. C. C, 505) the commission required the establishment of joint rates on bituminous coal from

on the Denver & Salt Lake through Denver to
on the Rock Island in Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri.
The rates were to be on the basis of the rates then in effect from
the Walsenburg, Colo., coal district, via Pueblo and the Rock
The carriers being imable to
Island to the same destinations.
agree as to divisions, the commission finds that the Moffat road
*
*
*
to divisions on coal, soft, all kinds, but not slack and
pea, of $1 18 a ton, and on coal, soft, nut, slack and pea of $1.12

Oak

v.

filed

complaint against the other rates under attack has not been sustained, and that reparation will be denied.
(This proceeding
also embraces complaints in a half-dozen other cases.
(36 1. C.

C,

Opinion by
Investigation and Suspension Docket No. 549.
Commissioner Daniels:
Carriers in Central Freight Association and Western classiterritories proposed to discontinue generally tlie pracof stopping cars in transit to complete loading, or partially
unload
but protest was made by the National In.lustrial

fication

;

and others, and the commission now finds that
the proposed withdrawal of the practice is not justified.
Small
manufacturers and small merchants testified that only by means
of the stop-over privilege could they fairly compete with large
concerns; and the commission finds that the stop-over privilege
tends
engender wliolesome competition.
Commissioner
to
Harlan
C.

I.

Lumber Rates From Wilson, Ark.
In re lumber rates from IVilson, Ark., and
Cincinnati, Ohio, and other points. Opinion by
The commission finds that the carriers have
posed withdrawal of through rates on lumber

Arkansas

to

Louisville,

Ky.,

other points to
the

commission:

justified a pro-

from points of
Ohio, and

Cincinnati,

Evansville, Ind.
The rates from producing points west of the
Mississippi to these destinations arc normally on the basis of the
lowest combination on Memphis or Thebes. The rates in issue
are abnormally low, and were established to meet the competition of the barge lines.
(35 I, C. C, 179.)

Yellozv Pine Sash,
et

al.

V.

Wooden
et

al.

the facts of record. The matter is being taken up, however, in
the general investigation of the rates on and classification of
lumber and lumber products in docket No. 8131. (3.S I. C. C.
151.)

Southern Pig Iron Rates Reduced

Company

et

at.

7:

Loiii.n'llte

c'^-

Opinion by Chairman McChord:

Following the principle of the original report in this case,
1. C. C, 597, it is held that the rates on pig iron in carloads
from points in Alabama and Tennessee to points readied by

30

defendants'

lines

in

Central

v.

Morgan's Louisiana

&

I.

C.

Law

Te.xas

ct at.

Opin-

Commissioner Hall:

—

492.)

Comf'any et at. v. .Wishvillc, Chattanooga
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
This decision concerning rcbilling privileges at Nashville,
Tenn., and discrimin.itioii against Atlanta, Ga., and nine other
places virtually revives the commission's decision of June 9,
1911, which was suspended by the Commerce Court, hut later
.ipproved by the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court of the
United States amiounred its decision on December 7, 1914, reversing the order of trie commerce court, which order set aside
the order of the con, mission requiring the removal of unjust
discrimination resultii g from the gr.nuing to Nashville, anil the
denial to Atlanta and 1. I'c other complaining cities in Georgia of
the privilege of rebilling or reshipi>ing grain, grain products and
hay transported froni ;hc Ohio and Mississippi river crossings
or beyond, and destiiwd to points in the southeast, at the through
rate from origin to liu.i! destination. Upon consideration of the
record in the original hearings and in the recent hearings, and
cm the applications of the carriers under section 4, it is now held
that the granting of the said inivilcge to Nashville and the denial
of it to Atlanta and the ether complaining cities results in a
violation of section 3. and that no showing has been made, under

finds that the rates on wooden building matefrom and to points in southern classification territory should
bear a uniform relation to the rates on lumber. It is unable to
establish or order the establishment of proper differentials from

Iron

(36

Atlanta and Nashville Treated Ali'<e

The commission

&

report.

Opinion bv Conmiissioncr

rial

Sleet

separate

Commerce Not Touched by

Seymour

—

ir.

&

IVashi'ille et al.

a

Manufacturer.':' Association

Clark:

Sloss-ShefHcld

file

Building Material

Door and Blind

Southern Raihaav

later

Following U. S. v. P. & R. (188 Fed., 484) it is held that the
transportation of sugar from Germany, through the United
States, in bond, to destinations in Mexico, is not subject to the
juri.=diction of the coinmission. This case had to do v.ilh 1,200,CCO lb. of sugar shipped from Germany through New Orleans in
In a similar case
1913 for final delivery at points in Mexico.
a cargo of sugar from Hamburg, Germany, shipped to Philadelphia on its way to Raymond, Alta. the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, decided that
such a transaction would not be within the mischief which
the act to regulate commerce was intended to remedy, and
would not come within the language of the statute. (35 I. C.

C,
Rates on

S.

will

130.)

Foreign
ion by

and

dissents,

C,

John

in

456.)

Stopping Cars to Complete Loading

18.)

origin

C,

C.

I.

Traffic League,

Atchison, Topeka i^- Santa Fe et al.
in 1912 attack rates to Phoenix, Ariz., from
varii I's points of origin on different kinds of groceries, hardware and other commodities. It is held that certain of defendC...U3
rates on potatoes and onions are unreasonable; that the
Eisle

(35

a ton.

to

Complaints

Hills, Colo.,

stations

tice

Rates to Phoenix Regulated

Edward

Hills, Colo.

Opinion by the Commission:

Company, ct al. v. Louisville, H. &
St. L., et a!.
Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
Rates on cattle in carloads from Owensboro, Ky., to Chicago and New York, and points taking New York rates not
missed.

ten pages.]

fills

lllltllllllllMItMltMlliril

lltlllltlltlllllllltMIIIIMIIIIIItlllllllltllllllllll

Rock Spring

441

Freight

Association

territory,

to

which pig-iron rates were not rciluccd on October 1, 1914, arc
unreasonable.
Reasonable rates arc prescribed for the future.

St,

6'.

Duncan

Louis

et al.

&
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either section 3 or section 4, why the commission should not
enter an order in substantial conformity with the order of June
9, 1911, and it is so ordered.
(35 I. C. C, 477.)

Reconsignment by Telephone Disapproved

&

&

Scattcrgond
Western Trans. Co., ct
Co. z'. Eric
al.
Opinion by the Commission:
Messrs. Scattergood complained of a reconsignment charge
of $2, made at Renovo, Pa., on a carload of bran which came
from Minneapolis, Minn., but the cominission justifies the railroad and dismisses the complaint. Complainants, in Philadelphia, telephoned the railroad company, the Pennsylvania, in
Philadelphia, June 17, to divert the car to New York; and confirmed the order in writing two days later. This delay of two
Complainant contends that
days necessitated a charge of $2.
the Pennsylvania Railroad's receipt of the telephone message
of June 17, to reconsign the shipment, within 24 hours after
the date of the arrival of the car at Renovo, satisfied the requirements of the tariff for free reconsignment.
But the
commission, finding that the tariff requirement of a written
order was not observed, and that carriers never can be certain that the person speaking a diversion or reconsignment
order by telephone has control of the bill of lading, holds that
the charge assailed was lawfully applicable; and the complaint
S. F.

is

dismissed.

The

(36

I.

C,

C.

IS.)

Advances Approved

Iron and Steel Cases;

Commercial Club Traffic Bureau (Salt Lake) v. Atchison,
Topcka S,- Santa Fe et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
Proposed readjustment of the rates on iron and steel articles
moving from Mississippi river points, Missouri river points,
Chicago and territory intermediate to Chicago and the Missouri
river, on the one hand, to Utah and Colorado points and to
points in Kansas, on the other, found justified except as to the
rates on certain iron and steel articles to Colorado points. Existing rates on iron and steel articles from Pittsburgh anul iS-t Louis
to Hutchinson, Wichita and Topeka, Kans., not shown to be unProposed readjustment
reasonable or unjustly discriminatory.
of rates on iron and steel articles from St. Louis and from Pittsburgh and other points in Central Freight Association territorj- to points in Oklahoma and to Fort Smith, Ark., found
justified.

a group of cases involving substantially all the rates on
from Centra! Freight Association, Mississippi river, Missouri river, Chicago, and territory intermediate
to Chicago and the Missouri river on the one hand, to points in
Utah, Colorado, Arkansas, Kansas and Oklahoma on the other
hand.
The opinion fills 20 pages and deals with everything made of
iron, from boiler plate to woven wire fence, hay bale ties, hinges
Twelve different orders have been issued.
and sucker rods.
(36 1. C. C, 86.)

This

iron

is

and

steel articles

Water and

Rail Rates from

Yonkers

Federal .'^iigar. Refining Company v. Central of Nciv Jersey
et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
Yonkers is 16 miles north of New York City. Complainants
send sugar to Pennsylvania and other points west by way of
the New York Central to Sixtieth street, New York, whence
it
is transferred across the liarbor by boat to the Central of
New Jersey. Complainants desire to send by boat direct from
Yonkers to the New Jersey terminus, declaring that there is
much delay at Sixtieth street. Soinetimes cars have to wait
ten days before they can be taken across the harbor.
They
ask that through rates be made bj' the Central of New Jersey
with the Ben Franklin Tr.msportation Company, , a responsible
concern operating boats i;: the Hudson river and in the harbor;
and this request is grantnl, the commission ordering the railroad to join the boat company in through rates the rates to
points 90 miles and more distant from Jersey City to be the
same as from New York; wliich is what is provided for by
the through tariffs over the Xcw York Central and the Central of New Jersey now in ciTcct
and it is ordered that the
rates by the new route shall be no higher than those tnade
by the two railroads. Rates are ordered for only one com;

;

Vol,

59,

No. 10

modity, sugar.
The railroad argued that a single shipper,
sending a single commodity, could not legally demand the estalilishment of a through route; but the commission finds that
there are other shippers who may take advantage of the new
route.
The railroad also claims that the same issues had been
decided by the courts in former proceedings, but the commission says that this technical plea has no application to an
order of the cominission
moreover, it is lield that the question of establi.'^hing a through route and joint rates was not
determined in the former case cited.
;

Rates Prescribed for Valuable Animals
Ioii.'a

son,

State

Board of Railroad

Topeka

&

Santa Fc,

et

Coininifsioncrs, et
al.

Opinion

by

al.

v.

Atchi-

Commissioner

Hall:

Applying

present record the principles enunciated in
33 L C. C, 682, Held:
(a) That,
taking each class of animals by itself and making due allowance for the minimum, maximum and average values of each
as shown by this record, the scheduled valuations carried by
these defendants in their live stock shipping contracts are unjustly and unreasonably low and not representative of the average actual values of the animals shipped thereunder; (b) that
defendants' rates for tlie transportation of certain specified anithe

to

The Cummins Amendment,

mals, the actual values of which do not exceed the amounts
set forth in the report, are, and w'ill be for the future, unreasonable to the extent that such rates exceed the present rates

based upon the present scheduled valuations; (c) that defendants' excess rates for excess valuations are unjustly and unreasonably high, and (d) that reasonable rates for the transportation of any animal of actual value exceeding the amount
specified in the report will exceed said present rates by not
more than 2 per cent of said present rates for each 50 per cent
or fraction thereof of actual value over and above that named
in the report.
This proceeding was brought by the Iowa .State
Board of Railroad Commissioners and by the American National Live Stock Association, the Corn Belt Meat Producers'
Association, and the Cattle Raisers' Association of Texas, organizations whose members are producers or shippers of live
stock.
Some 45 carriers are named as defendants. The railroad commissioners of South Dakota, Colorado and Arizona
and a number of live stock exchanges and associations intervened in support of the complaint.
The commission finds that the average values of the different
kinds of live stock at the present time are greatly in excess of

named

the valuations

in

the carriers' printed contracts.

.

.

.

The percentage

of increase in rate for excess value has varied
from 10 to 25 per cent of the released rate for each 100 per
These excess rates
cent or fraction thereof of excess value.
for excess value have seldom been used.
It has long been the claim of the carriers that the amounts
paid by them for damage incident to the transportation of live
stock are disproportionately high as compared with the damage claims incident to the transportation of other freight. It
does not appear, however, that all such claims are affected by
large proportion perhaps 85 per
these particular contracts.
cent in amount is on account of loss of market and incidental

—

A

—

shrinkage in weights and value of the live stock. Such losses
never do and never can equal the valuations named in the
Only about 15 per cent of the total claims paid by
contracts.
the carriers for loss of or injury to live stock are, therefore,
in any way affected by the rules and regulations here in issue.
The amount of money actually paid by these defendants because of such loss or injury does not average more than 25
cents a car.

During the last two years long established insurance companies have entered the 1)usiness of insuring shipments of live
stock in tran.sit. Their policies protect against loss by death or
other total loss in excess of the legal liability therefor of the
railroad or carrier caused by wreck, derailment, fire or lightning while on cars in transit. The rates of these companies are
50 cents per single-deck and 75 cents per double-deck car, and
the indemnities specified arc $50 for each steer, $30 for each
cow, $10 for each calf, $10 for each hog and $5 for each sheep
The insurance rates are flat rates per car, regardless
or goat.
For an additional preof whether the haul be long or short.
miiun of 25 cents or SO cents per car, making in all 75 cents
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per car, the indemnity on steers is made, respectively,
While there are no statistics of such
or $100 per head.
insurance operations before us, the testimony as to the amounts
paid for commissions and overhead expenses would indicate
that the business is profitable.
It is of record that the average haul of live stock in the
United States pays the carriers about $50 per car in freight
charges.
The defendants did not contend that the excess rates charged
on accoinit of excess value were reasonable, and they offered
or

$1

.$75

•

another schedule of rates in lieu thereof.
That offer is in
substance that for a 3 per cent excess rate the carrier will
assume a 50 per cent excess liability, and that for a 5 per cent
excess rate the carrier will assume a 100 per cent excess Hability.
These figures are not based upon the cost of additional
insnrance alone. They rest also upon the theory that the carriers' service on the higher valued animals is a more valuable
service and should be compensated by a higher rate.
This proposal is rejected and the commission finds, as above,
that the charge for excess value must not exceed normal rates
bv more than 2 per cent for each SO per cent of actual value.
(36

I.

C.

C,

79.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
At a hearing before the Railroad Commission of Michigan
on August 24, on the application of the express companies for
permission to increase their intrastate rates to conform to the
interstate rates allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce was the only protestant.
Application has been made to the California Railroad Commission by the Southern Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the Western
Pacific and the Western Association of Short Line Railroads for
such relief as the commission can grant under a state law prohibiting railroads from requiring their trainmen to receive or
transmit train orders over the telephone.

COURT NEWS
Time for Commencing Action for Damage
The Kansas Supreme Court holds that a stipuhition

Limitation of

and was gniltv of contributory negligence as
Vandeventer v. Chicago & A. (Mo.), 177 S.

Hours
In

an

in a conshipment of cattle that an action by the
shipper to recover damages because of injuries and delays
occurring during the transportation must be commenced within
91 days after the happening of the injuries and delays is not
unreasonable nor invalid. Mere negotiations between the parties
as to settlement or compromise of the claim did not waive the
contract limitation nor estop the railroad from insisting that
the right to sue had been lost by lapse of time.
Rav v. Missouri,
K. & T. (Kan.), 153 N. W. 397.

—

A

shipment

of

Damages

was negligently dela\cd so

cattle

The

cattle

for

— Deduction

penalties

of Lay-Off

Time

for

—

Hours

of Service

Act

— Omissions

in

Reports

A

railroad inadvertently and honestly omitted from its report,
required by order of the Interstate Commerce Commission, pursuant to the interstate commerce act, instances in which

employees were permitted to remain on duty for a longer
period than that prescribed by the hours of service act.
The
Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth circuit, holds that the company
was not subject to the penalties imposed by the interstate
commerce act, but any omissions must be scrutinized, so as to
prevent any evasions of the requirements to make reports in
such instances. Oregon-Washington R. & Nav. Co.,
222 Fed. 887.

CCA

—

Notice of Intention to Claim

The Arkansas Supreme Court holds

Damages

a provision in a
lading requiring written notice of intention to claim
damages to be given to the carrier is reasonable. Where no
written notice is given, the burden is on the plaintiff to show
that the railroad had such actual knowledge.
Compliance with
the rule was not excused by the fact that some employee of the
carrier whose duties did not include the investigation of such
matters or the report thereof to the agent, knew of the damap-pr"
judition of the goods, no agent in authority knowing that
the shipment was damaged or that a claim would be made.—
St. Louis, I. M. & S. V. Cumbie (Ark.), 177 S. W. 910.
bill

that

of

Caretaker of Stock a Passenger for Hire
shipper of horses was handed a live-stock contract which
contained the condition that the shipper should feed and care
for the animals and exempted the railroad from hability for
their escape from the car.
The shipper, who accompanied the
stock as caretaker, was injured by a derailment.
In an action
against the railroad the circuit court of appeals. Fourth circuit,
holds that the contract showed that it was in the interest of
the railroad to have a caretaker in charge and that this was a
suflicient consideration for his transportation.
He was, there-

A

a passenger
further provision

for Injuries to Live Stock

cattle suffered excess shrinkage.

Act

834.

permitting a train crew to
remain on duty for more than 16 consecutive hours, in violation of the hours of service act, the Circuit Court of Appeals,
Ninth circuit, holds that where a train is delayed en route to
its destination, and the members of the train crew are laid off
and released from duty during the period of the delay, the
Ia5'-off or release breaks the continuity of the service, and the
period of such lay-off .should be deducted in determining whether
there has been a violation of the act, if it is for a substantial
and opportune period of rest, Southern Pacific v. United States,
C. C. A., 222 Fed. 46.

fore,
of

of Service

action

a matter of law.

W.

to Freight

tract for an interstate

Measure

443

that

the

brought the market

was in lost weight.
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that, as the measure of
damages is the difference between the market value of the

through

its

for hire and the railroad could not by a
exempt itself from liability for his injury
negligence. Norfolk Southern v. Chatman,

CCA,

ZZ2 Fed. 802.

price; the only loss suffered by the shipper

time and in the condition in which they were delivered and their value if delivered in time, the shipper, having
recovered for shrinkage, could not also recover for loss in
selling appearance.
That would .dlow a recovery of double
damages for the same item. Intcrnalional X- ;. N. v. Khoden
(Tex.), 177 S. W. 984.

cattle at the

(

Crossing Accident

— Contributory

Negligence

In Missouri a pedcslriiui in crossing a railroad ,U night .along
a board walk was struck and killed by a train going 40 miles
an hoiu-. lie had an unobstructed view when '' feet from the
track.

The

train

had been rnmiing every night for years, near

his place of business, af

a

greater speed

Ih.iii

Drainage Assessment Apportionment

company was assessed $1,500 towards the cost
of a drainage s\ stem on about two miles of right of way within
the drainage district.
The total cost of the drainage system
was $91,000. The district court reduced this assessment to $8(X).
On appeal, the Iowa Supreme Court allirmed this judgment,
.'\

railroad

holding thai where the total cost of a drainage .system is less
than the total benefits therefrom, the tax on a particular ta.\payer should hear the same proiiortion as the total cost bears to
the total benefits; and, therelorc, where the benefits were considerably in excess of the cost, hut the assessment against the
right of way was for the full benefit accruing to the railro,id,
the assessment was properK reduced in proportion to the excess

Chicago & \. W. (Iowa). 153 N.

W

.

110

30 miles an hour.

There was an ordinance of the town through which the line ran,
which consisted of alioul ()51 inhabilants, limiting the speed of
trains to 8 miles.
It was held (h.il the deceased had no right to
assume Ib.il llie train was going no more ih.in S miles an hour

Liability

(or

Injuries

Received

While Exlinguishng
Caused by Sparks

Prairie

Fire

A prairie fire was negligently caused by a railway company,
uul the wife of a homesteader who was left at home with
her
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daughter used every reasonable effort to put out the fire. In
so doing slie overworked and strained herself so that permanent injuries ensued. In an action against the railroad the North
Dakota Supreme Court holds that slie could recover damages
from the company provided she did not unreasonably and recklessly expose herself to tlie injury.
\\'hcthcr she was reckless
and negligent in this respect was primarily a question of fact
for the jury and not of law for the court. The jury found for
the plaintiff.
Wilson v. Northern Pacific (N. D.), 153 N. W.,

—

Vol.

59,

No. 10

The great weight of authority upholds the contrary doctrine
sustaining contracts exempting railroad companies from liability
for negligent injury to sleeping-car employees or others maintaining a similar relation to the carriers, such as employees of
express companies, circus proprietors or news companies. The
latest case on the subject holding such a contract valid is that
of Robinson v. Baltimore & Ohio, recently decided by the United
States Supreme Court, 35 Sup. Ct., 491, an abstract of which appeared in our issue of April 23, page 907.

430.

Order

of

Commission Compelling Operation

at

Loss

Saline River Railway Company
Commission to restrain the commission from proceeding to compel the company to operate its
line.
It appeared that the road, which was primarily built to
haul logs, was nine miles long, running between two small
towns, through sparsely settled territory. It had originally cost
$7S,C00, owed between $100,000 and $150,000, owned no property

Action was brought by the
against the Arkansas Railroad

except tracks and
repair.

rolling

stock,

The company had

Passenger Entering Wrong Train
an action for damages by a passenger who had got on
the wrong train and was carried six miles to the next stopping
place notwithstanding his request to be let off when his mistake was discovered, the Alabama Supreme Court stated the
law as follows
Where a person has regularly bought a ticket
In

Reasonableness

the track being badly out of
unsuccessfully to sell the

tried

The Arkansas Supreme
franchise and property for $18,000.
holds that an order of the commission requiring the
company to run one passenger and freight train each way daily,
at an expense of $50, while its greatest possible revenue per day
was not more than $10, was so unreasonable as to be void.
—Rowland v. Saline River (Ark.), 177 S. W., 896.
Court

:

and mistakes, in good faith, the train
on which he has the right to be carried, and enters the wrong
train, he is a passenger until, after being informed of his mistake, his conduct renders him a trespasser; and is entitled to
the protection accorded passengers against negligence for which
the railroad is responsible. It cannot be affirmed, as a matter
of law applicable under all circumstances, what would be or is a
proper place for affording the passenger an opportunity to
disembark or to eject him. The schedule of the train, with
reference to which nearby trains opposed or following were
being operated, might suggest, in all proper prudence, the danger
of stopping the trains between stations.
The nearness of the
to a definite destination,

ne.xt station after the

"Railroad Heizard" Defined

in

An

employee, engaged in taking old brasses out of journal
boxes of cars, used, instead of a jack, a pole to force down a
wheel. This is a less safe method, but customary when all availThe pole slipped and struck him in the
able jacks are in use.
side.
In an action for his injury the Arkansas Supreme Court
holds that he assumed the risk thereof, since, appreciating the
danger, he deliberately chose this manner of doing the work.
The Arkansas act of 1911, fixing the liability of railroads for
injuries to employees, and abolishing the defense of assumption
of risk, did not apply to the plaintiff. The act does not include
railroad employees engaged in every department of the
all
service, but only those \vhose duties expose them to the characteristic dangers connected with the operation of railroads known
as "railroad hazards," which are those peculiar dangers to
which employees are exposed while engaged in work connected
with, and necessarv to, the operation or running of trains.
St. Louis, I. M. & S. v. Wiseman (Ark.), 177 S. W. 1139.

Safety Appliance Act

—Automatic

and of

itself,

discovery of the passenger's error might,
the conductor in taking the.

entirely justify

passenger to that not remote station. Other illustrative circum
stances may be readilv supposed."
Southern v. Farquhar (Ala.),
68 So. 289.

—

Local Assessment of Station Property fcr ftreet In-provement

A city attempted to assess the station property of a railroad
for the widening of an adjacent street.
While the authorities
in the various jurisdictions are not in accord as to whether station property can be assessed for the improvement of an adjoining street, the New York Appellate Division holds that the
sounder rule is that which denies the right. There were two
offices on the property, one rented to a news company and the
other to a real estate dealer. The court said: "The theory of
local assessment is benefit.
And the reason for exemption rests
in the inability to perceive how such premises are made by the
improvement any more valuable for the purposes for which the
railroad company can use them.
The widening of the street
presumably improves it for travel and for access but the railroad is not benefited in that it carries more passengers or receives a greater compensation.
To assess this railroad station
property for the reason that the widening of the street might
make such office space in its station more valuable is, I think,
assessing for benefits too remote and too speculative, and is to
destroy the rule bv refinement." People v. Waldorf, 153 N. Y.
Supp., 1072.
;

Couplers

Through an accident the. automatic coupling on the front
end of a locomotive became inoperative to the extent that the
uncoupling device was out of commission, though the coupling
The engine was used
feature remained intact and operative.
for some time in this condition, employees being notified that
the front coupler should not be used, and no car was coupled
Had a car been so coupled to the front end
to the front end.
it
would have coupled automatically and could have been uncoupled, without going between the car and the engine, by the
use of the uncoupling device on the car. In an action for the
statutory penalty the Federal District Court, E. D. Pennsylcompany violated the safety-appliance act,
while a locomotive engine need not be so designed that
cars may be coupled at its front end, if intended in its use to be
coupled at either end, it must have an uncoupling device at each
end. United States v. Reading, 223 Fed., 215.
vania, held that the
since,

—

—

Safety Appliance Act Moving Defective Car to Shop
switchman, employed by a railroad engaged in interstate
commerce, was injured because of a defective grabiron on a
boxcar which was waiting to be taken to the shop for repairs.
There was nothing to prove that the defect could not have been
repaired without taking the car to the shop. It was held by the

A

circuit court of appeals. Fifth circuit, that the railroad

under the safety-appliance

was

liable

act.

contract purports to release the Pullman Company and railway
company, he may recover from the latter for injuries residting
from the negligence of its servants. Murray v. Reading (Pa.),

dissented on the ground that the act is intended
use at the time. "It could hardly
have been intended by the Congress," he said, "that a railroad
company under heavy penalties should keep its cars in perfect
order, with certain specific safety appliances and otherwise, and
yet that, after a disabled car has been taken entirely out of commerce, not to be used for any traffic whatever, the railroad company is to be penalized in favor of employees fully advised and
warned that the car was in bad order or was to be moved only
to the shop for repairs, for taking the only practical means at
hand to have the car repaired and put in order." Texas & P. v.

94

Rigsby, C. C. A., 222 Fed., 221.

Pardee, C.

J.,

to apply only to cars, etc., in

Contract Exemption from Liability for Injury to Pullman Porter

The Pennsylvania Suiireme
Coleman

'

ourt,

following

its

decision

in

Pennsylvania (1913J, 242 Pa. 304, 89 Atl. 87, .50 L.
R. A. (N. S.) 432, holds that a Pullman car porter, though not
a passenger in the ordinary sense, is entitled to the rights of a
passenger to safe transportation, and, though his employment
v.

Atl., 5.58.

September

3,
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Chicago G. H. Kummer, coal freight agent, has been appointed assistant general freight agent; F. E. Webster, chief of
the tariff bureau, has been appointed assistant general freight
agent, and J. J. Clask has been appointed chief of the tariff
bureau, effective September 1.
ters at

;

?iiiiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiiiniiciirintiiiriiiiirliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiirtiiiitliitiirtiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiitiii(iiiiiiiiiiit;

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. W. Warner,

Simmons, who recently resigned as general manager
of the El Paso & Southwestern on account of ill health, will
continue as a director and vice-president of the El Paso &
Northeastern and the El Paso & Southwestern of Texas, and
H.

J.

as a director of the Tucson, Cornelia
E, A.

&

Gila Bend.

assistant freight auditor of the Chicago, Mil& St. Paul at Chicago, has been .-ippointed freight auditor,
W. Scannell, chief clerk to the freight auditor, succeeds

Murphy,

waukee
and W.
Mr. Murphy.

Francis J. Owens, connected with the accounting
department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been
appointed auditor of the Chicago Union Station Company, and
F. E. Allen, traveling accountant of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul at Chicago, has been appointed auditor of expenditure,
Mr. Dudley retires after fortyvice C. E. Dudley, resigned.
Effective September 1.
seven years of service.

general foreman of the Erie car repair shops
Marion, Ohio, has been promoted to the general foremanship
of the steel car repair shops at Cleveland. Effective September 1.

at

E. S.

Fe

Mudge,

division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
been appointed assistant engineer in

at Wellington, Kan,, has

charge of valuation of the western
Amarillo, Texas.

lines,

with headquarters at

foreman of engines of the Delahas been appointed road foreman of engines
at Oneonta, N. Y., vice O. E. Ackart, assigned to

C. D. Perry, assistant road

& Hudson,

ware

with office
other duties.

R. D. Starbuck, special engineer on the staff of J. J. Eemet,
vice-president of the New York Central at Chicago, has been
transferred to New York as special engineer on the staff of
A. T. Hardin, vice-president in charge of operation at New

Perry McCart, who has been appointed general attorney for
the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, to succeed H. R. Kurrie,
was born near Orleans, Orange county, Ind., November 5, 1864.

York.

He was educated in the common schools of Orange county, in
Orleans High School, Southern Indiana Normal College, Mitchell. Ind., and in the law department of the University of Tennessee, Kno.xville, Tenn. In 1897 he was a member of the house
For a number of
CI representatives of the Indiana legislature.
years he has served as local attorney for the Chicago, IndianapoHe will make his headquarters in Chicago.
lis & Louisville.

Robert Finney, general agent of the Baltimore & Ohio at
Pittsburgh, Pa., died on August 24 at the St. Francis hospital

Operating
J.

J.

Sexton, trainmaster of the Northern

Pacific

at

Glen-

dive, Mont., has been transferred to Billings, Mont., vice R. R.

William C. Sloan has been appointed
Auerbach, promoted.
trainmaster with headquarters at Forsyth, Mont., vice Thomas
M. Flynn, transferred.

Thomas

B. Turner, trainmaster of the Louisville

&

Nashville,

has been appointed assistant superintendent with
headquarters at Mobile, succeeding John Bose promoted, and
J. P. Semmes has been appointed trainmaster of the New Orleans & Mobile division, with headquarters at Mobile, succeeding Mr. Turner.

at Mobile, Ala.,

Huntington, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific at East
Grand Forks, Minn., has been appointed superintendent of the
Fargo division, with headquarters at Dilworth, Minn., vice F.
R. Bartles, who has been appointed superintendent of the Minnesota division, with headquarters at Staples, Minn., vice T. F.
Lowry, transferred. T. F. Lowry has been appointed superintendent of the Rocky Mountain division, with headquarters at
Effective
Missoula, Mont., succeeding F. L. Birdsall, resigned.
September 1.
F. C.

Traffic

A. Williams has been appointed general agent, traffic department of the Chicago & Alton, at Peoria, 111., vice E. J.
Naylor, resigned.
S.

OBITUARY
in that city.

W.

F. Stevenson, general agent of the freight

the Canadian Pacific at
at the age of 60.

A. C. Littlejohn, traveling freight agent of the Queen &
Crescent Despatch, has been appointed commercial agent, vvitli
headquarters at New Orleans, La., vice A. R. Collins, transt'crri-ci.

h'rank Roach, chief clerk ol the advertising dcparlment of
the Union Pacific Railroad at Omaha, has been appointed advertising agent of the road, to succeed John T. Cummins, pro

motcd,
T, O. Jemiings, general freight agent of the Chicago &• Eastern Illinois, has been apnointi'd freight traffic manager, with
head(|uarters at Chicago; E. S. Stci)hens, assistant general freight
agent, has been appointed general freight agent, with hcadciuar-

York, died on August

department of
21, in that city,

John Finnell, roadmaster of the Northern Pacific at Tacoma,
Wash., was killed recently when the track motor car on which
he was riding left the rails.

Edward F. McCrea, division engineer of the Northwest System of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, with headquarters at Cleveland, died of cancer at the
ents in Logansport, Ind.,

on August

home of

his par-

29.

Sidney T. Emerson, formerly well known as a civil engineer
railway construction work, died at his home in Chicago on
August 30, aged 88 years. He served a? consulting engineer
for the Pennsylvania, the Missouri Pacific, Northern Pacific and
the St. Louis, Kansas City & Colorado.
in

John H. Warder, secretary Western Society of Engineers since
January 10. ICOl, died at his home in Chicago on August 30,
following a short illness. He was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, on
January 21, 1846, and graduated from the Polytechnic College
of Philadelphia in 1867 as a mechanical engineer.
He was for
some time connected with the Cincinnati Southern and with the
bridge department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
He
was also engaged for some time in bridge inspection at various points throughout the United States. He designed the waterworks system for West Pullman, 111., in 1893, and following
this he was in charge of sewer construction in Lake View and
other parts of Chicago, until his election as secretary of the
W'cstcrn Society of Engineers.
Metcalfe, formerly president of the Mexican Interna(June. 1502, to April, 1504), and then for one year vicepresident of the National Lines of Mexico, died on August 31
at Pocono Summit, Pa., at the age of 67.
He had lately been
connected with Speycr & Company, bankers, New York City. He
was born in Cambridge, Ohio, and began railway work as a
telegraph operator.
He subsequently served as superintendent
of the Louisville & Nashville and lines now forming part of that
road.
From July, 1900, to November, 1901, he was L>encral
manager of the Denver &• Rio Grande; then to June, 1902, was
general manager of the Evansville & Terre Haute, when he
became president of the Mexican International and subsequently
vice-president of the National lines of Mexico.
In 150.'>, Mr.
Metcalfe became a consulting expert on railroad matters and
was appointed vice-presidcul of the Manila Railway Company,
which position he held at the time of his death. He w.is also
vice-president of the liolivi.i Railway Company, and a <Iirocfor
of the Missouri Pacific.
J.

G.

tional

William T. Price, traveling freight agent of the Union Pacific,
with headquarters at Denver, Col., has been appointed commercial agent at Pueblo, Col.

New
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repairing

gondolas

1,000

to

American

tin-

Vol.
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Car

&

No. 10

Foundry

Company.

Equipment and Supplies

I

|
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Western

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Chicago & North Westkrn

is

in the

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, reported in an unconfirmed item in the Raihvay Age Gazette of August 27 as having
ordered 50 ore and concentrate cars, has ordered 25 concentrate
cars from the Pullman Company and 25 ore cars from the
Car & Foundry Company.

Steel

market for 34 loco-

IRON AND STEEL

motives.

The

Erie has ordered

Santa Fe type locomotives from

five

American Locomotive Company.

the

The Servian Government has ordered 15 Prairie type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 19 by 24-in. cylinders, .S3-in. driving wheels
and a total weight of i43,000 11>.
The Utah Copper Company has ordered six 6-wlieel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Garden
one

Mogul

City Western, Garden City, Kan.,
locomotive from the Baldwin

type

lias

ordered

Locomotive

Works.

The American R.mlroad Company of Porto
three Consolidation type locomotives from the
motive Company. These locomotives will have
20-in. cylinders, 37-in. driving wheels and a
83,000

Rico has ordered
American Loco14-in. and 20 by
total weight of

lb.

CAR BUILDING
The San
five

Pedro, Los Angeles

the Pressed Steel

Air Link has ordered structural steel work
amounting to about $50,000 for its new shops at Portsmouth,
Va., from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Vandalia
Iron

Co.

has ordered

113-ft.

five

3-in.

from the Wisconsin Bridge &
through-riveted

single-track

truss

spans, totaling 560 tons, for a bridge at Logansport, Ind.

The Central of New Jersey's order for 800 tons of fabricated steel for a pier to be built on the North river, New York,
has been given to the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
The Philadelphia (Pa.) Subways has ordered 8,500 tons
of steel from the Keystone Construction Company for the first
section of this line and an additional 24,000 tons will be ordered
shortly.

The

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has let a contract fo-tons of steel to the American Bridge Company, to be used
on track elevation work for subways at Pratt avenue, Ashland
The St. Paul has also
?.venue and Fargo avenue, in Chicago.
ordered 134 tons from the same company for steel work on substations in various locations.

M4

inquiring for

The New York Public Service Commission, First district,
has awarded contracts for track materials, to be used upon
various lines of the Dual Rapid Transit System, as follows

has ordered 50 mine cars from

Untreated ties and timber, J. H. Burton & Co., $1,273,856;
treated ties and timber. Long Leaf Pine Company, Inc., $100,-

& Salt Lake

is

caboose cars.

The Wyoming Coal Company

The Seaboard

Car Company.

special work, order No. 3, Ramapo Iron Works, $54,960
362
order No. 4, Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co., $41,907: cast iron,
American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, $10,528 screw
spikes, American Iron & Steel Manufacturing Company, $25.741
felt pads. The Q. & C. Co., $9,957
malleable iron, Foran Foundry & Manufacturing Companv, $36,118; tie plates, type
L. D. Rockwell,
Herbert W. Lockwood, $123,975; tvpe
Herbert W.
L. D. Rockwell, $5,140; type
$13,267; tvpe
Lockwood', $8,239; types E, F, G and
Herbert W. Lockwood, $17,139; types E-2,
and X Ramapo Iron Works,
bolts
$2,901
cut track spikes, Herbert W. Lockwood, $34,338
and nuts, Oliver Iron & Steel Company, $117,910.
;

The Atlantic Coast Line
Company

has contracted with the Pullman

for a private car.

;

The Interborough

Rapid Transit has ordered 489
trucks from the Pullman Company.

The Western M.\ryland

is in the

hopper cars and also for a few box

market for

sets

of

;

1,000 all-steel

cars.

C—

The Maine Central

has ordered 1,500 center constructions
from the Standard Steel Car Compan\-.

The Tennessee

&

Coal, Iron

cars from the Pressed Steel Car

The

Company

Illinois Steel

A

B—

Railroad has ordered
Company.

10 tank

W

;

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
18

fiat

The American Car & Foundry Company
for a

L'tah Copper

dump

cars

Company

has ordered

50, 30-yd.

extension

The Central
dump

Steel Company has ordered one 20-yd. e.xtencar from the Clark Car Company.

The Anaconiia Copper Mining Company has ordered ten
dump cars from the Clark Car Company.
The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company has ordered 20, 100-

20-yd. extension side

ton side dump, side hopper cars

The Edmonton,
10 stock cars from
Ont.

The

Li

\-

thi.-

fror.'i

the Clark Car

Company.

&

British Columbia has ordered
National Steel Car Company, Hamilton,

vegan

and tlic l'"dinunti>n, Duiivcgan
Columbia have crdered 100 box cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

&

Ai.iierta (iREat \\ \ikk\vays

British

The Cleveland Cliffs Iro.v Company has ordered six center
dr.mp ore cars from the Clark Car Company. These cars will
be built by the Cambria Steel Company.
The
Haskell

for

number of engine

its

lathes, axle lathes

is in the market
and other equipment

Detroit plant.

from the Clark Car Company.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 200
box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
sion side

—

has ordered 10 tank cars from

American Car & Foundry Company.
The Pittsburgh Crucible Steel Company has ordered
cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The

D—

;

the

side

H—

Illinois C^kntral has ordered 300 underframes from the
& Barker Car Compan\ and has let the contract for

—

French Railways

in Turkey. Press despatches report that
Turkish government authorities have been authorized to
buy back the following French railway and tram lines in Syria,
the purchase money to be provided by the ministries of finance
and the Wakuf Pious Foundations: The narrow gage railway
from Beirut to Zeirib tlic tramway from Beirut to Hamslekin,
in the Lebanon; the Rejak-Alcppo line to the junction with the
Bagdad Railway; the line from Homs-Tripoli to the harbor
of Muaivene; tlie line from Jaffa to Jerusalem, and all the rolling stock, workshops and other properties of these lines.
the

;

Hungarian Railways.

— The

Hungarian State Railways oper-

ate 5,505 miles of line and in April earned $5,961,068, comparing
with $6,593,088 in April. 1914. The total receipts from July 1,
30, 1915, were $60,774,001, comparing with $69,for the corresponding period of tlie previous year.

1914, to April

369,838

—A

new tariff has been
A Sample oe Russian Freight Rates.
put into effect on shipments of tanning materials from Vladivostok to railway points west of Omsk. The rate on L.c.i. shipFor
ments is from 2.7 cents to 1.6 cents per ton per mile.
carload shipments the rate varies from 2 cents to 7 mills per
ton per mile.

September
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and coal and coke. George T. Johnson
T. Sharp is secretary and treasurer.
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j

is

president and .Sydney

A. Q. Tucker, vice-president of the Hydraulic Press ManuCompany, Mt. Gilead, Ohio, has been elected presiW. G. Beebe has been
dent, succeeding M. Burr Talmage
elected vice-president, succeeding Mr. Tucker; F. B. McMillin
continues as general manager and secretary, and M. W. Spear
has been elected treasurer, succeeding H. B. McMillin.
facturing

Hiiiiiitimililliuillilliiiiiililllii

iilliillllliMlilllinillllii

I

jMiiilintiiilriilllinrililllluiliniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiE

litlillilllinij

The Chicago Malleable Castings Company, West Pullman,
Chicago,

is

enlarging

its

plant.

Smith has been appointed manager of the Detroit
of the Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.
For the last year and a half Mr. Smith has been assistant manager of the Edison StorSupply
age Battery

Bertram

office

Company,
cisco,

San Franwhich com-

Cal.,

pany acts as the Pacific
coast distributer for the
Edison nickel-iron-alka-

Previous to
connection with the

line battery.

his

Edison company he was
manager of the battery
department of the Chicago branch of the
United States Light &
Heating Company, New
York. He had been secretary and treasurer of
the

National

Company,

Battery

Buffalo,

until

consolidation with the
United States Light &

its

Heating Company The
Edison Storage BatterjBertram

Sntii

Company

th

moved

Cleveland to Detroit. The company's business
has been rapidly increasing.

recently

office

its

from

this territory

in

;

The Chicago Great Western has awarded a contract to the
Roberts & Schaeffer Company, Chicago, for building a fireproof
standard counterbalanced locoinotive bucket coaling plant with
automatic operation at Clarion, Iowa. The Chicago Great Western has in operation three plants built by the Roberts &
Schaeffer Company a year ago. The contract price for the plant
'

Clarion

at

Robert

is

$10,000.

W. Hunt &

make what

Chicago,

Co.,

is

Exchange building

to 1744-48

H. V. Jamison, advertising manager of the American Sheet
Plate Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been awarded a
gold medal by the Panama-Pacific International Exposition

& Tin

Society in recognition of his services in the installation of the
of the United States Steel Corporation and its subsidiaries.
The United States Steel Corporation decided to make
an extensive exhibit at San Francisco and Mr. Jamison was
appointed director of exhibits. The corporation was accorded
a grand prize for its exhibit and the gold medal was awarded
exhibits

to

Mr. Jamison.

Edward M. Grove, treasurer of the McConway & Torley
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died on Thursday, August 26. Mr.
Grove was born in Chambersburg, Pa., on October 12, 1857. He

went

August

the

its offices from
North Kolmar avenue.

at

William

his

home

printing

in

will

manufacture

plant of the American Steel Foundries,
closed for several months, opened on Sep-

The Franklin (Pa.)

Alexander Wilson, for many years superintendent of the
railroad department of the Cambria Steel Company, died at his
home in Johnstown, Pa., on August 30 at the age of 75.
j. W. H. James, for many years connected with the American
Bridge ("ompany, and a civil and mechanical engineer of broad
experience, died at his home in Chester, Pa., on August 29.

Under the plan and agreement of May 12, 1915, of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, stockholders have
taken all but $457,000 of the $20,710,1)00 new convertible bonds
offered to them.
flag, described in the RaUivay Age Gascilc of
has been adopted as the standard flagman's
outfit by the Mobile & Ohio, Illinois Southern, and St. Louis &
San Francisco, and is now inider service test on 15 other railways.

The Selby

a

In 1876
telegraph

After

three

work as operahe was made district

tor
superintetident

Chicago on

ties.

which has been
tember 1.

l6,

operator.
years of

Tank

of Indianapolis, Ind., has

Philadelphia

office.

became

Pullman

been incorporated with a capital of $80,000, and

July

he

26.

The Thorn Railroad Tie Company
railroad

'jraver

to

when 14 years old and
worked for a time in a

B.

William Graver, president of
Works, East Chicago, Ind., died

commissioned

Pennsylvania Steel Company, the Illinois Steel Company
and the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

Bouton, formerly president of the Union Foundry
Works, Chicago, died at his home in that city on August 26.
C.

been

the

The Boss Nut Company, Chicago, has moved
the Railway

has

known

as their special inspection of the 115,000 tons of rails and accessories which, as mentioned previously
in these columns, has recently been ordered by the Russian Imperial Railways Commission from the Cambria Steel Company,
to

of

Company

t

h e
at

Ohio, and
was later transferred to
In
Jersey City, N. J.
1886 he became assistant
general manager of the
Palace Car
a g n e r
Companv. with office in
New York. In 1889 he
resigned to become associated with the McConway & Torley Company.
He has thus been 26
years with that company
and for the last 15 years
E M. C r ove
has been treasurer. Mr.
Grove was president of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Asand devoted his time and thought
sociation in 1910 and in I'M
Cincinnati,

W

I

generously to the inlcrests of that association.

safety

page

106,

Lincoln building,
D.-ivid Newliall
Philadelphia, I'.i.. iind represents in the eastern district the
National Hoiler Washing Comiiany and the National Waste
Company, both of Chicago. Mr. Newhall will handle also variIkis

opened an

ollice

in

the

ous lines of railway and mill supplies.

A new corporation, Johnson, .Sharp & Co., has bien lormed,
with office in the Commercial Trust building, Philadelphia, to
deal in iron and steel and their by-products, scrap material

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
I'oundry Company, of NewYork, has issued a small pamiihlel entitled. Cast Iron Soil Pipe
vs. Wrought Pipe, which is dexoleil to a discussion of the relative durability of the two kinds of pipe as ascertained from
samples of wrought iron pipe taken from the Waldorf-Astoria
and of cast iron pipe taken from the old Astor House.

Cast Iron Pii-k.— The Central

is the title of Circular No.
which has recently been issued by the Wcstinghouse Elec& Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. This

Rf.si'lts of Ei.txTRii'iCATio.N.— This
1.S05,

tric
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so-called circular

is

a book 9 by 11 inches in

size,

containing 72

aims to show the results obtained
by electrification on some of the important steam railways of
the world, and to give information of interest and value to
steam railroad operators on electrification work. Contained in
the publication are well-illustrated descriptions of the Norfolk
& Western, the Pennsylvania, the New Haven, and other electrifications installed by the Westinghouse company. The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has also recently issued
the first number of "Westinghouse Electrification Data," which is
to be a periodical chronicling the latest advances in the field of
heavy traction. The presnt number contains a discussion of electric locomotive characteristics, some interesting figures on the
comparative maintenance costs of steam and electric locomotives,
as well as data on the New York terminal electrification of the
well-illustrated

pages.
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Canadian

Pacific.

— The

report of this

company

for the year

ended June 30, 1915, shows that the company has 60 miles of
new line under construction, on which work is now under way,
as follows:
On the Interprovincial & James Bay from Kipawa,
Que., north 10 miles; on the Alberta division, the Stirling East
branch, from Stirling, Alta., cast 25 miles, and on the Swift
Current North branch from Coronation, Alta., northwest 25
miles.

Cumberland Traction.— Organized

Pennsylvania.

in

Kentucky with $50,000

between Edmonton, Ky., and Elizabethtown.
Right of way has been secured and the first section to
be built will be between Edmonton and Hiseville, 16 miles. G.
H. Greenup, Elizabethtown, is back of the project.
capital to build a line

—

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago,
issued Bulletin No. 30, illustrating and describing the
"Beamer" patent steam sand dryer, made by that company for
drying sand for locomotive use.
Sand Dryers.

Vol. 59, No, 10

has

Power TR.^NSMISSION Machinery.

— The

Mesta Machine Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued Bulletin Ka. containing a horsepower chart for determining the variables for rotating parts
transmitting power, such as gears, pulleys, rope wheels, etc.

—This

Dayton & St. Mary's (Electric).
ganized recently, it is said, to build an
ington, Ohio, north to Ft. Loramie,
surveys have already been started. D.
ton, Ohio.

—

Pneumatic Tools. Bulletin No. 130, issued by the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, deals with the lubrication
of pneumatic tools and treats also of Airoilene grease and oil,
Chicago Pneumatic Oilers and the Little Grant Grease Machine.

—

Pipe Accessories. The William Powell Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, has issued a booklet relative to the company's line of oil
and air vents, expansion joints, valves and other accessories for

Georgia Roads.

—The

Chamber

of

company was

electric line

about

16

or-

from Cov-

miles.

The

Dwyer, president, Day-

Commerce

of

Rome,

Ga.,

conferring with the Seaboard Air Line, it is said, to secure
the construction of a railroad from Rome south to Fish, 14
is

miles.

—

cently issued a booklet relative to the Beaudry Champion and
The booklet describes
Peerless power hammers, respectively.
the hammers in detail and contains tables of sizes and dimen-

Gulf, Florida & Alabama. Construction work is being pushed
is said, on the extension
from
Broughton, Ala., north to
Kimbrough, 52 miles, and it is expected that a connection with
the Southern Railway at Kimbrough will be made early this fall.
Abutments for the drawbridge over the Alabama river at Yellow
Blufif, Ala., are nearly ready for the steel work, for which a
contract has been given to the American Bridge Company. An
additional pier is also being built at the marine terminal at

sions.

Pensacola.

wells

oil

and

refineries.

Power Hammers.

— Beaudry

— The

&

Co.,

Boston, Mass., have re-

K. F. Ball Bearing Company, New
York, has recently issued a very attractive booklet relative to the
economies of the light car in electric street railway service and
the saving to be obtained by the use of ball-bearing journals

Ball Bearings.

on

S.

sucii cars.

—

Automatic Mail Exchange System. The Hupp Automatic
Mail Exchange Company, Washington, D. C, has issued a booklet describing its system for taking on and delivering material
at high speeds and giving in detail the nature of the equipment
and its performance.

—

Optical Instruments. The Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y., has issued a pamphlet describing its
The
microscope for the inspection and testing of materials.
various instruments manufactured by this company for this
purpose are described in detail with illustrations.

it

(April 23,

p.

913.)

Helena & Southern. — Incorporated with

$500,000 capital,

it

Yellowstone Park. A
section of the proposed route is to be over a partly graded line
of the Three Forks, Helena & Madison Valley, which started
work in 1912, on a line from Helena south to Yellowstone Park,
about 150 miles, and up to January of this year had grading
work finished on about 20 miles. E. A. Tennis, Salina, Kan.,
and formerly of Three Forks, Mont., is an incorporator.
is

said, to build

from Helena, Mont.,

to

Huron & Northeastern. — The Huron Investment & ConstrucCompany is engaged in preliminary work on the proposed

tion

from Huron, S. D., north to Wahpeton, N. D.,
and eventually east to Duluth, Minn. It is expected that construction work will be started next month.
The company filed
articles of incorporation in South Dakota early this year with
The incora capital of $25,000 and headquarters at Huron.
porators include F. W. Henderson, Summit, S. D. W. Pelham,
Sioux Falls, S. D.; C. E. Wolfe and F. Budack, Wahpeton,
N. D., and C. B. Adams, Chicago, 111. At the same time the
Huron Investment & Construction Company, with a capital of
$50,000 was incorporated by the same interests.
line to be built

;

—

Mf.tal Shears. The Canton Foundry & Machine Company,
Canton, Ohio, has recently issued a catalogue entitled Canton
Allirator Sliears, describing and illustrating the company's line
of metal cutting shears. These shears are equipped with double

They arc furnished with
gears to counteract tortional strain.
either belt or motor drive, but the belt drive is advocated as
being more flexible.

Unions.— The Jefferson Union Company, Lexington, Mass.,
has issued a catalog describing the Jefferson unions of various
The booklet contains views of the different kinds of
types.
The
unions and shows for what purposes they are made.
patented feature of this company's product is the brass seat ring,
placed in a recess away from the runway of the fitting.
Corrosion :— The Cause, the Effect, the Remedy.— The Stark
Rolling Mill Company, Canton, O., has issued a IQOpage pamphlet which calls attention to the marked increase in the tendency
to corrosion attending the introduction of sheet steel manuAn acfactured by the Bessemer or open hearth processes.
count is also given of the various causes of corrosion and
describes also the manner in which these troubles have been
overcome in Toncon metal. Fifty pages describe and illustrate
the various uses for this product.

—

Illinois Central. The extension of the Illinois Centra! from
Benton, HI., to Old Ben Mine, a mile and a half out of West
Frankfort, has been completed.
It will be used solely for
freight purposes.

Lexington & Eastern.— See Louisville & Nashville.

—

Louisville & Nashville. Engineers are locating a branch
of the Lexington & Eastern, it is said, up Colly creek near
Whitcsburg, Ky., to reach a rich coal and timber field in Letcher
county.
It is expected that a contract to build the branch will
be let before November.

—

Morgan-Fentress. An officer writes that the plans call for
building a line frorn Nemo, Tenn., northwest to Jamestown,
56 miles. A contract has been let to the Cumberland ConstrucThe
tion Co., Harriman, Tenn., to build a section of 13 miles.
first section of 15 miles from Nemo via Castoosa, Parker and
Mantrin is now in operation. The company expects to develop
a traffic in forest products, coal, etc.

September

3,
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— Work

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
way, it is said, on an extension of the valley

line

is

now under

line

from

Centerville,

is

Tenn., to Totty's bend.

Newton, Kansas & Nebraska.
organized

in

1912, to build

—

This company, which was

from Milton, Kan., north via New-

ton and Abilene to Fairfield, Neb., will start work soon, it is
said, on the line.
construction company has been organized
at Newton to carry out the work.
S. O. VVaddell, chief engineer, Newton, Kan.

A
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and track-laying will be started soon. The projected route
from Tampico, Mexico, to Panuco, 46 miles, and the plans call

for extending the line eventually for a total distance of about
250 miles.
The line is to be built to provide the Topila and
Panuco oil lields an outlet in addition to the water route of the
Panuco river. The project is backed by British capitalists.

Three Forks, Helena & Madison Valley.

—

New York SunwAvs. The New York Public Service Commission, First District, has authorized the New York Municipal
Railway Corporation to award the contract for the erection of
steel, construction of track, etc., for the third tracking of the
Broadway elevated railway in the borough of Brooklyn between
Myrtle avenue and Aberdeen street to the Johnson-Gifford Company, the lowest bidder, at $400,441. (July 23, p. 181.)

—

OzARKS R.MLWAY. Incorporated to build a railroad from a
point in Ozark County, Mo., 10 miles from the Arkansas line, to
Rothville, Ba.xter County, Ark., a distance of 36 miles.
The
capital stock is $900,000, and the stockholders are
K. V. Lobbs,
H. S. Wickersham, S. C. Bates and E. C. McAfee, of Springfield,
Mo., and C. C. Feuster, of Mountain Home, Ark.
:

—

& Appomattox (Electric). An officer writes that
now under way building from Petersburg, Va., northeast
to City Point and Hopewell, ten miles.
The contract has been
given to the Vaughan Construction Company, Roanoke, Va. The
plan includes building a station, also a sub-station. T. M. Worthan, president, Richmond, Va.
W. W. La Prade and E.
Wortham, engineers. (Aug. 20, p. 358.)
Petersburg

work

is

;

Philadelphia (Pa.) Roads.— Contracts for the construction
of the city hall station and tunnel section of the Broad street
subway, and for the construction of foundations for the Frankford elevated in Philadelphia, Pa., have been signed, and the
work is to be started on September 13. The Keystone State
Construction Company was awarded the city hall station contract at $1,700,000.
The contract for the foundations for the
Frankford elevated, extending from Callovvhill street on the
south to Unity street on the north, was awarded to James D.

Dorney

at $142,590.

(July 23,

182.)

p.

Salem & Pennsgrove Traction.
projected from Salem, N. J., north
about 12 miles. No action will be
the line until the engineers now
report.
A. B. Smitli, secretary

Davis Lumber Company, Salem,

Salina Northern.

— Contracts

— Lhider

this

name

a line

is

via Pennsville to Pennsgrove,

taken for the construction of
work make a preliminary
and treasurer of the Smith,

is

at

for the equipment

let

and for materials for building, from Salina, Kan., through Saline,
Lincoln, Mitchell and Osborne counties to Downs and Osborne,
to miles. Three miles of track has been laid and grading work
is about finished between Salina and Lincoln, 35 miles.
Several
bridges are under construction.
The Keystone Construction
Company, Salina, Kan., of which E. A. Tennis is president, is
building the

line.

—

Pottsville. A contract is reB. Trcxlcr, Reading, Pa., to
build a line to connect Frackville, Pa., with St. Clair, five miles.

Shenandoah, Frackvillk &
let by this company to

ported

South Dakota with $2,000,000 capital by residents of Yankton
from Yankton, S. D., north through the counties of Yankton, Turner, McCook, Lake. Kingsbury, Hamliu and
Codington to Watertown, 145 miles. The incorporators include
Edward S. Johnson, W. J. Fantlc and W. E. Hcaton, of Yankton.
The same interests have iiiciMporatcd the Yankton County
Bridge Company, with a capital of $1,000,000, to build a bridge
over the Missouri river at Yankton.
in

to build a railway

Southern Railway.

—

Bids have been a.skcd for double-trackbctwcrn Greenville, S. C, and Central, 26
miles, and contracts for the work will be let about September
6.
Plans arc also being made for douhlc-lracking work between Charlotte, N. C, and Spartansburg, S. C, and it is understood that contracts for the work south of Charlotte, which
ing work,

will

it

is

said,

iiivdlve very lie;ivy CDMstiuctioii,

Tamimco & Panuco.
pico,

— According

Mexico, a large force of men

will

be

let

soon.

to press reports
is

now

at

work grading

this

a two-

is

Baltimore, Md.—An officer of the Baltimore & Ohio writes
plans have been made to build a new steel coal pier at
Curtis Bay, Baltimore, but authority has not yet been given to
begin the construction work.
Chicago,

— The

awarded the conand Fifty-sixth
avenues, Cicero, to the Pleas Concrete Construction Company,
of this city. The Bates & Rogers Construction Co., of Chicago,
has been awarded the contract for the reconstruction of three
tract for

III.

subways

Central

Illinois

has

at Forty-eighth, Fifty-second

bridges on the Indiana division of the Illinois Central.

— The Chicago Great Western has awarded the
new IGO-ton coal chute in this city to Roberts
& Schaefer Co.. Chicago. The coaling station will be a steelClarion, Iowa.

contract

for a

balanced bucket type equipped with scales and reversible Ogle
automatic hoist, operated by a distillate oil engine.

—

Dallas, Tex. The city commission of Dallas has passed an
ordinance extending to December 20 the time in which to begin
construction work on a union interurban railway passenger station in Dallas, to be built jointly by the interurban lines centering
in Dallas.
The Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, Boston, Mass., it is said, has already secured a site for the proposed
and terminals.

station

—

Deshler. Ohio. A contract has been let to George Georgenson, Hamilton, Ohio, and it is expected that work will be started
soon on a new union station in Deshler, to be used jointly by
the Baltimore & Ohio and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

The new

station will be of brick construction with a tile roof.

—

The contract for remodeling the mechaniterminal of the Illinois Central at Ft. Dodge has been let
to the Stoddard Construction Company, Chicago.
Ft. Dodge, Iowa.

cal

for a

III.

— The

new passenger

Illinois

station

in

Central has let the contract
Kensington to T. S. Leake &

Co., Chicago.

Logansport, Inp.

— The

\aiidalia has

construction of a bridge o\ cr the
division to the Wisconsin Bridge

The bridge

waukee, Wis.

&

the contract for

let

Wabash

tlie

river on the

Michifan
Iron Company, North Mil-

will consist of five riveted Pratt truss

sj'ans 113 ft. 3 in. long on stone piers and abutments reinforced
with concrete. The superstructure will contain about 200 tons of
steel.
The estimated cost of the superstructure, including erection, is $60,000.

Macon, Ga,

—

The Central of Georgia
be built over Pine street.
been authorized.
viaduct,

to

is

making plans

The work has

for a
not yet

—

Mount Vernon, N. Y. Contracts for the elimination of the
Mount \'crnon avenue and Oak street prade crossings and
the erection of a new station on the West Side will he let by
September 20, according to an order just issued by the New York
I'lil lie .Service ('onimissioii.
First di'-trict.
The order also provides that the work of removing the tracks from the present
right of way to the right of wa\. 350 feet eastward, must be
comnicnced on or before October

New

1,

1915.

—

York. The New York Public .'Service Commission, F^--'
district, has awarded the conliact for the construction of station
finish on Section No. 2 of Routes Nos. 36 ami i7, the Astoria
elevated line, in the Borough of Querns, to Charles Meads &
Co., the lowest bidders, for $268,102.
(August 13, p. 302.)

The

from Tam-

&

that

J.

South Dakota Roads. — A new company has been incorporated

Helena

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
—
building

Anacortes, Wash. The Great Northern
stall frame engine house.

Kensington,

interested.

have been

— See

Southern.

Altoria Realty

&•

Construction Co. submitted the lowest

bid at $860,636, for tin- slaliou linisli work on Routes Nos. 16
and 18, being respectively the Jerome avenue and White Plains
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elevated

Borough of Queens, to Charles Meads &
(August 13, p. 302.)

the

in

line,

Vol.

59,

No. 10
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Co., the lowest bidders, for $268,102.

The Altoria Realty & Construction Co. submitted the lowest
bid at $860,636, for the station fmish work on Routes Nos. 16
and 18, being respectively the Jerome avenue and White Plains
road elevated lines in the borough of the Bronx.
The New York Municipal Railway Corporation has awarded

&

John Thatcher

Son, the lowest bidders, at $320,325, the
contract for the construction of eight stations in connection with
the third-tracking work on the Broadway elevated line in the
borough of Brooklyn.
to

—

The Seaboard Air Line has given a conV.'^.
the Christian Construction Compan}', Durham, N. C,
to build additional shop facilities at Portsmouth. The work will
include a machine and erecting shop, blacksmith shop, flue shop,
engine carpenter and paint shop, also a sub-station. The work
will be pushed to completion, and it is expected that it will
be finished early in 1916. There is considerable steel work involved in the construction of the main buildings, and hy-rib
walls or similar material will be used in the machine and
erecting shop.
Portsmouth,

tract

to

RoCKFORD,

III.

— The

Illinois

the H. W. Nelson Company,
in rebuilding a bridge over the

Central has let a contract to
Chicago, for the concrete work

Rock

river.

—

— The

directors of the

San Antonio Belt &

Terminal Company have formally accepted a 25-year franchise
from the city commission authorizing the construction of new
passenger and freight terminals.

—

San Diego, Cal. The San Diego & Arizona will erect a steel
bridge across Campo Creek at the end of Tunnel No. 4. Charles
W. Corbaley Company, Los Angeles, has been awarded the contract for the construction work and the Llewellyn Iron Works
of Los Angeles will furnish the steel.

—

St.
Work on the proposed St. Paul Union Depot
has been delayed by the refusal of the United States board
of army engineers to approve certain changes in the river
channel suggested by the Union Depot Company.

Paul, Minn.

The

D.\lles,

Ore.— The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Co. has let contracts for building roundhouses and
chine shops, it is said, at The Dalles and at Pilot Rock.
estimated cost of the work is $95,000.

Waterloo.

Iowa.

— The

Waterloo,

has given a contract to the Black

Cedar Falls &

ma-

The

Northern

Hawk

Construction Company,
it
is said, to build a freight house on Utica street, near MulIjcrry street, in Waterloo.
The Ijuilding will be 40 ft. by 200
ft.,
and will be of steel, brick and concrete construction. It
will cost about $50,000.

Wilmington, Del.— Contracts have been let by the Baltimore'
to the James F. Brogan Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
for the concrete foundation and to the King Bridge Company

& Ohio
for

the superstructure of

over the tracks

in

improvement

at

once.

Yankton,

S.

D.

a

bridge to carry Lancaster avenue
Work will be started on the

Wilmington.

— See

South Dakota

Roads under Railway

Construction.

—

Extending American Coal Tkaue. The first cargo of
American coal that there is any record of as having reached
I'atras, Greece, was received there late in July.
The cargo,
consisting of 6,000 tons of Pocahontas coal, was shipped from
Norfolk and 3,400 tons was for use on the Piraeus-AthensI'tloponncsus Railway (locally called the Papl.
It is said that
the price of the coal at Patras wa.s $15.07 a ton.

—
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& Hudson.— A meeting

September 30

|

to authorize

of stockholders

is

to be called

an issue of $14,451,000

5 per cent
20-year convertible bonds to be offered to stockholders of
record as of September 9 at par. The offering is to be made
subject to the necessary approval of the New York Public
Service Commission and has been underwritten by Kuhn,
Loeb & Co. and the First National Bank, both of New York.
The bonds are convertible for 10 years beginning October 1,
1917, on a basis of $1,500 face value of bonds for 10 shares
of .stock, the total par value being $1,000.

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.

—

The Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio has approved the issue of $3,540,000 first mortgage
5 per cent bonds of 1915-65, guaranteed jointly by the New
York Central and the Pennsylvania Company.

Louisiana, Texas

&

Mexico.

— See

New

Orleans, Texas

& Mex-

ico.

Missouri Pacikic.

—A

new protective committee has been formed
represent the trust 5 per cent bonds, due January 1, 1917,
and the first collateral mortgage 5 per cent bonds, due August
to

RoYSTON, Ga. Bids are wanted by the Southern Railway for
building a new station of frame construction at Royston to
replace the structure destroyed by fire.
S.\N Antonio, Tex.

Railway Financial News

I

Port Conihtions at Maksi.tlles. Almost since the beginning
of the war there has been congestion at Marseilles, France, and
a large number of shijjs have had to wait in the harbor for an
opportimity to discharge cargo.
There are now only about
three ships in the outer liarbor and 22 in the basins awaiting
berths.
It is expected that conditions will become normal in
about six weeks.
New warehouses, with a total capacity of
80,000 tuns, have recently been completed.

The committee

Moreau Delano, of Brown
York, chairman
Willard V. King,
president. Columbia Trust Company, New York; Asa S. Wing,
president, Provident Life & Trust Company, Philadelphia,
1920.

1,

Brothers

&

Co.,

consists of

New

;

Pa., and L. Edmund Zacher. treasurer, the Travelers' Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn.
Bondholders are requested
to deposit their bonds with the Columbia Trust Company,
New York. The interest due September 1 on the trust 5 per
cent bonds was not paid by the receivers and the committee
has arranged to advance to depositing bondholders the amount
of the coupon due September 1 and has also arranged to

advance the interest due February 1, 1916, on the collateral
mortgage 5 per cent bonds in case that interest is not paid
by the receivers.

National R.\u.w"Ays of Mexico.

— The

held October 6 and at that time it is
from the stockholders to issue prior
bonds as is found expedient, and at
presented the report of the board
years ended June 30, 1915.

annual meeting is to be
proposed to ask authority

lien

and general mortgage

that meeting also will be

of directors for the two

—

New

Orleans, Texas and Mexico. Arrangements are understood to be nearly completed for the formation of a new
company to be called the Louisiana, Texas & Mexico, to take
over the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, which went into the
hands of a receiver along with its parent company, the St.
Stock of the New Orleans, Texas
Louis & San Francisco.
6 Mexico is held by the St. Louis & San Francisco, but will
Holders of the $28,receive nothing in the reorganization.
582,930 first mortgage 5 per cent and 4>4 per cent bonds will
be asked to subscribe to the extent of 20 per cent of their
holdings to new first lien collateral trust 6 per cent bonds
and will receive in exchange for this subscription and their
present holdings, beside tlie first lien collateral 6s, 50 per cent
of their present holdings in 5 per cent income bonds and 50
Bondholders who do not subscribe for
per cent in stock.
the new first lien 6s will receive but 40 per cent of the income
bonds and SO per cent new stock. It is said that the Guaranty
Trust Company and the Columbia Trust Company, both of

New

York, are to underwrite the plan.

— The

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio has
$1,222,0.50 special guaranteed 4 per
cent stock of the Cleveland &• Pittsburgh, a subsidiary of the
Pennsylvania, to the Pennsylvania to rcmimbnrse that company for expenditures made for capital purposes.

Pennsylvania.

approved of the issue of

—

& San Francisco. It is understood that a syndicate
being formed to lend to the St. Louis & San Francisco stockholders $45 of the $50 assessment which the plan of reorganizaStocktion calls for from the holder of each share of stock.
holders will, of course, put up as collateral for this loan the
securities which tliey are to receive in the new company.

St.

Louis

is

See also

New

Orleans, Texas

& Mexico.
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continue to take place with more or less frequency.

tions of this kind require an iron

hand and can

Condi-

best be handled

by a committee or board of responsible officers, selected from the
departments interested, which will insist on such
thorough and complete reports of each failure as to enable the
blame to be properly placed. This board should also be charged
with the responsibility of seeing that defects in either equipment
or organization are remedied and that abuses are removed.
different
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consideration from those who are interested in the necessity of giving more attention to training railway employees. To
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members

lications are

and

all

prising that this feeling should prevail.

Railroad work, because
very nature, has a fascination for most young men and it
should not be difficult to make the service still more attractive

of

its

by developing a comprehensive scheme for training the young
men to increase their knowledge and efficiency and helping them
to fit themselves for more important positions and greater responsibilities.

other Simmons-Boardman pub-

The address on "Train Despatchers and Division

the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

of

work should be made easier or the responsibilities lightHard work and responsibility have an attraction for live,
wide-awake young men if they can see that their efforts count
and are appreciated. Nothing is more disheartening than to
grind along with the feeling that their work is unimportant or
that the

ened.
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Is

it

not true that the creatcr proportion of enpinc failures

last analysis arc

"men"

Responsibility
for

Engine Failures
is

In

the

due to poor jtitlKmont aii<I l;nk
of knowledge?
Tliis condition in Ititii
may he charged to poor and inadequate
supervision.
To remedy it each f;iihirc
must he carefully and thoroughly investigated. One grejit trotihic on some roads
failures,

that tlie officers in charge arc satisfied with superliei;!! inves-

These are useless and often result in having
one hranch of the service or department imjustly pass the hlamc
to another, with residting friction and waste of energy; meanwhile the real c:uise of a failure is overlooked .ind similar failures
tigations and reports.

August
situation

page 380, calls attention to a
with reference to the treatment

27,

and status of the train despatcher that has
rankled in the minds of the despatchers
for a long time and has caused considerable agitation in the conventions of the Train Despatchers' Association for several years,
without having attracted much notice elsewhere. In brief, Mr.
Finan urges a better recognition on the part of division officers
Train Despatcher

EDITORIAL:
Editorial Notes
of Engineers
•Locomotive Maintenance
While Other Accidents Decline Trespassing Accidents

Officials," pre-

at the convention of the superintendents'

association and published in the issue of

11

The

The Training

as attractive as pos-

and means provided by which those who are ambitious to
themselves for promotion may do so. This does not mean

fit

$5.00

Canada

and hold desirable young men the

attract

sible

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:

United States and Mexico

Attractive

work should be made

Samuel O. Dunn, Editor.
Rov V. Wright, Managing Editor.
W. S. Lacheh
H. F. Lane
W. E. Hooper
R. E. Thaver
C. W. Foss
B. B. Adams
F. W. Rraeger
A. C. Loudon
E. T. Howsom
H. H. Simmons
C. B. Peck
J. M. Rutherford

of the difference that exists, or should exist, in the relations
between the company and the despatchers and other employees,
and of the fact that the despatchers' relation to the company is,
or should be, just a little broader than that comprehended by

He shows that, rightly or wrongly, there
minds of a great many despatchers a feeling that
their superior oflicers consider, or at least treat them, no differently from \\li;il tliey do the employees who are affiliated with
organizations that deni;ind from their members a loyalty paramount to the loy;ilty they owe the company, and that possibly
their condition might be improved by the formation of a "protective association" like others that have been able to force
concessions from the railways. The Train Despatchers' Association has never been such an organization.
Its aims and
functions have been the same as those of other organizations of
r;iilu;(y ollicers, being directed toward the increase of efficiency
in the work of its members.
However, only the most heroic
efforts on the part of its officers have prevcntetl turning it into a
"proleelive organization," in other words, a labor union.
Even
now there is a strong movement on foot to affiliate the train
desp:itchers with one of the gro;it labor brotherhoods, and it is
understood that many of the despatchers are in a receptive mood.
As Mr. Finan says, there should be no more reason for a prtithe

word "employee."

exists in the

tective

organization

of despatchers than of superintendents,
of the despatchers owing allegiance (irst to a union,
second to the railw;iy, is almost unthinkable.
It is gen-

;uul the idea

and
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erally recognized

that railway officers

and other employers

in

the past have been to a large extent responsible for the present

strength of the labor unions, and

would be unfortunate

it

if

formation
a branch of railway

their treatment of the despatchers should lead to the

of another labor union affecting so vital
operation.

"Why do you

suffer our ignorance, which so fatally injures your
This frank, forceful question tersely sums up "A
Clerk's Plea," which appears in another
Inefficiency
part of this issue, and which should be
carefully studied by every railway officer
in
who is interested in cutting out waste and
Railroad OfHces
and this means
inefficiency in office work
the entire service, for men engaged in the actual work of carrying on transportation and looking after maintenance may be, and
often are, seriously handicapped and discouraged in their efforts
l)y inefficiency and lack of team work on the part of the office
forces.
The "clerk's plea" is an indictment of the thoughtlessness of the railroads in overlooking the vital necessity of provid-

Vol.

59,

No.

11

may

of laws with different provisions and requirements which

movement becomes

Thus, to improve a purely local situation, with only a secondary desire
to improve the safety of design, this restrictive measure has
been enacted. The licensing of engineers has never been favored by the majority of the engineers themselves, and it is not
expected that this measure will meet with any greater degree
of approval.
be expected

this

if

general.

business?"

—

ing for the proper instruction and training of the office forces.
Agitation of this question, which is now going on, would indicate
that many railway officers are awakening to the seriousness of the
The problem will be half solved if railway executives
situation.

LOCOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE

N

T

order to secure a comprehensive idea of what the large
capacity locomotives have done toward reducing the operating

expenses of the railroads of this country, data taken from the

Commerce Commission is plotted on
accompanying chart.
Twenty-seven representative roads
whose locomotive repairs amounted to over a million dollars each
were considered, and the cost of locomotive repairs per locomotive mile and per 10,000 tractive effort miles, and the freight tonmiles per freight locomotive mile were computed for each road.
These results were plotted according to the average tractive effort
of all the locomotives on the respective roads.
The upper set of points shows how those roads that have increased the capacity of their freight locomotives have been able
the middle set of
to increase the ton-miles per locomotive mile
points shows that the cost of locomotive maintenance per locomotive mile increased with the heavier engines, and the lower set of
points shows that even though there was an increase in the cost
of maintenance per locomotive mile there was, in reality, a decrease in the cost of locomotive maintenance if the hauling capacity of the locomotives is considered
that is, the cost of locomotive maintenance per 10,000 tractive effort miles was less for those
1913 report of the Interstate

the

;

generally will recognize the necessity of taking steps to solve it
and will concentrate their energies on improving the conditions

which now
article

may

exist.

It

is

not apply to

true that
all

the criticisms

made

in

the

roads, but the indications are that

such conditions exist to a greater or less degree on most of

—

them.

THE LICENSING OF ENGINEERS

ALTHOUGH the licensing of engineers has been the subject of
much

discussion

years, Illinois

providing

for

is

the

this.

among

roads having locomotives of the higher average tractive effort
than for those roads having the lesser. While it would have been
desirable to

compare the cost of locomotive maintenance with the

the technical associations for several

state which has actually passed a law
Prompted by dissatisfaction on the part

first

aoo-

i^

^2

700-

•A

of consulting structural engineers with the broad provisions of

^«

the existing state architects' law, a committee of the Western
Society of Engineers procured the enactment at the last session

of the sttae legislature of a similar law governing the licensing
of structural engineers. Briefly, this law requires that any person engaged in designing or supervising the construction, en-

I 'Ave- 4m._

gineer.
tions,

The

power houses,
person

act

defines

structures

as

elevators, docks, bridges, reservoirs, shops,

now

etc.

Provision

is

made

•

•
•

%

zoo

1

°
f

/lye.

—

o

9.67

for the licensing of any

"a

o

examination upon the payment of a fee of $50. No arrangeis made, however, for the licensing of non-resident engineers without examination regardless of professional standing

.7

,— —

•

Ton't

< 'Aye. 3.J8_

or experience.

road will be required to procure a license from every state
through which the road passes and the expense, whether borne
by the individual or by the road, will be considerable.
Even more serious is the confusion resulting from a variety

o

o

ment

conclusion, the engineering executive of a rail-

-*"-

;""
o

practising structural engineering in Illinois without

to its logical

o

o

o
o

b-

roundhouses,

gaped in the design and erection of structures coming within
the limits of this law must pass an examination before he
While
can compete on an equality with resident engineers.
the law contains a reciprocal provision authorizing the granting of licenses to engineers of other states in which similar
laws are in effect, since Illinois is the only state which has
passed such a law, this measure is of no consequence. Carried

'

•

^

m

^

sta-

Thuj, the chief engineers and bridge engineers of railroads
with headquarters outside the state must pass an examination
before the state examining board or arrange for some subordinate, resident in the state, to take out such a license and do work
Likewise, a consulting
in the state over the latter's signature.
engineer or a manufacturer located without the state and en-

•

•

•

largement or alteration of any structures other than buildings,
shall have a license or be under the employ of a licensed enincluding coaling

•

"o

.1
1

fer

--

Freight loco

i—i "s-- "-' --eMih

--

A

Cosf PerL icomofire Mile
lO.OOq Trac five EHoi f Mh e*
Z6POO
Z6.0Q0
30,000
3S.OOO

Kei

<osf Per

Z4.0OO

S2.000

^yerage
ton-miles,

it

was impossible

to

Tracf/ye £fforf.

do

this as the statistics presented

Commerce Commission's

report do not differenbetween the cost of repairs for passenger and freight locomotives.
However, by referring to the top and bottom set of
points a clear conception of what is being accomplished may read-

the Interstate

in

tiate

ily

be obtained.

Although there

is

considerable variation

among

the 'ton-miles

per locomotive mile" set of points, it docs not necessarily
that all the roads that are low in their performance are
cient,

mean
ineffi-

for the operating conditions will, to a large extent, affect

The road which appears to have the best record in all
is marked with the letter A.
This road is a
low grade line and has a large amount of through business, its
main line being over 500 miles long. The usual "cost per locomothis figure.

these sets of points

tive mile" basis of figuring the cost of locomotive

maintenance

September

does not
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does the cost per 10,000
increase in mainten-

reflect the actual conditions, as

tractive effort miles.

The former shows an

ance cost for the larger locomotives, where there is in reality a
decrease from the standpoint of the total work the locomotives
are capable of doing.
The chart shows that the higher capacity locomotives are relatively cheaper to maintain and that they are being used, in most
cases, to good advantage, but it should not be understood that the
larger locomotives will be suitable in

has a big
rant

it.

cases.

all

Heavy power

of usefulness, but the traffic conditions must warThree large roads of the West and Southwest having
field

locomotive maintenance costs much in excess of those shown
above, according to both bases, have been omitted for the reason
that their conditions are so different from the average road.
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number of employees was 114 per cent
and the tonnage of freight handled was 185 per cent
greater, while the number of tons carried one mile was 225 per
cent greater. These are the accidents with which railroading as
period mentioned, but the
greater,

a business

is

The number

fairly chargeable.

of trespassers killed

during the last five years, however, was 52.6 per cent greater
than during the period 1890-1894, the increase in fatalities to
trespassers being twice as great in proportion as the increase in
fatalities to employees and over seven times as great in proportion as the increase in passengers killed.

Such comparisons go back

to the unregulated days of railare the facts for more recent years? Comparing the period of 1910-1914 with the preceding five-year period,

What

roading.

we find that the number of passengers killed was
per cent less in the latter period than in the former and
the number of employees killed was 4 per cent less, in spite of
1905-1909,
19.3

*

WHILE OTHER ACCIDENTS DECLINE TRESPASSING
ACCIDENTS STILL INCREASE

;

an increase in railroad mileage, in the number of employees and
volume of both freight and passenger traffic. While there
were these absolute decreases in the numbers of fatalities to
passengers and employees, there was an absolute increase of 1.7
per cent in the number of trespassers killed.
in the

RAILWAY

travel has not for many years been especially
hazardous and it is becoming safer every year. Working on
a railroad, while properly classed as a more or less dangerous
occupation, according to what department an employee is in,
But
is also each year attended with a reduced degree of risk.
trespassing on railway tracks and trains has always been and
still continues to be a very unsafe occupation, and is not growing

If the improvement in respect to the safety of railway travel
and employment be largely attributable, as some maintain, to
regulation, to what must we attribute the continued nicrease in

number of fatalities to trespassers? As a matter of fact, the
reduction in other accidents is mainly creditable to the manage-

the

the result that fatalities to passengers as well as to employees
have been steadily decreasing. To the most numerous class of
railway casualties, however, the fatalities to trespassers, the same
bodies that have been most vigorous in regulating the railways
have shown indifference and this in spite of the fact that the

ments of the railways, while the continued increase in fatalities
to trespassers is mainly due to bad government.
The railways
have policed their tracks and arrested trespassers by thousands,
only to see them turned loose because the judges have refused
to convict them and because local communities have declined to
stand the expense of their incarceration.
That the percentage of increase in fatalities to trespassers has
not been larger is due rather to the activities of the railways in
keeping up an agitation regarding the evils of trespassing than
to any assistance they have received from legislatures, courts

number of people

or commissions.

less so.

While regulating bodies of all kinds have been very busy
passing laws and issuing orders to prevent railway accidents,
the railways themselves have exerted the most strenuous efforts
to remove one of the most serious blots on their record, with

;

while

killed

unlawfully

using the

railroad

tracks as a short cut or stealing rides on cars and engines, has

continued to grow from year to year.
E. W. Camp, attorney for California for the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, in his address before the convention of the American
Association of Railroad Superintendents at San Francisco, described some of the experiences of the roads in their recent futile
efforts to interest the legislatures of the various states in a bill

For example, he showed
have been passed with a proviso
that it should not apply to pickets during a strike
It is interesting, therefore, to contrast the tendency shown
by the kind uf accidents for which the railways may be held
responsible with the tendency of those for which no one is to
blame but the victims themselves and the public and its repre-

make

to

that in

trespassing a misdemeanor.

some

sentatives

states the bill could

who

refuse to

volume of

the

individual years, or that

is

far safer to

casualties

so

is

greatly

affected

Ijy

and other factors that comparisons of

traflic

tion, arc liable to

a finger to stop the slaughter.

lift

The number of railway

fail to

take such factors into considera-

and

result in very misleading conclusions,

compare periods of years.

The

statistics

it

needful

tor such comparisons are available in the reports of the Inter-

Commerce Commission

state

many

years

railway

for the years 1890 to

casualties

1914.

For

very rapidly, mainly
exposed to railway accidents of
increased

because the number of i)coi)le
all kinds, tlie mileage of railroads, tlie numljcr of trains run
and tlie volume of traflic handled, wore increasing very rapidly.

The
in

fact that the increase in accidents

the chances of accident

Comparing the

last

is

was

less

than the increase

frequently overlooked.

five-year period

for

which we liave

tlio

figures, 1910 to 1914, with the period 1890 to 1894, tin-

number of

increased 8 per

mileage of

passengers killed

cent,

railroads increased 58.9 per cent and the

increased 153 per cent.
five-year

the

number of passengers

The passengers carried one mile
The number of employees killed in the
period was 30 per cent greater tiian in the first

carried increased 86 per cent.

last

vvliile

A few years ago C. C. McChord of the Interstate Commerce
Commission called attention to the fact that from 1890 to 1909 a
total of 86,733 trespassers had been killed on .\merican railways.
This represented 53 per cent of

all

railway

fatalities.

Since then

many laws have been

directed against the 47 per cent, but none
against the 53 per cent.
In the five years since 1909 the total
fatalities to trespassers has been swelled to 113,480, an increase
in five years of 26,747,

and

in 1914, 5,471 trespassers

The percentage of trespassing

fatalities to all

were

killed.

railway fatalities

now slightly over S3 per cent.
In 18 years out of the last 25 more trespassers were killed than
during the year before. In the five-year period. 1890-1894, the
is

was

17,523; from 1895-1899 it was 19,4(4, an increase of 11
from 1900-1904 it was 23,455, an increase of 20 per cent
from 1905-1909 it was 26,291, an increase of 12 per cent, and from
total

per cent

;

1910-1914 the increase was

1.7

per cent.

\\TiiIe

the railways

have succeeded in reducing their own accidents in spite of the
increase in mileage and traflic, the number of trespassers killoil
has almost invariably fluctuated with those factors.
In other
words, it has been governed almost entirely by the increase in
the chances of .accident.
The more railroads there are and the

more

trains there are run

the greater

is the hazard that they
walking on the track, and apparently the more people there are in the United States the more

will kill

persons

who

insist

in

trespassers there are.
Tlic railway accident record is bad enough without lieing exaggerated.
It
b.is
always been widely iniblislu-d and hence

has received nuire than its proper share of attention as compared
with the casualties in other iiulustries.
sometimes read of
an accident in which people have been "slaughtered like sheep."
I!ut the American r.iilway .accident record can
never be properly
understood nor ade(|ualely ilealt with until some action is taken
by the constituted aniliorilics to separ.ite the sheep

We

goats

and protect the

natural propensity.

gciis

from the
from the consequences of their
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FACTOR OF ADHESION

most economical

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The letter published in your issue of May 7,
was written along the

lines that

As

the writer

rail

is

conditions would be from 4 to 4.25.

very much interested

in

Mr. Baxter's communiwould be pleased to

cation appearing in the issue of June 25, he

:

1915, on the above
appealed most forcibly

see a

further analysis by Mr. Baxter of the statements

show why

therein to

a high factor of adhesion

to the writer at the time, without a thought of evading the di-

on the question. To satisfy the criticism of Mr.
Baxter, published on page 1463 of your issue of June 25 1915,
he will endeavor to show why he does not believe in factors
of adhesion higher than from 4 to 4.25.
The adhesion of a locomotive is the resistance which prevents
or opposes the slipping of the driving wheels on the rails, and
When we
is due to the friction of the former on the latter.
consider the process of starting a locomotive there is, at any
instant, as we gradually apply the efifort, an amount of friction
issue

rect

into

called

play just

effort increases

balance

to

sufficient

the

so does the friction, until

which

limiting value beyond

effort;

the

as

reaches a certain

it

Any

cannot go.

it

increase, then,

Therefore, the logical
conclusion is that the limiting friction should just balance or
slightly exceed the tractive effort for the most economical concauses the slipping of the driving wheels.

dition of the rails.

As

the limiting friction

is

governed by the

greater co-efficient in most cases,

stands to reason that the

it

factor of adhesion should be chosen from the analysis of the

values obtained from these laws

which can be

the values of

;

one chooses to go to the trouble of making
a few simple experiments. These values for the four most im-

easily

demonstrated

portant

On
On
On
On

rail

conditions are nearly as follows

a dry sanded
a dry

3

rail

4

rail

a wet, sanded rail
a wet or frosty rail

5

6

factor of adhesion

is

the one that will

give the greatest earning power the year round at the least cost
per pound of locomotive. There is no use in spending time on
the factors 3 and

6,

we

as

are

all

aware

that they are unreason-

able; the former because a locomotive could not carry

sand to sand the

were

rails

every trip from start to

possible, the cost of tires

use; the latter because

we do

whole year round and the

and

rails

finish,

enough
and even if

would prohibit

not have wet or frosty

loss in

tonnage

is

excessive.

The advent

is probably responsible for increasing the factor of
adhesion to from 4.5 to 5 or over. These types were primarily
developed to obtain boiler capacity, but it has been found that

late years

they are more slippery than the non-trailer types on grades with
4, consequently the wheel arrangement has possibly
forced the increase in the factor of adhesion.

a factor of

Now, let us decide upon a factor, say 4 or 5. by working out
an example. Suppose we have two locomotives weighing 200.000
lb. on the driving wheels, one with a factor of 4 and the other
with a factor of

The locomotive with

would
would have
40,000 lb.
Suppose tliat it requires 50 lb. per ton of locomotive and train to start on the controlling grade
then the two
locomotives would handle 1,000 tons and 800 tons respectively,
of locomotive and train, !he one with the factor of 5 losing 25
per cent in tonnage. It is a well-known fact that a locomotive
can handle considerably mc ic tonnage after the train is in mohave 50,000

lb.

5.

tractive effort,

the factor of 4

and the one with

5

;

consc; i^ntly the locomotive is only valued
Therefore, starting power, limited
only by the dry-rail condition, is what is needed.
It may be
said that the locomotive with the factor of 4 cannot always

tion than

it

can

start,

for what tonnage

handle the 1,000

it

will stari

tons..

the conditions and

still

True, but the tonnage can be cut to suit
it will usually handle more tonnage than

locomotive with the factor of

5.

On

the other hand the

E. F. GiviN
Shawmut & Northern.

"How

article

to

Railway Ace Gazette:
Select and Promote Your Men,"
in

written

your issue of August

6,

a very timely one.
I have been closely in touch with Dean Schneider's work and
agree with him largely. While there no doubt is something in
phrenology, character reading, etc., the fundamental truths underlying such a science as character reading if it may be so
spoken of are not yet known, and, consequently, attempts to
work out anything but very general results along these lines are
is

—

—

as apt to fail as to succeed.

Railroad work

One

years ago.

work more

the
will

is

not as attractive to young

in

men

as

of the important problems today

it

is

was ten
to

make

younger generation so that there

attractive to the

be a better class of material to select from.

One who has had experience

in

trying to interest railroad

men

increasing their efficiency by study and thus fitting themselves

for promotion, finds that from this particular point of view railroad employees can be divided into several main classes
There are those ambitious fellows who deny the right of
seniority, so-called lack of "pull" or any other condition to stop

them for a moment

in their

strenuous efforts to reach the top

of the ladder.

Then, there is another class that sit back and say, "What's the
You've got to have a pull you can never get any further

use.

;

without
Still

its

of the trailing wheel types, such as the 4-4-2, 4-6-2 and 2-8-2 in

the

The

of thf.

by Roy V. Wright, which appeared

office.

the

made

necessary.

Omaha, Neb.

To THE Editor

it."

a third class is impressed with seniority promotions in the
They plug along, impatiently waiting for the man ahead

them

of
rails

is

THE TRAINING OF RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

if

The most economical

this

Pittsburgh,

laws as the friction of motion, with, however, a slightly

same

11

locomotive with the factor of 5 cannot take advantage of dry rail
conditions to the fullest extent because dry rail conditions will
utilize a lower factor of adhesion than the locomotive can attain.
The conclusion is that the factor of adhesion should be slightly
greater than the ratio between the limiting friction in pounds,
and the weight on the driving wheels in pounds which, for the

Mary's, Pa.

St.

subject,

Vol. 59, No.

to die or get fired so that they will get another $5 a

month. There is an appalling number of such men in oui- railroad general offices today. They need to be reached to increase
general office efficiency more perhaps than any other class of men.
Again, we have a considerable number of men who fail to
realize the fundamental principles which their unions stand for
and misuse their affiliation, depending on it to hold them in their
jobs and get them the highest possible wages for the work,
irrespective of

him where he
procession

Then

is

there

quality.
The characteristic of this class of
does not aspire to a higher position than a
trade and depends upon his affiliation to hold
He is not going ahead, and, consequently, the

its

man is that he
workman at his
is.

passing him.
is

another

large

number of

railroad

employees

and that have
immediate superiors.

that are not affiliated with railroad organizations

been intelligently handled by their
Promotions of this class of men have been more or less guesswork, and such guesswork promotion breeds inefficiency as is
the case with those depending upon seniority.
Of all the educational work that is being done by railroads,
either directly or through co-operation with outside educational
institutions, the greatest success has been obtained where officers
of the railroad have been sufficiently impressed with the educational work so that they have kept in touch with it closely, and
have encouraged those who are ambitious enough to study by
promoting them as their increased efficiency justifies and oppor-

not

tunity offers.

There

is

no doubt that a very important feature of railroad

September

work should be
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10,

Henry

Dean Schneider.

men

should be watched as outlined by
Ford has worked out a practical solu-

of the problem of transferring a

tion

he will be successful rather than
not

and training of new men.

the intelligent selection

true that these

It is also

make good

at

different lines of

On

some

A

to

work

Considered

which

at

railroad with

do

able to

Energy Cont-mned in Mounted Driving Wheels of Different Weights
AT Various Speeds
Speed Foot Pounds of Contained Energy
Size of Locomotives
Road

its

this.

fType
Weight

if

they

felt

At present railroad employees can obtain educational
With such service available to
at a nominal charge.

Type
Weight

service

its emmoney, otherwise necessary to spend for a comprehensive scheme for the education of
their men, on a department that would be responsible for the
employment and proper placing of employees.
If it was understood that only those sufficiently ambitious to

Age

D.

.10

in.

40

Ib.J

50

lb.

185

lb.

pressure
27

by 28

in.

[Revolving unit wt.. 11,860

lb.

in.

f-

pressure

Boiler

Cylinders.

.21

.

in.

10
7.0

10

40
50
60
70

200

lb

40

in,

fiO

Ib.J

70
10

4-4-2

?!0

93.000

lb.

.225

lb.

by 24

in.

Revolving unit wt.. 11,100

lb.

Boiler

pressure

Cylinders.

..

.21

in.

42.600
172,350
383,500
690,530
1,070,590
1,553,370

20,030
88,100
198,290
284,580
464,510
793,150
1,079,550

39,190
158,060
356,200
631,860
988,630
1,421,580
1,936,670

59,320
246,170
554,510
916,440
1.453,140
2,214,730
3,016,220

17,640
72,320
162.170
289,300
450,710
647,390
899,910

32,160
129.700
292,340
518,530
811.320
1,166.630
1,589.580

49,800
202,020
454,510
807.830
1.262,030
1.814,020
2.489,490

21,460
84,630
189,530
336,140
525.670
756.920
1,029,890
1.343,770

36,630
147.750
332.990
550.650
924.160
1,339.040
1.810,640
2,366,550

58,090
232,380
522,520
886,790
1,449,830
2,095.960
2,840.530
3,710,320

SO

.Revolving unit wt...9,700

Weight

28.120
113,390
255,550
453,290
709,840
1,019,830

10
30
10

lb

by 26.

Type

1,254,200

14,480
58,960
127,950
237,240
361,050
533,540

40

4-4-2'

105,400

49.780
199,930
452,370
810,450

.10

4-4-2

Boiler

32,380
130,570
294.270
521,970
816,700

;^o

lb.

lb.

17,340
69,360
158,100
279,480
437,580

10

50

Weight

BUELL

C.

in
ao

lb.

60

'Type

Student in the Railway Business," could reasonably expect advancement, practically every man worth while would be anxious
to become a student.
Then the department responsible for the
men could keep in touch with their studying on one hand and
their practical work on the other, so that promotion would
become more or less of an exact science instead of a hit-andmiss proposition, and something would be accomplished toward
a solution of the problem at a cost ridiculously low compared
to the results which it is possible to obtain.

lb.

105,000

41.930
168,240
378,690
680.550

40

lb.

lb.

Cylinders

Gazette entitled, "The

in.

Revolving unit wt...8,480

Weight

27,480
110.810
249,740
442,990

.10

in.

.

[Type

take time to study the literature of their business, as outlined

lb.

,...143,000
pressure
185
Cylinders.
.20 in. by 28
.

-j

lb.

4-6-0

Boiler

ployees, a railroad might well use the

in a recent editorial in the Raihvciy

.

.

the effort would be appreciated.

Total

Translation

14,450
57,430
128,950
237,560

10
?M

2-8-2~|

218,900
J Boiler pressure
170
Cylinders.
.25 in. by 32
[Revolving unit wt. ..9,800

roads give sufficient encouragement to the men in their employ
who are ambitious and would be willing to increase their effi-

Rotation

2-8-01

175,000
J Boiler pressure
200
Cylinders
22 in. by 30
[Revolving unit wt...8,300

many

the other hand, the question arises as to whether the rail-

ciency

.P.H

fType
Weight

him because he does

firing

certain job.

work should be

man

455

10
40
SO

m
70
80

Director, Railway Educational Bureau.

The

ENERGY CONTAINED IN REVOLVING WHEELS AND
LOCOMOTIVE SIDE RODS
Chicago,

To THE Editor
Recently

I

the R.\ilway Age Gazette
had occasion to prepare some data on
of

III.

:

the energy

contained in the revolving parts of locomotives and freight car

wheels for different rates of speed, and as it may be of interest
to your readers I am glad to submit it herewith.
The diagram
shows the energy contained in one pair of freight car wheels,
including the axle, for speeds ranging from 20 to 50 m.p.h.
Each wheel was 33 in. in diameter and weighed 675 lb.; the
axle weighed 705 lb., making a total weight of 2,055 lb.
To
n

zso.ooo

gives

table

the

foot-pounds

energy

of

contained

in

mounted driving wheels of six different locomotives at speeds
The weight of each revolving
varying from 10 to 80 m.p.h.
unit in the table represents one pair of wheels mounted on an
axle, plus the proportionate amount of side and main rod
weight. This sum multiplied by the pairs of wheels would give
the total weight of the revolving parts. In the last column of
is given the total foot-pounds of energy contained in
each revolving unit, due to both rotation and translation. Attention is called to the fact that in a freight engine (Road K)

the table

with small drivers, the total foot-pounds of energy at 40 m.p.h.
in the revolving parts alone, is in excess of one-half million
(Road F), with 84-in.
while the large passenger engine
drivers, at a speed of 80 m.p.h., the total foot-pounds of energy
in

is

of

excess

gether with the

three

many

and

and

million

one-half

this,

must be absorbed by the brakes each time the engine
erated from the speeds shown to a state of rest.

A

careful study of the foregoing cannot

profitable fields of investigation that hold

who have

to

to-

additional millions in the complete engine,

fail to

much

is

decel-

lead one into

in store for those

do with the design, maintenance and operation of

railway equipment, and through whose acts of omission or com-

mission standards of efficiency are not as high as they should be.
To those who advocate, or use, special brands of high-grade
material in the revolving and reciprocating parts of engines,
for the purpose of reducing weight and increasing the factor of

ZO

Speed

safety of those parts, these figures serve as an unqualified endorsement and inversely offer a mild rebuke to those who have

30
in Miles

40

not recognized this potent factor in engine design.

Per Hour

portation

Energy Contained

in

a Pair o(

Mounted Car Wheels

at

Different

Speeds
obtain the tolal energy per car for
results

shown should be

.ill

the

multiplied by four.

revolving parts the
In switching

move

ments the average engine speed may be far below the mininnnii
here shown, and the speed at which cars actually come in contact is below that of the engine used in accelerating them to
speed. From the figures given, however, it should be clear that
the destructive efTect of impacts, or shocks, from switching,
particularly to detached cars
rate speed,

among

is

when brakes

arc not used to decele-

men who handle

diagram

conjunction with the paper* on this subject presented at the
last convention of the Master Car Builders' Association by
Professor Endslcy of the University of Pittsburgh, they cannot
in

fail

to see that by handling

equipment

carefiillv'

many

millions

may

be saved to the carriers annually in the item of
reduced cost of freight car m.iintenancc, and many millions more

nj

dollars

in

the items of personal injuiiis,

freight

car

l.iHnmoti\
ulilili

(•

lli('-.e

mileage.

Works

The
for

i-.iliul.itions

damaged

writer

is

weights of

freight,

indebted

p.irts

of

to

See

Pail's

the

liaUKvin

locontolives

W
*

and increased

from

wire made.

far in excess of the generally accepted estimates

railway men.

If the trans-

freight cars will study the

Kailway Aaf CdMttle of June

i;,

page

.

E.
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SVMONS

Important Realinement Problem on the Pennsylvania
Three Tunnels Will Eliminate 12.23 Miles of Line;
One Involved Unusual Difficulties with Falling Rock
The Pennsylvania is completing some heavy realinement work
on the Allegheny division, consisting almost entirely in the construction of three tunnels with a combined length of 8,703 ft.,
which will
Allegheny

result in a saving of 12.23 miles.

The

portion of the

comprising that part of the .system between
the junction of the Allegheny and the Kiskiminetas rivers, 28.9
miles north of Pittsburgh, and the town of Oil City, Pa., is
located on the left bank of the .Mlegheny river, which flows in a
division,

each direction. It was concluded
of tunnels at three
points where the river makes wide detours around high bluffs,
the topography lending itself to a relocation of the railroad,
eliminating distance, and incidentally a considerable amount of

average of 25 freight trains
that

this

traffic

curvature.

justified

The tunnel

in

the

construction

at East

Brady

is

2,468

ft.

long and will

result in a saving of 5.36 miles of line; the tunnel at
is

2,730

is

3,505

ft.
ft.

long, saving 3.4 miles of line;

and that

at

Wood

Hill

Kcnnerdell

long, effecting a saving in distance of 3.47 miles.

THE

E.\ST DR/\nY

TUNNEL

This article will deal entirely with the tunnel at East Brady,
which is the shortest of the three, although it cuts off the most
As shown in
distance and eliminates 363.7 deg. of curvature.
one of the illustrations, the situation is one that would naturally
suggest a tunnel.

In fact, a tunnel

was considered

at this loca-

by the Allegheny Valley
Railroad Company, but the idea was abandoned because of the
pressure brought to bear by the Brady's Bend Iron Company,
whose plant was located and operated on the opposite side of
the river, near the middle of the loop, which the tunnel would
tion at the time that the line

View

of

Roof After Rock

was

built

Fall

very winding and tortuous course between two ranges of bluffs

varying from 100 to 700

in height for practically the entire

ft.

When the

distance of about 102.8 miles.

1855 and 1870, the

demands

railroad

was

built,

between

for cheap construction resulted in a

Shovel Buried Under a Fall of Rock

The project was kept alive, however, and
have eliminated.
In November, 1912,
surveys were made from time to time.
new surveys were made and in February, 1913, actual construction was commenced. The scheme originally authorized involved
approach lines at each end of the tunnel considerably closer to the
This was of advantage beriver than the original alinemcnl.
cause it afforded a much better alinemcnt through the tunnel

Steam bhovcl
location

at

Work

at

Soulh Portal

following the uimling course of the river on

on the sides of the

and gave an economical and convenient location for the spoil
from the tunnel excavation. In March, 1913, however, an extraordinary flood in the Allegheny river caused the Secretary
of War to make provision for extensive revision of harbor line
bench

bluffs.

Since this line was acquired by the Pennsylvania the traffic
has increased to such an extent as to justify double tracks from
Pittsburgh to East Brady, a distance of 68.9 miles. The traffic
at the present time consists of live passenger trains, and an

of that river, which precluded the construction of the
realinement on the location originally intended. In consequence,
was necessary to bring the approaches closer to the bluffs,
it
resulting in a sharpening of the curve at each end of the tunnel.
limits

The
long,

alinement consisted of a 3-dcg. 16-min. curve, 2.393 ft.
through the central portion of the tunnel, with 4-deg.

final

September

10,
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curves on either end, that on the south being 439
that on

north 560

tile

ft.

ft.

long and

consist of side-hill cuts ranging in height from
These consisted mostly of sandstone and were
taken out by steam shovels, the material being disposed of along
the river banks. Under-crossings were provided at each end, so

100

the

that

ft.

material could be

hauled away without interference

with main line traffic. After 4,000 cu. yd. of material had been
excavated at the south approach, the contractor was enjoined
from disposing of any more material on the river banks until

was permanently established by the Secretary
During this delay the spoil from the excavation at the
south end was turned over to the maintenance of way department of the railroad, on standard-gage flat cars, and hauled to
the harbor line
of

War.

various points on the division.

removal of 55,800

allow the setting of one ring of timber at a time. The timber
was cut on an 18 ft. radius and consisted of seven segments

ring

long.

The approaches

10 to

457

The approach

cuts required the

cu. yd. of material.

of 12-in. by 12-in. or 10-in. by 12-in. hard wood. Two-inch hard
wood lagging was placed over the ring and the remaining space

was packed with one- and two-man stone, except where there
from the knuckles of the ring and then packed. The record for
lineal feet of heading timbered in one month at both ends,
working day and night shifts, was 310 ft.
The bench material was worked by digging trenches, usually
6 ft. deep and of a sufficient width to permit the erection of a
tripod drill and leave, at the same time, a sufficient width in the
center to support muck tracks. Three holes were drilled to subgrade, one near the center line of the bench and one on either
It was necessary to spring
side 6 or 7 ft. from the wall plates.
the holes several times, using 40 to 45 sticks of dynamite per
hole,

and thus obtain a pocket large enough for the

final

shot of

TUNNELING METHODS

The headings were

started in July, 1913, and in order not to

wait for the completion of the approach excavation it was necessary to enter the tunnel proper through two side drifts from
hill on a line at right angles to the center line.
were 2,378 ft. apart and were carried to the center
line of the tunnel proper, and then driven in both directions from
By the time the approach cuts were completed the
that point.
heading at the south end had been driven and timbered 330 ft.
and at the north end 135 ft. The headings were worked by
driving two 8-ft. by 8-ft. side drifts adjacent to each side of the

the face of the

The

tunnel section, at the elevation of the wall plate of the arch.

full

15

drifts

ft.

above subgrade.

The

of the timbering.
in

They were driven from
drill

four horizontal series

;

ahead
were
deep were

15 to 20

ft.

mo

holes in the face of the drifts

four sub-cut holes 6

ft.

Scale of Feet

Map Showing

Location of the East Brady Tunnel

These charges shattered the bench

125 or 175 sticks per hole.

material sufficiently

for ready handling by the shovel without

any further shooting. The rock was loaded into 4-yard dump
cars by a steam shovel operating by compressed air, and hauled
to the respective

dumps.

The

cars were placed one at a time

the shovel by Porter 18-ton and Vulcan 20-ton
locomotives, but wherever possible a siding was maintained 100
ft. or more in the rear of the shovel, upon which the empty
at the left of

cars were placed by the locomotive, three

drum

hoists being used

By this method 100
switch them to and from the shovel.
In front
cars of bench rock were removed in a 10-hour shift.
to

of

the

tlie

shovel

12-in.

wall plates from

by
1

12-in.

to 7

ft.

plumb posts were placed under
long, according to the distance

In several instances the posts extended to subgrade; the condition of the wall plates and the overhead timbering governing the number of posts, which were placed on an
to solid footing.

Frequently it was necessary to provide
ft. apart.
additional posts and renew old ones at the time of trimming.

average of 3

Typical Sections, Showing Various Stages

in

the Construction of the

Tunnel

After the bench was excavated a variable amount of trimming
was necessary to give a minimum thickness to the masonry of
3 ft., the trinuiiing being done by means of Ingersoll-Rand

Jap
four sticks of <lynamiti-, four cut holes S ft. deep
were extra large breaks, where the roof was supported on posts

loaded

deep were
loaded with three sticks and two dry holes at tlic top 8 ft. deep
were loaded with two or three sticks, all of 60 per cent dynamite.
Muck was loaded into one-yard cars, pushed to tlie end of the
bench by hand and dumped onto the muck pile, from which it

were loaded

six sticks, three straight holes 8

vvilli

ft.

This haul varied from 100 to
600 ft., depending upon the progress of the bench excavation.
Wall plates for the arch timbering were of li-in. by 12-in. by
16-ft. hard wood timber and were set 15 ft. above sub-grade,

was removed by

17'/^

As

ft.

a steam shovel.

to either side of the center line.

was of such a n.Uure that the roof would not
more than 4 or 5 ft., the core between the
was taUiii oul in seclion.s just large enough to

the material

support

two

drills.

LININi; .\ND I'ORTAl.S

willi

itself

for

side drifts

The

of concrete, using a 1:3:6 mixture for
and a 1 :2!/> :5 mixture in the arch. The materials
used were Lehigh Portland cement and Allegheny river washed
sand and gravel, and in addition, 120 deg. of the arch crown was
faced with a single l.iyer of Mack vitrified paving brick as a
tunnel lining

is

the side walls

protection against the disintegrating action of gases.

waU forms were

built of

limber 42

ft.

The

side

long, extending up to the

edge of the brick lining. These forms were supported from a
frame traveler which moved on a tr.ick laid on 12-in. by 12-in.
timbers 2 ft. 3 in. above subgrade. The forms were adjusted
laterally by means of turnlnicklcs and screwjacks between the
forms and the traveler, which were supplemented by timber

The concrete was
bracing to take up the concrete pressure.
placed by Pneumatic Concrete Placing Company's mixer and
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A mixer was set up at each portal until the lining
was completed for a distance of about 750 ft. inside the tunnel,
then the mixer was placed at a convenient point within the
Delivery
finished tunnel and the bins were fed by a conveyor.
pipes were connected up and the material was placed from the
top of the forms at either side, an average record for concreting the side of walls being 20 cu. yd. per hour. The forms were
allowed to stand from 24 to 48 hours, according to weather
conditions, before they were moved ahead.
The arch form consisted of steel lattice truss ribs supported

conveyors.

on a traveler similar to that used for the side walls and running
upon the same tracks. A platform was built at the elevation
of the top of the traveler for handling the brick material for
the brick work, which consisted of a single course laid in 1 :2
cement mortar, one header course to four stretcher courses.

The

was

entire brick lining for a 32-ft. section of the tunnel

work was allowed an
during which time bulkheads of bags of sand braced with planks were built to retain
the concrete about to be placed. The concrete of the arch ring

The

usually laid in about six hours.

from two

to six days,

ft. center to center, but were omitted
where there was no leakage.
Both the north and south portals are of ashlar sandstone with

The

concrete backing.
foot,

face of the portal has a batter of 3

barrel of the tunnel a distance of 14
to 8

ft.

at the

The parapet

at

ft.

crown of the arch because of the face

walls are 8

high above the intrados

ft.

crown and are capped with a

24-in. coping, 3

batter.

at the

wide.

ft.

in.

arch

On

the

inside of the curve the end of the portal joins neatly with the

rock cut of the approach, while on the outside a wing wall 38
ft. long is built parallel to a tangent to the curve at the face of
the portal, the tops of these wings being finished in steps on a
1^-2:1 slope,

with a batter of

1

in.

to

1

ft.

on the

face.

work was

located at the south end

One Aimes locomotive

type and two Fitzgibbons

stationary boilers furnished steam for

two Sullivan compressors

The power

plant for the

of the tunnel.

having a capacity of 1,380

cu.

ft.

of

free air per

minute,

a

capacity being placed near the compressor.
The air was piped to the south portal by a 6-in. line and over the
top of the hill to the north portal by a line consisting of a 6-in.

reservoir of 191 cu.

the bench and reducing there to 2-in. lines, which were
Electric lights were supplied at the
drills.

carried on to the

south heading by a generator operated by a steam engine, which
furn-shed light for the entire tunnel as soon as it had been holed

time the light in the north heading was
through. Up to
provided by a generator operated by a gas engine, and located
this

at the

north portal.
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

The

In spite of these precautions,

some

places

continuing to drop until a natural arch had formed with the top
In
as much as 35 ft. above the top segment of the timbering.
425 ft. of timbering fell, requiring 9.000 cu. yd. of extra
excavation, 2,000 cu. yd. of additional concrete in the arch ring

all,

and 7,000 cu. yd. of slag packing.
The worst features incident to these falls were the delay and
loss of plant. In August. 1914, two separate breaks in the roof
several hundred feet in the rear of the shovel at the north end
tied up the work of this shovel until the one from the south
end could be brought around to uncover it. After a delay of
two and a half months in the work of this shovel, another fall in
January, 1915, fell directly on the shovel, partly covering it and
causing serious damage. On May 2, a fall of 101 lin. ft. of the
tunnel roof buried the shovel and completely wrecked it.
The restoration of the tunnel after the falls involved painstaking and skillful effort.

from the volume as delivered in cars.
At the present time the heading has been holed through, and
the

tunnfl

is

completed,

including

the

lining,

except

for

a

where the bench has not been removed.
The construction of the East Brady tunnel has been handled
by the engineering department of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
A. C. Shand, chief engineer, and H. C. Booz, assistant chief
engineer, with N. F. Brown, assistant engineer, in direct charge
We are ir."'ebted to the engineers in charge of
of the work.
the work for much of the above data. The Allegheny Construction Company, Arthur McMullen, president. New York City,
distance of above 700

ft.,

has the contract for the entire work.

ft.

pipe for two-thirds of the distance, then reducing to 4-in. From
the portal 4-in. lines were run to the shovels taking out material at

were also placed.

of very serious falls occurred, the rock in

packed so solidly that there was a shrinkage of 45 to 50 per cent

the rate of about 16 cu. yd. per hour.

at

for the arch were left in place

pipes were usually placed 13

the

number

11

subgrade, reducing

to six hours,

according to weather conditions, before they were removed. A
workman's retreat 5 ft. wide, 7 ft. 6 in. high and 2 ft. deep was
provided in the side walls every 50 ft., and 4-in. cast-iron drain

to

a

No.

and the sandstone construction extends into the

was generally placed

The forms

brick

rings and posts

59,

The arch rings under the larger falls
were greatly strengthened by increasing the thickness of the
ring by 4 ft., but in addition to this great care was exercised
in packing the space between the ring and the top of the void
resulting from the fall. Of particular interest in this connection
is the use of granulated slag (formed by quenching hot slag
with water) for this purpose, and the application of this material
by the use of the pneumatic concrete mixer. The material was
simply blown dry, using the mixing and transmitting apparatus
without modification from the arrangement when concreting.
It was found possible to place and pack the materials solidly
much more conveniently and cheaply than would have been
possible with any other material or method. In fact, the slag

from four

set of

initial

Vol.

material encountered in the tunnel

was of

a varied nature.

Extending for about 400 ft. from the south end it was a gray
sandstone. This dipped down to the north and the remainder
of the material in the heading was of various formations. A
bluish shale rock that was broken with irregular thin veins of
coal and small outcrops of sandstone prevailed, while near the
middle of the hill there: was a pocket of glassy soapstone
resembling fire clay that dipped into the heading abruptly and

—

The World's Petroleum. The production of petroleum
throughout the world in 1914 was 400,483,489 gallons, as compared
with 384,667,550 gallons in 1913. The United States headed the
list very decidedly last year, the American yield having been
265,762,535 gallons in 1914, as compared with 248,446,230 gallons
Russia ranked second with a yield last year of 67,020,522
in 1913.
gallons, as compared with 62,834,356 gallons while Mexico came
third with 21,188,427 gallons, as compared with 25,902,439 gallons.
India produced 18,000,000 gallons of petroleum in 1914, as com;

pared with 7,930,149 gallons in 1913; Roumania, 12,826,579 gallons,
as compared with 13,554,568 gallons, and the Dutch Indies, 12,705,268 gallons, as compared with 11,966,857 gallons. It will be
seen that the United States last year contributed 66.36 per cent
to the world's yield of petroleum, while the corresponding contribution of Russia

was

Mexico

36.74 per cent, and that of

5.29

per cent.

Scottish Railway Discontinues Branch Line.

— The

High-

land Railway closed on August 7 the Keith and Buckie branch
line, including the stations of Buckie, Rathven, Drybridge, Enzie
and Aultmore. Through traffic from the coast line will not be

CuUen

after

interfered with, as passengers ^oing cast can go through

timbering

and Portsoy, and those going west through Fochabers-on-Spey
and Elgin. The general manager has explained that the branch
has been closed because of a scarcity of motive power, and that
unless the southern companies send help in the shape of locomo-

some distance disappeared. The blue shale rock, after
coming in contact with the atmosphere, had a tendency to decompose, with the result that more weight was thrown on the timbering than had been anticipated. Whenever settlement of the
strengthen

indicated
it.

False

this

measures were taken to
were erected between the origrinal

condition,

rings

tives

and men other branches

will Iiave to be closed.

September

10,
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A CLERK'S PLEA
By M.

S.

"Clerks are a crowd of competent and incompetent men
usually in blind-alley jobs, with no training and no outlook."
So much truth is contained in this simple statement that no

importance of having an army of competent and efhcient workers, instead of an incompetent crowd,
can help from memorizing it at the first glance.
The subject touched on by George M. Basford in the Railway
Age Gazette of July 23, 1915, page 150, is almost of national
importance since the stockholder, the employer, the employee
and also the public, which has acquired the habit of holding the
railroads to account, are concerned by it. This concern is often
equally shared by many of that competent and incompetent

who

one

feels the vital

crowd, and if the existence of such a crowd is too costly to be
permitted the incompetent man is really the one paying the
highest price for it. He is doomed to the average job which

any time by anybody, therefore commanding a relatively small salary; the job which requires (not principally, buf
under the existing circumstances) no responsibility, where indi
viduality is a quality uncalled for, hard work the source of fun
for the fellow coworkers, who have long ago banished the
desire to do something for the company so as to have something done for themselves, or who have never had such a
filled

is

desire.

at

reduces

It

individuality;

be

his

productiveness,

makes him a

no task

fulfilled,

man

a

it

to

his

ability

— therefore

automat with no desires to
be accomplished. It gradually produces
living

incapable of thinking, deprived of his sense of duty to

deafens his conscience in short, it makes him a
man who does not actually steal nor commit crime,
and yet is touched by the underlying factors of both evils. His
task in life is to be at the ofifice "on time," stay until quitting
time, do enough to look busy and keep out of trouble, gossip
whenever the chief clerk leaves the room, expect promotion
with every vacancy for a higher position, and very naturally
blame "the company" for not getting it.
Of course, there are hardworking, conscientious fellows who
have the interests of the company at heart, but they are few,
and it is only a question of time before unrecognized ability
prompts them to look for another field.
Do not understand this as a personal plea, though I am a
clerk, a railroad clerk with heart and soul, who entered railroad
service, not because of lack of opportunity in other fields, but

do

his best,

;

degenerate, a

for the recognition of opportunities offered

by a

the desire to study this vast industry which has
reality.

It

is

in behalf of the

ture to speak, not because
the reason that

we

hundreds of

my

railroad,

made progress
type that

the

word

make

ven-

I

the others consider a burden

and therefore are a type of our own.
Among us are those who took up railroad work

To answer

a

make

it

it.
Have we succeeded?
we must first analyze the meaning of
What is a profession? Is it not trained

the best of

and successfully applied in a certain direchave we attained that high degree of training and
intelligence in our daily wt)rk which will enable us successfully
to apply our energy in the chosen direction ?
We have not and
therefore we are the unfortunate professionals without a proability intelligently

tion?

If so,

;

fession.

We may

be honest and earnest

in our efforts, but the lack of
knowledge, proper experience and cultivated and
trained self-confidence nullilies the results of our efforts, decreases the value of our energy, reduces our productiveness,
removes the i)ossiliility of (lovelopnicnt, and we gradually join
the undesirable class, which is inclined to exaggerate its value.
Is it our fault?
If it is, our failure In dci the right thing has
not as yet been pointed out to us.
skill,

—

to learn the trade of a blacksmith, a carpenter, a
the profession of a physician, a lawyer, but where must
one go to study the profession of a railroad man?
You, men above us, we know that it is not your intention to

knows where

tailor,

hurt us by calling us a crowd of incompetents, that you fully
sympathize with us; but why don't you help us to get rid of
Why don't you require a standard amount
this incompetency?

Why

do you
of knowledge before giving us employment?
blindly promote us on our supposed merits instead of applying
do you suffer
the iron test of the standard examination?

Why

our ignorance, which so fatally injures your business?
Of course, it is impossible to require a standard as long as
nothing provided for its attainment, but why are there
Why don't competent men in railroad
for us?
science write books for us, thereby enabling us to make better
workmen and employees? If such books are written why are
they not placed within our reach in the office, public library
why are they not recommended by our superiors? Why is our
there

no

specific

Not to praise ourselves, we arc honest, conscieiuious, eager to
accomplish something, to work for the benefit of the company
and not merely for the salary furthermore, to work because
we consider ourselves Hi for lli.it klml of work beHcr iIkui f.u
;

is

schools

—

professional education left entirely to ourselves when it is of
equal importance to our employer and when previous experience

Why are such a few
has shown that we totally neglect it?
magazines published on railroads, and those published read by
such a few men ? Why is the literature of enlightening the man
on the small job so limited? Why is there no co-operation
between a man and his superior? Why should we not be made
devoted friends, co-operators in the corporation giving us our
bread and butter, instead of an ungrateful crowd habitually
knocking the railroads, secretly talking about government ownership, about rebates to shippers of which the I. C. C. is ignorant,
about watered stock, too large profits, and all the nonsense
which is originated by the politician, cultivated by the shipper,
and delivered to the public ignorant of such affairs by the
daily press, whose editors dare not make suggestions to a doctor
or electrician, but

quite

feel

Why

knocking) a railroad?
ing railroad service

we were

at

home

talking

(spell

same

as

overlook the fact that before entera part of that public

whose

senti-

ments, for reasons too numerous and various to mention, are
antagonistic to the railroad, and that while there may be an

excuse

(if

there

is,

I

am

ignorant of

for not pointing out to

it)

the public their erroneously formed ideas,
sity to point

out such ideas to us since

it

we

is

an absolute neces-

are employed by the

railroad.
I

am

not suggesting that the railroad regulate our opinions,
it not be fair to let us take a glance at this great

but would

from the railroad point of view? Furthermore, is it not
improper to employ a man who is not serving to the best

issue
to

this question

profession.

any other, because (excuse the expression) we consider that
work our life-mission. Will all of that make us efficient, masters
of our profession? Positively not. Our ignorance— unpreparedness does not permit us to fulfill our task.
Where can we get that needed knowledge and training? One

are better than the rest, but for

we choose what

their profession, to

for
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as

of his capability, as

to render service for a corporation con-

it is

Why

not permit us to see the railroad issue
from a point of view other than that inherited from our fathers
and give us a chance justly to create public sentiment based on
sidered unjust?

personal experience and study, not on baseless theories inspired
by anything but truth and knowledge?
Of course, I am not entirely blaming the railroad for our
While
unfitness, but are we not almost helpless in our struggle?
the requirements of a railroad man can roughly be described by
many, who can say, "Go there, young man, there you may secure
the

knowledge

It is

essential for a

an irony of

greatest

of

industry

prising to learn

life to

the

country

—agriculture — and

T.ake the
it

is

sur-

how few

are the institutions teaching us lo be
Step to the next largest lield, the railroad lieUI,

good farmers.
and you find no school

We

good railroad man"?

neglect the greatest things.

at

all.

arc professionals without a profession, ignorant, incom-

yes, we lake the blame, wc deserve it.
But
have we ever rejected the remedy? Were we given a chance
to do better and did we refuse it?
Have our employers taken

petent, inefficient

sufliciciit

interest

;

in

us

the lu-cessarv links of iheir business
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make

to

u.s,

at least to help us. to

a tragedy

It is

when under

become what we ought

to lie?

the pressure of correct as well as

erroneous legislation, and of economic and political conditions

and the least appreciated contributors
growth and wealth, are facing a crisis
never witnessed before and are eagerly looking for the trained,
intelligent and earnest men, whereas, on the other end, a crowd
of incompetents, fully aware of their incompetency, are vainly
stretching out their hands for training and intelligence of that
kind which will give the restless brain rest, the unlimited ambition realization, the country good citizens and the employers
efficient and useful men.
Help us. If there are schools in existence direct us to them.
If there are none, create them.
It will be an investment, not an
Help us to render you the service which you
expenditure.
the railroads, the greatest
to the nation's present

deserve.

THE RAILROAD AND THE HOBO*
E. W. Camp
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines

By
Attorney

for California;

Some weeks ago
was

killed

by a

brakeman while
hobo. Within 30 days
a

in

discharge of his duty

the brakeman's heirs

put in a claim under the state compensation
effort has

made by

been or will be

act.

No

had

strenuous

the state to find the hobo

but the state would have forced the railroad to pay for the

hobo's crime except for the fact that the brakeman was engaged

commerce.
But when a brakeman, instead of getting killed, gets the
hobo off the train there is turned loose on the right of way a
Dynasource of peril to train crews, freight and passengers.
mite is not hard to come by and bridges are numerous. Likewise a can of phosphorus may produce interesting results. Especially when tramps move through the country in organized
bands the railroads cannot safely refuse to let them ride. But
if the hobo could be kept off the trains the whole tramp problem
would be much nearer solution. On the other hand, the railroad
is a serious danger to the hobo.
Hundreds of them are lured
to death eveiy year by the chance of a free ride. Apparently the
states care little for either hobo or brakeman, otherwise they
would long ago have found means to keep the wandering gentr\-

in interstate

What shall be said, however,
women and old men who now
of

—and

life

death

of the failure to protect children,

use the tracks in the daily walks

—more

than 10,000 a year paying the penalty
Would not one suppose the governments

and limb?
least adopt measures to save the lives of their own
citizens?
And all these lives would be saved and injuries
avoided were trespassers kept off the right of way, as in other
countries.
But what are the facts?
Three years ago a campaign was inaugurated by publicspirited railroad officials for laws to prevent this wastage of
life, a wastage greater than that of all our wars except the civil.
Bills were prepared for the legislatures of some 40 states.
They
were short and simple simply prohibited under penalty all trespassing on railroad rights of way confining the use of the
roadbed to the purposes to which it is adapted. Were they welcomed and gladly passed? No, they were rejected in every
single state. In one at least the railroad commission, when asked
to advise the legislature, recommended that the bill be killed.
That was rather astonishing, for the commissioners are able,
fair and fearless, but after reflection we may conclude that they
were right. They probably reasoned that the law if passed would
not be enforced and did not wish to see another added to the
multitude of dead statul<
The capacity to make law? in our states and cities has far
outrun the machinery and especially the energy of enforcement.
I greatly fear that if in every one of those forty-odd states the
bill had become law the number of trespassers and the dead and
injured trespassers would be no less. In other words, no serious,

of

life

might

at

-,

at

'Address before the American Associalion of Railroad
San l-'rancisco on August 21, 1915.

.Superintendents

No.

11

effort to enforce would have been made.
For the
very statements which were used to support the bills to which I
have referred showed conclusively that where laws or ordinances against trespassing exist they are not enforced, and the
police and courts not only do not initiate steps to enforce them,
but refuse to act when cases are brought to their attention.

What

is needed is not more laws but more law, better performance of the primary duties of government. We have become

and think altogether too much of the suffering of
A law that does not mean suffering to its violator
is no lavv- at all and any expectation to enforce law without
suffering is foolishness. I doubt if in any other civilized counflabby

soft,

the criminal.

try there is such disregard of law, such a state of undiscipline

and absence of respect for law, as exists in the United States.
But there were other and less worthy reasons for refusing
passage to these bills. In one state at least representatives of
certain unions demanded to know the author of this damnable
attempt to prevent strikers from wrecking trains and killing
scabs. To secure favorable action it would have been necessary
a proviso

to insert

that trespassing shall be permitted during

strikes.

We

must surely wish

all

success for everv' effort to shorten

rails.
But, in my humble opinion,
and other respects only one hope, and that lies in
putting into the hands of the federal government everything
pertaining to the regulation of railroads. That these trespassers
are an interference with interstate commerce there is no doubt.
You pay damages in many cases where men, women and children are run down on the track. Hundreds of emergency stops
are made in attempting to avoid injury to trespassers, and emergency stops mean damage to engines and cars, injuries to passengers, bruising and death of livestock, even damage to common freight. Stops must be made to pick up men killed or hurt,
and a stop on the main line means danger of another accident.
Trespassing means pilfering of cars and burning of structures

the roll of death along the
there

is in

this

not fireproof.

Now,

the

Supreme Court of the United States has held

that

the railroads are national highways, and that any railroad doing
interstate

with

all

commerce must have

all its

engines and cars equipped

safety appliances as required by the federal law.

must keep

all

its

Every

accounts, w-hether of interstate com-

merce or not, according to the rules of the federal commission.
There can be no doubt that the general government may regulate
everything pertaining to the maintenance and use of the roadbed and incidentally forbid its use by any other persons than
railroad employes and for any other purpose than the rolling
In fact, when it is once conceded that the federal
of cars.
government has power to own and operate railroads it must be
admitted that it has power to do anything short of that. In this,
as in other matters, your hope lies in replacing by a single
national control the conflicting, shifting, multitudinous regulation of states, cities, counties

and

villages.

—

;

—

.S9,

persistent

railroad

off the tracks.

Vol..

The Paris Nord-Sud Railway. Last year was the fourth
during which the Paris Nord-Sud Railway had been worked.
This line, which may be described as the younger sister of the
"Metro," has just issued its annual report, which shows how
gravely it has been affected by the war, like the larger and older
Mobilization exercised an extraordinary effect on
luidertaking.
the Nord-Sud. If the military autliorities had not granted a brief
stay, the compatiy would on the eleventh day of mobilization have
with only one motorman and, as a matter of fact, the
had for a time to be worked with no more than 153 employees, of whom 64 were women, compared with the 1,096 who
figured on the pay sheets at the beginning of last year. Nevertheless and largely owing to the zeal of the wives of employees
called to the colors it was possible to maintain an uninterrupted
though restricted service to meet the requirements of the public,
and at the end of the year the staff had grown to 691. of whom
231 were women. Railzcay Gazette, London.

been

left

;

traffic

—

—

The Railways and
First of

Two

the California Expositions

Articles

on the Preparations Made by the
and Exhibits

Roads, Attendance, Passengers Carried
The Panama-Pacific

International

at San FranSan Diego, held

Exposition

cisco and the Panama-California Exposition at

opening of the Panama Canal, are
of interest to railway men in several ways. The opening of the
The expositions
canal was itself a great transportation event.
have stimulated travel to California and the West in general in
such proportions as to require a fjreat deal of preparation for it
this year in celebration of the

on the part of the Western railways, and during the past few
weeks to such an extent as to tax the facilities of the lines serving the Pacific Coast. It is believed that the expositions have introduced large numbers of Eastern people to the attractions and

West in such a way as to have a perboth in the way of stimulating future travel and in
attracting settlers. Moreover, the railways themselves have taken
an active part in the effort to make the expositions a success,
opportunities of the far

manent

effect

spending large sums in advertising them and making low rates,
and the transportation exhibits at the San Francisco Exposition,
of the railways and of the railway supply companies, are among
the

most interesting

features.

was opened on
February 20 and will close on December 4, while the PanamaCalifornia Exposition at San Diego was opened on January 1,
International Exposition

The Panama-Pacific

and

is

to

remain open through the calendar year.
RATES AND ROUTES

On account of the expositions the railroads early announced
round-trip rates to California on a basis lower than has been
made for summer travel to the coast for several years $50 from
;

Southern Pacific Station

at

Los Angeles and Santa Fe Station

at

the Wissottri river, $62.50 from Chicago and from $94.30 to $98.80
from NeW York, the lower rate applying via the differential lines.

December

trips

and many free side

offered, so that cimsidering the total mileage thus

the lates offered have

trips

made

were

possible

most liberal ever offered
The rates were made available

pmbably been

for travel to the Pacific Coast.

the

by a great variety of routes and with an additional fare of $17.50
via Portland, Tacoma and Seattle almost any combination of
routes, including steamship lines along the Pacific Coast, could
be selected. Several of the roads published booklets outlining
40 or more routes which were available from the Middle West.
Tickets via most of these routes included tlic rouiul trip from

Los Angeles

to

San Diego and return

aiul

free side

trii)S

were

offered to L)enver, Colorado Springs or Pueblo, Salt I.nkc City,
Seattle and Tacoma, and many other points from the routes which

do not reach them
trips to

many

directlv.

Low

rates

were also made for side

other points nf interest. With the free side trips
ficni Chicago covers from 5,0(H) to 5,400

added the $62,.^ rale

mainly of arrangements for adequately advertising the event, and
a vast amount of literature has been prepared by the railway advertising departments on the exposition and the points of interest

which the special exposition rates would naturally attract many

to

\isitors.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

also built a

new passenger

San Diego and the Southern Pacific built new stations
at Los Angeles and at Third and Townsend streets in San Francisco, partly to accommodate the increased travel expected this
These stations are illustrated herewith. The new Santa
year.
Fe station at San Diego, completed on December 31, 1914, is an
adaptation of Spanish colonial architecture to the commercial
station in

requirements of a railway, the chief features of the plan consisting of an open-air waiting room or patio and a long covered
concourse uniting the different elements of the station. This
building cost $260,000, and with the covered concourse occupies
an area 106 by 650 ft. The main waiting room is 55 by 170 ft.
The architecture is in harmony with the exposition buildings.
The covered concourse consists of an arcade 650 ft long and 27

wide connecting the passenger station with the baggage and
This, with the patio and the two towers

ft.

express departments.

San Diego; Both

Built to

Accommodate

the Exposition

Crowds

fiaukiug the arch at the entrance to the waiting room, forms the
principal architectural features of the exterior.

Indicators are placed at all
convenience of its arrangement.
entrances to trains for the information of passengers, and the
trains are reached by inclines and a subway, which does away

effective

31,

The railways have been preparing for handling the exposition
The first preparations consisted

business for two or three years.

Liberal stop-overs have been allowed

return limit of three

on both Koing and return

PREPARATIONS MADE BY THE RAILWAYS

The Southern Pacific station at Los Angeles replaced the old
Arcade station and is especially interesting on account of the

were made

with a

not later than

1.12 cents.

from March 1 to November 30,
months from date of sale, but

Thes.e rates
final

miles and the $80 rate well over 6,000 miles, making the rates
per mile approximately 1.25 cents and by some routes as low as

with the necessity of crossing any track and makes it nmisnally
easy to locate the riglit train. The main concourse is large, light
and airy. At the north is a rest room lor women, at the south
a smoking room, and the mezzanine floor is fitted up as a loimging

room

Tin
It is

for

men.

ticket <iliKc rciireseuls

an

inn.

nation

in station architecture.

located in the center of the m.iin waiting

of the clerks wailing on the public through

room and instead
windows from a

closed-in ticket ollice they an> pl.iced behind a low counter which
puts them in a more apiiroach.iMe position. Instead of the usual
ticket cases the tickets are kept in a revolving
side, so that

drum

at the clerk's

he does not h.ive to turn his back to a customer.

This plan the management believes will result
and it has also been adopted in the new station

in better service,
in

San Francisco.
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This

is

the terminus of the company's Hnes running through the

old mission towns, and, therefore, the mission style of archiThis is also a very attractive and
tecture has been adopted.

convenient station.
Several of the transcontinental roads put on new trains in
anticipation of the exposition travel. The Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, on February 7, put in service a new train called "The
Missionary" from Chicago to Los Angeles and San Francisco,
and also a new train between New Orleans and California. On
April 12 a new train called the "Scenic Limited" was put in
service between St. Louis and San Francisco by the Missouri
New service
Pacific, Denver & Rio Grande and Western Pacific.
was also established on May 30, June 19 and June 20 by the
Chicago & North Western, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, ChiQuincy, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and
in connection with the Union Pacific and other Western

cago, Burlington

Wabash
lines,

the

Union

&

Pacific

putting on three additional trains

in

each direction.

Vol.

59,

No.

11

As the heaviest travel was during the months of July and
August, a large number of Eastern people were in the West at
that time who had not yet had their tickets validated for the
25.

return

trip.

Figures compiled by individual railways show a
of duplication because so many passengers took
the wide variety of routes offered to go out by
return by another, and most people rode over two

large

amount

advantage of
one line and

or three lines
took a steamboat trip for part of their journey.
Also, of course, the number of passengers carried by single lines
in California or

gives no indication of the length of haul.

CALIFORNIA TERMINAL LINES

The

lines

to

San Francisco, which have handled

all

the

through passengers to the exposition in that city, except those
carried by the steamship lines, are the Southern Pacific, the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Western Pacific.
The
Southern Pacific, with its Shasta route from the north the
Ogden route from the east, and the Sunset route from the
south, connecting with the various lines running from the
Middle West, naturally has handled the bulk of the passengers into and out of San Francisco, and has probably handled a very large percentage of all of the through passengers over at least a part of its lines.
This road, therefore,
showed the remarkable increase of 300 per cent in its trans;

ATTENDANCE AND PASSENGERS CARRIED

With the exposition period only

partly over

impossible at this time to accurately gage

its

it

is,

success as

of course,

compared

with other expositions as measured by attendance or the number of passengers carried by the railways, but some figures are
available covering July and a part of August.
On August 20, after the San Francisco exposition had been
open for six months, the total attendance as given out by the
exposition officials was 10,813,153, an average ot nearly 60,000
a day. The attendance figures by months are as follows
:

830,980
1,690,042
1,439,777
1,677,947
1,584,198
2,157,661
1,432,545

February

March
April

May
June
July

August (20 days)
Total

On
the

September 4 it was reported that the attendance had passed
mark.
About one-third of the attendance has

12,000,000

been

free, including

etc.

The attendance

few

10,813,153

employees, exhibitors, press representatives,
at first

was very

large and during the

days, after the special rates went into effect, the travel

first

from

was very heavy. The attendance during the opening
week was 519,599, but after the first month both the attendance
and the passenger traffic from the East were considerably reduced until the vacation season, toward the end of June, when
both the attendance and the number of passengers from the East
the East

began to increase rapidly.
From July 1 on, the attendance
increased at an average rate of about 10,000 a day for a time,
and the increase continued through August. The highest recorded
attendance for a week was 559,936, for the week ending August
8, which exceeded that of the opening week by about 40,000.
The attendance at the San Diego exposition for the first six
months was 1,265,718.
During the first days after the special rates went into eflfect
all of the roads out of Chicago ran their trains with extra cars
and in several sections, and during the vacation period some
trains were run with extra sections every day.
Practically all
of the lines participating in the transcontinental business have
shown a considerably increased travel, but for a time, between
the first rush and the heavy summer travel, business was so
light that many of the roads were greatly disappointed with the
results.

Considering' the entire season to date, while the Cali-

all fed by a number of interhave enjoyed an unusually large traffic, the more
easterly lines that have liad to divide the business to a greater
extent have not fared so well and many have reported that business has not been up to their expectations.
No statistics are
available showing the total r)umber of passengers carried to the
expositions by the railways, but the number handled on tlie
special rate round-trip through tickets from the East is indicated
by the fact that 218,000 of these tickets from points cast of the
Rocky mountains had been validated at San Francisco, Los
Angeles, San Diego and other points on the coast up to August

fornia terminal lines, which are

mediate

lines,

Southern Pacific Station in San Francisco, Built to Accommodate the
Exposition Crowds

month of July as compared with July, 1914.
From February 20, the date of the
opening of the exposition, until July 31, the Southern Pacific
received from or delivered to its Eastern connections a total
of 280,095 passengers traveling on the special exposition excursion tickets, of which 120,777 were handled in the month
Durof July, and 75,083 during the last two weeks of July.
ing the same period a total of 212,100 passengers to the exposition were handled on local tickets, the heaviest movement
During March the
also being for July with a total of 64,354.
Southern Pacific handled on its system 33,238 westbound transcontinental passengers, as compared with 21,016 in March, 1914;
in April the total was 29,118, as compared with 20,337 for the
corresponding month in 1914, in May 32,042, as compared with

continental passenger business for the

June 49,171, an increase of about 30,000, and in July
an increase of 59,683. Most of these passengers visited

14,528, in

78,582,

southern California as well as San Francisco. Up to August
16 the Southern Pacific had handled 117 special trains aver-

aging at least 125 passengers each, and 190 special car parties,
averaging at least 20 passengers to a car, in addition to special
On July
parties handled on extra sections of regular trains.
16 there were 24 special trains and special car parties on the
system. Between Los Angeles and San Francisco the Southern
Pacific in July handled 99,340 passengers, as compared with
Between San Fran17,962 between the two cities in July, 1914.

and Portland 39,471 passengers were carried in July, 1915,
compared with 9,573 in July, 1914. During July and August

cisco
as

Septumber

10,
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the Overland Limited, the Pacific Limited, the San Francisco
Limited and frequently the Atlantic Express were run in two
sections between Ogden and San Francisco, and between Los
Angeles and San Francisco "The Lark" was run in three or
four sections every day northbound and in two sections southbound, while the Shore Line Limited was run in two sections
northbound, and extra equipment was run on all other trains.
On July 20 "The Coaster," a day train from Los Angeles to
San Francisco carried 692 passengers. For a time it was necessary to deadhead empty trains between the two cities.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, which is the only single
through line from Chicago to California, and which also reaches
both San Francisco and Los Angeles, as well as being the only
line to San Diego, also participated to an unusually large ex-

On March

the California

Lim-

During July the passenger
ness west of Albuquerque showed an increase of 40 per
and 54 special trains were handled westbound and 43

busi-

tent in the exposition travel.
ited

was run

1

in eight sections.

cent,

east-

bound.

The Grand Canj'on on

^1

this line

ill

was

Hi

also an

1.^1

added

attraction,

at the

and during July and August three trains a week were run

Canyon

in

each direction.

As the Santa Fe had the only rail line San Diego, it enjoyed
an unusually profitable business between that city and Los Angeles.
Nearly all of the round trip tickets from the East to
California included a coupon for the trip from Los Angeles

San Diego without extra charge and a large percentage of
the tourists took advantage of the opportunity.
Figures showto

number of passengers handled by the Santa Fe on this
were not available, but the total attendance from January
1 to July 1 was 1,265,718.
With six regular scheduled trains
in each direction many trains were run with extra sections, and
as a large percentage of the travel was on day trains this was
an unusually profitable business, capable of being handled in an
economical way. With day coaches it was possible to seat 80
passengers in a car, as compared with almost 24 in a Pullman,
and it was also possible to accommodate the number of cars
in a train to the number of people who wanted to go on that
train so that the trains were just comfortably filled.
Officers of the Western Pacific estimated that this line had
handled over 400 through passengers a day into San Francisco
during June, July and August, and a slightly larger number
ing the
line

1.

Railway Buildings

directly to the

463

On some

days as

many

Panama-Pacific Exposition
in the reverse direction, in connection with the Gould lines and
other connections east of Salt Lake City.
July showed the
largest passenger business in the history of the company, and

as 1,500 people visited the Canyon, the average for July being
575 a day, requiring the installation of temporary facilities, such

as the local passenger traffic

as tents and

is

During the first months after the
opening of the exposition the travel was of course largely westbound and equipment was moved east empty, but since June
parking cars.

the business has been well balanced, although

it has been necessary to deadhead equipment in both directions in order to maintain the standards for certain trains. During the first two weeks

Santa Fc handled more Pullman equiinnoiit in Los
Angeles than was handled iu New York City by bulb the riiiuin July the

sylvania and

The heavy

New York

Central

made

lines.

problem of serving meals
an important one, and during recent weeks the experiment has
been tried of stopping the limited trains at eating houses in
addition to carrying (lining cars.
travel

al.so

the

attributable

to

the

regular trains each

is

comparatively small, the increase

exposition travel.

way

In addition

to

three

and with frequent extra sections both eastbound and westbound, the Western Pacific handled about one spei'ial train a day on the average
in

a day,

filled

to capacity

each direction.

The

train was the Scenic Limited, running solid
Louis over the Missouri Pacific ami Denver & Rio
Grande, which was put on to accommodate the extra travel early
in the season.
The Western Pacific also handled four sleeping
cars from Chicago every day, two from the Chicago, Rock Islland & Pacific and two from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake also experienced
an iiMusually laige iiu-n;isc in passenger tratlic on accoimt of

from

heaviest

St.
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During July this road handled 35,707 throush
passengers between Los Angeles and Salt Lake, including 16,August promised
966 received from connections, westbound.
the expositions.

In June the total was 24,835, and
This road has three regular through trains in
in May 16,604.
each direction a day, which were run in sections several times
a week during July and August, and up to August 15 had handled 112 special trains and sections for organized parties. At
the beginning of the season this company took over all the

show even higher

to

figures.

order to make sure of good service

eating houses on

its

and turned over

their operation to the dining car department.

On

line in

the Pacific Limited train the plan

was

an
which proved

tried of serving

attractive SO-cent club luncheon in the dining car,

very popular and increased the dining car receipts. Its subsidiary, the Pacific Navigation Company, operating the steamships Yale and Harvard, which during the summer make four
trips a week in each direction between San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego, carrying from 600 to 900 passengers each
per

trip.

Low

rate excursion rates

were also made during the summer

for local travel between Los Angeles and San Francisco and
between Los Angeles and San Diego. To San Diego rates as

were made for special
good for three
months were sold for $6.25. Between San Francisco and Los
Angeles a round trip rate of $18.75 was made on certain days,
while a rate of $22.50 was effective every day.
The westbound exposition traffic was balanced to some extent by "back east" excursion rates $72.50 to Chicago and
return, $110.70 to New York and return, and $60 to the Missouri river and return.
An illustration of the concentration of traffic at San Francisco
is afforded by the fact that 449 Pullman cars were brought into
San Francisco in three days in July by all roads, and the Pullman Company's laundry in San Francisco during July washed
low as $4 and $5 for the round

trip

occasions, for a distance of 250 miles, while tickets

—

from

75,000 to 82,000 pieces of linen a day.

STEAMSHIP LINES
Steamship lines on the Pacific coast also have enjoyed a large
passenger traffic on account of the expositions. In addition to
the Pacific Navigation Company, already mentioned, the Pacific
Coast Steamship Company operated two steamships between
Seattle, San Francisco, San Pedro and San Diego and two between San Francisco, San Pedro and San Diego. The North
Pacific Steamship Company also operated a weekly service with
two boats between Portland and San Diego, calling enroute at
San Francisco, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles, and service
every five days with two boats between Portland and San Francisco, calling at Astoria, Coos Bay and Eureka.
The San Francisco & Portland Steamship Co. also operated
three boats, making trips every five days in each direction between Portland, San Francisco and San Pedro.

RAILW.W EXHIBIT BUILDINGS

Four railway companies have exhibit buildings of their own
at the San Francisco Exposition, which are illustrated herewith. Chief of these is the Southern Pacific Building, of modern Renaissance architecture, 200

ft.

square, well located at the

head of Palm avenue, near the Fillmore street entrance to the
grounds. This building is kept open daily from 9.00 a. m. to
8.00 p. m. for the convenience of visitors, and among its features are comfortably furnished rest rooms for women and men,
provided with desks, writing materials and files of newspapers,
a spacious foyer which is a convenient place in which to arrange
to meet friends, a ticket office and information bureau where
are located representatives of the Southern Pacific' and of its
principal eastern connections, and a validation office. The building also contains a central court called "The Glade," where at
frequent turns in the pathway appear natural panoramic views
In a small
depicting scenes along the Southern Pacific lines.
theater, patterned after the Little Theater in New York, three
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lecturers alternate in giving travel talks.

eight times a day, have been attended by
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These lectures, given
from 100 to 500 per-

sons each.
Pacific has a building on the Marina devoted
and resources of Canada, which includes a rest
room and lecture room in which motion pictures are shown,
a model of the company's supply farm at Strathmore, Alberta,
and a model of the irrigation dam at Bassano, Alberta.
The Great Northern building, also located on the Marina,
contains writing tables for the convenience of visitors, samples
of the products of the Northwest, a lecture room in which are
shown motion pictures accompanied by lectures on the resources
of the Northwest, and illustrations of scenes in Glacier National
Park. Eight full-blooded Blackfeet Indians from Glacier Na-

The Canadian

to the products

tional Park, sent to the exposition as delegates

make

their headquarters here

and entertain

from

their tribe,

visitors with

their

ceremonies and dances.
The Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific also have
a building on the Marina, in which are shown samples of the
products of Canada and illustrations of scenes along the lines
of these companies, and motion picture lectures are given.
The Canadian Pacific, Great Northern and Grand Trunk exhibits were each awarded a gold medal.

There are few railway exhibits

at the

San Diego exposition.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has a concession on

the "Isth-

mus," called the "Painted Desert," an interesting reproduction of
the conditions existing in the Spanish provinces of New Mexico and Arizona at the time of the coming of the Spaniards in
the sixteenth century, which to some extent continue to the presThe exhibit consists .of an Indian village of Pueblos,
ent day.
in which a number of Indians live and go about their work,

making pottery, baskets, blankets, etc.
The Union Pacific and the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt
Lake have a building conforming architecturally to the general
plan of the exposition structures, containing rest rooms and an
information bureau for visitors and a traffic exhibit showing
the opportunities for settlers along the line of the two roads.
This exhibit was awarded a gold medal.
Wells, Fargo & Co. have an exhibit in the Varied Industries
building, including an office, one of the old Wells Fargo coaches
one of the company's safety trunks used for the
transportation of express packages, and photographs of scenes
and incidents illustraing the history of the company and its
built in 1863,

present methods.

The second article, describing the exhibits of the railways and
of the railway supply companies in the Palace of Transportation and other exposition buildings and on the "Zone" at San
Francisco will follow in a later issue.

—

Anv.\NTACES OF MoBiLizABLE PROPERTY. For the first time in
years The Official Guide appears without the sailing
schedule of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. The service

many

of that

company has been discontinued owing

to legislation last

Washington. It is reported that the ships are to be sold
to companies which will operate them on other routes. It would
doubtless be a not unwelcome circumstance to many owners of
railroads of they, too, were able so easily to move their property
under its own steam out from under the strenuous hand of fullcrew laws and sucli ini(i\iities of regulation. Official Railway
winter

in

Guide.

—

Canadian Shipbuilding. The Canadian Department of
Marine and Fisheries reports that Canadian shipbuilding reprelast year an aggregate new displacement tonnage of
tons—the largest annual total attained during the last fourOf last year's total, 23,167 tons were credited to
years.

sented
43,346

teen

the province of Ontario,

which has been advancing as a shipsince the develoomcnt of

owning and .shipbuilding province
trade upon the Great Lakes began
steamers.

to

require a larger class of

An

Interesting Structure
The Lackawanna
Span

Involving

Is

Now

Over the Buffalo River
Building a Strauss Bascule

In the Railway Age Gazette of January 31, 1913, there appeared an article describing three lift bridges built over the
Buffalo river, Buffalo, by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
the New York, Chicago & St. Louis and the Pennsylvania jointThese bridges were made
ly, and the Buffalo Creek Railroad.
necessary by the deepening of the Buffalo river to 23 ft. at mean
water level, to allow navigation by the deep-draft vessels travers-

Problems

Foundation

Complicated
cago

&

St. Louis,

the Pennsylvania

The present bridge

roads.

consists

and the Buffalo Creek railof two double-track plate

girder fixed spans, each about 116 ft. long, supported by two
abutments and one central pier of coarsed ashlar stone masonry,
with a track elevation about 18 ft. above mean river level, which
conforms very closely with that of Lake Erie, into which the
Buffalo river empties, about five miles farther down stream.

In rebuilding the bridge the

rail

elevation

is

being raised 22 ft.
New York,

at the river crossing to cross the joint tracks of the

&

Louis and the Pennsylvania, and the tracks of the
The track was raised 26 ft.
At the same time the
at the crossing to give ample head room.
river crossing was moved about 200 ft. farther east to rectify
the existing channel of the Buffalo river, wliich is now being
dredged by the Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company, under con-

Chicago

St.

Buffalo Creek railroads overhead.

tract with the city of Buffalo.

An examination of the map shows that the river is very
sinuous at this locality, three sharp "ox-bow" bends doubling
upon themselves. The proposed new channel shown in dotted
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Since then the deep-water navigation of this

stream has been authorized to its junction with Cazenovia creek,
little over a mile beyond the crossing of the Buffalo Creek Railroad, the present terminus of the deep-water dredging. This improvement will necessitate three additional lift bridges over the
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Edge
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Reinforcing Bars in

Cylinder Pier.

Place

hue was never constructed mainly on account of the opposition
the riparian owners.
An embankment adjoins the east end of the new bridge, which
carries the railroad to the next river crossing, a little over half
a mile farther east. A short embankment will join the west end
of llie new bridge, followed by a short bridge span, and then
by two longer spans over the railroads mentioned.
After the type of bridge and spans liad been decided on five
ist holes were put down on the site of the new piers, four on
i>f

ilic

east side

and one on the west side of the

river.

One of

the

was only put down part way because of an obstrucnon. necessitating a new hole in another position close by. These
lorings were made by contract. Steel pipe was first driven and
lour holes

the material inside brouglit up in

Korm.s in Position to Concrete Transverse Strut of Cyhnder Piers

The
by the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western and one by the city of Buffalo, on the line of Abbott
Buffalo river, two to

lie

built

road.
Tills

arlicK'

describes ibc (biubU-

Delaware, Lackawanna
tance east of

tlic

& Western

Hack
is

liil

now

present grade crossing of

bridge

wbicli

tlie

building a short distlie

New

York,

Clii-

its

natural condition

lr\-

earth

augers instead of by the wasli-drill method. It is claimed tliat
the "dr\' metliod" gives by far the best information as to tlie
actual character of the material penetrated and encountered.
crossing of

river current.

tlic

river

is

siiiiare

or at

The main channel span of

riglit
tlie

angles to the

new bridge

is

a

Strauss bascule, with a 114-ft. opening between the pier faces.
There is an auxiliary fixed deck -plate girder span on the west
with an opening of 107 ft. between pier faces. In addition there
is

a short girder span at the east

end 36

ft

long between niasonr>'

faces and one at the west end with a 3"-ft. opening,

llie

slightly
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longer span being due to the change

in plan of the west pier.
excavated the old one must be maintained and it will be crossed on temporary plate girder spans
secured from other work.
As the new bridge occupies the present alinement the plate
girder spans for each track comprising the old crossing were
each moved outward 4V,4 ft., or 83 ft. between centers to allow

new channel

Until the

is

working space for the new structure.
Pile bents were driven for the end and center supports of these
old girders. The spreading of the old tracks was also continued
for a considerable distance east and west of the bridge crossing
to allow the building of the embankment, made necessan,' by
the raising of the grade.

As

the base of this

new embankment
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of the piles for the west pier are 12
also driven with a follower.

in. and the larger 14 in. in diameter.
After the foundation piles had been driven the cofferdams were
constructed, the larger one being about 55 ft. long and 30 ft.
wide, and the smaller one 55 ft. long and 21 ft. wide.
They
were built of Wakefield sheet piling, driven by the same piledriver that drove the foundation piles. It was about 27 ft. long
and projected about 3 ft. above water level.
In driving the
sheet piling an imbedded butternut log was encountered which
gave considerable trouble, causing much leakage, which was
finally overcome.
Interior bracing was added as the cofferdam
was unwatered.
The main or tower piers of the bascule span consist of four
concrete cylinders in pairs, connected at the top both transversely
and longitudinally by heavy concrete struts. The cylinders are
14 ft. in diameter and average about 90 ft. in height. The rest
pier is composed of two cylinders of similar construction, each
ft.

The

in diameter.

were sunk through about 70 ft. of material,
of filled-in ground, 14 ft. of black clay, 12 ft.
of sand and gravel, 28 ft. of clay and, finally, 10 ft. of sand and
clay overlying the limestone bedrock. After the location of the
pier was established, an excavation about 4 ft. deep and 20 ft.
square was made, which was lined with cribwork, built up of
12 in. by 12 in. timbers. Upon the prepared bottom of the excavation was placed a steel ring with a diameter 6 in. larger than
that of the finished cylinder pier and forming the cutting edge
lor sinking it. This ring was 20 in. high and a shelf 8 in. wide
was riveted to its inner edge. A wooden form having roughly
the shape of a truncated cone, was then fitted to the ring and
formed the inside of the concrete cutting edge. This consisted
of a series of inclined and stepped surfaces, intended to control
and accelerate the sinking of the piers.
The outside forms were steel rings 5 ft. high, stiffened both
horizontally and vertically by angles and built in halves with
angles at the abuting vertical edges to serve as flanges for bolted
connections.
Before filling the form the outside ring was securely held in position by struts braced against the timber cribwork lining the excavation. This steel-concrete cutting edge was
reinforced by two concentric rows of plain steel rods, spaced
cylinders

consisting of 6

Map Showing Channel Change and

Location of Bridge

temporary lines of piling and timber cribbing were placed to
prevent the encroachment of the embankment.
The superstructure of the bridge is carried by two abutments
and four piers. The abutments have no wing walls, the embank-

ments

spilling

around them

piles driven to rock.
rail is

43

ft.

The

at the ends.

They

and that of the west abutment 49

ft.,

the supporting piles being respectively 55 and 49

The

are founded on

height of the east abutment to base of
the lengths of

ft.

abutment were driven by a land driver,
had been made, the material being removed by locomotive crane with an orange-peel bucket. The
piles for the east

after suitable excavation

below water and were

the smaller end 8

12

occupies a greater width than that available between the tracks

ft.

All piles are of Southern pine with

ft.

\^TetnpQraru ^xjn to be removed after

new

charmel IS opened.

Elevation of

New

D. L.

& W.

Bridge Across Revised Channel of the Buffalo River, Buffalo

were vertical, supported by sheet piling,
which was first driven and then braced as the excavation proceeded, and which stopped at an elevation about 2 ft. below
water level. The piles were then driven with 3-ft. intervals each
way to bed rock and cut off at an elevation of 1 ft. below lowwater level.
The piles for the west abutment, as well as those for the west
The west abutment
pier, were driven by a floating piledriver.
occupies the site of the central pier of the old bridge, which was
removed. The top of the supporting piles are 7 ft. below water
Tlie tops
level and were driven to this depth with a follower.
sides of the excavation

about 12

in.

between centers.

tarried up vertically about 4

The
in.

bars of the outer

row were

inside the outer circumference

to the top of the pier, while the bars of the inside row, which start
adjacent to the outside row at the bottom, were bent to come
within 4 in. of the inner circumference and terminate at the top

course or section of concrete.
cutting edge formed the lower or initial course of the
cylinder pier, being an annular ring of concrete 14 ft. in outside
of the

first

The

diameter for the large piers, and 12 ft. for the smaller ones,
with central concentric openings or wells 7 ft. in diameter. To
build the second course, the outside steel form was raised 5 ft..

September

10,
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and a cylindrical concentric inside form was liunR from timbers
After several
resting upon the upper edge of the outer form.
sections had been built in this manner, a locomotive crane was
employed to remove the material inside the well and underIt was
neath the cutting edge, using an orange-peel bucket.
aimed to secure an average daily settlement of about 10 ft.,
successive courses of concrete being added to give the necessary
weight until bedrock was reached. After the surface of the rock
was thoroughly cleaned the space under the cutting edge was
sealed with concrete, which was also used to fill the central well.
No difficulty was experienced in sinking cylinder 4 N, but
some trouble was encountered in cylinder piers 3 S, '3 N and
4 S. After cylinder 3 S had reached a point within 8 ft. of
bedrock, a large amount of material was removed without an>'
corresponding settlement. Investigation developed that material
of a soft nature was flowing in at the bottom from a northeasterly direction, between cylinders 3 N and 4 N, and which
caused a subsidence of the surface of about 9 ft. between them.
This subsidence caused cylinder 4 S, which was within 12 ft. of

bedrock at the time, to move
fecting

its

perpendicularity.

in a

The

northwesterly direction, afcylinder

was restored

to
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each composed of three plate girders,
center and one shorter span, 30

106

ft.

long center to

over a private
road to the works of the Contact Process Company.
This section of work extends from the overhead crossing of

&

Lake Shore

the

in the clear,

ft.

Michigan Southern easterly to the overhead

crossing of Abbott road, a distance of

1.4

The

miles.

ination of this crossing required the elevation of

what

is

elim-

known

where all the freight and
between the Lackawanna and Nickel Plate is

as the Nickel Plate interchange yard,

passenger

traffic

interchanged.

The contractor
Inc.,

Brooklyn,

for the substructure w'as Walter H. Gahagan,
N. Y., and the piledriving was done under a

subcontract by the D. E. Horton Construction Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
The Strauss bascule bridge superstructure was fabricated and erected by the Pennsylvania Steel

The grade

work was

Company,

Steelton,

done by the Lackawanna
Railroad Company's own forces. All of the w-ork is being done
under the direction of G. J. Ray, chief engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, under the immediate supervision of A. E.
Deal, bridge engineer, and George E. Boyd, division engineer.
Pa.

elimination

all

its

normal position by means of a 3S-ton jack braced against the
After cylinder 3 N
side of cylinder 3 S W'ith wooden struts.
had reached within eight feet of bedrock, further movement was
prevented when the northwest side of the cutting edge encountered a very large boulder which could not be removed by exca-

To overcome this a well drill
was used to drill a hole close outside the cylinder to the boulder,
and the latter was then shattered by a heavy charge of dynamite. After these mishaps, air locks were installed on cylinders
3 N and 4 S, and the sinking continued under compressed air
After reaching bedrock it was
at a pressure of about 28 lb.
found that cylinder 4 S had righted itself and was in its proper
The deviation of
position within a small fraction of an inch.
the other three cylinders from the exact location was also
vation from within the cylinder.

AN AUTOMATIC FREIGHT TRUCK COUPLER
The

power trucking in freight houses is dependent
on the perfection of the details of operation and the
elimination of lost motion wherever possible.
This has led to
the development of an automatic coupler for freight trucks by
Edward Fitzgerald, general foreman of the Twelfth street
freight house of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, at Chicago.
As shown in the photographs this coupler consists of a yoke
on the forward end of the truck, consisting of a 54-in- round
rod bent in the shape of a U and slightly pointed in the middle
of the loop to form a groove.
The device on the rear of the
success of

largely

truck consists of a malleable-iron fork equipped with a trigger
suspended from the upper arm and seated against a projection

on the lower arm

negligible.

to

keep

it

from swinging backwards while

The

top ends of the tower piers and the connecting transverse
strut are of monolithic construction, but the longitudinal struts
between the cylinders were placed later, the ends resting in
niches left for that purpose.

The concrete
bridge.

To

mixin,g plant

was located

at the east

facilitate the construction of the

end of the

embankment

at this

had been driven, and the spaces between the
bents immediately behind the east abutment were utilized for
These a'T'jre.gates
a storage bin for broken .stone and gravel.
A
were dumped directly from gondola cars into the bins.
house built of corrugated iron for the storage of ci-mcnt adend a

pile trestle

material

joined

the

tracks,

so that the

bins, alongside the present low railroad
cement could be utilnaded diicctly into the

house.
located adjacent to the bins and track,
whole arrangement of the plant being admirable for quickly
charging and discharging the mixer. For the transportation of
the mixed concrete, small cars were used, running on a 2-ft.
gage track and laid parallel ti. the present westbound railroad
The cars
track, extending to about the middle of the river.
on this narrow gage lino were opeialrd li\ :yi endless cable,
.\t the end
with a hoisting engine stationed near the mixer.
the concrete was handled by a derrick inlo the west pier and
abutment. The concrete for the cylinder piers was handled by
the locomotive crane, which was used for excavating the material from within the cxlinder piers.
part
Below the ground level the concrete was made ol
part-- of Niagara ri\er s.ind and gravel,
Portland cement and
Alum- llu- ground level the mix was 1 pari
natural mixture.
Portland cement, 2 parts sand and S parts broken stone.

A Smith mixer was

tlic

1

.^

Simultaneous with the construction of the lU'w lift bridge work
was imdcrtaken on the elimination of the grade crossing of
the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, the Peiuisylvania and the
The crossing consists of two m.iin
HufTalo Creek railroads.
double track through spans over the several railroad-, nuiiliciued.

Automatic Coupler
.diowing

it

to

Cars Separated

swing freely forward.

-

In operation, as the trucks

are bioughl together, the yoke on the front of llic rear truck
comes in contact with the trigger in the fork on the rear o(
Ihe forward truck,
to

enter the

fork.

drops back into
point of the

fork
a

which
/\s

i)lace,

it

the

swings forward, allowing tlie yoke
yoke passes llic trigger the latter

locking the two trucks together.

yoke cannot conic

in contact

The

with the base of the

because the point of the lower arm of tlic fork strikes
bumper located on the forward end of the rear truck

I'-shaped
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A

to that on standard
and permits the release of
On llu- motor car a cord
the \-oke to disconnect the trucks.
attached to the hand lever enables the motorman to uncouple
his car without leaving his position.
The principal advantage of the device is that the trucks may
without requiring that they be accurately centered
lie coupled
and alined. A reasonable variation is allowed by the spread of
the yoke which is 7]-i in., and the spread of the bumper which
After the trucks are coupled, they are lined up by
IS 4!/< in.
the trigger as it slips along the yoke until it reaches the groove

just under the yoke.

M. C.

liaud lever

.'simihir

Vui.. 59,

FRENCH RAILROAD EXCURSIONS

B. couplers raises the trigger

at the point.

Any

difference in elevation of

two trucks

of the SH-i"- vertical spread of the

fork.

is

adjusted by means

The

inclined faces

VV'.M.TKR S.

liv

IN

No.

II

WAR TIME

Hi.mt'

One of the curious aspects of the war in France is the effort
of the railroads to encourage the customary tourist and excursion
While the number of American tourists
ungrounded fear of traveling
in a country at war. there are a good many English tourists.
It is common to see notices in the newspapers and elsewhere.
"W'elcome to France," stating that behind the armies France
works and lives as usual. The Touring Club of France, the

travel of peace times.
is

limited this year, because of the

Automob.ile Club of France, the hotel associations, together with
the railroads, are issuing their customary booklets. That of the

Touring Club was printed

Much

broadcast.
to the

American

of this

accommodate

English and 300,000 copies sent
useless, however, as addressed

is

public, whicli certainly will not venture

peace comes

until

in

work

and then there

;

who

the people

will not be

abroad

enough ships

will flock to see the

new

to

ruins of

Europe.

Domestic France

is

traveling, not in the

away from home.

rest

customary numbers,

summer
The French man and woman work
employees work their ten and twelve

but nevertheless in surprising

numbers

to take the usual

the year around
hours a day, and this past year has been such a nerve-racking
one for all that the needed rest is being taken whenever possible.
It is not the lack of money that is preventing those not
engaged in army work from going, so much as the short-handed
liard

:

conditions that pre\=ail everywhere.

The
try,

travel

for

movement
Paris,

and

:

army zone to the north and east of
must have a pass before he can buy his

the so-called

in

-the traveler

Then

ticket.

taking the direction opposite to the trench counFirst, the army regulations prevent free

is

two reasons

public opinion

is

strong against idle visitors to

any part of the country where so many thousands of Frenchmen have lost their lives. Recently a party of French excursionists took an automobile in Paris and rode out beyond Meaux,
where the fighting was severe during the battle of the Marne.
-\t the present time trenches are being perfected all through that
region, as a precautionary measure, and when an army captain
spied the party of visitors he stopped it and asked why they had

come
Cars Coupled

Automatic Coupler

on the ends of the fork serve to deHect the yoke upward or
into the slot.
The yoke is pivoted on two eye-bolts
attached to the truck sill and has an extension which bears
By
against a pivoted counterweight attached under the truck.
means of this the yoke is normally held in a level position, but
may be deflected up or down with variations in the relative
elevation of the two adjoining trucks.
These couplings have been in use about two months in the
outbound freight house of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois at
Chicago on 12.i four-wheeled trucks with 3-ft. by 6-ft. platforms
and three motor trucks. The cars arc ordinarily handled in trains

downward

of three to seven trailers each, over a trucking length of about
The motor car operators very quickly developed skill
1,700 ft.
in

handling the couplers, which have materially increased the

efficiency

of the trucking.

'juilford S.

Wood,

I

The couplers are manufactured by

hicago.

Ki.\i;iin.\i. — The shipnu-uls
Kingdom have necessarily been nnich
reduced by the great I'.uropean war.
They showed, however,
rather more strength in July. The exports for that month came

R.Mi. Sfiii'MKNts fkom

tiik L'sni-.n

of rails from the United

out at 33,224 tons, as comjiared with 43,133 tons in July, 1914,
and 53,.^70 tons in July, 1913. The aggregate exports to July 31,
this year, were 157,190 tons, as compared with 303,991 tons and

The United Kingdnm has been sending scarcely
year to the Argentine Republic, the shipments to
that country to July 31, having been only 569 tons, as compared
witli 20,823 tons and 32,602 tons in the correspoiuliug jieriod in
the preceding years.— I-.iitjinccriny London,

308,185 tons.

any

rails this

,

there.

'Very

well.

One
I'll

of the

men

of the party explained the reason.

give you a chance to see what a trench

is like,"

"Get down, every man of
The men of the party were thus forced to dig
you. and dig."
all through a hot afternoon, and when night came they were
permitted to go home. "Now you can say that you have done
something for France, and I hope you will go home better
Frenchmen." the captain told them sternly.
There are two interesting features of French railroad travel
that are not familiar to the American manner of encouraging
One is the so-called family ticket,
excursionists and travelers.
\ family of three may get reduced
issued as usual this year.
rates that cut the usual rates in half, and a family of five may
The father of the
travel at 40 per cent of the ordinary rate.
family, in buying the ticket, if he desires, may arrange to travel,
going and coming, at a different time from the other members of
his family.
In addition, any member of the family may go and
come at any time at half fare between the points named on the
ticket if at the time the original family ticket is purchased an
identification card is asked for.
The second feature adopted in b'rance tn encourage travel is
the »organization of an automobile service by the railroad at
points of interest, by which the traveler can see readily and
For instance, the
cheaply the country adjacent to the railroad.
.Southern Railroad (chemin du fcr du Midi), wliich operates in
that part of France lying next to Spain and connects the Atlantic
ocean with the Mediterranean sea, has begun the organization
It has this service at the springs
of such automobile service.
of Biarritz, in the gorges of the Tarn river, and elsewhere.
Despite the war this service is running this year.
Still another feature of French tourist travel is the existence
said the captain, with pleasant irony.

'Our

.Special

Kuropean Correspondent.

SEPiicMnER
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over France of narrow-gage railroads that run where it
would not pay a broad-gage road to go, or else where broadgage roads could not be built except at heavy expense. These
railroads, known as the "Economiques," act as feeders to the
large railway systems in that they bring travel and freight to
them from out-of-the-wav districts.
all

SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES AND GRADE
REVISION
By Paul M. La Bach
."XssistaiU

Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island

&•

In these days of tight finances probably

Pacific, Chicago,

III.

more schemes are

in-

money than at any other time.
Many projects also, which would have shown a profit a few
years ago, will not pay under the present revision downward of
The idea
freight and passenger rates by railroad commissions.
vestigated with the idea of saving

is

best expressed

by the formula

469

points they would not be able to do so, as competition governs the

The same

time.

is

true of time freight.

No

addition in train

This will narrow the torvnage affected
down to the slow freight, which we will assume is handled by
Consolidation engines in this case.
The iTiethod adopted by the American Railway Engineering
Association, and published in its Manual for 1911, has been used
load

to be expected.

is

Without
for calculating the draw-bar pull of this locomotive.
going into details* the results are given in Table I, which shows
the drawbar-pull of this locomotive on a level grade for different
It will be noted that the fuel used has a heat value of
speeds.
11,000 B. T. U., and that 4,000 lb. per hr. is taken as the capacity
of the fireman. With the present method of operation each slow
freight loses 3 hrs. at meeting and passing points, waiting for
orders and taking coal and water. Allowing one hour for emer-

make the maximum running time allowable
This is for summer conditions. Train resistance for
32.5-ton cars, which is about the average car weight in the Mississippi Valley, is taken at 5.4 lb. per ton at speeds of 4 m. p. h. to
gencies this would
12 hrs.

which is beUeved to be a fair average. An inspection
shows that the hardest work must be performed
and that the longest time will be needed for westbound trains on
While for veryaccount of the greater rise in that direction.
accurate work a speed curve should be calculated from accelera-

30 m.

p. h.,

of the profile

Where R

=

E

:^z

C
p
It is

same

annual revenues from operation.
annual operating expense (including depreciation and taxes).
cost of construction,
per cent of profit.

—

evident that

if

R

is

decreased and

E

is

increased at the

time, the profits expressed in percentages will decrease very

rapidly.

This

is

exactly what has been going on for a

The revenues from operation have been

of years.

cut

number
down by

the reduction of rates, while the cost of operation has been in-

creased by

full

crew laws, taxes,

comes necessary, therefore,

special equipment, etc.

to fix the value of p before

It

making

exhorted to secure the reduction of rales or the passage of
bills that will increase operating expenses, when a safe margin
between R and E would cause a much greater expenditure for
improvements in the same district, the situation can hardly be

much logic. This is a condition and not a theory,
and has resulted in a state of affairs such that paying improvements cannot be made on light traffic lines. If railroad building
were now in its infancy it is probable that 25 per cent, of the
steam lines now constructed would never be built with present
returns contemplated. On lines with heavy traffic many improvements may still be luadc that will show a profit. The luedium
said to possess

are the ones that present the most difficult problems,
as a misconception of the tnethod of operation may cause an

traffic lines

assumption which

new

is

not justified by the facts and operation under
show sufficient profits to justify the

conditions will not

expense of changes.

For

this reason 6 per cent, is

imderstanding of the present working conditions
It may be foinul that although a change in grade
is essential.
alone might not eiTect a sullicient saving, when a superheater is
added to the locomotives in use, then a saving will be made. To
tlioriiugli

illustrate this point the profile

in

Fig.

1

will

The

into account.

rated properly

be assutncd.

The

length of the engine district is surli dial the rating of the locomorallur lli.iii on distance. The 16-hour
is dependeiil mi liiiu

grade line except as they iiuiy make faster time. On a short line
they might add a car, but on .i long lini' between two important

though when
uniform speeds on the different

train will therefore be treated as

will travel at

TABLE

I

Drawbar-Pull of .Saturated Steam Locomotive, Consoliilation Type,
M. P. H.
Lbs.
Lbs.
P. H.

20

13

38,043
37,574
37,104
36,634
33,328
30,567
28,259
26.324
24,669
23,221
21,870
20,577

14
15
16
17

19,345
18,168
17,041
15,992

32
33
34
35

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
I)

10
11

12

14.985
14,082
13,179
12.334
11,561
10,869
10,197
9.617
9,074
8,565
8,103
7,687
7,298
6,932
6,584
6.256
5.954
5.672

IS
19

38,980
38,.il2

1

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
20
30

;

31

Grate area, 50 sq. ft.
Heating iiurface, 3,318 sq. ft.
Diameter wheels, 63 ill.
Steam pressure. 200 11).
(while working steam).
Coal consumption. 4. noil lb, per
Coal at 11,0011 H.t.u,
Cylinders. 11 in. by 30 in.
Weight locomotive and tender with coal and water, 172 tons

For
saturated steam Consolidation locomotive (see Table I)
drawbar pull at 5 lu. p. h. will be 3(),()34 lb. At 5 m. p. h. on a
0.5 per cenl. grade the rating will be found as follows:
,1

the

10

lb.

grade resistance

+

5.4 lb. train resist.

— 110

X 172 tons twt. of cng.))
2267 gross tons, including the caboose.
3(i,(>34

—

The
5.4

on a level grade will be 2,267 x
Hy consulting Table 1 this is about equal to the
For a train moving westward the fol21 m. p. h.

resistance of this load

12.242

lb.

drawbar-pull

at

lov\ing sclnilulc will

speed

lie

had when 35 m.

p.

h.

is

the

maximum

:

l.i

20
60
25
40

tive

law tnakes it imperative to reach the ileslinatiou in that time. The
engine crew will draw the saiue amount of w.ij;es in any event,
as the men have their choice between paytnenl by hours or by
Passenger trains will not be affected by a change in the
miles.

it

sections of the profile.

chosen as the

interest rate.

A

The 4 hr. delayed time given includes the
it unnecessary.
time needed to decrease from rated speed to a stop and from a
stop to the rated speed for those points where this must be taken

be-

any investigation as to anticipated profits. A term of years of interest rates should be used and not the low rate which has been
To this should be added promotion
prevalent for some time.
fees, discounts, etc., which decrease the amount actually received.
One writer, who has been feeling pessimistic about the outlook,
said, not long ago, that it did not pay to make any improvements
of any kind because a commission of some sort or an extra crew
law would rise up and take the profits away as soon as they were
When one sees a public official urged to get a public
earned.
appropriation for an uneconomic improvement, in order that
the money may be spent in his district, and at the same time

the

tion tables, this will be omitted in this case, as the profile will

make

miles at Jl m |i.h.
miles at .15 mp.h.
miles at 1\ ni.p.ll.
5 m.p.h.
miles at
miles at Jl m.p.h.

Total

:-

0.71 hours
.57 hoilrs,

honrs.
5.00 hours.
l."0 hours.
J,.'<(i

-

11.04 hours.

•The enlculnlion «f tables of nccrlrrmian anil retardation for use in plot
ling sp'*ed curves showing It.iin movement is trcate.l in "Tables for Finding
bv ihc author in Kailtfity Aje iiactllf, August
Proper Tonnage Uaiing
.M.

\<'\>.
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As

the total

m.

p. h.

is below the 12-hoiir limit set and the speed is only
on the adverse grade, it is apparent that there are only
two ways of increasing the train load. Either rednce the grade

5

By

Vol. 59, No. 11

a similar process the tonnage rating (including the caboose)

of the superheater locomotive on the 0.5 per cent, grade at 5 m.
p. h.

more efticient engines. The profile in Fig. 2 is known to
be possible from a topographical point of view; the dotted lines

would be

:

or get

10

grade

at 7

m.

is

+

6

The

train resistance

This

on a

0.3 per cent.

give the following schedule

30,567-- (6 X 172 tons)

13,986.

is

=

—
=

25 miles at
5
m.p.h.
5.00 hours.
25 mites at 35
m.p.h. ==
.57 hours.
115 miles at 27.7 m.p.h.
4.15 hours.

tons

2,5'iO

5.4

on a

level

grade

will

be 2,590 x 5.40

equal to the drawbar-pull at 19.1 m.

p.

h.

^

Total

This

The

7
ni.p.h.
42 miles at
iii.p.h.
33 miles at 35
95 miles at 19.1 m.p.h.

^
—
=

6.00 hours
.94

9.72 hours.

shows a considerable advantage

last case

in time, but as the
loading on the adverse grade reduces the speed to as low a point
as could be considered feasible, there will be no method of in-

would provide the following
hours

4.98 hours

creasing the size of a given train.
Total

\\.'>1

hours

gradient.

Saturated steam locomotive
Superheater steam locomotive....

considered.

Within the
into general

last

few years the locomotive superheater has come
new locomotives. These superheaters can
the saturated steam locomotives already in use.

00%

The

2249
2311

^

0.3 per cent

Increase

gradient.

tons.

(B)

2572
3137

(D)
Time,

r

locomotive
0.5 per cent
0.3 per cent
Superheater locomotive
(C) on 0.5 per cent
(D) on 0.3 per cent

323

826

hours^

^

Working steam.

Drifting.

grade
grade

4.0
4.0

10.47
10.98

.57
.94

grade
grade

4.0
4.0

9.15
10.75

.57
.94

Delays.

(A) on
(B) on

0.0%

(A)
(C)

—

Saturated

use on

also be applied to

Rated tonnage on

.

0.5 per cent

—
is

Subtracting the weight of the

caboose, the following results are obtained

The time necessary to haul this load is just inside the limit set.
The increase in tons per train due to the change in grade will be
2,590
2,267 =: 323 tons when the element of time over the division

2,329 tons.

=

the rating of the locomotive

h.

p.

5.4
=;

indicate the changes.

The following

+

37,600— (10 X 172)
The drawbar-pull on a level grade would be 2,329 x 5.4
12,577 lb., which could be maintained at 27 m. p. h. This would

savings or increases will be in fuel, train wages due to

and caboose mileage and
For this case the cost of the fuel will
$2 per ton and the following rates of combustion

difference in the total engine mileage

the release of locomotives.
Fig. 1

— Assumed Profile Before Revision of Grade

be considered at
will

The Pennsylvania Railroad has made numerous

be used

tests of super-

heaters at the Altoona testing plant, and the report of the subcommittee on Stokers and Superheaters of the committee on the

A

Economics of Railway Location of the American Railway Engineering Association* makes this information available for use
when the heating value of the coal, hourly coal consumption and
heating surface are known. This makes it possible to calculate
the additional toimage which one of the saturated steam locomotives, given above, would haul if equipped with a superheater.
Table

II

Table

II is

used

in

the same

TABLE

as Table

I,

39,071

18
19

18,750

20

17,087
16,392
15,695
15,102
14,507
13,947
13,388
12,909
12,428
12,014
11,608
11,218
10,840
10,500
10,16Q
9,841

7

8

36,711

26

33,172
30,403
28,107
26,143
24,903
23,056
21,775
20,631
19,659

27
28
29
30

1

5

6

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

A

21

22
23
24
25

31

32
33
34
35
I,

D

p. h.

locomo-

X 172)

6-1-5.4

The resistance of this tonnage on a level would be 3,155 tons
5.4= 17,037 lb., or the <lravvb:ir-pull of the superheater locomotive at 20 m. p. h., making a schedule as follows
X

at
7 m.p.h.
33 miles at 35 m.p.h.
95 miles at 20 m.p.h.

Total

=
=
-r

6.00 hours.
.94 hours.
4.75 hours.
11.69 hours.

American Railway Engineering Association's December, 1914, Bulletin,
page
ige 135.
•

x
x
x
x

160
160
160
160

will give the following train

miles
miles
miles
miles

—

1,066.560
933,120
1,044,000
765,120

=
=

=

train
train
train
train

miles.
miles.
miles.
miles.

Figuring that the road enginemen and firemen will average 10.1
cents per engine mile, and the trainmen 11.9 cents per engine mile,

^

•"[

I

—

r

•

I

3Z

|«

4Z
2 — Assumed

H^ -4^ -^

H<

Fig.

the

differences in

will

be:

.-

Saving

,,-,

Grade

c-

Saving

in Miles.

cost of fuel per year for case
;

A

in

,.,

Wages.

$29,356
4,963
66,316
36,960
61,353

will be, $302,504; for case

and for case D, $223,605.
and supplies will be

for case C, $260,249,

difference in the cost of fuel

A-B
A-C

AD
will

lie

I

»^

133,440
22,560
301,440
168,000
278.880

B, $278,070

There

I

enginemen's and trainmen's wages per year

A-B
A-C
A-D
B-D
C-D

The

*— S —

33

Profile After Revision of

CD
(6

3,155 tons.

42 miles

trains
trains
trains
trains

B-D

would be
37,008—

This

:

with the exception that

for the 0.3 per cent, grade, the rating of the superheater

m.

6,666
5,832
6,525
4,782

B
C

17,9111

This locomotive is the same as shown in Table
has been equipped with a superheater.

tive at 7

gross slow freight tonnage of 7,500,000 tons per year in each

11.

38,778
38.484
38,190
37,895
37,600
37,304
37,008

2
3
4

lb.

used per hour while working steam.
firing up each trip.
per hour while standing still.
per hour while drifting.

then.

Drawbar-pull of Superheated Steam Locomotive, Consolidation Type.
Pounds.
M. P. H.
Pounds.
P H.

M

it

manner

lb.

lb.

direction will also be assumed.

gives the resulting drawbar-pull for parallel conditions

If

lb.

400
700

miles for each case

of coal consumption, heating value of coal and heating surface of
boiler.

4,000
1,500

18.3

Fuel.

Water, Oil
and Supplies.

$24,434
42,255
78,899
54,465
96,644

$1,879
3.143
6,069
4,189
2,926

The

Total.

$26,313
45,398
84.968
58,654
39,570

locomotives required to handle the business

as outlined in case A, 15.9 in case B, 17.8 in case C, and 13.1 in
case D. The saving in the cost of the locomotives and their interest

and maintenance charges
No. Locomotives
Cost.

Relea*itd

A-B
A-C

2.4

$36,000

5

A-D

5.2
2.8
4.7

7,500
78,000
42.000
70,500

B-D
C-D

will be as follows

Interest
6 I'cr Cent.

Depreciation
5 Per Cent.
$3,960
825
8,580
4.620
7,755

Repairs $0.09

Depreciation

Engine Mile,

and Repairs.

$12,010
203
27,130
15,120
25.099

$15,970
1,028

35,710
19,740
32.854

September

)

10,

The following
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recapitulation

NEW ENGLAND RAILROADS

shows the actual saving of one

ase over the other
Fuel,
Trains.

AB

.

AC...

Train

Water and

Wages.

Supplies.

$29,356

$26,313
45,398
84,968
58,654
39,570

4,>)6J

AD....

66,316
36,960
61,353

.

BD
CD

.

.

Release of
Locomotives.
$15,970

Totals
Capitalized
Per Cent.
$1,193,983
856,483
3,116,566
1,922,566
2,229,616

Total.

at 6

$71,639
51,389
186,994
115,354
133,777

1,028

35,710
19,740
32,854

The estimated

cost of building the line with the 0.3 per cent,
taken at $41,000 per mile, or $3,075,000. The capitalization amounts in the above table show that the expenditure of

grade

is

would not be justified if the same saturated steam locomotives are to be used, as the capitalized saving (A-B) of
$1,193,983 is much less. The only one of these capitalized savings
$3,075,000

(A-D).

That is, if the grade
is reduced to 0.3 per cent, and superheaters are added to the locomotives, at a cost not to exceed $2,000 each, the improvement will
in excess of the construction cost is

be justified.

The largest return on the outlay will be found in (A-C), as
nothing will be required except the expense necessary to equip
the engines with superheaters.

The savings

fuel per ton-mile, although a small saving

is

will

be largely in

made

in the other

The expenditure needed to make these alteratiotis should
exceed $40,000. The designers of superheater locomotives

items.

not

have the choice of using the additional power by increasing the
size of cylinders and getting a larger drawbar-pull at low speeds,

Railways in

may

be argued that the profile is not typical. There cannot
guidance in all cases. The speed over a
profile depends upon the percentage of down, level and adverse
It

lie

a typical layout for

grades.
nf

tilt

The adverse grade
dictance and

may

in this

case

is

only about 25

i)er ii-ut

many cases where engine
up and down maximum grades. The

be foinul in

dislricls arc a succession of

known fact that superluaU-r Icicomolivcs are more ellicieni
higher speeds than the saturated steam would seem to indicate

well
at

should be taken advantage of especially whcni the
district involved is a long one.

th.it

The accompanying map

this fact

is

a

IN 1845

reproduction of one which ap-

peared in Dickinson's Boston Almanac, showing the railroads
di\erging from Boston, as they were in the year 1845.
At
that time there was no through rail route between Boston
and New York, the nearest approach to this being the Boston
& Providence and the Stonington railroads from Boston to
Stonington and thence by ferry 30 miles to the eastern terminus of the Long Island Road at Greenport.

It

does not ap-

was much patronized. Steamers
New York were popular for some

pear, however, that this route

from Stonington

direct to

years prior to 1845.

The
of

naines of the railroads on the

map show

almanac did not take much pains

the

with the

official

titles.

What

he

calls the

to

that the editor

acquaint himself

Maine Railroad

then,

now, went by the name of "Boston & Maine." The Worcester Railroad was the Boston & Worcester, and the Hartford
Railroad was the Hartford & New Haven.
The Lowell was
the Boston & Lowell and the Norwich was the Norwich &
Worcester.
The line which is shown as the "Brattleboro Railroad" was
never built, if, indeed, any line was ever proposed over the
The railroad from Springfield northward
route here shown.
lies on the west side of the Connecticut river.
It was opened
to Greenfield in 1845. and four years later to the Vermont
as

New England

provided the weight on drivers permit, or using the same cylinders
iind getting greater efficiency at higher speeds.

471

in

1845

The "Hudson Kailroail" was llie lliulsoii
Bviston,
was owned in the interest of the Western Railroad, now
llie
Boston & .Mbany.
Between New York and .Mbauy the
water route, in IH45. had everything its own way.
The two names nuist familiar on this map are those in the
cxlreme margins, the Long Island and the Krie but the Long
Island alone is llic only iiaiiu- in llie whole list which still
survives, both as an owner, and as operating its own line;
for the l'>ie which existed in 184S died and was long since
line.

vS:

uliicli

;

lunicd.

The present Erie

cliild

the original

(if

The

iniglil

be called, perhaps, the grand-

ICrie.

mileage shown on the map is apparently the total
mileage in the Slates of Connecticut, Rhode Island,

total

railroad

Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine, and on
Leaving aside tlic railroads sliuwn in New York,
there is a total mileage on tiie map of 1,120.
In these same
States and Lonjf Island to-day the total IrnRth of railroads is
.Massaihnsetts,

SoiTii Ai-KiiAN Uaii.vvav Rkcorii.—

The

rfconstriiction oi the

Union gage in what was formerly iernow completed between Waltish Hay
The last section of 3Z miles was accomplished in

r.iilway cstalili'.liint; the

nian Southwest Africa,

and the Union.

50 hours, constiluling a

I

is

new Smith African rcionl

Long

Island.

S,472 miles,

much

able proportion

of

it,

of course, donhle-lrack and a consider-

fonr-track road.
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SHOWING THE TRAIN NUMBER ON THE ENGINE
Bv W.

Train Despatclier, Atchison, Topeka & Snnt;i Ke. Raton, N. M.

The use of
of the train

The

indicators on locomotives showing the designation
a practice that should he

is

more widely adopted.

standard code of train rules provides that "Regular trains

in train orders by their number
addnumbers if desired." A large number of railroads do
use engine numbers in train orders, while an equally large number do not. Very few of those roads using engine numbers have
made any special provision for illumination of the engine numbei
by night, outside of placing the number in the headlight. On
some lines this is shown across the face of the headlight on

will be

along carrying no signals the train

designated

.

.

the siding

in

may

II

proceed,

one should be carrying green signals the man in the siding
does not know who's who, and there is some little confusion.
It is true that those roads which do not require the use of
but

Watts

E.

Vol. 59, No.

if

engine numbers get along very well, but the indicator,
is a strong factor in "safety first."

I

reiterate,

.

ing engine

;

others in small spaces provided for that purpose on each side of

On yet others the number is not illuminated at
manner whatsoever, and at stations it is often neces-

the headlight.

night in any

sary for the enginetnan or fireman to hold a light so

it

will shine

on the number on the side of the cab or the tank.
The train indicator has been generally adopted by the Union
Pacific and the Southern Pacific with great success. They use the
indicators as an additional

means of

identification of a train, as

the despatchers also incorporate engine

when

numbers

in train

orders

possible.

These indicators are arranged to show six figures, e. g. 401 or
These letters and figures are about six inches
high and three inches wide, white against a black background and
2-15S or X-1705.

illuminated by a small electric light connected with the cab circuit.

On some

portions of these systems acetylene or

oil is

used

These numbers
are also a useful means of identification in the day time.
Some officers have advanced the objection, "what about the
indication getting clogged up with snow and ice in the winter
time?" Very little trouble has been experienced from this cause.
with good results, but the electric light

The

is

best.

indicators are usually placed in a horizontal angle of 45

and neither snow nor sleet will stick to the face of the
indicators as would be the case if they were placed broadside
towards the front. Even if there is a little interference from
snow and sleet at times, it is less than that which actually occurs
degrees,

every winter season

numbers

now

in that respect as regards

obscuring the

in the headlight.

Quite often

in

present practice

it

is

"Eng unknown" in train orders, when
known at the time the order is placed,

necessary to use the form

Enquirer quotes J. M. Davis, general mana& Ohio Southwestern, in the following
interview on the vexations of regulation, given just after a
long session with the road's legal department
"Every railroad officer who looks at the matter of public
relations in a broad-minded way agrees that regulation has
been beneficial up to a certain point. The law prohibiting rebates which undermined commercial concerns, the law to protect railroad employees by means of safety appliances, the antipass law and numerous others have helped us serve the people
Cincinnati

and enabled the public and the carriers to understand
So I say that, considered from this
viewpoint, the railroad officials do not and would not return
to the methods of the old days.
"But while the laws which I have mentioned have been placed
on the statute books, the way has been smooth for the demagogues
and the unscrupulous, who have taken advantage of their opportunities to harass the railroads with laws which not only
were unjust, but which saddled large expense upon them withbetter

the rights of each other.

out benefit to the public or the service.

"In an address before the American Bar Association, SenaElihu Root, of New York, decried the indiscriminate pass-

tor

ing of laws and stated that this country

The speaker

said that

62,000

statutes

makes too many

had been passed

in

laws.
five

years and a big perceiUage of these affected the railroads.
"These new laws are being written on the statute books so
is often unable to give counsel promptly
because of being unable to keep up with the pace of the legis-

rapidly that an attorney

latures.

"Of the more important laws pertaining to the railroads which
we have with us always are the hours of service law, employliability,

ashpan laws, caboose,

full

crew and semi-monthly

the engine

ers'

payroll statutes, two-cent rate, electric headlight, automatic block

number is not
good many train and

men will refuse to accept an order unless the number is
shown or this form is used. This, of course, where the rules
require numbers to he given. And again, quite often it is necessary, for some cause or other, to change engines on a train which
is all ready to depart, and it is then necessary to inform all trains
concerned that "No. 1 has Eng. 1 instead of Eng. 2," or "Orders
Nos.
should read Eng. 1 instead of Eng. 2," etc. If indicators showing train numbers were used on all locomotives thus

numbers would be unnecessary.
change the display of an indication

used, engine

It is

work

to

but a moment's

any other desig-

nation.

From

The

ger of the Baltimore

as a

engine

to

RAPID-FIRE REGULATION

the standpoint of "safety first" the indicator

is

a valuable

There are numerous contingencies whereby one train may
mistake another train for something else than what it is, as all
railroad men well know.
But with the indicator there is very
The number of the train is
little chance for doubt or mistake.
shown in good sized figures, much larger than the usual headlight
number, and when properly placed, these indicators are much
more easily "picked up" by the crew on another train, whether
standing or moving, than are the engine numbers as usually

asset.

signal,

train

limit

and automatic fire-door laws.

One

legisla-

year a bill to compel the
railroads to provide air-tight and dust-proof locomotive cabs
about as practicable as the bill introduced in Colorado to compel bulls when traveling alone at night on the public highways
ture had up

for consideration

last

wear lanterns and the bill in Kansas to revise the Ten
I have in mind conflicting laws of states which
One of these states
the railroads are required to comply with.
requires a cuspidor between every two seats in passenger coaches,
while the adjoining state through which the trains travel on the
same run requires that the cuspidors be removed.
to

Commandments.

safety appliance law has been a great help to

"The

tlie

rail-

changes which have been made and the
modifications which have taken place and continue it is diffiAt a recent staft' meeting the
cult to carry out the provisions.
roads,

but

question

with

the

was asked whether anyone present could name the
and it could not be done, be-

parts of a car subject to defect,

cause there are 257 defective possibilities on
freight car and 30 on a locomotive."

a

passenger or

displayed.

Nowadays, when it is the practice to run several trains in the
same direction closely following each other, and the equipment
of one looks practically the same as that on the others, a crew in
the siding for 1, 3 and 7 cannot know which is which, if they are
on time, or nearly so (the train in the siding having no orders
regarding them which would give the engine numbers), and if
No. 7 comes first it may be taken for No. 1, etc. If they all come

Tasm.\nia Coai..— There are abimdant seams of marketable
They belong to the permo-carboniferoiis and
mesozoic measures, and range froiu 20 in. to 12 ft. in thickness.
In the basin of the Mersey the scams belong to the older measIn the eastern part of the island those of younger age preures.
Eleven collieries are now engaged in producing coal in Tasvail.
mania. The output in I'Md was 82,445 tons, valued at $250,000.
coal in Tasmania.

Traveling Engineers' Association Convention
Report

Proceedings Covering the First Two Days'
Held on Tuesday and Wednesday of This Week

of the

Sessions,

twenty-third ;inmial convention of the Traveling Engi-

Tlie

was held

neers' Association

of

Petty,

the

Chicago, September 7-10,

in

Chattanooga

Nashville,

&

Louis,

St.

J.

C.

presiding.

The opening prayer was made by Bishop Fallows, after which
the president made a brief address of welcome.
He also directed special attention to the economies that may be obtained
by the co-operation of the traveling engineers with the other
departments of a railway.
As is customary at the meetings of this association several
addresses were included in the program, in addition to

special

Wednesday
dent,

Markham,

these included addresses by C. H.

Central

Illinois

New York

stock.

For Tuesday and

and technical papers.

the committee reports

F.

;

Brazier,

\V.

Lines

Central

east

presi-

superintendent

rolling

and

Frank

of

Buffalo,

McManamy, chief inspector of locomotive boilers, Interstate
Commerce Commission.
Mr. Markham took occasion to pay tribute to the courage,
skill and intelligence of the en.gineer.
He also spoke of the

burner in order that it may be thoroughly atomized dry steam
should be used in the burner as wet steam, caused by carrying
the water too high in the boiler, will sometimes extinguish
:

Hame

the

entirely,

of oil should be carefully regufireman being careful to gage the oil supply with the
working of the throttle. Ashpans should be as large as pos-

lated, the

and

openings should be large enough to provide a
for complete combustion with a minimum amount of draft. The brick work should be arranged
to provide for an equal distribution of heat, and where this is
done the brick arch can be used to good advantage. If smokesible

plentiful

air

supply of air

be reaHzed the engine must be carefully mainand the firebox and tubes must be kept clean.
The

firing is to

less

tained

temperature of the firebox should be maintained as nearly constant as possible with the aid of dampers in order to prevent
harmful effects to the various parts of the boiler because of
sudden contraction and expansion.

unfair attacks on railroads and the fact that there was entirely
too

much

the

great

He

regulation.

urged unity of

movement toward securing

a

all

understanding

He

of railroad problems and better treatment of the railroads.

emphasized also the necessity of seeing that the internal
tions of the railroads should be amicable,
strike that wotild stop

rela-

stating that a great

would be followed by govern-

trains

all

ment ownership.
Mr. Brazier .sketched briefly the development of locomotives
and cars in recent years.
He mentioned several prominent
railway men that had started their railway careers on the locomotive, railing attention to the opportunities of the traveling

engineer for advancement.

McManamy

Mr.

of obtaining good
and called attention to the necesof keeping locomotives in safe and serviceable condition.

intelligent
sity

men

as

spoke of the necessity

firemen,

Since the boiler inspection law has been in effect accidents caus-

number

ing injury have been reduced to 51 per cent; the

killed

from these accidents has been reduced 86 per cent, and the
54 per cent.
This also must indicate a reduction in
engine failures.
He spoke of the locomotive inspection rules
as being designed to protect tlic enginemen from injur\ due
injured

defective

lo

OIL BURNING LOCOMOTIVES

The committee on smoke prevention

confined

report

its

this

tfi the
\ ear
consideration of oil burning locomotives with the
purpose of doterniiuing whetlier or not this fuel can be used
with less smoke than coal.
I'roui the report, and the discussion which followed, it is evident that as much and possibly

may be experienced in securing smokeless firing
burning than with coal llred locomotives.
The auiniiiil i>t' smoke produced by an oil fired liHuinolive
depeiuls to a great extent on the condition of the locomotive
.Old the way in which it is bandleil by the crew.
.-Mthough
difficulty

with

oil

difiicully

liitlc
nil.

there

(liafl.

less

being a

large

firing

in

stationary

volume and

furnace

the ccinditiiins on a locomotive are not

filing

ib.ifl,

experienced

is

can

always be oblained

line tn the

iiiti

rmillinl

readily.

is

when

oil

forced
is

it

used

is

as

practically
fuel,

'I'he

When

because

of

sup|)ly

or the fact that the tem|)eratiire cannot

cicutly

high to insure com])lete

variations
in

in

suilcli-

a locomoli\e

smoke

iiisiifiicient

be raised

This

ciinilinstiiin.

when locomolivcs are fired up at
The nil should be iirehe.ilecl licforc

true

low iiressure

a

such that smoke-

impossible to elimiii.ile

either

with

boilers

use of steam, especially

ing service, greatly aggravate the problem.
liiiilcr

Nothing

is

air

sulli-

especially

terminals.
it

is

delivered

lo

the

NEW MEN FOR FIREMEN

and money spent as the
education and development of railway employees in general and
of locomotive firemen in particular. The locomotive firemen are
using many million dollars' worth of coal, a great percentage of
will so well repay the time

which

is wasted through improper methods of firing and indifference to the fact that this coal represents so much money to the
companies they work for.

Years ago when the number of men employed on one division
was comparatively small, the fireman came into direct contact
with the master mechanic and often with the superintendent of
motive power. As a result the enginemen were more interested
in the welfare of the company and took interest enough in their
work to find out the correct methods to use in iierforming their
different duties.

an admitted fact that the class of men emi)loyed as firethe past few years have not been up to the desired
standard. Instead of enginemen working for the interest of the
It is

men during
railways,
state.

we now

find

much money
company

We

them promoting adverse

This legislation
in

will cost,

many ways.

sec that his interest

i'i|ui])nu'Ul.

SMOKE PREVENTION WITH

more

TRAINING OF

railroad forces in

better

causing explosions which damage the com-

The consumption

bustion arch.

is

legislation in every
or has already cost, the railways

engineman could be made

If the

to

directly cotuiecte<l with the welfare of the

that pays him, this condition

would be eliminated.

believe that the one thing which leads

all

others in causing

and oftentimes real opposition against the
railways is the fact that in most cases the rank and file of the
enginemen only know their superior officer through the chairman
of the order to which they belong. The men and officials have
grown apart until there is a great lack of confidence on both
sides.
Right here is where the traveling engineer can be of the
this lack of interest,

greatest help in regaining this lost confidence,
backing.

Every company should have

if

he has the iiroper

a distinct policy regarding the edu-

cation and development of firemen
l>lii.\

cd until they have passed

;dl

from the day they arc cmexaminations lo make them full-

Hedged engineers. This .system should he as dean cut and as
vigorously maintained as the best of other operating systems are
maintained. The new man should by all me.ins have some special
ir.iining before starting to fire a modern locomotive with its
multitude of

sjieeiid

appliances,

lie

should he «cll groumled

in

the reasons for doing the work.

The work of educating
Ii.ukIs

of a broad-iTiindcd

the firemen should he placed in

man who

willing to give the best there

the

believes in this work, and

him

He

is

should have a
practical knowledge of firing a locomotive and should thoroiighl\
understand the burning of coal (or other fuel which may he
is in

to

it.
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He should have a general knovi'ledge
on the road and how it should he fired. He
should have the knack of imparting his ideas to others on the
locomotive or in class talks at terminals. Then, last, hut not
least, he should have the confidence of the officers of the road
and he given full charge of the work, so thnt there will be no
interference from any source.
Lesson papers should be prepared covering a course in elemenused) on the locomotive.

of

all

fuel used

tary combustion, standard firing practice, boiler feeding, care of

Vol. 59, No.
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the classes each day he should have been under the observation

who

of some one

man

is

interested to

As soon

for the work.

course

in firing practice

The

ning course.
work.

know if he is
new men

as the

the right kind of

are through the

they should start on the locomotive run-

traveling engineer should have charge of this

By following this system you first have picked men to
Then the company will have a chance to instill into

with.

start

their

is

minds right thoughts about the position of locomotive fireman,
and rights thoughts about the position of the company toward
the men.
They will be ready to fire an engine from the start
instead of probably never learning to fire. In the end it will give
us a body of firemen on our locomotives who are interested in
their work, who know how their work should be done, and who
are looking forward to better positions on the road.
The report is signed by L. R. Pyle (M., St. P. & S. S. M.),
chairman; J. C. Heybum (St. L. & S. F.) J. C. McCutcheon
(Wabash) J. Fred Jennings (M. C), and W. H. Davies (Sou.
Schools of Railway Science).
Discussion. The presentation of the report was followed by
an exhibition of moving pictures, as used by some of the roads
in connection with instruction in firing.
Martin Whelan laid
particular stress on the necessity of making the enginemen feel

It is

that they are a very important part of the railway organization

firebox on the road and at terminals, use of special equipment on

and

the locomotive, rules

signals, instruction in safety first

locomotive running and breakdowns.

and

Class instruction should

The class-room should be
with a portable moving picture outfit. Several roads now
use the moving picture and speak ven,- highly of it as an educational item of great value.
A dummy firebox of standard size
be given at the different terminals.
fitted

and shape, equipped with a brick arch so that the conditions will
be the same as on the locomotive, should be used for giving

;

;

practical instruction.

The employing

of

new men

is

ver\'

important and should be

given the attention of some one capable of judging and handling

men.

We

would suggest the type of man wanted as locomotive

fireman as one

who

twenty-one years old, with a bright, cleannecessary that he should have a common
school education and be able to assimilate instruction. He should
Iiave good habits and if married so much the better. Such a man
will repay any time spent on him if he has the right spirit.
The
prospective fireman should be given a position around the roundhouse in some capacity, such as wiper, mechanist helper, or on the
cinder pit. H there are shops near or at the terminal, the new
men can be placed there. With the men in the shops and in the
roundhouse we will have them where we can start their educaThere they will get experience which will be of
tion at once.
great value to them after they get on the road as firemen and
cut appearance.

even after they go running.
When a man is employed he should be given a letter which will
outline the position of the company with regard to his future.
It will be explained to him that the company intends to educate

him along the best lines of standard practice pertaining to his
work; that if he will devote his time during working hours and
some of his time out of working hours to the best interests of

Decapod Type Locomotive
the conqiany,

tiic

latter will give liim

Built

an education

in

everything

promote the welfare of the company whenever possiw-ill do his work energetically and according to
instructions.
If tlicsc things are kept l)cfore tlie new man from
the beginning, always showing him that the company is taking
an interest in him, we will he able to combat a great deal of the
other influence at work among the men.
During the time this man has been in the shops and attending
ble

;

then, that he

and that the
general

officers

thing the

have their best interests

men do

not

appreciate the

at

heart.

interest

As
that

a
is

in them.
A great deal more care should be taken in
educating the enginemen, as with the changed conditions they

taken

do not now receive the benefit of individual instruction from
a single engineer.

The

closing

next week's

sessions

of

the

convention

will

be

reported

in

issue.

LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE RUSSIAN STATE
RAILWAYS
Parly in the summer it was announced in these columns that
orders liad been placed in America by the Russian State Rail^vavs for 400 locomotives of the Decapod type, 250 with the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. 100 with the American Locomo-

by the American Locomotive Company for Russian State Railways

pertaining to his work as a fireman and as a future engineer;
that the company expects, as a reasonable return, that the man
will give, first, loyalty to the company's interest in every way,
striving to

—

Company, and ,50 with the Canadian Locomotive Company.
Apart from the magnitude of the order, these engines are of
interest because of their design and the urgency with which they
are being built. The orders were placed during the latter part
of June, and the first of the locomotives were ready for shipment soon after the middle of August. During this time much
of the designing was done, the engines were Iniilt and tested
and then knocked down and packed for shipment.
The locomotives are designed for operation on track of 5 ft.
gage, which is used on a large part of the mileage of the Russian State Railways. The axle loads are light as compared with
tive

Ski'tember

practice, but tlie locomotives are of considerable capa-

American
city,
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10,

the tractive effort being 51,500

They

lb.

The

ratio of adhesion,

designed to haul 1,000
metric tons up a grade of .8 per cent at a speed of approximately
8 to 10 miles an hour, which they should readily do by work-

however,

is

low.

nruisually

are

ing at a reasonably economical cut-off.
Although special materials and equipment have been used to
a considerable extent in the construction of these locomotives,
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screwed into the roof-sheet. The thread on the stay is set into
the nut with a punch after the bolt has been adjusted to secure
the proper tension. This arrangement has ample flexibiUty and
utilizes ordinary staybolt taps in the boiler and firebox sheets,
leaving the water space above the crown unobstructed.
The locomotives are equipped with Schmidt superheaters and
outside steam pipes.

The superheaters have 28

elements, with

Baldwin locomotive,
and 553 sq. ft. in those built by the American Locomotive Company. Both orders have power reverse gears. The Baldwin engines are equipped with the Rushton reverse mechanism, which
may be arranged without difficulty for manual operation. A
screw reverse gear is applied to the engines built by the American Locomotive Company, the power reverse in both cases being
operated by an air motor in the cab.
The cylinders, frames and running gear closely follow American practice in design. The pistons have rolled steel heads with
cast iron rings sprung in, and are carried on extended piston
Single bar guides and crossheads are used, in accordance
rods.
with Russian practice. The main driving wheels have plain tires
a superheating surface of 563 sq.

which are necessary

in

order

in the

ft.

the

that

engines

may

traverse

curves of 350 ft. radius.
The locomotives are fitted with wide running boards, in accordance with Russian practice, having railings around the outer

The

show

illustrations

the engines built by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works and the American Locomotive Company,
and while many of the details of the two orders have been made
interchangeable, it is apparent that few restrictions as to details
were placed on the builders. The fuel used is an inferior grade
of bituminous coal, and this is burned on a rocking and drop
grate with an area of about 64i/4 sq.

ft.

The

railing is also applied across the front of the bumper.
are of steel and the front end of the tender is enclosed
The couplers and
to protect the engine crew from the weather.

The cabs

the designs were prepared by the builders and the construction
in each case is largely in accordance with the builders' practice.

A

edge.

Crown Sheet Expansion Stay

firebox

is

placed

bumpers are arranged
follows that

in

accordance with Russian practice, which
The locomotives are

generally used in Europe.

equipped with the Russian- Westinghouse automatic air brakes.

The tender

is

carried on two foui'-wheel trucks, which are of
The frame is of

the arch-bar type, with rolled steel wheels.

longitudinal

sill

construction, the

Aiter being erected and tested

b\-

Freight Locomotive for the Russian State Railways Built by Baldwin Locomotive

above the driving wheels and
arch supported on water tubes.

somewhat

arc

mud

ring and

different.
is

Tlie

is

equipped with a security brick

The

boilers of the

lialdwin

dome

straight

for the safety

rectiv

The
III

BaUlwiii

I^co. Co.

c'^'lfrf
.Si.SLHllb.

'

.

in^

working order
Iim.IIiik

tlic

is

radial stay

is

in the

drawing.

The nut on

the upper

seated in a die forged stirrup, which

is

American

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.!'.
V.".'.".'.!".!".F'rciK''i
Scr^vicf '.'.\\\\\\\\\\'.\\'
.\'. .\\'.\\\\\\\\V.'.'.V.'.\\\\\\\\ .\\\ .Soft c....l
j-nol
51,.>00 lt>.
iriictivc
effort

..n

shown

in the

\Vk».

I,oco.

.

front end nf Ibc firebox

shown

Cknkhai. Data

WciKlit

Baldwin engines
(if

principal dimensions of the locomotives are

WeiRhi

stays of the typ«

end

The

crown sheet of
supported by three rows of expansion

The

Works

acconqianying table;

inside firelioxes arc of copinr, .nnl opiier stays are used

Ihc water legs.

Ihe

di-

channel

delivery.

llie

and the whistle and safety valves are placed
on the main steam dome.

12-in.

the builders, the locomotives

the longituui-

n.d crnlerline,

being of

arc dismantled and p.ickcd tor >hipnuiU, to bo re-erected alter

Ameriof
,,,.,.

The ends of the mud ring
Company s enguie slope toward

valves and whistle.

can Locomotive

has a

engine

provided with an auxiliary

two designs

sills

section.

"^"tlwr
\Vi»;j;]

Wheel

ITii'IIImlb:
in'ick! '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.!'.!!'.!!.! .Jl!"'ii) Hii

:"!':':\'"'^.!':"^".":.'::'!^:':i.

i>i>«c.

li.isr,'

.i:^M^^

;'[;,;;,"«;;••;;;;•;;•;;•••;;; ;r,/'-,g
enKine .mil ieiider !!."..!. !i .6(ML IM

j;];

in.

Krc'inhi

INiftOnlb
2oi700 lb!
.U0,600

lb.

jMt.'ioill:

60

ft. 1 in.
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Ratios

American

Baldwin

3.39
3.78

quantity of coal required either for her railroads or for her civil

777

784
53

25

in.

by 2S m.

Simple
by 28 in

J.S in.

Vai-vi-s
l\.ind

Piston

Piston

12 in.

12 in.

iJiameter

WllLELS
Driving, diameter over tires
Uriving journals, main, diameter and

lOj^
length
Driving journals, others, diameter and
length
Sl/i

52

in.

52

in.

by 12

in.

lOj^ in. by 12

in.

in.

by 12

in.

by 12

in.

SJ^

in.

in.

Boiler
180

(Jutside diameter of first ring
Firebox, length and width

lb.

Tubes and

per

in.

28

—2
1

208

tubes)

Kquivalent
Irate area

heating

surface*

—

200

sq. ft.
ft.

563 sq.
3,446 sq.

ft.

64.5 sq.

ft.

2,586
553
3,416

ft.

and length

Si/^ in.

36
by 10

ft.

sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.

(j4.4 sq. tt.

Water bottom
Channel

Channel

W'heels, diameter
Journals, diameter
Water capacity
C"oal capacity

7 ft.

1

Tender
Water bottom

Tank
Frame

—

2,386 sq.

ft.

2,601 sq.

t

in.

7 ft.

2,393 sq.

Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface

107^^

lb.

in.
in.

— 5)^

length

flues.

Heating surface, tubes and tlues
Heating surface, firebox (including arch

in.
in.

by 86

195

180

sq. in.

70

108>^

Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter

*

Straight
per sq. in.
70J4 inby 85^ in.
195
2 in.
28 5^ in.

Straight

Style

Working pressure

36 in.
by 10 in.
7,400 gal.
8 metric tons

in.

51/2 in.

in.

7,400 gal.
8 metric tons

Equivalent heating surface equals total evaporative beating surface plus
times tlie superheating surface.

1.5

As early as last December coal for domestic uses
almost doubled in price, going from $6 to $11 a ton, and the
majority of families went without heat rather than pay the
extra price. The railroads were not seriously hampered in this
respect because of supplies on hand, and the situation was eased
somewhat later in the winter by Englisli imports.
France normally consumes 60,000,000 tons a year, of which
amount she herself produces 40,000,000 and the other 20,But the
000,000 she imports either from England or Belgium.
German invasion cut off the Belgian supply and at the same time
cut off the 20,000,000 tons of coal that France normally gets
population.

Sinn)lc

and

stroke

from her northern district on the Belgian frontier.
The French railroads normally consume about 15 per
in France.

lows

;

The other 85 per

By Walter

EUROPE

28.6 per cent

;

;

Europe.

If

the coal they have contracted to deliver in

American railroad terminal methods and machinery

handling

for

all

rapidly

coal

and

large

in

and Frencli ports, .American coal merchants would

Italian

upwards of 50,000,000 tons.
Belgium normally produces 20,000,000

year

at

this

sell

home consumption,

for

existed

quantities

tons,

more than enough
worked

but these mines are not being

now

except in the interest of the Germans. Italy, France and
Russia will suffer for want of coal because of the limited home

output and lack of the normal amount of importations.

Italy

produces little coal, Russia barely over 30,000,000 tons and France
just over 40,000,(K)0 tons.
Of the powers at war England and
Germany ave the most favored. While the price of coal has
already gone up in Germany, its mines are being worked and
production this year will still, despite the number of soldiers
taken out of the mines, be adef|uatc for home consumption,
though far less than its average production of about 200,000,000
its

Austria produces almost

tons.

its

normal coal consumption.

The railroads of Germany certainly
war activiti(> from lack of coal, since
times but

sliL'litly

consumption of
will

i

will

not

suffer

they consume

in

in

their

normal

The increased
war movements of trains

over 11,000,000 tons per year.

oal

due

to the intricate

not raise tins figure to

more than

In Russia,

25,000,000.

however, which Ik cause of the blockaded seas haS been forced
to bring its imports of all kinds of war materials from the Far
East

on

hamper

its

the

.Siberiati

railroads,

railroad,

the

which

ha\c

coal

question

I)(i'n

will

working

further

none

too.

smoothly.

The
"

Our

situation in

France

is

typical of

.Special P.uropeiin CoMH-.spondcnt.

normally distributed as

fol-

gas factories,

;

7.5

per cent

;

mine

industries, 8.9

per cent; metal factories, 17.9 per cent; tug boats, canal barges

and ships, 2.2 per cent. This year the railroads will consume
about twice the normal quantity because of the necessity of the
rapid and quick movements of troops, which require more than
the normal number of engines either attached to trains or else
always held in readiness for unexpected movements.
In this connection, as a curious fact worthy of note, I counted
one day recently in the Paris yards of the Western Railroad
no less than 45 locomotives with steam up and merely held in
While a German attack on Paris, or even a general
reserve.
movement to break through the line of trenches 50 miles from

no longer

idly out of Paris

With the war expected to last until next year the coal shortage
in Europe is going to be a distressing subject this winter.
It
means that the railroads will have a hard time because of the
increased cost of coal it means that many families will have
to go without heat it means that coal may be slightly higher in
price in the United States if the American coal merchants are
able to deliver

is

plausible, the military authorities are today

For that reason they hold

in reserve

an army at Paris variously estimated at from 100,000 to 300,000
men, ready either to defend Paris proper or to be launched rap-

Hiatt*

S.

cent

Private use, 20 per cent; industries and manufactures,

ready for any emergency.

IN

cent, or

nearly 9,000,000 tons of the total of 60,000,000 required each year

Paris, is

COAL SHORTAGE

to her, to date

3.40
3.8U

('yI.INI)L'KS

lianieter

open

has, of course, all the seas

11

she has been unable to import or obtain at reasonable prices the

53.4

Kind
I

While France

N().

59,

Loco. Co.

Loco. Wks.

Weight on drivers -=- tractive effort
Totai weight -^ tractive eflfort
Tractive effort X diani. drivers -r equivalent
heating surface*
I'Aiuivalent heating surface' -- grate area

Vi.u

many European

countries.

line that

may

on

a

few hours' notice

to

any part of the trench

be overwhelmed.

For the same reason and merely as a precaution the railroad
tracks that run»out toward Compeigne, Soisson and Reims are
either themselves part of a line of reserve trenches or are flanked
by a vast network of trenches. In short, the country between
Paris and the German line of trenches is protected by some 20
immense lines of reserve trenches spreading out from Paris like

and each trench line increasing in length as it is removed
from Paris until it may be a himdred miles in length.
Because of the enormity of the importance of railroads in this
war, which cannot be overstated, so far as concerns France,
a country of short distances, where a false move might wreck
her entire plan of campaign, where the loss of a mile or two of
territory even, might prove irreparable, it is certain that there
As
will be no coal shortage so far as concerns the railroads.
an arm of the government any available coal will first be placed
a fan

at

their

The

disposition.

coal question for these various railroad and military

as well as

for private family consumption,

u.ses,

was carefully gone

over lately by the Central Committee of the Collieries of France.
It pointed out that tlie miners mobilized in the early part of the
war to the number of 4,500 have been returned to the mines and
that 3,000 workmen among the refugee Belgians have been employed, and that these workmen, together with others never

now working in the mines of central and south
France, so that the coal production was now being carried on at
the rate of 20,000,000 tons a year, or about half the normal supply, and which supply is directly under the control of the govern-

mobilized, were

The railroad coal, that costs $3 a ton in the United States,
quoted at $10 for French coal and $12 for English coal. It
would appear that the first sufferers from the coal shortage will
not be the railroads, but the private consumer, who at present
Despite the high cost
IS unable to secure deliveries at any price.
of ocean transportation, it is expected that American coal deliveries will ease the situation for all classes of consumers and
ment.
IS

will

tend to keep

down

prices.

General News Department
m
L'nited States Consul Sillimaii, telcuraphin)^ from Vera Cruz,
September 4, reports the wreck of a railroad train near Mexico
City, in which 200 persons were killed.
Tlie Chesapeake & Ohio reports that on its line between
KiclmTond, Va., and Old Point Comfort, 85 miles, more than
300 convictions for trespassing were secured in one month.

The Rock Island Lines have made arrangements with
Railwa\' Educational Bureau, of Omaha, Neb., to extend
privileges of the bureau to Rock Island employees.

the
the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas is reported to have let a conDorset Carter of Oklahoma City for a large part of its
coal supply from the southern Oklahoma fields for a term of

The

tract to

years.

Trains were rim into Galveston, Tex., September 1, the damage to the causeway occasioned by the hurricane of .\ugust 16
having by that time been sufficiently repaired to allow the laying
of one track.
Sir William MacKenzie, president of the Canadian Northern,
announced in Winnipeg last week that that road would be opened
for passenger and freight traffic through between tlie Atlantic
and the Pacific in the month of October.

and Paoli, 20 miles, the
Pennsylvania Railroad is now running a few trains by electric
power. The equipment of this section of the road for electric
traction has been going on for about two years and the exCurrent is suppenditures have amounted to about $4,000,000.
plied by the Philadelphia Electric Companw

Between Broad

street,

Philadelphia,

morning of September 2, about two
Grand Trunk Pacific, 1,700 ft. long,
and in the middle 85 ft. high, was completely destroyed by a
cyclone; and a freight train, coming to the bridge a half hour
afterward, was wrecked, resulting in the death of the engineman. A passenger train had passed over the bridge a short

Near Uno, Man., on

of freight between railroad and steamship lines in general, the
entire terminal facilities of the city.
"It is hoped that a feasible plan may be developed by which
existing congestion and inconvenience may be removed, cost of
handling reduced, and in general the terminal facilities of New
Y'ork, both as a port and as a manufacturing and consuming
center, may be improved and provision made for future growth."
;

Mr. Stevens is well known as a railroad officer, having been
engaged in engineering work in the West from 1874 to 1902,
when he became general manager of the Great Northern, with
which road he remained, in that and higher offices, until 1905,
when he went to the Rock Island, Later he was chief engineer of the Panama Canal, and an officer of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford. Dr. Swain is the well-known civil engineer of Boston, consulting engineer of the Massachusetts Railroad Commission since 1887, and member of the Boston Transit
Commission for the past 21 years. Mr. Loree was superintendent
or general manager in the Baltimore & Ohio System from 1903
to 1914, having before that served 19 years in the engineering
department of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh. .Since
lanuarv

1914, he

1,

has been out of the railroad service.

Newport News Elevator Burned

The

elevator

grain

Chesapeake & Ohio at -Xewporl
on the night of September 4,

the

fire

with about 500,000 bushels of grain; estimated loss $2,000,000
An otiice building was also destroyed.

New York

the

o'clock, a trestle bridge of the

of

News, Va., was destroved by

Railroad Club

At the next regular meeting of the

New York

Railroad Club,

Engineering Societies Building, 29 West 39tli
street, New York, on September 17, a paper will be presented
by C. M. Himmelberger, superintendent of the Raritan River
kailroad, entitled. "The Freight Terminal."

to be held in the

time before the storm.
57 railroads in Texas which pay taxes under the gross
law are to receive ii refinid amounting to $76,343
Some of the
out of a special appropriation by the legislature.
larger roads contested the law and had it dechired imconstitutional, but many of the smaller roads iiaid the tax and the state
The attorney-general
controller refused payment of the refund.
of the state has recently rendered an opinion that there is no

Traveling Engineers' Association

The

receipts tax

legal

impediment

to such

paymeut.

The

annual convention of the Traveling EngiSherman, Chicago, commenced on
.Abstracts of some
Tuesda)', September 7, and lasts four days.
of the papers presented and the discussion of them appear elsewhere in this issue. The following is a list of the exhibitors:
twenty-third

neers' Association at the Hotel

—

American Arch Company, New \'ork. Represented bv Le tiranii Parish.
W. T. Allison, H. 1). Savage. J. I>. Ncff, A. \V. Clokey, Ci. M. Bean,
R. J. IlimmelriKlit and J. T. Anllionv.
Represented by
Photographs.
.\inerican Locomotive Company, New York.
C. A. Udancy.
.American Steel Fonndries, Chicago.
Vulcan trucks, Simplex couplers,
Kcononiv draft arm, \'ulcan brake beams and Simplex truck column.
Reprcsiiilcd by \V. A. Wallace, W. (i. Wallace and .1. 11. Rus.sell.
(iages, safety valves, vvliistlcs an*!
.•\slUon Valve Company, Hoslon, Mass.

—

New York

Port Improvement Commission

City of New York, acting through ihe Board of b'sliinale
and Api)iirtionmeut, has adopted the proposal made some time
ago by the Merchants' Association and endorsed by the t'hamber of Commerce to appoint a board of engineers to investigate
ibe freight transportation facilities of the city; and it is announced that the commission consists of lohn K. Stevens,
George F. Swain and Willi.am C. l.oree. The plan contemplates

The

over two or tlirce years, at an expense ol
$125,000 a year. The estimate includes ainiual salaries of $15,000
for each connnissioner, $5,000 each for five assistants; $2,(K)0
each for five assistants of lower grades, etc. The commission
will not organize until ibe appropriation for its support shall
have been approved li\ ibe I'.oaid of .\lderinen. .\ member of
a

sludx

extendiui;

commission outlines ihr projiosed work as follows:
understand that the problem is the stud> of the terminal facilities of New York City, and the formulation of some
plan which will correlate, simi)lify and facililale the methods
of collection, storage and distribution of freight in New York
This problem involves the study of the various railroad
City.
ibe

"We

steamship terminals, their relation to Imsiness centers, the
n)etho(l of carrying freight through the streets, llie interchange
aiul

—

—

Represented by j. W. Motherwell, J. K. (ictlrust
Kcuin^er.
Barco engine and tender, tlcxible
Marco Brass & Joint t oinpany, Chicago.
connection t'oi air, steam and oil, Raico automatic atnoke box hlowcr
Reprtscnletl hy
fitting, Harci> Hexible joints and Itarco gage bracket.
F. N. Bard, C. 1.. Melfor and 1.. W. Millar.
Keprcsottted bv
Bird-Archer t'ompaliv. New \'ork.- -Boiler conipouinls.
F. Wilson, .1. M. Robb and W. S. Reid.
I..
Kage-tcsting device's.
anil

Bi>ss

II.

.\ut

>.

—

Company,

Ch.'imbers
F.

<

11.

\'alve
Clark.

Cbicagi>.

Compain',

-Lock nuts.

Rcitresented

i>>

,1.

A,

MacLean.

anil

end train

— I'liotographs. Represented by
Chicago. — Steam hose cou|ilcrs. pressure-

New

^ork.

Cbicago Car Healing Cojnpany,
reducing valves, steam traps, stnn valves^ .steam
pipe valves.
Ueprcsentcd by E. A. Sehreiber. K

k;.tgcs

P.

Cooley and K.

K.

Siuilb.

Ptu-um.itic tools.
Chicago Pnetnnalic Ti^ol Company, Chicago.
oiiijinny.
New Vork.-C.immercial .\cetvlene Railway Light vt Signal
lle.'idlights.
1<e|M-eseTilcd liy H. ti. I>orau.
(lane Company, Cbicago. Valves. Represented '•> K. I). Fenn and F. W,
I

\'eiUon

Dearborn Chemical Comiiauy, Chicago.- -Rein e-*riitcd by J. I>. Pureell, ^\. R.
fair and .1. II. t'lmpcr.
Delaware Rail-.vay Specialty Company, Wilnmigton, Del.- -.\utonialic^ driftb'cprcsmted by W. II. Savcry.
ing tievice.for superheater locomotives,
Delroit automatic llaiige lubriDetroit Lubricator Comtiany, Detroit, Mu-b.
cator.
Rejircsenleil by A. D. Momaid
K.cononiy Devices Corporation, .New ^ .o k -*Ru«hton screw vcveise gear.
Casey-t'avin reverse gear. Ragonnel trvcrsc grar, I'niversal valve chest
Represented by 11. F. Hall and
and railial buITcr and engine triicl.
.1.

L.

Randrdph.
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—

Edna

Brass Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.- Injectors, valves and fittings.
Represented by E. O. Corey and H. A. Glenn.
Equipment Improvement Company, New York. Markel locomotive devices,
wine side bearings and Trojan packing. Represented by E. E. Sawyer
and C. W. Cross.
Franklin fire-door.
RepFranklin Railway Supply Company, New York.
resented by C. W. F. Coffin, \V H. Coyle, R. Coburn, J. Sinkler and

—

—

Rosenfelt.
Galena Signal Oil
S.

—

Companv, Franklin, Pa. Represented by J. E. Linahen,
Walsh. W. Holmes, T. A. Roosevelt, G. E. McVicar, W. O. TavD. L. Eubank, C. B. Royal. \V. E. Brumble. M. M. Meehan, J. S.
Brown, J. P. Ferguson, F. B. Smith, J. A. Graham and J. G. Arn.
Garlock packing.
Represented
Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y.
by J. P. Landreth, G. H. Green and M. E. Hamilton.
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York. Packings. Represented by N. B. Nicker-

W.

J.

lor,

—

—

son.

Henry Manufacturing & Grease Cup Company, Terre Haute,
Represented by M. Henry.
cups.
Hunt-Spiller

Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass.

Ind.

— Grease

— Hunt-Spiller

gun

Represented by
iron and Hunt-Spiller cylinder and valve packing.
J. G. Piatt, V. W. EUet, J. M. Monroe and H. B. Parker.
Jerome-Edwards Metallic Packing Company, Chicago. Metallic packing.
Represented by G. C. Jerome and R. L. Mcintosh.

—

—

Kelley-Wood Safety Locomotive Side Curtain Company, Chicago. LocomoRepresented by W. F. Kelley.
tive side curtain.
Presto coupling nuts and regula
Leslie Company, The, Lyndhurst, N. J.
Represented by S. I. Leslie and J. Cizek.
tors.
Locomotive tube cleanLiberty Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Represented by C. L. Brown and C. T. Davis.
ers.
Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, New York. Represented by J. E.

—

—
—
York. — Model of welded
Represented by

Muhlfeld.
superSuperheater Company, New
John
heater unit, pyrometer, and grinding tools.
Bell, W. Houghton, \V. A. Buckbee, G. Fogg, C. D. Hilferty, B. G.
Lynch, S. MacDonald, A. C. McLachlan, J. E. Morn, R. M. Ostermann,
R. R. Porterfield, G. E. Ryder, G. E. Spangler, \V. G. Tawse and C. N.

Locomotive

Wickerham.
Jr., & Co., Charles R., Louisville, Ky.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York. Inspirators, valves and
Represented by C. L. Brown and F. J. Wilson.
gages.
McCord & Co., Chicago. ^Journal boxes and lubricators. Represented by
O. H. Neal.
Mudge & Co., Chicago. Mudge-Slater front end. Represented by G. W.
Bender and B. W. Mudge.
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York. Injectors, lubricators, boiler
Represented bv A. S. Work, J. S. Seeley,
checks and boiler supplies.
W. R. Walsh and G. Royal.
RepCompany,
Chicago.
Safety-first fire door.
Boiler
Washing
National
resented by H. A. Varney.
National Graphite Lubricator Company, Scranton, Pa. Represented by
Long,

—

—
—

—

—

—

L. S. Watres.
Shoemaker fire door. RepNational Railway Devices Company, Chicago.
resented by J. G. Robinson.
Okadee Conipany, Chicago. Blow-off cocks, tank hose and strainer drain
valve.
Represented by A. G. Hollingshead.
Ohio Injector Company. Chicago. Ohio injector, Chicago injector and
Represented by W. S. Furry, r. W. EdChicago flange lubricator.
wards, F. B. Wipperman and A. C. Beckwith.
O'Malley-Beare Valve Company, Chicago. Multi-plate valves. Represented
by E. O'Malley and T. O'Malley.
Paxton-Mitchell Company, Omaha, Neb. Metallic packing.
Represented
by C. A. Coons.
Represented by
Baker valve gear.
Pilliod Company, The, New York.
R. H. Weatherly.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York. Represented by C. L. Dinsmore.
Young locomotive
Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago.
valve gear and Pyle-National electric headlight.
Represented by R. C.
Vilas, W. Miller, J, E. Kilker, C. W. Young, W. T. Bretherton, L. H.
Steger^ F. Kersten and C. E. Miller.
Robinson Company, Boston, Mass. Exhaust nozzle. Represented by H. M.
Parker.
Injectors and boiler fittings.
Sellers & Co., Inc., William, Philadelphia, Pa.
Represented by S. L. Kneass, G. W. Wilson and L. H. Burns.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York. Railway Age Gazette
and Railwav Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition. Represented by R. E.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Thayer, L. li. Sherman and F. H. Thompson.
Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Company, Knoxville, Tenn. Southern
valve gear. Represented by E. L. Chollman and J. A. Murrain.
Standard Heat & \entilation Company, New York. Represented by C. H.

—

—

McCormick.
Storrs Mica Company, Owego, N. Y.
Represented by C. P. Storrs.
United States Graphite Company, Saginaw, Mich. Graphite and graphite
Represented by J. W. Ediston and J. G. Drough.
paint.
United States Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Metallic packing!.
Represented by M. Brewster, H. M. Wey and J. C. Mace.
Vissenng & Co., Harry, Chicago. Metallic packing and bell ringer. Represented by Harry Vissering, G. S. Turner and W. H. Heckman,
Western Railway Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo. Locomotive devices.

—

—

—

—

—

Represented by Louis Hoerr.
Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Represented by L. M.
Carlton, W. M. Sleet, A. K. Homeyer, J. A. O'Malley, W. V. Turner
and S. J. Kidder.
White American Locomotive Sander Company, Roanoke, Va. Represented
by W. H. White.

—

—

.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gasette for each month.
Amkrican AssociATif*N OF DiNiNG Car SUPERINTENDENTS. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hobokcn, N. J.
Next meeting, October 21-23,

—

1915, Boston, Mass.

—

B.

Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.
1915, San Francisco,

4-8,

Cal.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.
Connaughy, 165 Broadway, NVw York.
Electric Railway Association.

Meetings

—

— H.

with

G. McAmerican

American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.
Ameripan Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,

—

Mich.

.\u.

11

—

Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. S7lh St., New York.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Annua! meeting, 2d
Tuesday in October, 1915, New York.
Association of Railway Electric Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

—

—
Association. —

October, 1915.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's
L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Cluh. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLcod, 176 Alansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

—

January, Montreal.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, BufiFalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Master Car and Locomotive pAiNTtRs' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. &. M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 14-16, 1915, Detroit, Mich.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June.
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and AuMaintenance of

—

—

—

—

New York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, III. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
gust, 29

W.

39th St.,

—

Niagara

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

—

City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta..
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
June. July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers* Association. J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915.
Chicago.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Annual meeting, September 14-17, 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

—

—

—

August.
Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, L^nion Station, St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave.. New
York.
Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Annual meeting, October 19-21,

—

St.

—

—

—
Club. — A.
Thursday,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Southern & Southwestern Railway

J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d
Atlanta, Ga.
January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piftdinont Hotel, Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago- W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark. John J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August. The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
Aucrust, Hotel Astor, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bi-monthly. Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg..
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November.
Noonday meetings

—

—
—

—
—
—

October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit.

The following list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and ptacrs of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the next three nwaths.
The full list of meetings and conventions is pub-

American Electric I^ii-way Association. E.
New York. Annual convention, October

Vol.. 59,

— W.

N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Detroit.

R. Hurley, Superintendent's office.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

Traveling Engineers' Association.^ W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Annual meeting, September 7-19, 1915, Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.— Frank W. Moore,

1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, LUah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except July and August, Salt Lake City.

—

Western Canada Railway Cluh. L. Kon. Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings. 2d Monday, except Junr, Julv anrl August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.

—

J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June. July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block.
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.

—

\
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News

Traffic
Western Railroads

to

Ask Rehearing

of

Between New York and California
.Scptcmlicr 1, 2 and 3, liy
,\l hearings lield in Xew York Cit\
l-.xaminer Thnrtell, of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
L. i. Spence, director of traffic, and other officers of the Sonth,

ern Pacific, presenting their request for the approval of reductions in the freight rates on 20 or more commodities from New
to Pacific coa.st seaports, gave testimony concerning what
had heard relative to rates at which freight is carried by
water all the way from New York to Los Angeles and San
The principal items in
Francisco through the Panama canal.
this statement are shown helow

\ork

tlicy

:

COMPARISON OF RATES SOUCHT TO BE ESTABLISHKU BY SITNSET GULF ROUTE, WITH LOWEST KNOWN WATER
RATES SINCE THE OPENING OF THE PANAMA CANAL.
-

Commodity

Chain

80.00(1

45
50
50
50
45
45

Nails and Spikes

"O.OOO

40

Calcium,

''hloride

80,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
80,000

of

Canned Corn
Canned goods, other
C.reen

Coffee,

and

Iron

.Stf-.el

— Various

articles

Lowest

Known Rates
V'ia Panama
(*anal
.10

Cloth and Linoleum, etc

I'aint,

in Oil

I'aint,

Dry

Boxes, k. A., etc
Book, (Surface-Coated),
News, and Book, n. o.

bO,Oon
50,000
60,000
60,000

I'AftB.

*

Soap
Soda, Bi-Carbonate

....

Twine and Cordage, Rope,
Wire Rope and Cable

etc.

Wire, Telephone, etc
*

Contract

ordering these reductions was abstracted
Gazette of August 20, page 313.

volume
Southern

named
in

in

the

Aijc

Midcontinent Oil Rates

&

many

increases as well as redifctions.
The decision is
the headnotes as follows
Reasonable rates are fixed on petroleum oil and its products
from the midcontinent oil field, in Kansas and Oklahoma,
to Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, and various other

summarized

35

50
50
50

50

list,

RailTx'ay

Texas
Kefining Company v. Missouri, Kiinsiis
et al.
Opinion hy Commissioner Harlan:
This proceeding, which is numbered 6129, also embraces a
large number of other complaints, and in connection with it
the commission reopened ten other cases that were decided
sometime ago. The midcontinent field includes the oil territory of Kansas and Oklahoma, though in Kansas the wells no
longer flow and the business there is made up of the shipments
from refineries which receive crude oil largely through pipe
lines from Oklahoma wells.
Railroad rates from this field have
been a source of complaint for many years. The report in this
case fills 20 pages, separate chapters being devoted to the tarifTs
to different cities, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
Winnipeg, Des Moines, Omaha, Sioux City, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Kan.sas City, Joliet, New Orleans, Hannibal, and a
number of other places. The situation is so complicated that
the demand for reparation is denied
and. indeed, all of the
formal complaints are dismissed, but without prejudice; and
the carriers are simply directed in a general way to carry out
the ideas of the commission, as set forth in detail.
These

40

55

foregoing

the last fiscal year

the

Mitliken

in

All points in the midcontinent field are grouped with respect
to rates to the Mississippi River and points beyond, including St. Paul territory, Winnipeg, Salt Lake City and Denver.

3.

Reasonable maximum rates prescribed on low-grade products
from midcontinent points to St. Louis and Chicago.

Hoboken Demurrage Charges Reasonable
Plymouth Coal Company
ern

Railroad.

v. Delaware. Lackawanna
Opinion by Commissioner Hall:

it

was 296,000

was

said

tons, of

tlic
Pacific estimated that its water and rail
secured about one- fourth.
Testimony was introduced tending to show thai some of
the steamsliip lines operating through the Panama canal are
making good profit, and that they have' taken large quantities
of numerous (lasses of goods, which before the opening of
the canal went by more northern routes; and they expect to
take still more.
-As to the apjilii^ilion of the long-and-short-baul clause of the
Interstate Conimerce law, Mr. Spence said that none of the
commodities named in his application is ])roduced at any point
on the Southern Pacific's Sunset-fjulf Line.
The westbound fnivht traflic of the Sunset-tiulf Line has
fallen oflf greatly since 1907, and it api)ears that some of the
loss occurred before the opening of the Panama canal, being
due to the inroads of tin ''"ehiiantciicc route.

Sf

West-

Defendant's demurrage regulations governing anthracite coal
awaiting transshipment at or near tidewater at Hoboken, N. J.,
are found reasonable. For many years prior to 1904 the defendant maintained at Hoboken a large number of bins and piers
set apart for the storage of anthracite coal.
These facilities
were open to all shippers without other charge than the regular

from mine to tidewater.
on May 29. 1904, and were not
rebuilt.
Thereafter shippers obtained the substantial equivalent
of this sei^ice by what was known as the "borrow and loan
account."
Under this arrangement shippers would "loan" to
defendant the excess stock of any size of anthracite coal which
they might have at tidewater. When stock conditions were reversed, the shippers would "borrow" coal from defendant. This
system was in vogue until, in 1909, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Coal Company was organized by defendant as a result
of legislation and litigation in respect of the commodities clause,
and took over the coal sales business theretofore conducted by
rates for the transportation of the coal

They were destroyed by

the commodities

in

points.

rate.

that the total
line

1 to December
the date on which the reductions will go into effect in the rates
on anthracite coal from the mines in eastern Pennsylvania to
tidewater and other Eastern points. The commission's decision
1

2.

eastboimd.

which

The commission has postponed from October

1.

Counsel for all-water freight lines running through the canal,
objecting to a reduction of rates by the Southern Pacific, questioned the figures of all-water rates given by the Southern
Pacific, claiming that in some cases they were too low.
The Southern Pacific laid before the commission data showing that with the present facilities of its water line from New
^'ork to Galvcstcni and the rail line from Galveston to the
Pacific coast the rates proposed, with goods moving in full
carloads, would produce revenue in excess of the out-of-pocket
cost oif handling the goods.
The rates proposed apply to westbound shipments. Similar
rpiUu'tions have already been made on important commodities

Of

^iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiriilliillllitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiMiiiiiiniiiitiiitiiiiniiiniintiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiuiiKiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiKir

require

22'A
50
50
40
40
50
45
45

60
50
60
60
50
50
40
45
55

60,000
60,000
90,000
80,000
50,000
60,000
60,000

in
25

1

61]

.iO.OOO

etc

Building, etc

I

;

40
50
45

i

oil

11

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Freight Rates

Proposed
Rate via SunsetCiulf Route
Min. Weight Rate

No.

Commission and Court News

Rate Case

Wright, Keneral solicitor of the Chiciigo & North Westmi and chairman of the committee of railroad lawyers that had
charije of the western freight rate advance case for the railways,
announced, after a meeting on Septemher 3, that the roads had
decided to petition the Interstate Commerce Commission for a
rehearing of the case. The petition is to he filed with the commission this week.
r. C.

Low

59,
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V.ii..

fire

cicfcndant.

From

luitil the establishment of the demurrage reguquestion, shippers were given free storage of coal
in cars at the transshipment point for indefinite periods, subject
to occasional endeavors by defendant in times of congestion to
efTect the release of cars by embargo of further shipments to

lations

this

now

time

in

designated consignees until the congestion was relieved. In its
brief defendant admits that "prior to the efl^ective date of the

Skptkmbkr

10,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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proceeding, no demurrage was ever charged
held for transshipment at Secaucus or

stipulation or written notice of claims for loss, damage or delay
within four months after delivery, was held valid notwithstand-

Hoboken."
Complainant asserts that the present situation is exceptional
in that the business of complainant and other shippers has been
built upon a system whicli permitted free storage of coal at
Hoboken for an indefinite period that any system of demurrage

ing the provision of the Carmack amendment, making the initial
carrier liable for any loss caused by it, or any connecting carrier,
and providing that no contract shall exempt the initial carrier
from the lialiilits imposed. Stevens & Russell v. St. Louis S. W.
(Tex.), 178 S. \V. 810.

attacked
tidewater

tariff

on

in this

coal

;

inevitably operates for the benefit of the largest
shipper because it can more readily meet the varying demands
for the eight sizes of anthracite coal and is thus able promptly
to dispose of its coal; and that the interest of the consuming
public requires the continued maintenance of free storage at or
near tidewater at Hoboken in order to prevent coal shortages in
If the present regulations are found to
the New York market.
be just and reasonable, the commission is asked to reduce the
rates for the transportation of anthracite coal to tidewater. It is
undoubtedly the right of defendant to establish and maintain
demurrage regulations under which a reasonable charge will
accrue for detention of cars beyond a reasonable period. Defendant's facilities for transferring coal to vessels at tidewater
are modern and are more than adequate to meet any demands
thus far made upon them. The free storage is purely a commercial convenience and not a transportation necessity.
Upon
this record, and in accordance with the cases cited, we conclude
The
that the demurrage regulations in issue are reasonable.

—

regulations

complaint will be dismissed.

(36

I.

C.

C,

76.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
hearing before the Texas Railroad Commission on the
application of the Texas railroads for authority to increase
freight rates IS per cent throughout the state was resumed on
September 1 at Austin. Testimony prepared for the commission
was introduced in rebuttal to the testimony given by the carriers
Attorneys for
at the previous hearing, which was held at Dallas.
the railroad commission issued a statement contending that the
railways are not entitled to any general increase liecause they are
already earning a sufficient revenue on state business and upon
the value of their property as apportioned to use in state traffic.
'I'lic

The New York

service commission, second disconference held in Albany on Wednesday of this week, it induced the railroads to modify their requirement as to certificates of value of baggage. Hereafter the
passenger need not declare a specific value unless it is high
enough to incur the extra charge; that is, unless it is over $100
in interstate travel and over $1.S0 for a journey within the
state of New York.
Passengers will still In- required to sign a
slip declaring that it is below these limits, or, if above them, to
specify the value and pay the extra charge.
The commission,
according to its announcement, is determined to do justice both
to actresses who travel with wardrobes worth $30,000 and to
gentlemen hurriedly departing with a tootlibrush and another
rul)bcr collar.
"No man can, and no woman wants to tell what
the things in his or her trunk are worth," says Chairman \':ui
Santvoord and lie is determined that the up-state citizens, whosr
consciences are declared to be exceedingly sensitive, will not be
re(|uirc(l to subscribe to any falsehood, even a polciUial one.
trict,

announces

state

public

that, at a

;

C.

r.

Howard

has been apiiointed

department of the

Interstate

field

engincei

Commerie

1

ol

Shipments

interstate shipper,

b\

a contract

of

I

or

Waiver
shipment to

give notice of any claim for loss within a specified time, gave
The railroad's
notice of claim after the expiration of the time.
ainlitor asked for particulars and staled lh;it tlie records showed a
llu- -.hiiiper did
delivery of the freight with billing inslrucliou^
not coni]il\ with the retpu-st for p:irlicul;u
.iiid dul not reply to
llie auditor.
In an action or dani;iges for injury by weatlni in
transit the Texas Court of Appeals held thai the act of the audi
lor (lid nnl constitute a waiver by the railroad of the shi|iper's
f.uhne to present notice of claim within the time stipulated. .\
'-

a

divided court,

expressed in a legislative act, if in conflict with a general intention
expressed in a later enactment, should be given eflfect, leaving
the later act to operate only outside of the scope of the former.
—State ex rel. ]Mo. Pac. v. Clark (Neb.), 153 N. W. 623.

Crossing Accident

— Physical

Facts

In an action for injuries to an automobile in a crossing collision the driver of the automobile admitted that though he had a

and did not look at the
tracks until within 25 feet of them.
It appeared that he was
struck by cars which were kicked from some distance down the
track.
It was held by the Texas Court of Appeals tliat he was,
as a matter of law, guilty of contributorj- negligence, though he
testified to seeing the engine standing quiet on the tracks before
he attempted to cross (Ft. Worth & D. C, Tex., 178 S. W., 795).
clear view he did not stop, look, or listen,

Validity of Contracts with Labor

Union

injunction was brought by switchmen against tlie
Texas & P. and other railroads to prevent their carrying out
contracts which, it was alleged, substantially provided that no
switchmen should be employed who were not members of the
Brotherhood or Railway Trainmen. The Texas Court of Civil
Appeals holds that the fact that a contract between a railroad
and a labor union providing for the employment of a specific
percentage of employees from members of such union, and
preference of such members in employment, was one-sided,
wanting in mutuality and unenforcible at law, could not be complained of by strangers to the contract not in privity with the parties thereto.
Such a contract was not void as against public
policy.
The railroads by entering into the contracts did not unlawfully create a monopoly which interfered with or prevented
others from exercising the freedom of contract in relation to
the sale of labor.
There w-as reason in contracting with the
Brotherhood, for its membership greatly exceeded the membership of any other particular union, which was a guaranty of keeping a full working force. But the contract was not exclusive it
provided for only a certain per cent of Brotherhood men, and
ihe evidence showed that the railroads have a larger percentage
ol other classes employed than of the Brotherhood, in proportion
to membership.
The injunction was denied (Underwood v.
Texas & P., Tex., 178 S. W., 38).
Suit

for

;

Where

— Double

Taxation

One Company Agent

of

oi\e carrier eiUers into

which the

arr;uigenuiUs with other carriers

becomes i)r;utically the hiring an<l disbursing
agent of the others in the performance of duties partl\ owing In
both principals and agents, p;iying out for and receiving from the
liy

Presentation of Claims

re<|uired

Change Passenger Rates

the state railway
commission does not authorize the commission to increase the
maximum passenger rate of two cents a mile as fixed by the
legislature in 1907.
The rule is that a particular intention

the \,dua

'(inin\i-.sion

COURT NEWS
Interstate

to

Another

the Central district, with hcadciuarters at Cliicaj^o

An

Commission

of State

Gross Earnings Tax

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
tinn

Power

The Supreme Court of Nebraska holds, by
that the power conferred in general terms on

first

others only the actual cost of the service, with no intention of
making a profit out of the transaction, the Minnesota Supivme
(oinl holds that, if .ucli .nrangements are m.ide in good faith
;uid not in fiaud, subterfuge or evasion of the obligations of
either party to the state or to the public, smli moneys are not
subject to Ihe gross cainings lax.
Where such services are included in the freight charges of the otiui railroad companies,
uhich p;iy a gross earnings tax Ihereon, to ompel the agent company to pay a tax on these same receipt^ woiiUI be in the nature
ot double taxation, exacting the commul.ition taxes on the same
properly twice, which cannot lawfullx 'o done.
.

The defendant

;ui<l

the defendant should

certain navig;ii on companies agreed thai
employ sieved. >is to perform certain work.

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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it was defendant's duty to perform; the navigation
companies paying to the deendant the actual cost of the labor.
The defendant, in hiring the men to do the work, really acted for
the boat companies as hiring and disbursing agent, paying for
the actual cost of the work and receiving back from the boat companies what is expended. Under the rule above stated the moneys
so received back were held not subject to the gross earnings tax
—State v. Northern Pacific (IMinn.), 1.S3 N. W. 850.

part of which

Free Pass

—Assumption

of Risk

A

contract witli an express company provided that messengers
should render service to the railroad and in consideration thereof
receive a sum of money and also two passes a month for the use
of his family. In an action for injuries to the wife of a messenger while traveling on a pass, the New Jersey Court of Errors
and Appeals holds that such a pass is a "free pass," in the sense
intended by the interstate commerce law, and a clause printed

on the pass, whereby the passenger undertakes to assume all risks,
is binding on the partv using it (Morris v. West Jersey.S: S., N.
J.,

94

Vol.

Guarding Low Bridges

to Protect

Brakemen

railroad maintained standard "telltales" at a proper distance
on each side of a low bridge. The bridge gave about three feet
brakeman was killed by striking his
headway above the cars.

A

head against the bridge. In an action for his death the New
Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals holds tliat a railroad is not
chargeable w'ith negligence as regards brakemen on its freight
trains, in failing to illuminate at night a low bridge over its
tracks, in the absence of proof that such a provision
tomary in railroad practice (Raub v. Lehigh Vallev,

was
N.

cus-

J.,

94

567).

Crossing Accident

—

Sufficiency for Claim of

A

Damage

of lading provided that claims for loss must be made in
writing within four months after delivery. On the arrival of the
freight at its destination the consignee notified the consignor by
telegram that it had arrived in bad order. The consignor immediately went to the place of delivery and notified the claim agent
of the terminal carrier that he would file a claim, but no claim
was filed. The yard agent was also notified by an employee of
notathe consignee that a claim for damages would be filed.
tion made on the expense bill by the agent of the terminal carrier
at the point of destination recited that the freight was more or
less damaged.
It was held by the Texas Court of Appeals that
there was a failure to give notice of a claim for damages and
there could be no recovery of damages. St. Louis S. W. v. Overton (Tex.), 178 S. W. 814.
bill

A

—

Employees, seeing a person standing to one side of the track
Oklahoma Supreme Court holds, in assuming that he will remain in
that place of safety, and not heedlessly run upon the track in
front of moving cars.
If he does so, and it is impossible to
stop the train in time to avoid killing him, the company cannot
be held liable for his death. In such circumstances failure to
ring the bell and sound the whistle on approaching the crossing
would not make the company liable, for such failure would not
be in any manner responsible for the deceased's going on the
track (St. Louis. I. M. & S. v. Gibson, Okla., 150 Pac, 465).

Crossing Accident

—Testimony Contrary

to Physical Facts

In an action for personal injuries it appeared that plaintiff
crossed a railroad of seven tracks in a rubber-tired open buggy
at 8:45 on an ordinary July evening. There were no obstructions,
the tracks were straight, and he was familiar with the locality.

he looked and listened all the time while crosswithout seeing or hearing the locomotive, bearing a red
light, which struck his buggy on the last track.
The St. Louis
Court of Appeals held that his evidence would be treated as of
no eflFcct, as being contrary to the established physical fact that
by looking and listening, an object of the size and attributes of a
moving locomotive may be detected before collision. Judgment
for the plaintiff was reversed (Landrum v. St. Louis, I. M. & S
Mo., 178 S. W., 273).
testified that

ing,

Taxation of Railroad Property
railroad

under

was forced

to construct a

subway

to carry a street

roadbed and overhead bridges to carry streets over it.
In its application to be relieved from items of an assessment, the
New York Court of Appeals holds that its share of the cost of
the work was imjjroperly included in the assessment of its special
franchise on the theory that the subway and bridges were tangible
property of the road "situated in, upon, under or above any
street, highway, public place or public waters" in connection
with
the special franchise made assessable by the New York tax law.
In such a case the structure, the cost of which was attempted to
be assessed, was part of a public street and belonged to the municipality, though there was physical connection between the
strucits

for

Run

In an action for damages to live stock by delay in transit the
Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that the admission of testimony of the plaintiff as to what, in his opinion, was a reasonable
time for the run of the train, was erroneous, since what is a
reasonable time to make a given trip is a mixed question of law
duly qualiand fact for the jury, under proper instructions.
fied witness might give evidence as to what was the usual or customary time required to make the run, such testimony not being
matter of opinion infringing the province of the jury, "usual
time" being a matter of fact. "Reasonable time," on the other
hand, is the time necessary under the circumstances to do conveniently what the contract or duty requires should be done in a
particular case, a question of law depending on the subject-matter
and situation of the parties (Gulf C. & S. F. v. Bogy, Tex., 178
S. W., 577).

A

at a crossing, in a place of safety, are not negligent, the

A

11

Atl., 593).

A

He

No.

ture and the road's right of way. People ex rel. New York,
O. & W. V. State Board of Tax Comrs. (N. Y.), 109 N. E. 547.

Evidence as to Reasonable Time

Atl.,

59,

Manager's Right to Salary While on Leave

of

Absence

A

general manager appointed an assistant general manager to
hold the position at his discretion at a fixed salary per month.
On the ground of ill health from application to his duties, the
assistant was granted a leave of absence from October 13, 1911,
to January 8, 1912, on salary and subject to orders and directions.
The railroad's by-laws then contained no provisions as to leave
of absence or deduction of salary. The assistant general manager
during his absence had written daily letters relative to the business of his office. On his return on January 8, and on his request,
he was relieved of his position and appointed to another. In an
action for the balance of his salary the Texas Court of Civil
Appeals held that the relation of employer and employee continued, and that the assistant general manager could recover his
fixed salary for the period of his absence. Payment thereof was
not prohibited by the Texas statute of 1911, providing that nn corporation shall employ or use its means except in the legitimate
objects of its creation (Missouri, K. & T. v. Br\'ant, Tex., 178
S. W., 685).

Termination of Relation

of

Passenger

In an action for personal injuries it appeared that the plaintiff, traveling on a ticket which entitled him to ride from New
York to South Orange, stayed in the train after it left that station
stop, without the payment of extra fare, for the purpose of
alighting at a place in the company's yard about three-quarters

of a mile beyond. This place was nearer to his residence than
the station. He was thrown off when about to alight by a lurch
of the train going through a switch.
He and others frequently
got off at the place in question, which was covered with cinders
between the tracks, though there was no station or platform
there. The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals held that,
after leaving the South Orange station, the man ceased to be a
passenger and became only a licensee on the train. The company
no longer owed him the high degree of care due to a passenger,
but only the exercise of ordinary care against inflicting injury
upon him. It was held, further, that the trial judge was right in
granting a nonsuit, because the question at issue arose upon uncontroverted proofs, and was therefore one for the court and not
for the jury.— Kecney v. D., L. & VV. (N. J.), 604.
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A. A. Holmes, assistant to president and purchasing agent
of the Atlanta & St. Andrews Bay, has been appointed auditor,
with headquarters at Panama City, Fla.

H. A. McLaurin has been appointed auditor and car accountant of the Gainesville & Northwestern, with headquarters at
Gainesville, Ga., succeeding Robert E. Farmer, who has resigned

go

to another

Northern Alabama, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, in
general charge of train tonnage and efficiency and such other
William M. Netherland,
duties as may be assigned to him.
assistant to general manager, will continue as heretofore in
charge of dining car, stores and test departments.

imiiiiiiiiii;

iiiiii
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P. J. Flynn, manager of the Winnipeg Union Terminals, has
been appointed superintendent for the Canadian Northern at
Winnipeg, Man., vice M. B. Murphy, who has been transferred
Mr. Murphy succeeds J. L. Bloomer, who has
to Calgary, Alta.
been transferred to Brandon, Man., vice W. E. Roberts. Mr.
Roberts has been transferred to Dauphin, Man., vice J. Irwin,
who was transferred to Toronto, Que. H. J. Hunt, trainmaster
of the Winnipeg Terminals, succeeds P. J. Flynn as terminals

manager.

company.

William G. Wheeler, who was appointed general solicitor
of the Chicago & North Western on September 1, was born
on November 11, 1861,
in Janesville, Wis. After
h

i

s

graduation

from

High

School

Janesville
he studied

of

ofhces

law

the

in

practising

at-

torneys and was subsequently admitted to the
bar.
He entered railway
service on April 1, 1909,

when

he

consin

became

attorney

Wis-

for the

& North \\'estOn January 1, 1912,

Hodgman, whose appointment as superintendent of car
of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at
Minneapolis, Minn., has been announced, entered railway service
with the Chicago & North Western at Chicago. In the spring of
1909 h^ left the Chicago & North Western to go with the Minneapolis & St. Louis. After varied experience as reclaim clerk,
chief record clerk and car distributor he was made yard clerk of
the Cedar Lake yards at Minneapolis. In 1910 he was appointed
traveling car agent, which position he held until July 1, 1913,
when he was made chief clerk to the superintertdent of car servIn March, 1914, when the office of superintendent of car
ice.
service was abolished, he was made chief clerk to the general
superintendent, in charge of the car service department, from
which position he is now promoted.
C. A.

service

Chicago
ern.

he was appointed

assist-

ant general counsel for
the same road, which
position
he held until
August 31 of this year.

Mr. Wheeler's headquarwill continue to be
Chicago.

ters
in

W.

G. Wheeler

elected officers of the East & West
Allen W. Jones, president; W. B. Wilson, viceM. A. Clyburn, treasurer, all
president J. L. Strong, auditor
with headquarters at Bradentown, Fla.

The following have been

Coast Railway:

;

:

Hawks, whose appointment as general manager of the
& Southwestern was announced in these columns on
was born on August 28, 1857, at Kirkland, Ohio. Following his graduation from high school at Rockville, Ind., he
entered railway service in August, 1874, as a brakeman on the
G. F.

Paso
August
El

n

,

Logansport, Crawfordsville & Southwestern, now a part of the
Since that time he has held the following
Vandalia System.
positions brakeman of the Wabash System and other lines until
1878, conductor on the Pekin, Lincoln & Decatur, Chicago, Peoria
& Southwestern, Canadian Pacific and Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe from September, 1878, to May, 1890 trainmaster of the Panhandle and other divisions of the Santa Fe froin May, 1890, to
March, 1896; train inspector of the Mexican Central from October, 1897, to May, 1898; superintendent of the San Luis difrom that date
vision of the same road until November, 1900
until October, 1901, superintendent of the Mexico division; trainmaster of the Texas & New Orleans and Louisiana Western
roads of the Southern Pacific System, from November, 1901, to
February, 1902; assistant superintendent of the Louisiana lines
of the same system from February, 1902. to March, 1903; superintendent of the El Paso division of the Galveston, Harrisburg
San Antonio from March, 1903, to April, 1904; superintendent
of the Texas & New Orleans and the Galveston, Houston &
Northern from April, 1904, to May, 1905; general superintendent
of the Houston & Texas Central, Houston East & West Texas
and Houston & Shreveport from May, 1905, to April. 1907 from
April, 1907, to September, 1915, general superintendent of the
El Paso & Southwestern.
:

;

;

Operating

W. T. Griswold, trainmaster of the Atlanta & ."^t. Andrews
Bay, has been appointed superintendent, with headquarters at
Panama

City,

Fla.

Thomas M. Flynn, trainmaster of the
Forsyth, Mont., has been transferred to
Sexton, transferred.

Northern

I'acific

at

Glendive,

vice

J.

J.

!.<'

John J. Mnlroy, chief despatcher on the N'ortlurn Pacific,
been promoted to trainmaster, with headquarters al Jamestown,
N. D. Effective September 1.

luis

W. H. Smith

has been appointed inspector of transportation of

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, reporting to E. M.
Wrcnne, acting superintendent of transportation at Nashville,

the

;

Traffic

Tenn.
C. E.

Benjamin has

liccn

appointed chief train despatcher of

Buffalo division of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis,
Efwith headquarters at Conneaut, Ohio, vice J. T. Callahan.

the

fective

September

1.

Edward

J. Moran, chief despatcher of the Northern Pacific,
been appointed trainmaster, with headquarters at Pasco,
Mr. Smith has been transWash., vice Francis M. Smith.
ferred lo East Grand Forks, Minn., vice F. C, Hinitinglon,
promoted.
Effective September 1.

has

M.

B. Bayer, assistant superintendent

Oregon-WashingTacoma, Wash., has been
nl"

the

ton Railroad & Navigation Company at
transferred to Portland, Ore., where he will join the staff of
the joint facilities committee wliicli supervises the operation of
lines used in comm<m by the O.-W. R. K. & N. and other companies.
F.

W. Brown

has been appointed assistant to general manager

of the Southern Railway, the Virginia

&

Southwestern and the

Frank Watcrhouse has been appointed foreign freight agent
of the Union Pacific, with headquarters .1t Seattle, Wash,
A, A. Boyle has been appointed commercial agent of tlie
Missouri & North Arkansas, with headquarters at Birming-

ham, .Ma.
Charles M. Andrews has been appointed district freight and
passenger agent of the .'southern Pacific at Seattle, Wash., to succeed Charles G. Chisholm, resigned.
I.eahy has been appointed general freight and pasagent of the Atlanta iS: St. Andrews Bay, with headquarters at Panama City, Fla., succeeding L. J. Rowcll.
\\

M

II

ngi

1

John T. Cummins, advertising agent for the Union Pacific
Kailroad, at Omaha, has been appoinicd general advertising
.Tgent for the Union Pacific Systeni. and the advertising dcparlmenl of the system has been tr insferred from Omaha to
Chicago.
ber

1.

Mr Cummins assumed

liis

new

duties

on

Septem-
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Davis, chief of the joiiil tariff hureau of tlie New York,
Hartford, the Bostuvi & Maine, tlic Maine Central, the New
England Steamship Company and the Central
New England has heen appointed general western freight and
passenger agent of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
the Central New England and the New England Steamship Company, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.
K. S.

New Haven &

W.

Hopkins, division freight agent of the Wabash at
Toledo, Ohio, has been promoted to general live stock agent,
with headquarters at St. Louis, succeeding J. L Harris, resigned
to accept service elsewhere. D. E. Gilbert, commercial agent
of the same road at Cleveland, Ohio, has been promoted to
division freight agent, Toledo, Ohio, vice W. A. Hopkins, promoted. R. A. Brown, traveling freight agent, Buffalo, N. Y.,
has been promoted to commercial agent, Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding D. E. Gilbert.
E. Sunderland, traveling freight
J.
agent, Springfield, 111, has been promoted to commercial agent,
Peoria, 111., succeeding James Gouran, deceased.
A.

S. Stephens, who was appointed general freight ageiU
the Chicago & Eastern Illinois September 1, was born August

Edwin
i)f

1874, at Kansas City, Mo.
He was educated in the pnl)lic
schools and entered railway service in 1892 as a clerk on the
Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis. Since that time he has been
consecutively timekeeper in the shops of the Atchison, Topeka

Yellowstone

W.

\ice

Vol. 59,

division,

headquarters

with

at

N(j.

Glendivc,

H

Mont..

C. Sloan, promoted.

John H. Pontius, general engine inspector of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh at Columhus, Ohio, has retired
after 50 years of continuous service with the road.
J. E. O'Brien, assistant mechanical superintendent of the Missouri Pacific and St. Louis, Iron Moiuitain & Southern, has been
appointed mechanical superintendent, with headquarters at St.
Louis, vice R. J. Turnbull, resigned. W. C. Smith, general mas-

mechanic of the western district of the Missouri Pacific,
with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed to
fill the vacancy created by the promotion of Mr. O'Brien.
ter

C. A. Parker, telephone maintainer of the Buffalo, Rochester

&

has been appointed signal supervisor on the
Pittsburgh divisions, with headquarters at Du
Bois, Pa., succeeding F. G. Morehart, resigned to go to another
company, and J. PI. Moore, general signal foreman, has been
appointed signal supervisor of the Buffalo division, with headquarters at East Salamanca, N. Y. The olfice of general signal
foreman has been discontinued.
Pittsburgh,

Middle

and

21,

&

Santa Fe, clerk in the auditor's office and stenographer in the
transportation department at Albuquerque, N. M., and division
clerk and chief clerk at Gallup, N. M., from 1893 to October,
1898; from October, 1898, to January, 1900, he was secretary to
the president of the Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis; from
January, 1900, to June, 1903, chief clerk of the same office and
with the St. Louis & San Francisco at St. Louis, Mo.; from

December

commercial agent of the St.
City, Mo.
from January 1,
1908, to April 1, 1910, freight claim agent of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois at Chicago: from April 1, 1910, to January 1,
191,3, general agent of the same road and the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Chicago; from January 1, 1912, to September 1,

June, 1903, to

Louis

& San

Francisco

31,

at

1907,

Kansas

;

1915, assistant general freight agent of the C.

Frank E. Webster, whose appointment

&

as

E,

I.

at

assistant

Chicago.
general

freight agent of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois was recorded in
our issue of last week, was born on July 9, 1879, in Charles
county, Md. He was educated in the public schools and in 1902
he entered railway service as a file clerk with the Southern
Railway at Washington, D. C. In 1903 he went to the Rock
Island, where he held the position of revision clerk in the office
of the freight department.
In 1904 he entered the employ of
the Chicago & Eastern Illinois as a rate clerk in the tratific deliartment.
From 1905 to 1908 he was chief rate clerk in this
department. In April, 1908, he entered the service of the Illinois
Traction System as assistant to the general traffic manager. In
f)ctobcr, 1909, he re-entered the service of the C. & E. I.-Frisco
Rock Island lines as traveling freight agent, with headquarters
at Nashville, Tenn. When the Rock Island and Frisco lines were
separated, he was transferred to Milwaukee, Wis., and Minneapolis, Minn., as traveling freight agent of the C. & E. I.-Friscolines.
In April, 1910, he was appointed chief clerk in the general
freight office of the C. & E. I. at Chicago.
In November, 1911,
be W3'5 appointed chief clerk to the freight traffic manager of the

&

C.

&

S:

Gardner has been appointed chief engineer of the East
West Coast, with headtjuarters at Rradentown, Fla.

Louis, Mo. In December, 1912,
lie was appointed division
freight agent of the C. & E. I. at
Salem, III. On July 1, 1913, be was promoted to chief of the
tariff bureau of the same road at Chicago, 111., and on September
1915, was promoted to assistant general freight agent, with
1,
headq\iarters in the same place.
E. I.-St. L.

S. F. at

St.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J.

C.

R. M. Boldridge has been appointed master mechanic of the
Apalachicola Northern, with office at Port St. Joe, Fla., succeeding J. P. Dolan, resigned.

W. H. Owens, nuster mechanic of the Southern Railway at
South Richmond, Va., has been appointed mechanical member of
the valuation department of the Southern Railway.
W. D. Pcarce, assistant engineer of the Northern Pacific,
has been appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings on the

William C. Smith, who was appointed assistant mechanical
superintendent of the Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern on September 1, was born on September 25, 1869, in
Michigan. He was educated in the common schools and entered
raihvax- service on December 7, 1887.
From that time until
April, 1895, he served as machinist apprentice and machinist on
the Missouri Pacific Railway from April to November, 1895, he
was a machinist on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe from November, 1895, to January, 1897, he was gang foreman on the
Missouri Pacific at Kansas City, Mo.; from January, 1897, to
January, 1902, machinist and shop foreman at Osawatomie, Kan.
January, 1902, to January, 1905, division foreman at Hoisingtnn,
Kan. January, 1905, to February, 1906. master meclianic at Ft.
Scott, Kan.
February, 1906, to July, 1912, master mechanic at
Kansas City, Mo.; July 1, 1912, to September, 1915, general master mechanic of the Western division of the same road.
;

;

;

;

E. O'Brien, who has been appointed mechanical superinJ.
tendent of the Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern, was born on December 4, 1876, at Stillwater, Minn.
He completed his education at the University of Minnesota in
1898 and in the same year entered railway service as special
apprentice with the Northern Pacific at Livingston, Mont. From
November 1, 1901, to November 25, 1903, he had charge of the
general inspection of material and tests at St. Paul. Minn.
From that time until December 1, 1904, he served as master
mechanic of the Dakota division at Jamestown, N. D., following which he held the position of assistant shop superintendent

South Tacoma, Wash. From August 1, 1909, to January 1,
was mechanical engineer of the same road at St. Paul.
Minn. On January 1, 1910, he became superintendent of motive
power for the Western Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., and held
this position until October 8, 1913, when he was appointed asat

1910. he

sistant mechanical superintendent of the Missouri Pacific, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
In his new capacity as mechanical superintendent Mr. O'Brien will remain in St. Louis.

Edgar Willoughb\-, assistant chief engineer of the AtCoast Line, has been appointed chief engineer, with headquarters at Wilmington, N. C, succeeding E. B. Pleasants, deceased.
Mr. Willoughby was born on October 12, 1871, at Arkadelphia, Ala., and was educated at the University of Alabama.
In 1887 he began railwax- work as a rodnian on surveys on the
Louisville & Naslivillc.
Prom 1892 to 1899 he filled subordinate
positions in the land and engineering departments of the same
road.
In 1900 he was promoted to assistant cliief engineer of
construction for the lines in Alabama, and the foll<iwing year
became engineer of construction of the Alabama & Florida, now
In 1902 he was appointed
a part of the Louisville & Nashville.
division engineer of the Knoxville, La Follette & Jellico, now a
part of the Louisville & Nashville, and from 1902 to 1904 he
served as chief engineer of the same road. From 1905 to 1912
he was engineer of construction of the Louisville & Nashville
system, also chief engineer of several of the Louisville & NashHe then served as chief engineer of the
ville subsidiary lines.
National Railroad of Haiti, and of the Caribbean Construction
("nmpany. engaged in tlie de\'clopment of the Island of Haiti.
until 1913. when be oitercd the service nf llu- .\tlantic Coast
Julius

lantic

Ski'Ikmhik

II),
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l.itie as assistant chief engineer, which position he held at the
lime of his recent appointment as chief engineer of the same
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Frederick M. Spai<lal, general superintendent of the (.'anaduin
{Jncbec, died on Septemlier 2 at Montreal, Que.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

.\'o»''.hern

A. Diirhan, of Zanesville, Ohio, general attornex- of the
Baltimore & Ohio for the states of Ohio and Indiana, died
on Tuesday night of this week on a train near Cumberland,
Md., while on his way home from the East. He was sixty
\ears old.
F.

The Norfolk & Western
The Illinois Central
type locomotives.

Edward

B. Pleasants, chief engineer of the Atlantic Coast
with headquarters at Wilmington, N. C, who died suddenly on his private car in Washington, D. C, on August 22,
at the age of 65, as has already been mentioned in these columns,
was born on August 2, 1850, in Richmond, Va. At an early age
he entered the service of the United States Coast Survey, and
remained in that service for five years, attaining the rank of
assistant engineer.
He began railway work as an assistant engineer on the Baltimore & Ohio, remaining with that road for two
years.
In 1878, he went to the Baltimore & Lehigh, now a part
of the Pennsylvania system, as assistant engineer, and afterwards
became chief engineer of the same road. During 1886 and 1887
he was engineer in charge of construction of a railway in Maryland.
He then went to the Norfolk & Carolina, now a part of
the Atlantic Coast Line, and since 1902 was chief engineer of the
Atlantic Coast Line system.

Line,

E. F. McCrea. division engineer of the Pennsylvania Lines,
died on August 28. near Logansport, Ind.
He was born in that
city on November 7. 1880.
He entered the service of the Pennsylvania Lines in 1899 on the Grand Rapids and Indiana division
in
1901 he was transferred to the Cleveland and Pittsburgh
chvision at Wellsville. Ohio.
In 1904 he was appointed assistant
division engineer at Richmond, Ind., and from September, 1905.
to July, 1908, served as assistant engineer of the C. and P.
division.
From 1908 until February, 1911, he was assistant
engineer on the Pittsburgh division
from the latter date imtil
February, 1912, he was dixision engineer on the Zanesvville division
from February, 1912, to November, 1912, he served in the
same capacity on the Toledo division, and from that date until
From 1913 until his
January, 1913, on the Cincinnati division.
death he was division engineer on the C. and P. division at
Cleveland.

is

inquiring for prices on 30 Mallet

type locomotives.

The

inquiring

is

for prices on 50

Mikado

& Omaha has ordered
type locomotives from the American

Chicaco, St. Paul, Minneapolis

Mikado
Locomotive Compam-.
four Pacific and six

The Texas &

Pacifu', which has lieen in the market for II)
and six freiglit locomotives, has ordered
of locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

sw-itcbing, six passenger

a

number

The Chicago & North Western

is

reported to have ordered 12

Mikado type, 10 switching and one narrow gage
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
Tliis
Pacific type, 12

item has not been confirmed.

The Madrh), Saragossa & Alicante Railway of Spain has ordered 25 12-wheel (4-8-0) locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 63-in. driving
wheels, 16.53-in. and 25.2-in. bv 25.6-in. cvlindcrs and a total
weight of 193,000 lb.

CAR BUILDING
The

Copper River

K:

.\orth western

inquiring for prices on

is

SO freight cars.

;

;

;

—

Finnish R.mi.w.ws. At the beginning of 1914 the total mileage of the Finnish State Railways, including 207 miles of line
owned by private capital, but operated by the state lines, was
2,^37.
Finland has 2,765 miles t>f navigable waterways, of which,
with the present facilities, it is estimated that the freight capacity
is about 1,600,000 tons a year.
The waterways as well as the railways arc under the administration of the state.

New Railway

Link.s

in

Bolivia.

— The

line

from

Uyuni,

&

Bolivia Railroad, which
has been under construction in a southeasterly direction towards
Tupiza, is to be extended, it is said, to the present northern
lrrniin\is of the Argentine railways at La Quiaca. a point on the
frontier directly south of Tupiza.
The completion of the line
Bolivia, a station on the

Antofagasta

from Uyuni to Tupiza and the construction of a line between
Tupiza auf! La (Juiaca will provide a new through rail route
from the Atlantic ocean to the Pacific.
Railroap

work on

CnN.STRiicrroN

the Longitudinal

in

NIorthi-.rn

Ciiii.k.

— Construction

Railway has been completed and the

The
line is now in operation as far north as Pintados, Chile.
construction of a connecting line to connect the main line with
an ocean port at Iquif|ue was started, but work has been slopped
on account of exhaustion of funds appropriated for that purpose.
The government proposes to spend $134,000 to continue this work
during the coming year. The completion of the line to l(iui(|uc
will open up for development some nitrate land and other mineral deposits.
The construction of the proposed line to connect
the Longitudinal Railway with the iiorts of Antofagasta and
Mejilloncs has been postponed. This branch, which was to start
from the main line at Baquedano Station, will probably be built
when

financial conditions improve.

The Baltimore & Ohio
(ireenville Steel

has ordered 200 car bodies from the

Car Company.

The Boston & Maine is inquiring for six coaches, two smoking cars and six baggage cars.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
cars from the Pullman

lias

ordered 500 stock

Company.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie is in(|niring for 650 70-ton
gondola cars and 200 40-ton automobile cars.

steel

The Chk:ago & North Western has ordered 100 refrigerator
from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.
The Pennsylvania Lines West have ordered nnderframcs
for 200 caboose cars from the Haskell & Barker Car Compan>.
The Bangor &• .\roostook lias ordered 100 80,000-Ib. capacit>

cars

underframe
pany for delivery
steel

cars

flat

from the Standard

Steel

Car Com-

Noxember or Licccmber.

in

The Ailantk' Coasi Link lias ordered one coniliination ))assenger and baggage car, three combination baggage and mail
cars and two coaches from the Pullman Company.

The Lakh

&• Isiipe.ming was reported in the Rail-any
June 25 as having ordered 41X) ore cars from
the Cambria Steel Company.
These cars are center dump ore
cars.
They were ordered from tlie Clark Car Company, Pillsburgh. I'a., and are beim; built !>> the Cambria Sleol t'oinp.my.

Aye

Si'periok

Giisellc of

Tin IxTEKiioHorGM Rapmi Transit has been authorized by

the
Public Service Commission, First district, lo use on
il-ele\ate<l lines the 478 comi>osite car bodies ordered hy the
commission lo be withdrawn from service in the subway. The
car bodies with new trucks and electrical equipment will br
pl.iced in ser\ ice on the Second and Third avenue lines of the
elevaled s\ stem, now being third-tracked and reinforced.

.\ew

^'o^k

IRON AND STEEL
I

III

l.oi isvii.i.K

.Nashvii.i.i
is
reporli'! to have ordered
from the United Slates Steel Corporation.

iV

43.000 tons of rails

Tin; .\oreoi.k
vteel

lo a

from the

framing shop

Till

liom

&•

Western has ordered

& Iron
Roanoke, \a

\"irginia Bridge
.it

I'ennsvi v\M \ has ordered
the .\merican Bridge Compaio

i

quantity of stnictural
uipany for an addition

a
'

'K)

ton'-

and

100

of

bridge steel
tons from the
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Eastern Steel Company. This road has also ordered 350 tons of
steel for an immigrant pier at Philadelphia from the Jones &
Laiighlin Steel

Company.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS

niiiiiMiilliiiiiiiiiillliiiriiiitiiiMlltiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMlitilllllirililitiiiiiiirMirriiiii[in[tiMriirriiiiiiiitiiit(MiirMi[iiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiE

The Pennsylv.knia R.\ilroad has awarded a contract to the
Mead-Morrison Company, Boston, Mass., for the installation of a
car dnmper at Baltimore.
The Seaboard Air Line has placed orders for from 75 to
100 machine tools to be installed in tlie company's shops at
lacksonville, Fla.,

and Portsmouth, Va.

SIGNALING
has contracted for 67 miles of singletrack automatic signaling, with the Union Switch & Signal Company, in addition to the 80-mile contract mentioned in the Railway
Age Gazette of July 30. The new installation will cover the
section between Colmar, Pa., and Connellsville. This work will
complete all the single-track signaling on the main line of this
road between Baltimore, Md., and Connellsville, Pa.

Pennsylvania

is

to

put

up

position-light

signals

on the Allegheny division, to be of the same type as those between
Philadelphia and Paoli, but of different form. The signals of the
position-light type will be installed at the entrances of a singleThese signals will operate in the horizontal and
track tunnel.
90-deg. positions, with a preliminary setting section of about 2,000

The

ft.

lights will be

normally out and

will be lighted

when

a

train enters the preliminary setting section.

The Pennsylvania

will

install

a 24-lever electro-mechanical

machine at North Eddystone, on the Maryland
The machine will be of the General Railway Signal
division.
Company's type. The signals will be electro-pneumatic, conforminterlocking

ing to the type of automatic signals now in service in this terri16-lever G. R. S. electro-mechanical machine will also be
tory.
installed at the new interlocking at Franktown, on the Middle
The signals at this plant will be electric motordivision.

A

operated.

The Baltimore & Ohio has just completed an extension of
automatic signals between Weverton, Md., and Engle, W. Va.,
six miles, together with the necessary rearrangements of interlocking plants at Weverton, Harper's Ferry and Engle. At Harper's
Ferry and Engle, power signals were substituted for the mechanical signals, with provision both for unlimited and for restricted
Automatic signals (allowing permissive movements)
speeds.
are used to facilitate the movement of freight trains westbound.
The extension of automatic signals west from Engle to Cumbo,
a distance of 20.1 miles, is contemplated in the near future.

The Union Terminal Company of Dallas, Tex., has contracted with the Union Switch & Signal Company for electropneumatic interlocking for the new union passenger station in
that city. This station is a joint project of the Missouri, Kansas
&

Texas, the Texas & Pacific, the Houston & Texas Central,
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Trinity & Brazos Valley,
the St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas, the Chicago, Rock Island
& Gulf and the St. Louis Southwestern. The Texas & New
Orleans will use the new station as a tenant of the Houston &
Texas Central. The station is of the through type, with the
various lines diverging both north and south of the station,
known respectively as North and South Junction. The machine
at North Junction will have 82 working levers and 21 spare
spaces, and the one at South Junction 53 working levers and 18
spare spaces.
Lever light indicators will be furnished for all
working switch levers. Alternating-current track circuits will
be installed with Union model 15 vane relays.
the

—

War Stocks in Manchuria. A consular report says that the
South Manchuria Railway shops at Shahoku now undertake all
kinds of work in metals, even the manufacture of munitions of
war and of locomotives.

A

—

The Pressed

Steel

Car Company

is

reported to have secured

a large order for shells.

The Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J., has removed its Cleveland office to the David Whitnev building, Detroit,
Mich.
E. D. Graff, for several years in the sales department of the
Pittsburgh office of Joseph T. Ryerson & Sons, has been transferred to the sales department of the Chicago office.

The Western Maryland

The

Supply Trade News

I

Whale Car, An English concern is building some cars for
the South African Railways.
One of these cars is designed to
transport a whole wliale just as it is caught. The concern is also
building 500 fifty-ton liox cars for 3 ft. 6 in. gage.

The American Steel Foundries has reopened its plant at
Granite City, 111., which has been closed for the greater part of
the year. Although only a portion of the plant will be utilized,
it will be operated entirely on domestic orders.
Milliken Brothers, Inc., has removed its executive and general
from the Whitehall building. New York City, to its plant
at Milliken, Staten Island, and has also removed its sales office
from the same building to the Trinity building.
offices

Dr. N. Tucker, the founder of the company's business, has been
elected president of the Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Company, Mount Gilead, Ohio, succeeding M. Burr Talmage. Other
officers elected at the recent

are

W.

meeting of the board of directors

G. Beebe, vice-president, and

M. W. Spear,

treasurer.

The New York Air Brake Company was reported in the
Railway Age Gazette of July 16 as having been awarded a
medal of honor for

its exhibit at the Panama-Pacific InternaExposition.
By a more recent decision of the superior
jury of awards, the final official authority, the company has
been awarded a grand prize, the highest award, for its "PS"
electro-pneumatic equipment.

tional

H. M. Roberts,

until

recently railroad representative of the

General Lead Battery Company, has been appointed sales engineer of the railroad department of the Edison Etorage Battery
Company, Orange, N. J. Mr. Roberts graduated in 1905 from
the Sheffield Scientific School with the degree of electrical engineer, and for six years was connected with the engineering department of the New York Telephone Company in power-plant
work. He later spent several years in general contracting engineering on railroad and other large enterprises with James Stewart

&

Co., Inc.,

New

Y'ork.

J. A. L. Waddell, consulting engineer, Kansas City, Mo., announces that his son, N. Everett Waddell, C. E., has recently
become his partner under the firm name of Waddell & Son,
with office at 800 Graphic Arts building, Kansas City, Mo. Robert
C. Barnett will be connected with the firm as associate engineer
and Shortridge Hardesty as assistant engineer. As in the previous years of Dr. Waddell's practice the field of activity will be
mainly bridgework of all kinds and its allied branches of construction, but attention will be given also to the making of technical investigations and the solution of problems in engineering
economics and to the preparation of reports and estimates on
railroads and large engineering projects in various lines in the
United States and foreign countries. J. A. L. Waddell was associated with the firm of Waddell & Harrington, consulting engineers, until it was dissolved on July 14, 1915.

The Railway Periodicals Company, Inc., has been incorporated
under the laws of New York state and will henceforth publish
the Railway Master Mechanic, Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way and the Monthly Official Railway List, these
papers having formerly been published by the Railway List
Company, Chicago.

The officers of the new company are as
Ernest C. Brown, publisher of Gas Age, president
S. Meyers, vice-president and general manager, and
S. A. Bates, secretary-treasurer.
Benjamin Norton, at one time
president of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, has been made
editor-in-chief, George S. Hodgins, managing editor, and Laurence A. Horswell, associate editor.
The Railway Periodicals
Company, Inc., will have offices in the Vanderbilt Concourse
building, New York, and that will be the office of publication.
follows
Charles

:

Skptemueu
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Steel Corporation Given

superior jury ol awards of the Panama-Pacific InternaExposition has made 46 awards to the United States
Steel Corporation and its subsidiary companies for the elaborate
Included in the total there are a
exhibit at San Francisco.
special gold medal for the "best, most complete and most attractive installation," II grand prizes, 10 medals of honor, one
gold medal of honor, 20 gold medals and three silver medals.

The

(the highest possible regular awards) were
Steel corporation itself for its "comprehensive,
educational exiiibit of the steel industry and related industries"
and to its bureau of safety, sanitation and welfare.

Grand prizes
awarded to the

Grand prizes were also awarded to the following companies
for the excellence of their exhibits, the greatest merit being
recognized in certain of the products, some of which are
named herein, as representing the highest development of the
Carnegie Steel Company, armor

:

plate, special alloy

steels,

and axles, steel sheet piling, rail joints, etc.;
Illinois Steel Company, ferro-silicon, electric carbon and alloy
the Tennessee
railroad track specialties, axles, etc.
steels,
Coal, Iron & Railroad Company; the Lorain Steel Company,
tadpole tongue switch, tongue-holding device and electrically
welded rail joints; the American Bridge Company, sections of
building columns, section of Hell Gate bridge chord, steel barges,
the American Sheet & Tin
standard railroad turntable, etc.
the American Steel & Wire Company, wire
Plate Company
rope, wires, copper rail bonds, insulated copper wires and cables,
etc.
the National Tube Company, National steel pipe and tubrailway wheels

iiiiniiiiiiliiliMiitiiiiK:niimiiiuiiliiiitiiiitiiiiiilniiiiiiiniiiitiiuiiiitiiiiiuiii;i,i^
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46 Awards

tional
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Railway Construction

I
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Atlanta &
from Panama

St.

mill

Andrews Bay.—This road

City, Fla., to St.

Andrews, two

Alabama Roads (Electkic).— Plans
an

electric line,

Birmingham, about 35 miles. L. B.
Jasper, Ala., are back of the project.
to

;

;

National protective coating, National Kewanee unions,
valves and fittings and Shelby seamless steel tubing, and to the
ing.

Universal Portland Cement Company.
Medals of honor were awarded the United States Steel Products Company, export department; the Oliver Iron Mining Company; the Phtsburgh Steamship Company; the Pittsburgh &
Conneaut Dock Company the H. C. Frick Coke Company
the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, and also to the Steel Corporation, the Carnegie Steel Company and the Illinois Steel
;

Company.
Gold medals were awarded the Bessemer & Lake Erie, the
Birmingliam Southern, the Duluth & Iron Range, the Elgin,
Joliet & Eastern, the Nevvburgh & South Shore and the Union
Railroad for pictorial exhibits of typical roadbed, shof)S, yards,
bridges, buildings and freight and passenger equipmetit employed
in

operation.

Gold and silver medals were also given to a number of the
officers and employees of the various companies for their success
in

planning the respective exhibits.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Boilers. Tlie A. D. Granger Company, New
York, has just published l)ullctin No. 2, sixth edition, describing its Oswego internally fired water-tube boiler. The bulletin,
which is well illustrated, describes the latest improved features

Watkr

Tlihe

of this self-contained internally fired water-tube boiler. Dimensions, ratings and other data are given for both high-pressure
and low-pressure boilers, and pictures o[ the detailed parts of
the Vulcan shaking grates are shown.

The Titanium Allo.\- Maiuifacturing Company,
N. Y., has issued Bulletin No. 8 of its series of
This bulletin contains detailed comparative data
rail reports.
rcg;irding 111 standard and 101 Titanium treated open-hearth
A-rails with from 8 to 10 per cent discard and rolled liy seven
Samdifferent manufacturers in the United States and Canada.
ples for the ilctcrmiation of carbon were selected from tlie points
in the head specified in the revised specifications of the Pennsyb
vania, and the average difference in carl)on between tlie required
points for the standard open-hearth rails is slunvn as 17.2 per
cent, as compared with 4.2 per cent for the Titanium treated rails.
Sulphur prints of these various specifications are also shown with
Based on formulae for
data regarding the individual sections.
tensile strength and elongation developed by M. II. VVickhorsl
in Bulletin 170 of the .'\merican Railway Engineering Association,
dated October, 1914, detailed conipariscms are made for standard
.ind Titanium treated open-luiu lb rails with a revised formula
Rah.

Niagara

Ri;i'()K1S.F'alls,

showing similar improvement
[lium treated rails.

in

physical properties for the Til.i

iiillini

|
niiiiiiiniiil

if.

has been extended
miles.

are being

made

to build

Ala., southeast via Ensley,

from Jasper,

said,

it is

Musgrove and

associates,

—

Chester & City Point (Electric). Incorporated in Virginia
with $100,000 capital to build an electric line from Chester, Va.,
southeast to City Point and to Hopewell, crossing the Appomattox river at or near Point of Rocks. Preliminary surveys
have been made and the company expects to have the line completed by next spring. H. D. Eichelberger, president, Richmond,
Va., and Chester.

;

;

iiiiiilllillliiiili

Clinton & Oklahoma Western.

—

Surveys have been made, it
an extension to be built into the Panhandle of Texas,
and surveys are to be made for an extension from Clinton, Okla.,
The company now
southeast to Chickasha, about 75 miles.
operates a 51-mile line from Clinton west to Strong City,
is

said, for

Columbia, Newberry

& Laurens. — Plans

are being

made

to

from Newberry, S. C, south
The company now
via Saluda and Edgefield to Augusta, Ga.
operates a 75-mile line from Cohimbia west via Newberry to
build a 65-mile branch,

it

said,

is

Laurens.

—

Electric Short Line. A contract has been given to H. F.
Balch & Co., Minneapolis, Minn., it is said, to build an extension
of about 45 miles from Winsted, Minn., west via Silver Lake
and Hutchinson. (Jan. 22, p. 171.)

—

Ettrick & Northern. The Railroad Commission of Wisconhas granted permission to this company, it is said, to build
a line from a connection with the Green Bay & Western southC.
east through the towns of Ettrick and Preston, Wis.
J.
Gaveney, president, Arcadia.
sin

—This

line has been completed from
Creek county, and from Gushing
to Pemeta and Drumright, and at the present time is being built
from Pemeta to Oilton.

Oil Fields &
Jennings, Okla.,

Santa
to

Oklahoma Union

Fe.

Oilton,

Traction.

— See

Tulsa Traction Company.

—

Oregon-Washington Railway & Navigation Company.
This company has begun the construction of seven miles of
railroad from Olympia, Wash., to Plum station, where it will

connect with the water-grade line of the Northern Pacific. Grading was completed some time ago, and two tunnels are now in the
process of construction.
The new road already owns half a
Mock in Olympia, which will be used for terminal facilities.

—

Pennsylvania Railroad. An officer writes that the company recently began work on a 3.5-niile extension of the Yellow
Creek branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad from Homer, Pa.,
to the mines of the Sterling Coal Company.
The contract lor
this work was awarded over a year ago.

—

Salina Northern. This road has been opened for business
from Salina, Kan., northwest to Lincoln Center, 35 miles, and is
under construction on an extension to Corinth and Downs, 43
miles, also on a branch from Corinth to Osborne, 10 miles.

Texas Roads.

— Financial

arrangements have been made, it is
from Lamesa, Texas, south to Midland.
some other point on the Texas & Pacific, about 55 miles.
Westbrook, Dallas, and T. J. O'Donnell. Sweetwater, are

said, for building the line

or to
.Miles

interested

(May

Tulsa

Traction

incorporated

from

in

7,

p.

993.)

Company. — This company was
Oklahoma with $100,000 capit.il and plans

recently
to buihl

southwest to ."saiuilpa. .dso extensions connecting Broken Arrow. Bixbv and OkinuUie and a line north to
Collinsville, in all alunil 80 miles.
The company has bought the
Oklahoma Union Traction line in Tiils;i. G. C, Stchbins. president; A. J. Biddison, vice-president and general counsel; I. F.
Crow, secretary and treasurer, Tulsa, .md B, C. Kcdgravcs, supcrTiilsa,

inlendenl.

Okla.,
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

— The

Chicago & Northwestern will soon huiUl
Indiana Harbor Belt in the Calumet
district which will have a capacity of 2,500,000 bushels and will
cost approximately $2,000,000.
It was the original purpose of
Chic.mu), III.

grain elevator on the

the
but

company
the

to begin the erection

of the elevator last

spring,

—

Cr.wkns, Tf.nn. The entire mechanical plant of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has been transferred from Chattanooga, Tenn.. to Cravens yards, about four miles from Chattanooga.
Additional tracks have been laid at Cravens, also a
three-story stucco office building, sand houses and oil houses,
and a 90-ft. turn table with concrete base, operated by electric
tractor.
The plans contemplate the erection of car repairing
sheds, also the construction of an incline to permit the transfer
of freight to and from the river.

at Greenville.

—

La Salle, III. The Chicago, Ottawa & Peoria has let the
contract for a bridge over the \'ermillion river to the Joliet
Bridge & Iron Company. The structure will consist of two 26-ft
spans, with deck-plate girders designed for Cooper's E-40 loading.
The total estimated cost is $3,800.

— Engineers

for the St. Louis, Browns\ille &
Mexico are laying off the grounds for a new brick depot at
McAllen, the estimated cost of which is $7,000.

—

Manchester, N. H. Plans are being made for building a new
bridge at South Elm street in Manchester, to cost about $76,000.
The city of Manchaster will pay $40,000, the Boston & Maine
$24,000, and the Manchester Street Railway $12,000 of the cost
of the structure.

New

— The

New Y'ork Public Service Commission,
awarded the contract for station finish on the
Jerome avenue and White Plains avenue rapid transit lines, in
the borough of the Bronx, to the Altoria Realty & Construction
Company, the lowest bidder, for $860,363. (September 3, p. -149.
York.

First district, has

)

—

Spartanburg, S. C. The Southern Railway has given a contract to J. P. Pettyjohn & Co., Lynchburg, Va., for the construcfreight station facilities at Spartanburg, to consist
of a one-story in-bound freight house 40 ft. by 250 ft., with twostory office section.
The building is to be constructed of brick
with concrete floor and fireproof roof and is to be equipped with
rolling steel doors.
There will also be a modern one-story outtion of new'

bound freight house 22 ft. by 250 ft., with concrete floor and
base, frame construction and fireproof roof.
The terminal will
also include four house tracks, with a capacity of 2>Z cars, and
four team tracks, with a capacity of 29 cars.
A 20-ton Pillar
crane will also be provided for the handling of heavy freight.
Work on these improvements will be started as soon as the
necessary material can be assembled and will be rushed to completion.

—

Vancouver, li. C. An oMicer of the Canadian Northern is
quoted as saying that work will be started soon on a terminal
in

Vancouver

for the

Canadian Nortlieni.

—

CoMMoiiniES Carrieii on the Manchurian Railways. Coal
furnishes the greatest tonnage of any commodity carried by the
railways from Manchuria into Kwantung. Next to this come
beans, of which there was 637,612 tons carried in 1914, and in
addition 67.027 ions of bean cakes. There was also 62 tons of
bean sauce carried, while on the other hand there was only 3,611
tons of timber and wood of all kinds carried.
IN

Russia.

—The

European

representative of an
Petrograd, Kussia, investigating the advisability of establishing a branch office there
with agencies in other parts of Russia.
E.xi'RESs

American Express company

is

now

in

11

|
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liosTON & Maine.— Of the holder^ cjf $17,083,000 extended notes
of the Boston S: Maine, which matured September 2, all except
the holders of about $4(M],(I00 have agreed to postpone any cash
payment until March 2. About $1.S0,000 of these non-assenting
notes are held in Great Britain and are therefore affected by
the British treasury's rulings.

—

& Pacific. Arthur Curtiss James and
James McLean, both representing Phelps, Dodge & Co., New-

Chicago, Rock Island

York, interests, have resigned from the board of directors of
Rock Island & Pacific. Both Mr. McLean and
Mr. James endorsed the note which the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific gave to the Bankers' Trust Company on March 31
for $1,600,000, which note falls due October 1.'
the Chicago,

Ft.

Smith & Western.

with

the

&

M., K.

—

Greenville, N. J. The Pennsylvania Railroad asked for bids
on September 8 for the construction of a new pier to lie built

McAllen, Tex.

N'n.

Railway Financial News

i

was subsequently postponed.

project

59,
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Bureau, III. Bids have lieeii let for the constiuction of a
bridge for the Chicago, Ottawa & Peoria over Bureau creek to
consist of five spans 34 ft. 8 in. lonp, with deck-plate girders
designed for Cooper's E-40 loa<ling. The cost will he approximately $6,000.
a

Vi)f..

—

This company has made an agreement
Missouri, Kansas & Texas wherebv it uses the
T. tracks from Fallis, Okla., to Oklahoma City, 32

miles.

WABASH-PirrsBUKG TERMINAL.

—

The following statement has
been issued by the reorganization committee of the WabashPittsburg Terminal
"On August 24 the court at Pittsburgh made an order authorizing H. F. Baker, the receiver of the Wabash-Pittsburg, to enter
into a contract with the Pennsxivania road for the construction of the so-called Bridgeville connection.

"This marks a long step
the terminal

connection

pany

properties.

lies

in the

forward

in

the

The importance of

fact that

outlet over the

it

of
Bridgeville

rehabilitation

the

gives to the Terminal

com-

of the Pennsylvania and
permits a direct interchange of traffic with that company.
The Terminal company is thus enabled to reach a territor>extending from the Atlantic seaboard to the Middle West
over the lines of the Pennsylvania that have for a number
of years been closed to it.
"Pursuant to the authority granted by the court, the receiver
has signed the agreement, and construction of the connection
has already been commenced and is progressing.
It will be
about October 1 when the interchange of business will coma

direct

lines

mence.

"The incalculable benefit to the Terminal company of this
connection can best be judged by the history of the WabashPittsburg Terminal on this particular point.
The Terminal
was a prosperous property, enjoying this connection at the
time when Mr. Gould and Mr. Cassatt, the latter representing the Pennsylvania road, became estranged.
The Goulds
controlled the Terminal property.
By reason of this dispute
the Pennsylvania terminated its traffic relations with the
Terminal road and the latter since that time has suffered
This renewal of traffic relations will be to the
accordingly.
great benefit of the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, and it is
expected will be very profitable, as it opens up an avenue of
business that has been closed since the break with the Goulds."
Japanese Railway Development.

— The

English

commercial

attache at Yokohama reports that of the Imperial Government
railways about 175 miles of new sections and about 150 miles of
light railways were open to tratlic during 1914.
The most important sections were 25 miles on tlie Tokushima line, li miles
on the Sakata line and 20 miles each on the Murakami and
Gwanyetsu lines. Two of the most interesting events of the year
were the completion of the splendid new central station in Tokyo,
and the opening of the now government electric railway between
Tokyo and ^'okollama. This railway, which runs side by side
with the existing steam track, is 19 miles long and connects the
two above-mentioned towns. Between the two termini there are
Unfortunately, the railway had only
14 intermediate stations.
been in operation for a few days at the end of the year when it
became necessary for the authorities to discontinue the service.
As far as it is possible to ascertain, the whole of the trouble
lay with the overhead equipment, which at the time of opening
to public service was in an unfinished state, so that trial running
of the trains was only carried out for about two days.
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train accident record for August, printed in this issue, con-

one

tains

and one

derailment which together are
charged with the deaths of seven passen-

collision

more fatal in this respect
than has been published before for ten

Passengers

gers, a record

Killed in
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and

Abusive Whistling"
is

common

very

;

is

for

lines.

all

same number and length of
the same thing on every

"Sloppy, Vicious

biases
line.

The
mean
The

expected to be used reasonably
no
business purposes only
;

screeching or playing with the

the code can

scarcely

be

whistle

recognized.

The

most abused what we usually hear is
two long, one short and then one very long blast, with varying
degrees of etnphasis and screeches on the last blast. The call
road-crossing signal

is

;

for the proceed signal at a railroad crossing (lour moderately
long blasts) is also greatly abused in four unreasonably long and
loud blasts. We all know this from experience. Wc have all

often "heard 'em blow" for a crossing at 4 o'clock in the morning.
The whistle is a necessary device, but it should not be

abused; all playful, slouchy, sloppy, vicious and abusive whistling
should cease. Tlie foregoing is an editorial, slightly condensed,
from the Alton (III.) Evening Telegraph. It is priiilcd hercwitliout quotation
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What road has inguard rails (and other precautionary fixtures) at every
place where they might sometime be useful?
At Orient the
risk was in suspending the block system, to save time.
Every
road, everywhere, deems it necessary, under some circumstances,
to trust to enginemen to follow preceding trains according to
their own judgment, not imposing an absolute space interval.
In automatic block signaling this is done everj-where, almost
every day. Where and when should this laxity be forbidden?
In city subways, equipped with automatic stops, it is forbidden
at practically all times.
Where extra passenger trains are running at night, and where there are unusual and troublesome
causes of delay (as at Orient) there would seem to be good
reason for always imposing the absolute space interval, even
though this should necessitate blocks ten miles long, or longer.
But, again, who shall have authority to direct the imposition
of this requirement?
It may have to be done at a half hour's
notice.
Such a general rule would imply the employment of
very high grade men for train despatchers or of superintendents
who should be on duty night and day.
where

.

The
The

;

whistle signals which soon became standard on
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thousand places which of these shall
have not enough facts to judge of this

but the main general fact

;

rail-

rails
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mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 310 were provided for new subscriptions, samples, copies lost in the mail and office
use; that the total copies printed this year to date were 351,150, an
average of 9,241 copies a week.
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road engineer is how to protect the right places. Guard
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since September, 1914, has

there been a collision or derailment kill-
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Not

months.
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SIMMONS-BOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY

marks because

in hundreds of
and we wish to adopt the
words of the Evening Telegraph as our own.
Why do not
appeals like this have more visible effect? As railroad olVicers
have been trj'ing for half a ccnturj- to abate the whistle nuisance, and yet in a multitude of inst.inces have failed, there will
lie no imfairness in turning elsewhere for relief.
Why not try

places,

the

and

in

unpractical

make an

;ippe;il

at

least

proposal

47

it

has an application

st;ttes

of a

;

New York

magazine

lo the locomotive cngiucors?

Is not

editor,

to

the engi-

brotherhood a public-spirited body, tlioroiiglily devoted
interests of the people?
Wo 'i.ive called this proposal
unpractical, but no engineer can claim that it is unreasonable.
We say iinpraclical because we h.iM- never disrnvrred .uiv way

neers'

to the
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to elicit the puljlic

but their leaders,

spirit of the members of the brotherhood;
when appealing for sympathy in case of a

strike .or threatened strike,

seem always

to be willing to be as

fair with the public as they expect the public to be

And

here

is

show good

a chance to

will.

There

is

with them.

no question

but that the public feels aggrieved at the whistle nuisance.

The

locomotive engineers of the United States have been called the
highest class of "labor"; men of character and intelligence;
members of the most enlightened labor brotherhood. It must be
that a fair percentage of
to

know

them have

slovenly whistling

when

enough music
and enough in-

in their souls

they hear

it,

courage and regard for invalids, and critics' feelings
In asking the best enginemen in
up their brethren.
this manner to lend a hand in reforming some of the second
best we may seem to be ignoring the superintendent and
the trainmaster; but nobody will object if the enginemen
As long as
get the start and attack this nuisance first.
fluence,

to

the

stir

present

in the

condition

towns along the

continues,

the

feeling

of

the

public,

lines of the great majority of the big

—
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to considerable static head in

action.

It

higher than in 1900.

is

said

that

Therefore, even

the

if

addition

was
embankment

water

the

level

had been made impregnable to wave action, it is not certain
that it would have long withstood the pressure of the water
as a dam, for the concrete sheet piling extended only 14 ft. below
low water and rested in the sand without entering the clay found
at a lower level.
Now that a considerable portion of the causeway approaches
must be rebuilt, it would seem that more attention should be
The construction
given to the provision of ample waterway.
of additional arches is doubtless the most practical solution
and even a raise of grade of the entire structure appears desirable.

CAR SURPLUSES AND SHORTAGES

AN

encouraging indication of reviving business prosperity, as
measured by the growth in volume of railway traffic, is afforded in the latest report of the American Railway Association,

railroads of the country a feeling that does not find very frequent expression, but which, nevertheless, is deep-seated is
that both the officers and the enginemen are very deficient in
those fine qualities of mind which are characteristic of men
who do their tasks skilfully and who have a reasonable amount

on September 1 was only 189,919, as compared w-ith 266,312 on
August 1. The surplus on September 1 of this year was, however, still 24,000 greater than that on September 1. 1914, when

of consideration for the "other fellow."

the surplus w'as 165,244.

—

just issued,

The

THE GALVESTON CAUSEWAY FAILURE
'TpHE

storm which struck Galveston and

showing a reduction of 76,000

month

plus freight cars during the

demand

increasing

for

number
The total

in the

of August.

freight

cars

of

is,

of sur-

surplus

course,

due

primarily to the beginning of the crop movement, which, according to the latest report of the Department of Agriculture, is

on August 16
from railway
men, primarily because of the destruction of a part of the Causeway, completed in IQli The importance of this structure lies in
the fact that Galveston is located on an island and this Causeway
provides the only avenue for rail communication with the mainSince the storm various methods of repairing the strucland.
ture and of preventing a recurrence of its destruction have been
suggested, but all of these appear to overlook one of the main

exceed slightly the high-water mark of 1912. In 1912
bumper crops were usually accompanied
by warnings of a car shortage. This year talk of a car shortage
would seem as music to the ears not only of railway officers but

reasons for

country exceeded the surpluses in other parts by from 2,000 to
It is necessary to go back three years, to the fall
6,000 cars.
of 1912, to find jt net shortage serious enough to constitute a

-^

and

vicinity

17 has attracted a great deal of attention

its

failure.

After several days of southeast winds such as preceded the
is a marked increase in the water level in
the gulf and also in the inland waters of West bay and Galveston
All adjustment of water levels is necessarily obtained by
bay.
the ebb and flow of water through the Galveston jetty or via
the San Luis inlet and West bay.
The discharge of water
through these inlets is a matter of common knowledge and
strong currents have been observed even during moderate disturbances.
Previous to 1900 three timber railroad trestles and
a highway bridge over West bay connected Galveston with the
mainland, but all these were destroyed by the storm of that
year.
Following this, only one trestle was rebuilt. Stimulated
by a demand for a permanent structure which would afford
connection with the mainland at all times, the well-known Galveston causeway was built jointly by the city, the county and the
railroads at a cost of $1,750,000 and opened in 1912.
In this structure the channel width of 10,680 ft. offered by
the pile trestle was reduced to 2,437 ft. of concrete arch viaduct,
the remainder of the crossing being constructed of sand fills
restrained between two lines of concrete sheet piling and concrete blankets on the slopes. The grade of the new structure as
established brought the crown of arches at least 2 ft. below the
level of high water of 1900.
Thus the waterway was cut down
over 75 per cent. In the recent storm, water overtopped the
embankments and washed out the sand, allowing the concrete
recent storm, there

fall in.
In this way practically all of the Virginia
Point approach embankment was destroyed and all but 2,300 ft.
of the Galveston end went out, while the concrete structure was
uninjured.
Various suggestions have been made to the effect

blankets to

embankment would have stood if it had been made of
heavy rip-rap instead of sand, or if the concrete blanket had
extended over the entire surface.
It would appear, however,
that owing to the restriction of the waterway, the embankments
that the

likely to

similar predictions of

of most business

men

also.

All of which serves to call attention

to the fact that for a long time the car-shortage

been somewhat

like the

The last period
month of October,

in

problem has

snakes in Ireland.

which there was a car shortage was the

1913,

when

shortages in various parts of the

problem either for the railways or the shippers.

The popular notion is that the railways are constantly being
confronted by the problem of getting cars to move their traffic.
The facts show that for some years their problem has been

The statistics compiled
get traffic to move in their cars.
by the American Railway Association demonstrate that car surpluses have been much more chronic and general than car shortto

were such loud complaints about car
The car shortages have always
been but small, brief and local in their effect, while the car
surpluses have been large, protracted and general.
The American Railway Association began to compile and
publish statistics of car surpluses and shortages on January 2,
ages

ever

since

there

shortages

some years

1907.

continued

It

November

1,

1914,

Since February

monthly.
1,

1,

ago.

to make such reports fortnightly until
when they were temporarily discontinued.
of this year, the reports have been made

During the period from January

2,

1907, to

October

1914, in only 25 of the fortnightly statements did the shortages

exceed the surpluses, while in 175 the surpluses exceed the
shortages. It is a matter of common knowledge that during the
time when no statistics were compiled business was greatly
depressed, and that there were large net surpluses, and since
February 1, this year, the monthly reports have shown consecutive

surpluses

varying from

189,000

to

327,000.

Rack

in

1906 and 1907 the railways were denounced from coast to coast
for

not

providing enough

facilities

to

handle

their'

business.

months since the first statistics of
surpluses were compiled we have had net shortages of cars

Yet

in

the 8 years and 8

only about 10 per cent of the time, while during 90 per cent of
the time there have been from a few thousand to nearly a half
million cars for which there

was no

business, but

which were

Skptkmuer

17.
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1915

costing their owners large

ment

The

sums

in

interest

on the

idle

invest-

it

has since turned out to

be to a large extent, came into prominence in the fall of 1906,
when a very rapid expansion of business of all kinds culminating
at the time of the heavy demand for cars for crop-moving,
found the facilities of the railways seriously inadequate. There
was, therefore, widespread agitation, and much ill-advised legislation was passed to penalize the roads for failure to furnish
cars promptly on demand.

In the fall of 1907 there

was another

shortage, less serious, which was followed in the spring of 1908
In 1909
by a surplus which on April 29 reached 413,605 cars.
and 1912 there were also shortages, but during most of the time,
as already shown, there have been large surpluses.
The prevalence of car surpluses during the last eight years
has, of course, been due largely to the circumstance that the
It
freight traffic has been growing less rapidly than formerly.
also largely due to the fact
were found to be inadequate

is

that,

when

transportation facilities

and 1907, the railways, in
anticipation of a continued rapid growth of traffic, began making
From
extensive enlargements and improvements of facilities.
in 1906

1898 to 1906 the density of freight

road

— on

traffic

the railways of the United

—ton

States

increased

59 per

while the investment in road and equipment per mile
increased only 3.88 per cent. During the years since that time
From 1906 to 1914
the situation has been decidedly different.
the investment in road and equipment per mile

When

traffic

was increased

density increased only 19.8 per cent.

the facilities proved to be temporarily inadequate to the

demands of traffic a large number of "reciprocal demurrage"
laws were passed to punish the railways for not furnishing cars
promptly. If the wise law-makers who passed them would devise
some remedy for the true evil, that of an insufficiency of traffic
to load the available cars, they would render a real public service.

CO-ORDINATION OF MECHANICAL ASSOCIATIONS

r^URING

July two mechanical department associations met in
"-^ convention. The president of one of them went on record as

favoring some scheme of co-ordination of such associations,

cal'-

ing attention to F. F. Gaines' remarks on this general subject at

This was President
Master Mechanics' convention.
Foremen's Association, who suggested that
the chairman of the executive committee of the various organizations get together with a view of investigating some plan of
co-ordination, believing that such a plan would be of benefit
to the various organizations in that more and better co-operation
would be obtained. The convention of the Tool Foremen's Association afforded an example of the possible advantages of such
a plan. This association had long realized that it would be of
benefit to the railways if standard reamers could be obtair.ed for
frame and rod work. Its members have spent much time in considering the subject and it was very thoroughly discussed at last
year's convention. This year the association drew up and recommended definite standards, but under the present system it is
difficult to get these standards adopted by the roads.
Under a
the

last

Scott, of the General

satisfactory plan of

co-ordinating the work of the mechanical

department associations the recommendations would antomatically go lip to those who have the power of fixing standards.
Such a scheme would be of advantage in many respects. It is
always a more or less difficult matter for the minor associations
to determine upon subjects for consideration at their conventions.
The major organizations acting in an advisory capacity
and having a familiarity with the entire mechanical department,
would be in a position to suggest in many cases the matters
which could be most profitably considered.

Such a plan would

among

also

bring about

much more

concerted

relieve the
various associations.
It would
major associations of some of their work, eliminate some dupli-

action

that

the

and give the minor associations more dcfinitcncss
of purpose. Having thus been recognized by the major organizations it would be easier for the minor associations to obtain a
larger and more comprehensive attendance at the conventions.

secure support.

in a better position to

send their

men

reports of

what they gained by

to the

Several of the roads that

minor conventions request, on
their attendance.

their return,

With

a general

report to the supervising body, the heads of the mechanical de-

partments would thus be assured as to whether or not it is
profitable to have their men attend.
The co-ordination idea is a very good one, and should not be
allowed to pass with simply the recommendation of Mr. Gaines.
The members of the minor organizations should be made to feel
their responsibility, and in no case should these organizations be

They

allowed to lose their individuality.

are in a position to bt

as past results have
shown. But they do need the co-operation of the higher officers,
and only by this co-operation can they be made to be as success-

assistance

material

of

to

the

railways,

thev should be.

ful as

NORFOLK & WESTERN

miles per mile of

cent,

20 per cent, while the

do not give the minor assowhereas if they were under
the control of the major associations, reporting to them the
results of their deliberations at each convention, they would be

At present there are railroads

ciations the recognition they deserve,

as well as for maintenance.

car shortage "bugaboo," as

491

With

a decrease of

more than

and a half dollars

a million

in

with an increase of more than seven hundred
dollars in maintenance-of-way expenses due to the

revenues, and

thousand

Norfolk & Western has begun to charge depreciaon its principal structures, the company had within a few
thousand dollars of as much available for dividends on its common stock in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, as in the previous year. The amount in 1915 was $9,490,000, and the 6 per
cent annual rate on the common calls for $6,477,000. There was
a saving of 11 per cent made in transportation expenses, with a
falling off in freight tonnage handled of but 3.63 per cent and
an increase of 2.37 per cent in the number of passengers carried.
The distinguishing feature about the Norfolk & Western's
annual report for some years has been the liberality of maintenance charges and of expenditures for additions and betterments and the economies which have been effected in transportation expenses.
The great point about the Norfolk & Western's economies in transportation expenses is that while the
average trainload of freight has increased with remarkable
steadiness, the increase in transportation expenses per train
fact that the

tion

mile has not offset this gain, so that the

some return from the gain

getting
its

plant and

as

so

in the

company is actually
more effective use of

expenditures for betterment of the plant, wheregains from these sources
more than eaten up by increased wages or other expenses. Of
course the Norfolk & Western has had the same increase in
its

many

railroads have had the

wages as other roads

in its territory.

Perhaps one explanation

that the expenditures on betterment of the plant have not only

is

been liberal but have been quite extraordinarily free of mistakes in judgment. The steadiness with which the trainload has
shown an increase is presumably an indication of the smoothness
of the working of the plan of development that makes for
stockholders' profits.

was 616;

in

In 1909 the trainload of revenue freight

1910, 635; in 1911, 643; in

and

1912, 692; in

1913, 764;

Other roads have shown as great
an increase in trainload over this period, but few, if any, have
shown gains made so steadily and so unifomily. The credit for
such a showing as this must be in part attributable to the forc^ight and w^isdom of the nianagamcnt and in part to the conin

1914, 802,

in 1915, 841.

stant supervision by the operating ollicers.

The following

fable shows the ratio of each class of expenses
operating revenues in 1014 and 101^

total

1(1

1'>1S
.M:tttilcti;nu-c

M.iintoiaiU'C

of w.ty aiul slrtlclurL-^
of
ci|iii|)iiient

1.1. .l.S

19.40

i

cxpcnsrs

Tr;iflir

Triiii»|>iirl.itinn

Mtsccll.'uicdus
(^ciicr.'il

expenses
cxpcnscfl

expenses

'A
111

the

1.6,1

1*6,";

29.13
0.25

.IK.'iO

1.9S

Total

cation of work,

l')14

11.20
20.64

•64.74

0.4S
2.05

67.49

chnrite nnuiiintinK to 0.97 per rent of operating revenues w.is ni.nle
for trnnsnorlnlinn for invcilmenl
C, in arronl.Tnir with
rntes of tlie Inlerslate Commerce Commission.

expenses

new

—
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The

fact tliat the

Interstate

Norfolk

& Western

Commerce Commission's

has availed itself of the
which permit charg-

rules,

on structures in addition to the depreciation
which has been charged since 1907 on equipment, has already
been mentioned. The charges made are particularly interesting,
because the Norfolk & Western is the first road to make a report
showing in detail such charges, and only a few other roads, such
as the Louisville & Nashville, have been making any such charges
President Johnson says in his report
"Your company
at all.
has availed itself of the permission to set up such accounts [depreciation on property other than equipment], but, to begin their
operation conservatively and to avoid large initial charges to
operating expenses for depreciation of such property, only the
larger structures have been considered, leaving the extension
ing depreciation

:

of the plan to cover smaller structures for consideration at a
later date when experience shall have more clearly indicated the
best

permanent course."

A

total

depreciation under maintenance of

of $643,000

way and

was charged for

structures.

Roadway

maintenance, on which $525,000 was spent, was charged also
under the heading "roadway depreciation," $326,000 station and
;

office

buildings,

on which $113,000 was spent for repairs and

Vol. 59, No. 12

Per passenger-train car
Per 100 miles
Per freight-train car
Per 100 miles

The

fact that the

train mileage

870.00

826.00

Norfolk

was reduced

the use of only the newest

&

Western's

1.53

1.55

91.00

108.00

0.90

1.01

traffic fell off

and the

to an even greater extent, permitting

and best locomotives and

cars, possibly

accounts for some of the decrease in repair costs.

The Norfolk & Western spent $6,870,000 for additions and
improvements to its property and equipment in 1915. Of this
amount $2,017,000 was net expenditure for new equipment, and
of the remainder the two largest items were for second track,
The
$1,648,000, and for electric power transmission, $1,636,000.
Norfolk & Western's electrification work was described in some
detail in the issue of the Railway Age Gazette for June 4, 1915,
page 1153.
President Johnson draws attention to the fact that from October 1, 1896, to June 30, 1915, $123,649,000 has been spent on additions to road and equipment, and in addition to this amount $15,474,000 was spent from income for what the Interstate Commerce
Commission now classifies as additions and betterments. In
other words, in these 19 years investors have put into the prop-

Double Tracks
Single Track
Proposed Lines

—

The Norfolk
wus charged also with $40,000 for depreciation, and
shops and engine houses, on which $136,000 was spent for repairs
and renewals, was also charged $47,000 for depreciation.
renewals,

Without any actual inspection of equipment it is imjiossible to
say with absolute certainty whether smaller expenditure means
economies or delayed maintenance. On the other hand, the Norfolk & Western's whole policy toward maintenance is so clearly
in the other figures in the annual report that.it is almost
inconceivable that a shortsighted policy would be pursued in
regard to maintenance of equipment. Furthermore, it is quite

shown

unlikely that any

such showing for increased trainload could
repairs were not made promptly and

be made if locomotive
comprehensively.

shows the amount spent per unit of eiiuipment and per 100 miles run for repairs, renewals and depreciation in 1915 and 1914:

The following

Per locomotive
Per 100 miles

tabic

1915
$2,855.00
13.36

1914
$3,120.00
12.40

&

Western
of

erty $139,123,000

company
of

how

in

wisely this

The following
in 1915 as

new money.

The showing made by

the year ended June 30, 1915,

money has been

table

is

a

the

good indication

spent.

shows the principal

figures for operation

compared with 1914:

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Total operating expenses

—

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

1915
2,044
$36,550,550
4,739,538
42,987,044
5,738,074
8,341,419
699,827
12,521,665
109,468
836,607
415,245
27,831,815
1 ,878,000
13.275,462
15,318,696
10,409,905
7,396,293
3,013,612

1914
2,037
$38,038,622
4,908,679
44,650,310
4,998,612
9,214,007
737,690
14,068,577
199,565
916,954
30,135,407
1 ,620,000
12,894,539
15,171,921
10,462,426
7,180,592
3,281,834

The

Interstate

A

Commerce Commission and

Reply

to

Some

Criticisms

and a Discussion

Its

Work

Some of

of

the Unsettled Questions Pertaining to Railway Regulation

By
Member

the

E. E.

Interstate

the tribunal of which I happen to be a memaccused of entertaining, and of exercising, a spirit of

some quarters

In
ber

of

is

hostihty toward the
history has been

from

railroads.

little,

if

If

whose

railroad,

a

financial

commerce, goes into the hands of a receiver, certain publications
solemnly announce that it has been forced into bankruptcy
through the hostile and unreasonable policy and actions of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. If the commission finds that
certain proposed increased rates are reasonable, those same writers sneeringly assert that it is a delayed and reluctant granting of
but a small part of that which should be granted to the railIf the members of the commission disagree as to the
roads.
propriety of, and justification for, the proposed increased rates,
they assail those members who disapprove and laud those who
approve. Thus, if a commissioner happens to be on one side in
one case and on the other side in another case he is both approved
and disapproved.
CRITICISM OF

THE COMMISSION

From

another quarter we are accused of being desirous of
doing only those things that the railroads wish us to do and
the assertions and accusations from that quarter are as extreme
;

as are those

emanating from the quarters

first

mentioned.

And

dependent upon the point of view, we are different
and doing things which
are diametrically opposed to each other. But is the one who will
not see more than one side of a question, who attributes dishonesty to everyone who does not see as he does, and as narrowly as he does, necessarily the only one who sees rightly?
Is his point of view infallible?
May not some of his concluso,

beings, animated by different impulses

wrong?
remember reading when a Boy

sions or deductions be
I

of six blind

trip

men

poem which

described the

of Hindustan to see an elephant.

The

;

etc.
so

these

men

oi

HiiKjusIan

Disputed long and loud.
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding firm and strong,
ThoURh catdi was partly in the rislit
And each was in the wrong.

Of

late

I

fault

with

the

*;\ddrcsH
(Hiin,

(in

before

S('l»tcnibcr

the
9,

Interstate

—

Commerce Commission is
and
am disposed

to be almost national,

National
I'll!;.

Texas baseball team, who ap-

But, seriously, the questions which

and with which you

cuss,

is

doing the

you gather together to
problem of

deal, are parts of a

distre-

mendous importance. Transportation is the very life blood of
the commerce of the nation. The railroad industry of this country

is

probably, with the exception of agriculture, the greatest

Efficient and adequate railroads are essential
maintenance and expansion of our commerce. Under our
plan of private ownership, railroads have been, are, and will be
built only when those who promote and further the enterprise
have faith that in due time it will be profitable. Excepting the
lands which were granted to some roads, a railroad has only
The
transportation to sell and no other source of revenue.
railroad company, created by public grant of franchise, is obliged
to assume certain obligations, among them the regulation by
public authority of many of its affairs, and is given certain
privileges and guarantees, among them the right of eminent domain and protection against confiscation of its property through

of our industries.
to the

regulation or other means.
It must submit to regulation because otherwise, as has been
amply demonstrated, unjust discriminations, undue preferences
and unreasonable rates would be indulged in and imposed, and
commerce, instead of flowing in natural channels, would thrive

who possessed the
manufacturing, producing
and marketin.g would all be subject to artificial domination and
control.
It must be accorded the right of eminent domain, as,
or languish according to the will of those

transportation

Business,

facilities.

otherwise, spite and greed would throw insuperable obstacles in
the

way of

construction.

its

cation because

it

is,

after

It

all,

must be protected against

confis-

private property which the public

Indiltttrinl

Traftic

compensation.
I

do not doubt, and

I

League,

at

Toledo.

have never doubted, the willingness

I

of the great majority of the people to pay reasonable compenI do not doubt the
sation for reasonable and proper service.
willingness
affairs of

the

of

great

our railroads

in return for

majority
in

of

those

these days to

reasonable compensation.

the difference of opinion as to what

is

who mana.ge

the

furnish good service

The

difficulty

comes

iri

reasonable compensation,

whole from all of the traffic, or in individual inThese differences are often so acute that they must be
decided by some disinterested, impartial tribunal, and manifestly
they should be heard in an open forum in which all parties'
rights are respected and protected.
either as a
stances.

TlIK

have been almost inclined to think that a third pastime

becoming so popular as

a

best he can."

Unilcr

Every nation or people has a national sport, pastime or game.
I
have long known that in the United States we had two national games. The first is played in small parties, and generally
in private.
Of that one I will only remark that no one cares
to play with the man who continually gnunblos because he
cannot win every pot. The second, baseball, is played in public;
the crowd is always with the home team, and many of the onlocikers find their greatest enjoyment in roasting the umpire.

—finding

manager of

pealed to the crowd, "Don't shoot the umpire, he

first

;

And

to pattern after the

has no right to use except upon the payment of reasonable
a

approached the animal and happening to fall against its side
exclaimed, "Why, bless me, but the elephant is very like a wall."
Another chanced to grasp the elephant's tusk and asserted that
the beast was like a spear. The one who came in contact with
the
the elephant's ear declared that the animal was like a fan
one who grasped the elephant's tail was sure that the elephant
was much like a snake the one who laid hold upon the elephant's trunk was certain tliat the animal resembled nothing
but a tree,

Commerce Commission

anything, less than a public scandal

a tirne that antedates the enactment of the act to regulate

and as violent

Clark

inu'

COMMISSION DOING THE BEST

IT

CAN

form of government these questions,

in

so

far as

they do not involve confiscation of the carriers' property, are

within the jurisdiction of the legislative brancli of the govoriinieiit.

Acting within

its

lawful powers, the Congress has dele-

gated certain authority lo a body created

deciding controverted questions of
critninatory

or unduly preferential

for the purpose of

imreasonable, unjustly
rates,

rules,

dis-

regulations or

That body, like the Texas umpire, is doing the best
do not mean that it is doing the best it can lo please
everybody. It does not aspire to acconipli-h the impossible. It
it
can to discover and establish that which
is doing the best
It stands with its face to every
is right, reasonable and just.
wind that Wows, decides the question'^ that conic to it in a
judicial spirit, endeavors to 1m- b.liH'p, when it can in pnniidljiractices.
it

ran.

I
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harmony and

ing

and

between the carriers
and does not worry about whether or not

tliorouuli understandings

their patrons,

going to be popular.
The act to regulate commerce has been on the statute books
since 1887, but it can fairly be said that real regulation under

its

it

decision or action

is

when by amendment the act was
The problem was not then, and is not now, to

dates back only to

given

vitality.

the last analysis
the

judgment

in a rapidly developing countrj' served

by

rail-

roads that had always been operated as private industries, free
from governmental control, each going its own way in accord

with the policy or ideas of those who for the moment were
in control of it, had to be dealt with.
I think the court was perfectly right when it said that the
purpose of the act was to promote and not to hamper trade and

commerce. We may see situations and conditions which are
wrong and which apparently should be corrected. But if, upon
thorough investigation, it is demonstrated that in order to corother situations equally as bad, or worse, will be created,
The condiprogress is made by forcing such action.
tions which the law was enacted to correct or overcome did
not grow up in a day and they cannot be corrected or overcome
rect

no

it

real

in a

day without doing inestimable and irreparable injury. The
which the law is aimed were not created by one party

evils at

to the transactions.

cept to

some

No

railroad official ever paid a rebate ex-

receptive shipper.

The

ideal

situation cannot be

attained except through a general disposition and desire on the
part of both railroad officials and shippers to support and ob-

that

is

of

a disinterested,

whose decisions must be made only in the
hearings and proper investigations, and are, as to

light of

full

matters of law, reviewable

Some

the courts.

in

my mind

questions, which to

are of

fundamental imand the

decided by the commission
courts, or to be disposed of by the Congress.
portance,

remain

to

yet built, or for industries

had grown up

controls

finally

No. 12

and very properly,

a question of judgment,

is

it

that

59,

impartial tribunal,

1906

devise a model system of rates and regulations for railroads not
and communities not yet located or
The conditions of trade and transportation that
developed.

Vol.

be

SOME UNSETTLED QUESTIONS

As

have suggested, the laws guarantee the owners of the
What constirailways against confiscation of their properties.
What is the reasonable profit which the
tutes confiscation?
I

railway

may

profit be

lawfully

based?

I

the principle that the carrier
return upon the property that

the time of

use.

its

Upon what

demand?

property

may that
down

think that the courts have clearly laid
is
is

entitled to earn a reasonable
devoted to the public use, as of

Now come
how

the

questions.

What

is

the

determined? Certainly not by figuring a return upon the outstanding bonds and
stocks.
Two railroads may have been built in a common territory, under substantially sim.ilar conditions, at approximately
the same time, and should have cost approximately the same
per mile.
Throughout its construction and operation one of
them may have been conservatively managed and financed as
a straight-out business venture, while the other one may have
been the prey of graft during construction and of plunder under operation.
The capitalization of the one may represent
actual investment and outlays, while that of the other may

value of the property, and

represent

all

the

money

that

is

it

those

to be

in

control

of

its

affairs

borrow, or to raise by the sale, at ruinous
rates of discount and interest, of securities far in excess of the
cost or value of the property, or of stocks that can never have

serve the principles which form the foundation and cornerstone
Just such associations as yours and the various
of the law.
traffic clubs of the country assist in getting men to think alike,

have been able

and when they think alike, there is little trouble about getting
them to act alike. The solution of these profoundly important
and far-reaching problems must be approached and dealt with
The foundation must be laid in sound princiin a broad way.
If a railway company imposes wrongs upon, or
ples of right.
deals in bad faith with, an individual or a community, its owners may expect hostility against the company and its interests.
If a shipper defrauds or attempts to defraud the railway company by falsifying as to his shipments or his claims he cannot
expect its officers to attach much importance to his representations in a matter that is of real importance to him, and in
which his contentions are right. Every temporary or transient
advantage that is secured by trickery or by evasion of truth and
right retards the progress toward the conditions which we all

any value.
Being in common and competitive territory, their rates must,
under the law of competition, be the same. Will any one say
that the capitalization of these properties forms any reasonable
basis for determining what they may properly earn from serv-

should seek to enthrone.
The law provides that the patron of the railway shall be
accorded reasonable and nondiscriminatory rates and service.
If he has been charged an unreasonable rate or has been dam-

aged by an unlawful discrimination he may recover reparaIf the railway maintains an unreasonably low rate it
tion.
cannot repair losses sustained as a reason thereof on past transIf the railway maintains unreasonably low rates as
actions.
to some traffic or as to some communities, it may not recoup
by laying unreasonably high charges against other traffic
or other communities. This principle has been well established
itself

in recent decisions of the courts.

RF.ASONABLE RATK

And

this

leads

to

the

A

QUESTION OF JUDGMENT

query.

What

is

No

a

reasonable

it.

scales or

that cost, plus a reasonable profit, might, as to some commodiIt cannot be measured alone by the value
ties. Vie prohibitive.
of the service, because that

way

to absorb, as to

some

would open the way for the
traffic,

rail-

the profits that legitimately

cannot be ascertained from a considdo would destroy comIn
petition between produciiii; field? arid in common markets.
belong to the shipper.

It

eration of distance only, because so to

ing the public?

Within a period of two or three years in proceedings before
and the courts, one railway company proved
by witnesses several different valuations of its property, and
the differences in those valuations exceeded one hundred milthe commission

The item

of interest during construction was varisums which differed so widely that it seemed
obvious they were not taken from any records which were
lion dollars.

ously

shown

in

considered reliable or permanent.
Such experiences as this led to the conviction that an official
and dependable valuation of the railway properties should be
had, and by authority of the Congress that work has been
undertaken.

The law which was adopted

for this purpose

is

exhaustive and requires the performance of a vast amount of
detail work and the determination of many vexed and vastly

No one has blazed the path. The results
ought to be sound, equitable and right. When these valuations
important questions.

will be of great assistance to the commission and to the courts in connection with cases which inIt will not
volve alleged confiscation of property of carriers.
be possible for each railroad to earn the same return upon the
value of its property, because controlling competition in trans-

are finally fixed they

portation and in commerciaj life will require substantially equal
rate?

yard sticks
There is
It
are provided by which it can be weighed or measured.
cannot be determined solely by the cost of the service, because

no statutory definition of

to

charges in competitive territories, and
and such a vast commerce that there
is

we have so many railroads
is not much territory that

not competitive.

THE RECENT WESTERN RATE ADVANCE CASE
There are those who think

that

if

the railroads in a particular

section of the country can, as a whole,

show

that their net re-

turn from operation is unusually or unduly low they should all
be permitted to increase their charges on all of the traffic or upon
important parts thereof. If all of those roads had been constructed, financed and operated on business principles and as

SErTEMUKR

Ijiisiness
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concerns, and the net results of their uperatiun showed

an improperly low return, I woidd find no difficulty in accepting the view that they were justly entitled to such increases in
their charges as would render their operation properly profitable.
Cut in such a case tlie tribunal that authorized such an
increase should have the power also to fix the minimum rate so
that the burden might not be inequitably distributed.
The carrier has a riglu to fair compensation for each service performed
by it, and for its services as a whole. The public should pay
such compensation. The carrier is entitled to earn a profit from

and

legitimate enterprise

effort,

but

when

it

comes

to increas-

ing rates in general or upon an important part of the tralSc,

I

find difficulty in accepting the theory that because certain roads

are in financial straits,
increase

their

roads in that section

all

when

rates,

may

properly

number of those roads

the greater

have for a series of years been able, under existing rates, to
maintain their properties in splendid condition, pay all fixed
charges and taxes, declare each year handsome dividends upon
their stocks, and carry father liberal sums to their surplus

do not wish

draw invidious comparisons, but

I want to
do not attempt to analyze the reasons
for the conditions to which I refer as to some carriers, and I
refer only to matters that are public property and common
knowledge. The Burlington and the Rock Island systems are
very generally strongly competing systems. They have operated
in common territor)' and largely under common scales of rates.
The one has maintained in good condition a splendid transportation system, has a strong and healthy financial standing, and
I

make

to

this point clear.

has regularly paid

The

holders.

so

I

I

fair,

not

if

libe|^l,

financial condition of

you

the reasons therefor,

And

all

dividends to

its

stock-

the other, and in general,

know.

say that, while desirous of according

right to the carriers as

much

tliat

which

may

as to the shippers, one

about assuming responsibility for approving large

hesitate

is

well
in-

creases in rates for the purpose of relieving a financial strain
that

is

composed of

the average of the necessities of such roads

as the Burlington, the

North Western, the Union

Pacific,

the

Great Northern, the Northern Pacific and the Santa Fe on the
one hand, and the Frisco, the Rock Island, the Alton, the Wabash, the Great Western and the Missouri Pacific on the other
hand.
The commission has consistently declined to prescribe rates
based alone upon the favorable conditions obtaining as to the
It
short line and the strongest, richest carrier.
should, of
course, decline to approve rates based only upon the conditions
and needs obtaining upon the line of the carrier that is poorest

and that has an unfortunately located

line.

UNITED STATES HAS BEST RAILROAD SERVICE

demanded from them, are

excellent,

well-equipped transporta-

which perform an acceptable service. They would
not, however, be able to meet the demands in our country.
Taking into consideration circumstances and conditions I think
There
that we have the best railroad service in the world.
are many improvements that might be made, and some that
ought to be made, but in general it is good and elVicicnt.
tion agencies,

latest

transportation

figures

of

that

the

charge

much lower

per

ton-mile

available

freight

is

show

for

the

in

the

Glancing over
United States than it is in other countries.
comparative figures for recent years we find tliat the ton-mile
United Kingdom of Great
revenue in various countries is
:

Britain,

2.39

Austria,

1.4S

Germany,
cents; Norway,

cents;

1.37
1.6

cents;

cents;

France,

Belgium,

nency.
In manv of those countries the railroads
owned and operated by the governments.

properly regulated.

ship,

We

have 250,000 miles of railroad, serving a broad territory
of which the commerce and traffic is heavy, and in all
of which the commerce and traffic is growing rapidly. We hear
much about inducements to build new roads. In my judgment,
what is needed is not so much the building of new roads, but

much

the "development of those that are already built, so as to make
of each an efficient agency, properly equipped with terminals and
rolling

stock, all maintained in such
prompt, dependable and safe service.

condition

as

to

afford

If the public demands such roads it must be willing to pay
reasonable prices for the services performed by them.
If the
railroads desire to have and to operate with profit such roads
they must convince the public that they are, and are to be,
operated along business lines and at rates that fairly compen-

performed and yield a fair profit upon the
is devoted to the public use.
railroads and the public must contribute to the

sate for the service

\ahie of the property which

Both

the

bring about this nearly ideal condition.
Each, while
guarding its own rights and interests with appropriate jealousy
and zeal, must recognize and respect the rights of the other.
But even when that is done tliere will be honest differences of
opinion which must be decided by a third party, whose decisions must be based in law and in right, and in whose integrity
and fair-mindedness both have confidence.
effort

to

PROPOSED CHANGES IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE

And now

a

few words as to changes

administration.

I

know

that

LAW

law and in its
you are giving attention to these
in the

questions and I disclaim any desire or intent to influence your
conclusions or actions.
1
express a few thoughts along those
lines for what they are worth.
the United States has decided that
no jurisdiction to review a negative order of
the commission, and some think that this gives the carriers a
right that is withheld from the shippers.
Personally I sec no
reason why the law should not give the shippers the saine
right of appeal that it gives to the carrier.
I do not think that
such right would he of great benefit to the sliippers. The Supreme (.'ourt has laid down the limits within which the courts
the courts have

can

review the findings of the commission.
whether or not the commission has

court

inay

proceeded lawfully, whether or not its fiiulings are supported by competent
evidence, and whether or not its order invades the constitutional
rights of the carrier.
If the proceeding lias been conducted
lawfully, and the findings are supported by evidence, and the
order does not invade the carrier's constitutional rights, the

may

cents;

court

cents;

for that of the commission.

one mile per capita per uuuini. while

The

inquire

1.3

2.92 cents; New South Wales, 1.76 cents, and
South Australia, 1.94 cents; while for tlio Uiiin-d Stales it
was in 1913, 7.29 mills.
These figures, hcwever, do not tell all ihc story. Kelerring
to other figures wc find that the railroads of the United Slates

2,737 tons of freight

are largely or wholly

But on the whole,
such ownership and operation has not proven entirely satisfactor>', and it certainly has not afforded the people cheaper transportation than could have been furnished under private owner-

1.14

Switzerland,

move

than are those of the United States.
They are much more
completely equipped with signal and other safety devices than
are our roads, and generally their roadbed and stations are
more expensively constructed and with a view to more perma-

The Supreme Court of

have traveled some upon the railroads of Europe. They
have some roads which, for those countries and for the services
I

The

Germany, where the movement by rail is heavier than in other
European countries, the railroads move only 582 tons one mile
per capita per annum.
I
believe it has been recognized by
successful business men that a large volume of business with
a small profit on each transaction is more desirable than a small
volume and larger profits on each dea..
The railroads of Europe are capitalized much more heavily
in

in

accounts.

495

not set aside the order or substitute

its

judgment

Of course the shipper has just as inii. Ii right to a law fill
proceeding and a finding based upon competent eviilence as has
the carrier.
all

the

same

The

constitutional rights ki

as those of the carrier.

Tlip

the shipper are not at

law docs not attempt

lo regulate the shippers' selling price--.
.'\s

has been seen by the annual reports of Iho commission.
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we

think that there

is

a defect in the law in that the periods of

within which the carrier

limitation

may demand

payment

the

imcoUccted undercharges are much longer than the period
may bring action for recovery of an
unreasonable charge. In a few instances this has caused real
of

within which the shipper

hardship.

Conditions that are probably different from those that were
anticipated have sprung from the most recently enacted amendment to the act to regulate commerce. It has been strongly

urged that the amendment was never intended to apply to shipments by express or to the transportation of baggage. We have
been unable to discover any clear indication that it attempts to
draw any distinction between carriers by rail and express companies.
The Supreme Court had held that that portion of the
law applied to the transportation of baggage. Congress knew
of that decision and it made no provision in the amendment
for excluding baggage from its terms. By the canons of statutory construction, therefore, the law must be held to apply to
baggage. If Congress desires to exempt the transportation of bag-

gage and shipments by express from the operation of this proit can, of course, effect that by further amendment.
The question of reparation for damage suffered from the
exaction of an imreasonable rate or from an unjust dicrimination has been and is one upon which decided differences of
opinion are entertained and expressed. The Supreme Court has
vision,

made

may

it

be

clear that in a discrimination case the

more or

less

damage

suffered

than that measured by the exact extent of

damage

the unjust discrimination, and the true measure of the
suffered must, therefore, be show^n by competent proof.

are those

who

assert that the

same

There

rule should be applied in

awarding reparation because of the exaction of an unreasonable
rate.
The commission has not accepted this view, but has held
that the one who bears the unreasonable charge has been damaged to the extent that the charge exceeded that which it has
been found would have been reasonable.
REORGANIZ.^TION OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

A

good deal has been said and written about the necessity

work of the commission, or the
one realizes more fully than do the
members of the commission the magnitude and the complexity
of the duties placed upon the commission. The system under
which our courts are organized and their several jurisdictions
for a

reorganization of the

commission

defined

is

itself.

Inasmuch as

work

ordinary litigation before
the courts the parties affected are generally all before the court,
while in matters coming before the commission the whole pubis

interested

in the case

diction

No. 12

numbers

as that work progresses, and especially
upon a valuation approaches.
The commission can perform the many duties devolving upon
it only by thorough organization of its several bureaus and calling to its aid the most competent assistants available.
Some
arise

will

in

as the time for fixing

features of our administrative work, as for example, the safety
appliance features, are so well organized and the principles of

those laws are so well defined and established that they give

commission but a minimum of trouble and demand but

the
little

an

Where work or businot always possible to extend

of the time of the commissioners.

ness expands with rapidity

it

is

organization as rapidly as might be wished.
of effective and beneficial regulation of the
affairs of an industrv^ of such magnitude and vital importance
efficient

The development

as that of transportation

in this country is absorbingly interone who is actively engaged in the work to
bring to it his best thought and efforts.
It brings to one a
tremendous responsibility, plenty of hard work, and like all
public service, more or less unjust criticism.
Bearing responsibility does not wear heavily on the one whose heart in is his
work and who has the courage of his convictions. Hard work
does not hurt one, and unjust criticism, while unpleasant at
times, will never affect the judgment or influence the actions
of the man whose conscience tells him that he has done the
It inspires

esting.

it is given to him to see.
never so able, the commanding general cannot
win battles without assistants and soldiers, the manager of a
successful industrial concern or railroad must have the loyal
co-operation of his forces, the executive or administrative official who succeeds must have the cordial support of others who

right thing in the light as

But,

be he

and participate in his success. And so, in order
which all right-minded men would be glad
to see in the transportation business may be attained and firmly
established, it is necessary that you and many others contribute
each his part, no matter how small. As the light grows stronger
and better days dawn for railroads and their patrons as a result
of these efforts, everyone who has contributed to the better
order of things by some helpful word or action will experience
a sense of satisfaction over a good deed done.
desire to see

that those conditions

may

geographically,

with the certainty that at times

involving substantially the same
will be decided differently

in

HOURS OF SERVICE ACT INTERPRETED"AS TO
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS
The United

in

and many who are not before the commission
be affected by the conclusion reached, we may
well doubt the wisdom and practicability of dividing the jurislic

S?,

No

often pointed to as a pattern for organizing the

of the commission.

Vol.

facts

and the same

different jurisdictions.

cases

principle

The Su-

preme Court pointed out the impossibility of maintaining the
underlying principles of the act if the courts in their several
were to pass upon questions of an administrative
or a quasi-legislative nature.

jurisdictions

The commission has given much thought

to this subject

and

have been suggested for simplifying
and expediting the work of the commission and reached the
conclusion that the largest measure of relief and the best results would be secured by enlarging the membership of the
commission, and authorizing it to divide itself into groups or
divisions, each division to have and exercise all the powers of
the commission in the matters or cases referred to it.
This
would give us a mobile but still a centralized body, which could
change its divisions and assignments to divisions when and as
to the various plans that

circumstances miglit require.
Personally, I feel that the valuation work is of such magnitude and importance and of such a technical nature that a
commission or a division of the commission should give their
undivided attention to the new and intricate prolilems which

States Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh circuit,

a case against the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, affirms a
decision of the District Court for the Northern district of
Illinois, Eastern division, penahzing the road for not observing
in

the hours of service law in relation to a switchman in a shanty

who

regularly telephoned to a towerman, four miles away, informing him whether or not a certain passenger train was on
time.
The decision is summarized in the following five headnotes, all of which, e.xcept the fifth, follow well-known points
which have figured in previous decisions
1. The remedial purpose of the hours of service act (34 Stat.,
1415), to protect human life and to promote railroad efficiency,

demands

that despite its penal character, its provisions shall
be construed and the intent of Congress found from the lan-

guage actually used, interpreted according to its fair and obvious meaning.
2. Congress may well have deemed it unsafe to permit employees whose duty it is, not primarily or principally, but ordinarily and habitually, to transmit orders pertaining to the movement of trains, and in doing so to exercise whatever measure
of skill, care, alertness and attention the use of either telegraph
or telephone requires, to work 16 hours, however simple or nonfatiguing their ordinary tasks
3.

The words

service act,

in

the

"other employee

orders pertaining to the
fied

cipal

may

be.

proviso of section 2 of the hours of

who by

movement of

the use,"

etc.,

transmits

trains are not to be quali-

by an implied limitation to those whose primary and prinduty is thus described.

Septkhiuer

4.

in
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words "operators and

If the particular

A DISTANT SIGNAL FOR AUTOMOBILISTS

despatchers"

train

the proviso of section 2 do not exhaust the class and thus

make

embracing

cjusdcm generis inapphcable, the only

of

rule

the

designation

covering

concededly

those

The

all-

within

the

proviso is an employee who ordinarily and habitually uses the
telephone or telegraph for the purposes stated.
5.

duty

Switch tenders stationed
is

shanty, and

at a

to attend to freight-yard switches, but

whose

who

principal

also regularly

information by telephone affecting
train movements to levermen at an interlocking tower, located
at a point where there is a crossing for trains of another rail-

and

habitually

road,

come within

transmit

the class for

whose

service limits are estab-

lished by the proviso in section 2 of the act.

The

decision

is

by Baker, Kohlsaat and Mack,

circuit

judges;

opinion written by Judge Mack.
Judge Mack says
"By this writ of error it is sought to reverse a judgment ren-

dered on a directed verdict and based on six several violations
of the hours of service act

"Section 2 of the

act, after

(34 Stat., 1415).

making

unlawful for a

it

common

carrier subject to the act to permit employees to remain on duty

Pacific

or other employee

who

has

put

in

use

at

Tropico

avenue,

—

may

be called a highway distant signal
conspicuous warning for wayfarers, set about 100 ft. back from
the railway.

Resting on an upright,
This signal is of unusual design.
which consists of a 3-in. iron pipe about 6 ft. high, is a
Its
cylindrical tube, 8 in. in diameter and 2 ft. 6 in. long.
axis is horizontal, in line with the street, and it is painted both
inside and outside a jet black. Fixed to the -tube several inches
from the' upright post, as shown in the illustration, is a large
circular disk, the front of which is painted red and the back
The rear end of the tube is closed, and on the
side black.
inside, about 18 in. from the open end, is a red glass lens,
which fits snugly within the tube. Behind this lens is a powerThe wires
ful incandescent lainp, backed by a brilliant reflector.
for the lamp run down through the hollow post and underground
to the regular crossing signal, which is a "wig-wag," and also
is

electrically operated.

The wig-wag and

the tube, or distant signal, are both used

no

section of the law applicable to this case says that

...

Southern

Tropico, Cal., what

longer than 16 hours.

"The

-t97

by use of the
telephone tranmsits, receives or delivers orders pertaining to or
affecting train movements shall be
permitted to be on
duty for a longer period than nine hours
except in
certain contingencies not now in question.
Violation of the
statute is conceded if the employees in question come within the
operator

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and if the telephone communications made by
them are included within the word 'orders' as used in the
statute.
Four miles north of the switch tender the B. & O.
crossed defendant's main line. At this crossing there was an
interlocking plant. Defendant's passenger trains were frequently
held up at the crossing if it was blocked to let a B. & O. freight
train pass.
To obviate these delays, it was part of the duty of
the switch tender to telephone the towerman at the crossitig
that defendant's passenger train was coming."
Defendant contended that what the switch tenders did in
relation to the towerman was to impart information, not to
transmit orders. It concedes, says Judge Mack, that orders are
not confined to technical written train orders that any specific
direction or instruction which a subordinate is bottnd to obey
would be an order; but it urges that only such orders the violation of which might result in some accident fall within the purpose and therefore within the scope of the statute.
"Unquestionably the important object of the statute was to
conserve the safety of the traveling public and of railroad emclass designated

;

Not merely

promptness of
Concededly greater regularity in the
passenger service is secured if the defendant's trains are no
longer held up at the crossing. Orders designed to accomplish
even this result would, therefore, be within the purview of the
ployees.

safety, but general efficiency,

service is thereby promoted.

act.

"But who can say that the violation of any order iKTlainini.;
movements might not result in some accident? That other measures obviated the possibility of a collito or affecting train

sion at the crossing
ive at that point
point.

A

.

.

& North

Cochabamba,

some other

the

construction

Bolivia.

rails will shortly

in

a case

Western.

ORURO-CocHAnAMnA Railway ok

progress on

at

was handed down the same day

similar decision

Tiiic

immaterial, for surely regularity of servDistant Signal for Automobilists

."

against the Chicago

The

is

might well prevent an accident

of

the

Bolivia.

railw.iy

— Work

is

in

from Oruro

to

About 300 laborers are now employed.
be laid as far as Orcoma, a small village

approximately 5 miles from Capinota.
The distance between
Oruro and Cochabamba is 125 miles and Capiuola is about 3(i
miles from CochabamI)a.

in

daylight as well as at night.

With

the red lens set so

tar

back in the 8-in. tube the signal can be seen almost as plainly
during the daytime as it is in the night. In addition to this,
(luring the daylight hours the large red disk serves to emphasize
to the motorist his proximity to the railroad crossing.
There arc two of these signals at Tropico avenue crossing,

one on either side of the tracks. This double .system lias been
installed only at crossings which arc especially dangerous on
accoinit of their "blind" approaches or other reason, but it seems
to have foiinil nnuh fa\or already, and the company proposes
to install others.
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WILLIAM

SIR

C.

VAN HORNE

William Cornelius Van Home, one ot the chief

affairs of the

citizens

and

notable philanthropists of Canada, and active head of the Cana-

dian

Railway during

Pacific

15

years

of

the

most important

its development, died at the Royal Victoria Hospital in
Montreal, on September 11, at the age of 72. He had been sick
but two weeks, though he had been in failing health for several

period of

he relinquished the active management of

Since

years.

the

Canadian Pacific to Sir Thomas G. Shaughnessy, Sir William
has devoted liimseU' to numerous other interests, and, in particular, to the Cuba Company and the Cuba Railroad, of which he
was president but to the readers of the Railway Age Gazette
he will be remembered chiefly as the general manager, vice-president and president of the Canadian Pacific Railway, one of the
of that notable line of brilliant railway officers who.
first
educated in the United States
;

of

school

the

in

experience,

were called to official positions
on Canadian railroads and rose
to be leaders by the sheer force

through

that

Victoria

in

Vol.

company who are accorded the credit for carrying
great enterprise.
He was knighted by Queen

the last years of her reign.

Sir William

was director

in

a

number of

;

Company, the Dominion Iron &

Company, the Equitable
and numerous eleemosynary associations. He took a great interest in art, and in many
forms, and was a vice-president of the Montreal Art Association.
His house in that city was filled with objects of art collected from all parts of the world; Greek statuary. Oriental
pottery, paintings by Spanish and Flemish masters, Chinese porcelain and innumerable other things.
He had made with his
own hands finely illustrated catalogues of pottery and other
things in his collection and had no little ability as an artist.
As an oflftcer of the Canadian Pacific, Sir William was
popular. He had a rough and
ready way with him and was
often called a hard driver; and
Life Assurance Society of

Steel

New York

if

The

could

of

United

the

States, in the 25 years follow-

War,

ing the Civil

the subsidiary railroad

companies owned or controlled by the Canadian Pacific and in
numerous other enterprises the Canadian North West Land

of their individual characters.
railroads

No. 12

59,

things

suit

him

quite a fuss.

But

not

did

make

men who

he had a regard for

constituted

did their duty, and he treated
tliem with justice.
Extremely

the great railroad university of
the world, and the owners of

hospitable, he never let

the railways of Canada, havinp

cer of the road

verj' definite needs,

quarters

w^ere in a

position to survey the field im-

and make

partially

judgment

their

in

this

and
and

The

subject

of

February
a lawyer

3,

in

County.

His

1843.
Joliet,

the

man

pretty

to

invite

either

sure

solely to

make money

Chicago, as a telegraph
He soon went to
the Michigan Central and dur-

burning

Sir

operator.

on the
road.

of that

en-

little

;

and often stayed

sleep,

information

tn the cold.

of

for three

superintendent.
In July, 1872, he went to the
St. Louis, Kansas City & North-

night

all

;

ate

pro-

digiously and

In

years, division

was impervious
He was a mine of
on

many

topics.

conversation he was most

entertaining, though as a pubSir

William C.

speaker he

lamenthe was
in his element, liking nothing
better than to have a frolic with them.
Soon after going to the Canadian Pacific Van Home invited
lic

now a part of the Wabash,
where he was general superintendent for two years. Then for
four years he was general manager of the Southern Minnesota,
now a part of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and for a
time was president of this company. In October, 1878, he went
back to the Chicago & Alton, where he was general superintendent, until the end of 1879, when he went to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Here he was general superintendent for
two years, when he resigned to go to the Canadian Pacific. For
the first four years he was general manager, then from 1884
general manager and vice-president. He was made president in
1888, and chairman ..f the board on June 12, 1899. This position
he held until May, 1910.
It will be seen that he went to the Canadian Pacific about four
years before the line of that company was completed to the
Pacific Coast, and his name stands among the few leaders in the
ern,

He

From

superintendent
finally,

moments.

idle

despatcher,

and

of

Joliet

1872

telegraph,

full

joyed perfect health until two
years ago could do with very

up nearly

to

busi-

energy, which left

he was on the
Chicago & Alton as ticket
agent, telegraph operator, train
1864

in

was

William

him few

1858-1864, held

division

scientists,

authors and musicians to that
of men whose interest was

tral, at

different positions

who worked

—

when

ness.

years,

office

artisans,

the service of the Illinois Cen-

six

was
him to
There was
he

about him,
or at his
preferred the com-

his

artists,

the son was only 13 years old,
and at the age of 14 he entered

ing

him

formality
in

home. He
pany of men

111..

father.

died

how crude

little

sketch

this

in Will

offi-

paying

dine at his house.

other instances was fully vindicated by the results.

was born

without

an

to head-

.some attention, and no matter

intelligent

selection of the best men.

come

Van Home

ably.

With

failed

children

Thomas G. Shaughnessy, who had been one of
on the St. Paul, and Shaughnessy was soon made
general purchasing agent of the Canadian Pacific.
He was
steadily promoted and in 1899 succeeded Sir William as presi-

to

follow him

his associates

Thomas, speaking of the death of his friend, says:
time that I came to Montreal (1882) till the
date of his death. Sir William and I have been intimate busident.

Sir

"From

the

ness and personal associates, and although in recent years his
intcrsts have been in one direction and mine in another, there is,
I
feel sure, no person, apart from the members of his own
immediate family, who is more grieved by his death than I am.
Probably I knew him more intimately than any one else. His
was a great mind, a great heart and a lofty soul."

The Railways and

the California Expositions

Second Article, Describing Exhibits of Railways and
Railway Supply Companies at Panama-Pacific Elxposition
and railway-supply exhibits at the PanamaSan Francisco are housed in the Palace of
Transportation, one of the main group of the exposition buildings.
This building and many of the exhibits in it were described in an article by William S. Wollner in the Railway Age
Gazette of February 26, page 373. The structure covers seven
acres and cost $500,000. Unlike the transportation collections at
previous expositions it has been the purpose to make this one
contemporaneous rather than historical, no display being eligible
for award unless it represents a product of the last 10 years, or
a product that has not been improved upon within that period.
The exhibits in the Transportation Building are under the direction of Blythe H. Henderson, chief of the department of trans-

Most of

the railway

Pacific Exposition in

portation.

Special concessions were offered by the railways in the rates

for the transportation of exhibits, by which

on which
full rates were paid to the exposition may be shipped back without charge, provided the ownership has not been changed.
The building, in addition to railway and supply exhibits, which
occupy a little over one-fourth of its space, is also devoted to the
all articles

The Palace
exposition of the latest developments in the

field

including

exhibit of the Southern Pacific

electric

shows the

of automobiles,

locomotives.

latest

The

dcvopnicnts

in

car and locomotive construction, including freight and passenger
cars and electric motor cars, the latest type of all-steel postal

and the huge modern locomotives contrasted with the locoThe Pennsylvania
motive first used on the Central Pacific.
<'xliibit shows the com|)lexity and many-sided developnieiit of
the work of a great railway system in all its phases. The exhibit
of the western lines formerly comprised in the Gould systini
illustrates some of the scenic attractions and agricultural possibilities of the West, while the various exhibits of the railway sup-

car,

show the improvement that has taken place in the
for making transportation safer- and more

efficient.

RAILWAY EXHIBITS

The Southern
in

Mr. Wollncr's

Pacific,

in

tation

Building an

charts

illustrating

addition to the exhibits mentioned

shows

Transporphotographs and
shop-welfare and safety-first work, and

article, also

interesting
its

in its space in the

collection

of

giving statistics showing the great improvement in its safety
record. In connection with this a small working model is shown

demonstrating in a non-technical way the method of operation
of the automatic electric block signal apparatus. There is also
an exhibit of articles manufactured in the company's shops; a
60-foot steel coach, the

first all-steel passenger coach built in the
United States, designed and built by the Southern Pacific in
1905, since which time the construction of wooden passenger
equipment has been discontinued by this company; a 58-ft.-all-

steel electric
ft.-all-steel

motor coach,

built by the

Pullman Company a 45body built
;

street car, with center side entrance, tlie

of Transportation

steamships and aviation, thus covering transportation by land,
water and air. The foreign countries represented include Great
Britain, Holland, Japan and China.
Of the individual exhibits
illustrating American railway progress those of the Westinghouse and General Electric companies occupy the greatest amount
of floor space, with olalioratc displays of elcctric.il appliances as
applied to transportation,

ply companies

various appliances

by the Pullman Company.

An

important contribution to the
is an Atlantic type SouthPacific passenger locomotive, which stands at the Yacht

illumination features of the exposition

ern

Harbor opposite the Agricultural Building, and at night furnishes
steam and smoke which are utilized in conjunction with the exposition's battery of powerful searchlights for the production of
striking lighting effects.
The Southern Pacific was awarded a
grand prize for its exhibits.

The large and interesting educational exhibil of the trallic
department of the Pennsylvania system, which was awarded a
grand jirize, was described in the article of February 26. All of
Ihe allcndants at this exhibit have been temporarily detached
Irom railroad service. The exhibit is located in the center of
the Transportation
visitors.

Building and has proved very attractive to
at the moving-picture lectures, depict-

The attendance

ing journeys over the lines of the system, up to August 17, was
over 7'4,000. and it was estimated that during the first five months
of (he exposition over i.(X)(),()00 people visited the exhibit. Over
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70.000 booklets describing the e.xhibit
distributed.

Among

and the system have been
is one of

the several models of terminals

proposed new Union Station at Chicago.
"Globe'" exhibit of the Missouri Pacific, St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, Denver & Rio Grande and Western
Pacific, shown in one of the accompanying illustrations, was
described in the Railway Age Gazette of May 28, page 1,133.
This exhibit was awarded a gold medal and has been visited by
about 3,000 people a day.
The Republic of China has an interesting display of models
illustrating the types of equipment and structures used on the
tlie

The

government railways, including a

wooden

bridge, passenger train,

typical station, block signals,

reserved car, goods car, coal

Yellow river bridge and the train staff system.
This exhibit also includes photographs of views on the lines,
charts showing the organization and statistics of the railways,
and samples of the uniforms worn by officers and employees.
The Imperial Railways of Japan show a collection of maps and
photographs of the government railways and charts of statistics.
The Wells-Fargo Company has an exhibit consisting of an express office at which travelers' checks were cashed, a lecture room
in which motion pictures were shown illustrating the methods of
handling the express business, a model of a Wells-Fargo Express
refrigerator car, one of the steel trunks used for carr>-ing packages, a clock that was installed in the company's offices in San
Francisco in 1867, photographs, old money orders, etc., illustrating the historj- of the company, an old Concord stage-coach built
for the company in New Hampshire in 1863, which w-as transtruck, part of

Model

of

New Chicago Union

The

separate buildings of the Southern Pacific, Great NorthCanadian Pacific and the Grand Trunk were described in the
issue of September 10.
Two railways, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Union
Pacific, are represented on the "Zone" where the amusement

ern,

concessions are located.

The Santa Fe has

a

seven-acre reproduction of the Grand

Canyon, which took three years
$250,000.

to build

and cost approximately

Visitors enter a special observation car which

makes

stops at seven points, at which are seen reproductions of the

view from some of the special points of interest in the canyon
from different parts of the rim. An admission fee of 25 cents
is charged.
The Santa Fe also has a reproduction of a Pueblo
Indian village, to which an admission fee of 10 cents is charged.
The Union Pacific space is devoted to a reproduction of scenes
in Yellowstone National Park, occupying four acres.
The principal feature is a full-size replica of Old Faithfil Inn, covering
a ground area of 47,000 sq. ft., in which is a dining-room and
auditorium, seating over 2,000 persons.
Here the exposition
orchestra of 80 pieces gives daily concerts and here several banquets have been held by large organizations visiting the exposition.
The central space of the enclosure is occupied by a relief

.i'A

\o.

i:

map of the park, occupying 50,000 sq. ft., and this
surrounded by reproductions of some of the principal features
of the park, built up of burlap and concrete. A Yellowstone trail
1,500 ft. long winds tunnel-like through the mountains disclosing
an occasional vista of the Yellowstone landscape and opposite
the inn a cataract falls 85 ft., discharging 1,000 gallons of water
a minute. Inside of one of the mountains is a large lecture room
in which are shown moving pictures of Yellowstone Park scenes.
At the close of each lecture the screen is rolled to one side disclosing a reproduction of the upper geyser basin with a number
of small geysers spouting steam and every 65 minutes there is a
remarkably realistic imitation of the Old Faithful geyser in
eruption. An admission fee of 25 cents is charged.
Up to the
end of July the attendance had reached 125,000.
topographical
is

R.MLWAY SUrPLV EXHIBITS

A

large proportion of the railway supply exhibits are

shown

and some in the Palace of Mines.
The official list of awards has not yet been given out by the
exposition officers.
Although most of them were determined
upon several weeks ago there have been some protests to be acted
upon, and while most of the exhibitors have been notified of
their awards, all of them have not, and it has been impossible
to obtain an accurate list or to show what the awards covered.
The aw'ards mentioned in connection with the following list of
in the Macliinen,- Building,

exhibits are

therefore not to be taken as a complete

list

of

awards.

While

A

Station in Pennsylvania Exhibit

ported to California around Cape Horn, and boxes of fruits,
nuts, etc., packed ready for shipment by express.

Vol..

this

is

the most

complete

list

of the

railway supply

Contrast in Locomotives in the Southern Pacific Exhibit

exhibits at the exposition that has been published,

include

some companies

railway supply

field,

it

may

not

some extent engaged in the
but whose displays were shown in connecthat are to

tion with other departments of the exposition.

EXHIBITS
The

exhibits of railway supply
Transportation are as follows

companies

in

the Palace of

—

Ajax Metal Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Ajax plastic bronze
engine castings on Chicago, Burlington & Quinc\- locomotives
exhibited by Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Bronze medal.
American Arch Company,

New

—

York, N. Y. Security sectional
& Santa Fe locomotives exhibited by Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Gold medal.
American Brake Shoe & F"oundry Company, New York, N. Y.
Brake shoes and parts and shop photographs showing process
of manufacture.
Gold medal.
American Locomotive Company, Schenectady, N. Y, This
company's exhibit, which was described in the issue of February
26, page 373, was awarded a medal of honor.
-Automatic Folding Fender & Cattle Guard Company. Cattle
arch installed in Atchison, Topeka

—

—

—

guard.

—
—

Automatic Transportation Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Electric tractor
trailers.
Gold medal.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia Pa. This company's
company's exhibit, which was described in the issue of Fcliruary
26, was awarded a grand prize.
trucks and

Si;rri:.MBi:R 17,
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—

Company, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 11 E-trucks shown
General Electric Company.
Cambria Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Rails and special
track work, structural steel and axles, special axles twisted cold,
J.

G. Brill

in e-xhibit of

Full size mail exchange system in operation delivering
lecting pouches of mail.
Gold medal.

—

agricultural steel, wire products, fencing, automobile steel parts,
shop photographs and the original Kelly steel converter used
Medal of honor.
in the Cambria Iron Works in 1861 and 1862.

New

Chambers Valve Company,

York, N. Y. Chambers throtlocomotives exhibited by Baldwin

tle valve in equipment of
Locomotive Works.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Storage
batteries, models of signal apparatus showing the application
of Edison primary batteries and automatic crossing signals.
Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn. Fairmont motor car with photographs and blue

—

—

prints.

—

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Tate flexible stayGold medal.
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York. Franklin fire
door shown in the exhibit of the Chinese government railways.
bolts.

—

501

Locomotive Stoker Company,

New

col-

—

Type "C"
Quincy freight
Works.
Gold

York, N. Y.

Street stoker installed on Chicago, Burlington &
locomotive exhibited by Baldwin Locomotive

and

medal.

—

Manganese Steel Rail Company, New York, N. Y. Various
manganese steel rails bent under drop test. Gold

sections of

medal.

McCord &

Co., Chicago,

111.

— McCord
—

journal boxes in equip-

ment of cars exhibited by other companies.
W. H. Miner Company, Chicago. Draft gears and draft bearings on locomotives
Silver medal.

and cars exhibited by other companies.

—

National Brake & Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Complete installations of brake apparatus on vehicles on exhibition

Palace of Transportation. Complete line of air compressors,
portable air compressor, governor reservoir mounted on trucks,
100 cu. ft. alternating current motor-driven compressor in operation supplying air for various purposes throughout the exhibit,
complete line of motorman's operating valves, compressor governors, and other detail parts of brake equipment.
in

National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
M.
and journal boxes for freight cars, passenger cars
and locomotives half and three quarter size couplers for industrial equipment, brake equipment castings, coupler pockets, draft
gear yokes, rail braces, rail anchors and tie plates, castings of
malleable iron, open hearth steel and electric steel.
Medal of
honor.
C. B. couplers

;

—

New York

Air Brake Company, New York, N. Y. Electrobrakes for passenger service. Complete equipment
for 12-car passenger train with locomotive and tender.
Grand

pneumatic

air

prize.

Ohio Injector Company, Chicago,

—

111.
Ohio injector, lubricaflange oiler, cab squirt, combination boiler check and stop
valves, intermediate lift check valves on Pacific type locomotive
exhibited by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Similar equipment

tor,

The Globe

Exhibit of the Gould Lines

McLaughlin flexible conduits, and Franklin automatic dri\ing
box lubricator and Franklin water joint included in equipment
of locomotives exhibited by Southern Pacific, Baldwin Locomotive Works and McCloud River Railroad. Silver medal.
Galena-Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa. Various kinds of
lubricating and illuminating oils. Gold medal.
General Brake Shoe Supply Company, Chicago.
One-piece

—

steel

back brake shoes.

ficneral Electric

Company. Schenectady. N.

^'.

— b'tvc

types of

electric locomotives, including 1280 h.p., 8()-ton electric locomotives designed and built by General Electric Company, to replace

& Pacific, designed for
operation at 2,400 volts; 780 h.p. electric locomotive for interurban freight and passenger service and heavy switching,
designed for operation at bctli 600 and 1200 volts, direct current; electric mining locomotive
for 42-in. gage, 20 Ions;
electric mining locomotive with three 8,S h.j). motors and electric
industrial locomotive for yard switching.
Railway motors and
other apparatus for electric railways.
Signal accessory electric
devices, electric apparatus and equipment for railway shops,
electric illumination for cars, shops, etc.
All essential parts of
electric traction are demonstrated in operation.
Storage battery truck cranes for loading, unloading and carrying articles
weighing up to one ton.
Storage battery platform trucks designed to run inside of freight cars.
Several hundred stereomotorgraph illustrations from photographs of iuiporlant applications of railway equipment
in
city,
suburban and heavy
elecfriliratiou service, and typical installations of new apparatus.
Griflin Wlnjel Company.
Grillin F. C. S. wheels for steam and
electric railways.
Gold medal.
steam locomotives on Butte, Anaconda

—

Hewitt

Company,

N. Y. I lew ill seat packmalting and plain beltin;;, armored
pneumatic tool liosc, M. C. 15. standard air br.ike liose, standard
fire hose, water hose, suction hose, corrugated tank hose, boiler
washing hose and standard steam hose.
Hupp Automatic Mail Exchange Comp.iny, Washington, D. C.
Riiblier

BulTalo,

ing, stitched belting, aisle strip

Union

Pacific Exhibit at Panama-Pacific International Exposition

and hose strainer ami (ilobe valves
Class A lubricator on Mikado type.

Ohio Locomotive Crane Company,

for

oil

burners.

Bncyriis, Ohio.

Chicago

— Ohio

loco-

motive crane used to uidoad and place heavy exhibits and lor
work in construction of exposition buildings. Bron/e medal.
Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa. Charcoal iron
boiler lubes on Mikado locomotive exhibited by Baldwin Locomotive Works. Bronze medal.
I'cnnsylvania Steel Company and Maryland Sleel Company,
I'liiladelphia, Pa.
Mayari nickel chrome steel from Cuban ore,
IJs in. frog bolls turned down to 's in. in diameter at a tension
of 2,345 lb. lionzano rail joints, Pennsylvania IJ.S lb. section, rail
sections; sketch of Memphis bridge over Mississippi river, of
which over one-half is of Mayari steel, the tirst use of nickel
chronic steel for bridge construction.
Samples of tested steel
showing physical properties, switch slainl nack tools of Mayari
steel, frogs and sho|) photographs.
Medal of honor.
Pressed Steel Truck Company, Pittsli;ngh, Pa.— .\tlas pressed
sleel hand trucks.
Pullman Compan\-, Chicago. This company built the all-steel
postal car exliibited by the Southern Pacific, which is the first

—
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car built under the latest revised specifications of the postoffice

department.

Muggley Wheel Corporation,

—

—

—

—

tion-light signals, illustrating the operation of the absolute
block, permissive block, automatic block, distance switch and
automatic position light signals, operated by alternating current.
The other includes styles B and S signals, the former being a
two-position lower quadrant signal and the latter a three-position
upper quadrant signal, both operated by Edison primary bat-

Gold medal.
Westinghouse Electric

teries.

& Manufacturing Company,

—

Tioga Iron
Jr., & Co., Inc., Philadelphia.
Steel Company, Philadelphia, and Taylor- Wharton Iron &
Steel Co., High Bridge, N. J,
Manganese steel pointed split
switch. O'Brien insulated switch rods, built-up frogs, solid manganese steel 100 min. radius tongue switch and mate and 30 deg.
frogs.
Manganese steel center 150 minute radius tongue switch
and mate and 11 deg. frogs. Manganese steel frogs. Standard
manganese steel center frogs. Solid manganese steel, steam over
electric crossing frogs.
Gold medal.
William Wharton,

&

The e.xhibits of the German-American Car Company, the McCloud River Railroad and the California Despatch Lines, described in the article of February 26, were awarded silver medals.
The following exhibits are located in the Machinery Building:
American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio. Armco

—

Iron Culvert Manufacturers' Association. Iron culverts.
E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. Saws, saw tools,

—

machine knives, handles, specialties, etc.
Automatic Transportation Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Freight, baggage and industrial trucks. Gold medal.
Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y. Barrett

—

—

specification roofs.

Brown

Portable

Elevator

sectional conveyors, pilers

Company, Chicago,
and unloaders.

Carborundum Company, Niagara
abrasives
products.

;

Falls,

111.

—-Portable

Carborundum

N. Y.

materials cut, ground or finished with carborundum
Large grinding wheel of carborundum 78 in. in diam-

weighing 2,500 lb.
Cf resit Waterproofing Company, Chicago, III. Concrete waterproofing with Ceresit waterproofing compound.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Storage
eter,

8

in. thick,

—

—

batteries.

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.
Steam, vapor and electric heating system, thermostat control,
cyclone and window ventilators.

Golden-Anderson Valve Specialty Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Golden-Anderson valves and steel water towers.
Hauck Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. Oil burning

—

appliances.

—

Joyce-Cridland Company, Dayton, Ohio. Lifting
railway and industrial service. Track jacks.

Locomotive Superheater Company, New York, N.
superheaters for locomotive and marine service.

jacks

for

Y.— Schmidt

—

Lunkenheimer Company, New York, N. Y, Valves.
MacLeod Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Carbide lights, portable

—

oil

York, N.

Y.— Muggley

dif-

Pennsylvania Metallic Tubing Company,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Flexible tubing.

Pyrene Manufacturing Company,

New

York, N. Y.

— Fire

ex-

tinguishers.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.
Pintsch gas and electric axle lighting systems.
St.

frog,

Louis

Steel

Foundry Company,

Exhibited by Parrott
medals.

&

steam over

Underground

Standard

—

Mo. Girder
railway crossing.
Co., agents, San Francisco.
Two bronze

mate and switch,

Cable

Louis,

St.

electric

Company,

Pittsburgh,

Power cables, insulating cables and copper clad wire.
Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio. — Machine
Waterloo Cement Machinery Company, Waterloo, Iowa.
tle Wonder concrete mixers.
Westinghouse
brakes and

air

.'Vir

Brake

Company,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.
tools.

— LitPa. — Air

compressors.

Westinghouse Electric

—

& Manufacturing Company,

East Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Parsons steam turbine, condensers, motors and other
electrical apparatus.

United St.\tes Steel Cokporation

The

made by

the United States Steel Corporation and
subsidiary companies is one of the largest in the entire exposition, as well as one of the most complete industrial exhibits ever
made. This company's display occupies more than one-fourth of
the entire exhibit space in the Palace of Mines. Twenty-six subsidiary companies are represented, 11 manufacturing, 5 mining
and coke producing, 9 transportation and 1 selling corporation.
exhibit

its

East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
4,000 hp. articulated Westinghouse electric locomotive, as used in Pennsylvania tunnels under the Hudson river,
mounted on 65 ft. steel deck turntable rotated by electric motor,
and making complete revolution each minute. Photographs of
electric lines, trolley line material, insulating cloth and paper,
voltmeters, outdoor sub-stations, railway motors and control
euipment and lightning arresters.

and

New

ferential car wheel.

Rail Joint Company, New York, N. Y'. Continuous, Weber,
Wolhaupter, one hundred per cent, continuous insulated, Weber
insulated, continuous girder and Weber girder rail joints.
Sargent Company, Chicago.
Iron clad safety water gage
used on Baldwin Mikado type locomotives e.\hibited by McCloud
River Railroad. Honorable mention.
Various types of electric railway
St. Louis Car Company.
Gold medal.
street cars.
Standard Steel Works Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Steel tires,
wheels, castings, springs and flanges used in locomotives and cars
e.xhibited by other companies. Gold medal.
Taylor Portable Steel Derrick Company, Chicago, 111. Taylor
portable steel derricks in operation on gondola car and photographs showing various uses.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. This company has two e.xhibits in the Transportation building, one consisting of eight "T-Z" top-post, four fi.xed-arm and two posi-

—A
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burners, rivets, forges, tire heaters, oxy-acetylene apparatus

and paint sprayers. Honorable mention and silver medal.
Morton Manufacturing Company, Muskegon Heights, Mich.
Morton draw-cut shapers.

In addition the Bureau of Safety, Sanitation and Welfare presents an exhibit for all of the subsidiary companies. Every process in the manufacture of steel from the mine to the finished
product is demonstrated either by photographs, models or the
actual product, and in addition a series of motion pictures accompanied by a lecture gives "The Story of Steel from the
Mine to the Finished Product." The exhibits of the mining,

dock and steamship companies include relief maps, models and
photographs illustrating the taking of ore from the mines and its
transportation to the blast furnaces. Some of the exhibits by the
subsidiary companies include the following:
American Bridge Company, New York, N. Y. General view
photographs and bottom chord sections of arch of the Hell Gate
bridge.
Photographs of the Panama Canal showing materials
I-bars as used in new Quebec bridge.
supplied.
Locomotive

—

turntable.

American Sheet & Tin Plate Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Models, specimens, photographs and lantern slides showing the
sheet steel used for building construction, farm structures, railroad cars, etc.
American Steel & Wire Co., Ncvv York, N. Y. Wires and
cables as used for agricultural purposes, electric railways, signaling, aerial tramways, telegraph and telephone, reinforcing for
concrete, also barbed wire, nails, spikes, staples and tacks, wire
rope, electrical wires and cables, horse shoes, rail ties, round,
square and odd-shaped wires and shafting for manufacturing
purposes, flat wire and springs, music wire, wire hoops and sulphate of iron.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Illinois Steel Company, Chicago, III., and Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, New York, N. Y. Models of coke ovens in operation.
Models of blast furnace operation. Steel making and rolling
mill operation. Testing laboratory and finished steel exhibit.
Lorain Steel Company, Lorain, Ohio, Special track work exhibit, consisting of various types and models of rails in tracks
designed for use by electric street and interurban railways, track

—

;

—

—

layouts and electric welding.

—

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Samples illustrating
each phase of the welded tubular industry, including Shelby
Seamless steel products and Kewanee products.
Universal Portland Cement Company. Chicago^ 111. Cement
products and photgraphs, models, etc., illustrating the manufacTransportation
ture and various uses of cement and concrete.
line photographs showing bridges, railroad yards, shops, tracks

—

and trains.
United States Steel Products Company, New York, N. Y.
Models of steamships owned and operated by the company, map
of location of branch offices and agencies in routes covered by
steamship lines and sales booths.
The exhibit of the United States Steel Corporation was
awarded a gold medal. The awards for the exhibits of the
various subsidiary companies were described in the Ruilway Acje
Gazette of Septemlier 10, page 487.

I
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RAILROAD AID TO GALVESTON

were connected by means of sleeves made of pieces of

That railways often do notable public service outside tlieir
usual functions as carriers of persons and property, and that in

many communities

the public

of the people's valuable assets,

an interest

well

matters of this kind.

in

is

one

who

take

of railway officers

spirit
is

known

to those

This was strikingly

illus-

trated on the occasion of the recent Galveston storm and flood,

Southern Pacific (Sunset Route) and the Santa
Fe restoring the water supply of the city when its 40,000 people
were dependent for fresh water almost entirely on supplies
brought from the mainland by boats. Noticing in Texas papers
commendatory references to the railroads' activities we inquired
of an officer of one of the roads concerned as to what had been
done, and from his reply take the following narrative
officers of the

The

with water from Altaloma, on the mainland, about 18 miles distant, through -a cast-iron main 30 in. in
diameter. Previous to the construction of the causeway across
the bay, three years ago, the water pipe lay on the bottom of the
bay about 600 ft. from the causeway. When the causeway was
built a new 30-in. line was laid in the roadway, with gate valves
at each end.
The storm of August 16 and 17 caused bad breaks both at the
north and the south ends of the bridge. (The bridge proper is
2,437 ft. long, with earth approaches at the north end 2,647 ft.
long, and at the south end 3,558 ft. long. The earth roadway W'as
washed out in a number of places, so that the pipe had dropped
and was covered with some two feet to seven feet of water.
The city government had such a multiplicity of perplexing
problems on its hands that the water system was not attended to
very promptly, but when finally the valves were set to turn water
city is supplied

into the pipe

on the bottom of the bay,

was broken.
The railroad men met

it

was found

The

the

restoration

of

the 30-in.

pipe

While Mr. Cottingam was at the causeway about noon on the
21st a committee of citizens came out in a boat and handed to
him a letter, addressed to Mr. Pettibone and himself, giving
them full power in the matter of securing a supply of water
and authorizing the necessary expenditures.
Measures were

at

once taken to secure a supply of

8-in. pipe.

In the meantiine it was made certain that the line across the bottom of the bay could not be used, about 800 ft. of it having

been carried away.
Officers of the Southern Pacific at Houston, summoning the
shop and other forces of the company at that city, had two miles
of iron pi])c loaded on the cars in that city on that day (Saturday) and by dayliglit the next morning (Sunday) had this jiipe
in Texas City.
This was the nearest point that could be reached
by rail, and from here the pipe had to be taken the eight miles
to the bridge by a barge. The work of loading the barge could
not be done rapidly, and the tug which towed it broke down in
the middle of the bay, but the pipe finally reaclu-il the causeway
Smulay night. Here there was furtlur ill ImU. iju- barge running aground; but the pipe was finally delivered Monday morning, and by that time large forces of bridge men and other workers with tools h.-id been brought U> Ihr gmuud li\ the .Soulheru
Pacific and the Santa he.
The men began distributing the pipe at daylight Mouday morning, and by 9 o'clock were putting some of it in place.
The
workmen were divided, and gangs of pi|)e layers were put at
wnrk at fi\e places. As the gangs met the sections of 8-in. pipe

ft.,

and

at

the bridge proper the 30-in. pipe

all right, and the 8-in. line was connected with this at the
ends by plugging up the ends of the large pipe and tapping the
smaller pipe in the center of the plug. The plugs were made in
the Houston shops of the Southern Pacific, out of boiler plates.
These plugs were finished late on Sunday night and sent to

Texas City by a special train. The line was nearly completed,
ready for the water to be turned in on Tuesday at 10:30 a.m.,
but just then there came up a heavy rain, with strong wind,
which necessitated suspending the work for over two hours.
Several hours more were used up because of some difficulty on

managing the valves at the
south end, but water was finally turned on about 7 p.m. Tuesday.
The 8-in. pipe was, of course, too small to meet all of the
needs of the city, but it supplied more than 2,000,0(X) gal. a day
the part of the forces of the city in

and furnished water
the city

in the

lower stories of buildings throughout

and the street car comother ind'ustries, to resume operations.

this enabled the electric light

;

many

panies, as well as

TRAIN ACCIDENTS
The following

IN

AUGUST

'

of the most notable train accidents
that occurred on railways of the United States in August, 1915
is

a

list

COLLISIONS
Kind

Road

Date

Place
N. Y., N. H. & H... Atlantic
Atchison, T. & S. F.. Richfield

4.

4.

Bait.

5.

B.

tl2.

&

xc

O.

Orient.
Fitchburg.

re
re

Mart, Tex.
Gary, W. Va.
Revere.

he
be
xc

S.

M

&

27.
28.
30.

Norfolk &
Boston &

&

be

Wash'n. C. H.

Boston
Int.

re

& Ohio

13.

W

N

G.

W

M

Kind of

of

Accident

Train
P.
P.
P.
F.
F.
P.
P.
P.

Killed

Inj'd

& P
&

&
&
&
&
&
&

F.
F.
P.
P.
F.
F.
F.

3

13
6

7

16

9

1

14

1

22
1

DERAILMENTS
Road
Denver & R. G

Date
2.

3.
4.
5.

Pennsylvania
Ches. & Ohio
Norfolk iv

W

& Hudson

5.

Del.

9.

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

12.

tl7.
19.
20.

was a task of much

magnitude, and Mr. Cottingham suggested that an 8-in. pipe be
This was believed to be practicable,
laid across the causeway.
because although the earth roadway was badly washed the sheet
tiling was nearly or quite intact throughout.

On

ft.

was

Galveston on Friday evening, the

and general manager, representing the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe., and I. A. Cottingham,
assistant general manager, in charge of engineering, representing
There was also
the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio.
present John Sealy, a prominent banker of Galveston and presiIt was at once seen
dent of the Galveston Wharf Company.
that

length of pipe laid at the north end was 3,700

south end 1,700

the

that this

20th, F. G. Pettibone, vice-president

10-in.

pipe, sealed with lead joints.

also

in
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t21.
t27.
.iO.

30.

Ches.

Cause of
Derailment

Place

Moark.
Church

Malice.

L'tah.
Hill.

Slide.

Pottomoi.
Swords Crk.
Olyphant.
Elders, Ind.

Malice

Unx.
D. track.
Malice.
D. switch.

Titusville.

& Ohio

McCorkle.
Western Pacific
Halleck, Nev.
Fort Worth & D. C. ..Quanah. Tex.
Georgia & Fla
Swainsboro.
Atchison, T. & S. F.. Date Creek.
Mobile & Ohio
Tibbee.
Chicago Si Alton
Rush Hill.

The

trains

in

collision

at

R.
B.

rail.

truck.

D. switch.
D. track.
Flood.

Kind
Train

of

Killed

Inj'd

POO

P.
P.

2

5

F.

2

3

IS

K.

1

P.
P.

2

P,

4

4
27
8

V
P.
P.
P.

2'^

8
8

1

17

4

1"
i

Unx.

Atlantic,

P.

21

Mass., on the 4th

were

a northbound local passenger train and a northbound suburban
express, the express running into the side of the rear car of the
local.
The local was moving at low speed through a cross-over
and the express was running about 35 miles an hour. The rear
car of the local, a baggage car, was overturned and the next car,
a combination baggage and passenger, was considerably damaged, but there were no persons in the rear car, and but a few
in the next one, and the total number of injuries is reported
as
13,

all

slight.

The engineman of

the express appears to have

disregarded a stop signal.

The

collision near Richfield, Cal., on the 4th was caused by
runaway freight car, which liad escaped control on the Olinda
branch and had rim, at high speed, to the main line, at Rich-

a

field.
Moving eastward at very high speed, it crashed into the
head of westbound passenger train No. 51, consisting of a locomotive and tliree cars. The freight car contained oil, which
immediately took fire, and the wreck was mostiv burned up. At>
express messenger was killed, the enginemau ,nid tlic fireman
were fatally injured, but the passengers csca|icd with minor in-

juries.

In the collision at \\ ashingttin Court

westbound passenger

train

No,

105

House, Ohio, on
of the Baltimore

tlic

Sth,

& Ohio

'Abbrevialiuns and marks used in ArciilenI List:
Rear collision
be. Hulling rnllisiou
xc, Other collisions
b,
nrokcn
d,
Defective— unf. Unforeseen obstruetiou
unx.
Unexplained-derail. Open dcrailinR swiich mis,
Misplacnl switch
ace.
obst.j Accidenlat obsiniclion
malice, Maixious obstruction of track, etc.
boiler, Explosion of locontolivc on i.'.id
fire.
Cars burne\t wliilr
runnniR
P. or Pass., PasscuKer train
F. or Vi., Frciiibl train (includ
inu empty enKincs, work trains, etc.)
.\«fcrisk. Wreck wholly or partK
destroyed by fire
Danger, One or more passengers killed
rr,

—

——

—
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Southwestern, was struck by a Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
freight train at the crossing of the two railroads, turning a Pull-

man

car of the passenger train

down

the

embankment and dam-

Seven passengers, the
aging the engine of the freight train.
Pullman conductor and the engineman of the freight train were
slightly injured. The collision was due to an error in judgment
on the part of the freight engineman, who miscalculated the distance and the weight and speed of his train.
The trains in collision at Orient, Ohio, on the morning of the
12th, about 3 o'clock, were a southbound excursion train and a
The excursion had been
through freight train following it.
stopped to take water and the freight train ran into the rear
end of it. Seven passengers were killed and 16 injured. The
collision was due to excessive speed on the part of the freight
train, which had been warned that the passenger was ahead of it.
It appears that the passenger train had been delayed by washouts
and had consumed an hour and twenty minutes in covering a distance of 13 miles.

The flagman had

flagged the freight three

times and, having notified the engineman of the freight that the
passenger would stop at Orient for water and to let off passenand he
gers, had not thrown off fusees approaching that point
;

with red signals after stopping. The
freight approached on a descending grade. It was running under
rule 108, which allows a freight train, following a passenger

had not gone

train

far, if at all,

from a non-telegraph

utes behind the passenger

such station ten minrun under control to the first

station, to leave

and

to

telegraph station.

The trains in collision at Gary, W. V'a., on the 28th were westwestbound local passenger train and a locomotive without train
which had escaped control at East Fitchburg and had run at
high speed, unattended, to a point west of the station, where it
struck the passenger train, crushing the rear platform. No person was injured. The passenger train had been standing in the
station, but

was warned of the coming runaway engine and had
The rear car was empty. How the locomotive

started forward.

escaped control has not been determined.
The collision at Mart, Tex., on the 27th was due to a misplaced
switch.
A northbound passenger train ran into some freight
•cars standing on a side track.
A trespasser was killed and 13
The responsibility
passengers and the fireman were injured.
for the misplacement of the switch has not been fixed.
The trains in collision at Gary, W. V., on the 28th were westbound passenger No. 1 and an eastbound freight. Both engines
and several cars, including two passenger cars, were badly damaged. One fireman was killed and 21 passengers were injured.
The trains in collision on the Boston & Maine at Revere,
Mass., on the 30th were a northbound passenger and a freight
which was using a crossover without proper authority. Two
freight cars were ditched.
One trainman was injured.

The train derailed at Moark, Utah, on the 2d was the westbound "Scenic Limited" and two sleeping cars were overturned.
The train was running at about 45 miles an hour, but the cars
steel and no passengers were seriously injured, though
The
passengers and one waiter were considerably shaken.

were of
14

derailment was due to malice, an anglebar being thrown under
The miscreant was caught and has confessed.

-the train.

The train derailed at Church Hill, Pa., on the 3d was northbound express No. 63, and the engine was ditched. The train
was running at full speed and four passenger cars went off the
rails, but remained upright.
The engineman and the fireman
were killed and five passengers were slightly injured. The derailment, occurring at 1 a. m., was caused by a landslide due to a
cloudburst. At stations two miles north and five miles south, the
shower was not unusually heavy. August 3 was the date of the
The

train derailed at Pottomoi, Va., on the 4th

was eastbound

passenger No. 46, and the engine and baggage car were overThe train, rimning about 40 miles an hour, was thrown
-off the track at a misplaced switch, but no person was seriously
injured. The switch had been maliciously misset by a negro boy,

train derailed at

86,

with malicious intent.

The train derailed at Titusville, Pa., on the 12th was southbound passenger No. 66, and the engineman, fireman and 25
passengers were injured. The engine was thrown off the track
at a facing point switch at a mill and demolished a freight car
and a part of the building. The dining-car was ditched. The
engine room of the mill was wrecked and the building took fire,
department soon extinguished the flames.
which was derailed on the Coal River Railway, a
branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at McCorkle, W. Va., on the
17th, was passenger No. 214 and the baggage car and smokFour passengers were killed and eight
ing car were crushed.
The derailment was due to a broken rail;
others injured.
but the chief damage was caused by a fall of rocks from the
The
roof of a tunnel through which the train was passing.
derailed cars knocked down the props supporting the roof. The
Public Service Commission of West Virginia confirmed a
report, made by E. E. Winters, the commission's inspector,
holding the railroad company negligent in not laying guard rails
through the tunnel. Guard rails, he says, would have guided the
but the city

The

fire

train

wheels of the derailed cars so that the timber lining of the tunnel
would not have been knocked down. The inspector also recommended a better system of daily inspection of tracks.
The train derailed at Halleck, Nev., on the 19th was west-

bound passenger No.

1

and 25 passengers were injured,

three of the injuries being slight.
•48

The

train

all

but

was running about

miles an hour and four cars were overturned. The cause of
was not determined, but was believed to be a

the derailment

forward truck of the baggage car.
Quanah, Tex., on the 20th was northpassenger No. 3 and two passengers cars were overturned.
passengers were injured.
train derailed at Swainsboro, Ga., on the 21st was northpassenger No. 12 and the engine, tender and two cars

breakage

The
bound
Eight

The

in the

train derailed near

bound
were overturned. One passenger, who was leaning out of a
window, was killed and six passengers and two employees were
The cause of the derailment was a low spot
slightly injured.
The train was running at about
in the track, due to heavy rain.
25 miles an hour, and the tender was the first vehicle to leave
the rails.
Most of the damage was due to th« derailed truck
striking the guard timbers on a bridge.
The train derailed at Date Creek, Ariz., on the 27th was a
Three passengers and one employee
northbound passenger.
were killed and 17 persons were injured. The cause of the derailment was the weakening of a bridge by a flood, which was
due to a cloudburst. The engine and first two cars fell through
to the

The
bound

stream below.

on the 30th was a southwere wrecked. One brakcman was

train derailed at Tibbee, Miss.,

freight

An

and

ofliccr

six cars

of the road advises that the cause 'of the de-

railment was not ascertained.

Rush Hill, Mo., on the afternoon of
was eastbound passenger No. 16, and 21 passengers were
Only two cars left the rails. The tender was
slightly injured.
the first vehicle to run off but what was the trouble with it has

The

train derailed near

turned.

the 30th

who

not been determined.

subsequently was arrested.

No. 12

Swords Creek, Va., on the 5th was freight
and the locomotive was overturned. Several freight cars
The engineman and fireman were
fell down a bank into a river.
The
killed and three other train men were slightly injured.
cause of the derailment was not determined, but it is believed to
have been due to an obstruction on the track.
The train derailed at Olyphant, Pa., on the 5th was a switching freight and the engine was overturned. The engineman was
killed.
The derailment was due to insecure roadbed, made soft
by heavy rains.
The train derailed on the Pennsylvania at Elders, Ind., on the
night of the 9th was an eastbound express passenger, and the
engine and one baggage car were overturned. The engineman
and fireman were killed and four passengers were injured. The
derailment was caused by an open switch, misplaced, evidently,

The

No.

killed.

flood disaster at Erie.

Vor.. 59,
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Traveling Engineers' Association Convention
Continuation of the Proceedings Covering Papers on
Rating, Locomotive Appliances and Valve Gears

Tonnage

An account of the opening sessions of the twenty-third annual
convention of the TraveUng Engineers' Association, including
abstracts of the committee reports on Smoke Prevention and
Training New Men for Firemen was published in the Railway
Age Gazette of September 10, page 473. Following is a report
of the remainder of the cbnvention

MODERN APPLIANCES ON LARGE LOCOMOTIVES
Superheaters.

—Tlie fire-tube superheater has come to be almost

an essential part of the locomotive.
it is, without doubt, one
of the most important factors in the development of the locomotive, in that it has been largely responsible for the large locomotive of to-day. Two important changes that have been introduced
universally considered as

The economy

it

affords

since the last report

the capacity of the engine boiler to furnish steam to the cylinders.

made on

Tests
cally the

same conditions showed that for the superheater locomohundred miles run was $5.01, as against

tive the cost of fuel per

$5.89 for the saturated steam engine. On a basis of the fuel used
per 1,000-ton miles the performance of the saturated steam locomotive was only 80.28 per cent as good as the superheater locomotive. The Grand Trunk has applied superheaters to a good

many

steam locomotives and the benefit derived as

saturated

recognized, and

is

\
N

the committee on superheaters are a

of

modified header design and a continuous pipe or torpedo unit.
The construction of the header is such as to prevent the occurrence of stresses due to unequal expansion and contraction, by
casting the saturated steam passage-ways free at one end.

continuous pipe unit

is

the Central of Georgia with a superheater and

a saturated steam locomotive in passenger service under practi-

made by forging

V\

\^

\\

The

the return bends on the

This unit reduces the restriction to the

ends of the unit pipes.

K

X^ ^

flow of gases.

The

application of the

superheater to the small locomotive

raised the capacity limit 25 per cent to 30 per cent,

and by the

--

Engine t6S4

200

400

60O

.

aOO

1000

IZOO

liOO

I400

piston Speed.

Curves Showing

Possibilities

<

Increased Capacity from

of

Super-

heating

Engine I6ZS

tests has been so much in favor of the superheater
locomotive that the management has decided to superheat all
road engines as they pass through the general shops. The following is a comparative result of tests with two simple Consolidation locotnotives, one (623') having been converted to a super-

shown by

400

I

heater

:

Increase or

Decrease of
Superheated
as compared

4

a

12

Speed

16

20

24

28

Engine 825
Simple Con-

32

Mi/es Per Hour.

sol. Saturated Steam,

(EiiRinc 1654, supcrhc.Tted steam; EnRitic 1625, saturated steam)

Average Drawbar Horsepower Developed by Superheated and
Saturated Steam Locomotives at Different Speeds
adoption of the superheater, larger engines, greater train lengths

and faster schedules have been made possible.
The superheater under actual operating conditions saves 20
per cent of the total fuel burned and frotn 30 per cent to 35
per cent of the water used over the saturated locomotives deThe superheater locomotive
veloping the same horsepower.

be worked at longer cut-ofTs and at higher speeds, making
possible longer trains and faster schedules than is possible with

may

under the same conditions. The
comparative curves shown give the average draw-bar horsepower
developed at corresponding speeds of two Class 11-21 locomotives
on the Erie Railroad engine 1625 used saturated steam and
engine 16.54 superheated. These curves show one of the advanidentical saturated locomotives,

—

tages of superheating a locomotive, wliose ability to haul full
tonnage train over a railroad on a faster schedule, is limited by

Average numhcr of cars in train...
Total gross wt. of train in tons
Average weight per loaded car
Total train miles
Total car miles
Total ton miles

51.88
2,065.18
39.62
125.19

26.07 0.
4.02 1.

.18.

2,153.07
57.79

45.081.
.15 D.
D.

125.
4,759.

6,497.

258,964.
Coal consumed in pounds
21.307.
Coal consM in lbs. per train mile...
170.12
3.27
Coal consM in lbs. per car mile
.084
Coal cons'd in lbs. per ton mile
137.614.
Total water evaporated in lbs
6.51
Water evaporated per lb. of coal...
Average boiler pressure
200.04
Average speed in mile per hour....
22.31
11.82
Miles run with one ton of coal....
Actual running time
5 H. 30 M.

The

Engine 62,1 with SatuSimple Con* rat'd Locomotive,
sol. Super(percent.)
heat Steam,

26.07
4.09
31.01
37.02
9.08
30.04
28.06
13.00
13.03
16.05
58.07
12.04

269,559.
13,400.

106.75
2.95
.050
98.213.
7.36
173.65
26.00
18.76
4

49 M.

II.

1.

D.
D.
D.
D.
0.
1.

0.
1.
I.

D.

application of the superheater to the locoinotivc boiler,

frcniiently inadequate as to heating surface, necessitates a reduction of about 15 per cent or 20 per cent in the tube hcatini; surface.

Notwithstanding

this fact the use of superheaters

sulted in greater locomotive capacity.
fact, the

accompanying diagram

is

.Vs

an

presented.

has

re-

illustration of this
It

shows cylinder

tractive ctTort in per cent plotted against piston speed.

The low-
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est curve, No. 1, verj' fairlj- represents the speed factor for an
average saturated steain locomotive. Curve No. 2 similarly represents the average modern superheated steam locomotive, using
between 200 and 250 deg. of superheat. The greater tractive effort
available is due to the fact that a longer cut-off is possible with
the superheater engine than with saturated steam at the same

the

speeds.

proved

If the superheater designer

were permitted to use a

from the two present standards,

different

it is

size of tube

possible to obtain

an evaporating surface practically as great
the saturated steam boiler. With a boiler and superheater

in a superheater boiler

as in

thus arranged, a greater capacity

may

reasonably be expected,

and a curve approximately that shown as No. 3 may be confiThis curve is
dently looked forward to in the near future.
representative of locomotives using 350 to 400 deg. of superheat.

There have been several pyrometers put

in

service

on super-

heater locomotives during the past year, and as the engineers

become more familiar with the purpose and operation of the
pyrometer, they realize more and more its importance. Those
of the electrical type have been in service and operating continuously for a sufficient length of time to establish the fact that

may be depended upon in locomotive service. When the
pyrometer fails to read 600 and 650 deg. when the engine is
working steam, it is an indication to the engineer that he is not
handling the locomotive so that the maximum saving which the
Grates.

a large

—Judging

is

number of

replies received there are

different designs of

grates,

varying in air

space from 25 per cent to 50 per cent of total grate area.

The

committee is not in a position at the present time to recommend
any particular design, but special attention should be given to the
amount of air opening in the grates, giving them as large a per
cent of the total

area as possible

(40 per cent being a

fair

and on most roads
proper firing instructions, have
to overcome objectionable smoke and to keep

cent can be obtained by the use of the arch,
brick

together with

arch,

sufficient

within the law.

—

Flange Oilers. Ever since locomotives have been in use, the
wear on the wheel flanges has been one of the, if not the greatexpense in maintaining these
est, sources of annoyance and
powerful machines in service. The modern locomotive and high
speed demanded has increased instead of decreased it. .\. very
conservative estimate of the loss to one engine for one turning
of tires on account of flange wear is $219. The following is an

make between turning
and without a flange oiler

estimate of the mileage a locomotive will
of tires for flange wear, with

Freight

Passenger
Oiler
15,000 to
25,000

Oiler

25,000 to
42,000

The rapid wear of

the rails can be eliminated to a certain

extent by the use of a flange oiler which positively delivers a
of asphaltum

jet

wheels.

oil

On one

against the flanges of the locomotive driving

division of the Erie the rail saving on curves

On

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western the
on curves has warranted the equipping of
While saving the rails on
locomotives with the flange oiler.
curves, the saving on the locomotive driving wheel tires on this
road has been over 50 per cent. Positive proof is given by a
number of roads that the flange oiler does prevent derailments.
It has been the impression that any crude oil would do to use
with any system of flange oiling. Service tests have proven that

66 per cent.

saving on the

rails

from 40 per
and is low in
asphaltum and

results cannot be obtained unless the oil contains

cent to 60 per

—

Drifting Valves. The committee believes that some means
should be provided to admit a sufficient amount of steam to cylinders and valve chambers, not only on superheat locomotives, but
on any locomotive having cylinders of a large diameter. This

increaser.

its

demand

for greater capacity has resulted in

recognized function from a fuel saver to a capacity

The

arch increases the boiler capacity directly by

aiding combustion and by reducing the heat losses. Naturally
this results in increasing boiler efficiency. The arch tubes which

support the brick, add valuable heating surface and increase the
circulation of water through the boiler. The brick arch separates
the fuel bed from the tubes and forms a sort of combustion chamber

in

what would otherwise be a straight

firebox.

The

efficiency

of the arch increases as the rate of combustion or the amount of
coal burned per square foot of grate area per hour increases.

When

burning 30 lb. of coal per hour per square foot grate area,
expect an efficiency of 3 per cent; when burning 100 lb.
per hour per square foot of grate area, we may expect an efficiency of 10 per cent., etc.
Tests indicate that at a rate of combustion of 100 lb. of coal

we may

down on

the tread of the

driving wheel, causing slipping and tending to defeat the pur-

pose of the device.

—

Mechanical Stokers. In answer to questions submitted to the
The stoker
membership, the following replies were received
engines burn more coal, but as the grade of coal stoker fired is
usually inferior to the coal used for hand firing, this feature
:

should not be criticised too severely.

With

the same quality of

very Httle difference. The hopper sometimes becomes clogged, causing stoker engine to stop in wet and
freezing weather, but this depends largely on the watchfulness

coal there

of the

is

When

fireman.

the

stoker

engine failure, due to the light

making

used,

In

it

summing

many.

work

fire in

It

is

fire

impossible for .a

fails,

it

usually causes

an

carried and the grade of coal

man

to pick

up the shovel and

condition without an engine failure, except in cases

where the stoker

stantly increasing

solution

in

high in grease and paraffine will run

much more smoothly. The rods will require less keying up
and the maintenance of wedges and journal bearings will be
easier and piston heads and cylinders will not wear as fast.
Brick Arches. .Several years ago the brick arch was looked
upon and spoken of only as a fuel-saving device, but the conchanging

asphaltum

All oils that are low in

grease and paraffine.

get the

—

of

cent

will not only prevent carbonization, but will cause the engine to

drift

Miles With
Oiler
60,000 to
84,000

Miles Without

Miles With

Miles Without
Oiler
9,000 to
12,000

Mechanical grate shakers are a decided advantage on heavy
power and engines with large grate areas. They are of great
assistance to the fireman in keeping the fire clean and in getting
sufficient air through the grates, thus insuring thorough burning
of the coal and gases. This can be accomplished without any
This device probably effects the
excessive physical exertion.
greatest saving at the ash-pit when fires are being cleaned or
dumped, as locomotives which were consuming 35 to 40 minutes
from ash-pit to roundhouse are now consuming 10 to 20 minutes,
and it only takes two men to handle the engine on the ash-pit,
where it formerly took four with the hand shaker a reduction
of 50 per cent in labor.

in-

crease in boiler efficiency of 7 per cent, due to this one item.
Reports from many roads indicate a smoke reduction of .50 per

average).

—

No. 12

This would mean an

duction of 42 per cent in spark losses.

is

being obtained.

from the number of

59,

per square foot of grate area per hour, the arch will effect a re-

they

superheater makes available

Vol.

is

being worked very

light.

up, the advantages of the mechanical stoker are

applied to heavy freight locomotives primarily to

the locomotive to

its

full capacity,

regardless of the con-

which it is operated, which, of course, means increased tonnage or increased average speed of freight trains
under conditions where the tonnage is fi.xed in other words, to
Locomotives
increase the ton miles per hour over a division.
equipped with mechanical stokers carry a much lighter fire,
which, of course, gives better combustion. A more uniform firebox temperature is obtained, and correspondingly less flue and
ditions under

—

With

the scatter system of firing a locomotive
remain more unform with the stoker-fired
application of mechanical stokers to locomopossible for any fireman to handle any locoBy
motive, regardless of the manner in which it is worked.
the use of the mechanical stoker the fireman is able to follow his
engine more regularly, makes correspondingly more money, and,
as a result, is better satisfied, a condition which makes it less
diffictilt to keep a locomotive in service, especially on a division
where tin- conditions of firing are particularly severe and the
fire-box trouble.

smoke density
The
locomotive.
tives has made it
the

will

Septkmber
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overtime runs high, due to the relief of firemen in the hot summer months.

On

number

a

roads a cheap grade of fuel

of

especially for stoker-fired locomotives,

economy

is

effected in that the run-of-mine coal

the poor coal

is set

lines

screened and

is

aside for stoker-fired locomotives, leaving a

much better grade of
The following is a

fuel for the hand-fired locomotives.

number of

stokers in active oper-

593
301

Crawford
Standard

28

Hanna

Gee
Ayres

1

Kincaid

1

Gear.

certain

but important items

small

the screw reverse gear

is

ing,

making

it

its

maintenance.

of

many roads

advocated by

owing to the
principal drawback is

for fast passenger service

adjustment, but

very

possibility of
its

fine

slowness in revers-

take slack.

difficult to

—

Coal Passer. It has been the experience of the chairman of
the committee on the railroad with which he is connected, that
locomotive tenders equipped with coal passers are a valuable
asset to modern power. This device places the coal within easy

men

reach of the fireman and eliminates the furnishing of
different points

to

Scientific train loading or
tion, as far as

shovel the coal ahead.

It

at

allows the

also

doubling of divisions without taking coal, thereby reducing the
amount of coal which has to be handled to the farthest terminal.
The cost of maintenance of the coal passer has been found to be
very low.

—

Automatic Fire Door. The butterfly type of the automatic
door is generally preferred to either the horizontal or vertical types.
It is the smoothest working door, gives the least
trouble on the road, and requires less repairs at terminals. By
fire

the use of this type of door, single-shovel firing

is

accomplished,

which prevents a large amount of cold air from entering the
fire-box and materially reduces the amount of fuel required to
keep up steam pressure.
The report is signed by J. E. Ingling (Erie), chairman: F'. J.
Miller (N. Y. C. West.); H. F. Henson (N. & W.)
W. A.
Buckbee (Loco. Sup. Co.), and A. G. Kinyon (S. A. L.).

from

movement of freight trains. These elements
be summarized as follows
Drawbar pull of locomotive
resistance of freight cars of all weights
grades curves con-

the

Erie

using

favored

superheater or

highly

the

use

dition of track

valve

perfection

oil

was believed to be unsatisfactory in the air compressors, some roads providing separate lubricators with perfection

oil

oil

to

The

serve these attachments,

ture of them.

can be obtained with perfection
higher

llasli

in the

point

lis

while other

roads use

oil

relief

with material success.

traffic

;

lubricating (lualities

valves

and

is

same amount of work

oil

are atTeded.

with

-ulislitutcil

drifting

valves

to

Its further object is to

The most scientific and simple system yet devised is the
adjusted tonnage rating system. This system, when carried out
to its logical conclusion, as its name implies, endeavors to adjust
the loads of freight trains as exactly as possible to suit the conIn order to understand how the adjusted tonnage rating system accomplishes this object, its development for
a division and application will be described.
The first element to be considered is the drawbar capacity of
the locomotive used in hauling freight trains over the division,
ditions existing.

conjunction, of course,

in

with the grades and curves of the
and the desired speed of the train over the division.
The sustained drawbar pull of an engine equals the sustained
division

theoretical

tractive effort of the engine less the

engine lost to

move

itself

The

and tender.

tractive effort of the locomotive at a speed

depends on the speed of the pistons

effort

of the

sustained theoretical

above

7 to 10 m.p.h.

at these higher speeds

and

the capacity of the boiler to furnish steam. This tractive effort,
for a saturated or a superheated steam locomotive, is secured by

—

shown in Table I first by calculating the
piston speed of an engine in feet per minute at the speed at which
the engine is to run over the ruling grade and then referring to
Table I to determine what speed factor corresponds to the piston
the aid of the figures

The product of the maximum theoretical tracmultiplied by the speed factor will be the sustained tractive effort of the engine at the speed considered.
speed calculated.

tive effort

when

TABLE

I

.Speed Factor.s for Satnratcd Superheated Steam Locomotives at
VarioiKs Piston Speeds

Piston Speeds
Ft. per Mm.

9S4
863
772
680
590
517
460
412
372
337
307
283
261

l°°
800
^00
,

Speed Factor
Superheated

Saturated
1.000
1.000

200
^00
fOO
500
§00

•000

JOO
•200
•300
•^00
'.500

1.000
1.000
.954
.863
.772
.682
.605
.542
.490

445
.405
.371
.342
.318
.29-

Next,

it is necessary to make allowance for the
power lost by
engine moving itself.
This depends principally upon the
weight of the engine in tons. The power lost by the engine lift-

the

ing itself up grade is equal to twenty times the total weight of the
engine in tons times the grade in per cent. The power lost by
the engine moving itself, i. c., rolling its own wlucK on the rails,

may

be divided into three subdivisions
Resistance of drivers in pounds
22.2 II). times wciRliI on drivers in loim.
Rcsist.tnce of trucks in pounds
()
II).
times weijfht on trucks.
Resistance of tender in ponnds Resistance per ton of tender (sc. laMc II) limes wciahl
of lender in tons.

its

Some

is

do regardless of
made up of heavy cars or light cars, or a mixto

load engines at all times
accordance with conditions of weather, temperature, wind,
track, etc., so that freight will always be handled for the least
expense possible per ton-mile.

than with the superheater

manufacture of superheater

roads, in an endeavor to prevent air getting into the cylinders,

have eliminated

;

opposing

in

oil for both the compressors and the cylinders.
A. G.
Kinyon contended that if it were possible to eliminate the air
from the cylinders while the engine is drifting better results

inasmuch as

;

object of a scientific tonnage rating system primarily

perfection

oil,

;

temperature, weather and wind

;

give an engine the

of

In almost every case the super-

received considerable attention.

heater

:

00

pyrometers on superheater locomotives, calling attention to the
fact that a loss of 20 deg. of superheat will affect the evaporaThe pyromtion of water one pound per indicated horsepower.
eter also serves to give the fireman a much closer check on the
condition of the fire and shows the engineer whether or not
he is getting the most out of the engine.
The graphite lubricator has been found by several roads to
Tests
materially increase the life of the piston packing rings.
on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western demonstrated that
by its use the valve leakage was reduced 51 per cent.
of

tonnage rating takes into considera-

possibly be determined, every element affect-

may

mscussiON

The question

Jr.,

ing the economical

;

Representatives

may

whether a train

—Judging

from the replies received, the
power reverse gear is the ideal gear and is a decided advantage
in freight and switching service and will soon pay for installation, due to time saved in making up trains and switching.
In
some cases the power reverse gear has not given the results expected of it in fast passenger service, principally owing to the
of

Beyer,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

1

18

The use of

S.

length of division, and speed.

:

Street

neglect

O.

;

of

list

ation, of different types

Power Reverse

By

where

supplied, an

is

TONNAGE RATING

SCIENTIFIC TRAIN LOADING;

purchased

is

and on other

conditions are such that small run-of-mine coal

507

the loconiotive

is obliged to traverse .i curve, then a
further
of one pound per ton of Uicomotivc per degree of
curve should he made.
Inasmuch as very liigh speeds do not
enter into the (insideratioii, it is m.t necessary to make allo>v1

1

di-diiclion

i
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ance for air resistance to the locomotive

drawbar

tainable

determining

in

its

pull.
.

due to grade, drivAll those various resistances, namely, that
added together
then
are
curvature,
and
ers, engine trucks, tender,
the engine
and subtracted from the sustained tractive effort which
negotiate
is
to
it
which
at
speed
the
at
is capable of maintaining
statement may
the ruling grade. Mathematically the foregoing
be expressed in the following formula
.8

S.

D. B. =:

in

which

F P

d=

S

Wo

(20g

-t-

1

—

C)

22.2

Wd

—

6

—

Wt

r

D

S. D. B. represents sustainable

under consideration
f.-jctor of engine running at speed
as determined from Table I.
per sq. in.
lbs.
in
engine
of
Maximum boiler pressure
Diameter of engine cylinders in inches.
Stroke of engine cylinders in inches.
Diameter of engine drivers in inches.
in tons.
of engine and tender, fully loaded,

P
d

S

D

— Totaf weight
— Per cent grade.
g
on drivers.
Wd — Weight in tons of engine on
trucks.
engine
tons
Wt — Weight
loaded.
T — Weight of tender
of engine
ton
per
- Resistance in pounds
Table
a car (determined from
Q — Degree of curvature.
Wg

of

of

in

in tons, fully

.,
j „,
tender considered as

r

II).

c

RESISTANCE OF TRAIN.
negopull the engine will sustain
necessary to determine
becomes
next
it
grade,
ruling
tiating the
of drawbar pull will move up the
the weight of train this amount
resistance of a freight tram
The
desired.
speed
the
grade at
average weight of cars
train,
the
depends directly on weight of
at which train is respeed
curvature,
grade,
train,
composing
grade, temperature, and wind.
may be classified, generally speaking, under
resistance
Train
external resistance.
two heads Internal resistance and
train is that resistance
freight
a
of
resistance
The internal
of the car journals in
friction
which arises principally from the
on the rails, the fricwheels
car
the
of
rolling
the
their bearings,
at side bearfriction
rails,
the
on
tion of the car wheel flanges

move up
:

ings and center bearings, etc.
The external resistance of a freight train

is

that which arises

and is principally comand curvature.
wind
posed of the resistance due to grade,
internal resistance
Trains.-Tht
Freight
Internal Resistance of

from sources outside of the

train itself

speaking, of a freight car, does
of a freight train, or, more simply
the weight of thf car in tons.
to
proportion
in
not vary directly
tonnage in heavily
For this reason an engine can haul more
And
so in loading
cars.
empty
or
light
in
loaded cars than
rating system recognizes
freight trains, the adjusted tonnage
to load each engine with tonthis feature and makes it possible
heavy or Both kinds of
nage according to the number of light or
By referring to Table II it will be
cars composing

the train.

varies per ton of cars
noted exactly how the internal resistance
speeds.
different
for
weighing 15 to 75 tons

TABLE

II

Freight
in Pounds per Ton Gross Weight of
Cars of Various Weights at Different Speeds

Value of Internal Resistance

Weight of
cars in tons
13

20
25
30
35

40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

Pounds
5

m

p.

h.

of Resistance per
10 m. p. h.

330
316
305

8.19
7.29
5.50
5.80
5.20
4.69
4.28
3.96
3.69
3.49
3.34
3.24

3.00

3.18

7.62
6 77

602
538
liz
4 39
4'01

3.72
3.49

Ton
15

.

of

m.

Car
p.

8.82
7.88
7.01
6.28
5.64
5.06
4.60

4.24
3.94
3.73
3.57
3.48
3.41

h.

at

train loads possible under ideal conditions.
External Resistance of Freight Trains. The external resistance of freight trains or cars arises, as pointed out previously,
from grade, curvature and wind. The grade resistance of freight
cars is the same as that of locomotives, equaling per ton of car

—

20 times the per cent of grade. Curve resistance also is determined the same as curve resistance for locomotives. For purposes of tonnage rating under average conditions, an allowance
ture has been found very nearly correct.

Wind

p.

as a matter of

9.56
8.53
7.60
6.82

is

judgment

a variable quantity under

Its effect is best

For

determined

use of the various classes of rat-

in the

according to the actual

ings established (to be described later)

on a windy day it would not
be policy to rate trains as heavy as on a calm day.
E.xternal resistance is not affected by weather or temperature
and does not vary practically except in direct proportion to the
weight of the train. The length of the train, i. e., the number of
cars, has a little to do with curve resistance and wind resistance,
but this influence on the whole resistance is too remote to be
determined accurately.
conditions existing.

The

instance,

per ton of car weight,

total resistance of a freight train

may

as explained in the foregoing,

be summarized and expressed

by the following formula:

R = V + 20 g +

1

C.

c

in

R

which

represents total

resistance

pounds per ton of

in

represents internal or rolling resistance per ton of

freight car, v

upon weight of freight car, as determined
under consideration g represents grade,
per cent and C represents degree of curvature.

freight car, depending

from Table
expressed

in

II at speed

;

DETERMINATION OF TRAIN WEIGHTS

The weight of train in tons which may be moved at a certain
speed over a certain grade and curve is found by dividing the
sustainable drawbar pull in pounds of the engine by the total
resistance per ton of car.

Mathematically expressed, this

ment takes the following form
Weight of Train

F P

.8

Tons

in

S_^^

d-

^20

V

=
+

1

-I-

state-

:

C)

—

20 g -H

22.2
1

Wd

—

6

Wt

—

r<-cT

C

c

In order to demonstrate just how the hauling capacity of a
locomotive varies according to the different weight cars making

up the
ditions

train, the

The con-

following example will be of interest.

assumed are:
40,000

Consolidation locomotive

lb.

maximum

and

0.3

pull of the engine at 10 m.p.h. on
determined by the method described,
Deducting for grade resistance on a 0.3 per cent

sustainable

straight

tractive effort

per cent
20 tons
70 tons
10 m. p. h

Grade
Average weight of light cars
Average weight of heavy cars
Speed of train up grade

The
h

resistance to freight cars

usual railway operating conditions.

Speed of
20 m.

tests at

mum

Having found the drawbar

quired to

have been determined by a long series of

summer temperature on track which was in very good shape.
Hence these figures should be used when determining the maxi-

Speed

F

II

No. 12

59,

of one pound resistance per ton of car for each degree of curva-

pull of engine in lbs.

drawbar

Table

in

sus-

Vol.

drawbar

level track, as

35,300 lb.
grade, this sustainable drawbar pull becomes 34,220 lb.
The resistances per ton of a 20-ton and a 70-ton car at 10
is

6.1)
5. 30

m.p.h. going up a 0.3 per cent grade are as follows

5.00
4.60
4.27
4.04
3.88
3.79

For a 20-ton car
Internal resistance (see Table
Grade resistance (.3% X 20)
Total resistance

3.71

II)

7.29
6.00
13.29

1b.

3.24
6.00
9.24

lb.

1b.
lb.

For a 70-ton car

The temperature of

the atmosphere

and the condition of the

As the temperature
track affect this internal resistance.
is poor, the internal
creases or when the condition of the track
Consequently, when determining the
resistance is greater.
into
proper tonnage for an engine, these facts must be taken
figures given
consideration largely according to judgment. The
de-

Internal

resistance

Grade resistance (.3%
Total

X

20)

resistance

lb.
lb.

Consequently the tonnages and number of cars which, under
most ideal conditions this 40,000-lb. tractive power Consolidation
locomotive can pull over a 0.3 per cent grade

at

10

m.p.h.

in

September
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20-ton cars (all lights or empties) and in 70-ton cars (all heavies
or loads) are respectively:
In 20-ton cars,

,„

I.?.

Xdumber

—

train

,

of

In 70-ton cars,

Weight of

^

Or, which

129 cars.

heavies or loads

34 ^20

-^

train

=

3

7O6 tons.

=

iNumber of cars

+

(S3

X

4,510 adjusted tons.

15)

same thing
4,501 adjusted tons.

15)

TABLE

53 ^ars.

Thus it is seen that on a 0.3 per cent grade a
power locomotive can pull 1,131 more tons in

III

Car Factor for Different Grades
Grades in Per Cent

70

to the total

15

l

j

12
10

•5

;'

:;::::::::::::::::;:;::::::;::::;::::;::::::

•8

i^::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-v.'i
4
:::::::;::;;::::3.5
3.0
2.8

2.00

Thus it is seen that the heavier the grade becomes, the less
the car factor grows, while, of course, at the same time the less
the adjusted tonnage rating becomes.
The

significant fact to be gained

adjustment

into consideration mathematically

all the items which affect the
problem, namely, train speed, grade, theoretical
drawbar pull of
engme, average car weiglits, curvature, etc.,
tlie final problem
remains to find the best metliod of making

up trains in the yard
so that their tonnage will be equalized
or adjusted to suit the

hauhng capacity of the locomotive, everything
considered. It is
felt that the best method by
which this end is reached is the car
factor method of tonnage adjustment.
This method simply provides for the addition
of a

from the method of tonnage

that the actual weight of trains varies indirectly
in proportion to the number of cars composing the
train, and
is

directly in accordance with the average weiglit of

all

cars

com-

This is more graphically illustrated by Table
based on the figures developed for the adjusted

train.
is

Having determined,

as far as possible, the hauling capacity of
a locomotive or class of locomotives over a
division, after taking

f
6.S

1.25
1-50
1-75

posing the
IV, which

CAR FACTOR METHOD OF TONNAGE ADJUSTMENT

31

20

•I

it

another important fact and should be fully
grasped so that it will be clearly understood why
the adjustment
for difference in car weights becomes less and
less as the ruling
grade increases.

70

1

trains consisting

is

Car Factor

0.0

40,000-lb. tractive

can pull in trains consisting of 20-ton cars.
When this fact is fully appreciated, the advantage of adjusting
the tonnage of trains according to the average
weight of all the
cars making up the train is completely realized.
The more steep the grade becomes the less the difference
in
tonnages between the light car trains and heavy car
trains.
This
is accounted for by the fact that
as the grade increases the grade
resistance, which is constant per ton for all
cars, heavy or light,
becomes a greater proportion of the total resistance
and the rolling or internal resistance, which varies per ton
inversely as the
weight of the car varies, becomes less in proportion

This

X

:

1.24

resistance.

(129

This same theoretical analysis applies to any condition of
grades and size of locomotive involved. If carried out for all
grades varying from
to 2 per cent the car factors applying to
each grade will be found as per Table III

20

of 70-ton cars than

+

practically the

3,706

-

cars
e.,

is

57s tons

29

2.575

i.

ing at 10 m.p.h., equals
2,575

,

,

engine under ideal conditions on 0.3 per cent grade, engine mov-

lights nr empties

34,220

Weight of,
.

e.,

i.

509

TABLE IV
How

Train Tonnage Varies for Different Average Car Weights Considerinu
a 40,000-Ib. T. P. Locomotive on a 0.3% GradeAdjusted TonnaKe, 4,500; Car Factor, 15
Average Car Weights
Actual Weight
Number of Cars
'" 1""^
of Train in Tons
Composing Train
20
2,565
129
•

^0

3,000
3,270
3)465
3,600
3,705

"0

50
fiO

"0

100
82

II
60
53

tonnage rating of a 40,000-lb. tractive power Consolidation
locomotive on a 0.3 per cent grade.

purely

_

imaginary figure, known as the car factor,
to the actual weight
each car, including the caboose, entering
into the

train until the

sum

of

the actual car weights plus their car
factors equals the adjusted tonnage
rating over the division of
the locomotive to be loaded or rated.
Knowing what actual tonnages and how many cars an engine
or class of engines may pull
over the grades of a division both in
light or empty cars and in
heavy or loaded cars, as determined
matliematicallv by the process previously explained, it
becomes a verv simple matter to
establish the car factor and the
adjusted tonnage rating for tlie
engine and division under consideration.
Tlic car factor equals
the difference in the tonnages of
the heaviest car train and the
lightest car train the engine can
haul, divided by the difference
in the number of cars
between the heaviest and liglitcst car
trams. The adjusted tonnage for
the engine equals the sum of
the actual tonnage of the lightest
car train and the number of
cars in this train multiplied by
the car factor, or, which is the
same thing, the sum of actual tonnage
of the heaviest car train
and the number of cars in this train
multiplied bv the car factor
To illustrate, lake the figures of tonnages
and number of cars
dctcrmtned as the hauling capacity of a 40,000-11..
tr.iclive effort
Consolidation locomotive on a 0.3 per cent
graile
all

WcJKht of 70-lon car
nght of 20-toii car

\\

n.fferencc

in

Number

Irain
train

7n«

lr>n.

Ysii

to 1,

1

lonnaRC,

!

!

nf cars, 20-ton car Irain
cars, "O-lon car train
niflercnce in nutnher nf cars

,

!

i

!

^UX \Zi
120

Nnmlier of

Hence car

f.icL.r .,n

II.

1

\-\
'.*,*..'.*.

so

the

per cent graile

~—

ruljnsird

I,

milage

f,,v

-10.000

11,,

Having determined

theoretically and verified practically by previous locomotive performance records, special
tonnage tests and
dynamometer car runs, if possible, the maximum adjusted
tonnage which can be hauled over a division, it finally
becomes necessary to establish certain reduced ratings
to guard against
weather and other conditions which make reduced
ratings necessary.
It has been found most practical
to provide four ratings
for each class of engine between principal
yard points or division
terminals.
These four ratings may best be designated by the
Utters A, D. C and /); the A rating being the
maximum and the
W, C and
ratings reductions from the maximum or A
rating
according to certain percentages dependent on the ruling
grades
encountered.

D

Inasmuch as the temperature has the greatest influence
on the
and hence the hauling capacitv of locomotives, this is used as the basis on
which to reduce the tonnage of
trains from the maximum rating.
Primarily a reduction in
resistance of trains

tem-

perature only affects the internal resistance
of trains, increasing
it as the temperature
drops. Consequently, the greater the proportion of internal resistance of a train, the
.greater is the effect
"f a reduction in temperature on the resistance
of the train.
In other words, the lower the ruling grade,
the greater the proportional allowance must be from the iiiaNimum
or A rating
for a reduction in temperature.

What

76

the exact allowance

reductions

=

|S

76

And

REDUCTIONS FOR WEATHER AND OTHER CONDITIONS

o'f

make-up of a

tractive

effort

is

that -luniUl be

made

for certain

temperature under all conditions has never been
proven exactly by exiuriment, and in reality hardly can
be proven
very accurately.
I£x|)erience. however, defcmiined in the light
of reason, has shown the following trinperatiirc
in

variations to be
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satisfactory

upon which

to base reductions in

maximum when making up

tonnage from the

trains

Maximum rating— Temperature

above 40 deg.

V.

—Temperature below 40 and above 20 deg.
Second reduction— Temperature below 20 deg. and above zero.
Third reduction — All temperatures below zero.
First

reduction

For purposes of simplicity these various ratings may be designated as A or maximum and B. C and D respectively. Table V
practice, to be satisfacis given to show what has been found, in
changes, based on intemperature
for
reductions
tory working
creasing grades.

It

should be noted that as the grade increases,

TABLE V
Reductions

in

Per Tent to be Made From the Maximum or "A" Adjusted
Rating for Decreases in Temperature
from Maximum or "A" Adjusted Ratjngs
Reductions in
0'

%

Grade in
Per Cent

40° to 20°

40°

/

13.70
11.20
9.70
8.70
7.98
7.45
7.00
6.70
6.42
6.20
6.00
5.63
5.37
5.20
5.00

0.0
.1

A
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

1.0

1.25
1.50
1.75

2.00

Below

20° to 0°
27.40
22.40
19.40
17.40
15.96
14.90
14.00
13.40
12.84
12.40

41.10
33.60
29.10
26.10
23.40
22.35
21.00
20.10
19.24
18.60
18.00
16.89

12.00
11.26
10.74
10.40
10.00

16.11
15.60

15.00

amount of reductions from the heaviest rating grows less
and less. The reason for this has been pointed out before and is
sound logic, borne out by experience.
the

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DETERMINING

MAXIMUM

ADJUSTED

TONNAGE RATING
Inasmuch as the maximum or A adjusted tonnage rating for
is the rating from which all the others are determined
—that is, forms the basis for the ratings over a division— it is
an engine

quite essential that this be established as nearly accurate as poshighest
It will most always be found, however, that the
sible.
is considered possible by mathematical calculation
either too high (most usually too high) or too low for pracConsequently, after the theoretical determinaiions
tical purposes.
have been made, they should always be fully tested out by actual

rating which
is

under practical conditions. If the service of a
dynamometer car can be had for this purpose it will assist
materially toward proving or disproving the accuracy of the

tonnage

tests

calculation.

The element of train speed, necessity to get from terminal to
terminal in a certain time to get the greatest number of ton-miles
per year out of an engine, is another very important practical
consideration. It is difficult to determine generally what the most

Vol..

So. 12

-,9.

ting actual car and thus train weights as accurate as possible.
The entire benefit from the adjusted tonnage rating system will

be lost unless great care is taken in determining the actual car
and train weights. To this end such means and systems at yard
offices and at stations where cars originate for shipment should
be introduced which will result in the greatest possible accuracy
in

determining actual car and train weights.

INSTRUCTIONS
(1)

All ratings are based

on

tons.

To

determine the proper tonnage for an engine, find first
from the rating tables the adjusted tonnage in effect corresponding to the engine. Then add the car factor to the actual weight
(2)

in tons of

each car.

Finally,

add together the weights of

plus their car factor allowance

luitil

all

cars

the total equals the adjusted

rating in effect.
(3) To determine the proper tonnage for a pusher, double
header, or three or more engine train, add together the adjusted
ratings in effect for each one of the engines in question and pro-

ceed as outlined in paragraph 2.
(4) When rating an engine, yardmasters and conductors will
consider the caboose as one of the cars of the train, adding the
car factor to the actual weight in tons of the caboose and this to
the adjusted tonnage of the balance of the train, the total to
equal the adjusted rating in effect, exactly as outlined in para-

graph

2.

When dead engines are hauled in a train yardmasters and
conductors will add four times the car factor to the actual weight
of each dead engine, and this to the adjusted tonnage of the
balance of the train, the total to equal the adjusted rating in
(5)

outlined in paragraph 2.
(6) Yardmasters and conductors will add another light car to
the train when the total adjusted tonnage of the train, including

effect, as

the caboose, adds up fifteen or

more adjusted tons

(that

a

is

fraction of a car) less than the adjusted rating in effect.
(7)

yardmasters and conductors

Despatchers,

will

place

as

many loaded

or heavy cars as possible in every train and avoid
running any trains consisting entirely of empty cars unless other-

wise instructed.
(8) All classified

freight trains as well

as

ordinary freight

on the adjusted tonnage basis.
(9) No reductions in tonnage on account of weather or other
conditions are to be made unless authorized by the superinten-

trains will be rated strictly

dent.

(10) Actual w'eights of empty or loaded cars must not be
estimated or assumed when they are available from the car
stencils or the way-bills.

which trains should move over the division.
To establish this speed and demand that it be lived up to
at all times is a mistake, for the many conditions on a division
which affect it are changing continually. It has been found by
experience that the provision of four ratings. A, B, C and D.

(11) When actual weights cannot be determined, the following estimates for weight of contents and lights weights of cars

gives the division superintendent or division chief despatcher a
sufficient number of ratings from which to choose for each day
or each train, if necessary, in order to move the business best to

should be estimated at one-half the marked capacity. In the case
of wa}- freight (merchandise) cars, five tons will be used as the
weight of the contents.
Light weights of cars to be estimated as follows

economical speed

is

at

many influences which bear on this problem. And if the
ratings are not sufficient, then special ones may quickly be established, according to the judgment of the olTicial in authority, in

suit the

order to meet special or emergency conditions.
The following brief e.xplanations and instructions have been
used with success by the author when he has had occasion tn
introduce the adjusted tonnage rating system on n railroad.

They arc repeated here liy way of illustration:
The following two important facts and their
train operating

economics

will be appreciated

effect

from

on freight

a study of the

adjusted tonnage rating system. The first is the l^enefit resulting
from making up trains so as to get as many loaded or heavy cars
as possible into each one and thereby avoid running trains com-

posed entirely of empty or light cars. This arrangement will
often prevent the running of trains on which tonnage has had to
be sacrificed on account of having reached the car limit licfore the
train was filled out to the maximum adjusted tonnage.

The

other fact which should

t>c

realized

is

the necessity of get-

are to be used, but not otherwise. Contents are to be estimated
at the marked capacity of the car, except in case of light commodities, such as hay, cotton or bran, in which case the contents

Light Weight

Kind and Capacity of Cars
Box 40 ft., 80,000 lb. capacity
Box 34 ft. and 36 ft., 60,000 lb.
Box 34 ft., 40.000 lb. capacity
Box 25 ft., 40,000 lb. capacity
I'uriiilure 40
l-"urniture SO
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Slock 30 ft.,
Stock 36 ft.,
Stock 36 ft.,
Double deck
Plain flat 30
Plain flat 34
Plain flat 40
Plain flat 43
Coal cars 34
Coal cars 36

ft
ft

(meat)
30.000
40.000
60,0nn
stock

lb.

capacity
capacity
cipacity

ft
ft

ft
ft

coal. 80,000 lb. capacity
coal. 100,000 lb. capacity

dump

Tank cars
('al)ooses

(12")

lb.

ft

ballast

Ingoldsby

lb.

ft

Hopper bottom
Hopper bottom
Kuilger

fin

capacity

When

cars
cars

Ton?^
19
16
13
10
18
21
18
21
10
II

16
16
8
12
14
17
13
16
18
21

16
18
14
15

converting the actual weights of cars from pounds

Skptember
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into tons by dividing tlie actual vveiglits in pounds by 2,000, yardmasters and conductors will in all cases neglect a remainder of
999 pounds or less, but will consider a remainder of l.(X)0 lb. or
more as one ton.
DISCUSSION

M. Daly, formerly general superintendent of transportaof the Illinois Central, and an expert on tonnage rating,

J.

tion

opened the discussion, speaking very highly of Mr. Beyer's paper.
He believed that if in making up trains this system of adjusted
tonnage were followed large economies in transportation costs
would be made. He called particular attention to the fact that
is much less than that
should justify the use of the
adjusted tonnage rating system.
He mentioned one road that
had made a saving of 5 per cent by adopting this system. The
overloading of locomotives was condemned as being more exsolid and substantial roadbed and
pensive than underloading.
track are especially necessary where heavy car loads are handled.
Mr. Daly stated that some of the new roads in Canada are
^establishing terminals at high points of land in order to obtain
descending grades in both directions out of the terminal for the
purpose of warming up the car and locomotive journals and
thus saving fuel.
Several members had found by experience that the short
trains with the heavy loads hauled much easier than the long
trains of light cars, even though the actual tonnage was much
greater.
It was generally believed that while a dynamometer
car was of considerable advantage in determining the rating

the resistance per ton of the loaded car

of the empty car.

This of

itself

A

work can be very satisfactorily performed
experienced in the performance of locomotives.

of a locomotive the

men

by

In helper service

is

it

found

to

be

much

better practice

to

place the assisting locomotive at the rear of the train, especially
if

the grades are undulating and the curves are sharp.

Mention

was made by Prof. L. E. Endsley of the increase in train resistance due to badly worn wheel treads and loose trucks, the
former being found, by test, to increase the resistance as much
as 100 per cent.

retarding

decreasing the length of stop.

—

At

the

present

time

brake is only
with electrical equipment.
The
amount of current required for the operation of this brake
practically prevents its being used on freight cars in long trains.
available

for passenger

the

electro-pneumatic

trains

Mr. Turner showed various diagrammatical illustrations .of the
electro-pneumatic brake and pointed out the versatility of the
entire system. As many and as small applications of the brake
can be made as desired, and the entire system can be recharged
with the brakes set. The danger of "stuck brakes" is eliminated,
the service and quick-action parts being entirely separate from
each other. By its use passenger trains hauled by modern locomotives that have taken 18,500 ft. to accelerate to 58 m.p.h. have
been stopped in less than 1,000 ft.

VALVE GEAR DESIGN AND LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION
An

interesting scientific paper on the effect of properly designed valve gear on locomotive fuel economy and operation was
read by W. E. Preston, traveling engineer. Southern Railway, in

which the theoretical indicator card was described and analyzed.
He also presented formulae for horsepower, tractive effort and
for determining the weight of steam used per hour (for constant
speed).
In speaking of the relation of the valve gear to the indicator
card he described the link motion diagram and the Zeuner diagram. Taking the dimensions of a Consolidation locomotive as
a concrete example he showed how the ideal card could be
obtained and the theoretical speeds at various points of cut-off.

From these were calculated the horsepower at different speeds,
and the steam and coal consumption. In speaking of the distorted indicator cards he said in part, as follows
There are many things that go to distort an indicato^card,
but a defect in the valve gear, or the setting of the valv^gear,

once become evident in the indicator card.
1, 2 and 3 illustrate some of the defects due to
faultv

Figs.

Walter V. Turner, assistant manager and chief engineer of
Company, gave an illustrated lecture on the possibilities of the electro-pneumatic brake in the
steam railway field. He called attention to the relation of the
air brake to the power of the present day locomotive, showing
how these powerful engines would be useless without the air

thus matenall>

force,

Experiments have shown that the retarding force can be built
up to 20 per cent with the electrically operated brake, whereas
the best pneumatic brake will permit of only 8 per cent retarding
force good train operation being obtained in both cases.

will at

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC BRAKE

511

valve gear.

the Westinghouse Air Brake

The

brake to control them.

variable load brake has

made

pos-

greater degree the heavier trains, the Virginian

sible to a still

now

operating trains of 8,000 tons with this type of brake.
When considering the action of the air brake, the rail, the
roadbed, the consist of the train and the foundation gear must
be taken into account, as they

all

all

have

a definite bearing

on

how the brake will perform in service.
The piston travel is of prime importance,

especially on long
should be constant throughout the length of the train
"rough handling" is to be eliminated. Tests have shown tliat

trains.
if

It

with an

8-lb.

brake pipe reduction

at

cars with the proper piston travel

the end of

two seconds

P
Ill

=
=

—
s
=
X =
n =
=:
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P —
=
y
—
\v
r

t-

Wiredrawing.

Too much k-aii.
Too early exluiiust closure.
Too early exhaust opening.
compression.

Insufl'icient

Not enough

lead.

Late exhanstLoose motion and wiredrawing.

Lack of
Excess
Blow.

lap.

back

pressure

due

to

These are the connnou defects due
such

defects,

as

excess

exhaust.

late

to tlic \al\e motion.

condensation,

restricted

e)tlier

leaky
the indicator card, but as these are not
the fault of the valve motion they have no place here.
valves, etc., are

ports,

shown by

The card shown in Fig. 4 was taken from an actual test on a
Consolidation engine, having a Stephenson valve gear. It is a
corner card, but the cut-off on this engine measured 87.5 per
cent, whereas it should have been 85 per cent if properly
set.

(8 in.), will develop a

The

result of over-travel of the valve is clearly seen in the vcr>-

braking power of 16 per cent, whereas those cars with a 6-in.
travel of the piston will develop a braking power of 43 per cent,
which naturidly causes very rough handling of the train.
In speaking of the clasp brake, he gave as a rough and re.uly
ride as to when this brake should l)e used, the condition vvhcrr
the side pressure of the shoe exceeds the d<nvnv\arc| pre^Mirc

late

exhaust and lack of lead.

of the wheel.

engine, while for this notch the ideal card gives 69 per
cent.
The straight line is the ideal card; the bent line showing the

tlie

The purpose

of the electrically-operated brake

solely to permit the use of a
electrical control

it

is

more

is

wholly and

With

efiicicnt air brake.

possible to have the brakes on

all

tlie

the
cars

in

the train operate simultaneously rather than consecutively, a<

in

the brakes controlled by the reduction of pressure in the train

that

per cent

more

From

this card

it

is

dolermincd

was being used than necessary at
this point of cut-off.
Moreover, the tlistorted motion reduces the
maximmn tractive effort of the engine some 3,(XX) lb.
Fig. 5 shows another card from the same engine hooked
up
to the sixth notch.
Here the cut-off measured 73 per cent on the
14.5

coal

actual card.
The valve still lacks lead and lias loo late exhaust
opening, but the back pressure drops to normal at the admission
end of the card,
llie effect of the slack in the valve motion
is

line;
slack,

because of this feature the surging or the running in of
with its attendant flisastrous results, will be eliminated

auil, at the

same

lime,

it

will be possible to

make use of a

greater

clearly

shown

to he very

at o.

little

After the port got-

ibroltling effect.

Hence the port opening-i are ample
The uHMti iffeclive prr-iMiie for

Thi';

fully

open there seems

al>:o

applies to

the ideal card

is

lu7

Fip. 4.

Ih..

^v|,(|
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for the actual card

enough

it

156

is

lb.,

the increase in cut-ofT not being

admission and
exhaust.
In this case there is 11.4 per cent more coal being
burned than necessar>' to develop the same horsepower, the
tractive eflfort being reduced 2,800 lb.
As the lead increases as the reverse lever is hooked back toward the center of the quadrant, ue would expect the card of
Fig. 5 to be better than that of Fig. 4. All of the events being

quite

to

compensate for the

earlier in the stroke,

we

efTect of late

somewhat

find that the earlier release

reduces the back pressure.
Theoretically the back pressure line should be parallel to the

atmospheric
cut-oflfs.

line,

and about the same distance from

At high speeds and

short

cut-offs,

of

for

it

all

more

course,

exhausts take place per minute than at slow speed, but to offset
this we have a ver>- much less volume of steam exhausted per
stroke at high speed than at low speed.

Practically,

it

is

Vol.

provide a brake that will give the best and most desirable results.
The road foreman of engines, due to his knowledge of the
road, is also in an excellent position to give valuable information
to the operating men regarding meeting points, and the location
of sidings, signals, water tanks, etc. He also can be of great
assistance in educating the enginemen in

inspections and reports.

power

to

amount of condensation not being exactly constant at all
speeds. However, the back pressure should not be greater than

the

There

making proper engine

in the engine a

is

damage and destroy equipment,

unless

it

tremendous
carefully

is

and stopping, and the traveling engineer by
his constant and careful instruction can do much to keep the
rough handling of trains to a minimum.
The report is signed by C. M. Kidd (N. & W.) chairman; T.
F. Lyons (N. Y. C. West); George Kleifgas
J. B. Hurley
(Wab.), and C. P. Cass (W. A. B.).
handled

in

starting

;

DISCUSSION

found

that the back pressure increases slightly as the speed increases,

No. 12

59,

Discussion.

—

was believed

to be the duty of the traveling engineers to see that the equipment was turned over to the enginemen in proper condition for handling and then to see that the
It

—7

-=

_

1

1

1

\n
t

K.
Fig.

10

lb.

at

20 m.p.h., or 15

at IS m.p.h.,

lb.

according to the best

trains

-'-^

W

'

y

2

Fig.

1

—

Fig.

were properly handled.

3

Several roads have tried

with

damage reports due to rough handling,
The engineer must be given a train propthe empty and loaded and also the weaker

authorities.

success the posting of

As another example of a very poor card Fig. 6 is shown.
This card is a very common one for valves poorly set. The line
ed shows a lack of lead, the line dc shows the wiredrawing and

defective brakes,

cars should be so distributed throughout the train as to provide

slack motion effect of the valve in opening the steam port, while

the best possible action of the air brakes.

ch shows this effect for the closing of this port or at cut-off.

lieved that better results

The

cut-off

and expansion are normal, while

Fig.

;;/

shows

a late

and

4

erly

etc.

up. that

is,

Some members bewould be obtained if the mechanical
department controlled the matter of making up the trains.

Fig.

and ja shows that the exhaust port does not
hence
is at a on its return stroke
the high back pressure and resulting small compression.
As the expansion line for the length hh is the same for the
good and bad cards, the amount of steam and coal used is, of
The coal consumption per
course, the same for both cards.
horsepower hour, however, is increased 14.5 per cent.

made

5

Fig.

SUBJECTS

restricted exhaust,

—

get fully open until the piston

particularly on the contents

number of
points were brought out by the members. It was bethe Stcplicnson valve gear would give as good results

of the paper presented by Mr. Preston as above, a
interesting
lieved that

from the

fuel

IMPROVING THE HANDLING OF AIR BRAKES
cannot be questioned for its value
in detailed study of the air brake system, but the road foreman of
engines can perform a great service in giving practical instruction on the road.
He can pick out those engineers deficient in
this

subjects were

air brake instruction car

work and give them

individual instruction.

position to advise the shop forces as to

recommended

for consideration

the next convention

at

What

effect

does the mechanical placing of fuel

in

fireboxes

and the lubricating of locomotives have on the cost of operation?
The advantages of the use of superheaters, brick arches and
other modern appliances on large locomotives, especially those

Smoke prevention.
Make up of freight

He

is

also in a

what should be done

to

trains for tangents

and grades with refer-

ence to draft rigging and lading.
Assignment of power with a view of obtaining the most

effi-

cient service.

consumption standpoint as any valve gear of the

However, it was stated that with the elimination
of the eccentric it was possible to better maintain the outside
gear and thus insure a more constant steam distribution.
outside type.

The

The following

of the Mallet type.

DISCUSSION

While the discussion did not bear

6

CLOSING EXERCISES
Warren
F.ncinccrs,

S.

Stone,

made

a

grand
brief

chief,

lirotherhood of Locomotive

address

dtn-ing

the

session

morning.
He spoke of the traveling engineer as the
mediary between the engineer and the railway officers.

Friday
inter-

Some

roads are getting far better results from their enginemen than
others, having obtained their implicit confidence by dealing with
the

men

fairly

and honestly.

He

called

upon the traveling

engineers to "play the game square" and to be sure and place
the blame of an accident where it properly belongs, whether it

be on the man, machine, roadbed, or wherever

it

may

be.

September
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Mr. Stone was elected an honorary member of the association.

pose and suitable replies have been

The attendance was 404 members

The committee

membership of

and the treasurer reported a cash balance
officers were elected for the ensuing

1,061,

The following

of $7,500.

year:

R. Scott, president, St. L.

J.

& W. W.

N.

;

&

S.

F.

B.

;

Feeny,

J.

L. Robinson, third vice-president, B.

A. L.

;

&

O.

Grand Trunk A. G. Kinyon,
David Meadows, treasurer, M. C,

G. A. Kell, fourth vice-president.
fifth vice-president, S.

first

H. F. Henson, second vice-presi-

vice-president, Illinois Central;
dent,

the secretary reported a

;

;

and W. O. Thompson, secretary, N, Y. C.
Chicago received the highest number of votes as the place
for holding the next convention.

AMERICAN RAILWAY PERISHABLE FREIGHT
ASSOCIATION

continuing

is

its

made

to interested carriers.

investigation of the theory of

using ice in the winter to prevent freezing to fruits and vegetables and other perishable goods in transit, and has received

some additional information, but requested that further time be
granted by the association. The committee believes it will be
for the association to consider the question of

desirable

car-

and damage by freezing carload shipand vegetables or other perishable goods in

riers' non-liability for loss

ments of

fruits

w'hen the

transit,

shipper has not onlj'

failed

to

install

false

break the frost line or to provide other protection,
but has also omitted to request the carriers to furnish any proThe report of the committee was adopted.
tective service.

floors

to

Other subjects discussed at the meeting were: The present
and practices covering heated car servthe use of ice in packages in the
ice by shippers and carriers
body of cars damage to deciduous and citrus fruit due to
sampling in transit rules to govern ventilation of cars interchanged with Canadian railroads.
The officers of the American Railway Perishable Freight AssoChairman, J. S. Leeds, manager, Santa Fe Refrigciation are
erator Despatch, Chicago, 111., and secretary, E. F. McPike, perishable freight service manager, Illinois Central, Chicago, 111.
status of carriers' rules

;

;

The semi-annual meeting

of the

American Railway Perishable

;

Freight Association was held at the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, on September

8.

Over

were repre-

100,000 miles of line

sented at the meeting.

:

The executive committee reported
correspondence with

traffic

that

it

has continued active

associations regarding the necessity

and desirability of inserting

in

tariffs

all

reasonably uniform

rules requiring shippers of perishable freight in carloads to give

complete and definite instructions as to whether or not shipments
are to be transported under refrigeration, icing, non-icing, ventilation or other authorized accessorial service, and that recom-

mendations substantially to the same effect were made by the
The
Freight Claims Association at its recent annual meeting.
question of securing greater uniformity of tariff rules regarding
perishable freight and the possible publication of some joint
issue to cover the same is being investigated by the committee,
but further time is required. The committee also recommended
that all member lines be requested to arrange with their respective law, traffic, operating and freight claim departments whereby
they will furnish to the secretary of the association copies of

all

arguments and other forms of documents relating to

briefs,

claims, suits, cases or public hearings involving perishable freight

service matters, to the end that the association

files

may

not only

be kept complete, but that results accomplislied by carriers dealing

with such matters in one section of the country may become a
benefit and of direct practical use to carriers in other sections of
the country. This plan would contemplate that the facilities of
the association so far as practicable would be at the

of

member Hues when

all

The
The

command

they desire special information.

was adopted by the association.
committee reported that it had been unable to
proceed with the complete revision of association circular 27-C,
report of the committee
rules

containing standard service rules, because some of the important

under consideration by interested traflic associations, and the committee asked further time for the revision
with a view to the revised rules being compiled and put into
type before January 1, if possible, for submission to all members
of the association. The committee also recommended that the
subjects are

still

association bring to the attention of

all

PERFORMANCE OF PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES
Electric locomotives have now been in use for about four
and one-half years on the Manhattan division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, operating passenger trains through the tunnels
entering New York city under the Hudson river. These locomotives* were designed to start and accelerate a train of 550
tons, in addition to the locomotive, on a 1.93 per cent grade in

the tunnels.

inspected,

clearly

but briefly the proper methods of

reicing cars, also tamping ice.

make

carriers

icinc and
Regarding a proposed rule that

notations on billing of perishable freight to

show

date and hour of each i)rc\ious reicing, the committee reaffirmed
its

previous recommendation that the association take no decided

position on the (|uestion dlher than to state that

do consider the plan
to

its

.iddiilidu

by

feasible and practicable

such

iuili\idual

roads.

it

if

certain roads

The

i

eport

was

The service conunillir niioilnl thai it has, in addilinn to its
other work, given considiralion to the analysis of various claims
for alleged loss or d.image to iicrishable freight which have
prrscnicd by mcnibcT lines to

llic

cleaned

and the necessary adjustinents and

ing mileage and detention record
3,974,746

Locomotive miles
Total engine failures
Total minutes detention to trains
Locomotive miles l)er iletentlon.
Locomotive miles per minnte detention
.

During

J^^
ca iiu

.

this period 463,558 train

w'^??
14,667

movements were made, thus

average of about 1,300 movctnents per detention
The change from steam to electric locomotives and vice versa,
is made at Manhattan Transfer, four minutes being allowed by
schedule (or this operation, including the necessary testing oV

giving

ati

the air brakes.
in

The

entire operation, however,

three niituilcs and

is saitl

to

have been done

may
in

be performed
two minutes.

sees no objection

adopted.

liocn

tested,

one of the regular steam locomotive repair shops.
In November, 1914, ii electric locomotives had completed
four years' service, and during that period bad made the follow-

of inserting in tariffs the complete legal definition
of perishable freight.
The committee also recommended that
illustrate

this

renewals made to all electrical and mechanical parts.
The shopping for general repairs is governed by tire wear,
and a number of locomotives have run from 90,000 to 112,000
miles before it became necessary to turn the tires or do other
The general overhauling is handled in
general repair work.

desiraliility

the association consider the printing of an illustralcd poster to

on

1,000 tons, are

associations the

tralTic

In actual operation trains of 850 tons are frequently

grade and 14 all-steel car trains, weighing over
handled without difficulty.
Each locomotive in service passes over an inspection pit once
every 24 hours for a running inspection of the machinery, slight
This inspection requires
repairs being made where necessary.
an average time of about ten minutes. After a locomotive has
made 3.000 miles, it is taken into the shop for a general or
periodic inspection, when all electrical apparatus is thoroughly
started

lommilliH'

fi>r

lh.it

pur-

MiiiTAKY CoNTKoi. OK KiMANiAN K\ii u .\vs.— Rumanian railways are said to have been ordered t.i idace all rolling stock
at the disposal of the war ministry by September 14.
•For
Uii:elle.

A

complete

November

description
.";.

IWV,

pniie

of these
SSI.

locomotives

see

Railway

Age
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NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE

versy

:

Whereas, There is a controversy existing between the common carriers of our country and the postoffice department over
the compensation due said carriers for transporting the mails,
and
Whereas, In various rate advance cases the carriers have insisted that their total net income is insufficient, and their claim
has been an important factor in such cases, and
Whereas, If the carriers' compensation for transporting the
mails be not adequate, the burden necessarily falls upon the
shipping public to make up the deficiency through higher freight
and passenger rates, and
Whereas, The honor and dignity of our government demand
that said controversy be brought to a speedy conclusion, therefore be

it

common

our

it

carriers are receiving adequate compensation, and

further

proper body to assist in ascertaining the facts and that

it

be

directed to investigate the entire question and report as speedily
as possible its findings and recommendations for the guidance
of congress in bringing said controversy to a prompt and proper
conclusion.

report of the executive committee discussed a plan

establishing league headquarters at Washington, D.
.subject

In

was put over

was

interstate
carriers,

a

C, but

for
this

until the next meeting.

connection with the report of the

there

%

than

fraction

cent,

the

if

carriers and shippers can agree.

In connection with the report of the freight claims committee,
freight, packing, marking, ef"., was
discussed and the committee was instructed to begin work on a
manual of instruction on this subject to be placed in the hands
of shipping clerks.

the subject of handling of

The

subject of duplicate charges on prepaid

shipments was

AmerAmer-

discussed, and the league comiilimented the action of the

ican .Association of Railway .\ccounting Officers and the

ican Railway Association on their recommendations for the ex-

tension of through interline

means of preventing

as one

liilling

duplicate charges.

In connection with the report of the

of lading committee,

bill

the league went on record in favor of a "clean" bill of lading,
to constitute a plain receipt of freight without the various con-

now included in the
now not required since

of lading, which

tract provisions

bill

believed are

the enactment of the

it

was

Cum-

mins law.

It was stated that the export millers will file a comwith the Interstate Commerce Commission against the
e.xport bill of lading and the league also authorized the filing
of a complaint on behalf of all lines of business.

its

discussion of the subject

commerce law as
it was decided

and

to

legislative

committee

of codification

of

the

The proposed

reor.ganizaton of the Interstate

mission was discussed but no action was taken.
as

submitted

weighing committee was
filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission which do not conform t^ the code of
rules regarding weighing agreed to by the league and the
American Railway Association and approved by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. The weighing committee was instructed
to continue conferences with the American Railway Association,
resolution

by

the

to

uniform

change was made

in

or

if

necessary to ask the Interstate

Commerce Commission

to

reopen the weighing case for final settlement. This referred to
a rule of the Central Freight Association lines providing for a
charge for light-weighing empty cars.

Edward

E.

Toledo Club.
where in this

Commerce Commission,
on Thursday evening at the

Clark, of the Interstate
at

a dinner

Commissioner Clark's address

is

published else-

issue.

mutual rights of shippers and

to co-operate with

the .'\merican

present provisions in other respects.

legislation

A

addressed the league

Bar Association in its tentative codification and its movement
to have congress take up the subject.
On the right of appeal
from negative orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission
the committee reported that while the shippers ought to have
the same right in this respect as the carriers, a change in the
law might work to their disadvantage, and it was decided to
have the committee study the subject further and recommend
some suggestions for a revision of the law without interfering
with

smaller

1j

adopted, stating that tariffs have been

Resolved, That our president be instructed to memorialize the
proper committees of the senate and house of representatives
suggesting that the Interstate Commerce Commission is the

The

no

Xo.

plaint

Resolved, That it is the sense of the National Industrial Traffic
League that the fact should be speedily ascertained as to whether
lie

with

rates

stating

At the meeting of the National Industrial Traffic LeaKne
held in Toledo, Ohio, on September 9 and 10, the following resolutions were adopted regarding the railway mail pay contro-
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OUTLOOK FOR COAL CAR SUPPLY FOR
COMING SEASON
By Arthur

The surplus of coal and gondola cars reported by the American Railway Association for September 1, 1915, was nearly 41.000.
This is not far from last year's figures for September l,(-Xi.OOO),
but the shortage of coal cars this year

was only 66.
There was no large surplus of

year

Commerce ComThe subject of

was discussed but no

the previous position of the league, that

the initiative should rest with the carriers and that there should
.'\
be no legislation on this subject.
resolution was adopted
urging an amendment of the Cummins law as to limitation of
liability by common carriers to eliminate express and baggage
from its application. A resolution was also adopted urging an
amendment to the fourth section of the commerce act so that
through rates may not exceed the combination of lawful rates,

H.\le

is

over 2,300. while

last

it

to 1914 until

we

get back to 1909.

coal

and gondola cars prior
we find on August 18

Tliere

a surplus of about 42,000.

In 1908 the surpluses were

much

larger until the middle of

October.

judge from those figures what the
and November, but in
1909 there was quite a marked shortage of coal cars, which ran
up to nearly 12,000 in the middle of November.
There is one point in which the record this year is similar
that is, the surplus decreased very rapidly in
to that of 1909
August, while in 1914 it came down very slowly. This would
seem to point to the possibility of some little coal car shortage
in the months of October and November of this year.
On the other hand, the drop this year seems to be about two
weeks later than it was in 1909. Here again it is difficult to
compare, because this year we have figures only for the first
of the months, while in 1908 we had them for the middle of the
It

is,

of course,

difficult to

situation in coal cars will be in October

;

even though one factor is a state rate which has not been
enjoined or set aside by competent authority.
In connection with the report of the tariffs committee, the
subject of consolidation of individual tariffs in Official Classification territory into association issues, which had been proposed at the last meeting, was discussed and the subject was
dropped for the reason that it was believed that no economy
result.
The subject of disposition of fractions in the
establishment of freight rates will be given further considera-

would

tion by the committee,

merce Commission

is

which reported that the Interstate Com-

inclined to look with favor on a plan for

months as well.
About all that can be said in the matter is
judge this year's showing by that of 1909 there

that

if

we can

will be a short-

age of perhaps 8,000 or even 10,000 coal cars on November

1.

Maintenance
Way

The Maintenance of
one week

Section for October will be delayed

complete report of the convention of the

to enable a

Way

of

American Railway Bridge & Building Association, which

One

of the most serious ol)stacles to the economical manage-

ment of

This

October

section

22, rather

An

Object
Lesson in

The economy of

tie

appear in the issue of

therefore,

will,

than

in the

preservation and the importance of con-

discussing such
f""

Care

whole,

of Ties

subjects

in

the

one

not impressed with their

is

significance so strongly as by

article in

F.

more

Angier,

J.

defi-

in

an

another column in this issue, in which he shows that

amount expended for

the

made by

such as those

statements,

nite

abstract,

large figures for the country as a

'"

on the Baltimore

ties

tion of fuel, and that this expense

amounted

& Ohio

con-

with the excep-

stitutes the largest single item of material cost

to $250 per mile

of track maintained in 1913, an increase of 109 per cent in ten
years.

Entirely aside from the significance of this rapid increase,

the actual

amount expended

of special significance as an

financial

interest

officers.

As

is

the lack of direct

on the part of minor

a rule these

men

are truly

conscientious and have the interests of
the

Economy

company

at heart, but

many

of them

are prone to criticise because the com-

regular third issue of the month.

serving the timber supply have been emphasized so frequently
that they are generally realized.
But in

The Proper

a large corporation such as a railroad

will

be held in Detroit from October 19 to 21, inclusive, to be included.

Section

pany fails to supply equipment and material, which to them
seems indispensable to the attainment of certain economies in
operation and maintenance. They overlook entirely the interest
and depreciation charges which the additional investments involve and which might very largely neutralize the savings which
they expected to make. One of the Eastern railroads has adopted
a practice which will tend to overcome this tendency on the
part of track foremen. Each foreman is supplied with a pricelist covering all equipment used by the track forces, with instructions to enter the cost of each item on all his requisitions
for supplies.
This serves as an object lesson in several ways.
It calls frequent attention to the number of section gangs on the
road, thereby enabling the foreman by only the simplest mental
calculation to obtain a definite idea of

pany

to supply

one additional tool

money

ciation of the

what

it

will cost the

to each section.

An

com-

appre-

value of the equipment with which he

is

illus-

supplied will give the foreman a .greater sense of responsibility

tration of the importance of careful supervision in the use of

He will guard against losses
improper and careless use of the tools.
Taken together, there is no more faithful class of employees on
the railroads to-day than the section foremen, and they offer,
therefore, a fertile field for demonstrations as to the best ways
in which the company's interests may be served.

The handling of

this material.

to

the track

is

foremen.

It

is

ties is

entrusted almost entirely

important that as

consistent with safety be secured

from

all

ties.

full

life

as

is

To accomplish

foreman must be instructed carefully regarding the
and be made to realize the value of the maIn spite of the attention which has been
terial he is handling.
given this subject in the past, there is still room for improvement, which is made all the more necessary by the continual
the

this

limits of service

increase in this item of expenditure.

for the contents of the tool house.

and be quicker

THE ROADMASTERS' CONVENTION
T"^

HE

*
One

of the

first

railway divisions in this country to be equipped

throughout with motor cars was the

Illinois division of the Chi-

Milwaukee & St. Paul between
The Increasing
Chicago and Savanna.
Motor cars entirely superseded handcars on this line
Use of
'" ^^'^^ ^"'^' ''^'^ results which have been
Motor Cars
secured from their continued operation,
well as the methods adopted for their care, described in ancago,

as

other column,

are of

special

interest.

One

success here has been that the roadmaster has
all

reason

for their

made himself

at

times conversant with the motor cars, and therefore able to

instruct the

men regarding

their operation.

been done by roadmasters, as

is

This has not always

illustrated by the fact that an

foreman on a Western road recently received a
motor car direct from the shops, crated, without any instrucIt is not surprising that
tions for setting it up or running it.
Italian section

proved a failure. Thorough instruction of the men is
in handling any new device, and a road owes it to
itself to see that any new equipment for which it expends its
money be used so as to secure the most favorable results. The
motor car is no longer regarded as experimental. It has proved
that many roads arc making it
its economy to such a point
standard in place of the lian<Uar. One large road is equipping
one-third of the sections on each division with motor cars each
year for three years. Another busy double-track Kastcrn road,
with very dense tralTic, has discontinued the use of han<lcars
entirely and is using motor cars on all its lines, finding that
even on the heavy traflic lines the ninnbrr of cars hit !ias bron
rcdnred owing to the care exercised b\- ihc forciuoii
this car

necessary

to note

this

convention of the Roadmasters' Association, held in
Chicago last week, was the most successful in the historj- of
organization.
While the attendance did not exceed that

of last year, the reports and especially the discussions were of
a higher grade than in previous years. After a long period of
difticulties

has

association

this

made

past three or four years, so that

place

among

the maintenance of

it

is

way

rapid strides during the

now

taking an important

associations and deserves

the support of the railways.

Few
this,

railway

and there

associations
is

no

conflict

have more important fields than
between it and the .-\merican Rail-

way Engineering Association, as each has a sufficient number
of problems coming within the special province of its members
to

occupy

its

entire time.

The Roadmasters' Association should

and others directly in charge of
maintenance of way work and confronted with it in its details
as well as the roadmasters not now identified with it. The association confines its activities strictly to problems connected with
the maintenance of track.
From its very nature the .\merican
Railway Engineering Association can devote only a small amount
of attention to these subjects, for it must also consider problems
of design and those of interest to the bridge engineer, engineer
of water service, construction engineer and cnher branches of
include

division

engineers

ihc engineering doparlment.

The membership of

the Roadmasters' .Vs'^ociation

is

at

pres-

and track supervisors.
It is to the mutual interest of this organization and of
the engineers that more engineers intoicsted in maintenance
problems become affiliated with this association. In this way il
can he strengthened materially and its activities hroadcne<I and
ent confined almost exclusively to roadmasters

it

can become of more real service to the railroads.
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THE SELECTION OF CONCRETE MATERIALS
/'CONCRETE has become so tIioroughI\- established as
^^

struction material that

call

for the

the earlier years of

being

tions

are

along

much more

cement

industry

giving

its

publicity,'

its

carried

on

systematic

with
lines

performing

is

merits that characterized

its

development.

a

It is true that investiga-

no

less

than

zeal,

formerly,

commendable

to the latest developments.

Still,

and even
and the

service

in

these matters

do not excite the attention that was given to concrete in its
In other words, we have reached the point where we
infancy.
are taking things for granted as we do in regard to long-established practices in the use of lumber.
Because of this there is
a possibility that

we

are overlooking considerations of

great

importance in the use of concrete in much the same way that,
as has been shown, the details of our use of lumber have long
been faulty.
In all classes of concrete work scrupulous care is exercised
to insure a good quality of cement, attainment of this object
being aided by the general acceptance of w-ell known standard
specifications
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of cement are chemically active.
On the other hind, a
blend of Portland cement and sand has shown from 90 to 95
per cent passing a 200-mesh sieve.
Because of this extremely
ticles

a con-

application to various uses does not

amount of discussion of

Vol.

and the simple and tangible character of the tests
On the other hand, there seems to be a gen-

grinding

fine

it

is

much more than 40

probable that

per cent

of the particles in the original standard cement will be chemically
active.
If standard Portland cement could be so ground that
90 to 95 per cent would pass through a 200-mesh sieve, a barrel
should make as much concrete as two barrels of blended cement,

the

ultimate strength of the concrete being the same in both

A

cases.

way

sand cement should make a concrete equal in every
made from standard cement, no matter where

that

to

used.
In the southwestern part of the United States there is a zone
about 500 miles wide, extending from the center of the state
of Texas through New Mexico and Arizona, and then turning

Nevada

to the north through the center of

a total length of 1,400 miles, in W'hich

into Oregon, in

no cement

is

all

manufactured.

The

price of cement, at the mills, tributarj' to this district, except
such as W'Ould come from the Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas
districts, is materially higher than in the rest of the country.

In 1914 the average price in the Rocky Mountain district, as

eral

given by the report of the Department of the Interior, was
40 per cent higher than in the entire countrj'. Taking this into

gate

consideration, together with the great length of the haul to

and

their results.

impression that almost anj' kind of sand or larger aggreis good enough.
Specifications for sand to the effect that
it shall be clean and sharp, backed up by a casual glance by
way of inspection, are ordinarily considered all that is necessary
to secure a good quality of concrete, provided the cement has
passed rigid tests. !More careful consideration is usually given
to the stone or gravel, but even in these a far greater variation
in the quality of the materials is permitted than would be allowed
for cement.

The

influence of variations in the characteristics of sands and

gravels upon the strength of mortar and concrete has been
generally appreciated by students of this subject. In general, it

may

be said that the effects of variations in the size and grading of particles and the influences of the presence of loam, clay
and vegetable matter, are fairly well understood by the users
of concrete. But these things seem to be lost sight of when it

comes

to the selection of the materials for actual use.

AH

too

we see a structure of excellent design and workmanmarred by evidence of the use of dirty aggregate, or one
which suffers from porosity because of a failure to study pro-

points in the district,

most
would seem that the use of the sand

it

cement would be a matter for serious consideration.

COMPARATIVE PUMPING COSTS

A

-\

article in this issue discusses the necessity for the use oi a

unit adequately expressing

ing costs.

Special attention

is

power in any comparison of pump-

directed to the error of reporting

amount of water delivered.
That the futility of such a report of pumping is readily appreciated by many who have no definite understanding of the prin-

these costs in units expressing only the

evidenced by the fact that reports in terms

ciples of hydraulics, is

pumped

of water

are frequently supplemented by statements of

the difference in the elevation of the water at the source

frequently

which may constitute the major portion of the pumping

ship

ance.

portions.

On

mine the

the other hand, the office

strates the futility of specifying a sharp sand.

number of samples of commercial sand

Tests of a large

indicated a variation in

and

that

Construction work on a certain railroad in the Middle West
was carried on at one time with gravel and sand, hauled an
average distance of 300 miles, when subsequent investigation

point to the need of a

SO miles from the work. This state of affairs would not have
existed if proper study had been made of all the materials tributary to the construction district.

The use of sand cement

in certain

sections of this country

directs attention to another phase of the economics of concrete.

Sand or silica cement is a mechanical mixture of Portland
cement with a pure, clean sand, very finely ground together in
a tube mill or similar machine. For the best grade of Portland
cement, the proportions of cement to sand are 1 :1, although as
lean a mixture as

1

:6

has been

made

to

compete with natural

cement.
In standard Portland cement 80 per cent must pass a 200sieve and probably not more than 40 per cent of the par-

mesh

man may

set

resist-

out to deter-

friction

the stiength of mortar briquettes of 300 per cent.

disclosed a superior material on the company's lines less than

at

head and calculate the cost of pumpagainst a one-foot head, perhaps
reducing this finally to horsepower. This gives, wdthout question,
the best comparison of pumps that can be made without
actual observation of the water horsepower, but it may be widely
in error because of the opportunity for discrepancies between the
assumed friction factor and the actual resistance of the pipe
lines.
Old pipes are rough and may be clogged with scale and
sediment, the actual arrangement and size of the pipes may be
different from those given in the record, and there may be other
conditions, concerning which the office man has no knowledge
static

pumped

ing in terms of gallons

The importance of these considerations has recently been
emphasized by C. C. Wiley, in Bulletin No. 70 of the Illinois
Experiment Station, entitled, "Mortar Making Qualities of Illinois Sand." The extensive tests recorded in this paper demonstrate clearly the need of a careful selection of the sand.
It
points to the importance of the mineralogical composition as indicating the strength and durability of the particles and demon-

and

the point of delivery, ignoring entirely, however, the friction head

will

seriously

his results.
The conditions outlined
more thorough supervision of water ser-

affect

vice matters, combining practical experience with a thorough
knowlegde of hydraulics and allied subjects. Such a supervision
will not only make for the correct determination of pumping
costs, but will tend to secure better results in all

service.

The consumption of water

creased threefold, yet the water
pipe line, once adequate, but

now

is

at a
still

phases of water

may be inpumped through a long

given station

entirely too small, necessitating

excessive velocity and consequently a wasteful friction.

Cases
have been discovered where the saving in pumping in one year
would pay for a new pipe line of proper size. A long neglected
check of the displacement of the pump against the actual volume
delivered at the tank may disclose a discrepancy which the condition of the

pump

valves will not permit of explanation as

with the result that

a

leak

of

years

standing

is

slip,

discovered.

Many other examples could be given showing the economies to
be obtained by a proper attention to this important department.

The Roadmasters^

Annual Convention

Thirty-third

An

Abstract of the Committee Reports and Discussions
Presented at the Meeting Held Last Week in Chicago

The thirtN'-third annual convention of the Roadmasters' and
Maintenance of Way Association of America was held at the
Anditorinm Hotel, Chicago, September 7-10, inclusive. About
200 members were in attendance. The convention was one of
the most successful in the history of the association, particularly in point of interest displayed in the committee reports
and in the character of the discussions. The e.xhiliits of the
Track Supply Association were also up to the usual standard.
The convention was called to order by President P. J. McAndrews (C. & N. W.) at 10:30 Tuesday morning. The association was welcomed to Chicago by Harry E. Miller, city
prosecuting attorney; by W. J. Towne, assistant general manager, Chicago & North Western, and by F. A. Preston, viceIn his remarks
president of the Track Supply Association.
Mr. Towne particularly emphasized the increased responsibility of the roadmaster in recent years and the growing importance of developing economical methods of working, stating
that it is becoming absolutely necessary to make every dollar
go as far as possible, consistent with safety. Past Presidents
T. Hickey (M. C), A. E. Hansen (A. T. & S. F.), James
Sweeney (C. & E. I.), T. Thompson (A. T. & S. F.), A. M.
Clough (N. Y. C), and W. Shea (C. M. & St. P.), also spoke
concerning the various phases of the work of the association.
In his opening address President P. J. McAndrews reviewed the
activities of the association in the past year and commented
upon its future.
The officers of the association for the past year were
President, P. J. McAndrews, roadmaster, Chicago & North Western,
:

Belle Plaine, la.

Long

;

vice-president,

first

Colman King,

supervisor,

second vice-president, M. Burke,
St. Paul, Chicago
secretary-treasurer, L. C. Ryan, roadmaster, Chicago & North WestIsland, Jamaica, N. Y.

;

Milwaukee &

Chicago,

i-oadmaster,

111.
The report of
new members had been

ern, Sterling,

that 120

and that there

is

;

the secretary-treasurer

showed

received during the past year

a balance of $685 in the treasury.

—

Rail.
The best quality of rail of not less than 100 lb. to the
yard should be used. Rail in this class of track should at all
times be in an almost perfect condition. It should not be left
in track for any length of time after it becomes battered or
curve worn to any extent, as in this condition it is nearly im-

possible to maintain

may

good riding

track, and, if left in too long,

cause accidents.

—Joints

Joints.

should be of substantial plain type, with no

portion protruding below the base of
Bolts.

— One-inch oil-treated bolts are specified.
—No. 12 frogs are desired for slow-speed

Frogs.

FOR HIGH

SI'KKl)

UKAVY

TR.\KFIC RO.MIS

General Makeup of Track

Width of Snbc/rade.

—

— Single

track, 21

— The

recommend

best

cru.sher

a ma-xiiTium size of 2
clay and dust

ballast

available

—

the track so there will be 4

in.

more

should

the crusher,

be

'

\\\'

used.

liniestoiie.

with

free

from

..

in.,

liallast

should

be placed to a de|)th of not less than S in luuler the ties, and
dressed even with the top of the ties in the center, with a slight
slope to about 2

sloping Ij^ to

1

below the tops of the ties
from a point 6 in outside the
in.

to the base of the ballast

liiu-

outside of the outer rails

on double track than outside of the inner

rails.

For

single

track ties should be laid so they will extend equally outside of
each rail except on curves in excess of 2 deg., where they

should be placed so that 4 in. more is on the outside of the lowrail than outside of the high rail.
Twenty ties should be used
per 33 ft. rail-length, making slightly more than 11 in, spacing

between each. White oak is recommended and we believe it
economical to use tie plates on each tie, such tie plates to be of
the anti-creeping type.

Tie Plates.

— Shoulder

tie plates

should be not less than

.>8

in.

thick.

—

Anti-Creepers. Enough should be used to hold the rails from
creeping of a type easy to apply, simple in construction and that
stay on.

Switch Ties.
wood.

— L^se

7 in.

by 9

in.

of various lengths of hard-

—

Make-up of Passing Tracks. Main passing tracks should be
provided with a fair quality of ties and rail of a section approximating main-track rail.
It
is
often found economical
are being relayed with a heavier

from main tracks when they

rail.

The

ties in

passing tracks

and important side tracks should never be of such inferior quality
as to require labor being expended unnecessarily in frequent
renewals or an element of danger to employees by derailment
being involved.

two tracks, 33 ft.
a mixture of clay and

run stone ballast of hard
in. and a minimum size of

when received from

crossovers

ft.;

Drainage. All cuts in clay soil or in
sand should be tiled on one or both sides of the track, dependOn multiple
ing on the amount of moisture encountered.
tracks in wet districts a line of tile should be placed between
each set of two tracks.
All tile should be laid below frost
line on a level to permit proper drainage and should be covered
by some porous material. The size should be governed by the
amount of moisture. Surface ditches should be a standard distance from rails. In deep cuts, where the surface slopes toward
the track, ditches of sullicient depth should be made on lop of
the cut at least 40 ft. from the track to prevent flood waters
running on to the Iracks and from washing <lo\vn the slopes
of the cut.
liatlast.

is

and passing-track movements, and No. 20 frog for high-speed
crossovers operated by interlocking.
Track Ties. Ties 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. shall be placed in

to use the lighter sections taken

THE PROPER ORGANIZATION OF SECTION FORCES AND
METHODS FOR MAINTAINING AND POLICING TRACK

Oil-treated steel

rail.

preferred.

ends and
of the ties

at the

en<ls

ll'ork

Equipment Recommended to be Available, Possibly
Used on More than One Sub-division

Steam

ditchers, power-rail loaders

ballast cars,

ditcher, a

few air-dump

a

clam

shell,

ballast

to be

and nnloaders, center-dump

ballast cars

spreaders,

to

use with a steam

ballast

shapers of the

most modern type, for widening and shaping the subshoulder
and ballast shoulder, rail-Ia\ing machines, power subshoulder
weed-mowers, snowplows and Hanger cars.
The above power-driven machinery and labor-saving devices
have been recommended because we think them necessary to
offset

the

la!)orers.

constant deterioration
All

in quality of available track
labor-saving machinery should be given careful

consideration and

may

be

made by

made

use of where possible.

The saving

that

the use of bank-widening, ballast-shaping, rail-

weed-mowing and other machinery is so
we are at a loss to understand the tardiness of
some railway managements in their genor.d adoption of this
loading,

rail-laying,

apparent that

practice.

Weed-killing by the application of chemicals has been proven
The use of air-driven
rail saws and drills shoubl be gone into and advanta.gc taken
of them as a means to attain elViciencv.
a great labor and money-saving process.
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A

Koadtnaster's or Supervisor's Subdivision Organisation^ the
Length of Subdivision and the Length of Section
Koadmaster or supervisor

—

Length of division
Assistants

—

— 100

miles of double track or

Chief Clerk—
General Timekeepr
General Material Clerk

—

Foremen

—34

its

equivalent

—

—
— 1^

ballast can be

when

sons

where

per single-track mile in season

worked and

ties

put in

—

1

when

man

per mile in seaput in in climates

ballast cannot be worked or ties
renewals can be made and fences can be rebuilt and

rail

repaired.

We

efficiency.

Only a small percentage of the foremen are quick to discover and put into practice simpler and easier methods for
bringing about required results.
It is amazing to observe the
various methods of performing each particular operation by different foremen on one division and especially to note the variation in costs for the same kind of work.

We

recommend

a clerk

A

general material clerk should in no
responsibility

way

relieve

foremen

caring and accounting for all material under their charge, but should keep a correct record of
all material handled on divisions where used, where stored, etc.
of

He

should do this by constant checking on the ground on the
various sections.

recommend

\\'e

subdivision floating-gang foreman and
composed of picked men whose compensation should be slightly more than the regular section men.
This gang should be equipped with a portable camp and tools for
various track work.
This crew should be employed to do

crew of varying

a

size,

various special jobs, such as building new side tracks, transferring cars, handling snow and various other jobs.
At times
when special work is slack it should assist some foreman in
doing heavy work and give assistance to the foreman who is

behind in his work.
The above section forces should be employed the year around
because the practice of reducing forces to the minimum in the
early fall does not appear to be the best.
With certain limitations a force more nearly uniform throughout the year is most
economical, for a better grade of laborers will enter and re-

main

in

work
work as
of

service and be satisfied with a lesser
all

wage

if

assured

the year round.

relaying

rail,

In a climate that will permit, such
gaging track and rebuilding fences can

There

is

much

Ballasting

ing them.

work should be

for Doing

summer months,

if

Heavy Work

started as early in the

spring as

permit the section

fall to

ing

in

it

men

first-class condition

to get over the

for winter.
ties

new

stone, leav-

Old material should

and spread out for widen-

ing embankments, leaving the subgrade in a rounding shape.
ditches should be cleaned and

All

embankments strengthened where

necessary in advance of ballasting operation.

renewals should be

made and

ties properly
proper grade, making the first lift to the top of the grade stakes and only tamping
by filling under the ties at the ends and under the full width of
the rail, using round-pointed shovels or spades for this work.

All necessary

tie

Track should then be

lifted to the

After the track has been given at least a few days' settling
under traffic, a second and final lift should be made and the
track tamped carefully with diamond-pointed tamping bars or
tamping picks from the outside ends of the ties to a point fully
Center-dump ballast cars and centerinside of the rail base.
ballast spreaders are recommended for handling the new ballast.

From

we

reports coming under our observation

believe

slot

spiking at joints or the spacing of ties immediately under the
joints is unnecessary and constitutes a waste of labor. Uniform

and anchoring of the track by the use of anchor
is more economical from every standHowever, if some railways insist on spacing ties to con-

spacing of
tie plates

point.

ties

or anti-creepers

to the angle bar slots, rail laid during the winter months,
properly anchored by anti-creepers, can wait until the condition of roadbed will permit tie spacing with no detrimental

form

if

results to rail or surface.

The committee recommends
laid in the early fall,

that as

much

rail

as possible be

winter and early spring.

In making renewals of rail the basic principles of this work
should never be sacrificed to the sometimes too insistent demand of railway managements for fast work. In other words,
rail should be laid from the practical rather than from the

To lay rail right, the work must be
theoretical standpoint.
done so that the new rails have proper bearing on each tie. This
means in most cases a careful adzing of all the ties. Proper
expansion is the other essential of good rail laying, while the
items of careful application of joint material, immediate and
continued tightening of bolts, the proper driving of spikes, immediate anchoring to prevent creeping and destruction of uniform expansion and replacing of the ties for uniform support
under each rail, are so important that the neglect of any means
waste.
Sufficient supervision should be provided to insure

men
men

overseeing

all

features

of

the

work.

competent

The number of

is a factor that should be conbearing in mind that large gangs with insufficient supervision or small gangs with frequent waste of time
walking back and forth, are elements of loss that should be con-

in

sidered

one

rail

laying gang

carefully,

sidered and kept to the

minimum.

Handling Material
each division of 100 miles a small, well arranged and well
equipped material yard should be maintained, and if possible
equipped with air or other pow-er to operate a drill, rail saw
and crane for handling rail, ties and other heavy material.
If ties for annual renewal are received in the fall and winter

not altogether eliminat-

preceding their use, they should be distributed along the track
where needed and piled in small neat piles with an aim to keep

than in cases where the force is
sonable number early in the fall, and consequently a less number of men may accomplish the season's work, thus greatly reducing the necessity for large extra gangs and so-called floating gangs during the

because such a

etc.,

done during the
reduced below a rea-

less ivork to be

summer

cars,

track conditions will permit and closed up early enough in the

be done in the late fall and early spring and much other miscellaneous necessary work can be carried on throughout the
entire winter.

section

Recommended Methods

for every roadmaster or supervisor

because the duties he can perform will enable the head of the
subdvision to spend more of his time where he is needed, on
the road, where he can do the most good. A general timekeeper
is needed on divisions where the roadmaster or supervisor handles
the time of his men. He should in no way relieve the foreman
or road timekeeper from keeping the time of his men, but rather
should keep a check on them, insuring correct timekeeping and
proper charges being made to various operations.

from the

to

etc.

spaced.

recommend this subdivision organization on subdivisions
of 100 miles in length because more supervision of the right
kind is necessary to secure the maximum results in safety and

No. 12

blacksmith on each subdivision to repair

a

repairs

be removed to the bottom of the

man

59,

man, working under the direction of the roadmaster, will more
nearly secure the full life out of each tool, as he will be getting
suggestions from the men who use them. We recommend two
carpenters to relieve the section men from doing many tinkering jobs such as repairing planked crossings, wing fences, bunk

—

men

Section

recommend
make light

tools,

cars,

Length of section 3 miles of double track or its equivalent
One extra foreman and from 8 to 20 laborers
One assistant foreman and track-\valker combined for each
section, to be paid 25 cents a day more than laborers
Blacksmith—
Carpenters

We

Vol.

On

September

17,

maximum

the
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from

distance of truckage

Where

to place of in-

pile

cannot be done, they should
be piled in a material yard and distributed where needed when
ready to install.
As a general rule rail is rolled only a short time preceding
its installation, but if it is not to be used within a reasonable
time after being received, it should be stored in a yard rather
than distributed along the track. Switch ties, fence posts, crossing plank and fence lumber should be sorted and stored in a
yard and only distributed as required for immediate use.
Scrap, as well as usable materials, should be cleaned up regularly and assembled until disposition is given.
At a designated time, say, once every two months or oftener,
the roadmaster or his assistant should attach sufficient suitable

below 66

stallation,

cars to the

up

all

way

ft.

freight

he has no regular work train and gather
partly scrap (accumulated by repairs),

if

scrap, usable rails

defective

rails

and

in

this

everything but a

fact

minimum

allow-

ance of emergency material such as rails on rest, a few angle
bars, spike, bolts, etc., leaving anything of course that will be
used immediatel)'.

Renewal of Track Ties
This work should be commenced as early in the season as
roadbed conditions will permit and continued with as few interruptions as possible until the season's requirements are all
in.
When track is being re-surfaced ties can be renewed at the
To keep stone ballasted track in the best possible
least cost.
riding condition it should be surfaced out of face at least once
every three years. Therefore, we recommend that, in so far as
possible, tie renewals be made onlv" in such portions of the track
The matter of inspectas are surfaced out of face each year.

come out of main track,
number furnished, are

ing and indicating the ties that should
the

manner of applying new ones and

the

items of importance and should be given a great deal of attention by supervising officers.
L. C.

Ryan

(C.

&

N. W.) Acting Chairman.
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on the shoulder and backfilled with
reach the drains.
This construction cost $0.50 per lin. ft. of track, and has drained the
roadbed as well as the ditches.
all

cinders

the old material

enable the water to

to

discussing the sizes of crusher

In

stated that he has found very
the

limits

(C.

&

recommended by

had been

to

the

fact

that

the

laws in some

distance between track centers on

new

the report was amended to provide that
of subgrade should be 21 ft. for single
greater than the distance between track centers

construction of 14
the

called

minimum
ft.,

minimum width

track and 20

ft.

for double track.

ing in size
tion

O'Connor (M.

J.

St.

P.

&

S. S.

M.),

opposed laying tile lower than 4 ft. below the bottom of the
surface ditch even in cold climates, as he had found that running water does not freeze in these drains. It is his practice
to use 8 in. bell tile and to backfill the ditch to the top with
cinders or coarse gravel.

no

difficulty

With

with heaving.

this

construction he

W. Shea

scribed a recent examination of a

(C.

M. &

St.

number of drains

in

reported
P.),

de-

northern

These drains have been laid 4 ft. deep and 3 ft. beyond the ends of the tics and have been backfilled with cinders.
As they were not carrying off the water an examination was
made, and it was found that the heavy power recently installed
had forced a stratum of blue clay through the cinders above
Missouri.

the

tile,

shutting off

llic

access of the water into the

tile.

Under

these conditions he had secured the greatest success by digging
a deep ditch cither with teams or ditchers and then filling it

M. Connrrldn (Q. & ( '.), emiiliasizeil the import
ance of making the depth at which tile is laid dei)endent on
local conditions, being sure to go below all pockets of water
in the roadbed.
A. E. Hansen (A. T. & S. R), described his
with cinders.

practice of laying 6

in.

ditches with tees and 4
rail

at

intervals of

vitrified
in.

about 6

hcll-cnd

laterals
ft.

tile

extending

When

laving

below the track
1

ft

this

inside the
tile

he re

fine,

in.

J.

Corcoran

P.

to 2 in. in size.

He

the finer particles disin-

the

to

fact that the proportions of

stone of the various

from day to day. H. Van Gorder
thought this was caused by using stone from
sizes varies

& N. W.),

(C.

strata

too near

the surface.

There was an extended discussion regarding the point at
which curve worn rail should be removed from the track. T.
Hickey considered rail safe until the wheels begin to strike the
angle bars. M. J. Connerton disapproved of this guide, as the
dimensions of the angle bars vary on different roads.
T.
Thompson (A. T. & S. F.), advocated the removed of rail
when worn ;/> in. on the head. W. Shea has prepared three
templets for each section foreman for use with A. R. A 90-lb.
rail with a 2^ in. head.
When templet No. 1 (showing a head
of 2 3/16 in.) fits the rail, the foreman notifies him. When the
rail is worn to correspond with templet No. 2 (2% in. head) he
inspects the rail and orders other rail to replace it. When templet No. 3 (with a head of 2 in.) fits the rail, it is taken out
On motion of J. Buel (Ark. Cen.), this paragraph was
at once.
amended to provide that rail on the high side of curves should
be removed when the head was worn !-4 in.
The recommendation of the committee specifying joints, no
portion of which should protrude below the base of the rail,
created a great deal of discussion. The committee stated that
it had in mind the laying of rail without the spacing of ties in
making its recommendation, and while there was no opposition
to the practice, it was felt that the recommendation of the
committee was too broad, and it was amended to recommend
"joints of substantial type, no portion of which protrudes below
tie to

permit laying

rail in

the winter,

oil

treated

The first half of the paragraph relating to track ties was
amended to show that this was offered experimentally and was
not to be recommended as standard practice at this time.
While discussing the paragraph regar':lin.g anti-creepers, the
committee stated this provision was designed to overcome the
need for

In discussing drainage,

1

T. Hickey (M C),
had secured satisfactory results from stone rangfrom ^ in. to 2 in. A. M. Van Auken called atten-

steel preferred."

states require a

Ryan

stated that he

the top of the

attention

C.

tegrating and permitting the track to churn.

placing the width of subgrade on double track at 33

After

L.

ballast,

committee.

from

has found crusher run stone too

In discussing the width of subgrade the committee replied to
a question that it had in mind 13 ft. between track centers in
ft.

the

A.), uses stone ranging

run

trouble with ballast between

little

In

slot spiking joint ties.

the

discussion

opinion such

ties

of

switch

ties,

J.

Buel

should be wider than track

said
ties,

that

in

his

and with the

7 in. by 9 in., he believed that
by 10 in. J. W. Powers (N. Y. C),
said that he believed additional width was necessary only for
the frog ties because of the greater impact to which they were
subjected and because of the notching necessary, On the other

size of the latter established as

the switch ties should be 7

in.

C

Ryan that more switch
it
was the experience of L.
were renewed on account of cutting or decay around spike
holes than because of breaking, owing to insuflicicnt strength.
hand,

tics

With

a plate covering the full width of the tie he believed that

a 9 in. width is entirely sutVicient
work eciuipmcnt
In the discussion of

recommended, J.
O'Connor stated that he believed a weed burnci was one of
the most economical and elVicient devices for getting rid of
weed. His method of procedure is to make one run with the
burner to kill or dry up the weeds. After :iii interval of two
or three weeks the weeds are tlioroughly dry and a second run
In answer to inquiries concernthen burns them completely.
ing trouble with fires in tics he stated
slight.

In

crossing

a

pile

trestle

danger w.ts very
deck bridge it is not

th.it this

or a

even necessary to put out the fire on the burner, but the burner is
Two section
simply raised until the bridge has bei ti crossed.
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hands following with a barrel of water on a push car can readily
put out any fires that start in the ties.
J. Buel reported adversely regarding the use of chemical weed
killers, stating that weeds were killed temporarily, but came up
again.
The chemical he had used was poisonous and resulted
in the death of stock, L. C. Ryan stated that he had made one
application on 100 miles of double track late in July, 1914, which
killed all of the weeds for the rest of the season at a cost of
between $35 and $48 per single track mile. Another application

made

season this year cost only $23 per single

earlier in the

track mile.

The

cost includes the cost of fluid, labor

and train

Last year 90 gal. of the chemical was required per
mile, while this year only 60 gal. was necessary.
He recommends two applications of 40 gal. each per season. The chemical is diluted 1 to 25.
The outfit he used covered 60 miles per
day, although greater distance could have been covered if more
water tanks had been available. A. E. Hansen objected to the
use of chemicals to eliminate wefeds from rock ballast. In his
opinion it would be better practice to clean the ballast with
service.

He had

forks.

used chemicals to

kill

weeds on the sub shoul-

using a chemical prepared by the railway company con-

ders,

and arsenic and making one applicaThis cost $52 to $53 per mile and gave good

Vol.

from the fills
washed away.

so

the

that

slopes

of

tlic

ditches

Xo.

59,

12

not

will

be

Earth taken from ditches should not be thrown on the slopes
or tops of cuts but should be distributed evenly on the slopes
of fills. When ditching, care should be taken to keep material
from falling on the ballast or at the ends of ties. Cross drains
should be put in where necessary. All ditches and culverts and

them should be kept clear of mud. drift
Where water is beginning to undermine
culverts or other masonry, prompt steps should be taken to stop
the damage by the use of rip-rap or by some other means. Surthe ditches leading to

or other obstructions.

face ditches should be cut above the upper slope of side hill
when the natural material is unlikely to slide on account

cuts

of surface ditches.

These ditches should be

the top of the slope of cuts.

A

6-ft.

at least 10

beam should be

from

ft.

left

be-

tween the foot of embankment and the edge of borrow pit or
ditch.
Ditches should have sufficient slope to carry the water
off rapidly but the

depth should not be sufficient to weaken the

roadbed.

Live cap

soil

sence of this

makes

the

best

ballast,

we would recommend

if

In ab-

obtainable.

the use of gravel or cinders,

sisting of creosote, potash

especially for soft, rotten spots in the roadbed.

tion each season.

Cross ties should be 6 in. by 8 in., by 8 ft. preferably of hard
wood, imiform in size and thickness; no less than 18 ties to a
30-ft. rail in main track and 16 to a 30-ft. rail in side track.

results.

In a discussion of organization and particularly of the need
of interpreters, C. King stated that the Long Island and the
Pennsylvania have started campaigns of education among their
track

forces,

three-quarters of

which are

Most of

Italians.

men

can talk English, but not all of them can read and
write it. Most of them are enthusiastic about the plan, which
is largely of a correspondence character, although the instructor
comes in personal contact with the men occasionally.
The
course covers the use of track terms and matters closely allied
with track work and also includes the principles of "safety first."
J. O'Connor objected to the prevailing tendency to increase
these

the size of roadmasters' or supervisors' districts, stating that

with the grade of men now obtained for section foremen, much
of the roadmaster's time is taken up in directing such work as
the placing of a turnout or crossing which the

foreman had

previously been able to do without his assistance.

The recommendations
of

rail in

of the committee regarding the laying

winter and eliminating the slot spiking of joints created

The practices of the different roads
method were related. One or two mem-

a great deal of discussion.

which have

tried this

bers told of difficulties in anchoring light rail carrying heavy

The consensus

power.

was raised
O'Hern (E. J. &

method recommended for relaying
ties,

rail

and

the ques-

as to the merits of the canting of rails.

D.
E.), advocated this practice based on extended
Other members opposed it. To get the
experience with it.
question before the convention, L. C. Ryan moved that it be

recommended

that rail be

laid

vertical,

which motion carried.

PROPER ORGANIZATION OF SECTION FORCES ANU METHODS FOR MAIN-

TAINING AND I'OUCING TRACK.

no item of more vital importance than the proper
construction and care of the roadbed. When it becomes necessary to remove the cap soil in perfecting the grade, it should be
replaced, as it will stand up and shed the water much better
than earth beneath the surface. The roadbed should be reinNo
forced at every point permissible and properly drained.
water should be allowed to stand in borrow pits or in pockets
near the roadbed. The top width of roadbed should be 18 ft. for
the

track.

16

ft.

for side track.

The shoulders of

fills

and

of ditches in cuts should be regular and parallel with the
Ditches at the ends of the cuts should be curved away

lines,

full

bolted

and kept uniformly

tight.

In

general, bolts should not be tightened in extremely hot or cold

weather.

When rails creep so as to close the e.xpansion spaces at joints
along one stretch of track and open them at another, the rails
should be drifted back when these spaces exceed
in.
To off-

^

should be placed under joints and
spiked in slots good rail anchors or rail anti-creepers installed.
Sections should not be longer than 6 miles for single track.
Foremen should be allowed one man for each mile eight months
set

this,

large

select

ties

;

and

sufficient force

allowance for handling snow.

is

main track and

should be

in the year

FOR LIGHT CONSTRUCTKIl

RAILROADS CARRYING HEAVY TRAFFIC

There

Tightening Bolts
Joints

particularly the statement regarding the adzing of
tion

%

from creeping with-

slot spiking the joints.

In discussing the

In laying steel, rails should be laid joints evenly broken in
order to space the ties properly. The allowance for temperature variation should be from ^/i in. to J^ in.
When center stakes are given the track should be lined accurately to them.
Center stakes should lie preserved.
Track
should be lined before it is surfaced; then when surfacing is
completed the finishing should be given.
Curves should be
approached with uniform elevations of the outer rail on regular
curves and with the elevation varying with the curvature on
spiral curves.
The level-board should always be used when
surfacing or smoothing track.
No curve should be elevated more than 5 in. Elevation must
be governed by the location, degree of curvature and speed of
trains.
Easements should be to 40 ft., except on reverse curves.
The elevation should be proportioned according to the location
and degree of curvature. The gage on curves sharper than 4
deg. should be widened from
in. to 1 in., according to the
degree of the curve.

of opinion strongly favored the appli-

cation of sufficient anchors to hold the rail

out

Soft wood ties should be treated with a suitable preservative.
Tie plates should be used when practicable.

during winter months with

When

practicable, section

e.xtra

crews

should be located at the center of their sections.
Every fifth telegraph pole should be numbered. During the
last months of the calendar year the track should be gone over
carefully, estimating the number of defective ties located beto the end that ties may be distributed where
they are needed, thus saving expense of trucking as much as

tween these poles
possible.

Ties should be distributed not later than February.

March, April and
renewals.

May

are the three principal months for

tie

In the meantime, right-of-way fences, cattle guards

and wings and crossing planks should be looked after so as
not to interfere with spring work. Following the tie renewals
comes the spotting up and resurfacing, cutting weeds and grass

I

Sei'tember

17,
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on the track and right-of-way and then ditching and general

come in order.
Section motor cars should be furnished as far as practicable.
J. BuEL (Ark. Cen.) Chairman.

cleaning

tain
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track out of

the section

face or to

relay a lead

out of

face

when

foreman should be given an additional allotment of

men.
Cleaning Tracks

Yard cleaners should keep

DISCUSSION

rubbish, coal, etc, picked up

from

right-of-way and piled in places where it can
be picked up at stated intervals. Team tracks and freight-house
tracks should also be kept clean at all times by one or more
the tracks and

At the suggestion of J. Sweeney (C. & E. I.), the paragraph
on ties was amended to add after soft wood ties, "And such
hard wood ties as will take treatment should be treated, etc."
In the discussion of the paragraph on maximum elevation, M.
Burke (C. M. & St. P.), did not think that 5 in. was sufficient
for all speeds.
J. Buel explained that it was the
opinion of the committee that the speed on light constructed
railroads such as are under consideration in the report of this
elevation

committee, would necessarily be restricted by such amounts as
would permit safe operation around all curves at elevations not
exceeding 5 in. He explained that it was his experience that

mud

would not permit of greater elevation, that the
would slip, or that the ties would settle under the low
rail and give excessive elevation if the track is not watched
This opinion was confirmed by other members.
very closely.
On a motion by W. Shea (C. M. & St. P.), this section was
amended to read "That the maximum speed on the class of roads
covered by the title of this report shall be 40 miles per hour, and
ballast

tracks

maximum

that the

superelevation of curves shall be S in."

the committee that the gage on curves
sharper than 4 deg. should be widened, created extended discussion. The practices of several roads were described, showing

The recommendation of

that there has been a tendency during recent years to maintain

and even to 10
deg.
A number of the members opposed the recommendation
of the committee and it was finally voted down.
In discussing the recommendation regarding the length of secthe track to standard gage on curves up to 8

tions,

W. Kofmehl

M. &

(C.

practical to handle sections 7 to

O'Connor emphasized

J.

was entirely
8 miles long with motor cars.

St. P.), stated that

A suflicient amount of emergency material should be kept at
one or two convenient places where it can be easily reached
and quickly loaded when needed.
Power derricks should be
used when electricity or air is available. Rails and ties for the
season's requirements should be piled in a yard so that a work
train could easily and quickly load each section crew's daily requirements.
This material should only be distributed the day
it is to be used if it is along a track or where switchmen and
trainmen have to walk.
Rail in heavy switching leads should not be lighter than 80-lb.
section.
Switch ties should be 7 in, by 9 in,, white oak preferred and tie plated. Nothing shorter than a No, 9 frog should
be used in leads or other yard tracks where frequent heavy
switching is performed.
Frogs should be so constructed that
ordinary angle bars can be applied at either end without difficulty.
Guard rails should be at least 10 ft. long and securely fastened
Nothing shorter than a 15-ft. switch
to the main-track rails.
point should be used and a cast-steel filler should be placed in
the heel of each switch point.

When making

on the allotments of section forces and the difficulty of estabHe favored sections with a
lishing any uniform allowance.
maximum length of 6 to 7 miles on heavy traffic single-track
Over 500 seclines, equipping such sections with motor cars.
tions on his road are now ecjuipped with such cars.

and

renewals on an entire track through
Rail,
be taken out of service.
ties and other material needed should be distributed by work
trains and the old material taken out should be picked up by

the

yard,

tie

rail

should

track

the

the trains before the track

is

put back into service.

In a terminal as above mentioned the roadmaster or super-

it

the importance of the density of traffic

PROPIR ORGANIZATION OF SECTION FORCES

regular men.

visor should have a

regular

work

train.

Each supervisor or

roadmaster should also have one blacksmith and helper. One
or more carpenters should be assigned to each roadmaster or
supervisor to repair fences and gates, plank street crossings and
do other miscellaneous work. Track walkers do not relieve the
section foreman of the duty of personally policing his own territory,

C, S,

ANU METHODS FOR MAIN-

Brooks (T, R, R, A, of

St, L,),

DISCUSSION

TAINING AND POLICING TRACK FOR LARGE TERMINALS

In discussing the equivalent mile classification

We

have taken as our basis for the report a terminal consisting of approximately 150 miles of track which handles on
Freight trains,
an average the following traffic each 24 hours
102; passenger trains, 111 light engines, 87; passenger cars, 888;
:

;

freight car loads, 2,206; freight car empties, 405.

Working on the basis of a man to
we recommend for a summer

track

winter force

— 0.50

man.

siding,

15

— 0,75

Equivalent mileage

on the following equivalents for
miles of

the equivalent mile of

force

1

is

man and
to be

main
for a

computed

mile of main track:

switches, 20 interlocking derails,

7

Chairman,

lyi

single-

&

M, Burke

(C,

M,

St. P.),

objected to lyi miles of siding as equivalent to 1 mile
of main track, as in his opinion the cost of maintainin,« a mile
of main track is much more than for that amount of siding.

On

the other hand, he objected to 15 as the equivalent in railroad crossings of a mile of main track, stating that on that basis
he would much prefer to maintain the latter,
D, McCooe

(G. T.), stated that in his experience with a terminal including
150 miles of track, a large part of the mileage classed as sidings would be subject to frequent train movements much more

—

crossings, 5 movable-point cross-

than would be received by the ordinary standing track. This explanation was extended by L. C. Ryan (C. & N, W.), who called

ings or double slip switdics, 20 single track plank crossings, 24

attention to the fact that the term sidings in this classification

track

ft.

diamond or right-angle

in length.

Four miles of main lint and 12 miles of side track or its
Each section
equivalent is a normal section for one foreman.
crew should be organized to consist of 1 foreman, 1 assistant
foreman, 1 track walker, 1 lamp man and yard cleaner combiiud and enough laborers to make the gang equivalent to 0.75
man per mile in summer and 0,50 man per mile in winter. The
foreman should be allowed to employ the laborers in his own
gang if it is possible. The assistant foreman should be picked
from the laborers by the foreman, roadmaster or supervisor,
F.aili section crew should make all tic, rail, frog and switch
renewals until such lime as it becomes necessary to relav a cer-

included all tracks other than main tracks.
\ suggestion by
A, M. Van Auken that the classification sliould be further subdivided met with disfavor, A question by J, H. Kelly (M. St,
P. & S, S. M,) as to whether traffic was to be taken into account
in this classification

made reference

was answered

in the negative.

D.

McCooc

to the equivalent-mileage basis proposed by the

American Railway Engineering Association and

said that

it

was

applied to sections on bis districts with the result that one section including only 1'.. miles of main track was found to be
eciuivalent to 16 miles

on ihe equated

basis.

After extended dis-

cussion regarding the tunnbcr of railroad crossitigs equivalent
to a mile of main track, the report was .Tmcnilcd to read 7 cross-
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ings instead of

The

IS.

rest of the report

was accepted

as in-

formation without further comment.

NEW AND EXPERIMENTAL TRACK ACCESSORIES AND
TOOLS
The gasoline motor car has been perfected so that it will now
perform satisfactory work under the most severe conditions.
What we mean by severe conditions are heavy grades, heavy
loads, strong head winds, etc.
Rail benders have been improved so that rail can be bent or
curved nearer the end than with the old style Jim Crow, making

much more

.S9.

Xo. 12

no better than by reading an editorial taken from the Los Angeles
Evening Express of November 14, 1900, upon the occasion of
Roadmasters' convention

the

men

track

in

This tribute to the

that city.

called attention to the greater publicity given to the

other departments and other officers of the railways and pointed
out the importance of the roadmasters and the debt which the

Miscellaneous

a

Vol..

desired tool.

still being improved
and are warranting the support they have been given.
The tool grinders now on the market with their different attachments for holding the different tools properly on the face
of the stone are a decided improvement over the old grinding
stones and flat files formerly used.
Track drills have been improved so that they are much more
substantial.
They can be released from the rail and set up with

Rail-laying machines for relaying steel are

owes to them.
H. R. Safford, chief engineer. Grand Trunk, Montreal, Que.,
said that the railroads of the United States owe much to the
Roadmasters' Association, a debt which he believed they appreciated because of the encouragement which the roads have been
giving their roadmasters to attend the annual conventions. Track
maintenance involved a great many difficult problems, not all
of which can be solved by the use of mathematics or the other
public

exact sciences, but that they

require the exercise of

all

Although some were wont to

sense.

feel

common

that this association

overlapped another, he believed that this association had a disfield and that there should be no feeling of competition.

tinct

The next speaker was
the Railway

Age

Gazette,

E.

Howson, engineering

T.

who

editor of

discussed the track-labor problem.

Tames Burke, superintendent of terminals, Erie Railroad. Chi-

much greater ease than formerly.
The mechanical percussion tamper

cago, called attention to the fact that the Roadmasters' Associa-

fected.

not feel called upon to encourage legislation for the benefit of

is now being used and perThis fills a long-felt want of the track department and
should be encouraged by all roadmasters, especially in yards
and terminals, where the machines can be operated from pneumatic signal lines without the expense of additional power.

A

material improvement in steel fence posts has been

made

There are now on the market concrete
fence post machines which mold eight posts at a time.
Such
machines can be furnished section gangs and they can make
cement posts at such times as the weather will not permit outside work. A good concrete fence post can be made for about
18 cents each, not figuring labor and sand.
As timber posts
are advancing in price each year we recommend the more libera!
use of steel and concrete posts.
It is of the utmost importance that the railroads should use
in the last year or two.

the very best tools they can secure, as they are scattered over

many hundred
the service

miles of road and unless very carefully watched,
sight of.

is lost

If tools fail outright they are very

apt to be reported, but where they
the

work they

not hear of

do only 25

to 40 per cent of

should, the chances are that the roadmasters will

A

it.

cutting tool

made from cheap carbon

steel

one made from tool steel. It would, however, be ridiculous to consider it more economical.
We have not progressed in the matter of rail joints so far
as some people think, even with the many new ideas presented
in the last 35 years.
We find many trackmen complaining that
a certain kind of joint does not keep the track in good line
around the joint and they lay the blame on the joint. Similar
conditions, however, arise with almost any make of joints. We
find that in 95 per cent of the cases the kinks are due to the improper sawing of the rails. We find such conditions exist when
will cost less than

the

rail

is

members

laid

with the

minimum amount

of expansion.

Some

committee have found 100-lh. rail sawed so
would cause a 54 to J'z-in. depression of the
joint in hot weather.
A crooked sawing occurs sideways also
and causes 90 per cent of the line kinks. This occurs whether
or not joints are spaced. New rail is sawed at the mill before
is gaged. Therefore, if the rail is
it
sawed through a kink
and afterwards straightened it becomes noticeable when rail is
of

this

short on top that

laid tight as

it

many now

jiracticc.

W.

Siit:.\

fC.

M. &

St. P.),

Chairman.

The

fourth ainuial banquet of the Track Supply Association
rs'

& Maintenance

of

own members

its

Way

Association was

held in the Auditorium Hotel on Thursday evening, with a total
F. A. Preston, vice-president of the Track
attendance of 271.

Supply Association, aclcd as toastmaster. In his opening address
he stated that his regard for the roadmasters could be expressed

to

the

disadvantage of the roads.

Instead

and as individuals where characterized
by hard work, long hours each day in an effort to do for the
railroads all that is possible with the funds placed at their
disposal.
He urged the older roadmasters to keep in step with
the recent progress in the conduct of track maintenance, behevtheir efforts collectively

ing it would be only a few years before almost all operations
would be performed by mechanical means, and that this would
result in great improvement,
and the rate of pay.

P.

J.

tion,

in

the intelligence of the

McAndrews, president of

said

Roadmasters'

the

with the opportunities

that

existing

the

forces

Associa-

desire

for

work, and the encouragement of the higher maintenance officers,
the Roadmasters' Association has a future before it which should
be highly encouraging to those who have long had the success
of this organization at heart, stating that the most important
purpose of the organization was for the mutual assistance of
the

members.

The next speaker was Coleman King,
association,

terizing

who

them

president-elect of the

paid a tribute to the section foreman, charac-

as

the most reliable and

faithful

employees

in

railway service.

The

last

W. C.
who urged

speaker of the evening was

of the Track

Supply Association,

the two associations to assist in

making the

Kidd, secretary
members of

all

ne.xt

convention a

success

THE TRACK LABOR PROBLEM
By

E. T.

Howson

From its very nature the maintenance-of-way department of
a railroad is a spending organization. It creates no revenue, but
it is responsible for the expenditure of about 14 per cent of the
gross income.

Its

problem

therefore, to spend this large

is,

as economically as possible and

extent to which

it

secures

There has never been

full

its

efficiency is

sum

measured by the

value for every dollar expended.

a time in the history of railroading

when

demand

for ability of this nature has been greater than in
the past few years of declining railway revenues and continually
increasing expenses.
As a result it may be stated confidently
the

that our

THE BANQUET
for the Roadmasli

was one of the few organizations of railway men which did

tion

railways are

more

efficiently

managed today than

at

any other period in their history.
The average roadmaster is responsible for the expenditure of
from $150,000 to $200,000 aiuuially, of wliich approximately 60
One
per cent goes for labor and 40 per cent for materials.
would, therefore, naturally expect to find the largest amount of
attention paid to the organization and handling of labor and
secondarj' attention given to the selection of materials. On the

Sin'TicMiiiiR
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To

other hand a search through the proceedings of this and allied

dition they can be only partially efficient.

associations and through the pages of the technical journals will

regard the Pennsylvania has prepared an Italian-English track
course whereby they may be taught the elements of English and

show

that a very large part of the matter published therein re-

and to their use, and a relatively small part of
most complicated problem of all that presented by the
human element. Because of this lack of proportion, it is not
lates to materials

—

the

surprising that those materials comprising the various units of
our track construction have reached a high state of development,
and that at the same time we have a labor problern of serious
proportions confronting us.
The labor problem has never been studied scientifically from
the standpoint of the maintenance-of-way department to the
extent it deserves or to the extent that it has in other departmens of our railway organization and in outside industries.
Take the question of wages alone. The pay of section foremen
is not based on any comparison with that in other kinds of
skilled labor.
The experienced track foreman receives considerably less than a green brakeman on his first run, and much
less than the conductor, with whom he compares in responsibility and experience.
Also, consider the application of discipline.
A conductor or brakeman is given demerits for a minor
offense and kept in service, while a foreman is laid off for an
offense no more serious, although it takes just as long to train
a good section foreman as a conductor and he cannot be spared
from the service any more readily than the conductor.
The
tendency toward the organization of track men into unions is
increasing, and unless adequate relief is granted soon, we shall
soon have to deal with organized labor in the track department
with all the difficulties that this implies.
No one will dispute the statement that there has been a radical
change in the personnel of our track forces in recent years.
We are all aware of the fact that the English-speaking or north
European laborer is drifting into other pursuits, and that his
place is being filled by the Italian and Slav of southern Europe.
However, this does not in itself explain the problem confront-

ing us.

An

economic development has been and still is taking place
and other large industries
alike.
In this rapid development it is only natural and proper
that the men already here and familiar with our language and
customs should prosper and move up to positions of more importance.
It is to be conceded that the failure of the railway
managements to recognize the importance of the track men in
matters such as wages and working conditions has hastened the
in this country, affecting the railways

departure of the English-speaking laborer, but it has only hastened and has not caused tliis change. Any concessions which
the

managements could

have offered would have
it was inevitable if the
Those of you who because of your

reasonably

served only to delay this transition, for

country was to develop.

remoteness from industrial centers are

still

able to secure native

labor are fortunate, but you will soon be confronted with the

same

conditions.

eign labor

is

As an

indication of the extent to which for-

now employed on

the railroads, attention

is

directed

employed on the
and Erie, most of

work

at the

night schools for their

men

men

means of

instructing them in track work, increasing
and preparing them for promotion.
Another aid in the solution of the labor problem is the increased attention which is being given to the ph.vsical welfare
of these employees. The day is passing rapidly when any vermininfested old box car with a leaky roof is considered suitable
to house track laborers.
Even though these men may not be
used to our scale of living, they appreciate care and attention,
and measures taken for their physical comfort are a material
aid in holding them in the service.
I have in mind one supervisor, known to all of you, who fumigates and paints all of
his camp cars thoroughly inside and out every spring, making
them as attractive and sanitary as possible. I was not surprised
when he told me that a large proportion of his floating gang
laborers return to him year after year. While w'ages are an imas a

portant consideration in holding laborers, they are not the only
one.

I

know one road

an hour

less

than

its

that

This

is

the condition to-day.

Tlrcsc

men

liavc (Hffcrcut racial

from those who preceded them, and for this reason we must adapt our methods somewhat to their customs 'f
we are to secure satisfactory results, just as we handle manganese steel diffcretUly from open hearth. The foreign laborer
characteristics

is

here to stay and the efficiency of the roadmastcr of the future
measured by the extent to which he is able to secure the

will be

come
They arc
to this country very largely from southern luiropc.
the raw material from which we must create our track men
and our foremen of the future as well. One of the most serious
full

results

from

handicaps of

this labor.

The

foreign laborers

and speak our language.

is

track laborers of today

As long

their

inability

to

understand

as they remain in this con-

paying

is

track laborers 2y, cents

its

neighbors and holding

largely because of such measures.

This

is

all

men

the

a very

it

needs,

good dividend

in itself.

The wage problem is one on which there is a wide divergence
Most discussions of this subject have ignored the
fact that labor is a marketable commodity the same as wheat
and that it fluctuates according to the same law of supply and
demand. For this reason, while I advocate educating and caring for labor to secure an ample amount of it and to increase
of opinion.

its efficiency, I do not believe in paying above the prevailing
market rates for temporary or floating gang laborers. While

theoretically a higher rate enables the better

men

to be secured,

days of large organizations when men are hired in
gangs this benefit is seldom realized. Although it is true that
these

in

gangs differ in ability, one will find some good and some poor
in almost every gang.
Even in times of labor shortage the
act of one road in paying higher than the market rates to secure
labor only demoralizes the forces on all roads without increas-

men

ing the supply of labor.

So much

for the

gang laborer.

floating

laborer conditions arc somewhat different.

be suflicient to encourage

men

constant employment

inexperienced

of

to

remain

With the regular
wage rate must

A

in the service, for the

men

is expensive.
At
work throughout the
to work for less than

the same time, with the prospect of steady

the maintcnancc-of-way department.

foreign.

placing similar

their efficiency

whom

eastern roads practically 100 per cent of the track laborers are

now

eign laborers alone, for several roads are

the

several

various terminals.

courses at the disposal of their native track laborers and fore-

>car, the better class of

On

at

Having acquired the elements of our language it is selfevident that they will make better and more etificient workmen.
This educational work is not confined to the instruction of for-

Railroad cast of

in

in this

same time. The Union Pacific prepared
few years ago for its Japanese track laborers.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey and other roads conduct
of track

Pennsylvania
are

them

a similar course a

to the fact that over 11,000 Italians alone are

Pittsburgh

aid

highest

market

men

rates.

are willing

The most important

single

step

which can be taken today for the development of an eflicient
organization is the adoption of permanent employment throughout the year for as large a proportion of the force as possible.
When we could recruit all the track laborers we required from
among the farmer boys along the line who were not dependent
upon such work for their entire livelihood it was advisable to

work as possible during the more favorable sununer
Now, when good labor is scarce at any season, we still
continue to crowd as much track work as possible in the three
ill)

as nnich

season.

months from July to September, inclusive. It docs not require
any knowledge of mathematics to demonstr.Uc that if this season is extended from .'\pril to September, inclusive, only half
the force is required, and many roads ha\e so extended their
seasons. If this was extended further over the entire year, the
forces necessary would again be reduced.
You may say that
this is impractical, and I will grant mhi that this is true in a
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measure, particularly for the northern roads, but not to the
extent commonly considered. The reorganization of track work,
as carried out

form

all

than

not

for track

entirety on the

measure which

.•\nother

In

its

simplest

will

assist

in

holding the

who

efficient

the establishment of a graded rate of

is

form

this

consists in the

leading laborer in each gang, perhaps with the

selection

of a

of assistant

title

two per hour more than the
has been suggested seriously that this be
carried still further and that three or four scales of pay with
minor gradations be established to reward men for increased
length of service and efficienc>'. If the higher rates are awarded
foreman,

receives a cent or

regular laborers.

It

because of merit, they form an e.xcellent incentive for a man
to endeavor to improve his work, but if the men are selected

because of favoritism or simply in order that the positions may
be filled, the purpose of the plan is defeated. Its success depends almost entirely on the manner in which it is administered.
condition as respects the foreman

The

as respects the laborer.

the old school

is

is

more

serious than

and capable foreman of
and because of the lack of

faithful

fast disappearing,

given the laborer, suitable material is not being developed to fill the vacancies. With the native laborer entirely
gone or rapidly disappearing, it is evident that we must look to
the foreigner for our future supply of foremen as well as
attention

That the foreigner has demonstrated his ability to
as a foreman is shown by a recent census taken on
the Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pittsburgh and Erie, as a
Italian section
result of which it was found that there were
foremen and 187 assistant foremen on the road.
Whether the foreign foremen will be content to remain in
track work or will go into other industries which offer greater
rewards when they have acquired a knowledge of our language
and customs is a question. Profiting by the experiences of the
past, many of the roads are adopting measures of one kind or
another which will delay the repetition of any such transition.
In the first place, the wages of section foremen have been raised
laborers.

make good

7.'i

quite generally during the past five years, but they are

siderably below what they should be.

The

section

still

con-

foreman

is

on the railroad, responsible for the expenditure of
$5,000 or more annually, and he should receive a salary sufBased on a comficient to create a desire to retain his position.
an

officer

parison with other branches of the service, I believe a section
foreman on a main line should receive at least $90 a month. I

do not mean that all men now filling this position are worth
this amount, but that with a salary fixed at this figure men
should and can be secured who are.
The section foreman should also be given an annual vacation
I believe that every man should be paid for all time
he works and that he should be allowed overtime. It is a hardship to ask any man to get up in the middle of the night to patrol
his track during a storm when he knows he will receive noth-

with pay.

ing for

this,

and

it

is

surprising that the foremen do this as

overtime is not paid, a vacation of ten
days or two weeks with transportation and full pay, customarily
allowed salaried employees, would compensate him for this
extra work, would give him a standing in the eyes of his men
and the community, and would make of him a better and broader
employee. I am not suggesting an idle theory, for at least one
eastern road gives its men such a vacation each year.
Another means of securing and holding good foremen is to
insure them tenure of position as long as they handlo their work
properly.
Too frequently a foreman is discharged hurriedly
without a full invi '-ligation of all the facts. This not only affects
faithfully as they do.

If

the foreman directly concerned, but the
line

report has been

necessary.

its

laborer in the service

The

full

news spreads along the

and serves to demoralize the entire organization.

vent rash acts of this kind, one road requires that no

To
man

preshall

be taken out of service except for drunkenness and equally seri-

made

No. 12

to the superior

and the recommendation of the supervisor approved.
With the continued industrial development of this country the
measures outlined above will materially aid, but will not permanently solve the track-labor problem.

is

pay.

may

ous offenses, until a

59,

officer

more northern roads, but they
crowding much more work into the busy summer season

be feasible in
are

on the Long Island and the Frisco, wherely uni-

section forces are employed throughout the year,

Vol.

mendous
is

factor in our industrial

work

life,

The

railways are a tre-

requiring over 400,000

The surest way to avoid a
number of men required by the

alone.

to reduce the

men

labor shortage
substitution of

labor-saving equipment wherever practicable. If one will compare the manner of performing work in our leading industrial
establishments with that on the track, he cannot but be impressed

with the fact that in their track work the railways are backward
in the development of labor-saving appliances.
This condition
can be explained only partially by the statement that track work
varied in

is

character.

A

further explanation

is

the

inertia

surrounding railway track work and the lack of really concentrated study of the possibilities of mechanical development.

There

is

a definite field for the use of labor-saving devices which

will not only

reduce the number of laborers required, but will
economies in the cost of maintenance. I believe
on the threshold of a new era in track work in

effect material

we

are

now

which there will be great improvements if we, railway men and
manufacturers alike, will co-operate and give these new developments our sympathetic support.
The motor car is rapidly replacing the old hand car on main
and branch lines alike. The usefulness of the tie-tamping machine has been demonstrated to you, and I believe it is still in
the first stages of its development.
One road has developed a
machine for drilling rails and has reduced materially the cost
of putting on bolted rail anchors in this way. This same road is
endeavoring to perfect a device to saw the battered ends from
the rails without removing them from the track.
It is not a
long step from the construction of a pneumatic tie-peeling machine to the construction of one that will adz ties. The Lehigh
Valley has substituted locomotive cranes for tong men when
relaying rails with excellent results.
These are only a few
of the possibilities in this direction. I, personally, believe that
the present section motor car furnishes the power unit about

which many of these various attachments will be grouped, and
that instead of providing separate equipment for each class of
work our section gangs of the future will be given motor cars
with attachments to tamp ties, drill rails, etc., thereby using the
motor all day instead of only for a short time at morning and
night. When this time comes the amount of labor required will
be reduced greatly, and that which will be employed will be
of the skilled mechanic class, drawing better wages and doing
more constructive work.
These various measures can be brought about primarily
through the active interest and co-operation of all concerned.
In many ways, the care of his men rests directly on the supervisor and the successful man is successful in this regard.
It
is not a special dispensation from the general office that enables
one supervisor I have in mind still to retain all his native foremen, while neighboring supervisors on the same and adjacent
roads have been forced to hire foreign foremen largely.
In
other matters such as the establishment of wage rates and the
purchase of special equipment, authority must come from higher
officers, but here as well the roadmaster has a very important
It is his duty to study these problems at first hand, and
part.
having reached his conclusions to present them to his superior
officers with sufficient data to prove his case.
If he fails to
convince them the first time, it is his duty to bring this matter
up again on an opportune occasion, being sure in every instance
that he

is

correct.

made; and the

It is

only in this

way

that progress

part to be played by the supervisor

is

may

be

most im-

portant.

INSPECTION TRIP
Wednesday was
of Chicago.
left

About 350 members and guests of the association
Western terminal on a special train at 9 o'clock
to the Stock Yards, where visits were made to the

the North

going direct

spent in an inspection of the railway terminals

I

Septkmber

Armour and
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17.

&

Libby, McNeill

Libby packing houses.

Lunch was

served at the Stock Yards Inn, after which the train proceeded
over the tracks of the Chicago & Western Indiana to the new
clearing yard, where a short time

was spent watching the operato the North Western

The party returned

tion of this terminal.

station late in the afternoon over the Belt Railway.

The
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Hatfield Rail Joint Co.,

Macon, Ga.

— Exhibiting

Hatfield rail joints.

Represented by T. B. Bowman and C. P. Williams.
Hayes Track Appliance Co., Richmond, Ind. Hayes derailers.
Represented by S. W. Hayes, E. L. Ruby and E. W. Brown.
The Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Exhibiting the
Eymon continuous crossing and manganese frogs. Represented by J. C.
Jameson.
Keystone Grinder & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Grinders and
attachments.
Represented by H. C. HoUoway, D. L. Braine and W. H.

—

—

—

Davis.

CLOSING BUSINESS
The

New York was

resulted in an extended discussion.

was

finally se-

compared with 26 for Chicago, and

lected with a vote of 108 as

the date

Lackawanna

and date for the 1916 convention

selection of a location

fixed at September 19-22, 1916, inclusive.

The following officers were elected
Long Island, Jamaica, N. Y. First

President,

:

Coleman King,

Vice-President, M. Burke,

;

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago Second Vice-President,
Abel Grills, Grand Trunk, St. Thomas, Ont.; L. C. Ryan, Chicago
& North Western, Sterling, 111., Secretary; W. H. Kofmehl, Chi;

&

Milwaukee

cago,

Paul, Elgin,

St.
:

W.

Ottumwa

Junction,

la.,

of

James Sweeney, Chicago & Eastern IlliShea, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and J. B. Kelly, Minneapolis, St. Paul &

executive committee
nois, Danville,

111.;

Members

Treasurer.

111.,

THE TRACK SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of the Track Supply Association wms held
on Friday morning. The officers for the past year were
President, E. M. Fisher, Fairbanks, Morse & Co. Vice-President, F.
A. Preston, P. & M. Company; Secretary-Treasury, W. C. Kidd,
Ramapo Iron Works. The reports of these officers showed the
:

;

association to be in a healthy condition.

were elected

for

the

;

;

tion
The Acme Supply
J.

Chicago

Co.,

— E.\hibiting

the Gosos bed.

Represented

Burke.

American Flexible Bolt

Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

— U.

track bolls.

S.

Repre-

sented by C. A. Seley.

—

American Guard Rail Fastener Co., Philadelphia Guard rail clamps.
Represented by D. L. Vaughan and L. P. Burwell.
American Hoist & Derrick Co., St. Paul, Minn. Photographs of American railroad ditcher.
Represented by Edward Coleman and C. C. Austin.
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago Woven wire fence and galvanized
steel fence posts.
Represented by L. P. Shanahan, C. J. Boon, A. Alexander, J. W. Collins and V. B. Fraude.
The American Valve & Meter Co., Cincinnati, Ohio Economy switch
stands, Anderson interlocking safety switch stands and safety
switch
locks.
Represented by F. C. Anderson.
The Anchor Co., Chicago Exhibiting the Efficiency Rail Anchor. Rep-

—

—

resented by T.

Ajax Rail

B.

and

Anchor

C.

P.

Williams.

—^Exhibiting

rail anchors.
Rcpreseiucd
Bradley, P. Hoffman and G. Ilolmberg.
The Buda Co., Chicago- -Exhibiting the Buda Hy-duty Grinder.
Represented by Kmil Johnson and Wm. Krause.
Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.— Steel rails.
Represented by Norman Hench and George Eanders.
The ("hicago Malleable Castings Co., Chicago Exhibiting the Thomas
rail
.'inchor,
tieplate, and Thomas guard
rail.
Represented by J. W.

by

V.

Co.,

(."hicago

B.

—

Thomas.
Commercial Acetylene Railway
.ailway i.ight
Light
ignal Lo.,
Signal
Co
New York City
Flashliglit signals and acetylene signal
iignal lig
lights.
Represented by H. C. Doran
and F. S. Dickinson.
The Creepcheck Company, New York -Exhibiting Dinklage creepcheck
ii;

rail

Represented by

anchors.

Crerar,
jacks,
uy R.

W.

W.

S.

Schmalliolz.

Adams

ll.'ire

Co., C"hicago--Exhibiling track drills, binding drills, track
guy starters, shovels, pvnnps and tools.
Represented
Wallace, Geo. Bassctt, Arthur Martin, Tom Barrett and W. I.
lights,

Clock.

—

Daniels Safety

Device Co., Chicago Exhibiting bull dog and bull pup
Represented by I". M. Daniels, A. G. VVooil and C. F. Ames.
The Dull Mfg. Co., I'itlsliurgh. I'a. Exlnbiliiig genuine Barrett jacks,
DulT ball hearing screw jacks and Duff Hetlilehem hydr.iulic jacks.
Represented by (!. N. Thulin.
I''airbanks, Morse
.Section and insi>ection motor c.irs.
Co., Chicago
Represented by F. M. Gondii, K. I'. Brown, D. J. IliggiuH and I. II
Matthews.
Fairnuint Gas Engine \' Railway .Molnr (at Cii., l-'.iirtnont, Minn, Exhibiting the l-'airmont hainl car, gasolene engine aiul iiait.-* .-iiid piioto.
graphs ol Mi.ilor cars and wood cutlers.
Represented by H. E. Wade and

nuts.

I'v

W. 1'.
The

and G.

—

Kaspcr.
I'"rictionlcS8
II.

Bryant.

Rail,

Hottnn, M;iss.

N. Y. — Abbott joint plates hook shoulRepresented by A. H. Weston.
—Three-man track
Richter blue

bars.

layer.

—

—

—

The National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, Ohio Exhibiting malrail braces and tieplates, and malleable washers and rail anchors
Represented by J. J. Byers, T. W. Aishton, J. S. Slater and L. S. Wright.
Northwestern Motor Co., Eau Claire, Wis. Hand car gasolene engines
and motor cars. Represented by R. R. Rosholt and F. W. Anderson.
The P. & M. Company, Chicago Exhibiting anti-rail creepers, Betts anti
creepers, tieplates.
Represented by F. A. Preston, A. R. Sutter
leable

—

—

Glosser,

D.

T.

Hallberg,

R.

W.

J.

Harris,

Kepreseiilcd by T,

I-'

Dwyei.

Ir.,

E.

J.

Mahoney and

W W
G.

'E.

— New

Century switch stands.
Positive switch stands, Mayari heat treated bolts, adjustable rail braces and
never-slip switch plates.
Represented by W. H. Allen and S. H. Smith.
Positive
Rail Anchor
Co.,
Louisville,
Ky. Exhibiting Positive rail
anchors, Betts tieplates, Betts guard rail holders, Economy separable switch
points.
Represented by W. M. Mitchell, F. M. Robbins, L. C. Ferguson
J. A. Schoulty, B. B. Betts and W. A. Wallace.
The Q. & C. Company, New York Vaughan rail anchors, Bonzano joints,
Bonzano step joints, guard rail clamps, insulated joints, tieplates, derails.
Represented by A. Robertson, A. R. Home, J. V. Westcott and Henry
Hawes.

—

—

Rail Joint Co.,
high tee, Weber,

New York City—Continuous

frog and switch girder,

Standard and insulated and 100 per cent, standard
Represented by L. F. Braine, \'. C. Armstrong, G. C. Isbester
F. C. Webb, G. H. Larson, F. M. Hill, W. S. Boyce, C. B. Griffith, H.
C.
Hickey, Charles Jenkinson, C. J. Webb, F. S. Webb, George T. Willard,
J. L. Terry and J. N. Meade.
Railroad Supply Co., Chicago Exhibiting derailers and tieplates.
Represented by H. G. Van Nostrand and E. H. Bell.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. V, .\utomatic switch standard, guard
rail clamps and
rolled steel slide plates.
Represented by W. C. Kidd
step

rail joints.

—

—

Thomas

Arthur Germunder and E. P. Bigelow.
Specialties Company, Reading. Pa.
Exhibiting

'

E. Akers.

—

derailers

step

rail benders.
Represented by B. J. Buell.
Mfg. Co., Chicago Exhibiting anchor bottom wrought iron tieRepresented by Geo. Sellers.
Templeton, Kenley & Co., Ltd., Chicago —Exhibiting Simplex jacks. Represented by A. E. Barron, W. B. Templeton and John F. Stevens.
Track Specialties Co., New York Exhibiting insulated joints, Superior
rail joints, guard rail braces and clamps, rail benders and derailers.
Represented by W. B. Lee and W. H. Lee.
The Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa. Exhibiting Keystone insulated rail joints.
Represented by J. J. Cozzens and J. D. Roett,
Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Track jacks, tools, nut locks, levels
and gages. Represented by H. Fischer, E. Woodings, H. Mull and W. D.

—

plates.

—

—

Achuff.

Win. Wharton, Jr.. & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.— Exhibiting W. J.
switch stands and Wharton-O'Brien insulated switch rods.
Represented bv
Thos. O'Brien, H. F. McDermott and A. S. Partridge.

—

—
Bowman

Buffalo,

—

Sellers

exhibits at the conven-

:

by P.

Co.,

flag derails, the Blair tie spacer and Wagner switch point straiglitener.
Represented by H. C. Holloway and T. D. Crowley.
Mudge & Co., Chicago Exhibiting Mudge motor cars and Mudge engine
equipment for hand cars. Represented by Burton W. Mudge, R. D. Sinclair, Geo. W. Bender and Sherman C. Amsden,
M. W. Supply Co., Philadelphia Vaughan rail anchors, track indicators
and splice straighteners. Represented by D. L. Vaughan and L. P. Burwell.
The National Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J. Exhibiting nut locks and
Hi-power nut locks.
Represented by John B. Seymour, Jesse Hough, L.
\ an Thompson and John Patterson.

Reading
joints and

EXHIBITS

The following companies had

Steel

and improved angle

The

ensuing year
President, F. A. Preston, P. & M. Company Vice-President, R.
A. Van Houten, Sellers Manufacturing Co.; Secretary-Treasurer,
W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works director for two years, E. T.
Howson, Railway Age Ga::ette; director for one year, J. J.
Cozzins, Union Switch & Signal Company.
officers

tie plates

The Madden Company, Chicago

Johnson.
The Pennsylvania Steel Co., Steelton, Pa.

Sault Ste. Marie, Minneapolis, Minn.

The following

der

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
TIic

foHowiiiK articles of

special

interest

to

engineers

:

and

maintenance of way men, to which readers of this section inav
wisli to refer, have appeared in the Raihvay Age Gascttc since

August

20,

1915

:

—

Building

Concrete Caissons in the Tlatte River. The Chicago, Burlington & Onincy has used this form of construction in a long-deck girder
bridge at Ashland. Nch.
This work was described in an illustratetl article
in the issue of August 27, page ^^^.
Flood Damage to Railroads in the Middle West.— (^n August 16 a
severe storm visited Galveston, hut property damage was limited almost
entirely to the Galveston Causeway.
During the week this storm reached
St.
Louis,
Mo., causing damage which seriously interrupted railroad
tr;iflic.
The ctTcct of this storm upon the railroads is described in an
illustrated article in the issue of August J", page 3*>3.
A Car Dumping Machine with Improved Features.- Tlic Pittsburgh Jv
Conncaut Dock Company has installed a nuidcrn car diunping machine
at Conncaut Harbor, Ohio, which is used to handle the coal tratlic of
the Hcssemcr X- Lake Krie.
A description of the plant which is designed
to unload IdO-tnn capacity cars at the rale of one a miiuite, was described
in an illustrated article in the issue of August 27, p.^c 3P0.
Construction of the New York l^onnccling Railiu.i.i.
Material progress
is being made on the four-track railroad to connc.
ihe New York, New
Haven & lL'irtfor<l with the I'ennsyUania in griMter New York. This
project includes the Hell (iate bridge, which will be the longest span

—

i

in the world.
The wiuk is nnusvial in other respects, paras to the magnitude.
This article \\ hich was devoted principally to a record of the progress being m.>de >>u the various portions of
the work, appeared in the issue of September .^ page 42L
The Licensing of ICngineers. At the l:i<it session of the state legislature of Illinois, a law was pasheil providing for the licensing of strucThe effect of this liw upon the design and eon*
engineers.
tural
steel

arch

ticularly

—
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of railway

St ruction

structures within

the

of

state

Illinois

was discussed

an editorial in the issue of September 10. page 452.
Important Realinement Problem on the Pennsylvania. This road has
recently completed the construction of three tunnels on the Allegheny

in

—

division

eliminates

wliich

12.23 miles of
the tunnel near

line

and

large

a

amount

of

curvature.
The work on
East Brady, Pa., is of special
A complete
interest becaose of difficulty experienced with falling rock.
account of this was given in an illustrated article in the issue of Sep-

tember

10. page 456.
Interesting Structure Over the Buffalo River.— The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is building a Strauss bascule span at Buffalo which
These were solved by the
involves complicated foundation problems.
This
use of open reinforced concrete caissons with interesting details.
was described in an illustrated article in the issue of September 10, page
465.

An

metal guard
ties

Vol..

rails,

had been completed.

.S9.

So. \2

Between the old bridge

the tops of the girders had been cleaned and painted previ-

and as the old tics were removed the portions of the tops
girders uncovered were treated similarly.
During the
progress of the work temporary crossovers were installed at each
ously,

of

the

end of the bridge to provide for single track operation while
one track was out of service, the pilot using a motor car.

RENEWING BRIDGE TIES ON THE LEHIGH VALLEY WITH A LOCOMOTIVE CRANE
An

unusual

record

in

renewal of bridge

the

has just

ties

been made by the maintenance of way department of the Lehigh
Valley on its bridge across the Susquehanna river at Towanda,
Pa.

Two main

tracks are carried

over the river on

a

steel

bridge consisting of 14 deck plate girder spans, 13 of which are
129

ft.

6

in.

long over

the structure

1,808

is

all,
ft.

and one 125

The

S in.

ft.

five

3 in.

;

the total length of

spans nearest the center

are on a tangent, but the remaining spans at either end are on
3-deg. 30-min,
8-in.

X

12-in.

x

12-ft.

ties

on each

elevation blocks, amounting to 14,500

of 160,612

ft.

There are 1,522
Together with the

B.M. of timber

in

track.
ft.

B.M., there

each track.

The

The

is

a total

track

is

of

had been previously framed and the superelevation blocks were attached.
All of the timber in the eastboimd track on this bridge was
renewed in an actual working time of 12 hours.
It had been the plan to complete the work in ever>- detail in
one day between 6 a. m. and 7 p. m., but at 1 :30 on the day
selected a terrific wind and rain storm arose, which came so
suddenly and raged with such fury that the gangs were unable
In fact, for a while the men had to hold on or lay
to work.
down to keep from being blown off the bridge. Later it was
necessary to send portions of the forces on motor cars in both
100-lb.

rail,

Renewing Ties on a Branch Line Viaduct

curves of reversing direction.

with 90-lb. guard

rails.

ties

—

Locomotive cranes were used to remove the old ties, to place
new ties and to handle all the rail. The new ties were
on 12 cars, arranged in piles in order, each tie being numbered,
so when each sling of ties was placed on the girders, each tie
was within a few inches of its designated location. The cars
of new ties were attached to the locomotive cranes, and the
old ties were loaded on them as the new ties were unloaded.
The result was that when the job was completed there were
no old ties and timbers to pick up.
The total cost of the work, including the installation and removal of the temporan,- crossovers was $708.90, or 46 cents per
Had it not been for the storm this cost would have been
tie.
the

reduced to 31 cents per tie.
Working on a single track branch

Renewing Ties on the Bridge Over the Susquehanna River
ii.
look after points where trees had been uprooted,
and wires blown down wlierc the tracks were under watei and
where small ^hdes had occurred.
Work was resumed about 5:30 |). m., but half an Imnr later
the storm broke again with such violence that no more work
could be accomplished that day. At 8 o'clock the following
morning work was resumed and by 1 o'clock every detail,
including full tie-plating and spiking and the installation of the

direction-,

at

line

same

recently

the

1,279-lt.

bridge at

Towanda, Pa.

department renewed some of the

tics

on

a

no temporary switches had to
be installed in this case.
The easterly end of the bridge was
on a tangent, and the westerly end on a 7-deg. curve. Using
a locomotive crane to handle both the old and new tics, 359
8-inv X 12-in. x 11-ft. ties, and 6 8-in. .x 12-in. x 14-ft. ties
were renewed. The new ties were in lolntinu iiiU-s, ton being
placed on the girder at one time.
a cost of 20.4 cents per tie, but

The

Efficiency of

Motor Cars

for Section Forces'

Advantages Gained by the Use of Motor Cars on the
St. Paul's Illinois Division; Proper Care of These Cars
By

G. R.

Superintendent C. M.

The evolution from the old section handcar to a motor car
was accomplished in a day on the Illinois division, 27 cars being
put in service

at

When

one time in 1909.

the question

first

arose as to the practicability of motor handcars several tests

were made on the Illinois division and it was decided that the
car weighing about 700 lb. and producing 7j/^ horsepower could
be made to render satisfactory and economical service.
Under the old arrangement we were using 37 handcars with
that number of foremen, while under the new plan with motor
cars, 27 cars were employed, dispensing with 9 section gangs
and lengthening the sections from 8 to approximately 12 miles
per section, an increase of about one-third.

more

far indicate a saving and

Although opposed

at first, the

Results attained so

efficient service in

every respect.
in favor

foremen are now greatly

of their use.

An

much encouraged the men and brought out
Foremen are expected to keep cars and machinery in good order on their own time, looking after the machinery and knowing that it is in proper working order before
increase in pay

their best efforts.

going out on their sections in the morning.
We find that one of the most necessary requirements for successful operation is for the roadmasters to study the mechanism
and to be prepared to instruct the foremen. Roadmasters and
section foremen in a short time become so conversant with the
operation of a car that they are able to take care of it at all
times and overcome trouble without calling on our experts.
Since the beginning, the per cent of delays altogether, including breakage of chains to flooded carbureters,
to only 0.4 per cent.

This

is

more than

offset

over the old method of transportation.

We

etc., has amounted
by the time gained

figured before put-

ting the cars into service that at least one hour per day per

The

wotild be gain in time alone.

man

actual service quite clearly

demonstrates that this was a very conservative estimate and
that the gain is nearer an hour and 20 minutes per man per day.

At first a daily report from the section foremen of the service
was required, showing the section number, location, foreman,
Later on
monthly report. Reports
received so far indicate that the cars are making at the rate of
29 miles per gallon of gasolene and about 80 miles per pint of
miles run, gasolene used, valve
this

was made

valve

At

and

a weekly,

oil

used and delays.

finally a

oil.

first

the men was done by the
who remained with each foreman

the instruction of

of the manufacturers,

few hours, but not long enough

to

cover

all

agents
for a

or even a small

portion of the points necessary to a full understanding of the
cars,

hence the necessity for foremen and roadmasters giving

the matter careful study.
It

was thought

there might

that

be danger attendant

upon

Morrison
& St. P., Savanna,

been demonstrated that a car moving at 25 miles per hour can
be stopped in 45 ft.
and at 30 miles per hour in 60 ft. Two
men can remove a car from the track without trouble and ex;

peditiously.

We found
foremen were furnished with a certain number
of appliances it would minimize delays and upon our recomAt

that

In order to reduce

all

crossings and obscure places were com-

foremen were also instructed that
what direction they were traveling, at obscure
places or against the current of traffic, on double track they
must handle the car so that accidents would not occur. It has
plied

with

no matter

literally.

Section

in

•Abstracted from C. M.

&

St. P.

limploycen Mngnzine, Atigunt, 1915.

1

monkey

roadmasters carry a stock of supplies, such as batteries,
etc., and that requisitions be made on them by section foremen for such articles as require too much time to get
in the usual manner by requisition. Each foreman was furnished
with a list showing the various parts of the machinery.
The
ammeter is very essential, as if foremen do not have this, batteries are likely to be thrown away long before they are entirely
exhausted.

Wherever sections are located at or near pumping stations
operated by gasolene power they receive their supply from those
sources. For the balance, 60-gal. iron tanks are located at certain

many foremen as consistent
These cans are kept filled by the oil companies who run wagons through the country. Tickets in triplicate are furnished for such supplies and handled through the
agent, and the purchasing agent's office.
places along the division, where as

can be supplied.

To

facilitate

when trackmen

train

movement

severe

after

rain

storms or

are to go over the line preceding trains after

storm, instructions were issued to various foremen, telling
them what portion of the division to cover. For instance, if
one section extended both ways from a telegraph station, instead of covering such sections much time would be saved
by running direct from one station to the next, and this plan
was adopted. Thus we get very quick reports from foremen.
One night recently, during a severe rain storm extending from
a

Chicago to Savanna, just before important passenger trains
were due, the entire division was patroled and inspected in 30
uiin.. and delays to passenger service on that particular night
were nominal.
With the old handcar it took the section crew at Sax'anna
one hour to go four miles eastward up grade. The distance
is now covered in
15 min.
It is expected with the present
power that these cars will handle 10 men and a push car ahead
with several men on it everywhere except on heavy grades.
The cars will accommodate 14 tneti without tools, and 10 men
with

all

tools.

These cars arc

the

ing the whistle for

socket wrench,

1

that

roadmasters instructed section foremen that the
average speed should not exceed 10 to 12 miles per hour, and
a speed limit of 20 miles per hour on straight track was ordered.
In addition engincmcn were advised that the chance of accident
would be greatly reduced if the instructions in regard to soundthe

spark plug wrench,

1

spark plugs,

4

addition

section

wrench (small), 1 pair pliers, 1 screwdriver, 1 gas plier, 1 small
squirt can, 1 ammeter for testing batteries, 1 extra mica spark
plug, 1 small coil spring and a piece of chamois skin for straining
the oil were ordered for each section. It is also recommended

element a bulletin
was issued instructing engincmcn to sound one long blast of the
whistle when running against the current of the traffic, and in
tliis

the cars were not furnished with any tools.

first

if

mendation,

the operation of these cars, especially on a fast traffic line like
the Illinois division.

111.

in.

tw'con

in

equipi)eil

diameter, of

three

of the cars

miles and
is

with 7'..-lip. twiti cxlinder

5!/4-in.

stroke,

30 miles

per

such that the engine

use of any special device.

and

a

hour.
cati

At night

drivitig

etit;ines,

ratigc

he-

The arrangement

be reversed without
in

order to prevent

by outside persons the foremen leinovc
what is known as the commutator bar. This is but the work
of a moment and prevents anyone, no matter how expert, from
rtinning the car.
Ptiring rainy weather tiiiUss the vibrators
are covered the operation of the car will Ix- .itTcctcd, but if tlie
foremen will merely cover those parts with a rubber coat or
canvas the trouble is nicely overcome.
It is found that a foreman can inspect (rack very much better
cars being disturbed

with the
to

give

new
the

cars

track

than
his

I'KI.

because of being able

altcntimi.

During dry weather,

with the

entire
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damage done by
ties

fire is

with which the

can reach a

fire

after

it

has started.

The supervision of

the entire motor car service on all diviunder C. B. Skelton, motor car inspector, Milwaukee
shops.
Many delays will be avoided if the following suggestions relating to the care of cars suggested by Mr. Skelton are
adopted
See that the working parts of engines are kept clean at all
sions

is

especially the timer, contact points, chains,

times,

The

valves and piston rings.

spark plugs,

may

be cleaned easily by
using kerosene in the engines. In addition, see that all wires
are fastened securely at the terminals and that insulation is
latter

good shape.

in

A

many

great

times

foreman

a

have the spark plugs

will

cleaned and will not test them before having them
the cylinders.

in

one way

to

test

replaced

This should always be done.
There is but
a plug properly, viz., attach the plug to

high tension cable, laying the plug on some part of the engine
so that only the threads are on the switch and move the car
so the right contact is made, working the spark coil vibrator
which leads to the plug being tested, then see that the spark
jumps across the gap between the two points on the plug.
If a spark is not perceptible something is wrong.
Either
the plug is grounded through the porcelain member or insulation, or possibly the current is jumping through the wiring at
some point and not reaching the plug. In a case of this kind
another plug should be tried, to make sure just where the

trouble

lies.

Spark

Xo. 12

The HoUinger & Daily continuous rail crossing, as its name
designates, is a new device to provide a continuous rail at crossings.
As applied to the crossing of two railroads, the rails are
made continuous for whichever track is given the crossing, while
the rails of the other tracks are broken to provide the necessary

flangeway. For the crossing of an electric line and a steam line,
the steam line tracks are not broken, but the rails of the electric

made

line are

to

form a temporary continuous

of the steam road rails whenever

it

is

line over the top
necessary to pass any

electric trains.

For the crossing of two steam railroads the

rails

of

each

track are cut off outside of the crossing a sufficient distance to
permit the rails of the other track with full bases to pass by
in front of them, as shown in the accompanying photograph.

Between these cut ends, each rail is replaced by a combination
of a stock and split rail designed to Hne up when their butt
ends are

in

contact with the cut ends of the track

making continuous

rails

over the crossing.

The

rails,

thus

stock and split

rails are also arranged to pass by each other so that their butt
ends may be drawn away from the cut rails a sufficient distance
to permit the stock and split rails of the other track to be

brought up in line behind them. All four sets of stock and split
rails are operated by levers arranged to line up either set while
is drawn in
The arrangement for

the other set

to clear.

electric line is similar, except that the

to

a steam
steam line

the crossing of

undisturbed while the electric

boxes should be protected from rain and snow
by covering them with oil-cIoth or some other covering that
will keep the moisture out.
Spark coils are often damaged by connecting up too many
batteries to the coil.
Most coils are built for six volts on the
battery circuit, or the equivalent of four cells when batteries
are new, and if more batteries are added, the voltage runs
over six volts, not only wearing out the vibrator points very
rapidly, but very often burning coil insulation, putting it out
coil

.S9,

A CONTINUOUS RAIL CROSSING

greatly decreased becau.se of the facili-

men

Vol..

line

rails

line

and an

rails

are left

are raised

sufficiently

bring the under side of their heads even with the top of the

of service.

When
work

coils

become worn out or it is found that they do not
foremen should not undertake to make the

properly,

repairs themselves, as these instruments are very delicate, but
should send the coils to the general storekeeper, under regis-

tered

baggage for

repairs,

and

make requisition for the
number on the requisition.

should
tag

in

each case the roadmaster

repairs and

show the

registered

Carburetors should also be handled in this way, and should
never be shipped to the
general storekeeper
by
freight,

money and are often lost or
Under no circumstances
way.
should foremen keep extra spark coils or carburetors in tool
houses for emergencies, but on receipt of a new carburetor coil
should immediately ship the old one to the general storekeeper
under registered baggage and advise him so he will know
where it is from.
When it is found necessary to order new parts for motor
cars, the foreman should first go through his catalogue and
obtain the correct symbol number of the part he desires, then
advise the roadmaster the part number of the motor car.
If
for these parts cost considerable

stolen

when

shipped

in

this

foremen will follow these instructions, it will save the storekeeper and others a great deal of trouble and will eliminate
a great many delays which arc caused by the wrong part being
ordered.

Continuous Crossing for

steam

of the outside of the head and
the head of the former

method of laying

was made
division.

division.

in

rail

ment.

Inside of the crossing the electric line

a stock and

split

rail

with locomotive cranes

was

is

provided with

combination, placed so that the tops of

the rails are normally at a level with the tops of the steam
line rails.
rails,

An

so that

inclined plane

when

is

provided adjacent to the railroad

the stock and split rails of the electric line

are backed into position their butt ends are raised to the level
of
fit

the electric line rail outside, these butt ends being cut to
the inside of the

web and head of the steam road rails and
amount to pass entirely over the

the head extending a sufficient
latter

and join with the head of the

electric line rail outside.

may be
connected directly to a derail on the electric line, while, as a
protection for the steam road, the operating lever may be enclosed in a cabin, so arranged that the lever cannot be moved
In place of an interlocking plant the operating lever

of the electric car

the issue of .\ugust 20, the statement

that 4.7 track miles of rail

cut back a sufficient distance to give

the standard clearance for the wheel treads of steam line equip-

from the position giving

In describing the

is

being cut to fit the contour
the steam rail, while

web of

clear track for the steam line without

Thus the motorman or conductor
locked in until he again clears the track

closing and locking the door.

A CORRECTION
on the Lehigh Valley,

Two Steam Roads

line rails, the electric line rails

on the Buffalo
This should have read 4.07 track miles on the Seneca
relaid

is

for the steam line.

A crossing of the type suital)Ic for two steam lines was in
use on the Wheeling & Lake Erie for 21 months under a traffic
amounting to 25 or 30 movements in 24 hours. During this
time the crossing was si!ibjected to very severe treatment, includ-

September
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17,

ing the running of cars over, with the crossing set for use in

Another rigid test was given it by placing
a heavy locomotive on the crossing, so that one pair of driving
wheels would be directly over the center.
The brakes on its
train were then set, cutting out driving brakes, and the engine
was slipped in an effort to dislodge or move the slip rails.
These tests are said to have caused no serious injury to the
The crossings are manufactured by tlie Canton Frog
crossing.
& Crossing Company, Canton, Ohio.
the other direction.
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packed in a flexible case. It was invented by Louis Ross, and
manufactured by the Computer Manufacturing Company,
is

San Francisco.

RESULTS GAINED WITH A BALLAST DRESSER
The

& Markle

Cafferty

the Railway

Age

described briefly in

dresser,

ballast

Gazette of February 21, 1913, has been used for

some time on the Santa Fe with encouraging results. The
is essentially a plow suspended on the under side of a

spreader

A NEW
A

new

calculator

accuracy of

The

A

of the

and

tlie

sion

is

for

engineers,

five significant figures,

ket recently.
that

FIVE-PLACE

which gives results to an
has been placed on the mar-

length of the scale

and B

scales

also

for obtaining

and simply, where that accuracy
This calculation, too,

is

known

10-in.

Jippro.ximate
is

A

where

crosses the rail to permit the lower edge to extend

it

the

to

of

ft.

top

wide

the

is

ties.

provided with notches

Two

wings extending

results,

^^«

Provi-

^

directly

f^

?

sufficient.

i

as the Ross Precision

Compu-

and consists of a graduated dial rotating under a slotted
a floating guide and a slide mounted at the right of
The slide carries p miniature of the dial scale, and
the slot.

jB^...„,_. ;.

ter,

cover,

mav

middle portion 8

down almost

slide-rule,

uniform throughout.

is

flat car.

120 times as great as

is

the ordinary

in

system of graduations

made

COMPUTER

be used alone to obtain an accuracv of

three figures

;

it

Lk

ljj^j^5^^^^^W^^

-m

v^^^-^

.--» If:''''

,-.'

for Transit with the

Dresser Drawn
ft.

:a

-x.

The Car Ready

4

-ii«.iii"

•

Up and

beyond the ends of the

Plow and Middle Portion

the

ties

of

Wings Raised

are equipped with movable

plates to permit adjustment to the contour of the desired ballast

cross-section.
The middle portion is raised or lowered by
means of rods connected to air cylinders located directly above
on the car platform.
The wings are also connected to the

cylinders

by a train of levers and bell-cranks such that the

travel of the cylinders necessary to raise the middle part clear

of the rails will swing the wings up over the top of the car.
Thus they are disposed of conveniently when not in use.
It will
be seen in the accompanying photographs that an
ordinary plow is used in conjunction with the spreader. It is
not necessary to use the plow, but the spreader in question was

The Ross
co-operates

multiply

its

decimal point.

and divide any

number

necessary to set each

the slot; the answer

line in

The manipulations

line.

Computer

with the dial to check and point out the precise

answer, and to locate

To

Precision

is

of

scries

numbers

it

only

is

succession under the reading

in

then read, also under the slol-

for setting the given

numbers on the

simple; concise directions are given on the face of the
computer.

riic liallast

dial are

may

It

be used to read five-place logarithms and anli-loga-

ritlims of all

plex
to

higher

»

calculations
3

to

numbers

(iperations

5

The

may

degree

made by

seciinds

Precision

Powers, roots and other com-

directly.

be carried
of
the

out

either

appro.ximately,

or

as desired.
Trigonometric
computer give an accuracy of from

precision,

of arc.
C'onipuler

is

made of

tiu-l.il

lluoMi.;hciiil

gradnalinns are euyraved on sihrn-cl uutal surface-., and

the

;

it

i-

Dresser and Sprinkler

so equipped originally, and

was very

When
that

it

it

was found

in

Operation

that the combination

desirable.

ballast

is

tuiloadcd for track surfacing,

be removed to a greater c.vteiU than

the track safely passable, anil there

use the spreader.

is,

is

it

thoieforc,

However, where track

is

is

not desired

necessary to render

no occasion

to

rcaily for dressing,

and only snflicicnt rock is to he unloailod to do this, the plow
can be used to advantage to level otT the ballast above the
surface of the rails. .\s it is effective in disposing of most of
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it
and decreasing the stress on the spreading board, it is also
an important aii.xiliary for the reason that it renders it possible
to spread ballast over grade crossings, cattle guards, guard rails
and switches, where it is necessary to raise the spreader to clear
such obstructions.
One photograph shows the spreading board pushing an accumulation of rock, of approximately 2' 2 cu. yd., which has been gathered from between the rails, and is being worked outward on
each side of the plow.
The ballast thus pushed along drops
into sags in the shoulder where there is a deficiency of dressing

material,

thereby

eliminating

the

necessity

of

performing the
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little rock scattered,
h gang of 17 men following the ballast
dresser was able to dress the track to required form. This would
ordinarily have taken at least 50 men.
The results to be ob-

tained in gravel are said to be even better than in rock.

The water tank seen

photographs was installed primarily
the forward end of the car
while the dresser was in use. At a later period it was developed
into a device to sprinkle the ballast as the dresser passed over it.
This is especially desirable on gravel ballast, as it eliminates a
source of annoyance that almost always occurs in this work. The
capacity of the tank is 4,000 gal., although 2,000 gal. is sufficient
in the

for the purpose of loading

down

When

to sprinkle 1,000 cu. yd. of ballast.

che tank should never be
liest results in

more than

half

is

To

in transit

obtain the

moved
The track on which

spreading, the ballast dresser should not be

a speed to exceed five miles per hour.

at

the car
full.

work referred

to in this article was performed parallels the
where there are numerous curves, many of which
have considerable elevation, and many cuts and fills. We are

the

Kaw

ri\ er,

above information to R. J. Parker, general
Topeka & Santa Fe. Topeka, Kan.,
under whose direction this spreader has been used.
indebted

for the

superintendent,

.Atchison,

A NEW STEEL
A

Appearance

work

hand

of the

Track After the Dresser Has Gone By

labor.

would be necessary

to

form the shoulder with hand

In dressing ballast on double track

TIE

market by the Standard
Steel Tie Company, Dallas, Tex.
It consists of a roiled channel section J^ in. thick, 8 in. wide and 5 in. deep, and 8 ft.
long, placed in the ballast trough side up with creosoted wood
bearing blocks 7^ in. by 7 in. by 18 in., each secured in place
in the trough of the channel by two 3/4-in. bolts and a 2-in. by
l-\n. lug, sheared from the web of the channel and bent up to
bear against the block. Four holes 2' 2 in. in diameter punched
in the bottom of the tie near the center provide drainage and

The principal function of the wings i^ to
shape the rock forced out by the spreading board into shoulder
formation. This occurs simultaneously with the ejection of the
ballast by the spreading board.
The economy of this feature is
determined by the fact that were an ordinary plow utilized it
b)-

new

hold

it

steel

is

being put

i^n

the

in line.

Since the
lilocks,

tie

the

rail

is

supported on and secured to the creosoted
these tie* in track corresponds

manner of handling

labor.

merely necessary to
adjust the wings to obtain the desired result. On curves where
the sub-grade is canted to correspond with the elevation of
it

is

Standard Steel Ties

in

the Pennsylvania Tracks Near Parkesburg, Pa.

very closely to the operation with the ordinary
HotrSeclion

Wing Rofsad.

HolfSect ion

\fi/,ng I

track fastenings

Cafferty-Markle Spreader
is encountered because of the wings digging into the sub-grade, but where the sub-grade is- not in conformity with the elevation, the dilTiculty can be easily overcome

by adjustment of the wings.

A

train consisting of 22 cars

and carrying approximately
in 48 min., leaving

yd. of ballast

was unloaded and spread

shown

photograph of the track,

in the

shoulder was fairly

re; niai

at

tlie

ll

will be

1,000
it

as

noted that the

toe and that there

was very

They

per-

rail

between the rail and the channel, perfect insulation is
afforded. Furthermore, the blocks, being 18 in. long and firmly
secured in the channel, reinforce the tie under the rail where
it
has to meet the heaviest stresses.
A number of these ties were put in the tracks of tlie I'ittsburgh & Lake F.rie, near Pittsburgh, a year ago. and others
have been recently installed in the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks
near Parkesburg, Pa., as slinuu in the accn:ni'an\ in^; phototion

the track no difficulty

may

ties.

base and gage, and any ordinary
be used. Since there is no metal connec-

mit shimming, change of

oi^'ered

graph.

Ski'ikmbkr
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PUTTING

NEW

SERVICE A

IN

WITH

LINE

By W.
It

is

of road for

lines

where speed

Md.
the ^iile for restricted operation to continue upon
Railroad,

many months

high speed

Perryville,

after service

is

new

This

begun.

is,

of course, an entirely proper precaution

during the time the
but the interference with
roadbed is becoming fully settled
passenger and freight schedules, especially upon lines of intensive operation, renders desirable the early removal of this restriction.
The trend of modern practice in making up time
tables is to use the highest rate of speed consistent with safe
movement, and schedules, once established, must be maintained
thereafter.
It has heretofore been considered that an extended
period of slow passage over new work was a necessary evil
imposed by safety considerations but upon a careful study of
the question it will be found that the required period may be
This cangreatly shortened without any risk being incurred.
not better be shown than by a careful analysis of a concrete
example; the Bristol new line of the Pennsylvania between Philadelphia and New York.
Although the fill averaged 22 ft. in height for more than three
miles, service was inaugurated at a speed of 30 miles per hour
which was increased after 36 hours to 50 miles per hour, and
The operation of conafter one month to 70 miles per hour.
necting up this new four-track line presented incidental points
The new line lies
of interest which will be sketched briefly.
to the north of the old one, and No. 4 is the most northerly
;

;

New Embankment Under Track Tanks

Section Through
of the tracks.

The

between scheduled trains
35 min., and it was
necessary as a preliminary to connecting up each track to draw
it as closely to the existing tracks as possible.
This effected a
longest interval

any daylight hour

in

at

was

point

this

was less track to
be shifted, but the maximum lateral throw was greatly rednced.
In order to establish complete unity of action at the two ends
of the work, which were separated about 3H miles, a telephone
line was installed having besides these two connections only
one other whicli communicated with the signalmen at tlie neargreat saving in time not only because there

When

cabin.

est

No.

known

is

it

that

was

the necessary extension of

ft. and that the extreme
was 4 ft., it will be seen
unfailing execution of the prearranged plan was essential,

1

track at the west end

depth of
that

fill

necessary

in

1,500

building

it

and this required close co-operation between the operating department and the track forces.
The new passenger station was a mile distant from the old
one, and as will be inferred readily, the operating impracticability of having a separate station for the eastward and westward travel was avoided by using No. 3 westward freight track
for such eastward passenger trains as were scheduled to stop at
this

station,

these being run

against

the

current of

traffic

by

train order.
in

construction of

tlic

tlie

road to cause

was
a homogeneous gravel and that the various features of the work
were performed with the utmost fidelity. The filling was not
deposited in layers, Imt was dumped from trestles built to the
its

early

settlement excepting

height of the sub-grade.

The

the material of

tliat

tracks were back

the

filled

The maintenance

question

fill

the four main tracks, which
in.

s\tpere1evation.

The

importani elements of
giveti

a

set

ol

iik

n

tlie

iimiI

in.

was greatly complicated by the

presence at the point of higlust
2

is

used while

of track tanks 1.600

uirc mi

a

30 min

fl.

long

curve with

care of this feature formed one of the
solution.
Ic

dailx

It

is

a well

in;Miiiiul:Uioii

known
of

.i

this

occurs there necessarily results a

showed that engine

large waste of water, and careful observation

tanks were being overflowed frequently through one-third the

The considerable volume of water

length of the track tanks.

that entered the roadbed through this practice introduced a grave

element of danger to the stability of the new embankment. This
early recognized and partly met by a general notice limiting
the conditions under which engines might take water at that
station.
But there still remained a rather heavy burden, and to
meet this a special construction had been adopted for the subbed at the tanks and an extremely generous width of embank-

was

The former consisted of a carefully
also provided.
bed of cobbles 18 in. deep beneath the entire sub-grade
throughout the length of the tanks, and for 400 ft. either way
from the ends which alone cost the sum of $15,000. The widening which was done with the heaviest material obtainable, principally dirt from the cleaning of the center ditches and contaming much old ballast, extended the shoulders on both sides
to a distance of 13 ft. from the gage of the rail.
This construction has also been followed in other similar installations.
A
cross-section of the roadway is introduced as information conment was
laid

cerning a quite effective practise.
There were nine bridges throughout the extent of the deepest
fill, which limited the amount the track might safely be allowed
Without the presence of these structures it would
to settle.

have been permissible to assign only a sufficient force to the
maintenance that safe and comfortable passage at moderate
But the subsidence had to be met daily as it
speed required.
occurred. The settlement during the night amounted to no more
than 2 in., and through the cantilever support provided at the
ends of the several bridges by both the service rails and the iron
guard rails there was always a comfortable run-off. The total
settlement of the tracks was attained at the end of six months
and amounted to 18 in. The wisdom of having placed this new
line in

stone ballast at the start

was therein fully shown since
was thus naturally secured.

the standard depth of stone ballast
a

There was assigned to the maintenance of this new railroad
force of 450 men, and this force was continued during the

The

was thus

$8,000 for lining

and surfacing a three-mile stretch of road for

this short period.

ten days of service.

first

The

cost

was gradually reduced

force

pacted, and on January

as the

embankment was com-

mainand surfacing in
January was $2,500, and this diminished uniformly $500 per
month thereafter until on Jime 1 the expense of maintenance
was on a par with that of other main tracks.
tenance

The
is

that

began.

The

a regular progressive decline in

excess

of

cost

lining

somewhat unusual

pertinent fact developed by this
the

plentiful

the early period of

of the

1

new

labor expended upon

use .greatly hastened the final settlement

its

roadbed.

case

the maintenance in

In any construction a definite

amount of

and as track stresses are known to be
higher at fast speed it unquestionably is an advantage to fix
the speed as high as practicable and then provide the necessary
force to safely maintain the road.
The benefit derived from
an early establishing of full service upon this line of road, which
settlement

is

inevitaldc,

more than 200

trains, fully justified the

considerable expense that was necessary to attain

it

fill

with stone,

but the cushion beneath the ties was no deeper than 2

in

restriction

is

carries a daily traflic of

There was nothing

will violate the rules for

This is particularly true at places
laid on account of scooping water.
If

reduction at specified points.

Rknch

F.

Pennsylvania

many who

high speed there will be

at

DENSE TRAFFIC
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fact that

liudinotive

I'lii

I'l

AT Dkposits Of

deposits in Russia

is

Russia.

al)Out

— The

177,tXX)

area covered by peat
square miles. The deposits

to the government have been examined and are
found to run about 260,000 cu. ft. per acre, equivalent to 2.300
tons air-dried.
If the same ratio holds over the country as
for the government lands, the total reserve is about 100,000
million Ions of peal. This compares with coal reserves of about
HO.OOO million Ions. The peat is constantly growing, and l.iking

belonging

its

heating value

at

half

that

of coal,

it

is

peat reserves are about equal to those of coal.

grad half of the couulry

is

evident

that

the

Around Pctro-

covered with peat bogs.
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AN EMERGENCY RAIL JOINT
An

been recently developed and
placed in service for emergency use on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
In general it consists of two heavy splice bars with depending flanges which are provided with three bolt holes so
placed that the two bars may be connected by bolts passing underneath the base of rail. The two flanges come to bearing below

emergency

has

joint

rail

fulcrum thus afforded makes it possible to
bring the bars to tight bearing against the rail by tightening the
the bolts and the

bolts.

By

this device

two

may

rails

therefore be held together

for a time with reasonable security without the necessity

for

through the web.
One purpose for which this joint is designed is the quick relief in the case of a broken rail, which can be reinforced with this
drilling bolt holes
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ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SECTION FOREMAN
PROBLEM
Maintenance of

Much
the

By J. T. BowsiR
Department, Queen & Crescent, Danville. Ky.

Way

has been said and written in the last few .years about

increasing difficulty of obtaining capable section foremen,

perhaps to the neglect of the question of retaining the men we
have at present and getting the best results from them. Men
with years of experience are dropping from the ranks for one
cause or another, and others are being discharged on account
unsatisfactory

of

Can not some of

service.

be remedied which cause these

competent?

Many

men

good foreman

a

conditions

the

to resign or to

become

in-

the

service

on

lost

is

to

account of the lack of proper treatment, proper understanding
or appreciation.
Many a foreman is discharged for incompetence or for other causes who would give entirely satisfactory
service imder

more favorable conditions.
much as anyone else, are

Section foremen, as

personal interest.

A

little

appreciative of

judicious praise by a road supervisor

officer, a comment on a favorable showing made
along some particular line, are just as necessary to secure the
proper results as reproof and condemnation for errors or in-

or division

Many men are not located on sections
which they are best suited. Conditions under which some
men thrive and do their best work are fatal to the efficiency
of others. The man who is not making a good showing should
attention to business.
to

not be "scrapped," with his years of experience,

due simply to the

An Emergency

Rail Joint Devised for

Use on the Pennsylvania

Railroad.

device without taking time to

drill

A

holes.

second use

new

to

is

replacing of rails in main running tracks.

facilitate the

Fre-

have been spliced
together and shifted into the opening made by removing the old
rails, trouble is experienced in lining up the bolt holes in the
splices at each end.
In such a case the emergency splice would
enable a firm, temporary joint to be secured quickly to permit
quently

after

several

lengths

of

rails

The

made

joints are

in

lengths varying

from

10 to 30

lengths not extending over the cross ties.
The
weight varies from 40 to 80 lbs. per pair, according to size. This
joint was designed by Edwin W. Hankele, of the engineering
department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Pittsburgh.

A RAIL SCALE
The

rail scale illustrated in

on Morgan's Louisiana

the

& Texas

accompanying drawing
Railroad.

The

scale

is

used

is

cut out

of brass 1/16 in. thick, notched at one side for the height of the
various sections of rails used on that road and graduated on the

:(^.

--^i"-

fk

needs.

It

is

A

monotony of routine.
good man is often lost

to the service because

consideration to the needs of his family.

L

children

|2_

1,

3f-

lu

.^"-

^#-

y-

-A

he must give

schools at the

If

;

or their health

may not be what he wants for his
may not be good in a certain locality.

he were changed

where better conditions could
show itself in better service.
work if he is satisfied that he is

to a section

be found, his appreciation would

Certainly a man will do better
doing his best for his family. A fruitful source of trouble that
may be eliminated is the foreman's loss of control over his
men through familiarity with them. This error should be pointed
out to him and, as a last resort, he should be changed to another
location.
He may avoid this trouble with a new set of men.
Probably the most potent cause of poor work and of resignaThere are some sections on which
tions is discouragement.
the best foreman could never take a premium. Year after year
he may try his best and see it go to a less competent man more

make

kS i^ '-

KohJN

The

point at which he must live

favorably situated.

Ji'-

his failure is

often the case that the longer a foreman stays on

Men

so located should be

the best of

made

and that their

that their difficulties are understood

^^•SL

if

a certain condition.

one section, the more efficient he becomes, but it is true perhaps oftener that he gets into the rut of the same conditions,
the same old soft spots, the same old curves, and his best service
is lost.
Nothing kills initiative and promotes dissatisfaction like

in.,

the shorter

fit

A man who fails on a difficult section may make a valuable
man on an easier section. The sluggish, indifferent man on an
easy section may require the difficulties and worries of a hard
section to wake him up and bring out his real qualities.
The
difficulties that crush one man may be the incentive that another

the

the passage of trains.

fact that he does not

to

know

efforts

to

them are thoroughly appreciated.

In short, consideration and intelligent personal interest will
do much toward retaining and making effective the foremen we
have, and to that extent will lessen the pressure of the need for
new men.

I

•f/
h

H

6li

Peruvi.vn
Rail Scale

opposite side for

indebted to

Southern

W.

Pacilic.

tlie

K.

Made

width of

of 1-8 Inch Brass
tlie

Mielly, assistant

rails.
We are
Louisiana Lines,

base of the
cngiMccr.

Railway Occupies High

Position.

— The

Central

said to cross the Andes at the highest point reached
by any standard gage railroad in the world. One short branch
reaches an altitude of 15,586 ft., which is higher than Mount

of Peru

is

Blanc, the highest of the Alps.
the lives of 7.500 men.

The

railroad cost $200,000 and

I

Placing a Concrete Lining in the Sandy Ridge Tunnel
The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Is Using an Efficient Plant, with a

The

Carolina, Clinchfield

& Ohio

Hopper Car

has recently completed and

placed in operation that portion of

line

its

known

as the Elk-

horn extension, thus extending the line from Dante, Va., to
Elkhorn City, Ky., the terminus of the Big Sandy division of
the Chesapeake & Ohio (described in the Railway Age Gazette,
November 7, 1913). Where the above extension passes under
the divide

known

as

"Sandy Ridge,"

just nortli of Dante, Va.,

This tunnel passes for about
one-half its length through slate and shale formations, which
disintegrate upon exposure to air, and for the remaining half
through sandstone badly seamed and broken. In view of these
conditions, it was decided to begin the lining of the entire
This work requires the placing
tunnel with concrete at once.
of between 50,000 and 60,000 cu. yd. of concrete while traffic is
passing through the tunnel.
In addition to Sandy Ridge there are a number of other tunnels on the above extension as well as on other portions of the
road which may require lining in the future under similar conditions of traffic. With this in mind the railway engineers made
a special study of various plans for the above work by which
it
could be done with economy and rapidity, also holding in
mind that much of the plant would be used for similar work
after this particular job is finished.
The result of these studies was the determination to use the
compressed-air method of mixing and placing the concrete, and
to provide for this a plant consisting of a self-propelled concreting car, a loading and storage trestle, a compressed-air plant
and pipe line through the tunnel and concrete forms, which are
quickly and easily movable.
there

is

a tunnel 7,804

ft.

long.

THE CONCRETE CAR

On

account of the great length of the tunnel

it

was deemed

for a

Pneumatic Mixer

that a car carrying the ingredients
tion.

sary,

It

also appeared

either luirlal

simied

in

ol

funiisli
llic

llic

Iniiiul.

traus|iorting

the

roncrctc
;is

inc.

wet concrete.

the outset that the mixing could be
the concrete

was

Id In

frnni

inmli

cjciiosilcd,

<l(iiu'

.md

iIk'

a

luixcr

tunc

located

wmilii

at

he 0011-

was cotuludcd at
where
conclu>-inii uas reached
It

inside the lunnil,

led

to

the proper solu-

smoke.

the idea of a self-propelled concreting

to the gasolene engine as

conditions for the propelling device.

most nearly

A

fulfilling

gasolene engine will

emit only a small amount of smoke or gas while moving and

can be shut

off entirely

when

in position

for use.

It

occupies

but small space, can be operated by one man, and contrary to
general belief,

is

very reliable.

To

obtain capacity, gravity flow

of materials and a convenient and desirable arrangement, the
car was made as large as the standard clearance of the road

would permit after allowing room for concrete forms.

The

dimensions are 40 ft. long over end sills, 10 ft. 454 in. wide
over braces and 17 ft. 9 in. from top of rail to top of car.
It was built of steel as the material bins are high above the
rail and the weight is considerable

The principal features of the car, as shown in the accompanying drawing and photographs, are a central chamber, open
on the sides, 8J/2 ft. long, 9 ft. 8 in. wide and 10 ft. 3 in. high,
in which on one side is located the pneumatic concrete mixer
and on the other side the charging skip. Over this chamber
furnishes water
is a water tank of 1,850-gal. capacity, which
for the concrete and is also connected with the cooling system
for the gasolene engine.
On one end of the car facing the
central chamber is
a stone bin of 30 cu. yd. capacity.
On the
other is a sand bin of 12 cu. yd. capacity. Each bin has a chute
20 in. wide leading to the charging skip, and each chute
is controlled by an under-cut gate.
Under the stone bin is a
space occupied by a 96 cu. ft. air receiver, standing vertically,
and the storage of the cement in bags. Under the sand bin is
the gasolene engine and its auxiliary equipment completely

Loading and Storage Trestle from the South, with the Entrance
imiiraclicablf In

would be

desirable, if not absolutely neces-

to handle the car without filling the tunnel with

These premises
car, and finally
all

most

to the

Tunnel

in the

Background

housed from water and dust. The charging; skip in its lower
its top rim about 1 li
i in. above tl'C floor
and travels on inclined guide rails to il- upper position over
the mixer, being hoisted b\' a compnv^id-air cylinder 9'j in.
in
diameter.
The gale of the -kip works automatically by
position stands with
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means of

The mixer

two-bag batch
bottom running
to the outside of the rear truck, and
thence vertically to near the top of the car, where it branches
by means of a wye into two lines, one a 180-deg. bend to the
rear for "shooting" into foundations and sidewalls, and the
other going to the roof for "shooting" into the arch. The wye
guide

a

rail.

and has an
horizontally and curving

is

a

for

is

8-in. outlet pipe at the

(0.4 cu. yd.)

a special patented device with a sliding plate controlling the
The arrangement of
of material into either arm.

movement

the pipe, traveling

with the car and being in position at

Vol.

pacity of 200 cu. yd.

The

general arrangement

59,

Xo. 12

shown

is

in the

track layout and in two of the photographs.

COMI'RESSOR FLA.M AND

I'lIM-.

LINE

The compressor plant is exceptional for a temporary outfit.
To save money on foundations and at the same time to increase
the space, the floor level of the boilers and compressors was
fixed

4J/2

ft.

above sub-grade,

the

concrete

foundations

and

walls were built up to this height and the cellular space under-

all

times for "shooting" concrete, results in a material saving of

time and expense.

Along one
and

to

V

with the main floors,

side of the car, level

folding platform 2

men

wide, used by the

ft.

>J
(

-

,Tre7/U-^

'~^

(

(Boiler and compressor
[_ [Blacksmith1 shop

fank-^ ^Water tank^

a

During the ordinar\

gain access to the engine room.

fTunnel portal

is

carrying cement

-fu

Spartanburg

-

Fuel

L,ck

Layout

work of

of Material

Plant at the South Portal

the car this platform remains down.

rangement

is

compact and arranged with a view

The

manual

labor.
One man controls the hoisting of the skip, the injection
of water and the mixing and discharge of the batch. One man
is placed at each chute and two men carry, open and empty

the cement bags.

The gasolene engine
head type and

is

of

the

six-cylinder,

I

entire ar-

to save

four-cycle

tee-

Chamber of the Car Showing the Skip in the
Foreground, the Mixer in the Rear and the Chutes on the Sides

Central or Working

The building
The arrange-

neath was utilized for water tanks and ash pit.
was built of 1-in. boards covered with tar paper.

ment chosen permits

dumped from

started by admitting compressed air into

cars on the
There are two boilers,
both locomotive type, one new, one of 150 hp., and one old one
of 70 hp. The piping connections are such that either one can
be cut in or out of service for cleaning or repairs. Two com-

three cylinders, then the explosion of the gasolene takes place

pressors are installed, but an extra foundation for another unit

and continues the motion. The transmission is by means of a Morse chain on to the driven axle (one
only being used) and the control is through a friction clutch of
special design.
The general principle employed is much the
same as in the ordinary automobile. The car and gasolene en-

is

is

rated 200 hp. at 350

r.

p.

m.

trucks of the

The motor and its frame
The cylinders stand in
car.

to the track

and the whole construction

to 125

sible.

r.

p.

ni.

The engine

is

It

can be throttled

constitute one of the
a
is

row at right angles
compact but acces-

in the other cylinders

coal

to

be

trestle to a pile in front of the boilers.

The compres-

provided, for reasons which appear elsewhere.

40-0"
Elevation of the Concreting Car

McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha,
knocked down, was erected at the railway
shops at Erwin, Tenn., and was moved to the work (105 miles)
under its own power at a speed at times as high as 25 miles an

gine were built by the

Neb.

It

was

sent

hour.

LOADING AND STORAGE TRESTLE

The loading and

storage trestle

is

of special design and so

arranged that the concrete car goes under it and receives
crusher-run stone, sand, bag cement and water by gravity. The
sand and stone is drawn from overhead bins by means of under-

Cement

conveyed into the car by a chute. Tintrestle has a track over its deck upon which stone and s;iiicl in
hopper cars are stored or unloaded into the bins below. 'I'lurc
is a continuous row of 27 bins with an aggregate capacity of
324 cu. yd. and a total lengtli of 162 ft., and five loade<' cars
cut gates.

is

can be stored over these bins to give an additional storage ca-

General View

of

Loading Trestle from the South Portal

sors are alike and of the Ingersoll-Rand F. R.
class,

a high

I.

of the

Tunnel

Rogler valve

speed, single stage type with a steam cylinder 12

an air cylinder 12 in. by 14 in., a piston displacep. m. equal to 528 cu. ft., an actual output of
about 375 ciL ft. of free air per min. each. They work under
They are
125 111. steam pressure and compress ;ur to 115 lb.
in.

In

ment

12

at

in.,

250

r.

Septkmeer

17.
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cooled by water brought by gravity from the mouth of an old

From

coal mine.

the compressor a 6-in. pipe leads to a 150-cu.

on a steady
through the tunnel. At the
lower end is a pet cock to draw off any water. In order to
provide for expansion and contraction, the pipe line is laid alternately on the east and west sides of the track in lengths of
about 1,000 ft. connected by curves of 2 ft. radius. The bottom
of the pipe is at the level of the bottom of the ties and 1 ft.
ft.

air receiver,

0.5

per cent

from which

down grade

a 4-in. pipe line goes

entirely

About every 100 ft. a long radius tee is
out from their end.
placed and about 20 mine cocks of 4-in. size are provided these
can be shifted to the various tees as the progress of the work
demands. From the mine cock a 3-in. hose 60 ft. long con;
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lift of bench wall 4 ft. 4 in.
which involves moving the car more than will be necessary
when "shooting" into the arch form. The performance is, however, largely dependent upon interference from trains passing

the foundation and the initial

in

higli,

through the tunnel.

Another feature of

into

the tunnel.

is

The forms are of steel except the arch ring, which is 3-in.
hard pine on steel ribs. They are of the Blaw collapsible type,
but of exceptionally stiff design. They are held by anchor bolts

ing inside the tunnel
Aug. 17, 191.S,
Aug. 18, 1915,
AuR. 19, 1915,
Aug. 20, 1915,
Aug. 21, 1915,

that the concreting car as well as trains may pass without interruption. They are collapsed by inserting temporary rods, which

it

is

when not in use. Five 30-ft. sections are provided,
expected that the car will fill at least one section each

General View

carried ahead and reused as required.

The car began regular operation in the tmniel on July 9, 1915,
and has worked every day since, Sundays excepted. It has steadily increased its output as the men become more used to the
work and

better organized, as

Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

ended July
ended July
cndril

ended
ended

Several runs of 1H0 cu.
yd.

have been made.

shown by the following record

The

17, 1015,
24, 1915,
luly 31, 1915.
Aug, 7, 1915.
Aug, 14, 1915,
\il.

per

(la\

261 ni.

y<l.

379
516
R22
"28

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

cu.
cu.
cu.
cu.

.iiiil

work so far has

batches
batches
batches
batches
batches

in
in
in
in
in

381 min.,
302 min.,
340 min.,
250 min.,
280 min.,

average
average
average
average
average

54.0 sec. per batch.
56.1 sec. per batch.
45.5 sec. per batch.
45.1 sec. per batch.
54.3 sec. per batch.

Concreting Car

It is belie\ed that the operation can be
skip.
speeded up to an average of about 35 to 40 sec. per batch with
One should observe that the door of the skip
dry material.
automatically opens as the skip reaches to position and closes
as it is lowered away, also that the door serves as a chute
while open, and that the side slopes are steep and unbroken,
The material when damp has
so that the ski]) cle.irs (piickly.
a decided tendency to arch cither vertically or horizontally, and

the chutes and

frec|uenlly this arch

must be broken by hand

The

hoisting of

the skip, the placing of the water and the ili^chargc of the batch
The inside of the car is
are all controlled by one operator.
lighled by carbide lights, ami the outside

and carbide

one run of 201
ooMsi>,|eil

:

423
323
448
325
309

The variation is due to the condition of the material, whether
wet or dry, which affects the rapidity with which it flows in

of the

day and lost no time waiting for the moving of forms or for
For the foiuidations and initial
the concrete to take its set.
bench wall, wooden forms are in use. They arc made in sections of 12 ft., are braced from the track, and arc taken down,

which

furnished, but to give it a charge of material every 15 sec.
seems to be an unsolved problem. Time records of the device
given below show the speed at which batches are discharged,
giving the actual time the car is coupled to the hose and work-

and are without interior bracing, so

are removed

the short pipe through

The
the mixer fast enough to work it to its capacity.
mixer can shoot a batch every 15 sec, provided suflicient air

with the 96-cu. ft. air receiver on the car, which can
thus be connected to the 4-in. pipe line from any position in

and

is

for distance to date is 2,805 ft. One of the difficult problems
confronting the designer is to place the charges of ingredients

nects

to the walls of the tunnel

this plant

Generally speaking, it has been held that at
least 50 ft. of pipe was necessary to get a good mixture of
concrete. In this case it goes through 41 ft. of pipe and 10 ft.
of chute and the mixture is good. In several installations concrete has been placed through 1,200 ft. of pipe and the record

the charge moves.

cu,

of puHini;

.\

work hy hand torches

lights.

great diversity of opinion exists

the compressed

air

among

those f.imiliar with

method of mixing and placing concrete

.is
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to the quantities

of

air

So far

required.

is

it

appears that for

of free air per min.
ample, but on account of this difference of opinion space has

the present plant a capacity of 750 cu.

ft.

about every 1% min.
The plant was designed by O. K. Morgan, office engineer, under the general direction of Ward Crosby, chief engineer, of the
C, C. & O., to whom we are indebted for the above.

found by reading the two gages and
and recording the amount of fuel
These data are then utilized in the following formula:

All the data required

used.

is

^

Water horse power

P. L. A.

N.

33000

P

=

Mean

pounds per sq. in. in discharge
working, plus the reading of the vacuum gage
divided by 2.035, plus the vertical distance in feet between
effective pressure in

line while

vacuum and pressure gages multiplied by
Length of stroke in feet a.

the

L

=

BRIDGE AND BUILDING CONVENTION

Multiply a by

The twenty-fifth annual convention of the American Railway
Bridge and Building Association will be held at the Hotel Statler,
Detroit, October 19-21.
From present indications a large attendance is expected. Among the reports which will be preRailway Water Tanks
sented are the following
Pile and
Timber Trestle Bridges; The Protection of Grade Crossings;
;

:

Coaling

Stations

Work

Handling

;

Costs

and

of

Men

;

Methods of
Warnings for Overhead and Side
Structures

;

Efficient

Reinforced
Concrete Bridge Work
Station
Buildings for Passenger Service; Concrete Cuhert Pipe and
Concrete Piles.
The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association is also planning a meeting and an exhibit at the same place coincident
with this convention.
Obstructions

;

single-acting simplex

pump.

Multiply a by 2 for a double-acting simplex pump.

Multiply

(I

by 2 for a

duplex pump.
duplex pump.

single-acting

Multiply a by 4 for a double-acting
Multiply a by 3 for a

single-acting

triplex

Multiply a by 6 for a double-acting

triplex

pump.
pump.

A =

Area of piston in sq. in. This is the effective water area
and the area of the piston rod should be subtracted.

N

Number

=^

In case

of revolutions per minute.

vacuum gage

to install a

it is difficult

in elevation

This
is

take the difference

may

be corrected for friction, but where the pipe

& Pacific, Chicago.
pumping water for locomotive
and similar uses is the cost per thousand gallons. While this unit
is useful for many purposes, it has little value when one desires
to compare the efficiency of one plant with that of another. The
costs of the same plant may be compared from month to month,
but even then, false conclusions may be drawn as the plants are
apt to deteriorate with age, or the conditions may be altered. The
Assistant Engineer. Chicago, Rock Island

unit of cost of

most accurate way of comparing costs, exclusive of the pumper's
wages, is by using the water horse power hour or some multiple
thereof as a unit; the water horse power hour in this cuse being

power hour.

plants of different design
different parts at the

may

This will not give the relative
when ou' determined,
,;

be compared anu

t;jsts

made

of the

same time.

Those responsible for the design of such plants are frequently
upon to decide which is the most economical, a steam plant
with a direct-acting steamp pump, an oil engine, with a power
pump, or a power pump with motor drive. About the only known
called

the price of coal, oil or electric current.

point the designer must

is

short

it

A

log for an hour's run will be as follows
Pressure gage, 100 lb.
gage, 10

in.

in.

by 12

in.

triplex, single-acting.

Difference in elevation between gages

efficiency of each unit of the plant, but

suction end of the

at the

not necessary.

Pump, 6

the overall horse

level

Revolutions, 2,400.

By Paul M. La Bach.
The customary

between the water

intake and the pressure gage, in feet, and multiply this by 0.434

Vacuum

is

for a

1

0.434.

;

WATER SERVICE TESTS

quantity

No. 12

the counter four times an hour

been provided in the compressor house for an extra compressor.
It has been found that one compressor slowed the work down
to a batch

Vol.. 59,

From

work with percentages which

this

are sup-

- 100 X 4.9 +
— 3.0
A = 28.27 sq.

P
L

1

3

=

=

3

Area, 28.27

sq. in.

ft.

106.2.

ft.

in.

:c

-^ 40.

106.2 x 3.0 X 28.27

x 40
^= 10.91 water horse power.

33000

The amount

of work done in 10 hours is 109 h.p. If 20 gal. of
used during the period the fuel efficiency is 0.192 gal.
per water horse power hour. It will be noted that the taking of
water from the storage tank by locomotives during the test does

kerosene

is

not introduce a number of unknown quantities. The pressure
gage should be in view constantly and any changes in head re-

corded with the time.
While the test is going on

sometimes of considerable inhas been put in the tank.
Where possible tank measurements should be made in order to
compare the displacement of the pump with the amount actually
delivered.
Any excessive slippage would indicate as a rule that
the valves of the pump needed overhauling.
The importance of making actual tests under service conditerest to

know

just

it

is

how much water

A

variety of uses will

posed to indicate average efficiencies for each of the different
The present state
unit;:, such as the boiler, pump, pipe line, etc.
of the art is such that not enough is known of the actual performances of these parts for anyone to form very accurate conclusions. There is great need for a series of plants, taken as a
whole, which may also be divided into their component parts.
This will bring out the points of good design and also show up

tions cannot be too strongly insisted upon.

many had

because their expenditures create a very large part of the demand
He calls it outrageous injustice
for our manufactured goods.
to make the railroads carry the enormous burden of the parcel
post for nothing. He says the full-crew bills should be repealed

ones.

Probably one of the principal reasons why more tests are not
made showing fuel consumption on a horse power hour basis is
the popular impression that it is a complicated process requiring
much time. If indicators are used and cards made this is relatively true, but even then it is worth the trouble.
However, another method may be used which is sufficiently accurate for the
purpose.

All that

is

necessary

in the discharge line at the

is

to install a

pump,

water pressure gage

vacuum gage in the
record the number of
a

suction

and an automatic counter to
revolutions of the pump. The fuel must be weighed or measured as the
line,

case

may

be.

be found for the data collected, which will lead to
ical

more econom-

operation.

Mr. Taft and thk Railroads.

— Mr.

Taft says that we must

grant increased rates to the railroads and do it quickly; that
their prosperity is important to the prosperity of the country,

because they impose the burden of employing unnecessary labor.
The plight of the railroads today is largely due to Mr. Taft's
action in 1910. He is fair enough to admit that he made a misIt was a terrible mistake, and has materially helped to
take.

keep the business of the country at low mark for five years.
Mr. Taft should appear before the interstate commerce commissioners, the majority of whom he appointed, and who are
The lUiclic Review.
still fumbling around in darkness.

—

September

17,
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CORRUGATED SHEET ASBESTOS CONCRETE
A

material

building

of

introduction

recent

is

Ambler

tlie

corrugated roofing and sheathing, manufactured by the Keasbey
& Mattison Company, Ambler, Pa. It consists of the combination of cement and asbestos fibers, known commonly as asbestos board, in the form of corrugated sheets, and is applied
Its particular value is in its resistance
like corrugated iron.

water and temperature changes and its
all the advantages of corrugated
iron as to ease of erection, lightness and adaptability.
The incorporation of the asbestos fibers with the cement to

to

the

of

action

incombustibility.

form

air,

It

possesses

a dense, tough concrete,

process

may

demands

The

special treatment.

H.\draulic cement

be described briefly as follows:
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Corrugated asbestos sheets for roofing and siding purposes
made of a uniform width of 27^4 in., comprising eleven
complete corrugations, and in lengths of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10
ft.
The corrugations are 2i/2 in. wide and 1 in. deep from
The material varies in thicktop to bottom of corrugations.
ness from 3/16 in. to 5/16 in. and weighs from 2.8 lb. to 3 lb.
are

per

sq.

The

ft.

best device for attaching roofing to steel

work has been found

be

to

ahnninum

tie

and iron frame

wires.

Two

holes

and one just

are drilled through the asbestos, one just above

below the purlin. The outer end of each tie wire is provided
with a head similar to that of a wire nail and holds a soft
lead washer. The inner ends of the two wires are then twisted
togetlier around the purlin.
In applying the material to wooden
purlins, wire nails with lead washers take the place of the

aluminum

tie

wires just described.

The

fastening for siding

consists of a galvanized iron clip, bent so that the inner end
rests
clip is
bolts.

The
over the purlin or other horizontal iron support.
fastened to the corrugated material by two J^-i"- stove
The siding is secured to the wooden frame work by

means of

nails,

as in the case of roofing.

For the protection

of corners and ridges, rolls of the saine material as the roofing

and siding are used.
This material is used as a substitute for corrugated iron on
railroad buildings, as illustrated in the accompanying photographs.

TIE PRESERVATION*
New York

Central Sheep Sheds at Buffalo Covered with Corrugated

By

Asbestos Sheets

Angier

F. J.

Superintendent Timber Preservation, Baltimore & Ohio. Baltimore. Md.
is

first

mixed with water and asbestos

variety,

in

beating engine

a

similar

manufacture of paper pulp.

The

vat of a modified mill-board

or

fiber

to

of

that

the

chrysolite

employed

in

the

material then passes to the
paper machine, wherein it is
kept in a state of agitation until picked up in thin coatings
by a fine wire screen on a revolving cylinder, from which it is
passed l)y an endless felt belt to a second rotating cylinder, upon

On the Baltimore & Ohio, ties cost $121 per mile of track
maintained in 1904. By 1912 this cost had increased 70 per cent
and in 1913 109 per cent. In other words, the cost of the ties
in a mile of track had more than doubled in less than ten years.
The amount of money involved is large, for next to fuel, ties
constitute the largest single item of material cost on the railroad.
The amount spent on the Baltimore & Ohio for ties in
1913 was over $2,200,000.
This does not include ties for construction work, or the cost of labor putting them in track.
In the campaign for the conservation of the nation's resources,
the railroads can materially assist because the cheaper, inferior
and more plentiful woods, such as red oak, beech, elm, etc.,
can be so protected by treatment to last as long as, or longer
in some locations, than the best white oak.
This makes it feasible to use woods otherwise not easily marketable, and prolongs the existence of white oak timber, a species which, if there
were no tie-treating plants, would soon cease to exist, resulting
in

loss to those trades that use

it.

movement which encourages

the purchase of
maple, elm and the inferior oaks, opens up a market for
such timber along the tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio, which will

Further,

this

lieech,

liring millions

among persons who in
money with this railroad for the

of dollars into circulation

(urn will spend a portion of this
transjiortation of

merchandise and passengers.

The wood preserving industry

in the LTnited States has been
up largely on crosstics and other railroad material.
In
1'I13. out of a total of approximately 150.0(X),000 cu. ft. of wood
trialed, nearly 80 per cent was railroad ties, and probably an-

built

nllur 10 per cent other railroad material.

Corrugated Asbestos Sheets on the Coaling Station
Railroad Association,

which
Ihih

it

ace uiinilates

ntlaiuid.

in

layers until

The material

is

St.

ot the

Terminal

Louis

the desired

\\ liilo

<ci\cil

a

nearly 30 per cent of

all

crossties

cinl of the total consumption of mainifacturcd
lliickncss

has

then cut across and removed
another and
jjileil one upon

sheets which arc

I'"ulure

used annually re-

preservative treatment, less than one-half of one per

tensive treatment of

all

lumber

is

treated.

direction

of

more ex-

timber ex|)oseil to decay.

If

the cross-

developments should be

in

the

subjected to heavy pressure to compact the material, drive out
excess water, eliminate all voids and fissures and give it the

and the ten billion feet of lumber which fail from decay
arnnially were properly treated, it would effect a saving of at
least one hundred million dollars each year.
I'hiinical Ireatmeut of timber in this country, on what might

corrugated form, after which time is given for proper seasoning to allow for the setting of the cement.

• At)!ttrnc( of n paper prcscntctl Itcforc ttie Italtimore
Officers' AsAoci.llion, Uccr Tark. Md., .lunc 2<\ 1**15.

in

llic

|ihu((l

fiiriu

of

brlvM'cri

corrugated metallic plates.

The

lalirr

arc then

ties

&

(Ihio

(>pcrAtinff
,
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be considered an extensive scale, was first undertaken by the
Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe in 1885. Up to that time there
were only 3 pressure plants in existence. At the close of 1890
there were 8 plants; in 1900, 15 plants; in 1905, 34 plants; in
1910, 74 plants and in 1914, 96 plants.

The
in

first

recorded use of treated crossties was in Maryland

and the

1838,

first

treating plant, which

was

in the

form of

open wooden tanks, was built in Lowell, Mass., in 1848. The
preservative used at this and several of the other earlier plants
was bichloride of mecury. The first permanent railroad plant
using creosote was built by the Louisville
Pascagoula, Miss., in 1876.

&

Nashville at

West

Vol.

& Ohio, which has upwards of 8,000 miles of track.
Mr. Emerson has kindly submitted the following, showing
the total and annual cost of treated ties compared with untreated white oak ties
the Baltimore

Purchase
Inspection

Treatment

Unload and

Truck

number purchased by

Credit salvage, one-third value

during

railroads

plates
Four spikes
Interest on (a)
(6 months on untreated, 12

by over

of ties treated in 1914 exceeded the total of 1913

The hewed

ties treated comprised about 70
or about 30,000,000, while approximately
Ties of the red oak family lead in the
14,000,000 were sawed.
number treated, followed by southern yellow pine, then in order

3,000,000.

per cent of the

total,

importance come Douglas fir,
tamarack, maple, birch and elm.
of

western

pine,

beech,

gum,

When we

consider wood preservation in its broadest aspect
include the prevention of loss by reason of using an expensive wood, or special costly sizes, where cheaper kinds would

lumber agent,

paper read at the railway
storekeepers' convention, this year, brought this out very clearly.

He

said

:

"As

in a

in other lines of industry, there are certain prac-

which are followed

use of lumber in railroad shop
and building work today, which have been unchanged for many
tices

in the

years, regardless of the decrease in the supply and increase in

the lumber used, or in fact that other kinds of
lumber, equally well adapted to the purpose, are more easily

the cost of

and cheaply obtained."
After citing various incidents showing the prevalence of such
he concludes
"A remedy is not hard to find or difficult to administer.
Usually a little educating of the consuming forces in the possibilities of substituting, with a view of economy, brings the desired
result, for the average mechanic on a railroad is not averse to
saving money for the company if some one will show him how to
do it and co-operate with him in accomplishing the desired
practices,

result.'"

Ties are purchased by the purchasing department. They are
by the timber preservation department and put in
track by the maintenance of way department.
Ties for treatment are shipped direct to the treating plant, and those to be
inspected

used without treatment are distributed along the right-of-way
and used in track as required. Ties received at the treating
plants are cribbed in piles seven and one for seasoning.
The
seasoning period varies from 4 to 12 months, depending on the
kind of wood.
White oak is rapidly increasing in price, and within a few
years will doubtless be as little used for crossties as black
walnut or other expensive woods. Chestnut and cedar are too
soft for crossties, except under comparatively light traffic.
The
alternative is to utilize the inferior woods, such as the red oak
family, beech, elm, etc. These woods decay rapidly when in contact with the ground.
Preservative treatment makes them as
good as or even better tlian the more costly woodsi
One naturally wants to know what is really saved by going to
all of this expense and trouble to treat crossties.
A number of
tables have been prepared and as many dififerent estimates made
to

show

many
-to

the

enormous saving

in treating timber.

factors to be taken into consideration that

show what

.01

28

.28
.01

.08**

.05

;

.05

056

months on

.025

treated.)

$1,570

$1,274

(b)

** Cost of one-third of two
untreated ties are tie plated.

Annual

.086

tie plates

and

tie

plates,

.070

_

$1,656

$1,344

.097

.043

$1,559

$1,301

spikes.

assuming that one-third of the

assumed

cost per year including 6 per cent interest with

14 years, treated each $0.20; of eight years, untreated

of

life

each $0.24.
Annual saving

As'sume

On

:

each treated

There are so
it

is

difficult

the average saving will be on a large railroad like

production

the

present rate,

tie

over white oak untreated,

of

treated

ties

to

continue

at

its

viz.

1,000,000 per
200,000 per

serve equally well.
Clifton,

.01

$0.04.

we

W. H.

.02

24

tie

that year.

The number

$0,819

.01

Supervision on (&) 5J^ per cent

electric

$0,924

tie

increased amazingly, and in the year 1913, 40,260,000 ties received
preservative treatment, being about 28 per cent of the entire

and

.067

(a)
to point of use
in track

Two

the steam

.015

112
02

pile

Truck and burn old

total

$0,717

,23

Freight

Install

Untreated,
each

Treated,
each
$0,547
015

price

number of ties treated in the year 1885 was about
120,000, which was approximately one-quarter of one per cent
of the estimated number of ties used during that year by all the
railroads in the United States.
The number treated annually

The

No. 12

59,

Total. ..1,200, 000 per

annum from Green Spring.
annum from commercial plants.
annum.

Saving the first year 1,200,000 at $0.04
Saving the second year 1,200,000 at $0.04 continues and there are
also introduced another lot of 1,200,000, the total annual saving
then being, at $0.04
Third year
Fourth year
year
year
year
Eighth year
Ninth year
Tenth year
Eleventh vear
Twelfth year
Thirteenth year
Fourteenth year
From fourteenth year on, this annual saving
Fifth

Si.xth

Seventh

The Baltimore & Ohio

uses

is

more than

continuous at.

.

.

.

$48,000

96,000
144,000
192,000
240,000
288,000
336,000
384,000
432,000
480,000
528,000
576,000
624,000
672,000
$672,000

2,000,000 ties annually

for renewals.
It would not be proper to treat all of our ties
because many are destroyed by mechanical abrasion, and for
some years to come more or less white oak, cedar and chestnut
ties will be purchased, which we use untreated.
If we estimate
that the number of treated ties that could be used to advantage
on the Baltimore & Ohio is 1,700,000 a year, and if the saving

on
per

this

number

is

amount each year

increasing a like
treated

As

placed at the lowest estimate,

viz.

:

the total net saving would be $68,000 for the

tie,

four cents
first

year,

until all ties put in track are

ties.

there are approximately 25.000.000 ties in track, and

if

we

estimate 21,000,000 are treated, the net annual saving would be
$840,000.

To

centralize

the tie business this department has been in-

ties, but also inspect them before purand when proper methods have been devised, it will also
distribute the ties in accordance with orders from the main-

structed not only to treat

chase,

tenance of

way department.

.A.s

a

further safeguard to insure

the full life of ties after they are put in track this department
will

have inspectors travel over the road to note the condition

of the ties taken out of track and determine whether or not they

have been removed before their
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full life

has been attained.

—

of Chile. More than half the railroads of
owned and operated by the government, which has
undertaken an ambitious scheme of extension. The feature of

Chile are

these additions

is

the "LoiiRitudinal Railway."

extreme north to extreme south,
which 1,960 miles is already built.

will

This

line,

from

be 2,132 miles long, of

General News Department
Of

the 175,465 regular passenger trains run by the Southern
fiscal year ended June 30 last 155,536, or
89 per cent, made schedule time.

Railway during the

an aggregate premium of a little over $56,000 yearly.
Oneis paid by the employees and one-half by the com-

half of this
pany.

The members of the Russian Imperial Railways Commission,
who have been in this country for some time on business for the
government-owned railways of Russia, are this week making a
tour over the main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The commission is composed of Count S. I. Schulenburg, president; Max
N. Groten, Nicolas P. Kemmer, Alphons I. Lipetz and Arkadi

The

S. Martynoff.

The

life

principal stop will be at Altoona.

insurance scheme, for the benefit of employees, an-

Summary

of

Revenues and Expenses

Large Steam Roads

of

The following figures were compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from monthly reports of operating revenues
and expenses of large steam roads for June, 1915. No reports
are included for roads whose operating revenues for the year
ended June 30. 1915, did not reach $1,000,000.

For the Month of June.
United States
'

Item

Average number of miles operated.
Revenues:
Freight

AJl other transportation
Incidental
Joint Facility-Cr
Joint Facility-Dr

Railway operating revenues
Expenses:
M'ntnance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for Inv'stmnt-Cr.

Railway operating expenses

Net revenue from railway operations
Railway tax accruals
Railway

railway

operating

revenues

....

income

^Because of changes

Amount

Road Operated

1915
228,827.46

1915

$169,003,036
56,279,708
4,714,921
6,380,693
7,584,629
5,339,642
280,488
93,665

$739
246
20
28

.

Passenger
Mail
Express

Uncollectible

Per Mile of
1Road Operated

33
23
1

1914*

$730
259
82
25
1

$249,489,452 $1,090 $1,097
$34,310,293
40,115,948
5,155,806
79,744,754
2,003,984
6,631,693
814,922

$150
175
23

$169
184
374

9

10

29

30

4

1

58,561
10,000

1

1

$115,865,470 $1,967 $1,905

$34,514,531

$814

$5,239,615
6,548,150
885,059
11,240,577
172,168
1,047,203
121,273

$123
155
21

170
23

265
4
25

308

3

$25,011,499

$502
$80

$9,503,032
i;l,519,551

$789

$39,405,269
$4,795,205
27,065

$669
$82

$70,860,953

$310

$34,582,999

$587

1915
228,554.14

Average number of miles operated..
Revenues:
Freight

1915

1914*

All other transportation
Incidental
Joint Facility-Cr
Joint Facility-l)r

Railway operating expenses

Net revenue from railway operations
Railway tax accruals
Uncollectible railway revenues
Railway

operating

income

"Because of changes

iiiuiiicid

ncciilly

li.V

in

1,017,797,060
22.902,287
74,646,461
6,960,300

4,453
100

327
30

4,902
128
337
13

1915

etc.,

1915

"$777

$798

$114

$131
117

2

$14,601,220
14,607,670
2,338,600
31,105,252
964,720
2,693,759
635,365

5

1

$590

$651

$65,675,856

$515

$549

$224
$36

$214
$39

$33,433,595
$5,030,370
83,045

$262
$39

$249
$44

1

...

$28,320,180

$222

$205

1915

19M"

$805,483,907 $6,324
268,011.535 2,104
226
28,752,179
27.829.072
219
30,191,781
237
20.978.1)01
165
1,182,941
9
291.349
2

$6,621
2,330

$423,989,569$10,019$11,181 $1,182,138,067 $9,282

$9,836

$58,762,689 $1,389 $1,490
80,780,856
1,909
2,122
10,966,243
259
269
146.602,307 3,464
3,907
2.190.847
52
59
11,950,944
282
299
1,367,871
32
5

$152,992,144 $1,201
1,431
182,205,070
204
25,933,409
397,320,0<>4
3,120
79
10,106.344
242
30,812,445
4,836,335
38

$1,349

5

27

$7,957,774

$188

$175

115
IS
2448
21

19

256
6

21

comparative averages arc approximate only.

1914*

$877,495,957$14,905$15,580
276,394,861
4,695
5,029
20.745,455
352
...
30,887,883
525
1,755
...
46.447.136
789
30,116,433
511
535
1,579,727
26
26
765,613
13
9

473,874,689
10.605.096
31,883,072
756,094

8,049
180

8.904

542

252
552

13

...

1915
42,320.00

1915

1914"

$305,614,735 $7,222 $7,973
85,771,256 2,027 2,369
178
177
7,524,223
244
276
10,326.534
6,893,495
163
181
173
111
7,322.472
695,403
16
17
158,569
4
3

1915
127,359.70

697
i79
11

2

1,497

215
3,361

03
251
22

$2,032,689,894 $8,894 $9,801

$928,26I,738$I5,767$17,516

$309,895,015 $7,323 $8,141

$794,533,141 $6,239

$6",744

$856,339,581 $3,747 $3,682
$133,993,519
$586
$604
...
640,345
3

$354,640,101 $6,023 $5,400
$55,422,186
$941
$959
193,151
3
...

$114,094,554 $2,696 $3,040
$440
$18,624,412
$452
114,958
3
...

$387,604,026 $3,043
$470
$59,946,921
332,236
3

$3,002

$721,705,717 $3,158 $3,078

$299,024,764 $5,079 $4,441

$95,355,184 $2,253 $2,588

$327,325,769 $2,570

$2,603

accounting classirieations, consolidations of companies,

llif

$99,109,451

Months Ending with June.

I'ldiiklyii

Kiipiil

Iraitsit

C'onipany,

N. Y. (AiiKiist 20, |);ii;i' J()l), tli;it over .S,200 nnployccs have applied for iiisiiraiico under Ihe plan.
A notice
has been sent to all employees that the insurance will ro into
effect, as to all those who have applied for it, at noon, Septcniher LV
The api)lications, which had hcen receivetl up to the
l.'^lh,
atid which constiliile, llicrcfore, the initial >;rotip, iiivoKc
lii-ool<lyii,

1

$422

Railway operating revenues
$2,889,029,475$12,461$13,483 $I,282,901,839$21,790$22,9I6
Expenses:
M'ulnance of way and structures
$365,968,225 $1,601 $1,810
$154,213,392 $2,619 $3,023
Maintenance of equipment
498.871.462 2,183 2,360
235,876,536 4,007 4,370
Traffic
59,464,699
260
277
383
22,565.047
415
Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investmenl-Cr.

17

1

15

25,707

58,874.35

$1,988,594,599 $8,701 $9,200
630,177,652 2,757
3,038
249
57.021,857
...
69,043,509
302
960
366
...
83,532,412
274
58,416,906
256
15
16
3,458,071
1,215,531
S
S

Passenger
Mail
Express

62

52

$308
$52

$520
198

16

1

$360
$49

196
18

1914*

21
21

$285
336
34
674
22

$730

TwitLVE

$120

23
16

635
14
49

1915

$865

15

33

1915
127,572.16

$504

185

$246
322

Amount

Per Mille of
Road Operated

$64,254,377
25,011,951
2,368,226
2,660,145
2,752,273
2,002,987
84,779
25,287

$610

15
21
15
15

$82,341,896
$11,345,126
135,817

Foit iiiE

1914*

160

accounting classifications, consolidations of companies,

in

1915

$587

$167,147,556

$256

1915
42,371,16

$24,888,278
6,787,977
627,157
874,935
655,071
632,552

$76,460,201 $1,298 $1,403

1

Amount

1914*

Per Mile of
Road Operated

$79,860,381 $1,355 $1,266
416
441
24,479,780
29
1,719,738
48
146
2,845,613
71
4,177,285
46
49
2,704,103
2
3
137,148
1
58,378

$14,469,458
18,960,128
1,932,147
37,398,925
867,096
2,890,731
58,284

23

348

1915

1915
58,884.14

District

'

'

'

Per Mil e of

Amount

Western

Southern District

Eastern District

'.

etc.,

$489

comparative nvcrages arc approximate only.

Santa Fe Invites Suggestions from Stockholders
The Atchison, Topcka & Santa I'V. in sciidiiiR out its Scpleniher dividend checks and notices of the .iniuial meeting to he
held on Octohcr 28, in addition to askini; for the usual proxy,
has included the ftdlowiiig paragraph
"The fact that stockholders of the large corporations of the
country seldom attend meetings or exercise their right to criti-
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cize

the management, or otherwise express opinion, is often
commented on nnfavorably and is sometimes claimed to be
responsible for instances of mismanagement resulting in dis-

Afternoon Session, 2 P.M.
Report on cotton hazards. E. B. Berry (So. Ry.) chairman.
S. Richards (Sunset
Report on oil burning appliances.
J.

your proxy, do so because it
necessary that a quorum be present either by representation
Any stockholder has the right, and is hereby
or in person.
requested, to make either at the meeting or in writing such
suggestions or criticisms as may appear to him for the advantage of the company."

Central) chairman.

aster, "^'our directors, in soliciting

Report on hand

is

railways are conducting a campaign in the interAs a part of this
law'S to prohibit trespassing.
campaign the Central Safety First Committee of the International & Great Northern has issued a bulletin calling attention to
the large number of trespassers killed on the railways every
year, and urging school teachers, employers of labor, ministers,
parents and others to do everything in their power to educate
those within their sphere of influence regarding the evils of
The circular states that during the last 13 years
trespassing.
the International & Great Northern has carried on its trains
nearly 20,000,000 passengers without killing or even maiming a
single passenger in train accidents, "which proves that the
International & Great Northern is a very safe road for passengers"
but that during the same period its trains killed or
seriously injured over 500 people while trespassing on its yards
and along the right of way, "which proves that the I. & G. N.,
like other railways, is a very unsafe place to walk upon."
Vice-President W. A. Webb, of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
has issued a similar circular to all employees of the operating
department, in which he says that more lives would be saved
by the enforcement of laws against trespassing than by providing steel cars, installing block signals and abolishing grade

The Texas

adequate

;

crossings.

Pan-American

Scientific

Congress

The second Pan-American Scientific Congress is to be held at
the office of the Pan-American Union, Washington, D. C, December 27, 1915, to January 8, 1916. The program is divided into
nine main sections.
The engineering section will be presided

W. H. Bixby, formerly chief of the United States
Engineers, as chairman, and the section on transportation,
commerce, finance and taxation by L. S. Rowe, as chairman.
The meetings of the engineering section will be devoted to such
subjects as relate to water and land transportation and various
problems of interest in the engineering sciences. The engineering committee has proposed for the series of special PanAmerican conferences to be discussed by all of the participating
"Desirability and practicability of
countries the foUovi'ing topic
over by Gen.

Army

:

establishing a uniform railroad gage in Pan-America,
cially in Central

and espe-

and South America."

Railway Fire Protection Association
of the Railwaj' Fire Protection
Association will be held October 5, 6 and 7, 1915, in the east
room of Hotel La Salle, Chicago. The program of the convention follows
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5.
10

Visit to Illinois Central shops at Burnside.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Morning Session,

A.M.

Afternoon Session, 2 P.M.
Report on rules and regulations for the prevention of fire and
protection of property. Robert Scott (A. C. L.) chairman.

Anson Murphy (A.

7.

A.M.

man.
Address by

F. A. Silcox, district forester of the United States
Forest Service, at Missoula, Mont., entitled, "The Railroads and
Forest Fires."
Report on locomotive spark and ash pan hazard. H. W. Colson (A., B. & A.) chairman.

Afternoon Session, 2 P.M.
Report on fire prevention and protection of stations, freight
depots and warehouses. W. S. Maryon (So. Ry.) chairman.
election of officers and
Unfinished business, new business
;

executive committee.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Convention

The seventeenth annual convention

of the Chief Interchange

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association was held at
Murphy's Hotel, Richmond, Va., September 14 to 16, 1915, F. H.
Hanson, assistant master car builder, New York Central, preThe meeting was opened with an invocation by- the
siding.
Rev. J. J. Scherer, and the association was welcomed on behalf of the state of Virginia by Attorney-General John G.
Pollard, representing Governor Stuart, and on behalf of the
T. J. O'Donnell, arbicity of Richmond by Mayor Geo. Ainslie.
trator, Niagara Frontier Car Inspection Association, Buffalo,
N. Y., responded for the association. President Hanson then delivered an address, calling attention to the greater uniformity
of interpretation and improved enforcement of the rules of
interchange resulting from the work of the association and
laying stress on a number of conditions where further improvement is needed. H. Boutet, chief interchange car inspector, Cincinnati, Ohio, briefly sketched the development of the association and brought out the fact that a gain of 61 had been made
After the reading of a
in membership during the past year.
number of communications the association took up the discussion of

revised rules of interchange.

tlie

The following supply companies had

exhibits at the conven-

tion:
Boss Nut Company, Chicago and

—
—

New York. Boss nuts. Represented
Fogg.
Duff Manufacutriiig Company, Pittsburgli, Pa. No. 119 Barrett jack;
50-ton high-speed ball-hearing jack with Cyclone lowering device; 25-ton
journal jack. Represented by E. A. Johnson and C. A. Methfessel.
Grip Nut Company, Chicago. Several types of Grip nuts; Riehle testinE
machine demonstrating their holding power and durability under repeated
Represented by H. E. Passmore.
reappHcations.
Hale & Kilburn, Philadelphia, Pa. Passenger car seats. Represented by
by

J.

W.

—

R. H. Pilson.

McCord &

Co., Chicago.

H. E. Creer.

coaling stations.

steel

Represented by

journal boxes.

—

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The follouwo list gives names 0/ secretaries, date of ve.rt or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Caiette for each month.
Ameiucan Association of Oining Car .Sui'kiuntendfnts. U. C. Hoardman, n. L. & W., Hohoken, N. J. Ne.vt meeting, October 21-23,

—

1915, Boston, Mass.

in

— Pressed

Norton, A. O., Inc., Boston, Mass. High-speed selt'lowering jack. Represented by H. }. Wilson.
Standard Heat & Ventilating Company, Richmond, Va. Unitherm steam
heat eqviipment, Standard end train line valve and steam heat hose couplers;
Standard ventilator. Represented by L. B, Rhodes.

Roll call; Reading of minutes of last meeting; address of
president; report of executive committee; address by T. C.
Powell, vice-president, Alabama Great Southern.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6.
Morning Session, 10 A.M.
Report on fire prevention and protection
A. D. Brooks (I. C.) chairman.
Report on fire prevention and protection

10

—

The second annual meeting

Morning Session,

N. Searle (So.

extinguishing apparatus.

Report on statistics and forms. F. R. Auston (C. & E. I.)
chairman.
Report on electric hazards. T. S. Potts (C, H. & D.) chair-

Texas Railways Urge Laws Against Trespassing
est of

fire

Pac.) chairman.

—

American Electric Railway Association. E.
New York. Annual convention, October

B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.
4-8, 1915, San Francisco,

Cal.

grain elevators.

G. S.) chairman.
Report on fire prevention and protection in terminal, classification and storage yards. G. A. Hays (U. S. Steel Corp.) chairman.

—

H. G. MeMeetings with American
Connaughy, 165 Broadway, Npw York.
Electric Railway Association.
American Railway AssociArioN.— VV. P. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge anu Building Association. C. A. Lichly, C. &
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.
in

—

Mich.

Septembkr
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1915

17,

—

OF Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesdar in
York.
month, c.\cept July and August, 220 W. 57lh St., New York.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Annual meeting, 2d
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October, 1915, New York.
Jos.
A. Andreucetti, C.
Electric
Engineers.
Railway
of
Association
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,
1915.
October,
,^
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. .Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Clur. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 175 Man«Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Cai Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
CiNTRAL Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in lanuarv, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Amebican

SnciETY

57th

541

iliiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiitiiiiiratiiitii

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

GiNiEAL Superintendents' Association of, Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg..
Chicago.

Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. &. M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 14-16, 1915, Detroit, Mich.
New England Railroad Club.— -W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Clue. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and AaMaintenance of

—

—

—

W.

New

York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month,
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
29

39lh

St.,

—

Nrw York

Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.
sas City,
City.

—

Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

Mo.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
June. July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Elfctrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Chicago.
Railway Real Estate Association. F. C. Irvine, 1125 Penn. St., PittsNext meeting, October 13, 1915, Chicago.
burgh, Pa.
RiciiuoND Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union .Station, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake "Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.
month, Salt Lake City.
Financial
Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
Railway
Society of
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
("olo.
Colorado Springs,
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, (irant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark. John J. Kautzniann, P. O. Box 238, Newark.
Regular meetings, Ist Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club op New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Hotel Astor, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Gcn'l Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Meeting.! bimonthly, Pittslnirgh.
Oliver Bldg,, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Noonday meetings
Annual meeting in November.
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
office,
Hurley,
Superintendent's
Detroit.
W.
R.
op
Transportation Club
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Annual meeting, September 7-19, 1915, ChiEast Buffalo, N. Y.
cago.

Utah Society
Salt

of

Engineers.

— Frank

W. Moore,

Regular meetings, 3d
Lake City, Utah.
July and August, Sail Lake Cily.

—

1111

Newhouse

Bldg.,

Friday in month, ex-

Agent, Grand
Club.
L. Kon, Immigration
Regular meetings, 2d Monday, exWinnipeg, Man.
and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in moiilh, except June, July and
August, Karpen HIdg., CIlic.iKO.
Western .Society op FInginfers. J. H. Warder, 173.S Monadnock Block,
Regular nicrtinKS. Isl Monday in month, except January
Chicago.
Extra iiiertings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
Annu.il nueling, lit
August, generally on oilier Monday evenings.
Wrdnisilav after Ut Thursday in January, Chicago.

Western

Canada

"Trunk

Railway

Pacific,

crpi Juni-. July

—

News

Traffic
Hiiiiin
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The Chicago, Milwaukee &
an observation car service to
Chicago and the Pacific coast.

inilllliiiiir

Paul, on Septeinber 15, added
of its through trains between

St.
all

Numerous facts which are of interest in connection with
movement to secure South American trade for industries
in this country have been made the subject of a letter which
the

the Pennsylvania Railroad has sent to the boards of trade of
70 cities and towns along its lines.

The Canadian Pacific has issued a new tariff covering shipments of fruits and vegetables from British Columbia to eastern
making a number of important reductions in rates to
enable the producers to reach eastern markets in an extensive
Many of through rates are provided to stations off
territory.
the lines of the Canadian Pacific.

points,

The Northern Pacific has notified the Public Service Commission of Washington of its decision not to make a reduction of
rates asked by eastern Washington and Oregon farmers for the
shipment of wheat eastbound for export. The officers of the
road do not believe that atiy rate it could afford to make would
divert the crop from the Puget sound ports.
issued a new and enlarged
directory of fruit, vegetable and produce growers.
It will contain the names of more than 10,000 farmers, truckmen
and orchardists in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. The directory will classify each
grower according to the principal character of his produce, and

The Pennsylvania Railroad has

edition of

its

Apples, white potatoes, sweet
there will be six classes, namely
potatoes, cabbages, onions and general produce.
:

An

involuntary petition in bankruptcy against the Chicago,
Louis & Gulf Transportation Company, operating a steamboat line between LaSalle, 111., and New Orleans, La., via the
Illinois and Mississippi rivers, was filed in the United States
district court at Chicago last week, and a receiver was appointed.
This company began service a few months ago after making
St.

many announcements
at rates far

of

its

intention to operate a fast service

below those of the railroads.

The western roads presented at Washington this week, Wednesday, their petition to reopen the freight rate case. They ask
the commission to vacate its order pertnitting certain advances
and to allow the carriers to submit arguments to show that
the increases which have been allowed are not sufficient to
Another petition was subafford reasonable compensation.
mitted by W. E. Lamb, attorney for the Illinois Coal Operators'
Association and others, which recited that the order entered
by the commission had resulted in making rates on coal from
points in Illinois south of Chicago relatively higher than from
lake points.

—
—

ceiit

iiiiniiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitmiiiiitiiiiiitimu

.

—

gust,
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New

St.,

Traffic

— Evening Classes

The LaSalle Extension University

in Traffic

Work

of Chicago, which for sev-

years has conducted correspondence courses in railway
work, announces the inauguration of a plan of resident
class work in specialized courses relating to railway traffic matters, to begin on September 28.
The instruction will take up,
among other subjects, railway orgaiiizalion and manaRomcnt,

eral

traffic

government regulation, the legal aspect anti liability of common
classification and rate-making methods and principles,
ocean IralVic and tratle, foreign commerce, railway accounting
and industrial Iraflic organization. The class work will he conducted in the evenings at the Lake View buildin.c:, \b2 Michigan
aventie, Chicago, where commodit>ns class rooms have been
established. In addition to the iniiversity officers and instructors
the class room work will be presided over h\ practical trallic
men in railway and iinluslrial service. The traffic work of tlic
LaSalle Extension I'niversity is in charge of John V. Curran,

carriers,

who

has been connected with the Central I'reight Association
for six years, and a large number of |>romincnt railway officers
and industrial traffic men constitute llie advisory board. Several
railways have arranged to pay for courses for their employees.
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S. C, against the
discrimination in freight rates
in favor of Wilmington, N. C., were the subject of hearings
by George N. Brown, representing the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Charleston, September 10 and 11. The hearing was adjourned to a date, to be named, in the latter part

Complaints of merchants of Charleston,
alleged

of October, at Washington.

Free Storage

of

Coal at Perth Amboy, N.

Plymouth Coal Company

v.

STATE COMMISSIONS

was

assessed.
Effective June 1, 1913. defendant filed tariffs canceling the
provisions outlined above and providing, first, that the privilege
of storing coal in bins at Perth Amboy had been withdrawn and
that anthracite coal which was unloaded by defendant for the

purpose of releasing needed car equipment would be subject to
storage charge in the same amount as would have accrued under
and, second, that cars
its car demurrage rules and regulations
containing anthracite coal consigned to and held at Perth Amboy
and various other points for transshipment by water would be
subject to demurrage at the rate of $1 per car per day, computed
on the average plan, allowing an average detention of five days
per car free of charge.
The commission finds that the carrier has justified these
charges, and also holds that the demurrage regulations on coal
awaiting transshipment at this point are reasonable (36, I. C.
;

C, 140).
Joint Rates with the East Jersey Railroad

&

The Public

Service Commission of West Virginia has dismissed a petition asking for regulation of jitney carriages in
Charleston, holding that the question is a local one which can
be dealt with more appropriately by the city.

The Texas Railroad Commission, which has been holding
hearings on the application of the railroads of the state for a
general advance of 15 per cent, in freight rates, has disapproved
the recommendation of attorneys for the commission calling
for an indefinite postponement of the final hearing, pending the
settlement of questions arising from the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Shreveport rate case.
During the past week witnesses for the state commission have introduced evidence based on their examinations of the carriers'
books, for the purpose of showing that lines in Texas have
been "milked" by parent corporations outside the state.

J.

Opinion by Com-

Lehigh Valley.

missioner Hall:
For more than 25 years prior to June 1, 1913, defendant's
tariffs provided that cars containing anthracite coal forwarded
to Perth Amboy for transshipment by boat and held at that port
would not be subject to car-service charges. It was further provided that limited free storage at Perth Amboy was available to
shippers and that space there would be allotted to them on the
basis of the tonnage for the previous year of their respective
shipments over the piers. Such free storage was limited in time
After the expiration of that time a
to a period of two years.
charge of 15 cents per gross ton per month or fraction thereof

Terminal Co.

&

Terminal Company v. Central of
East Jersey Railroad
New Jersey, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The East Jersey Railroad is a corporation operating a short
narrow gage railway from a junction with the Central of New
Jersey in Bayonne, N. J., south to a pier on the Kill von Kull,
and in conjunction therewith, a fleet of tugs and barges in
New York harltor. The Southern Cotton Oil Company, the
complainant, and the Edible Products Company, each of which
has a plant on the line of the terminal company, are principally
They contril)Ute about one-third of the rail revenue
interested.
of the terminal company, but do not control it.
For a number of years prior to April, 1914, the defendants
participated with the terminal company in joint rates between
various points and New York, including points in New York
harbor within the established lighterage limits. Joint rates to
New York, which arc generally the same as to Bayonne, included literage to points in New York harbor within the lighterage limits or on board vessels for export.
Under those
certain transit services were available to industries at
Bayonne, N. J., on the line of the terminal company.
The
commission finds that the carriers have not justified a cancellation of these joint rates made April, 1914, and a proposal
to assess on traffic from points on the terminal company's rails
tariffs

company's local rail rate of one cent a 100 lb., and its
lighterage charge of three cents a 100 lb., in addition to the
rate to Bayonne (36 I. C. C, 146).

that
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the rates on similar commodities from New York and Philadelphia to the same destinations in the southeast.

for

No. 12

=
=

The New Orleans Joint Traffic Bureau has filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission against the rates on
beet and cane sugar from New Orleans to points in the southeast, which are alleged to be discriminatory in comparison with

railroads

59,

I

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

principal

Vol.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Charles A. Russell, of Gloucester, has been appointed a member of the Massachusetts Public Service Commission, taking the
place of Clinton White, who retired several months ago.

COURT NEWS
Excessive Damages
The New York Appellate Division holds

that a verdict of
$22,750 for the death of a foreman engaged in repairing electrical appliances on a railroad, who earned $105 a month, and
paid to his wife $90 to $95 monthly, was excessive, and a reduction to $15,000 was within the trial court's discretion (Millette v.
N. Y., W. & B., 154 N. Y. Supp., 792).

Liability for Teixes as

Between Lessor and Lessee

In 1871 a New York railroad leased its property to another
corporation, which agreed to pay to the lessor a small cash rental
and 8 per cent dividends on the lessor's capital stock directly
to the lessor's stockholders. The lease also required the lessee to
pay all taxes levied on the property demised and on the business
done by the railroad, but provided that it should not be required
to pay the present income tax on the dividends, or any tax thereon
imposed or thereafter to be imposed by whatever name it might
be called. The Federal officers, in levying the income tax under
the act of congress of October 3, 1913, treated the income from
the dividends as part of the lessor's income and levied the tax
accordingly, thereby exempting the stockholders from any liability for an income tax on such dividends.
The lessor sued to
compel the lessee to repay to it the amount of this tax. The
New York Appellate Division holds that the present income tax
clearly came within the spirit of the clause exempting the lessee
from paying the "income tax," and could not be considered a
tax on the property or business, and the lessor's complaint was
accordingly dismissed ( Rensselaer & Saratoga v. Delaware &
Hudson, 154 N. Y. Supp., 739).

—

Excise Tax on Corporations "Engaged in Business"
During the greater part of 1910 tiie Snake River Valley Company
owned a line, which it leased to the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. for five years. The O., R. & N. operated the line, and
was obligated by the lease to pay all expense of maintenance and
renewal taxes on the property, and other incidental expenses,
but was entitled to retain from the rental the cost of certain permanent improvements made.
P"or the greater part of 1910,
while the lease was in force, the lessor maintained its offices,
transferred stock, collected and deposited the rental, and expended such sums as were necessary, in maintaining its corporate

Before the end
existence, including the state corporation tax.
of the year the lease was canceled by mutual consent, and the
lessor immediately sold and transferred all of the property, and
from the proceeds paid its bonded and other indclitcdncss. The

Sr.rncMnER

17.
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Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that the lessor
was not "engaged in business" during the year, within the meaning of the corporation tax act, and that it was not subject to
the excise tax imposed thereby (Miller v. Snake River Valley,
C. C. A., 222, Fed., 946).

Limitation of Liability

An

—Authority of Shipper's Agent

interstate carrier's tariffs provided

two

rates on household

goods, the lower being based on a declared value. Unknown to
the railroad, a shipper's agent had no authority to declare value,
but he signed a release, declaring the value of goods to be not
above that on which the rate was based. Part of the shipment
was never delivered. In an action for its loss the Federal court
(Michigan) holds that tlie railroad was justified in relying on
the authority of the agent tendering the shipment to sign such a
contract, and the shipper was bound by it (American Brake S. &
F. Co. v. Pere Marquette, 223 Fed., 1018).
'

Claims Under Workmen's Compensation Act
lineman in the employ of an interstate railroad was engaged
in erecting a new telegraph line when a violent rainstorm arose.
The railroad provided no shelter for such an emergency, though
it made no deduction of wages for interference with the work.
The lineman, with others, took shelter under some cars on a side
track. An engine of another railroad moved these cars and the
lineman was badly injured. In proceedings under the New York
Workmen's Compensation Act, the New York Appellate Divi-

A

sion holds that the injury was "accidental" within the meaning
of the act and arose "out of and in the course of his employment," so that an award of compensation was properly made
(Moore v. Lehigh Valley, 154 N. Y. Supp., 620).

The
Court

Illinois
at

filed in the United States District
a petition for an order restraining the

Central has

Danville,

111.,

Commerce Commission from continuing an investigagrowing out of complaints of Illinois coal operators, asking
the commission to assess damages against the railroad for failInterstate

tion

ure to furnish cars.
The railroad asks that the commission's
investigation be stopped and the case be tried in the courts
once.

at

Injuries to Trespassers

and Employees

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that a railroad employee who was killed while constructing a temporary
bridge over which the railroad intended to move interstate trains,
was employed in interstate commerce, within the Federal Employees' Liability Act, since that work was not independent of
commerce

the railroad was engaged
(Columbia & P. S. v. Sauter, C. C. A., 223 Fed., 604).
The Texas Supreme Court holds that a railroad yard clerk
required to check up cars in trains and take their numbers to
make a proper report thereof, is not, while walking through the
yard, engaged in interstate commerce within the Federal Employees' Liability Act, in the absence of anything to show his connection with an interstate freight train in the yard or anything to
show his purpose in walking through the yard, or the character
of the work done by him (Pecos & N. T. v. Rosenbloom, Tex.,
177 S. W., 9.S2).
Quebec, M. & S. car left a point in Pennsylvania for a point
in Maine, and then came empty to a point in New York, where it
was taken to the Delaware & Hudson's car shop. While it was
being repaired the head of a nail flew up and struck an employee's
When it left the shop the car was taken empty to a point
eye.
in New York state and loaded for an interstate trip.
The New
York Api)ellate division holds that the actual work on the car at
the time of the injiu'v determined whether it was interstate or
intrastate work, and that the employee bad no remedy under the
Federal Employees' Liability Act, but only under the Slate Workthe

interstate

in

which

A

men's Compensation .Act (Parsons v. Delaware & Iluilson, l,i3
N. Y. Supp., 179).
In an action for iicrsonal iujiiiics it a|ipcarcil Ibal the plaiulilT,
a minor, was injured by the fall of a bank of earth forming a
cave, near the defendant's right of way in a cut formed by the
right of way.
The plaintiff had taken refuge in the cave to
escape a shower, and after the shower remained there with some
companions at play. The wires of the railroad fence in the
vicinity were down, and the railroad was chargeable with notice

543

of trespass of boys on the track, and might, by reasonable diligence, have acquired knowledge of the cave, which was attractive
to children. It was held by the Oregon Supreme Court that negligence being the infraction of a legal obligation due from one person to another, and the defendant, owing no duty to the plaintiff, who was a trespasser, except not to negligently or recklessly
injure him, it was not liable (Haynes v. Oregon-Washington R.
& U., Ore., ISO Pac, 286).
section foreman of a railroad engaged in interstate commerce, went out with a crew to repair a broken joint in the track.
While returning he assisted his crew to lift their hand-car from
the track to clear it for a freight train made up of cars destined
both to intrastate and interstate points. One of the crew gave
out and this threw an extra weight on the foreman, whose back
was injured. The Texas Court of Civil Appeals held that he was
"engaged in interstate commerce" within the Federal Employees'
Liability Act. It also held that he assumed the risk incidental to
helping his crew to lift their car from the track, and could not
recover, since the Federal Act leaves the defense of assumed risk
open to the employer (except where the employer's violation of any
statute enacted for the safety of the employees contributed to the
injury) r.otwithstanding that the defense of assumed risk does
not obtain under the state statutes (Texas & P. v. White, Tex.,

A

177 S. W., 1185).

Crossing Accident

— Insufficient Proof of Negligence

In an action against a railroad for injury to an automobile at
a crossing, it appeared that the plaintiff, on a dark night, was
driving a touring car toward the defendant's crossing at a speed
of from 12 to 13 miles an hour. He was familiar with the road
and knew that the tracks were there. His automobile had lighted
headlights of ordinary brilliancy. When about 20 feet away he
saw something on the crossing. He could have stopped in from
12 to IS feet. He did not stop or slacken speed, but attempted
to go around the obstruction. When he had gone five or six feet
further he put on his brakes, but nevertheless hit a -pight car

which was momentarily standing on the crossing, and tue automobile was damaged.
The New Jersey Supreme Court held
that the railroad had the right, in the reasonable and safe operation of the railroad, to stop its car for a reasonable length of time
on the crossing. There was no evidence of unreasonable operation of the train. There was, therefore, no proof of negligence

of the railroad forming the proximate cause of the injury and
motions for nonsuit and for a direction of a verdict for the defendant should have been sustained (Tacobson v. N. Y., S &
(N. J.), 94 Atl., 577).

W

Measure of Damages to Valuable Goods
of lading for a shipment of raw silk provided that "the
amount of any loss or damage for which any carrier is liable
shall be computed on the basis of the value of the property,
unless a lower value has been represented in writing
by the shipper or has been agreed upon.
in any of
which events such lower value shall be the maximum amount
to govern such computation." The following clause was stamped
on the bill: "Liability limited to one dollar per poimd. The
consignor of this propert> has the option of shipping same at
a higher rate without limitation as to value in case of loss or
damage from causes which would make the carrier liable, but
agrees to the specified valuation named in case of loss or dam*
age •
because of the lower rate thereby accorded for
transportation." The silk was damaged by being knocked from
the car in a collision for which the railroad was liable.
Claim
was made based on the theory that the rule to be apiilied in
calculating loss was the same as would be applied when computing a particular average loss imder a policy of marine insurance.
The Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, held
that the case was not one of insurance
but the iiucstion was,
what was the meaning of the two clauses? They were consistent and shouUI be construed together.
The court, therefore,
held that the specified sum of one dollar a pound was not a
limitation of the carrier's liability, but an agreed conventional
v.iluation, which, under these provisions, was to be taken as the
real value of the goods for the purpose of computing the amoimt
of the carrier's liability; and that the measure of such liability
was only the difference between the damattcd valirc of the goods
and their value at one dollar a pound. Diiplan Silk Co. v Lehigh Valley. C. C. A., 223 Fed., (.00

A

bill

;
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Executive, Financisil, Legal and Accounting
B. A. W'orthington, receiver of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis
& Western, has been appointed vice-president and general manager. See item in Financial News.
E. N. Heigho, president, general manager and traffic manager
of the Pacific & Idaho Northern, has been appointed receiver,
and will also act as general manager, traffic manager, treasurer
and purchasing agent. W. P. Briggs continues as general attorF. D.
T. Cox, formerly acting auditor, is now auditor.
ney.
Stover, formerly assistant secretary and assistant treasurer, is
now assistant treasurer. E. D. Perkins continues as assistant
A. H. O'Leary continues as superintendent, and
traffic manager.
L. L. Collier, acting master mechanic, is now master mechanic.
All with headquarters at New Meadows, Idaho.

Operating

Johnson has been appointed chief despatcher and
division operator of the Pasco division of the Northern Pacific,
with headquarters at Pasco, Wash., vice E. J. Moran, promoted.

Ben

B.

of the valuation department
J. P. Walker, assistant engineer
of the Atlantic Coast Line, at Petersburg, Va., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Charleston district, with
office at Charleston, S. C.

Vol.

and division freight agent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
In 1887 he was appointed clerk in the same office,
at Keokuk.
and in 1890 was promoted to chief clerk of the joint local office
of the Rock Island and the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis at Washington Heights, 111. In 1891 he went to Topeka,
Kan., to become a clerk in the auditor's office of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. In 1892 he was clerk in the freight audiIn 1893 he was aptor's office of the Rock Island in Chicago.
pointed traffic clerk in the general freight office of the same road
in
in 1894 soliciting freight agent, headquarters in Chicago
1896 clerk in the Chicago office of the P., C, C. & St. L. in 1898
assistant to the traffic manager of the Glucose Sugar Refining
Company, Chicago in 1899 contracting freight agent of the
Frisco Lines in Chicago in 1902 traveling freight agent, Frisco
Lines, Chicago; in 1904 division freight agent of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, at Salem, 111.; 1911, general agent, Frisco Lines,
;

;

;

;

Chicago; from December 9, 1912, to September 1, 1915, coal
freight agent of the C. & E. I., with headquarters in Chicago;
September 1, 1915, assistant general freight agent of C. & E. I.,
Chicago.

A. Simmons, division freight agent of the Cincinnati
J.
Hamilton & Dayton, at Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed
general freight and passenger agent of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western.

Theron O. Jennings, whose appointment as freight traffic manager of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois was announced in our
issue of two weeks ago, was born in Waukee, Iowa, on October
He received a
9, 1873.
high school education
and entered railway
service in 1892 as a clerk

Kirk, superintendent of the Gary division of the Elgin,
& Eastern, has been granted leave of absence on account
C. H. Doorley, superintendent of terminals at
of ill health.
Joliet, 111., has been appointed acting superintendent of the Gary
The office of superintendent of Joliet terminals has
division.

in the local freight office

J.

Joliet

Union Railway,

Rock Island &

w

Effective September

E. Wilson, superintendent of the Ft. Worth division of the
International & Great Northern, has been appointed trainmaster
on the San Antonio division with headquarters at San Antonio,
Tex., vice J. L. Otis, resigned. J. C. Resch, assistant superintendent of the Gulf division, with headquarters at Palestine,
Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the Fort Worth
division, with headquarters at Mart, Tex., vice E. Wilson, transferred.

G. P.

Wolf has been appointed

at

J.

L. Harris has been appointed general live stock agent of
the Chicago & Alton with laeadquarters at Chicago, III.

P. A.

&

Powers has been appointed general agent of the Chicago

Eastern

Illinois,

with headquarters at Lennox,

111.

Mo.,

;

ters at

Kansas

1900;

agent

City, Mo.,

division

of

the

freight

Rock

Chicago, 111.,
1902; general agent of the same road at Milwaukee, Wis., 1903;
freight claim agent of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago, 1907; general agent of the same road at
Chicago, 1908; assistant general freight agent at Chicago, 1910;
general freight agent, Chicago, 1912; and freight traffic manager,
W'ith headquarters at Chicago, September 1, 1915.
Island

at

I
Engineering and Rolling Stock
F. K. Bennett, supervisor of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, at
111., has been appointed valuation engineer, with office

Monmouth,
at

J.

City,

traveling freight
agent of the Rock
Island, with headquar-

C.

Traffic

Kansas

1898

assistant superintendent

of the Gulf division, with headquarters at Palestine, vice
Resch, promoted. Effective September 1.

Pacific,

t

:

ngs

15.

i

positions Freight solicitor of the Rock Island

Pelley,

Fulton, Ky.

Des

h headquarters at
Des Moines. Since that
time he has been appointed to the following

superintendent of the Tennessee division of
the Illinois Central, has been appointed superintendent of the
Memphis division of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with headquarters at Memphis, vice Bess A. Porter, transferred. John M.
Egan has been appointed to succeed Mr. Pelley as superintendent
of the Tennessee division of the I. C, with headquarters at
J.

at

Moines, Iowa.
In 189S
he was appointed freight
solicitor of the Chicago,

Kepler Johnson, trainmaster on the Southern division of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, at Ft. Worth, Texas, has been
appointed trainmaster on the Arkansas division of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark.,
vice W. A. Hyde, who has been transferred as trainmaster to the
Southern division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex.

John

Des Moines

the

of

Effective September IS.

been abolished.

Xo. 12

59,

Minneapolis, Minn.

James P. Nelson, member of the valuation committee of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana,
has been placed in charge of the engineering work of the committee.

E. J. Harris, master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific at Trenton, Mo., has been appointed acting mechanical superintendent of the Second district with headquarters at
Topeka, Kan., succeeding G. W. Lillie, resigned, and P. Linthi-

commercial agent of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed general
agent with headquarters at the same place. Effective Septem-

&

ber

cum, assistant superintendent of shops at Silvis, 111., has been
appointed acting master mechanic of the Missouri division with
headquarters at Trenton, Mo., vice Mr. Harris. Effective September IS.

F.

M.

Miller,

1.

George H. Kummer, whose appointment as assistant general
freight agent of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, has been announced, was born in Keokuk, Iowa, on March 6, 1870. He was
educated in the common and high schools and in 1886 entered
railway service as an office boy in the office of the superintendent

W. O. Thompson, district master car builder of the New York
Central at East Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed to the office

Septembkr

17,
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of superintendent rollinfi stock for the lines west of Buffalo
witli headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.
The car department
thus becomes entirely separated from the motive power department, this condition now existing on all the New York Central
Lines, with the exception of the Boston & Albany and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. R. L. Chandler, general piece work in
spector, has been appointed district master car builder of
operating district No. 2, to succeed W. O. Thompson, promoted.
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T. A. Albright, foreman engineer of the Texas & Pacific, has
been appointed road master mechanic, with headquarters at Marshall, Texas.
J. J. Carey, master mechanic at Marshall, has
been appointed superintendent of shops in that city.
F. W.
Boardman has been appointed assistant to the mechanical superintendent, with headquarters at Marshall.
W. M. Schmalzreid
has been appointed general inspector of passenger and freight
cars for the system, with headquarters also at Marshall, Texas.
J. S. Schneider, machine shop foreman, has been promoted to
general foreman in charge of the erecting and machine shop at
Marshall.

The Ann Arbor has ordered 3 Mikado type locomotives, with
27 by 30-in. cylinders, from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

Equipment and Supplies
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

The Texas & Pacific, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of last week as having ordered a number of locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has ordered 13 locomotives
from

that

company.

The

Erie, which was reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of September 3 as having ordered 5 Santa Fe type locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company, has placed additional
orders for 28 locomotives of the sqme type. The total order
for 33 locomotives has been divided as follows American Loco:

motive Company, 18; Baldwin Locomotive Works,

OBITUARY

Locomotive Corporation,
B. Rishel, division freight agent of the Chicago, Rock
J.
Island & Pacific at Hutchinson, Kan., died in that city on Sep-

tember

with the road.

James E. Stagg, vice-president of the Durham & Southern,
with headquarters at Durham, N. C, died in that city on Sep10.

Colin Studds, assistant general passenger agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with oflice at Philadelphia, Pa., died on September 11, at his home in Wayne, at the age of 54.

Winfield S. Tinsman, chairman of the General Managers'
Association of Chicago, and chairman of the Association of
Western Railways, died at Rochester, Minn., on Wednesday of

week

this

after

an

operation on his throat.

Mr. Tinsman had been
bad health for over
He was
two years.
born September 8, 1867,
at Berryville, N. Y. He
in

graduated
1882,

from

schools

public

in

& Omaha was

reported

the

in

the

telegraph operator from
1885 to 1887; train despatcher from March,
1890;
1888, to August,
despatcher
chief
train
for the next seven years,

WinBcId

S.

Tinsmnn

CAR BUILDING

and began railway

He
Island & Pacific.
was consecutively messenger for three years

Trenton, Mo., and
trainmaster at Horton,
from October,
Kan.,
all

The Chicago & North Western was reported in an unconfirmed item in the Railway Age Gazette of September 10 as
having ordered 12 Pacific type, 12 Mikado type, 10 switching and
one narrow-gage locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. This order has now been confirmed. Six of the
Pacific type locomotives will have 25 by 28-in. cylinders^ 75-in.
driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 260,000
lb. and 6 will have 22 by 26-in. cylinders, 69-in. driving wheels
and a total weight in working order of 302,000 lb. The 12
Mikado type locomotives will have 27 by 32-in. cylinders, 61-in.
driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 165,000 lb.
The 10 six-wheel switching locomotives will have 21 by 28-in.
cylinders, Sl-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working
order of 165,000 lb. The narrow-gage Mogul type locomotive
will have 12 by 18-in. cylinders, 43-in. driving wheels and a
total weight in working order of 55,000 lb.

May,

same year
with the Chicago, Rock

work

at

1897, to

May,

1901.

He

was then made suin-riiUi iidiiit of Chicago terminals, and from
May, 1902, to .Tunc, 1905, was superintendent, first of the Oklahoma and later of the Missouri divisions, and from 1905 to
1906 was general superintendent of the Choctaw district.
He
was then a])poinled general superintendent of the Southwestern
district, tlien was assistant general manager for a year from
April, 1907, and was then manager of the Southern and Choctaw districts until December, 1909. In the latter month he was
made general manager of the entire system. Krom February,
1911, lo l'"el)ruary, 1912, he was general manager of the P'irst
district, and llien to October, 1912, was assistant to the president, all with the Rock Isl.uui.
Mr. Tinsman then was appointed chairman of the (ieneral Managers' Association of Chicago, and later chairman of the Association of Western Railways.

Chicago^ St. Paul, Minneapolis

the Raihvay Age Gazette of last week as having ordered 4
Pacific type and 6 Mikado type locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company. The Pacific type locomotives will have
25 by 28-in, cylinders, 75-in. driving wheels and a total weight in
working order of 260,000 lb. The Mikado type locomotives will
have 27 by 32-in. cylinders, 61-in. driving wheels and a total
weight in working order of 302,000 lb.
in

10.

William L. White, general agent of the Pere Marquette, at
Milwaukee, Wis., died on September 6, after 18 years of service

tember

The

and Lima

10,

5.

The Minneapolis &

The CnicAc.o
ore cars.
The

Louis

St.

is

& North Western

Erie has ordered 300

market for 100 box

in the

is

all-steel

the

in

market for 500

drop-end

gondola cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The
cars

The
cars.

&

Butte, Anaconda

from the Western
Illinois
It is

Steel

Central

is

Pacific has ordered 100 50-ton ore

Car & Foundry Company.
in

the market for

also inquiring for 500 fruit cars

the Central of

l.(X)0

refrigerator

and 500 box cars for

Georgia.

The Wheeling & Lake

Erie, W. M. Duncan, receiver, has
been granted permission by the federal court to issue certificates for the purchase of new cars. The petition asked for the
issuance of $2,OIX),0()0 in certificates, but only one-half of this
amount was granted

IRON AND STEEL
The Havana Central
the nethlehem Steel

has ordered 1,500 tons of

rails

The I.oimsville & Nashville has ordered 13,000 tons of
from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.
The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 20,000 tons of
from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The

from

Company.

Atchison. Toi-kka

& Santa

of 90-lb. rails from the Colorailo Fuel

Fk has ordered

&

35.'O0O

Iron Company.

rails

rails

tons
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rence Saunders,

No. 12

59,

New

York, chairman of the board, IngersoUselected by the American Institute
of Mining Engineers, and William Leroy Emmet, Schenectady,
N. Y'., engineer. General Electric Company, who designed and
directed the development of the Curtis turbine, selected by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Arthur Craven,
chief engineer of the New York Public Service Commission,
First District, is also one of the members, having been selected

Rand Company, New York,

Supply Trade News
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H. P. Fisher has been appointed sales manager of the
New York, manufacturers of the Booth
water softeners. Mr. Fisher has been selling water softening

W.

M. Booth Company of

L.

plants to railroads for 12 years.
at the engineering

N.

He

make his headquarters
company in Jersey City,

will

department of the

J.

The Hydraulic Press Manufacturing Company, Mount Gilead,
Ohio, has been awarded two prizes by the International Jury
of Awards at the Panama-Pacific International Exhibition.
They are the grand prize from the department of agriculture
for press machines and a gold medal from the department of
machinery for forcing presses and equipment.

Walter H. Evans, of Chicago, has been appointed western
railroad department manager of the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York. Mr. Evans was recently manager
of the motor gear department of the Edgar Allen American
Manganese Steel Company, Chicago, and previous to his connection with this company was connected with several electric
and steam roads in the capacity of master mechanic and superintendent of motive power.
Mr. Evans will make his headquarters in the McCormick Building, Chicago.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, engineers and
has been awarded a contract by the Louisville

contractors,

&

Nashville for a large automatic electric coal-handling equipfor Pensacola, Fla., using duplicate hoist, having an
elevating capacity of 400 tons an hour.
The same company
has also been awarded a contract by the Canadian Northern
Pacific for a large standard counterbalanced bucket locomotive
coaling plant with automatic elevating equipment for immediate
installation at Kamloops Junction, B. C.
The contract price

ment

was

$12,000.

In reply to a request on the part of the Iron Age for a statement as to the operations at Eddystone, Pa., in which the
Baldwin Locomotive Works is interested, S. M. Vauclain, vicepresident of the company, has briefly recounted the various
activities as follows
The Baldwin Locomotive Works is engaged in filling large export orders for locomotives and their
parts, including wheels, tires, axles and various forgings.
The
company now has 11,500 men on its payroll. The Remington
Arms Company of Delaware has leased a number of buildings
which the Baldwin Locomotive Works has erected, suitable for
the manufacture by the Remington Company of a large number
of military rifles which are to be exported.
This plant when
running full will probably employ 15,000 men. The Eddystone
Munitions Company has leased from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works buildings which the latter has erected on its property
The manufacture of munitions by the company
at Eddystone.
The Baldwin Works contemwill probably employ 10,000 men.
plates building on the river front at Eddystone a pier or bulkhead so that shipments of all classes of products made by the
companies mentioned may be made direct, without transshipment at New York or any other port.
:

Among

members of

the Naval Advisory Board of Inventions selected by Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy,
on the advice of eleven of the engineering and scientific societies,
there are a number of appointments of special interest to the
railway supply field. Tlie appointments included among others
W. R. Whitney, Schenectady, N. Y., director of the research
laboratory of the General Electric Company, selected by the
American Chemical Society; Frank Julian Spragtie, New York,
consnhing engineer for the Sprague Electric Works, the Otis
Elevator Company, and the General Electric Company, and
founder of the Sprague Electric Railway Motor Company, selected by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Benjamin G. Lammc, Pittsburgh, Pa., chief engineer of the Westthe 23

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, a leader in the
development of alternating current apparatus and a pioneer in
the development of direct current apparatus for railway lighting
and power work, selected also by the Institute of Electrical
Engineers; Prter fofiper Hewitt, New York, inventor of the
electric lamp, selected l)y the Inventors' Guild; William Lau-

on the advice of the American Society of

Civil Engineers.

American Locomotive Company
The recently issued annual report of the American Locomotive
Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, shows that in
that period the company experienced the worst depression of
business of the 14 years of its existence.
The gross earnings
totaled but $9,303,298, or $20,684,140 less than the $29,987,438 of
1914.
The 1915 gross earnings, in addition, were about 17 per
cent of the gross earnings of $54,868,175 for 1913, and were less

than one-half of the gross earnings of $19,008,634 for 1909,
which was the worst previous year.
The gross earnings for the year just closed lacked $451,297
of meeting the manufacturing, administrative, and other expenditures incurred in operations, and as there was charged off for
depreciation $1,040,684, the total loss for the year was $1,491,980
as compared with a profit of $2,076,127 in the previous year.
The 7 per cent preferred dividend of $1,750,000 was paid from
surplus and the total reduction in that account was $3,241,980,
leaving a balance on June 30, 1915, of $8,293,678.
The report says that the productive operations of the company as a whole averaged about 17 per cent of capacity and at
times ran as low as 8 per cent.
The Schenectady and Cooke
plants were the only ones of the company's eight plants which
were not closed entirely or for a large part of the year. The
company should expect a better year in 1916. It has secured
large foreign orders for both shells and locomotives and on June
30, 1915, it had $5,838,235 of locomotive orders on its books as
compared with $4,162,356 on June 30, 1914.
The combined balance sheet for the American Locomotive
Company and the Montreal Locomotive Works, Ltd., on June
30,

was as follows
ASSETS,

Cost of property
Securities

$52,209,638
748,499

owned

Convertible

.issets

Cash assets
Accounts collectible
Bills

$15,409,479
6,160,137
1,646,567
40.145
2,440,714

receivable

Accrued

interest

Material and supplies
Contract work in course of construction
Locomotives, snow plows, etc., in stock

1,738.651

269,232
27,704,926
61.135
148,031

Sundry deferred charges
Notes discotinted

(per

contra)

$80,872,228
LIABILITIES,

Capital

stock

Preferred

$25,000,000
25,000,000

Common
Bonded debt of constituent companies.
'~

Current Liabilities
Gold notes outstanding
Accounts payable

Income ta.x withheld
Accrued interest
Unclaimed interest

.

«<«.,
'""

$50,000,000
1,932,000

'

-,=S'

3,666,000
14,156,918

source

at

818
26,480

Dividend on preferred stock payable July 21, 1915.

Endorsements
Depreciation

(per contra)
reserve

Reserve for loss in liquidation of automobile business
Reserve for additions and betterments
Profit and loss surplus, June 30, 1915

997
437,500
$18,288,713
148,031
1,005.307
964,858
239,641
8,293.678

$80,872,228

Armco

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
— The American Rolling Mill Company,

Middletown, Ohio, has issued a booklet describing the products made
from Armco iron. This gives in some detail the various forms
in

which

Iron,

this material is

produced and the manner of applica-

tion in various forms of construction.

—

Vkrtical Oil Engines. This is the title of Bulletin No. 501,
recently issued by the National Transit Company, Department
of Machinery, Oil City, Pa. The booklet deals particularly with
the type VT-13, two-cycle, single-cylinder, vertical oil engines,

made by

this

company, and

the machine itself and

its

it

parts.

contains detailed descriptions of

September
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—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This company will build a
branch, it is said, from SeHgman, Ariz., south into the Bagdad
country and the Hillside mining district. The Bagdad Copper
Company has been carrying on extensive development work in
the Hillside district and the new branch is to be built to provide
an outlet for ore from the company's mines.

Baltimore & Ohio.

— An

officer

writes regarding the report

&

Ohio will build a line from its Hagerstown branch, Maryland, to the plant of the Security Cement
Company, about four miles, that the plans have not yet been
completed, but the company expects to decide upon this work
that the Baltimore

soon.

—

Canadian Northern. This company is building two miles of
additional tracks in the yards at Port Arthur, Ont., and at Fort
William, and is also putting in new sidings and extending the
yards at various points on the line between Port Arthur and
Winnipeg, Man.
The line from Winnipeg, Man., to Grand
Marais is being extended to Victoria Beach, 15 miles, and it is
expected that the grading, bridging and track laying will be
completed this year. The Thunderhill branch, which extends
from Thunderhill Junction, Man., west to Preeceville, Sask., 72
Grading work on a
is being extended beyond that place.
21-mile line from Canora north to connect with the Thunderhill
branch at Sturgis, two miles east of Preeceville, was completed
in 1914, and it is expected that the track laying and ballasting
will be finished this year. Grading was also finished during 1914
on a branch from Wroxton, Sask., west via the Neepawa-Russell-Ross Junction line into Yorkton, Sask., 26 miles, and the
track laying and ballasting will be completed this year. An extension of the line now in operation from Delisle, Sask., south
to Tichfield, and from Tichfield west to EIrose, is projected
southeast from Tichfield to Findlater on the Regina branch.
An extension is also projected from EIrose west towards Edmonmiles,

about 250 miles, on which grading has been finished to
Eston, 35 miles, and track laying and ballasting on this section
The Cowan Construction Company
will be completed this year.
The company also
is grading an additional section of 30 miles.
expects to complete this year the ballasting work and track
laying on the extension from Bienfait, Sask., west to Estevan,
9 miles. Grading work is now under way by the Northern Construction Company on a line from Calgary, Alta., south to MacsecLeod, 103 miles, and is expected to be finished this year.
tion of about 17 miles has already been graded.
ton,

A

—

Canadian Pacific. On the Weyburn-Lethbridge branch from
Weyburn, Sask., to Lethbridge, Alta., the line is now in operation
at the west end from Lethbridge to Stirling, 18.9 miles, and from
Stirling east to Foremost, 49.2 miles, a total of 68.1 miles.
Grading was finished last year easterly from Foremost to Pakowki, 25 miles, and track laying on this section will be carried

out at once.

October

It

is

expected that this work will be finished by

1.

Cleveland
contract for

its

first

Wooster, to the
N. Y.

Electric. This road has let the
55 miles of track from Cleveland, Ohio, to

Lathrop-Shca & Henwood Company,

Buffalo,

—

Dover, Millersburc & Western (Electric) Plans are being
to start work, it is said, on a line from Canal Dover, Ohio,
F. F.
west via Sugar Creek to Millersburg, about 25 miles.
Phillips, Canal Dover, is said to be interested.

—

Monongahela Valley Traction. A preliminary survey has
been made for a line, it is said from Weston, W. Va., southwest
to Glenville, about 25 miles, but the company has not yet decided
Between Clarksburg and Salem, W. Va.,
to carry out the work.
surveys have been completed and location made for a 6-mile
extension of the line now in operation on about 6 miles- from
Clarksburg west via O'Neil.

Hutchinson, 45 miles, to
tember 10, p. 487).

II.

F. Balch

&

Co., Minneapolis

(Sep-

—

Cheat Falls & Southwestern. Incorporalcd to construct
a railroad 60 miles long from Ulm, Mont., 11 miles cast of Great
Falls, on the Great Northern, to Hound creek.

Houston & Richmond Interurban. — Sec Houston, Richmond
San Antonio Intcrurban.

Richmond

charter of the Houston

Si

San

& Richmond

Antonio

iNTERURnAN.-Thc

Intcrurban

is

—

Work on a lumber road has been
Manufacturing Company, it is said, from
a connection with the Kinston Carolina Railroad, at Pink Hill,
N. C, south to Beulaville, 10 miles. An extension of the line
may be built south to Chinquapin, 8 miles, or to Maple Hill,
about 20 miles. J. T. Deal or J. H. Canady, president. Chamber
North Carolina Roads.

finished by the Kinston

may

of Commerce, Kinston,

be addressed.

—

Norfolk & Western. The report of this company for the
year ended June 30, 1915, shows that on the Virginia-Carolina
Railway, the North Carolina division was completed and was
put in operation in May to Elkland on the Ashe-Wautauga
county Line, N. C, 48.64 miles. The New River, Holston &
Western built an extension from Rocky Gap, Va., to Suitars in
Bland county, Va., 13.87 miles, which was completed and put in
The Tug River & Kentucky
operation in September, 1914.
bridge over Tug river in Kentucky, was built and track was laid
on 0.89 miles to Blackberry creek, and grading work on the line
up Blackberry creek to the mouth of Peters Fork, 1.38 miles,
has been completed. The Williamson & Pond Creek is building
at Leckie, W. Va., a spur 1.03 miles long, with a Y connection
0.15 miles to reach operations of the Leckie Collieries Company,
and the Burkeville to Pamplin low grade connecting line is under
construction from Pamplin, Va., to Burkeville, 36.93 miles. The
Jacobs Fork branch is under construction from its junction with
the Dry Fork branch at Rift, W. Va., to the operation of the
New River & Pocahontas Consolidated Coal Company, 3.93
miles, and the grading work is about 75 per cent completed. The
Cucumber branch of Jacobs Fork branch, 1.28 miles long, to
other operations of the same company, is also under construction, and the grading work is 90 per cent completed.

—

Oregon Short Line. This road has completed the so-called
"Loop" line, which circles the valley from Idaho Falls, Idaho, to
For the present the line will be used only for
St. Anthony.
freight.

—

Pond Fork Railway. Incorporated in West Virginia with
$26,000 capital and headquarters at Huntington. The plans call
for building a line from Madison, W. Va., up Pond Fork of
Coal river to the headwaters of Pond Fork, about 25 miles.
The incorporators include R. M. Baker, H. Fitzpatrick, J.
William A. Read & Co., New York, are reported to have

W. Va.

—

Southwestern Power, Light & Railway. Under this name a
company was recently organized in Texas with a capital of $12,is said, to build an intcrurban electric line between
Tex., and Oklahoma City, Okla., about 150 miles.
Power for the operation of the line will be provided by a group
of hydro-electric plants which the company proposes to construct
in southern Oklahoma.
W. T. Croslcn, president, Denison.

000,000,

it

to be

anunded,

— Work

now under way building an
Charley's Branch, Tenn., up
New river, to a point about 43 miles south of Oneida, and about
three miles air line from Pctros. The extension lo Pctros will
be considerably longer than three miles by the nnite the railroad
1'".
will follow.
Rcides, Nashville, Temi,, and the Harrinian
J.
Constniclion ('ompany, Harriman, Tonn., arc the contractors.
The work involves handling about 10.000 iii. yd, to the mile.
The maxinunn grade on the main line will be 1.4 per cent, and
llic maximum curvature 14 deg.
On branch lines to be built
the maxinunn grade will be 3 per cent and the maximum curvature 16 deg.
There will be several timber bridges on the line
of from 10 lo 40 ft. high and from 10 ft. to 6(X) ft. long.
Tennessee Railway.

—

Ei.kctric Short Line. This company has awarded the contract for building the extension from Winsted, Minn., west to

Houston,

project.

Denison,

made

&

it is said, to change the name of the Houston, Richmond & San
Antonio, and to increase its capital to $250,000. A preliminary
survey has been made over two routes for a line from Houston
west to San Antonio, about 215 miles. One of the surveys is via
Richmond, Rosenberg, Gonzales and Seguin to San Antonio, and
the other survey is via. Richmond, Wharton and Yoakum. E.
Kennedy, of Houston, and residents of that city are back of the

ington,

—

& Ohio Central

547

extension

of

eight

miles

from

is
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—

Amaraillo, Tex. F. M. Bisbee, chief engineer, western lines
of the .'\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, is receiving bids for the
construction of an addition to the Santa Fe office building here.
approximate $35,000.

—

Baltimore, Md. The Baltimore & Ohio has completed plans
for a new coal pier to be built on Curtis Bay, Baltimore, but
the work has not yet been authorized.

— Contracts

have been let by the Charleston
for building trestles and foundations for
drawbridges as follows For one bridge over Stono river to the
Charleston Engineering & Contracting Company, Charleston, S.
C, and for another bridge over the same river to the SimonsMayrant Company, Charleston over the Edisto river to the Dawson Engineering Company, Charleston, and over Ashley river
near Hampton Park to the Jefferson Construction Company,
New Orleans, La. The railroad company plans to build a total
of eight drawbridges in connection with the line to be built from
Charleston southwest to Savannah, Ga.

Charleston,

Southern,

it

S. C.

said,

is

:

;

—

Chicago, III. The Chicago & Western Indiana has awarded
the contract for placing concrete piling for abutments and piers
at Eightieth street and Eighty-first street subways to the Raymond Concrete Pile Company of New York and Chicago.
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company has the contract for the
substructure for the bridge which the Chicago & North Western plans to build over the North branch of the Chicago river.
It will be a three-track, 180-ft., single-leaf bascule structure.

—

CoFFEYViLLE, Kan. Clements & Lavery have been awarded
a contract for the construction of the terminal building of the
Union Traction Company in this city. It will be a two-story
96-ft. by 143-ft. brick and steel structure and will cost about
$40,000.

—

The Dalles, Ore. Nettleton, Bruce & Eschbach, of Seattle,
Wash., have the contract for the construction of a roundhouse,
machine shop and power plant for the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company. Estimated cost $50,000.

Railway Financial News

j

—

Macon. Ga. Plans have been filed with the Railroad Commission of Georgia for the new union passenger station to be
It is expected that the plans will be approved
built in Macon.
and that bids will be asked for the work in the near future.
The main structure will consist of a center building about 84 ft.
wide r-nd about 245 ft. long. In addition to the main building
there will be a baggage and mail room about 72 ft. by 109 ft.
and an e-xpress room about 72 ft. by 147 ft. The buildings will
be of brick construction or other fireproof material.

—

Myakka City, Fla. The East & West Coast has given a
contract to T. R. Bryant, Wyakka City, it is said, for putting
up a new station at that place.
QuiNcy Junction, Cal.

—The

Western Pacific has
for a viaduct here to the

let

a con-

American

Bridge Company.

—

Waterloo, Iowa. The Illinois Central roundhouse here is
being remodeled to accommodate larger motive power and equipment. T. S. Leake & Co. of Chicago have the contract.

West Tulsa, Okla. — Fairbanks, Morse &

Co. have been
awarded the contract for the new coaling station of the St. Louis
& San Francisco to be built here. The plant will be a reinforced
concrete structure of the "V" bucket typo, with 300 tons capacity.
The station will include a steam sand drier with a capacity
of one cubic yard per hour.

|
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Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway.

—

Morgan G. Bogue, representing the bondholders, has bought this railroad at a reAt the sale the electric railway inceivers' sale for $300,000.
terests recently reported as likely to buy the property were
conspicuous by their absence.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. N. L. Amster, chairman of
the committee representing minority stockholders, on September 14, arranged for the payment of $410,000 interest on bonds
and issued the following statement
"Our committee has succeeded in getting stockholders whom
represents to take $410,000 receivers' certificates. The court,
its friends in Chicago, has disposed of the remaining
$90,000. The court will authorize the certificates and has been
informed as to the institutions in New York and Chicago in
which the money that has been pledged for the certificates
has been or will be deposited.
"The company will have plenty of money out of earnings
to pay the interest due October 1, and I believe that the same
The
will be true with respect to the January 1 obligations.
court and the stockholders whom I represent were unwilling to see further inconveniences and loss to the stockholders
as a result of the principal of the $20,000,000 debentures being
declared due at this time because of default on the interest.
shall now have six months within which to work out a
it

among

We

readjustment plan."
Judge George A. Carpenter, in the United States District
Court at Chicago, on September 15, ordered the receivers to
bring action in the Federal Court at New York against present and former directors of the company for the recovery of
$6,000,000, alleged to have been wrongfully expended in the
acquisition and subsequent divorcing of the Frisco lines. The
defendants to be named are Daniel G. Reid, R. A. Jackson,

W. H. Graham, Ogden

Mills, E. S.

Moore, William H. Moore,

F. L. Hine, George G. McMurtry and G. T. Boggs.
The
action of Judge Carpenter is based on a report by William
Howard Taft, who had been engaged as special counsel.

Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Western.

& Dayton. — See

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

—

Joplin, Mo. The city has voted a bond issue of $13,000 to pay
its share of the cost of a viaduct over the tracks of the Kansas
City Southern. The municipality bears one-third of the cost,
and the Kansas City Southern and the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas the remainder. Plans have been prepared by the railroads.

tract for 630 tons of steel

No. 12

E

=

—

Alberta, Canada. The Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia has awarded the contract for constructing a bridge over
Smoky river to the Dominion Bridge Company, Ltd., Winnipeg,
Man. The structure will consist of two 8S-ft. deck plate girder
approach spans, six 128-ft. deck truss spans, and one 12S-ft,
through truss span. Approximately 1,100 tons of steel will be

will
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sidiary of the Cincinnati,

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

—

& Western. This company, a subHamilton & Daj'ton, owning that part

system west of Hamilton, Ohio, aggregating 361 miles
has been sold at foreclosure to the joint reorganization committee representing the bondholders of the company
at the upset price of $3,500,000, representing the two mortgages
of $2,100,000 and $1,400,000, respectively, held against the road.
William A. Read & Co., New York, are reported to have
obtained the support of a large proportion of the bondholders
of
of

its

line,

in a plan of reorganization

ent

bond

issues with stock

which involves replacing the presand raising new capital. The plan

contemplates the operation of the road independently of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
B. A. Worthington is vice-president and general manager.

Maine Central. —At

the annual meeting, October 20, stockholdon retiring $10,000,000 of the road's
outstanding stock and the issuance in place thereof of $3,000,000
of preferred stock, to receive 5 per cent, per annum in diviers will be asked to vote

dends and to have no voting power, and $7,000,000 25-year
first mortgage bonds bearing interest at a rate of not exceeding 5 per cent.

—

Pacific & Idaho Northern. E. M. Heigho, president, has been
appointed receiver of this company on a voluntary petition
for receivership.

—

The Railways of Brazil. Although larger in area than the
United States, Great Britain, Holland, Belgium, Portugal and
Spain combined, Brazil ranks twelfth among the nations of
the world in extent of railroad mileage.
This may help to
explain why Brazil has only 23,000,000 inhabitants.
A considerable percentage of the Brazilian railroads is owned and
operated by the government. The South American.
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more careful attention in this respect. Every eflfort should be
made to secure maximum Hfe from the steel equipment, and here
tlie master painter with his knowledge and experience can be
of material assistance to steel car designers.

The

drastic economies to

which the railways have been driven

recently are clearly reflected in the Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission's compilation of the returns

CHICAGO:

Tramportation BIdg.
CLEVELAND: Citizens' Bldg.
LONDON: Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

E. A.
L. B.

Shuuan,

SiMUONS, Pretidtnt.

Vice-Presidtnt.

The address

of the

company

is

Hihry Lie, Stc'y S- Treu.
the address of the officers.

Railway Returns

a net gain of $24,991,787, or 2.6 per cent per mile in (net)
operating income.
It should be noted that this gain is to be
compared with the results of a year in which there was a
decrease of $118,657,668 in (net) operating income.
Reduced
to

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
Dublished from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in adrance and postage free:
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were provided for new subscribers, samples, copies lost in the mail and
office use; that the total copies printed this year to date were 359,800,
an average of 9,226 copies a week.
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able, however, to reduce operating exby $186,244,099, and taxes declined $2,765,192, leaving

penses
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The managements were

EDITORS

Volume

for

roads for the fiscal year, which
were reported in last week's issue, page
for the
539.
These are roads earning $1,000,000
Fiscal Year
gross or more. Their total operating
revenues were $163,404,055 less than for the year 1914, which
also showed a decrease of $65,691,076 as compared with 1913.
Class

Contents

a mileage basis, the decrease in total revenues

was 63 per
while operating expenses were reduced 9.3 per cent, and
the increase of net operating revenues was 1.8 per cent. Freight
earnings per mile were reduced from $9,200, in 1914, to $8,701,
cent,

in 1915; passenger earnings from $3,038 to $2,757, and express
earnings from $960 to $302, The reduction in operating expenses
per mile was from $9,801 to $8,894, or $907, of which $449 was
in transportation expenses, $209 in maintenance of way and

structures and $177 in maintenance of equipment.

transportation

The saving

in

of course, a real saving, but as nearly half of
the total reduction in expenses was effected in the maintenance
is,

much of the small improvement
year was gained only by deferring many needed
expenditures on roadway and equipment to some future date.
The increases in net operating revenue are entirely attributable
accounts

it

is

to be feared that

in net for the

to the more favorable showing of the Eastern roads in 1915
than in 1914. The Western and Southern groups of lines show
decreases both in total and in net operating revenues in spite

The relatively more favorable showing of the gross and net earnings of the Eastern
roads was partly due to the fact that the advances in freight
rates allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
of reductions in operating expenses.

EDITORIAL:
Notes
Interminable Litigation and Hair-Splitting
Government View of Government Management

549
550
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five per cent case

were

in effect a part of the year.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Doesn't Like the Gross Ton; by E.

J.

McVeigh

Tliat Are Worth While in
HinchlifTe
Railways of Chili; by F. Lavis

Statistics

T.

The

Railroad
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Management;

by

D.

the

fact

that while

MISCELLANEOUS:
*
*

No.

Bulletin

55

Annual Meeting of the Railway Signal Association
C. M. llimmelbergcr
•The First French Bridge Built in War Time; by Walter S. Hiatt
Master Car and Loconii^live Painters' Convention
A Banker's View of the Railroad Question; by A. B. Leach

The Freight Terminal; bv

•

Recent Progress

the

by our railways is showing a very
gratifying reduction in recent years, the
number of trespassers killed, which for
killed

Grade Crossing Eliminjition in North Toronto, Ontario
Washing Locomotive Smoke; by M. I). Franey

Accident

Age Gazette called attention to
number of passengers and employees

In a recent issue the Raihaay
553
554

in the

Work

Federal Valuation

GENERAL NEWS SECTION

555
558
560
561
563
564
565
568
569

573

• Illustrated.

Trespassing

Accidents
Still

Increase

^^ years has averaged 53 per cent
persons killed by railways, conaccident bulletin just issued by the In-

'''^ '^^*

of
tiiuieS to increase.

terstate

Connnerce

all

The
Commission

for

January,

February

and

March of this year, and the bulletin for the preceding quarter,
show that during the last six months for which the figures are
available the proportion of trespassers killed

In

design

the

of

all-stccl

equipment for both passenger anJ

freight service the engineer has of necessity carefully consid-

ered the details from a practical construcSteel

Car Design

The painter whose most
duty is to protect the steel
from corrosiim, in addition to

tion standpoint.

from the

important

Painter's Viewpoint

^''niili'iienl

providing a neat and pleasing appearance,
finds by sad experience that he is severely handicapped by details of construction that bad proved entirely satisifactory in
the

wooden equipment.

This was clearly brought out during
the recent convention of the Master Car and Locomotive I'ainters' Association, a report of which is printed elsewhere in this
issue.

Attention was called to

many

details that should receive

than

it

has been in the past.

For the

six

was even greater
months the two bul-

letins report a total of 3,662 persons killed in all kinds of accidents, exclusive of industrial accidents; and of these 2,16.';, or

nearly 60 per cent, were Irespjissers. Ouring the s;tme lime only
79 passengers and 908 employees were killed, and only 424 ;icrsons

other than trespassers were killed at grade crossings.
In train
accidents only 14 passengers and 106 employees were killed, while
only one p:issenger in each quarter was killed in a collision, making only two in six months. During this period the number of
passengers carried one mile was approximately 17,(>29,00(1,000.
Collision accidents are those the public hears most about but at
this rate the average passenger could tr;nil continuously at a
speed of 60 miles an hour for 16,770 years before meeting death
;

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE.
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Our statute books contain a mass of legislation
a collision
designed to prevent accidents to passengers and employees, ind at
grade crossings, but the railways cannot secure the enforcement of
what meager laws there are to prevent trespassing, although in six
in

!

months 32 times as many trespassers as passengers, over tvnce as
many trespassers as employees, and five times as many tresp'issers
Most of our safety
as persons at grade crossings, were killed.
legislation

ment.

Yet

directed against train accidents or defects of equip-

is

seems

It

in six

to take little cognizance of the

months only 143 persons were

human

element.

killed in train accidents,

while no less than 3,262, or 89 per cent of the total, were killed
by falling from cars or engines, while getting on or off ears or
engines, or by being struck or run over by engines or cars at
stations, yards,

highway grade crossings or

In

at other places.

other words, these accidents were largely attributable to carelessness or willingness to take a chance on the part of the victims

tion here referred to.

Its

members frequently

uiitu yiiu

!

for yc tithe mint

undone the weightier matters uf
Matthew, chap. 23, verse 23.

the

and aiusc and cummin, and have left
*.
•
*
law; justice, mercy,

No

13

find themselves

embody both of the two
elements constituting the offense here condemned in Scripture.
However, the citizen who himself suffers injustice in the transportation field or who feels the burdens that weigh on his com-

given city or a given railroad, which

munity or his line of business cannot blame the commission
alone nor congress, nor the President, nor the courts, nor the
state legislatures; no one branch can be singled out.
It is
government as a whole. The railroads are ruled by the government, and the government has not learned its business. Putting it another way, and speaking the language of democracy,
it might be said that the people are trying to govern themselves
wisely, but do not know how.
There is another phase of this question of incompetent government, namely, the inability of the judges to understand the
;

It is

a case of this kind,

Court of Appeals, Seventh circuit,
handed down August 6, interpreting the hours of service law
as related to railway employees who transmit information by
telephone, which has led to the foregoing reflections.
The

a decision

INTERMINABLE LITIGATION AND HAIR-SPLITTING

59,

responsible for a series of acts affecting a given person, or a

technicalities of the railway service.

themselves.

Wuc

Vol.

in

the

Circuit

railway transactions, that

was printed in last week's issue. It is scarcely to be
wondered at that the judges nod now and then. They can see
what utterly fantastic and futile ideas must have prevailed in
the legislative bodies where these grotesque statutes were
adopted, and it must often be that only by the sternest devotion
to duty can the judge keep himself awake during the tedious
arguments of the lawyers over shades of meaning so fine that
only some chemico-photographic process no faculty of the

ing to fundamental truth.

human

IT

some

is

little

time

now

report
since the editorial matter in the

Railway Age Gazette has been so

to call for the introduction of this old

distinctively scriptural

custom of putting a

a:^

text,

verbatim, at the head of the column; but the appositeness of
these words of the Son of God appears nowadays with such

frequency in the court news column, and elsewhere in
we make no apology for thus revert-

painful

One

question alone, that of whether, in a given

freight-car

movement, an employee is or is not engaged in interstate commerce is the cause of an immense amount of hair-splitting. It
must have afforded hundreds of days' work for the lawyers and
the judges during the past few years; and this question, in
relation to the hours of service law,

is

now

being superseded,

main item on the daily menu of legal news, by the same
question as related to the law concerning liability for damages for
bodily inj ury.
And in connection with this last feature the liability

as a

laws of individual states are undergoing such an interminable
succession of changes that the crop of lawsuits seems likely to
keep up forever.
In our issue of August 27, page 406, the records tell how the
courts of three states. New Jersey, Illinois and Kentucky, wrestled with such vital questions as whether a man going to repair
a whistle

rod on a switching engine

is

engaged

in

interstate

commerce; the same question as to a boy who built fires in
engines, but who assisted in moving an engine for the purpose
of getting a barrel of oil, which was to undergo the very irregular process of being transported in interstate commerce on a
locomotive; and a third question which is of similar character,
but which we should not want to try to repeat here without the
In another
aid of a blackboard and an algebraic frainework.
case (August 20, page 365) a court was called on to decide
whether the Southern Pacific Company operated a railroad in
New York City
Readers interested in these things will have
noticed the case reported August 13, page 298, wherein the law
forbidding the running of freight trains with chain couplings
and without air brakes was rigidly enforced by the court, although the railroad company had secured substantial safety by
!

moving the

train at very

is

true,

doubt, believe that
neglect

of

courts but

the
i>n

the

course taken

is

unavoidable.

For the

weightier matters, the blame rests not on the
congress, or a legislature or (sometimes) on the

executive department of the government.

merce Commission

itself is

—can

The

Interstate

Com-

not free from criticism in the direc-

—

distinguish them.

In the case referred to the decision hinges on the meaning
of the term "orders" as relating to train orders.

man knows

that this term, "train orders,"

to "orders,"

means those orders of the

put

Every railroad

commonly shortened

train despatcher, always

writing, which direct sotne person either to

in

restrain a train,

zt'tV/;

move or

to

relation to the right to the use of the track.

But one train can occupy a given piece of track at a given time,
and a main function of train orders is to prevent eveo'body
from doing anything that may tend to violate this axiom. If
an engineman makes any move toward violation he is risking
lives and valuable property, and hence "orders" have special
importance.
Every order is repeated by the recipient, word
for word, in the hearing of the one who gives it.
Any communication to an engineman which deals with matters less grave
is not classed as "orders."
The distinction between "orders" and
all

lesser writings

defined by the superintendent with great

is

The labor-union philanthropists who
drafted this law tried to recognize the true character of orders
they had no hope of getting the law passed unless they re-

care

and

particularity.

—

communications ostensibly important
sufficiently inclusive they went too far,
and included all orders "affecting" train movements. A telegram ordering a quart of ice cream for the president's private
car might "affect" the movement of a train, if the boy delivering
the ice cream should be a few minutes late.
Finding no solid
ground on which strictly to define "orders," Judge Mack, in this
case, allows the term to apply to the sending of information by
telephone to guide a signalman at a crossing as to which of
stricted

this

clause

but in trying to

to

make

it

two roads should be given the preference in a given
where trains of both are ready to cross. It cannot be
.Supreme Court,

low speed.

of course, that, in these litigated cases, the .sin
referred to in tlie Scripture which we have cited is not committed by the same authority that does the hair-splitting. The
courts do the hair-splitting, and in the majority of cases, no
It

brain

if

appealed

to,

will

situation

that the

support this decision.

The

railroad, in its claim that the switch tender in the shanty only

imparted information, was on solid ground.
If

the report, as printed, gives the whole of the argument,

we have italicized, conceded too
not bound to obey; was not bound,
finally, to deal with the rival trains in accordance with the information given five minutes before the trains arrived.
In
three minutes' time conditions might be so changed as to change

the railroad, in the words that

much.

The towerinan was

bis decision.

His

real authority as to

movement of

trains over

September
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came from another source, not from the
telephoned from the shanty.
the crossing,

man who

;

We

extended.

may

expect the labor leaders next to "organize"

the office boys so as to espouse

tlie

whom

cause of the messenger

The committee

of the public together.
ing

But none of these technicalities weighed with Judges Baker,
Kohlsaat and Mack. In the sentences which we have itaUcized
they approve as an "order," affecting the safety of the public,
a telephone message, conveying information which, so far as
concerns any definite relation to safety, might have been wholly
ignored, without harm
and which at most would tend to prevent a few minutes' delay to a passenger train.
If this decision holds, and if this is a wise and beneficent law,
the provision for a nine-hour day can be almost indefinitely
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post

parcel

tlie

received reports regard-

handled during

business

consecutive

six

weeks by 37,745 postoffices out of a total of 56,974. The postoffices which did not report are nearly all small, and therefore
"It
data collected cover practically all the business done.
a significant fact," says the committee, "that only 697 postoffices reported outgoing parcel post business in excess of their
incoming business.
In other words, 98.15 per cent received

the
is

parcel matter than they sent out, and only 1.85 per cent
despatched a greater number of parcels than they received from
"Even more illuminating," in the committee's
other offices."
language, is the fact that 46,514,699, or 60 per cent of the 77,539,521 parcels despatched, were sent from New York Cit\- (not

more

the superintendent

including Brooklyn) and Chicago.

patches The
they ask questions which may "affect" the movement of trains.
In the meantime these wise law-givers permit trainmen with
whom the danger from mental inefficiency is as great as with

"The tremendous amount of merchandise sent out by the mail
order houses of these cities is," it adds, "of course, the explanaThe amount, moreover, of the parcel
tion of this condition.

sends to ask a question of the train destelephone girls in the hotels ought to come next

—

telephone operators

And
into

if

—

tti

Judge Mack

consideration

all

the safety of a train

work
is

16 hours.

excess of that

correct, in a case like this, in taking

the remote influences

movement —-"regularity

which may

affect

of service at one

point might well prevent an accident at another point"

— he

is

at

go on and justify the most fantastic legislative restrictions on railway operation.
The wife of the ticket agent who
asks him to stop on the way to the office to give an order to the
grocer, or who impairs his mental balance or his financial integrity by spending too much money at the milliner's, may find
herself guilty of blocking the wheels of interstate commerce and
impairing the safety of passenger travel!
liberty to

WH

KN

llic

campaign for the

establi.slimenl of the parcel post

was going on, its advocates claimed that it would confer
numerous benefits on the people, and especially the common
people, of the United States. The service rendered by it would

much better than that of the express companies. The rates
charged would be much lower. The function performed by the
middleman in the interchange of commodities between urban
and rural communities would be eliminated. For this and vari-

be

quantities

it

is

desirable to

know how

the parcel post

is

;

to

It

has been furnished by an investigating committee
representing congress, the boily which created the i)arcel post,
and composed of both senators and representatives. Its chair-

man was

J.

liristow, then a senator from Kansas.
While
most significant and instructive, very much less
publicity has been given to its contents than w;is leceived by
the claims made before it w.is established as to what llie parcel
post would do.
The parcel post was to serve and benefit ;ill classes. The report cjf the liristow ciiniTnittee shows that the service it has
rendiii-d ti>, and the benefits it has conferred on, the large mail
order houses have been vastly greater than the service it lias
rendered lo, and the benefits it has conferred on, all of the rest

this

report

L.

is

other

it was confidently predicted that
would .be utihzed was by farmers sending their
to consumers in cities. The committee says that

of the ways in which

the parcel post

products direct

by the data compiled by

it

to justify the predictions

"the failure of the parcel post thus far

made

for

it

as a

means of

direct trans-

from the farmer to the consumer of farm products
As compared with the total parcel
is, in fact, clearly indicated."
post business the amount originating on the farms has been
portation

negligible.

The
was

service of the parcel post

was not only

to benefit

all,

committee finds that thus far

When

for mail

in

notable for

quirements

;

its

almost

entirely

of

it

and the

postollice

parcel post matter in the

said,

service has been very

consisted

was the practice to use sacks as containers
transit.
Government departments have never been
adajding their methods to new conditions and re-

and papers

letters

mail

the

but

The

to be far superior to that of the express companies.

department has been

same sacks as other

per cent of the entire niuuber handled.

It

all

sources combined."

advocate government ownership and management of telegr;il)hs
and telephones, and even of railways, making claims as to the

at hand.

;

appears, indeed, that the volume of parcel post business from

master general

way they would be nm similar to those which were made as to
way the parcel post would be run.
At this interesting juncture information as to the way the
parcel post actually has been managed and as to its results is

distributing
;

;

working, but also because of the light which the way it is being
managed must throw on the way larger business undertakings
would be managed under government ownership. .Some iiersons

the

many

Little

these (mail order) sources exceeds that received from

liristow

not only because

merchandise

their

;

iMisatisfactory.

greedy private management wouM be clearly demonstrated.
The parcel post has now been in operation for three years. It
is time to inquire whether its management and results have been
Inquiry into this matter is worth while,
as good as predicted.

greatly in

;

The

government

of

;

over

public-spirited

is

Rock, Ark. Evansville,
Ind. Cedar Rapids, Iowa Salina, Kan. Augusta, Me. HattiesJefferson City, Mo., and Billings, Mont., and the
liiug, Miss.
catalogues and merchandise are then distributed through the
mail by these smaller offices and are reported to the committee
and to the department as mail originating in these offices. * * *

management

of

cities

the reports of the postmasters, because

centers, such as Jacksonville, Fla.

ous other reasons the cost of living would be reduced.
superiority

shown by

large houses in these cities ship by freight their catalogues and

great

One

A GOVERNMENT VIEW OF GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT

two

post business which originates in these

"From

in

his report

actual

count

it

mail.

for the year ending

shipping

The

June

30,

post1914,

found that the damage
the mails is one-tenth of one

has been

loss to ordinary parcels while in

Damage loss has been
due to improper packing rather than to the method of handling."
The Bristow committee declares that information obtained by if
from postmasters "does not confirm either of these statements.
* * The experience of postmasters demonstrated that the
""

percentage of damage

is uimecessarily high, as the direct result
crude methods of handling employed by the department.
'*'*''' These things are related not as isolated instance.*, but
as the common practice in the handling of the mails, and it is
slated that even when parcels are conspicuously marked 'fragile'
they are often inclosed in the same sack .with heavy hardware."

of

The committee criticizes the department for ihrnwing sacks of
mail containing parcel post matter from tnoving trains.
It appeared to it "self-evident that fourth-class mail matter, even
when

and heavily wrapped, cannot with safely bo
ground from a rapidly moving train. • *
The
express companies have not found it necessary lo adopt the
policy of throwing nierchandise off moxiiin trains for the sake
of expediting delivery." The connniltei' iound evidence of many
well packed

thrown

lo the
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other kinds of inefficiency, and reports that the failure of postal
employees to exercise proper care in handling the mails is a

plain

weakness of the parcel post system which it certainly "lies within
the power of the department to remedy speedily and effectively
but there is abundant evidence that the weakness exists to a
marked degree. Sacks of mail are thrown into and out of
vehicles used by mail messengers; they are thrown and kicked
from mail cars to station platforms they are trampled upon by
postal employees and other persons they are exposed to rain and
snow without protection. Not all railway mail clerks and mail
messengers are guilty of these practices but the practices are
common in the service, and were made the subject of comment
by hundreds of postmasters."
Those who oppose government ownership and management of
different kinds of business repeatedly are met with the argument
that the service rendered by the postoffice department is efThe foregoing statements of fact can hardly be denied
ficient.
to be authoritative, and they hardly indicate that degree of

joint committee of the parcel post service.

;

;

;

superiority often attributed to the postal service.

Since the inauguration of the parcel post the postoffice department has greatly developed the system of concentrating mails
for sorting and rehandling at terminal postoffices, thereby reThe Postducing the amount of this work done on trains.
master General has declared that this system is of value because
it promotes economy and furthers the expeditious handling of
the mails. The investigating committee declares, however, that
the information it gathered "is sufficient to make it clear that
whatever economy is now being effected by the use of this
method is effected at the expense of the efficiency of the service
*

*

*

The

in

the expeditious delivery- of parcel mail.

it

adds, "is vitally interested in securing, and has a right to ex-

transportation service that offers expeditious delivery as

pect,

well as reasonable security
It

is

is

from damage

to parcels in transit.

the claim of the express companies that they are giving a
in so

the

delivery of

fourth

class

mail

is

companies."

Even when

parcel post matter

is

insured and a record of

it

is

kept, the results of attempts to recover lost packages are very

unsatisfactory.

The department

estimates

parcels are handled annually by mail.

that

800,000,000

Only approximately

000,000, or 1.63 per cent, of these are insured.

13,-

"In the case of

98.37 per cent of the present parcel post business, therefore, the

without indemnity against loss and without means for
which fail to reach the addressees. * * * The
fact that many persons prefer to intrust their valuable parcels
to express shipments and are using the parcel post only for the
public

is

tracing parcels

transportation of articles of slight value undoubtedly accounts to
some degree for this condition. Reports received from post-

masters, however, indicate that a further reason for this lack
of general patronage of the insurance system is to be found in
the fact that experience with the department's operation of the
insurance plan has not tended to create confidence in it.
The

general criticism

is

claims for loss or

that the system in use in the adjudication of

damage

delay in settlement that
patrons."

And

yet,

is

much

so complicated

and involves such

dissatisfaction has resulted

among

advocates o£ government ownership com-

some of

are

slow

about

settling

the principal criticisms

claims

made by

The committee

more than the sum

railways of the United States by
of the act to regulate commerce.

the
also

of the local rates.

its embodiment in a provision
While the railways are required

to observe this principle, the postoffice department, as a result of

the order of the postmaster general practically abolishing the
zone, flagrantly violates it.
For instance, if a package
weighing 20 lb. is sent from St. Louis to Emporia, Kan., through
Kansas City without stopping, the rate is 83 cents. If, however,
the package goes from St. Louis to Kansas City, is delivered
there and then remailed to Emporia, Kan., the rate is, St. Louis
to Kansas City, 44 cents; Kansas City to Emporia, 24 cents;
total, 68 cents.
"That," says the committee, "is repeated all over
the United States. * » * Rates which make possible such a
practice cannot be defended.
They violate one of the cardinal
first

principles of transportation."
is

obvious.

If a railroad

The unfair discrimination involved
made

president should order rates to be

as the postmaster general has done, he could be indicted by a

federal grand jury and put in jail for violating the act to regulate

commerce.

The Moon

bill

to regulate the

for carrying the mail, which
last session,

trary

power

sons

who

compensation of the railways

was introduced

in

congress at the

would give the postmaster general

practically arbi-

to fix the mail pay of the railways.
There are perexpress confidence that he would exercise this power

fairly.
The postmaster general has already the
make changes in the parcel service and rates, and the
Bristow committee says of the way he exercised it: "The com-

wisely

working to the detriment of the postal service."
One of the ways in which the express companies allege that
their service is superior to that of the postoffice department is in
their facilities for tracing parcels which fail to arrive at destination.
With the e.xception of insured and C. O. D. parcels, no
record is kept of the receipt or delivery of fourth-class mail, and
it is impossible to trace an ordinary piece of parcel mail.
The
e-xpress companies, on the other hand, use a system of waybilling all parcels.
The department handles millions of extremely small packages, the average revenue from which is small,
and "under these conditions," the committee concludes, "it vyill
not be possible for the postoffice department to give as complete
and reliable a service for all parcels as is possible for express
it

railways

In fact, this principle has been specifically enforced against the

power

contributing to delay in

matter,

are

rate ordinarily should not be

superior to the parcel post in both these respects,

is

private

No. 13

had much fault to find with the very radical changes in rates and
weight limits which have been made by orders of the postmaster
general. One of these orders practically abolished the first zone
on which rates were based, thereby making the rates for the
first zone cover also the second zone.
It is, as the committee
says, a well known principle of transportation that the through

far as the use of the terminal railway postoffice plan

service that

and

public,"

that

The foregoing

59,

and

to

mittee's study of the effects of these orders convinces

exercise thus far

made

it that the
of the power lodged in the postmaster

general to change rates and weight limits has been, in several
respects, unfortunate for the service. * * * No other change

made by departmental order has been
which practically merges the

The advocates of
made against it that

first

so inequitable as the one

and second zones."

the parcel post controverted the argument

it would help the mail order houses at the
expense of the country merchants. With reference to this zone
order, however, the Bristow committee says, "Its effect is to
benefit especially the mail order houses by giving them an undue
advantage over the local dealers in transportation service. Under
the zone scheme now in effect, a mail order house can establish a
branch agency in the territory which the concern seeks to reach,
and within a radial distance of 150 miles from the location of such
agency, the mail order house gets exactly the same rate as the
government charges the local merchant, who ships only a few
miles, notwithstanding the marked difference in the cost of the
transportation service rendered." For example, if a mail order
house ships a 50 lb. parcel from Kansas City to Bavaria, Kan.,
which is 193 miles by rail, but within a radial distance of 150
miles, it pays 54 cents.
If a merchant at Salina, Kan., ships a
parcel to Bavaria, a distance of seven miles, he likewise pays 54
cents.
The Bristow committee adds that "this example stated
could be duplicated in every part of the United States."
This is the way the government of the United States conducts its parcel post business. And at the same time it passes
laws and maintains an Interstate Commerce Commission to prevent railways from discriminating in favor of big concerns and
against little concerns!
Consistency is a jewel, but apparently
one which Uncle Sam does not prize.
The accounts of the postoffice department always have been
kept in such a way that it has been difficult to make even an intelligent guess as to the expense incurred in rendering any class

September

of
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This

service.

true

is

as

to

the parcel

post

service
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and,

nobody knows how much revenue is being deThe Bristow committee says: "The law originally made provision for a special stamp by which the receipts
could, with some accuracy, be obtained, but the refusal of the
department to use the special stamp as the law provided that it
should, and the further merging of third and fourth class postage
has thrown the whole accounting system into complete confusion."
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furthermore,

rived

from

This sounds like accusing the department of being a law-breaker.
And in spite of the fact that it is absolutely impossible for any-

body to

what the parcel post earns or what

find out either

costs, there are

cess,"

many

and who even

silly
tell

The government by

who

people

you that

it

is

talk about

it

it

being a "suc-

profitable

the inauguration of the parcel post en-

in the business of transporting commodities in competition
The foregoing
with the express companies and the railways.
from the report of the Bristow committee shows how remarkably efficient a manager of a transportation concern the govern-

gaged

ment has thus far shown itself to be. It started out to establish
an agency which would benefit the entire public, but it has so run
few wealthy mail order
it as to benefit almost nobody but a
houses in the large cities. It was going to use this agency to
reduce the cost of living, but the cost of living has not been
It was going to render a much better service than the
express companies, but a congressional investigating committee

affected.

is

Letters to the Editor

it.

forced repeatedly to contrast government methods unfavorably

The government proby railways, but in the service and
rates of its own parcel post it commits discriminations which, if
committed by the railways, would cause them and their officers to
be indicted. Through the Interstate Commerce Commission the
government prescribes the accounts which must be kept by the
railways; and then it keeps the books of its parcel post in such
a way as to cause a congressional committee to say that "it has
thrown the whole accounting system (of the postal department)

niiMiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiriiiiMiitiiiiitiiiiTiiiiiriiniiiti-iiiiiniiiniiitiiitiiiiiin:iii::
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DOESN'T LIKE THE GROSS TON
Montreal

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
That we are creatures of habit no one will attempt to deny.
But when we admit this, we generally mean that it is our own
As a matter of fact, however,
habits to which we are slaves.
we are as much the slaves of habits handed down to us as of
:

our own.
For instance, what is the gross ton but a habit handed down
to us from the Lord knows who? And can anyone say why we
should continue to use it?
What is the use of it? Did you ever stop to think what
costs us in clerical work, taking the country as a whole?

It leads to many errors,
It is cumbersome, costly and useless.
wicked thoughts and cuss words. Why not throw it overboard,
If a whale wants to
as the other Jonah was thrown over.
swallow it to use in making up his books, let him. He is all
gross, anyway.

Seriously,

I

believe there are a great

number

E.

commend

this excellent

ment of a transportation system to the consideration of all those
who want the government to own and manage the railways. If
the government manages a comparatively small and trifling business like that of the parcel post in this way, upon what ground
can it be contended by any rational human being that it would
wisely and efficiently manage the enormously larger and more
complex business of our railways?

NEW BOOKS
5

in.

by

in.

,S

Bound

in cloth.

Published by the author,

1.S29

Railway

Price $1.

This is the sixth edition of Mr. Thompson's annual compilation
of noteworthy addresses and papers delivered during the year
on railway subjects. It contains 47 articles and addresses, mostly
dealing with the railway problems of the present day by some
of the most prominent railway officers and students of railway

To form

background the voluine opens with a
chapter from Seymour Dunbar's "History of Travel in America,"
which deals with stage-coaching in the days just before the
railway came. Then follows a series of addresses and a series
of papers on railway valuation and taxation, railway mail pay,
parcel post and express rates.
These include articles from
various publications, including several which have appeared in
the Railway Age Gazette.
The subject of government ownership is treated in articles by Seth Low, W. M. Acworth and
former .Senator Jonathan Bourne, Jr. Several articles arc devoted In Ihc part the railway companies are playing in the
European war. The coiuludiug chapter of the voliuno consists
of the annual statistical report of the Bureau of Railway News
and Statistics.
questions.

a

THAT ARE WORTH WHILE
MANAGEMENT

who

Won't

McVeigh

IN

RAILROAD
Detroit,

Mich.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
Railroad

statistics

are

of

two

kinds

— one

represents

the

tabulation of data setting forth facts applying to the details of
the

result

of

much

elaboration, compiled for the purpose of

labor and painstaking
showing what luit been

This class of statistics belongs to the realm of the
schoolmaster who performs endless duties day by day regardless
of how much benefit results from his labor aside from the predone.

sentation of facts.

The other kind

of statistics represents tabu-

constructive eflnciency and
showing what should be done. The difference betw-een these
two kinds of statistics is the difference between an acceptance
of what seems to be the inevitable on the one hand and what
is believed to be intrinsically beneficial on the other hand
lations

having

for

their

purpose

Successful railroad operation

Compiled by Slason Thompson, director
The Railway Library for 1'^I4.
of the Bureau of Railway News and Statistics, Chicago, III. 465 pages.
Exchange, Chicago.

STATISTICS

railroad operation,

example of government manage-

J.

a lead.

General Storekeeper, Grand Trunk Railway

hibits unfair discrimination

We

of people

would be glad to get away from it, but they want
you be the one to give it to them ?

with those of the express companies.

into complete confusion."

it

is

elusive.

It

is

so complicated

under established regulations, and its ramifications are so far
reaching, that the strongest and most efficient manager will
readily confess that there is still something for him to learn.
Managerial duties as well as the duties of other officers are so
engrossing that specialists will henceforth become an important
factor in maintaining the cntiilibruim of a well-poised ninnagement.
A certain railroad in Central Classification territorj- has been

burdened with a repetition of receiverships. Its name in the
I'pon repast has been a by-word for all that was hopeless.
cent reorganization a study was made of its operating cost and
From this study
fixed charges as compared with its revenues.
was deduced certain facts clearly established as to costs prevailing and actually accrmnci, both as to anticipated upkeep, or
maintenance, operation and administration, with due regard for
the elimination of all waste and needless expense. These units
of results of actual operating cost were applied to other units
of fixed charges and maturities. The result produced the unit
Frotn
that had to he maintaine<l for a livelihood bare of profit
this

stage

it

was easy

to

proceed to reach units of revenues

which were Required to produce profitable lesulls.
This analysis or stmlv constituted the premises or basis upon
which was built a comprehensive statistical system by which if

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
witliin (i\e days after the handling of freight the
average ton-mile revenue rate applying. This ton-mile rate is
carried along cumulatively for the fiscal year as it progresses,
and thus is made the barometer as to profit within quick hailing
distance of the watchful manager and traffic official. A detail
of the business of each station as to commodities and ton-mile
rates applicable thereto, together with the unprofitable tonnage

dplcnnincil

is a part of the tabulation, also availFreight
days after the close of each week.
constitutes 85 per cent of the revenues of the railroad referred
to, and is the prime factor in its earnings.
These statistics are not only constructively efficient, but are
vital in the profitable operation of the road, and will serve to
illustrate what is meant in the caption, "Statistics That Are

carried, separately stated,

able within

W'ortli

five

While

in

Railroad Managament."
T. D. lllNCHCLlFFE
rieneral Auditor, Detroit, Toledo

&

Ironton.

REPLYING TO "A CLERK'S PLEA"
Washington,

To THK Editor of the Railway Agl Gazette:
The article entitled "A Clerk's Plea," written by M.

D.

S.,

C.

on

Vol.

and advancement among clerks as in any department of
commerce. I believe that there is just as much chance for recognition of ability and merit as there would be in any commercial
organization. And if the clerks would apply themselves to the
means at hand, their advancement would be more rapid than it is
at the present time.
I know of good clerks who are conscientious, and as loyal to the company as any set of men, but they
are not loyal to themselves, by seeking every avenue of opinion
and grasping every opportunity to acquire greater knowledge
about their particular work.
I remember a newspaper that stated that in its Sunday edition
it was going to give the name and picture of the smartest man
in the town; in the Siuiday edition it published a picture of a
very insignificant looking man, who was the "Answers to Correspondence" editor of the paper. His entire knowledge consisted
of knowing where to go to get information.
If the railroad
clerk would examine the various circulars, pamphlets, tariffs,
newspapers, etc., that come under his observation, not to memorize them, but to know where to go for certain kinds of information, and if he would make that his maxim, he would soon be
recognized in the office as the man who could "deliver a message
tion

to Garcia."

G. B.

page 459 of your September 10 issue, is certainly a very strong
plea for better education of the railroad clerk. I must, however,
take exception to that paragraph reading:
"It is an irony of life to neglect the greatest

—

tliins-s.

Take

of

the

In writing the above paragraph,

I

fear that

M.

S.

Agent

has over-

looked the various state agricultural colleges and the Department
of Agriculture of the United States, which maintains various
experimental farms and issues farm bulletins with all of the
And stepping to the next
advantages, ideas and experiments.
largest field, the railroad, that there is no school in which a clerk

may acquire knowledge. There are several institutions throughout the country that make a specialty of this particular branch
of education.
But before we speak of the school, let us first investigate to
what extent the clerk employed in the railroad office has used
the means which are at his elbow. If he is a clerk in the traffic
department he must know something of tariffs, the adjustment
of rates, and the construction of the tariffs. Has the clerk ever
read Interstate Commerce Commission Circular 18-A, which
describes the form of tariff? Does he know how many forms of
Has he
concurrence are issued, and the application of each?
ever taken a tariff and read it through from cover to cover, or
does he only use it as a reference? Has he ever read a bill of
lading? Does he know that the "Official Guide" carries mileage
of railroads in the front part of the book? Does he know that
gives stations and distances between depots as well as carrying
time tables? Has he ever read the Act to Regulate Commerce,
with its amendments? Has he ever read the Conference Bulletin
No. 6, giving interpretations of the commission, and certain
it

(

)fhcial

THE RAILWAYS OF

the greatest

—

country agriculture and it is surprising to learn how
Step to the next
few are the institutions teaching us to be good farmers.
largest ffeld, the railroad field, and you will find no school at all."
industry

—

Directory.

CHILI
New York
:

ernment of

the

gov-

which shows all the railways, with profiles,
lengths of steamship routes between ports and to the principal
ports of the world, and considerable detailed data regarding
the length and gage of the lines, which differs somewhat from
Chili,

The

that hitherto available.

and

lines actually

all

length given includes

under construction

total length of 130 kilometers of

1914.

in

branches

all

There

double track of the

5

ft.

a

is

6

in.

gage-

Gage

Length

Feet
5

4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

6

ft.

"

"

8K
o

**

"

Meters
1.

"
«

"
"

"

3^

"

6
S'A

"

445"

1.435
1.270
1.067
i.noo
0.762
0.750
0.600

b

"

Kilometers
2,577*
29
725
184

1.676

in.

"

45!

3.S61"'
648
10

317

Total

8,502

Kms

•• Electric lines.
• Length of main line track, 2,707 kms.
••• Includes Antofogasta 657 kms. changing from 2

6 in.

to meter.

(final

locations) have been

Longitudinal

kms., which
are

ft.

made of the last
Railway, from Arica to Zapiga, 278
not included in the above.
Most of the lines

Definite studies
link in the

is

owned and operated by

the Government, the distribution be-

ing as follows
Government

5,502
3,000

Private

These are commonplace publications. My long experience in
prompts these many qticstions. It does look queer
for a tariff man who constructs a freight tariff to go ahead without consulting his specifications which are included in circular
18-A.
You would think it queer if a builder put up a building
without reading his specifications but it is done every day with

Guthrie

Freight Traffic

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
A map has been compiled and issued recently by

administrative rulings?
railroad offices

No. 13

59,

8,502

There are 160 kms. of rack railway, and two sections of
mixed gage, from Ovalle to Coquimbo and I-a Serena (5 ft. 6
in. and meter gage"), and from Toledo to Paipote (4 ft. SV? in.
F. Lavis
and meter gage).
Consulting Engineer.

tariffs.

What I have said about the traffic man, may be said of the
accounting department clerk. 1 dare say that few of them have
read the various accounting department circulars, issued by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, hut depend entirely on their
chief

clerks

and others for guidance

in

the

various accounts

chargeable.

The
F.lhcrt

enough men who have read
book about "Delivering a Message to
believe that there is just as much chance for promo-

trouble

is

Hubbard's

Garcia."

I

that there are not
little

The Suez Canal. — During

the

first six

mouths of the current

year, 1,750 ships passed through the Suez Canal, paying passenger

The cortransit dues to the amoimt of about $8.7.50,000.
responding movement in the first half of 1914 was 2,571 ships,
and the amount paid was in the neighborhood of $13,000,000. If
one deducts the number of German, Austrian and Tur'<isb. ships
which passed through the canal in the first half of 1914. and
also allow for the dues paid by them, the figures for 1915 arc
little below what has come to be regarded as the normal level.
and

Grade Crossing Elimination
The Canadian

Pacific Is

Track

2>2 Miles

Its

The Canadian

Pacific

completing

is

tlie

for

elevation of

North Toronto for a distance of about Z'A

in

involves the building of a

new passenger

its

tracks

which
North To-

miles,

station at

ronto and the rebuilding of two local freight yards. This line
is the original main line and crosses

of the Canadian Pacific
the highland a

more than two miles back from

little

front in the nortliern part of Toronto, and

tlie

lake

about four miles

is

makes

shorter than the line which

a detour soutli tlirough the
This line also avoids the grades
necessary to reach the lower ground at the lake front.
The
traffic at the present time consists of two passenger trains and
an average of five freight trains in each direction, and while
this is relatively light, it promises to be much greater in the
The line had been double tracked previously as far as
future.
the viaduct 80 ft. high over the Don valley, which at this point
is a part of Reservoir Park.
The presence of tlie railroad has made an industrial district

business district of the city.

North Toronto, Ontario

in

Completing the Elevation of
at a Cost of $2,750,000
avenue to provide for a single square subway instead of two
skew subways.
The Canadian Northern Ontario, desiring to obtain access
to North Toronto, has arranged with the Canadian Pacific for
the joint use of two tracks from a junction near Dovercourt
road to Avenue road. These joint tracks are at 13 ft. centers
and occupy equal portions of the Canadian Pacific right of
way and of the lands acquired by the Canadian Northern Ontario immediately to the north.
A service track is being provided to the north of the joint tracks for the Canadian Northern Ontario and a similar track for the Canadian Pacific on

The latter track, however, is placed 26 ft. southerly
of the nearest joint track, in order to permit the construction
of an additional main line track when this becomes necessary.
the south.

It is understood tlie cost of this section of the work will be
borne equally by the two railway companies and that the Canadian Northern Ontario will acquire the use, conjointly with

the Canadian Pacific, of the
the latter

is

Union Station and facilities which
Avenue road and Summerhill

constructing between

avenue.

The

city of Toronto bears 25 per cent of the estimated cost
grade separation based upcn the elevation of two tracks
only, including the property damages.
The street car company
pays 10 per cent of the cost of the Avenue road subway which
they occupy with two tracks, also on the basis of the elevation
of two tracks.
The cost of the Yonge street subway is sub-

of

divided

somewhat differently.
When the line was built in
company agreed to provide a subway havittg

1880 the railway

Yonge

Street

Showing Excavation

for Street

Depression

of the territory immediately adjacent to the tracks, but outside
entirely a high-class residence district, particularly

of this

it

the

Clair avenue district, of relatively recent development,

St.

is

two blocks north on a ridge overlooking the

tracks.

It

was

largely the presence of this rapidly developing residential district,

from the business center of Toronto only by

accessible

streets

crossing the railroad, which was really responsible for

movement
The project

for the elimination of the grade crossings.

the

on the west

starts

at a

grade crossing at Duf-

ferin street with a 0.4 per cent ascending grade for a distance

of

1,700

to

ft.

the

subway

first

there east the grade

is

level,

at

Dovercourt road.

or nearly

so,

as

far as

From
Avenue

road, a distance of 1J4 miles, where a 0.4 per cent grade rises
From
eastward for 1,000 ft. to the Yonge street subway.

Yongc

there

street

is

a O.S

per cent descending grade which

grade 1,800 ft. farther cast
Summerhill avenue,
at the west end of the Don valley bridge.
just west of this bridge, will continue to be a grade crossing
brings

the

track

for the present.

to

tlie

original

There are tentative plans

to divert this street

imdcr the end of the ravine bridge, a scheme
which tlic topography of the site will readily permit.
Subways have been provided at Dovercourt road, Ossington
avenue, Shaw street, Christie street, Bnthhurst street, I lowland
avenue, Spadina road, Davenport road, Avciuic road and Yongc
Albany avenue and Huron streets have been closed. A
street.
number of other streets which did not cross the railroad preto

a location

vious to the track elevation continue closed at present.

man

street

was oxfended

from Albany

street

to

BridgeB.ilhluirst

street so that the former might have an outlet through the
Davenport road and Poplar Plain
Ilowland aveinic subway.
road, which previously intersected just south of the tracks,
have been relocated between Dupont street and McPherson

Christie Street

a

head-room of

14

ft.

at its

Subway

own expense whenever

the city so

desired.

In this grade separation consideration

was given to the large
alongside the railway tracks, and as a
further development in this direction, the

industrial development

means

to

facilitate

were raised to such a height only as would permit the
existing sidings, some 21 in all, to he retained at their original
level for loading purposes, and to be brought up to the south
service track on grades of not more than 2- per cent.
With
few exceptions this has been obtained without the use of retaining walls or trestles, and was further facilitated by dropping the service track between subways oti 0.4 per cent gr.ides,
as shown on the profile.
At the inception of the project, the Canadian Pacific had
two team yards, otu- east and one west of Yongc street. No
change was rCKpiired in the yard west of ^^ln^•0 street, which
tracks

also
2

includes a

per

cent

small

approach

freight
gra<le

station,

oIIut

descending

than to provide a

from

llie

west

The

,
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yard east of Yonge

however, was entirely rearranged.
Yonge street has a capacity
of about 80 cars, and that east of Yonge street will have a
capacity of about 54 cars when completed.

As now

street,

complete, the yard west of

All of the subways consist of steel through plate girder spans
on masonry abutments with supports at the center lines of the
streets and at the curb lines except for Christie street, which

has supports at the curb lines only. As previously mentioned,
the depression of the roadway of most of the streets is considerable.
The sidewalks, however, have in most cases been
depressed only enough to give a head room of about eight ft.
and hand railings have been provided along the high curb
walls for the safety of the pedestrians.
Depression of the
streets is accomplished by 5 per cent approach grades which
involve not only the streets passing under the subways, but in
a number of instances include also some east and west streets

which intersect the subway streets just north of the tracks.
While 5 per cent grades for the streets are somewhat in excess
of those used on track elevation projects in some other cities,
they are entirely justified in Toronto, where the topography
is such that many streets have steeper grades, the maximum

By

being about 10 per cent.

the use of the shorter approaches

possible with the steeper grades,

number of

materially the

has been possible to reduce

it

damage

potential

claims.

The

streets

are paved with brick on a concrete base, this being the type
of pavement in use on a number of the streets before construction
ever,

was

started.

The

selection

by the adaptability of

this

was governed largely, howof pavement to steep

type

grades.

The head room provided
usually provided

in

save two

ft.,

14

is

it

in the

roadway

is

greater than that

In all subways
no distinction being made between streets

track

elevation

projects.

used by car lines and those not so used. At Yonge street the
head room is 18 ft. The city pays all the expenses incidental
to increasing this head room to 18 ft. from 14 ft., as provided
by the Board of Railway Commissioners.
The city was
prompted in this action by a desire to provide for future use
of double deck motor 'buses.
The substructures of all of the subways are of mass concrete except at Yonge street, where reinforced concrete, counterfort type abutments were used.
The exposed faces of the
abutments and retaining walls were not given the same treatment in all cases. As seen in the accompanying photographs,
the abutments of the Yonge street subway have paneled faces,
while the faces of the walls and abutments at Christie street
are divided into horizontal courses about 18 in. wide by the
All concrete work was done by
use of one-inch V-moIds.
This consisted almost entirely of the substructure
contract.
for the subways, as very few retaining walls were necessary.
Wells & Gray, Limited, engineers and contractors, Toronto,
had the contract for five of the subways. Jennings & Ross,
Limited, Toronto, had one, and McFarland, Pratt & Hanley,

Toronto, built the other four. The concrete for the Avenue
road subway was handled by a spout and tower. On all of the
other structures the concrete was delivered in wheelbarrows

and buggies.
cvf.

The

,

quantity of the concrete was 30,000

total

yd., exclusive of that required for paving.

On all of the subways except that for Avenue road, which
was Iniilt first, transverse I-beam floors of the ballast type
were provided !which give the unusually small depth from base
of rail to low iron of only 24% in.
This has been accomplisijed

by the use of 10

spaced

1

ft.

3

in.

in.

center

by 9

to

in.,

44-lb.

Bethlehem

sections,

The I-beams were em-

center.

in concrete finished flush with the top and bottom faces
of the heams and carried up the sides of the girders to the
Unlike most other track eleunaei; sides of the top flanges.

bedded

vatiop

of

slibways

for,, (lacn

'

were used

track
!for

.

is

more than one
independent.

cacli track,

track,

Two

spaced 11

ft.

the

steel

structure

single-strength

8

in.

girders

center to center,
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spacing of tracks, the adjacent girders
1 ft. 4 in. center to center, connected
In the same way, no doubleat intervals by diaphragms.
strength columns are used, as there is an independent bent for
each track made up of two single-strength columns connected
so

that

witli

a

13-ft.

of adjoinint; tracks are

by cross bracing. In
used in the subways.
cated and erected

all,

6,400,000

lb.

of structural steel were

The Dominion Bridge Company fabriof the subways except that for Avenue

all

which was furnished complete by the Canadian Bridge
Company.
All of the subway floors are protected by a membrane
waterproofing which was made by Simes & Brother, Toronto.
road,

•

of a layer of building paper followed by three layers

It consists

of burlap and two layers of tar felt, all mopped down with
pure rock asphalt and covered with another layer of building
paper.
The membrane was protected by an asphalt mastic
The backs
of varying thickness graded to provide drainage.

time while

557
was permitted on the other half. As fast
were raised on the filling, corresponding raises

traffic

the tracks

as

were made at the street crossings by jacking up these tracks
on the stringers and building cribs of cross ties to support
them.
To facilitate the work the tracks were raised about 8
in. at a time, corresponding approximately to the thickness of
the ties used in the cribs.
When the tracks had been raised
to the full elevation the tie cribs were replaced by pile bents,
as illustrated in the accompanying photograph, which supported the tracks during the excavation for the street depression, the construction of the masonry substructures and
until

the steel vv'ork could be erected.

From Avenue road

to Yonge street the situation did not
permit of this method, necessitating the use of a single track

of all abutments and retaining walls are covered with a waterproof membrane but without the mastic protection.

Temporary Grade Crossings

NORTH TORONTO PASSENGER STATION

The North Toronto passenger
located south of the tracks,

cific,

street, will

be replaced by a

new

station of

some SCO

the
ft.

Canadian Pawest of Yonge

more convenient

station in a

trestle

for that distance.

— Blocked

Up

as Tracks

Filling material

Were Raised

was unloaded from

while trains were operated over a single track on the lower
level.
As soon as the embankment had been placed to a sufficient width to permit laying a track on the new grade to one
side of the track on the trestle, trains were transferred to this
this

new track, and the rest of the fill completed.
The use of tie cribs for raising the tracks interrupted the
street traffic as soon as the initial lift was made.
For this
reason temporary crossings were provided at Huron street,
Albany avenue and Delaware avenue, which were not

to

be

subways.
To accomplish this with the least
number of changes the tracks were humped up at these points

provided
as

much

with
as

possible

without disturbing the

adjacent

streets

on either side or resorting to excessive grades.
Temporary
crossing planks were put down, supporting the approaches to
either side of the new embankment on tie cribs similar to those
used for raising the tracks at the other streets.
These were
raised from time to time as additional lifts were made on
the tracks. All of the filling for the track elevation came from
a shovel cut adjacent to the main track at Leaside two miles
east.
In all, 350,000 cu. yd. of filling were used.
Replacing Tie Cribs with Pile Trestle
location

on the east side of Yonge

at

-.-ll-8'c.foc-

Subway

south of the tracks.
by 120 ft., separate from
the track structure, with a baggage room to the north under
the tracks which will be served by a driveway, also under
the tracks east of the Yonge street subway.
Three baggage
truck elevators will be provided to give access to the platform
overhead. From the station building a passage way east of the

This

will consist of a building

baggage room

lead to

will

to the platforms.

The

80

street,

ft.

two passenger stairways for access

track layout at the station includes six

tracks.
There will lie two freight tracks in the center with
two westbound passenger tracks on the north and two eastbound
passenger tracks on the south side.
Each pair of passenger

tracks

form

is

spaced 31

1,100

ft.

ft.

center

long between.

to

center,

On

with an island plat-

the .south side, next to the

baggage platform 260 ft. long, to serve
southernmost passenger tracks only.
In connection with
the new work, Yonge street lias been increased in witUh 20
ft. between
Marlborough and Shaftesbury avenues, a distance
of about 7.S0 ft.
station, there will be a

Details of

Subway

Steel

Work

the

GRADINr.

From
in

Dufferin street to

place, the raise in

Avenue road

the streets being

the tracks

made

were raised

an interesting
manner by the use of tie cribs. The first operation was to
place the tracks at the street crossings on stringers and mud
sills,

rcstricling this

operation

to

one-half of

in

tlic

street

at

a

Work was started in the fall of 1<)12, and continued to date
except for a delay of six months in the spring of 1''13, when
an appeal was made to the I'rivy C'ouncil to have the tracks
raised to a higher level than tliat authorized by the Railway
Commission, thus reducing the depression of the streets. This
objection, however, was not sustained.
The work will be complete by the end of this year.
The tracks h.ue been elevated
and the last work will be the coniplotion of the passenger
station and the Yonge street subway.
The work has been handled by the cnginiering department of
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the Canadian Pacific under the direction of J. M. R. Fairbairn,
assistant chief engineer, and A. L. Hertzbcrg, division engineer, with B. Ripley, assistant engineer in immediate charge.

The

structures

were designed under the direction of P. B.

Motley, bridge engineer.

WASHING LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE*
By M.
Master Mechanic,

D. Franey

New York

Central, Elkhart, Ind.

The New York Central engine house in Chicago is located at
Englewood station, near Indiana avenue and 63d street. It is
adjacent to the White City, a popular amusement park, and
surrounded by a very desirable residential district. The citizens
are very insistent on the abatement of smoke, and object to
tlie excessive use of the blower which is sometimes necessary
for this purpose. While the New York Central locomotives west
of Buffalo are equipped with the steam jet smoke consumer,
which induces a flow of air above the fire and under the brick
arch, and large blower capacity consisting of two l^-'n. blowers, one on the right and one on the left side, it is found that these

plant

was

Vol.
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built at Elkhart, Ind., capable of taking care of

one

To more
locomotive, which gave results beyond expectation.
thoroughly test the device, an experimental plant was built at
Collinwood, Ohio, to take care of several locomotives. Willi
the data collected from this experimental plant, the present
smoke washer at Englewood was designed and constructed. The
only drawback was in securing material that would withstand
the powerful action of the various acids resulting from the

combination of the gases, the solids and water.
The Englewood engine house has 30 stalls, in which from
80 to 100 locomotives are handled every 24 hours. It is built
without a single smoke jack leading direct to the atmosphere. In

washing the smoke, a large concrete tank is used, 22 ft. by 32 ft.
This is subdivided by separating walls into three basins, each
of which is lined on the interior with dressed lumber set in
about lyi in. from the concrete. The space between the concrete
and the lining is filled with tar. Wooden pins, instead of nails,
are used for fastening the lining, in order to resist the action of
The drawings show the plan and elevation of the
the acids.
tank, the stack, the three hoods, the three ducts connecting the
fan with the concrete basin, the fan and motor and the elbow

A.
/

^

Locomotive Smoke-washirg Plant
appliances are of

little

assistance in the elimination of

smoke

a cold locomotive. This was the
great problem which confronted the mechanical officers of the
New York Central in 1910, when it was foimd necessary to

when

building a

build a

wood

new

fire

in

new engine house and terminal

facilities at

the Engle-

O. M. Foster, master mechanic

in this territory at that time,

smoke-washing devices which had been

tried at other places with partial success, conceived the idea of

forcing the

smoke through

a large

body of water, by means of a

fan separating the unconsumed carbon from the gas, permitting
the latter to escape through a high stack and holdmg the carbon
and other solids in suspension in the water. D. R. MacBain,

who had made a life-long study
smoke-abatement devices, approved of the plan. A small

superintendent of motive power,
of

Englewccd Engine Hcuse

connecting the fan with the large smoke duct in the engine
house to which the smoke jacks connect.
large smoke duct, 60 in. in diameter at the center and
tapering to 36 in. at the ends, extends around the engine house

A

above the smoke stacks of the
headed in and standing in
normal position. This smoke duct was built of transite material, and is connected with drop pipes leading down to each pit.
In each of these drop pipes is a damper which is closed when
Leading from each drop pipe is a
the jack is not in use.
telescopic jack made of cast iron and supported from the roof.
These telescopic jacks have vertical, lateral and longitudinal
movement to accommodate different positions of the locomotive
stack. They are raised and lowered by a walking beam, counterbalanced with a weight and operated from the wall of the engine
house. The damper is opened and closed from this same point.
Near the center of the house a large elbow connects into the

just under the roof

locomotives

station.

after a careful study of

at ihe

• Abstract of n paper presented at the tenth annual
International Association for the Prevention of Smoke.

convention of the

when

and

the

directly

latter

are

I

September

top of

tlie
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60-in. transitc duct

and leads down

plate, douI;le-iiilet fan, capable of

to a 7S-in. steel

gases are forced from the fan through the three smoke ducts

of gases

The water being
thoroughly agitated at this point by the steam jets referred to,
the gases are engulfed by the spray and wave action of the water
and pass out through the top of the first hood into the second
hood or bell, which, it will be remembered, has a closed top.
They are forced down below the lower edge of this hood and
pass to the third hood, and out of tl'.e water into the stack.
The carbons and solids are separated from the pases as they
are forced through the water and rise to the top of the water
in the tank in the form of a black, foamy scum.
The gases
pass out through the stack as a white vapor, practically odorIn handling 80 locomotives in 24 hours, from 8 to 10
less.

handling 08,000 cu.

ft.

500 deg. per minute, at a total static pressure of 14 in. at the
fan outlet, and at a speed of 950 r.p.m. The fan is belt-driven
by a 300 hp. constant speed, 300-400 r.p.m. motor. A smoke duct
leads from the fan to each of the three concrete basins, the
at

coming directly under the hoods referred to
There are three hoods in each tank. Tlie top of the
interior hood is open, while the top of the second hood is closed
similar to a bell; the top of the third or outer hood is open and
connects with the stack, which is approximately 60 ft. high.
The three smoke ducts leading from the fan, the hoods and the
outlet to each duct

above.

stack arc

made

of

wood pinned

togctlier with pegs instead of

>-.
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into the water, passing out into the first hood.

A,

Plan of Locomotive Smske-washing Plant at the E-ijlewood (Chicago) Engine House of the
nails.

The lower

portions of the three hoods extend

the concrete basin and arc submerged

An

8-in. hole is

provided

in

in

down

in

each of the separating walls to

insure a uniform level of water in the three basins.

A

special

overflow pipe is provided to maintain 14 in. of water in the tanks
,
»
../
and to prevent the carbon from cscapmg uito the sewer. A 1!4,

in.

,

high-pressure steam

ing towards the outlet,
,

,

.

,

jet,
is

.

,

with proper elbow and nozzle point-

located

,1.,
1 lie

in

each of the three ducts and
r

1

purpose of these steam jets is
to accelerate and thoroughly mix the gases with the water and
prevent them passing through the water in large bubbles. The
close to

tlie

concrete tank.

barrels of carbon are obtained

after

.,

is

thoro'.i,t;hly

taken from the smoke washer.

is

it

material

is

An

This

steam-dried

anal>sis of this

as follows:

,

Moisture

r.irlmn
fr"m''oxid'e'

S

Central

from the smoke washer.

has the appearance of lampblack, and

water.

the

New York

'.'.'.'.'."."..'.".".".".".'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.".

lirin

C.nlcium

oxide

.1

•>

.s.'

i.

per cent
per rem

V'r \"r
is per

""!
cciii

Irnce

The sulphur and sulphuric .icids arc retained in the water.
The city smoke department of Chicago and the nearby residents
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on numerous

with the results obtained and

pleased

are well

occasions have complimented the plant ver\- highly.

The

is

from

where the property conditions are favorable.
Owing to the property conditions and to the fact that the Englewood plant is an experimental one, the actual cost was somewhat greater. We made an investigation some time ago as to

$15,000 to $18 000,

.
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Industrial accidents to

employees.

working

While

estimated cost of making such an installation

Vol.

on

tracks or bridjjes.

.

.***

28

freight
houses, engine- ***

At

4,769

28

4,769

IS

s'.a'ions,

houses, etc
In and around shops. .***
On boats and wharves.***
**
At othir places

Total

15

5.453

16

10,064

2

361

7

935

••*

"•

68

21,582

42

2,631

485

30,588

• ••

• •»
• ••

• »•
• »*

7

5,453
10,064
361
935

68

21,582

1.650

35,428

16
2

«••
«*•

• »•

the cost of operation

Grand

COST OF OPERATION PER DAY OF

M

@

Water, 18,255 gallons.

HOURS

24

7 cents per
Coal, 10.86 tons, Im $1.75 per ton
Electricity, 3,360 kilowatt lirs.,
$0.0129

$1.2S
19.00
43.34

@

Total

HOURS

Fires maintained

7.11

electrical

due

cost

Total

2,209

1,123

following,

\.\.-

presents

Condensed snmmarx of

fatalities.

Bulletin Bulletin
No. 54 No. 51
13
s
52
37
99
48
14
44

Bulletin

Item
No. 55
Passengers killed in train accidents
6
Passengers killed, all causs
42
Fmployees Con <Uity) LMled in train accidents
54
Employees (on duty) killed in coupling
26
Employees (on duty) killed, total
374
Total passengers and employees (items 2 and
5. above)
416
Other persons killed (including trespassers,
non -trespassers, and employees not on

1

2
3

$56.43

5

This makes the net cost of operating the washer $7.19 per
day of 24 hours ($63.62 less $56.43). It is expected that we will
be able to find a profitable use for the lampblack reclaimed by
the smoke washer. This would, of course, result in still further
decreasing the net cost of operation and might possibly show a

lA,

Table No.

8.52

to sliding scale rate

....

comparison with the
quarterly bulletin next preceding and with the bulletin covering
the corresponding quarter of the previous year:

24

$40.80

bult

(ires

Reduced

No.

Table

$63.62

SAVING EFFECTED BY THE USE OF WASHER PER DAY OF
New

total

4
6
7

duty),

causes

all

Employees

8

608

463

660

1,166

1,617

1,369

68

82

79

1,650

2.162

2,108

killed in industrial accidents

Grand

The

426

(items

total

number of

total

6,

and 8)

7,

collisions

and derailments reported was

profit.

We

have found that where the

draft from the fan

is

are properly started the

fires

sufficient to

draw

gases from the

off the

locomotive without the use of the blower. This means a decided
reduction in the amount of water used, due to not using the
steam blower, and also means a decided saving in coal consumption,

due to the reduced

of some

draft.

tests, it is difficult to

While we have quoted the

obtain a set figure as to the

Table No.

American Smoke Washing Company, incorporated in Illinois,
of which S. K. Dickerson, 5120 Greenwood avenue, Chicago, is
secretary.

The

Commerce Commission has

Interstate

Derailment due to
Defects of roadway,
Defects of equipment..
Negligence
Unforeseen obstruction
Malicious obstruction
Miscellaneous causes
.

Accident

States during January, February and March,

The

1,972.

number of

total

inchiding

industrial

The

and 35,428 injured.

killed

of

casualties

accidents,

was

accidents

1915.

and of

65,

classes

all

37,078;

are

or

1,650

summarized

as

.

Total collisions
railments

Casualties to persons

1.

—Steam

lows

Passcnp-rs

duty)

jurcd

Killed

Total persons

passers)
In-

In-

Killed

jured

In-

Killed

jured

In-

Killed

jured

Train accidents.
Collisions

1

Derailments

5

478
589
4

Total

6

1,071

MisccllniK-oiis train
accidents, including
boiler explosions

364
329

2

26

1

23

6

157

2

2

8

163

54

850

5

51

65

1,972

13

35

16
41

868
941

acci-

,

Accidents

roadway

ment
Other

(212)
or

causing

not

to
brid^'cs
derail-

Accidents

(classes C3
inclusive)

Total

to

C12,
36

1.560

363

8,156

1.II8

2,158

1,517

11,874

42

2,631

417

9.006

1,123

2,209

1,582

13,846

467,843

10
4
6

474
174

347,906
562,751
44,373

52
89

Q
6

6

28
124

20,267
257,786

1,628

41

941

1,296,444

2,391

57

1,809

1,764,287

3,185
3.982
3,903

112
143

217

2,165
3,338
4,251

2.343,957
3.019.409
3,368,125

63.361

accidents

during this quarter were

The

accidents occurred as fol-

Louis

Seaboard Air Line
Pennsylvania

Georgetown &

&

&
Wabash
Wabash

East
S.

Liberty,

Mo

Callahan, Fla
Port. .Fair Oak, Ohio
Irving, N.

Line

Pennsylvania
Oregon Short Line
Bait. & Ohio
Denver & Rio G
Nevada-Cal. -Oregon
Denver & Rio G

T

..

Olathe,

Erie

Jan.

1,

Jan.

3,

Jan.

4,

Jan. 15,
Jan. 19,
Jan. 23,
Jan. 30,

Jan. 30,

Feb.
Feb.
American Falls, Idaho... Feb.

Y

1,

2,

Butting collision
Derailment
Derailment
Derailment
Derailment
Derailment
Side collision
Derailment
Butting collision

Pear

collision

Derailment
Feb. 19, Derailment
Younpstown, Ohio
Fountain, Colo
Feb. 22, Derailment
Horse Lake, Cal
Feb. 23, Pear collision
filenwood .Springs, Colo. .Mar. 2, Derailment
Sholburn, Ind
Mar. 4, Derailment
Elsinore Jn., Cal
Mar. 5, Derailment.
Carber, 111
Mar. 5, Putting collision
Sfrahan. Iowa
Mar. 1 6. Derailment
Mar. 29, Derailment
Forcstville, Wis

111

Fe

Ahnapee & West
railicny.':

5,

renortinc to the commission

Cnot included

had 76 persons killnd durintr the
quarter, and 1023 injured; and there were 32 collisions and 14
derailments.
Train accidents are charged with four fatalities.
The total numlier of passengers killed from all causes was 4;
and of employees 8 (3 in industrial accidents'). The number
of trespassers struck or run over by cars was 83 (20 killed and
in

dents.

868

17

Kans
Emmons, Minn
Runnells, Iowa
Osgood, N. C
rilen Eyre, Pa
Sizerville, Pa

F

S.

St.

Electric
Other than train

Twenty

& Quincy.

&

Minn. &
Wabash

A.

312

16

:

Lovtis

Chic.

8

$119,543
84,037
24,432
239,831

11

tables are given, classifying certain kinds of acci-

detail.

in

to

road and
equipment

de-

Total for same quarter of
1Q14
1913
1912

Cin.,

railways.

Employees (in- Other persons
eluding em(trespassers
ployces not on and non-tresCauscs

and

Injured
333
212

286

,

.

Total

Atlantic Coast

follows
Table No.

423
762
66
74

.

.

.

St.

reported,

545

.

the United

injured

4
4

Total

Chic, Burl.

was

101
63
55

investigated by the inspectors.

issued

of persons killed in train accidents

Killed

Putting
Train separating
Miscellaneous

Bulletin No. 55, containing the record of railway accidents in

The number

Number

Rear

dents

No. 55

trains.

and derailments.

Damage

The usual

ACCIDENT BULLETIN

Collisions

2.

Classes.
Collisions:

amount

water consumption is materially reduced on engines stored under
the smoke jack and influenced by the draft of the smoke washer
fan.
The temperature of the firebo.x is more even and the
fire-up man is able to handle a larger number of locomotives.
This smoke washer is operated under patents controlled by the

and 149 derailments affected passenger

lisions

results

of coal and water consumed by an engine at a terminal, due to
varying conditions, such as smoke restrictions, temperature of
the weather, and the human element or fire-up men. However,
the tests showed to our entire satisfaction that the coal and

(763 collisions and 1,628 derailments), of Avhich 100 col-

2,391

the

foreo'oin"'

63 injured).

statistics)

Annual Meeting
Review

of

of the

Railway Signal Association

Committee Reports, Dijcussions and Cther BusiConvention Held in Salt Lake City Last Week

ness at the

The

twentieth annual convention of the Railway Signal Asso-

ciation

was held

tember

14,

15

in

and

the Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, Sep-

President T.

16,

&

of the Atchison, Tcpeka

Stevens, signal engineer

S.

Santa Fe,

in the chair.

The

attend-

ance was particularly representative of the western signal men,
the total registration being 238.
After an invocation and an address of welcome by S. C. Park,
mayor of Salt Lake City, President Stevens read his annual
address.
lie emphasized particularly the responsibility of the
individual members in the conduct of the association's affairs,
urging careful attention to the selection of the very best available

men

for the officers and to the casting of individual votes

analyzed the effect of passing aiding location on the capacity of
single-track and developed fiirrtltilae for determining the theoreti-

number of passing sidings on
a given piece of single-track rbad to secure the maximum capacity in trains per day and ioi determining the theoretical number of trains that can be rtin with a given number and arrangecally correct locations of a given

inent of sidings.

The committee recomnletitlfea
Manual to the effect tliat

the

recommended standard for
and permanent way strucequipment^ adopted by the American Railway

limiting clearance lines

tures and rolling

may

Association,

ings of that association.

of the association to increase its practical value by adopting the
conclusions of the Board of Direction as a guide for actual

to revision

practice

whenever possible; and

if

the

result

of the associa-

satisfactory financial condition.
SIGN.'iLING

The report of Committee

I

PE.\CTICE

covered switch indicators, eco-

nomics of signal maintenance, capacity of single-track and a
reference to the A. R. A. clearance diagram. The adopted clause
covering

the

of

requisites

or

more

tracks.

for switch indicators,
such indicators on roads of two

installation

specifically relates to the use of

After a careful study of the conditions ob-

ifl

was considered preferable

the Manual, because

it

is

subject

placed in the Alanual.

Discussion.— K. M. Phitliiey (C. & N. W.) presented, by letter,
suggestions on tlie proposed additional requisites for

several

switch indicators, including
clause, a combination of

ai

revision of the previously adopted

three paragraphs into one, and
an alternative revision ot the wording in paragraph 1, to cover
the objection that, under certain conditions, the signals referred
to do not give the nece.ssarV information.
In view of the apparent merit in the suggestion the chairman, C. C. Anthony
(P. R. R.), suggested that the '/jbject be referred back to the
committee and a motion to (hat effect was carried. In a brief
discussion on the study of fhe relation of passing track location
and line capacity, Mr. JJodgson said that further investigation
led

him

tile first

to believe that

sidings increase the capacity of a

la(i

railway line three-fourtlid

statements of practice, with the recommendation that they be
submitted to letter ballot for adoption, and if passed, be inserted

as

Manual following

the latest issue of the Proceed-

by the A. R. A.i and in case of revision a period of
many months might elapse Dfcfore the correct diagram could be

taining on single-track, the committee presented the following

in the

ih

I'his action

to reproducing the diagraiti

cannot be adopted, constructive criticism should be

submitted as a help in correcting errors.
The report of the secretary-treasurer showed a membership
of 1,257, an increase of 20 during the past year, and a very

third rail

foi"

be found

on propositions submitted to letter ballot. He also emphasized
the need of the members co-operating with the managing officers

tion's efforts

that a statement be inserted in

the

tii

a train per high speed train run,

compared with the Capacity of the

line

when

single sidings

are provided.

the requisites of installation for switch

MECliAMfCAL INTKRLOCKING

indicators.

Where

there are signals govern'ng movements in both directions
near a switch that trainmen at the switch can observe their
indica'.ions, such signals will give the necessary information and switch
indicators are unnecessary.
Where a s gnal governing in one direction is located as above and
(2)
a signal governing in the opposite direction is not so located, a switch
indicator may be used to give the information not obtainable from a signal.
(3) Where signals govern ng in both directions are not located as above,
two switch inditalors may he used, one for each direction.
Kach switch indicator may, as to trains in one direction, serve the
(4)
same purjioses and be controlled in the same way as on lines of two or
(1)
located

more

so

traclts.

In the case of a system in which a train moving bcyonc! one pass(5)
ing siding controls signals governing movements be. ween that passing
siding and the next, a switch indicator may be so conlrolled as to indicate
the approach of a train at and from the signal located adjacent to the
next pass ng siding.

A

Committee II presented i code of specifications for electromechanical interlocking. Tile discussion brought out a number
of points in which the Jil-Cf)oscd specifications differ from the
mechanical interlocking Specifications, and for this reason the
subject

was referred back

ti)

the committee.

Interlocking

I'OWfeti

Committee III, on Powfii* Interlocking, submitted specifications for fiber conduit, Incihtlbcent lamps and electro-pneumatic
interlocking,

which were rfecoitimcnded for submission to

ballot.

letter

,
I

The specifications for IlIJH Kbnduit were referred back to the
committee following nuttlftftttls suggestions by Mr. Anthony
based on quotations front lllii S|K'cifications of the Pennsylvania

maintenance was
Because the
main controlling power of signal apparatus is electrical and because the special training required is so different, a combination
of signal and track forces is not recommended as a means of
obtaining economy and efficiency in signal inaintcnancc.
Occasionally it will be foiuid practicable and economical t<i combine
forces engaged in maintaining electrical features on a railroad

copper sulphate with a recbftitfiendation for its acceptance and
submission to letter ballot, 'Thtse specifications, as now revised,

with

cover, in the opinion of

final

report on the economics of

submiltcd, containing the

those

inaintainitig

signal

following conclusions:

signals;

but as a general proposition
he produced to a higher degree by
co-opcralinn than by combination, and this rests entirely with

economy and
the

officer

efficiency

in

charge,

will

in

the

arrangement

of

llu-

forces

Railroad. The other two spceiHtatioiis were accepted with minor
connections brought out Ih tilt discussion.
All'tdMATlc BLOCK

Committee IV subniitied

for crystallized

tltd fcOmmiitee, a product which can he
furnished by the manufactiltitij willunit an increase over present
prices, and which will givd llt« railroads a satisfaclory article.

The

specifications

available.

A monograph by !•". L. Dodgson, consulting engineer of ihc
General Kailway Signal Comp.my, was presented in conneclion
with the report on the capacity of single-track.
This paper

rtlvlsed specifications

were

acct'pteil

practically wilhout change.

MAnOai. iikhk

Commitlce

V

submitted Ibf consideration and submission to
following codes of instniclions:
Testing and
maintaining dry cells, malHlalhing gravity cells and maintaining
lillcr

ballot

the
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caustc soda

The

cells.

report

was accepted

submission to

for

letter ballot.

four different manufacturers.

Committee VI submitted 21 revised drawings and 6 new drawings, as follows:

lf)22
102,1

1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1043
1044
1045
1056
1059
1065
1070
1196
1107
1198
1233
1360
1361
1397

Guides for Vertical Connections on Signals

Crank lira ket Tittngs for Pipe Post
Crank Erarket Fittinss for Pipe Post
Ladders for Mechanical Ground Masts
Ladder Parts
Ladders for Bracket Posts, etc
Ladder Clamps and Stays
(~'ne-arm Mechanical Ground .Signal (New)

March, page

07

March,
March,
March,
March,
March,
March,
March,
March,
March,
March,

page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page

68
09
70

page
page
page
page
page

145

Two-arm Me-hanical (iround Sijjnal (New)
Three-arm Mechanical Ground Signal (New)
May,
Terminal Blocks
Miy.
Clamp for Base of Ground Masts
May,
Blade for Upper-Quadrant Signals
May,
B nding Post
Guides for Vertical Connection on Bracket Posts. .March,
Two-lever Wall Machine (New)
March,
Crank Brackets and Bracket Posts
Sept. 14,
Me-hani,al Dwarf Signal Spectacle, etc
May.
Tang Ends and Screw Jaws
May.
Adjus'ing Crank and Assemhiy
Two-lever Wall Machine (New)
March,
Plate III, Symhols (Revised)
'.

.

In addition to

tlie

signal spectacles

71

72
73

74
75

76
77

140
147
148
78

page 79
page 538
page 149
page 150

page

80

above, drawing No. 1233, meclianical dwarf

and lamp bracket support was re-subinitted for

standardizing

on

its

a

make

it

under

has

coininittee

tings to

the

consideration

switch-and-lock

movement, arranging the

universal so that the crank

pivot, thus providing the

desirability

may

of
fit-

be reversible

means of applying the movement

by reversing the crank and admitting
of the lock and operating rods being contiguous, which cannot
be done with the present standard movement. The revised movement which the committee has under consideration would be
more costly than .some of the present smaller movements, and
a short discussion as to the need of such a standard was thereThe committee also has under consideration
fore requested.
further revision of the approved signal symbols.
The manufacturers have appointed representatives to confer with the
committee on this subject. A sub-committee has been investigating the desirability of standardizing the sizes of roundels and
lenses pritnarily to reduce to the minimum the number of sizes
This sub-committee is also looking into the matter of
used.
standardizing hatid lamp globes.
All of the plans were accepted for submission to letter ballot
and several meinbers spoke in favor of the proposed new switch
and lock movement, offering suggestions for the committee's
to a lifting block derail

.

now

with the contact inaterials

contact should have a pressure of not less than

in

V/i

The matter of material and dimensions for contact and
contact springs has been discussed by the committee, and while
cannot he specified delinitely, it is thought the fame
can be obtained by specifying the contact resistance after
tain number of operations.
A series of tests made on the Buffalo, Rochester &
burgh showed the resistance occasioned by an engine

result

this

a cerPitts-

and a
be .000277 ohm,

empty flat cars on the main line to
and with one truck of a flat car within the fouling section of a
siding that was seldom used, to be .0382 ohm. In the latter case
the signal for that block did not go to the stop position. These
string of

tests

show the necessity

class condition

if

for maintaining fouling sections in first-

In an

they are to insure adequate protection.

investigation of the reasons for adopting the present standard

by James Anderson, signal inspector. New
is reached that a low
resistance relay will (one) readily detect broken rails: (two)
be operative in places where low ballast resistance would make
a high resistance relay inoperative, and (three) fail to release
where conditions prevent a low wheel resistance from being

four-ohm track

York

relay,

Central, Lines West, the conclusion

On

maintained.

approval.

The

to indicate that

relays,

ounces.
Jo'inial Refcvcticc

Tit'e

Crank and Jaw Pins (New)
One-inch Signal Pipe anj Coupling
Guide Clamps, Bra hets and Caps, etc
Cuidc Clamps for Vertical Connections
(luiHe SrpporJs and Caps for, etc

1015
1020
1U21

seemed

use, each

made

one each from
The resistance measured in these

Purdue University on some four-point

tests

No. 13

59,

Also, the results of a series of tests

lays v/as presented.
at

STANP-\RD nnsicNS

No.
lOlO

Vol.

(one)

the

other hand, a high-resistance relay

shunt out with a high wheel resistance,

readily

will

(two)

be inoperative in places where low ballast resistance prevails,
and (three) fail to release with broken rails. The committee
requested an expression from the members on the following
points: (1) Is it desirable to express pick-up and drop-away
resistance of all relays under 100 ohms, in volts, and mil-amperes?

Shall

(2)

we adopt

and a ma.ximum average of
Shall

we recommend

maximum

a

.5

of

.7

ohms

resistance

ohms, for 500,000 operations?

the use of

4-ohm track

(3)

more

relays of not

than four front contacts per relay?
(4) Shall we continue the
relay as a standard type relay?
(5) Is it desirable to

4-ohm

drop-away point of the 4-ohm relay?
It was the sense of the convention that the questions raised by the committee should be settled by investigation
and research rather than by discussion, and the members limited
themselves, therefore, to discussing the methods used by the
committee so far and the lines along which future itivestigation
Mr. Anthony complimented the
could profitalily be directed.
committee on the start that has been made and expressed the
hope that it would be possible to determine that combination of
the controllable features of the track circuit which will give
raise the

Discussion.

—

the best results.

benefit.

RELAYS

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Committee VI 1 recommended that no changes be made

in

the present specifications for relays until a thorougli investigation can be

made

to

determine just what

is

needed.

One

the important changes will be the standardization of parts.

of

This

matter has been referred to the manufacturers' representatives,
with the request that they reach an agreement on as many parts
as possible.

The committee

AND

A.

SIGNALING

C.

Committee VIII submitted descriptive data covering installaof alternating current signals on 19 steam and electric
roads, and specifications for reactors for line and track circuits.
It was also recommended that the committee be assigned the
duty of re-editing all alternating current signal writc-ui)s which
has furrtished and all other prominent articles written on
it

tions

alternating current signaling, this material to be put
is

of

tlie

opinion,

first,

that

the

ideal

relay

should pick up and release at the same point, and that a practical
relay can perhaps be made that will approach thit ideal condition
more closely than the present design second, the energy required for operating the relay should be increased the ainount

for publication for the information of the
ciation

and others.

The

members

in

shape

of the asso-

report was accepted without discussion.

STOR.MIE DATTERY

AND CHARGING EQUIPMENT

;

;

of current consumed in operating the relay should more nearly
approach the total ainount of current supplied to the track circuit; third, a more economical, though perhaps more costly, relay can be designed, one that will

require less ei)ergy, or one

wider margin with the same expenditure of
energy. It is believed that a relay can be designed that will be
practically free from failure to release because of broken-rail
Conditions, provided there is no serious interference from foreign
current.
An abstract of the results of tests made by various
roads to dcterinine the proper drop-away values for track rethat

will

give a

X

submitted for acceptance as information data
Committee
in regard to ordering lead stationary storage battery of types
other than pure lead, also data covering typical cost of current
for line charging storage battery.
description

of

storage

battery,

It

was recommrndcd

lead

Mainial, be eliininatcd as obsolete and
sufiicicnt

sented
letter

type,

appearing

misleading, and

in

the

not of

importance to warrant revising. The committee prethe approval of the convention and subinission to

for

ballot,

the

specifications

for

nickel-iron-alkaline

battery, including the corrections requested at the
It

that the

reported that considerable

May

storage

meeting.

work has been done on a com-

SEPTEMnER
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Chicago; J. V. Wcstcott, Q & C Co., Chicago; J. Warren
Young, Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co.. New York, and
F. C. Lavarack, United Electric Apparatus Co., New York.

bincd Iiyclrometer and thermometer for stationary storage battery work, and

it

Co.,

lioped this will be ready for the associa-

is

tion by anotlier year.

The

was accepted without

.report
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discussion.

EEECTRic... xEsrt.c

The

•

...

.,

c

.

ress report, with a request
.

-

,

,

1-

»•

i

•

c

ii

G.

P.),

(S.

i-i

Thomas

K.

&

(A. T.

practice on their lines for the testing of circuits and
»
A
Mr. Anthony
mentioned »i
the use ofc a card record
,.
,,
u c t ^
c
_
to show the result of tests of everj' single-wire circuit on some
divisions of the Pennsylvania.
W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C.) pave
f ,1
'r
tr -I
.1
XT
\7
die following causes of insulation failures on the New York
^
^
^
r
xu
Central, as determined from a three-year record
tlie

ii«^

apparatus.

1

,.1

•

•

,

,

,

1

I

•

1

.

•

I

•

I

1

1

r

Mice eating insulation
Broken conductors

SO per cent.

30

joints

"^

||

lU

Failure through mechanical injury

5

'

Direct

5

"

of

failure

insulation

'

.

The

,

special

.,,

T

•

»•
o
Protection

•

,.

committee on Lightning
1

u

\

c

presented for

c
lU
ir
».
the approval of the convention and for submission to letter
1u
11
1
i-u
II
r)
V
c
ballot
the rfollowing:
Requisites
for lightning arresters cfor.
,.
1-1
u
c
u
r
-c
signaling, requisites
tor
choke
coils tor signaling, and specihca.,

I

•

1-

r

1.^
vacuum-gap lightning

^
presented
,

c

t

J.

•

.

,

.

.

•

^,

I

.

t

..

1

•

T-i

i

•»

the requisites were
.
»i
c

arresters,

r
c,
considering the suggestions oftorm, after
^ ^ J
iTi
^ J
ca.
stated meeting. The report was accepted after
•

1

in revised

fered at the last

•

,.

1

»

•

•

\

..

tions tor

•

1

I

1

•

i.

.

,.

a brief discussion.

and passenger terminals of a large railroad sys*'" "'/^ '^^ hkened to an immense stomach in which the func"°" "^ ArgesUug and assimilating the traffic is constantly taking

As in the process
of digestion,
there
are
many
°
^
'
^
^ j functions
^
taking place simultaneously, but all co-ordinated with
v
l
a
» csingle
„ v.
place.

,

.

•

i
'
.

.

^

fhe operation of, a freight terminal has become an vextremely
j
^
.,
,
important part of railway service.
It might
said
be
it '^
is
>'
•'
a
^ that
-^ ="
,
tar more important in its relation to the prompt handling of traf^^^-^ -^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ necessity for
p^ t,^^„ ^^.j^^, ^^^^ ^^^^.j^^
handling promptly voluminous traffic through numerous arteries
jj^ ^ congested district without the means of expansion found in
^^^er branches of the service, and a generally accepted practice
^f „,;„„ j^g terminal district as a storage ground for all classes

officers

were elected

,

v.

>,

.

.

..',.

'

.

•^•-

•

•.

traflic.

Successful operation depends primarily
^ on a well-planned track
'
'.^
_,
layout.
may possess every qua ification
1 he operating officers
°
•„
,
necessary, but their efforts will, to a large extent, be fruitless,
,^.
...
.
,
if 'he design of the yard is such as to prevent
the
free
and
'
_
,
,
uninterrupted movement of the traffic.

.^.

.

.

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

.

,

,

,

,

,

r,,

,

,

.

•

,-

„-

,,
r
,,
lo handle
a freight terminal successfullv demands an em'
,,
r
cient organization, controlled by practical men, preferab y those
"
,.
/
^
who have worked up through the ranks, and who have dis,,
,,,.,.
,,
played ability to handle and develop the latent qualities of subordinates
men who are broad-minded, fair in their dealings
with the public and employees, and who possess the necessary
.

.

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

',

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

;

for

the

coming year:

to protect

t^ct

ham, signal engineer. Great Northern, St. Paul, Minn. second
vice-president, W. H. Elliott, signal engineer. New York Central,
Lines East, Albany, N. Y.
secretary-treasurer, C. C. Rosen-

'"""^

berg, Bethlehem, Pa.

'"g^, at

W.

,

i

f'-e'S'^t

Eck, signal and electrical engineer, Southern
Railway, Washington, D. C. first vice-president, Charles A. DunPresident,

i_

,

CLOSING BUSINESS

The following

r

^^"^

of

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
r,,,

.

,

,

future work.

in

Anthony (P. R. R.) and G. H. Drydcn (B. & O.)

S. P.), C. C.

_,,,.,.

Ij'^ C. JnI. Himmelbercer
_
„.
„ .,
„
buperintendent, Raritan River Railroad

«

for the

for constructive discussion

guidance of the committee
Discussio„.-P^u\ Dinkel
outlined

^^^ FREIGHT TERMINAL*

committee on Electrical Testmg presented a prog-

special

fully the interests

J.

tagonizing shippers

who

;

of

t'^e

handling of

of the

company without an-

are not familiar with the complex natraffic

through a busy terminal,

;

;

directors, C. J. Kellowav, signal engineer,
Atlantic Coast Line, Wilmington, N. C.
A. H. Yocum, signal

The

terminal trainmaster, the general yard master, and the
freight agent should, from time to time, hold joint staff meet-

which there should be representatives of

;

assistants in charge of the distribution

all

classes of

of traffic in the difTer-

;

engineer, Philadelphia
signal

engineer,

Wis.; and

&

Reading, Philadelphia. Pa.

Chicago,

W. M.

Milwaukee &

&

Paul,

:

J.

C. Mill,

Milwaukee,

Vandersluis, signal engineer, Illinois Central.

Cliicago; nominating committee, F. C.
Elgin, Jolict

St.

Eastern. Joliet,

111.

;

Stuart, signal

engineer,

Oswald Frantzen, supervisor

York, New Haven & Hertford, Boston. Mass.;
P. F. Biklc, assistant foreman of signals, Pennsylvania Railroad,
Johnstown, Pa., and J. P. Spocrl, signal foreman, Chicago &
North Western, West Chicago, 111. The Grand Hotel. Mackinac
Island, Midi., was chosen as the place for the 1916 meeting.
of signals,

New

ent districts of territories which comprise the general terminal
district.

successful operation of a yard, the yard office should
supphed with a good card waybill rack, preferably along the
''"e^ of that recommended by Mr. Droege in his book on "Freight
Terminals and Trains," which allows a quick selection of the
<=ard waybills desired when cars are ready for movement.
'f '^^s been contended that it is good practice to have the
Ja""'' c'e^l^s (instead of conductors) in the initial yard prepare
''''^ f"'" ""ecord for cars forwarded, and to hold them responsible
^'o'' ''i<=

''^

for the condition of the cars, sliipments, seal

ENTERTAINMENT

The annual dinner on Wednesday

night was addressed by
formerly signal engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukcc & St. Paul, and for several years one of the most active
members of the association, and by Governor Spry, of Utah. The
western team defeated the easterners in the annual ball game on
Thursday afternoon by a score of 6 to 1. Other entertain-nont
features included a trip to Emigration Canyon for the ladies,
and to Salt Air Beach for the entire parly, a special organ recital in the Mormon tabernacle and the annual ball.
L.

R.

Clausen,

S.

A.

A.

EI.KfTION

At the annual business meeting of the Signal Appliance Assoelation the following officers were elected for the coming year;
Chairman, E. E. Hudson, Thomas A. Edison, Inc., New York;
vire-rbairman. K. M. Fisher, Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Clvraio
sccrctiry-treasurer, F. W. Edmunds. Drcsscl Riihvav Lamp
Works, New York; executive committee, L. Thomas. General
Railway Signal Co., Chicago; J. M. bit?gcr,ild. Railroad Supply

records,

correct

and numbers, and the acompanying card waybills, thereby
relieving the conductor of work of this character, enabling him
to move the train from a yard with the least possible delay,
This method is a most economical means of handling matters
in connection wdth outbound movement of cars, as it eliminates
holding an entire crew and the payment of their wpgcs during
the time that the conductor is checking his train and correcting
the errors which may be found.
Assuming that the average
li'"e of a crew, from the time it is called or arrives in a yard
"'uil the time of leaving, is approximately one hour, the saving
in expense of holding the train
for the niirrosc of rhccking IS quite apparent when comparing the wages paid to ^ full
crew, against the service of one yard clerk while cngiged in
this work.
This practice is also of additional ciielif. as it shortcus the lime classification tracks arc occupied by trains.
The (|uick and successful operation of the terminal depends
to a large extent on the al ility of the general yard otticc force
initials

.

.

.
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'

.

,

,

1

—
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moment's notice regarding the

to furnish information at a

tion

of cars, and to

promptly

at

steamers,

etc.

know

industrial

plants,

Another important factor

loca-

time necessary to place cars
piers and docks for outgoing

the

in the efficient

operation of a terminal

the close contact and

co-operation of the car dis-

tributor, chief despatcher, general

yard master and the terminal

district

is

The

train master.

close association of the car distributor with

office, thus giving him a thorough knowledge of the conditions of the territory, will enable him to distribute cars throughout the different arteries leading out of the
terminal district to much better advantage than if there was not

the chief despatcher's

this

close co-cperation.

Discussion
bers.

—The paper was discussed by a number of the mem-

T. F. McCarthy, trainmaster of the Lehigh Valley, said

that conditions frequently

made

it

impossible to increase the size

of freight terminals in large centers and that necessary increases
in capacity

had

to be

brought about by greater

efficiency of opera-

This greater efiiciency is to be attained primarily by orJ. P. Bougher, chief clerk in the car record department
of the Reading, emphasized the importance of the car record office
and the necessity for accurate reports. W. E. Gordon, division
trainmaster of the Central of New Jersey, at Jersey City, also
emphasized the task of the operating ofiicer in increasing the
capacity of an inflexible yard layout.
He also referred to the
freight terminal problem in New York, and spoke of the value

Vol.
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war; and then it was resumed with the result that the bridge
was thrown open to traffic on July 21.
Otherwise the new bridge has a certain interest in that it
replaces one built 70 years ago for the first railroad ever built
between Paris and Rouen. The old bridge was built by the
English, strangely enough, within a stone's throw of the place
where William the Conqueror died. The English railroad and
its bridge afterwards, in 1856, j)assed into the hands of a French
company, that of the West, and this company was in 1909 taken
over by the French government.
The old viaduct stone bridge, always termed the "English
bridge," with its eight cast-iron arches, each 135 ft. long, had
been in such poor condition for a number of years that but one
train at a time was permitted to pass over it and then but slowly.
The government has been rapidly improving this line (which
the stockholders and directors of the West company had gradually let deteriorate),

ment voted

new

to take

beginning with the period when the governover and make of it a state railroad; and

it

bridge was one of the necessary improvements.

Not

tion.

this

ganization.

only did the old one constitute an element of danger, as will be
readily recalled by every American who has passed over it after

of outlying yards.

THE FIRST FRENCH BRIDGE BUILT

IN

WAR

TIME
By

\\'alter S.

Hiatt*

An

important work of peace has just been completed in France
in the form of a new bridge across the river Seine at Rouen
recently opened to traffic as a part of the railroad line

from Paris

to Havre.

This bridge

but one of the

many

pieces of engineering and
over France. Its completion is noteworthy not only because the bridge is the first important engineering job completed during this year of war on the
continent, but also because it indicates how smoothly life goes on
behind the battle Hnes in the Republic of France.

construction

"Why

is

work now going on

build a fine

New

all

new bridge when you may have

to destroy

Bridge at Rouen, France; the Arches and Piers of the Old Bridge Which

again for military reasons?" I asked one of the construction
engineers of the government-owned Western Railway, to which
it

line the bridge belongs.

"Why,

the

war

is

over so far as that bridge

is

concerned," he

replied.

Our

It

special

European correspondenr

Replaces

May Be Seen

in the

Background

The French

are rather proud of this bridge, not only because
completion in war time, but also because the Pacific type
locomotives may now be used for the fast trains. These engines
are 90 tons in weight and haul 300ton trains at a speed of 70

of

its

miles an hour.

This work of i)eace was begun two and a half years ago; it
was interrupted for a few months din-ing the early part of the
•

Havre or who has been on a visit to the ancient
Rouen, but it was an obstacle to the heavy traffic out of
the Gare St. Lazare at Paris, which daily handles the largest
number of trains of any railroad terminal in the world.
With the declaration of war and the heavy movements of
English troops, of munitions of war and of hospital trains over
the line, the completion of the bridge became yet more necessary.
The new bridge is 1,065 ft, long, some 165 ft. more than the
width of the Seine at this point. One of its piers rests on the
island of Brouilly, near the river's north shore. It is of the cantilever type, the steel superstructure being divided into four sections.
The third one opens for a space of 285 ft. to permit the
passage of vessels on the river Seine to or from Paris. The
photograph is taken from the upper side of the bridge or from
tlie direction of Paris, the city of Rouen lying to the left of
chalk hill of St. Catherine, under which is one of the five old
tunnels on this main line from F'aris to Havre.
A peculiar
fact about these tunnels, which have not yet been widened, is
that they still limit the size of the freight and passenger cars
used throughout the West system. The tunnels were built small
originally to accommodate cars not much larger than the old
stage-coaches after which the\' were modeled.
leaving ship at

city of

When

scarce and passengers

the war is over and when coal is less
more numerous, it is planned to run ex-

presses from Paris to Havre,
about two hours, instead of the

a

of 84 miles, in
hours formerly required.

distance

ibrc-e

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Convention
Reports on Flat Color vs. Enamel Color, Metal Protection, and Design and Protection of Steel Passenger Cars
Tlie forty-sixth annual convention of tlie Master Car and
Locomotive Painters' Association was held at Detroit, Mich.,
Sertemler 14-16. H. Hengeveld, first vice-president, pfcsided
under the direction of T. J. Hutchinson, the president, who
on account of illness was unable to carry on tlie physical duties
of a presiding oflicer. The convention was opened with prayer,
and the association was welcomed to the city by the mayor.
Oscar C. Marx.
President Hutchinson, in his address, commented on the
valuable work the Test Committee of the association has done
in testing the various kinds of paints placed on the m.arket

He

favored further consiJeration of standard letters and numerals for stenciling all "lasses
for different classes of service.

of freight cars, believing that there

is

yet

much

to be

dune

in

providing a more legible letter and numerals with the ultimate
advantages of reducing the chances for error when recording
car

initials

and numbers.
PREPARED PAINTS FOR METAL SURFACES

Henry A. Gardner,
dustrial

Research,

assistant

director.

The

Institute

of

Washington, D. C, presented an
subject, an abstract of which follows:

Inc.,

esting paper on this

In designing protective coatings for metal the

modern

In-

under separate headings, taking up the composition of the
most widely used colors for metal painting, namely, red, gray,
black, and green.
Most of the paints outlined herewith are
steel

rail-

road cars and eouipment, ornamental ironwork, poles, posts and
for general work on metal surfaces.

Red Lead Priming

Paints.

—

It is

well understood that one of

ability to set up
and gases which
are apt to cause corrosion.
This cementing action is due to
the presence of unburnt litharge, a pigment which rapidly reacts
upon linseed oil to form a lead linolcatc compound.
It will
readily be seen, therefore, that red lead free from litharge has
no cementing action and should not be considered more protective than iron oxide or any other similar neutral pigment.
is

its

to a hard, elastic film that shuts out moisture

It

is

thoroughly essential that red lead should be highly basic

and should contain a considerable percentage of litharge, if it
is to protect iron from corrosion.
It is a growing custom to use
prepared red-lead paints made from finely divided red lead
ground to a lluid condition in linseed oil. .Such paints remain in

They have

a high

protective value and are well suited for general purposes.

Tliey

excellent condition for a long period of time.

be the best quality, free from all adulterants,
than 85 per cent nor more than 90 per cent Pb^O,
the remainder being practically pure lead monoxide (PbO).
2. It shall contain not more than
0.1 per cent of metallic lead, nor
more than 0.) per cent of alkali figured as NajO.
3. It shall be of such fineness that not more than 0.5 per cent remains
after washing with water through a No. 21 sMk bolting-cloth sieve.
to

to contain not less

—

Note

Extremely

desired,

If

Medium

inch.

Heavy red

gram weight of the red lead may he specified.
red lead should run from 10 to 13 grams per cubic
lead will run from 13 to 16 grams per cubic inch.
the

light, fluffy

red

lead will run

from 17

to 19

grams per cubic inch.

—

Composition of Red-Lead Priming Paints. The cost of redlead paints is a subject of vital importance to the large user.
Red lead may be produced in different physical states. Ordinarily the grade that has been overburned is extremely heavy,
1 cu. in. weighing from 18 to 20 grams.
For the production of
a paint from such red lead, according to the formula used by
one large consumer, the following quantities would be required:
Red

lead

Linseed oil
Petroleum spirits
Drier

26
26

lbs.
gills

3
3

eiljs
gills

practice

of these tests to the practical manufacture of protective coatings, the writer will discuss the use of the various pigments

the most valuable properties of red lead

The dry pigment

1.

and

inter-

has been to apply the results available from researches into
the cause of corrosion.
These results have shown that materials of a basic nature, or substances which contain soluble
chromates, prevent the rusting of iron.
For this reason pigments of a basic nature or pigments containing the chromate
radical have come into wide use in the manufacture of protective paints. That they are the best pigments for this purpose
has been proved not only in practice, but also in the Atlantic
City tests,* which were made on a series of 300 large steel p.nnels,
using nearly 100 different pigment paints. Applying the results

suitable for the painting of structural steel, bridges,

A

specification which may be used by the grinder when purchasing dry red lead for the manufacture of prepared paints is
given herewith

arc used extensively for priming steel vessels.
The Navy Department has found that inert pigments, such as silica and
asbestine, give good results when used in ready mixed red-lead
paints, their action being to prevent settling of the red lead
upon stor-'gc.
" h'nr full (lcsr|)lion
nf tc-^ts iittI further iiiforimt^nn t- r»ro"
Anicr.
Snc. foi Tcsl. Mnicr., Vol. IN, 1009, np. 20.1 nnd 204; Vol. \, 1110, pp.
70-8^; Vol. XI. I'll I. pp. 192194; Vol. -XIII. 191,1, pp. J69.3;i; Vol.
XIV, I'lM, pp. 2.S9 ami 260.

This would produce approximately 1 2/5 gal. of paint. Each
gallon would contain about 20 lb. of red lead, the actual cost
of the red lead itself being in the neighborhood of $1.60.
red lead of a much better protective value, containing from 10

A

to

12 per cent of free litharge

and produced in an extremely
comminution, so that 1 cu. in. would
not weigh over 12 to 15 grams, would produce a paint of
exactly the same body on the following formula
fine

physical

state

Ked

Raw

of

lead
linseed

20
26

,

oil

Turpentine
Drier

lbs.
gills

3 g;]]s
3

gjUs

This would produce approximately 1 1/3 gals, of paint, each
gallon of which would contain about 15 lb. of red lead, the
actual cost of the dry pigment per gallon being in the neighbor-

hood of

Red

lead of still lighter gram weight could be
smaller quantity of pigment would be required per gallon of oil. The durability of such paints should
compare favorably with those containing very high percentages
of red lead of high gram weight.
Pigments of an extremely
$1.20.

used, so that a

still

light nature,

such as lampblack, grind in very large quantities of
films are more elastic and durable than many
paints which are composed of much pigment and little oil.
oil,

yet

their

Red Paints.— Iron oxide has always been one of the most
widely used pigments for the manufacture of protective coatings.
Oxides that are free from acid or soluble substances
give the best rcsuhs.
There are many grades, from the brilliant Indian reds, containing 98 per cent, down
to the natural
mined brown shale oxides, containing from 30 to 60 per tent of

ferric oxide, the balance being silica, clay, etc.

Venetian reds,
about equal parts of ferric oxide and calcium
sulphate, are also quite widely used.
It i.s customary to add
to iron oxides from 10 to 20 per cent of zinc
chromate. zinc oxide,

consisting of

or red lead, in order to

make ihcm rust iuhibitive. Su.rh red
are widely used for application to tin roofs, metal siding
and general structural steel. Red paints made from basic lead
I>;iints

chromate
best

(American vermilion), the pigment which gave the
in the Atlantic City tests, would doubtless
be the

results

most economical
prevent their

tisc

in the

to

long rim,

the high cost will probably
The use of a percentage
iron-oxide paints is to be approved.
l)iit

any great extent.

of basic chromate of lead

in

Gray Pdiii/j.— Mixtures of white lea.l (basic carbonate
or
basic sulphate) and zinc oxide, tinted t;ray with carbon
bl.ick.
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are widely used for tins purpose and give excellent results in

every climate.

A

valuable

rust-inlii!)itive

work may

finishing

l:e

coating

for

general

taining about 5 per cent of turpentine drier

makes

or

The

prepared from sublimed blue lead.

con-

oil

a paint of

This may be purchased in prepared form.
The rust-inhibitive value of this pigment is due to the high
percentage of lead oxiile (litharge). When purchased ground
to a paste in 10 parts of oil, there should he added approximately
A specification
5 gals, of linseed oil and 1 pt. of drier for use.
for blue lead for use in metallic paints is given herewith.
the right consistency.

Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead

Mitiinuim.
44 per cent
33 per cent

sulphate
oxifle

Maxtmiin.
52
40

per cent
pt-r cent
per cent
3.S per cent
3.0 per cent

sidphide

0..i

s'jlphitc

Zinc oxide

Black Paints.

— Rlack

paints are often preferred for the finish-

Carbon pigments, such as gas carbon black, oil
black,
and natural graphite (flake and amorphous)
are usually the base pigments used in black paints.
Silica and
other earth pigments may be combined with the carbon. The
lative action.

artificial

slow-drying nature of such paints is lessened by the addition
of litliarge.
The use of boiled linseed oil as a vehicle is advisable.

Magnetic black oxide of iron (precipitated) forms an excellent
when groimd in linseed oil. The slightly
basic character of this pigment accounts for its inhibilive value.
The natural variety of black magnetic oxide of iron is also
suitable for this purpose, but should be tested for freedom
from soluble acid impurities before use. Willow charcoal is
not made in commercial quantity; its use, therefore, will be restricted.
Its inhibitive value depends on the basic nature of
black protective paint

the impurities present.

in

oil

highly

are

long service

of zinc chromate and Prussian blue

inhibitive

tests.

and have proved satisfactory

Chrome yellow

in

tinted with black oxi-le of

permanent and protective. Chrome
green made from lead chromate and Prussian blue is generally
used when precipitated upon a barytes base.
iron to an olive shade

Painting

Galvanised

is

Iron.

— Roofing,

siding,

railing,

if

they are to be kept in a good state of preservation.

Paints are apt to peel from galvanized iron on account uf the

smooth, spangled surface. This condition, however, is ob\iated
by first treating the metal before painting with a soluticn of
copper salts.
Such a solution may be prepared by dissolving
4 oz. of copper acetate, copper chloride or copper sulph. te in

one gallon of water.
vanized

By brushing on

this

solution

the

gal-

copper being
plated out over the surface. After an hour or so, the surface
may be lightly brushed and then painted with a thoroughly
inhibitive oil point.
Firmly adhering films are thus produced.
Painting Tinned Surfaces. Tin plate, such as is used for roofinr; and siding, will rapidly corrode unless protected by paint.
The pin-holes present in the tin coating on the steel base metal
act as pockets to catch moisture, which causes rust spots and
pit-holes.
Before applying paint to the sheets it is advisable
to rub the surface of the tin with a cotton rag saturated with
benzine or turpentine. This will remove the palm oil that is
present on the surface and allow the paint to firmly adhere.
Iron-oxide paints containing an inhibitive pigment are widely
used for preserving tin. The use of IS to 20 per cent cC zinc
oxide, red lead or zinc chromate with a neutral bri^h^ iron
oxide produces an excellent paint. The partial use of boiled
linseed oil or kauri gum mixing varnish will add to the gloss
and water resistance. Such paints are also suited for use on
metal shingles and pressed-stcel siding plain black, galv.uiized
For dipping purposes, turpentine or high boiling
or tinned.
point n-incral spirits should be used for thinning. Cheap driers
containing a low boiling point benzine should be avoided.
iron

is

rou.ghened,

a

thin

deposit

—

—

of

;

It

believed that the efficiency of

is

purposes

paint

for

oil

can

he

greatly

'inseed

by dlTFerent

increased

forms of treatinent, and that treated oils properly thinned will
produce better paint vehicles at reduced cost than can be obtained by the use of raw linseed oil. The committee conducted
tests along these lines, preparing fdms from difTerent gra-les of
It was found that practically all of
linseed and china wood oil.
the air dried films absorbed a higher degree of water than the
baked film of the same material, showing that the baking closes
up the pores and binds the several coats together better than
The committee contended that a heatthe air drying method.
treated oil containing a precentage of volatile

make
an

flow

it

that absorbs

oil

will

freely,

a

oil

protection

give better

sufficient

to

steel

The

high percentage of water.

to

than

results

of the tests on steel plates demonstrated this. In substantiation
of these conclusions quotations were read from a paper presented by Maxiinilian Toch, published in the June

number of

the Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, and also a quotation

Henry A. Gardner.

published in the same journal from
The test committee consisted of

(A„ T. &

S. F.)

;

J.

J.

McCarthy (G. T.)

;

W. Gibbons, ch-iirman
W. H. Button (L. V.),

and W. A. Buchanan (D., L. & W.).
PAINT COLOR

Two

drain

pipes, cornice work, etc., constructed of galvanized iron require

painting

tion of several pigments will give better results than a single
pigment paint; second, the pigment contained in a paint should
be selected to meet the requirements of the service and the
nature of the material it is expected to protect third, carbon
is not a rust inhibitive pigment, and it is generally acknowledged
that carbon paints do not make a good primer for steel but
there is no doubt but what carbon paints make the best cover
or body coaling for steel structures exposed to the action of
alkali or acids.
Tests have proved that paints should he selected to meet service and climatic conditions.
The test committee this year devoted its time to the study

for

application direct to the metal on account of their rust-'timu-

— Mixtures

tests conducted by the several Master Painters' Associaand Committee D-1 of the American Society for Testing
Materials have given definite results that may be sumnud up
as follows: First, a composition paint made from a coi':bina-

tions

of paint vehicles.

ing coat on steelwork, carbonaceous paints being unsuit'^l

Crccn Paints.

COMMITTEE REPORT

TICST

The

priming

use of two parts of blue lead and one part of linseed

No. 13

59,

Shaffer,

ENAMEL COLOR

VS.

papers were presented on this subject, one by M. L.
of the Penn.sylvania, and the other by J B. Sliuttle-

worth, of the Boston & Albany. Mr. Shaffer said in part:
It has been thoroughly demonstrated by tests extendius over

many

years that the advantages in the use of a properly prepared varnish color are much greater th?in might be expected.
In car work it has been the aim of the painter to inake as
elastic a foundation as possible, and experience has shown
that if a color is applied that has been properly mixed with
a rubbing varnish in the form of an enamel the general principle of elasticity is carried through the entire operation of
painting.

There are many other

practical

distinct

advantages

which

be briefly noted as follows: First, the color being groimd
varnish can be applied heavier atid consequently will espe-

may
in

cially on repair work, tend to fill up and repair any slight
Second, the varnish color will
imperfections on the surface.
hold out the succeeding varnish coats much better than will a
By the use of a standard varnish color one coat
flat color.

of clear finishing varnish

may

be entirely eliminated, thus sav-

ing not only the cost of such a coat but the labor cost of apThird, owing to the nature of the varnish u>ed in
plication.

making
less

these enamels the color

likely to

Mr.
color

claims

Shuttleworth
over

the

old

made by Mr.
DESICJN

is

more permanent and nnich

fade.

spoke strongly
flat

color,

in

favor of

substantiating

the

enameled

very clearly the

Shaffer.

AND PROTECTtON OF

STIiEL

PASSENGER CARS

Two parers were presented on this stibjert, one by John D.
Wright of the Baltimore & Ohio and the other by George War-

September
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Rock Island & Pacific. Mr. Wright said
Both the design and construction of steel cars hav? a direct inflnence on the paint coatings which are applied to protect
the metal, and they in turn determine in a large measure the life
From observations made on steel passenger
of the vehicle.
equipment cars that have been in service for some time it
appears that steel roofs, decks, deck screens, sash and doors are

lick of the Cliicago,
in part:

the principal parts to be considered, so far as the relation of
the design and construction to the preservation of metal is concanvas roof if properly applied and painted at the
cerned.

best of paint stock, makes the enforced use
of a clieap and inefficient paint stock almost a criminal waste of
valuable time and money.
Something new and cheap in the form of paint or varnish is
Mistakes in
at least dangerous until it has proved its worth.

more than the very

purchasing paint material can never be remedied without large
The painter should be consulted when a change of
expense.
the quality of the paint is contemplated.

maintenance of enamel color versus varnish finish

A

outset

more evenly preserved than

is

the all-steel roof, and

Two

pockets in which the gases from tunnels and the cinders and
moisture may collect, finally destroying the paint coating and
They are, furthermore, objectionable bestarting corrosion.
cause the corrosion, which takes place back of the screens, cannot be detected without removing the screen frame. The arched
surfaces

common
It

is

strongly urged that for both the exterior and interior
steel cars

to reduce the

smooth, level

number of

steel

sheets be used in order

coats of surfacer

and the amount of

glazing and puttying to be done, to say nothing of the sandpapering and rubbing necessary to secure a good finished surface.

Rough

sheets require too

much

paint material to

make

a level surface. From past experience it would appear that the
steel window sash cannot well be protected by paint, and they

do not seem to be an improvement over the wood sash for use
Steel doors have also given a lot of trouble,
in steel equipment.
having rusted out entirely after a few years' service.
The following is an abstract of Mr. Warlick's paper: In
the construction of steel cars the body should be as plain as
possible.
No countersunk rivets or butt joints should be used.
Open corners should be eliminated as far as possible, as they will
hold dust and moisture, ultimately causing corrosion.
Sharp
corners should also be eliminated, and the joints should be soldered inside and out. Better results would be obtained were the
Gothic sash not used, and the deck should be plain without projections that will hold the dust, cinders and moisture.
Roofs
should be plain and without the standing seams where the side
and deck panels are used they should be bent in one piece. The
arch type of roof is preferred to the deck roof on steel equip-

subject,

one by E. B.

& West Point, and the other by
Chesapeake & Ohio. An abstract of Mr.

of the Atlanta

Stair

J.

W.

Stair's
Quarles of the
paper follows
When considering an exterior finish of enamel or varnish
color compared to the regular varnish finish it can be said that
the former will not wear or clean as easily and economically as

With

the latter.

the enamel or varnish color the

same

luster

with the clear varnish of a good quality.
Several years ago a body enamel Pullman color was used on
the exterior of several coaches, and it was found that the working qualities of the product were such that it was anything
is

finish of

papers were presented on this

it

can remain longer in service without being repainted. On the
steel cars the deck screens are objectionable because they form

roof with ventilators is preferred to the projecting
with the deck or clere-story construction.
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not obtained as

but a pleasure to apply, and the appearance of the job
as satisfactory as

th.at

obtained from the varnish

did not wear as well, nor did

it

finish.

was not
It

also

clean as easily nor as cheaply

We had some postal cars finished
on the interior with white enamel and it proved to be more
expensive to clean than cars finished with a varnish over the
as the varnish finished job.

enamel, as the dirt penetrated into the enamel, requiring considerable rubbing to get it out.
The following is an abstract of Mr. Quarles' paper:

no question but that the varnish finish will give much
wear or durability, where the varnish
The
is of a grade as good as the enamel or varnish color.
enamel or varnish color being soft and easily cut will wear out

There

is

better service as regards

more quickly with the
finish.
is

Any

certain to

friction of cleaning than will the varnish

color pigment or matter mixed

weaken the

elasticity

with the varnish

according to the strength of
produce an opaque varnish

matter required to
low grade of varnish is to be used in finishing, the
good grade of enamel or varnish color would be preferred on
the

coloring
If a

color.

;

ment for

this

reason.

interior of the steel car

Better results will
is

finished in

be obtained

if

the

wood, as expansion and

contraction on the steel finish cause the paint to crack.
Discussion.

—The

members

strongly

favored

smooth

many cases in the same manner as on wooden equipMr. Hutchinson called attention to the stainless steel,
manufactured by the Firth Sterling Steel Company, which might
offer a solution to some of the difliculties experienced where ex-

applied in

ment.

cessive corrosion takes place.

VERSUS quality in buying paint stock

of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie presented a paper
on this subject, an abstract of which follows:
In many instances the secret paint mixtures which have been
sold by reliable paint manufacturers, and have proved to be of
the first quality, cannot he safely imitated, regardless of the
physical chemistry or the claims of the maker of the imitation,

W. O. Quest

effort is to

make and

sell his

product at such a low

it
is almost irresistible to a close buyer.
A large
percentage of the successful and fast surfacing systems of tod.iy
are the original productions of the railway car and locomotive
paint shop, and as a rule such specialty paints are recognized for
their merits and worth and not by the price for which they arc

price that

sold.

The

labor for applying the paint, costing ever so

J.

which follows

warranted from the painting and maintenance standpoint. Some
roads use aluminum doors with good success.
Other members
also spoke strongly in favor of the canvas roof on steel equipment; others objected to the use of screens which have been

whose usual

protecting steel with paint
Burns, foreman painter of Hoboken shops of the Pennsylvania, read a brief paper on this subject, an abstract of
P.

The

steel

sheets, claiming that the extra cost of these sheets will be fully

rnicF,

passenger equipment.

much

initial

rusting

of

steel

invariably

commences on the

sharp edges and minute projections existing on iron and steel
surfaces, which proves that it is practically impossible to obtain
a

uniform protection when a brush

is

used in applying the paint.

signs are well known.
have come to the conclusion that by substituting a very
fine sawdust for the sand, using it in the same manner, and by
painting over the sawdust we can secure a very much better
This might be carried farther by
metal protective coating.
having a coating of fresh paint with a substance that will
completely cover the metal and fill up all the small holes and
cracks, cover the rivets and in fact form a ground for the
There is a large variety of materials
subsequent coating.
that may be used, such as abcstinc, cement or any inert pigment. The finishing coat can be made very heavy and applied

The

lasting qualities

of the "smalted"

We

freely so as to completely cover the material.

interior finish of stifl passkngir cars

A

paper by

J.

C. F. Knnkcl, Pennsylvania Railroad, discussed

the most practical and economical method of maintaining the
interior of steel passenger cars, whether grained or painte<I,

appearances

being

considered.

Mr.

Kunkcl

outlined

several

of the troubles experienced with paint on the interior of steel
cars, stating that the more clastic the protecting coat llie better

would be the
instead

result.

He recommended

the straight color finish

of graining or stippling, as the marred parts of the
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color
car can be repaired with far less expense and time, the
finish and
to be of a light tint, which will not require a high

not show irregularities so prominently.

will

Discussion.— Several members stated that they had found it
very difficult to make satisfactory repairs on the interior of
the
the car where it was stippled or grained. For that reason
color

straight

vocating the

finish

strongly

is

equipment has not been in service
long, no definite action was taken on this subject.
ever, as the steel

How-

sufficiently

The following

were elected for the ensuing year:

oflicers

President, H. Hengevelt, Atlantic Coast Line; first vice-presivice-president,
dent, .John F. Gearhart, Pennsylvania; second

&

Santa Fe; secretary-treasThe secretary reurer, Albert P. Dane, Boston & Maine.
Del., received the
Wilmington,
292.
of
membership
ported a
meeting.
largest number of votes for the next place of

J.

Gibbons, Atchison, Topeka

W.

A BANKER'S VIEW OF THE RAILROAD
President,

a. B. Lkach

Investment Bankers' Association of America.
this country

Through our membership there has been placed in
and in Europe a very large percentage of all of

the railroad

build
bonds and stocks, the proceeds of which have served to
which this
up that magnificent system of transportation lines
companies
country has been proud of. Savings banks, insurance
these
and the general investment public are the owners today of
abroad.
held
is
them
of
proportion
securities, while a considerable
committee of
In view of this situation a very strong and able

Commerce
our members attended a session of the Interstate
when the eastern railroad rate question was under
Commission

consideration.
investor's

They

position

in

presented, with
relation

to

all

the

possible emphasis, the

rate

question,

thut

the

Whatever
for.
railroads shou'ld be granted the increase asked
mind or
of
mistakes
or
failures
or
errors
the
may have been
the fact rein the issuing of some of these securities,
purpose

mains that the railroads have become a very important, if not
and the investments
the most important, industry of this country
of the security
percentage
large
very
form
a
in railroad securities
way. The railfor the savings of our people in more than one
roads today are facing new conditions. They face them
render
In the character of the service they are called upon to
trafific to
passenger
and
freight
of
volume
In the enormous
be handled
prescribed
In the new equipment necessary; safety appliances

by commissions;
additional
In the always pressing need of new terminals,
tracks and sidings.
The Interstate Commerce Commission seems to place great
upon the need of physical valuation of railroads, and

stress

a
seems to believe that the physical valuation should be made
in
shown
actually
capital
the
upon
return
interest
the
basis for
made on that
physical property today and the rates should be
as a base.

submit to the just and reasonable consideration of the Ameri-

I

business
can people, and primarily the American shipping and
which
men, whether in any business in which we are connected,

has taken a number of years to build up,

it

would be

fair to

valuation depend absolutely on the physical property
Vast sums of money have been spent not only in
available.
I
do not mean
development, but also for intangible assets.
Snd lights,
franchises
capitalize
should
we
necessarily
now that

make

for

its

from the commission's viewpoint these

rights

and

fran.;hises

The
are not an asset, but are available only to cam a deficit.
large
physical valuation of the railway properties will cost a
sum of money (running nto many millions), but it v/ill be
i

Association
the Prcsitltnt's address to the Investment Bankers'
annual convention at Denver. Colo., on September 20. 1915.

• Kroin

at

its

serve

merchant

the cost of his goods, the difference to any

in

shipper in the advance of rates requested by the railroads,
so small that

May
is

full

is

practically a negligible quantity.

is

it

not submit, too, that the watchword of Americans and
"progress"? The past of each and every one of us

I

America

is

of mistakes and regrets.

Today

us have confidence

let

assured that from our errors and mistakes of the past
we can reach to higher levels of progress and development for
our country and our common good. Whatever the railroads'
history in the past has been signifies but little at present to
feel

the railroads and the communities they serve unless
fair treatment for each other

mon

and

common

it

teaches us

efforts for the

com-

good.

Let us not forget that the railroads are furnishing the life
currents of a large portion of the country they are the largest
employers of labor, they are the largest purchasers of supplies
;

and materials, they constitute one of the greatest, if not the
greatest, of American industries. The Interstate Commerce Commission I find no fault and make no criticisms, but simply make
the statement was appointed not alone as guardian of the
shipper, but also as the guardian of the railroads, and if our
railroads are to succeed, a new vision and a new disposition on
the part of this commission and of the state commissions must
be brought about by the pressure of public sentiment, by the
pressure of business, by the pressure of the investor.
In this great West the need for additional railroad facilities,

—

QUESTION*
By

to the

and

OTHER BUSINESS

No, 13

when completed, and

value and practically obsolete

little

59,

but a small purpose in just and reasonable rate making. The
difference to the farmer in the sale of his products, the difference

some members ad-

favored,

interior finish for that specific reason.

wood

of

Vol.

—

Increased railroad faciliis felt constantly.
can do more and will do more to develop the country than
any other one agency. Take away from the investment world
the confidence in railroad securities, the staunch belief that investments in railroads will always receive fair treatment, and
I could name a
the railways of the country face bankruptcy.
long list of railroads which have fallen by the wayside, and are

additional mileage,

—

—

ties

now

in the

the

most

vou

will

hands of receivers, and although

— that

have been committed

these properties,

will

I

in the

will agree with

I

radical as to the mistakes or errors

—and

crimes, if

handling of some of

say to you, nevertheless, that today

is

us leave the past behind.
The new thought that is in the mind of the railroad managers
today is explained by the plan of the Atchison management,
carried out by what is known as the "Harmony Special." The
the time to forget

;

let

railroads are prepared and ready to meet the public on a fair
on the basis of service, on the basis of mutual justice.

basis,

But the

public,

and public sentiment, should meet the railroads

a similar manner.

in

What would

it

benefit the state of Colorado,

what would

it

punishment of the sins
of the past the railroad mileage of the country were forced
into the hands of a receiver, if lack of confidence in this great
American industry is abroad and consequently new developments cease? I insist there is none. I would like to leave with
the convention, I would like to leave with the state of Colorado,
I would like to leave with the vast western world, of which I
am proud to be a son, the thought that the day has come for
a new alinemcnt of public thought, and of public effort, when
benefit the country as a whole, if as a

shall all join, the shippers, the railroads, the investment
world, on the basis that with the conditions of today the need
for fair treatment accorded to the railroads is imperative, and
that from today on the public should give the commission and
their servants to understand, if recent developments have not

we

already
service,

that what this country needs is
good equipment, what we need is railpush developments, and this can only be re-

taught that

what we need

lesson,
is

roads prepared to
alized by such fair treatment of the railroads as will resfuie the
confidence of the investment public. Until that time, and I be-

and hope it is coming nearer every day, we shall not get
back that degree of prosperity of which this abtuidantly relieve

sourceful coiuitry,

when given

a fair chance,

is

capable.

Recent Progress

in the

Federal Valuation

Work

The Methods Are Being Revised and Standardized
and Increased Results Secured
With the covering of 3,870 miles of hne by the federal roadway and track valuation parties in June, and 4,060 miles in
July,
inal

Director Charles A. Prouty feels assured that his origestimate of 50,000 miles of road valued per year will be

reached and maintained from now on, and that the field work
be completed by January 1, 1920, the date originally set.
This is borne out by the fact that the progress noted above
will

has been

made

in a

season of unusual rainfall with correspond-

work and also by the fact
that increased efhciencj' may be expected from month to montli
as the men become increasingly familiar with their duties. The
ingly heavy interference with field

original estimates of the director

were based upon the placing

of 16 roadway and track parties in each district, but in view
of the progress which is now being made with 12 parties in

each

district,

required

to

it
is doubtful
if the additional parties will be
It is not considered
cover the allotted milease.

Excavation Across

work which must keep i)acc with llu- tii-Id work.
The amouiU of line which nia.\ In- ccncrcd proiicrly by a
roadway and track party in a day is a dilTicuIt one to detcrto the interest of the government and the rnihoa<is
having started, the work be completed as soon as
In view of the expense to the government, there is
possible.
also a desire that each party cover the maximum number of
miles per day. In some instances this has led to complaint on
the part of the roads that the work was being done loo hastily
and lh.it llie dala wa-i tint being collerti'd in sulliiiiMil di'l.iil

minc.

It

is

that,

show

to

which

All

all

Departments

the proijerty of the carriers.

The

exact point to

hard to determine, as
there is a wide difference of opinion among railway men themselves.
In man)' instances the government forces are grouping
the component units of an article into one item, believing that
even if the estimates of individual units vary considerably, the
average will be correct within all practical limits. At the same
this

detail

should

be carried

is

time, increased attention

is being given to this subject and the
are being furnished with information showing the relative

men

making up the whole.
September 1, roadway and track parties had completed
the inventory on about 30,000 miles of road and 40,000 miles
of track.
Field work has been entirely completed and tentative reports have been prepared for the commission on a numvalues of the different units

On

ber of roads, including the Te.xas Midland, the

New

Texas

&

&-

Embankment Showing

advisable to attempt to c<ncr much in excess of ."iO.OOO miles
per year because of the large anicmul of incidental and olVice

alike,

in

aM<l

ihc

Mexico, the San Pedro, Los Angeles

Orleans,

Salt

Lake,

Extent ol Selllement
Allaiit.i,

liirniingliani

Of;

.\tlantic.

.Xmong the larger

which roadway and track parties are now engaged
are the lUislon & Maine (6 parties'), the New York, New
Haven & Hartford (3 parties), the Hig Four (.'< parties'), the
I'ere Marquette (4 parties), the Illinois Ccnlral (4 parties),
the Chicago, Rock Island S; Pacific (8 parties), the Great
Xorthern (iS parties). ;ind the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
roail--

i)u

(4 parlies).

Awaiting the receipt of the information requested from the
in V.aulation Order No. 14. dated Filiriiary 9, IPl.S, regarding unit prices, no values have been .iNsigned to the units
ol m.ilerials.
The govcrnnient compntii^ have the quantities
roads
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figured

closely up to the field

quantities on the final

mination of the unit prices,

problem

to apply

them

parties

summary
it

and have entered these
so tliat on the deter-

sheets,

will

be a comparatively simple

to these quantities

and to arrive at the

cost.

With
the

the railroad puts on the entire parties and takes

the

expansion

continuation

of

and
this

experience gained with
important modifications in

One of the most impoi'tant changes
has been in the adoption of the "type" method of making the
field inventory on the Boston & Maine, and later on the Pennmethods are being made.

sylvania and other roads.

With

this

all

No. 13

notes,

and

the

work

performed

is

standards and

to

accordance

government
These
by the government so far as may seem
in

receive

be checked later

a

copy of

with

the

notes taken.

all

necessary.

increased

work,

59,

the government only sends a pilot with each party to see that

will

REVISION OF FIELD METHODS

Vol.

method many

details are

grouped into types, corresponding to the standards of the road
under valuation. With many items such as culverts, concrete
box drains, turnouts, etc., this can be done readily. It is only
necessary then to designate the types and to measure the special
dimensions of the individual imits, as for instance, the length
and diameter of concrete pipes, when taking the field notes.
Unit quantities are established for these various types, which
also reduce the computation work materially.
With the adoption of the "type" method on the Boston & Maine, a special
form of notes was adopted, providing for the computation of
all quantities on the original data sheets.
These sheets are
made in duplicate and one copy is furnished to the road. In
this way it receives a duplicate of the original field notes and

In general, the lines originally established to divide the country into

that

five

are being adhered to with the exception

districts

when one

undertakes work on a

district

line,

the general

has been established that this district will continue
the valuation on that road, even though this takes it into other
principle

This eliminates the necessity of one railroad dealing

districts.

with two or more district organizations. Thus, the Eastern district is planning to cover the Baltimore & Ohio system as far
west as Chicago and St. Louis, crossing the southern and entering the central districts.
The Southern district has already

covered the lines of the Big Four

Illinois

in

in

the central

computations rather than an entirely separate copy.
Another method followed extensively on the Boston & Maine
is that of making borings in embankments wherever there is
any indication of settlement. Many of the lines along the coast
cross salt marshes, while other lines further inland pass over
fresh water swamps.
The settlement in such banks consists
in compressing the water out of the upper strata of the original
ground without creating the mud waves frequently found in
other parts of the country.
A chance excavation across an
abandoned embankment revealed the condition shown in one of
the accompanying photographs.
In this particular instance the
original ground line had settled I'/i ft. under an embankment
only 3^ ft. high.
Because of the prevalence of this condition, the carrier secured two wash boring machines and borings are now made in
embankments at all points where it is thought that such settlement may exist. These outfits follow at some distance after
the

roadway

parties

and make borings

the track or on the shoulders of the

either in the center of
fill

at

points designated

by the pilot with the roadway party. A government inspector
accompanies each wash-boring party and the carrier will insist
that all extra quantities discovered in this way be added to the
Another deviation from the original
original yardage figures.
methods of organizing roadway and track parties is in the formation of such parties jointly by employees of the government
and the carrier. On the inauguration of the valuation work,
all field notes were taken by the government forces and the railroad furnished only a pilot with each party to point out to the
government engineers all elements of value. Where a road desired to secure its own data to check the government figures,
it made an entirely independent survey, creating a duplication
of work. Largely to avoid this the Boston & Albany and the
government have organized a joint party composed of two government and the remainder railroad employees, .^s worked out
on this road, one of the government men is chief of party
and the other is the recorder taking the notes. The railroad
In addition to avoiding
receives a copy of all notes taken.
duplication of work, this method has the advantage from the
standpoint of the government of reducing materially the costs
of the surveys, while from the railroad standpoint the employment of a large number of the party gives a closer control over
the speed and accuracy of the work and insures that the work
be covered in sunicient detail to meet its desires. A similar
method has been worked out for two parties on the Big Four.
On the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, this plan has been further modified to two parties on the Chicago terminals so that

Wash

Boring Outfit

Determine the Amount

to

Settlement of

of

Embankment
The Western

district.

district is valuing all lines of the

Rock

Island outside of the Chicago terminals, although a large portion of these lines

lie

covering
far east as Duluth.

district

is

Wherever

the central district, while the Pacific
the

lines

practicable, the

service to carry

them from

cars are provided

of

the

Northern

Great

as

roadway parties depend upon train
camps to work and no motor

their

for them.

are supplied

parties

in

all

The

bridge, building and signal

with motor cars,

as

their

work

is

more

scattered.

BRIDGE, BUILDING
It

AND TELEGRAPH WORK

has not been definitely decided

at

this

time whether

in

valuing the buildings, this valuation should be based upon unit
foot of volume or per square foot of floor
on a detailed inventory of materials. This subject is
now receiving the serious consideration of the government ofiicers and definite instructions will be issued in the near future.
At the present time the method followed in the central district
Where .standards
is based primarily upon a bill of material.
exist on the different roads, bills of material are made up carefully for these and applied so far as practical to structures
foimd on the line. The detail with which tlic notes are taken
in the field depends upon the extent to which the buildings beprices

per culjic

area, or

September

_'4,
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conform

ing measured

to

standards.

In addition to sketches,

photographs are used freely to elaborate the notes.
Previous to sending bridge parties out over a line, officers
of the government go to the offices of the roads and secure essential data regarding bridges, including the sizes and the dimensions of the various members from the plans. This information is furnished to the forces in the field, who check these
dimensions with the structures and note any inaccuracies. With
a complete set of plans in the office, it is possible to reduce
very materially the field work of the bridge parties in this way.
In general, one bridge man, one building man and one helper,
accompanied by the pilot of the railway company, go over the
line as one party.
In some instances it has been found economical to combine

571

In examining work
taken from the car accountant's records.
equipment, such as pile drivers, steam shovels and cars engaged
in ballast service,

necessary to go over the entire

is

it

the present time the government

At

line.

not valuing the property

is

of private car lines, including the Pullman Company and the
various fast freight lines, although this will probably be taken

up at some time in the future.
All passenger equipment is being inspected, including sleeping cars and similar equipment, where owned directly by the
road.
In inspecting passenger and freight cars they are ^nsidered in three parts, the body, the underframe and the truck,
and notes of their condition are taken accordingly. The age
of each series of equipment is also available from the records
<

of the carrier.

the neces-

All locomotives are examined in detail, whether on the hnes

sary data for both departments can be secured by passing over

of the owning carrier or not. On the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico, the larger part of the locomotives were ofT the line
of the owning company and it was necessary for inspectors

the signal

and telegraph

the road once.

parties,

as in this

way

all

Before starting on a road, the telegraph and

to

go to this latter road to make their inventories.
In listing shop equipment, a number of the carriers have pro-
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basis of this agreed ownership.
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dition of typical units.

from

lar attention

wire,

this

One

is

On

heavy

lines a

walking

is

ill

I
1

i;

J-

;

'

1

1

ii'

^~ —

111'

in-

taken, noting carefully the con-

feature which

1

11

upon to agree as to the ownership
The government then makes its valuation on the

railroad companies are called

'

Typical

Form

of Field

Notes for Culverts, Using the Type Method

requiring particu-

department is the condition of the iron
undergone material change in

the quality of which has

recent years.

vided the government witli detailed registers of their materials.
The government employees check this against the equipment
found in the shops as of the given inventory dates, take condition notes

MECHANICAL INVENTORY

and secure the age of the equipment from the records

of the carrier.

Another phase of the valuation work in which material proghas been made in the past few months is in the inventory

ress,

In general, these classes of mechanical parties
have been organized, locomotive, car and shop equipment parties.
Each of tliese parties is composed of one government
and one railroad employe, both of whom have been selected

of equipment.

because of their general experience in this field. As a rule, men
of tlie grade of general foremen or higher have been assigned
These men agree regarding the condition of all
to this work.

Comparaequipment inspected and make a joint inventory.
little difliculty has been encountered in securing agree-

tively

ment as to the various details.
Not less than 10 per cent and as high as 25 per cent of the
total number of freight cars in each series are being inspected,
the percentage depending on the number of cars in the series
and their condition. Obviously the smaller the numlicr of cars
in any particular group, the larger is the percentage inspected
to

get accurate data.

As

a general principle,

it

has been the

practice to continue to inspect cars of a particular group until

both parties

felt that

representative data had been secured.

of the cars are inspected

in

the terminals, although

Most

they are

caught wherever possible, and in some instances where the number (if cars in any particular group were small, it has required a
The existence of
careful search to locate a siinicicnt number.
cars not inspected is verified from records of recent movements

Aside from the completion of the valuation work now in
the law requires that this be kept up-to-date after
it has been completed.
One of the problems now confronting
the government is the organization of a force to continue the
revision of the records on those roads on which the work has
been completed. This will require the organization of an additional force of considerable magnitude, as the latter problem
is no small one in itself.
progress,

—

Transcontinental Lines in South America. TranscontiAmerican railway line extending
from Buenos Aires to Valparaiso is still interrupted by winter
nental traffic over the South

and blocked along the route

storms,

in

tlic

mountainous

re-

Chilean section.
Tliis unusually long
suspension of through business on tliis occasion has led to an
increased discusion of a second line for Chile. An altcniative
gions,

especially

in

tlie

route from Argentina to the Pacific seaboard would be by tlie
railway line extending in a northwesterly direction from Buenos

Aires connecting with the railway system of Bolivia, and thence
by existing lines to the Pacific. Work on tlie proposed line

from La Quiaca, whicii lies on the boundary line between
Argentina and Bolivia, to Tupiza, Bolivia, has just been begun,
and

it

is

hoped that

tliis

will witliin a

comparatively short time

give to South Aniorica a second transcontinental line.
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FARGO'S CABLE CONNECTORS

poles,

The JUustrations show typical designs of strong and well
made connectors which have recently been brought out by the
Fargo Manufacturing Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and
which have found favor on a number of railroads for both
telegraph and signal wires.
Type "A" (Fig. 1) is a compression device by means of
which the butt ends of cables are brought together so tightly
at the joints that the conductivity secured is practically as

.^^^T^rf

Vol.

shown

is

(left in the picture)

has a type "B" connector, and the lower end type "A."
With all these designs much time is saved in installation as
all the work involved is pushing the cable ends into the grip
and then screwing up several turns on the male casting. One

Uneman is said to place one of these cable grips in
utes.
The connections are made either with single
double grips in

six min-

or

with

series.

The same general

high

principle

is

applied to cable locking, bus-bar

^

and 3

— Fargo

Clamps

In type "B"
as if the metal were actually welded together.
(Fig. 2) the ends of wires or cables are twisted together in
much the same manner that a Uneman makes connections, except that the

work of

The

that each joint

is

ture of time and
is

No. 13

trH x
Figs. 1, 2

result

The upper end

in Fig. 4.

59,

twisting

skill.

is

With

is

Fig.

5

— Fargo

Clamp; Type

A4400

done by means of a wrench.

uniform, with the least expendieither type of connector there

no dependence on the case as a conductor.

made in a variety of forms.
The compression type of connector

is

Both types are

made up

of

two coup-

connections, guy terminals with bolts that thread into the deadending insulator, terminal connections, ground points and even
wye, ell and tee connections. These various devices are made
up merely by changing the shape of the casting that takes the
place of the coupling in the straight cable connection.
Type "B" is made in practically all the forms suitable for
the type "A" construction. Connections of this type are made
for either single or double joints, the latter being provided
for by an extra section of couplings with a central diaphragm
containing two holes for the cables. This forms the joint in
two twisted sections in series with each other.

Fig.

4

— Ground

Wire Connection

lings or sleeves, male and female, and two cone-shaped grips
The cable
with composition ends where they grip together.
ends that are to be connected pass through these gripping
cones and when the couplings are screwed together the grips
At the same time the grips
are wedged against the cables.
are drawn toward each other, so that the cable ends can be
pressed one against the other as tightly as may be desired.
The type "A" connections are used also for guy wires, span

wires,

and, in

fact,

for

all

uses

where cables are ordinarily

SLEEPING CAR
When

towels

are

placed

TOWEL RECEPTACLE
in

the

overhead

racks

ordinarily

rooms of sleeping cars they are likely to
collect more or less dust and become saturated with the odor
of coal smoke. In order to avoid this, the Canadian Northern
used in the

is

toilet

using in

shown

in

its

sleeping cars a closed receptacle for towels, as

the drawing.

glass doors in front,

and

is of metal construction, with
placed directly over the wash basin

This
is

No.Z2 Oa.Nickoline

SecHon A-B.
Closed Receptacle for Clean Towels
In one design of steel cable grip the gripping cones
are set side by side in a single casting, the pressure on the
cable being appUed by stuffing boxes that are screwed against
the ends of tlic gripping cones (Figs. 3 and 5).
A simple and compact design for fastening a wire to a ground
spliced.

point, as used for lightning arresters,

and for ground wires on

in

Sleeping Cars

rooms so as to be most convenient for passengers.
are provided with spring hinges so that they close

in the toilet

The doors

automatically.

This towel cupboard was developed in the office of A. L.
Graburn, mechanical engineer of the Canadian Northern. Toronto, Ont.

General News Department
The locomotive forces at the Terre Haute (Ind.) shops of
Vandaha have been working on full time — 54 hours per
week since the first of the month. The men in the car department have been working on this basis for some time.
the

—

The Wabash Railroad has made advances in the wages of staand telegraphers, to begin November 1, amounting
The 12-hour work day for agents will in most
to nine per cent.
The overtime rate of pay, 25
cases be reduced to ten hours.

tion agents

cents an hour, will be advanced to 35 cents an hour.

The valuation committee

of the National Association of Railcircularizing the different state railway

road Commissioners is
commissions with the idea of organizng a bureau at Washington to represent the state commissions in connection with the
Interstate Commerce Commission's valuation of railroad property.

The express messenger on train No. 25 of the Lake Erie &
Western, arriving at Indianapolis on the evening of September
IS, reported that near Arcadia, 28 miles northeast of Indianapolis,
he had been robbed. The single robber, after intimidating the
messenger with a revolver, is said to have carried away money
and jewelry valued at several thousand dollars.
The waiting rooms

in the stations of the Nashville, ChattaLouis are to be adorned with pictures of interesting views and agricultural scenes along the company's lines.
Several hundred pictures have been made and will be enlarged
and framed. The idea is not only to turn the prospective pas-

&

nooga

The New Hampshire

Public Service Commission held hearings
connection with its investigation of the
affairs of the Boston & Maine.
Testimony was given to the
effect that since January 1, 1912, the expenditures of the railroad
in

Concord

this

week

New Hampshire

in

to

influence legislation

have amounted to

$841,267, of which $258,132 went for payments to attorneys and
Over $25,000 is said to have been
$116,811 for advertisements.

spent in a campaign in opposition to the extension of the Grand
Trunk southward, through New Hampshire toward Boston.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces examinations October 20 for the following positions in the department of valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission
junior architect, junior structural engineer, junior telegraiih and
telephone engineer, junior signal engineer, junior mechanical engineer, junior electrical engineer and junior civil engineer. Candidates for all these offices must be between the ages of 21 and
36, and the salaries range from $720 to $1,680 a year, except for
junior architect, where the salaries will range from $1,200 to
$1,680.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad, following the example of the
authorities of the Pcnnyslvania Railroad and the city of New
York, has made a thorough physical examination of all person?
having to do with the preparation or serving of food in public
that is, of all dining car employees.
One hundred per
cent, was the condition reported.
The examination included
also the workers in the hcadtitiarters of the dining car department at Easton, Pa. The company had its own surgeons make
the examination, and a strict standard, inrludiiig personal cleanliness, was adhered
These cxaminalions will lie made
to.
places

Strikes of laborers occurred this
stations

in

New York

week

(Manhattan)

at a

and

at

number of

freight

Vk'eehawken and

Communipaw, on the New Jersey side of
At the waterside stations of the New York

the Hudson river.
Central, at Sixtieth
street. New York, 250 men struck for an increase of 50 per
cent in the rates of pay for work done on Sundays and holidays
and the demand was granted. Several hundred freight handlers
at the Baltimore & Ohio terminus on Staten Island struck.
There were strikes of freight handlers at the Lehigh Valley
station in Communipaw.
About 300 men in the freight houses
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford at New Haven, Conn.,
struck on the 16th. There appears to be no general organization

and it was expected that the trouble at New York would be
short lived, many new men having been taken on but embargoes
on perishable freight were placed by two roads on Wednesday.
;

St.

senger's mind toward agriculture and show him the possibilities
of the territory through which he will shortly be traveling, but
also to brighten the appearance of the waiting rooms and break
che monotony of the usual tariffs and time tables.

at

the Federal Employers' Liability Act applies.
But the federal
act provides compensation only in case of an accident where the
railroad shall be found negligent.
The Maryland act provides
compensation in all cases except where it shall be shown that
the employee caused the accident. The question arises whether
the Maryland law applies in cases of accident to an interstate
employee where the railroad cannot be shown to have been
negligent.

—

periodically.

The Maryland State Industrial Accident Commission has reopened the question whetlier it lias jurisdiction in cases involving
accidental personal injuries to railroad employees engaged in
interstate commerce, where the accident was not caused by the
negligence of the employers. Some time ago the commission decided in the negative. A section of the Maryhuul compeiisalion
law provides that no compcnsatioti shall be paid in c.iscs where

Employees' Life Insurance on the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Lines

The announcement of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company.
Brooklyn, N. Y., that over 5,200 of its employees had applied
for insurance under the plan of group life insurance, which was
announced last July, was noticed briefly last week. This insurance is secured by a special arrangement with the Travelers"
Insurance Company, of Hartford, Conn. The insurance became
effective September 15.
Inasmuch as more than 5,000 employees
(65 per cent of all those eligible) have applied for the insurance,
no physical examination will be required. Employees who are
now eligible for the insurance as the result of having served two
years in the employ of the road will be allowed until January 1,
1916, to come into the group without physical examination.
After that date any employee who was eligible for the insurance
prior to September 15, 1915, will be admitted to the group only
upon a physical examination. In the case of employees who
become eligible for the insurance hereafter, by the completion of
their two years of service, the arrangement between the railroad
company and the insurance company provides that such employees may be admitted to the gro\ip without physical examination if they apply for the insurance within six months after the
date upon which they become eligible for it.
The applications thus far received call for aggregate premiums
of $56,000 a year. One half of this is paid by the employees and
one half by the road.

The circular issued by the company says that this insurance is
the cheapest life insurance that has ever been offered under a
group plan toward which the employee contributes. For employees under 32 years of age the share of the premium, which
they will be called upon to pay (for $1,0(X) insurance) will be
about 7 cents a week. The premium increases slightly as age
advances, but these increases are small. For example, those 50
years old pay a little over 13 cents a week; those 60 years, 26
cents,
.^s before announced, a faithful employee, retired niuler
the company's pension plan, will obtain what is equivalent for
him to a paid up policy for $1,000.
Special privileges have been obtained whereby any employee
leaving the road may within a limited time obtain ain one of the
regular life or endowment luilicies issued by the insurance company without physical examination, b'mployees whii arc insured
in the group not only arc not penalized in case Ihcy leave the
service and thereby drop out of the B. R. T group, but are
placed in a belter position than if they had umlcrtakcn to insure
as individuals at the age when tliey insured wilh the group, for
in thai case they would have li.id to undergo a physical cxaminalinii.
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Railway Revenues and Expenses

for the Fiscal

Year
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In June, 1914, net operating income
per mile w'as 9.8 per cent less than in June, 1913.
Total operating revenues amounted to $249,489,452, an increase
from 1914 of $366,431. Operating expenses were $167,147,556, a
decrease of $12,080,015.
Net operating revenue amounted to
$82,341,896, an increase of $12,446,446. Taxes amounted to $11,This left $70,860,953 for net
345,126, a decrease of $516,782.
operating income.
Operating revenues per mile of line averaged $1,090 in June, a
decrease of 0.6 per cent.
Since aggregate revenues increased
slightly, this decrease per mile is due to an increase in mileage of
Operating expenses per mile averaged $730, a de1,700 miles.
crease of 7.4 per cent net operating revenue per mile averaged
taxes per mile were $49, a
$360, an increase of 16.9 per cent
decrease of 5.1 per cent.
Net operating income was $310, an
increase of 21.2 per cent. Railways operating 228,827 miles are
covered by this summary, or about 90 per cent of the steam
railway mileage in the United States.
Operating revenues of the Eastern railways per mile increased
1914, operating expenses
2>.i per cent, as compared with June,
decreased 7.4 per cent, net operating revenue increased 33.4 per
cent, taxes increased 2.1 per cent, and operating income increased
39.2 per cent.
Operating revenues of the Southern railways per mile show a

^ Q
1

No, 13

59,

in all parts of the country.

Total operating revenues o£ the railways in tlie United States
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915, amounted to $2,889,029,457, or $166,404,055 less than in 1914, according to the compilation
of the Bureau of Railway Economics, giving the complete
figures for the revenues and expenses of Class I roads, those
having annual revenues of over $1,000,000. By drastic economies
the operating expenses were reduced to $2,032,689,894, a decrease
of $186,244,099. Net operating revenue as a result shows an increase of $22,840,044, to $856,339,581. Total operating revenues
averaged $12,641 per mile, a reduction of 6.3 per cent operating
expenses averaged $8,894 per mile, a decrease of 9.3 per cent,
and net operating revenues averaged $3,747 per mile, an increase
of 1.8 per cent. Taxes amounted to $133,993,519, a decrease of
$2,765,192, or 3 per cent per mile, while operating income was
These
$721,705,717, an increase of $24,991,787, or 2.6 per mile.
figures cover 228,554 miles of line.
It should be noted that the decrease in total revenues in 1915
comes after a decrease of $65,691,076 in 1914, as compared with
1913, and that the slight gain in operating income is obtained by
comparison with a year in which there was a decrease in this item
of $118,657,668. And as nearly half of the reduction in expenses
represents decreases in the maintenance accounts it is apparent
that the small improvement in net for the year was gained only
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Monthly Revenues and Expenses perfMile ofiLinelin 1914 and 1915
by deferring

ment

to

many needed

some future

expenditures on roadway and equip-

date.

The

increases in net operating revenue are entirely attributamore favorable showing of the Eastern roads in 1915
than in 1914. The Western and Southern group of lines show
decreases both in total operating revenue and in net in spite of
reductions in operating expenses. The relatively more favorable
showing of the gross and net earnings of the Eastern roads was
partly due to the fact that the advances in freight rates allowed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the 5 per cent case
ble to the

were in effect a part of the year.
Reduced to a per-mile basis, the operating revenues of the Eastern group of railways decreased 4.9 per cent; operating expenses
decreased 10 per cent; net operating revenue increased 11.5 per
cent; taxes decreased 1.9 per cent; operating income increased
14.4 per cent. On a similar per-mile basis, the operating revenues
operating
of the Southern railways decreased 10.4 per cent
expenses decreased 10 per cent net operating revenue decreased
11.3 per cent; taxes decreased 3.6 per cent; operating income
decreased 12 per cent. Again, on a per-mile basis, the Western
railways shows a decrease in operating revenues of 5.6 per cent
a decrease in operating revenue of 1.6 per cent; a decrease
in taxes of 3.7 per cent; a decrease in operating income of 1.3
;

;

per cent.
Net operating income for June increased $54 per mile, or 21.2
per cent, as compared with June, 1914. This increase was almost
entirely due to reductions in expenses, which have been effected

decrease of 5.9 per cent, operating expenses decreased 9.4 per
cent, net operating revenue increased 5.0 per cent, taxes decreased 7.2 per cent, and operating income increased 7.4 per cent.
Operating revenues of the Western railways per mile decreased
2.7 per cent, operating expenses decreased 6.3 per cent, net operating revenue increased 5.3 per cent, taxes decreased 10.3 per cent,
and operating income increased 8.4 per cent.

Yale Engineering Association
Association, now being organized along
the lines of similar associations conducted by the engineering
graduates of other universities, will hold its first meeting in
New Haven early in November. This association has as its
primary objects: to help the educational work at Yale; to establish cordial and mutually helpful relations between Yale engineers, and, in general, to come into association with similar
college engineering organizations for the promotion of good

The Yale Engineering

fellowship and engineering knowledge, to encourage Yale men to
The organization will
join the national technical societies, etc.
appeal most strongly to those engaged in engineering, transportation and manufacturing, but any Yale graduate will be eligible
The officers are president, Edwin M. Herr,
for membership.
:

president of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company; vice-president, Harry N. Covell, works manager of the

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N.

Y.,

retarv-treasurer, Richard T. Dana, consulting engineer.

and sec-

September
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the Western Railway Club,
superintendent of transportation of the Chicago
& North W'estern, presented a paper on "The Promotion of
Believing that there
the Proper Handling of Equipment."
was no more complete information on that subject than was
contained in the report of the special committee of the General Superintendents' Association of Chicago, of which he was
This
chairman, he presented tliat report to the club, in full.
was published in the Raihvay Age Gazette of August 13, 1915,

At the September meeting of
E.

Belts,

on page

59,

No. 13

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Proper Handling of Equipment

E.

Vol.

The following list aives names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.
American Association of Dining Car Supekintendents. H. C. BoardNext meeting, October 21-23,
man, D. L. & W.. Hoboken, N. J.

—

1915, Boston, Mass.

—

American Electric Railway Association. E.
New York. Annual convention, October

New

Connaughy, 165 Broadway,
Electric Railway Association.

York.

—

H. G. McMeetings with American

American Electric Railway Manufacturers* Association.
American Railway Association. ^W.
Next meeting, November,

281.

B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
4-8, 1915, San Francisco,

Cal.

F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
1915, Chicago.
Associ.\tion.
C. A. Lichty, C. &
convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
17,

—

American Railway Bridge and Building

Next
N. W., Chicago.
Mich.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W,
57th St., New York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Association of manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.- George W.
Annual meeting, 2d
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October, 1915, New \ork.
AssociArioN OF Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,

—

The American

Electric Railway Association

—

thirty-fourth annual convention of the American Electric
Railway Association will be held in San Francisco, Gal., from
October 4 to 8. Simultaneously there will also be held the annual conventions of the American Electric Railway Accountants'
Association, the American Electric Railway Engineering Association, the American Electric Railway Claims Association, the

The

American Electric Railway Transportation and Traffic Association and the American Electric Raihvay Manufacturers' Association.

The following
way Association

is

program of the American

the

Electric Rail-

a.

m. to

5 :00 p.

Graphite Co., Chicago,

111.

and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club, James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August^ Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

—

January,

Montreal.

—

m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER
session, 9:30

a.

in. to

12:30

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Chicago.

Registration.

Morning

Bridge and Building Supply

—
Men's Association. — L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 4
9 :30

October, 1915.

—

5

m.
W. Johnson,

Pittsburgh.

p.

—

governor of

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

Annual address of the president; annual report of executive
committee annual report of secretary-treasurer appointment of
committees on: (a) resolutions; (b) nominations, and (c)
recommendations contained in the president's address.
Reports of committees on: (a) subjects; (b) education; (c)
representing association at the American Good Roads Congress
(d) valuation, and (e) national joint committee on overhead
and underground line construction.
Address on "Welfare Work" by Jesse W. Lilienthal, president
of the United Railroads of San Francisco. Followed by general

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.

Address of welcome by Hiram
California.

;

;

Reports of committees on: (f) company membership; (g)
company section medal; (h) federal relations; (i) Anthony N.
Brady medal and {j ) compensation for carrying United States
;

mail.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6
m. to 12 :30 p. m.
Reports of committees on: (a) electrolysis; (b) ways and
means; (c) company sections and individual membership; (d)
dues of company section members; (e) changes in constitution
and by-laws; (f) relations with state and sectional associations,
session, 9 :30

a.

and (g) public relations.
Address on Evils of Government by Jonathan Bourne, Jr.,
former United States Senator. Followed by general discussion.
Reports of committees on: (h) operation of motor vehicles;
(i) Aera advisory; (j) insurance, and (k) standard for car
loading.
TIll'RSDAV, OCTOBER 7

Morning

session, 9 :30 a. m. to 12 :30 p. m.
Reports of committee on: (a) cost of passenger transporta-

tion service.

Address on the "Foundation Principles of the Valuation of
Electric Railways" by Bion J. Arnold, chairman of the board of
Followed by general
supervising engineers, Chicago traction.
discussion.

Reports of committees on: (b) taxation matters; (c) on
recommendations contained in president's address; (d) resolutions, and (e) nominations.
Unfinishtd business; ejection of officers; installation of officers; adjournment.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8
11 :30 a. m.
Presentation of Testimonial from Panama-Pacific E.xposition
Company, commemorative of the 1915 meeting by exposition
officers.

—

Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

New England
New

—

W.

New

York.
Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
29

39th

St.,

—

Niagara Frontier

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

discussion.

Morning

Chicago.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St. New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,
New York.
Railway Clue of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers* Association. ^J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Association of Rail,

—

—

way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October

—

Chicago.

Ins. Agt.,
5-7,

191S,

—

Railway Real Estate Association. Frank C. Irvine, 1125 Pennsylvania
Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Next meeting, October 13, 1915, Chicago.

Richmond Railroad Club.
Regular
August.

meetings,

— F.

2d

O.

Monday

Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
in month, except June, July and

—

B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month. Salt Lake City.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetlncs, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Hotel Astor, New York.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Salt Lake City. Utah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except July and August, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Cluii. L. Ken, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Socilty or Enginefrs.- J. II. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago. Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
W'edncsday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.
St.

Louis Railway Club.

Mo.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

September
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The number of vessels moved through the American locks at
the Sault Ste. Marie canal on Saturday, September 18, was 118,
the largest movement ever recorded in one day.
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The Trans-Missouri Freight Bureau has been absorbed by
Western Trunk Line Committee. W. A. Poteet, who was
chairman of the former at Kansas City, has moved part of
his office force to the Chicago office of the Western Trunk Line
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meeting of the Official Classification Committee was held
on September 21st for consideration of subjects
enumerated in Docket No. 24, including recommendations of the
Committee on Uniform Classification and other matters
later hearing will be held in the rooms of the Central Freight
Association, Chicago, on October 6.

The Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf of Texas has recently begun
operation over its own rails to the following points in Texas
Piano, Carrollton, Dallas, Ft. Worth and North Ft. Worth.
Traffic arrangements have been effected with the Missouri Pacific
whereby the M. O. & G. now runs a fast through freight train
leaving daih' from Kansas City for these cities.
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Sewanee, Murfreesboro, TuUahoma and Dickson.

the farm at Martin the total acreage will be increased io 425.

through rates which will be put in effect as the result of a
traffic arrangement with the Ogden, Logan & Idaho. The
road heretofore has not considered itself subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as it operates
entirely in Utah.
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The Salt Lake & Ogden, an electric line operating between
Ogdcn and Salt Lake City, has filed tariffs with the Interstate
Commerce Commission, effective on October 1, the giving
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traffic
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In addition to the five demonstration farms now operated by
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis under the supervision of
Special Agent Joseph H. Judd, arrangements have been made
for a new demonstration farm at Martin, Tenn., which will be
in cultivation next year. At present the company operates farms

With
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The Atlanta & St. Andrews Bay Railroad, which runs from
Dothan, Ala., southward 82 miles to Panama City on the Gulf
of Mexico, has made an arrangement with the Steamship "Brunswick" for a rail and water freight line to and from New Orleans
and proposes to carry cotton through from Dothan to New
Orleans at a rate of 13 cents per 100 lb., less than all rail rates
between those two points.
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University of Cincinnati
evening classes in traffic
traffic manager on September
courses are in charge of Guy M. Freer, traffic

of

announced the opening of
management and problems of the
has

manager of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, and W.
Groom, traffic manager of the Whitaker Paper Company.
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Representatives of lumber associations from all parts of the
country held a conference at Chicago on September 15 to discuss the proposed investigation by the Interstate Commerce
Commission of lumber rates and classification. The lumbermen
are seeking a number of important changes in classification.
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Eugene Morris, chairman of the Central Freight Association,
has issued an amended export rate tariff giving rates from
shipping centers in Central Freight Association territory to
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The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Chicago &
North Western have filed tariffs with the Interstate Commerce

September

Commission
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effective

on October

1,

cancelling the application

of the Illinois classification to traffic moving between Milwaukee
and points in the state of Illinois and St. Louis, Mo., and the substitution of the Western classification. The Merchants' & Manufacturers' Association of Milwaukee has announced its intention
of protesting against the proposed change to the Interstate Commerce Commission and of asking for a suspension of the
tariffs.

At the hearing before Judge Yoiunans of the United States
Oklahoma City on the application of the Okla-

district court at

homa roads for an
Oklahoma two-cent

injunction to restrain the operation of the
fare law.
H. C. Phillips, secretary of the
president's conference committee on valuation and formerly
valuation engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, testified
in detail regarding the valuation of that road's property in Oklahoma. A. L. Conrad, statistician for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, introduced an e.xhibit showing the cost of preparing
for the trial of rate cases in Oklahoma. In the year 1913 alone
this road spent for this purpose $111,980 in Oklahoma.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has extended the effective date of its order
in the Western Rate Advance Case in so far as it relates to
packing house products from September 30 to December 31.
in

Commissioner Clark held a hearing at the Hotel LaSalle
Chicago, on September 17, on the application of the Southern

Pacific for permission to continue the operation of the vessels
of the Associated Oil Company, a subsidiary of the railroad,
under the provisions of the Panama canal act.

The Louisiana Railroad Commission has filed a complaint with
the Interstate Commerce Commission, making 17 Texas roads
defendants, asking the commission to extend the effects of the
Shreveport rate case order to the connections and subsidiaries
hearing was held at New Orleans
of the principal defendants.

A

Milk Rates on the Boston

The Boston & Maine has given

&

on September

Maine

notice in Boston that there

will be a general revision of rates for the transportation of

milk

The protests
to that city whereat there is much loud protest.
are from dealers and consumers, or alleged spokesmen for consumers, who fear that the cost of their milk is to be increased.
;

those whose rates will be reduced nothing is heard. The
company puts its case frankly before the public in an advertisement in the newspapers, which says
"The Boston & Maine Railroad, subject to the approval of the

From

public authorities, plans to revise its charges for transporting
milk. Some points have rates only by passenger train, other only
by freight, and some points by both. Where a freight rate exists,
There are also
it is three-fourths of the passenger train rate.
variations in the rates at different points similarly situated. The
result of all this is to give much lower rates from Maine and

New Hampshire than from Vermont. For example,
Foxcroft, Maine, 256 miles from Boston, has a leased car freight
rate of $37 a day, while a similar shipment from Vergennes, Vermont, 213 miles from Boston, pays a passenger rate of $63.96

Northern

a day.

The management

believes the freight rate should be abolished,

A

of the commission in
consider the code of
rules prepared by the chief inspector of locomotive boilers in
accordance with the law approved March 4, 1915, extending the
provisions of the boiler inspection act to include the entire locomotive and tender. These rules, excepting rules numbered 18,
29, and 31, were agreed to at a conference held in Washington,
August 23 to 28, 1915, between the chief inspector of locomotive
boilers, a committee representing and authorized to act for the
carriers, and a committee representing railway employees.

rates are lower than those charged by other railroads

entering Boston, and lower than those into New York or any
other large city.
No carload rate to [from] any point within 165 miles of Boston
is increased.
Those between 75 and 150 miles are reduced to
make the basis uniform.
The largest increase at any one point on the can rate to Boston,
in baggage car service, is two cents, or less than a (itiarter of a
cent a quart.
The longest journey of any leased car today is 284 miles. The
largest increase to Boston on the leased car rate of the large
shippers is less than one-third of a cent a quart. This is for a
For shorter distances this increase is
distance of 300 miles.

hearing will be held at the

office

Washington on September 28 and 29

to

At a hearing before Examiner Gutheim at St. Louis on September 15, representatives of St. Louis shippers presented evidence in support of their complaint that recent advances in
interstate freight and passenger rates affecting shipments from
St. Louis into Illinois territory are discriminatory as compared
with the rates from Chicago to the same points, which were
not advanced because the Illinois Public Service Commission
has thus far declined to allow any advances in the rates under
The St. Louis witnesses contended that the
its jurisdiction.
discriminations were having a serious effect on their bufiness
in

and that the passenger rates should be rearranged to give the
same rate to localities similarly situated. With that end in view,
it has prepared a new tariff, lowering rates in some cases, raising
them in some others, and doing away with the freight rates in all.

The new

17.

competition with Chicago.

Supplemental Hearing on Western Rate Advances

Examiner

E.

W.

Hines,

of the

Interstate

Commerce Com-

began a hearing at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, on
September 20, on proposed advances in freight rates on the
railroads running west of Chicago, on a number of commodities on which advanced rates were filed during the progress of
the hearings in the western rate advance case, and which were
therefore postponed until a hearing which was originally set
The carriers postponed the advances so that the
for July.
hearing might be held in September.
The hearing involves
rates on agricultural implements, canned goods and furniture,
beer and liquor, boots and shoes, cement, clothing, granite and
marble, iron and steel, wire, lumber, lime, machiner)', oil, paper,
steel rails, ties, structural iron, sugar, sandstone and other
commodities, as well as several proposed changes in rules.

mission,

smaller.

Cream retails at from three to six times the price of milk, this
price being fixed on the amount of butter fat it contains. Cream
If it is damaged or spilled, the
is now carried at the milk rate.
Because of this,
railroad must pay the owner the cream price.
the new rate for cream has lieen made one and one-half times the
milk rate.

TliK

MAni.iRA-MAMORK RAILWAY OK
Railway, probably the most

Mamore

Bhazii..

isolated

— The

Madeira-

railway

in

tlic

the interior of South America and
affords a means
getting around a chain of dangerous
rapids which prevent navigation through portions of the Madeira,
Mamore and Beiii rivers. The route followed by the railway
was surveyed a number of years ago by Colonel George Cluircli,
Most of the party died
a distinguished American engineer.
from diseases due to the climate. Several attempts were made
lie fori- the road was finally built.
77u' South Anii-iirnn.

world,

is

located

far
of

in

—

Rates on Lumber from the South to Ohio River Crossings
III

re

Rati-s

lUi

Lumber from

Southrrii

River Crossings and Other Points.

MeChord:
The original

I^oiiits

to

llic

Ohio

Opinion by Coinmissioher

report in this case permitted the carriers to
increase their rales to the north bank Ohio river points from
the territory east of the Mississippi river in those instances
in which such increases were necessary to efl'cct a sprcid of
one cent per 100 lb, belween opposite points at the same crossing.
The former finding is now mo<lificd for the pnrptise of
alii\ing the rates of the Louisville & Nashville to St. Louis
from stations on its line south of Dec.uur, Ala., with the
rates of the other lines serving the same general territory,
and to permit the rales from Helena. .Xrk., to Cairo. Til. and
I.ouis, Mo., to lie increased to the Memphis basis
(36
Si,
I.

C.

C.

137.)
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STATE COMMISSIONS

Maintaining Flagmen

The

California Railroad Commission has refused to sanction
shipments increases in express rates equivalent
to thbse recently granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
for

Vol.

intrastate

The Nebraska Railway Commission,

after a conference with a
railroad officers, has announced that it will consider allowing a number of exceptions to the long and short
haul rule when the railroads submit a list of instances in
which the present rule is said to work a hardship.

number of

The Louisiana Railroad Commission has ordered the railroads
entering New Orleans to prepare and file with the commission not later than January 1 a tariff of reasonable rates, rules
and regulations for the joint handling of freight between points
within the switching district of the city of New Orleans.
The Louisiana Railroad Commission has issued an order
authorizng the railroads operating in the state to use Southern
Classification No. 41 and supplements 1, 3 and 4 thereof, on
Louisiana business, but supplements 2, 5 and 6 have been objected to by the New Orleans Joint Traffic Bureau and the
Baton Rouge Chamber of Commerce, and are ordered held in
abevance until further notice.

at

59,

No

13

Crossings

Erie sought the review of an order of the New Jersey
Board of Public Utility Commissioners requiring the maintenance of flagmen at two crossings during the 24 hours of the
day. At each of the crossings there was the ordinary crossing
sign and also approach boards reading "Railroad Crossing, 500
Feet."
In addition there was an automatic audible signal, a
bell which would start ringing when a train was 2.000 ft. from
the crossing.
The New Jersey Supreme Court held that the
order was too broad and should be limited to requiring tlie
road to keep a flagman on duty at the crossings covering the
operation of all [regular?] trains over such crossings. Erie v.
Board (N. J.), 95 Atl. 177.

The

—

Duty Toward Person Voluntarily Assisting Station Agent
In an action for injury caused by a heavy trunk falhng on
the plaintiff's foot the Georgia Court of Appeals holds that
one who, at the request of a station agent, who has no apparent
authority to employ other servants, voluntarily undertakes to
assist in loading a trunk, is a mere volunteer, and the company owes him no duty except that which it owes to a trespasser; that is, not to injure him willfully and wantonly after
The position of the plaintiff at one
his peril is discovered.
end of the trunk was not so obviously perilous to the porter
at the other end as to charge the porter (and through him the
company) with willful and wanton negligence in letting his
end of the trunk fall to the ground. Southern Rj'. Co. v.
Duke (Ga.), 85 S. E. 975.

—

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
A. Z. Patterson, private secretary of Governor Major of Misbeen appointed assistant counsel of the public service
commission in charge of the legal work in connection with the
valuation of railroad property in the state.
souri, has

Rights of Railroad in Crossing Another

The

one railroad to cross another is in the
instance dependent upon a reasonable necessity for such a
crossing
and, where such a necessity is shown, the crossing
sought must be so located and constructed as not to inflict any
unnecessary injury upon the road to be crossed. But, the Alabama Supreme Court holds, the statutes w'hich give the right to
cross do not require that there shall be no injury whatever to
the rights of the road crossed, or require the selection of the
place and mode which will least injure the company crossed,
without regard to the interests and necessities of the crossing
company, which must also .be considered, and the question
determ-ined according to the circumstances of the particular
case.
The right to cross, though given in general terms, is
not confined to the main tracks of either road, but applies to
sidings and all tracks, and the making of one crossing, or even
of several, does not necessarily exhaust the general right to
cross.
Mobile & Birmingham v. Louisville & Nashville (Ala.),
68 So. 905.
statutor\" right of

first

;

COURT NEWS
Passenger's Duty to Board Right Train

The Georgia Supreme Court holds that it is the duty of the
purchaser of a ticket, or one who desires to become a passenger
on a train, to ascertain, before boarding it, that it stops at his
station. Where he fails to do so, and the train is not scheduled
stop there, the

to

railroad

may

eject

him

at

the

last

stopping place before reaching the desired destination.
ern Ry. Co. V. Bailey (Ga.), 85 S. E. 847.

Segregation of Races— Exception
The Alabama Supreme Court holds that the

regular

— South-

—

provisions

of

statute providing for separate accommodations on trains
white and negro passengers, and making it a misden.eanor
a person to go into and ride on a coach to which he does
belong, do not apply where a white sherifif attempts to travel
with a negro prisoner, and hence the two cannot be assigned to
separate coaches.
In such a case the conductor may, iti his
discretion, assign them to any coach or compartment of the
train.— Spcnny v. Mobile & Ohio (Ala.), 68 So. 870.

the
for
for
not

Liability for Freight

— Undisclosed

The Alabama Court of Appeals holds

Principal

a consignor of
goods cannot change or escape his liability as such after entering into the contract of shipment and dealing with the railroad
as the consignor, by notifying the railroad after his shipment
has been carried to its destination and rejected by the consignee that he was acting merely as the agent of the true conthat

signor, when that fact was not previously disclosed in the
transaction.— Cincinnati, N. O. & T. P. v. Vredenburgh Sawmill
Co. (Ala.), 69 So. 228.
This principle was applied in another case, where oranges
were consigned to a commission merchant for sale. Through
mistake the railroad company made an undercharge, which the
commission merchant refused to make good, having already
sent the proceeds to the shipper.
The commission merchant
had not previously informed the railroad company that he was
not the owner of the goods.
It was held that he was liable
for the undercharge.— S. F. Cornelius & Co. v. Central of
Georgia (Ala.), 69 So. 331.

—

Effect of War on Railroads in Mexico. As a result of the
four years' warfare and the purposeless destruction which has
proceeded throughout the Republic of Mexico, there is hardly a
line which has not been reduced cither to uselessness or to hopeless wreck.
Not since the first track was laid in Mexico in 1857, has
such a condition been known. The Mexican Railway, the pioneer
enterprise of the state, is, perhaps, in the most parlous condition
and worse off than it has been at any time since the revolution
began. The entire track, with the exception of about 25 miles
out of Mexico City, which, for a short while, was operated intermittently by the company, has been out of its control since November 18 last. Since then an immense amount of destruction
mostly of a mischievous character has been committed miles
of the track have been torn up, and a great deal of the equipment has been removed from tlie company's stores and distributed over other railways.
The position of the Mexican
Southern is hardly less serious. General Carranza took possession of the Interoceanic Railway (of which the Southern is a
leased line) in August last; the Interoceanic has been out of
possession ever since, and the militarj' opposition has been continuous.
There does not appear to have been quite so mucli
destruction committed on the property of the Mexican Southern.
The National Railway's of Mexico, which now include the lines
of the Central Railway, are likewise in a serious condition.
The Vera Cruz Railway, a British undertaking, is more or less
in the same condition, while the Mexican Northwestern is described as a wreck from end to end. * * * The restoration
of these railways will require scores of millions of dollars.
Railway Gazette, London.

—

;

September
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W. O. Thompson, whose appointment
stock of the New York Central

superintendent of
lines west of
Buffalo, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, has already been
announced in these colrolling

Railway Officers

as

for the

umns, was born
nillMiiMliiiiiiiiiiiriiiilllllllilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiillillll

iiniiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiini

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiii)

1861,

in July,

Clayton,

at

and was educated

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Mich.,
at

Ad-

He

high schools.
began railway work

in

1880,

rian, Mich.,

E. F. Bromhall has been appointed secretary of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Parsons, Kan., succeeding W. R. Snedaker, assigned to other duties.

on

the

Ft.

Wayne, Jackson & Sag-

Sidney Aronstein has been elected vice-president of the
Georgia Coast & Piedmont, in charge of territorial development,
with headquarters at New York City, succeeding T. D. Rhodes,

inaw, and remained with
that road until it became a part of the Lake

resigned.

Shore

W. H. Haley has been appointed superintendent of car service
of the Missouri Pacific, with office at St. Louis, Mo., vice W.
I. Stine, resigned to enter the service of the American Refrigerator Transit

Company.

T. S. Mahoney, superintendent of the transcontinental division
of the Texas & Pacific, has been transferred from Texarkana,
Tex., to Ft. Worth, where he will take charge of the Ft. Worth
division, into which have been consolidated the transcontinental
and joint track divisions and the Ft. Worth terminals. G. B.
Johnson, superintendent of the joint division, and A. E. Pistole,
superintendent of terminals, have been transferred to other

Southern,
gust, 1893.

until

Au-

He was

then

engine

despatcher

from

1893 to 1900 on the same
road.
In 1901 he was
W. O. Thompson
appointed general locomotive inspector of the New York Central & Hudson River.
The following year he was appointed superintendent of motive power on the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg division,

1907 became district master car builder at East BufN. Y., which position he held at the time of his recent
appointment as superintendent of rolling stock for the New
York Central lines west of Buffalo, as above noted.

and

in

falo,

Traffic

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Frederick E. Morrow, who was appointed assistant chief engineer of the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway
Company, of Chicago, on September 1, graduated from the civil

engineermg course, at
Purdue University in
1904. From June to November of that year he
was employed in the engineering department of
the Illinois Steel Company.
From that time
until April, 1907, he was
in
the service of the

Chicago

& North West-

ern

the

in

consecutive

capacities of

strument

rodman,

man and

in-

assist-

engineer.
He then
took a position as field
engineer in the division

ant

of track and roadway of
the Board of Supervising Engineers. Chicago
Traction, whicli he held

during

rehabilita-

tlie

tion of the

April,
lines.
In
face
j^jq ,^^ ^^^j^^^^, j,^^ ^
& W. I. organization as office engineer. In March, 1913, he was
promoted to principal assistant engineer, and held this position
until his recent appointment as assistant chief engineer of both
the C. & W. I. and the Belt Railway.

A. A. McCree lias been appointed roadmaster of tlie Northern
with licadciunrtcrs at T.icoma, Wash.
IClTcctive Sep-

Pacific,

10.

llolman, chief engineer of the Oregon-Washington
Navigation Company, has been granted an indclinite
leave of absence.
Samuel Murray, bridge engineer, has been
appointed acting chief engineer, with headquarters at Portland, Ore.
Effective September 14.
R.

&

G. G. Early, chief of tariff bureau, of the Wabash Pittsburgh
Terminal and the West Side Belt Railroad, has been appointed
assistant general freight agent of these lines, with ofiice at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and his former position has been abolished.

Morgan, general southwestern freight agent of the Queen
Crescent Route at Dallas, Tex., having resigned to engage in
other business, the position of general southwestern freight agent
has been abolished. G. C. Whitney, commercial agent at Greensboro, N. C, has been appointed commercial agent, with oftice at
Dallas L. R. Gardner, traveling freight agent at San Antonio,
has been promoted to commercial agent, and E. J.
West has
been appointed commercial agetit at Greensboro, succeeding Mr.
Whitney.
E. S.

&

;

W. M.

Kirkpatrick, assistant freight traffic manager, eastern
of the Canadian Pacific with office at Montreal, Que.,
having been appointed an officer in the army, the following
appointments are made until he returns to the company's service
H. E. Macdonell. general freight agent at Montreal, will
perform the present duties of the assistant freight traffic manager; E. N. Todd, division freight agent at Montreal, will perform the duties of the general freight agent A. O. Secord, district freight agent at Ottawa, Out., will perform the duties
of the division freight agent with office at Montreal, and J. J.
Kelly will perform the duties of the district freight agent
with office at Ottawa, Out.
lines,

:

;

Chicago sur-

„
„ ..
F. E. Morrow

J.

& Michigan
remaining in

position

that

duties.

Railroad

Michigan

Lake Shore

Morris, superintendent of the eastern division of the
El Paso & Southwestern at Tucumcari, N. M., has been appointed general superintendent of the system with headquarters
at EI Paso, Tex., vice G. F. Hawks, promoted.
C. D. Beeth,
trainmaster on the eastern division, has been promoted to the
position left vacant by Mr. Morris.
C. B. Eifort has been appointed trainmaster to succeed Mr. Beeth at Tucumcari.
L. U.

ti'inbcr

&

Southern.
From 1884
to 1890 he served as a
engineman,
locomotive
and then was appointed
traveling engineer of the

Operating

OBITUARY
A.

J.

Seifert, signal supervisor of the

Chicago terminals diviSeptember 9.

sion of the Pennsylvania Lines West, died on

William F. Fitch, formerly president of the Dulutli South
Shore & Atlantic, died at Marquette, Mich., at the age of 76.
Mr. Fitch was born at Circle\ille, Ohio, on June 28, 1839. and
entered railway service on October 14, 1851, as clerk in the
general manager's oflice of the Chicago & North Western. His
rise from the ranks to a position of conseqiiencc was rapid and
in 1866 he became general manager of the Fremont, F.lkhorn Sr
Missouri Valley and Sioux City & Pacific railroads. In l.'^88 he
was appointed general manager of the Llulutb, South Shore &
Atlantic, a position which he held until 1911.
From 16188 until
1902 he also hold the vice-presidency of the road, and from
1002 until

1011

the presidency.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

Supply Trade News

I
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The Standard
its

The Havana Central has ordered one 60-ton electric locomotive from the General Electric Company.
The Fairchild & Noktheastern has ordered one Prairie tj-pe
locomotive from Lima Locomotive Corporation. This locomotive will have 16 bj' 24 in. cj'linders.

The Texas &

Pacific, reported in the Raiht'ciy

Age

Gaselte

last week as having ordered 13 locomotives from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, has ordered 7 Santa Fe tj-pe and 6 switching
locomotives from that company.

of

The Norfolk & Western

has ordered 30 !Mallet type (2-6-6-2)

These
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
locomotives will have 22 and 35 by 32-in. cylinders, 56-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 406,000 lb.
They will be equipped with superheaters.

—

Chicago & North Western. In the item in the Railway Age
Gazette of last week giving the details of this company's recent
order for 45 locomotives placed with the American Locomotive
Company, the total weight in working order of six of the Pacific
type locomotives was incorrectly given as 302,000 lb. instead of
229,000 lb. and that of the 12 Mikado type locomotives was incorrectly given as 165,000 lb. instead of 302,000 lb.

CAR BUILDING
The Central

of Georgia

is

inquiring for prices on five pas-

The

Cincinnati, Indianapolis
on 1,000 40-ton box cars.

& Western

is

inquiring for

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is inquiring for prices
on 899 steel underframes for installation on old wooden box

The

New

Nn. 13

|
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Car Company

is reported to be equipping
Castle to turn out a large order for shells.

Steel

The William Graver Tank Works, East Chicago, Ind., has
received an order for three oil storage tanks from the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. They will be erected at Silsbee, Brownwood and Cleburne, Tex.
The Chicago & North Western

is in the market for 15,000
the foundation work for the new grain
elevator to be erected at One Hundred and Eighteenth street
and the Calumet river, Chicago, 111.

piles

to

be used

in

The Pere Marquette has ordered 4,000 cross ties from the
Indiana Tie Company, Evansville, Ind., and 1,000,000 feet of
switch ties from the W. S. Mercereau Lumber Company, Parkersburg, W. Va. All of the material is for 1916 work.
Foster Milliken, formerly president of Milliken Brothers,
Staten Island, N. Y., has been elected president of the McNab
& Harlin ^Manufacturing Company, New York, manufacturers
of brass, iron and steel valves, cocks and fittings.

President C. A. Starbuck, of the New York Air Brake Company, has announced that that company has closed a contract
for an additional order for cartridge cases amounting to $3,675,000, bringing the total amount of orders now on the books for
war material to $20,242,600.
R.

senger cars.

prices

plant at

59,
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Vol.

W.

New York

Gillispie,

district

sales

manager of the

Pennsylvania Steel Company, has been appointed general manager of sales, succeeding John C. Jay, Jr., who has resigned
from his position as vice-president and general manager of
sales to become chairman of the Maxwell Motor Company.

The J. W. Murray Contracting Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
has been awarded the contract for building dikes for the St. Louis
& San Francisco along the Trinity river, between Beaumont,
Tex., and Houston and has also received a contract from the
Alissouri, Kansas & Texas for work on the Brazos river, near
;

cars.

New

The
York Centr.\l has ordered 1,000 freight cars each
from the Standard Steel Car Company and the Pressed Steel
Car Company for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and 500 box cars
from the American Car

& Foundry Company

for the Cincinnati

Northern.

The Southern Railway,

which has recently had 1,000 cars
and provided with steel under frames by the Lenoir Car
Works and by various of the company's shops, will have another
1,000 cars repaired in like manner. It is hoped to have the work
rebuilt

completed

in

time

for

the cars

to

be used in

the

fall

crop

movement.

Belasco, Tex.
S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company was incorporated in HartSeptember 4, with $2,000,000 capitalization, to engage in
the manufacture of ball bearings. The former American S. K.
F. Ball Bearing Company has been a selling organization for the
bearings made by the parent Swiss Company known as the Aktie Bolaget Svenska Kullagerfabriken of Gothenburg.
The new
company will build a factorj' at Hartford to manufacture bearings in this country, but the S. K. F. steel will be imported from
Sweden.

The

ford,

directors of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
at a meeting held on September 22, declared a quarterly dividend of 1;,< per cent on the common stock, thus raising the annual dividend rate from 4 to 6 per cent. The income from purelj- domestic business during the last quarter
was considered sufficient to warrant the 1J4 per cent quarterly
rate.
The Westinghouse Company, according to a statement
made by Chairman Guy E. Tripp, has received firm contracts
for the manufacture of war supplies aggregating approximately
$60,000,000, the greater portion of which is a contract for rifles,
which is to be executed at factories in New England especially
acquired for the purpose. This rifle business contributed noth-

The

IRON AND STEEL

Company,

The Pennsylvania has ordered 2,500 tons of steel for pier
sheds at Greenville, N. J., from the McClintic-Marshall Company.

The Chicago & North Western

has ordered 228 tons of

subway

from

the

The Alaska Engineering Commission has ordered 5,000
rails from the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company to be

tons

Webster avenue (Chicago)
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company.
steel

for

the

of

on the main line of the
Alaska.

government railroad from

used
Seward,

Toledo. St. Louis & Western has ordered 1,500 tons ot
from the Carnegie Steel Company, 1,000 tons of rails from
the Lackawanna Steel Company and 500 tons from the Cambria
Steel Company.

The

rails

SIGNALING
The Grand Trunk

has contracted with the Federal Signal
Company for the installation of a mechanical interlocking plant
at the crossing of the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific
at Abbotsford, Quebec.

ing to the earnings for the quarter.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

The American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio, has issued an attractive illustrated booklet giving the story of ingot iron, describing the qualities of this material, its method of manufacture, and the various uses to which
The book is illustrated with a number of typical
it is adapted.
illustrations of these uses.
Defeating Rust.

—

Centrifugal Pumps. Catalog H-2, recently issued by the
Lea-Courtenay Company, Newark, N. J., describes and illus-

September
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and sizes of Lea-Courtenay centrifugal
containing 64 pages, is divided into 12
chapters, dealing respectively with the care taken in the manufacture of this company's product and the characteristics of the
pump. The booklet is profusely illustrated.

trates the various types

pumps.

The

;

Speci.\lties.

—The

Q & C

New

Company,

York, has

—

Storage Batteries. The Titan Storage Battery Company,
Newark, N. J., has issued a very attractive catalogue relative to
the company's line of storage batteries.
The booklet touches
upon the company itself and its aims, and treats of Titan storage
under the following heads

storage battery parts elementary theory of the storage battery Titan pasted plates, measurements, etc. Colored illustrations are given of the batteries
;

:

;

their parts.

The Railway

—

Rail. The Pennsylvania Steel Company and
Maryland Steel Company are issuing a pamphlet describing
in an interesting manner the origin and development of the railway rail, prepared by G. P. Raidabaugh. The various steps from
the wooden tram rail of the seventeenth century to the 12S-lb.
the

Pennsylvania sections are described in detail with sketches. This
is valuable at this time of general interest in the steel-rail

book

question.

Structural

Steel

Beams.

Americus,
been

f

—The

Carnegie

Steel

Company,

Pittsburgh, has issued a pamphlet on structural beams, second
This booklet gives dimensions and properties of a new
edition.
standard of light, wide base I-beams, in sizes ranging from 8 in.
It has been decided to roll these supplementary beams
to 27 in.
to meet a demand for beams of greater stiffness and smaller loadcarrying capacity, which will be found suitable for use in certain
classes of office buildings, light shop buildings and special classes
of floor construction.

—Arrangements

have

said, to finance the

con-

Hawkixsville & Eastern.

made with western

capitalists,

it is

struction of a line from Americus, Ga., northeast via Byromville
to Hawkinsville, about 55 miles, and it is expected that the work
will be started in October. J. S. Morton, Americus, president of

the Georgia
cus, Flint

issued an elaborate catalogue, illustrated in colors, describing
its various products, including the Bonzano joint, the Vaughan
rail anchor, tie plates and other track appliances, Ajax vestibule
diaphragms, snow flangers and the Ross-Schofield system of circulation for locomotive boilers. The various features are illustrated in detail separately and in actual service.

and

Railway Construction

I
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batteries
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booklet,

Sand-Blast Apparatus. The Mott Sand Blast Manufacturing Company, New York, has issued four folders dealing
with the following sand-blast apparatus which it manufactures: the Mott direct-pressure sand-blast machine, hose type;
revolving table and cabithe Mott sand-blast tumbling barrel
net, type G; the Mott type P. V. S. double sand-blast tumbling
barrel and Mott sand-blast accessories.
Railroad
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Lumber Company, may be

River

&

Gaines, July

2,

addressed.

page

(See Ameri-

38.)

—

Ch/_rleston Southern. Contracts are reported let by this
company for work on the line to be built between Charleston,
To the Gadsden ConS. C, and Savannah, Ga., as follows
tracting Company, Savannah, a section of ten miles on the
Savannah end of the line; to L. S. Wood, GafYney, S. C, for
work near Charleston and to M. Schiltz, Charlotte, N. C, for
12 miles south of this section.
W. Z. Williams & Co., Macon,
Ga., will fill in temporary trestles for 2 miles south of Ashepoo
:

river

and 2 miles north of Edisto

(August

river.

Wayne, Decatur & Southern.

27, p. 409.)

— Incorporated

in Indiana
with $10,000 capital to build an electric line between Ft. Wayne,
Ind., Decatur, Monroe, Berne, Ceylon, Geneva, Bryant, Portland, Winchester, Lynn, Fountain City and Richmond.
It is
said that the company will take over the property of the Ft.
Wayne & Springfield, which operates a line from Ft. Wayne
south to Decatur, 21.6 miles. The incorporators include J. H.
Koenig, C. Getting, C. Dirkson and M. Gerke.

Ft.

Ft.

Wayne &

Springfield.

— See

Ft.

Wayne, Decatur & South-

ern.

Kankakee & Urbana Traction. — Grading

has been begun on

the extension of this road from Ludlow, 111., to Paxton, a distance of about five miles. The plans call for one bridge 90 ft.
long, the contract for which has been let to the Central States
Bridge Company, of Indianapolis, Ind.

Oklahoma Union

Traction.

— See

Tulsa Traction.

—

Philadelphia Roads. Bids are wanted until October 19 by
A. M. Taylor, director, department of city transit, Philadelphia, Pa., for the steel superstructure and appurtenant work
for a two-track elevated railway on the following sections: in
Front street on a section comprising about 4,074 linear ft., and
another section of about 7,128 linear ft. in Kensington avenue,
;

—

Baltimore & Ohio. The historical booklet entitled "The
Blue and the Gray," recently issued by the Baltimore & Ohio,
is something unusual and interesting enough to deserve special
mention.

The

folder contains 36 pages filled with an interesting
description of the historic territory traversed by the lines of

on about 7,769 linear ft., and in Kensington avenue and Frankford avenue on about 7,653 linear ft. (July 23, page 182.)

—

Phoenixville, Valley Foroe & Strafford Electric. Plans
have been made to build a seven-mile extension, it is said, from
Valley Forge, Pa., cast to a connection with the Philadelphia &

The book, naturally, deals mainly with the civil
war.
It names the many points of interest from a historical
standpoint and tells briefly what happened at each of these
places. There is a chronological list of those battles of the civil
war which occurred on or near the lines of the railroad and a
map on which are designated the points at which these battles

South San Francisco Railroad & Power Co. This company will let a contract within 90 days for a half mile of grading
between Holy Cross, Cal., and South San Francisco.

were fought.

plans

the railroad.

—

Distant CoNniOL Eliminates Train Stops. This is the title
given to Bulletin 131, recently issued by the General Railway
Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y. The booklet deals with the
operation of outlying passing siding switches by the G-R-S low
voltage or "distant-control" switch machine, a device which was
descrilicd in the Railway A()C Gazette of March 19, 191.\ page
678. The first installation of a low-voltage switch machine was
in connection with a piece of single track on the Northern
Pacific at Bozcnian tunnel, Mont. This installation was described
in detail in an article in the issue of April 16, page 831.
The bulletin shows how distant-control eliminates train stops
and notes the saving gained thereby. Besides containing a description and illustraticius of the machine it also contains a
number of wiring diagrams for different kinds of installations.

—

Trans-Aitstrai.ian Railway. The work of constructing the
Trans-Australian Railway, which will coiuicct Western Australia
with the h'.astern States, is being pushed ahead at a fjood rate.
The rails arc now laid over a distance of ."143 miles.

Western

at Bridgeport.

—

Texas &

—

Pacific. This company has under consideration
for the construction of a branch line, it is said, to be
built from either Big Springs, Tex., or Midland, northwest to

Seminole.

—

Ti:lsa (Okla.) Traction. This company was recently incorporated in (M<lalioma with $100,000 capital, it is said, to succeed
the Oklahoma L'uion Traction Company.
line
w'll
be
built south of Tulsa, Okla., to Sapulpa and Okmulgee, and
on the north to CoUinsvillc. The company now operates six miles
of single track to Orcutt Lake.
and
G. C. Stebbins, presidcnl
1!. (". Kcdgrcaves. supcrinleudcnt.

A

;

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Baltimore, Mn, -Tlio board of directors of the Baltimore
Ohio has authorized the eoustruotiim of the large coal pier

v"ir

in

the Curtis Bay terminal, Baltimore, and it is said that bids
for the work will be askeil for and the work >Iartcd at once.
The now pier will cost ;il>out $1„500,0(X). lis capacity will he
10,000,000 toils a year. It will be of steel 7(X) ft, long by 115 ft.
wide.
The hreakagc of coal will be overcome by means of a
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system of belts which will be run at speeds
ft. to 500 ft. a minute, leading to movable
load into vessels on either side of the pier.
dumpers will be able to handle cars 53 ft.
load forty of the largest cars in one hour.

varying from 250
towers which will

The

17,
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Greenville, N.

J.

— The

bids on revised plans
Greenville, N. J.

Johnstown, Pa.

Pennsylvania Railroad has asked for

for the

construction of a

new

oier

at

1068.)

KiNNiCKlNNiCK, Wis.

— The

Barnett

& Record Company, Min-

neapolis, Minn., has the contract for the erection of the super-

elevator being built here by the
elevator will be of reinforced
concrete and steel construction and will cost in the neighborhood
of $900,000.
structure of the

Chicago

1,000,000-bu.

& North

Western.

The

—

Macon,

Bids are wanted by A. Fellheimer, architect, 7
G.\.
Forty-second street. New York, for building the union
station to be used jointly by the Central of Georgia, the Southern
Railway, and the Georgia Southern & Florida. The proposed
East

structure is to be of stone, brick and steel construction. It will
be three stories high, 80 feet wide and 250 feet long. Tho work
(Sepis to be started in October and will cost about $500,000.

tember

17, p. 548.)

—

Oelwein, Iowa. The contract for the reconstruction of the
Chicago Great Western storehouse, destroyed by fire the early
part of August, has been let to the Blackhawk Construction
Company, of Waterloo, Iowa. It will be a reinforced con(August 20, p. 369.)
crete structure.

—

Oil City, Pa. The Pennsylvania Railroad has submitted
revised plans to the War Department for a railroad bridge to
be built over the Allegheny river at Oil City.

Roanoke, Va.

— The

work now under way on an extension

of

the Norfolk & Western engine erecting shop at Roanoke, Va.,
is a continuation of the building begun in 1912, and extended a
second time in 1914. The building is 110 ft. wide, 48 ft. high
to the bottom of the trusses, and the present extension is to
be 150 ft. long. It will have steel frame and trusses, slate roof,
brick walls on one side, and galvanized siding above the level
of the machine shop roof on the opposite side, at which point
The building will be
connect with the niachine shop.
it will
equipped with crane runways for 100, 15, 10 and 5 ton cranes,
which are now in use in the completed portion of the building.
The new structure is to be used for building and repairing
heavy locomotives and will replace the present brick building

used for the same purpose. The Virginia Bridge & Iron Company, Roanoke, has the contract for furnishing and fabricating
the steel work, and the Norfolk & Western forces have conThe imstructed the foundations and will erect the building.
provements are to cost about $60,000, and the work will be
No new equipment will be required.
finished this year.
St. Joseph,

Mo.

—A

comprehensive investigation of the grade

crossings, terminal and depot facilities in this city is being made
by a joint committee representing the Missouri Public Service
Commission, the railways and the local Commerce Club.

—According

press reports the Philadelphia
for building a railroad bridge
over the Susquehanna river at Sunbury. The plans call for a
The new
13-span steel girder bridge to carry single track.

Sunbury, Pa.

& Reading
bridge

is

to

has adopted plans

to be built to replace the light structure

Willow

Springs,

— Charles

Baltimore & Ohio.

director, succeeding

W. Harkness

Norman

B.

has been elected a

Ream, deceased.

Hudson & Manhattan. —The New York

— The

Pennsylvania Railroad has given a contract to W. H. Fissell & Co., New York, for building the superstructure of a new passenger station in Johnstown, Pa., to cost
over $120,000. The building will be constructed of red tapestry
brick and stcne, and the interior will be finished in marble and
tile.
There will be two island platforms, each 900 feet long,
from which access to the station will be by means of two tunnels, one for passengers and the other for baggage.
The new
(December
station will be built just west of the present station.
p.

59,
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individual car

548.)

4,
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long and will un-

(September

Vol.

Mo.—The

St.

Louis

&

now

in use.

San Francisco has

let

the contract for a reinforced concrete coaling plant here to
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. The plant will be of the "V" bucket
type, will have 250-tons capacity, and will include a steam sand
drier of one cubic yard capacity per hour.

Public Service Comhas granted this company permission to
issue $615,500 in bonds to reimburse the company for money
expended in improving its plant, retiring underlying mortgages
and for rolling stock. The bonds are to bear five per cent
interest and run until February 1, 1957. There are to be sold
to net the company not less than 80 per cent of the par value,
and the order provides for the amortization during the life of
the bonds of the discount and expense of sale.
mission,

first

district,

—

Missouri Pacific. A suit for foreclosure against this property
was filed in the district court in St. Louis on September 19 by
the Guarantee Trust Company of New York and B. F. Edwards of St. Louis.

New

—

&

Pennsylvania.- The property of this road was
September 21 to J. Irving Demarest, of
Sewaren, N. J., owner of a quarry near the road at New Germantown. The line of the road extends from Morristown,
N. J., southward 25 miles. No trains have been run for many
months, the company being unable to keep the track in a conJersey

sold

at

auction

The

price paid at this sale was said to be
cannot be consummated until it has been
approved by the Court, in whose hands the road is held.

dition

fit

$29,000.

for use.

The

sale

—

X'ew York, New Haven & Hartford. Charles F. Brooker,
Charles M. Pratt, Lewis Cass Ledyard, Henry K. McHarg and
Frederick F. Brewster, former directors of this company, indicted- and awaiting trial before the district court in New
York for alleged violation of the anti-trust law, have petitioned
the court for separate

trials.

—

Pennsylvani.\ Railroad. This company on September 1, 1915,
had an even 94,000 stockholders. This is an increase of 3,381
in a year, and is the largest number of stockholders ever reEach
ported for this or any other railroad in the world.
stockholder on September 1 owned an average of 106.23 shares,
or 3.96 shares less than the average holdings 12 months ago.
Included in the total number of stockholders there were 45,428

women— 1,743 more

—

holding nearly a one-third
the entire 94,000 stockholders
33,053 were in Pennsylvania, 16,024 lived in New York state,
16,366 in New England, 16.671 elsewhere in the United States
and 11,886 in foreign countries. There were 62 more foreign
interest

in

than

the property.

last

year

Of

stockholders on September 1, 1915, than on the same date in
1914, and 64 more than in July, 1914.

—

^'IRCINIA & Southwestern. Robert L. Pennington, of Bristol,
Tenn., has been elected a director to fill a vacancy.

—

The Busiest Passenger Station in England. In an interview reported in a recent issue of the New York Times Magazine, H. W. Thornton, formerly general manager of the Long
Island, and now general manager of the Great Eastern of Eng"With one exception, and that
land, made the statement that
is the St. Lazare station in Paris, there are more trains in and
out of the Liverpool street station, which is the London terminus
of the Great Eastern system, than any other railway station in
the world. The Great Eastern serves territory generally known
as East Anglia, but there are other roads also touching this
section, which in a sense gives the Great Eastern some competition, though upon the whole, it has the eastern counties to itself.
From 6 o'clock in the morning to 9:30, also of the morning,
there are 278 trains arriving in the Liverpool street station, and
the number of passengers alighting therefrom during these
During the entire 24
three hours and a half is about 75,000.
hours there are almost 700 trains arriving in the station, and
about the same number departing therefrom, making a grand
total of trains in and out of the station every 24 hours of about
So you see it requires the highest efficiency in the staff
1,400.
and the .working force of the road to care for so many trains,
so close to one another, to insure safety and promptness."
:
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1,
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from most of them for use
in this issue.

in the report published elsewhere

The complete volume

of the proceedings of this
many students of

section of the Congress will be valuable to

railway engineering both within and without railway organizabut it is manifestly impossible for the Railway Age
Gazette to do more than suggest the nature of the material that
tions,
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make

to

to be

clear its exact position respecting

hoped that the commission

will decide

do this. It either believes, or it does not believe, that the
western lines need larger net revenues, and it ought to answer
them one way or the other, so that they may act accordingly.
It
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attitude

state regulation it did not make clear.
The attorneys of the
railways in their brief for a rehearing, an abstract of which
is published elsewhere in this issue, present a masterly
argument
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second

rate

its

rates asked it to do so. It also failed to make clear its position
on the question of state interference with interstate commerce. It
refused to grant certain advances in interstate rates on the groimd
that there were lower state rates fixed by state authorities;
but
just to what extent it intends to let state regulation control inter-

Samuel O. Dunn, Editor.
Roy V. Wright, Managing Editor.
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Canada

left

not state its conclusion as to whether
the western lines needed an increase in
'''^''
"^' revenues, although both the
railways and those opposing advances in

Rate Case

United States and Mexico

published.

advance case, the
toward two
important questions very doubtful. It did

the Western

EDITORS

freight

Commerce Commission

Rehearing of
Treat.

when

either

intends, or

it

state authorities control

does not intend, to

let

rates fixed by

in regulating interstate

rates, and it
ought to enlighten the carriers on this point so that they may
know definitely how they must proceed to get the relief to
which they consider themselves entitled.
Such decisions as
that in the western case, which really decided nothing, leave
it

the railways in a state of uncertainty which is bad for them,
and bad for business in general; and regulation which produces

such results does not

command

or deserve respect and confidence.
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"Illustrated.

With the inclusion of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas the mileage
of railways in the United States in the hands of receivers is
now greater than it has ever been before.
42,000 Miles
According to the Railway Age Gazette's
of

Railway

record, the addition of the 3,865 miles of

Missouri,

Kansas & Texas

system
of 82 railways, operating
41,988 miles of line, and with a total capitalization of $2,264,000,000, now being operated by receivers.
This is more than onesixth of the railway mileage in the United States, and
exceeds
the total railway mileage of any other country in
the world
except European and Asiatic Russia combined. The total
par
value of securities outstanding of roads being operated
by receivers represents about 15 per cent of the total
capitalization
of the railways of the United States, and is greater than
the
in Receiverships

"^"^

makes

a total

total

The

principal value of the International Engineering Congress,

held in

San Francisco

week, as far as railway inen are conlies in tlic character of the papers
International
presented.
The attendance at the meet"IRS of the railway section was by no
Engineering
means representative of the railway engiCongress
neers of the country, or even of the West,
and the discussions on most of the papers were either
perfunctory or entirely lacking. This docs not imply,
however, that the
Congress was unsuccessful. On account of tlic vast scope covered by such international gatherings, the long
periods that
elapse between meetings, and the fact that all
p.ipcrs presented
are written by individuals rather than hy committees,
it is not
to be expected that the subjects will be handled in
a manner that
last

cerned,

lends itself easily to discussion.
The papers are essentially reviews of engineering practise and discussions of recent developments.
For this reason, only brief abstracts have born taken

capitalization of all the railways of any other country in
world outside of Russia, Great Britain, Germany and
France. This is a record of insolvency unparalleled in
history.
he largest mileage of ro.ids in receiverships
previously re-

the

1

corded, according to the Interstate ( ommcrcc Commission's
reports, was for the fiscal year ending Jime
30, 1894, when 192
roads, operating 40,818 miles of line, and with a
capil.ilization

of about $2,500,000,000 or about 25 per cent of the total
capitalization at that time, were bciiig operated under lludirection
of the courts. It will be noted that with a greater mileage
the
capitalization of the roads now in receiverships is less
than that
»f the ro.tds bankrupt in 1894.
The proportion of the total
mileage in receivers' hands in 1894 was not quite one-fourth.
The large mileage of roads in the hands of receivers in that
year was, of course, accounted for principally by the effect
of
the panic of 1893, 126 of the roads that were insolvent
on June
30,

having become so during the fiscal year, and 35 during
At the end of the fiscal year 18<)5. tiicro were Id') roads

1894,

1893.
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and having

in recciver.ships, operating' 37,S.S5 miles

and on June

talization of $2,439,000,000,

with

a mileage of 30,475 and a capitalization of $1,742,000,000. The
present large mileage is made up chiefly of roads that ha\e gone
into receiverships comparatively recently.

A

and startling demonstration of what may be accom-

practical

plished

giving special attention to the training and coaching

l)y

their work,

and of securing

co-operation in seeing that

Remarkable

their hearty
it

is

done

in

^^V' ^^^ taken place on the St. Louis
& San Francisco during the past year.
The camjiaign on that road to reduce loss and damage to freight,
which was purely educational in character, was described in the
'^^^^

Record

Railway Age Gazette of April

9,

$200,000 during the fiscal year.

now

show

available,

was

that while

and

16

The

23.

The aim was

to save

auditor's figures, which are

gross

the

freight

revenue for

compared with $28,654,454 for the
previous year, a falling off of 1.7 per cent, the freight loss and
damage claim payments dropped from $482,038 to $277,801, mak1914-15

$28,182,181,

as

ing a saving of $204,237, or 42.4 per cent. If the gross freight
revenue had not fallen off, and if the same rate of loss and
:'.amage applied, the saving

would

have been over $200,000.

still

1913-14 the claim pajTnents per thousand dollars of gross

In

amounted

freight revenue

on the Frisco, or about the
average for all of the railroads in the country. For the ytZT
1914-15 this figure dropped to $9.86, a record which is equaled
by very few other roads. During the year 22,905 freight claim
preventive postals were turned in to the various committees,
each one calling attention to some feature which was thought to
be defective and which needed correction in order to remove
the danger of further loss and damage.
The slogan for the
present fiscal year is another reduction of $100,000 in freight
loss and damage-claim payments.

the

five

per cent of

the

5

per cent

notes

which were not extended, by insisting on payment in cash and
refusing to make a temporary sacrifice which the holders of
many times that number of notes are willing to make, act in a
selfish way, but there are always certain classes of lawyers and
their clients who take a chance of making a profit by holding
out on any proposition which requires an abatement of the letter
of their legal right.

way of doing

of employees in the right

A

The holders of

at total capi-

30, 1896, ISl roads,
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The Missouri, Kansas & Texas mortgages securing

the bonds

underlying the consolidated mortgage so restrict financing that
the consolidated mortgage is necessarily a complicated structure

superimposed on other mortgages, and although some such arrangement was absolutely necessary, it does not permit of as
cheap financing as the earning power of the property deserves.
There is, moreover, too large a proportion of Missouri, Kansas
& Texas funded debt to stock.
Of course the Missouri, Kansas & Texas had extraordinarilx'
bad luck in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914. Unprecedented
floods caused both expensive interruptions to traffic and expensive replacement work. Even so, however, the operating economies this past year have been such as to show a net operating
income for the year ended June 30, 1915, of $7,192,000, or more
than 19 per cent greater than that for the year before, and a
surplus of $1,475,000 after the payment of interest charges will

be

to $16.82

shown for the year.
The indirect and underlying

& Texas

causes of the Missouri, Kansas

receivership are the restrictions placed on economical

financing by the mortgages prior to the consolidated mortgage
the confiscatory policy pursued for years by the legislature of

Texas toward Texas railroads, which attitude, however, has been
good measure abandoned vicious restrictions of the southwestern -states under the form of regulation rates which were
too low either because of competition or of nibbling by state
commissions, and failure years ago to develop a northbound low
grade traffic, such as the timber which some of the other south-

in

;

;

western roads have.

THE MISSOURI, KANSAS & TEXAS RECEIVERSHIP

/^N
^—'

Monday

of this

week

The

C. E. Schaff, president of the Mis-

Kansas & Texas, was appointed receiver in a suit
brought by creditors with the acquiescence of the board of directors.
The receivership was not the result of the failure of the
operating department to make good neither was it directly the result of such financial mistakes as were made in the cases of the St.
Louis & San Francisco and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
The company has strong banking support and the faith of the
In 1913 it was able
holders of large blocks of its securities.
to sell $19,000,000 secured two-year 5 per cent notes and the
greater part of these notes was taken by bankers and financially
strong individuals. The notes fell due May 1, 1915. Eventually
souri,

receivership will permit the elimination of the mortgage

and presumably a reduction in fixed charges. The
mentioned above, has already
changed materially and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas management has gone far toward gaining the confidence of Texas people,
and steps are already under way for the development of a profitrestrictions

attitude of the state of Texas, as

;

95 per cent of

those

who were

them, representing
in a position to

all

know

of

the

notes

held

by

the condition of the com-

Active work has been done on a plan
for a reorganization of the company's finances and the strong

pany, were extended.

banking interests of J. & W. Seligman & Co. and Hallgarten
& Co. have been secured for the carrying out of this plan.

The

direct cause of the receivership is apparently that the
brought by the holders of five per cent of the notes which
matured May 1 last threatened the interests of other creditors and
the integrity of working capital. While presumably the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas reorganization will not be by any means as
drastic as that of the Missouri Pacific, the receivership is another instance where voluntary reorganization of a fundamentally sound, although over-bonded, railroad could not be worked
out even when banking support was available.
It is easy to
argue that it would be far better for all concerned to avoid
the expense of
receivership
and submit to a voluntary
suits

reorganization and certain sacrifices, but the only instances where

such theoretically wise self-interest can be put into practice is
where a very large majority of securities are held by a few
strong interests, as has been the case with the Western Maryland.

able traffic northbound.

What

the rate situation in the south-

west will be is only a matter of conjecture. It would seem as
if the time had almost come when people had begun to realize
the irreparable injury which was being done by demagogic railroad regulation.

TWO SYSTEMS OF STATE RAILWAYS
Engineering Congress at
elsewhere in this issue,
there are given abstracts of two papers which throw light on

IN

the report of the International

San Francisco, which

is

published

government management of railways.
on the railways of India, and indicates, as
does most of the other available evidence, that the management of the state railways of that country has been successful.
The article shows that these lines are profitable and other
data might be cited indicating that, considering all the conditions, their capitalization is low, their service good and their
the question of

One

is

a paper

rates reasonable.

The other paper referred to relates to the railways of Italy.
Most of these lines are owned and operated by the government. Most of them always have been owned by it, although
the state railways were leased to private companies from 1865
for varying periods of years, and again from 1885 to 1905.
The author of the article on the Italian railways tries to show
that government management since 1905 has been successful,
or at least more successful than private management was.
Most people who are familiar not only with the results of
the Italian railways in recent years, but also with their history,
will be very slow to accept the view either that public manage-

OCTOBI-R
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ment of them has been a success or that it has secured better
The writer of the paper
results than private management did.
in question shows that their net earnings are only about ll/i
per cent on their capital cost. This net return fails by not less
than $3.^,000,000 a year to equal the interest which the govern-

ment has

to

pay on

the

railway

and the government

debt;

money at a proportionate
management of the railways.

has been losing

rate

assumed the

Financially,

fore, the state railways are a failure.
still

is

ever

since

it

there-

Furthermore, their service

rather

national

The employees

considerations.

of

the

and voting power
have been important factors in determining the conditions and
efficiency of the work done by them, and the wages they have
been paid. These facts are not mentioned by the author of
the paper presented at the Engineering Congress, but their
truth is easily demonstrable by evidence from other reliable
sources, and they afford the true explanation of the enormous
losses inflicted by government railway management on the peostate railways are organized,

ple

poor and their rates high.

than

589

and

their strikes

of Italy.

The conclusion suggested by
management and its results in

miles,

comparison of state railway
on the one hand, and in
Italy, on the other, is the same conclusion which is suggested
by comparison of the management and results of the state
railways of many other countries of Prussia and of France,
for example. This conclusion is, that the extent to which government management is a success or a failure is mainly determined by the extent to wliich politics is allowed to affect it.
The more politics of the low, "pork barrel" kind there is in the
government of a country, the more certain it is to fail as a

a mile.

manager of railways. Since there is as much politics of this
kind in government in the United States as in any other country, the conclusion suggested as to the probable results of gov-

For the reasons for the financial failure of the Italian railways we must go back to an era of railway building begun
about a quarter of a century ago.

At

that time the govern-

ment entered on an extensive campaign of construction which
was extravagantly carried out, the result of which was that
the lines built cost a great deal in excess of the original esti-

In one case contracts were

mates.

The

at $50,300 a mile.

let

for 927 miles of

line

actual cost proved to be $115,200 a mile.

In 1879 the government provided for the construction of 3,762
which it estimated would cost $64,300 a mile. Nine years
later an act was passed which recognized the probable cost of
these lines, a large part of which had been built, as $128,300

The Italian railways when leased to private companies were
burdened with the enormous capital cost resulting from wasteful government methods, and to this was largely due the faihire
of private management. Under government management since
1905 their capital cost has continued to increase at a rapid
rate, and in 1913 it amounted to $158,000 a mile, being exceeded
by the capital costs of only two railway systems in the world
Needless to say,
those of Belgium and the United Kingdom.
the facilities provided and the traffic developed and handled
are far inferior to those of the railways of Belgium and the
United Kingdom. Measured by any rational standard government management of Italy has been a failure.
The

inquiry naturally arises as to the reason or reasons for

management in India
once suggested by the differ-

the difference between the results of state

and

in Italy.

The answer

is

at

ences between the political conditions in the two countries, and
the consequent differences between the organizations of the
railways.

India

is

not a self-governing country.

It

is

ruled

by a British civil service, the standards of honesty and efficiency
of which are very high.
The management of the state rail-

ways
by

is in effect

politics

on business

On

a part of this civil service.

of the "pork barrel" variety.

not influenced
runs the railways

It is
It

principles.

the other hand, the people of Italy are self-governing, al-

though their government

monarchical in form. The management of the railways is under the control of parliament. In
consequence their construction and operation always have been
inlluenced by politics.
Where new lines have been built, or
improvements made, often has been determined bv sectional
is

a

India,

—

ernment management of railways here

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE
T

is

obvious.

& ST. PAUL

T

sounds paradoxical to say that the wisdom of the Chicago,
& St. Paul Pacific coast extension was demonstrated in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, when the company
failed to earn its 5 per cent dividend. Perhaps it would be more
•*

Milwaukee

accurate to say that the necessity for the Pacific coast extension
being shown each year more clearly. The St. Paul, operating

is

10,053 miles of railroad, earned in the 1915 fiscal year $91,435,000,

The expenses were
reduced by $919,000, and with heavier interest charges and a
debit instead of a credit for hire of equipment, the company had
net corporate income available for dividends of $11,968,000, comparing with $15,476,000 net available for dividends in 1914. Seven
per cent dividends on the $116,275,000 preferred stock and 5 per
cent dividends on the $117,361,000 common stock outstanding
call for $13,9.52,000.
No attempt was made to scrimp on maintenance expenses in an effort to show the dividend as having
been earned, and the, approximately, $2,000,000 which was not
provided by net income was taken from surplus. Past experience
has proved almost invariably that it is a far sounder policy for a
or $2,178,000 less than in the previous year.

company to frankly pay a part of its dividends from
the company is strong enough to justify payment of
dividends when not fully earned in a given year than to postrailroad

surplus

if

pone maintenance expenditures in order temporarily to make a
better showing in net.
Before the Pacific coast extension was built the St. Paul was

1^,

The Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

Paul

T[

ILLINOIS
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easily earning 7 per cent

on

its

then outstanding stock.

which

road, however, depending entirely on the traflic

It

was a

it

could

own
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Such a large part of the St. Paul's traffic is local traffic,
and so much of it has to be moved promptly without waiting for
in 1914.

we remember
we are apt

lines, or which was destined for points on
served a highly competitive territory. ComTo get
petition is growing keener in the northwest every year.
this competitive business it is often necessary to give a freight

the opportunity to get a full train load, that, unless

and a passenger service that would not under normal
traffic and rates.
The St. Paul's
competitors are the Northern Pacific the Great Northern the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie; the Chicago, BurlingThe Hill
ton & Quincy, and the Chicago & North Western.
Lines, of course, have their western outlet, the Soo has the
Canadian Pacific, the Chicago & North Western has particularly
While, therefore,
close traffic relations with the Union Pacific.
the St. Paul was apparently prosperous before it built to the
coast, each year has shown the effects of the continually growing
competition which the road has to meet and the impossibility of
successfully meeting this competition and of reducing expenses,
or rather of holding down expenses on local business.
Developing a new railroad is a slow process at best and requires a high degree of steadfast courage and even faith. The St.
Paul's line from Mobridge, S. D., to Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.,

through traffic on its main line. When the through traffic on
the St. Paul becomes fully developed the train load figures should
be very considerably higher than they now are. It will be noted

originate on
it

own

lines,

its

and

it

service

conditions be justified by the

;

;

It is not even yet bringing
system sufficient traffic to offset increased e.\penses of the
rest of the system and to pay a fair return on the cost of its

has been in operation since 1909.
to the

construction.
The history of the transcontinental lines of the
northwest, however, and the present development of that section
of the country are such as to strengthen rather than weaken the

which the building of the Pacific coast extension was
undertaken that in time it would be the salvation of the system.
The Hill Lines, the Soo and the North Western all feel the
drain of competitive business in the territory east of the Missouri river. But these roads have built up also a through traffic
which earns good revenue and can be handled economically. It
would appear that it is the building up of a profitable through
traffic, with resulting economies in transportation expenses, that
will within a few years restore the earning power of the St.
Paul, which has been adversely affected by conditions in the last
four or five years. This is discussing the question, of course, as
it affects the next decade of development of the property.
The
immediate prospects for large earnings this fall and winter from
the movement of the unprecedented large crops apparently assure
a prosperous year for 1916.
The falling off of $2,178,000 in 1915 in operating revenues is
less than what will be shown probably by a like mileage of most
of the St. Paul's competitors. Revenue freight carried one mile
totaled 8,186,000,000 tons, an increase of 1.32 per cent, but the
revenue per ton mile was 7.813 mills in 1915, a decrease of
3.28 per cent as compared with the previous year.
The number
of passengers carried one mile was 858,500,000, a decrease as
compared with the previous year of 5.91 per cent.
With only a very small falling off in freight traffic, there was
a reduction in transportation expenses of $1,151,000, the total
transportation expenses in 1915 amounting to $35,698,000.
The
following table shows the ratio of each class of expenses to total
operating revenues

belief with

Maintenance of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses
Transportation Expenses
Miscellaneous Operations
General Expenses
Transportation for Investment
Total Operating Expenses

1915

1914

11.35
15.03

11.45
14.56

1

.92

1

39.04
0.79
2.04
2.39
67.78

—Credit

—

.92

39.36
0.83
1

.78

2.72
67.18

—

Transportation for investment credit is a subtraction from
expenses representing a charge made by the company to itself for
carrying company material. In 1915 the credit under this heading

was

$2,183,000,

both years,

liut

in

carried by the St. Paul

pany freight

in

The average
tons in

1914.

brought the

This looks rather large

1914, $2,.548,000.

as a matter of fact the

1915

is

was

The

large.

amount of company
total ton

mileage of com-

1,439,000,000, in 1914, 1,597.000,000.

train load is not large, 390 tons in 1915

In

in

freight

addition

total train load

there

up

to

was company
4.W tons

in

and 380
which

freight

1915 and 454 tons

what a network of branch

lines

the St. Paul has,

how difficult it is to make a good showing in train load
when compared with a road having few branches and heavy
to forget

that the

company does

a large passenger business.

Of

the total

derived from freight and the other
30 from passenger and service incidental to passenger service.
Both the quantity and the quality of the St. Paul's passenger
revenue, about 70 per cent

is

make for a fairly high operating ratio. The St.
Paul has the affection of travelers in the northwest and of
citizens of St. Paul and Minneapolis to a remarkable degree.
Even in the rather trying years through which the company has
just passed the high standard of passenger service which the
company has set for itself has been adhered to, and this policy,
like that of refusing to stint on maintenance, leaves the company
in a strong position to take advantage of better times.
The prospects for 1916 are bright. Never have there been such
wheat and oat crops in the territory served by the St. Paul.
Farmers of the Dakotas and Montana have cut an unheard-of
crop of wheat and oats, and in some cases will probably get a
bumper crop of com also, although the frost probably will get
some of the more northern corn. Hundreds of miles of land on
which twelve bushels an acre of wheat was an average crop and
twenty bushels a bumper crop have raised this year thirty to
thirty-five bushels of wheat, and that planted to oats has raised
60 to 70 bushels per acre. The wheat has only barely started to
move, so that the monthly earnings since the close of the fiscal
year have not begun in the slightest to reflect the revenue which
the road will earn from this year's crops. The less direct result
which will come because of the traffic created by the prosperity
business tend to

of the farmers will be

The following

table

felt for two or three years.
shows the principal figures for 1915 com-

pared with 1914:
Average Mileage Operated
Freight Revenue

Passenger Revenue
Total Operating Revenues

.

.':

Maintenance of Wav and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses
Transportation Expenses

Miscellaneous
Genera! Expenses
Transportation for Investment
Total Operating E.Kpenses

Taxes
Operating Income
Gross Corporate Income
Net Corporate Income
Dividend!,

Surplus

— Credit

1915
10,053
$63,953,799
17,952,428
91,435,374
10,377,185
13,737,535
1,756,801
35,697,961
722,635
1,862,939
2,183,355
61,971,701
4,746,721
24,716,952
28,366,665
11,968,283
13,951,711
*1,983,428

1914
9,684
65,315,755
18,961,225
93,613,700
10,722,100
13,625,096
1,799,621
36,848,934
778,716
1,664.079
2,548,245
62,690,301
4,106,557
26,606,555
30,081,656
15,476,286
13,92S,976
1,547,310

• Deficit.

HOCKING VALLEY
'"p'HE Hocking Valley was formerly owned jointly by five
*trunk lines, but control of it was bought in 1909 by the
Chesapeake & Ohio. The company operates 352 miles of road
running from the Ohio coal fields to Toledo. It has outstanding $11,000,000 stock, of which the Chesapeake & Ohio owns
A part of the Hocking Valley and the Toledo &
$8,825,800.
Ohio Central, which is controlled by the New York Central, is
operated as a double-track system, loads moving on one line
and empties returning on the other.
Heretofore the interchange of freight between the Chesapeake & Ohio and Hocking Valley has been over the Kanawha & Michigan, but, as mentioned in the comments on the Chesapeake & Ohio's annual report, printed in this issue, the Chesapeake & Ohio has sold its

Kanawha & Michigan and is now building
an extension which, in conjunction with trackage rights, will
give it a direct connection with the Hocking Valley.
Most, if not all, of the roads running north and south and
serving the lakes will probably show a falling off in earnings
due to the business depression of last year. In the case of the
half interest in the

October

Hocking Valley
that the
that

& Michigan

little

the

to

was probably made worse by the
Ohio was shipping so much coal

this

Chesapeake

sent as

it
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1,

&
as

it

conveniently could over the

fact

ra.xes

$418,522

east

(h'uss

Net operating income
corporate income
Net income

1,578,261
1,871,152

Kanawha

Hocking Valley.

revenues of the Hocking Valley in 1915
amounted to $6,181,000, a decrease as compared with the previous
Total operating expenses amounted to
year of 12 per cent.
Total

After the payment of
and interest there was $493,000 available for dividends as compared with $956,000 in the previous year. Dividends of 4 per cent were paid in 1915 as compared with 8 per
a decrease of 12.9 per cent.

rentals, taxes

in

The

the previous year.

principal reductions in operating expenses

were

in

main-

tenance of equipment, on which there was spent $1,159,000, or
20.7 per cent less than in 1914, and transportation expenses,
which amounted to $2,035,000, or 14.9 per cent less than in the
previous year.
The average revenue trainload in 1914 was

and even

this high trainload was increased in
Including company freight, the trainload
in 1915 was 1,068 tons, and the tons per locomotive, 922.
With
a decrease of 10.9 per cent in revenue ton mileage there was a

just

1,000 tons,

1915 to

1,035

tons.

The Chesapeake
decrease of 13.9 per cent

in

&

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
A

-^
come

CONDITION

of the sale of $33,000,000 Chesapeake & Ohio
notes in 1914 was that $2,000,000 should be spent from in-

for additions to the propertj' in the fiscal year ended June

and $4,000,000 in each of the
After the payment of 1 per cent
dividends the company had a surplus for the year ended June
From this amount and current funds
30, 1915, of $2,036,000.
there was spent a net total of $3,024,000 on additions to road
and equipment. No securities were sold during the year and the
amount of outstanding equipment trust certificates was reduced
from $8,382,000 at the beginning of the year to $6,413,000 at the
end of the year. It will be seen, therefore, that the company
not only spent somewhat over the required $2,000,000 from this
year's income, but about a million from the income of other
vcars for additions and betterments.
30, 1915

;

$3,000,000 in the next year,

ne.xt three

succeeding years.

in

freight train mileage, while there

the percentage of

125 miles in the previous year.

company had on hand $833,000
payable of $1,100,000. Since the close
year the company has been showing a very con-

the end of the year the

cash, with loans
fiscal

and

bills

siderable increase in business.

The following
in 1915

table shows the
compared with l')l

principal figures for operation

I

1915

Average mileaRe operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
Ceneral exficnses
Total oi)eralinK expenses
Freinht

352
$4,012,982
832,733

1914
352

110,916
2,033,491

$5,601,382
910,311
7,021,145
668,455
1,460,653
107,576
2,391,640

1 72,602
4,iS4,370

175,422
4.803.747

6,181,1.53

707,207
1,158,671

E

N S

N

Y

L

V

A

N
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A

Ohio and the Hocking Valley

empty car mileage from
43.8 in 1914 to 44.7 in 1915.
The average length of haul on
the Hocking Valley for freight was 129 miles in 1915 as against

was an increase

of the

493,402
439,980
53,422

Dividends
Surplus

P

At

$451,136
1,763,263
2,215,182
955,741
879,960
75,781

operating

$4,184,000,

cent

591

1,483

It may be recalled that the Norfolk & Western's operating
revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, were about

less than in the previous year.
The Chesapeake
Ohio's operating revenues on the other hand were 5.35 per
cent greater in 1915 than in the previous year, and totaled in

i.li per cent

&

1915, $39,464,000.

By

far the greater part of this gain in revcnties

coal and coke. The total revenue
tonnage of coal and coke in 1915 was 2l,32(),tXK1. an increase over
the previous year of 10.8 per cent.
On June 1, 1914, the new
coal pier of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Newport News, was
put in operation. The Chesapeake & Ohio was the last of the
three roads riuuiing from West \'irglnia coal fields to Norfolk to
build a steel electrically-operated coal-dumping pier, both the
Virginian Railway and the Norfolk & Western having had piers
in operation in 1914.
The comparison of coal tonnage in 1915
and 1914 on the Chesapeake & Ohio, therefore, should be made
with the explanation that in 1<)14 the Chesapcike & Ohio was
probably not getting the proportion of rxpoit coal business to
which it woiiM have been entitled had ii had facilities equal

was from the transportation of
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two competitors. The Chesapeake & Ohio had also added
equipment previous to June, 1914, so that it was
in a strong position to promptly move the coal of the operators
on its lines, thus enabling them to take full advantage of the
demand which the war has created for export coal.
With the present activity in the iron and steel trades and
Canadian manufacturing plants there will be a large increase in
movement of coal west and northbound from West Virginia.
The Chesapeake & Ohio's average ton-mile rate on coal is but
On some of this which moves west and which is
3.06 mills.
now being delivered to the Kanawha & Michigan for haul over
the Hocking Valley to the lakes the Chesapeake & Ohio gets a
short and expensive haul. It may be recalled that arrangements
were made in 1914 for the sale of the Chesapeake & Ohio's half
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to its

the expenditure

to its coal car

amounted to $105,000, in 1915.
Maintenance of equipment

interest in the majority stock of the
sale

A

was made

at a profit to the

Kanawha & Michigan.

Chesapeake

& Ohio

This

of $1,119,000.

from Edgington,
At Waverly connection
will be made with the Norfolk & Western over which trackage
rights have been secured to a connection with the Hocking Valley,
The Hocking Valley is controlled by the
at Columbus, Ohio.
Chesapeake & Ohio through ownership of the majority of its
This new connection will give the Chesapeake & Ohio
stock.
a haul of two to three times as long on its coal for Toledo as
subsidiary

company

is

now

building a line

Ky., to Waverly, Ohio, about 30 miles.

has when it delivers to the Kanawha & Michigan. Since the
expense of loading, making up trains, etc., will be the same, the
profit on the business will be very greatly increased when the
it

new line is completed.
The net income available

for dividends and for improvements
under the terms of the note sale in 1914 mentioned was $2,664,000 in 1915, as compared with $2,972,000 in
the previous year. In 1915 only one per cent was paid in divi-

for maintenance of the

1914 four per cent

was

paid.

The

1915

net

would have been much larger except that in 1915 the Hocking
Valley paid only 4 per cent dividends on the $8,825,800 stock which
the Chesapeake & Ohio owns, whereas in 1914 eight per cent was
paid by the Hocking Valley. This alone makes a difference of
more than $350,000, and the company spent about one million
dollars

more on maintenance

in 1915 than in 1914.

Transportation expenses amounted to $12,896,000 in 1915, an
over the previous year of $364,000, or 2.9 per cent.
The total revenue ton mileage was 8,138,000,000, an increase over
The pasthe previous year of 1,074,000,000, or 15.2 per cent.
one mile totaled 269,000,000, as against
carried
sengers
Freight
292,000,000 the year before, a decrease of 7.6 per cent.

increase

train mileage totaled 8,979,000,

an increase of 680,000, or

10.6

per cent, and the passenger-train mileage totaled 5,009,000, an
increase of 222,000, or 4.2 per cent. The average revenue trainload freight in 1915 was 906 tons and in 1914 870 tons, an
increase last year of 4.1 per cent. The gain in trainloading was
made entirely through a heavier gross load pulled per locomotive,

number of loaded

cars per train being 28 in 1915
average number of empty cars was
The average load per
19.4 in 1915, as against 17.7 in 1914.
loaded car was 32.3 in 1915 and 30.9 tons in 1914.
The total tonnage of all commodities carried on the Chesapeake & Ohio in 1915 was 30,048,000. Of this, 70.25 per cent
was bituminous coal, 6.40 per cent lumber, and 3.92 per cent
The principal changes, as compared with the previous
grain.
year, were an increase of more than 12 per cent in tonnage
of bituminous coal an increase of more than 140 per cent in
tonnage of grain, and a decrease of nearly 14 per cent in the

the average

and

28.1

in

1914, while the

;

tonnage of lumber. There was also, of course, a big increase
in the tonnage of livestock, probably principally horses, the
total tonnage in 1915 being 106,000, as against 46,000 in the
previous year.

The company spent $4,695,000 in 1915 for maintenance of way.
This is an increase of $545,000 over the previous year, or
By far the largest single item of
a little over 13 per cent.
increase was the expenditure for ties, a great deal of tie
The amount
renewal work having been done this last year.
spent for ties in 1915 was $2,136,000, an increase as compared
with the previous year of $513,000. Tliere was also, of course.

coal

pier,

which

cost $8,243,000, an increase over
the previous year of $415,000.
The average repairs per loco-

motive amounted to $3,013 in 1915, and $2,740 in 1914; the
average expenditure for repairs of freight-train cars was $82
in 1915, and $74 in 1914; and for passenger-train cars, $921 and
$909, respectively.
Of the total locomotives and freight cars
in service 11 per cent of each were awaiting or undergoing
heavy and general repairs at the close of the year. This seems
a rather high percentage.

The prospects

for the present year are that there will be a

doa.1 traffic eastbound and a very much increased coal traffic westbound and northbound. Passenger business also ought to be better, and the Hocking Valley's prospects
for a good year, as mentioned elsewhere, are good.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1915, compared with 1914:

further increase in

1915
2,369
$31,288,537
5,696,088
39,464,037
4,694,522
8,243,170
650,406
12,896,079
232,347
873,883
33,994
27,556,414
1,349,497
10,558,126
11,576,346
2,663,537
627,816
2,035,721

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses

— Cr

Taxes
Net operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

to the property

dends, w-hile in

new

1914
2,346
$28,866,516
6,098,059
37,459,864
4,149,457
7,827,660
669,283
12,532,329
248,347
986,822
26,413,899
1,330,935
9,715,030
11,859,681
2,971,815
2,511,264
460,551

NEW BOOKS
Poor's Manual of Industrials for 1915.
Bound in cloth; 2,872 pages; size,
6 in. by 9 in.
Published by Poor's Manual Company, 80 Lafayette
street. New York.
Price ?5.

The sixth edition of Poor's Manual of Industrials contains 412
more text pages than the fifth or 1914 edition, the increase resulting from the inclusion of a large number of new statements of
industrial companies presented for the first time in

Poor's Manual

Company now

issues three manuals.

manual form.
The Manual

of Railroads has been issued for 49 years and has long been
recognized as an authority. Of the Manual of Public Utilities

but three editions have been issued, and of the Manual of Industrials the present volume is the sixth.
The last relates pri-

marily to manufacturing, mining and miscellaneous companies
and contains 2,872 pages, being the largest of the three. It contains information relative to the capital stock, directors

cers of the various companies

and

also,

when such

and

offi-

are obtain-

income accounts, balance sheets and other important data,
of which would otherwise be almost inaccessible. One of its

able,
all

valuable sections

is

the Railroad Appendix, containing data of

railroads and utilities received too late for publication in the other

two manuals.
Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting.
By Calvin F. Swingle, M.E. 190
pages, AYi in. by 6J^ in.
Illustrated.
Bound in leather or cloth.
Published by Frederick J. Drake & Co., Chicago.
Price, $1.50 in
leather; $1.00 in cloth.

This book is intended as a practical treatise on the subject of
welding and cutting with the oxy-acetylene flame, and only so
much of the theory pertaining to the subject has been included as
will enable the practical man to acquire a thorough working understanding of the subject. After an introductory chapter dealing briefly with the adaptability of various methods of welding,
several chapters are devoted to welding flames and the properties and methods of handling the gases most commoniy used.
This portion of the book is confined largely to the oxy-acetylene
flame, which has the widest practical application, and touches
only briefly on other gases which have been used with oxygen
The equipto a less extent in welding and cutting operations.
ment used in welding and cutting is next discussed, after which
the operation of the plant and the practices followed in welding
and cutting are taken up. A final brief chapter is devoted to the
The book
subject of carbon removal with the oxygen torch.
contains a large number of illustrations and a number of tables.

Railways

Ask Rehearing

Western Rate Case

of

Request Specific Findings on Adequacy of Carriers'
Revenues and Relation of State and Interstate Rates

A

The committee of attorneys, representing the western railways, of which C. C. Wright, general sohcitor of the Chicago
& North Western, is chairman, on September 25 filed its peti-

few pertinent facts may properly be called to the attencommission as bearing upon this question. In 1910
various carriers undertook some general advances in rates. In

tion with the Interstate Commerce Commission, asking the
commission to grant a rehearing and reargument of the western
rate advance case and to modify the findings and order of July

the opinion in the eastern case,

regard to the following particulars

30, in

As

:

and protestants for a
upon the question of the adequacy

to the request of the respondents

finding by the commission

of the revenues of the carriers.

Upon

the reasonableness of the

proposed rates on grain and grain products, livestock, packing
house products, fresh meats and hides (except as the same were
allowed), fertilizer and fertilizer materials and cotton piece
goods.

The respondents pray

that the findings in the order be modified

make effective the rates in the
be cancelled, and that if there is, in the opinion of the commission, evidence raising a serious question as to
the proper relation of the state rates to the proposed rates, tlien
so as to permit the carriers to

tariffs directed to

that the

commission

shall order

an investigation as to the rela-

tion of the

it

is

pointed out that the ques-

was the need of additional revenue. In the
western freight advance case it was held that the revenues
must play a not inconsiderable part in arriving at a final judgment, and the commission epitomized the grounds of justification

presented

tion of the advances in the phrase
is

:

"We

need the money."

had not shown the inadequacy of their revenues. It is, however, noteworthy that the commission in those cases not only
distinctly passed upon the issue presented in this case, but that
it said to the same carriers that now appear before the commission that if in the future they felt their rates were not
sufficient to give an adequate return, they would find the door
of the commission open to them.
This implied a promise on
the part of the commission that they would at such future
time pass upon that question.
In the entire history of the commission, so far as we are
from that time since, there has never been
any indication of a change in the views of the commission.

which the relation
may be properly determined by the commission, and may allow

able to determine,

the petitioners to establish such rates as are in

Certainly there has been no change in the law.

tion of such state rates to interstate rates, in

its

opinion just

and reasonable, and require the carriers to remove any discriminations which may be found to exist by reason of lower state
rates.

Ri;.\SONS FOR

The following

why

as to

A RKHEARING

an abstract of the statement of the carriers
they are entitled to a reargument and to a modificais

tion of the opinion:

There are some things in the opinion of the commission in
which are so vital, not only as affecting the advances

this case

proposed, but also as affecting the ultimate welfare of the

roads and of the public, that

we do

rail-

not hesitate to ask this

commission to reopen the case that they may be more fulh'
presented.
With a record of more than 15,000 pages and the
voluminous exhibits contained in this case, it is not at all strange
that the members of the commission who did not hear the testimony should fail to gather its full irhport, and what may be
said in criticism of the opinion is not in criticism of the actions
of individual members of the commission.
desire, however,

We

It

true that in both cases the commission held that the carriers

hand,

in

the

recent

so-called

five

On

the other

per cent case, the eastern

carriers renewed their application for an increase in rates,
based solely upon the need of additional revenue. The commission in that case, as now constituted, considered the question and rendered its decision based upon its conclusions as to
the need of additional revenue.
We recognize that it does not neccssaril)- follow that a
particular rate has been justified by a showing that the revenues of the carriers are insufficient.
However, the fact of

the insufficiency of revenue

is one of the fundamental questions
which underlies and must underlie a general advance in rates.
The western carriers did not base their claim entirely upon the
inadequacy of revenues, but they barkened to the advice of
this commission and introduced exidence of the comparative
returns upon various commodities.
In every other general advance rate case the commission
has not only considered but has passed upon the question of
the sufficiency of revenues, and the carriers in this case there-

transportation problems of this country and upon the future of

fore ask that that matter may be distinctly passed on.
It is
important to the carriers and to the public to know the conclu-

commission, The almost unlimited power of the commismakes it imperative that it shall most carefully consider

the commission shall find that the present revenues are adequate,

upon so important questions
is no ade-

then the railroads and the public must adjust themselves to the
service which will allow the carriers from those revenues to

more proper

secure the fair return guaranteed by the law. The public likewise is interested in this matter, as, depending upon the permanent policy of this commission may ultimately depend the ques-

to speak plainly as to the effects of this opinion, both

this

sion

and weigh the

effect of its opinions

In view of the fact that there

as those here raised.

quate review of the commission's opinion,
that

reargument of

llic

questions be

THE NEEDS OF THE CAKRHCRS

The

upon the

it

is

the

granted.

EOK AlllUTlON AI. REVENUE

the parties to a proceeding before

shall

it

state distinctly

which the commission arrived

at

upon

this

question.

If

whether railroads shall continue to be operated by private
under efficient government regulation and control, or
be operated by state and governmental authorities.

tion of

commission recently adopted required that

rules of the

sion

the

capital
shall

which are desired. The carriers in tlieir brief specifiasked for a finding upon the sufiiciency of the revenues

findings
call)'

of the carriers.

The

princijial

for the protestants also

brief

a request for a finding on this subject.
The first
paragraph of their brief is as follows
"Are western railroads
entitled to more revenue through advanced freight rates, is

contains

:

the issue presented in this case?"
this issue

was

duced by both

specifically
sides.

to the railroads
this

commission

It

is

It will thus be seen that
Elaborate proof was introa question which is important alike

joined.

and to the public
is

to

be.

to

know what

llic

jiolicy

of

THE EINPINGS OF THE COMMISSION

Many

of the facts upon which the conclusion as to the adequacy or inadequacy of revenues must rest have been deter-

mined.
It was found, among other things, that the carriers
arc required to pay a higher average percentage for borrowed
capital than heretofore; that they are paying hiicher prices for
many materials and higher wages for most kinds of lalior;
tliat in meeting the increased cost with iiuieascd prices for
service they arc subject to certain disabilities not similarly
encoiuilcred by many other industries; that the relative etjual
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depreciation of the carriers' credit with credit generally is not
evidence of the adequacy or inadequacy of their present revenues (it should be noted that the carriers never contended
that it was)
that their net corporate income cannot be accepted as the measure of the adequacy or inadequacy of present
rates (the carriers did not so contend and did not present the
data as to net corporate income)
that the increased percent;

;

age of bonds to capital obhgations indicates a growing disinclination to invest in railroad stocks and a growing unwillingness to accept the prospect of dividends as a sufficient incentive
to assume the risk of railroad proprietorship.
It also found

Vol. 59, No. 14

same

substantially the

no evidence

as

on other

lines in that section.

There

case of any improper charges against
the operating expenses since 1902. The carriers did not present
this case to the commission upon the claims of roads that were
is

in

this

hands of a receiver, or upon the claim that the roads were
to any definite rate of return from corporate income.
It was and is contended that the net operating revenues are
insufficient to allow a return upon the value of the properties
equivalent to what the courts have said is the lowest level of
in the

entitled

reasonableness.

may

is needless to point out to this commission that this case
one of a series involving other commodities, and involving
passenger rates. The same question must be before this commission in all of those cases, as it has been stipulated that this
record shall be a part of the record in the other cases. This
makes it appear to be very proper that we ask that this case
be reopened, and that the opinion may be modified in the light
of a reargument and the arguments which shall be presented in

this case

those cases.

that the relative profitableness of the business, taking the roads
a whole, has declined since 1901
that the main cause effecting this result has been an increase in expenditure not off-

as

;

by an increase in receipts.
tables presented beyond question show that the same
statement is true comparing 1910 with present conditions.
It
set

The

be said generally that the contentions of the carriers in
as to the financial needs and the basis upon which
they should be determined have been sustained by the commis-

It

is

A

Overshadowing

sion with the possible exception as to the value of the roads.

The

operating ratio

is

found to have increased materially.

The

substantial integrity of the carriers' accounts has been approved.

The

from operations is shown
due to the increased wages and taxes and maintenance,
and to be from causes beyond the control of the carriers. Every
fact that was found in the five per cent case by the commission
upon which it based its conclusion that the carriers needed
additional revenue has either been found in the present case
by the commission or is supported by uncontradicted testimony.
Parallel columns of the findings and results of the findings as
between the five per cent case and the present case demonstrate
that the showing in this case is clearer and upon a more subfact of the decreasing net return

to be

stantial

basis

than

The needs of the

that presented

in

the

five

per cent case.

shown to be greater and the
insufficiency of the revenue is more marked.
Inasmuch as the opinion refers to certain returns upon stock
of some of the carriers, we direct the commission's attention
carriers

are

to the fact that the carriers presented their case

upon the oper-

from the property devoted to the public service
and not upon the corporate income as compared with the capitalization.
That this test is not a test of the adequacy or inadequacy of revenues, the commission has held. If a test is to
be made of the corporate income as compared to the capitalization, or the return upon the stock of the company, then the
ating income

management of various carriers would
become a much more important element than when the railway
operating income and the value of the physical property is considered.
The injury from financial mismanagement is primarily

question of the financial

and directly
It

we

is,

to the stockholders

believe,

however,

a

and bondholders of the
very

small

element

carriers.

when

the

operating revenues are compared to the value of the property.
put the matter more concretely, if it were conceded that a

To

road had been financially mismanaged, it would not in any way
amount of commodities to be moved upon that road.

affect the

The

present case includes not the single road but

The commodities which were handled by

roads.

were exactly the same, whether the one

line of

the roads had been financially mismanaged.

been

all

of the

these roads

road or

If there

all

of

had never

times past a dollar misspent by any of the roads it
would not in any particular affect the gross revenues to be
derived by the carriers in this section, as that must depend

NEW

DOCTRINE

questions of the amount of revenue in-

of whether this commission
surrender the power and duties of the federal government which Congress has reposed in the commission. We bevolved, there arises the question
shall

announcement of the commission in this case as to
where there are lower state rates
is the most startling one that has ever come from the commission.
We put the matter strongly and desire to make our
views as plain as possible. It must be that we misunderstand
the opinion, or the opinion is the result of an entire misconception, both of the law and the facts.
The commission has in the past repeatedly held that there
was no greater presumption attaching to state-made rates than
lieve that the
its

policy as to advance rates

attaches to the voluntary rates of carriers.

may

State-made rates

be introduced for comparative purposes the same as volun-

tarilj'-made

rates.

They

are

evidential

in

character

and not

controlling.

In the now celebrated Shreveport case, which was affirmed
by the Supreme Court of the United States, this commission
established the doctrine that it is the duty of the Interstate
Commerce Commission to determine for itself the reasonableness of interstate rates. When reasonable interstate rates have
been determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission, it
has the jurisdiction to determine whether lower rates, established by a carrier voluntarily or by a carrier under the direction of the state authorities, are unjustly discriminatory.
This
commission never assumed the right to consider or determine
in any way the reasonableness of state rates as such.
The Supreme Court fully sustained the commission, and in substance
said
The paramount rights in relation to determining the
reasonableness of interstate rates is in the Interstate Commerce
Commission and this commission has the power, and, when its
jurisdiction is invoked, must exercise the duty of determining
whether lower rates fixed under an order of the state discriminate unjustly against the interstate shipper.
When such
determination has been made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, the law says to the carrier, you may remove that discrimination, even if by so doing you charge higher rates than
:

fixed by the state authorities for the

in

upon the amount of commodities and the rates charged. The
effect upon the operating revenues would therefore be nil.
Its
effect upon the net operating income could only be predicated
upon the fact of mismanagement of the property, not its finances, or upon unlawful expenditures which were charged to
Operating costs. In the present case there is no evidence to indicate that the property of any of these roads has been mismanaged. The operating ratios on the Rock Island, which has
been recently criticized by the commission, are shown to be

all

if

movement within

the state.

For the purpose of the discussion of this particular question,
it be conceded that every state rate was lower than the inter-

state rate,

it

could not affect the reasonableness per se of the
In the eastern advance rate case and in the

interstate rate.

western advance rate case, the commission held that its duty
in passing upon an increased rate is identical with its duty in
passing upon the reasonableness of a rate when complaint has
been made. The only effect of the amendment to Section IS of
the act giving the commission the power to suspend rates was
to allow the commission to determine in advance of the effective
date of the rates the same questions which it must determine
ccmiplaint been made
if the rates had uonr into I'fTcct ami
:i

OCTOBEU

1,
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If it
their reasonableness or discriminatory character.
however, the doctrine that in an advance rate case the carriers must assume the burden of showing that the lower state
rates are unreasonable, then the commission would be called
upon to exercise jurisdiction over state rates and to determine
a matter which has not been committed to the commission. We
Whatever
direct particular attention to the Shreveport case.
may have been the individual opinions prior to that decision,
it is now the law upon the subject of the duties and powers of
The commission found the commodity rates
this commission.
enforced on the railroads from Shreveport to be just and reasonable and that there were lower rates on the same commodThe
ities carried from Texas points under similar conditions.
commission did not saj' because there were lower rates carried
It
in Texas therefore you must reduce your interstate rates.
did say that the commission, acting as the representative of the
federal government, must determine, according to its judgment,
the reasonableness of the interstate rates, and if the carriers by
reason of the compulsion of some other body maintained lower
rates which were discriminatory, the discrimination must be
removed.
The Supreme Court appreciated the very lucid statement of
the commission upon that subject. The court adopted the conclusion of the commission, that it was empowered and therefore
it was its duty to determine the reasonableness of the interstate
rates by standards of its own.

as

to

be,

595

makes or intends

the law

to

make

its own action depend.
The
makes "propriety" mean some-

construction of the statute which

thing broader than those terms included in the other paragraphs
of the law would be such a delegation of legislative power.
Before the commission commits itself to a doctrine so subversive of the position which

it

has taken in

all

of

its

previous

decisions, without the matter having been discussed in the hear-

ing so far had, would seem to justify the carriers in a request
that they have an opportunity to be heard

PROCEDURE

WHEN

As before

STATE RATES ARE LOWER

pointed out,

it is

upon the matter.

THAN INTERSTATE

the settled doctrine of the

RATES

Supreme

Court that the Interstate Commerce Commission must determine
the reasonableness of the interstate rates according to its standards and judgment; that the Interstate Commerce Commission

the sole judge of the relation which the state rate shall bear

is

to the interstate rate.
It

therefore becomes important in considering an advance rate

method the

case to see by what

Interstate

That

Commerce Commis-

cannot so do by
simply denying the carriers the right to establish rates, which
are otherwise reasonable, solely because there are lower rates
sion can

fully

would seem

discharge

its

to be apparent.

duty.

To

it

adopt that course

is

to allow

the states to determine the relation of state and interstate rates.

By

method, no advance on interstate rates to the reason-

this

able basis determined by the Interstate

Commerce Commission

tends the authority of the commission so that

advance was made in state rates.
It appears in this case that the state rates on livestock and some
other commodities are lower than the present interstate rates,
and of course lower than the proposed interstate rates, and it
becomes important to determine what course the commission
should pursue in such case, if, in its judgment, the proposed
interstate rates are reasonable.
In relation to grain and grain
products, a similar condition existed as to minimum weight on

of the ordinary questions, which

grain products.

AUTHORITY CONFERRED UPON THE COMMISSION IN PASSING UPON
ADVANCED RATES PRIOR TO THEIR EFFECTIVE DATE

The commission, without the matter having been discussed
argument, and we believe without full comprehension of the
effect of their statement, assumed that the use of the word
"propriety" in Section 15 of the act to regulate commerce ex-

in

it

it may go outside
may determine upon a charge

unreasonable and discriminatory, and determine
the "propriety" of the rates. It is said, "Propriety is a broader
and more inclusive term than reasonableness." Just what is
meant is left uncertain in the opinion of the commission, but
it evidently must
be either the exercise of such judgment as
the management of a carrier might exercise, or of that judgthat a rate

is

ment which a purely legislative body might exercise. That it
was not the intention of Congress to confer such power upon
The
the commission, must be evident for various reasons.
comimission has never so considered

it

heretofore.

1911

the commission

In the west-

and
any other or different power in relation
to a hearing upon suspended rates than it possessed in relation
to rates under attack.
It also stated that the commission was
not the general manager of railroad companies. It seems clear
that the duties delegated to the commission are not the purely
legislative ones which must be involved in the determination
of propriety of rates, if such determination is to be based on
other than fixed rules. That Congress did not so intend, appears
The word "proto be very plain from the context of the act.
priety" is limited to a determination of the same matters which
must be determined when a rate is attacked that is, the unreasonableness and discriminatory character of the rates.
To
hold otherwise and extend the meaning of the word "propriety"
to embrace the judgment of the commission upon outside matern rate advance case in

distinctly

positively disclaimed

;

ters other than the

reasonableness or unreasonableness of the

and the discriminatory or nndiscriminatory character thereof, is contrary to all the canons of statutory construction.
If, however, a broad definition of propriety as being something other and beyond tlic fixed standards and rules is the
meaning in this statute, then the statute itself is in violation of
rates

the provisions of the constitution

that

rc(|uire

the

separation

The .Supreme Court has distinctly passed upon such questions.
The legislature cannot delegate its power to make a law, but it can make a law to delegate
a power to detcrmiuc some fact or state of thiiig'i upon which
of the powers of government.

could be

made

until a similar

The

at the present time

minimum

still

interstate

and

higher.

it

minimum

was proposed

many cases higher
make the interstate

is in

to

In that case the commission approved of
minimum and disposed of the very

the increase in the interstate

urgent

claim

of

discrimination

which was presented by the

Protestants.

In the matter of coal rates

it

is

true that the proposed rates

were higher than some state rates for a similar distance, and
probably under substantially similar conditions, yet the commission permitted the advance in rates.
The same condition
that existed in relation to the minimum weights on grain products exists in relation to livestock rates.

The

rates in different

would be impossible for the commission to fit the inter.state rate to each state rate. "To do so would
result in state regulation of interstate commerce."
The commission in this case, we believe, adopted the proper
method in relation to minimums on grain products and to the
rates on coal.
As we understand it, this was in line with the
previous course of this commission. The commission cited the
states are different,

and

Shreveport case and the

it

Louis grain case as a\ithority for
was taken with relation
to the grain products and the coal rates.
Those cases were complaints as to existing rates, and there was directly put in issue
the relation between state and interstate rates.
In an advance rate case that is not directly in issue.
The
carriers cannot bring it into the case.
They file tariffs. These
are suspended pending investigation. That suspension, iiowever,
giz'cs no notice to <i f>art\ using the stiilc rule that the measure
of his rate is to be investigated; and therefore it appears that
in an advance rate case, the commission cannot determine the
relation of the state to the interstate rales.
Such apparently
was its view in the establishment of the express rates, and particularly allowing an advance in the express rates when there
are many lower state rales.
There was before this commission and is now pending before it a case whore the state-nLide
express rates are so very much lower than the rates fixed by
llic
Interstate Cominerco Commission Ib.il carloads of posts
St.

the different course in livestock than
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are being shipped by express at a less charge than the third
Notwithstanding this complaint the comclass freight rates.

mission allowed the advance in the interstate express rates. The
evidence, on file with the commission in that case, will disclose
that the discrepancies between the interstate express rates and
the state express rates of South Dakota are even greater than
the discrepancies between the interstate and state livestock rates.
In view of the consistent course of the commission heretofore,
the carriers ought not to have been expected to have met that
issue or to argue it, and this rehearing is asked that they may
have the advantage of an opportunity to discuss that question.
Again, in the five per cent case, the advances were allowed
The fact
in spite of the fact that the state rates were lower.
that there might possibly be a discrimination affected by the

putting into effect of interstate rates, reasonable in themselves,
did not make it necessary to deny the interstate advances. That
this course is eminently proper is illustrated by the fact that
there

is

now pending

before the Interstate Commerce ComSt. Louis Business Men's League
which they seek to remove the discrimina-

mission a complaint of the
versus the railroads in

which was produced by this order of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The same course was pursued in relation
Sioux City brought an action to remove
to the express rates.
tion

the discrimination incident to the rates fixed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the lower South Dakota rates.

REMEDY FOR STATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST INTERSTATE COMMERCE
and reasonable, it would not
seem to be improper to allow them to go into effect and to
order the removal of any impropriety that may exist by reason
of lower state-made rates. Upon the present basis as outlined
by the commission, that could not be done. We suggest the
proper remedy and ask that a hearing may be had upon it.
First, the commission should pass upon the reasonableness and
justice of the proposed interstate rates without regard to the
If, having found the proposed interstate
relation to state rates.
rates reasonable, but that there were lower state rates which
might be discriminatory, the commission should allow reasonable interstate rates to go into effect and proceed to an investiIf the rates are otherwise just

gation of the relation of the state rates to the interstate rates.
It is not the thought of the carriers in this case that the evi-

dence

is

sufficiently

definite

to

warrant the commission

in

a

finding of unjust discrimination as between state and interstate
rates for the reasons hereafter set forth.

For

this reason

and

because it was not consonant with the prior practice of this
commission, the carriers did not undertake such a task. It would
require that they search their whole tariff records, and make
negative proof as to a great

many

rates.

the commission should find that the evidence is
sufficient to show discrimination, it ought, either to allow the
advance rate to go into effect and order the discrimination re-

However,

if

it should allow the advance rate to go into effect and
order a general investigation to determine the frof^cr relation of

moved, or

the stale rates to the interstate rates.

We do not suggest the first of these courses because of the
doubt as to the jurisdiction of the commission to make an order
removing the discrimination in an advance rate case without
having given definite notice that the relation of the state and
interstate rates will be considered. The latter course would seem
to be the one which is consonant with prior practice and with
reason. The prior practice has not been to order a general hearing upon the relation of the state and interstate rates, but to
await a complaint. If, however, there is sufficient evidence produced to the commission in an advance rate case of this kind
to indicate that there

is

a serious question as to the propriety

of the relation between the state and interstate rates which will
become effective, the commission ought not to wait for the individual complaints.

We

have presented in the motion a request that this be done.
very apparent that as the matter is now left, assuming that
the proposed livestock rates are reasonable, in and of themselves.
It is
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may never secure
an advance in livestock rates unless they can be able to convince
the commissions of some eight or more states. In other words,
the Interstate Commerce Commission cannot permit the carriers
the carriers are effectually tied up so that they

upon interstate business unless the state
commissions permit them so to do. The attitude of the state
commissions in this case indicates the chance the carriers would
have in such an undertaking. This would be a surrender of
the prerogative of this commission, and allow the states to fix
to earn the fair rates

the relation of state to interstate rates.

The course suggested

and maintains the power and authority of the Interstate ('ommerce Commission over interstate
rates and the relation to state rates.
The least that could be done under such a condition, as we
view it, would be to postpone the final determination as to allowing advance rates to go into effect until that general investigation
of the relation of rates can be had.
What has been said in relation particularly to livestock rates
would apply to packing-house products, fresh meats and some
other commodities. We understand that the protestants in relation to coal rates have asked for a rehearing, and they ask that
above obviates

this difficulty

the doctrine applied to the livestock be applied to coal.

As we

the commission took the proper course in relation to the
coal rates, and the remedy of the protestants as to coal rates
is not in a rehearing but in a complaint to remove the discrimi-

view

it,

nation on account of lower rates.
(That portion of the petition dealing at length with the deEditor.)
cision as to specific commodities is here omitted.
-

EFFECT OF THE DOCTRINE

ANNOUNCED

We

think that the only safe way to maintain the authority of
an administrative body like the Interstate Commerce Commission
This is clearly indiis to adhere to certain rules and standards.
cated in the repeated decisions of the Supreme Court. In the

discharge of

its

duties

and

determining the facts, it is in the
It seems it was the intencommission should act upon the eviin

exercise of quasi-judicial functions.

tion of Congress that this
dence and make its conclusions according to the rules and standards fixed by Congress. The respect which this commission has
gained in the public mind has, we believe, been largely due to
the fact that it is discharging its duties in an impartial and
judicial manner. And in order that there may be success in the
regulation of railroads, it is of course apparent that a uniform
There cannot be a different
line or policy must be adhered to.
basis in each case. The strength of the common law arose from
its

adherence to fixed principles.

It is

not necessary that a hide-

bound adherence to precedents be established. It is, however,
proper, and we believe necessary that the commission act according to some standards and rules. Such was the evident intention
of Congress. Such is the view of the Supreme Court. It gives
dignity and power and authority to the commission. The effect
of this opinion as we look at it, and as generally considered, not
only by the respondents but also by the protestants and by the
public, is to depart from the rules and standards which have
heretofore been established.
placed

If a substantial reliance

cannot be

upon the maintenance of the standards by which the

reasonableness of rates shall be determined, the deserved prestige
of the commission will soon be lost. If this commission shall
finally determine to abandon its prior standards, it ought to
clearly so indicate, and to say that its opinions in the prior
cases have been wrong.
prior

standards until

it

It

ought not, however, to abandon its
have had the advantage of the

shall

wherein those standards are directly involved.
ought to place its opinion in such clear and definite mold that
the matter may be presented to the courts for determination
whether it can act upon its own notions of propriety in determining the reasonableness of rates or whether it shall be governed
by the rules and standards fixed by Congress.
The petition is signed by C. C. Wright, general solicitor, Chicago & North Western T. J. Norton, general attorney, Atchison,

fullest discussion
It

;

Topeka & Santa Fe

;

W.

F. Dickinson, general attorney, Chicago,

October

Rock Island &

Pacific

Missouri, Kansas
Illinois

ton

&
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1,

Central

;

;

C. S. Burg, interstate

& Texas

;

commerce

counsel,

A. P. Humburg, commerce attorney,

R. B. Scott, general attorney, Chicago, Burling-

Quincy, committee of attorneys for the carriers.

TRANSCONTINENTAL ROADS PROPOSE
FURTHER REDUCTIONS IN RATES TO
MEET CANAL COMPETITION
Increasing competition of the water lines using the

Commerce Commission

on September
authority

to

Panama

relief

Examiner

Thurtell, of the

Chicago, which was begun

support of the petition of the railroads for
establish reduced rates from eastern to Pacific
23, in

coast terminal points.

asked

in

The commodities on which

the carriers

from the original fourth section order of the Inter-

Commerce Commission

intermountain rate cases,
are included in a supplement to Schedule C, which included
the commodities on which the commission allowed relief on
account of the canal competition in its decision rendered last
January. It is a list of 156 items, including several hundred
commodities.
Paul P. Hastings, assistant general freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at San Francisco, testified on behalf of
the transcontinental railways and introduced as an exhibit the
list of commodities, together with the present rail rates from
state

in

the

the eastern part of the United States, included in groups

J of the transcontinental
of representative points

tariff, to Pacific

A

coast terminals, a

some

on

Schedule C. The entire list includes
only commodities on which the railroads have reached the conclusion that it is necessary to make a carload rate of less than
$1 per 100 lb., or a less than carload rate of $1.50 or less.
In another exhibit Mr. Hastings gave a compilation of the
articles included in

from interior points to New York on the same comand the water rates from Boston, New York and
Philadelphia added to make the through rates to the Pacific
coast.
He also gave a statement of the number of vessels
operated through the canal westbound, with general merchanmodities,

which has impelled the transcontinental lines to make
reductions on a large number of additional commodities to the
Pacific coast, was described by witnesses for the railroads and
for the shippers at a hearing before

extent, he said, the petition also asked for a further relief

local rates

Canal,

Interstate

597

to
list

of origin for each commodity, the
water rates which have been quoted by the water lines through
the Panama Canal during the past year, the tonnage of movement
via the water lines, and a column of remarks giving explanations, as to each commodity, of the reasons why it was necesMr. Hastings explained that at the
sary to reduce the rates.
time of the application of the roads last fall for relief on the
Schedule C commodities the canal had just been opened and
the roads were not thoroughly posted as to the extent of the
competition. Since that time they have found many commodities
on which the movement from the eastern part of the United
States has been almost entirely by water from points as far
west as Chicago and the Mississippi river, including a number
of commodities which have never been considered subject to
water competition.
After the rendering of the commission's decision in January
representatives of the transcontinental roads held a meeting in
Chicago to consider the situation and remained in session from
March 1 till about a month ago, considering the requests
from shippers for changes in the rail rates to meet the new
competition by the water lines.
About 200 shippers had submitted (|ueslions or petitions regarding the rates necessary to
meet water competition direct to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which had furnished copies to the roads, and between
200 and 300 shippers had appeared personally before the committee and explained why a reduction in their rates was necessary if they were to continue to do business on tlie Pacific coast
in competition with the seaboard shippers.
Mr. Hastings said that the list of commodities on which tinreductions were now i)ropose(l included only alMUit one-lenth
of those on which the shippers had asked reductions, and rejjresented the results of the most thorough investigation on the
part of the roads as to the necessity for reductions and the
rates which would be necessary to apply.
He said that the
articles included in the supplements arc affected by the same
circutiistances and the same kind (if competition as the articles
in Schedule C, as clisdosed by the investigations of the railro.id
traffic men and information furnished to tlieui by shippers and
their agents regarding the rate, volume of tonnage, packing
conditions, and the proportion of business which the railroads
could expeit to retain by adjustments in their rates. To some

cargoes for the four months' period ended September 5,
to the Pacific coast.
If
a vessel passed
through the canal more than once it was only counted once.
The list is as follows
American-Hawaiian Steamship Company, 21
Grace & Company, 2 Luckenbach Steamship Comdise

from the Atlantic

:

;

pany,

;

Panama-Pacific

Steamship Company, 2
Isthmian
Steamship Company, 1; Crowell & Thurlow, 2; Tallac Steamship Company, 1
Boston and Virginia Transportation Company, 2; Western Steam & Navigation Company, 1. A number
of lines, he said, had discontinued operation through the canal
because of the greater profit, since the European war began,
10

;

;

;

in

A

chartering their vessels for ocean trade.

number of small

which had engaged in the service at first had dropped out,
but others had taken their place.
During the year since the
canal has been opened the water-borne tonnage from the Atlan«
tic to the Pacific coast has been about double what it was the
year before.
At the previous hearing he had estimated that
the tonnage through the canal of American traffic from the
.\tlantic seaboard to the Pacific coast ports would amount to
about 1,000,000 tons. In the 11 months ended with July 1, the
tonnage had amounted to 900,000 tons.
Mr. Hastings then took his first exhibit, and item by item
lines

explained for each commodity the justification for each of the
rates proposed, and the reasons why it was necessary to make
reductions

He

to

keep

middle western

the

shippers

in

business.

had been obtained
from bills of lading and freight bills and had been furnished
to the railroads by shippers, as examples of the rates quoted
to them by the steamship lines, although the water rates had
said the inforination as to the water rates

fluctuated greatly.

Mr. Hastings was followed by a number of shippers from
points in the middle west, who explained how they
were affected in their competition with eastern shippers for
various

the Pacific coast business.

For example,

flour

testified

buckwheat
he had formerly been
able to ship flour to the Pacific coast on even terms with the
New York shipper, because he had a milling-in-transit rate of
90 cents, which allowed him to take buckwheat from New York
and mill it and lay it down on the Pacific coast at the same rate
paid by the New York shipper direct.
With the opening of
at

Janesville,

Wis.,

New York

the canal the miller in interior
the
to

Pacific

coast

New York

for

40

a shipper of

that

cents

;

10

cents

was able
for

and 30 cents for the water haul

:

the

to ship to
rail

haul

a reduction of

50 cents under the all-rail rate.
He said that if the railroads
could make the proposed rate of 75 cents he could retain a
l)ortion of his business on the Pacific coast, but that a differential
of

10

cents

in

favor of

the

water rate would influence the

niovemont.

Tin: .S.\o Paii.o Rmiuw oi- nR.\zii.. The Sao Paido Railway, 134 miles in length, produces more revenue per mile than
any other railway in the Western Hemisphere. The line extends from Santos, via Sao Paulo, to Juiuliahy, with a branch
to Bragantina.
The railway enjoys a monopoly of the traffic

between Sao Paulo and Santos, and every year carries over onehalf of the world's supply of coffee.
Dividends of 14 per cent
and upwards are paid annually.
The railway is one of the
best maintained properties in South Anierir.i
.'Xt
Sao Paulo
a magnificent passenger station has been erected, while exThe South Amfrican.
cellent terminals are owned at Santos.
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Ferrying a

German Locomotive Across

Warsaw to Praga Before
One Blown Up by the Russians

the Vistula from

a

New

Bridge

Had Been

Rebuilt to Replace the Old

Plwto hv Paul Thnmf.ioii

The Germans Have Made Many

Polish

Women Work

on the Roads and Railways

of

Their Conquered Territory

San Francisco

International Engineering Congress at
An

Abstract of the Papers and Discussions Relative to

Railroads

20-25

September

Held

Meeting

the

at

The International Engineering Congress, organized and conducted under the auspices of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Society of Naval Archi-

cents
and for third-class, one cent. On
1 5 1
few lines there is a fourth-class, at J^ cent per kilometer.
These rather trying conditions are aggravated by a law which
requires that on all lines three trains, at least, must be run
daily.
Thus, on several lines many trains run almost empty,

and Marine Engineers was held in the new Auditorium
of San Francisco, Cal., September 20-25.
Two general sessions were held, on Monday morning and one
Saturday morning, and in addition 52 section sessions were held
for the presentation and discussion of papers on 11 general
subjects.
About 230 papers had been prepared in advance of
The attendthe meeting by authors representing 18 countries.
ance at the Congress totaled 830.
The general session on Monday was opened by William F.
Durand, of Leland Stanford University, chairman of the Congress, who introduced Governor George W. Goethals, of the
Canal Zone, honorary president of the Congress. After addresses of welcome by the mayor of San Francisco and the
president of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, General Goethals
addressed the meeting on the central theme of the Congress,
He touched only on
the construction of the Panama canal.
the general features which were not covered by the technical
papers presented later before the Panama canal section, paying

especially in winter.

tects

the civic center

in

tribute to

many

work more or less
of the project would

without whose efforts the success
Among the men mentioned were
not have been so striking.
George M. Totten, in charge of the early construction work on

Panama

Railroad

;

who

the early French engineers,

largely on account of mal-administration

failed

Colonel Gorgas and

;

who practically exterminated yellow fever John F. Waland John F. Stevens, tlie preceding chief engineers, and
W. G. Bierd and Ralph Budd, who assisted materially in the
reconstruction, operation and maintenance of the Panama Railothers

;

years the lines become state property.
Although from a financial point of view this policy

seem

satisfactory,

engineering

occupied

five

and

sessions

of the papers presented are given herewith.

A

abstracts

paper on "The

may

not

from the standpoint of the na-

the results

Many

tional interests are important.

regions of Italy were

still

agriculture was rudivery backward up to some years ago
mental and the population poor and ignorant. The construction
of state railways was a national duty, to bring moral and material progress into those regions, regardless of high cost of the
lines, which were difficult to build owing to mountains, ravines
;

and malarial zones.

Thanks

to this provident policy, the state railways, with their

have cemented the political unity of Italy
and given an enormous impetus to commerce. Agriculture is
improving, especially in the south, and new industries are being
The railways, with their low
started, especially in the north.
rates, are a great help in exchanging the products of the dif"differential tariffs,"

ferent provinces.

The most marked improveiuents have taken

place since the

advent of the State Railway Board, in 1905. Before that time
the railways, although for the greater part belonging to the

were worked by three private companies whose interests
from those of the state. Each company worked

state,

Railway

In such cases after 50 to 70

$1,000 to $3,000 per mile of line.

lace

road.

;

By this arrangement the financial situation of the state railways and private companies cannot be very flourishing. The
result of the high operating ratio and high cost of the lines is
that the traffic barely pays an interest of 1.6 per cent on the
invested capital, and for some private lines there is a deficit,
so that the state is obliged to pay annual subsidies of from

engineers connected with the

directly,

the

for second-class,

a

were

different

system with the object of getting the largest revenue with
therefore, tariffs were kept at the high-

its

Meclianical Problem of Electric Locomotives," presented before

the smallest expenditure

on electrical engineering, and one on the
"Commercial and Trade Aspects of the Panama Canal," presented at the session relating to the canal, have also been abstracted because of their interest to railway men.

allowed by law, trains were slow and barely sufficient for
the local needs, the rolling stock was old and not kept in good
repair,
and the personnel was under-paid and dissatisfied.

the

third

session

Strikes
tested;

ITALIAN RAILWAYS
By Prop. Luigi Luiggi
Former Member

of

the

Italian

State

Rome,

Railway Board,

Italy

;

where an ordinary

line could not run at a
and in some parts mountainous, railways are costly to construct, and operation is expensive
owing to heavy gradients (np to 1 in 40 and in a few cases
even 1 in 28) and to the fact that all the coal is imiiorted.
The working cxiieuscs in 1913 on the state lines were $11,200
in

the mountains

Italy being generally hilly,

per mile.

On

the other hand, the revenue

mines or

are no great
principally of

afford a high
ate.

forests,

agricultinal
tariff.

is

rather low, as in Italy there

and the goods

class tickets

This was a daring act and was especially risky from a finanof view. Happily the government was lucky in securing the services of a most competent specialist in railway
administration in the person of Comm. Riccardo Bianchi, formerly general manager of the Sicilian railways, who was given
liberty of action to meet the many and serious diffiwhich had to be overcome. The lines were put in good
working order by renewing the permanent way, doubling many
(nuik lines and sidings, and improving the stations and shops.
Then the rolling stock was renewed and angniented, and more
and faster trains were run on the main lines. The tariffs were
sufficient

culties

rearranged to facilitate the transportation of agrictiltmal products for long distances, and a "differential tariff" for passengers

was

started, by

which the rates per mile diminish with the

in-

also improved,

so

crease of the journey.

was

$13,7.50

that strikes

81.5.

low —.the law refpiires that
the rate shall not exceed two cents

are rather

ice

for
tier

From

kilniucter;

Interest
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a

The personnel was

became more rare and

was greatly

lirsl-

the

own

for the

cial point

moder-

per mile, which makes the operating ratio

its

public interests.

rates also arc very

In 1913-14 the revenue of the state railways

Tariffs

consists

traffic

products, which, in general, cannot

The passenger

were becoming alarmingly frequent. Parliainent proand in 1905, when the contracts with the private com-

panies expired, the state took over the control of all
railways, and of a few other private lines necessary

The railways of Italy can lie divided into "principal lines,"
owned and operated by the state, abotit 9,500 miles and "secondary lines," owned and operated by many private companies,
The latter act as feeders and reach places
about 3,500 miles.
profit.

;

est rate

and the serv-

benefited.

technical

Ixith

easily settled,

for

the

point

large

of

view.

Italian

number of

railways

bridges,

present

viaducts

and
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which are a consequence of the hilly character of the
and for the traction, either by electric or by steam
locomotives. Large span bridges, steel girders or metaUic arches
are a necessity, and among these the most notable are the steel
girders of the several bridges across the Po, and the 360- ft.
The most notable masonry bridge
steel arch bridge of Paderno.
granite 3-hinged arch.
is that over the Adda, with a 236-ft.
There is also a handsome concrete bridge of three 100-ft. arches
on the Bologna-Brindisi line at Fiume Rosso. Reinforced concrete bridges are in favor only for small spans, although on
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Under

tunnels,

country,

some secondary

now under

are

lines reinforced concrete arches of 100

construction.

It is in

ft.

span

the matter of tunnels that

When
1905,

new

the

administration took over the

state

lines,

in

was confronted by a sudden and rapid increase of
which continued steadily until it had actually doubled in
The problem of traction was aggravated not only by the

it

traffic,

1912.

material difficulties of the profile of the line, but by the antiquated and dilapidated condition of the locomotives. This diffi-

was overcome by adopting new types of steam locomotives
on ordinary lines, and electric locomotives on steep inclines.
Thus the problem of the great cost of coal was solved, for
hydro-electric power in Italy is cheap.
Three types of steam locomotives were adopted an 0-10-0
type for very heavy grades, a 4-6-2 (Pacific) type for fast
passenger trains, and a 2-8-0 (Consolidation) type for mixed
The first two are four-cylinder
passenger and freight traffic.
simple engines equipped with Schmidt superheaters, the second
weighing close to 200,000 lb., and the third is a two-cylinder
simple engine weighing 147,000 lb.
distinctive feature of Italian electric locomotives

is

their

It was adopted for the
operation by the three-phase system.
first time on lines where there are gradients up to 1 in 40 and

being cheap,

it

was

is

a serious drawback.

Water power

possible to haul trains up these inclines at

double the speed hitherto acquired, thus solving the problem
On
of congestion of traffic, which was becoming pressing.
private lines, electric traction on the

mono-phase and tri-phase

systems has also been applied, but not on such a large scale
as

on th" government

lines.

used work on the triphase system, and were built by the Italian Westinghouse ComThere are 152 of these in service, and 40 more are
pany.
These, coupled one at the head and another at
in construction.
the tail of a train weighing 400 tons, can go on an incline of

The

in

1

best of the electric locomotives

40 at the normal speed of 31 miles an hour. When comof current, and thus

ing down, the motors act as generators

about 50 per cent of the energy is utilized.
It is difficult to say in general terms whether state management of railways is to be encouraged or not. As far as it
concerns Italian railways and considering how matters stood
up to 1905 it would have been almost impossible to continue

—

—

under private management. Thus state administration became
automatically an absolute necessity. On the other hand, it must
be said that in a country where parliament is all powerful state

management

is

rather risky, especially from the financial point

of view, and in regard to the discipline of the personnel. Happily, the government was very wise in appointing Comm. Riccardo Bianchi as president of the board of directors, a man
of great experience and

who proved

coupled with exquisite

firmness,

to be the right

man

in

tact,

the right place.

THE STATUS OF INDIAN RAILWAYS
By Victor
Assistant

At

the

end

of

railways open to

was
*

Secretary,

the
traffic

year

Bavi.f.v
Railway Board, Simla, India

1913-14,*

the

mileage

of

Indian

and under construction or sanctioned

as follows

The

financial year runs from April
the year April 1. 1913. to

191314 means

1

to

March

March

6 in. gage

ft.

3 in.

2.

ft.

6 in.

2

ft.

in.

31.
31. 1914.

Tims

the

year

17,641

(meter) gage
gage
gage

932
821
578
112

miles

M.S.SQ miles

2,174 miles

4j4 miles
34,656 miles

miles
miles
miles
miles

2,443 miles

STATE CONTROI.

more or

under government control.
from absolute ownership to
mild supervision coupled with the power of purchase.
The
government also has certain control regarding maximum and
Indian railways are

The nature of

less

the control varies

matters ailecting the safety of working,

rates,

The following

shows the ways
nected with the government
Class

1.

list

in

etc.

which railways are con-

Railways Whose Accounts Pass Through Government

Accounts—
I.

II.

t'lass 2.

III.

IV.
V.
V'l.

VII.
VIII.

;

long tunnels, where smoke

ft.

3

Total

culty

The

5

minimum

Italian railways offer the greatest interest.

construction
or sanctioned

Open

Worked by the State
Railways Worked by Companies
Railways Whose Accounts do not Pass Through
Government Accounts
District Board's Lines
Branch Line Companies Assisted by Government...
Companies' Lines Guaranteed by Native States
Companies' Lines Assisted by Government
Native State Lines
Miscellaneous
State Railways

State

Total

7,264 miles

18,568 miles

166 miles
1,420 miles

721 miles

2,646 miles
3,643 miles

228 miles
34,656 miles

The railways shown under Class

1

are the state railways of

form part of the finances of the
government of India. These railways are the property of the
government they are officered by government officers their
revenues are part of the general revenues of the country, and
all capital sums required are provided by the government.
In
the case of railways shown in Class 2 the relation to the government is not so close, but owing to the responsibility assumed
by the government for payment of interest, etc., in many cases,
it assumes a measure of control, which is, however, not so intimate as in the case of Class 1.
The state railways worked by companies are the property of
the government but have been leased to private companies. The
first railways in India were constructed and worked by companies, under favorable terms as to government guarantee of
interest, which proved to be so advantageous to the companies
and disadvantageous to the government that the earliest opportunity was taken to purchase them.
Certain of these lines became state railways, and others became those now under consideration.
The government has entered into contra, ts with
the companies, the broad features of which are (1) that the
company shall have a small working capital in the concern on
which the government guarantees interest at rates from 2 to
S'/i per cent
(2) that the company shall receive a share of the
surplus profits earned by their efforts calculated on a fixed proportion agreed upon or in proportion to the capital contribution made by the company; (3) that the company shall keep
the railway in good order
(4) that the government shall have
power to terminate the contract after due notice, and repay the
India,

and

their

accounts

;

;

;

;

company's capital

The

interest

at par.

of the government

put into the concern

is

well

is

spent,

to

that

see that

fresh capital

the line and

stock are kept in good order, and that a profit

rolling

earned by good
management. The interest of the company is mainly in making
the most of the railway as a dividend-earning investment durThe policy of the government is to
ing its period of tenure.
conclude long term agreements with the companies and renew
the agreements as they fall in, with possibly a revision of the
The companies' administration is
terms if this is expedient.
loyally and efficiently carried out, and the result is a substantial
is

addition to the revenues of the country, and also the declaration
of substantia! dividends for the companies' shareholders.
District boards have been established in certain localities as
a

measure toward giving the inhabitants a measure of control
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own domestic

over their

and

free of

required,

good

in

offices

to

Railways of India, the financial results, in United States dolfor the year 1913-14, are as follows:

surpluses

lars,

invest in the construction

(booked cost)
revenue
Working expenses
Net revenue
Percentage of working expenses on gross revenue
Percentage of net revenue on capital outlay
Capital outlay

In such cases the assistance rendered

practically

is

to

cost,

accumulated

have

which they have been permitted
of light feeder railways.

by the government

In a few cases they have

politics.

shown praiseworthy abiUty

confined to giving the

the district board and

the preliminary negotiations.

its

The government

takes no share of the profits and only reserves the right to
purchase the line in certain contingencies. As a rule, the rail-

line

ration of a dividend, etc.

government,

therefore,

recently

published

an ordinance invit-

make up, together with
sum equal to 5 per cent on

to

proposed branch and the

tion of guarantee

the
its

net

A

and rebate terms may be permitted.

lay of $40,000,000.

2

It is

interesting that short feeder lines

on the

6 in. gage have so far proved most attractive to promoters.
Companies' lines guaranteed by native states are the result
ft.

of a peculiarity of British administration whereby certain parts
of India are under the rule of native chiefs. Certain progressive

states

have desired

to

shoulder the guarantees normally

given by the government and to reap for themselves the benefits

arising

from railway construction within

their borders.

Such

railways are practically independent of government control, except in

so far as the government

is

responsible for the safety

of the working and the good administration of the railway as

forming a part of the administration of the native state.
Companies' lines assisted by the government are lines built
\>y companies receiving miscellaneous forms of government assistance.
They are liable to be bought up by the government
They arc practically independent
as their agreements fall in.
of government control, except in so far as the government is
concerned in safe working and in eventual purchase.
Native state lines are under the rule of native chiefs. Some
of these native states are prosperous and under an cnliglitened
ruler surplus revenues may, by government sanction, be invested
In this way a considerable mileage of
in railway construction.
native-statc-owned railway has been built.
Some of these rail
ways are worked by the native state and others by companies.
Others again are worked by the main system to which they are
branches for a percentage of the gross earnings. The govern
ment is interested in the good management of the lines, and
in some cases e.xcrcises control over maximum .ind minimimi
rates, but,

nu the wlinle, goveriiineiit cnninil

mentioned

in CI.tss

government from

to

in

;

fact,

i.

c

,

llu'

of

109,768,000
102,183,000

52%
6.2%

the state railway adtninistration

all

STATE RAILWAY ADMINISTRATION

The

state railways are controlled

by the railway board, con-

and two members, and are divided into
eleven separate concerns, of which three are worked by the
state and eight by cotnpanies.
Each of these railways is administered by an agent (general manager), who is responsible to
the railway board for the efficient working of his railway.
A
system of delegation of powers places the agents in an independent position for all practical purposes.
Broadly speaking,
the object aimed at is that the agents shall settle for themselves
all details of management and the railway board shall possess
control over major questions of policy and finance.
The railway board with its staff forms a distinct railway
department of the government of India, the portfolio of which
is
held by the member of council who has charge of the
Commerce and Industry Department. The government of India again is responsible to the British government in the person
sisting of a president

Here again a system of
from the secretary of state to the government of India and from the government of India to the
railway board, has resulted in a workable scheme wherein only
of the secretary of state for India.
ilelcgation of authority

importance need to be referred to higher
by the fact that
the eight companies which are engaged in working state

(luestions of the first

A

authority.
all

slight complication is introduced

I'lnperty are constituted in England,
(

I

ol'

ami the boards of directors

these companies naturally exercise authority over the agents
their

fact

Smoothness of working

railways.

an

that

ollicial

of

the

India oflice

the board of directors of the companies,
cf

their

to

is

their

properly

in

is

assisted

appointed to

and that by

powers the directors are usually

management of

cot\tent

by the
sit

on

a ilelcgation

to leave the

India to the agent,

subject

their retainitig control of important matters.

The

Stale

$1,650,300,000
211,951,000

is 90 per cent of
Indian railways and whose gross revenues are 89
per cent of tliose of all Indian railways.

that

state already

Inilia,

and

if

it

owns 90 per cent of the railway property
chooses lo exercise the power if possesses

imder the pUreliase clauses of
1,

$64,126,000
23,696,000

state railways

controls railways on which the capital outlay

sits liglitlv-

[INANCI.M. Rl.SULTS
fust the railways

profit

of the state railways

in

Taking

4,833,000

Comparison of these figures with those for the state railways alone, given above, show the preponderating importance

line after a

ing the construction of 2,257 miles of railway at a capital out-

$46,278,000
li,015,000

in

(booked cost)
Gross revenue
Working expenses
Net revenue
Percentage of working expenses on gross revenue
Percentage of net revenue on capital outlay

In re-

term of years.
The success of this agency for financing feeder railways is
Apart from 21 branches, aggregating 1,420 miles, alassured.
ready in operation under these or similar terms, concessions
have been granted to six more companies to operate an aggregate of 224 miles, and proposals are under examination involvpurchase the

application

direct

are as follows

combina-

turn the government retains the right to share equally wiih
the branch line company all profits above 5 per cent and to

for

Capital outlay

earnings of the

capital.

actually applied as follows

available for addition to the above figures in order to view
the results of working the entire body of Indian railways considered as a whole.
The financial results for the year 1913-14

promoters, to render assistance by giving free
land and a guarantee of 3^ per cent on the capital invested
or a rebate out of the net earnings of the main line, with
which the branch connects, derived from interchange traffic,
branch, a

was

It

borrowed

capital

Although the accounts of the railways in Class 2 do not pass
through government accounts, their results of working are

The

reliability of the

sufficient

on

Total charges on net revenue

Net

ing proposals for the construction of branch lines to the existing systems from promoters, and engaged, after being satisfied as to the financial prospects of the

5.9%

purchase of railways
Payments in redemption of capital

.Annuities

vesting their savings in industrial enterprises, and require defi-

come forward.

53%

works and also for purchase of railways

to

Indians are shy of in-

nite assurances of profit before they will

charges

Interest

companies assisted by the government are a modOne of their objects has been to provide an

for the savings of the people.

87,822,000

were a private business concern, the net
revenue of 87.8 million dollars would be available for the decla-

ern development.
outlet

100,374,000

If the state railways

way is worked by the main line with which it connects for an
agreed percentage of its gross earnings. This development of
a form of state ownership (since a district board is a form of
government) is interesting as an example of Indian enterprise.
Branch

$1,495,443,000
188,196,000

(-iross

land

using

in

601

ing 10 per

iciil

its

agreements with the remain-

can become the owner

.if

all

railways

In

India,
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in time.
Whetlier such powers will be exerted when the time
comes, as each agreement falls in, will probably be determined
by the circumstancecs of each case on its own merits. There
is no reason to regret the policy of acquirement in the past,
as the state railways are returning handsome profits to the

government.

The strong

mented

payment of terminable annuities for the purchase

as the

position

they

occupy

will

be

aug-

The capital value of the state railways is
believed to be considerably in excess of the book value, owing

of railways ceases.

to the policy of applying certain

sums from revenue

to

works

involving a degree of betterment.

Bi Charles Davis Jameson
Supervising Engineer and Architect to the Imperial Chinese Board of Foreign
Affairs, Peking, China.

The

China was a petition
mostly English and
Americans, dated July 20, 1863, which was not granted.
In
1864, Sir McDonald Stephenson, an eminent British engineer,
arrived in China to impress the advantages of railways on
China, but his scheme was pigeonholed. The next scheme was
the Woosung Railway, from Shanghai on the Huangpu river
to Woosung at its mouth, a distance of 12 miles.
On June 30,
1876, the road was opened for traffic for a distance of five
miles, but the Chinese authorities wanted no foreign railway.
Eventually the^ Chinese government bought the railway and
demolished it. During 1887 to 1893 there was constructed on
the Island of Formosa, then a part of China, some 60 miles of
metre-gage railway, by the Chinese. The construction was of
inferior quality, and the work was stopped by orders from
Peking the railway gradually went to pieces until the taking
over of Formosa by the Japanese in 1896. About 1870 there
was organized the China Merchant Steam Navigation Company, with a fleet of coast steamers, Chinese capital and under Chinese management. Much coal was needed. The Kaiping coal mines at Tongshan were 29 miles from the nearest
point of delivery on the sea, and railways were proposed, but
the imperial sanction was revoked, and a canal decided upon.
This canal could not reach the mines by seven miles, and a
tramway with mule power was constructed. The tramway and
canal were finished in 1881.
first

the

definite plan for a railway in

foreign

merchants

in

Shanghai,

;

Thus was inaugurated China's railway system. In 1887 the
railway was completed from Tangshan, via Tongku, to Tienin 1894, from Tangshan to Shanhai Quan, and in 1897,
from Tientsin to Peking. The government of China had, by
1898, realized two points regarding the introduction of railways
tsin

;

First,

the necessity of railways, and, second, the impossibility

of procuring Chinese capital for the building of railways.

foreign indebtedness, certain positions are

with necessary foreign assistants.

The

filled

59,

No. 14

by foreigners

nationality of these for-

eign employees, in every case, follows the nationality of the
syndicate furnishing the capital, except in subordinate positions.

From tliis one can see the small opportunities there are in
China for Americans in railway employment. Ainerican participation in the construction of Chinese railways has been, to
say the least, unfortunate, and, of course, the non-participation

work has militated strongly against the
purchase of American rolling stock, locomotives and railway
of Americans in this

There are now some 6,200 miles in operation, and
between 8,000 and 9,000 tniles under construction, location, or
for which definite agrceinents between the Chinese government
and foreign syndicates have been signed, for either financing
and constructing, or for merely financing. Less than 300 miles
of this amount comes to America.
The freight rates in China are high what the traffic will
bear and often a little more. In North China the coal rate is
On the Peking-Mukden Railway the rates
$2.05 for 300 miles.
are: First class per ton, S cents per mile; second class per ton,
material.

THE STATUS OF CHINESE RAILWAYS

by

Vol.

The

Chinese would not subscribe because of a lack of confidence in
the governinent.
The result was the railway concessions.
In Peking, 1898 was the year of concession hunters.
The
whole world was represented. Some represented bona fide syndicates.
Many represented hopes and were hunting for both
concession and syndicate.
Then was seen the difference between the methods %( the continental and the Anglo-Saxon.
The English and American would not sign until every detail
of the agreement was satisfactory.
The Belgian or French
would sign almost any agreement that gave thein the absolute
right to the work and then fight out the details latei".
The
continentals then, and ever since, have had the cream of the
railway concessions, and they have done the work they agreed
to do.
The British also have done most excellent work in all
the railways they have built.
An American syndicate was
granted a concession for the Hankow-Canton Railway, did but
little work, and later was bought out by the 'Chinese government, and the line is now being built by British money and
British engineers.

—

3'/2

cents per mile;

dangerous,

5

to

7^

third

class

per ton,

cents per picul

1^4

(133

cents

per mile;

lb.).

POWER

IN THE OPERATION OF
RAILROADS
By E. H. McHenry

ELECTRIC MOTIVE

The

serious consideration of the application of electric

first

heavy railroad service was undertaken by Henry
appointed a commission early in 1892, of which
the writer was a member, to investigate and report on the
feasibility of electrically equipping the main line of the Northern Pacific.
No substantial progress was made apart from
the completion of a schedule of service requirements and general specifications for an electric locomotive substantially as
constructed in the course of the following year by the North
traction

to

Villard,

who

American Company.

The subsequent

first separated into two distinct
one of which the primitive type of motor
cars hauling one or more trailers was simply substituted for the
steam locoinotive previously used, from which the powerful
high-speed trains of to-day have grown.
The necessity for some form of motive power better adapted
to conditions of tunnel operation forced the almost simultaneous development of an electric locomotive of sufficient power
to afford a satisfactory and efficient substitute for the steam
The first commercially practical engines
engine then in use.
of this kind were operated by the Baltimore & Ohio through

lines of

progress

;

evolution at
in

Baltimore tunnel in 1905. The present list of tunnels so
is a long one.
Next in the order of time and importance, electric traction

its

operated

was adopted

in large terminals,

to

which

it

is

peculiarly well

New York State Legislature the
New York Central and the New Haven were required to electrify within the City of New York, on or before July 1, 1908.
adapted.

By an

act

of the

The magnitude, complexity and high traffic density involved in
this terminal made necessary the solution of many new and
formidable problems on a much higher plane of operation than
had been previously attempted, and no less remarkable is the
Pennsylvania's great passenger terminal in New York City.
Other railroad terminals have been electrified in this country
and abroad, some of which antedate the two most prominent

examples already

cited.

was initiated very early and has now
reached an advanced stage, best represented in the Mott Haven
yard of the New York Central & Hudson River, the Sunnyside
yard of the Pennsylvania and the Oak Point and Harlem river
yards of the New York, New Haven & Hartford all within
Electric

switching

—

All the railways of China, with the exception of a few short
lines usually for some special purpose, are governinent owned

the city limits of

and government run. They are under the ministry of communication located in Peking.
On all tlu' railwavs having a

for

The Long

New

York.

Island was the first steam road to equip its lines
passenger travel on an extensive scale (1905), and the
Spokane & Inland Empire was the first to attempt long distance
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Later and more advanced exam-

in 1906.

traffic
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ELECTRIC MOTIVE

POWER

ples of railroad electrification of this class in the United States

& Western, Baltimore & Ohio;
Puget Sound and the New York, West-

are afforded by the Norfolk

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

chester

The

&

locomotive to flexibly

utilize its

horsepower by inversely varying speed and tractive
Another
effort is a severe handicap under some conditions.
factor which undoubtedly exercises a deterrent effect upon the
more rapid adoption of electric traction is the number and diversity of the types now under trial, together with the yet un-

This question is especially important
is
an extensive suburban system,
with steam locomotives and cars of special adaptation to the
service and not suitable for general use on a steam-operated
main line, and which suburban system is giving satisfactoryreturns on the investment. In such a case the change to electrical
operation may transform a satisfactoi-y remunerative
property into a heavily losing investment for a disastrously
long period.

when

Electric traction

under disabilities of restricted radius of operation,
which limits commercial efficiency. This is a temporary disadvantage, however, and grows less as the zone limits are enAlso the greater freedom and flexibility of operation
larged.
within the zone limits applies in compensation. Electric traction
leads to the necessity for an intricate and highly developed system of inter-related and inter-dependent power stations, line
equipment and locomotives requiring more highly specialized and better paid labor for its proper maintenance and

may

seriously impair telegraph and telephone serv-

adjacent circuits, and

ice in

phase operation.

is

more

Electrolysis

particularly incident to single-

may

underground cables and

systems,

confined

cause great damage to pipe

metal

all

but

structure,

current

its

effects

are

Among

the minor difficulties should be noted those arising in

practically

direct

to

operation.

from steam to electric power,
more particularly those incident to train lighting and heating
mixed steam and electric operation engine transfers track
signals
restricted interchangeability of engines and cars and
These difficulties are greatest
other difficulties of adaptation.
the transition stage in changing

;

;

;

earlier stages of the transition,

in the

both absolute and
operation

A
is

is

relative

but rapidly diminish in
importance as the zone of electric

better utilization of the possibilities of the electric locomotive

favorably with the steam engine of the same horsepower capac-

cannot effectively utilize its rated capacity throughout
the same wide range of variable speed and tractive effort, which
as

it

has the effect of greatly limiting

A

of usefulness.

field

its

further and promicing opportunity

presented for reducing
and limiting the present great expenditures incurred for maintenance of equipment and maintenance of way and structures.
There is also a pronounced tendency in electric engine design
to eliminate all reciprocating parts, including connecting rods,
pins, jack shafts and counterweights in order to reduce wheel
loads, machinery friction and maintenance charges.
It

also probable that

is

is

some form of multiple

unit control

developed for the operation of freight trains which will
relieve and distribute the present excessive strains on draft rigwill be

track and bridges, which will

ging,

require the equipment of

The

freight trains with a system of control circuits.

necessity

for such equipment seems close at hand, in connection with sim-

requirements for electro-pneumatic brake control and the
growing need for bcller means of communication throughout
ilar

the length of

A

modern

freight trains.

comprehensive review of the results already

dbtaiiied,

and

of the attractive possibilities indicated by the experience of later
years,

leads

traction

may

to

the conclusion

that

understood, and that there are

the field

in

which

electric

much larger than generally
many existing opportunities for

be profitably applied

is

which will earn from 10
20 per cent with reasonable certainty. While the art is not yet

capital investments
to

fully

developed

practical

The

in

upon

some

reiiuiriiiicnts

a large scale

applications, in

may

be met

great value and profit, and there

is

many

others

all

present

with added aiK antages of

consequently

little

doubt a continued developnuiit and fmther expansion

reason to

in

the field

existing

railroad

probabilities of the propriety of electrical operation are

new main line railroad, next greatest on an existmain line railroad when the equipment, other than motive
power equipment, will not be changed, next greatest on one or
more operating divisions of an existing main line railroad,
when the equipment, other than motive power equipment, will
ing

when

not be changed, and least on a railroad

scrapping

volves

or

nearly

corresponding

electrification in-

salvage

value

of

existing equipment.

The question of whether or not to adopt electric motive
power on a portion, for instance on an operating division, of
a main line elsewhere operated by steam locomotives is espelikely to be taken under advisement in reference to a
mountain operating division having a steep grade .system of
cially

considerable length, the electric operation at first glance appearing particularly attractive on such a piece of railroad.
Evidently such a railroad if already built with a double track
more conveniently operated either with electric locomotives
lis

with

|0r

main

extended.

probable, which in one important particular compares very un-

ity,

the

greatest on a

'

Induction

Pacific

on an existing railroad.

also labors

operation.

Southern

Engineer,

In considering the question of electric motive power versus
steam locomotives, the probability of the electric motive power
being proper for adoption is evidently greater on a new than

available

settled opinions of the specialists in this field.

THE OPERATION OF

By William Hood
Chief

Boston.

inability of the electric

IN

RAILROADS

steam locomotives, than

The opinion

if

built

with

only

a

single

sometimes entertained,
however, that in cases where a single-track road is already
overburdened with traffic as handled by steam locomotives, the
line

track.

that

is

substitution of electric locomotives will materially postpone
the expenditure necessary for double tracking the road is not
Blways correct, excepting with the condition that an unusual
<ind, perhaps properly termed, unreasonable and impracticable

lamount of electric power is available at a cost that can be
(properly contemplated.
The reason for this condition is that on a single-track niounitain railroad operating division with a steep grade system and
having a considerable number of daily passenger trains throughthe

time of

passage of these trains over the
cannot be materially modified, owing to
'necessary business adjustment of times of departure from and
arrival at important terminals. And with a considerable freight
lout

jear,

mountain

traflic at all

traflic

a

at

the

division

times,

certain

number of

and perhaps several times the average freight
seasons of the year

freight

trains of

it

is

maximum

necessary to

move

practicable size one

and as near as practicable to each other, up
at such periods of the twenty-four-hour day
as will least interfere with the passenger train movements
This is accomplished without dillicidty with steam locomotives, but with electric operation, not only must the adequate
number of electric locomotives be on liaiul for meeting these
alter

the

other,

the stee]) grade,

conditions,

trallic

must correspond
In

but

the

amount of

electric

power available

to the special traflic requirements.

general, a transportation

company

will

find

it

impolitic to

altcmpt to eipialize power production and fluctuating consiniiption on so large a scale by entering llie market and selling power
to suitable

consumers

in

competition with power producing com-

panies regularly in the business of supplying the market.
results

in

the cost of

power

to a railroad

This
coiupany for oper-

ating a mountain division being, in general, equal to

of electric traction as soon as the financial atui legislative con-

cost

ditions permit.

l>l,iiil-.

iif

tlte

entire

operating the power house or Iiouses and their related
]ihis
the entire fixed cliargcs, without very material
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variation in
traffic

cost

this

on account of variations

in

amount of

as between seasons of the year or as between the several

The

years.

cost

no direct relation

of
to

power under these conditions then has
the actual power expenditure for con-

ducting transportation, and in a way is analogous to the fixed
charges pertaining to power-plant installation, as well as to
the fixed charges pertaining to the cost of the railroad itself,
which fixed charges are constant, regardless of traffic fluctuations.

be assumed that
tractive effort

crease or even remain constant, on account, for instance, of the
construction of competiti\e lines, entered into judiciously or
otherwise.
Evidently on light grade railroads the question of
amount of installation of power plant versus fluctuations of
less serious.

is

The reduction

in the necessary production of electric energy

by the returning to the line of energy produced by the control
of descending trains on a mountain division, electrically oper-

might be worth the expense of installation of the necessary appliances as eff'ecting some fuel saving in a steam-power
electric-generating station
but when the electric energy is developed in a water-pov.-er station, the power saving would be
of doubtful value, and in particular because, as heretofore
outlined, the cost of power so produced is not per kilowatt
hour or any usual function, but is essentially so much per
year, regardless of any ordinary fluctuations of power requireated,

The increasing cost of fuel for steam locomotives or for
steam electric-generating plant tends to hasten the time when
railroads will be operated by electric
plants,

particularly

power generated by hydrauon mountain grades. Presumably much

more would have been accomplished

in this direction if the
national laws and regulations had been so modified as to give
to railroad companies the necessary confidence to enable them

make

the very large investment required.

By

It

is

the shaft centers, the stress during the period in which the rod

G.

AL

100

due

Maximum

E.-vton

the

maximum

different angle than has been previously employed.

locomotive the pistons, piston rods, mam rods,
and main driving axle constitute a statically determinate system,
a steam

diagram and the masses of the various elements sup-

the data necessary for a complete analysis of static
d.vnamic phenomena.
In contrast with this determinate
all

and
mechanism,

practically

all

electric

locomotive

stress

These conditions

may

—Abandoning

the inaccurate as-

occur.

will fall

Regular service
Slipping wheels at

under the following general heads

maximum

adhesion.

Running at maximum speed (rod whipping).
Running at critical speed (resonance).
Brake application.
Emergencies
Flashing or bucking of motors.
Errors of assembly.
Collision, derailment, etc.

Method for Determining Maximum
method for determining the maximum
condition

Assume

is

determined,

all

is

as follows

dimensions of a

Stress.

— The

approximate

stress, after the

maximum

:

specific transmission, including all

pin and journal clearances, and including the framing in which
the shafts are mounted.

Examine

the specific transmission with

a view to determining which of the following deflections,

1.

Torsion of the driving shaft.

2.

Bending of the driving

3.

*4.

discussion during recent years, and elaborate formulae for the
approximation of existing stresses have been developed. It is
the purpose of this paper to approach the static problem from a

the indicator

%

the angle between the crank

cut-and-dry method that will be described later.
It is first
necessary to analyze briefly the various conditions under which

*5.
*6.
7.

somewhat

Stress Conditions.

is

sumption of rigid material, the point at which the stress on the
far rod is a maximum can be approximately determined by a

8.

to the static

A

where P is the rod stress and
and the line of shaft centers.

various elements of the transmission systems of crank-and-rod
coupled electric locomotives have been the subject of an active

Stresses

=

P

value than the 100 per cent stress, following the law

and dynamic interactions of the

plying

rods.

etc.,

are of magnitude worthy of consideration

Engineer Railway Division, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

On

two

pin are in the plane of the

is carried by the rod whose
cranks are at 90 deg. from the plane of centers.
The stress
imposed on the rod in this 90-deg. position will be termed a 100
per cent stress. Further, as the far rod approaches the plane of

THE MECHANICAL PROBLEM OF THE ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVE

The

its

shaft centers, the entire tractive effort

ments.

to

the cranks are on the 45-deg. points, the

equally divided between the

when one rod and

evident that

;

lic

when

is

No. 14
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transmits the entire tractive effort will increase to a greater

In general, the cost of double tracking a mountain division
will be so great that it should not be done until absolutely
necessary, especially in view of possible failure of traffic to in

traffic

Vol.

crank-and-rod

*9.
10.

*H.
12.

13.

*14.
*1.S.

•16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

shaft.

Elimination of clearance in the driving shaft bearings.
Compression of the driving-shaft bearing brasses.
Torsion of the driving crank.
Bending of the driving crank.
Bending of the driving-crank pin.
Elimination of clearance in the driving-pin bearing.
Compression of the driving-pin bushing.
Compression or elongation of the connecting rod.
Compression of the dri\ en-pin bushing.
Elimination of clearance in the driven-pin bearing.
Bending of the driven-crank pin.
Bending of the driven crank.
Torsion of the driven crank.
Compre5sic>n of the driven-shaft bearing brasses.
Elimination of clearance in the driven-shaft bearing.
Bending of the driven shaft.
Torsion of the driven shaft.
Bending of the locomotive framing.
Torsion of the locomotive framing.

In electric locomotive practice, in the United States, the parts

drives are statically indeterminate, to the extent that no accurate
general formulae can be derived that will determine the distribu-

usually approximate rigidity closely enough to

tion of tractive effort

ing any

between the near and far rods

at all points

of revolution.
If the material of the shafts, crank pins, bearings,

framing,

were absolutely rigid and appreciable play existed in the
various pin and journal bearings, a sudden interchange of load
between the near and far sides would occur at points approximately 45 deg. from the plane of shaft centers. For the sake of
etc.,

uniformity, anti-clockwise rotation, with the near crank 90 deg.
ahead of the far crank, will he adopted in all cases.
It is evident that the near rod, when on the dead center,
can
carry no load, since it hangs loosely on its pins. As rotation

occurs the near rod will continue in its relaxed position (if the
material is rigid) until it approaches the 45-deg. position. There
will then be a sudden transfer of load to the near rod.
It will

neglect the starred items,

new

4, 5, 6, 9,

design, however,

all

make

it

safe to

and 16. In studytwenty-one items should be
11, 14, 15

roughly evaluated in a preliminary survey, before eliminating
any from further consideration.
The position where the far rod will be subjected to maximum
static stress will, evidently,

A

^ 4S

be between the position

A

midway between

=

90 deg.

two
and assume arbitrarily a definite division of effort
between the near and far rods. Start with the near drivingcrank pin as origin and locate by rectilinear co-ordinates the following points of the transmission in the order named, making
allowance for clearing and for essential deflections: Near drivand

deg.

Select a point about

these

positions

ing-shaft bearing;

far driving-shaft bearing;

far driving-crank

pin; far driven-crank pin; far driven-shaft bearing; near driven-

shaft bearing, and near drive-crank pin.
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Calculate the distance between the near driving-crank pin and

checks with the
length of the near rod, under the assumed stress and clearance
near driven-crank pin.

the

If

this

distance

assumed distribution between the near and
approximately correct.
If the rod length fails to
check, the distribution assumption must be altered and the calHaving determined the distribution for one
culations repeated.
point, analj'ze adjacent points in the same manner. The analysis
of three or four points will determine the maximum point with
conditions, then the
far rods

sufficient

accuracy for

practical purposes.

all

of the

realization

errors

involved.

It

The very

laborious

is

offered with a full

is,

however, the most

accurate method the writer has been able to devise and has been
successful in actual use.

With the

the motor.

With motors of
the

tractive

and clearances customary

material, proportions,

cent rail adhesion, the above

method shows

a

at

maximum

in

speed increases.

mum
100
.Sin

on the rods of about IS per cent in excess of that imposed
at the 90 deg. position. This stress will be referred to as the 115
per cent stress. This value is approximately correct under the
assumed conditions, both for the transmission from the motor
shaft to the jack-shaft, and from the jack-shaft to the axle.
This stress occurs practically at the point where the other point

series characteristics, as the speed increases,

into action.

It

evident that the

is

maximum

therefore,

deflections,

de-

There

%

141

per

This

cent.

45°

the near

its

some

will be

and the maxi-

deflections,

rod stress will probably never reach the limiting value of
141

per

cent

might

stress

is,

at

be

the interchange of effort between

if

However,

and far rods were accompanied by a shock.

high speed, always held in intimate contact with

pin by centrifugal force.

Without going through the elaborate

maximum

condition that

may

stress

comes

The

decreases.

reached, or even exceeded,

40 per
static

effort

crease and the clearances assume a greater importance as the

the rod

locomotive practice in the United States, and

electric

curve being so constructed that it is a fair curve; and, at the
same time, the sum of the turning movements on the near and
far cranks is always equal to the constant turning movement of

is

and approximate method outlined above

605

by Fig.

2,

where the law P

deflection calculation, the

be expected

=

100

'/c

Sm A

is

closely

approximated

.

is

assumed

to applv, except

over a very acute angle of interchange of effort between the near

stress will

vary in the following manner
First, the
flexibility.

maximum
This

stress will vary as an inverse function of

argument

an

constitutes

in

favor

of

heat-

treated and alloy steels, since high unit stresses, and therefore

greater deflections, are permissible

;

second, the

maximum

stress

vary as an inverse function of the load third, the maximum
stress will vary as a direct function of the speed (with motors
fourth, the maximum stress will vary
of series characteristics)
as a direct function of pin and journal clearances.
In none of the above features are the arguments necessarily
conclusive.
They must be balanced against the other existing
arguments for the purpose of selecting that compromise offering
the greatest overall advantage.
Having once arrived at the
figure 115 per cent for maximum static stress under a definite
will

;

;

set
all

of conditions,

it

is

Mjn'zonral.

sufficiently accurate to use this figure for

designs consistently worked out in accordance with the same

general practice.

maximum

For any

radical departure of practice, a specific

stress should be derived.
"* •?

» R S » *
2

Fig.

In case of a motor flash, and attendant high pressure at high speed, considerable deflection will occur because of
continual intimate contact of the rods and pins. The action of

and far rods.

the pin will be a rolling
in

from a driving

to a retarding position

the rod bushing, rather than a jumping across the bearing

clearance.
Figs 1 and 2 form the basis from which pressure
diagrams may be plotted for the various shafts, bearings, etc.,
in the transmission of various types of crank-and-rod coupled
electric locomotives at a maximum tractive effort, and also at
//orizonlat

maximum

speed where the design

is

maximum

such that the

.

stresses arc IIS per cent and 135 per cent respectively.

[The remainder of the paper contained a discussion of polar
diagrams of the pressures on the crank pin, rod bushing, jack
shaft and its bearing for maximum speed and maximum adhesion
conditions for three types of crank-driven electric locomotives.
EniTOR.l

COMMERCIAL AND TRADE ASPECTS OF THE PANAMA
CANAL
Ry Emokv

S3.»

R.

Johnson

Professor of Transportntion and Commerce, Univcrsil.v of rcniisylvania
Fig.

Polar

I

Hat/rams

—

}t

now becomes

pro.ximatc polar diagram. Fig.
all

1

1,

possible to construct an ap-

which

will be characteristic for

cases of driving and driven shafts, crank-and-rod connected,

whose maxinnnn

stress

is

IIS per cent.

are correct, and points

7,

8,

Points

1

to 6, incltisivc,

10 and 11 are approximations, the

The Panama Canal was constructed primarily
and time of ocean voyages. The people

Icnglli

to sliortcn the

ol

the eastern

and southern parts of the Ihiitcd Slates are interested in the
ran.ima Canal, first, because it affords a sb.Mtcr highway to
the west coast of the Ihiitcd States; secondly, because it reduces the distance to the west roast of South America; and.
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thirdly,

because of the opening of a shorter route to Australasia
The people of the western section of the United

and the Orient.

Panama Canal because

it gives them
Europe and the eastern part
of the United States, while the manufacturers and traders of
Europe are benefited by securing a shorter and more direct route

States are benefited by the

readier access to the markets of

to the

west coast of the three Americas.

The best test of
use made of it by

the value of the

Panama Canal

will be the

commerce of the world, and particularly
The canal
by the shipping engaged in American commerce.
was opened for traffic August 15, 1914, before it was fully comSince it was opened for traffic, slides in the Gaillard
pleted.
(Culebra) Cut have, on a few occasions, interrupted the use
the

of the canal for periods of one to five days, and these interruptions to traffic have doubtless somewhat delayed the establishment of regular services through the canal, and have pos-

made the increase in the traffic of the waterway somewhat
slower than the gain otherwise would have been. The conflict
in Europe started shortly before the canal was opened, and all
advance estimates as to the use that would have been made of
the canal have been thrown out of line by the war which has
temporarily stopped the commerce of some nations and has
sibly

most coun-

seriously interfered with the international trade of
tries.

It is

probable that the European war has cut

in half the

Panama Canal traffic.
made of the Panama Cana! by American manufac-

tonnage of the

The use

which the
steamship lines operating through the canal are able to compete with the rail lines connecting the eastern and western parts
of the United States for traffic originating or terminating at
It is too early to reason with any degree of
interior points.

upon the extent

turers and traders will depend

to

finaHty concerning the ability of the coastwise carriers to secure

between the Mississippi Valley and the Rocky Mountain
There is no doubt, however, that the rail and water
lines will actively compete for large west-coast shipments to and
from all points between the Atlantic seaboard and places as far
west as St. Paul and St. Louis. For the most part, the traffic of
the eastern part of the United States will move to the westcoast states by rail, but there will be active and continuous comtraffic

states.

petition for a portion of this traffic.

There has been apprehension on the part of manufacturers
the central section of the United States and also on the part
of the railroad companies whose fines connect the Mississippi
Valley with the Pacific Coast lest the Panama Canal may cause
the rates coastwise between the two seaboards to be so much
lower than the rates all-rail or by rail-and-ocean between the
section extending from the Allegheny Mountains to the Missouri
River and the section along and tributary to the west coast as
to make it impossible for some producers at interior points to
compete successfully with producers at or near the seaboard,
and in consequence to bring about the shifting of some industries from the Mississippi Valley to the Atlantic seaboard
states and to cause new industries to be located near the seaboard
in

rather than in the inland

that the

commerce by

rail

is

srf

many

traffic

through the canal

will

commerce by way of

the canal between

the

greater than the entire

times

ever be

two

sea-

boards of the United States and between either of those seaboards and foreign countries can be only one of the many forces
that

will

influence

the
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determining the location of industries in the United
the domestic market.
A second, and a most influential, factor is the source of raw materials.
While freight
rates are a third influence that determines where plants shall
be constructed and industries be conducted, freight rates are
not the strongest influence determining the distribution of industries. It often happens that the ability to ship by rail to all
points of the country with despatch and with a minimum handling of goods will cause an industry to locate at an inland point,
although by locating at or near a seaport lower freight rates
could be obtained.
factor

States

It

is

was the

states

on the Pacific Coast that had the greatest
Manufacturing being

interest in the construction of the canal.

an early stage of development, those states were, before the
opening of the canal, obliged to secure manufactured goods
mostly by rail, and to pay high freight rates for the long and
expensive haul from the eastern and central sections of the
country over the Rocky Mountains barrier. Likewise, the people of the west coast section had to pay high freight rates on
in

fruit, fish and other staple products.
The
enabled the west coast of the United States
to reach the markets of both sides of the Atlantic readily and
inexpensively, and has prepared the way for the expansion of
west-coast industries at an even more rapid rate than has thus

their grain, lumber,

Panama Canal has

far characterized their development.

Shortly before the canal route became available, the Supreme

Court upheld the decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Intermountain Rate cases and the commission
issued an order establishing the percentage adjustment between
the through rates to the west coast and the rates to intermediate
intermountain points. Had that system of percentage adjustments remained unchanged, the effect of the canal upon through
rates by rail between the two seaboards would have been to
have determined automatically the rates to intermediate intermountain points. The Pacific railroads, supported by certain
business interests in the Middle West, were, however, desirous
of securing authority to reduce rates by rail from the Middle
West to the Pacific Coast without being obliged thereby to
lower the charges to intermediate places in the Rocky Mountain
territory; and the Interstate Commerce Commission was petitioned to permit the reduction of some through rates without
making a change in the intermediate charges. In other words,
the Interstate Commerce Commission was petitioned to modify
and, after hearits decisions in the Spokane and Reno cases
;

ings held in October,
sion,

in

1914, the

Interstate

an opinion rendered January

29,

Commerce Commis1915,

permitted the

railroads under certain limitations to reduce the through rates

west coast without lowering' the charges to intermediate
Rocky Mountain territory on a list of articles,
including the commodities for the transportation of which the
competition between the rail and water lines is most active.
This rate adjustment indicates concretely the effect which the
Panama Canal has actually had upon the rates of the transto the

points in the

continental railroads.

cities.

Producers located at inland points will, without doubt, have
to pay higher rates on goods shipped in either direction between the eastern and western sections of the United States,
and producers located at or near the Atlantic and Gulf seaboards
will enjoy lower rates than can be secured by producers at
interior points, not only on traffic between the two seaboards of
the United States, but on shipments to and from western South
The influence of the
America, Australasia and the Orient.
canal on the location of industries may, however, be easily
The United States as a whole is so large, its
exaggerated.
industries are so varied and so widely distributed through the
country, and the interstate

Vol.

location

of

industries.

The

greatest

OTHER PAPERS

A

paper on "Railways" was presented by William Barclay
This paper
Parsons, consulting engineer. New York, N. Y.
contained a summary in figures to show how railways have

grown in the various countries of the world, with their equipment, what the earnings have been and are, the rates charged
for service, the conditions of employment of the working staffs
and the varying methods of ownership and governmental control.
The author recognized that many of the figures are approximate, that omissions are frequent and that some of the statistics
are not comparable on account of the varying methods of reporting in different countries, but hoped that this first attempt
to set forth a measure of the railways of the world may lead
to other efforts whereby statistics as complete and full as possible

A

may be compiled.
paper on "The Status of the Railways of North and South

.

October

1,
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America" was given by

F. Lavis, consulting engineer,

New York

paper is a discussion of the relation between the economic development of the two continents
and its bearing on the financing and construction of railways.
This was followed by a general review of the railway situation
in each country. The observations in regard to the United States
and a number of the South American countries were based
City.

The

introduction of

tliis

largely on the writer's personal practice.

"The Status of Railroads and Tramways in the Netherlands
East Indies," was presented by E. P. Wellenstein, Netherland
Indian government railway's engineer. Railroads in the Netherland East Indies are characterized by light traffic, light construction and relatively high rates in order to afford a reasonable

The lines are either governmentreturn on the investment.
owned or privately-owned, with charters providing for eventual
government ownership. Some of the charters provide for government guarantee of dividends. Tramways form an important
feature of the development.

"Economic

Controlling

Considerations

New Lines," was the
New York City. The

Building of

and

Governing

the

of a paper by John F.

title

conditions under which the
Stevens,
present railway systems of the United States have grown up, he
pointed out, are very different from those prevailing in any other

Owing to the rapid growth of
civilized country in the world.
the country, the development of the railroads has been correspondingly rapid and decidedly haphazard. The situation at the
the necessity for new main
present time is entirely different
;

manifest and further development will be concerned
almost entirely with branch lines and terminals. Railroad planning and building is an exact science and not a rule-of-thumb
matter, and all projects for further development should receive
most careful and conservative consideration before construction
commences. This applies particularly to the establishment of
lines is not

ruling grades and

maximum

rates of curvature, the elimination

of pusher grades and the initial construction of permanent work.
Economize out on the line, but not at stations nor at terminals
proper.

William Hood, chief engineer. Southern Pacific, in a paper
"The Locating of a New Line," discussed the designing of the grade system and center line of a road whose terminals have been fixed, touching on the temporary use of sharp
curvature to reduce cost, the co-ordination of grades to reduce
entitled,

to a

minimum

the

number of

classes of

the use of easement curves, field

work

locomotives required,

in locating the line,

com-

pensation of grades on curves, and the comparison of alternative lines.

G.

M. Eaton (Westinghouse

Electric

&

Manufacturing Com-

pany), in discussing Mr. Hood's paper, called attention to a factor which may influence the location of main trunk line railways in the future to a much greater extent than it has in the
past,
cally.

the certainty that the line will be operated electriaccount of the shorter wheel base of electric locomomay be practicable to adopt sharper curves, and in view

viz.,

of the great short time overload capacity of the electric locomotive, heavier grades for short distances need not be prohibited
in

such a

line.

Mr. Hood replied to the above suggestions that
factors
is

David Wilson, Johannesburg, S. A., submitted a paper on "The
Locating of a New Line." This was an account of the standards
and practices of the South African railways in the construction
The methods follow very closely those of early
of new line.
railroad construction in the United States.
A paper on "Tunnels," by Charles S. Churchill, assistant to
president, Norfolk & Western, gave an account of the most important tunnels now under construction or recently completed in
-

America. Most of these have been previously described in engineering periodicals. The Snoqualmie tunnel on a change of line
in the Cascade mountains, on the Cbicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
is single track, 11,890 ft. long, and was completed in January,
It is in hard rock and was excavated with a bottom head1915.
ing from one end and with a top heading from the other end.
The Sandy Ridge tunnel is on the
It is lined with concrete.
Elkhorn extension of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, single
It was driven through sandstone and
track, and 7,804 ft. long.
The concrete
slate by the top heading and sub-bench method.
lining was not placed until after the tunnel was opened for traffic.
The double track Nicholson tunnel, 3,630 ft. long, on the change
of line of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, is an example
of a tunnel driven in soft rock, clay and gravel, requiring full
timbering throughout. The Mount Royal tunnel, Montreal, and
the Seattle tunnel are examples of tunnels built to gain access to
important terminals. The Rogers Pass tunnel, now being constructed by the Canadian Pacific

wliilc these

could well be considered in locating a road which

absolutely

known

will be

operated only by

it

electricity, this cer-

determine in present-day work. Even
allowing for important developments in the electrification of
main line steam roads and the construction of new lines of
this class for electric operation, it is probable that many will
retain steam engines for some classes of service or may be
forced to change back to steam operation entirely, so that a
road located according to the best practice of to-day is still
preferable.
Such a line can be operated fully as economically
by electricity as one designed according to the suggested factors, and he considered it injudicious to attempt to effect some
slight savings in the cost of the line by adopting a location that
cannot he operated economically with steam.
tainty is very difficult to

for a change of line in the

Selkirk mountains, will be the longest tunnel in North America.

The pioneer

drift

method

is

being used.

"Tunnels Recently Constructed in Italy," was the title of a
paper by Prof. Dr. Luigi Luiggi, Rome, Italy. The Italian railways are characterized by the number and length of their tunnels,
not only in the Alpine district but throughout the length of the
Italian peninsula. Most of the tunnels described were of difficult
construction because of their location in soft or disintegrating

rock and limestone containing large caves.

Of

special interest

was constructed
by use of pneumatic caissons driven vertically from the surface
200 ft. above the crown of the tunnel. The use of modern tunneling machinery, largely of American make, is quite general.
In a paper entitled, "The Railway Tunnels of Switzerland,"
the Gattico tunnel, in which a 610-ft. section

is

Winkler, director of the Technical Division of the Swiss
Railway Department, Bern, Switzerland, brought out the fact
that the number of railway bridges and tunnels, determined
by the topography of Switzerland, is very great, and there are
certain lines which consist of practically an unbroken series
of this construction. On January 1, 1915, there were 627 tunnels
with a total length of 175.01 miles in operation or under conR.

struction.

The paper

discussed the tunnels of more than 2,000 m. (6,560
covering the most important conditions affecting

in length,

ft.)

work prosecuted during the last ten years.
"The Reconstruction of the Panama Railroad," was the title of

construction

On

tives, it
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a paper by Frederick Mcars,
mission, Washington, D. C.

member Alaska Engineering Comreconstruction of the Panama
processes.
The first step was the

The

Canal involved two separate
rehabilitation of the old French

line substantially

location, including the double-tracking of 37 miles,

tion of extensive passing tracks
traffic

on its original
and the addi-

and yards, to take care of the

incidental to the building of the canal.

The second

step

on a new location in order to
raise the line above the level of the wafer in the Gatun and
Miraflorcs lakes and make a detour around Gold Hill to avoid
the Gaillard cut. The most formidable problem was encountered
in the great embankments across the arms of Gatun l.ike, involving over 5,000,000 cu. yds. of embankment, a large part of
which was rock. Bridges were quite an item, the two largest
ones being those over the Chagres and Gatun rivers, the latter

was

to rebuild the entire railroad

including a 100-ft. plate girder bascule span.
long was required at Miraflorcs.

tunnel 636

ft.

paper on "Railway Construction Methods and Equipment
Australia" was presented by Maurice E, Kcrnot, chief cngi-

A
in

A
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railway construction, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
In a paper on "Railway Construction Methods and Equipment," William G. Sloan, chief engineer, McArthur Bros. Co.,
New York, outlined the development and present status of
railway construction in this country, discussing the subject
neer,

under seven headings,

viz.,

Clearing and

Grubbing, Handling

Material from Excavations and into Embankments, Tunnelling,

Bridge Construction, Track Laying, Ballasting, and the ConMiscellaneous Structures.
Under the title "Track and Roadbed," George H. Pegram,
chief engineer Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York
City, gave a brief review of American practice on this subject
and covered both steam and electric lines, with special attention
to electric lines having exceptionally heavy high speed traffic. A
set of specifications for the treatment and use of crossties was
given and the paper closed with a review of the present rail
situation in America.
J. E. Greiner, consulting engineer, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md., gave a paper on "American Railroad Bridges." As
now constructed they are the result of an evolution which may
be divided into three periods. The first, extending to 1865, was
largely a period of temporary construction in which the designers
were governed very largely by judgment. During the second,
ending in 1890, scientific designing became general, and the pin
connected steel truss was developed. The third period brings us
The influences bringing about the present state
to the present.
of development may be designated briefly as the increase in train
the increase in speed
loads, necessitating heavier structures
necessitating stiffer ones the introduction of new materials of
construction, such as modern structural steel and the alloys and
special steel of recent introduction, and reinforced concrete; the
improvement in machinery for shop use, and the development
of derricks and other equipment for the erection, which has very
largely increased the weight of members and the use of field
rivets.
As examples of modem tendencies, the most important
ones include the reinforced concrete and timber ballast decks, the
encasing of I-beam spans in concrete, the use of long plate
girders, the decreased use of pin connected trusses, and the substitution of riveted trusses for greatly increased span lengths,
the exploitation of many patented types of bascule bridges and
the general tendency to use stiff connections and bracing wherever possible. An account of the development of the Cooper
wheel loading was followed by a discussion of the present tendency of locomotive development and unit stresses in structural
struction of

;

;

steel to the conclusion that little or no increase in the strength
of bridges over that provided at present is necessary to fully
anticipate all possible increase in the rolling loads on railroad

tracks.

Mr. Greiner's paper was discussed by C.

&

F.

Loweth

(C.

M.

who

took exception to the inference in the paper that
open deck timber trestles should only be built on lines of light
While it is recognized by all engineers
traffic or branch lines.
that a more permanent type of structure is preferable, the
necessity for utilizing to the best advantage the limited amount
which is available for bridge work on the average railroad each
year frequently requires the use of structures which would not
be built if additional expenditures were allowable.
While the contents of a paper on "Recent Locomotive Developments," by George R. Henderson, consulting engineer. The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, is a matter of common
knowledge to railroad men in the United States, the paper was an
excellent one from the standpoint of the foreign railroad officer.
It described the transition from the American, Consolidation and
Ten-Wheel types to the corresponding types having trailing
trucks, namely, the Atlantic, Mikado and Pacific types, with the
resulting increase in boiler capacity, giving higher speeds with
equal tractive effect or vice versa. An outline was given of the
development of the Mallet type, with a somewhat more lengthy
Under the headings,
description of the "Triplex compound."
"Details of Construction" and "Adjuncts and Specialties," menSt. P.),

tion

was made of the substitution of

cast steel for

wrought

steel,

the use of alloys and heat treated steels, the substitution of the
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Walschaert valve gear for the Stevenson link motion, improvements in boiler and firebox design, the superheater, the pneumatic
coal pusher and stoker, and the use of oil as a fuel.
The paper by Arnold Stucki, consulting engineer, Pittsburgh,
Pa., on "Rolling Stock Other than Motive Power," dealt with
the car equipment used by the railroads of the United States
of America and Canada pointing out the improvements made
during the last decade in the various types of passenger and
freight cars and special parts.
"The Floating Equipment of a Railroad," was the title of a
paper by F. L. DuBosque, assistant engineer of floating equipment of the Pennsylvania, New York City. Most of the railroads
approaching New York from the west and south have their terminals on the west side of the Hudson river, necessitating a
water transfer for all passengers and freight having destination
of
east
the
river.
In
consequence these
railroads
have developed
number of standard types of
a
floating
equipment.
The most common of these is the
Hudson river passenger ferryboat with a screw propeller at
each end, a steel hull and a wooden superstructure. An all-steel
fireproof ferryboat used on the Delaware river is suggested as
an improvement over the prevailing Hudson river type.
Car
floats for freight service are of two types, pier floats and transfer
floats.
The former are used for delivery to freight stations on
piers where the cars are unloaded without removal from the
floats.
The latter are used for the transfer of cars from one side
of the river to tracks on the other side, and are larger and of
heavier construction, usually steel. One of the most interesting
problems involved in the operation of floats is the construction
of satisfactory bridges for the transfer of cars to and from the
with varying heights of tide. The delivery of freight to
steamship piers and to manufacturing plants is usually made in
floats

house barges propelled by tugs or

in self-propelled barges, the

latter usually being constructed of steel.

Other types of equip-

ment are the hand-power and steam-power derrick barges and
All equipment which is not self-propelling is handled
by means of tugs of various sizes, many of them very powerful,
so that tows sometimes contain as many as 28 boats. A small
size of tug is employed at the docks for service which corresponds
very closely to the switching of cars.
The paper on "Railway Terminals," by B. F. Cresson, chief
engineer. Board of Commerce and Navigation of the State of
New Jersey, contained a general discussion of the relation of
terminals to railroad systems and to economic conditions in
the larger cities and a detailed statement of the terminal situation in six cities. New York, Chicago, Buffalo, Cleveland, St.
Louis and New Orleans.
Charles Hansel, in a paper on "Signals and Interlocking,"
gave a brief review of the development of the automatic block
system, placing particular stress on the development of the alternating current signal track system and the adoption of the upper
quadrant semaphore signal. The automatic train control was
designated as another important development, which was discussed at some length.
A paper on "Preservative Treatment of Timber," by Howard
F. Weiss, director. Forest Products Laboratory, and Clyde H.
Teesdale, in charge of wood preservation. Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison, Wis., presented a general review of the
results obtained in the United States in preserving wood.
The
authors attempted to do this by showing, first, the quantity
of wood preservatives used and amount of timber treated annually, and, second, the extent to which the various treatments
h.ive prolonged the natural life of wood.
coal barges.

I^\iL\v,\v

Construction in India,

— The

following

work on

railway projects has been sanctioned by the Indian authorities:
Surveys by the Eastern Bengal State Railway of the 36 miles

between Serajgunj and Bogra, and by the Bhavnagai Duruai of
a metre gage railway, about 56 miles long, from Savarkundla
via Dongar to Mahuva, with a branch from Dongar to Port
Albert Victoria, and the construction by the Junagadh of a
line, 60 miles long, between Varavaland and Una.
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WELFARE WORK AT PITCAIRN FREIGHT

The

TRANSFER

are

Pittsburgh,

east of

was noticed

in

the

Railway Age

Here, under the
management of George F. Wagner, agent, a force of 318 laborers has been kept in service for two years with no change
only one man was taken on, and he was an addition to the
It is hardly correct to call these activities "welfare
force.

work"
is

3,

in the restricted

now

used,

pages 413 and 430.

and technical sense

in

The

is

only one of

from a cold and strictly
business standpoint are equally noteworthy, and all that has
been done would have been fully justified as a good thing for
the railroad company from the narrowest motives of self-

the

beneficial

results.

results

And 99 per cent of these men are foreign born, another fact which will give interest to the additional details here
interest.

given concerning this station and

The work done
at

at

its

management.
was formerly done

transfer station

this

Pittsburgh, but was crowded out of the city several years

Some
Pitcairn

ago.

is

the

main

of the Freight

Handlers

freight-train terminal for the Pitts-

percentage of native-born laborers has decreased steadily year

by year.
of

borers.

The

total

whom

number of men employed

at the

transfer

318 work on the platforms as truckers and

Nearly

all

is

la-

of these are natives of central Europe, the

coming from Austria-Hungary. A creditable
number of them have become citizens of the United States, yet
a considerable part of the whole body lias only a limited knowledge of the Knglish language. This ignorance of ICuglish was,
majority

large

of course, a drawback, as the trucking of miscellaneous freight
inlii

and out of cars demands something more than mere brawn
all can read and sjieak luiglisli with
;

but al the present time
satisfactory proficiency.

The

from the

clerical department, consists
charge of floor operation day and
night, and two assistant general foremen, one day and one
night.
There arc ten assistant labor foremen, five day and five
niglil. in charge nf the work in ililTcri'nt jjarts nf the hcuise.

agent's force, aside

of one general

foreman

in

clerks,

one of

Americans.

all

The men who

asking.

left

did not usually better themselves

and many of them
merely wanted change, apparently
would in time drift back to the Transfer and be re-employed,
if they were needed, and if they were of satisfactory quality.
It goes without saying that this constant "floating" was dethey

;

low wooden structures.

for beauty,

The agent who

set

being plain,

out to im.prove

conditions had, therefore, no aid either from the architect or

from any committee on

art or esthetics

;

but he

made

a good

beginning by covering the whole with a coat of white wash.
This, they say, acted like a tonic on all hands, and seems to
have suggested other ideas of tidiness. It began to be easier

keep tracks and platforms clear of rubbish and all foreign
matter and an order was issued to burn or send to the dump
Getting rid of the rubevery day all sweepings and litter.
to

;

at "Pittsburgh Transfer," Pitcairn, Pa.,

burgh division.
Between Pitcairn and Pittsburgh there is a
long chain of manufacturing towns which have a distinct influence on the labor problem at the Transfer. The labor supply in
this district has, for many years, been very largely foreign and the

464,

foremen and the shipping

moralizing to the whole force.
The Pitcairn sheds are not noted

which that term

for the welfare of the employees

labor

assigned to each gang of four truckers and one loader,

the proximity of the numerous large
manufacturing concerns fostered the habit of "floating" and it
was not uncommon to lose a hundred men a month, principally
because another job was close at hand and to be had for the

transfer station of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pitcairn, Pa.,

Gazette of September

is

Under former conditions

The remarkable improvement made during the past two or
three j-ears in the management of the personnel at the freight
16 miles

assistant

whom

609

Pennsylvania Railroad

it
was found, soon brought another improvemeni the
were exterminated. This was an emigration of no small
proportions, as the station is a large one (the platforms accommodate 402 cars).
Next came the Sjiring; and a little i)lot of grass and of
blooming flowers was soon seen where only cinders had bloomed
before
and the workmen at once took an interest in this
minor feattnc. The men, discussing the matter among themselves, conchided that an American flag was needed, and with
contributions of ten cents apiece, no more and no less, a fund
was raised to buy it ami with a tubular steel pole, furnished
by the railroad com|iany, the flag was raised. The flag r\ising,
though not ostentatious, was, from a local standpoint, a notable event, and there were a few brief speeches and sonic

bish,

;

rats

;

:

music by the Pitcairn shop band.
The appreciation accorded these outside activities served only
to emphasize such lacks as there were inside, and before long
the agent mustered the courage to .acquaint the superintendent
with the needs inside the building: and with the cordial coo|U'ration of this oflicer and others, there was soon installed
a ventilated steel locker for each man; and this improvement
was lollowcd with shower baths, jiorcelain enamel washstandt.
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supplied with hot and cold water, and a system of absolutely

The drinking water

odorless water closets and urinals.

is

now

supplied by sanitary fountains and the water, which con-es di-

from

rect

tlie

mountain back of the

village,

heavy, when some outside men had to be employed and, on the
other hand, during dull periods the regular men are laid off, one
day at a time, each man taking his turn.
;

As may

cooled by iced

is

coils.

comfortable room in which to eat their
luncheons, and facilities are provided for heating food and for
simple cooking. The truckers have one large lunchroom lined
with cement, both the floor and the wainscoting. All these fixtures are of

first

a

and the

quality

are adequate to the

facilities

number of men who wish to use them.
Every one of these improvements is now in as good condition
as when it was new, and cleanliness is maintained every day.
The floor of the cement-lined lunchroom just mentioned is

well be supposed, the

men have now

been so long

station that their acquaintance with details

at this

The men have
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is

complete.

Every man knows exactly where to find a car for any point
to which cars are loaded; and he knows that right in that same
spot he will find a car for the same point to-morrow, next week
or next month that is to say, indefinitely, until a formal change
is ordered and announced.
Every man knows his duty and also knows that it is the
duty of the foreman to exact constant faithfulness. No one is
pampered there is no confusion, no lack of order and no
;

;

when

idleness

there

is

work

to be done.

sanded every day with white sand.

When

the

men

are idle they

may smoke

THE FRENCH RAILROADS AS SECURITY
BROKERS

rooms provided

in

for that purpose; and in these rooms they play checkers, dominoes and other games of skill. Outdoors there is a place where

may

they

noontime was
a good assort-

at

bought by the men themselves and with it there is
ment of records. That the workmen have music
;

in their souls

evident from the pleasure that they take in listening to great
artists and famous bands.
Now and then the sheds are favored

is

with a concert by the Pitcairn shop band, of 40 pieces, and this

warmly

also is

appreciated.

These contributions to the comfort of the men have in a
very definite way promoted contentment, and the officers of the
road feel quite sure that whatever cost has been incurred was
wiped out long since. Not the least effective means of keeping
in sympathetic touch with the men is a "suggestion box" provided for the purpose of enabling any employee to submit ideas
that may occur to him in the way of improving methods of
work; and Mr. Wagner says that he is indebted to the men

many

for

excellent

each one of the 318

He

ideas.

have a

personally acquainted

is

men comprising

care to keep the acquaintance alive
a point to

By W.\lter

pitch quoits.

The Victor Victrola which furnishes music

;

talk with each

little

with

the house force, and he takes
that

is

man

makes

to say, he

at least

it

once a week.

is not tolerated.
Where a foreman notices a tendency to carelessness the man at fault is warned and if, after
continued warning, there is no improvement the offender finds
himself reduced in rank. Thus an offending shipping clerk may
become a stowman, a stowman a trucker and a trucker a laborer.
All understand, however, that a position which has been lost
may be regained by subsequent good conduct and, in fact, men
do thus recover their places.
Commendation for good work
is given freely, and there are said to be no vicious cases to deal

Tale-bearing

;

;

The

practice

of

the

issues of

new loans and as a means of helping the governcampaign to collect gold coin. Because the small
investor in France has been educated through long years to buy
railroad stocks and bonds directly from the companies, as- has
been pointed out in an article in the Railway Age Gazette of
August 6, in the present war crisis the railroads forced to make
new loans are able to get money in France without too much

'ent issues of

ment

in

its

difficulty.

Contrary to the impression of the outside world, which has
underestimated the enduring power of accumulated wealth,
there is still an astonishing amount of money in the hands of
the saving French people, and large amounts of it are going
into the purchase of railway securities.
One notable indication
of the presence of this money yet in the hands of the public
is shown in the statement of the Bank of France which is
collecting gold for the government.
Last May the government

on the public to

called

maintaining

let it

credit abroad.

vaults, another billion dollars

and sometimes bulky freight

work of

made

and has reduced the number and importance of
age to freight and injury to persons.

Most of
is,

in

easier the

trucking, has added to the earning capacity of the men,

lines

for

bills

dam-

the trucking along the platforms longitudinally, that
parallel

to

is done on
and countersunk.

the track,

plates laid in the shed floors

flat

steel

With

tread

these

it

found that in many cases a trucker can move a load twice
as heavy as he would dare to take over the ordinary plank
is

floor.

The men are grouped

A

in gangs,

and are paid by the ton of

composed of a shipping clerk, a
loader and four truckers.
Each gang knows approximately
what is its standing as compared with other gangs, and enough
rivalry is kept up to secure a good degree of accuracy in the
work. There have been seasons, when freight was unusually
freight handled.

gang

is

in

worth

is

yet in the hands of the

In view of their role as brokers in handling their own securithe various railroad companies are helping in the gold

collection by opening special

cars which have to be passed through, has

it

public.

Every available means is taken to facilitate the freight work.
Hinged counterbalanced bridges are provided for trucking across
tracks, so that the fact that one of two or three tracks is not
occupied by cars, does not hinder ready access from the platform to cars beyond. The abolition of the old practice of trucking through several cars, hindered as it is by the obstacles due
in

hidden gold, to aid

its

To

experts that counting the gold actually coined in France during
the past 15 years and the billion dollars worth of gold in bank

ties

to differences in heights of floors

have

date no less than $150,000,000
worth of gold has been turned in at the hundred odd branches
of the Bank of France.
It is estimated by French financial
its

with.

•

Hi.^tt *

S.

French

railroads of selling new
stocks and bonds directly to the public through the
railway stations is proving very useful in connection with pres-

old

for the exchange of their

windows

own

in all their larger stations

securities or paper

money

for

over to the Bank of
France. No less than $5,000,000 in gold has been obtained at
the instance of railway employees, either through soliciting their
friends or else taking the gold out of their own savings. The
railway companies are also turning in gold out of their own
treasuries, the Northern Railway having as early as May 21
made a first deposit of 3,000.000 francs, and later the ParisLyon-Mediterranee of 3,500,000 francs.
In regard to tlieir own finances, practically every railroad in
France, because of reduced earnings and the necessity of repairs and upkeep, has put out new loans this summer.
These
loans have done reasonably well, because of the old selling
relation with the public. Had the railroads been forced to place
the loans entirely through bankers, the money would perhaps
have come in more slowly, and it certainly would have been
necessary to pay far more than the customary rates for the
gold

coin,

which coin

is

duly turned

service.

The

case of the Northern Railway, normally the best paying

the French roads, is interesting because it has suffered
most from the war. Virtually one-half of its 2,300 miles of

of

all

'Our

-Special

European Correspondent.

October
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1,

are either in the hands of the Germans, or else so near
The other

line

zone,

has not further decreased because the French holder
does not readily sacrifice a stock that he feels will eventually
return to normal. For these reasons this company's new $40,-

using

000,000 issue of 5 per cent bonds,

the front as to be impossible of normal operation.
half of

its

from Paris

available line runs

into the

war

and yields a smaller return than usual, since the army

passenger trains to travfreight trains to commercial traffic except under

for military purposes, refusing

it

and

elers

is

its

its

surveillance.

strict

The

result

that the earnings of this railroad are less than

is

In 1912 the net earnings were
$25,000,000, the gross receipts being $65,000,000, and expenses
For the year ending December 31, 1914, including
$40,000,000.
of

those

half

peace year.

a

war months,

five

the receipts

for

the total

off $19,000,000,

fell

the year being barely $48,000,000, with expenses of .$37,000,000.

was received from the government
which sum cannot in any sense be
considered an adequate compensation for its huge losses of
freight and passenger business and the destruction of its depots.

Of

sum but

this

war

for

$6,000,000

transportation,

The Bank and

and 1914 were as follows
$16,000,000;

fast

:

;

freight,

$2,500,000;

decreases

understood

that

this

$20,000,000,

and

German

normally

will

road's

be

caltic,

realized

passenger

freight receipts $36,000,000.

its

$200,000;

if

it

receipts

is

are

At one stroke

invasion cut off $12,500,000 in coal and coke freights

from the mines of northern Frrmce and Belgium. It must be
in mind that, notwithstanding these losses, operating ex-

borne

penses have continued ovar one-half
In

the

face of

issued at $H0
1,727

such disaster,

(400

its

its

lines.

stock

(ac/io/i.f),

francs), and quoted at the high

origiTially

figure

of

($345) the day before war was declared, are now
on the lioursc at 1,215 francs, a drop of about $100.

francs

f|uoted

this stock

of

made

to

meet war

defiicits

kinds, has fared far better than could have been expected.

all

These bonds are on sale at every railroad station of the
company, according to French railroad custom, and hand bills
are

there

posted

notifying the public

of

smaller places the station masters, as on

the
all

issue.

At

the

the roads, have

charge of the sale and receive small commissions from the company for bonds sold. The company is thus able to reach the
small

investing

public

of the

little

towns and

villages.

The

people do not have to apply to bankers or brokers to make
the purchase and, indeed, effect a small saving by this direct

buying from the company. Neither the company nor the public
is forced to pay a broker's commission on these sales.
At the stations in the larger cities, as in Paris, the companies

the Paris Offices of the Southern Railway of France

in revenues as between 1913
Passenger traffic, $7,500,000 slow

mail and other, $200,000.
The enormity of these

the

in

The decreases

bridges and tracks.
freight,

Room

Security Sales

611

Thai this stock has not decreased more after 14 months of war
is due In tile confidence of the holders in the v.iluc of the slock,
and In the fact that the company is paying its interest as usual,
iini liiiviiig sought to take advantage of the moraloriuni.
Finally

have big reception rooms
the

fitted

room being not unlike

up

to

accommodate

this business,

that of a bank, W"ith special

windows

each class of buyers and each class of securities, and for
Not only
the payment of interest as the securities mature.
for

buyers come to these rooms, but brokers, bankers
of private organizations who wish to make larger
in\estnients of capital.
Of course, the companies do not attempt to supplant altogether the selling role of the broker or
banker. Thus, once the new stocks or bonds have been issued
and sold, the companies do not attempt to handle them further.
The only railroad in France that docs not to-day use this
inrllind of reaching the public is the State Railway, which, however, docs business directly with the public at the oflices of the
the

small

and

ollicers

Minister of Finance.
(^ne of the good features of this method, frcm purely a railro.id

point of

view,

is

that

emphnccs themselves arc
company fnr which they work

railroad

led to invest their savings in the

in the welfare of their emhas also been pointed out to nic by

and thereby their personal interest
ployer

is

stimulated.

It
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officers

explaining the direct method of sales that the people
and investing in its securities nat-

living along a railroad line

urally desire the prosperity of the

duces the number of people
a public enemy.

who

railroad,

and that

this

re-

of

jority

Vol.

the investors

reinvested in

at the disposal

action type and

Company,

how well its systepr; .vorks, one of its directors
me that, two years ago, the company decided to

seen that

to other banks

new

hotel at a certain point

on

its

line as

banker.

The company has had
1860,

the direct sales system in force since

and has during that time handled

Whenever

it

all

of

its

own

loans.

has put out a new loan, say 100,000 bonds at 500

force feed lubricator,

shown

drawing,

in the

for use in lubricating locomotive cylinders.

By

an attraction
for tourists. It organized a private hotel company and asked a
banking firm to sell for it the 14,000 bonds issued to obtain
money to build the hotel. The banking firm was able to sell but
5,000 of the bonds. Then the railway undertook the sale itself, at
its own stations, and within a few months was able to dispose of
the other 9,000 bonds. At this Paris banking office the company
further settles all of its large bills, again acting as its own
build a

The

daily business.

illustrate

explained to

of the company.

FORCE FEED CYLINDER LUBRICATOR

and commercial houses

its

with maturing bonds had immediately
thereby placed sorely needed money

loosely consider the railroad

makes short-time loans

To

No. 14

new ones and

In the case of the Southern Railway (Chemin de Fer du
Midi), the role of broker has been carried out so far that the
railway virtually has a bank in its general offices in Paris. Here
it is its own banker.
It not only sells its stocks and bonds but
as a part of

59,

The

New

It is

is

is manufactured by the Nathan Manufacturing
York.

referring to the detail drawing of the lubricator
is

it

designed

of the double

it

will

be

directly operated without the use of a ratchet.

lever attachment to the lubricator

designed to be con-

is

manner with a reciprocating part of the
engine, the length of the arm being adjustable to suit the amplitude of the motion.
The oscillating shaft to which the lever
is attached is provided with arms in the lubricator which are pinnected in any suitable

connected to slotted crossheads on the ends of the pump plunger,
the arrangement being such that for each complete cycle or
revolution of the engine two complete cycles of the pump plungers are produced. Oil is thus forced into the steam passages
twice during each revolution by the use of but one plunger
for each cylinder.

end of

its

The plunger
At

forcing stroke.

drawn back from

is

is

shown

in the

drawing

at the

the other end of the stroke

m

it

the end of the barrel, thus allowing the

^?=^®

\j(it

-^
Nathan Force Feed Cylinder Lubricator
francs,

it

advertises the

fact

on the billboard space

at

all

its

oi!

to

enter

directly

from the

reservoir.

stations.

check valve prevents the back flow of

There are four windows at this Paris office maintained for
While the clerks at these windows in slack times
do other company accounting work, the same clerks are always
at hand and ready to engage in the work of selling with which
they arc familiar. The customer begins at the first and central
window, stating the amount of money he wishes to invest, and
whether he wishes a bond issued in his name or merely in
blank. He then passes to window number two, where he pays for
the bond or bonds, and receives a receipt. At window number
three he receives his bond. He comes back to window number

pipe.

the investor.

four to collect his interest twice a year, or else collects it by
At this window there is also maintained, as a protection
to the investor, an information service regarding lost or stolen
mail.

securities.
If an outside banker pays the interest on a coupon
or purchases a security, he does so at his own risk.
The officers of the Southern Railway who went into the
details of their system, when I explained that it seemed on the

might be modified for the use of American railhad stood the test of long years
and that it was satisfactory from many points of view in the
way of stimulating public confidence and interest in their business.
They further declared that it was inexpensive, and that
in this war year it had rendered great service in that the ma-

surface that

ways

it

stated that the system

The

oil reser\-oir

oil

A

spring operated

from the lubricator

contains a small exhaust steam heater of a

Steam from the air pump exhaust passes through
a small pipe extending from end to end of the reservoir, the
condensation being carried from the lubricator to any convenient
novel design.

Surrounding the steam pipe is a larger
openings to the atmosphere at either end of the
reservoir, providing for a circulation of air about the steam
pipe and preventing overheating of the oil in the lubricator.

point under the engine.
pipe

with

The Railway Gages

—

ok the Indian Province of Assam. At
begun on June 30, at Shillong, in Assam,
and attended by members and representatives of all the various
interests in Assam, including steamer companies, it was decided
that there should be only two gages in Assam, the metre and 2
ft. gages.
The gage of any proposed line is to be selected on its
merits, but in general the metre gage will be adopted for the
Surma Valley and the 2 ft. gage for the sparsely populated portions of the Assam valley. It was also decided to lay the meter
gage on the feeder lines in the Surma valley, connecting the three
subdivisional headquarters of Hailakandi, Maulvibazar and
Habigang with the Assam-Bengal Railway.
a railway conference

General News Department
The State Department, at Washington, which is trying to
decide which faction should be recognized as the government
of Mexico finds its efforts blocked by the impossibility of keeping up railroad communication between Vera Cruz and the city
of Mexico.
A freight train carrying supplies from the coast
to Mexico City was blown up by bandits.
long bridge of
the Interoceanic Railway, 25 miles from Vera Cruz, was destroyed.
press despatch from San Diego, Cal., reports that
at Torres, a small town 70 miles north of Guaymas, Mexico,
a Southern Pacific passenger train was burned September 24,
by a band of Yaqui Indians, and that 80 passengers, forced to
stay in the cars were thus put to death.

A

A

C. Stanley Sale, who since November, 1913, has been editor
for the Chicago Association of Commerce Committee of Investigation on Smoke Abatement and Electrification of Railway
Terminals, and who for two years, 1907-1908, was associate editor
of the Raihvay Age, has been appointed assistant to the director
of the engineering experiment station and instructor in civil engineering at the University of Illinois.
Mr. Sale was graduated from Purdue University in 1906, and was for one year assistant engineer of the Florida East Coast Railway.
Before
becoming connected with the electrification committee he was
for two years secretary and general manager of the Engineering Publishing Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Disturbances among freight handlers on the docks of New
York City, reported last week, have continued, but, so far
as the railroads are concerned, the employment of new men.

A
Adams Express
Item
Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express privileges Dr
Operations other than transp
Total operating revenues
Operating e.xpenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp'n
Express taxes
Operating income

—

1915
73,909.69
$4,274,145
2,149,067
244,000
2,360,078
2,039,133
329,945

687
13,733
197,419

ii',426

49,480
280,051

,

Operations other than transp
operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp.
Express taxes
Operating income

3,505
108,778
85,356
23,421
44
5,000
18,377

Canadian Express Co.

1914
61,199.83
$3,497,550
1,730,687
171,720
1,938,583
1,888,776
49,807

1915
8,876.50
$273,231
127,623

1914
8,080.40

1914

1915

2,839.78
$50,592
25,639
785
25,738
27.970
2,231

'$3,299

3,784

10,802
155,846
130,933
24,913

5.809
6,245

V.obo

" " 250

21,913

6,405

49
435

$263,126
159,676
4,859
108,309
86,132
22,176

1914
9,334.20
$256,611
155,875
4,438
105,174
86,391
18,783

13
3.443
18,717

15,435

1915
9,557.73

1914

7,080.31

115,861
87,429
28,432
1

66

4,500
23,930

14,147
93,537

606'

2,831

'3',348

1914
33,496.60
$1,331,122
683,408
26,957
674,672
549,343
125,329

1915
114,923.23
$3,476,102
1,778,131
68,692
1,766,663
1,501,777
264,885

15,247
110,081

599
31,563
232,762

American Express Co.

AH Companies Namedf

Western Express Co.

Co.

*

,

,

1914
99 969 21
$2,548,093

1915
5,174.26

'

1914
1915
5,008.97
300,175.57
$97,309 $12,906,966
51,936
6,521,543
2.500
400,789
47,873
6,876,212
46,790
5,887.909
1,083
988.303
1.S04
'l,'l'55
122.544
73
863,955

$109,664
49,466
3,259
53.457

1,347,656
59,121
2,259,559
1,181,013
78,545

For the Eleven Months Ending with

Co.

&

Wells Fargo
,

1915
34,679.60
$1,273,385
664,328
25,130
634,187
526,435
107,751

B

18,855

*

,

$245,880
133,399
3,380

Adams Express

'"30,952

Great Northern
Express Co.

Globe Express Co.*

$271,973
126,930

5,125
150,733
127,533
23,199
6
4,000
19,193

Southern Express Co.

*

Total

:

Total for

Northern Express Co.
8,188.34

Expenses of Express Companies for
May, 1915

The following statement, which is subject to revision, has been
compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from the
monthly reports of operating revenues and expenses of the principal express companies for May, 1915

413
70.443

I

1915

Revenues and

the Month of May

-For

1914
38,326.94
$2,635,551
1,372,393
32,801
1,295,958
1,354,975
59,016

$231,863
126,601

ported from Washington that the secretary of labor has appointed a conciliator, John A. Moffatt, to take up questions
presented by 900 freight handlers of the Pennsylvania Railroad
in Jersey City.
The difficulties this week seem to have been
more serious at the piers of the transatlantic steamship lines
and the claim has been made that agitators, working supposedly
in the interest of Germany and Austria, have incited the strikes.
It is said that at piers where no materials for the French and
English governments were being loaded there was no trouble.

American Express Co.

Co.

1915
44,936.22
$3,092,137
1,462,863
46,165
1,675,439
1,463,598
211,840

Item
Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express privileges— Dr

men drawn from other departments of the railroad servseems to have been successful in keeping freight moving,
though with considerable delay. Many of the men who struck
are returning and being taken back. In addition to the railroads
named last week, large numbers of men left their work at the
docks of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad and
of the Metropolitan and Maine Steamship companies. The demands of the strikers in most cases were for an increase of
the rate of pay from 20 cents an hour to 25 cents. No strong
organization of laborers seems to be prominent, yet it is reor of

ice

52,131
11,326
10

"3 5, 6 00

925

43,545

10,390

1914
296.677.58
$12,378,075
6,373,392
332,903
6,337.586
6,172.602
164,894
1

115,953
48,940

May

Canadian Express Co.

Great Northern
Express Co.

Globe Express Co.*

*

Item
1915
I9I4
1915
1914
Charges for Iraivsportation
$31,443,347 $30,510,076 $42,472,971 $38,088,587
Express privileges— Dr
15.670,229
16,011,610 21,327,319
19,089,563
Operations other than transip
459,002
335.615
2,088,674
1,983,299
Total operating revenues
16,232,120
14,834,(181
23,234,326 20,982,323
Operating expenses
16,558,991
15,539,356 22,539,592 21,232,199
Net nner.iting revenue
326.870
525,274
694,733
249,875
Uncolleclihle revenue from transp.
5,558
207
2,615
Express taxes
182,522
180,825
378.541
344.234
Operating income
514,952
706,100
313,375
594,317

Northern Express Co.
r

Ili-m

Charges
Express

for

Ir.insportation

privileges— Dr
Op.rnt.on^i other lli.in iransp
Total oper.vtion revenues
Opcraling expenses
Net opcriiting revenue
Uncollectible revenue from trans.
Express taxes
Operatin g income

^

1914
$2.721,0,11

1,480.025
36.637
1,277,543

994.003
283,449
30
49,5no
233.010

•Discontinued active operations April 30, 1915.

,

I0T4
$2,010 153
1,380,318

1915
$596,398
301,142
8.102
303,359
296,558
6,800

'

102864
1632 699
1,530.443

102,256

1915
$2,839,093
1,731.170
47.848
1,155,772
972.476
183.285

18,024

"3'lV7ob

&

"

10,850
4,049

70.556

.Wells Fnrgo

I,IS,<.786
OS'S. 253

203,533

41.446
141,745

i i .'4'n

29,424

41,750
161,782

Total for

Western Express Co.

Co.

>^

'
,

1014
$2,941,852
1,790,157
46,001

103

44.000
26,040

-»
>

1914
$607,947
306,810
9,048
310.185
328.210

i>5

Southern Express Co.

''

1015
$2,493,745
1,362,709
36,381
1,167417
970.297
197,119
105
55,000
141,924

1915
$2,844,241
1,417,936
55,119
1,481.424
1,411.289
70,135

>

1915
1014
1915
lou
$12,064,423 $14,465,480 $34,966,740 $28,678,514
6,701,404
7,430.335
17,«0|.Q45
14.420.451
277,085
305.020
660.966
607,162
6,541.004
7,340,175
17,735,760
14,856.226
5,787,000
6.32«.8S5
16.304,982. 13,517,027
752,103
1,011,328
1,430,778
1,338,298
504
127
9 557
160,035
166,149
3821579
"Uifinb
592,473
845,040
1,038.642
970,298

,

|915
$1,063'.!;88

546,681
34 071
550.977

569,968

All
.

10)4
10
1914
$I.090,070$I31 ,(.84.550$ 139,830,829
604 404 66 ,050,5 HI
71,371.593
\'
5 J
26 180
,t>'.S
3.-27.^^5
51l'846 6s",40^,102
72,105,880
542 158 65",41.'.057
70.3l,s,f,,t5
I

18.001

30.311

2 O'^o.lOS

1112

1
'

10.011

"9.>2'7

30,004

40,038

f Includes previous years' returns of United Slates Express Co.

Compani rs Named!

,

1
1

.'i.822

265.888
705,395

1.877,245

374
l,32.(,729

553,142
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The
The New York
claims demanding

State

Erie Barge

Cana

Court of Claims has before

it

2,440

$62,000,000 from the state for damage occasioned by the construction of the barge canal. The next term
of the court opens in Rochester on October 4. Claims for lands
taken in New York county for barge canal terminal purposes
aggregate $2,106,000 and 'in Queens $1,190,000.
Other large
sums claimed are $10,000,000 in Herkimer, $5,326,000 in Sara-

Wayne,

$3,861,000 in Monroe, and $5,761,000
in Rensselaer.
Claims arising from leakage and damage caused
by the old canals amount to $128,623.

toga, $3,678,000 in

Brownell's Automatic Stop

Vol. 59, Nj. 14

P. M., an automobile driven at high speed struck and killed crossing watchman, J. P. Joyce, who was warning the driver to keep
back, so gates could be lowered for an approaching train.
"We want the people to know just what we have done," said
Mr. McCrea, "so that they will not accuse the railroad of carelessness when some of the reckless drivers are hit by trains.
To prevent automobile accidents we have adopted every suggestion that was at all feasible
but it is quite clear that the
railroad alone will not be able to do very much. Accidents will
occur unless the State and township authorities take up the subject vigorously.
are going to continue our campaign, and
I hope next summer we shall be able to think of something sufficiently startling to arrest the attention of those reckless drivers
with whom it seems utterly useless to reason."
;

We

A

mechanical-trip automatic train stop, invented by George
W. Brownell, of St. Albans, Vt., has been tried on a sidetrack
of the Central Vermont Railway at that place.
Mr. Brownell
places a ramp on the ties between the rails of the track and,
by means of a sliding tripper, suspended from the lo.comotive
frame, causes the lifting of a valve on the engine as the ramp
is passed, applying the air-brakes.
The ramp is moved into or
out of position by a dog, turned by a shaft connected to the
visual signal.
To prevent trouble from freezing, the ramp is
supported in a trough, which, in winter, contains salt.
The
air apparatus, on the locomotive, moves a piston in a double
cylinder, so arranged as to exhaust, at first, only a part of the
air necessary to make a service application, further reduction,
as may be demanded, being provided for by suitable adjustments.

Railroad Abuses Charged

The United States Commission on Industrial Relations
Walsh Commission) has filed, at Washington, what is said
its final report.
It recommends inspection of railroad

(the

Disastrous Explosion at Ardmore,

Oklahoma

By

the explosion of a tank car containing gasolene, standing on the track near the union station at Ardmore, Okla., on
Monday last, 40 or more persons were killed and buildings
were damaged to the extent of about $500,000. Repairers were
at work on the car and it is supposed that a spark caused by
a workman's hammer ignited vapors which had escaped from
the car, which was one of 250 barrels capacity. It is said that
much of the damage was due to dj'namite, in the freight house,
exploded by the shock caused by the gasolene explosion. Most
of the fatal injuries to persons appear to have occurred in
frame buildings which fell. Burning liquid was thrown many
hundred feet and fires were started in 20 buildings. About 200
persons were injured, many of them being rescued with much
difiiculty because of the great volume of smoke from fires.
Included in the property destroyed were 30 freight cars in the
yard of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

to be

labor

camps by the United States Public Health Service and contains drastic criticism of construction camps, railroad benefit associations conducted by the managers of the roads, and socalled private armies maintained by railroads.
The commis-

sion recommends the assumption by the States of the task of
protecting private property as a remedy for the alleged evils.
Some of the abuses declared to exist are the following
Unsanitary railroad construction camps, overcrowded and improperly equipped overcharging at the commissary and grafting by foremen, "voluntary" benefit associations in which membership is often compulsory and in which the employees have no
voice; the establishment by some railroads of large arsenals of
arms and ammunition, the recruiting of gunmen from detective
agencies, the usurpation by these forces of the functions of the
State and the various encroachments on the rights of private
;

Traffic

Club

of

New York

regular meetings of the Traffic Club of New York will
henceforth be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel instead of at
the Hotel Astor as formerly.

The

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania

The regular bimonthly meeting of

the mechanical section
of the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania will be
held in the society rooms in the Oliver building, Pittsburgh, on
October 5. The subject of the meeting will be "Gas Welding
and Cutting A Symposium."
Papers will be presented by
C. K. Bryce, engineer of the Oxvveld Acetylene Company,
Newark, N. J., on "Use in Welding Hea\'y Parts" by J. B.
Henry, genera! superintendent of the Union Steel Casting Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., on "Use in Steel Foundries," and by
A. F. Mitchell, assistant to superintendent of the armor plate
department of the Carnegie Steel Company at Homestead on

—

;

citizens.

To

carry out the ideas of the commission a number of
will be introduced in Congress.

bills

Crossing Accidents on the Long Island

A. McCrea, general manager of the Long Island Railroad,
has issued a review of his experiences with reckless automobilists
during the past summer, giving detailed accounts of cases of

"Use

in Steel Mills."

J.

carelessness, inexperience, or deliberate recklessness, of drivers,
which has led to deaths, injuries and damage.
Since January 1 eighty-five automobiles and several motorcycles and wagons have been deliberately driven through low-

ered gates.

In fifty of these cases the gates were broken.
For publication of warnings and exhortations in the advertising columns of newspapers the railroad has spent in the last
three months, $4,327; this went to 176 newspapers in New York
City, Brooklyn, and on Long Island. Twenty-five crossing gates
have been painted with black and white stripes.
Heavy gates made of telegraph poles have been placed at
one of the crossings leading to Long Beach, and- another at
Central Islip.
Thirteen large signs, most of them electrically
lighted at night, have been put up. The hours between five and
eight in the evening seem to be most productive of reckless
driving. On several occasions the crossing watchmen have been
run into while at their posts and have been either killed or injured.
On September 9, at Hempstead Turnpike, Queens, 5:15

Convention

of National Association of

Railway Commissioners

The twenty-seventh annual convention of
tion of Railway

Commissioners

A

new

is

the National Associa-

to be held in

San Francisco

feature of the convention this year
is to be the allotment of 45 minutes at the beginning of each
day's session for 5 or 10 minutes' discussion by each commission
represented on the most important developments of the year
relating to its work. This is to be a discussion of the methods
of the work rather than the work accomplished,
Judson C.
Clements, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and E. W.
Bemis, of Chicago, arc to address the association on matters
pertaining to the work of the commissioners. A reception and
banquet will be tendered the association by the Exposition
Commission on Wednesday, October 13, at which addresses will
be made by the governor and lieutenant-governor of California.
Most of the time of the meetings is to be given up to the
presentation and discussion of the various committee reports.
The secretary of the association is William II. Connolly, 1319
Columbia road, Washington, D. C.

on October

12-16.

October

1,
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The

and Canada.

Ha)ncs of secretaries, date of next or
meetings, and plaees of meeting of those associations which will meet
three
months.
The
the next
full list of meetings and eonz'entions
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each
folloiving

list

liiiz-cs

regular

during
is

pub-

month.

—

Air Brake Association. F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Next
convention. May 2-5, 1916, Atlanta, Ca.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Annual meeting, July, 1916.
American Association of Dining Car Supkrintendents. H, C. BoardNext meeting, October 21-23,
man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
1915, Boston, Mass.
American Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
Next meeting June 20-23, 1916, Cincinnati, O^
East St. Louis, 111.
American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope,
Next meeting, October
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
26-27, 1915, French Lick Springs Hotel, French Lick Springs, Ind.
American Association of Railroad Superintendent.". E. H. Harman,

—

—

—

—

—

Room

Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 4-8, 1915, San Francisco,
101,

—

Cal.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.-;— H. G. Mc-

Meetings with American
Connaughy, 165 Broadway, New York.
Electric Railway Association.
American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
Association.— W. E. Jones, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.

—

—

Mich.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Next convention, March 21-23, 1916, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Building, Chicago.

Annual meeting,

—

—
June,

1916.

Owen D. Kinsey, Illinois
Annual meeting, July, 1916Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 5 7th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, Rooms 1116-8, Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
meeting, June 28, 1916, Detroit, Mich.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.
Central,

—
—

—

—

—

—

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Annual meeting, 2d
Tuesday in October, 1915, New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, N. Y. C, 3842
Grand Central Terminal, New York. Next meeting, May 19, 1916,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Association of Railway Electric Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,
October 18-24, 1915, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew,
Soo Line, 112 West- Adams .St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June
20-22, 1916, St. Paul, Minn.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,

—

—

—

—

1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, III.
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Cum. James Powell. Grantl Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Rogul.Tr meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
•Canaihan Society of Civil Engineirs. Clement H. Mcl.cod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

—

—

January,

•Car

Montreal.

Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

.'Varon Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
•Central Railway Ci.uii. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, Mav, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Motel Staller, Buflalo, N. Y.
Ehcinkfrs' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. Ililcs, 2511
Oliver nidg., Pitisburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

Pittsburgh.

Freight Claim Association.— Warren
'*"'""°""'
I)

r'

V'''^

P. Taylor, Traffic Manager, R. E.
-Annual session. May 17, 1916, VVaslunglon,

General Siiperintendents' Association of Chicago,— A. M. Hunter,
Central Station, Chicago.
ceding 3d J hursday in monlh.
Chicago.
(.r.ind

321

Regular meetinRS, Wednesday, pre-

Room

1856,

Tiaiisporlation

illdK..'

'

International Railway Fuel Association.— C. G. Hall, C & E I 922
Mc( oniiiek nidg., Chicago. Annual meeting, M.iy, 1916, Chicn'so
Internationa,- Railway Gineral Foremen's Association.—
Wm. Hall,
1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn.
International Kaiih..a» Masti » Ulacksmitiis" Association.—
A. L. Woodworth,

I..

II.

Jv

1),,

Lima, Ohio.

Maintinanck of Way and Master

Next meeting, August, l')l(,, Chicaito.
Paintiiis' AsfociATi
THE United
Goodwin, C. K I & P. KIdon, Mo.

and Canada.- T. I.
Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo
-Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty
New Vork.
.States

Master Boiler Makers' Association

615

—

Ciiieago.
Annual meeting, June, 1916.
National Rmlway Appliance Association. C. W. Kelly, 349 People's
Gas Bldg., Chicago. Next convention, March, 1916, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

—

—

29

Niagara

W.

39th

New

Car

York.

Men's Association.

—

E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y.

New York

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kans.\s City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society, J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St.. New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May. Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Clup of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Elfctrkal Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Rail^vay Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October 5-7, 1915,
Chicago.
Railway Real Estate Association. Frank C. Irvine, 1125 Pennsylvania
Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Next meeting, October 13, 1915. Chicago.
Railway Sign.\l Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethh-hem,
Pa.
Next annual convention, September, 1916, Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island, Mich.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C, CoUingwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg,, Pittsburgh, Pa,
Meetings with Master Car Builders' and
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, 50 Church St., New York. Meetings with Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O,, Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, III. Next annual convention, September 19-22, 1916,
Chicago,
St. Louis Railway Club,
B, W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

nionlb.

Salt

Lake

City.

—

Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers,— Carl Nyquist, C, R, I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ga. Annual meeting, January, 1916.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Cluii. .-V. J. Merrill, Grant

—

Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May)
July, Septeinbc:r, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.

—

Toledo

Transportation Cluu. Harry S, Fox, Toledo, Ohio
Regular
1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
C. Kidd, Ram.ipo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

meetings,

Track Supply Association.— W.
ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H. WHiarlon, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Cluii of Newark —John J. Kautzniann. P. O. Box 238, Newark
. J- 5,";8"'''>'' 'nectings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Clud of New Y,irk.--C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York
Regular meeiings, last Tuesday in monlh, except June. lulv and
August, Waldorf-.-Vstoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of PiTTsnuHnii.— D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Eric R R
19'>4
Oliver Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bi-monllilv, Pittsburgh
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library
nidn
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Train pEspATcnrRs' Association of America.—
J. F. Mackie, 7132 Stewart
Ave., Chicago. Next convention, June 21, 1016, Toronto, Ont
Transportation Club of P"Koit.
R. Hurley. Superinien.leni's office.
". V. c. K. K., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings inonilily, Nonnaiidic Hotel,
"

W

Detroit

Traveling Enginefhs' Association.— W. O. Thompson,
N. Y C R. R..
Ivast BuiTalo, N. \.
Next meeting, September, |01«, Chilu'ago,
Utah Sociftv of Enginefrs. Frank
M.
".""
.''<""''.
I'll
•••
Newhouse
Bldg.,
.-."
stnit
1,
1,1,
IT.;
'•'''•
"":.<-I"'K-S 3d Friday in monlh. ex^
r„f July
t;?i
'J'a'^
J^r"",'-^";
cept
and
August, .Salt
Lake City.
Westfrn Canvpa Raiiwav (111,, L. Kon, ImmiRr.iii.Mi
Agent. Grand
Trunk Pae.ne W lumprg, Man, Regular meeting,.
2d SlomUv
•" im.i> ex
except June, July and Augii.sl, Winnipeg
Western Railway Ci in-I. W, Taylor, 1112 Karpen
Building Chicaao

—

W

"^

,

Western Son TV
I

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the
United States

St.,

Frontier

Cliicago.
St.,

—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
Next annual
meeting September, 1916, Wilmington, Del.
C,\« Builders' Association.
J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building,

Master

.I.uly

and

o,

KNoiNriRs-J.

Rrgular meeiing.,,
Aug,,,,,

Chicago.

Ist

II,

Warder.

Monday
Extra

in

"35 Monadnock Block
inonth, excr
lai ua?r'
1

„,ee„„„, except i,
1 ,,?""„
August, „_
"•-•"'"«•
Annual meeting, l.t
.1?'
Wednesday
;f;''.^'r\7-i"."'"."°'"'-V
"•"r
I" Thursday ,n January. Chicago.
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The

"Oriental Limited" train of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy and the Great Northern, running between Chicago and
Seattle, Wash., has arrived at Seattle on time 507 times in 530
days.
Most of the delays have been due to blasting in connection with tunnel construction in the Rocky mountains.

Governor Fielder, of New Jersey, has appointed a committee
of 24 citizens public officers and business men to present to
the fnterstate Commerce Commission a formal complaint, alleging discrimination against New Jersey in freight rates from the
North and West, referring especially to shipments destined to
New York harbor.

—

—

The

counties of La Salle, Bureau and Putnam, Illinois, have
been quarantined against the foot-and-mouth disease by an order
of the United States Department of Agriculture. This action is
taken owing to the discovery of the disease in two herds of
cattle in La Salle county.
The Department has concentrated
its field force of veterinarians and inspectors on suppressing the
outbreak in Illinois. At present 71 federal veterinarians and 54
assistants are at work in and around the suspected territory,
making farm to farm examinations, disposing of infected herds,
disinfecting premises and arranging for local quarantines to
prevent the spread of the disease from infected farms to their
neighbors.
Co-operating with the department force is a large
force of Illinois state veterinarians and inspectors.

Supplemental Hearing on Western Rate Advances

As mentioned

Examiner

W. Hines,
hearing in
Chicago last week on advances in freight rates proposed by
the railways in Western Trunk Line and Southwestern Tariff
Committee territory on a number of commodities which were
filed too late to be heard in connection with the Western
rate advance case, and which have been suspended by the
commission to December 29. It was announced on behalf of
the carriers that the tariffs advancing rates on furniture would
be withdrawn, pending conferences with the shippers, and that
new tariffs would be filed at a later date. The principal advance under consideration was that on agricultural implements
of two cents per 100 lb. throughout niost of the territory,
effected by advancing these articles to Class A.
The principal
testimony on these rates was given by E. B. Boyd, chairman
of the Western Trunk Line Committee, who testified that at
the present rates agricultural implements are not bearing their
proper share of the burden of transportation. Additional testimony was given by W. A. Poteet, vice-chairman of the Western
Trunk Line Committee, and testimony on behalf of the protesting shippers was given by C. T. Bradford, assistant traffic
manager of the International Harvester Company. R. G. Brown,
assistant general freight agent of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, testified in behalf of the carriers regarding the proposed
advance of one cent per 100 lb. in the rates on canned goods.
In addition to representatives of commercial organizations and
individual shippers, the state railway commissions of Iowa,
Minnesota and Kansas were represented among the protestants.
of

the

in

Interstate

The Water

last

week's

issue,

Commerce Commission,

E.

held

a

—

Povvkr Possibilities of Russia. Without conthe Caucasus, the trans-Caspian region, or eastern
Siberia, there are still in Russia proper great sources of hydraulic energy.
In the northwest are the falls and rapids of various
rivers, for example, the Volkhov with 30,000 to 50.000 horsepower, the Msta with 30,000, the Narova with 40,000 to 70,000,
the eastern Duna with 120,000 and the Niemen.
In tlie north
again the Olonetz region offers a number of available power
sites, as (jo the rivers which flow into the Arctic.
In the Ural
Mountains energy could be obtained from lakes and from the

STATE COMMISSIONS
The

Illinois

Public Utilities Commission has again suspended

the tariffs providing for an increase of 5 per cent in freight
rates in the state, filed by the railroads after the Interstate
Commerce Commission had allowed a similar advance on interstate rates.
The rates have now been suspended until Decem-

ber

IS.

At the hearing before the Texas Railroad Commission last
week on the application of the railroads of the state for authority to increase intrastate freight rates by 15 per cent, attorneys for the commission made a motion that the commission reserve its decision in the case until the railroads have
filed complete answers to all the questions propounded during
the hearing on which the commission ordered the roads to
furnish the desired information.

The Montana Railroad Commission, acting on the complaint
of the Pollcys Lumber Company, of Missoula, has ordered reductions in the rates for the transportation of lumber to the
principal points in the state, the reductions varying from 10 to
15 per cent. Complainants averred that their business in lumber,
all of low grade, suffered from the competition of dealers on
the Pacific coast, who make large quantities of high grade
lumber and can afford to sell their low grade product at any
price that can be obtained. The chairman of the commission, J.
H. Hall, dissented from the opinion of the majority, holding
that larger reductions should have been made.
He would require that thf rates on lumber in carloads should never exceed
8.39 mills per ton mile, which is said to be the average received
from all lumber carried by the Northern Pacific.
Representatives of various organizations of shippers in Illinois
held a conference with the Illinois Public Utilities Commission
on September 21, for the purpose of discussing what action
the commission should take in reference to a complaint filed
by the Business Men's League of St. Louis with the Interstate
Commerce Commission, alleging that freight and passenger
rates from St. Louis to Illinois points are discriminatory as
compared with the rates in effect from Illinois points to East
St. Louis, which were not advanced at the time the interstate
rates were advanced by order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the 5 per cent rate case.

The Public Service Commission, of Missouri, has dismissed
the complaint of the firemen's brotherhood against the principal
railroads in that state asking the commission to order the equipment of switching engines with headlights, on both ends, of
sufficient power to enable the engineman to see a box car 400 ft.
away. The commission is enjoined by statute to require safe
and adequate facilities, but it holds that in this matter the state
law is superseded by congressional action, and therefore is of
no effect. In the work done by switching engines the separation of interstate traffic from intrastate is impracticable, and,
Congress having taken action, the jurisdiction of the state commission is nullified.
Reference is had particularly to the act
of March 4, 1915, by which Congress, in legislating concerning
inspection of locomotives by federal authority, took jurisdiction over the entire locomotive and tender and all parts and'
appurtenances thereof.

sidering

Steam and

Electric

Roads Must Be Friendly

In an opinion by Commissioner Hodson, the New York State
Public Service Commission, Second District, has ordered the
New York Central and the International [Electric] Railway to
provide facilities for the switching of freight between the two

Chusovaya and Biclaia, and on the Valdai plateau are
for power development.
In the south and southwest are
the falls of the Dnieper, 120,000 to 200,000 horsepower, and the
rapids of the Dniester and the central Bug.
The Engineering

Lockport, and to agree on a reasonable switching
This is the oldest case before the commission, Jiaving
been filed in 1908.
Commissioiier Hodson says that the long
delay is due to the fact that a number of similar cases were
pending in the courts and commissions of other states, and
that a case parallel to this has only recently been decided by

Magazine.

the L'nitcd

rivers
sites

roads

at

tariff.

States

Supreme Court.

He

says that the carriers

October

1,
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themselves should have adjusted the problem long ago.
The
decision holds that the present service is unreasonably inadequate, inconvenient and expensive, as well as possibly discriminatory, and that neither the law nor an order to enforce it
will be confiscatory, following the just rendered decision of
the United States Supreme Court in a Michigan case.
The
Erie Railroad and the International, which uses the line of
the Erie into Lockport, alleged that it was a condition of the
lease between the two that no road other than the Erie should
participate in freight originating

on

its

line leased to the Inter-

national.

The opinion shows that when a car of freight arrives in
Lockport on one road, consigned to a plant on the other road,
the consignee must either unload and haul the contents across
the city in a wagon, or must allow the car to be hauled 14
miles back to North Tonawanda, there switched to the other
road and hauled 14 miles again to his plant, subjecting him
not only to this delay, hut to a switching charge of upward
of $30. There are several places in both the upper and lower
parts of Lockport where these two railroads could be joined
by a switch, and where there are ample opportunities to have
sufficient storage tracks to hold all the cars which might be
placed there at any one time for delivery from one road to the
other.
The city and the commercial bodies stand pledged to
assist the railroads in the acquirement of necessary private
There are plants in Lockport contiguous to both
property.
roads, and the steam locomotives of the New York Central
and the electric engines of the International haul cars over
the same tracks to and from these plants.
Commissioner Hodson says
"The underlying theory of the roads seems to be the maintenance of competition, while the complainants seek to invoke the
more modern theory of regulation. * * * Both carriers seem
to forget that they have no prescriptive right to the freight
:
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applied to railroad employees expressly excepts employees working in shops or offices, and the plaintiff was within this exception.— Revolinski V. Manistee & N. E. (Mich.), 152 N. W. 941.

Recovery

Loss of Profits

for

— Notice

as to

Use

A

cotton gin was delayed in transit and recovery was sought
for loss of business caused by the delay. The Alabama Court of
Appeals held that notice of the particular use to which the gin
was to be put could not be implied merely from the circumstances of the shipment, being in the ginning season, so as to
authorize recovery.
There were many uses to which the gin
could be put other than operation for profit. It might have been
bought to resell, or to lease, or ordered for a customer, or for
demonstration, and the like. Illinois Central v. Brothers (Ala.),
67 So. 628.

—

Shipments

Intrastate

The Texas Court of

— Division

of

Rates

Appeals holds that the Railroad
Commission, under the statute authorizing the commission to
fix the pro rata part of charges received by each of two or
more connecting carriers and to establish joint rates, etc., has
authority to order a division of revenue accruing to connecting
carriers under freight rates on coal not belonging to either
carrier. But it also holds that on an intrastate shipment a carrier
is not entitled to the benefit of a joint rate on its own line for
carrj'ing its own property, in the absence of contract therefor;
and an order of the Railroad Commission, which permits a
carrier to charge freight rates for hauling its own property
over its own road, and to participate in a through rate for so
doing, permits an unjust discrimination, in violation of the statute.
Rio Grande & Eagle Pass v. Railroad Commission (Tex.),
Civil

—

175 S.

W.

1116.

business at Lockport." * * * The clause in the InternationalErie lease confining the International switching to Erie business
is qualified by the phrase "unless required by law to do so,"
and Commissioner Hodson says that the time has arrived when
the law should require such special switching service to be
extended and made general in accordance with the demand of
the complainants.

Action was brought under the federal employers' liability act
against a railroad by a fireman for injuries caused by his engineer disregarding stop signals, and running into a train. There
was clear evidence showing negligence by the engineer. The

COURT NEWS

was as to the effect of the fireman's conduct.
the green signal requiring the train to slacken speed and
called it to the engineer, but, when it became evident that the

Fireman's Contributory Negligence Diminishing

Damages

substantial question

He saw

The

recent decision of the Missouri Public Service Commission, awarding a certificate of public necessity and convenience
to the Kansas City Connecting Railroad, and authorizing the
company to construct and operate a terminal and eight miles
of tracks on the Missouri side of the Kansas City Stock Yards,
was sustained in a decision on September 21 by the Cole County
Circuit Court at Jefferson City, Mo.
The trunk line railroads

which had appealed from the order of the commission
notice that they would appeal from the decision to the

filed

state

engineer was paying no attention to the caution, the fireman
did nothing further to insure that the signal be obeyed.
The
Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth circuit, held that he was guilty
of contributory negligence, diminishing his damages, as provided
by the statute. His inaction was not excusable because of his
supposition that the signal had been changed to a white signal
before they passed it this supposition being based on nothing
except the fact that the engineer failed to slacken. Pennsylvania
V. Sheeley (C. C. A.), 221 Fed. 901.
;

—

Supreme Court.

The New York
"Engaged

in Interstate

Commerce"

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth circuit, holds that an
employee, while cleaning stencils used by the company to mark
cars owned and used by it in interstate commerce, was not engaged in interstate commerce within the act. Illinois Central
V. Rogers. C. C. A.. 221 Fed. 52.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that an employee
was "engaged in interstate commerce" when he ws injured from
being struck by a passenger train while he was waiting for a
freight train to pass over another track on which he was bonding
together rails with copper wires, where the tracks were used in
interstate commerce.— C.lunt v. Pennsylvania (Pa.), 95 .Xtl. 109.

—

The

"Jitney"

Law

New York Supreme

Court, Justice Hasbronck, considering the so-called "jitney bus" law, holds that the following classes
of vehicles must secure the consent of local authorities and apply
to the Public Service Commission for a certificate of public
convenience and necessity, namely:
(a)
bus line; (b) a
stage route; (c) a motor vehicle line or route; (d) a vehicle
in connection with a bus line, a stage route, a motor vehicle
line or route; (c) a vehicle carrying passengers at a rate of
fare of fifteen cents or less for each passenger within the limits
of a city; (f) a vehicle carrying passengers in competition with
another conmion carrier which is required by law to obtain the
consent of the local authorities of said city to operate over the

A

streets

Repair Shop Employees— Fellow-Servant Rule

A

car repairer was injured by a heavy casting which fell on
the top of a cab when the engine was passing from
the roundhouse.
The Michigan Supreme Coiut held that the
injury was due to no failure of the railroa<l to furnish a safe
place to work, but to the negligence of the fellow-servaul operating the locomotive, for which the railroad was not liable. The

him from

Michigan act abrogating the romiuon law fellow-scrv.uit rule as

thereof.
Practically all operators of bus lines in the cities of the state
are liable to procedure under the penalty clause of the Public
Service Commissions Law unless they secure the permission of
the city authorities and the certificate of the Public Service
Commission. It is held that in the case of Elmer Ct. Booth, of
Rochester, the license of the city of Rochester, granted before
this law took effect, docs not relieve Ilooth fnMu the necessity
of getting the consents of the city authorities under the new
law and of the Public Service Commission.
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agent,

Vol.

with headquarters at

St.

59,
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Effective
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. Reams, agent of the Seaboard Air Line

S.

Ga., has been elected vice-president of the

with headquarters at Durham, N. C, vice

at

Durham &
J.

Savannah.
Southern,

E. Stagg, deceased.

C. E. Schaff, president of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas, with office

Mo., has been appointed receiver of both com-

at St. Louis,
panies.

O. G. Parsley, vice-president of the Missouri, Oklahoma &
Gulf of Texas, has removed his offices from Kansas City, Mo.,
to Ft. Worth, Tex., where he has assumed charge of traffic
and operation in Texas.

H. U. Mudge, president and co-receiver of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, has resigned as receiver and has been appointed by Jacob M. Dickinson, the sole remaining receiver, chief
executive officer for the receiver. See an item in Financial News
under Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

David H. Hilton has been appointed general eastern agent
of

the

at

New

Chicago,

Indianapolis

&

Louisville,

with

headquarters

York.

L. C. Finkle, has been appointed commercial agent of the
Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, vice E. H.
Smith, resigned.

L. Osborn has been appointed division freight agent of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Hutchinson, Kan., vice J. B. Rishel, deceased.
Effective October L

A. C. Littlejohn, traveling freight agent of the Queen &
Crescent Despatch, has been appointed commercial agent, with
headquarters in New Orleans, La., vice A. B. Collins, transferred.

Edgar Yungman, division passenger agent of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed assistant general
passenger agent with headquarters at Philadelphia, succeeding
Colin Studds, deceased.
Mr. Yungman was born
on August 24, 1867, at
Tamaqua, Pa., and was
educated

in
the public
of Camden, N.
He entered the servJ.
ice of the Pennsylvania
Railroad on August 14,

Operating
J.

the

E.

Votaw has been appointed

schools

assistant general

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, with headquarters

manager of

at

Nashville,

Ark.

1883,

E. Lambert has been appointed trainmaster of the New York
Central, with headquarters at Syracuse, N. Y., and W. E. Nelson has been appointed trainmaster, with headquarters at Lyons,

at

Man.
A. E. Pistole, superintendent of terminals of the Texas &
at Ft. Worth, Texas, has been appointed trainmaster
of the Ft. Worth subdivision of the Rio Grande division, with
headquarters at Baird, Texas.
Pacific

trainmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio at
has been appointed assistant superintendent,
with headquarters at Cumberland, Md., and C. M. Stone, assistant
trainmaster at Smithfield, Pa., has been appointed trainmaster,
with office at Connellsville.
J.

K. Yohe,

Connellsville,

Jr.,

Pa.,

John T. Broderick, chief clerk to the third vice-president of
the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md., has been promoted to
supervisor of special bureaus of the operating department, in
charge of the safety first department, agreements and contracts,
records and reports of federal and state commissions, free
transportation and the employees' magazine.

M. Seargeant,

inspector of transportation of the Louisville
Nashville at Jackson, Ky., has been appointed superintendent
of tht Eastern Kentucky division and J. R. Pates has been appointed master of trains.
The Eastern Kentucky division includes the Louisville & Atlantic Railroad and that part of the

&

Lexington & Eastern Railway from Maloney to McRobcrts,
Ky. Division headquarters are at Ravenna, Ky. The rest of
the Lexington & Eastern from Lexington to Maloney will be
the Lexington & Eastern branch, and will be added to the
Kentucky division of the Louisville & Nashville.
Traffic

N. C. Spangler, division freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio, at Chillicothe, Ohio, has resigned to go into other business.
A. A. Boyle has been appointed commercial agent of the
Missouri & North Arkansas, with headquarters at Birmingham,
Ala.

a

clerk

the

in

at

Philadelphia,
Pa.,
and
after serving in various
positions
in
that
department was made passenger agent of the Bal-

N. Y.
Robert King, division superintendent of the Canadian Pacific
London, Ont., has been appointed division superintendent of
the National Transcontinental, with headquarters at Winnipeg,

as

passenger department

timore district at Baltimore, Md., in October,
1902. The following year
he was transferred to the
Southeastern district at
Washington, D. C, and
later in the same year
E. Yungman
w a s appointed chief
clerk of the passenger
department at Philadelphia.
In December, 1907, he was appointed division ticket agent of the Philadelphia & Erie division and the Northern Central Railway at Williamsport, Pa.,
and in April, 1910, was transferred to Pittsburgh as division
ticket agent of the Western Pennsylvania and Allegheny divisions.
In March, 1913, when the passenger department of the
Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh and Erie was reorganized, Mr. Yungman was promoted to division passenger
agent at Pittsburgh, which position he held at the time of his
recent appointment as assistant general passenger agent of
the same road as above noted.
F. W. Robinson, assistant traffic manager of the OregonWashington Railroad & Navigation Company, has been appointed
traffic manager at Portland, Ore., to succeed R. B.
Miller,

resigned.

Effective

November

1.

Al J. Hirschman, traveling freight agent of the St. Louis
Southwestern of Texas, has been appointed general traveling
agent with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., vice Claude Wilson,
resigned.
Effective September 10.
R. E. Larmour, assistant general freight agent of the Canadian Pacific at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed general
agent of the frciglit department, with office at New York, succeeding W. F. Stevenson, deceased.

M. W. Burns has been appointed general southwestern agent
of the Chicago
111.

George H.

&

Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago,
has been appointed commercial agent, with
Chicago, vice M. W. Burns, promoted. Effective

Hume

C. J. Chisam, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago
Great Western at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed general agent,
with office at Los Angeles, Cal., vice M. F. Collins, resigned.

headquarters

Houston, assistant general freight agent of the International & Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
has been promoted to assistant general freight and passenger

and & Pacific, with headquarters at Davenport, Iowa, will
assume the duties of S. F. Boyd, district freight and passenger
agent in Davenport, on October 1. Mr. Goff's title will be divi-

September
E.

J.

S.

in

20.

L. Goff, division

freight agent of the Chicago,

Rock

Isl-

October

1,
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sion freight and passenger agent.
Mr. Boyd, who has been
in the employ of the Rock Island for about 35 years, has been
retired on a pension, and his jurisdiction, extending over Davenport, Iowa, Mohne and Rock Island, 111., has been added
to that of Mr. Goff.
J. W. Daniel, J. M. Hansell and J. S. Smith have been appointed commercial agents of the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf
of Texas, with headquarters at Houston, Sherman and Ft.
Worth, Texas, respectively. Effective September 1. H. W. Ross,
general freight and passenger agent, with headquarters at Denison, Tex., has resigned.

619

In January, 1911, he was appointed superintendent of
shops at East Buffalo, and the following August was made
division general foreman of the Pennsylvania division of the
same road. On October 22, 1912, he was promoted to supervisor of piece work, covering the car and locomotive departments, which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as district master car builder of the New York Central,
with headquarters at the East Buffalo, N. Y., car shops, as above
division.

noted.

William Victor Wicks has been promoted from locomotive
engineer of the Northern Pacific to the position of road foreman
of engines.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Wood has been appointed acting assistant superinof shops of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at
Silvis, III., vice P. Linthicum, promoted.
W.

William Henry Haley, whose appointment as superintendent
of car service of the Missouri Pacific St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern was announced last week, was born on July 27,
Dundee, Mo.
1872,
at
After a grammar school
entered
education
he
railway service as messenger boy for the Terminal Railroad AssociaLouis on
tion of
St.

—

15, 1888. He held
consecutively the positions of yard clerk and
car accountant for the
same association and on

August

January

10,

was

1901,

general yard
the Missouri
Pacific at St. Louis, Mo.,
a position which he held
October 1, 1904
until
From that date until
June 16, 1905, he held
the same position for the
Missouri Pacific and the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain

appointed
clerk of

W. H. Haley

&

from Tune,
June 1, 1907,
Louis terminal division of the same
Southern

;

B.

tendent

Grant W. Lillie, who resigned recently as mechanical superintendent of the Second district of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, at Topeka, Kan., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Bingham & Garfield. His headquarters will be at Magna,
Utah.
A. J. Mayham, master mechanic of the Spokane & Inland
Empire, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash., has resigned,
and D. I. Clough, master mechanic of the Oregon Electric
and the United Railways, at Portland, Ore., has had his jurisdiction extended to include that of Mr. Mayham.

H. S. Hills has been appointed master mechanic of the
Eastern Kentucky division of the Louisville & Nashville, and
J. O. Ely, roadmaster of the Lexington & Eastern at Jackson,
Ky., has been appointed roadmaster of the Eastern Kentucky
division of the Louisville & Nashville.
See item in Operating
Officers.

Purchasing

W.

Peabody, storekeeper of the Lake Superior division of
the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn., has
been appointed storekeeper of the St. Paul division, with office
at Mississippi street, St. Paul, Minn.
G. C. Harpke has been
appointed storekeeper of the Lake Superior division to succeed
W. L. Peabody, transferred.
L.

1905, until

he was car clerk of the

St.

roads; from June, 1907, to

May

8,

1912,

OBITUARY

freight distributor of

Up to the time of his recent appointment as
superintendent of car service, noted above, he was superintendent of the American Refrigerator Transit Company at St.
Louis.
these railroads.

Ralph L. Chandler, whose appointment as district master car
builder of the New York Central, with headquarters at East
Buffalo, N. Y., has already been announced in these columns,
was born on June 4,
1875, at Milford, N. Y.,
and was educated in the
public and high schools
of Buffalo, N. Y.
He
began railway work on
June 28, 189i, with the

New York

Central

&

Hudson

River and
served
machinist's
as
apprentice
until
October, 1894.
He was then
to December of the following year a machine
hand in the mill of the

Pullman

Company

Buffalo.

From

ary,

to

1896,

at

Janu-

Seiitcmber.

was car builder
with the American Car
& Foundry Company, at
1897, he

Buffalo,
and then reentered the service of
R. L. Chandlor
the New York Central
& Hudson River as car
repairer,
lie was promoted to rnreinan in January, 1898, becoming assistant general foreman in September, 190(1. and three
years later was apiioiiitid piece work foreman on the western

Rudolph Ellis, a director of the Pennsylvania Railroad, died
on September 22, at his home at Bryn Mawr, Pa., at the age
of

78.

John T. Johnson, general superintendent of the Central of
Georgia at Savannah, Ga., died in that city on September 21,
He was born in December, 1862, in Hanover county, Va., and
began railway work in 1879 as a brakeman on the Chesapeake
& Ohio. Subsequently he served as conductor on the same road.
Since 1886 he had been in the continuous service of the Central
of Georgia, serving consecutively as conductor, yardmastcr and
trainmaster until 1898, when he was appointed superintendent.
From 1903 to January, 1905, he was superintendent of transportation; then was appointed general superintendent of transportation,

and since 1906 was general superintendent.

Frank A. Durban, general attorney of the Baltimore & Ohio
in the states of Ohio and Indiana, with headquarters at Zancsville,

Ohio, died, as has been previously noted,

in

an

oflicial

car

on a Baltimore & Ohio train, near Cumberland, Md., on September 8, while returning to his home from Atlantic City, where
he had gone for his health. Mr. Durban was born in Zancsville
on November 10, 1859, and was educated in the public schools of
that city and at the University of Michigan, where he completed
the law course in 1879.
In M.ay, 1891, he became local coiniscl
for the Baltimore & Ohio and later general counsel of the Zanesville &: Ohio River, now the Little Kanawha division of the
B. & O., and local attorney for the Cincinnati & Muskingum
Valley, and for the Zancsville Street Railway.
He became
solicitor for the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley in 190-1 and
continued in that capacity after it was absorbed by the Pennsylvania.
In January, l'>04, he succeeded J. H. Collins as division counsel for the IV & O. and on July 1, I'W. became
general attorney for Indiana and Ohio.
lie also held various
ollices of rcsjionsibility with subsidiary roads and had served
as president of the Zancsville & Ohio, the Detroit, Toledo &
IroiUim. and the .\nn .'\rlior.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Norfolk & Western

is

in the

pas-

market for 10 Mountain

is

in

the market

for 10 six-wheel

switching locomotives

The
Steel

The Minneapolis &

St.

Louis

is

in the

market for

15

Santa

Erie has ordered 20,000 tons of

The Wheeling & Lake
Illinois Steel

The Public Belt Railroad of New Orleans has ordered
5 switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

the United States Steel Corporation.

The Russian Government

& Western

is

in

number of Mikado

the market
type, Pacific

contemplating the
purchase of ISO locomotives in addition to the 400 now being
tuilt by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, the American Locomotive Company and the Canadian Locomotive Corporation.
is

The Cupey Sugar Company

said

has

to be

ordered

one

four-wheel

saddle tank locomotive from the American Locomotive Company for export to Cuba. This locomotive will have 11 by 16
in. cvlinders, 33-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 39,000 lb.

The Punta Alegra Sugar Company

has ordered one fourwheel saddle tank locomotive and two Mogul type locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company for export to Cuba.
The saddle tank locomotive will have 11 by 16 in. cylinders,
33-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of
39,000 lb., and the Mogul t\'pe locomotives will have 12 by 18
total weight in
in. cylinders, 34^-in. driving wheels and a
working order of 50,000 lb.

The Pere Marquette
Algoma

rails

has ordered 17,000 tons of

rails

from

rails

from

Steel Corporation.

The Seaboard Air Line

has ordered 7,000 tons of

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 18,000 tons
of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Western Maryland has ordered 500
material from the Fort Pitt Bridge Works.
The Baltimore & Ohio

tons

of

bridge

has ordered 600 tons of structural

material from the American Bridge
station at Pittsburgh.

Company

for a

new

freight

The New York Central has ordered 55,000 tons of rails from
the Illinois Steel Company, 55,000 tons from the Lackawanna
Steel Company and 10,000 tons from the Cambria Steel Company
for 1916 delivery.
The Chicago & North Western
steel

has ordered 600 tons of

from the American Bridge Company for a record and

office

building.

The Pennsylvania has ordered 810 tons of steel from the
American Bridge Company for a coal-handling plant, to be built
at Baltimore,

Md., and has ordered 400 tons of arch steel centers
to be erected

from the Phoenix Bridge Company for the bridge
at Manayunk, Pa.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS

CAR BUILDING
The Copper Range is in the market
The Michigan Alkali Company is

Illinois

Erie has ordered 21,000 tons of

the

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

from the

Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 20 Mikado type
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

for 48 locomotives, including a
type and switching locomotives.

rails

Company.

from the

type locomotives.

30 hopper

steel

IRON AND STEEL

The Chicago Junction

The

72-ft. all

with

type locomotives.

Fe

has ordered 9

smoking compartments, and 6 60-ft. all
steel baggage cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, and 9 72-ft. all steel passenger coaches with smoking
compartments from the Barney & Smith Car Company.
senger coaches

The Pennsylvania Railroad

for 40 ore cars.

inquiring for prices on

is in the market for some punching and shearing machinery and a 40-ton gantry crane for the
Altoona shops.

cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford

is

in the

market

for 2 dining cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading
gondola or hopper

S.an Pedro, Los Angeles
caboose cars from the Pullman

is

in the

market

long, with a capacity of 40

has issued inquiries for 1,000

& Salt Lake

has ordered

SIGNALING
5

Louisville & Nashville has authorized the installation of
automatic block signals on the" line between La FoUette, Ky.,
and Etowah, 113 miles. It is estimated that the cost will be

The

Company.

New

Jersey has ordered 25 coaches and 5
baggage cars from Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporation.
of

ft.

cars.

The

The Central

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company
for a second-hand turntable, 50
or 50 tons or heavier.

$178,000.

The La
5 30-fi.

Belle Iron Works, Steubenville, Ohio, has ordered
200,000-lb. capacity flat cars from the Ralston Steel Car

The Baltimore & Ohio

has given the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company an order to repair 250 box cars and the Ryan
Car Company an order to repair 500 box cars.

The Central of Georgia, reported in last week's issue as inquiring for 5 passenger cars, is in the market for 1 baggage
and mail car and 4 baggage and express cars.

The Western Maryland

Consular Regulations of Foreign Countries (Canada and
Latin America). This is the title of tariff series No. 24, recently issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The pamphlet contains a complete description of the
shipping documents required in all Latin-American countries
and Canada, gives facsimiles of consular invoices used in such
countries, and points out such peculiar features as may be overlooked by the average exporter. The material has been compiled with great care, the chapter for each countr>' having been
submitted for revision to the consular representative of that
Some American banking
country in the United States.
and commission houses have also been coninstitutions
sulted, and it is believed that by using this publication the
average exporter will be able to prepare his shipping documents
in correct form and save his customer in Latin-America from
fines and delays in the delivery of his goods.
The bulletin
contains 66 pages and may be obtained from the Superintendent
of Documents, Washington, D. C, for 10 cents a copy.

—

Company.

has ordered 200 automobile cars

from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company and 650
ton gondola cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

70-

The Minneapolis & St. Louis, reported in the Railway Age
Gazette, of September 17, as being in the market for 100 box
cars, is now said to have increased its inquiry to 1,000 cars.
The Chicago & North Western, reported in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of September 17 as being in the market for 500 ore

October
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Corporation, Ltd., will install additional
open-hearth furnaces at the Sault Ste. Marie plant.
Steel

After a four months' test the Schroeder Headlight Company
has received an order for its headlights from the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern.

power with the common stock. The Baldwin Locomotive Works
is said to be working on war orders, having an aggregate value
of $140,000,000. Some details of these orders were given in the
Railway Age Gazette of September 17, page 546. The Baldwin
Locomotive Works may, as defined by its charter, manufacture
only locomotives, trucks, railway and industrial equipment and
parts thereof, castings and forgings, and engage in the sale of
For that reason it has established
articles manufactured by it.
the Eddystone Munitions Company for the purpose of taking
care of its orders for munitions, but it is understood that it
will soon obtain a new charter which will give it the right to
manufacture munitions of war itself.

The Pratt & Whitney Company, New York, has moved its
Chicago sales office to the Sharpies building on Washington
boulevard and Jefferson street.
Fairbanks,

New

Morse &

York, Ontario

&

C(5.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

have received a contract from the

Western for a conveyor-type coaling

tion of large capacity to be erected at Utica,

sta-

N. Y.

The Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York, has opened
an office in the Transportation building, Montreal, Canada, in
charge of J. S. Cofifin, Jr., Canadian sales manager.

The Loco Light Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has been incorporated for the manufacture of headlights, with a capital of
$10,000, and directors, R. H. Pyle, L. J. Isbell, G. D. Thornton.

—

Water Tube Boilers. The A. D. Granger Company, New
York, has issued Bulletin No. 2 describing and illustrating the
company's Oswego internally fired water tube boilers.

—

Screw-Cutting Tools. The Wells Brothers Company Division of the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass.,
has recently issued catalog 34 relative to the company's line of
screw-cutting tools and machinery. The booklet contains a large

number of new devices and improvements on
its

W. E. Hardy, who has been in charge of the sales of the
mechanical rubber goods division of the Diamond Rubber Company and the B. F. Goodrich Company, has been appointed sales
manager of the Boston Belting Company, Boston, Mass.

Q&C

New

York, has secured exclusive control
of the Peffer air brake hose protector, which was previously
sold by the Railway Economy Device Company, Chicago. This
device will henceforth be known as the Q & C-Peffer hose pro-

The

Company,

tector.

T. W. Weaver, director of purchases of the Power & Mining
Machinery Company, Cudahy, Wis., has become associated with
L. E. Meidinger in the management of the Milwaukee offce of
A. M. Castle & Co., Chicago, and George M. Rider, formerly in
the iron and steel brokerage business in Kansas City, has been
placed in charge of the company's office at Kansas City.

old ones, and, like
predecessors, stands in the front rank as a reference book

in this line.

Chain

It is also
facture of axles, wheels, steel parts, forgings, etc.
well equipped to supply cannon, armor plate and other munitions of war, but has done but little in that line during the
present war.
It is expected that it will immediately secure a
number of large orders for munitions. It is also rumored
that the Midvale Steel Company may be but one of a number
of companies which will be secured by the same interests.

interests have made a large investment
Baldwin Locomotive Works. It has been reported that they have secured enough of the stock to give them
control, but Pierre S. du Pont, the president of the du Pont
de Nemours Company, has refused cither to confirm or deny
the report. The Baldwin I-ocomotive Works has been a corporation in its present form only since Jiuie 7, 1911. At that time
Baldwin Locomotive Works, incorit acqiiircd the property of
porated June 7, 1909, to lake over the entire property of Burnham, Williams & Co., which had been operating the business
known as Baldwin Locomotive Works, founded in IS.ll, by Mat-

The du Pont powder

in shares of the

Tlie compaiiv's iircscut oulslanding capital stock
totals $40,000,000, of whidi $20,000,000 is common, and $20,000,thias Bal<Kvin.

7 per lint luinulativc preferred,

having

vi]uaI

:iuiI

full

\oling

Drives.

—Publication

No.

14,

recently

issued

by the

Morse Chain Company,

Ithaca, N. Y., bears the appropriate title

"A Chain

The booklet

of Evidence."

deals in particular with large

power drives. It explains the advantages of silent chain drives
and touches upon the superiority of Morse silent chain, mentioning among other things the economies secured through the use
of the Morse rocker-joint which differentiates Morse chain from
that of other makes.
The catalog contains a number of interesting illustrations, including views of the largest chain drive
in the world, a 5,000 h.p. Morse drive in the Ox Bow HydroElectric Plant, Snake River, Copperfield, Ore., and of the chain
drive installation on the 300 h.p. McKeen gasolene switching
locomotive built for the Motley County Railway which was
described in the Railzvay Age Gazette of January 15," 1915,

page

Roland L. Taylor, a member of the firm of William A. Read
& Co., New York, has completed negotiations for the purchase
of the Midvale Steel Company, Nicetown, Philadelphia, Pa.,
for a syndicate headed by William Ellis Corey, at one time
Charles J.
president of the United States Steel Corporation.
Harrah, the founder of the company and its president for 28
years, has resigned from his position as president and director,
and Charles B. Dunn and Howard Sellers have also resigned as
directors.
James F. Sullivan, the vice-president, has resigned,
and has been succeeded by W. P. Barba, the present general manager. The vacancies in the board will be filled by the election of
William E. Corey, Percy A. Rockefeller and Samuel F. Pryor.
Mr. Pryor is also a director of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Joseph Entwistle, a stenographer, is at present in the position
of president, but William E. Corey will be elected president
The Midvale Steel Company is engaged in the manushortly.

000

621

101.

—

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently
issued Record No. 81, describing and illustrating the triple articulated or Triplex locomotive recently built by that company
for the Erie, and Bulletin No. 82, showing a number of views of
Baldwin locomotives for export. The former booklet contains
a detailed description of the Matt H. Shay, as the locomotive
has been named, well illustrated by halftone views of the locomotive and various of its parts and line drawings showing the side
elevation and cross sections. There are a number of pages dealing also with the Erie's Santa Fe type locomotive. The booklet
dealing vvitli locomotives for export contains views of a mmiber
of locomotives supplied on recent orders.
The introduction
touches upon the favorable position of the company as to export business and contains the interesting statement that the Baldwin Locomotive Works has been exporting locomotives since
1838, when two engines were shipped to Cuba.
The illustrations
given include views of the Pacific type locomotive built for New
Zealand, the Pechot type locomotive built for the French government, the Mallet type engine built for the Archangel railway of
Russia and a number of others.
Locomotives.

English Railways and the Gold Supply.
the desire expressed by the Chancellor of the

— In

furtheiancc of

Exchequer

that the

and all pulilic departments charged with the duty of
making cash payments shall use notes instead of gold coins wherever possible, and that the public shall co-operate in this policy,
we understand that the railway companies are issuing instructions to all passenger stations, goods depots and olliccs in charge
of the receipt of moneys to pay all gold received from the public
into the banks instead of returning it into circulation
By these
means railway booking and receiving olVices will fall into line
postolVice

with the postoHices in the conservation of the gold supply of the
coiintr>-, whilst economy will further result by the discontinuance
of the use of gold as a medium for the payment of wages to
railway employees- /Ciii/icd.v Casctti, l.oiidoit
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—

Aberdeen R.mlro-ad (Electric). Incorporated in South Dakota to construct an electric railway and capitalized at $250,Incorporators: S. C. Hedger, Cliarles A. Howard, Charles
000.
N. Harris.
Ches.\pe.\ke & Ohio.— Under the name of the Pond Fork
Railway, plans have been made to build a line up Pond Fork
of Coal river in Boone county, W. Va., to the head of Pond
The principal commodities the new
Fork, about 20 miles.
(See Pond Fork Railway,
line will carry are lumber and coal.
Sept. 17, p. 547.)

—

Chic.vgo, Milw.\ukee & St. Paul. The report of this company for the year ended June 30, 1915, shows that the Seatttle,
Port Angeles & Western has under construction a line from
Fairmount, Jefferson county, Washington, west via Port An-

The section of
Earles in Clallam county, 62 miles.
west of Port Angeles, about 24 miles, has been com-,
The conpleted and was put in operation in January, 1915.
struction of second main track and grade reduction work on
the Chicago & Council Bluffs division, in Iowa, was completed
in June, 1915, between Green Island and Manilla, 270 miles.
The work which was temporarily suspended on the Hastings &
geles to

this line

Dakota division has been resumed and 178.70 miles was finished
and put in operation in June, 1915. New sections of second
main track were completed and placed in operation on the
Chicago & Council Bluffs division, from one mile east of
Delmar, Iowa, to Lost Nation, 12.80 miles; Elberon to Capron,
40.46 miles; Coon Rapids to Manilla, 31.90 miles, a total of
85.16 miles, and on the Hastings & Dakota division, from
Hopkins, Minn., to Cologne, 23.87 miles; Minnesota Falls to
Great Northern tower, 5.80 miles; west of Montevideo, to
double track switch, 10.09 miles, a total of 39.76 miles. The
work of depressing the tracks from Hiawatha avenue to Hennepin avenue, in Minneapolis, Minn., about three miles, was
It includes the elimination of
delayed during the past year.
37 grade crossings. About 64 per cent of the work has been
finished and the company plans to complete all this work dur-

Work on the elevation of the tracks
ing the season of 1916.
along Bloomingdale road, in Chicago, 2.4 miles, is finished on
This work includes the elimination of 35
about 95 per cent.
grade crossings. The elevation of tracks in Milwaukee, Wis.,
from Kinnickinnick avenue to Fowler street, and from Clinton
street to First avenue, 1.4 miles, was finished on 30 per cent
and it will take about two years to complete the work which
Considerable
includes the elimination of 14 grade crossings.

made in connection with the elevation of
tracks on the Chicago & Evanston division from Montrose avenue to Howard avenue, Chicago, 4.4 miles. Of the total work
30 per cent is finished, and it will probably take about two
years to complete this work, which will eliminate 36 grade
progress has been

The line from Lewistown, Mont., to Great Falls,
was completed and opened for operation early in
September, 1914. The grading of the Choteau line, from Great

crossings.
137 miles,

Falls, Mont., to Agawam, 70 miles, is completed, but track laying has been temporarily suspended, Construction work on
the Newwood River line, a logging road extending 18.25 miles
northwesterly from Merrill, Wis., was completed and the line
was placed in operation in December, 1914. The construction of
the Snoqualmie tunnel at the summit of the Cascade mountains
was completed, and the tunnel placed in operation in June, 1915.

—

CuDAHY Packing Company's Line. Cameron, Joyce & Co.,
Kansas City, Mo., has been awarded a contract by the Cudahy
Packing Company for grading, bridge construction and track
laying from Fowler, Kan., to silicate beds, eight miles distant.
Dover, Millersuurc. & Western (Electric).— Grading will
soon be begun on this road, which will extend from Canal
Dover, Ohio, to Miilersburg, a distance of 37 miles. Ben George,
secretary and treasurer. Canal Dover, Ohio D. F. A.' Wheelock,
;

chief engineer,

—

Warren, Pa.

This company plans to carry out the double-tracking
Erie.
work and grade reduction for which surveys have been made

Vol.
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on about 36 miles in Lake, Porter and La Porte counties, Indiana, as soon as the work is authorized. This work when finished will complete the double-tracking of the Chicago & Erie.

(December

18,

p.

1165.)

KiNSTON Belt Line.

— Incorporated

in

North Carolina with

$25,000 capital to build a belt line of steam railroad around
the city of Kinston, N. C, and an electric car line through
The lines are to carry both passengers and
the city streets.
freight. The incorporators are J. T. Deal, M. L. German, W. S.

Spottswood and G. V. Cowper.

Lake Erie & Eastern. — Double
two miles of

this

tracking work on about
road has been authorized to be carried out

this year.

—

Lucerne & Aurelia Crown. It is planned to begin work in
the spring of 1916 on this line from Lucerne, Wash., to Aurelia
Crown Mines, 16 miles. The final survey is now in progress
and the average grade is to be less than 3 per cent. There will
be six or seven bridges with an average length of from 50 to
60 ft. each and one tunnel about 400 ft. long. Among the structures contemplated in connection with the road are two stations,
The
a warehouse, machine shop and wharf on Lalce Chelan.
railway will serve the Aurelia Crown Company, by which it will
be controlled, and its principal traffic will be about 2,000 tons of
ore per day down grade and machinery and supplies for the
mine up grade. O. Robert Dahl, president, Box 187, Seattle,
Wash.

—

New York, Chicago & St. Louis. On September 1 this road
began an extensive grade elimination project in Cleveland, Ohio,
under the direction of A. J. Himes, engineer of grade-crossing
The program includes the depression of tracks
from Fulton road to Detroit avenue a distance of about two
and one-half miles, the construction of a four-track roadbed,
and the erection of 13 reinforced concrete bridges and numerous
retaining walls. About 1,600 tons of steel and 43,000 cu. yd. of
elimination.

—

concrete will be utilized, 750,000 cu. yd. of material will be removed from the excavations and 25,000 cu. yd. filled in at the
The work is being done by company forces,
street approaches.
and will cost in the neighborhood of $2,900,000.

—

New York Subways. The War Department having granted
a satisfactory form of permit for the construction of a tunnel
under the East river from Fourteenth street. New York, in the
borough of Manhattan, to North Seventh street, in the borough
of Brooklyn, bids for the construction of the tunnel will probably be asked for in the near future.
Philadelphia & Reading,— An

officer

writes

regarding the

report that this company will build a short line from Wilmington,
Del,, to a point opposite the du Pont Powder Company's plant
at Carney Point, N. J., that the matter is under way, but nothing
definite has yet been decided upon.

— See

Pond Fork Railway.

Chesapeake

&

Ohio.

— Incorporation

has been asked
for in South Dakota by this company with a capital of $2,000,000 to build a railway from Mitchell, S. D., northwest to Pierre,
130 miles. The proposed line will pass through the counties of
The
Davison, Aurora, Jerauld, Buffalo, Hyde and Hughes.
farmers along the proposed route have been asked to subscribe
G. W. Adams, Council Bluffs, Iowa, is the promoter.
to stock.
N. Johnson, Mount Vernon, S, D., A. J. Hughes, J. E. Ziebach,

South Dakota Short

Line.

Swartout and J. Jorgenson, Gann Valley; G. M. Schumway, and E. H. Scott, Letcher, are directors.
F. E,

Southern Railway,— Contracts have been let for second track
work between Greenville, S. C, and Easley, 11,5 miles, it is said,
to H. J. Dunavant & Co., Knoxville, Tenn., and from Easley to
Central, 15 miles, to M. M. Elkan, Macon, Ga.
Southwestern Light, Power & Railway,— Contracts have
been given to the Arbucklc Construction & Improvement Comconstructing a power
for
Arbuckle, The company was
organized recently in Texas with a capital of $12,000,000 to build
an interurban electric line between Denison, Tex., and Oklahoma
W. T. Croslen, president; W. P.
City, Okla., about 176 miles.
(Sept. 17,
Woolscp, general manager, Oklahoma City, Okla.

pany

to

station at

p.

547.)

build

this

line,

also

Davis and repair shops

at

October

1,
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—

Wrightsville, Adrian & Lyons. The rights and property of
company were recently sold to F. J. Garbutt, Sandersville, Ga., and it is said that the new owner will complete and
The company was organized to build from
operate the line.
Wrightsville, Ga., southeast via Adrian to Lyons, about 40
Grading work was finmiles, with a number of extensions.
ished in 1910 on about 35 miles.
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Chesapeake & Ohio.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

— The

New York

Public Service

Commis-

open bids on October 26 for the station
finish construction of 11 stations on the New Utrecht avenue
elevated railroad between Tenth avenue and Coney Island in
the borough of Brooklyn.

—The

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has
construction of a power station on Ohio
street, in connection with the new passenger station now under
construction.

Buffalo, N. Y.
plans

for

the

—

Chicago. III. Officers of the Chicago Union Station Company appeared before the Illinois Public Utilities Commission
on September 21, at a hearing in support of their petition for
an order authorizing the issuance of $50,000,000 first mortgage, 4j4 per cent gold bonds for 50 years, to purchase land and
construct the proposed new Union station, and for an order
approving the operating agreement between the roads that will

own

the terminal.

—

Columbia, S. C. A contract has been given by the Seaboard Air Line to Jonas & Garretson, Columbia, for building
a reinforced concrete bridge over Blanding street, in Columbia.
The bridge will be about 110 ft. long, and will cost about
$15,000.

—

Durango, Iowa. The Chicago Great Western is building a
bridge here consisting of three 70-ft. through plate girders, restThe
ing on two concrete piers and two concrete abutments.
work is being done by company forces and the estimated cost
is

$25,000.

—

Freeport, III. The Illinois Central is planning to build three
washroom buildings for the benefit of its shop employees, carmen, enginemen and firemen. The buildings will contain lavatories and individual lockers, and shower baths will be proThe structures will be
vided for the enginemen and firemen.
brick and will represent a total cost of about $20,000.

Grass Valley, Cal.

— The shop building of the

Narrow Gage

recently

estimated loss

is

damaged by

fire

is

Nevada County
The

being rebuilt.

$30,000.

—

Greenville, N. J. The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a
contract to Henry Steers, Incorporated, New York, to build the
new pier at Greenville (September 24, p. 586).

—

Kansas

jiijiiiimiiiiiimiuiimiimiii

—

&

— See

on the annual

editorial

|

iiiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiiinnijiri

comments

comments elsewhere

else-

in this

report.

& Pacific— H. U. Mudge, president and
co-receiver of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has resigned as receiver and has been appointed chief executive
officer for the receiver, Jacob M. Dickinson remaining sole receiver.
Mr. Dickinson gave out the following statement in
regard to Mr. Mndge's resignation and new appointment
"I knew nothing about Mr. Mudge's resignation until I saw
It
it in the paper this morning on my arrival from Memphis.
was a great surprise and a matter of deep personal regret
to me.
"The ground upon which he put it, the fact of it becoming my duty to sue him and other directors, was one for him
It should, however, be understood that there
to determine.
was a marked dififerentiation between him and most of the
other directors, in that the transaction for which he voted
as a director was presented and acted upon at a meeting at
which he was elected a director, and immediately after his
election, and also in that he was not a stockholder either
of the Rock Island Company of New Jersey or the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company of Iowa.
"As soon as I heard of the resignation of Mr. Mudge I
went to Judge Carpenter and stated that I would regard it
as a misfortune to those interested in the Rock Island lines
for Mr. Mudge to resign unless he would consent to remain
in charge of the operation of the road under the receiver.
Judge Carpenter expressed the hope that his services could be
retained.
Mr. Mudge agreed to continue his services."

Chicago, Rock Island

sion, First district, will

filed

News

See editorial
St. Paul.
in this issue on the annual report.

where

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
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Chicago, Milwaukee

issue

Fincincial

City, Kan. This municipality has granted the KanSouthern a 20-year franchise which carries with it obligations in connection with future viaducts at Fifth, Seventh and
Twelfth .streets, and a bridge over the Kansas river to meet
the requirements of the Kaw Valley Drainage District.
It is
doubtful whether any of this work will be begun within the
next year.
sas

—

New Hooper, Wash. The Oregon- Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company will build a bridge over the Palouse river
consisting of three 70-ft. through plate girder spans on concrete piers and abutments.
Substructure bids were received
by S. Murray, acting chief engineer, until September 20.

—

Oelwkin, Iowa. The Chicago Great Western freight house,
the contract for which was reported in our issue of last week
as having been let to the Black Hawk Construction Company, of
Waterloo, Iowa, will be a two-story brick structure, with reinforced concrete fioors, columns and roof. The Barton spiderweb flat-slab type of floor and roof construction will be used.
The dimensions will be 100 ft. bv 100 ft. and the estimated cost
about $22,000.

Tipton, Ind.— The Lake Erie & Western is constructing a
concrete machine shop, 40 ft. by 120 ft. to replace the building
destroyed by fire some time ago.

Delaware & Hudson.— The New York Public

Service Commission has been asked to authorize an issue of $14,451,000 5 per
cent 20-year convertible bonds of the Delaware & Hudson

October 1, 1915. The proceeds from the sale of
these bonds are to be used to retire $13,973,000 4 per cent
convertible debentures due June 15, 1916.
Authority is also
asked for the issue of stock to provide for the conversion
of the bonds.
to be dated

Hocking Valley.
issue

—

See editorial comments
on the annual report.

elsewhere

in

this

—

Kansas & Texas. A protective committee has been
formed for the first and refunding 4 per cent bonds consisting of Alexander J. Hemphill, chairman of the board of the
Guaranty Trust Company
Charles A. Peabody, president
of the Mutual Life Insurance Company; W. A. Day, president of the Equitable Life Assurance Society; E. S. Marston,
president of the Farmers' Loan & Trust Company, all of
New York, and A. A. Jackson, vice-president of the Girard
Trust Company, Philadelphia. Protective committees are also
being formed for the general mortgage 4J^ per cent bonds by
the New York Trust Company and for the second mortgage 4
per cent bonds by the LInion Trust Company, New York.
See editorial comments elsewhere in this issue on the ap-

Missouri,

;

pointment of C. E. Schaff, president, as receiver.

New Jersey Public Utilities Commission has approved of the consolidation of the Camden &
Burlington County, the \'inccntown branch of the Burlington
County Railroad, and the Mount Holly, I.umberton & Medford under the corporate title of the Camden S: Burlington
County Railroad.
All of these companies are subsidiaries
of the Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania Railroad.— The

Coke Replacing Coal in Sweden.— Sweden's importation of
German coke is reported as exceptional recently. It is caused
by the high prices of coal in England and the freights. Many
Swedish steamers as well as state and private railroads are
now using coke, either alone or mixed with coal or wood, with
apparently
creasing.

good
Iron

results

//(71-.

as

coke imports are continually

in-
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To THE Stockholders:
The Thirty-seventh Annual Report
year ended June 30, 1915,

fiscal

is

of

the

16,

1915.

Board of Directors, for the

herewith submitted.
the year by The Chesapeake and

The average mileage operated during
Ohio Lines was 2,369.2

miles, an increase over the previous year of 23.4
The mileage at the end of the year was 2,371.7 miles, an increase
miles.
of 4.3 miles over mileage on June 30, 1914.

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR
Operating Revenues were

$39,464,036.99
27,556.413.50

Virginia Air Line Railway Co.
First Mortgage 5% Bonds...

Trust

N

Series

Revenue was

$109,379,390.00

were

1,349,496.96

$10,558,126.53
1,018,219.08

$11,576,345.61
814,767.13

(Decrease $1,126,431.18, or 52.52^t.)
Rentals and (3ther Pavments were
(Decrease $138,449.99, or 14.52%.)
Income for the year available for interest was
(Decrease $144,885.15, or 1.33%.)

$10,761,578.48

Realizing

$103,796,715.00

Less:

Capital Obligations Paid or Purchased:
Peninsula Division First Mortgage
6^:'o
Bonds matured
January

1911

1.

$2,000,000.00

Greenbrier and New River Railroad Co. First Mortgage 5%
Bonds redeemed February 1,
1911

Interest (75.25% of amount available) amounted to
(Increase $163,394.02, or 2.06%.)
Net Income for the year, equivalent to 4.24% on capital
stock outstanding, amounted to
(Decrease $308,279.17, or 10.37%.)
Dividend paid during the year: One dividend of 1%

8,098,041.86

$2,663,536.62

339,000.00

Funding and Improvement Mortgage 5% Bonds...
(jreenbrier Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds retired
(ieneral

November
627,816.00

1911

1,

Remainder

$2,035,720.62

One Year S%

Collateral

25,000,000.00

Trust

Collateral

Notes

FINANCIAL
in
follows:

as

funded debt

in the

hands of the public during the year
Retired
$82,000.00
36,000.00
20,000.00

Bonds
Bonds
Mortgage Bonds

4 per cent. Big Sandy Ry. First Mortgage
4 per cent. Coal River Ry. First Mortgage

4 per cent. Greenbrier Ry. First
4 per cent. Raleigh & jiouthwestern

Ry.

First

Mortgage
23,000.00
1,514,392.00

Bonds
Equipment Trust Obligations

Equipment Trust Payments..
Through Sinking Funds:
Big Sandy Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds

3,500,000.00
10,967,000.00

326,000.00

First

4% Bonds

Mortgage

157,000.00

Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds
Raleigh and Southwestern Railway Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds ..'
Greenbrier

118,000.00

38,000.00

$49,749,000.00

$1,675,392.00

Decrease
Other changes in obligations shown under
funded debt on Balance Sheet of June 30,

Railway Co.

River

Coal

7,302,000.00

2,000.00

4^<%

Year

Three

Trust Notes

The changes

900,000.00

$11,907,623.49

(Increase $18,562.07, or 1.39%>.)
Operating Income, Taxes deducted, was
(Increase $843,096.04, or S.69%.)
Miscellaneous Income was

were

229,000.00

1,700,000.00
4,084,390.00

(Increase $861,658.11, or 7.807e).)

Taxes

860,000.00

Certifi'cates

Equipment Contracts

(Increase $1,142,514.90, or 4.33%.)

Operating

way Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds
Sandy Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds

Big

Equipment

(Increase $2,004,173.10, or 5.35%.)

Operating Expenses were

Net

Five Year 5%! Collateral Trust
Notes
$33,000,000.00
River Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4<'/c Bonds
3,000,000.00
Raleigh and Southwestern Rail.
Coal

Costing

50,032,740.58

$53,763,974.42

1915, were:

Increase

per cent. First Lien and Improvement
Mortgage Bonds
General
per cent. Equipment Contracts
Equipment Co
Standard
5 per cent. Equipment Contract
Steel Car Co
Central
per cent. Equipment Contract
5
Locomotive and Car Works
American
6 per cen». Eouipment Contract
Locomotive Co

Payments

Acquisitions:

5

—
—
—
—

6

Net

$3,147,000.00

$16,800.00
583,252.23
159,750.00

56,537.15

147,300.00

104,876.60

$3,454,050.00
2,692,584.02

Increase

The

$761,465.98

per cent. First Lien and Improvement Mortgage Bonds were issued during the year for additions and betterments and other capital purThe entire issue of these bonds, $40,270,000 face amount, is pledged
poses.
as collateral for your Company's Five Year 5% Secured Gold Notes, no
part of the unissued notes having been sold during the year.
Mention was made in last year's report of the sale of your Company's
holdings of the capital stock of The Kanawha and Michigan Railway ComThe transaction was completed October 7, 1914, netting your Company.
pany a profit of $1,119,315.50, which sum was transferred to Surplus. The
proceeds of the sale were deposited with the Trustee under the First Lien
and Improvement Mortgage and will be re-invested in improvements and

The

five

permille<I luidcr that Mortgage.
the year 479 shares of the Capital Stock of
The (Chesapeake and Ohio Northern Railway Company and additional
shares of stock of White Sulphur .Springs, Incorporated, and of Logan and
Southern Railway Company. Additional First Mortgage Bonds of Elkhorn
and Beaver Valley Railway Company were acq-uired at par in reimbursement for advances made for construction purposes.
Further shares of stock and First Mortgage Bonds of The Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway Company of Indiana were issued in respect of the cost
of certain additions and betterments made to that line and were pledged
under your Company's First Lien and Improvement Mortgage.
statement of charges to property accounts will be found on page 16,
showing a net addition of $3,024,127.55; that is. $1,045,134.97 was added
to cost of road and $1,978,992.58 was added to cost of equipment.
schedule of securities owned June 30, 1915, will be found on page 17.
During the past six years your Company's increase in capital liabilities
in hands of the public, its principal acquisitions of stocks and bonds of
other companies, and its expenditures for equipment branch line construction, second track and other additions and betterments, have been as
inves'.ments, which

is

Your Company acquired during

A

Stocks of:
C. & O. Railway

Co.

of

Indiana

$5,948,800.00

Elkhorn and Beaver Valley
Railway Co
The Gaulev and Meadow River
Railroad Co

The Hocking Valley Railway
Co
The Kanawha and Michigan
Railway Co
Logan
Co

and

Southern

292,100.00

Land

and

Springs,

In-

Grove

Silver

Building Co

Sulphur

corporated
National Bank Building
Corporation (Richmond, Va.)
Ohio
and
C'hesapeake
The

5%

Bonds

4^^% Debentures.
Year 4!^% Collateral

Convertible

Three
Trust

Notes

25,000,000.00

Notes

One Year 5%

2.000,000.00
31,390,000.00

Collateral Trust

3,500,000.00

2,550,000.00

First

Northern Railway Co

180,000.00
47,900.00
12.300.00

Miscellaneous

$21,578,400.00
$21,808,546.39

Costing

Bonds

of:

C. & O. Railway Co. of
Indiana First Mortgage 5%..
Elkhorn and Beaver Valley
Railway Co. First Mortgage

The

5%

$6,774,000.00

1,026,000.00

$7,800,000.00
6,496,200.00

Costing
Properties of:

Coal River Railway Co
Raleigh and Southwestern Rail-

way Co

Capital Oiilications Issued or Assumed:
Par Value.
General Mortgage 4!^% Bonds. $3,716,000.00
Mortgage
Consolidated
First

50,000.00

200,000.00

A

follows:

50,000.00

400,000.00

Co
White

7,671,800.00

4,029,200.00

Railway

Levisa River Railroad Co. (of
Ky.)
The Levisa River Railroad Co.
(of Va.)
Kanawha Bridge and Terminal

The

30,000.00

116,300.00

Virginia Air Line Railway Co.
Costing

Construction of:
Extensions of Branch

816,562.42
1,071,947.12
4,192,869.42

Lines,

$1,557,707.90

costing

Second Track (173.1
and Additions and

$2,304,359,88

miles)
Better-

ments, costing
(Excluding $2,214,490.08 ex

15,081,219.47
16,638,927.37

October

pended

1,

on
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Chicago

which

1915,
30,
securities have

tons of 90 lb. and 500 tons of 125 lb. rail were purchased after July 1, 1915,
a portion of which has been laid prior to the date of this report.
The average amount expended for repairs per locomotive operated was
$3,013.29; per passenger train car $920.85; per freight train car $81.88.
Mr. Frank A. Vanderlip resigned as a director and member of the Executive Committee on August 20, 1914, and Mr. Charles E. Graham was elected
a director and member of the Executive Committee on that date to succeed
Mr. Vanderlip.
The Board renews its acknowledgment to the officers and employees for
faithful and efficient services performed during the year.
By order of the Board of Directors.

1-ine

April

to

for

been

acquired.)

Equipment:
equipment acquired

Additional

$18,865,092.67

retirals

less

(Excluding
ex$33,248.59
pended on Chicago Line to
April 30, 1915, for which
securities
have been ac-

Geo.

Costing

GENERAL REMARKS
June

as of

30,

.

Total

Passenger train cars owned
Passenger train cars leased.

was

1915,

.

Inc.

19

Dec.

27

817

Dec.
Dec.

8

1

.

Total

Dec.

23,911
22,435

Inc.

Dec.

46,346

The changes during

the year in

the accrued

Inc.

8
1,603

387
1,216

depreciation of equipment

2,526.15

.

94,753.77

691,737.74
to

Operating

credit of account

Revenues

June

30,

1015

1915

$4,904,279.67

1914

amounted to
$39,464,036.99
Net Operating Revenue. $11,907,623.49
Operating Ratio
69.8%
Tons of Revenue l-'reight
carried one mile
8,138,347,516
Revenue train load, tons
906
Revenue tons per loaded

$37,459,863.89
$11,045,965.38

32.3

car

Inc.

$2,004,173.10
861,658.11

Dec.

.7%

7,064,650,082

Inc.

1,073,697,434

870

Inc.

36

30.9

Inc.

1.4

70.5%

Inc.

New industries were established during the year as follows: 16 manufactories of farm implements and farm products, 15 manufactories of lumber products, and iO manufactories of mineral, metal and other products.
At the close of the year there were 215 companies organized for producing
coal and coke on your Company's lines, with a total of 338 separate mines,
Of the 1,219 coke ovens 445 were
of which 319 were in actual operation.
in blast, and of the 10 iron furnaces, having a total daily capacity of 1,490
tons, 6 are in operation, with a total daily capacity of 950 tons of pig iron.
214 new settlers located iit your Company's territory during the year, these
settlers having purchased 49,011 acres of land from private iiarties, with an
investment of $1,288,811.
An extension of Pine Creek Branch of Logan and .Southern Railway,
eight-tenths of a mile, has been completed.
The construction of about thirty miles of the Chesapeake and Ohio
Northern Railway has been begun, during the year, from a point near Edgington, Kentucky, to a point near Waverly, Ohio, on the Norfolk and Western Railway, including ii steel bridge across the Ohio River, which is exArrangements have been
pectetl to be C(nnpleted in the fall of 1916.
concluclcd by 'i'he Chesapeake and Ohio Northern Railway Company with the
Norfolk and Western K;iilway t'cimpany by which triickagc ri^jbts are
secured over the Norfolk and Western Railvv;iy from a connection near
Waverly. Ohir), to the line of the Hocking Valley Railway .'it Valley Crossing near Cohniibus. Ohio, which provides a through route from your Company's main line to the line of the Hocking Viilley Railway.
The revenue coal anil coke tonnage was $21,325,742, an increase of 10.8
per cent; other revenue freight tonnage was 8,722,712, an increase of 3.0
Total revenue tonnage was 30,048,454 tons, an increase of 8.4
per cent.
per cent.
I'reight revenue was $31,288,536.62, an incre;ise of 8.4 per cent.
Kreight train mileage was 8,979,417 miles, an increase of 10.6 per cent.
Revenue ton miles were 8,138,347,516, an increase of 1.^.2 per cent. Ton
Revenue ])cr freight
mill- revenue was 3.84 mills, a decrease of 6.1 per cent.
Revenue tonnage per
train mile was $3,484, a decrease of 2.0 per cent.
train mile was 906 tons, an increase of 4.1 per cent; including Company's
freight, the tonn.'igc per train mite w;is 9(>2 tons, an increase of 3.8 per
cent.
Tonnage per locomotive, including Cnmp;iny's freight, was 870 tons,
Rcveinie tnnn;ige per loaded car was 32.3
an increase of 5.2 per cent.
'I'ons of reveiuie freight carried one
tons, an incre;isc of 4.5 per cent.
mile
of
ro;id
were
mile i)er
3,435,061, an increase of 14.1 per cent.
There were 6,487,803 passengers carried, a decrease of O.I per cent.
The number carried one mile was 269,379,558, a decrease of 7.6 per cent.
Uevenuc
Passenger revenue was $5,696,088.37, a decrease of (>J^ per cent.
NtunEcr passenger per mile was 2.115 cents, an increase of l.l j>er cent.
cr of passengers carried ruie mile per mile of road was 11.1,700, a decrease
Passenger train mili-age was 5,00«,f,(l.l, a decrejise of 4.2
of 8.5 per cent.
Passenger revenue per train mile was $1,137, a decrease of 2.5
per cent.
per cent; including mail and express, it was $1,345, a decrease of 1.7 per
cent.
l*assen«cr service train revenue per train mile was $1,375, a decrease
of 1.8 per cenl.
There were 7.353,2 tons of new rails (3,054.1 tons HlOlb. and 4.39Q.1
tons 90-lb.) equal to 4'*, 8 track miles, used in renewal of existing main
tracks.
2,252 tons of relaving rail were laid in various p.irts nf the line,
with an aggregate expenditure of $29,359.00.
13,500 Ions of 100 Ih., 3,500

Passenger Traffic
Transportation
o
Mails
Transportation
o
Express
Miscellaneous

1914

1915

Freight Traffic

—

.

Increase or

Operating Revenues:

account were as follows:
Balance to credit of account June 30, 1914
$4,212,541.93
Amount credited during year ended June 30, 1915, by charges to:
Operating expenses
$786,491.51
Charges to account for:
Accrued depreciation on equipment
retired during year
20 locomotives, 6 passenger, 1,060 freight
and work cars
$92,227.62

Accrued
depreciation
on
cars
changed in class during year.

For Year ended June 30, 1915, and Comparison with Year ended
June 30, 1914.
Table 2.

8
..

387

owned

THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO LINES
GENERAL INCOME ACCOUNT

follows:

605
212

358
29

Total
Freight train and miscellaneous cars
Freight train cars leased

as

President.

Chairman.

$68,001,635.85

The equipment inventory
Locomotives owned

Balance

W. Stevens,

Frank Tk:umbull,

quired.)

Locomotives leased

625

Per
Cent

$31,288,536.62

$28,866,516.16

$2,422,020.46

8.4

5,696,088.37

6,098,058.96

—$401,970.59

6.6

438,666.73

426,967.03

11,609,70

2.7

.

.

Decrease

f

f

602,911.91

636,785.75

—33,873.84

5.3

1,437,833.36

1,431,535.99

6,297,37

.4

Revenues
$39,464,036.99
Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of Way
and Structures. .. $4,694,522.17
Maintenance of
Equipment
8,243,170.36

$37,459,863.89

$2,004,173.10

5.4

$4,149,457.27

$545,064.90

13.1

Total Transportation

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous
Operations
General
Transportation for
Investment-Cr.

7,827,659.53

415,510.83

5.3

669,283.00

—18,876.80

2.8

12,532,329.07

363,749.75

2.9

232,347.26

248,347.38

873,882.70

986,822.26

—16,000.12
^112,939.56

11.4

650,406.20
12,896,078.82

33,994.01

.

6.4

33,994.01

Total Operating Ex-

penses

$27,556,413.50

Net Operating

$1,142,514.99

4.3

$11,045,965.38

$861,658.11

7.8

$26,413,898.51

69.8%

70.5%

Revenue
$11,907,623.49
Income from Other Sources:
Hire of Equipment.
Interest
from Investments and Ac-

$77,632.04

$684,832.80

—$607,200.76

88.7

counts
Miscellaneous

035,345.97

1,168,0'27.93

—332,681.96

4'5.6

305,241.07

291,789.53

13,451.54

4.6

$1,018,219.08

$2,144,650.26

—$1,126,431.18

52.5

$12,925,842.57

$13,190,615.64

-$264,773.07

1.0

Deductions from Gross Income:
Interest on Debt... $8,098,041.86
,349,496.96
Taxes

$7,934,647.84
1,330,934.89

$163,394.02

2.1

18,562.07

1.4

Income

Gross

1

Leased

Rentals

Roads, Joint
Tracks, &c
860,074.09
Loss on C. iS: O.
Grain Elevator... .Cr. 88.696.23
Miscellaneous
43,389.27

835,077.32

55,523.52

—151,312.51
—12,134.25

Deductions. $10,262,305. 95

$10,218,799.85

$43,506.10

.4

$2,971,815.79

—$308,279.17

10.4

Total

Net Income
Amount
Amount

$2,663,536.62

3.0

62,616.28

and Loss June 30, 1914
Income for year ended June 30. l'>15,
I'rofit and Loss

ferred to

21.9

$1,561,833.39

to credit of Profit

of Net

241.7

trans-

2,663,536.62
$4,225,370.01

Deiluct:

Dividend No. 32 of

1 ':'r

paid

December

627,816.00

1"I4.

31,

$3.59;. 554,0!

Balance of Discotnit on 1-ive \"ear Secured
Ciold Notes sold previous year and expenses
in contiection with bonds and notes issued..
Refunds under West Virginia two cent fare
law
Sclllcmcnt of judgment in McKell Suit

$1.647,o79..U
1,037.50

125,000.00

1.774,il6.94

$1,823,237.07

Add
Profit

Kanawha

on

Slock,

;iiid

Micliigaiv

Kv

i

o.

$1,119,315.50

.Sold

4,<)87 .'!

Sundry Bdjutilments
Ilalnncc
30,

lo

1915

crrilit

of

Profit

and

Loss

1,124,302.76

June
$2,947,539.83
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ASSETS
&

O. Ry. Co. of Indiana

and of The C. & O. Equipment Corporation.)
PROPERxy Investment:
Cost of Road
$171,906,286.05
Cost of Equipment
49,911,903.17

^
Depreciation

J

.

Accrued

,

.

of

30, 1915.

LIABILITIES

(Excluding Stocks and Bonds owned of The C.

(Excluding Stocks

aiid^ Bonds owned of The C. & O. Ry. Co.
~
and of The C.
O. Equipment Corporation.)

Common

Indiana

Cr

$62,792,600.00
3,000.00
200.00

Preferred
Preferred

First

Second

$221,818,189.22

„
Equipment

of

Capital Stock.

Common —^The

Chesapeake
Railway Co. of Indiana

4,904,279.67

$62,795,800.00

and

Ohio
1,200.00

$216,913,909.55

—

Securities of Proprii-jtarv Affiliated and Controlled Companies
Pledged.
Stocks See Schedule, page 18
$11,049,599.44
Bonds See Schedule, page 18.
3,098,112.01

—
—

—

First

—

5

First

4%

4,170,351.69

(Includes Cash and Notes Proceeds
K. & M. Ry. Co. Stock Sale.)..
58,893,488.23

$275,807,397.78

Working

Assets.

Cash in Treasury
$578,788.86
Cash in Transit
957,752.12
Cash deposits to pay Interest and
Dividends
Cash deposit to pay Equipment Trust
Principal

$1,536,540.98
354,577.80
112,000.00

Cash deposits to pay Matured Bonds
and Scrip
Cash deposit to pay Taxes
Loans and Bills Receivable
Traffic Balances

Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable....
Other Working Assets

11,174.17
103,488.59
158,860.82
879,409.96
1,003,709.43
878,817.47
37,301.32

tracts

First

and

539,000.00
2,843,000.00

600,000.00
900,000.00
6,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
48,129,000.00

$166,686,000.00

$173,099,163.21

and Improvement MortBonds (see Contra) .1930

40,270,000.00

.

Liabilities.

Payable

Bills

$95,000.00
409,645.46
3,737,859.15
45,985.51
292,756.72

Wages
Interest

and

Payable.
Dividends

Un-

paid

Matured Mortgage and Secured
Unpaid
Other Working Liabilities

37,675.93

381,832.65
beb't

11,174.17
69,573.37

Vari-

ous Mortgage Funds
Cash and Securities in Sinking and
Redemption Funds
Cash and Securities in Insurance Reserve

400,000.00
4,674,000.00

Balances

Matured

99,961.90

Trustees,

650,000.00
1,801,000.00

6,413,163.21

Miscellaneous Accounts

Advances, Working Funds (Fast Freight
with

29,858,000.00

$276,166,163.21

Unpaid

Controlled Companies

862,000.00

5%

Audited Vouchers and Pay Rolls.

and

to Proprietary, Affiliated

Lines, etc. )
Special Deposits

5%

Loans and
Traffic

$75,147.61

Advances

Lien

Working
6,308,306.45

Dividends

W.

Mortgage,

.

gage,

$4,764,403.45
1,543,903.00

RenU

142,000.00
3,698,000.00
31,390,000.00

Equipment Trust Obligations and Con-

—

Deferred Assets.
Unmatured Interest,

Consolidated

$5,075,880.54
2,581,952.18

Materials and Supplies
Securities in Treasury Unpledged.
Stocks See Schedule, page 17
Bonds See Schedule, page 17

—
—

Bonds

1939
First Mortgage, Craig Valley Branch,
5% Bonds
1940
First Mortgage,
Greenbrier Railway,
4% Bonds
1940
First Mortgage, Warm Springs Branch,
S% Bonds
1941
First Mortgage, Big Sandy Railway, 4%
Bonds
1944
First Mortgage, Paint Creek Branch,
4% Bonds
1945
First Mortgage, Coal River Railway,
4% Bonds
1945
First Mortgage, Potts Creek Branch.
4% Bonds
1946
First Mortgage, Va. Air Line Railway,
S% Bonds
1952
First Mortgage, R. & A. Division, 4%
Bonds
1989
Second Mortgage, R, & A. Division, 4%
Bonds
1989
General Mortgage, 4'^'; Bonds. .1992

40,000.00

—

929
1930
Railway,
1936
1

Bonds

305,424.09

$200,000.00
33,000,000.00

6%

etc.,

Improvement,

Mortgage, R. & S.

First

4,086,710.42

and

4}4% Bonds

Convertible,

$54,417,712.45

account of Construc-

tion

1915
1919

1922

Funding
Bonds

%

5%

Co.,

Bonds
Geneial

—

construction
Special Deposits

Mortgage, Kineon Coal

Bonds
Secured Gold Notes, 5%
First Mortgage,
Terminal,

$14,147,711.45

Securities Issued or Assumed Pledged.
Bpnds See Schedule, page 18
40,270,001.00
(Includes First Lien and Improvement Mortgage 5% Bonds $40,270,000.00.
See Contra.)
Miscellaneous Investments.
Physical Property
Special Funds, and Funded Debt Issued and Reserved.
Potts Creek Branch Cash
$43,641.27
Raleigh and Southwestern Railway Co.
Bonds authenticated in advance of

—

$62,797,000.00

Funded Debt.

Fund

$5,043,827,03

Deffebred Liabilities.
Unmatured Interest and Rents.
Taxes Accrued
Sundry Accounts

94,770.99
51,167.24

$1,889,997.36
1,332,088.02
131,916.16

9,971.41

Sundry Accounts

3,354,001.54

387,488.42
756,183.50

$8,397,828,57

Appropriated Surplus.
Additions to Property through Income
since June 30, 1907
Reserve Invested in Sinking Fund...
Reserve Invested in Other Reserve

14,722,322.67

$2,984,365.23
23,852.20

Funds
Profit and Loss

9,971.41

$3,018,188.84
2,947,539.83

Balance.

$5,965,728.67

Total

This Company

$290,529,720.45

is

securities in

Total

also liable as a guarantor of the following
hands of the public

The Chesapeake and Ohio Grain Elevator Co., First
Mortgage 4% Bonds due 1938
The (Jhesapeake and t)hto Northern Railway Co., 5%

Bonds due 1945
Western Pocahfnitas Corporation Extension Mortgage
No. 1, 4!^% Bonds due 1945
Western Pocahontas Corporation, Extension Mortgage
No. 2, 4yi% Bonds due 1946
Louisville and Jeffersonville Bridge C)o. Mortgage (C.
& O. prop'n. yi) 4% Bonds due 1945
Richmond-Washington Co. Collateral Trust Mortgage
(C. & O. prop'n, %) 4% Bonds due 1943

$820,000.00

Gold Notes due 1915
Norfolk Terminal and Transportation C^., First Mortgage 5% Bonds due 1948
Western Pocahontas Corporation, First Mortgage 4'/S%

$290,529,720.45

500,000.00

500,000.00

$750,000.00
83,000.00
51,000.00

4,500,000.00
10,000,000.00

THE HOCKING VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
Columbus, Ohio, September

16,

1915.

To the Stockholders:
The Sixteenth Annual Report

of the Board of Directors, for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1915, is herewith submitted.
The average mileage operated during the year was 351.7 miles, an increase
over the previous year of .2 miles. The mileage at the end of the year waj
351.1 miles.
See schedule on page 8.

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR
Operating Revenues were
(Decrease $839,992.10 or 11.96%.)
Operating Expenses were
(Decrease $619,376.51 or 12.89%.)
Net Operating Revenue was
(Decrease $220,615.59 or 9.95%.)

Taxes were
(Decrease $32,614.12 or 7.23%.)

$6,181,152.97
4 184 370 '—
00
.

$1.996 782 97

Operating Income, Taxes deducted, was
(Decrease $188,001.47 or 10.64%.)
Miscellaneous Income was
(Decrease $156,029.12 or 34.76%.)

$1,578,260.82

292,890.78
$1,871,151.60
31,298.34

Rentals and Other Payments were
(Decrease $79,640.09 or 71.79%.)
Income for the vear available f^or interest was
(Decrease $264,390.50 or 12.56%.)
Interest (73.18% of amount available)
(Increase $197,947.83 or 17.24%,)
Net Income for the year amounted to
(Decrease $462,338.33 or 48.37%.)
Dividends paid during the year:
One dividend of
One dividend of 1%

3%

amounted

$1,839,853.26
to

1,346,450.88

$493,402.38
$329,985.00
109,995.00

439,980.00

418,522.15

!___

Re

linder

$53,422.38

October

1,
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Appreciative acknowledgment

funded debt shown by balance sheet of June 30, 1915, as
compared with June 30, 1914, consisted in the annual payments of $496,000
on equipment trusts, and in the retirement of $4,UO0,U0U face amount oneyear 5% gold notes by the issue and sale of $4,000,000 face amount one-year
6% gold notes maturing November 1, 1915.
The District Court of the United States for the Southern District of
Ohio, Eastern Division, in a suit brought by the Attorney General of the
United States, enjoined your Company and others from owning and controlling any interest in the Sunday Creek Company, a corporation all the
stock of which had been acquired in the interest of your Company and The
Toledo and Ohio Central Railway Company, the stock owned by your ComThe
pany having been pledged under its First Consolidated Mortgage.
stock was accordingly sold for $50,000, of which amount $43,136.87 was
received by the Trustee under this Company's First Consolidated Mortgage
The Court entered an order on December 10,
in lieu of the stock released.
1914, approving this sale of the stock and the refunding of debentures of
the Sunday Creek Company held by the railroads by the delivery by the
purchaser of a like par amount of general mortgage bonds of that Company.
An analysis of the property accounts will be found on pages 12 and 13,
oy reterence to which it will be seen that additions and oetterments were
made during the year to the net amount of $164,243.29, due to $831,826.15
added to cost of equipment, and to $230,624.20 added to and $898,207.06
deducted from cost of road, this deduction being made oecessary because of
referred to in the last annual report of the old dock property on
the sale
the west side of the Maumee River at Toledo to the Pennsylvania Company.
During the past six years your Company's net addition to property accounts has been as follows:
Equipment
$3,763,008.90
Additions and Betterments
2,592,162.82

The changes

in

—
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30, 1915.

ASSETS.

Property Investment.
Cost of Road
Cost of Equipment
General Expenditures

$28,918,587.52
14,452,155.75
17,571.70

Accrued Depreci.^tion of Equipment

—Cr.

.

$43,388,314.97
1,227,429.08
$42,160,885.89

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled

Companies

— Pledged.

Stocks

$

Bonds

108,088.66
300,000.00

408,088.66

and Con— Miscellaneous
—Un-

Securities of Proprietary, Affilia:ed
trolled

Companies

pledged
(

23,503.44

)ther Investments.

Miscellaneous
Pledged

—

Investments

-

Securities

761,500.00

$43,353,977.99
Assets.

Cash
Loans and

$

Bills Receivable
Balances
Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Other Working Assets

Traffic

The equipment in service June 30, 1915, consisted oi:
Locomotives owned
148
Locomotives leased under equipment trusts
8

W. Stevens^

Chairman.

Working

GENERAL REMARKS

services during

efficient

Frank Trumbull,

—

$6,355,171.72

hereby made of

is

the year of officers and employees.
By order of the Board of Directors.

832,779.71
82,315.36
47,790.34
419,581.84
351,417.06
24,208.21
$ 1,758,092.52

Total locomotives
Passenger train cars owned
Freight train and miscellaneous cars owned
Freight train cars leased under equipment trusts.
Freight train cars under special trust

.

156
86
9,680
5,346
47

Materials

No change
No change
Increase
Increase
Increase

and Supplies

Securities in Treasury

25

790
47

Increase
Total freight train cars
15,073
862
The changes during the year in accrued depreciation of equipment account
were as follows:
Balance to credit of account June 30, 1914
$1,019,628.37
Amount credited during year ended June
30, 1915, by charges to operating expenses
$212,304.92
Charges to account for:
Accrued depreciation on equipment retired
during year 81 freight and work cars. $4, 221. 35
Accrued depreciation on cars changed in
282.86
class during year

—

763,292.15

— Unpledged.

Stocks

$

Bonds

501 10
1,843,675.00

1,844,176.00

Deferred Assets.

Unmatured Interest
Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Companies
Advances, Working Funds

$

6,265.31

53,698.66
910.05
2,437.17

Insurance paid in advance
Cash and Securities in Sinking and Redemption Funds
Cash and Securities in Insurance Reserve

29,128.58

Fund

36,859.14
66,141,69

Other Deferred Debit Items

195,440.60

4,504.21

$4,561,001.27

207,800.71

Balance

to credit of

Total

account June 30, 1915

The strike by coal miners in the Hocking district, referred to in the last
annual report, extended into August of this fiscal year, which, combined
with the general business depression throughout the year and with the loss
of traffic as a result of the sale by The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company of its stock interest in The Kanawha and Michigan Railway Company,
brought about a loss of freight traffic and revenues as follows:
1915.

Tons of revenue

freight

one mile
Operating revenues
Net operating revenue

1914.

Decrease.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Funded Debt.
First Consolidated

1999
First

$11,000,000.00

Mortgage 4J4% Bonds,

Mortgage C. & H. V. R. R.

1,171.899.998
$6,181,152.97
$1,996,782.97

1.315,425,895
$7,021,145.07
$2,217,398.56

143,525.897
$839,992.10
$220,615.59

constructing a
bridge across the Ohio River near Sciotoville, Ohio, and a line of railroad
which connects the main line of The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
with the Norfolk & Western Railway near Waverly, Ohio, and it has obtained trackage rights over the Norfolk & Western Railway from that point
to Valley Crossing, near Columbus, Ohio, where it will connect with the tracks
of your Company.
It is expected that this line will be completed before

$16,030,e00.00

4%

Bonds,

1948

Mortgage Cols. & Tol. R.
Bonds, 1955
One Year 6% Gold Notes, 1915
First

carried

The Chesapeake and Ohio Northern Railway Company

Equipment

Trust

R.

1,401,000.00

4%

2,441,000.00
4,000.000.00

$23,872,000.00
2,327,000.00

Obligations

is

January I, 1917.
The revenue train load increased from 1,000 to 1,035 tons, and revenue
tons per loaded car from 36.9 to i7 tons.
The new dock and terminal yard on the east side of the Maumee River
at Toledo has been in use throughout the year, and the yard now consists
The Kerrs
of 17.7 miles of track with a working capacity of 1,600 cars.
Run extension of the Pomcroy Belt Railway, 1.6 miles, to the new mine of
the Peacock Coal Company, was completed. The old light 80-ft. double track
girder brirlgc at Sugar Grove was replaced by a modern heavy 90-ft. bridge
of similar type.

The revenue

$47,914,979.26

$1,227,429.08

and coke tonnage was 6,271,163 tons, a decrease of
14.4%; other revenue freight tonnage was 2,842,376 tons, a decrease of
10.2%.
Ti>lal revenue tonnage was 9,1 13,539 tons, a decrease of 13.1%.
Freight revenue was $4,912,982.33. a decrease of 12.3%.
Freif^ht train
mileage was 1,132,206 miles, a decrease of 13.9%. Revenue ton miles were
ciccrease
mile
,899,998,
a
of
10.9%.
Ton
revenue
was
4.19 mills, a
1,171
decrease of 1.6%. Revenue per freight train mile was $4.33'l. an increase of
1.9%.
Revenue tonnage per train mile wag 1,03.S tons, an increase
of 3.5%; including Company's freight, the tonnage per train mile was 1,068
tons, an increase of 3.1%.
Tonnage per locomotive, including Company's
freight, was 922 tons, an increase of 2.3%.
Revenue lunnage per loaded
car was 37 Ions, an increase of .3%.
Tons of revenue freight carried one
mile per mile oi road were 3,332,101, a decrease of 11%.
There were 1,810,037 passengers carried, a decrease of 16.1%.
The
number of passengers carried one mile on steam trains was 44,267,279, a
decrease of 10%. PassenKcr revenue was $832,733.36, a derreasr of 8.5%.
Revenue per passenger per mile of steam trains was 1.844 cents, an
increase of 2.2%.
Tne number of passengers carried on steam trains one
mile per mile nf roatl was 125,Rf>7, n decrease of 10.1%.
Passenger train
mileage of steam trains was 708,85*', a decrease of 0%,
Passenger revenue
per train mile of steain trains was $1,152, an increase of 1.1%; including
mail and express It was $1,311, an increase of 1.2%.
Passenger service
train revenue per train mile was $1,371, an incrrasr of 1.6%.
There were 1,196 tons of new lOOlb. rails, cq^iial to 7.6 track nitlca, and
coal

811 Inns of new 9n-lb. rails, equal to 5.7 (rack miles, used in the renewal of
existing main tracks.
The average amount expended for repairs per locomotive was $1,940.75;
per passenger train car $462.54; per freight train car $35.58.

$26,199,000.00
$37,199,000.00

Working

Liabilities.
Bills Payable

Loans and

Balances
Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid....
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents
Unpaid
Other Working Liabilities
Traffic

$ 1,100,000.00
455,141.86
840,682.18
59,757.09

371,109.00
4,659.40
$ 2.831,349,55

Deferred

Liabilities.

Unmatured

Interest,

Dividends and Rents

Payable

$

Taxes Accrued

137,170.01

263.500.00

Operating Reserves
Other Deferred Credit

1 1,792.60
147,968.26

Items

560,430.87
$3,391,780.40

Appropriated Surplus.
Additions to Property through Income since

June

30,

\^07

$

181.409.11

Funded Debt Retired through Income and
Surplus
Reserve Invested in Sinking Fund
Reserve Invested in Insurance Fund

131.331. 90

817.52
36,859.14
$

Piioi'iT

AND Loss

Balance

350,417.67

$6,973,781.19
$ 7,324.198.86

Total

$47,914,979.26

This Company, jointly with the Toledo and Ohio Central Railway Company,
Fjarantccd in l<>ni 5% First Mortgnar Bonds of the K;inawha and Hocking
oal and Coke Company due 1951 ($2,842,000 oulstnn.Iinff), and in 1002
5%
Firjil Mortgage Bonds of the Continental Coal Conipaiiv diie 1952 ($1,56<I,0(J0
outstanding). The Ohio courts, in quo warranto nrocecdinifs in which bondholders were not represented, have pronounced tnc^e guaranties ultra firet.
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PAUL RAILWAY COMPANY

sixty-one cars 'of various classes were destroyed by wreck or
taken down on account of small capacity, as follows:

To the Stockholders:

No

59,

fire,

sold

or

Locomotives
26 Refrigerator Cars
Passenger Car
1
2 Refrigerator Express Cars
Passenger and Baggage Car
1
2 Vegetable Cars
1
Mail and Baggage Car
15 Ballast Cars
1117 Box Cars
13 Caboose Cars
68 Stock Cars
22 Cinder Dump Cars
179 Flat and Coal Cars
5 Work Train Cars
9 Ore Cars
The original cost of the equipment retired has been credited to Property
Investment Koad and Equipment.
11

The directors submit to the stockholders the following report of the operations of the Company for the year ending June 30. 1915, and of the condition of its property and finances at the close of that year.
The operations for the year show the following results:
Operating revenues
Operating expenses

$91,435,374.26
61,971,701.03

Net operating revenue
Taxes accrued

$29,463,673.23
4,746,721.21

Operating income
Other income:
Interest on bonds
Dividends on stocks
Int. on other securities, loans and accounts.

$24,716,952.02
$

Rents— received
Miscellaneous

.'

corporate income
Deductions:
Interest accrued on funded
Rents— paid

342,257.36
515,191.00
1,974,565.02
487,987.73
329,711.97

3.649,713.08

$28,366,665.10

(_iross

debt

$14,636,297.91
871.503.67
173,808.97
716,772.05

Hire of equipment
Miscellaneous

—

PROPERTY INVESTMENT— ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
Equipment
Purchase of Great Falls Terminal Ry.
New Branch Lines and Extensions.
New Additional Main Tracks and Reducing Grade and Per-

$818,501.82
855,902.47
2,074,731.86

fecting Line
Other Additions and Betterments

4,461,992.91
7,737,238.07

Credit
16,398,382.60

Net corporate income.

— Property

Total as shown
report

by detailed

$11,968,282.50

Terminal Railway Company was

The railway of the Great Fails
structed at Great Falls, Montana, as a terminal facility of the Great FallsLewistown Line. There are 3.45 miles of this railway, all of which has
con-

electrified and is being operated
It was deemed advisable,

been

motives.

efficiency in operation, to take

very economically with electric locoboth on account of economy and
over these terminals and make them a part

Paul System.
Accordingly, the Great Falls Terminal Railway Company conveyed all
of its railway property and franchises to this Company by deed dated November 5th, 1914, since which date this Company has operated such railway
as a part of its system and as the owner thereof.
of the St.

SEATTLE. PORT ANGELES & WESTERN RAILWAY
The

Port Angeles & Western Railway, the outstanding capital
stock of which is all owned by this Company, has under active construction
a line of railway extending from Fairmount, Jetferson County, Wash.,
westerly through Port Angeles to Earles, a point in Clallam County, Wash.,
That portion of the line west of
a distance of approximately 62 miles.
Port Angeles, approximately 24 miles, has been completed and was placed
in operation in January, 1915.
This line taps the rich timber country of the Olympic Peninsula and is
proving to be an excellent feeder for the St. Paul System.
Seattle,

MILES OF TRACK, Jt;NE 30, 1915

Owned
Main

solely

by

this

track

9.617.22
1,023.50
21.72
13.11
46.98
3,104.48

jointly with other Companies:
track
Second main track

Yard

and spur tracks

Used by this Company under
Main track
Second main track
....Third main track;

13,827.01

contracts:

1.14

432.55
14,554.28

Average miles of main track

in operation

during the year:
9,603.62 miles
"
103.36
"
345.60

Total average miles operated
lines of road of 'this

Company

Wisconsin
Illinois

Iowa
Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota
Mis.^ouri
,

Montana
Idaho

Washington

10,052.58 miles
are located in the following States:
1,823.59 miles
"
415.04
"
1,868.61
1,244.90 *'
*'
379.93
"
1,794.89
"
140.27
179.98 "
"
1,056.11
"
197.37
619.98 "

Total length of main track owned solely and jointly

9,720.67 miles

EQUIPMENT
During the year twenty-five locomotives and forty cars of various classes
rtr

bnilt, as follows:

25 L()comotivcs
l>ining Car

3 Observation Sleeping
4 Parlor Cars

Mail and Baggage Cars
Passenger ana Baggage Cars
10 Passenger Cars
13 Sleeping Cars

2 ()bservation Parlor Cars
2 Cafe Observation Cars

1

2
2

During

construction of the second main track and grade reduction work on
the Chicago and Council Bluffs Division in Iowa was completed on June
30th, 1915, between Green Island and Manilla, Iowa, a distance of 270
miles.
On account of unfavorable business conditions, it was deemed advisable to temporarily suspend the work on the Hastings and Dakota Division, but the work has been resumed and 178.70 miles were completed and
placed in operation June 30th, 1915.
On June 30th. 1915, the following new sections of second main track
were completed and placed in operation:
Chicago and Council Bluffs Division in Iowa:
One mile east of Delmar to Lost Nation, Iowa
12.80 miles
*'
Eloeron to Capron, Iowa
40.46
"
Coon Rapids to Manilla, Iowa
31.90

Total

the y«"ar eleven- locomotives

1

85.16 mile

Hastings and Dakota Division:
Hopkins to Cologne. Minn
Minnesota Falls to Gt. Northern Tower. Minn
West of Montevideo, Minn., to Double Track Switch

23.87 mile
5.80
10.09

"
"

39.76 miles

La Crosse Division:
Portage to North La Crosse, Wis
River Division:
Bridge Switch to Minnesota City, Minn
Hastings and Dakota Division:
Summit to one mile east of Milbank, S. D
Chicago and Council Bluffs Division in Iowa:
Green Island to Capron, Iowa
Street,

Cars

Track Scale Test Car

and one thousand four hundred and

104.1 miles

Iowa

Spokane,

Spokane

354.94
76.47

Owned solely
Owned jointly
Used under contracts

have been ptirchascl

The

Center

.*;

Michigan

cars.

Additional Main Tracks

Slater to Coon Rapids,
Idaho Division:

175.34

Total miles of track.

The

dump

During the year ending June 30th, 1915, installations of automatic block
signals have been completed, as follows:

1.93
5.92

tracks, sidings

$1 1,497,016.90

Total

103.45
6.14
1.94

Third main tracfk
Fourth main track
Connection track

this

Automatic Block Signals

Owned

Main

on page 38 of

Authority has been given for the purchase or building of additional
equipment, as follows:
7 Sleeping-Observation Cars.
2 Lounging-Observation Cars
also to convert 231 forty thousand pounds capacity box cars into cinder-

Company:

Second main track
Third main track
Fourth main track
Connection tracks
^
Yard tracks, sidings and spur tracks

statement

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

Equipment

ACQUISITION OF THE GREAT FALLS TERMINAL RAILWAY

$15,948,367.13
4,451,350.23

retired or converted

to

Northern

Pacific

30.5

"

23.1

"

152.9
51.8

**

"

Crossing
1.4

"

Since June 30th automatic signals have also been placed in service on
the Chicago and Council Bluffs Division in Iowa, between Coon Rapids
and Manilla. These installations comprise a total of 395.2 miles and make
the automatic block practically continuous from Chicago to Minneapolis
and from Chicago to Manilla.
The installation of automatic signals on the Hastings and Dakota Division from Hopkins to Cologne, Minnesota, a distance of 21.5 miles, is now
in progress and will be completed in the near future.
The installation of automatic signals on the Rocky Mountain Division
from Butte Yard to Finlen. a distance of 16 miles, has been authorized,
and work will be started in the near future.
Elimination of Grade Crossings
The work of depressing the tracks of the Hastings and Dakota Division,
from Hiawatha avenue to Hennepin avenue, in the city of Minneapolis,
a distance of about three miles, was somewhat delayed dviring the past year.
It includes the elimination of thirty-seven grade crossings.
On June 30th,
1915, however, the work was about 649r completed, and it is planned to
complete all of this work during the season of 1^16.
The elevation of the tracks along the Blnomingdale Road, in the city of
Chicago, which includes the elimination of 35 grade crossings and extends
for a distance of 2.4 miles, was about 95% completed on June 30th, 1915.
The elevation of tracks in the city of Milwaukee has been somewhat
delayed during the past fiscal year. This work extends from Kinnickinnick
avenue to Kowler street, and from Clintim street tn l*"irst avenue, a distance of 1.4 miles, and on June 3nth, 1915, was 30% completed.
It is
estimated that it will take at least two years to complete this work, and
when completed 14 grade crossings will have been eliminated in that city.
Considerable progress has been made in connection with the elevation
of tracks on the Chicago and Evanston Division from Montrose avenue to
Howard avenue, Chicago, a distance of 4.4 miles, and on June 30th, 1915,
It will probably take at least two years to
this work was .30% completed.
complete this track elevation work which will eliminate 36 grade crossings.

Nkw

LiNFS AND Extensions
line of railway from Lewistown to Great Falls. Montana, a distance
of 137 miles, was completed and opened for operations early in September,

The

1914.

The grading of the Choteau Line,_ extending from Great Falls to Agawam,
Montana, a distance of 70 miles, is completed, but track laying has been
temporarily suspended.

OCTOBKR

1,
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Construction work on the New wood River Line, a logging road, extending 18.25 miles northwesterly from Merrill, Wis., was completed and
the line placed in operation in December, 1914.

Tunnels
The construction

Snoqualmie Tunnel, at the summit of the Cascade Mountains, was completed and the tiuinel placed in operation on
January 17th, 1915. The, opening of this tunnel shortens the main line
of the Coast Division 3.6 miles, eliminates interruptions from snow slides,
and also eliminates 6.4 miles of ruling grade.
of the

G29

The revenue from passenger traffic during the year was $17,952,428.18
19.63% of the total revenue a decrease of $1,008,796.40, compared with
the previous year, or 5.32%.
The number of passengers carried was 16,065,456 a decrease of 360,560,
or 2.20%.
The number of passengers carried one mile was 858,452,321
decrease of 53.923,494, or 5.91%.
The revenue per passenger per mile was 2.091 cents an increase of .013
cent, or .63%.
The average miles each passenger was carried was 53.43
miles a decrease of 2.11 miles, or 3.80%.

—

—

—

—

—

Elkctrification

The

of the Puget Sound Lines, which was commenced
1914, has made such progress that the line between Deer Lodge
I'orks, a distance of 114.4 miles, will be ready for full electric
operation during the Spring of 1916.
The electrification of the second
division, between Three Forks and Harlowton. a distance of 1 14.2 miles,
was commenced in April, 1915, and it is probable that this division will be
ready for operation early in 1917.

OPERATING EXPENSES

elect rtticalion

in April,

and Three

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION
At the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1914, there was at the
credit of Reserve for Accrued Depreciation the sum of $6,398,789.90.
certain percentage of the total cost of equipment, aggregating $1,376,091.46, has been credited to this Reserve for the estimated depreciation of
locomotives, passenger train cars, freight train cars and work train cars
accrued during the year.
Tliere has been charged to this Reserve an amount of $177,816.39, representing the accrued depreciation, previously credited, on locomotives and
cars destroyed, sold or taken down.
The balance of this Reserve, June 30th, 1915, as shown on page 24, is
$7,597,064.97, which represents the estimated depreciation of rolling stock
subsequent to June 30th, 1907.

A

The Operating Expenses for the year were $61,971,701.03, a decrease of
$918,600.21, compared with the previous year.
The expenses of Maintenance of Way and Structures were $10,377,184.60;
Maintenance of Equipment $13,737,535.32; Trafiic Expenses, $1,756,800.69;
Transportation Expenses, $35,697,961.43; Miscellaneous, $722,635.21; General
Expenses, $1,862,938.89; and Transportation for Investment Cr.,
$2,183,355.11.
There was an increase in Maintenance of Equipment of $112,439.68; in
General Expenses of $198,859.92 (due largely to the additional help required in preparing statistics for the Western Advance Rate Passenger
and Freight Cases before the Interstate and State Commissions) and Transportation for Investment^ Cr., $364,889.50.
There was a decrease in Maintenance of Way and Structures of $344,915.08; in Traffic Expenses of $42,820.78; in Transportation Expenses of
$1,150,972.29; and in Miscellaneous Operations of $56,081.16.
During the year 39 steel bridges, aggregating 2,980 feet in length, and 12
masonry bridges, aggregating 1,603 feet in length, were built replacing
4,026 feet of wooden bridges, 407 feet of iron bridges and 150 feet of
embankment; and 19,025 feet of wooden culverts were replaced with iron
and concrete pipe. About 3 miles of pile bridges were filled with earth,
44 bridges having been completely filled and 43 reduced in length by filling.

—

—

—

CAPITAL STOCK

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

of the last fiscal year the share capital of the Company
to $233,130,300.00 and consisted of $116,855,400.00 of Common
Stock and $116,274,900.00 of Preferred Stock. It has been increased during
this fiscal year by $506,000.00 of Common Stock issued and sold.
The
total amount of Capital Stock at the close of this fiscal year is $233,636,300.00, of which $434,400.00 is held by the Company.

The operation for the fiscal year of the Subsidiary Companies named
below show the following results:
These companies are operated independently, and their Revenues and
Expenses are not included in the statement of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway Company, shown on page 7 of this report.

At the
amounted

close

FUNDED DEBT
At the close of the last fiscal year the Funded Debt of the Company was
$486,881,154.66.
It has been decreased during the fiscal year by $4,748,000.00 Terminal
Mortgage bonds retired.
The amount of bonds at the close of this fiscal year is $482,133,154.66,
of which $123,893,800.00 are in the Treasury of the Company and $358,239,354.66 are outstanding.

close of the last fiscal year the
treasury was $153,572,500.00.
It has been decreased as follows:

amount

$405,162.20
322.050.46

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$83,111.74
48,775.02

Operating Income

$34,336.72

Rents Received
Hire of Equipment
Miscellaneous
Gross

TREASURY BONDS
At the
its

TACOMA EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

$23,289.45
46,658.17
337.89

Corporate

Income

Deductions:
of the

Company's bonds

in

Interest Accrued on Funded Debt
Interest paid Chicago, Milwaukee

$44,200.00

&

St.

Paul Ry.

Company

4^%

General and Refunding Mortgage
bonds sold
General and Refunding Mortgage 5% Convertible bonds sold

$589,000.00
29,089,700.00

Non-Operating Property
Rents Paid

140,166.71
29,390.71
900.00
213.25

Expenses

Miscellaneous
Total decrease

At the close of this fiscal vear bonds in treasury
800.00, as follows:

amounted

$123,893,800.00

Total

OPERATING REVENUES

—

Oj)crating Revenues for the year were $91.435.374.26 a decrease
of $2,178,325.72 compared with the previous year.
The revenue from freight traffic was $63,953,798.62 69.95% of total
revenuea decrease of $1,361,956.17, or 2.09%.
The number of tons of freight carried was 32,959,392 a decrease of
47^885 tuns, or .14%.
The following classes of commodities show an increase compared with the
previous year:
Products of Agriculture, 580.423 tons; I'roducts of Animals,
205. K29 tons; Products of Mines, 559.555 tons.
The following commodities
show a decrease: Products of I'orcsts, 545.140 tons; Maiuifactures, 404.937
tons, and Commodities Not Specified. 443,615 tons.
The number of l(»ns of all agricultural products carried during the year
was 7,742.673 tons— -an increase compared with the previous year of 8.10%.
Agricultural products comprised 23.49%, of the total tonnage carried, compared with 21.7(t% of the total Innnage of last year.
The luunber of tons of couunoditiea other than agricultural products carried during the year was 25,216,719 tons
a decrease compared with the
previous year of 628,308 tons, or 2.43% the per cent of the total being
76.51% against 78.30% last year.
The number of tons of reveiuie freight carried one mile was 8.185,*>88,375
an increase of 106,298,870, or 1.32%. The revenue per ton per mile wai*
.7K13 cent
a decrease of .0265 cent, or 3.28%.
The average miles each
ton of revenue freight was carried was 248.37 miles an increase of 3.58
miles, or 1.46%:.
The luunber of tons of revenue freight carried per loaded car was 16.835,
against 16.498 last year -an increase of 2.0-1%.
The nvunbcr of Inns of
revenue freight per freight and mixed train mile was 3'"). 21, against 3/9 78
Inst year— nn increase of 2.75%.
The revenue from freight per freight
and mixed train mile was $3.0486, as against $.1.0678 last year— a decrease

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

$110,248.44

BELLINGHAM

&

NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

$197,716.04
146,233.90

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$51,482.14
24,483.51

Income

Operating

$26,998.63

Other Income:
Rents Received
Hire of Equipment
Sinking Fund

The

—

Deficit

to $123,893,-

General and Refunding Mortgage Bonds, available for the
acquisition of additional property or for other additions
and betterments
$107,310,800.00
Bonds certified by trustees, to reimburse the Company for
expenditures frcmi earnings for additional property acquired,
for other additions and betterments and available for such
corporate purposes as the Board of Directors may authorize:
General and Refunding Mortgage Bonds.... $16,424,000.00
General Mortgage Bonds
159,000.00 16,583,000.00

«f .63%.

214,870.67

$29,678,700.00

Net Corporate

—

70,285.51

$104,622.23

$7,058.71
4,634,28
838.57

Gross Corporate

Income

12,531.56

$39,530.19

Dedvctions:
Interest Accrued on
I'und
Ttire of Equipment

Funded Debt

$29,425.00
16.836.25
2.815.00
2,305.00
150.92

Sinking

Rents Paid
Miscellaneous

Net Corporate Dclicit

51,541,17

$12,010.98

GALLATIN VALLEY RAIIAVAY COMPANY
Operating
Operating

Revenues
Expenses

$1 13.614.70

88.772.81

Net Operating Revenue

Taxes Accrued
Gross Corporate Income

$11,407.64

Deductions:
Interest

paid

Chicago.

Milwaukee &

Company
Net Corporate

St,

Paul

Ry.
$93,300.00
14.144.40

Hire of Equtpmenl
Deficit

107,444.40

$96,036.76

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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BIG BLACKFOOT

MILWAUKEE TERMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

$148,877.99
102,927.51

RAILWAY COMPANY
$57,327.61
30,824.56
$26,503.05
2,057.93

$45,950.48
8,446.83

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

Operating Income
Rents Received

$37,503.65
1,999.05

Operating Income
Income from Non-Operating Property

$39,502.70

Chicago,

paid

Corporate

Gross

',

.

$24,445.12
1,277.66

,,

Income

$25,722.78

Deductions:

Deductions:
Interest

Nu. 14

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

Gross Corporate Income

59,

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul Ry.

Company

Interest

$41,699.71
2,873.75
963.47
570.54

Hire of Equipment
Non-operating Property Expenses
Rents Paid

paid

$26,513.94
13,896.73
3,296.79

43,707.46

$46,107.47

Net Corporate
Net Corporate

Milwaukee & St Paul Ry.

Chicago,

Company
Hire of Equipment
Rents Paid
Deficit

$17,984.68

$6,604.77

Deficit

For details of operation, reference is
eral Auditor, appended hereto.

By order

made

to the statements of the

Gen-

of the Board of Directors.

August, 1915

A.

J.

Earling, President.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
Assets

Property Investment;
Road and Equipment
Reserve for Accrued

—June

Liabilities

30th, 1915

Depreciation

$564,740,361.95
7,597,064.97

— Cr.

$557,143,296.98
Securities:
Securities

of

—June

30th,

1915

Capital Stock:

Controlled

Companies

— Un-

pledged
Stocks

Common

Stock:

In Hands of Public

Held by Company

$117,356,100.00
5,300.00

Preferred Stock:
In Hands of Public
Held by Company

$115,845,800.00
429,100.00

$117,361,400.00

:

Funded

$9,026,833.90
5,541,000.00

Debt

Premiums Realized on
14,567,833.90

Other Investments:

Investment

Securities

— Unpledged

Total Capital Assets
WoiTKiNG Assets:
Cash
Traffic and Car-Service Balances
Due from Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Materials and Supplies
Other Working Assets

Special

Deposits

Taxes Paid applicable to period subsequent
to June 30th, 1915
Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds....
Insurance Fund
Deferred Debit Items

Securities

Other

in

$224,703,200.00
125,884,300.00
-

620,741.89
47,582.05

$350,587,500.00

Debenture Bonds:
35,662,082.48

In Hands of Public
Held by Company

$131,443,454.66
102,200.00
131,545,654.66

$607,373,213.36

Funded Debt

Total

$15,426,097.28
17,961.28
2.264. OOQ. 83
3,402,908.76
8,258,191.89
160,272.08

$482,133,154.66

Total Capital Stock and Funded Debt
Less Stock and Bonds unsold, held by

$715,805,638.53
the

Company
29,529,531.12

Accrued Income Not Due:
Unmatured Interest
Deferred Derit Items:
Working Funds

$233,672,483.87

Debt:
Mortgage Bonds:
In Hands of Public
Held by Company

$34,993,758.54

ments

Total Capital Stock

Funded

Companies for
Controlled
.advances to
BetterEquipment
and
Construction,
Miscellaneous Investments:
Physical Property

116,274,900.00
36,183.87

Capital Stock.

570,334.99

$166,427.79
65,664.44

124,236,800.00

Total Capital Liabilities

Working

Liabilities:

Bills Payable
Traffic and Car-Service

Pay

$591,568,838.53

Balances.

Vouchers
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable.
Unclaimed Dividends
Interest Coupons not Presented..
Matured Funded Debt
Other Working Liabilities

1,056,176.43
534,521.23
2,818,100.00
2,276,504.88

Rolls and

$30,280.20
554,623.71
7,393,079.56
389,248.00
3,279.00
167,830.77
5,400.00
266,502.45
8,810,243.69

Accrued Liabilities Not Due:
Interest Accrued on Funded Debt
French Government Tax European Loan

—

of

1910

$5,459,273.27
832,129.93
6,291,403.20

Deferred Credit Items:
Insurance Department Fund
Other

Deferred

Credit

—Reserve....

Items

$2,721,272.17
550,730.41

3,272,002.58

Appropriated Surplus:
Reserves from Income or Surplus:
Invested in

Sinking Funds

543,611.23

$610,486,099.23
6,917,394.77

$644,390,474.24

Profit and Loss— -Bai..\nce:
Surplus

33,904,375.01

$644,390,474.24
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PURCHASE OF THE RAILWAY ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

1

*|

111

631

The Railway

Wray

the

SIMMONSBOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
WooLWORTH Building. New York.

of the Railway

ber

CHICAGO:

Transportation

LONDON:

CLEVELAND:

Bldg.

Age

Zi'ay

Bldg

Citizens'

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

it

Simmons, President,

Shesman, Vice-President.
The address of the company

L. B.

&

Lee, Sec'y

Treat.

the address of the officers.

its

EDITORS

company, but

United States and Mexico

$5.00
0.00

Canada

in

second

its

One needs

increasing adoption for the lighting of trains

connection with the operation of shop machiner\

greater

for

significance

been

electrified

is

are

made

progress which has been

the

is

under consideration

small,

number and

the

that have been carried out

are

in

While the mileage which

comparatively

work

and

Of even

an illustration of this statement.

variety of the pieces of
that

becoming

on steam railways has for some years

electricity

the electrification of steam railways.

has

Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
8.00
15 cents each
Single Copies
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Convention daily issues. North America, $1; foreign, $2.
Entered at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

heretofore publisher of the Rail-

becoming more varied and extensive.

fast

block signals
Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free;

with any of the other periodi-

continued as a separate monthly

will be

manager.

but refer to

and

the Rail-

Beginning with Novem-

ofilice,

Edward Wray,

The use of
been

the publisher

Electrical Engineer, will remain with the paper,

business

Samuel O. Dunn, Editor.
Roy V. Wright, Managing Editor.
W. E. Hooper
H. F. Lane
W. S. Lacmer
R. E. Thayer
B. B. Adams
C. W. Foss
A. C. Loudon
F. W. Kraeger
E. T. HowsoK
H. H. Simmons
C. B. Peck
G. L. Lacker

published by

Simmons-Boardman Publishing ComWoolworth Building, New York

by the

New York

will not be consolidated

It

publication.

way

now

The Signal Engineer and

Gazette,

Mechanical Edition.

will be issued

cals of this

Henry
is

Age

.Gazette,

pany from
City.

E. A.

is

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company,

by the
Published Eveky Fsiday and Daily Eight Times in Juni by the

which

Electrical Engineer,

Publishing Company, at Chicago, has been bought

great

and there

;

is

and

ample

reason for believing that within the comparatively near future

class.

WE GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 8,700 copies were printed; that
of these 8,700 copies 7,197 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to
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Recently the Interstate Commerce Commission's vahiation lorces
have been making more rapid progress. In part, of course, this
is probably due to the fact that the organiSpeed
zation is becoming more skilled, but it
must be remembered that it would be lolly
or
of the most expensive kind to sacrifice
Accuracy
accuracy for speed.
One party recently
"valued" a rather diflicult line at an average of something faster
than four miles per eight-hour day. On an old line, where it is
difTicult to determine where the original surface of a hill through
which a cut has been made was, where ballast may have worked
down to a great depth in some places and he comparatively shallow in others, where the only way to determine the proportion
of various kinds of ties is to inspect considerable portions of
each mile, and where structures arc of varying degrees of age

and of material and of original cost, it would seem that to cover
four miles in an eight-hour day, the cross section parly, which
was the slowest part.v, consisting of two I. C. C. inspectors and
one railroad man, means either that the commission has secured
remarkably eiVicient men or that guesses are being pretty freely
used.
All through the hearing before the commis'.ion. reported
elsewhere

Nothing would be so
in

was placed on the vital necesaccuracy in tlir collection or data.

in this issue, insistence

sity for absolute malhem;ilical

fatal to a valuation, if

a court of law, as to

show

it

weie to he attacked

that the commission's data

on
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which the valuation was based were inaccurate or incorrect. In
the interests of all concerned, therefore, it is of utmost importance that accuracy shall not be sacrificed for speed.

"RAILROAD BANKRUPTCY"
T TNDER
^^ Leader
of October

In an editorial in the Railway

page

549,

Age

Gazette for September 24,

on "Railway Returns for the Fiscal Year,"

EiToneous Statement

from

$960

in

...

$960

item
„

reduced

as to

„

in

r
Express Earnmgs
•

The

1915.

,

shown

1914

to

for

$302

1914,

as

Commerce ^
com-

ui the Interstate

summary, includes earnings from

mission's

was

it

erroneously stated that the express eamings of the railways per mile had been

mail,

express and

other transportation combined, while for 1915 these three classes
Mail, $249 express, $302,
of earnings are separated, as follows
:

and other transportation,

$366,

;

making

of $917, which
Also these three items
total

a

comparable with the $960 for 1914.
should have been bracketed in the table pubHshed on page 539,
to show the true comparison with the 1914 figures.
is

the recent convention of the Traveling Engineers' Association
favorable action was taken on the recommendation that arrangements be made with the International

At

Co-operation Between

Fuel

Railway Fuel Association to hold the
conventions of the two associations on
consecutive dates for the purpose of en-

Men and

Traveling Engineers

abling those

who

members of both

are

associations to attend both conventions with a reduction in the

amount of time they are absent from their roads. This is a
step in the right direction and shows a disposition on the part
of the railroad men to get the most they can out of the time
spent away from their offices. Such an arrangement in the case
of these associations

who

are

members

is

especially logical, as there are

of both organizations, there being

many men
numerous

subjects considered in the Fuel Association of direct interest to

the traveling engineer.

The plan should

receive the hearty sup-

who would find it much
have their men attend both

port of the higher mechanical officers,
to the advantage of their roads to

conventions.

The making

of final arrangements

was

left to

the

executive committees of the two associations.

The

cab-signal and automatic-stop installation lately put in use
on the Western Pacific at Oroville, California, and described on
another page of this issue, will com.mand
A Signaling
widespread interest
and this notw'ithstanding the inventor's apparent indifferExperiment at
ence to some of the demands of conservaQ •11
;

tive

engineers.

signal

It

is

the

first

example, anywhere, even for a short distance, of automatic block
signaling maintenance of the space interval between trains with-

—

out the intervention

of

signalmen

—where

no visual roadside

signals are provided, and the report of the experience of twenty

or

more enginemen with

active curiosity

this

arrangement

will

by railroad men everywhere.

be awaited with

It is

also the first

serious attempt to employ magnetic induction for an automatic

As in some quite respectable experiments made before
now, the dangers of the "open circuit" are boldly faced, and large
dependence is placed on excellence of material and workmanship
and first-class care and inspection though railroad officers are
always demanding appliances which will be safe in spite of destop.

;

The boldness of the proprietor is
in these respects.
evidenced also in the provision of apparatus which, apparently,
ficiencies

has been multiplied regardless of expense; and the reduction of
the capacity of the railroad by the use of the overlap has for
him no terrors. For satisfactory tests the absence of -a severely
cold climate is a great disadvantage but in other respects this
installation should afford opportunity for making numerous
instructive studies, and it is to be hoped not only that thorough
studies will be made, but that the world will be given the benefit
of them.
;
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the

above caption

Des Moines Register and
Railway Age Gazette

the

refers to an editorial in the
1,

showing that the mileage of railways

of receivers in the United

States

is

now

.

in the

hands

greater than at any

The Register and Leader remarks that these stawere published just when the western rate case had
been reopened.
We assure our esteemed but somewhat suspicious contemporary that this was entirely a coincidence.
It
just happened that the receivership record was broken at the
very time when the western rate case was being reopened. If
it had been broken earlier we would have mentioned the fact
Tlie Register and Leader also comments on the fact
sooner.
that we published the statistics "unaccompanied with any explanation of causes, or suggestion of remedies," and remark-, that
why this was done "must be left open to conjecture." It need
not remain open to conjecture any longer. The Railway Age
Gazette in every case where a large railway has become bankrupt has presented what it has regarded as the explanation.
It has also repeatedly suggested what it believes are the remedies
for the conditions which are putting so many railways into the
hands of receivers. We supposed that our views on this general subject were familiar to our readers.
Since, however,
our contemporary apparently desires us to repeat them we shall
gladly do so.
Evidently the Register and Leader has not been so diligent
a reader of our columns as it must be if it is to keep correctly
informed regarding developments in the field of transportation
in this countrj'.
Because of this lack of diligence on its part
it uses language indicating that it assumes that the Railway Age
Gazette attributes the grief to which all the bankrupt roads
have coine entirely to government regulation. This assumption
is not correct.
The Raihcay Age Gazette knows as well as the
Register and Leader, and perhaps even better, not only that
the troubles of numerous roads are due largely to their own
mismanagement, but also some of the forms which this mismanagement has taken. For example, we recognize the fact,
and always have, that the Wabash became bankrupt chiefly because it was overcapitalized and because its credit was unwisely
past time.
tistics

used in various ventures, especially in securing a very expensive
entrance into Pittsburgh. We have said in past issues that the
Rock Island was brought to its present plight largely because
the

Reid-Moore

interests,

for their

own

selfish

purposes, piled

one holding company on another, thereby putting a strain on
the earning capacity of the property which it could not hope to
stand, except under highly favorable business conditions, and
because these interests made investments of the road's assets
in outside properties in which it was neither wise nor righteous
for them to make such investments. Likewise, we have pointed
out that the necessity for the receivership of the Frisco was
produced largely by forms of financial mismanagement which

few railway men would care to try to defend.
But it is not a fact, as the Register and Leader implies, that
in not a single case has a railway recently become bankrupt
without having been wrecked by "bad management or worse."
Where, for example, was the "bad management or worse" on
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas? The only crime that its management has committed, so far as we have ever heard, is that
of issuing more short time notes, to raise money for needed
improvements, than it could get renewed. It would not have
issued the short time notes if it could have issued bonds at a
reasonable rate of interest, and it would not have issued bonds
The manageif it could have sold stock at a reasonable price.
ment and operation of the property appear actually to have
been better when it became bankrupt than they ever were
before.

The same thing may
now insolvent. There

be said of

many

other railways that are

country 82 railways, large
and small, in the hands of receivers. Where is the evidence that
the plight of every one of them, or of more than a few of them,
are in this

October
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But
It has not been forthcoming.
is due to mismanagement?
suppose it is a fact that the railways which are broke are those
which have been the poorest managed. Has that any significance? Is it to be assumed that the best managed and strongest
will become bankrupt first? Naturally it is the weakest, whether
from poor management or other causes, that first go down. If
a man has a cold it usually settles in the weakest part of his
organism. Is the fact that it settles in a weak spot any reason
People die from pneumonia or tuberculosis
for neglecting it?

who proceed on

So if the fact that the railways
which are considered the weakest are going into the hands of
receivers

is

that theory.

not recognized as indicating a serious condition for

our entire railway system, the ultimate results
for

all

easy to see the effect of these increases in wages and taxes
financial position of the 41 roads that are parties to the
western rate case. Between 1907 and 1914 the total operating

is

on the

revenues per mile of these roads increased from $8,704 to $9,267,
or 6.4 per cent. Their operating expenses and taxes inc eased,
meantime, from $6,084 to $7,110, or 16.8 per cent. The result
was that their operating income declined from $2,620 to $2,157,
or 17.3 per cent. It will be noted that this reduction in net took

The Register and Leader says that "if there were any predisposing cause for universal railroad bankruptcy outside of the
bond and stock operations of the railroad speculators" the
Raihvay Age Gasctte would doubtless set it forth, "with great
clearness and force." There is such a "predisposing cause" and
since our contemporary both wants and needs light on the subject we shall take pleasure in shedding it. In numerous instances
there have been special reasons, taking more particularly the
form of financial mismanagement, why individual roads have
gone into the hands of receivers. But there have also been
extremely strong and unfavorable "predisposing causes" affecting
almost all of the roads, and these influences have been more
or less largely responsible for the failure of every road that
has become bankrupt. Furthermore, unless the force of these
influences is mitigated there will be a steadily increasing number
of roads turned over to the courts for operation.
Since the
Register and Leader has mentioned the western rate case, we
shall refer especially to figures for the roads directly interested

was an increase

place in spite of the fact that there

Now, turning

the cases

to

of individual

disposing cause for universal bankruptcy."

in the

six

years from

1907 to 1913 the

we

If

reason

sive

for

their

attributing

as indeed has been true of a very large majority of the rail-

ways

western territory, regardless of whether they have been

in

managed financially.
The following comparisons are all for the years 1907 to 1914.
The operating revenues per mile of the Missouri Pacific in-

well or

ill

creased from $6,378 to $6,790, or 6.4 per cent.
Its operating
expenses and taxes increased from $4,754 to $5,954, or 25 per cent,
and in consequence its operating income decreased from $1,624

The operating revenues per mile of
Francisco increased from $7,735 to $8,540,
operating expenses and taxes increased from

to $836, or 48 per cent.

the St. Louis

& San
Its

its

operating income de-

creased from $2,676 to $1,955, or 26.9 per cent. The operating
revenues per mile of the Wabash increased from $10,904 to

operating expenses and taxes in-

$11,933, or 9.5 per cent.

was

creased from $8,468 to $11,095, or 31 per cent, and

and that the increase

income was only $12,300,000.

The

in their net operating

increase in net operating in-

should find

downfall solely to financial

increase in the cost of road and equipment of 41 western roads
$1,070,000,000,

us

mismanagement. But as a matter of fact, in every case they
have had heavy reductions in their net return from operation,

or 10.4 per cent.

showing that

let

turn and become bankrupt in spite of that, this would be conclu-

$5,059 to $6,585, or 36 per cent, and

carriers

properties,

that these individual roads enjoyed an increase in their net re-

opinion in the western rate case (page 521), the Interstate Commerce Commission quotes stastistics introduced by the
its

gross,

examine the figures of certain of tlie roads which have become
bankrupt. Perhaps they also will throw some light on the nature
of what the Register and Leader has so happily called the "pre-

in that case.

In

in

and this increase in gross merely reflects the fact that the railways handled more traffic and rendered more service per mile
to the public at the end of the period than at its beginning.

will be disastrous

the railways.

633

Its

its

income decreased from $2,436 to $838, or 65 per

operating

The

cent.

per cent on the increase in
cost of road and equipment.
In the same opinion (page 521)
the commission gives figures compiled by itself for 26 western
roads showing that during the same six years the increase in

operating revenues per mile of the Rock Island lines increased
from $7,821 to $8,313, or 6.2 per cent. Their operating expenses
and taxes increased from $5,696 to $6,859, or 20 per cent, and

and equipment was $990,000,000, and that
the increase in their net operating income was only $7,300,000.
Therefore, the increase in net operating income was sufficient
to yield a return of only 7/10 of 1 per cent on the increase in
property invested. In the same opinion the commission specifically vouches for the correctness of the statistics of the roads

per cent.

come was only

sufficient to yield 1.2

their investment in road

regarding increases in property investment since 1907. In other
words, the increase in net returns was far less than adequate to

on the added investment. Advancing a year
between 1907 and 1914 the increase in cost
of road and equipment of 41 western railways was $1,235,876,642,
while between the same years there was an actual decrease in
their net operating income of $23,599,435. In other words, after
increasing the investment in their properties $1,235,000,000 they
had less net money with which to pay a return on investment
than they had before. It should be noted that these figures arc
not aiTectcd by the financial management of the roads, whether
good or bad. They are based on actual investment, actual earnings, actual expenses and actual taxes, and have no reference
to capitalization, and it is hard to sec how tlie relations between
them could have been dilfcrent, no matter how different the
financial
management of individual properties might have

pay bare
further,

interest

we

find that

been.

Why

has the operating income of these roads been declining

them has been increasing? Here are
some of the reasons. Between 1907 and 1914 the average rinnual
wage per railway employee in the western district increased 22.6
per cent. During the same period taxes per mile on the western
lines increased from $226.24 to $426.67, or over 70 pei edit
It

while the investment

in

income decreased from $2,125

their operating

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas had a

ence from any of these roads.

to $1,454,

had a decrease

It

per mile as well as in net return.

Its

or 31

different experiin total

earnings

operating revenues per

mile declined from $8,523 to $8,241, or 2i.i per cent. Its operating
expenses increased from $5,753 to $6,469, or 12 per cent, and its

operating income decreased from $2,770 to $1,772, or 36 per cent.
The foregoing figures make it dear that tl>ese roads were
not reduced to bankruptcy, as is so often implied, solely by
financial

mismanagement.

years reductions

in

They

suffered

during

these

seven

the net return per mile available for capital

purposes varying from 27 to 65 per cent; and all the railways
involved in the western rate case suffered an average reduc-

There are a few strong roads that have
shape, but a large majority would be
suffering from the effects of the heavy reduction in their net
return if the financial management of all had been as good as
that of the best.
Now, why did these reductions in net letum
occur when operating revenues were increasing?
Simply because wages and taxes increased and the regulating autl-.orities
would not allow the increases in rates that were requin-d to
tion of 17 per cent.

come through

offset the

in

fine

unavoidable increases

in outgo.

The Register and Leader, by implication, called on the Railway Age Gazette not only to state the causes of "railroad bankruptcy," but also to suggest the remedies.
to

trying to do

.so.

We

The Register and Leader

arc not averse

doubtless

will

one of the roniedles we suggest is
that the Interstate Commerce Commission In- given some form of
anthurity to regulate the issuance of raihoad securities which
be

will

surprised

to

find

that

make impossible such

financial

mismanagement

as has oc-
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ciirred

roads.

on the Rock Island, the Frisco, the Wabash and other
It may also be surprised to learn that we began advo-

interest

was advocated by the esteemed Register and Leader. But, as the
facts clearly show, no amount of regulation of securities in the
past would have prevented financial distress on the part of many

in

financial distress is due mainly
expenses and taxes have been increasing faster than their earnings. Regulation of the issuance
of securities would not have prevented the reduction of net
return from operation in the past, and it would not cause an
increase in net return from operations in the future. The only
thing which will make the net return of most of the railways

simply because

railways,

tlieir

is the application of the second remedy we svggest,
an increase in rates; and the needed increase in rates cannot be obtained except with the consent of the regulating auBecause the regulating authorities have refused the
thorities.
needed increase in rates in the past they must shoulder their

adequate

viz.,

share of responsibility for the fact that there are now more
miles of railways in the hands of receivers than ever before.
If they continue to refuse it they will have to shoulder their
share of responsibility for the additional bankruptcies that will
occur.

When

allusion

is

made

to

the

unsatisfactory

condition

to

which the railways of the country have been brought some peo!"
But that
ple grow red in the face and shout, "Regulation
it.
Other
part
of
It
is
only
explanation.
entire
the
is not

when the same subject is mentioned, get red in the face
and bellow, "Wall street!" That is not the entire explanation,
The trouble is due mainly to a combination of regulaeither.
tion and Wall street, with a dash of labor unionism to add
This, at least, is the explanation of the Railway Age
spice.
If the Des Moines Register and Leader, or any other
Gazette.
authority, can offer a better one it would be both welcome and

people,

of

the

other causes.

No. 15

of grades in Chicago has been amply justified

that separation

by the results attained,

cating this kind of legislation before the Hadley Railroad Securities Commission made its report, which probably was before it

to the circumstance that their

Vol.. 59,

will be interesting to note the lack of

it

public

in

measures to reduce accidents from
arises, whether money being spent

The question

Chicago for track elevation would not cause a greater reif expended along other lines.
In 1914, 31 persons were killed and 111 were injured by trains
In the same year 100 others were killed
crossing city streets.
and 1-4S were injured by being hit or run over by trains at points
not on public streets. By far the most of these were trespassers,
many of whom were on the tracks that have been elevated, yet
these accidents concern the city so little that it offers the railroads almost no assistance or even encouragement in their efforts
That there has been an enormous into reduce trespassing.
crease in accidents to pedestrians because of automobiles is
duction in accidents

generally known, but the situation thus created does not often
receive forcible expression and actual statistics such as

below for the

Chicago are rarely given

city of

we give

publicity.

Comparison of Casualties to Persons at Grade Crossings of Railroads
\ND Streets, with Casualties to Pedestrians Who Were Struck
or Run Over by Vehicles on Streets"
Run Over or Struck
by Vehicles
Grade Crossing Accidents
No. Killed
No. Injured
No. Killed
No. Injured
Year
48
65
62
27

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

99
68
38
33

63

1910

48
20

96

20'

1911

1912
1913
1914

37
54

72
107
77

31

111

34
45
48
53
57

602
643
774
878
1124

103

1843

75

2530
3012
3455

52"

946"

86
143

*

Not including street cars.
•* Record is for automobiles only.

Record for other vehicles was not

available.

In comparison with the figures for street vehicle accidents,
those for the grade crossing accidents are insignificant, yet the
appalling increase in the former during the last 10 years has

280

useful.

GRADE CROSSING ELIMINATION

THE

Chicago have spent, to
about $75,000,000 for the elimination of grade crossIt is understood that this work is
ings within the city limts.
to be continued until all tracks in the city have been elevated,
railroads entering the city of

date,

companies of more than $150,000,000.
Without question, the roads have enjoyed some return for the
money expended in the way of economies of operation from
increased speed of trains, elimination of crossing watchmen, and

at an ultimate cost to the

from a reduction in damage claims. The inference that
these savings represent a reasonable return on the investment
It is doubtful if the most
however, without foundation.
is,

Record

reasonable estimate of the savings would be over 25 per cent
of the interest charge. The reports of the Chicago Track Elevation Commission have cited a number of material advantages

excited no

also

accniing to the public, among which are mentioned the saving
in time to people using the streets and the reduction in fire
hazard owing to the elimination of delays to fire-fighting apparatus, but these are advantages which are too intangible to be

measured

in figures

It is clear,

terms not expressed in dollars and cents, and is to be justipresumably by the reduction attained in loss of life and
Hmb from grade crossing accidents. Unfortunately, thcri. are
no records of grade crossing accidents available antedating the
inception of track elevation. The earliest authentic records are
for the year 1899, after the raising of the tracks had been in

in

fied

As shown

in

in

demand

Chicago

for remedial measures other than sugges-

tions to introduce auto-dodging into the curriculum of the public

schools and the passing of

the accompanying dia-

gram, there has been a noticeable reduction in the number of
these accidents, and it is but fair to point out that this reduction
does not represent the full effect, since it has taken place during
an enormous increase in the population.
Granting that we cannot measure lives in cash, and assuming

traffic

regulations that are violated

most of the motorists.
A large part of the growing demand for elimination of grade
crossings is a direct result of the increase in the use of motor

daily by

vehicles, particularly in

of dollars and cents.

therefore, that this vast outlay requires justification

progress for seven years.

Grade Crossings of Streets and Railroads
for 16 Years

of Casualties at

instance on the

Long

rural districts.

In

many

cases, as

for

Island Railroad, conditions have become

serious, not because of

an increase

in

the railroad

traffic,

but

on account of the marked change in the character and density
Notwitlistanding this, the railroad is
of the highway traffic.
receiving scant co-operation from the public in its efforts to
prevent accidents.

The
is

public habit of requiring the railroad to "pay the piper"
Ijrade
evident in connection with this problem.

especially

separation agitation in rural communities generally subsides very
quicklv when it becomes apparent that the state commission

proposes to place a material portion of the burden of expense
on the town or county. Plans for track changes which promise
numerous damage claims against the city must be discarded for

October
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others vvhicli reduce the potential damages, although they result

much

in

greater expense to the railroad.

that track elevation structures

Park hoards

insist

must beautify the boulevards

(at

the railroad's expense) as well as separate the grades.

That the railways must do their part notwithstanding apathy
on the part of the people concerning other related matters can
be illustrated no better than by a comparison of conditions on
a well-known Chicago boulevard with those on a line of railroad parallel to the boulevard less than three blocks away. The
Asrailroad tracks are being elevated at a cost of $3,000,000.
suming that this work is justified, the fact remains that the
trains are short, the crossings are well protected by gates and
watchmen, and to cross the tracks involves small delay and
Not so with the boulevard. The traffic
occasions no alarm.
is continuous and at only one crossing is it ever interrupted for
the benefit of traffic on the cross street. At all the other streets
within three miles the pedestrian is able to cross only by "making a run for it" and a timid individual may have to wait minutes
for a sufficient

lull

in the traffic to venture off the curb.

The
much

hazards to the pedestrian in crossing this boulevard are
but no
greater than those incurred in crossing the railroad
one has yet suggested elevation of the boulevard.
;

THE VALUATION HEARING AT WASHINGTON

/^ NE

fundamental

^^^

there

difficulty

with the valuation of railrodds

is

no generally agreed on definition of value. In a
sense, the brief and the oral argument presented by the President's Conference Committee of the railroads to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, in the hearing on the principles which
govern in the federal valuation of railroad property, was an
attempt to get before the commission a description of what must
be included as value, which cannot be taken away without due
process of law.
Some of the questions asked by the commissioners and by representatives of the state commissions might be
taken as indicating that they thought that the railroad companies
were attempting to play a game of "heads I win, tails you lose,"
in their definition of value.
Thus, if a railroad received a rightof-way free 30 years ago, it claims that the determining factor
tliat

is

— not, of course, the sole factor, but
the determining
factor —
the estimated cost of that right-of-way were
to be

in value

still

is

it

acquired today through purchase or condemnation proceedings;
while, on the other hand, it claims a higher value for land which
is

to be used for railroad purposes than

were

would be the value of

bought for agricultural or other purposes.
Again, in the question of depreciation and appreciation the
railroad company claims that the added value which comes with
the seasoning of a railroad roadbed sliould be an element in
determining its value and that this appreciation should be allowed
for while, on the other hand, it claims that no allowance should
be made for depreciation based on a theoretical estimate of the
length of life of classes of material which are being continually
renewed in tlie ordinary course of maintenance.
If, however, a careful study is made of the brief filed by Pierce
Butler and his associates on behalf of the Presidents' Conference
Committee, it will be seen that any such construction put on
these arguments is erroneous. In the first place, it must be remembered that all that Mr. Butler is trying to do is to enumerate
and describe tlie elements which go to make up value. There is
no attempt made to urge on the commission an acceptance of
any theories as to what weight should he given to these elements
or as to how they should be combined to finally determine value.
It must be rcmemliered that there are three cost figures which
the commission is to report to Congress. These are original cost,
the cost of reproduction new and the cost of reproduction less
depreciation. Now, if we keep to cost and try to avoid as much
as possible the use of the word value, the position taken by the
carrier's counsel would seem to he entirely logical. The railroad
companies do not contend that in determining value the original
cost of right-of-way cannot be taken into consideration.
On
that land

it

to be

mination of this original cost as nearly as possible. What they
do argue is that when a distinct cost, the cost of reproduction
new, is to be determined the original cost has no bearing whatsoever on the facts. Regardless of what may be the theories of
any one as to the right of a railroad company to participate in
the increment in general values which takes place with the passage
of time and the growth of population, these theories are not and
should not be a factor in determining a question of fact, namely,
what would be the cost of reproduction new of a given railroad
property? This is something that is so, regardless of whether
the man who determines it is a socialist or a firm believer in
the sacredness of the rights of property.

'T'HE

CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN
& North Western had to handle

Chicago

much

-^

business in 1915 as

m

1914,

almost as
notwithstanding the fact

company received $3,780,000 less revenue in 1915 than
The really remarkable thing, however, is that in handalmost as great an amount of business the company was

that the
in 1914.

ling

save in expenses $3,930,000, so that its net operating
revenues were actually slightly greater in 1915 than in 1914.
The explanation of the decrease in revenues is that th>; com-

able to

pany received a ton-mile rate lower by 3.45 per cent in 1915 than
in 1914 and the average passenger journey was shorter by 2.76
per cent and receipts per passenger per mile were less by 1.09
per cent. The explanation of the lower freight rate is in part
presumably the result of the difference in the proportion of the
various classes of commodities carried and like the lower passenger rate is the result of the working of the Minnesota rate
case decision.

The Chicago & North Western operates 8,108 miles ot road,
of which 907 miles have second track, and included in this 907
miles is 104 miles which has third track and 95 miles which has
fourth track.
a double-track
to

As

from the map, the company has
heavy traffic density from Chicago

will be seen

main

line of

Omaha and a line in connection with the Chicago, St. Paul,
& Omaha mostly double track from Chicago to

Minneapolis
Minneapolis.

It has a network of lines in Wisconsin, another
network in Iowa, and a main line and branches extending into
the Dakota wheat country and across the northern part of
Nebraska into Wyoming.
In 1915 the company handled 6,216,000,000 ton-mile of revenue
freight, which was a decrease of less than a quarter of one per
cent from the ton mileage handled the year before.
Freight
revenue amounted to $51,924,000, a falling off of $2,0f)6.000, or
3.8 per cent as compared with the year before.
The revenue per
ton per mile was 8.4 mills in 1915 as against 8.7 mills the year

before.

The

;

the other han<l, they specifically furnish the figures for the deter-

635

total

number of

pas.sengers carried

a decrease of less than one per cent as

amounted to 33.OS0,000,
compared with the pre-

vious year. Passengers one mile was less by 3.68 per cent, the
average distance traveled per passenger being 34.17 miles as

Apparently this means a
through passenger business, due presumably to
the unsettled business conditions and economies which they
necessitated.
It is hard enough to reduce passenger train mileage to meet a falling off in local business and it is almost impossible to reduce train mileage to correspond with the falling
off in through business; that is why passengers carried rather
than passenger mileage is a criterion of passenger b\isiness in
this case and why the statement that there was almost as much
business that had to be handled in 1915 as in 1914 is justified
despite the smaller passenger mileage.
The average rate per
passenger per mile was 1.82 cents as compared with 1.84 cents,
against 35.14 miles the year before.
falling

off

in

a decrease of 1.09 per cent.

Total operating expenses amounted to $56,372,000, a decrease,
previously mentioned, of $3,930,000 as compared with the
year before. More than half of this decrease is accounted for
as

by a saving in transportation expenses, the total transportation
expenses in 1915 being $2<).;53,(X10, or $2,l"o.000 less than in the
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This

previous year.

is

a real achievement, to cut

down

trans-

The

the face of the present trend of prices.

in

was

1915,

in

a decrease

is,

a short time

will in

it

much

No. IS

59,

larger figure.

of course, one of the finan-

very strong roads of the United States.

cially

In 1915 i total
of $8,185,000 was spent for additions and betterments to prop-

compared with the previous
year of $964,000. The total freight train mileage was 17,251,000,
which was less by 5.81 per cent than in the previous year, and
the trainload of all freight east of the Missouri river was 480
tons, an increase of 8.44 per cent over the previous year, and
for the whole road 443 tons, an increase of 7.68 per cent. Two
other large items of saving were in payments for loss and damage to freight and injuries to persons. Payments on these two
accounts in 1915 amounted to $1,827,000, a decrease of $468,000.
The remainder of the saving in expenses was made in a
smaller expenditure for maintenance of way and structures.
The expenditure on this account in 1915 was $10,451,000, which
was less by $1,762,000 than the previous year, the larger items
of saving being in roadway maintenance and track laying and
surfacing, in rails, in ties, and in maintenance of structures.
There was no cut in maintenance of equipment expenses.
$5,083,000

pursued

is

The Chicago & North Western

largest single

locomotives, which cost

for train

fuel

in

on the North Western

ever,

bring up the depreciation reserve to a very

portation expenses while doing as big a business as heretofore

item of saving

Vol.

as

of which $4,769,000 was for equipment and the remainder
track elevation, buildings and betterment of
roadway, etc. Notwithstanding this large additional investment
in its property, the outstanding securities showed a net decrease
erty,

for

extensions,

of $4,298,000.
The company sold $10,000,000 general mortgage
5 per cent bonds, due 1987, and redeemed $12,669,000 7 per cent

bonds which matured February 1, 1915, and various other small
issues.
At the beginning of the year there was $19,459,000 cash
on hand and at the end of the year $9,778,000. There were no
accounts and bills payable, and total current liabilities amounted
to $10,753,000 as against total current assets of $19,386,000,

which

included, of course, the cash mentioned above.

As was pointed out last week in the comments on the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul's annual report, the crops in much of the
territory reached by the North Western are far and away the
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The Chicago
which totaled $12,649,000
previous year.
locomotives,

the

A

in

&

made of

more than

$224,000 in

,n

repairs

the

of

being $4,111,000; but this was
much more than offset by very largely increased charges for
depreciation, $605,000 being charged for depreciation of locomototal

in

1915

tives, which is more by $122,000 than was charged in the previous year, and $1,360,000 for depreciation of freight cars, which
is more by $436,000 than was charged in the previous year.
The

Interstate
preciation,

Commerce Commission's new rules for charging
under which the railroad company is ordered

deto

charge a rate sufficient to extinguish the cost of equipment by
the time it is retired, were in effect in 1915.
The balance to
the credit of the equipment reserve accounts at the begmning
of the year was $6,089,000 and at the end of the year, after
debits for accrued depreciation on equipment retired, a credit
of $8,149,000. This is not a large amount compared with a
road which has been very liberal in its depreciation charges,
as, for instance, the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe, which at the
end of 1915 had $23,953,000 reserved for accrued depreciation.
The Santa Fe, of course, operates 11,136 miles of road as
against the North Western's 8,108.

S

A

North Western and the Chicago,

1915, or $290,000

saving was

N

A

If the

present policy, how-

\

),Benld

\

5
St. Paul,

Minneapolis

& Omaha

best that have ever been harvested

for the present year

is

and the outlook, therefore,

particularly good.

The purchase by

the

North Western of 40 locomotives and 5,000 freight cars puts
it in a good position to take advantage of increased traffic.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915 compared with 1914:
Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Tran.sportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
(".encral expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Total operating expenses

—

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Sinking funds
Dividends
Surplus

1915
8,108
$51,923,861
20,528,443
80,779,675
10,450,739
12,648,935
1,288,448
29,753,444
604,058
1,764,487
138,539
56,371,573
4,516,943
19,883,905
22,683,904
11,914,049

204,054
10,899,615

810,380

1914
8,071
$53,989,475
21,540,543
84,559,335
12,213,095
12,358,488
1,331,856
31,949,238
665,516
1,783,383

60,301,575
4,252,790
20,004,969
23,245,927
12,306,142
200,473
10,899,615
1,206,055
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Chicago,

ST.

It

& OMAHA

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis

St. Paul,

miles of road.

is

& Omaha

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiitiiiiii

operates 1,753

a subsidiary of the Chicago

is

often necessary to give frequent freight service to get the

business.

Total operating revenues

1915

in

amounted

to $17,841,000,

decrease of $369,000 as compared with the previous year

;

a

but,

unlike the North Western,

all of this increase was accounted for
by a falling off in passenger revenues, total freight revenue
amounting to $11,523,000, or $96,000 more than in the previous
year.
Operating expenses amounted to $12,108,000, a decrease
Rental payof $727,000 as compared with the previous year.
ments and interest charges were somewhat higher, as were also

taxes, so that the net available for dividends

amounted

000, an increase of $197,000 over the previous year.

pany paid

7 per cent dividends

on both

its

sIlltiiitlllllilliMlrMitriitllllMliiiiiiitiiiiiiittiitt

^\
3S,OOC

3.24 per cent,

Omaha made

in its trainloading, the total trainload in

a substantial gain

1915 being 360 tons as

against a trainload of 331 tons in 1914, an increase of 8.91 per

There was no change in the amount of stock or bonds outstanding during the year and $565,000 was spent for additions
and betterments, against which, however, was charged tlie original cost of equipment retired, leaving a net expenditure on
cent.

property account of $73,000.

The following

table shows
compared with 1914:
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Tractive Effort Curves for Typical Locomotives on Basis of A.
E. A. and American Locomotive Company Formulas

R

Maintenance of way .ind structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Cross inciinie
Net inc.. me
Dividends
Surplus
• Dcficil.

type,

assumed locomotive.

Tlie locomotive is of Consolidation
with the following principal characteristics

Grate area, sq. ft
Heating surface, sq. ft
Diameter of drivers, ins
Steam pressure, 11). per sq. in
'."oal consumption (while working steam) per
Coal, B. t. u. value

SO
3,3 18

63

200
hr.,

Cylinders, in
Wt. of locomotive and tender in working order, lb

The author

principal figures for operation

1915
milc.iKc

Transpiirlation ex])enses
Miscellaiienus expenses
(;eneral expenses
Transport.-itifin
for
investment
Total operating expenses

the

lb

4,000
11,000
22 x 30
344,000

assumes that train resistance in pounds per
between tlic speeds of 4 and 30 m. p. h.,
ton car will have a true train resistance of 5.4

also

train remains constant

operated
Frcinht revenue
Passenger revenue
Tot.il operaling revenues

TrafTic

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiittiiifr

1.975 cents as against 2.031 cents in the previous year.

was

Average

iiiiii

rate,

Like the North Western, the

in 1915

--,

\

and the number of passengers carried totaled 4,Passengers carried one mile

due in part, of course, to the Minnesota
The average ton-mile rate in 1915 was 8.6 mills
rate decision.
as against 8.8 mills in the previous year, and the passenger-mile

u

iiiiti

the Railway Age Gazette

\
\ \

decreased by 5.39 per cent, the average passenger journey being
but 52.92 miles as against 54.63 miles in the previous year. Like
the North Western, the Omaha showed a lower ton-mile rate

rate

--.

.\

t
^ zs.ooo

768,000, a decrease of 2.34 per cent.

and passenger-mile

of

\
.-

Transportation expenses cost $6,738,000, or $195,000 less than
in the previous year. The ton mileage of revenue freight totaled
1,336,000,000, an increase compared with the previous year of

miiiiiiiiiiiii

However, the basis of the computations and the results therefrom are so unusual that to the practical man who is in close
touch with locomotive performance and the effect of superheated steam, the figures as presented serve to open the question of doubt, with a result of making the conclusions of the
author of the article questionable. The method adopted by the
American Railway Engineering Association and published in its
Manual for 1911, was used for calculating the drawbar-pull of

common

expenses was very largely made through smaller
expenditures for maintenance of way, the total in 1915 being
$1,957,000, or $670,000 less than in the previous year. There was
$229,000 spent for ties, or a little less than half as much as was
spent in the previous year, and smaller expenditures for bridges,
trestles and culverts, and roadway maintenance and track laying.

iiiitiii

In your issue of September 10, 1915, page 469, there appears
an article on "Superheater Locomotives and Grade Revision."
The author has presented a very interesting summary on the
effect of superheating the steam in present saturated steam locomotives and its bearing on the question of grade revision.

The com-

in

ir.

Chelsea, Mass.

To THE Editor

stock, calling for $2,087,000.

The saving

tiiiriiuilliiliiiiiiiiniiiiii

I

SUPFRHEATER LOCOMOTIVES AND GRADE REVISION

to $2,219,-

preferred and

I

Letters to the Editor

& North

Western, and the operation of the two properties is in close
harmony. The Omaha forms a natural part of the North Western system, providing feeder and main lines in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and extending down into the corner formed by Iowa, South
Dakota and Nebraska.
The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha is a granger
road with the greater part of its freight traffic such as would
originate or be destined for an agricultural country. It has very
little heavy loading traffic and little that can move in through
full tonnage train loads.
It is highly competitive territory where
it

637

— Cr

1'114

1,753

1,748

$11,523,103
4,983,700
17,841,348
1,956,803
2,476,957
344.363
6,737,697
178,411
433,205
19,839
12,107,598
1,015,029
4,713,887
5,069,382
2,219,085
2,086,910
132,175

$11,427,563
5,415,710
18,210,083
2,627,189
2,303,125
357,570
6,932,903
182,462
431,169

c.,

i.

that a 32.5

per ton at speeds of 4 to 30 m. p. h. As a matter ot fact,
very few support this theory, as compared witli tlie more aclb.

cepted one
weight,

should

m. p

i.

lie

resistance increases with speed for the same car
the resistance for a 32.5 ton car at 30 m. p. h.

tliat
e.,

about SO per cent greater than the resistance at 5

.h.

In the chart sliown lierewilh there arc
tractive effort curves.

12,834.117
972,283
4,702,681
4,762,508
2,021,615
2,086.')10
'oS.J'iS

drawn four locomotive
The two curves marked "A.R.]-'...\." were

from the calculations presented for sattnated and
Mipcrheater locomotives in the article to which reference has
been made. The two curves marked "A.L.C." are |ilottcd from

plotted direct

ralctilations which resulted from using the method suggested
by the American Locomotive Company.
From inspection of
these curves it is evident that there is a wide divergence in the
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basic theories for determining tractive effort at a speed of say

35 m. p.

also tliat the

h.,

superheating

diiTerence

in

due to superheating

speed of 8 m.
heating

8,452

is

is

3,966

lb.

or 29.9 per cent.

lb.,

At a

or 11.8 per cent.

If this is so,

factors.

why

is it

h. is

p.

are

required?

It is

with here, but

dealt

was on

this

that

basis

to put
effort,

it

in

another way, the tonnage rating is based
in the engine of low adhesion is 25
opponent. Immediately following is the

which

per cent in excess of

in

its

statement that a locomotive can handle considerably more tonI
believe this latter is a generally
nage than it will start.
accepted fact.
I

true that differences instead of totals
it

Or

on tractive

under comparable conditions impossible to get
a superheater locomotive to haul more tons up a five-mile grade,
where sustained maximum tractive effort and a speed of 5
m.

concur, therefore, in the primary conclusion that, for certain
drag freight, starting ability is the factor that should

service, say

the com-

With modern power, built to usual
determined by adhesion, and not by
tractive effort. This is evidently where our opinions differ.
Given perfect rail conditions, and even admitting the liberal
use of sand, it requires great skill to start full tonnage, without
Usual proporslipping, especially if working with superheat.
tions include a factor of adhesion ranging from four to five, the
ratios under discussion, and I believe there does not exist such
an engine which is unable to slip its wheels under any rail condiThis result is accentuated by careless handling. I believe
tions.
that any experienced engineman will endorse these two last state-

putations

determine tonnage rating.

Adding

proportions, this ability

were made as presented in the article referred to.
an increased fuel economy of 35 per cent, due to
application of brick arch and superheater, the steam locomotive
would represent itself as the most efficient power plant.
At a speed of 35 m. p. h., the "A.R.E.A." curve givts an
increase in tractive effort due to superheating of 73.3 pe"- cent,
to this

while the "A.L.C." curve gives an increase of only 6.5 per cent.
It is evident there is a wide variation in the theoretical results
obtained from superheating. At this speed the "A.R.E.A." curve
for tractive effort for a saturated steam locomotive shows 5,672
lb. From a practical point of view such figures will not substanti-

is

ments.

allowing 91 tons weight on drivers,
12 tons on the truck and 70 tons for weight of tender of the
assumed locomotive the resistances at 35 m. p. h. would be
ate service requirements.

By

If this be admitted,
to support

it,

we

and there seems to be abundant evidence

arrive at a practical condition, which discredits

the theoretical data advanced in Mr. Givin's argument.

Machine friction
Truck friction
Tender friction

22.2

at

Atmospheric

lb.

per ton

8.0 lb. per ton

at
at
friction at

8.0 lb. per ton

V-

lb.

per ton

nr

—

all

adhesion (four) would handle increased tonnage over the sister
engine with a factor of five, in practically inverse ratio of the

practice

actual

of two units, alike in

calculations

the increase in tractive effort, due to super-

h.

p.

that,

No. 15

respects except in tractive effort, the one with the lower factor of

the gain in tractive

p. h.,

he contends

Briefly,

case.

this

59,

due to

effort

According to the A.R.E.A.

varies.

for tractive effort at a speed of 5 m.
effort

tractive

Vol.

Total

2,020
06
560

lb.

408

lb.

This

may

be correct too, as far as it goes, but like all such experimental information, must be accepted with some reservation, and
used with judgment, and such modification as experience war-

data

lb.
lb-

3,084 lb

rants.

=

2,588 lb. tractive effort available
This leaves 5,672
3,084
This available drawbar-pull would
on level tangent track.
handle 323 tons at 32.5 tons per car, or approximately 10 cars.
Now in all fairness is it not ridiculous to think a large consolidation type saturated steam locomotive of 39,000 lb. tractive
effort is only capable of handling 323 tons at a speed of 35
m. p. h. on level tangent track? It might be well to recall the
action of comparable freight locomotives, when, due to a passenger engine failure, their service was required at the head of
a passenger train whose schedule speed required higher running

For instance, the element of high temperature, probably lacking in the experiments which resulted in the factors submitted,
Therefore, I conclude that
is very much in evidence practically.

time freight trains,

be well over 50 m.p.h. for both. This is sufficient for the character of the service.
So far I have shown only equality for the engine of lower
power. I now wish to present some points of superiority. If a

speeds than 35 m.

do

such

p. h.

theoretical

Also

in the case of

calculations

bear

out

practical

the
the

This
total weight on drivers and not by tractive effort.
would continue until a certain critical speed was attained, which
might be higher for the engine of excess power, though it is
probable that here the boiler capacity would be the determining
In any case the speed, if on the level, would probably
factor.

by the

service

runs?
such questions I will call on the man who contouch with the actual operation of steam locomotives,
both saturated and superheated in every-day ser\ice.

To answer

stantly

locomotive cannot use its full tractive effort for starting a load,
the excess is not only valueless for that purpose, but becomes
The human factor has to be given conan embarrassment.
Not every engineer is equally skillful or even temsideration.
pered, and many a train has been stalled by the engineman using

is in

M.

E.

FACTOR OF ADHESION

poor judgment and losing his temper, when he could not "hold
her down." The higher factor of adhesion gives an engineman
increased confidence and coolness, and his ability to handle his
train is improved in direct proportion.
Fluctuation in the tractive effort is a most important factor in
determining the ability of a steam locomotive to hold the rail.
In the common two-cylinder type this variation is reduced as
the cut-off is advanced, resulting in a more even turning moment,

SCRANTON, Pa.

To rnE Editor of the Railway Age Gazetie:
In your issue of June 25 last a letter of mine comments on

a

previous article by E. F. Givin on the above subject, in which he
makes a plea for the locomotive with a low factor of adhesion.
Again on page 454 of your issue of September 15, in an interesting contribution, he presents his case more in detail.
My contention was that as conditions naturally varied, not only
with each road and each division, but with each subdivision of
service, that

when

meet a particular

Among
of

practical the
set

power should

l)e

of adhesion, and it again scores.
In maintenance, the high factor engine, being comparatively
free from the jars and strains, due to frequent slippage, will
make a better showing in shop repairs and probably appear less

specialized to

of conditions.

other variable factors, that of adhesion holds a place
It seems to me, however, that it is not

frequently on the machinery failure sheets.
The larger cylinder volume and inore frequent racing of the
engine with excess power, mean increased steam consumption.

some importance.

vital,

as

mitted,

is

for instance boiler capacity, and should not be per-

more than

influence design.

a score of other debatable points, to unduly
profound respect for all these important,

10, I

am

while creating

A

and often conflicting requirements, suggests caution in a final
pronouncement.
In the example cited by Mr. Givin, in your issue of September
unable to reach his ultimate conclusion.

Let us analyze

two machines under discussion would each start and handle
same tonnage, their ability in this direction being determined

fire

conditions

that

reduce boiler capacity and

efficiency.

Many

other minor reasons are available, but

above are
•

subject.

sufficient to

defend the position

I

I

believe those

have taken on

this

Gordon Baxter
Delaware. Lackawanna

& Western.

How

French Hospital Trains Help to Save the
The French Have Equipped 250 Trains and
an Organization

By Walter
Our

As

the

warring armies.

In the

it served in its normal capacity as a carrier of troops
It
and supplies, as has already been told in these columns.
remains to be told how France has organized, reorganized, and
now perfected, an intricate hospital train service, about which
revolves every other service for the wounded.
If the lives of
more soldiers have not been lost, if the predicted epidemic of
disease, say of cholera, has not raged in the trench country and
back into France and I have the word of Dr. Alexis Carrel,

beginning

—

of the Rockefeller Auxiliary Hospital at Compeigne for

it

—

it

has

been due to the careful and rapid transportation of troops all
this past summer.
Be it understood that the greatest enemy of
the

wounded

which

soldier

is

not the bullet or shell, but the infection

soon as he

sets in as

is

wounded, the

Perfected
Hospitals

to

Hiatt

S.

European Correspondent.

Special

war goes on the railroad stands out more and more

clearly as the inalienable servant of the

Wounded

Carrying

for

Wounded

bullet or shell hav-

and nurses who never leave
special equipment and its
special duties.
While the five different railroad companies continue to carry their accounts separately for commercial freight
and passenger traffic, from the point of view of the war department they constitute a single immense company, every car and
track of which is at the service of the government. Thus, every
morning the seventh direction of the Minister of War receives
by telegraph information as to the exact location of each of
these trains and issues orders as to where they shall proceed.
The wonderful part about this service is the minimum of cost
for operation. Although no less than $160,000,000 is being spent
for the wounded this year by the seventh direction, $114,860,000
having already been spent for the first nine months of the year,
aside from a sum equally as great spent by private charity, but
a comparatively small part of this money has gone into the
hospital trains. In large part the money has gone and is going
for the supplies needed by the 15,000 physicians at the front or
behind the lines, to purchase automobile ambulances, to buy
stretchers and medicines, and to keep up the 800,000 beds for the
wounded located in public and private hospitals, chateaux, homes,
hotels, at the watering places, and, indeed, under almost every
roof reared to the sky of sunny France.
car, each its selected set of officers

each

it,

its

allowance for supplies,

The organization
markable
railroad

in that

men

its

controlling these trains

was born of a

it

is

particularly

re-

necessity which no one but

could understand until the past spring.

Literally

upon millions of men and women, mindful of their
own loved ones, have been and are giving of their time and
their money to the wounded.
But while everybody could visualize the need for stretchers, for additional hospitals, or for motor
ambulances for use on the battlefields, or to meet trams at
interior railway stations, and to carry the wounded to the hospitals, but few could understand that it was a matter of life and
millions

death to

fit trains properly
for the carrying of the wounded
during a brief 10 or 20 hours. So it was only this spring that
there came any public realization of the need of organizing the

work of

How

Diagram Showing

in

the

Wounded Are

Distributed to Hospitals

for

the Various Parts of France

ing carried into the llesh soiled pieces of his clothing.

It

then

becomes a race against time and distance to get the man into
a real hospital where his wound can be washed and disinfected.

As now organized

the

staffs

of

the hospital

trains

wash the soldiers' wounds en route if necessary.
Beginning before the war with seven hospital trains, kept .almost for show, since nobody could foresee the need for hundreds of trains and thousands of specially equipped cars, sufficient to carry a half million wounded a month, there have been
slowly prepared in France no less than 250 thoroughly equipped
hospital trains, composed of 4,000 cars or onc-thirtccnth the ttital
number of passenger cars used on all the roads of the United
States.
Each train is composed on an average of 16 cars which
form an indivisable unit, carrying from 200 to 400 wounded,
according as they are sit up or lie down. The total capacity of

these 250 trains

about 100,000 wounded.

i.s

German wounded, who

It

is

estimated that

arc treated as well as

1,500,000 men have been carried
front to the hosjiitals in France in these trains.

the French, nearly

from the

TRAINS LIKK HOSPITAL SHU'S.

Each
has

its

train

is

money from

public or private sources.

Finally they

were

understood and each city of France began to contribute money,
then a few Americans contributed money, and now, with the
service in

good order, funds are available from other quarters.
A

NKW

FACTOR IN RAILROADING

undertake

to

to date, including

The work that had been done had been
men and train surgeons clamoring

the trains.

carried on by a few railroad

as perfectly organized as a hospital ship.

Each

number, each has red cross emblems painted on every

The

hospital train

on

a large scale

is

really a

new

factor in

Before this war and as early as 1889, M. dc la
Morandicre, an engineer of the old Western Railway of France,
built some model cars which were shown at the French International Exposition. Later a few trains were built in Belgium
and Switzerland primarily for the purpose of transporting sick
people to the medicinal springs at Lourdes in the south of
France.
The cars on some of the Swiss trains, which have
been used several times this year to transport exchanged French
and German woimded home over neutral territory, may be compared to some of the tourist or emigrant sleeping cars fouiul
railroading.

west of Chicago.

They are corridor

and two rows of beds on cither

side,

cars,

with

center aisles,

each bed having running

water nearby. One of the curious features is a large mirror
provided for each bed.
At the beginning of the war, l)y August 20, 1914, only the
seven hospital trains mentioned above worr in use. The halfmillion or so soldiers woiuidcd during .Xugust, September, and
early October of 1914, were lucky to get to any kind of a train.
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though

in the latter

month no

than 600 had been improvised.

less

they were put on a train,

If

August in the Chamber of Deputies, during an attack
on the hospital service of the army, by a deputy who told how
1,400 wounded were sent into one of the 18 hospital regions of
France when in this region there was no room for more. The
train surgeons ran from village to village and from hospital to

filled with straw or of the 35,000
passenger cars where the badly wounded at best had to lie on
a cushioned seat. They were shoved therein and moved slowly

400,000 freight cars, hastily

A— Car

Carrying

for

I

^Vouncled

on 5frefchers.

J^ ^m

7=J

I

Used by

|-he

Bench
Operating Room

Kitchen

3 Sfrefchers Superimpos ed

B-Car

-A

Pharmacy

r~i^

Trains Personnel and for

Car

D-Hospif-al

I

^

No. 15

59,

cited this

was composed of some of the

it

Vol.

Tabk

Wounded Officers.

E— Supply

Car.

A
C— Car for Carrying

E

F— Kitchen and

Wounded Seated.

A

D

B

C

F

3=

DlZZt

C

Dining Car.

C

This_ train consists of 16 cars, the first car, designated C, being the second car behind the tender.
It carries 296 wounded men, including 108 on
stretchers in the six cars (18 to a car), desi^ated A: 176 seated in the four cars designated C and 12 officers in Car B.
Although it is not so desigfirst car of the train is probably for the nurses.
hospital car similar to the one here marked
was described in the issue of

A

nated in the plan, the

August

D

20.

Plan of a Typical French "Sanitary Train"
to

some

hospital.

Often they went for two or three days with-

out water or nourishment or medical

treatment.

Many

hospital,

from the jolting, even in the cushioned passenger cars wheie the
was still too severe to be borne by the badly wounded.
The conditions existing as late as October 1, 1914, were

jar

A-Roilway Cor

for Carrying

Wounded on

B-Cor Used

C— Cor

rf-^

for

Bij

asking beds for the 1,400 wounded in their care, but

were told every-where that there were no more beds, and finally
had to take the train into the neighboring region.
The period of these wandering trains of cars unequipped for
carrying the wounded, however, has passed. Scientific study of

died

Cots or Strefchers; Provided With Kitchen

Personnel;

l/Vith

Carrying Wounded

in

and Pharmacy.

Dining Room and Office.

Cofs or Seated

Z Small Beds Superimposed

•4-

Stat

5eal

B

r

I

^

£ Small Beds Superimposed

»<.
=tZD:C

AAAAABCCCC
DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DCZDC

This 12-car train, made up of remodeled passenger train cars, each appro.ximately 65 ft. in length, carries 296 wounded men, 120 on stretchers,
116 on beds and 60 seated. The five cars designated A each carry 24 on stretchers and 4 on beds: the four cars designated (' eacli carry 24 on beds
and 15 seated. The nurses* car is presumably the one immediately behind the tender.

Plan of a French Ambulance Train Improvised from Passenger Train Cars

October
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the conditions has brought about mechanical improvements that
One of these imare notable, considering the means at hand.

coverings sufficient for 100 wounded.

provements, that of a train surgeon. Dr. H. L. Beltzer, will
doubtless find world-wide application, because of the possibility
of adapting it to any type of railroad car or field automobile.

and

War

the courtesy of the Minister of

how this
many thousands

given an opportunity to see just

service

on which the

of

lives of so

Another truck carries the

for the nurses, including their cooking utensils,

their supplies of cotton

and bandages.

This

truck also

last

serves as a supply carrier for provisioning the other ten

There are no

bulances.

less

than 60

men

detailed

to

am-

such a

group, including a chief surgeon, 7 assistants, 26 nurses and 17

DET.MLS OF TRAIN 0RG.\NIZATI0N

Through

camp equipment

Not

chauffeurs.

was

I
is

lately

organized

wounded depend.

a

few of these Red Cross helpers are Amerof 2,000 Americans helping all over

icans, there being a total

France.

These motors discharge their wounded

behind the
are here
tagged according to the gravity of their condition, a white card

known

lines,

as the evacuation center.

at a point

The wounded

!

!

for a slight wound, a red for a serious wound, and a blue for

s

i

a

: \

•

.0^\

wound

of

medium

Each wounded man

gravity.

is

provided

with a paper stating his condition, his company, his name, and
the place where he was wounded and is directed with his effects

.

toward a general distribution railroad center. This intermediate
transportation is made either by train, by automobile ambulance
or by hospital canal boat, according to circumstances.
There
are

of

19

these

great

railway

distribution

centers

placed

at

over France, the total governed by nine divisional
stations, which are in turn governed by the seventh direction
of the Minister of War. The 19 distribution centers discharge
their wounded in 18 regions, one or more centers to a region.
intervals

all

^ P/^ ^ >^^kW''
I^HI IkI.^^.

'

^^

^^''At

X.-i^ ^'Mr^^^=^0^

Ofrr

^^Hl

1

A Surgeon's

Device

for

Carrying

Wounded That Avoids

Rebuilding

Continental Passenger Cars

Before the wounded are

distributed

finally

in

the

18 hospital

regions of France, they pass through several stages of handling.

Beginning

makes

at the firing line,

which

for the entire French

divisions

preparations for battle

its

is

divided into 16 ambulance

army and where each division
just as much as docs an army

wounded men arc gathered up by company, batand regimental stretcher carriers and taken to a temporary field station, possibly not more than a mile from the
the

general,
talion,

trenches.

There they are placed

in

automobile ambulances accordnig to

A

Car

in

Permanent Train No.

5,

Showing the Arrangement

of

Beds

the nature of their wounds, and directed toward a center for

treatment or discharge, known as the hospital of evacuation.
This ambulance transportation service is of the greatest im-

The automobiles work

portance.

them being used primarily

for

in

groups of

carrying

the

11,

but four of

wounded.

Five

up for a special surgical use. One serves solely
as a sterilization organ, carrying in it antiseptic washes and
boilers for heating water.
A second !< used for radiographic
In it photographs are taken showing the nature of
purposes.
the wounds, and a siu'geon may immediately proceed to an
are each

fitted

if the case is urgent.
A third five-ton truck carries
medicinal and surgical supplies, with electric searchlights large

operation,

enough
ing.

to light a tent or

Two

wagon where

other heavy trucks are

the surgeons are work-

fitted to

carry stretchers and

The wounded

arrive at these centers in one of three kinds of
permanent rolling hospitals, semi -permanent, or improvised.
The permanent trains handle the badly wounded
(grand blesses) exclusively, the somi-pcrnument the wounded
which must lie down but arc not yet considered in a very serious
condition, and the improvised trains the wounded which arc
trains,

able to

sit

tipright.

Arrived in one of the 18 regions, the wounded are then distributed according to their wounds in hospitals specially adapted
for their treatment. The seriously wounded, say about the body,
are sent to practically .iny general hospital, hut

from nervous shock, or eye wounds arc
Paris, where the largest number of special

iluisc

sutTcring

gener.illy directed
lui^pii.ils

to

are located.
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who

from typhoid fever, are likely
Vichy or Biarritz. This
division of regions into centers of special treatment forms at
once one of the most complicated and interesting details of
the whole method of railroading the wounded.

Those

soldiers

are suffering

to be sent to the waterini; places, like

THli

There are

special

railroad

experts detailed

was painted the .American

cross emblem,

ifag.

At

No

15

the end of

the train trailed the car in which lived the 28 nurses. At the
head, ne.xt the engine, there was a provision car, a short box
car fitted up with closets for linen and blankets, and drawers
for the storing of wine, sugar, rice, coffee, meats and vegetables.

Behind it came a car for the surgeons and a kitchen car containing also space for the storing of dirty linen and cotton, this

HOSPITAL TRAIN AS A UNIT

the seventh direction of the Minister of

Vol.. 59,

at

War who

the

office

of

keep in touch

with every hospital car and train in France, just as a chief
train dispatcher does with his freight and passenger trains.
Every morning these experts receive reports showing the position of trains unloading in the various regions and indicating
the trains needed at the front. When a battle is being prepared

one or more points along the front, they make their preparasurgeon of the army corps involved.
These railroad experts, taken from their ordinary duties with
some one of the individual companies, know that an attack involving so and so many men means that they will have to provide so and so many trains at the evacuation hospitals to carry
away the wounded. Hence there are always reserve trains on
hand ready to carry the wounded back to life.
By special permission I was able to visit two of these reat

tions just as does the chief

material having to be burned so infectious disease might not
be spread.

A .VOTAIiLE INVENTION FOR SHOCK PREVENTION

The

to semi-permanent train No. 22 was of special inbecause there I was shown a new kind of hospital bed
that is being adopted on the English and French hospital trains.
The big obstacle to carrying the wounded soldiers comfortably
has been the lack of the proper kind of beds. There are comvisit

terest,

few sleeping cars and even these are too heavy for
numbers of wounded. There were, however, large numbers of third class passenger cars of
the
corridor type. They were rather heavy, but the chief obstacle
to their use was that they had to be cleared of their old transverse seats and provided instead with iron cots.
One of
the illustrations shows the installation of such cots in permanent
train No. 5.
All this took time, money and workmen
and
these three elements were lacking.
Besides this, there is a
further objection in the case of the very badly wounded to
paratively

the carrying of large

;

the use of a sleeping car, or to the use of beds at

they have to be

moved from

stretchers

their

placed in the car and this not only

may mean

in

all, because
order to be

loss of time, but

horrible suffering.

Dr. H. L. Beltzer, the surgeon in charge of train No. 22,
spring devised a frame support for stretchers which
the simplest thing yet found for the transportation of

men

ambulances or railroad

either in

these frames

makes

is

shown herewith.

In

its

is

last

about

wounded

A

view of one of
simplest form the frame

cars.

possible to utilize any English or continental passenger

it

car without a single change in the seating arrangement without injuring the car in any manner, and without installing in

When

a single bed.

the stretcher

is

placed in the frame,

it

its

of iron rings, each held by a wrought
and these springs take up any kind of shock,
whether up or down or backward or forwards.
When the
train arrives at its destination, there is no .shifting of the
wounded man, when he is loaded into an ambulance. The

handles are
iron

fitted into a set

spring,

stretcher goes with

A

Stretcher

Frame Adapted

for

Use

in

Motor Ambulances or

Freight Cars

means

him

right to the hospital.

In other words,

man

can be carried from the battlefield
to a hospital hundreds of miles away without a change of bed.
The device, with certain adaptions, also has the widest applicathe device

that a

for any kind of

It could also be used in
freight car.
Dr. Beltzer showed me his operating car and
one or two other cars which he had fitted up with a series of
slightly different frames provided with strong springs and
planted in the very center of the car, each frame supporting

tion

.\merican cars.
serve trains, semi-permanent No. 22 and permanent No.

This
S.
charge of Doctors Jacob and Paillard, had been
During that
in service nearly 14 months at the time I visited it.
period it had carried 4,100 seriously wounded men and had
The train had just been disinfected by
lost but five of them.
having its interior washed with alkaline water and eau de jaz'el,
and fumigated with sulphur smoke. The trench flies that had
followed the train were driven away by a free use of cresyl.
latter train, in

All trace of the wounded passengers had been removed and
The train
the beds were fresh and sweet as could be desired.
consisted of 16 cars, several being of the corridor type, with

connecting platforms, unlike the old type of French car. There
were 256 licds in the eight cars of the train set aside for the
wounded, these being placed on either side of the cor.idor.
The hospital crew of the train consisted of 33 men, including
chief surgeon, an assistant surgeon, a provision officer, a
sergeant and 28 nurses. Eight of the cars were used for hosOne of
pital purposes, other than the transport of wounded.
a

them, placed in the center of the eight transport cars, was a
pharmacy and operating car, a freight car made over at the
expense of W. B. Hardy, of Chicago. On its side, near the red

six stretchers, three stretchers to a side, the nurses having

room

frames on either side of the car. Dr. Beltzer has carried many wounded men in this manner, keeping them on their
stretchers either from the battle field or the motor ambulances,
and during the 10, 20 or 30 hours they have spent in the freight
cars on the train, they felt no shock of any description. In some
test cases he made at Havre for English hospital ofticers, he had

to pass the

engines

bump

the cars severely without disturbing the occupants

of the frames.

Removal of Belgian Railways.
has addressed to
of

the

all

— The

Belgian

Government

neutral States a protest against the action

in removing the permanent way of Belgian
The Belgian Government points out that the decision
German authorities will necessarily hamper the trade

Germans

railways.

of

the

and business of a large part of the population, and protests
energetically against this fresh violation of the laws and customs of war.

American Locomotive Builders and Foreign Trade
Manufacturers Must Be Allowed to Combine for Foreign
Selling; Testimony Before Federal Trade Commission

By Waldon Fawcett
Railway equipment apd supplies "Made in the U. S. of A."
can continue to hold a place in the foreign market only if American manufacturers are allowed to combine for foreign selling.
This, in substance, is the information given to the new Federal
Trade Commission by leaders in the field of railroad outfitting.
Moreover, contrary to the impression in some quarters, the situation with respect to American-made locomotives is represented
to be much the same as with regard to rails, signal apparatus and
shop machinery.
"We have done fairly well," said Charles M. Muchnic, vicepresident of the

American Locomotive Sales Corporation,

in dis-

we cannot make
much further progress unless we are allowed to co-operate."
The same view has been advanced by other manufacturers of
rails, rolling stock, etc., who have appeared in person before the
new "supreme court of business," or have communicated their
cussing the foreign sales of his concern, "but

views

in writing.

Waldo H.

Marshall, president of the American Locomotive

Company, was the witness who

initiated, on the part of the Trade
thought to the effect that American
railway supply houses may need that same latitude with respect
to "team work" abroad that seems essential in other lines. This
aspect of the situation came as a revelation to the Federal body
because several witnesses from other fields of industry had taken
it upon themselves to say that whereas the Baldwin Locomotive
^^'orks and similar concerns might need no smoothing of the
pathway of foreign selling, these leaders in the railway field were
in a far more fortunate position than manufacturers in some

Commission, the new

other

line of

lines.

But even the American Locomotive Company finds limitations
placed upon its selling campaigns. President Marshall pointed out.
Said he: "Our company is a pretty fair sized one and we do
carry sales expenses entirely for ourselves in certain parts of the

world where we think the volume of business that we can obtain
is going to be sufficient to justify that expense, but there are
other parts of the world in which we would like to get some
business and where we feel that we cannot afford to have our
own representatives. The cost, year in and year out, would be
far greater than any profits we would ever get on that business.
"Even with companies of our size, selling expense is quite a
question at all times. We have had our own men at three different points in South America, besides agency connections and
In South Africa we cover the situation
1)aiiking connections.
pretty well. In China, Japan, Korea, etc., we have our own men.
But in other parts of the world, for instance in Australia, we
would not think of having any representative direct from home.
We get into some of those territories and feel that the only way
in which we can afford to cover them at all is by some arrangement with a commission house, and we try to get a house that
handles lines of goods that would make them more or less
familiar with machinery sn that they can represent us fairly well,
Hut, after all, they are only transmitters, you might say, of information between the two parties because they do not imderstand locomotive construction enough to furnish any engineering
information except as they may get it from us. Then there are
other places where we cannot afford to pay any commissions at
all
on any fixed basis plus a commission and unless the party
is willing to take it entirely on a commission basis we have In do
without representation."
The purpose of the Federal Trade Commission in taking up.
as the first work following the completion of its organization,

—

this

tain

—

cunent investigation of foreign trade conditi<ins is to ascerwlietlii'v there should be recommended to Congress at its

next session the amendment of the Sherman and other anti-trust
laws now on the statute books. The need for prompt consideration of the

problems involved

is

realized by reason of the

com-

petitive conditions likely to prevail in almost all fields following

the close of the present European war. As matters stand to-day
American manufacturers of railway equipment and all other articles of commerce must face in every foreign mart a united opposition
that is, competitors banded together for the purpose of

—

curtailing selling expenses and preventing reckless price cutting

through bidding against one another. American firms have been
deterred from joining hands to meet such competition through
fear of tlie anti-trust laws which supposedly prohibit combinations of all kinds. The proposition then, that is before the newlycreated Federal Trade Commission for recommendation to Congress, is whether the hampering laws should be so amended as to
allow combinations of American manufacturers in the export
trade through continuing to prohibit such pools or agreements in
the domestic field.
While the locomotive builders are speaking two words for
themselves before the Federal Commission in urging that joint
selling agencies be sanctioned, they are incidentally saying one
word for the smaller manufacturers in the field of railway equipment and supplies the latter presumably being more seriously
handicapped than the locomtive firms. Speaking of the need of
permitting American manufacturers in the railway field to com"I believe that unless such
bine, Vice-President Muchnic said
permission is granted the small manufacturer will be unable to
get his share of the foreign business. At the present time most
of the exports in railway materials and iron and steel products
are made by large manufacturers, and it seems to me that this in
itself is convincing proof of the necessity of co-operation between manufacturers.
"The principal reason why the large manufacturer is able to
command a large share of the export trade is because of the
capital he commands and of the well-trained sales organization
which it has taken years of persevering effort to develop. It is
utterly impossible for the small manufacturer to command either
the capital or such foreign sales organizations, and therefore,
unless the situation, as it is at present, is changed, the small manufacturer will eventually be barred from participating in any

—

:

part of the foreign trade."

men have urged that they be given a
arrangements overseas they have, one
and all, made it clear that joint selling to be effective must be
allowable to the various firms in tlv railway field and not re"You might think," explained
stricted to non-competing firms.
Mr. Marshall, "that if selling combinations are to be effective it
would be very easy for manufacturers in different lines perhaps
to choose a representative, and
that are non-competitive entirely
perhaps let him conduct the business for ten different concerns in
Whereas

free

hand

the locomotive

in

making

sales

—

—

a certain country, but that presents a very difiicult situation for
the reason that it is hard to get one man that knows enough
about ten different lines of goods to represent tlicni effectively
and intelligently. The better w<iy would be to allow those who

are competitive at home, or who are very nearly competitive at
home, to get together and in that way they can get representation
that will be intelligvUt and eflicient and cover their lines of goods

ihoroughly."
In answer to a question from one of the commissioners, the
locomotive builder declared his belief that under such an arrangement there would be confidence on the part of the various

would get a squ.irc deal from
one reason," be m-I. lined, "wliv T

participating concerns that each

the selling agent.

"That

is
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think the arrangement should be more or less voluntarily entered
into, and my idea is that in most lines of trade they would not be
necessarily large organizations.
They would be of moderate
size."

The Comite des Forges of France was cited to the Federal
Trade Commission as, perhaps, an ideal example of co-operation
between locomotive builders. The French combine was portrayed
as fixing prices on the various types of locomotives and apportioning the aggregate orders in proportion to the output of the

various plants.

"After an experience of over ten years this
arrangement has worked out entirely satisfactorily, as far as I
know, to the government, the purchasers, and the manufacturers," said Mr. Muchnic in commenting on the French system.
such a plan could be established in the induswould result "not a rivalry of prices
among the manufacturers, but an effort on the part of each one
to turn out a better product than his competitor."
In the capacity of compiler of facts for Congress the Federal
idea that

It is his

if

try in the United States there

Trade Commission

has, this past

few weeks, manifested an exAmerican export trade

ceptional curiosity as to the status of the

and railway rolling

and in the nature and
Information
supplied to the commission by the witnesses above quoted and
others is to the effect that under normal conditions fully 90 per

in locomotives

extent

of

the

foreign

cent of the output of

all

stock,

competition

encountered.

locomotive shops in Great Britain goes

to foreign countries, while in the case of

Germany

50 to 60 per

cent of the total production

is shipped abroad, as compared with
exports from the United States that represent 8 to 10 per cent
of the total output. "So we have hardly touched the possibilities
of the export trade as compared with the Europeans," commented

one of the executives who appeared before the trade inquisitors.
When one of the commissioners asked whether British builders
can turn out a locomotive more cheaply than can an American
concern there was opened up an extended discussion of what were
put forward b}' the practical locomotive men as the two main
factors that to-day enter into the export trade in American locomotives and railway supplies. One of these is the circumstance
that foreign trade in railway equipment will follow investments.
The other is that the volume of our export trade will be, to a
great extent, measured by our success in inducing foreigners to
adopt American railroad standards.
"Our principal work in
developing our foreign business," explained Mr. Muchnic, "has
been not so much in meeting the competition of foreign builders
as to prevail upon foreign engineers to accept our types of locomotives."

To

drive

where he

home

his point

he cited the situation

in

Argentina

said fully 90 per cent of the railroads belong to British

companies, and
well as the

it

is tacitly

London

understood by the local engineers, as

boards, that no foreign manufacturer will be

allowed to supply equipment unless it is a question of urgent need
and delivery. This situation in South America is reputed to cut
American builders olT from orders for 250 to 300 locomotives
per year.

Many

of the foreign orders for locomotives that have come to
States were landed, the commissioners were told,

the United

make prompt delivery.
on the fact that present-day conditions
with respect to the acceptance of American standard equipment
on roads built and operated by foreign engineers, are but temporary as temporary as the present European war.
For in.stance, it is only because the foreign-built and foreign-managed
roads in South American, China, India, etc., cannot now obtain
equipment constructed to the English, French, German or Belgian standards, to which thty have heretofore subscribed, that
because of the ability of firms here to

Emphasis was also

laid

—

they are, for the time being, impelled to accept the American
standard type of construction. But on the other hand there was
cited the success of American equipment firms in securing repeat

orders

from the government-owned

Argentina and
Brazil, and despite the fact that foreign standards are predominant on the neighboring privately-owned railroads where close
relations exist between the consult' - engineers and the supply
houses.

roads

Vol.

59,

No. 15

"We must not only liave -American investments, but we must
have American engineers to manage the railways in South
America," declared one of the executives. "The prejudice of
foreign engineers is indescribable. They look upon any product
from any other country than their own as absolutely worthless."
In illustration of the dangers of foreign influence there was cited
the situation tliat has lately developed in Brazil on the railway
system which Mr. Farquliar established some 10 or 12 years ago
by the consolidation and development of a number of small
railways partly owned by French, Belgian, English and Brazilian
companies.
With the inauguration of the new enterprise an
American staff was installed and American manufacturers supplied all the rolling stock, but the continued adherence to American standards is represented to be now in jeopardy, owing to a
change of management.
A concrete example of what American investments will do for
American sales of railway equipment is to be found, the commission has been informed, in the situation on the Hukuang Railways
of China, a system financed by four groups of bankers American, French, English and German with the result that an agreement was reached that in the purchase of equipment such as
rails, bridges, cars and locomotives the standard of the country

—

—

of a successful bidder

is

to

be accepted.

Heretofore, so the

Trade Commission has been informed, American firms have supplied locomotives to practically

all the Chinese railroads operated
by the government and to roads dominated by Japanese engineers,
but to none of the lines controlled by the British and Germans.
The extent to which German bankers have co-operated with
German supply houses to beat American competition was brought
out by the president of the American Locomotive Company, in
explaining the need of better credit arrangements in the export
field.
Speaking of the experiences of his firm in the Latin-American field he said
"If we had to deal through a German bank
we felt that practically everything that occurred in regard to our
transaction which could be found out from the outside was
known to our competitors. The amount of money that we were
paid for our locomotives was known to that bank to the last
dollar.
If there were public tenders it might have been known
anyway; but if there were private tenders they had the advantage of all that knowledge. They often knew all that we paid for
freight, and everything of that kind, and we felt that at times
we saw the evidence of that knowledge when it came to the
next bidding."
Developing this aspect of the subject he said: "I do not believe that America's export business will ever be of satisfactory
volume until the banking arrangements are such the credits and
so on that our people will invest in foreign countries. In South
America if English capital has gone to build railroads, then when
the money came to be spent for new equipment it would naturally
be spent at home. .'Knd we know of cases where they have paid
higher prices at home where they did it knowingly and openly
to favor the home market because the capital came from that
country. That has given the English and German manufacturers
large advantages in certain countries."
That the credit problem complicates, in the estimation of President Marshall, the whole selling proposition was disclosed when
he remarked
"I do not think that the small concern can afford
to send out a man of large enough caliber to represent them
alone, intelligently, in the foreign field, for he not only must
know his business as a salesman, as he would know it at home,
but he must be big enough and broad enough, at the present
moment, at least, to be depended upon to some considerable extent in regard to credits." Reverting later to this subject of sell"The more intricate the
ing railway equipment he commented
manufactured article that is shipped abroad, the more necessity
there is for intelligent representation of it in the foreign
:

—

—

—

—

:

:

market."

of

—

Russian Railways and the War. The Russian Minister of
of Communication is asking for extra credit amounting to
about .$2,400,000 to strengthen the railways owing to the war.

Ways

Cab

and Automatic Stops on the Western

Signals

Pacific

Five Miles Block Signaled; No Disks, No Semaphores.
Automatic Train Stops Controlled by Magnetic Induction
At Oroville, Cal., on the Western Pacific, 66 miles north of
Sacramento, the National Safety Appliance Company, of San
Francisco, has installed on five miles of the road, single track,
an automatic block system which works wholly by audible and
visual indications in the locomotive cab and by automatic
train stops, no visual roadside signals being provided, except
small light signals, one at each automatic stop location, called
markers. These are for the information of any engineman who

A

red light indicates that the track magnet
has been stopped.
is still in condition to apply brakes, while green indicates that
the section ahead has been cleared and that the train can
Twenty locomotives have been equipped with the
proceed.

magnet boxes clear the gage line of the track 10 inches, and
midway between the rails there is a space of 8}4 inches. Each
magnet box is 6 inches wide. The receiving coils, on the
locomotive, are fixed to a cross-bar attached to the rear end
of the leading truck of the tender, as shown in Fig. 11. Each
coil passes over its corresponding track magnet with a clear-

ance of 3 inches.

Each track magnet is enclosed in a separate substantial
water-tight metal box, and the receiving coils are equally well
The roadside batteries, for energizing the track
protected.
magnet, controlled by the track circuit as in ordinary autoThe track
matic block signaling, are of 10 volts capacity.

so

Fig-Z.

5S
S6

—

3/oc/r

a

apparatus.

There
induction.
on the roadway and none on the locomorelays, signal valves, and tlie air-pressure

mechanism for applying

A

Stop Circuits for

parts

than

other

tive,

—Automatic

The system works by magnetic

moving

are no

Slack/

>(<

2 and 3

Figs. 1,

magnets

shown

7,

in Fig. S.

take the

and R indicate respectively the points at which
green, yellow and red light indications are given in the cab.
For example, a train moving west from B2 toward CI, C2 and
so on, when the track beyond D4 is occupied, will receive a

Fig. 4

The

section of the road, about
letters G,

two miles

long,

is

Y

yellow indication at

B-,

indicating caution

CI, indicating stop, and,

if

;

Tliis leaves the distance

brakes applied at C2.

are

normally

de-energized,

and

are

energized
Figs.

1,

2,

only

3,

with accompanying descriptive matter, from which

4,

we

following

shows a track-magnet

receiving coil

(a a)

connected

in place

in series

and directly over it a
(/>) and a

with a relay

a red indication at

are not heeded, will have

tlicse

-H

Block Sections, Single Track

when a locomotive approaches within 66 feet.
The proprietors have sent us the drawings.
6 and

brakes.

Two

from C2

to

its

D4

which to bring the train to a stop. If the track is clear, a
green indication is given at B2, assuring a clear road to C2, and
a green indication at C2 indicates clear through the next block.
The de-energizing of the track relays provides also for giving
caution and stop signals, and for automatic stop impulses to
in

trains

coming from the opposite

The apparatus
to

direction.

principally of

"track magnets," fixed

and energized by roadside batteries "receiving
carried on the locomotive, and engine apparatus consisting
tics,

tlie

coils,"

consists

of relays (four), storage battery, air valves for applying

and giving audible cab

signals,

and three

electric lights.

makes

There

is

a registering apparatus which counts the operations of the auto-

Fig.

matic stop.

The

track magncls arc fixed

the

clear

for

the

a

indication,

train

location

stop

where

one

for

apparatus.
'>"lv

between the rails, one to give
one for stop, and one
The photograph. Fig. 9. shows

caution,

three are

required.

On

e.ich

side

the

4

— Circuit*

on Locomotive

battery (r) and other cngino-cal) apparatus (d,

The

receiving coil

and the

coils

of

relay

h

c. /,

,irc

<;,

/i, i,

j, k, I).

of relatively

high resistance and use but .028 amp. current mnstant for each
set.
The relay magnets arc powerful and the contact is not
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The current from

opened by engine vibrations.
not

but

b;ittcry

used

is

c

59,

N^

is

give

to

breaking or loosening of any wire or

the

against

protection

operation,

relay

perfect

to

essential

Vol.

connection.

As the engine moves and the receiving coil passes through
the field of the energized track-magnet, a current is generated
in it which is more powerful than, and flows in opposite direcfrom battery c normally circuhiting in the
This induced current momentarily
and relay.
reverses the magnetism of relay b, permitting its armature to
drop (though it is immediately re-attracted to normal posiThis interruption), opening the circuit to the cab apparatus.
tion of the circuit de-energizes momentarily the iron-clad magnet d, causing the release of its armature c, which normally is
tion to, the current

receiving

coil

held to the poles of the magnet. Lever / is then lifted by the
pressure from the engine main air reservoir, and the air
unseats the valve and flows through the valve casing to pipe g,

air

thus causing whistle h to blow. At the same time the disk i,
attached to the armature stem, and rising with it, closes the
contact at ;' and lights the lamp k. The armature of magnet cl

now

is

away

too far

and

to be attracted by the magnet,

is

when knob

ing this knob opens contact

thus cutting out the signal light,
the

and

;',

depressed. Press-

The engine has passed beyond

reseats the air valve.

it

is

s

re-

stored to normal position only

/

a.

magnet and armature c is held down by current from /)
and the supply of air is cut off from the signal whistle, stop-

I I

ping

U^

track

it.

The foregoing

provided

apparatus

of

signals

— clear,

apparatus

description applies to

described,

stop

namely,

of the regulation
each set consists of the

operation

the

for

caution and

— and

receiving

(J

each of the three sets

coil,

electrically

relay,

A

controlled air valve, signal whistle and colored lamp.

s

>

J3

O
a
o

fourth

same apparatus, omitting the lamp, is provided to
actuate the automatic stop and is operated in the same manner
of the

set

as described except that valve

The alarm

valve.

is

£?

whistle of the automatic stop

is

located in

When the
automatic stop valve apparatus.
automatic stop has been operated, pressure on knob / restores
the vent valve to normal position, but the service application
of brakes has been made and the brakes cannot be released
the

base

of

B
'a

a vent instead of a supply

the

until the train is

stopped,

when

the engineman must get

o
Si

^

s;

c

down

CO

on the ground and close a

valve.

for operating in either direction on the
necessary reversal of the operation of the
when an engine has been turned around, being

>1

provided for by a reversing switch.
The track magnet, Figs. 4 and 14, is fixed in a heavy case,
15% in. long, 5 in. wide and 5 in. high (extreme height from
ties 7 in.).
The cover is flanged over sides and ends and is
The leadout wires run
bolted down on water-tight gaskets.

u

Provision

same

track,

is

made

receiving coils,

through insulated water-tight stuffing boxes. The magnet reNormal
quires an energizing circuit of S amperes at 10 volts.
operation takes current for 15 seconds only. Protection against
loose brake-rods, etc., is afforded by a pine block 48 in. long,
covered with a J4 'i. steel plate, as shown in the photograph,
Fig.

U)

the

..o

1;

i
I

in

9.

The locomotive receiving coil (Figs. 10 and 11) consists of
two cores of Norway iron, wound in the form of a circular
bobbin.
The cores project through the bobbins and are fixed
The projecting upper ends of
at the lower end to pole-faces.
cores arc secured to a connecting iron bar.

Connecting wires

pass through a pipe attached to the lower parts
cases.

The

The

coil cases are

length over

all

of cast brass and

distance between coil cases being

Four receiving
clear,

4^

of the encased apparatus

coils

9]/i

in.

is

of

the

coil

in diameter.

18^

in.,

the

for

the

in.

form an engine

set,

one each

the caution, and the stop signals, and one for automatic

These receiving coils are arranged in pairs,
down, to an iron cross-bar (Fig. 11), which is
supported by brackets extending back from the forward truck of
the tender. Receiving coils will receive magnetic impulse from
stop

operation.

bolted, pole-faces

BO

.Sf

a:

O
O

October

respective

their

substantial connecting plug

the side

The

even

track-magnets

Wires from the receiving

centers.

a
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S,

fill

should

the iron

to

they be 2

in.

off

connected through

coils are

box bolted

relay

(Fig.

12

Fig.

for the automatic stop.
nections,
i.

k,

6

— Brake

4,

by the

letters d, e, f, g, h,

i

I.

The

valve magnet

the 2-cell

connected with the engine relay and with
Edison storage battery of 2.S v. and 125 ampere hours

capacity,

as

current of

is

shown

.25

in

Fig.

Description and Operation
cylinder

4.

Each valve takes

a

by

1

— The

suitable

brake pipe
pipe

connected with

is

and

fittings.

In

this

formed by the two piston heads 2 and 3,
piston head 3 fitting into the small end of the cylinder, and
both heads fitting airtight in normal position. Piston rod 4 is
fastened with screw threads to both heads, and piston head 3 is
cylinder a

chamber

is

Applying Apparatus

Each of the four valves has the con-

indicated in Fig.

etc.,

cation.

application

and g Fig. 4) are located in the
engine cab with the restore knobs convenient to the engineman's hand. A locked and water-tight case contains these four
valves, three for the signal lamps and whistles, and the fourth
valves

air

out preventing the engineman from giving an emergency appli-

to

of the tender.

647

constant

amp.

The valve casing is \2% in. wide, 12 in. high and S% in. thick.
Height over all (case, knobs and whistles) 20J4 in.
Outside the lower right-hand corner of the valve case is a

fastened to application tube

Disk 6
7 and

is

5,

each having the same diameter.

fastened to application tube 5 and bears against levers

Lever

8.

7

held against disk 6 by a

is

operates application counter 47 when disk 6
normal position shown.
Application tube

is

spring which

moved from

5

passes

the

through

cylinder 9 and

is connected with piston head 10 by a loose joint
which eliminates strain due to any unevenness of cylinders.
Piston head 10 fits airtight for the entire length of its cylinder
(9) and is fastened to piston rod 11, which passes through
graduating cylinder 12. The other end of rod 11 is fastened to

From Main Reserymr-^^

41

Fig. 7

Brake Applying Apparatus

Plan

reversing switch.
When the switch point is on one extreme
end of the tjuadrant, connections arc made for moving in one
direction.
The center is neutral, with current switched off,
allowing valves to go to "danger."
When the point is on the
other end of quadrant, connections are made for moving in the

piston head

opposite direction.

restricted port 35, the air flow being regulated by application
adjustment needle valve 16. The pressure in clianibcr 15, acting on the larger area of piston head 13, forces it to the extreme right or normal position, carrying with it piston hc.id

Tirr:

This
pressed
only

is

illustrated in Figs 6, 7

air.

when

automatic train stop

The connections

and

13.

It

are such that

it

is

worked by com-

applies the brakes

stop signals have been disregarded, and

it

is

designed

to give only the regular service application of brakes, yet wilh-

Main

13,

which

fits

airtight the entire length of cylinder

is connected by suitable pipe
and fittings to the main air passage 14 in the uvipcr part of
graduating cylinder 12.
The air in chamber 15, formed by
piston heads 10 and 13, is supplied from passage 14 ihrouRh

12,

10,

reservoir air pressure

of smaller diameter.

The diaphragm valve

takes

its

supply from

ilio

main

air pass-
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age 14, through passage 17 into chamber 18, thence through
passage 19 and restricted port 20, of fixed capacity, into chamber 21. As the air pressure builds up in chamber 21, diaphragm
22 is deflected toward chamber 18, carrying with it diaphragm
23,

which

is

of smaller area than diaphragm 22.

This causes

valve 24 to close into seat 25, thus shutting oflf pressure from
chamber 26. Air pressure in chamber 21 flows through passage

n

into

fittings

controlhng pipe

the

Vol.

of the diaphragms

deflection

59,

No. 15

and the remaining pressure

escapes to the atmosphere by valve 29 through port 32.

All
unseating valve 24, allowing pressure to flow
from passage 14 through 17, 18 and 24 (open) into chamber 26.
This chamber is filled, and air escaping through restricted port
34 (of fixed capacity) causes whistle 33 to blow.
The air
this

results

in

and thence by suitable pipe and

28,

to the venting valve connected

with the controlled air

valve in the cab (Fig. 12).

The opening

when

of the valve,

a stop

is

to be

made, reduces

Fig.

capacity of passage 34

is

valve 24, hence pressure

9

— Track

much

very
is

Magnet

built

up

less
in

than the capacity of

chamber

26.

When

the

pressure in chamber 26 equals the pressure in chamber 15, its
superior force against the greater area of piston 13 causes
piston 10 to move toward application cylinder 1. At the same

time the pressure in chamber 15 is forced back through restricted passage 35.
The speed of the movement of these
pistons is regulated by application adjustment valve 16, which
controls the flow of pressure forced from chamber IS.
The movement of piston 10 carries with it piston head 13,
Fig.

8

—Time

[See

the pressure in

toward chamber

chamber
21.

The

.S,

y

21,

and

piston rod

Limit Relay
10, Fig.

1]

causing the diaphragms to deflect

port 20 then closes into contact with

valve stem 29, thus shutting off the supply from chamber 18 and

forcing valve 29 against spring 30 until diaphragm stud 31
in contact

with the valve seat stud of valve 29.

with disk 6, piston head 3,
This operation causes piston
head 3 to travel with application tube 5 into the larger portion
of cylinder 1, from which the brake-pipe pressure, entering at
36, passes into application cylinder 5, through slot il
and
thence exhausts to atmosphere through holes 38, which are
normally covered, in cylinder 9. The speed of travel of application tube 5 and attached pistons is so regulated by the
piston rod

is

This controls

11,

4,

application tube

and piston head

5,

2.

,

—

ur jM
Fig.

10- Automatic Slop and Cab

Signal

— National

Safety Appliance

Company

October
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—

56 and 57 energizes the track relay. Fig.

adjustment of needle valve 16 as to reduce the brake-pipe
pressure only to the extent requisite for a service application
of brakes.

connected by suitable pipe and fittings to the exWhen disk 6
the engine distributing valve.
moves, in company with tube 5, to which it is attached, lever 8
is released, permitting spring 39 to close valve 40, thus shutting
off the distributing valve exhaust and preventing the engineman from releasing the brakes until the automatic stop mechanism is again restored to normal position. Restoration can

Valve 40

haust

be

is

port

made

of

only by

first

pressing the electric vent valve knob in

the cab and then pushing release valve button 42 on the

or duplex valve, which button

(42)

tandem

can only be reached from

the ground.

The tandem

back of the plate carrying its
This valve takes
its air supply from the pipe supplying graduating cylinder 12,
the air entering at 41. When release button 42 is pressed in, it
raises valve stems 43, allowing the air entering at 41 to pass
valve seats 44 and through chamber 46 to outlet 45, thence
through connecting tubing to controlling pipe 28 and through
passage 27 into chamber 21, there building pressure superior to
the escapement to atmosphere through the small port 32.
The
increased pressure in chamber 21 causes diaphragms 22 and 23 to
or duple-x valve

valve button 42 and

is

shown

is

in dotted lines.
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line

wires 50 and

51,

controls line relay

2,

which, by means of
Fig.

1,

3.

Block 2 has its track battery at the far end, and through wires
54 and 55 controls track relay k, Fig. 2. This relay, by means of
line wires 52 and 53, controls line relay 1, Fig. 1.
Suppose two trains from opposite directions enter the blocks,
as shown, at the same instant. Relays
and k. Fig. 2, drop their
;'

armatures, causing the line relays

now

to Fig.

Armature
armature

2,

1,

line relay

1,

1

Referring

in turn to open.

opening, closes contacts 38 and 35.

1,

through wires 34 and

38, closes

magnet

5

and locks

3 against contact 35.

mentioned are now in condition to energize
but no further movement of any
part takes place until the forward truck of the engine passes
insulating joint /, assuming a train moving in the direction of
arrow 101. At insulating joint g a local track battery 27 is connected to the rails by wires 29 and 30. Current from this battery
is prevented from disturbing the main track circuit by insulating
joints / and g, two rail lengths apart. At / wires 43 and 44 run

The

circuits just

the train-stop track-magnet

;

toward chamber 18, increasing its pressure to the closing
of valve 24, thus cutting off the supply of chamber 26 and so to
whistle 33, which quickly exhausts the air pressure in chamber 26.
deflect

Pressure

chamber 26 being exhausted, the pistons

in

Fig.

1 1

— Receiving

Coils

on Locomotive

—Top

will

move

View

at once to their normal position, valve 40 reopened and the
engineman can release the brakes and proceed, subject to the
signal indication of the automatic roadside marker at each automatic stop location. Whenever a train is stopped by the opera-

back

tion of the automatic stop device, record

matic application counter 47.
The entire automatic stop mechanism
by a tight cover, outlined by line 48. This

When two

or

is

is

more locomotives are used

the automatic stop

is

is

made by

the auto-

kept free from dirt
sealed.

in the

same

train,

and

operative only on the leader, the standard

double-heading cock under the brake valve (in the cab) is displaced by a three-port cock, one port of which controls the brake
pipe pressure to the automatic brake valve, one the main reservoir pressure to the automatic stop, and the other the brake pipe
pressure to the automatic stop. Hence, when this cock normally
sealed open to prevent wrong use is closed on all locomotives
except the leader, both the automatic brake valve and the automatic stop are cut out.

—

—

ROAllSiriH

Figs.

2 and

3,

1

show

.M't'ARATUS

the automatic stop circuits in the roadside

apparatus of two complete blocks.
caution and stop signals

is

The operation of

controlled in exactly the

the clear,

same manner.

from adjacent rail sections at a, b. h.
At each signal location two
h, i, ». ;•
more insulating joints arc used, /, g, p, q. These joints do not
break the main track circuit, which is shunted aroiuid them by
wires 48 and 49 through contact lever 7 of protective relay 6.
The disarrangement or failure of any of the apparatus, batteries or wiring, will cause this protective relay to drop its armature, thus opening the track circuit and causing the display of
Block
Block 2

is

1

is

insulated

i.

insulated at

stop signals.

Block

1

is

supplied witli track b.itlery at d, which through wires

Fig.

12— Air

Valves

to magnet 8 of the time limit iela.\ and nonnally battery 27
holds up armatures 19, 20, 21 and 11 of relay 8, thus holding con-

and 46 open. The forward truck of the engine, as
Armature 20 is connected by
/, shunts magnet 8.
wires 47 and 46 with one pole of battery 26. and when it drops it
closes a circuit through wires ii and 45 to magnet li.
Th(
action of this magnet is to lock armatures 21 and 22 secureK
against contacts 42 and 46.
As armatures 21 and 21 drop, current travels from battery 26
through wire 46 to armature 21, thence to armature 21, thence
through cont.-ict and wire 42 lo solenoid 9, llu-nce through wire 40
to armature 24, thence through wires 36 .ind 58 to tlie other pole
tacts 41, 42, 45
it

passes joint

of the battery.

The

up

to

core

.iction of this

solenoid

is

to instantly

draw

which is attached a frame connected to the
pistons of two dashpots 12 and 13. and which also carries two
projections 16 and 15. .\rni 1() normally depnsses lever 17: the
action of 15 is to lift armatures 24 and 25 to a point where they
can be retained by magnet 10. which cannot attract them from the
distance at which they arc normally set. As the core 14 reaches
the end of its travel the circuit of solenoid 9 is broken by reason
its

14.
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of armature 24 being attracted and held by magnet 10, the circuit
of 10 being closed through armature 19 and wires 47 and 46 to
one pole of the battery and through wire 41, magnet 10, wires 36
and 58 to the other pole.

As the plunger 14 rises the projection 16 allows the right hand
end of lever 17 to descend, closing the circuit to the track magnet
28.
This circuit is through wire 32 from battery 26, thence
through magnet and wire 31 to lever 17, to wire 35, to armature
3 of relay 1, thence by wire 34 to the other pole of the battery.

Vol.
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engine enters this short section (the length of two rails), relay
9, Fig. 1, lifts 16 and allows the right hand end of lever 17, to drop

and close the

circuit to energize the track

magnet

28, thus trans-

mitting the impulse to the receiving device on the engine and
setting in operation the aparatus for applying brakes.

bound train

will be stopped in the

The

for each train to be brought to rest before reaching D.
time-limit

relays

east-

same way, there being room

The

are so adjusted that they energize the track

magTiet 28, only for a sufficient time to communicate an impulse
to the slowest train, after

which they automatically cut out the

track magnet until the train clears the insulated rail sect'on,

/,

g (or p, q), upon which they reset themselves ready for the
next operation.
The foregoing paragraph, it will be remembered, refers only
In a complete system relay ; might have
to an automatic stop.
other contacts, arranged to protect the westbound train from
eastbound trains, farther back, by giving warnings at suitable

'f'A

^jfc|

distances
its

own

;

or to set stop-apparatus, or signaling apparatus, in

rear.

The action of the
With the line and

protective relay 6

is

as follows

time-limit relays in their normal position,

is connected across the open contact between lever 17 and
wire 35 by means of wire 39 to armature 25, thence by wire 39 to
lever 17, thence by wire 31 to track magnet 28, thence by wire 32

relay 6

Fig.

13

— Brake- Applying

Apparatus

Dashpots are so arranged that their retarding action takes
on the downward movement of the plunger 14, current remaining on the track magnet until the projection 16 has again
depressed the lever 17, thus opening the circuit of the track
wire in the external circuit will produce the same result. Should
magnet. The magnet box contacts cannot be set for another
place

operation until the train has cleared the short rail section from
/ to g, allowing current to again pass through magnet 8, which
attracts its armatures, thus breaking the circuit of magnet 10,

which allows armatures 24 and 25 to return

to their

normal posi-

tion.

To recapitulate, reading Figs. 3, 2 and 1, from right to left,
and following the behavior of the relays in the operation of
the two automatic stops arranged foropposing train movements,
we

note,

from C

first,

to

that the track circuits are

D, and from

D

to £.

shown as extending
These, circuits include stand-

ard neutral type relays k and /, controlling line relays
in turn control the automatic stop magnets on the

which

1,

1,

Fig.

ties

15

— Locomotive

Relay

28, 28.

Suppose two opposing trains entering the blocks as shown,
one at C and the other at E: as the trains enter the blocks.

Fig.

the track battery

is

14

Track Magnet

shunted and relays k and

ing the circuits of line relays

moving

in the direction

battery

o.

1,

1.

Thus

;

open, thus open-

the westbound train,

to one pole of battery 26. The other side of the circuit is from 6
by wire 37 to wire 35, thence to a high resistance 4 bridged
across the terminals of armature 3 and contact 35, thence by
wire 34 to the other pole of the battery. The relay 6 is of high
resistance and the resistance connected in series with it at 4
reduces its operating current to an amount just sufficient to enable
it to securely retain its armature 7.
Any diminution of the voltage of the battery 26 below its normal safe operating point will
weaken magnet 6, thus dropping armature 7, which will open the
track circuit and set the proper stop signals. The breaking of any
the track battery 27 or its connections 29 or 30 fail; or if wires
43 or 44 leading to magnet 8 should be broken (causing plunger
14 to be operated) then relay 6 will be cut out by the opening of
the contact between armature 25 and wire 39.
The opening of
these contacts in the ordinary course of delivering a signal produces no effect, as the track circuit has already been opened by
the entrance of a train into the block.

of the arrow, 101, opens the circuit of
wires SO and SI, and actuates the proper instruments to stop the eastbound train by application of the
brakes at 28, Fig. 3; while the eastbound train protects itself

The condensers at 11 and 18 are connected across the contacts
shown to dissipate the inductive spark occurring on breaking
the circuit. Auxiliary carbon contacts (not shown) are also pro-

against

tacts against sparking,

Fig.

2,

westbound, in the same manner, by opening the
circuit of battery m, Fig. 2.
No further movement of the
roadside instruments will take place until the forward truck
of the engine— assuming that an engine from the east, moving
in the direction of the arrow, 101, is the first to arrive— moves
on to the short insulated section of track /, g. .^s soon as the
the

vided between lever 17 and contact 35 to further protect the con-

This system has been developed and installed by the National
Safety Appliance Company, of San Francisco, as before stated
and the general arrangement, as well as most of the appliances,
has been designed by W. S. Levin, chief engineer of that

company.

Interstate

Commerce Commission Hearing on Valuation
Railroads Urge the Commission to Co-operate with

Fundamental Principles

in Establishing

On Thursday and Friday of last week the Interstate Commerce
Commission heard oral argument on valuation matters conducted

to

Them

Be Used

tions, but

on reasonable prices and present methods of doing the work.
Everything now in existence except the road which is to be the
subject of the investigation is to be assumed to be in existence
in getting at this cost of reproduction new.
The historical construction of the property or similar properties may be an aid in
determining the present cost of reproduction insofar as it shows
overhead costs, costs incidental to accidents, etc. A plan of
engineering should be laid out exactly as if a new road were
to be constructed. The procedure should be the same in making
estimates of costs as would be the case if the work was actu-

state

ally to

argument. The Interstate Commerce Commission gave them 60
days in which to file a brief, but did not set any date for oral
argument.
The following is an abstract of the brief and oral argument
presented by the railroads' counsel
Under the act of Congress of March 1, 1913, the Interstate
Commerce Commission is required to ascertain and report on
the value of the constituent parts of the transportation system
subject to the act to regulate commerce. This system comprises,
roughly, 250,000 miles of line and with securities outstanding in
the hands of the public totaling, approximately, $15,330,000,000.
The act requires the railroads to co-operate with and aid the

the progress of the work.

by Pierce Butler and other counsel for the President's Conference Committee of the railroads. The oral argument was based
on a brief of 544 pages which the counsel had previously filed
with the commission. There were a few members of the state
commissions present, and Director Prouty, of the valuation
work, was present. The commissioners. Director Prouty and
Milo R. Maltbie, now employed by the commission, asked ques-

no witnesses were heard. The representatives of the
commissions, after the railroad companies' oral argument
was completed, asked for ninety days in which to file a brief
and also asked for a hearing at which they could present oral

commission

in the valuation.

REASONS FOR THE ENACTMENT OF THE VALUATION ACT
In the year following the creation of the Interstate

Commerce Commission's annual

tion, the principal

urging

report to valua-

reasons which the commission advanced for

were

it

to its proprietors.

(2) In determining whether rates as fixed by the

government

are confiscatory.

In connection with railway taxation.

(4) In the ascertainment of a proper depreciation reserve.
(5) In

testing

accuracy

the

the

of

balance

sheets

of

the

carriers.

(6)

As

a

help

in

the

organization

railway

of

statistics

in

general.
(7)

It is the cost of reproduction new of the identical and not of
another or substituted stretch of road that is required by the
law.
Original records of grading quantities when corroborated
In deterfurnish better evidence than present measurement.

mining the cost of reproduction new, there must be taken into
present or original conditions, ascertainment of
grading quantities to be included in the reproduction inventory
and the time required to reproduce the property. Furthermore,
the form and manner in which the road shall be reproduced must
be determined and the overhead charges estimated, these charges

consideration

include engineering contingencies, interest during construc-

taxes and promotion organization and administration. Allowance must also be made for materials on hand and working
tion,

capital.

THE DETERMINATION OF UNIT PRICES

The

prices to be used in the valuation should be arrived at by

Price tendencies and conand material markets during a reasonable
period of time next preceding and at the date as of which the
valuation is to be made, should also be used, due consideration
a consideration of prevailing prices.

being given to the existence or non-existence of active railroad
construction during the period. The importance of the subject
of unit prices is so great and so many different elements enter
into a proper consideration of it, some of which depend on local
conditions and peculiar circumstances, that no prices ought to
be applied even tentatively by the government valuation forces
without the fullest consultation with representatives of the company whose property is to be valued. [Director Prouty stated

much difficulty had been experienced in getagreement between the forces of the commission and
the railroad company that work along certain lines was being
carried on and reports on it made by subordinates without submission of these reports of the railroad company's engineers.
This method was very urgently objected to by counsel for the
that in the west so

In determining whether the railroads arc under or over

capitalized.

The Adamson

bill

contained

valuation," but the body of the

in

bill

its

the

title

was not

words "physical

limited to the physical

and the Senate struck out the word physical in the
it amended the bill.
The Senate committee reporting on the bill, said, "These terms [governing all elements of
valuation,
title

account.

ditions affecting labor

(1) To obtain a trustworthy estimate of the relations existing between the present worth of railroad property and its cost

(3)

when

value attaching to the property of

common

carriers

clcuirtils of valnc, that

is,

ting an

roads.]

API'RECIATION

iutangililc values.

Appreciation includes both seasoning and adaptation, and both
of these should be taken into consideration. A newly built railroad has no greater length of life than an old railro.id properly
maintained.

The only

depreciation, therefore, which should be

taken into consideration
lOST OF RfU'RODUCTION

NKW

In arriving at reproduction cost, the weight which the figures

may have
in:iking

as evidence of value should not control or substantially

the
the

methods employed or the conceptions adopted for
ostinialc

AND DEPRECIATION

for rate-

making purposes] accepted by recognized authority, arc; (1)
The original cost to date; (2) cost of reproduction now; (3)
cost of reproduction less depreciation; (4) other values and

affrcl

Allowance must be made for the

seasoning of a railroad property and where there is appreciation
as in the case of roadbed such appreciation should be taken into

to

Commerce

Commission it urged the necessity for valuation, and in 1913,
and again in later years urged Congress to pass an act which
would require a valuation. Summarizing the various references
in the Interstate

be done. Thus means of transportation other than the
property of the railroad to be reproduced will be available and
means of transportation over the railroad itself will develop with

Reproduction estimates should ho based

The clement

is

that

due

to neglect of maintenance.

of accrued depreciation, that

is, the loss of service
simple properties of a railroad, the same being still
in place and in useful serviceable condition, should not be con-

life

in the

sidered as an element of depreciation, because, as has been
demonstrated, this clement does not atTcct the value of the rail-
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road and the sole and only purpose of the valuation act is to
An attempt to estimate accrued depreciation
is nothing but a guess and the result obtained is worthless. The
amount of deferred maintenance, however, can be ascertained
ascertain the value.

through personal inspection and the courts have held that in
determining the cost of reproduction less depreciation, the only
depreciation involved is that which actually exists at the time and
in other words, deferred
which is capable of measurement
;

maintenance.
A proper condition for economical operation should be determined for each piece of road and on the basis of this depreciaIn other words, if the estimated life of
tion should be figured.
a rail is IS years, no depreciation should be figured against rail
which has been in track for five years so long as the railroad
is renewing each year the rails that need to be renewed
and thus keeping its track up to the proper operating standard.
Property should be inspected jointly by representatives of the
valuation forces and of the railroad company and every reasonable effort made to agree, first, on the question of whether there
is any deferred maintenance and, secondly, on the amount of it,
if any.
The only purpose of determining depreciation is to ascertain whether or not the value of the property has been preserved
and only to the extent that it has not been preserved is there

company

Property should be classified as follows
Items and groups of properties which appreciate.
Items for which cost of reproduction less depreciation and
cost of reproduction new are the same.
depreciation.

Track.
Machinery, tools and equipment.

Remaining

classes.

LAN

The same

II

principle should be used in determining the value of

land used for railroad purposes that
Railroad property
tion proceedings.

is
is

now used

in

condemna-

private property.

The

required to be found is the entire value. It is not
within the power of Congress to provide that any value or element of value shall be excluded from consideration in any case

value that

to

is

which the provisions of the

fifth

and fourteenth amendments

of the constitution apply for the protection of private property.
It makes no difference how the railroad company came to acquire
the land which

it

has so long, of co,urse, as

it

acquired

it

legally.

to be determined is the value which should be assigned
the property were to be taken under condemnation proceed-

The value
if

There is a theory known as the trustee theory which
ings.
assumes that there exists between the public and every railroad
the relation of principal and agent, or of beneficiary and trustee.

No

such relation exists.

money

The

that the latter has

public does not

invested in

its

owe

it

moral right to appropriate the rewards of success.
The right to regulate the charges of those engaged in a public
calling or to regulate the selling prices of commodities rests on
the power of police and not on ownership, legal or equitable,

any

legal or

of the property.

Some

of the advocates of the trustee theory

is settled against them and they insist
Supreme Court must reverse itself. Manifestly, the
commission has no power cither to reverse the court or amend

frankly admit that the law

that

the

the constitution.

The value of land for terminal purposes or for right of way
cannot be determined without also taking into consideration the
use for which it is to be put. The right of way of a railroad is
more valuable than an equal acreage of land Iving adjacent to
it

used for agricultural purposes.

[Commissioner Hall asked what would be the line of argument in a case where, when the railroad was built, the land was
not under irrigation and was bought for $1.25 an acre. Later
irrigation was introduced and the value of land for agricultural purposes increased to $100 an acre. Counsel for the railroads maintained that the value which should be taken was the
value that would have to be taken if all other conditions were
the same as they are now, except that the railroad was not
there.
In other words, that if a road were now to be built

59,
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the price which would have to be paid
would be at least as high as its value for agricultural
It was conceded, however, that there might be a
purposes.
conceivable case in which land for railroad purposes would be
less valuable than for some other purposes, but it was argued
that in this case the railroad would not be built and that, therefore, if a railroad was built it was evidence that the land for
railroad purposes was more valuable, or at least as valuable, as

through

this territory,

for land

the land for other purposes.]
It

the property and not the cost of

is

it

of which the owner

The Minnot be deprived without due process of law.
nesota cases do not condemn the reproduction method of valuing

may

land

when reasonably

applied.

The court condemned

the par-

Northern Pacific case, because of
defects it found therein and which are specified in the opinion.
The phrase "the fair average of the normal market value of
land in the vicinity having a similar character," and again the
phrase "the fair average market value of similar land in the

method used

ticular

in

the

without additions by the use of multipliers or others

vicinity

to cover hypothetical outlays" are not to be read to

value

for

general

mean

phrases

—not

prices

mean market

— purposes.

These
which the company would now have to pay
including

railway

to carve an equivalent right-of-way out of adjacent lands hav-

ing a similar character and value.
compilation was made by counsel for the railroads showing
land acquired by railroads for building extensions, branch lines

A

and double track, etc., in the last ten years and a general average was then made to compare the cost which the railroad company had to pay for land, for railroad purposes, with that
which would have had to have been paid for the same land for
other purposes. The price which would have had to have been
paid for all the land for other purposes was approximately 40
per cent of the price which the railroad company had to pay.
It is the experience of railroad companies in recent times which
should be made the basis of the estimate as to how much more
land is worth for railroad purposes than for other purposes.
[The question was asked as to whether, if the Pennsylvania
Railroad did not exist today, it would not be very easy to obgrants, cheap right-of-way, etc., for the building of
Counsel for the railroads replied that it is imposthis road.
tain land

pure speculation, that the best answer to the
found in the experience of railroads which
are today building a new line, extensions or branches, and
this experience shows that the railroad has to pay very considerably more than would some one who was acquiring the

go

sible to

question

off into

to be

is

land for other purposes.]

"used for purposes of a

a railroad the

property, nor has

Vol.

common

carrier"

two
which is for the company's purposes as a common carrier and that for purposes other than those of a common carrier. Furthermore, the second class includes both property owned and property used for purposes as a common carrier;
thus the Armour Car Lines could not be valued under the law as
the property of that company because the law applies only to common carriers and that company is not a common carrier. All
property, therefore, used by an operating carrier, whether owned
by it or not, must be included in the inventory of the operating

The

classes,

carrier.

law broadly divides the property of a railroad into
that

All joint facilities should appear in the reproduction in-

ventory of each carrier and in addition to the original cost, cost
of reproduction new and cost of reproduction less depreciation, a
full statement as to the owneship of the facilities, a full statement
as to the use made of the facilities by each carrier using same, together with the rates and obligations in that regard, and a full
statement as to whether carriers pay for the facilities and in

what amounts, and the consideration for such payments should
be shown. When all these facts are properly before the commission, then will be the time to formulate the rule for the determination and apportionment of such value.
AnnlTIONS PAID FOR EARNINGS
All the property of the carrier, whether paid for out of cap-

I

October
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8,

or earnings, or whether received as a gift,

ital

the value on which the carrier

in

is

entitled

to

return.

The

assumption that a surplus of earnings is prima facie evidence
There is no
is wholly wrong.

company

pay out in dividends surplus and then ask its stockholders to invest an amount equal to
the dividend in the property to make the investment of surplus a new investment and an investment of property which
The only equitable assumption is
belongs to the stockholder.
that the rates charged are reasonable and that the fact that
a particular railroad company can earn a surplus is because it
is economically located and operated, and that good business
judgment has been used in its management. Additions and betto actually

made

out of earnings or surplus are, of course, subject
to taxation on the same principles and to the same extent as if
they had been paid for out of capital, and the Supreme Court

terments

THE GRETNA COLLISION

to be included

is

of unreasonable rates in the past,
necessity for the
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of Washington has specifically pointed out in a recent case that
there cannot be one value for purposes of taxation and another

value for the purpose of establishing reasonable rates.

The

disastrous collision on the Caledonian Railway at Quin-

May 22, last, when a train filled with troops ran at high
speed into a local passenger train, was reported in the Railway

tinshill.

Age

Gazette, June 11, pages 1227 and 1242. The report of the
Board of Trade inspector, Lieut. Col. E. Druitt, just at hand,
gives the total casualties as 473 (227 killed and 246 injured), by
far the largest record for a single train wreck that we can re-

The number of

call.

in

June, but

in

the

list

but not

killed

is

66 more than the number reported
who at first were included

includes 28 persons

it

of injured.

This total includes 82 bodies recovered

recognizable because of the effects of the

expresses the hope that

inspector

few

fire.

The

any of the nersons

if

burned were conscious when the fire reached them. Of
number of killed 215 were in the troop train, 7 in the
express train which ran into the wreck a minute after the collision occurred, and 2 in the local passenger train.
The number
of employees killed was 3 and of injured 4.
fatally

the total

Discussing the cause of the collision, the inspector recounts

OTHER VALUES AND ELEMENTS OF VALUE

various things done or omitted which led up to the fatal error,
or which were potentially dangerous; but he devotes his prin-

of value which may be called the intangible
values, but which nevertheless are as substantial and as real as
any physical values, may be divided as between values which

cipal

attach to specific pieces of property, units or parts of property

if

Each
and values which attach to the property as a whole.
particular case must be studied to determine the value which

means that every signal box on a main line is to be fully provided with this device, on both tracks, between the home and

The other elements

attaches to specific pieces of property; thus if a railroad

com-

pany owns a piece of right-of-way or terminal which renders
all
the service which the owning carrier can require therefrom, and in addition the owner receives a substantial revenue
from some other railroad, this value should be taken into consideration.

paragraph

a place like Quintinshill

signals

all

The

Going concern value

2.

sum of

from the

is

the values of

that element of value, in addition
its

fact that the plant

lished business

—

i.

e.,

is

in active

component

which results
and has an estab-

parts,

in operation

and successful operation earning

revenue.

That element which represents the earning capacity of the

3.

property due to
of

its

favorable location with reference to

including the existence of

traffic,

traffic

command

producing industries

advantage of connections with other carriers,
and all other features bearing upon its present and prospective traffic earning
along

lines, its

its

the potential traffic in its tributary territory

capacity.

That element of value resulting from economy of operadue to gradient, alignment and other physical characteristics, climatic conditions, adequacy of terminals, equipment and
4.

tion,

facilities, fuel supply, efficiency of operating organization
and all other features bearing upon the cost of operation and
maintenance.

other

5.

That

iliMu-nl

of

value

represented

by

franchises

and

privileges.

—

Exports ok Rails kkom the Dnitep Kincpom. The exports
from tlie Lhiited Kingdom in August showed some increase as compareil with llu- corresponding month of 1914, although they were not up to the level of August, 1913.
The
change observable was due, to some extent, to an increased
colonial demand, the shipments lo South Africa rising to 4,742

of rails

tons,

.IS

c<>iniiarc<l

with 180 tons; Ihnse to .\ustralia to 13,848

;

error of the signalman, in forgetting the presence, within

from which he had himself alighted a few minutes before, is,
view of the results, staggering. There was no question con-

the cabin but

to the

cerning incompetence, or liquor drinking or distraction by any

There were two or three trainmen in
no nonsense or anything to disturb the signalman.
There were some contradictions in the testimony, which the
inspector could not clear up, but the main fact was not affected
Concluding his observations on this branch of the
by them.

unusual circumstance.

subject the inspector says:

"The means provided at the present time by the company for
reminding signalmen of any vehicles standing within their control at such a place as Quintinshill should have been sufficient,
if the signalmen concerned had only carried out the ordinary
simple rules of block working atid regulations laid down for
the purpose, and paid proper attention to their duties.
Also,
it is much to be regretted that some signalmen do not look out
of their signal-boxes to sec if tlie line over which an approaching
train is to run is clear of any obstacle before lowerin;^ the
signals.
It takes oidy a brief interval to do so, and many collisions could be prevented if this simple precaution was always
takeiL
Had Tinsley looked along llie ui> lino on this occision,
he could not have helped seeing the ();10 local train standing
only a short distance away."
The inspector devotes a page to the fire, which, starting from
coals siiilled out of two or more fireboxes, became iiitcontrollablc in a few minutes.
There was no water supply available, even the tenders of the locomotives having been emptied
by being ruptured in the collision. Fire engines from Carlisle,
ten miles aw.\v, reached the scene Ihrcr hours after the collision.
The inspector repeats former recommendations that all passenger cars be lighted by electricity, at the same time saying
was not due to the use of otlur illuminauts.

that this fire

German Stkel PRomiCTiON. — The
steel

ingots and

steel

castings,

compared with b,127 tons and those to New Zealand
to 2,314 Ions, as compared with 1,070 tons.
The deliveries to
Uritislt India dccliiicd, however, lo 3,,S9,S tons, as compared with

amounted

8,303 tons.

16,518,950 tons in the preceding

tons,

as

;

But, he says,

to be fitted with track circu'ts, "it

a hundred feet of his window, of a standing passenger train,

of physical property constituting a railroad are
joined together, not simply by a unity of ownership, but in
a unity of use.

is

and Quintinshill would be one of the last
it is little more than a block post and
the tracks are in full view of the signalman."

starting

in

articles

safeguards against

places to be so fitted, for

There are five classes of values which attach to the property
as a whole and can be valued together.
That element of value which results whenever the sep1.
arate

to the use of track circuits as

the giving of false clear signals at interlockings.

The

to 14,973,10h tons, as against

figures

sections,

for sleel finished products,

forgings.

etc.,

(urni.m production of

tol.il

including

l.uxembiirg,

18,94",»2')

including

were 13.011.438 tons
>

car.

in

in

1914,

ions in 1013.
rails,

girders,

1914, aR against

Pennsylvania Track Elevation Through Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Five Tracks Are Being Raised Through Suburb East
of Pittsburgh, Work Carried on Under Heavy Traffic

is now completing the elevat:cn of
through Wilkinsburg, a suburb of Pittsliurgh, work
which has been carried on under exceptionally heavy traffic.
Wilkinsburg is located on the main line of the Pittsburgh division, seven miles east of Pittsburgh, between the Brilliant cutThis portion of the line carries
off connection and Port Perry.
all passenger and freight traffic coming from the East for Pittsburgh or beyond, including all through freight traffic wMch is

of the borough of Swissvale on overhead viaducts, so that the

The Pennsylvania Railroad

its

main

matter of grade separation

line

The new

daily.

SUBWAYS
west the

W

^ Vert/cat curve.

of the

.

ffop of ffa/j

^938.64

£L

_ ft^-g^^^j^Jnl JnL ^-^ ^^^^

in Wilkinsburg were emphasized by the fact
most of the important streets crossed the tracks at an angle
of 57}4 deg., thereby increasing the danger at the crossings under the prevailing heavy traffic on both the railroad and the
In three cases street interesections were located on the
streets.

parallel with the south right of

railroad tracks.

Pitt street,

grade separation

While not as rough

as

much of

the country in the vicinity of

through Wilkinsburg
Pittsburgh,
presents considerable irregularity in topography which had been
taken advantage of in the past to provide two subways under
One at Kelly avenue is used
the tracks in natural depressions.
location

of the

railroad

with the crown of the roadway about 26

ft.

lielow the old base of rail level, the street also crossing

under

tracks along the

south

Pennwood avenue, which parallels the
way line from Rebecca avenue

right of

road

is,

in

a cut for

to Lincoln avenue.

The

Edgewood, near the east end of
East of the Race street subway the railsome distance crossed by numerous .streets

Race

the pr,esent project.

Penn

Track Elevation Through Wilkinsburg

that

is at

at

closed as far as the railroad right of way line, but will be connected to Penn avenue south of the railroad by a short street

EI.9eZ.86

General Plan and Profile

other subway

that

The situation is complicated by the junction of Penn avenue with Pitt street within the limits of the subway, because
the latter must be provided for in the subway north from the
South of the intersection Pitt street has been
interesection.

—

El.938.75

of Ra'l Old No.4 Track

line,

is

Station

ofRallOlcJNo.l.Trock

by a street car

subway

V\'ilkimburg

t,

0.4%

the

first

way.

there is no real physical separation, and the density of
the population in the former approximately equals that of the
adjoining portion of the larger city. The conditions leading to

"EI.9ZI

the

avenue, one of the most important streets in the city of Pittsburgh, and a part of the original Pittsburgh and Greensburg
turnpike, now to be incorporated in the proposed Lincoln high-

tically,

/
r/

grade rising east-

station at Wilkinsburg.

Commencing on

connect with the cutoff. The present work is a continuation of
grade separation recently completed in the city of Pittsburgh immediately west, and naturally follows that work, for, although
the borough of Wilkinsburg is separated from Pittsburgh poli-

/

profile provides for a 0.4 per cent

new passenger

present layout provides

'

has already been

avenue and then descending for 5,400 ft. on a 0.3 per cent grade,
which reaches the old grade line a few hundred feet east of the
Edgewood station. There are four street and three pedestrian
subways, besides the old subways at Kelly avenue and Race
street, and the passenger and baggage subways required for a

for five tracks, two eastbound
and two westbound, with a service track in the middle to serve
a yard located between the two double track main lines just
west of Wilkinsburg. All structures have been laid out, however, to permit ready revision in the future for the addition of
a double track freight line along the north side, which will

The

vicinity

ward from the previous work in Pittsburgh for a distance of
2,400 ft., reaching a summit on a vertical curve at Franklin

diverted via the Brilliant cutoff to avoid congestion in the Pittsburgh terminals. In addition there is a heavy suburban traffic

which alone requires 70 trains

that

in

solved.

street,

way

line.

The subway has been

provide eventually for 11 tracks, and gives a head room
of 15 ft. In Penn avenue, which is 60 ft. wide, there are lines
of supports at the curbs and on the center line of the street,
forming two roadways having a clear width of 17 ft. each. In
built to

which

is

50

ft.

wide, there are lines of supports at

the curbs onh', leaving an unobstructed driveway 30
The first seven tracks from the south end of the

ft.

clear.

subway are

supported on an all-reinforced concrete structure consisting of
two mass abutments with reinforced concrete bents for intermeEach bent
diate supports covered by reinforced concrete slabs.
consists of a row of columns surmounted by semi-circular arches,
the columns being spaced to bring one arch under each track,
a design commonly used in structures of this kind, and worked
out in this case with exceptionally good proportions. In a number of cases the distance, center to center of tracks, is considmore than the ordinary track spacing, and in such instances for the sake of economy, an open space has been left

erably

October
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between the slabs of adjacent tracks, also breaking the continuThis was accomplished in a simple
ity of the bents beneath.
way by cutting through the arch in the plane of the face of the
slab, a width of slab being selected that would cut off the arch
The same treatment was used at the
at or near the crown.
ends of the bent on the south parapet of the structure, the effectiveness of this treatment being well shown in one of the accompanying photographs. The slabs which serve as the superstructure of the subway follow the standard practice of the PennsylThe abutments are of mass concrete with a
vania Railroad.
stepped back, and have the exposed faces broken up into horizontal courses 24 in. deep by the use of V-molds. This has the
advantage that it breaks up the surface and tends to conceal
any irregularities in the texture or shade of the concrete finish.

curbs on both streets.

655

It will

provide eventually for seven tracks

between the first and second, and 25
ft.
between the third and fourth tracks (counting from the
south) to allow for platforms for the new Wilkinsburg station.
with a spacing of 22

In

all

ft.

other cases the spacing of the tracks

is

13

ft.

The mini-

mum

are inclosed in concrete to give an appearance similar to that

head room of the subway is 14 ft.
At Franklin avenue there is a pedestrian subway 7 ft. 6 in.
high and 16 ft. wide with a concrete slab cover. Wood street
and Rebecca avenue also intersect near the center line of the
right of way, but a rearrangement was made, relocating the end
of Wood street to intersect Rebecca avenue south of the tracks.
This gave two separate subways of seven tracks each, wit'.i 14^
ft. head room, and both of the same width and the same type
of construction as the South avenue subway. Wood street and
Rebecca avenue also have a connection north of the tracks by
By this
a new short street 30 ft. wide parallel to the tracks.
arrangement there is a triangle of embankment approximately
110 ft. on a side between the two subways and the new street,
which is entirely surrounded by retaining walls and abutments.
It was concluded that this was a more satisfactory solution than
a single subway structure of sufficient length to embrace both

of the concrete bents at the other end of the subway, the arches

streets.

between the posts being three-centered instead of semi-circular
on account of the wider spacing of the steel columns. The floor,
which is of the ballast type, consists of transverse I-beams
Where the tracks and the girders are
encased in concrete.

As stated previously, there has been a subway at Kelly avenue for some time, passing under the tracks and also under
Pennwood avenue. The latter was formerly on a level with the
tracks all the way from Rebecca avenue to near Race street,
but is now separated from them for the entire distance by a
retaining wall varying from 6 ft. to 165^ ft. in height, the difference in grade at Kelly avenue being 16 ft. It was unnecessary to make any change in the old structure, which is a 40-ft.
segmental masonry arch, on account of the increased embank-

Owing

to the complications resulting

Pitt street with

Penn avenue under

the

from the intersection of
subway it was necessary

adopt steel construction for the four north tracks. In fact,
some rather heavy girders and columns, one of the latter carrying a concentration of
The columns and the sway bracing between them
1,335,000 lb.
to

these conditions resulted in the use of

spaced 13
spaced 2

beams are 18 in. 55 lb. I-beams,
The concrete encasement has a

ft.

center to center, the

ft.

center to center.

minimum

depth of 2 in. over the tops of the I-beams, and extends up the sides of the girders to the under side of the top
flanges, forming channel-shaped beds for the reception of the

a

0.37,

—-

_

COM JsP-otB°jL

H

EIJ_iiS9jl

fl-

General Plan and Profile
ballast

which

is

pitched

The

toward the center under the

of the

ties

Track Elevation Through Wilkinsburg
to

covered with a
membrane waterproofing, protected under the tracks by Y". ini-li
of cement mortar and a course of bricks laid flat to give a
thickness of about 2 in.
Up the sides of the troughs the proIn order
tection consists of a thin shell of reinforced concrete.
afford

drainage.

to save material

entire

top

surface

is

and reduce the dead load the concrete encase-

not solid to the bottom of the I-beams, but is hollowed
out on the under side between them to form rectangular troughs
All concrete work in the floor is reinforced with
IS in. deep.

ment

is

The

wire mesh.

outside girders on the north side of the struct-

ure are encased in concrete and paneled to give an appearance
similar to the parapet of the concrete slabs on the south side.

The subway at South avenue and Hay
Penn avenue subway, but the

layout to the

is

similar in
is

all

There are intermediate sui)ports at the curb
leaving an urioiistructed driveway 30 ft. wide between

of structural
lines only,

street

superstructure

steel.

'X-EI9Z2.69

G

ment

load, but the structure was extended on the north end to
provide for two additional tracks. On account of the greater
height available this extension was made a semi-circular arch

instead of a segmental arch, and as shown in one of the afcompanying photographs, the use of V-grooves to break up the concrete surfaces, has been used with a pleasing effect. To avoid
overloading the arch ring the retaining wall between the tracks
and Pennwood avenue was not supported on the arch, but was
designed to span across the opening from supports on either
side carried on concrete piles.
Between Kelly avciuie and Kace street the tracks have not
been elevated a sufTicient ainnuul to permit the coi\st ruction ol
any regular street subways, but two pedestrian subways, 8 ft.
wide by lYt ft. high, have been provided, one at Whitney avenue and one at Hutchinson avenue. These subways are entirely of concrete, and with the exception of (he south e-td of
the Whitney avenue subway, stairways wen- necessary to get
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down to the level of the subway floors. As shown in the accompanying photograph the entrances to the subways are protected liy suitable hand railings and lamp posts.
Adequate illumination was also provided for the interior.
At Race street there is an old four-track 40-ft. segmental
arch subway of ashlar masonry, which adjoins the Edgewood
suburban passenger

station.

No

change

is

required at this sub-

Vol.

59,

No. IS

wings on either side. The east wing contains the ticket office
and a waiting room and toilet room for women. The west wing
contains a news-stand and a waiting room and toilet room for
men.
On the track side three wide doors communicate with
a lobby 16 ft. by 36 ft., from which access is had by a closed
corridor, to a 12-ft. tunnel under the tracks leading to the platform stairways. A covered platform between the station proper
and the railroad retaining wall, serves as a baggage room, from
which a separate 12-ft. tunnel leads to baggage truck elevators.
Brick with stone trim will be used for the exterior of the buildand with adequate space around the same for treatment
with lawns and shrubbery, it will give a pleasing appearance.
ing,

The arrangement of the platform facilities for the station
were complicated by the fact that the immediate location of

East-Bound Platform, Wilkinsburg Station

way

other than to raise the parapet and wing walls about 8 ft.
and connect the southwest wing wall with the new Pennwood
avenue retaining wall. The track elevation will result in no
material changes in the Edgewood station at this time.

THE WILKINSBURG STATION

One of the most important features of the project is the new
Wilkinsburg passenger station. The site of the old station at
Franklin avenue and Wood street was deemed unsuitable, so

Kelly

Avenue Subway

— North

Extension

the westbound track does not conform to the proposed future
arrangement, when the two freight tracks will be provided on
the north side.
This made it necessary to provide a temporarywooden platform for the westbound tracks and three sets of
stairways and elevators, one for the eastbound platform and one
each for the two locations for the westbound platform. The
platforms vary from IS ft. to 37 ft. in width on account of the
curves in the tracks, and arc between 900 and 1,000 ft. long.

Communication with the street has been effectively worked
There are stairways to the Penn avenue and South avenue
subways and the pedestrian subway in Franklin avenue as well
as stairways both east and west from the station subway. The
latter has an outlet on the south side which connects by a walk
out.

Whitney Avenue Pedestrian Subway
a

new

Hay

site

street.

was

selected at the intersection of

The

building

is

to

be

located

Ross avenue and
in

the

center of

embankment retaining wall.
known as Sawyer way. It is sym-

Race

a triangular plot bounded by the

Hay

and a 20-ft. alley,
metrical with and faces down Ross avenue, giving it a coispicuous location. It consists of a central portion 34 ft. by SO ft.,
occupied entirely by the general waiting room, with symmetrical
street

Street

Subwey

with Pitt street and South avenue.

The stairways

are of con-

between concrete retaining walls extended into the embankment from the subway abutments. The steps are fitted
crete,

with

flat

type Universal safety treads, built monolithic with the

OCTOIIKR
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The platforms are of the high type, involving some
The permanent eastboiuid platform consists

concrete.

interesting details.

of a reinforced concrete slab Syi
transverse concrete beams 9

ft.

These beams

center to center.

are supported on three rows of -reinforced concrete posts, ex-

tending through the
iy2

in.

fill

and

on concrete

in turn resting

As

the tops of these platforms are 4

above the base of rail, there is a clear space of 3
tween the top of the fill and the under side of the
has been partly screened by building false
outside columns.

/

piles.

A

asphalt mastic cover serves as a wearing surface and as

waterproofing.

Similar construction

is

1

jl-.'

in

the top of the sanitary sewer readily

ft.

6

ft.

4

in.

in.

served as

catch basins.

CONSTRUCTION

spanning between

thick,

in.

holes cut
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The foundations

for the structures

were

sufficiently

good

to

permit the use of natural foundation, except in such cases where
the line traversed ravines or gullies subsequently filled. At such
points

it

was out of

the question to carry foundations

wood

the original ground surface, and the use of

piles

down

to

was not

be-

which
arches between the
slab,

used for the platforms

^

^1

1

1

North Elevation, Penn Avenue Subway
over the South avenue subway, except that the transverse con-

beams

on the top flanges of the track g.rders
and instead of single arch openings between the beams, three
openings are provided 2 ft. wide with semi-circular tops. These
openings assist materially in lighting the subway underneath
crete

Details of the

Penn Avenue Subway, Stairway

to Platform

rest directly

permissible, because of the low level of the

ground water,

a situation naturally suggesting the use of concrete piles.
plex,

m

all,

Sim-

reinforced concrete piles were selected and proved satisboth as to ease of construction and quality of the fin-

factor)',

SEWER CONSTRUCTION

An

independent

project,

carried

on

Two piles uncovered by chance in the sewer
were found to be in excellent condition, showing perfect
form and sound concrete. The piles were loaded to 30 tons
each, and were driven with a 3,000 lb. drop hammer, the fall of
ished product.

simultaneously

h\

the

is the reconstruction of a large masonrystorm sewer just east of Kelly avenue. This sewer consisted
of a semi-circular arch 6 ft. wide carried on 4-ft. bench walls
for a length equal to the width of the right of way and joined
on either end by a 10 ft. sewer. The borough of Wilkinsburg
has required the railroad to enlarge the old sewer to 10 ft. to
correspond with the portions outside of the right of way, maintaining tliat the 6-ft. section was no longer adequate, owing to
lie faster runoff to be obtained with the great increase in the
relative proportion of the drainage area covered by impervious

track elevation forces

tunnel,

the

hammer

not exceeding 15 ft.
uniform finish was secured on the concrete surfai.es of
the walls and subways by rubbing with carborundum brick as

A

I

>

IVO//I

J-~^S23±''t^''hr

South Elevation, Penn Avenue Subway
surfaces, in cnuseiiueucc nf Hu' innstructiou of

As

buildings.

track

level,

the invert of the sewer

is

SO

ft.

tunneling was obviously the only

paveiuoiU^ and

below

tlu?

fea-;ible

new

nu'thod

for reconstruction. The material encountered being clay, it was
necessary to follow the heading very close with the tim!>iring.
The procedure adopted was to take down the old arch, uichu
(lUt and take down the bench on one side and rebuild it 4 ft.

lurlher out.

Hy

arch

of

ring

is

this

scheme one bench was saved.

reinforced concrete.

A

M)

in.

cast

The new
iron

pipe

sanitary sewer under the invert of the storm sewer otTered a
simple nuaus nf iIr;iiiiaKc (luring ((inslnniion, as leinporary

Layout

of

Wilkinsburg Passenger Station

soon as the forms were removed.

In the subways the lighting
was greatly improved by the use of white surfaces, secured by
applying a wash consisting of "Skim Coat" mixed with neat
cement iiuinediately after the rubbing was finished
The white
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surface also adds materially to the appearance of the structures.
Owing to lack of head room for falsework, it was necessary
to cast the slabs for the
site

and

to

set

them

old freight yard at

Hay
The

for this purpose.

Penn avenue subway away from the

in place after

they had been cured.

The

and Rebecca avenue was selected
were set by two 100-ton wrecking
weighing 70 tons. The setting of

street

slabs

cranes, several of the slabs

Vol,

and Hutchinson avenues.

The company

59, N.j.

15

will eventually raise the

tracks to a 0.3 per cent grade line.

The work is being handled under the direction of A. C.
Shand, chief engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, and under the
immediate supervision of F. M. Sawyer, assistant engineer,
Johnstown, Pa. A. L. Ware is engineer in charge at Wilkinsburg.

the slabs, as well as the erection of the structural steel work,

was done by company forces. All masonry work is being built
by the Dravo Construction Company, of Pittsburgh, which also

60-TON GAS-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
The Minneapolis, St, Paul, Rochester & Dubuque Electric
Traction Company, operating what is popularly known as the
"Dan Patch" electric lines, has recently put in service three 60ton gas-electric locomotives for freight, passenger and terminal
service. These are somewhat similar in design, although heavier
than the 57-ton gas-electric locomotive,* which has been in successful operation daily for the past year or more from Minneapolis to Mankato, Minn. The four gas-electric locomotives, as
well as 13 gas-electric motor cars which the railway has pur-

South Avenue and Hay Street Subway
and Platform

— Details

of

Track Floor

chased, were designed and built by the General Electric

This

pany.

said to be the first railroad in the

is

Com-

world operated

entirely with gas-electric service.

Penn avenue.
and rather unusual feature of the work was

The railway extends south from Minneapolis to Mankato, a
About midway of the line a branch runs
northeast from Northfield to Randolph, 7 miles distant.
The
severest grade on the present line is 2 per cent.
About 25

by contract, including the raising of the

miles south of Minneapolis, at Orchard Gardens station, several

Casey Company was the contractor for

thousand acres of farm land have been divided into 5 and 10acre tracts by the company, and are being sold to residents of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, many of whom have erected houses
and travel to and from their places of business in the city

has the contract for the excavation, depressing the streets and
grading for the new passenger station grounds and the new
freight yard west of

An

interesting

the doing of
tracks.

all filling

The John

F.

which was made entirely with granulated slag delivered on cars by the railroad company. The work is also out of
the ordinary, because of the expensive method of filling which
it was necessary to pursue on account of the extremely heavy
traffic, which precluded the withdrawal of any track from serThe track,; were
vice for more than a few minutes at a time.
raised in lifts small enough to permit the passage of trains at
all times.
At Penn avenue they were raised in place on filling
which had to be removed later to provide for the subway. This
method was superseded at the other streets by the use of cribs
of cross ties to support the falsework deck for the tracks. These
cribs were built up as the tracks were raised, and were replaced
the

filling,

60-Ton Gas-Electric Locomotive
after the final

lift

The granulated

had been made by frame bents on

mud

slag proved to be a very efficient material

sills.

for

packed very hard almost immediately with little or
no subsequent settlement. East of Rebecca avenue the contractor's work covered filling only a 0.5 per cent grade line,
which is sufficient to clear the pedestrian subways at Whitney
filling.

It

distance of 107 miles.

each day.
Four through trains daily each way, one of which
ited parlor car train, constitute the

The

limited

makes the run of 107

in 3 hr. 25 min,
trip.

This

;

is

a lim-

normal passenger schedule.
miles, including four stops,

the other trains require 4 hr, 5 min, for the

service

is

supplemented by local trains between
and the terminals, and by excursion

certain points of the line
trains
70-ft.

for the

One
during the summer season as occasion requires.
m.otor car, seating 89 passengers, normally

gas-electric

Dan Patch

Electric Lines

makes the run; when travel is somewhat heavy, a trailer is
added to this and for excursions and extra heavy traffic, a
train is made up of trailer cars drawn by a 60-ton gas-electric
;

locomotive.

The new
•

60-ton locomotives are double ended and are built

See Railway Ape Cascttc, November

14,

1913, page 916,

October

8,
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with the box type of cab extending nearly the entire length of
the underframe;

all

clearances allow

for

power
used

the weight
100

plant consists of

in

the gas-electric

ft.

is

The

truck

radius curvature.

The

on the drivers.

minimum

two generatmg sets similar to the one
motor cars. Only an engineer is re-

quired to operate the locomotive.

The box cab is of all-steel construction, and both ends are
removable to permit the installation of the apparatus.
The
interior is not divided into compartments.
The generating sets
and the controllers are installed in each end, while the auxiliary
lighting set, air compressor and storage tanks are grouped in
the central section.
The operator's seat at the side of each
end of the cab affords a clear view ahead of both sides of the
track.

The underframe of

the locomotive consists of

10-in.,

30

lb.

from
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either end,

in

accordance with the requirements of the

trailing train load.

Compressed

for starting is taken from the main reserbrake system, which are built with surplus
capacity. The two main single-cylinder air compressors are
driven from the crankshafts of the main engines, have a displacement of 22.5 cu. ft. of free air per min. at the rated speed
and are fitted with automatic governors to maintain a constant
pressure.
Greater flexibility of control and economy of operation result through electrical transmission of the energy.
The
engines can rotate at normal speed irrespective of the speed of
the locomotive and deliver their maximum power, a feature
of great advantage on grades, in case of snow storms or other
emergency conditions involving sudden, heavy current demands.
There is also an auxiliary gas-electric set, the function of
which is to furnish power for lighting the cab, headlights and
train coaches, and for pumping an initial charge of air to fill
the tanks and start the main engines.
This set is started by
of the

voirs

air

air

which extend the entire length of the platform, and
are tied together by heavy end frame cast steel buffers and
bolster plates, each channel being riveted to the webs of the
end frame castings and bolted to the top and bottom bolster
hand. It consists of a
plates.
The bolsters are built up of 12-in. by IJ^-in. steel plates. gasolene engine, which
channels,

vertical, 750

r.

p.

m., 4-cylinder, 4-cycle

direct-connected to a 5 kw., 65-volt,

is

J

General Arrangement

of the Gas-Electric

Locomotive

Cross sills arc riveted in where it is necessary to support equipment hung below the frame.
The two four-wheel swivel trucks are of the plate frame
swing bolster type, designed for heavy freight work and conform to M C B standards. The side frames are built up of
steel

boiler plate.

The truck

bolster,

of the swinging type,

is

up of channels and pressed steel plates.
Each of the two gas-electric generating sets for the power
plant equipment is composed of a 175 hp., 550 r. p. m., 8-cylin<lcr, 4-cycle gasolene engine of the "V" type, which is directconnected to a 600-volt, commutating pole, compound-wound
liuilt

electric generator with an

outboard bearing supported by brackThe cylinders are 8 in. liy 10
in.
Ignition is accomplished with low tension magnetos and
the sets are started by air pressure in the same way as in the
gas-electric motor cars, with the additional feature thai after
one set is running, the second may be started from the first
electrically.
The control is so arranged that either one or both
of the gencr.TliiiK' units may bo used in iipcr:il(' llie locomotive
ets bolted to the

magnet frame.

for

Use on the Dan Patch

comnuitating

pole,

cylinders arc 3

Electric Lines

compound-wound,

electric

generator.

The

and ignition is effected by a high
tension magneto.
The air compressor on the 65-volt circuit is
a 2-cylindcr, motor-driven, and has a piston displacement of
25 cu.

90

lb

ft.

per

in.

per min.
sq.

in.

by 6

in.,

when pumping
Air

is

against a tank pressure of

taken from the cab interior tlirough

screens, and is delivered to the three reservoirs, each 87J/3 in.
by 18 in., installed at one side of the cab in the center and
connected in series, thereby affording an opportunity for radia-

and condensation of moisture before entering the
brake cylinders. After starting the main engines, the governor
on this motor-driven set cuts it out and all air is supplied by
tion of heat

the air compressors on the

Mounted on

main engine.

the axles with nose suspension are four GF.-J05-D,

scries, commutating pole, oil-lubricated, box
fiame,
railway motors having an hourly rating of 100 lip. each. All
fotir axles are therefore driving axles, a forged pinion being
mounted on each armature shaft and meshing into a orrespond-

000-volt,

ing cast steel split gear inoimted on the axle.

The gear

ratio

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

()G0

is

58 to 17 teeth, a reduction of

3.41,

which

it

affords maxi[J. J.

mum

low speeds. The motors
are ventilated by a special vacuum system in conjunction with
tractive effort at starting

and

The

The

railroad

industry.

motor equipments is similar to that of
motor cars, a type P-53 controller
being installed in each end.
Two motors are, however, connected permanently in parallel and these two pairs, operated
like single motors, are placed progressively in series and parallel.
The controller provides seven running stops in series and
six in parallel, without rheostats in the main circuit.
There
are also two additional points for shunting the series fields,
making a total of 15 efficient running points.
Inasmuch as electrical energy is transmitted directly, there
are no losses through the intervention of mechanical changespeed gearing. To produce the smooth and rapid acceleration,
the speed changes of the motors are effected by governing the
control

standard

of

No. IS

New York Tnncs|

Hill in

at

is

the

expansion

common

least

multiple

of

all

national

an indispensable condition of growth.
Like every other activity in the world requiring the investment
of capital, it not only will not grow, it will contract if laws
and regulations prevent it from earning a reasonable profit.
If the railroad had existed at the time our Constitution was
framed, there is little doubt that the states would have been
forbidden to legislate concerning it, exactly as they were to

the engines.

the

59,

LEGITIMATE FREEDOM FOR RAILROADS

especially a.lapted

is

for freight and terminal switching service, as

Vol.

tlie

gas-electric

Its

is

tax imports.
As in the case of the tariff, the regulation of
railways should be in the hands of an expert nonpartisan commission, on which both they and the public should have fair
representation, with power to act subject only to review by
the courts.

As

American ships need only
freedom from hampering regulations that those of
other countries enjoy to restore the old precedence of our merchant marine. With ocean and land carriers free to make joint
for the foreign carrying trade,

the same

on export business to get the trade, as those of other
are not merely permitted but encouraged to do, our

rates

nations

foreign trade would take the same precedence that events have
given to our international financial position.

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF FREIGHT CARS
IN

SERVICE

The tables on the two pages immediately following show the
number of freight cars in service on all of the important railin 1913 and 1914 and in 1900 and 1914.
be noted that narrow-gage cars are excluded, as v/ell as

roads of the country
It will

non-revenue

New

The

railways are grouped under the heads of

England roads, trunk
Central

roads.

used to carry company freight

cars, but that cars

are included.

line

Southern classification

roads.

roads

classification

Western

and

classification

roads.

The

tables

show

the

number of

cars in service, the

number

of cars per mile of road, average length of haul, freight cars

per thousand freight car miles and per thousand ton miles, the

average rate per ton per mile, and the freight cars in service
per thousand dollars of freight earnings.

The table does not show the capacity of cars and, of course,
roads which show a decrease in the number of cars may have
cars with a larger total capacity despite the smaller numbf.r.
Interior of

Cab

of Gas-Electric

Locomotive

English Railw.wmen and the War.

voltage through

varying the strength of the generator fields,
which is accomplished by the movement of one handle on the
controller.
Separate handles are provided for throttling the
engine and for reversing the motors.
The latter is accom-

plished instantly by changing the

motor connections

in the usual

manner, witliout stopping the engines, which always rotate in
the same direction.
This allows the train to be Ijrought to a
stop fjuickly, independent of the lirakes, in an emergency.
The principal data and dimensions applying to the locomotive

number of

a

the important railwaj's are given herewith
Total
of

Maximum

tractive

eflFort

Length between knuckle faces of couplers
Length over cab
Height over-all

Width

over-all

,,

.

.

Total wheel base
Kigid wheel base

4 ft.
120,000
30.000
32,200

H'/i

41

ft.

4

.M

ft.

14
10

ft.

ft.

6

ft,

1b.

lb.

in.

lO-U

in.

2

in.

in

in.

ft.

24

in.

II).

Creat

Central
Eastern

CJreat

Northern

(Jreat

Great Western
Lancashire & Yorkshire
London, Brighton Sr .South Coast.

London &
London &

Salonika Railroad was recently laid

Athens and

all

ancient Greece will

the rest of the mainland of Europe.

at

first rail

of the Loussa-

Pappapouli.

liy

tliis

he in communication

line

uilh

North-Western

Southwestern

Mclro|iolitan

Metropolitan

Railway Extension in Greece.— The

of
at

commencement
of war
Caledonian

Total weight
Weiijht per axle

number Total

men

employed

Cotnpany

are as follows
Track gage

—

The chairman of the
Railway Executive Cotnmittee has recently issued a
list showing that to August 31, 1915, the total number of men
from the railways of the United Kingdom who had enlisted
was 92,658, that being no less than 14.9 per cent of the total of
621, .588 men employed on the railways of the United Kingdom
The enlistments from the staffs of
at the beginning of the war.
English

District

Midland
North British
North-Eastern
"South-Eastern &
Kailway Clearing
"

The

Chatham
House

figure of 2.689 represents

23,766
34,505
33,676
34,458
79,150
37,812
16.269
93,106
24.270
3,249
2.490
74,964
24,858
54.462
23,092
3,090

men who had

number Percentage of
men who men enlisted

have
to

enlisted

August

M,

1915
2.794
5,021

4,889
4,479
13.965
6,191
2,205
16,317
2.988

572
769
10,983
2,500
7,866
2,689

713

to total

number
employed
11.8
14.55
14.5
13.0
17.6
16.37
13-55
17.52
12.23
17.5

30.0
14.65
10.06
14.44
11.64
23.07

eidisted to July 31, lOIS.

October
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General News Department
The Brotherhood of Raihoad Trainmen has addressed to the
general managers of all railroads entering Chicago a request for
an increase of pay of 5 cents an hour for switchmen.
Telephones have been put in use for train despatching on
the Ohio division of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern between Cincinnati and Parkersburg, 195 miles. Telephones were
already in use on the lines from Cincinnati to Seymour. Ind.,

and from Seymour

&

Nashville was seriously damaged at many places along the
New Orleans to Ocean Springs, Miss., 83 miles. Long
bridges at Bay St. Louis and at Rigolets were badl\- damaged.

hne from

One

of the SO electric locomotives being delivered by the GenCompany to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for
use on the line between Harlowton, Mont., and Avery, Idaho,
was placed on exhibition this week at the Union Station in
Chicago. These locomotives are to be put in service sometime in
November. The locomotives weigh 260 tons each, have 8 pairs
of driving wheels, are 112 ft. long over all and are designed for
operation with direct current at 3,000 volts,
eral Electric

A press despatch October 3 from Imlay, Ncv., reports damage
by earthquake shocks for a hundred miles along the line of the
Southern Pacific. Several water tanks toppled from their high
supports and one at Lovelock crushed the end of a dwelling.
People fled from their homes in night clothing at many places.
Slow orders were issued to all trains when the third shock was
felt at 11 o'clock on the night of the third.
At Golconda, Nev., a
piece of track sank five inches. All the towns named are between
Sparks and Battle Mountain.
The United States Civil Service Commission announces examinations, November 2, for eight positions under the department of valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, all
of them being places in which special weight will be given to
experience in valuation and unit cost work.
Each candidate
must be between 25 and 45 years old and the salaries, in all of
the positions, range from $1,800 to $2,700 yearly. The positions
are: Senior architect, second grade; senior structural engineer,
second grade senior electrical engineer, second grade senior
mechanical engineer, second grade
senior telegraph engineer,
second grade senior telephone engineer, second grade senior
signal engineer, second grade, and senior civil engineer, second
grade.
;

;

;

;

;

Galloway, general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio,
to send letters, embodying suggestions for personal
safetj', to automobilists who take risks at crossings.
This was
decided upon because of the alarming increase in accidents during the past year, when 29 automobiles were struck by trains on
Ihc Baltimore & Ohio, an increase of 17 accidents and 23
deaths.
Observations will be taken from time to time at busy
street crossings, and, with the co-operation of State authorities,
license numbers will he secured and owners addressed personally.
At Uniontown, Pa., on September 12, 729 automobiles crossed
the railroad tracks at Fayette street between 6 o'clock in the
murning and 6 at night, and only 28 were slopped to ascertain
whether or not a train was approaching, 24 of them being stopped
by a train using the crosing; and of the 701 vehicles violaling the
rules, 705 did not even slacken speed.
"It is luirrifyiug," says
Mr. Galloway, "to contemplate the disregard which some drivers
have for their own safety.
Trainmen arc trainc<l to bo
miiulful of their personal safety and the safety of others. They
are impressed with the importance of smnuling whistle signals
at highway crossings and when approaching stations, yet there
are automobilists who will approach railroad tracks without sigiialliug or ascertaining in any way whether it is safe to cross.
I'-ugincers serve for years before they arc entrusted with the
operation of a locomotive, while automobilists, sometimes with

W.

proposes

.

.

Completion

Work on
New York

of Hell

of

lives

themselves and

Gate Arch

the Hell Gate Bridge (New
Connecting Railroad, which

York Harbor) of the
was the subject of an

description in the Railzvay Age Gazette, September
page 422, has now progressed so far that the two halves of the
great arch were joined together on October 1.
On that day
Samuel Rea (president of the Pennsylvania), as president of the
New York Connecting Railroad Company, sent the following
message to Gustav Lindenthal, chief engineer in charge
"I heartily congratulate you as designer and chief engineer
of the East River arch bridge upon the closing of that great arch
to-day. I deeply regret I cannot be present to witness the physical linking in New York City of the New Haven and Pennsylvania systems.
It is now over 25 years since, with our friend,
the late Oliver W. Barnes, we decided that a bridge and railroad
crossing the East River at this point should be constructed to
connect the New England railroads with the trunk lines serving
the West and South, and Mr. Barnes organized the New York
Connecting Railroad Company, which was acquired later by the
Pennsylvania and New Haven companies.
"Within eighteen months I hope we shall see the completion
of the New York Connecting Railroad and of the Seventh avenue subway in Manhattan, which will conclude the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company's comprehensive programme for terminal development in and through New York City, adopted thirteen years
ago under the presidency of A. J. Cassatt. With these projects
completed, full opportunity will be afforded to measure the benefit
of the New York terminal improvements to the public, the country at large and the company."
illustrated

to Louisville.

A hurricane which passed over New Orleans and vicinity
September 29 is reported to have caused upward of 300 deaths,
mostly in situations remote from cities, and money damage
roughly estimated at $1,000,000. The roadbed of the Louisville

C.

an hour's instruction, jeopardize the
others by recklessly crossing tracks."

.

3,

Hearing on Locomotive Rules
At a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission, at
Washington, September 28 and the four following days, the

proposed standard rules for the inspection of locomotives and
tenders were the subject of testimony by representatives of
the railroad, and members of the Knginemen's Brotherhood; also
by Chief Inspector Frank McManany. As to 58 rules on which
there was agreement among all interested, a joint recommendation was submitted to the commission, with a request for
the early issuance of an order. A large part of the time of the
hearing was taken up with a discussion of the proposed rules
requiring automatic bell-ringers and headlights of high intensity,
both of which were advocated by the cnginemen and
opposed by the railroads. The roads were allowed 30 days in
which to file a brief, and the other side 15 days for counter
briefs, and then the roads will have 10 da\ s in which to reply.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
follozving list gives names of secretaries, date of next or
meetings, (imi places of mi'ctitig of those associiUioHS xvhich tfill meet
The full list of meetings and conventions
the next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the RailtiMy Age Gasctte for each

The

regular

during
pubmonth.

is

—

Am¥Hican Association or Dininc Car Sui-frintenofnts. H. C. BoardNext mccliiig, October 21-23.
nian. 1). L. & \V., Hobokcn, N, J.
I'»15,

llostnti.

Mass.

—

C

Hope,
Association or Passi-nc.tr Trati-ic OFririKS. W.
Next nicctinR. Oclobcr
C. R. R. of N. J., 14.1 Kihcrty St., New York.
26-27, 1915, French Lick Springs Hotel, French Lick Sprinjis. InJ.
AmiiRican ti.i;cTRic Railway Assi>ciATioN. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. -iOih St.,

Amekican

New

—

York.

Annual convention, October

4-8,

1915,

San Francisco,

C!\\.

AxiKRiCAN Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next mcctintt, Novrnibcr 17, I^IS, Chica^to.
Amfkican Railway llinm.r ani> IUiildini: Association. ('. A. Lichty, C. St
N. W., Chicago.
Next convention, Oclobcr 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
Mich.
American Sociftv of Civil F.Nc.iNFrn^. Chns. Wai rcn Hnnt, 220 \V.
57th St., New York.
Rrnnlar mrctinRS, 1st .iiul .M Wednesday in
New York.
month, except Julv and AnKii^t, 220 \V. 5"lh
American Sociftv or MccnANiiAi. ENOiNrrRs. — (.'.ilvin \V. Rice. 29 \V.
.V)th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915. New
York.

—

—

.'^t

.
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Association

Manufactuhers of Chilled Cak Wheels.— George W.
Annual meeUng, 2d
Association of Railway Electric Engineers.- Jos.
A. Andreucetti, C.

•

Ave

HTll:

a",;d"/u°gusrfro'fel

'" '"'"''''

tt^.",:'^'

"-"' J"-'

J"'>^

Central Railway Ci.ue

-H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York Regu2d Friday in January, May, September and Novemblr
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel
Statler. Buffalo
Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania.—
Elmer K. Hiles 2511
^'"='""8''' P^- Regular meetings, 1st and 3d
Tuesday,
Pit'tsburgh.'''
lar meetings,.

NY

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—A.
M. Hunter, 321
^'5"°"'- '^'''"SO.
Regular meetings, Wednesday pre^e'iw ST't^
^''""'^^y '" """"'. Koom
1856,

Chicafo.

Transportation

Bldg,

Way

Maintenance of

and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. L Goodwin, C. R. L
& P Eldon Mo
Next meeting,

October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo
Club -W. E Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Bosl''n''TlL^^'p°'"',
meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except
f June,
fit'
•>-,
Tuli August
t,l,\., and
j
July,
September, Boston
York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York
'" "'°""'- ""P' June, 'July -and Au^^sti
'

ll''^w'.''39"h"^?fVet Yo^g.^

Frontier

C.\r

Men's Association.— E.

N.

Frankenbereer

fi23

Peoria Association of Railro.^d Officers.-M.

W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
""^^"'^^ "'=''"«=' '^ ^"""''^^ '"
JeTeJa^n'^HftelfFeoJia.'"Railroad Club of Kansas CiTY.-Claude Manlove,
1008 Walnut St., Kansas^City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

--">

Railroad Men's Improvement Societv.-J B.
Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays,
October to
"'
^'"^ Association, 143 Liberty St.°

New York"

Railway Business Association.— Frank W. Noxon, 30
Church

New

December,

""ee'ing.

Yofk"°

Railway Clue of Pittsburgh.— J.

1915.

Room

B. Anderson,

New

St

Waldorf-Astoria
207, P. R.

meetings, 4th Friday in month,
f,',lf "f^i
^"i- August,
A ^"^^^l,
June,
July and
Monongahela House, Pittsburgh

R

'

Hotel,

Sta
except

Traffic
^""""""""""

"""""""

^"""«^

Ins.

Railway Real Estate Association.— Frank
Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Irvine,

C.

1125

Next meeting, October

Agt.,
1915;

5-7,

Chica o

Pennsylvania

Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & 13, 1915VChicago
O., Richmond
Va
""="'"85- 2d Monday in month, except June jSly Jnd
AulusL
St. Lotjis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal,
Union Station, St Louis
'

'''

''"'''^ '" ""'""''' '^""P' J""e, July

Augusl!'lt Loui^""^''
Salt Lake -rRANSPORTATloN C'-'Jb.-R.

E.

Rowland,

David Keith

'''^^'" """"«=' ^'' ^^^-^^^
mon.l^.sIlt'La''ke a?y.Society OF Railway Financial Officers.— Carl
Nvquist, C. R.

^

Colorado l?'ings,'col'o.-

'^"°"^'

''^°-

"'
I

°"°^"

""^"""S^'

and

Bldg.,

-'»•

& P
^'^2''

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.— A.

J. Merrill
Grant Bld<r
At anta, (,a. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday,
January, Mar?h May'
^'
July, September, "November, 10 A. M., Piedmont
Hotel Atfama
Toledo Transportation Clue.— Harry S. Fox,
Toledo, Ohio
^'"^g^'^"^
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday
month, Boody House, Toledo
°^
W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
ITJJM 'r'""
Traimc
Club of NEWARK.-John J. Kautzmann, P. O.
Box 238 Newark

C'""™—

?ugL,

m

^fe-'^as-fnTo?,'

5'59'

^1^^^!;^-^^^- «"P'

^"^^

^"""ReX» Z^Z;;^-T^s^,

frj^-nti!' e5jept''7u'ie^}:iy^rn''d
'^^'"'""^' '"'>' '»"d
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Traffic Club OF Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Gen'l
Agt, Erie R R 19^4
'"*
B'<'8P=iMeetings bi-mont^^, Piusbur^i'
T».Fr,?
r" OP St.
/'"f"--?''.
Traffic Club
Louis.-A. F. Versen, Mercanti e Library
Bldg
^"""'' ™"""« '" November. Noonday' ^eetin|s
October'fi Ma°y.

Transp^tation Club »' D"«""-,-W.
'

'

Detroit

Westirn Railway Club,

—

J.

^!^!z £^i^iij.

^"'^-

Hurley. Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
R.

^'^^
W.

Western Society or ENniNrrns

?-^d'^&,"'s^o.
August,

Taylor

-

T

T-T

111?

n

Kirr,»„

w-irJ^,-

^,

1-

it^i;

-k*-

Ir^S?";
rrl
An^„,1
^r^

generally on other Monday evenint'^
after Isl Thursday in /anuary,
Chicago

Wednesday

1

"

',"''

"""«' '"

""""i"""""i"i"iin"iimMimimiiiiiiiimimimiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiin„„ri,„„i,„iriml

The Baltimore & Ohio has opened its large new
storage warehouse at Pittsburgh, Pa., at Second avenue
and Try nreet
J he
warehouse is seven stories high and absolutely
fireproof
tach floor has windows on all four sides and
is well licrhted
and can also be well \entilated, and commodious
elevator se°rvice
provided.

IS

Follovving the suggestion of the governor
of the state, the
ub he Service Commission of Pennsylvania
has made a study
of the main route of the "Lincoln highway"
through that state,
JJl miles, with a view to improving
the safety of the road at
crossings of railways; and it finds, according
to the estimates
ot the engineer of the commission, that
to abolish all of these
grade crossings will cost $8,340,000.
1

The Baltimore & Ohio

reports the arrival in Baltimore of a
shipment of lumber from Hoquiam, Wash.,
filling 100
cars.
This lumber was cypress— 3,000,000 feet— to be
used in
the construction of the plant of the United
States Industrial
Alcohol Company, at Curtis Bay, Baltimore. The
lumber came
over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to Chicago
and made
the journey through in 17 days.
single

Traveling Passenger Agents
of Traveling Passenger Agents
at Its meeting in Boston this week, chose
William D. Woods'
of St. Louis, president for the ensuing year and
G. G. Noble, of
Philadelphia, vice-president. The meeting ne.xt
year will be held
at Philadelphia.

The American Association

Panama Canal Blocked for a Month
Panama Canal

landslide which blocked the

September

at

Gold Hill

has been followed by others, and it is announced
this week that vessels cannot pass through
before November 1
At least 1,000,000 yards of earth must be removed. On
Tuesday
the steamer Finland from New York was
waiting, with 300
passengers aboard, and another vessel of the same
line was
waiting on the Pacific side. Both these vessels have
also large
cargoes of freight. The quantity of freight in vessels
waiting
to pass through the canal is so great that it could
not be transported over the Panama Railroad in less than a month.
Colonel
Chester Harding, engineer in charge of the canal, has
recommended that tolls already paid by waiting vessels be refunded.
20,

Electrification in ENCLAND.-It is stated that
experiments
have been commenced on the electrified section
of the NorthEastern Railway from Shildon to Newport, and
the company
hopes to open the line to traffic by the end of the
month. This
will constitute the first application in the
British Isles of electric
locomotives to heavy goods trafific, though, as is
well

known,

system has worked successfully in the United States
ai.d on
the Continent, notably in Italy. Two small electric
locomotives
have, however, been in operation for ten years
from the Quayside, Newcastle, to Trafalgar sidings, their
use being due to a
this

desire for cleaner working in the tunnel. The line
now electrified was decided on for the first experiments
because there are
no steep gradients or any great obstacles to electrification.
Also
the traffic is almost entirely heavy goods, feeding
the blast

furnaces at Erimus sidings, Newport, near Middlesbrough,
so
working results will be easily ascertainable. An overhead system is employed, with two bow collectors on
each
engine. Altogether there will be ten locomotives, of which
nine
are already built at the company's Darlington works and tested.
They are eight-wheeled, with a motor driving each axle, and
can each haul a load of 1,000 tons. Power will be supplied
at
1,500 volts to the overhead conductors, which will be about
\7'/2 ft. above rail level.— T/ie Engineer, London.
that the

-.H!^^-^pt''"jfe-jS'rrd

News

price.

The

Edwards, Fire
^"'''MnlfiT/nJ:"'"??i,-^''°''A'?^'°"iTCMobile, Ala.
Next meeting, October

"

„„„„„m

recently introduced a
all trains except the
Pioneer Limited, by which passengers who do
not care for full
portions can obtain half orders at a considerable
reduction in

-'"• ^^^""^''"'^ "' «-'"

B-

^

IS

The Cliicago, Milvv.iukee & St. Paul has
new plate service in the dining cars of

''tnAf^M"'"i*'-,^SrV Manufacturers' Association.- J. Scribner
way' EleTrfcarEn^gl°neeVs'^'"^^^°-

n,n,M„nmi,„„„MnmMin,Mm„i,„„„„Mmum,„u,„u,„„u

i'"""""""""""""""""""""""""

Chicago.
,*^'"^?^'?'c"'\t ^'4fm^V,*.
October,
191S, New York.

'^^ ^'^- '''''"''''°^""-' "-^"«'
Oc.':beriV2rT9l''5VcScato''Association of Transportation and Car Accounting
Officers.— G. P.
meeting, December U-IS,
1915! St Lo£s" Mo
Bridge AND Building; Sui-PLY Men's Association.—
L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
I"Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Ld'^R
TliTn- Association.
i^'^^?°:
and
uuilding
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk,
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings,P O Box 7 St
2d 'Tuesday in
=""• ^"Eust, Windsor Hofel, Montreal Que
Canad ^^S^r^"""' •^"?'' J"'^
Element H. McLeod, 176 Mans^^<A S^ "U °/ S'^'A'- EnQ.'Nelrs.—
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in Octob??,
Noven/h^r ?r'"^ Q"1;
^^'"""'""'' ^'"'^ ^"'^
^P"'' A""-' "««-«:
jlra';'y,"Momre"al"'
Car Fosemen's Association of Chicago.— Aaron Kline,
841 Lawlor

Niagara
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Report on Phoenixville Accident
Dohoney, investigator of accidents, has made his report to the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission on the accident in a tunnel on the Philadelphia & Reading, at Phoenixville,
Pa., September 28, when nine workmen were killed and nine
others injured. The work train, on which these men were employed, had just entered the tunnel, on the southbound track, and
had stopped when a southbound passenger train, running on
tlieTiorthbound track, and moving at about ten miles an hour, ran
into the men, who were walking along the track and, as it appears,
struck more than one-third of the gang of fifty. The principal
explanation given is that the conductor of the work train had
given proper notice or instructions to the foreman and the work-

John

I

Commission and Court News
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The hearings before Examiner Hines of

Com-

the Interstate

Chicago, on proposed advances on a number of commodities in Western trunk Hue and Southwestern
Tariff Committee territory, were concluded on October 4.

merce Commission

at

Commercial organizations of Madison, Beloit, Janesville,
Stoughton and Watertown, Wisconsin, have filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission alleging discrimination against them in favor of Chicago, Rockford and Freeport,
and other Ilhnois cities, Milwaukee, Wis., and Dulnique and Clinton,

Iowa.

at Chicago, beginning on
September 29, on the application of the railroads operating
steamboat lines on the Great Lakes for authority to make general advances in the lake-and-rail rates, equal in cents per hundred pounds to the advances on all-rail rates resulting from

665

P.

before entering the tunnel; but the State inspector says
and that a
if heard at all, was misunderstoood
written order should have been given to the foreman, explaining

men

that this notice,

;

The workmen were all foreigners,
proposed movement.
mostly Italian. They had been engaged for two weeks in the
work of widening the tunnel.
the

Examiner Gutheim held a hearing

the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the five
Representatives of some of the principal comper cent case.
mercial associations appeared in opposition to the advances.
C. C. McCain, chairman of the Trunk Line Association, and
H. S. Noble, assistant general manager of the Mutual Transit
Company, were among the principal witnesses for the railroads.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
J.

H.

Utilities

Prior,

assistant

chief

engineer of

the

Illinois

Public

Commission, has been appointed chief engineer of that
commission, with headquarters

at

Springfield.

Mr. Prior received
his education at the Armour Institute of Technology and at the Uni111.

From

versity of Chicago.

STATE COMMISSIONS

1905 to 1914 he was engineer of design of the

The hearing before the Texas Railroad Commission on the
application of the railroads of the state for a general increase
in freight rates which has been in progress for several weeks
at Austin, Tex.,

was concluded on September

The Railroad Commission of Montana

Milwaukee &
Chicago,
Paul, including its
St.
Puget Sound extension,
with headquarters at Chi-

30.

ordered reductransportation of slack coal from the
Bear creek district over the Montana, Wyoming & Southern,
For different distances the rates
and the Northern Pacific.
on slack coal must be from 10 to 25 cents lower than those on
the

tions

in

lump

coal.

rates

has

'

In that capacity he
of the earliest
railroad
valuations
of
properties
required by
State authorities, these
being valuations of the
of the
St.
structures
cago.

for

made two

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second
an opinion by Commissioner Carr, has refused to
authorize the discontinuance of passenger service on the Mahopac Falls Railroad, operated by the New York Central as a
branch of the Harlem road, though it appears that such pasIt is held that the commission
senger operation is at a loss.
is without power to permit a railroad corporation to cease to
perform the functions for which it was chartered. Commissioner Carr points out that, while the commission is without
power to permit the railroad to discontinue service, called for in
its charter, should trains lie taken off, a complaint would then
bring squarely before the commission the question of wliether
or not the road was rendering adequate service.
district,

Paul

in

The Maryland Public Service Commission, in an opinion by
Commissioner Henry, has dismissed the application of the Ches-

& Curtis Bay
franchise to operate its
Curtis Bay, Baltimore, and to issue $.50,000 capital stock. The
commission finds that there is no public necessity for the road.
The track lies entirely on the land of the United States Asphalt
Refining Company, and the line is operated as a plant laciiity
by that company. The cost of operation is about $18,000 a year,
and the commission finds that the asphalt company is proposing
to incorporate as a common carrier mainly or wholly for the
Railroad for authority to exercise its
short railroad on the northerly side of

apeake

purpose of securing through freight rates with the Baltimore
Commissioner Henry says that the
it Ohio and other roads.
industries in that section already have amjile facilities and another common carrier should not be established it is "better to
;

hold

to

strict

accountability

responsible

carriers,

capable

of

meetiug the reasonable requiremeiUs of business, than to try to
establish conditions whereby such carriers may be forced to
divide
service,

roads."

rates

with

mere

plant

and which can only

live

facilities,

incapable

by sapping the

of

general
other

vitality of

Minnesota

in

in

1906 and in South Dakota in 1907. His presappointment dates
ent

.

Prior

from September

9.

COURT NEWS
New York City. October
Grand Jury returned an indictment against the Delaware.
Lackawanna & Western charging violation of law in failing to
collect demurrage on coal consigned to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Company. The shipments on which the
In the United Stales District Court at

4,

the

indictment
ber, 1914,

is based were made between October, 1912. and Octoand the denuirrage charges involved amount to $298.

"Passenger"

The reunsylvania Supreme Court holds

that a

workman who

boards a laborers' train without pennission for the purpose of
securing employment is not a passenger and cannot recover for
Schiinjuries sustained by reason of a defective handlebar.
falacqua v. Atlantic City R. Co. (Pa.'). 95 Atl. 260.

—

Hours

The

of Service

Offices "Continuously"

Operated

holds ih.il a
a. m. to 9:30 p. ni,, subject
telegraph ollice
to negligible intermissions, and a telegraph ollice operated from
6:30 to 11 p. ni., subject to negligible intermissions, arc not
ofliees operated only during the daytime, but are olViccs operated during the day and night, within the hours of service
United States v. Grand Rapids vS: Indiana (C. C. A.), 224
act.
Circuit

—

IhmI. 6C)7.

Cnurl of Appeals.
operated from 4:30

Si\lli

t'ircuit.
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Reasonable Notice

of

Claim Always Essential

for the court.
The mere fact that the railroad company's
veterinary surgeon examined the stock and reported the result
of his examination to one of the company's officers was not
enough to warrant a reasonable inference of a waiver of the
stipulation.
Crawford v. Southern Rv. Co.
S. C. ), 86 S. E.
law^

(

19.

Injury to Freight from Inherent Qualities

— Presumptions

Injury from inherent qualities, the Geor.gia Court of Appeals
holds, is somewhat in the nature of damage resulting from
the act of God and in the more recent development as to the
rules in regard to the liability of carriers it has been held that
they are not liable for loss or damage due to the inherent
;

When the goods composing
of the goods carried.
a shipment are of such intrinsic character as to be self-destructive, or incapable of safe transportation, the presumption that
damage which accrues in the course of the transportation was
due to the negligence of the carrier is rebutted by showing
that the damage was due to the inherent qualities of the shipment.
It is only when it is shown that the carrier actually
receipts for a shipment as in good order that the presumption
becomes conclusive. Capital Citv Oil Co. v. Central of Georgia
(Ga.). 86 S. E. 57.

—

Crossing Accident

— Contributory Negligence

Supreme Court holds

that a person approaching a track, which is itself a warning of danger, must take
advantage of every reasonable opportunity to look and l-'sten.
He has no right to depend upon the custom of enginemen to
give appropriate signals, or even upon a duty to give such signals enjoined by law.
The driver of a motor car, on a clear
afternoon, approached a crossing, and came to a stop about 35
ft.
from the track, where obstructions made it impossible to
Hearing no noise and seeing no
see trains approaching.
smoke, he started to cross the track on a down-grade, and first
saw a train at a point about 17 ft. from the rail, the first point
at which his view in that direction was unobstructed.
He then
endeavored to stop his car and was struck. It was held that
he was guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of law,
and could not recofer for his injuries. Griffin v. San Pedro,
L. A. & S. L. (Cal.), 151 Pac. 282.

California

—

Hours

of Service

—"Emergency" — Telegraph Operator

An

operator of the Atlantic Coast Line working from 4 p. m.
midnight at a continuously operated office at Kenly, N. C,
was subpoenaed as a witness in an action tried on May 26, and
obtained permission from the chief despatcher at Rocky Mount
to obey the subpoena, w'ith the understanding that he would
The case was not reached
return to Kenly about 2 :30 p. m.
for trial until about 4 p. m., and about 1 p. m. the operator
wired the despatcher that he would be delayed and the next
until

;

train

from Rocky Mount

10 p. m.

to

Kenly did not reach Kenly

The operator reached Kenly

m

imtil

but,
7:30 p.
when requested to return to duty, reported that he was sick.
until
One of the other operators therefore worked from 8 a.
8 p. m., and the other from 8 p. m. until 8 a. m. on the morning
of the 27th. The Federal District Court, E. D., North Carolina,
holds that the excessive hours of the first of these operators
was due to an emergency, and the railroad was not liable for
"Emergency" it held to be synonymous
the statutory penalty.
with "exigency," meaning something arising suddenly, out of the
current of events; any event or occasional combination of circumstances calling for immediate action or remedy a pressing
necessity; a sudden and unexpected happening, or an unforeBut as it did not appear that
seen occurrence or condition.
the chief despatcher was not promptly notified that the opera-

aljout

m

;

No. 15

was sick, and there was no suggestion that he did not have
an extra operator at Rocky Mount, it was held that there was
no emergency or casualty excusing the company's act in allowing the .second operator to work three hours, on the morning of the 27th, more than the hours allowed by statute. United
States V. Atlantic Coast Line Co., 224 Fed. 160.

—

Width

of

Roundhouse Doorway

An

engineer and hostler at a roundhouse attempted to mount
a moving engine which was being brought out by his fireman
at a point from three to eight feet within the doorway, and
was caught between the tender and the doorway and killed.
The engine was of the large modern type, and the clearance between its overhang and the side of the doorway was but eight
inches, while in newer roundhouses a larger clearance was provided.
The deceased was not directed nor required to mount
the engine at that point, and the danger of doing so was obviIn an action for his death the Circuit Court of Appeals,
ous.
Second Circuit, held that the width of the doorway being sufficient for all ordinary and proper uses, the railroad was not
chargeable with negligence because it was not made wider.
Hogan V. New York Centra! C. C. A.). 223 Fed. 890.
(

qualities

The

59,

tor

an action for damages to a shipment of livestock under
a contract providing that any claim for damage should be made
within five days, it was undisputed that the damage to the
stock was not ascertainable within that time, and it was held
by the South Carolina Supreme Court that the stipulation was
unreasonable and void. But that fact did not excuse the shipper from giving reasonable notice.
The question of whether
reasonable notice was given, the facts being undisputed and
susceptible of only one reasonable inference, was a question of
In

—

Vol.

Hours

of Service

— Station Agent Acting as Telegrapher

A

railroad company discharged one of its three operators at
a station operated continuously, and after making inquiries to
obtain an additional operator, instructed the station agent to
work three hours a day as agent, and six hours as telegraph

operator, and that he should not work in excess of nine hours.
The agent found himself required by the e.xigencies of the
situation to work 12 hours a day as agent in addition to 5 hours
as operator.
The Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit,
holds this to be a violation of the hours of service statute, as
the agent was within the prohibition of the statute, and under
the circumstances it was not a harsh application of the statute
to hold that the company had knowledge of all the acts of all its
officers and agents, especially as it would seem that it was
charged with actual knowledge of the agent's excessive serOregon-Washington R. & X. Co. v. L'nited States (C. C.
vice.

—

A.), 233 Fed. 596.

Revocation of License to Use Waiting Room
an action for injuries in being ejected from a waiting
room, it appeared that plaintiff went to the station between
one and two a. m., and found, on offering to buy a ticket, that
the first available train left at seven a. m., and that the ticket
agent had left for the night. Plaintiff said that the telegraph
operator, who was in charge of the station, told him that he
could remain in the waiting room until the train was due, but
that within an hour he told him that it was against the rules
of the company for him to remain there, and ordered him out,
using profane language. Going out in the dark, he walked off
the unlighted platform on to the track and was injured.
The
telegraph operator told another story, but for the purposes of
111

the case the plaintiff's testimony was considered. The Alabama
Supreme Court held that the company was properly allowed to
prove an order of the Alabama Railroad Commission requir-

ing
time.

rooms
That order

station

to

be

open at least an hour before train
prima facie, at least, one hour

established,

It was held that the plaintiff was entitled
as a reasonable time.
only to such provision as the law required for the general public.
He had no right to expect or demand the use of the company's
waiting room for five or six hours in advance of the departure
Although
of the first train on which he could take passage.
he had been allow-ed to remain in the room, that indulgence
was a mere license, which might be withdrawn at any time,
provided there was no trenching upon the reasonable time which
must be allowed to persons intending to become passengers. For
the agent, in revoking the plaintiff's license, which he had a
right to do, to swear at him, was no assault
it might be considered as a grievous breach of good manners, but was not an
injury for which the law undertakes to furnish redress, at least
For the injuries
in an action counting solely on bodily injuries.
from falling off the platform the railroad was not liable, the
Widener v. Alabama Great
plaintiff being merely a licensee.
Southern (Ala.), 69 So. 5.58.
;

—
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Railway Officers
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. L. Burforil has been appointed assistant general attorney
of the St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis,
effective

October

667

Edward F. Lee, soliciting freight agent of the Western Maryland at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed commercial agent
with office at Baltimore, succeeding C. B. Oakley, who has been
transferred to St. Louis.
Frank Wisner Robinson, whose appointment as traffic manager
of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company was
announced last week, was born at Cherryville, Kan., on May 22,
1874.
He entered railway service on April 1,

1.

at

ber,

F.

passenger and
accounting departments of the Union

following appointments

C.

:

Ft.

;

Worth

division

with

head-

Clarence C. Beeth, whose appointment as superintendent of
the Eastern division of the El Paso & Southwestern has been
announced in these columns, was born on October S, 1874, at

Muncie, Ind. He enjoyed a common school education, and on
January 1, 1890, entered the employ of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. He remained with this road successively as telegraph operator, agent, train despatcher and chief despatcher until
January 1, 1909, when he resigned as chief despatcher at Dodge
City, Kan., to become trainmaster of the El Paso & Southwestern at Tucumcari, N. M. He remained in this position until
September 1, 1915. when he was promoted to superintendent of
the Eastern division, with headquarters at the same place.

January

1906, to

was

he

chief
clerk to the director of
traffic of the Union Pa-

Southern
Pacific
System
at
Chicago
from January 1 to Au-

cific -

;

new

1,

1910,

1,

E. T. Nelson, treasurer in Kansas, assistant treasurer and paymaster for the receiver J. B. Barnes, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer,
agent for the receiver. J. M. Bryson retains his position as
All of these officers will have headquarters
general counsel.
at St. Louis, Mo., except W. A. Webb, whose office is at Dallas,
Tex.; E. T. Nelson, whose office is at Parsons, Kan., and J. B.
Barnes, whose office is at New York, N. Y.

George B. Johnson, superintendent of the joint track division
of the Texas & Pacific at Ft. Worth, Tex., has been appointed

traffic

;

uary

;

The title of E. W. Grice, assistant to president of the Chesapeake & Ohio at Richmond, Va., has been changed to general
superintendent of transportation.

1,

the
depart-

in

ment of that road at
Omaha, Neb. from Jan-

:

Operating

was

he

freight

January

to

1899,

1906,

president, as assistant to the receiver
W. A. Webb, vice-president in charge of operation, chief operating officer; C. Haile,
vice-president in charge of traffic, chief traffic officer
G. T.
Cutts. controller, chief accounting officer; Frank Johnson, general treasurer, treasurer for the receiver

From Septem-

Pacific.
ber,

Kansas & Texas, anN. Whitehead, vice-

C. E. Schaff, receiver of the Missouri,

despatcher of the
quarters in the same city.

the

freight

L. F. Linney has been appointed auditor of the Pacific &
Idaho Northern, with headquarters at New Meadows, Idaho,
vice T. Cox, resigned. Effective October 1.

chief

Septem-

until

was employed

1899,

in

after nearly 53 years' service.

nounces the

and

1889,

Brown, assistant auditor of the Star Union Line
Pittsburgh, Pa., was retired on a pension on September 1,

Theodore

gust 1, 1910, assistant
general freight agent of

Oregon-Washmgton

the
F.

Ore.; from August 1, 1910, to
agent of the same road from
;

&

Railroad

W. Robinson

Company

May
May

IS,
15,

1912,
1912,

1913, assistant to director of traffic of the

Navigation

Portland,
general freight
at

to

February

20,

Union Pacific-South-

ern Pacific System, and from February, 1913, to November 1,
1915, assistant traffic manager of the Oregon- Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.
Russell S. Underwood, formerly manager of the Mount Jewett
Route, operated by the Baltimore & Ohio and the Erie, has been
appointed special representative of the freight department of
the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.
R. F. Hill has been appointed assistant general freight and
passenger agent of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo with office
at Hamilton, Ont.
He entered the service of this company in
July, 1906, and served in the office of the master mechanic at
Hamilton until the following September, when he was transferred to the general freight and passenger agent's office.
He
subsequently served for three years as stenographer and then
consecutively as soliciting freight agent and rate clerk. In May,
1915, he was appointed chief clerk and now becomes assistant
general freight and passenger agent of the same road as above

noted.

H. Hulatt has been appointed manager of telegraph of the
Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific, vice A. B. Smith,
resigncfl on account of ill health.
Mr. Ilulatt will report to the
charge of operation of the Grand Trunk at
Montreal, Que., and to the vice-president and general manager
of tile Grand Trunk Pacific at Winnipeg, Man. Mr. Hulatt was
liorn in London, Eng., and entered the service of the Grand
Trunk Pacific in 1907, and was Mr. Smith's principal assistant
vice-president

in

Grand Trunk Pacific telegraph
he was appointed commercial and

the construction of the

in

lines.

traffic
In January, 1913,
superintendent of the telegraph department, with headquarters
at Wimiipc).;, in charge of lines west of Foit William, Wnt.

Fcit, chief clerk of the freight

& Lake

ing

of the

tariff

Erie at Clevelaml,
bureau.

CMiio,

deparlmeni of the Wheelhas been a])poinlcil chief

Y. Henderson, commercial agent of the Ocilla Southern
Hawkinsville, Ga., has been appointed general freight and
passenger agent, with headquarters at Hawkinsville.
S.

at

H.
of

McFarhmc has been apl)ointed assistant traffic manager
Pacific & Idaho Nortliern, with headquarters at New

the

Meadows, Idaho,
ber

1.

vice

I'",

Haymond, superintendent

D. Perkins, resigned.

lOTective Octo-

of

the

liingliam

&

Garfield,

with headquarters at Magna, L'tah, has been appointed also assistant superintendent of the motive power and car departments.

W. B. Combs, master mechanic of the
Savannah, at Macon, Ga., having resigned tothe government, the oHice of master mechanic
and L. li. Jones has been appointed general
of the mechanical department.
Curtis C.
the Illinois

Traffic

Leo

Engineering and Rolling Stock
F. O.

Macon,

Dublin

&

accept service with
has been abolished,

foreman

in

charge

West fall has been appointed engineer of bridges of

Central, with lu'ad(|uarlers at Chicago, vice Maro
Johnson, engineer of bridges and buildings, assigned to special
work. Frank R. Jud<l has been appointed engineer of buildings.
with headquarters at Chicago.
Isffeclive Oclnber 1.

A. C. Watson, division engineer of the

Pennsylvania lines
has been ajipoinled
<Iivision engineer of the Cleveland & Pittsburgh division with
headquarters at Cleveland, vice E. F. McCrea, deceased. J. K.
Sherman, assistant engineer at Pittsburgh, has been appointed
division engineer with headquarters at Zancsville, Ohio, vu e W.
E, Gnignon, transferred.
Effective October 1.

West with headquarters

at I.ogansport,

Ind.,
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Frederick Knight Bennett, recently appointed valuatii}ii engineer of tlie Minneapolis & St. Louis, with oftice at Minneapolis,
Minn., entered railway service in the spring of 1895 as rodman

on

Lehigh

the

S9,
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Equipment and Supplies

I

Valley.

Vol.

|

He was

continuously in
the service of this road
until

March,
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

1909, as as-

on main-

sistant engineer

The Central of Georgia is inquiring for prices on 8 Mikado type and 4 Pacific type locomotives.

tenance, assistant engineer, engineering department, assistant engineer

charge of

in

supervisor

accounts,
tracks,

gineer.

The Sioux

City Terminal has ordered one six-wlieel switchAmerican Locomotive Company. This
locomotive will have 19 by 24 in. cylinders and a totab weight in
working order of 117,000 lb.
ing locomotive from the

and

office

of

and division en-

From

Marc h.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of September 10 as inquiring for prices on .50 Mikado type
locomotives, has changed its inquiry to 47 Mikado type loco-

he
was engineer in charge
of reconstruction on the
from
Missouri Pacific
1909, until June, 1911,

hump yard

motives and 3 Santa Fe type locomotives for
ing service.

;

switch-

June, 1911, to June, 1912.

he

was

assistant

The Chicago Junction

engi-

the same road, at Kansas City, Mo.
from
June, 1912, to June, 1913,
assistant engineer with
F. K. Bennett
the chief engineer at St.
Louis, Mo.; June, 1913, to June, 1914, division engineer of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas; June, 1914, to March, 1915, assistant
engineer of valuation of the Great Northern, at St. Paul, Minn.,
and Spokane, Wash.; March, 1915, to September 1, 1915, division
;

supervisor of the Minneapolis

&

Mr. Morehead
Tenn.. vice William S. Morehead, transferred.
has been appointed division storekeeper at McComb, Miss., vice
Frank P. Dugan. transferred. Mr. Dugan has been appointed
division storekeeper at Vicksburg, Miss., vice Eugene D. MeisAppointments effective October 1.
sonnier, resigned.

OBITUARY
Norfolk Southern
Norfolk, Va., died on September 27, at Washing-

E. E. Rice, general industrial agent of the
office at

D. C,

at the

age of

58.

Lowell M. Palmer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who died at Stamford,
Conn., September 30, at tlie age of 70, was prominently identified
with transportation for many years, having been proprietor of
He was also
important freight terminal docks in Brooklyn.
engaged in lightering, and it is said that it was his boat line
that first carried freight cars by floats to Brooklyn.

The Manila Railway. — All

steam railway Hues in
Luzon are owned and operated by the Manila Railway Company. From the report of its annual meeting in London it appears that the operations during the last fiscal year showed a
This is attributed primarily to the short
decreased revenue.
rice crop, which reduced the freight business directly and to
the European war, which affected both the freight and passenger business by' limiting the spending power of the agriAt the same time there was an increase
cultural population.
in operating expenses, mainly owing to the opening of traffic
The company has
over a considerable mileage of new line.
contracts with the Philippine Government for the construction
of several new lines, with a guarantee of the bond issues; and
work on certain of these lines had reached sections which could
not be remunerative in themselves and would be chiefly sources
of expense until the portions of the lines beyond them were
completed and opened. Since the beginning of the war, moreover, it had been impossible to sell the guaranteed bonds, and
the company therefore determined for the present to reduce
its construction to the minimum necessary to link up certain
sections as yet disconnected, an arrangement which was agreed
In spite of these diflicnlties
to by the Philippine Government.
the report emphasizes the fact that the financial situation of
the

company

is

in

flat

the market for 200 40-ton

in

is

cars.

The Missouri, Kansas
underframes.

& Texas

inquiring

is

for

50

steel

The

William D. Stokes has been appointed assistant general storekeeper of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Memphis,

ton,

CAR BUILDING
The Atlantic Coast Line

St. Louis, eastern division.

Purchasing

with

has ordered two superheater sixlocomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. These locomotives will have 20 by 26 in. cylinders,
51 in. driving wheels, a total weight in working order of 149,000 lb., and a steam pressure of 180 lb.
switching

wheel

with the engineer
maintenance of way of
neer

the

general quite satisfactory.

Steel

Erie has ordered 200 automobile cars from the Pressed
Car Company.

The

Rltssian Government

reported to be contemplating

is

the purchase of 7,000 freight cars.

The Tennessee
The American
cars

Company

Copper

50-ton steel underframe

Steel

flat

is

in

the

market for 12

cars.

& Wire Company

has ordered 50 tank

from the German-American Car Company.

The Campbell's Creek Coal Company has ordered 100 gon& Foundry Company.
The Emlenton Refining Company, Emlenton, Pa., has ordered 100 gondola cars from the American Car & Foundry

dola cars from the American Car

Company.

The New York Central
freight

cars

Barker Car
like

number

August

reported to have ordered SOD
Central from the Haskell &
Company, in addition to a similar order for a
of cars reported in the Railway Age Gazette of
for

the

is

Michigan

20.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie has ordered 750 gondola cars
from the Standard Steel Car Company, and 200 steel automobile cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.
These cars were incorrectly reported in last week's issue as
having been ordered by the Western Maryland.

IRON AND STEEL
The Boston & Maine

is

in

the market

for 25,000 tons

of

rails.

The Chicago & North Western
rails

from the

Illinois Steel

has ordered 15,000 tons of

Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered from 10.000 to 15,000
tons of rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
The

Nashville, Chattanooga

&

St.

Louis has ordered 8,000

tons of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron
pany.

&

Railroad

Com-

The Southern has ordered 10,000 tons of rails from the
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, and 2.000 tons from
the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
The
steel

Intehiioroiigh Rapid Transit has ordered 200 tons of
from Levering & Gerrigues, for a subway station at Long

Island City.
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Homestead works, succeeding
intendent in 1901. On August

Supply Trade News

I
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H. G. Prout has
of the Hall Switch

The

resigned from his position
Signal Company.

as

president

&

directors of the

669

Westinghouse Air Brake Company have

declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2 a share.

The Cincinnati Screw Company, Twightwee, Ohio, has purchased the plant and equipment of the Cincinnati Screw & Tap
Company, and will start full operation shortly.
The Gibraltar Manufacturing Company, which for the last two
years has had a selling arrangement with Mason, Davis & Co.
for the sale of the Gil)rallar humping post, has terminated that
arrangement and opened offices at 332 Monadnock Block, Chicago, where it will handle this business on its own account.
Robert E. Belknap, district sales manager of the Pennsylvania Steel Companj' at Chicago, has been transferred to the
New York office as district sales manager, succeeding R. W.
Tliomas
Gillespie, recently appointed general manager of sales.
Blagden, Jr., has been appointed assistant sales manager at
New York, and R. W. Raid, who has been assistant sales manager in the New York district, has been appointed district sales
manager at Steelton, Pa.
Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Company,
understood to be negotiating with the directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad for the purchase of the latter's controlling
interest in the Pennsylvania Steel Company.
A conference was
held in New York on Tuesday, but none of the details have
been made public. On January 1, 191S, the outstanding stock
of the Pennsylvania Steel Company consisted of $20,560,800 preferred and $10,750,000 common.
The Pennsylvania Company
(Pennsylvania Lines West) on December 31, 1914, owned $9,1.58,300 of the preferred and $7,388,900 of the common. The steel
company is a New Jersey corporation. It controls the Pennsylvania Steel Company of Pennsylvania, which operates a plant
at Steelton, Pa., for the manufacture of rails, railway materials,
structural work the Maryland Steel Company, operating a plant
at .Sparrow's Point, Md.
the Penn-Mary Coal Company, and
the Spanisli-.American Iron Company owning ore properties in
Cuba.
is

to the position of general super-

1, 1903, he was elected president
of the Carnegie Steel Company and has occupied that position
up to the present time. Mr. Dinkey is a member of the American
Society of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Mining Engineers and a number of other important societies.

The Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company was incorporated in
Delaware on October 5 with a capital stock of $100,000,000 to
engage in the manufacture of iron, steel and all other metals
and articles of commerce manufactured out of such metals, to
buy and sell firearms, shrapnel, ordnance and ammunition of
every kind and description, to buy, sell, manufacture and deal
generally in articles of machinery used in the manufacture of
ordnance and ammunition, and to produce ores and minerals and
manufacture and deal in the products and by-products thereof.
The incorporators were Herbert E. Latter and Norman P.
Coffin of Wilmington, Del,, and Clement M. Egner of Elkton.
Md. The capital stock of the new company will be issued in
:

$2,000,000 shares of onlv one class of $50 par value.
Of the
total of $100,000,000, $70,000,000 will be issued to provide working capita! and to purchase over 98 per cent of the capital
stock of the Midvale Steel Company, Nicetown, Pa.
all of
;

the capital stock of Worth Brothers, Coatesville, Pa.; all of
the property and business of the Coatesville Rolling Mill Company, and all the capital stock of the Remington Arms Company, of Delaware (a separate organization from the Remington Arms & Ammunition Company, Ilion, N. Y.), which is
working on a contract of 2,000,000 rifles for the British Government at Eddystone, Pa. The company has also under option 300,000,000 tons of iron ore.
The following are the directors and officers of the Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company
Directors William E. Corey, Albert H. Wiggin. Samuel F.
Pryor, Ambrose Monell, Frank A. Vanderlip, Alva C. Dinkey,
Samuel M. Vauclain, William P. Barba, Percy A. Rockefeller,
Charles H. Sabin, Marcellus Hartley Dodge and Frederic W.
Allen.
Officers
president, W. E. Corey
vice-president, A. C.
Dinkey secretary and treasurer, William B. Dickson.

—

—

;

;

:

The Carnegie

Steel

Company

;

;

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company annotmces the following awards received at the Panama-Pacific
Exposition
The grand prize on the 4,000 hp., 6.S0-volt d.c.
double unit Pennsylvania electric locomotive mounted on a turntable under the dome of the Transportation Palace.
The medal
of honor on alternating current and direct current industrial
motor and control apparatus, on precision instruments, on Le
Blanc condensers, on motor-generator sets for moving picture
machines and on high voltage oil switches. Tlie gold medal on
a number of different classes of apparatus among which are
steam turbines, alternating and direct current generators, alternating and direct current railway motors, transformers, rectifiers, starting, lighting and ignition systems, switchboards and
accessories, and mining locomotives. The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company was also awarded the gold medal for
the most complete and attractive installation in the Palace of
Transportation. It also received a number of siKir and bionze
:

medals.

Alva

C. Dinkey, ])resi(lent ni the
resigned from that position to

Carnegie

.Slnl

t'oni|iany,

become presidinl of (he
Midvale Steel Company.
Mr. Dinkey has been in tlie steel
business for something like 36 years. He was born at Wealherly,
Pa., on February 20, 1866, and received his education in the public schools of Wealherly and Hratldock.
On May 21, 1879. he
became a water boy in the ICdgar Thompson .Steel Works, remaining in these works until 1885 when he secured a position as
machinist with the Pillslmrgh Locomotive Works, .Mkgheny.
has

Pa,
From 1889 to 1893 he served as secretary to the superintendent of the Homestead Steel Works of the Carnegie .Steel
Company. In 1893 he was made electrician and in I8<)8 superintendent of the electric light and power plant. 'I'lic following year

he was

.ipiioiiited

assistant

to the gciur.d

suiicriMtendent of

llu-

Homer

D. Willianis, general superintendent of the Dnc|uesnc
Steel Works, has been elected president of the Carnegie Steel
Company, succeeding Alva C. Dinkey, resigned to become president of the Midvale Steel Company, and William Whigham.
formerly assistant to the president of the Carnegie Steel Company, has been elected a vice-president.
Edward Hamilton,
assistant general superintendent of the Dnquesne Works, succeeds Mr. Williams as general superintendent,
Mr. Williams, the new president of the con)i)any. has been
in the steel business since 1880,
He was born at Johnstown,
Pa., on .August 19, 1863, and was educated in the public schools
at that place.
In 1880 he entered the laboratory of the Cambria
Steel Company as a carbon boy.
In 1885. however, he left to
take a special course at Lehigh University in chemistry and
metallurgy.
For a short period he was chemist in the Joliet
Works of the Illinois Steel Company and for two years chemist
at the Colby Mine at Bessemer.
He later served (>\c years as
superintendent of the Bessemer department and rail mill of the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. In 1897 he entered the service
of the Maryland .Steel Company, but in 1899 was placed in charge
of the Bessemer department of the Homestead Steel Works
nf thi- Carnegie Steel Company.
In 1902 he became general
Nuperintendent of the works, Inil in 1903 was transferred to a
similar

position

at

the

Duqnesne

Steel

Works and

it

is

the

he leaves to take up his new duties.
Mr. Whigham has served as assistant to the presitleni of (he
Carnegie Steel Company since 1905. He was born at Camden,
Pa., on Jamiary 4. I860, and gratluated from Stevens Institute
of Technology with the degree of mechanical engineer in 1888.
hi 18')() he liecame a draftsman with Thomas (."arlin's .Sons,
.Mlegheny. Pa., in 1892 taking a similar position with Julian
Keimedy and later with the Carnegie Steel Company. In 1897
he becanie steam engineer of the Homestead Works of the comlatter jxisition

pany and

in

I'lOl

siiperintendeni

In

1905, as noted above, ho

nl

the company.

of

the

was made

Howard

assistant

.\xle

Works.

to the president
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—

(Electric). Surveys are being made, it is
an electric line from Guion, Ark., north to MelA. C. Veach, Gravette, Ark., is the
bourne, about 10 miles.
promoter.

Arkansas Roads

said, to build

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The Railroad Commission
of the state of California on September 20 ordered this company to build a standard-gage line, connecting the gap between
Temecula,

in Riverside county, Cal.,

and Oceanside,

59,

No

Thomson, Camak or Norwood, about 30 miles.
company now operates a line from Savannah northwest

15

The

to either

to

St.

Clair, 108.6 miles.

Railway Construction

I

Vol.

San Diego

in

Such a hne would provide direct rail connection between
San Bernardino, Riverside, and the interior of Riverside county
and the port of San Diego. The commission suggests two routes
which may be followed, one from Temecula to Fallbrook, 12
miles, and the other from Temecula via Rainbow Valley to
county.

Oceanside, 33 miles.

—

Beaver, Mead & Englewood. The grading on this road has
been nearly completed, and the track laying, now in progress,
The railway when completed will
is about three-fourths done.
extend from Forgan, Okla., in a southerly direction to Bcjver.
The maximum grade is 1 per cent, and there are three bridges,
one 14-ft. frame structure, which has been completed, a 70-ft.
piling bridge, and a 3S0-ft. pile trestle. The Beaver Construction
Company, of Beaver, is doing the work. A locomotive and a
L. A.
combination coach and box car have been purchased.

—

South Carolina Roads (Electric). According to press reChamber of Commerce of Sumter, S. C, is interested
in a project to build a line from Sumter, S. C, east to Shiloh,

ports, the

thence via Turbeville to Olanta, about 32 miles. E. I. Reardon,
Sumter, is secretary of a committee in charge of surveys, rights
of way, etc., and R. F. McLellan is chief engineer.

—

Southern Railway. Contracts for double tracking work on
additional sections of this road were let recently, it is said, as
follows
To W. W. Boxley & Co., Roanoke, Va., for the section
from Arrowhead to Elma, 20 miles to the Hall-Crawford Construction Company, Macon, Ga., for the section from Sycamore
to Gretna, 4 miles, and to Robert Russell, Danville, Va., for the
:

;

section

from Whittle

Texas Roads.

to

Dry Fork,

9.7 miles.

(October

1, p.

622.)

—

Arrangements are being made, it is said, to
from Ballinger, Tex., where a connection is to be
made with the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe west to a crossing
of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient at Bronte, thence to Robert
Lee, about 40 miles. T. H. Wheelis, Chicago, 111., and associates
build a line

are said to be back of the project.

—

Toreixgton-Thomaston Tr-\ction. Incorporated with $300,000 capital to build from Torrington, Conn., south to Thomaston. 10 miles.
H. Mann, president, Torrington H. M. Guernsey,
;

vice-president,

Thomaston, and G. B. Goodwin, treasurer, Tor-

rington.

Walton, Beaver, Okla., chief engineer.

Belleview

&

Western.
from

to build a railway

—This

tance of about three miles. Capital, $40,000; among the incorporators are William R. Orthwein and Louis Hudson, of St.
Louis, and J. H. Long, of Belleview.

Chicago,

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul.

— This

road

is

filling

in

of timber trestles between Seattle, Wash., and Tacoma.
The work is being done by company forces and will require
215,000 cu. yd. of fill.
14,000

ft.

Cincinnati,

New

Orleans & Texas

Pacific.

— According

—

Long Island R,\ilro.«iD. This company has applied to the New
York Public Scn'ice Commission, First district, for permission
to build and operate a two-track branch line from Flushing,
Long Island, to Creedmore, in the borough of Queens, 5.4 miles.
The company has also asked the commission to determine the
manner in w-hich the proposed line shall cross certain streets and
the tracks of a surface car line. The new branch will provide
a more direct route from the borough of Manhattan to Creedmore than by the existing branch line, which leaves the main
Floral Park.

The Woodside-Winfield cut-off, in
which was built by the Long Island,

the

borough of Queens,

number

to eliminate a

of

grade crossings, besides improving the alinement by cutting out
150 degrees of curvatures, will be put in operation on October 17.

Midland & Northwestern.— Residents of Midland, Tex.,
have entered into an agreement with the Texas & Pacific, it is
said, to build a railway from Midland northwest to Seminole,
The Texas & Pacific is to furnish the rails and
60 miles.
equipment, and T. J. O'Donnell, banker and stockman of Midland, and associates are to furnish the right of way and
provide all labor for the construction of the proposed line,
which is to be operated by the Texas & Pacific. The town of
Midland has raised a bonus of $100,000 in aid of the project
and other large donations will be made by the towns of Andrews, Shafter Lake and Seminole.
Norfolk

&

Western.

&

—A

contract has been

let

recently

to

Roanoke, Va., for double tracking two
miles of this road between Berton, Va., and Eggleston, on New
river, and the work has already been started.

J.

J.

Boxley

Co.,

—

Savannah & Northwestern. Surveys are
made for a proposed extension from St. Clair,

being
northwest

reported
Ga.,

—

Albany. N. Y. The Delaware & Hudson Company, co-operating with officers of the city in plans to beautify "The Plaza"
has notified the mayor of its willingness to put up an addition,
184 feet long, to its large new office building. The extension is
designed to be built south of the large central tower, and to be
five stories high, corresponding to the architectural design of the
present structure. It will cost about $225,000.
Aurora,

to

surveys are now being made for carrying out
press
double tracking work between Somerset, Ky., and Flat Rock.
(July 23, p. 181.)
reports,

line at

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

company has been incorporated

Graniteville, Mo., to Belleview, a dis-

III.

—The new terminal

& Chicago

(Electric), at

opened.
tinued and

all

done

new

building of the Aurora, Elgin

Main street and Broadway, has been
The South Broadway transfer station has been discon-

transferring from interurban to city cars is now
station. The sixth floor of the building is occupied by the general offices of the company, which were moved
The second, third, fourth and fifth
here from Wheaton, 111.
floors have been sublet as office suites.
in the

—

Baltimore, Md. The Pennsylvania Railroad has gi\<n a
contract to Arthur McMullin, New York, for building the
new concrete pier at Canton, Md. The improvements will cost
about $200,000.

(Aug.

27, p. 409.)

—

Cleveland, Ohio. The New York Central, Pennsylvania Lines,
Cleveland & Pittsburgh and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis have accepted the ordinance providing for the erection of the proposed new union passenger terminal.

—

Deshler, Ohio. The Baltimore & Ohio and the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton are building a joint passen.ger station here,
which will cost approximately $10,125. The building is in the
process of construction, and is about half done. George Georgenson, Hamilton, Ohio, contractor.

— The

(Sept.

3, p.

449.)

Central will soon let a contract for the construction of a two-story freight house here.
It will be a brick structure, 40 ft. by 170 ft., with a basement
under part of the building, and office room on the second floor.
The present freight house, a frame building, will be extended
100 ft.

EvANSViLLE, Ind.

—

Illinois

Frefpokt, III. The Illinois Central has let the contract for
three washroom buildings (mentioned last week), and a pump
house, to T. S. Leake & Co., of Chicago. The buildings will
be one-story structures with brick walls, concrete floors and
composition roofs.
In compliance with the state law similar
buildings have been put up at East St. Louis, III., and Cl.nton,
and are now in the course of construction at Carbondale and
Burnside (('hicago). The largest structures will be two two-

OcToni-R

8,
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for 1,500 and 1,000
ft. and 43 ft. by 86
Each of the other three points has or will have two buildings,
ft.
except East St. Louis, which has a third building which was remodeled from a frame structure. The Drumm Construction
Company, of Chicago, did the work at East St. Louis, the Harbeck Company had the contract at Clinton, and is doing the work
at Carbondale, and Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, of Oiicago, have
the contract for the buildings at Burnside.
story buildings at Burnside, with
men, respectively, dimensions of S3
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facilities
ft.

by 95

—

Ft. Wayne, Ind.
The municipality has let a contract to the
Moellering Construction Company of this city for its portion
of the work to be done in the elevation of tracks over Osage
The estimated cost of the work is $26,850. The New
street.
York, Chicago & St. Louis and the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern will do their part of the work with company forces,
at an appro.ximate cost of $66,737 to the former road and $17,400
to the latter,

Railway Financial News
TnillllllltllltlliiiniiiiiiiiniiiMininilinilniiiiiliiiliiiiillllMllllllllllllllMllliniitiiiinMinililliiMiiiiinMiiniiiiiiiiiitlliiliiniiiillliliiiin:

—

Boston & Maine. Stockholders of the Fitchburg Railroad,
which is leased to the Boston & Maine, have voted to cancel
their authorization of $2,500,000 bonds made in 1914 and which
bonds were never issued, and to authorize a sale of $3,175,000
bonds, the proceeds to be used to pay at maturity $500,000 4
per cent bonds due July 1, 1916, and to pay off floating debt
and the obligations to the Boston & Maine for improvements
made under the terms of the lease.

Canadian
elected

Pacific.
a

— General

Frank

succeeding

director,

Sir

S.

Meighen

has

been

William Van Home, de-

ceased.

—

Macon, Ga. The Central of Georgia has given a contract to
the Virginia Bridge Company for fabricating and erecting a steel
viaduct over the tracks of the Georgia Southern & Florida, also
over Fourth, Fifth, Hazel and Ash streets, Macon. The structure will include one 60-ft. deck span, one 45-ft., thirty-five 30-ft.,
thirteen 20-ft. deck spans and three 45-ft. through spans on
steel bents, and will require about 935 tons of structural steel.
The work includes about 1,400 cu. yd. of plain concrete masonry,
100 cu. yd. of reinforced concrete, and 120,000 ft. board measure of timber and ties. The total estimated cost of the whole,
including tracks, filling, etc., will be about $165,000.

—

Marshall, Tex. Fire destroyed the coach and paint shop, a
storeroom and several passenger coaches and freight cars of the
Texas & Pacific on October 1.

Nonconnah, Tenn.

—

The Illinois Central will build a steel
176 ft. by 1,200 ft., equipped for repairing wooden
The contract for the construction work has not yet been
cars.
let, but about 1,000 tons of steel have been ordered from the
structure,

American Bridge Company.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a
contract to the McNichol Paving & Contracting Co., for building a 1,500-ft. concrete retaining wall on the north side of Lehigh
avenue, from Tulip to Aramingo streets, in Philadelphia.
contract is reported let by the Department of Public Works
to Peoples Brothers at $34,500 for building a bridge on the line
of Fifty-fourth street over the tracks of the Philadelphia,
Baltimore & Washington.
It is to be a reinforced concrete

A

structure, 60 ft. wide and 146 ft. between abutments.
The
Pennsylvania Railroad will pay part of the cost of this b-idge.

—

Vancouver, B. C. Work on the Vancouver terminals of the
Canadian Northern Pacific is now under way. To date 2,000,000
yd. out of a total of 3,2,50,000 to be reclaimed at the head of
False creek have been filled in.
Bids are being received on a
reinforced concrete sea wall, which will be built to closi; the
head of the creek from tide water. The specifications include
foundation cccavation (wet) 450 cu.
concrete 4,950 cu. yd., reinforcing steel 305,000 lb., concrete
piles 15,900 1. ft., creosoted fir piles 12,200 1. ft., asphalt 2,820
sq. yd., rock fill 15,500 cu. yd., square timber No. 1 common
19,500 f. b. m., iron in timber including U-bolts S.SOO lb., 2.S5
spring coils.
the following quantities:
yd.,

Accidents in the .Sikeets of London.

— From

a

goverunienl

return it appears that 637 fatal accidents were caused in the
metropolitan police district last year Ijy vehicles in the streets.
Non-fatal accidents numbered 25,239. Compared with the previous year's return, the fatal accidents have grown from S79
to 637 and the non-fatal from 18,944 to 25,239.
The increase
may be due in some measure to the darkening of the streets
during the last quarter of the year. In the city of London there
were 19 fatal accidents, as compared with 17, and 1,253 nonfatal as against 1,210 in the previous year.
Dr. Waldo, the city
coroner, who quotes these figures, attributes the comparative
fewness of traffic accidents in the city to the excellence ot the
city police, the thorough and prompt manner in which incpns arc
taken for i)rcvcnling accidents, and the superior legal powers
in regard to trafiic which the city possesses.
The coroner, however, pleads for still more street refuges, more police at traflic
points, and more life-guards or fenders for heavy motors.
The I'liiiiiicrr. Loiulmi.

Chicago & North Western.

—

See comments on the company's
annual report elsewhere in this issue.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Both stockholders' committees have agreed on the following as candidates for the vacancies to be filled on the board of directors at the annual meeting
on October 14 and these candidates have agreed to serve
Edmond D. Hulbert, president. Merchants Loan & Savings
Bank, Chicago Charles G. Dawes, president. Central Trust
Company, Chicago John R. Moron, president. Atlas Portland
Cement Company Judge Nathaniel French, Davenport, Iowa
William B. Thompson, director. Federal Reserve Bank, New
York, and J. W. Burdick, president. West Penn Steel Company.
Under order of the court the receiver has paid all principal
and interest, due October 1, on equipment obligations, the total
payment amounting to about $3,000,000.
;

;

;

—

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha. See comments on
the company's annual report elsewhere in this issue.

Delaware & Hudson.

—

The New York Public Service Commission has authorized the Delaware & Hudson to issue $14,451,000
5 per cent 20-year convertible bonds.
(See Raihi:av Age
Gazette of October 1, 1915, p. 623.)

Maryland & Pennsylvania.

—

No interest is to be paid on the
$900,000 income bonds, the interest not having been earned.
Interest payments are made in April and October, and the last
payment of 2 per cent was made in April, 1914. The yearly
rate from 1902 until 1914 was 4 per cent.

—

Kansas & Texas. The protective committee for the
and refunding 4 per cent bonds, consisting of A. J. Hemphill, Charles A. Peabody, W. A. Day and A. A. Jackson, has
taken as an additional member Colgate Hoyt, of Colgate Hoyt
6 Co., New York.
A protective committee consisting of F. N. B. Close, Robert
C. Drayton, R. Walter Leigh, William W. McClench and John
W. Stedman, with P. D. Bogue, secretary, has been formed for
the Texas & Oklahoma first mortgage 5 per cent bonds. The
committee asks only the liling of names and addresses and
amounts of holdings.

Missouri,
first

New

York, New Haven & Hartford. -Judge Hunt, in the
United State district court, has denied the application of
Charles F. Brooker, Lewis Cass Ledyard, Henry K. McHarg,
Charles M. Pratt and Frederick F. Brewster for a separate
trial from Edward D. Robbins in the Sherman anti-trust suit
which has been brought against directors and former directors
of the New York, New Haven S; Hartford. The court granted
the request of .Mexander Cochrane, who entered the New
Haven board in 1909. Mr. Cochrane's case was considered

to be in the same class as that of George F. Baker, T. DoWill
CuyUr, Theodore N. Vail, Francis T. Maxwell anil Edward
Milligan. These defendants lia\ e already been granted a sepa-

rate trial.

—

Chinese Railway Accounts. Steps have been taken by the
Minister of Communications at Peking to have the accounting
systems devised by the Unification of Accounts Commission introduced on the various Chinese railways. In accordance with
this decision the Minister of Conunmiications lias notified the
various railways that inspectors of accounts will be sent to the
different railways from time to time to examine the accounts
and to keep in close touch with the accounting work.
.
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ANNUAL REPORTS

ANNUAL REPORT
CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY, FIFTY-SIXTH
dF
Al.l.
ToNS
OF
AVLKAGI: NUMULU
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Freight Carried per Loaded Car
To the Stockholders of the
The Board of Directors
and affairs of the Chicago
fiscal year ending June 30,

Chicago and North Western Railway Company:
submit herewith their report of the operations

and North Western Railway Company for the

1915.
-r
classihcaInterstate Commerce Commission having prescribed new
preceding year
tions of accounts, effective Tulv 1, I'JU, the results for the
comof
purpose
for
the
revised
shown in this report have been partially
parison.
- 01
Average number of miles operated, 8, 10/. 82.
,

_

The

Mile

Revenue

Freight
Average
Train Mile ...

'''"''"'"

•

•.•..•.•..•....:..:...

^'^AfA'Ail
'I'^VAXiA
0,633, 121. 46

'

Incidental

Total

Operating Revenues
Expenses (69.78 per

cent,

.••••••• $80,779,675.30
Operating Rev-

of

56,371,573.04

enues)

$24,408,102.26

Net Revenue from Railway Operations
Railway Tax Accruals (5.59 per cent, of
Operating Revenues)
Uncollectible Railway Revenues

^_, ,.,,,„
^'^•^^^AzAa
7,254. o-t
4,524,197.74

$19,883,904.52

Income

Operating

Railway

Non-Operating Income:
Rental Income
Dividend Income
,••,''
Income from Funded Securities
Income from Unfunded Securities and AcItems
Other
counts, and

484,441.71
1,600,227.00
5,505.83

._

709.825.41

$22,683,904.47

Gross Income
Deductions from Gross Income:
Rental Payments

t,

n^c nti

nr.

^J'?^^rliR?
^'J^q'JqHt
108,196.5/

Funded Debt

Deductions

Other

$11,914,049.09

Income

Disposition of Net Income:
Sinking Funds
Dividends
8% on Preferred Stock
7% on Common Stock

204,053.75

$

„^,

^-,,,

fiscal

results as

year

j,Ijj_j-

Average Fare Paid per Passenger..
Average Rate Paid per Passenger

810,380.34

$

vere as follows:

*?'m ^Oot'sI
Sfi3'4n2'66
-.n.i.^o^.oo
563,402.66
138,542.73

decreased

^\'l\l'MY>'Ve,
'^^"""-"

Net Revenue from Railway Operations increased......
*^ ,'irr5i
Railway Tax Accruals increased.
/,234^
Uncollectible Railway Revenues increased.

150,342.85

$

.

271,407.45

Railway

121,064.60

$

Operating Income decreased.

y^^"- ,«32^20,365.11,
Of the Operating Expenses for the ctirrent fiscal
Labor, as compared with $34,098or 58.40 per cent., was paid employes for
The defiscal year.
preceding
the
during
paid
cent.,
per
56.55
916 25 or
accounted for as follows
crease of $1,178,551.14 in the amount paid is

time worked
Decrease account
Increase account higher rates of compensation
less

*

•

'

asifinns
4B,lou.uo

PER Mile

Distance Traveled per
Revenue Passenger
Mileage of Passenger and Mixed
Trains
Average Passenger-Train Revenue
PER Train Mile

FREIGHT TRAFFIC
The details of Freight Traffic for the year ending June 30,
pared with the preceding year, were as follows:
Decrease^014
<18<l,475.43
$53
*
'

"

Amount

$51,923,860.74

1914
43,309,643
Tons of Revenue Freight Carried.
Ti'iNS of Revenue Freight Carried
6,229,944,171
One Mile
Average Revenue Received per
*'-'
Ton
Avfrage Revenue Received per
cent
of
a
87
Ton per Mile
..^
Average Distance Each Revenue ,_,,„, miles
143.85
Ton Was Hauled
Mixed
and
Freight
Mileage of

Cent.

3.83
$2,065,614.69
Percentage of
Increase

Decrease
1915
6.72 Dec.
40,399,215
6,216,280,599
$1.29

.22 Dec.

3.20 Inc.

•

.84 of a cent

3.4S Dec.

153.87 miles

6.97 Inc.

•

Trai NS

•

•

•

Average Number of Tons of All
Freight Carried per Train Mile:
East

West

of
of

Missouri
Missouri

Whole Road

River
River

17,250,535

5.81 Dec.

442.36
205.95

479.68
203.49

8.44 Inc.
1.19 Dec.

411.48

443.10

7.68 Inc.

18,314,329

Cent.
$1,012,099.33 4.70
Percentage of
Decrease
1915
.93 Dec.
33,079,550

1,130,297,641
62 cents

3.68 Dec.
4.62 Dec.

'-84 cents

1.82 cents

1.09 Dec.

35.14 miles

34.17 miles

2.76 Dec.

21,537,781

,,,,„,

21,372,414

*1.2/

$1.22

.77

Dec.

3.94 Dec.

,

.

,

year

^Tew'stier^ils

$698,965.82

996,460.61

842.610.97

153,849.64 Dec.

$2,208,719.51

$1,541,576.79

$667,142.72 Dec.

1,484,363.53

1,191,307.88

293,055.65 Dec.

$724,355.98
1,762,313.18
227,056.25

$350,268.91
1,547,651.05
117,254.77

$374,087.07 Dec.
214,662.13 Dec.
109,801.48 Dec.

539,118.33

375,613.88

163,504.45 Dec.

5,073,539.12

4,486,656.40

586,882.72 Dec.

$8,326,382.86

$6,877,445.01

$1,448,937.85 Dec.

rails

and other items.

.

Net charge for rails
Cost of Ties
Cost of Ballast
Cost of Other Track

Material

and

Roadway

Track

Labor and Other Ex-

Total Charges for Road-

way and Track
Other Charges Account
Maintenance of Way
and Structures were:
Bridges, Trestles and

937,863.85

833,833.69

104,030.16 Dec.

331,200.62

296,673.21

34,527.41 Dec.

434,770.48

419,141.63

15,628.85 Dec.

1,229.186.84
53.975.41
522.712.02

995,745.24
88,452.05
515,022.78

233,441.60 Dec.
34,476.64 Inc.
7,689.24 Dec.

150,540.57

130,502.96

20,037.61 Dec.

226,462.07

293,922.88

67,460.81 Inc.

$12,213,094.72

$10,450,739.45

(Culverts

Road Crossings, Fences,
Etc
Signals and InterlockERS

Buildings, Fixtures and

Grounds
Docks and Whakves.
Superintendence
Roadway Tools and
.

Miscellaneous

Sundry

Charges

Total

Account

^nd'"stnic?f.res°^

The ^love charges
rent

$513,293.08 Dec.

$1,212:258.90

!"^.";': :."."!'!

^'.^'

Per

Revenue.

Amount

year ending June
The total Operating Expenses of the Company for the
$10,450,739.45 was for. charges
30 ^J15, were $56 371,573'^04; of this amount
in these
Included
Structures.
and
of
Way
pertaining to the Maintenance
of steel rails, the greater
Charges il a large part of the cost of 59,969 tons
in 441.23
weight
hghter
rails
of
of
replacement
ponfon of which was laid in
ties.
. „ „f
miles of track; also the cost of 2,583,111 new
also •"^'"de a portion o
The charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures
crushed stone, 146 34 miles
with
track
of
miles
49.08
ballasting
of
cost
the
erection, "?'=>« of wooden
wi^h gravel, and 21.44 miles with cinders; the
aggregating 3,550 feet in
structures of 55 new steel bridges on masonry,
and the replacemen of
metal;
len^h and containing 3,885 tons of bridge and box culverts and cast-iron
othfr wooden structures With masonry arch
wooden structures reThe
being filled with earth.
p pes, Ihropenings
in 1™^'
r
'
paced bv permanent work aggregate 8,929 feet Way
v,^,,
^^^, tor
^^^
the
Structures
and
The charges on account of Maintenance of preceding year,^were^^^
the
with
compared
1915,
30,
endin/june

(illARGES

1915, com-

Freight

1915,

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES

Supplies
$1,178,551.14

191=)

,,,,,,,„

1,173,435,140
65 cents

Average

penses
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses decreased

1914
33,389,428

Revenue Passengers Carried
Revenue Passengers Carried One

Less value of old

.

Total

1915
$20;528,443.46

1914
...$21,540,542.79

Passenger Revenue

11,103,668.75

.

compared with the preceding
RVvenue decreased
Passenger Revenue decreased...
Other Transportation Revenue decreased
Incidental Revenue decreased

The

30,

Per

"'raUs

.

Balance Income for the year
Freight'

June

PASSENGER TRAFFIC
details

^^

J'lOs'oJsM
9,108,015.00

Appropriations

Total

2.03 Inc.

.

10,769,855.38

Total Deductions from Gross Income

Net

3.94 Inc.

$3.01

,

2,799,999.95

Total Non-Operating Income

Interest on

21.11

$2.95

$51,923,860.74

pissf nger- ; ; : : : :::
Other Transportation

Operating

20.31

per

of Passenger Traffic for the year ending
compared with the preceding year, were as follows:

The

JO

^Fr'eTghT

No. 15

59,

vearamount^o

$1,762 355 27 Dec.

lor the curfor Maintenance of Way and Structures
Expenses, as
18.54 per cent of the total Operating
cent f or the prece ding fiscal year.

compared with 20.25 per
Th,.

rh-trnes

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
Equipment

on account

for the year
of
with the preced ng ye.Tr. were asjollows.
1915"
or Decrease
increase
1914
$91,248.57 pec.
$4,740,217.79
$4,831,466.36
Inc.
16,863.52
1,268,877.15
1,252,013.63
427,918.14 Inc.
5,873,407.23
5,445,489.09
Inc.
11,104.60
156.987.57
145,882.97

Maintenance

of

enl'fgJunTlo,°r9ir compared
..........
Passenger-train Cars..
Freight-train Cars....

Locomotives

Work Equipment
Shop

Machinery

and

Tools
Superintendence

Miscellaneous
Sundry
Charges
Charges Account
Maintenance of Equip-

229,921.15
359,527.39

170.396.43
354.854.54

59,524.72 Dec.
4,672.85 Dec.

94,187.14

84.194.47

9,992.67 Dec.

„

$12,648,935.18

$290,447.45 Inc
the current year
as compaied with

Total

jg ^g-

of Equipment for
The aboCe' changes 'for MaintenanceOperating
Expenses,
amount to 2'-2.44p?r cent of the total
fiscal yeai

20.49 per cent for the preceding

.

October

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT
At the

close of the preceding fiscal year there was a balance
to the credit of the Equipment Reserve Accounts of
During the year ending June 30, 1915, there was credited
to the Equipment Reserve Accounts on account of charges to
Operating Expenses for Accruetl Depreciation

$6,089,239.37

2,323,461-58

M. L.
and

C.

$8,412,700.95

Ry. Extension
Sinking

12,961,000.00

W.

Ry.

General Mohtgage Gold
Due fhom Trustee on
Account of Construction Expenditures
Made During the Year
N.

1987,

The Bonds on hand and due from Trustee have been
$8,149,419.47

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES
of the Company for the year ending June
1915, were $29,753,444.06, or 52.78 per cent of the total Operating Expenses.
Of this amount $19,268,640.36, or 64.76 per cent, was charged for
labor; $5,842,571.64, or 19.64 per cent, was charged for fuel for locomotives; and $4,642,232.06, or 15.60 per cent, was charged for supplies and
miscellaneous items.
The decrease in the Transportation Expenses for the
year ending June 30, 1915, as compared with the preceding fiscal year, was
$2,195,793.88, or 6.87 per cent, distributed as follows:
Decrease in amount charged for labor
$ 547,529.01
Decrease in amount charged for fuel for locomotives
1,063,155.48
Decrease in amount charged for supplies and miscellaneous

Public

Bonds, Retired
& N. W. Ry. S% Sinking Fund Debentures OF 1933, Retired
C. & N. VV. Rv- 4H% Equipment Trust
Certificates of 1913, Retired

owned

Scrip

by

the

Company

2,338,502.15

Common

Total

Preferred

Stock and Scrip

and

Stock

the

$22,395,120.00

Preferred

Stock

and

owned by

Scrip

10,433,000-00

3,834.56

Total Preferred Slock and
Total

Scrip

22,398,954.56

Stock and Scrip, June 30,

Capital

1915

$154,854,485.53

FUNDED DEBT
At the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of
Funded Debt, exclusive of Bonds in the Treasury and Due
from

was

Trustee,

$214,879,000.00

The above amount has been decreased during the year ending June 30, 1915, by Bonds and Equipment Trust Certificates redeemed or transferred, as follows:
C. & N. W. Ry. Consolidated
Sinking Fund Currency of
1915, 7%, :natured February 1, 1915, viz.:
Redeemed
$12,669,000.00
and

Unpresented
ferred

to

"C u

n

e

4l^%, redeemed,

A

&

W.

Net Increase during the year

The construction charges

On Account

year ending June

$142,738.84
285,188.73

of Extensions, viz.
Miles
Kingston Extension, Wisconsin.... 15.60
Koepenick Extension, Wisconsin.... 7.19

$94,515.11
96,956.29
191,471.40
$ 97.224.99

Buildings and Fixtures
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
New Sidings, Yard Tracks and Spurs to
Industries
Crossings and Signs
Signals and Interlockers
Reduction of Grade between Nelson and
Peoria, Illinois
Betterment of Roadway and Track

459,039.15
692,157.60

227,333.74
61,530.87
52,532.99
289,482-40
694,869-53
50,490.41

Shop Machinery

94,201.65
2,718,863.33

of

Equipment

$6,292,698.95
403,681.03

$6,696,379.98
as follows:
30 Locomotives
2,639 Freight-tr.ain

1912,

Sinking

Fund

of

Equipment Retired,

Cars ...
26 Passengertrain Cars.
285 Work K quip ni e n t
Cars
Other Items

1879,

6%, redeemed

$236,780.30
1,420,108.78
190,725.47
47,754.46
32,169.29
1,927,538.30

6,000.00

& N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund of 1879,
5%, redeemed
M. L. ,S. & W. Ry. Extension and Improvement Sinking Fund Mortgage, 5% redeemed
C. & N. W. Ry. .Sinking Fund I.)ebenturcs
of 1933, 5%, redeemed

4,768,841.68

C.

Total

Funded Debt Redeemctl

183,000.00

$8,107,103.98

26,000.00

251,000.00

or Transferred.

-

.

14,298,000.00

Account Cost of Milwaukee, Sparta and North
Railway
Account Cost of Des Plaincs Valley Railway
Account Cost of St. Louis, Peoria and North
Railway

$200,581,000.00

And

the jtlnive .unnunl lias been increased by Bonds sold
the year, as follows;
C. & N. W. Ry. Ceneral Mortgage Cold Bonds of 1987, 5%,
sold to re-imburse the Company for past expenditures made
for construction and in redeeming m;itined bonds

<lviring

Total, June

30,

IN

10,000,000.00

$210,581,000.00

1915

Net Decrease during the year

BONDS

4,298,000.00

THE TREASURY AND DUE FROM TRUSTEE
$4,173,000.00

June 30. 1915,
& N. W. Ry.

Ibe year end-

as follows:

5% Sinking Fund Bonos
or 1K79. KiDKiMnii
& W. Uv. 5% ExTKNSioN anu ImM. L.

$59,000.00

.S.

PRovKMKNT

.Sinking
Umikkmi-o

Bonds.
C.

&

N.

W.

Rv.

5%

Fund

Mohtgage
17,000.00

Sinking Fund

Dkiii-n-

Ri:ni:KMro
C. & N. W. Rv. (ilNIHAL MoHTGAGK (ifH.I)
Bonds of 1087 Din-. i-hom Trustkk in Ex(MANGr: rou ituNDs Rt; riHi-:!). viz.:
C- 8i N. W. Uv. Consolidated
Sinking iMin.l Currency, 7"r $12,669,000.00
C. & N. W. Rv. .Sinking l*'und
Ttrni.:s

C.

('/

I'l.l.l

B(mdH of 1870, f,'/r
& N. W. Rv. .Sinking
Donils of

1K79.

S'/v

(.,(100.011

14,340.44
10,602.87

Western
53,273.65

$8,185,320.94

LANDS

Appended hereto mav be found statements, accounts, and statistics reand Ihc condition of the Company's

lating to the business of the fiscal yc.ir,
on June Ml, 1915.
By (»rder of (he Board of Directors.

affairs

William A. Gakdnfk,

At the close of the precediuK fiscal year the .'imount of
Company's Bonds in the Treasury .'ind due from Trustee

The above amount has been increased during

Western

Durintt ibe year ending June 30. 1915, 3,6(».V84 acres and 88 town lots
of the t ompany's Land Grant lands were sold for tlic total consitleralion
of $41,608.01.
The number of acres remaining in the several t",rancs June
30, 1015, amounted to 327,530.81 acres, of which 18,790.1'> .icrcs were
under contract fur sale, leaving unsold 308,740.62 ,icrcs.

the

ing
C.

were as

1915,

$427,927.57

Less Original Cost of

$300,000.00
300,000.00
400,000.00
-Ry.

30,

viz.:

Wis.

Improvement

viz.:

B
C

N.

of Elevating Tracks,

In River Forest, Illinois
Greenfield Avenue north, Milwaukee,

1,000,000.00
C.

for the

follows

Locomotives,
Freight5,000
train Cars, 70 Passenger-train Carp, and
260 Work Equipment Cars

Equipment
of

$3,735,000.00

CONSTRUCTION

163,000.00

\V. Ry.
Certificates

Series
Series
Series

$7,908,000.00

Equipment:
40
Steam

fl2,832,000.00

Trust

1915

t

Liabilities"

& N.

C.

30,

Miscellaneous
Construction,
including
Fences, Wharves and Docks, and other
items

transr r

June

Sundry Construction:
Land for Transportation Purposes

the

Company

4,000.00

400,000.00

On Account
$132,455,530.97

bv

held

Scrip

Public

29,000.00

C.

$2,195,793.88

$130,11 7,028.32

and

Stock

de-

Gold
Bonds of 1987, 5% Sold to Reimburse
THE Company for Past Expenditures
Made for Construction and in Redeeming Matured Bonds
$10,000,000.00
M. L. S. & W. Ry. Extension and Improvement Sinking Fund Mortgage, 5%

Total,

There was no change during the year in the Capital Stock and Scrip of
the Company.
The Company's authorized Capital Stock is Two Hundred Million Dollars
($200,000,000.00), of which the following has been issued to June 30, 1915:
Common Stock and .Scrip held by the

$18,341,000.00

c^reased during the year, as follows:
C. & N. W. Ry. General Mortgage

585,109.39

Common

1,000,000.00

14,168,000.00

The Transportation Expenses

CAPITAL STOCK

38,000.00

124,000.00

263,281.48

30,

items

&

Bonds of

amount

Leaving a balance to the credit of the Equipment Reserve
Accounts on June 30, 1915, of

& W.

Improvement

Fund Mortgage, 5%
C. & N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund
Debentures of 1933, 5%..

And

there was charged during the year against the above
the Accrued Depreciation previously credited this
account on Equipment retired or transferred from one class
of service to another

S.

673

I'Rol -IT

AND LOSS ACCOUNT, JUNE

PrfsiJ,-Hl.
30. 1915

Dr.

Depreciation

.icerucd prior to July 1. 1907, on
retired or chaiiKed from one class to another
current fiscal year
Net hiss on property sold or nbaiuloned and not
Debt didcoiint rxtitiKuishcd throuuh surplus
MiHcelbineons Debits
Balance Credit, June 30, 1915, carried to Balance

equipment
iluring the
$.S54,I 74.00

replucctl.

.

Shccl....

IOO,4S>.4S
I45,S(v .*0
JO.li.'vJ.I
3.S.87-5.;>S 0(1

131,000.00
Cr.

hlne 30, 1014
Balance Income for year eiKling June
forward from Income Account
Donations
,
Miscellnncous Credits
Balance,

$3S.'-1')S,.S82.S9

30,

1915,

brought
810,380.34

lM,b11.90
72,433.44

l-'uiul

124.1100.(10

$36,<)06.308.57
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CHICAGO, SAINT PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

of

Accounts,

shown

effective July 1, 1914, the results for the preceding
in this report, have been partially revised for the purpose of

comparison.

Average number of miles operated,
Operating Rfvenues:

1,752.81.

Freight

$11,523,103.44
4,983,699.89
1,022,194.88
312,349.47

Passenger
Other Transportation
Incidental

Total Operating Revenues
Opekating Expenses (67.86 per cent of Operating Revenues).

Net Revenue from Railway Operations

Railway Tax Accruals

$17,841,347.68
12,107,597.51

(5.69 per cent of Oper-

$1,015,028.61
4,834.59

Railway Operating Income
Nonoperating Income:

1,019,863.20
$ 4,713,886.97

Rental Income
Dividend Income

$269,81 1 .98
46,351.00
15,220.00

Income from Funded Securities
Income from Unfunded Securities and Accounts and other items

Average Revenue Received
PER Ton per Mile.
Average
Distance
Each
Revenue Ton was Hauled
Mileage of Freigut and
Mixed Trains
Average Numrer of Tons
OF All Freight Caiuued
per Train Mile
Average Number of Tons
OF All Freight Carried
PER Loaded Car Mile...
Average Freight Revenue
PER Train Mile

and

re

(jross

673,696.23
2,152,312.50
24,288.17

Income

2,850,296.90

$

.

.

.

Net charge for rails
Cost of Ties
Cost of Ballast
Cost of Other Track
Material
forward.

.

330.67

360.13

19.39

20.39

5.16 Inc.

$2.69

$2.86

6.32 Inc.

.

$

The

results as compared with the preceding
Passenger Revenue decreased
Other Transportation Revenue decreased....

Labor and Other

143,572,52

138,315.69

5,256.83 Dec.

$500,896.32

$34,733.31 Dec.

366,663.79

369,953.94

$168,965.84
525,024.76
51,996.80

$130,942.38
229,376.56
20,270.06

$38,023.46 Dec.
295,648.20 Dec.
31,726.74 Dec.

117,233.06

27,790.39 Inc.

89,442.67

year were as follows$432,010.30
48,848.70
$480,859.00
$ 95,540.20
16,583.09
112,123.29

Total Operating Revenues decreased.
Operating E.xpenses decreased

$368,735.71
726,519.41

Net Revenue from Railway Operations increased
Railway Tax Accruals increased
$ 41,745.78
Uncollectible Railway Revenues increased.
4,834.59

$497,822.06
$337,608.01 Dec.
1915
Increase or Decrease
$497,822.06
$337,608.01 Dec.

.

E.\-

Oi

the Operating Expenses for the current fiscal year $6,599,357
35 or
'^"^'- "^^ P'"'!'' <^niployees for labor, as compared with
$6,966,716.33
"?'• P^"^ during the preceding fiscal year. The decrease of
°J-,J, i-Z rPo"
»J6/.338.y8 in the amount paid is accounted for as followsDecrease account less time worked
S306 417 18
.'
Decrease account lower rates of compensation
60941 80

A ^o""

'

June 30

1915

— DECREASE—,
Per

,

1915
$4,983,699.89

ivi-t

Average

Rate

Paid

4,881,961

One

Amount

Cent

$432,010.30

7.98

Percentage
.^'^

11. 1^
1915
4,767,826

of Decrease
2.34 Dec.

266,685,999

252,305,000

5.39 Dec.

110.93 cents

104.53 cents

5.77 Dec.

1.975 cents

2.76 Dec.

per
per

Passenger per Mile
Average Distance Traveled
?nR Passenger
Mileage of Revenue Passencer and mlxed trains
Average Passenger Train
Revenue per Train Mile

2.031 cents

54.63 miles

52.92 miles

3.13 Dec.

4,510,639

4,349,764

3.57 Dec.

$1.40

$1.34

4.29 Dec.

FREIGHT TRAFFIC
The details of Freight Traffic for the year ending June 30, 1915, compared
with the preceding year, were as frjiluws;

— INCREASE—,
Per

,

i-'RFiGiiT

Revenue....

$11,427,563.24

,,
Ions of „
Revenue Freight

.r.„„,

$11,523,103.44

'9'''

1915

Carried
8,466,632
8,794,488
Ions of Revenue I-'reight
Carried One Mile
1,294,143,291 1,336,106,367
Average Revenue Received
PER

Ton

and
:

follows:

Bridges,
Trestles and
Culverts
Road Crossings, Fences,
Etc
Signals and Interlocking Plants

Grounds
Docks and Wharves..
Superintendence
Roadway Tools and
.

$1.35

Sundry Miscellaneous
Charges

$1.31

295,994.49

159,950.88

136,043.61 Dec.

70,010.91

64,003.35

6,007.56 Dec.

30,288.21

28,082.14

2,206.07 Dec.

244,206.25
2,636.23
111,551.70

207,458.28
Cr.
96.30
107,451.21

36,747.97 Dec.
2,732.53 Dec.
4,100.49 Dec.

23,742.73

24,502.41

759.68 Dec.

152,578.97

92,884.28

59,694.69 Dec.

Total Charges Account
of
Maintenance of
Way and Structures $2,627,188.60 $1,956,803.49
$670,385.11 Dec.
The above charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures for the current year amount to 16.16 per cent of the total Operating Expenses, as compared with 20.47 per cent for the preceding fiscal year.

$367,358.98

PASSENGER TRAFFIC

..
$j,415, 710.19

Roadway

Track
;l,696,179.11
$1,272,567.24
$423,611.87 Dec.
Other Charges Account of Maintenance of Way and Structures were as

Supplies
$311 203.33

of Passenger TraflSc for the year ending
the preceding year, were as follows:

86,003.86 Dec.

for

.

46,580.37

Railway Operating Income increased

1914

774,745.18

Charges

Buildings, Fixtures and.

$357 783 70

.

Paid

3,290.15 Inc.

132,174.66

fiscal

Freight Revenue increased
Incidental Revenue increased

Fare
Passenger

8.91 Inc.

$535,629.63

Roadway

Total

Mile
Average

Dec

4,026,069

penses

Passengers Carried
I^\ssnNGERS
Carried

5.40

4,255,990

$835,430.07
1914
$835,430.07

.

.

Brought forward
and. Track

787,976.00
1,298,934.00

Balance Income for the year

„
Revenue..

Dec

rails

and other items.

Carried

2,086,910.00

„
Passenger

Dec

.60

$ 2,219,084.66

Disposition of Net Income:
Dividends
7% on Preferred Stock
7% on Common Stock

The Details
compar
mpared with

2.27

151.93 miles

rolled

-

rails

$ 5,069,381.56

Net Income

.86 of a cent

52.85 miles

renewals.
The details of the charges to Maintenance of Way and Structures for
the year, compared with the previous year, were as follows:
Cost of Rails:
1914
1915
Increase or Decrease
New steel rails
$392,057.11
$362,580.63
$29,476.48 Dec.

Less value of old

Other Deductions
Total Deductions from

8 of a cent

Way

355,494.59

$

15

The total Operating Expenses of the Company for the year ending June
30, 1915, were $12,107,597,51; of this amount $1,956,803.49 was for charges
pertaining to Maintenance of
and Structures.
Included in these
charges are $130,942.38 for steel rails, $229,376.56 for ties, and the cost of
re-ballasting 24.01 miles with gravel and cinders, also part cost of replacing 1,934 feet of wooden bridging with permanent work.
During the year 11,408 tons of new steel rails and 6,446 tons of usable
and re-rolled steel rails were laid in track, a greater portion of which replaced rails of lighter weight; 372,974 ties of all descriptions were laid in

Usable
24,111.61

Total Nonoperating Income.

Gross Income
Deductions From Gross Income;
Rental Payments
Interest on Funded Debt

No

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES

$ 5,733,750.17

ating Revenues)
Uncollectible Railway Revenues

59,

OMAHA RAILWAY COMPANY, THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT

To the Stockholders of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Railway Company;
The Board of Directors submit herewith their report of the operations
and affairs of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway
Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915.
The Interstate Commerce Commission having prescribed new Classifications
year,

Vol.

$95T5'4o"20

^84

Percentage of Increase or Decrease

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
The charges on account of Maintenance of Equipment for the year ending June 30, 1915, compared with the preceding year, were as follows:
1914
1915
Increase or Decrease
Locomotives
$915,313.10
$975,126.79
$59,813.69 Inc.
Freight-train Cars
923,035.34
1,061,967.59
138,932.25 Inc.
Passenger-train Cars...
287,841.23
265,800.71
22,040.52 Dec.
Work Equipment
33,067.42
35,127.09
2,059.67 Inc.
.

Shop

Machinery

.

.

and

Tools
.Superintendence

33,788.02
63,083.97

31,300.56
68,929.43

2,487.46 Dec.
5,845.46 Inc.

Sundry Miscellaneous
Charges

46,995.43

38,704.54

8,290.89 Dec.

$2,303,124.51

$2,476,956.71

Total Charges Account

Maintenance
Equipment

of

of

The above charges for Maintenance of Equipment for
amount to 20.40 per cent of the total Operating Expenses,

$173,832.20 Inc.
the current year
as compared with

17.95 per cent for the preceding fiscal year.

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES
The Transportation E.xpenscs of the Company for the year were $6,737,(^f this amount
697.17, or 55.65 per cent of the Total Operating Exiicnses.
$3,639,774.85, or 54.02 per cent, was for labor; $1,»22,464.65, or 28.53
per cent, was for fuel for locomotives: and $1,175,457.07, or 17.45 per cent,
was for supplies and miscellaneous items.
The total decrease in the charges as compared with the preceding year
was $195,205.38, distributed as follows:
Decrease in amount charged for labor
$188,447.73
121,627.28
Decrease in amount charged for fuel for locomotives....
Increase in amount charged for supplies and miscel1 1 4,869.63
laneous items

3.87 Inc.

$195,205.38
3.24 Inc.

By order

of the

Board of Directors.

William
2.96 Dec.

A.

Gardner,
President.

October

15,
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addition to the branches mentioned for surveyors, throws no
further light on the subject other than to indicate unlimited
discretion on the part of the board of examiners.

known what

It

is

not

attitude will be taken by the Illinois board con-

cerning the holders of licenses in Louisiana.
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on the licensing of structural engineers in Illinois,
Railway Age Gacctte of September 10, called attention to
the fact that tlic law provides for the
grantinp: of licenses to engineers from
The Licensing
other states in which similar laws arc in
of
effect, and stated further that no such
Engineers
law has been passed by any other state.
A. A. Woods, superintendent on the Queen & Crescent, calls
attention to the fact that the state of Louisiana passed a law
editorial

in the

in 1908, requiring a license for the practice of civil

engineering

and surveying.

This statute does not define the terms "civil
engineering" or "surveying," nor does it state what is to be
understood as constituting the "practice" of these professions.

The

fact

are to he

that

less

1912.

than in 1913, but approximately $50,000,000
Expenses, on the other hand, increased

so that the net income was $5,861,000 less than in
but almost $18,000,000 more than in 1912.
Some indication of the volume of traffic is afforded by the train mileage

$4,145,000,
1913,

which show a decrease of 5,518.000 miles as compared
with 1913, most of which was in freight, although there was
a large increase over previous years with the exception of 1913.
Under the exigencies of military traffic, however, these figures
probably include a large empty mileage. The ratio of expenses
figures,

to

revenues was

63.3,

in

1914,

against 62.6, in

1913,

and the

percentage of net income to paid-up capital was 3.79, in 1914,
against 3.90, in 1913.
The total paid-up capital in 1914

the

e\:Lniiii((l

candid:ites

only

in

for

in civil engineering
philosophy or physics," in

licenses

"ii:itur;il

The

constitutional convention

of

New York

recently adjourned, submits to the people an
if

682

Annual Meeting of the Railway Fire Protection Association
What the Commercial Agent Can Do for the Shipper. Carl K. Landis

An

in

of single track increased 258 miles.

EDITORIAL:

C.

were $1,715,000

amounted to $6,518,338,920, or $275,000 a mile, an increase for
the year of about $35,045,000, while the main line milea.ge during the year increased only 10 miles to 23,701, and the mileage

Contents

•I.

amount receivable under

when

it took control of the
roads for military purposes on August 5, of compensation for
any decrease in net receipts for the period during which the
government retained possession of them, as compared with the
corresponding period of the previous year. The gross earnings

more than

cents each
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Way

states should follow the

The British Board of Trade report of the returns of the railways of the United Kingdom for the calendar year 1914 is
contained in a single page, which is pubBritish
lished elsewhere in this issue.
Only a
few of the most important figures, such
Railway
Returns

EDITORS:

This example illuswhich the railroads crossing

New

York's

Public Service

Commissions

adopted, will

make

commissionerships

which has

the public

constitutional

service
offices

other words, partisan legislatures cannot abolish the commissions on the whim
of a moment.
As everybody is agreed
in

"regulation has come
The proposed amcndhient

that

state,

amendment which,

to stay," this

is

a salutary change.

the powers

of removal and
appointment just as they are now; the members' terms of ofhcc.
five years, remain unchanged, and the objections to the amendment, voiced in some newspapers, based on the argument that
the reasonable powers of the legislature and the governor will
be curtailed, is groundless.
It will be remembered that these
two commissions were created in Governor Hughes' time one
to have supervision over the public utilities of New York City,
the other over the public utilities of the rest of the state. The
commissioners are appointed by the governor; the salarj- is
$15,000 a year, and the original idea was to get the best men
available regardless of political afliliations. This ideal, however,
has not been lived up to, and for the last few years the commissionerships have been considered political plums at the disposal of the governor.
This bad condition is little improved.
The responsibility of a governor, in making appointments like
these, is akin to that of the Tresidcnt in appointing judges for
the federal courts, hut only rarely do the citizens of New York
elect a governor who appreciates this.
If governors would
leaves
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make appointments

to

commissions from men best

such positions and not as rewards for pohtical

fitted to

hold

support,

then

government regulation would have an opportunity which
it seldom has had in this country.
It might be the very legitimate ambition of a railroad man, a professor of economics,
or an engineer, to step from competitive work into the judicialadministrative capacity of public service commissioner.
While
the salary would not be comparable to that of the vice-president
truly

of a large railroad or to the earnings of a successful engineer,

would carry a dignity,
somewhat the same way

Court does

money

a responsibility and

an authority in
an appointment to the Supreme
and that ought to go far toward rnaking up for

it

;

Vol.

Receiverships Since January

Algoma

Mites
332

& Hudson Bay

Cent.

States

all

is in the Southwest.
There is only
approximately 32 per cent of the railroad mileage for the entire
United States shown in the accompanying map, which covers
the Southwest and some additional territory, while 66 per
cent, or nearly 28,000 miles out of the total of approximately
42,000 miles of road that are in receivers' hands, is shown on
this map.
The following is a list of all the roads now being operated

by receivers
Receiverships January
Miles
102

Apalachicola Northern
Arkansas, Louisiana & Gulf
Arkansas Southeastern
Atlanta, Birm. & Atlantic

61

Beaumont, Sour Lake & West
Birm., Columbus & St. Andrews...
Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena....
Buffalo &
Susquehanna
Cape Girardeau Northern
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago, Anamosa & Northern
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis
Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chic
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Colorado Midland
Columbus & Southern
Dansville & Mt. Morris
Denver, Laramie & No. -Western.
Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton....
Florida, Alabama & Gulf
Florida Central

Worth & Rio Grande
Gould Southwestern
Ft.

Greenville & Knoxville.
International & Great Northern

Iowa & Omaha Short Line
Kane & Elk
Kansas City & Memphis
Kansas, Southern & Gulf
Liberty White
Louisiana & Northwest
McCrory & Beedeville So
Macon & Birmingham
Marietta, Columbus & Cleveland....
Missouri & North Arkansas
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf
Muscatine North & South
Berlin & Winfield
Orleans, Mobile & Chic
Orleans, Texas & Mexico

Ocala Northern

30
645
118
38
90
91
104
1,282

36
245
52
1,015

338
23
15

56
23
25
47
235
25
23

1915

Outstanding
Stock

402
287

57
Gulf & Northeastern
62
Orange & Northwestern
2,322
Pere Marquette
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern...
291
20
Rome & Northern
4,747
St. Louis & .San Francisco
528
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mex
242
St. Louis, San Frans. & Texas

Lake & Mecur

San Ant., Fred. & Northern
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf
.Sharpsvillc

Tennessee Ry.
Tennessee Central
Texas Mexican

Williamsville, Greenville

&

Wisconsin & Michigan
Total, January

1,

1915

St.

500,000

S. F.)

Funded Debt

90
946

120,073,000
161,910,500
1,816,000
123,119,000

1915

20,940

$354,016,685

$644,656,965

Total, January 1, 1915
Total since January 1, 1915

21,048
20,940

$434,599,738
354,016,685

$830,728,790
644,656,965

41,988

$788,616,423

$1,475,385,755

Georgia & Florida
Inverness Ry. & Coal Co
Kansas City, Ozark & Southern....
Missouri, Kansas
Missouri Pacific
Pacific

350
61
15
3,865
7,285

& Texas

& Idaho Northern

Western

Pacific

Total since January

1,

460,000
24,594,500
175,000
9,000
796,000

&

85,000
1,143,000

S. F.)

26,186,590
15,000,000
1,000,000
41,985,762

(See

St. L.

&

500,000
250,000
8,340,000
8,261,000
890,000
33,800
12,699,500

425,000

300,000
501,000
1,421,475
St. L.

63,672,000
14,655,600

295,499,358

S. F.)

230.000

3,663,000

350,000
1,000,000
7,941,450
2,500,000
19,947,600
304,000
100,000
119,100
92,801,986
1,250,000
10,000,000
1,080,000
36,980,000
525,000

42
5

65
63

22
459
35
123
21,048

Capitalization,

$2,264,002,178

With

the problem before bankers and railroad managements,

of restoring the bankrupt railroads to a condition of solvency,
it becomes
essential that the conditions which brought about

bankruptcy should be studied and analyzed in a

A

candor.

spirit

of entire

successful termination of the conditions which

now

which brought about
believed that a study of

exist can be arrived at only if the causes

these receiverships are removed.
the accompanying

map

It

is

will help in this analysis.

which are in the hands of receivers and are not
map have certain features in common with the
southwestern roads, this might be some clue to the facts which
we are trying to get at. The condition of the Western Pacific
doubtless is due mainly to the fact that it is a new road in a
That might be said of
territory which is largely undeveloped.
If the roads

shown on

this

some of the southwestern roads

certain individual lines of

are in the hands of receivers, but

it

is

that

obviously not a char-

any appreciable portion of them.
small part of which is shown
on the map, lies largely in Michigan. Its bankruptcy was due
in part to the fact that when the company was reorganized following a previous bankruptcy the reorganization was not drastic
enough that means that the earning power of the company was
Competitive conditions may have something to
overestimated.
do with this, but the most important factor is the restrictions
which are placed on rates by the state of Michigan. The Pere
Marquette also has too large a proportion of funded debt to
stock.
The roads in the hands of receivers in the Southwest
They have been the victims
all have the last two characteristics.
of pernicious state regulation and they all have too large a
proportion of their capital securities in the form of bends or
The southwestern states have infixed interest-bearing notes.
dulged in railway regulation to a greater extent than any other
acteristic of all the roads, or of

three

in

states

freight train in

the

union.

Texas so

It

is

unlawful

to

double-head

a

as to obtain the economies of heavier

This is only one instance of state regulation, but
mentioned as a sample of the length to which tlie southwestern states have gone in attempting to cripple the earning
trainloading.

21
54

450
303

Total

41,988;

noted that the only rpads of any importance that
are in receivers' hands and are not at least in part on the
map of the Southwest are the Western Pacific, operating 946
miles; the Colorado Midland, operating 338; the Georgia &
Florida, operating 350, and the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay,
operating 332 miles. A part of the Pere Marquette is shown on
the map, but most of it is not.
will be

;

250,000
2,180,000

500,000
250,000
8,340,000
8,261,000
1,000,000
30,000
8,075,300
(See St. L. & S. F.)

(See

Mileage,

Total
It

The Perre Marquette, only a very

316

2,514

Wabash, Chester & Western.
Wabash, Pittsburgh Terminal.
West Side Belt R. R
Wheeling & Lake Erie

&

250,000

161

Wabash

St. L.

300,000

14
25

293

Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Trinity & Brazos Valley
Valdosta, Moultrie & Western
Virginia & Kentucky

2,000,000
1,500,000
62,135,640
9,532,000
500,000
150,000
1,500,000
150,000

75,000
852,000
1,000,000
300,000
2,300,000

Opelousas,

Salt

(Not Pub.)

51,000
260,000
4,822,000

15

49
365
329
54
8

2,000,000
1,230,000
500,000
18,533,000
2,007,251
250,000
175,000
7,059,000
1,500,000
63,155,000

50,000

(See

1,106
14

58
10
50
121
12
97

Total

Funded Debt

3,000,000
1,230,100
500,000
35,000,000
85,000
4,500,000
501,200
10,000,000
110,000
25,817,800
112,000
4,000,000
1,125,000
8,248,575
10,000,000
2,000,000
50,000
29,072,800
300,000

54
40
24

Ohio & Kentucky
Ohio River Sr Columbus.

Total

Stock

76,300,300
83,251,085
2,929,800
87,779,800

Ry

Florida

the railroads in the United

all

being operated by receivers and 66 per cent of

the roads in receivers' hands

New
New
New

1915

Outstanding

that

of the mileage of
is

15

$10,080,000
100,000
418,000
215,255,000
112.500
1,189.965
8,452,000
2,131,000

17
55
7,847
18
59

RAILROAD BANKRUPTCY

*

Ko

$10,000,000
150.000
1,200,000
74,877,200
112,500
1,166,000
8,750,000
7,500,000

Northern
Boca & Loyalton
Chic, Rock Island & Pacific
Crooked Creek R. R. & Coal Co
Atlantic

loss.

A SIXTH

1.

59,

956,000

1,129.000
12,379,900
1,380,000
28.027,000
8,760.000
300,000
35,500
115,156,496
690,000
30,236,000
383,000
15,000,000
525,000
3.518,245

$434,599,738

$830,728,790

it

is

power of

A

their railroads.

factor which has been

much commented on

in connection

with the receiverships in the Southwest has been the refusal
of the bankers to renew maturing obligations. In some instances
this may have been due to enforced conservatism on the part
of the bankers, but in other instances it is not true. Take the
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. stood ready
case of the Missouri Pacific.
to give the strongest kind of financial support, but smallness of

the earning
in

power of

the road necessitated so drastic a reduction

fixed charges that security holders could only be compelled

October

15,
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make

the sacrifice through the medium of railway receivership.
one can study the history of the roads of Texas with an
open mind and not come to the conclusion that state regulation,
as it has been practiced in the past there, is directly responsible
for the failure of any Texas road to be profitable to its owners.
to

No
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No

one can study with an open mind the laws of Missouri,
Oklahoma and Arkansas and not be convinced that state restrictions on railroad operation have been one of the principal
causes of the conditions which now exist in the southwestern
states.

I

Map

of the Railroads o( the

Southwest Showing by Heavy Line* the Roads

in

Receivership

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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Southwest had been experiencing a Ion;; period of
if there had been crop failures, if a city
like Dallas had had a boom and it had gone flat and this had
been characteristic of other cities throughout this region; if
prices for agricultural products had been abnormally low, we
might assign any one of these as a prime cause of the disproportionate railroad mileage in the hands of receivers in the
Southwest but no one of these conditions has existed. The
farmers have been growing rich real estate values in the cities
have increased phenomenally building has been going on in the
Southwest even when the East was in a state of stagnation
prices for agricultural products have been high and steady, with
If

Vol.

59,
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"HEALTHY RIVALRY AND STRIVING"

the

business depression,

;

;

;

the exception, of course, of cotton; the railroad business

the

is

'"p'HE order of
-*

the Interstate

Commerce Commission

requir-

ing the railways to dispose of their boat lines on the Great

Lakes is having an effect very different from that anticipated by
Congress when it passed the law under which the commission's
order was issued, and by the commission itself when it made
its decision.
The law (the Panama Canal Act) provided that
if the commission considered that any water service other than
through the canal which was being rendered by railways "is
lieing operated in the interest of the public and is of advantage
to the convenience and commerce of the people," it might e.xtend
indefinitely the time during which the railways might continue to

only business, barring lumber, that has gone from bad to worse
in the Southwest.
Is it an}' wonder, therefore, that bankers are reluctant to put
new capital into the railroads of this section of the country?

render

Let each man who has a savings bank account or a life insurance policy ask himself whether he really hopes that part of
the assets of his savings bank or life insurance company is in-

interest of the public.
It said, "On a water course where boats
and boat lines are free from domination or control by the railroads, and where they are left to sur\'ive as their merit or
the ingenuity of their owners makes possible, there will be, and
always is, a healthy rivalry and striving between such boat lines
and with paralleling railroads for all suitable and available
* The condition is one which results in the bene* *
traffic.
ficial use of the waterways accruing to the shippers."
Thus confident was the commission in the expression of its
views, although there were facts on every hand to contradict
them. Now it is found that instead of promoting competition
between the lake lines and the rail lines, the order has thus
far resulted only in curtailment of boat line service and higher
water rates and a still further curtailment will result after
December 15, the date on which the railroads are required to
cease operating boat lines on the lakes.
Several of the boats
already disposed of by the roads are to be taken out of the
lake service entirely, and, so far as is known, no independent
service is forthcoming to take their place.
That the divorce of the lake and rail line does not present a
pleasing prospect to the shippers is indicated by the petition
which the Chicago Board of Trade, probably the most impor-

Would

vested in southwestern railroad securities.

the trustee

of an estate be justified in buying southwestern railroad bonds?
These questions are quite vital. It is not a matter of speculation as to the future
it is a matter of an unbiased study of
;

the past.

The Southwest
there need be no

but

is

not so amply supplied with railroads that

new

who would have

railroads built to develop the country

the temerity to try to promote a

new

road on the face of the accompanying map? But more immediate than this question is that of who will have the courage
to underwrite a reorganization of the companies now in the
hands of receivers.
Too large a proportion of fixed charges has been an important
factor in all of the southwestern receiverships. To induce bondholders to accept stock in payment for their claims

it

will

be

necessary to give this stock a fair prospect Of earning a substantial return, 7 per cent at least in average years, and a prospect
of having very much more than this in prosperous years so as
it will have to forego profits in years
of bad crops or a business depression. If you are to reduce
the fixed charges by persuading part of the debtors of the com-

to offset the certainty that

it.

The commission, in its opinion on May 7, 1915, which was written by Chairman McChord, held, in effect, that the service being
rendered by the lake boats owned by railways was not in the

;

tant

organization

tion,

has just

of

filed

shippers

interested

with the Interstate

in

transporta-

lake

Commerce Commission,

pany to become owners with the business risks that ownership
must assume, you have got to hold out prospects of business
profits which are higher than would be the interest ordinarily
demanded by a lender on security. All the unbounded optimism
that is to be found in Oklahoma and Texas cannot persuade

asking for permission to intervene in the rehearing asked by
the Lehigh Valley and for a postponement of the order until

an investor that a southwestern railroad company's securities
look good unless there is some substantial assurance that the

ment of

the

commission

shall

have heard further evidence on behalf
also asked similar

The Board of Trade has

of the shippers.

organizations in other cities to join

it

in

seeking a postpone-

the order until they can present their reasons for de-

siring a continuance of the boat service by the

The Board of Trade

says in

"there has been for the most part,

enthusiasm, over the Southwest

way of

its

railways.

petition that for

railroads as well as other forms of industry are to be allowed
to participate in the prosperity of that country.
Optimism, even

adequate

many

facilities

years,
in

the

obvious
that the railroads have not heretofore gotten their share of the
wealth which they have been such an important factor in

boats" for shipments from Chicago to Buffalo and other
lake ports that "the rates have been regulated largely by the

creating.

by the railroads of their interest in a number of boats "has had
the effect of decreasing the supply of said boats and enormously
advancing the charges for transportation of grain via water,"

While the Southwest
in regard to

its

is

is

justified,

worse than the

but

rest

it

is

of the country

railroad situation, figures for the entire United

States make a far from good showing.
Making a rough estimate based on the net operating income as shown by the figures
compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1915, and taking the capitalization of the
railroad companies at the beginning of that fiscal year, the net
operating income of only between 40,000 and 45,000 miles of
road will apparently show 6 per cent or more on the total face

value of outstanding securities.
In other words, the mileage
of railroads wjiich are earning 6 per cent or better on the total
of their securities is only about as great as the mileage of railroads which are bankrupt. Six per cent is not a sufficient return
to hold out to an investor to induce him to subscribe for stock,

and yet nearly five-sixths of the mileage of railroads
United States will not show 6 per cent in J91S, according
estimates.

;

demand

supply and

and

for transportation," but that the

that "the disruption

disposal

and curtailment of said means of water

transportation will be destructive of the business of and highly
injurious to
is

many

cities

and towns."

"Unless immediate action

taken," the letter to other organizations says,

have no boat

"the shippers

or an irregular and
unsatisfactory service, with perhaps rates no lower, and possibly

will either

line service at

all,

liigher than are lieing paid at the present time.

The

result will

be an increased cost to the consumers, producers and shippers."

in

the

For many years a great majority of the service on the lakes
owned by large industrial corporations and handling only their freight, and by boat lines controlled by the railways.
The amount of service rendered by socalled "independent" lines that is, lines owned neither by the

to

our

big industrial corporations nor

has been rendered by vessels

—

tremely small.

In

cither

—

liy llio railways
has been exwords, the service to the public has

October
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15,

been rendered almost solely by railway boat lines. It has been
assumed by many that if the competition of railroad boats were
withdrawn there would at once spring up independent lines to
But, as already indicated, the inderender adequate service.
pendent boat lines are no more forthcoming than is sufficient
good service on our improved rivers and other inland waterways.
The reason why this is the case is that every good business
man who seriously investigates the subject soon becomes convinced that an independent boat line on an inland waterway
cannot oridinarily compete with the paralleling railroads in
soliciting traffic and rendering satisfactory service in handling
Perhaps this fact, which long has been patent to many of
it.
those who have studied the relations between rail and water
transportation in this and other countries, will now be brought
home by the hard logic of experience to those in high places who
sometimes regulate first, and find out afterward the conditions
to which the regulation is to be applied.

BOSTON & MAINE

VERY

officer

President Hustis says

remarks.

dent's

"No

business,

much

less

by the United States courts in accordance with the settlement
of the anti-trust suit brought against the New York, New Haven
& Hartford.

There are three principal problems for which the Boston &
Maine management has to find a solution. The company had
at the beginning of the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1915^
$24,310,000 floating debt in the form of notes, all of which were
due on or before March 2, 1915. The company's interest charges
on its funded debt amount to $1,755,000 and on its unfunded
debt to $1,272,000.
In addition to this, however, the leases of
the hues which it operates but does not own call for $5,589,000
annually.
The fixed charge, therefore, on the leased roads is
at the rate of $3,600 per mile, which is more than can be earned
under present conditions with any margin of safety. Most of
the leases run for very long terms and the only way in which
the rentals can be decreased is through some compromise between the Boston & Maine and stockholders of the leased lines.
A part of this problem is in the laws of the New England states
in which the road operates, which, as at present on the statute

make

books,

and every employee of the Boston & Maine
ought to read at least so much of the company's annual
report as is contained in the last two paragraphs of the presi-

p^

one performing public service, can

679

nroblem

is

a voluntary reorganization impossible.

The

third

the profitable operation of the railroad.

The management was able to persuade the holders of the
great majority of the notes representing floating debt to extend
these notes not only once, but twice, and as the situation now
stands there are $17,337,000 notes outstanding, which amount
will be further reduced to $13,500,000 under the plan which the
noteholders have accepted of receiving a part of what is due

them

in

will fall

Maine Railway Companies'
due March 2, 1916.

notes, but

which $13,500,000

The legislation necessary to permit a reorganization of the
company was secured in Maine and Massachusetts, but not in
Vermont or New Hampshire. The management is hopeful, how-

way will yet be found to keep the property intact.
plans to accomplish this presumably call for some sacrifices

ever, that a

The

on the part of the stockholders of the leased roads, but it is
hoped that these stockholders will agree to share something of
the burden which must be borne by the other Boston & Maine
security holders.

A

very good start has been made in the operating problem,
notwithstanding the fact that 1915 was a year of business depression in New England.
Total operating revenues of the

Boston & Maine amounted to $46,673,000 in the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1915, a decrease as compared with the previous year of
3.09 per cent. The falling oflf in revenue was equally distributed
between freight and passenger service.
Total operating expenses amounted to $35,910,000, a decrease as compared with the
previous year of 7.58 per cent. The operating ratio was reduced
from 80.68 in 1914 to 76.94 in 1915. The company failed by
only $334,000 of earning a net sufficient to meet its interest
charges and rentals. In 1914 there was a deficit of $2,045,000.
The saving in expenses was made through a reduction of 14.54
per cent in maintenance of equipment expenses and 9.99 per
cent in transportation expenses. Maintenance of equipment cost

Saraioga

Hofferdai

CONNECTICUT
The Boston

'?•'
i

&

Maine

Repairs per locomotive mile cost 8.51 cents.
This was a reduction of 6.79 per cent as compared with the

$6,695,000 in 1915.

produce

its

best

future exists.

results

while doubt or uncertainty as to

Despite such a condition there

fact that there has

in the

is

been an improvement

its

encouragement
in

the service

as well as in the net results of operation.

"The helpful attitude of the public and the press generally,
and the loyalty and faithful service of officers and employees,
have contributed to and made these results possible. It is, therefore, in no perfunctory spirit that the board expresses its appreciation."

previous year.
1915,

not

same or higher standards of
fact that the

partment.

is

better than optimism.

stock

is

now

deposited with a board of trustees approved of

is

cars cost $2,457,000 in

safe to say that nearly

if

repairs being held to in 1915.

Billerica shops of

the

Boston

& Maine

The

were

in

operation during all of the 1915 fiscal year and only part of
the 1914 fiscal year is one factor that made the saving in main-

have

store, that

freight
It

of the reduction in maintenance of equipment expenses
was due to the more economical performance of the work, the

tenance

in

repairs of

all

Throughout the report there is a note, not exactly of optimisni,
but of confidence to meet whatever difficulties the future may

The Boston & Maine operates 2,252 miles of steam railroad,
of which but 707 miles is owned and the remaining: l,5-)5 miles
is leased.
The majority of the lioston & Maine .fl2,()55,(){X) slock
was owned by the New York, New Haven & Hartford through
the medium of the Boston Railroad Holding Company.
This

The

a decrease of $534,000.

better

of equipment expenses possible
and the other was
and more economical work done by the mechanical de;

Transportation expenses amounted to $20,178,000, a decrease
compared with the previous year of $2,240,000, or about 10
per cent.
The ton mileage of revenue freight carried totaled

as

2,416,000,000, a decrease of 8.30 per cent,

and the total number
of passengers carried was 43,472,000, a decrease as compared
with the previous year of 7.57 per cent. The average trainload

*
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tural

1.63 per cent.

road.

The

was 333 tons

principal savings in transportation

train enginemen and trainmen.
specific

economy which has been

menhand was re-

effected deserves

of materials and supplies on

duced from $5,702,000 in 1914 to $4,139,000 in 1915. This result
was obtained through the establishment of a stores department
and the vesting of this department with the necessary authority

and

table shows the principal
compared with 1914:

in 1915 as

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income

Net

loss

ATCHISON, TOPEKA

& SANTA

1914
2,2^2
$27,912,397
16,111,548
48,160,286
6,700,913
7,835,146
466.600
22,434,904
248,878
1,169,778
38,856,319
2,059,017
7,245,050
9,151,645
2,044,742

FE

THE

The

Atchison,

The

total

The
the

ton mileage of revenue freight was 8,263,-

The average revenue per

ton

per mile was 9.47 mills as against 10.07 mills the year before.
The number of passengers carried one mile was 1,342,000,000, as

tonnage of agricultural products carried by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in 1915 was 6,932,000 and formed
26.57 per cent of the total tonnage of revenue freight carried,
comparing with 5,000,000 tons of agricultural products carried

The average
1,310,000,000 the year before.
revenue per passenger per mile was 2.074 cents as against 2.175
cents in the previous year.
This increase of 12.33 per cent in freight business and 2.41
per cent in passenger business was handled with an increase in
The
transportation expenses of approximately 2i^ per cent.
average total trainload of freight was 442 tons in 1915, an increase as compared with the previous year of 5.13 per cent.
The success in holding down transportation expenses is all the
more noteworthy in view of the fact that the Santa Fe was
very liberal in putting on additional passenger service, the passenger train mileage being increased by 4.98 per cent to accommodate the increase of 2.41 per cent in passenger mileage.
The Panama-Pacific Exposition created some traffic, which,
however, was probably offset to a considerable extent by economies in traveling expenses of people affected by the business
depression in the East. Much of the Panama-Pacific Exposition

compared with

Topeka

which formed 19.97 per cent of the total tonnage carried
in that year.
The average length of haul of all freight in 1915
was 317 miles as against 292 miles the year before. The fact
that the wheat crop of Kansas was the largest in the history
of the state and that the yield of nearly all classes of agriculin 1914,

operating ratio of 64.67 in 1915 as against 66.12 in 1914.
business handled increased in greater proportion than
000,000 as against 7,316,000,000.

figures for operation

1915
2,252
$27,042,879
15,502,197
46,673,049
7,195,081
6,695,420
443,690
20,193,692
200,170
181,720
35,909,772
1,978,223
8,779,110
9,983,584
334,462

net

being developed.
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, the company earned
$117,666,000 from operation, an increase as compared with the
Operating expenses amounted to
previous year of $6,556,000.
$76,092,000, an increase of $2,622,000. This gave the company an

revenue.

responsibility.

The following

the

servative, but remarkably good judgment has been shown and
no time has been wasted in getting into new territory which was

the previous year; and reductions in the
$210,000 less than
amounts paid 'for station employees, fuel for yard locomotives,

The amount

was
was

While it has a large mileage in the Southwest, unhke some
of the other large roads which serve that territory, it has a very
profitable through business and a very profitable business in
California.
The development of the property has been con-

expenses were in fuel

in

One
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earnings of the company the largest in its history.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe operates 11,136 miles of rail-

for train locomotives, which cost $3,644,000 in 1915, or $587,000
less than in the previous year; a decrease in the wages of yard
conductors and brakemen, which cost $1,096,000 in 1915, or

tion.

59,

products in western Texas and western Oklahoma
phenomenal, and also that the Kansas and Oklahoma wheat
largely exported through Galveston, giving the Santa Fe
longest possible haul, combined to make both the gross and

in 1915, an increase as compared
with the previous year of 19.06 per cent. All of this increase in
trainloading was due to heavier tonnage pulled hehind the drawbar, the mileage of loaded cars being 153,000,000, a decrease of
7.92 per cent as compared with the previous year, while the
mileage of empty cars amounted to 58,000,000, an increase of

of revenue freight

Vol.

&

Santa Fe

busincss

is

done

at

excursion

rates,

which leave small margin

for profit.

In connection with passenger business special mention should

made of the new union passenger station at Kansas City,
which was opened on November 1, 1914. President Ripley says

be

October
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15,

"The new facihties constitute one of the largest and
most complete passenger terminals in the country and represent a very large investment. The heavy fixed charge which this
investment entails and the maintenance and operation of these
extensive facilities place a large expense upon the Kansas City
of this

whom

are using the

new

station

;

however, the

are a great accommodation to the public and, of
course, materially improve operating conditions at Kansas City."
facilities

The Santa Fe

is

liberal in its expenditures

for maintenance.

In 191S, $16,514,000 was spent for maintenance of way, an increase compared with the previous year of $1,089,000. This is
at the rate of $1,486 per mile of road as compared with $1,403

There was spent on maintenance of equipcompared with the previous year
of $551,000. In addition to this ample maintenance expenditure,
the company spent $12,041,000 for additions and betterments
to its property and its equipment.
Of this, $4,248,000 was for
the year before.

ment

$19,765,000, an increase as

construction or acquisition of

and betterments

new

to fixed property,

lines, $5,116,000 for

is now $23,953,000.
The Atchison is one of the soundest

stroyed,

railroad companies finanUnited States. Its policy of making additions
and betterments from income has been farsighted, the stockholders having taken only a part of the profits which belong
to them and have invested a considerable proportion of the
remainder each year in betterments. Of the total face value of
securities outstanding less than half is funded debt, the funded
debt at the end of 1915 amounting to $310,975,000, and the stock
With an expenditure of more than $12,000,000
to $314,663,000.
in 1915 on property account, there was a decrease in the amount
of funded debt outstanding of $2,218,000 and an increase in
stock outstanding, due to the conversion of convertible bonds
cially in the entire

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

No

single

is

pre-eminently a road

financial

interest

controls

company and its policy is dictated by the efforts of the
management to conduct the company's affairs in the interests
the

and small. Notwithstanding all the
facts and circumstances in the company's favor, the rate of return earned on property investment was but 5.40 per cent in
1915 and, as President Ripley points out, the fact that the company is able to pay a 6 per cent dividend on its common stock
is only because it pays slightly more than 4 per cent on its
funded debt. When the governments of England and France
security holders, large

;

are offering their notes at a better than 5 per cent basis, there

does not appear to be any immediate possibility of any railroad
company, no matter how strong, being able to sell new bonds

on a 4 per cent basis.
Is it any wonder that President Ripley is a pessimist on the
railroad situation in general and an optimist on Atchison?
This year's Atchison annual report is both good reading to
Atchison security holders and a warning so plain as to be unmistakable in regard to the railroad situation in general and, of
course, especially to roads west of Chicago.
The principal figures for operation in 1915 and 1914 were:
Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
I'aaacngcr revemlc
Total operating rcvinncs

Maintenanee of way and structures
M.iinienance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General ex|ienses
Total operating expenses
'Irairic

contains chapters showing the distances saved in trade

It

it.

between important points by the canal route, how a
handled through the canal, facilities for shipping, savings in cost of operation by use of the canal taken from specific
instances, tolls, use of the canal by sailing ships, the effect of
the canal on the navy, various features of construction, and
traffic routes.
The chapter on shipping facilities especially gives
a large amount of official information which is valuable to
routes

vessel

is

making use of the canal

shippers

Fuel Association

route.

Edited by C. G. Hall, secretary of the
association.
in. by 9 in.
Published by the association,
C. G. Hall, McCormick building, Chicago, secretary.
Price $1.00, bound
in red morocco, and 50 cents, bound in paper.
Proceedings.
398 pages, 6

annual convention of the
This year the association considered the use of pulverized fuel on locomotives in a
very comprehensive manner, and has, it is believed, the most
complete information ever printed on this subject. The discusthe

is

report of the seventh

International Railway Fuel Association.

many practical suggestions from the experiences
who have used powdered fuel in stationary boiler servvery complete report was made of the locomotive stoker

sion contains

of those

A

ice.

Other papers were presented on coal preparation,
smoke prevention, fuel stations, fuel oil for locomotive use,
storage of coal and the arrangement of front ends, ash pans,
situation.

grates, etc.

Railways of the United States 1904 to 1914. Bulletin No. 81,
by the Bureau of Railway Economics, Washington, D. C.
67
6 in. by 9 in.
Bound in paper.

Statistics of

issued
pages.

This

is

;

the third edition of the Bureau's annual series of com-

pilations of statistics of the

United States by ten-year periods.

Bulletin No. 66, giving the statistics for the years 1900 to 1912,

into stock, of $4,678,000.

its

In this book the United States government has brought together
some very interesting material regarding the construction and
operation of the Panama Canal and the traffic passing through

This

investors.

Panama

Canal.
Illus58 pages.
6 in. by 9 in.
Published by Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

trated.

of the

to

Furthermore, the Santa Fe has been very liberal in its charges
for depreciation on equipment.
The amount accrued on this
account, after charging out the depreciation on equipment de-

belonging to

Handbook

Official

additions

and $2,464,000 for additions

equipment.

of

NEW BOOKS

:

railroads, all of

new

681

.

Taxes
Operating ineome
Cross ineome
Net income
niviilen.ls

Appropriatnil for addiliims anil lirlternirnls

1915
11,115
$80,504,393
27,823,064
117,665,587
16,514,468
19,764,535
2,649,175
34,827,705
2,476,595

1914
10,909
$73,638,388
28,497,233
111,109,770
15,425,730
19,213,343
2,521,774

7ri,091,554

73.4rt«,334

5,497,317
36,051,401
39,048,551
24,130,892
17,550,017
6,513,397

5,525,585
32,114,851
34.289,204
20,183,965
17,400.440
2,719,318

was

issued last year and Bulletin No. 75, giving the figures for

1913, was issued in March of this year.
In
publishing Bulletin No. 81, covering the figures for the period
1904 to 1914, the Bureau gives the most complete information

the years 1903 to

yet available regarding railway results in the fiscal year 1914,

compiled with the purpose of presenting in a form adapted for
convenient reference the principal aspects of railway operation

shown by the official statistics.
The railway tabulations are based upon
by the Interstate Commerce Commission
as

official

data published

for each

fiscal

year,

and tabulations conceniing population and area are based upon
the reports of the Census Bureau. The statistics are published
in 76 tables, classified under the following heads
Population
and Area Railway Mileage Capital Securities and Dividends
Revenues, Expenses and Taxes Employees and Compensation
Equipment Freight Traffic Statistics Passenger Traffic Statistics and Accidents, the various tables under each head giving
:

;

;

;

;

the

principal

;

details

for

each year.

Where

such

suitable the figures are reduced to a mileage basis.

division

is

The arrange-

ment of the tabulations renders this bulletin of especial advaiita^;e
from the standpoint of convenient reference because it brings
together in comparable form the figures for 11 years, thus doing
away with the necessity for consulting the different volumes of
the Interstate Commerce Comirission's statistics, and also because it includes the official figures for many of the most important details of the 1914 operations in advance of their publication by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
An especially convenient feature of the arrangement is the

33,8')0,108

2,409,379

recasting of the figures

the three districts

for years prior to

—easteni,

commission has used since

western and

1911,

according to

Southern, which

1911, in place of the ten

the

territorial

groups used before that time. This makes it possible to obtain
an accurate comparison of statistics for the various ycarj vithout the necessity of combining the group figures.
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and such a man, if not recognized, will soon seek new
no such man ever stays long in the company of "duffers"; and again the clerk, with heart and soul,
who enters railroad service because of the recognition which
this great industry offers, is bound to succeed, because such
scarce,
fields

I

Vol.

for his ability

;

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirMiiriiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiriiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiimiiiiiiiir?

clerks are few.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES ON THE BALTIMORE & OHIO
Washington, D.

C.

In taking up railroad work to make
does not and cannot stick in an office.

Railway Age Gazette:
In the paper entitled "Electric Motive Power in the Operation
of Railroads" by E. H. McHenry, published in the Railway
Age Gazette, October 1, page 602, there appears the statement

professional

commercially practical engines of this kind were
operated by the Baltimore & Ohio through its Baltimore tunnel
in 1905." This is evidently a misprint, as the first electric locomotives were put in operation by this road in its belt line tunnel

ing,

To THE Editor

that "the

of the

first

under the

city of

Baltimore

in 1895.

Hugh

G. Boutell.

practical

railroad

it

one's profession, one

To

succeed finally as a

man, one must get an insight into the

workings of the various departments

—braking,

ducting, operating yards, despatching, surveying, engineering

con-

—or

some of them there is no such "profession" as clerkany more than there is as "grocerying." There are clerks
and clerks. Anyone who can wield a pencil or pen must, of
necessity, call himself a "clerk" if he be so employed; one great
trouble with clerks is that there are so many of them, and
being also a field in which women enter more readily than any
other "man field," wages are probably lower, except in execu-

at least of

;

Then again, to crowd this field still more, the
average young fellow, when he leaves school, wants to get into
an office, because he can be dressed up. He does not like to
come or go from home in overalls, or a working shirt, while
learning a trade which would in all probability carry him around
He prefers to accept
the world without a dollar in his pocket.
the office job, and only realizes when it is too late that he has
idled his time away, reading the "sporting edition," playing biltive positions.

AN ANSWER TO "A CLERK'S PLEA"
MUNHALL,

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
The article, "A Clerk's Plea," by M. S., in your

Pa.

issue of Sep-

worthy of consideration by employee and employer
and his
alike because both are vitally interested, or concerned
remarks apply to all clerical work, in large corporations as well

tember

10, is

—

—

as railroad

offices.

Broadly and generally speaking, the vital principle involved
is probably the cause of much of the incompetency of the men, as well as the ignorance of the employer
Coas to their competency or incompetency) is co-operation.
operation, fully exemplified, will promote harmony, greater accuracy and efficiency, eliminate "dead timber" and suggest better
(the lack of which

wages.

It

absolutely necessary

is

among

the

men

themselves,

between them and their immediate superior; if there be a lack of this virtue between the
superior and his men, it probably is because the superior, in
his wisdom, foolishly lets the subordinate work out his own ex-

as

it

will suggest closer co-operation

perience, instead of giving
ence,

him the

and thereby lightening

his

benefit of his

own

burdens.

own long experiThe men must

therefore take the initiative, and promotion by seniority will be
suggested, as it will be difficult, under such circumstances, to
pick out the best man.

It

result

will

in

the survival of the

fittest.

Wherever

man

found as being the first on the job, inand energetic in the pursuit of his
duties, the last to leave his post, and then leaving only when all
is done that can absolutely be done, that man, regardless of

telligent,

a

interested,

is

loyal

is bound to be finally
a virtue which not many of
us possess, but which possessing pays well in the long run; also
"The Lord helps them that help themselves" is a saying which,
while much disparaged, contains a great truth. "A Clerk's Plea"

organizations, unions, or other affiliations,
Patience, however,

recognized.

is

exposes the individual, personal weaknesses of humanity generally, which each individual must overcome himself in order
no one is forced to learn we are all free agents,
to succeed
having man's estate. If we do not exercise our given talents, we
must accept the consequences.
;

;

The man who interests himself in his work and tries to learn
more than he is paid to learn or do, soon commands attention
from his superior, and it is so easy to do this, that the wonder
is so few try to do it, if for nothing else than to be happy.
The man who wants to learn and get along will always find a
way to learn, and will be made to go along, because there are

and loafing around street corners, instead of
some useful study, which could affect or have some

liards,

his daily

work.

Mr. Basford

in his article in the issue of

of the best high officials

July 23 said:

brows, and the reward of our labors will be satisfaction, contentment, and joy in well doing. The great majority, however,
do not sweat much. The hard-working, conscientious man, who
has the interests of his company at heart, is, as M. S. says,

"Many

have been clerks; they did not

rise

because they were clerks, but in spite of that fact." That is the
keynote to every condition in life; to succeed in spite of circumstances.
If a man be a clerk he can make himself a very excellent clerk, if he so wills, but the great majority do not so
will, and waken up too late to the fact that opportunity has
knocked and passed on.
A man in any line may be a steady, plodding kind of a fellow,
following the beaten track, with no initiative at all, satisfied with
his bread and butter, and contented with this condition but this
man is bound to be passed by the man with red blood in his
veins, ambitious, who exercises his brain and promotes energy
all round by his activity, mentally and physically, in the office,
field, or factory, and who knows all the time that he will succeed.
"A Clerk's Plea," after reading it carefully, seems to me to
be a misnomer it should have been termed "A Clerk's Whine."
M. S. says
"We may be honest and earnest in our efforts,
but the lack of specific knowledge, etc., etc.," and then he asks,
"Is it our fault? If it is, our failure to do the right thing has
not been pointed out to us" why are there no schools for us,
and why don't competent men write books for us, and why this
and why that? Is it our fault? Of course, it is your fault;
you can take or lead a horse to the well, but you cannot make
him drink; where there's a will there's a way; and if you don't
;

;

:

;

at first succeed, try, try again.

Experience is, probably, after all, the best teacher for the
everyday affairs of life, and if those of us who have learned
our lesson in the school of experience would have a little
patience and co-operate with the younger and ignorant element
(who must display their ignorance, in order to profit from
the experience of their elders, and that, too, in a
time),

it

will

do much

much

shorter

to eliminate such complaints as those ad-

vanced by M. S.
I sympathize with all that M. S. says, but a "man's a
a' that," must be proved by the man.

so few.

The world does not owe us a living, as so many think. We
owe it to ourselves to work in the world, by the sweat of our

cultivating
relation to

man

for

K. Lean.

—

English Railway St.xtions Closed. The North-Eastern
Railway recently decided that, owing to the enlistment of railwaymen and the consequent shortage of staff, a number of
its
stations would be temporarily closed, effective Monday,
September 20.

Electrification of

A

440.5 Miles

Description of the

New

Work on Four
Heavy Mountain Grade

Construction

Entire Engine Districts with

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

Paul

of the St.

is now actively engaged
main line and 141 miles
of side and yard tracks on its Puget Sound extension between
Harlowton, Mont., and Avery, Idaho. This includes the Rocky
Mountain and Missoula divisions with four engine districts and
intermediate terminals at Three Forks, Deer Lodge and Alberton, Mont.
Work on the district between Three Forks and
Deer Lodge, including 113 miles of line and 168 miles of all
tracks, is now practically completed and it is expected that this

Summit, 45 miles west of Harlowton, at an elevation of 5,795 ft.,
with a one per cent grade 14 miles long on the east slope and a
one per cent grade 44 miles long on the west slope.
The
length of this latter grade presents one of the most serious problems encountered in this installation.
The Rocky Mountains
are crossed at Donald, 124 miles west of Summit and 18 miles
east of Butte, at an elevation of 6,350 ft.
The eastern slope

No-

tween Deer Lodge and Alberton descends continuously westward on a maximum grade of 0.4 per cent. The crossing of
the Bitter Root mountains is made at Roland, Idaho, at an elevation of 4,200 ft. The summit is reached by 12 miles of 1.7
per cent grade on the east slope and 24 miles of 1.7 per cent
grade on the west side. Over 6,250 ft. of rise and fall is overcome between Harlowton and Avery.
As would be expected in such mountainous country, the curva-

St.

Paul

in the electrification of 440.S miles of

section will be ready for electric operation shortly after

vember 1. The electrification of the eastern district between
Three Forks and Harlowton is also nearing completion and it
will be placed in service soon after January 1, 1916.
Work
is also under way on the two western districts comprising the
Missoula division and it is expected that this division will be
operated electrically by January 1, 1917.
This entire project
involves an expenditure estimated at $15,000,000.

This project

is

of special interest to railway

With only one or two

ber of reasons.

Map
electrification

installations

smoke conditions

have

been

men

exceptions,

for a
all

num-

previous

of the Electrified Line

made

to

relieve

local

or tunnels or to reduce congestion
at certain specific points, and not primarily to effect economics
of operation. This project of the St. Paul is being developed
to reduce the cost of operation, the smoke problem being
in cities

and there being no traffic congestion as this line is
a moderate traffic.
Also, while other
installations have been of limited mileage and have only served
to create constructive mileage for train crews in most cases,
this supersedes steam operation on four entire engine districts,
affording opportunity for the full development of economies
in yard as well as line operation, and for the working out of
mcthods for electrical operation on a much larger scale than
negligible,

single

track with only

heretofore possible.

PHYSICAL AND TRAKKIC CONDITIONS

Between Harlowton and Avery this line crosses the Belt, Rocky
and Bitter Root mouiitaius, Tlic Belt mountains are crossed at

includes

miles

20,8

of

two per cent grade and the western

slope 10 miles of 1.66 per cent grade.

ture

is

heavy,

the

maximum

The

third district be-

degree of curve being

10

deg.

There are 36 tunnels between Harlowton and Avery, 16 of which

and Sources

of

Power Supply

are on the western slope of the Bitter Root mountains.
longest is the St. Paul Pass tunnel at the summit of

Root mountains,

Bitter

8,751

ft.

The
the

in length.

The

trafiic consists of two heavy transcontinental passenger
with a third local passenger train bctwcon Harlowton
and Butte, and an average of four tonnage freight trains each
way daily, with a local frciglit every second day. The freight

trains

amounts

about 15,000 gross tonnage daily.
Under
the prevailing tonnage is eastbound and
consists largely of grain, lumber and other dead freight.
Normally one-time freight is able to handle all eastbound expedite
business.
Westbound, nearly all the traffic consists of merchandisc and other time freight.
trafiic

to

ordinary conditions

The
fied

local

none

.-

Cities

is

ofc any importance.
.

freight into Bulte,

many

originating within the limits of the electri-

traffic

and Missoula being the only
<r,
.
the St. Paul brings considerable

relatively small, Butte

industries

mm
While
i

.

.

it is the latest road into the city and reaches
only through connecting lines.
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Power is secured by contract with the
Montana Power Company at the unusually low price of 0.536

hauled up one per
Helpers are added on

a 2,000-ton train

tion of light tonnage.

is

cent grade with one Mallet road engine.

Vol.

the heavier grades, 7 engines being held in this service on the

cents per kw. hour, based on a 60 per cent load factor.

Rocky Mountain

Important operating economies are expected from this development, but because of the numerous new problems to be solved,
many of the proposed methods of operation are only tentative
and subject to wide variations as they are put in practice. One
of the important innovations which will be introduced is that
of running freight and passenger engines over two districts,
changing crews at the intermediate terminals.
While trains

division,

as

compared with an average of 23

road engines.

Only three short branches connect with the main line between Harlowton and Avery and these will not be electrified

A

at present.

considerable amount of business originates along

the Great Falls

which connects with the main line at HarlowAlmost all the traffic handled

line,

ton, but practically all this goes east.
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comes from points west of Avery. This traffic is
growing regularly and the electrical equipment now being installed is capable of handhng a tonnage train in each direction every two hours, or nearly double the present business.

therefore,

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

St.

of the considerations leading to the decision to electrify
the St. Paul was the favorable results secured
the

As

St.

described by

ber 25,

1914,

J.

Anaconda &

Pacific,

which

Paul west from Butte for a short distance.
B. Cox in the Railway Age Gazette of Decem-

the

first

year's

electric

showed an increase of 33 per cent

operation

of

this

line

and
a saving in operating expenses equal to 20 per cent return on
in the average train load

the investment.

Such savings are brought about
and the cheapness of

cost of coal

measure by the high
The St. Paul
from company mines located

in large

electric

secures the coal used in this district

power.

The Piedmont
on

its

line

at

t?

V

A

5

"

P

>

5

1

^

^
Paul

Milwaukee

&

it

?

J)

St.

0)

Paul

cars

be inspected
set

out,

at

the delays

2,000 miles.

Another feature of

special interest is the regenerative system

of operation of the electric locomotives by which the surplus

energy not required to hold the trains on the descending grades
By this means
be returned to the line for further use.
not only will there be added safety on the heavy grades, as the
regular air brake equipment will be held in reserve for emergency
use, but the excessive wear on wheels and brake shoes will be
eliminated.
Of secondary importance is the returning of the
surplus power to the line, affording a material saving in power
consumption, the arrangement with the power company providing that the railroad is given credit for all energy returned.
will

Substation and Bungalows

Roundup, Mont., 70 miles cast of Harlowton,

This
an average haul over this zone of 300 miles.
It
coal costs an average of $2.75 per ton at the point of use.
also provides about 1,000 tons of westbound traffic daily, although
this is not as serious as might be supposed, as it is in the dirccgiving

t

4

S <^

Three Forks and Alberton and bad-order
at these points will be small compared with present methods of operation, while it will be necessary to maintain only a few men at these points. At Harlowton,
Deer Lodge and Avery, the engines will be inspected, but they
will be sent through the shop only after they have made about
will

this portion of

parallels

fi

\,

^

s

..

Profile of the Electrified Portion of the Chicago,

electrification of the Butte,
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W'liile the

amoiuit of power so returned can only be estimated'

within wide limits and will depend on the distribution of trains

has been estimated tliat IS per cent
The speeds
be recovered in this way.
of trains descending grades will not be fixed arbitrarily, but

and other conditions,
to

18 per cent should

it

OCTODER

\vill

15,
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instead be left in the control of the engineer witliin broad

They are

Two

Dot, Summit, Josephine,
Gold Creek, Ravenna, Primrose, Tarkio, Drexel, East Portal and Avery.
In all cases the
points of delivery of energy by the power company are at substations to permit one attendant to operate the switches on

sumption.

located at

Eustis, Piedmont, Janney, Morel,

limits.

Another original and interesting feature
ing and indicating system which

is

the power limit-

being installed, by which
the speeds of trains and the amount of power consumed will be
In this way, to avoid excessive
fixed by the load despatcher.
peak loads, the despatcher can limit the amount of power taken
is

by any train, assisting passenger and other preferred trains and
holding back secondary trains. As far as practicable trains will
also be so spaced that a descending train will be returning

power

685

to the line

when

others are ascending.

is

secured from the

delivered by this
located at

Two

company

at

lines.

The

substation buildings are of permanent construction
throughout, with concrete foundations, brick walls and concrete
roofs carried on steel purlins and roof trusses.
To provide
proper ventilation for the motor generator sets, the founda-

for this equipment are arched with a basement underneath and openings in the exterior walls for air inlets.
The
supply of air is controlled by steel sash operated as butterfly valves.
All sash in the main buildings are also of steel and
are controlled by chains or rods.
The floors are of concrete and contain conduits carrying power
tions

THE POWER SUPPLY

Power

both

Montana Power Company and is
the right of way at substations

Dot, Josephine, Piedmont, Janney, Morel, Gold
With the exception of that delivered at

Creek and East Portal.

East Portal, all power comes from the hydro-electric developments at Great Falls, the road lying roughly in the arc of a circle

units.
The only
conduits exposed to view are those for building lighting and
those leading to the outside feeder system.
A standard gage

transmission lines to the various equipment

Standard Transmission Line Construction (1) on Tangent with 300-ft. Spans. (2) On Tangent with Spans of
up to 10 Degrees. (4) On Curves Between 10 Degrees and 30 Degrees
of a radius of about 100 miles, with Great Falls as the center.

Tlie

power delivered

at East Portal

is

generated at

Thomp-

son Falls, a relatively recent development.
The power plants
developed and proposed liy tliis company have a total capacity of
244,000 hp., while large storage reservoirs are in service, insuring an ample continuous supply of power. By this arrangement,
the railroad secures power without tlie necessity of making the
large initial investment which would otherwise be required,
while, by combining this with its large commercial load, the
power company is able to sell the power cheaper than if it all
went to the railroad.
This power is brought to the right of way as 100,000-volt,
3-phase, 60-cycle alternating current.

To

deliver

it

at

the re-

it was necessary to construct 100 miles of transmission line to reach Two Dot, 54 miles to reach Josephine,
and 135 miles to reach Morel. In the vicinity of Butte, power
was secured by tapping existing lines. These new lines consist

quired places

wooden poles spaced 10 ft. 6 in. apart, and supwooden cross arm 22 ft. long. Three transmission
wii'es arc supported from this cross arm l)y suspension insulators, one between the two poles and one near each end.
Twelve
of two 45-ft.

porting a

of these supports were liuiU per

niili'.

SUUSTAIIONS

Fourteen substations are being l)uilt between Ihuloutun and
They are spaced an average distance of 33 miles apart,
the exact locations depending on the grades and the power conAvery.

Feet.

(3)

On

Curves

track is built in the floor on which will be operated a steel
car or truck to transfer heavy equipment from one part of
the building to another.
A steel turntable is also being installed.

The roof consists of reinforced concrete slabs 3 in. thick
supported on steel trusses and covered with a five-ply tar and
gravel roof.
All substations are built with flat roofs except
those at Drexel, East Portal and Avery, which are provided
with pitched roofs because of the very heavy snowfall in the
Bitter

Root mountains.

Otherwise they are of the same conexcept that the horn gaps for

struction as the other stations

the lightning arresters are placed indoors, increasing the size of
the buildings somewhat.

The

substations are divided into two rooms, the motor genera-

low tension room, and the transformer or high tension
The partition is of brick, with two tin-clad doors for
protection.
One corner of the motor generator room is partitioned (iff and, with a. bay built onto the building, forms the
oflice.
TIic interior walls are painted white above a green
wainscot five feet high.
All doors, sash and other exposed
steel, conduits and sulislation equipment arc painted black.
tor or

room.

At the substations the
ing current

TllK

450

is

100,000-volt, M-cycIc, 3-phase alternat-

converted to

3,0lX)-volt

direct

current.

livery at tlie substations this 100,000-volt current passes

On

de-

through

oil switches to the high tension bus, from which it is conducted through further oil switches to the transformers, emerging at 2,300 volts a.c. The current is then leil through suitable
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t;8(i

swiU'Iios to

ami

llio

passinji

fcciU-r

motor Rcncrntor

tliioiii;li

sxslfin

this

at

sets, IcaviiiR at 3,000 volts d.c,

control switches on

switchboard to the

tlic

puti'iilial.

The

traiisloriiicrs arc rated l,O()0 and 2,.S0O k.v.;i. ;ind arc provided with four 2' per cent vollaKC taps and .SO per cent motor
'_.

starlin;4

In

lap--.

sl.indard

the

sl.ition

motor (generator sets comprise
two l,.SOO-volt d.c. genera-

llie

a 00-cycle synclironons miUdr, drivinj;

tors connected permanently in scries for 3,000 volts.

of hotli

The

.synchronons motors and the direct current

tlic

tors are separately excited
to each end of the

fields

j,'enera-

small generators direct-connected

liy

motor generator

sliaft.

The

direct current

The

Vol.
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room 30 ft. by
and a motor generator room 40 ft. by 77 ft., with the
ridge of roof 55 ft. above tiie ground. The two-unit substations
have transformer rooms 30 ft. Ijy 87 ft., and motor generator
rooms 40 ft. by 60 ft., while the three-unit substations have
transformer rooms 30 ft. by 101 ft., and motor generator rooms
40 ft. by 77 ft.
The height of roof of the flat top buildings
is about 45 ft.
The source of water supply at the substations varies with the
local conditions and includes deep wells, springs and streams.
To insure adequate pressure, underground steel pneumatic tanks
arc installed, with elcctrically-drivcn pumps equipped with auxiliary air pumps. These pumps are automatic, starting and stopping at given pressures.
Special attention has been given to the provision of attractive
bungalows and surroundings at the more or less isolated loca170

substation at East Portal has a transformer

ft.

tions of the substations

to

make

operators as good as possible.

To

the living conditions of

the

end one four-room and
one five-room bungalow of attractive design have been built
at each substation as

homes

this

for the operators.

These buildings
Each sta-

are equipped with electric lights and running water.
tion
\

layout

is

designed and painted differently to give

it

indi-

idualit\'.

THE TRANSMISSION LINE
Erecting the Overhead

The power

Work

the positive

generators

compound wound and

are

will

maintain

150 per cent overload with a capacity

potential up to

constant
for

mo-

mentary overloads up to three times their normal rating. To
insure good commutation on these overloads, the generators are
equipped with commutation poles and compensating pole face
windings. The synchronous motors will also be used as synchronous condensers and it is expected that the transmission line
voltage can be regulated in this way so as to eliminate any effect of the fluctuating load.

The transformers weigh 28 tons and
They are assembled in units

motor generator

the

maximum

weight
A hand-operated
of 10 tons each to permit handling readily.
traveling crane in the motor generator room and a triple chain
block hoist in the transformer room, each with a capacity of 10
tons, are installed to handle the equipment.
sets 66 tons.

-Power company'^ supply

^Disconnec ting

"\

line

of a

100,000 ^'Olh

line

and

A

power company's
line, extends from Two Dot to Morel and from Gold Creek
In general, this line is located on the right of
to Avery.
way, although it leaves it at numerous places where distance
can be saved, and it passes over the summits of all tunnels. Disconnecting switches are placed in the line on each side of
each substation, permitting power to be taken from either direction and providing relief from break-ins or trouble on any intransmission

line,

entirely independent of the

dividual section of the

The

line.

construction of a 100,000-volt line along a right of

much

the interference as

as possible,

Power company's supply

line 100,

~\y^Disconnecling switches

A

100000 ^olts

way

on which there are telegraph and telephone lines involves special problems in itself, the telephone being used for despatching
purposes and the telegraph for commercial business. To reduce

Sub-station

5 witches

I

Railway

system

distribution system includes the transmission line,
or outgoing feeder system, the overhead contact
the negative or return system.
100,000-volt

^Transmission line-three 2/0 copper

the transmission

line

is

000 volts 1

i

,

Diagram Showing the Transmission and Distribution System
Because of

located on the side of the track opposite the other lines and

power demands, the generating
At Piedmont and Janney tliree
1,500 kw. motor generator sets have been installed, while at
other stations between llarlowton and Deer Lodge two
all
2,000 kw. motor generator sets are being installed.
At East

near the right of way fence.
At points wdicre the telegraph
lines formerly crossed over the track, they are placed underground to prevent physical contact with the transmission line

Portal, near the western end, the largest substation will be built,

the telegraph

containing three 2,000 kw. motor generator

of safety.
The transmission line is built with Idaho cedar poles 45 ft.
and 50 ft. long, with a minimum diameter at the top of 8 in.
The cross-arms arc of Washington fir and are 4)4 '"• t>y 5)4 in.
For tangent work braces of Y\ '"• '>>' 2 in. galin cross section.
vanized steel arc added. Three conductor wires are carried, each

eqniiiment

will

tlie

varies

also receive

<lifferencc

in

somewhat.

sets.

This station

two taps from the power company's transmis-

sion line, while provision will be made for a future second transmission line belonging to the railway company westward as a
precautionary measure, because of the heavy snowfall in this
vicinitv.

under

any conditions.
line,

it

is

Where the transmission line crosses
strengthened to give it a greater factor

October

15,
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consisting of six strands of copper with

a

hemp

The

core.

diameter and the completed conductor 0.45
The hemp core is saturated with a preservative compound,
in.
making it impervious to moisture, and is used to increase the
size of the conductor.
The standard distance between poles
on tangents on level ground is 300 ft. Where the length of
the individual wires supported by a pole is 450 ft. and over,
double cross-arms are used as shown in one of the photographs.
In marshy ground or where the poles are exposed to side wash,
they are guyed and banked with rock.
For curve and angle work where the angle does not exceed
10 deg., the cross-arms are oiTset to provide the desired
clearance between the wire and the pole and they are more
copper

O.IS in. in

is

687

tion complete instructions will be issued to all employees con-

them regarding the purpose and manner of

cerned, instructing

using these switches.

The

feeder system

and 8

in.

is

The

the trolley system.

carried on the

common

pole line with

poles are of Idaho cedar 40

minimum diameter

at the top.

ft.

long

They are spaced 150

apart on tangents, the spacing decreasing in multiples of IS
on curves to a minimum of 90 ft. They are set on an outward batter of ^ in. to 1 ft. on tangents and slightly more on
curves.
Special forms of pole construction were adopted on
the numerous bridges on this line as shovv'n in the accompanying
photographs.
On through girder structures, the poles rest on
ft.

ft.

heavily braced. For angles between 10 deg. and 30 deg. a twopole structure heavily guyed and fitted with double arms and
insulators

is

used,

supporting the

transmission

wires

at

the

level of the cross-arms.

The standard suspension
this type

insulator with six discs

requiring 340,000 volts to arc over

it

is

employed,

when dry and

when wet. At anchorage and heavy strain points
an insulator with seven additional discs is used for further pro-

250,000 volts
tection.

In addition to the one conductor wire the upper cross-arm
an uninsulated ground wire of ^-in. Siemens Martin
steel strand, grounded at every pole with a wire of the same

carries

This is provided as additional protection from lightning,
size.
both for the line insulators and the substation equipment.

—

Trolley Construction Trolley Construction on Tangents with Feeder Tap (left); "Pull Overs" on a Heavy

Standard

THE FEEDER AND TROLLEY CONSTRUCTION

The outgoing feeder system

consists of one or

two

standard bare copper cable of either 13/16 in. or 1 in. diameter.
For the greater part of the distance a single line of the smaller
cable

is

quired.

used, but

on the heavier grades two feeders are

re-

The feeder

vals of 1,000

ft.

is connected with the trolley wire at interby bare 9/16 in. copper strand cable, as shown in

one of the photographs.
Disconnecting switches are inserted in the feeder line on each
side of each substation.
SectionaUzing switches are also in-

Overhead Construction

for

Two Tracks

(left);

two angles placed back

to back outside the girder.

The base

held in place by a U-bo!t passing around it and bolted to a
short angle which is in turn riveted to the other angles.
Anis

near the top of the girder holds the pole in
deck girders the poles are supported by brackets
framed of angle irons with U-bolt connections at the top and
bottom. On pile trestles two 3-in. by 12-in. timbers arc bolted
U-bolt

other

position.

On

Overhead Construction

beyond the outlying switches at each yard and passing
and at each end of all long tunnels, enabling any section
of the line to be cut out at the time of a derailment, or for any
other reason, without disturbing operation beyond the adjacent
stations.
Likewise, in case of an accident damaging both the
track and trolley line, any section of the line can be "killed" and
repair work conducted simultaneous with that on the track.
These sectionalizing switches are mounted high on the trolley
pole, removing all "live" parts from the operator, while the
operating himdlc is placed about five feet above the ground and
is locked with a switchlock, making it acccssil)lc to any properly
authorized employee. Shortly before a district is placed in operastalled

track,

Curve (center); Steady Braces and Feed Tap
on Light Curve (right)

of

lines

two

in

Three Forks Yard

(right)

one side of a bent, projecting beyond the
The
at the outer end by knee braces.
pole rests on this and is held in place by a second set of 3-in. by
12-in. timbers projecting beyond the pile cap and bolted through
te the

bent

and

piles

at

supported

the pole.

A

cross-arm of Washington tir 3):) in. by 4J4 in. in cross
feeder wires.
The messenger and trolley
wires are supported by a bracket arm consisting of a 3ji-in. by
section carries the

by 5/16-in. tee iron with a -^^-in. truss rod extending
from a connection near the outer end to the top of the pole.
The overhead contact system consists of the messenger and
trolley wires, both of which arc anchored at intervals of a

2Vj-in.
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The messenger wire

is a seven-strand galvanized steel
supported directly from the bracket
arms. The trolley system is unusual in that two 4/0 copper
contact wires are provided, both of which are supported at
intervals of IS ft. .from the messenger wire by hangers, spaced

mile.

cable Yi

in.

in

diameter,

lYi ft. apart and supporting the two trolley wires alternately at an
elevation of 24 ft. 2 in. above the top of rail. This form of con-

two

struction with

wires, one of

which

is

always

flexible,

Vol.
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except that the former have a gear ratio permitting tlie hauling
of a trailing load of 800 tons at 60 miles per hour. The passenger locomotives are also provided with oil-fired steam-heating
heating of the trains.

outfits for the

The

interchangeability of

and passenger locomotives will be of
material assistance in the maintenance of this equipment.
The cab consists of two sections each approximately 52 ft.
parts

for

these

freight

permits

the collection of heavy current with the current collector without

sparking or excessive heating under the two extremes of heavy
Only one trolley wire is

current consumption and high speed.

provided for yard and side tracks.
On curves up to six degrees and on ciu-ve easements steady
braces are placed on each bracket arm to pul! the trolley wires
over, as shown in one of the photographs.
On curves sharper
than this a "backbone" consisting of a galvanized steel strand
extends from pole to pole with "puU-ofFs" connecting with the
messenger and trolley wires. The number of "pull-oflfs" depends
on the degree of curve.

Special

Construction on Through Girder Bridges
Viaducts (center); Pile Trestles (right)

(left);

Steel

A

special form of construction is provided in tunnels.
Two
suspension insulators attached to the roof of the tunnel 28 in.
apart support a 3-in. 4-lb. inverted channel which carries the

messenger wire and the two feeder wires spaced 6

in.

at

each

side.

Where

is more than one track two-pole span construction
The maximum number of tracks spanned is nine in
Deer Lodge yard. In yards the cross catenary span supports an

is

there

used.

1

span which in turn supports the
messenger wire. It is not designed to reheve the cross catenary
of any load but is adopted simply to steady the messenger
intermediate

or

"steady"

wire.

The negative or return system consists of the track rails and
an auxiliary ground wire. The track rails are bonded with 5^-in.
copper bonds placed either under or outside the angle bars, depending on the type of joint in use. The return ground wire
consists of a Vs-in. copper cable carried on the top of the trolley
It is connected to the rails at every
poles without insulators.
second signal station. In addition to providing protection for
trackmen, this ground wire, located above the trolley, feeder
and signal wires, affords eiifective protection from lightning for
all these circuits and eliminates the necessity for lightning arAt tunnels the ground wire is hung
resters for the first two.
from the side wall about six feet above the track.
THE

LOCOMOTIVF.S

At the present time 43 locomotives have been ordered, tlie
of which are now being delivered. These locomotives are

A
long.

for

Sectionalizing Switch

engineer and

by the equipment.

Track

helper

The

and the remainder

engineer's compartment

is

is
occupied
double lined,

with hair felt insulation, while a 3,000-volt heater driven by a
small motor removes the cold air from the floor.
Each locomotive carries eight motors, each with a normal one-hour rating
of 430 hp. and a continuous rating of 375 hp. or a total continuous rating of 3,000 hp.

With

a 30-per cent co-efficient of

friction the tractive effort available for starting trains

is

approx-

imately 135,600 11).
Each motor is twin-geared to its driving
axle, a pinion being mounted on each end of the armature shaft.

The rim of

the gear

first

with the spider

first to be built for so high a potential as 3,000 volts d. c.
The
passenger and frciglit locomotives are similar in all respects

the

the

of a Passing

of each section contains a compartment

The outer end
the

Beyond the End

two.

openings

is

is

The motor
for

mounted

in such a

way

that

its

relation

fixed by springs, allowing flexibility between

forced

is

of

the

ventilation

commutating pole type with
provided

by

a

motor-driven

October

blower

IS,
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Each locomotive

in the cab.

is

equipped with a speed

recorder and with flange oilers provided with an electric heater.
The headlight is of the incandscent type with a 30-volt, 150-watt

Each locomotive is also provided with a watt-hour meter
showing the amount of power consumed at any time, which will
be of value in figuring the cost of moving any particular train
or class of traffic. Each half of the locomotive is equipped with
an air compressor working against a pressure of 135 lb. in the
main reservoir. Each compressor has a capacity sufficient to
lamp.

hold an ordinary train on these grades.
The passenger locomotives are designed to haul 800 tons on
all grades up to two per cent and will maintain the present
schedule with 650 tons.
With trains heavier than this or on
grades of two per cent, a second locomotive will be added.

They
of 30

are expected to handle such trains at a
miles an hour,

60 miles per hour.

while the

maximum

The speed down

minimum

the heavy grades

speed

speed

allowable

is

is

limited

an hour by the operating rules of the road. Short
passenger trains will be operated by single units or half
locomotives. In descending grades, the passenger locomotives are
to 25 miles
local

so arranged that one-half

may

be returning power to the line

while the second unit will provide lights for the train or charge

One

These functions are interchangealile and
under the control of the engineer.

The

locomotives are designed to haul 2,500 tons
trailing on one per cent grades at a speed of 16.8 miles per
hour.
On all other grades in this line a second locomotive
will enable trains of the same weight to be handled.
The max-

imum

freight

speed of the freight locomotives

30 miles per hour,
while freight trains are limited to 15 miles per hour descending
is

the heavy grades.

Six electric locomotives will be assigned to helper service on
the

on

Rocky Mountain
this

division,

division.

switching

With

the

original

Total length of locomotive
Rigid wheel base

installation

demand one

'

112 ft.
10 ft. 6
3,000 d.c.
1,500 d.c.

Voltage
Voltage per motor

Horsepower
Horsepower
Horsepower
Horsepower

rating,

one hour, each motor

iu.

430
375

rating, continuous, each motor
rating, one hour, complete locomotive
rating, continuous, complete locomotive
Trailing load capacity, 2 per cent grade

3,440
3,000
1,250 tons
2,500 tons
16 m.p.h.

Trailing load capacity, 1 per cent grade
Approximate speed at these loads and grades

This electrification has necessitated the changing over of the
present automatic signals to alternating current. These signals

now extend from Three Forks

to Lennep, 78 miles, from Piedand from St. Regis to Haugan, 19
miles. Additional signals are now authorized between Butte and
Finlen, 13 miles.
These are being built not alone to eliminate
electrical interference, but also to improve the view of the
signal's by placing them lower and in new locations.
This installation is being made under the direction of C. A.
Goodnow, assistant to the president, and R. Beeuwkes, electrical

mont

Butte, 37 miles,

to

engineer of the St. Paul. The General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., is building all equipment. The Montana Power Company
is

the contractor for the construction of the transmission and
lines and for the installation of the substation equip-

trolley

of the Electric

the storage batteries.
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Locomotives

mcnt.

work

building

All

The work on

was suspended nearly
it

really

being done

is

the first district
all

was

summer by

by

company

started in June,

forces,

1914,

but

labor disturbances, so that

began about a year ago.

The Enoi.ish RAiLWAVMiiN's Wages Question.— The question
of a proposed increase of wages in substitution for the war
bonus granted to railwaynicn in February last has been under
discussion by the executive cominittec of the National Union of
Railwaymeu, which has forwarded a request to the railway
companies to receive a deputation on the matter. The railway

locomotive each at Three Forks, Butte and Deer Lodge. With
the completion of the work to Avery an additional switchiug
locomotive will be required at Albcrton. Special facilities will
be provided at Deer Lodge for the maintcnaucc of ihc cloclrical

companies have now before them the men's request for aii
advance of wages and also for a joint conference on the queslion, but no definite arrangements in cither respect have
vet
been concluded.
Meanwhile, tiie executive coinniittce of the
National Union of Railwaymeu have strongly deprecated any

equipnunl,

precipitate ill-advised or sectional strike in this

The

will

electric

general characteristics of the locomotives arc gi\cn below

weight
Weight en ilrivcr.s
Weight on each guiding truck
Number of driving axles
Number of motors
Total

service

284 ions
226 tons
58 tont
8
8

t''''sis.

A

railway

conciliation

board

meeting

hour of
at

ualiotial

CardilT

has

satisfactorily settled the dispute of the TafT V.ile engine drivers
•'""1

|i„ie

firemen

over rcdnclious

,,
t
j
uasclic, London.

r^

in

grade and pay. which at one

threatened to give rise to considerable trouble.— y?<ii7ti>(iv
»m'.>vi.i
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE RAILWAYS OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM
The commercial department of the British Board of Trade
has given out the following report of the railways of the United
Kingdom, for the calendar year 1914, with comparative figures
for the previous year.

no further

statistics

It is stated

that

on account of the war,

for the year will be published

Summary

tor the Year 1914, with Comparative Figures for 1913.
Mileage of Lines open for Traffic.
1914.
1913.

Running
First

lines:

track

Second track
Third track
Fourth track
Over four tracks reduced to single track
Sidings reduced to single track

Miles.
23,701
13,403
1,648
1,277

Miles.
23,691

706
14,928

13,392
1,619
1,2S4
700
14,749

55,663

55,405

Vol.

59,

No. 16

CHILLED IRON WHEELS
The Association

of

Manufacturers of Chilled Iron Wheels
12.
In addressing the meeting

met in New York on October
George W. Lyndon said in part

It is gratifying to know that the chilled iron wheel has not
only been able to maintain itself as the wheel standard of the
United States and Canada, but it is beginning to supplant the
European standards, as evidenced by. the fact that several manu-

facturers of this association are suppl5'ing chilled iron wheels

French and Russian governments.
That our flange recommendations are in the line of improvement is fully demonstrated by the fact that we have at the
in large quantities to the

present time over one-half million wheels running that are find-

way through the present track construction without
The flange used on special wheels is 3/32 in.
than the M. C. B. flange and the flange as shown in our

ing their
Total of sinele track, including sidings ....".

Authorized Capitau

thicker

and stock
Loans and debenture stocks

Shares

$5,046,016,500t
1,989,110.520

Total

$7,035, 127,020t

$4,885,481,250
1,979,521,740
$6,865,002,720

Preferential

Guaranteed

Loans
Debenture stock
Total

M.

$2,399,824,260
•453,520,620
173.990,430
•213,703.920
604.263.240
•84.384,180
62,810,640

$2,396,291,040

1,711,536,480
''216,517,860

1,699,605.180
''216,513,000

$6,518,338,920

$6,483,293,460
•965,784,060

•'968,026,580

Goods
Mixed
Total
Shunting miles:
Coaching (passenger)

Goods

Mixed
Total

Other miles

(assisting, light, &c.)

Total engine miles

''451.134,360
1,724,308,560
''213,752,520
604,268,100
•84,384,180
58,820,580

Miles.

950

or heavier

lb.,

273,659,000
156,007,000
666,000

273,495,000
161,684,000
672,000

430,332,000

435,851,000

18,910,000
116,110,000
59,000

18,665,000
119,142,000
58,000

135,079,000

137,865,000

55,828,000

54,608,000

621,239,000

628,324,000

miscellaneous

Expenditure

Net Income

$676,01 6,280tt
428,520,780

$677,731,860
424,375,200

$247,495,500

$253,356,660

tlncluding nominal additions to the amount of $142,470,900 which were
excluded from the total for 1913.
ttlncludiuE the estimated amount receivable by the Companies, under
agreement with the Government, in respect of the control of British railways
during the period from August 5 to December 31.

Railway Construction in British South Africa.
that a passenger

may now

—The

fact

enter a compartment at Johannesburg

Station and alight at Walvis Bay without change is indicative
of the transportation enterprise and expedition which have been
taking place in the last few months on the southwest border
of the Cape and in the territory lately held by the Germans.

numerous speeches which General
number
of miles of railway construction since Union until the end of
July, 1915, was 1,449, while another 950 miles would be ready
In the course of one of the

Botha has been making

at the

end of

recently, he stated that the total

this year.

Electrification in Sicily.
to

the Italian

Government

—A

a

in.

thicker at the gaging point than the

amount of metal

sufficient

in re-

Milan syndicate has submitted
scheme for the electrification of

in

;

other words,

we

are building for the

We

do not want the limits of the possibilities of the
chilled iron wheel confined by the limitations of flange design.
We want no unreasonable restrictions in the use of the chilled
future.

iron wheel.
In March of this year we submitted to the chairman of the
wheel committee of the M. C. B. Association a new set of
standard specifications recommending the following:
650
750
850

Miles.

Revenue Receipts and Expenditure.
Total receipts (including
net receipts)

3/16

our purpose to have a

Engine Mileage.
Train-miles, including empty trains run
for traffic purposes on either the forward or the return journey:
Coaching (passenger)

is

C. B. flange.

serve in order to enable us to design a chilled iron wheel of

included in the figures above.)

Ordinary

argument

final

It is

Paid-Up Capital.
(The figures preceded by
(•) show the nominal additions to capital

any complaints.

wheel
wheel
wheel

lb.
lb.

lb.

brake
—
— brake
— brake

pressure
pressure
pressure

19,000
32,200
40,000

lb.
lb.

lb.

and detailed drawings of M. C. B. types of wheels and arch
plate type of wheels.

There

absolutely no limit of weight in the case of steel

is

wheels, but

when

it

comes

to

all

sorts of restrictions follow.

25

lb.

a design of chilled iron wheels,

We

all

know what an
M. C.

additional

of iron will do to any of the standard

B. wheels
matter of drop and thermal test, and the proof of this is
manifest in our 625 lb. M. C. B. pattern which we were enabled
to re-design in the year of 1909 by the additional allowance of
only 10 lb. of metal.
in the

There are some tests which would establish the chilled iron
wheel on a much firmer basis and I believe would be advantageous to all manufacturers.
The tests that I refer to are
comparative tests of the chilled iron wheel and the steel wheel.
1
Relative wearing values when rotating on a steel rail
under various loads, the tread wear and flange wear to be
observed separately.
2: Abrasion of rail under various conditions of loading.
3
Determination of the intensity of heating stresses in all
parts of the chilled iron wheel, namely, single plate, intersection
of plates, front plate, back plate, brackets, etc.
4: Analysis of the thermal test.
Intensity of stresses in
:

:

various parts of the wheel, and effect of thickening the thermal
ring, increasing and decreasing the temperature of the iron, etc.
The thermal test should be made an intelHgent one instead of
the present crude affair that

is

supposedly alike for

all

weights

of wheels.

Determination of stresses in the hub and plates of the
wheel due to pressing on axles. Variation in stresses
due to various classes of machining.
5

:

chilled iron

the light railways on the Island of Sicily, the total length of

which

According to the project, the necesfrom the generating station of
the Societa Eletrica della Sicillie Orientalc, and converted from
is

about 625 miles.

sary current would be taken

Coal and Iron in
coal raised in

New

New South Wales.— The

at 202,400,767 tons, valued at $380,000,000.

three-phase to single-phase current at 50,000 volts at a large
converting station to be established at Nicosia. Fourteen trans-

year

former and distributing stations would also be established along
the railways, where the voltage would be transformed to a
working pressure of 11,000 volts.

valued

The

1914 amounted to

10,390,622

coal exported during the year
at

$15,750,000.

State during 1914

of which

is

total quantity of

South Wales to the end of 1914

The

tons,

estimated at $1,250,000.

estimated
for the

valued at $18,500,000.

amounted

to 5,868,033 tons,

quantity of pig-iron

from native ores was

is

The output

made

in

the

75,150 tons, the value

Annual Meeting

of

Railway Fire Protection Association

Abstracts of Papers and Committee Reports on Various Methods of Fire Prevention and Fire Protection

The second annual meeting

As

of the Railway Fire Protection

to the

form

which the rules are to be placed before

in

whom

they are to be observed, it has been found that
the most common practice followed by railroads is to print
them in bold type on heavy cardboard and post them conspicu-

Association was held in the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on October

those by

6 and 7, with 125 members and guests in attendance. President F. H. Elmore, superintendent of insurance of the Southern
Railway, presided, and in his president's address spoke of the
enlarging field of the association, and referred to the possibility
of the establishment of uniform standards of railroad fire pre-

ously about the premises, and this practical method

5,

vention with the association as the authority for the best ideas

mend

rather than suggestive.

In the preparation of these rules, in view of the close rela-

and methods.
ADDRESS BY

T.

C.

POWELL

tionship

T. C. Powell, vice-president of the Queen & Crescent, delivered an address on the importance of fire prevention work, out-

work of this kind on the Cincinnati, New
After the management had been
Orleans & Texas Pacific.
confronted with the fact that the fire losses were increasing
and the insurance premiums advancing, it concluded in 1908
a contract for periodical inspection of the entire property. The
lining the results of

were shown by the

whereas for the
three years preceding the contract, the average fire losses were
over $23,000 per annum, the average for the next two years

beneficial effects

was

fact that

than $6,000. In the fiscal year 1913 the fire loss was
than $3,000, the lowest for 16 years.
Comparing the
period during which the road did not have expert insurance inless

less

spection, but

depended upon general instructions

to

guard against

with that during which it had the benefit of such inspection,
Mr. Powell showed that from November, 1902, to June, 1908,
$111,495 was paid in premiums, and the insurance companies
paid on account of fire losses, $1,717,926, whereas during the
fire,

period from June, 1908, to June, 1915, inclusive, the company
paid in premiums $89,639, while the insurance companies paid
on account of fire losses, only $44,750, and by reason of the
close inspection the total
is

premium

than 60 per cent of what

less

the property value has increased

The bridge and

for the year just concluded

was 10 years ago, although
more than 60 per cent.
it

submit
or
additions to or changes in existing buildings, on the theory
that if an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, an
ounce will go further and be more effective if applied at the
to

we recom-

order to best reach the masses of employees. It is also
considered most advisable that the language be mandatory,
in

building department

the insurance inspector plans

is

for all

required

buildings

to

erected

it

between the terms

and

protection

fire

was not deemed advisable

fire

make an attempt

to

to divide them.

To our minds fire prevention deals mainly with arrangement
and construction of buildings and the guarding of hazards.
Good housekeeping methods should be so emphasized under
authority as to enforce a strict compliance.

of this committee that too

much

It

is

the

stress cannot be put

feeling

upon the

importance of looking out for those things that will prevent
It should be indelibly impressed upon the mind of every
employee that it is his duty to conserve the property by elimination of the fire waste just as it is to prevent destruction by
any other agency.
It is urged that an active campaign be
carried on at all times by the individual roads with a view of
ever keeping this subject before the men employed in every
branch of the service This can probably best be done by the
issuing of circulars or bulletins from time to time by executives,
worded in such a manner as to forcibly call attention to these
fires.

subjects.

The

task of creating sentiment in

favor of

fire

prevention

no small one, inasmuch as it calls for a breaking away from
habits or practices that have grown to be a custom on account
of their long standing. For instance, take that of smoking in
and around stations by employees and patrons these people,
as a rule, have a feeling that the prohibition of this privilege
is a serious interference with their personal liberty, and that
such a rule should not be inflicted upon them.
Nevertheless,
it
is true that
many fires have their origin from this verj'
is

;

source.

Like the movement for "safety
those

beginning.

existing

prevention,

who

become

are called upon

beneficiaries

first,"

must be shown that

it

take these

to

precautions

are to

should be clearly
pointed out that conservation of property and preservation of

Abstracts of the committee reports are as follows

RULES FOR PREVENTION OF FIRES AND PROTECTION OF PROPERTY

in

part,

at

least.

It

and protection
of property submitted a report of which the following is an

life are the tilings we are striving after.
A good point, and
one that often carries the argument home to most men in the
rank and file is, that lack of employment and consequent finan-

abstract

cial

The committee on

rules for prevention of fires

The committee deemed

it

advisable to

make

the rules of such

a general character that they would apply to and be acceptable
by all railroads and deal with hazards that are common to all.
It is believed that
is

the all-important question relating to rules

their enforcement,

and wc believe

this

can best be accomall departments

plished by securing the fullest co-operation of

of the

Insurance department managers and
work closely with the operating
studying the economic side of the waste from fire, and

railroad

their inspection

heads

in

this will

and

its

most

service.

forces should

likely lead to a united effort to find the

remedy

application.

Especial heed has been paid to the suggestion of our executive committee,

in

giving consideration to the causes of

in the preparation of these rules.

fires,

our conclusion that the
chief causes are carelessness and ignorance, although it is also
It

is

recognized that the transportation business is attiMulcd liy hazards that arc peculiar thereto. Therefore, these are the hazards
that have received most careful consideration at the hands of
this committee.

loss

to

them invariably follows

in

case of destruction of

facilities.

In this connection

we commend

to the

most careful consid-

of members of this association the various bulletins
issued last year by the Committee on Hazards— particularly
Bulletin No. 1, dealing with care of the property.
In its broadest sense fire protection has a threefold significance and embraces: (1) The means of safeguarding or abolishing causes which originate fires; (2) the provision of means
eration

which may confine
(3) the adequate

fire

to the space in

means of

fire

which

it

originates,

and

extinguishment.

If it were safe to foster the doctrine that fire protection only
has to do with the putting out of fire, it would be a comparatively simple matter to formulate rules under this head.
It
is consiilercd advisable, however, that the word "protcctiot:'
be
accepted and dealt with in the broadest sense.
The necessary
means of fire cxtingiiishmoiit, always in readiness lor ciTcctive
service, is the final reserve relied upon when oversight or opportunity to prevent the hazard from starting fire has failed.

In every branch of endeavor, changes arc continually taking
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place which call for the most careful and thorough study on the
part of fire protection engineers in taking care of increased, or

The

entirely new, hazards that continually present themselves.

thought which should be ever present with those in charge of
terminals and shop property is that the fire protection must keep
pace with the growth and importance of the properties. It too
often happens that terminals, shop and other properties are extended and enlarged without a corresponding increase in the fireitghting facilities.
The result is inevitable, for when the conflagration comes, it is soon found that the small quantity of hose,
the limited number of hydrants and lack of water spell not only
"oversight," but "disaster" as well.

For consideration at the next annual meeting, the committee
submitted a draft of 24 rules, which are to be considered as
a working basis only and which are to be amplified to meet local
conditions by the individual members

The

report

is

signed by Robert Scott (A. C. L.), chairman;

G. L. Ball (A. T.

Rambo

(N.

&

& W.)

;

S. F.)

W.

;

J.

Rockwell (B. R.

S.

&

P.)

;

N.

C.

what practices were in effect, and what appliances were being used by the different roads.
Particular attention was paid
to the manner of installation of the various devices, as well as
to the methods adopted in operation relative to the increased

just

hazard due to the presence of oil burning appliances in and
around various shops. The general rule, particularly in the installation of the oil burning devices, seems to be from the standpoint of economy rather than to minimize the extra hazards
created through the use of oil as a fuel, as nearly all of the
devices examined were home-made and constructed along the
ground lines of those found on the market. There seems to be
no set rule in effect governing the size or capacity of the regulating valve, which constitutes a source of increasing fire hazards
fire

on the flames

well as reduce the

Coaling
Central, chairman, submitted a
at

report classifying coaling stations, describing the construction of
the principal types in use, with methods of operation and their
hazards, showing how to protect them, how to prevent fires in
life

hazards, followed by a general discussion of methods

E. B.

Berry, Southern,

chairman, submitted a report outlining the conditions pertaining
to the handling and transportation of cotton and the liability of
the railroad for damage to cotton while in its possession. The
various

classes

of

hazards

for

the

kinds of cotton and submitted for the consideration

recommended rules for fire precotton.
The committee also
of a method of fireproofing cotton bales

of the association a series of

vention in the transportation
described

some

tests

measure

Southern

investigation

Pacific,

hand

of

The committee

fire

only in the most general way
any standard be formulated that
would satisfactorily meet the various conditions imposed on

COTTON HAZARDS

the

in a great

FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS

said

could recommendations

The Committee on Cotton Hazards,

discussed

due

is

chairman, submitted a report of its
extinguishing apparatus, including
chemical extinguishers, water barrels and buckets, dry sand and
the various forms of hand grenades and dry powder extinguishSearls,

ers.

of prevention and protection.

report also

large increase in the con-

The Committee on Hand Fire Extinguishing Apparatus, N.

Fire Prevention and Protection in Grain

Elevators submitted specifications for the construction of various
and their apparatus with a view to eliminat-

different

by the railroads

hazard, and

HAND

classes of elevators
fire

rather crude, relying

and cost of concrete, metal and

fiR.MN ELEVATORS

ing

is
it

set rule

stations.

The Committee on

The

hazard.

fire

oil

the vapor as

it seems important that there should be some
governing the installation and use of oil burning devices.
The committee recommended the adoption of the rules of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters as a standard in the installation of oil burning devices, with one exception regarding
its specifications as to aittomatic stop and drain valve installations.

fire

The Committee on Fire Prevention and Protection

wooden

consume

becomes atomized, regardless of the fact that the flow of oil and supply could be
materially reduced in many cases, and thus effect a saving as
to

to the increase in steel rolling equipment, largely increasing the

Ca.\LING STATIONS

them, and comparing the

some instances

in that the oil control in

sumption of fuel

T. Witter (So.).

Stations, A. D. Brooks, Illinois

Vol. 59, No. 16

of

conducted by the Cotton Protective Company in April, under
Oklahoma Fire Prevention Bureau. This
consists of dipping the cotton bales in a chemical solution and

that

for

the railroads of this country.

questions

sent out

value

the

of

it

From

was found

chemical

that

extinguisher

data secured in reply to
all roads agree on the

and barrels and buckets,

per cent of those reporting stating that they do not use
this form of apparatus and SO per cent of those who do use
them state that they are not recommended. The bulk of the
report consisted of a discussion of the various types of appa55

ratus with recommendations as to the best

methods of adapting

these forms of apparatus to the various conditions.

TERMINAL CLASSIFICATION AND STORAGE YARDS

I

the supervision of the

is

intended not only to fireproof the cotton, but to protect

against other kinds of damage.

A

it

bale of cotton which had been

was brought into the room and lighted matches,
cigarettes and cigars were placed on the exposed surface of the
cotton with no effect except a slight singeing or charring of the
surface.
It was stated that under this method of treatment
cotton can be dipped and loaded for shipment within an hour,
and it is claimed that it can be moved on flat cars as safely as
in box cars.
The Southeastern Underwriters' Association has
so treated

oflfered a reduction in the insurance rates on treated cotton.
The
committee expressed the opinion that all cotton-carrying lines
should co-operate and lend their support to this new treatment,
not only for the purpose of reducing fire waste, but the prevention of coimtry damage and dry rot.

OIL

BURNING .APPLIANCES

The Committee on Oil Burning Appliances, J. S. Richards,
Sunset Central Lines, chairman, submitted a set Of rules and
requirements for the storage and use of fuel oil and for the
construction and installation of oil burning equipment, accompanied by a series of plates showing how a safe fuel oil installation can be made. The committee reported that it had been in
correspondence with the various railroads with a view to finding

The Committee on

and Protection in Terminal Classification and Storage Yards, Gilbert C. Hays, United
Fire Prevention

chairman, submitted a report classi-

States Steel Corporation,

fying the hazards as follows

Common Hazards— Sparks from

locomotives; adjacent prop-

tramps and trespassers; burning rubbish; dry grass and
weeds spontaneous combustion.
Risks Doors of wooden cars left open; hay; rubbish; straw
and paper, etc., left in cars, grass and weeds growing along
storage tracks, tramps building fires on floors of wooden cars,
smoking, etc., trespassers and small boys playing in and around
same fires from exposing property and storage of cars on
dead tracks.
Prevention. Sparks from locomotives cause many fires in
storage, terminal and classification yards, and the following suggestions and rules; which are in effect on the Baltimore & Ohio
System, have a tendency to keep down the losses from these
erty;

;

—

;

—

causes.

Someone

stored in yards,

is

etc.,

been removed from

held

responsible

all

wooden

cars,

closed securely as well as the traps to
tors.

see

before cars

are

and other rubbish has
and that all doors are
ice boxes and refrigera-

Rubbish should not be allowed to accumulate about cars
and all grass, weeds and small growth should be cleaned
Cars should not be stored near hazardous risks or where

stored,
out.

to

that all hay, straw

October

15,
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they would be exposed from the burning of adjacent property.
Where there is a large number of wooden cars subject to a
conflagration, they should be set, whenever practicable, so they
for the purpose of either exor moving the cars out of danger. Ample

will be accessible in case of fire

tinguishing the
facilities

fire

should be arranged

for

prompt removal

in

case

of

A

more elaborate method of

Cars should never be stored on stub or dead end tracks, they
should be uncoupled at least every ten cars and a space of not
also when practicable a row
less than 20 ft. between each cut
of steel cars should be set between the lines of wooden cars.
The question of providing efficient watchman service should
be considered, the watchman should be instructed just what to
do in case of fire, the proper persons to notify to procure assistance of locomotives for removing cars should a fire occur. The
service of a watchman is possibly most needed during the winter season when tramps are liable to build fires on the floors of
stored cars there is also the opportunity for sparks from locoalso the risk from tresmotives setting fires at all seasons
passers on the property and small boys playing in and around
same. Watchmen should be familiar as to obtaining assistance
from city fire department or local brigades if they are available
;

;

;

protection

is

the installation of

monitor nozzles on stand-pipes located throughout the j-ard or
terminal on proper size mains, the nozzles so arranged as to be
operated by one person or can be left alone. This makes a very
efficient protection as it does away with the carrying and handling of hose, etc.

more elaborate protection is not possible, water
two pails to each should be installed 100 feet apart
throughout the entire yard, and we especially recommend the

Where

fire.
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this

barrels with

installation of the fire

pump on

shifting engines as being one of

the most effective devices.

—The

of storage yards is one of the
connection with railway fire protection, for
while a large number of railroads spend thousands of dollars
to protect their shop and warehouse properties, little or no pro-

Summary.

weakest features

protection

in

In these
is made for the protection of car storage yards.
days of retrenchment it is difficult to obtain authority for spending any considerable amount of money for fire protection purposes, and it is equally difficult to get the operating officers
vision

how

to appreciate

necessary

is

it

to adequately protect a storage

yard.

AND FORMS

STATISTICS

for service.

—

Standard 2-way fire hydrants, 300 ft. apart, on
mains, with standard hose houses and 300 ft. of approved
hose in each house, with nozzles, wrenches, bars, axes, lanterns,
etc. (100 ft. of hose to be attached to hydrants at all times and
Protection.

6

in,

the rest to be laid on shelves), should be installed throughout
A gate valve to be placed with one
the yards where possible.
outlet so that additional hose connection can be

made without

The Committee on

Statistics and Forms, F. R. Austin, Chicago
chairman; submitted statistics based on reports from 41 roads, representing approximately 100,000 miles
of line, giving a classification of fire losses, including both
railroad property and lading, for the two calendar years, 1913

&

Eastern

and

1914.

in the

Illinois,

The

classification of fire losses

by causes

is

shown

following table

CAUSES OF FIRES AND FIRE LOSSES
1914

No.
314
122
257

Causes.

Adjacent property
Ashes and liot cinders
Coal from engine lire boxes

74
30
16

Electric wires
Explosions
Forest fires
Fuses
Friction hot boxes, etc
Gasolene, oils, etc
Heating appliances and flues
Incendiary
Lighting appliances
Lightning

2
61
41

523
175
94
39
64
67
108

Matches
Rubbish,

burning

Smoking
Spark from locomotive

1,529

Spontaneous combustion
Torches
Tramps and trespassers

213
65
344

Unknown

1,180
12
61.

Waste and wooden lockers
Wrecks
Miscellaneous

246

ToT.M
Average loss per

5,637
fire

36,445.54
328.140.78
150,318.88
350,721.97
16,223.53
21,543.45
16.638.97
71,887.65
486,964.95
107,775.13
28,158.02
153,547.02
637,116.93
1,321.25
93,143.29
84,164.70
$3,120,347.24
$553,55

off the water.
All hose connections and couplings
should conform with the standard of the city or town in which

the plant in located.

Strings of cars should be cut every 10 car lengths entirely
across the yards, with an open space of 20 ft. maintained at
all times.
Cars lacking draw bars and couplings should be
entire

string in

Switching engines should be ('(inippcd with steam fire extinguishing device, such as the Nathan or olbcr devices used by
the l<ock Island and several other roads.

Water mains should be of the proper size to supply all fire
hydrants and laid where practicable in a loop system, eliminating
all dead ends.
Water should be supplied through fire pumps
of

stilTu-icnt

number of hoso siroams
lire iitimp should be fmiu

capacity to supply sulVicicnt

compete with large fires. Supply to
two different sources when available. Drilled
to

lire brigades should
be organized so as to be familiar with the nullidd <if fighting
fires.

Loss

291
179

236
58
49
24

52.91
66,103.72

shutting

chained together to permit the pulling of an
case of fire without breaks.

No.

6

55

38
439
174
113
44
104
83
48
1,479
180
77

180
1,442
19
80

206
5,604

A

Per

Total 2 years

1913

Loss
$191,316.00
25,117.79
93,166.88
106,722.32
46,503.64
7,251.92

$131,061.15
26,095.78
24,707.95
87,453.74
26,866.34
31,280.34
2,377.74
23,938.96
18,532.00
133,320.83
167,320.83
15,937.14
8,068.21
27,599.49
21,410.54
26,924.72

412,212.95
151,077.20
29,268.90
214,036.93
867,369.79
12,614.84
124,271.76
49.409.73
$2,633,316.66
$469.90

No.
60S
301

493
132
79
40
8

116
79
962
349
207
S3
168
150
156
3,008
393
142
524
2,622
31

141

452
11,241

Loss
$322,377.15
51.213.57
117,874.83
194,176.06
73,369.98
38,532.26
2,430.65
90,042,68
54,977.54
561.461.61
317,798.51
366,659.11
24,291.74
49,142.94
38,049.51
98,812.37
899,177.90
258,852.33
57.426.92
367.583.95
1,504.486.72
13,936.09
217,415.05
133,574.43
$5,753,663.90
$511.85

Cent.
5.3

2.7
4.4
1.2
.7
.3
.1

1.2
.7

8.5
3.1
1.8
.7

1.5
1.3
1.4

26.7
3.5
1.3

4.7
23.3
.3

1.3

4.0

100.0

second table gave a classification of

fire losses by location.
a total fire loss of $5,658,232 in two years, $1,639,300 was
attributed to rolling equipment.
The next lar.gest sources of

Out of

loss outside of miscellaneous were merchandise in transit. $527,287; shops, buildings and contents. $389.r>4S; elevators, $345,634;

and passenger and combination stations and contents.
The committee reported that the gathering and compiling of
statistics of this kind by a committee has worked out unsatisfactorily, and reconuneniled that the committee he discontinued
and that one person bo appointed as a statistician to gather such
data as the association requires, and that he be paid for his
services.

KLKCTRICAI. IIAZARHS

The Committee on

F.lcclrlcal

Hazards siihmiltrd a report on

hazards to electric lighting installations, based on the rules
and regiilatioiis of the National Kloctric code, which is the accepted standard for electric wiring and apparatus.
The bulk
of the report was devoted to a discussion of various causes of
tlio
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hazards and to various types of electrical appliances, giving in
the probable effect,

parallel columns, the cause of the hazard,

and references

to the code for

hazards,

fire

the

methods of remedying the trou-

The one

ble or correcting the defects.

committee

found,

great cause for electrical

The

poor insulation.

is

committee recommended that all electrical work be required to
be installed strictly according to the rules and requirements of
the National Electric code.

The Committee on Locomotive Sparks and Ash Pans Hazards,
H. W. Colson, Atlanta, Birmingham

&

Atlantic, chairman, pre-

sented a progress report.

The Committee on

W.

Stations, Freight Depots and Warehouses,
Maryon, Southern, chairman, submitted a report, show-

S.

ing that the percentage of loss

and the destruction

in this class

entails a loss

of property

high,

is

above the actual value of the

property in crippling operation, and resultant loss of revenue.
Reports of the committee on statistics and forms read before
the meeting, last year, showed a loss for the five-year-period

Vol.

"By helping the shipper

to secure equipment without unneces-

this service will increase in proportion.

"By supplying information regarding export

"By furnishing shippers with estimates of prospective business
This might be an opportune time to say that those who are
Northwest should prepare to take advantage
of the improved business conditions which soon will prevail in
that section. The grain crops in the northwestern states of Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Montana are enormous,
and the Soo Line alone is making preparations to handle 75,000
carloads of grain.
At prevailing prices such a crop ought to
distribute about $70,000,000 among farmers' located along our
line.
This money possibly may be spent by the farmers principally for automobiles, but other commodities also will be in
great demand, and the thing to do is to be prepared to supply
interested in the

themselves as often as possible of the

dressed by F.

7,

the meeting

was ad-

A

Silcox, district forester of the United States
Forest Service at Missoula, Mont., on the subject, "The Railroads and Forest Fires."

Following the session on Wednesday morning the association
held an informal luncheon at the Hotel LaSalle, and following
the afternoon session the .members paid a visit to the Illinois
Central shops at Bumside.
At the Thursday session a series
of motion pictures were shown, illustrating a trip through the
Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago.

The

officers of the association were all re-elected
President,
H. Elmore, superintendent of insurance. Southern Railway,
Washington, D. C. vice-president, Paul Hevener, superintendent
:

F.

;

of insurance department. Rock Island Lines, Chicago, 111. secretary-treasurer, C. B. Edwards, fire insurance agent, Mobile &
Ohio, Mobile, Ala. C. S. Sherwin was elected in place of W. L.
Lawrence, of the Delaware & Hudson, on the executive com;

mittee.

WHAT THE COMMERCIAL AGENT CAN DO FOR
THE SHIPPER*
By Carl
General

K, Landes

Agent, Freight Department, Minneapolis,
Marie, Cincinnati, Ohio

Paul

&

Sault

Ste.

of freight.
The contracting agent, the traveling
freight agent, the commercial agent and the general agent are
all working in similar ways to secure freight for the railroads.
To the question, "What can a commercial freight agent do

solicitation

for a shipper?" the answer

is,

"Manifest always a beneficent
and try to be of helpful, prac-

tical service

"By
replies

when requested to do so and giving
promptly enough to make them of real value.

tracing shipments

"By working for

the quick settlement of

all

just claims that

are brought to his attention.

"By endeavoring

to interest the railroad purchasing agent in

a manufacturer's product, to the mutual advantage of the shipper
and the railroad when both believe in reciprocity.

"By furnishing, when possible, advance information regarding
contemplated changes in rates and rules.
"By co-operating toward the adjustment of uniaW rate conditions.

"By suggesting names of

demand.

Shippers,
freight

think,

I

agent's

office

generally
is

understand

that

commercial

a

furnish information and

equipped to

supply service along the lines mentioned, and that the comis earnestly desirous that shippers avail

mercial freight agent

The

visitor to

Havana

is

facilities

of his

office.

struck by the frequency with which

—

he encounters the mysterious sign reading simply "Ask Mr.
Foster!" but the mystery clears somewhat when he learns that
"Mr. Foster" has his agents posted at different public places
throughout the city, and that those agents are specially equipped
to give the uncertain tourist definite information regarding all
rates, routes, departures and arrivals about which the tourist

may inquire. These agents also carry a full line of tickets to
the good theaters or, for that matter, to European and Asiatic
ports of call, and are instructed to endeavor to sell each tourist
one of these tickets before allowing him to leave.
I should like to have pasted upon the wall of every
shipper's office a sign reading, "Ask the commercial freight agent,"
just to remind shippers to avail themselves of our facilities to
furnish information and, incidentally, afford us an opportunity
to ask for the privilege of demonstrating our ability to handle
carloads and less than carloads with promptness and despatch.
Commercial freight agents of all other lines feel the same.
All are anxious to be of service, realizing that to secure and hold
business they must be courteous, considerate and willing to
co-operate with the shipper in any just and laudable enterprise.
This attitude of the commercial freight agent is simply a reat least

Now,

flection of the attitude of the present-day progressive executives
St.

For the purpose of this discussion the designation commercial
freight agent must necessarily embrace every one engaged in the

interest in the shipper's welfare,

customs

conditions throughout the territory traversed by his road."

loss is obvious.

morning session on October

tariff,

duties and regulations governing shipments to foreign countries.

the

the

No. 16

sary delay, and as business continues to improve the value of

from 1909 to 1913 of approximately $731,000, on stations and
warehouses, out of a total of $6,158,000. To these figures should
be added a percentage of loss on merchandise in transit destroyed in buildings, bringing the loss on this class of property
to about one-sixth of the total.
The need of reduction of the

At

59,

possible users of the product of a

factory.
• An address before the Traffic Branch of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, on September 13, 1915.

of our most

efficient

railroads,

and

is

in direct contrast to the

may have prevailed during
earlier days, but fortunately exists now only in history.
The efforts that are now being made by many railroad execuold "Public be

damned"

policy that

impress patrons with their sincere desire for harmonious
Sir Thomas
are pronounced, practical and costly.
Shaughnessy, president of the Canadian Pacific, in a recent
address to employees, impressed upon them that while they
should continue to labor devotedly and loyally for the intelligent
advancement of the company's affairs, they should never forget
their duties to the public and should be unfailing in courtesy.
The slogan of the Soo Line is "Safety and Courtesy Always I"
The Santa Fe recently has inaugurated what is called the
"Harmony Special." One week in every month some of the
officers, including the president, vice-presidents, general manager,
freight, passenger and publicity agents, are drafted for a trip
over a division of the road. The train stops at each station long
enough to permit the officials aboard to talk with the patrons
of the railroad. E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe, recently
stated that the "campaign was a success from the start and that
now it is part of every official's duty to perform a harmony
stunt when occasion demands."

tives to

relations

—

So you see the officials of the railroads, from the highest to
want to be the friends of their patrons and they
want their patrons to reciprocate their friendship.
the lowest,

.

October
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15,

Once upon a time there was

man who

a

started out to

make

by resolving that for three months
he would say something good about anyone whose name happened to be mentioned in his presence. He kept his resolution
and he made hosts of friends. Therefore, I am going to ask you
to resolve for the next 90 days to say something good about

among

friends

his fellow

every railroad that

men

mentioned

is

in

your presence.
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L, M, S, meaning respectively collisions, derailments, boiler
accidents, other locomotive accidents (not involving collisions or

derailments), miscellaneous train accidents and train service accidents.
"S a" would indicate an accident to a man engaged

"S b" an
"S t" insufficient
clearances "S d" getting on or off cars, etc. "S e" falling from
cars, etc.
"S f" miscellaneous accidents to employees on duty
on or about a train in connection with its operation; "S g"
miscellaneous accidents, on or around trains, to persons other

in

uncoupling air and steam hose or safety chains

accident while coupling or uncoupling cars

;

;

;

;

;

The

ACCIDENT REPORTS

C. C.

I.

statistical office of

Commerce Commission

the Interstate

be supposed now to be wrestling with the mass of facts
which, under the revised regulations, have been reported to it
concerning accidents on railways during the month of July, 1915,

may

new

were in effect and the
will show some figures which will tax
results
the capacity of the statistician's adding machine figures showing the number of hours that employees of the railways have
worked during the month. This requirement of a statement of
"man-hours" and of train and locomotive mileage is responsible
for the most noticeable addition to the list of facts called for

month in which
when summarized

the

first

the

rules

;

;

than employees.
The statement of the cause, question 16, is to be taken as a
catch line, the full statement being entered under question 51
but in this case question 51 is left blank, the person making
out the report having concluded, apparently, that the accident
sufficient importance to call for further detail.
The
department of a railroad, which always must gather all
possible facts which may be needed in case the victim of an
accident should sue for damages, would, of course, require, in
a report like this, a considerable list of answers throwing light
on the circumstances attending the accident but these would

was not of
legal

;

MONTHLY REPORT OF RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.
Oakland & EBStport B»R.

Name

of report- 1
ing carrier ( 1 ) f
Carrier'8

EaBtem
—

1

diviaion (2)/

Place of 1 Name of) «r
^*
accident:/ State (8)/

K'"''"'

Cause

(briefly)

Kind

of train

V'*

(ICi

Nearest

1

Timeofln om
day (5) /±±_i!?

Ipjt

dent(4)|£?

arci'

Neanst

fimi 1:>)Vl
1 1
t.UTXXJ.p
«"»*
Clear,

dgudyg

or foggy? (13)/

)

...

4

C.

(«)l--=-JL

No.

«

°*-

(7) /

named

(11)/-

DayUght
1
^*y.%'?*'.,l

Day

tiou from milcpost

RainiiiR or

C.C.I

I.

Estimated dJatauco ami direc-l

milepost (10)/

dear

a

T. ('.
rh,,,:.

1

5

191

...

)

snowing? (14H

or dark? (15)/

Struck at Petere' CroBBlng while driving automobile acroes
Engini-

f

Milk
involved (17)

Dale
>at«of
of

;3)}-*oL

statiou (9)/

Croeelng

accident (12)/}

to the Interatate (!ommerce1
Oommiwion for the month of
(-

Carrier's

number

T
July

Report

451

eeo

Direction

(

19)

{

Speed

\j

(20)

30

m.

p. h.

Noe. (18)1

[

(21)

DETAILS OF CASUALTIES TO PERSONS
DttvsdLsubilily.

(Ukllled. so state

Namo nnd

Nature and u\t«uf uf

('luss ofiHirsoii.

iiddrass of por.son.

>

iiijiiiies.

I'rol>;tblf.

(")

id)

.,..

50.

K

RoblnBon

1.

COST:

(a)

Equipmciil,

QpntuBion of hip

(b) Track,

^,.

$.

(c)

£Q

Clearing v.Twk, $.

(d) Total, <..

and nature of accident; circumHtanccfl, ('Htimate, and dt«cription of damage (o property; rcvjponyibility and experience of omphiy*'*'^
Wlicri not niuriifc.Hlly immaterial, give number of cara iu train (loaded, empty), percentage of air brakes operating, and grosi weight
If npace below is innullicient nao the reverse of tbia sheet.

51. Detsfil of, cause,

icaponsible.
in toiM.

,

Form

T,

Government Accident Reports; Size
Here reduced one

ciKlUli

in

of the

the

new

reports,

The

style

in July.

of

An

have no particular value for the Interstate Commerce Commission.

of

the

principal

form T,

blank,

is

shown

in

a

filled out with a statement, slightly
an accident that (Hciurcd in New York State
examination of this form will give an idea of tlie

character of the present requirements.
In the answer to the sixth question, the letter
this is a train service accident,

and

was struck by a locomotive or car

The

(*IT.

the

facsimile printed herewith,
disguised,

Blank, Eight and One-Half by Eleven Inches

rules.

Regardless, however, of the substance of
changes in form have imposed an immense
amount of work on the railroad clerks who make them out..

by the

Whole

width, iuul space for answer to question 51 cut

i

at a

capital letters used in this place

S

indicates that

indicates that the victim

highway grade crossing.

on the blank arc C, D, B,

In column

b,

under question

the letter

21,

A.'

means

that

the

person injured in this accident is to be classed among "Olhor
The letter A in this colmnn
non-trespassers not on trains."
would indicate employees on duty B employees not on duty
C passengers on passenger trains; D passengers on other trains;
/•
passengers not on trains, and so on. Class A, employees on
For example: (H general
duty, is divided into 08 sub-classes.
;

olhccrs $3,000 per

annum and upward;

low $3,000 per annum
sub-class

i7,

;

(2) general othcers be(6) clerks, below $900 per annum, except

telegrapher-clerks;

(20)

electricians;

(31)

em-
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ployees in outside agencies, except numbers 5, 6, 7 and 30. Subclass 7 includes messengers and attendants, and sub-class 30 trav-

and

eling agents

solicitors.

for substantially the same information that
has been required by the old forms, the chief difference being
that heretofore the superintendent responsible for the report had
considerable freedom to use his own judgment as to the extent
to which he would explain the details, except in the more serious

Question 51

calls

accidents; whereas, according to the regulations as now formulated, much detail is required in the case of every accident reported, no matter

how

relatively unimportant

it

may

be.

Besides form T theie are three others, F, R and V. Form F
previously
is a monthly statement of fatahties developed from
reported injuries. Form R is a supplementary report to accom-

pany form T, in the case of an accident due to a broken rail,
calling for all available facts, under 39 heads, which may serve
to explain the cause of the breakage of the rail.
Form V ("verification"), one to be sent in for each month,
contains the oath of the officer sending the report, and a comparative statement showing the total number of non-train accidents happening during the month and the number of casualties
For these accidents no form T report is
resulting therefrom.

Form

required.

V

persons

divides

six

into

classes,

namely,

shopmen, stationmen, trackmen, bridge and building men, other
employees, all other persons, and 11 classes of accidents (or
causes), as follows: 71, working machinery, engines, motors,
72, transmission apparatus, belts, gears, shafting, ropes,
use of hand tools, apparatus, etc.; 74, flying particles; 75,
explosives, inflammable, hot or corrosive substances 76, electric
currents; 77, collapse, fall, etc., of objects; 78 falls of person;

etc.

etc.

;

73,

Vol.

No. 16

59,

for carbon copies of the reports sent to Washington. An order
providing for the acceptance of these carbons would, therefore, seem to be reasonable in any state; but, as we see, only
eight states have explicitly declared themselves on this point
up to the present time. In a number of other states the requirement of the regulations is (in less detail) for about the
facts as are called for by the Interstate

same

on blanks

sion's rules, but

which the

in

Commerce Commis-

details are differently

This difference adds to the railroads' clerical work,
none at all so far as
little advantage
the outside observer can see. The officers of these states, however, in most cases, seem very scrupulous in their determination
to suffer no derogation of the dignity and independence of their
Quite likely, however, there will be other
respective states.
states which will fall into line with the eight above named.
arranged.

while affording very

In Arizona

;

understood that the Commission intends to accept
to the I. C. C. formula. From a number

it is

made according

reports

of states no answer has been received to the inquiry which we
In Oregon all statistics of accidents now go to the In-

sent.

Commission.
This article has to do with the forms of reports. As to the
substance of the information that belongs in a report of this
kind what amount and what kind of information is worth giv-

dustrial Accident

—
— there

The question as
are numerous unsettled questions.
the different states will settle these details— or whether

ing
to

how

they

be

will

number of
results
sion's

left

unsettled,

states in the past

has been the situation in a
an interesting one. Possibly the

as

—

is

of the operation of the Interstate Commerce Commisplans may, in the next few months, throw some light

;

handling

79,

or supplies

;

rails, ties,

81,

bridge timbers,

etc.

;

80,

it.

total

NEW

REPRESSING TRESPASSERS ON THE

causes.

miscellaneous industrial

At the bottom of each column, following the

on

handling freight

HAVEN

number of

killed or injured in that column, there is a space for the total

number' of "man-hours," that is to say, the aggregate number
of hours worked during the month by all employees subject to
and following this a
industrial casualties in the classes named
statement of the average number of casualties per milhon man-

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is keeping up a
vigorous campaign for the discouragement and prevention of
Signs to the numtrespassing on the tracks of the company.

;

hours.

Judging by the figures compiled by one

New York

railroad

it

be estimated that the total number of "man-hours" reported
by the railroads of the whole country for the month of July will
Apparently the number of hours
aggregate about 393,359,950.
worked by these men on the railroads of America in a year
or, in
will, therefore, aggregate between four and five bilHons
a period of more active business, perhaps more than the larger
number mentioned. These figures represent, it is to be remembered, only those employees who are subject to the classes of
casualties named in the 11 items quoted above. As item 78, "falls
of persons," covers a class of accidents to which almost everybody
is liable, it would seem that these figures ought to include emOn the road above referred to
ployees in every department.
31 per cent of the hours reported were those worked by
shopmen 5 per cent by stationmen 34 per cent by trackmen
9 per cent by bridge and building men and 21 per cent by other

may

;

;

;

DANGER OF

Saving Time or
Saving Life?

Trespassing:
on the

tAavinfi iimc sometimes means losing

Railroad
4
f\

tew minum saved by walking
crossing railroad tracks may

Xi

on or

TRtSPAWiING on railroid
jimost 11 many lives m i \nt m

mean

yoor permanent disablement or

doci the drcidtul dibcase

dcach-

thousand, lour hundred and
icvcniv-onc Dcrsons who trespassed
on railroad property in ihc United
Scales in 19H were killed.

T^vcry

M

so lost

liie

is

an economic

WM

ro«i

fhw country

u

6.030.

The number of persons
on the

loss

killed while

riilroid in (he year _I9I_4

Most

community

to the

property

SCARLET FEVER.

The esiimited number ol deaths tram SCARLET FEVERin (he United So(« in the year 1012
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iictimi to

rretpusing

5.471
thii.

dfeadlul
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in

»nd rhus could not avoid iL

ThoK who

fT^rcspassine on railroad property is
1
(orbiddcn because o( the danger
It
means to \OV

ilie

^

Jl^

killed

while ireipasang on

mlroadi could have avoided the danger they

wrrein,bu(lailcdlodoso.
Every t.me you

you are pulling your

'\Tou

W

were

can reduce this annual waste ol
life bv not ircspassinR on
(he railroad tracks and right of way
aruJ by urging others not to do so.

n

human

TRESPASS on
lilc

A\01D DANCER
IS

the raiiroW

knowingly and needletdy

dinRCt

WHEN YOU KNOW

IT

XkOL^ND.

NEW HAVtN AND
MAHTFORD RMUIOAD CO

THE NEW

THt NSW YORK. NIW HAVtn *Nr>
HARTFOKt} RAILHOAO CO

>Otlk.

employees.

From
of

all

the standpoint of the railroad (as well as in the interest

students of the records) uniformity, as between the fed-

and

an important desideratum in the
and this fact seems to be receiving
increased appreciation. By inquiry of the different commissions
we find that eight states Colorado, Maryland, Montana, New
York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Wisconsin—have taken or intend soon to take action to make their
requirements in regard to railroad accidents correspond to those
of the federal government. The rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission now call for such full, complete and detailed statements of every accident which is of public interest

eral

state

regulations,

compilation of these reports

in

the

New Haven Campaign

to

Discourage

Trespassing

is
;

—

in

Typical Bulletins Used

connection with the question of the safety of railroad travel
that, without doubt, every state can get all the

and operation

information reasonably needed for the state records by asking

her of 10,000 have been posted along the company's lines, warning all persons not having business on the premises to keep
Renewed efforts have been made to obtain the active cooff.
operation of magistrates, prosecuting officers and other local

School superintendents and proprietors of factories
have been called upon to render active assistance wherever posauthorities.

sible.

With a view to agitating the subject from every possible angle
a half-dozen different bulletins have been prepared setting forth
the dangers of trespassing in such a way that he who runs may
Facread. About 180,000 of these placards are to be posted.
similes of two of them are shown herewith

Railroad Locomotive Repair Shop Organization
and Output Can Be Considerably Increased

Efficiency

By Giving More

Critical

Attention

to

This Feature

By Henry Gardner
The old-fashioned

railroad shop organization

is

well

known;

it

the composite line and staff organization

and quality of output,

consisted of a shop superintendent, or master mechanic, followed

tity

by an assistant superintendent and general foreman and
for each department. In a shop
of this kind the superintendent, assistant superintendent and general foreman have to bear all the burdens of administration and
supervision frequently there is no assistant superintendent in the

tained.

in line

a

number of shop foremen, one

;

organization, the whole load being carried by the superintendent

and general foreman.

Under

this type of strictly line organiza-

tion there are great possibilities for a glaring waste of time

and

These overloaded officers, congoaded for output, must at the same time hold discipline
meetings every day and must pass on all applicants for employment they must be familiar with all piecework schedules and
continually add new prices they must see that all belts, motors,
machines and cranes are kept iti repair and must handle the
apprentices, constantly instructing and moving and encouraging
by the supervisory force.

effort

tinually

;

;

them.

at a

if

minimum

the

maximum

cost,

quan-

are to be ob-

A

proper organization for a large railroad locomotive repair
is shown by the accompanying chart.
Here is a combination
line and staff organization.
The superintendent of shops has an
assistant who has a general foreman next in line in charge of all
departments, as is customary. But the staff is the vital part of
shop

the whole organization,

and is directly' responsible for the
economic and effective management of the entire plant; the line,
below the superintendence, is wholly in charge of output.
On the staff are six supervisors and a chief clerk as follows
A supervisor of piecework, or other wage payment system a
supervisor of routing, scheduling and despatching in all departments a supervisor of apprentices whose important duties are
well known a supervisor of tools and machinery in charge of
the repair and purchase and installation of all new machine and
hand tools, cranes, etc., about the plant a supervisor of manufacturing who is in direct charge of all shop orders and manufactured material either for outside shops and enginehouses or
for local consumption and stock, and finally a supervisor of
labor, whose office may be called the employment department;
this man employs and discharges all men and administers disciphne for all employees in and about the plant. The duties of
the chief clerk are well known and established.
The form of
organization shown by the chart is distinctively up-to-date and is
representative of tried and successful types. With this arrange;

;

;

;

It is

safe to say that no one man, or three men, can do justice

to all of these duties in a shop of any appreciable size, and it is a
foregone conclusion that they will frequently overlap one another in the performance of their work.
An instance is recalled where three men in an old-fashioned line organization
shop went over the same ground daily, one after the other, and
often it was found that a sub-foreman had been told to do the
same thing by each one of these three men in succession.
In the majority of railroad shops to-day the strictly line organi-

SuperJnfendenf of Shops

/issisi-ani-

3uperin ienden f
of Shops

1
Supervisor
Planing

Superi^rsor
Piece

Supervisor

Deparfrnenf

Work

Machinery

v~z_
Foreman

Foreman

Boiler

Sm'ifh

Shop

Shop

Tools

Foreman
ErecHng
Shop

An

Oe.ne.ral

and

Foreman

Foreman

Foreman

Machine

Tank

Ideal

Form

of

The

;

—

;

same hypothetical but very

typical shop, apprentices,

if

are exploited by being kept on one machine for a
year or more, and no serious attempt is made by any one to
all,

run on a day work basis
move to maintain the output; if the shop uses piecework to any extent an
eternal personal vifjilnncc nnist be exerted to keep up the quality
as well as the (|uantily of output. These old-fashioned practices
properly instruct them.

If the

shop

is

the supervising officers must be constantly on the

are

now conceded

to be wholly inadequate,

Foreman
Pipe

Shop

Shop

might be expected low
output, great waste of labor and material, with a high cost of
The machine
repairs, and a general lack of system and order.
equipment is neglected or repaired in a makeshift manner
and the money wasted in misuse and abuse of belting alone
would pay for many new machines in a year. Cutting tools are
dressed and hardened by guess, by the eye no such thing as an
electric furnace or a pyrometer is known.
In this

Labor

Foreman

Chief
Clerk

Foreman

Foreman

Paint-

Laborers

Axle

Shop

Shop

Organization (or a Large Locomotive Repair Shop

result of this state of affairs is as

hired at

Supervisor

/apprentices

Tin

there is no attempt made to plan, schedule or
is in effect
despatch the work in the various departments and almost any
foreman can hire or discharge men, with or without just cause.
zation

Supen^isor

Foreman

Shop

Shop

Supervisor
Manufac furing

especially

larger shops, and the strictly line organization must give

for the

way

to

ment the several and specific duties of each staff man are carefully
defined and all overlapping and doubling of work by the supervising force

The

is

eliminated.

duty of the superintendent of a locomotive repair
shop is to study quantity and quality of output. He should spend
at least three-fourths of his time on this work, if he is to actually
earn his salary. All clerical work, letter writing, etc., performed
by a shop superintendent is a dead loss to the railroad and ninetcnths of this work should be turned over to his assistant and
his chief clerk.
A railroad shop superintendent has been
known to spend an entire day with hammer and chisel and file
surrounded by a loyal and admiring group made up of the assistant superintendent, the general foreman, the erecting shop
foreman, the machine shop foreman and two skilled iijechanics.
But what became of the shop and the departments controlled by
these men during that day? Obviously the loss to the company
measured in dollars would be considerable,
The modern railroad shop superintendent must be more than a
practical man and a pood handler of men he must be a superintendent in the same sense of the word as applied to similar positions in the strictly manufacturing shops. What else is a railroad
first

;
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shop but a manufacturing plant, and liow is it in any way different
in so far as opportunities for saving and economy are presented?
The sliop superintendent should spend a part of his time planning
and developing original and improvement work and he should
have available up-to-date records of the output in all departments

and should keep close watch over the cost of

In con-

repairs.

nection with these duties the following records are suggested

these may be expanded or modirequirements, and they are better made in chart
form, as a graphic diagram gives accurately an exact picture of
conditions which cannot be so impressively presented in any other
for the superintendent's office

;

fied to suit local

manner.

For a nine-hour day these formulae should be worked out each
month and platted in diagram form
(1

Total engines out per month x
Total man-hours per month.

)

Engines out, per man, per day.

per mo.xQ _
-^Labor cost of output per
Total man-liours per month.

Lahor cost

(2)

(payroll")

Material cost per month x 9^
^Material cost of output per
man-hours per montli.

(3)

Total
(4)

Labor
-T

(5

.

,^

cost

desp.

fc-ngines

Man-hours
Engines

per day.

:

:

Material

(«)

man

per

desp.

per month
per mo.

month.
per mo.

^

:

|

1

Material cost per engine despatched.

Number

of hours it takes one
out one locomotive.

man

to turn

The above six formulae may be further subdivided to include
each separate shop or department as the need for such data
arises, or if a special study of some one department appears to be
demanded by lowered output or

faulty conditions.

The

percent-

age of material and labor costs should also be carefully watched

and a chart may be made to show
the total material
$30,000,
is

cost

for

all

For example,

each month.

this

repairs

for one

month may be

and the corresponding labor cost $50,000.

From

this

it

evident that material costs are running 375^2 per cent, of total

and labor costs 62Mi per cent., which may be considered a fairly
good condition for the average shop to-day.
As indicated by the organization chart the responsibilities of
the assistant shop superintendent are the same as the superintendent, since in the event of the superintendent leaving suddenly

or gaining a promotion the assistant superintendent should
diately

fill

his

superior's

imme-

position without appreciably disturbing

the organization or the quantity and quality of the output.

The

duties of the assistant superintendent should be primarily to run

the shop and get the required output.

He should

study and arrange

for the charts and data required by the superintendent and should

aim

in

every

way

to

run the entire plant as

not there to supervise him.

A

if

were
wasted by
habitually walking
his superior

great deal of time

is

shop superintendents and their assistants in
about the plant visiting every department superficially each day.
The gain to the shop as a whole by this procedure is practically nothing.
Many a railroad shop superintendent and his
assistant

walk

miles,

day

after

day,

conscientiously

going

over the same old beaten path at about the same hour at least
twice each day the foremen and workmen anticipate the visits
and, of course, are all on their best behavior.
The most important duty of an assistant superintendent in any
organization should be to make an cxliaustive study of each
department of the shop say the boiler shop, to start with. He
should turn over all other routine duties to the chief clerk and
staff men and general for.eman and live for a month in this department, working with the foreman as his assistant, in a sense,
for the entire day, if it be from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. In this way an
exact knowledge of details may be obtained and faults corrected
or eliminated which otherwise would never have been even seen.
A close, individual, departmental study of this kind has never
failed to result in a great reduction in manufacturing costs as
well as an increase in general effectiveness and fnqucntly a decrease in payroll as a by-product. If a month cannot be spared,
two weeks, or even one week, spent by the assistant superintendent in each and every department of the plant each year will
work wonders. Finally, an up-to-date shop superintendent, as
;

;
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well as his assistant, should visit other shops frequently and
keep constantly posted as to the best methods and practices they
should also read the technical papers carefully, always watchful
for labor saving devices and methods for cutting costs and elimi;

nating wastes.

Next

in line to the assistant

superintendent

is

the general fore-

man. He is one of the most important men in the organization,
and his duties have wholly to do with the prime object of running
the shop, viz., to deliver repaired locomotives. He must be of an
extremely active or motive type and must have exceptional ability
for instructing and handling men and increasing production. The
general foreman works with the seven staff men as occasion
arises, in an advisory capacity, but he does not report to any of
them or direct them. The general foreman runs the shop with a
line and staff organization, exactly as in the old-time line organi-

removed
from him so that he becomes virtually an output specialist.
The general foreman and the supervisor of the planning de-

zation, with the exception that a multitude of duties are

per day.

month
per
^
j
. l
j
'
=r Labor cost^ per engine despatched.
desp. per mo.

cost

Lngmes

)

man

Vor,. 59,

partment should be closely allied and preferably their offices
should open together so that the daily delay reports may be taken
up at once by the general foreman and the causes traced and
rectified.
It is good practice for the supervisor of the planning
department to give the general foreman a slip each morning stating the number and class of repairs of engines that are to be
brought in, and it is the duty of this office to see that the
departments are at all times equalized. The duties of the staff

men

are indicated by their

admit of further

titles

;

the scope of this article will not

details.

The form of force organization required below the general
foreman is so varied and depends so much upon local conditions
that it must be sufficient to give simply a few general suggestions.
The writer has made more than fifty individual charts
illustrating departmental apportionment of
shop hands, or handy men, and laborers each
shop must work these details out for itself no hard and fast
rules can be laid down. Great care should be taken to organize
the working gangs with the proper proportion of skilled and unskilled men. Do not have sub-foremen, if needed at all, with no
men reporting solely and directly to them; a sub-foreman, or
assistant foreman, should always have full authority to direct
the men under his charge. Workmen should not be required to
report to or receive orders from more than one man, if friction
is to be wholly eliminated.
The working forces should be divided
into small gangs under working leaders, which is better than
dividing the whole responsibility between two or three leading
foremen this arrangement will cut down the cost of supervision
and place the responsibility and supervision more nearly where
the work is actually performed.
Specialization is undoubtedly
correct for the railroad shop and it must be developed to the
fullest extent in every department.
Making one man responsible

for

a

single

plant,

skilled mechanics,

;

—

;

for one class of
interest in his

manner

work not only

work, but

it

increases his earnings and his

enables

to do the best work in a
and to the railroad. Over

him

satisfacton,' both to himself

is preferable to under specialization.
always some discussion as to the relative inerits or
demerits of two well-known forms of erecting shop organization.
The first aims to have the pits divided into blocks of six or eight
pits and places one foreman in charge of each block.
The other
method considers the whole erecting shop as a unit, and has the
foremen in charge of gangs, which do special lines of work, and
travel \ip and down over the entire shop, visiting every pit in the
order that the work is required. In a shop using a scheduling
and despatching system, the former organization is preferable,
since accurate comparisons of output for each foreman may be
obtained and platted froin month to month and a close supervision of his record is very stimulating; moreover, a friendly and
healthy rivalry is maintained, thereby keeping up that all-important enthusiasm and "esprit dc corps" which, after all, is the

specialization

There

is

great fundamental cause for

human

far as possible, so that

no one man

Engines coming
between the foremen as
obtain imfair advantage

excellence.

into the shop should be divided equally
will

October

due

15,
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improper selection

to the

More important even than

;uid distribution of the repairs.

the distribution of the force organi-

is the planning and despatching departcharge of one of the staff supervisors, reporting to the
assistant shop superintendent.
The work of planning for the
admission of engines to the shop naturally assumes more importance than the correct placing of forces, since it is easily possible
to bring in too many engines requiring one kind of repairs and
thereby disarrange and disorganize the most carefully planned
and effective grouping of forces which may have been established

zation of a railroad shop

ment

in

meet certain fixed conditions. The balance of a shop plays a
most important part m its successful and economical administration and this is where the supervisor in charge of scheduling and
despatching comes in he must, as far as possible, keep the ratio
of classified repairs constant and change that ratio only as may
be necessary to prevent overloading some department which
may have unexpectedly fallen behind.
For example, let us assume that a shop has been verj' carefully
organized, a man clipped off here or added there until the entire
plant is working at maximum efficiency.
Then let us assume
that 4.S per cent of all engines turned out are to have new fireboxes, that IS per cent are to have new cylinders, that 10 per
cent are to have one or more new fireboxes or flue sheets, and that
30 per cent are to receive simply general repairs to machinery
with flues removed and safe-ended and with tires turned. Now
to

;

let

us suppose that the exigencies of the service

ble to obtain

for this shop

more than 20 per

make

it

cent

of engines

impossi-

needing general repairs and that SS per cent of all engines arriving need new fireboxes, and that 25 per cent need new cylinders
what, then, for the time being, has become of our carefully
planned organization both as to men and machines? The intelligent selection of engines has a very noticeable effect on the

699

many weaknesses and wastes of labor
and material.
Modern combination staff and line organizations must be more
generally employed if our railroad shops are to keep pace with

conditions will soon expose

demands made by the management for reductions
maintenance costs needed to offset government regulation of
freight rates and the ever-increasing demands of organized labor.

the increasing
in

Finally, the statement may now be made authoritatively that increases of output up to 25 per cent have been recorded in several
large railroad shops using in greater part the modern organiza-

tion described in this article,

ment

and

it

is

conclusively beyond argu-

that similar or greater increases in output, with consistent

decreases in labor and material costs, may be assured to any large
railroad shop whose ofiScers and their superiors have the foresight and courage to adopt these correct principles.

CLOCK-WORK TIME-LOCK FOR ELECTRIC
INTERLOCKING MACHINE
On

the "Model 2" unit-lever interlocking machines used at
Grand Central Terminal, New York City, there are now in
use a number of clock-work time-releases or time-locks, made
by the General Railway Signal Company, which are so simple
the

and compact that all of the machinery for a release is enclosed
within a box fixed on the top of the lever which it is to govern,
the whole being no wider than the body of the "lever"; and
the operation of the releases during a period of 12 months has
been so satisfactory that all other devices for this purpose heretofore used at this interlocking are declared to be inferior.
The time release performs tlie function of a detector bar or

mean output; this- is much more
apparent in large shops where the organization is less flexible

cost of repairs as well as on the

and usually highly

A

specialized.

locomotive repair shop

is primarily a plant for manufacturing
and maintaining power units needed for marketing the commodity, transportation, which the railroad company sells to the public, and in order to enable the company to sell its product to the
best advantage the shop must at all times be ready to supply the
operating department with the locomotives needed. This demand
for power varies appreciably with the seasons and other causes,
national and international, so that it is not always possible to
keep a fixed percentage of engines of certain classes available for
shopping, which have also made their required mileage in service.
The division superintendent and the superintendent of motive
power should, however, co-operate closely with the local shop
management, as no shop can deliver a constant maximum output
from month to month which will satisfy the operating oflicials if
it is not properly supplied with the kinds of repairs for which it

has been organized.
gines

come

and there

is

direct ratio

The

ideal state of affairs exists

in for repairs in a

when

en-

constant flow from month to month,

in normal times for every railroad a nearly constant
between the number of locomotives in service and the

number requiring

repairs;

so far as conditions will allow, this

ratio should bo maintained.

Planning, scheduling and routing and despatching may be depended on to suggest and create the force organization needed.
To a degree the organization will automatically adjust itself to
the many variable working conditions so plainly brought to light
hy the accurate records resulting from the systematic scheduling
and routing and despatching of all operations and material
through all departments of the shop. With one well-known form
of modern routing system the use of the despatch hoard tells at
onrc which department is late or ahead and, provided the shop
is using the normal repair ratios, suggests the changes in organization or equipment necessary to build up a department and consequently equalize the shops.
The best shop organization can
make but an outward show of efliciency without a planning department as outlined. To the casual observer the shop may be
speeded up to its maximum intensity, but a carefid analysis of

A

._

\

mi^mji r^
EfBSbd
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— Clock-Work

Fig. 1

Time-Lock

for

"Model 2" Unit Lever

Interlocking Machine

detector

track

circuit;

or,

rather,

lengthens

it

the

time

limit

which ought to be imposed by a given detector circuit.
I'or
example, at D V interlocking, Spuyten Duyvil, 10 miles out from
tlie terminus (see diagram), there is a release on the lever for
signal 73, which signal, when cleared, gives a route from .-(.Track
6, through switches 81, 83, 85. 87 to «, Track 4.
When a train

makes this movement the arm of
the normal or stop position as soon

signal

73

can go hack to

as the engine passes

it

;

and,

without the restraint imposed by the time release mechanism, the
lever also cnuld be put back to normal.
But the distance from
switcli ,S1 111 switch 87 is so great that, before a slow train
could reach, say, switch 85, an absent-minded signalman, having
put lever 73 normal and having thereby released the mechanical

could move switch 85 in front of the train and
on to Track 2, which might be a dangerous moveThe time release therefore hy deferring the restoration

interlocking,

thus turn

ment.

of lever

it

73,

for, say,

35 seconds, serves for that length of time

same purpose as a detector bar extending from
Track 4.
the

The clock-work apparatus is adjustable,
of time may be interposed, after

iiUerval

.so

that

signal 73 to

any

the signal

ilesired

arm has

been restored to the normal position, before the lever can be
restored fully to the normal position.

The apparatus

is

fixed

on the upper part of the signal lever
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machine. A cam surface engages with a plunger and,
through the medium of a rocker arm, forces the locking member
in the

to

Arranged

the locked position.

in

suitable

relation

to

the

another arm which drives the timing mechanism.
is an adjustment screw A, Fig. 1, which determines
In this
Prothe distance that the timing mechanism can be moved.
vision is made for adjusting the time from five seconds to two
rocker

arm
arm

is

Vol.

59,

No. 16

cannot be altered by unauthorized persons. The device is operated independently of the indication mechanism and, therefore,
the indication system may be either battery or dynamic.

For the foregoing information and illustrations we are indebted to H. S. Balliet, signal engineer of the electric division of
the

New York

Central.

PROPER MANAGEMENT OF FREIGHT-CAR
SERVICE*
By

J.

R.

Cavanagh

Superintendent of Car Service Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
I

still

St.

Louis

believe that a general car pool, under the joint juris-

and supervision of the American Railway Association,
Master Car Builders' Association and the general ti"affic
associations, would produce excellent results
especially if a
scheme could be worked out for making all car repair shops
diction

the

;

"pool" shops so that when cars come into the "pool" shops
they will be brought up to a certain unit of standardization. It
should be arranged that none of the lines, parties to the pool,

add any cars to

shall individually

equipment except through

its

the pool organization, and ownership should be based on a per-

centage (interest in the pool) basis, or as

For

illustration:

If

may

be agreed upon.
owns 11 per

the Kansas City Southern

box car equipment and desires to increase its allotand it could be shown that this was necessary or reasonable, the board of directors would so approve,
and the Kansas City Southern could then add such additional
box cars to its allotment as would increase its percentage to 15.

cent of the

ment

Fig.

2— Clock-Work

Time-Lock

The moving of the lever from normal to reverse
causes the lock plunger to move to the locked position, and it
is latched there; and at the same time the lever winds up the
minutes.

spring in the timing mechanism, setting it forward the amount
determined as proper for that particular application, this being
in all cases fixed as may be determined locally in each case.
The mechanism remains in this position during the time the
lever

is

reversed.

When

the lever

moved to the normal indirocker arm is free to drop

is

cation position the plunger on the
into the depressed portion of

mechanism

left

is

the cam, on the lever; and the

free to be driven

backward by the action of

to 15 per cent,

If, however, it could be shown, by the board of directors, that
such increase on the part of the Kansas City Southern was not
necessary, or would be met by a general increase in the equipment of the pool, the Kansas City Southern would be charged
with an additional 2J'2 per cent as against the 4 per cent which

desired to add, on the theory that it would get the benefit of
the increased percentage of the other members of the pool in
the use of their cars during the greater portion of the period
it

members do not need the cars.
would be for all of the freight cars to be put into the
pool.
In order to obviate the various methods of classification
of cars and the necessity for an equipment guide to determine
what the car is, the cars should be marked with a specific pool

when

My

the other

idea

mark.

A

Irack &

81

V3^UIJ

^^~~^--£'

Track

For

illustration

The

:

first

would

initial

indicate the classifi-

cation such as

I

A—automobile

\.^3
S5~~--v^

Irack i

or

— box cars:
—coke cars;
D — dump cars;
cars;
F—
— pondola cars;
H — hopper bottom

furniture

cars;

B
C

85

-flat

r>

Fig.

the spring, which

3

— Crossovers

was wound up

at

Spuyten Duyvil

at the

time the lever was

The second

A — 60

moved

C

D — 45

E—40
G

The

.\

be noted that the locking plunger is not only forced
into the locking position, but that the plunger remains in the
There
full locked po-sition until the end of the time interval.

thus complete uniformity in action and no tendency to round
the corners of the plunger or of the locking notch in the lever.
This device is so designed that it is mounted on the top of
the lever guide in the

same manner

as the electric lever locks,

without any change in adjacent parts. In this particular installation the device is used solely as a mechanical time lock; but it
can with slight changes be made to close or to open electric
circuits in conjunction with switch locking.

A

provided for the protection of the parts.
It is
shown (off) in Fig. 1. It can be sealed so that the adjustment
cover

is

— 250.000

B— 225,000
C—200,000
D— 175,000
E— 150,000
C— 125.000

will

is

— 36

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

long
long
long
long
long
long

and
and
and
and
and
and

such as:

under;
under;
under;
under;
under;
under.

third letter to indicate the capacity, such as

spring.
It

— 55
— 50

B

to the reversed position.

At the expiration of the time Hmit, the clockwork mechanism
has moved to a point where it releases the latch (B, Fig. 2)
which has been holding the lock pkniger in engagement with the
The plunger is then snapped out by the action of the
lever.

cars.

letter to indicate the length,

H— 110,000
1^100,000
K— 80,000

lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.
11).

lb.
lb.

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

under;
under;

<mder;
under;
under;
under;
under;
under;
under.

box car is 36 feet long and of 80,000 lb. capacity, the first initial or marking on the car would be "P" for
box car, the second initial would be "G" for 36 feet long,
and the third letter would be "K" for 80,000 lb. capacity. Thus,
all pool cars of this class would be marked "B-G-K" and allotted
their series according to the number of cars owned in such pool.
A road having 14,000 cars would be given
For illustration
Therefore,

if

a

:

*

Abstract of written discussion of E.

E.

Belts'

paper presented at the

September meeting of the Western Railway Club, as noted in the Railway
Aye Gazette of September 24, page 578.

October
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15,

numbers from
given numbers

to

1

14,000

would be
Each car should bear own-

a road having 9,000 cars

;

14,001 to 22,999, etc.

if necessary, to preserve identity, a sten-,il on
the ends of the car, above the ownership plates, showing the

ership plates and,

and car number.

This will simplify reporting
railroad man, shipper
or consignee (after the scheme becomes known) on seeing
"B-G-K" would know it was a box car, 36 feet long inside and
original initials

moment anybody, whether

of cars, as the

80,000

lb.

we remain under

However, my idea contemexchange settlement plan, as outlined in my various

the present per diem arrangement.

For illustration:
papers on the subject for the last 25 years.
On December 31, 1915, road "A" has 26,250 box cars; they are

On that date an inventory develops that road
own cars, has 19,750 cars on its rails belong-

put into the pool.

"A," including

on

its

members of

own

its

sents

its

the pool

and what

rails

the difference between what

;

it

it

has

The scheme

and the debits must

also admits of subsequent readjustments of the

Thus

the per diem

:

It

may

be

shown

that

for

all

"B-G-K"

parties are supplied with preliminary prints of

of way, track and station maps, profiles
and quantities on recent construction, all standard track plans,
plans of bridges 12 ft. or less in length, lists of leases and abthe prescribed

of

stracts

right

contracts

concerning

industrial

tracks

not

owned

by the railroad. The bridge party is supplied with plans
of all bridges over 12 ft. long, coaling stations, turntables, scales,
water station tubs and supports and pipe lines. The building
entirely

party

is

furnished

all

available plans of

the buildings in the

maps

company's possession

district.

Owing

to the fact that the

would not

fulfill

in the

the specifications for

maps and

profiles as pre-

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, it has been
necessary to make entirely new maps, a task requiring the

All cars of 100,000

lb.

cars

organization of a considerable drafting force.

As

a result of

the special efforts to push the drafting work, rapid progress has

one cent

rate or settlement will be 40 cents, or

per ton capacity.

can possibly give any information concerning hid-

den quantities.

scribed

per diem rate or exchange balance rate on the various classes
cars.

who

persons

has contributed to the pool repre-

debit or credit balance each day,

agree with the credits.

of

being used to indicate clearing ballast, shoulder widening, rail,
sewers, pipe lines, etc. An effort is made also to interview alt

The roadway

cars at the current per diem rate, provided

ing to

information as a guide, sufficient notes are taken to enable the

drawing room to make complete new maps. This includes complete data on all physical features, right of way, etc. The right
page of the notebook is used for the plotted notes, the left page

capacity.

All roads should report to the pool the per diem on these

plates an

701

capacity would be put

Sfafus of Maps and Profiles- Valuoiion.

under 50 cents per car per day; this being more equitable
than the present flat rate of 45 cents per car for a little dinky
in

Week

ending. ..VjoJ_IS__

car as against the same rate for a great big 60-ton capacity

flat

steel

self -clearing coal

car,

or a nice large 40-ton

modem

re-

frigerator car.

VALUATION METHODS ON THE BIG FOUR
The

of the Interstate

parties

sion of Valuation, have been at
nati,

Chicago

&

St.

Commerce Commission, Diviwork on the Cleveland, Cincin-

Louis since September, 1914, necessitating

the organization by the railroad of a considerable force to carry

on the work required of the railroad in conjunction with the
government inventory.
Four government roadway parties have covered over 1,100
miles of line to date. A government terminal party is at work
at Indianapolis, and there are two other terminal parties maintained jointly by the government and the railway.
Ecu- government parties are also making an inventory of the Western
Union lines, while the railroad has a party on its own teiCgraph
and telephone lines. A bridge party, a signal party and a building party, each consisting of two railroad men and one government man, commenced work in June and are following the
roadway parties.
The roadway parties are taking only the field notes, which
they send direct to the office of the Southern district of the
Division of Valuation, at Chattanooga, which is handling all
work on the Big Four, including the lines in Illinois which
fall outside the boundaries of the Southern district. The terminal parties are making complete summaries of materials and
assemlily sheets. They also gather enough data to complete the
terminal maps. Field work on all lines west of Indianapolis was
completed about August 1.
The railroad is represented on each roadway party by a pilot
selected from the staff of the engineering department, giving

man who is well acquainted with the lines
The pilots are assigned to a given district

preference to a
inventoried.
ciently in

to

advance of the government schedule

to be
suffi-

them
The same

to enable

become tlioroughly familiar with the property.

end is acromplisiicd on the joint bridge and building parties
by assigning, in turn, old nienihors of the division bridge and
building forces who have had long experience with the bridges
and buildings in the particular district to be covered.
The pilots walk over the district in advance of the field nartics,
taking with them

all

old

maps of

the line available.

With

this

by Goi^ern ment- Mapsi420.8mi. Prof)les2^3.Sn^i
- Maps IZ8S.8 mi. ProfllesZ04.8mi.
.
..ZL.Men on niaps.. O..Men on Profiles^A.i^en on finisty/n^.

Total plotted- not rnventorled
Tof-al

traced

..S..f^en

"

»

on special

..

ivorlf

Table Used to Keep a Check on the Drafting Progress
been made, amounting to an output of from 60 to 80 miles of
completed maps per week. In the month of June, 280 miles of
maps were platted, 288 miles were traced and 276 miles were
checked.
An accompanying table shows the means by which
the progress
all

lines save

suiiplcmcnted

on the maps is checked from week to week. On
one the maps were made from old maps on hand,
by

infomiation collected by the

pilots.

In

the

White Water division, 70 miles long, no map was
existence and a complete resurvey was required.

case of the
in

An

important feature of the organization is the separation
work of the draftsmen or plotters from that of the
tracers.
Wherever practicable one plotter is assigned to a given
valuation section which he carries through to completion, and
each plotter is expected to make his own search for the necessary data. This arrangement prevents considerable duplication
in searching the records, and enables each plotter to become
thoroughly familiar with the particular records with which he
is concerned.
of the

accordance with this arrangement the first work to be
is to gather and record the information
necessary for the prescribed schedule of right of way an<l also
for the list of industrial tracks on which the company's rights
arc restricted, as provided in Interstate Commerce Commission
order No. 12, dated Januan,- 21, 191.'>. To this end mimeograph
blanks are provided on which the information can be recorded
conveniently.
A form headed "Report on Cost and Value of
Right of Way and Real Estate" contains blanks not only for
In

done by the plotters
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tlie schedule to be put on the map, but
designed also for use in compiling the information required
on DV. Forms Nos. 107 and 108 for the schedule of laud to
he filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, as required
in order No. 7, dated November 21, 1914.
The men obtain the information for right of way from the
As they are assigned
files of the office of the real estate agent.

the items required for

is

an entire section, the records are gone through by counties, the
data being abstracted as found. In consequence, no special search
of the records for a particular parcel of land

is

required unless

Data
missing when the complete file has been covered.
as to sidetrack contracts are taken from the files of the engineering department, and recorded on the blanks provided, from
it

is

which they are eventually copied on DV. Form

When

all

the right of

way

135.

sheets of a given district are fin-

nished they are given to a typist, who prepares the sctiedule
summary in the form and order required for the map. This
shows the parcel number, grantor, grantee, instrument, date,

A

heading at the top of
record index and custodian's number.
the sheet gives the date, sheet number, division and valuation
section. Two carbon copies are made, one of which is a backed

on the work-

tissue carbon to permit blue printing the schedule
ing print of the map furnished to the field forces.

cation

heading

at

the

top

of

The

identifi-

schedule appears on those
of course, be omitted when the
the

working blue prints but will,
schedule is placed on the finished maps.
In plotting, the draftsmen work on as long a
paper as the alinement will permit.

The

roll

of the detail

conventional sheets

are indicated roughly. The tracers make sheets of the standard
A material saving in time was obtained by the
54-in. length.
use of rubber stamps. Each tracer is given a sheet of detail
paper upon which have been stamped to correct scale and pro-

township
to 9 for the various sizes of numerals
numbers, figures from
By sliding this sheet under
used, the abbreviation N.W.^, etc.
the tracing cloth to the proper position the various figures can
portions

all

conventional

signs,

names of

counties,

Recently greater efficiency
be traced accurately and quickly.
has been obtained by the use of Ockerson printing devices for
the same purpose, by means of which the various items are
printed directly on the tracing cloth. A printing press has also

been installed for printing the titles. To save time in setting
them up, cuts have been purchased, giving the combinations of
Another time-saving
letters and words most frequently used.
device is a power eraser made by attaching flexible dental shafting to the shaft of a very small electric motor operated from
A common red pencil eraser cut roughly
the lighting circuit.
to the shape of a disc serves as the rubber.

The draftsmen are under the immediate direction of two
squad foremen who assist the plotters in looking for informaThey
tion, investigate disputed points and check the drawings.
also fo'low up any searclies for missing data which have been
referred to the real estate department. The drawings are checked
by these men principally for specification requirements, h'dden
The complete check is obtained
quantities, right of way, etc.
by the use of the working blue prints by the field forces and
by furnishing the real estate department with prints to check
for right of way. An independent squad of draftsmen corrects
the tracings for errors discovered by the field forces and by
the real estate department.
The organization under the direction of the real estate agent

work preparing the schedule of land according to D. V.
Forms 107 and 108. For this purpose they use the "Reports of
is

Vol.

has absorbed a great many small corporations, each with independent records. In spite of these obstacles, about 500 miles
of line had been scheduled by the first of August, all records
being carefully indexed as the work was carried along in order
that easy reference

All

new

real estate records are kept

and indexed

in

be had to the original records.

AN INDEX-RECORD OF STATION AGENTS
Mem-

Southern Railway,

office.

phis, Tenn., sends us the following description of a chronologi-

record and an index of the forces at the stations on his
which he has found useful in an office where there
are a number of clerks who have occasion frequently to corThis
respond with stations or to refer to station business.
record was devised as a remedy for the constant inconvenience
cal

division,

before anything of the kind was in use. The need of such
this would be felt, of course, not only in a superintendent's office, but in the other departments which have to
deal with stations those of the general passenger agent, the
felt

an aid as

—

general freight agent, the claim agent, etc.
The scheme requires two books (or two halves of a single

—

book) one. Book A, in which the names of the persons (employed in the classes to be dealt with) for the whole division
are arranged alphabetically, a page for each letter; and the
other, B, in which there is a page for each station, with numbered lines, constituting a chronological record for that station.

Take for example the case of a new man employed on the
He is assigned to service at Mon(A. A. Adams).

division

tague station, which,

we

new
Book

A

A

Book

recorded in

(the

A

is

is

first

which gives the

B,

He

(see below).

page), which

He

station.

will say, is a

entered on the Montague page of
necessarj' information for Book

is

then

an index to Book B.

Here the entry

is page 1, line 1.
Later on Adams goes to another station. Nomad, and his
He then appears on page 2,
record at Montague is closed.
which is the station agency record for Nomad. After being
so entered on Book B, his record on Book A has added to it
another item namely, page 2, line 1.
This same method is followed out in recording the service
of Cashier B. B. Bond, first at Montague and then at Nomad
proper record being entered on both agency sheets, and then

—

on page B, of the alphabetical record, which shows service
at two difFerent places.

When

information

is

who

desired as to

agent or cashier

is

Montague, it is only necessary to turn to the Montague station
page of Book B when information is desired as to any person, search is made on the page of Book A headed with
the initial of his surname.
When the page covering the Montague agency is filled out
it can still be known as page 1, the next page being made 1-A.
at

;

X.

&

Y. R.

Sample Pages
A, BOOK B, PAGE
Record of Agency Forces
Montague
To
^

R.— DIVISION

From
Time

7:00 a.m.

2

1-114

3

1-1-15
1-1-15

7:00a.m.
7:00 a.m.
7:00a.m.

\

4

1

XT
Name

.

Date
1-1-14

Line

X.

&

Y. R.

Date

Time

Capacity

1-1-15
1-1-15

7:00 a.m.

Agent

A. A. Adams
Cashier B. B. Bond

7:00a.m.

Cox

*

Agent

•

Cashier D. D. Doe

A, BOOK B,
Record of Agency Forces

R.— DIVISION

PAGE

C.

C.

2

Nomad
To

From
Line
1

2

Name
Adams

Date

Time

Date

Time

Capacity

1-2-15
1-2-15

7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.

7-1-15
7-1-15

7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.

Agent

A. A.

Cashier

B

A, PAGE
Record of Agents and Their Forces

A

X.

&

Y. R.

R.— DIVISION

A

.

Adams

,

A. A.

X.

&

A,

BOOK

B.

Bond

12

Page and Line

Name

-r-

r-

A, BOOK A, PAGE
Record of Agents and Their Forces

Y. R.

the office

of the real estate agent, but old records are in the files of the
auditor, except such as are filed in the construction correspondence in the chief engineer's office. The work is further complicated by the fact that the Big Four, like most other roads.

may

R. L. White, superintendent's

at

Costs and Value of Right of Way and Rqal Estate" prepared
by the plotters in the valuation office, checking the information
which the plotters have entered and supplying the remaining
This requires a search of all the records of the railroad.
data.

No. 16

59,

R.—DIVISION

D

D

Page and Line

Name
.D. D.

Doe.
•

left blank, indicates that the person
the capacity shown.

This space when

at that station in

is still

in service

General News Department
The Interior Department at Washington reports the completion
of a section of the new Government railroad in Alaska, 20 miles
long. It is said that this line begins at Anchorage, at the mouth
of Ship creek (which flows into Knik Arm) and runs in a northerly direction toward the Matannska coal field. This would seem
to indicate that the branch to this coal field

is

to be the first

section of the road to be finished.

The "post office" or mail room in the general office building
of the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore is now equipped with
lock boxes, in the same style as a government post office and
each office in the building, having a key to the box assigned to
it in the mail room, sends for its letters at any time of the day
or night, as may be desired. This mail room at Baltimore handles
about 35,000 pieces of mail every 24 hours, most of these being,
of course, railroad service letters.
;

R. P. Kyle, safety supervisor of the El Paso & Southwestern,
in his second annual report, shows a marked diminution in the
number of casualties to employees. Taking the years 1913, 1914
and 1915 in order, the records of employees killed have shown
Only two passengers
12, 7, 2; and of injured 493, 455, 406.
were injured during the past year and none killed; but in the
column headed "trespassers and others" the casualties for the
three years named, 1913, 1914, 1915, are killed,

9,

10,

12; injured,

hampered the roadway department

in

assembling

men and mate-

for repair work. The water in Lake Pontchartrain did not
subside until Friday evening. On the trestle of this road across
the lake, six miles long, it was necessary to drive only 17 new
rial

piles.
It was necessary to use single track between South Point
and Citrus, 10 miles, until October 8.
Service over the Illinois Central's main line to New Orleans, on
which 18 miles of double-track was washed out between New
Orleans and Hammond, was resumed on October 8, when a new
single track over this line was completed.
While the main line
was cut, service was maintained by detouring via the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, and thence

Hammond

to

via the' Illinois Central.

Dinner

The

officers

to President Ripley

and directors of the Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

Fe

will give a dinner to President E. P. Ripley at the Blackstone
hotel, Chicago, on Saturday evening, October 30, on the occasion

of Mr. Ripley's seventieth birthday.
The guests will number
about 300, and will include intimate friends of Mr. Ripley, men
with whom he has been closely associated in business, and the
chairmen and presidents of the leading railways of the country.

22, 32, 45.

Decisions of Accounting Officers

The Wisconsin conservation commission has

received from
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul an appeal for protection
from the colony of beaver which have taken it upon themselves
to construct a number of dams along Bear creek in Oneida
county, causing the water to back up and flood the railroad
company's right of way in the vicinity of Merrill and Goodnow.
As beaver is protected by law, the railroad could not kill or
trap the animals, even though their dams are causing washthe

outs.

A westbound express train of the Baltimore & Ohio was
stopped by robbers near Central station, W. Va., on the morning of October 8, about 2 o'clock, and a large quantity of
Included in the loot were 90
registered mail was carried off.
packages of unsigned bank notes, in transit from Washington
The robbers moved the engine and
to banks in western states.
mail car three miles forward from the place where the train
was stopped, and there they were taken into an automobile
which was waiting in charge of an accomplice.
President Ripley, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc, on
5 addressed a telegram to the Mayor of Ardmore,
Okla., offering to settle all claims for personal injury and
property losses resulting from the explosion of a tank car of
Kasolcnc on the company's tracks at .Ardmore on September 22.
Mr. Ripley made it plain that the railroad was not assuming
liability for the accident.
The verdict of the coroner's jury was
that the accident was caused "through negligence of the Santa
Fe Railroad Comjiany and its employees, but said negligence was
not felonious."

September

The Association

of Railway Accounting Officers has in preparation a book containing a synopsis of all decisions and recommendations of the association relating to passenger accounts
up to April, 1915. The book will contain the association's stand-

ard passenger forms and will be bound in cloth. Each member will receive a copy of the book free.
Extra copies, or copies for non-members, will be furnished
at 75 cents each.
The secretary of the association is E. R.
Woodson, Woodward building, Washington, D. C.

Signalmen Imprisoned

Signalman Tinsley,

chiefly responsible for the disastrous col-

(Gretna), Scotland, May 22 last, was tried
for manslaughter in court at Edinburgh, September 15, and was
sentenced to three years' penal servitude. "The night signalman,
Mechan, who was just going off duty at the time the error
occurred, was sentenced to imprisonment for 18 months. Fireman Hutchinson, who was in the cabin at the time, was tried
for manslaughter, but acquitted.
The fireman had gone into
the cabin in accordance with the rule to see that the signalman
made no mistake which should endanger his train, standing near
by; and he neglected to correct the signalman's error in not putting a collar on the signal lever as a precaution against improper
movement of that lever. This collision was reported in the
Raihvay Age Gacette of June 11, and October 8.
lision at Quintinshill

Reorganization of Association of Western Railways

The Gulf Hurricane
The damage done by

the storm of September 29 to the tracks
Nashville proved so serious that both freight
and passenger trains are still being detourcd by way of the Gulf
& Ship Island and the New Orleans & North Kasteni, by way of
Hattiesburg.
The distance from Gulfport to New Orleans by
this route is 180 miles, as compare<l with 67 miles by the L. & N.
Two complete passenger trains are run each way daily, ami from
four to six freight trains. On October 5 the line had been made
passable frotn Mobile as far west as Bay St. Louis,
The damage to the track of the New Orleans & North Ivisterii
was not very extensive, but traffic was suspended from Wednesday, September 29, until Sunday, October 3, mainly because of
the loss of telegraph, telephone .ind block signal wires which

of the Louisville

&

A

change has been made in the organization of the Association
of Western Railways.
Heretofore the chairman of the General
Managers' .^ssociation of Chicago has been also chairman of the
.\ssociation of Western Railways and chairman of its executive
committee. L'ndcr the new plan the executive committee of the
association will elect at its first meeting of each year a chairman
of the committee, who shall also be ex-officio chairman of an
advisory committee, appointed by the executive committee and
consisting of eight of its members.
W. G. Bicrd, president of
the Chicago & Alton, has been elected chairman of the executive
connnittee and of the advisory committee. The executive committee will select an executive secretary, who may also be chairman of the General Managers' Association of Chicago,
.\s
noted elsewhere.

J. W. Higgins, general manager of the Mis-'
souri Pacific, lias been appointed chairman of the General
\fan-
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Chicago and also executive secretary of
Western Railways. Regular meetings of the
advisory committee are to be held every two months on fixed
dates at Chicago, and special meetings may be called at other
times. The executive committee will obtain labor statistics from
the different railroads, in addition to making investigations of
other matters of interest to the railroads, reporting to the advisory committee, and will maintain a bureau of statistics for
the compilation of such statistical and other historical matter as
may from time to time be required by the advisory committee.
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

agers' Association of

the Association of

Vol.

The following list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regulAt
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three montlis.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gasette for each month.

—

Amehican Association of Dining Car Superintendents, H. C. BoardNext meeting, October 21-23.
man. D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
1915, Boston, Mass.
Association of Passengek Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope,
Next meeting, October
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
26-27, 1915, French Lick Springs Hotel, French Lick Springs, Ind.
St., New York.
Church
Allen,
75
Association.—
W.
F.
American Railway
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.
».
r^
Lichty, C.
&
A.
Association.
C.
Building
American Railway Bridge and
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.

—

American

—

The New England Railroad Club
the regular monthly meeting of the New England Railroad Club, to be held at the New American House, Boston,
Mass., on Tuesday evening, October 19, an illustrated paper
will be presented by F. M. Davison, of the Boston & Albany,

At

entitled

"Architecture in

Railroad

Work."

Mich.
Society

—

of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Mechanical
American Society, of
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
39th St., New York.

American

—

York.
^
^
Association of Railway Electric Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,
October 18-24, 1915, Chicago.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,

—

.

—

New York

Railroad Club

At the regular monthly meeting of the

New York

Railroad
Club to be held in the Engineering Societies' Building, 29 West
39th street. New York, on Friday evening, October 15, a paper
will be presented by W. R. McKeen, consulting engineer, motor
cars, of the Union Pacific, on the "Value of Motor Cars to
Railroad Systems."

1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
and Building Association.
Powell,
Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Canadian Railway Club. James
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
August,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
month, except June, July and
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansmeetings,
1st Thursday in October,
Montreal,
Que.
Regular
field St.,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

—

—

January,
Chicago.

Railroad Men's Improvement Society

meeting for the season the Railroad Men's Improvement Society held at the Meridian Club, 90 West street.
New York, on October 7, a paper was presented by George P.
Barker, president of the Efficiency Club of New York, entitled
The paper dealt entirely
"Increasing Efficiency in Business."
with human efficiency and aimed to show how a man should
try to bring out the elements of success existing in him.

At

the

first

Montreal.

and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Cluis. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineees' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday.

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—T. L Goodwin, C. R. I. & P.. Eldon, Mo.
Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

New England
National Safety Council

The Fourth Annual Safety Congress

of the National Safety
Council is to be held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, PhilaThis organization, composed
delphia, October 19, 20 and 21.
of large industrial concerns in all parts of the United States, has
now become an important body, its convention last year at
Chicago having brought together about 1,500 delegates. It is
expected that the meeting this year will draw a still larger
number. All branches of industrial and civic life are represented in the different sections. At the general session on Tuesday, the 19th, W. C. Wilson, claims attorney of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, will deliver an address on Public Safety

and the Railroads.
The meetings of the railroad section are to be held on Wednesday, October 20, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., and on Thursday, the
The chairman of this section
21st, from 9:30 a. m. until noon.
is Marcus A. Dow, general safety agent of the New York CenAfter the opening address by the
tral Lines, New York City.
chairman there will be a discussion of Mr. Wilson's paper
(delivered the day before). R. C. Richards, Chicago & North
Western, will speak on the value of the National Safety Council
Autoto railroads. Other subjects and speakers are as follows;
mobile Accidents, J. C. Rose, chief claim agent, Pennsylvania
Railroad Prizes to Committeemen, by W. C. Wilson, D., L. &
W. How to Maintain Interest in Safety Work, by W. B. Spaulding, claims attorney, St. Louis & San Francisco; How to Reach
Non-English Speaking Employees, by Isaiah Hale, Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Moving Pictures and How to Get Good
C. T. Banks,
Films, by C. H. Blakemore, Norfolk & Western.
;

;

;

safety supervisor of the Erie, will also speak.
The papers which are named on the program are not expected
to take up the whole of tlie time, and opportunity will be allowed for full and free discussions. Railroad officers interested
All railroads
in safety work may introduce any relevant topic.

are invited to be represented, without regard to whether they
are or are not members of the National Safety Council.
The president of the National Safety Council is R. W. Campbell, of the Illinois Steel Company, and one of the vice-presidents is R. C. Richards, of the Chicago & North Western. The
secretary is W. H. Cameron, Chicago.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

New

—

W.

New

York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in montli.
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
29

39th

St.,

—

Niagara

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.

—

City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., SO
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,
New York.
Railway Business Association. ^Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
Annual meeting, December, 1915.
York.

—

New

York.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
June. July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers* Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Richmond Railroah Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June. July and

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

—

August.
St.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

August, St. Louis.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.»
Annual meeting, October 19-21,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Railway
Club.
A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Southern & Southwestern
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
November.
10
A.
M.,
Piedmont
Hotel, Atlanta.
July, September,
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
York.
C.
A.
Swope,
291
Broadway,
New York.
Traffic Club of New
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, GenM Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Vcrsen. Mercantile Library Bldg..
Mo.
Annual
meeting
in November.
Noonday meetings
St. Louis,
October to May.
Engineers.
Frank
Moore.
Sociity
of
W.
1111
Newhouse Bldg.,
Utah
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exSalt Lake City, Utah.
August,
Salt
Lake
City.
and
cept July
Western C AN\nA Railway Club. L. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. T. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpcn Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg.. Chicago.
Western Socihtv of Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block.
Chicago. Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.

—

—

— —
—
—

—

—

—

—
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excepting in group 2 (East) and group 3 (Central North), where
there are slight decreases in the shortage of box cars and in
group 4 (East) where there is a decrease in the shortage of
coal cars.
The figures by classes of cars follow
;

Traffic

News

Classes
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Box

W. L. Taylor, attorney for the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, will address the Transportation Club of Indianapolis at its
monthly dinner on October 18, on the subject of "The Panama
Canal Its Effect on the World's Transportation."

Flat

Coal

and

Gondola

Other

Surplus

Shortage

41,622

5,368

6,993
16,563
22,883

3,251

88,061

9,762

325

818

;

The New York, New Haven & Hartford announces that on
"Merchants' Limited" express train, leaving New York for
Boston and Boston for New York at S p. m., two dining cars

its

are

now

On

one of them a regular dinner will be served,
while on the other food may be orderd by the card.

run.

at $1.25,

The New York Central announces

that the Twentieth

Cen-

tury Limited during the six months ended with August 31,
arrived in New York on time 177 times, was 5 minutes late
It also ar
once, and was over 5 minutes late only 6 times.
rived in Chicago 177 times on time and was over 5 minutes late
7 times.

States Department of Agriculture announces that
on the movement of livestock because
foot-and-mouth disease have been removed in the states of

The United
all

federal

restrictions

of
The whole country, with the
Indiana, Michigan and Virginia.
The
exception of northern Illinois, is now practically free.
Union Stock Yards in Chicago arc classed as a restricted area,
in which livestock may be moved for immediate slaughter only.

The

transcontinental railways have filed an application with
Commerce Commission for a fourth section order
allowing tliem to extend to Pittsburgh territory the S5-cent rate
the Interstate

on iron and

steel articles,

which now applies from Chicago and

Mississippi river crossings to the Pacific coast.
lines operating through the Panama Canal have

of

intention

The steamship
announced

their

opposing the rate by asking for a suspension of

the tariffs.

expected that the Panama canal may be blocked by
two or three months, and the officers in charge will
It is estimated that
set no date when traffic can be resumed.
ten million cubic yards of earth may be in motion. Of the ships
detained on the Atlantic and the Pacific sides, aggregating more
than 100, a considerable number have already been sent around
Cape Horn. It is expected that ship owners desiring to transfer
cargoes across the Isthmus by railroad will be allowed to do so
It is

now

the landslide

at

a rate of three dollars a ton.

Canadian Northern Excursion

to the

Coast

The first passenger train to run through from Montreal and
Toronto to the Pacific coast terminus of the Canadian Northern
left Toronto and Montreal on tlie evening of October 12.
It
carried officers of tlic road, members of the Canadian Parliament, newspaper men and a large mnulicr of otlier invited guests.

Car Surpluses and Shortages

The American Railway

Association's committee on relations
between railroads, Arthur Hale, chairman, has issued statistical
statement No. 9, giving a summary of freight car surpluses and
shortages for October 1, 1915, with comparisons.
The total surplus on October 1, 1915, was iS8.061 on September 1, 1915, 191,309, and on October 1, 1914, 133,382.
The surplus for September 1, 1915, shown above includes figures reported since the issue of statistical statement No. 8.
;

There

a general decrease in surplus under September 1, 1915,
groups 2 and 4 (East), group 5 (Southeast), group 6
(Central North), group 8 (Central), group 10 (West) and
group 11 (Canada), in liox cars: there being a considerable decrease in groups 6 and 11. There is also a decrease in the surplus of coal cars, chiefly in groups 2 (East) and 3 (Central
North).
The total shortage on October 1, 1915, was 9.762; on September
1. 1915, 6,300, and on October 1, 1914, 2,355.
The sliortage for September 1, 1915. shown above includes figures reported since the issue of statistical .statement No. 8.
There is a general increase in shortage over September 1, 1915,
is

chiefly in

Chicago Board of Trade Wants Railway Lake Service Continued

The Chicago Board of Trade has filed a petition with the
Commerce Commission asking for permission to inter-

Interstate

vene in the case of the Lehigh Valley for a rehearing on its
application to continue the operation of its lake lines. The board
of trade also asks that the commission's order, effective on December IS, requiring the railroads to dispose of their lake lines,
be postponed until the commission has heard further evidence
on behalf of shippers interested in water transportation over
the Great Lakes. The board of trade has also sent communications to other commercial organizations, suggesting a conference
to be held with the purpose of sending a representative com-

Washington, asking for a postponement of the order
and for a further hearing.
The board says in its petition to the commission, that for
many years there has been "for the most part adequate facilities"
in the way of boats on the Great Lakes, and that the "rates have
been regulated largely by supply and demand," but that since
several of the railroads have disposed of their interests in boat
lines, the effect has been "to decrease the supply of boats and
enormously advance the charges for transportation of grain" via
water to eastern ports f roin Chicago
that these conditions
"threaten to disrupt the means of transportation on which many
members of your petitioner have long been depending for the
marketing of their commodities, and which the geographical location of the city of Chicago entitles said members to rely upon,
and that the disruption of, and curtailment of said means of
water transportation will be destructive of the business of, and
highly injurious to your petitioner, various members in the city
of Chicago and many cities and towns located in the interior
of the United States, which have been for many years past accustomed to ship the products of the farm through the port of
tuittee to

;

Chicago."
In its letter to other organizations the board says that as a
result of the commission's order, the port of Chicago and other
Lake Michigan and Lake Superior points will be without regular
boat line service to and from the east for the transportation of

package freight, and in addition thereto the shippers of bulk
grain will be deprived of the use of the so-called package boat
lines for carrying bulk grain to Buffalo.
.Mready, it says,
some of the boats have been withdrawn from service, and the
rates

have been increased, and there
accommodation of package

for the

The London & South-Wk.stern
don & South-Wcstern has recently
on its London suburban lines and
soon he running between Waterloo
will

be extended

later.

The

is

not sufticient boat space

freight.

Ei.ECTRiincATiON-.— The Lon-

inaugurated electric traction
the

new

electric trains

and W'imbledon.

will

Their use

trains used consist of three

cars—

motor car at each end with a trailer between. There are two
motors of 275 h.p. each per motor car. so that the total rating
a

per train is 1,100 h.p.
This is a much higher allowance than
on the Metropolitan District, which gives .'^(X) h.p. for two cars
(motor car and trailer), or on the London tube railways, which
have 500 h.p. for three cars (motor car and two trailers). The

London & South-Westcrn electric rolling slock is. however,
much larger and heavier than that of the other lines mentioned.
The carriages arc standard British railway bogie coaches, and
t.iken with the weight of the electric equipment on two
cars out of every three, produces a heavy train in proportion
to the niunhcr of cars composing it,
It is evident that on the
South- Western lines it is intended to develop high speed between the stations and to have a high rate of acceleration after
each stop. There ought to he a great improvement in schedule
speed as compared with the leisurely jog-trot of the existing
this,

suburban steam trains, and in fact, tjie South- Western's suburban tradic should he revolutionized.— 7?i;i7t('<ij' Gasctte, London.
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"Passenger Train"
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Commission and Court News

I

May

Consist Mainly of Freight Cars

In a suit upon a contract under which a subscriber agreed,
pay $50 provided the railroad ran a regular passenger train
along a specified route within two years, the Georgia Court
of Appeals holds that a train operated on a fixed schedule is
a "passenger train" within the meaning of the contract, if the
train includes one or more cars for the accommodajion and
carriage of passengers under the regulations imposed by law
for the transportation of passengers, notwithstanding it may
include cars used exclusively for the transportation of freight/—
Power V. Gainesville & Northwestern (Ga.), 86 S. E. 61.
to

|
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has suspended from November 1 to February
29 tariffs of seven New England roads proposing increased rates
on milk and cream to Boston and other points.

'

i

Oral arguments on the application of the western railroads
for advances in interstate passenger fares were presented before
the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington last week,
by attorneys for the western railroads and by the representatives
of the protesting state railway commissions.

The. American Livestock Association, the National Wool Growers' Association, the Cattle Raisers' Association of Texas and
the Corn Belt Meat Producers' Association have entered a protest with the Interstate Commerce Commission against granting
a rehearing of the western rate advance case.

Income Tax

A

Commerce Commission has extended from De-

Interstate

1 to December 15 the time within which railroads operating boat lines on the Great Lakes are required to dispose of their
interests in the boats, in accordance with the commission's order
of May 7, under the Panama Canal Act. The change was made
to permit the companies to finish the navigation season.

cember

— Lessee's Agreement to Pay

company
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

In re rates on agricultural implements and other commodities
between La Crosse, Wis., and other points and St. Paul, Minn.,
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
and other points.
The commission finds that the carriers have not justified increased rates on agricultural implements, wagons, beer, conductor pipe, iron roofing, building and roofing paper, structural
iron, linseed oil, etc., between La Crosse and other Wisconsin
points taking the same rates and Minneapolis, St. Paul, Minnesota Transfer and Duluth, Minn., and other points.
The carriers contended that the existing rates were too low,
and that the rates in this general section had recently been disturbed by the establishment in Minnesota of rates based upon
mileage, and that this necessitated a readjustment in certain
interstate rates, the proposed rates to and from La Crosse generally being the same as those established for the intrastate
haul between Winona and the Minnesota points of origin or

The commission believes, however, that there may be justificaon a more adequate record for changes in the present ad-

tion

in

the present case.

(36

I.

C.

151.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Public Service Commission of

.

.

.

.

—

Passengers on Freight Trains

New Hampshire

has

directed the railroads of the state to submit for approval regulations for providing stakes and wire for shipments of lumber
on open cars. This order is in accordance with a law passed
by the last legislature, designed to prohibit carriers from requiring shippers to bear the expense of stakes and wires. The
idea of enforcing this rule as regards interstate shipments appears to have been given up.

COURT NEWS
Right to Build Across Highways

The Louisiana Supreme Cotirt holds that a railroad company
has an implied right to build across a highway, since otherwise
the right granted by article 271 of the constitution "to construct
and, operate a railroad between any points within this state"
would have to be abandoned. In exercising the right to cross, a
railrpad may obstruct the highway and the public be temporarily
or .perliaps permanently, compelled to find llicir own way around
the <)b$|ruction
but such obstruction would not constitute an
altering or clianging, within the meaning of the statute.
Police
Jury V. Trrmont S- G. Ry. Co. (La.), 67 So. 829.
;

—

— Degree

of

Care Required

In an action for personal injury due to a violent jolt while,
riding in a caboose, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the. Eighth
circuit holds that an instruction to the jury that under trie laws
of Arkansas the defendant was required to carry passengers
for hire upon its local freight trains, but not required to equip
its cabooses like passenger cars, that one traveling in the ca^ooSe
of a local freight train is bound to know that it is subject to
more violent jerks in stopping and starting than passenger
trains, and that the plaintiff assumed the risk of injury from

anv usual or ordinary jerk, stated the law correctly.
City Southern v. Clinton, C. C. A., 224 Fed. 896.

Independent Negligent Act

destination involved.

C,

.

.

.

.

der the lease, was entitled to recover it from the successor of
North Pennsylvania v. Reading (Pa.), 95 Atl. 100.
lessee.

Rates to La Crosse, Wis.

justmnet of the rates involved

;

leased its property to another company.
by a lease which provided that the lessee should "pay all taxes
upon the yearly payments herein
and assessments
agreed to be made by the party of the second part to the part^
of the first part for the payment or collection of which
the said party of the first part would otherwise be liable," and
which, during
that the lessee should "pay all taxes
he;
the continuance of the term hereby demised, shall
-all payimposed on the demised premises;
ments required to be made by the party of the first part durshall be assumed artd
ing the term of this indenture
discharged by the party of the second part as if the party of
the second part were primarily liable for the same." The Pennsj'lvania Supreme Court held that the lessor, having paid a ta3?
under the federal income tax act on the income received un->
railroad

.

The

'

of

— Kansas
'

Employee

'

i

'

'''

A railroad employee working at a coal chute coaling engines
engaged in interstate commerce was injured while liftihg the
wheel of a coal buggy out of the hole it had broken in th^
rotten floor over which he was wheeling coal to the tipple. 'if»
an action against the railroad for his injuries the Alabama
Supreme Court held that his act in lifting the buggy after it
had fallen was an independent act and the proximate cause
of the injury; and hence the negligence of the railroad company in failing to maintain a proper floor was not the continuous sequence proximately causing the injury, and it Was
not liable. Southern v. Peters, Ala., 69 So. 611.

—

'

'

Expert Evidence as to Type of Derail Required

A

locomotive engineer was killed by derailment at a derailing switch where a side track nine miles long ran into the main
track.
In a suit for damages the fact was cited that some, derailing switches are very short, these usually being used in
yards, while others are from 50 ft. to 250 ft. long, being in the
nature of diverging tracks and being used generally where main
tracks come together; and it was claimed that this siding 9
miles long was of the nature of a main track. The court foiirid,
however, that the class to which a track should be assigned
depended on the use made of it, rather than its length and also
found that the derail with the long diverging track was customarily used where trains might be expected to riin ,at high
speed.
The United States Circuit Court of Appeals, sccoiid
circuit, holds that the question of wliich type should have been
used at this particidar place was an engineering problem, which
should not have been left to the jury's decision. (New York
Central v. Banker, C. C. A., 224 Fed., 351).
;

—

October
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Samuel Nicholson, trainmaster of the Norfolk & Western at
Crewe, Pa., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the
Norfolk division, with office at Petersburg, Va., and J. T. EUett
has been appointed trainmaster of the Norfolk division, with
office at Crewe, vice Mr. Nicholson.
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whose appointment as general superintendent of
Southwestern has been announced, was born on
November 7, 1873, at Winfield, Kan. He entered railway service on March 7, 1888, as office boy in the superintendent's office
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at San Marcial, N. M. He
remained with this road until September 18, 1905. During that
telegraph
time he successively held the following positions
operator, station agent, brakeman, conductor, trainmaster and
From September
division superintendent at Welhngton, Kan.
18, 1905, until September, 1915, he was superintendent of the
Eastern division of the El Paso & Southwestern, with headquarters at Tucumcari, N. M.
L. U. Morris,

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
E. R. Cassidy has been appointed claim agent of the New
Orleans Great Northern, with office at Bogalusa, La., vice F. D.
Blue, resigned.

Oliver G. Browne has lieen appointed assistant chief claim
agent of the New York Central with headquarters at New
York, vice Willis H. Failing, resigned, to accept service with
another company.

:

Operating

John Wilfred Higgins, who has been appointed chairman of
General Managers' Association of Chicago and executive
secretary of the Association of Western Railways, was born on
at
1864,
October
12,
Newport, R. I. He en-

the

tered railway service in
October, 1879, as a messenger boy on the Illinois
Central, and has since

then held the following
positions
service

railway

in

1881,

June.

:

November.

to

track

1881,

laborer on the Illinois
Central and the Toledo,

DePeoria & Western
cember, 1881, to June,
;

1R83,

switchman on the
Central:

Illinois

June,

August, 1883,
Autelegraph operator
gust, 1883, to October,
to

1883,

&

Paso

the El

;

Pelley, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Mississippi Valley has been announced, entered the
service of the Illinois Central as track apprentice on August
On August 1, 1904, he was appointed supervisor on
29. 1900.
the Indiana division, and on November 1, 1905, was transferred
to the Memphis division of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.
On January 15, 1908, he was appointed roadmaster on the Louisi-

John
Yazoo

J.

&

ana division of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at New
Orleans, La. On June 6, 1911, he was transferred to the Tennessee division, and on May 10, 1912. was appointed superintendent of that division, with headquarters at Fulton, Ky. He
remained there until September IS, 1915, when he was appointed
to his present position.

Flynn, whose appointment as superintendent, districts 2
Central division, Canadian Northern, has been announced
in these columns, was born at Fishers, N. Y., on November 22,
1872.
He entered railway service on April 1, 1888, and since
that time has held the following positions:
until August 1, 1891,
yard clerk of the Lehigh Valley, at Buffalo, N. Y. from Augu.st
1, 1891, to April 1, 1892, night yardmaster same road, at Buffalo,
N. Y. from April 1, 1892, to January 24, 1894, yardmaster at
the Tifft Farm yards of the same road, at Buffalo, N. Y.
from
January 24, 1894, to November 1, 1898, general yardmaster of
the same road, at Manchester, N. Y.
On November 1, 1898, he
was appointed assistant trainmaster of the Pennsylvania division
of the same road, and on April 1, 1901, was appointed general
yardmaster, at Sayre, Pa. from Februarj' 1 to August 1, 1905, he
was general yardmaster for the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, at Worcester, Mass. from August 1, 1905, to February 1, 1907, he was general yardmaster in charge of terminals
for the same road, at Providence, R. I.; from Februar>- 1, 1907,
to October 1, 1908, general yardmaster in charge of terminals
for the Lehigh Valley, at Buffalo, N. Y.
from October 1, 1908,
to January 1, 1913, trainmaster of the same road, at Buffalo,
N. Y. From January 1, 1913, to August, 1915, he was terminals
manager, Winnipeg joint terminals, of the Canadian Northern,
the Grand Trunk and the National Transcontinental, at WinniP.

and

J.

3,

:

;

and passenger brakeman and bag1884, freight

gageman
J.

W. Higgins

October,

;

freight

October,
conductor

tober,

1889,

1884,

to

to

1889,
;

OcApril,

;

;

1890, chief clerk to the superintendent of the

Chicago division

trainmaster on

;

December, 1891,
Chicago division; December, 1891, to February,
From February
1892, chief clerk to the general superintendent.
to June, 1892, he was assistant superintendent of the Louisiana
division, and from June, 1892, to January, 1893, superintendent
of the same division.
From January to April, 1893, he was
superintendent of terminals of the Illinois Central and Yazoo
& Mississippi Valley at New Orleans, La. April, 1893, to April,
April,

1890,

to

the

Centralia

district of the

;

superintendent of terminals at Chicago, III.; April, 1896,
May 1,
to April, 1899, superintendent of the Amboy division
1899, to January 1, 1901, superintendent of transportation; January 1, 1901, to July, 1903, general superintendent of transportation of Illinois Central system.
From September, 1903,
to Felirnary, 1904, he was assist.int snperintondcnt of the Eastern division of the Grand Trunk
from February, 1904, to December, 1904, assistant superintendent of the Middle division of
the same road; December, 1904, to March, 1905, inspector of
transportation of the Missouri Pacific system; March 1, 1905,
to January 1, 1912, assistant general manager, and from January 1, 1912, to November 1, 1915, general manager of the same
system.
His new appointment takes effect on November I.
1896,

;

;

A. W. McClelland has been appointed chief despatchcr of the
Northern Pacific with headquarters at Staples, Minn., vice A.
M. Devcrell, resigned. Effective October 1.

H.

W,

Pacific,

Gillette, assistant chief despatclur of the Norlhern
has been promoted to chief despatchcr with headquarters

Jamestown, N.
October 1.
at

W.

D.,

vice

J.

J.

Mitlroy,

pr(Mn(p|ed,

KtTective

A. Kingsland, auditor of the Quebec line.s of the Canadian
Norlhern at Quebec, Que., has been appointed general supcrinlendont of the Quebec lines with luad(|Marlers at Montreal, .succeeding 1'". M. Spaidal, deceased.

;

;

peg,

Man.
Traffic

F.

P.

Kinney has been appointed

agent of the
the Central

New
New

assistant

general

freight

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad and
England, with headquarters at New Haven.

Conn.

W. T. Bennett has been appointed agriculturist of the Central
of Georgia with oOice at Savannah, Ga., succeeding T. G. Chasand W. C. Shannon has been appointed commercial agent
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., vice F. A. MacRride.

tain,

at

Fdward Eden, district freight agent of the Canadian
Omaha, Neb., has been promoted to assistant export

Pacific,

freight
agent, with headquarters at Chicago, III. C. E. Decker has been
appointed to the position left vacant by Mr. Eden. G. C. Cochrane has been appointed district freight agent, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., vice E. Olson, resigned.

Charles
Valley at

passenger traffic manager of the Lehigh
York, will retire from active service on October
31.
Mr. Lee has been in contin\ious charge of the passenger
traffic of this company for 22 years, and with the retirement of
Mr. Lee the position of passenger traffic manager will he abol.S;

New

Lee,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

71'.

A

ishcd.

portrait of Mr. Lee and a sketch of his railway career
in the Raihvay Age Gazette of December 4,

were published
1914, page 1065.

H. Mitchell, general agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Paul at Duluth, Minn., has been appointed division freight
and passenger agent at Great Falls, Mont., vice P. H. Scanlon,
who has been appointed commercial agent at Helena, Mont.
G. M. Bowman, commercial agent at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeds
T. P. Casey,
C. H. Mitchell as general agent at Duluth, Minn.
Canadian freight and passenger agent, with headquarters at
Toronto, Ont., has been appointed commercial agent at CinC.

Vol.
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tendent of rolling stock, with headquarters at the same city.
A. McCowan, general car foreman, has been appointed superH. W. Andrew, coach yard
visor of car work, at Winnipeg.
foreman at Winnipeg, has been appointed general car foreman,
with headquarters at the same place, vice A. McCowan, promoted.

St.

M. Bowman.

cinnati, vice G.

Richard Benjamin Miller, whose resignation as traffic manager of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
has been announced, was born at Silver City. Idaho, on April

He

entered
1886
as office boy in the employ of the Oregon Rail1870.

8,

railway

in

service

way & Navigation Com-

From October

pany.

1,

September 1,
he was assistant
1901,
freight agent of the same
company: from Septem-

May

to

1901,

1,

Purchasing

15,

freight
agent of

and passenger
the Southern
lines in Oregon

May

15.

ary

1,

1902,
1910.

agent

freight

field,

:

OBITUARY

from
Janu-

to

Thomas Powell Fowler, formerly from January, 1886. to
September. 1912, president of the New York. Ontario & Western, died on Octolier 12, at his summer home at Warwick, N. Y.
Mr. Fowler was born on
at
1851,
October 26.
Newburgh, N. Y., and
graduated from Colum-

general
of
the

;

November

he

1911,

1,

also general freight

agent

of

the

Southern

bia
R. B. Miller

Oregon
from January 1, to December 13, 1910, also traffic manager of
the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company and the OregonWashington Railroad from December 23, 1910, to November
1.
1911, traffic manager of the Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company, a merger of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company and the Oregon- Washington Railroad; from
November 1, 1911, when the O. W. R. & N. Company and the
Southern Pacific were segregated, until November 1. 1915, traffic
manager of the former road.
Pacific lines in

;

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Faulkner, division engineer of the Mississippi Central
at Hattiesburg, Miss., has been appointed chief engineer with
office at Hattiesburg.
L.

H,

E.

Gould has been appointed master mechanic of the CharHarbor & Northern with office at Arcadia, Fla., vice W.

E.

J.

lotte

Mc \mis,

resigned to accept service elsewhere.

A. L. Graburn, mechanical engineer of the Canadian Northern
at Toronto, Out., has been appointed assistant superintendent of
rolling stock of the Eastern lines, with office at Toronto, Ont.
V. R. Walling, first assistant engineer of the Chicago & Western
Indiana, has been appointed principal assistant engineer, in
charge of construction and maintenance, with office at Chicago.

August Fredericks has been appointed roadmaster of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Elgin, 111., to succeed W. H.
Kofmehl, resigned to join the sales force of the Chicago Malleable Castings Company.

W. W. Greenland, assistant engineer of the Wabash at
Moberly, Mo., has been appointed engineer maintenance of way
of the Western division, with headquarters at Moberly.
E.
Shelah, formerly engineer maintenance of way of the Decatur
division, has been appointed engineer maintenance of way of the
Springfield division, with headquarters at Springfield, 111.
A. E. Eager, superintendent of shops of the Canadian Northat Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed assistant superin-

ern,

enlisted for active service.

Pacific

Oregon Railroad & Navfrom
igation Company
September 15, 1905, to
was

power of the

been appointed superintendent of moHe will also assume
tive power, with office at Transcona, Man.
the duties of master car builder, J. L. Hodgson having resigned
E. Hackto enter the service of the National Transcontinental.
ing, car foreman, at Prince George, B. C, has been appointed
general car foreman, with headquarters at Transcona, Man.
R. P. Graves, resident engineer, at Ft. William, Ont., has been
transferred west of Winnipeg, Man.
Pacific, has

C. E. Lepard, heretofore employed in the office of the locomotive foreman of the Canadian Northern at Regina, Sask., has
been appointed division storekeeper, at that city, vice J. Butter-

was general

he

C. E. Brooks, acting superintendent of motive

Grand Trunk

to

1897,

ber

has
J. L. Hodgson, master car builder of the Grand Trunk,
been appointed general car foreman of the National Transcontinental, in charge of the car department at Transcona, Man.,
and of the car department at divisional points, Transcona to Ft.
William inclusive, with office at Transcona. J. A. Mitchell has
been appointed general foreman in charge of motive power, at
Transcona.

Law

School.

In

1879 he became a director of the Shenango &
Allegheny, now a part
of the Bessemer & Lake
Two years later
Erie.
he was elected a director
of the Lehigh

River

and

& Hudson

in

1883

be-

came a director of the
West Pennsylvania &
Shenango Connecting. In
March, 1884, he was appointed

receiver

of

the

Shenango & Allegheny,
and later in the same
month was elected president of that road, and
July of that year bedirector of the
New York, Ontario &
Western.
In 1886 he
in

came a

T. P. Fowler

became a director also of the Carthage & Adirondack. Mr.
Fowler was elected president of the New York, Ontario &
Western in January, 1886, resigning from that position, also as
director of the same road, on September 25, 1912. A sketch of
Mr. Fowler and of his work on the New York, Ontario & Western was published in the Railway Age Gazette of September 27,
1912, p.

.582.

O. F. Cole, chief engineer of the Arkansas, Louisiana
died at Crossell, Ark., on September 27.

Benjamin S.
Rock Island &

&

Gulf,

Cable, formerly general attorney of the Chicago,
Pacific, was killed in an automobile accident at

A

Ipswich, Mass., on September 27.
graduate of Yale and the
Columbia Law School, he entered the practice of law in Chicago, and for a numlier of years, up to 1909, served the Rock
Island lines as- local attorney, assistant general attorney and
general attorney. During the Taft administration he was assistant secretary of commerce and labor.

October

m„„„
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reported as contemplating the purchase of 30 Mikado type locomotives.

The Wabash

Decatur, 111., shops.
of superheaters on 18

motives at

its

installation

is

will install superheaters
It

on 45 Mikado type locois now completing the

engines,

thus

making 63

altogether.

CAR BUILDING
The Anaconda
dump

Copper Mining Company

is

inquiring for 14

cars.

iiiiiiMiii.|
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W. M. White has resigned
Company, of Indianapolis,
Glow" headlights.

"i

""'"""

iiiiiiiii"""""

as sales
Ind.,

"

manager of The

manufacturers

The Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee,

Esterline

"Golden

of

Wis., has opened

900 Hibernian Building, Los Angeles,
of G. H. Hutchinson.

an

"nf

iiiii"""""

office at

charge

Cal., in

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. have been awarded a contract by the
Detroit Terminal Railroad for a conveyor type coaling station
of large capacity to be erected at North Detroit, Mich.

Ambrose N. Diehl has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Duquesne steel works of the Carnegie Steel Company, succeeding Edward J. Hamilton, recently made general superintendent.

The

Cincinnati, Hamilton
underframes.

& Dayton

is

inquiring for 500

Robert E. Belknap, whose appointment as district sales manthe Pennsylvania Steel Company and the Maryland

ager of

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
on 400

iiiiiiniiii

Supply Trade News

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

iiiiiiiii
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is

inquiring for prices

Steel

Company

at

New York

City

was announced

from

Missouri, Kansas & Texa.s has been authorized by the
court to purchase 200 ballast cars.

The

in this

column

graduated

week,

last

steel tie cars.

Hopkins

Johns

University in 1897, and
in
the following year
aided in the construction
of the Eighth avenue
and Sixth avenue underground trolley conduits
Metropolitan
the
for

The New York Central, reported in last week's issue of the
Railway Age Gazette as having ordered 500 freight cars for the
Michigan Central from the Haskell & Barker Car Company,
ordered 500 automobile cars from this company.
The

Cincinnati, Inpianapolis & Western, B. A. Worthingmanager, Indianapolis, Ind., has issued tentative inquiries for 15 steel coaches, 3 steel postal cars, 9 steel baggage
cars and 1 steel dining car. It is also formally inquiring for 20
eight-wheel caboose, 350 box, 80 flat, 50 hopper, 100 to ISO general service, 100 to 150 gondola, 50 stock and 100 automobile cars.

Street

York

ton, general

Railway of
city,

as

New

assistant

engineer of the
Contracting
In 1901 he
Company.
entered the employ of

to

the

National
the

Pennsylvania

Steel

Company and Maryland

IRON AND STEEL

Steel

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered 5,000 tons of
from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The New
of rails

York, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered
from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Jamestown Railway

rails

departments,

Steel

tons
R. E. ttetknap

Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 3,000 tons of steel
from the Pennsylvania Steel Company for a bridge at Sunbury,
Pa.

The
the

Illinots Central has ordered 1,000 tons of steel from
American Bridge Company for a car repair shop at Non,

connah, Tenn.

.....,

The Northern
American

PAcipfc has ordered 813 tons of steel from the
Bridge Company for grade separation bridges at

Spokane, Wash.

The Chicago & Milwaukee
steel

Electric has ordered 225 tons of

from the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company for

a bridge

has divided an order for 62,500 tons

among the Maryland Steel Company, the Cambria
Company, the Carnegie Steel Company and the Illinois
Company.

of rails

—

Steel
Steel

Rrttish Locomotive Exports. There was some improvement
August in the exports of locomotives from the United Kingdom, the increase occurring especially in shipments to British
India.
The value of the exports to the Argentine Republic
rallied in August to $220,000, a'< ciniiparcd with $45,000 in
.^ugust, 1914, and $450,000 in .^URllsl, 1913. The agRrcgate value
of the shipments in all directions in August was $1,400,000. as
compared with $1,050,000 and $1,500,000.
ill

billet

mill,

foundry and bridge
shop, and the forging,
machine and marine de-

partments, he was attached to the general sales oftice at Steelton, Pa.
In July.
1902, he came to the then new Chicago sales office as assistant
sales agent and western representative, and in 1906 was made
district sales manager.
Mr. Belknap was president of the National Railway .\ppliances Association for the year 1911-12.

The Fargo Manufacturing Company, Inc., Poughkccpsie, N. Y.,
manufacturers of electrical connectors and cable grips, has
opened a New York City oftice in the Vanderbilt Concourse
building, 52 Vanderbilt avenue.
Early in the year Joseph T. Rycrson & Son annoimced a
contest for a trade name for its line of tool steel.
A $100
prize was offered for the best name, and over 10.000 names

were entered

in

word "Ryolite"

near Milwaukee, Wis.

The Baltimore & Ohio

After

steel
2,.500

has ordered 550 tons of structural

from the Empire Structural

steel

Company.

a thorough training in
the rail, frog and switch

The judges have decided on the
winning name.

the contest.
as the

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has recently received a contract from the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
for the construction of a modern fireproof reinforced concrete
coaling plant at Cowan, Tenn.
The plant will be designed to
coal locomotives on four tracks and equipped with automatic
electric elevating facilities supplying coal to a 250-ton storage
pocket. The contract price is about $17,500.
H. A. Varncy, general sales manager of the National Boiler
Washing Company, Chicago, has resigned to become managor
of the railroad department of the Smith-Totman Company with
in the People's Gas Building, Chicago.
Mr. Variiey was
born at Spencer, Iowa, on September 9, 1877, and was educated
at the public schools of his native city and at the Iowa Agricultural College.
He came into the railway supply field in

offices
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1906 as a member of the construction force of the W. L.
Miller Heating Company.
He joined tlie sales force of the
National Boiler Washinpton Company in 1909, and was later promoted to the position with that company which he now resigns.

The Union Switch & Signal Company announces

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Factory .\nd Office Equipment. The Manufacturing Equipment & Engineering Company, Boston, Mass., has recently issued
three books relating respectively to the company's sanitary bubfountains, its line of sanitary washbowls and its metal
lockers for factory, office and other use.
bling

—

Methods of Constructing Larof. Capacity Deep Wells.
The American Well Works has issued a bulletin explaining the
advantages of drilled wells having a diameter as large as 30 in.
in drilling these large diameter wells and
the special equipment necessary are described in detail.

The methods used

—

Steam Shovels. The American Steel Dredge Company, Fort
Wayne, Ind.. has issued Bulletin No. 10, describing the company's
'single-line" revolving steam shovels. The booklet is well illustrated with both photographs and diagrams, and chims increased
excavator through reduced friction and a wider

digging angle.

Kerosene

Torches.

—The

Hauck

riiitiiiiriiiii
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Railway Construction

I

|

the appoint-

ment of George A. Blackmore as general sales manager in
charge of the activities of the New York, Montreal and Atlanta
offices, with headquarters at New York.
Resident managers A.
Dean and T. H. Patenall, of New York and Montreal, respectively, and sales engineer Brastow, of Atlanta, will report
He will eventually be located at Swissvale in charge
to him.
of sales, construction and commercial engineering.
A sketch
and photograph of Mr. Blackmore appeared in the Railway
Age Gazette of September 4, 1914, dt the time he went to the
Br3'ant Zinc Company, New York, as its vice-president.

efficiency for the

ii

Vol.

Manufacturing

Company,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has recently issued bulletin No. 60, entitled.
Saving Ways in Busy Shops, dealing with the company's burners
and furnaces for kerosene and other oil fuel. The booklet contains a number of illustrations of the various burners and others
showing the work which may be done by them.

—

Saving Set-Ups in Railroad Shops. This is the title of a
booklet which has recently been issued by the Lucas Machine
Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The booklet relates particularly
to the Lucas "Precision" boring, drilling and milling machine
and aims to show wherein that machine is productive of efficiency
in the railroad shop.
The catalog is well illustrated and attractively gotten up.

—

MiNWAx Products. The Minwax Company, New York City,
has issued Bulletin No. 1 of a proposed series, which gives
briefly a description of its system of waterproofing, with the
specifications
and photographs of the use of this material on
numerous structures, including the Martin's Creek viaduct of
the Lackawanna, this product being used on this structure as
well as on the Tunkhannock viaduct.
;

—

Fli'E Tools. Gustav Wiedeke & Co., Dayton, Ohio, have recently issued a 96-page catalog descriptive of the Ideal flue tools
manufactured by the company. The booklet describes and illustrates the line of Wiedeke Ideal tube expanders, cutters and

Each tool mentioned is described and in connection
with the description there are given specifications, price lists,
and detailed views oi the tool and its parts.
accessories.

nitiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiDiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililltiiiriiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiirliiiiiiiDiiitt
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—

.'\t(H1son, Toi'Eka & Santa Fe. The report of this company
for the year ended June 30, 1915, shows that the Minkler Southern, from Minkler, Cal., to Exeter, aggregating with two short
Iiranches, 43.71 miles, was completed and opened for traffic in

October, 1914, and an extension from Exeter to Lindsay, 6.95
miles, has since been built, and placed in operation.
The Oil
Fields & Santa Fe was formed to buy certain lines extending
from Cushing, Okla., to Pemeta, and from Jennings to Oilton.
reaching the Cushing oil field.
line from Pemeta to Oilton,
connecting these railroads and an extension from Pemeta to
Drumright are now under construction, a total of about 27
miles, including the lines that have been bought and those now
under construction. On the Northwestern Pacific, which is owned
jointly by the Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific, track laying
has been finished on the gap between Willets, Cal., and Shivley,
which are 105.64 miles apart, and the line was placed in operation

A

in July, 1915.

—

-Athabasca & Fort Vermillion. The preliminary survey
being made for the line projected from Athabasca, Alta., northwesterly to Trout Lake and to Fort Vermillion, about 300 miles,
has been made to Wabiscaw, it is said, and two possible points
located for building a bridge over the Athabasca river.
A. C.
Galbraith. chief engineer.
(June 25, p. 1497.)

—

Dallas & Southwestern Traction. This company, which
to build an electric line from Dallas, Tex., south,

was organized

has surveyors now in the field, it is said, locating the line from
Dallas southwest via Cleburne, and Glen Rose to Stephenville,
about 100 miles. It is said that financial arrangements have been
made and construction work will be started as soon as survey
now in progress between Stephenville and Glen Rose is finished.
E. P. Turner, president. Dallas.
(Aug. 13, p. 301.)

—

Denver & Rio Grande. This road
line from Alamosa, Colo.,

survey for a

is

making

to

Durango.

a preliminary

—

Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia. Track laying
on the extension of this road i'5 reported finished on a temporary
bridge over the Big Smok;' river at mileage 290 from Edmonton, Alta., and track laying is under way to the Spirit river, on
67 miles additional.
A permanent bridge is being built over
The line is now in operation from Edthe Big Smoky river.
monton, Alta., to McLennan, 261.7 miles. Grading work on an
additional line through the Grande Prairie district is under way
on about 60 miles, and the company expects to have the track
la>nng completed on this section during 1915.
(July 30, p. 619.)

—

Lula-Homf.r Railro.\d. An officer writes that the plans call
from Belton, Ga., southeast to Homer, thence east
via Cinesville to Hartwell and then northeast to Anderson, S. C,
82 miles. Grading work has been finished on 7Z per cent of the
The contract for all the gradsection from Lula to Homer.
ing, erection of buildings and track laying, also for equipping
the line, has been let to W. J. Redmond, Atlanta, Ga., and conArrangements
struction work will be started on October 15.
have been made to dispose of a bond issue of $165,000 6 per
C. J. Hood, president of the Northcent 40-year gold bonds.
eastern Banking Association, is president of the railroad. Com(March
D. G. Ziegler, chief engineer, Lula, Ga.
merce, Ga.
for building

26, p, 720.)

Fireproof Floors and Bi;AuiNr, Partitions of Pressed Steel
Construction.— This pamphlet is.sued by the Trussed Concrete
.Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, illustrates the use of a form
of fire-resisting construction involving the use of Kahn prcssedi
Fifteen standard sections are pro-'
steel I-beams and H-studs.
vided, of depths varying from ,3 to 12 in. and having an.' appearance somewhat similar to the standard rolled I-beam.
Tlicy'
are made of two pressed steel troughs riveted together back to
back, the edges of the bases licing turned in to a depth of. J4 in.
The pamphlet illustrates the wide flexibility with which this
form of structural material may be applied. In general, it is
intended to covers the studs and beams on each side with a metal
lath or mesh such as My-Rib, (o facilitnic ibe application of
concrete surfaces.

MI^fKLF.R Southern.

— See

Atchison, Topeka

New York Subways. — The New York

& Santa

Fe.

Public Service Comhas approved the plans and form of contract for the reconstruction of the Brighton Beach elevated line
This involves the reconstruction
in the borough of Brooklyn.
of the line- from Church avenue north to Malbone street and the
widening of this section from two to four tracks, also the reconstruction of three stations, at a cost of from $7.50,000 to
$1,000,000. From Sheepshcad Bay south the line is to be elevated
The line is also to be
into Coney Island and four-tracked.
connected by a new two-track subway branch through Flatbush
avenue at Malbone street with the Fourth avenue subway near
ihe Long Island terminal at Atlantic and Flatbush avenues.
inission. First district,

October

IS,
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the contract and plans for the
construction of foundations and structure of Section No. 2 of the
Jamaica elevated extension. This comprises 2.2 miles of two-

The commission has approved

715

Railway Financial News

track elevated railroad from Walnut street along Jamaica avenue
The commission has also approved the
to Cliffside avenue.
form of contract for the erection of steel for additional tracks

I

on the Myrtle avenue line from Willoughby avenue to Palmetto
street, and for certain additional work on the Lutheran Cemetery

Carolina, Atlantic

line.

Northwestern
Oil Fields

— See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Fe. — See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
(Electric). — This road
laying a sec-

P.\cific.

& Santa

Salt Lake & Ogden
ond track between Orchard

is

Utah, and Clinton station, a
Grading has been completed and
A combined roadway and
rails will be laid upon receipt of ties.
aqueduct overhead crossing will be built to eliminate a grade
The viaduct will be 40 ft. long and will be built by
crossing.
company forces. Bid's for steel opened on October 5.
station,

distance of about three miles.

South Carolin.\ Roads (Electric).
from Sumter,

— Surveys
C,

have been mads

Siuiliniliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

and sold

6 per cent notes which mature

Lexington & Eastern.
Louisville

from

Common

& Nashville.—The Lexington & Eastern, which runs
on the Louisville & Nashville to a point in the

Nashotah, Wis.
awarded

Oconomowoc, Wis.
will cost

—The

a contract

preparing plans for

Chicago, Milwaukee

for a
It will

about $10,000.

is

recently by

new
be a

station to
tile

&

lire.

St.

I'aul

has

Gunder Anderson of

and concrete structure and

stock of the

new company

to the

amount of

$40,041,-

is

paid on the

common.

Street Journal comments on the Wabash
reorganization as follows
A total of $39,498,928 first refunding and extension 4 per
cent bonds out of a total issue of $40,600,000 were deposited
with the reorganization committee under an agreement to
underwrite the cash assessment not subscribed for by the stockholders. After it was determined how many stockholders had
paid their assessments it was announced that the proportion of
tile total assessment required from the refunding 4 per cenl
bondholders would be $654.82 per $1,000 bond, indicating that
only about 4 per cent of the stockholders paid their assessment
and that the bondholders were therefore obligated for the
payment of the balance of the $27,720,000 cash to be raised liy
assessment or for a total of $26,583,480.
Out of the $39,498,928 deposited bonds which agreed \o
underwrite the cash assessment, 98.5 per cent have either paid
in the initial instalment of 10 per cent or have paid their obligation in full. The 1.5 per cent which have not paid so far.
lirobalily represents deferred payments which will be received
in the course of a few days, inasmuch as the final day for reIt is expected that
ceiving payment was only last .Saturday.
eventually all the deposited bonds will make payment, inasmuch as no protest of any kind has been received from any
bondholders concerning the plan of reorganization or the
amount of the payment which fell upon them. The very small
amount of undeposited bonds is said to represent foreign and
isolated holdings that caimot be reached.

—

Pacific

—

Wabash. — The Wall

—

to replace those destroyed

first

is

4 per cent

This city is asking for bids on the construcBids will be
of a proposed municipal freight terminal.
received on November 2, and specifications provide that the
terminal must be completed by February LS, 1916.

Mahkhall, Tex.— The Texas &

—The

for an equal amount of the 5 per cent refunding bonds of the
This stock is to bear 6 per
Carolina, Atlantic & Western.
cent non-cumulative dividends. The balance is to be exchanged
for an equal amount of old Seaboard preferred. The dividend
rate on this class of new preferred will be the same as at
present, 4 per cent regular, with an additional 2 per cent after

tion

new shops

1.

Nashville.

to be issued in equal exchange for the old Seaboard
stock, of which there is $37,516,000, and for the Carolina, AtOf the
lantic and Western stock, of which there is $2,525,000.
$27,280,000 new preferred stock $2,280,000 is to be exchanged

000

1182.)

Kansas City, Mo. James Stewart & Co. of New York have
been awarded a contract for the superstructure of a new addiThe imtion to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul elevator.
provement involves reinforced concrete construction ami will
cost in the neighborhood of $6.'i,00().

&

Directors approved the consolidation of the
Seaboard Air Line with the Carolina, Atlantic & Western.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Beaumont, Tex.

November

Louisville

court at St. Louis to foreclose this mortgage.

trict

—

p.

— See

a point

Seabo.\rd Air Line.

The Provincial government of NewSt. John & Quebec.
Brunswick has taken over the charter of this company and after
an adjustment and settlement of outstanding claims arising out
of the construction of the 120 miles between Gagetown, N. B.,
and Centrevillc have been arranged, will complete the construcThe company was organized to build from
tion of the line.
Grand Falls, N. B., southeast following the St. John river to
The sections yet to be built are from
St. John, about 210 miles.
Centreville north to Grand Falls and from Gagetown south to
The section from Frederickton to Centreville, 88
St. John.
miles, is now being operated by tlic Canadian Government Rail4,

Air Line.

Union Trust Company of New York,
and refunding mortgage of the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern, has begun suit in the federal dis-

of Yankton, S. D.

(June

iiiiNiiiiir;

I

eastern Kentucky coal fields, about 100 miles, has been taken
over by the Louisville & Nashville.
George C. Jenkins, of Baltimore, has been elected a director
of the Louisville & Nashville, succeeding Michael Jenkins.

—

ways.

& Western.— See Seaboard

I

to the public $4,000,000 two-year S per cent notes.
will be used to pay off a like amount of one-year

as trustee of the

all

I

|

The proceeds

Missouri Pacieic.

South Dakota & Western. This company has filed articles
of incorporation in South Dakota with a capital of $1,000,000
and headquarters at Yankton. The plans call for building from
southwesterly through
D.,
county,
S.
Mitchell, in Davison
Davison, Aurora. Douglas and Charles Mix counties to Platte
in that county, thence northwest to a point in Brule county near
Chamberlain, about 80 miles. The incorporators included W. L.
Bruce, W. E. Heaton, A. A. Loft, E. A. Bruce and J. J. Orr,

iiiiiii"

I

iiii^

Hocking Valley.— Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and the National City
Bank, both of New York, bought from the Hocking Valley

Shiloh township, to Turbeville, thence northeast to Olanto, 32
miles. The line may eventually be extended from Olanta southRights of way have
east to Lake City, in all about 47 miles.
been secured on about 75 per cent of the section between Olanto
and Sumter, and free station sites and terminal sites will be
guaranteed on this section. The Chamber of Commerce of Sumter has paid for the necessary surveys and owns the title to
three-fourths of the right of way, and is looking for capital to
build and operate the line. The promoters expect that the line
will develop a traffic in timber, cotton, corn, tobacco, livestock
and general farm products. Residents of Sardinia, in Clarendon
county, about four miles from Turbeville, want a branch built
E. I. Reardon is managing secretary of
north to Turbeville.
the Chamber of Commerce at Sumter. (Oct. 8, p. 670.)

S.

iiimiiiinii

II

I

I

east via Goodwill, in

for a line to be built

iiiimiiiiiii
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—

Freight Traekic Recehts of German State K.mlways. It
reported from Berlin that the freight tratlic of the German
Stale railways to the end of the first year of war has almost
reached the normal amount of the previous year.
In .\ugusl.
1914, they amouiUed to 41.6 per cent of the previous year; in
January. 1915. 90.1 per cent; June, 1915, 96.1 per cent, and in
is

July,

1915, 97.6 per cent of the previous year.

If

llie

frontier

which, owing to the state of war, has specially
suffered, say about 2 per cent be deducted, then the figure for the
previous year is almost exactly the same
region

tralfic.

m
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[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System
No. 5 Nassau Street, New York City
September

To the Stockholders:
Vour Directors submit

,

14,

^

1915.
t

Grand
,

i

the following report for the fiscal year July 1,
1914, to Tune 30, 1915, inclusive:
The Line's comprising the Atchison System, the operations of which
are embraced in the following statements, are as follows:
June 30, 1915 June 30, 1914
8,513.48 miles 8,339.72 miles
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
"
20.22
20.22
Rio Grande, El Paso & Santa Fe Railroad...
"
"
1,595.89
1,937.71
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway
"
569.79
Pecos & Northern Texas Railway
"
"
179.16
665.02
Panhandle & Santa Fe Railway
125.49
"
Texas & Gulf Railway
;|
71.33
"
Gulf & Interstate Railway of Texas
"
59.63
"
Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley Railroad
'

10,961.23

11,136.43

Increase during the year 175.20 miles.
The average mileage operated during the fiscal year ending June 30.
1915, was 11,114.52 miles, being an increase of 206.00 miles as compared
wiih the average mileage operated during the preceding fiscal year.
Under leases effective July 1, 1914, the lines of the Pecos & Northern
Texas Railway north of Sweetwater, Texas, were operated by the Panhandle & Santa Fe Railway, and the lines of the Texas & Gulf Railway,
Gulf & Interstate Railway of Texas, Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley
Railroad and Pecos & Northern Texas Railway south of Sweetwater by
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway.
In addition to lines covered by this report there were completed on
June 30, 1915, 25.70 miles of additional line, all of which will be ready
for operation in the near future.
The Company also controls, through ownership of stocks and bonds,
other lines aggregating 228.92 miles, and is interested jointly with other
companies in 606.08 miles.
For detailed statement of present mileage and of changes in mileage
since last Annual Report, see pages 43 to 47.

INCOME STATEMENT
The following is a summary of the
the years ending June 30, 1914, and 1915:

transactions

of

System

the

for

1914
$111,109,769.86
73,469,333.68

1915
$117,665,587.46
76,091,553.69

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes
Uncollectible Railway Revenues

$37,640,436.18
5,525,585.30

$41,574,033.77
5,497,316.77
25,316.43

Operating Income
Other Income

$32,114,850.88
2,174,353.12

$36,051,400.57
2,997,150.47

Gross Corporate Income
Rentals and Other Charges (see note)

$34,289,204.00
1,218,827.08

$39,048,551.04
2,131.942.03

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

Interest on Bonds, including accrued
terest on Adjustment Bonds

Net

From

$33,070,376.92

$36,916,609.01

12,886,412.23

12,785,747.10

in-

Income

(representing
amount available for dividends and
surplus and for necessary but unproductive or only partially productive expenditures)

Corporate

$20,183,964.69

$24,130,861.91

—

1,

(1H%)

paid June
2,997,142,50

h'und

Appropriated

11,841,330.00
54,502.78
12,945.67

for

Additions

and

Better-

ments

$5,115,796.42
2,464,431.34
oi i oi nc
21,121.05
7,601,348.81

$154,038.72
23,700.91
112,757.67

290,497.30
219,689.34

Other Investments
Total Charges
Reduction of Book Values:
California, Arizona & Santa Fe Ry
San Francisco Terminal Property

Western Oklahoma

Ry

Plant, Belen
Plant, San Bernardino
Santa Barbara Tie & Pole Co
Fuel Lands
Ice
Ice

$12,359,940.98
$4,299.11
6,000.00
44,645.10
12,000.00
59,792.89
7,189.73
185,000.00

318,926.83

Net Increase in Capital Account during the year.

The

item

of

$2,464,431.34

for

"Additional

.

.

.$12,041,014.15

Equipment"

analyzes

as

follows:

$907,775.40
2,455,292.99
250,114.36
2,793.97

727 Freight-Train Cars
142 Passenger-Train Cars
1,927 Miscellaneous Work Cars
5 Miscellaneous Equipment

$3,615,976.72

—

Less Value of Equipment retired during the year as follows:
$198,078.47
47 Locomotives
Cars
881,085.34
2,789 Freight-Train
"
_
_
Cars
30,259.48
10 Passenger-Train
37,381-97
107 Miscellaneous Work Cars
charges
for
Adjustment of
locomotives received in prior year4,740.12
.

$1,151,545.38
$2,464,431.34
1,927 miscellaneous work cars included in equipment added and
the 2,789 freight-train cars reported as retired include 1,925 cars, which,
being permanently assigned to work service, were relettered in work
service equipment series during the year and transferred from freight
equipment to work service equipment at their depreciated value at time of

The

In addition to the equipment reported retired as above, 33 freight-train
were also retired
cars leased from the Oklahoma Central Railroad Co.
during the year and liability therefor included in Other Unadjusted
Sheet.
Credits in the General Balance

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
Average Oper-

$5,708,686.50

Appropriation for Fuel Reserve Fund ....
California-Arizona
Lines Bonds
Sinking

$4,248,405.53

Fuel Lands and Other Properties:
Real Estate held for future use
Tie and Timber Lands
Miscellaneous Items

Year ending June 30

2,959,147.50

1915

24,000.00

—

following statement shows the sums charged to Operating Expenses
for Maintenance of Equipment during each year since July 1, 1896:

$2,942,407.50
.1, 1914
No. 38 (154%) paid Dec.
1914
2,942,632.50
1,
No. 39, (1V5%) paid Mar.

No. 40

Verde Valley Ry

The

Dividends on Common Stock
No. 37 i\yi%) paid Sept.

1915

18,405.75

Additions and Betterments System Lines:
Fixed Property
Additional Equipment
Betterments to Equipment

sums have

been deducted:
Dividends on Preff-rked Stock
No. 33 (2!^%) paid Feb.
1915
$2,854,343.25
1,
No. 34 (.2'/,%) paid Aug.
2,854,343.25
2, 1915

1,

Ry

Canyon

370,888.27
Minkler Southern Ry
370,072.20
Oil Fields & Santa Fe Ry
155,800.00
Northwestern Pacific R. R
3,000,000.00
Rocky Mountain & Santa Fe Ry
292,565.87
Union Passenger Depot Co. of Galveston...

relettering.

the net corporate income for the year the following

—

COMPANY—TWENTIETH ANNUAL REPORT
with $671,814,299.94 at June 30, 1914, an increase during the year of
$12,041,014.15, which analyzes as follows:
Construction and acquisition of new mileage, including the acquisition
of bonds and stocks of other railway and terminal companies;
$11,430.34
Dodge City & Cimarron Valley Ry
5,243.10
Eastern Ry. of New Mexico

Office of

6,513,396.96
$24,130,861.91

Surplus to credit of Profit and Loss June 30, 1914
Adciitions to Profit and Loss Account (Sundry Adjustments)

$20,569,800.81
11,421.10

Surplus to credit of Profit and Loss June 30, 1915.

$20,581,221.91

—

Note. The increase of $913,114.95 in "Rentals and Other Charges"
Equipment," due mainly to the large grain
occurs
rcurs chicily in the item "Hire of '^
crop and the necessity for using "foreign" cars to a greater extent than
usual in handling it.
'

Income

from sources other than earnings from operation consisted
of interest on cash in banks and sums collected as interest and dividends
i:pon bonds and stocks of companies, the operations of which are not
included in the System accounts.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND REDUCTION OF BOOK VALUES
The total charges to Capital Account, as shown by the General Balance
Sheet, page 26, at June 30, 1915, aggregated $683,855,314.09 as compared

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

ated Mileage
6,443.81
6,936.02
7,032.62
7,341.34
7,807.31
7,855.38
7,965.13
8,179.59
8,305.40
8.433.99
9,273.15
9,415.01
9,794.86
9,916.33
10,350.13
10,627.92
10,750.31
10,908.52
11,114.52

ExpendiTotal

freight car
freight car mile

Mile
$534.45
671.75
684.07
717.56
801.49

$3,443,884.82
4,659,277.99
4,810,795.64
5,267,832.40
6,257,456.57
7,864,951.25
8,510,543.09
10,006,135.41
10,914,864.47
10,720,040.43
11,779,846.64
14,246,621.44
13,903,897.37
15,560,047.44
16,686,145.45
16,521,231.41
19,415,224.63
19,100,724.51
19,764,535.40

For the year ending June 30, 1915, maintenance
renewals and depreciation, averaged as follows:
Per locomotive
Per locomotive mile
Per
Per
Per
Per

ture per

Expenditure

1,001.22
1,068.48
1.223.31
1,314.19
1,271.05
1,270.32
1,513.18
1,419.51
1,569.13
1,612.17
1.554.51
1,806.02
1,750.99
1,778.26

charges,

including

$4,600.26
.1674
128.99
.0119
1,203.56
.0139
proportion of

passenger car, including mail and express
passenger car mile
The foregoing average maintenance charges include a
unlocated expenditures for Maintenance of Equipment charged to .Superintenilcnce. Shop Machinery, Injuries to Persons, Insurance, Stationery
and Printing, Other Kxpenses, and Maintaining Joint Equipment at Terminals.
Refrigerator cars are not taken into consideration in arriving at
freight car averages, such cars being operated by The Santa Fe Refrigerator
Despatch Company, which bears the expense of their maintenance.

October
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MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES
the sums charged to Operating Expenses
Structures' during each year since July 1,

The following statement shows

Way

for Maintenance
1896;

of

Year ending
June
^

30,

-^

and

ated Mileage.

T
.
Total
Expenditure.

6,443.81
6,936.02
7,032.62
7,341.34
7,807.31
7,855.38
7,965.13
8,179.59
8,305.40
8,433.99
9,273.15
9,415.01
9,794,86
9,916.33
10,350.13
10,627.92
10,750.31
10,908.52
11.114.52

$6,282,923.15
8,281,397.88
7,672,107.62
6,354,372.10
6,433,840.36
6,141,466.39
9,304,892.04
9,170,234.07
11,385,418.33
12,475,407.97
15,286,062.66
14,120,828.02
12,884,406.81
17,807,136.20
16,059,786.90
16,076,833.75
18,054,413.03
15,308,780.25
16,514,467.89

A
r,
Average
Oper-

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
19!

1

1912
1913
1914
1915

;

£„„

per
Mile.
$975.03
1,193.97
1,090.93

865.56
824.08
781.82
1,168.20
1,121.11
1,370.85
1,479.18
1,648.42
1,499.82
1,315.43
1.795.74
1,551.65
1,512.70
1,679.43
1,403.38
1,485.85

COMPARISON OF OPERATING RESULTS
is a statement of revenues and expenses of the System
year ending June 30. 1915, in comparison with the previous

year;

Year Ending
June 30, 1915.
Operating Revenues:
Freight

Passenger ...
Mail, Express
and Miscel.

Year Ending
June 30, 1914.

$80,504,393.33
27,823,063.87

$73,638,388.01
28,497,232.68

9,338,130.26

8,974,149.17

,

Average
Miles
oper-

Ending
June 30.

afej.

Expendi-

1

The following
for the fiscal

_,
,,
Fiscal \ ear

^

t-,

Decrease.

Increase.

^

$6,866,005.32

$674,168.81
363,981.09.'
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1911...
1912...
1913...
1914...
1915...

10,350.13
10.627.92
10,750.31
10,908.52
11,114.52

Sources.
109,772,481.69
110,322,328.13
119,411,875.94
113,284,122.98
120.662,737.93

$6,555,817.60

(Operating Expenses;

Maintenance of

&

Way
$16,514,467.89

$15,425,729.81

$1,088,738.08

19,764,535.40
2,649,174.86

19,213,342.69
2,521,773.79

551,192.71
127,401.07

Transportation
Rail
Line.
34,827,705.34
General
2,476,595.20
Transportation for

33,899,108.43
2,409,378.96

928,596.91
67,316,24

Structures.

Maintenance of
Equpiment ..
Traffic

Invest.

—

$140,925.00

140,925.00

^Cr.

Total Operating
Expenses
$76,091,553.69

$73,469,333.68

$2,622,220.0 1

$37,640,436.18

$3,933,597.59

Net Operating

Revenue

$41,574,033.77

of Operating
Expenses to Operating Revenues.

66.12

1.45

italics.

—

The average

freight revenue per
to $3.55, or 2.31 per cent.

freight-train

cent.

The number

(if passengers carried one mile increased 31.618,391. or 2.41
while miles run by passenger cars in passenger and mixed
trains increased 10,362.341, or 7.41 per cent., and the mileage of sucli
trains increased 1,213.955, or 4.98 per cent.
While freight operating revenues increased 9.32 per cent., the freight
service rendererl, as measured by tons transported one mile, increased 12.33
per cent.; and while earnings from passengers carried dccreasd 2.37 per
cent, the passenger service rendered, as measured by passengers earned
one mile, increased 2.41 per cent.
The following is a consolidated statement of the business of the System
for each fiscal year during the period since January 1, 1896;

cent.,

.,

Year
Ending
June .111.

I'lscnl

Average
Miles
Ope,^,j.,|

Gross
Revenues,
Including

Income from
,„|n.r

Sources.
1897 (18
mos.).
1898...
1899...
1900...
1901...
1902...
1903...
1904...
1905...
1906...
1907...
1908...
1909...
1910...

21,371.067.55
19,660,241.25
22,153,734.33
20,183,964.69
24,130,861.91

The following statement shows the development of the freight and passenger revenues of the System since July 1, 1896:
Passenger
Freight
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

Revenue.

Revenue.

$22,067,686.77
28,588,716.76
29,492,586.65
33,729,332.83
39.052.557-43
41,815,607.05
44,622,438.71
47,762,653.23
47,408,982.36
54,598,902.82
65,500,309.42
61,848,638.51
64,212,638.10
71,194.055.59
71,787,200.89
71,529,574.67
78,190,923.18
73,638,388.01
80,504,393.33

$5,574,288.31
7,347.361.59
8,126,141.85
9,334,661.57
11,678,017.25
13,439,384.57
13,469,985.78
15,433,773.63
16,045,380.27
18,013,988.56
21,171,629.08
21,643,427.49
22,734,505.32
25,437,181.98
27,204,867.66
27,453,525.41
29,425,922.44
28,497,232.68
27,823,063.87

30.

-.

The development of the Company's business and of its efficiency have
been due principally to the very large expenditures (over $308,000,000)
which have been made in the extension and improvement of the property
since January 1, 1896.
In order to make such expenditures, your Company
has raised since 1896 over $218,000,000 of "'new money'" by the sale of
bonds which are now outstanding or which (in the case of many of the
Convertible Bonds sold are represented by Common Stock now outstanding.
The following statement shows, for each year, the amount of investment,
the amount of net income applicable to bond interest, dividends, improvement of property and strengthening of credit, and the rate of return which
such net income represents on the amount of the investment.
)

Income Applicable

Expenses.
Including
Taxes.
Renl;ils

to

mile increased from $3.47

The average passenger revenue per passenger-train mile decreased from
$1.17 to $1.09. or 6.84 per cent.
The average passenger train revenue per passenger-train mile decreased
from $1.45 to $1.37, or 5.52 per cent.
The tons of freight carried one mile (revenue and company) increased
1,099,152,546, or 12.33 per cent., while miles run by freight cars (loaded
and empty) in freight and mixed trains increased 66,620,201, or 9.82 per
cent., and the mileage of such trains increased
1,450,807, or 6.84 per

,

12.712,319.31
13,660,859.50
13.825,325.40
12,886,412-23
12,785,747.10

following statement shows the gross operating revenues of the Sysof income from other sources) per mile of road operated
for each fiscal year since July 1, 1896;
Average per
Gross Operating
Mile of Road.
Revenues.
Year Ending June 30.
$4,752.04
$30,621,230.10
1897
5,653.69
39.214,099.24
1898..."
5.760.80
40,513,498.63
1809
6,297.49
46,232,078.23
1900
6,977.41
54,474,822.61
1901
7,527.97
59,135.085.53
1902
7,827.92
62,350,397.28
1903
8,334.31
68,171,200.18
1904
8,232.70
68,375,837.25
1905
9,253.55
78,044,347.25
1906
10,102.65
93,683,406.91
1907
9,624.82
90.617,796.38
1908
9,624.00
94,265,716.87
1909
10.587.91
104,993,194.67
1910
10.392.63
107,565,115.62
1911
10,138.61
107,752,359.91
1912
10,873.75
116,896,251.98
1913
10,185.60
111,109,769.86
1914
10,586.65
117,665,587.46
1915

per cent.

...

CorDorate
InMme
Income.

Bonds.

PROPERTY INVESTMENT AND RATE OF RETURN.
64.67

Note. The Operating Expenses by general accounts used for comparative
purposes are not the same as shown in the last annual report, out are
revised in accordance with Classitication of Operating Expenses as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective July 1, 19H.
The average tons of freight (revenue and company) per loaded car mile
increased from 18.75 to 19.71. or 5.12 per cent.
The average tons of freight (revenue and company) carried per freighttrain mile (.freight and mixed) increased from 420.45 to 442.04, or 5.13

per

Net

°"

^'"""'

The

Ratio

Credits in

75,689.094.83
77,001,227.38
83,432,816.21
80,213,746.06
83,746,128.92

Tr,t..r,.»t

tem (exclusive

Year Ending June
Total Operating
Revenues .. $117,665,587.46 $111.109,769.86

Expenses,
Including
Taxes,
Rentals and
Other
Charges.

Gross
Revenues,
Including
Income from
other

,

InleresI
„ "",

;itid

II.

(),|„.r

..ids.

^
(

„
Year Ending June

1896 (6 months)
1897
1898
1899
1900
1"01

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1"11

Net

1''1S

1

,
roperty

TProperty and

Annual Average...

$372,104,262.77
387,957,477.68
392,169,842.02
399,527,444.30
407,187,811.22
419,541,440.17
439,911,035.33
454,290,057.89
466,273.139.34
473,020.098.79
496,782,342.35
519,004,129.48
541,727,328.96
548.251.270.97
585,948.031.56
620,833,307.37
635,182.282.35
657,128.078.35
671.814.290.04
683,855,314.09

$2,432,870.06
6.070,364.45
8,871,947.26
11,409,315.36
17,064.850.91
21,196.714.38
23.921,018.14
23,032,814.51
24,778,541.31
21,353.856.15
28.355,393.34
32,724.274.07
25,633.510.34
33,523.437.28
32,387,712.39
34,102.511.86
33,321,100.75
36.078.744.55
33.070.376.02
36,028,030,11

t508,62S,494.7S

$24,536,276.11

•The amounts above shown

6,443.81 $44,532,628.99 $36,038,455.30 $8,440, 387. HI $
53, 78.'!. 78
6,936.02 39,396,126.41
30,513,553.17
7.045,988.30
1,836,584.94
7,032.62 40.762,933.47
29,332,964.11
7,241,972.00
4,187,997.36
7,341.34
46,498.899.04
29,414,427.56
7,345,166.50 9,739,304.98
7.807.31
54,807,379.78 34,502.039.87
7,830,810.83 12,474,539.08
7,855.38
60,275,944.33
36,272,432.45
8.438,985.00 15,564,526.88
63.668.390.9')
7,965.13
40,635,576.48 0.1.14,485.24 13,898,329.27
8,179.59
69.419,975.41
44,641,434.10 9,418,7711.00 15,35'l. 771. 31
8,305.40
69,189,739.65 47,835.883.50 9,r,l l,5IO,0'l 11,742,346.06
8,433.99
79,300,749.05
51,035.355,71 IO.f.22,184, 22 17.733,209.12
9,273.15
94.436,574.68 61, 77i),'i|6. 16
1,487,934.70 21, 168,723. 82
9,415.01
91.289.770.61
65,031.582.67 12.579,301.77 13,678,886.17
9,794.86 95,424,091.89
61.458.019.1.1 |.t.S48.08l, 03 20,417.9'ln. 83
|),916.33 107,543,250.16
75.133,314.54 11,984,151.36 20,425,784.26

i

Credit.t

1912
1913
1914

Charges.

,

Investment.*

Interest,

Strengthening of

.,

orporalc
Income,

30.

Bond

Dividends, Iinprovemeiit of

_,

„

Pe'' Cent.

Income
_ "'

Property
Invcsl-

""^'"
.65
1.57

2.26
2.86
4.19
5.05
5.44
5.07
5.31
4.51
5.71
6.31

4.73
6.11
5.53
5.49
5.25
5.49

4.92
5.40

Tio

"Properly

Investment" do not include
anything lor necessary working capital such as nialerinls and supplies and
cash.
Ordinarily such necessary working capital
considerably
exceeds
as

In the years 1901 to 1908 the "Property Investment" was rcdurrti by
writing off
sums aggrcgaling $21,006.68.<.78, which sums arc excluded
Properly Investnienl as above statc<l,
I'he hgurcs for the years lolo |„ 10|4, inclusive, arc not
the s;unc as
shown in the corresponding table of annual rcp.irl for the prcviou.<i year but
arc revised to conform to the Inlerslalc Ooinmcrce ConiniiMion's cUssilicalion of "(icneral Ilalailcc Sheet .Vccomits." crtcclive July 1, 1914.
t The "Income" shown above is determined after iillowing for adjustments

Irom the

'

made through

protil

and

loss.

Tlie striking f.ict emphasised by the foregoing sLnlenienl is thai Ihc
cam
ings on llic entire investnienl are now not much more than five per
cent.
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per annum, and it must be borne in mind that of these earnings it is necessary to appropriate a considerable^ amount each year for additions and betterments to preserve the Company's credit.
,.
,
The ability of your Company, under the conditions which this statement
exhibits, to pay six per cent, on the common stock, is due to the fact that
four per cent, on its bonded
it pays an average of only slightly more than
debt, much of the bonded debt having been created when money could be
obtained at or near four per cent.
,

NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.

UNION PASSENGER STATION, KANSAS

Capital Stock (deducting stock in treasury) on June 30,
^
^^„
$195.81 1,500.00
Common
114,173,730.00
Preferred
rreierreu
$309,985,230.00
Issued during the year:
,
-.,
^
r.
j
Bonds
Convertible
Common Stock issued in exchange for
4.678,000.00
retired
Capital Stock outstanding June 30, 1915;
$200,489,500.00
Common
114,173,730.00
Preferred
$314,663,230.00
1914, consisted of:

of the System (deducting
$313,193,648.50
amounted on June 30, 1914, to
The following changes in the Funded Debt occurred during

The outstanding Funded Debt
in the treasury)

the year:
Obligations Issued:

4%

Convertible

Bonds

Rocky Mountain Division 4% Bonds
California-Arizona Lines First and Refunding Mortgage 4>4% Bonds
.

$

977.000.00
3,000,000.00
10,866.90

3,987»866.90

Obligations Purchased or Retired:

Debenture

Serial

4%

Bonds
Bonds

Convertible 4%
California-Arizona Lines First and Refunding Mortgage 4J'^7r Bonds
Chicago & St. Louis Ry. Co. First Mortgage

6% Bonds
Funded Debt Matured L^npaid included
General

Balance

Sheet

$5,000.00
4,678,000.00
9,733.00
1,498,000,00

in

"Current

under

15,500.00

Liabilities'"
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Track laying on the line of this Company (whose capital stock is owned
one-half by your Company and one-half by the Southern Pacific Company)
from Willets to Shively, a distance of 105.64 miles, has been completed,
and the line was placed in operation on July 1, 1915. This construction
closes the cap in the mileage and has made possible the establishment of
through train service between Eureka on the north and San Francisco Bay
on the south.

CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT.
The outstanding

bonds

Vol.

CITY.

facilities constitute one of the largest and most complete pas3«iThe
ger terminals in the country and represent a very large investment.
heavy fixed charge which this investment entails and the maintenance and
operation of these extensive facilities place a large expense upon the Kansas
City railroads, all of whom are using the new station; however, the new
facilities are a great accommodation to the public and, of course, materially
improve operating conditions at Kansas City.

The new

TAXES.
Instead of showing the customary large increase, the fiscal year just
The tax accruals for the
closed shows a decrease in taxes of $28,268.53.
fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, were $5,525,585.30, while the accruals for
However,
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915, were but $5,497,316.77.
information so far received pertaining to assessments and rates for the
present fiscal year indicates the decrease was temporary only and that we
will this year show another substantial increase.
In the report of last year your attention was called to the alarming growth
of public expenditures, and the fear was expressed that expenditures for
good roads were likely to assume large proportions. States are vying with
states, and counties with counties, and the worst fears of a year ago are
Road improvement and construction projects are approved
being realized.
and bond issues voted with but little regard to the ability of the taxpayers
to bear the burden and with even less consideration of the utility and
permanency of the roads. Yuma County, Arizona, well illustrates the reckThis county with a
lessness with which people are now spending money.
population of but 7,730 and but little wealth other than railroad property
and having a bonded indebtedness of $138,791 has just approved a bond
issue of $500,000 for the improvement of its highways.
Your officials are doing everything in their power to check the unwise
and improper expenditure of public funds by arousing the taxpayers and by
encouraging associations of taxpayers to fight for efficiency and economy.
Their etforts have generally borne good fruit and encourage them to carry
on the struggle.

6,206,233.00

Decrease

of

Funded Debt

2,218.366.10

$

Total System Funded Debt outstanding June 30, 1915

$310,975,282.40

Interest charges for year ending June 30, 1916, will be approximately
In making
$12,678,840, or an average monthly charge of about $1,056,570.
approximation, exchanges of Convertible Bonds for Common Stock
aggregating
are
considered.
$2,007,000,
made since June 30, 1915,
this

TREASURY.
Neither this

Company nor any

of

its

auxiliaries has

any notes or

bills

outstanding.

treasury on June 30, 1915, $21,186,791.95 cash,
The Company held in
and had available $5,278,000 General Mortgage Bonds, including bonds not
The Company also has in the treasury unyet certified by the Trustee.
pledged a large amount of stocks and bonds of other companies, of which
part are carried in the balance sheet as Investments and part are included
under Railroads, Franchises and Other Property.
During the year $977,000 of Convertible Four Per Cent. Bonds, which
formed part of the Company's treasury assets, were sold for cash, realizing
$997,702.50.
its

REVISED ACCOUNTING RULES OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION.
The Interstate Commerce Commission issued, effective July 1, 1907, its
pursuant to the Act to Regulate Commerce, as amended,
with the purpose of establishing a uniform system of accounts for steam
roads.
These classifications related to operating revenues and expenses,
expenditures for land and equipment, and locomotive, car, and train miles;
later these were followed by instructions pertaining to income, profit and
These classifications, which had been
loss, and balance sheet accounts.
under review for a considerable period, were revised and reissued effective
Certain expenditures which formerly at the option of the
July 1, 1914.
carriers were chargeable to Operating Expenses, are, under the revised
classifications, obligatory charges to Capital Account.
As a result of these
changes the operating expenses of your Company for the year covered by
this report were relieved of charges aggregating upwards of $600,000, with
corresponding increase in the cnarges to Additions and Betterments as
compared with what they would otherwise have been. The greater part of
this amount represents transportation charges on men employed and material
used in improvement work, increased weight of second-hand rail, and necessary fastenings and appurtenances applied during the year in track renewals.
The revised classifications also account for the change in the form of the
general balance sheet as shown on pages 26 and 27 of this report.
first classifications,

FUEL RESERVE FUND.
The fund

has been increased during the year by appropriations of income,

as follows:
Amount of credit of

Added during

Fund June

In

Fund June

30, 1914

the year
30. 1915

$1,778,332.02
54,502.78
$1,832,834.80

MINKLER SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
This line, from Minkler to Exeter, California, aggregating, with two
short branches, 43.71 miles, was completed and opened for traffic on October
An extension, from Exeter to Lindsay, a distance of 6.95 miles,
1, 1914.
has since been constructed and will be placed in operation October 1. 1915.

OKLAHOMA CENTRAL RAILROAD.
extending from Chickasha, Oklahoma, to Lehigh, Oklahoma, a
distance of 133 miles, crossing your main line at Purcell and Byars. was
leased by your Company effective August I, 1914, for a term of five years,
and has since that date been operated as a part of its System. The line
serves n fairly good agricultural country, but the main purpose in leasing
it was to secure coal from the Lehigh fields for use on the System and to
permit of supplying the demand for coal at points in northern Texas.

This

line,

OIL FIELDS & SANTA FE RAILWAY.
This company was formed to acquire certain lines extending from Gushing to Pemeta, Oklahoma, and from Jennings to Oilton. Oklahoma, tapping
the so-called Crushing Oil Field, which is an important source of supply for
fuel oil.
A line from Pemeta to Oilton, connecting the railroads purchased,
to Drumwright arc new under construction.
lines acquired, together with those now being built, will aggregate about
27 miles of railway, which, upon the completion of construction, will be
operated, under lease, by your Company as a part of its system, and will,
it is believed, make a valuable feeder to your main line, with which it connects at Gushing.

and an extension from Pemeta

The

OAKLAND WHARF PROPERTY.
The facilities on your Company's water frontage at Oakland, California,
referred to under the above caption in the last annual report, were placed
in operation July 1, 1915, though not fully completed.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Reference was made in the

&

SANTA FE RAILWAY.

last annual report to an agreement with the
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Company, under which your Company
look possession of this line (then known as tlic St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
I.V
Pacific Railway) on August 1, 1913, under a certain contract of purchase.
The conditions of the purchase contract have been met and $3,000,000 of
I'our Per Cent. Rocky Mountain Division Bonds have been issued in ac(iuisition o! the stock and indebtedness of the Rocky Mountain & Santa Fe Railway Company, which owns this line; and the line has been leased to your

GENERAL.
The year has been

the largest as to earnings, both gross and net, in the
history of the Company.
Two reasons contributed mainly to this result,
viz.: the unprecedented wheat crop of Kansas and the largely increased
yield of agricultural products of all kinds in the so-called "Plains Country"
in Western Texas and Western Oklahoma.
These two items were more
than sufficient to overcome a falling off of $1,304,472.05 in net revenue of
the lines west of Albuquerque.
The wheat of Kansas and Oklahoma was largely exported via Galveston,
thus giving your properties the longest possible haul and the largest possible
earnings, and this has created so marked an improvement in business of
your Texas lines as to make their net earnings much more than ever before.
The Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco and the Panama-California Exposition at San Diego have created some passenger business, but
at such low rates as to afford little if any profit.
Relations with the general public, especially that portion residing along
the line, are quite satisfactory, but contest is being made as to rates in
various states oefore both commissions and courts.
There is little demur
to the proposition that the railroads need more money, but each class of
shippers is firm in the view that the increase should not come from it.
The general merchandise rates all over the country (now lower than anywhere else in the world) could be doubled and the ordinary living expense
of each family would be so little increased that the head of the family
would not know of this advance unless somebody told him.
large part
of the trouble about rates comes from certain classes of middle men who
contribute little to the prosperity of the country, but who are well organized

A

and consequently

influential.

measure accurately the effect of the Panama Canal. But
evident that the loss of revenue on that account is very substantial
and already it probably is considerably in excess of $1,000,000 per year.
It is too early to

it

is

Governor John G. McCuUough^ a director of this Company, passed away
May 29, 1915. His souna judgment and wide experience in railroad
work, as well as his activities in public life, enabled him to render most
valuable service to the Company nad his associates on the Board.
His
familiarity with the affairs of the Company and conditions in its territory
gained from frequent trips over the property testified to the responsibility
he felt was attached to his directorship.
It is proper, therefore, that there
should be given place in this report for this expression of sorrow for the
great loss tlie Company has sustained by his death.

on

St.

Company.

Your Directors arc pleased
cient service by officers

to

record their appreciation of loyal and

effi-

and employes.

Edward

P.

Ripley,
President.
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ending June

30, 1915, cost

This sum

represents the interest at 3 per cent on
Financial Results

the cost of the canal, less the

amount by

which the tolls earned during the year
exceeded the expenses of canal operation
Panama Canal
and maintenance. Some of the taxpayers,
including the owners of steamship lines and shippers of freight
to and from the Atlantic and Pacific seaboard territory, have
profited greatly by the canal and doubtless are satisfied to pay
of the

a share of the expense.

Others, including the shippers of the

Middle West and the railroads, have been injured in their business, but they pay their share of the taxes just the same.
The
tolls earned by the canal during the year amounted to $4,343,383,
and the expenses of operation and maintenance to $4,066,727.
This makes the excess of tolls earned over expenses amount
$276,656,

according to the Canal

and,

Panama

Record, the

olficial

Canal, which publishes the figures,

"represents a fi'ofit of 6.7 per cent on the expenditure
for operation and maintenance alone, not counting anything for
interest on the money invested or for depreciation of plant."

in this
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Editorial

in the discussion of the report of the Rail

American Railway Engineering Association last March, although the solution of the problem offered differs somewhat
in detail from that suggested by Dr. Dudley.
Captain Hunt's
plan will meet with approbation from some sources and also
with no less emphatic objection. Bowed rails will not pile and
load into cars as conveniently as straight ones, and it is to be
expected that the laying of such rail on tangent track will be
a source of some inconvenience and result in increased labor
These and other objections must be answered. We hope
cost.

$5.00
«.0«

Canada

Volume

in the straightening of

rail

that Captain Hunt's letter will- call forth discussion of this ques-
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is

The

problem, but it does seem to offer
The
an opportunity for improvement and merits consideration
letter confirms the findings of Dr. P. H. Dudley, as reported by

him
L. B.

it

process.

from the present practice

will not solve the

rails
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to the rail as a result of the

in the

way

United States could keep their accounts

would not now be nearly 42,000 miles of road

there

hands of receivers.

If the railroads could calculate their

expenses they would present a
striking appearance of prosperity, since a road with an operating
profits as a percentage of their

ratio of 70

would show a

"profit" of approximately 42 per cent.
however, the most important difference between the
methods of accounting of the canal authorities and the railways.
The immediate cause for the receivership of a railroad is usually
its inability to pay the interest on its bonds.
Government enterprises encounter no such difliculty, because their accounts usually
include only receipts and expenditures, and the little matter of
interest on bonds is taken care of elscwlierc.
This on;ililes the
Canal Record to use the word "profit," whcrc;is the /vciiVii'iiy A<jc
Ga::cllr in a review of the year's operations of a railroad that had
earned less than one- fortieth of the interest on its investment

This

is

not,

would he obliged to employ some expression signifying "deficit."
The Canal Record does not attempt to conceal the facts. In the
paragraph of its review it says; "If, however, consideration
he given to the interest on the money invested, which is a regular consideration from a commercial point of view, the profit vanlast

ishes.
is

The money

approximately

invested by the I'nituI States in the enterprise

$360,000,0(X1.

Tin- iiitevrst on this at 3 per cent

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

720

(which

is

the rate of interest

on the

last

bonds issued for the

In the discussion of a
canal work) amounts
railroad's annual report this rather troublesome detail usually
demands a degree of attention somewhat earlier in the story.
to $10,800,000."

The revenues of

Panama Railroad and

the

its

steamship line

were $2,787,056 and $2,642,457, respectively, while the expenses
were $2,607,479 and $2,142,603, giving a net revenue from rail
and steamship operations of $679,430. The net cost of other
business operations in connection with the canal during the year
was $2,469,642, and the canal zone government cost $288,887.
With a profit of $71,234 from commissary operations, deficits
the operation of the Hotel Washington and of plantations,
and a revenue from land rentals, the total revenues of the combined canal, railroad and steamship enterprise were $19,236,818,
and the total expenses were $18,283,315, leaving an excess of revenues over expenses of $953,502, which would not go very far

from

toward paying

interest

on the investment.

.

IN

roads reporting monthly earnings to the Interand the revenues, expenses and
Commission,
state Commerce
the
net operating income for these roads were published in

miles are Class

1

Railway Age Gazette of September 24. Net operating income
has left after paying
is the total amount which the company
From this it must pay the
its operating expenses and taxes.
its stockinterest on its bonds, its rentals and its dividends to
holders.

and
If the railroad business were in a prosperous condition,
bankers and investors had confidence in the stability of railroad
total
earnings, a company which was earning 7 per cent on the
through
cost of its property, if one-third of its capital was raised
the sale of bonds and two-thirds through the sale of stock,
would have stock selling at approximately par and bonds on a
the company had sold its
5 per cent basis, and assuming that

bonds at about a 5 per cent basis, the company could, with a
In other words,
fair degree of safety, pay 6 per cent dividends.
would pronet income equal to 7 per cent on total capitalizati9n
stock, and
on
cent
per
money,
6
borrowed
on
cent
per
vide for 5
a fair margin of safety in the form of surplus.
The Pennsylvania is a 6 per cent stock and is now selling at
about 114 per cent of par; the Southern Pacific is paying 6
per cent and is selling at about 96 per cent of par the Atchison,
Topcka & Santa Fe is paying 6 per cent, and its stock is selling
about 106 per cent of par. Some of the bonds of these roads
;

at

bonds
are selling on a lower yield basis than 5 per cent, but new
per
cent.
than
less
anything
5
at
sold
certainly could not be
fair
Investors are assuming that there will be the necessary

The average
road

of

its

face

Net Operating
Mileage
Atlantic... 642

Birmingham &
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Atlanta,

rSo,

rZ"do
In

e

338
,160

806,500

255
* St. Louis
Hamilton & Dayton... 1,011

Peoria

cSnkti,

Micllan.l

na onal & Great Northern

...

1

Income
$133,807
1,967,224
119,732
721,710
47,895

1,282

(a)

$1,911,529
28,103,200
28,103,200
10,310,142
684,214
1 1,521.429

(b)

$2,964
21,921
21,921
10,198
2,024
9,932

27,965
27,969
24,398
31,730
19,462
14,109

8,031
2,816

reporting

is

monthly
could

earnings

earn

utterly inadequate.

7

Of

to

per

all

the 34,902

the

cent

Interstate
is

$22,858.

the roads in the hands

At the recent hearing on valuation it was pointed out that the
method of arriving at estimates of the present cost of
reproduction of the railroads in the United States would be to

best

base the estimates on the actual experience of companies which
have built new mileage recently. The Pacific coast extension
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul cost at the very least an

average of from sixty to seventy thousand dollars per mile.
This may be somewhat higher than would be the cost of building the entire St. Louis & San Francisco, but probably not a
great deal higher, when we taken into consideration stations,
yards, shops, right of way and equipment but the St. Louis &
;

San Francisco and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas are in a class
by themselves among the roads in the hands of receivers. The
International & Great Northern is earning 7 per cent on less
than $10,000 per mile; the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, a far

more expensive road to build per mile than the average of the
St. Louis & San Francisco, is earning 7 per cent on only $21,921
mile

per

;

the

Missouri

Pacific,

running through

a

territory

where the right of way alone, including the terminals, would
amount to more than six thousand dollars a mile, is earning 7
per cent on $19,462 per mile.
Either that these
There are only three possible assumptions
roads are not needed by the country which they serve and that
the loss which investors have sustained and which they face is
due to the business mistake of building them, and that therefore a scaling down of securities to represent the earning power
:

or that these
of the roads could not be considered confiscation
roads are being operated so poorly that the wastes, if
;

would make up the difference between 7 per cent on
amount shown per mile in our table and 7 per cent on what
the roads would actually cost to build or, lastly, that rates fixed
by state commissions and the Interstate Commerce Commission
eliminated,

the

;

of

The

70,442,929
14,320,100
191,647,257
122,637,200
77,011,043
13,304,357

13,262
5,497

Francisco, earning 7 per cent on $35,376 per mile, and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, earning 7 per cent on $31,730 per mile.

net operating income ought to average on total
per mile
capitalization, it is interesting to see what capitalization
receivers could
line each one of the roads in the hands of

income.
be given on the basis of its 1915 net operating
following table shows these figures

25,123
17,754
35,376
13,693
77

of receivers only two are earning a net operating income which
would be 7 per cent on anything that might conceivably be
These are the St. Louis & San
their actual cost per mile.

these roads.

of

5,344,700
1,572,157
58,135,771
5,219,586
167,931,486
7,503,814
18,257
2,361,000
1,269,889

which

capitalization per mile on

Commission

margin of safety over the 6 per cent on the stock— that is, that
cent on their
these companies are likely to earn about 7 per
as a fair
therefore,
cent,
per
Taking
7
total capitalization.

minimum which

No. 17

59,

* Deficit.
(a) Capitalization on which net operating income would yield 7 per cent.
(b) Capitalization per mile on which net operating income would yield 7
per cent.

This on

RAILROAD BANKRUPTCY

110,051
4,069,504
365,371
11,755,204
525,267
1,278
165,270
888,922
*62,134
4,931,005
1,002,407
13,415,308
8,584,604
5,390,773
931,305

.

Commerce
week's issue of the Railway Age Gazette there was a
table showing the mileage and outstanding securities of each
one of the roads now in the hands of receivers. It may be
total
recalled that this mileage amounted to one-sixth of the
mileage of railroads in the United States. The total par value
of
of securities issued against this approximately 42,000 miles
road in the hands of receivers is $2,264,000,000, or about $54,000
per mile. Of the total 41,988 miles in receivers' hands, 34,902

*221,619
*177,113
374,129

365
Missouri & North Arkansas
334
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago. 403
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico... 286
2,314
Pere Marquette
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern. 294
4,747
St. Louis & San Francisco
548
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico..
235
St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas.
294
Tennessee Central
451
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
328
Trinity & Brazos Valley
2,519
Wabash
512
Wheeling & Lake Erie
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. .7,855
3,865
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
3,921
Missouri Pacific
943
Western Pacific

miles

last

Vol.

are low to the point which is plainly confiscatory as affecting
Since most of the business is competitive, if these

roads are to have higher rates their competitors also must be
given higher rates. Whether or not there would be any way

compelling

commissions

questionable, but this

is

to

do

this

through

a larger question than

the

courts

is

simply a legal

The commissions and public opinion must in the end be
guided by economic principles, from which there is no escape.
As to whether or not the roads should have been built and

one.

needed to serve the territory which they now serve, it
would be interesting to stop their operation for just one day
and then receive the opinion of the people living in the territory

are

served.

.
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ILLINOIS

THE

Illinois Central

made

CENTRAL

locomotives, and a reduction in payments for loss and

a saving in transportation expenses

in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, enough to ofifset
almost half of the loss in operating revenue due to business depression and especially to the depression in the lumber business
and in the South. In 1915 total operating revenues amounted to
$61,700,000, a decrease as compared with the previous year of

$4,173,000, or 6.34 per cent.
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Transportation expenses amounted

to $22,300,000, a decrease as compared with the previous year of
The reduction in transportation
$1,850,000, or 7.66 per cent.

The

Illinois

to freight of 27.48 per cent.

The

damage
com-

trainload of revenue and

pany freight in 1915 was 523 tons as against 488 tons the year
before, and the showing per locomotive mile was even better,
the average tons of freight per revenue service locomotive mile

being 509 in 1915 as against 471 in 1914.
In addition to the reduction in transportation expenses there
in both maintenance or way and maintenance
of equipment, total operating expenses amounting to $47,570,000,
a decrease as compared with the previous year of $3,205,000.

was a reduction

Central and the Central of

Georgm

expenses in greater proportion than the reduction
crcdited to the substitution of superheater locomotives on main

were less, but rentals of otlicr roads considcrably more, so that the net income, after the payment of fixed

steam locomotives; a successful fuel economy
campaign, which was probably also helped by the superheater

charges and rentals, was $6,8.59,000

in

line for saturated

business

is

Interest cliargt's

in 1914.

in

1915 as against $8,13"'.(XX)

Tlic 5 per cent dividends called for $5,465.lX)0, so

th.it
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year 1915 the company had a surplus of $1,240,000.
for maintenance of way and structures was

in the fiscal

The expense

most of which
reduction was the result of $217,000 less spent for rails and
$206,000 less for general repairs of roadway and track, the
$8,839,000 in 1915, a reduction of 3.98 per cent,

latter

item being affected by the fact that the 1914 expenses
account were abnormally large because of the charges

on

this

to

maintenance incidental to betterment work and new con-

work at Memphis. In 1915 a liberal policy as to tie
renewals was pursued, the tie renewals being equal to 673 miles
ties

all

in

track,

including

sidings.

Maintenance of equipment cost $13,892,000, or 4.26 per cent
less than in the preceding year, and the reduction was the result
of repairs to fewer freight-train cars due, at least in part, to a

The company

reduction in freight car mileage.
for additions and betterments to

its

own

line,

spent $2,351,000

but of

this,

$624,000

was transferred to "miscellaneous physical property." In addition there was $6,094,000 advanced to subsidiary companies.
The
Illinois Central also spent $2,503,000 for new equipment, against
which there was issued $1,980,000 equipment trust certificates,
series

On

C.

and were

July

1,

$10,780,000

4H

per cent notes matured

company having had on hand June 30, 1914,
At the end of the year the company had

paid, the

$10,859,000

cash.

$2,586,000 cash

Total current

and during the year had borrowed

$1,000,000.

including this $1,000,000 loans and bills
payable, amounted at the end of the year to $15,304,000 and

current

liabilities,

assets,

including

the

cash

mentioned

previously,

to

The

tonnage of freight carried on the Illinois Central
in 1915 was 31,309,000, comparing with 32,343,000 carried the
total

year before.

Of

the total carried in

1915,

45.15 per cent

was

products of mines, 19.00 per cent products of agriculture, 12.48
per cent lumber and 8.28 per cent manufactures. The tonnage

I

5

I
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in 1915 as against 4,804,000 in 1914.

The following
in 1915 as

table shows the
compared with 1914

principal figures for operation
1915.

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total

4,770
$41,212,271
12,640,597
61,700,372
8,839,472
13,892,444
1,238,440

operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures

Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
(lertcral
expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses
Traffic

22,2.99,815

— Cr....

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Sinking fund and other appropriations
Dividends

1,603,256
303,279
47,570,148
3,233,838
10,878,473
18,537,901
6,859,162
153,903
5,464,800
1,240,460

Surplus

1914.
4,769
$43,871,272
13,715,979
65,873,700
9,205,946
14,510,079
1,290,778
24,150,040
1,618,484

501775^327
3,341,247
11,739,475
19,060,075
8,138,824
41,643
5,464,800
2,632,381

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

TN
•'•

1908 a sudden loss of $3,716,000 in total operating revenues
of the Southern Railway, representing a decrease, as com-

pared with the previous year, of 6.56 per cent., caused the almost
entire suspension of capital expenditures and, taken in connection with the after-panic conditions of that year, threatened
In the fiscal year ended June
the company with receivership.
30, 1915, there was a loss of $8,551,000 in operating revenues,

compared with
by the suspension
preferred stock and economies in operation,

representing a decrease of
the previous year, and the

of dividends on

$20,415,000.

59,

of products of mines was 14,136,000, as compared with 13,843,000
in 1914.
On the other hand, the tonnage of lumber wa s 3,906,000

struction

of track, or nearly 9 per cent of

Vol.

to

its

12.09

per

cent.,

company was

as

able,

get through the year with a surplus of $1,523,000, or only

half a million dollars less than the previous year.

Additions and

betterment work, for which money had been raised in 1914, was
continued, according to the original program, with the result
that new money was spent in the South at the very time when

INDIA

The Southern Railway

October
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were most in need of it.
was accomphshed is con-

the states in that part of the country

A

suggestion of

how

this

result

tained in the statement that the increase in ton miles of revenue

road in 1915 was 28.35 per cent,
1908, while the freight-train mileage in 1915 was

freight carried per mile of

greater than in

18.98 less than in 1908.

The

revenue in 1915 was sudden, almost beyond com-

loss in

In August there

was a decrease in revenue, as
compared with the same month of the year before, of 1.20 per

prehension.
cent.

;

in

September, 8.33 per cent.

December,

ber, 20.06; in

19.97,

;

in

October, 18.47

ahd

in

January,

NovemAs Presi-

in

;

18.93.

dent Harrison says, "the South practically suspended for a time
industrial activities."

its

As
the

stated as possible, the general

briefly

management met

this crisis

methods by which

were, a frank statement of

its

problems to the people of the South, with an explanation of the
necessity for reducing passenger service so as to, in some
measure, offset decrease in business an appeal to the loyalty of
its employees for redoubled efforts toward economy and efficiency a generous sacrifice on the part of the officers in accepting
a reduction in salaries, and a new effort on the part of the
management to effect economies through better and more
constant supervision
the application of the most scientific
methods of operation, and ingenuity in devising means of
handling business more economically.
;

;

;

State commissions and the most intelligent public opinion of

the South gave their hearty co-operation in an attempt to re-

and with a reduction of 14.57 per cent,
one mile, there was a reduction of 8.29
passenger-train mileage, and there was furthermore

duce passenger

service,

in passengers carried

per cent, in

a reduction of 5.33 per cent, in transportation costs per pasIn describing the response of the officers and employees to

"There
has never been a year of the company's history in which the
stockholders have had as much reason for pride in and appreciation of the officers and employees, their work, their spirit, their
loyal self-sacrifice.
The manner in which a grave emergency
was met and dealt with illustrates at its best that discipline
which distinguishes a true organization for a mere co-operative
society.
Our organization, which has in recent years been
built and cemented by a strict adherence to the principle of
promotion for merit and reliance upon men made on the road,
who have faithfully stood by during all our vicissitudes, has
proven in this year of need the greatest of the company's assets,
for it has fought a losing fight and won."
the needs of the company,

The remarkable
scientific

President Harrison says

obtained

results

railroading deserve far

by

:

and

supervision

more space than can

be given to them in this review of the company's
year.

The Southern Railway operates

7,022

miles

more

possibly

1915

fiscal

of

line.

There are seven main lines and a great net work of branch lines.
These main lines run from Potomac Yard (just outside of
Washington, D. C.) to Atlanta, Ga., 644 miles; from Atlanta
to Birmingham, Ala., 167 miles; from Salisbury, N. C, to Morristown, Tcnn., 228 miles
from Bristol, Tenn., to Chattanooga,
Tenn., 242 miles
from Greensboro, N. C, to Pinners Point,
Va. (opposite Norfolk), 267 miles; from Ashville, N. C., to
Columbia, S. C, 163 miles, and from Chattanooga, Tenn., to
;

;

Brunswick, Ga., 428 miles, a

The program
was begun

in

of

physical

total of 2,139 miles.

betterment of the property

1907 and was interrupted in 1908, aiul

which

work on which

has hern carried on ever since, provides for grade reduclion and

double tracking of the main lines with tlie heaviest density, the
principal main lines being that from Washington to Atlanta, with
the introduction of automatic block signals, the elimination of
of yard facilities and the
reconstruction of a large number of passenger stations. All of
these expenditures, except the last, contribute more or less
directly to more economical oper.ition.
The branch lines even

grade crossings,

yet arc

the

more than

have ever had

to

imiircivcinc

adci|uate

handle or

iit

for the greatest

traffic

will li;uc to li.indlc in llie

Freight to or from points on branch lines

which they
near future

is

handled

in local

trains.

Not only have

established for through freight
have been obtained by increasing
the loading of local trains.
The rating and heavier loading of
In
locomotives in local train service began in March, 1914.
that month the average trainload for local trains was 192 tons.
In June, 1915, the average trainload was 362 tons, or an increase
of 88.50 per cent. The average trainload for the entire system
was 382 tons in 1915 as against 339 tons in 1914, an increase of
12.71 per cent. In 1915, on 14 heavy traffic divisions in the direction of heavy traffic, 94.90 per cent, of available locomotive
power was utilized, as against 87.40 per cent, in 1914, and in the
ratings been

trains, but astonishing results

direction of light

Some

cent.

gained

traffic,

idea of

from the

77.80 per cent.,

how

that

fact

against 71.50 per

as

these results were obtained
in

1914 through

freights

may

be

on one

gross ton miles, with 9,405 engine
handled 2,826,000 gross ton miles, with
In 1915 through freights handled 3,743,000
4,780 engine miles.
gross ton miles, with 1,732 engine miles, and local freights,
Thus by
7,704,000 gross ton miles, with 3,975 engine miles.
better loading the tons per engine mile in through freight service
was increased by 43.60 per cent., and by a shifting of freight into
local service and better loading the tons per engine mile in local
freights increased by 228 per cent. On all 14 of the heavy traffic
division handled

miles,

and

14,157,000

local freights

divisions the average increase in net tons per engine mile for

through freights in June, 1915, as compared with June, 1914, was
13.70 per cent., and for local freights, 62.30 per cent. The results
of this kind of supervision and resulting improvement in operating methods are reflected in transportation expenses, which

amounted

in

less than in

senger-train mile for enginemen, trainmen and fuel.
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1915 to $22,758,000, or $2,956,000

(11.50 per cent)

1914.

Maintenance expenses were cut to meet the reduction in busibut President Harrison says that owing to the "splendid
responses to the emergency by officers and men charged with
maintenance." the physical condition of the roadway and strucMaintenance of way cost
tures is better than it has ever been.
$8,452,000 in 1915, a decrease as compared with the previous year
ness

;

of $831,000, or 8.95 per cent.

Maintenance of equipment
as

cent.
is

in 1915 cost $10,691,000, a

compared with the previous year of

$1,443,000,

decrease

or 11.89 per

The only deferred maintenance. President Harrison

says,

in repairs to freight cars.

The fact that only one passenger was killed in a train accident,
and he was standing on the platform of a car is good evidence of
the physical

As

condition of the property.

previously mentioned, $11,022,000

was spent for additions

and betterments, of which $9,005,000 was for roadway and structures, and $2,017,000 for eq>iipment. The largest items of expenditure for additions and betterments were for second track and
line revision on the Danville division, $2,060,000, and on the
Washington division, $1,676,000, and for new and enlarged yards,
$1,890,000.
.At

the

end of the year the company had $3,075,000 cash,

and $2,932,000

$2,127,000 time deposits

special deposits,

comparing

with $2,955,000 cash, $9,649,000 time deposits and $7,583,000 special
deposits at the beginning of the year. Loans and bills payable

remained unchanged, at $455,000.
The South has made remarkable progress both in agriculture
and in man\ifacture in the last ten years and the sudden closing
of the cotton markets of Emope to its principal cash product
stopped this progress only temporarily.

On

the other hand, the

low cotton prices of 1914 greatly stimulated a development which
had been going on for some years looking toward more diversified agriculture in the Soutli.
The South may be expected in the
its own food supplies, with some
rob the possibility of a year of very
worst terrors.
As a matter of fact,

future to provide the bulk of
surplus for sale.

This

low cotton prices of

will
its

agricultural conditions in the South this

good.

The

cotton crop

is

fall

are extraordinarily

small, hut prices are

much higher than

any one w<>uld have predicted si\ months ago and the left-over
supply of last vear's crop ami this year's crop will apparently
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both be fairly well consumed, giving the planters a chance to
start with a clean slate next year.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation ni
191S, as

Average

compared with 1914

Passenger

88,684 in the previous year.

was

1915.
7,031

revenue

Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures

Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transp. for investment Ca
Total operating expenses
Traffic

—

$40,458,858
16,175,674
62,199,510
8,452,119
10,691,267
2,110,467
22,757,597
388,229
2,019,621
244.590
46,1 74,7 1

Taxes

2,595,828
13,400,055
16,638,972
1,656,682

Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

1,656,682

1914.

7,033
$45,632,207
19,016,099
70,750,997
9,283,239
12,133,829
2,244,351
25,713,747
463,598
1,987,879
65,993
51,760,649
2,679,390
16,310,958
19,578,364
4,839,706
2,700,000
2,139,706

and

6.85 mills,

The average ton mile

in 1914, 7.77 mills

;

No. 17

59,

rate in 1915

the receipts per passenger

The
company freight, was 582
The falling off in revenue

per mile were 2.212 cents in 1915 and 2.311 cents in 1914.
total

mileage operated
Feight revenue

Vol.

trainload of freight, including

tons in 1915 and 545 tons in 1914.
is

ascribed by the

management

to a loss of $1,376,000 because of

general business depression and disturbed conditions in the South

from the European war, and of $72,000 in express
revenue caused principally by the extension of the parcels post.
This was partially offset by an increase of $423,000 from abundant
crops and conditions favoring export trade, $81,000 due to larger
movement of asphalt from southern refineries and of black
strap molasses for use in the manufacture of mixed stock feed,
and increased revenue from the mails following reweighing.
Maintenance of way and structures cost $1,132,000, a decrease
but the
of about $12,000 as compared with the year before
actual decrease in the amount spent in maintenance of the property was about $61,000, the difference being caused by bookresulting

;

KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN

THE
completed
field

forces of the
their surveys

Interstate

Commerce Commission

and inventories of the Kansas City

Southern in April, 1915. The results of the valuation of the
property have not been made public, but it is interesting to note
that the total cost of federal valuation to date to the company has
been $112,796. The present market price of the total outstanding securities would put a valuation of more than $71,000 per
mile on the Kansas City Southern. The total par value of all

K

A

N

S

A

keeping charges in accordance with the Interstate Commerce
Commission's rules for amortization of abandoned property.
Maintenance of equipment expenses amounted to $1,185,000,
a decrease of $167,000 as compared with the year before. This
decrease, the management thinks, is due to a saving made because of the improved condition of equipment.
Transportation expenses amounted to $3,397,000, a saving as
compared with the previous year of $274,000. This is in part

due to the larger average trainload of freight and in part to
savings in yard service, station service and to a reduction of
$18,600 in payments for injuries to persons, etc.
Although freight revenue amounted to $7,731,000 in 1915, a
decrease of $526,000, the total ton mileage of revenue freight
was 1,129,000,000, an increase as compared with the previous

S

year of 66,000,000 ton miles.

The

rate per ton mile of 6.85 mills

mentioned previously, compares with a rate per ton
mile of 7.77 mills in 1914. The lower average rate is due to a
smaller tonnage of high-class traffic and a large proportion of
low class traffic. The saving in transportation expenses is espein

1915,

noteworthy, because it was made despite the
volume of freight business handled was greater

fact that the

cially

in

1915 than

in 1914.

The

table

shows the

figures for operation in 1915

Mileage operated
Frefght revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses
Traffic

— Cr

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

1915
837
$7,731,118
1,410,618
10,035,896
1,132,078
1,185,016
336,196
3,397,007
489,009
60,484
6,478,821
574,316
2,982,759
3,143,678
1,140,431

840,000
300,431

and 1914
1914
828
$8,257,449
1,675,168
10,970,403
1,143,806
1,351,591
324,708
3,671,223
418,992

—

6,910,321

567,857
3,492,225
3,689,639
1,725.449
840,000
885,449

NEW BOOKS
North
5

The Kansas

City Southern

Pacific
in.

by 7

a compilation

formation

per mile on the property.

States and

miles of double track.

The

freight density (ton miles per mile

of road) in 1915 was 1,451,000 tons, comparing with 1,377,000 tons
Passenger density was 77,161 in 1915 and
in the previous year.

in.

Bound in cloth; 421 pages; size,
Second edition.
Compiled and published by the Terminal Publishing
802 Pacific Building, Seattle, Wash.

Company, Inc.,
This is properly termed the Pacific shipping year book.

the securities outstanding

would put a value of about $llcS,000
The net operating income of the
company in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, was $2,983,000.
This would be 7 per cent on about $53,000 per mile.
Total operating revenues in 1915 amounted to $10,036,000, a
decrease as compared with the previous year of $935,000. Total
operating expenses amounted to $6,479,000, a decrease as comThe Kansas City
pared with the previous year of $431,000.
Southern is all main line and all single track, except for 18

Ports.

for

of

useful

It

is

marine, exporting and importing in-

Alaska and the western coasts of the United

Canada and contains much data

relative to the es-

Nome to San
There are given, for example, the harbor regulations,
the charges for wharfage, pilotage, storage and other services

sential features of each of the Pacific ports

from

Diego.

assessed against a ship or cargo,

information concerning the
steamship lines plying from each of the ports, lists of docks
and piers, etc. While the book is intended primarily for the
ship owner, exporter or importer, railroad

men

desiring to be-

come conversant with Pacific coast conditions will find in it
much of value. The 1915 edition contains nearly 100 pages
more than the first edition and has been dtlicrwise improved.

October
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London, Eng.

read with not a

I

little

amusement

:

Railway Age Gazette

in the

of September 3 Mr. Wile's story of "the amazing ability of the
Kaiser's

staff

and

field

marshals to

not only regiments,

fling

army corps and even whole
West, and back again from West to East,

brigades and divisions, but entire

from East to
emergency requires."
I am sure, as Mr. Wile says, that "many an American traffic
manager," who knows what it is to move a mere 100,000 men
without baggage to and from a baseball game, "will acknowledge
that the job of switching a couple of million armed men, with
full artillery equipment, back and forth incessantly, week in
and week out through an area corresponding roughly to the
armies,
as

states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri,
Wisconsin and Tennessee" will not only say that "represents

was

as big a piece of 'railroading' as ever

represents a piece of "railroading" that no

tackled," but that

man

army corps were from time to time moved east
from the West, but the movement was never very large, and

East, various

the greatest transfer appears to have taken place during the last
|

THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE STATE RAILWAY LINES OF
GERMANY
To THE Editor ok the Railway Age Gazette

when about nine divisions (190,000 men) were
transferred in this manner."
My other correspondent writes
three months,

"The statement is quite ridiculous. The most that have ever
been move.d from West to East has been a corps at a time, if
that, and it took anything from a week to 10 days."
I think when the history of the war comes to be written these
two statements will be found somewhat nearer the truth than
Mr. Wile's fantastic tale of "switching a couple of millions
week in and week out" from one front to the other. It is
worth noticing that the official statement of the German general
staff, which Mr. Wile translates, deals entirely with generalities.
It is not unusual for Germans to survey their work and to find
it very good.
But it would have been more interesting to outside
observers, had they copied the example of the French, and given
us precise figures of what they did actually accomplish.

One

my

"The largest operation of
war so far was the transport of three whole
army corps from the Aisne to Flanders" not 800 to 1,000
miles, but, say, 150 "in one week by the French railways nearly
of

men with

40,000

its

baggage, ambulances, field kitchens,
to English reckoning, 160 trains.

according

We

to short trains

moved

more room than

make

at high speed,

are, of course, accustomed
and we give our men much

As

continental armies are allowed.

nearly as

I

French railways, which have published very
full statistics, have moved on the average more like 300 to 350
men in a train. Let us assume the maximum that the Germans
could move to be 500 then an army corps would require 80
can

out, the

;

trains

couple

a

;

would require

of

million

men —that

army corps

fifty

is

Now

what is the capacity of a
The French mobilization scheme on the main lines

railway?

4,000

trains.

allowed for a train every 10 minutes for 66 hours out of 72.
And I think no practical railway man would undertake more than
this.
This means a capacity of 200,000 men in three days. And

do

to

this

implied

the

command

of

at

four

least

first-class

amply equipped with siding accommodation, loading
appliances, coal supplies, etc., at the forwarding end, and similar accommodation at the receiving end.
The French did it
stations,

their

in

own country according

to

Can

scheme.

a prepared

anybody imagine that the Germans could do as much on an
improvised scheme, with the broken down railroads of Belgium
down and mainly single-track
at one end and the broken
lines of Poland and Galicia at the other?
How many distinct
routes the Germans had available I cannot say. But it is clear
that they would have needed at least 10 first-class double lines,
cleared

— not

lines only, but stations as well

Where
million men

—of

all

Germans got

other

traffic

of any kind whatsoever.

the

to hold a couple of

or the engines to haul them,

the vehicles

where they side-tracked tlum for the three days before the
return journey began, I know not; and Mr. Wile does not
tell

us.

a year ago."

W. M. ACWORTH.
FIGHTING SHY OF

;

—

—

their impression.

liberty to give

my

Wile's statement

is,

The answers were
informants' names.

private, so

The one

I

am

not at

"Mr.

writes:

of course, an absurd cxaKneration.

Wlien the necessity arose for strengthening the Germans

.

.

.

in the

A HARD JOB
RiCHuOND, Va.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
One hears much discussion among railway men

as to whether
on "original cost to
date," or on "cost of reproduction new," as if there were to be
a choice between the two methods. I have noticed that railway
men are almost a unit in favor of "reproduction new." This is
where they are making a mistake. From the standpoint of the
clerks, who are supposed to do this work, there is reason to

the valuation of railways

is

to be based

it is a heartbreaking task to dig it out
on account of the way most of the records have been kept. But
from the standpoint of the owners, or stockholders, the roads
should insist on original cost as a basis of valuation, instead of
fighting it.
Many of the railroads in this country can be reproduced new for 50 per cent of what they cost originally, and if
the roads themselves do not dig up this original cost, who is
going to do it? Who has any interest in doing it except the
owners?
When Congress had the valuation bill before it, many reasons were given for its passage. Two of these were, as a basis
for making rates and as a basis for government purchase.
For
both these purposes it seems to me self-evident that the owners
of the property are vitally interested in having the first cost
price considered in placing a legal value on their property, which
will run from 20 per cent to SO per cent higher than any cost
that can be estimated for reproduction new.
The fact is that
the higher oflicers of the railways, as a rule, have not found
time to give the matter their personal study.
It has been observed that they all shy at it, and turn it over to subordinates.
It sifts down to where the accounting officer details several
clerks, whom he can most readily spare, to "work it up."
Those
clerks feel that they have a snap, and without much study of
what they are to do and no particular interest fire away on

fight "original cost," for

some

So much for possibilities now for actualities. The French
and Russian general staffs whose business it is to know from
prisoners' regimental badges and other information available
what troops are in front of them have never suggested that
there have been any great movements of German troops from
the one frontier to the other.
I
have inquired from the two
men in this country probably most competent to answer what
is

—

—

ever has tackled

requires,

etc.,

:

it

would mean to do it. An army corps of
complement of horses, guns, ammunition,

it

correspondents says

the sort in the

or will tackle

Let us see what
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item, say buildings, to find the original cost.

diately

bump

records are not
intelligent

stone wall, or what

into a
in

feels

They immeone.
The

like

this up readily.
It requires
and experience with building mat-

shape to pick

and patient

effort

ters, so the clerks immediately raise a cry that
done, no records, etc.
They tell the chief clerk

cannot be
cannot be
done; he tells his superior and so on, back to the commission,
until the commission seems now inclined to believe that original
cost to date must be abandoned to a large extent and estimated
cost of reproduction depended upon.
The writer has assisted several roads in this work and has
had long service in construction accounting, and is therefore
it

it
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do not know of anyone who has looked
I have, and I will say that I have
never found anything yet that the cost could not be found in
some way, if the records have not been destroyed, which is not
entitled to
lip

an opinion.

I

more of those things than

the case in 99 per cent of the roads.

The records

well preserved, but are crude and scattered, and

Can the railways afford not to d^
The cost of reproduction new must be

to unravel them.

cost of labor?

are generally

requires

it

This

it

work

at

any

estimated,

up to the commission, but the original cost
is the job of the owners of the property.
It is not a question of
which method shall be used, as many seem to think both methods
must necessarily be used to arrive at a just valuation, which lies
somewhere between the two. The only hope of the carriers to
get the value they are entitled to is by presenting data showing
of course.

is

;

A. P. T.

their original cost to date.

Vol.
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of rolling stock have increased, railway track construction and

maintenance have progressed, and thus the requirements for
straight line and surface of the rails have also grown, and unless this was met by more careful work on the hot beds, the
cold gagging was certain to be more severe.
all of the more recent rail
has been sought to have the metal so distributed that
undue stresses shall not be developed during any part of their
making, and much good has been accomplished. Just at present

In the designing of practically

sections

it

the question as to the practicability of increasing the standard

length of rails beyond 33
will

add to the straightening
increased,

rially

will

it

equipment of most,

if

being seriously considered by

is

ft.

many

railway engineers, and

of them realize that such increase
troubles.

necessitate

not

all,

If

the length

alterations in

is

mate-

hot bed

the

of the rail mills, as well as some

alterations in the locations of their cold straightening presses,

and will be liable to augment the cold straightening troubles and, therefore, I think it would now be well to
drill presses, etc.,

COLD STRAIGHTENING OF RAILS
Chicago

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The cold straightening of iron rails was originally accom-

consider the desirability and practicability of adopting radically

:

plished by the use of a 40-lb. sledge wielded, as

I

remember

it,

and the rail-straightening press was invented. The first ones
were of the crocodile type copied from the squeezers used to
press the balls of puddled iron into blooms, later changed to a
machine with a straight plunger driven eccentrically, and, except
for increased weight and power, it is to-day about the same
machine, continuing to transmit the force of its blows 'o the
I ail
through a wedge-shaped gag.
The early hot-straightening was an operation involving heavy
and hot labor; the camber or sweep being given to the rails by
manually placing them head up on curved plates and hammering
them into place with wooden mauls. This involved turning the
curved rail over onto the hot bed, by seizing it at each end with
tongs, and there was always the danger of putting a twist in it
while so doing. The rails were pushed along the hot beds by
hand power, and care was subsequently exercised by tUTiing
them at various stages of their cooling. This all required time
and severe and exhausting labor. The situation brought the
revolutionary invention of A. J. Gustin, embracing an automatic
curving or cambering machine and mechanical means of sliding
the rails along the hot beds.
The Gustin device was improved
upon and gradually superseded by the cambering machine designed by William Clark, and all later mills have been equipped
on those lines.
The objections to gagging steel rails during the operation of
cold straightening them have long been recognized, and generally
appreciated by engineers familiar with the details of rail making; but, while a number of efforts have been made to perform
cold straightening through some other means, the rail press
and its brutal gagging still hold the field in all countries where
rails arc manufactured.
To obtain the desired results, the
has to receive blows which shall send the metal beyond its
elastic limit, and as frequently a rail will receive a number of

steel
rail

it is easy to understand the cause of many otherwise mysterious breakages of rails in service, and I am condreaded and somewhat mysterious
fident that most of the

such blows,

transverse fissures had their origin during the cold straightening
operation.

The writer, by written articles and earnest speech, has for
years called attention to the dangers incident to the cold straightening of rails by gagging, and I early introduced into rail specidemands for the reduction of gagging to a miiiimum
through more careful treatment of the rails during the hot
straightening process, and undoubtedly much good has been
accomplished through such provisions. As the weight and speed

straightening requirements.

I feel confident that with caremanipulation of the rail cambering ma'.hines,
and carefully constructed and ample and well protected hot
beds, about all of the current sectioned rails can be so manipulated that they will require but little if any cold gagging. Indeed,
I believe that in a short time the cold press could be almost if
not entirely eliminated; but this would require a willingness on
the part of the railway engineers to accept rails which would
not be absolutely straight, so far as having sweeps in either
Such sweeps need not be so great
their line or surface or both.
but that with present track laying methods the rails could be

and

ful

by a stalwart Welshman, and the picture of his slinging the
sledge, as well as that of his subsequent refreshment from bread
and cheese and a jug of ale, is very clear in my memory. As
the size of the rail sections and output of the mills were increased, mechanical means of straightening became necessary,

fications

new

skilful

when laid, and thus the danger of incipient or
from cold gagging be eliminated. Of course, to
begin with kinks would have to be gagged out, but I think that,
spiked straight

actual ruptures

as a principle, rails with kinks

that penalty

would soon lead

be a radical departure, and, in

duced

in

should be rejected, and,

to their non-production.

my

a conservative manner,

many

if

innovation

— shall

I

if

so,

would

judgment, should be introthe progressive steps

letting

be taken as they become justified by experience, and
fident that

It

am

I

con-

makers would welcome such an
say progress and that in a short time we
not

all rail

—

would be getting satisfactory

results.

Robert

WITH RAILROADS

IT'S

W. Hunt.

DIFFERENT

By Francis W. Lane
If

a

in

European

travel

you should meet death by a

German submarine blow up your

boat,

there

is

shell,

or

glory

in

and for you it
When a juggernautomobile
doesn't matter; you're the goat.
knocks you down upon the street whether you or it's the one
that didn't stop on the whole, it is a trifle, even though the
wreck's complete and your remnants are collected by a cop.
But with railroads it is different. If, perchance, a flying train
strews anatomy of yours along the track, there is only one
thing certain, it will not occur again but your ghost is almost
You stroll along the roadway and flip
sure to wander back.
the moving car, and, to duck the con, you sit upon the step;
you don't appear to figure you've no business where you are
the story which your friends will love to

—

tell,

—

;

and, unless you're pinched for trespass, don't get hep.

When

you travel, merest trifles set aquiver every nerve; if you pinch
your little finger in the door, or you lose your equilibrium in
scooting round a curve, you will damn that measly road forever-

You will charge the grossest crime, negligence in operaeven though you had no business to be there curse the
managing officials, fill the air with lamentation, and cavort
more.
tion,

;

hair.
In Europe they are killing
every day; over here we drown a shipload
at a dock; our juggernautomobiles mostly kill what's in their
way; but it takes a jolt by rail to give a shock!

around and

rip

and tear your

men by thousands

Annual Meeting
New

of

Railway Real Estate Association

Organization Holds
for Discussion of

The

first

annual meeting of the Railway Real Estate Asso-

whose recent organization was reported in the Railway
Age Gacette of June 11, page 1256, was held at the Hotel La
The membership of the
Salle, Chicago, on October 13 and 14.

ciation,

association

is

now

meeting.

at the first

79,

of which over half were in attendance

President F. P. Crandon, tax commissioner

Chicago & North Western, presided, and after brief
by the officers and other preliminary business the
program was devoted principally to the reading and discussion
the

of

addresses

of papers.

W. W.

Baldwin, vice-president of the Chicago, Burlington

&

constitution of the state as applied to taxation, which he said

would

strike out every clause requiring uniformity as to

methods

of taxation based on a valuation of the property, in order to
exempt certain classes of property from taxation and to place
the entire burden on other classes.

This, he said,

would un-

doubtedly increase the taxes paid by large corporations, including the railroads, and the effect would be very apparent when
the state enters upon a plan of heavy expenditures for road

improvements.

VALUATION OF RAILWAY LAND
William A. Cokeley, right of way and claim agent of the
New York, Westchester & Boston, read a paper on "Valuation
of Railway Land," of which the following is an abstract:
In the examinations being made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, relative to the valuation of railroads, the land appraisers engaged in the work, having access to books, data, etc.,
both public and private, have brought to light many instances
of land valuations of specific parcels, widely divergent in amounts.
How this condition was brought about can only be conjectured,
but it will prove mighty embarrassing, in the event of litigation,

if

the valuation of the property in question, as offered in

evidence by the railroad, happens to differ materially
from that placed upon it by the land ai)praisers.

A

likely

explanation

is

that

different

in

amount

valuations were

made

by employees. It is known that in many instances, attorneys
have aided directors in making a good showing by appreciating
land values, in order to justify the issuance and sale of bonds.
Attempts also have been made, successfully at times, to 1)cat
tax valuations and assessments by similar tactics, and values have
been enhanced or reduced as the exigency demanded.
Fortiniately the day of the expert retained from lime to time,
in

order to appreciate or depreciate the value of tlie land holdThe new order of affairs, relative
is over.

ings of a railroad
to regulation
to

of business corporations, has lessened the desire

adhere to such methods and they have been practically elimi-

nated.
If

we have not adjusted ourselves to this new order, howBy conducting the affairs of the real estate depart-

can we?

at

Land and Tax Matters
After a form has been devised an inspection of the
character of the entire property, parcel by parcel,
should be in order a mental photograph formed and notes
made.
A reconnaissance of adjoining or adjacent property
should also be made and notes taken in the same manner. Then
we are equipped to accurately describe any parcel of land, giving
its character, its influence on neighboring property and also indicating what influence neighboring property has on it.
Such
result.

physical

—

a description is absolutely essential
is

Quincy, addressed the meeting on the snbject of recently proposed changes in the tax laws of Illinois, and changes in the

Convention

First

Its

Chicago

shown over
It

may

where appreciation of value

cost value.

be said that many roads have just such records.

tunate are those that have anticipated this requisite.

For-

There

is

nothing that will convince the land appraisers of the merit of
your valuations more quickly than preparedness by proper records.

There

much

between the government and
what land
values will be allowed. It is because of possible litigation that
I advise making i:p a complete history of each parcel, containing much that is not included in the form furnished by the
commission.
It must be remembered that the land appraisers are human
and subject to all the frailties of human kind. Some are comSome are competent and biased. Some lack
petent and fair.
judgment and many lack perspicacity. It therefore behooves
us to be in such a position, come as they may, as to establish
our values beyond dispute. They must have more than a semThey must be backed by reasons that will
blance of fairness.
justify our judgment and be convincing beyond cavil.
While the land appraisers may not have had the experience
the right-of-way or railroad real estate agent may have had,
it must not be forgotten that their appraisals will stand unless
we can offset them in court. We must be prepared to furnish
our attorneys with facts that will completely confute the contentions of their opponents and upset the appraisals made by the
government. So be prepared.
The discussion on Mr. Cokcley's paper was opened by E. A.
Whitman, valuation engineer, Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.
will

be

the railroads before

litigation

will be definitely settled just

it

Marie.
COSTS OF RF.AL FSTATK

Holbrook,

E.

special

engineer,

LUiion

Pacific

and Southern

Pacific systems, gave an informal address on "Compositions of

Cost of Railway Estate,"

in

which he urged the importance of

making every effort to get at the composition of cost of rightof-way and terminal grounds on account of the necessity for
proving these costs in connection with the valuation now being
made by the Interstate Commerce Commission. In illustrating
the importance of the subject he called attention to the fact
that the railways in the United States own about $5,000.(X)0,000
worth of land, which is the largest item of property they liave.
constituting about one-third of the total. He discussed the relaof cost to values, and described the results of

numerous

ment as carefully, mctliodically and scientilK'ally as the engineering department is conducted.
By this 1 do not mean that appraisals or values of land can
be made by formula, but our methods must be just as illumi-

tion

nating as the computations of the engineers. How many of us
can furnish a description sliowing flio physical character of the

by extensive research, while there are many such items of cost
which canuol In- traced now. Mr. Holbrook expressed the opinion that such obscure items will usually run from 10 to 1." per

go to make up the holdiiiK's of Ihe property under
How many can sliou, b\' any record at their
our charge?
commanil, just what prompted and justilied them in valuing a
piece of property at a greater amoimt than was paid for it?
If our system is not clastic enough to permit us to establish
and keep such a record, then we should immediately instilule
a rcfcMin .mil devise a form whicli will accomplish the desired
parcels that

investigations showing the large iiroportion of expense entering
into the acquireiuent

cost of the property,

of

railway land,

in

addition to the bare

which can only be discovered

cent of the cost of land as

shown by

in

many

cases

the vmichers.

had made with
unearned incremciU argument, to show the
of railway location on the value of adjacent laud.
He

lie also oiUlinod an interesting calculation he

reference
olToct

to

the

had taken the assessed value of all property within 10 miles of
a railroad for a distance of 40 miles, in a territory in which
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there was no other road sufficiently near to influence the value
of the land, and had computed the value of the entire property

with relation to the value of the outside property.

He

Vol.

the railway, and finally a "spiel" about what

have been

Then

found

to the

the

company

all

59,

No. 17

good friends they

these years, and so on.

freight traffic officer,

for he usually gets into the

that in a total valuation of $15,000,000 the excess value of the

deal about this stage, verifies the touching story of fidelity and

entire property as

compared with the value of the property at
was $3,250,000, or more than what the entire
He also gave some interrailroad through the property cost.

affection,

the outside edges,

cials,

esting

figures

to

as

an investigation of the cost of property
His
for the Kansas City terminal.

acquired by the railroads

had not been completed, but at the time of the
investigation the railroads had spent $10,500,000 for land, which
represented 3.09 times its normal market value, and that other
items which he had been able to locate, including a large amount
of land donated to the city for a park, brought the total cost
of land up to approximately $14,000,000. The first land for the
terminal was purchased in 1902, and the rest from 1906 on.
He had figured the interest on each piece of land from the date
of its purchase to November 1, 1914, when the terminal was
opened, and it amounted to 31 per cent of the cost of the land,
Eliminating the value of
or about equal to its normal value.
the land donated to the city the railroad received only about
$2,000,000 worth of property, figured at its normal market price.
Mr. Holbrook said that some railroads had ordered their land
departments not to anticipate any expense on account of the
valuation, and therefore that some of them had not done the
work necessary to get their records in proper shape. He urged
the members of the association to do everything in their power
investigation

to induce their

roads to begin the work of investigating the
and to make every possible search for records

cost of their land,

work

of direct revenue without detriment to traffic returns, there can
be no question regarding the wisdom of benefitting by it.
Until the old leases are brought up to the general schedule
there will always be difficulty in getting

in

that requires a long time

LEASING OF RAILWAY PROPERTY
lease agent of the Canadian
read a paper on "Leasing of Railway Property for Industrial Purposes," in which he said in part:
The promiscuous granting of sites on railway property at

Frank Taylor, right-of-way and

Pacific,

nominal rents, for shipping warehouses, etc., by local officers,
a custom which prevailed pretty generally not many years ago,
seems now, like many other old railway customs, to be yielding to the ever-widening demand for uniformity in practice,
and for executive control by means of standard methods.
While, however, some railways have a well-defined policy, and
clearly-drawn instructions governing the handling of all such
leases, on other railways we find either no general policy at all,
or an indefinite one, subject to change to meet any and all conditions demanded by shippers who are looking for sites.
What we should first endeavor to accomplish is, the adoption
of a schedule of rents bearing a fixed ratio to the value of
and then undertake to adhere absolutely to such a

property,

Many railways have a schedule of rents and apply
probably the majority of leases, but the exceptions are
somietimes so numerous as to materially affect the revenue
from this source, and to discourage effort to maintain the
schedule.

it

in

are
at

principal obstacles to the rigid observance of a schedule

first,

and

new applicants to accept
when for traffic conin new leases are made

this difficulty is greatly increased,

siderations exceptions to schedule rates

shippers, or at competitive points.
This
can only be remedied by an agreement between

favor of certain

latter condition

railway companies.
Mr. Taylor then outlined the methods used by the Canadian
The paper was discussed by W. S. Bake, land and tax
Pacific.
agent, Pere Marquette.

RAILWAY TAXATION

& Nashville, read a
paper entitled, "Is Railway Taxation Approaching the Limit?"
in which he outlined the methods of railway taxation in Alabama and Florida. He estimated that in Alabama the railroads
pay, in state, county and municipal taxes and licenses, substantially more than one-sixth of their net operating revenues in
the state
in other words, it takes over two months' earnings
J.

B. Jones, tax agent of the Louisville

;

pay the taxes, and that the assessed valuation of railroad
property constitutes about 16 per cent of the aggregate assessed
As to the rates of ad
valuation of all property in the state.
valorem taxation, he said, the constitutional limits of taxation
have been generally reached, but the state apparently has not yet
to

reached the limit of its power as to license taxes. In Florida
the railroads pay about IS per cent of the ad valorem state
taxes, but probably a considerably larger proportion of local
Discussing the general situation Mr. Jones showed that

taxes.

the taxes paid by the railroads of the United States per mile
in 1900 to $255, in 1907 to $367 and in 1915 to $586,
or about 16 per cent of the net operating revenues, but that
there is an encouraging sign in the reduction from $604 per mile

amounted

standard.

The

finally

and that where it is involved the question of rent for industrial
sites must be relegated to its proper and insignificant niche.
This is a sort of a cold douche, but rather than get disgruntled
about it, and seek solace in the reflection that a freight man
would give away the whole road for a carload of competitive
freight, it would be better to face the situation.
The freight
man is right about the relative importance of freight traffic, but
it is just possible that he maj' have a departmental note in his
own eye. The sources of revenue on the big transportation companies of our day are very varied, and not one of them in
these days of competitive and legislative burdens can with prudence be ignored. If the industrial site is a handmaiden of the
freight business, and can also be utilized as one of the sources

never be made complete. And in the future railroads should
never buy a piece of land without making complete records of
all items of cost connected with the purchase.

is

is

We are sometimes reminded that in our zeal for our special
work, our horizon is too apt to become limited to the departmental scope, that the obtaining, handling and retaining of
freight business is the major function of a railway company,

it,

it

offi-

routed with a mortifying conviction that he was cauglit in the act of stealing candy from a
baby, and that he didn't even get away with the candy.

and can

of this kind, as

and between him and the operating department

the lease agent

the precedent established years ago of granting leases

nominal

rents,

many

of which leases are

still

in

force,

and

in 1914.

second, the conditions arising at competitive points, due to lack

OTHER PAPERS

With regard to old leases at
of agreement between railways.
nominal rents, the argument usually advanced when there is any

Other papers were presented as follows
"Subsidy Lands and Office Records," by B. A. McAllaster,
land commissioner. Southern Pacific. Discussion opened by John

them up to schedule, is that lessees erected their
warehouses under such leases, believing that the company did
not seek revenue from this source, and that it now would be
tantamount to a breach of good faith for them to charge a
rent proportionate to the value of the site, and this is usually
followed by a guarded intimation that a change in the rent
would result in the removal of warehouse and loss of traffic to

talk of geting

A.

Dresser, until recently manager lands department,

Central

& Hudson

Algoma

Bay.

"Real Estate Features

in

Connection with Separation of Grade

Crossings," by H. A. Howarth, real estate agent. Long Island
Discussion opened by E. E. Pcttibone, real estate
Railroad.
agent.

New York

Central Lines west of Buffalo.

October
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"Uniform Contracts Covering the Occupation of Railway
Lands," by H. H. Trabue, assistant chief engineer and assistant
Chattanooga &
H. Moran, assistant real

Discus-

real estate agent, Nashville,

St. Louis.

sion opened by C.

estate agent, Balti-

more & Ohio.
"Acquirement of Right-of-Way Land and the Preparation of
Deeds Therefor," by Peter K. Soffel, real estate claim and tax
agent, Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal, and Wheeling & Lake Erie.
Discussion opened by J. W. Marvin, right-of-way and tax agent.
Duluth & Iron Range.
Pierce Butler, valuation counsel. Western Group Presidents'
Conference Committee on Valuation, addressed the meeting on
some features in connection with the v.aluation of railway land.
It was decided that the president should appoint committees
for the ensuing year, as follows: A standing committee of five
on standard forms for leases, a committee of five to investigate
and report as information on methods of keeping office records
and accounts, a committee of three to examine the constitution
and by-laws with a view to their revision, and a membership
council.
It was also decided to extend an invitation to the Railway Tax Association to amalgamate with the Railway Real EsOfficers for the ensuing year were elected as
tate Assocation.
President, B. A. McAllaster, land commissioner, Southfollows
ern Pacific Company, San Francisco first vice-president, James
P. Nelson, valuation engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio, Richmond,
second vice-president, Frank Taylor, right-of-way and
Va.
lease agent, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, Que.: secretary, F. C.
Irvine, special agent, Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa. treasurer, J. G. Armstrong, assistant real estate agent. Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal and West Side Belt, Pittsburgh, Pa. board of
directors
F. A. Walter, general right-of-way and tax agent,
San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake, Los Angeles, Cal. H. D.
Howe, general land and tax agent, New York Central Lines
:

;

;

.

:

;

:

;

West, Chicago,
It

to hold the 1916 annual meeting in Chicago.

EFFECT OF RECENT FLOODS ON RAILWAYS
The

public seldom realizes the extent to which the ordinary

of

difficulties

operation

railroad

are

frequently

increased

by

extraordinary occurrences, such as floods and storms, nor the
great pressure of emergency work suddenly thrust upon a rail-

road organization by the necessity of immediately repairing the
damage thus caused in order to restore service as speedily as
possible.

The

great floods which put large sections of the railroads in

Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania out of commission for considerable periods in the spring of

causing damage which was

1913,

estimated to haye cost the railroads in Ohio alone approximately

widespread attention, but the
such as the floods at
Galveston, Tex., and in the vicinity of St. Louis, Mo., which
were described in the Railzvny Aijc Gazette of August 27, page
393, and the recent storm in the vicinity of New Orleans, La.,
$10,000,000,
effects

of

naturally

more

attracted

localized

catastrophes,

are often scarcely appreciated outside of the territory involved.

One

of the accompanying pages of illustrations showing

some

of the effects of the hurricane of August 16 on the property and
equipment of the Sunset-Central Lines in the vicinity of Galveston, gives

an idea of the imustial

railroads on such occasions.

Lines on arcnuut of

tliis

difficulties

The

-.lorni

losses

experienced by the

of the Sunset-Centr;il

were conservatively estimated

al

hurricane from the Gulf of Mexico struck New Orleans
about 8 :00 a. m., on the date mentionrd, gaining in violence

A

p.

m.,

the

The

lowest ever recorded

damage

to buildings

many

miles was
from every direction
for

12 ft. in height when it struck the western shore of the lake,
and overflowing the low-lying surrounding country for miles.
The line of the Louisville & Nashville, which crosses an arm of
the gulf over a long bridge at Rigolets at the lower extremity
of the lake was cut in two when several of the girder spans
were washed away, in addition to damage done at many other
places on the line between New Orleans and Ocean Springs, Miss.

Central main line to New Orleans extends along
shore of the lake for several miles, crossing a
narrow channel between Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Maurepas,

The

Illinois

the western

and between New Orleans and Hammond 18 miles of double
was washed from the embankment, most of it between
Kenner and Ruddock. Although cutting the main line, the
storm did not interfere with the Illinois Central's through

track

because the line of

service,

its

controlled

road, the

Yazoo &

New

Mississippi Valley, entering

Orleans from the west from
Baton Rouge, was not damaged and trains were detoured over

and from Baton Rouge to Hammond. A single track
was restored through the flooded part of the main line on

this line,

October

8.

The property

loss of the Sunset-Central Lines

$150,000, consisting principally of

damages

is

estimated at

to shop buildings in

and walls of freight houses and warehouses damaged, and
damages to ferry inclines on the New Orleans side of the
Mississippi river.
Aside from obstructions caused by fallen
telegraph poles, signal posts and trees, the line into New Orleans
was not interrupted and trains leaving there the day following
the storm reached Houston, Tex., practically on time.
None
of the destruction was of such a nature as to interfere with the
prompt handling of business and repairs were rapidly under way.
The views reproduced herewith were taken on the SunsetCentral Lines and on the Illinois Central.
In the case of the latter road

was washed
embankment. In other
the

track

wind

to

a

it

will

be noted that

considerable

distance

much
from

of
the

places one track was turned completely
over onto the other track. Although most of the line is located
at a considerable distance from the lake, the water in some
places overflowed several miles of farm land to a depth of four
to six feet on either side of the track, and the flood came so
suddenly that at Freuier, La., 25 section men were drowned

before they could escape.
Roadmastcr R. L. Hazlegrovc and
Peter Elardo, a section foreman, were drowned in the section

house at Manchac.
Aside from the damage to the track the Illinois Central's
property loss was estimated at $30,0tX). This included the loss of
the station at Manchac, damage to docks and several roofs,
including that of the roadhouse at Harahan, La. There was
comparatively little damage to the company's property in New

poles.

railroad property.

7 :30

an hour.

120 miles

life

has been roughly estimated at over $1,000,000, a large proportion

and

to

flood.

Orleans.

:30

from SO

and property is concerned, were the results of the
Besides bringing heavy rains the storm backed up the
waters of Lake Pontchartrain, north of New Orleans and connecting with the Gulf of Mexico, forming a tidal wave nearly
both

track

during the day until between A

of

damage as well as interruptions to their service.
The most serious consequences of the storm, as far as loss of

Another page of illustrations presented herewith shows some
of the effects on the railroads of the recent hurricane which
passed over New Orleans and vicinity on September 29, causing
the deaths of about 300 persons, and damage to property which

was

velocity

suffered

$37.S,0O().

of which

a

barometer fell to 28.11 in., said to be the
in the United States.
In addition to the
in the city of New Orleans the country
devastated and railroads entering the city

Algiers, La., the sinking of several barges and car floats used in
transferring freight between New Orleans and Algiers, roofs

111.

was decided

attained

729

Over

bridges

14,000 lineal

was damaged.

feet

of bridge

.Miout

half

work
of

the

67 double
decks were

in

washed away, but most of the material was recoverable and the
and caps were left intact. On the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley the only damage was to telegraph and signal wires and

piling

The storm siibsided about 9 o'clock in the evening and much
of the water flowed into the lake, making it possible to begin
rebuilding operations at once on the following day.
On the
Illinois

Central repair gangs were promptly organized and sent

730

1)
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and (2) Sunset-Central Lines Car Shop and Paint Shop at Algiers, La. (3) and (4) Illinois Central Main Line Between Manchac
and Hammond After Repair Work was Begun. (5) Pump Station and Tank at La Branch, La., Where Several Houses
were Washed Away. (6) Showing Track Washed off Trestle and Turned Upside Down. (7) Showing
Cars Washed oft Track. (8) Government Yard Roundhouse After the Flood

October

(I)

22,

British S. S.
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A. Side Track.. (2) Overturned Interurban Car, on Damaged Causeway,
A. Yards. Galveston Island. (4> Debris on Island near Entrance to

Arched I orl.on of tausrway. L.-okinK loward Mmnland. ((J. Signal Tower at Entrance to
(.5)
Causeway.
Mainland. (7j Corner of Southern Pacific Wharf, Galveston Island.
(8) Virginia Point on G. H. & S. A. Tracks
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washouts

to the scene of the

in

motor

working from both

boats,

ends of the washed out portion of the track. About 1,000 men
were employed on the work in the day time and 600 at night.
Much of the track it was possible to pick up and relay on the
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Three trainmen
freight No. 153, both running at good speed.
were killed and four were injured. The passengers escaped with
minor injuries. The coUision was due to forgetfulness on the part

while to some places material was

of the men in charge of the passenger train, who overlooked
a despatchers' order and a caution card and ran past the appointed meeting place— a non-telegraph station.
The trains in collision near Willow, Ohio, on the 25th, were

brought in by boats, which were also used by the supervising
The president, vice-president in charge of the operation,
officers.
general manager, chief engineer and other officers were on the

both work trains, one running into the rear of the other, because the leading train was not properly protected by flag.
One employee was killed, and seven others were slightly in-

scene as early as possible.
The railroad forces also were able to do a great deal of relief
work in rescuing people who had been obliged to take refuge
The extent to which railroad service was interfered
in trees.

jured.

and much of the timber was recovered.
Derricks and new materials required were brought in as fast

embankment

track could be

a

as

intact,

laid,

from
is indicated by the experience of a man who to get
Gulfport, Miss., to New Orleans, a distance of about 60 miles,
on the Sunday following the storm, found it necessary to travel

with

360 miles by

way of Jackson,

and Baton Rouge,

Miss.,

La., to

get to his destination.

was a westThree passengers were injured. The cause of
the derailment was a washout, due to a cloudburst.
The train derailed near Starkey, Va., on the fourth, was a
southbound freight and the engine and five cars were wrecked.
Two trainmen and two trespassers were killed and four tresThe derailment was due to a landslide
passers were injured.
which struck the engine, sidewise, at the moment it reached the
train derailed near Gait, Nev., on the fourth,

The

bound express.

point.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS

SEPTEMBER*

IN

is a list of the most notable train accidents
of the United States in the month of
railways
on
occurred
that
September, 1915

The following

The train derailed near Confluence, Va., on the fifth, was an
excursion passenger train and two employees and 11 passengers
were injured. The cause of the derailment was a defective engine
truck.

The train derailed near Ellwood,
was southbound passenger No.

10th,

Collisions

overturned.
Kind

Place

Road

Date

24

Chicago, M. &
Missouri, K. &
Denver & R. G
Missouri Pac

25

Bait.

1

I

8

Smithville

Tennessee

La

Pass

Platte

Willow

& Ohio

Train

re

F.
F.
P.

&F.
F.
F.

2

P.
F.

&F.
&F.

3

64
4

1

2

&
&

1

1

I

Derailments

4
4

,San Pedro. L.

5

Bait.

W

Norfolk &

A

10
14
18
20

Chicago &

23
28
30

Penn

A

Wrightsville &

New York

Unx
111.

£
?

,t

2
U

,
'

t
f

n
?1

6
,?
16

F

1

t
t

1

Unx

first,

i
>

1

were an

eastbound and a westbound freight, both running at moderate
Two engines and one car were badly damaged. The
speed.

engineman of the eastbound train was killed. The collision was
due to disregard of a meeting order by the men in charge of the
eastbound train. The engineman forgot the order and the conductor started from the appointed meeting place on the assumption that the westbound had arrived.
The butting collision near Smithville, Tex., on the first, was between two heavy freight trains, both running at good speed
and ten cars were wrecked. The engineman and fireman of the
northbound train were killed and a brakeman was slightly in-

The

jured.

collision

of the northbound

was due

train,

to neglect of the

who overlooked

men

in

charge
the

trains

eighth,

due to the negligence of the men

The

trains in collision near

of the 24th,

La

in

charge of the light engine.

Platte, Neb.,

were southbound passenger No. 104

on the morning
arfd northbound

•Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
xc. Other collisions—
b.
be. Butting collision
Rear collision
re
unx,
UnexUnforeseen obstruction
unf.
Defective
d
Dn,kcn
Misplaced
switch—
ace,
ms.
switch
derailing
Open
„lai„c(l-__dirail.

—

—

malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obstruction
fire.
Cars burned while
of locomotive on road
tram (includrunning— P, or Pass.. Passenger train— F, or Ft., Freight
wholly or partly
Wreck
Asterisk,
etc.)
trains,
work
ing empty engines,
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire
Accidenl.-il

obst

.

.

hoiler

Explosion

vehicle to leave the track

The tender

;

by a cow, which ran upon the track immediately ahead of the
train while it was moving at low speed.
The train derailed near Ripley, W. Va., on the 18th, was a
wrecking train consisting of an engine and four cars, and the
cause of the trouble was a loose wrecking crane which swung
crosswise of the track and knocked down one truss of a bridge.

The engine passed over
to the

the bridge in safety, but the cars

bed of the creek SO

ft.

below the track.

fell

Nine employees

The train derailed at Western Springs on the 20th was an eastbound freight and a derailed car fell in front of westbound
passenger No. 55, which was running about 40 miles an hour.
Fourteen passengers and two trainmen
It overturned the engine.
were injured, one of the trainmen fatally. The cause of the derailment was a brakebeam which became loose and fell to the
track.

The train derailed near Titusville, Pa., on the night of the
was a fast freight and 17 cars were wrecked. One brakeman was killed. The derailment was due to the breaking of a

23rd,

wheel.

The accident at Bryan, Ohio, on the 28th, was the derailment
work train, the tender of the locomotive being the first
vehicle to jump the track. The fireman was killed and the engineman injured.
The train derailed at Lancaster, Pa., on the 30th, was a local
of a

and the cause of the derailment was an open switch.
was knocked off a trestle in the yard, and one brakeman
was killed. Three other trainmen were injured.
Electric Car Accidents. Only three serious accidents are reported in the newspapers as having occurred on electric roads
in the month of September, but all three are on what may be
None of the accidents was attended by
called high speed roads.
On the fifth, near Huron, Ohio, there was a butfatal injuries.
ting collision between a "limited" train and a local, in which
Near Norfolk, Va., on the
about 35 passengers v/ere injured.
freight,

a despatcher's order.

in collision near Tennessee Pass, Colo., on
were eastbound passenger No. 20 and a westbound extra
Both engines were damaged.
train, consisting of a light engine.
One fireman was killed and 11 employees and 53 passengers were
The collision was
injured, most of the injuries being slight.

The

first

were injured.

!•

on the

.^

S
P

wheel

trains in collision at Racine, Wis.,

The

truck

D.
B.

Bryan, Ohio
Lancaster

Central

See below

—
'^

9
„

E

Cow

Va

Ripley. W.
VV. Springs,
Titusville

Penn

E

Slide
D. truck

Elwood
Alcorns,Ga.

T

& Ohio
& Quincy

Bait.
C. B.

of

Train

Washout

Nev.
Starkey
Confluence

Halt.

& Ohio

Kind

Cause of
Derailment

Place

Road

Date

slightly injured.

cause not discovered.
The train derailed at Alcorns, Ga., on the 14th, was a passenger train No. 2 and the engine was overturned. The engineman
was killed and the fireman injured. The derailment was caused

was the

Kind of

be
be
be
be

SL P.. Racine

T

of

Accident

Seven passengers were

on the evening of the
and one coach was partly

111.,

9,

One

car

—

sixth,

an express car collided with a work

car, injuring the

mo-

torman and slightly injuring a number of passengers. At Woodside, 111., on the 20th, an interurban train, in which was a sleeping car, was derailed and the sleeper rolled down a 15-ft. embankment. Twenty persons were injured.

Northern Pacific

for the

Passenger Train Cars

Equipment of Standard Construction for Service
Between St. Paul and Duluth and on tfie Pacific Coast

All-Steel

Pacific has recently received from the Pullman
Company 47 coaches, 22 mail and express cars, 17 baggage cars
and 6 dining cars of all-steel construction, 10 of the baggage
cars and four of the mail and express cars being equipped with
the head end generator sets of which two are of the axle

The Northern

machine train lighter
cars

are

is

the

marked

identical,

The

type.

underframe

the

feature of

interesting

similarity in their construction.
practically

these

The

trucks

and the framing

so,

only different in characteristic details, the coaches and diners

have a seating capacity of 84, and the diners 30. Vestibule ends
are used on the coaches and diners, the side doors and steps
being wider than usual. The other cars have stub ends.
The coaches have a natural Mexican mahogany finish from
the window sills to the lower head lining and 7/16-in. fireproof
Agasote below the windows to the baseboard. The ceiling is
of the half empire style, with 3/16-in. fireproof Agasote head

The

lining finished in pearl color with gold stripes.

finished in

Cuban mahogany with

diners are

the exception of the kitchen,

Agasote is used below the
which is of the full empire
style.
It is decorated in pearl color with gold stripes. Pressed
prism plate glass embodying the Northern Pacific monad emblem

which

finished

is

window

sills

plain

in

and on the

Interior of

oak.

ceiling,

Coach Taken Under

its

Own

Illumination

used for saloon, deck and gothic windows
On the coaches the prism glass was
applied both inside and outside at the gothics, while in the
dining-room of the diners the space usually taken up by the
gothics was incorporated in the main window, making a clear
glass 36 in. high by 47 in. wide. These large and extra high

design at the center

is

of the coaches and diners.

Northern Pacific Dining Cars

Interior of

being designed to carry a live load of 20,000

lb.

and 18,000

lb.

and the other cars 50,000 lb. Many of the Northern
Pacific standard parts were used and, where possible, steel castings were used in preference to forgings. The cars all have the
same general dimensions, which are as follows
respectively,

Length over end
Length over end

sills

sills

72
70
10
4

(Dining Cars)
(Other Cars)

Width

over side sills
Rail to top of floor

ft.

The weight of

the coaches

is

141,100

lb,;

in.

m.

IH
5H

in.

ft.

6 — 36

j"in.

5 in.

by 9

in.

Truck wheels, number and diameter
Journals

10
10

ft.

ft.

the mail and cxpro>;s

windows are particularly adapted to afford unobstructed views.
The oval aspect of the windows, which is the Northern Pacific
standard for wooden cars, has been maintained in these cars.
The flooring in the coaches and the dining rooms of dining
cars is of flexolith the color of which is natural gray in the
dining cars and tinted red color in the coaches to harmonize

with the inside

Nurtliern I'acific All-Steel I'assenuer
cars, 140,300

11).

willKHil,

ami lld.JdO lb. uilh, llu- lighting ilvnaino;
lb,, without the ligbling ilynamo. and

the baggage cars, 127,800
139,800

lb.

with, and

the dining cars,

1()(),100

lb

The

•..a.h

finish.

The baggage and

the mail

Coach

shcatiiig of I3/U)-in. by

.Vgasule.
.Vgasiile.

partnienl

.\

and express cars have an inside

I'n

in.

from the

.^^'.s-in.

poplar, with a ceiling of 3/16-in.

dynamo combaggage and the

poplar partition separates the
rost of the car

All of the
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mail and express cars not equipped with dynamos were designed
so that they may readily be so equipped. The mail and express
cars were so constructed that the 30-ft. mail compartment can
readily be converted into a 40-ft. compartment, and for that
purpose a blind door was built in each side of these cars.
All the cars are equipped with Northern Pacific special buffing
devices, vi'hich have a capacity of 350,000 lb., and also with three-
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mechanism and at the center line of the draft gear, respectively.
For this stress only the underframe members are considered,
the superstructure being considered as supporting the underframe
from buckling vertically.
The underframe is made up entirely of plates and structural
steel shapes and is, in general, used on all types of cars included
in

this

article.

The

center

sill

is

of the fish-belly bo.x-girder

§ Upper Deck'XarIine&

L-.ii

^'

stem couplers having 8-in. tandem draft gear using one 8-in.
and one S-in. friction draft spring at each end of each car.
The coaches, dining cars and combination mail and express cars
are equipped with automatic deck ventilators with intake and

plain

type with bottom cover plates only at the bolsters and crossbearers.
The body bolsters are of the double type, consisting

of 5/16-in
center plate

pressed steel pans phiced back to back.
is enclosed in the center sill girder and

A

cast-steel

is

designed

There are two

crossties,

s iji.e"

§ Lefhr Boara

23^Section Through Vestibule Ends

exhaust working in conjunction. Eighteen of these ventilators
are provided for each coach and seventeen for each dining car.
Underframe.— The longitudinal sills are designed to resist the
maximum shock due to buffing, which is assumed to be the
equivalent of a static load of 400,000 lb. ajiplicd horizontally at
the resultant lines of force acting at the center line of the bulling

to receive the

one 9
are

ft.

5-in.,

Coleman locking

device.

each side of the middle of the car. The side sills
11.6-!b. Z-bars, extending in one piece from end sill to

3

in.

end sill. The end sills are %-m. pressed steel pans, 12 in. deep,
extending between the side and center sills.
Side Framing. The general construction of the side framing in

—

October

all
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types of cars discussed in this article

story type of construction being used.

pressed steel channel sections 4

in.

posts are

form of

The

directlj'

across

the

to

all

sills

Insulation.

center

An

sill.

back of the end

— The

plate

extends

insulation for the floors of the coaches and

diners consists of a layer of

side plates are 4-in.

anti-telescoping

sill.

J's-in. ceilinite

cemented to the

steel

and the deck

subfloor and passing under the six floor stringers, a layer of

of one piece of %-in. steel plate pressed in the

3-ply salamander, an air space, a course of Neponset paper laid

The upper and lower deck

made

similar, the clere-

side posts are ^-in.

wide placed with the backs

at right angles with the side of the car.
S.2-lb. Z-bars.

is

The

735

carlines

between the two courses of 13/16-in.

a channel.

fir

flooring and a layer of

s'0rerSideSi//3

10/.

^'Letter

^Board

Section Through

In the vestibule ends four 6-in., 23.9-lb. I-beams form the
door and vestibule diaphragm posts and four 4-in., 82-lb. Z-bars
The cast-steel buffer is
the intermediate and corner posts.
mounted directlv on the center sill and is further reinforced by
,„i,s'i

^iP
|<_

Frame

on the top course of
and end walls
consists of a layer of 3-ply salamander cemented to the inside
^-in.

flexolith

wooden

with

flooring.

wire

The

netting

laid

insulation for the side

of the steel .sheathing, an air space, a course of 2-ply salamander.

Sills

-4*

4-'7Ji--

.

OrerSide

Dummy End

S'l0'~

-^-

i+c

3'»X-

^j<—i'//i_*i«

b'O-

3'9\'-

^—3'^'—.^—..3'9i,'~—^?'-*^—Z'l<li'-Jf^-Z'K^-^
-IS3--

,

!'.:1.-J

->f<
.-

i<

-

--m'lo'Onr End

Mh

L'21i !. -'gtyi:L'x'j!.'^^\T>^T^ Lu v vf- E^':.iii:ivl^^^-Vd'JI51ViLVJ|

mmwfj^^^mf:^^m.

'

.

iPhl<i

-S4I0 TrvekCanttn-

\<

Underframe Construction
a
iif

7-in., 9.75

the car.

11),

channel 2

ft.

o(

4j4-in. each side of the iciiter line

In the stub-cud cars 12-in.,

SL.'l-ll).

1-licains arc

used

door posts, and ci^ht 4-in., 82-11). Z-bars form the inlerand corner posts, there beitiH two corner posts at each
corner.
As in the v(stil)Mlc end tlir lnilTcr c;istinir is attached
iDr the

mciliatc

Northern Pacific Passenger Cart
a layer of

wool

Neponset paper, an air space and
cemented to the inside lining. The
insulation for the roof, including both the upper and lower
decks, consists of a layer of 3-ply salamander ccniciUcd to the
roof sheets, an air s|)aco, 2ply salani.iuclei-. Wpoiivrl i).iiiei. won!
felt,

a layer of

a layer of 3/16-in. ceilinite
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telt and a layer of 3/16-in. ceilinite.
These cars are equipped
with Baker heaters and the Gold indirect steam-heating system

of 3-ply salamander cemented to the roof sheets.

with sufficient radiating surface to heat the cars to 70 deg., with
an outside temperature of 50 deg. below zero.
The insulation for the floors of the baggage, and mail and
express cars consists of a layer of 3-ply salamander cemented
to the steel subfloor, an air space and a course of Neponset

capacity to maintain a temperature of 70 deg. with an outside

These cars

are heated by the Gold direct steam-heating system with sufficient

temperature of 38 deg. below zero.
Trucks. Six-wheel trucks with structural steel frames are used
under all the cars. They have a wheel base of 11 ft., open-hearth
steel annealed axles with 5-in. by 9-in. journals, 36-in. solid steel
wheels and a distance of 7 ft. 754 in- from center to center of the

—

Stucki roller side bearings.

Cast-steel parts are used instead of

forgings where practicable.

The truck

bolster

The

cast steel.

is

center plates of the car body and the trucks are positively locked
against any horizontal movement, and in addition the car body

and truck are securely held together by the Coleman center

The

plate locking device.

actual or 101 sq.

in.

center plate faces provide 116

sq.

in.

projected area of contact and were machined

and ground together to a smooth working fit. The benefits of
combined with the use of roller side bearings, are readily

this,

The braking of

apparent.

the truck

is

of special interest.

One

piece cast-steel brake hangers are used and they are longer than

Two

those ordinarily used on six-wheel trucks.
applied to the middle pair of wheels and one

brake beams are

beam

to the inside of

k1
i^T^^H

\

i
1
.^I^^^mS

^.j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^t^^mi

^^M^fl

m

tcst^^n

!^P
^^S1
Wk

m
9

Axle Train Lighter Mounted on Truck

The design prevents

each of the outside wheels.
of the truck

when

it

comes

the back surge

to a stop, the brakes applying with a

preponderant downward force on the rear of the truck.
All cars are wired for the 64-volt, head-end electric
lighting system, straight electric with candle-lamp auxiliary. The
dining-cars, dynamo cars and combination mail and express cars
slightly

Lighting.

—

are equipped with 200-ampere-hour storage batteries. The electric
wiring in all cars was installed in conduit. The dining-cars and

coaches are equipped with a

new system

of car lighting which

eliminates the projection of fixtures into the body of the car.

The new-style fi.xtures used were very carefully and accurately
designed to give a large amount of light without glare. The
illustration showing the interior of the coach was photograulied
at night

Cross Section of Coach at the

Window

paper laid betwen the two courses of 13/16-in. flooring.
The
side and end walls arc insulated with a layer of 3-ply salamandar
cemented to the outside sheathing, an air space, a layer of 2-ply
salamander cemented to a layer of 3/16-in. ceilinite which in
turn is cemented to the inside lining of 13/16-in. poplar. The
upper and lower decks of the roof are insulated with a layer

with

Ten of

its

own

illumination.

the baggage cars and

two of the mail and express cars

are equipped with a 2S-kw. steam turbine set with a switchboard designed to allow charging of the batteries during the
lighting hours.

Two

of the mail and express cars are equipped

with 17K'-l<w. axle machine train lighters. These are mounted
directly on the trucks and are driven through a jack shaft from
the outside truck axle.
chain.

One

is driven by a Morse silent
shows the machine inside the

The machine

of the photographs

October
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A

heavy canvas webbing closes the opening in the car floor
In
around the machine to keep the dust and cold air out.
service the machine and the opening in the floor are completely
covered by a sheet iron casing.

car.

An

interesting feature in connection with the building of these

exception

is

the

737

warehouse truck, which must have the low frame

suitable to run into freight cars.

Space required to turn can be reduced still further by steering
four wheels instead of two, and operation is made exactly idenThis eliminates the practice of running
tical in either direction.

that the plans and specifications described the cars in
such detail that the builders were able to place orders for
material as soon as they received the contract (December 4,
1914^ and where thereby enabled to turn out the first cars

two-wheel steering trucks backward.

These cars have been made up into new
St. Paul and Duhith, between
Spokane and Seattle and between Seattle and Portland. In
addition to these, the Pullman-Northern Pacific Association has

after a careful study of the advantages of prevailing

cars

is

February
steel

191S.

20,

nmning between

trains

supplied 21

new

Sufficient traction for all ordinary work is available with twowheel driving and therefore four-wheel driving complication is
The voltage of industrial trucks has been selected
avoided.

cial

truck standards and of

much lower

voltages,

commer-

and was

finally

standard sleepers for use in these trains.

steel

INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS ON THE PENNSYLVANIA*
By

T. V.

BUCKWALTER

The industrial electric motor truck as at present developed
comprises baggage and mail trucks for use in passenger stations, warehouse trucks for freight stations and warehouses,
shop trucks for railroad shops and general industrial purposes
electric tractors for propelling freight cars over street

and

Drop Frame Shop Truck with Transverse
Mounted Wheels

railway tracks.

There are no well-defined lines of demarcation between the
Baggage trucks are characterized by a
first
three 'classes.
height of about two-thirds the distance from the platform to the

The length is controlled generally
floor, about 30 in.
by existing elevator sizes and ranges from 9 to 12 ft. The width
A modification of the baggage truck has a
is generally 44 in.

baggage-car

adopted

at

24 volts as the

were obtainable,

minimum

consideration

in

tages of the low-voltage battery.

Rail for Carrying

which eflicieht motors
preponderant advanThe 24-vok battery has the

of

at

the

minimuin number of cells, and minimum nuinber of connectors,
and consequently the minimum possibility of jar and connector
breakage, the minimuin cost per unit of capacity and the minimum
weight per unit of capacity.

The
lb.

capacity of

as the

industrial

maximum

trucks

was worked out at 4,000
narrow and

that could be handled within

congested enclosures readily and safely, in consideration of the
absolute necessity of quick stopping and positive and quick manipulation of control mechanism.

Larger than

4,000-lb.

trucks

are too cumbersome, and smaller trucks will not carry enough
to

realize

the

full

efiiciency

of

the

service.

A

50-per

cent

overload factor has been found desirable, which makes a total

weight as much as can be handled quickly.

Baggage Truck — Straight Frame Class
high for use in depressed track stations where
but slightly higher than the station platform.

body only 9

in.

the car floor

is

The electric warehouse trucks are characterized by a depressed
portion at one end to facilitate loading, and delivery of the load
The restrictions limit the height
into the end of a freight car.
to about 10
to

less

in.,

the width to about 40

than 9

in.

and the over-all length

Shop trucks are subject

ft.

to

a

variety

of

conditions as regards relative size and bulk of material handled.
This has re(|uircd a number of modifications in sizes. A distinct

shop truck class has therefore not been developed but adaplalinn
made of baggage and warehouse classes.

has been

Railroad stations and shops arc generally congested, and run
the object of avoiding entirely
the necessity of turning aroun<l, wliiili would block other traflic,

ways are narrow, therefore with
railroad

industrial

cnd control.

trucks

\\;\\v

linn

lonstructed

with

This feature permits of operation with c(|unl facongestion to a minimuni. An

cility in either direction, re<lucing
• AhMtrat-t

of

a

ClevclamI, October

paper
18.

read

before the

KIcctric

Veliicic

Shop Truck

Warehouse Class

donblc-

Associntion,

At

High-speed opacity has been found of little or no value, for
reasoti that the speed is litniti'd by the amount of congestion of ritnways, ami by the presence of other i>cople who
have other duties beside looking out for trucks. Therefore the
the
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The saving
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59,

speed has been reduced gradually as our experience has increased
to the present standard of 6 to 7 miles an hour with the empty

the figures are not sufficiently complete to be presented at this

truck and 5 to 6 miles an hour loaded.

time.

OPER.i\TING

The records

Electric Trucks;

all

labor

Summary

Juniata
Altoona

2

Car

1,426
1,251
1,168
2,342
789

3

Renovo

2

Mach

Altoona

Averages per truck

all

month

No. of
Cost of Total
trucksK.w.H. current cost
1
209 $5.43 $70.00
1
82.00
587
8.81
1
792
9.90
67.00

Verona
Trenton

9

4-5

Pitcairn

Meadows Shop
Jersey City, Pier

L

1

734

3-5

1,340

Percentage
100

Total

131.00
190.00
136.00
788.00
312.00
34.00
173.00

11.14
8.57
18.05
14.06
4.05
29.40
45.77

Baggage trucks
Average monthly data

j

cost

Saving

$70.00
82.00
67.00
65.00
63.00
68.00
87.00
67.00
34.00
51.00

$154.00
154.00
134.00
109.00
96.00
93.00
92.00
89.00
21.00

No. of
trucks

Station

Baltimore
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

2

34-35
17-28
64-66
4-10

New York
North Philadelphia
Washington

18

3-5

Jersey City

Harrisburg

1

99.8

87
70.5

62
60.4
59.5
57.9
14

character of

electric trucks.

The

parcel post, formerly non-existent,

The

is

now

labor force has

been decreased, but, on the other hand,
Rush periods can now be handled
without borrowing untrained men from other departments, and
a better class of men continue in service, as compared with the
rapidly changing force in the old days.
The operating officers
consider that the most important advantage of electric baggage
trucks is relief to terminal congestion and prompt despatch
of trains resulting from avoidance of baggage detention.
The

cost

6,821
6,731
5,016
1,534
11,810

$11.50
88.66
34.96
66.63
43.56
85.88

956
588

19.12
12.01

saving effected

is

not stated on certain installations.

This does

not indicate an absence of a saving, but the failure of the oper-

amount in time for this paper. The
would be near the top of the list. Under
heading "Number of Trucks" is indicated the number at the

installations omitted

Averages per

all

truck month

Current
K.w.H.
953

The

ating people to ascertain the

trucks

!

of calculation.

but

the business has increased.

Avera'ge monthly data
trucks

Shop

difficult

is

considerable

is

not, generally speaking,

of Data, 1914

Shofi trucks

Harrisburg

baggage service

a large and important part of the work.

212 trucks, show

total of

This saving

in

the service has changed considerably since the introduction of

RESULTS

of operation for the year 1914, including

and operating charges for a

effected

Total Percentcost
age
100
$13.00

Total
cost

$27.00
421.00
503.00
1,184.00
154.00
455 00
115^00
66.00

16.00
17.00
18.00
24.00
25.00
29.00
66.00

the

beginniuR and the end of the year, but the averages are based
on actual truck months.

81.2
76.5

ELECTRIC TRACTOR

76.1

The electric tractor has now been in service 31 months and
has proved entirely satisfactory. A description of this machine
will be found in the Railway Age Gazette, January 9, 1914.
It
replaces horses for moving freight cars on tracks laid on paved
streets.
The tractor runs on the pavement like an automobile
truck.
Cars can be pulled or pushed by either end of the
tractor. Steering, driving and braking is on four wheels. The size
of tire is 60 in. by 6 in.; the weight 29,000 lb., and the drawbar
capacity, 8,000 lb. at two miles an hour. The normal speed with
one car on level tangent is six miles an hour. Brakes can be
operated by hand or automatic air.
Radial draft gear with
standard couplers is provided at each end. Driving gears are
33 in. in diameter and 4 in. wide on each wheel.
During 1914 this tractor was in service an average of 7.6
hours a day, with 6.7 hours on a charge; an average discharge
daily of 478 ampere hours, and an average of 11.5 miles daily.
The average number of cars moved daily was 29.4 in addition
The total number of cars moved
to 20.5 "internal" movements.
in the year was 8,562 in addition to 5,956 "internal" moven^Btits,
and the total weight of theiie.cars, in tons, was 219,382.
.J^',The record for the first seven months of 1915 sho\ts the
average hours in service daily to be 8.2
the siverage miles,
12.8. and the average ntrmber of cars moved 36.3, in addition

55 3
54^4
46.5
20.6

For the shop trucks the total cost includes the wages of the
under differing circumstances, varies from $32 to
repairs of trucks, repairs and renewal of bat$60 a month
driver, which,

;

'

;

to

25 internal movements.

movements means cars moved from point to point
within the track territory operated by the tractor. These movements are not included in total costs in service.
From the records of the 2J^ years the following data may
be derived
"Internal

Shop Truck
teries,

—Straight

and new material for trucks,

the shop trucks that at HaTrisburg

entered as 100 per cent

IS

Frame Class

;

batteries,

made

and

tires.

Of

the best record and

the ratio of the others

is

calculated

Harrisburg record as standard.
The wide variation in some of the charges is due to difference
\n current cost ranging from CS cents to 10 cents per K. w. H.
character
t(» the number of trucks in the installation, and to the

«in

the

'

Cost of tractor
Cost of maintenance and

$13,400.00

operation, 2J-^ years.
$13,145.67
Interest at 6% on $13,400, lyi years
2,010.00
Depreciation, less tires and battery, $13,400
$4,200
$9,200 at 5 per cent, 2^^ years
1,150.00
Depreciation battery $3,200 at 25 per cent, 2^2 years
2,000.00

=

.

.

.

—

$18,205.67
Total cost of service, 2"4 years
$18,205.67
Total number of cars (in and out) 2y, years
22,639
Total cost of service if horses had been used, 22,639x$1.86.
$42,108.54
23,902.87
Saving by electric tractor, 2J4 years
Saving over investment, ly'i years
•Saving over investment, 1 year
?IA%
Total cost of service per car, 18,205.67 -i- 22,639
$0,805
Average weight per car
33,196 tons
0.0243
Cost of service, per ton (in and out)
Total miles operated
8,804.3 miles
15, 202 cars
Total niunber cars handled in internal movements
Cirand total cars (in, out and internal)
37,841
Cost of maintenance and operation per car (in, out and in13,145.67 -H 37,841
0.347
ternal)
.0104
Cost of maintenance and operation per ton (in, out and internal)
1.49
Cost of maintenance and operation per mile 13,145 -=- 37,841 ...
Cost of service per working day by tractor
24.67
57.06
Cost of service per working day by teams
Saving per day
32.39
.

<i)f

the work.

.-

do not include charges for
drivers for the reason that the trucks are driven by the baggage

The

figures for the bagga.ge trucks

porters.

The installations are given an efficiency standing based on the
saving on shop trucks and on the cost of operation on baggage
(rucks. In the shops these trucks handle work formerly done by
manual labor and the saving is readily computed. However, the
'

do not represent the total saving, as, for instance, the
increased efficiency of the shop due to having material handled
on a regular and prompt schedule does not admit of calculation.
The old practice of helping out the labor ganp with marbinists
figures

is

largely done

away

with.

n&A%

.

There has been a gradual growth of service in number of
moved per month from 690 to 920 cars, during a period
when railroad business has been stationary. At the same time

cars

October
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maximum

the cost per car has decreased from a

of 83 cents to

when some

time

58 cents.

operation.

Mr. Buckwalter amplified the statement of cost with details
by months, from which it appears that since September, 1914,
the average expense per month for driver has been $7,165, as
compared with $13,451 per month for the corresponding period
prior to October, 1914, indicating that formerly a driver's mate

legislation can

was employed.

single tribunal will control this phase of railway
will be a long time,"

"It

he

said,

"before effective

be secured by the states, and public ownership
Mr. Clements
should be resorted to only as the last resort."
said that politics would figure too largely in the management

of government-owned roads.

was decided

It

to establish a

bureau

Washington

at

to repre-

Com-

sent the interests of the states and to assist the Interstate

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY
COMMISSIONERS

'nationalism'

is

just as

wrong

much

as too

merce Commission in its work of making a valuation of railroad
property, and the following committee was appointed to take
charge of the new bureau
C. E. Elmquist of Minnesota, Clifford Thorne of Iowa, G. A. Henshaw of Oklahoma, Max Thelen
of San Francisco, C. B. Aitchisonof Oregon, J. L. Bristow of
Kansas, and E. C. Niles of New Hampshire. A resolution was
adopted advocating legislation to give railroad commissions power
to eliminate grade crossings. The committee on railway service
and accommodations submitted recommendations that every state
be urged to enact laws against the use of liquor on trains. R. R.
Prentiss of the Virginia commission was elected president of
:

The annual meeting of the National Association of Railway
Commissioners was held at San Francisco, Cal., on October 12,
In his opening address as president of the associa13, 14 and 15.
tion, Clifford Thorne, chairman of the Iowa Railroad Commission, vigorously defended state regulation as opposed to what he
characterized as a tendency toward complete federal regulation.
Mr. Thorne said in part
"Too much

739

for the ensuing year.

the association

'states'

There is a happy medium. It is not this government as
one nation, not the several states, but the combination in one
federal plan that has rendered such a distinct contribution
It is this federal plan that must be
to the welfare of humanity.
most jealously guarded. A tendency one way or the other,
towards centralization or toward decentralization, is dangerous.
"For several years there has been gradually developing in this
An
country a sentiment in favor of wiping out state lines.
agitation, partly spontaneous and partly inspired by interested
persons, has been carried on to support a change in our judicial
decisions relative to the powers of a state to regulate business.
It is now vigorously claimed that the time has arrived for the
Such a change in the
practical abolition of all state regulation.
American plan of government would be of stupendous importance. The issues of today concern vast property interests, and
the future policies of state and nation on many grave questions
rights.

After reviewing the Minnesota rate case and the decision of
"The court
Supreme Court, Mr. Thorne said
said that the question as to whether federal regulation of commerce shall supplant state regulation is not a question for the

the United States

It

it

is

legislative

and not

judicial in char-

now

government.
"In striving after the new, we frequently fail to realize the
intrinsic value of the old.
What is the fundamental characterisIt is the creation of a nation, large and
tic of our government?
strong enough to assert its independence among the world powers
at the same time combined with a form of government
securing real tangible home rule to the various independent
;

sovereignties

making up that nation.
government is permitted

"If the national

gradually absorb
it

will

only be

a question of time until some great evil will demand some great
remedy. Agitation will follow agitation. There will be no opportunity to try out the
m\ist ado|)t

it

or reject

American and Canadian

divisions

Detailed descriptions of the work* and the numerous difficulsuccessfully overcome, from an engineering standpoint, were

ties

made

public from time
was opened for traffic

of

use

ferryboats

and passenger

to time during construction.

The

tunnel

and has entirely superseded the
for transferring Michigan Central freight

traffic

in

1910,

Sufficient time has

across the river.

now

elapsed to fully test the estimates of the advocates of the plan
rially

it

was believed would accrue from

reduced cost of handling

traffic

and time saved

a mate-

in trans-

portation.

it.

is

new proposal

We

;

the nation as a whole

believe the federal plan, as con-

better than the

new

believe the states are a distinct factor in our

There are usually one or more points upon trunk lines with a
volume of traffic which tend to limit the amount of
business that may be handled economically on the whole line.
When the traffic load approaches the peak, congestion is found
at these points, the whole line becomes affected and operating
Such a place was the Detroit river ferry
costs rise abnormally.
over which all the through traffic of the Michigan Central had
to pass, and as early as 1870 plans were made for relief from
the limitations this method of transfer imposed. With the engineering facilities then available, a projected tunnel was found
fluctuating

be impracticable of construction because of the conditions

to

which tests disclosed in the ri"cr bottom.
Various plans involving the erection of a bridge were discussed,
but these were finally abandoned in 1904 for the reason that the
clearances demanded for lake vessels would have required a
structure of such height that it would have been necessary either
to establish grades impossible of operation, or construct approaches of such great length that the cost would have been
prohibitive.

to

the functions formerly exercised by the slates,

ceived by our fathers,

Detroit river, connecting the

of the Michigan Central.

:

becomes, not a question of precedent or of statute,
but one of expediency, of wisdom.
"Within the next 25 years substantially all our commercial
affairs will be carried on by companies doing both state and
interstate business. What is good for railroads will be good for
others.
Shall we abandon our state governments, so far as the
Here is an issue which
regulation of business is concerned?
strikes at fundamentals; which has to do with the method of
acter.

of the important engineering works of the country comis the double tube tunnel under the

One

pleted within recent years

as to the advantages

of business are vitally concerned."

judiciary to determine;

ECONOMIC VALUE OF TERMINAL IMPROVEMENTS AT DETROIT

nationalism.

We

scheme of govern-

ment."

Judson C. Clements, of the Interstate C'ommcrce t'onnnission,
addressed the meeting on the subject of federal regulation of
railroad securities.
Mr. Clements said that there must come a

The growing

traflic

tion of the problem,

and vexatious delays pressed for a soluand in 1906, confronted with the necessity

of making large additions to

its

ferry transfer equipment, the

Michigan Central appointed a committee

to study the situation.

The

conunittee reported that a tunnel could be built witliin reasonable limits of cost, and that in operation it would be economical

enough

to justify the investment.

Plans were then adopted

for the laying of twin tubes under the river, and, as a neces-

sary adjunct thereto, provision
•I'or

description

of

tunnel,

was made for a new

pas.scuger

sec Rail'tcav .*f^'f Gasrttc, November 10,
of tunnel yard*, see August 18, 1911,

1911, page 94S; for description
yngc JJ4; for description of
anuary 9, 1914, page 7J.

llctroit

terminal

passenger

ttatioiit

-tM
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station

Detroit and

in

by the change

construction

the

In

new yards and terminals required

for

in location.

tunnel,

the

of

the

within

partly

lying

of Canada,

was

United States and partly within the Dominion
the
necessary to organize separate tunnel companies, one under
it

of
laws of Michigan and one under the laws of the Dominion
under
consolidated
subsequently
Canada. These companies were

name

the

of

authorised

Detroit River Tunnel Company, which was
and own the property, all of which has

the

to

build

Construction work

since been leased to the Michigan. Central.

Vol.

it
was under the old method of ferrying
Although the investment in the tunnel property

per car than

less

across the river.

and equipment

is

about eight times as large as that required
slips, the cost of switching and operat-

for the transfer boats and

ing the trains, and maintaining the property
for the year 1914,

Statistics

the transfer boats were in operation,

when

completion, on account of the destruction by fire of the old
The entire property— that is, the Detroit River Tunnel
station.

than in 1908.

capitalized at $21,000,000, of

in capital stock, all

000 in fifty-year

owned by

first

which $3,000,000

the Michigan Central, and $18,000,-

mortgage

4i/4

The money

per cent bonds.

was expended for the cost of building and equipping the tunnel,
for rights-of-way, separation of grades at street crossings, and
the construction of the new passenger station, yards and other
terminal

Up

to

facilities.

1910,

all

Michigan Central trains were ferried across

the Detroit river, requiring the breaking up of through trains
and involving many switching movements and a delay of from

On
three to eight hours per train in through freight service.
account of the swift current in the river, the frequent use of
channel by steamships, and the added

the

in the

summer and autumn, and

difficulties

ice in the winter,

impossible to maintain schedules or to regulate

it

fogs

of

a satis-

factory manner.

Since the opening of the tunnel for operation, the average
time of passenger trains between Windsor and the new Detroit

about nine minutes, or less time
formerly required simply to place the trains on the trans-

terminal, in either direction,
that

it

is

moving a freight train through
about twenty minutes, as compared with several

The average time required
the tunnel

is

required

hours

for

for breaking

up,

reassembling

switching,

and

show

that there has

switching service, although the

was greater

new

freight yards at Windsor, constructed for this pur-

pose, of all the switching operations necessary on through freight

thus relieving the Detroit yards (which were rapidly
becoming congested and overcrowded owing to the extraordinary
industrial growth of Detroit) and increasing their capacity about
40 per cent. Another item, the exact amount of which cannot
now be computed because of the loss of records by fire, is the
saving in per diem charges on loaded and empty freight cars,
particularly empty cars, many of which were formerly frequently
trains,

held back on either side of the river as a matter of necessity in

order that the forwarding of loaded cars might be expedited.
Under present conditions, there being no congestion at this point,
empties are forwarded without delay.

The
of

its

as

it

traffic

through the tunnel represents but a small percentage
If it continues to increase in the next few years

capacity.

has

which

increasingly

would not be able

it

absolutely required of

trunk

Michigan Central

will find the

valuable asset, and

one without

in the past decade, the

tunnel to be an

It

fer boats.

in the cost of

material saving has also been obtained by the transferring

to the

was found

traffic in

much lower

so

cars transferred across the river in 1914

number of

A

is

and taxes are more than offset.
as compared with the year 1908

that the higher interest charges

was begun in 1906 and completed in 1910. The terminal building
was opened for use in December, 1913, a short while before its

Company— was

No. \/

of equal importance, particularly from the railroad viewpoint,
is the fact that the total cost of transfer is now consfderably

been a large saving

was

59,

it

if

to render the service that will be
it

is

to maintain its standing as a

line.

not possible as yet to determine the decreased cost of

is

handling passenger trains that will result from the use of the
new station. A more convenient arrangement of the tracks has

undoubtedly effected a reduction in

cost.

The

better location

ferrying trains under the former method of operation, in addition to which they were frequently subject to more or less serious

of the station and the better

delays crossing the river because of weather conditions,

and terminal at Detroit, and following the scheme of development applied to the Grand Central
Terminal in New York, the company has included its own offices
in the building and has reserved for renting purposes certain
parts of the property, the income from which, it is expected,
will meet a large part of the interest charges on the terminal

ice,

This saving of time has been particularly advantageous

etc.

in

the handling of traffic requiring expedited transit, such as perishable commodities. Thus, the railroad has been in a position to

give better service because of the removal of the main cause
of delay, but has been able to improve its operating efficiency

by greatly increasing the train loads since it has
been possible to send solid trains through the tunnel.
The following statement indicates the growth in average
monthly operating revenues which the Michigan Central has

on

this division

enjoyed since opening the tunnel
f

—Three-Year

Monthly Averages—
Increase

Monthly Passenger Earnings:
Summer months
Winter months
Average

throughout

period

throughout

The improvements
large

investment

line a larger

number of passengers.

station

at Detroit afford

concentrated

at

an example of a relatively
point.
Following the

one

New York 'Central Lines with regard to
important changes, this improvement is not a temporary makeshift, but has been installed with liberal provision for present

general policy of the

needs and ample capacity for growth

wisdom of
not only from

Per Cent

470,209

29.74
34.87

strated,

$558,072

$736,111

31.90

benefit to the

$1,791,970
1,830,530

20.94
22.47

period.. .$1,488,238

$1,811,250

21.70

$2,127,675
1,964,946

$2,630,028
2,464,694

23.61
25.43

$2,046,311

$2,547,361

24.49

Average throughout period

how much of the increased
growth and how much comes from

traffic

represents a normal

the better service which the

road renders cannot be ascertained.
Important as are the benefits mentioned to the public and the
railroad resulting

new

investment.

1912-14
$838,056
634,164

1907-9
$645,935

$1,481,740
1,494,737

Monthly Passenger and Freight:
Summer months
Winter months

Just

In planning the

tunnel affords have

case,

the

the

in

the

future.

In this

investment has already been demon-

the standpoint of

economy and consequent

owners of the property, but

in greatly

promoting

the public service as well.

Monthly Freight Earnings:
Summer months
Winter months
Average

undoubtedly attracted to the

the

service

from the construction of the

tunnel, a feature

—

A British R.mlwav's Equipment. The North British Railway Company owns over 60,000 freight cars and the number
awaiting repair is normally about 1,000. Owing to the various
adverse conditions resulting from the war the number awaiting
is about 5,000. Notwithstanding this the
supply of cars to the ironmasters and coal mines was never so
This is due to the
satisfactory to the trade as it is just now.
car supply on the North British being controlled from the train

repair at the present time

control

office,

Edinburgh.

which

is

at

Portobcllo,

a

point

not

far

from

Maintenance
The

report on water tanks presented before the convention of

the Bridge

&

Building Association this week, and abstracted on

another page in this issue, calls to mind
Recent Developments the chanees which have been made within
the last few years in the manner of storof
'"^ water for locomotive use at outlying
Water Tanks
points. It is only a few years since water
was almost universally stored in wooden roadside tanks of
50,000 to 60,000 gal. capacity, located alongside the track and
delivering directly to locomotives.
Today the capacity has
increased until the 100,000-gal. tank may be said to be standard
the steel tank has replaced the wooden tank on many roads, and
frequently the tank is set back from the track and water is
delivered to the locomotives through a standpipe.
These and
other developments make necessary the continued study of this
problem by those having to do with water tank installations. It
is especialy important, in determining between wood and steel
tanks, to study the relative merits of the two materials for use
in particular locations, for the quality of both of these materials
obtained has been changing rapidly. It is necessary to scrutinize
carefully not only the materials entering into the tanks proper,

but into their accessories as well, for a tank is serviceable only
so long as all of its appliances are ser\-iceable.

1897 the average freight

In

traffic

density of the railways of

country was approximately 482,396 ton-miles per mile of
main track and the average passenger
The Development
traffic density 62,144 passenger-miles per

this

mile of main track.

of

Special Steels

^^'^

increased

to

In 1913 these figures
1,095,000

and

126,300,

Thus, in 16 years the
average amount of traffic passing over each mile of main track
had doubled. These are necessarily average figures and do not
indicate the amount of traffic passing over the points of greatest
congestion.
On portions of several roads the freight traffic
movement alone over certain parts of the lines exceeds 20,000,000
ton-miles annually, and the movement over each track is proportionately large. Nevertheless, these figures denote in a general way the increased service required of the tracks all over
respectively.

the country.

The

by the density of

most directly affected
and especially is this true at

unit of track construction
traffic is

the

rail

;

the points subject to the most severe attacks, as in the case of the

high

on curves and

rails

With

ings.

this

special construction at frogs

and cross-

large increase in the service demanded,

not surprising that there have arisen

many

it

is

instances of rapid

rail wear.
This has led to efforts to secure some metal other
than Bessemer or open-hearth steel which will give a greater life

and has given rise to the experiments
with special steels described by W. C. Gushing in another column.
To be successful, any substitute metal must possess the valuable
qualities of the present open-hearth steel, while at the same time
at these particular places,

affording a greater resistance to wear, and must yield itself to

manufacture at a cost sufficiently low to enable it to be used
with economy. These are rigid requirements and it is neither
surprising nor discouraging to note that no entirely satisfactory
substitute has yet been developed.

made

in

Material progress

is

being

the development of materials of the rccitiircd physical

characteristics and with increased use the cost of m.inufaclurc
will

decrease materially.

It

is

important that these and other

heavy initial cost to the railthe manufacturers, for it is certain that the

experiments be continued, oven

at

roads as well as to
continue to grow in the future as it has in the past,
and that the demand for rail materials giving greater resislaiirc

traffic will

Way

of

Section

wear will gather momentum from year to year. It is not
beyond the range of possibility that the ultimate solution will
be the development of several grades of rail material of varying
resistances to wear and corresponding cost for use on lines
to

of different

traffic densities.

commercial enterprises are frequently hampered
by the lack of proper standards for the control of quality,
quantity, weight and sizes of the various
Rating
products. A loose interpretation of inade-

Competitive

quate standards or the entire absence of

of

standards always works to the disadvantage of the conscientious dealer in
favor of his unscrupulous competitor. The purchaser also suffers.
Fortunately these conditions no longer obtain in most
well-established lines, because of the rules, specifications and
standards adopted by the various manufacturers' associations. A
recent example of this is the action taken by the National
Association of Mixer Manufacturers for the standardization of
the rating of batch concrete mixers. It is a well-known fact that
the batch capacity of a mixer of unmixed sand, stone and
cement is about 50 per cent greater than its capacity for mixed
concrete, and up to the present some mixer manufacturers have
been rating their machines by their capacity in mixed concrete,
while others rate them by their capacity in loose, unmixed
material. The action recently taken by the mi.xer manufacturers
was in the form of a resolution which provided that the members
of the association shall specify the capacity of their mixers as
"size of wet mixed batch" in catalogues and circulars and not
^"'^'^

Concrete Mixers

otherwise. It also provides that the dry, unmixed capacity of a
mixer may be approximated as one and one-half times the wet
mixed batch, on the basis of a stone concrete with 1^ in. crushed
stone and I54 gal. of water per cubic foot of mi.Ked concrete.
The Association of Mixer Manufacturers is to be commended
for this action.

THE DANGER POINT
/\

GREAT

deal

of attention

IN
is

RETRENCHMENT
being given to the "Safety

agitation, and it is to the credit of the railways
have led in this movement. Numerous more or less
important measures have been adopted to increase the safety of
travel, many of which have involved the expenditure of large
sums of money. As an example, the extension of automatic
block signals may be cited. In many cases such installations have
been made for the economic purpose of increasing the capacity
of the line, but in many other places, large expenditures have
been authorized primarily for considerations of safety on lines
where a congestion of traffic did not prevail.
The past few years have been years of declining railway

First"

that they

revenues

in the face

of increasing expenses, a condition requiring

retrenchment and the conservation of resources. In such
times the problem is to distribute the limited funds available
where they will go furthest toward accomplishing the desired
result, there not being resources available sufficient to do all the

strict

work

desired.

Under

exercised to maintain

standards of safety.
Ill
any period of

these
all

conditions,

units of the

rctreiuhiiient.

the

reductions in expenditures are ordinarily

care

great

must

be

property to the proper
first

and

iii.ide in

most drastic

the iiiaiiiteiiance

way department. During the year ending June 30, 1915, the
average expenditure for maintenance of way and structures for
the railw.iys of the coinifry decreased about $210 per mile of
of
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or 11 per cent. While the effects of restricted expenditures
are not ordinarily reflected at once in the condition of the track
and structures, this last reduction, coming after an extended
line,

period of retrenchment, has caused the condition of much track
to deteriorate seriously and in many cases to the point of
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lower grades without expense

in the

to them.

For the man who prefers
number of books on railway

to

select

subjects

his
is

own

literature,

the

increasing constantly,

while the railway journals present information concerning recent

danger.

railway developments from week to week, and from month to

of course, impossible for a railway to spend money which
it does not earn or possess, and for the policy of slow starvation
which is being carried out by the state and federal regulating

month.

It

is,

their full measure of responsibility.
cause of present conditions railway
officers must also accept responsibiUty for so distributing the
funds at their disposal as to secure the greatest degree of safety
for the traveUng pubic. In this connection, those in charge of

must accept

authorities, they

of

regardless

But,

the

the maintenance of the track and structures should bring to the

those

of

attention

responsible

for

the

funds

of

distribution

the actual condition of the property, particularly at those points

where

travel

is

make

ing to

endangered.

If the

higher officer

the proper expenditures, he

is

then unwill-

must accept the

re-

sponsibility.

In these days of labor agitation, great dependence is placed
on the unorganized, poorly paid section foreman who is expected
to maintain track safe for high

speed trains 24 hours in the

two or three foreign speaking assistand with no 16-hour law to protect him in times of storm

day, frequently with only
ants,

Furthermore, when retrenchment comes, the
rail
and other materials furnished for
maintenance purposes is reduced, and at the same time the foreman is given less labor, although his track requires more attention
and the trains run at the same speeds. After all, the track is
the first essential to safe railway operation and without good
track the best equipment and the most elaborate signals are
or wet weather.

amount

of

ballast,

The

universal

demand

for trained

the

means for

self-

some of the most prominent men in the railway field
today are those who were denied the privileges of a college
education and who have advanced to their present high positions
b}' dint of hard study, and it is interesting to note that, having
cant that

retain their same studious habits.
The
same opportunities are presented, to a degree at least, in all
Within the past year one
ranks, even to the most humble.
general manager went to the man in charge of educational
work on his road for a list of track laborers whose educational
work indicated they were fitted for foremen, and out of a list

attained success, they

of SO men so selected he secured practically his entire quota
of section foremen for the year. There has never been a time in
the history of our railways when trained men were in so much
demand in all ranks as today. The man who properly equips
himself for the work of the position he now holds and continually
endeavor.^ to fit himself for the position just above it will almost
certainly secure recognition and advancement.
What is true in
this

regard today will be true to an increasing extent from year

to year.

THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
METHODS
of conjecture,
INthea spirit
bridge engineer of

ineffective.

men and

education so generally accessible, should afford sufficient incentive
for the wide-awake men to so prepare themselves. It is signifi-

perhaps not unalloyed with flippancy,
a certain railroad recently suggested

the following picture of the future of concrete construction on

SELF-EDUCATION
IT

common

among

ranks of maintenance of
is
*•
way employees that few opportunities are presented for promotion to positions of more responsibiUty and correspondingly
greater rewards.
At the same time the executive officers of
a

complaint

railways lament their inability to secure
to

fill

men

properly prepared

vacancies in this department as they occur.

two
must be

If these

apparently contradictory conclusions are correct, and

it

admitted that there is merit in each, it is pertinent to inquire
what measures are being taken to bring the men and the positions
together.

All branches of maintenance of

way work

are changing rapidly

and the standard methods and materials of only a few years
ago are fast becoming obsolete. The introduction of special
materials, such as heat treated bolts, and of devices such as rail
anchors, the use of treated ties and the adoption of motor cars,
recent developments in track work.
The widespread
use of concrete and measures for its proper preparation, the use
of fuel oil engines in pumping stations and the construction of
illustrate

more
best,

designed track scales are of similar importance
branches of this department. To serve his company

scientifically

in other

as

well

as

himself,

a

railroads:
After the excavation has been completed, a gang of
carpenters will build the forms complete to the last detail. When

all

man must keep

abreast

of these

all is

ready a "concrete train" will arrive on the ground and,

hose or flexible pipe and proceed to "squirt" the forms full of
concrete.
It must be admitted that this sounds somewhat like
the prophecy of a well-known American inventor which had to
do with concrete houses built in a day in cast iron forms, with
furniture and plumbing all in place, etc., but which unfortunately
has not been fulfilled. On the other hand, the picture outlined

above was a result of a close association with the concrete
drawn in the light of the recent developments
in the making and placing of concrete.
Reviewing the use of concrete during the last twenty years,
the first ten were marked by the development and application of
the theory of reinforced concrete design; the second ten by a
wonderful advance in the making and placing of concrete. It is
believed that this will account for a recently observed tendency
toward a return to the use of mass concrete in place of rein-

industry and was

forced concrete in certain classes of retaining walls where mass
concrete can serve the same purpose.
in large quantities, concrete can

developments and do his share in perfecting them.
This requires
that he must use all the available means for educating himself

more cheaply than formerly

to greater efficiency.

the reinforcement and

A

few years ago opportunities for education along the

in a

manner comparing favorably with the operation of a modern
fire department, a few active, skillful men will run out lines of

thin reinforced wall

is

now

be

Where it can be handled
made and placed so much

that the saving of concrete in the

largely neutralized by the greater cost of

form work.

line of

Fifteen years ago a large portion of the concrete was hand-

a man's work, but outside of his regular daily activities, were
very limited. Fortimately this condition is rapidly disappearing

mixed, while now almost no job is too small to justifj' a mixer.
Today we use the cement gun, the concrete atomizer and the
pneimiatic mixer and placer, collapsible steel forms and concrete
mixer cars. Mechanical or gravity handling of mixed concrete
is a firmly established practice, and manual labor is eliminated
even for supplying the materials to the mixer. One of the lessons
of the Panama Canal is taught by the illustration it afforded of
the possibilities for plant development when large quantities of

and information
the

man who

is

available today for

men

of

all

ranks.

For

desires that his line of study be directed for him,

courses of instruction have been prepared which will give him,
step by step, a broad working knowledge of his duties.
These
courses are available for officers and employees in practically all
ranks of the maintenance of way department.
Realizing the
merits of such courses, several railroads are now placing them

concrete arc required.

A New

Terminal
This

for the

Includes
with

Facilities

To keep

abreast of the rapid growth

the railroads running througli

a

Classification

Provision

Birmingham,

of

Southern at Birmingham, Ala.

Ala.,

have been obliged to increase
their passenger and freight facilities. Among these, the Southern has recently built a freight yard and engine terminal representing an expenditure of $661,000. which will be adequate to
handle its business in the Birmingham district for some time
to come.
The facilities of the Soutliern for handling freight, up to the
it

for

Yard
Future

and Engine
Enlargement

borrow, obtained from the location of the future extension of
the yard.
Drainage is taken care of by a system of catch
basins, inlets and sewers of terra cotta, cast iron and reinforced
concrete pipe, ranging from 12 in. to 48 in. in diameter.
V-\RD

.ARRANGEMENT

The receiving yard consists of 8 tracks, having a capacity
of 45 cars each, and two running tracks; the yard tracks are

The Roundhouse and Turntable
of this improvement, consisted of four yards scattered
over a territory of approximately 10 miles, and such improvements as could have been made would have involved a large expenditure of money and would not have provided adequate facilities for any reasonable length of time.
It was therefore decided

time

to

abandon

build a

all

schemes for expansion of

new yard on property owned by

tlie

old yards and to

the railway at

North

laid 12 ft. 6 in. and running tracks IS ft. between centers.
The
grade of the receiving yard is level for about half its length,
changing to a grade of O.S per cent ascending in the .direction
of the hump. The grades for the new hump as shown on the
accompanying profile were adopted after careful observation of
various humps in operation at other yards and actual tests during construction
that is, when the yard was practically corn;

Looking East Over the Classification Yard

Birmingham,
the

late

Ala., to be

F'rcsident

known

Fiiiley.

honor of
were acconliuRly developed

as "Finlcy ^a^(l," in

Plans

and before it is put in operation, cars were run over the
the grades adjusted to meet local conditions.
Commencing with the vertical curve at the apex the grade is 3.0
per cent, reducing to 0.6 per cent across the scales, a distance
pleled,

hump and

for a yard layout, taking into consideration the probable needs
for a period of 2.S years, with the intention, however, of building only one tniit of the yard ;i( a linn- and adding to it as found

"f

necessary.

Vertical curves

The

first

unit cinisists of a receiving yard, a gravity classifica-

yard and a storage an<l repair yard, having a coniliined
capacity of about 2,000 cars .uid a complete engine Icrminal.
The grading for the above consisted of alimit 10.';,000 cu. yd.
of earth and 1,600 cu. yd. of solid rock excavation, the cuts
and filK ((in.ilii-inK. uilli the exception of 20,000 cu. y<l. of
tion

''1

ft

The maximum beyond
were used

the

scales

is

3.8

per cent.

grade intersections, their lengths
ranging from 20 to 50 ft. There is a concrete underpass under
the hump, eliminating the necessity of employees crossing the
hump track while cars arc being handled, A railing across the
path just outside the subway at each end prevents direct passage
from the subway onto the adjoining tracks, thus reducing the
opportunity for accidents.

at all
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yard consists of 16 tracks, having a capacity
two running tracks; the yard tracks are
laid 12 ft. 6 in. and the running tracks 15 ft. center to center.
The grade of the yard is 0.25 per cent throughout its entire
length with the exception of a few hundred feet at the extreme
west end which was made 0.8 per cent to coincide with the grade
of the main tracks. There are 5 caboose tracks, providing for

A special feature in the operation of the scale is an interlocking device for the switch at the upper end of the scale, the
purpose of which is to eliminate the possibility of leaving the
switch open for the passage of an engine or unnecessary switch-

173 cars, 2 repair tracks of 74 cars capacity, 10 local freight
and storage tracks having a capacity of 530 cars each, and a
6-track coal storage yard of 35 cars capacity. The coal storage

practices in weighing

The

classification

of 47 cars each, and

ing over the scale, to prevent cars being run on the scale before
the weighmaster has had ample time to put it in proper adjustment for weighing, and to place responsibility for prevalent bad

and care of scales with one person. The
main and extension levers are of cast iron, the fifth lever is
of cast steel and all pivots and bearing steels are of special alloy.

CarJnspector^

Caboose Supply:^
Coal Storage 30 cars.-'

^

West

tracks are on a 1.0 per cent grade descending towards the coal
hopper to permit gravity handling of the coal cars. The coal
and cinder pit tracks are arranged to enable engines to take
coal and water, and deposit cinders, with a minimum loss of
time.

The

ladders

for

the

receiving,

classification,

storage yard have No. 8 manganese insert frogs.
running track turnouts and crossovers and the

engine terminal tracks are nearly

all

caboose

Main

line

and
and

turnouts for
equipped with No. 10 frogs.

scale is installed in an open pit constructed with concrete
approach abutments and two intermediate piers in each side of
The grade
the scale for the support of the "dead platform."
over the scale is 0.6 per cent. Bethlehem steel I-beams were
used in the construction of the weigh-bridge and the platform,
the latter being made up of main side girders, sidewalk brackets,
floor beams and stringers directly under and supporting the dead
rails on malleable iron castings the thickness of the timber deck-

The

ing.

The

scale

house

is

of special design, and, instead of the

usual bay, a square front with ample

TRACK SCALES

The

track scale

and of 150 tons

is

of the 4-section

capacity.

The Cinder
surface of 50

ft,

It is

Pits,

54

ft.

gives

suspension bearing type
long with a live weighing

with Craneways and

and equipped with a

full

capacity 400-multiple

connected by Bohannan-Duggcr improved
approach
flexible easer joints, which prevent excessive impact and reduce
This mechanism is also
the vibration of the scale mechanism.
protected from rain and dirt by splined and grooved timber
are

decking and dirt shields.

more

window area

used which

is

satisfactory vision.

For night work the exterior lighting consists of two electric
head lights so located that their rays intersect at a point 4 ft.

Coaling Station

Overhead Traveling Grab Buckets.

beam with automatic weight recorder. The platform is designed for a dead load equal to the weight of the structure and
a live load of one E-55 engine without allowance for impact,
using 10,000 lb. per sq. in. unit stress in bending. The live and
rails

Cinder pits.^

Half of the Finley Yard

in the

Background

General
rail and directly in front of the scale beams.
lighting of the scale and the upper part of the cars is furnished
by a cluster of 40-watt lamps placed on the front of the scale

above the

house.

When

trains

having both weigh

and

non-wcigh

cars

are

foreman
of the crew notifies the weighmaster of the approach of a weigh
car by means of a push button at the apex of the hump, which
switched over the

hump

to the classification tracks, the

rings an electric bell in the scale house.
The yard office is a frame structure 25

ft.

by 56

ft.

with

tile

October

roof, the

room and
office
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first

floor providing for a telegraph office, conductors'

clerks' office

;

the second floor for the yardmaster's

and a record storage room.

In connection with the
consisting of

plants
filter

toilet

two sewage treating
and intermittent slow sand

facihties,

settling tanks

beds were installed, one near the roundhouse, the other

near the yard

office.

THE ENGINE TERMIN.\L

The roundhouse has 25

stalls,

92

ft.

long and

constructed

is

745

with a concrete floor and a tar and gravel roof on a concrete
slab
the rooms are equipped with lockers and other conveTiiWater for the yard and for fire protection purposes is
ences.
supphed by the local water company. The railway furnished
;

and

installed all pipe Hues

on

sufficient for the fluctuating

its

right of way.

demand

of the yard

Water storage
is

provided by

two wooden tanks, one of 96,000 gal. capacity on a 34-ft. frame
and the other of -18,000 gal. capacity on a 16-ft. frame. A circulating fire protection, high pressure water main takes water
directly from the local water company's pine line.

- 96,000 Gal iank.
-Enginemen, wash and locker.

-Fan room.

Boiler washei

-Wash and lo(^lfer room
East Half of the Finley Yard

of reinforced concrete with a tar and gravel roof on a concrete
and hollow tile slab. There are 25 engine pits and one truck
wheel and one driving wheel drop pit. The windows are of

wire glass and metal sash, each having an area of 284 sq. ft.
(58 per cent of the panel area). The floor is laid with creosoted

Interior of the

wood

blocks on a 5-in. concrete base.

deck type, 90
crete

The

ft.

long,

The

motor operated, and

is

turntable

is

of the

installed in a con-

20

6

ft.

and locker room

is

a brick biiildiiiH

J,l

ft.

by

(>J

ft.

in.

center to center, have an under clearance of 16

ft.

Roundhouse
over
of

all

tracks and are provided with a nrown-lloisl grab bucket

1.5 cu. yd. capacity.

and 4

pit.

wasli

There are four cinder pits, 160 ft. long, arranged in pairs,
each pair being equipped with an electrically-operated overhead
traveling crane running the entire length of the pits. The cranes
have a span of 46 ft. 8 in. supported by steel runways on bents

ft.

The

pits arc of plain concrete, 4

ft.

deep

wide, with track rails fastened to channels secured to

the top of the concrete walls by U-bolts.

The bottoms

of the
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pits are sloped for

drainage and are protected from damage by
embedded at the surface

the grab buckets by means of two rails
of the concrete.

The coal and sand handling plant is located in the center of
the yard between the cinder pits and the roundhouse. The coal
handling and storage facilities consist of a reinforced concrete
storage pocket having an overhead capacity of 1,000 ton.-, of
which 60 tons are held in four 15-ton scale pockets. Coal is
unloaded from hopper bottom cars into a track hopper and is
elevated to the top of the pocket by a motor-driven chain and
bucket type elevator, from which it is discharged into the overhead storage pocket. Coal is handled from cars into the overhead pocket at the rate of about 100 tons per hour. Locomotives
on any of the four tracks are supplied with coal from the scale
pockets which are filled by gravity from the overhead storage.

Vol.

To

are provided for portable lights.

No. 17

59,

supply current conveniently,

was erected to house the switchboards and
duplicate 75 kw. motor generator sets. Current is purchased from
a local company.
The entire terminal was built under the direction of B. Herman, chief engineer maintenance of way and structures, and T.
a brick substation

H.

Gatlin,

chief

assistant

structures, to

whom we

way and

maintenance of

engineer

are indebted for the above information.

A LOW-CHARGING CONCRETE MIXER
The

T. L. Smith

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

new

placing a

is

type of low charging concrete mixer on the market to meet the

demand

for a machine of this kind in cases

development

is

not

desirable.

Low

smallest being the 3-ft.

a charging platform only 18

It

where extensive plant

built

is

four

in

sizes,

the

Charging Mixerette, which requires
ft.

The other

high.

three sizes

—

and 9-ft. mixers are provided along the line of the
standard Smith-Chicago mixers with the addition of the low
6-ft.

4-ft.,

charging feature.

To

afford rapid charging, the feed end of the

drum

left

is

A

narrow hopper is added to facilitate
dumping a wheelbarrow by upending. Rapid discharge is afforded
by means of a steep-angle discharge chute which extends far into
almost entirely open.

The Track

Scale and

House

scales are fitted with type registering beams which enables
the operator to determine accurately the amount of coal taken

The

by each engine.
An independent reinforced concrete sand storage and drying
building is located adjacent to the coaling station. It has a
capacity of 100 cu. yd. of wet sand, which is unloaded from the
cars direct into a hopper, from which it is elevated to the overhead storage pocket by a motor-driven belt and bucket elevator.
Three stove driers located immediately under the storage pocket
are supplied with wet sand by gravity. Dry sand from the driers
is delivered to a steel drum from which it is conveyed by compressed air to a storage tank located in the monitor of the
coaling station, from which it flows by gravity through an outlet
A motor-driven air
fixture to each of the four coaling tracks;
compressor is located in the sand drying room. Sand is handled
into the wet bin at the rate of 35 tons per hour and is dried at
the rate of about one-ton per hour.

The Low-Charging Mixerette from
the

drum

so

that

it

receives

the

These mixers are unusually simple

in

recommended by the manufacturers,

men

the Charging Side

full

charge of each blade.

design and detail and are
for the use of

especially

inexperienced in handling concrete work.

.\UXILI.\RY IN.ST.M.I-ATIONS

Elaborate air brake testing facilities have been installed so that
each train may be tested as made up. The plant consists of a
duplex, 2-stage air compressor, with capacity of 1,000 cu. ft. of
free air per minute. An air receiver 54 in. in diameter by 12 ft.
long is located about SO ft. from the compressor house. The
a 254-in. wrought iron pipe, from which 154-irilines are laid to the center of each yard track, at about the clearance point, and connected to an angle cock and standard hose
coupling inside a reinforced concrete service box installed flush

main supply

is

with the top of cross

lies.

Condensation reservoirs, 24

in.

in

diameter by 3 ft. long, equipped with drain cocks, were placed
In
in concrete pits at the lowest points in the main pipe line.
addition to furnishing air for the brake testing facilities, the
compressor also supplies air to the roundhouse.
The entire yard is lighted by 400-cp. 6.6 ampere, series, nitrogen
lamps, located to secure adequate light at all points of the yard.
Electric lights

the best

were

known

installed in all buildings in accordance with

practice, the lighting of the

received particular attention, 100-watt
steel

reflectors are used,

and about

roundhouse having

mazda lamps with enameled
tlie

engine pits receptacles

The South African Railways and thr War. — The
port

of

the

general

manager

of

the

South

African

ways and Harbors for the year ended December

31,

1914,

cently issued, contains a statement to the effect that apart

the execution of
lines,

work

directly relating to the

the railway workshops have undertaken

re-

Railre-

from

working of the

work

in

connec-

with guns, armored trains and motors, ambulance trains
and cars, transport motors, condensing plants, searchlights, Xray appliances, pontoons and many other military appliances. In
fact, the railway workshops have to a certain extent served as
Five "armored
the Woolwich Arsenal of the Defense Force.
trains" have been constructed and manned by employees of the
tion

administration; these trains were found to be of great assistance, as, in addition to the duty of patrolling the railways in
areas where movement of rebels was taking place, and repairing the line where it had been damaged, they were utilized in
assisting the forces in their endeavors to get into touch with
the enemy. The trains were commanded by officers of the department, whose knowledge of train-working operations proved
of great assistance. Enyinccring, London.

The Development
A

Resume

of the Present Status of this Increasingly Im-

portant Study and a

Summary

By W.
Chief Engineer, Maintenance of

The following

C.

was prepared originally for the International Railway Congress, which was to have been held in Berlin
special process steels

this

year:

The

different kinds of special steels in use, or

undergoing

Kind of Steel
Manganese steel
Bessemer steel
Open-hearth

may

trial,

be divided under two heads
the

mind

to be, in percentages,

1.0 -1.20

0.45-0.55
0.62-0.75

Tensile stren^h in
lb. per sq. in.
75,000-102,000
89,000-126,000
115,000-156,000

The

within the following limits

Phosphorus

Carbon

11-13

:

Bessemer steel
Open-hearth steel
cast

1906) India, Brazil, Russia, Cuba, Germany, Japan, Belgium,
United Kingdom and Canada. The proper chemical composition,
therefore, compared with Bessemer and open-hearth rail steels,
in order to impart the required characteristics, has been deter-

0.801. 10

first

Kind of Steel
Manganese steel

Lines, Southwest System

Manganese

Special alloy steels, and spehead are included manganese,
nickel, nickel-chromium, high carbon (that is, steel containing
0.75 per cent of carbon or over), and high silicon. Two or more

Under

Secured

Gushing

0.60-0.90

steel

cial process steels.

Cbilied

of the Results

Way, Pennsylvania

discussion of the present status of special alloy

and

Track Work*

of Special Steels for

physical

open-hearth

to
to

Sulphur

Silicon
0.25-0.40

0.06-0.11

Not
Not

Not
Not

exceed O.IO
exceed 0.04

characteristics,

to
to

0.02-0.06

exceed 0.20
exceed 0.20

compared with

Bessemer and

are about as follows, although

it is extremely difficult to obtain specimens which are truly representative of the steel, as it cannot be cut or machined:

rail

steel,

Elongation
per cent in
2 in.
8-27
5-25

Elastic limit in
lb. per. sq. in.

40,000-58,000
44,000-62,000
54,000-80,000

9-16

Reduction

Hardness bv

of area,

percentage
15-29

Brinell

Scleroscope

40-50
29-35
32-43
65-75

230
172-230
230-300

5^3
10-30

iron

of these have been combined, in some instances, as, for instance, high carbon with nickel and chronmium.
Silicon is
present in all carbon steel rails.
By special process steels is
meant the steel products derived from special heat treatment,
or by the addition of metalloids which do not appear in the
analyses of the resulting product.
Such are the so-called

The above

manganese steel. The figures
manganese steel are higher, as shown

results are for cast

for rolled and for forged

by the following, given by W. S. Potter, the originator in the
United States of rolled manganese steel for rails, in the Journal of the

Western Society of Engineers, Vol.

14,

1909

test

titanium-treated,

aluminum,

electric

process

and

heat-treated

steels.
The object of their use has been in all cases to bring
about additional safety, economy in maintenance by reducing
the number of renewals, and smoother passage for trains at
high speeds, over the gaps of frogs and at drawbridges.

SPECI.\L

ALLOY STEELS

Manganese Steel
which is now most extensively used in the
and Canada for frogs, crossings and switchpoints, outside of those built up from the usual Bessemer and
open-hearth steel rails, is manganese. It is also being used experimentally in some South American countries, especially those
where the railroads are under English management.
The priine characteristics of manganese steel are its very
great strength, toughness and resistance to abrasive forces, and
these qualities are imparted by the increase of the manganese
and carbon contents in carbon steel to certain proportions which
were first made known to the scientific world by the Hadfields.
The manganese must lie between the limits of 8 per cent and 35
per cent.
If between 7j^ and 5;-< per cent the alloys arc extremely weak and brittle. The upper limit is partially determined
by the cost of manganese metal, which is 50 cents per ton
unit, when the addition is made Iiy means of fcrro-inangancse.

The

special steel

United

Also

States

the

carbon

high

content

of

ferro-m.-uiganesc

interferes

with the physical properties induced by the manganese.

When

make a steel with manganese 20 per
cent, the carbon begins once more to dominate ami a steel
results which is stiff and brittle when cold, and unworkabk- when

enough ferro-

is

added

to

hot.

Ferro-mangancse is a tompniiud containing about SO per cent
of the element manganese, and is mined chielly in Russia, ll
is imported into the United States frcriTi
(in order of rank in

Kind

Tensile strength in Elastic limit in
lb. per sq. in.
lb. per sq. in.
82,000
45,000
135,000
60,000
142,000
55,000

of Steel

Cast metal
Rolled metal
Forged metal

Elongation,
per cent in
2 in.
30
35
38

To impart the above physical qualities to manganese steel,
and especially the great resistance to abrasive forces, special heat
treatment is necessary, and it is in this heat treatment in which
one manufacturer claims superiority for his product over another.
It is his trade secret and is jealously guarded.
Having

recognized the valuable qualities of manganese
work, the railways found they were coupled with
high cost, and therefore instituted tests or experiments to determine the matter of economy in its use. In many locations
in the United States, these economics have been well established,
and manganese steel is in regular use, but there are also many
finally

steel for track

other

places

mies.

In

all

where the

first

cost

will

overbalance the econo-

places of extremely hard service, such frogs are

economical, and even absolutely necessary under present conditions, in order to avoid renewals whore the traffic is so frequent
tliat

it

is

difficult

to tind an opportunity for repair

work.

The

more difiicult the place, the more economical and indispensable
is manganese steel.
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis finds in general that where frogs, switches and crossings
made of Bessemer or opcn-hoarlh rail require renewal within
about 20 months, it is economical to use manganese instead, and
the reiuisylvania Lines place the time at 18 months.
These arc
not scientific ways of expressing relative wear .so as to he of
general service to others, but are suitable only for those special
cases for which the rule

was determined.
manganese frogs will outlast
open-hearth steel frogs under the same conditions by 6 to 10
limes, and the Norfolk & Western from 3 to 6 times.
The
Lehigh \"nlley reports that manganese steel frogs will outlast

The Northern

Pacific states that

frogs mailc of Pesscnier steel by at least three linirs, the Bes*

AliRlrart
Aiaociatjon,

{rem Bulletin No. 177 of the Amcricnn Railway Enginccrinii

semer & Lake Eric by from 3

to 15 times,

and the Peimsylvania
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Kailniad

liy

of

i.s

cost

llu'

liiiu-s,

^'d

inl'ormalioii

'I'liis

conditions of service, for

llic

only

Ix'iiiH

necessary lo

is

it

the annual cost or saving in each case of

111

kinds

ent
tion

in

presented,

This informa-

some

to obtain, Imt

the

being

results

of

frogs

by

a

about

steels

table

made

switch-points

anil

now

resnlts of trials will

preieded

and open-hearth

Uessctner

year

frogs of differ-

of

be

maiigaiiosc,

the

191-1

This table gives the relative cost of two distinct types of
manganese frogs: Tlic built-up, or rail-bound, frog, and the
solid cast manganese steel frog. The first consists of manganese
steel for the point and those parts of the wings which receive
the wheel treads surrounded by pieces of Bessemer or oi)enhcarlh rail, and all hound firmly together with holts.
The
second is made of a solid manganese casting without any bolts,
except those necessary to join

four ends with

the

The

type

first

one most generally used by the

the

is

ways, although for certain locations, where the speed of
slow, the second type

is

cost than the

experience)

with

because

first,

docs away with the bolts.

it

in

value

its

later

such

making the castings that defective
material occasionally creeps in. and should a fracture occur,
great

care

there

is

required

is

in

sometimes nothing

to

hold the parts together.

This

has been remedied in some designs by riveting the frogs to a

This distrust has been expressed by the Terminal
Many frogs and crossings
St. Louis.

base plate.

Railroad Association of

have been in use for the past six years, and a large number
of them were of the solid cast type, but on account of having

had more or

trouble with breakage, the officers in charge

less

rather favor the inset, rail-bound or built-up work, three terms

synonymous meaning.

of

times

long

as

those

as

The manganese
made of ordinary

frogs
rail,

last

3

4

or

under those

conditions.

COST OF FROGS MADE OF MANGANESE, BESSEMER AND (IPEN HEARTH STEELS.

RAILS

—^

R.iil

.\um'>tr
8
10

of

Cost

F'rog

$80-100
$88-102
$120-147
$166-103
$480-600

|-

No. 20
Crossings

60

at

(Icr.

angle

l,i;00-2.000

lb.

2.400-2.800
3,100-3,600
6,265-8.370

lb.
11).

lb.

Weight of manganese
315- 5101b.
376- 600 1b.
660- 750 lb.
855-1,1 10
2.430-2.800

lb.
lb.

Weight

Cost

850-

$83-89
$100
$131-144
$163-220
$450-617

050

1b.

10-1.1 50

lb.
lb.

.1

lb.
lb.

*

Cost

$34-48
$35-50
$46-60
$57-73
$270-384

Total weight of
frog
1,500-1,750
1,540-1,865
2,000-2,300
2,600-2,800
7,630-8,555

RAILS

Cost

Made

Length of Swilrli
18

ft

30

ft

Cost
$70,103
$114 lid

I'rjints.

1.450.2.330
?, 100-3,580

switch-points,

carbon
to

liini

determine

fro);s

and

steel,

use

of

be

to

with

parison

to

lb.

decide

in

economy
made from

relative

in

com-

ordinary

some rule iir guide which would
charge of maintenance, and enalile

establish

the ollicer in

tfi

their

switch-points

.111(1

adv.iiuc wlielber or not

would be economic.il

it

order a manganese frog or switch-point for a given locaThis prfives that the manganese steel frot;s are economition.
to

cal

in

In

many

hications, prineip.illy

none of the cases

leniiited.

It

is

where the service

rei)orte(l

rather the opposite.

of the castings are
of

made

are

The

greater bee.m

manganese

reduced

and

.(

it

llieic

e-;s:i;,gs

tion

of the strength of such costly m.iterial

Switches are

;ilsfi

inade

in

the

United

severe.
at-

thickness of the walls

lliir,

steel,

is

dimensions

is

diClienlt

ninsl

lo

make

be no (ines-

Stales entirelv

ganese tips
100-170Ib.
142-2601b.

1b.

The I'ennsyK ;inia Lines have for a long time been keeping a
record of the service of mtmg.inese frogs, ;md man.ganese tipped

from

of

Bessemer

Weight of manCost

$46-68

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

100 LB.

PER

$78-104

YD.;

lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

SECTION

of open-hearth steel
rails

steel rails

Total weight of
points and rods
1,035-2.300
3.100-3,775

Total weight of
frog

$36-^7
1.500-1.750
$37-50
1.540-1.865
$48-61
2.000-2,300
$60-76
2,600-2,800
$275-384 7,630-8,555

lb.

Made
Manganese

^

^

ARAB

Total weight of
poinl s and rods

of open-hearth
steel rails

''

,

of frog

.500-1,900
1,835-2,500
4,100-4,330

1
1

Made

steel

rails

OK SWIini I'dlXTS MADE OF MANGANESE. BESSEMER AND OPEN HEARTH STEELS.

CO.ST

made only

PER YD; SECTION ARA-B

Bessemer

/

—

'

^

No.
No.
\...

Solid castings

*

Total weight of
frog
1.800-1.845 Ih.

of

..

l>nund or huilt-up

.

100 LB.

Made

Manfranese
,

by several railroads,

The first attempt to apply manganese steel to rails of curves
was in 189.S. in the shape of flat rails for street railways, by
William Wharton. Jr.. & Co., Inc., and subsequently in November. 1898, 7-in. high girder guard rails were cast in about 12ft. lengths for the Philadelphia Traction Company.
In the beginning of 1902, the Wharton Company had also been approached
by the Boston Elevated Railway Company on the question of
manufacturing manganese steel T rails for some of the curves
of its system, where an unusual condition of rapid wear existed, and in April, 1902, the first manganese steel T rails cast
in 20-ft. lengths and ground to section were furnished for a
curve of 82 ft radius near the Park Street station of the Boston subway. The rails were cast straight and afterwards curved.
The section was quite heavy, i. e., while the contour of the
head corresponded to the 85 lb. per yd. A. S. C. E. design,
the web and base were made 1% in., thinning down at the ends,
which were ground to a splice bar fit, and the top and side of
the head were also ground smooth and true.

There

(which may be removed
for general use. because

tried

such use, but with no data, having been

of

No. 17

as large.

railtraflic

preferred, though of greater primary

is

feeling of mistrust

certain

a

is

track

the

by splice bars.

rails

and are being

rail,

59,

by the Hocking Valley and the Pennsylvania railroads.
They
have not been generally used, owing lo their high cost and the
waste of manganese steel when the point is sufficiently worn
away to cause the discard of the whole switch, l^jr that reason the manganese-tipped switch-points are almost universally
employed where manganese steel is desired. They can readily
be repaired with economy.
The short points are about 3 ft.
long for 18-ft. switches and 6 ft. long for 30-ft, switches,
wdiile the long ones are b'/j ft, long for 18-ft, switches, and
correspondingly longer for the long ones, reaching about as
f.ir as the planing on the head of the switch-point.
A record
of the comparative trials of manganese and Bessemer steel
switch-points has been kept by the I'ennsylvania Lines, which
shows that in no case has the monthly cost of the Bessemer
been less than that of the manganese.
In a large number of
the cases the economy of the manganese points is very great,
the monthly cost of Bessemer points being as high as 13 times

showing the

begimiing of

the

Vol..

niangaiK'se

repiiits

inade aware

tlie

cost

relative

l)e

lolled

k''1''1'-

who know

order to compare them accurately.

dillicnlt

is

limes as

llircc

only lo lliosc

also

scrvici'

(lAZF.T'ir.

Cost

lb.

$48-69

lb.

$81-105

Total weight of
points and rods
1,935-3.300 lb
3,100-3.775 lb.

Between 1905 and 1908, the successful rolling of manganese
was accomplished by the Pennsylvania Steel Company of
Steelton, Pa. and the Manganese Steel Rail Company of New
York City, both of which rolled a quantity for the Boston
Elevated Railway, and they were laid in the track November

rail

4,

1908.

The

]>rice

of the open-hearth rail

was about $30 per

ton.

and

$180 per ton, but now
about $90 per ton. Between 1903 and 1908 several other elev.iled railroad companies purchased manganese steel rail for
sliar]) curves with heavy tralTic,
The steam railroads have been
much slower than the elevated railro.ids in adopting manganese
steel rails because of the high cost, while at the same time

of the rolled manganese

rail

ori.ginally

their

curves are not so sharp.

ni.ide

by some of them.

The

use of manganese steel

Nevertheless, trials have been

rail

is

not well established

like

October
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1915

22,

manganese

that of

and switches, but

steel frogs

and

tried in especially difficult locations,

it

will in

is

all

still

being

probability-

meet with greater favor among railway engineers when some
the objections have been removed.
The principal faults
found with it at the present time are
(1) A number of breakages have been recorded, which is
disquieting.
The ordinary rolled carbon steel shapes are difficult to reproduce in manganese steel, on account of the trouble
in quenching the metal without the formation of minute cracks,
which may subsequently cause fracture.
(2) It is strong and tough, but the hardness is not superior
to that of Bessemer steel, and consequently the resistance to
battering at the ends of the rails is not altogether satisfactory.
Measurements to show this have been made by the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. The maximum joint depression or "set"

749

back at $19.60 per ton for the nickel
might be the market price for old steel rails

ceived

whatever

plus

the time of

at

return.

The

of

was measured with
instrument twice a year at set places in

outline or profile of the rail section

Sommer & Rauge

a

to determine the rate of abrasion, and ultimately the
comparative wear or life.
At some points the nickel rail

order

showed some

superiority in

slight

the tests pointed to the

fact

but the average of

life,

all

and hence

that the life of each,

the resistance to abrasion, was practically the same.
The removals began in 1906, and were continued until 1911 when the
last was removed, these differences being due to the differences
in degree of curvature and amount of traffic.
It is also necessary to compare the relative safety by keeping a record of the
failures, and these are given in the table

TABLE OF NICKEL AND BESSEMER STEEL RAIL FAILURES
Failures

Kind of

System
Northwest
Northwest
Southwest

Rail

Nickel

Bessemer
Nickel

recorded

up

to

1903
22
16

6

time seems to be 0.10

present

the

1904
46
34

1905

1906

53
32
19

51

in.,

after

40

three years and two months' service.

The

(3)

on curves

present primary cost, about $90 per ton of 2,240

lb.,

economy

greater than any other metal tried, the resulting

is

not sufficiently great to be attractive to the railways.

is

hoped that additional knowledge and skill in manufacture
will overcome this, because the price has already been reduced
from $180 per ton. The high price was, of course, partly due
to the very small quantities produced, and the lack of suitable
It is

tnanufacturing

facilities.

or cut it in the field on account
beyond the reach of present tools.
The use of manganese steel for guard rails has been introduced within the last four or five years, because of the increasing severity of the service which must be performed by a guard
rail in guiding the wheels of the modern extremely heavy
equipment safely past the frog point. The wearing away of a
guard rail made of Bessemer or open-hearth rail is very rapid,
which causes a frequent adjustinent or resetting in order to
(4)

of

It

its

make

great toughness.

it

will

rial

relative

now

is

impossible to

is

drill

It

is

work effectively. A more resistant matereduce the number of resettings and save labor. The
economy of the manganese steel one-piece guard rail
perforin

fairly

made, and

its

its

determined, but additional trials are being

well

use

is

Nickel Steel Rail
lots

a percentage of nickel were rolled for

some of which were

of Bessemer

trial

rail with
by different roads,

the Pennsylvania Lines, the Baltiinorc

&

Lehigh Valley, the New
York Central Lines and the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Between March and June, 1903, the Pennsylvania Lines laid
3,248 tons, or 22 miles, of nickel rail, weighing 85 lb. per yd., in
comparison with Bessemer rail in curved track, some of the
curves of which were as sharp as 7 deg. The two kinds were
laid in alternate stretches, the change from nickel to Bessemer
being made at the centre of the curve so that one-half of the
curve was liid with each kind, in order to have thcin under
Ohio, the Bessemer

the

& Lake

same conditions of

Erie, the

traffic.

The average chemical composition

of the two kinds of rail

was

as follows

...
l.incs

Kind of

Pcnn»ylv»ni.i

South
.-loutti

/Niclcl
We.f
Sv^lcm
WCKI .-.ysicm..
1

The

iirici-

Bessemer

rail

p;ii(I

was

Car-

j;i„i

North WmI
;>ysiem.. /Nickel
norm
went SvMem
(„„,p,„p^

1,„„,„„

per
$28,

)„,„

0,443
.

.n.4'i8
n.4.Vl

..0.4,10

Phosphnrvis

0.090
O.OOi
O.OOO
0.095

MnnRaiic<e

0.R33
0.R5O
0.8O0
0.910

Sili-

Sill-

Nick-

rnn

iilmr

<•!

0.059
0.105
0.000
0.106

0.030

3.46

O.n.lo
0.0.10

3.44

0.037

fur niikcl r.iil was $54. .SO, and fur
and the scrap nickel rail was to bo rc-

ton

1909
28

1910
29

14

2

29
29
4

I

To

test the strength

10

in.,

and

95
53

133
37
19

19

116
71

Fail-

laid to

ures
373
190
42

1

failure
9

18

86

ductility of the nickel steel, 48 pieces
lb.,

from

falling

a height of 17

the supports for the test pieces being spaced 3

ft.

ft.

apart,

gave a deflection of V/i to 2J4 in., the average being 1 15/16 in.
Only one piece broke. This series of tests shows that the nickel
rail cost almost twice as much as the Bessemer, lasted only
about the same length of time under similar conditions, and was
less strong and safe, having a very small ratio of rails laid
to one failure.
The Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad reported that the nickel
steel rails tried by that company did not give satisfactory re-

New Yoik Central & Hudson River, 200 tons of
80 lb. per yard, were laid in 1903, and 100 tons of
per yard in 1905.
Both lots were Bessemer steel with

sults.

On

nickel

rail,

100

lb.

the

and Syi per cent

0.40 to 0.50 carbon

after a short time of service

nickel.

commenced

The

80-lb.

rails

to flow laterally

on the
curves, and large flakes were detached from the heads, though
the loss of metal did not take place quite so rapidly as in the
case of the plain Bessemer rails laid with them for comparison.

The

flow from the heads of the 100-lb. rails was rapid, great
on the curves after a few months' service.

slivers being detached

Nickel-Chromium Steel Rail

The next
steel

already quite large.

Between 1900 and 1902 some small

1908
90
22

struck by a weight of 2,240

so high that, although the resistance to wheel flange abrasion

is

1907
54
30

16

Ratio
of rails

Total

Crushed Other
Broken heads heads defects
Split

rail.

step

was

to

add chromium, a hardener,

The nickel-chromium

rail

to the nickel

was of the usual open-

hearth steel with 2]^ per cent nickel and 0.50 to 0.90 per cent
chromium, and the comparisons were made with ordinary openhearth rails and with Bessemer steel rails in addition.
The
hardening effect of the chromium was clearly evident in the
diagrams of all the tests, as well as the inferiority of the Besse-

mer

to either of the others.

In the case of the outside or
the abrasion of the open-hearth rail was 10, 13, 35,
38 and 55 per cent greater in the different tests than the nickel-

high

rail

rails

chromium

alloy; and in the case of the inside or lov/ rails the
abrasion of the open-hearth rails was 14, 22, 37, 58 and 62 per

cent greater.

There were 20
curve.

rails of

Five

each kind

in

the test, on a 9-deg. 20-

no open-hearth rails
opon-hcarth rails had
crushed heads. This shows that the greater resistance to abrasion of the nickel-chromium rail is at the expense of greater
britllcnrss.
In another test with 16 rails of each kind, on a
7-dcg. 32-min. curve, 5 of the nickel-chromium rails broke and
one had a split head, while none of the open-hearth rails failed.
All of the tests sliowcd that for greater resistance to the forces
of the abrasive action of wheels the addition of nickel and
chromium ti» opcn-hcarlh steel rails in the quantities and in the
mamier used is very desirable, but is undesirable on the score of
safety.
Similar unsatisfactory service has been given by nickelniin.

broke,

while

1

itickcl-chromiiim

nickcl-chroniitmi

and

and
4
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on the Central Railroad of New Jersey, where
1 in 20 rails laid, and on the Erie, where
they were 1 in 78 rails laid. On the Lehigh Valley the results
of trials were the' same in regard to failures, but the rate of
abrasion was slower than for ordinary steel under the same

chromium

rail

the breakages were

conditions, the difference being as high as 70 per cent in

The composition

cases.

phosphorus not over

chromium

of the rails

0.04,

manganese

was carbon
0.60

some

0.50 to 0.60,

to 0.90,

nickel

2.0,

Lackawanna & Western found any appreciable

& Maine

more & Ohio

Steel Rail

The only road which sent in any information about highcarbon steel rails was the Pennsylvania Lines. These rails have
given excellent service from the standpoint of resistance to the
abrasive action of wheels, lasting more than twice as long as
ordinary Bessemer and open-hearth rail, under similar conditions of traffic, but have developed serious fault from the standpoint of safety, as the breakages have been numerous, 1 in 14

most alarming of

rails laid, and,

the silvery oval spot, called

all,

The carbon

the "transverse fissure," has been found in the head.

was very high for rail weighing 85 lb. per yard, from 0.80 to 0.88
per cent, and in addition nickel and chromium were present,
making a very hard and brittle material, and it is not known
what the effect might be in the case of rails of heavier section.
It is customary to increase the percentage of carbon in the heavier

It

rails.

section

were too high.

railways are opposed to interference in the processes of manufacture, believing instead in the
principle of specifications for rails which set forth clearly and
concisely the physical qualities which they must have, and the
and, although nearly

methods of conducting

The

it.

Balti-

rail

over

ordinary Bessemer rail of practically the same composition, but
in the case of open-hearth rail, with its higher carbon, the superiority is lost.
Of course, the cotnparison would be fairer
if open-hearth steel of the same composition had been treated
with titanium.

The

is in helping to produce
and that is, of course, a splendid quality. Its
tendency to produce a deeper pipe must be counteracted by a
greater discard or an improved method for making the top of
It leaves no tr.ice of itself in the resulting
the ingot sound.
metal, and therefore does not make an alloy steel with any great-

principal value of ferro-titanium

solid ingot metal,

er resistance to abrasion, or any greater strength, than

about by

is brought
spongy condition and greater compactness.

less

its

Atumiitum
daily practice by many of the
used
manufacturers at their mills, but its use has not been
specifically requested by any railroad administrations for special
tests, but, on the contrary, is entirely prohibited in the specificain

is

their

some railroad administrations.

tions of

all

tests

which

will

prove that the product

offered for sale does or does not posses those qualities, never-

United States and
and a few
introduce other clauses relating to mill practice, such as holding
in the ladle for a specified time, size of teeming nozzle, length of
ingots, etc.
While such requirements have generally been excluded from specifications, yet the subject of mill practice has
been and is being widely studied by railway engineers.
Bradley Stoughton has admirably summed up our available
These defects are phosphoinformation on ingot defects.
rus, which has been mastered in the open-hearth steel process,
slag inclusions (sub-divided into solid oxidized enclosures and
entrained sulphides), blowholes, combined gases, pipes and segregation.
The purpose of the addition of aluminum, silicon,
ferro-titanium, vanadium and other "physics" or "cleansers," is
In
to remove as many of the defects enumerated as possible.
doing this, aluminum and titanium pass off with the impurities
and leave no trace behind in the finished rail.
the

to

abrasive action of wheels of titanium-treated Bessemer

Aluminum

It has come to be fully recognized by American railway engineers that sound ingots are essential for the production of sound

universal practice in the

theless,

it

Canada

to specify the chemical constituents as well,

is

were quite favorable

rail

SPECIAL PROCESS STEELS

rails,

difference in re-

tests exhibit superiority in resistance against the

evident that the proportions used in the 8S-lb.

is

No. 17

semer. steel, with its lower carbon and high phosphorus, is compared with open-hearth steel with its higher carbon and low
phosphorus. In the Rock Island trials, the advantage seems to
lie with the titanium-treated Bessemer rail over open-hearth and
electric-process rail during 17 months' service.
Neither the Maine Central, the Terminal Railroad Association
of St. Louis, the Chicago Great Western nor the Delaware,

on the Boston

High Carbon

59,

sistance to abrasion by the use of ferro-titanium, but the results

0.75 per cent.

0.4 to

Vol,

High

have been made in limited quantities of steel
is, over 0.30 per cent, but little information has been furnished to the reporter. On an 8-deg. curve
at Hoblitzell, on the Baltimore & Ohio, some rail with carbon
0.596, phosphorus 0.10, manganese 1.11 and silicon 0.69 was tried,
Other tests
but it was too brittle, as 7 out of 8 rails failed.

Although
high

rails

are

now

trials

in

silicon, that

being conducted by other roads.
Electric Process

A

few railways are trying small quantities of rail manufactured by this process at the Heroult furnace of the Illinois
South Chicago. The Terminal Railroad AssoLouis reports that limited experience indicates
that it has better resistance to abrasion than ordinary Bessemer
steel, and the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern reports that the
The
Electric Process shows less abrasion than the Bessemer.
Rock Island Lines put 287 tons of 100-lb. rail in service and
state that after 17 months' service the number of square inches

Company

Steel

of

ciation

at

St.

worn off the head was less for the electric process than for the
open-hearth, but greater than for the titanium-treated rail. There
were no failures of the titanium-treated or of the electric procwhjle there was

ess,

Tttaniujii

Silicon

1

failure in

1,008 rails laid

of

the open

hearth.

The

results

of the trials of titanium-treated steel rails have

been conflicting up to the present time, owing, perhaps, to the
In
fact that the variables in the tests have been too numerous.
order to obtain accurate information, there should be but one
variable,

the treatment with ferro-titanium.

The

conditions in

Delaware & Hudson and the Lehigh Valley
were not the same, and it is impossible to say to what

Hcat-Treatcd Rails

The Carnegie Steel
into the
tests

rolled

power of

rail

off-

resistance to abrasion due to the higher

carbon content in it. In the case of the Northern Pacific the
results are reported not good on account of the higher percentage of piped rails which shows the necessity for an improved
method of making sound ingots or an additional discard. The
trials of the. two kinds of rails are not exactly comparable, with
reference to the titanium treatment, because titanium-treated Bjs-

conducting an investigation
rails

and

A

making service
number of open-

is

B (Fig. 14) section were
and were placed in track June
10 and 11, 1912, on the high and low sides of a 5-dcg. curve,
about 3yi miles from East Pittsburgh. As far as the profiles
and inspection? show up to July 1, 1913, the oil-quenched rails
show an average improvement of 41 per cent over the untreated
rails on the high side of curve, and about 37 per cent improvement on the low side of curve, or an average of 39 per cent for
the oil-quenched rails over the untreated rails under exactly
hearth

tests

sets the greater

is

on the Union Railroad of Pittsburgh.

the cases of the

extent the sharper curvature for the titanium-treated

Company

performance of oil-quenched

the

rails of

100-lb.

and treated

A. R. A. Type

in April, 1912,

same conditions of

service.

October
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companies are also making experiments with heatorder to raise the elastic limit without sacriricing ductility, and the Pennsylvania Steel Company has recently rolled 16 rails of special section, approximating 121 lb.
per yard, which are to be laid for service test in the tracks
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, where the curvature is sharp and
the traffic heavy.
The Pennsylvania Steel Company manufactures rail from Cuban iron ore, known as Mayari ore, which
naturally contains a small amount of nickel and chromium, and
It has been found that this steel when heat-treated possesses
the qualities of extreme hardness unaccompanied by brittleness,
but it is difficult to heat-treat an unbalanced section like a rail
without distorting it, and at a reasonable cost.

Other

treated

steel

rails

ill

Conclusions
1. Cast manganese steel has been proved by long experience,
under exacting conditions, to be a satisfactory and safe metal
for the manufacture of frogs and switch-points.
2. The trials of rolled manganese steel for rails, and for the
manufacture of frogs and switches have not been so extensive
as with the cast product, but have been continued to a sufficient

degree to enable us to conclude that

maximum

ness and a
3.

it

will ultimately be entirely

where great strength, tough-

suitable for those uses at locations
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the expenditures for the elimination of grade crossings and the number of
persons killed and injured in Chicago was published in the issue of October
8,

page 634.
Interstate

—

Commerce Commission Hearing on Valuation. On September
30 and October 1 the Interstate Commerce Commission heard oral arguments
by representatives of the railways on important considerations regarding the
federal valuation.
The arguments presented at this time were abstracted in
the issue of (October 8, page 651.
Pennsylvania Track Elevation Through Wilkinsburg, Pa. ^The Penn'
sylvania is now completing the elevation of its main line through Wilkinsburg, a suburi} of Pittsburgh.
This work involves a number of irtteresting
construction problems, which were described in the issue of October 8,

—

page 654.

...

—

ElectrifTcation of 440.5 Miles of the St. Paul.
The Chicago, Milwaukee S:
Paul is now completing the electrification of the first of four efigine dis-

St.

between Harlowton. Mont., and Avery, Idaho, and is actively -engaged
on the remaining three. The details of this work were described in an illustrated article in the issue of October 15, page 683.
Valuation Methods on the Big Four. To secure the information required
by the federal valuation parties, the large roads now under valuation have
organized special departments. The character of the organization developed
on the Big Four, on which work has been under way for a year, was described
in the issue of October 15, page 701.
tricts

—

A NEW BOLT NUT FOR RAIL JOINTS
The Ballou safety rail bolt nut is the name of a
recently put on the market for use with rail joints.
is provided with a conical or tapered extension which
the bolt hole in the splice bar.

This boh

liole

is

new nut
The nut
iits

into

also given a

abrasive resistance are desirable.

The experiments with

and nickel and chromium

nickel,

in

proportions, in rail steel have not, up to the present
time, been entirely satisfactory; but the accepted employment of
certain

nickel steel in bridge construction,

chromium

in

other proportions

and the

in

rail

of nickel and

trials

especially

steel,

when

incorporated as two of the natural elements of the iron ore,
justify continued use.

The use

of high carbon (over 0.80 per cent) in rails weighper yard, in combination with 0.92 to 1.00 per cent
of nickel, and 0.24 to 0.29 per cent of chromium, has not been
satisfactory. The conditions with rail sections of greater weight
4.

ing 85

lb.

might be entirely different.
study of the qualities possessed by high
5. Further
rails, that is, steel with over 0.30 per cent of sihcon,

silicon
is

ad-

visable.
6.

The

value of the use of ferro-titanium in rail steel manufor improving the condition of solidity

facture as a "physic"

The Ballou

of the metal is conceded, but at the same time steps should be
taken to overcome its injurious effect in deepening the "pipe"

conical taper of such size that

in the ingot.
7.

Safety Rail Bolt Nut

Heat-treated

rails,

and those manufactured with the

sistance of the electric process are at present in

use only, but the possibility of future value
the study should be continued.

as-

experimental

promising, and

is

when

the bolt

is

drawn up

the

tapered shank of the bolt comes to a secure bearing in the
tapered hole without allowing the shoulder of the nut to bear
against the face of the splice bar.
Joints, equipped with these nuts have been used experimentally
on 27 railroads and several street car systems, in some cases

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following

articles

of

special

interest

to

engineers and

maintenance of way men, to which readers of this section may
wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette since
Scptcmlier

17,

1915:

—

Tlic Canadian Pacificin Norlli Toronto, Ont.
complclinK the elevation of its tracks in North Toronto for a distance of
new
passcnijer station
Zyi miles, this work idso invnIvinK the ImihlinK of a
This project was described in an illustrated article in
at North Toronto.
the issue of .Septcnihcr 24, pa^c S^S.
The I'irst Bridiic Built in War Time. ^That construction activities have
not entirely ceased in those iMiiopcan countries ctigaKed in war is evidenced
by the recent completion of a cantilever bridge across the .Seine at Rouen,
with a total length of l,l)(»5 ft. This bridge was described in a short illustrated article in the issue of Septeinber 2'1, page 564.
Recent I'rogress in the I'eileral V.'tluation Work. The field forces engaged in federal valuation work arc now covering about 4,000 miles of line
per month. Recent developments in the methods adopted by the government
forces anci by the carriers to secure the desired information, were described
in an article in the issue of .Septcndier J4, page .'id'J.
International ICnginccring ("ongrcss at San b'ranciseo.
Five sessions of
the International ICnginccring Congress, held in San i'rancisco, September
20.2.'), were ticvoteil to railway engineering ami papers were presented by men
prominent in the various branches of railway operation and maintenance in
this and foreign countries.
These papers were abstracted in the issue of
October 1. page .S'JI.
Grade Crossing Elimination. An editorial describing the relation between

Grade CrossinR Elimination

is

—

—

—

—

An

Application of the Ballou Bolt Nuts to a Depending Flange Joint

on the Norfolk
for a jjcriud uf

that the

&

Western

two years or more.

frictional

These

tests

resistance of the taper bearing

have shown
is

suflicient

to prevent the loosening of the bolts by the ordinary vibralion

and movement of the tracks uitdcr

tratVic.
The axial eloujiatioii
of the nut serves to streiiKthcn the thrcailcd coniieclion of the
bolt to the nut, it shorlcns the length of the holt between the
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head and the nut and it protects the thread on the bolt from
frictional wear and exposure to the weather.

A

joint of the angle bar pattern designed

nuts of this type

is

now on

for use with bolt

the market under the

name Ballon

safety rail joint, but bolts equipped with the Ballou nut may
be applied to any form of joint. An accompanying photograph
shows an example of such an application, which follows the
ordinary practice of alternating the nuts on the inside and
rail.
There is no restriction upon the length of
which these nuts may be used, and in consequence,
the nuts are equally applicable to frogs and crossings.
This
joint is manufactured by the Ballou Safety Rail Joint Company, Roanoke, Va.

outside of the

Vol.

them, the large majority of

Although

59,

No. 17

which are heavy passenger and
this
track has been especially

switching

trains.

difficult to

maintain previously, both with reference to creeping

and

spreading, neither of these tendencies has been evident

to

A similar installation was
same time on the main tracks of the St. Paul at
Western Avenue, Chicago, where these plates replaced tie bars,
rail anchors, rail braces and tie plates and which has proved
since the installation of these plates.

made

at the

equally satisfactory.

Other installations have been made on the

bolts with

THE THOMAS RAIL ANCHOR
As

its

name

indicates, the

Thomas

plate and rail anchor combined.

It

rail

TIE

anchor

PLATE

tie plate is

a tie

consists of a malleable iron

bottom and with
of any thickness
and size desired to conform to the standards of any road. The
special features of this design are the means by which it is
locked to the rail, eliminating movement between the rail and tie
plate.
To accomplish this the shoulder on one side is extended
up over the flange of the rail 5^ in. The lower surface of this
tie

plate

with

corrugations

slight

The

shoulders on both sides.

extension
the

rail

is

inclined to the

flange,

on

the

plate can be

same angle

providing a

drive

fit.

made

as the upper surface of

A

set

screw

of

cast

A

Section of the Thomas Rail Anchor Tie Plate, Showing
Relation to the Rail and Tie

Its

Chicago Great \\'estern and on the Chicago & North Western
at points of heavy grades and soft embankments where the rail

was inclined to run. In all of these installations this plate has
been effective as an anchor as well as a tie plate.
The Thomas Rail Anchor Tie Plate is made by the Chicago
Malleable Castings Company, West Pullman, Chicago, 111.

An

Installation of

Thomas
Kansas

hardened

steel

the

This screw

rail.

surface of the

also

Rail

City,

Anchor Tie
Mo.

extends through
is

rail flange,

engaging
right angles to the upper
this

extension,

inclined

at

giving

a full, firm contact.

it

EFFECT OF TREATMENT ON THE STRENGTH
OF BRIDGE STRINGERS

Plates at

Two

set

screws have been provided on some patterns of this plate,
although it is not believed that this is necessary in most cases.
On the opposite side of the rail, lugs are provided behind the
spike holes, forcing the spikes to their proper position against
the rail, and holding them there, thus securing contact with the
rail on both sides.
With this device the track is anchored
against movement in both directions without the use of any
additional devices and by making the rail, tie plate and tie a
unit, expansion is confined to each individual rail.
By reversing
the plates on alternate ties, the rail is given increased resistance

The United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
made public, in Bulletin No. 286, the results of a number of
tests made in co-operation with the Illinois Central and one

has

eastern and two western wood-preserving companies, to determine the effect of commercial creosote treatment on the strength
of loblolly pine, long leaf pine and Douglas fir bridge stringers.
The timbers were selected for test from stock furnished by the
co-operators dnd they received the regular commercial treatment.
The test specimens were 8 in. by 16 in. in section and from 28 to
32 ft. in length, each stick being cut into two stringers of equal
length at the time of treatment. Based on these tests the following conclusions were drawn
(1) Timber may be very materially weakened by preservative
processes.

against overturning.

(2)

Creosote in

These tie plates have been in service experimentally for periods
up to two years under very severe conditions. One of the
earliest installations was made on the Kansas Cit/ Terminal two
years ago on a track on a heavy grade between the roundhouse
and the station. While this track was not subjected to heavy
trains, there is an almost continued movement of engines over it.
Another test has been under observation since February 1, 191.\
in the main tracks of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy near
Canal and Sixteenth Streets, Chicago. These tracks are on a
heavy descending grade with about 300 movements per day over

(3)

A

may have

timber

itself

does not appear to weaken timber.

preservative process
little

which

will

seriously

injure one

or no effect on the strength of another.

A

comparison of the effect of a preservative process on
(4)
the strength of different species should not be made, unless it is
the

common

or best adapted process

for

all

the species

com-

pared.
(5)

The same treatment given

species
species,

and

its

may have

a different effect

to

a

upon

timber of a particular
different pieces of that

depending upon the form of the timber used,
condition

when

treated.

its

size,

&

Convention of the Bridge

Building Association

Abstract of the Committee Reports and Discussions at
the Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting Held at Detroit

The twenty-fifth annual convention of the American Railway
Bridge & Building Association was held at the Statler Hotel, DeAbout 175 members of the assotroit, October 19-21, inclusive.
were present, including a considerable number of the pastpresidents and older members. A special feature of this convention, marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of its organization,
was the attention paid to the earlier work of the association and
ciation

to a review of its development.

This convention was the most successful in the history of the
organization in point of attendance, character of committee reThe officers for the past year were
ports and discussion.

short radius. The use of outriggers, which are provided on the
larger cranes, increases the width of the base and adds to the

They should be used on
both sides of the crane when handling heavy loads on poor track,
as the breaking of the hoisting cable or the slipping of the hitch
may cause the crane to tip over backwards.
A modern locomotive crane in capable hands can be used for
an endless variety of work. No railroad is so small that one or
stability at right angles to the track.

more can not be kept busy, nor
day to make them economical.

vice-president,

necessary to use them every

USES OF LOCOMOTIVE CR.\NES

Hadwen, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul first
G. Aldrich, New York, New Haven & Hartford

president, L. D.

is it

;

In almost

all

cases a locomotive crane can switch the cars
away with the necessity of hav-

loads and unloads, doing

second vice-president, G. W. Rear, Southern Pacific third vicefourth vice-president,
president, C. E. Smith, Missouri Pacific
E. B. Ashby, Lehigh Valley; secretary, C. A. Lichty, Chicago &
Northwestern and treasurer, F. E. Weise, Chicago, Milwaukee

that

&

loads high above it. As a crane can swing its boom through a
complete circle and the radius can be varied, loads can be picked
up and placed anywhere within its radius. A double-drum crane
can operate any two-line clam-shell or orange-peel bucket. When
a locomotive crane is equipped with an electric generator and
leader truss with
magnet, it will handle all kinds of metal.

;

;

;

Paul.

St.

The convention was opened with prayer by Past President
J. N. Penwell (L. E. & W.), Mayor Marx of Detroit, and J. C.
general solicitor of the Pere Marquette, wel-

assistant

Bills,

Vice-President G. W. Rear (S. P.) and
A. McGonagle (D. M. & N.) responded for
the association. In his presidential address L. D. Hadwen traced
the development of bridge design and maintenance during the
25 years since the association was founded, citing the change
from Coopers E. 35 to Coopers E. 55 loading, or heavier; the
replacement of wrought iron with steel, and more recently with

comed

the association.

Past President

alloy steels

W.

the substitution of concrete for stone,

;

report of the secretary

;

;

;

Reinforced Concrete Bridge Work Concrete Culvert Pipe
and Concrete Piles, and Street Crossing Gates, Towers, Bells,
Monographs were also presented on the subjects of Manila
etc.
Rope by F. E. Weise, chief clerk, engineering department, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and on Water Waste by C. R.
Knowles, general foreman, water service, Illinois Central.

tions

;

;

LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
The

place within the last 25 years.

mand

was designed

It

for a portable crane that could be

The

place around an industrial plant.

were of two
ft.

radius.

They were mounted on

to

fill

moved from

first

to five tons capacity with short

the deplace to

locomotive cranes

booms of about

15-

short car bodies supported by

and the propelling gear consisted of
improvement was the adoption of gearing for propulsion, and this feature has now been developed to such an extent tliat cranes have been built capable of
four

small

car

wheels,

sprockets and chains.

Tlic first real

hauling several cars at 20 miles per hour.
The four-wheel car was used exclusively for several years and
cranes of 10 and 15 tons capacity were built. These cranes could
not be hauled in trains, even at slow speeds, and the need of a
crane that could be Iransporled readily led to the adoption of
the eight-wheel car alioul ten years ago, which lias permilted increasing

capacity to a

tlic

liaiulioai) in

maximum

the developiuent of cranes

of 60 tons.
is

The

greatest

ihc fixed width of gage,

it
necessary to have a heavy car and siillicicut
counterweight to prevent ovcrtnniiiiK uIkm loads are lifted at
Even with all the weight that can be
right angles to the track.
applied conveniently, the cranes have their full capacity only at

which makes

A

regular pile driver leaders has been designed to take the place of
the

boom on

a pile driver

the larger sizes of cranes.

This arrangement makes

more capable of doing work than a regular

driver.

A

locomotive crane will switch the cars, unload the material,
drive the coffer-dam, make the excavation, drive the foundation

handle concrete material, tear out the old structure, erect
one, and clean up and load the remaining material without the assistance of any other machine and with very few men.
In a storage yard a locomotive crane will switch the cars, will
load, unload and pile material of all kinds, and will pile it higher
the

new

In a ballast pit it will make a good
is economical by hand.
showing loading ballast, especially if the excavation is below
the water line. On the road it is of great value picking up freight
It will pick up and place ripthat may have fallen from cars.
rap, and will load and unload lumber, rails or any other heavy

than

material.

Cranes are built in sizes ranging from 3 to 60 tons capacity
the lightest ones being used chiefly around industrial plants and
the larger ones for special purposes, such as bridge erection. The
best crane for maintenance of

development of the locomotive crane has taken

entire

ing the cars "spotted" with a locomotive. Within its capacity a
crane will do all kinds of hoisting either with one or two lines,
and with a long boom, or extension of a short boom, it can place

piles,

etc.

showed 95 new members received
during the year and a total membership of 664. The treasurer's
report showed a balance on hand of $1,200.
Committee reports were presented on The Use of Locomotive
Cranes Pile and Timber Trestle Bridges Railway Water Tanks
Costs of Structures Warnings for Overhead and Side Obstruc-

The

it

way work

is

the eight-wheel crane

of 20 to 30 tons capacity. Such a crane will cost from $",0tX1 to
The cost of operation depends on the number of days
$8,000.
worked, the kind of work, etc., it being evident that a crane loading ballast will require

be about as follows

more

repairs than one doing light

work

However, the average cost of operation

in a storage yard.

will

:

$2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50

Interest
nepreciatioii

Repairs
I'ucl

50

.Supplies

Labor

6.00

$15.00

Total

somewhat higher than

is probcheap and wages low, it
may be reduced .somewhat, but it is usual lo underestimate such
Depreciation and repairs
items as depreciation and repairs.
have been figured on the basis of 20 years' service, but that in the
meantime it will have been completely rebuilt once. The daily
It is when
rate is based on 2lK) full service days during the year.
the use of a crane is compared with manual labor that its great
saving is shown. Figtircs have been obtained from a large number of sources and while they show considerable variation in

This

is

ably a fair estimate.

Where

is

fuel

usually claimed, hut
is
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work

may

it

be claimed that a crane will save as against hand

as follows

A

$40 day
"
40
30 '*
40 "

few comparative costs selected at random, follow

Scrap

Unit.
By Hand.
Ton $0.20 to $0.25

Coal

Ton

Handled.

Timber

M.

0.40 to
0.40
to
0.004
Cwt. 0.032
Cwt. 0.021

Lumber

Lin.

to $0.06
0.10
to
0.20
to
0.35
to

$0.02
0.05
0.12
0.25

0.002
0.016
0.012

ft.

wheels, axles, journals, boxes, brasses,

repairs to the running gear can be

made

give

it

etc.,

should be of

quickly.

The

At

may

ft.)

ordinary

one truck should be of the standard

swivel 4-wheel type.

The

propelling gear should be designed to propel the crane and

whatever cars

it will pull at the rate of four to six miles per
Provisions should be made to throw out of gear without
the removal of collars or other fastenings under the car, and
this feature should be handled entirely by levers or hand wheels

hour.

of the car or on top.

at the side

The

car should be provided

with standard draft rigging and brakes. It is a great advantage
to have an air pump and engineer's valve on the crane itself, but
this feature is not absolutely essential.
The boom should not be too long except for special service,
ft.
The bootn hoist should
be of ample capacity and should be operated with a worm gear
of such pitch as to require power to operate it in either direction.
The A-frame should be of such design and material as
to withstand shocks without cracking and should be rigid
enough to keep the engine and gears in proper alinement.
As far as possible the design of the engine and gears should be
such as to permit the removal of any shaft, gear, etc., without
having to remove other gears and shafts. The reversible engine
Experiences of IS years with
is favored by all who use it.
hundreds of machines have proven that there are no objections to a reversible engine and its advantages in lowering a heavy

the ideal length being from 30 to 40

load are enough to overcome any disadvantage.
There should be two drums, so that two-line buckets can be
operated.

One

of these drums should be the main hoist for

heavy loads and the other may be an auxiliary drum of lighter
capacity to operate the holding line of the bucket, but both should
An automatic tag-line or take-up device
be power operated.
should be furnished to handle the tag-line of the bucket. The
operating levers should be in such a position as to give the engineer the best view of what he is doing. The engineer should
also
fire

have

ready access to the boiler compartment, so that he can

the crane

when

the class of service will permit without in-

convenience.

The

It
is the real limiting feature of the machine.
should be of proper size, well insulated and designed for hard
It should be a free steamer and economy of fuel
service.
should be sacrificed if necessary to provide the maximum amount
of steam. Reference to the cost of operating tables will show

boiler

that the cost of fuel is a small percentage of the total cost and
the results obtained are so great that extreme economy is not of
Fuel and water should be carried in the greatest
importance.

which space can be found.
Probably the most important feature is the fastening of the
crane to the car. The up-lift on the center hold-down apparatus,
<.r king pin, is great, and subject to shocks, and in case of break:;.:•
there is nothing to prevent the crane from overturning off the
lar.
The sliding I-beam out-riggers are to be preferred over the
bracket type on the side of the car. They should be located as low
quantities for

The

capacity of the crane at different radii should be plainly

marked. An automatic indicator which will indicate the capacity
at any position of the booin is simple and should be on every

W.

Rear, chairman, S. P. A. T. Mercier, S. P. D. E. Plank,
D. A. Shope, A. T. & S. F. W. O. Eggleston, Erie
;

;

;

;

Howson, Railway Age Gazette;

E. T.

G.

H. Stewart, B. R.

&

P.

E. B. Ashby, L. V., committee.

Discussion.

—The

versatility of

work was emphasized.

R.

locomotive cranes for railway

H. Reid (N. Y. C.) uses locomotive

cranes in erecting bridge spans, for placing concrete culvert pipe
and for similar work at a greatly reduced cost.
G. S.

be carried on an

car should also be long enough (about 24
least

This should be of such design that the crane will
is not reinoved before the crane is

ride properly if this device

car should

riding qualities necessary for handling in

freight trains.

device should be provided to take the load off the

G.

ting the car lo be coupled into the train without removing any

The

efficient

Pac. Elec.

be built of steel and of such length that the boiler end of the
crane will not extend beyond the end of the car, thus permitparts of the crane, except the boom, which

An

crane.

the standard used by the railroad purchasing the crane, so that

to

Jack-screws for

blocking.

put into a train.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

idler flat car.

much

No. 17

truck springs.

With Crane.

0.50
0.50

ft.

hI. ft.

Piling
C. L Pipe (Loading)
C. I. Pipe (Unloading)

The

as possible so as not to require

59,

the out-riggers are not necessary.

Handling scrap, etc., with a magnet
Handling coal, etc., with a clam shell bucket
Handling lumber and timber
General construction work including switching

Material

Vol.

Robinson (C.

&

N. W.) has unloaded up

coal per day at a cost as low as six cents per ton.

to 20 cars of

The crane was

not so successful in unloading rubbish, and could only unload eight
tons per day. W. O. Eggleston (Erie), has erected a number of
overhead highway bridges with a locomotive crane at a saving
of SO per cent as compared with other methods.
(C.

&

A. S. Markley
demands of the labor organizacrews be employed whenever the cranes are used

E. I.) called attention to the

tions that train

law now requires this.
added expense he has found locomotive cranes
economical. G. W. Rear (S. P.) stated that rubbish can be handled more satisfactorily if the cars are dumped first and the
material then picked up. A bucket which will pick this up readily
will dig into the floor. He stated that the California law requires
an engineer, conductor and one brakeman to accompany a locoinotive crane when working over one-half mile from a sidetrack on any line with more than four trains daily. He defined
a locomotive crane as a hoisting apparatus which can be taken
anywhere and is ready to work at any time.

on the main

Even with

track, stating that the Indiana

this

PILE

The

AND TIMBER TRESTLE BRIDGES

standard parts and the amount of timber used
for carrying the same loads under apparently the same condisizes of

tions appear to be different

and a large part of the difference

is

apparently due to personal equation, and also to a certain extent
to the financial conditions of the various roads.
For example,

standard pile bents vary from 4 to 6 piles under approximately
Standard stringers vary from 3-ply 8 in.
the same conditions.

by 18

in.

same loads on spans of nearly

the

by 16

in.

to 4-ply 10 in.

for carrying approximately the

same length. While, of course,
never be possible to eliminate entirely the effect of personal
equation, a more uniform standard of practice would appear

it

will

possible.

OPEN DECK TRESTLES

A

width of 8

in.

appears to be almost universal for bridge ties,
them varying from 4 to 6 in., placing the ties
center to center. The depth varies from 6 in.

the spaces between

from
in.

12 to 14

in.

the great majority of roads reporting the use of a tie 8
deep, which the committee feels is the proper depth to use.

to 11

in.,

A

great deal of labor expended in the past by

roads and at the
jiresent time by some roads for dapping ties to fit down over the
.stringers can be avoided entirely, either by purchasing the ties
surfaced to the exact height

(7^

in.

all

in the case

or by gaining them in the field to exact depth.

of 8-in. ties),

The

first method
recommended.
Lengths of 9 ft. and 10 ft. have been reported for bridge ties,
but the committee feels that a length of 9 ft. is sufficient except
in those cases where a very heavy chord is used for long panels
or for unusually heavy loads.
The lateral stability forincrly provided by the shoulders of
dapped ties fitting down over the stringers is now secured in
some cases by the use of lag screws or drift bolts fastening
every fourth tie to the stringers and in some cases by driving
is

;
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dowel pins

into

of every fourth

bored
tie,

into the packing space

method

is

Iioles in the

nnder surfaces of each end

the ends of the dowels projecting

between the bridge stringers.

damage

of advantage in eHniinating the

downward
The latter

to the stringers

caused by the insertion of lag screws, which frequently start
decay on the tops of the stringers.
The committee feels that the track rails should be held securely
in place on bridges by the use of tie plates having a length equal
to the full width of the face of the tie, that is 8 in. wide, but it
does not recommend the use of tie plates with claws piercing into
the fiber of the tie as such plates are found to reduce more rapid
decay of the tie. This does not necessarily require the use of
flat bottom plates, as slight corrugations on the bottoms of tie
plates will provide sufficient lateral holding power without break-

—

ing the fiber of the wood.

Regardless of all that has been said and written with reference
dapped guard timber, no more effective means of holding

to the

the ties in place has yet been perfected.
that the practice that

of a

flat

now

prevails to

some

The committee
extent,

i.

e.,

feels

the laying

timber on top of the ties near their ends and fastening
each end of each tie by a lag screw will not

that timber to

ties from bunching in case of derailment as effectively
dapped guard timber. The committee feels that the
only effective method of preventing the ties from bunching is to
provide between them struts having shoulders at the ends, bearing against the sides of the ties. Such struts made of malleable
iron castings have been devised and are being used to a slight
extent experimentally. Their advantage rests in the elimination
of the labor of framing guard timbers, a very expensive pro-

prevent the
as the old

cedure.

If their experimental use proves successful, they should

be used in preference to a

The committee
lb.

flat

per yard spiked to every

to eliminate

any

timber lag-screwed to the ties.
guard rails weighing about 60

feels that inside

offsets

at

and fully and carefully bolted

tie

the joints,

should be laid entirely

move
commence

across every trestle ultimately, and that, as a
tion,

roads not using such guard

rails,

in that direc-

their installa-

on high bridges, long bridges and all bridges on curves, the
exact length and height to depend upon local conditions and the
length of time over which the road desires to extend the
expense of this improvement. Such guard rails should extend
approximately 30 ft. beyond each end of each bridge and there

tions

come

to a point either

by the use of a casting inclosing the ends

of the rails or by the use of an old frog point.
Bridge stringers in use on various roads vary from 6

in.

to 12

in

joints at the alternate bents.

exact depth at the bearings.
the present time,

more and

on account of the necessity of distributing the load on the rail
equally among the various stringers in each chord with as little
danger of over-straining or breaking the tie as possible, it seems
desirable to place the center of the chord directly under the
center of the

To keep

rail.

the caps and stringers

locations at the bearings,

many

from changing

their relative

types of anchors are used, con-

dapped corbels, packing blocks or boxes, drift bolts,
through bolts, straps, etc. The tendency of the best practice
today is toward the elmination of corbels, packing blocks or
boxes and drift bolts, although drift bolts are still extensively
used.
Their use results in serious damage to stringers, as it
frequently happens that, after they have been drifted down, they
must be withdrawn in connection with relining or other work on
the bridge and the pulling of such drift bolts is frequently a
sometimes necessitating chopping into the
difficult operation,
The same result can be secured
stringers to get hold of them.
and the bolts made more accessible by boring entirely through
the stringer and cap and placing at least one through bolt, not
in., entirely through the stringer and cap at each
less than
Dearing. Although it is desirable for stiffness to have nuts and
sisting of

%

washers on the lower ends of these bolts, this is not absolutely
necessary, as the lower ends extending under the caps provide
means of starting them out in case of work on the bridge.
The caps in use vary from 12 in. by 12 in. to 14 in. by 14 in., a
few instances being reported of the use of caps composed of
several timbers framed over the tops of the piles. The framing
of the tops of piles to fit into two or more timbers forming a
For
cap appears unnecessary and has almost disappeared.
ordinary conditions a 12 in. by 14 in. cap 14 ft. long should be
sufficient, the 12 in. dimension being vertical and giving a 14 in.
There should be one or more drift bolts
width of bearing.
through the cap into each pile.
Replies indicate the use of four to six piles per bent, some roads
using six piles on very low bridges, while other roads use four
Most roads report the use of a Spiles on very high bridges.

The designs of
show the middle pile

pile bent.

5-pile bents submitted

ably

entirely relieved

from

almost invariload,

and the

four outer piles of such bents would usually carry the same load
per pile

in

if

the middle pile were omitted.

great advantage in the use of a 4-pilc bent occurs especially

redriving old trestles

when

would

the use of a 5-pile bent

require shifting the chord out of place during the driving of two

of the piles under the stringers, while the 4-pile bent can be so
arranged that for ordinary conditions the four piles can be

driven without interfering with the old chord.

This advantage,

of course, will not obtain where the largest 4-ply chords are in
use on bridges to be redriven.
The same conditions as to the

number

of posts apply to frame

bents as to pile bents, the added requirement being the necessity

past and to some extent at
been framed at the packing

This
for a firm, unyielding foundation under the frame bent.
foundation is sometimes provided, especially in new construction,

In

tlie

stringers have

desirability of using stringers just as they
is

of the chords caused by

Stringers are usually framed to

points to exact dimensions, but the best practice indicates the
as far as width

increase in the width

the

heavier stringers has rendered this generally unnecessary, and,

A

width and from IS in. to 20 in. in depth. The most
universal sizes appears to be 8 in. by 16 in., of which 3-ply stringers
are used most universally although 4-ply stringers are extensively
used on the longer panels and under the heavier engines. The
panel lengths run from 12 ft. to 16 ft., the heavier stringers being
used on the longer panels. All roads report the use of stringers
twice as long as the panel length, alternate stringers breaking
in.
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come from

the mills

concerned, thereby eliminating the extra labor

and weakening of the stringer caused by cutting into the side to
While the practice of framing the
preserve exact dimensions.
sides of stringers so the chord would pack to exact dimensions
was excusable in the past when dapped tics were used, thereby
making possible a fit of the dapped tie over the chord, the use
of the uiidappcd tie renders the exact width of the chord immaterial and the side framing of stringers should be dispensed with.
The various stringers composing a chord should be packed
with si)aces not less than J;! in. clear between them, two chord
bolts being put through each end of each stringer, making four
chord bolts over each bent.
Although in the past when narrow chords wire useil, it was
quite customary to place the chords outside tlie rails to give
greater stability by the greater width of bearing on llio caps,

by concrete pedestals, where rock
high

bents

footing

piles

in

is

For
number are frequently

close to the surface.

suflicicnt

driven.

Some

roads

make

a practice of cutting off old pile bents

placing frame bents on top of the old pile stubs.

While

and

at first

glance such construction gives a very rigid support there are
undesirable features. When frame bents arc placed on

many

top of the old piles cut ofT at low-water line and having a considerable unsupported length in the water there is danger of
their

buckling out of

line.

Also the

sills

and lower ends of

the legs of such bents and also of frame bents having the
at

sills

or just below the ground line decay very rapidly and intro-

Reports have
duce an element of weakness into the bridge.
been received indicating that all the pile bents of long, low bridges
arc frequently cut off when re.idv for renewal and replaced
In such cases adequate longitudin.d bracing
by frame bents.
should be placed at proper intervals to prevent the bridge from
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collapsing

longitudinally.

or

floods

If

other

conditions

pre-

vent the placing of such longtitudinal bracing, a considerable
percentage of all the bents should be renewed as pile bents.

The

general practice seems to favor the use of 3

in.

by 10

in.

On some

to build bridges properly if they are to stay well built.

Conn (Queen & Crescent) has used
ties

continued, and that not less than 3

outside

in.

by 10

in.

bracing be through

bolted by J4 i'l- or ]4 in. bolts to the caps and piles or posts,
double-sash bracing and two sets of "X" bracing being used
in bents

over 24

ft.

high.

All roads reporting use of two or

on

more

lines of longitudinal

frame or pile bents over
these being placed above and resting on the

struts or ties, varying in sizes,

all

24 ft. in height ;
sash bracing, and being bolted or spiked to the posts or piles.
The best practice would seem to be that of cutting longitudinals
to fit between the posts or piles, obtaining continually by the use
of blocks or splices at the post or piles, securely bolted to them.

BALLAST DECK TRESTLES

The committee

feels that the use of ballast

treated timber should be given

deck

The

it

shown by

believed that very considerable economies can be

use of such structures.

trestles

further consideration, as

of
is

the

best information indicates that the

cost of construction of a ballast deck trestle of creosoted material

be approximately SO per cent greater than the cost of a

will

For
There

similar open deck, untreated trestle of standard construction.

deck trestles standard track ties may be used.
should be at least 6 in. of ballast, preferably sandy gravel, between the bottom of the tie and the floor of the trestle. The
ballast

composed of 4 in. plank 13 or 14
prevent water from getting into the floor and timbers
below, the floor should be covered with a built-up roofing of
about 4-ply felt and pitch. The sandy gravel ballast will make

floor of the trestle should be
ft.

long.

with

side the

31 in. long extending under the rail

tie plates

buard

rail.

The

F. J.

treated and dressed bridge

and

in-

are held by screw spikes and the
bolted through every tie.

rails

wooden guard rail is
The paragraphs regarding guard

rails caused considerable
(Southern Pacific) advocated the use
of rerailing castings at the ends of high bridges and the spacing
of inside guard rails with a 3-in. clearance from the main rails.
Most derailments are caused by broken flanges and wheels with
broken flanges cannot derail with this construction. I. O. Walker
(Western & Atlantic) has eliminated the dapping of guard rails
since using creosoted timber.
The guard rails are bolted to
the ties and the ties are held in place by two castings per tie
on the tops of the girders or I-beams. In discussing stringers
Mr. Rear thought that all bolts holding the stringers to the
caps should have the bolts placed on top. A. S. Markley (C. &
E. I.) thought that no span should be of a length to require the
use of more than three stringers because of the increased difficulty in driving other piles. R. H. Reid (N. Y. C.) also opposed

discussion.

G.

W. Rear

more than

using

three

stringers,

now

Central Lines are

stating

that

the

New York

considering the shortening of the panel

more

length rather than adding

stringers to

accommodate heav-

&

N. W.) opposed running the
bolt through the stringer and cap and advocated the use of a
drift bolt with a square head enabling it to be pulled readily.
The remainder of the report was accepted without discussion
ier

locomotives.

L. Jutton (C.

because of lack of time.

To

WATER WASTE
By

a sufficient bond with this roofing so that other covering over
the pith will be unnecessary.

guard timbers at the edges of the ballast by raising the guard
timbers 2 in. off the floor and providing a washer at each point,
approximately 4 ft. apart, where the guard timbers are bolted
through the floor.
The committee recommend that the stringers on ballast deck
trestles be not sawed off at the ends, but that they be lapped,
the length of stringer to be one foot longer than twice the
panel length to provide practically a full bearing at each end of
thought that the equivalent of 4-ply 8 in.
stringers under each rail for 14 ft. panels and S-ply

each stringer.

by 16 in.
8 in. by 16

in.

It

is

stringers

for 16

ft.

panels will

give sufficient

now operating. There appears
no reason for the use of outer guard timbers on ballast
deck trestles as the ballast will prevent the ties from bunching
on the trestles as well as that service is performed on solid
ground. Inner guard rails should be furnished, however, as on
open trestle bridges.
A. B. McVay (chairman), L. & N.; C. E. Smith; F. G.
Jonah, St. L. & S. F. S. T. Corey, C. R. I. & P. J. J. Taylor,
K. C. S.; E. J. AucE, C. M. & St. P.; A. J. James, A. T. & S. F.
carrying strength for any loads
to be

;

Tanner,

13.

&

O.,

;

committee.

— R.

H. Reid (New York Central) favored framing
the ties over stringers and bolting the guard rails to every
fourth tic.
He has found tlio bolting of ties to stringers unsatisfactory, in that it prevents the bunching of ties under derailments and also when renewing ties. J. P. Wood (Pere Marquette) opposed framing the ties at the mill, as it is, then impossible to place the best face of the tie up.
He had had no
R. C. Sattley (C. R. I. & P.) favored
bridges go out of line.
Discussion.

C.

R.

Knovvles

General Foreman of Water Works, Illinois Central Railroad

Drainage should be provided by

spaces between the floor of the trestle and the

leaving open

S. C.

No. 17

59,

are used per panel for holding the ties to the stringers and two
bolts for holding the stringers to the caps.
No trouble has been
experienced with these bridges going out of line. It is necessary

roads the braces are bolted to the posts or piles,
while other roads continue to use boat spikes. The committee
recommends that the use of boat spikes for such purposes be disbraces.

Vol.

bolting the tics to the stringers, because the track can be lined

up readily by partially pulling the bolts. G. W. Rear (Southern
Pacific) has used ties, which were sized up in the mill, for a
pcrii)d of 10 years, in which time he has had e.xpericncc with
Ten bolts
480,000 lineal feet of trestles up to two miles long.

As an example

of what

may

be accomplished by a campaign
Central has reduced the ex-

against water waste, the Illinois

pense for city water alone from $225,112.94, during the fiscal
1913-14, to 190,438,50 during the fiscal year 1914-15, a
reduction in the cost of city water of $34,673.79. This is a net
saving accomplished by the elimination of water waste.
The

year

water represents only about 40 per cent of the
pumped by
company forces and not included in the savings which are given
expense for
total

cost

city

for water, 60 per cent being for water

above.

Water

is

generally considered as free as the air

we

breathe,

and much of the waste is due to carelessness on the part of
employees who fail to realize its cost. It follows that careful
instruction followed by disciplinary measures, where necessary,
is the remedy in a campaign to reduce waste.
This lack of
co-operation, due to ignorance of the value of water, sometimes
aided and abetted by departmental lines and jealousies, causes
thousands of dollars' needless expense to the railroads of the
country.
American railroads consume daily approximately
1,950,000,000 gallons of water, at a daily expense of over $100,These figures should be enough to convince almost anyone
000.
that water is not free, and that a saving in water is quite as
important as a saving in coal, oil or other supplies. It is safe
to say that IS per cent of the water used by railroads is
waste.
By waste is meant that quantity of water drawn in
excess of the amount actually required. An employee who has
company at heart will not deliberately destroy

the interests of the

property or waste supplies, yet that same employee will often
leave a valve or faucet open, allowing water to waste and caus-

ing a needless expense that could be easily avoided.
tunities for water waste on railroads are many and
the

power of every railway employee

The opporit

is

within

to effect a saving in this

respect.

A few illustrations of the most common forms of waste will
be given with the cost of such waste and suggested remedies.

October
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Large quantities of water may be wasted in taking water at
tanks and penstocks, unless care is exercised to properly spot
the engine and avoid overflowing the tender.
Not only does
this cause a waste of water, but it causes an additional expense
for removing ice from the track in winter months and repairs
to soft track during the summer.
A conservative estimate of

Leaking or improperly adjusted valves in toilet flush tanks
waste from $3 to $50 per month for each battery, depending
on the number of fixtures and the cost of water. A case was
found recently where toilet facilities at a large terminal were

the total cost of this waste per annum is $60 per tank.
With
30 tanks, the annual expense will be $1,800, a sum equal to 5
per cent on $36,000. This will pay the interest and depreciation
on the cost of a new 100,000-gal. tank at each station in five

causing a loss of over $400 per month.
In another instance
the loss was over $150 per month.
The trouble was corrected
by cutting down the waste of water and the saving at these
two points alone amounts to $10,000 per year.

years, or will build

remedy

is

to

keep

proper repair and to

coaches,

causes a great waste of water that

etc.,

may

easily be

avoided.
will

and maintain a locomotive each year. The
the tank spouts and the penstocks in
compel due care in taking water on locomo-

Wash

basins, slop sinks

and other fixtures connected direct to

tives.

One of the most expensive sources of water waste is at
engine houses, in connection with the use of boiler washout hose
and valves. The water used for washing locomotives invariably
has to be handled twice to secure the high pressure necessary
to properly wash locomotive boilers. The average cost of such
in excess of ten cents per 1,000 gal.

w^ater

is

hose

with

a

1-in.

nozzle,

at

100-lb.

A

boiler

pressure,

washout

will

easily

Leakage from a Buried Water Main
sewers and drains offer opportunity for heavy water losses and
a saving can be made in almost every instance by giving atten-

and faucets, keeping them in proper repair and
making it a point to see that they are closed when not in use.
Another source of waste is through leaks in underground
mains. These underground leaks are not always easy to detect,
tion to valves

nothing in the old saying that "leaks will always
porous formation or near sewers, the water finds a ready outlet without
reaching the surface. The presence of leaks of this kind may
sometimes be determined by use of the aquaphone or sonoscope,
or by carefully comparing the consumption with the pumpage
or meter readings. But locating and repairing the leak is often
for there

show

Wasting Water

When

Filling a

is

at the surface," for if the pipe is laid in a

Locomotive Tender

waste 12,000 gal. of water per hour at a cost of $1.20 to $1.50.
This does not take into consideration the cost of heating water
where hot water is used for washing. This is a very hard matter
to control and results cannot be obtained except through tlic
co-operation of the roundhouse force.
Laws prohibiting the use of public drinking cups have made
the bubbling drinking fountains a necessity, but the makeshift
affairs commonly constructed of ^-in. to 1^-in. pipe, and
flowing constantly, are an abuse to this system of providing
drinking water, and will waste from $150 to $350 per year for
each fountain. The actual amount of drinking water required
by a man is about Yi gal. per day. A single bubbling foimtain
with a J4-hi. opening will deliver 425 gal. per hour, at 25-lb.
pressure, ample for 10,000 men, with SO per cent waste. The
only satisfactory way to control this waste is to restrict the size
of opening and equip all fixtures of this kind with self-closing
valves.

Yard hydrants for sprinkling, filling water jugs, and coach
yard service also cause a heavy waste of water. A 1-in. hydrant of this type will waste from 20 to 30 cents' worth of
Forty or SO of these
water per hour, or $5 to $7 per day.
hydrants are often installed in a single coach yard and, as a
number of them arc nearly always open and running, the loss
Tlic iiiii)ropcr use of hose for sprinkling, washing
is enormous.

Wasting Water

at a

Submerged Cinder

Pit

such a

diflicidt matter that one sometimes wonders whether it
cheaper to permit the pipe to leak or make repairs. However,

is

this question is easily

The saving

answered.

It

always pays, to stop leaks.

modern cinderoften destroyed by the waste of water through
hose connections.
The photograph shows an actual condition
pit

facilities

effected in handling cinders with

is

where the waste
gal.

per day.

is

The

10 gal. per minute, WX) gal. per hour, 14,400

cost

is

$1.44

per da>, $10.aS per week, or

$1124.16 per year.

Fire hydrants are often used for drinking and other purposes
with a resultant waste of water. One liundcrd gallons of water
arc being wasted to secure a pint tf water. A man will require

water from 4 to 8 times per day of 10

lionrs, or

an average of
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6 times per day, and 20 men will drink 120 times a day. By
using this method of securing their drinking water, they waste
12,000 gal. while drinking 5 gal.
Discussion J. S. Robinson (C. & N. W.), a member of the

—

road w^s studying water waste in
has recommended close supervision
and minor improvements in equipment, which it is estimated will
result in an annual saving of $24,000. I. O. Walker (W. & A.)
comimittee,

stated that his

the Chicago terminals.

It

which water used to cool an

told of an instance in

air

compres-

sor was recovered with a resulting saving of $80 a month.

MANILA ROPE
By
Chief

Engineering

Clerk,

Possibly there

no

is

F. E. Weise
Department, Chicago,
article

in

Milwaukee

&

Paul

St.

the outfit of a railroad con-

of a contractor that suffers more
neglect and abuse than manila rope.
In nine cases out of ten,
organization

struction

this condition is
ful neglect.

rope

is

but this
field

or

due more to a lack of knowledge than

It is

decreasing and that
is

for

to wil-

the general impression that the use of Manila
it

is

being replaced by wire rope,

true only along certain lines and, on the contrary, the

its

use

is

increasing.

made are termed by manufacThe hard fibers are of Manila, sisal

Fibers from which ropes are
turers as hard and soft.

New

Zealand hemp, and the soft fibers are of jute, American
flax. Of the hard fibers, very little New Zealand hemp
is used.
The best rope for all purposes is made from Manila
hemp, and very little rope over one inch in diameter is made
from anything else. Sisal hemp is shorter and coarser than
Manila, is not as strong and will not withstand water or the
weather as well.
Considerable rope less than one inch in
diameter is made of sisal hemp. The soft fibers are used mainly
for the manufacture of small rope and cord. This paper is to
be limited to the best and larger ropes, and, therefore, deals entirely with Manila rope.
Until rather recently all rope was made by hand, but its manufacture has been revolutionized by the introduction of modern
machinery. In a modern plant the bales of fiber are opened and
graded as to quality by expert workmen, and are then passed
to machines where the fibers are reduced to suitable size for
rope making. After this operation the fiber is spun into yarn
by twisting it in a right-hand direction. From 30 to 75 yarns,
according to the size of the rope, are put together and twisted
Three or
in the opposite, or left-hand direction, into a strand.
four of these strands are then twisted together in a right-hand
direction into a rope. In the manufacture of a very large rope
or cable, three hawers or three strand ropes are twisted together in a left-hand direction. It will be noted that each operation is in an opposite direction, and because of this, the rope
keeps its form. The rope maker has learned by long experience
how to make these twists so that the tendency of one part to
untwist will cause another part to twist until an equilibrium is
attained.
If the twist is great, the rope will be hard and stiff,
and will keep its form well, but will not be as strong as a
rope with less twist. This is explained by the fact that in the

and

hemp and

latter case the fibers lie

A
gray

good hemp rope
in color,

is

more nearly

in the line of tension.

hard, but pliant, yellowish or greenish

with a certain silvery or pearly lustre.

A

dark or

hemp suffered from fermentation
and brown spots show that the rope
were damp, and is consequently weak
Sometimes a rope is made of inferior

VOL. 59, No. 17

forming balls of loose fiber for the ropes to be tested and
burning them completely to ashes pure Manila burns to a dull
grayish-black ash; sisal leaves a whitish-gray ash; a combination of Manila and sisal yields a mixed ash resembling the beard
of a man turning from black to gray.
Manila hemp is frequently adulterated with phormium (New Zealand flax) and
Russian hemp, both of which are much inferior in strength.
It is not always true that the highest priced material is the
best, and there are no doubt many cases where from lack of
knowledge or time for investigation, a better grade of material
is purchased and used than is necessary.
The price of this
material is governed largely by its quality, but the selection of
the quality should be governed by its suitability to the work in
sists in

;

hand.

Rope in service deteriorates in two ways The wear on the
outer surface that can readily be seen, and the stretching, bending, crushing and breaking of the inner fibers that cannot be
:

discovered without a careful e.xamination.

Should these conditions develop more rapidly than the service
which the rope is used seems to warrant, they may be due
to the following causes
The first might be caused by chafing,
resulting from ropes rubbing against each other or dragging
across hard materials, or by running over sheaves having too
small grooves. The latter may be due to overload or to running
over sheaves or pulleys of too small diameter.
Ropes do not give out all at once, and therefore need much
care and attention.
The factors that determine the usefulness
of a rope and its length of service or life are: the material of
which it is made; the care and skill with which it is manufactured the manner in which it is used or its application, and
the care taken of it while in service and while being stored.
Manila hemp is a vegetable fiber and is susceptible to the
action of water and air the same as an unprotected piece of
wood. In fact, the hardest wear on a rope is exposure to all
kinds of weather.
This cannot be avoided in construction
work therefore, when a rope has become wet and muddy, it
should be cleaned, dried and stored in a well ventilated place.
Wet rope placed in a box or unventilated storeroom is likely
to rot or ferment and will become worthless in a very short
time.
Ropes that must necessarily be constantly exposed to the
weather are tarred frequently, but as the tar affects the tensile
strength, it cannot be used on ropes that are subject to hard use
on derricks and cranes. Tarred ropes may be used for guy
lines, the rigging of ships or similar work.
It is generally conceded that moisture will not injure a rope
in storage, provided the storeroom is well ventilated, and in fact
some dealers advocate a damp storeroom. On the other hand, a
rope may be seriously injured by becoming too dry, because the
fibers become brittle.
A rope should not be allowed to freeze
after becoming very wet, or if frozen, should not be used,
because the frozen fibers will break and thus make it useless.
Neither should rope be piled against radiators or steampipes for
in

:

;

;

obvious reasons.

The failure of ropes
than to any other cause.

more likely to be due to overloading
Should a rope be submitted to an overload, it may be shown by the twist coming out of it, or by one
of the strands slipping out of its proper place. In the handling
of heavy loads with a derrick or crane, the load should never be
is

blackish color indicates that

applied suddenly or with a jerk, not only because the stress will

in the process of curing,

be many times that of the weight to be lifted, but it will cause
deformations in the rope that start deterioration. Should there

was spun while the

fibers

and soft in those places.
hemp on the inside, covered with

j'arn of

good material.

This

be a kink in the rope, the damage may be serious enough to
cause failure, and in any event the rope will have lost a good

Ropes used on derricks, cranes
wear out very rapidly. It is said that a rope 1^
diameter will wear out in handling from 7,000 to 10,000 tons

may

deal of

inferior ropes are

and

be detected by dissecting a portion of the rope.
Other
made from short fibers, or with strands of
unequal lengths or unevenly spun, the rope in the first place
appearing woolly, on account of the ends of the fibers projecting;
in the latter case the irregularity of

manufacture

is

evident on

A

lest

for ascertaining the purity of Manila

in. in

hemp rope con-

strength and value.

of coal, while a transmission rope of the saine size, running
5,000 ft. per min. and carrying 1,000 h.p. over sheaves S ft. and
17

inspection.

its

pile drivers

ft.

The

in diameter, will last for years.

rapid

wear of ropes used on derricks and

pile drivers is

October

due to
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their passing over comparatively small sheaves

under load.

When

passing over a sheave, the rope is subject to bending,
which causes the fibers to slide slightly on each other, and, as
they are somewhat rough, the friction ultimately causes the

Frequently upon opening up ropes of this kind,
found that some of the inner fibers have been ground to
a fine powder. Manufacturers aim to overcome this difficulty
by treating the fibers with tallow or graphite, or both, but there
seems to be considerable difference of opinion as to the value
of such treatment. Tallow-laid rope is not affected as much by
weather conditions as rope not so treated. Should it be necessary
for a rope to run over two sheaves, bending first in one direction
and then in another, the difficulty last described is much exaggerated, and is much like bending a pliable wire first one way
and then the other. It will soon break.
It is frequently necessary to splice the ends of two ropes together in order to make one long rope. Either a short splice or a
long splice may be used. If properly made, the short splice will
develop the full strength of the rope, but it cannot be used over
a sheave because it is considerably thicker than the original
rope. The long splice can be used over a sheave, but it cannot
be expected to give as good service as an unspliced rope. The
short splice is more quickly made.
Manila rope is usually supplied to the storekeeper in coils
of 1,200 ft., and shipped out by him in lengths suitable for the
work. The shorter pieces left over are used for making slings.
After it is worn out, rope is returned to the storekeeper as
scrap. The accumulation is disposed of from time to time by
selling to scrap dealers at a price approximating $50 per ton.
Slings made from Manila rope for handling and hoisting heavy
materials do not always receive the care and attention that they
should, largely because of a lack of knowledge of what a sling
will stand.
Many advocate the use of new rope, and this is
without doubt the safe plan. A new rope, however, is too stiff
and it is better, where possible, to use parts of a rope that have
been limbered up by a day's service. There are others that advofibers to break.
it

is

cate the use of old rope for this purpose.

If this

is

done, care

759

supporting hook and the points at which the sling first touches
must be carefuly considered, as it is a highly important
feature in connection with safety.
the load,

COALING STATIONS FOR THE ECONOMICAL HANDLING
OF 25 TO 50 TONS PER DAY
There are four types of coaling stations of this class, a platform where the material is unloaded and delivered to the engines
by hand shoveling a stiff leg derrick with the necessary coal
storage and operating platforms a station where cars are pushed
up an inclined trestle and the coal unloaded into small pockets
and delivered to the engines by gravity and mechanical coaling
stations where the coal is dropped by gravity into hoppers and
elevated into large pockets by means of buckets or conveyers
operated by mechanical power.
;

;

;

The

coal platform can hardly be called a coaling station, as

The

leg derrick

stiff

is

probably the one most used at stations
is handled.
The construction of

where a small amount of coal

is much the same as for any stiff leg
The boom, however, is generally rigid, being placed at

the derrick at this plant
derrick.

a fixed angle and far enough out to properly reach the center
of the track. It is, therefore, necessary to operate only the main

and the swing of the derrick.

hoist

Adjoining such a derrick
and length to store as much
coal as is considered necessary at the plant. At one of these stations where the average amount of coal handled per day was 12
tons, the cost of handling per ton was 17.9 cents.
This station
was operated by one man, assisted by the train brakemen in
coaling engines.
At another such coaling station, where the
average amount handled per day was 31.2 tons, the cost of handhng per ton was 12.6 cents. Comparatively speaking, the first
cost and maintenance of a derrick station is low; the third mena storage platform of proper size

is

tioned type of station is cheaper to operate than the derrick type,
although for small amounts the derrick will compare favorably
with it. It costs more than the derrick, and the maintenance is

much more.

For small amounts the derrick is better than the
and for large amounts the mechanical type

should be taken to select pieces that have not been overstressed
An examination
or that have not been working over sheaves.

trestle type of chute,

can easily be made by opening up the strands, and if the inner
fibers show deterioration, the rope should not be used for
slings.
Slings are made by splicing the two ends of a rope together, using usually what is known as the short splice.
On construction work and during wet weather, slings are subject to severe usage.
When muddy, they should be thoroughly
cleaned, preferably with a hose, before the mud has been allowed
They should then be allowed to dry under shelter, but
to dry.

The mechanical type of
more and has many things

never

in

the hot sun.

When slings are sent to the tool car or toolroom for storage,
they should be inspected carefully and such as are not fit for
Those in good condition
continued use should be discarded.
should be hung on suitable pegs. Slings are frequently called
for in a hurry and under such conditions there is not always
time to make an examination, or it may be overlooked. It is
well to be on the safe side, because the failure of a sling
result in serious

injury to the

workmen and

a

fall

may

of only a

feet may damage or utterly ruin a piece of machinery.
The method of attaching a sling to a load should always be
delegated to a reliable and experienced man. Whether one or
more slings are to be used will depend not only on the weight

few

In placing a
of the load to be lifted, but also on its shape.
sling on a load, care should be used to sec that the load is
evenly distributed on the two sides of the hoisting hook and also
that the turns of the sling

do not overlap, thereby throwing an

excessive stress upon one part of

it.

thrown upon slings and ropes vary a
great deal with conditions, and they are often inducnrcd to a
marked degree by.circumstances, which the casual observer might
In particular, the inclination
consider trivial and unimportant.
or (ilili(|iiily of the sling, in those parts which lii- lu-lwecii the

The

stresses that are

it

only a makeshift.

is

the better.

is

station
to

is

coming

commend

it

more and
economy of opera-

into use

for

It is not the intent here to discuss the merits of the different types of mechanical coal chutes, but rather whether the mechanical chute is adaptable to small stations. At a certain coal-

tion.

ing station where an average of 44.5 tons of coal is used the
is 8.2 cents per ton.
One man is employed days

cost of handling

and one man nights. If it were necessary this amount of coal
could be increased 50 per cent without increasing the number of
men employed. The mechanical plant is high in first cost, and
the maintenance may be considerable after the plant gets old.
Nevertheless, a good mechanical plant is cheap to operate and
has many points in its favor even where a small amount of coal
is

used.

In general the cost of handling coal at small coaling stations
is large, as a certain amount of labor is necessary, no matter how
small the amount of coal handled.
It seems advisable where
small coaling stations are necessary that some other occupation
should be found for the men employed in the coaling plant.

Where

conditions are right a water station can be operated adin connection with the coaling station.
If the two

vantageously

facilities arc properly located with respect to each other and the
most improved machinery is installed at both plants, one man
working days and one man nights can operate the combined plant
where the coal consumption amounts to about one car load per
day and the water consumption amounts to about 40,000 pal.

per day.

The

W.

report

is

signed by L, Jutton

bott,

A. T.

St. P.

&

S.

(chairman), C.

& Q. H. F. Pickering,
& S. F.; A. W. Pauba, C. & S.
S. M.; Wm. Malian, W, & L. E.

T. Krausch. C.

13.

;

;

15.

& M.;

&
J.

N.

W.

L. Tal-

G. A. Manlhcv, M.,
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COST OF STRUCTURES
DF.TAILS TO RE

No. 17

etc.

loose leaf ledger or card system

usual practice seems to be for the gang foreman to enter

book for each day the time and overtime allowed for
sufficient information for making up a distribuVery few roads require any
tion and the prescribed reports.
more detail than the title of the job and possibly a few subdivisions.
The majority use a monthly or semi-monthly time
book, except in a few states where weekly payments are required
by law. These time books vary from the small stock book, which
can be bought in stationery stores, to a monthly diary giving a
complete record of labor and material, an outline of work
done, a tool report and other general information required from
in a time

each

59,

For keeping such records, a
would seem to give the best
gives greater flexibility and opportunity for growth

usual classes of timber work,

KEPT IN TIME BOOK

results, as

The

Vol.

man and

the foreman.
It would seem desirable that a time book should be adopted
of a size to be carried readily in the pocket and to be ruled
properly to show one month's or one week's time as conditions

On a large road it would not seem desirable, however,
combine all of the foreman's monthly reports in one book,
as such a book would be cumbersome for the foreman and for
The committee recomthe clerks who handle the accounts.
mends a time book using one double page for the time and
The last page of this book should
distribution for each man.
give a recapitulation, distributing the total time of the gang
between the different Interstate Commerce Commission accounts,
require.

to

it

and also an opportunity for classifying similar kinds of work.
The complete cost of a piece of work should in all cases include not only the labor and material used, but the system
should be such that
train,

all

other items of expense, such as

board of

teaming,

men and

other necessary

work

expenses,

The cost statement should also show any
second-hand material used as well as an explanation of any unusual charge due to bad weather, accidents, time lost in traveling or other items which would affect the cost.
A completion report blank to cover all of this information
would be so large and complicated as to be out of the question.
It would therefore be necessary to make up a number of printed
forms for the various classes of work.
should be included.

With all of the detail records kept in the division offices, the
only cost records to be sent forward to the general offices should
be cost cards or sheets showing completed structures, cards showing unit costs and graphic tabulations or comparative statements.
These records should be submitted in a form so that the cost of
similar work on various divisions can be compared and filed with
as little labor as possible. By using cards or blanks of a uniform
size these can be filed very readily in card index system and
comparison readily made. The costs of similar work on the
various divisions should be tabulated this showing which divisions are doing the work most efficiently.
Various reports
showing the distribution of labor and material to maintenance
of way accounts must also be made to the auditing department to comply with the Interstate Commerce Commission regu;

as these greatly facilitate the

A

solidating the distribution.

work of

the time clerks in con-

system of sub-accounts for similar

work should be made up to suit local conditions and the structures on which the work is performed, such as excavation,
foundation, concrete and masonry above the foundation, con-

lations.

crete forms, steel work, framing, painting, plumbing, lighting, etc.

ANALYSIS OF COST
REPORTS OF MATERIAL USED

On many

The usual practice is for the foreman in charge of a gang to
make some form of monthly material report, either in a monthly
The committee considers that the
diary or on loose sheets.
material report should be sent in by

book or on loose

sheets, the reports

itself,

either in a special

from the

being consolidated in the division supervisor's

foremen
and made up

different

office,

If a printed book is furnished to the
foreman it should have pages for the material received, used
and shipped away, and a record of the cars received.

into one mlaterial report.

Material should be distributed to various subdivisions for each
job the same as labor, and on the completion of each job a completion report should be made.
In addition to the title of the
job and the date of completion, this should show the number
of units and the cost of each class of work, such as the number

of yards of excavation, the cubic yards of concrete, the weight
of steel erected,

etc.

It

will,

of course, be necessary to have

forms of completion reports
classes of work.

several different

of different

to cover the costs

RECORDS TO BE KEPT IN DIVISION OFFICES

On most

custom

it is

forms or stock ruled books, and

many

the

in a

to

few cases a

file.

pieces of work.

In

It

G. A.

Rodman

C, M. &
C.

W.

St. P.

&

;

(chairman), N. Y., N. H.
H. Nuelle, N. Y., O. &

J.

N. W.; R. S. Sattley, C, R. I.
A. Pettis, N. Y. C, committee.

&

P.;

& H. F. E. Weise,
W. J. S. Robinson,
C. W. Wright, L. I.;
;

;

special loose

keeping of unit
costs or the cost of jobs is concerned, the system is left to be
worked out by the individual supervisor so that there is very
little uniformity even on different divisions of the same road.
In most cases, the cost records which are being kept at the
present time simply cover the accounts required by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the total costs of structures or

leaf or card

seem

to be followed very extensively on mainCost records on all jobs should be so kept that
statements can be made up showing the distribution to the different subdivisions and also worked out for unit costs as outlined
under the previous subject.
It is very desirable that graphic tabulations and curves be
made up to show both labor and material and the total charges
to all of the maintenance accounts to compare with former years.
Similar graphic tabulations and curves can be made up where
a number of similar structures are built on different divisions
or under somewhat similar conditions.
A system of cost records analyzed for unit costs is of immense
value to any road, not only for future estimates, but especially
in connection with the United States valuation of railroads.
The
committee recommends that costs of this kind be kept by each
railroad, feeling that the expense involved will be more than
offset by the benefits to be derived from their use after a few
ever, does not

tenance work.

years.

keep all detailed
records in the division offices, collecting the information from
the various gangs and making a complete cost record to the
general offices. The systems in use are varied, some using blank
of the larger roads

roads complete records are kept for large construction jobs, particularly on concrete construction, the costs being
analyzed and unit cost data worked out.
This scheme, how-

cases, so far as the

would seem desirable that more extensive

WARNINGS FOR OVERHEAD AND SIDE OBSTRUCTIONS
The necessity and the value of giving proper warning to men
on top or on the side of cars before passing overhead or side
obstructions on railroads is evident. When a train passes some
overhead or side structure, tunnel, etc., with less than the requisite overhead clearance to allow a man to stand erect on
top of the highest box car, or the necessary side clearance to
permit him to hang on the side of a car, his limb or life is

records be compiled not only to show the costs of all structures,
but the costs of the various items going to make up the total,

jeopardized.

such as the number of cubic yards and the cost per yard for
excavation, masonry and concrete work of various classes also
the cost per 1,000 feet for framing and erecting all of the

Only four states have enacted legislation regulating the requirements for side clearances and ten states regarding overhead clearances. The following is a tabulated summary of the

;

October
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requirements

statutory

the

of

several

legislation as to railroad clearances

above top of

Connecticut

18
21
21

ft.

22

ft.

Ohio
Indiana

North Dakota
Kentucky
Minnesota

Side clearances from center

ft.

18

in.

from locomotive cab
7 ft.

in.
in.
in.
in.

21 ft.
23 ft.
21 ft.
18 ft.
in.
7 ft. above roof of freight
cars passing over line.

Mississippi

New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Michigan

8

ft.

in.
in.

8

ft.

in.

8

ft.

in.

M'idth of bridges
Single track, 15 ft.
in.; double track, 27

Vermont

in.

ft.

;

REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGES
(a)

placing slabs

in

but

actually needs

all

the

train

be to his interest to use

it

service

only

he

when he

it.

work train service on the various roads
appear to be due more to the ditference in the amount of the
service, and to the local conditions, than to any established
practice in the handling of such trains.
The question of methods for concreting in cold weather and
protection against frost is one on which the southern roads
have little to say, but with the roads of the northern states and
differences in the

Canada the question is a live one. Wherever practicable, all
work is done during the warm months, but where the
winter season is long, it becomes necessary to do considerable

concreting in freezing weather.

common:

constructing slabs at a central point, hauling them to the

The

necessity for heating the

ingredients in freezing weather and keeping the concrete
after

is

it

placed,

is

warm

The methods for

generally acknowledged.

accomplishing this vary considerably.
The different methods
of heating the sand and stone are steam pipes, steam jets and
pipes or under grillages laid under piles of

in

fires

The

protection of the concrete in place

ing

it

ing

it

in

material.

secured either by hous-

is

and warming with stoves, steam

coils, etc.,

or by cover-

with double forms with air spaces, sacks, tarpaulins, hay or

anything that will prevent the circulation of air in contact with
Salt is used under certain restrictions, in mass
the forms.
concrete, but, obviously, it cannot be permitted in reinforced concrete

are

will

it

concrete

There has been a tendency in the past few years to enlarge
the side clearance diagrams for bridges, but, until the maximum
size of motive power and equipment is established by legislation
or other method, there seems little relief in sight by reason of
the enlargement of the clearances.
It is
an acknowledged
fact that, up to this time, the size of motive power and equipment has closely followed the available clearances, and this will,
no doubt, continue until some restraint is placed on the enlargement of the motive power and equipment.
E. G. Storck (chairman), P. & R.
F. E. Schall, L. V.;
T. E. Thomas, B. & O.; M. M. Barton, P. R. R., committee.-

Three methods of procedure

arrangement the contractor can have

The

of nearest track

rail

in.
in.
in.

ft.

enacted

requests,

Overhead clearances
State

which

states

:
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on accoinit of the action of salt on the reinforcing steel.
pieces during the progress of the work

The preparation of test
has been recommended

show the conmust be exposed to the
same conditions as the concrete from which they are taken.
This test is not recommended as a means for determining the
frequently.

In order to

on flat cars, and setting them in place with a derrick
or wrecker; (b) Building slabs at the bridge site at the side of
their permanent location, and skidding them into place; (c)
Where there is sufificient head room, the slabs built at the bridge

dition of the concrete the test pieces

of course, constructed in place. There is a decided preference for casting slabs at a central point and lifting them into
place.
Fourteen roads with a mileage of 64,700 follow this

must be determined before they are mixed. It has been suggested as a means for determining whether the concrete has
hardened sufficiently for the removal of the forms and has
been done more frequently perhaps, in connection with building
work, than on bridges.
It is evident from the reports of the roads that the making of
test pieces is not by any means general. The replies of 21 roads,

bridge

site

site are,

method, while

11 roads,

with a mileage of 31,000, report building

slab at the bridge site.

The

on

traffic

porary

all

of a

Where

tracks.

the span

not too long, a tem-

is

trestle to carry traffic is built to clear the finished struc-

The
new

ture.

first method are (a)
on the same alinement, while maintaining

conditions governing the use of the

the renewal of a bridge

slab

is

then built under

structure

Where

traffic.

prohilnt the construction of

a

long spans

quality of the cement, or other ingredients in the concrete; this

with a total mileage of 53,500, is "no."
Eight roads, with a
mileage of 46,500, advise that they make test pieces on certain
work, or under special conditions of construction.

The

the

trestle,

question of the spouting of concrete called for a great

tracks are shifted temporarily beyond the limits of the struc-

variety of answers.

The renewal of a bridge on the same alinement with
The slab is built on sections 13 ft.
traffic closed on one track
This method obtains only on
wide, under the closed track.
large construction, where the forces can be moved to some
other part of the work during tlie time allowed for the concrete

permitted

(h)

ture,

:

When

the concrete under the closed track has set, a
different track is closed and its traflic diverted to the track on
the finished slab, (c) Tlic renewal of a bridge or new construc-

to set.

tion

on a cliange of alinement:
Company
by contract.

structed

Such work
forces

are

is

generally con-

usually

einploycd

where the construction interferes with trafl'ic. The conditions
governing the use of the second method are where unit construction is used where traffic must be maintained on all tracks
without interruption for any length of time without change of
alinement. Tlie mclhods of handling work trains depend largely
on whctlifr tlic work is being done by company forces or by
contract.
A large system that docs the work by company
forces necessarily has its work train service well systematized.

When

called out, the train

materials.

at the nearest

day's

work

is

kept busy during the full day. In
to do beside moving the

work the train has little
Wherever possible, material

this class of

station

for

a

until

Irniii.

enough

Where

is

this

is allowed to accumulate
on hand to make a full
is

not practicable,

it

is

The material is handled by the
handled by the local frei^:bl
men on the job, whether cm ciiiii|iany work or contract. Where
the work train service is for contract work, it is quite a general
practice to

make

a fixed charge

for this

service.

Under

this

on

Three roads reported that spouting

their

work under any

conditions.

is

not

Ten roads

permit .spouting without any specific restrictions as to slope or
distance, but subject to the general requirement that the concrete shall be delivered in

distance,

amount of water,

Evidently

there

is

spouting

is

is

at the forms.

restrictions

The

rules

of dissatisfaction

and

restrictions

it

is

Sixteen
to

slope,

with,

or

under which

permitted on most of the roads reiiorting indicate

method

will give satisfacton- results,

provided the work

properly conducted and carefully supervised.

where

as

etc.

a great deal

distrust of, this practice.

that the

good condition

spouting under specific

roads permit

On

those roads

the belief evidently prevails that con-

prohibited,

good condition by this method, or
method can not be wholly prevented by

crete can not be delivered in
that the abuse of the
their inspection service.

The

with which concrete can be dolixcrcd over a conrange by spouting makes it desirable to pennit the
method, provided the work can be supervised so effectively that
there will be no abuse of the method.
That this is the most
general view is shown by the number of roads, and the mileage
represented by the roails permitting spouting under specific
facility

siderable

restrictions.

As

to

iirccautions

to

insure

thorough

mixing the

belief

is

apparently quite general that if Ibc mixture is left in the mixer
lung enough, no oilier precaution is necessary to secure good

The inspector or
own devices on hand

mixing.
to his

supervising

mixinu.

If

foreman is left laigcly
he is an experienced and
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competent man he will get the desired results, but there will
undoubtedly be many variations in the methods adopted by

men to obtain the same results.
Machine mixing is generally required on all work of sufficient magnitude to justify a mixer, and batch mixers are quite
Continuous mixers are apparently not in
generally specified.
different

good standing among the engineers who write the specifications
and prescribe the methods. When hand mixing is done, the
manner of mixing is sometimes specified in detail, requiring the
sand and cement to be mixed dry, then the stone added with some
water and the mass shoveled until all of it has been turned a
specified number of times, water being added during the mixing
required consistency

until the

and the atomizer (usThe cement gun (using compressed
ing steam) have been developed within the last few years. They
are not intended for use in placing concrete where the ordinary
equipment will serve, and where concrete of the usual quality
The duty required of them is to place the material
is wanted.
where it is not practicable to deposit it in forms, and to give
a dense and impervious product. The deposited mixture is morair)

uses no stone.

The cement gun

tar.

up to }i

in.

The atomizer uses

in the mixture, but the stone

surface to which
to pack

it

is

applied.

Its

stone

rebounds from the

only function

apparently,

is,

and tamp the mortar against the surface to which

it

is

applied.

These machines can be used to good advantage when applied
It appears
the kinds of work to which they are adapted.
from the reports received, however, that these appliances are
in use on only a very few roads, and the engineers in charge of
concrete construction can not speak from personal experience.
Twenty-six roads report not having used either kind, but the
roads which have used them nearly all report satisfactory results.
One road reports that in one instance, at least, the results were
to

The kind of work or

unsatisfactory.

was not

the nature of the defect

stated.

It appears to be the common practice to leave it to the engineer in charge to determine the time when forms can be removed safely, without handicapping him with detailed instrucThe weather conditions and the kind of structure enter
tions.
largely into the considerations. A few roads report tests, such
as breaking off exposed portions of the work, or using test pieces

that are

made

at the

same time and exposed

to the

same condi-

tions as the work.

There is a wide range in the time allowed for setting, even
under the same weather conditions. This may be accounted for
by assuming that structures of entirely different character were
in mind when the different replies were written.
A general review leads to the conclusion that in summer weather, mass concrete, such as retaining walls, abutments and piers,
should have two to three days, and a little more if the structure
When weather is cold, but not freezing,
is high or massive.
Forms for slabs,
the time should be from one to two weeks.
arches and culverts should remain in place in warm weather,
from one to two weeks, and the structure should not be loaded
for 30 days.

In cold weather, the time should be correspondingly

longer.

O. F. Dalstrom (chairman), C.
J.

&

J.

Scribner, C. B.

P.,

E.;

I.

L. Simmons, C. R.

&

Q.

;

I.

& N. W. A. Montzheimer,
& P.; J. A. Bohland, G. N.;

E.

W.; T.

W.

;

D. C. Zook, P. L.

J.

Stuart,

C.

committee.

CONCRETE CULVERT

PIPE

AND CONCRETE

PILES

pmConcrete
poses and particularly for reinforced concrete slab trestle bridges.
This use is of particular interest in that the reinforced concrete
pile slab trestle type of construction presents a seemingly perfectly satisfactory and economical solution of the pile and timber bridge replacement question in many instances, for those
piles arc

59,

No. 17

in service eight years. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul started
manufacturing and using concrete piles for concrete trestles in
1912 and since that time upwards of 30,000 lin. ft. have been
made and driven. On account of the delay to trains that might
be occasioned by driving on main lines of heavy traffic, this
company has constructed most of its concrete pile trestles on
a second track or on lines where the traffic is not very dense.
The Great Northern, the Illinois Central, the Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, the Northern Pacific and the Wheeling

& Lake Erie are among the roads that make considerable
use of concrete piles for trestles.
The Great Northern now
prefers, however, in place of concrete pile bents, slim reinforced

concrete piers extending one to two feet below the surface of

obtained.

is

Vol.

used by the railroads for a variety of

openings which are too large for small culverts of a permanent
character. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, which was the
pioneer road with this type of construction, has constructed
about 20 miles of concrete pile trestles, some of which have been

the ground, and supported

heights about 20

Most of

the

concrete pile
loads of

on

with longitudinal struts for

piles,

ft.

railroads agree that the premoulded reinforced
suitable for use in trestle bents, that they allow

is

from 20

to 35 tons per pile

and that the penetration

re-

quired under ordinary conditions varies from about 2/5 to 2/3 the
length of the pile, while the maximum projection above the

ground recommended varies from 10 ft. to 30 ft. Several roads
agree on about 20 ft. for the maximum projection above ground
unsupported, while some limit this height to about 14 or 16
ft.
and build slim concrete piers for greater heights.
The premoulded type of pile seems to be preferred by the
greater number of roads, which is due partly to the neceswork. The octagonal, straightdiameter appears to be the most
used shape. The steel reinforcement of concrete piles should
be designed not only to take a portion of the load that may
be placed upon the pile after it is driven, but also to take
care of the bending stresses that occur when the pile is lifted
either by the middle or by one end and to withstand the shocks
caused in dragging it over rough ground to the loads and the
jars occasioned in driving.
While a great many different makes and types of piles have
been used, it is comforting to observe that there have been
no failures reported and that very few piles have been broken
in handling or in driving and none under load.
On the strength
of this record it would seem that there should be no need of
hesitation on the part of railroad engineers and builders to
use concrete piles where the conditions make this type of construction the most economical.
sity of using this type for trestle

sided

pile

about

16 in.

in

CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE

The use

of concrete culvert pipe

is

much more

the railroads than that of concrete piles.

general

among

While some of the

roads have used this pipe in special instances, or for experimental purposes only, quite a number use the pipe generally
for sizes ranging from 24 in. to 48 in. internal diameter inclusive.
A few make common use of sizes varying from 12 in.
to 72 in. inclusive, while at least one uses as large as 84 in. x
89 in. oval pipe.
It

is

not the general practice to restrict the heights of em-

bankments under which concrete pipe
specify a certain

minimum depth

minimum

from 8

varies

in.

top of the pipe to about 3

of the

pipe.

The road

is

used,

other

than

to

of cover over the pipe, which
between the bottom of tie and the

ft.

from the base of

reporting

the

8

in.

rail

to the top

minimum

stated

only reason for not placing pipe closer than 8 in. to the
tic is that a less distance than this docs not afford sufficient
protection to the pipe from injury from tamping tools. There is
that

its

involved in this discussion of the restriction of the heights of
embankments, of course, the general question of the appropriateness of placing a rather small pipe under a very high

fill,

even though the drainage requirements are satisfied. Some roads
do not place pipe culverts of small diameter under extremely high
fills irrespective of the fact that their carrying capacity is ample
to take care of the unexpected quantity of water.
It is not the usual practice to have two or more designs of
concrete pipe of the same diameter with different amounts of re-

inforcement and thickness of the walls for use under different

October
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heights of embankments. The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific,
however, does make sucli a distinction, having a design known
as Class "B" for embankments up to 20 ft. in height and another
known as Class "C" for embankments from 20 to 40 ft. high
The amount of reinforcement and tlie thickness of the walls are
both increased in the class "C" design.
In 1906 Prof. Arthur N. Talbot of the University of Illinois
tested to destruction several sections of 48 in. and 36 in. reinforced concrete culvert pipe. The results of these tests, which
were made under laboratory conditions of bedding and loading,
are recorded in bulletin No. 22 of the University of Illinois. This
bulletin recommends certain formulae for the design of reinforced concrete pipe which are pretty generally accepted.
More roads use head walls on one or both ends of the concrete
pipe culverts than do not use them.
The bell and spigot continues to be the more popular type of joint, while the roads
are pretty evenly divided on the question of cementing the
joints.
All of the joints, no matter of what type or whether
cemented or not, seem to be pretty uniformly satisfactory.
The length of time the pipe should cure before shipping shows
a very considerable variation ranging in air from 10 days to
60 days, while some roads do not install pipe that is less than
90 days old, although they ship after pipe has cured 60 days.
While there have been a few failures of pipe in place and a considerable number have been broken in handling, many of these
are due either to poor concrete or to the pipe being used too
green. If a rich, dense concrete, which is allowed to cure a reasonable length of time, is provided in reinforced concrete pipe
which are intelligently designed and installed, we believe that
the railroads should feel perfectly safe in adopting this construction wherever it seems desirable to do so.
H. Rettinghouse (chairman), C. S. & P., M. & O. S. T. Corey, O. R. T. &
P. G. H. Stewart, B. R. & P C. F. Urbutt, C. M. & St. P., com;

;

;

mittee.

PROTECTION OF GRADE CROSSINGS
All public crossings should be

marked by crossing

signs placed

as conspicuously as possible to indicate the proximity of tracks.

though flagmen may be on duty, a bell ringwarning given to drivers of approaching vehicles.
A whistling post should be placed on the engineer's side of the
track a quarter of a mile from the crossing so that trains may give
warning of their approach. To further indicate to drivers of
vehicles and trainmen the locations of crossings, the cross fences
This

is

essential even

ing, or other

should be painted white or whitewashed.
It is important that the roadway at railroad crossings be kept
in good condition.
Even in cases where it is only incumbent

on the railroad to maintain the roadway between

two

its rails

and for

feet outside, the necessary steps should be taken to see that

che approaches are maintained on easy and uniform grades, and
free of ruts or rou.gh spots which might possibly

stall

an auto-

mobile or otherwise contribute to hazard at the crossing. The
rails should be kept well filled, and if a smooth
crossing can not be obtained otherwise, guard rails should be

area between the
used.

Objects which obstruct the view of crossings either from approaching trains or vehicles should be removed as far as possible.
Whatever protection may be provided at a crossing will be inefficient if the view from all directions is obscured by trees or

Proper care in this respect may greatly reduce the hazard of accident.
The choice between the forms of protection in common use lies
between gates, wigwag signals, or so-called automatic flagmen, and
flagmen. There is no rule for determining the choice of protection, but the best device may be indicated by local conditions
of topography, the widths and layouts of roads or streets, the
angle of crossing, etc., or it may he chosen after experience and
other obstructions.

observation of a particular case.
Crossing gates arc suitable for roadways crossing one or two
tracks where the Iraflic is not greatly congested.
Where the
teams are very nunurons, the lime required to operate gales tends
There is the furlhcr
to block the traffic and create congestion.
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possibility of vehicles being

gates being lowered on them.

caught between the gates or of the
Where the roadway crosses a large

number of

tracks, gates are least satisfactory. There are cases
of well improved highways in suburban or country districts where

automobiles are run at high speed where gates are sometimes
run through. In an article in the Raihvay Age Gazette of July 16,
1915, a crossing is described and illustrated where the ordinary
light gate has been replaced by a spruce pole about 10 in. in
diameter as an effective barrier against automobilists who approach the crossing at reckless speed. This gate is painted with
spiral bands of black and white to attract attention at a considerable distance. The Southern Pacific has tried red paint and

on its crossing gates, but a subsequent canvass of automobile drivers indicates a preference for plain white gates as
being easier to distinguish, especially at dusk or dawn. In the
opinion of the committee white is the best color for gates.
There are various types of gates, wire-pull, electric and pneumatic, all having the same idea of placing a barrier across the
roadway. Some have ticklers and others fence attachments, but
stripes

these are but variations of the barrier idea. There is also in use
an automatic gate which is operated in a manner similar to automatic signals. This has not been found satisfactory as yet. It is
apt to lower on a vehicle, or if constructed too high to strike

wagon

is too tempting for malicious persons to tamper with it.
very good additional protection in connection with crossing
gates is a red light hung on the gate at night, with blinders on

a

A

the sides so that

ing trains.

it

will not be visible to the engineers of

This light

approach-

replaced during the daytime by a red

is

disk.

The Southern Pacific is conducting experiments with a form of
warning signal consisting of a red disk 16 in. in diameter located
200 ft. from the crossing. As automobile associations are providing signs which serve the same purpose it is perhaps better for
railroad men to look out for the immediate crossing only.
Where traffic conditions do not require gates or flagmen the best
form of signal is the automatic flagman or wigwag, which consists of a red disk displaying a red light at the center, which
is suspended from a bracket away from the line of poles.
The
disk and light swing through an arc in the lower quadrant and
attract attention readily from the roadway for a considerable
distance.
In some respects this device is superior to a flagman.
There is no variation in the signaling. The movement is always
the same.
When in motion it can indicate but one thing that
a train is approaching. A bell may he rung in connection with
the visible signal, and this is advisable in certain districts; but
in residential sections, where trains are numerous or where

—

signal may be operated for long periods on account of
switching movements, the bell may be removed and the device
used as a visible signal only. The cost of installation of the

the

wigwag varies with the number of switches within the limits
of the electric circuits, the presence of automatic signal circuits,
etc.

The minimum

cost

approximately

$(i0 for labor and $260
account of other circuits
and switches within the operating limits of the signal the cost
may reach as high as $500.
No matter what the railroads may do in the way of eliminatis

for material, or a total of $320.

On

ing danger at grade crossings their efforts are of little avail
unless the public co-operates to the extent of observing warning
signals set up for its protection.
Pomona, Cal., causes the

who disregard the city ordinances which rethe drivers of vehicles to stop before crossing a railroad
track.
personal way of clucking up careless drivers is for
arrest of persons
(|iiire

A

gatemcn or flagmen to note the vehicle numbers and write to
owners and employers.
It
is
our experience that employers
are glad to be advised of instances where their employees show
carelcssncs.s in crossing tracks.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

Where

feasible,

grade crossings should be eliminated.

Obscure crossings should be opened up to the view as
much as possible by the removal ot trees, buildings, brush or
2.

other obstructions.
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3.

Roadways

should be maintained in the

at track crossings

best possible condition.
4.

An

5.

AH means

may

require.

Morrison

firms represented.

The

(chairman),

No. 17

exhibits consisted

The

offi-

cers of this association for the past year were: President, J. A.
Meaden, Paul Dickinson Company vice-president, D. A. Bonitz,
;

possible should be used

to

induce the public

to use caution at grade crossings.

E. C.

held, with about 25

59,

largely of models, samples, photographs and literature.

automatic flagman, gates or flagmen should be provided

as local conditions

Vol.

P.;

A. T. Mercier,

Company secretary, L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Company; treasurer, H. A. Ncally, Joseph Dixon CruNational Roofing

P.;

cible

M. Nelson, S. P.; A. Ridgway, D. & R. G.; J. B. Gaut,
G. T.; J. H. Johnston, G. T. C. E. Johnston, K. C. S.; J. B.
Sheldon, N. Y., N. H. & H. G. H. Jennings, E. J. & E. F. O.
Draper, I. C, committee.

At

S.

S.

F.

;

;

;

OTHER REPORTS

;

Company.

on Thursday morning the following
were elected President, D. A. Bonitz, National Roofing
Company, Tonawanda, N. Y. vice-president, H. A. Neally, Joseph
Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J. treasurer, L. D.
Mitchell, Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich.
secretary,
P. O. Jacobs, H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Chicago. Members executive committee H. H. Huested, Asphalt Ready Roofing
Company, New York M. J. Trees, Chicago Bridge & Iron Works,
Chicago and W. H. Pratt, Heath & Milligan Company, Chicago.
The following firms had exhibits
the annual meeting held

officers

:

;

;

;

An extended report on Railway Water Tanks was presented
by C. R. Knowles, chairman. Because of lack of space it is

:

;

necessary to hold

it

out of this issue, but

it

will

November Maintenance of Way Section.
A report was presented on Efficient Methods

Work and Men
will also

W. Rear

by G.

(S. P.).

An

appear in the

;

of

Handling

abstract of this

appear in the November Maintenance of

Way

Section.

OTHER BUSINESS
The following

subjects

were selected

for

consideration

at

next year's meeting
Brick, Cement, Asphalt and Wood Block Floors for Shops,
Roundhouses, Freight Houses, Highway Bridges, etc.
Paint and Its Application to Railway Structures.
Fireproofing Roofs of Wooden Buildings.
Water Supply Intakes and Intake Lines for Internal Combustion Engines.
Caring for and Handling Creosoted Material.
Blank Forms for Bridge and Building Department.

Modern Methods

of Driving Piles.

Methods of Handling Work and Men.
Economical handling of Concrete on the Smaller Jobs.

Efficient

Station Buildings for Passenger Service Only.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
follows:

ern

of

election

officers

President, G.

Pacific,

.San

W.

on Thursday morning resulted as
Rear, general bridge inspector. South-

Francisco;

consulting engineer,

St.

Louis,

first

Mo.

C. E. Smith,
second vice-president, E. B.

vice-president,
;

Filkins.

Fairbanks. Morse & Co., Chicago.
Represented by G. J. Akers, A. A.
Taylor. F. M. Condit and K. P. Brown.
Heath & Milligan Company, Chicago. Represented by W. H. Pratt.
H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Chicago. Represented by P. C. Jacobs,

W. H. Lawrence,

C. E. Murphy, H. A. Waldron and J. C. Younglove.
The Lehon Company, Chicago. Represented by Thomas Lehon and D.

Ashby, chief engineer, Lehigh Valley, New York third vicepresident, S. C. Tanner, master carpenter, Baltimore & Ohio,
Baltimore, Md. fourth vice-president, Lee Jutton, division engineer, Chicago & North Western, Madison, Wis.
secretarytreasurer.
C. A. Lichty, general inspector, Chicago & North
Western, Chicago. Members of the executive committee were
chosen as follows:
F. E. Weise, chief clerk, engineering department, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago J. S. Robinson, division engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago,
and J. P. Wood, supervisor bridges and building, Pere Marquette, Saginaw, Mich.
;

;

;

;

C. F. Massey Co., Chicago.
Gilman,
National Roofing Company, Tonawanda, N. Y.

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association held an
room adjoining the one in which the meeting was

Represented by D. A.

Bonitz.

George P. Nichols & Brother, Chicago.

Represented by George P. Nichols.
The Patterson-Sargeant Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Represented by M.
R. Stowell.

Pyrene

Manufacturing Company,

New

York.

Represented by

W. H.

Sherman and R. H. Neal.
Railway Age

Gazette,

Chicago.

Represented

by

L.

B.

Sherman and

Howson.
T. W. Snow Construction Company, Chicago.
Represented by T. W.
Snow.
Standard Asphalt & Rubber Company, Chicago. Represented by C. V.
Fades and R. E. Kartack.
Toch Brothers, New York. Represented by K. H. Rhett.
United States Graphite Company. Saginaw, Mich. Represented by H. F.
Gump, A. W. Walker and J. F. Lee.
U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, III.
Represented by
C. E. Ward.
E. T.

PENNSYLVANIA ANNUAL TRACK INSPECTION
The annual track inspection of the Pennsylvania Railroad east
of Pittsburgh and Erie was made on October 5 and 6 by S. C.
Long, genera! manager, and a party of about 350 operating
This inspection covered the main lines between New
York and Pittsburgh and between Philadelphia and Washington.
officers.

The first, or "Klondyke" prize of $1,200, divided on the basis
of $800 for the supervisor and $400 for the assistant, and awarded
for the best maintained subdivision throughout the year, went
C. Z. Moore, supervisor, and L. R. R. Fleming, assistant
supervisor, in charge of track between Dillerville, Pa., and Har-

to

risburg.

Premiums

of $800, $600 for the supervisor and $200
awarded for the subdivision

for the assistant supervisor, were

line and surface on each of the four main line
These prizes went to C. M. Wisman, supervisor, and
H. M. Grimm, assistant supervisor, in charge of track between
Tullytown, Pa., and Dean, N. J.; W. T. Hanly, supervisor, and
J. B. Baker, assistant supervisor, in charge of track between
Marysville, Pa., and Thompsontown R. H. Pinkham, supervisor,
and F. X. Bradley, assistant supervisor, in charge of track between New Florence and Donohoc, Pa., and to G. H. B. English,
supervisor, and C. M. Hursh, assistant supervisor, in charge of

having the best
divisions.

;

SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
exhibit in a

B.

Wright.

Represented by C. F. Massey and Charles

Small Coaling Stations.
On Tuesday evening about 315 members and supply men were
guests of the Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association at
a dinner and vaudeville entertainment given in the Hotel Statler.
Wednesday afternoon was spent in an inspection trip by special train through the Michigan Central tunnel and over the
Windsor terminal. A trip was also made through the plant of
the Ford Automobile Company.
On Wednesday evening about 200 members and guests attended a banquet at the Hotel Statler. Special emphasis was
placed on the early history of the association.
The speakers
included Past President W. A. McGonagle, Secretary C. A.
Lichty, Vice-President G. W. Rear, J. B. Sheldon, E. T. Howson
and C. R. Knowles.
On Thursday afternoon the members and guests enjoyed
a boat excursion on the Detroit river.

The

American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn. Represented by
J. Johnson and W. O. Washburn.
Asphalt Ready Roofing Company, New Yoric City. Represented by C. A.
Sparrowhawk and H. H. Huested.
American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Represented by
J. T. McGarry.
Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York Citv.
Represented by J. I.
Holder, E. J. Caldwell, K. C. Barth and A. C. Wiles.
Philip Carey Company, Cincinnati. Ohio
Represented by C. L,. Cockrell.
Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago.
Represented by M. J. Trees
and C. S. Pillsbury.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Represented by T. D. Slingman, C. E. Walker and F. McComber.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.
Represented by
H. A. Neally.
Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich.
Represented by T. R. Wyles,
J. J. Hogan, L. D, Mitchell. F. G. Hogan and E. Booth.
Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chicago. Represented bv J. A. Meaden and A. J.
F.

October
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track between Wilmington, Delaware, and Perryville, Maryland.
special improvement prize of $1,000, divided $700 to the

A

supervisor and $300 to the assistant supervisor, offered for the
greatest improvement made in line and surface on a supervisor's

was awarded to W. G. Shaner, supervisor, and T.
K. Minsker, assistant supervisor, in charge of track between
Baltimore and Springfield, Md.
These awards were not based entirely upon the general manager's inspection, but frequent inspections were also made during
the year by a special committee composed of W. G. Coughlin,
engineer maintenance of way; A. B. Clark, assistant engineer
maintenance of way; J. J. Rhoads, superintendent Media division,
and E. J. Cleave, superintendent, Cresson division. The methods
of conducting this inspection were described in detail in an article
by Joseph T. Richards, consulting engineer maintenance of way,
in the issue of January 22, 1915.
subdivision,

THE ADVANTAGE AND COST OF SPIRALING
CURVES*
By W.

Rench

F.

Supervisor, Pennsylvania Railroad, Perryville,

was universally the

It

roads,

as

it

very

practice

generally

is

in

the

today,

to

early
locate

Md.

days of
a

line

rail-

as

a

succession of tangents and circular curves with no provision

Although operation is posover such an alinement it must necessarily be at a very
moderate speed and even then accidents are of not infrequent
occurrence.
When locomotives were small and the greatest
speed attainable was comparatively slow, the lack of easements for the lighter curves was not felt, but their absence
from the sharper curves was always a source of trouble. Indeed, it is difficult to conveive how operation was otherwise
than precarious upon many such curves that were devoid of
easements.
The presence of superelevation presupposes curvature and the very fact of a tangent track being several inches
out of level, whether at the approach to a curve or elsewhere,
for present or future easements.

sible
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10 and 6 Station

Spiral with Offsets

and Unit

Series Ordinates

the possibility of accident.
The records of most
roads contain the account of derailments occurring
at the ends of curves, the causes of which were never satis-

suggests

branch

factorily ascertained.
But the fact is pertinent that such
accidents become noticeably fewer following the proper spiraling
of tlie curves.
With the increase of speed in both passenger

and freight schedules the addition of easements has become
not merely a refinement for comfort but a necessity for safety.
Various methods have been used in providing present casements on old lines. The first was usually to throw the ends
of the curve outward, which served to remedy part of the
defect.
Rut the resulting protrusions beyond the tangents
were both unsightly and to some extent luiconifortalile. When
adjoining curves turned in the same direction and the tangent
between was short it readily appeared that a rclining of the
entire tangent would effect the necessary correction, although
in most cases the protrusion was allowed to remain as the
lesser of two eyils.
But as methods were evolved for the lin•Coi)yrii[hlcd

by

W.

!•'.

Kcmli.
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ing of curves the flat places developed by the outward throw
of the ends were eliminated by lining the entire body of the
surve inward, the throw being often as much as 6 in. Finally,
when such methods, at first crude, were further improved,

complete adjustment was made on exact lines, the probeing removed, a more efficient easement provided
and finer detail line of the curve attained. The last adjustment almost always consisted in making first an inward throw
of the ends, both to remove the protrusions that makeshift
correction or the natural movement with the traffic had produced and to flatten the curve for the easements, and then
an outward throw through nearly the entire body of the curve,
varying in amount from 2 in. to 6 in., to modify the sharp
places which the previous throws had introduced at each exa

trusions

tremity of the remaining arc.

The

net

result

of the several

changes was a lengthening of the curve amounting to about
75 ft. on each end and a sharpening of the circular portion by
about 3 per cent of the initial degree.
As affecting the question of introducing easements into the
original location or at least of providing the means for such
correction at a later time when the roadbed shall have settled, it will be instructive to study the cost of the relining
necessary to attain this end when no such provisions has been
made. It will no doubt be thought that the value of the labor
thus spent is so indefinite as to be impossible of even approximate estimation. But the record of cost on a typical branch
road of medium traffic and maintenance is offered as a suit-

The road, which
and the speed prescribed

able criterion.

cinder ballasted,

is 44 miles
40 miles per hour.
The
alinement follows the shore of a river through all its points
and bays and contains 185 curves, several as sharp as 8 deg.,
the average of all being 3 deg. 20 min. It is safe to say that
each has had the three general lining adjustments referred
to during the 20 years of the road's operation.
The final correction of one-fourth of the curves was made quite recently
and a measure of the expense is therefore readily obtainable.
For this last operation the average cost, including both
the throwing and subsequent surfacing made necessary, was
The throws were no greater
iYi cents per foot of curve.
than 6 in. and the average throw was 2J/2 in.
It is a conservative assumption that the total cost of the several adjustments was three times the cost of the one operation, or 10
cents per foot of curve.
For the road in question on which
the curves compose 57 per cent of the total length, the expense of adjustment was $300 per mile of single track line.
The labor necessary for spiraling the curves thus amounted
to no less than $13,000, a considerable sum, which would unquestionably have been largely saved if ultimate addition of
easements had been provided for in the original alinement.
The type of easement that is most suitable for general use
is the one that can be most readily designed
for application
with an instrument and that can he most easily maintained
afterward by string lining. The cubic parabola, a curve whose

long

is

is

deflection angles vary as the square of the distance
offsets

vary

as

the

cube

of

the

distance,

fulfills

and whose
both

re-

The method of developing this curve in string
lining was described in the Raihmy Age Gazette of May IS,
1914.
The same relation between distance and deflection angles
or offsets may be shown to apply to all spirals whose ordinates

quirements.

increase from a unit quantity by successive additions that are
in an arithmetical progression with the difference equal to the
unit quantity. Thus in the series of ordinates, 1 in., 3 in., 6 in.,
10 in., 15 in., 21 in., in which the value of the unit is 1 in.

and the maximiun addition is 6 units, the curvature through
each station would be represented by the mean of the adjacent
ordinates or by the series Yi in., 2 in., 4'i in., 8 in., 12! i in.,
18 in., in which it is seen that the ratios of the several members
to the first are as the squares of successive numerals, 2 being

4 times

Yt,

4Yi being 9 times

'/j.

etc.

The use of such
the

unit

reduce

having
to

a

a series cxtetidc<l as far as ncccssarv, with
llie value suited to the individual case, will

miniiuuni

the

labor

of

designing

an

casement.
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of the unit to be used with this series in any parmay be obtained by dividing the ordinate of
the body of the curve by the highest number in the series
that is required by the length of easement adopted and the

The value

instance

ticular

ordinates of the easement by multiplying each number of the
For example, if it is desired
series by the value of the unit.
to use an easment curve five stations long the sixth number
in the series, 21, would represent the ordinate coinciding with
the ordinate of the main curve.
for that easement

of the unit

or J^

The

in.

If

this

were 8

would be 8

in.,

the value

divided by 21,

in,

ordinates of the easement would then be J^ in.,
3J4 in-, and S->^ in. The mean of the adjacent

lyi in., 2^4 in.,
ordinates changed to degrees of arc would supply the mean
curvature tlirough each station and one-half of this would
give the deflection angles needed for applying the curve in

an original location. Such a curve has been found in many
cases to approximate closely the spiral developed by the more
expert track foreman in lining by eye, so that it has the sanction of practical experience.

The error of the system in which the ordinates are made
proportional to the distance cannot be better shown than by
an exhibit in

parallel.

Middle ordinate
by regular

Middle ordinate
Super-

by the
cubic parabola
14 in.
1^ in.
in.
Jji in.
2
in.
2J4 in.
3ji in.
454 in.
6
in.
6
in.

Degree

^

deg.
1 deg.
1 deg.
2 deg.
3 deg.
3 deg.
1

elevation

min.
II min.
23 min.
41 min.
00 min.
22 min.
49 min.
23 min.

Degree

proportion
......

in.

Min.
lj4 in.

2
in.
255 in.
3 'A in.

4

in.
in.

4^

S'/i in.
in.
6

Min.

23 min.
45 min.
deg.
07 min.
1
1 deg. 30 min.
1 deg. 53 min.
2 deg. 15 min.
2 deg. 38 min.
3 deg.
3 deg.

1

J^ in.
in.

2%

3^

S^^m.
in.

^

by this scheme a superelevation of
where the degree of curve is 23 min. and V/j in.
where it is 45 min., but that by the cubic parabola the superelevations for similar degrees are respectively V/3 in., and
2]4 in., which have been found by experience to be the correct selection for a speed of 70 miles per hour, and indeed,
obtains

with the theoretical value by the wellknown formula of mechanics. No one can doubt that the
superelevations by the former method are wholly insufficient
and it is this condition mainly which causes the deflection
substantially

agree

such a curve, even when it is
strain introduced by this dea tendency toward quick distortion and the

noticed in going on

newly adjusted.

and

forces to adjust the curve by eye with sufficient precision for
the purpose of the

new

construction and will allow the final

detailed adjustment to be

made

nominal expense.

later at

The amount

of the offset will depend upon the length of
easement desired and this in turn will be governed by feasibility

and the service required.
The
utility is one whose length

offset

least

practical

in

tenths

that

of a

of

is

foot

is

This
will provide an easement curve with a half length of 60 ft.
If a longer easement is desired and is not impracticable, the
offset distance would be increased in proportion to the square
of the half length
For a very satisfactory adjustment upon
a branch of medium traffic such as the case described above,
the half length of easement might be made 75 ft. and the
offset distance would then be equal in tenths of a foot to
1J4 times the figure for the degree of curve.
If a run-off at no greater rate than yi in. to 30 ft. were
desired for a 4 deg. curve to be operated at 40 miles per
hour with the superelevation of 3 in. attained 60 ft. upon the
circular curve the half length of 60 ft. would be proper and
the offset distance would be 0.4 ft., but if the same curve were
part of an important main line route to be operated at 55
miles per hour and the rate of the run-off for the 6 in. of
superelevation necessary were desired to be as low as 1 in.
to 100 ft., a half length of 250 ft. would be required and the
equal

the

to

apply or,

in.

will be noted that

It

in.

This location will enable the track-laying

lected offset distance.

figure

representing the

degree of

curve.

In the latter case it would
distance would be 7 ft.
be necessary to stake out the entire easement curve, preferably
by 50 ft. stations, and the above described methods would

4J4 m.
6
6

No. 17

59,

offset

in.
in.

3

Vol.

off

Through the

if

preferred, the location might be

from the

for one-half the easement curve

made by

for the other half by similar offsets in inverse order

located circular curve.

be used

when

With

this

offsets,

actual tangent and

from the

method, equal stations could

the several offsets would be the proportion of

the middle of the easement determined

by the cube
of their relative distance from the ends of the easement. Thus,
that

at

in the case cited the first offset

0.028

ft.

64 times

and the several other
this,

or 0.22

ft.,

0.76

would be l/12Sth of
offsets,

ft.,

and

3.5

ft.

respectively, 8, 27
1.79

or

and

ft.

The same methods would

of course apply to the easement between two curves of considerably different curvature. The offset
distance between the imaginary tangents at the P. C. C. would

upon

then be computed from the difference in the numbers representing the degree of the two curves and the several offsets
would be measured from the two circular arcs. The unit middle
ordinate would be obtained by dividing the difference be-

curves through a typical mile on the
branch line mentioned above is given below in tabular form.
The adjustment also involved some change in the direction

tween the ordinates of the two curves by the highest number
of the series applicable and the spiral ordinates then obtained
would each be increased by the atnount of the ordinate of

there

ficiency

is

defect increases until a lurch is the inevitable result.
brief resume of the effect of the final correction

A

the alinement

of

tlie

of

the

tangent.

the lighter curve.
Original

Name

of curve

Line

State
I-razer

M. P. 14....
3rd No. M. P. 14
2d No. M. P. 14....
Ist No. M. P. 14...
M. P. 14

4th No.

degree

Present
degree

Original
length

7

7'A

468

8
lyi

8'4

771

IH

364
302
413
707

3
3

4

4

Z'A
3'A
4V4
454

411

•Present
length
681
961

496
434
589
868
558

Length of
casement

nates to the

124
124
124
124

of the spiral and while by the geometric requirements of the
curve this ordinate will be of the unit value, which should
always be used in the design, the actual value when measured

•Includes length of casements.

While the locating engineer may reasonably claim

that

in

an unnecessary refinement to stake out the detailed spiral curve prehminary to new construction, it cannot
be denied that provision ought to be afforded for such adjustment and a statement of the practical working limits from
It is bethe maintenance standpoint should be of service.
lieved that the situation will be met satisfactorily by the use
Stake out the circular curve between
of the following plan.
imaginary tangents parallel to and a selected distance within
the actual tangents. Shorten the circular curve on each end by
half the length of the easement and locate points on the
general

it

In fitting the spiral curve as determined by its middle ordisame curve as determined by its offsets it must
be noted that there necessarily is an ordinate at the beginning

155
155
93

is

tangents at the same distance in the opposite direcRe-locate the stakes marking the original ends of the
circular curve a distance outward equal to one-half the se-

with the chord extended half upon the curve and half upon
It should also be
understood that the circular arc commences one station back
of the first point of full ordinate and ends one station in advance of the last point of full ordinate.
the tangent will be one-half the unit value.

r.i-;R.\i.\N-M.M)K
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Bi-XGiUM.

new railway

—

It

is

reported

between Aix-laChapello and Brussels, via Vise, is being vigorously pushed forward. German workmen are busy day and night. The building
The railway
of a new bridge near Lische will begin shortly.
through Belgium will be an almost straight line, without regard
thai

tlic

construction of the

actual

to private property or natural obstacles.

tion.

man

It

line

appears that the Ger-

authorities consider the railway of the greatest importance,

not only for the present, but also for the future.

General News Department
The twenty-ninth annual convention of the Canadian Ticket
Agents' Association was held at Denver, Colo., on October 18.

A

Union

Pacific combination passenger and baggage motor car
a bridge weakened by high waters into a creek near
Randolph, Kan., on October 16, causing the deaths of 16 passengers, it is reported, and injuring a large number of others.
trailer remained on the track.
fell

off

A

On Wednesday afternoon Charles
New York, New Haven & Hartford

S. Mellen, president of the

six

90-ft.

Relief department of the Baltimore & Ohio
35 vears old and the aggregate amount of its payments,
to June 30," 1915, is $20,096,883.
More than half this sum went
to pay for sick benefits and death benefits having no connection
with accidents.
The relief department fund lends money to
employees of the road, to assist them in Inlying homes, and in
the last fiscal year the sum of $1,440,000 was lent for this
purpose.

The Employees'

now

Five men held up a freight train on the Erie Railroad in
Bergen cut, near Glen Rock, N. J., on the night of October 20,
and attempted to steal part of the contents of a freight car supposed to contain silk. It is thought that the train was stopped
by tampering with the air brake hose and when the trainmen
got down to make an examination they w-ere held up by five
men. While one of the men kept the trainmen covered the others

broke into the freight car, but before the contents of the car
could be unloaded two railroad detectives, who were riding on
the train, came up and began firing into the car. The robbers
returned the fire, but managed to get away to an automobile
waiting nearby.

Eightieth Anniversary

6, the Business Men's Association of
Deposit, N. Y., will celebrate, with a parade and speeches, the
eightieth anniversary of the Erie.
On November 7, 1835, the
first ground was broken for the Erie Railroad at Deposit, N. Y.
At the time that this construction work was begun the president
of the company, James G. King, made the prediction that fully
200,000 tons of freight would be transported over the railroad
a year. Last year the Erie handled 42,874,315 tons of freight.

The Value

of

Motor Cars

At the meeting of the New York Railroad Club on Friday,
October 15, a paper on "The Value of Motor Cars on Railroad
Systems" was read by W. R. McKeen, Jr., consulting engineer,
motor cars. Union Pacific. Mr. McKcen laid stress on the value
of motor car service in stimulating passenger travel and stated
that by this means an increase ranging from 50 to 100 per cent
may easily he obtained in from 6 to 12 months. Among those
taking part in the discussion were A. W. Jones, General Electric

Company;

R. B. Williams, Jr., president. Central

New York

Southern, and D. F. Crawford, general superintendent motive
power, I'ciiusylvania Linos West of Pittsburgh.

Lehigh Valley Buys

New Equipment

that it has ordered 10 new
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, that it will have 20 other engines rebuilt and
equipped with superheaters, Walschaert valve gear, etc., and
that it has contracted for a considerable addition to its floating
This will include: a new
equipment in New York harbor.
steel tug, 109 ft. over all, with 28 ft. 1 in. beam and 14 ft. 6 in.
depth, witli a towing cap.iiity of 10,000 tuns; four 12-car capacity

The Lehigh Valley has aiuuiunced

Mik.ido type

freight

steel car floats;

The company has

two
also

120-ft. barges and
bought a 500-ton

capacity gasolene hoisting lighter.
Including the new freight locomotives, the 20 locomotives
which are to be overhauled and improved, another 100 locomotives recently rebuilt and equipped with superheaters, and the
2,000 box cars rebuilt in outside shops, together with the harbor
boats just ordered, the Lehigh Valley has spent over $2,500,000
for equipment in the last few months.

Head-On

Collision

on the Rock Island

In a head-on collision on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
between a southbound passenger train, No. 11, and a northbound freight, No. 98, on a curve at Agawam, south of Chick-

Tuesday morning, two firemen, one brakeman
and four tramps were killed, and 45 passengers w-ere more or
less injured and the two enginemen were seriously injured.
Both trains received a 31 order for train 11 to wait at Agawam
until 1.15 and at Rush Springs until 1.25 for train 98.
As the
collision occurred half a mile west of Agawam at 1.08 or 1.09,
the passenger engineer apparently must have failed to obey the
order.
On Wednesday he w-as still unconscious, so there has
been no statement from him.
The freight engineer was late with a train of livestock and
left Rush Springs at 12.55, with 20 minutes to go about seven
miles and clear passenger train by 10 minutes. About one hundred head of cattle were killed and both engines and several
cars were seriously damaged.
The tramps were killed riding
on the blind baggage car. There are no block signals in this
asha, Okla., early

territory.

I.

The

The Erie's
On Saturday, November

barges.

from 1903

to 1913, took the
witness stand in the criminal suit against the New Haven directors under the anti-trust la wand described in detail the traific
situation in New England previous to July 2, 1890.

is

and three 8-car capacity

C. C. Issues Circular

on Car Shortage

Commerce Commission has

recently issued a circular giving warning of a possible car shortage and urging cooperation to obtain tlie greatest efficienc}' in the use of the car
supply. The commission says:
Interstate

"Informal complaints to the commission indicate that the annually recurring failure of transportation facilities known as 'car
shortage' is again appearing. The commission urges on all shippers and all carriers that close attention to methods of loading,
unloading, moving, and promptly returning to use the cars now
available will go far toward making the present supply of cars
sufficient for all purposes.
"In order that the business of the country may go forward
without interruption, tlie commission urges shippers, both individually and through their associations, to co-operate to secure the
prompt and full loading of cars and their prompt release. One of
the chief causes of failure of car supply in past seasons has been
the tmnecessary detention of cars by careless shippers and by shippers using them for storage purposes.
In the general public interest, shippers should endeavor to relea.se cars at the earliest
possilile moment without regard to the free time given by the
tariffs.

"All the efforts of the shippers will be unavailing, however, imuse extraordinary measures to eliminate all
delays chargeable to them. The failure of car supply is usually a
failure of car movement.
The congestion of terminals is the
ever present feature at times of such failure. The commission
therefore tn-ges carriers to make every possible endeavor to
improve their methods of operation of terminals in order that cars
ni:iy move promptly.
Also company material should he unloaded
with the same desiiatch that is recpiired nf shijipers.
"The commission is moved to make this appeal by its desire to
save both shippers and carriers from the losses which are occasioned by failures of car supply, and by its knowledge that
measures such as arc here suggested to have operated in past
seasons to save all concerned from heavy losses."
Howard l-Mliott, president of the New York. New Haven &
less the carriers also
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Hartford, has sent a copy of the circular to the newspaper editors,
with the following letter asking the co-operation of its patrons:
"During the last few years, from various causes, the railroads
of the country have been unable to make such additions to tracks,
yards, equipment, and facilities as are now necessary to keep
pace with the growth of business in the country. This is especially true in New England, and there is danger that there will
not be transportation enough produced to meet the daily demands.
The condition of the railroads in this respect is not different from
many other large industrial plants that have more orders than
they can fill.
"The danger of a shortage in transportation can be reduced if
every user of it is very prompt and if he co-operates with the
railroad in trying to make the best of a difficult situation. Shortage of trackage, oftentimes, causes us much, if not more, trouble
than shortage of cars, and close co-operation between shippers
and carriers will help prevent congestion, the result of which
does harm not only at the particular point where it exists, but
all along the line.
"The New Haven management is using every effort it can put
forth to obtain the full use of all its facilities and to furnish
all the transportation it can, and asks the help of its patrons at
this time when facilities in many places are overtaxed."

Summary

of

Revenues and Expenses

of

Vol,

Transportation Club of Louisville

The

monthly meeting of the Transportation

first

Club of
Scelbach Hotel in that city on
October 19. The address of the evening was made by Samuel
O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette, on the subject
of "Government and Business."

was held

Louisville, Ky,,

Steam Roads

the annual meeting of the Association of Manufacturers
of Chilled Car Wheels, held in New York on October 12, officers

were re-elected as follows

President and treasurer, George W.
vice-presidents, E. F. Carry and J. A. Kilpatrick
secretary George F. Griffin consulting engineer, F. K. Vial. The

Lyndon

which have been effected in all parts of the
In July, 1914, net operating income per mile was 3.1

tions in expenses,

country.
per cent less than in July, 1913.
Total operating revenues amounted to $258,526,363, an increase from 1914 of $2,567,724. Operating expenses were $171,-
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board of directors consists of E. F. Carry, J. A. Kilpatrick, W.
S. Atwood, Chas. A. Lindstrom, F. K. Vial, A. G. Wellington,
W. C. Arthurs, J. D. Rhodes, F. B. Cooley, A. J. Miller and
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Wheel Manufacturers

At

Net operating income of the railways of the United States
for July increased $39 per mile, or 13.3 per cent, as compared
with July, 1914. This increase was due in the main to reduc-
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90 per cent of the steam railway mileage in the United States.
Operating revenues of the eastern railways per mile show
an increase of 3.8 per cent as compared with July, 1914, operating expenses decreased 3.9 per cent, net operating revenue
increased 22.5 per cent, taxes decreased 0.3 per cent and operating income increase 26.2 per cent.
Operating revenues of the southern railways per mile decreased 4.5 per cent, operating expenses decreased 9.2 per cent,
net operating revenue increased 9.7 per cent, taxes increased
1.9 per cent and operating income increased 11.2 per cent.
Operating revenues of the western railways per mile show a
decrease of 1.4 per cent, operating expenses decreased 3.1 per
cent, net operating revenue increased 2.1 per cent, taxes
increased 2.6 per cent and operating income increased 1.9 per cent.
July net operating income per mile was 13.3 per cent greater
in 1915 than in 1914, 10.4 per cent greater than in
1913, 7.2 per
cent greater than in 1912 and 15.8 per cent greater than in 1911.

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and
expenses of railways and comments thereon for July, 1915, are

UnH-ed Siates.
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Monthly Revenues and Expenses per Mile

Net operating revenue amounted
an increase of $9,558,258.
Taxes amounted to
$11,574,582, an increase of $217,588. This left $75,377,176 for net
operating income, available for rentals, interest on bonds, appropriations for improvements and new construction and diviOperating revenues per mile of line averaged $1,130,
dends.
an increase of 0.3 per cent operating expenses averaged $750,
net operating revenue per mile
a decrease of 4.6 per cent
averaged $380, an increase of 11.5 per cent, while net operating income per mile was $330, an increase of 13.3 per cent.
Taxes per mile increased 1.2 per cent.
Railways operating
228,713 miles of line are covered by this summary, or about
526,861, a decrease of $6,990,534.
to

$86,999,502,

;

;

Wm.

F.

Cutler.

appeared in

last

An abstract of President
week's issue, page 690.

Lyndon's address

Milwaukee Veterans' Association

A

large

number of employees and

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul,

who had been

officers

of the Chicago,
of the road

in the service

for 25 years or more, held a meeting at Chicago on October 14,
and organized the Milwaukee Veterans' Association. Among
those present at the meeting were President A. J. Earling, who
began work for the company 52 years ago as a telegraph operator;
John C. Fox, of Janesville, Wis., who operated one of the three

October

locomotives

man, and
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operated by the road, now a roundhouse foreH. Flynn of Chicago, a conductor, who has been

special

A
Car

Association of Passenger Traffic Officers

A

June Mechanical Conventions

first

J.

in the service of the road for 52 years.

Traffic

769

meeting of the American Association of Passenger
is to be held
at French Lick Springs, Ind.,

Officers
26-27.

Several suggested means of economy will be
October
discussed and reports received from committees on printing and
distribution of folders, on passenger train service, on economical operation of city ticket offices, and on checking of

baggage.

chanics' Association and the Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Association will be held at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, Ohio,
Monday, November IS, at 10 a.m. The object of the meeting
will be to decide upon the dates for the June conventions, as
well as the place of the meetings, and also to discuss other details of the joint work of these three associations.
It is planned
also to hold separate meetings of the executive committees of
The
each one of the associations after the joint meeting.
meeting is being held at Cleveland because of the illness of
President MacBain, of the Afaster Car Builders' Association,
who expects, however, to be sufficiently recovered by November

General Baggage Agents' Association

15 to participate.

The annual convention of the American Association of General
Baggage Agents was held at Kansas City, Mo., on October 13
and 14. The meeting was devoted mainly to a discussion of
The question of whether the Western roads
baggage rules.
should adopt the declaration of value as a protection against
unlimited liability under the Cummins amendment was discussed but no action taken. Uniform symbols for recording the

A
Adams Express
Item
Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express privileges— Dr
Operations other than transp
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp.
Express taxes
Operating income

1915
44,930.22
$3,188,128
1,496,811
49,495
1,740,822
1,529,943
210,878
516
12,407
197,954

Operating Revenues and Expenses of Express Companies
for June,

1915

The following

statement, wliich is subject to revision, has
been compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from the
monthly reports of operating revenues and expenses of the
principal express companies for June, 1915

For the Month of June

American Express Co.

Co.

joint meeting of the executive committees of the Master
Builders' Association, the American Railway Master Me-

1914
38.382.94
$2,732,546
1,520,511
35,204
1,246,928
1,483,296
236,368

1915
74,292.79
$4,262,444
2,131,540
299,237
2,430,140
2,120,712
309,428

22,916
259,284

39,392
269,502

Canadian Express Co.

1914

1915

61,518.83
$3,555,967

1914

9,476.50
$272,671
136,491
5,450
141,831
123,239

1,74 7,330

160,182
1,968,819
1,982,375
13,556

11,867
156,900
131,391
25,508

13,591

534

$5,150
2,290
8
2,867
2,072
795

2,839.78
$61,463
29,759

834
32,538
29,706
2,831

5

""37',i63

'7',249

7,948
5,637

50,659

1915
9,582.80

1914

1915

7,680.31

$431,186
286,154

Great Northern
Express Co.

Globe Express Co.*

345
449

18,259

$299,022
172,362
4,839
131,499
86,099
45,400
20

649

1914
9,333.29

$302,617
171,760
4,503
136,360
101,051
35,309
'3',968

3,708
41,671

2,182

31,400

Total for

Southern Express Co.

Northern Express Co.
Item
Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express privileges Dr
Operations other than transp
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectiljle revenue from transp.
Express taxes
Operating income

1914

1915

—

8,233.03

8,1 18.34

$284,846
152,877

$293,910
157,547

3,869
135,839
90,320
45,519

3,329
139,692
99,109
40,582

9
5,641

I

10,875
29,705

39,867

B

Adams Express

Co.

1915
34,665.60
$1,120,676
576,713
22,897
566,860
514,900
51,960
67
12,922
38,970

1914
33,7 04.60
$1,198,531

611,374
23,782
61 0,940

950,376
60.561
"'i5',338
4 5,222

Item
Charges for transportation
Express privileges— Dr
Operations other than transp
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp.
Express taxes
Operating income

1915
$2,778,592
1,515,586
40,250
1,303,256
1,060,617
242,639

204
60,541

381,792

1915
114,692.12
$3,588,923
1,832,468
73,667
1,830,122
1,555,857
274,264
1,320
30,714
242,229

1914
99,017.36
$2,674,714
1,386,708
61,622
1,349,629
1,214,324
135,304

Western Express Co.
1915
5,232.87

$120,119
55,469
3,451

68,100
53,364
14,736

All

1914
1915
1914
5,174.26
301,105.94 296,708.04
$107,966 $13,142,193 $12,877,185
56,881
6,557,026
6,844,858
2,655
462,917
324,717
53,740
7,048,084
6,357,034
51,497
2,243

12

34,426
100,878

925
13,798

Companies Namedt

1,109
1,134

7,051,509
966,575
2,486
114,006
850,088

5,621,321

264,797
2
146,792
411,591

For the Twelve Months Ending with June
American Express Co.

1914
1915
Item
1915
1914
Charges for transportation
$34,631,486 $33,242,622 $46,735 ,415 $41,644,555
Express privileges— Dr
17,167,041
17,532,432 213,458 860 20,83 6,894
Operations other than transp
370,820
2,387 ,912
508,498
2,143,482
Total operating revenues
16,081,010 25,664,.,467 22,951.142
17,972,943
Operating expenses
24,660, 305
15,068,935
16,642,653
23,214,574
Net operating revenue
115,992
761,643
263,431
1,004^ 162
Uncollectible revenue from transp.
6,075
207
3, 149
Express taxes
417, ,934
194,931
203,743
381,337
Operating income
316,998
965,386
583,1,078
544,977

Northern Express Co.

Wells Fargo & Co.

Globe Express Co.*

1915
$3,117,113
1.554,427
60,570
1,623,255
1.536,528
83,726
100
51,948
31,677

1914
$3,341,340
1,666,472
114,732
1,789,599
1,661,834
127,765

1915
$601,549
305,433
8.110
306.226
298,630
7,595

1914
$669,411
286,570
9,882
342,723
357,916
15,193

128.949

Vi'.igs

'12.649

38,816

3,599

27,242

Wells Fargo

Southern Express Co.

1914
1915
1914
$3,015,841 $14,085,090 $15,664,012
1,637,573
7,278.117
8,041.709
38,967
300,382
328,812
1,417.236
7.951.115
7,107.864
1,093,203
6,889.890
6.302.800
324,032
805,063
1,061,224
41
127
662
60,375
181,438
172.957
263,615
631,443
879,608

Great Northern
Express Co.

Canadian Express Co.

&

Co.

1915
1914
$38,555,664 $31,353,229
19.724.414
15.816.159
794,633
668,765
19,565,882
16.205.855
17.860.839
14,732.252
1.705,043
1,473.602
10,677
1

413.293
280.572

'462'.4i.S

1,071,178

Western Express Co.
1915
$1,183,707
602,151
37,522
619,073
623,333
4,254
114
11.837
16,206

1915
$3,138,116
1.903,533
52,688

228,696

1914
$3,245,470
1.070,918
50.594
1.325.14b
1.086.304
238.842

123
45,155
183,417

136.162

1,287,271
1,858,575

'45,659

Total for
All Companies Namedt

1914
1015
1Q14
1,198,037$144.826.744$1S2,7I 7,014
661,285
73.507,505
78,216,462
28.835
4,131.068
4.052.3oJ
565.567
75.450.247
78,552.014
508.655
71,403,566 70.051, 121
28.068
3,056,681
1,601,703
21,308
377
10.836
1.370,004
1,470,541
38,004
2.555.470
138.87.1

•Discontinued onerations April 30. 1015.
1914 include returns of United States Express Co., which ceased operations as of June 30, 1914.

t Figtircs for

descrii)ti(iii

damage to baggage were adopted for the
was decided to apoint five standing committees

of and

entire country.

It

baggage rules, arbitration,
baggage checks; standard forms for office methods and accounting, and telegraph code to which matters pertaining to these
subjects will be referred for report. The following officers were
elected: President, John F. Dugan, general baggage agent, Haitito consider the subjects of standard

more & Ohio, Baltimore, Md. secretary-treasurer, J. K. Quick,
general baggage agent, Grand Trunk, Toronto. Out.
It
was
;

decided to hold the next auuu.il mccling

Jimc

21,

1916.

at

Boston, Mass., on

American Association

The

of Railway

Surgeons

twelfth annual meeting of the American Association of
Railway Surgeons was held at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on
October 13, 14 and 15. President George F. Beasley. surgeon
of the Chicago. Indianapolis & I.oiiisvillc and the Cleveland.
Cincinnati. Chicago & .St. Louis, at l.al'.iyctte, Ind.. presided. In
addition to a large number of papers and discussions on technical
medical and surgical subjects, one session of the meeting was
devoted to papers and discussions on "The Railway Surgeon and
Ilis Work," which included the following papers:
"The Local
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Surgeon and His Duties," by G. W. Pirtle, surgeon, Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, Carlisle, Ind. "Some Vexations of the Railway
Surgeon," by E. T. Easley, surgeon of the Chicago, Indianapolis
& Louisville at New Albany, Ind. "Accidents and How to Prevent Them," by B. M. Hart, surgeon of the Chicago & North
Western at Blunt, S. D. "Railway Accidents in the Country
and Care of the Injured," by W. J. Ragan, surgeon of the
Chicago & North Western at Shawano, Wis., and "A Plea for
Scientific First Aid," by John S. McAfee, surgeon of the
Illinois Central at Council Bluffs, Iowa.
The following were elected officers for the ensuing year: F.
T. Fort, surgeon Illinois Central, Louisville, Ky. vice-presidents,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ashland,
J. M. Dodd," Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Wis.; E. H. Griswold, Wabash, Peru, Ind.; C. P. Frantz,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Burlington, Iowa; treasurer, H.
B. Jennings, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Council Bluffs,
Iowa; secretary-editor, Louis J. Mitchell, Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, Chicago, III.
;

;

;

;

Vol,
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following

list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regula*
meetings, ay\d places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

—

Association of Passengf.r Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope»
Next meeting, October
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
26-27, 1915, French Lick Springs Hotel, French Lick Springs, Ind.
American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.

American

—

of Civil Engineers.
Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 vV.
York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
York.
Association of Railway Electric Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucettt,
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeUng,
October 18-24, 1915, Chicago.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,

American

SociivTy

57th

St.,

New

—
—

.

C

—

1915, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers
eighth annual convention of the Association of Railway
was held at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago,
October 19, 20, 21 and 22, H. C. Meloy, New York Central
(West), presiding. The following is a list of the exhibitors

The

Electrical Engineers

Convention
Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago— Straight and drop

at the

handle car
Represented by W. J.
brake, roundhouse headlight and lighting fixtures.
Stender.
F.
Walters
and
J.
Piersen, A. S. Anderson, G. L.
American Pulley Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Axle pulleys. Represented
by C. P. Englehart and J. F. Forrest.
Albert & .1. M. Anderson Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.
Plugs and receptacles. Represented by W. W. Hincher.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago Reflectors and
Represented by H. E. Watson, J. B. Weber and A.
Ughting fixtures.
Aelubeck.
Central Electric Company, Chicago Okonite wires and cables, Ralco
receptacles and plugs, iyiaxolite reflectors, fans and other car Ughting fixRepresented by J. M. Lorenz, L. G. Martin, D. Woodhead, E. C.
tures.
Wilson, R. N. Baker and A. L. McNeil.
Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Company, New York
Regulator panels and dynamo.
Crouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y. Condolets, panel boards and
roundhouse headlights. Represented by A. F. Hills, C. H. Bissell, E. G.
Smith, M. J. Kiefer, F. F. Skell, Walter Fagan, C. Dubsky, E. C. Otto and
C. N. Crowfoot.
Switchboards and lighting
Cutter Company, George, South Bend, Ind.
Represented by O. B. Duncan and F. L. Curl.
fixtures.
Locomotive headY'ork
New
Darling-Henrici Manufacturing Company,
Represented by L. A. Darling and M. S. Jordan.
lights.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Storage batteries. Represented by H. G. Thompson, W. F. Bauer, E. V. McGinness and C. A.
Luckey,
E S B axle lighting
Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa,
Represented by G, H. Atkin, J, Lester
outfit and panel switchboards.
Woodbridge, H, M, Beck, H, E, Hunt and O. R. Shortall.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Lighting cable, testing
Represented by B. F. Bilsland, R. H.
instruments and arc-welding sets.
Parker, S, W. McCune, Jr,, J. Scribner and C. C. Bailey.
Gould Coupler Company, New York. Regulating panel, generator and lead
Rrepresented by G, R, Berger and J. W. Jepson.
battery accessories.
Lighting fixtures. Represented
Harter Manufacturing Company. Chicago,
by G. A, Harter. W. M. Soffe and D. E. WarreT.
Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn, Paiste
Represented by H, L. Everest, Jr., W. W. Winship
switches and taplets.
and F. C. Church.
Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, New York. Wire and cables.
Represented by B, L, Winchell, Jr,, W. N. Fenley and J, A, Hamilton.
Krantz Mfg. Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. Lighting and control panels
Represented
with safety switches and automatic emergency relay switch.
by I, A, Bennett,
National I-amp Works of General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mazda lamps. Represented by A, M. Klingman and L. C. Kent.
National Metal Molding Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Metal molding,
Sherardized conduit. Flex-steel conduit, outlet boxes and a complete line
Represented by H. C. Moran and J. A.
of fittings for these devices.
Bennett.
Oneida .Steel Pulley Company, Oneida, N, Y, Corrugated bushing axle
Represented by N. G, Stark.
pulley.
Pyle National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago. Arc and incanRepresented by W. Miller, Crawford P. McGinnis, J.
descent headlights.
Will Johnson, and W. T. Bretherton.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York. Undcrframe axle
Represented by C.
equipment, regulating devict-s ana car lighting fixtures.
A. Pinyerd, A. C. Moore, H, E, Hulsc, J. H, Rodger and W, I, Thompson,
Sangamo Electric Company, Springfield, 111. Recording ampere hour
meters and circuit breakers. Represented by C. H. Koehlcr, M. B. Southwick, J. T. Hartley and T. M. Torzillo.
Schrocder Headlight Company, Kvansville, Ind.
Sunbeam headlights, 32Represented by J. Henry Schrocder
vott and 6-volt incandescent generators.
and E. H, Wcrzcncr.
Standard Underground Cable Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.-^Cable and fittings.
Represented by E. J. Pictzcker, \V. M. Rogers, Elbert J. Norton and
H. K. Weld.
United States Light & Heating Corpor.-ition, New York. Car lighting
generators, panels, batteries and various parts of lighting apparatus,
Rcpresented by C. C. Bradford, R. C. Haley, John Roedell, H. A. Mathews, R. E.
Stuntz and O. A. Schlesingcr.
Western Electric Company, New York, Loud-sneaking telephone receiver,
Represented by J. C, Benning and George
l-imps and portable telephones,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

January,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

H, Porter,

—

Westinghouse Lamp Company, New York, Mazda locomotive headlight
lamps. Represented by W. H. Rolandson, A. N. Brown and J. G. Harvey.
Willard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
No-wash type train
Represented by L. Sears, W. E, Ballanlighting batteries and accessories.

—

tine, R.

M. Newbold and

E. L. Myers.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Chicago.

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next meeting, October 19-21, 1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

New England
New

—

W.

New

York.
Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month,
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
29

39th St.,

—

Niagara Frontier

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.

—

City.

—

Rallroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

New

York.

Railway Business Association.— Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1063 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Rail-

Railway Clue of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

—

way

Richmond

Electrical Engineers.
Railroad Club. F.

Regular
August.

—

—

Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

St.

—

meetings,

2d

O.

Monday

Robinson,
in

C.

month,

&

O.,

except

Richmond, Va.
July and

June,

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August.

St.

Louis-

—

Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
iiwnth, Salt Lake City.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Transportation
Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
Toledo
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Newark. John J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic ( lub of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells. GenM Agt., Erie R. R.. 1924
Meetings bi-monthly. Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November.
St. Louis, Mo.
Noonday meetings
October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

—
—
— —

—

Detroit.

—

Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July

and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.

—

J.

W.

Taylor,

1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.

Regular meetings, 3a Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago. Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on othtT Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.
Utah Society of Enginekrs.— Frank W. Moore, IMl Ncwhouse Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exSalt Lake City, Utah.
cept July and August, Salt Lake City.

—

October
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Tlie

New York

November

state

canals

are

to

sooner closed by

30, unless

be closed

at

midnight,

to

its

Paul Railway has issued a
Business Opportunities," containing a list of the industrial, business and professional openings existing in the towns and cities along the St. Paul's line,
together with valuable information concerning the population
and the existing state of business development.
of the National Industrial Traffic League
be held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on November 17
and 18. The annual dinner is to be held on the evening of
Wednesday, November 17. The speakers will be George T.
Buckingham, president, Chicago branch. National Security
League, and E. J. McVann, manager traffic bureau. Commercial

Club of Omaha, Neb.
Canal Record, on October 5, there were 83
Panama Canal on account of the slides
Of these 45 were on the Atat Culebra, awaiting passage.
lantic side with an aggregate of approximately 167,000 tons of
cargo, and 38 were on the Pacific side with approximately
189,000 tons of cargo. A number of boats which had intended
passing through the canal are taking their cargoes around via
the Straights of Magellan.
to the

vessels tied up in the

—

railroads terminating at Hampton Roads, Virginia, the
Norfolk & Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Virginian
announce that after January 1, 1916, the freight rates on coal

The

—

to tide water,

when intended

on
The lower

for use as fuel

advanced from $1.40 a ton to $1.50.
rate is that on export coal and the advance is in accordance with
the Interstate Commerce Commission's ruling that coal to be
used on the vessels must not be treated as export freight.
vessels, will be

itiiiiitiii^

I

;iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiimiiifr

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Diamond

Crystal Salt

St. Clair,

Company

v.

Mich.

Michigan Central,

ct

al.

Opinion by Commissioner McChord.
The commission holds that a through rate of 67.4 cents per
100 lb. on salt in car loads from St. Clair, Mich., to California
terminals is not unreasonable or discriminatory and dismisses
the complaint.
(36 I. C. C, 172.)

St.

The annual meeting

from the mines

iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiii

"New Towns and

will

According

nil

ii

Commission and Court News

Rates on Salt from

capacity and officers of the Florida East Coast say that the
facilities will soon be increased by the addition of another boat.
The
It is proposed to build a vessel with a capacity of 38 cars.
Henry M. Flagler carries 28 cars.

&

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

No. 17

freight

fidl

The Chicago, Milwaukee

mil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

59,

ice.

The ocean-going ferry, Henry M. Flagler, carrying
cars between Key West and Havana, is being worked

booklet, entitled

jjitiitim

Vol,

The results of the diversified farming campaign conducted by
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern are now becoming
manifest. Already this season 41 cars of wheat have been received from stations on the Arkansas, Memphis and Valley divisions which heretofore have shipped no wheat and where many
thought it could not be successfully grown. In all about 225
cars of the grain have been shipped from the cotton territory of
Arkansas, and millers pronounce it the equal of any for commercial milling.
Four parishes alone along the Iron Mountain, in
Northeast Louisiana, raised over 1,500,000 bushels of oats this
year, and the farmers had little difficulty in selling their entire
surplus for an average of about 42 cents a bushel. Twenty-seven
cars of corn have been received from stations on the Arkansas,
Louisiana and Valley divisions, which last year supplied only two
The United States Department of Agriculture estimates
cars.
that the 1915 corn crop in Arkansas and Louisiana will be
about 36,000,000 bushels in excess of that produced in 1914. D.
C. Wehy, commissioner of agriculture, has posted in waiting
rooms a large placard on marketing com. It gives valuable information as to gathering the grain, storing it on the farm,
fumigating it for weevils, preparing it for market and grading it.
The Florida State Board of Health is having built, by the
Pullman Company, three cars to be used for a traveling cxhil)ition of the board throughout the state. Two of the cars will he
used for models, photographs, exhibits, apparatus, moving picture
It is
outfit and everything connected with this line of work.
the plan of the board to equip these cars, using the third for living purposes, and to traverse the state, giving exhibitions of firstaid to injured, prevention of disease, clean living methods, and
everything pertaining to health operations for the bcnclit of the
young.

Switching Charges at South

Omaha, Neb.

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels.
The commission finds that the railroad operated by the Union
Stock Y'ards Company of Omaha, Neb., between the transfer
tracks of the carriers and certain industries, etc., has justified an
increase from $1 to $6 for switching livestock between connecting lines and private chutes of packing houses and an increase
from $2 to $3 for switching dead freight between connecting
lines and other departments of the stockyards company and for
switching dead freight as an intermediate carrier between the
connecting lines. A proposed increase from $2 to $3 for switching
dead freight to non-proprietary interests on respondent's line.
Figures were offered to show that the carrier was not earning sufficient return- on its investment, but these were not sufficiently accurate and the commission held that even in case the
earnings on the railroad property were shown to afford an
inadequate return on the investment, the question would arise
whether the increase should be sought mainly from dead freight
in which the respondent is interested only as a carrier or from
livestock in which the respondent is interested not only as a
carrier but as the proprietor of a stockyard.

The Extension

of Credit to

(36

I.

C.

C,

198.)

Consignees

American Coal & Coke Company v. Michigan
by Commissioner Clements.
The complainant, a coal company in Detroit,

Central. Opinion
alleges that

it

is

discriminated against by the action of the carrier in refusing to
extend credit to it for freight and demurrage charges on coal
in carloads consigned to it at Detroit, while extending such
The situation was somewhat complicredit to its competitors.
cated by the refusal of a number of dealers, including the complainant, to pay demurrage charges on coal consigned to Detroit
and held at Windsor, Ont. The complainant, however, had also
been delinquent in its payments on other charges than the demurrage in question and suit had been brought against it by
the carrier, although no suits had been brought against other
The commission
dealers who had refused to pay demurrage.
The complainant appears to have refused to
holds as follows
pay any demurrage charges, whenever and however accruing.
This put complainant in a different attitude from that of other
patrons and left the defendant no other reasonable alternative
but to demand payment of its lawful charges before delivery
of the freight. The fact that suit was commenced against the
complainant and not against its competitors, does not prove
undue prejudice within the meaning of the act. The obligation,
under penahies of the law, is upon the defendant to collect its
established charges from all by such lawful methods as may
(36 I. C. C, 195.)
be suitable and necessary for the purpose.
:

Lateral Allowances on Shipments of Anthracite Coal

In re allozi-'ances on anthracite coal at Haiito and Ncsquehoning, Pa. Opinion by Commissioner McChord
The commission in this case orders the Central of New Jersey
to cancel tariffs in issue proposing to pay to the Lehigh Coal
& Navigation Company certain lateral allowances out of the
rates on shiptnents of anthracite coal

from Hauto and Nesque-

These allowances were considered in Rates for
honing. Pa.
transportation of anthracite coal (35 I. C. C, 220), reported

October

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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Railway Age Gaacttc of August 20, 1915, page 314. The
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company leases to the Central of
New Jersey the hnes of the Lehigh & Susquehanna Railway,
for which the New Jersey Central has paid upwards of 10 per

in the

will be

cent yearly. The Central of New Jersey in addition has transported coal for the coal company at reductions of from 11 to 23
cents below tariff rates.
These so-called lateral allowances result from the tenth covenant of the lease, in which it is provided that on coal delivered by the Navigation company on
sidings at the northern end of the Nesquehoning tunnel the
rates should not exceed the rates from Penn Haven.
The
carrier, however, has published in tariff form a higher basis
of rates on this traffic and at the close of the month has paid
back the allowances mentioned.
In the anthracite case the
commission held that "the payment of the allowances is an unlawful discrimination against competing shippers, who are
charged the full tariff rates," and that "even if the amounts
of these allowances were published, their payment is the payment of a rebate, and hence luilawful. But, since these allowances were not published, their payment is also clearly unlawful as being a departure from the published tariffs."
These
findings are now reaffirmed.
(36 I. C. C, 166.)

to

Loss and

New
et

al.

Damage Claims on Eggs

Delivered at

York Mercantile Exchange, et al
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels.

Complaint

is

made

v.

New York

City Piers

Baltimore

&

Ohio

against the reasonableness of the carriers'

devoted to evidence on specific commodities, the hearings to be concluded on January 13.

The

Commission has issued a circular
stating that during the next few months a great
of cars will be required to handle California traffic, and

California Railroad

shippers,

number

that transportation lines fear that the extremely heavy eastbound carload business to be handled will materially affect the
number of cars which will be available for local traffic. The
commission therefore urges that all shippers and receivers of
freight in carload lots use every effort to load and unload cars
in the shortest time possible, and wherever practicable to load
cars to their full capacity, thereby reducing the number of cars

required.

COURT NEWS
The California Supreme Court holds that a railroad employee
who was killed while in a roundhouse repairing a switching engine which had been withdrawn from service in the operating
department three days before the accident, and was not returned
to service until three days afterwards, and which was one of
many such engines used both for intrastate and interstate commerce, but 70 per cent of the work of which was interstate commerce, was engaged in interstate commerce within the act, and
therefore the case was not within the jurisdiction of the state
accident board. Southern Pacific v. Pillsbury (Cal.), 151 Pac.

—

277.

rules relating to the delivery of eggs in the metropolitan district
of New York. The rules of the Baltimore & Ohio are typical and

are as follows

Where cases of eggs are received at shipping point and receipted for on
other than order bills of lading as in apparent good order (contents and condition of contents of package unknown) and arrive at destination in the same
apparent good condition and show no external evidence of dainage, no inspection of the contents of such cases will be permitted before delivery
thereof to the consignee, and the consignee will be required to accept and
receipt for same subject to the same conditions under which the shipment
was received for transportation, viz., as in apparent good order (contents
and condition of contents of packages unknown).
Where cases show external evidence of dainage, consignee shall have the
privilege of inspecting the contents of such damaged cases, such inspection to
'be made jointly with carrier's representative and receipt taken in accordance
with the actual ascertained condition of the property.

These rules were put in force largely as a result of abuse in
the matter of loss and damage claims whereby some of the
carriers were obliged to pay as much as from 20 to 60 per cent
•of their total revenue on this traffic in claims.
The commission holds: The rule in vogue delimits investigation at docks, piers and stations to cases showing external
evidence of damage. The demand for investigation at docks,
piers and stations of all cases is precluded by considerations of
time, space and cost.
The rule simply requires of consignees
that where external evidence of damage is absent they receipt
for the cases in the same terms as the carrier receipted for the
cases when offered for shipment, and can not be said to be unjust
or unreasonable.
The enforcement of the rules in issue is cared for by the
inspection bureau of the Trunk Line Association, The commission finds no reason why the carriers at a common terminal may
not intrust to a joint agent work allotted elsewhere to a carriers'
immediate employees. (36 L C. C, 156.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Texas Railroad ('ommission has
will hear

arguments

in

issued a notice that
the advance rate case on October 26,

it

Wells, Fargo & Co. have filed with the Railroad Commission
of California a petition for a rehearing to set aside the order
of the commission of September 10, denying its application to
increase its rates in California for transportation of merchandise.

The

Illinois

Public Utilities Commission

of hearings on the

lias

announced

a scries

by the railroads, advancing freight
per cent, to correspond with the advances

tariffs filed

rates in the state five

allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission last December.
The tariffs have been suspended several times by the state
commissions. The first hearing will be held on November 9,
and foiu' days will be devoted to a gener.il presentation of the
<:ase, including financial and accotmliiig matters.
Other days

773

Flooding Land

—"Unprecedented Flood"

The Alabama Supreme Court holds that a railroad company,
constructing and maintaining an embankment with a culvert of
carry off the water from ordinary rainfall, is
not liable for overflowing the land of another because of the
insufficiency of the culvert to carry off water caused by an
"unprecedented flood," which may be defined as such an unusual and extraordinary rainfall as has no example or parallel
in the history of rainfall in the vicinity affected, or as affords
no reasonable warning cr expectation that it will likely occur
again.— Nashville, C. & St. L. v. Yarbrough (Ala.), 69 So. 582.
sufficient size to

Proportional Rates

The

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth circuit holds that

a joint proportional rate of 97 cents
district in

West Virginia

on coal from the Kanawha

to Toledo, the coal being for lake ship-

ment beyond, does not apply to coal which though originally
intended for lake shipment, was sold and delivered at Toledo as
bunker coal. The .shipper was bound to pay the lawful rate
then in force on coal consigned to Toledo, $1.68, and the railroad had no option except to collect it. The reasonableness of
that rate was a question for the commission, not for the courts.
Hocking Vallev v. Lackawanna Coal & Lumber Co., C. C. A.,

—

224 Fed. 930.

Preferential Rates

— Unfavorable
Terminal

Locality —Switching Service
Facilities

The Louisiana Supreme Court holds that there is no rule of
reason or of law which imposes on a railroad the burden of
compensating, by preferential rates, the disadvantage resulting
from unfavorable location under which either a conniuniity or
a particular shipper may labor. An order of the Railroad Commission which throws on one railroad, out of several, the entire
burden of putting an unfavorably situated place on a parity, as
to freight rates, with a place that is favorably situated
which
;

declares certain hautlling of

which

freight cars between dilTerenl sta-

necessary to the delivery of the freight at its
be "switch moveinonts." and fixes a flat rate
therefor, which is below the cost of the movement, the court
holds to be unreasonable and properly annulled. Where freight
is received for transportation, and delivered by the same carrier,
or by a connccliiiK carrier, who is a party to a through contract,
the charge for transportation and ilelivcry is largely regulated
by the character of the commoilily, and as some classes of
goods arc more valuable and some involve greater expense
than others, the charge is determined accordingly, and iiichulcs
the entire service.
Hut there is no rational theory upon which
tions,

destination,

is

to
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one of the

'Carriers,

in

any such

case,

can be entitled to the

highest rate and another be required to accept the lowest.
Switching service, as between railroad companies, is usually
reciprocal, and it is inconceivable that when a particular company has hauled a carload of high class freight to the end of
its road, it should have the right to require a connecting company to continue the haul and deliver the car at its ultimate
destination as a switch movement, at a fixed price, without regard
to the character of the contents of the car; and especially is that
true where there is no possibility of its rendering a reciprocal
service to such connecting carrier.
It is also held that it is unreasonable to suppose that a railroad company can afford to acquire extensive terminal facilities,
build, maintain and operate a drawbridge, at an original cost of

and an annual expense exceeding $2,000, and charge
no more for the use of such facilities, in the hauling, unloading
and handling of cars, than for ordinary switching operations upon
$276,662

a track costing $11,000 a mile.
Commission, La., 69 So. 161.

— Vicksburg,

S,

&

P. v. Railroad
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Z. G. Hopkins has been appointed special representative in
charge of publicity for the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with
oflice at St. Louis, Mo., effective October 12.

Robert J. Mills, assistant to the president of the Streets Company, of Chicago, has resigned, and his duties have been taken
over by W. L. Marston, vice-president and treasurer.

W.

A. McDowell, secretary and general manager of the Lex& Eastern, has been appointed general agent of the executive department of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Lexington, Ky.
ington

Operating

W. McAuley,

Where Shipper Accompanies

general yardmaster of the Winnipeg Joint Terminals, at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed trainmaster, vice

Cattle

Shippers agreed to load, transship and unload horses at their
own risk, and during the transportation thereof to unload them
whenever necessary, and one of the shippers accompanied them
to take care of them.
The New York Appellate Division holds
that the carrier was not liable under the rest, food and water
act for injuries caused by confinement for more than 36 hours,
whether or not it had any sufficient excuse to offer to the federal
authorities,
especially where the shipper accompanying the
horses never requested or desired that they be unloaded.
Where the car was equipped with ventilators and windows, it
was the duty of the shipper accompanying the horses to open the
ventilators, or cause the carrier to do so, and where he made no
effort in that direction the carrier could not be held liable for injuries to the horses from lack of ventilation. Haner v. Fargo,
151 N. Y. Supp., 913.

—

Extra Fares

— Interference

by Courts

New York

law provides for the filing of tariffs, together
with regulations determining the aggregate of rates in each particular case.
Section 49 confers upon the commission a supervisory control, and whenever it deems tariffs or regulations unreasonable, it may determine the just and reasonable rates. An
interurban electric railway filed a schedule providing for an extra charge to the passenger of 10 cents where he had not purchased a ticket. The plaintiff was ejected from defendant's car
for refusal to pay the extra charge, and brought action on the
ground that, the regulation being unreasonable, he was justified

The New York Appellate Division holds that
he had no standing to bring the action, the attack being on the
rule itself, and not on the manner of its enforcement, and the
reasonableness thereof being for the initial determination of the
Public Service Commission, and not for the court. Metzger
V. New York State Rys., 154 N. Y. Supp. 789.
in refusing to pay.

—

"Location" of Farm Crossing

An owner

of land crossed by a railroad conveyed land to the
company needed in making changes in the railroad, the deed
providing that tlie company at some convenient place should

construct an overhead crossing for the landowner, the location
to be selected by the latter.
The landowner designated a site,
on which the company built a bridge at right angles to the

The landowner claimed that the bridge was useless to
him unless built diagonally across the track. There was evidence
that it was the uniform method to construct such bridges at
track.

right angles to the road, so as to prevent obstructing the view
of the enginemen and weakening the bridge, and that, if the
bridge had been built diagonally, the approaches would have encroached on the land of another owner. The Kentucky Court
of Appeals held that the bridge as constructed was a substantial
compliance with the contract, as to "locate" a thing means to
place it and not to design or construct it, and neither party could
be allowed to arliitrarily exercise his right under the contract
to the manifest injury or detriment of the other party—
Chesapeake & Ohio, Ky., 176 S. W, 22.

H.

'J.

Hunt, promoted.

David J. Hagerty, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific at
Missoula, Mont., has resigned to enter the traffic department of
the Canadian Pacific at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
F. E.

Harvey has been appointed

Beech Creek sub-division of the
division,

assistant trainmaster of the

New York

with headquarters at Jersey

Central Pennsylvania
Shore, Pa., vice G. W.

Bullock.

W. E. Bell has been appointed acting chief assistant to manager of telegraphs of the Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk
Pacific with headquarters at Montreal, Que., during absence on
leave of A. P. Linnell.
J. C. Sesser, division superintendent of the Great Northern at
Whitefish, Mont., has been transferred to Superior, Wis. J. J.
Dowling, superintendent of safety, w'ith headquarters at St.
Paul, Minn., has been appointed to succeed Mr. Sesser.

H. C. Grout, general superintendent of the Atlantic division
of the Canadian Pacific, at St. John, N. B., having been given
leave of absence, A. C. Mackenzie, engineer maintenance of way,
at Montreal, Que., has been appointed acting general superintendent, Atlantic division.
G. Collins, superintendent of the Canadian Northern at TrenOnt., has been appointed superintendent of branch hues,
Toronto district, with jurisdiction over Picton, Maynooth, Tweed,
Irondale and Kingston subdivisions with headquarters at Trenton, Ont., and P. H. Fox, chief despatcher at Trenton, Ont., has
been appointed chief despatcher of the Toronto district with
office at Rosedale, Toronto.
ton,

W.

R. Kelly, assistant superintendent of the Canadian Northern
Trenton, Ont., has been appointed superintendent of the
Lake Superior district, with ofiice at Capreol, Ont., and the
jurisdiction of this superintendency is extended over the Nipigon
subdivision to Current. W. J. Curie, superintendent at Toronto,
has been transferred to the Toronto district as assistant superintendent, with office at Toronto, and R. J. Kelly has been appointed trainmaster of the Lake Superior district, with office
at Hornepayne, vice A. J. Gayfer, transferred.
at

C. M. Dukes, general chairman
way Trainmen, has been appointed

of the Brotherhood of Railassistant to the general manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters
at Chicago, 111.
He was born at Marion, Iowa, on Nevember 17,
1868, and following a common school education entered the
service of the St. Paul as a freight brakeman, in 1890.
He
was promoted to yardmaster of the same road, at Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, and later became a freight conductor. In 1902, he was
elected general chairman of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, with headquarters in Milwaukee, Wis. He remained in
this position until his recent appointment on October 15.
F. Murphy, general superintendent of the Missouri PacificLouis, Iron Mountain & Southern with headquarters at St.
Louis, Mo., has been appointed general manager to succeed J.
W. Higgins, resigned, to become chairman of tlie General Managers' Association of Chicago. John Cannon, superintendent of
J.

St.

October

22,
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the Eastern division, with headquarters at Jefferson City, Mo.,
has been appointed general superintendent of the Eastern district, vice J. F. Murphy.
E. Brooks, superintendent of the
Illinois division at Illmo, Mo., has been appointed superintendent
of the Eastern division to succeed Mr. Cannon.
H. H. Berry,

W

trainmaster, has been promoted to the position vacated by Mr.
Brooks. Effective November 1.
Traffic

Clarence E. Becker has been appointed district freight agent
of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.
D. Clardy has been appointed commercial agent of the MisOklahoma & Gulf, with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex.,
vice J. S. Smith, resigned.
J.

souri,

H. G. Dowling has been appointed commercial agent of the
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at Waycross, Ga.,
vice O. M. Wilhams, resigned.
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No. 20 of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Hollidaysburg. Pa., vice W. E. Brown, promoted.

W.

E. Guignon, division engineer of the Pennsylvania Lines
at Zanesville, Ohio, has been transferred to Logansport,
Ind., vice A. C. Watson, transferred to Cleveland, Ohio.

West

C. T. Delamere, acting engineer of construction of the Canadian Pacific, at Montreal, Que., has been appointed acting engineer maintenance of way. Eastern Lines, vice A. C. Mackenzie
appointed acting general superintendent, Atlantic division.

division car foreman of the Canadian Pacific at
Ont., has been appointed master car builder, eastern
lines, with office at Montreal, Que., vice F. B. Zercher, and
Gordon Sproule has been appointed acting engineer of tests,

Eley,

E.

North Bay,

with

office at

Montreal, vice E. B.

Tilt, resigned.

H. A. Johnson, general freight and passenger agent of the
Colorado & Southern, w'ith headquarters at Denver, Col., has
been promoted to traffic manager.

W. C. Moore, master mechanic of the Ottawa division of the
Canadian Northern at Trenton, Ont., has been appointed master
mechanic of the Toronto district, with headquarters at Trenton, Ont.
J. H. McAlpine, locomotive foreman at Winnipeg,
Man., has been appointed master mechanic. Lake Superior district, with ofiice at Parry Sound, Ont.

P. D. Freer has been appointed division freight agent of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and the Baltimore & Ohio

rolling

Southwestern, at

Cliillicothe,

Ohio, vice N. G. Spangler, resigned.

H. E. Warburton has been appointed division freight agent of
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at Dayton, Ohio, vice P. D.
Effective October IS.

Freer, promoted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Victor R. Walling, first assistant engineer of the Chicago &
Western Indiana, has been appointed principal assistant engineer, in charge of construction and maintenance, with office at
Chicago.
Mr. Walling

graduated from Kansas
University in 1901, receiving the degree of
Bachelor of Science, and
in
1911
received
the
honorary degree of C. E.
from the same school.

From

June, 1901. to De-

he was
cember,
1901,
with the Greene Cananea

Copper Company as
draftsman and transitman in 1902 he was
with the Southern Pacific
on preliminary surveys
and location, leaving to
the
Greene
return
to
Cananea Copper Company, with which he remained until June, 1912,
;

when

he

&

V. R. Walling

entered

the

the

Chicago

Western

Indiana.

service of

While with the Greene
Cananea Copper Company he held the positions of assistant
engineer, first assistant engineer and superintendent in charge
of railroad, mill and smelter construction and of superintendent
Since
in charge of maintenance and operation of the railroad.
he has been with the Western Indiana he has had charge of
the construction of clearing yard and shops, the track clcvaticm
on the Belt Railway between Belt Junction and the Pan Handle
crossing along Seventy-fifth street and of the present track
elevation

wiirk

Indiana main

south of Seventy-first street on the Western
involving the elevation of over -10 iniles of

line,

track.s.
J.

having resigned, Irwin A. Seiders, fuel inspector at Reading,
has been appointed superintendent of motive power and rolling
equipment, and Clyde C. Elmes, assistant engineer of motive
power, at Reading, has been appointed assistant superintendent
of motive power and rolling equipment.
Curtis C. Westfall, whose appointment as engineer of bridges
Central has been announced, was born on July
of the Illinois
He graduated from the University
14, 1886, at Bushnell, 111.
of Illinois in 1907, and in June of the same year entered the
employ of the Illinois Central. He remained with this road
in the capacities of draftsman and assistant engineer in both
the bridge and construction departments until August, 1911.
From August, 1911, to January, 1913, he was assistant engineer
in connection with the Grand Crossing track elevation work
From January, 1913, to October. 1913, he was
in Chicago, III.
chief engineer in charge of the construction of 70 miles of
From November, 1913, to October,
railroad in North Dakota.
191.S, he was assistant engineer in the bridge department of the
Illinois Central.

G. P.

Toronto

Graham,

assistant roadmastcr of the Canadian Pacific, with
North Bend, B. C, has been appointed road-

at

master, with office at Nelson, B. C.
C. R. lUiiiui;. roundhouse

Kensington,

machine
P.

sho|)

III.,

at

Thomas

has been

foreman of the Michigan Central at
appointed general foreman of the

Michigan City, Ind.
has

been

appoiiUorl

supervisor

of

Division

MacLaren has been appointed

division engineer of the

Canadian Northern, with ofiice at RoseA. J. Gayfer has been appointed division

district of the

dale, Toronto, Ont.
engineer of the Lake Superior district with office at Capreol,
Ont. J. D. Evans, division engineer at Trenton, Out., has been
appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings, with oflice at
Trenton; F. McKay, supervisor of bridges and buildings at
Toronto, has been appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings,
with office at Capreol, Ont. E. Myers, roadmaster at Trenton,
Ont., has been appointed supervisor of track, with office at Rosedale, Toronto, Out.
W. M. Jacklin, inspector of tracklaying on
construction at Port Arthur, Out., has been appointed supervisor of roadway, with office at Hornepayne, Ont. J. MacDonald, supervisor of track. Central Ontario and Quiute districts,
at Trenton, Ont., has been appointed supervisor of track with
jurisdiction over Maynooth, Picton, Irondale and Tweed subdivisions, Toronto district, with office at Trenton; J. R. Auilet
has been appointed supervisor of roadway. Capreol to Oha, Lake
-Superior district, with office at Capreol. Ont., and E. Haystead.
supervisor of track at Parry Sound. Out., has been appointed
supervisor of track, with otlicc at Capreol.
;

;

;

;

;

OBITUARY
William Byrd King, vice-president and general manager of
Worth Belt until his resignation on account of ill licnlth
about a year ago, died in Ft. Worth, Tex., on Octolier 11. He
was horn in Orange county. V'a., on December 29, IS.SO. and
entered railway service in 1869.
Among the noteworthy positions he held were chief engineer of the Ft. Worth & Denver
City, from 1H89 to 1891; chief engineer, vice-president and general manager of the Ft. Worth & Rio Cirandc, from 1891 to 1<)02
general manager of the slock yards at Ft. Worth, and liis last
ollice, with the Ft, Worth Hell, mentioned above.
the Ft.

head<|u.irters

H.

Samuel G. Thomson, superintendent of motive power and
equipment of the Philadelphia & Reading at Reading Pa.,
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John W. Logsdon, formerly superintendent of the Louisville
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Nashville, died on October 8, at Pensacola, Fla., at the age of
Mr. Logsdon's entire railway service had been with the
59.
Louisville & Nashville. He began railway work in 1876 as agent's
sistant

clerk on that road, and subsequently served consecutively as assuperintendent of the Owcnsboro & Nashville division, assistant
superintendent main stem (Second division) and Nashville &

Decatur and Nashville, Florence & Sheffield divisions.
From
March, 1892, to August, 1900, he was superintendent of the Cumberland Valley division, and then was superintendent of the St.
Louis and Henderson divisions, at Evansville, Ind., until December, 1914, when he retired from active duty on account of ill
health.

James H. Foulds,

October

4,

White

Plains,

Jr.,

at his

home

formerly from February, 1910, to Jan-

New York

Central

|

Y.,

after a long illness.

Mr.

The
the

Interstate Railroad has ordered 2 locomotives from
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Baltimore & Ohio

1

cylinders.

of Georgia has ordered 8 Mikado type locomoand 4 Pacific type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive
has ordered 7 Pacific type locomois inquiring

from the American Locomotive Company and
for 6 Mikado type locomotives.

The Illinois Central has ordered 47 Mikado type locomotives
from the Lima Locomotive Corporation and 3 Santa Fe type
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Lehigh Valley has ordered 10 Mikado type locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works and has given the latter an
order to repair 20 other engines and equip them with superheaters.

The New Orleans & North Eastern
H. Foulds, Jr.

J.

chief clerk of the auditor's office, and on February
auditor of disbursements, from which
1914,

on account of

ill

1,

1910,

position

was
he

health.

formerly from January, 1895, to May, 1906,
& Michigan Southern, died on Octo-

auditor of the Lake Shore
ber 14, at West New
Brighton, Staten Island,

has ordered 4 Mikado

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works to be
used on the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific. These locomotives will have 22 by 28 in. cylinders.

The Chicago Junction, reported in the Raihvay Age Gazette
of October 8 as having ordered 2 superheater six-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, has
increased this order to 3 locomotives.
The

& Western, which was

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

ported in the Raihvay Age Gazette of
for prices on 48 locomotives, has issued
6 Pacific, 15 ten-wheel, 10 Consolidation
ing locomotives. This company was at

N. Y. He was born on
February 25, 1832, at
London, England, and
began railway work in
1858, as a clerk on the
Michigan
Southern
&
Northern Indiana, sub-

October

1

re-

as inquiring

inquiries for 8 Mikado,
and 7 six-wheel switchone time a part of the

Hamilton & Dayton and owned that part of its system west of Hamilton, Ohio, including a line from that point
to Springfield, 111., with a branch from Sidell, 111., to West
Liberty, crossing the main line at Hume, and aggregating apCincinnati,

proximately 361 miles of line. In the latter part of September,
1913, it was bought at a foreclosure sale by the bondholders
and has since been operated by them independently of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and, hence, of the Baltimore & Ohio.

sequently merged in the

Michigan

From 1863
1864 he was freight
agent of the same road
Sout'.iem.

to

Detroit,

market for

in the

Iron Mining Company, F. A. Bushnell, purPaul, Minn., is in the market for 8 locomo-

The Michigan Central

appointed

West

in.

St.

tives

Hudson River, at New
York city. In January,
1906, he was appointed

&

is

Corporation.

February, 1902,
when he was transferred
to the auditor's office of
the New Y'ork Central &

Lake Shore

The Raritan River has ordered one Consolidation type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Central

fice until

Hill,

has ordered one Mallet type locomo-

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

tives

clerk in the auditor's of-

Robert H.

reported to have ordered 2

is

switching locomotives.

tives.

partment was moved to
that city, and served as a

1,

Paul Union Depot

chasing agent,

Mass., in June, 1882. He
was transferred to Boston in September, 1889,
when the accounting de-

on January

St.

The Arthur

Foulds was born at Salmon Falls, N. H., on
September 26, 1862, and
began railway work in
the accounting department of the Boston & AlSpringfield,
at
fa a n y
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

The Cement, Tolenas & Tidewater
Mikado type locomotive with ZOYz by 28

in

N.

at
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tive

uary, 1914, auditor of disbursements of the
& Hudson River, died on

retired

Equipment and Supplies

I

agent, operator, agent, master of trains, general agent,

Worthington is vice-president and general manager and
Simmons, general superintendent, both with oflices at
See also item in Financial News under date
Indianapolis, Ind.
of September 17, page 548.
B. A.

John

Mich.,

and then for one year
freight agent at De-

was

He subsequently
served for one year as
contracting agent at Chicago, and from 1866 to
1869 was chief clerk in
the freight department
In
of the same road.
H. Hill
1869 he was appointed
chief clerk of freight accounts of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, remaining in that position until 1890, when he was
appointed auditor of freight receipts. From June, 1894, to the
following January he was acting auditor and then was appointed
auditor of the same road, from which position he retired in
May, 1906, after a service of 48 years on the Lake Shore &
troit.

Michigan Southern, now

a part of the

New York

Central.

CAR BUILDING
The Baltimore & Ohio
is

also said to be in the

is

inquiring for 500 box car bodies and

market for

The Norfolk & Western
gondola

is

in

1,000

hopper

cars.

the market for 1,000 90-ton

cars.

Phelps, Dodge & Co. have ordered 50 ore cars from the Pressed
Steel Car Company.
Cincinnati, Indianapolis

& Western.— See

item above un-

der Locomotive Building.

The

Nashville, Chattanooga

for 1,000 center constructions.

&

St.

Louis

is

in the

market

October

22,
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The Minneapolis &

Louis

St.

is

formally inquiring for 500
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40-ton steel underframe box cars.

The

Kansas & Texas has ordered

Missouri,

from the Roger

Ballast

200 ballast cars

Supply Trade News

I

|

Car Company.

The CENTR.A.L OF New Jkesey is inquiring for 1,000 steel hopper cars, 1,000 box cars and 250 ice cars.
The

Illinois Central has ordered 1,000 refrigerator
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

cars

;„iMiiiiiiiim

The

Room

The Michigan Alkali Company, Wyandotte, Mich., has ordered 50 SO-ton hopper cars from the Pressed Steel Car Com-

Hilles

&

Pittsburgh

its

liliniii

iiiiiiillliliiiiitiiillll

II

i
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il

i

iiii

i

II

Jones Company, Wilmington, Del, has moved

office

to

larger quarters

in the

Oliver building.

235,

pany.

At the annual meeting of the American Locomotive Company, held in New York on October 19, Vice-President Leigh
Best was elected a director to succeed William M. Barnum.

The Central of Georgia has ordered 500 freight cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company, and 500 box cars from
the Pullman Company.

The American Steel Foundries is reported to have closed a
contract with the British government for $20,000,000 w^orth of
war materials, including principally castings for shell work.

The Boston & Maine
2 70-ft. steel
baggage cars

has ordered 6 70-ft. steel coaches and
smoking cars from the Pullman Company and 6
from the Laconia Car Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 1,000 box cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company 500 gondola cars
from the Standard Steel Car Company, and 1,000 hopper cars
from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
;

The Western Maryland, which has been inquiring for 1,000
70-ton steel hopper cars, recently changed its specifications to
include the same number of 50-ton hopper cars. It is now further
reported to have ordered 2,000 hopper cars from the Pullman
Company, but the latter item has not been confirmed.

Stanley H. Smith has been appointed district sales manager
the Pennsylvania Steel Company and the Maryland Steel
Company at Chicago, 111., to succeed Robert E. Belknap, transferred to New York city.

of

Robert Allan, representative of the Burd High Compression
Ring Company, Rockford, 111., has been appointed district branch
manager for northern California, with offices at 847 Phelan
Building, San Francisco, Cal.
sales agents for iron and
products and railway supplies and New York representatives for the Tyler Tube & Pipe Company, Washington, Pa.,
has moved its offices from 50 Church street to 30 Church street.

The George E. Molleson Company,

steel

New

IRON AND STEEL
The

rails

from

The Illinois Central has ordered 15,000 tons of rails
the Illinois Steel Company.

from

Missouri Pacific has ordered 15,000 tons of
Company,

the Illinois Steel

The Pere Marquette
the

Algoma

The Southern
the

has ordered 17,000 tons of

rails

from

Steel Corporation,

has ordered 2,300 tons of bridge material from

American Bridge Company.

The Long
rials

Island has ordered 3,500 tons of fabricating matefrom the American Bridge Company,

The New York Central

is

inquiring for 500 tons of steel for

a bridge over the Erie barge canal near Rochester, N. Y.

The Central

of

1,500 tons of steel

New

Jersey

is

from the American

reported
Brid.ge

to

have ordered

Company.

has ordered 7,500 tons of rails from the LackaSteel Company and the United States Steel Corporation,

The Great Northern
the

Illinois

wanna

Steel

Steel

The Chambers Valve Company, New York, announces

has ordered 15,000 tons of rails from
5.000 tons from the Lacka-

Company and

Company,

The Baltimore & Ohio

('hicago Terminal has ordered 252
tons of slcel from the American Bridge Company for a freight
house to be buill at Twelfth street, Chicago.

;

The committee on

llu-

arts

and sciences of the Franklin Institute

it will recommend the award
of the John Scott Legacy Medal and Premium to Clement F.
Street, vice-president of the Locomotive Stoker Company, New
This appliance has
York, for the Street locomotive stoker.
now been installed on over 700 locomotives, more Street stokers
being in use than those of any other make.

The International Oxygen Company is erecting an oxygen
and hydrogen generating plant at Verona, Pa., in charge of
Phillip J. KroU as branch manager, for the accommodation of
The new factory will
its customers in the Pittsburgh district.
company

to

make

bettor deliveries in this district than

plant at Newark, N. J., and it will sen'e
as a demonstrating installation of the I. O. C. system for inspection by olficers of other companies who are considering

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
in

H

has announced that

were possible from

is

it

W. Hoyt Weber & Co., New York, have completed arrangements with the MacDonald Car Buffer, Limited, of Montreal
and Pittsburgh, whereby they will represent the latter in tlie
The members of the firm
eastern part of the United States.
The firm has
are W. Hoyt Weber and Horatio S. Schroeder.
oftices in the Vanderbilt Concourse building.

enable the

The Arthur Ikon Mining Company
steam shovels and 1 locomotive crane.

that

has received orders for Chambers throttle valves to be installed
for
on 45 locomotives for the Chicago & North Western
the Erie; 13 for the Texas & Pacific; 30 for the Norfolk &
Western, and 2 for the Mobile & Ohio.

at Philadelphia

The Waiiash
wanna

York.

Arthur C. Everham, formerly assistant chief engineer of the
Kansas City Terminal, is now engineer of construction for the
Kansas City Bridge Company. He will have charge of all construction work of the company and will give particular attention
to government and railroad construction.

market for 6

inst.illing

its

generating apparatus in their

own

plants.

The Canadian Car & Foundry Company has sold
Securities Compain of Montreal $2.=;0,000 preferred

—

Amitr R.mi.way, in Siiieui,\, Appro.\ciiing Completion. The
number of railways serving Russia's Pacific ports is increasing.
In six months the through Iraflic on the new Amur Railway will
lie oi)ene(l.
The most impnrtant work still to be done is on the
When the IralVic opens from Kucnga,
bridges at two points.
where the line joins the TraiLsbaikal Railway, there will be a
(liiuble-track line through all Siberia from the Pacific ports,
The dillicttlties overcome in the
Vlailivostnk and NikolaiefTsk.
constructiiin of the Anuir Railway resemble those of the Tran5caucasian Railway 20 years ago. Kaihfay Gazelle, London.

to the

Royal

stock, $250,-

common

stock and $1,01)0,000 6 per cent delienturc notes of
Canadian Steel I'oundries, which it controls. The money
received from the sale of the securities is to be used in financing
By the sale of the
the large war orders taken by the company.
$250,(KX) preferred stock the amount of this stock now out-

000
the

standing is increased to $7,250.(X)0 out of a total authorized
issue of $7..500,(XK).
The common stock outstanding is increased
War
by the sale to $4,225,000 out of $5,000,000 antliorircd.
orders placed with the ('anadi.ui ("ar iS; I'oniidry Company by
the Russian Government amoiml to $142,000,000, including only
business actually signed for.
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Hi
Owing

to

demand

the increase in the

for the

Thomas

of the American Steel Castings
Steel Foundries).

Company (now

"During the month of April,

rail

anchor tie plate and other track specialties made by the Chicago
Malleable Castings Company, West Pullman, Chicago, that company has established a "Thomas specialty department," which
will be in charge of J. W. Thomas, W. H. Kofmehl and Fred
F. Bennett.
Mr. Thomas, the inventor of these specialties, has
had 30 years' practical experience with track work on the St.
Paul, the Rock Island, the Burlington, the Missouri Pacific, the
Santa Fe, the Ft. Worth & Denver City and other railroads. Mr.
Kofmehl has been for 25 years roadmaster on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Mr. Bennett has been identified with the
railway supply field for many years. At one time he was representative of the Railroad Gazette (now the Railway Age
Gagctte) west of Buffalo and Pittsburgh, and later sales agent
the American

Vol.

1915,

temporary, though substantial, buildings, to the end that the
output of the company's regular product might not be
affected in case of a sudden revival of the railway supply business. It is expected that when the value of this special machinery
and the buildings not available for future use shall have been
cliarged off, the net result will represent a substantial but not
an unusual manufacturing profit on the amount involved.
"The factor that chiefly influenced the management in deciding
to undertake this special line of work was the unfavorable outlook for the railway supply business in general and the desire
to prevent, if possible, a repetition of the hardships endured by
your working force last winter through lack of employment.
There is, however, another consideration which should be mentioned, namely, the conviction arising from a study of the unexampled conflict now raging in Europe that the time has come
for some of our larger manufacturing concerns to prepare themselves, by the installation of equipment and especially by the
acquisition of technical and mechanical experience now so
woefully lacking, to assist the United States government in the
defense of our own country, should such a contingency arise."
There follows the general consolidated balance sheet for July
31, 1915.
There has been a decrease of $250,000 in contingent
surplus representing the excess of par value of the stock of subsidiary companies over the amount at which they are carried on
the books of the parent company. An increase of $1,203,804 in
inventory results from the large accumulation of material on
in

maximum

Bethlehem

Factories

more parcontrols the Maryland Steel Company, operating a large ship building plant and
rail mill at Sparrows Point, Md., and the Spanish-American Iron
Company, owning large ore deposits in Cuba. The Pennsylvania
Steel Company is said to own the largest deposits of iron ore
of any of the independent companies, and much of this is of
very high grade.

Company

hand for special contracts. The surplus shown of $4,390,342,
compares with $5,648,865 on August 1, 1914, the dividends paid
having slightly exceeded the net returns.

ASSETS

$30,949,509

LIABILITIES.
Accounts payable
Advances on contracts
Accrued liabilities
Contingent liability on account of
future

^

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

it was possible to continue the dividends at the usual rate.
The
net sales of the Wilmerding plant were approximately one-third
less than those of 1914, and only 62 per cent of the average net
sales for the past five fiscal years.
The net profit for the year

$2,067,761
2,551,607
6,729,346
51,339
8,294,904
6,572,036
1,892,000
2,790,515

Real estate, other than for factories
Patents and goodwill

.

$692,495
2,073,050
141,180
sales,

subject

to

settlements

163,810
$3,070,535

,

Capital stock

This company's net earnings in the fiscal year ended July 31,
1915, were considerably below those of the preceding year, but
as the company is now working on a large order for munitions,

your company accepted

for 18-lb. shrapnel, complete, except propellant power,
and additional cartridge cases amounting in total to
$17,930,000.
While the terms are favorable, with ample guarantees against contingencies, these orders have necessitated a
heavy expenditure for special machinery, and for its installation

Cash
Accounts and bills receivable, considered good
Inventory
Deferred charges to operation
Investments

interests will strengthen the latter greatly,

19,638,467

Accumulated funds:
Reserve for extraordinary repairs and replacements, inventory adjustments and extraordinary losses
$1,850,165
(2) Reserve to provide for expenditures account of
developments, etc
500,000
(3) Contingent surplus, excess par value capital stock
of subsidiary companies over value on books
of Westinghouse Air Brake Company
1,500,000
(1)

(4)

Surplus, applicable to dividends

4,390,342

$8,240,507

$30,949,509

was

$1,575,839. This compares with $3,4S2,994 in 1914, or $5,255,259 (after deducting depreciation of $809,519) in 1913. Charges
for depreciation on buildings and machinen,- in 1915 totaled

$207,768.

During the year the electrical and brake business formerly carried on in France by the Societe Anonyme Westinghouse was
divided and the brake business was taken over by a new company,
the Compagnie des Frcins Westinghouse, the ownership of which
is vested in the Westinghouse Air Brake Company and the Westinghouse Brake Company, Limited, of London. This ownership
was acquired by transferring to the British Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company, Limited, holdings in the Societe
Anonyme Westinghouse, in whirli the American company is no
longer interested.
The report says that the subsidiary companies in England,
Italy and Russia are doing well dcsi)itc the war, although the
I'^nglish company has thought it best to reduce its annual dividend from 20 to 10 per cent.
The outlook for the company is good. The unfilled orders on
ugust 1, 1915, were $800,000 greater than on August 1, 1914.
This total, however, did not include the order for munitions
spoken of in the report as follows

No, 17

orders

Negotiations have practically been completed whereby the
Pennsylvania Company will transfer to the Bethlehem Steel Corporation its controlling interest in the Pennsylvania Steel Company, all that is now needed being the assent of the Reading
interests. On Januarj' 1, 1915, the Pennsylvania Steel Company's
outstanding stock consisted of $20,560,800 preferred and $10,750,000 common, of which the Pennsylvania Company owned
$9,158,300 preferred and $7,388,900 common, and the Pennsylvania Railroad $584,700 preferred. The Reading Iron Company
(a subsidiary of the Reading Coal & Iron Company) at present
owns approximately $4,000,000 preferred and $3,000,000 common.
Payment for the stock to be acquired by the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation will be provided for through cash and bonds bearing
5 per cent interest.
The preferred stock will be exchanged for
bonds at par, and the common stock at about $35 a share. The
Pennsylvania Company, which, as noted above, now owns a majority of the Steel Company stock, will acquire the minority
interest and the total amount of stock acquired will be turned
over to the Bethlehem Company, which will retain the securities as a holding company.
Dividends of 7 per cent were paid
on the preferred stock of the Pennsylvania Steel Company from
November 1, 1901, to November, 1912; no dividends have been
paid on the common. The acquisition of the company by the
ticularly as the Pennsylvania Steel

59,

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Inspection of Ckeosoted Timber.— Robert W. Hunt & Co.,
engineers, Chicago, have issued a booklet describing the inspection of creosoted timber and including specifications for paving
with creosote wood blocks, adopted by the Association for
Standardizing Paving Specifications.

HiGHW.w Bridges.— Robert W. Hunt & Co., engineers Chicago, have prepared a booklet on the inspection and testing of
materials for highway bridges, containing specifications for
structural steel for bridges, billet-steel and rail-steel reinforcement bars, and for steel castings, adopted by the American
Society for Testing Materials.
Water Softening.— The

L.

M. Booth Company, New York,

has recently issued a bulletin relative to the company's type F
water softeners. The booklet is attractively illustrated. It explains the operation of the softeners in detail, showing sectional
views of the softeners at work. There are also given a number of views of typical installations.
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Railway Construction
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—

Atlantic Coast Line. Announcement has been made by this
company, it is said, that an extension is to be built from the
present southern terminus of the Hne now in operation to
Sebring, Fla.
The proposed route is southeast from Sebring
to a point on the shore of Lake Okeechobee, about 60 miles.

—

Canadian Pacific. Construction work is to be pushed on
an additional 25 miles of track from Foremost, Alta., east to
a point about 10 miles from Lake Pakowki.
This will form
part of the through line between Wcyburn, Sask., and Lethbridge, Alta., and when this section is finished there will only
be a gap of about 44 miles between the line now terminating at
Altawan, Sask., and the east end of the Foremost extension.

—

HiAWASSE Valley. Grading work will be finished in about
30 days on the line building from Andrews, N. C, southwest via
Peachtree to Hayesville, 25 miles. The maximum grades will
be 2.5 per cent, and the maximum curvature 16 deg., and there
will be two steel bridges on the line.
The company expects to
develop a traffic in lumber and forest products. The WrightJohnston Company, Andrews, N. C, are the contractors. F. A.
Cloud, chief engineer, Andrews.
(May 7, p. 993.)

— The

report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1915, shows that during the year new rail was
laid on 262.23 miles of track
99 new industrial tracks were
built or extended, making a net addition of 7.46 miles; 401 new
company sidings were built or extended, making a net addition
for the year of 69.64 miles and second main track between
Fulton, K}-., and Iilemphis, Tenn., under construction last year
has been completed.
cut-off was built from Fredonia, 111.,
on the Carbondale district to Reeds Junction on the Johnston
City branch, 1.77 miles. This involves the abandonment as first
main track of 6.64 miles of line between Fredonia and CarThe second main track at Parkway, 111.,
bondale Junction.
was extended to Broadview, 2.46 miles, and additional side
track was constructed, for handling passenger traffic to and from
Speedway, III. At Paducah, Ky., the freight yard was added
to by the construction of 6.28 miles of siding, and the freight
yard at Fulton, Ky., was increased by 6.59 miles. The reduction
of grades between Paducah and Princeton, and the enlargement
of yard facilities at the latter point were continued and were
about finished at the close of the year. The elevation of the
tracks at Memphis, Tenn., also the construction of the new
passenger facilities at that place, were also completed, and the
raising of tracks and relocating of main line in connection with
levee improvements, being made by the city authorities at
North Memphis, were imdertakcn during the year and are about
half finished. Grade crossing elimination work at Grand Crossing, Chicago, 111., track elevation work between Seventy-ninth
street and One Hundred and Sixteenth street, Chicago, and
through Cicero, also grade revision at Mattoon, were still in
progress at the close of the year. Work of strengthening the
Cairo bridge to carry heavier rolling stock was completed during
the year.
To facilitate the handling of coal traffic a double
track connection was installed between the junction of the
Carbondale and Johnston City districts near Cambria, 111., for
1.34 miles.
viaduct was completed over Nicholas street,
Omaha, Neb., and an overhead bridge constructed at Monticello,

Illinois Central.

;

A

A

Work was started and is still under
Prairie avenue, Decatur, 111., and I'hinncy

Wis.
at

h'oit

way on subways
Park boulevard,

Dodge, Iowa.

—

Kittle Valley Lines.^ It is expected that work will be
completed by December on the extension from Coquihalla suinmit to Hope, B. C, on the Fraser river. Track laying is now
under way from the Hope end and has been completed, it is
(April
said, to Ladner creek, where a sleel bridge is being Iniilt.
16,

p.

871.)

Newton, Kansas & Nehraska. — This ompany has awarded
Newlon, Kan., through Harvey,
Clay and Wasliinglon counties,
S. O. Waddcll, Newton,
the Newton Construction Company.

a contract

fnr a railway from
Saline,

Md'herson, Dickinson,
to

Kan., chief engineer.

New York

Si'iuvays.

-The

New York

Public Service

Com-

779

mission, First district, has submitted the proposed form of contract for the construction of Section No. 2, of Routes Nos.
19 and 22, being a part of the Southern boulevard and Westchester avenue branch of the Lexington avenue subway, to the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company. This company is made
and will bear part of the construction
cost.
The underground portion of this line ends at Bancroft
street, in the borough of the Bronx, and Section No. 2, which
will be elevated, extends northerly from that point along Westcliester avenue to Eastern boulevard, or Pelham Bay Park. The
commission has completed negotiations with the government
for the construction of the necessary fixed bridge across the
a party to the contract,

Bronx

river, the last obstacle to the

&

construction of the

line.

— This

company has been incorporated to build a railway from Bend, Crook county, Oregon,
to Lakeview, Lake county, with branch lines running from
Silver Lake, Lake county, to Kirk, Klamath county, from Millican. Crook county, to Arden, Harney county, and from a
point to be determined to Warner Valley, Lake county.
The
Oregon, California

capitalization

L.

S.

Ellis,

treasurer.

Eastern.

is $100,000; the officers are P. B. Ellis, president,
vice-president, and William Muller, secretary and

The Oregon

office will

Patterson & Western.

— This

company has been incorporated

to build a railway in Santa Clara

R.

J.

Pratt, 3388 Clay St.,

Pennsylvania

Roads

be at Portland.

and Stanislaus counties, Cal.

San Francisco,

(Electric).

ports the project to build a line

Cal.

—According

from Milford,

to

press

re-

Pike county,
being revived.

Pa.,

northeast to Port Jervis, about eight miles, is
Residents of Milford have guaranteed an amount of $25,000, it
is said, in aid of the project to build an electric line between these
two places. Gifford Pinchot, Milford, may be addressed.

Roach Timber Company.

— This

tional grading on its rail line

holdings, in the near future.

company will do some addifrom Sutherlin, Ore., to its timber

W.

L. Roach, president. Muscatine,

Iowa.

—

San Antonio & Austin Interurban. This company has revived its plans for building an interurban electric line between
San Antonio, Tex., and Austin, about 80 miles, and negotiations
for financing the project are now in progress.
The proposed
line will pass through the towns of New Braunfels, Hunter, San
Marcos, Kyle, Buda and Manchaca. A survey for the route
was made some time ago and much of the right of way has been
secured.

—

Seaboard Air Line. On the section betwreen Sanford, N. C,
and Apex, 28 miles, this company is making some corrections
and revisions in its grade lines, removing therefrom certain
quick changes of gradients and improving the objectionable dips.
This is a part of the general scheme of revision in that territory.
There will be no change of alinement. Ballasting and
the laying of new rail will follow as soon as the grade changes
are accomplished.

Southern Rah.way.
year ended June

30,

— The

1915,

report

of

this

company

for

the

shows that the double track construc-

work on the main line north of Charlotte, N. C, including
improved alinement and elimination of heavy grades, has been
pushed on 100 miles of the 142 between W'ashington and Charlotte, which was operated as single track at the beginning of the
past fiscal year.
Of this mileage, 27 miles between Pelham,
N. C, and Brown Summit, were in operation as double tr.ick
at the close of the year, and it is expected that the remaining
73 miles on which work is now luider way will be completed
tion

before April, 1916. At the close of the year there was 434.03
miles of double track in operation. Since the close of the fiscal
year money has been made available for double track work and
other improvements.
The work in immediate contemplation
consists of 56 miles between Spartanburg, S. C, and Central,
and the 23 miles between New Holland, Ga., and Cornelia. On
the section of 1{K) miles of main line on which double track
work has been under construction, 54 out of 73 grade crossings
were eliminated. In addition to the lerminal yards at Richmond,
Va., at Spencer, N. C, and Winsli>ii-Salem, at Mobile, at Finlay, Ala., and at Forrest, Tenn.. work was carried out on a new
yard at Dehvcrsidc, near I'.ast St, Louis. 111., also on new facilities for both passenger and freivlit traffic at Sparlanslmrg, S C.,
and the separation of busy grade crossings in sovor.il cities.
Since the close of the year the export coal termiii.il .ii ("liarlcs-
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ton,

S.

C,

Arrangements have

been put into operation.

ha.s
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made to provide a union passenger station at Macon, Ga.,
and new passing, side and spur tracks comprising 89.27 miles
been

were constructed.

—

Texas Roads (Electric). The preliminary survey for a proposed interurban electric hne to be built between Temple, Tex.,
and Marlin, about 40 miles, has just been made by S. D.
Hanna, and the organization of a company to build the line
is now in progress.
Residents of Temple and Marlin are financing the project, it is said, and plans for building the line are
well advanced.
It is expected that the construction work will
be started this year.

;

;

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Be.\r Creek, Minn. The Chicago Great Western has ordered
55 tons of steel from the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works to be
used in reinforcing a viaduct.
Twenty truss spans and 38
tower posts will be strengthened. The steel was shipped early

week.

—

III.
The engineering department of the Illinois
Central is again preparing plans and specifications for a bridge
on the St. Charles Air Line over the Chicago river.

Chicago,

f)lllllllllllllitiiiitiiiuiliiiMiiiillriiiiiiiiiiiiirMiiiiiitliiiiiitiiiiiiiiilililliiilllitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiniiiitiiii;iititirililiiliiiiiiiiiiirill[J7

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary. The securities which were
pledged as collateral for notes aggregating $1,813,036 were bid
in by a representative of the noteholders at a price equalling
the par value and interest of the notes. The collateral consists
of bonds w-ith a face value of $5,764,000 and stock with a par
value of $5,475,000.

—

ToRRiNGTON & Thomaston Traction. An officer of this company which was recently organized writes that the prospects
of building the proposed electric line from Torrington, Conn.,
south to Thomaston, 10 miles, are good, and that the cost will
be about $200,000. Work on the line, which calls for the construction of two short steel bridges, will be carried out next
year.
H. Mann, president H. M. Guernsey, vice-president G.
B. Goodwin, treasurer, and E. T. Canfield, secretary.
(October
8, page 670.)

this

Railway Financial News

I

—

EvANSViLLE, Ind. The contract for the new Illinois Central
freight house and the extension of the old structure has been
let to George P. Swift & Co., of Chicago.
Pa. —^The

Huntingdon,
state water supply commission of
Pennsylvania has approved the plans submitted by the Pennsylvania Railroad to build a bridge over Dotter run, also a bridge
over Mill Creek in Rockland township, Venango county and a
bridge over Catfish run in Madison township. Clarion county.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacieic. The seven directors agreed
upon by various Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific interests were
elected at a stockholders' meeting held on October 14. The new
directors are
Edmund D. Hulbert, vice-president of the Merchants Loan & Trust Company, Chicago Charles D. Dawes,
president of the Central Trust Company of Illinois, Chicago;
John G. Shedd, president of Marshall Field & Co., Chicago
Nathaniel French, Davenport, Iowa
William B. Thompson,
director of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; John R.
Morron, president of the Atlas Portland Cement Company,
New Y'ork, and Joel W. Burdick, Pittsburgh.
:

;

;

—

Smith & Wester.n. This road, running from Ft. Smith,
Ark., to Guthrie, Okla., 217 miles, has been placed in the hands
of a receiver by the United States District Court on the
application of the trustee of its outstanding $6,240,000 bonds.

Ft.

—

Greenville Northwestern. Application has been made for a
receiver in the suit brought to foreclose a deed of trust for
$63,300.

—

Kansas & Texas. A protective committee has been
formed to represent the preferred and common stockholders.
The committee consists of Alvin W. Krech, chairman Frank
H. Davis, Charles Hayden, J. J. Slocum, S. A. Mitchell and

Missouri,

;

W.

A.

posit

Smithers.
stock

their

York.

;

—

Lynchburg, Va. A reinforced concrete bridge is to be built
over the James river, and the tracks of the Norfolk & Western,
the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Southern Railway. It is proposed to build a structure with 19 arch and arched girder spans,
to cost $250,000.
The cost of the work is to be paid for jointly
by the above railroads and the city of Ljmchburg. Bids have
not yet been asked for this improvement.

—

Miami, Fla. An officer of the Florida East Coast writes,
regarding the report that new car shops are to be built at
Miami, that the company does not contemplate that any work
will be done on this improvement in the immediate future.

New

London, Conn.

ford will

and

New

— The

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartbuilt a bridge over the Thames river between Groton
London. The proposed structure is to have a concrete

substructure with

superstructure of three 330-ft. riveted
truss spans, one 185-ft. fixed span and one 185-ft. bascule span.
The total estimated cost of the bridge is $2,000,000. Contracts
for the work have not yet been let.
steel

—

NoNCONNAH, Tenn. The Federal Cement Tile Company, of
Chicago, has the contract for the roofing for the Illinois Central
repair shop.

(October

8,

North Toronto, Ont.
station at Yonge street

p. 671.)

—Work

is

now under way on

a

new

be used jointly by the Canadian
Pacific and the Canadian Northern.
The new station forms
part of improvements being carried out to include the elevation of the railway tracks and the elimination of all grade crossings on about three miles.

Olympia, Wash.

—The

to

Rounds Construction Company
of Seattle, Wash., has been awarded a contract for erecting a
depot for the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Comjiany.

The

cost

is

E. D.

estimated at $25,000.

Winston-Salem, N.

C.

—An

officer of the

—

Missouri Pacific. The reorganization committee which is acting
with Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York, has extended the time for
deposits of stocks and bonds under the previously announced
reorganization plan to December 15.

New

Jersey

& Pennsylvania. —This

road was sold under fore-

closure on October 18, following the refusal of Vice-Chancellor
Howell, of New Jersey, to confirm a previous sale. The completed portion of the road was bid in by a representative of the
bondholders for $27,000 and the uncompleted portion by G. F.
Fisher, of New Y^ork, for $1,600. The sale is subject to confirmation.

New

—

& Chicago. The federal court at Mobile,
has confirmed the sale of that property to a committee
representing the bondholders.
Orleans, Mobile

Ala.,

—A

stockholders' meeting has been
on the question of approving
the merger of the Seaboard Air Line and the Carolina, Atlantic & Western (mentioned in these columns last week) and
to authorize an issue of $300,000,000 bonds. Upon the approval
of the issue of $25,644,000 of these bonds of which $2,750,000
are to be held in the treasury of the consolidated companj-,
approximately $5,725,000 are to be used to retire an equal face
amount or underlying first mortgage 6 per cent bonds of the
Carolina, Atlantic & Western and $17,168,500 have been sold
to a syndicate headed by the Guaranty Trust Co., and the

Seaboard Air Line.
called for

November

special

15 to vote

National City Bank.

The new company formed by the consolidation will be
known as the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, and
will assume all the obligations of the consolidated companies,
including the $300,000,000 first and consolidated gold bonds.
It is not proposed at this time that the new mortgage shall be
a lien on any of the existing Air Line mileage, but there will

pledged under it approximately $22,162,000 Seaboard
refunding bonds now in the company's treasury or pledged to

be

Norfolk

& Western

writes, regarding the report that a new steel viaduct is to be
built at Winston-Salem, that plans for the viaduct will not be

completed for several months.

The Stockholders have been asked to dethe Equitable Trust Company, New

with

secure

The

its

notes.

provisions for the issuance of stock of the
pany were mentioned in thesf -'"mns last week.

new com-

[Advertisement.]

ANNUAL REPORTS
SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY- -TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
Richmond, Va., October 12, 1915.
Railway Company
The Board of Directors submits the following report of the afTatrs of
the Company for the year ended June 30, 1915:
It has been a difficult year.
After a period of unexampled prosperity
throughout the South, attended by growth and e.xpansion in all forms of
industry, business had begun to slow up during the early months of 1914.
Although for this reason railway revenues were less during the first six
months of 1914 than they had been during the peak load of the corresponding six months of the previous year, nevertheless the Company entered
upon the fiscal year now under review with an actually large traffic and a
large turnover of revenue.
The flame of war which burst forth all over
Europe at the beginning of August, 1914, had a sudden and withering effect
upon industry in the South. Preparing to market the largest crop in the
history of cotton growing in the United States, the Southern people were
looking forward to the profits from the sale of this their chief staple as
a stimulus to their purchasing power and so of every form of industry
in which they were engaged.
When over night they were apparently shut
out by the war from the European market, which has always consumed
a large part of the American cotton crop, the people of the South were
thrown back upon their own resources with a disturbingly large proportion
of their chief money crop on their hands and an inadequate market price
in prospect.
Despite several futile plans of assistance from without, the
South practically suspended for a time its industrial activities. The result
was a fall, as vertiginous as that of the price of cotton, in the revenues
of the railways at the South, and this lean diet was protracted, with the
condition which caused it, throughout the year now under review.
For
this Company the suddenly changed industrial situation of the South meant
a loss in revenues for the fiscal year of $8,551,487.22, or 12.09 per cent.
The development of the loss was precipitous. July showed a small increase in revenue, August a decrease of 1.20 per cent., September a decrease of 8.33 per cent., while in October, November, December and January the decreases in revenue were, respectively, 18.47 per cent., 20.06 per
cent, 19.97 per cent, and 18.93 per cent., with gradually improving conditions during the remainder of the fiscal year, as the South again caught
To

the Stockholders of Soxithcrn

_

its breath.
It was a

situation which demanded radical action on the part of management. When the first symptoms of the loss of revenues were felt, plans
retrenchment were made and were thereafter applied progressively.
This action could not be brought into full effect for several months, but

of

Maintenance

the similar balance (but in that case after provision for a dividend) of
?2, 047, 776. 69 carried to the credit of profit and loss at the end of the
fiscal year.
These results and the financial condition of the Company at the close of the year will appear in greater detail by reference to
the Income Statement (page 30) and the General Balance Sheet (pages
34 and 35), as well as the other tables which are part of this report.

DIVIDENDS
One of the unhappy results of the year has been the necessity, once
again, of suspending dividends on the preferred stock. The regular dividend was amply earned for the six months ended June 30, 1914, but consideration of It, coming before the Board in September, was postponed until
it should be apparent what was the tendency of the financial condition of
the Company in the crisis which had then developed.
Later the Board,
being confident that the Company's affairs were well in hand, declared a
reduced dividend of 2 per cent, (making 4J^ per cent, for the year ended
June 30. 1914), but conservatively made it payable in five vear scrip bearing interest at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum.
No dividend tor the
current fiscal year was declared, or could be justified during a period of
convalescence.

OPERATING CONDITIONS
The

characteristic of operating conditions during tlie year under review
has been retrenchment, both by reducing service and hy the practice of
greater efficiency. What has been accomplished in both these respects will
appear in detail in the subsequent pages of this report.
It will suffice
here to point out the parallel between the conditions of this vear with those
of the_year ended June 30, 1908.
That was the year of the financial panic
or 1907.
The revenues of the Company were at the high tide of its history
up to that time until October, 1907, when they fell rapidly and dangerously
throughout the remainder of that fiscal year.
Then, as during this year,
the problem of management was retrenchment, severe and sustaineti retrenchnirnt, during several months.
Attention was called in the annual
report for 1908 to what was then done.
What is perhaps as significant
an illustration as can be made of the contemporary tendency of the railway
industry, as well as of the increased strenijth of the Conipanv today as
compared with 1908, is found in a comparison of what had to be done
and was done then and this year.
In considering these comparisons it
should be remembered that because of decreases of 1.74 per cent, in the
average receipts per ton mile, 7.35 per cent, in the average receipts per
passenger mile and 9.33 per cent, in mail revenues per mile of road, the
1915 revenues are $2,145,093 less than thej; would have been had the 1908
averages been maintained on the revenue siile of the account, while on the
other hand operating expenses for 1915 carry an increase of approximately
$3,881,418 more than those for 1908, due to incrcasetl wage scales: therefore the oiicrations for 1915 were burrlened with uiiavoid.able decreases in
revenues and increases in expenses approximalinij tugelher the large sum
of $6.1)26,511. In a conqiarison of actual results in Ibe two years, 191 5 has
thus been hanilicapped to the extent of over six million dollars, which had
to be overcome before increased efficiency could be observed.
Under these
conditions, the causes of which are too well known to all studrnis iif
contemporary economics in the United States to require explanation here,
the hope of the railway industry is that aggregate revenues may increase
progressively in greater ratio than aggregate costs.
I'ortnnately for this
Company, the conditions niaktiiK for .i conliiiued rapid development of the
South, despite temporary selbacks as in Ibis year and in i'liiK, have realized
as well .IS promise such a resull: while the intelligent expenditure of new
capital for iniprnvenieiit of the pl.inl in the interest of facility,
and
of economy, of operation must in future, as in the past, lie made
to
check, if It cannot altogether control, an abnormal increincnt of operating
coats.
few statistics of 1915 compared with those of 1908 will serve to
make the ptiiiit, viz.:

A

Incrcascil

Increased
L^ccreasfd

Per Milo
of Road.

Per Train

23.06%
29.58%

24.54%
31.3J%

1.3'%

Struc-

— All

—

Freight
Revenue Freight

Freight Train Revenue
Freight Train Miles
Passenger Train Revenue
Passenger Train Miles

Revenue

26.44%

27.48%

Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased

25.05%
14.51%
35.73%
28.35%

26.00%
16.03%
67.59%
57.90%

Decreased

26.10%
16.15%

from

Ex-

Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased

Passengers

Taxes

Mile.

lS.9S%

55.85%

7.09%

.78%

20.34%
35.83%

3.59%

Transportation costs per dollar of revenue were 36.59 cents, or 6.97 per
less than
1908.
Freight enginemen, trainmen and fuel costs per
ton miles decreased 27.29 per cent.
Passenger enginemen, trainmen
and fuel costs per 100 passenger miles increased 7.76 per cent.
Freight locomotive fuel costs per 100 ton miles decreased 37.19 per
cent., and pounds of coal consumed per 100 ton miles were 36.93 per cent,
less in 1915 than in 1908.
While the average cost of coal at coaling stations was the same for both years, the average handling cost at stations
was 35.71 per cent, less in 1915 than it was in 1908.
Overtime per dollar of wages was 5.20 cents in 1908; in 1915 it was 1.64
cents, an improvement of 68.46 per cent.
Adjusting the 1915 revenues and expenses to the average receipts per
ton and per passenger mile, and mail revenue and wage costs to the
averages and scales which prevailed in 1908, the following comparisons
are found;
Increase or
1908
1915
Decrease
Cost to earn $1.00 of Gross Revenue 65.73c.
75.53e.
Dee. 12.97%
Transportation Costs per $1.00 of
Revenue
31.60e.
39.33c.
Dec. 19.65%
Transportation Costs per Train Mile 66.28c.
63.93c.
Inc.
3.67%
The higher transportation costs per
train mile this year are due to increased
train loading, as illustrated by the following figures;
Enginemen, Trainmen and Fuel Costs

m

cent,

100

— Freight:

Per Train Mile
Per 100 Ton Miles

30.12c.
7.88c.

33.37c.
14.62c.

Maintenance;
The obvious and easy method of retrenchment on a

Dec. 9.74%
Dec. 46.10%

railroad,

in

an

emergency, is to reduce unduly the appropriations for upkeep of the
property.
During the past year the management has steadfastly sought to
avoid this temptation.
Public announcement was made that retrenchment
was necessary and that it was the policy of the Company to reduce its
expenses at the cost of the temporary convenience of the people of the
South before reducing maintenance of the railroad to the point of endangering their safety.
The public accepted this announcement in good part
and it has been due to the co-operation of the State Railroad Commissions
and of responsible and enlightened citizens everywhere that the Company
was enabled to reduce its passenger service more nearly to the requirements of current passenger traffic than it had been for several years past.
This large item of retrenchment made it possible to spend on upkeep all
that was necessary for the preservation of the integrity of the property.
When to this policy was added the splendid response to the emergency
by the officers and men charged with maintenance, it resulted that it was
possible to say at the close of the year, as it is to-day, that the physical
condition of the roadway and structures is better than ever it has been;
that the motive power and passenger equipment are in good condition
,lnd fully up to normal and that the only deferred maintenance has been
in freight car equipment, where upkeep could economically be deferred,
because without traffic freight cars must stand idle in any event.
An evidence of the justice of this claim as to the physical condition of
the property, as well as of the .skillful and careful service of the officers
and men immediately charged with the movement of Ir.-iins. is found in
the marked reduction of the number of personal injuries during the year,
and the interesting fact that the Company carried this vear more than
sixteen and a half million passengers, a number equal to the population of
the territory served, without fatality in a train accident to more than a
single passenger, and he would not have suffered had he not been riding
on a car platform in contravention of the rules made for the protection
of passengers.
There was, of course, a substantial reduction in maintenance costs, as
in other costs, as part of the policy of retrenchment, but. considering only
those items of such costs as are included in operating expenses, the total
decrease of maintenance costs was 10.61 per cent compared with a decrease of 12.09 per cent in revenues.
l"or each dollar of revenue earnetl
there was spent in mainlenancc 30.78 cents in 1915 compared with 30.27
cents in 1914.

General Expensis:
There were substantial reductions during the year

in all the normal
by reason of a charge to this account
representing the cost to this Company of
the preparation prescribed to it for the ])ending I'edcral \'alua1ion ot its
property, the total of general expenses is greater this year than last.
This sateinent is made, not in criticism of the valuation expense, hut in
justice to the loyal olliccrs who, hy their sacrifice, inaiic possible the reduction of one of the principal normal items of the account known as
General Expenses.

items

of

general

expenses,

but

during the year of $"8,191.32,

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC DURING A YEAR
OF DEPRESSION.
Fueioht:

The effect on the Company's freight business of (he conditions which
have obtaincti during the year is expressed in a decrease of 3,7.54,044 tona
of commercial freight.
'I'his decrc;ise
was chiefly in inaiuifactlircs and in raw materials, the
principal items being
Bituminous coal and coke
Manufactures and miscellaneous

SOME OPEHATINr. COMPAWISONS. 19151908
Gross Revenues
Net Revenues
Revenue Train Miles

and

Increased

Ton Miles
Ton Miles

the effort became both evident and effective in March, 1915.
The result
for the year was a reduction of expenses amounting to $5,585,938.68, and
a balance of income over all charges of $1,523,369.32, as compared with

previous

Way

of

penses

Maintenance
of
Equipment
tures Expenses
ransportation Expenses

1,463,489 tons.
1,134,422 Ions,

products
939.687 tons.
These decreases reflect curtailment of industrial and building operation*
and economies prncliccd I>y the people t,f (he South during a period of
business depression.
The decrease in ntaniifactures and miscellaneous includes appto\iina(cly
I'orcst
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500,000 tons of fertilizer and fertilizer material, and this decrease is
directly attributable to the war.
The war in Europe, by narrowing the market for cotton while broadening the demand for many other farm products, has given great imi>etus
to the movement which was already under way for the broader diversification of Southern agriculture.
With relatively a small reduction in cotton
acreage, the South is now producing a much larger proportion of the
grains, forage crops, and meat and dairy products that it consumes.
While one of the effects of this is to reduce the tonnage of agricultural
products carried into the South, it is adding to the economic strength of'
the section, and the consequent increased purchasing power of its rural
population may be expected, under normal business conditions, to result
in the increased carriage of all classes of commodities except agricultural
products; while the reduced movement of agricultural products into the
South will be, in a measure, compensated for by an increased movement
of these products between Southern points and from the South to outside
markets.
This change in the character of the Company's traffic is already
noticeable.
Thus during the year there was no decrease in the tonnage
of agricultural products as a whole, viz.:

Grain

Hav
Leaf Tobacco
Cotton
Cotton Seed
Melons
Citrus

Fruits
Fruits and

Other
Peanuts

Vegetables

1915,

1914,

Tons

Tons

655,513
150,662
169,126
734,539
359,734
65.664
60,557
291,358
20,659

756,215
165,902
158,919
735,869
316,599
59,368
53,686
236,552
24,179

2,507,812

2,507,289

The maximum

grain tonnage handled by the Company in any one ^ear
1906-1907, namely, 1,012,692 tons.
The tonnage for the year just
represent a shrinkage from this maximum of 35 per cent and
reflects the effort of the Southern farmer to feed himself and emerge
from a condition of dependence upon the grain fields of the West.
Coincident with this economic change, the South is increasing other
classes
of
agricultural
products
which find market largely outside
the territory of production.
Comparing the same years (1906-1907 with
1914-1915) the Company's tonnage of melons, fruits and vegetables increased more than 100 per cent.
So that, while rapidly approaching the
time when the South will produce grain sufficient to feed itself, and probably have some to sell, the South is now producing fruits and vegetables
to feed many of its neighbors as well as itself.
The cotton crop was the largest on record, but there was a decrease in
exports in excess of 800,000 bales, yet the Company's tonnage of cotton
was not appreciably less than during the previous year, the difference
being aprpoximately 5,000 bales, and this was more than compensated
for by an increase in tonnage of cotton seed and its products of 168,282
tons, due to a large crop and to a strengthened position with relation to
the seed crushing industry.
It is interesting to note that, compared with
1906-1907, the tonnage of cotton seed and its products for the year just
closed represents an increase of 168 per cent.
The South has had but a small part in the business of supplying munitions
of war for the armies in Europe, but in the latter months of the year the
Company handled a substantial movement of horses from the west and
southwest destined to the battlefields.
In all some 20,000 horses were
so transported for export.
Special arrangements were made for the
prompt and comfortable movement of these unfortunate animals, and, by
preventing loss and damage in transit, this business was profitable to the

was

in

closed

Company.

The South
which,

it

is

enters the new year with a much more hopeful outlook,
expected, will be reflected in freight revenues.

fairly

Passenger:
For the past twenty years, up to the third week in July, 1914, the
passenger revenues of the Company have shown increases, month after
month, over corresponding periods of the previous years, except during
the period December, 1907, to April, 1909, when decreased passenger
revenues resulted from a passenger fare reduction in the States of Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia and Alabama, along with a general depression in business during the latter part of the year 1907 and the first
part of the year 1908.
Since the third week in July, 1914, passenger revenues have shown
decreases ranging from 2.05 per cent to 34.02 per cent, the greatest
decrease occuring during the second week in May, 1915, since when the
passenger revenues have improved.
The increased use of automobiles, especially for short distance travel, is
the only permanent cause contributing to a reduction of railway passenger
travel in the South.
The use of automobiles has largely increased, owing
to the great reduction in the cost of the automobiles and the material
improvement of the highways throughout the Southern territory.
The
short distance travel is principally affected by the automobile competition,
and while it costs more to travel by automobile than it does by train, the
automobile affords a convenience of time to which no local railway schedules
can be arijusicd.
The travel on the Southern Railway is of two kinds, local and competitive.
Approximately 70 per cent is local, short distance travel between
non-competitive stations, and 30 per cent long distance travel between
points where olher lines compete.
The local travel, approximately 70 per cent of the total, will increase
with the agricultural and manufacturing development of the country, but
during times of business tjopression this short distance local travel is
more affected than is the through travel. The farm laborer, as well as
the factory employee, travels for the most part for pleasure, and as soon
as his wages are affected he quits traveling.
The farmer, particularly
in the cotton sections, has discontinued during the past year his oldestablished custom of advani:ing money to laborers above their actual
rcqiiirements for living necessities.
The long distance competitive travel in the Southern territory is susceptible of srcat development, and as train service improves, as the result
of double track and other physical facilities, revenues from long distance
passenger travel may be expected materially to increase.
While the
travel from the North and the East to Southern resorts during the winter
seasons increases each year, the travel of the Southern people to the
mountain resorts of the Carolinas and Virginia and to the resorts in the
Northern States increases to a greater extent and will continue to increase
with the prosperity of the Southern people.
The mountain sections of
Western North Carolina grow more popular and each year attract a larger
number of people for their summer vacations. The importance of this
is shown
hy the fact that the months of July, August and September
yield the Company's largest passenger revenues.
Hut the principal development and improvement in through long distance travel may be expected to come from increased travel of business men between the Southern
business communities and the Eastern and Northern commercial and
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banking centers. The people of the South are given to much travel.ng,
their incomes, both from manufacturing industries and from farming developments, improve, that much more will they travel for business

and as

and for pleasure.

INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TERRITORY SERVED

Manufacturing

:

Although industrial development was restricted by the prevailing busidepression, the ground swell of the prosperity prevailing in the
South prior to the war in Europe carried over into this year a substantial
addition to the manufacturing plants established on this Company's lines.
While less than in former years, the record is an earnest of what may
be expected in the future.
The new industrial plants on the Company's
lines completed during the year numbered 519 and may be classified as
ness

follows:
Brick,

Tile,

Cotton

19

etc

Seed

47

Products

Fertilizer

7

Flour and Feed
Furniture
Iron Products

54

Lumber

57
38
24
47

12
17

Stone (mineral)
Textile

W'oodworking
Miscellaneous

197

Total

519

The capital involved in these new industries is $17,492,850. During the
year there were additions made to 219 manufacturing establishments at a
reported cost of $8,162,047.
Industries reported under construction June
30, 1915^ were 57 in number with a capital of $15,456,250.
New buildings
of all kinds (except those used in manufacturing) and other general improvements represented an expenditure of $66,422,856.
Agriculture:
The September 1, 1915, estimates of the United States Department of
Agriculture show increases this year over the 1914 yields of sundry crops,
other than cotton, in the Southern States as follows:

Corn

100,341.000
6,162,000
14,253,000
13,344,000
6,705,000
1,227,000
97,923,000

W'heat
Oats
Irish

Potatoes

Sweet Potatoes

Hay
Tobacco

The South may, this year, well quote
tonished at her own fertility."

Virgil's

verse:

bushels
bushels
bushels
bushels
bushels
tons

pounds

''Gargara

is

as-

In these figures, as well as in the development of the cattle industry,
hereafter referred to, lies a promise of an enduring, because a self-contained, prosperity in the South; they indicate, as has already been suggested, that our section may expect in the future to provide the bulk of
its own food supplies, with some surplus of such commodities for sale,
while it will maintain its leading position as the source of one of the
principal staples upon which civilized man depends to clothe hmself.
The Company has continued active co-operation with the State and Federal governments, agricultural colleges and Southern farmers for the advancement of Southern agriculture.
A preliminary report of the Agricultural Division of the Company's Industrial and Agricultural Department
shows a total of 18,172 acres being cultivated in accordance with the advice
of our Field Agents, embracing 7,882 acres in corn, 3,570 acres in cotton
and 6,720 acres in miscellaneous crops. These figures do not by any means
measure the work being done, as they embrace only those fields or parts
of fields in which farmers agree to follow the advice of our agricultural
field agents.
Much larger areas are cultivated substantially in accordance
with this advice, and the good results of the agricultural uplift work being
done by the Company and, of course, by the State and Federal governments, as well as by other intelligent agencies, public and private, are
noticeable in almost every agricultural community on the Company's
lines.
In 1914 the average yields of both cotton and corn per acre on fields
in which the advice of the Company's agents was followed were more than
double the average yields obtained on similar lands in the same localities
where this advice was not followed, and as good results may be expected

when the figures are available.
Agricultural Agent reports 313,000 fruit and nut trees planted during

in 1915,

The

the year.

The live stock industry is making rapid progress in all of the territory
contiguous to the Southern Railway. The numbers of beef and dairy cattle
and hogs are rapidly increasing, and their quality is being improved through
the introduction of pure-bred animals.
The Live Stock Agent of the

Company reports the location of 1,468 pure-bred cattle along the Company's lines during the year, the construction of 1,475 silos, and the
The climate of the South
organization of thirty live stock associations.
and the large range of forage crops that can be produced are exceptionally
favorable to all kinds of live stock, and the United States Department of
Agriculture has demonstrated that beef and pork can be produced cheaper
in the South than in other parts of the United States. The only obstacle
to the development of the beef and dairy industries has been the cattle
tick which carries the germ of Texas fever.
The agricultural agents of the
Company are co-operating with State and Federal agencies in the eradication
Large areas along the Company's lines have already been
of this insect.
released from the cattle tick quarantine and large additional areas will be
released in the

autumn

of this year.

Good Roads:
Recognizing the importance of good country highways to the development
of the territory traversed by its lines, the Company has, at all times, cooperated with the Office of Public Roads in the United Staes Department
of Agriculture and other organizations engaged in the promotion of the
good roads movement. The latest figures for road construction are those
for the calendar year 1914, which show that during that year there were
approximately 5,400 miles of improved roads built in counties traversed by
Southern Railway lines, and that in the same year those counties issued
The total length of
bonds fnr road construction aggregating $5,000,000.
improved country highways in those counties at the end of the calendar
year was approximately 50,000 miles.

Latin-American Trade:

One of the interesting developments of the public service of a private
corporation which looks forward, as does this Company, is its educational
Attention has been called to the notable work of this kind in
activities.
Another work, germane to that in agriculture,
behalf of better agriculture.
has been the stimulation of the people of the South to take advantage of

October
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current opportunities for a mutually profitable trade with Latin America.
While this Company's South American Agency has been in operation only a
short time, it has already laid the foundation of a foreign trade which is
entirely new to many manufacturers in the South, and, while the beginnings are necessarily small, they contain the germ of what can become
an important factor in the industrial activities of the South and so in the
One interesting result of this movement is
revenues of this Company.
that fifteen thousand school children are now studying Spanish in the
schools of the South as a direct result of recommendations to educational
authorities by the South

American Agency.

THE ADDITIONS TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT AND TO PROPERTY
INVESTMENT
In the matter of additions and betterments the policy of the Company is
All suggestions of buying or building
better railroad, not more railroad.
new railroads into new territory have been laid aside, and, in justice to
the urgent demands of the existing property in the interest of economy
of operation and convenience of the public served, cannot be properly
considered at this time.
The Company has been fortunate in its ability to continue and to push
forward, during this year of depression, the additions to its plant which
will be necessary, before they can be completed, to handle the traffic of the
industrial South.
The capital for this work was provided during 1914,
and its disbursements during the current year, when most other construction work had been suspended in the South, has not only enabled the
Company to get more for a dollar invested than ever before, but has
contributed substantially to the welfare of many Southern communities,
which were refreshed, when they most needed refreshment, by the flow of
In this conour money through all the arteries of the commercial body.
nection special attention is called to the table (page 45), included for the
first time in this report, which sets forth the use and application of all the
bonds issued by the Company since its organization.
During the year the investment in Road and Equipment increased
$11,021,684.56, of which $9,004,934.79 was in Roadway and Structures and
This increase represents net additions
$2,016,749.77 was in Equipment.
made during the year. (See pages 36 and 37).
There was an increase of $1,551,000 in Mortgage and Collateral Trust
Bonds and Miscellaneous Obligations, and a decrease of $3,193,000 in
Equipment Trust Obligations. (See pages 42 and 43).
First Consolidated Mortgage Five per cent Bonds in the total amount
On Julyl,
of $7,136,000 were sold and the proceeds applied as follows:
1914, $2,414,000 to redeem a like amount of matured Western North Carolina 6 per cent bonds; in December, 1914, $4,722,000 to redeem a like
amount of Richmond & Danville 6 per cent bonds. These transactions
resulted in no increase in the funded debt, while the difference in the
interest rates borne by the old bonds and the new means a reduction of
$71,360 in the annual interest charges.
There were drawn and taken into the treasury $456,000. Development
and General Mortgage Four per cent Bonds, representing in part the
equipment trust obligations paid during the year and charged to Property

C, Atlanta and New Holland, Ga., Austell and Howell, Ga., Knoxville
and Morristown, Tenn., and Ooltewah and Citico, Tenn. It is the policy
new double track as constructed. A total of 365.6 miles of
such signals was in operation at the close of the year.
to so equip all

SERVICE OF EMPLOYEES
There has never been a year of the Company's history in which the
stockholders have had as much reason for pride in and appreciation of
the officers and employees, their work, their spirit, their loyal self-sacrifice.
The manner in which a grave emergency was met and dealt with illustrates
at its best that discipline which distlngiiishes a true organization from a
Our organization, whch has in recent years
mere co-operative society.
been built and cemented by a strict adherence to the principle of promotion for merit and reliance upon men made on the road, who have
faithfully stood by during all our vicissitudes, has proven in this year of
need the greatest of the Company's assets, for it has fought a losing fight
and won.

ACCOUNTS AND STATISTICS

Statements of the accounts and statistics of the Company in detail will
be found in the tables hereto annexed.
The accounts have been examined, as usual, by independent auditors
and accountants, Messrs. Patterson, Teele & Dennis, and their certificate
is

made a part of this report.
Appended to this report

is a minute of the resolution adopted
Board upon being advised of the death of Alexander
Boyd Andrews, for many years a Director and First Vice-President of the (Company, who died at his home in Raleigh, North
Carolina, on April 17, 1915.

by

the

Respectfully submitted, by order of the Board,

Fairfax Harrison,
President,

Table

1.

INCOME STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,
PARED WITH YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1914.
OPERATING REVENUES:
1914.
$45,632,207.12
19,016,098.50
414.638.31
1,443,151.58
1.902.563.25
988,389.26
1,068,364.41
285.584.32
$70,750,996.75

Investment Account.

The total amount of Development and General Mortgage Four Per Cent
Bonds available for disposition on June 30, 1915, was $32,579,000, of which
$16,667,000 are pledged as collateral under Southern Railway Three-Year
Five Per Cent Collateral Trust Indenture, dated March
$15,912,000 of such bonds in the treasury.

2,

1914,

leaving

Double Track:
The double track construction work on the main line north of Charlotte,
N. C, carrying with it improved alignment and elimination of heavy grades,
has gone forward rapidly on 100 miles of the 142 miles of main line
between Washington and Charlotte operated as single track at the beginning of the past fiscal year.
Of this mileage, 27 miles, between Pelham
and Brown Summit, N. C, were in operation as double track at the close
of the year, and it is expected that all of the remaining 73 miles upon
which work is now under way will be completed before April, 1916. There
were 434.03 miles of double track in operation at the close of the year.
Since the close of the fiscal year there has been made available for the
provision of double track and other improvements on the main line between
Charlotte, N. C, and Atlanta, Ga., the sum of $3,500,000 through the
sale of I'irst Mortgage Tliirty-Year Five Per Cent (Series B) Gold Bonds
of The Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Railway Company.
The work in
immediate contemplation consists of the fi'fty-six miles between Spartanburg and Central, S. C, and the twenty-three miles between New Holland

and Cornelia, Ga.
Separation of Grade Crossings:

One

of the difficulties of modern railroading is the existence of grade
crossings of highways with railroads.
These crossings, which in some instances were actually required by the early charters, have become, with
the growth of population, a menace to the public, and cause, in deplorable
accidents for which those in charge of railroad trains are not always
responsible, but arc usually held responsible, a drain on the revenues of
the Company.
The increased use of automobiles in the South has accentuated this risk and this drain, and this Company is alive to the advantage
of separating such grades wherever reasonably practicable.
As, and when,
the community recognizes its share in the responsibility and evinces a
willingness to participate in the expense, much can be done, has been
done and will continue to be tlone on our lines. MortMjver, on all revision
of line undertaken in connection with the policy of constructing double
track, this Company has separated important and busy grade crossings
wherever physically practicable and not prevented by selfish local interests.
Thus, rjuring the past year, on 100 miles of the main line on which double
track has been under construction, 54 out of 73 ilangcrous grade crossings
were eliminated, and this policy will be continuctL
The enormous investment required for perfection in this respect is. however, an unfortunate assurance that for many years more rcliaiuc must he placed, for
the prevention of accidents at grade crossings, upon human care than upon
physical elimination of risk.
This is one of the most serious problems in
the South, as in other parts of the United States.

$9,283,238.66
12,133,828.71
2,244,350.52
25,713,747.03
463,598.19
1,987,879.39
^3t993-^3

$51,760,649.27

$18,990,347.48
2,679,389.67

$16,310,957.81

Automatic Elfctric Block Signals:
These signals were placed in operation on the 190.3 miles of double
belwcrn Amherst and Whittle, Va., Danville, Va., and I*clhnm, N.

track

1915,

COM-

1915.

$40,458,857.85
16,175,673.75
353,842.55
1,459,883.47
1,688,471.19
931,630.35
884,531.81
246,618.56

Freight

Passenger
Miscellaneous Passenger-Train
Mail
Express
Other Transportation
Incidental
Joint Facility

Total Operating Revenues

$62,199,509.53

OPERATING EXPENSES:
Maintenance of Way and Structures

$8,452,117.17
10,691,267.40
2,110,466.58
22,757,597.47
388.228.83
2,019,621.01

Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous Operations
General
Transportation for Inv estment-^C r e di t

,

.

.

.

Total Operating Expenses

^44,^89.8^

$46,174,710.59

Net Revenue from Railway Operations.
Railway Tax Accruals
Uncollectible Railway Revenue

.

Total Operating Income

$16,024,798.94
2,595,828.27
28,916.09
$13,400,054.58

NON-OPERATING INCOME:
$212,112.35
65,000.00
110,291.69
26,123.51
1,331,794.24
1.380.317.26
131,722.78
10,044.53
3,267,406.36

$19,578,364.17

Facility Rent Income
Income from Lease of Road
Rent Income
Net Income from Rail Leased
Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities
Income from Unfunded Securities
Accounts
Miscellaneous Income

Joint

3,799,062.20

and

Total Non-Operating Income

504,761.05
84,289.79
3,238,917.75

Total Gross Income

INCOME:

1,052,062.51
1,790.637.01
38,276.45
189,215.84
37.93
127,118.50

$284,477.24
65,880.00
124.440.58
23,280.85
1,080,243.89
1,071,544.35

Miscellaneous

DEDUCTIONS
$601,713.96

$16,638,972.33

FROM TOTAL

GROSS

Hire of Equipment— Balance
Joint
Facility Rents
Rent for Leased Roads (See Table 2)
Miscellaneous Rents
Scparatelv Operated Properties
Interest on I'nfunded Debt
Miscellaneous Income Charges

Total Deductions

$837,616.06
1,046,522.17
1,621.040.59
40.837.36
183.608.84
2.294.52
98,556.26
3,830.475.80

$15,779.301.97

Total Available Income

*,^„^

Intirest Accrued on Long Tkrm Dkbt
(Sec Tabic 2)
$10,156,021.65
Intekist Acchi'ed on Equipment Oni.uiAtions (See Tabic 2)
737,784.54
Interest Accrutd on Dividknd Certificates
32,000.00
Dividends AriRitn on
Soi'Tmern
Rail-

„

$10,053,022.78
^,«
660,565,59
..

Yards and Terminals;
In addition to the terminal yards at Richmond, Va., at Spencer and
Winston-Salcm, N. C., at Mobile and at Finle^ (near Birmingham). Ala.,
and at l-'orrcst (near Memphis), Tenn., mentioned last year, work upon
other imi)ortant terminal improvements prngre.ssrd during the past year
including a new yard at Denversidc (near East St. Louis), III., new facilities for both passenger and freight traffic at Sparlanburg, S. C, and
the
separation of bu.sy grade crossings in several cities.
Since the close of
the year the modern export coal terminal at Charleston, S. C, has been
put into operation.
Arrangements have been made to provide a union
passenger station nt Macon, Ga., to meet the long continued and insistent
demand for improved passenger traffic facilities in that city. New passing
side and spur tracks aggregating 89.27 miles were constructed.

783

..

o-*^ /.«a ««
220,008.00

WAV— MoniLK

AND

Oiiio

§12,808,496.53

Stock

Certificates

Trust
226,008.00

10.939,596. 37

U.I51.8M.79

$4,839,705.60

Balance of Income Over Charges
$1^656 68214
From which Di'duct Dividk sds on Preferred

$1,500,000.00
1,200.0 00.00

No. 27 (2>49fc) paid in April. 1914. ..
No. 28 (Scrip Dividcmi-j'T;) I
:;;;:;:;

Stock

$2,700. 000.00

$2.139,705.60

:

.

Total

!

;;:;;;;:;

DiviDrNDS

Balance over DiviurNDs oh Preferred Stock $1,656,682.34
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784

$133,313.02

$2,047,776.69

Balance carried to Credit of Profit and Loss. $1,523,369. 32

3

PROFIT AND LOSS, YEAR ENDED JUNE

Balance

Credit of this

at

Account June

30.

Deduct:
Discount on Securities charged

off during
the year
Property Abandoned and not Replaced
Advances to Proprietary Companies written

down

1,523,369.32

Credit

in Road
Equipment
in

Investment
Investment

$377,603,053.76

Total Investment in Road and Equipment $388,624,738.32
Cash Deposited in Lieu of Mortgaged Prop,,„„„,

498,359.17

erty Sold
Property— Rails
Physical
leased to others

^H2'2fi'f°Mi
68,656,135.^0

Fixtures

(Matured interest coupons)

$27,453,480.11
31,582,577.04
2,115.080.94
2,163.429.30
51,455.00

$185,650,200.00

Total Investments in Affiliated Companies

63,366,022.39

Notes

Advances
Miscellaneous

,

.

Total Other Investments

10,982,886.45

5,509,045.27

CURRENT ASSETS:
$2,955, 208.63
9.649, ,421.23
7,583, ,393.45
671 ,292.30
785, ,793.91
300 ,384.25
3,384 ,911.95
5,080 ,699.04
926, 711.34

237 576.13

$3,075,178.83
2,126,700.63
2,932,371.45
1,517,048.80
884,055.85
191,527.39
3,207,412.32
4,530,946.24
612,433.51
170,327.67

Cash

Time

Total Southern Railway Company Stock $180,000,000.00
Southern Ry.-M. & O. Stock
Trust Certificates
$5,670,200.00

Deposit

Special Deposits

Loans and Bills Receivable
Traffic and Car Service Balances Receivable
Balances due from Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Material and Supplies (Table 22)
Interest and Dividends Receivable
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

18.384,,000.00

to

Total

$146,360.90
954,979.63
235,228.19

Deterred Assets

1,336,568.72

UNADJUSTED DEBITS:
$7,217.60

190,166.84

1,871,598.56

Funded Debt Unmatured (Table
Owned by the Company

Unpledged
Pledged

Equipment Trust Obligations (Table
Total Long

Totals

$11,809.10

ILLINOIS

2,788,430.65
4.673.80
56.502.00
1,605,437.13
203,576.64
711,159.81

1,371,789.37

July

—

Other

12,684,711.82

Equipment of Leased Lines Retired; Deferred Payments Account Reconstruction
Rogersville
Branch;
Contractors'
Per
Cents.
Retained and Sundry Items....

$1,013,124.51
920,208.73
1,197,071.73

1,385,586.66

Taxes

.$1,011,687.22
954,979.63
1,898,431.28

'

Insurance Reserve
Operating Reserves

14,995,466.18
67,339.53

by the Company
Accrued Depreciation on Physical Property
Reserve
for
.Accrued
Depreciation
on
Leased Line Equipment; Expenses Accrued not Vouchered; Mileage Ticket
Suspense and Sundry Items
Total

Unadjusted

15,333,948.50
74,151.18

1,521,825.57

Credits

$20,795,023.38

CORPORATE SURPLUS:
Property, since June 30, 1907,

to

Through

Income

Appropriated

Surplus

$577,519.68
not

Specifically

In-

vested

263,970.15

$34,775,200.00
2,457,522,31

2.250,331.96
18,676,904.51

$483,157,651.67

$486,675,527.81

Total Appropriated Surplus
Profit and Loss Balance...

—

841.489.83
19,751,761.73

Grand Totals

$483Tl57,65I.67

CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY—SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
INCOME
The

following is a statement of
compared with the previous year:

the

—

1.77

3.16

—

bondale

—

The number of miles operated on June 30, 1915, was
The average number of miles of road operated during

7.06

4,767.14
the year

1915

during year
Railway operating revenues:
Freight

4,768.51

$41,212,270.70

$43,871,271.70

other than transportation
Total

railway

1914

4,770.03

Bridge tolls and miscellaneous freight
3,263,246.00
Passenger
12,640,597.28
Briilge tolls and misjellaneous passenger
211,080.10
Mail
1,050,706.59
Express
1,589.501.31
Other passenger train....
457,177.96
Other tran,sportation ....
753,786.52
Revenue from operat,*ons

revenues
4,770.03

Company's income

for

the

Increase

Average miles operated

1915
Reclassification of first main track, CarJunction, 111., to Frcdonia. 111., as other main
track, due to construction of Frcdonia and Reeds R. R... 6.64
May 26, 1915 Reduction due to construction of cut-off be.42
tween Kuttawa, Ky., and Cumberland, Ky
9,

2,740,952.55
22,673.80
56,502.00
1,576,496.72
249,266.09
376,357.87

——
—
—
Current Liabilities

Total Current Liabilities

$500,331.96

Reeds Junction,
1915
I'redonia and Reeds Railroad
Frcdonia, 111
Mileage added account of trackage rights, revision of line, and
rcnieasuremcnts

January

due

1

Funded Debt Matured Unpaid
Dividends Accrued Unmatured
Interest Accrued
Unmatured
Rents Accrued Unmatured

Additions

to

Less:

$455,000.00
1,156,567.52
5,415,499.79
633,395.38

UNADJUSTED CREDITS:

2,283,665.64

Additions for year:
9,

13,378.25
$427,699,078.25

DEFERRED LIABILITIES:

1,695,429.12

To the Stockholders of the Illinois Central Railroad Company:
The Board of Directors submit herewith the following report of the
operations and affairs of your Company for the year ended June 30, 1915:
4,769.27
The number of miles of road operated on June 30, 1914, was

111.,

$242,035,500.00

.

Loans and Bills Payable
Traffic and Car Service Balances
Audited Accounts and Wages
Miscellaneous Accounts
Interest Matured, including Interest

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

January

Term Debt

Total Capital Liabilities

$19,888,639.80

..$16,108,200.00
18,667,000.00

Grand Totals

$486,675,527.81

$226,844,500.00
15,191,000.00

.

CURRENT LIABILITIES:
$455,000.00
1,189,414.73
6,798,237.51
891,729.90

162,047.57

Total Unadjusted Debits

2,068,983.00

6)

Grants in aid of Construction
'$429,783^7dd.'ob

1.750.000.00

$34,319,200.00

$261,599,700.00
34,755,200.00

5).

Less:

Accrued Depreciation on Equipment Owned

Insurance Premiums and Rents paid in
advance
Unextinguished Discount on Funded Debt
(Proportion chargeable to Additions and
Betterments to be made)
Additions and Betterments Expenditures in
Suspense; Freight Claims in Suspense;
Foreign Mileage Suspense and Sundry
Items
Securities of the Company owned by it:
1915
1914
$15,652,200.00
18,667,000.00

$185,650,200.00

GOVERNMENTAL GRANTS:

Agents and

and Officers
Cash and Securities in Insurance Fund....
Other Deferred Assets

1,381,988.69

20,000.00
5,650,200.00

$244,133,500.00

DEFERRED ASSETS:
$232,377.94
920.208.73
229,402.02

Company.

$225,749 ,500.00

19,248,002.69

Working Funds Advanced

by the

Total Stock

14,704,162.17
31,575,392.23

Owned

LONG TERM DEBT:
$260,048, ,700.00
34,299, ,200.00

$460,115,557.95

Total Investments

$451,649,163.89

$120,000,000.00
60,000,000.00

Preferred

,„

$297,506.00
5!l58;913.45
52,652.82

Stocks

Bonds ...................
Notes

30, 1914

Companies:

Affiliated

..•."..•.....

Bonds

$19,751,761.73

Common

Less:
5,650,200.00

in

1915

CAPITAL STOCK:
$120,000 ,000.00
60,000, 000.00

2,112,590.04

and

Other Investments:
$297,473.00
10,658,913.45
26,500.00

AND JUNE

$180,000,000.00

Q.nrks

62,561,188.11

30, 1915,

,„, ,^, „,
503,161.93

Investments
$27,395,280.11
31,580,577.04
1,726,831.46
1,807,044.50
51,455.00

Balance June 30,

LIABILITIES
,„,,
,
,„ 1915
June
30,

$310,963,668.27
66,639,385.49

3,676.40

50,923.93

521,428.19

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE

30, 1914.

$425,293.47
45,210.79

$18,676,904.51

ASSETS
INVESTMENTS:
June

$20,273,189.92

1915.

30,

1914

Credit Balance of Income for the Year

Table 4

No. 17

72,916.09

$77,187.72
56,125.30

For Additions and Betterments.
For Miscellaneous

$91,928.91

Table

59,

Net Miscellaneous Credits

APPROPRIATION OF INCOME:
$91,928.91

Vol.

3,464,624.56
13,715,979.06

247.762.37
1,042,042.96
1,770,646.75
475,668.53
804,580.88

Decrease

+

year

—

-f-

1.52

— $2,659,001.00
—
201,378.56
— 1,075,381.78
— 36,682.27
8,663.63
—
181,145.44
—
18,490.57
—
-4-

50,794.36

522,006.02

481,123.21

+

40,882.81

61,700,372.48

65,873,700.02

—

4,173,327.54

operating

October

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

22, 1915

Railway operating expenses:
Maintenance of way and

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES

structures

8,839,472.06
Maintenance of equipment 13,892,443.73
Traffic e.xpenses
1,238,439.64
Transportation expenses.. 22,299,815.12
General expenses
1,603,255.98

Transportation

for

—
—
—
—
—
—

9,205,946.38
14,510,079.49
1,290,777.98
24,150,039.98
1,618,483.63

invest-

ment— Cr

303,278.88

railway operating
expenses
47,570,147.65

Total

Net revenue

—

rail

14,130,224.83

15,098,372.56

411,179.77
405,049.10

499,802.61
517,453.45

—
—
—
—

6,130.67

*17,650.84

+

50,775,327.46

oper-

ations

Outside operations:

Revenues
Expenses
Net

366,474.32
617,635.76
52,338.34
1,850,224.86
15,227.65

m

303,278.88

3,205,179.81

968,147.73

88,622.84
112,404.35

GENERAL EXPENSES

Net railway operating
revenue
14,136,355.50
Railway tax accruals
3,233,838.38
railway

24,044.24

-j-

24,044.24

^^

+

861 001 77
338!827;70

Gross income
Deductions from gross

18,537,900.91

19,060^074.98

—

522 174 07

11,678,739.25

10,921,250.55

+

757,488.70

8,138,824.43

—

1,279 662 77

4^
+

in-

6,859,161.66

Uisposition or net income:
Applied to sinking and
other reserve funds.
Appropriated for addi-

107,875.00

.

and betterments

46,027.77

transferred to
credit of profit and loss

41,642 66

6,705,258.89

8,097,181.77

Balance

»i7-)'^nJ'7n""'
°''
•

'

11,739,474.65
7,320,600.33

Net income

m

FINANCIAL
The

financial

condition

of

Company

the

the

at

of

close

the

year as

compared with the previous year is set forth in the general balance sheet.
Table No. 4. which table, together with Table No. 7, "Long Term Debt and
Interest,
has been stated in somewhat different form from the previous
year
Ihese changes were made in accordance with the form of balance
sheet prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission
to take effect

107 875 00
iu/,a/5.U0

J

uly

IM 14.

1,

4^8^11

CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT

-»,^u.'.ii

'^"""8 'he year.
Central Equipment Trust Certificates, Series
were issued and sold in April, 1915.
Central Railroad Company Four and One-half Per Cent
Secured
,}'"iS'^
"' ="nounting to $10,780,000.00, matured July 1, 1914, and were

*^,^Plt^' •^""=''
?i''Qsn
m^Ton""of/''fn?"$1,980,000.00
Illinois'"V"'^

1,391,922.88

C,

* Deficit.

REVENUES

n

For the current year the operating revenues amounted

to $61,700,372 48
with $65,873,700.02 in the previous year, a* decrease
of
l4
17r,?77^ or 6.34 per cent.
:p4,]/3,J2/.j4,
Freight revenue amounted to $41,212,270.70, a decrease
of $2,659 00100
or 6.06 per cent.
The principal portion of the decrease was on 'the
southern lines, the northern lines showing a comparatively
small decrease
and the western lines an increase. The bituminous coal
traffic showed a
substantial increase both in tonnage and revenue
over last year and there
was also a heavy increase
the movement of grain through the port
of
New Orleans which added materially to the revenue
for thiyear
These
"Ot sufficient to offset the loss in revenue
du'e to the
fi'l'l'i'n'
„°ff""i
'"' ""''' ^'""''^^^ '" merchandise and
mis'ceflaneous Jre^hT iutfn^ess"'

retir

the terms of the mortgage $2,000,000.00 Illinois Central
Railroad
First Lien Equipment Bonds were delivered to
Trustee and
An additional $881,000.00 of the same issue the
of bonds were
T'-^stee for cancellation in connection with the
tT. ,n"Th^ v"" "i& 'iV=Mississippi Valley Railroad Company of 105 locomoffJes released
r,^= .H ""S
tives
under the mortgage and which were a part of a total
of
134 locomotives sold

canceled.

'"'"^ °^

Ihe souUifr'nTnes.

^"^'^^^

passenger

Table'No.''!2!°

">^

'"

In

no°o

Eouip-nt' f r^i""

n!i"'"?'\,!=^""^'r
"
°'^ Central

T;

territory''sL°rved

December,

CertifiJ/tel

Equipment

Trust

Cer-

OWNED

the

Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans Railroad
°f 'he. Trust Agreement $5 700^000 o5
of°"]fs'"LmW„t""T"
ot
Its
''T'
Equipment Trust."?
Certificates,
Series -A."
The Illinois Central
Railroad Company purchased $700,000.00
of this issue
Of the latter

be found by reference

will

*and'°*°3fo
S4riet "B."

SECURITIES

I'sYtlV^^c^n^'
revenue north if the Ohio Rfver
traffic

retired

Slr^er -a'tificates,

of ,',T?UsT?s''l\

^"''""= "^^

'"

''"''

that Company.
and cancelled under the terms of the resoective Tnitt
to

There were

"f

a Ie^=realrarc/;''p'Sre'f wlfh-r^sVylr
There was a substatitial decrease in the

i

Under
Company

m

to

decrease of $15,227.65, or

of'^'"^^ for the year was $3,233,838.38, a decrease of
P^'' "^ent less than the previous year.
-T-u
,"{'""= was a substantial decrease in the amount accruing to the State
ot Illinois on account of the charter tax owing to the
decrease in the
revenues on the charter lines during the year as compared with last
year
there was also a material decrease in the amount of taxes paid on the
noncharter lines in Illinois and on the lines in several of the other states
due
to reductions
the rates of taxation.

944,366.22
107 408 69

Railway operating income 10,878,472.88
Other income
7,659,428.03

come

to $1,603,255.98, a

.94 per cent.

TAXES

—
—

15,080,721.72
3,341,247.07

General expenses amounted

23,781.51

rev-

enues

tions

Transportation expenses were $22,299,815.12 for the year, a decrease
compared with the previous year of $1,850,224.86, or 7.66 per cent.
The reduction in the volume of traffic was, in part, responsible for this
decrease; but an important saving was occasioned by the substitution on
portions of the main lines of superheater locomotives of greater tractive
power, resulting in the movmeent of heavier trains with but slight increase
the expense.
In the freight service the increase in the average tons
moved per train mile, including Company's freight, was 7.16 per cent.
A special campaign was carried on in connection with fuel economy,
resulting in a decrease of 10.16 per cent in the cost of fuel for locomotives,
notwithstanding the larger locomotives in service on some parts of the
line and a decrease of only 6.01 per cent in engine miles.
Special attention
was also given to the elimination, as far as possible, of the causes for
loss and damage and other claims, the result being that there
was a
decrease of 27.48 per cent in the amounts paid for loss and damage to
freight, and of 20.69 per cent in the sums paid for all claims and damages
during the year as compared with last year.
as

— outside

revenue

operations
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At Paducah, Ky.. the freight yard was added to by the construction
The freight yard at Fulton, Ky.. was increased
of 6.28 miles of sidings.
6.59 miles.
,
The reduction of grades between Paducah, Ky., and Princeton, Ky^ and
the enlargement of yard facilities at the latter point were continued and
were practically completed at the close of the year.
The elevation of the tracks at Memphis, Tenn., as also the construction
of the new passenger facilities at that place, referred to in previous reports.
The raising of tracks and relocating of main line in
were completed.
connection with levee improvements being made by the city authorities in
North Memphis, Tenn., were undertaken during the yaer and are about half

„

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
Equipment (including
There was expended during the year for Road and
following is a
improvem^ms orsubsidiary properties) $10,323,622.76. Tfie
classified

statement of these expenditures:

Advances for
Additions and
Additions and Betterments
to Lines of
Betterments
Subsidiary
on Owned
Companies
Lines
Road
^''$72,392.91
„„
$32,033.80
...
Engineering
Ti?
7ji jO
7n
41987 82
112.|«
Land, for transportation purposes
773;502;i4
•......•
•••OrsQing

mkteriki
nfhpr track material
Other
T?ic\''laying- and surfacing- !
Right of way. fences
Crossings and signs
nis
Station and office buildings
'*
Roadway buildings

! 1

! !

!

!

!

!

! !

!

i

.

. .

•

_..;•

.

819,4J1,44
347,765.16
348,520.74
149,360.12
335,814.21

c'<i

57^

14:^51:20
66,152.72
828.18

.

1 1

•••

IHltii

,°';'?|i
Ta7i7"?a
i is'isqnt

?!•?„
'i'f
2,714.30

?'t!, ^1
5,543.24

J-niA'ii

iii^'nn
'sf?7d
44,Mi:4t

^nk^yhi

structures

n

69 fee
879.47

;:::;::::::;:

Roadway machines •;::..::
Roadway small tools
"

1

„

A

,934.99

,o,h»o?
i»,i48.yj
••:••;;;
^U' 7^-11

no!,,
32,900.//
1,500.00

Assessments for public improvements
Cost of road purchased
Other expenditures— Road
Shop machinery
Power plant machinery

,890.31

c iifis;

69.13

.

A

ll'^^tlll
488,890.75
5,212.32
56,602.84
10.431.65
148,289.48

'Viiiio
- "•• 'o

Power plant buildings
Power transmission systems
Power line poles and fixtures
Miscellaneous

174,526.95
243,346.17
191326.48
120,492.58
J,?'5?5'2^
97,414.43

:::::::::::::::::::::
Shon, and Iniinehouses
..:...
Grafn devafor's
Storage warehouses
Wharves and docks
Coal and ore wharves
Telegraph and telephone hues
Signals and interlockers
.

Rl'q'i^i'ii

.^Ifgl^l

;;;.

S^stationT

.

osiil
984.44

a-ia
434

.;;.:::;:.:...

i'^f,

completed.
Tne grade crossing elimination work at Grand Crossing, Chicago, III.,
track elevation work between 79th Street and 116th Street, Chicago, III..
and through Cicero, 111., also grade revision at Mattoon, 111., were still
in progress at the close of the year.
The work of strengthening the Cairo Bridge so as to be able to operate
heavy locomotives over it was performed during the year.
An interlocking plant was installed at Aulon, Tenn.
New station buildinps were erected at Grand Crossing, Chicago, III.,
Marion, 111., Buckner, III., Toone, Tenn., and Masonville, la., andf others
new
are in course of construction at Storm Lake, la., and Millwood, Ky.
freight house was erected at Starkville, Miss.
The freight and passenger station at Winona, Miss., was enlarged and
improvements made to the station building at La Salle, 111.
New water plants were installed at Obion, Tenn., and Dyersburg, Tenn.
Water stations were improved at Storm Lake, la.. Rock Rapids, la., Sioux
City, la.. De Koven, Ky., Cecilia, Ky., Fulton, Ky., McComb, Miss., and
Crystal Springs, Miss.
New steel water tanks of 100,000 gallon capacity,
replacing wooden tanks, were installed at Dubuque, la.. Central City, Ky.,
and JacKson, Miss.
New mechanical coaling plants were erected at Amboy, 111., and Jackson,
Miss.
At Harahan, La., new coal handling facilities were installed for
transferring coal from cars to barges.
New mechanical buildings, consisting of car repair shed, sand house, six
stall roundhouse, power house, oil and store house, were erected at Princeton, Ky., and a five stall roundhouse and machine shop, store and oil house,
sand house, and car repair shop and shelter were built at Jackson, Miss.
The plant within the city limits at the latter place was abandoned.
New 85-ft. steel turntables were installed at Princeton, Ky., Dyersburg,
Tenn., Nonconnah Yard, Memphis, Tenn., and Jackson, Miss.
secondhand 66-ft. turntable was put in at Kenner, La.
One hundred and sixty-two miles of electric automatic block signals were
constructed at various points and placed in operation. There were 1,262.4
miles of protected track at the close of the year.
Electric block signals are being installed between Branch Junction and

'^c/^Q'l

Tunnels and subways
Bridges, trestles and culverts

^lt-||J-f^

?HltB
23,761.86

Centralia, 111., 4 miles; Marine to Glen Carbon, 111., 13.7 miles; Coleman to
Plato Center, III., 11.5 miles; and Mona to Benson, la., 10.7 miles; a total
of 39.9 miles.
6,063 lineal feet of permanent bridges and trestles were constructed,
replacing timber and pile bridges, trestles, and embankments.
1,501 lineal feet of permanent bridges and trestles were rebuilt or replaced

^^'l^coi^
458.86

Covered by
Equipment
Trust

Freight-train cars
Passenger-train cars

Work equipment
General:
Organization

expenses

Other

construction
expenditures General

—

.

29,402 lineal feet of timber and pile bridges or trestles were rebuilt or
replaced by embankments.

Equipment:
Fifty Mikado type freight locomotives and twenty-five switching locomotives were added during the year, and sixty-eight locomotives were disposed of, resulting in an increase of seven locomotives, and an increase in
tractive power of all locomotives as compared with the previous year of

291 04
^yi.v^t

a;:*;a
1,053.62
4,619.82

Taxes
Interest" during

by embankments.

Series "C"
$1.256,065.82Cr.260.280.44 ) .,^•'''^'•'**
749 34J ^q
l,078.535.52Cr. 39.316.03 }
168,250.14 Cr.123,997.17
452,213.15

Equipment*
Steam locomotives

10,618.81

1,181.65

bbVD

,

$2,502,851.48 $2,350,839.01 $6,093,901.80

of

623,969.53

$2,502,851.48 $1,726,869.48 $6,093,901.80
C,

St.

L.

& N.

O. R. R.

Equipment

Trust Series "A."
The following shows the amount advanced during the year to each of the
subsidiary Companies, these amounts being includedf in total advances shown
in Table No. 6 of this report:
$5,676 ,567.14
Chicago. St. Louis & New Orleans R. R
SO .862.26
Canton, Aberdeen & Nashville R. R

South _Cbicago_^ R.^R
Blue I':and R. R.

Cr.

Dubuque & Sioux City R. R..
Kensington & Eastern R. R...
Batesville Southwestern R. R.
Bloomington Southern R. R..
Johnston City Southern R. R.
Benton Southern R. U

Herrin Northern R.
Fredonia & Reeds R.

R
R

1

I>uring the year 90 pound new steel rail was laid on 262,23 miles of
and second-hand steel rail was relaid on 62.74 miles, all of which
replaced rail of lighter pattern.
Ninety-nine new industrial tracks were built or extended, making a
net addition of 7.46 miles after allowing for industrial tracks taken up.
Four hundred and one new Company sidings were built or extended;
allowing for tracks taken up there was a net addition for the year of
69.54 miles.
The second main track between Fultoin Ky., and Memphis, Tcnn., which
was referred to as being in the course of construction in last year's report,
v/as completed.
In order to facilitate the handling of coal traffic a double track connection
was installed between the junction of the Carbondale and Johnston City
Districts, near Cambria, 111., the length of track constructed being 1.34 miles,

past

year has suffered from the depression

prevalent

The substantial amounts expended by your Company during the past few
years in additional facilities, as well as in the upkeep of existing tracks
and structures, together with the acquisition of a large number of new
locomotives of increased tractive power and cars of greater capacity than
those formerly in service, enabled your Company to curtail its expenses in

PHYSICAL CHANGES

Roadway and Structurks:

business

pronounced on the

,323.99
,121.58
,589.95
,679.80
,500.33
,358.76
.216.83

improvements were made in the physical condition of the
Company's road and equipment during the year.
Below is a statement as to the more important improvements, the cost
of which was charged either wholly or in part to Road and Equipment.

were acquired and thirteen
making a net increase

throughout the country, and this has been most
lines south of the Ohio River.
The crops in the territory served by your Company's lines were generally
good; but the practical discontinuance of lumber exports and the general
depression in the building trades seriously affected the lumber business;
this, together with the low price received by cotton growers for their product, not only affected the revenue your Company received from the transportation of lumber, but also, in connection with both commodities, had a
depressing effect on the revenues from the transportation of general merchandise and on passenger travel.

in

964.85
898.65
747.36

Substantial

cars

GENERAL REMARKS
Your Company during the

$6,093,901.80

Total

track,

passenger-train

sold, destroyed or transferred to other sevice,
eighty-eight cars.

Nine thousand three hundred and thirty-two freight-train cars were
added during the year; six thousand four hundred and nineteen were new
cars and two thousand nine hundred and thirteen were cars purchased
from the Central Fruit Despatch; four thousand nine hundred and sixteen
cars were sold, destroyed or transferred to work service, leaving a net
increase of four thousand four hundred and sixteen cars.
The average
capacity of cars owned at the close of the year was 41.46 tons as compared with 41.52 tons last year. The total capacity of. cars was 2,647,730
tons this year and 2,467,995 tons last year.

amount transferred to
Less
"Miscellaneous physical property," due to change in classi-

Balance covered by outstanding

tons.

One hundred and one
were

tication

No. 17

cut-off was built from Fredonia, III., on the Carbondale Distnct to
Reeds Junction, 111., on the Johnston City Branch, a distance of 1.77 miles.
This involved the abandonment as first main track of 6.64 miles of line
between Fredonia. 111., and Carbondale Junction, 111.
The second main track at Parkway, III., was extended to Broadview 111.,
a distance of 2.46 miles, and additional side tracks were constructed for
the purpose of handling passenger traffic to and from Speedway, 111., the
site of the new automobile race course a short distance east of Broadview,

.

.
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A

increases
The balances in the sinkine funds as of June 30, 1915, and the
^
durine the year were as follows;
r, -j
rConBridge
Truste^Ca.ro
Company,
The Karmers' Loan and Trust
_
„.
_
tinnent Fund. $504,180.00.
„
Sinking
Bridge
Cairo
Trustee—
Company,
The Farmers' Loan and Trust
„
Fund, $344,580.24, an increase of $32,412.97.
Fund
United States i'rust Company of New. York, Tru|tee-Smking
of $100,294.21.
for Western Lines Bonds, $1,417,887 73, an increase
for
Fund
Trustee—Sinking
York,
of
New
United States Trust Company
Omaha Division Bonds, $192,921.50, an increase of $17,076.65.
.

Vol.

with the decrease in revenue.
As a result, while the total railway
operating revenues decreased 6.34 per cent, the ratio of railway operating
expenses to railway operating revenues was 77.10 per cent this year as
against 77.08 per cent the previous year.
Under date of December 1, 1914, an equipment trust, known as the
"Chicago, St. Louis and New Orleans Equipment Trust, Series 'A.' " was
made in the amount of $5,700,000.00 with which to provide funds, in part,
for the acquisition of 72 locomotives and 6,500 freight cars.
The Illinois
Central Railroad Company guaranteed the payment of the trust certificates
and entered into an agreement with the Chicago, St. Louis and New Orleans
Railroad Company under which your Company became the sub-lessee of the
equipment covered by the lease. Under date of April 1, 1915, the Illinois
Central Railroad Company issued $1,980,000.00 of equipment trust certificates known as "Illinois Central Equipment Trust, Series 'C " for the
purpose of paying, in part, for 75 locomotives and 1,000 refrigerator cars
The equipment coveretf by both of these trusts was received and placed in
service during the year.
The Boani takes this opportunity of expressing its appreciation to the
officers and employees for their loyal and efficient services during
the
line

_

past

By

year.

order of the Board of Directors.

C.

H.

Markham

President.

October
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Pacific, puts this aptly

Our work is done in offices in the top stories of buildings; rarely do we
meet the patrons of the road, and only occasionally meet our own brother
officers outside of the circle of a certain half dozen with whom we come
in contact regularly; that very fact makes our work more difficult, and it
Without the constantly broadening inis apt to appear to be drudgery.
fluences of contact with people outside of our own department, and outside of railroad service, as is the case with nearly all other departments
of railroad operations, it is no wonder that we do sometimes become

EDITORS:

narrow.

The work of the association deserves not only the support
its members but more attention than it is getting from a great
many railroad officers in other branches of the service. On the
of

weekly issues and special daily
New York, or in places other than
York, payable in advance and postage free:
United States and Mexico
$5.00

Subscriptions, including 52 regular
editions published from time to time in

Canada

toward the quantity and quality of the information which they
give out about the company's aflfairs has come an opportunity
for the association to make its work better understood and more
fully appreciated by the layman. Two little leaflets have recently
been published by the association, one setting forth concisely
its objects and what it accomplishes, and the other containing
abstracts from the comments of some of the members on the
work of the association. One thought that runs through all of
these comments is that an accounting officer must continually
guard against losing touch with the other branches of the service and of the progress being made in the science of his own
work. P'rank Nay, controller of the Chicago, Rock Island &

Treas.

Samuel O. Dunn, Editor.
Roy V. Wright, Managing Editor.
H. F. Lane
W. E. Hooper
W. S. Lacker
R. E. Thayer
B. B. Adams
C. W. Foss
a. C. Loudon
F. W. Kraeger
E. T. Howson
H. H. Simmons
C. B. Peck
G. L. Lachxk

New
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other hand, the association itself can help, and apparently realizes

making a better understanding between accounting
and other officers of the railroad possible.

the fact, in
officers

6.00

Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
8.00
Single copies
15 cents each
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of

Way

Convention daily issues, North America, $1 ; foreign, $2.
Entered at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., as mail matter of the
second class.
GUARANTEE, that of this issue 8,750 copies were printed; that of
these 8,750 copies 7,230 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the
weekly edition, 122 were provided for counter and news companies' sales,
1,047 were mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 351
were provided for new subscriptions, samples, copies lost in the mail
and office use; that the total copies printed this year to date were
405,200, an average of 9,209 copies a week.
The RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE and all other Simmons-Boardman publications are members of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

No more

complete

statistical

demonstration of the overwhelming

superiority of the railways of the United States over those of the

world has ever been made than
by
'he Bureau of Railway Economics, presenting comparative statistics for the
United States and 38 foreign countries,
rest of the

The

WE

Superiority

of Railways in

United States

that afforded by the bulletin just issued

covering 606,000 miles of line, or seven-eights of the total railway
mileage of the world. In the tables published elsewhere in this
it
is shown that with one exception the railways of the
United States pay a higher average wage than prevails in any
other country, yet with one exception, freight rates per ton per
mile in the United States are lower than the rates in any other
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railroad

ofiicers

accoiintinr; dcpartnifnts

other than those in the executive and
do not realize the scope of the Association

An

Association

Represenling

280 000

Miles

of

R;iilw:iy

AccoiintinR OfTiccrs or

the importance of the

work which

is

hc-

'"K done by it. The association has 600
individual
members, representing over

280,000 miles

of

railroad,

some express

companies and some steamship lines, and lias mcmliers in the
United .States, Canada, Mexico, South America, Cnha, Torto Rico,
Philippine Ishinds and South Africa.
VVitli the channo that
has hcuii

railways the United States

its

principal countries of the world.

is

exceeded by every one of the

The one important

particular

which the railways of the United States are surpassed, from

tlie

viewpoint of the public, is in the rate per passenger per mile, and
even in this respect, taking into account the accommodations furnished and the service performed, rates in the United States are
lower than in any of the countries with which comparison is

made.

The low

fares in

many

countries are

shown

the diflfcrent character of the service, which

is

to be

due to

indicated very

figures showing the great density of low class
passenger traflk, such as we do not have in this country, and
the average number of passengers per train.

clearly by the

Denmark, are sCT^v passengers carried per
United States, where the average is 53, although
the trains have space accommodations for
Passenger Fares in
m;uiy more. In most Emopcan countries
''"^ number of passengers per train is from
the United States
""^ '"
^^" '^'^"' Srcatcr, and in India the
and Eliewhere
average reaches 176.
Just as the low
freight rates in the United States arc made possible by the fact
that the freight density is greater than in any other country except Germany, and that in hatding 400.8 tons of freight per train
the United States leads every other country by a long interval,
the low passenger f.nccs in some other countries are made possible
by heavy lo.iding in other words, crowding- of passengers. In
In only one country,

train as in the

•Illustrated.

Many

of
in

LETTERS TO THK EDITOR:

Ripley, E.

In most other countries freight rates are 50 per cent
higher than in the United States, and average wages are SO per
cent less than in the United States.
In capitalization per mile
countrjr.

EDITORIAL:

t;il<ing

])Iacc

in

tlie

attitude of railroad

managements

^

—

fact,

in

many

of the countries where the prevailing fares arc
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lower than

in this

The

freight.

much
we crowd the
Germany or Russia

fact that the freight rates in

'TpHQSE who
*-

more

approximate our passenger fares than our freight
fares are nearly as low as our rates for
freiglit, may indicate the relative degree of respect paid to people
and to property in a country where the boys are raised to be
targets.
A Chicago newspaper recently printed a story that
about one thousand college students are trying to make arrangements with the railroads to transport them to a football game in
Minneapolis in cattle cars, so that the reduction in railroad fares
thus obtained will enable the university to have a larger representation at the game and to make its "beef" count in the cheering
section as well as in the scrimmage line. The rates which the railroads quote for such an occasion may give us something to compare with the low European fares. Such a proposition ought to
appeal to the railroad rate-makers on the theory of charging what
the traffic will bear, but the Cummins amendment, which imposes
on the railroads full liability, presents a possible obstacle, unless it
be held that a college student under such circumstances constitutes
a shipment the value of which is concealed by the package, in
which case the value could be declared to be "not over $100." As
this scheme is said to have originated at the University of Iowa,
railroad men are liable to suspect in it a crafty inspiration on
the part of Clifford Thorne, moving in this mysterious way to
With the rate
establish a precedent for lower passenger fares.
once established it might not be impossible to persuade the Iowa
legislature to impose some legal requirements as to the service
and equipment, such as padding for the interior of the cars or
while their

springs for the trucks.

The
the

amount of time that might be devoted to a study of
problems that are involved in government regulation
of railroads and public utilities by members

total

big

A

the Interstate Commerce Commission
and state commissions that is wasted
through having to hear complaints that
Case
ought never to have been brought is astonishing. The "residents" of Port Ewen, Ulster county, N. Y.,
recently brought a complaint before the New York Public Service Commission, Second district, against the Western Union
of

Typical

because

it

discontinued the use of a telegraph wire, about a mile
and instead of a Morse operator at the

long, to that village,
village

had an agent who transmitted the telegraph messages by

A

about a mile distant.
local
had been the company's
telegraph operator at Fort Ewen, receiving half the amount taken
in as compensation for his work as telegrapher.
This amounted
to considerably less than the regular wages of a telegrapher.
telephone to a telegraph
druggist,

Card

creases in

closely

rates,

who was

— that

office

also a telegrapher,

was the

—

name was so slow in getWestern Union decided to make a

local druggist's

ting his accounts in that the

Another man was hired to transmit telegraph messages
by telephone to the nearest office. Card and other "residents"
of Port Ewen brought a complaint before the Public Service
Commission. Commissioner Emmet, in dismissing the complaint,
It is hardly believable, however,
calls it a fairly typical one.
that there is not one touch of the unique in this case.
When
Card was notified that the commission would hold a hearing
on his complaint at Albany on a certain date he informed the
commission by letter that Albany was inconvenient as a place
for a hearing and asked that further public hearings, if any were
necessary, should be held at Port Ewen.
There is no doubt
that one of the important functions which the Interstate Commerce Commission and state commissions perform is to offer
an open court where any one's grievance against a railroad or
Might it not be
public utilities company can be thrashed out.
just possible, however, to divide some of the state commissions
into two sections, one to hear complaints of the Port Ewen order
and the other to study the somewhat broader problems of government regulation and pass on such questions as a two-cent

change.

rate for passengers?
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country the passengers are handled very

Instead of crowding the passengers

like freight.

Vol.

think of the railways as always demanding inrates

and quarreling with their customers, the

shippers, should take note of the fact that the transcontinental

railways recently have been appearing, together with the shippers

Commerce

of the middle west, at a hearing before the Interstate

Commission

at

ing permission

Chicago for the second time within a year, askto

make

further extensive

reductions

The purpose of

in

their

meet
water competition via the Panama Canal and to enable some
of the middle western shippers, whom Uncle Sam's waterway
has left high and dry, to retain some of their former business
on the Pacific coast.
rates

the

to

This

is

Pacific

coast.

in spite of the

some of

these

is

to

fact that the railways of the middle

same lines, are still seeking advances in rates by asking the commission for a rehearing of
the western rate advance case.
Of course, both the western
and the transcontinental groups of roads are trying to increase
their revenues, the western trunk lines by advancing rates which
they consider unremunerative and the transcontinental lines by
reducing rates to a point which will restore to them a part of
the traffic they have been obliged to relinquish to the canal route
during the past year.
Last fall the transcontinental roads asked the commission to
approve reductions in the rates on a list of about 100 commodities which were not low enough to prevent the water lines
through the canal from taking business away from them. These
were to be made without corresponding reductions to intermediate points.
The commission granted the authoriti,- asked
with some modifications.
Now the canal has been in operation for over a year and both the railways and the middle
western shippers, as they testified at the hearing, have found
that it is necessary to make reductions in the rates on several
hundred more commodities, if they are to retain any considerable portion of the business.
Ever since the canal was
opened the Interstate Commerce Commission has been bombarded with petitions and letters from shippers in the middle
west for some relief from a condition under which their comwest, including

the

on the Atlantic seaboard have been given such low

petitors

water through the canal that they can undersell the
the Mississippi valley who are dependent on the
through rail routes to the coast. The railroads could not, without the permission of the commission, reduce their rates to
the coast without at the same time reducing their rates and
revenues on traffic to intermediate points not subject to the
water competition. These petitions and letters the commission
turned over to the railroads and from March 1 until September
a committee of representatives of the transcontinental lines
1
was in session at Chicago hearing the stories of shippers whose
business has been hurt by the canal.
The result has been the presentation of a petition for relief
from the commission's fourth section orders, similar to that
granted in connection with the application of last fall relief
which would allow reductions to the coast without proportionate
rates

bj'

shippers

in

—

reductions to interior points on a large

number of

additional

commodities.
It was testified at the hearing that many commodities which
have never before been considered subject to water competition are now moving almost entirely by water; that during the
past four months 42 vessels have been operated through the
canal westbound with general cargoes between the Atlantic and
Pacific ports of the United States; and that in the first 11
months after the opening of the canal the tonnage of this class
of traffic had amounted to 900,000 tons, substantiating the estimate made by the roads last fall that it would amount to 1,000,-

000 tons a year.
at the

A

large

hearing described

number of shippers who appeared
how their business was being

in detail

and asked that the reductions be allowed, while the
intcrmountain cities were on hand
protest against any reductions in the rates to the coast,

affected,

representatives of western
to

unless they are to be given similar concessions.

October

29,
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now presents very
has during the quarter
has been before the commission. The interior

The controversy over transcontinental
much the same features that it always

rates

of a century it
cities always have been at a disadvantage as compared with
the coast cities that have both rail and water transportation,
and this disadvantage the government has increased by building

Although the commission a few years ago reduced
it has
not yet been able to give the interior cities the advantages that
th« coast cities derive from their location on the water. So far
the canal.

the difference between their rates and the coast rates,

as the present case

is

concerned,

if

the

rail

rates are not re-

go to the coast by water, and while the
intermountain cities would thus be spared the chagrin of seeing the freight pass by rail on its way to the coast they would
be no better off than if reductions in the rail rates enabled
some of the business to move by rail to the coast. In fact, it
is better for the interior cities to have traffic move to the coast
by rail than by water, because the railways do employ people,
buy supplies and pay taxes in intermountain communities, while
and, therefore, whatever causes the
the water lines do not
water carriers to take business from the railways injures the
intermountain communities by injuring the railways.
The Panama canal was built by the people of the United
States, partly for benefit of the shippers of the United States.
As it has turned out, the canal is benefiting only the shippers
of the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts, and it is necessary
for the railroads to come to the assistance of the remaining
shippers to prevent them from being harmed while the shippers
on the coasts are being benefited.

duced the business

will

;
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Operating revenues for the 10,311 miles of railroad operated
by the Southern Pacific in 1913 amounted to $142,775,000. In
1914, with 111 more miles in operation, operating revenues
amounted to $138,520,000, and in the fiscal year ended June 30,
1915, with 10,554 miles of line in operation, operating revenues
amounted to $129,866,000. Operating expenses and taxes in 1913
amounted to $98,567,000 in 1914 to $100,825,000, and in 1915 to
$94,125,115. In 1913 the Southern Pacific earned a surplus avail;

able for dividends of $26,868,000, the equivalent of 9.85 per cent

on
it

In 1915, notwithstanding

stock.

its

had

to contend with in the

two

all

the difficulties which

years, the

company earned

$20,452,000 surplus available for dividends, or the equivalent of
7.50 per cent.

Two

The Southern

Pacific

is

paying 6 per

cent.

years previous to the floods and crop failures of 1914

the Southern Pacific had just finished going through a strike of

machinists which would have tried the resources of the strongest
of

American

with

it

In 1915 the prostration of industry, and

railroads.

the cessation of

and of

all

all

but the most necessary purchases

but the most necessary railroad journeys,

factor which

all

was a

of the railroads serving the cotton producing

had to face, and while only a small proportion of the
Southern Pacific's lines are in the cotton producing states, the
The lumber trade was in as bad a way
loss was considerable.
What increase there was in passenger business
as cotton.
from the expositions at San Diego, Cal., and San Francisco was
more than offset by the effect of the business depression on passtates

senger

traffic.

Passenger revenue

in

1915

$3,550,000, or 8.78 per cent, as

amounted to $36,865,000, a loss of
compared with the previous year.

The

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

A BOUT

as severe a test as is likely to be applied to a rail-

•^^ road company operating in eight states was applied to the
Southern Pacific in the two years ended June 30, 1915. The
law of chances would be strongly in favor of prosperity in some
of these states

mountain

— they include the Southwest, Pacific coast
— in at least one out of two successive years.

states

real reasons which underlie the Southern Pacific's ability
through such a long period of continuously and severely
adverse conditions date back to the early history of the company.
For years and year Collis P. Huntington poured money back
into the Southern Pacific to an extent that it would be almost
impossible to determine from the records.
What is known of
these records, however, leads one to suspect that when the valuation of the Southern Pacific is concluded the cost of reproduc-

to get

and

tion

new

for that property will be so far in excess of the cost

of the value of the property as carried on the books as to
astonish any one not intimately
the Huntington and

familiar with the history of

Harriman regimes.

The

pany has never gone through a receivership
this connection.
Deferred maintenance will

fact that the
is

com-

of importance in

eat into the

whole

structure of

a transportation plant at a constantly increasing
ratio that makes it the most expensive way that there is for a
railroad to save

The Southern Pacific never had thi*
money in this way. On the other hand, all

money.

necessity for saving

the traditions of the operating and maintenance departments
have been to make maintenance so complete as to keep the property abreast of advancing standards. The fact that the maintenance of way officers of the division report to the division superintendent makes it easy and natural to live up to these traditions.
In 1915 a total of $15,356,000 was spent for maintenance of way
and structures, a decrease as compared with the previous year
of $1,159,000; but in 1915 the average expenditure for maintenance per mile was $1,455. This is liberal maintenance.
The total spent on maintenance of equipment was $19,816,000.
The following table shows tlie cost of repairs and the cost of

The Southern

Pacific
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depreciation and retirements together for locomotives and cars:
1915

1914

$3,443

448

$3,920
309

682
251

838
137

81
33

93
21

„
Per
locomotive:
,

Repairs
Depreciation and retirements

Per passenger-train car:
Repairs
Depreciation and retirements

Per freight-train car:
Repairs
Depreciation and retirements

The higher charges
in

for depreciation and retirements are

comphance with the orders of the

Interstate

made
Commerce Com-

mission, which require a charge to operating expenses for the
depreciation portion of rental paid on equipment, which in 1914
the Southern Pacific charged to income and not to expenses.

Transportation expenses in 1915 amounted to $-44,007,000, a
saving as compared with the previous year of $2,393,000, or 5.16

per cent.

The average

trainload of

was 464 tons in
reason for the smaller
trainload was the greater proportion of unbalanced traffic on
the lines east of El Paso.
The percentage of loaded freight
car miles to total car miles in 1915 on the lines east was 69.22,
1915, as against 471 tons in 1914.

all

freight

One

as against 70.91 in the previous year. There was an increase in
the price of locomotive fuel, which resulted in a cost for the
fuel used in 1915 $765,000 greater than would have been the cost

for the

same quantity of

fuel in 1914.

To

offset this there

was

a saving of $450,000 made through the more economical use of
fuel.

The same amount

of fuel in freight service

moved

6.83

per cent more gross tonnage in 1915 than in 1914, and in passenger service, 2.85 per cent more gross tonnage.
The total tonnage of revenue freight in 1915 was 31,857,000.
The tonnage of all classes of freight, except agricultural products,

was

nage

in 1915,

than in 1914, the total in 1914 being 31,960,000.
The greatest falling off was in lumber and other forest products,
which furnished 4,992,000 tons, or 15.80 per cent of the total tonless

while in 1914 these classes of commodities furnished

5,717,000 tons, or 17.89 per cent of the total tonnage.

In 1915
products of agriculture furnished 6,881,000 tons, or 21.78 per cent
of the total tonnage, while in 1914 they furnished 5,803,000 tons,
or 18.16 per cent of the total tonnage.

be recalled that in 1914 the United States Supreme Court
that proven fraud alone could defeat the Southern
Pacific's title to its oil lands.
Since that decision the attorney
general has brought suit to show that there was fraud in the
It will

decided

Southern Pacific land case and that because of the fraudulent
concealment of its acts by the railroad company the six-year
period of limitation does not apply. The chairman of the executive committee says that the institution of these suits does not
lessen the confidence expressed last year as to the ability of the

company

to sustain title to the lands in question. The Supreme
•Court during the past year decided the case that was brought by
the government to compel the Southern Pacific to forfeit its
title

to unsold lands

which had been granted to the Oregon

&

Vol.

train accidents for

si.x

No, 13

years and 11 months, and during this time

12,046,000,000 passengers
six

59,

were carried one

employees out of 8,664 employed

During the year

mile.

in train

service lost their

lives in train accidents.

The following

table shows the principal
compared with 1914:

in 1915, as

figures for operation
1915

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger

revenue

Total operating revenues

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses

1914
10,422
$85,864,379
40,414,932
138,520,259
16,515,452
21,475,526
3,114,348
46,400,045
2,292,153
3,864,742

10,554
$80,020,751
36,864,998
129,865,675
15,356,356
19,815,973
2,915,010
44,006,753
2,031,857
3,955,027
327,133
87,753,842
6,371,273
35,689,614
53,481,178
20,570,319
939,725
16,360,464
3,270,130

Traffic

—Cr

Taxes
Operating income
iross income
Net income
•

.Applied to sinking funds

Dividends
Surplus

93,662,267
7,162,625
37,695,367
53,580,277
21,257,918
805,702
16,361,088
4,090,128

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD
'TpHERE

numerous instances in the history of
where far too much emphasis has been
on the traffic problems of a road or on its financial
have

* American
laid either

been

railroads

exploitation to the eventual detriment of profitable operation of
the property. In the testimony last week of Charles S. Mellen,

former president of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
before the jury which is trying some of the former directors of
the company under indictment for violation of the anti-trust
that the traffic problems of New
formation of the present New York,
New Haven & Hartford were complex and difficult enough to
tax the resourcefulness of any group of railroad men or bankIt was not a question of stifling competition but of organizers.
ing the transportation facilities of New England in such a way
as to meet the competition of Canadian ports on the north. New
Y'ork and the southern Atlantic ports on the south, and the varying interests of the trunk lines. With this attempt at organization went a series of financial problems of the first magnitude.
The result was that these two large problems were allowed to
overshadow the importance of the fundamental fact underlying
all railroad operation, which is that the business of the railroad
is to manufacture and sell transportation of the best quality at

law, there

England

was ample evidence

at the time of the

the lowest cost.

problems of the New Haven in the last three
difficult beyond any conception of an earlier
time.
The underlying competitive conditions have been just as
necessar>' to meet; but while never losing a grasp on these two
factors in the situation, the management has applied itself to the
task of more economical operation with results that must go far
toward compensating for the almost heartbreaking strain of the

The

financial

years have been

'California Railroad, holding that an injunction should be granted

last three years.

against the disposition of these lands and the timber thereon
until Congress should provide legislation for their disposition,

fiscal year ended June 30,
compared with the previous
year of $2,073,000. Operating expenses amounted to $44,127,000,
a saving of $5,106,000. The New Haven, after paying all fixed
charges and without including in its income account interest due
from subsidiary companies, except that which was actually
it

"and

at the

same time secure for the defendants

all

the value

the granting acts conferred upon the railroads."
During the year there was an increase in funded debt of the

Southern Pacific and proprietary companies of $3,832,000, and in
affiliated companies of $4,425,000.
There
was $6,080,000 spent for additions and betterments to road and
equipment and an additional investment in affiliated companies'
securities and in advances to these companies of $20,559,000. The
company had on hand at the end of the year $16,308,000 cash
and demand loans and deposits, which was $2,863,000 less than
at the beginning of the year, with no loans and bills payable and
but $7,693,000 audited accounts and wages payable. For a company doing a business of more than one hundred and a quarter
millions this is a particularly good showing for accounts and

non-negotiable debt to

wages payable.
Mention should be made of the Southern Pacific's safety
With one exception, no passengers have been killed in
record.

Total operating revenues in the

1915,

were

paid,

had a net income
Needless to

$65,379,000, a decrease as

$2,308,000.

(profit belonging to the stockholders) of
say, stockholders

were

called

on by their

directors to leave this net income in the property; but the fact
that it was earned is something which should be a gratification

More especially is this so because the saving that was
expenses was in large part in transportation expenses.
Maintenance expenditures were somewhat lower than in the

to them.

made

in

year before, but apparently do not represent deferred maintenance, except in the case of repairs to freight cars.
President
Elliott frankly points out that the company is somewhat behind
in

repairs

to

and

varnishing and painting of
a matter of fact, only 11.26
freight cars were in need of repairs, either light

freight

cars

passenger cars and locomotives.
per cent of

all

in

As

October

29,
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or heavy, at the end of the year, and althougli this is not as
small a number of bad order cars as should be permitted in years
of good business,

Maintenance

it

is

not an unusually high one.

way

of

structures

:ind

cost

$7,729,000,

or

The

(12.48 per cent) less than in the previous year.

$1,102,000,

item in which there was the largest reduction was in maintenance
of signals and interlocking pianis, which cost $370,000 in 191S,

in fuel

791

was due

which

to less train mileage,

is

also

shown

in

a

reduction in wages of trainmen of $278,000, the total in 1915 for
trainmen being $2,818,000.
Thus, the reduction in trainmen's

wages is a little more than 9 per cent and if fuel were in the
same proportion there would have been a saving of about
$400,000, leaving $377,000 to be accounted for in some other way
against a total increase in cost of power produced and purcliased

or $309,000 less than in the previous year. The fact was, probably, that in 1914 and in 1913 extraordinarily large amounts were

of $176,000.

spent for maintenance of signals and interlocking plants.
The
road had had a series of bad train accidents and the management

The average number of freight cars, including caboose, per train was 31.78 as
compared with 28.35. President Elliott says "This is a step in

insofar as it was possible there would be
what it might. There was also a reduction of
$101,000 in the amount spent for rails, the total in 1915 being
$400,000, and of $156,000 in the amount spent for other track

probably
safety

felt

that

cost

first,

material, the total in 1915 being $227,000.

Transportation expenses

weak

for a

number of

is

years.

where the
It is

New Haven

has been

argued, and correctly

so, that

The average

trainload in 1915

was 333

tons, an increase of 29

tons, or 9.61 per cent, over the previous year.

:

the right direction, but there

much chance

for further economies through the purchase of heavier locomotives, in lengthening
side tracks, and the creation of better terminal facilities."
In
other words, the gains made in 1915 were through the more
effective use of the old facilities.
Other roads, through the
introduction of heavier locomtives, have increased their average
is

u^hafharr}

^'

A

NEW
JERSEY
The New York, New Haven

&

Hartford and

a road with so large a proportion of its business made up of
passenger transportation and so large a proportion of the

Its

Subsidiary the Central

trainload by 50

of the

New

jicr

New England
Whether or

cent or more.

Haven's

traffic

much

will permit of

not the nature

any such increased

freight business short haul, high class freight, necessarily has
high transportation expenses but that these transportation expenses are capable of reduction has at last been demonstrated.
These expenses in 1915 amounted to $23,959,000. This is a de-

evidenced by Mr. Elliott's remarks. As it is now,
the New Haven has 1,165 locomotives, and of these, 343 are
Moguls, with an average tractive power of 27,427 lb., and 3o7

crease as compared with the year before of $3,020,000, or 11.19

are American type, with a tractive power of

;

The

per cent.

ments for

largest saving

loss

clearing wrecks.
injuries

was

was made

in fuel

and

in the pay-

and damage and injuries to persons, and for
The amount spent on loss and damage and

$1,413,000, a decrease of $553,000.

Fuel for train

locomotives cost $3,768,000 in 1915, a decrease of $777,000 as
year.
The use of electric locomo-

compared with the previous
tives

for

hauling

gradually extended

frciglit

trains

towards

from

Stamford,

New York
Conn.,

and

has

been

this

quite

surely has helped materially in the reduction in expenses
fuel.

If this

assumption

tion arc beginning to

is

for

right the economies of electric opera-

show themselves.

Train power produced

cost $412,000 in 1915, an increase of $155,000 over the previous
year, and train

than

in

power purchased

the previous year.

cost $190,000, or $21,000

more

Part, of course, of the $777,000 saving

trainload as this
sibilities

is

too

to say

but that there are large pos-

;

is

17,115

lb.

The

New Haven

has such a large volume of light passenger business,
branch line trains, etc.. that its American tj'pe locomtives can be
used to advantage but the opportunity for increased trainloading
;

by the substitution of Mikados for Moguls and the equipment of
more locomotives with superheaters the New Haven now lias 88
-

locomotives equipped with superheaters
Since July

1,

1903, the

New Haven

—

is

very large.

has issued $317,203,000 of

own securities, of which $87,217,000 has been stock and the
remainder interest bearing debt; and $37,200,0(X) of bonds and
notes of the New England Navigation Company, the New York,
Westchester & noston, and the New York Comiecting, making
a total of $364,403,000 of securities, and for all of these securities
the New Haven must be responsible, although the gnarantce ot
the Connuccting railroad's $8,000,000 bonds is shared by the
its
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Pennsylvania Railroad.

The New Haven

received $388,049,000

for these securities and spent $171,669,000 on additions and betterments to its own property and to its leased lines and on obtaining

About

securities of leased lines.

$39,000,000

was spent on the

York, Westchester & Boston about $9,500,000 on the New
York Connecting, and about $6,000,000 on the Grand Central
terminal, making a total of $225,971,000 spent on steam railroads
and terminal properties. In addition there has been an investment

New

;

of $167,000,000 in outside property, including $100,527,000 spent

on trolley

lines

The balance

and their

securities.

sheet at the end of the year has a credit to profit

annual report points
under the terms of the settlement of the government suit
against the New Haven the company has to sell its trolley and
steamship lines at a heavy loss, it may be forced to show a very
considerable debit to profit and loss. On the other hand, a physical valuation of the property will pretty surely show very much
higher cost of reproduction new than the cost of assets as shown
by the books, and it may be that loss on securities which the company will have to sell will be offset, or even more than offset,
by the appreciation in its property, as shown by valuation.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915 as compared with 1914:

and

loss surplus of $3,733,000; but as the

out, if

mileage

operated

2,003

revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of wav and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for Investment
Total operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income

$31,179,319
27,010,799
65,379,264

Freight

7,729,241
9,780,330
473,368
23,958,702
592,054
1,611,243
18,314
44,126,624
2,743,921
18,500,888
24,357,133
2,307,971

—Cr
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earned $10,628,000,
This is less by $2,164,000 than the
revenues in 1914, and amounts to a decrease of 16.92 per cent
as compared with the year 1914.
The number of passengers
road,

carried one mile totaled 88,411,000 in 1915, a decrease as

com-

pared with the previous year of 22.15 per cent, and the ton
mileage of freight totaled 747,474,000, a decrease of 9.95 per cent.
Furthermore, the receipts per passenger per mile averaged 2.29
cents in 1915, or 2.14 per cent less than in the previous year,
and the receipts per ton per mile averaged 1.06 cents, a decrease
of 5.36 per cent, as compared with the previous year.
With
this reduction in business to be handled the company's transportation expenses amounted to $3,809,000, or 8.29 per cent less
than in the previous year. The total saving made in expenses
was $1,473,000, of which $344,000 was in transportation expenses.
It will be seen, therefore, that the greater part of the cut in
expenses was made in maintenance.
Maintenance of way and structures cost $1,586,000 in 1915, or

2,046
$32,476,640
27,643,836
67,452,594
8,831,064
10,392,278
502,020
26,978,871
614,447
1,924,120
9,790
49,233,010
3,578,444
14,641,138
22,471,648
268,662

LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN

the total tonnage carried

only about

59,

1914

1915

Average

Vol.

per cent

is

seed and cotton seed products.

by the

St.

made up

Louis Southwestern
of

cotton,

cotton

While there was a decrease

in

year ended June 30, 1915, of 7 per cent in the tonnage
of cotton and 9 per cent in the tonnage of cotton seed, there
was a 16 per cent increase in the tonnage of cotton seed
products, so that the total tonnage of these three commodities
was about 297,000 tons in 1915, as compared with 309,000 tons
the

fiscal

$331,000
cent)

per cent)

(18.13

maintenance

of

less

than in the previous year, and

equipment $2,076,000,

than in the previous year.

less

or $587,000 (22.03 per
President Britton states

quite frankly that a considerable portion of the saving in main-

tenance of equipment expenses is due to deferred repairs of
freight cars, which with the smaller traffic were not needed in
service.

The

fact

also

company received 2,120 new
made it easier to store bad order

that the

freight cars early in the year

cars and allow their repairs to await better business.

The

Louis Southwestern did not reduce its passenger
anything like the proportion of the reduction in
business.
It is almost never possible for a railroad to cut off
passenger service in full measure with the loss in passenger
mileage, but the Southwestern runs only two passenger trains
each way a day on most of its lines. Its service is highly competitive and to cut off one of these trains was considered to be
out of the question. On branch lines the passenger service consists of a mixed train each way each day and this service cannot
service

1914.
The direct loss, therefore, from an unprecedentedly
bad year for the cotton growers of the territory served by the
St. Louis Southwestern was not serious
but the indirect loss
to the railroad, due to the loss of purchasing power of the
cotton growers and the economies both in traveling and in
in

;

purchases, hit the railroad hard.

In 1915 the

St.

Louis Southwestern, operating 1,754 miles of

St.

in

October
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very well be cut. There was a reduction of 6 per cent in passenger car miles and of 17 per cent in parlor and observation car
miles, but a very large increase in the mileage of dining cars

from 314,000 miles

one and a half times as
many more. Competitive conditions through the IMemphis gateway were such as to make it advisable, the management thought,
to change from a buflfet parlor car to a full dining car service.
For the first time the company began running motor cars
and a total of 238,000 miles was made by these cars. Much of
in 1914 to 794,000, or

was necessary

this service

com-

to forestall orders of the state

missions for putting on passenger trains, the service rendered

793

which includes the development of terminals at East St. Louis,
extension of yards at Illmo and Maiden, Mo., Pine Bluff,
Ark., and other points
re-establishing incline at Birds Point,
Mo., washed out bj' flood completion of ballasting on the Texas
lines from Lavon to Ft. Worth and Addison to Dallas, Tex., a
distance of approximately 75 miles also, the relaying of branch
lines with second-hand 75-lb. rail secured from main line where
There
necessary to remove it on account of worn condition.
should be provided at once, however, at least 20 miles of new
75-lb. rail to replace worn rail in the track, and in order to
release 56-lb. rail from branch lines for use in industry and
111.,

;

;

;

b.v

the motor cars being just as satisfactory and the saving, as
compared with the cost of running steam trains, being quite

business tracks."

considerable.

1915 as compared with 1914

This decision not to reduce passenger service accounts pretty

The following

table

Passenger

revenue
operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses

Total

payments for injuries to persons were $243,000, an increase
compared with 1914 of $54,000. This v^fas in part offset by a
reduction of $43,000 in payments for loss and damage.

Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

The

tons of revenue freight per train-mile averaged 304 in 1915

as against 394 in the previous year, an increase of 3.32 per cent,

and the

total trainload, including

company

freight,

191S
1,754
$7,891,642
2,030,950
10,627,861
1,585,884
2,076,048
450,245
3,808,827
47,770
521,878
8,361,154
1,682,741
581,778
2,909,164
*280,993

Freight reveiiue

expenses to a greater extent. President Britton also mentions
some large judgments for personal injuries which were settled
The
in 1915, although the accidents occurred in a previous year.
as

figures for operation in

Average miles operated

surely in large measure for the failure to reduce transportation

total

shows the principal

Operating income

Taxes
Gross income

Net income

1914
1,735
$9,295,143
2,659,656
12,791.904
1,937,045
2,662,760
505,820
4,152,955
60,130
515,091
9.833,801
2,356,217
601,883
3.424,435
335,771

* Deficit.

averaged 345

tons in 1915, as against 338 tons in the previous year, an increase

of 2.24 per cent.
The apparently low trainload

MISSOURI PACIFIC
is

due very largely to competitive

For probably three-quarters of the time at least the
freights out of St. Louis at night could haul from half as

conditions.
fast

much

again to twice as

much tonnage

service did not preclude waiting to

tion with transportation economies,

made

the necessities of this

if

In connechowever, mention should be

fill

out

full rating.

of the results which were obtained in getting foreign cars

off the line so as to

avoid per diem payments.

The

miles run per

car per day for foreign cars in 1915 was 44.63, as against 40.21 the
year before, and the average number of days each foreign car was
on line was five in both years, while the average number of days

each

home

was on foreign

car

lines

was

153 in 1915

and 203

in

1914.

The company
betterments to

spent a total of but $2,783,000 on additions and

its

property, of which $2,048,000

was

for additional

money

for this additional equipment
had been raised in the previous year and at the beginning of the
year was deposited in the form of cash. At the end of the year
the company had still on special deposit $383,000 and had current

equipment.

Nearly

all

the

cash on hand amounting to $676,000, and during the year had
borrowed and carried on its balance sheet as loans and bills
payable $1,622,000. The outstanding securities of the company
were reduced through the payment of ecpiipmcnt trust certificates

by $350,000.

The prospects

for the present year are

much

The

brighter.

Arkansas Railroad Commission has approved of rates which went
into effect May 20, 1915, which will give the company appro.ximatcly 7 per cent gre:\ter revenue on its Arkansas intrastate
The comtraffic than it had been getting under the old rates.
pany has petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission to
increase its interstate passenger fares, which it had previously
reduced to two cents a mile because of intrastate rates, to three
cents a mile, and the Interstate Commerce Conunission has
permitted increases on hardwood lumber which will give the St.
Louis Southwestern from two to five cents better rates per
hundred poimds on this commodity. Cotton prices arc, of course,
much better than they were and the outlook in the Southwest
as in the Southeast has been nuich improved by the restriction
in acreage planted to cotton and by more diversified agriculture.

"In
In regard to operating cotidilioiis I'ri-sideiU I'.ritlou s.iys
order to handle the present volume of trallic more economically,
there should be expended on the property, including the Texas
lines, as soon as financial conditions justify, about $1,400,000,
:

'TPHE Missouri Pacific's report
* June 30, 1915, furnishes all

for

fiscal year ended
information which is
available to the general public upon which to base any estimate
of the chances for success of the present reorganization plan and
is

the

the

The road went into the hands
June 30, so that the report for the 1915
made by Mr. Bush as president and chairman of the

therefore of special interest.

of

a receiver

fiscal

year

is

since

board and not as receiver.

The company *

finished the year with a deficit, after paying

and rental charges, of $1,241,000. In 1914 it just broke
even.
There was a loss of $1,295,000 in passenger revenue, the
total being $9,865,000 in 1915, and an increase in charges for
maintenance of equipment of $468,000, due to a charge made for
the first time for depreciation, which two factors were not offinterest

set by a saving in transportation expenses of $756,000, the total
spent on this account in 1915 being $20,576,000. The operating
ratio in 1915 was 73.11 and in 1914, 72.33.
If either through

increased revenues or decreased expenses, or both, the Missouri
Pacific cannot earn more than the $13,054,000 operating income

earned in 1915, the total capitalization on which it could earn 7
per cent would be but $25,600 per mile on its 7,285 miles of
road.
.'\
lower operating ratio might be the result either of a
higher average ton-mile rate or decreased expenses per unit of
business handled, or both.
The ton-mile rate in 1915 was 7.69

mills,

comparing with

7.99 mills the year before.

ing revenues per mile of road

amounted

In 1915 operat-

to $7,990.

The

freight

(revenue ton-miles per mile of road) was 780,tXX), an
increase as compared with the pre\ious year of 3.16 per cent.
The passenger density was 67,625, a decrease as compared with
the jirevious year of 10.25.
A single-track road with as low a
density of freight and passengers as the Missouri Pacific has
an opporttmily for materially decreasing its expenses per unit
of business handled if it can obtain an increase in trallic. This
holds good, however, only if the road anil eciuipnuMit are in such
shape as to permit of the use of modern methods of reducing
density

transportation expenses.

The

physical condition of the Mis.souri

Pacific has been very greatly

improved under Mr. Bush's management, but any heavy increase in trallic could probably only
be handled with the pmchase of some new et]iiipinent and
especially of heavy locomotives.
Together with this woidd have
to go fnrtlicr improvements of the roadway and the bridges,
ICxccpt

system

mm

wlicrc otlicrwisc

inclmliiii! willi

& Southern.

tlic

spccilically inciuiuncti tlic liRures arc fnr
the
Missouri Pncilic and the St. Louis. Iron Moun.
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along the lines which have already been laid down by Mr. Bush.
To secure additional traffic, however, the Missouri Pacific has
got to get it in competition with the other roads serving the
same territory, and the only way that this can be done is through
service.

It

is

possible to greatly

improve freight service and

passenger service and still to reduce operating costs, as has been
shown in the case of the Erie, but this means the expenditure
of a large amount of additional capital. The Missouri Pacific
has the backing of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New York, which assures
strong and adequate banking support, but additional capital expenditures can only be justified by a rcasonalily safe prospect of
earning adequate returns on them.

Under normal conditions
Missouri Pacific

is

the total tonnage of freight for the

divided about as follows

:

Products of mines.
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The Iron Moimtain serves a territory which is either industrial
or whose principal money-making crop is cotton. The Missouri
Pacific's

territory

is

agricultural,

the

chief

crops being corn,

wheat and oats. The Missouri Pacific's freight revenue in 1915
was $21,256,000, or nine per cent greater than the revenue in the
previous year. The Iron Mountain's freight revenue was $22,438,000, or 8.43 per cent less than in the previous year.

The

total

tonnage of freight carried by the system was 22,873,000 tons,
or 1.75 per cent less tonnage than in 1914. Products of agriculture, however, furnished 4,846,000 tons, or 19.93 per cent more
than in 1914. Products of forests furnished 4,411,000 tons, or
15.18 per cent less than in 1914.
Some years ago the criticism could properly be made that
the Missouri Pacific was not being operated in such a way as to

COLORADO

The Missouri
36 per cent

;

forest products, 22 per cent

;

agricultural products,

manufactures, 14 per cent; live stock and meat
products, 4 per cent, the remainder being merchandise and miscellaneous.
The year 1915 was, however, by no means normal.
There was severe depression in the lumber trade and in all lines
of business in the south, and, as more railroad annual reports
17 per cent;

come out, it is becoming more apparent that there was retrenchment and conservatism in buying even in the parts of the counthat had unusually large crops.
On the other -hand, the
Missouri Pacific exclusive of the Iron Mountain, serving Kansas,
southeast Nebraska and northern Missouri, had the benefit of
the traffic furnished by record crops in these states.
If we
take the income accounts of these two companies separately
try

the adverse and favorable factors in 1915 are at once contrasted.

Pacific

System

get the greatest net revenue year in and year out.
that often a short-sighted policy
to the detriment of possible

So

far

Pacific

from
is

this

was pursued

economies

criticism

By

as to

this

is

meant

maintenance

in transportation expenses.

being justified now, the Missouri

unusually well operated.

In 1915 even with the big

which loads heavily, and the big increase
in agricultural products, which load comparatively lightly, the
average revenue train load was 417 tons as against 389 tons in
With an increase of 3.12 per cent
1914, and 294 tons in 1910.
in the total ton mileage, including company freight, there was a
falling off in lumber,

decrease of 5.19 per cent in freight-train miles. The larger train
load of revenue freight was shown notwithstanding an increase
of 4.29 per cent in empty car mileage with almost no increase
in

loaded car mileage.

The number of

cars per train averaged

October
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The
or 5.25 per cent more than in the previous year.
Missouri Pacific found it possible to cut down some passenger
The
train mileage to meet the large loss in passenger revenue.
total number of passengers carried one mile in 1915 was 492,664,000, a decrease as compared with the previous year of 10.24
per cent. The total passenger train mileage was 11,156,000, or
6.77 per cent less than in 1914.
A study of these figures and of traffic conditions in the territory served by the Missouri Pacific, wlien taken in connection
with the present feehng of investors and bankers toward railroad
securities, leads to the conclusion that the Missouri Pacific's only
salvation will be better intrastate rates for both passengers and
freight and higher interstate rates on at least a considerable
portion of its freight traffic, which in turn should lead to a
renewal of confidence in the earning power of the property. With
the restoration of its credit the company can command a large
amount of new capital and put the plant in .';uch shape as to give
the most economical operating results.
The following table shows the principal figures for 1915 as
compared with 1914

33.26,

1915

Average

mileage

operated

revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Freight

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous
General
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income

Net income

The

1914.

795

trainload

in

479 tons the year before.
mile for

all

1915

The

classes of service

was 454

tons,

as

compared with

transportation expenses per train

were

75.1 cents, in 1915,

and

80.1

cents, in 1914, or a decrease of 7.17 per cent, with a decrease

of but 5.22 per cent in the tonnage per freight train.*

The Chicago & Alton operates 1,050 miles of road. It has
double track for most of the way between Chicago and St. Louis.
On this line the business is highly competitive, and some of it,
such as dressed meats and other packing house products, of
which the Alton carried 344,000 tons in 1915, has to be carried
on a very small margin of profit over and above actual out-ofpocket expense. The line between Kansas City and St. Louis
and is also in highly competitive territory.
year ended June 30, 1915, total operating revenues
amounted to $14,246,000, a decrease as compared with the previa single-track line,

is

In the

fiscal

ous year of about $14,000. The passenger business of the Alton,
like other roads in its territory, was adversely affected by the
business depression, and the freight business was better than the
year before, because of the large tonnage of agricultural products resulting from extraordinarily good crops. Passenger rev-

1914

7,285

7,285

$43,683,712
9,864,626
58,209,306
8,141,892
10,769,047
1,417,094
20,576,420
192,890
1,484,807
42,559,670
2,552,429
13,053,640
14,156,814
'1,240,546

$43,995,027
11.159,634
59,985,731
8,593,601
10,301,335
1,330,992
21,332.567
265,195
1,563,877
43,387,567
2,513,432
14,084,731
15,215,452
74,692

• Deficit.

CHICAGO & ALTON

HE

&

Alton has made a most unusual showing in
•'
a reduction in the direct items of train expense of 12.38
per cent in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, as compared
with the previous year, despite an increase of 3.20 per cent in
freight train mileage, and a decrease of only 1.04 per cent in
passenger train mileage. Since the new regulations of the Inter-

'Tp

state

Chicago

Commerce Commission

in regard to the division of freight

The Chicago
and

]).iSMMigcr

expenses were not

in

flTcct

in

l'>15,

possible to allocate the economies as between these

it

two

is

not

classes

of service. For a number of years very few roads have shown
any decrease in transportation expenses per train mile; in fact,
almost

all

of them have

shown

increases per train mile, due to

higher wage schedules, and increased cost of fuel and train cxpen.ses, which were increased by the ruiniing of longer trains.
In

some cases the economies

effected by heavier average train-

loads have offset the increased costs per train mile

others ihcy have failed to do

so.

The Alton shows

;

in

many

a very consid-

erable decrease in the transportation expenses per train mile, with,

somewhat smaller trainload, the saving in expenses per
train mile more than offselting the loss of tonnage jier train,
so that the expenses per ton-mile were lower in 1915 than in

liowevcr, a

&

Alton

emie amounted to $3,840,000. in 1915, a decrease of $290,000. and
freight revenue to $9,201,000, an increase of $308,000.
Total operating expenses amounted to $11,112,000, a decrease
of $1,195,000. This is before the subtraction from expenses of
the income account prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission Transportation for Investment Cr.
Incidentally it
might be mentioned that the report of the Alton makes a distinction between total operating expenses and net operating ex-

—

—

making clear the fact that total operating expenses, in
1915 and 1914, are comparable, and the net figures are not com-

penses,

These

liRUrcs, of cnnmc, do nt>l prove conclusively Ih.nl transportaexpenses (ur ton mile were reduced, since, as is mentioned ahove,
trnnsporl.ition expenses are not divliled as lietwecii passengers ana
f rcinht
hut since the transportation expenses per train mile in passenKcr service arc kss suscrptihle of varifl'ifin. tlie slronx presumption is
iIkii th." tiitures Riven nhove do indicate a redviclion per ton mile.
•

tion
thc_

:
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The decrease of

parable.

$1,195,000 in total operating expenses

being abnormally high because of the elimination of previously
deferred maintenance. There was an average of 285 tie renewals
per mile of main track in the year 1915, as compared with 255

Maintenance of equipment cost
repairs per locomotive, in 1915,

$3,335,000, in 1915.

was

$3,129,

and

The

cost of

in 1914, $3,505

of passenger cars, $912, in 1915, and $1,022, in 1914; of freight

and $87 in 1914.
Apparently the condition of locomotives in service was better
There were 93
at the end of the year than at the beginning.
locomotives out of service at the beginning of the year, in shop
or waiting for repairs at the end of the year there was a total
of 73, which included 15 in outside roundhouses undergoing light
cars, $67, in 1915,

;

company had 34 locomotives
During the year 17 locomotives and 414 freight cars were scrapped.
For heavy power the Alton has 50 Mikado locomotives, and there
are two Mallets. There was no new equipment acquired during

At

repairs.

the end of the year the

compared with 28

stored, as

at the beginning of the year.

the year.

A

was spent for additions and betterments

total of $767,000

two

to road, the

principal items of expenditure being $224,000

for land for transportation purposes, and $115,000 for shops and

engine houses.

The company had on hand
cash,

end of the year $976,000 in
and bills
At the beginning of the year there was but $145,000

and $466,000 cash

payable.

loans and

bills

at the

in transit, with $1,675,000 loans

payable.

One cannot help asking what is going to happen to
The Union Pacific owns a controlling block of its
if it is

niftiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiirtiiniiiiiniiiniiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiirjtiiiiitriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiriiiirititiiiiKe

IMPORTANCE OF CAB LIGHTS
Pueblo, Colo.

To THE Editor of thk R.mlway Age

G.\zette:

Every locomotive should be provided with a cab light in a
convenient place to enable the engineman to read his train
orders, instructions and time table by night, clearly and without
and the proper officer should see to it that such equipprovided and kept up.
In these busy days, especially on single-track lines, train orders
and messages play an important part in the movement of trains,
and it is essential that an engineer may be able to read his
orders quickly and easily, in order that his attention to the track
ahead be not unduly diverted. This particularly where Form 19
is used extensively for orders and trains pick them up without
strain,

is

stopping.

The majority of engines on western railways are now equipped
with electric headlights, and an auxiliary cab light for the illumination of the steam gage, etc.; but in only a few cases have
I found a mechanical department which takes interest in placing
a light in a convenient position for the purpose which I now
speak of. Too often an engineman has to hold his orders up
to a gage light and let the light shine through them. In case of
a dim carbon it is difficult to read an order in that way.
The proper place for a reading lamp is immediately over the
engineman's seat box, with a switch by which it may be turned
on or off at will. Some similar provision should be made for
use on engines not equipped with electric lights.
Such engines
as are provided with acetylene lighting can be easily equipped
and where oil lights are used a lamp similar to a gage light
can be placed in a convenient position for the engineman's use.
The desideratum is a light in such a position that he can conveniently use both of his hands to hold the paper.
WiLLi.'\M E.

and

all

company out of

right

;

its

difficulties

but, as in the case of other

the Alton will

roads in

its

Despatcher, Denver

Watts

& Rio Grande

R. R.

come

OROVILLE SIGNALING CRITICIZED

territory,

a real and very serious question as to whether, under
present rates and present competitive conditions, it will be posit

I

possible for good railroading and strong financial support

to pull the

out

the Alton.
stock,
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Letters to the Editor

ment

in 1914.

59,

^tiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiittiiiriiiriiirriniiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiifiiiriiiiriiiintiiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiirttiiiiiirniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

was the result of a reduction of $321,000 in maintenance of way,
$355,000 in maintenance of equipment and $377,000 in transportation expenses.
The saving in transportation expenses has already been commented on. The amount spent for materials for
renewals and repairs, as distinguished from track labor and the
labor for applying these materials, was about the same for ties
and rails in 1915 as in 1914. For bridges, trestles and culverts,
however, it was very much smaller in 1915, the 1914 expenditures

Vol.

New York

is

improve operating conditions as to make the operapay the interest charges on its borrowed money without any immediate prospect of profit to the
sible to so

tion of the property even

owners.

There is a cheerful note touched in the discussion of transportation expenses in the following paragraph
:

"The increased expense in operation of joint facilities, $32,508.15, is due principally to the inauguration of Kansas City
Terminal on November 1, 1914, although at practically all points
where joint facilities are used by this company an increased
expense

is

apparent.

This refers not only to transportation

accounts but also to both maintenance and general expenses,
and is due to a relatively greater share of traffic handled through

such joint facilities."
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915 as compared with 1914:
Average

mileage

operated

revenue
Passenger revenue
operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Freight

Total

—

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net deficit

1915

1914

1,050
$9,200,547
3,839,893
14,245,624
1,647,541

1,046
$8,892,256
4,130,289
14,259,479
1,968,047
3,689,709

.1,334,943

436,498
5,216,447
115,435
361,520
11,112,384
39,677
508,839
2,660,584
2,757,821
1,690,156

512,128
5,593,546
136,814
407,500
12,307,744
568,938
1,382,797
1,478,107
2,762,290

City

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
8, commenting on the
your columns, at Oroville, Cal., on the
Western Pacific, comprising cab signals to be used without any
visual roadside signals, and an automatic stop, you say that
it is to be hoped that the world will be given the benefit of
the experiments which are to be made with this installation.
Well said
There is great need of full and impartial reports
of experiments in this line, more thorough than anything that
has yet been published. Is the American railroad world going
to continue to witness the expenditure every year of good money
by the thousands for experiments in automatic train stops which
never get anywhere?
Will anybody venture to say that the
devices which you have noticed in your columns within the last
two or three years have swallowed up less than half a million
dollars?
And what do these investors, who have put up this
money, think of their investments?

In your editorial note, printed October

installation, described in

!

The railway

officers

expenditures in this

What

line.

of

the

country

arc

But are they not

cautious

in

their

justified in being so?

are the lessons of experience?

The

other parts of your comments seem pretty mild.

Why

One

of the first requithat every device shall detect its

not describe the situation just as

it

is?

automatic field is
but the National Safety Appliance Company's
devices, both the signals and the automatic stopping device, are
arranged on the open circuit plan. The apparatus on the engine
is complicated and of such design that severe cold weather will
probably interfere seriously with its operation. The line circuits
required, except for the overlapping features, are practically
sites in the

own

failures

;

October

29,
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the same as for the control of a system of semaphore signals,
but the devices installed to give the signal indications in the cab

of a locomotive appear to be of such a character that this will
cost more than semaphore signals.
The current consumption is apparently in excess of that required for semaphore signals, and there is httle in this regard to

recommend

the National devices.

1 and 3, on
which dependence for applying the brakes on the engine is
placed, current must flow through this magnet to induce a reverse current in the engine magnet, and a failure of contact 35
to close when it should, or a failure of relay 9 to pick up its
armature through exhaustion of battery 26, or even a cross connection between certain wires of the engine equipment will result
That this
in a failure of the brakes to apply when thy should.
open circuit feature is a great and serious objection is obvious,

In the operation of the track transformer, 28, Figs.

shown

as experience has often

that

it

is

just at the time pro-

most needed that devices are apt to fail. Any one who
has tried to get in at the front door late at night and found
the bell did not ring on account of the breaking of a wire, or
an exhausted battery, will know, without too much explanation,
what the objections are, and what are the chances of an open

tection

is

circuit device failing.

Two magnetic devices of the general type of the National
Safety Appliance Company's device have been given service applications by roads near New York, although with both of these
there was not the chance of failure from the circuits used
with the installation on the Western Pacific. Two
one promoted by a prominent Buffalonian and
another by a resident of New York state, have been brought to
the attention of the railroads and have been given very careful
consideration and study one from a model and the other from
an installation approximating service conditions. That the magnetic induction type of apparatus seems to be the most promising is a growing belief of man}' signal engineers; but that
they are prepared either to recommend or to use open circuit
devices, which may so readily fail, is a step which does not
seem to be warranted by the development and the working of
any automatic stopping devices the design of which has been disthat there

is

other devices,

;

arrangement in your description shows that the
brakes are apphed by the automatic stop at a point beyond that
at which the stop signal is displayed in the engine cab and that
an overlap is provided to insure a certain distance in which,
it is assumed, there will be length of track sufikient for the
train to be brought to a stop before meeting with an obstruction.
While it may be satisfactoi-y, from an operating standpoint, to use the overlap on a road having light traffic and one
where there are no interlockings, the delay to traffic occasioned
by the use of the overlap is such that Eastern roads and tliosc
which have a number of interlockings, jiarticularly grade crossing and junction points, have decided tliat they can not afford
circuit

the delay to trains that will result througli
required, and particularly
is

depended on

tlie

additional spacing

where an automatic stopping device

to enforce the

keeping of the overlap distance

free of trains.

A number of roads have given the oMTlap a fair trial and
have been forced to give up its use owing to the impossibility
of running the desired number of trains.
There is no road using the overlap as a complete installation.
On all of those roads where it may be found there are one or
Complete overlap protwo places which are not protected.
tection, such as the protection which is provided against running over a misplaced or open switch, as well as where there
is a train in the block ahead, may be said not to have been provided by any railroad up to the present time. If the protection
is to be such that the slop would be applied at certain places
and not at others, so that an cngineman running by the signal
at a point where the (jverlap was not provided could cause a
collision, even though the stopping device were in use, it would
undoiililnlly be held by the public authorities that the road
at fault

1(11

ncit

The magnets on

clear those on the track three
magnets stand one inch above the top
With most roads it is a requirement that no part
of the rail.
of the track apparatus project above the top of the rail and a
clearance of the parts on the locomotive of but four inches is
not sufficient to insure against damage from contact with objects
on the right of way.
Track circuits arranged as are those shown in Figs. 1, 2 and
3, where one rail is common to two circuits, will be found unreliable in operation and should not be depended on for such

the engine

inches, while the track

important service as the control of an automatic stop. It has
been found, by extended experience with circuits so arranged,
that currents will flow from one circuit through parts of the
other under the varying conditions due to poor insidation, broken
or loose connections, broken rails, etc., to such an extent as to
occasionally cause wrong working of one or the other of the
relays of the

The

two connected track

circuits.

action of the dash-pots of relay

9,

Fig.

5,

may

be exceed-

and irregular under the varying conditions of
lubrication, humidity and temperature that will be experienced
under general use. If the relay should not operate to close conIf a
tact 35 no application of the brakes would be made.
back contact were not made at contact 35 no application of the
brakes would be made, although the block ahead might be
It is within the range of possibility and probabiloccupied.
ingly unreliable

armature 14 of relay 9 may not be lifted at the time
magnet passes over track magnet 28. Should this
occur no application of the brakes would be made. With but
two magnets to be energized, as in this case, it has been found
by a certain Western road that to permit enginemen to observe
signals returned from the proceed to the stop position, before the
engineman should pass the signal, it was necessary to place the
signals 220 ft. in advance of the commencement of the track circuit, thus showing apparently that a longer time to operate than
ity that

the engine

is probably desirable.
of time-limit relays, cutting off current from the track
magnets, would seem to be economizing at the expense of reliable and safe working. The advisability of using the short track
sections and slow releasing relays is surely questionable when

has been allowed for

The use

the expense of installation and maintenance

closed up to the present time.

The
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was

having provided complete protection everywhere.

is considered, irreintroduced by the use of such
apparatus. Time-limit relays, of the pattern shown, do not
appear to be nearlx- as reliable as those of the ordinary free-

spective of

the complications

acting type.

The eliininatiou of wayside signals and the use of cab signals
only can not be recommended as good practice, as the engineman's attention is likely to be occupied in observing the signal
Eliminating the wayside sigin the cab and not looking ahead.
nals makes it practically impossible to check the display of signals made on the engine so that in case of collision an engine;

need only say the indication called for the action taken by
him and there would be no means of ascertaining whether or not

man

he told the truth.
As has been shown by the working of an automatic stopping
device on a short section of an Eastern road, where roadside signals have not been installed, it is extremely difficult, if
not impracticable, to get satisfactory maintenance, owing to the
difficulty that the maintainers experience in locating trouble and
determiuiug whether or not the trouble, when apparently located,
has been entirely removed.
.\gain, it seems unwise to pl.ice all of the signal indicating
apparatus and the automatic stop on the engine where, in case
of a failure of any of the essential parts, there would he no
information by wiiich the cngineman might he governed while
the engine was making its run to the end of the division or to a
It is a case very much of
point where repairs might be made.
"putting all of the eggs in one basket," and is very different

from

that of the ordinary signal installation,

placed along the track.

With an

where signals arc
semaphore sigmost a few signals

installation of

nals a failure generally rcs\ilts in but one or at
being affected, and the time lost at such places
short.

The nuneincnt

is

readily prolecii-.l

\>\

is

comparatively

flagging or by
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running

The

low speed.

however, with an installaand would on single
track call for sending a flagman ahead of the train for the entire
distance to a point where orders for the movement of the train
could be obtained or where the train could be run under its time
table rights without block signal protection.
at

different

I believe I am justified in saying that the conservative signal
engineers of the country hold imperatively that an automatic
stopping device, in addition to being safe and reliable in its
working, shall be operative between the distant and the home

signal,

RIPLEY,

results,

would be very

tion like Oroville

Vol.

and be so arranged that when the engineman

the speed of the train to bring

is

An Ode

By Francis W. Lane
Through

desert and canyon and mountain and plain

The Santa Fe

From

And

reducing

home

signal, that the

was indicating

it

man

This method

home

And

When

P.,

didn't play golf

much

—not yet

big D, represented

its

"net."

was first built from the lakes
Outgrowing Topeka and Kansas,

the line

to the sea.

South and West, wild and woolly,
Liked the road it was bully
And everyone dreamed of bonanzas.
Its patrons had class,
For each rode on a pass
Every greaser had one in his hat

an essential requisite for practicable and
the automatic stopping device is to be
put in service on trains as at present run without requiring the
use of the overlap. As before stated, complete overlapping protection can not be provided on the average steam surface railroad and, even if this were practicable, the restrictions to traffic
resulting would be such that it would not be possible to move,
in a given time, the trains that are now being safely and satisfactorily run through important junction and crossing points.
M. Tainer.
is

successful operation,

Pacific to lakes,

According to Poor,
Four millions or more

to effect their release until the train has been brought to a

stop.

trail

takes

thereby accumulates kale.

Though he

stop, the device

should operate to stop the train. Should the brakes be applied
by the stopping device it should not be possible for the engine-

it

But when Ripley, E.
Came up to the tee,

;

would be run by while

follows the

Prunes and lemons

home signal, the brakes should not be applied or the action
of the engineman interfered with but that, however, should
the engineman permit the speed of the train to be such, at any
signal

Fe on the Occasion of His
Birthday

Seventieth

the

point between the distant and the

E. P.

to the President of the Santa

to a stop at or before reaching

it

No. 18

59,

;

if

1

;

you offered a ticket
That was bought through a wicket
If

my
When

"Blast

Paris, France

schedule of the

Havre-Paris express of the French State Railways, which it
may be of interest to compare with similar data for American

Now

He

is

our day coach, the character of the third
it would not be put up with in America.
For a while this train was hauled by ten-wheel locomotives,
but it is now hauled by Pacific type locomotives, as before the
completion of the bridge over the Seine at Rouen [described
in the Railway Ace Gazette of September 24, page 564] Pacific
locomotives could not be operated to Havre.

And

Total Wt.

1

Luggage van

1

car
Second-class vestibule corridor
Dining vestibule corridor...
First-class vestibule corridor
Second-class corridor
Third-class corridor

2
1

2
2
5

PosL.l

1

Luggage vans
Combination first

1

ond-class corridor
Third-class corridor

1

Luggage van

2

and

4

Length,
Total
ft.
Seats seats

18

8

37

8

40

8

37

4
4

20
20

4

16

4
4
4

20
20

30
36

60
60
60
36
36
30

72
40
42
50
58

36
36
30

44
58

144
...

84
100

290

pass.,
lbs.

16
18

...

74
40
74
40
100
32

By

19

44
58

"It is not

1,028

Has

800
690

15

fv.( 17.45

18.09

Motteville

34.8

"'.{ill

,.,,
55.2

ar. (18.4.1

136.8

3.8 cents;

second

And

20
20

450

So, at three-score

Last 3 cars attached

To

May

he

meat

pickled to eat

hung up

to dry."

and ten we congratulate him
whose Moses he's been;

the road

20.58

class,

:

First class,
1.6 cents.

still

strong

his course yet be long

the clubhouse over yon on the green;

game and keep up his form,
many more moons;
May he gather much kale
For the Santa Fe trail

stick to the

For

lv.\ 18.51

and third

good

for a treat

railroader's

his hide

May

fares per mile are as follows

class, 2.5 cents,

itself

Since his drives are

30

to be

a heap of bones nearby;

Has been

And

Yvctot

The approximate

prepares

For the

17.10

Paris

hammering seems

16

720

t,
Ko""^"

the

At the end of the score
The Street's back door

Schedule

Breauti-Beuzeville

:

good when the railroad man
Cahoots with those on the Street
When the railroader blows
The whole Street knows

And

Distance,
miles

Havre

discreet

industriously bisecting wood.

sec-

16

manner

And it's best for the health
To accumulate wealth

pel-

wt.,

tons

replies in a

When

Havrk-Paris Express

Wt,

Street beguiles

"I'm busy with whacks
On old Brass Tacks

class being such that

Type

:

This canny boy smiles

class is equivalent to

wheels tons
4
16

pursues

leary of those of the Street;

When Wall

This train runs usually with 19 cars, which are well filled.
cars are mostly of the steel underframe type, fitted with
truss rods and are steel sheathed.
They are steam heated and
have Westinghouse air brakes, but no air signal system. Second

The

Description--

—

Ripley, the wizard

this is the course that Ripley

express trains.

cars

:

is

Was just out of hock
For the road was quite busted, you know.

:

No. of

"What

With brains and with gizzard.
Took hold twenty winters ago.
The whole of its stock

FRENCH PASSENGER SERVICE
To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The following tables show the make-up and

eyes," said the con.;

lo! these

Out of lemons and

livestock

and prunes

that?"

Tower Grove

Elimination of the

A

Crossings, St. Louis'

Complicated Grade Separation Problem Was Solved
by the Missouri Pacific and the Frisco

Recently

By

E. L.

WoNSON

Bridge Engineer, Missouri Pacific,

The

& San
from the St. Louis union station
limits.
Between Grand avenue and

tracks of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis

Francisco

lie

closely adjacent

westward nearly to the city
Kings Highway boulevard, a distance of V/z miles, the only
main thoroughfares for north and south traffic are Tower Grove
and Vandeventer avenues, which intersect at an angle of 52 deg.

The

distance south.

The

question of eliminating these crossings was first taken
After
city in 1905, on a basis of track depression.

up by the

further study, however, by the Board of Public Improvements
St. Louis, and the engineering departments of

of the city of

the railways, an agreement

at the point of crossing of the railways.

general location of the railways and streets

is

shown on

At Tower Grove avenue the Oak Hill

the accompanying map.

Louis, Mo.

St.

as by a long ascending grade on the Oak Hill branch, a short

branch of the Missouri Pacific diverges from the main line.
This is a double track belt line connecting with the main line
of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern in South St. Louis
and is used by all St. Louis passenger trains over the Iron

Mountain, as well as by a considerable industrial switching serThis line crosses the Frisco at grade. Connecting with
vice.

was arrived

1907 on the

at early in

Ordinances embodying this agreement were rejected by the Municipal Assembly in 1908, considerable popular oposition having developed to what was called
basis of

street

depression.

the "tunnel plan."

New

ordinances,

requiring

existing street levels,

depression

were passed

of

tracks

in April,

1909,

under the

requiring an

approximate expenditure of $3,000,000, as compared with about
They were considered by the
$500,000 for street depression.
railways as unduly oppressive and by the industries as destrucof their railway connections, and it became necessary to
determine the rights of the parties in court.
The ordinances were upheld by the St. Louis Circuit Court,
and appealed to the Supreme Court of Missouri, which in a

tive

unanimous opinion, handed down in December, 1912, held in
brief that, while the city had power to require elimination of
the crossings and to prescribe the general method, as by track

or street depression, the ordinances in question were void, both
as being unreasonably burdensome in their requirements and
as not having originated as prescribed by the city charter.

Meanwhile the present management of the Missouri Pacific
had assumed charge of the property, and general plans and
Tower Grot'e Aiv bridge.-<\ ZUri^andeventerAve.

bridge.

SO

jror^erJ!:''de_Mo__Pa^

~"
.^£%-

M^i!}:^:^:^ZZ:r7s%'Present grade.
Location Plan at Tower Grove and Vandeventer Avenues

Missouri Pac/ric Ry
and Oak Hill Branch.

Oak Hill branch, the Missouri Pacific also has' a track
crossing the streets south of the Frisco tracks and leading into

the

the plant of the Liggett

& Myers Tobacco Company,

it

"O

Var^detrenfer Ave bridge.—

being crossed at grade by two Frisco connections to the plant of
the

Witli the development of this section of St. Louis by indus-

growth of
a large residence territory to the south, served by Tower Grove
and Vandeventer avenues as through thoroughfares, the street
traffic over the crossings become continually heavier, amounting
in 1909 to approximately 400 street'cars, 2,400 vehicles and 6,000
pedestrians per 24 hours. Protection by gates and watchmen was

iFor^'S3f^{

ings.

''''.Z%

stores and residences, together with the rapid

afforded for

some years

prior to the elimination of the cross-

Both railways maintain passenger stations

whicli

practically

contrilniting largely to

all

passenger trains

at

stop;

Tower Grove
this,

although

freedom from serious accidents, increased

the inconvenience and delay to street

traflic by the necessity of
occupying the crossings during stops. The total train movements
over the crossings average 250 per 24 hours, of which 100 arc
passenger trains.

The main lines of bolli railways rise to
Tower Grove, while the intersecting streets

a natural

summit

at

by street depression as less costly, or by track depression as
removing the summit in the railway profile. Actually the track
depression is limited by considerations of economical adjustment
and practical operation of important industry connections, as well
Abslr.ict of a paper presented before the St.

St.Louis di

1000
estimates were prepared

Louis EtiKinccrB* Club.

San Francisco RR.

5~

1000

JOffO

and the Frisco

Profiles ol the Missouri Pacific

for six

different

at

Tower Grove

methods of elimina-

of which one contemplated partial depression of tracks
and elevation of streets, being the general method finally adopted.
Immediately following the Supreme Court decision of De-

tion,

cember, 1912, the Board of Public Improvements called a conference with the railways, and announced a preference for
partial track depression and street elevation as a basis of elimi-

The details were worked out for a new ordinance
which was passed and approved in March, 1913, and
formally accepted by the railways, .\olual work was started on

nation.

rapidly,

November

1,

1'113.

.APOriin

are practically level,

indicating the possibility of a separation of the crossing, either

"

SO

American Car Company.

tries,

at

ZH—Totver Sroire Aire, bridge

in turn

The

streets

were elevated

13

ft.

IM.A.NS

over the tracks on reinforced

concrete bridges, the tracks being depressed 13

ft.

to afford

a

above top of rail. The filled street approaches
are on 3yj per cent grades with rctnining walls along the street
lines, except where abuting properly is raised to confonnitx'

22-ft. clearance

with the

new

street grade.
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The

railways endeavored to induce adjoining property owners
and lots, offering to provide the neces-

to raise their buildings

sary

filling,

and pointing out that the expense of restoring the

property to the street grade would constitute a definite and
Several owners proceeded
easily-adjusted claim for damages.
along these lines, but the majority preferred to await a definite

adjustment with the

city,

which, under the ordinance, assumed

^ -

t

m

No. 18

;

from 26

72

to

ft.

long, those over

plate girders encased in concrete.

*

59,

have rectangular columns and footings spaced about 12 ft. center
The columns are 18 in. by 24 in. and 20 in. by 24
to center.
they are joined at the tops by cross girders supporting
in.
the deck beams, and at the bottoms by continuous diaphragms
extending to 4 ft. above the top of rail, serving primarily as
a guard against damage to the bridge from derailed equipment.
The footings of bents and abutments are designed for a maximum pressure of 2^ tons per sq. ft. on the firm yellow clay
found at this point. At Vandeventer avenue the angle of intersection between street and railway is only about 27 deg. at
the Missouri Pacific tracks, and 42^ deg. at the Frisco tracks;
consequently the deck beams are built normal to the bents, and
are supported with the deck slab at the street lines by facia
girders

L

Vol.

35

ft.

The abutments of

being steel
the Frisco

are of gravity section, while for the abutments and
connecting retaining walls of the Missouri Pacific bridges, a
reinforced counterfort type is used on the north side, and a
bent and slab design on the south side.
At Race Course avenue, requirements of street width at the
bridges

^^^B^SWiHH^BF^«w^^y^-*'

'>^|

elevated level and track

West

were successful in making such
an adjustment in a number of cases, and under waiver of
damages, raised the buildings and built retaining walls at the

the damages.

rear of the

The

lots,

city officials

the railways providing the

filling.

.'\
profile shows the former and present railway main line
grade lines with the summit lowered by the depression. The
most unsatisfactory features as to gradient are found on the
tracks leading into the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company and
American Car Company, upon which, although depressed as
far as practicable into the plants, grades of from 2]/^ to 3 per
cent are required, which add materially to the expense of op-

of the sidewalk slab is variable throughout.
With the exception of Park avenue, which is paved with
granite blocks, the elimination ordinance required all streets
affected by the

of the

work

a concrete base,

full

have creosoted wood block paving on
width concrete sidewalks, steel curbs on

to

the viaducts and granite curbs

on the approaches.

Material changes were required in the brick station buildings
of each railway. It was decided to relocate the Missouri Pacific
station at the

new

street grade

foundations were built

in

on

a slightly different location.

trenches

down

to the depressed

Viaduct Looking North

consisting

and partly uudcr the ImildinK, which was kept in
new foundation walls were brought up to the
former street level. Station service was then transferred temporarily to two large box car bodies fitted up for the purpose,
location and the foundations completed. The Frisco station has

on abutments and intermedibents and forming four and five spans as shown. The bents

been maintained without cliange in level or position; it was
underpinned with new foundation walls to the depressed track

A

shows the finished strcil luidges, v\biili, with
abutments and retaining walls, form an X-shapcd

plKitiigr;iph

their limiting

structure with a section of solid fill at the central portion beThe construction, except the abutments of

tween the railways.

two

bridges,

of a
ate

at the depressed grade, necessi-

and concrete rail along the retaining wall, between the Tower
Grove and Vandeventer bridge abutments. As the face of the
retaining wall and the street line are not parallel, the overhang

New

erating and maintaining these connections.

Overhead View

room

tated the use of cantilever brackets for supporting the sidewalk

Elevation of Viaduct Over Missouri Pacific Tracks

is

beam and

of

reinforced

concrete

slab deck resting

throughout,

track

level

service until the

October
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and stairway connections to

level

street

and tracks were con-

street,

width could not be

sufficient

left

between the operated

surface tracks and the edge of the excavation for the proper

structed.

accommodation of passengers and the handHng of baggage and
a temporary platform 500 ft. long was built along the tracks

DIVISION OF COST

The

801

elimination ordinance provided

the construction cost,

tliat

for this purpose, connection with the station being provided by

including the relocation of municipal sewers and water mains,

a temporary foot bridge over the excavation.

should be asumed by the railways, and the damages to abutting
city.
The expense of rearranging utilities other
than those municipally owned, such as street car tracks, gas
mains, conduits, wires, etc., was assumed by the proprietary
Prior to starting work, an agreement was reached
interests.
between the two roads whereby each should build the viaducts
over its own tracks and the approaches thereto this agreement
also provided for a specified division of the work of raising
Park avenue and those portions of Tower Grove and Vandeventer avenues between the tracks.
There resulted a distinct
division of the work on the basis of location, except as to the
construction by the Missouri Pacific of two spans over its Liggett & Myers spur south of the Frisco tracks and of the retaining walls and building underpinning required by its depression.
With the exception of these latter items and of the
raising and moving of its station building, the Missouri Pacific
handled all work with its own forces. The Frisco performed
its track depression and rearrangement with its own forces and
the remainder of its work by contract.

A

property, by the

permanent track was then

laid in the excavation, to

which

;

CONDUCT OF

THF,

Construction View.

WORK

Missouri Pacific

Owing

to the

considerable volume of street

traffic

and the

absence of other crossings in the vicinity, it was necessary to
provide for maintenance of street traffic throughout the construction.
The plan carried out involved closing the two west
legs of the "X;" that is. Tower Grove north and Vandeventer

avenue south of the intersection, the plan being to complete the
elevation of these sections and turn street traffic over them,
permitting in turn the closing and elevation of the other two
legs of the "X."

In making the Missouri Pacific track depression, the two main
tracks were

first

thrown over

to the south side of the right of

way, and a steam shovel cut was started as wide as practicable along the north side from the west end of the depression.
In the vicinity of

tlie

We»t

streets

Elevation.

the cut

was widened

to include

Frisco Tracks on Inc Ki(<nt

(.

ro.s.smg

excavation for the bridge abutnu-nts and retaining walls along
the north

side

<if

might be started.
street
built

the

tracks in order that

When

the cut

behind the shovel to carry the street

vation by a
the sireel

sliglil

;iihI

Id

detour.

The

llic

iiid

c.i^l

cut
<<t

the concrete

had been carried up

car tracks in Vandeventer avenue, a

work
to

the

wooden bridge was

traffic

over the exca-

was then contiiuied through
llii-

depression,

b'.asl

Temporary Crossing
Westbound Tracks and

of the

Pacific

.

of Street

Car Tracks Ove

Grade with
Eastbound Track
at

IVlissouri

westbound Missouri Pacific traffic was transferred, the temporary street bridge at Vandeventer avenue being raised about
4 ft. to provide overhead clearance.
This permitted the removal of one of the two surface tracks, widening the excavation and the construction of the second permanent track at
the depressed

The depression of

level.

was performed in
of 1,000 ft. from
only one track

the

Oak

Hill

branch

a similar manner, except that for a distance

Frisco crossing south to McRee avenue
been depressed, pending a possible reloca-

tlie

lias

tion at this point.

The

greater portion of the material

private property

Missouri

t'luiiic

was dumped from

Oak

Hill

Branch

in

for

raising

streets

the dirt trains brought

and
on

the Korcgrouiul

temporary track from the west eiiil of the depression into
(irovc, Race Course and N'aiulevcnter avcniics.
A conwhile the building was raised and moved to the new level and
siderable amount was also deposited directly on the ground by
the stcini shovel, when working near the streets and spread by
a

Tower

teams.

The balance

was disposed of

at

of the excavation not rcquirctl for
nearby points on the line.

filling,
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was

Tlie Frisco excavation

somewhat

less difficult

operating conditions, as

here to divert traffic on two temporary tracks largely clear of
the excavated area.
portion of the cutting beneath and between the street bridges was handled successfully by a Thew

A

shovel loading on cars or into wagons as conditions dictated.
It had been intended to change all railway traffic to the

depressed level and the highway traffic to the elevated level on
the same day, but unforeseen delays and complications made it
impossible to abandon

built to carry street traffic

Tower Grove avenue

the incomplete portion of

A

the surface tracks at this time.

all

temporary bridge was therefore

north, and

over

Van-

To provide
deventer avenue south of the street intersection.
for clearance over the surface track used by Oak Hill trains
and the Frisco detour tracks, this bridge was raised about 4 ft.
above the permanent street grade with runoffs on the completed
After this change in street traffic, a comconcrete viaducts.
paratively free opportunity was afforded for the remaining steps
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RAILWAY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS'
CONVENTION

made by steam shovel under
it was possible

also

Vol..

The

eighth annual convention of the Association of Railway

was held at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago,
October 18-22, H. C. Meloy, chief electrician, New York Central
Lines West, presiding. Mr. Meloy spoke of the good work that
had been done by the various committees in co-operating with
other associations, such as the Master Car Builders', Illuminating
Engineers', and the American Railway Engineering Associations.
The secretary-treasurer reported a cash balance of $1,357.29, and
a membership of 507, of which 170 are senior active members,
95 junior active members, 20 honorary members and 222 associate
members. Reports of progress were submitted by the committees on Reciprocal Relations, Loose Leaf Binders, Wire Crossings, Electric Headlights, Wireless Telephone and Telegraph, Industrial Trucks, Metal Conduit Specifications and Rating of Train
Electrical Engineers

Lighting Lamps.

The committee on Standards
presented as

its

for Train Lighting Equipment

report the standards adopted by the Master Car

Builders' Association, with the exception of the design of the

armature pulley.
this pulley

it

bearings

ball

It

will

was believed that by relocating the web of

be possible to use the same patterns for the

and the sleeve

pulley.

The chairman was

in-

confer with the chairman of the Train Lighting
Committee of the Master Car Builders' Association, with a view
of having this matter again drawn to the attention of the M. C. B.
structed

to

Association.

The committee on Wire

Specifications presented a revision of

former specifications to conform to the best engineering

the

practice.

The committee on Car Wiring presented a set of specifications
covering the complete installation of an electrical wiring system
for the lighting of passenger cars to meet the requirements of the
Board of Fire Underwriters' rules. These specifications are in
detail and were accepted by the association as
recommended practice for car wiring.
considerable

DATA AND INFORMATION

The committee,
Construction View Showing Conditions Before Grades

Were

Separated

previous years,

it

reporting on this subject, stated that, as in
difficult to obtain the necessary in-

has been

formation from the railroads, regarding their equipment. From
which was obtained it was found that there has been little
or no change in the electric car lighting situation during the
There has been a great increase in the number of
past year.
gas-filled Mazda lamps used and the number of Cooper-Hewitt

that

of the work. All railway traffic was removed from the surface
in February, 1915, and on July 31 all streets were opened for
travel.

To

handle concrete the Missouri

Pacific

installed

a

tower

Park and Vandeventer aveSand and gravel were
nues, served by a temporary spur track.
unloaded by a derrick and clamshell bucket into a divided
bin and drawn by gravity into a divided truck, which was
moved to the mixer and dumped into the hopper by a cable

plant with chutes at the corner of

attaclied to the hoisting engine.

portable tower

traveling

On

the Frisco work, a small

with the mixer was

used,

and the

wagons from the team tracks at
Park avenue. The total cost of the construction work to the
railways, the city and the public utility companies was $830,000.
was hauled

material

It

to

in

it

involved 220,000 cu. yd. of excavation, 60,000 cu, yd. of

filling,

17,400 cu. yd. of concrete, 540 tons of reinforcing steel, 78 tons

of structural steel and 23,300 sq. yd. of paving. Owing to the
conditions imposed upon both design and construction, the work
required attention out of proportion to its magnitude. More than

200 drawings covering the permanent work as constructed were
prepared by the Missouri Pacific alone. The engineers in charge
of the planning and execution of the work were V. G. Jonah,
chief engineer, and Perry Topping, assistant engineer, for the
C. E. Smith formerly assistant chief
St. Louis & San Francisco
engineer E. A. Hadley, chief engineer during the later stage
of construction, and the writer, assisted by W. D. Hudson, L. H.
Davis and S. M. Bate, assistant engineers, for the Missouri
;

;

Pacific.

lamps reported
to

16,446

to

1,287.

this year

is

considerably larger than last year.

from 12,432
and the number of incandescent headlights from 932

The number

It

of electric arc headlights has increased

was

also

shown

of shops reported this year

is

although the total number

that

practically twice that of last year,

the percentage of the shops at which the power is purchased
remains the same, being 42 per cent in each case. The total
horsepower of the connected load at the shops at which the
power is purchased represented 30 per cent of the total last year

and 29 per cent of the

total this year.

report was signed by Edward Wray, chairman. Railway
G. W. Cravens,
Electrical Engineer; C. J. Causland, P. R. R.

The

;

C.
I.

&

W. A. Del Mar,
A. J. Farrelly, C. & N. W. J. E. Gardner, C. B. & Q.,
M. Wiggins, Pullman Company.

C. Electric

R. T.

and W.

and Manufacturing Company;

;

;

ILLUMINATION

The committee stated that an investigation is to be made on
the study of illumination for classification yards. Regarding the
development of the incandescent lamp,

it

was

stated that since

1907 the sale in this country of the Mazda lamp has been increased
from 0.1 per cent to 71 per cent of the total lamps sold, while
that of carbon lamps lias decreased from 93 per cent to 7 per
cent, the

remainder being practically entirely Gem lamps. The
Gem lamps is where mechanical break-

only justifiable use of the

OCTOBKK

29.
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The Mazda C
now commercially available in the
multiple burning type from 1,000 watts down to and including
the 100- watt size and in the 110- volt class.
The development
work in the Mazda C lamps for train lighting service has pro-

would be the most economical.
A motor-driven compressor
would be desirable where but little live steam is used in the
operation of the plant for either power or heating, and where
the electrical power may be purchased in the neighborhood of
one cent per k. w. hour. The synchronous motor has proved

gressed to a point where they will soon be commercially available.
In this connection there is an important question to be settled
regarding the sizes that should be provided, as it is highly

satisfactory for motor-driven compressors.

The

desirable to avoid the multiplicity of sizes that the railroads have

points, such as at large terminal yards, or at

aye

is

excessive, due. to vibration of the courses.

or gas-filled lamp bulbs are

been using

in the

vacuum

type.

In the

Mazda B, or vacuum

type

made have been almost entirely in inThese have amounted to approximately
6 to 9 per cent, and in a few sizes somewhat more.
The report is signed by L. S. Billau, chairman, B. & O. C. W.
Bender, National Lamp Works, General Electric Company L. C.
Doane, Holophane Works of the General Electric Company;
H. C. Melov, N. Y. C. T. L. Minick, P. R. R., and G. O. Moores,
lamp, the improvements

creasing the efficiency.

;

;

;

B.

&0.

oil

— Preston

S. Millar, Electrical

Testing Laboratories,

has given excel-

some small

special

shops where there is no demand for steam, and where the cost
of electric current makes its use prohibitive. The best type of
compressor to be driven by an electric motor or an oil engine
is one designed to operate at a constant speed, with the proper
form of valve gear and unloading device, as this prevents complication of electric motor speed variations and the oil engine
speed variations.
chairman, C. R. I.
S. L.

Discussion.

It

on units from 200 cu. ft. to 1,200 cu. ft. per minute.
engine-driven compressor is the most suitable at isolated

lent service

&

S. F.

J.

;

The

report

&

;

P.

was signed by

H. R. Bucks, O.

Gardner, C. B.

F.

&

Q.

;

Wanamaker,

F.

S. L.

;

L. C. Hensel,

F. G. Baker, Frisco

Line: H. C. Meloy, N. Y. C. West.

New

York, stated that the modern Mazda lamps have been found
more rugged than the Gem lamps. He also believed that
the gas-filled Mazda lamps of small wattages would be so expensive to make and the increase in efficiency so small that

SHOP PRACTICE

to be

together

with

filament which

desirable

is

train

in

increase

the

in

the

intrinsic

of

brilliancy

the

objectionable to the eye, they would not be
service.

li,ghting

development of the
seem practical.

At the present

stage

of

in

making

One road handled with a locomotive crane and magnet 41 tons
of old locomotive grates in 40 minutes, 56 tons of old track
spikes in 33 minutes and 44 tons of miscellaneous scrap in 35
minutes.
Another road is handling this class of material at a

a study of the existing conditions

cost of less than 2 cents a ton, as compared with 25 to 35 cents
by hand. Another road reports the cost of handling No. 1
wrought iron scrap with the electric crane as 4 cents, against
22 cents where it was done by hand. Busheling No. 2 wrought
iron and malleable iron cost 2 cents as against 10 cents, handling
cast iron and mixed .steel cost 2 cents as against 9 cents, and

sizes

of traveling crane equipment in railway shops has found that the
present installations are in a rather chaotic condition, so far as

any attempt
is

at the standardization or

uniformity of a motor size

concerned.

After making a careful analysis of the problem with a view to
meeting the needs of the modern locomotive repair shops
and at the same time reducing the number of different crane
capacities to a minimum, the committee believed that the following nine crane sizes would suffice, these capacities being in
tons, 2, 5, 10, IS, 30 (single and double trolley), 60, 75, 120
^double trolley), 150 (double trolley). The 30-ton, 120-ton and
50-ton cranes each having the double trolley hoist, will actually
reduce the number of sizes to the following: 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60
and 75. The committee states
"There may be individual preferences on the part of many engineers for odd sizes of cranes,
but it is no trade secret that odd crane sizes specified by railroad
engineers usually are made up as a compromise e(|uipment from
a few standard sizes, and not always with the best results for
either the crane manufacturer or the railroad company."
The great advantage of standardization in crane motors would
be the reduction in the number of spare parts, armatures, etc.,
to be carried in stock, which would greatly facilitate the repairs
or replacements.
It was recommended that the committee be
continued for another year.
The report was signed by H. C.
Meloy, chairman, N. Y. C. T. V. Buckwalter, P. R. R. J. E.
Gardner, C. H. & Q. A. J. Farrelly, C. & N. W. Edward Wray.
Railway Electrical Engineer; C. J. Causland, P. R. R. P. L.
liatty, Arnold Company
R. M. Gaston, George P. Nichols &
Brother; B. F. Bilsland, General Electric Company.
fully

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

.MR

The committee made
engine-driven
|)orted that a

of tools in electric furnaces. It showed how by the use of the
locomotive crane and magnet the cost of handling material in
scrap yards and large store yards would be materially reduced.

do not

lamp the 100-watt

gas-filled

STA.NBAKDIZATION OF CR.\NE MOTORS

The committee

The Committee on Shop Practice considered this year the
subjects of crane magnets, magnetic chucks and the tempering

<OMPRESS0RS

a careful study of the motor-driven, oil

It was
rcand steam-driven air compressors.
well-designed motor-driven compressor would have

an over-all elliciency of 72.5 per cent, while the efTiciency of
the same type of air compressor, steam-driven, would be 77.7
per cent, and 81.3 per cent when driven by an oil engine.
If
was believed that at a large railroad shop or terminal, which
would require a 3,000-cu. ft. compressor and where live steam
was to be supplied to other units, the steam-driven compressor

handling sheet steel cost 20 cents as against 30 cents. The locomotive crane with a magnet can be used to good advantage for
picking up scrap along the right of way on roads where the
traffic

is

The information

dense.

cost of maintenance of a crane

obtained indicated that the

magnet

and consists in most cases simply

is

practically negligible,

renewal of the cable.
Where power for operating the magnet is supplied by generating
equipment mounted on the crane there will also be some slight
maintenance expense for this apparatus.
Magnetic chucks are used in railroad shops to a very limited

They

in the

—

of two general types the flat and the
use of the magnetic chuck is principally in
connection with grinding operations, either flat or cylindrical,
extent.

although

The

it

consist

The

rotary type.

is

occasionally used for light machining operations.

greatest merit

lies

in

the

fact that

light

thin

work may

be supported rigidly without distortion of the material.
The
power required for a magnetic chuck is small, and if the .shop
lighting or power circuits are direct current the chucks can in

most cases be connected directly to the shop lines.
In tempering tools b\' the electric furnace the temperature can
be

more

means of the pyrometer,
was signed by D. (". Wilson,

accurately regulated and, by

The

accurately determined.

report

U. P., chairman W. E. Heald, B. & O. H. R. Bucks. O. S. L.
George H. Cravens, C. & C. Electrical Manufacturing Company;
L. R. Pomcroy,
J. M. Craig, P. R. R.
J. L. Hayes, S. A. L.
U. S. L. & H. Company: J. H. Bryan. West. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
;

;

;

;

and A.

1..

Cliapin.

I.

C,

ILOSINC. KXKKCISKS

H. I). Roluuan, chief electrical engineer, Franklin Railway
Supply Company, New York, gave an ii\tercsting talk during
Wednesday's session on Electric Train Lighting in South .\frica
and Roumania. He stated that out of 2,000 passenger cars in
South Africa 1,900 were electrically lighted.
The individual
train lighting equipnu-ut

is

not of as large capacity as

is

used
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United

the

in

nor

States,

are

the

passeni.;er

cars

as

The following

officers

W.

Jansen,

Causland, P. R. R.

&
E.

Q.

;

were elected
111.

Cent.

;

for

the

ensuing year:

senior vice-president, C.

junior vice-president,

&

secretary-treasurer, Joseph A. Andreucetti, C.

;

Wanamaker,

C. R.

I.

&

and E.

P.,

S.

J.

E. Gardner, C. B.

J.

M. MacNab,

N.

W.

C. P. R.,

were elected to the executive committee.
It was voted to hold the semi-annual convention at the time
and place of the convention of the Master Car Builders' Association, and to hold the next annual convention in Chicago.
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book called "Touring in 1600," says that he had the opportunity
of consulting thousands of diaries, letters and other accounts
of that period, descriptive of the various journeys throughout the
world entered upon for reasons other than business. All the
world likes to travel, and travel brings about an exchange of

vvel!

illuminated.

President, E.

Vol..

products.
.

The

The

point

is

as strong

whether these

is

want

I

now

to

emphasize

is

that this desire for

ever was, and is proliably stronger.
facilities are better, but the serious feature for us to consider

travel

as

facilities

it

are the ones which the steam railroads

furnish or whether the public

is turning to the automobile, the
motorcycle, the motor boat, the electric traction line or perchance

medium of transportation.
Travelers have the right to ask that the passenger stations
that the attendants shall be
shall he well arranged and clean

the aeroplane for a

THE RAILWAY AND THE AUTOMOBILE*

;

By
Vice-President,

T.

C.

Powell

Queen & Crescent

courteous and attentive
Route

,

and

that the officers

all

those in author-

be intelligent and well fitted for their positions. They
have the right to demand that upon paying the price they shall
ity shall

From the earliest time mankind has found it necessary to
move from place to place, and the means of doing so which
we enjoy to-day, are simply the responses to that demand.
But simply to move from one locality to another has not satisRunning all through the world's progress
fied the human race.
found the same desire for speed, the same admiration
for the success resulting from the application of speed.
will be

be provided with the accommodations for which they pay, and
that they shall be transported to their respective destinations in

comfort and safety.

The shipping
ing that

its

delivered at

upon paying the price, is justified in askbe handled with care at all times and
the designated point promptly and without unnecespublic,

goods

shall

means of transportation in this
country have been the steam railroad and the steamboat. The

sary detail or harassing regulations.

river steamboat service has been largely superseded by the railroad, not only because of cheaper rates and faster time, but

as to the relative merits of all

because the railroad traiHc and transportation organizations
have been more efficient. Had the steamboat people recognized
this in time, they would not have been eliminated to the exTheir organization would have
tent that has come to pass.
grown also, and they would have retained at least part of the

ciency of their organizations, recognizing that the only reason

The

substantial long-distance

through and they would have developed new local traffic.
With this example staring us in the face, the railroad fraternity in every department must lead in transportation methods
and not simply follow. It must be remembered that the "steam

was not invented to
It was put in competition with the stage coaches, and from the beginning, made
better time than the coaches drawn by horses and very shortly
made lower rates. The owners of the coach companies, many
propelled carriage," as it was first called,
run on rails, but on the public highways.

in Parliament, succeeded in having passed such
laws against the "steam carriages" operated on the
turnpikes, that they were driven off and compelled to provide
their own roadways, and the automobile industry in England,

whom

of

were

restrictive

as

now known, was set back nearly two generations.
automobile, both for freight as well as for passengers,
coming into its own again. Highways are being improved
it

is

The
is

and part of the very taxes paid by the steam
railroads is being used to provide smooth roads and streets for
the benefit of a possible and very probable future competition.
My own experience in this country and abroad, that is, where
for

its

benefit,

the roads are good, shows that the average mileage made is
20 miles per hour, and this is confirmed by the experience of
Short distances can be made in better time per hour.
others.
The same kind of service can be obtained on some freight, and
when it is understood that this lime applies from door to door,

There
the serious nature of the competition can be realized.
In a year
are now nearly 2,000,000 motor cars in this country.
there will be at least 2,000,000 automobiles exclusive

of

auto

Allow each automobile an average annual mileage of
5,000 miles— many travel 20,000— and you have a total mileage of
10,000,000,000 automobile miles. Allow an average of two passengers to each automobile and you have at total of 20,000,000,000 passenger miles. Not all of this is taken from the steam
trucks.

roads, but the proportion of people traveling by automobile who
otherwise would travel in some direction by railroads, is very

important.
not a Twentieth Century invention; on the contrary, a writer who has made a study of it and has written a

"Touring"

is

•From an address before the
Ohio, on September 14. 1915.

Cincinnati

Railway

Clul).

at

Cincinnati.

is becoming posted
forms of transportation, and to
patronage, the steam railroads must enhance the effi-

In short, the traveling and shipping public
retain its

common carrier is to transport from place
and merchandise, safely and expeditiously and

for the existence of a
to place passengers

without undue or unreasonable charges or regulations.

RESULT OF THE

M. M.

LETTER BALLOT

Fifty-four subjects were submitted to the members of the
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association for action by
letter ballot and of these only one was unfavorably acted on,
that being the engineer's torch made of steel tubing and shown
in the report of the Committee on Standardization of Tinware
as Fig. 1. The entire 14 recommendations of the Committee on
Standards and Recommended Practice were adopted, these in-

cluding specifications

for

steel

cylinder castings,

and

steel castings.

etc.,

axles,

fire-bo.x

steel,

forgings,

The changes made

in

the specifications for inspection and testing of locomotive boilers
to have them conform to the Federal regulations were adopted,

were the regulations covering the operation of brakes on
engines and tenders handled dead in trains and offered in inter-

as

change.

The methods of photometering locomotive headlights, as proposed by the Committee on Locomotive Headlights, and the
rules for determining stresses in longitudinal barrel seams and
patches, longitudinal gusset braces and flat surfaces, and staybolts, radial stays and crown bar bolts in locomotive boilers as
presented by the Committee on Design, Construction and Inspection of Locomotive Boilers were also adopted.

Thirty-nine of the 40 examples of tinware presented by the

Committee on Standardization of Tinware were adopted, which
should prove of material assistance to the manufacturers and
The instructions in fuel economy on
users of this material.
locomotives prepared by the Committee on Fuel Economy for
tlie instruction of the enginemen and firemen were adopted, the
vote lacking one of being unanimous. These instructions, it is
understood, will be printed in pamphlet form and sold at a
nominal cost by the association.
The three recommendations of the Committee on Forging Specifications covering the fiber stresses for heat treated and alloysteel materials, and the specifications for quenched and tempered
steel axles and alloy-steel forgings (separate specificawere adopted by a large majority. The rules outlined by
the Committee on Boiler Washing for washing boilers were also

carbon
tions)

adopted.

Comparative

World's Railways

Statistics of the

Bureau of Railway Economics Compiles Data for United
States and 38 Foreign Countries; 606,000 Miles of Line
In only une conntry in the world do railways haul freight so

cheaply as the railways of the United States.

where the

India,

On

cost of labor

is

so

That country

is

wages of railway employees in the
United States are higher than in any other country, except Western Australia, in which country average receipts per ton are
ligible.

the other hand,

In our own
almost twice as great as in the United States.
country the average annual wage of the railway employee in
Only in Australia, New Zealand and Canada
1912 was $730.

does the a\erage annual wage reach one-half that amount.

In

$114 per year. In capitalization per mile of its railways, the United States is exceeded by every one of the prinThe list is headed by the United
cipal coimtries of the world.
Kingdom, with a capitalization of $277,147 per mile. Belgium

Japan

it

is

comes next with $216,143 per

mile.

Russia has an average of

$149,814; France, $148,436; Switzerland, $122,010; Austria, $121,-

327; Germany, $116,365.

made

The average

for the United States

In no country in the world has so

$63,535.

in efforts to

of them

is

of

is

much

progress been

in a

manner which

perform railway service

shall best serve the business interests

its

patrons.

In none

;

New

United States and of the principal foreign countries.
list

are included 38 countries or states for which are

given in tabular form the principal information covered for the

United States in the statistical reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The statistics cover for 1912, the latest
year for which fairly complete comparable statistics are available, the principal facts concerning an aggregate mileage of
606,000 miles, or approximately seven-eighths of the world's
total railway mileage.
Figures for the railways of the United
States for 1913 and 1914 also are given. The data are presented
separately for each country and in comparative form relative
to leading heads under financial condition and operating results.
The eighth of the total mileage which is not included comprises
that of insignificant or backward countries and the mileage of
local, narrow-gage or otherwise unimportant railways in the
principal countries.

South
Brazil

is

affected by the inclusion or omission

of items in the statistics of one country that are not included
or omitted in all but the slight error does not appear to be
sufficient to impair the general usefulness of the data.
Some
;

points in which differences exist in the significance of certain
items are pointed out under the various heads.
l'Ri;iGHr

TRAFKIC

In average receipts per ton mile the railroads of the Ihiited
States receive about 60 per cent of the average receipts in the
principal European countries.
The rate in the United States
is lower than that of any other country except India.
Brazil

stands highest in the list, with receipts nearly 10 times the
average amoimt for the United States.
Several countries receive from two or three and even four times as much for hauling a ton of freight one mile as the railroads of the United
States.
The only coimlry which has substantially the same rate
is Canada.
The average receipts per ton mile for 25 rnuntries
are

shown

in tlio

'.'.."

accompanying

table.

i'21S

oVoj
lapan
o'sU
.Mexico (National liailwaysj
1339
Norway
.'"."" 1448
Roumania
I'aQ?
.'

!

(1911)

6.914
0.757
China (Peking-Mukden Line). 0.815
Cuba (1911)
2.944
Denmark
2.113
France (1911)
1.181
Cermany
1.244

^.anada

''

India

1.611
1.756
1.494

Australia

1240

Hungary

Russia

.

(1910)

9.^3

Siara

(190O)...

Spain

1505
>'
>26

.

"1373

Sweden
Switzerland

"•'mD

Union of South Africa
L834
In freight revenue per mile of line the average for the United

States

is

$7,962.

'.

This amount

exceeded in five European
Germany, $13,898; the United
Austria, $11,237; and Switzerland, $8,629
is

countries, viz., Belgium, $14,440;

Kingdom, $13,295;
Yet in freight density, ton miles per mile of line, the United
States is exceeded only by Germany. The effect of the difference
in rate per ton per mile in Germany and in the United
States is
clearly brought out by a simple comparison based upon
the two
following tables, sliowing freight density and freight revenue
per mile of

line.
Freight density is 3.6 per cent greater in Gerthan in the United States. Freight revenue per mile
of
line is 75 per cent greater in Germany.

FREIGHT REVENUE PER MILE OF LINE
United States
$7,962
Algeria and Tunis (1911)...
2.981
Australia

3,199
4 759
2^279
4.487
3.443
2.273
11,237

New South Wales
Queensland
South Australia
Victoria

Western Australia
Austria

Belgium
Brazil

H.-I-IO

(1911)
(1911)

Canada
China (Peking-Mukden Line)
Cuba (1911)

Denmark
Egypt
France

(1911)

4.981
2,465
5.539

4,510
3.184
6,264
6,764
7,459

Germany
Holland....
Huntarv

$13 898

620?
c'iiH

'•'"

u,^"^
,
,

3.672

,

7.581

•'

J'ipan

Mexico (National Railways).
^f"' Zealand

Norway

478Q
3,586
3.697
;j'ofi6

Portugal

4''79

(1910)...

Roumania

q'.so?

Siam
Spain

'

Sweden

"

Switzerland

Union of South Africa

Kingdom

United

'

i'ni?
s'ldo

3154
'

8*629
5'a3S
I3|2gs

TON-MILES PER MILE OF LINE
(Freight

United

States
Australia:
South Australia
Austria
Brazil

1,078,580

Hungary

'"

fm|j_.,

256.139
752 767

72047

(iVlY)

..'...'..';
Canada
China (Peking-Mukden

731,776

Liu")

553.383
108,154
293.900
(t.U.nc

Cuba (1911)
Denmark
France (1911)
flermany
Holland

Density)

1,117,376
507.637

t„„,_
J^pan
Mexico

(

N.itional Railways)

Norway
Roumania
Russia

(1910)

Spain

494 OO*
!..,,',ec

coViin
587,610
263.950
129.524
445.523
1,033.254

Siam

67.088
240.166
229.468
326,887

(1909)

Sweden
Switzerland

Union of South Africa

In average receipts per ton the comparative record

Inevitably the strict comparability of certain of the items for

the different countries

South Wales

Austria

Bulgaria

In the

Cents

Holland

many

the service performed so cheaply.

These are a few of the facts indicated in a bulletin just issued
by the Bureau of Railway Economics on "Comparative Railway
Statistics, United States and Foreign Countries."
Numerous
comparative statements have heretofore been compiled covering
such statistics in a more or less fragmentary form but no previous compilation has approached in completeness of vital statistics those contained in the present work.
The bulletin presents comparative data regarding the railways
of the

Cents.
States
0.744
Algeria and Tunis (I'lH).... 1.691
Australia:

United

as to be almost neg-

little

AVERAGE RECEIPTS PER TON-MILE.

.'96,406

for the

United States appears somewhat better, but this is because of
The more important European countries re-

the longer haul.

from SO to 75 per cent of the amount received by the
railways of the United States, but in none of the countries in
this comparison is there a rail haul per ton comparable to tlu
2.';6.9 miles average haul
in the United States.
Next to the
ceive

United States in this respect stand Mexico, with 222 miles, and
with 218. In important European countries the average
haul per ton is from one-fourth to one-third the average for
the United States.
It
should be noted, how.evcr, that ilie figure above given for
the United States is the average haul per ton when all railways
are considered as one system.
The ;i\erage haul per ton on
C an.ada,

the individual

railway

in

the Ihiiled Slates in 1912

was

143.44

This haul per ton is exceeded in five countries, in each
of which, however, by reason of the extent of the coiuitry it is
probable that conditions of tr.insfer comparable with those cusmiles.

loniary in the Ihiitcd States prevail. Of the countries which
h.ivc
a longer average than the L'lilled States haul on the individual
railway, the Union of South Africa and Mexico have

nearly
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average receipts per ton of railways of the
United States; India has 31 per cent more; and Canada has 55
per cent more. Figures for Russia are not given. The figures
for each of tlie countries are given in the accompanying table
the

three times

AVERAGE HAUL PER TON
Miles

Mile3
Algeria and Tunis (IPII)
Australia:

New

South Wales

Holland

Hungary
India
lapan

fl.l

1^0.1

Australia

South

Mexico (National Railways)

<>5.5

Austria

Belgium
(1911)

Brazil

^'^-^

Norway
Roumania

Sl'.l

Russia

92 6
222.1
34.7
99.8
160.1
126.2
60.9
^S.a
45.5
171.2

.

(1910)

Siam

I'f-O
Canada
China (Peking-Mukden Line). 86.8
26.3
Cuba (1911)

Denmark
France (lOH)

61.8
55.2
71.8
199.2

Germany

256.9
73.8

States

United

Spain

(1909)

Sweden

'"3.5

Switzerland

78.4

Union

South Africa

of

of

consideration

the

passenger

the

rates,

facts

the

for

is

United

The

line.

statistics are

given in the accompanying

New

0.908
1.020
0.967
0.414
0.690

Holland

Hungary

South Wales

India

1.048
1.318
1.062
2.424
1-457
1-943
0.964
2.868
'.294
1-075

Australia

South

Germany

1.987
1.466

Austria

(1911)
Bulgaria (1911)
Brazil

Canada
China (Peking-Mukden Line)
Cuba (1911)

Denmark
France (1111)

lapan

South

Russia

1.208
1.451
0.699
1.188
1.522
1.246
1.280

(1910)

Siam
Spain

(1909)

Sweden
Switzerland

Austria
5^'S!""),

,
•

-.-.V

287,204
145,995

Hungary

^J5'jH
,n'n«

Japan

g'-f''.(''?(1911)
Bulgaria

,MJ
121,216

Canada

108,888

'

;;

Denmark
France

678,385
583,155
236,556
457,498
706.884
78,344
131,114

Mexico (National Railways)

Norway

(1911)

nzn

-'

Spain

titn

IMUl

g°"'"^"',,oim
R."ssia
(1910)
Siam

359.002
62,216
405,338
432,630

Line)

Cuba (1911)

^,ll'l^l

126.767
139,736
123,972
520,666

(1909)

Sweden
Switzerland

PASSENGER REVENUE PER MILE OF LINE
United

New

France

$2,704
1,644

.States

Algeria and Tunis (1911)
Australia:

$4,707
6,147
5,948
2,260
1,895
4,854

(1911)

Germany
Holland

South Wales
Queensland
South Australia

Hungary

Victoria

!,„;„
Mexico' (Naiionar Raiiways)
Nc" Zealand
Ponugai (1910)

3,009
1.007
1,962
3,169
Australia. ........ 1.047

(^dia
[talv

Ai^irw""
7,347
Beieium
Braliwi-iii):::::. :::..:::: 1:720

Bulgaria

(1911)

Canada
China (Peking-Mukden Line)
Cuba (1911)

Denmark
Egypt

1.766
2,116
3,462
1,785
5,169
6,059

Roumania

5324
\
'.

I'.U^
2,505
2,910
3,63/

Siam

1,511

Spain

2.294
1,536
6,666
9,183

Sweden
Switzerland
United Kincrlom

the tables above are very greatly
modified by the statement of the distribution of passengers. In

The apparent

facts

shown by

the United States practically

all

passenger

traffic

is

first-class.

of the countries with which comparison is made a
very large proportion of the passenger traffic is second, third, or
The percentage of passenger travel in the
even fourth class.
lower classes ranges from over 98 per cent for Siam, 96 per
In nearly

all

Kingdom, 96 per cent for France, 95 per
per cent for Germany, down to about 50 per

cent for the United
cent for Japan, 91

cent in

some of

the Australian colonics.

per passenger mile

is

class
class

49.1
50.9

2nd
Western Australia:

greatly reduced on

10.4

46.1

Season tickets
Workers' tickets

class
2nd class
3rd class

Military
India:
1st

29.4
14.1

Military

Belgium

2nd

0.4
5.9

92.6

3rd

New

0.9
10.3

1st

2nd

33,2
66.8

class

class
class

1st

2nd

0.4
6.3

3rd class

.

class
2nd class
3rd class
class
2nd class
3rd class
1st

Military

8.9

class
2nd class
3d class
Special class
1st

class
class
class

0.3

4.6
95.1

15.5
84.5
3.9
15.0
79.6
1.5

0.3
1.3

98.4
0.1

4.9

93.8
1.2

Switzerland:

France (1911):
1st

0.2
0.8
2.6

Sweden:

0.1

91.0

class
class

1st

Denmark:
class
2nd class
3rd class

2.1

Siam:

93.3

1st

class

3rd class
Military

1.0

Brazil (1911):
1st

class
class
class

2nd class
Roumania:

87.8

2nd class
Bulgaria (1911):

class
class

1.1

14.6
82.2

Zealand:

1st

1.1

:

class
2nd class
3rd class
Electric line
1st

1.7

:

1st

class
2nd class
3rd class
1st

24.5
69.3
0.4

Intermediate
90.0
3rd class
Season & vendors' tickets. 6.4
Iapan

.\t'STBiA:

4.1

19.6
76.3

0.5
6.9

86.9
5.7

United Kingdom:

class
2nd class
3rd class
1st

class
2nd class
3rd class
1st

0.1
7.5

42.0

2.3
1.2
96.5

The average receipts per passenger on the railways of the
United States are considerably greater than those on the railways
of the principal European countries for the reason that the
average haul is much longer and because the traffic is substantially all first-class.
Some indication of the difference in accommodations furnished in the different countries is afforded by the
statement of the average number of passengers per train. Although the trains in the United States have space accommodation
for very many more passengers than trains in any of the countries named, with the possible exception of Canada, yet only
Denmark has so small an average number of passengers per train.
The limit in the other direction is reached by India, which carries
In most
176 as the average number of passengers per train.
of the European countries the number of passengers per train
is from 30 to 60 per cent greater than in the United States, notwithstanding the smaller amount of space accommodation afforded by smaller coaches and less number of coaches in the
train.

The

statistics

for various cotmtries are presented in the fol-

lowing table

PASSENGERS PER TRAIN
53

United States
Australia

South Wales

South

Australia

109
82
73

Austria

ct^l™^
Denmark
France

Germany

S4
63
66
JJS
injig
111
Mcxfco' (National" Railways)... 86
7«
Roumania
69
Switzerland

Holland

New

.•;;
".'.'.'.'.'.'.

(1911)

62
53
69

Hungary

WAGES

The average revenue
account of this pre

1st

2nd

class
class

1st

2nd

1.2
4.1

Hungary:

7.3

Germany:

India

(Peking-Mukden

China

9.0

46.4
37.3

Victoria:

3d

Holland

New South Wales
South Australia

Military

Australia:

2nd

Germany

136,699

States
Australia:

United

1st

36.4
32.9
23.8

class
class
Season tickets
Weekly tickets

PASSENGER-MILES PER MILE OF LINE
(Passenger Density)

class
2nd class
3rd class
4th class

O.'J

1st

1st

49.2

IIollanu:

2nd

Mexico '(National Railways).. 1.435

Norway
Roumania

Wales:

class
2nd class
Season tickets
Weekly tickets

AVERAGE RECEIPTS PER PASSENGER-MILE
States
Algeria and Tunis (1911)
Australia:

100.0)

4th class
Military

1st

table.

United

=

Per cent

.States

Australia:
New South

It

per mile of

No

accurate can be

Per cent

in the

countries have less passenger density. Belgium has the greatest
passenger density and naturally the highest passenger revenue

traffic.

(Total for each Country

classes.

appears that while receipts per passenger per mile are higher
United States than in most countries, in only 15 of the
countries in the list have railways less passenger revenue per
mile of line than those of the United States, and those in eight

No. 18

DISTRIBUTION OF PASSENGERS CARRIED, BY CLASSES

given to the distribu-

Such distribution prevails in
every other country except Canada included in this compilation.
tion of passengers into

class

this service that is at all

comparable with those for the

various countries are not at all
United States, unless full consideration

59,

comparison of rates for
made without taking
into consideration the averages for the different classes and considering them in connection with the class of accommodation
furnished for each class. The cheaper accommodations in most
countries are greatly inferior to the service of the day coaches
in ordinary use in United States and Canada.
The distribution
of passengers by classes for the various countries is shown in
the accompanj'ing table.
ponderance of low

PASSENGER TRAFFIC
In

Vol.

most iinporlant comjiarisons that can be made as
cost of operation between the railways of the United States

One of
to

the

October
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and those of other countries

the average compensation of

is in

With

the exception of Western Australia, the United
States pays a larger average yearly compensation than any other
country. The country having the lowest average yearly compensa-

employees.

tion per employee of

which the available figures can be placed on

basis with the United States

a comparable

is

The average

Japan.

$113.88 as compared with

yearly compensation in that country

is

$729.64 for the United

States

1912).

Australian colonies and

New

appears that the
Zealand are, with the exception
(in

It

of Canada, the only countries in which the wages of employees
stand on anywhere near an even basis with those of employees

of the railways of the United States. In Germany the average
yearly compensation is a httle more than half that in the United
In Holland, Italy, Switzerland, Austria and Hungary
States.
the compensation is less than one-half the average for the

The

United States.
for

facts are

shown

in the

accompanying

reduced to a basis

which

is

comparable with

statistics for

Chile (1913)

China (Peking-Mukden Line)

Cuba

Denmark
Egypt
France

Germany
Hungary

United

Australia:

Italy

Japan

New

South

Westen
Germany

Wales

$573.45
770.52
404.23
334.48
354.43
113.88
632.16
409.00

Australia

Holland
Italy

Japan

New

Zealand

Sweden

Canada
Hungary
Roumania
Russia

(1910)

$3,514

(1911)...

Argentine
Australia

Victoria

Western

Australia

Belgium
(1911)
(1911)

traffic,

it

is

to be ex-

pected that the operating revenues per tr'le of line of the principal

European countries should show amounts greatly

in

excess of

In
those for the railways of the United States.
Belgium the operating revenue per mile of line

Germany and

twice that in the United States

Kingdom

;

in

the United

is

practically

the

about two and one-half times that per mile
in the United States, while France, Austria, Denmark, Holland,
Italy, Russia and Switzerland show operating revenues per mile
considerably in excess of the figure for the United States. The
figures for 38 coimtries are shown in the accompanying table.
operating revenue

is

OPERATING REVENUES PER MILE OF LINE
United

$11,482

States

Algeria and Tunis (1911)...
,\rgcntine
Australia

New

South Wales
Queensland
South Australia
Victoria

Western

Australia

Austria

Belgium
Brazil

BuK'aria

(1911)
(1911)

Canada
Chile

(I9I3)

China (Peking-Mukden

Cuba (1911)

Denmark
Egypt

4.681
6,302
5,621
8,315
3,562
6,964
7,168
3.713
16.049
23,665
7,324
4.505
8.200
5.732
Line) 8.680
5.709
12.141
13,024

France

(1911)

Germany
Holland

Hungary
India
Italy

Japan

Mexico (National Railways).

New

Zealand

Norway
Portugal

(1910)

Roumania
Russia

(1910)

Siam
Spain

Sweden
Switzerland

Union of South Africa
United

Kingdom

$14,521
22,026
13,440
8,599
5.971
13.868
10,495
5,099
6.813
3.841
7.239
9.830
12.424
2.604
8.551
4.975
15,945
7.996

26,689

Comparison of operating expenses per mile of line shows
somewhat similar relation to that which obtains in respect to
operating revenues.
In this respect, however, Germany and
Belgium show a larger excess of operating expense per mile of
over that of United States railways, while the relation for
France, Holland, Switzerland and Austria is not materially different from the relation shown in regard to operating revenues.
The United Kingdom stands highest in operating expenses as
in operating revenue.
However, in the United Kingdom operating expenses absorb only 63 per cent of operating revenue, this,
with that of France, 62.6 per cent, being the lowest operating
ratio of any important country.
In the United States operating
expenses absorb 69.3 per cent of operating revenue.
line

Chile

$7,968
Algeria and Tunis (1911)...
2.049
Articntine
3,977
Australia
3,669
.^l.itcs

Viclnri.i

Western

.Australia

Austria

11976

Belgium

16.406
6 352

New South Wales
Ouccnsland

5.341
2.J.iJ

South

(1911)
BulRaria (I9II)

4.3)2

Canada

Australia

$4 545
21647

Brazil

zisu
5,639

Union

South

of

Africa

United

l.O.il

Hungary
India

639
6,165
2,278
1.949
5,405

Denmark

summary of

France

2,974
1.310
2.652
2.623
1,066
4,073
7,259

(1013)

China (Peking-Mukden Line)
Cuba (1911)

(1911)

Holland
Italy

Japan

Mexico

New

(National
Zealand

Norway
Portugal

(1910)

Roumania
Russia

(1910)

$5,437
7.166
4.107
3.148
3.0i0
2.224
5.636
Railways)
1,910
2.170
941
3.595
3,490
4.076

Siam

1.615

Spain

4.452

Sweden

1.486
5.370
2.803

Switzerland
Union of South
United Kingdom

Africa

9,826

these series of comparisons of railway statistics

between the United States and 38 foreign countries may be
With one exception, railways of the
United States pay a higher average rate of wage than prevails
in any other country.
Also, with one exception, freight rates
per ton-mile in the United States are lower than the rates per
ton-mile in any other country. It is not an exaggeration to state
that freight rates in most other countries are 50 per cent higher
than in the United States and that average wages are 50 per
cent lower in other countries than in the United States is an
understatement. Passenger rates, also, taking into account the
accommodations furnished and the service performed as a part
of the traffic, are lower than in any of the countries with which
comparison is made. In other words, in no other country does
the passenger receive so great a return for the value of his fare.
presented in a few words.

;

TRAIN LOADING, TRAIN DENSITY AND TRAIN REVENUES

How the railways of the United States have been able to conduct business under these difficult conditions, in some instances
with marked success, is suggested by one or two other cotnparisons that are included in the bulletin from which these facts are
Passenger service in the United States is undoubtedly,
though for causes that are apparently unavoidable, conducted
upon an extravagant basis. Economics of operation must therefore be looked for in the freight branch of the railway service.
It
appears that the most con.spicuous source of economical
operation has been found in increasing the unit of transportation and in the consequent reduction in number of units relative
to the volume of business carried on.
taken.

In number of tons of freight hauled per train, the United
States leads every other country by a long interval. The average number of tons per train in 1912 was -106.8. Next in order

Canada with an average of 325.3. German trains carried an
2-40.3 tons and Mexican trains 224 tons.
In all other
countries the average trainload was less than 200 tons. The folis

average of

lowing table prcsenl.1

tlie

facts

TONS PER TRAIN
Tons
United SUtea
Australia:
South Australia

OPERATING EXPENSES PER MILE OF LINE
United

Sweden
Switzerland

Germany

1,668
2.570

Canada

A

the facts already stated and taking into consideration

Siam
Spain

1.732
2.325

972

Bulgaria

OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES

From

(1910)

NET OPERATING REVENUE PER MILE OF LINE
United States
Alperia and Tunis

Egypt

the density of both freight and passenger

Russia

sented in the accompanying table.

Brazil

Austria

(1910)

Roumania

;

Austria

608.52
329.83
604.47
300.41
249.40
211.40

Portugal

$3,189
4,643
2.000
3.644
6.340
8.348
989
4.009
3.489
10.575
5.193
16,863

second and Germany third. Chile, Norway and Brazil are at
the foot of the list.
Net operating revenue per mile of line for 38 roads is repre-

New South Wales
Queensland
Smith Australia

$729.64

Zealand

Norway

is

employees

Australia:
Victoria

Mexico (National Railways)

New

Kingdom
Results of operation as shown in the two preceding tables are
more clearly reflected in net operating revenue. Under this head
the United Kingdom leads the list with $9,826 per mile Belgium

$366.96
of

$5,092
2.516
3.430
10.192
7.619
9,084
14.860
9.332
5.451
2.922
11,644
4,859

India

AVERAGE YEARLY COMPENSATION PER EMPLOYEE
Switzerland
Based on number
at end of year:
United States

(1911)

Holland

States.

Based on average number of employees during year:

(1911)

table

the countries of which data upon this subject can be

all

807

Aiislfia

Canada
France

The

(1911)

effect of this

406.8

Tors

Germany

240.3

!'",""'"'

109.6
180.5
325.3
141.7

,",,.;"

y,]]]:;[\y]

Mexico" (National" Railways).
Roumania
Switicrl.nnd

heavy average train

load,

\l{\
{^JJ
224!l
143 7
ii2.9

hrought about by

the luiiversal provision of ample track facilities and the adop-
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large motive

tion of

numbers of cars per
locomotive,

power

large capacity

cars of

units,

amount of capitalization per mile would be, at best, inand would vary according to the system of accounting
prevailing in each country.
Without any such allowance, however, as shown by the table, the capitalization per mile of railways in the United States is less than that of the railways in
definite

;

;

any other important country of the world.

RESULT OF

;

Of

(1911)..

Victoria

Western Australia
Austria

Belgium
(1911)

Bulgaria

Canada
China (Peking-Mukden Line)

Denmark
Egypt
France

(1911)

Algeria and
Australia

Tunis

(1911)...

New

South Wales
Queensland
South Australia
Victoria

Western Australia,
Austria

Belgium
Bulgaria

Germany

$2.24

States

(1911)

Canada

2:1.1

China (Peking-Mukden Line).

Denmark

2.13
1.57

Egypt
France (1911)

1.83
1.46

Hungary
India

1.49
0.96
Japan
Mexico (National Railways). 2.64
2.07
New Zealand
Roumania
1.61
Siam
1.34
,
.=.'"
.**»>.•..
Spain (1909) 'W.^.'.-.
l.Bl
Sweden
1.21
1.52
Switzerland
Union of South Africa
2.11
1.40
United Kingdom
Italy

mittee on Brake

ment of the amount of

capital

The opening paragraph of
The data
spicuous facts.

this

for

involved
article

the

in

state-

their

operations.

the

most con-

covers

several

by a

countries

are pre-

sented in the following table

CAPITAL PER MILE OF LINE
$63,535
United States
55.108
Algeria and Tunis (1911)..
46.130
Australia
67.970
New South Wales
31.657
Queensland
44.120
South Australia
61,586
Victoria
26.060
Western Australia
121.327
Austria
216,143
Belgium
47,133
Bulgaria (1911)

Canada

64,0.54

Chile
(1913)
China. Peking-Mukden Line

Denmark
France

(1911)

48.265
32.902
61.839
148.436

Germany
Hungary

$116,365
71.236
45,051
89.102
Japan
Mexico (National Railways) 59,579
53.789
New Zealand
43.187
Norway
90.093
Roumania
149.SI4
Russia (1910)
40.074
Siam
89.348
Spain
(1909)
33.940
Sweden
122.010
Switzerland
Union of South Africa... 49.218
277,147
United Kingdom
India

Comparative statements of railway capital in different counThis is particularly the case
arc apt to be misleading.
when a part or all of the inileage of a country is under government ownership. In the United States "capital" means outstanding stocks and bonds.
In Canada and in the United
Kingdom the term is used in the same sense. But statistics
of railways under government ownership ordinarily report only
the amounts expended in construction and equipment of the
railway plant.
The term "capital," therefore, as used in the
tries

table

may

The

result,

minimum

adopted.
steel plate

'

steel

an3

revised

strength requirements

These include new specifications for structural steel,
and steel slieets for passenger equipment cars and for

except the United

(separate specifications)

;

for malleable

miscellaneous steel castings; mild steel bars; rivet

rivets,

and gafvanized

sheets.

specifications' for journal

They

bearings,

also include the

chains,

steam heat

its

recommendations
were approved.

so that 17 of the 18 proposals presented this year

The following

are, in brief, the results of the letter ballot

by

committees
Number
Committee
Standards and

mended

of

Subjects*

Number

Rejected

Subject

Rejected

Height of platform buffer for passenger cars.

Recom-

Practice

Train Brake and Signal

Equipment
Shoe and Brake
Beam Equipment.
Loadine Rules
Car Construction

Conductors' valves.

Brake

.

.

Specifications and Tests
for Materials. .......

Cjir

1

15

Specification
struction of
doors.

20

Lighting

Train

for

wooden

conside

dynamo
Emergency
fuses
equipon axle
ment on wooden cars.
Desirability
having
of
standards
for
limiting
dimensions for t r u c K
sides with pedestal type

Trucks

12,

list

;

convention, has succeeded in reconstructing

government

the countries in the

is

hose and air-brake hose.
The proposals of the Committee on Train Lighting were approved, with the exception of the recommendation regarding the
use of emergency fuses between the dynamo and field on wooden
The Committee on Car
cars equipped with the axle dynamos.
Trucks, acting on the suggestion of those roads which voted
negatively on the subjects submitted to letter ballot at the 1914

tees that

all

carefully followed, will be of

covered by the rules governfor reinforcement of
the draft gear of existing wooden cars, as formulated by the
Committee on Car Construction. The recommendations of the
° Comnii^ttee "on Specifications and Tests for Materials were
ing the

not mean precisely the same thing for all countries.
however, of supplying any omission in the data
would probably invariably be to add in the capitalization per
mile of the average of all such countries as have railways under
Railways arc owned by the
the ownership of the government.
in

if

material benefit to the railroads,

freight equipment cars

conclusion to a series of comparisons of operating-

year in providing speci-

Another plan of considerable importance that was adopted
by a large majority and which,

irqp^c^stings
fitting

this

a step in advance.

CAPITALIZATION

A

Beams succeeded

fications for testing all classes of brake beams that was adopted
by a large majority. The adoption of the recommendation of
the Committee on Train Brake and Signal Equipment, that truck
clasp brakes be applied to all four-wheel truck passenger cars
weighing 96,000 lb. or over, and to all six-wheel truck passenger
cars weighing over 136,000 lb. or over, is indicative of the success of this type of brake throughout the country and is surely

.^

results of railways in various countries is afforded

The Com-

of journal boxes for them were the most notable.

$1.65
0.95
1.37
1.27

Holland

1,62
1.71
1.68
1.43
1.65
1.80
1.66
1.80
1 .25
1,54

M.

standards should be established for limiting dimensions for the
cast steel design of side frames with pedestal jaws and designs

AVERAGE RECEIPTS PER TRAIN-MILE
United

the

Of those rejected the specification describing the door
wooden construction and the question as to whether or not

of

12.454
12,888
6,100
India
4.562
Italy
8.356
Japan
10,525
Mexico (National Railways) 1,859
New Zealand
3,175
Norway
3,655
Roumania
5.901
Siam
1.901
Spain
(1909)
4.458
Sweden
4.010
Switzerland
10.048
Union of South Africa
3.707
United Kingdom
17,598

4.875
2,492
4,127
3,905
2,115
8,492
18,827
2.804
3.776
3.751
7,157
7,004
9,764

members of

for adoption by letter ballot only five were

rejected.

(Train Density)
4,950
Germany
2,859
Holland
J, 339
Hungary

New South Wales
Queensland
South Australia

LETTER BALLOT

M. C. B.

the 91 propositions submitted to the

B. Association

C.

TRAIN-MILES PER MILE OF LINE
States
Algeria and Tunis
Australia

India,

stated

line.

United

No. 18

States, the

Russia,

reflected in train density, or train miles per mile

is

59.

United Kingdom, Spain and China. In South Africa,
Germany, Austria and Australia, government
ownership predominates.
Any allowance for increase in the

and

train limited only by the capacity of the

Train density in the United States is about 26 per
cent of that in Belgium; less than 30 per cent of that in the
United Kingdom about 40 per cent of that in Germany and
and approximately 50 per cent of that in France,
Holland
Switzerland and Japan.
The corresponding result is also shown in a comparison of
average receipts per train mile. Railways of the United States
receive more per train mile than those of any other country
and in Mexico the average rate per ton per
except Mexico
mile is 82 per cent higher than in the United States.
The statistics as to train density and average receipts per
train mile are presented in the two accompanying tables.
of

Vol.

>aw.
91
.an itemized record of the recommendations of. the uarious commit,
were submitted to letter ballot See the abstracts of the reports of
committees
in the Pailv Haitwav Age Gasctte for June 10. U and
those

•For

1915.

Completing the Summit Cut-Off
The Last Concrete Has
Nicholson Viaduct

Other

On September 8 the last concrete was poured for the Tunkhannock viaduct, the largest structure on the new line of tlje Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, between Clarks' Summit, Pa.,
and Hallstead. All the other structures on this line have been
completed and only a small amount of excavation remains to be
east of Nicholexpected that the entire line will be completed and

removed from a large rock cut about four miles
son.

It

is

placed in service by

A

November

1.

long between New Milford and New
Milford Summit was placed in operation last fall. The 5 miles
between New Milford and the connection with the old line near
Track
Hallstead was turned over to traffic on June 5, 1915.
has been laid from New Milford Summit up to Tunkhannock
section 3>^

miles

viaduct and from the east end of the cut-off to the rock cut,
leaving only four miles

still

to

be

laid.

This project has been of unusual interest because of its
magnitude as a whole, because of the size of the structures
involved and because of the high standards adopted in its construction.
This line, 39.6 miles long, saves 3.6 miles in distance, Zn ft. of rise and fall and 2,440 deg. of curvature.
It
reduces the maximum grade eastbound from 1.23 per cent

Just

been Placed

Work

from

to

0.68

per

cent

compensated, and westbound

per cent uncompensated to 0.237 per cent compensated, while it reduces the maximum degree of curvature from
0.52

6 dcg. 22 min. to 3 deg.
Eastbound, the pusher service consisting of two pusher engines for tonnage trains between Hallstead and
to

New

Clarks'

each point.

Milford on the old

line

and three from Nicholson

Summit will be reduced to one pusher engine at
The one pusher engine now required from Clarks'

Summit west to New Milford on all tonnage trains will he
The importance of this saving will be realized from
the statement that the tonnage moving over this line averages
eliminated.

over 20,000,000 ton miles per mile of line annually.
This line cost approximately $12,000,000. The grading amount
ed to over 13,318,000 cu. yd. or over 336,000 cu. yd. per niilo
of line.
This was divided between 7,600,000 cu. yd. of rock,
.1.100,000 cu. yd. of earlli

;ui(l

618,000 yd. of miscellaneous exca-

the

The embankments vary from a few thousand yards
The methods of handling this
of 1,600,000 yd.

maximum

earthwork were described in detail in the Railway Age Gazette,
14, 1913, page 903.
All structures are of permanent construction, 35 bridges being
of concrete and 6 of steel. All grade crossings with highways
were eliminated. Likewise, with two exceptions, all farm crossings at grade were avoided, entire farms being purchased in

November

some instances to make this possible.
The most noteworthy structure is the Tunkhannock

viaduct,

a 12-span concrete arch bridge with a total length of 2,375
and a height from bed of stream to top of coping of 242

making

ft.
ft.,

This
its type ever built.
double track, consists of ten 180-ft.
and two 100- ft. arches. It involved 167,000 cu. yd. of concrete,
As much as 14,000
requiring unusual construction methods.
cu. yd. of concrete has been deposited in one month by two
mixers nine thousand cu. yd. being deposited in forms. The
methods employed by the contractor in placing this concrete
were described fully in the issue of the Railway Age Gazette
the

it

structure,

largest

which

is

structure of

built for

;

of February

The Completed Tunkhannock Viaduct
lUKoiupiiisatcd

in

Practically Finished

vation.
to a

Lackawanna

of the

N'ery

5,

1915,

page

235.

at Nicholson, Pa.

careful

attention

of this structure.

The

has

floor

been

paid

to

the

waterproofing

and sides up to the elevation of

the base of rail are covered with 3-ply

Minwax membrane

covof JohnsManville mastic concrete consisting of Johns-Manville asphalt
and torpedo gravel was applied hot in two layers, each
in.
thick, with the joints lapped.
An expansion joint was placed
over each pier and over the quarter point of each span. These
ered with

1

ply of asbestos

felt.

Above

this,

XYi

in.

^

are flashed with copper sheeting covered with 3-ply
waterproofing and the interstices arc then filled with mastic.
The total area being waterproofed on the viaduct is approximately 78,000 sq. ft. Ten down spouts lead to drains between

joints

the centers of the tracks on each span.
Cast-iron drains extending to within 2 in. of the lop of the tic arc placed in
recesses in the waterproofing directly above these down spouts,
discharging freely between the arch rings.
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The Martin's Creek viaduct was
containing 78,000

poured

With

cii.

the next largest structure,

yd. of concrete.

in this structure

on November

The
14,

last

concrete was

1914.

the exception of one double barrel 24-ft. arch culvert,
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carried to a depth

capable of sustaining a load of

3'/i

tons

and with a head room of 14 ft. it was necessary for
the abutments to be about 28 ft. high.
Mass abutments for
this situation would have required large foundations and much

per

sq.

ft.

long under an embankment 120 ft. high above the top
the remaining structures were nearly all for the
purpose of carrying highways across the tracks. These struc-

471

of

ft.

barrel,

Skeleton Arch Near
tures

show

New

Church Street Subway

Milford, Pa.

a considerable diversity of design, the

result of

a

One

of the most interesting is a
reinforced concrete arch carrying a highway over the tracks,
one mile east of New Milford. Pa. This structure consists of a
variation in local conditions.

6 in. and a rise of 23 ft.
the haunches and at the top of

skeleton arch with a span of 76

9f^

in.

with vertical bents at

ft.

A

Closer

View

of the

A design involving end spans and bents was more
economical than one requiring abutments at the skew backs.
This design not only gave an attractive structure but an
economical one.
Another interesting structure of a different type was construQted to carry the tracks over Church street in Hallstead.
This was on a skew of 50 deg. 21 min., giving a distance between
abutments of 50 ft.
With the excavation for the abutments
slope.

For

concrete.

wall

to

ficient

the
size

at Hallstead, Pa.

reason a special design consisting of a face
of the sidewalk and counterforts of sufcarry the load below were adopted.
These

this

level

to

counterforts were spaced 15

ft. between centers and extended
forward to the piers on the curb line. This type of construction permitted the earth pressure to be transmitted through

Tunkhannock Viaduct
between the counterforts and

very

materially

decreased

the

amount of concrete required in the wall. The fill was tamped
carefully as it was laid up to the sidewalk level.
This entire cut-off has been built under the direction of George
J. Ray, chief engineer, and F. L. Wheaton, engineer of construction.

A. B. Cohen, concrete engineer, has been

of the design of the structures, and C.

engineer on the Tunkhannock viaduct.

W. Simpson

in
is

charge
resident

October
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THE RAILROAD SOLDIER AT THETRONT
By Walter
Our

Special

S.

At 600 tons a

Hiatt

European Correspondent

load,

of

all

if

it

had to be moved, more

September (the first of any consequence since the battle
13 months ago), revealed the existence of about
1,000 miles of new railroad tracks which had been built on the
two sides of the trench front by the English, French and Germans. Mighty railroad construction jobs had been going on
quietly for many months on both sides, and one of the big
purposes of the Anglo-French advance was to destroy the new
railroad lines of communication so carefully built by the Germans to the north of Reims, at Lens, and elsewhere.
That the work of the railroad and the railroad man in war

Marne

but a part of

is

involving the transport by train or motor
van of heavy machinery, of cannon and cannon foundations,
conveys a conception of how railroad men are helping at the
the whole

late in

of the

train

than 100,000 trains would be needed.
The mere citation of this trench work, which

victory of the French and English in Northern France,

The

811

war

job,

front.

According

German

to

number of

the Zeitung des Vereins, the total

railroad

men engaged

in the

war

service

125,000 (or

is

whom 58,000 are on the firing lines
and 67,000 engaged on war trains. When the head of the German state railways was asked if he could furnish more men at
the front, he replied that he could do so only by crippling the
service of the interior of the country, and at the risk of costly
22 per cent of the total), of

accidents.

class

In France some 37,000 railroad men are enrolled as soldiers
and some 16.000 are detailed for campaign railroad work at the
The latter form a body known as the sections de camfront.
pagne. They are an arm of the engineering corps and take
part in destroying enemy tracks and trains, in operating and
laying new lines and in helping build new bridges. In times of

soldiers,

peace there was a special railroad regiment, practised in hasty
railroading, which was constantly on duty and operated the
portion of the State Railway connecting Orleans and Chartres

behind the lines of the battling armies, safe
from shot and shell, and that this work does not merely duplicate peace transportation under war conditions, was distinctly
shown during this advance. It was the final touch that cleared
the railroad men of the reproach that they constituted the only
time

not

is

all

of strong men not serving under arms. It showed that
many thousands of them were enduring all the danger and hardship of the men in the trenches, and that they in fact were
too.

Despite the incomparable need for railroad men in France and
Germany to keep up the transportation facilities of the civil
populations, and despite their tireless efforts to handle the huge

movements of

troops,

arms and ammunition quickly and

safely,

and to whirl the wounded of the battles back to the hospitals,
for

many months there was a popular
man who had to go about this

railroad

prejudice

against

the

task wearing his train

in

every

From
on duty

detail.

grown

this nucleus has

at

Longpont,

at

army now
Cumieres,

everywhere operating army trains, building new lines,
repairing track destroyed by bombs or clearing away trains
wrecked by enemy cannon. Every railroad department is repretented engineers, train despatchers, even way bill clerks and

at Fismes,

—

When men

of this army are killed they are remen from some one of the ten sections of campaign railroaders or else by men taken from the regular commercial service. All of the men of this railroad army are engaged in active railroading. The work of guarding the tracks
Behind
is left to the soldiers of the regular army at the front.

uniform rather than that of the soldier of the nation. This
prejudice crept out in France last June in connection with the
Dalbiez law, aimed at the cowards who sought to evade military service at the front, and for a time it seemed that this
prejudice would result in crippling the railroad services by
taking sorely needed men from their posts and mobilizing them

bookkeepers.

as soldiers for the trenches.

the lines, throughout France,

Dating from the present conception of war as a task not
altogether done in the very trenches or by the baring of the
naked breast to projectiles, but rather as an industrial task
.having for its purpose the manufacture of munitions, in abun-

the special railroad

Compeigne,

at the front, at

placed by other

where every foot of railroad track
and every station is guarded by sentinels, day and night, this
work is done by the reserve army composed of older men who,

dant quantity, the role of the railroad man has come to be
understood by the civil population. In England there are 500
factories turning out war materials, working 12 hours a day,

because of their age, are not scut to active trench fighting.
One of the big construction tasks in which this railroad army
has been involved has been the laying and operation of connecting track just behind the front between the Eastern and
Northern railroad lines. This was a task neglected before the

France there are 200 factories working 21 hours a day.
in these factories are skilled work-

war, and in order to get quick communication at all points of
the front without doubling back to Paris, or even to the way

and

in

And one-third of the men
men who have been taken
technical training

and put

out of the trenches because of their
where they can serve the

in >a place

nation best.

"Every man at the war job he can do best," is now the slogan.
While the majority of the railroad men must necessarily be
there are a large number at the front, not 400,000
Germany and France as has been loosely stated
yet enough to do the immense railroad war work required.
The work at the front in which the railroad men have taken

behind the

of them

their

lines,

in

proud share certainly surpasses

quality all other colossal

in

both

immensity and

construction jobs which history, past

or present, has regarded with wonder.

Though not so

lasting,

new track were required. In
where the English hold some 30 miles
of the extreme end of the Allied front, the same situation
forced the English into railroad building, and as early as last
.'\pril
10,000 navvies were brought into France from England
stations between,

many

miles of

the far north of France,

and put to work at building connecting lines along the front.
Some of the English railroad work has extended back as far
as Havre, the terminal port of the English army.
What the French army thinks of its railroad soldiers has
been indicated by the numbers of them that have been decorated
with the cross of the Legion of Honor or cited in the Order
of the Day.

Some

of them

fell

too early to get cither the cross

and the more difficult because it changes daily, the mere digging
of trenches and mines would seem to have surpassed in im-

or the Mcdaillc Militaire that comes with such citation.
of these was M. Nipond, director of the Orleans system,

mensity the excavation work of the Panama Canal, 41^2 miles
long and with a channel hundreds of feet deep and wide. On
the two sides of the 500 mile front between the North Sea and
Switzerland no less than 2,000 miles of excavation has been
made, counting communication trenches and the second and third

died almost at his desk

lines of

estimate

has been estimated that more than
far been shifted, a modest
considered that the (I'/i million coal miners

dcnfcnsc trenches.

100,000,000 tons

when

it

It

of earth have so
is

of the world anmially ilig out a billion and a half tons of coal.

Much

of this earth and debris nuist be cleared aw.iy by trains.

November

came with mobilization during
killed

the

2,

One
who

The overwork that
two months of the war

1914.

first

him.

Many
front

of the men of the Southern Railway, serving at the
from the very beginning of the war, have been noticed.

The Cross of Honor has been given to Charles JnfUet, operating
manager, and to M. \'assal, station agent at Tonlo\ise, and the
military medal to Frederick Pailheres. The Director of the
Uailroads of the .\nny, in September, published a notice that
the mililary medal had been given to the following members
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of the Southern Railway's

bombardment of

ing the

staff

his

:

Fireman Gassiot, "who dur-

station,

refused

to

seek

shelter
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of the sections of the measure.
Provision was made for the
avoidance of friction or conflict of jurisdiction between the

and stayed on his engine to keep up steam despite the hail of
bursting shell ;" Charles Bibie, master workman, "who acting as
switchman, during the bombardments of the 18th and 20th,

notice of every application for approval of stock and bond issues

did not leave his post, although

cerned, so that the states might appear and be heard.

shells

of large calibre burst

about him, covering him with earth, and to Louis de Peyralade,
employee of the first class, who "serving as agent in a station
which has been bombarded nearly every day, continued his
service under fire, both night and day, undisturbed by his danger,
and has given a splendid example of courage, coolness and
attention to duty."
as the above, just before the recent victory,

General Joffre invited to his headquarters a delegation from the
Union Nationale des Cheminots (National Union i>{ Railway

Men), and there complimented the railroad men through them
for their patriotic valor, their calmness and perseverance, saying
in part

"With
which

Frenchmen united

all

we

will

in the same firm determination
go to the end, and persevere to a last victory

will

permit us to dictate peace."

THE PROSPECTS OF RAILWAY LEGISLATION
By W.

L.

Stoddard
Washington, D. C, October 26

main attention of the Administration and of the country centers upon the program of preparedness, already announced in part, there are indications that
Congress will seriously consider at least one measure of railroad
In spite of the fact that the

— the

bill to regulate the issuance of railroad securities.
an item of "unfinished business," left over from the
Wilson trust program. It has long been advocated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, which will unquestionably renew
its recommendation in its next annual report.
It has the back-

legislation

This

bill is

many

ing of

conservative and constructive thinkers in the

rail-

and economic world. Lately the Brotherhoods
of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen have issued statements
endorsing this legislation on the ground that its enactment will
guarantee to the roads a fair return on their actual investment,
to the employees a wage commensurate with their service, and
road,

financial

square deal."
in question was brought before the House of
Representatives on June 2, 1914, for debate and passage, Mr.
Rayburn, of Texas, its nominal author, declared that it contained
to the public "a

When

the

bill

three provisions

The

mittee.

first

deemed necessary by
of these was greater

transactions of railroad corporations
legal

;

a majority of the

com-

publicity in the financial

the second,

for railroad corporations to issue stocks

making

it

il-

and bonds "or

other evidence of indebtedness" except for certain specified purposes to be approved in advance by the Interstate Commerce

Commission

;

and the

passage of the

act,

it

third,

that

should be

within
illegal

two years after the

man

for one

to

hold

more than one railroad,
pay or receive as salary
or dividends any money resulting from the sale of stocks and
a

directorship

and for any

or

position in

official

official

days of desultory debating,
the Rayburn bill passed in the form in which the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce had prepared it.
The
vote was 325 in favor, 12 against, 2 answering "present," and
94 not voting. Going up to the Senate, the bill found its way
to

the

5,

1914,

after

several

commitee on commerce, which reported

it

on July

23,

cutting out, however, the interlocking directorate provision and

making several amendments to the text, the nature of which
it is not necessary to go into at this time.
The session closed
with the bill still on the Senate calendar.
It was not revived
at the

winter session.

As Chairman Adamson,
in his

"There
our mind," said the report, "that that provision
will rapidly lead up to a satisfactory working of the law and
to absolute harmony and agreement between the two authorities."
As to the interlocking directorate clause, the House committee
is

no doubt

in

declared

has been represented to us that
railroad men are
longer dishonest or incompetent, and that it is a matter
of convenience for the same men to handle different enterprises
without having to consult so many different people but our

report on the

.

bill,

of the

House committee, pointed

out

the investigations of the Railroad Se-

curities Commission, appointed by President Taft, and headed
by President Hadley, of Yale, were used as a basis for many

.

.

now no

;

good men enough in the world
to fill every responsible position and then not have enough positions to go around, and we observe, in answer to the suggestion,
that if the practice has ceased the provision in the law will not
hurt anybody, for no man will be punished unless he is guilty."
It has already been intimated in newspaper despatches from
Washington that the Rayburn bill will be reintroduced in December and pressed. This is to be expected, and does not
necessarily mean that Congress will actually make any move
in the matter. Everyone who is familiar with the present political machinery of the federal government knows that as Conobservation

is

that there are

is now operated, the successful passage of legislation depends not upon the attitude of the membership of that body,
but upon the desire and purpose of the President alone. Almost
without exception, every important bill enacted by Congress
during the last two years has been enacted because it was
urged by the President; and, by the same token, practically no
important bill was enacted during this period that failed to

gress

secure

the

President's

support.

The exceptions

to

this

rule

were measures such as the Seamen's bill, which had been for
years before Congress, and which were supported by a large
and powerful body of public opinion.
Railroad investors and officials, then, will await with interest
any intimation from the White House of intention to recommend the Rayburn bill. No one close to the President at this
time will give out any hint as to Mr. Wilson's attitude on this
matter.
The. fact that he failed to secure its enactment when
the trust program was before Congress over a year ago, would
seem to indicate that the regulation of railroad securities was
not a pressing subject in the executive's mind.

Of

course, as has been indicated above, public sentiment

may

even without a
sign of encouragement from the Administration. In view, however, of the great mass of appropriation bills which must be
passed before the end of June, 1916, and in view, also, of the
secure the passage of the railroad security

bill,

preoccupation of Congress with preparedness and the political
campaign, the fate of anj' other legislation is not to be predicted
with anv confidence whatever.

to "appropriate,

bonds."

On June

should be given to the regulatory authority of the state con-

"It

For such reasons

to win,

federal commission and the state authorities by requiring that

A NOISY YARD ENGINE
The Toledo Terminal Railroad recently
expressive letter which we are permitted
Is

it

received the following
to reprint

absolutely necessary, in discharge of his duty day and

the engineer of your yard at the upper Terminal
should make it ding and dong and fizz and spit and
clang and bang and buzz and hiss and bell and wail and pant
and rant and yowl and howl and grate and grind and puff and
night,

that

bridge

bump and

click and clank and chug and moan and hoot and toot
and crash and grunt and gasp and groan and whistle and wheeze
and squawk and blow and jar and perk and rasp and jingle
and twang and clack and rumble and jangle and ring and
clatter and yelp and croak and howl and hum and snarl and
puff and growl and thump and boom and clash and jolt and
jostle and shake and screech and snort and snarl and slam
and .shake and throb and crink and quiver and rumble and roar
and rattle and yell and smoke and smell and shriek like hell?

Railroad Sessions of National Safety Congress
Enthusiastic Representatives from

35 Roads Report

In-

structive Experiences; Motion Pictures Becoming Popular

The National Safety Council held

its

at Phila-

annual congress

delphia last week, and in connection therewith the railroad sec-

Marcus A.

Dow

smaller places.

and

(N. Y. C). chairman, held well-attended
and instructive sessions on Wednesday forenoon and afternoon

that city;

Nearly 100 railroad men were present, representing 35 roads
and in this number the New York
Central Lines and the Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh
are each counted as one. The New York Central sent IS men,
representing safety committees from all parts of the system, and

ous things.

tion,

and on Thursday morning.

;

The Lackawanna

the Pennsylvania, east of Pittsburgh, 14.
nine.

Two men came from

The chairman,

sent

California and two from Canada.

opening address, took occasion to emphasize the high degree of safety already attained by American
railroads, quoting the statistics of 115 companies which during
the fiscal year ending in 1914 had no passengers killed in train
accidents. At the same time the harvest of death reaped among
in his

He

uses both the stereopticon and motion pictures.

made it a point to show pictures taken in
some cases children attending the exhibition

In each city he has
in

saw themselves climbing on

Some

freight cars and doing other dangerof these meetings have been held in the after-

noon and with an attendance of more than a thousand children.
A sentiment has been created in favor of the meetings by interviews with editors and with representative citizens.
G. C. Martin (Toronto, H. & B.) has been educating section
foremen and crossing watchmen and also many employees of

To

factories along the line.

accomplish results with

Mr. Dow, replying to questions, and to the suggestion that the
education imparted to school children at meetings, however successful for the time being, will need to be repeated, said that the

the trespassers, a field in which the railroads are helpless, con-

policy of his road

was

Mr. Dow, called attention to the importance of the
personnel as the most fruitful field in which safety-first work
must be carried on. For many bodily injuries the victim himself
is largely or wholly at fault and the problem is to make men
think.
A certain track repairer, seeing a shopman from an
establishment near the road start to cross a deck bridge where he
was in danger of being struck by a train, called the shopman to
account, and very likely saved him from death or severe injury;
that railroad man was engaged in true safety work.
He is as
much a hero as many who perform more spectacular services.
Employees must be trained, and training implies a great amount
of work on the part of safety committees and all who have a

man was employed

to go to every important

tinues large.

duty to see this work promoted.

The

& W.)

first

discussion

was on a paper by W.

C. Wilson, (D. L.

delivered before the general congress the day before.

Mr. Wilson,

in his paper, outlined what the railroads have been
doing for safety during the past few years, and contrasted this

with the inaction of public authorities.

He

cited a recent decision

of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals in which the judge,
at

considerable length, pointed

out the advantages which the

driver of an automobile has, as compared with one driving horses,

this last class

necessary to go personally to the manager of the establishment.
is

it

carry on a

little

to keep

up the
In

local campaign.

would be adequate; and

agitation.

A

year ago, a

town on the

New York

line

the law,

if

and
en-

agent of the road
went to every local magistrate, also to local editors and made sure
that they understood the situation.
In both these classes many
forced,

were found who were surprised

this traveling

which
campaign httle
notices giving a warning against trespassing were printed and
distributed among manufacturers to be put by them in the pay
to railroad

men

at the records of casualties

are so familiar.

envelopes of employees.

As

a part of the

Having disseminated information thormake arrests and from five to

oughly, agents were sent out to

;

were made by each of these officers. The arrests were
made first in the towns where the magistrates who had been
interviewed were believed to be alive to the situation. A large
number of convictions were secured and some fines imposed as
high as $25. Jail sentences varied from five days to three months.
ten a day

E. F.

McKenzie (Penn.)

drive off trespassers?
railroad right of

way

is

:

Why

should the railroads have to

Partly because, in

many

the best path available

adjacent to the tracks are mostly mud-holes.

;

situations,

the

some of the roads
It is

desirable to

horse, especially in

up the towns and counties to build better highways.
S. G. Watkins (B. & M.) had found very satisfactory results
from getting school teachers to arouse the interest of pupils by

circumstances where a horse
frightened
and the
courts should hold the automobile driver rigidly to account for
reasonable care and precaution. Mr. Wilson alluded to the good

asking them to write letters. In letters from pupils of all grades,
from the high school down, a prominent expression is "I did not
realize the danger."
In the past year Mr. Watkins in his ad-

work which has been done by some manufacturing establishments
and said that the general public must be educated, in the same
way, in knowledge of railroad conditions. The public really has a
duty to co-operate with the railroads, not simply to wish them

dresses to schools has reached the ears of 40,000 children, in-

in avoiding

danger

at railroad crossings

;

he has better control

man over a
may become

of his machine than does any

;

good luck in their tasks. To indulge in superficial talk about the
need of abolishing grade crossings is a waste of energy, oftenThis problem is a bjg one, and such talk has about the
times.
same weight as to say that the way to stop a drought is to make
The National Safety Cotmcil should he a powerful
it rain.
moldrr of public opinion.

stir

EVU.

In the discussion of Mr. Wilson's paper, F. M. Mctcalf,
(Northern Pacific) told of a circular which he had issued to
station

agents to be distributed

among

school teachers, explain-

ing the dangers of trespassing on tracks. This had been noticed
and copied, in whole or in part, by local newspapers throughout
the Northern Pacific
column.
G. S. Locker (D.

lines,

&

I.

many
R.)

notices of this kind filling a half

Iioldn

exhortations to the pupils.

In his circulars, which he puts into

each home, he keeps the legal end of the subject out of sight.
is no question about the attractiveness of this subject as
has been presented during the past few years; the problem is

There
it

how

to keep

it

up.

In Wisconsin there is a
St. P., M. & O.)
law requiring teachers to preach safety-first to the pupils 30
minutes a week. This has been found very beneficial. There

Wright (C,

:

is room for education of teachers, however; a certain principal
of a large school, whose pupils were careless, was found to be

ignorant of the law.

Railroad employees (trainmen)
L. F. Shedd (Rock Island)
They should
neglect the duty of keeping trcspassrrs off tr.-iiu')
:

made

ho

to

obey the

rules.

AUTOMOniLK ACCIPI.NTS

meetings for the enlighten-

ment of the public, much of the time as often as once a month.
These have been held in four important cities and in some

secures the co-opera-

who

goes around with the
lecturer.
Mr. Watkins has been a claim agent for twenty years
and so has stories of real experience with which to illustrate his

tion of the superintendent of schools,

G. L.

THE TRESPASS

He

cluding hundreds of high school pupils.

paper before the railroad section was one on automoaccidents at grade crossings, by .1. C. Rose, chief claim agent

The
bile

first
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of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
the railroads have

done

Mr. Rose,

what
and noting

briefly outlining

to secure safety at crossings,

done nothing at all, declared that there
The
it must
be national, not state.
education of school children is well enough in its place, but who
the fact that the public has

must be

legislation;

and

can expect that this great task will continue to receive adequate

On

attention?

a certain road in the Pennsylvania System the
some extent, but ap-

school propaganda has been carried out to
parently this teaching has no

more

influence on the children than

The magnitude of
and the seriousness of its dangers are not appreciated.
There are now in this country two million automobiles
and speed regulations are not enforced adequately anywhere.
Licenses are granted too freely and liquor drinkers get them
without trouble. A person who uses any intoxicants whatever
Grade crossings cannot be
should never receive a license.
abolished for years; on the Pennsylvania System alone there are
13,000 crossings and to abolish them would cost $600,000,000.
The only solution, therefore, is a drastic law a federal law
has the brief prayer at the opening of school.
the problem,

;

all interstate railroads, requiring all persons approaching a grade crossing to stop, look and listen, not less than
Punish10 or more than 40 feet before reaching the crossing.
ment should be a fine of $50, one-half to go to the informer.
After a brief discussion the meeting voted unanimously to

applying to

endorse Mr. Rose's proposed law.
In the discussion on this paper G. C. Martin (T. H. & B.)
spoke of the nuisance of automobilists running through gates,
especially at night. His road has adopted a light, to be hung on
Red lights are also in
gates, which shows red to the wayfarer.
use on the Lehigh Valley, the Southern Pacific and, to a limited
At obscure crossings Mr.
extent, on the New York Central.

Martin would have a distant signal 100 ft. back from the track.
The owner of an automobile, receiving a license, ought to be
required to acknowledge in writing that he had read the condi-

Vol.

59,

No. 18

H. J. Bell (C. & N. W)
In four years our committees have
recdved 21,000 recommendations and all but 678 have been
adopted. The committee lets the men know that their suggestions
are adopted. The North Western has a banner which is given to
the division making the best record; and now, in addition to the
banner, the members of the committee who have won it are allowed a week's vacation with pay.
Mr. Dow (N. Y. C.)
From May, 1912, to the present time
our committees have received about 20,000 recommendations.
Of the faults pointed out by these recommendations about 89
per cent have been corrected, and of the balance a considerable
number are still under consideration. It is important to acknowledge recommendations made by employees. On the New York
Central members of safety-first committees are paid their time
while attending meetings and also, when away from home, their
expenses. Meetings are held usually every month.
C. H. Baltzell (St. L. & S. F.)
On our road a prize for
:

:

:

excellence in safety-first activities
division and the best shop.

Our

is

given annually to the best

division has taken the prize

and this was done by keeping up the
by constantly bringing out new things.
Mr. Baltzell
told of his success in regulating boys who trespass his yards, with
which the readers of the Railway Age Gazette are already

three years in succession

;

interest

familiar.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

A

on Mr. Wilson's suggestion ended the mornAt the afternoon session the meeting adopted a code

brief discussion

ing session.

of by-laws for the guidance of the railroad section of the National

Council and elected officers for the ensuing year as follows
M. A. Dow, general safety agent, N. Y. C, chairman J. M. Guild,
superintendent of safety. Union Pacific, vice-chairman H. J. Bell,
;

;

safety inspector, C.

& N. W.,

Cliicago, secretary.

MAINTAINING INTEREST

tions.

R. C. Richards (C.

&

N. W.) said that his road, sometime ago,

had put up distant signals on the highway at many crossings,
placing them from 100 ft. to 1,000 ft. from the tracks, according
to conditions. He thought the National Safety Council might do
much good by formulating a notice of warning for automobilists
the council to use its endeavors and influence to have such notices

who

paper in the afternoon was on how to create and
maintain interest among the members of committees, by W. B.
Spaulding (St. L, & S. F.). Mr. Spaulding outlined the most
common criticisms of safety-first work. It has been charged that

The

it is

first

too one-sided

;

company
The method of choosing committeemen is

that the shortcomings of the railroad

are never mentioned.

issue the licenses

for automobiles.

often at fault and critics say that a committeeman always has to
take the company's view of everything. When an employee makes

Mr. Rose called attention to the uncertain dependence to be
These lights are used so much to indicate
places along the roadway, usually at one side, which are

a recommendation and hears nothing from it he feels neglected,
and this leads to a silent unfriendly feeling, if nothing worse.
The thing to do is to establish reciprocal and unwavering con-

temporarily impassable, that drivers of automobiles become carethey simply
less and do not treat the red light as a stop signal

dent

sent out by the officers of the several states

placed on red lights.

;

The
to run around it, and often without slackening speed.
Pennsylvania has put up distant signals for automobilists at some
points in New Jersey. The railroads, however, have done their
full duty, and more than their duty, in the matter of protecting"

aim

there is something for the public to do.
V. Whiting (N. Y. C.) advocated more attention to the
crossing watchman and to giving him adequate power and authority.
All flags should be taken out of the watchman's hands. A
disk is better. Disks are used on the Central of New Jersey.
The New York Central has had some gates painted red; and
proposes to make tlic red light standard for the night crossing
light.
Every large road should have an overseer of crossing
attendants; this work is important enough to demand c/mstaat
crossings

;

F.

expert supervisioo.

On

the division committee, by vote, selects that one of

who

is

to receive the prize

acts as

the company should co-operate
in this matter
with them, not tliey with the company. Why should not each
class of employees select its representative to serve on the com-

should be leaders

mittee

;

?

HOW

TO REACH rOREICNERS

C. T. Banks, of the Erie, recently from the Northern Pacific,
spoke infonnally on how to reach non-English speaking employees.
One of the principal weaknesses is in not recognizing
that many employees who do not speak English are, from a mental
standpoint, not over 14 years old. With men of this kind, education in their \vork, which mcana education in safety, must be

freight house

W. C. Wilson (D. L. &. W.) gave a brief account of the action
of his road in recognizing tlie best work of the committeemen by
prizes.
Last year, on each division, a watch charm was given to
the committee which had made the most useful or the most
to better safety.

who

very elanentary and very

nizea fos cdmmiite£miui

numerous suggestions looking

and the rank and file. The superintenchairman of a committee should put aside all his
Where the superintendent does this the
ideas of authority.
employees value membership on a committee. The employees
fidence between officers

each division
its

members

man how

clear.

Teaching a track laborer or a

to Iiandlc freight or materials without

injuring himself must be done by example.
is a vehicle by which the foreman can

teaching

Moreover, such

make

the laborer

and this stimulates the man's pride in his work. There
is danger that we may go too far in classing personal injuries
as due to the negligence of the victim often this negligence is a
thing for which the boss, perhaps the trainmaster, is parthresponsible he has not done his best to educate the man.

his friend,

;

;

October
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A

paper on this subiect by Isaiah Hale (A. T. & S. F.) was read
by chairman Dow, Mr. Hale being unable to be present. On
Half of these are
tile Sante Fe the foreigners are all Me.xicans.
out of reach of the general office and Mr. Hale had made extensive trips throughout his territory to educate the men in safety,
He had an automobile fitted to
giving them ten-minute talks.
run on the track and was able to reach practically every workman
In most cases printed matter could not
in the company's service.
be used. .\ phonograph was used to spread the lectures to men
could not be otherwise reached, and this was used not only
for direct instruction, but also for little talks on loyalty, which are
believed to have been very profitable, both for employer and employee. The phonograph was also used to give musical entertain-

who

ments, which the

men warmly

appreciated.

paper there was a general discussion of the
three addresses of Messrs. Spaulding, Banks and Hale.
I am the instructor in Itahan (and teacher
Vincent Colelli

Following

this

:

of the English language for Italian employees) for the Pennsylvania Railroad. Beginning about three years ago I found that the
men who were unable to speak English felt that they were subI began by teaching them the English
stantially laid aside.

Contrary to the view e.xpressed here today,

language.

We

have track laborers who have attended
The Pennsylvania has issued 13
technical schools in Italy.
pamphlets for the benefit of non-English speaking employees and
These deal not only with the ordinary
will issue many more.
subjects embraced under the head of safety, but on how to use
Over 3,000 Pennsylvania employees
tools, how to save lives, etc.
are

now

taking the correspondence course in English.
it is important to get foremen

who

In dealing with foreigners

are not narrow-minded and who understand the importance of
have safety-first
the humanities in dealing with workmen.
meetings which are carried on in the Italian language, using also

We

a

We

Important permanent impressions are made.

lantern.

listen carefully to all complaints.

The most important desideratum,
T. H. Carroll (P. R. R.)
especially in the work of the trackmen, is to make employees
On the Pennsylvania the
realize the hazard of their work.
proportion of trackmen killed is no greater among the foreign

total

number em-

with the payroll.

Mr. Martin (T. H. & B.)
We calculate percentages by taking
number of hours the men work, all the men in the class to
which the casualties are to be charged.
In all this discussion I notice
Dr. R. I. Randolph (B. & O.)
If is a problem to get men to carry
little mention of discipline.
out the rules, for example the rule requiring workmen to wear
goggles where there is danger of injury to eyes. Since January
last there have been on the Baltimore & Ohio 200 injuries to
It is
eyes serious enough to be brought to the chief surgeon.
:

the

:

important to get after the true reasons for neglect; for example,
will go without goggles from no other motive tlian vanity.
J. S.- Rockwell (B. R. & P.) agreed that discipline should be

men

more carefully attended to. The records of every injury should
show whether or not the victim was himself careless. Strict
discipline requires that a

man

shall

be reprimanded or punished,

even in the case of an injury to himself. There are cases, even,
where a man should be discharged when he has injured himself.
Speakin,g of foreigners, Mr. Rockwell said that his road had
Italian foremen.

efficient

Mr. Dow.

—We

American railroads

to say that the foreigners in the service of

are intellectual men.

men injured or killed to the
we make comparisons, for each class,

proportion of
ployed,

have

I

815

make goggles compulsory

in the shops.

THK NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

& N. W.),.who is a vice-president of the
National Safety Council, spoke on the value of this national
organization to the railroads. That people having common inR. C. Richards (C.

should cultivate each other's acquaintance for mutual
a fundamental principle which has been frequently illustrated from the time of the Continental Congress, in Philadelphia, in 1776, to the present day. The railroads can learn from

terests

benefit

is

the other industries and in turn they can learn from the railroads.
Mr. Wilson's paper before the general council on Tuesday will

have far-reaching effects for good. With the backing of the
council he will get a nation-wide hearing, whereas, if he had
spoken only as a railroad man, he might have had from the daily
papers only three-inch notices in obscure places.

:

Too much

born than among the native men.
be placed in percentages.
likely

that the

confidence must not

If business increases in 1916

it

is

not

railroads will be able to continue the decided

diminution in fatal and non-fatal injuries to persons which has
been shown in the last year or two. Comparisons are of little
value unless

it

is

known what

service the

man was engaged

in.

In comparing precentages each occupation should be taken by
great
itself.
Our form for analysis contains 700 causes.
majority of personal injuries may be classed as due to "mis-

A

adventure" that is, it is some little carelessness or thoughtlessness
which even men classed as careful are liable to.
;

Watkins (B. & M), finding that foreign workmen on the
track were struck by trains, because they did not understand the
warning shouts of the foreman, issued a circular, printed in the
Mr.
Italian language, and there was a marked improvement.
Watkins has used a lecture car, going to different points on the
S. G.

road.

Besides lectures,

ing for conferences.

men

are invited to the car in the even-

These include the use of the stereopticon

which not only shows safety-first pictures, but also, by way of
and other interesting subjects. Conferences are
held also at midnight to get to the night workers. At the small
variety, scenery

towns, the

men

are invited to bring their wives to the car. Somewho is not much impressed Iiy the lecture is

times an employee

brought to a realizing sense of the situation by a look from his
wife sitting at his side. A drill has been adopted, something like
a fire drill. The men are called upon, without notice, to step off
the track, when no train is approaching.
Mouth whistles are the proper
E. F. McKcnzic (P. R. R.)

MOTION PICTURES

H. Blakemore (N. & W.) read a brief paper on this subject
After trying all available methods he was satisfied that motion
pictures constituted the one best means of securing the interest
of .employees. During the past five months he has been using a
car equipped with a high-class machine, showing pictures as
attractive as any of those displayed in the professional houses.
Employees are entertained by a program that takes about one
hour, of which one-third is occupied by lantern slides and 20 or
"Steve Hill's
25 minutes by two reels of motion pictures.
Awakening," is a forceful and comprehensive safety-first lecture.
It has been shown to 8,000 employees during these five months
and the effect is remarkable. There is no trouble in getting the
men to attend the difliculty is to keep them out so as to make
room for others and the most pleasing effect is on the older
employees. It is important to have the "human interest" element.
Unemotional pictures will not answer. Mr. Blakemore thought
that one or another of the large producers of motion pictures
would get up what the railroads want if enough roads would join
Ten or fifteen roads,
to assure them of a reasonable price.
willing to pay $300 each could get 2,000 ft. of films. That length
C.

;

;

necessary for a satisfactory show.
Banks (Erie) has bought a motion picture machine, and
intends to show "Steve Hill's Awakening," The Eric also has a

is

C. T.

machine for taking motion

pictures.

The motion picture car on the New
M. A. Dow (N. Y. C.)
York Central has now been in use for about a year. Shopmen
attend this exhibition on the company's time. About 75,(XX) em:

ployees have visited the car.

It is

the intention to produce another

scenario.

:

thing to

warn trackmen

to get out of the

way

of trains.

A

slirill

whistle should be used.
C.

IT.

Blakemore (N. & W.)

:

To

get reliable figures of the

AN

rXrF.RIKNCF MKnTTNC.

The second day of the meeting was given over to informal
<liscussion.
M. A. Dow (N. Y'. C ), replying to a question as to
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awaken interest in committees, told of experiences on
After devoting attention pretty exclusively for a
considerable time to physical conditions, it was decided to put
more emphasis on the personnel and he drew up a brief code of
rules for the guidance of committees on all parts of the system.

how

best to

his

road.

to do.

H.

J.

Bell

& North Western we try to give
men the feeling that every employee is
careless man is to be reprimanded or cautioned

On

:

the Chicago

the safety committee

important.

(4)
general safety agent, and to be discussed at every meeting.
Meetings to discuss not only the tabular statements, but also the

mended

the letter

If a
is

for a

first

not by the superintendent, but by the safety
expressly agree that no one is to be disciplined

sent,

We

committee.

The

State

in convention, are to be

com-

offense reported by a safety committee.

Railway Commissioners, recently

for formulating a statute empowering station agents and
section foremen to arrest trespassers, acting, in this matter, not
as employees of the railroad but as deputy sheriffs. To further

diminish trespassing by children, the North Western

At each meeting, live topics,
assigned by the general safety agent to be announced for discussion at the next following meeting.
(6) Each of the IS to 25
members of each committee requested to caution at least two em-

out a postal card to be sent to parents.
On the Baltimore
E. R. Scoville (B. & O.)

ployees in the matter of safety before the next meeting, and report the names of these employees and the subject on which they

to getting a large

names of persons being omitted.

were cautioned.

(7)

explain the reason

;

A

(5)

report to make must
what safety work he has done,
The committee must make a trip

member who has no

and must

tell

go into the minutes. (8)
of inspection over the division at least once a year, sub-committees being appointed, on these trips, to attend to particular subjects.
(9) In matters of importance members to send written
reports to the superintendent at once, without waiting for the
all

to

next regular meeting.
J.

M. Guild (U.

names from
few years ago,

P.), referring to the omission of

when

reports of accidents, said that

his road, a

began the investigation of train accidents in pubHc, with outsiders
on the investigating board, there was much discussion as to the
possible harm of making public the names of employees at fault
On the
but the fears were proved to have been groundless.
other hand the legal department finds the public hearings a help.
The officers of the road try to show the men that a square deal

may

be relied upon in all cases. The personal injury lawyers
information that they want, in spite of any amount

No. 18

all the time; but safety
committees cannot do the things that the superintendent ought

in substance as follows: (1) The superintendent to preside at all meetings. (2) If absent give the reason for
the absence and have this go into the minutes of the meeting.
(3) Detailed comparisons of the casualties on each division,
and with the figures of other divisions, to be furnished by the

causes of selected typical cases, the reports of which are prepared
by the general safety agent, and sent to all division committees,

59,

are going over the different divisions

;

These rules were

Vol.

:

members of

who

safety committees

is

getting

& Ohio

those

are not officers are rotated

every three months, oftener than on many roads this with a view
number of men interested. The dates of the
meetings of the safety committee on the divisions are so arranged
that members of the general safety committee can visit each
;

division meeting.

At the

close of each committee meeting

we

post bulletins containing suggestions which have been made by
employees, with the name of the employee. On the whole system,
in

the last fiscal year, the

number of suggestions was

15,352

of which 93 per cent represented faults which were corrected.
In the state of Ohio there is a specific statute relating to trespressing, and the road has a form letter which is sent to individuals,

demand, calling attention to the law and
it.
This written notice does abate
trespassing. Letters also are sent to owners of automobiles who
disregard the flag signals given at crossings. In the company's
shops a safety committee posts a bulletin each day, calling attention to matters of interest, good and bad. A foreman who has
had three injuries in his department in one month due to the
same cause is liable to have his name put on the bulletin; and

where occasion seems

to

to the addressee's violation of

this

arouses him to activity.

will get the

THE VALUE OF MOTOR CARS*

of secrecy.

Mr. Dow said that the assignment of topics beforehand was
one of the best moves that had been made on the New York
Central. Division meetings now frequently sit all day, and longer,
where formerly they sometimes were unable to occupy the
time in a satisfactory manner. The safety-first committee should
never ignore the foreman of any force of workmen. If he is a
good leader, he is a great help; if he is a bad leader or is
lukewarm on the subject of safety, good results cannot be secured.
The general managers of the New York Central System sent
out circulars to foremen, reminding them that any foreman,

knowing of an unsafe

practice,

who

should not

make

suitable

would be morally responsible for
the results. This circular was approved by the legal department
of the road. The wide-awake foreman is a safety committee in
himself. One yardraaster on the New York Central established
a sub-committee on safety; and his example has now been
efforts to

stop that practice

followed by
E. F.

many

McKenzie

others.

(P. R. R.)

Why

:

should

we

not

more generally

employ personal appeal? Let us adopt the methods of Billy
Sunday. I have tried this with fellow employees on the booze
This would be carrying out the
question, with good results.
As
Scriptural injunction to love your brother as yourself.
business picks up there will be many new men in the service, and
only by personal efforts of the experienced can men be made
to appreciate the dangers of the work.
How do your division superinT. H. Carroll (P. R. R.)
:

The superintendent is all imtendents feel on this subject?
All the good things on the division should originate
portant.
Why should a safety committee have to take up
in his office.
matters which the superintendent ought to have attended to? It
is important not to confuse the duties of the superintendent with
those of the safety committee. On the Pennsylvania, inspectors

By W.

R.

McKeen

Consulting Engineer, Motor Cars, Union Pacific

A
in

transcontinental railroad passenger department officer stated
presence that his road did not receive any profit whatever

my

from passenger train service
mately one dollar per mile.

until the earnings

A

showed approxi-

railroad director and financial

representative stated that one road has 300 branches on which
every passenger train operated loses money. While it is true
that competent authorities are at times inconsistent in their ex-

pression of costs and profits of passenger train service, I think
I am safe in saying that very few if any three-car passenger

and branch line passenger trains
and the passenger coaches on mixed trains are a source of
The heavy
financial loss every day, the whole year through.
fixed expenses of passenger train operation are too high and too
great to be offset by the limited and restricted passenger receipts
with mixed trains the situation is even worse.
At first thought, it seems that to place a passenger coach on the
rear end of a freight train, thereby having the advantage of additional revenue to help offset the operating expense of the
freight train, is good economy and indicates a thrifty manage-

trains are operated at a profit,

ment. As a matter of fact a mixed train as a rule is a source
of trouble, and represents false economy with no visible benefits
other than being, as it is, an expedient, and a poor one at that.
mixed train's schedule that suits the passengers as to leaving

A

is as a rule disadvantageous to the freight and
the passenger stops slow up the freight time, the
freight stops make tedious delays to the passengers, the train
crews run into overtime, the service becomes uncertain, unreliable

and arriving time,
stock shippers

•From
1915.

;

a paper read before the

New York

Railroad Club, October

15,

October

and

is

profit

poor railroading
and satisfaction.

The
car

is
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at best,

and never

will be a source of

success and universal popularity of the trolley

financial

not entirely the result of

its

operating on the city streets,

picking up passengers at street corners

;

on the most successful

interurban electric systems the passengers are taken aboard at

depots or central stations just the same as steam railroads take
The interurban cars stopping on city street
their passengers.

a detriment to electric car service, just the same as
doing local work with 12 and 15 car steam through trains is bad
railroad practice.
The electric interurban cars with frequency
of service, however, can be scheduled to suit the convenience
corners

is

817

had been built, in thirtj'
days after the gasolene motor car had been substituted for the
steam train the passenger service showed a profit, the cost of
operation had been cut over 60 per cent and the favorable showing has been maintained ever since, some eight years or so.
From annual reports I notice the average number of passengers per train was 33, 30, 31 and 34 for four successive years; in
other words, one-third of a load on another road with excellent
local business the average for three and four car trains was 37
passengers another road shows 40 passengers per train, including,
however, ten and twelve car through trains. On most branch
Hues the averages will run down to 20 passengers and at times
service shovi^ed a deficit since the road

;

;

Manifestly, then

uneconomic

to operate a locomotive,

of and please the public and in consequence they get the business.
Thus I reach the subject, the gasolene motor car, a transporta-

below.

which offers a means of earning profits on branch
It has a
lines, where the present steam service loses money.
they can be
great value to railroads operating mixed trains
divided, producing two services instead of one, it is true, but both
on an acceptable as well as revenue earning basis. The motor
car will stimulate increased passenger travel and a SO to 100 per

expenses and only use them to one-third capacity here is the
explanation why a single unit motor car handling the same
business can make money where the steam train loses.
Among the structural features of the gasolene motor car bodies
the success of which is demonstrated by 10 years' practical

tion unit

;

cent increase thereby

is

easily attained in six to twelve months,

passenger earnings and at
the same time the freight train is scheduled to suit freight business, the cost of operation is reduced and the improved service
always tends to better freight earnings.
The branch line passenger business responds most actively to
motor car service. The motor car can make road crossing stops,
pick up one or two passengers at a time, stop more often and

handsome increase

resulting in a

in

maintain the same average speed as the steam train

;

the absence

of cinders, smoke and jar are attractive features. Often on branch

having one passenger service a day, is much
and demands two services per day.
The single
service loses money and the railroad cannot consider doubling
or trebling its present losses by putting on double passenger
lines the public,

dissatisfied

train service; yet a disgruntled local public

is

not desirable.

A

motor car for the new or second service not only can operate at
a profit, but frequently stimulates and increases the travel on the
steam train. It is a constant complaint of motor cars that they
Originally a 30-ft. car could handle the busi-

are too small.

was more than ample, next a 70-ft. car
was thought to be more than ample. The

ness, then a SS-ft. car

seating 105 people

motor car always increases and continues to stimulate travel.
The 70-ft. car having stimulated and increased business beyond
its capacity, we have recently inaugurated the gasolene double
unit motor car service, the baggage, mail and express on the
front or the power car and the passengers in the second car.
However, where a 70-ft. car is loaded to capacity, I beheve
additional service is the economical and preferable practice

—the

additional service continues not only to stimulate travel,

but the rate of increase

is

also stimulated.

While motor cars are more necessary to branch
they are also a source of much economy on main

line service,
lines.

One

system was
through a sparsely settled country and the fast through trains
were doing the local work with the usual irregular arriving
time and generally unsatisfactory service. A gasolene motor car
service was inaugurated running about 40 minutes ahead of the
through train the express, mail, and passengers were collectcil
portion

of

through

a

line

of

a

large

railroad

;

from the small

stations and deposited at

tlic

terminal where

all

the inherent fixed
;

service

is

the single steel center

lished double center

sill

sill

in place of the well estab-

construction in

wooden

cars.

A

single

and therefore its simplicity, economy and desirabihty, backed by its successful operation in practice, shows the fallacy of using a two sill
design where one will answer. The steel center sill in a motor
steel center

sill

car structure
draft

sills.

is

will develop all the strength necessary

three times as strong as two standard

The gasolene motor

cars were

among

the

wooden
first

all-

passenger cars built, and notwithstanding their comparatively light weight have shown remarkable strength and safetj"
These cars are so constructed that the load is
characteristics.
steel

bj' the sides of the car and not by the
and in ten years' experience I have never known one of them
to sag even after years of hard and fast service over the rough
track of branch lines, the alignment of the side sills is as near
as we can measure the same as when the car originally left the

almost entirely carried

sills,

;

shop.

DISCUSSION

W.

Company, gave some figures for
motor car service which included one instance of an operating
cost of 2.35 cents per train mile.
This was for trains of one
motor and one trailer car.
An example was given by another speaker of a 60-mile road
which because of the high initial cost of motor cars found it
advisable to purchase additional locomotive and passenger cars
instead.
He advocated a cheaper and lighter type of motor car
which would be much easier on tracks than the present tj'pes and
A.

Jones, General Electric

believed such a car could be built for $1,800.

The Central New York Southern, which

operates two McKeen
on runs of about 40 miles each way, has found that the
cars will run slightly over two miles per gallon of gasolene,
while the maintenance costs average 3.1 cents per car mile.
Stress was laid on the effect of the operator's training on the
results obtained with motor cars a man trained in steam service
should not be expected to make the best job of running a motor
car immediately as he is too used to the sounds and other characteristics of the steam locomotive.
The Southern Pacific now
has in service 42 motor cars and 9 trailers and obtains an average
cars

;

of 2.4 miles per gallon of gasolene.

llic

through train picked them up. The motor car made reasonable
profits and the local business increased about 60 per cent, but
the improved time, the regularity of arriving at destination on
time and the greater comfort and satisfaction to the through
passenger service was of more real value than the increased
profits.
I have in mind one branch line operated for 30 years
without any profit earning passenger business. There are now
two motor car services daily with two coaches instead of one on
the mixed train besides the freight train is now scheduled to suit
the freiglit and stock business and as a result the pleased freight
shippers are a valuable asset, outside of the improved freight
On another sixty-mile road wlun- ilu- passenger train
receipts.
;

it is

three cars, full engine and train crew with

—

Labeling Express and Freight Packages in England. The
Railway Executive Committee has issued amended instructions,
effective September 1, as to the labeling of parcels and goods.
In order to meet the fears of traders that tlicir competitors might
know from the addresses on packages who their customers were,
the companies have, in the case of a number of similar consignments to the same consignee, been content in the past to
accept only a few labeled in each lot. With the depleted staff
at their command, this has put an increased amount of work on
the companies, and from September 1, when there are 10 or
fewer packages, each must be labeled where there are over 10
but less than 100, our iti tivr .ind for over 100 one in 10.
;

General News Department
Jay A. Rossiter, office engineer of water pipe extension for
the City of Chicago, 111., has been appointed engineer of track
elevation.

During one week recently the department having charge of
and found articles at the Chicago & North Western passenger terminal, in Chicago, returned to owners 157 articles that
had been left in suburban trains. Among the articles were 15
raincoats, 34 umbrellas, 3 traveling bags, 2 boxes of cigars and
lost

a purse.

Employees of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas have organized
an athletic association, the purpose of which is to develop a
closer relationship among the men as well as to promote athletics.
The first annual field and track meet of the association
will be held at Denison, Tex., on November 6, and employees
from all branches of the service and from all districts of the
road will participate. C. E. Schaff, president and receiver of
the road, has given a cup, to be known as the "C. E. Schaff
Trophy," which is to be contested for annually.

The American Association of Engineers

is

perfecting plans

for a national convention to be held at Chicago on December
10 and 11. All engineering societies have been invited to send
national membership committee has been
representatives.
selected to push the organization of local chapters in various
parts of the United States. The association maintains a service
clearing house, engaged in putting the engineer in touch with
the employer and the employer in touch with the men, without
The association has recently taken larger quarters at
charge.

on Sunday, (October 17, by a fire which probably started from
an explosion of a carboy of acid in a freight train on a siding.
Fourteen loaded freight cars of this train, with a value estimated
The company
at $100,000, were destroyed, with their contents.
soon sent three fire fighting trains loaded with water to the
scene of the fire, and the line was open to traffic by 8:30 in the
Only the heavy timber supports of the snow sheds
evening.
were left standing, and snow has already begun to fall at that
Material was immediately rushed to the place and
elevation.
the work of rebuilding was begun at once.

Cost of Running Jersey City Tractor

running on
on tracks in the streets of
Jersey City, were given in an article, by T. V. Buckwalter, in
the Raiht'ay Age Gazette of October 22, page 737. The expenses
for the driver (wages) during the past year have averaged

The

results of the use of

the pavement, to

move

an

electric automobile,

freight cars

$71.65 a month, not $7,165, as erroneously stated on page 739.
The same error, the omission of a decimal point, is what is the
matter with the other item, $13,451, which appears in the same

paragraph.

A

29 South LaSalle street, Chicago.

The National Highways Protective Society, E.
New York City, has records showing that

secretary.

S.

Cornell,

in the first

nine months of the present year 142 automobiles killed persons
New York City, and that the drivers of these
cars are today operating their vehicles unmolested and apThis and other
parently having no fear of any legal action.
facts in this connection, printed in the New York Herald, are
made the basis of a strong argument for more energetic action
on the part of prosecuting officers. In the theatre and shopping
districts of New York the street conditions are said to be abOf 170 persons killed in the streets by
solutely intolerable.
automobiles 68 were victims of trucks.
in the streets of

A southbound passenger train of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas was stopped by ten robbers near Onapa, Okla., on the
morning of October 27, about 2 o'clock, and the express car
They tied up the crew with ropes, placed a guard
robbed.
over the passengcr.s and held the train two hours, going about
They sent back a detachment which
their work with precision.
stopped a freight train coming up behind and placed the freight
crew under guard to prevent interference. The robbers escaped
Three safes proved
into the woods and posses followed.
impregnable and were abandoned. After five charges of nitroDuring
glycerine were exploded the fourth safe was opened.
this time probably a dozen shots were fired by the robbers.
The Boston pai)ers continue each day to have news and discussions of the strike of freight house men in that city; but
from the railroad standpoint the strike seems to have been
Large numbers of new men have been engaged and
settled.
put at work, and the reports say that freight is moving nearly
The strikers say that they are going to get
in a normal way.
longshoremen and other workmen to join them in sympathy, and
the mayor of Boston writes to the railroads that the situation
is threatening; also that the public will support, the men in
their demand for $2.50 a day
but the activities of the mayor
and of other city officers do not seem to have affected the final
;

outcome.
Appro.ximately 2,500 ft. of double-track snow sheds on the
Southern Pacific at Summit, Cal., where the railroad
crosses the Sierras at an elevation of 7,018 ft., was burned out
line of the

The Cost

of Valuation

Charles A. Prouty, director of valuation of carriers' property
for the Interstate Commerce Commission, is quoted as saying
that he expects the task to be completed in four years from
next January. "The engineering departments are now proceeding at a rate of 50,000 miles a year," he said. "We have about
1,500 men employed at an annual expense of about $3,000,000;
but the total bill for securing the information necessary to furnish a satisfactory basis upon which to predicate rates will not
be more than the cost of one big dreadnought."

The

Trial of the

New Haven

Directors

of the criminal suit against the eleven New Haven
directors under the anti-trust law was continued in the Federal
Court at New York during the past week. Former President
C. S. Mellen was the principal and practically the only witness
on the stand during the week and his testimony as developed
by letters and other evidence offered by the attorney general's
special attorney, Frank M. Swacker, dealt only with the years
prior to 1897.
During this time the New Haven attempted to
eliminate the New York & New England as a competitor.
Mr. Mellen on Thursday told how he became general manager
of the New England in April, 1892, but how seven months
later he was made second vice-president of the New Haven,
because, as C. P. Clark, president of the New Haven, later said,
he was "too much of a nuisance on the New England."
Mr. Mellen told how in his new position he helped to eliminate
The New Haven rethe competition of the New England.
fused at one time to pay advance charges on freight coming from
The New Haven entered into agreements
the New England.
with a number of roads west of the Hudson River whereby it
exclusively was to receive New England traffic from them.
One of the New England's means of access to New York City
was by the Wilson's Point route. The government in this connection brought up the Sound Lines agreement signed in 1881,
which the New Haven accused the New England of breaking in
1891, when the latter attempted to establish a connection with
New York via Wilson's Point and the Long Island Road. The

The

New

trial

England was jointly interested witli the Housatonic Road
and the New England Terminal Company, which

in this route,

New Haven intersupplied an important part of the service.
bought control of the Housatonic line and an attempt
was made to abolish the service of the Terminal Company
almost entirely. The New England then tried to secure access
to New York over the New York & Nortliern, which was about
ests later

October

this
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time acquired by

New Haven

tlie

New York Central.
New England

Thereupon the

by the so-called
tripartite agreement, which attempted among other things to
hiftder the New England's access to New York City over the
Central.
Negotiations were not entirely successful, but in May,
1895, the New Haven bought a controlling interest in the New
England, following the latter's receivership.
Monday morning the proceedings were enlivened somewhat by
the presence of John T. Johnson, the colored messenger in the
president's office at New Haven under Presidents Hall, Clark and
tried

to block the

Mellen. Mr. Johnson was called upon to identify a large number of press cop}' letter books from the president's office.
On Tuesday Mr. Mellen was asked about certain friction arising between the New York Central and the New Haven,
back in 1894, relative to a proposed readjustment of traffic relaThe New Haven, on Mr. Mellen's advice, tried to secure
tions.
larger divisions and to effect changes in routing which would
give it a longer haul, and it was partly because of this that
the New York Central opened its terminals to the New England. The friction aroused the anger of the late J. P. Morgan,
who was a director of both roads. Mr. Mellen, on hearing of
this, went immediately to Mr. Morgan's office and explained the
"I never uncircumstances, whereupon Mr. Morgan exclaimed
I
I have been misinformed.
derstood it before, Mr. Mellen
have been used as a doormat. Good day!" The disputes were
later covered by the so-called Corsair agreement.
Mr. Mellen was also on the stand on Wednesday, and discussed the secret methods followed by the New Haven in
buying control of competing roads. The detail into which the
government has thus far carried the case has not only been the
subject of comment by counsel for the defence, but by Judge
Hunt, who is conducting the trial. Mr. Lindabury, of the counsel for the defence, on Tuesday complained of the manner in
which "ancient history" was being brought up and expressed
the opinion that if things went on as in the first two weeks of
the trial he expected to be in court until next July.
:

;

Chestnut Hill Electrification

The Pennsylvania Railroad has

begun work between the
Schuylkill river and North Philadelphia on the foundations for
the posts which will be required for this portion of its line when
electric propulsion is put in use.
It is expected that the electrification work, which includes the branch to Chestnut Hill, 12
miles from the Broad street terminal, will be finished in the
latter part of 1916.
On the Chestnut Hill branch the elimination
of grade crossings at Chelten avenue and Highland avenue,
which is to be paid for jointly by the city of Philadelphia and
the railroad company, will require about 12 months for completion, so that the introduction of electric traction will depend
on the time when the grade crossing work is completed.

A

Correction

On

page 677 of the Raihvay Age Gazette of October 15 there
was a map of the railroads in the hands of receivers. On
this

map

shown

the line

from

New

Orleans, La., to Laurel, Miss., was

hands of receivers. The New Orleans,
Mobile & Chicago formerly had trackage rights over this line
but it is owned by the New Orleans & Northeastern and the
trackage right contract was canceled before the appointment of
receivers for the New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago.
The New
Orleans & Northeastern is not, of course, in the hands of receivers, although the New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago is.
The
line from New Orleans to Laurel, therefore, should not have
been shown as being in the hands of a receiver.
as being in the

Highway Crossing Data

"The Partnership

Interests of a Municipality and a Railroad, in
Matter of Eliminating Grade Crossings" is the title of a
pamphlet which has been issued by Fairfax Harrison, president
of the Southern Railway, apparently for circulation among the
officers of cities and towns along the lines of that company's
railways in the southern states; but it is of interest to students
of this subject everywhere, being filled with facts concerning \hU
pt-oblcm gathered in several nortliern and central stittes and in
a
dozen prdniiucnt cities. This inaltcr. showing how, this dillicult
the

819

subject has been dealt with under all sorts of conditions, is in
the nature of a preface to a half-dozen pages giving details of
the division of cost for improvements of this class in Atlanta,
Birmingham, Chattanooga and other places on the Southern Rail-

way's

lines.

A New York View of the Mail Pay Question
The Merchants' Association of New York has made an

inves-

thorough and exhaustive, and
and the
finds that the railroads are being greatly underpaid
board of directors concludes that the plan embodied in the
tw-o measures now pending before Congress, the Bourne and
Moon bills, would divert large quantities of merchandise from
tigation of the mail pay question,

;

the freight traffic of the carriers.

The investigation was made by a committee of ten members,
of which William Fellowes Morgan was chairman. After considering the report the directors adopted resolutions in part as
follows
"Whereas, It is shown by the analyses of the Interstate
Commerce' Commission
(a) That railroad revenues

as

a

whole are

insufficient

and

should be increased and
(b) That the deficiency is mainly due to insufficient passenger service earnings and
"Whereas, It is shown by the analyses of the Bourne committee that the earnings of the mail traffic branch of tlie passenger
service are approximately 22^ per cent below the average
earnings of the passenger service, which the Interstate Commerce Commission finds deficient as a whole; and
"Whereas, It is shown by the report of the Association's
Committee on Postal Affairs that the average rate of compensation paid by the government to the railroads for mail
carriage has been reduced approximately 50 per cent since
1902, and now produces little or no profit and possibly entails
;

;

and
"Whereas, The space-rate proposed

a loss

;

is equivalent in the case
of fully loaded cars to a rate of \% cents per ton-mile for
freight carried for the government on passenger trains, while
the same high-class freight, if carried for private shippers on
freight trains, would pay from two to three times that rate
per ton-mile.
"Resolved, That the public welfare requires that the country's transportation facilities be maintained in constantly effi-

condition, and that we recommend
(a) Payment for the present, for weight, on the basis of
the existing law, but with provision for annual instead of quadrennial weighings
(U) Payment for apartment-car space, pro rata, upon the
basis of payment now in effect for full postal cars;
(c) Payment for side and transfer services, or that the
railroads be relieved of the performance of those services.
"Resolved, That no new and untried plan for determining
railway mail pay should be adopted unless or until approved by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, after thorough investigation, with especial reference to the effect of such plan upon
the railroads' existing freight revenues, and the equity of rates
proposed for the carriage of postal matter upon passenger trains
in comparison with the rates charged for first class merchandise
on freight trains and we recommend that for not less than
two years, all weighings and adjustments for determining railway mail pay be supervised by the Interstate Commerce Commission, which Commission shall obtain from the Post Office
cient

;

Department and the railroads reports covering all necessary information as to the service performed, and pending such report
and recommendations by the Interstate Commerce Commission
the existing law be continued, but with the modifications indicated by the preceding resolution.
"Resolved, That the plan of space-payment is excessively discriminatory in that it makes, for mail-freight carried on passenger trains, a rate only about one-third to one-half the rate paid
for high-grade freight carried on freight trains^ which condition
will promote the diversion to the mails of large
quantities of
high-grade merchandise, on all of which the railroads will suffer
a loss of two-thirds of their present freight revenues; and therefore that The Merchants' Association of New York
oppose any
an(l all bills for the readjustment of railway mail pay on
the basis
mainly of space or substantially as proposed by the rioiirn,' .m,)
the

Moon

bills."
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Western Society

of

Engineers

L. E. Johnson, president of the Norfolk & Western, will address the Western Society of Engineers at its meeting in Chicago on November 2, on "The Relations of the Railroads and

the Public," giving a discussion of the railway situation, especially with reference to the policy of regulation, both as it is
and as it ought to be.

Passenger Traffic Officers

A special meeting of the American Association of Passenger
Traffic Officers was held at French Lick Springs, Ind., on Tuesday of this week, with about a hundred members present. A
large docket of important subjects was discussed, including comAssociation
mittee reports on a I'niversal Telegraph Code
Ticket Paper Economical Distribution of Folders and AdverAn Additional Charge for Checking Baggage
tising Matter
Economy in the Operation of City Ticket Offices and Regulation
of the Sale of Prepaid Ticket Orders.
;

;

;
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mestic and Foreign Immigration, by S. A. Hughes, General Immigration Agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco; Markets and
Rural Organization, by C. C. White, of the United States Department of Agriculture; Industries, by W. W. Hartman, Industrial
Agent of the Grand Rapids & Indiana Harbor Development and
Pier Extension, by Thomas O. McGill, Secretary of the Committee to Investigate Port Conditions in New York City.
The president of the Railway Development Association is J. C.
Emig (C, C, C. & St. L.), Cincinnati, Ohio, and the secretary
is H. O. Hartzell (B. & O.), Baltimore, Md.
;

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regulmf
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the nest three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is puth
Railway Age Gazette for each month.

lished only in the first issue of the

—

American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, Chicago.
AuERicAN Society of Civil Encineeks. Cbas. Warren Hunt, 220 W,
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. S7th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New

—

—

Society of Railway Financial Officers

The annual meeting of the Society
Officers was held at Colorado Springs,

York.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15»

—

Railway Financial
Colo., on October 19,
of

20 and 21. President A. O. Wellman, assistant treasurer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, presided. The meeting discussed
committee reports on Uniform Form of Vouchers and Agents'
Drafts, Semi-Annual Pay-Days, Railroad Collection Bureaus in
Large Cities and Railway Clearing House. The subject of a
railway clearing house was referred back to the committee for
a further conference with a committee of the accounting officers'
association during the year, the result of the conference of
the joint committee to be referred back to the next annual meetAddresses were made by Senator Charles S. Thomas on
ing.
"Some Features of the Federal Reserve Bank," Dr. William
F. Slocum, president of Colorado College, and R. L. Holland,
of Colorado Springs.
Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows
President, T. H. B. McKnight, treasurer, Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa. first vice-president, H. E. Suckling, treasurer, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, Que. second vice-president, D. K. Kellogg, treasurer, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, Richmond, Va. secretary and treasurer, Carl Nyquist, assistant secretary, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago.
:

Mo.
Bridge and Boilding Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings. 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August^ Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLcod, 176 Mant'
Regular mcetinga, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
1915, St. Louis,

—

—

January,

;

Montreal.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
Chicago.

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

Genssal Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

New England

;

;

—

New

Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

W.

New

York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
29

39th

St..

—

Niagara

—

Railway Development Association

The Railway Development Association will hold its annual convention at the Hotel McAlpin, New York City, November 9, 10
and

11.

The program

for Tuesday, November 9, includes an address
on "General Railroad Business," by George A. Post, president
of the Railway Business Association on Immigration, by F. C.
;

Howe, United States Commissioner of Immigration ImmigraWork, by John F. Fox, Immigration Agent of the
;

tion Field

Northern Pacific Exports, by W. S. Kies, vice-president of the
National City Bank, New York Fruit Growing, by J. H. Hale
"What Made the Department Permanent," by W. W. Wood,
Genc^al Industrial Agent of the Baltimore & Ohio; "Eliminating
Competition by Locating Industries on Joint Tracks," by C. C.
Dana, Industrial Commissioner of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.
On the second day there will be papers on Agriculture, by Professor Alva Agee, Dean of the New Jersey State College of
Agriculture; Intensive Agriculture, by William H. Olin, Agricultural Commissioner of the Denver & Rio Grande
Co-operation of Railroads and Commercial Organizations, by R. C.
O'Keefc, Secretary of the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce; Acquisition of Land for Locating Industries, by John C. Emig, Industrial Agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis;
Horticulture and Agriculture in the South, by J. A. Hearne,
Fruit and Vegetable Agent of the New Orleans & North;

;

;

Eastern.

On Wednesday

evening there will be a banquet, and the speakElliott, President of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford; Senator J. W. Weeks, of Massachusetts, and
Ralph Peters, President of the Long Island Railroad.
On the third day the following addresses will be made: Do-

ers will be

Howard

Jefferson Hotel, Peona.
Railroad Club of KLansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St. Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

—

.

City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Clue of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month. Salt Lake City.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June. July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R, R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Detroit.

Traffic Club op Pittsburgh.

—
—

D. L. Wells, Gen'I Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
of Engineers.
Frank W. Moore, I
1
Newhouse Bldg..
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except July and August, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon. Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. T. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Wkstbrn Society op Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago. Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
July and August, Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
Aufutt, generally on other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, Ist
Wednesday after lit Thursday in January, Chicago.

Utah Society

U

—

—

—

October
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by the American Express ComManila and Hong Kong, which will also represent the
department of the Union Pacific System.

Offices are being established
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The Rutland Transit Company, operating freight steamers on
the Great Lakes and to Ogdensburg, N. Y., has sold its last two
vessels, the Rutland and the Ogdensburg. The purchaser is said
to be the Pacific Alaska Navigation Company, of Seattle.
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Train service was resumed on October 19 between Laredo
and Mexico City. Temporarily, the train starts from New La-
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that within a short time the service will be extended to this side
of the river.
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Those railways which formerly maintained passenger or
freight agencies in Mexico are considering arrangements for reopening the offices. H. C. Dinkins, foreign freight agent of the
International & Great Northern, is making a tour of Mexico,
studying business conditions.
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The Canadian Northern will begin running regular trains beWinnipeg and Toronto on November 1.
Passenger
trains will leave Winnipeg at 5:15 p. m. on Mondays, Wednestween
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days and Saturdays, arriving at Toronto at 2 :45 p. m. on
Wednesdays, Fridays and Mondays. Trains will leave Toronto
at 10 :45 p. m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
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"Baltimore Agricultural Transportation Club" is the name of
an organization recently started in Baltimore for the purpose of
promoting co-operation between the railroads and agricultural
interests of all kinds, for the promotion of agriculture as related to traffic.
Austin Gallagher, industrial commissioner of
the Western Maryland, is president of the club.

The Northern Pacific has put in effect a low passenger rate
for harvest hands of $5 per capita for the round trip, from all
points in Minnesota and from points in North Dakota east of
and including Oakes and Valley City, as well as from Superior,
Wis., to any point on its line in North Dakota, except that
from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and Superior this rate will
apply only for parties of five or

more on one

ticket.
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The Canadian Express Company

now doing

a large business in the transportation of fresh fish from the Pacific ocean
to the eastern part of the country.
An officer of the express
company says that the average monthly receipts of fish at
Prince Rupert, the western terminus of the Grand Trunk Pacific,
is

amount to 1,723,000 lb., nearly all halibut. Most of the fish comes
from Alaskan waters, nearly 1,000 miles from Prince Rupert.
Monthlv receipts at Seattle average 2,000,000 lb., and at Vancouver 1,099,000

lb.

committee representing the Chicago Board of Trade and
other shippers' organizations interested in traffic on the Great
Lakes, appeared at the hearing before the Interstate Commerce
Commission on October 23, on the application of the Lehigh
Valley for a reconsideration of the commission's order requiring
it
to discontinue the operation of its boat lines on the lakes.
The committee, which was appointed at a meeting at Chicago
last week, appeared and asked the commission to postpone the
effective date to give the shippers an opportunity for a further
hearing.
The petition filed by the Chica.go Board of Trade,
setting forth the fear of the shippers that the commission's order
will practically destroy boat service on the Great Lakes, was re.\

ported in last Nveek's issue.
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A.criculture, Washington, has issued a
giving results of a study of the cantaloupe
industry.
It is found that many receivers encourage the shipment of greater supplies than they can sell promptly. In .\uRust, 1914, melons from Texas were being sold in New York
City in competition with those from New Jersey.
At Chicago
in one day melons Nvere on the market from eight diffeniit
states, including Delaware and California.
Differences in the
weather in different parts of the country, and the superiority
of irrigated fields produce violent changes in the conditions
affecting the competition between growers in the east and those
bulletin,
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made by

the department in 1914
carloads of cantaloupes. In
carload shipments California was the greatest producer, shipping 5,146 carloads.

In the study

in the far west.
statistics

were gathered of

16,401

Industries Demurrage Committee held its
Boston, October 20, with 31 members present.
These representatives of shippers and receivers of freight express themselves well satisfied with the special arrangement in
New England under which a demurrage commissioner, with an
office at Boston, virtually arbitrates all demurrage disputes between the carriers and the shippers. A proposition to broaden
the scope of the committee so as to have it deal with all sorts
of traffic questions was voted down. It is estimated that demurrage charges in the six New England states amount to nearly
The chairman of the executive coma milhon dollars a year.
mittee of this body is \V. A. Clark, president of the New England Coal Dealers' Association, Northampton, Mass. vice-chair;

;

;

in

No. 18

tile

Panama

half the largest annual tonnage ever hauled by
Railroad between the seaboards.

Texas Farmers' Attitude
[Statement by Henry N. Pope, President Texas Farmers' Union.]

at

man, G. L. Graham, American Woolen Company, Boston; secretreasurer, C. H.
tary, C. J. Hart, Old South Building, Boston
Tiffany, New England Paper & Pulp Traffic Assoication, Boston.
Other cities represented in the executive committee are
Lynn, Holyoke, Worcester, Bridgeport, Lawrence, Providence,
Bellows Falls, Berlin, N. H. Plymouth, Mass., and New Britain, Conn.
Decrease

59,

more than

to

The New England

annual meeting

Vol.

Loss and

Damage Payments on

the Santa Fe

the recent semi-annual conference of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe loss and damage committee figures were presented
showing a still further reduction in payments for loss and damage to freight, in spite of an increase in the volume of freight
as shown by the earnings, the payments for such claims amounting to .96 per cent of freight earnings as compared with 1.05
The loss and damage payments by
per cent the 3'ear before.
the Santa Fe in 1908, the year the campaign for reductions of
loss and damage was started, were $1,565,434, with freight earnings amounting to $61,848,638, the payments being 2.53 per cent
of tlie earnings. As a result of the campaign there has been
a gradual decrease as shown below

At

&

Cross

Year

Freight
Receipts

1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

$64,212,638
71,194,055
71,787,200
71,529,574
78,190.922
73,638,388
80,504,000

Heavy

Freight

Serious congestion of freight
lines centering in

New

is

Payments

&

P.c. Fght.

D.

Receipts

$1,234,564
1,141,014
1,091,435
939,676
942,838
772,300
771,764

1.92
1.60
1.52
1.31
1.21
1.05
.96

for L.

burden.

"The hearings have pretty well exploded the theory that 'the
consumer pays the freight,' or at least that he feels every vibration in rates, for the consumer in some instances has invited
an increase in rates and in no case has it been opposed by the
consumer; but the dealer has kept a battery of attorneys and
rate experts at Austin to battle against every suggestion of an

There have, no doubt, during the past quarter of
a century, been manj' decreases made in freight rates that never
reached the consumer and such rates ought first to be restored,
as they are nothing more than legalized rebates to the shipper,
increase.

and

Movement
reported on

"The weekly crash of railroad receiverships as they fall upon
our courts forebodes the coming of government ownership, but
ownership, it should come
if the people want government
through choice and not be thrust upon them by the financial
failures of the railroads.
The railroad problem in Texas is
perhaps more acute than that of any other state in the Union.
We lead all states in total railroad mileage and likewise we lead
all states in receivership milea.ge, as 30 per cent of our mileage
and 45 per cent of railroad investments are in the hands of
receivers. We are more in need of additional mileage than any
other state and construction is at a standstill.
"The public hearings before the Texas Railroad Commission
so far indicate that almost every line of industry and almost
every shipper who has appeared concede that the railroads are
entitled to an increase in rates, but most of them want their
own business exempt; yet the railroads cannot pay bills with
moral support. Any shipper who wants his goods hauled for
less than cost begs from his neighbors and asks of goverrunent
a special privilege for which he gives nothing in return. Such
conduct is feeble, vicious and un-American and unworthy of
serious recognition by any tribunal of justice.
"The rate problem is too coinplicated for the layman to undertake to pass upon it in detail, and I have perhaps given the
matter no more study than the average citizen and like all
shippers have been opposed to increasing the rate on my own
freight and had hoped an increase of any sort could be avoided
but it is time to meet the issue squarely and if an increase in
rates is necessary to avoid honest receiverships and to provide
sufficient revenue to maintain and improve railroad property
wisely and honestly administered, then all shippers and all commodities should be willing to bear an equitable portion of the

all

of the trunk

The movement of export grain,
for export, including war material,

York.

and of many other articles
is very heavy
and, beginning with the delays occasioned early
in the month by, the strikes of laborers in New York City, the
movement of all freight has been growing more and more difficult.
The Central of New Jersey announced last week that it
had been necessary to refuse all new shipments for a period of
two weeks, but it was expected that most of the accumulated
;

freight could be cleared out of the way by the middle of this
week. The trunk lines have many miles of side tracks filled
with delayed cars. The movement of grain from Lake Erie to
the Atlantic Seaboard is the heaviest ever known. A competent
observer in New York believes that there is now ready for export
at New York harbor five times as much freight as the available
vessels can take.
The vessels of the Southern Pacific and other lines have had
to leave behind large quantities of freight at Galveston and New
Orleans destined for New York and other Atlantic ports, these
lines being crowded with freight because of the blockade of the

Panama Canal.
The ship lines whose

business is stopped or delayed by the
closing of the canal are complaining loudly that th'e rates by
the Panama Railroad across the isthmus are excessive.
flat
rate of three dollars a ton has been announced by the Panama
Railroad, which rate includes wharfage and cartage and the
transfer charges on the docks. There were about 375,000 tons
of freight in the. vessels awaiting transit through the canal before any of them left to go by the longer routes. This is equal

A

result in impoverishing the railroads without benefiting
the people.
The public gains nothing by a rate that confiscates
the property of a railroad to increase the dividends of private
corporations or that forces a railroad to make an unreasonable

contribution toward building up a business, an industry or a
city.
Such conduct is immoral, for a business that must have
its freight hauled for less than cost has no right to exist and
a railroad should not be made to subsidize any line of industry.
Such a procedure, when voluntarily engaged in by the railroads
several years ago, was vi.gorously condemned by the courts and
censured by public 'opinion, and ought not to be legalized now.
"Every effort should be made to give the railroads necessar>'
relief by the equalization of rates and by making every pound
of freight pay its own fare before taxing the products of the
soil
and, likewise, all expenses should be reduced to the minimum. The Farmers' Union has always opposed the legislature
burdening the railroads with unnecessary expenses and now is
a good time to search the statute books for oppressive and
extravagant laws which consume the revenues of the railroad
and give the public inadequate returns, and for the inauguration
of constructive legislation that protects and invites expansion
of our transportation facilities."
;

—

in Australia. A big scheme for exSouth Wales government railways into Victoria and the Victoria government railways into New South
Wales is in contemplation. The former government has consented to the appointment of a joint state commission to investigate the subject and formulate schemes, and reports say
that the Victoria government is considering the question.

Railway Extension

tending the

New
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of an unloading charge of 35 cents a net ton on scrap iron for
export alleging that their rates on this commodity were too low
to permit of absorption. The commission finds that the effective
rates in question are reasonable and that the carriers are justified in refusing to absorb the unloading charges.
(36 I. C. C,
17.5.)

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Rates to the Teton Basin

from New Orleans
Opinion hyComiuissioner Harlan.
The commission finds that tiie carriers have justified proposed
increased rates on domestic fertilizer and fertilizer materials
from New Orleans and other Louisiana points to Ohio river
crossings and beyond.
(36 I. C. C, 247.)
Rates on

Fertilizer

,^e]}raska State Railway Commission v. Chicago, Burlington
0uincy. Opinion by Commissioner Daniels.
The commission finds that the rates on cattle, hogs and sheep
from stations in Nebraska on the Holdredge-Cheyenne branch
of th^ Chicago, Burhngton & Quincy to St. Joseph, Mo., are not
unreasonable nor discriminator}'. (36 I. C. C, 219.)

&

Rates on Soap to Texas Points

Pect Brothers Manufacturing Company v. Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe ct al. Opinion by Commissioner Daniels.
,The commission finds that the rates on soap from Kansas
City' to Te.xas points are not unreasonable nor discriminatory
as compared with the rates from St. Louis or from Chicago or
Cincinnati to the same or other destinations. Action on a fourth
section appHcation for authority to continue rates on soap and
soap powder from Kansas City, Mo., to Beaumont, Houston
and Galveston, Tex., lower than the rates to intermediate points
is reserved because this matter is being taken up in connection
with another case. (36 I. C. C, 208.)

&

Soap

to Texas points.
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels.
proposed increase in commodity rates on soap from Kansas
City, Mo., St. Louis, Mo., and points east of the Mississippi
river to Beaumont. Houston, and Galveston, Tex., is found not
justified, since a present discrimination against St. Louis from
points beyond is increased thereby without the necessary fourth
section relief. This denial of the proposed increase is, however,
without prejudice to future action by the carriers. (36 L C. C,

A

21.5.)

Rates on Pig Iron from Virginia Furnaces

Moor

Iron Company ct al.
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels.

v.

Chesapeake

&

Ohio

et al.

In the original report in this case, 30 I. C. C., 615, the rates on
pig iron from Low Moor, Roanoke and Virginia furnaces on the
Chesapeake & Ohio and Norfolk & Western to Baltimore,
Philadelphia and New York, and points taking the same
rates, were held unreasonable and new rates were prescribed
not to exceed $2.25 per gross ton to Baltimore, $2.75 to Philadelphia, $3 to New York and $3.25 to Boston.
The defendant
carriers put in effect the rates prescribed as maxima to the
cities specified, but not to related points.
In a new order they
are required to establish rates to these other points which will
bear the same relationship to the rates prescribed above that
was formerly in effect before the rates were chanced. (36 I C"

C,

222.)

Rates on Scrap Iron to Galveston
^

Phoenix Iron

&

Steel

Company

v.

Foster

Lumber Company

v. Clatskanie Transportation ComOpinion by Commissioner Daniels.
In view of carriers' adjustment of rates subsequent to the filing
of this complaint, and in view of their proffer of additional
through routes with joint rates applicable thereto, rates from
points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho to destinations on the
Teton Basin branch of the Oregon Short Line are held not un-

pany

et al.

reasonable.

Complaint Dismissed

^Ltfw
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Caheston. Houston

i'-^-

Ileii-

dorson et al. Opinion by Commiuioncr Daniels.
Prior to September 1, 1911, the defendants absorbed the unloading charges at Galveston on all commodities exported through
that port, with the exception of lumber, logs, staves and other
articles taking the lumber rates, when from Texas, Louisiana,
and California points, provided that the net revenue to them
after the absorption was $1.50 per net Ion on traffic from all
points except Houston, as to which point there was apparently
no minimum net revenue required on carload shipments for
On that date tliev ivfiim-d In rontiniic the absorption
export.

The Teton Basin branch was opened for operation in 1912,
and the defendants contend that in accordance with the general
practice followed by them in connection with branch lines, the
through rates were originally made by full combination upon
the junction point, subject to reduction by substituting lower
differentials for the locals as the development of traffic on
the branch warranted, and that a readjustment of August 20, 1914,
was made in pursuance of that practice. It is in evidence that
the Teton Basin branch was costly to construct and that its
volume of traffic, as also the complainant's lumber shipments
thereon, are light. North of Ashton the line to the Yellowstone
is operated only during the tourist season.
(36 I. C. C, 190.)
Lumber Rates on
E. P.

Ladd Company

v.

the Gould Southwestern

Gould Soiithzivstern

et al.

Opinion by

Commissioner Daniels.
The rates on lumber from Furth, Ark., on the Gould Southwestern, 13 miles from Gould, Ark., its junction with the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, are 2 cents per 100 lb. higher
than from Gould. The commission finds that these rates from
Furth are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the rates
from Gould. The rate on hardwood from the latter point is
blanketed in Arkansas from just north of Little Rock south
to the Arkansas-Louisiana state line, and the rate on pine and
cypress is similarly applied as a blanket rate from the Arkansas
river south to the Gulf of Mexico and east to the Mississippi.
Gould and Furth are near the northern boundary of these
blanketed territories, and consequently nearer Cairo and other
northern markets than most of the other stations within the
groups. The complainants contended that the rates from Furth
should not be higher than from points on many other short-line
connections of the Iron Mountain like the Gould Southwestern
in the same general territory as Furth. or higher than from
main and brancli line points in these groups on the Iron Mountain
much farther distant from points of destination than Furth.
Reparation awarded. (36 I. C. C, 179.)

Rates on Lumber from Michigan Points

Opinion by Co)i})nissioner MeChonl.

The ,^nn

.'\rbor, the Grand Rapids & Indiana, the Grand Trunk,
Marquette and the Michigan Central have proposed
increases in the rates on lumber in carloads from producing
points in Wisconsin and Michigan to points in the lower peninsula of Michigan and along the northern borders of Ohio. Indiana
and Illinois. The rates on this fratlic were increased following
the decision in the Five Per Cent Case. On September 29, 1914.
the Michigan Railroad Commission allowed the carriers to establish rates on lumber equal to 95 per cent of the sixth class
mileage scale.
When new rates ii\ accordance with this order
wore put in olTect it was found that the rates to certain intrastate
points were higher than the interstate rates to border points in
Moilhern Ohio and Indiana.
The Michigan Conunission later

the

I'ere

modified

decision so as to permit oldy a

fi\c' per cent increase
order to eliminate discrimination alleged to exist against points it\ the western part of the
state in favor of points in the eastern part, it provided that the
rates to Detroit from all stations within a distance of 125 miles,
thereof should be increased 1 cent net per 100 lb.
The interstate conunission fimls. therct'ore, tliat ill order to
its

in the intrastate rates,

except that

in
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maintain the proper relationship in lumber rates between Detroit
and Toledo the carriers may put in effect increased rates to
Toledo but not to the other points in issue. (30 I. C. C, 184.)

Joint Rates from Canadian Points

Philip Carey Manufacturing Company ct at. v. Grand Trunk
Western et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark.
Complaint is made that the rates on asbestos sand in carloads
from Robertson, Thetford and Sherbrooke, Que., to Lockland
and Rockdale are unreasonable.
The commission finds that the rates in question do not conform
to the general adjustment of rates between the Canadian territory of origin and the group in which these destinations are
located and that the rates on asbestos sand to Rockdale and
Lockland are higher than from the same points of origin to
Chicago and Milwaukee, while the rates on asbestos fiber from
the same points of origin to Rockdale and Lockland are lower
than from the same points of origin to Chicago and Milwaukee,
the fiber being a lighter loading commodity and much more valu-

The rates attacked are therefore held to
be discriminatory against complainants.
Following International Paper Co. v. D.
H. Co.. (33 L C. C,
270), the commission cannot prescribe joint through rates from
points in Canada to points in the United States, but it can
control the rates which the lines in the United States charge for
services rendered within the United States.
Joint rates from
and to points in Canada are a convenience to the public and the
shippers and should be encouraged. It is therefore expected that
the defendants will comply with the finding that the rates to
Lockland and Rockdale are discriminatory to the extent that they
exceed the rates to Chicago or Milwaukee by proper readjustment of the present joint through rates. If this is not done an
order will be entered requiring the defendants that are subject
to its jurisdiction to establish in lieu of the present rates joint
or local rates from the ports of entry in the United States to
Lockland and Rockdale which shall be no higher than those contemporaneously maintained to Chicago or Milwaukee. (36 I. C.
able than the sand.

&

C,

203.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
railroad commissioners of South Dakota have notified
the railways of the state that reports of accidents will be accepted on the forms prescribed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission though telegraphic reports must continue to be
made of all accidents resulting in personal injury or death, this
being required by statute. This adds one to the list of eight
states, mentioned in the Railway Age Gasette, October IS, page
696, which accept the federal forms for monthly reports of
accidents.
;

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second dishas prescribed a uniform blank for declaration of value
by passengers having baggage checked, which form must be put
in use by November 1, on all roads in the state where such a
declaration is required. Where the value of a passenger's baggage is less than the limit of value for which the carrier makes
no charge, the actual sum need not be named the certificate
simply says that it is less than $100 (or, in the case of an intratrict,

;

movement, $150).

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second disfollowing a hearing on the application of William B. Gray,
of New Rochelle, for authority to operate "jitney 'buses" on six
routes in New Rochelle, has approved four of the routes and
has disapproved two. This refusal applies to routes which would
run on the same streets with street cars, or closely parallel to
them, thus introducing unnecessary competition.
The opinion,
by Commissioner Emmet, compliments the authorities of the
city for imposing salutary regulations in granting the franchise
for the operation of these omnibuses. It is required that each
carriage shall scat from 10 to 17 persons, that they shall have
pneumatic tires, shall be of the pay-as-you-cnter type, and that
trips must be made at least every 20 minutes from 6:30 a. m. to
Three per cent of the gross earnings is to be paid
1 :30 a. m.
to the city, and the franchise expires in 10 years. A substantial
bond will be required.
trict,

59,

No. 18

COURT NEWS
The Superior Court of Thurston

county, Washington, has
quashed the supersedeas writ previously issued against the order
of the public service commission promulgated last August, re-

quiring the railroads to discontinue the practice of requiring
two full fare tickets as a requisite to engaging drawing room
accommodation in sleeping cars, thus making the order effective immediately.
It is understood that the railroads will continue their legal fight under a writ of review.

Judge Trieber, of the United States court at Little Rock, Ark.,
on October 20, on application of the Arkansas Railroad Commission, granted a continuance until April 1, 1917, on all the
cases to enjoin the roads from charging three cents a mile passenger fare. The action was taken because the money appropriated by the legislature for rate litigation has been spent and
the next general assembly does not meet until January, 1917.
The state has therefore given up its fight for the time being.

Federal Judge Carpenter, at Chicago, on October 22, at the
request of four brewing companies, issued a permanent injunction restraining the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific from refusing to accept and deliver consignments of liquor to points in
Iowa to agents of the consignees on the written order of the
latter.
It is provided in the order that the consignees must
designate the drayman or other carrier who is to receive the
liquor and that the shipment must be marked "for personal use
and private consumption." An attorney representing the state of
Iowa opposed the order on the ground that it would force the
railroad to violate both the laws of the state and the Federal
Webb-Kenvon law.

No

Liability for Injuries to Trespassing

Employee

The Supreme Court of Michigan holds that, where a railroad
company posted a notice warning persons other than employees
from using a bridge and

trestle, it is not liable for the running
of one of its own section laborers using the bridge
instead of a highway to go to work, though the engine which
ran him down was not equipped with lights. Newell v. Detroit,
G. H. & M. (Mich.) 153 N. W. 1077.

down

—

Employer's Liability Act Held Not to Apply to Injuries on Ships

The

state

Vol.

Unconnected with Railroads
of Appeals has affirmed the decision

The New York Court

of the Appellate Division (152 N. Y. Supp. 1120) holding that
the federal employer's liability act does not apply to a railroad
which operates ships unconnected with the line, and in such
case the state laws governing injuries to a servant apply though
the ships are engaged in interstate commerce. Jensen v. Southern Pacific, N. Y., 109 N. E. 600.

—

Rest,

Food and Water Act

— Connecting Carriers — Separate Penalties

A

railroad unloaded a shipment of cattk'. but reloaded them,
3 hours later, and transported and delivered them to a conncting carrier more than 36 hours from the time of loading at the
point of shipment, they not having been unloaded for 5 hours
in the meantime.
The connecting carrier, without unloading

them, transported them to their destination. The federal district
court, N. D. New York, holds that the initial and connecting carriers were guilty of separate violations of the act, and liable for
separate penalties, though the time of confinement constituting
the two violations overlapped. United States v. New York Central, 221 Fed. 1000.

—

Assessments

— Special

Franchises

The New York Appellate Division holds that where land used
by a railroad company for its tracks was acquired for a street,
and the grade of the street was carried over the land and the
company's tracks by a bridge, the railroad company, though it
thereafter increased its trackage, had no special franchise subject to taxation,

for a special franchise involves a grant

from

competent public authority, while in such case the railroad company retained the right to use the land for any purposes not
inconsistent with its use as a street.
People ex rel. New York
Central v. Woodbury, 153 N. Y. Supp. 537.

—
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

O. Talbott has been appointed assistant
Pere Marquette, with office at Detroit, Mich.
J.

of

the

Thomas Y. Railey has been appointed assistant attorney for
the Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., vice T. L. Philips, valuation
attorney, resigned to engage in private practice.
Edward

F.

Kearney has been

and Winslow

elected president, with office at

chairman of the board of directors, with office at New York, of the newly organized
Wabash Railway. Mr. Kearney was president and Mr. Pierce
chairman of the board of the old company.
St. Louis,

Reading, with headquarters at Reading, Pa., as has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born on October 23, 1864, at
Tamaqua, Pa., and was educated in the public schools. He began railway work on January 18, 1882, as a laborer on the Philadelphia & Reading, and the same year became machinist helper.
He later served as station hand and then as brakeman until
September,

auditor

S. Pierce,

825

1888,

and two years
was promoted

when he was appointed locomotive

fireman,

became an engineman. In April, 1907, he
to road foreman of engines, remaining in that
position until December, 1914, when he was appointed fuel inspector, and now becomes superintendent of motive power and
rolling equipment on the same road, as above noted.
Mr.
later

Seiders' entire railway service has been with the Philadelphia

&

Reading.

Clyde C. Elmes, whose appointment as assistant superintendent
of motive power and rolling equipment of the Philadelphia &
Reading with headquarters
at
Reading, Pa.,
has already been an-

nounced in these columns, began railway

Operating
O. E. Smith has been appointed trainmaster of the Oregon
Short Line, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah.

work

in

1903,

at

the

N. Y., shops of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and after learning
the machinists' trade he
attended
Purdue UniOlean,

N. Shaw, chief despatcher of the Great Northern at White
promoted to trainmaster, and W. A. Depew
has been appointed chief despatcher.
Fish, Mont., has been

W. M.

superintendent of the Nebraska division of
Omaha, Neb., has been
appointed general superintendent with office at the same place.
G. O. Brophy, superintendent of the Wyoming division with
headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo., has been appointed to succeed
Mr. Jeffers as superintendent at Omaha. S. R. Toucey, assistant
superintendent of the Colorado division, has been appointed
superintendent of the Wyoming division, vice Mr. Brophy. Efthe

Union

fective

Jeffers,

November

1.

Traffic

E. L. Bevington, secretary of the Transcontinental Passenger
Association, with office at Chicago, has been appointed chairman
of the association with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding the
late James Charlton. Mr.

Bevington was born on
February 22, 1866, at
New Lenox, 111. He
was educated in high
business college
private instruction,
and entered
railway service in March,
1883,
holding
various
positions in the passenger department of the
school,

and

under

Chicago
1900.

&

Alton

until

From

he was

1900 to 1901
general manager

of the Denver, Boulder
Northern, with office

&

Denver, Colo., and in
he was appointed
secretary of the Transcontinental
Passenger
Asssociation at Chicago,
which office he had held
ever since.
E. L. Bevington
Since the
death of Mr. Charlton
NovcnilxT, 1913, he has assumed the duties of both offices.
at

1901

in

ly

sylvania Railroad at
Olean, as gang foreman,

and later was promoted
to roundhouse foreman.

He then served as superintendent at Auburn,
N. Y., of the New York,
Auburn & Lansing, now
the Central New York
Southern, leaving that
C. C. Elr
company to go to the
Kansas City Southern
as superintendent of construction of new shops at Shreveport,
La., and on the completion of that work was transferred to
Pittsburgh, Kan., as roundhouse foreman.
He was subsequently promoted to chief inspector of new locomotives being
built for that road.
He was then consecutively general foreman at Ennis, Texas, of the Houston & Texas Central, acting
master mechanic of the general shops of the Southern Pacific
at Houston and master mechanic of the same shops with the
duties of master car builder until his appointment as assistant division superintendent of the Texas & New Orleans,
He
then went to the Pliiladelphia & Reading and served consecutively
as motive power inspctor, road foreman of engines and as
assistant engineer of motive power until his recent appointment
as assistant superintendent of motive power and rolling equipment of the same road, as above noted.
R. M. Kincaid, valuation engineer of maintenance of equipment of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Illinois and St. Louis divisions, with
Villa Grove, III., vice F. Studer, resigned.

office at

Hugh Sowa, roadmaster of the Marcus division of the Great
Northern, has been transferred to the Superior and Messaba
divisions, with headquarters at Superior, Wis. Thomas Beighton
has been appointed to succeed Mr. Sowa with headquarters
at
Marcus, Wash,

C. M. Rollings has been ai)pointcd district passenger agent of
the Union Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

D. H. Street, traveling freight agent of the Baltimore
at Baltimore, Md., has been promoted to commercial
agent, with office at Akron, Ohio.

OBITUARY

& Ohio

Walter

freight

Central, at

Elmer H. Wood, freight traffic manager of the Union Pacific
with hcadquarlcrs at Omaha, Nob., has retired and his office has
been abolished. He has liccu pliiccd on a pension.
Engineering and Rolling Stock
Irwin Ashton Seidcrs, who has been appointed superintendent
of motive power and rolling niuipmcnt of the I'hiladclphia &

He subsequentreturned to the Penn-

versity.

Pacific with headquarters at

age of

at

Downing, general eastern agent of the
New York, died in that city on October 25,

E.

Illinois
at

the

53.

Richard Fcnby, formerly auditor of the Texas & Pacific, died
Dallas, Tex., on October 18, aged 70 years,
Mr, Fenby

ictiicd

from active service

in 1912.

A. Catlin, who was secretary of the Illinois Central
previous to 1884, died suddenly on October 23, at his
home in
I.yiidc

S<u!tli

Woodstock.

Coiui.,

at the

age of

82.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Chesapeake & Ohio

New Orleans & Texas

No. 18

59,

Pacific has ordered

constructions from the American Car

& Foundry

Company.

Equipment and Supplies

I

Vol.

The Baltimore & Ohio is reported to have ordered 1000 hopper cars from the Cambria Steel Company. This item has not
been confirmed.

The

has ordered 10 Mallet type loco-

cars

Missouri Pacific is reported to have ordered 500 box
from the American Car & Foundry Company. This item

motives from the American Locomotive Company.

has not been confirmed.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has ordered 5 Mikado type
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

reported in the Railway Age
w-eek as being in the market for 1,000 gondola
cars, will build these cars at its own shops.

The Penxsylvania
motives

from the

has ordered 75 Mikado (L-l-s) type loco-

Baldwin

Erie has authorized the Baldwin Locomotive Works to
proceed with the construction of 2 Centipede type locomotives.

The

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 10 Mikado type
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works in addition to
the order for 20 Mikado type locomotives reported in the Railway
Age Gazette of October 1.

The Toledo Terminal has ordered one ConsoHdation type
This
locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
locomotive w^ill have 22 by 28 in. cylinders, Sl-in. driving wheels
and a total w-eight in working order of 199,000 lb.

The Maine Central has ordered 2 six-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 21 by 28 in. cylinders, 51-in. driving wheels and
a total weight in working order of 166,000 lbs.
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western has ordered 42
locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation. In the item
relative to the identity of this company which appeared in last
week's issue, page 776, it was incorrectly stated that the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western was now being operated independently of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. The general
manager of the latter company has since advised that the owners
of the C, I. & W. have not as yet taken over the operation of
that property. It is still being operated by the C, II. & D., but it
is expected that the new owners will take over the propert\'
in the near future, about December 1.

The

CAR BUILDING
is

steel

Louisville & Nashville is reported to have ordered 1000
underframe box cars from the Mount Vernon Car ManuThis item has not been confirmed.

facturing Compan}'.

The Western Maryland was reported in an unconfirmed
item in the Railway Age Gazette of October 22 as having orThis
dered 2,000 hopper cars from the Pullman Company.
item has since been confirmed.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has authorized its Altoona
shops to proceed with the construction of 100 all-steel caboose
It is rumored that this company is contemplating the purcars.
chase of possibly 25,000 freight cars.
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has ordered 500 steel
underframes from the Barney & Smith Car Company. The
latter company will use the underframes to rebuild 500 box cars.
It

also has a contract to rebuild 300 gondolas.

The Russian Government. — The Wall

—

Street Journal pub-

morning edition of October 27:
The Pressed Steel Car Co., having completed an

lished the following item in

its

"Pittsburgh.
order for 7,500 steel freight cars for Russia on
a contract for an additional 8,500."

Monday

closed

The New York Central has ordered 1,000 55-ton composite
gondola cars from the Standard Steel Car Company for the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 2,000 box cars from the Haskell &
Barker Car Company, 1.000 automobile cars from the Pullman
Company for the Michigan Central and 1,500 steel box cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

It

is

also re-

ported that 5,500 more cars (in addition to the 1,000 noted
above) have been ordered from the Standard Steel Car Company, but this last item has not been confirmed. All these orders
are in addition to orders previously reported.

IRON AND STEEL

inquiring for 1,000 70-ton coal

cars.

The Southern

The Bingh.sm &

G.vrfield

is

inquiring for prices on 25 gon-

dola cars.

The

Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific

is

inquiring for 500

center constructions.

The New York, Chicago &
number of

St.

Louis will repair a large

freight cars.

The .Anaconda
cars from the

11,000 tons of 90-lb. rails

The

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 50
frames from the St. Louis Car Company.

issued

in-

steel

under-

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 200 flat cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Gadsden C.\r Company is reported to have ordered 1,000
underframcs from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Philadelphia & Reading is said to have ordered an addihopper cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

Cypress Lumber Company, Garyville,

50-ft.

La., has
logging cars from the Bettendorf Company.

The Erie is said to have ordered 200 gondola cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company. This item has not been confirmed.

Atchi.son,

tons of fabricating material
pany.

The Great Northern
the

rails

from

Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 10,000
from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
lias

quiries for 500 50-ton steel hopper cars.

ordered 75

of Georgia has ordered 5,000 tons of
& Railroad Company.

has ordered 2 dining

Pullman Company.

"

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 200 tons of bridge
material from the American Bridge Company.
The Central

from the Pullman Company.

The Lyon

The Maine Central has ordered 2,000 tons of bridge mater:
from the American Bridge Company.

the Tennessee Coal, Iron

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

tional 500

has ordered 2,300 tons of bridge material from
the Virginia Bridge & Iron Works.

dump

Copper Mining Company has ordered 14

The New York, New Haven & Hartford
cars

last

The

Locomotive Works.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 30 Mikado
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomoti\e Works.

The Chesapeake & Ohio

The Norfolk & Western,

Gazette of

to

has ordered 4,000

from the American Bridge Com-

has ordered 3,000 tons of steel from
plate girder spans and viaduct

American Bridge Company for

work.

The Norfolk & Western
the Pennsylvania Steel
bria Steel

The

rails from
from the Cam-

has ordered 4,000 tons of

Company, and

1,000 tons

Company.

Kansas & Texas received the approval of the
federal district court of Dallas, Tex., on October 22, for the
purchase of 15,000 tons of rails for replacement and improveMissouri,

ment work

The

in

Texas.

Illinois Central has ordered 5,000 tons of rails from
the Illinois Steel Company in addition to the 15,000 reported in
our issue of last week. It has also ordered 15,000 tons from
the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company,

October
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Henry C. Frick, who holds an option on the railholdings in Pennsylvania Steel, is understood to have
The situation is complicated further
held up the transaction.
by negotiations which are under way for a possible merger of the
Pennsylvania and Cambria Steel companies.

iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiii

been checked.
road's

Supply Trade News
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McAllister has been elected a director of the Electric
Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding Rudolph Ellis, deceased.
J.

R.

The Sprague Electric Works of the General Electric Company
has opened a sales office in the Provident Bank building, Cincinnati, Ohio, in charge of Frank H. Hill as manager.
The

directors of the United

States

Steel

Corporation at a

New York

on October 26 declared the regular
quarterly dividend of l3/i per cent on the preferred stock, but
took no action relative to a dividend on the common stock.
meeting held

in

Reports are current that the Baldwin Locomotive Works will
the Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company the buildings and
land at Eddystone, Pa:, now under lease to the Remington Arms
Company, which was recently acquired by the Midvale interests.
sell to

Stanley H. Smith has been appointed district sales manager
of the Pennsylvania and Maryland Steel Companies at Chicago,
to succeed Robert E. Belknap, transferred to New York City.

Mr. Smith was born at
Toronto, Ont., on August 4, 1885. He entered
the service of the Pennsylvania Steel Company
in February, 1904, as a
shop apprentice.
After
spending two and onehalf years in various
mills of the company, he
served
as
an outside
inspector for the frog
and switch department.
Later he joined the sales
force of the company at
Steelton,

Pa.,

and from

there was transferred to
Cleveland, Ohio, where
he represented the Pennsylvania and Maryland
Steel Companies for
two and one-half years.
Next he took a position
in Chicago, where he beS. H. ^muh
came first assistant to
Robert E. Belknap, recently transferred to New York.

The Industrial Works has opened an office in the Widener
building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Complete data and information can
be ol)tained there regarding the company's line of locomotive,
wrecking and

freight

handling cranes, pile drivers and

grab

buckets.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company has
taken an additional order for shells for the British government.
The order will total about $12,000,000 and the work will consist
of machining shells. This order is in connection with the one
recently taken by the American Steel Foundries.

The Locomotive Stoker Company, New York, lias received
orders for Street stokers for the 10 new Mikado type locomotives recently ordered by the Lehigh Valley of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works. Street stokers are also being applied to 30
Mikado type locomotives now in service on this road.
Tlic Illinois Central has let contracts to tlie Railroad Water
Coal Handling C'ompany, Chicago, for a complete water station at Gravel Switch, Ky., including a double-unit oil-engine
pumping plant with pipeline one mile long and a 100,000-gal.
steel lank.
It lias also let a contract to the same company for a

&

double-unit oil engine with centrifugal
steel tank at Rockford, III.

pump and

a 100,000-gal.

Negotiations for the transfer of a controlling interest

in

the

Pennsylvania Steel Company from the Pennsylvania Railroad
interests to the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, which were reported last week as having been practically completed, have since

A. E. Ostrander has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the American Car & Foundry Company and is succeeded as
assistant mechanical engineer by H. C. Lunger, who was formerly chief estimator. W. H. Selden, formerly assistant chief
Mr. Ostrander, who succeeds
estimator, succeeds Mf. Lunger.
John McE. Ames, who recently resigned as mechanical engineer
to go into other business, began railway service on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, serving in several different caLater he was
various departments on that road.
the engineering office of Cornelius Vanderbilt,
leaving there to accept a position with the Standard Steel Car
Company. He entered the service of the American Car &
Foundry Company in 1903 and has been with that company continuouslv since that time.

pacities

in

employed

in

Canadian

Csur

&

Foundry Company

President Nathaniel Curry of the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company has sent the following circular letter to all stockholders in regard to inquiries concerning the company's business
in war munitions
"It is the desire of the board that the stockholders shall have
as clear a view of the situation as it is possible to give them,
both regarding amount of war orders and the progress which
has been taking place in the manufacture of the same, although
for obvious reasons it is not considered wise to publish much
detail regardin,g the orders received.
The company's railway
equipment business is less than in former years. Several of the
plants, as well as those of the Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd.,
have been equipped for the manufacture of parts of shells, the
production of which is well under way. The plants are working
24 hours a day, and production is constantly increasing in a
satisfactory manner. A large portion of this work is for the
British government, on which substantial deliveries have already
been made.
"Several months ago two contracts were made to supply the
Russian government with a large number of complete shrapnel
and high explosive shells, and recently a third order has been
obtained, subject to the negotiation of minor details in connection with same.
The transaction of this business has involved
the negotiation of large contracts for parts of shells between this
company and manufacturers in the United States, as well as
Canada, greatly increasing the magnitude of the operations of this
company. This work has now progressed to a point where the
first shipments are about to be made, and from results obtained
the management feels that they can make fairly reliable estimates
both as to costs and net earnings.
"Your management knows that there is a reasonable profit in
all the company's business, the amount of which business during
the current fiscal year to September 30, 1916, should be in excess
of $150,000,000, as compared with about $27,000,000 in the best
previous year in the history of the company. While the directors
do not feel at this time that they should make any definite announcement as to the disposition of the surplus earnings which
will accrue from this business, they feel that the shareholder may
look forward with confidence to an early resumption of dividends."
:

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
R<K)iiNi;

M.\ii.Ri.\L.— More

Light on Barrett Specification
the title of an attractive folder which has recently
been issued by the Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York.
The folder bears an appropriate title, for it contains a number of
views of the plant of the National Lamp Works of the General
Electric Company at Nela Park, near Cleveland, Ohio.
Barrett
roofs were used on the roofs of these buildings.

Roofs

is

Locomotive Cranes.— The Drowning Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, has recently issued two rather unusual folders relative to
the use of the company's cranes in railway service.
One is
entitled, "How to be reasonable about handling scrap iron and
other materials," and the other bears the name "Railroad construction with locomotive cranes."
Each folder contains four
illustrations showing Browning cranes at work.
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and under the East river to Norh Jane street. Long Island
where it will connect with the new elevated lines in the
borough of Queens. On the Manhattan side the new line will
connect with the Broadway, Seventh avenue and Fifty-ninth
street line. The new route is made necessary by the substitution
of the river tunnel for the use of the Queensboro bridge, as at
first proposed by the commission.
to

City,

Railway Construction

I

Triiltiiiiriiiitiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiilriiiiiriiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiirtiiitiiitiiiiiiliillir:iiirilllliillliirillttiiiiriliiiillitiliiiiliiiiitiiiitiiiiiiriillirir

Alabama & Mississippi. —According to press reports, work
now under way on an extension of the Pascagoula-Moss Point
Northern, which now operates a 43-mile line from Pascagoula,
is

Miss., north to Evanston.

The extension

is

imder construction

from Lucedale, north to a connection with the Alabama & Mississippi, and there only remains about seven miles yet to be built
to complete the connection between these two roads.

Central Power Company, of Chattanooga.

— Incorporated

in

an interurban
railway from Cleveland, Tenn., west to Chattanooga, about 25
miles.
The incorporators include G. B. Adams, J. L. Foust and
M. N. Whittaker.

Tennessee with $50,000

capital,

it

is

said, to build

—

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. This road will begin at
once to lay seven miles of double track from South Dayton, Ohio,
to Miamisburg, at a probable cost of $175,000.

—

Dallas Northwestern Traction. A franchise for interurban trackage rights in Dallas, Tex., has just been granted to the
Dallas Northwestern Traction and the Dallas Southwestern
two corporations of the same ownership. Construcwork on 20 miles of the proposed lines must be begun within
six months and must be completed within 14 months. The Dallas
Northwestern Traction plans to build from Dallas to Denton,
Traction,
tion

about 30 miles, and the Dallas Southwestern Traction has arrangements well advanced for building from Dallas southwest
via Cleburne and Glen Rosa to Stephenville, about 80 miles.
E. P. Turner is president of both companies.

Dallas Southwestern.

— See

Dallas Northwestern.

Railroad.

—According

to

press

reports,

voted $50,000 of bonds in aid of this proposed line.
Surveys
were started in 1911 for a line from Topton, N. C, north via
Robbinsville and along the Cheoah river for 43 miles. E. Phil-

LouiSBURG

Andrews, N. C.

& Rocky Mount. — See North

Maryland-West Virginia Roads

—The right-of-way

being secured, it is said, for an electric line to be built from
Hancock, Md., south to Berkeley Springs, W. Va., about 10

is

miles.

L. F. Johnson, Baltimore,

is

said to be interested.

—

Midland & Northwestern. This railroad is projected from
Midland, Tex., northwest through Andrews county to Seminole
in Gaines county, a distance of about 65 miles.
Approximately
5,000 cu. yd. of material will be handled per mile in grading
the road. The maximum grade will be 1 per cent and the maximum curve, from one to two degrees. The contract for the
grading has been let to J. A. Hunter, Strawn, Tex., and it is
hoped that track laying can be begun by May 1, 1916. Fiftysix-pound relay rails will be used, and rolling stock will be
obtained from the Texas & Pacific. The new company expects
to obtain a charter before November 15. T. J. O'Donnell, president, Midland, Tex.; G. W. Thaxter, chief engineer.
(Oct
8, p. 670.)

New York Subways.—The New York

Public Service Comhas obtained the necessary number of
property owners' consents to legalize Route No. 61, the Sixtieth
street. East river route.
This line is to be a two-track underground railroad, from Fifty-ninth street west of Fifth avenue,
in the borough of Manhattan, thence under Central Park and
Fifth avenue into Sixtieth street, and through Sixtieth street
mission,

First district,

Ga.,

—

Ogden, Logan & Idaho (Electric). The Wellsville-Brigham
City link of this road has been completed and operation was
begun over the whole system on October 14. The road is 95
miles long and connects Huntsville, Ogden, Brigham City, Wellsville and Logan, Utah, and Preston, Idaho.
The company was
organized in the summer of 1914, when it took over the properties of the Ogden Rapid Transit and the Logan Rapid Transit
companies and let a contract to the Utah Construction Company
to unite and extend the lines.
The Wellsville-Brigham City link
was the last and most difficult part of the line to be constructed.
The maximum grade is 2 per cent and the maximum curve 10
per cent. Concrete under-grade crossings were built near Merrills, Utah, where the line passes under the Oregon Short Line,
and near Millville, Utah, and Summit, where it passes under

—

Pacific Electric. This road has awarded a contract to Robert
Sherer & Co., Pacific Electric Building, Los Angeles, Cal., for
grading the roadbed for a line between Hawthorne and Ionia
avenues, Los Angeles, on the Redondo via Watts line.
The
cost is estimated at $20,000.
The Los Angeles city council has
granted this road a franchise to build a single track railway on
portions of Figueroa street, Denver avenue. Hoover street,
Menlo avenue and Vermont avenue.

Pascagoula-Moss Point Northern.

— See

Alabama &

Missis-

Pearl

&

—

Kampsville. J. E. Melick, 333 South Douglas avenue,
111., and associates have completed a survey for a
railway between Pearl, 111., and Kampsville, a distance of 11
miles. Grading has been begun. The road will connect with the
Chicago & Alton at Pearl, and may be extended later to HamSpringfield,

burg,

Carolina Roads.

Electric.

— This

company, which is building a line
southwest to Jacksonville, about 20
miles, it is said, will open for freight service in October the
first section of 14 miles from Lumber City in Telfair County.
J. C. Work, chief engineer, Lumber City. (April 30, p. 955.)
City,

sippi.

Cheoah and Yellow Creek townships of Graham county have

brick, chief engineer,

OcMULGEE Valley.

from Lumber

highways.

—

Detroit, Pontiac & Owosso (Electric). At a recent election
residents of Pontiac, Mich., approved the 30-year franchise asked
for by this company. The Michigan Railroad Commission had
already authorized an issue of $3,300,000 of bonds to provide for
the construction of the projected electric line between Detroit and
Owosso. The company was incorporated in Michigan last year
with $50,000 capital to build from Detroit, Mich., northwest
through Pontiac, Drayton Plains, Waterford, Clarkston, Davisburg and Holly to Owosso. The incorporators include George
H. Lau, R. G. St. John and G. W. Eyster, all of Detroit.

Graham County

—

North Carolina Roads. Residents of Louisburg, N. C,
are said to be interested in a project to build a railroad from
Louisburg southeast to a connection with the Atlantic Coast
Line, probably at Rocky Mount, about 35 miles.
Under the
name of the Louisburg & Rocky Mount a company was organized last year to build a line between these two places.
J. A.
Turner, Louisburg, may be addressed.

111.

Philadelphia

Roads.

—The

McClintic-Marshall

Company,

Philadelphia, Pa., has been given the contract for the fabrication
and erection of the steel superstructure on three sections of the
Frankford elevated line in Philadelphia, extending from Girard

avenue north to Unity street, Frankford. This company was the
lowest bidder and offered to do the work for $1,455,000. The
same company also submitted the lowest bid at $249,000 and an
alternate bid of $261,400, for the fourth section, from Girard
avenue south to Callowhill street.

—

Pottsville & St. Clair (Electric). Incorporated in Pennsylvania with $13,200 capital, it is said, to build a three-mile electric
line from Pottsville, Pa., north to St. Clair.
W. B. Rockwell
and I. G. Walborn, Pottsville, are incorporators.

—

San Francisco, Cal., Roads. The board of public works will
receive bids on the construction of a railway from Rosasco into
the Hetch Hetchy valley until November 10. The hne will be
about 60 miles long and will be used in connection with the
building of the city's water supply project.

—

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake. The Delta branch,
which leaves the main line 133 miles from Salt Lake City and
650 miles from Los Angeles, and runs 13.3 miles northwesterly
from Delta to Sugarville and Lucerne, Millard county, Utah,
has been completed. The grading was done by the Delta Land
& Water Company, which is developing this section under the
Carey act. The maximum curvature is 6 per cent and the maxi-

October

mum
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one-half of 1 per cent. Only one bridge of any
an 18-ft. span constructed of piling and supporting the tracks 17 ft. above high water in the Deseret reservoir.
Fifty thousand ft. B.M. of timber and 2,800 lb. of wrought and
The new line was ready
cast iron were used in this structure.
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for traffic October
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size

grade

was

is

built,

(June

1.

5,

1914, p. 1257.)

—

Railway Financial News
Artesian Belt Railway.

a

Louisville,

tonio,

Denver & Rio Grande.

—

Benjamin Nicol and D. H. Taylor
have been elected directors, succeeding J. F. Vaile and S. F.
Pryor, resigned.

—

Henderson & St. Louis. This company, conby the Louisville & Nashville, has made a mortgage to
secure $5,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent consolidated bonds,
of which $2,500,000 will be reserved to retire the present issue
of first mortgage bonds and $700,000 will be issued to pay off
trolled

—

This company is making surveys from
Baltimore & Ohio near Hutchinson, W. Va.,
west to Wj'att, about eight miles, for a line to be built to develop coal fields.
A charter will be obtained after definite
location is made.

Western Maryland.

—A

press despatch from San AnTex., says that J. O. Terrell has been discharged as
receiver of the Artesian Belt by the court of appeals.

Texas Roads. At a meeting of farmers of the Pecos Valley
region held recentl}' at Buena Vista, Tex., preliminary steps
were taken for the construction of a railroad from Girvin, Tex.,
or some point on the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient northwest
to a connection with the Texas & Pacific either at Pecos or
Barstow, about 80 miles. Vernon L. Sullivan, Fort Stockton,
is chairman of a committee to promote the construction of such
line.

a point on the

White Pine Mining Company.

—This

company has let a
contract to the Smith-Byers-Sparks Company for two miles of
spur track from the mine to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

floating debt.

Maine Central.

— Stockholders

New

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Brantford, Ont. An officer of the Lake Erie & Northern
writes that the location selected for the new station to be built
by the Lake Erie & Northern in Brantford will probably be
changed. The style of building has not yet been definitely decided upon.

—The

date for receiving bids for the construction of station finish work on the New Utrecht avenue elevated line, in the borough of Brooklyn, has been postponed from
October 26 to November S, 191S, by the New York Public Service

Commission, First

district.

have

approved

—

Cleveland, Ohio. The city board of control has awarded
contracts for grade crossing elimination at Union avenue as
follows To the Robert Grace Contracting Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., for the foundation approaches, at $103,373
to the King
Bridge Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for the steel superstructure at
:

;

$34,892.

—

Cresson, Pa. An officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad writes
regarding the report that a new bridge would be built at Cresson
to replace the present structure that this work consisted of renewing the old girders spanning the main line tracks carrying
the Cresson division tracks overhead. The new girders are of
heavier section to provide for heavier equipment.

—

East St. Louis, III. The Wiggins Ferry Company will soon
begin the construction of a modern river coal tipple at the foot
of Trendley avenue.

—

Lima, Ohio. The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has commenced the construction of a power plant which will cost about

retire-

5 per cent preferred stock.

—

&

Chicago. The federal court has confirmed the sale of this property to the bondholders' protective
committee. This committee represents all but $561,300 of the
outstanding $13,613,200 bonds.

Orleans, Mobile

New

York, New Haven & Hartford.— H. K. McHarg and
Frederick F. Brewster have resigned as directors.
See comments on this company's annual report elsewhere in
this issue.

—

Salt Lake Terminal Company. The International Trust
Company, Denver, Col., is offering $250,000 first mortgage 6 per
cent bonds of June 1, 1915-1935, of the Salt Lake Terminal
Company, guaranteed principal and interest by the Salt Lake
& Ogden and the Salt Lake & Utah, at 101. The Salt Lake
& Ogden is an interurban electric road between Salt Lake City
and Ogden and the Salt Lake & Utah operates from Salt Lake
City south via Provo to Spanish Forks, 60 miles.

Wabash.

—

See the election of the president of the new company under Railway Officers.

British Railway Lengthens Train Schedules. — The London
& North-Western has recently lengthened the schedules of a number of its fast express trains. The semi-official explanation is
that with the present heavy traffic caused

by naval and military
requirements trains cannot keep time, and the new timings are
arranged to secure greater punctuality.

—

Indian Railway Extension. The opening of the Hardinge
Bridge, across the Ganges river, has brought to the front questions of the best means of developing railway communication in
the country lying north of the Ganges, which used to he known
as Northern Bengal. Proposals put forward for further development include a standard gaije line from Santahar to Siligiiri;
a standard-gage line from Ishurdi, through Rampur Boalia, to
join the Katihari and Godagari line near Nachoul (or an alternative line from Nattore, through Rampur Boalia, to Godagari)
a line on the metre gage from Malda to Santahar (or an alternative line on the same gage from near Shamsi, on the Katihari
and Godagari Railway, to Bonarpara)
a standard-gage line
from Ishardi to Patna, and on to Bhera and a line from Bogra
to Scrajganj.
Further extensions which should be taken in hand
as soon as funds permit would be a standard g.igc line from
the neighborhood of Rampur Boalia to the neighborhood of
Dinagepur; a standard gage line from Ihurdi to Patna and
Bhera the conversion of the Santahar and Bonarpara line to the
standard gage and the conversion of the Gftdagari and Malda
line to the standard gage as soon as traffic justifies it.
The
portion between Nachoul and Godagari would naturally be converted at the same time as the Nachoul and Ishurdi line is built,
The doubling
so as to concentrate transhipment at Nachoul.
of the Kaliliar and Parbatipur line might also be proceeded with
provided no other east and west line has been built. Engineering,
:

;

;

$25,000.

—

Middlk.town, Ohio. The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton will
begin immediately the construction of passenger stations at Middletown, Ohio, and at Miamisburg, to cost approximately $7,000
each.

;

Tenn.— The

building a frame shed 50

about $12,000.
company with

the

'

—

Buffalo, N. Y. The Lehigh Valley has given a contract to
the Eastern Concrete Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y., for erecting a Bush type passenger train shed on Scott street, east of
Washington street, and a contract to the American Bridge Company for fabricating the steel for the train shed, calling for 1,250
tons.
The new structure will be 182J^ ft. by 842 ft., and is part
of the improvements being carried out in connection with the
new terminal now under construction at Buffalo.

Nashville,

of

ment of $10,000,000 outstanding stock of the Maine Central
owned by the Maine Central Railways, and the issuance in place
thereof of $7,000,000 5 per cent first mortgage 25-year bond?
and $3,000,000 non-voting

Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is
Iiigli and 116 ft. by 400 ft. to cost
is being carried out by the railroad

fl.

The work
own forces.

its

—

Wasiiini;ion C. H., Oiiid. The Cullcn & Vnuglin Company,
of Hamilton, Ohio, has been awarded a contract for a passenger
station by the Baltimore & Ohio.

;

London.

[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORTS
STATEMENT OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD RAILROAD COMPANY FOR THE YEAR
ENDING JUNE

INCOME ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30,

with 1914.
Increase or
decrease.

1915.

2,003.17

—43.12

Railw.w Operating Revenues;
Freight

Passenger
Excess Baggage
Mail
Express
Other Transportation
Incidental
Joint Facility

Total R.mlway
enues

Operating

Traffic

Transportation— Rail

Line
Miscellaneous Operations
General
Transportation for Investment
duct

Total

— De-

Operating

Railway

$31,179,318.71
27,01 0,798.83
1 36,345.50
717,155.16
2,709,639.13
t957, 670.26
2,025,030.59
643,305.53

-$1,297,320.54

$65,379,263.71

—$2,073,328.30

$32,637.90

—$325.46

7,729,240.58
9,780,329.69
473,368.28
23,958,702.46
592,053.69
1,611,243.46

—1,101,823.60
—611,948.08
-28,651.59
—3,020,169.46
—22.392.99
—312,876.70

18,314.40

-8,523.78

$44,126,623.76

—$^,106,386.20

—633,037.26
—6,339.67
—7,154.75
—140,013.29
135,002.99

—54,142.07
—70,323.71

Rev-

Per Mile (Aver.age)
Railway Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of Way and Structures.
Maintenance of Equipment

Per Mile (Average)

$22,028.40

—$2,031.24

21,252,639.95

3,033,057.90

Net Revenue from Railway Operations

Per

Mile

(Average)

Railway Tax Accru.\ls
Per Mile (Average)
Uncollectible Railway Revenues....

Total Taxes and Uncollectible
Railw.\y Revenues
Railw.iy Operating Income

Miscellaneous Operating Income....

Total Operating Income
Per Mile (Average)
Non-Operating Income:
Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities
Income from Unfunded Securities
Rent from Locomotives, Passenger
Train Cars and Work Equipment.
Joint Facility Rent Income
Income from Lease of Road
Miscellaneous Rent Income
Miscellaneous

Total Non-Operating Income
Gross Income

Per Mile (Average)
Deductions from Gross Income:
Rent for
Locomotives,
Passenger
Train Cars, Work Equipment and
Balance for Hire of Freight Cars..

$10,609.50

$1,705.78

2,743,921.47

—834,522.95

$1,369.79

—$378.96

7,830.36

7,830.36

$2,751,751.83

—$826,692.59

$18,500,888.12
1,193.34

$3,859, 50.49

—7,

'91.50

Facility Rents
Rent for Leased Roads
Miscellaneous Rents

W. and

B.

Ry.

Co.

$1,450,666.90
179,118.32
1,387,587.70

-$1,091 ,338.03
--94: ,125.26

232,606.55
139,717.34
1,779,033.11
630,486.47
55,835.01

—12, ,804.32

—347, ,376.31

$5,855,051.40

-$1,966,473.54

$24,357,132.86

$1,885,485.45

$12,159.29

$1,,177.64

598,100.97
2,728,338.26

598.100.97
57,210.25
196,038.84

—662: ,289.07

Miscellaneous

REVENUES
Total Operating Revenues decreased $2,073,328.30, or 3.07%.
Freight.
Freight Revenue decreased $1,297,320.54, or 3.99%.
There were 23,842,02.3 tons of revenue freight carried during the year.
This was a decrease of 1,154,815 tons.
The number of tons of revenue
freight carried one mile was 2,185,109,160, a decrease of 109,674,782 ton
miles.
The average distance haul of one ton of revenue freight this year
was 91.65 miles as compared with 91.80 miles last year.
The average
amount received for each ton of freight was $1.31453 as compared with
^1.29923 a year ago. The average revenue received per ton per mile was
$.01434 this year, as against $.01415 last year.
The average number of tons of revenue freight per revenue train mile
was 333.17, an increase of 29.21 tons, or 9.61%. The average number of
tons of revenue freight per loaded car mile this year was 15.59, as compared with 15.55 tons a year ago.
The average number of freight cars
(including caboose) per revenue train mile was 31.78 this year, as compared with 28.35 cars a year ago, an increase of 3.43 cars.
Revenue freight train miles decreased 1,001,404 miles.
The decrease in freight train mileage was due to better loading of cars,
to heavier loading of trains account of rearrangement of locomotives and to
decrease in business offered.
Passenger.
Passenger Revenue decreased $633,037.26, or 2.29%. Excess
Baggage Revenue decreased $6,339.67, or 4.44%. Mail Revenue decreased
Express Revenue decreased $140,013.29, or 4.91%,
$7,154.75, or 0.99%.
There were 78.1 72,698 revenue passengers carried during the year, a
decrease of 9,010,843 passengers.
Total number of revenue passengers
carried one mile was 1,477,868,934, a decrease of 122,607,802 passenger
miles.
The average distance each revenue passenger was carried was 18.91
miles as compared with 18.36 miles last year. The average amount received
from each passenger was $.34553, as compared with $.31708 last year.
The average revenue per passenger per mile this year was $.01828, as
compared with $.01727 a year ago.
The average number of passengers per revenue train mile was 97, an increase of 1 passenger. The average number of passengers per revenue car
mile was 25, the same as last year. The average number of passenger train
cars per revenue train mile was 5, as compared with 4.S8 cars a year ago.
Revenue passenger train miles decreased 1,485,622 miles.
The decrease in passenger train mileage was due to rearranging service
and taking off some trains that did not pay their operating expenses.
Other Transportation. Other Transportation Revenue increased $135,002.99, or 16.41%.
This includes Special Train Service, revenue from

—

—

Pullman

service. Switching

—

—

Company.

133, ,239.96

EXPENSES
Total Operating Expenses decreased $5,106,386.20, or 10.37%.
Maintenance of IVay and Structures. The charge decreased $1,101,823.60,
or 12.48%.
This general account took 11.82% of Operating Revenues, as
compared with 13.09% a year ago.
A brief description of the character of the improvements made during
the year is given below.
Grade crossings eliminated during the year for the greater safety of the

—

public were:

1

204,648.59
93,474.50

-7,428.30

—95,324.68

Total Deductions from Gross Income $22,049,161.43
Per Mile (Average)
$11,007.13
Net Income
$2,307,971.43

423,018.37

—1,159,750.87
—148,679.11

—$153,823.11

—$156.77
$2,039,308.56

of

State

Rhode

9

Island

16

The elimination of five grade crossings at Pawtucket and Central Falls,
R. I., has been completed, together with new four-track location through
the cities; also a new sixty-car bulk delivery yard, and other work incidental to the elimination scheme.
The construction of a new passenger
station for joint use of the cities is progressing and will be completed
before the end of the year.
New Passenger Stations have been provided during the year at the folBrookfTcId, Conn.; Clinton, Mass. (joint station built by
lowing points:
B. & M. ) Haddam, Conn.; Pittsfield. Mass. (joint station built by B. & A.);
South Worcester, Mass.; West Haven, Conn.; Pawtucket-Central Falls
:

(temporary station).

The rebuilding of the Hartford passenger station is well under way,
and the entire station facilities will soon he completed.
Neiv Freight Stations have been built during the year at the following
Brockton, Mass.
Brookfield, Conn.
New York, Pier 37, East
Soints:
;

of Operating Expenses to Total
Operating Revenues
Ratio of Operating Expenses and Taxes
to Total Operating Revenues

Ratio

67.49%

—5.50%

71.69%

—6.60%

* 1914 figures have been revised to conform with classification
effective
July 1, 1014.
Includes $161,761.61 revenue from milk handled on frcicht trains
t
""
NOTE.E.— The N. Y.. N. H. & H. R. R. Co. Income Account docs not include interest due from Subsidiary Companies unless earned by them.

7

Total

783.55

864,000.00
9,380,046.38
1,800,276.96
19,704.96

State of Connecticut

—17,792.13

Guar-

(Bond Interest)
& Albany R. R
Interest on Funded Debt
Interest on Unfunded Debt

average miles of road operated

miles of track maintained was 4,315.49 compared with 4,397,75
the previous year, a decrease of 82.26 miles.
These decreases are mainly due to giving up certain trackage rights on
the Boston & Albany and Boston & Maine and to the Central New England
assuming operation of the line between Danbury, Connecticut, and Hopewell Junction, New York.

this

$2,077.04

131,571.70

tee

in

The average

50 ,767.01

$9,236.40

—

N. Y.,
antee
Boston

was a decrease

of 43.12 miles.

57: ,452.48

$3,851,958.99

6,228,999.

Miscellaneous Tax Accruals
Separately Operated Properties Loss.
Boston R. R. Holding Co. Guaran-

— There

and Milk Revenue.
Incidental.
Incidental Revenue decreased $54,142.07, or 2.6%.
This
account includes: dining car revenue, which decreased $44,602.72, or 9.28%;
revenue from restaurants, which decreased $1,031.95, or 1.05%; other items
such as Station and Train Privileges, Parcel Room Receipts, Storage, Demurrage, etc., which decreased $144,971.63, or 11.41%; and revenue from
electric current and other power sold, which increased $136,464.23, or
59.35%.
Joint Facility.
Joint Facility Revenue decreased $70,323.71, or 9.85%.
This account includes your Company's proportion of revenue collected for the
use of privileges in stations owned by other carriers and used jointly by

$18,502,081.46

_

Joint

Miles Operated.

—

Ex-

penses

OPERATING RESULTS

1915.

^Comparison

Average Miles Operated

1915

30,

;

:iver; Olneyvillc, R. I.
Improved facilities have been made at 7 other stations.
Improvements to Roadway and Track. Tliere were 31.75

with 107-pound

pound

rail,

90.22 miles with

100-pound

rail,

miles rclaid
25.33 miles with 90-

and 73.31 miles with rail weighing from 68 to SO pounds per
yard.
There were placed in main line track 1,588,895 new ties, of which
In sidings 408,648 ties were renewed.
97,256 were creosoted.
There
were also 23.90 miles of track ballasted. During the year 10.21 miles of
sidings and spurs were built.
Owned and leased track operated (excluding sidings), as of June 30,
1915, was laid with rail of the various weights per yard, as follows:
rail,

October
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29, 1915

The 24 engines stored awaiting repairs are engines of light capacity
assigned to no particular service.
Should occasion arise requiring
engines of this particular type they will be repaired and placed in

Comparison of

Weight
141

.86
31.75

lb.

107
100
90
80

.03

33.24

9.63

68-67-66-60
56 or under

50.66
3.30

Total

.32
6.29
.80
5.90
5.35
1.34

.07

54.17
9.74
7.52
18.21
31.35

To tal

100%

2,950.75

3.03

Steel Rail.
With exception of sidings
is no iron rail in the track.

(not included in above

there

Signal and Interlocking Improvements and Additions have been made at
32 points on the system.
During the fiscal year 1915 33.67 miles of road and 109.54 miles of track
were equipped with automatic block signals.
A new interlocking plant was installed at the junction with the Boston
& Albany R. R. at Springfield, Mass.
Bridges.
Daring the year 50 bridges, railroad and highway, were repaired, strengthened or renewed.
The realinement of the New Haven Company's tracks across Winthrop
Cove at New London, Conn., including the construction of a solid emoankment and twenty-two foot arch waterway, is progressing satisfactorily,
and will, when finished, permit the abandonment of the wooden trestle and
provide for a better approach to the proposed bridge over the Thames
River.
Location for this bridge has been approved by the United States
Government and the Connecticut Public Utilities Commission, and plans
of the substructure are completed.
Construction of the new concrete bridge carrying the New Haven Company's westbound track over three of the New York Central Company's
tracks at Woodlawn, N. Y., has been completed.
Maintenance of Equipment. The charge decreased $611,948.08, or 5.89%.
Included in Maintenance of Equipment are charges account of Depreciation,
as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, as follows

—

—

Steam Locomotives

$294,927.38
77,268.68
970,055.81
272,759.20
87,555.90
21,867.56

Other

Locomotives
Freight Train Cars
Passenger Train Cars
Floating Equipment

Work Equipment
Total

$1,724,434.53

The equipment

from service during the year resulted in the

retired

lowing charges to Operating Expenses:
Steam Locomotives
Other Locomotives
Freight Train Cars
Passenger Train Cars

fol-

$32,312.19
8,457.89
404,457.80
68,236.68
32,540.43

Work Equipment
Total

$546,004.99

The ratio of this general account to Operating Revenues was 14.96%, as
compared with 15.41% a year ago.
Steam Locomotives.~~-Tola\ number on active list June 30, 1914.... 1,204
From which should be deducted:
Engines retired from service during the year
39
Total on active list June 30, 1915
1,165
Thirty-six of the engines retired from service during the year were of
light capacity, and in addition, their boilers would not meet the requirements of the Federal Boiler Inspection Act.
Since the Company had no
service that would justify going to the expense of repairing the engines,
they were condemned.
'.

The hauling

capacity of the steam locomotives

is

as follows:

Total
Total Weight of
Power Weight on Locomotives, Tons
Pounds
Drivers, (exclusive of tenders)
Tons

Tractive

Number

Active List

Assigned June 30. 1914.. 1,204

Added during

year*

fiscal

Total
1,204
Retired from service during year
39

As

29,074,311
68,736

62,608
52

80,668
82

29,143.047

62,660

80,750

569,447

1,145

2.454

of J une 30, 1915

1,165
28,573.600 61,515
78,296
Increased account of superheaters applied and change from compound to
simple cylinder locomotives.
The following statement shows the charact er and condition of the steam
locomotives of the Company on June 30, 191 5:
Average Wcijibt

Each Locomotive
Tons (exclusive

Wheel
Arrangement

< CO
< OO o
< GOO
< o COO
< o OOOO
< ooOO
< o GOO
< 00 OG o
< oGGOo
Tnlal

Owned

With-

6-30-14

drawn 6-30-1 S Total

*

iwncd

16

6

10

3

2

205
349
35
390
jnr.

12

88
1,204

.

On

Drivers

Pounds

Tons

Tons

8,172
30

11,152
30

As

1,498,264

8,142

11,122

of June 30, 1915
1

—

45 steel coaches
5 steel electric cars

10 steel combination baggage and smoking cars
50 steel baggage cars
10 steel baggage and mail cars
On June 30, 1915, there were 74 all-steel passenger train cars due from
the Osgood Bradley Car Co. on the 1915 contract.
Of this number there
have been received since June 30, 1915;
24 baggage cars
20 coaches
10 smoking cars
Cars in Freight Service. Of the total number of freight cars owned on
June 30, 1915, 3,863, or 11.26%, were in need of repairs.
The repairs
needed vary from those requiring one hour of labor up to and including

—

rebuilding.
The freight car

repair shops are working full time and the force has
been considerably increased during the past few months in order to reduce the number of bad order cars.
Traffic Expenses.
The charge decreased $28,651.59, or 5.71%.
The
most noticeable decreases were in Superintendence and Advertising, while
Outside Agencies and Industrial Bureau show increases.
This general account took 0.72% of Operating Revenues as compared
with 0.74% last year.
Transportation
Expenses. The
charge
decreased
$3,020,169.46,
or
11.19%.
This general account took 36.65% of Operating Revenues this
year, as compared with 40% a year ago, a decrease of 3.35%.
The miles run by revenue trains of all classes were 21,584,882 a decrease of 2,481,774, or 10.31%.
The cost per revenue train mile for
Transportation Expenses was $1.11, compared with $1.12 for last year,

—

—

a decrease of 1 cent per mile.
Cost of fuel for revenue train and yard locomotives decreased $826,
875.03 under the previous year, due to better weather conditions, a decrease in train miles and better work by officers and men in obtaining
greater efficiency from coal burned.
Injuries to persons required the sum of $792,795.18, a decrease of
$388,940.41 under the previous year.
$485,424.44 was on account of
accidents occuring prior to July 1st, 1914.
The estimated amount of unpaid personal injury claims on June 30, 1915, was $697,608.69. as compared
with $1,042,597.17 on June 30, 1914, a decrease of $344,988.48, or 33.09%.
The amount spent during the year for loss and damage, for injuries to
persons, and for clearing wrecks was $1,412,804.72, as compared with $1,966,492.64 in 1914, a decrease of $553,687.92.
The cost of these items
per revenue train mile was 6.55, as compared with 8.17 cents in 1914,
a decrease of 1.62 cents.
The reduction in the amount paid for injuries
to persons and for loss and damage reflects the efforts put forth towards
efficiency and safety which have brought about a reduction of accidents
and damage to property.
Miscellaneous Operations.
(Covers Pining Car and Restaurant Service
and Producing Power Sold.) The charge decreased $22,392.99, or 3.64%.
There was a reduction in the cost of operating the dining car service
of $71,554.67 under the previous year.
The number of revenue meals
served during the year was 378,540, a decrease of 64,212 meals as compared with the previous year.
There was a decrease in cost of operating restaurants of $523.29 and an
incrcise of $49,684.97 in the cost of "Producing Power Sold."
This geneial account took 0.91% of Operating Revenues this vear, the
same as last year.
General Expenses. The charge shows a decrease of $312,876.70, or
16.26%, in spite of an incre.ase in pensions of $23,468.31 and an increase in valuation expenses of $66,710.97.
The amount of pensions paid during the year was $176,276.25, and the
cost to the Company account of the feilcral act requiring valuation of railroads amounted to $00,887.74.
The salaries and expenses of the general officers were reduced $45,718.44,

—

Average
Tractive

Power
Pounds

and law expenses were reduced $180,707.*J6.
This general account took 2.46% of Operating Revenues, as compared

with 2.85% a year ago.
Payrolls ami Materials.— Tola\ payrolls of the Company for the year
.ill
classes of labor paid for directly were $25,765,313.80. and the expenditures for ma(erials of all kinds, excepting cqiiipnicnt, amounted to
for

.pl4,i/o,JUj,o".

Non-Operating Income.
(Includes Dividends, Interest on Notes and Deincome frnnl Lease of Road, etc.) This account decreased $1,966,No
'
nd was received from Tlie New England Navigation
" dividend
Company this year and some of the subsidiary companies did not eani
jl'cir
iTxed cliarges.
The inlcrcsl on the securities of those companies
held by the New Haven Company was not included in income unless
posi
osits,

1

33

10,066

473.54.

2

203

61

61

2;*.666

6

343
35
367
106

69

60
69

27,427
32,546

.

53
67

.

.

12

.

.

88

100
122

1,165

67

39

Condition

35

17,115

51

23,421

53
75

53

Number

24.956
35,513
24,527

"

989

84.9

Fair
In shop for repairs

III
41

9.5
3.5

Stored aw.iiting repairs, to be repaired when suitable
24

2.1

M65

100.0
7.04

—

''

'

'

'

actually earned.

The decrease was

offiset in part by a larger dividend from the
Central
England Railway Co.
from Cross Income.
(Includes Iljre of Equipment, Joint
I'acilily
RcMH, Kent for Leased Roads, properties Operated ,it a Loss
Interest on Dcbl, elc.)— The charge decreased $153.8l3.11. the principal
decreases being in Interest on Dchi and Miscellaneous Dedtiction*
There
were increases in Hire of Equipment, Joint Kaciliiv Rents, and Rent for
Leased Roails.

New

/'/•I'l'i '(•'".»

Per Cent

Good

demands

102

hour rating

The electric locomotives are in good condition, and during the year 48
received a general overhauling.
Cars in Passenger Serince. In addition to new equipment shown under
Additions and Betterments, on page 42, the following equipment was received during the year under an Equipment Trust:

15,674

76

Total

Weight of
Locomotives,

1.515.464
17,200

23

.

Drivers

Active List
Number
Assigned June 30, 1914.. 104
Retired during fiscal year
2

23
47

2i
.

of tender)

Weight

On

—

"

service

Power,

*

Note— All
figures)

*Tractive

2.66

21.13

condition

—

1.93

5.33
15.42
3.77

185.66
23.59
174.12
157.75
39.54

active service.
As of June 30, there were 191 engines stored in good
suitable for immediate service when requirements demand.
Electric Locomotives.
Hauling capacity and condition:

.13

31.75
17.56

1.08

980.84
157.38
454.92
111.28
623.43

79
78
75
74
72
70

Miles with 1914
Decrease
Increase

% of Total

Miles

831

FINANCIAL
SlocU.—'Xhc Mass.lchnsells Public Service Commission recommended to the Massachusells tieneral Court that all of the capilil slock
oulslanding in the hands of the public be validated under the laws
of
Cafilal

Mass.ichnsetts, nnil also recommended that the shares in the
Cnmpanv'i
treasury lie retired and cancelled.
The Massachusetts Ccneral Court v.-i|idalecl tlie 1.571,179 shares in the hands of the public and the
stocklioldera
at a niccling held in New Haven. Connecticut, April 24lh, IO15,
author'

No. of locntnotivcs equipped with superheaters.

82
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832
ized the retirement of the 228,991 shares held
shares were subsequently retired and cancelled.

Maturing Debt.

—There

will

treasury,

the

in

mature between October

1st,

1915, and

December
December

1915

Nth,

January

The New England Navigation Company and The Harlem River and Port
Chester Railroad Company for the last two years has been:
$4,483,366.48
For the year ending June 30, 1914
3,662,051.36
For the year ending June 30, 1915
The company in the last two years has spent for the protection of its

May

1916

,^•^S^°"S°°
27,000,000.00

1916

1st,

$29,705,000.00

Total

.\S

Bonds
Debemures
Loans and Bills Payable
H. R. & P. C. R. R. One Year

$58,526,000.00
155,779.100.00
23,769,000.00

May

1,

S%

$248,074,100.00

DEBT AS OF JUNE 30, 1915
$58,354,000.00
155,892,100.00
30,139,000.00
244,385,100.00
$3,689,000.00

Net Decrease

ACCOUNTED FOR AS FOLLOWS:
Mortgage Bonds:
Decrease

Increase

Middletown Horse R. R. Co.
Mortgage Bonds, due Dec.
paid

5%

1st

1914,

1,

$150,000.00

off

&

Eastern Ry. Co.
414% 1st Mortgage Gold Bonds, due
Jan. 1, 1943, purchased for Sinking

Worcester

Conn.

Sale of Treasury holdings of
vertible
15,

Debenture

6%

Certificates,

Loans and Billj; Payable
H. R. & P. C. R. R. C*., One Year 5%
Gold Notes, Due May 1st, 1915, Paid

Actual decrease in debt

$10,172,000.00

Note: The Harlem River and Port Chester R. R. Co. One Year 5%
Gold Notes amounting to $10,000,000, which were in the hands of the
public as of June 30th, 1914, were paid off during the fiscal year ended
June 30th, 1915, from the proceeds of The New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Co. note issue of $27,000,000, dated May 1st, 1915, the
New Haven Company being reimbursed by The Harlem River and Port
Chester Railroad Co. by an issue of Fifteen Year Prior Lien Debentures
dated May 1st, 1915, these debentures now being carried in the Investment
Account of the New Haven Company.

GENERAL REMARKS
The

two years have been the most critical in the history of the
Company, and there has been difficulty in maintaining its integrity. In the
last annual report you were fully informed of the terms of the proposed
This settlement was consettlement with the United States Government.
firmed by a decree of the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York entered October 17th, 1914, and the securities were
Since then these
transferred to the Trustees appointed thereunder.
Trustees have been in exclusive control of the respective properties, namely,
the Boston and Maine Railroad, the Connecticut trolleys and the Rhode
last

Island trolleys.
Since July 1st, 1913, there has been a widespread depression in business,
For example, the
affecting adversely the earning power of your property.
gross operating revenues compare as follows:
For the year ending June 30, 1913, $70,458,790.09.
For the year ending June 30, 1914, $67,452,592.01.
For the year ending June 30, 1915, $65,379,263.71.
This business depression has also affected all of the subordinate properties in which your Company is interested, so that the returns to your Company from these properties for the last year were $4,759,610.31 less than for
the year onding June 30, 1913, and $1,135,451.39 less than for the year

ending June 30, 1914.
This large decrease

Company

in earnings
to retrench in every way.

and income made

it

,

,

273
issued under the first agreement are
issued under the second agreement as
"Series AA."
By the terms of the first agreement an initial payment was made of
$512,399.00 and "Series A" certificates were issued in the amount of
$2,490,000.00 par value, bearing interest at i% per annum, payable semiannually and redeemable in fifteen annual payments of $166,000.00.
By the terms of the second agreement an initial payment was made of
$244,490.00, and "Series AA" certificates were issued in the amount of
$970,000.00 par value, bearing interest at 6% per annum, payable semiannually and redeemable in twenty semi-annual payments of $48,000.00
and $49,000.00 respectively.
The Company pays as rental for these cars (annually in the one case,
and semi-annually in the other) to the lessor-trustees under the agreements, an amount equal to the maturing certificates and interest on the
outstanding certificates, and these rental payments, by the terms_ of both
agreements, apply as purchase money toward the eventual ownership of the
cars by the Company, in the event that no default in payment occurs. The
initial payments of $512,399.00 and. $244,490.00 respectively likewise were
on account of rental, and also apply as payments on account of the
purchase price of the cars.
New Legislation. To place the Company in a better position legally to
finance itself the charter of the Company and the laws of Connecticut,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island were, at the request of the Company, so
amended that with the authority of the stockholders and the Public Service
Commissions, the Company can mortgage its property or issue preferred
stock or do both.
careful study is now being made of this subject, and the directors
will make their recommendation to the stockholders at a later date.
Increase in Capital Since 1903. On December 18, 1913, the Board of
Directors appointed a special committee with power to employ accountants
The
to make a thorough examination of the accounts of the Company.
examination was made by a representative of Price, Waterhouse & Company,
who spent over a year on the work and made reports covering 392 pages.
From these reports the following deductions were made:
F'rom July I, 1903, to June 30, 1915, the Company increased its capital
obligations in the hands of the public as follows:

The equipment trust certificates
known as Series A," and those

—

A

—

Par Value

resulting in an increase in net revenue from railway opera$3,033,057.90
tions of
The most important savings were in Conducting Transportation, which
decreased $3,020,169.46, or 11.19%, and in General Expenses, which decreased $312,876.70, or 16.26%.
The average loarl for each train was increased from 320.84 tons to
351.25 tons.
This is a step in the right direction, but there is much
chance for further economies through the purchase of heavier locomotives,
the lengthening of sidetracks anrl the creation of better terminal facilities.
Condition of Property. Although there was a reduction in expenses for
Maintenance of Way and .Structures and for Maintenance of Equipment,
the property has been well maintained during the past year, and its track
and structures are in better condition than for several years.
The amount spent per mile of track maintained was $1,637.47, which is
the largest amount in the history of the Company, except for the previous
year, when $1,853.06 was spent, due to unusually heavy rail renewals,
The same may be said about all classes of equipment, although the Company is somewhat l)chind in repairs to freight cars and in the varnishing
and painting of passenger cars and locomotives.
f)n June 30. 1915, the floating debt of the Company in the hands
Debts.
Gold Notes of The
of the public was $50,139,000, including $20,000,000
New England Navigation Company due May 1, 1917, for which the New
Haven Company, as the only stockholder, must be responsible.
The amount paid for interest and discount on short-term paper, including

—

—

$10,892,998.38,

necessary for the

—

and Economy. During the year continuous efforts were made
to adopt efficient methods and to encourage economical practice.
$5,106,386.20
There was a total saving in operating expenses of
2,073,328.30
compared with a loss in operating revenues of
Efficiency

1,959,479.09
$7,618,939.01

117 all-steel coaches
50 all-steel baggage cars
15 all-steel postal cars
28 all-steel smoking cars
10 all-steel combination baggage and smoking cars
10 all-steel combination baggage and mail cars
17 all-steel m. u. motor cars
26 all-steel m. u. trailer cars

10,000,000.00

$6,483,000.00
3,689,000.00

1,272,365.14

$3,274,059.37

—

$113,000.00
6,370,000.00

OFF

1,575,790.35

1915 of $3,689,000.00.
Some further reductions can probably be made from the_ proceeds of
property sold and from earnings, although the necessity for improvements
and betterments is likely to take all surplus earnings until a definite
financial plan is effective.
The total debt of the Company, in the hands of the public, excluding
contingent liabilities, but including The New England Navigation Co.
Gold Notes, for which the New Haven Company is responsible, is $264,385,100.00, which means that for every $100 of stock the Company has
$168.28 of debt.
Equipment Trust. The Company leases 273 all-steel passenger equipment cars under two Lease and Conditional Sale Agreements, one with
The Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, dated April 1, 1914 and the other
dated November 2, 1914, with The Philadelphia Trust, Safe Deposit and
Insurance Company.
The equipment is as follows, constructed at a total cost of $4,216,889.00.

Condue

1948

643,432.37

for
companies
fixed
and
betterments

has been obtained from earnings, from the
from cash on hand.
large and unavoidable expenditures, by exercising
care and postponing all improvements that could be put off with safety,
the debt in the hands of the public of the New Haven Company, including
The New England Navigation Company, has been reduced since July 1st,
1913, $324,750.00; an increase in 1914 of $3,364,250.00, but a decrease in
total,

22,000.00

Fund
Debentures:
Jan.

New York City
to
affiliated
Advances

This

10,000,000.00

Mortgage Bonds
Debentures
Loans and Bills Payable

$4,083,669.57

sale of property and
In spite of these

Gold

1915 (see note)

1914

1915
$1,358,261.86
Buildings,

OF JUNE 30, 1914

Mortgage

Notes, due

For Additions and Betterments
For Grand Central Terminal
improvements,
charges

CHANGES IN DEBT IN HANDS OF THE PUBLIC
DEBT

properties the following:

559'922-22

.

No. 18

June

*"5'229-S2
^J^SSS'SS

14th, 1915
28th, 1915

59,

which

30th, 1916, short-term notes, as follows:

October 26th,

Vol.

6%

Capital

Stock

Mortgage Bonds
Debentures
Short-Term Notes

$87,216,800.00
54,136,000.00
145,710,900.00
30,139,000.00

& H. R. R
England Navigation Co. ColGold Notes
York, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co.

$31 7,202,700.00

Mortgage Bonds
The New York Connecting Railroad Co.
one-half issue of Mortgage Bonds

19,200,000.00

Total N. Y., N. H.

New

The

lateral

New

Grand Total

20,000,000.00

8,000,000.00

$364,402,700.00

This Company owns all of the shares of The New England Navigation
Company and all but a few shares of the New York, Westchester & Boston
Railway Company and must protect the outstanding notes and bonds of
those companies.

This Company and The Pennsylvania Railroad Company are the only
The New York C'onnccting Railroad (Company and your
Company must protect one-half of the bonds issued for that enterprise.
The New York, Westchester and Boston Railway and New York Con-

stockholders of

necting Railroa<l are important parts of the terminal development of your
Company and should be retained for the benefit of the increasing volume
to, from and through New York, Brooklyn, and Jersey

of business passing
City.
!•

rom

sale or

exchange of the above obligations there was received,

cluding premiums

in-

$388,049,309.88

October

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

29, 1915

Increase in Property Since 1903.— During the same period there was acquired additional property with book values as follows:

Additions and Betterments to The New York, New Haven
and Hartford and leased lines and investment in securities
of certain leased and controlled steam railroad lines. ... $171,669,058.38
38,850,150.09
New York, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co
9,450,000.00
The New York Connecting Railroad Co
6,001,794.12
City
Buildings,
New
York
Grand Central Terminal
$225,971,002.59

Total Steam Railroad and Terminal Properties

OUTSIDE PROPERTIES

New

York, Ontario and Western Railroad Stock
Rutland Railroad Securities

$13,108,397.62
2,514,977.15
4,151,663.95
1,475,673.13
31,079,668.75
14,242,718.81
100,527,389.53

Gas and Water Power Companies
Miscellaneous Properties
Boston and Maine and Leased Line Stocks
Various Steamship Lines
Various Trolley Lines and Securities
Total

Outside

$167,100,488.94

Investment

$393,071,491.53

Grand Total

—

Charges and credits to Profit and Loss have been made during
Losses.
For causes that need not here be enumerthe year, as shown on page 32.
ated there have been decreases in the present value of some of the properties, and some actual losses have been entered on the books.
Unless industrial and general conditions change so as to restore the
value and earning power of all transportation agencies, the Company will
without doubt suffer considerable losses from the sale of those properties
which the United States District Court has ordered sold. Whether these
losses will be so great as to impair the capital stock of the Company cannot
be determined until the sales of the various pieces of property have been
made and until the valuation now being made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission is completed. The directors therefore have thought it was not
wise to make any general charges to Profit and Loss at this time, but
simply to state that there may be large losses which may be offset all or
in part by a proper valuation of the property.
Dividends. The first three months of the current fiscal year show
marked improvement in the earnings of the Company, both gross and net,
but your directors cannot consider the declaration of any dividend until
they are assured of the permanent financing of the Company. The amount
of the possible loss in the sale of the properties that must be sold by order
of the Federal Court, the existence of the large floating debt, and the
need of money for making improvements, all affect the ability of the ComIt is hoped that the valuation of the property
pany to pay dividends.
of the Company now being conducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission will result in an increased value over that now shown on the
books and to that extent will offset any loss in the sale of the properties
that must be sold under the decree of the Court.
From July 1, 1902, to June 30, 1915. the property has paid to its
During the same period it has paid
owners in dividends $92,135,064.44.
in wages on the New Haven and subsidiary companies, the net earnings of
which helped to make up the dividend fund (except Boston & Maine and
New York. Ontario & Western), $402,488,811.53.
More Time Under Federal Decree. Under the decree of the Federal
Court some securities must be sold by January 1, 1917, some by July 1,
The decree, however, provides
1917, and the remainder by July 1, 1919.
The European War
that the Court may extend the time for. good cause.
the
Government and has changed
was
made
with
started after the agreement
financial conditions in the whole world to such an extent that it would
seem just for the Company to have more time within which to dispose of
the various properties if no sales can be made on a reasonable basis
At the proper time, if the
within the period now fixed by the Court.
properties have not been sold, the management will apply to the Court
tor an extension of time.
After earnest and thorough discussioti and conSuits for Restitution.
sideration, with the assistance, and in accordance with the advice pi able
counsel specially employed in these matters, the directors voted unanimously
that any such suits, except the so-called "Billard Case," in_ which suit is
now pending, would be long drawn out, full of complications and very
expensive, and would result in nothing but a waste of the stockholders'

—

—

—

money.

—

Every effort is now being made to sell at fair prices
Sale of Property.
estate and other property not needed to protect the Company in its
future development, and with the proceeds to make improvements, to pa/
part of the floating debt or to purchase the Company's own securities in
the market and thus reduce interest charges.
Boston and Albany Railroad. A settlement was made with the New
York Central Railroad Company as a result of the termination of the
Boston and Albany Operating Agreement and the withdrawal from the
Agreement for the acquisition of one-half interest in certain Trust Equipment provided by the New York Central for use on the Boston and Albany
Railroad.
After all adjustments were made the net result of the participation in
the operations of the Boston and Albany Railroad for the period July 1st,
1911, to January 31.st, 1914, was a loss of $168,601.55, which your Company paid, and the New York Central Company returned the working fund
The participation in the Trust
of $750,000.00 advanced by your Company.
Equipment Account was settled by the New York Central returning to your
Company all payments made on that account, aggregating $668,391.28.
Eastern Sleamshi/' Corporation. Your Company, through the Navigation
Company, owns securities of a hook value of $4,200,000 of the Eastern
.An effort is
Steamship Corporation, which is in the hands of receivers.
now being made to reorganize that corporation, but there wilj,_ without
doubt, he a loss, and ^our Company will have to take securities of a
different kind ami participate in the loss.
New lintiland Jm'c.Umcnt tr Sefurity Company. Your company, through
the Navigation Company, owns $13,700^000 notes of the New England InNegotiation.s arc now pending to put the
vestment k .Securily Company.
corporate affairs of that C-onipany on a simpler basis, in the belief that
better resvilts may be obtained for the owners of the property and for
the public.
Need for Improvements. It is necessary for^ your Company to spend
considerable money in the next few years for improvements.
A few of
the larger items tliat must be considered are:
Reliuildiiig Ihc Thames River Bridge, about
$2,50(1,000.00
300 steel pas.scngcr cars (contrncled for in 1913)
3,600,000.00
2,500,000.00
100 sleani engines of large cap.lcily
3,000,000.00
.1,000 freight cars
*
Electric ef|iiipmcnt aiul facilities so as to get full benefit of
electrification between New York and New Il.ivcn
1,500,000.00
Better ballast on important main and branch lines so as to increase safety, preserve tics and keep down dust
1,000,000.00
Improved ami added signals so as to increase safety and
cap.arity of road
1,000,000.00
real

—

—

Added

833

3,000,000.00

trackage, yards, sidings, etc

facilities at many points so that better
care can be taken of motive power, better working conditions created for employees and better service given to

Improved terminal

4,000.000.00

the public

$22,100,000.00
To this must be added an indeterminate amount for grade separations
stations,
small
passenger
bridges,
shops,
improvement
to
and many items of
buildings, grade revisions so as to increase train tonnage, heavier rails, and
Westchester
&
York,
and
New
Connecting
advances to the New York
Boston Railroads, and to certain subordinate companies to enable them to
decree.
court
under
sustain themselves until they are sold
It is not too much to say that at least $25,000,000 to $30,000,000 should
be spent in the next five years over and above ordinary operating expenses and fixed charges. Part of this money should be taken from earnings and part from the sale of property and securities.
During the year the rates for local passengers were increased
Rates.
to ZYi cents a mile and for mileage tickets to ZYi cents a mile.
On June 8 the New York Court of Appeals approved the decision of the
lower court in annulling the order of the Public Service Commission of
New York requiring the Company to reduce its increased passenger rates
between New York State points.
In December, 1914, the Interstate Commerce Commission authorized an
advance of freight rates applied for by the eastern roads. This increased
the rates about five per cent on a limited part of this Company's business.
Throughout the year much progress has been made in revising class
rates, merchandise and commodity rates, with the idea of removing discrimination.
Some rates have been increased and some have been reduced, but on
the whole the rate basis is on a slightly higher plane.
,.,
There was a considerable decrease in the taxes paid by the ComTa.res.
pany for the last fi'scal year, due to the decreased market value of the
Company's securities, which was the basis for tax assessments in ConThe Connecticut law was changed at the last
necticut and Massachusetts.
On this account the
session of the Legislature to a gross income basis.
taxes for the coming year will show an increase over the last year.
Interstate Commerce
forces
of
the
past
year
the
During
the
Valuation.
Commission have been engaged actively in the work of valuation of the
March 1, 1913.
passed
of
Congress
under
the
Act
property of this Company,
"The date of valuation of the property of your Company and its leased
New England
Central
that
of
the
and
lines was fixed as of June 30, 1915,
as of June 30, 1916.
survey of the
cross-section
have
made
a
The government roadway parties
roadbed and an inventory of the track material on about four hundred
investigation
of the values
an
miles of road, the land parties have completed
of similar and adjoining land on about one hundred and twenty miles, the
electrical
construction
on the
electrical party has completed its inventory of
Providence, Warren & Bristol and on the Norwich & Worcester and is
telephone
and
now at work on the line between Hartford and Rockville, a
telegraph party has just started, the structural parties have commenced the
inventory of bridges, and will soon commence the inventory of buildings,
the signal and interlocking party will begin during the fall and the equipment parties expect to commence the inspection of machinery and equip-

—

—

.

—

December.
hoped that these inventories will be completed prior to Januaijr 1,
by which time the survey being made by the Company should be
completed, there now remaining about 500 miles unfinished.
While the Act provides that the inventory of the property shall be made
by the Commission, the Company is required to complete the survey of its
lands; to furnish a large amount of information and data required of the
carriers by the Commission; and to co-operate and aid the Commission in
the valuation work.
A valuation department was organized in December, 1913, and $115,064.51
About 130 employees are now enhas been expended to June 30, 1915.
gaged in the work at a cost of approximately $150,000.00 per year and it
will
equal,
if not exceed, $500,000.00.
entire
cost
IS expected that the
It IS impossible to estimate when the whole work will be finished, but a
during the year 1917.
some
time
tentative valuation may be reached
In the
Investigation by Public Service Commission of Massachi4sctts.
Massachusetts Act validating the Company's securities a provision was
included directing the Public Service Commission to make an examination
That investigation is now going
of the financial affairs of the Company.
on, and the Company is givng the Commission every assistance.
The relations between the state commissions, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and the Company have been frank and_ cordial, and the
members or the various commissions have been receptive of suggestions

ment

in

It is

1917,

—

The relations with the public and
.advice and action.
with the press have also been pleasant throughout the year.
The standing of the Company with the public and with public bodies has
helped it to tide over a most serious period.
The road is solvent and its next most important problem is to adopt some
comprehensive plan for handling its debts and providing funds for making
those improvements which are essential.
The road is owned by the people who live along its lines, and your particular attention is directed to the classified list of stockholders on p.Tge 46
showing the large number who own a small amount of the stock. These
stockholders can help themselves and the Company by taking an interest

and helpful with

in its affairs.

The improved results for the year were obtained by hard, painsl.iking
work, and a spirit of co-operation by the officers and men, for which the

Company an<l the stockholders arc thankful. Acknowledgalso be made to the patrons of the road, to the press, and to
the public authorities for their assistance.
Your attention is called to the statements of account of the New Haven
Company and of each one of the suhordin.atc properties.
Rcspcctfullv submitted,
Bv order of the Board of Directors,
Howard Elliott,

directors of the

ment must

_^

—

—

Chairman.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
Credit.

Balance brought forward from June 30, 1914
Net income for the year
Adjustment with Bunion & Albany Railroad of operating and
l''(|tiipiiR-i)t Trust aKrcciiicnts
DilTcrrnce between par and aiiiount paid for The N. Y.. N.
H. & 11. R. R. Co. S% Collateral Gold Notes dated May
'.

I,

1914

Profit on sale of securities
Overcharges carried in "Other Unadjusted rrc<Iits" now
fouml to be unrcfuiulabic and transfcrrtd to Profit and
Loss

Miscellaneous

$1,822,246.14
2,307,971.43

99,696.32

8,025.93
3,853.75

18,665.27
1,020.01

$4,261,478.75

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

834

paid

$160,892.34

April

agreements
Value of property or facilities abandoned....
Discount on Equipment Trust Certiiicates

120,000.00
108,489.60

Series "AA" dated November 2, 1914
Reduction in stock value of interlocking and
signal material on hand
Miscellaneous charges

19,400.00
^^^'''l?'^!

1,652.21

528,444.46
$3,733,034.29

STATEMENT OF CONTINGENT
Under the

provisions of Section 4, Chapter 519, of the Acts of the Gen-

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, passed at its 1909
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company is

authorized to guarantee the principal of, and the dividends and interest
upon, the capital stock, bonds, notes and other evidences of indebtedness
of Boston Railroad Holding Company. On June 15, 1910, the General Court
issue
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts passed an act authorizing the
of preferred stock (without voting power) of Boston Railroad Holding Comoany. in exchange for its four per cent, fifty-year Debentures dated November 1st, 1909; and on January 10th, 1911, the $20,012^000.00 Debentures
owned by The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company
were exchanged for preferred stock. On June 30, 1915, there were held
by the public 28,000 shares of preferred stock of Boston Railroad Holding
Company, on which the guaranty of four per cent, cumulative dividends
per annum and the payment of principal at one hundred per cent, on
York, New
liquidation had been executed, and on the same date The New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company owned the following stock, which
Federal
Court:
under decree of the
is held by Trustees for the Company
$3,106,500.00
31,065 shares of Common Stock of Par Value
24,493,900.00
244,939 shares of Preferred Stock of Par Value

The New York, New Haven and Hartfosd
Is

jointly

liable

1,

,.

Bonds due August

Railroad Company
on foreclosure of

with other roads for any deficiency

bonds of the Boston Terminal Company.
,
,
Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the four per cent.
Company
First Mortgage Gold Bonds of the Central New England Railway
,

amount outstanding of

1953, of the principal

1,

000,000.00.

,

,

.

,

$16,-

,

Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the four per cent,
fifty-year First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds of the New York
and Stamford Railway Company of the issue of November 1, 1908, to the

amount

LIABILITIES.

30, 1915.

Court

Session,

1909.

^ ,, ^
Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the Gold Debenture
New England Navigation Company in case of termination of lease
Old Colony Railroad Company, $3,600,000.00.
Guarantees jointly and severally with The Pennsylvania Railroad Company the payment of the principal and interest of The New York Connecting Railroad Company First Mortgage four and one-half per cent. Gold
of The
of the

Balance June 30, 1915, as per balance sheet

eral

No. 18

January 1, 1911, to the amount of $13,427,000.00.
Guarantees four per cent, dividends on preferred stock of the New
Investment
and Security Company, $4,000,000.00, and payment of
England
principal at one hundred five per cent, on liquidation; also guarantees the
principal
$5,000,000.00 and interest of the New England Inpayment of
vestment and Security Company fifteen-year Funding Gold Notes dated

other

June

59,

of the issue of

Debit.
roads account of unadjusted per diem charges during the period
October 1, 1907, to February 28, 1908
Amount paid The Rhode Island Company
account cancellation of certain operating

Amount

Vol.

of $247,000.00.

,

,
Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the four and oneper cent. First Mortgage Gold Bonds of the New York, Westchester
and Boston Railway Company of the issue of July 1, 1911, to the amount
,

half
of

$19,200,000.00.

Guarantees four per cent, dividends on preferred stock of the Springfield
Railway Companies, $3,387,900.00, and payment of principal at one hundred five per cent, on liquidation.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS. YEAR ENDING
JUNE,

30, 1915.

Resources to Account For.
banks June 30, 1914
Special deposits for payment of interest,

Cash on hand and
dividends,

$4,806,237.43

in

1,747,014.33

etc

$6,553,251.76

Income for the year:
Balance after expenses, taxes and fixed
charges
Increase in Notes Payable
Decrease in sundrjr assets:
Treasury securities sold
6% Convertible Debenture Certificates
Miscellaneous securities
Notes of other companies and individuals
paid

2,307,971.43
6,370,000.00

$113,000.00
64,747.11
1,062,127.91

off

THE NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD
COMPANY.

General Balance Sheet, June

—$56,117.44
—341,564.53

$134,024!J62.55

«.481,781.17

Equipment"

—$397,681.97

3,990,421.40

463,915.36

144,000.00

495.00

—741,656.60

Miscellaneous Physical Property
Investment in buildings at Grand
Central Terminal, New York City..
Stocks In hands of
Trustees (See Page 36)
37)...
Pledged
(

5,357,414.95

—2,974,264.39

Improvements

issues

.;.

.

—

.

Unpledged

— Pledged
Unpledged
Notes— Pledged
Unpledged
Bonds

es
Advances

(
(

•

6,001,794.12

643,432.37

53.369, 953.36
31,444, 196.21
77,639, ,368.72
14,270,,027.50
4,515 ,668.50

53,369,953.36

10,656,404.45
3,921,680.00

•

39)...

Investments

38,515,650.14

3,534,403.48

1,642,671.63

—3,014,708.17

Special

Deposits

•

Net Balance due from Agents and
(Conductors
Traffic

•

•

Miscellaneous Accounts
Materials and Supplies

*.*•;;'*
Receivable..

Interest and EMviflends Receivable.
Loans and Bills Receivable
Other Current Assets

.

Total Current Assets
Depfrrf.d Assets:

• •

'

hands of public).
Stock

Capital
1909)

.

19,282,887.50

$176,400,787.50

Long Term Debt:
$58,779,000.00

Less held in Treasury and Sinking

Fund

391,000.00

58,388,000.00

$157,964,450.00

Less held in Treas2,072,350.00

ury

Loans and Bills Payable

NoN Negotiable Debt

« „„ „„
155,892,100.00

$113,000.00

30,139,000.00

6,370,000.00

to Affiliated

Companies

807,536.58

—221,408.54

$245,226,636.58

$6,089,591.46

Liability under Contract with New
York (Central for this Company's
Half Interest in Equipment op
B. & A. Equipment Trust of 1912

366,386.49

Traflic

3,133,065.66

306,657.21

211.876.27
4,056,955.93
5,582,699.18
448,664.16
4,693.97
201,314.16

—107,382.84
—1,444,817.90
—59,641.02
—624,359.25

Audited Accounts and Wages Payable
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Dividends and Interest Un-

$19,539,313.08

-$2,930,733.35

—$2,436,000.00

Current Liabilities:
and Car Service Balances Pay-

able

Debits ...'•'

88,694.87

—751,942.35

20,008.71

—4,009.71

599,310.04
2,469,064.01

592.341.70
688,884.01

paid

Matured Funded Debt Unpaid
Unmatured Interest Accrued
Unmatured Rents Accrued
Other Current Liabilities

.430,008.78
,741,729.72
56,000.00

Retained Percentages due Contractors
Deposits account of Sidetracks

Accrued Taxes
Personal Injury Reserve..

Other Unadjusted Credits.

1,152,090.08

—1,072,231 36
56,000,00

694,924.57

,960,753.94
6,512.68
,448,502.69
489,070.05
230,233.11

—142,422.34

$13,362,810.97

$769,202.01

83,160.06
72,153.00

83,160.06
8,889.30

$155,313.06

$92,049.36

205,542.57
697,608.69
1,968,227.80

—344,988.48
—5,656,755.59

$2,871,379.06

—$5,983,997.61

Unadjusted Credits:

$1,277,216.00

$3,088,382.76

Total Unadjusted Debits

—$172,000.00

Debentures (See

$3,823,162.41

—350,887.99

with 1914.
Increase or
decrease.

(since

—1,019,594.50

2,906.45

1915.
$157,117,900.00

Deferred Liabilities:

Working Fund Advances
Unadjusted Debits:
Rents and Insurance Premiums Paid
in Advance
Road and Equipment Suspense AcOther Unadjusted

(in

on

3,786,642.93
2,113,400.82

and Car Service Balances Re-

ceivable

1.

$432,253,505.25

Current Assets:
Cash

Premium

Page 41)
—13,195.821.61
—39,887,712.16

L*n(

Capital Stock

Mortgage Bonds (See
Page 40)

—8,554,781.71

(See Page 39).

pledged
Total

37)...
38)...
38)...

(

Stock*
July

$195,505,843.72

on Leased Railway
-_
Property
$144,495.00
Sing Funds
Less Company's own

Comparison

Comparison
with 1914.
Increase or
decrease.

Investments:

30, 1915.

Liabilities.

Assets.

—22,000.00
86,610.08
16,230.98

17,746.46

Reserve for Accrued Depreciation of

Equipment
Sinking Fund Reserves
Equipment and Personal
Leased
Profit and Loss

— Surplus

3,742,865.27

^ojE.

1914 balance sheet

figures

have been

revised

to

conform with

Grand Total
classification

effective

July

I,

9,477,069.23

2,126.07

3,733,034.29

1,910,788.15

$454,969,895.96

$1,417,702.71

(See Page

32)
$1,417,702.71

$454,969,895.96

Grand Total

1,597,131.30

—623,188.03

Property

1914.

October

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

29, 1915

Materials and Supplies
Miscellaneous Physical Property account
termination of Boston & Albany Equipment Trust

Pittsfield

$59,641.02

crease

sundry current assets plus
sundry liabilities

in
in

North Adams R.

Si

R.

Corn

Warren & Bristol
Com. and Pref

Providence,
R.

538,570.97
$1,838,087.01

Decrease

835

in-

3,400,426.21

R.

Co.,

Providence & Worcester R. R. Co.
Quincy Quarries Co

Qucensbury

Mills,

Resources Accounted For.
Expenditures:
For additions and betterments
For new equipment

$828,989.53
707,936.67

$5,000.00

100.00

Abandoned
Equipment

retired

$66.27

Advances account structures

at

Y

Terminal, N.

tral

Scri p,

Grand Cen643,432.37
463,915.36

Improvements on Leased Railway Properties
Advances to subsidiary companies covered
by notes

Advances

16,678.80
1,645,008.59

Notes of Harlem River & Port Chester R.
10,000,000.00
1,929,251.15
150,000.00
22,000.00
2,906.45

R. Co. paid off
Securities of other companies acquired....
Mortgage debt paid off
Bonds purchased for Sinking Fund

Increase in Notes Receivable
Increase in sundry assets
Park Square
Property
Decrease in Non-Negotiable Debt to Affiliated Companies
Profft and Loss:
Balance of sundry accounts
Cash on hand and in banks June 30, 1915..

—

Special deposits
dividends, etc

for

payment

of

397,183.28
3,786,642.93

S.

District Court

Par Value.

Book Value.

No. of
Shares.

•Boston & Maine R. R. Leased
Lines:

412

$41,200.00
246,900.00

2,469

IS

1,800,00

3,285.00

146,400.00
101,500.00
24,600.00
19,300.00

208,162.44
276,220.04
21,928.77
41,919.26

354
84

6,300.00
35,400.00
8,400.00

14,081.66
46,020.00
20,170.51

922

92,200.00

130,750.27

710
86

71,000.00
8,600.00

99,676.51
8,390.00

7,300.00
18,400.00
9,800.00

10,242.75
30,439.77
21,389.14

96,855

27,600,400.00
9,685,500.00

27,600,400.00
24,352,336.41

381,250

$38,125,000.00

$53,369,953.36

Hereford Railway Co
Lowell & Andover R. R. Co.
Manchester & Lawrence R. R.

246
193

63

Co

Peterborough R. R. Co
Upper Coos R. R. Co. (of
New Hampshire)
73
Vermont & Mass. R. R. Co..
184
Wilton R. R. Co
98
Boston R. R. Holding Co., Common and Preferred
276,004
Co.,

The

Total

* Under decree of the Court the investments in
lines must be sold on or before January I, 1917.

Boston and Maine leased

.STOCKS— PLEDGED AND UNPLEDGED.

UNPLEDGED
Shares
Berkshire Street Ry. Co
Boston & Providence R. R. Cor-

Par Value.

53,981

poration
5,246
Boston Terminal Co., The
2,000
Central New England Ry (
85,320
Co. Com. and Pref
( Scrip, $136.78
Harlem River & Port Chester
R. R., The
10,000
Hartforrl & Connecticut Western
R.
R. Co
17,482
Holyokc & Wcslfield R. R. Co...
200
Iron Works Aqueduct Ik Water
Co
1/12 interest
Millbrook Comnnn^y
1,000
New England Navigation Co., The 494,055

New York

$5,398,100.00

Book Value.
$6,371,395.58

200,000.00

200,000.00

8,532,136.78

1,921,727.96

J

The

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,748,200.00
20,000,00

1,201,063.69
20,000.00

100.00
100,000.00
49,405,500.00

53,322,899.48

BONDS— PLEDGED AND UNPLEDGED.
Rate of
UNPLEDGED
Berkshire Street Ry. Co.:
20 Year Gold Debentures due 1925.
Central New England Ry. Co.:
First Mortgage 50 Year Gold Bonds

due 1961
Income Bonds (Scrip) due 1949...
Dutchess County R. R. 1st Mtg.
Gold Bonds due 1940

%

5

4

Par Value.

Book Value.

$200,000.00

$200,000.00

%

%

608.50

608.50

4Ji%

5,000.00

5,230.00

%
%

22,000.00

25,300.00

38,000.00

38,000.00

5

Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R. Co.:
Consolidated & 1st Mtge. 56 Year
Bonds due 1937
5
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co.
General Mtge. Gold Bonds due 1988.
4
Harlem River & Port Chester R. R., The:
15 Year Prior Lien Gold Debs, dated
May 1, 1915
5
%
New York & Stamford Ry. Co.:
First Si Refunding 50 Year Gold
Bonds due 1958
4
New York, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co
First Mortgage Gold Bonds due 1946 '4J^%
Park Square Theatre, Inc.
Second Mortgage Notes due 1932... 5
Pawtuxet Valley Electric St. Ry Co.:
Bonds due 1933
5
%
Vermont Co., The:
First Mtge. 20 Year Gold Bonds due

%

678,000.00

599,880.00

2,190,000.00

2,190.000.00

320,000.00

320,000.00

38,000.00

39,900.00

846,000.00

846,500.00

222,000.00

222,000.00

%

5

Westchester Street R. R. Co., The:
First Mtge. Gold Bonds dated Sept.
1914
1,
Wood River Branch R. R. Co.:
First Mortgage Bonds due 1924

The

%

5
%
S^%

Total

56,500.00

28,250.00

$4,616,108.50

$4,515,668.50

following are pledged as part of collateral securing $27,000,000.00
'^''
""'
°^ ''"''*
''• ^- "• ^ "• ^- ^- ^°- ''°'^'' ^^y '•

"

iq"V

Central New England Ry. Co., first mortgage 50-year-gold
gold bonds due
1961, j)ar value |1, 500,000.00, book value $1,270,027.50; Harlem River &
Port' (^hestcr R I'.:-'
k.i
iie,'l5-7ea7VrioVTien*go^d"dcbt.''"lated''^^Iay 1, lois"
par value $13 000,000.00, book value $13,000,000.00; total par value $l4,i00,000, book value $14,270,027.50.

f

NOTES— UNPLEDGED.
Rate of Interest
Amount.
Berkshire Street Ry. Co
$3,364,760.45
City Lumber & Coal Co
5%
10,000.00
Connecticut Co., The
5%
2,025,000.00
Harlem River & Porlchesler R. R. Co., The.'."!.'!.' 4%
15,000,000.00
Hartford Si Conn. Western R. R. Co
5%
819,-81.71
Housatonic Power Co
*«,
1,240.000.00
Larkin, P. c
!!.!!!!!!!!' 5%
63,804.05
Millbrook Company
5 j'nj {%
2,278,241.21
New England Navigation Co., The
*yi', S and 6%
3,904.808,04
New York Si .Stamford Ry. Co
"..
6%
189,872.08
.\ew York, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co
5 and 6%
5,478,751.00
Providrnce, Warren & Bristol R. R. Co
6%
352,397.30

Rhode Island

Co.,

The

fiS

Ruthand

R. R. 60
Textile Mfg. Co
!!!!!!.'!
!
Shearer Realty Trust
Trustees of the Mass. Automobile Club Trust!!!!!!
Wesichester Street R. R. Co^ The
Wood River Branch R. R. Co
5 and
!

100.00

'

6%
5%
5%
S%
6%
6%

Total

IflO.nOO.OO

15,000

York, Ont.irio & Western Ry.
Common antl Preferred.. 291,622
New York & Stamford Ry. Co.
5,000
New York, Westchester 8i
49,249)
n.iston
Ry. Co
Scrip, $37..';0 (
Norwich & Worcester R. R. Co.
971
Old Colony Railroad Co
98,132
Pennsylvania R. R. Co., The
1,168

1,500,000.00

1,527,204.33

Old Colony R. R. Co

500,000.00

610.643.40

4,924,937.50

6,241,951.76

I

''''"«'

$38,515,650.14

;rno4*<;
71,107.64

^T*"

$]01,0(.0.62
ri

!

820.720,

,1,1

'

$l.642.h71.63

«<lv«ncei made in the New York. Westchester St Boston Railwav
amount In $2,764,775.00, but as the prospect of their being repaid is
very rrmole, Ihey have been reduced to a nominal value of
$1.(50
,,

's'sWob'.bb

3,230,001.00
150,000.00
75.000.00
150.000.00
90,000.00
88,643.30
4.500.00

ADVANCES— UNPLEDGED.
Boston
Providence R. R. Corporation
New York, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co
Norwich & Worcester R. R. Co
vl-

Co.,

.

___^^

Salts

Connecting U. R. Co.,

New

j

1931

Co
Massawippi Valley R. R. Co..
Nashua & Lowell R. R. Corp.
Northern R.
(of
R.
New
Hampshire)
Pemigewassett Valley R. R.

Rhode Island

$88,775.13
395,765.70

1,464
1,015

Co.

1

$240.55

tNominal Value.

interest,

the Hands of Trustees Appointed by U.

R.

l,203,813-/5

Interest.

221,408.54

INVESTMENTS.

Connecticut River R.

$77,639,368.72

9

336

038,900.00, book value $31,444,196.21.

2,113,400.82

Boston & Lowell R. R. Corp.
Concord & Montreal R. R
Concord & Portsmouth R. R.
Co
Conn. & Pass. Rivers R. R.
Co

$77,670,040.55

7,000

Boston & Providence R. R. Corporation, par value $524,600.00, book
$1,582,443.18; New York, Ontario & Western Ry. Co., Common
and Preferred, par value $29,162,200.00, book value $13,108,397.62; Norwich & Worcester R. R. Co., par value $97,100.00, book value $219,038.19;
Old Colony R. R. Co., par value $9,813,200.00, book value $13,065,341.80;
Providence, Warren & Bristol R. R. Co., Common and Preferred, par
value $486,700.00, book value $730,212.67; Providence & Worcester R. R.
Co., par value $955,100.00, book value $2,738,762.75; total par value $41,-

306.58

$20,469,736.41

— In

650,000.00
536,800.00
700,000.00
450.00
33,600.00
2,500.00

9

6,500
21,472

The following are pledged as part of collateral securing $27,000,000.00
One Year 5% Gold Notes of The N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co. dated May 1,

5,900,043.75

Stocks

266.27
t7.00
2,364,977.15
t9.00
571,164.31
1,174,027.86
905,783.53
967.00
21,477.50
2,500.00

2,352,050.00

value

subsidiary companies for bet-

to

2,ii6.00

1915:

520,982.06

terments

220.00
'

266.27

j

7

23,520^

25

Total
$201,628.07

1,900.66

2)

Roxbury
ry Central
ue;
Wharf Co
Rutland R. R. Co
South Bay Wharf & Terminal Co.
Vermont Co., The
Waterbury (jas Light Co
Westchester St. R. R. Co., The..
Westinghouse Air Brake Co
Wood River Branch R. R. Co...

$1,536,926.20
178,664.34
198,438.45
958,195.34

structures

'

38

Miscellaneous
Less excess of real estate sold

$6,965.26

9,551

Inc
Scrip

$20,469,736.41

50
4,868
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DEBENTURES, INCLUDING DEBENTURES OF MERGED ROADS
ASSUMED.
Date of

Total
Outstanding.

•Convertible
Certificates

•Convertible

Maturity.

Interest Payable.

6% Debenture

3^%

$39,029,000.00 Jan.

Non-Convertible

4%

July 15

9,765,450.00

Jan.

1,

1956 Jan.

1

July

1

5,000,000.00

Mch.

1,

1947 Mch.

1

Sept.

1

5,000,000.00

Mch.

Deben-

tures

•Non-Convertible 3^% Debentures
•Non-Convertible 3J^% Debentures
Non-Convertible 4% Debentures

Non-Convertible

15,1948 Jan. 15

Debenture

Certificates

4%

1,

1947 Mch.

1

Sept.

1

10,000,000.00 Apr.

1,

1954 Apr.

1

Oct.

1

15,000,000.00

I,

1955 Jan.

1

July

1

July

tures

May

15,000,000.00
27,985,000.00

Apr.

1956 May
1,1922 Apr.

234,000.00

Oct.

1,

Debentures
Hartford Street Railway Co.

The

Nov.

1,

165,000.00 Jan.

4%

1,

1930 Apr.

Jan.

May

1,1957

Apr.

19,899,000.00

July 15

Aug.
July
July

track

changes.

$178,664.34
198,438.45

and sidings abandoned

$451,886.74

July

May

1

4%

Less:

Nov.

Equipment put out of service: 25 passenger, 6 freight, 8
switch and 2 electric locomotives, 34 coach and smoking
and 21 other passenger train cars, 1,078 coal and 355 other
freight train cars, 78 work equipment cars
_

1

De-

Total

$2,072.350.00

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.

958,195.34
$

201,628.07

$

201,628.07

These expenditures were disposed of as under:
Charged to Road Suspense (account work not
yet

completed)

Charged
2,350.00
719,000.00

Gold Debentures

707,936.67
$1,159,823.41

$487,800.00
852,100.00
9,000.00
2,100.00

4%

Equipment, consisting of 6 club cars, 26 baggage cars,
50 cabooses, 2 derrick cars and 1 truck car, was received
during the year and paid for out of cash.
Cars were converted as follows: 39 box, 3 flat, 9 coal, 1 derrick car, 1 wrecking and 2 "Other passenger train cars"
converted into "Other company service cars," 2 coal, 1
coach and 2 baggage cars into wrecking cars, 1 coal car
into a derrick car, 2 postal cars into combination cars

Oct.

Treasury

bentures
Providence Securities Co.

not

$508,004.18

Equipment Suspense (account work

to

yet

completed

91,305.86

$599,310.04

Less
Credited to Cost of Road.
Credited to Equipment...

56,117.44
341,564.53

the expenditures for Additions and Betterments have been comparatively small and only cover work that was
absolutely necessary.
to

22,097.97
21,730.91
19,853.61
14,408.37
90,908.78
10,429.65
38,416.07
104,454.78

1

$157,964,450.00

Holdings as follows:
Convertible 6% Debenture Certificates
Convertible 3'/i% Debenture Certificates
354% Non-Convertible Debentures, 1947
3J^% Non-Convertible Debentures, 1954
The Consolidated Ry. Co. 3%, 3'/,% and

Owing

Mass., parallel highway
Springfield, Mass., interlocking plant and
Increased weight of rail laid
Hartford, Conn., yard facilities
Elimination of Grade Crossings.
.Sundry other additions and betterments
Ellis.

377,102.79

Oct.

1

1930 Jan. 15

1,1930 Feb.
1, 1954 Jan.
1,1955 Ja
1, 1955 Apr.
1, 1956 Jan.

Feb.
July
Jan.

972,000.00
4,255,000.00
2,309,000.00
1.340,000.00
2,011,000.00

Debentures
Debentures
Debentures
Debentures
Providence Securities Co.
•4% Gold Debentures...
Total

114,i
1,285.19
1,362.95
14,:
1,102.36
12,1

Middletown-Willimantic, Conn., improvements.
Stamford New Haven, Conn., signals
"'"- R.
'---•-- <.-:.:.?-.
" I.,
'
Olneyville,
freight
facilities.

Buildings

Deben-

4%
4%
4%
4%

• Include

$365,938.89
control

Oct.

Railway

Consolidated

June 30th, 1915, follow:
electrification,

New

M

Co.
•3%, 3'/^% and
tures

for the year ending

improved bridges

or

Woodlawn, N. Y.-New Haven, Conn.,
system, power plant, etc
Pittsfield, platform and tracks.

Excess of Real Estate sold

4% Debentures
Series

The expenditures

New

$828,989.53

Deben-

European Loan of 1907...
Naugatuck R. R. Co. 3'/i%

Vol. 59, No. 18

financial conditions,

$397,681.97

MORTGAGE BONDS, INCLUDING BONDS OF MERGED ROADS ASSUMED.
Total
Outstanding.

Rate and Character of Debt.
N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co.— H. R. & P.
tNew York, Prov. & Boston R. R. Co
Housatonic R, R. Co

4%
4%
5%
6%
5%
5%
4%
5%
5%
4%

C

Danbury & Norwalk R. R. Co
Danbury & Norwalk R. R. Co
Danburv & Norwalk R. R. Co
Danbury & Norwalk R. R. Co
New Haven & Derby R. R. Co
Providence & Springfield R. R. Co
Naugatuck R. R. Co
Boston & New York Air Line R. R. Co

4%

Providence Terminal Company
4%
tWorcester & Conn. Eastern Ry. Co
.4J4%
5%
New Haven & Centerville St. Ry. Co
Meriden Horse R. R. Co
5%
Norwich Street Railway Co
5%
5%
Montville .Street Railway Co
S%
New London Street Railway Co
5%
Portland Street Railway Co
5%
Hartford, Manchester & Rockville Tram. Co
4%
Hartford Street Railway Co
Greenwich Tramway Co
5%
5%
*Branford Electric Co
5%
Torrington & Winchester St. Ry. Co
Meriden, Southinglon & Compounce Tramway Co... 5%
*%
Pawtuxet Valley R. R. Co
4%
New England R. R. Co
5%
New England R. R. Co
5%
Stafiord Springs Street Ry. Co
.

.

4%

New Haven & Northampton Co

Mortgage
General Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
General Mortgage
First Refunding Mtge. Gold
Consolidated Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage Gold
Forst Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
First Mortgage Gold
Refunding Cons. Mtge. Gold Bonds

$15,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
2,839,000.00
100,000.00
400,000.00
150,000.00
350,000.00
575,000.00
750,000.00
2,500,000.00
3,777,000.00
4,000,000.00
1,992,000.00
283,000.00
415,000.00
350.000.00
250.000.00
150,000.00
30.000.00
200.000.00
2,500,000.00
320,000.00
63.000.00
150,000.00
175.000.00
160,000.00
10,000.000.00
7,500,000.00
400,000.00
2,400,000.00

First

Total

.

tin Treasury

of the

New

Company.

York, Providence & Boston R. R. Co..

4%

Dat eof
Maturity
1,1954
April 1,1942
Nov. 1,1937
July 1,1920
July 1,1920
April 1,1925
June 1,1955
May 1,1918
July 1, 1922
May 1,1954
Aug. 1,1955
Met. 1,1956
Jan.
1, 1943
Sept. 1,1933
1, 1924
Jan.
Oct.
2, 1923
May 1,1920
Oct.
2, 1923
Nov. 1,1916
Oct.
1, 1924
Sept. 1,1930
July 1,1931
Oct.
1,1937
Dec. 1,1917
July 1, 1928
April 1, 1925
July 1,1945
July 1, 1945
July 1, 1956
June 1,1956

Interest Payable,

May

May

April

Nov.

Jan.
Jan.
April

June

July
July
Oct.
Dec.

May

Nov.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Jan.

May

Nov.
Aug.

1

Feb.

Mch.

Sept.

1

Jan.

July

1

Mch.

Sept.

1

Jan.
April

July
Oct.

May

Nov.

1

Anril

Oct.

1
1
1
1

May

Nov.

1

April

1

1

Oct.
Sept.

1

July

Mch.
Jan.
April

Oct.

June
Jan.
April
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

June

\

Dec.
July
Oct.

1

1

July
July
July
Dec.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

$58,779,000.00

•,,,„„„

„.^

$247,000.00

General Mortgage Bonds

tin Sinking Fund (New York Trust Company, Trustees).
Worcester & Connecticut Eastern Ry. Co. 4K% First Mortgage Gold Bonds
* Principal and interest to maturity deposited with the Union and New Haven Trust

Nov.
Oct.

1

May

.,,,>„„««

144,000.00

Co.

$391.000.00

NOTE. — Certain

property of this Company is subject to a lien under a mortgage of the New York & New England
secure Boston Terminal Bonds of that Company to the amount of $1,500,000, due April 1, 1939, bearing interest at 4 per cent.

ST.

LOUIS SOUTHWE.STERN RAILWAY

Company

to

COMPANY-TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT

Officf of

Chairman of the Board of Dirfctors.

New York, September 15, 1915.
the Stockholders of the St. Louis Southwestern Raihvay Company:
I present herewith the TwentyDirectors,
of
Board
behalf
of
the
On
fourth Annual Kcport of your Company, for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1915.
The comprehensive report of the President, which follows, exhibits in
detail the revenues, expenses and other results from operation, as well as
the financial and physical condition of your prooerly.
The fiscal year just closed has been fraught with many anxieties and diffiTo

Railroad

The President has. in his
as is a matter of common knowledge.
report, reviewed, somewhat in detail, tlic adverse conditions resultant from
the European war, explaining that the aRricultural and industrial interests
of the cotton growing sections of the South, especially, have been subjected
to the most trying conditions experienced for many years, because of the
difficulties encountered in marketing the largest crop of cotton ever produced and the low prices received for the staple. As cotton is essentially
the "money crop" of the South, these conditions greatly restricted the
purchasing power of the cotton growers and all branches of trade, and
seriously affected the revenues of your Company as they did the revenues
of other carriers operating in ihe same section of the country.

culties,

Owing

to the

unfavorable bond market, brought about by the general un-

October
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settled financial conditions, the unsatisfactory rate situation and other influences, your Company, in common with other carriers, has been unable
to market its bonds, issued on account of moneys advanced from its Treasury to cover expenditures for additions and betterments, at anything like
fair prices.
In order to provide necessary cash for current needs, it was
found necessary, during the past year, to negotiate temporary loans, aggregating the sum of $1,585,000.00 for which there was pledged as collateral
free assets in the form of Treasury securities, as follows:

Uncollectible Railway Rev-

enues

Railway

+$

2,187.84

Total

583,966.12

$

Operating

I

n

COME

$

601,886.34

-

come

NONOPERATING

Par Value
Terminal and Unifying Mortgage Bonds
Louis Southwestern Ry. Co., 5%
First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds
Paragould Southeastern Ry. Co., 5%
F:rst Mortgage Bonds
Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge Co., 4%

837

$ 1,682,741.34

$ 2,356,217.49

1,226,422.73

1,068,217.93

IN-

2,187.84

—$
—

673,476.15

+

158,204.80

$

17,920.22

First

250,000.00

GROSS INCOME
DEDUCTK )NS
FROM
GROSS INCOME

600,000.00

Income

$2,420,000.00

St.

Total

ferred
Loss

$3,270,000.00

Reference

made

here

is

to exhibit

"R,"

found on page 48, containadvances unfunded, and unheld in the Company's Treadoes not include any of the
pledged as collateral, and it
that the Company's Treasury

advances unfunded.
Exhibit "S" on page 49 furnishes, in a condensed form, an analysis
of all resources, showing also how the same were applied during the fiscal
year.

Capital Stock.
the current

has been

made

in the Capital

Stock of your

Company during

fiscal year.

Funded Debt.

As shown by Exhibit "N," page 44, Funded Debt, including amount
issued and held by or for company, has been increased $185,000.00— explained as follows:
First Terminal and Unifying Mortgage Bonds Issued:
For reimbursement of treasury on account of expenditures
for addition sand betterments made by the St. Louis
Southwestern Ry. Co., and advances made to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Companies, covering similar expenditures made by them to December 31, 1914,
viz:

St Louts Southwestern Ry. Co
L. S.-W. Ry. Co. of

St.

$3,424,435.42—$ 515,271.35

3,190,157.35

3,088,664.50

+

101,492.85

—$

616,764.20

Balance
TO

TransProfit and

Def.
280,993.28

$

$

335,770.92

to be

ing a summary of property investments and
pledged securities not necessary for control,
This statement
sury, as of June 30, 1915.
securities owned by the company heretofore
may be stated, as a matter of information,
may be reimbursed later on through bond issues or otherwise, for the
amounts included in this exhibit on account of property investments and

No change

$2,909,164.07

$196,630.68
311,369.32

Texas

$508,000.00

To

acquire a like amount of First Refunding and Extension
Mortgage Bonds of the Gray's Point Terminal Ry. Co

27,000.00

OPERATING revenues

During the fiscal year just closed the agricultural and industrial inof the South have been subjected to the most trying conditions
experienced in many years.
For a long time the South has relied on cotton as their staple money
crop and when last year, the largest crop of cotton ever produced failed
to find a ready market, as a result of the European war, the growers
were compelled to sacrifice their cotton in order to satisfy their obligations.
Viewing these conditions, which are of a temporary nature, from a
broad standpoint, they will, undoubtedly, in the long run, prove "a
blessing in gisguise" to the cotton growing sections of the South, for the
reason that the farmers and other business interests have now been forced
to a realization of the fact that if the South is to become prosperous,
its agriculture must be put
upon a permanent basis of diversification,
which will provide a living at home and something to sell. Furthermore,
the old system under which the credit business of the Soittbern farmer
has so long been conducted is giving way, as a result of these changed
terests

more substantial form of rural credits.
From statistics prepared by the New Orleans Cotton Exchange, it is
found that the average price for "middling cotton" during the past cotton
year was 7.94c per pound as compared with 13.49c during the preceding
year, and 12.20c for the year before; and the average commercial value per
bale was $41.04 against $68.06 during the preceding year, and $63.59 for

conditions, to a

the year before.

The difficulties encountered in marketing the cotton crop and the
ftrevailing low prices, as above outlined, resulted in the stagnation of all
ines of business throughout the Southwest and seriously affected the
Operating Revenues, both freight and passenger, of this company, in common with other carriers operating in the same section of the country.
The total Operating Revenues for the current fiscal year amounted to
$10,627,861.12, a decrease
fiscal year.

of $2,164,043.32

or 16.92%, compared with the

preceding
Total, Carried forward

Terminal and Unifying Mortgage Bonds Issued:
Brought forward
Deduct:
Equipment Trust Obligations matured and paid during year:
Series with Penn. Co. for Ins. on Lives and
Granting Annuities
$ 34,000.00
Series "A"
with U. S. Mort. and Trust Co.
of N. Y
46,000.00
Series
Special Equip. Trust with The Phila.
Trust, Safe Deposit and Ins. Co
66,000.00
Series "D"— with U. S. Trust Co. of New
First

$535,000.00

—

—

—

York

—with

Series "E"-

34,000.00

New

Guaranty Trust Co. of

York

170,000.00

Net increase
held

this year (including
by, or for. Company)

350,000.00

$185,000.00

this year, in amount Outstanding in hands
of Public, as shown by condensed general balance
sheet (caused by payment during year of matured
Equipment Trust Obligations, as listed above)

$350.000.00

The issuance of the securities, as above shown, was authorized, after full
hearing, by the Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri.
very encouraging and
ditions may improve during the ensuing year.
crop outlook

is

it

is

hoped that business con-

The faithful and efficient services of the Company's
during the past year is acknowledged with pleasure.
For the Directors,

officers

and employees,

EDWIN GOULD.
Chairman.

Office op tub President.
St. Louis, Mo., September 1, 1915.
Mr. Edwin Goui.d,
Chairman of the Board of Directors:
Dear Sik:
The Annual Report of the Company for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1915, showing the results from operation during the year and the financial
and physical condition of the properly at the close of the year is submitted

herewith.

During the year the average main track mileage operated was 1,753.8
an increase of 18.9 miles over the preceding year. The main track
mileage operated at the close of the fiscal year, June 30, 1915, was 1,753.8
miles the same as at the close of preceding year.
In the condensed statement, immediately following, will be found the financial results from operation for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, compared with the preceding year.
miles,

—

FiNANCiAi, Results from Operation Entihe System.
INCOME STATEMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR.
-f- Increase
Decrease
Year Ended
Year Ended
1914.
1915.
30,
This Year.
Item.
June 30,
June

—

AvrRAr.K Miles Operated.

OPERATING INCOME:
Railway
nues
Railway

Operating

18.9

-f

Reve$10,627,861.12

Operating

1,734.9

1,753.8

..

E

x

$12,791,904.44 —$2,164,043.32

•

pcnscs

Net
Revenue
from
Railway Operations.

8,361,153.66

9.833,800.61

$ 2,266.707.46

$ 2.958.103.83

Railway Tax Accruals...

$

581,778.28

$

—
—$

During the fi'scal
total Operating Expenses amounted to the sum of $8,361,153.66, a decrease of $1,472,646.95,
or 14.98% as compared with preceding year, and was sufficient to offset
over 68% of the loss in operating revenues.
The ratio of Operating Expenses to Operating Revenues was 78.67%
as against 76.88% during the preceding year, or an increase of 1.79%.
The several general operating expense accounts show increases and
decreases as compared with preceding fiscal year as follows:
Maintenance of Way and Structures
Decrease $351,161.33 or 18.13%
Maintenance of Equipment
Decrease 586,712.05 or 22.03%
Traffic Expenses
Decrease
55,574.92 or 10.99%
Transportation Expenses
Decrease 344,127.89 or 8.29%
Miscellaneous Operations Expenses
Decrease
12,359.77 or 20.55%
Increase
General Expenses
6,787.28 or
1.32%
Transportation for Investment Cr
Increase
129,498.27
The sttbstantial reduction in Maintenance of Way and Structures has
been accomplished without impairment of the physical property and is
a practical illustration of the benefits derived from the policy, pursued
in the past, of fully maintaining and gradually improving the roadway,
bridges and buildings, and this policy will be continued.
The saving in expenses under Maintenance of Equipment was largely
due to the limitation placed on the amount of appropriations for repairs
to "bad-order" freight cars (which were out of ser\-ice and not urgently
needed on account of the limited traffic movement during the past year)
the repairs to this class of equipment being deferred until more favorable traffic conditions warranted the outlay.
The decrease in Transportation Expenses would have been more favorable had it not been for the fact that several very large judgments (growing out of claims for personal injuries, resulting from accidents in prior
years), were rendered against the Company, and were settled and charged
against Transportation Expenses during the current fiscal year.
The increase in General Expenses was due principally to the increase
in the primary account ''Valuation Expenses,*' incluaed under this head.
increased IIURDENS

—

bonds issued and

Decrease

The

operating expenses
year ended June 30, 1915, the

$535,000.00

1.472,646.95

—

Tlie operating results of these lines, in common with those of other
have been seriously affected during the i>ast few years by reason
of the increased burdens imposed through legislative and regulative enactments, causing losses in passenger, freight, mail and express revenues,
added expenses and increased interest charges on capital invested in unproductive facilities and permanent improvements at terminals and elsewhere rehu't.-intly mnde in compliance with Federal, State and other
laws, or tn satisfy public demands.
The cnforccuK'nt of the maximum two cents per mile passenger fares
resulted in a shrinkage in the passenger revenues of these lines of approximately $320,000 during the year under review, and of about $340,000
during the preceding year.
As this loss in revenue did not grow out of
any reduction in the service rendered, this shrinkage could not be offset
by a corresponding reduction in expenses.
Losses have also been sustained tn express ani| mail revenues through
legislative enactments, or orders of regulating bodies, which, while reducing the revenues, could not be met by reductions in expenses.
For
example, these lines stislaincd a loss during the fiscal year of .ibout
$"0,000 in express rcvcmic, which w.is due, principally, to the inroads
made on express business through the introduction by the I'ederal tlovernment of the "Parcels Post" and al.-to by the reduction in cxprcis rales
which was made effective February 1. 1914.
The inadequate compensation allowed by the Government for transporting the mails is an important question now engaging the earnest attention
of railway executives who arc urging for adoption, as fair and equitable,
the existing weight basis afncmicd hy annuaJ tvnghing. payment for apartment cars nnd payment for, or release from, side or terminal messenger
carriers,

.

service.

While the revenues have suffered looses due to the causes mentioned,
expenses and taxes, on the other hand, have been materially increased
thus, for instanrr. ihr so called "Full Crow Eaw" enacted I>y several of
the States through which these lines oper.ite, resultetl in an adde^l expense
20.108 06during the past year of approximately $23,000; "Hours of Ser\'ice Acts"

691.396.37

601,886.34—$

—
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caused an increase of approximately $14,000; "Semi-monthly pay day'
requirements, and other expenditures of a similar nature, about $16,000,
and payments for "Injuries to Persons" increased about $82,000.
The "normal income tax** of one per cent, imposed by the Federal
Government, on the income derived bv holders of the Company's so-called
"Tax Free'* bonds (which tax the company is compelled to assume under
the conditions of such bonds), amounted during the current fiscal year
On account of the ruling of the Government that this
to about $11,000.
tax is in the nature of a contractual obligation, on the part of carriers,
the amounts thus assumed and paid cannot be charged to "Railway Tax
Accruals'* and has. therefore, been charged against Income through the
primary account "Miscellaneous Income Charges" as prescribed in the
of

classifications

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission.

The burdens of the company are also being continually increased, from
year to year, because of the demands of organized labor in the matter
of increased pay, shorter hours, etc.
RATE SITUATION
Missouri. In the preceding annual report reference was made to the
suits begun by the Attorney General of the State of Missouri against the
railroads operating in that state to recover the diflference between the
Missouri statutory freight rates and the rates charged by the carriers for
transporting freight and pass;^ngers between points in the State of Missouri during the time the Missouri State-made rates were being contested.
On the 29th day of June, 1915, the Supreme Court of Missouri held that
No refunds, have therefore, been
these suits could not be maintained.
made in the State of Missouri.
During the past year applications have been filed with the Public Service Commission of Missouri, by this company and all of the large trunk
lines operating in the State, for higher freight rates and passenger fares.
Numerous hearings have been held at which the carriers and shippers submitted testimony.^ Briefs have been filed, and on July 15, 1915, the case
It is hoped that the presentation of
was fi'nally submitted and argued.
these applications will result in the establishment by the Public Service
reasonable
freight rates and passenger
more
Commission of Missouri of

—

fares.

—

Arkansas. Reference was also made in the preceding annual report, to
the appointment, by the Federal Court in Arkansas, of a Special Master
to receive and pass upon claims for refunds growing out of the collection
bv *he rarr-prs operating in that state, while the Arkansas rates were being
contested, of freight rates and passenger fares in excess of the State-made
Freight claims aggregating 289.237.47 were presented to the Master
rates.
Passenger claims
against this companv. of which $208,160.13 were allowed.
aggregating $13,500.00 were presented to the Master, and of these, claims
aggregating $7,743.61 were allowed.
Exceptions were filed with the Court to the allowance of all of these
claims but subsequently a compromise agreement was entered into, which
provided for the settlement of the allowed freight claims at fifty per cent.
(50%) of the amount allowed (with the exception of certain claims aggregating $45,000 00. wh'ch are being contested on the ground that thev are
based upon interstate shipments which are not subject to the state rates), the
payment of such claims to be made in scrip issued by this company, redeemable within two years, in payment for Arkansas intrastate freight
charges.
The agreement also provided for settlement of the passen-^er claims at
one hundred per cent. (100%) of the amount allowed, in scrip, redeemable
within two years, in pavment for Arkansas intrastate passenger fares.
On this basis, as of June 30. 1Q15. $160,931.78 of the freight claims had
been settled bv the issuance of freight scrip amounting to $80,465.89 and
passenger claims aggregating $6,487.49 by the issuance of passenger scrip
of an equivalent amount.
Owing to the large amount of these claims and to the fact that the
liability on account of the same related to operating revenues and operating
expenses of previous fiscal periods, authority was obtained from the Interstate Commerce Commission, to charge the amounts paid in settlement of
the claims in question, together with $22,265.56, representing the cost of
printing the scrip, lecal and other expenses incident to the settlement of
the claims, etc.. to Profit and Loss direct, through the primary account
"Delayed Income Debits."
The balance of the freight and passenger claims allowed, and uncontested, will no doubt be settled under the terms of the compromise agreement during the ensuing fiscal year.
Since the rendition of the decree of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the Arkansas rate case, the Arkansas carriers have filed a joint
application with the Arkansas Railroad Commission for increases in freight
Several volumes of testimony were_ submitted by the^ carriers in
rates.
As
support of. and by the shippers, in opposition to, this application.
a result, the Arkansas Railroad Commission has promulgated a new tariff
of freight rates, effective May 20. 1915, which will return to this company on its Arkansas intrastate freight business, revenue approximately
seven per cent. (7%) greater than the revenue accruing under the old
rates.

During the fiscal year under review, the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Arkansas has, upon the petition of this company, and other Arkansas carriers, temporarily enjoined the application of
the State-made pas-senger fare of two (2) cents per mile in the State of
Pending a hearing on the application for a permanent inArkansas.
junction (which will be had during the coming Fall), effective June 2nd.
1915, a passenger fare of three (3) cents per mile is being charged, which
will favorably affect the revenue from passenger traffic.
Texas. Application has also been filed by all of the carriers operating
Considerin the State of Texas for increases in freight rates in that state.
able testimony has been heard by the Texas Commission for and against
such increases and briefs are now being prepared.
After the decision of the Supreme^ Court of the United
Intkrstate.
States in the Missouri and Arkansas rate cases this company was forced
by competition, and other influences, to reduce its interstate passenger
It now has
fares in Arkansas and Missouri to two (2) cents per mile.
application pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission to increase these fares to three (3) cents per mile.
These lines were parties to the application for increase in freiebt rates
on certain commodities, in what is commonly known as the "Western
Rate Advance Case," which was submitted to the Interstate Commerce
While the decision in this case docs
Commission on June 26, 1915.
authorize some advances, it was on the whole a distinct disappointment

—

—

_

to the

Western

carriers.

Two

important lumber cases have also^ been presented to, and determined by, the Interstate Commerce Commission during the year, resulting
in increases in the interstate rates on hardwood lumber from a considerable producing territory, of from two (2) to five (5) cents per hundred

MOO) pounds.
ACRICULTURAI. AND INDUSTRIAL
During the past year, and for a number of previous vears, the Agricultural and Industrial Department of this company, and other carriers,
as well as the Agricultural Press and the Government Demonsf ration
forces, have been preaching diversification of crops, and while good seed
was sown, it lay dormant in the minds of the people until a crisis overtook the South.

Vol.

59,
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During the present crop season there is being raised, throughout the
Cotton States, more corn, wheat, oats, rice, hay, garden truck and live
stock than ever before.
The cotton acreage has been considerably reduced,
as compared with last year, and while the growing crop is two or three
weeks late, and has suffered some damage from the severe storm in the
Southwest, which occurred in the latter part of August, 1915, the present
prospects indicate a good yield.
It is impossible to predict, at this time, to what extent the recent action
of Great Britain, and her war allies, in the placing of cotton on the
contraband list, will demoralize the cotton market.
However, excepting
for this temporary restriction, cotton promises to take its proper place, that
of the cash or money crop of the country.
Many farmers will grow their
living at home and be in position to bank or invest the money received
from cotton.
The adverse financial conditions, resultant from the low price of cotton
during the past year, has greatly reduced industrial operations throughout
the territory contiguous to these lines.
Very few individuals or business
concerns have had, or could obtain, capital to proceed with new enterprises or with improvements, notwithstanding the fact that labor has been
plentiful.
Many of the large saw mills have been closed down a portion
of the time, or running on part time, and this has thrown a large number
of men out of employment; however, the latter part of the fiscal year
has shown an improvement in this regard some of the mills, which had
temporarily closed down, have resumed operations on part time, resulting
in an increased movement of lumber and raw material in the last few

—

months.

There has been very little increase in the capitalization of banks and
in fact, the entire business interests of the Southwest
hnve been simply "marking time," trvistinp that conditions would improve.
That business conditions are gradually becoming better throughout the
Southwest is evidenced by the more cheerful attitude of the people and
increasing activity in many lines.
Wholesale houses and jobbers, who
have allowed their stocks to run extremely low, are restocking and their
business is slowly resuming normal conditions.
FEDERAL VALUATION
Pursuant to the Act of Congress approved March 1, 1913, viz., "An
Act To amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate commerce' approved
February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and all Acts amendatory thereof by providing for a valuation of the several classes of property
of carriers subject thereto and securing information concerning their
stocks, bonds and other securities," this company was notified Dy the
Government on October 6, 1914, that the Division of Valuation expected
to begin surveys on this company's lines North of Texas about January
1915, and that the date of valuation of all of this company's lines
1,
would be as of June 30, 1915.
No work of any importance has as yet been undertaken on the Texas
lines by the Division of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
but it is expected that work will be commenced on those lines during the
coming Fall, and the Engineering Department has been preparing maps
and getting information in shape for this purpose.
C)n the lines North of Texas the Government field forces have been
Rightactively engaged on the work of valuation since November 12, 1914.
of-way schedules, as called for by the Division of Valuation, have been
completed and filed with the Commission.
The reproduction of all maps
and profiles of the line are well underway and will be filed with the
similar enterprises,

Commission shortly.
The Machinery Department has been busily engaged in making an inventory of all equipment, this work being well advanced.
The Accounting Branch of the Division of Valuation commenced work
on the company*s books on February 8, 1915, and is still engaged on that
work.
the several departments of the Government's
forces on the lines North of Texas, at the close of the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1915, may be summarized as follows:

The work accomplished by

field

Roadway and Track
4 parties, commenced Nov.
Land
2 parties, commenced Jan.

12, 1914,
7,

completed March 26, 1915.

1915, completed

May

15, 1915.

Bridges and Buildings
2 parties,

commenced

Telegraph and Signals
2 parties,
Each of the

—

Jan. 19, 1915, completed April 12,

commenced March 8, 1915, completed April 2,
Government field parties was accompanied by

1915.

1915.
representatives

of this company, called "Pilots" with the view of pointing out all property
of the railway company and calling attention to hidden quantities.
The amounts expended by the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Lines
in this work during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, and charged to
"General Expenses Valuation Expenses" are as follows:

—

Maps

$3,891.86
(Field work, office work, etc.)
2,339.40
Preparation of primary lists or inventories
Land Schedules, land cost data and information for valuation
of lands
Construction

^

Cost

data

Pilots

Miscellaneous
Total

for

determining proper

units

1,975.73
1,504.51
3,414.71
1,686.60

.$14,812.81

includes only the pay and office, traveling and
other expenses of officers and their assistants, clerks and attendants specially employed or assigned to valuation work, and the cost of stationery
and printing, engineering supplies, etc. Much time, thought and effort has
been incidentally devoted to this work by the officers and employes of the
Executive, Engineering, Legal, Accounting and Operating Departments of
these lines, but no portion of the pay of such employes, not specially employed or assigned to such work, has been, or can be, charged against
Valuation Expenses*' under the rules prescribed by the Interstate Com-

The foregoing statement

merce Commission.
The Act of Congress relating to Federal Valuation requires carriers to
co-operate with, and aid the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
Accordingly, the St. Louis Southwestern
of their properties.
Railway Lines have appointed a Valuation Committee consisting of representatives of the Eng:ineering, Legal and Accounting Departments.
The Presidents* Conference Committee, representing all carriers, has
appointed Engineering, Land and Accounting Committees, which
also
committees, since the passage of the Act, have been in constant conference
with Director Prouty and the Division of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission as to many of the details involved in the practical
work of making ihe valuation,
It would be difficult to overestimate the importance or magnitude of the
task involved in the work of making the valuation.
This company, as well as the Presidents* Conference Committee, are
alive to the far-reaching economic effect of the final valuations to be made,
and the last named committee has appearcfl before the Interstate Commerce Commission orally anrl by printed brief for the purpose of discussing and reaching satisfactory conclusions on many of the important
questions involved, and will continue its eflforts along these lines.

valuation

October

29.
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY—THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
New
To the Stockholders of the Southern
Your Board of Directors submits
Southern Pacific Company and of
fiscal

year ended June

30,

Pacific Company:
this report of the
its

Rent

October

York,

8,

operations of the
for the

1915.

The

transportation lines constituting the
1915, were as follows:

Southern Pacific System, June

First
Main
Main Track. Track.

A.

of hnes belonging
—orMileage
leased by Companies the

Sidings,

Fer-

Water

ries.

Lines.

Company under
Pacific Ry

leases:

R

Southern Pacific R. R
South Pacific Coast Ry
Operated by the owning Com(2)

—
panies:

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas
Railroad and Steamship Co.
Louisiana Western R. R
Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio Ry
Houston, East

211.76 1,478.49
20.46
49. 5S

3.00
3.00

125

counts

56.57

.69

7.35

1.27

258.79

...
...

...

...

...

23.64
81.67
16.98

Deductions from Gross
Income.
Hire of freight cars^

...

...

...

4,683

Rent for locomotives.
Rent
for
passenger-

...

Gross

Joint

Under
the

21.44

10.99

...
...

...

10,618.89

...

...

65

561.47 3,855.85

18.90

4,873

by

jointly

Cos

31.49

17.80

9.97

road oper30, 1915 .10,587.40
road oper30, 1914. .10,477.00
.

551.50 3,838.05

18.90

4,873

506.60 3,788.93

18.90

4,873

from

Hearne

to

Stone

City,

a

Texas,

New Orleans

Railroad.
Under authority of Chapter 54, Laws of the State of Texas, 1913,
the Texas & New Orleans Railroad Company purchased as of July 1,
1914, the railroad and appurtenances of the Burr's Ferry, Browndel &
Chester Railway Company, extending from Rockland to Turpentine, Texas,
a distance of 11.89 miles.

INCOME FOR THE YEAR.
The income
Company and

ended June 30, 1915, of the Southern Pacific
of its Proprietary Companies, combined, excluding offsetting accounts, compared with last year, is as follows:
for the year

— Increase.
Decrease.
-\-

This Year.

Last Year.

Per
Cent.

Average miles of road
operated
Lines East of El Paso
Lines West of El Paso

3,459.16+

74.96
57.63

2.17

132.59

1.27

Operating Income.
Railway operating revenues
$129,865,675.09 $138,520,258.56 —$8,654,583.47
Railway operating expenses
93,662,266.93
5,908,424.62
87,753,842.31

6.25

3,534,12
7,020.12
10,554.24

+
10,421.65 +
6,962.49

—

Net

.83

6.31

from

revenue

operations

$42,111,832.78

$44,857,991.63 —$2,746,158.85

6.12

tax

accruals.

$6,371,272.84

$7,162,624.57— $791,351.73

11.05

Uncollectible

railway
50,946.14

....

$37,695.367.06 —$2,005,753.26

5.32

railway

Railway

revenues
Total

operating

50,946.14

-f-

in*

come
Non-Oper.Tting Tncnmc.
Rent from locomotives

$35,689,613.80
$72,612.74

.35

366,230.03+

78,284.71

21.88

298,358.19
4,478,250.00

225,476.78+
3,656,276.04+

72,881.41
821,973.96

32.32
22.48

3,833,185.82

3,612,450.71+

220,735.11

6.11

3,756,061.84

3,813,144.31—

57,082.47

1.50

2,651,463.91

2,334,382.60+

317,081.31

13.58

678,550.66
577,332.14

556,873.33+

facility

rents

Miscellaneous
Miscellaenosu
cruals
Interest
debt
Interest

109,617.42

+

121,677.33 21.85
467,714.72 426.68

on

rents. ..
rent ac-

funded

$17,791,564.14

$15,884,909.73 +$1,906,654.41

$53,481,177.94

$53,580,276.79—

$99,098.85

.18

$120,850.99
24,771.52

$177,822.48—

—

$56,971.49
6,031.79

32.04
19.58

172,921.37

156,112.16+

16,809.21

10.77

3,613.92

2,750.00+

863.92

31.42

6,960.69
358,839.75
717,904.21
647,940.60

9.397.65—
297,571.04+
707.437.62+

2,436.96
61,268.71
10,466.59
35,731.01

25.93
20.59

355,929.23

58.40

965,387.10
28,939,034.71

on

30,803.31

+
609,457.87 +

612,209.59

27,415,733.89+1,523.300.82

12.00

1.48
5.84

S.S6

imfunded

debt
Amortization
of
discount on funded debt
Maintenance of investment organization. ..
Miscellaneous
income
charges

356,574.07

546,242.06—

189,667.99

237,540.56

505,476.92—

267.936.36

53.00

125,981.31

159,056.90

—

33,075.59

20.79

232,537.67

1,092,287.48

—

859,749.81

78.71

from gross income $32,910,858.47

$32,322,358.97

+

$588,499.50

1.82

Net income

$21,257,917.82- $687,598.35

3.23

Total

34.72

deductions

$20,570,319.47

Disposition of Net

In-

come.

Income appHed to sinking and
reother

authority of Chapter 40, Laws of the State of Texas, 1913, the
& Texas Central Railroad Company purchased as of July 1,
railroad and appurtenances of the Hearne & Brazos Valley

Railroad Company, extending
distance of 18.61 miles.

Texas &

cars

Rent for leased roads.

Companies as follows:
Houston & Texas Central Railroad.

1914,

balance

Debit

train

income

Rent for floating equipment
Rent for work equipment

R

328.80

444,514.74

non-operating

income

Increase
110.40
44.90
49.12
In addition to the mileage above tabulated the Southern Pacfic Company
solely controls through ownership of capital stock 890.46 miles of electric
lines, and 1,458.09 miles of steam lines; and jointly controls (through
ownership of capital stock in equal proportions with the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Ry. Co.) 400.99 miles of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad
and 62.93 miles of the Sunset Railway, an aggregate of 13,399.87 miles.
Since June 30, 1914, railways have been purchased by Proprietary

Houston

income.

...

3-00

of which are principally owned
by the Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas R. R. & S. S. Co., but
which are operated by the

Total miles of
ated June
Total miles of
ated June

funds
Miscellaneous

190.94
40.72
894.63

...
Mileage of lines belonging to
Companies the capital stocks

Proprietary

sinking
reserve

Total

...

Total
Less
operated

Income from
and
other

332.80

366.80
140.58

.22

94,667.66+

com-

6.59

R

Iberia & Vermilion R.
Direct Navigation Co

and other
panies

1,351.21

& Eastern R. R
Southern Pacific Company.

1,050.36

94,996.46

Affiliated

228.35
70.08

Company

owning Companies.

—

...

Corvallis

472,424.65+

473,475.01

Income from unfunded
securities
and
ac-

Terminal

Arizona Eastern R.

—

9.90

63.11

Propri-

58.35

Houston & Shreveport R. R..
Houston & Texas Central R. R.

B.

870.20
167.87

2.85

& West Texas

Pacific

—

404.53
207.74

Ry
Southern

256.04

2,235.68
692.48
3,497.31
106.69

118,987.05

non-op-

Companies
fiom funded

securities

Central

....

188,542.24—

69,555.19

32.64

physical

securities

etary

Income

+

78,149.45

in-

income
from funded

Income

ern Pacific Company.
Operated by the Southern

Oregon & California R.

erating
property

Dividend

capital
stocks of which are
principally owned by the South-

—

rent

Miscellaneous

69,503.63

2,609.58

of

come

to

(1)
Pacific

lease

road
Miscellaneous

212,944.78+

80,759.03

rent

facility

income

Income from

Additional
Divisions.

282,448.41

from floating
equipment
Rent from work equipment

Joint

PROPERTIES AND MILEAGE
30,

passenger-

cars

Rent

Companies

Proprietary

from

train

1915.

$239,269.60— $166,656.86 69.65

serve

funds

$939,724.57

$805,702.07+

$134,022.50

16.63

$20,452,215.75— $821,620.85

4.02

Income balance
ferred

to

Profit

and

transcredit of

Loss

$19,630,594.90

Per cent, on outstanding

capital

stock

Southern
Company

of

Pacific

—

7.20
7.50
.30
4.02
In the foregoing table the income has been classified in accordance with
the regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective July 1.
1914.
This change in the classification has necessitated a restatement ot
the figures for last year.
The
details of Railway Operating Revenurs and Railway Operating
^
Expenses are fully dealt with under Transportation (Ip^^alions,
The $50,046.14 reported against Uncollectible Railway Revenues represents the nninunt of charges against companies and individuals, for transportation services rendered, which have been determined to be uncollectible,
and which are debited to said account in .nceordance with regulations of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, eflfcctive July 1, 1Q14.
Similar
charges in previous years were debited to Railway Operating Revenues.
The income for the year from rent of equipment exceeds ih payments
to other companies for rent of equipment bv $176,256.88.
This is a decrrnsc, as compared with Inst year, of $"0,223.72.
The principal item nf increase in Miseellancnus Rent Income is the
rrntnl reeriveil from the City of Portland for the use o( the Willamette
River bridge, a one half interest in which was acquired during the year.
Of the $317. (181. .11 increase in Income from l^nfunded Securities and
Accounts, $177,723.00 represents interest on increased investment adv.inces
In Affiliated Companies, and the remaining $139,359.22 represents increased
interest received on bank deposits, etc.
The inercnsc nf $467.71*1.73 in Miseellaneotis Income is the result,
prineipnlly. nf taking into the year's income the net receipts from the
operations of the steamships Persia and Nile frnni July 1, 1013, to June
30, 1015; and of crediting to income, in accordance with the regulations
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, interest on the Companies' own
funds used for construction.
The inerense in Miscellaneous Tax Accruals is the reiiult, prineip.Tllv,
(»f including in
this account this year, in nccordnnco with the regulaiions
of the Interst.ite Cotnuirree Cominissinn. rffretive Julv
10 4, certain
taxes whirh were included in Railw.iy Tax .\ccruals last year.
The increase in Interest on Funded Debt is the result, principally,
of the excess of interest accruing (his yrnr on the Five Per Cent. Twenty1 ,
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Year Convertible Bonds issued in June of last year over the interest accruing last year on the One-Year Five Per Cent. Secured Gold Notes retired
in June of last year.
The decrease in the charge for Amortization of Discount on Funded
Debt is the result, principally, of charging against last year's income the
remainder of the discount on the $26,000,000 of Southern Pacific Company
One-Year Five Per Cent. Notes retired in June of last year.
The amounts reported against Maintenance of Investment Organization
represent expenses of the Southern Pacific Company for other than railway operations, and the expenses of keeping up the corporate organizations of the Proprietary Companies, the properties of which are operated
by the Southern Pacific Company under leases.
The decrease in Miscellaneous Income Charges is due to the fact that
last year the charge for depreciation on
rolling stock owned by the
Southern Pacific Company and leased to other companies, was included
account while this year the corresponding charge is included in
operating expenses, in accordance with the regulations of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
On June 30, 1915, the principal of advances to the Southern Pacific
Railroad Company of Mexico amounted to $38,993,894.69.
Interest accruing on these advances has not been taken into the income of the Southern
in

this

;

in exchange
for a like amount
of Common Stock
issued

Retired

Equipment

Trust

March
Equipment

Trust

September

1,

due

1914, paid

201,000.00

off

$1,227,000.00

Central Pacific Railway Company.

Three and One-Half Per
Cent. Mortgage Gold
Bonds:
Purchased from proceeds
lands

of

sale

of

$649,500.00

from

Purchased
ceeds

prosale
of

of

securities

CAPITAL STOCK.
The

capital

of

stock

the

Purchased
ments
fund

Southern Pacific Company outstanding

at the
$272,672,405.64

beginning of the year amounted to
Issued during the year:

1,012,000.00

Certifi-

B,

Series

cates,

2,000.00

Certifi-

Series
A, due
1, 1915, paid off.

cates,

Company.

Pacfiic
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Bond

916,500.00

from
to

paysinking

scrip

retired

46,500.00

from general funds

Common

stock issued in exchange for a like amount of
Five Per Cent. Twenty-Year Convertible Gold Bonds
surrendered and cancelled

25.00

$1,612,525.00

2,000.00

r s t Refunding MortFour Per Cent
Bonds:
Purchased from payments to
sinking
fund

i

Amount
June

of

Southern

Pacific

Company

stock

gage

outstanding

1915

30,

$272,674,405.64

There was no change during the year

in

the capital stocks of the Pro-

Companies.

prietary

The amount outstanding June

Common

30, 1915,

was

stock
stock

Preferred

Galveston, Harrisburg

$315,800,572.00
29,400,000.00

Proprietary

Companies outstanding June

30,

1915,

were held

follows:

as

Owned by Southern
Owned bv Morgan's
R. R. & S. S. Co

Pacific

Company

Louisiana

$344,767,400.00

& Texas

ceeds
lands
ceeds

$345,200,572.00

$154,000.00

mortgaged
22,000.00

176,000.00

new equipment, an

equipment trust known as "Southern Pacific Equipment Trust, Series C,"
was created, and an issue of $1,170,000, par value, Four and One-Half
Per Cent. Equipment Trust Certificates authorized, all of which were
issued during the year, and, in accordance with the terms of the trust,
guaranteed by the Southern Pacific Company.
Under an agreement made in December, 1914, between The Galveston,
Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry. Co. and the holders of all of the outstanding Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry. Co. Mexican and
Pacific Extension Second Mortgage Six Per Cent. Income Bonds, $3,815,000, par value, of the said bonds were retired; the rate of interest on the
remaining $2,539,000, par value, of such bonds still outstanding, was
reduced to five per cent, per annum; the endorsement making such interest conditional was cancelled; all obligation, if any, of the Railway Company in respect to sinking fund payments accruing on or prior to January,
1, 1915, was released; and the payment of the principal oi and interest on
the $2,539,000, par value, of such bonds still outstanding, was guaranteed
by the Southern Pacific Company.
The funded and other fixed interest-bearing debt of the Southern Pacific
Company and of its Proprietary Companies outstanding June 30, 1914,
as follows:

Total outstanding June 30,

of

prosale
of

property

In December, 1914, to provide for the purchase of

Southern Pacific Company
Companies

sale

from

of

other

FUNDED DEBT.

South Pacific Coast Railway Company.
First Mortgage Four Per Cent. Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund
Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
First
Refunding
Mortgage
Four
Per
Cent Gold Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund
Texas & New Orleans Railroad Company.
Payment to State of Texas on account of
School Fund Debt

237,000.00

14,000.00

5.350.80

7,115,875.80

Amount

funded and other fixed interest-bearing^ debt
of the Southern Pacific Company and of its Proprietary
Companies, outstanding June 30, 1915
$663,165,166.44

Net

of

increase

during

The outstanding funded

the

year

$3,832,197.62

securities are held as follows:

In the hands of the public

$203,226,336.58
456,106,632.24

Proprietary

of

Purchased

Total

was

Rail-

Second Mortgage Mexican and Pacific
Six Per Cent. Income Bonds retired.
3,815,000.00
Houston & Texas Central Railroad Company.
First Mortgage Five Per
Cent. Bonds:
Purchased from pro-

350,000.00
83,172.00

In the hands of the public

& San Antonio

way Company.
$345,200,572.00

Stocks of

29,000.00
1,641,525.00

as follows:

$582,154,316.91

Owned by Southern Pacific Company
Owned by Proprietary Companies

1914

$659,332,968.82

Funds

Held in Sinking
Companies

of

$67,831,849.53
3,386,000.00

Proprietary
9,793,000.00

81,010,849.53

Add:
Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds of the Burr's
Ferry, Browndel & Chester Ry. Co., the property of
which was purchased by the Texas & New Orleans
R. R. Co., July 1, 1914, subject to the mortgage in-

First

debtedness

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
165,000.00

$659,497,968.82

Issued during the year:

Piuthern Pacific Company.
Equipment Trust Certificates,

Series

C

Per Cent. TwentyYear Convertible Gold
Bonds, balance of sub-

Total

Investments.
$4,176,573.42

sold

erty

6,585,500.00
6,606,500.00

10,783,073.42

$670,281,042.24

Miscellaneous physical property
Investments in affiliated companies:
Stocks and bonds
Notes and advances
Other investments:
Stocks and bonds
Notes, advances, and miscellaneous

Retired during the year:

Southern Pacific Company.
San Francisco Terminal
First
Mortgage
Four
Per Cent. Bonds:
Purchased from pay-

ments to
sinking
fund
Five Per Cent. TwentyYear Convertible Gold
Bonds:

Current and Deferred Assets.
Cash and demand loans and deposits.
Special

deposits
cash accounts
Material and supplies

Other
$12,000.00

June

30. 1915.

$908,712,243.46
11,961,803.55

Increase
or Decrease.
$6,080,284.18

—264,256.29

15,997.60

303.36

1,425,925.63
17,155,150.60

1,069,081.55
362,618.80

•430,739,758.47
111,175,191.32

14,908,811.86
5,650,500.99

Improvements on leased railway prop-

better-

ments

at the close of the year, is not included in the statement of the
assets of the said companies.
The assets and liabilities of the Southern Pacific Company and of its

Investment in road and equipment..
Sinking funds
Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property

3,006,573.42

and

unsold

Companies, summarized, were as follows:

Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
First Refunding Mortgage
Four Per Cent. Bonds;
Against outstanding old
bonds retired
$21,000.00
Against expenditures for
additions

The value of the granted lands belonging to the Central Pacific Railway
Company and to the Oregon and California Railroad Company, remaining

Proprietary Companies, combined, on June 30, 1915, and the increases and
decreases during the year, excluding the offsetting accounts between the

$1,170,000.00

Five

scriptions

$663,165,166.44

Total

Deferred assets

7,907,307,30
6,838,555.05

—

452,211.50
164,803.79

$1,495,931,932.98

$27,519,936.74

$16,307,928.64
541.169.50
10,829.629.23
18.859,879.40
6,211,521.00

—$2,862,656.15

$52,750,127.77

—$6,293,587.57

453,883.10

—4,262.466.80
177,192.91
200,459.37

October
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Average

Unadjusted Debits.
$3,678,600.00
4,223,011.38
4,550,807.66

—$445,139.40

$12,452,419.04

$209,169.28

$1,561,134,479.79

$21,435,518.45

Discount on capital stock
Discount on funded debt
Other unadjusted debits

assets

Total

Stock.
Capital stock of Southern Pacific

Com-

pany

Companies

Capital stock of Proprietary

654,308.68

$272,674,405.64
*345,200,572.00

$2,000.00

$617,874,977.64

$2,000.00

ton

—

841

miles

per

train mile
all freight.
East of El Paso...
West of El Paso...
All lines
Average loaded freight
car miles per train
mile.
East of EI Paso...
West of El Paso..,
All lines

390.24
507.84
463.71

399.43
510.30
471.21

—9.19
—2.46
—7.50

2.30

18.43
24.66
22.32

18.95
24.10
22.28

—.52

2.74
2.32

21.18
20.60
20.78

21.08
21.18
21.15

69.22
70.13
69.84

70.91
70.25
70.45

—1.69 2.38

—.61

.17
.87

$4.39

$4.44

—0.05

1.13

1.099 cents.

1.104 cents.

208.35 miles.

218.05 miles.

— .005 cents.
— 9.70 miles.

4.45

41,708,096

42,744,673

1,662,556,191

1,748,983,080

ton miles per
loaded freight car mile

— East

freight.

of El Paso...

West of El Paso...

Funded debt

All

Funded debt

lines

Percentage

Com-

of Southern Pacific

pany
of Proprietary Companies

$206,175,910.00
^456,989,256.44

$2,949,573.42
882,624.20

$663,165,166.44

$3,832,197.62

freight

affiliated

Unmatured dividends declared
Unmatured interest accrued
Other cash accounts
Deferred liabilities

$6,083,949.92

$4,424,550.89

$669,249,116.36

$8,256,748.51

Accrued depreciation
Other unadjusted credits

—69,047.34
—1,728,248.85
—248,274.80

$28,852,130.09

—$2,133,590.79

$36,144,227.71
31,617,828.45

$1,976,065.14
4,827,675.97

478,511.44
30.00

$67,762,056.16

$6,803,741.11

$1,383,738,280.25

$12,928,898.83

per train miles

revenue

(e)

per
ton mile of freight

—

Passenger Traffic.
Passengers
carried
including
revenue
ferry suburban
Passenger miles
revenue including ferry
suburban
Average passenger service train revenue per

$30,644,472.20
146,751,727.34

$1,607,018.14
6,899,601.48

$177,396,199.54

$8,506,619.62

$1,561,134,479.79

$21,435,518.45

loss

Total corporate surplus

.45

—

—

—

—

train mile

revenue
passenger mile

—1,036,577 2.43

—86,426,889

per
73 cents.

2.247 cents.

— .074

39.86 miles.

40.92 miles.

—

2.

1

4.94

$0.17 12.69

$1.34

$1.51

Average

cents.

3.29

.06 miles.

2.59

Average miles carried
revenue passengers
including

ferry

urban

Corporate Surplus.
Appropriated surplus

Total

—.12.

—$566,561.24

$7,692,791.07
8,552,932.24
4,090,116.08
5,472,775.07
2,648,010.66
395,504.97

Unadj usted Credits.

and

lines

revenue freight. .. (e)
Average miles hauled
revenue freight. .. (e)

Current and Deferred Liabilities.
Audited accounts and wages payable.
Interest and dividends matured unpaid

Profit

1.75

Average freight revenue

com-

liabilities

.47

2.74

of
loaded
car miles to

East of El Paso....
West of EI Paso...

Average

Total

.10

—.58
—.37

total.

All

Non-negotiable debt to
panies

.18

Average
all

Long Term Debt.

.56
.04

.48
1.59

sub-

1

(e) Figures in last year's report were based on commercial freight only,
(f) Similar charges in previous years were debited to Railway Operating

Revenues.
Since the opening of the Panama Canal, August 13, 1914, competition
has been intensified and the gross revenue of the lines of this Company
has been considerably reduced by a large increase in the number, capacity,
and sailings of steamships between Atlantic and Pacific ports, which, by
a materia! reduction of rates, have taken a substantial volume of freight
that was formerly shipped over transcontinental railroads.
The business depression prevailing throughout the United States was
aggravated on our lines by the outbreak of the European War.
Some
of the copper mines served by them were closed down and others were
operated to about half normal capacity, which reduction of actiWty
resulted in a large shrinkage of earnings from products of the mines
_

• The
outstanding capital
stock
and funded debt include capital
stocks and funded debt of Proprietary Companies of the par value of
$345,117,400 and $81,010,849.53, respectively, a total of $426,128,249.53,
which securities are owned by the Southern Paci6c Company or by
Proprietary Companies, or are held in sinking funds of Proprietary
Companies.
The cost of these securities is included in the investments shown above.
Of the said amount, stocks of the par value
of $249,653,161, which stand charged on the books at $232,932,667.41, are
pledged against the issue of Southern Pacific Company stock and bonds,

TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS.
The results of the year's transportation
those of last year are as follows:
This Year.

Average miles of

operations

Last Year.

compared

Increase or
Decrease.

with

Per
Cent.

road

operated

10,554.24

10,421.65

132.59

1.27

Railway Operating Revenues.

Freight

Passenger
Mail and Express
All other transportation
Incidental
Joint facility— Credit. ..
Joint facility— Debit.
.

.

Total

Railway

Operating

$85,864,378.75 —$5,843,627.37 6.81
40,414,932.05 —3,549,934.55 8.78
715.079.22 13.73
5,207,092.03
311,353.54 11.35
2,743,780.82
—248,702.83 5.93
4,190,613.25
—57,271.26 42.67
134,213.84
•34,752.18
18,519.78 53.29

$80,020,751.38
36,864,997.50
5,922,171.25
3,055,134.36
3,941.910.42
76,942.58
*16.232.40

$129,865,675.09 $138,520,258.56 —$8,654,583.47

6.25

$16,515,452.13 —$1,159,096.36

7.02

Ex-

pt-'IlSL-S.

way

Maintenance of
and .structures
Maintenance of
ment

$15,356,355.77
equip-

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation
for
in-

vestment—Credit

.

.

Total

Net revenue from

way

2.212,1 53. ."^6

3,864.741.67

—1.659,552.84 7.73
—199.338.26 6.40
—2.393,202.36 5.16
—260,296.75 11.36
90,285.57

2.34

—327,133.62

*327,133.62
$87,753,842.3 1

$93,662,266.93 —$5,908,424.62

6.31

$42,111,832.78

$44,857,991.63 —$2,746,158.85

6.12

rail-

operation.s

Railway tax accruals...
Uncolleclihie

21,475.526.20
3,114,348.10
46.400,045.47

19,815,973.36
2,915,009.84
44,006,753.11
2,031,856.61
3,955.027.24

$6,371,272.84

$7,162,624.27

-$791,351.73 11.05

railway

revenues

(f)

50,946.14

$S0.<)46.14

Total npcratinff income
(Table No. 23)

$35,689,613.80

$37,695,367.06 —$2,005,753.26

S.32

and from the
buildings was

fuel

consumed

in

their operation.

freidht
(r)

total

Ton

miles

-

frctKht— total

$31,857,039

$32,599,138

—$742,099 2.28

revenue
(r)6,637. 345.295

7.108,331,050

—470,085.755

6.63

of

new

;

confidnce in the business world, the destruction of which, without doubt.
has been the most potent influence that has held back a revival of business
and investment in new enterprises.
Although railway operating revenues decreased $8,654,583.47, or 6.25
per cent., total operating income decreased only $2,005,753.26, or 5.32 per
cent, owing to a decrease of $5,908,424,62 in operating expenses, and
$791.3.51.73 in railway tax accruals.
This reduction was cflFectcd in face
of an increase of $765,082.34, in price of locomotive fuel; of an increase
of $37,3*18.00 through higher wage schedules; of an increase of $75,581.80
in valnation expenses; and of an increase of $1,240,290.62 in charges to
operating expenses for e(]uipment ilepreciation and retirements, caused by
including in this year's expenses $l,l'>n.432 to comply with Interstate
Commerce Commission's classification, by which we were required to
charge to operating expenses the depreciation portion of rental paid on
equipuu-nt, which last year was charged to iiu'ome account.
But for these
abnormal .Ttul uncontrollable charges total i»per.itiug income would have
shown an increase ilespite the large decrease in operating revciuirs.
These favorable results, attained under the most trying conditions as
to new and intense competition, hiRher wage^ and fuel costs, increases
in expenses due to costs of valuation, and increases in other operating
expense items caused by compliance with new laws .nnd rules of rcKuIating
bodies, in face of ,t decrease in volume of 6,63 per cent in frrlght and
4.*)4 per cent
in passenger traffic caused l>v business depression, reflect
great credit on vour officers.
For instance
>!arked iniprovcmcnl was
cfTecled during the year in the use of locomotive fuel, each poinid of
which moved in frelRhl service 6. S3 per cent and in passenger service 2.85
per cent more gross ton miles than in the previous rear.
The sa\'inff
thcrrhy effected amoTuilcd to $450,388 as compared with last year, ana
$1,158,015 as compared with two years ago.
:

Freight Traffic.

Tons— revenue

The construction

retarded and railroad construction and development almost entirely abandoned, these conditions causing a material decrease in
revenue derived from lumber and other construction material.
There
was, moreover, a widely distributed decrease of earnings upon general
merchandise and miscellaneous traffic.
These unfavorable conditions, and consequent general retrenchment in
expenditures, have also affected both business and pleasure travel and
have brought about a large reduction in passenger and related earnings,
the former amounting to 41 per cent of the total reduction of $8,654,583.47
in operating revenues.
This reduction has been increased by serious
inroads made upon local railroad travel by automobile competition, which
the improvement of highways has encouraged and rapidly developed.
While these losses were offset to some extent by Exposition travel, the
increased earnings derived from that source before the close of the year
were not sufficient to affect materially the general results. Earnings from
express business increased under a new and more favorable contract with
the Express Company.
The net decrease in operating revenues of the Company was equivalent
to 6.25 per cent., which is less than the average percentage of reduction
in earnings of large railroad systems reporting to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
A readjustment of rates is now being made which is expected to check
the diversion of traffic to the Canal sle.imship lines; a normal condition
of the mining industry has been restoretl
and, as has been previously
stated, passenger earnings since the beijrinnfng of the new fiscal year have
been substantially increased by Exposition travel.
The prospect of better
earnings during the coming fiscal year is encoin'aging, but the extent
and permanence of the improvement will depend vipon the return of general
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As shown by chart below, continued efforts were made to secure safer
operation, as a result of which the number of fatalities and injuries was
reduced and the payments on account of casualties and damages of all
kinds were $234,758.74 less than last year.

RAILWAY TAX ACCRUALS
The

operating revenue for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,
amounted to $42,111,832.78, whereof $6,371,272.84, or nearly one-sixth, was
paid in taxes.
With an increase of 179.40 per cent in the mileage of all
tracks operated during the life of the Company, taxes have increased
$5,511,767.78, or 641.27 per cent.
The decrease in Railway Tax Accruals
of $791,351.73, or 11.05 per cent, compared with last year, is the result,
principally, of charging to
Miscellaneous Tax Accruals this year, in
accordance with the new classification of the Interstate Commerce Commission, certain taxes which heretofore have been charged to Railway
Tax Accruals and to the decrease in such taxes as are based on gross
operating revenue.
net

;
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disposition in accordance with such jjolicy as it may deem fitting under
the circumstances* and at the same time secure to the defendants all the
value the granting acts conferred u/ton the railroads;" with the proviso
that, if Congress does not act within six months, the Railroad Company
may apply to the lower court for a modification of so much of the inmnction as enjoined any disposition of the land or timber.
In other words, if
Congress does not act within the time named, the lower court should grant
relief from the broad injunction against any sales of the lands, and should
confine the injunction to sales in violation of the terms of the grant.
It will be observed that any legislation which Congress may provide is
subject to the condition that it must secure to the railroad all the value
the granting acts conferred.
It would not be profitable or expedient at this time to speculate upon
the possible action of Congress.
The Railroad Company will be prepared
to co-operate with Congress in securing appropriate modification of the
original

restrictions

upon the

of

sales

lands.

BUT

WILL INSIST

IT

UPON OBSERVANCE OF THE CONDITION THAT THE FULL
VALUE CONFERRED BY THE GRANTING ACTS IS SECURED
TO

During the past year, no passenger lost his life in a train accident,
and, with but one exception, none has been killed in a train accident for
SIX YEARS
ELEVEN MONTHS, during which period 373,233.119
locomotive miles were run and 282,719,444 passengers were carried an
average of 42.61 miles, or 12,045,555,744 passengers carried one mile.
During the year 6 employees out of 8,664 lost their lives through train
accidents in running 51,127,703 locomotive miles.
Out of 38,833 employees
engaged in pursuits not involving train movements, 15 lost their lives
an average of one fatality to every 810,300 days, or 2,200 years worked.

Vol.

IT.

*The

italics

are ours.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION FORCING PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY OUT OF BUSINESS
The Southern Pacific Company owns 55.40 per cent of the capital stock
of the Pacific Mail, an American steamship company, that has been operating lines of steamships on the Pacific ocean for the last 67 years.
The Act of Congress, approved March 4, 1915, generally known as the
La Follette Act, becomes effective, as to vessels of the United States,
November 4, 1915. The Company cannot continue operations under the
terms of that Act without incurring heavy losses.
Figures prepared by
chartered accountants show that the Act would increase the expenses of
its transpacific fleet as to wages and feeding crews, alone, by $640,805 per
annum.
Other provisions of the Act, relating to lifeboat crews and to
the Central America line, would swell this amount.
The abnormally large
suri)lus in 1915, due to higher rates following the withdrawal of Canadian
Pacific and Japanese steamers in consequence of the European war,
would not suffice to meet the increases in wages and feeding expenses only
that the Act will demand.
The stockholders of the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company realized that the Company could not obey this oppressive law and
exist, and,
therefore, have authorized the sale of their vessels as a
necessary condition precedent to the liquidation of the Company.

^--__
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Dividends on the capital stock of your Company were declared during

6

the

t

0382

0.tS4

039

0I4B

1.6«0.016.373

0.3G0

0ZS8

40.IS0.20D

I12S)8

1,805 834 993

39,989,068
1.808.133.603

64,457 917

64.217.433

9.144

0.1IS
0.018

39 337 715
1.6*1

51,191011

0772

9.Z31

40 329 011

42.006240

42.744 873

41,708.096

1.787,640 025
64,427 530

1,814,180,082

1,748 98J.090

1.662.656.191

67.653.936

67.054.594

52.121,703

137

9,487

a.

8.664

GOVERNMENT ATTACK ON RIGHT TO CONTROL CENTRAL
PACIFIC RAILWAY
In February, 1914, the United States, acting through the AttorneyGeneral, brought suit in the United States District Court for the District
of Utah, against the Southern Pacific Company and the Central Pacific
Railway Company, to separate the two companies, on the ground that their
union in one system was in violation of the Federal Anti-Trust Act of
1890, known as the Sherman law, and also in violation of the Pacific
Railroad Acts, meaning the acts of Congress providing for the construction
of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads.
Since the last annual
report, in which the nature of this litigation was explained, the testimony
on both sides has been taken and the case has been fixed for argument
in the lower court on December 1, 1915.
It may be assumed tnat an
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States will be taken by the
losing party.
As the case will be submitted to the court for decision
at an early date, it will serve no useful purpose to attempt now to predict
the outcome.

GOVERNMENT ATTACK ON TITLE TO OIL LANDS
The

last

report contained the following statement

"It follows, as a result of the decision in the Burke case, that proven
fraud alone can avail to defeat our title to our oil lands.
know
there was no fraud in obtaining the patents, and we may consider
that the danger of losing the lands is now removed.
Moreover, except
as to a comparatively small quantity of land, in respect to which suits
have already been instituted, the six years period of limitation is
believed to be a bar even to a suit alleging fraud."
The Attorney-General of the United States, deeming it his duty not
to abandon the pursuit of the Company's lands without a judicial investigation to determine whether or not our patents were fraudulently obtained, has renewed the litigation, specially alleging such fraud; and, in
order to avoid the six years period of limitation, it has been further alleged
that thf Government was prevented from suing within the required time,
by fraudulent concealment of its acts by the Railroad Company.
There
has been no final decision in these suits.
The fact that they have been
instituted does not lessen the confidence expressed in ihe last annual
report aa to our ability to sustain our title to the lands in question.

We

GOVERNMENT ATTACK ON THE TITLE TO THE OREGON AND
CALIFORNIA RAILROAD'S LAND GRANT
In 1908 the United States brought suit against the Oregon and California
Railroad Company and the Southern Pacific Company, to forfeit to the
Government tne unsold portion of the lands granted by act of Congress
the construction of the Oregon and California Railroad.
The
forfeiture mainly relied on was that some of the lands included in the grant had been sold in disregard of the rc*iuircments of the
Granting act, namely, that the lands should be sold to actual settlers only,
or not more than $2,50 per acre, and in quantities not exceeding 160
acres.
The quantity of land involved amounted to about 2,300,000 acres.
The lower court decided in favor of the Government, but in June of
this year the Supreme Court reverscrl the decision of the court below,
and declared that the title of the railroad company to the unsold lands
had not been forfeited and was unimpaired by the alleged grounds of
forfeiture.
The Supreme Court further decided that the lands were held
subject to the original terms of the grant limiting sales to actual settlers,
in quantities not exceeding 160 acres to any one purchaser and at prices not
to

aid

ground

in

of

exceeding ^2.50

per acre.
Rccogni7ing that such restrictive covenants
were not appropriate to lands of the character of those remaining unsold,
the Court practically referred the matter to Congress, by enjoining any
disposition of the unsold lands or of the timber thereon "until Congress
shall have a reasonable opportunity to provide by legislation for their

154 per
V/z per

VA
IH

payable as follows:
cent payable January 2, 1915
cent payable April 1, 1915
cent payable Julv 1, 1915
cent payable October 1, 1915

year,

per
per

$4,090,116.08
4,090,116.08
4,090,116.08
4,090,116.08

Total
$16,360,464.32
The revolutionary disturbances on the line of the Southern Pacific
Railroad Company of Mexico have continued.
It is estimated that from
the beginning of the Madero Revolution, in 1910, to June 30, 1915, the
cost of property destroyed will approximate 3,124,000 pesos, equivalent to
$1,562,000.
On account of these losses the Company filed claims with the
Madero Government amounting to 287,953 pesos, all of which were approved
No further claims for property losses have
but have not yet been paid.

been

owing

filed

to

the

lack

of

constitutional

a

central

government

to

which they could be presented. In addition to the above the Company has
claims for freight and passenger service performed, for rental of road and
equipment, and for material furnished to or confiscated by the various
Bills for this amount
military authorities, amounting to 5,088,000 pesos.
(less 434,000 pesos received on account) will be filed with the proper
conditions
permit.
During
the year only such
soon
as
authorities as
maintenance work has been done as was absolutely necessary to render
portions
operate
trains
over
those
of
the
line which are open
it possible to
The revenues during the year, including those derived from
for traffic.
war,
munitions
of
were
slightly in excess
tlie transportation of troops and
of the expenditures for maintenance and operation.
revolutionary
year
from
causes, the
In addition to the losses during the
Company suffered heavily from an unprecedented flood along the line in
Sonora.
The continued revolutionary disturbances preclude any thought of
completing, at the present time, the 99.47 miles of line from Tepic to
La Quemada referred to in last year's report.
In addition to the completed lines of railway reported under Properties
and Mileage, and the railway of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company
of Mexico", hereinbefore mentioned, construction is progressing on the
lines of the following companies, viz.

Central Pacific Railway:

Len^h
Projected

^^^^^

Grading Grading

Com-

Com-

pleted.

pleted.

—

Progressing
__

Miles.

Miles.

Line.

Miles.

Colfax to Blue Canon, Cal.

Second track:
Length of projected line.
Lejj placed in operation

..

.25.08
23.05

•
:

Colusa & Hamilton Railroad:
Hamilton to Harrington, Cal

2.03

L99

.04

61.15

46.69

11.99

Willamette Pacific Railroad:
Eugene to Marshfield. Oregon
121.50
73.39
43.30
Texas & Nrw Orlfans Railroad:
Turpentine to Browndel, Tex
17.63
9.13
The Board announces with sorrow the death, on May 19,
General Thomas H. Hubbard, a Director, and, on November 14,

2.47
4.81

8.50
1915, of
1914, of

Mr. H. A. Jones, Assistant Treasurer, of your Company.
General Hubbard served as a Director and as Vice-President for many years prior
to 1901, and was again elected a member of the Board shortly before his
death.
Mr. Jones was in the service from 1885 to the time of his
death, serving as General Freight Agent, Freight Traffic Manager and
Assistant Treasurer.
Under the pension system put into effect on January 1, 1903, seven
hundred and forty-six employees arc carried on the pension rolls of the
The payments to them for the year amounted to
rail and water lines.
$326,685.04.

By

order of the Board of Directors,

JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT,
Chairman of the Executive Committee.

November

5,
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well-known careful and conservative railroad otficer who, from a
thorough analysis of the grade crossing accidents on a large road,
reached this conclusion some years ago. The installation of gates,
of watchmen and of automatic signals is often governed so much
by immediate expediency that science and logic seem to be of no
account whatever. But the subject ought to be explored. The
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whole grade crossing problein bristles with difficulties, and this
is only one of them
but the difference in cost between a watchman or gate attendant and an automatic signal is so great that
in every case where the expense of keeping men on duty is not
justified, all necessary means should be employed to convince the
;
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news de-

with the exception of the third week in May,

tints far this year,

when

Canada

Supplies" column in the general

partment of the Railway Age Gasette is once more beginning
In the
to look like "good old times."
issue of October 22 the column reported
$36,000,000
orders for no less than 90 locomotives,
in
6,800 freight cars and 74,500 tons of rails,
Orders
making the third week in October the best
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But

cars.

in

its

order for SO engines and 16,145

week

the issue of October 29 the record of the

was shaded

before

into

There were reported

insignificance.

orders for 177 locomotives, 12,889 cars (counting only the orders
since confirmed) and 40,000 tons of rails, omitting the Pennsylvania's order for 175,000 tons of rails, which came to our
attention but a

;

WE

the Pennsylvania placed

few hours after the paper had gone

interesting to observe that the orders for

It is

to

press.

new locomotives

reported in these two issues of the paper had a total value of approximately $8,000,000; for passenger cars, $240,000; for freight
nearly $20,000,000, and

cars,

for rails

(including the Pennsyl-

vania's order), $8,000,000; a total of $36,000,000 in contracts for

and new equipment awarded by the railways of this country
space of but two weeks. Records kept by this paper

rails

in a short

show

that the orders for locomotives, for domestic service only,
year to October 29 totalled 1,(K)5, as compared with 848
reported to the end of October, 1914; that the domestic orders
this
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for freight cars totalled 71,398, as compared with 67.820 up to
October 30, last year, and what is most important, that for the
first time in 1915 orders for locomotives and freight cars passed
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*Dinner to E. P. Ripley on Seventieth Birthday
American Association of Passenger Tr;iflic Officers
Concealed Damage; W. II. Strectcr
•Completing the Mount Royal Tunnel Into Montreal.

Tlie

doubt the best barometer of conthe railway supply trade field.

The use of
Revision;

(ir;Kle

number of weeks.

beyond

is

;i

how

dinner

Morse operators who took

constantly

is

universal

throughout

anybody thinks the
dead and out of date.

if
is
.'\

note printed in this

the Pennsylvania Railroad
jiarty

at

Philadelphia

prizes at the

for

San Francisco

is no sign that telegraphers arc to be
Moreover, the increase in business just now
is such that the Pennsylvani:i is hiring additional operators; and
its school for station agents, at Bedford, Pa., which gives instruction ill telegraphy and in other station-oflice work is still
rutiiiiiig, I'lill blast, and looking for new pupils.
A dinner may
be a matter of sentiment; but hiring operators is colil business.

exposition.

That, surely,

sent

rear.

to

tin-

The continued activity of this school
of interest. :iside from
any considenitiou of the technical dilTercnces between the telegraph and the telephone, in the evidence which it gives that the
i.s

use of telephones
the grade of
It

is

made the occasion of
women) to be employed for

not to be

is

men

(or

not likely that the railroad

niore telegraphers

if

a lowering of
station work.

company would he

hiring

many

satisfactory telephone operators could

much lower

he

Looking only at the single
task of sending and receiving messages or orders over the wire,
hired

;it

:i

the telephone ni;ikes
intellii ttial

:iliilil\

it

rate of pay.

possible to use operators possesseil of less

than the tclegr.tph retpiircs; and

in

the

first
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days of telephone despatching this was suggested as a possible
But, as every railroad man knows, a
and the simstation agent ought to be a very versatile person

ness in this country do those engaged

of a single one of his many tasks affords no justification for reducing his pay. In a less degree the same is true of one
who does nothing but handle messages. Ability as a telegrapher
may indicate a better mentality than is necessary for speaking

men who have

means of saving money.

;

plification

into a telephone

;

but

it is

a mentality none too high for the gen-

eral duties of a station operator.

SEVENTY YEARS YOUNG

TF the

average ambitious young business or professional man of,
or 30 years, could determine what his career would
be during the next 40 or 45 years, and what his position in life
would be at the end of the time, he would be satisfied to determine that his career should be similar to Edward Payson Ripley's since he was 25 or 30, and that he should stand at 70 where
Mr. Ripley stands now. Measured by every rational standard the
Santa Fe's president at three score years and ten ranks among

^

say, 25

the most all-round successful men of his generation. The tribute
paid by the dinner given him in Chicago last Saturday night on
the occasion of his birthday

received by any

was splendid.
Born in 1845, Mr.

way

was one of the most splendid ever

man and was

transportation.

as sincere and well-deserved as

it

Ripley's life almost spans the history of rail-

Entering railway service 48 years ago, he

has had his great difficulties to overcome and his hard battles to
fight, but from then to now his progress in influence, in achievement and in reputation has been uninterrupted, so that to-day the
prestige of his name and the authority of his wishes and opinions are greater than ever before.

After a brief period of doubt-

few years ago, he is again the very expression of
Never did he have so many warm admirers
hale robustness.
and loving friends; never could he better enjoy a good book
or a good game of golf. What more could any man ask for,
much less hope for?
Our age and country are supposed to be addicted to commerThe American business man is often described as the
cialism.
The dinner to Mr. Ripley was
personification of this spirit.
attended b\- most of the leading railway men of this country
and by many of the captains of industry and commerce in other
Everybody there knew that, measured by modern standlines.
But nobody spoke or
ards, Mr. Ripley is not a rich man.
even thought of whether he is or not. He was honored as a
ful health a

business

man who

has demonstrated administrative efficiency of

the highest order united to a disinterestedness which has caused
him to think almost solely of how he could promote the interests

who entrusted him with the management of
and of the public which his railway served. In
other words, he was honored as one of the finest exemplars
American industry has produced of that spirit of trusteeship
which should dominate in the management of all large corporate
enterprises, whether railways or industrial concerns. Mr. Ripley
without his great ability would not stand where he does today.
But neither would he stand there without the exalted sense of
duty to his stockholders and bondholders and to the public, which
he has always shown. And his possession and exemplification
of the spirit of trusteeship have been as important elements in
his career as his business capacity. With less ability and a less
exalted sense of duty he might have made himself a much richer
man, as many other men with less ability and a lower sense of
duty have done. But while he would have been a richer man
he would not have been so great a man. True greatness consists
of character united to ability. Of the two elements character
is very much the more important, and it was chiefly a tribute
to character which was paid by those who gathered at the dinner
to the head of the Santa Fe.
So long as even the business men of our country think so
of the investors
their capital

much more about how
how he serves himself,

a business

man

serves others than about

cannot truly be said that we are seriously dominated by commercialism. Probably in no other busiit

for serving himself and so

much

in it
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honor a man so

little

for serving others as in the

That is the main reason why some railway
served themselves first and their stockholders and

railway business.

the public second are not in good repute

while

all

railway

men

among

their fellows,

are uniting to do honor to the "Boss of

Fe trail."
Mr. Ripley has achieved great things for those who have
entrusted to him the management of their property.
He has
done far greater things for the public which their property
serves.
How much more he and the other great railway managers have done for the public than all the politicians, the legislatures and the commissions that have combined, in the name of
the public, to impose restrictions and burdens on railway management
the Santa

!

NEW CONDITIONS
T

N

•*

IN

THE PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

another part of this issue

is

given an account of the proceed-

ings of the special meeting of the American Association of

Passenger Traffic Officers held at French Lick, Ind., on October
This was one of the most satisfactory meetings ever held
by the association, from the standpoint of the business transacted
and the clear understanding reached on many important questions
of common interest, and it is believed that the foundation was
laid for a much more efficient consideration at meetings in the
future of the matters with which the organization deals.
There has been in the past a tendency in some quarters to regard these meetings of the passenger officers as junkets, devoted
largely to speech-making and entertainment, and the fact that
the association is not a legislative body, and therefore cannot
itself enforce its conclusions, but can only recommend them to
the various territorial passenger associations for action, has
sometimes made it appear that little progress has been made by it.
But the record of the association for important achievements is a
long one, and there has been, especially in the past few years, a
marked tendency toward a more businesslike handling of the
docket at each meeting. Not only was the determination to stick
to business until the program was completed made manifest at
the French Lick meeting, but plans were adopted which seem to
lay the foundation for securing more prompt action on the recommendations of the association, by the appointment of a general
conference committee to follow the more important subjects
through the territorial associations. Moreover, the reference to
the executive committee of a proposal to curtail entertainment
and speech-making at future meetings indicated a disposition on
the part of the members to do more serious work.
As Vice-President Daly of the New York Central pointed out
in his address, there can be no question that the passenger department is assuming a new dignity in many ways, and that passenger earnings are coming to be considered as a more important
factor in both gross and net revenues. The passenger department
has often been regarded largely as a mere adjunct of the freight
26.

business,

and

much about

this,

in addition

to the difficulty of ascertaining

the cost of the service, has led to the conducting of

the passenger service on an extravagant basis and has sometimes

prevented serious consideration of some of the most important
problems connected with its work. The passenger business, as
well as the freight business in some respects, is passing through
a stage of transition from a condition brought about largely as
the result of a period of excessive competition when rates were

made by men whose main consideration was the gross revenue
and who possessed very little knowledge of the subtrahend in the
form of operating expenses.

The recent orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission providing for a separation of the operating expense between freight
and passenger service, and the decision of the Supreme Court that
each branch of the service must stand on its own legs, seem
likely to lead to

ness,

new

which may help

conditions in the passenger side of the busito secure a better return

from the passenger

service as well as give passenger officers a better opportunity of

knowing something about the expenses chargeable

to their depart-

November
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ment, and consequently more about the relation of both rates and
expenses to the net results. Many passenger officers feel that
the fact that a good passenger man usually must be a good mixer
has sometimes prevented recognition of their more solid quahties

and the more serious features of their work, and are there-

fore looking forward to the day

when

the

new

conditions will

and when the business under their supervision may be
from the position of an expense to that of a net revenue

prevail,
lifted

producer.

The

fact that regulation of rates has passed into the

hands of
about the expense ac-

another set of men who know even less
counts than the railroad men, however much they may pretend
to give consideration to the cost of service, has by no means
taken their work out of the hands of the passenger officers;
and the circumstance that they have been trained to keep in touch
with the needs and wants of the public has in many ways adapted
them for the very important work of educating the public regarding the conditions in the railroad business.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

BUSH

president of both the

15

F.

*-'•

and the Missouri

is

Pacific,

and he

is

Denver

much

&

Rio Grande

too good a railroad

man

to let the physical condition of a property in his charge
run down if there is any way of getting the money to spend
on needed maintenance. The fact appears to be, however, that
the Denver & Rio Grande simply did not have and could not

845

Total operating revenues for the Denver & Rio Grande in the
year ended June 30, 1915, amounted to $21,823,000, a
decrease as compared with the previous year of $1,770,000.
Total operating expenses amounted to $14,290,000, a decrease
fiscal

as compared with the previous year of $2,171,000. After paying fixed charges the company had a surplus of $935,000, as
against $1,056,000 in the previous year.
Cash on hand at the
beginning of the year amounted to $2,607,000, and at the end

of the year to $2,693,000. Leaving aside adjustments through
profit and loss account the disposition of the surplus is accounted for by an additional investment in road and equip-

ment of

$559,000, and the retirement of $501,000 of funded debt
and equipment trust certificates.
The Denver & Rio Grande guarantees the interest and sinking fund payments, but not the principal, of the Western Pacific's $50,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent bonds.
The Western
Pacific could not meet the interest charges on these bonds that
fell due March 1, nor was the Denver & Rio Grande able to
advance the Western Pacific the money. A receiver was appointed for the Western Pacific on March 5, and negotiations
are now going on before a committee representing Western
Pacific bondholders and the Denver & Rio Grande looking
toward some readjustment of the relations between these two

companies.

The Denver & Rio Grande
road.
At the end of

miles of

operates

an average

the year 1,791

of 2,571

miles of road

operated was standard gage, and 786 miles was narrow gage.

DENVER
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The Denver

&

money which

expenses.

been possible

to

save

sufficient

in

transportation

Ff

Rio Grande and the Western Pacific

it needed in 1915 for ample maintenance
Maintenance of way expenses per mile of road in
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, averaged $988, which was
equivalent to a reduction as compared with the previous year's
maintenance expenditures of more than 25 per cent. If it had

get the

CO

I

Jf

expenses

meet the loss in operating revenue we may well believe from Mr. Bush's previous record and the showing he is
making on the Missouri Pacific that this would have been done.
As it was, a saving of 14 per cent was made in transportation
to

expenses, with a decrease of only 7.62 per cent in the total
ton mileage carried, and 7.48 per cent in the total passenger

mileage carried.
The average train load of freight was increased from 390 tons in 1914 to 433 tons in 1915, a remarkably good showing.
Repairs to some classes of liuililiiigs were almost suspended,
as, for instance, fuel stations, on which $.58,000 was spent for
repairs in 1914, and but $4,000 in 1915, and shops and engine

It will always be an expensive property to operate, so large
a part of its mileage being in the Rocky mountains with heavy
grades and difficult operating conditions. On the other hand,
a large proportion of its traffic is coal and ore, and it re-

ceived
in

a

1914.

ton-mile

The

rate

— 1.186

cents

in

1915,

and

1.201

cents

was
which 3,307,000 tons, or 32.7 per cent, was bitumiand 3,342,000 tons, or 33.1 per cent, precious ore.
total

tonnage of

freight

carried

in

1915

10,103,000, of

nous coal,
Products of agriculture

in 1915 furnished 638,000 tons, or 6.3
per cent of the total tonnage. This was 44,000 tons more than
in the previous year.
The loss in ore tonnage amounted to
955,000 tons, or 22.2 per cent.
This reflects the depressed
first nine months of
In the last three months of the fiscal year conditions

conditions in the copper industry in the
the year.

houses, on which $94,000 was spent in 1914, and but $26,000
There was a very large saving made in track laying
in 1915.

began to improve, and since the close of the year conditions
in the copper markets have very greatly improved.
The great
natural resources of Colorado have only bcRun to be tapped
as yet.
There are vast possibilities for cattle raising, fruit
growing and agricultural development in the state, as well as the
further development of its gold, silver and copper mines.
In

and surfacing, on which $699,000 was spent in 1915, a decrease
as compared with the previous year of $255,000.
On the other
hand, $578,000 was spent for tics, a decrease of but $98,000,
and $128,000 was spent for rails, an increase of ;il.(iiil $0,000.

time probably also the Western Pacific will be the means of
securing a certain amount of through trallic which if will handle in connection with the Denver & Rio Grande, but with
the physical characteristics of the country through which it
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runs

such

as

they are, and

with

the

that

fact

the

through

St.

Louis and East

business will have to be handled in competition with the Union

cent

and therefore at rates which are low compared with
what the Denver & Rio Grande can quite properly charge for

cent;

Pacific,

local

its

traffic,

it

through business

is

The following
tion in 1915,

will probably be
very profitable.

many

years

before

figures

for opera-

1915

Average

mileage operated
Freight revenue

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

— Cr

Taxes

funds

LOUISVILLE

TF

1914

2,571

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Appropriations for sinking
and equipment
Surplus

and

$15,911,102
4,449,044
21,823,236
2,541,539
3,992,351
477,425
6,290,955
345,487
651,215
9,302
14,289,671
1,020,606
6,511,607
7,752,788
1,418,731

2,583
$17,058,445
5,077,408
23,593,641
3,406,852
4,318,512
497,431
7,311,843
401,182
585,069
60,320
16,460,569
1,009,144
6,123,564
7,386,498
1,400,375

484,090
934,640

1,055,559

road
344,816

& NASHVILLE

good business judgment, success

in

meeting competition, con-

servative financing, success in opposing or preventing unrea-

sonable regulation, and economical operation had been combined
for

all

the railroads in the United States in the

they are in the Louisville

would now be

less pressing

&

;

Nashville,

the

same degree
railroad

that

problem

and dangerous for investors, railroad

St.

Louis, 30 per cent

Mobile, 21 per cent

;

;

New

Pensacola, 16 per cent
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Orleans, 6 per
;

Selma, 25 per

Montgomery, 22 per cent; Birmingham, 25 per cent; Nashville, 11 per cent; Knoxville, 18 per cent.
There was a loss of
$8,300,000, or 13.85 per cent, in operating revenues as compared with

shows the principal
as compared with 1914:
table

expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses

the

Vol.

the previous year, the total operating revenues in

amounting

to $51,606,000, or the smallest revenue since 1909.
Operating expenses amounted to $39,432,000 and net operating
revenue to $12,174,000, the smallest since 1908. After the payment of interest charges and rentals in 1915 the company had
$4,860,000 available for dividends. It paid 5 per cent on its $72,000,000 stock, calling for $3,600,000, and had, therefore, even in
such a year of depression as 1915, a fair margin of safetj-. In
1914 there was $6,645,000 surplus available for dividends and
the company paid 7 per cent on its stock calling for $5,040,000.
Thus, in an average year the owners of the property paid the
interest on the borrowed money put into it, took a profit of 7
per cent on the face value of their own investment, and invested
in the property some additional capital in the form of surplus.
In a bad year they cut expenses, took 5 per cent instead of 7 per
cent profit, and maintained the policy of putting additional capital into the property in the form of surplus.
Total operating expenses in 1915 amounted to $39,432,000, a
decrease as compared with the previous year of $5,551,000. Transportation expenses in 1915 amoimted to $17,450,000* and in 1914

1915

The total number of
passengers carried one mile was 499,879,000 in 1915, as compared with 577,421,000 in the previous year, or a decrease of
13.43 per cent.
Passenger-train mileage amounted to 10,352,000
in 1915, a decrease of 2.79 per cent, as compared with the previto $20,638,000, a decrease of $3,188,000.

ous year.

By

far the greater part of the $3,188,000 saving in

transportation expenses

The

was made,

therefore,

in

freight

serv-

ton mileage carried amounted to 5,144,000,000 in
1915, as against 5,512,000,000 in the previous year, a decrease of
6.67 per cent. The mileage run by revenue freight trains amountice.

total

ed to 14,162,000 in 1915, as against 18,004,000 in 1914, or a de-

The average

was 347 tons
an increase of
17.16 per cent. This is a showing that the operating department
may well be congratulated on. It is remarkably good.
The Louisville & Nashville divides its expenses between freight
and passenger service. On the basis of this division the expenses
per revenue train mile in freight service were 191.89 cents, comparing with 179.47 cents in the previous year, an increase of 6.92
per cent, as compared with an increase of 17.16 per cent in tonnage per train mile. In other words, the expense per ton per
mile was reduced from 0.605 cents in 1914 to 0.553 cents in 1915,
or by 8.60 per cent. The expenses per passenger-train mile were
crease of 21.34 per cent.

trainload

in 1915, as against 297 tons in the previous year,

99.99 cents in 1915, as

compared with

101.60 cents in 1914, a de-

crease of 1.58 per cent.
It is interesting to note that the earnings per passenger-train
mile in 1915 were $1.21, and of freight, $2.50, while expenses were
100 cents in passenger service and $1.92 in freight service, leaving

a net per train mile of 21 cents in passenger service

and of 58

cents in freight service.

The

men and

Louisville

the general puljlic tlian

it

&

Nashville

is.

This

is

strikingly brought

out in a year like the one ended June 30, 1915.
The Louisville & Nashville operates 7,607 miles of road.

The

revenue from freight forwarded from the principal cities served
by the road decreased as compared with the previous year, as
follows: Cincinnati, 24 per cent; Louisville, 24 per cent; Owensboro, 17 per cent Evansville, 25 per cent Henderson, 19 per cent
;

;

The company increased its funded debt outstanding in the
hands of the public approximately $6,000,000, by the sale of
$7,500,000 Lexington & Eastern first mortgage 5 per cent bonds
and the retirement of various small amounts of bonds and equipment trust certificates. Aproximately $2,706,000 was spent for
additions and betterment to road and $2,019,000 for additions to
equipinent.
The coinpany bad on hand at the end of the year
$9,894,000 cash and $4,156,000 time drafts and deposits.
At the
beginning of the year there was $13,710,000 cash, with no time
drafts and deposits. There are no accounts and bills payable.
The Louisville & Nashville has been one of the very few railroad companies to charge depreciation on its road as well as on
equipment. The Interstate Commerce Commission rules for
accounting have permitted such a charge ever since 1907 and
its

* The 1015 figures arc in accortiancc witli the new classification and the
1914 figures are not revised, hut the totals fur general accounts, such as
transi)ortntion, are comparahlc.
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& Ohio

with

provide for such a charge, but do not require it.
Nashville had up to June 30, 1915, accrued
$10,718,000 depreciation on its road, which stands on its books
at a cost of $191,498,000, and had accrued $18,684,000 on equipment, which stands on the books at a cost of $54,522,000. This is

junction of the Elkhorn branch of the Chesapeake

very liberal depreciation. No one would question the soundness
of this kind of accounting in a private business, and if a companj' is strong enough to do so, it would seem the sound method
of procedure for a railroad corporation.
In the complaints against rates charged by the Louisville &
Nasnville brought before the Interstate Commerce Commission
the commissioners themselves would probably acknowledge that
the company was better able to defend its rates than the majority
of other railroad companies, which is a convincing argument that
the Louisville & Nashville is not charging excessive rates. Its

map which

shippers and the traveling public served by the road are, as a

and vegetables northbound over the route made by the Clinchfield and the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.
Heretofore 56 per cent of the total tonnage carried by the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton has been products of mines, and a large
proportion of this has been coal, on which the company got but
a very meagre ton mile rate. The total tonnage of all classes of
commodities carried in 1915 was 2,-149,000, and of this, 30 per
cent was manufactures as compared with 23 per cent in 1914.
The freight density (ton miles per mile of road) in 1915 was 796,-

now

specifically

The

Louisville

&

matter of fact, getting better service than would be possible if
the company was not as financially strong as it is. The $7,500,000
bonds were sold at a total discount of $394,000, so that the railroad company secured new capital on about the same basis as
the combined governments of England and France.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915, as compared with 1914:
1915

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income

— Cr

Appropriations
Dividends
Surplus

NEW

/\

company on March

1,

7,507
$42,868,078
13,082,509
59.682,778
9,323,206
12,239,795
1,334,264
20,638,428

1,247,015

44,782,708
2,600,288
12,288,155
15,176,142
7,050,139
405,275
5,040,000
1.604,864

& IRONTON

DETROIT, TOLEDO

^^

1914

7,607
$36,953,794
10,859,047
51,606,015
8,993,389
10,310,563
1,349,705
17,449,812
212,660
1,249,517
133,857
39,431,789
2,136,713
10,031,448
13,461,044
4,951,764
91,622
3,600,000
1,260,142

1914,

took over

tlie

Detroit,

Toledo & Ironton from the reorganization committee
which had bought the road under foreclosure sale. The first
annual report of the company is for the fiscal year ended Jime 30,
1915.
Under the reorganization $8,000,000 adjustment mortgage
5 per cent bonds were issued, on which interest charges up to
January 1, 1919, are conditional on earnings. A first mortgage
was placed on the property to secure an authorized issue of
$1,000,000 5 per cent bonds, of which $9.50,000 were sold to raise

money

In the fiscal year

for the rehabilitation of the properly.

30, 1915, the company fell short by $132,000 of earnoperating expenses and the interest on these first mortgage

ended June
ing

its

bonds.

A

change of policy, however, was adoiiled in l\'cenilu'i', which
thought will greatly increase net earnings. The company
cancelled all its tariffs on coal and coke tonnage which provided

it

is

fipr

analysis of the situation

was

that by ac-

cepting coal at rates which yieded from two to three mills per
ton per mile the road had to handle

November

aiul

it

greatest

The

Detroit,

I'kmii

is

.i

movemcnl

of

of

the

nl'

cillur

months of

Kenova bridge across

ol'

ruad, of

tn

Ironton.

the ()hi<i river

is

the

Norfolk S: Western. Kenova is on the main
be^apeake & Ohio, a short distance west of the

llu(

October,

particul.arly interesting one.

Toledo S: lrf>ntiin operates 441 inllrs
is main single track,
from Detroit

Ironton to the
line

would appear

that the

its

includes with

company intends

its

to

first

make

A very early project in railroad planning in this country was for a so-called three C's route
from Charleston to Chicago via Cincinnati. The difficulties of
getting over the Blue Ridge and Allegheny mountains were so
great that this early project was never carried out. The Clinchfield overcame these difficulties and such a route is now open.
It would seem as if there were possibilities of developing a traffic in manufactures and merchandise southbound and in fruit
a bid for traflic over this route.

The average trainload of freight was 477 tons in 1915
and 439 tons in 1914. The total operating revenue per mile of
road was $4,005 in 1915, comparing with $3,431 in 1914. If the
operation of the road is ever to prove profitable to its stockholders it will have to earn very much more than $4,000 a mile.
The present management, however, believes that the way to increase the earnings per mile is not to make a bid for traffic at any
price, but to refuse traffic which cannot be handled at some margin of profit and to try to develop, through ser\ice and otherwise, other classes of traflic which will yield a margin of profit.
A comparison is made in the annual report of the company for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, between the operation in the
last four months and the first eight months of that fiscal year.
In the last four months the coal and coke tariffs which were
considered unprofitable had been canceled. The revenue from
coal and coke was $77,000, or 16 per cent of the total revenue for
the four months, whereas in the eight months previous the revenue from coal and coke had been $522,000, or 41 per cent of the
Other freight revenue in the four
total revenue for that period.
months amounted to $336,000, or 69 per cent of the total revenue,
and in the eight months to $561,000, or 44 per cent of the total
revenue. During the four months operating expenses amounted

000 tons.

to $400,000,

or an operating ratio of 82 per cent, while in the
amotmted to $1,233,000, or an

eight tnonths operating expenses

Thus, in tlie four months there
was $89,000 net operating revenue, while in the eight months there
was but $47,000 net.
W hether or not the management's diagnosis of the situation is
correct cannot be definitely decided until two entire years of
operation, one imder the old system and otic under the new, can
be compared. All the indications are, from the twelve months'
operating ratio of 96 per cent.

figures which are given, that the

The following
1915.

No

table

management

shows the principal

is right.

figures for operation in

figures for 1914 are given because there are

no directly

comp.-irabic figures whicli are a\ailable:
I'll';

.Milc;iKf nperiiti'd
I'.i.il and colvC rcvciliu-

.

litlur frciKliI reviiine

so exiiensive as to prechnlc

3(4 miles

wliiili

main

The experiment

trafiic.

& Ohio

the Detroit, Toledo
it

at

was nnremuner.i-

.September,

in

possibility of a reasonable operating ratio in the

heaviest

line

when the
made operation

)eceniber,

1

freight occurred,
tlie

tralVic tliat

and througli congesting the road

tivc,

The Elkhorn branch

line.

annual report

liauliug this I'nighl at less than three mills per Ion per mile.

The new management's

main

southern extremity
connects with the newly built extension of the Carolina, Clinchfield Sr Ohio.
There is a route, therefore, from the Great Lakes
From the
to Charleston, S. C, on the southeastern seaboard.
the

.

.

Mainlcu.ince nf w.iy nml structures
Maintenance of ciiuipntcnl
'I'raHic cxpcuHOs
't'raiiwporlatiiin expenses
(icncral expenses
Tiitat iii)cratini{ expenses,...
(

)|tcr(ittnfi

(Jf't!*!*

Dcricit

income ....

incoinr

••••

1,767,580

.

I'assenticr revenue
ni)eratin|{ revenues

'I'ntal

Taxr.

•»•

441
$5"'>.Jlh
8')",(U0
161, .186

.

2.11,8.^0

*.

275,478
45,407
•

1,009,288
61,442
l|63l,443
58.200
"/.lOfi

IJ.1,S87
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not lessened, and the same amount of coat
Operating conditions may be such that the
old locomotive was powerful enough. In that case a large saving
In other cases the trains will be loaded
in fuel will be shown.
heavier and faster time made. In this case the saving will be
heating surface
is

Letters to the Editor

Vol.

fired

is

per hour.

A case
congested that the

partly in fuel and partly in other operating expenses.

SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVES AND GRADE REVISION
Chicago,

To THE Editor

the

of

R.\il\V-\y

111.

Age Gazette:

1915,

10,

page 469.

I

am

afraid that

has not applied his practical knowledge to
The first thing I notice is the diagram on
the case in point.
page 637. In this diagram the ordinates are spaced for "Tractive
effort—pounds." The A. R. E. A. curves are taken from the
tables on pages 469 and 470 of my article above referred to.
the practical

These two

man

tables

show

subtractions have been

drawbar being at
not tractive power at all, as

the draivbar-pull, the

This

the rear of the tender.

made

is

for the different kinds of friction

usually found in the practical operation of a locomotive.
Another important feature of these figures seems to have been

These curves are only applicable to the locomotive
under the condition of firing given. For the information of
those interested in methods of calculation it may be stated that
they are based on actual tests, the figures for the saturated steam
locomotive being based on the tests made at the St. Louis World's
Fair and those for the superheater being based on tests made
overlooked.

at

the Pennsylvania

Railroad's testing plant at Altoona.

The

made is that a pound of coal
number of pounds of water when the

only assumption that has been
will evaporate a certain

grate areas and heating surfaces have a given ratio, this factor
being ascertained by the tests cited. It has been found in the

Altoona tests that a pound of coal will generate about the same
weight of saturated and superheated (200 deg.) steam. How-

volume are different. The basis
same amount of 11,000 b. t. u.

ever, the weights for a given
I

have usd

is

coal consumption, the

coal being used per hour

on each locomotive.*

saturated steam locomotive will have to shorten its cutoff at 5 m. p. h., but the superheated steam will fill the cylinders
at 8 m. p. h. At 5 m. p. h. for the saturated steam and 8 m. p. h.

The

for the superheated steam, the

two should have the same drawbar-

Each curve then follows laws of its own the superheated
steam being more nearly a perfect gas, the drawbar-pull does
not decrease as rapidly. As to the difference between the two

pull.

;

do not know where "M. E." gets his figures. He
The difference
3,966 lbs. tractive power.
shown by Tables I and II in my article is 966 lbs. drawbar-pull.
I am unable to say where the 3,000 lb. came from and must
plead not guilty; 966 lb. drawbar-pull is a very small difference,
and I very much doubt if any of our eagle-eyed practical men
would be able to find it in actual operation. Apparently it is
due to the superior "fluidity" of the superheated steam. In the
calculation given the difference between the hauling capacity of
the two locomotives on a 0.5 per cent grade at 5 m. p. h. is
at 5

m.

p. h., I

finds a difference of

only 62 gross tons.

have made an entirely different
assumption, that is, that they both use the same amount of
coal per hour, this amount being about the capacity of a good
fireman. There will be a saving per gross ton mile but not per
hour. The boiler horsepower of a saturated steam locomotive
can be increased say 30 per cent, by adding a superheater, if the
saturated steam locomotive.

about

14,000.

L.

I

C, shown by "M.
The B. t.

per hour.

E.,'* seems to have been
u. apparently is taken ai

may

be

so

extra power will be used entirely for speed and there will be
in

However, there

fuel.

will be a saving elsewhere,

probably in overtime.

"M. E." uses the following language
"At this speed the
A. R. E. A. curve for tractive effort for a saturated steam locomotive shows 5,762 lb. From a practical point of view such
:

I agree with
used the term "tractive

figures will not substantiate service requirement."

him

but in no place have

exactly,

I

The drawbar-pull is 5,672 lb. In the eastern territory
with 15,000 B. t. u. coal this would be about 7,700 lb. In the
first case 5,672 -=- 5.4
1,051 tons behind tender would be the
tonnage, and in the second case 7,700 -=- 5.4
1,425 tons behind
effort."

=

=

tender would be the tonnage at 35 m.
level

p. h.

maintained speed on a

grade and not the 323 tons given by "M. E."

This

around

us

gets

to

the

point

of

train

resistance

"M. E."

gross ton for different average weights of car.

per

states

few support the theory that train resistance does not
I have seen votes taken where
p. h.
it was unanimously decided that it did not increase
also the
reverse.
As a matter of fact, this depends largely upon the
that very

increase between 4 and 30 m.

—

'Kind of track.

With

a higher speed

is

100

lb.

rail

the increase will not start until

rail and track
I have
seen dynamometer records that ran as low as 4 lb.
ethers as
high as 8 lb. In this problem I took the highest grade track.
If "M. E." will plot a large number of points showing this
data taken from dynamometer charts, he will have them spread

reached than for light

;

over an area so large that

it

would not seem worth while to
it can be done mathematically.
get comparable figure? is to get

put a curve through thein, although

The

do to
"M. E." also inquires, "Also in the case of
time freight trains, do such theoretical calculations bear out
practical service runs?"
Page 469 of my article limited the calculations to slow freight.
"Such theoretical calculations" may
be made for time freight and may be expected to give correct
results if the theorj' is understood and applied correctly.
principal thing to

similar conditions.

I wish to disclaim any intention of asserting
any such thing as general economics in cases of
this kind.
Engine districts vary widely, and figures made for
one have no relation to figures made for another. The same
method may be used, however, and this is the question of greatest importance.
Calculations of the sort which I have gone into
only expect to get at a yearly average. Daily runs and similar
special cases may be above or below the figures given.
Some
seem to object to "theoretical" computations in matters of this
sort.
There can be no other when one line has not been built.
When a railroad finds that it cannot do business economically
over an engine district it is going to do something about it
if it has the money.
That any calculations made are not infallible is well known, but it has always seemed to me that

In conclusion,

that there is

the correct point for a start in such matters

The whole

The A. L. C. curve plotted with these curves is misleading
without an explanation. These two curves show the drawbarpull of a saturated and superheated steam locomotive of the
same drawbar horsepower up to 20 m. p. h. This simply means
that less coal is fired per hour for the superheater than for the

" The curve marked A.
made for 5,500 lb. of coal

conceivable in which a line

no saving

In your issue of October 8, 1915, page 637, I note a letter by
M. E., in which he expresses some doubts as to the ability of a
practical man to assimilate some of the statements made in
my article on "Superheater Locomotives and Grade Revision" in

your issue of September

is

district

is

the locomotive.

must be considered and not one or two

grades.

Paul M.

LaBach.

The

Progress of the Australian Transcontinental Raila recent debate in the Victoria parliament on the
Kalgoorlie to Port Augustus Railway Loan Bill, the minister
for home affairs remarked that he had been informed that the
railway would be opened for traffic by the end of next year. Up
to July 17 between 700 and 800 miles of track had been laid out
of the total length of 1,053 miles. Rails weighing 80 lb. per yard
were being used, and the scheme allowed for a speed of 30 miles

way.

— In

per hour, the curves and general characteristics of the railway

permitting this speed.

Dinner to E. P. Ripley on Seventieth Birthday
Three Hundred Railroad Men and Other Associates Honor
Santa Fe President After Twenty Years in Its Service

One

of the most remarkable tributes ever paid to a
and competitors was the dinner to

his friends, associates

man by
Edward

Payson Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
on the occasion of his seventieth birthday, which also marked
for him the completion of 20 years as the head of the Santa Fe
system.

The dinner was given by

the officers and the directors of the

Blackstone hotel, Chicago, on October 30, and was
attended by over 300 personal friends, railroad men and other business associates of Mr. Ripley, including 200 Santa Fe men from all
parts of the system, some of whom had been connected with the

company,

at the

road throughout

history,

its

and nearly

all

of the most prominent

service of the Burlington.
He began as a clerk in the general
eastern agent's oflice at Boston, later becoming general eastern
agent. Then he became general freight agent, then traffic man-

and then the all-around quahties of his railroad capacity
received a very striking recognition, for although all his training
had been in the traffic department, he was transferred to the
ager,

operating department and made general manager.
In 1890 he
left the Burlington and went to the St. Paul as third vice-president, in charge of traffic,

and stayed there until January 1, 1896.
the presidency of the Santa Fe. At that time he had
lived in Chicago for 18 years and he had been in the railroad

Then began

He knew

business 28 years.

railway officers of the United

and he knew the West.
"I want you now to hear
what the Santa Fe's experi-

States.

The banquet

hall

was deco-

rated with flowers, foliage and
fruits representing the products of the

ence was before

through
Fe system

the

Santa

runs.

An

entire

refrigerator

was required
them to Chicago.

to transport

car

One

fied

you that
Charles

of the

in

and the

words, "Santa Fe," which vanished and were replaced by

delivered

tion at the dinner.

president

invoca-

the

The

speak-

Charles S. Gleed,
of the Missouri &

cial

Lathrop,
the

general

problems confronting the
property when Mr. Ripley took
charge of it and on the policies
the

which Mr. Ripley put into effect,

peka

&

the

first

RE-

SANTA FE

so-

Santa Fe, and

It

is

difficult at this

time to

realize the hopeless depression

D.

Hines,

general

in

Santa Fe, presided as
In

introducing

business and

the

despondwhich

riicy in financial circles

prevailed at the time of the re-

E. P. Ripley

speaker, he referred to the electric light emblem, saying:

"When we speak of Mr. Ripley, we think of the Santa Fe,
and when we speak of the Santa Fc, we think of Mr. Ripley.
The two names seem almost inlcrchaiigoablo. The idciility is
so complete that we are almost disposed to assume that Mr.
Ripley was born president of the .Santa Fo, but such is not the
case.

"Mr. Ripley was born and educated in Dorchester, Massachuand then he worked four years in a wholesale dry goods
house in Boston. At the age of 23, In- began his railroad service,
and for two years he was contracting a^;ciit for the fast freight
line of the Pennsylvania System. Tlicii lie sixiit 20 years in the
setts,

MORAWETZ ON THE

0RG.\NIEATI0N OF THE

counsel of the Atchison, Totoaslmaster.

saying in part

VICTOR

Mr. Ripley.

Walker

management of the comMr. Morawetz spoke on

pany.

;

of

the

intimate associate in the finan-

Telephone Company
Victor Morawetz, formerly
general counsel and chairman
of the executive committee of
the Santa Fe; George B. Harris, chairman of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy; Frank
Trumbull, chairman of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and
the Chesapeake & Ohio Garlicitor

on

spoke

"The Old Santa Fe
New," comparing the

Hines then introduced
Morawetz, stating he
was the most active man in
the reorganization of the Santa
Fe, and that during the formative period of the new Santa
Fe he was Mr. Ripley's most

Kansas

diner

Gleed, of Topeka,

Victor

Reverend Bernard Kelly, of
Topeka, an old friend of Mr.

were:

tell

fellow-director

Mr.

"Ripley."

ers

quali-

present situation of the road
with the conditions that existed before the receivership.

the mission cross, bearing the

Ripley,

my

Gleed

subject,

lights,

electric

is

best

country to

in the

S.

Kan."
Mr.

most striking features of the
decorations was a large Santa

Fe emblem

man

came with

it

The

Mr. Ripiey.

13 states

which

the traffic end and the operating end,

system in liV)S.
Baring Brothers
to

of the Santa Fe
was only through the assistance of Messrs.
& Company, of London, that it became possible

organization

form a

It

payment.
wonder, therefore, that the reorganization comTuitlee failed to foresee the great future of the Santa Fe
system and to make adequate provision for its future capital
requirements. For a number of years after the reorganization
the work of reconstruction was seriously handicapped, because
the only securities the company Could sell were its general mortgage bonds, and the amount of these that could be issued was
It

is

syiulicato to underwrite the

small

wluilly insufticicnt.
It was only after the conunenccmcnt of the
period of unparalleled and nation-wide business prosperity about

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

850
IS years ago that the

lished to enable

it

company's credit became

new

needed by the sale
secured by newly constructed

capital that

lines.

All the railroad reorganizations planned at the time of the
Santa Fe reorganization, and nearly all the reorganizations ever
planned in the United States, have been faulty because they
failed to make adequate provision for future capital requirements. Rarely if ever have railroad reorganizers realized the
abounding vitality and the unceasing growth of the country and
rarely have they appreciated sufficiently that in the United States
a railway system must develop and grow with the country which
it serves
that it must ever expand its capacity and improve its

—

service.

Undoubtedly there

temporary periods of depression
fall off and railroad companies will find it impracticable to raise the new capital which
they need. But, even during these periods of depression, population increases, the development of the country proceeds and
wealth accumulates, and we know from experience that after
each period of depression the prosperity of the country and the
demand for additional railway facilities grow by leaps and
bounds.
Every railroad system, therefore, must be prepared,
from time to time, to raise large amounts of new capital to enable it to furnish the additional facilities which the development
of the country demands. It is, however, obvious as obvious as
a church by daylight that in the long run neither the Santa Fe
company, nor any other railway company in the United States,
will recur

during which railroad earnings will

—

—

will be able to raise the necessary

new

capital, unless investors

assured that railroad companies will be permitted by the governmental authorities to charge for their services enough to enable'them to pay the increasing costs of labor
and of materials, and also to pay a satisfactory return to the
in securities

feel

holders of their bonds and stocks.

Mr. Ripley has

built

up and

perfected a railway system that serves the country well
but
whether his work shall endure and in future years the Santa Fe

The

When

Mr. Ripley took charge of the Santa Fe system his
was to improve the physical condition of the road and
equipment as fast as the means at his disposal permitted. The
Santa Fe soon became one of the leaders in the introduction of
the latest improvements of equipment and machinery and generally in scientific railway management.
The results were due not only to Mr. Ripley's exceptional
ability and sound judgment as a railway manager, but also to
his rigid enforcement of those elementary principles which are
essential to enduring success in the management of any business.
By rule and by example he enforced the principle that no officer
should have any interest that might be antagonistic to the interests of the company and that all should co-operate with singleness of purpose to secure the ultimate welfare of the company,
without regard to any outside interest or influence. It was his
view also that the finances of a great railway system should be
managed with the utmost conservatism and regard for the
first

task

safety of

its

security holders.

Mr. Ripley has done more than

to build up a strong and prosperous railway system. He has helped to develop and enrich a
large section of the country and, by his influence and his example,
he has helped to extend sound and business-like methods of railway management throughout the United States.

Mr. Hines then introduced George B. Harris, who had been
long associated with Mr. Ripley when both were on the Burlington and who was president of the BurlinRton during much
of the time that Mr. Ripley has been president of the Santa
Fe.
Mr. Harris spoke on Mr. Ripley's relations with the
presidents of other railroads, praising his fairness in his relations to his competitors.

Frank Trumbull was asked to speak particularly with reference to the public aspects of railroad problems and Mr. Ripley's
relation thereto. After paying a tribute to Mr. Ripley, he said:

No. 19

railroads of the United States as a whole are regulated

—

by forty-nine interlocking directors forty-eight states and the
federal government.
Freight cars go everywhere, shippers determine the routing of their freight; the Interstate Commerce
Commission can determine divisions of through rates, and if the
railroads of Texas, for example, be crippled, there is impairment and waste not only in Texas, but in every state.
Omitting figures, but stating facts, what is the situation of
the railroads of the country, considered as a whole?
Their
net operating income for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,
was not as great as in 1910, 1911 or 1912, and the loss in comparison with 1913 was even greater. There are now abundant
crops and various signs of returning prosperity, but who shall
say whether this is permanent or only hectic?
In the last four years probably not less than fifteen hundred
million dollars have been dedicated by private investors to the
public service in the

form of additional railroad property,

but,

the net operating income of the railroads has been diminished.
Is

any wonder that the investor

it

may

feels that he

continually

be in a dentist's chair, and that there is practically no appetite
for fresh railroad development, particularly at a time when investors can get high rates of interest and big profits otherwise?

hundred million dollars have been required during years

If fifteen

of restricted business,

why

not that

that are immediately ahead of us

much

—years

or more

in the

years

of possibly greatly in-

creased traffic? Where is the reserve preparation for it? May
not the shippers, while saving in rates, have risked their profits?
I do not argue the question of government ownership.
Government has owned the wagon roads of this country for three

hundred years and they are sufficient answer. It would be
interesting, would it not, to have a governmental valuation of
the

wagon roads showing,

as in the case of the railroads, the

original cost to date, the cost of reproduction, etc.

Many

;

system shall continue to serve the needs of the country will depend on the policy which the people may adopt and enforce
through their railroad commissions.

59,
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sufficiently estab-

was
of debentures, convertible bonds and bonds

thereafter to raise the

Vol.

sincere

and honest

railroads accept the
is

same

citizens

ask

why

should not the

This
Govern-

vicissitudes as general business.

a proper question to ask and a proper one to answer.

ment puts limitations upon the prices which railroads may charge
and requires them to remain in business every day in the year
whether or no. These are the two important features which
differentiate the railway business from other business of the
France has long since recognized this by guaranteeing
owners minimum regional dividends. Great Britain

country.

to railroad

has recently recognized

agement of

its

it

in temporarily taking over the

railways, by guaranteeing to their

man-

owners returns

equal to those prior to the war. Is not security of investment
as desirable for the peaceful development of a people as for

war?

Under present

conditions, investors take

all

the risk of

the ordinary fluctuations of business and the risk of contradic-

tory and

means
I

confusing regulation besides.
unadulterated speculation.

And

that,

of course,

pure,

make no protest against
Wise regulation is

authority.

lation is to be successful

it

regulation of railroads by public
in

the public interest, but

must be responsible

;

it

if

regu-

must be con-

must provide some sort of assurance to future investors
which they will receive. If the treatment is
niggardly, even in a few states, railroad investment will be restricted.
If the treatment is liberal, railroad investment and enterprise will be stimulated.
The fundamental weakness of the
present situation is that by reason of the inconsistency, the complexity, and often the contradictions, involved in the present
system of regulation, the railroad officer cannot make any promsistent;

it

as to treatment

treatment which investors in his property will reThat is a difficult position in which to put any conscientious man, seeking additional capital. Again, no matter how well
or satisfactorily the Interstate Commerce Commission may do its
ises as to the

ceive.

work, the entire fabric can be disarranged through counteracting
influences of state commissions and legislative bodies.
In introducing Gardiner Lathrop, Mr. Hines said
"The railroads have become a national institution and it is
of vital importance to the public that the whole scheme of
government regulation should be studied and overhauled.

November

When

5,
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the time comes to do this

I

believe the public will realize

the importane of giving careful consideration to the views of
It is inconceivable that the advice of men
like Air. Ripley.
with such qualifications will be rejected in any public study of

men

railroad matters.

It

may

be said that the advice of railroad

men

impaired by their self-interest, but I deny that any class in
our country has a more direct or a more comprehensive interest
in the successful rendition of public transportation service than
So I believe that one of the
the railroad men themselves.
greatest functions of Mr. Ripley's career is still before him, and
that is to aid in the improvement of governmental regulation.
is

"But now we come to the relationship which, though last
is first and fundamental.
It is where
all of Mr. Ripley's great qualities appear the greatest and all
his lovable qualities appear the most lovable, and that is his re-

in our arrangement here,

lationship with his officers

An

abstract of

and

his

It

is

To

my

Mr. Ripley's relations

employees, including officers in that good generic term.

his officers he has always given the fullest measure of con-

power of initiative and the greatest independence of action, at the same time holding them to the strictest accountability for the proper performance of their duties,
and subjecting them to just but kindly criticism whenever the
occasion demands it.
Conferences upon matters of importance are invited and counsel freely furnished from the storehouse of a mind which, after years of study and experience, has
become master of every department of railway service.
His dominant characteristics in dealing with his employees
are justice and fairness, and like all big men he is plain in manner,
easy of approach and always accessible, ready to hear and to
heed what any employee, no matter what his position, may have
Every man is assured of fair treatment, and, if deservto say.
fidence,

the largest

he receives promotion in the line of service. Not long ago
the chief executive of another system wrote Mr. Ripley to sugMr. Ripley replied that he
gest a man for vice-president.
found his vice-presidents among his own employees and that
his correspondent should do the same, thus rewarding good
service and furnishing an incentive to all employees to do their
work faithfully, in the knowledge that when their time comes
ing,

they will be recognized.

has been his policy, not only to guard the lives and limbs
of the men under him by the promulgation of all necessary
rules and the adoption of all safety devices of value, and the
creation of a separate department to have this matter of safety

but also to foster a comprehensive hospital

system, the support and
in

by both employees and
In addition to

this,

management of which are

participated

officers.

the

company

several years

ago,

at

his

instance, established a pension system, being a pioneer in pro-

viding

for

grown grey

minimum, whereby

faithful

employees,

a

liberal

in

the service, are enabled to retire at 65 upon a

percentage of their wages, and to support their famand themselves in reasonable comfort.
But to my mind, the crowning act of his administration, in
his relations with his men, was the establishment, at his suggestion and upon his initiative, of the system of reading rooms
and club houses, not for the protection of life and limb, but
for the mental, moral and social betterment of the men and of
their wives and children as well.
At these reading rooms and club houses, uhicli now represent
a large investment, arc provided by the railway system newspapers, periodicals and good books, baths and beds at a nominal
price, and at Needles, on the desert, where the thermometer is
always high, a capacious plunge, rational amusements and, from
Here, not only the men,
time to time, lectures and concerts.
but their wives and children, have a place to go and read and
get diversion, and become acquainted with each other. As a result, the saloon has been largely eliminated from the life of flic
men, their standards of living have been raised, and their intercertain
ilies

more

rendered

fellow-employees

friendly.

this substantial manifestation of in-

all,

made the Santa Fe men one great
Mr. Ripley as the acknowledged head, and with the
common object of good service to be striven for by all. As a
result, a genuine sentimental attachment for the road has been
developed with a loyalty and devotion to the company's interests unsurpassed, and the corporation, no longer soulless, has
become instinct with a vitality whose spark was originally struck
by our president, and whose development has been zealously
fostered by him.
If let aloi,ie,^the Santa Fe employees are reluctant to strike.
terest in their welfare has

family, with

When

trouble threatened once,

some time ago, the superintendent
some men talking. One said,

of the reading rooms overheard

"As long

man

as that

Ripley's heart

there will be no trouble."

at the

is

This

tells,

in

head of the Santa

awkward

phrase,

He has a head capable of
ecutive of a great railway system.
conceiving big things, with rare administrative power and an indomitable will to carry them into execution. But beneath the
rugged exterior of
the milk of

this

manly man beats a big

—safeguarding the

human kindness

his employees, caring for

them when

ing to the higher and better

and providing for
retirement.

life

sick

of

full

and limbs of

and injured, minister-

of themselves and their families,

their reasonable support

What wonder

heart,

lives

that

the

men

when

old age compels

admire,

and

revere

love their chief

MR. RIPLEV'S ADDRESS

As the 70 candles on the birthday cake burned low, Mr. Ripley
addressed the gathering as follows
Such things as have been said of and to me tonight are
usually reserved for men's tombstones perhaps on the theory
that a disembodied spirit may read them without emotion
but
being still in the flesh and human, they are to me pleasantly over-

—

;

Our friend Sancho
if not entirely deserved.
Panza remarked wisely chat, "We are all as God made us, and
some of us a great deal worse" and perhaps the most that any

powering, even

—

of us can claim

is

that he has not dissipated the natural gifts

with which he started in

life

and has made good use of

natural talents, or, in Sancho Panza's language, has not

his

made

himself "worse."

And

before proceeding

who

I

desire here to pay tribute of praise

mine 44 years ago and has since
provided the comforts and the rest of a quiet home, who has
twice accompanied me through the valley of the shadow of
death, who has watched over me mentally, morally and physically, and who is mainly responsible for such success as has
been mine in conserving mind and body. I ask you, friends, to
join me in drinking the health of my wife.
And, secondly, such success as has been mine has been due
to those who have worked with me and than whom no more
able and efficient men are in existence.
No one man is of any
possible consequence
no one man can accomplish anything in
a large way without loyal and enthusiastic support. This support
I have now and I have always had in unstinted measure
the
"esprit de corps" of the Santa Fe has become known and is
commented on by everybody everywhere, and I desire here publicly to declare my appreciation of it and to thank not only those
present but the great body of employees.
Thanks should be extended to our directors for the cordial
support that has always been ours and the liberal backing they
have supplied for all schemes looking toward the welfare of
employees. Of the original l^ directors but six are still living,
but I desire to state that in not any of the 25 or 30 who have
at various times served on the board has there ever been any
sign of self-seeking or effort to secure personal advantage. Each
man has been "Santa Fc all the way" and his vote cast in what
he considered the best interests of the company without reference to his own.
We make no idle boast when we talk of our solidarity and onr
"team work." We may conlidcntly claim that there is as little
to her

It

in special charge,

their

perhaps, the real secret of Mr. Ripley's success as the chief ex-

Mr. Lathrop's address follows

privilege tonight to speak of

with

But above and beyond

Fe,

employees."

GARDINER LATHROP ON RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYEES

to his

course

851

joined her

life to

;

—

—

friclidU in

onr machinery as

in

any inslilulion of

its

magiiitnde
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This condition begins with the directors all busy
men, with large outside interests, but all devoting their time and
energies to the Santa Fe alone when in the board room and it
extends through all ranks and is ever noticeably present.
Nor is this loyalty and enthusiasm the result of laxness in
discipline or lack of efficient supervision.
Not only do the employees regard the company with a loyalty bordering on affection,
but they perform their duties cheerfully and well. Not a day
passes that travelers and others do not go out of their way to
comment on the workmanlike and thorough manner in which
in the world.

;

things are done.

I

were "raised"

feels for his birthplace

—the

—

boy it is a part of
no matter how far

old

his earliest

or

left

high positions with other
roads, and we are still fond of pointing to them as "Santa Fe
exhibits ;" their successors were once their pupils.
hope
these, our graduates, will not lose their affection for Alma
Mater.
reasons,

to

fill

We

Where

all

parts have been so well played

it

would be invidious

names, but I feel that I should call to
this time the remarkable service performed by

to single out individual

your attention at
Victor Morawetz.

very

in

one,

men

cherish for the

like that which one
which he played as a
and happiest recollections, and
is

home

for business

His was the brain that conceived the plan
of reorganization and his the mind that directed the policies
of the company for many years.
To him, more than to any

think the affection that

railroad on which they

Mudge, Biddle, Nixon, Gorman, Morawetz, Morse,

drick,

us
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afield he may stray, or how high be his
he looks fondly back to the days of small things and to
his old associations.
But while we congratulate ourselves on
what we have done, let us take heed lest we become conceited.
We read that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. Let us
also remember that the higher one climbs the farther and harder
will be his fall if he falls, and that we have established a reputation which requires continued effort for its maintenance.
Primarily, the corporation is organized for the benefit of the
stockholders, but in safeguarding their interests those of the
public must also be cared for. And in the interest of both stockholders and public it is important that the moral and physical
welfare of the employee be also looked after. This three-fold
duty to the public, the employees and the owners is sometimes
perplexing, but I think we can claim with confidence that cases
of doubt have generally resulted in a solution beneficial both to
public and employee, and the stockholder represented by your
directors and officers has been wilUng to subordinate his interest
rise,

—

—

to the other two.

We

have aimed at something more than a mere money-getting
We have sought to spread education and even culThe Santa Fe
ture where little of either previously existed.
has been an educational institution in many ways. It contributes
the services of its engineers to counties and municipalities desiring expert advice. It graduates from its apprentice schools yearit maintains agricully something like 155 first-class mechanics
tural experts for the benefit of the farmer it has set an example
in architecture and has made life more attractive all over the
southwest. Organized for profit and as a business venture, it
has, I believe, fully lived up to its duties to the public as well as
to its owners.
This is not the work of one man it is that of everybody and
I account for it on the supposition that we all realize that the
company is fair and just, that it has the welfare of its employees
constantly in mind, and that it aims to reward merit. Long may
the Santa Fe continue to keep the high position among the railroads of this country that it now occupies.
Nearly 20 years ago we began together what then appeared a
somewhat doubtful struggle. We had 6,486 miles of road and
not a mile of what to-day we would call good track. We had
very little ballast, insufficient terminals, inferior power and mechanical appliances and our credit was not of the best.
We
earned in the first full fiscal year $30,000,000. In the last fiscal
year we operated nearly 12,000 miles, most of which could be
classified as first-class track
about 1,000 miles of second track
and our power, equipment and terminals are second to none in
In
the country; and last year we earned $117,000,000 gross.
short, our mileage has increased 72 per cent, our capitalization
61 per cent aiid our earnings 284 per cent in the 20-year period.
Those of us who have been doing this work know that it has
been accomplished in the face of many obstacles, and that it has
not always been easy, but we also know that it has been an absorbingly interesting work, and that its success has been due to
able support from above as well as from below.
Let us not on this occasion forget to acknowledge our debt
to those who traveled with us over a portion of this long road,
but who for various reasons left us some of these like Walker,
Higginson, Morton, Dun, Nicholson and Hurley, were taken
from us' to our great sorrow by death others, like Kcmia, Kcninstitution.

;

due the freedom from entangling alliances and the
independence it is our fortune to enjoy.
His high
standards and his ability have helped more than any other
is

financial

cause to put the company
has a worthy successor

in

in

its

He

present enviable position.

Mr, Mines, but

his

advent was after the

main struggle and when the battle was more nearly won.
For myself, what can I say in appreciation of this occasion
and of the feeling from which it grew. When the heart is
fullest the speech is most halting.
Association with you has
been the greatest pleasure of
say

that

all

This

is

in

is

the

my

sunset

my

I

life.

cannot trust myself to

You have all been too good to me.
The shadows will soon begin to

heart.

glow.

lengthen and the road grow more dim. But if I have lived to
win the approbation of my contemporaries and to be of benefit
to those with whom I have been associated, I can look with

complacency on the signs of the closing day and go to

my

rest

content.

CONGRATULATIONS BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mr. Ripley's tribute to

wife caused the most affecting
Mrs. Ripley sat in the balcony
and when Mr. Ripely proposed the toast, those present rose
and with tears in the eyes of many, responded with cheer after
cheer.
Mr. Ripley received hundreds of telegrams of congratulations during the day, including many from men in the
ranks.
Each guest had written a personal tribute and these
were all bound together and presented at the dinner. The
Santa Fe board of directors met at Chicago during the day
and adopted the following resolution
his

scene of the entire evening.

;

—

—

—

—

;

"Resolved, That the board, on the occasion of its meeting
Chicago on the seventieth birthday of Mr. Ripley, tenders him

in
its

hearty congratulations, expresses its continually increasing appreciation of the great value of his services to the company and
to the country,

and declares

its

earnest wish for the continuance

of his vigorous health and strength through

many

additional

years."

The

of guests at the head table

list

Theodore N.

Vail,

president,

is

as

follows

American Telephone

&

Tele-

graph Company; A. C. Bartlett, Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett &
Co.; William A. Fuller, J. J. Mitchell, president, Illinois Trust
& Savings Bank; J. C. Stubbs, former traffic director, Harriman Lines Rev. Bernard Kelly, of Topeka, Kan. J. M. Dickin;

;

Rock Island & Pacific; Frank Trumbull,
chairman, Missouri, Kansas & Texas and Chesapeake & Ohio; L.
son, receiver, Chicago,

Norfolk & Western; A. J. Earling, presiMilwaukee & St. Paul George B. Harris, chairman, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Marvin Hughitt, chairman, Chicago & North Western
Walker D. Hines, general
counsel, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; Edward P. Ripley,
president, Atchison, Topeka &• Santa Fe; Victor Morawetz,
formerly general counsel and chairman executive committee,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Edward E. Aver, Aver & Lord
Tie Company; Milton II. Smith, president, Louisville & Nashville; George M. Reynolds, president, Continental & Commercial National Bank
Gardiner Lathrop, general solicitor, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; John S. Ruiuicis, president, Pullman
Company; C. S. Glced, chairman, Missouri & Kansas Telephone
Company; David B. Jones, chairman, National Zinc Company;
John F. Harris, Harris, Winthrop & Co.; Frederic .-X. Delano,
Federal Reserve Board J. J. Glcssncr, vice-president, International Harvester Company.
E. Johnson, president,

dent, Chicago,

;

;

;

;

;

;

American Association

of

Passenger Traffic Officers

Committee Reports Included Those on Telegraph Cipher
Code, Printing Folders and Charges for Checking Baggage

A

meeting of the American Association of Passenger
was held at the French Liclc Springs hotel, French
Lick, Ind., on October 26. President Alexander Hilton, passenger traffic manager of the St. Louis & San Francisco, presided,
and there were about 100 members of the association in attendance. President Hilton in his opening remarks called attenspecial

Traffic Officers

tion to the fact that while the association

is

not a legislative

its recommendations into effect, it has
an important function in originating and discussing subjects to
be referred to the various territorial associations.
L. W. Landman, general passenger agent of the Michigan
Central, presented a report from the executive committee on a
universal telegraph cipher code for handling interline passenger
traffic business, for the purpose of not only reducing the expenses of telegraphing for sleeping car reservations and similar
matters, but also saving time in ciphering and deciphering and
Mr. Landman
greatly improving the efficiency of the service.
gave an outline of a complete cipher code, invented by J. Edwin Dempsey, of Chicago, a code expert, formerly connected
with the traffic department of the Chicago & North Western,
who has compiled cipher codes for several large railroads, and
is now at work on one for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and who has been engaged by the executive committee to devise
a code for universal use. The method employed in ciphering

body, and thus cannot put

is

many ways a departure from the styles in
The plan includes the code book, which need be

unique, being in

general use.

placed only in the hands of such officers as desired, the agents
requiring only single sheets containing parts of the code used
in their regular routine,
in

and by

its

a telegram ordering reservations,

use the
etc.,

number of words

may be

very greatly

reduced, as single words are used to cover a vast amount of
information. The plan was declared to be very simple and easy

of manipulation. Illustrations were presented of the translation
of ordinary messages into the code, showing in some cases a
reduction from 42 words into 3 or 4. The executive committee

was very strongly

in favor of the plan, believing that

it

pre-

sented possibilities for very large savings in expenses, and proposed to submit copies of the code to the passenger traffic officer

of each railroad with a request for a statement as to whether
they could adopt the plan. It was explained that the plan would
only reach its maximum of efficiency if adopted by all lines. The
salient point of the

Dempsey

cipher code

is

that

it

successfully

harnesses all detail in such manner as to make necessary the
use of only one or two code words in any given message

and at the same time it makes such a phenomenal reduction in
words, that the saving in tolls on messages sent over commercial wires is very great, while the railroad wires are relieved
of a great amount of their burden. The committee was authorized to incur the expense necessary to submit a complete report,
with samples of the code, and an estimate of tiie expense to each
railroad.

C. A. Cairns, general passenger agent of the Chicago & North
Western, presented a report as chairman of the standing committee on association ticket paper, stating that a patent had been
granted on the association's form of multi-route ticket and outlining a plan for a blanket bond to be issued by a surety company

for

all

printers licensed to use association paper.

was adopted and
effect,

The

report

the secretary authorized to put the plan into

with a resolution urging

all

lines not already

doing so to

make use of the association paper and standard colors for tickets.
The Committee on Official Digest of Fares and Divisions, O. P.
manager, Baltimore & Ohio, chairman,
presented a report from Agent E. L. Bevington that the digest
of fares, a comprehensive collection of the tariffs, arbitraries
and passenger divisions of all lines, which has been found to be

McCarty, passenger

traffic

of very great assistance to the general officers in passenger ac-

counting matters, is now practically up to date and complete,
except as to the fares in western territory, where the tariffs

Commerce Commission.
The Committee on Adjustment of Disputes Relative to Divi-

are under suspension by the Interstate

sions of Passenger Fares, O. P. McCarty, chairman, reported that
peace and harmony apparently prevails, as no disputes had been

submitted to the committee since the

A

last

meeting.

was received from the territorial committees advising of the progress made on subjects referred to the territorial
associations at the San Francisco meeting.
The Committee on the Printing of Folders and Other Advertising Alatter and Economical Distribution Thereof, H. J. Phelps,
report

general passenger agent, Illinois Central, chairman, reported that

recommendations for the curtailment of distribution of foldand other public places had been adopted by the
Western, Transcontinental and Central passenger associations,
but are not yet effective, except in the Central Passenger Association territory, pending the concurrence of other associations.
its

ers in hotels

On

request the secretary read a report of the action in this re-

which the folder
committee had reduced the distribution from 1,141 places to
about 600, by eliminating most cities of less than 10,000 popuThe Cenlation, and by a close supervision of the distribution.
tral Passenger Association committee reported that it had gone
about as far as it could without the co-operation of other associations.
After a discussion the present committee was discharged, as it had requested, and it was decided to appoint a
new committee, composed of the chairmen of the territorial
associations, to continue the work.
In the discussion it was
brought out that while the distribution of folders and other
advertising matter has been reduced to a considerable extent,
the money saved is the result of a closer supervision of the distribution and does not represent the withdrawal of any service
spect of the Central Passenger Association, in

to the public.

The Committee on an Additional Charge for the Checking of
Baggage, A. B. Smith, general passenger agent. New York, New
Haven & Hartford, chairman, presented a recommendation, which
was adopted,

that the territorial associations give consideration

a plan for establishing a 10-cent terminal charge for the
checking of each piece of baggage possibly to be proposed in
lieu of requiring a declaration of value on account of the unto

limited liability imposed by the

Cummins amendment.

Several

would be accepted without opposition, if the reasons for such a charge were
properly presented, and it was stated that several commercial
associations had already indicated their willingness to accept

members expressed

the opinion that such a plan

such a plan.

The Committee on Revision of

Joint Tariffs, J. P. Anderson,

general passenger agent, Pennsylvania Railroad, chairman,

was

continued and allowed further time for presenting its report,
with instructions to endeavor to work out a plan for the simplification of tariffs with a view to economy and to co-operate

with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
No report was presented by the Committee on the Expense of
Special Train Service for Organized Party Business, but it was
decided that the committee should be convened at an early date
at the call of the president.
The Committee on Economics in the Operation of City Ticket
Offices, S. G. Warner, general passenger agent, Kansas City
Southern, chairman, presented a report expressing the opinion
is incurred in maintaining city ticket

that unnecessary expense

at excessive rentals caused by competition arnong the
roads for locations, and that offices can be secured which will

offices

give equally satisfactory service to the public in sections

where

November

S,
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the rents are lower.

It

was the opinion of

the committee that

tion,

855

as well

as the discontinuance of reports

from co-operat-

generally the expense of maintaining city ticket offices in cities

ing associations

of less than 5.0,000 population is not justified; that foreign lines
should secure locations on upper floors and that wherever pos-

peculiar interest, were referred to the executive committee with

sible

would be advisable for two or more

it

joint offices.

The

lines

to

occupy

report elicited a general discussion of the

plans for consolidated ticket offices which have been adopted
in

Louis,

St.

Memphis and Dallas

at

a very large saving in

seemed to be a general agreement on
the advantages of the plan where it has been tried, the opinion
was expressed that local conditions in many cities would defeat
such- a plan, especially where the present leases expire at different times. The report was accepted as information, and the
committee was continued to co-operate with local committees
rentals, but while there

that

may

The

be appointed to investigate the subject.

report of the standing joint committee of the

American

Association of Passenger Traffic Officers and the Association
of American Railway Accounting Oflficers, W. A. Lalor, general passenger agent, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, chairman,
a report urging upon all carriers the adoption of
a uniform interline ticket at the earliest consistent date which
will provide a uniform place on all tickets for the punching
of one-half fare, second-class and baggage checked, thereby
facilitating the work of selling agents, conductors and the accounting department.
This recommendation was adopted and
referred to the standing ticket committee. A recommendation
was also adopted that the placing of prepaid ticket orders by
telegraph or telephone be discontinued on January 1.
The
question of prepaid ticket orders was generally discussed.
Many members were not in favor of discontinuing the placing
of prepaid orders by telegraph, but desired to impose a scale
of charges to cover the cost of the service. It was stated that
the New England lines for several years have made it a practice to require the purchaser to pay the cost of telegraphing,
while the Texas lines have confined their practice to the sale
of such orders across the counter, leaving it to the purchaser
to forward the order.
It was pointed out that the practice of
telegraphing involved considerable additional service and frequently a large expense for telegraphing, and some members
were of the opinion that it was no part of the business of a
railroad to deliver cash with such orders, while others were of
the opinion that the placing of such orders was a service which
the carriers should render for a charge covering the cost.
There was a general discussion of the relations of passenger
traffic officers with the Interstate Commerce Commission, state
commissions and commercial bodies.
The subject was introduced by President Hilton, who in his remarks impressed upon

presented

members the importance of continuing the work begun last
year by the passenger men in addressing public meetings on
the needs for higher passenger fares in the state.
Mr. Hilton
the

said

this

wherever

York

work should be continued throughout the country
possible.

C.

F.

Daly,

vice-president

of

the

New

was the most important subject
on the docket of the association that the work done by the
passenger men in educating the public along these lines was
worth five times the advance in freight rates which the roads
received, and that nothing the passenger department can do is
Central,

said

that

the idea of restricting the

subjects

program of meetings more

of

closely

to the business of the association.

The association went on record as being opposed to the use
of specimens or imitation passenger tickets for advertising or
other similar purposes foreign to the legitimate use of regular

An amendment to the constitution was adopted, providing that in the case of railways having two or more officers
with the title of passenger traffic manager, assistant passenger
tickets.

traffic

manager, general passenger agent and general ticket agent,

or either of these officers shall be eligible for membership,
and each shall be entitled to a vote. This supersedes the plan
of taking votes by lines.
all

There was a long discussion of plans for making the work
more effective by the appointment of a general conference committee to consider prior to the meetings important questions submitted by members, or by the territorial
associations, and to endeavor to promote action on subjects of
inter-territorial interest by the territorial associations in the effort to secure harmony of action at a uniform date.
It was
of the association

decided to request each territorial association to appoint three
members of a general conference committee to meet at the call
of the president, as a temporary plan pending action to provide
a

more permanent arrangement by amendment of the

constitu-

tion at the next meeting.

Following the meeting of the association there was a short
meeting of the fraternal society.
Secretary-Treasurer W. C.
Hope, general passenger agent of the Central of New Jersey,
presented a statement exhibiting a very satisfactory condition of
its affairs.

Charles F. Daly, vice-president of the New York Central, an
honorary member of the association, visited the meeting during
the afternoon and by invitation gave an informal talk on the
increasing importance of the passenger department, in which he
paid a high tribute to the work of passenger men.
He said
that railroads formerly were inclined to consider the passenger
department as the "gold lace" department, and more or less
of a necessary evil, but that it is now coming to be regarded
more from a standpoint of a revenue producer, because the
executive officers are relying on their passenger departments as
the most important influence on public sentiment toward the
railroads, and because the attitude of the shippers of freight
toward a road is largely determined by the impression tliey receive as passengers.
Mr. Daly was formerly passenger traffic
manager of the New York Central Lines East, and prior to
his election as vice-president in charge of all traffic in 1908, his
entire work had been in the passenger department.
He said
that the experience gained in passenger work had been invaluable
lo him as an executive officer, and had given him a point of view
regarding his work not possessed by most executive officers.

this

;

so important as educating the public as to the facts about the
railroad business, the ignorance of which is responsible for much
of the hostility to the railroads. Others spoke in the same strain,
urging the importance of continuing the work and pointing to
the fact that while no state legislature had restored the pas-

senger fare they had passed

Four

except in special cases involving

little

anti-railroad legislation.

on the docket were deferred for discussion at
the next meeting, as follows: "Improved Advertising Methods;" "The Automobile and Its Effect on Passenger Traffic;"
"New Plans for the Docket" and "New Contract for Printing
topics

Association Ticket Paper."

The subject of the advisability of the curtailment or abandonment of entertainment at meetings of the association, the
abolisluiirnt of addresses of welcome by state and city ollicials,
and representatives of local bodies at meetings of the associa-

Scottish

Railways Handicaitko by Lack ok Mkn.

— The

Scottish railways have been seriously handicapped by the .arge
number of servants who have joined the colors. The Highland

has been very badly hit, and this has had an unfortunate result
in the locomotive department owing to a scarcity of litters to
carry out the necessary repairs.
Private firms which have in

hand some new locomotives for the Highland, and which could
carry out some of the requisite repairs, have also been suffering
from a scarcity of men, coupled with the fact that they have
been engaged on goveriunent work. As a result of this shortage
of locomotive power, the company's Buckie branch has had to
be closed, and other restrictions were threatened.
In consequence of representations to the Railway Executive Conunittce,
a sub-committee of locomotive superintendents met at Perth on
September 7, which, while protesting that none of the companies
had an abundance of men or power, recognized that the Highland Company's positioi\ was particulaily bad, and rcconun'-ndcd
that a

number of engines and

London.

filters

be lent to

it.

The Engineer,
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CONCEALED DAMAGE*
By W. H.

Would

cealed damage."

it

Streeter

enough to its proper
stowing in the car. The results are that a few cents have been
shaved from the pay roll of the warehouse and many dollars
lost,

and not

freight

by the car being rushed out improperly loaded.

To ehminate

or at least to greatly
reduce them, an inspector looking after carload shipments and
seeing that they were properly crated and stowed would more
than earn his salary, for the time and expense attached to
claims

of

this

nature,

tracing claims of this nature that could be saved would more
than offset the added expense of maintaining such inspection.

A

few cents more a ton added to the cost of handling in the
warehouse would also greatly tend to reduce losses of this kind,
and careful crating of all extra fragile shipments would be
another step in the right direction. I do not mean to imply
that they are not crated at this time, but some of the material
used is not what it should be and what is used is sometimes
Better material and
applied in a very indifferent manner.
better workmanship at a slightly increased cost would give
better

results

Next

around.

all

we have

the handling of car load shipments while
matter how carefully rough handling of cars
To
is watched there is always the possibility of its occurrence.
eliminate this phase of concealed damage, would not it be a
practical part of the scheme to have what might be called a
"switching inspector," whose duties would consist of traveling
through the different parts of the yard where the work is
going on, and educate the crews handling the cars on speed and
distance? This is an all important factor in the switching of
cars, and is something that takes a thoroughly competent man
If the crew handling the cars are experts in
to judge safely.
this line, there is not apt to be much damage to any of the cars
or their contents, but if they are not, the cars and the freight
suffer, and to the inexperienced eye there is nothing to denote
that such is taking place.
This is where a switching inspector
would have an opportunity to more than earn his salary. He
would in no way have direct control over the crews as far as
issuing orders or mapping out their work for them, but his
efficiency would consist of working in conjunction with the yard
master, traveling around through the yard and educating the
men on the finer points of the work, giving advice where needed,
and overseeing and coaching the work in general, as pertaining
to the handling of the cars.
in line

No

in the yard.

Taking up the

possibility of "concealed damage" occurring
being handled in trains en route from one point
to another, it is not absolutely necessary that a car get mixed
up in a wreck while en route for its contents to become damaged.
In these days of long trains and heavy power, the

while the car

is

straining and shaking that a car gets under the most favorable
conditions are liable to result in the damage of some part of its
contents and especially so when attention and care have not been

exercised fully in seeing that the contents were properly stowed
and secured before the car was allowed to leave its initial
starting point.

Who

responsible for the claims that are constantly arising
Damage" on through car load shipments that
have come from a great distance, and have been handled by
is

for "Concealed

No

several roads?

the

one

is

in a position to say

damage was done and

where and how

for this

reason that all of
the roads that have anything to do with the handling of
an
interline car-load shipment are called upon to participate
in
the majority of the final settlements that are made for "con•

Abstract

of

a

paper

it

is

car load shipments originating
be made before the car and its
contents are accepted unconditionally? In this manner if there
had been any rough handling of the car prior to his inspection,
and its contents had been damaged, proper notice could be

Seattle,

before

the

Wash., July

convention of the
IS,

1915.

United
uniiea

all

off the line, this inspection to

given to the road making the delivery, a record taken and the
fact that the damage was discovered before the car was accepted would be sufficient proof to guarantee the non-liability
of the road for which the car was destined. This plan could

be worked out as a joint inspection if necessary to reduce
any exceptionally high cost, but no matter how handled, either
jointly or otherwise, it would go a long way towards reducing

amounts paid out in the course of a year for claims
would otherwise have been saddled onto the road making
the inspection.
Inspection of this kind could also be worked
out to good advantage in the handling of perishable shipments,
particularly fruits and similar commodities that call for careful
stowing and watchful attention while en route.
Inspection of this kind, if faithfully carried out, would also
the total
that

be a very forceful incentive for all participating in the handling
of a shipment to see that it was delivered to the consignee in
class condition.

first

typed phrase of

The time-worn and much-abused

"No rough

handling while in

my

stereo-

charge" would

be relegated to ancient history, for the parties at fault would
before long become fully cognizant of the fact that the responsibility could and most certainly would be placed where it
rightfully belonged,

and with

before them,
departments, rough handling
of cars both on the road and in the yards would be reduced to

more care would be exercised

this fact continually

in all

a minimum, and the natural results would be that the factor of
"concealed damage" would be reduced to one of the minor

and shipments that had heretofore been delivered
anything but an O. K. condition could be surrendered to
their consignee in first class order, and, if not, the road making

quantities,
in

the deHvery would be in a position to say who was responsible
for the damage, and the ensuing claim could be adjusted in a

reasonably short period of time to the mutual satisfaction of
concerned.
The fact remains, that, with a rigid inspection
in force, more shipments would be delivered free from damage of any description, and more satisfaction derived from
this by all concerned, than could possibly be gained from the

all

adjustment of any claim, no matter

how

how

quickly adjusted or

liberal the settlement.

—

Russian Refrigerator Cars. In no European country has
more attention been paid to refrigerator car problems than in
Russia, and the war has not lessened activity in this direction.
The Moscow-Kazan Railway has just come out with an ambitious
program which provides for the construction of no fewer than
wagons," besides a considerable
rooms and an ice factory
at Moscow with a capacity for 5,000 tons of merchandise. The
total cost of these schemes is estimated at $1,845,000. A project

87

eight-wheeled

number of

"isothermic

ice stores, including freezing

is also in hand for new cold storage facilities at Orenburg and
plans for special cold stores at Astrakhan and other Caspian

Quite recently the first trainload of frozen meat and fish
arrived at Petrograd from Astrakhan. All the merchandise bore
the journey admirably, arriving in excellent condition. The Russian railways have taken a leaf from the books of the American
ports.

by the provision of an exhibition or demonstration car. This
form of a museum refrigerator wagon and has been
provided by the Causasian Railway, a line on which a constant
refrigerated service is maintained between Moscow and the
Northern Caucasus. The object of this particular vehicle is to
give a practical demonstration to agriculturists and others within
the territory of the Caucasian Railway of the possibilities in the
way of refrigerated wagons, and the car is to journey a con-

lines
is

in the

siderable distance,
presented

Yard Masters' Association,

No. 19

not therefore be a good plan to

ing of the actual conditions of

of the first things to be considered in a study of "concealed dainage" is the loading of the car. Many car load shipments get away from their point of origin improperly loaded,
owing to the fact that too much attention has been given by
some over zealous warehouse foreman to reducing the cost of

One

handling and loading

59,

create an office, to be filled by a thoroughly experienced and
competent man, who would have for his special duties the inspect-

United Yard Masters' Association, Duluth, Minn.

Secretary,

Vol.

making

Railway Gazette, London.

stops at important centres en route.

Completing the Mount Royal Tunnel into Montreal
This
a

Project

Number

of

of

the

Canadian

Interesting

The Mount Royal tunnel, the most important link in the project
of the Canadian Northern to secure an entrance into the business
center of Montreal, is now nearing completion. The city occuLawrence river and is situated
on a slope between the river and a long ridge 800 ft. high known
as Mount Royal, a situation eliminating all approach by railroad
except from the southwest and the northeast along the river,
which routes are already fully occupied by the Canadian Pacific
and the Grand Trunk. The Canadian Northern chose to reach the
city by what is apparently the only remaining route, namely, a
tunnel through the mountain from the northwest, a scheme which
pies part of an island in the St.

enabled

it

to

select

a

terminal

site

of

particularly

strategic

A

complete description of the
tunnel and the proposed terminal and an account of the construction methods as far as they had been developed, was published
position in the heart of the city.

Railway Age Gazette of October 10, 1913.
The Canadian Northern now has a terminal

Details

Northern Involves
of
Construction

comotives will be used to haul transcontinental, express and local
traffic which extends beyond the proposed electric zone, and multiple unit motor cars will be used for the traffic inside of that
district.
Eighty-ton locomotives will be used, capable of producwill

seating capacity of 70 passengers.

The

direct current.

its

The power

will be 2,400 volts

contact circuit will be of the overhead cate-

nary type, the character of the climate making a third rail inadvisable outside of the tunnel. A substation for power conversion
has been built near the west portal of the tunnel and an auxiliary
steam plant is contemplated near the Black river as insurance
against any interruption of service. A yard is also to be provided
near Cartierville for the classification of freight and the transfer
from steam to electric traction.
PROGRESS

in the northeast

the business center.

The

eastern lines, but the western con-

by 31

some distance from

This connects direct with

multiple unit cars will

have a speed of 45 miles an hour and a

in the

portion of Montreal at

The

ing a speed of SO miles an hour.

weigh 50 tons and

tunnel
ft.

is

wide.

being built for double track and is 23.5 ft. high
It is located almost entirely in rock, Trenton

Plan and Profile of the Mount Royal Tunnel
nection

is

very circuitous.

The main

line west,

which

is

not yet

in operation, runs along the north side of the Island of Montreal,

behind Mount Royal and follows along the northeast end of that
ridge.
The tunnel branch leaves the main line a mile or more
east of Cartierville and enters the tunnel just west of the Outremont yard of the Canadian Pacific. The tunnel is 3.1 miles long
and the proposed passenger terminal will be located immediately
adjacent to the east portal between Mansfield and St. Monique
streets and Cathcart and Laguacheticre streets, this site being

one block southeast from St. Catherine street, the main shopping
thoroughfare, and one block northeast of Dominion Square. As
the tracks at the station will be 50 ft. below the level of Dorchester street, most of the station proper will be underground, with
facilities arranged at various levels. The ground drops off rapidly
toward the river and the plans provide for a future elevated railway over the lower part of the city for purposes of an elevated
freight terminal and connections witli the harlior.
West of tlic
west portal provision has been made for the model city Mount
Royal a suburban project, the development of which is expected
to pay a large part of the cost of the tunnel undertaking.
All trains through the tunnel will be operated electrically. Lo-

—

—

limestone and Essexite with igneous dikes.
The construction
work has been characterized by highly developed tunneling metliresulting in rapid progress, including a record of 810 ft.
of heading at one face in 31 working days, the highest rate of
progress ever attained in America in rock of a like character

ods,

up to that time. Center bottom headings were used, followed by
breakups to remove the full section overhead, jumbo timbers
being framed into the heading at the breakups so that the muck
could be dropped directly into cars below. The benches were
left until the last.
The use of an intermediate shaft afforded a
number of headings and thus permitted the use of several types
of drill carriages with and without muck handling equipment.
This gave a good opportunity for a comparison of the several
systems and demonstr.itcd the greater cflkiency of the carriage
providing for the removal of the muck from the face by means
of a belt conveyor.

removed has been crushed for road
All that is not used in tunnel masold for local consumption about Mon-

Practically all of the rock

material and concrete stone.

sonry or on the railroad

is

At the city end of the tunnel the rock is turned over to an
outside company as it comes from the tiuuicl, but at the west
treal.
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portal the tunnel

company has

crushing plant with a

built a large

At the same point a complete
repair shop was also erected, which has been utilized as well for
the construction of a large part of the tunneHng and transportacapacity of 1,600 cu. yd. daily.
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taken out complete, except for the bench and the roof has been
timbered; for the remaining 900 ft. a bottom heading 16 ft. high
by 12 ft. wide has been driven without lining. It has been decided
not to proceed with this part of the tunnel until

it is convenient
upper part of the section with a
permanent concrete arch as fast as the rock is taken out, the
benches to be removed later. As the concreting of the lining is
progressing continuously from the west portal, this portion of
the tunnel will be completed when the lining has been brought
up from the west, a distance of 2^2 miles.

to follow the excavation of the

tion equipment.

the last two headings took place on December
and was followed rapidly by the completion of the
overhead portion of the full section, except for the last half mile
The removal of the benches was
in the east end of the tunnel.

The meeting of

10,

Vol.

1913,

THE SHIELD SECTION
'

r.-:i.-..\r.-\:i:-;-r7v;r7

In the

last

1,650

ft.

of the tunnel on the city end a boulder

clay appears at the top of the tunnel section, replacing the rock

which dips down

end of the tunnel
This soft top required a modification of the tunnel section and led to the adoption
to the east so that at the east

the clay almost entirely replaces the rock.

C

VF^

Mount Royal Heights

Sections through Station at

delayed to the last to permit the use of a steam shovel to the
on the work progressively from the
west end. The benches were shot down a sufficient distance in
best advantage, by carrying

advance of the shovel to avoid possibility of interference. Bench
drill carriages were used, which operated from 8 to 12 drills each.
These carriages traveled down the heading, with arrangements
at the sides overhanging the benches which carried the drills.
The latter were the same as those used in the heading. A V/icu. yd. Marion shovel was used, operating with compressed air.
It was served by narrow gage tunnel cars having wooden boxes
lined on the bottom and door ends with steel plates and handled
by 6, 7 and 10-ton electric locomotives, taking power from an
Taper mandrel

to

make boH hole

Z''Nut

imbedded in concrete.

^Plale'fB'xfxl'-,

Concrete Block Section and Shield, Center Wall on the Right

Too Plan

of the shield method of tunneling and the use of the self-supporting concrete tunnel lining blocks invented by John F. O'Rourke of

~Tennon form

New

York.

The

tunnel section consists of two separate tubes

each with a semi-circular top

Side Elevation

Flanged Cast Iron Sectional Forms for Tunnel Lining Blocks

The
overhead trolley wire carrying 220 volts direct current
shovel commenced work at the west portal in August, 1914, and
stopped in May, 1915, about one-half mile from the cast portal,
where the character of the roof necessitated a change in the
method of tunneling.
For a distance of about
work the rock in the roof

is

ft.

east

from the end of the shovel

of such a character that

it is

not safe

to take out the full section without following immediately wi^h

timbering or lining.

In the

first

200

ft.

the section has been

into

of concrete arch voussoirs

position

of the arch.

A

center bottom heading was used for this portion of the tun-

nel also, being

1,100

made

and supported on either side
by concrete walls and in the middle by a dividing wall made up
of 10^-in., 65-lb. Bethlehem H-columns spaced 2 ft. 3 in. center
to center and spanned by structural steel built-up lintels, all encased in concrete. The blocks are 2 ft. thick radially and 27 in.
in the direction of the tunnel axis and were made in lengths of
They have plain faces on the intrados
5 ft. circumfercntially.
and on the radial joints, but are provided on one vertical face
with concrete keys or tenons 12 in. by 20 in. in section and 7 in.
high, while the opposite face contains depressions of the same
shape to engage the projections of the blocks in the adjacent ring
cast separately, set

made of

sufficient

width to permit the passage of

on either side of the center wall columns subsequently
The roof was fully timbered and in places where the
erected.
division between the clay and the rock comes below the top of
tlic heading it was generally found necessary to timber the sides

muck

cars

November

as well.

S,

1915

From

this

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
heading transverse drifts run at intervals up

into the soft material

on either

side

and from these

drifts side

headings were then driven longitudinally in the position of the
two side walls, providing just sufficient width to permit the
construction of forms and the concreting of the side walls from
the level of the top of the sound rock to the springing line of the

were generally at such an elevation relaheading that the muck could be dropped directly
No rock was removed except for boulders eninto the cars.
countered and such loose or unsatisfactory rock as was found
The concrete for the branch
overlying the solid rock stratum.
walls was mixed by hand in the tunnel and passed into the drifts

The

arches.

side drifts

tive to the center

859

2-in. bolt which entered a hole in the center of the intrados and screwed into a 2-in. nut case in the center of the block.
All operations of erectors and all of the advancing jacks were
controlled by valves conveniently located in the operating gallery.

means of a

The power was

derived from water at a pressure of 3,000 to 6,000

delivered in pipes from a duplex pump operated by
compressed air and situated at some distance in the rear in a relb.

per

sq. in.

cess cut in the bench.

The pump was moved forward from time

in buckets.

The

shield

is

an application of

common

shield practice modified

two bores being

to suit the situation at hand, the parts of the

joined at the center line and operated and advanced together.
It was supported by and traveled on the previously built center

and side

The

walls.

shield consists of

two semi-cylinders made

Yard
to time

for Concreting

as the shield

Tunnel Lining Blocks

advanced to avoid excessive lengths of

the high pressure pipes.

The

blocks were built to give slightly open ring joints when in
which were closed up as the work proceeded by means of
a cement gun, while a grouting machine was used at night to
close up the 2-in. bolt holes in the center of the blocks and fill all
voids outside the rings. The excavation in advance of the shield
was carried on in a space just sufficiently wide to permit the men
to work, thus affording them a maximum protection against falls.
The shield was shoved forward whenever a space of about 27 in.
place,

Shovel Removing the Bench Rock
plates and stiffened by semi-circular structural
diaphragms and girders which contain the operating galleries.
The cylinders are of sufficient length to extend back ovei
two or three of the rings of the arch last placed and project forward of them to form cutting edges or aprons under which t!ie

of

structural

steel

excavation was carried on.
shield

As

was advanced by means of

the excavation

was made

the

17 hydraulic jacks located on

the circumference of the working galleries and bearing against

the last completed rings of concrete blocks.

An

erector, a device

pivoted under each working
gallery and has four motions: rotation on the pivot by means of
a pinion and ram-operated rack, radially by means of a ram within
for handling the concrete blocks,

is

the erector arm, longitudinally in the direction of the
the pivot and rotation on the axis of the erector arm.

a.xis

of

By means

of these four motions the concrete blocks were lifted from the
cars, projected into the circle of the arch sufficiently in advance to
clear the key lugs, rotated to line up with the key recesses of
the ring last placed, brouglit into line vertically and then driven

home,

tlic

keys entering the recesses.

For the

last

operation the

nearest shield jacks were brought into action to overcome fric-

between the blocks and were then

left in hearing
with the assistance of
the keys until all the blocks of a ring were in place, thus completing the arch. The head of the erector engaged the blocks by

tional resistance

against the blocks to hold

them

in position

Tunnel Excavated

to Full Section

Btloie Lining

available. As the excavation was only carried to a sulVicient
depth to clear the erectors as they are advanced, it was possible
to drop all the material removed directly into cars in the heading

was

below.

The fl-columns of

the center walls

were erected one

at

a

lime as the excavation advanced, and as they foul the top timbers

was necessary

to

The bench was removed

at

of the heading
time.

the shield.

it

Pneumatic hand

drills

remove the latter at the same
some distance in the rear of
were used and the shots were

small to preclude any chance of injury to the blocks or to the
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to cars by

comprising the local station of Mount Royal Heights. Part of the
latter is under the Canadian Pacific tracks to provide grade sep-

The progress at the shield depended upon the number of men
employed and the number of shifts working. For a considerable part of the time the shield was operated in a single 10-hour
shift.
The only work done at night was to place the center wall
steel work and the grouting. With this program three rings were
usually set in each bore each day. With 24-hour operation the
progress would be increased to at least six rings a day.
All of the work with the shield method was in a portion of

two lines. This portion of the station has been
completed and the cross section shown in the accompanying
drawing illustrates the character of the station layout. Reinforced
concrete was used throughout under the tracks. On account of
the increased loading, a row of columns was required next to
the edge of each of the platforms, and to avoid interference with
traffic on the Canadian Pacific it was necessary to build the cover
of unit slabs which were set in place after they had been

the tunnel with the least thickness of cover (from 30

cured.

iron

work of

the center wall.

hand.

ft.

to 60 ft.),

and was directly under a highly improved portion of the city.
Because of this and the fact that the material is of a soft character, some trouble was experienced in the start with surface settlement, requiring the shoring and bracing of a few buildings, but
with increased experience it was possible to avoid surface troubles
almost entirely. At the intersection of McGill College avenue and
St. Catherine streeet there is an intricate network of pipes for
As
various utilities, including some large size water mains.
settlement in such a situation would be likely to have serious
consequences, special precautions were taken. The street intersection was excavated to a shght depth below the pipes, and sills
and props were placed in position so that the pipes could be jacked
up if found necessary from daily observations. Planking was

minimum
tunnel work at

provided to aiford a
Spoil

from the

disturbance of the street

traffic.

the city end which contained too

aration of the

expected that the tunnel will be ready for use soon and it
intended to commence operation before the Montreal passenger
terminal is completed, as the initial traffic can be taken care of
It is

is

with

much

less extensive

for the complete terminal.

to be designed will, of course, not be realized until the suburban

development is well under way. The entire tunnnel project is
under the direction of S. P. Brown, chief engineer of the Mount
Royal Tunnel and Terminal Company, Limited, the constructing
corporation.

STATE LEGISLATION RELATING TO OPERATION
The
to

Special Committee on

has

Legislation

similar to that

the classification of

contractor for disposal.

of

Another shaft was provided

work

supply the iron

at Cathcart street

and was used

to

maconcrete tunnel blocks from a

for the center walls, the concrete

terial for the side walls

and the

This yard included a plant for the
manufacture of the concrete blocks. As shown in the accompanying photograph, this consists of a trestle through the middle of the layout about 20 ft. high with a yard on either side.
At the street end of the trestle is a tower with bins which are
supplied with concrete materials by means of a chain bucket hoist
from a hopper at the street level. The mixer, carrying a small
material storage bin, is supported on a truck which was run out
to any desired position on the trestle to spout the concrete to
forms in the yards below on either side.
The concrete block forms were made up of flanged cast iron
sections bolted together and set on a steel plate supported on
The forms were arranged to fill the key lugs last and
skids.
were fitted with a screw press arrangement designed to finish off
the top of the key lugs to exact level and to insure perfect filling
of all comers. It was found in practice that this device is unnecessary. The tenons were filled as high as possible, left for
about an hour and then struck off to the level of the top of the
form. The yards were served by traveling cranes equipped with
hand chain hoists, for handling the form sections and the blocks.
The latter were set on small flat cars and delivered to the Cathmaterial yard located close by.

lining of the tunnel, except in the shield section,

carried on progressively

from the west

portal, using the

is

being

pneumatic

In the main, one double track arch
is used, notched into the rock of the side walls, except when the
rock is bad or broken wide and thin walls are required to cover
the irregularities of the rock. Only the arch is being concreted at

mixing and placing system.

The placing of a center wall will be postponed except at
such points where it will be required to assist in supporting the
top, or to serve as an encasement for the steel columns of the conpresent.

crete block section.

West of
the city of

300

ft.

Trimming of

the side walls

is

carried on in

lining.

the west portal the line will be in an open cut through

Mount

distance of 700

bills

No.

Railway Operation
including

IZ,

in previous years,

a

table

showing

introduced and laws enacted relating

railway operation in the state legislatures which were in

session in
bills

1915.

The statement shows

that while the

number

of this character introduced continues to be large, the

number of laws enacted is considerably less than in 1913, the
last year when most of the legislatures were in session.
In
1915, 43 legislatures were in session and the number of bills introduced was 1,097, while the number of laws enacted was only
137.
A comparison with the four preceding years is shown in
the following table
Legislatures
Bills

in

1915
43

session

introduced

1,097

Laws enacted

137

1914
*14
236
27

1913
42
1,395

230

1912
'19
292
48

1911

Z1
512
*•

* Including special sessions.

••This data not compiled

in 1911.

were enacted in 37 states.
Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Utah, Wash-

Bills relating to railway operation

None were passed
ington or
session.

in

Wyoming of the states whose legislatures were in
In addition to the reduction in the number of bills

enacted there was also a marked change in the character of
the laws passed, most of them relating to comparatively minor

The most numerous class of laws passed
grouped under the head "Miscellaneous," of which there
were 27, while 154 bills of this character were introduced. The
next most numerous class relates to service letters, time and
manner of payment, of which IZ bills were introduced and 15
details of operation.
is

laws passed.

The most numerous

class of bills introduced

were those

relat-

ft.

Royal.

Fifty-two of these related to size of crews, of which
only one was enacted, this being in California; 116 to hours of
service, of which 5 were enacted, in Alabama, Arkansas, Michigan, Oklahoma and Texas and 64 to terms and conditions of
employment, of which 9 were passed. Eighteen bills were introlaws.

OTHER DETAILS

advance of the

Relations of

Bulletin

ing to employees, of which 348 were introduced and 30 became

cart street shaft.

The

to

issued

which has been issued

foreign matter to be passed through the rock crusher was
brought up at the Dorcester street shaft and dumped into a
bank on vacant property at this point where it w as taken over by a

much

accommodations than is contemplated
The traffic for which the terminal is

However, west from the portal for a

the line will really be under cover, the

first

being cut and cover subway work and the remaining 400

ft.

;

duced relating to voluntary arbitration, of which 3 were passed,
A total of 83 bills
in Indiana, Massachusetts and Michigan.
were introduced relating to equipment, of which 12 became laws,
including 1 relating to cabooses in Ohio, 4 to headlights in Alabama, Missouri, Nevada and New Mexico; 1 to repair of equipment in Arkansas and 6 to appliances required, in Arkansas,
California, Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire and Ohio.
Seventy-nine bills were introduced relating to passenger trains,
These include 5 relating to the
of which 11 became laws.
equipment of passenger trains, in Florida, Illinois, Kansas, New
Hampshire and Rhode Island, out of 38 bills introduced, and 2
bills

relating to the

makeup of passenger

trains, in

Connecticut

November

5,
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The

and Vermont, out of 4 introduced. There were 48 bills introduced relating to freight trains, of which only 2 were passed,
1 of these relating to the speed of dead freight and 1 to the

the

handling of explosives.
total of 23 bills relating to cars were introduced, of which
3 were passed; 17 bills related to the furnishing of cars, of which
2 were passed, in Minnesota and in North Dakota, and 6 relating to demurrage and storage, of which 1 was passed, in Vermont. There were 11 bills relating to block and other signals,
of which 1 bill relating to block and interlock was enacted into

is

law in Arkansas, and 1 relating to switch lights in Missouri.
There were 9 bills relating to clearances, of which 2 were
passed, in Kansas and in Minnesota, 78 bills relating to crossings,
of which 12 were passed, 17 bills requiring crossings, of which
5 were passed, in California, Kansas, North Carolina, South
Dakota and Wisconsin. Twenty-six bills relating to crossing
protection were introduced, of which 2 were passed, in Indiana
and in New York, 35 relating to the separation of grades, of
which 5 were passed in Indiana, Michigan, New York, South
Carolina and Vermont. There were 64 bills introduced relating
to maintenance of way, of which 10 were passed 75 bills relating to stations, of vrhich 11 were passed; 13 relating to hospitals and relief departments, of which 3 were passed
and 10
relating to the payment of claims, of which none were passed.
Forty-three bills were introduced relating to trespassers, of
which 3 were passed, in North Dakota, Vermont and West Virginia, and 11 relating to the destruction of property by tresThere were 5 bills introduced
passers, of which 5 were passed.
relating to the reporting of accidents, of which 1 was passed.
California heads the list as to number of laws passed in any
In Texas
state, with a total of 14 out of 51 bills introduced.
8 laws were passed out of 36 bills introduced, and in Kansas 7

checker, trainman, switchman, agent, section foreman and freight
platform foreman. The supervisors, foremen and yardmasters
each serve six months, and the men from the ranks are ap-

laws out of 64 bills introduced. The largest number of bills
introduced was in Kansas, with 64. In Minnesota 60 bills were
introduced and only 4 passed, and in Missouri 56 were introduced
and only 5 passed.

He

A

;

;

1,

last,

general

as

its

manager,

efforts leading to the reduction of loss

claim agent, the

chairman, consisting of
the assistant general
traffic

the

assistant

solicitor,

the

the chief of police

assistant,

to

and shop

now known

safety

committees.

as the division safety

and

loss

and damage committees, each consist of the superintendent who
also chairman, the assistant superintendent, the trainmaster,

the chief train despatcher, the master mechanic, a road

fore-

man
a

of engines, the division engineer, a supervisor of tracks,
supervisor of signals, a supervisor of bridges and build-

ings, the claims adjuster, the special agent and a police captain,
yardmaster, foreman car inspector, roundhouse foreman, road
engineer, yard engineer, foreman, conductor, yard clerk or

pointed by the division superintendent and also serve for the

same length of

time.

Reporting to the division committees are the shop safety
and loss and damage committees at Sayre and Packerton, each
consisting of one shop superintendent or general foreman of
car repairs who acts as chairman, a general foreman, a subforeman or assistant, a foreman of car repairs, a foreman car
inspector, a foreman of transfer of lading, a foreman of loaded
car repairs, a general machine foreman, a shop adjuster, a
piecework instructor and one man from each department. It
will be seen that in choosing the committee members every
effort is made to get the interest of the man on the job and to

him responsibility.
Each committeeman is expected to be constantly on the alert
to prevent loss or damage; to keep the subject of preventing loss
and damage constantly before his fellow employees, so as to
impress them with its importance; to study the subject from
give

own

the viewpoint of his

whenever the opportunity

position,

and to take proper action

prevent cause for claims.
supposed to make suggestions to the chairman of the
committee as to ways and means of effecting improvements
in the handling of freight, and to take proper action upon
suggestions leading to the prevention of loss and damage
or regarding conditions to which attention is called by fellow
offers

to

is

eliminating

and damage claims on the Lehigh Valley have been centered
in the safety first committees, now known, instead, as the
safety and loss and damage committees. These include a general
loss and damage committee with the superintendent of transportation

division

All employees are asked to take particular care to help in

LEHIGH VALLEY
Since August

the

employees.

DAMAGE COMMITTEES ON THE

LOSS AND

of

size

division committees,

the

freight

and the

the

Rough handling

following
in starting

more common causes

for

and stopping

switching at

on the road, and particularly

stations,

;

claims:

improper stowloading freight liable

yards

in

ing of freight in cars and warehouses

trains, in
;

damaged by water into cars with leaky roofs and doors
rough handling of freight by employees in loading and unloading; failure to see that all package freight is properly
marked, in accordance with marks shown on bill of lading and
waybills
failure to trim down and brace freight before closto be

;

general car inspector.

There

is

also a bureau in the office of

the superintendent of transportation maintained for the specific

purpose of investigating and eliminating causes which lead to
claim payments. To this bureau there is attached a corps of
special agents assigned to specific territories covering the entire
system who may be called upon to investigate an over, short
or damage shipment even before a claim is filed.
When the idea was instituted it was necessary to increase

Date

doors; failure to clean cars before loading; failure
note exceptions in the case of freight damaged when received from shippers
signing bills of lading without positive
ing car
CO

;

knowledge

pilfering of freight

Is

Ui hk- to cnitsi*

These are addressed to the chairman of the
committee and may be obtained in the yardmasters'
offices or from any committee member.
An illustration of the
card is given herewith. It is especially provided that cards containing information which may call attention to the action of
fellow employees will not be used in the application of discipline, and that such matters arc to be handled strictly through
the usual channels only.
All suggestions are handled by the
division committees in so far as they have jurisdiction, and
those that arc accepted arc announced in notices from the
office of the superintendent.
It is hoped not only to reduce
the

Chnirmen
the Lehigh Valley't Divition Lo» and Dainage Committeet
fo the

provided.

division

cU ms

SuKRCAllon to prevent losa and damiiie

The Suggestion Card Which May Be Moiled

failure to prevent

A great effort is being made to secure the co-operation of
every employee who is in a position to help in any way. Every
man is asked to be on the watch for things which may possibly be productive of damage claims, and to assure his communicating with the committee members special mailing cards
are

The follow OK practice or condition

and
from cars or packages.

that freight has been received,

of

pood
tion

S.

&

will

of

which

is

O.

D. claims considerably, but also to secure the
shippers and consignees by the prompt attenbeing paid to complaints of any kind.

Canadian

Pacific

Mountain Type Locomotives

First Two Locomotives of This Type in Canada; the
Leading Trucks are Equalized with the Driving Wheels

The

By W. H. Winterrowd
Assistant Chief Mechanical

Engineer, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, Que.

Because of the heavy grades on some divisions of the Canadian Pacific and on account of the desirabihty of maintaining
schedule speeds with heavy trains without double-heading over
these divisions,

it

became necessary

locomo-

to consider a type of

more powerful than the Pacific type which is in use in the
heavier passenger service. With this in view the company built
and put in service in August, 1914, two Mountain type locomo-

By

American Locomotive Company's method of

the

calculating

combustion
approximately 110 per cent and the other

boiler capacity, the boiler equipped with the Gaines

chamber

is

rated at

boiler approximately

105

per cent.

By

the

same method the

of the Pacific type locomotives are rated

approxi-

tive

boilers

which are the first of their type built in Canada. These
locomotives were designed and built at the Angus shops, Montreal, and are identical in practically every respect with the exception of the boilers, one of which is equipped with a Gaines

mately 90 per cent.
The firebox equipped with the Gaines combustion chamber is
7 ft. iVe in. wide and approximately 13 ft. 6 in. long at the
mud ring. The grates extend toward the back tube sheet 7 ft.
11 in, and have an area of 59.6 sq. ft.
At the front of the
grates is placed the vertical brick wall of the combustion cham-

tives,

Canadian

Pacific

Mountain Type Locomotive with Gaines Combustion Chamber Firebox

combustion chamber firebox. They have 23j^-in. by 32-in cylinders, 70-in. driving wheels, and carry a boiler pressure of 200 lb.
Two classes of Pacific type locomotives have been in use,
one with IZyi-in. by 28-in. cylinders and 75-in. driving wheels,
and the other with 21-in. by 28-in. cylinders and 69-in. driving
wheels. The boilers of both classes carry a pressure of 200 lb.
The class with the larger drivers and cylinders has a rated tractive
effort of 32,100 lb., the total weight in working order, including
the tender, being 361,000 lb. On account of bridge and right of

way

Mountain type locomotives are not as hea^-y
same type in service in the
They have a rated tractive effort of 42,900 lb.

restrictions, the

as a nimiber of locomotives of the

United States.
and weigh 443,000 lb., including the tender. With an increase
in weight of 22.7 per cent, an increase in tractive effort of 33.6
per cent has been obtained. The accompanying table compares
briefly the Canadian Pacific Mountain type locomotives and some
of the same type operating in the United States

Can. Pac.
2901

Can. Pac.
2900*
Tractive

effort, lb
total, lb

Weight,

Weight on drivers
Diameter of drivers, in
Cylinders, diameter and stroke
Steam pressure, lb
Heating surface, tubes and flues
Firebox heating surface
Superheater heating surface
Total equivalent heating surface
Grate area
Factor of adhesion
• Boiler equipped with Gaines

Engine 2900

is

ber which

each 3

in.

is

10

in

in.

thick and carries five vertical air passages,

diameter.

the back tube sheet

is

is

carried

in engine 2900.

Rock
Island

Ches.

Ohio

69

23J4x32
200

23Kx32

28x28

29x28

3,402

3,929

185
3,805

180
3,795

221
943

312
944

337
845
5,399

5,533
62.7
4.48

65.7
4.12

&

Missouri

Great
Northern

Pacific

Seaboard
Air Line

61,900
326,000
218,000

50,400
296,000
208,000

62
28x32

63

47,800
316,000
210,500
69

28x28

27x28

170
3,165
285
761
4,592

190
3,39$

180
4,200
340
1,075
6,153
78.0
3.68

319
86S
5,012
66.7
4.38

56.5

4.14

combustion chamber.

equipped with the Gaines combustion chamber

The boiler contains 210 2j4-in. tubes and 30 5^-in.
The length over tube sheets is 20 ft. 8'/2 in. The boiler

The

equalizing system between the engine truck and driving
is that patented by H. A. Hoke, assistant engineer, Penn-

wheels

flues.

sylvania Railroad, and is in use on
locomotives with four-wheel engine
the Pennsylvania class E6s Atlantic
Railway Age Gazette for February

of engine 2901 is equipped with an ordinary wide firebox and
brick.
It contains 43 2'A-in. tubes, 136 ZYi-'m. tubes and 30
flues,

brick arch

that they

58,000
330,000
239,000
62

5,564
59.6
4.48

between the wall and

The

it

showed

50,000
333,000
224,000

59.6
4.48

distance

llH-iu-

was righted the tubes tended to straighten out. A test
were practically straight and up to the present
time they have given no more trouble than the shorter tubes

when

42,900
286,000
192,000
70

265
760
4,807

The
ft.

on four 3^-in. arch tubes.
The mud ring is forged and slopes downward from both front
and back toward the base of the vertical bridge wall. On account of the depth of the firebox the floor of the combustion
chamber is raised above the level of the grates in order to clear
the rear driving wheels, which extend into the firebox.
The tubes in the boiler of engine 2901, which are 25 ft. 414
in. long, were beaded into place before the boiler was applied to
The center
the frames, with the boiler turned upside down.
sag of the tubes was then toward the top of the boiler and

42,900
286,000
192,000
70

200

4

firebox.

Sy^-m.

at

the length over tube sheets being 25

ft.

4H

in.

a

number of Pennsylvania

trucks.

Its

application to

type was described in the
20,

1914,

page

357.

The

November
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weight on the engine truck is equalized with the weight on the
and second pair of driving wheels, while the third and fourth
pair of driving wheels are equalized with the trailer truck. The
main equalizer fulcrum pin is supported in two steel castings
These
fitted and bolted together directly beneath the cylinders.
castings serve also as a front frame cross tie, engine truck center
casting guide and support for the engine truck safety hanger.
first

The engine truck

center casting

made

is

of cast

steel.

Its

863

is 6 ft. 10 in., and in working order it weighs 11,250
Actual service has demonstrated that this truck makes a very

of the truck
lb.

easy riding engine.

The cylinders are of cast iron and are the same as those used
on the Canadian Pacific standard Mikado and ten-wheel type
hump switch engines. In designing them particular attention was
given to the steam and exhaust passages, which are unusually
direct and of liberal cross sectional area.
They are fitted with
standard

12-in. piston valves.

The main frames of both engines are of vanadium cast steel
and are cast integral with the front frames. The rear frames and
the pedestal binders are of mild steel. Vanadium steel was also
used in the crank pins.

The engines

Leading Truck

of

Canadian

Pacific

Mountain Type Locomotives

upper portion, which fits into the vertical guide, is made in the
a hollow cylinder in the back of which is an opening
through which the front end of the main equalizer passes. The
bearing surface on the end of the equalizer is convex with a
radius of Syi in., and rests upon a concave cast steel equalizer
This seat
seat supported by the engine truck center casting.
is provided with guiding ribs which engage the sides of the
equalizer to prevent the seat from turning under the latter. The

form of

Boiler of Engine

2900

are both equipped with a screw reverse gear, the

hand wheel, screw bearings, locking latch and position indicator
of which are the same as those of the standard gear used on
Pacific and Mikado type locomotives.
In order to maintain the
standard direction of movement for the top of the hand wheel,
which is from left to right toward forward motion and from
right to left to reverse, the threads on the screw are made left
hand. The motion of the screw block is transmitted to the reach
rod through a reverse lever, the motion of the rod thus being in
the opposite direction from that of the block.
The reach rod,
which is very long on both engines, is made in three sections of
extra heavy wrought iron pipe. The intermediate section works
in a cast iron guide.

Both engines are equipped with Cole driving boxes on the main
These journals are 11 in. by 21 in., while the others are
all 10 in. by 14 in.
Canadian Pacific standard vestibule cabs are
provided on both engines.
The tenders have a coal capacity of 12 tons, and a water capacity of 6,000 imperial gallons and are equipped with air-operated
coal pushers. They are Canadian Pacific standard, known as the
journals.

with Gaines Firebox

lower part of the casting is rectangular in form and fits between transverse vertical walls on the cast steel frame cross tie,
which form the guiding surfaces for the lateral swing of the

combination type, in which the underframe forms a part of the
tank structure.
The principal data and dimensions are given in the following

truck in curving.

table

The

General Data

centered by double-faced wedges, the wearing
faces of which are inclined 1 in. in 2H in. The vertical guiding

Gage

walls of the frame cross tie are joined at the ends to longitudinal vertical walls 4^ in. high, thus forming a rectangular

Service
Fuel
Tractive

truck

is

reservoir, open at the top,

which

kept partly

is

filled

with

oil

for the lubrication of the centering wedges.

Through a reinforced extension on
casting

of 2

is

a slot Z'/i

8

ft.

in.

wide and 16

Through

in.

this

slot

the front of the cross tie

is

safety hanger, a wrought iron eye bolt
a tec head on the bottom end.

This

long formed on a radius

in.

passed the engine truck
IH in. in diameter with

is

hung from the equalizer

fulcrum.

The engine

truck side frames are of stcci cast integral with

the journal box pedestals.
the center of each
elliptic

spring.

U-shaped

is

This

equalizers,

They

are of channel section and in

cast a spring scat in which rests a semiis

connected

at

the

ends

to

which span the journal boxes.

inverted

Between

the outer ends of these ccpializcrs and the frame are placed coil
springs, as

shown

in

one of the

illustrations.

The wheel base

2900— Class H-la

Weight
WciKlU
Weight
Weight
Weight

4

8!-i in.

Passenger
Bituminous
effort
in working order
on drivers
on leading truck
on trailing truck
of engine and lender

ing order

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

ft.

base, driving
base, total
base, engine and tender

in

42,000
286,000
102,000
53,000
41,000
work-

lb.

1b.
lb.
lb.
1b.

44,1,000 lb.
18 ft. .1 in.

2901— Class
4

ft.

192,000
52,000
42,000

lb.
lb.
lb.

443.000

39

ft.

6 in.

18
39

66

ft.

6

66

in..

H-l-b
Syi in.

Passenger
Bituminous
42,900 lb.
286,000 lb.

lb.
ft. 3 in.
ft.

6 in.

ft.

6

in.

Ratios
4.48
Weight on drivers -f- tractive effort
6.665
Total weight -f- tractive effort
Tractive effurt X diain. drivers -r- equivalent heating surface*
625
K(|uivalcnt healing surface* -r orate area... 80.
Firrhox heating surface -:- equivalent heating surface, per cent
5.5
Weight on drivers -r equivalent heating
JO.O
surface*
Total weight H- equivalent heating surface*. .59.5
Volume both e;kdindcrs
16.08 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* -4- vol. cylinders. .299
Grate area -^ vol. cylinders
3.71

4.48
6.665

539
93.4
3.92
34.5
51.4
16.08 cu. ft.

346
3.71
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Cylinders
2900-Class H-I-a

Kind

-

Diameter

itroke

anil

23V^

Simple
by 32 in.

.

in.

mayor submitted a proposition
2901-Class H-I-b

23 J4

in.

Simple
by 32 in.

l^'alz'cs

Piston valve

Kind
Diameter

Piston valve
12 in.

12 in.

Wheels

_

70

in.

21

in.

14 in.
31 in.
12 in.

45
14

70

in.

II in.

by 21

in.

10 in.

by 14

in.

6 in.

by 12

in.

45

in.'

7 in.

by 14

in.

Wagon

top

Boilrr

Extended wagon top

Style

Outside diameter of
Working pressure

ring

72
per sq.
inwidth.
.161^
Firebox, length and
by. 88?^
6 in., 4 J-^ in., 3^2
Firebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside diameter .210 2%
Flues, number and outside diameter.. 30
$]%
20 ft. 7H
Tubes and flues, length
2,552 sq.
Heating surface, tubes
first

200

lb.

.

Heating surface, flues
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating
Grate area

850
265

sq.
sq.
3,667 sq.
760 sq.
4,807 sq.
59.6 sq.

,

surface*

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

72
200 lb. per sq.
in.
by 88?^
96J4
5 in., 4J4 in., 314
43- -2J4 in., 136— 2VS

30— 5 H
25 ft. 3H

in.

2,887
1,042
221
4,150

so.
sq.
sq.
sq.
943 sq.
5,564 sq.
59.6 sq.

ft.

ft.
ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.

ft.

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

in.
in.
ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Weight
Wheels,

Water bottom

Water bottom

Combined tank and frame

Combined tank and frame

1

diameter

Journals, diameter and length
Water capacity
Coal capacity
* Equivalent

heating surface
times the superheating surface.

57,000
36J4

157,000
36 '4

lb.

in.

6 in. by 11 in.
6,000 Imp. gals.
12 tons

=

total

6 in.

by

1

1

lb.

in.
in.

6,000 Imp. gals.
12 tons

evaporative heating surface

+

1.5

STRIKE OF FREIGHT HANDLERS IN BOSTON
Reference was made
strike of

in a

news item

in last

week's issue to the

from the railroad
mayor and other city

freight handlers in Boston, which,

standpoint, has been settled, although the

have continued their efforts to settle it along other lines.
At 10 :20 on the morning of October 21, a committee representing between 500 and 600 freight handlers employed by the
road called on President Hustis, of the Boston & Maine, and
informed him that unless these men were granted an increase of
15 per cent, in their wages and pay for holidays, whether they
worked or not, they would strike at 12 o'clock, or 1 hour and
40 minutes after the notice was given.
The men had had a
conference the previous morning with General Manager. Pollock,
but gave no ultimatum or intention of their purpose to strike.
President Hustis pointed out that the rates of pay on the Boston
& Maine were the same as those on other roads entering Boston,
and that if it were true, as stated, that the other Boston
roads were considering a revision of rates, the Boston & Maine
would, of course, not ignore any adjustment that might be made.
He informed them of the financial condition of the road, that
the stockholders had been, and arc, getting no return on their
investment, and that the men had presented no argument as to
why any increase should be granted other than that the men
demanded it. The committee was urged to delay action until its
statements about the intentions of other roads could he investigated, and their attention was called to the great responsibility it was assuming in ordering a strike in this simimary
manner, because if the strike was unsuccessful the men would

officials

be left

in

a sorry position.

The committee

called a strike of the men, and the manageonce took action to fill their places, the employees
secured being largely residents of Boston or surrounding towns,
who were in need of employment. They were paid $2.30 for
10 hours' work, the rate of the men who struck, and the standard for steam roads in the territory. These men were secured
with the understanding that they would be given regular employmcjit if they were found to be adaple<l lo the work.

ment

return to

work

at

The mayor made the same proposition
who replied, setting forth the facts in

in

a letter to Mr. Hustis,

the case, and stating that

the strikers had failed to recognize the orderly procedure estabfor dealing with such matters, that the

men who took

had been secured with the understanding that they
would be given regular employment and that to discharge them
and take back those who summarily left the service would be
A large number of men had been put at
a breach of faith.
work and the conditions at the Boston freight stations on that
The mayor then
date, October 25, were generally satisfactory.
repeated his request that Mr. Hustis attend a conference to be
attended by officers of the chamber of commerce, the port directors, representatives of the freight handlers and of the
Boston & Albany and New York, New Haven & Hartford, whose
men had also gone on strike. Neither of the other two roads sent
representatives to the conference, but Mr. Pierce, the attorney
for the Boston & Maine, stated that its position was that there
was nothing to arbitrate, as the places of the men had been
Mr. Hustis
filled and the work was being done satisfactorily.
declined to attend the conference, saying this would but complicate the situation.

Tender

Tank
Frame

men

their places

31 in.

in.
in.

that the

the old rates, pending submission of the entire matter to the
State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration for adjudication.

lished

Driving, diameter over tires.
Driving journals, main, diameter and
llin. by
length
Driving journals, others, diameter and
10 in. by
length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
6 in. by
Engjine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
7 in. by
Trailing truck, journals.

865

at

James M. Curley, mayor of Boston, called a conference on
October 23, with a view to adjusting the dispute, at wliicli the
road was represented by Attorney Charles S. Pierce, and the

The mayor again repeated
conference, saying, "It
the question in such a
"the sentiment of the

ment of

$2.50

is

his

unwise,

request to Mr. Hustis
if

for a

not dangerous, to dispose of

summary manner," and

that, in his opinion,

community would strongly favor the paya day for 10 hours' work by able-bodied, intelli-

gent men, skilled and experienced in their duty." Mr. Hustis
decHned to change his position, saying that the men were warned

might result from their proposed action
and pointed out that the railroad had a public duty to perform,
and when the freight handlers left their work the freight houses
could not be closed and it could not cease the handling of shipof the danger which

ments.

It

whom

with

had,
it

therefore,

filled

their

places

with other

men

could not break faith.

PROGRESS ON THE HELL GATE BRIDGE
On September
at the

crown of

29 the closing

members were placed

the Hell Gate arch, thus

in the

gap

marking an important

New York Connecting Railway.
The erection of this structure as two separate cantilevers by
means of temporary backstays, was described in the Railway
Age Gazette, September 3, page 422. The projecting arms were
step in the completion of the

supported by

tics

passing over the saddles

at

the top of the

where 3,000-ton hydraulic jacks (the largest ever
built) were provided to afford the necessary adjustment in the
position of the ends of the two halves of the arch. The initial
application of the load of the cantilevers to these saddles was
made by raising the jacks a total of 15 in., which placed the
ends of the cantilevers several inches above the normal closing
backstays,

position.

On

September

28, all

steel was in place except that for
Measurements across the gap checked

of the

the panel at the crown.
the theoretical distance

(after correction for temperature and
which was the total error in the span of
1,017 ft.
On September 30 the center panel sections of the
bottom chord were lifted into place by the travelers standing
on the two cantilever arms. It having been decided to make
the closure at the panel point west from the center line, these
bottom chord sections were bolted and drifted for full connection to the east cantilever.
Likewise, the diagonals from the
east top chords and the lower half of tlic opposite di.agonals
were set in place. The fop chords and the upper portions of
one set of diagonals were omillcd.
The two halves of the arch were brought together on Friday,
October 1, by lowering the saddle j.icks on the backstays. The
.imount of lowering neccssaPi' to bring the bottom chord to contact checked exactly on the Wards' Island side and to 1/32 in.

elevation) by 5/16

in.,

on the Long Island

side.

The

calculated deprc!>sion nccessarj-
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(Top)

— Placing'Cenfer Top Chord Sections on October
Float.

—

4.
(Center Left) Hoisting Bottom Chord Section from Car
(Center Right)
Inside Elevation of Completed Bottom Chord Joint at Crown of
Arch. (Bottom)— Placing Closing Member of Bottom Chord

—
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This
to release the load on the backstays checked equally well.
operation was carried on under careful observation to the jack
pressures, results were reported at frequent intervals by tele-

With the placing of the center top chord sections on
October 4, the erection of the main members of the arch was
completed. These top chord members were fully bolted in place
phone.

on their east ends only, just sufficient bolts in slotted holes
being provided at the other ends to insure alinement. The purpose of this arrangement is to provide for three-hinged action
of the arch until all of the steel of the arch span is in place.
Action as a two-hinged arch will then be obtained by riveting
up the top chord complete.
Work is now proceeding with the removal of the backstays,

867

Two

ILLUMINATION FIXTURES

interesting illumination

The

known

and is of
There
is a reflector of white enameled steel or vitreous china, which is
secured in a horizontal position directly over the lamp and which
contains the lamp socket
in the center. Suspended
from this reflector and
enclosing the lamp is a
teriors.

interior fixture

the semi-direct type.

It

is

is

it

a locomotive crane operating over a track to be laid alongside.

No

chord.

principally to the top

have been

rivets

Work on

under the direction of Gustav
Lindenthal, chief engineer of the New York Connecting Railroad.
O. H. Ammann is assistant chief engineer, and H. W.

Hudson

this

structure

is

One

two ways.
portion

through

A
is

the

above

serves

direct

light

to

reflect

from

the

lamp and reflected light
from the inside surface

Style of Brascolite Fixtures

of the bowl, the surface of the reflector being such that the reflected light

As

is

the bowl

lamp receives

also diffused.
is

suspended some distance below the

sufficient ventilation.

The

reflector, the

suspension

is

by means

of three hooks, two of which may be unfastened to lower the
bowl to the cleaning position, which permits convenient access
to the lamp, the reflector and the interior of the bowl, for thor-

ough cleaning. Aside from the efficiency of the illumination, this
type of lamp has the advantage that it is independent of the condition of the ceiling for the effectiveness of the indirect light-

The

Brascolite fixture is made in a number of different
thus permitting selection to conform to the architectural
treatment of the interior it is to occupy.
ing.

construction engineer.

is

in

diffusing

fixture emits

bowl, while the reflector

part of the backstays, will be distributed along the trestles by

limited

The

diffused

made for the footings of the piers for the approach trestle.
The girders of the aproach trestles, which have been in use as a

is

glass

bowl.
light

be

driven in the bottom chord splices.

white

considerable

the suspenders and the floor beams; and the excavations will

Derrick cars or cranes working on the tracks above can then
readily pick up the girders for erection.
A locomotive crane
will be used also for erection of the floor stringers of the arch.
In all, about 400,000 rivets will be required for the arch structure.
Of these only about 10 per cent have been driven up to
the present time, and it is estimated that a year will be required
to complete this portion of the work.
Thus far, the riveting

as the Brascolite

comprises two definite features.

expected to finish by December 1. With these out
of the way, the two travelers will proceed with the erection of

which

have recently been de-

fixtures

veloped, one for either large or small interiors, the other for ex-

styles,

ADJUSTABLE HUB PLATE
In the article describing the Smith adjustable hub plate, published on page 331 of the August 20 issue of the Railway Age
Ccisctte,

it

The principles embodied
somewhat modified form

The plug

retaining

a

is

grease cup

tlie

in the

forced into

is

is

replaced

the

retaining

for

its

Plate

use

is

sold by the Smith

Company,

I'ittsliurgh.

is

correct.

The

hub.

plug.

right

Locomotive Adjustable Hub

Kan.

—

The 1''i(ei(;i[t Ceekk at the Tei.eimioNi:. .'\iisvvci- pruniplly.
Vdur patrons are business men. Speak with lips close to transmitter. Nothing is more annoying than to have a voice sound
Don't be in too great a hurry. Let yoinliatron know tliat ymi understand what is wanted and he will not
Don't hang
fret while you are securing the desired information.
up receiver too quickly.
Be sure your customer is satisfied
before you ring off.
Do patrons complain tliat your phone is
faint

and

unintelligililc.

Tell the boss.
He will have additional phones
Remember that people will call
they are needed.
your competitor and get in habit of giving him all their business
if they cannot get you (|uickly.
When request is made for rate.

often

it

bnsiuess.

if

and

tell in(|uirer about your service and ask him for llie
Secure his address and have solicitor call on him.

People appreciate attention
/.

tf.

or
It

The Suspended Type Day Way

Fixture

posts.

The

diffused

lighting effect obtained

with the Brascolite fixture is reproduced in this lamp by the addition of a glass bowl, completely enclosing the lamp, ventilation
in this case being supplied by means of two holes through the
socket supports. This fixture may be used with either scries or
multiple circuits with large or small lighting units, thus making

adaptable to almost any form of outdoor service.
As the
is almost entirely china or glass and the only metal parts
are bronze, it offers high resistance to corrosive agencies.
The
it

fixture

fixtures described
(

ompauy,

.St.

above are manufactured by the Luminous Unit

Louis. Mo,

busy?

installed

(|Uotc

blows

to

produced in two
forms, one for suspension from brackets or
mast arms and the
other for mounting on
ornamental or plain

Olhervvise the description of the device as given in the issue of .^ug\ist 20

and

is

p'unger

which the grease cup

by

feature
is

other rough usage.

resistant

forcing the hub plate out the required
distance, after

in-

a recap
of
vitreous china of sufficient weight to make it

special

llic

is

essential

flector

of the rclaining

and by screwing
grease

The

of this lamp

in the illustration,

inserted in place

lihig,

a

which

tended for outdoor use.

looP

used for this purpose.

is

This cup, as shown
is

.'i^mr pfowtc

referred to

and

plug,

the Brascolite fixture are used in a
what is known as the Day Way
fixture,

was incorrectly stated that the adjustment of the hub
plate was made by screwing in the
grease plug shown in the outside of
the wheel hub.

in
in

shown

JVillcinson, Illinuis Central.

ihcin.

It

gets

business.

FiNNMSTi R.Mi.vvAYS.— At tlic beginning of 1914 the total mileage
of the Finnish State Railways, including 207 miles of line owned
by private capital, but operated by the Stale lines, was 2,537.
Finland has 2,7()5 miles of navigable waterways, of which, with
the present facilities,

it is estimated that the freight capacity is
about 1.600,000 tons a year. The waterways as well as the railways are under the administration of tiie Stale.

General News Department
!llllll'!!:!!'=i

Baltimore & Ohio piers No. 34 and No. 35 at Locust Point,
Baltimore, Md., were destroyed by fire on the night of August
27; estimated loss, including the contents of United States bonded
warehouses, over $500,000.
car movement on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
week, 35,244 cars, was 15 per cent greater than the
loading for the corresponding week of the previous year and
represents the highest record for a week in the history of the
compan}-.
The increase in miscellaneous traffic was over 4,000

The loaded

Fe

last

loading tower, which are operated entirely by electric motors.
steel and concrete pier 375 ft. long fronting on
water 30 ft. deep at low tide. The pier is connected with the
mainland by a crcosoted trestle 3,800 ft. long. Both the car
dumper and the loading tower are movable and can be shifted
to serve different hatches, so that when a ship is once tied up
at the pier it is unnecessary to move it until a full cargo has
been received. The capacity of the plant is from 1,500 to 2,000
tons an hour. In connection with the coal pier there is a storage
yard of 400 cars capacity.

They stand on a

'

cars.

James J. Hill, in honor of whom a number of men have
founded a professorship of transportation in the Graduate
School of Business Administration, of Harvard University, has
given to the university $125,000, to be added to the like sum
which was given by the founders. The letter of the founders
was printed
last,

page

in the issue of the Raihi'ay

Age

Gazette for July

16,

134.

The number of freight cars moved over the main line of the
Pennsylvania Railroad in the month of October was 204,893, or
about 1,000 more than in the preceding heaviest month which
was March, 1912. The number of loaded cars included in the
Shipments of coal are now very
October number is 123,105.
hea\-y.
The company has more trainmen in its employ at the
present time than ever before in its history.

On the Long Island Railroad in the month of October, 23
persons, while operating automobiles and other vehicles, violated
the railroad's mandate to stop before starting over grade crossings.
Only three people were injured, but this was due in the
Twelve automobiles,
majority of cases largely to good luck.
five motor trucks, five wagons and one motorcycle make up the
list.
Twelve of these vehicles, mostly automobiles, plunged
wildly through lowered gates, breaking eight of them.

Rail Failures in

New York

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second
district, has written to the principal railroads within its jurisdiction calling attention to the necessity for great care in the
inspection of rails in track.
There has been a large increase
in failures due to internal transverse fissures, the failures reported for the months named during 1914 and 1915, being as
follows
1914
1915
12
12
July
August
5
16

September

The

32

5

says says that it is extremely essential that employees be cautioned to exei-t the utmost watchfulness in inspecting the track in order that as many of the rails as possible
in which transverse fissures may develop and appear on the
surface may be detected before complete failure.
The commission also urges that employees be warned to use
great care in passing through automatic block territory after
having observed an automatic signal in the stop position. A
large number of the failures reported to the commission have
been detected by means of the signals.
letter

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has issued an order
requiring that every employee who has anything to do with
the handling of, or preparation of, food to be offered to the
public in the dining cars or restaurants of the company shall
These examinations are to be held periodifirst be examined.
cally, and no person who has been subjected to or who is
suffering from any communicable disease is permitted to aid
in the work, either in the diners or restaurants or private

pay, Ralph Peters, chairman,
has issued a pamphlet of 30 pages, containing a strong protest, addressed to Congress and the public, against renewal of
the efforts to pass the Moon mail pay bill. The measure was
introduced in the last Congress, but failed to pass, although it

cars.

was made

A

meeting of representatives of the five principal railroad
brotherhoods held in Faneuil Hall, Boston, last Sunday, was attended by about 1,000 men, said to represent brotherhoods in all
It was given out that a concerted
parts of the United States.
movement was to be started to secure agreements with the railroads to limit the workday to eight hours, double pay to be given
Brotherhood leaders in
for all work done outside these hours.
other important cities of the country are giving expression to this
same purpose. The Boston meeting was followed by a dinner at
the United States Hotel, at which the governor of Massachusetts
"It seems that the
was present and he is quoted as saying
railroads are able to pay more than $800,000 in this State for
the expenses of lobbying, but that they are unable to pay some
of their employees a living wage." The governor was a candi;

;

date for re-election.

On Tuesday

of this week the election oc-

curred and he was defeated.

Export Coal Terminal

at Charleston

The Southern Railway has completed its new export coal
terminal at Charleston, S. C, at a cost of aporoximatcLv $600,000,
and coal can now be loaded into ships at Charleston as rapidly
and as cheaply as at any other American port. Freight rates
have been so adjusted that coal operators shipping through
Charleston will be on a paritv with those exporting through
Norfolk.

The

coal handling machinery' consists of a car

dumper and

a

Protest Against the

Moon

Bill

The committee on railway mail

a rider on the post office appropriation bill.
The
postmaster general has announced that it will be reintroduced
when the new Congress opens in December, and will be pushed
for speedy passage.
This bill would empower the postmaster
general, who is interested in the reduction of the postal deficit,
to make the rates for carrying the mails, with the sole limitation that he could not exceed certain sums
and the penalty
for each refusal to carry at his price might be $5,000.
The
committee claims that the bill is really a delegation of legislative power to the postmaster general. The bill is analyzed paragraph by paragraph.
It is shown that from end to end the
measure does not specify a single definite rate that the railroads
are to be paid, but in each instance leaves the determination
It is shown also that
of the rate to the postmaster general.
supplementary grants of power, conferred by some of the closing paragraphs of the bill, would permit the postmaster general
of his own motion to establish other systems of mail trans;

portation totally different from the detailed plan which the bill
purport? to enact into law.
The postmaster general could
initiate these plans and put them into effect independently of
the will of Congress and make them apply to all but the firstclass mail.

The

Trial of the

New Haven

Directors

Sessions of the Federal Court in New York before which the
criminal suit against the elc\cn New Haven directors is being
tried were held on Thursday and Friday of last week and were
continued again this week, Wednesday, after a recess over the

November

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1915

5,

Summary

The sessions on Thursday and Friday were taken up
largely by a consideration of the acquisition by the New Haven
of a number of trolley lines, the government attempting to show
that the New Haven tried to monopolize the trolley transportation
of New England. Much of the evidence submitted was in the

holiday.
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"There was apparently introduced yesterday, under the heading
of testimony of Charles S. Mellen a lot of matter that comes
from identification of signatures, particularly letters of Judge
Hall, the vice-president. I had no knowledge direct or indirect

Easiern

from

$174,879,773,

letters as follows

Un'ifed Siaies.

Sfeam Roads

Operating expenses were
1914 of $5,232,376.
Net operating revenue
decrease of $4,354,631.
Taxes
amounted to $97,426,410, an increase of $9,587,007.
amounted to $11,600,099, an increase of $312,530. This left $85,738,540 for net operating income, available for rentals, interest
on bonds, appropriations for improvements and new construction,
and dividends. Operating revenues per mile of line averaged
$1,191, an increase of 1.3 per cent; operating expenses averaged
$765, a decrease of 3.0 per cent net operating revenue per mile
averaged $426, an increase of 10.2 per cent, while net operating
income per mile was $375, an increase of 11.4 per cent. Taxes
per mile increased 2.1 per cent. Railways operating 228,716 miles
of line are covered by this summary, or about ninety per cent
of the steam railway mileage in the United States.
Operating revenues of the eastern railways per mile show an
inchease of 3.6 per cent as compared with August, 1914, operating
expenses decreased 2.1 per cent, net operating revenue increased

crease

:

concerning

of

Net operating income of the railways of the United States
for August increased $39 per mile, or 11.4 per cent as compared
with August, 1914. In August, 1914, net operating income per
mile was 0.8 per cent less than in August, 1913.
Total operating revenues amounted to $272,306,183, an in-

oppose or favor legislation, offering passes,
and proposing other means of taking care of persons favoring
the New Haven. One of the most interesting was that written
January 21, 1897, to Charles F. Brooker, one of the defendants,
"Enclosed is a draft of a carefully drawn bill,
saying in part
which I want you to hand quietly to Representative Tucker of
your city to be introduced as quietly as possible. This bill, if
passed, will make the electric company widen a bridge and given
them something to think about besides paralleling the New Haven.
Representative Tucker must father the bill and nurse it. In no
event must it be known that the New Haven had anything to do
with it. We will make it all right with him and will provide
statement

Revenues and Expenses

follows

telling legislators to

a

of

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues
and expenses and comments thereon for August, 1915, are as

form of the letter books of John M. Hall, president of the
road before Mr. Mellen. Among the letters read were a number

some legislative support."
Mr. Mellen on Friday made

869

D/ef Revenue

^s

1

'Z'

^ p?

-!= ==

._^

^>

1

o-

1

Monthly Revenues and Expenses Per Mile

regarding these matters. They come upon me like a burst of
thunder. I cannot rest easy with it appearing even to the iminitiatcd, that I had any knowledge of such things existing, and I
am paralyzed at the thought that for ten years I sat within reaching distance of those books and was not blown up."
In reply to a question by R. \' Lindabury of the counsel
for the defense, Mr. Mellen also said: "I never had occasion to
refer
I know of no director or oHicer who did
refer to them.
I had not the remotest knowledge th.it they were in
to them.
.

existence until they were read in evidence."
Aftr this Mr. Mellen left the stand and was not cross examined
by the defense. On Friday also Charles C. Goodrich, general

manager of

the Hartford

& New York (Steamboat) Transporta-

of which at one lime he was president, told of
the business of that company. The New Haven in 1901 entered
into an agreement with this company concerning rates and confirming the activities of the boat line both as to ports and amended
tion

Company

business done.

In

1905,

however,

the

New Haven

Ixnighl

it

outright.

Mr. Goodrich was cross-cxaniimd bv (harU"Choatc of counsel for the <lefcnsc.

On Wednesday
F.

of Line in

1914 and 1915

15.5 per cent, taxes increased 1.4 per cent, and operating income
increased 17.3 per cent.
Operating revenues of the southern railways per mile decreased
1,2 per cent, operating expenses decreased 7.1 per cent, net operating revenue increased 15.9 per cent, taxes increased 2.5 per cent,
and ojjerating income increased 18.3 per cent.
Operating revenues of the western railways per mile show an
increase of less than one-tenth of one per cent, operating expenses decreased 2.1 per cent, net operating revenue increased 3.8
per cent, taxes increased 2.9 per cent, and operating income

increased 3.9 per cent.
The two months of the current fiscal year show an increase
in lolal iiper.iling revenues per mile of line of 08 per cent as compared with the corresponding period of the preceding year, a
ilecreasc in operating expenses per mile of 3.8 per cent, an increase in net operating revenue per mile of 10.9 per cent, an increase in taxes per mile of 1.7 per cent, and an increase in net
operating income per mile of 12.3 per cent.
The net operating income per mile increased 21.3 per cent in
the east, increased 149 pii cimU In ihf muiiIi, .mil increaseil 3 1
per cent in the west.
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Fifty

School Boys Killed

day.

President Fairfax Harrison, of the Southern Railway Company
reports that during the fiscal year ending with last J una, 147
trespassers were killed on the tracks of that road. He urges the
development of a public sentiment that will put an end to the
hazardous practice of trespassing. He has prepared a map showing the point at which each trespasser was killed and "it looks
like a map of the monuments on the Chickamauga battle field."
"Fully one-third of those killed were school boys, 'hopping' trains, and a large percentage were valuable wage-earners,
walking on the tracks to or from their work. Very few were
.

.

.

'tramps.'

J.
of'

The

871

joint meeting will be held in the office of Secretary
at 9 ;30 a. m.
As previously noted, the object

W. Taylor

the meeting will be to decide upon the dates for the June
conventions as well as the place of meetings.

Central Railway Club

At the next meeting
on Friday, November

of the Central Railway Club, to be held
12, 1915, at the Hotel Statler, Bulfalo,
N. Y., an illustrated paper will be presented on the subject of
"Rubber
F'rom the Raw to the Finished Product." An inspection of the Hewitt Rubber Company's plant has been arranged for the afternoon, and an informal complimentary dinner
:

at

the

Hotel Statler

will

precede the evening meeting.
and the club meeting.

The

ladies are invited to both the dinner

The Deadly Automobile

The St. Louis Republic says: "St. Louis contains one-sixtieth of
the urban population of the United States, and in October a
round dozen of our people were killed in the city in automobile accidents
so that the annual automobile death rate in the
cities of the United States would be 8,640, if the St. Louis rate
;

in October should be maintained.
All the railroads in this
country do not kill many more than this in a year, including
accidents to trespassers and in the shops. Leaving out trespassers,
the St. Louis automobile death rate in October was worse than
anything the railroads ever accomplished, yet we have cried aloud
unto heaven against the railroads for their carelessness. Right
now in this country there is no activity which needs to have the
'safety first' motto rubbed in, with jail sentences, half so badly as
automobiling."

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular meetings aim places oj meeting.

The iollowing

Air Brake Association.

—

F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.
convciiLiun, iViay 2-5, lyib, Auaiiia, Oa.

iaiua,

Ua.

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.

—

H. C. Boardman, D. L. 6c W., Hoboken, N. J.
American Association of Jt-REiciiT Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
Kast St. Louis, 111. Next meeting, June 20-23, 1916, Cincinnati, O.
AMERitA.-i Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.
W. C. Hope,

—

C. R. R. of

N.

J.,

143 Liberty St.,

New

—

York.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room lUl, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railwav Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 VV. 40th St.,

New

—

York.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers* Association.

Pennsylvania Prize Winners

The latest news bulletin issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad
contains portraits of four employees of the road who have lately
taken prizes C. Z. Moore, supervisor, Middletown, Pa., and L.
R. Fleming, assistant supervisor, who jointly took the first prize
for excellent track work this year, and George W. Smith, Jr.,
and Richard C. Bartley, telegraphers in the general office at
Broad street station, Philadelphia, who took prizes at the International Telegraphic Tournament held at San Francisco in connection with the Panama-Pacific Exposition, August 27 and 28.
The roadway prizes have already been noticed in the Railway
Age Gazette. The two telegraphers named have taken prizes
before, notably at Boston in 1908. At San Francisco, Mr. BartIcy sent 40 railroad messages, without an error, in 28 minutes
and 13 seconds, breaking all previous records. He also won the
contest of hand versus machine sending, beating the men who
used mechanical appliances by which one stroke of the finger
makes any number of dots. Mr. Smith won the receiving contest by taking, without break or error, 40 railroad messages in
31 minutes, 12 seconds.
Mr. Bartley has been in the service
Both are sons of Pennsince 1889 and Mr. Smith since 1896.
sylvania Railroad employees. In honor of their success at the
exposition, the two operators were given a dinner at Philadelphia, on September 7, by the officers and employees of the
telegraph department of the road, J. C. Johnson, superintendent
:

of telegraph, acting as toastmaster.

Next

—

American Association uf Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, At-

—

H. G. McConnaughy, 165 broadway. New York.
AiiERicAN Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
A^sociAiioN.
W. E. Junes, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
American Railway Asst)CiATioN. VV. h. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, lyl5. The Blackstone, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Assuciation. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 17-ly, 1910, New Orleans,

—

—

—

La.

American Railway Engineering Association.-— E. H. Fritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave, Chicagu. Next convention, March 21-23, Wlb, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Building, Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1910.
American R.\ilway Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, Illinois
Central, Chicago. Annual meeting, July, 1916.
American Society fur Testing Materials. Prof, E. Marburg, University

—

—

—

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Society of Civil ENCiNErRS. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St., New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57lh St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting. December 7-10, 1915, New
39th St., New York.
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accuunting Officers.— E. R. WoodAnnual
son, Rooms 1110-8, Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
meeting, June 28, 1916, Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.^ George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting with
Master Car Builders' Association. Annual convention, October, 1916,
Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, N. Y. C, 3842
Grand Central Terminal, New York. Next meeting. May 19, 1916,
Atlantic (."ity, N. J.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucctti, C.
& N. \V.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta.. Chicago.
Association uf Railway Ti.i.t graph Supfkintendents.^P. W. Drew,
Annual meeting, June
Soo Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
ol

—

American

—

—

—

—

—

2U-22. lylo, St. Paul, Minn.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, Ucccmber 14-15,

—

American Railway Association
he

The autumn session of the American Railway Association w-ill
Reports
held at The Blackstone, Chicago, November 17.

on
be presented by the committees on Transportation
Maintenance on Relations JSctwecn Railroads on F,xplosives
on Electrical Working on Legal and Traffic Relations and on
will

;

;

;

;

Movement

of

Empty

Mo.
H«im;i'- and Uuii.ding Supply Men's Association.— T. O. Jacobs, H. W.
Johns- Man ville Co., Chicago.
Meetings with American Railway
Bridge and Huilding Association.
Canadian Railway C'luh. — James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Ouc. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August,^ Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Socii;ty of Civil Knginfi.hs. Clement H. McLcod, 176 ManstieM Si., Monlrcal, 0»K". Kcgular nu-flings, Isi Thursday in lVMol>cr,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting.
1915, St. Louis,

;

Cars.

—

January, Montreal.

Cah Fokkmen's Association of Chicago.

June Mechanical Conventions

Announcement was made in our issue of October 29, page
W), that a joint meeting of the executive committees of the
Master Car Builders' Association, the American Railway Master Mechanics' Associatitm ami the Railway Su|)ply Manufacturers' Association would be held at Cleveland, Ohio, on Monll
has been deciiled to change the place
day, November l.S.
of meeting to Chicago, as a number of the members of the
executive committees of the two railroad associations will wish
to attend a meeting of the Special Committee on Relations of
Railway Operation to Legislation in Chicago on the followim^

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
ChicnKO.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and Auifusl, Hotel La Salle, ChicaKO.
Central Railway Cluh. — H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, Scnlembcr and Novcn»l)cr.
Annual meeting, 2i\ Thursday in Ntarch, Hotel Statler, UuiTalo, N. Y.
En<;ini EHs' SiuiKrv of Wi sn rn Pinnsvi.vania.
Khner K. Hilcs, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, Ist and 3d Tuesday,

—

I'ltlsburgh, i'a.
Kiuu-.tiT Claim Association.
& P., Richmond, Va.
D. C.

Warren
Taylor,
—Annual
session, May
P.

Traffic Manaaer, R. F.
17, 1910, Washington,

(ilNIRAL SUPKRINTENDKNIS' ASSOCIATION OF ClIICAGO. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station^ Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 18So, Transportation uldg.,
Chicago.
Int»knational Railway Fukl Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Uldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, May, 1910, Chicago.

—

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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International
1126

Railway

General

Foremen's

Association.

W. Broadway, Winona, Minn.

— Wm.

Hall,

Vol.

—

New

York. Annual convention,
Cleveland, Ohio.

May

23-26,

1916, Hotel Hollenden,

niittiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiitiiittiiiiiiiiiiriinriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiifiiiiitiiiMitinnr

.

meeting, September 12-14, 1916, Wilmington, Del.
i^uilders' Association.
J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building,
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June, 1916.
National Railway Appliance Association. C. W. KelW, 349 People's
Gas Bldg., Chicago. Next convention, March, 191b, Chicago.
New England Kailroad Clur. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.- Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St^ New York.
Niagara Frontitr Car Mun's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month,
New York Telephone Bldg, Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officehs. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
Jetlierson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

—

Master Car

—

—

—

—

—

—

City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association.- Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915, Waldorf-Astoria, Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J, Scribner,
1063 Monadnick Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Railway Real Estate Association, Frank C. Irvine, 1125 Pennsylvania
Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Annual meeting, October, 1916, Chicago.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Next annual convention, September, 1916, Grand Hotel, MackiPa.
nac Island, Mich.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C, CoIIingwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with Master Car Builders' and
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Tflephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, 50 Church St., New Y'ork. Meetings with Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. Next annual convention, September 19-22, 1916,
New York.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month, Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railw.ay Financial Officers. Carl Nyquistj C. R. I. & P.,
1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ga. Next meeting, April, 1916.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Clur. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Rerular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in monlh, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramano Iron Works, Hillburn.
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and M.aintenance of Way Asso-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ciation.

Traffic Club
Traffic Club

—
—
of Chicago. — W. H.
of Newark. John

Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
August, The Washington, 559 Broad' St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New Yhrk. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Wiiidorl-Astoria Hotel, New York.
TRArric Clur OF Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt.,
Erie R. R., 1924
„Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings, bi-montlily, Pittsburgh.
TuAFPic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Verscn, Mercantile Library Bldg..
St. Louis, Mo,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Train Despatch ers' Association op America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, June 21, 1916, Toronto, Ont.
Transportation Club or Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office.
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich, Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

On October 30, service on the "Pacific Limited"
& North Western was amphfied by the addition

—
—

.

—
—
Detroit.
Traveling Engineers' Association. — W. O. Thompson. N. Y.
R. R
East Buffalo, N. Y. Next meeting. September, 1916, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. — Frank W. Moore,
Newhouse Bldg.,
C.

.

11 II

Lake City, Utah, Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exJuly and August, Salt Lake City.
Canada Railway Club. L. Kon, Immigration Acent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man,
Regular meetings, 2d'Monday, except June, July and August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg,, Chicago,
Westers Soiiety oe Kngineers. E, M. Layfield, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Salt

cept

—

WliSTERN

—

—

Chicago, Regular meetings,
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other

Monday

in month, except January
meetings, except in July ami
evenings. Annual meeting. 1st
after Ist Thursday in January, Chicago.
Ist

Extra

Monday

of the Chicago
of an all-steel

observation buffet lounging car.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific on October 31 discontinued its trains No, 69 and No, 70, running between Kansas
City and St. Paul and MinneapoHs.

The Union

Pacific on October 31 discontinued two of its
running between Kansas City and the Pacfiic coast by
way of Denver; No. 101 westbound, and 120, eastbound.
trains

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul has announced that,
beginning on November 7, sleeping cars will be run between
Chicago and Portland, Ore,, on the "Columbian" train in connection with the Ore.cjon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company from Spokane to Portland. The departing time from
Chicago will be changed from 10:10 a. m. to 8:30 a. m., and
the train will arrive two hours earlier at Spokane, Seattle
and Tacoma.

The

receivers of the St, Louis & San Francisco, Wabash, MisKansas & Texas and Missouri Pacific, all of which are in
the hands of the courts, were among the speakers at a dinner
given by the Commercial Club of St, Louis on October 27, and
souri,

in addresses pointed out the reasons for the present condition
of the roads, B. F. Bush, receiver of the Missouri Pacific, declared that "in no other way than by an increase of rates can
the carriers establish and maintain a credit so essential in the
obtaining of new money to provide the required facilities and
equipment,"
Other speakers who spoke along similar lines
included J, W. Lusk, receiver of the St, Louis & San Francisco,
C. E, Schaff, receiver of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, E. F.
Kearney, receiver of the Wabash, Festus J. Wade and E. C.

Simmons.
Passenger

officers

of

the

St.

Louis-Kansas City

lines

have

decided to discontinue the midnight passenger trains between
the two cities, and the new tables became effective on October 31, In January, 1914, the St. Louis-Kansas City lines discontinued their midnight trains and ran the remaining night

on a W/i hour schedule. On June 1, 1915, the midnight
were restored. In a statement issued to the public it
is explained that the roads have carefully watched the effect
of this additional service and have determined that the volume
of business does not justify running two night trains.
They
have therefore decided to rim each one night train on a

trains
trains

schedule of about nine hours. On some of the lines the trains
leave both terminals at 11 p, m,, arriving at 8 a, m. On others
they leave both terminals between 9 and 11 o'clock, and arrive between 7 and 8,
This meets the criticism directed against
the former plan, that passengers only had one choice, because
under the new adjustment there will be four different leaving
times.

—

Wednesday

News

Traffic

—

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next annual

—

No. 19
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International Kailkoad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Next meeting, August, 1916, Chicago.
Maintenance of Way and Master Paintkrs' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. 1. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

—

59,

The Empire

State Express

This famous train of the New York Central, the first regular long distance train in America to run at over 50 miles an
hour, including stops, has begun its twenty-fifth year.
It has
covered a distance of 6,518,600 miles, equal to 14 round trips
to the moon, and has carried approximately 8,000,000 passengers safely to their destinations.
The record during these 24
years has been a remarkable one.
Not one of its passengers
has been fatally injured.
One of its enginemen for sixteen years was Dennis J. Cassin, who last year was awarded
the Harriinan bronze medal in recognition of his unblemished
record of safety.

When

the Empire State Express was first placed in service
weighed only 230 tons now it weighs 780 tons.
It was
drawn by engines of the "870" class, and later by the famous
"999," the locotnotive that took the prize at the Chicago World's
Fair,
Nowadays that locomotive looks like a toy in comparison
with the giant Pacific type, and it could hardly start the train,
much less haul it on its fast schedule.
it

;

November
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Commission and Court News

I

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Classification of Chairs

Opinion by the commission:
A proposed increased rating on common chairs in carloads in
western classification territory, from fourth class, minimum 12,000 lb., to third class, minimum, 10,000 lb., is found not justi(36

I.

C.

C,

243.)

C.

C,

265.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Railroad Commission

Texas has granted the application of the St. Louis Southwestern for authority to remove
and abandon "Morrill Spur," the order to become effective
November 10. Chairman Allison Mayfield and Engineer R. D.
of

Parker, of the commission, made an inspection of the line.
Morrill Spur is seven miles in length, of which only 4J4 miles
It was originally built for the accommodation
is in operation.
of the Morrill Orchard Company.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,
has ordered the New York Central to reconstruct a track over
the coal pit of the Dundee Electric Lighting Plant, in the village
of Dundee, Yates county. The railroad discontinued the track
when the trestle over the coal pit was reported unsafe and refused to renew it except under an agreement making the lighting
plant responsible for all detriment, damage suits, etc., and calling for $5 annual rental and the railroad proposed to reserve
the privilege of removing the track on 30 days' notice.
The
road has now offered a new contract in which the indemnity
clause is replaced by one in consonance with a recent decision
of the commission in a similar case. The commission rules that
the $5 annual rental is reasonable, inasmuch as the structure is
wholly on the railroad's right of way. It refuses, however, to
authorize the termination of the contract on 30 days' notice.
The commission has power to order the installation of a sidetrack or its continuance
but it permits a clause allowing disrnntiruancc, "in accordance with law" on 30 davs' notice.
;

;

COURT NEWS
Attorney General Barker, of Missouri, has annotmced that
is preparing to file suit in the United States Supreme Court
to recover $24,000,000 in alleged overcharges collected by the
railroads of Missouri while the two-cent passenger fare and
.'\
similar suit was
state freight rate laws were in litigation.
dismissed by the Missouri Supreme Court.
he

The United

States District Court at Philadilphia, October 28,
decree, in pursuance of the <lecisi()u handed down last
Jime, to the effect that the Central of New Jersey must divest
Itself of its ownership of the Lehigh & Wilkes Barre Coal
Company. It is reported from Washington that the government
filed

its

appeal the case to the Sujireme Court, on the ground that
The government aims to
the decision does not go far enough.
compel the separation of the Central of New Jcrviv from the
Philadelphia & Reading.
will

"Engaged

in Interstate

The Alabama Supreme Court holds

Commerce"

that an employee working
chute coaling engines on an interstate railroad and required to serve interstate and intrastate trains is engaged in
at a coal

liability act.

Peters, Ala., 69 So. 611.

Bill of

Lading

of lading of a car load shipment consigned the freight
to the order of Botsford & Barrett, and read "Botsford & Barret,
per F. M. G., Shipper, Lapeer Grain Co., Churchill." Delivery
was made by the final carrier on a forged bill of lading. In an
action against the initial carrier for the value of the shipment,
the Michigan Supreme Court holds that the bill of lading indicated that the Lapeer Grain Company, as well as Botsford &
Barret, were shippers, and, as such shippers, their indorsement
was necessary before the carrier was justified in making deliverv, and a delivery on a forged bill of lading was no defense.
—Churchill v. Grand Trunk Western (Mich.), 154 N. W. 106.
bill

Injuries to Persons

&

I.

v.

Delivery on Forged

A

Complaint Dismissed
A. B. Crouch Grain Company et al v. Atchison. Topeka
Santa Fe et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission holds reasonable, the rule in various tariffs
of the southwestern lines providing for deductions in the adjustment of claims for loss of grain in transit of certain percentages of loading weights as representing natural shrinkage.
(36

commerce" within the federal employers'

"interstate

— Southern

|
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on Track

— Burden of Proof

A

Tennessee statute declares that every railroad company
shall keep a lookout, and when any person or any other obstruction appears on the track, take all means to prevent an accident
and that no company that observes such precautions shall be
The Suresponsible for damage done to persons on its road.
preme Court of the state holds that one suing for the death of
her intestate, killed on the defendant's road, has the burden of
showing that the deceased was on the track or so near it as to
be an obstruction before the railroad company is bound to show
Cincinnati, N. O. &
that it observed the statutorv precautions.
T. P. V. Brock (Tenn.), 178 S. W. 1115.

—

Instructions of Drover

— Reasonableness

The Nebraska Supreme Court holds

that

a

railroad

is

not

comply with every arbitrary request made by a shipper
of live stock as to the place where the animals shall be unloaded
and fed while in transit. It is only obliged to comply with such

bound

to

requests as may be reasonable reasonableness to be decided by
the jury. Cattle were shipped a distance requiring only 21 hours
for the journey and no circumstances were present making it
necessary that the animals be unloaded short of destination. It
was held not to be negligence, as a matter of law, to fail to
comply with a request of the shipper, made to the agent at point
of shipment, that the cattle be unloaded at an intermediate
point for food, water and rest. Keat v. C. & N. W. (Neb.).
;

—

1,54

N.

W.

220.

Franchise Taxes on "Doing Business"

— Lease

corporation incorporated under the New York
Stock Corporation Law to take and possess the property and
franchises of a domestic railroad company owning and operating
a railroad in the state, acquired the property and franchises on
a foreclosure sale, and leased the property and franchises, other
than the franchise to exist as a corporation, for 999 years. Since
the lease, it has held meetings of the stockholders for election
of directors, who elected olVicers, and made annual capital stock
reports, kept corporate accounts, and maintained corporate organization and an otlice in a sister state, while the railroad was
opcr.ited by the lessee. The New York Appellate Division holds
that it did business in the state, within New York Tax Law, section 182, imposing a tax for the privilege of "doing business"
in the state.
People ex rel. Lehigh v. Sohmer, 1.54 N. Y. Supp

A

railroad

—

1054.

Damage by

Fire

Caused by Water Reaching Unslaked Lime

When

a car containing a shipment of goods reached the carrier's yards, the water in a river, by reason of an unusual freshet,
was 2's feet higher than the highest previous record. The water

continued to rise until
in the yards, causing a

it

reached unslaked lime in another car
which destroyed the goods. In an
New York .Appellate Division holds

fire

action for damages the
that the carrier's negligence,

if

it

was negligent

in

placing the

goods near the car of lime, was the proximate cause of their
destruction.
Whether the placing of the car near the car of
unslaked lime was negligence was a question for the jury, as
the carrier owed plaintiff an active duty to use reasonable care
not to expose his properly unnecessarily, and it knew or was
chargeable with knowledge that, if the water reached the lime,
a fire would naturally result, and presumably it knew or should
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have known the contents of the car containing the lime.
V. New York Central, 11^3 N. Y. Supp. 374.

Barnet

Alabama Bonner Anti-Shipping Act Held Valid

A

liquor dealer in Pensacola, Fla., filed a
courts against a common carrier to compel

bill
it

in the

Jiiitniiniiiiii

niiiiiiiirniii

Alabama

Bonner Anti-Shipping Bill, which became effective in Alabama
on February 8, 1915. The Alabama Supreme Court holds that
the act is a valid exercise of the police power of the state, and
does not conflict w'ith either the state or the federal Constitution.
The Webb-Kenyon Law, which the court holds to be within the power of Congress to enact, prohibits the entering in
interstate commerce of intoxicating liquors where the purpose
is unlawful under valid state statutes, and any valid exercise

i
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Right of

Way
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

The federal court has appointed James A. Seddon special
master in the receivership case of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

M. H. Smith,

president

of

the

Louisville

&

Nashville

Louisville, Ky., has been elected president also of the

at

Lexington

& Eastern, succeeding Arthur Cary. W. L. Mapother, first vicepresident of the Louisville & Nashville, has been elected vicepresident also of the Lexington & Eastern. J. H. Ellis, secretary
of the Louisville & Nashville, and formerly also vice-president
of the Lexington & Eastern, is now secretary of both roads, and
W. M. Thompson is treasurer of both roads. All with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.
N. D. Maher, heretofore vice-president in charge of operation
& Western, with office at Roanoke, Va., has had

of the Norfolk
his title

changed

to first vice-president,

and

in

addition to his

duties as head of the operating department w'ill.
in case of the

temporary

absence or incapacity of

—

Granted by Congress Cannot Be Alienated

ittiiittriintrtttrrij:

Charles A. Vilas has been appointed valuation attorney of
the Chicago & North Western, effective November 1.

of the police power of the states is not a regulation of interstate commerce.
decree granting relief was therefore reversed and the bill dismissed. Southern Express Co. v. Whittle
(Ala.), 69 So. 652.

A

iiiiiitiiiiiiirtiiirttiiirrtntniit

No. 19
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and

transport from Pensacola to Ramer, Ala., a shipment of six
quarts of whisky.
The complainant, having received an order,
accompanied by the requisite cash price, from a resident of
Ramer, who was one of the complainant's customers, for the
whisky, tendered the shipment to the defendant.
The latter
refused to receive it, assigning as the only reason for its refusal that the law of Alabama forbade the carrier's transportation and delivery to one consignee at a point in "dry territory"
in Alabama of more than one quart of whisky in any four consecutive weeks, even though the shipment is tendered in another
state.
Ramer is in "dry territory." It was conceded that the
shipment was only intended for the personal use of the consignee and his family.
The carrier's refusal was based on the

tiiiii
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Railway Officers

I

to receive at

Vol.

president,
perform
the duties and exercise all the powers of the
president.
Mr. Maher

the
all

—Adverse

was born at Blairsville,
and began railway
work in 1871. For two
years he was engaged in
making surveys on the

Possession

Pa.,

In 1862 the United States granted to the Central Pacific a strip
land 400 feet wide through the public lands of the United
States in California for a right of way also the odd-numbered
sections of land lying within 10 miles of the line. It built its road
on the strip, enclosing only 100 feet. It sold parts of a section
of

;

through which the road ran to one Droge, who has remained in
possession of that part of the 400-foot strip lying outside of the
fences ever since their erection.
The railroad never exercised
any acts of ownership over these remaining portions. It has now
claimed them in an action to recover possession of real property.
The chief defenses were adverse possession for 41 j'ears, with
payment of taxes for that period, and that the action was
barred by limitations and estoppel.
The California Supreme
Court holds that the action of Congress is a conclusive determination by the United States that the entire strip is necessary for railroad purposes, and the company may not alienate or dispose of
any part of it for any other purposes. This was previously decided in Northern Pacific v. Townscnd, 190 U. S. 267, 23 Sup.
The United States Supreme Court has established the
Ct. 671.
rule that the federal courts will construe the grants of the general government without reference to the rules of construction
adopted by the states for their grants. The effect of the grant
in question was therefore to be determined in accordance with the
decisions of the federal courts. The grant to the railroad was
an estate in fee for a special pulilic purpose, subject only to
reverter at the instance of the United States if the public use
were not properly maintained.
It was claimed that the act of Congress of June 24, 1912, relating to Union Pacific lands in possession of individuals, was
effective to perfect this California defendant's title, but the
claim was not sustained.
The act of 1912 was specially made
applicable to the grant to the Union Pacific, and could not be
extended by implication to the Central Pacific.
Moreover, it
has been decided that the act of 1912 is not retroactive.
The
railroad was not estopped from claiming the land because the
defendant had paid a price for it based on the entire acreage
of the subdivision, and that he had improved and Cultivated the
land while it was in his possession.
He knew, at the time of
Moreover, estoi)pel could
the purchase, of the act of Congress.
not operate to discontinue a public use, and divest a title which
the company could not alienate or dispose of directly or indirectly.
Judgment for the company was affirmed. Central Pacific V. Droge (Cal.), 151 Pac. 663.

—

N. D.

Pittsburgh, Virginia &
Charleston, and then was
clerk in the office of the
superintendent of transportation at Altoona, Pa.,
of
its
successor,
the
Pennsvlvania
Railroad.
From 1874 to 1883, he
was clerk in the general
superintendent's office of
the same road, and then

Maher

August, 1889, was
& Western. He
subsequently served for one year as trainmaster of the Flat Top
division, and then to June, 1901, was superintendent of the Pocahontas division of the same road. He then went to the Seaboard
.•\ir Line as general superintendent at Portsmouth,
Va., and in
January-, 1903, returned to the service of the Norfolk & Western
as general superintendent, remaining in that position until the
following February, when he was promoted to general manager.
From July, 1907, to November, 1912, he was also second vicepresident, and since that time was vice-president in charge of
operation of the same road, with office at Roanoke, Va.
to

chief clerk to general

manager of the Norfolk

V. D. Skipworth, assistant general manager of Sulzberger &
Sons Company, Chicago, was recently elected a director of the
Chicago & Alton. Mr. Skipworth was born on October 21, 1874,
at Point Pleasant, Mo., and entered railway service in 1891
with the Kansas City, Osceola & Southern, now part of the St.
Louis & San Francisco system.
He became a telegraph operator and was successively agent, train despatcher, superintendent and assistant general freight and passenger agent of this
road.
From 1899 to 1908 he was manager of the Cold Blast
Transportation Company and the Lackawanna Livestock Transportation Company, and since 1908 he has been president and
manager of these companies, representing the interests of the
packinghouse of Sulzberger & Sons Company.
Operating

W.

Woodruff, trainmaster of the Union Pacific at Green
River, Wyo., has been transferred to Ogden, Utah, where he will
A.

November

S,
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take over the duties of S. R. Toucey, promoted.
The office of
assistant superintendent at Ogden has been abolished.
R. E.
Brooks, chief despatcher at Green River, Wyo., has been promoted to trainmaster, vice Mr. Woodruff. Effective November 1.

James

F.

Murphy, whose appointment as general manager of
Mountain & Southern has

the Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron
been announced, was born on April

6,

1870, at Peoria,

was

He

111.

educated

the
common schools and entered railway service in
1887.
In 1889 he left
his
position
yard
as
clerk for the Peoria &
in

875

Southern as superintendent of the Southern Kansas division at
Kan. Since then he has been transferred in the same
capacity to Little Rock, Ark., DeSoto, Mo., Poplar Bluff, Mo., and
Coffeyville,

Sedalia, Mo. In October, 1913, his headquarters as superintendent of the Eastern division were changed from Sedalia, Mo., to
Springfield.
His recent promotion will change his office to St.
Louis, Mo.

Andrew

who was

P. Titus,

appointed general manager of the

Chicago & Alton on November 1, was born on April 11, 1873, on
a farm near Princeton, N. J. He was educated at Princeton preparatory school and at
Princeton College.
He
entered railwav service
on July 1, 1890, in the
car department of the

Pekin Union to become
brakeman on the Chicago & Alton. In 1890
he became a switchman
for the Peoria & Pekin
Union, and from 1891 to
1897
served
as
yard
clerk and switchman for

Lake Shore & Michigan

a

Southern, at Cleveland,
Ohio.
From 1893 to

pany

the
Kansas City, Ft.
Scott & Memphis. From
1897 to 1901 he held the
positions
assistant
of

general

yardmaster,

Kansas

City,

headquarters at Coffeyville, Kans. On January IS, 1907, he was
to superintendent of the Memphis division, with headquarters at Wynne, Ark. Later he was transferred to the Central division of the Iron Mountain, and thence to the Arkansas
division. On June 19, 1911, he was promoted to general superintendent of the Eastern district of the Missouri Pacific, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. He continued in this position
until his recent appointment as general manager of the system.

John Cannon, whose appointment as general superintendent of
the

Eastern

district

of

the

Missouri

Pacific-St.

Louis,

Cairo,

at

was

in

1,

;

Chicago

from
Cannon

1,

Chicago,

1903,

The

111.

office

of the Illinois Central, who has been appointed gensuperintendent of all lines south of the Ohio river
headquarters at
New Orleans, La., was

with

born on

May

Greencastle,

graduated

9,

1872, at

and
from Purdue
Ind.,

University in 1894. The
following February he
began railway work with
the \'andalia
Railroad,

and

from March, 1896,
was in an engineering party on the Illo

1808.

linois Central.

served

He

then

as

roadmaster
from 1898 to March,
1"07. on the Aniboy, the

l.ouisxilje,

the

Louis-

iana, the Springfield and
the Chicago divisions. In

division.

March, 1907, he was appointed
assistant
chief
engineer maintenance of
way,
L. A.

Dov

pouilecl siiiHrmtendent of

end superintendent of
above noted.

reniaitiing

|)osition

December

manager; from January to October, l')0.'^, trainmaster of the
Springfield and Chicago divisions.
In October, 190.S, he entered
the service of the Missouri I'acific-St. Louis Iron Mountain
&

superintendent

divi-

eral

to the as-

the general superintendent of transportation; from 1903, lo
June 1, 1904, assistant trainmaster of the St. Louis division;
from June 1, 1904, to January, 190.S, chief clerk to the general

of general

Lawrence A. Downs, superintendent of the Kentucky
sion

from

til

car

been

the

to the fall of
he was chief clerk

5,

was

has

Iron

1901,

he
of

1907,

abolished.

Imoui 1894 to December
he was chief
1.
1901,
clerk to the superintendent of the Aniboy and
St.
Louis
divisions
.1.

May,

superintendent

sistant superintendent of

the

from

;

same road, at Pittsburgh, Pa. From May, 1907,
to July 1, 1912, he was assistant superintendent in charge of
transportation at Canton, Ohio, and from the latter date to
August, 1912, superintendent of the Toledo division of the same
road. From August, 1912, to November 1, 1915, he was general
superintendent of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at

1892, to 1894, he

was chief clerk

Erie

service of the

and
schools
entered
railway
service in 1886 as a laborer
in the mechanical department of tlic Illinois Central. Until May 1, 1892.
he served as messenger
in
the superintendent's
department and held various clerkships in
the

May

Lake

to

A. P. Titus

public

same department

No-

November, 19

May 6,
111.
He

educated

1900.

1900, to

&

Mountain & Southern, has been announced, was born on
1872,

May,

From May,

and
chief
the
superintendent of car
service of the Wheeling

Murphy

prombted

Mexico, and in
returned to
Shore
at
remaining

in

June, 1895,
the
Lake
Cleveland,
there until

distributor
clerk
to

Mo.

In
he was ap1901,
pointed
general
yardmaster of the St. Louis & San Francisco, at Springfield, Mo.,
and in 1902, became superintendent of terminals for the Kansas
City Southern, at Kansas City, Mo. In November, 190S, he entered the service of the Missouri Pacific as trainmaster, with

em-

\ember, 1905, he was car

yardmaster and trainmaster of terminals for
the Kansas City Southern, at

was

he

1895,

ployed by a mining com-

all

in

that

December
6, 1910, when lie was apthe same road, and now becomes genthe lines south of the Ohio river as
until

H. Barnes, general siipcrinteiulent of the Missouri
Okliat Muskogee. Okla., having resigned, this
oflice
lias been abolished and II. C. Ferris,
one of the receivers, will
assume the diilics of chief operating olViccr with \V.
G. Humphrey, purchasing agent, as assistant chief
operating officer.
S.

homa & Gulf

E.
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A. Dewey, trainmaster at Muskogee, has been appointed superintendent and C. L. Bushnell has been appointed car accountant.
C. M. Walton has been appointed
the First and Second districts of the
quarters at Island Pond, Vt.

assistant

trainmaster

of

Grand Trunk, with head-

Downs, superintendent of the Kentucky division of the
Central, has been appointed general superintendent of
all lines south of the Ohio river, with headquarters at NewHe succeeds L. W. Baldwin, who has been apOrleans, La.
L. A.

Illinois

pointed general manager of the Central of Georgia, with headportrait of Mr. Baldwin and a
quarters at Savannah, Ga.
sketch of his railway career were published in the Railway Age
Gazette of February 5, 1915, page 248.

A

T. J. Jones, superintendent of the Wabash at Moberly, Mo.,
has been appointed superintendent of transportation, with office
at St. Louis, Mo., in place of H. Eicke, who has been appointed
superintendent of the Chicago Terminal division, with office at
Chicago, 111., in place of H. W. Ballon, who at his own request
has been granted leave of absence, on account of ill health, and
W. H. Eckard, trainmaster at Stanberry, Mo., has been appointed superintendent of the Moberly division, with office at
Moberly, in place of Mr. Jones, and G. S. Ward has been appointed chief special agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

William

H-.

Penrith,

ager of the Chicago

who was appointed assistant general man& Alton on November 1, was born on

November 4, 1875, at St. Paul, Minn. He was educated in the
grammar and high schools at Minneapolis, Minn., and entered
Minneapolis & St. Louis.
1899, he held various
clerical positions in the stores department of that railroad. From
January 1, 1900, to July 31, 1902, he was chief clerk of the
from August 1, 1902, to October 31, 1912,
stores department
he was chief clerk of the mechanical department. From November 1, 1912, to February 28, 1914, he was general statistician in
the office of the vice-president and general manager. On March
1914, he left the service of the Minneapolis & St. Louis to
1,
railway service on June

From June

1,

1897,

1,

to

1S97, with the

December

31,

;

become

special statistician in the office of the president of the

Alton, at Chicago, 111. He remained in this position
until his recent appointment as assistant general manager. His
headquarters will continue to be at Chicago.

Chicago

&

Traffic

general
the
freight agent of the Mison DePacific;
souri
to

cember

4,

1882,

railroad,

August

1,

pointed

1884,

and

Chicago,

on

was ap-

vember

1,

On No-

1885,

he was

W. B. A-fcGroarty, agent of the freight department of the
Southern Railway and the Piedmont .'\ir Line at Baltimore, Md.,
has been appointed general agent, with office at Baltimore.
E. A. Peacock has been appointed commercial agent of tlie
Trinity & Brazos Valley, with office at Ft. Worth, Texas.
J.
E. Meroney has been appointed commercial agent at Corsicana,

Texas.

Roy L. Stall, district passenger solicitor of the Pennsylvania
Railroad at New York, has been appointed division passenger
agent of the Pittsburgh district, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
succeeding Edgar Yungman, promoted.
Frank A. Hart, general agent of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, at Clinton, Iowa, has been appointed division freight and
passenger agent, with headquarters at Quincy. 111., and H. R.
Freed has been appointed general agent at Clinton, vice Mr.
Hart.
McCollum, commercial agent of the Atlantic Coast Line
Augusta, Ga., has been appointed commercial agent, with
office at Columbia, S. C, vice D. Y. l\Ionteith, resigned to engage
in other business, and J. H. Kinard has been appointed commercial agent, with office at Augusta, vice Mr. McCollum.
L. D.

at

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J. W. Baum, general foreman of the Lake Erie, Franklin &
Clarion, at Clarion, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic, a
new position, and the position of general foreman has been abol-

ished.

A. Billingham, master mechanic of the Tennessee CenNashville, Tenn., has been appointed mechanical superintendent, and the office of master mechanic has been abolished.

tral,

at

R. G. Jones, assistant engineer on the Northern division of the
Grand Rapids & Indiana, at Grand Rapids, Mich., has been
promoted to division engineer on the Southern division, at Ft.
Wayne, Ind.
C. W. Hixson, signal supervisor of the Vandalia, at Terre
Haute, Ind., has been appointed signal supervisor of the Pennsylvania Lines, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., vice A. J.

pointed signal supervisor of the Eastern division, with
quarters at Carrizozo, N. M. Effective November 1.

head-

W. Homuth, formerly signal inspector of the Chicago &
North Western, has been appointed assistant signal supervisor
of the Chicago terminal, relieving E. E. Schultz, who has been

On January 1,
he became general
the
of
agent
freight
Kansas City, Ft. Scott &

cific.

assigned to duties as engineer in the office of the signal engineer.
R. B. Arnold, signal inspector, has been appointed assistant engineer in charge of valuation.

1889,

A. .lohnson

Memphis, now a part of the Frisco

lines.

He

remained

when he was appointed

ni this

assistant

Union Pacific at Denver, Colo.
July of the same year he was appointed general agent
of the same road with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal. In
August, 1892, he became traveling freight agent of the Great
Northern, with office at Spokane, Wash., and in February, 1893,
in

H. R. Wilson has been appointed general freight and passenger agent of the Mississippi Centi'al, with office at Hattiesburg,
Miss., vice R. D. Moore, resigned.

H. H. Shcffer has been appointed signal supervisor of the
Western division of the El Paso & Southwestern, with headquarters at Douglas, Ariz., and S. E. Tonilinson has been ap-

transferred to Atchison.
Kans., and on January 1.
1886, was appointed asfreight
general
sistant
agent of the Union Pa-

position until January 1, 1890,
general freight agent of the

Wash. On January 1, 1894, he was appointed general agent in
the freight department of the Union Pacific at Denver, Colo.
On February 1, 1899, became general freight agent of the Colorado & Southern with office at Denver, and on March 1, of the
same year, his jurisdiction was extended over the passenger
business and his title changed to general freight and passenger
agent.
He held this position imtil October 12, 1915, when he
was promoted to traffic manager of the same railroad.

Effective October 25.

commercial
111.

division freight and passenger agent of the
that road, with headquarters at Seattle,

of

James F. AIcNamara, assistant roadmaster of the Yaroo &
Mississippi Valley, at Greenwood, Miss., has been promoted to
roadmaster of the Minnesota division of the Illinois Central,
with office at Dubuque, Iowa, vice Thomas Quigley, transferred.

agent, with headquarters
at

to

division

No. 19

Seifert, deceased.

he was

appointed assistant genagent of
freight
eral
that

Pacific

59,

R.

H. A. Johnson, whose appointment as traffic manager of the
Colorado & Southern has been announced, entered railway service as an office boy in the general freight office of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas at SeFrom there
dalia, Mo.
he went to St. Louis,
Mo., where he was chief
clerk

was promoted

Vol

J. L. Taylor, Jr., assistant division engineer of the Pennsylvania Lines West at New Castle, Pa., has been appointed assistant division engineer of the Pittsburgh division with office
R. D. McKeon. assistant division engineer of
at Pittsburgh.
the Vandalia Railroad at Logansport, Ind., has been appointed
assistant division engineer of the Erie and Ashtabula division
of the Pennsylvania Lines West with office at New Castle, and

'

November

5,
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E. H. May, an assistant of the engineering corps of the Indianapolis division of the Pennsylvania Lines West, has been promoted to assistant division engineer of the Michigan division
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of the Vandalia Railroad, with office at Logansport, Ind.
R. H. Pinkham, assistant supervisor of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, at Derry, Pa., has been promoted to division engineer
H. D. Stowe,
of the Renovo division, with office at Renovo.
supervisor at Dimkirk, N. Y., and G. W. Curtiss, supervisor at
Shamokin, Pa., have been appointed pilot engineers in the office
of the valuation engineer, both with headquarters at Philadelphia.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

Georgia, Southern
passenger locomotives.

&

Florida

The Standard Oil Company,

is

in

the

Whiting, Ind.,

is

market for 2
inquiring for

prices on one switching locomotive.

W. E. Brown, supervisor of the Middle division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Hollidaysburg, Pa., has been appointed
supervisor of the Pittsburgh division, with office at Derry, Pa.
A. G. Follette, supervisor at Woodbury, N. J., has been appointed supervisor of the Shamokin division, with office at
Shamokin, Pa.
C. E. Whitlock, formerly supervisor of the
Trenton division, and later in the office of the assistant to the
general manager at Philadelphia, has been appointed supervisor of the Philadelphia Terminal division, with office at Philadelphia.
H. A. John, supervisor at Salamanca, N. Y., has been
appointed supervisor of the West Jersey & Seashore, with office
T. K. Minsker, assistant supervisor of the
at Woodbury, N. J.
at Bowie, Md., has been promoted to
supervisor of the Buffalo division, with office at Dunkirk, N. Y.,
and F. X. Bradley, assistant supervisor at Derry, has been
promoted to supervisor of the Allegheny division, with office at

Pennsylvania Railroad

Salamanca, N. Y.

The Raritan River has ordered one Mikado type locomotive
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Allegheny Steel Company has ordered one switching
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Detroit Terminal has ordered one Consolidation type
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Port Huron Southern has ordered one six-wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered 10 Mikado type
locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.

The Sumpter Valley has ordered one ten-wheel and one
Mikado type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The East Tennessee & Western North Carolina has ordered one ten-wheel type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Joseph Weidel, whose appointment as valuation engineer of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was announced in these columns in August, has recently had his jurisdiction extended over
Mr. Weidel started his prothe Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.
In
fessional career in 1895 as a draftsman in New York City.
1899 he was employed as an assayer by the Buck Exploration
Company at Durango, Mexico. From 1900 to 1902 he was employed by the Santa Fe in various capacities in Colorado, NewMexico and Kansas. In 1903 he was in the service of the Ale.xican Central as division engineer in the states of Coahuila and
Vera Cruz. From 1904 to 1905 he was assistant engineer on the
Santa Fe, and in 1906 construction engineer for the Hally &
Swink Railway in Colorado. Returning to the Santa Fe he
served one year as engineer on construction of the Raton tunnel at Trinidad, Colo., and two years as office engineer at Topeka, Kan. In 1912 and 1913, he had charge of the construction
of the Pecos & Northern Texas, from Lulibock, Tex., to Texico,
N. M. In 1914 he returned to the Santa Fe as an assistant
engineer.

Purchasing

Woods,

purchasing agent of the Nashville,
Louis, at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed purchasing agent, vice A. C. Taylor, assigned to other
J.

L.

&

Chattanooga

assistant

St.

duties.

Works.

The V/alterboro Lumber Company, Thayer, S. C, has ordered one Prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The

LTnited Steel Company, Canton, Ohio, has ordered one
four-wheel switching locomotive and one six-wheel switching
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Interstate Railroad, reported in the Rnilzvay Age
Gazette of October 22 as having ordered 2 locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has increased that order to 3
Consolidation type locomotives.
The Bethlehem Steel Company has ordered 2 eight-wheel
switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 22 by 28 in. cylinders, 51-in.
driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 196,000 lb.
The Baltimore & Ohio, reported in the Raihvay Age Gazette
of October 22 as having ordered one Mallet type locomotive
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has increased this order
to 15 Mallet (2-8-8-2) type locomotives and has also ordered 15
Mallet type engines from the American Locomotive Company.
The New Orleans & North Eastern, reported in the RailAge Gazette of October 22 as having ordered 4 Mikado

K'rt.v

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has increased that order to 6 locomotives, two of which will he used
on its own lines and four on the Vicksburg, Shre\oport S:

OBITUARY

Pacific.

John Kirk, superintendent of the Gary division of the Elgin,
Jolict & Eastern, died at Gary, nd., on November 2.
Daniel

peka

&

Elliott,

Gardner
at

division

Chicago,

I.

111.,

division freight agent of the Pere Marquette

Grand Rapids, Mich., died

been

19.

general agent of the Delaware & Hudson,
died on October 25, at the age of 38.

Israel,

Thomas McGuire,
at

superintendent of the Atchison, To-

Santa Fe, at Amarillo, Tex., died on October

in the service

in that city

on October

23,

He had

of the railroad since 1894.

C. A. Anderson, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul at Mason City, Iowa, died on October 31 as the result of
being run down by a switching locomotive in the yard.

H. M. McCartney, well known .iinong railroad builders, died
Los Angeles, Cal., on October U). During the construction
of the Western Pacific he hclil the position of assistant chief
engineer and also figured prominently in the construrlion of
the Northern Pacific, the S.iu Pedro, Los Angeles &• Salt Lake
and the L!nion Pacific. More recently he was connected with
the laud (lei)artmenl of tlic Southern Pacific Company
at

The Pennsylvania Railroad was

noted in

last

week's issue

Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
These engines are ordered on the

as having ordered 75

1916 equipment program, and are to be used on the Lines East
of Pittsburgh.
They are to he of the L-l-s type, and will be
similar to the locomotive describee! in the Riiikvav Ane Gazette
of July 3, 1914, page 12.

The Ck.mral of Georgi.\, as stated in a recent issue, has
ordered 8 Mikado type locomotives and 4 Pacific type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.
The Mikado
type engines will have the same principal dimensions as those
ordered by the Illinois Central. The Pacific type locomotives
will have 23 by 28 in. cylinders, ()0-in. driving wheels and a
total weight of 222,300 lb!
The

Illinois

Central, as stated

Mikado type locomotives from
lion, all

the

of which will have 27 by 30

power of

WO

has ordered 47
I.oconiotivc Corpora-

recently,

Lima
in.

cylinders, (>3-in. driving

and a total weight in working order of
28-1,400 lb.
The 3 Santa Fc type locomotives, ordered from the
.\mcrican Locomotive Company, will have 29 by 32-in. cylinders,
51.

lb.
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63-in. driving wheels, a

weight on driving wheels of 274,000 lb.,
lb. and a total weight in working order

a tractive effort of 67,173
of 346,000 lb.

The Pekin-K.\lgan Railw.av has ordered 4 Mikado type
and 2 Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. The Mikado type locomotives will have 20 by 28 in.
cylinders, SO-in, driving wheels and a total weight in working
The Pacific type locomotives will have
order of 186,000 lb.
20 by 26 in. cylinders, 62-in. driving wheels and a total weight
in working order of 183,000 lb.
The Muscatine-Iowa

City R.mlway, Muscatine, Iowa, has

Montezuma branch

leased the

Rock Island &

of the Chicago,

running from Muscatine, la., to Montezuma, 87 miles,
and proposes to operate the line with gas-electric power instead
of steam. It has already begun negotiations for the purchase of
The
the necessary freight locomotives and passenger cars.
arrangement for the lease is to become effective on January 1,
Pacific,

1916.

The

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

& Western was

Vol.

:

CAR BUILDING

No. 19

underframe box cars from the Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company, ordered only 1,000 steel underframes from
that company and will build tlic cars in its own shops. This company will also build 400 gondola cars in its own shops.
steel

The Pennsylvania has issued inquiries for 9,000 freight
cars to replace old equipment.
Of these 6,000 will be for the
Lines East, and 3,000 for the Lines West of Pittsburgh. The
company has also issued inquiries for 50 coaches, 50 combination baggage and express cars and 7 horse express cars for the
Lines East and 18 coaches, 20 baggage cai;^, 6 dining cars and
16 combination passenger and baggage and combintion baggage and mail cars for the Lines West.

New

The
York Centr.\l was reported in last week's issue
as having placed orders for several thousand cars.
More recent advices give the division of the order as follows
Standard Steel Car Company, 4,500 55-ton composite gondola cars
Haskell & Barker Car Company, 1,500 automobile cars Pullman Company, 1,000 automobile cars, and the American Car
:

;

& Foundry Company,
incorrectly

reported in last week's issue as having ordered 42 locomotives
from the Lima Locomotive Corporation. The company placed
orders for but 35 locomotives, the order having been divided
Lima Locomotive Corporation, 8 Mikado type and
as follows
7 six-wheel switching locomotives, and the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, 10 ten-wheel and 10 Consolidation type locomotives.

59,

automobile cars, a total of 8,000

1,000

These orders are in addition to orders placed in September or early in October for 5,500 cars, only 3,500 of which
have been previously reported.
The orders for 5,500 cars
noted included the following; Pressed Steel Car Company,
1,500 gondola cars, of which 500 were for the New York Central proper and 1,000 for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie; Standard Steel Car Company, 1,500 gondola cars, of which 500
were likewise for the New York Central, and 1,000 for the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie; Haskell & Barker Car Company, 1,000
automobile cars, for the Michigan Central
American Car &
Foundry Company, 1,000 box cars, including 500 for the New
York Central and 500 for the Cincinnati Northern, and the
Barney & Smith Car Company, 500 box cars for the New York

cars.

;

The

Kansas & Texas

Missouri,

is

inquiring for 2,000 coal

cars.

The Bingham &

Garfield

is

inquiring

for

prices

on 125

Central.

freight cars.

The Northern

Pacific

is

inquiring for prices on 1,000 center

constructions.

The Denver &

Rio Grande

is

inquiring for prices on 10 steel

passenger coaches.

The Muscatine-Iowa

City Railway.

— See

item

under Lo-

The orders

placed for the

New York

Central proper

were not previously reported. Of the 4,500 gondola cars ordered
from the Standard Steel Car Company on the new order, 3,000
are to be for the New York Central, 500 for the Michigan Central and 1,000 for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
The 3,500 automobile cars to be built by the Haskell & Barker Car Company,
the American Car & Foundry Company and the Pullman Company are ordered for the Michigan Central,

comotive Building.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has ordered 500 40-ton box
from the Bettendorf Company.

IRON AND STEEL

cars

The Michigan Central has ordered 150 40-ton box cars
from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 400 steel cars
from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.
The Birmingham Southern has issued inquiries for 50 70-

The New York Central
the

Lackawanna

The Central

flat

cars and 15 50-ton

box

cars.

New

Jersey has ordered 1,000 box, 1,000
hopper and 250 insulated box cars for ice from the Standard
Steel

of

Car Company.

The Georgia, Southern & Florida is in the market for two
passenger coaches, 130 steel gondola coal cars and 375 steel
underframe box

cars.

The Chesapeake &

Ohio, reported in last week's issue as
being in the market for 1,000 70-ton coal cars, has ordered these
cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
is
is

Philadelphia, Pa.,

market for one or two second hand caboose cars. It
also inquiring for 25 flat and 5, 30-ton box cars, for southern
in the

delivery.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, reported in lusl
week's issue as being in the market for 500 hopper cars, will
also purchase 1,000 steel underframe box cars and 500 gondola
cars.

The Baltimore &

Ohio, reported in an unconfirmed item in
week's issue as having ordered 1,000 hopjier cars from the
Cambria Steel Company, ordered 2,000 hopper cars from that
company and has also ordered 500 box car bcidics from ihc
Ralston Steel Car Company.
last

The
in

Louisville

the Raihvay

& Nashville

Age Cucctic of

reported

last

week

in

an unconfirmed item

as having ordered 1,1X)0

has ordered 5,000 tons of

from the

Illinois Steel

The Boston & Maine
1916 delivery,
tlie

of which

Lackawanna

Steel

rails

from

Company.

The Chicago Great Western
rails

for ties

ton hopper cars, 25 70-ton

Steel

has ordered 7,500 tons of 85-lb.

Company

for

March

delivery.

has ordered 25,000 tons of rails for
15,000 tons have been ordered from

Company.

The Pennsylvania

Railroad has ordered 175,000 tons of
for 1916 delivery, as follows: 70,000 tons from the Illinois Steel Company, 7,000 tons from the Carnegie Steel Company, 38,500 tons from the Cambria Steel Company, 38,500 tons
from the Pennsylvania Steel Company, 10,500 tons from the
Lackaw-anna Steel Company, and 10,500 tons from the Bethlehem Steel Compan}'.
rails

SIGNALING
The

Chicago, Indianapolis

&

Louisville

will install a 24-lever

Saxby & Farmer mechanical interlocking plant at the crossing
of its line with the Grand Trunk, at Haskell's, Ind. The material has been ordered from the Union Switch & Signal Comjiany, and the work will be done by the road's forces.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

will install

an

all-electric

interlocking plant at Mission street, Los Angeles, Cal.
The
material for the installation was furnished by the General Railway Signal Company, and comprises an 80-lever, model 2, unit
lever type interlocking macliine, with 62 working levers and 18
spare spaces
three-position, upper-quadrant, model 2-A high
signals and two-position, lower-quadrant, model 2-A high signals; tliree-position, upper-quadrant, model 2-A dwarf signals
and two-position, lower-iiiiadrant, model 3 dwarf signals, also
model 2 switch machines. The work will be done by the road's
;

forces.

November

S,
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Supply Trade News

I

The American Steel Foundries will soon begin work on a
new addition to its plant at Indiana Harbor, Ind. A structure
ft.

by 200

ft.

will be erected.

M. E. Hamilton, northwest railroad representative of the
Garlock Packing Company, of Chicago, with headquarters at St.
Paul, Minn., has resigned to become general air brake inspector
of the St. Louis & San Francisco.
Mr. Hamilton was in the
service of the Garlock Packing Company for four and onehalf years.

The Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company opened
two new branch offices, on October 15, one located at 407 Confederation building, Winnipeg, Man., and the other at 320
Kearns building, Salt Lake City, Utah. W. Reynolds will have
charge of the company's Canadian interests, and C. H. Jones
will act as

Salt

Lake

Railway Construction

I
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representative for the western district, centering at
City.

ItlllllllMlllllllIIlI

William H. Donner, president of the Cambria Steel Company,
has exercised an option for one-half the Pennsylvania company's
holdings in the Pennsylvania Steel Company, and has purchased
approximately 45,800 shares of 7 per cent non-cumulative preferred and 46,950 shares of common stock.
This means that
the proposed purchase of the Pennsylvania Steel Company by the
Bethlehem Steel interests cannot take place and paves the way
for the contemplated merger of the Pennsylvania and Cambria
Steel Companies.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

National Transit Company,

Oil City, Pa., has issued Bulletin No. 403, describing
gas engines ranging from 30 to 80 h. p. The book

its

horizontal

is

illustrated

with photographs and drawings of the various parts.

—

ScHERZER Rolling Lift Bridges. The Scherzer Rolling Lift
Bridge Company, Chicago, has issued a booklet describing its type
of bridges and the merits of this design. It also contains an extended list of this type of bridges on various railways in the
country. The book is well illustrated with examples of typical
structures.

—

Kahn Mesh

for Rkinforcing Concrete. The Trussed Concrete Steel Company, Voungstown, Ohio, has issued a 32-pagc
pamphlet describing Kahn mesh expanded metal. The booklet
illustrates the various purposes for which this material may
be used and gives a immber of slab tables.
Several standard
plans for highway box culverts are also included.

Cement and Concrete. — Robert W. Hunt &

Co.,

engineers,

have issued a booklet containing information and
specilications concerning the testing of cement and concrete
aggregates, including the standard specilications for Portland
cement adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials
tind approved by the American .Society of Civil Engineers.
Chicago,

Inspection and Tests. — The engineering firm of Robert W.
Himt & Co., Chicago, has recently issued a booklet explaining
the work of the engineering division of that company's bin-eau of
inspection, tests and consultation.
The book goes into some
detail

of

its

plants,

industrial

plants,

etc.

It

may

also

Spokane.

— from

—

;

—

Boston Subways. Bids are wanted until November 11. by
B. Leighton Beal, secretary of the Boston Transit Commission,
for building section
of the Dorchester tunnel.
This section

G

Dorchester avenue between West Fourth street
and Old Colony avenue. South Boston, Mass. The section is
about 1,200 ft. long and will be mainly of reinforced concrete
located

in

construction.

—

Gulf, Texas & Wester.m. .'\ccording to press reports arrangements are being made to build extensions of this road,
which is now in operation from Mineral Wells, Tex., to Seymour, 108 miles. It is understood that an extension will be built
from Salesville east to Fort Worth, about 50 miles, and the
original intention to extend the road west from Seymour to
Lubbock will also be carried out in the near future.
LiNviLLE River. Construction work is reported under wa\- on
the extension of this road from Montezuma, N. C, northeast to
Foscoe, 12 miles.
contract was let last July to W. S. Whiting,
Elizabethton, Tenn., to carry out this work. The company now
operates a 14-mile line from Pineola northwest via Montezuma

A

to Cranberry.

power
upon for

utilities,

be called

consultation and designing with reference to power plant design,
industrial plants, and railway ecjuipment.
Its construction and
testing dcpai tmetit, in addition, is in a iiositioii to supervise the
construction of power and other plants ami to supervise also
tests of electrical and mechanical apparatus at the manufacturer's
works or at the plant after installation.

(July

9, p.

Rhode Island Roads.
municipally owned line

81.)

— Plans

are being made for a proposed
Providence, R. I., to be built from
the city sea wall at Field's Point to connect with the tracks
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Southern
New England.

San Francisco,

in

Roads.— The Board of Public Works of
on November 24 for the construction of
a railway from Rosasco, Tuolumne county, to the Hctch-Hctchy
dam site. The railroad will be 67.7 miles in length, will have
Cal.,

this city will receive, bids

a maximum grade of 4 per cent, and a maximum curve of 30
deg. About 16,000 cu. yd. of material will be handleil per mile.
One bridge, 220 ft. long will be built over the Tuolumne river,
inxolving the use of 4/0,000 lb. of steel for the structure itself
and 130,000 lb. for girder approaches. The railway will be used
to transport material to the site of the Hetch-I tetchy dam and
the aqueduct leading from it. Steam motive power will be used,
but as yet no definite inquiries for equipment have been made.
The plans also contemplate the construction of oil tanks, water
tanks and 50 miles of telephone line.
M. M. O'Shaughnessy,
city engineer, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Van Horn

Valley. Grading i,s in progress on this road from
Horn, Tex., north, Three thousand cu. yd. of material
being handled per mile.
Out of some 70 miles of grading

\'an
is

to be done,

15 per cent has been completed,
R. II. Owen.
Reserve Bank building, Kansas City. Mo., is president.

concerning the aims of the organization and the duties
various dei)artmental sub-divisions. The roiiipany is pre-

pared to make examinations and reports on public

&

The contract for the
Bellingham, Wash., to Dem-,
ing, has been awarded to E. J. Fader, 4175 Arcade Annex,
Seattle, Wash.
The maximum grade on the first 16 miles is
1 1/10 per cent, but as yet grading has not been begun.
Ultimately, it is the purpose of the company to extend from Deming,
up the north fork of the Nooksack river, across the mountains
to the headwaters of the Methow river, down the Methow to
the Columbia river, along the Columbia to the Spokane river,
thence to Spokane, and finally to the state boimdary line. Steam
motive power will be used.
President, J. E. Morrison, 1515
Tenth avenue, West Seattle, Wash. chief engineer, C. E. Wingate, McLeod hotel, Bellingham, Wash.
16 miles of this railway

—

—

Locomotive Appliances. The Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York, has recently issued Bulletin No. 166, describing
and illustrating the Franklin automatic adjustable driving box
wedge.

— The

I
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Bellingham, Mt. Baker

first

is

Horizontal Gas Engines.
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Kan. ri.uis are being preparetl by the Atchison,
Topcka iV Santa Fe for a large frame addition to the car repair
shed here. The new structure will be ••22 ft. by <>J, and will
.'\ri;en iiNK,

cost approximately $45,000.

Hhonxvilm:, N.

York Central

Y.— A

contract has been given by the

New

to the Fort Pitt Bridge Works, Pittsburgh, Pa„
for fabricating the steel superstructures of a 03-ft.
railroad
bridge, also for a highway bridge about 62>4 ft long.
These

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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hridses are to have concrete abutments.
This is part of the
improvements being carried out in connection with the construction of a new street at Bronxvillc.
Bids were received in
September for the excavation, masonry, paving, erection of the
steel work, etc., but contracts for this work have not yet been

No

19
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Railway Financial News

I

\
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let.

—

Brooklyn, N. Y. The New York Dock Company will carry
out improvements on the Brooklyn waterfront between Fulton
street and Atlantic avenue at a cost of $1,250,000.
The work
calls for the replacement of the existing piers, which are about
400 ft. long, by five new piers, to be from 640 to 750 ft. long.
The New York Municipal Railway Corporation, has applied
to the New York Public Service Commission, First district,
for permission to enter into a contract with the George \V.
McNulty Company, for the construction of the Coney Island
terminal of its elevated lines.

—An

of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
will reconstruct its lake coal
trestle at Buffalo.
Some of the work will be done by the railroad with company forces, and the Buffalo Dock & Dredging
Company will probably carry out the work at North Pier, Buffalo.

Buffalo, N. Y.

officer

Western writes that the company

—

East St. Louis, III. A contract has been awarded to the
Weller Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, 111., for the machinerj- and structural steel to be used in the construction of a
The work of
coal tipple for the Wiggins Ferry Company.
The coal transfer
installation will be done by company forces.
will be operated by a tram car on a cable way actuated by electric
hoists.
The hopper trestle and motor house will be constructed
The new
of timber the hopper, tram car and cradle of steel.
station will have a capacity of 150 tons per hour, and will cost
approximately $11,500, exclusive of the earth approach to the hopper trestle.
(October 29, p. 829.)
;

—

J.\MAICA, N. Y. Work is now under way on the elevation of
about a mile of the Long Island Railroad tracks through HoUis
and over the Holban freight yard. About 400,000 cu. yd. of fill
will be used.
The grade crossings at Farmer avenue and at
Hamilton avenue will be eliminated and the grade of the entire
Holban freight yard will be changed, so as to permit of the
highway going between the network of tracks in the yard. The
three-track main line traversing this section will be raised 14 or
The cost
15 ft., and the highways will be depressed 3 or 4 feet.
of the improvements will be about $400,000.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. In connection with the opening of Emerald street under the tracks of the Richmond branch of the
Philadelphia & Reading, a three-span deckbridge is to be built
by the railroad, to carry 16 tracks, at a cost of $72,800. The
bridge will be supported on concrete masonry abutments at the
house lines, and upon steel girders and columns at the curb
lines of the street.
The bridge floor proper is to be composed
of I-beams encased in concrete and will be waterproofed with
a layer of asphalt mastic IV2 in. thick. Contracts for the work
For the bridge abutments and rehave been let as follows
moval of core to C. P. Bower, Philadelphia, Pa.; for the superstructure of the bridge, ready for encasement, to the American
Bridge Company, Philadelphia, and for waterproofing the bridge,
to the Barber Asphalt Paving Company, Philadelphia.
:

—

South Bend, Ind. This municipality has been granted the
authority to order grade separation on the New York Central
right of way and at present is raising funds to cover its share
of the expense. No definite plans of construction have yet been
adopted.

—

The contract for constructing the Chouteau
St. Louis, Mo.
avenue viaduct over the Missouri Pacific and St. Louis & San
Francisco tracks, has been let to F. C. Mueller & Co., of this
city.

Vol. 59.

The

viaduct will be a reinforced concrete structure, con-

sisting of 30 flat slab spans, 28 to 36

ft.

in

supported

length,

on piers extending to rock foundation. The estimated cost of
the structure is $150,000; pavements and surface improvements,
The
$35,000; real estate, $35,000; property damages, $45,000.
railways and the city will share the cost as follows
Missouri
Pacific, $150,000; St. Louis & San Francisco, $35,000; street
:

railway, $10,000; city of St. Louis, the balance.

—

SuNBURY, Pa. The Philadelphia &. Reading has filed plans
with the Pennsylvania State Water Supply Commission for permission to reconstruct its bridge across the Susquehanna river
(Sept. 24, p. 586.)
at Sunbury.

—

& Maine. The minority stockholders' protective committee has sent out a circular protesting against, the proposed
reorganization. The circular says, in part
"Boston & Maine was valued by the commonwealth of Massachusetts as late as 1906 at $165 per share, and the question
arises as to the bearing of this valuation upon present conditions.
To what extent have real values suflPered legitimate
depreciation?
Total sales of the stock in the intervening
period have been exceedingly small
fluctuations in this limited market cannot properly be used as a barometer of credit
in connection with the outstanding obligations of this corpo-

Boston

;

ration.

"Boston & Maine as a physical property has substantially
appreciated rather than depreciated within the past few years.
Recent earnings would seem to refute the claim that a reorganization is immediately necessary and tend to make the
suggestion of receivership a more or less empty threat. The
position taken by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
the Rock Island case may be regarded as a fair warning
that merely speculative railroad receiverships will not be tolerated.

"Such reorganization as is projected would permanently
fund a large volume of obligations that are declared to be of
doubtful validity. It also particularly threatens the integrity
of minority interests, for the reason that it would mean an
assessment of from $30 to $50 per share on all the stock. The
result would be the wiping-out of thousands of individual
holdings. All stock of the Boston & Maine has been issued
under specific guaranty of general law that it should forever

remain unassessable."

—

Chicago Great Western. The directors have declared a dividend of 1 per cent on the preferred stock, payable December
1.
This is the first dividend declared since the reorganization
of 1909.
Dividends on the preferred stock have been cumulative at the rate of 4 per cent a year since June 30, 1914.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific— The Montezuma branch,
running from Muscatine to Montezuma, Iowa, 87 miles, has
been leased to the Muscatine-Iowa City Railway, which proposes to operate the line with gas-electric cars for both passenger and freight.
The arrangement becomes effective on

January

1,

1916.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. As previously announced,
the protective committee, Charles A. Peabody, chairman, representing the refunding 4 per cent bonds, has asked for the
deposit of these bonds. N. L. Amster, of Boston, has given
out a statement criticising the committee for their "attack"
on the credit of the company just at this time. It is understood that the Kendrick report on the capital needs of the
property to put it in good physical shape is about ready, or
has just been submitted, and the committee's action in calling
for the deposit of bonds is said to be because of the nature
of this report. This cannot, however, be confirmed.

Houston & Brazos Valley.

— On the application

of general cred-

Judge Burns of the United States district court has appointed G. C. Morris receiver of the Houston & Brazos Valley.
which runs from Anchor, Tex., to Freeport, 25 miles.
itors

—

National Railways of Mexico. The stockholders' meeting was
held in Mexico City on October 31. The Mexican and New
York boards of directors were elected. The Mexican board
consists

Basove y

of

Acting

Foreign

Minister

Jesus

Acuna,

Carlos

del Castillo, Minister of Finance Luis Cabrera, three

Jose Diego Fernandez, Aquiles Eloduy and Fernando Gonzales; Gabriel Mancera, an engineer; sub-Secretary
lawyers,

of Finance Rafael Nieto, Alberto J. Pani, an engineer; Jose
Simon, manager of the Banco Nacional Mexicano, and Rafael
Zubaran Capmany, e.x-minister of the interior. The New York
board consists of Juan N. Amader, an attorney; Dr. Alfredo
Caturmeli, William Edmund Curtis, Jerome Hanauer, Roberto
V. Pesquira, Walter V. Losen, Charles H. Sabin, Richard

Schuster and Henry Wehrhane.
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end of his journey for a charge of 10 cents
But there is an additional reason now in
of a charge for baggage that did not formerly exist.
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for 24 hours or
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to protect

themselves the eastern roads are requiring a declaration of value
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work and
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proposed as a substitute for the declaration of value and to cover
not only a part of the expense of handling baggage but the

The adoption of a baggage charge would
undoubtedly be attended with the difficulty usually experienced in
attempting to withdraw a concession that has once been granted,
but now that the railroads have something to trade, the plan
might appeal to many who object strongly to the declaration of
insurance element.
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There recently have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette several
letters and articles complaining about and criticizing the position
in which a large majority of general office
A Plan for
clerks on railways find themselves. There
Improving the
is ample justification for many of these
complaints and criticisms. The work of
Railway Clerk
general office clerks is of no small i;Tiportance, and the total wages paid to them exceed the salaries
paid to the officers.

The

total

salaries

paid to

all

officers

of

and 2 roads in the year ended June 30, 1913. was
$42,776,142. The total wages paid to general office clerks in the
same year amounted to $69,443,296. The number of general
office clerks in that year was no less than 84,267.
Considering
Classes

1

the number of these employees, the amount of their total compensation and the importance of their work, it is plain that
they should be so selected, organized and promoted as to get
the very best results from their services. This should be done
both out of consideration for the rights and interests of the
employees and the welfare of the railways. The clerks are not
organized into unions, and this imposes on the managements

a special duty to spare no eflfort to treat them fairly and develop among them the greatest loyalty and efficiency.
If there
is any railway in the country which has lived up to these principles it has succeeded in keeping the fact a profound secret.

Many

we have published, while
have been chiefly destructive in their character. We
publish in another column this week a letter from a railway
officer who has had experience in handling general offices and
who suggests a constructive plan for improving the position
of the clerk. His plan may possibly not be the best that could
be suggested, but it has the merit of having been tried and of
having worked successfully.
His letter is therefore entitled
to wide reading and careful consideration.
of the complaints and criticisms

justified,

NEWS

•Illustrated.

At

American Association of Passena committee report was adopted recommend-

the recent meeting of the

ger TralTic Oflicers

ing

Proposed Charge

tliat

tlie

various territorial passenger

associations give serious consideration to

f*"" ""Posing a 10-cent terminal
charge for the checking of haggage. Such
a plan has been suggested heforc, and, as
the Railway Age Gazelle has pointed out, there are numerous
reasons why lliere should be a difference in the charges paid
by those for wlinni the railroad checks baggage and those for
whom it does not. European roads generally charge for handling
all baggage in excess of a very small free allowance, and certainly the passenger for whom the railroad checks and bandies
a 150 lb. Irnnk receives a greater service than the man who
cares fnr bis own b:uicl baggage cnroute, but checks it at a

for

Checking

„

^ P'^"

THE REVIVAL OF BUSINESS

M

O.ST of

the discussion about railroads for a long time has
been centered around their troubles. Attention is now being directed to the more favorable aspects of their situation,
and
many railro;ul officers whose chief concern for years has been
to reduce expenses wherever possible and soinetinies
where it
has seemed impossible, now find their hands filled with the work

of handling the business offered them.

Evidence
general

is

accumulating that the tide has (urncd and that

business

is rapidly returning to a condition
of proswith good coiisec|uent effect on the welfare of the railroads and the railroad supply industry.
After a long depression, followed by a considerable period of uncertainty,
the

perity,

change has come so suddenly as to leave some doubt for
a
lime as to its permanency.
However, while allowance must be
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for the extraordinary activity in certain lines, sucli as the
automobile business, and particularly for the stimulating effect
of the large orders for war materials, the upward tendency during the past month or so has been so marked that more confidence is being manifested than at any time since the war began.

Vol.

railroads are numerous.

In

two months.

last

place early orders for rails and track material.
1,

the Railway

Age

ment in general business, but in the reports of railroad trafiic
and earnings and the large orders for rails, locomotives, cars
and other supplies that have been placed during the past few
weeks by the railroads.
For August the railroads of the country reported an increase in total operating revenues of 1.3 per cent, and in net
operating revenues of 10.2 per cent, per mile.
This showing
was made possible, of course, by the continuance of the proPreliminary reports from large
gram of drastic economy.

columns

Com-

;

movement in its history, the Burlington
set a new record for 48 hours
the Penn-

the largest loaded car

on October 17 and 18

;

middle division in October broke its record for a
month, and the Missouri Pacific in October had the heaviest
sylvania's

freight traffic in

The

its

history.

western roads

traffic

come from

all

particularly

the

in

the grain

than ever before.

sections of the country,

of

effects

movement, which promises

The

to

the

steady
be greater

eastern roads are profiting by the heavy

shipments of iron and

steel,

while the cotton crop

is

as well as of manufactured goods,
which indicate a large gain in general business during the past
two or three weeks, which is also being felt by the western roads.
There have also been heavy shipments of ore. In the South,

smaller than usual,

its

value will be

higher than that of last year, and as a result of the more diversi-

during the year
The traffic of
conditions are showing a marked improvement.
the transcontinental lines is being considerably stimulated by the
closing of the Panama Canal since September 20 by slides, which
it

is

in

Since October

its

rails,

over $19,000,000.
in September, this makes a total expenditure of over

of

for rails alone.
With this rail there were placed
orders for at least $3,000,000 worth of track fastenings. It has
been the practice of the railways in previous years to place
their rail orders about the first of the year, but this year, on

$24,000,000

account of the congestion

in the steel mills

caused by the buying
earlier than usual

from abroad, they are beginning them much

secure delivery at the time the rails will be needed.
The
Pennsylvania has just bought 175,000 tons for its 1916 requirements.
Its 1915 order was placed as late as June.
The Rock
Island has just been authorized to buy 40,000 tons of rails.
If the confidence aroused by the improvement within the past

to

few weeks

is

sustained, railroad

men

will enter

upon the new

year with sentiments of relief and satisfaction. But it will take
many months of good business for most of the roads to make

up for the

effects of the depression,

a large increase in
is

traffic will

not

and for many of them even

suffice.

A

railroad's condition

not determined by. gross earnings alone and the recent in-

creases in net are largely

artificial.

They

are the result of the

very rigid economies that the railroads have been forced to
practice and which cannot be continued without detriment to

The increase in traffic will entail
both service and property.
large increases in expenses and the labor organizations are already beginning movements for an eight-hour day and for
increases in rates of pay.

If successful, these

would cause

in-

creases in operating expenses, which, in the absence of heavy

advances in rates, would soon absorb the enlarged net earnings
being shown. The improvement in conditions in the railsupply field are notable and gratifying; but, nowadays, the
problems presented to the managements of the railways in years
of good business are hardly less numerous and difficult than
those presented in years of bad business.
Some roads are not even in a position to take full advantage

now
way

of

sudden appearance of prosperity.

the

are clamoring for cars,
because, in

many

some instances

cars

While the shippers

are not available for use,

at least, their

owners have kept them-

selves out of bankruptcy only by deferring expenditures for their
repair until a more propitious time, and could not afford to

repair

feeling

creasing freight

fied

in the

the rush to

them

until they

were sure they would be needed.

report on surpluses and shortages of freight cars issued

by the American Railway Association for October 1 showed a
surplus of 88,061 cars, as compared with 191,309 on September 1,
and 133,382 on October 1, 1914. There was also a shortage of
The statement for November 1, which is just out,
9,762 cars.
shows a large part of this surplus wiped out and a considerable
increase in the shortage, which makes the net surplus less than
1913.
Reports of init has been at any time since October,

growth

called atten-

news columns
which represents an expenditure
Including 107,500 tons reported in our

Gazette has reported

orders for 653,000 tons of

merce Commission indicate an increase in total operating revenues per mile from $1,219 in September, 1914, to $1,295 in September, 1915, or 6.2 per cent, and in net operating revenues per
mile from $408 to $484, or 18 per cent.
This also represents
a gain, in both gross and net, over September, 1913, when a
similar compilation by the commission showed that total operating revenues were $1,235 per mile and net operating revenues
were $397 per mile, and over September, 1912, when total operating revenues were $1,200 and net operating revenues $424. The
gross earnings reports of 3Z roads available for October show
increases of 8.63 for the first week, 11.98 for the second and
Any enthusiasm aroused by com17.49 for the third over 1914.
parisons with 1914 should be tempered by recollection of the
exceedingly poor showing made in that year but net gains as
compared with both 1912 and 1913 are gratifying indeed. In
September the gross earnings of the Pennsylvania Railroad
were $20,817,361, the largest in any one .month in the company's
history, except August and October, 1913, and the net earnings, $7,282,021, were the largest in any month in its history.
The earnings figures are reinforced by the increasing frequency of reports of scarcity of equipment and congestion of
trafiic, and by the fact that several of the largest railroads in
the country have in the past few days reported record car loading figures. The Santa Fe in the week ending October 30 had

we

week's issue

No. 20

and locomotives placed

Even more remarkable has been

This confidence is reflected not only in the statements of bankers
and other prominent business men regarding the rapid improve-

roads operating 117,734 miles compiled by the Interstate

last

tion to the large orders for cars

59,

character

of

reported

may

that

territory's

agriculture

cause a cessation of canal

traffic

for the rest

of the year.

Evidences of a renewed buying activity on

llic

pari

of

the

WHAT

IS

AN "EIGHT-HOUR DAY"?

THE

larse organizations of railway train employees are beginning another concerted nation-wide movement for in-

This time they are going to ask for the adopnominal 8-hoiir day in train service. The movement is
of tremendous importance to both the railways and the public.
Its success would cause, directly and indirectly, advances in
operating expenses amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars
annually, in addition to those which have occurred within recent years. The past increase in expenses have created a need
creases in wages.
tion of a

The further increases in exfor general advances in rates.
penses that would be caused by accession to the demands of the
employees would render imperative additional general increases in
The question presented is, therefore, not one which conrates.
cerns only the employees and the railways. It equally concerns
would have to foot most of the bill.
any class of men or of organizations start a movement
of such vast importance the question as to what is really being
sought cannot be asked too explictly or answered too early. The
railways and the public are therefore justified in at once interrogating the leaders of the labor unions as to whether when they
say they want an 8-honr day they mean exactly what they
Or do they use the words "eight-hour day" in a different
say.
the public, which

When

November
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12,

sense from that in which these words are ordinarily understood.
The S-honr day already has been established for working men

many branches of commerce and industry. In every line where
now prevails it means that employees work not only a maximum
of 8 hours, but also a minimum of 8 hours, for a day's wage. The
in
it

conditions of

work and bases of wages

in

railway train service

are entirely different from what they are in any other industry.

This fact and the reasons for its must be made entirely clear to
the public before it will be able to weigh the arguments, pro and
con, which doubtless will be presented in the discussion of the
The public, until
so-called "eight-hour day" in train service.
correctly informed, will naturally assume, when it is stated that
railway train employees now have a 10-hour day, and want an
8-hour day, that this means that they all now work 10 hours for
a day's wage, and want to work only 8 hours for a day's wage.
If this assumption were correct there could hardly be presented
any argument against an 8-hour day in railway train service that
cannot be presented against an 8-hour day in any other line of
industry. But the facts are, that in railway train service practically no emplo3ees now work more than 10 hours for a day's
wage, and that thousands work less than 10 hours, and even less
than 8 or than 6, and in some cases less than 4 hours, for a day's
wage. The reason for this is that in train service wages are based,
not merely on hours worked, but also, and mainly, on miles run;
and that when the requisite miles have been made the employee
gets a day's wage no matter how few hours he has worked.
In -freight service the working day consists of 10 hours work or
100 miles run. If an employee either works more than 10 hours
or runs more than 100 miles he receives overtime. If he runs
more than 100 miles in less than 10 hours he receives overtime for
the excess mileage, and if he runs less than 100 miles in more than
10 hours he receives overtime for the excess hours.. The largest
number of train employees is engaged in through freight service.
The evidence introduced by the railways in Western territory in
the recent arbitration of the controversy between them and their
engineers and firemen showed that in the typical month of October, 1910, their engineers and firemen in through freight service
worked an average of only 8.3 hours for pay for 100 miles, which
is the equivalent of a day's pay.
Evidence introduced in the same
hearing showed that in the typical month of October, 1913, the
engineers and firemen in through freight service worked an
average of only 8.2 hours for pay for 100 miles. In way freight
service the hours are longer than in through freight service, but
on the other hand, in passenger service they are shorter. In
passenger service in the West the basis of a day's wage at present
is 6 hours and 40 minutes' work or 100 miles run, and in Eastern
territory the basis is 5 hours' work or 100 miles run.
Railway
train employees are not working 10 hours a day, as they are
leading the public to believe. Considering the situation as a whole
complete data might show that on the average they are not now
working an average of more than 8 hours for a day's wage. The
spokesmen of the brotherhoods are beginning to fill the newspapers with statements to the efTect that some railway train employees work 12, 14 and 16 hours a day. But they do not state
the additional related fact tliat every train employee who works
more than 10 hours receives overtime for the entire excess, and
that thousands of train employees are regularly receiving a day's
wage for working less, and in many cases much less, than 10

who now work

less than this shall be allowed to continue to work
with the result that on the average the working day in this
service will be made only 7 or 6, or 5 hours?
There is no doubt in the mind of any person who is well in-

less,

formed regarding the existing wage schedules in railway service
what the brotherhoods are really seeking is to establish 8
hours as the maximum and to retain the arrangements under
which many of them work less than 8 hours. In fairness to the
public and the railways the brotherhoods ought to be frank and
Instead of merely saying that they want an "eightexplicit.
hour day" they ought to state what is their definition of an 8-hour
day.
So long as they fail to do this they will rest under the
suspicion of attempting to mislead the public and to prevent enthat

lightening discussion of their true proposition.

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA

THE
from

made

Central of Georgia

The foregoing

facts

brotherhoods,

employees

wage

in

who

show why we have headed

this editorial

an eight-hour day?" Do the railway
demanding tlic 8-hour day, mean not only that

with the question,

"What

are

is

now working

shall in future

a

maximum of
a maximum

work only

10 hours for a

of 8 hours, but

the largest gross revenue in

its history in 1914.
In that year it
earned $14,327,000. The 1914 revenues were 40 per cent greater
than in 1905. In 1915 the revenues dropped back more than half
way to the 1905 figure, total operating revenues amounting to

$12,108,000,

or

less

than

The Central
its

cent

greater

of Georgia operates 1,924 miles.

$20,000,000 stock

is

owned by

than

the

1905

A

majority of

the Illinois Central, which

was

South
and could not well afford to suffer any reduction of income
through the passing or cutting down of dividends on the Central
also adversely affected by the business depression in the

of Georgia.

The

total

loss

of $2,218,000 in

The

revenues of the Central of

Central of Georgia

Georgia was made up by a reduction in operating expenses of
and by an extra dividend of $400,000 declared on the
Ocean Steamship Company stock, which stock is held by the
Central of Georgia. The net income of the Central of Georgia

available for dividends in 1915
in 1914.

railway train service, and that the lh(lU^ands of employees

had been

In 1915 a 5 per cent dividend
stock was declared, making the total

of other southeastern roads,

tiiat

$1,202,000 as against $l,(>n.000

declared, calling for $900,000.

employment and wages in railway train service shall
be put on the same basis as employment and service in other
lines of industry where the 8-hour day prevails? Or are they really
asking that 8 hours shall merely be made the maximum working

to infer,

was

In 1914 dividends on the preferred stock only

on the $5,000,000 common
dividend payments $1,150,000.

6,

in

per

20

revenues.

who arc now working only 3 or 4, or S or
or 7 hours for a day's wage shall in future work a minimum of
8 hours? In other words, do they desire, as the public is being k'<l
also that the employees

day

steady gains in gross revenue

1909 to 1912, held these gains through 1913, and had

$1,812,000,

hours.

day's

883

As has been pointed out

conunents on the annual reports
forms of industry in the South
came almost to a standstill during the early months of the EuroThe
pean war and piissenger travel was very much smaller.
total tonnage of freight carried by the Cetitral of Georgia in
1915 was 4,903,000, comparing with 5.631,000 carried in 1914.
in

all
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how much more important to the earnings of the
Central of Georgia the price of cotton is than the actual tonnage moved. The loss to the planters through low prices is reflected in a movement of but 932,000 tons of manufacturers over
therefore,

the Central of Georgia in 1915 as against 1,443,000 tons in 1914.

On

means both
tonnage of that commodity and loss of tonnage of other
commodities because of the reduced buying power of those dependent on the lumber industry. The total tonnage of lumber
carried by the Central of Georgia in 1915 was 460,000 tons, comparing with 715,000 tons carried in 1914.
To make a saving of $1,812,000 in operating expenses it was
the other hand, depression in the lumber trade

loss of

necessary to cut pretty drastically the expenditures of every de-

Transportation expenses amounted to $4,254,000, a

partment.

saving as compared with the preious year of $760,000. There
was a considerable saving in yard expenses, in the operation of
joint terminals, in station agents' pay and in the pay of labor at

There was also a large reduction in the payments for
the total payments in 1915 amounting to
$199,000, which is less by $189,000 than the payments in 1914, and
a reduction in the payments for loss and damage to freight, the
payments on this account in 1915 amounting to $95,000, or $51,000
A saving was also made in wages of engineless than in 1914.
men and trainmen because of a smaller amount of traffic handled.
A gain was made in trainloading, the average trainload in 1915
being 360 tons, including company and revenue freight, as against
stations.

injuries

to persons,

347 tons in 1914.

Maintenance of way and structures cost $1,654,000 in 1915, or
Maintenance of
(21.81 per cent) less than in 1914.

$462,000

equipment cost $2,247,000, or $584,000 (20.64 per cent) less
than in 1914. Cuts of over 20 per cent in maintenance seem
rather drastic. The largest cuts were made in the expenditure
for timber for bridges, trestles and culverts, $140,000 in 1915
as compared with $285,000 in 1914; and in ordinary repairs of
roadbed and track, $282,000 being spent on these accounts in
1915 as against $360,000 in 1914 and repairs to buildings, $100,000 being spent on these accounts in 1915 as against $172,000
;

in

1914.

pared with the previous year of $345,000.
If the Central of Georgia were an independent road with
a large number of small stockholders the management might
possibly be criticised for its policy in regard to maintenance
retrenchments and adding further to floating debt while paying
dividends on both preferred and common stock. The fact that
the majority of the stock
poration, which

Georgia's needs

is

is

held by a single large, rich cor-

strong enough to take care of the Central of

when the time for permanent financing of
a somewhat different aspect on

floating debt comes, puts

the
the

case.

table shows the principal
compared with 1914:

The following
in 1915 as

figures for operation

1915

Average mileage operated
I'rcrght revenue
PaHccngcr revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

expenses

expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
(;<n(ral expenses
Tran-.portation for investment
Total operating expenses
Taxes
Tran.snortation

—Cr

1,924
$7,859,378
3,001,184
12,108,184
1,654,258
2,246,873

407,174
4,254,257
18,145
418,398
25,592
8,973,512
576,544

1914
1,924
$9,169,090
3,815,474
14, .126,575

2,115,848
2,831,182
429,583
5,014,592
21,473
373,086
10,785,764
631,596

1914

$2,547,633
3,903,631
1.202.005
1,150,000
52,005

Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO
Louis & San Francisco reduced its

$2,909,214
3,808,001
1.091,042
900,000
191,042

ST.

THE

St.

operating ratio

year ended June 30, 1915, to 69.45, comparing
with 74.06 in the previous fiscal year. Total income amounted
to $11,671,000 in 1915, an increase of $1,417,000, or 13.8 per cent,
as compared with the previous year. This would be at the rate
of 7 per cent on a capitalization of about $31,800 per mile. It
is conceivable that through the expenditure of further sums on
in the fiscal

grade reduction and heavier locomotives the operating ratio of
the St. Louis & San Francisco could be brought down to 65 or
even to 63 or 64; but even this would not allow operating income sufficient to yield a fair rate of return on anything like
the cost of reproduction new of the 5,252 miles of road which
being operated by the receivers unless the volume of
should increase by 20 to 30 per cent.
The good showing made in net was due to cutting down expenses even more than commensurate with smaller business.
is

now

traffic

Total operating revenues in 1915 amounted to $42,975,000, a decrease as compared with the previous year of $1,949,000, or 4.3
Total operating expenses amounted to $29,839,000,
per cent.
a decrease as compared with the previous year of $3,432,000,
or 10.3 per cent. The amount spent for maintenance in 1914
high, the receivers having had to make extensive
and renewals to put the property into safe operating
In
condition, and to take up previously deferred maintenance.
1915 $6,088,000 was spent on maintenance of way, which was
less by $1,674,000, or 21.6 per cent, than in the previous year.
This
In 1914 there were 3,269,000 ties used on tie renewals.

was abnormally
repairs

would be equivalent

to approximately 1,250 miles of track.

The

second track and side tracks, of the
St. Louis & San Francisco, including also 196 miles of trackage
rights, was about 6,800 miles. The renewal of ties in all classes
of tracks, including branch lines and side tracks, of more than
one-sixth of the total number, is, of course, obviously abnormally
total miles of track, including

high.
In 1915 tie renewals
charged to expenses for ties

totaled
in

1915

1,367,000.

was

The amount

$678,000, a decrease

$1,219,000, or 64.3 per
renewal also decreased the amounts spent
for track laying and surfacing, the total on that account being
$1,733,000 in 1915, a decrease as compared with the previous year

as

There was a total of $491,000 spent for additions and betterThere was a total of $491,000 spent for additions and betterments, all but a very small part of which was for additions
and betterments to road, the largest expenditure being for track
material other than rails and ties.
Cash on hand at the end of the year totaled $881,000, or
about $39,000 less than at the beginning of the year, and loans
and bills payable amounted to $3,665,000, an increase as com-

No. 20

1915

The tonnage

of cotton carried was 260,000 as against 234,000 the
year before, and of cotton seed and cotton seed meal, 482,000
It will be seen,
tons in 1915 as against 349,000 tons in 1914.

59,

compared with the previous year of

The

cent.

smaller

tie

of $262,000, or 13.1 per cent.
A-faintenance of equipment cost $7,162,000 in 1915, a decrease

compared with the previous year of $331,000, or 4.4 per cent.
There was a decrease of $837,000, or 22.9 per cent, in the amount
spent for repairs, depreciation and retirements (the receivers'
as

report does not separate these three accounts)

of freight-train

cars, the total in 1915 being $2,818,000.

The following table shows the percentage of each class of
expenses to total operating revenues
1915

1914

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

14.17
16.67

expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment

34.13
2.76
0.26

17.28
16.68
2.07
35.08
2.95

1.98

Traffic

— Cr

69.45

Total

74.06

Transportation expenses amounted to $14,668,000 in 1915, a
decrease as compared with the previous year of $1,093,000, or
6.9 per cent. This compares with the decrease in business handled
as follows:

was

per cent)

was

The

total ton miles of all freight, including

3,554,000,000 in
less

1915, or

16,000,000

(less

company,

than half of one

than in 1914; the total number of passenger miles

495,600,000 in 1915, a decrease of 39,500,000 (about 7.5 per

cent).

and the
and damage preventive campaign show up in fine
Loss and
shape, as does also the saving made in fuel expenses.
damage to freight cost $316,000 in 1915, a reduction as com-

The

results of the physical betterment of the property

freight loss

November

12,
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1915

The 1914

pared with 1914 of $198,000, or 38.5 per cent.

nage of lumber and other forest products carried was 3,304,000.
The St. Louis & San Francisco's interest charges, rentals and
sinking funds, and the annual proportion of the amortization of
discount on funded debt totaled $13,353,000, so that with total
income of $11,671,000, from the receivers' operations for the year
showed a deficit of $1,285,000. Interest, however, totaling $6,829,00 was not paid by the receivers, so that the company's cash
position at the end of the year was considerably better than at
the beginning. Cash on hand amounted to $3,261,000 on June 30,
1915, as compared with $979,000 on June 30, 1914. Loans and bills
payable amounted to $1,079,000 in 1915, comparing with $1,350,000
at the beginning of the year.
In discussing maintenance of equipment expenses it was men-

loss

and damage to freight was 5.8 per cent less than in 1913. Clearing wrecks in 1915 cost $72,650, a decrease of $55,307, or 43.2
per cent, as compared with 1914. Fuel for train locomotives cost
$2,515,000 in 1915, or $253,000

(9.1

per cent) less than in 1914.

Total locomotive mileage amounted to 24,257,000 miles, a decrease of 1,907,000 miles, or 7.3 per cent. The average trainload
of all freight was 378 tons in 1915, as against 351 tons in 1914,
an increase of 27 tons. There were on an average 17.14 loaded
cars and 8.14 empty cars to the train in 1915, comparing with 16.71
loaded cars and 7.85 empty cars in 1914. The revenue per ton
per mile in 1915 was 9.5 mills, and in 1914, 10 mills.
The total tonnage of revenue freight carried in

comparing with 19,906,000 in 1914.
ence between the reduction in ton mileage

The

18,762,000,

was

1915

tioned that depreciation and repairs are not

large differ-

than half of

(less
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St.

Louis

one per cent) and the reduction in total numl)er of tons carried
(5.75 per cent) was due to the considerably longer average liaul
This figure was 165 miles in 1915,
in 1915 for revenue freight.
Of the total tonnage of revenue
as against 152 miles in 1914.
freight carried in 1915 28.37 per cent was bituminous coal and
Products of agriculture in
7.29 per cent stone and like articles.
1915
15.60

furnished 19.74 per cent of the total tonnage, as against
per cent furnished by products of agriculture in 1914.

Wheat

alone in

1915

San Francisco
small

The

Frisco, like other roads,

severely the depression in the lumber trade.

of lumber and other forest products
a year of denression

in

the

in

1915

The

was

total

felt

depreciation.

total

Ion-

is

The

total

but $774,000.

accrued depreciation

In discussing a possible

when it is taken out of the hands
must be borne in mind that charges for depreciation on equipment under the new ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission will presinnably be very much higher than
those which have been made by the receiver during the court's

operating ratio for the Frisco

of receivers

it

administration of the property.

The following
in

1915 as

table shows the principal
compared with I*'14:

figures for operation
1915

tonnage

2,741,(XW; in 1914,

lumber trade, the

amount for

on equipment since 1907

furnished 1,024,000 tons, comparing with

483,000 tons carried in 1914.

itself

&

Avcr.iKC inilciKC operated

revenue
Passenger revenue
I'loiKht

5,252
$29,485,596
10.623.295

1914
5,259
$iO,202.4«9
11,563,844
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1915
$42,974,573
6,088,312
7,162,021
849,839
14,667,524
1,185,269
113,928
29,839,038
2,016.706
11,098,924
11,670,767
1,284,672

Total operating revenues

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses

— Cr

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Deficit*

1014
$44,923,569
7,762,324
7,492,700
929,037
15,760,663
1,325,876
33.270,600
2,149,215
9,503,754
10,253,665
2,828,142

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST.

PAUL & SAULT

STE.

MARIE

an interesting contrast between the showing made
* by the Chicago division of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie (the Wisconsin Central) and the Soo itself in the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1915.
In a normal year the Chicago
division earns between $9,000 and $10,000 per mile of road, and
the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie between $6,000
and $7,000 per mile of road. In the fiscal year ended June 30,
1915, the Chicago division earned a total of $9,945,000, or an
average of $8,872 per mile on the 1,120 miles operated; the Soo
earned a total of $17,818,000, or an average on the 3,044 miles
operated of $5,854. The Soo owns $3,658,000 Wisconsin Central
common stock and leases the Wisconsin Central (the Chicago
division) by guaranteeing 4 per cent on the leased line certifiis

The Minneapolis,
cates issued in

Central.

Paul

&

1914.

65.2 in

against 7,203,000 tons in 1914.

ratio on the

1914,

Of

the total in 1915 19 per cent

grain, 19 per cent lumber, 11 per cent other forest products

and 14 per cent ores, with but 4 per cent merchandise. The
Chicago division carried 6,039,000 tons in 1915 as against 6,442,000
tons in 1914, and of the 1915 total 4 per cent was grain, 14 per
cent lumber, 12 per cent other forest products, 15 per cent ores,
5 per cent merchandise, and 9 per cent bituminous coal.
The

average length of haul on the Soo was 209 miles and on the
Chicago division 172 miles. The operating expenses per trainmile for all classes of service were $1.62 on the Soo and $1.57
on the Chicago division.

The combined figures for the system show total operating revnues of $27,763,000 in 1915 as compared with $29,306,000 in 1914.
Operating expenses amounted to $17,811,000 as against $19,354,000.
There were slightly higher fixed charges and taxes in 1915 than
in 1914 and the combined net available for dividends was $3,111,000 in 1915 as against $3,371,000 in 1914.
Crops were good last year, but this year's crops, especially
of wheat, are much the best that the territoni- served bv the

Sault Ste. Marie

exchange for preferred stock of the Wisconsin

The Soo, with

mile, earned

St.

in

comparing with
67.9 in 1915 and 67.5
62.1,

was

'TpHERE

The operating

Soo in 1915 was
and on the Chicago division
in 1914.
The Chicago division lies almost
wholly within the state of Wisconsin.
The Soo crosses the
state with its line from Minneapolis to Sault Ste. Marie, but
the greater part of its mileage is in Minnesota and North Dakota.
The Soo carried 7,312,000 tons of revenue freight in 1915 as

464 tons

*

In 1915 there was $6,828,394 interest due but not paid by the receivers,
and in 1914 $4,012,546. These sums were treated as paid in arriving at
the deticit shown.
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and paid

and preferred stock

its

earnings of less than $6,000 per
on both its common

7 per cent dividends

in 1915,

whereas the Chicago, division, with

earnings of $8,878 per mile, while paying 4 per cent on its
$11,265,000 preferred stock and nothing on its common, failed
Since the
to earn the preferred dividends by more than $300,000.
its

Soo and the Chicago division are operated

as one system, the

difference in profitableness of operation to the stockholders

is

an

illustration of the difference in capitalization of different roads

and of the difference of

expense of operating roads under
even when they are in the same general
section of the country; still more important is the difference
made by different ton-mile and passenger-mile rates.
The Soo has total debt outstanding averaging $25,464 per mile

different

conditions,

and the Wisconsin Central $38,005 per mile. Stock outstanding
per mile of the Soo amounts to $12,421 of the Wisconsin CenThe freight density on the Soo in 1915 was
tral to $24,457.
501,000 tons one mile per mile of road, and on the Chicago
The average
division 927,000 tons one mile per mile of road.
receipts per ton per mile on the Soo were 8.24 mills, and on
The passenger density on the
the Chicago division 6.97 mills.
Soo was 61,736, and on the Chicago division 94,311. The average
rate per passenger per mile on the Soo was 2.028 cents, and
on the Chicago division 1.888 cents. The average trainload of
freight on the Soo was 396 tons in 1915 as against 404 tons
in 1914, and on the Chicago division 456 tons in 1915 as against
;

Minneapolis,

The

St.

Paul

&

Sault Ste. Marie system has ever known.

prospects are therefore that in the present year the system

will make a very much better showing than it did in the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1915.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation

for the Soo and for the Chicago division

(the old Wisconsin

Central) separately in 1915 as compared with 1914:
Average

mileage

operated.

Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues...
Maint. of way and struct.
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses.
Miscellaneous expenses.
-uncral expenses
Transportation for invest.
.

<

— Cr
operating

ment
Total

Net income

•Deficit.

expenses.

Soo

Chicago

1915
1914
3,044
2,982
$12,576,374 $12,764,423

1915
1,120
$7,237,915

4,436.911
18,717,689
2,405,187
3,160,909
375,815
5,755,346
122,386

1.W4.824

3.8HI..S')1

17,817,855
2.006,307
2,724,036
337,332
5,495,980
92,537
384,840
71,438
11,059,594
1,135,439
5,622,822
6,666,787
2,974,004
2,646,714
327,290

389,585

12,2,09,228

1,182,367
5,326,095
6,409,338
2,853,502
2,646,714

206,788

9,945,370
1,211,190
1,252,718
260,189
3,734,415
76,612
225.586
8,930
6,751,780
667,614
2,525,976
2,587,257
136,732
450,688
•313,956

Division
1914
1,123

$7,630,500
2.227,958
10,588,533
1,220,082
1,402,758
2S5,821
3,941,125
95,265
199,980

7,145,031
597,473
2,846,029
2,892,739
517,696

688
67,008

4')0

November

12,
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forward and wish to do so, but cannot go so fast.
Every man in the organization, knowing where
he goes next, will be looking forward to that position and will
be busy observing it and learning about it.
Knowing who will
follow him, he will be expected also to train that man as his
understudy and this work goes on constantly; it does not
await the change it anticipates it. Hence, when the change is
made, the way has already been prepared and the painful process
of learning a new desk and teaching a green man the old one
at the same time is avoided.
Everybody takes an interest.
Everybody is "up on the bit" looking forward, hopeful, enthusiastic, confident.
Everybody is being educated in the most
practical possible way.
An office so organized will soon have
several men who can handle several desks.
The bugaboo of
sickness and vacation time will disappear.
The work of the
absentee is performed easily divided between two or three or
four, who know how it is done. The student desk is frequently
vacated for the next step up, and another recruit is carefully
selected
and this choice raw material is trained systematically
and absorbed into the organization a continual infusion of
can go

Results:

(5)

Letters to the Editor

I

|
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A PLAN FOR IMPROVING THE POSITION OF
RAILWAY CLERKS
in

your issue of September 10, page 459, quotes the following striking paragraph from an article hy George M. Basford, which
appeared in your paper of July 23, page ISO:
Railroad clerks are a neglected crowd of competent and incompetent men
usually in blind-alley jobs with no training and no outlook.

The remedy suggested

—

;

New York

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
The letter under the heading "A Clerk's Plea," appearing

887

in the letter referred to is the writing

of books and the founding of schools to train railroad clerks
Without expressing any opinion
to do their work intelligently.

—

—

;

as to the practicability of that suggestion, I wish to offer an-

which might be characterized as a first
concrete and specific and can be put into effect

because it is
in any individual
organization, large or small, in a very short time and with very
other,

little

Briefly,

effort.

it

is

aid,

—

new

spots are uncovered, lazy ones and incompetents are eliminated. It may be hard on them, but it is good

Beginning

(1)

at the

bottom, where most beginnings are made,
He is the first fellow in a "blind-alley"

with no training and no prospects.
He is generally a
youngster who should be in school paid about $25.00 per month
for doing indifferently work which teaches him little or nothing
and affords Uttle opportunity to attain even a minor clerical
Abolish him and substitute a minor clerkship at
position.
$40.00 or $50.00 per month. For this sum you can have the pick
of high school graduating classes or, perhaps, if the position is
given sufficient dignity, even better. Many young men desirous
of entering railroad service would accept such a place if it
job

;

—

somewhere, as hereinafter proposed. Here select
the raw material and select it carefully.
The work would be
of the simplest and the applicant should be told plainly that
definitely led

he is being well paid for the privilege of selection rather than
because it is expected his services will really be worth the price
paid in the beginning. Accept him on trial. If he proves good
material, retain him
otherwise correct the mistake at once and
make a change. This will be justice to the man as well as
to the company for which he works. It is of great importance to
;

start right.

Establish a regular and recognized pro(2) Grade the office.
gression from the student's position to chief clerk.
Beginning

with $50.00 for the student clerk, establish the salaries in rotasay by $5.00 steps, to the top— $55.00, $60.00, $65.00, $70.00,

tion,

and so on. If necessary to have two or more positions
one salary— say three at $75.00. three at $80.00, two at $85.00,
for example
fix the rank of these positions.
Make the three
$75.00 positions, for instance, Nos. 1, 2 and 3, so that the clerk
reaching the first of these desks from the $70.00 job shall next
pass to No. 2 desk and then to No. 3 desk and then to an $80.00
$75.00,
at

—

position.

When

a vacancy occurs somewhere in the line, roll the
shove every man below up one notch and close the gap.
Have every one in the force understand that he will not only
lie permitted to advance, but will be compelled to do so and
that, when he can't keep up with the procession, he will be
either (sec paragraph 4) placed in a rest position temporarily
or asked to seek employinent elsewhere at something for which
he is better fitted.
(4) As the pace may prove too rapid for some, who, nevertheless, will develop if allowed more time, create rest stations
along the line positions in which men who are backward may
be held for a time until they catch up and then he put back
in the procession.
Seventy dollar, $75.00 and $80.00 desks,
where there is more than one desk paying the same salary,
afford opportunities to do this. One of tlie series may he set to
one side to provide a stopi)inR place for those employees wiio

(3)

wheel

;

—

company and for the kind of men the company wants.
saw an example lately, when a change was made on a cor-

for the

this
I

abolish the office boy.

Weak

blood.

respondence desk, of the danger of leaving a man too long
in one job.
This man had a fine memory, and he depended
upon it and neglected to cross index the files, as he was expected

When he left there was chaos. It would not have happened under the system here explained, or, at least, it would
not have long continued. This man would have either kept up
his indices, or an early change would have disclosed his omission to do so in time so it could easily be corrected, and the
clerk in case he remained with the organization
would have
been disciplined.
to do.

—

No

Modifications and objections:

(6)
lent,

—

Nothing

self-executing.

plan,

however excel-

take the place

of office
administration, and no practice can be established that will not
require exceptions.
That is what heads of departments are
is

will

occur that certain men, while absolutely unfitted
still be useful at other tasks.
If
wise selection of students is made, these instances will be rare;
but, when they do occur, account will have to be taken of them
and some temporary modification made, while adhering generally
to the plan.
Sometimes changes will follow each other so quickly
that men will not have become seasoned in the last position
taken.
In such cases a halt will have to be called and the
vacancy filled from outside or from another department; but
this does not argue against the plan as a whole.
The office
can be graded and the regular progression can generally be
for.

for

It

will

some kinds of work, may

followed.

crease

it

If necessary to lighten
oil'

others to accomplish

than one line of progression
large offices.

If so, use

work on some desks and

this, that is easily

may

be necessary,

more than one;

that

is

done.

in-

More

especially

in

a detail to be

worked out by the intelligence of the chiefs, which they are
paid for possessing and using. The dead level is deadly. Even
the stenographers" desks should be graded and the "new man"
(or girl) should take the least important work and the least
pay and progress as there are changes above. One objection
urged is that a change near the top changes the whole line. It
is not an objection.
It is a recommendation.
The study necessary to prepare men for these changes has been going on constaiUly.
There is little or no confusion when the change occurs,
h'.verybody gets an advance; everybody is happy; every man
has his interest aroused anew hy new duties, by the knowledge
that he is learning, that he is progressing, that he is no longer
in a "blind-alley with no training and no outlook."
He is being
trained.
He has an outlook. He is in the procession and he is
going sotncwhere.
It is the difference between a
stream of
living water and a stagnant pool; and,
(7)

It

has been

trierl

and

A

it

works.
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THE COLD STRAIGHTENING OF RAILS
Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
Captain Robert W. Hunt's article on the cold straightening
of rails in the Railway Age Gazette of October 22, page
Especially is he correct in
726, is timely and to the point.
saying that now is an opportune time to consider this question.

question as to the advisability of increasing the length

beyond 33

being given serious consideration

rails

and

as well as the question of cold straightening,

it,

modification

of

the

is

ft.

hot

bed equipment of

the

involves

mills.

It

No. 20

with the exception of possibly some low phosphorous, high carBessemer rail. Therefore, if they were due to gagging

To THE

The

59,

bon,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

of the

Vol.

is

therefore desirable that the two questions be considered simul-

taneously in order to avoid unnecessary changes in the hot beds.
More metal in the base of the rail has been advocated in

order to minimize the necessity of cold straightening, but until
care is used in cambering and spacing rails on the hot

it
would seem that we would have had more of them
Bessemer steel. We have found large transverse fissures in
It is our opinion that the transrails about two inches apart.
verse fissures start from a broken fibre somewhere in the
head of the rail, due to that particular fibre being overstrained
in some way, probably the result of a combination of internal
strains, due to cooling, together with the component of the vertical and horizontal forces produced by the heavy wheel loads.
After this fibre once breaks, the repeated wave motion through
the rails, caused by innumerable wheels passing over them,
causes a detailed fracture to spread from this center until

alone,

in

we

when

get the silvery spot as noted

the final fracture takes

place.

With

a tendency to the heavier sections, there

might be

diffi-

more

culty in laying such rails without having a straight edge or tem-

It
beds the remedy will hardly produce expected results.
seems to be a prevalent opinion that by greater care in the
cambering of rails and proper spacing on the hot beds a finished
rail can be produced sufficiently straight to require little if any
If this should prove to be a fact there
cold straightening.
would be no justification for delays in conforming to such
practice.
Cold straightening is, to say the least, extremely
While it may be too soon to subscribe to the
undesirable.
belief that internal transverse fissures are caused entirely by

and the heavier the sections the more diffiwould be experienced in spiking the rail to line. However,
with a cambering machine, if the rails were cambered according to the temperature, we might expect to get rails practically

cold straightening,

it

still

is

not

difficult to believe that

siderable proportion of such fissures result

Railroad maintenance of

way

from

plate to lay the rail to,

culty

engineers have a part to play
It

produce an absolutely straight rail without cold straightening; therefore, in order to get rails that
have been little or not at all cold straightened, the engineers
should be willing to accept rails that are not entirely straight.
Such rails will not pile nicely and will perhaps offend the
habit of mind of the man on the ground by their appearance
and by little annoyances in the handling. The great benefit to
be obtained is, however, "Worth the Candle," at least such is
the opinion of many careful and constant observers. The maintenance of way engineer, therefore, should "go along" in this
movement.
The users of rail will welcome any effort of the manufacturers to produce a no-gag rail and will, I believe, co-operate
will not be possible to

to the best of their ability for that purpose.
J.

T.

At WOOD

but

the

indications

are

that

this

fissure.

A.

W. Thompson
&

Ohio.

A PLAN TO REDUCE PILFERAGE
White Horse, Y. T.
the Railway Age Gazette:
have been reading with great interest some of the late ar-

To the Editor
I

in bringing about a satisfactory solution of this question.

gagging,

Third Vice-President, Baltimore

a con-

that cause.

without

straight

would not overcome the transverse

ticles in the

of

Railway Age Gazette

in

regard to various methods

of reducing freight claims.
In a great number of cases damaged packages result from
improper loading and careless handling. However, I believe the
largest number of loss and damage claims result from pilferage.
With the package requirements of today's classifications it is
evident that most packages are strong enough to afford adequate
protection to the commodities they contain but it is obvious that

no packages have been so constructed as to prevent pilferage.
During my experience I have noted that in a great many cases
where packages have been recoopered after being bad order in
transit no-account rough teamsters watch for a loose nail or
board in order to secure a notation of "evidence of recoopering,
etc."
In fact, the contents may be O. K. upon delivery to the
teamster but in view of the notation he could lift some of the
contents and naturally the railway company would be liable.
My idea to reduce loss and damage claims would be to cord
and seal all packages when they are first found to be in bad
order. A small lead seal and inexpensive cord, such as is used
on bonded baggage and express, could be used. As they are
easily applied this would not take over a minute for each package
and would in no way result in congestion.
As all employees, such as agents, yard clerks, freight con;

Chief Engineer, Pittsburgh

& Lake

Erie.

GAGGING OF RAILS AND TRANSVERSE FISSURES
Baltimore, Md.
Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
Referring to the discussion of the cold straightening of rails
by Captain Robert W. Hunt, which appeared in the Railway Age
Gazette of October 22, page 726, this is very interesting as
wall as an important subject and is deserving of more thought
than is being given at the present time. The cold gagging of rails
certainly does not benefit it any, as it must necessarily be
It is
strained beyond its elastic limit in order to straighten it.
difficult to determine the amount of damage sustained by the
rail, but rails that could be rolled and be practically straight
without the use of gagging would seem to be desirable.
The reason that rails are not perfectly straight in cooling
is probably due to their different temperatures when they pass
Some of it is also possibly
through the cambering machine.
due to the irregular way in which they are allowed to cool
on the cooling beds. The cambering machine should be made
to give the right caml)er to each rail according to its temperature, and if this were done we would probably get practically

To THE

straight rails without gagging.
I

do not know that

it

rior transverse fissures.

verse fissures

is

proven that the gagging causes

Our

experience

we have found have been

is

in

that

all

inte-

the trans-

open hearth

steel.

ductors,

etc.,

are supplied with a sealing iron,

it

could be used

for this purpose as well as for sealing cars with the station seal.

By the number of the seal pilferage or improper handling could
be easily traced and steps could be taken to prevent such occurrences. As most pilferage is due to petty thieves, sealed packages
would retard their efforts in that direction. I believe that if such
were put into effect by the carriers on packages after
they were first recoopered it would prevent further loss and
a plan

reduce the number of freight claims to a great extent, because
a recoopered case, when examined at a transfer point and found
to be short, will generally be short several more articles on
arrival at destination.

Also

I

believe that

when

shippers

came

would be only a
short time before they would adopt a similar plan and seal and
to see the benefit of the protection afforded

it

Then in case of damage or pilferage the
all their packages.
number of the seal would show where it took place. This plan
would also insure inore careful attention by employees and

cord

bring about their co-operation in reducing freight claims.
R. B. Hyett.

Pennsylvania at Philadelphia

Electrification of the
Made

Necessary by the Congestion of the Broad Street
Hill Branch to Be Electrified Also

Station; Chestnut

The

suburban service of the Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, and Paoli is the
first work of this nature undertaken by that company in the
vicinity of Philadelphia.
Its primary purpose is to increase the
capacity of Broad Street station and relieve congestion at that
terminal. This station is of the stub-end type, having 16 station
tracks approached by 6 main line and 3 yard tracks on an
electrification of the

betvv'een

Broad Street

station,

elevated railroad which crosses the Schuylkill river from

At

Philadelphia.

for

New

West

toward the north
Washington and toward

this point the routes divide

York, toward the south

to

the west to Pittsburgh.

In addition to the through passenger service accommodated at
station, there is an extensive suburban service

Broad Street

extending over six different routes. The growth of all business
in recent years has been such that the limit in capacity of the
station has been reached and many plans have been formulated

pay interest on the investment, which, in this case, includes the
most expensive portion of the work in that the entire Broad
Street terminal with an elaborate yard and restricted property
lines and approaches thereto form a part of the construction
required for a relatively small amount of train service. This is not
an unfavorable result under the circumstances, meaning as it
does that the increased capacity thus obtained will in part, at
least, be self-sustaining, whereas increased capacity by physical
enlargement would give no direct return on the heavy investment.
In addition there are the other contingent and important advantages of electrification such as the higher speed of trains, more
punctual service, especially in bad weather, and more cleanly

and attractive conditions for the traveling

public.

THE ELECTRIC SYSTEM

An
all

analysis of service conditions and cost estimates covering

available electric systems led to the conclusion that one using

a high voltage overhead contact wire and one which eliminated
moving machinery in substations for the supply of power was

most suitable and also the most economical from the standIn arriving at a conpoints both of first and operating costs.
clusion as to the system, primary importance was attached to
the feature of possible long-distance operation over the entire
divisions affected, rather than to the requirements for present
short suburban electric service.

In this case 11,000-volt, single-

phase 2S-cycle power is supplied directly to the trains from the
overhead catenary trolley system.
While the studies which preceded this work involved the pos-

Map Showing

Electrified Portion of the Pennsylvania

Between

Philadelphia and Paoli

and discussed for relief by physical enlargement of the station
and its approaches, or by rerouting movements. All of these
plans involve extensive reconstruction and would require much
time for their accomplishment so that some more expeditious

method of obtaining

relief

was

desirable.

The

possibilities

of

end were studied by committees of operating officials and their analyses and estimates
indicated that during rush hours the relief which would be secured by the electrification of the Paoli suburban service alone
would be equivalent to increasing the station capacity by an
electric traction

as a

means

to this

number of

amount equivalent

to

reducing the

about 8 per cent.

A

similar increase in capacity

from the

electrification of other

total

suburban

lines;

trains

would

work

by

result

in con-

Transformer Substation

for

Reducing Voltage

at Paoli, Pa.

nection with one of these, the Chestnut Hill branch, has already

commenced.

This increase

in

capacity

other of cars,

There

is

also

is

effected by the elim-

from one track to anwhile the movement of empty power is avoided.
some gain in capacity resulting from the quicker

ination of the shifting back and

forth

acceleration of trains and the shorter length of track occupied

by a given

train

when

the

steam locomotive

is

not

required.

Relief thus afforded by electrification of the Paoli and Chestnut
Hill lines is estimated to be sufficient to take care of the normal
growth of business for the next seven or eight years and the
period of relief can be further extended by the electrification of
other suburban lines, should the tii:il nf this initial electric service
meet expectations.
It is estmatcd that under electric operation there will he a
sufficient saving in operating costs, as compared with steam, to

future electrification of several different railway divisions
and classes of service, the present installation covers only the
suburban passenger service from Philadelphia westerly to Paoli
on the main line of the Philadelphia division and involves about
43 trains each way per day.
From Broad Street station the
main tracks are electrified for 20 route miles, including also a
coach yard at West Philadelphia and a coach and repair yard
at the end of tlic electrified section at Paoli.
The present
electrification embraces about 93 miles of track.
sible

TRANSMISSION

Power

at 25 cycles

and 13,200

volts for traction purposes is
purchased from the Philadelphia Klectric Company and is delivered to the railroad at a subst.ilion on the westerly bank of
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Schuylkill river opposite the main generating station, the
connection between the power house and the substation con-

the

sisting of

armored submarine cables under the river. On the
river, the submarine cables are connected to

west bank of the
paper-insulated,

lead-covered

installed

cables,

in

clay

ducts.

lines to the

tee into the

West Philadelphia substation. These four lines will
West Philadelphia substation. Two of them con-

Bryn Mawr and Paoli substations and the other
go to the Chestnut Hill substation later.
The four transmission lines are carried on brackets on the
side of the elevated structure between the Arsenal Bridge subtinue on to the

two

will

and the West Philadelphia substation. Beyond this point
they are carried on the catenary supporting structures. Along
the right-of-way the lines are carried on both sides of the tracks.
station

Arrangement

of

Apparatus

Horn gap switches for sectionalizing are installed on the roofs
of the West Philadelphia, Bryn Mawr and Paoli substations and
lightning arresters on the roofs of

The transmission
wires, spaced 5
feeder

ft.

lines are

2/0

substations.

all

—7

strand,

hard-drawn copper

apart where the two wires of a single-phase

are on the same cross arm.

Where

there

is

more than
The
6 in.

one circuit on a pole the vertical spacing is 3 ft.
by a J^-in. steel ground wire on the top of
the poles.
Where the transmission lines pass under highway
bridges, the ground wire is dead-ended on the bridge structure
and the wires are carried on post-type insulators.
At the Arsenal Bridge substation, the lines arc protected by
relays which operate on overload and on an unbalanced load in
either leg caused by a ground.
In the other substations the
relays operate only differentially, and in case of a ground between
substations the circuit on w-hich the trouble occurs will be cut
out first in three of the substations and finally at the Arsenal
Bridge substation. Overload relays are provided in the 13,200lines are protected

volt lines at the Philadelphia Electric

and reverse current relays

in these

Company's power

station

feeders in the Arsenal Bridge

substation.

The

pin type porcelain insulators used on the transmission lines
in, high and 12 in, in diameter, made up of 4 parts

are 8 7/16

No. 20

These insulators withstand the following tests
Dry flashover,
165,000 volts wet flashover, 120,000 volts puncture, 250,000 volts.
After erection, the transmission lines were tested out at a potential of 66,000 volts, or three times the working pressure, to
:

;

;

ground.

Switchboard meters are provided on each of the incoming 13,200
volt feeders. From this substation, known as the Arsenal Bridge
substation, there are four 44,000-volt, single-phase transmission

Vol.. 59,

SUBST.\TIONS

The

substation

equipment

housed

is

brick buildings adjacent to the tracks.

in

substantial

The

fireproof

lightning arrester

equipment and high-tension feeder sectionalizing switches are
located on the roof; the bus bars and switching equipment on
the second floor, and the transformers on the ground floor. The
installed capacity of the
.\rsenal

substations are as follows

Bridge

3

West Philadelphia
Bryn Mawr

2

2

Paoli

Space

in

— 5.000 K.V.A. step-up
— 2,000 K.V.A. step-down
—2,000 K.V.A. step-down

2

is

provided in

all

—

transformers
transformers
transformers
2,000 K.V.A, step-down transformers

substations for 100 per cent increase

a Typical Substation

The transformers

in capacity.

in all substations are of the 25-

water-cooled type. The primaries
of the step-up transformers in the Arsenal Bridge substation
are wound for 13,000 volts and the secondaries for 44,000 volts.
cycle, single-phase, oil-insulated,

The primaries of the step-down transformers in the other substations are wound for 44,000 volts and the secondaries for 11,000
volts.
The lightning arresters on all 44,000-volt and 11,000-volt
lines are of the electrolytic type

and are located on the roofs

of substations. The circuit breakers are automatic and remote
controlled. In general all power wiring is bare and copper tubing
or solid wire

Power

is

used.

for the opening and closing of oil circuit breakers

obtained from the 44,000 or 11,000, 25-cycle buses.
formers are provided in each substation, stepping

Two
down

is

transto 440

and 220 volts.
Except in the West Philadelphia substation where the power
director or .system operator is located there are no attendants,
A switchboard, with the necessary instruments, controllers and
indicating lamps, is provided in signal towers near the Arsenal
Bridge, Bryn Mawr and Paoli substations. Telephones are provided in all substations and the signal towers controlling them
so that the
stations

power director

and tower men.

is

in

constant touch with

all

sub-
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with grout. Each catenary structure or bridge is grounded
by means of a copper plate buried in coke. The guy rods are
attached to the pole by means of heavy steel castings.

filled

In order to try out the various types of structures and details
considered for this work, an experimental four-track section
about a mile long was completely equipped in the fall of 1913.
An examination and study of this led to the adoption of what

The

cross

wires are of extra high-tension galvanized steel

strand, the upper strand usually being

^

and the lower one
and at one
side a turnbuckle is installed to permit adjustment. The top and
bottom cross wires are joined together by a vertical 54-in. rod
Yz in. in diameter.

Both are socketed

in.

at each end,

Tubular Cross-Catenary Bridge Before Longitudinal Wires Were
Erected
is called the "tubular cross-catenary bridge"
catenary trolley wires.

for carrying the

One of the photographs shows one of these structures before
any longitudinal wires were erected. On either side of the tracks
a tubular steel pole is set and grouted into a concrete foundation.
Each pole has a double guy anchoring the pole away from the
tracks.
Spanning the tracks between the poles are the two
cross wires forming the cross catenary bridge which carries the
longitudinal w.ires.

This type of structure has been used through-

Catenary Construction

at the Paoli

and suitable malleable iron clamps,

etc.,

Yard

at the points

where the

insulators carrying the longitudinal wires are located.

Each insulator consists of three suspension type units, the
porcelain being 8 in. in diameter and the flashover value of the
three being many times that of the line voltage.
The cross
wire bridges are located about 300 ft. apart on tangents, but are
on curves. After the bridges were erected, insulators

closer

Catenary System Over Curved Track
out wlierever the property or arrangement of tracks will pirniil
there is no room for guying, self-supporting structural
steel posts have been used.

Where

The tubular poles are built of various lengths, sizes and
weights of steel pipe welded together. The nuys are solid steel
rods with heavy turnbiicklcs near the ground end to permit of
adjustment. Numerous ex[icrinicnts and tests of different forms

made to determine the holding power and
economy, and the anchors .idopted arc of the dead-weight type,

Specinl Car for Erecting Catenary

Make

means of

a steel pipe, the space between the pipe and rod being

Possible to

Work; Removable Outriggers

Work Over Track Alongside Without

Interruption to Traffic

of guy anchors were

consisting of a concrete slab reinforced with old rails held in
place by the weight of the soil above. Where the guy rods pass
up through the soil they arc protected against corrosion by

it

were suspended over the center of the track on tangents and
towards the outside of the curve on curved track. After
the insulators were erected, the main messenger wire was strung
out and suspcixled from them.
This is a ^-in. extra high
tension 7-strand double-galvanized steel cable, having a sag of

olTset
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5

ft.

in a

span of 300

ft.

Every mile or two

this

messenger

Vol.

Both these wires are carried in a vertical plane
generally about 22 ft. above the top of the rail except where
they drop down to pass under an overhead highway bridge
having insufficient clearance to permit this height.
In the Terminal division, which includes the first five miles
from Broad Street station, where the steam locomotive traffic
is very dense, and there is much smoke and corrosive gas, a
non-corrodible tube hanger is used. Some of the tube is Monel
metal, while the balance is a bronze mixture containing 90 per
cent copper. On the Philadelphia division, where there is relatively less steam traffic, wrought iron strap hangers 1 in. wide
"phono-electric."

No. 20

BONDING

is

socketed and dead-ended on one of the heavy structural signal
bridges which are spaced about Yz mile apart.
Every IS ft. on curved track and 30 ft. on tangent track a
hanger supports the lower two wires from the messenger wire.
The top one of these two wires, called the auxiliary messenger,
round B. & S. copper and its purpose is to give
is of No.
The bottom wire is
suitable current capacity to the system.
the contact or trolley wire and is a No. 3/0 grooved B. & S.

59,

are bonded with pin-type expanded terminal bonds.
To furnish a circuit for the return of the traction current to
the substations, one end of the bond has a terminal solidly
welded to the bond while the other end has a soldered terminal.

The

rails

This enables the bond to be installed by being slipped back of
Each rail
the splice bar without the necessity of removing it.
of the main line tracks is double-bonded throughout, each rail

two No. 1/0 B. & S. bonds. Through the interlockings only one rail of each track is bonded, but all of the

joint having

traction

rails

The track

are connected together.
are sectionalized at each signal block by

rails

means

of insulating splices and the traction current flows through impedance bonds connected around these insulated joints. These

impedance bonds allow the passage of the traction current, but
at the

same time

signal current

is

sectionalize the track so far as the 60-cycle

concerned.

In order to minimize the inductive effect of the traction currents on adjacent telephone and telegraph wires, a special systen>

of

booster transformers has been

installed.

This consists of

Kyj^-mf T--x*g^aKCM

Multiple Unit Train on the Electrified Portion of the Pennsylvania at Philadelphia

The main messenger cable at the
from corrosion by a collar of zinc
of the annealed brass or Monel metal clip, which is bolted

by 3/16
hanger
inside

in.

thick are used.

clip

is

protected

series

or booster transformers mounted on the signal bridges

and located about a mile apart.
CAR EQUIPMENT

to the hanger strap.

On

tangents, the casting at the bottom of the hangers holds
is, in turn,

the auxiliary messenger only and the trolley wire

supported from this auxiliary messenger every IS ft. at points
equidistant from the hanger. This insures a flexible or smooth
riding trolley wire. On curves the two lower wires do not hang
directly beneath the messenger, but the whole syStem swings
is reached between its weight
and the tension in the wires. The tensions in both the auxiliary
messenger and trolley wires are selected so that in extreme hot
weather there will be enough tension to prevent sagging and yet
in extreme cold weather the contraction will not cause stresses
beyond the elastic limit. The catenary system over each of the
four main tracks is separated electrically from those over the
other tracks, and trolley sectionalizing points with switches are

into a curved plane until a balance

provided at

all

crossovers so that sections of the line

may

be

cut out of service temporarily for repairs.

An

erection of this catenary work
platforms of which could be raised
or lowered readily by means of chain hoists. The cars were also
equipped with removable outriggers so that in the four-track
section the work could be erected completely over one of a
interesting detail

in

the

Standard suburban steel coaches of the type used in the regular
steam service are being used for the electric service. This was
made possible by the fact that the requirements for mounting
electric apparatus on the cars had been thoroughly considered
at the

The

time

when

the steel car

was

first

introduced.

rolling stock consists of 93 standard all-steel cars, 82 of

which are passenger, 9 combined passenger and baggage and 2
combined baggage and mail cars. All cars are motor cars, as no
trailers will be operated in this service.

The equipment of each

car consists of two 22S-h.p., single-

phase, air blast-cooled, doubly-fed motors,

mounted on one

truck,

with automatic acceleration, battery control equipment, and automatic multiple unit electric air-brake equipment. The cars are
designed for double end operation. Current is collected from
the overhead wire by the pantagraph trolley and is conducted to
the main transformer through the line switch (oil circuit breaker).

interfering with the regular

The motors, wliicli are connected in series, are started and
operated up to approximately IS m.p.h. as repulsion motors,
with the auxiliary or compensating field, the armature, and
With these series connections, the
the main field in series.
Resistance is
armature is short-circuited through resistance.

In order fully to protect the trainmen, general orders have
been issued that no men are allowed on top of any car in the

also inserted in series with the motors on the first step and is
The third step changes the concut out on the second step.
nections to energize the auxiliary field from one portion of

electrified zone.

the

was the use of

cars, the top

pair of tracks without in any

steam

traffic

on

way

this track.

transformer and the armature and main

field,

connected

November
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from another portion of the transformer, thus affordThe armature short-circuit is reing doubly fed connections.
in series,

moved when operating

Subsequent steps

as doubly fed motors.

are obtained by increasing the motor voltages.
The master controller drum is energized from

the

motor

set, in parallel with the battery, through a control
and moving the master controller handle to the right
or to the left energizes the proper control circuit for forward

generator
plug,

or for reverse

movement of

The

the train.

closing of the unit

governed by a current limit switch. Ten control
wires between cars are necessary to operate cars in trains
with one of these wires performing the dual function of the
third operating wire, and the "trolley unlock" wire.
Each motor has an hourly rating of 22S h.p. and a continuous
switches

is

rating of 200 h.p.

when

ventilated with

1,200 cubic

feet

of air

893

at the high-tension end through especially constructed hoods which cover the air outlets to prevent the en-

discharged

trance of rain and wheel wash.

Nine electro-pneumatic operated switches of standard conmounted in one group. The master controllers are
Nine controller positions are proof the single-handle type.
an emergency or "dead man's" position in the center,
vided
and an "off," first, second and third running positions, for
The controller drum
both forward and reverse movements.
is spring returned, and, if released, will return to the middle
In this position, the control is cut
or emergency position.
off and a valve magnet is energized which releases air from
and operates a brake pipe relay, thus applying the emergency
Each controller also has two push button switches for
brake.
struction are

;

unlocking or lowering the trolley. Control energy is obtained
from a motor generator operating in parallel with a battery.
A line or voltage relay is provided for cutting the direct
current control generator from battery, and also to operate

two small emergency
power should fail.

and headlights

lights,

in case the traction

motor is a 21-in.
mounted on the shaft of the
motor which drives the compressor. The motor drives the fan
Air for the ventilation of the transformer and
continuously.
ventilating the transformer and

The fan for

and

single inlet Sirocco wheel,

is

taken in at the side of the cars through a louvre.
box is designed with a baffle and screen to prevent the entrance of moisture or foreign material to the fan.
The air-brake equipment is designed so that it may be used

motors

The

is

air intake

electric service, and differs from the ordinary pneumatic brake in that the brake pipe reduction is made
on each car by means of electric control instead of being made
The addition of elecentirely with the engineer's brake valve.
tric control to the pneumatic brake does not change its function
in any way but shortens the time required to get the brakes
applied on all cars.
The motorman's brake valve contains both electric contacts
and pneumatic parts, the electric portions being mounted above
There are six positions: (1) the rethe pneumatic portions.
lease and running, (2) the electric holding, (3) the handle off,
(4) lap, (5) service and (6) emergency. The first named position is to the left and in this position all train brakes are released
and the system charged.
The "electric holding" position, as
the name implies, holds the train brakes through the electric
control system but recharges the system.
Pneumatically, this
position is identical with the release and running position.
Ali
ports are closed in the "handle off" position, and the handle

either in steam or

Flexible

per minute.

The

Gear with Cover Plate Removed

made up

flexible gear is

of a rim, on which

may
The

be removed

;

in the "lap" position, the ports are also closed.

"service" and "emergency" positions are for applying the

The

brakes

for

the periphery of the
center and the cover plate acting as the bearing surfaces for

service

application,

the teeth are cut, a center, a cover plate and spring details.

rim

spring

is

mounted on the

center,

the rim.

The
of especially light construction.
springs which raise it are designed to give flexibility to the
framework, so that in operation a slight dragging of the trolley
takes place, resulting in its following the wire much closer
The pantagraph

is

with a rigid framework.
The trolley is lowered and
A small liand pump is
unlocked by air at 70-lb. pressure.
provided for unlocking the trolley when no air pressure is
than

available.

The

"safety first" principle has been carried out in the pro-

vision of a grounding device of novel design.

Steps for mount-

ing to the roof are provided at one corner of the car only and
a lever is placed on the roof at this corner. When one climbs
the top of the car,

to

the

trolley

in

the

this

down

lever

|iosition

is

thrown up, thus locking
grounding the entire

and

framework.

The

line

switch

is

air-operated and

is

closed

sible.

sill

of the car as close to the motor truck as posis taken in at the low-tension end and is

Ventilating air

brake valve
brake pipe.

allows

A

a

maximum

when

In making a
conjunction with the
reduction of 20 lb. in the
application.

valve

small cut-out plug

the electric operation

The main

emergency
limiting

a

in

provided for cutting out

is

desirable.

is 100 lb. and the brake
permit the operation of these equipments in steam service, where the brake pipe pressure is 110
lb.,
without making adjustment, a main reservoir bypass and

reservoir pressure carried

pipe pressure

is

70

lb.

To

is employed.
By its use the same cylinder pressecured in making an emergency application in either
steam or electric ser\'ice, although the operation of the universal valve is the same for either.
In steam operation, the

limiting valve

sure

is

pipe

line,

which

is

used

as

a

main reservoir

line

in

electric

used as a signal line.
Trains of from two to seven cars are operated in regular
service, the average acceleration on a straight level track being
approximately 1 mile per hour per second up to 30 m.p.li. with
a balancing spccil of 60 m.p.h.
service,

is

by energizing

The transa control circuit from the master controller plug.
former is of the 2-circuit air-blast type and is suspended from
the center

or

service

CAR INSPECTION BUILDING

A

and completely equipped car inspection building
has been constructed at the Paoli yard. This is planned to serve
substantial

not only the cars required

for

the

present

electrification

but
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cars required by certain other divisions when
Adjacent to the inspection building proper is a
small service building which contains boilers for heating, locker
and wash rooms, air compressors and motor generators for
supplying power for the tools and signals.

also

for

the

electrified.

liable

intercommunication by telephone

Throughout the
the

existing

electrified

direct

current

possible between any

The design and construction of
carried out by Gibbs

&

was

the electric installation

Hill, consulting electrical engineers

for

the company, in co-operation with the engineering department
officials

of the road.

All construction except that of

substation buildings and inspection building, which were covered

was necessary

zone,

it

track

circuits

to

to

change

alternating

cur-

rent track circuits and to provide impedance bonds which permit
the return of the 25-cycle traction current, but sectionalize the
various track circuits so far as the 60-cycle current is con-

cerned.
In the electrified portion of the Philadelphia division, the old
signals have been replaced by those of the

form of semaphore

electric-light type in which different rows of five lights each
with suitable lenses indicate the various positions of clear, caution and danger.
To provide proper vertical clearance for the catenary wires,
as well as to provide points for anchoring them, practically all
the old signal bridges in the electrified zone were replaced with

ones of considerably heavier design.

In order to nullify the

by outside contracts, was carried out by a specially organized
The mounting of the multiple unit car equipment on
force.
the cars was carried out by the railroad forces at the Altoona
shops under the direction of the motive power department. The
signal equipment and changes in telegraph and telephone lines
were designed and installed under the direction of the signal
and telegraph departments, respectively.
The following is a partial list of the manufacturing concerns
which furnished the principal items of plant and equipment
Motor car equipments, transformers, etc., Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company; structural poles and bridges, McClintubular poles. National Tube Company
tic Marshall Company
steel messenger, cross span and ground wire, J. A. Roebling's
Sons Company; copper transmission and secondary messenger
wire, Waclarke Wire Company; special bronze trolley wire.
;

Car Inspection Building
induction effect of the traction current in the signal circuits of
adjacent tracks, resonant shunts have been installed which permit
the local induced currents to be shunted around the track re-

and thus avoid disturbing the signal circuits.
Following the heavy sleet storm of March, 1914, which caused
so much damage to the overhead wires in the eastern states,
the railroad decided to put certain portions of its telephone and
telegraph wires underground and this has now been done
throughout the electrified zone. Along the main line this underlays

ground conduit consists of a 6 single ducts of 3-in. bore, part
of which are clay conduit and part bituminized fil)cr. The conduit bank is protected with concrete on all sides. There are conIn order to minimize increte manholes every 400 ft. or less.
ductive disturbances from the traction circuits, the conduit is
located as near the edge of the right-of-way and as far from
the tracks as practicable, though in some places it is just beyond
the end of the ties on the outside track.
On top of this bank of conduits, the main signal power feeder
carrying 60-cycle, 3,400-volt current is carried, tlic Icad-shcathcd
cable being run in a pump-log duct which is afterwards filled
with pitch. In addition to the usual telephone facilities between

and between the electric power director and the
train despatchcrs, permanent telephone boxes are located at every
signal bridge throughout the electrified zone and prompt, resubstations

is

parts of the whole system.

and the
SIGNALS

Vol. 59, No. 20

at Paoli

American Steel & Wire
Company, Ohio Brass Company; insulators, Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company; catenary hangers, Adams & Westlake block and automatic signal
equipment. Union Switch & Signal Company; signal wire, Kerite
Company; underground conduits, Edwin H. Vare, and electropneumatic air brake, Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
Brass

Bridgeport

Company,

Company

;

bonds,

Electric Service Supplies

;

Proposed Irish Rate Increase.

— Owing

to increased cost of

operation, notice has been given by the Midland Great

Railway (Ireland) Company of
ject to the

statutory

maxima)

Western

intention to increase

(sub-

the rate for merchandise

traffic

its

system for all classes. The altered
October 1, 1915. The increases range
from 2d. (4 cents) on rates exceeding Is. (25 cents) and not
exceeding 2s. per ton, to 7s. 5d. ($1.85) on rates exceeding 72s.
6d. ($18.12) and not exceeding 75s. ($18.75) per ton, while
rates of 7Ss. per ton and upwards are to be increased 7s. 8d.

between

rates are

all

stations

made

on

its

effective

The proposed scale of increase
($1.90) per ton.
higher than that introduced on English railways

is

very

much

in

July,

1913,

which ranged from a '/td. increase on Is. rates, to
cents) increase on 78s. Id. ($19.50) rates, and 4s.
rates

exceeding

98s.

lid.

($24.72).

3s.

Id

increa-^e

(77

on

The

Relations of the Railways and the Public*

A Discussion

of the Policy of

Both as

tion Regulation,

By

L.

It

E.

Is

Johnson

President, Norfolk

have accepted your invitation to address you in the behef
That there
it indicates your interest in the railway problem
is such a problem all agree, however much they may differ as to
and it is a problem in which
its true nature and proper solution
it is very desirable that the more intelligent and public-spirited
of our citizens, such as those composing this society, shall
I

that

;

actively interest themselves.

Not only

is

it

desirable that they

should do this, but it is their positive duty. On the way the
railway question is finally settled will greatly depend the welfare
of the nation. Public opinion will determine whether it will be
settled right.
In order that public opinion may cause it to be
settled right the public must have good leadership
and that
leadership should be furnished by men such as you.
It is generally recognized that to solve the problem presented
there should be changes made in the relations existing between
the people and the governments of the states and the nation, on
the one hand, and the managements and owners of the railways
on the other hand. Some people believe these changes should
be effected by the adoption of government ownership and management of the railways. Others believe the needed changes
should be accomplished by modifications in the present policy of
;

regulation, in

which

latter class

I

place myself.

Government Transportaand as It Ought to Be
& Western

enormously wasteful, and the Grand Trunk
had been intended to lease the line for operation, refused to take it over because it could not afford to pay
three per cent interest on the excessive expenditure which had
been made.

denounced
Pacific, to

it

as

which

it

The explanation of the wasteful construction of the National
Transcontinental is the same as the explanation of the wasteful
rather than business lines.

had dominated the
railways in Canada

would have the opposite result. There are a very
few countries, Prussia affording the best example, where state
railways have been managed with a considerable degree of success, but in most countries both the economic and political results of government management have been bad.
Forty years
ago an Italian commission which had thoroughly studied the subject expressed the opinion that under government ownership
politics would corrupt the railroads and the railroads would corrupt politics. This view has been supported by the experience of
Italy itself and by that of France, of Australia, of Canada, and
of every other country where the conditions have been such as
to make it possible for politics to affect government management. Nowhere else, perhaps, has the deplorable influence which
politics is almost certain in a democratic comitry to exert on government railway management been more strikingly illustrated
than in our next-door neighbor, Canada.
Since 1867 the Dominion has owned and operated the Intercolonial Railway, and since 1873, the Prince Edward Island Railway. These lines now have a mileage of 1,734 miles. Never in
a single year since the government acquired it has the Prince
welfare, but

Edward Island earned even its operating expenses, to say nothing of interest on the investment in it. The Intercolonial in the
47 years it has been under government management lias failed by

it

has the development of waterways, the
and a good many other matters in

this country.

The experience of other countries and the conditions in our
own warn us that we cannot afford to try the experiment of
government ownership of railways here at least, not until our
government management would not be rendered impossible by
;

politics of the

"pork barrel" variety.

THE ALTERNATIVE
There

is

only one alternative to government ownership.

a system of wise and fair regulation.

often accused of
I believe a majority of the people think at present that the
adoption of government ownership would not promote the public

as

erection of public buildings

is

OBJECTIONS TO GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

The work was done on political
The principle of the "pork barrel"
management and construction of government

operation of the Intercolonial.

not recognizing this

This
Railway managers are

fact.

They

are

often

charged with being opposed not merely to effective regulation,
I know the consensus of
but to any regulation. I deny this.
opinion of our railway managers, and I assert emphatically that
they are not opposed to any regulation or to effective regulation,
but that they appreciate the need of it and are as strongly and
sincerely in favor of it as any other class of our citizens, because they know that this is the only alternative to government
ownership, and as patriotic citizens they are opposed to government ownership. They would be in favor of it even in the absence of the danger of government ownership, because they
recognize the fact that effective regulation, if it be also wise
and fair, will promote the interests and protect the rights not
only of the general public, but also of the owners, the officers
and the employees of the railways themselves.
All intelligent railway men recognize the fact that there have
been in the past shortcomings and abuses in the management of
some, if not all, of our railways and that government regulation
has helped to correct some of these. They concede that there
are still such shortcomings and abuses and that government
regulation can, and ought to, help to correct them.
But they
also believe that there are some very serious shortcomings and
abuses in the present system of regulation that in consequence
it is doing harm as well as good
and that unless it is radically
changed an<l raised to a higher plane of elVicicncy and fairness,
it will fail in the long run to do much of the good that the public
desires and will do much harm, which the public does not intend.
;

;

$8,500,000 to earn

its operating expenses, to say nothing of inon the large investment which the people of Canada have
made in it. Other railways in eastern Canada owned by |)rivalc
companies have charged practically the same rates as these government railways and have been operated at a profit.
In l')04 the government liogan the construction of the National
Transcontinental Railway from Moncton to Winnipeg.
The

MAIN PURPOSES OF REGULATION

terest

official

estimate of

its

cost

was

$61, 41.'^,000,

or $.34,083 a mile.

At the end of 1914 the line had not liccn |irovi<led with equipment or adequate terminals, and yet up to that time there had
been spent on

it

$173,000,000, or about $99,000 per mile.

ernment commission appointed to investigate

An

nilclrcss

Novenil)er

2,

before

1015.

the

Western Society nf

its

Engineers

A

govconstruction

nl

Chienito

on

The

three main purposes of

government regulation should be
and safety of railway oi>eration
to cause rates to be reasonable and non-discriminatory
and to make investment in railway securities safe and attracllvc.
to further the

economy,

efficiency

;

It is generally recognized that regulation shoiiUI sock to improve railway service and to make rates fair and reasonable. It
is not so generally recognized that it should aim to improve rail-

way

as investments, but there arc some very good
should do this. In the first place, if cither railway
management or government regulation is such as to make investors in general afraid to buy railway bonds and stocks, the
securities

reasons

why

companies

it

will be

unable to get cnongli capital to

make

their scrv-
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In the second place, not only is the railbusiness a very' large industry, but it is also one which can
be put on such a basis as to make it both feasible and desirable
for large numbers of people of small means to invest in it. The
ice

good and adequate.

way

degree to which they will be thrifty is hkely to depend largely
on the opportunities open to them for the safe and profitable
investment of any amounts, however small, which they may save.
But the trend of our economic and industrial affairs for some
years has been such as to reduce rather than to increase the
number of the kinds of openings which formerly existed for the
Corporate organizations have been
class of small investors.
growing in size and number and driving out the small concerns
in

which the small investor used

to put his capital.

The

best sub-

Vol.

quirements affecting operation and
sonableness of which ought to be

No. 20

59,

rates, the desirability

and, of course, in their election political considerations and not
Even when they
for their duties govern.
are appointed they often are selected, not because of their special

their special fitness

but for political reasons. It is inevitable that bodies thus
constituted should not be expert and impartial to the degree that
they ought to be. The want of impartiality of some of them is

fitness,

illustrated by the facts that seven state

commissions appeared as
and that

sittute we can offer for the opportunity to invest in small properties is the opportunity to acquire with reasonable safety small

parties against the railways in the five per cent rate case

interests in large concerns, such as our railways and industrial
corporations. This opportunity can be afforded only by having

ways

these concerns both managed and regulated honestly and wisely
and in the interest of those who invest in their securities as well
as in the interest of those who buy their goods and services or

are employed by them. There is just as much reason, from
the standpoint of the general welfare, why our government should
seek to make small investments in our industrial and railway

who

corporations profitable and safe as why they should try to make
small investments in our farms attractive and safe. The more
widely the ownership of property in a country is diffused the
more stable will be its institutions and the more certain its
prosperity.

METHODS OF REGULATION
If regulation is to be wise it must be done by bodies having
some expert knowledge of railway matters. A commission may
have such knowledge, but a legislative body cannot have it. If
regulation is to be fair, it must be free from political and other
influences that will tend to divert it from its proper purposes.
A commission may be comparatively free from political influFor these and other
ence, but a legislative body cannot be.

reasons the function of regulation should be delegated chiefly to
commissions.
commission whose members are appointed for long terms is

A

be influenced by political and other influences tendits fairness and efficiency than one whose members
Therefore, members of commisare elected for short terms.
sions should be appointed and their terms of office should belong.
Indeed, I am inclined to believe that it would be conducive to
their greatest fairness and efficiency if their members, like our

less likely to

ing to impair

federal judges, were appointed for

our railways constitute a single transportation system extending
into every part of the country. Regulation should, therefore, be
directed toward promoting the interests of the nation as a whole.
But clearly, regulation should not be allowed to further the interests of some classes of the people at the expense of the people
as a whole, or to promote the interests of some localities and
Therefore,
sections at the expense of the country as a whole.
regulation should be made as consistent and uniform as is practicable, and regulation by communities and states should be subordinated to that of the nation.
Regulation should not be such as to

make

railways unprofitable,

because this would hamper their development and thereby hamper
the development and impair the prosperity of the entire nation.
These principles all seem obvious and fundamental. Are they
observed as well as they should be?

INCONSISTENCIES OF PRESENT RF.GUL.VTION

There

is

not one of them which

is

not violated.

The

nation

has created the Interstate Commerce Commission and 45 states
have created railroad or public service commissions. Nominally,

expert bodies, and theoretically, the legislatures and
Congress have delegated to them the function of regulation. In

these are

all

and Congress at almost every session,
without investigation, impose on the railways burdens and repractice the legislatures

16 state commissions have appeared as parties against the railin the cases involving advances in freight and passenger

rates in western territory.

Furthermore,

state

local considerations

regulation

is

usually controlled largely by

and directed to the furtherance of the sup-

expense of the
our
regulation is directed toward restricting the net earnings of the
railways within the narrowest limits that the courts will permit.
As much of the legislation passed is enacted without sufficiently

posed interests of the people of the state
interests of the people of the nation.

at the

Finally, almost all of

thorough previous investigation, it is necessarily arbitrary. As
there is almost no co-operation between the various state commissions, or between them and the Interstate Commerce Commission, and almost no co-ordination of their activities, it naturally results that the requirements imposed on the railways are
As the legislation
often inconsistent and even conflicting.
passed, and even the orders sometimes issued by the commissions,
often are secured almost entirely at the instance of and under
pressure from certain well-organized classes of persons, it is not
surprising that their intent and effect often is to promote the interests of these classes at the expense of the railways

and the

rest of the public.

inconsistencies between the regulation of the states themand between that of the states and the national government are illustrated by the fact that while numerous states have
adopted legislation regarding train crews or headlights, the federal government has not done so, and that there are wide variations between the provisions of the laws of the states and of the

The

selves

nation regarding the hours of service of railway employees.

DISCKIMIN.\TIONS PRODUCED BY PRESENT REGUL.\TION

The

life.

In most important respects, from the standpoint of the public,

and rea-

be determined by the
commissions after investigation. Within the last four years there
have been 3,016 bills introduced in the state legislatures for the
regulation of operation alone, of which 436 have been passed.
The members of many state railroad commissions are elected
left to

eral

regulation of rates by the various states and by the fed-

government originally was intended

largely,

and

in the

case

of the federal government, mainly, to correct unfair discrimina-

has produced a good effect by correcting many such
but it is now producing bad effects by actually
creating other and equally unfair discriminations. For example,
at a time when the interstate passenger rates of the railways in
tion.

It

discriminations

;

most parts of the country were three cents a mile, numerous
In
states passed laws reducing state rates to two cents a mile.
some states railways got these laws set aside as confiscatory. In
others, in order to avoid discrimination between state and interstate rates, they reduced the interstate rates also to two cents.
In the five per cent rate case the Interstate Commission indicated that it believed that these low passenger rates were not
yielding enough revenue to cover the part of railway expenses
properly chargeable to passenger service and that the railways
should raise them. The railways in eastern territory did raise the
interstate passenger fares to 2'i cents a mile and tried to get the
This the legislastate legislatures to increase the state rates.
urcs did not do. and, in consequence, there has resulted an unjust
discrimination between state and interstate travel brought about

by the inconsistent policies of the regulating authorities representing the public itself.
There are likewise unfair discriminations in freight rates due
In the Shreveport case the Interstate Comto the same causes.
merce Commission called attention to tlie fact that an unfair

November

12,
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discrimination had been effected between certain state rates between certain points in Texas and certain interstate rates between
Shreveport, La., and the same points in Texas, by the rate-makAgain, in the
ing policy of the Texas railroad commission.

greater; yet the average passenger rate and the average freight
rate were actually lower after these increases in wages and taxes

western freight rate case, it refused to allow certain advances in
rates on Uve stock because certain of the interstate rates involved
were already higher than corresponding rates fixed by legislative
enactments or by the orders of state commissions.

with the managements of the railways in their efforts to solve
the problems presented by the great and rapid increases in their
expenses and taxes. Under the policy actually followed regulation has made their problem more difficult and complicated, with

If you turn to the field of regulation of the financial management of the railways you will find somewhat similar conditions.

the results just mentioned.

Practically all of our railway corporations have been chartered

selves

by the states which have created them. Some states have been
lax in creating and regulating railway corporations. This laxity
has left the door wide open for corporations created by these
states to go forth into other states and handle their financial
affairs in ways perhaps condemned by the public opinion of the
country. On the other hand, other states, such as Texas, have

mit that.

had occurred than before.

Under an

and fair
would have co-operated

entirely intelligent

policy of regulation the public authorities

it may be said that the railways have brought upon themmuch of the trouble from which they are suffering. I ad-

Now

On the whole, the managements of our railways have
been as able, as honest and as efficient as those of any other railways or other large corporate business in the world. But, as I
have already conceded, many mistakes have been made and many
It is because of these
offenses have been committed by them.

their de-

things that, as railway men now- admit, regulation became desirable for the protection and benefit of the public and even of
the railways themselves. But is the fact that the managements

velopment and even to make them heavy burdens on the parts
of the same railway systems in other states.

of the railways have not always been wise and fair any reason
for adopting and persisting in a policy of unwise and unfair

imposed such stringent regulations on the financial management
of railways within their borders as seriously to

hamper

regulation?

INCREASED COSTS OF OPERATION AND DECREASED EARNINGS

The period during which the present system of regulation has
been applied dates from about 10 years ago. This period has
been, as you know, one of steadily and rapidly increasing costs of
operation. This has been partly due to our policy of regulation,
but mainly to the higher standards of service which the public
has expected, to increases in taxes and to advances in wages
which railway labor has demanded and which boards of arbitration organized under federal law have granted.
The 8 or 10 years prior to 1906 and 1907 were years of steadily
and even rapidly increasing railway net earnings. Those since
have been years of just as steadily and rapidly declining net earnThis is not true of every individual road. There are a
ings.
number of individual railways which, because of exceptionally
good management or unusually fortunate situations, have continued to prosper, and some of them are even more prosperous
than they were 10 years ago.
But these roads are no more
typical than are certain roads at the other extreme which, because of bad management or unfortunate situations, have declined
into the depths of adversity.
It is the situation of the railways
as a whole, not that of individual lines, which it is important
to

now

82

it

not evident that the policy of

Is it not evident that it has not been pronot adapted to promote, the purposes which regulation ought to promote? It is not making the operation of railis

ways more economical and

efficient.

forms or unfair discrimination

in rates for those

It

is

substituting

new

which have been

It is preventing rates from being so adjusted as to
meet the increasing demands on railway revenues. It is helping

abolished.

make railway securities unattractive rather than attractive
both to the large investor and the small investor, and is forcing
the railways to sell bonds to raise capital when they ought to be
selling stock and to sell short time notes when they ought to be
selling bonds, thereby rendering them financially top-heavy and
to

incapable of weathering the financial storms which are sure to
break over us in the future as in the past. In order to establish
satisfactory and beneficent relations between the railways and the

our regulation of railways, as well as our management

public,

of them, must be put on a sound basis.

REGULATION SHOULD BE IN^ HANDS OF EXPERTS

The remedy

the latest available statistics there are

Is

ways and the public?

moting, and

for us to consider.

According

Clearly not.

regulation which has been followed has not established, and is
not adapted to establish, satisfactory relations between the rail-

to

me

obvious.

for the defects in our policy of regulation seems
It should not be destroyed, but it should he made

and more flexible, less restrictive and more constructive,
work of amateurs and more the work of experts. The

railways in the hands of receivers, having a mileage of 41,988
miles and a capitalization of $2,264,000,000. This is the greatest

less rigid

mileage ever in the hands of receivers in this country. It is a
significant fact that the mileage of bankrupt roads is larger in
proportion in the Southwest, where the policy of regulation has
been the most repressive, than in any other section.
Furthermore, the construction of new mileage and the improvement of
the facilities of that already existing have been seriously curtailed.
The new mileage built has shown a downward tendency
since 1906 and was smaller in 1914 than in any year since 1895.
There have been heavy reductions in the purchases of equipment
and supplies; and, in consequence, many thousands of men have
been thrown out of work in both the railway and the railway
supply businesses and every line of connncrce and industry has
been adversely affected.

legislatures should cease passing without investigation arbitrary

Now,

I

would not be understood

as attribiuing the luisatisfac-

There would no doubt
have been large increases in the operating expenses and taxes
of the railways if the policy of regulation had never l)een begun.
The great faults of regulation have been that, first, in many ways
it has unwisely and unnecessarily enhanced the increases in expenses, and that, second, it has at the same time prevented most
of the increases in r.ites which these increases in expenses made
tory conditions entirely to regulation.

desirable, and, in(le<(l, in the face of ihoso increases in expenses,
has actually compelled many reductions in rates.
The average

annual wage of r.iilway employees w.is 43 per cent higher in
IX'I.H
llian irj
,iiid
.iMTiiKe taxes |)er mile uirr 110 pi-r

less the

laws for the regulation of features of the railway business with
which their members, from lack of time and want of special
knowledge, cannot possibly become competent to deal, and leave
the performance of the function of regulation almost entirely to

commissions. The commissions should be made in fact as well
as in theory impartial bodies of experts. The state commissions
should be restricted to the regulation of purely local and state
matters and the Interstate Commerce Commission should be expressly authorized and required by law to overrule the state authorities when they adopt regulations the effect of which is to interfere with and burden the commerce of other states anil the
connnerce of the nation as a whole. There may be reasons for
applying some different rules in states in which the conditions
differ :is widely as they do in Massachusetts and Arizona; hut

llure caiuiot be any good reason

for ajiplying widely dilTeri-nt

and wholly inconsistent requirements in states adjacent to each
other, such as Nebraska and Kansas, or Massachusetts and Connectictit
and there certainly cannot bo any good reason why a
state government shinild apply one rule in a state and the federal
government should apply an entirely different rule in the same
Both thc^c things are done now. There can he no good
state.
;

rea'<on

why

cents a mile in a state

cciil

siiiM

lia-.

two
("ommerce Commis-

a state iiassonger should be allowed to travel for

I'lll

held that 2'

j

when

the Interstate

cents

is

a

reasonable rate

for interstate
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travel in that

same

state,

which

what

is

is
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Texas, for example, should prescribe certain hours of work for railway employees engaged in state commerce when a federal law prescribes

law

state

in

different hours for all railway employees engaged in interstate
commerce, which is what is being done now, There can be no
good reason why the Interstate Commerce Commission should

hold that the earnings of the railways in eastern territory are not
as large as they should be in the interest of the public, and that
at the same time the states should be allowed to prevent the increases in earnings which the Interstate Commerce Commission
holds should be permitted in the interests of the public. Yet this

being done now.
the same time that state regulation is being improved and
brought into a proper relationship of subordination to and coordination with federal regulation, there ought to be changes
is

At

made

in the organization of the Interstate

sion which will better
duties.

I

members

fit

it

Commerce Commis-

for the performance of

its

added

personally would favor increasing the salaries of its
and having them appointed for life. Their duties are as

important as those of any other officers of the government, and
their positions should be made such that they will be attractive
to the ablest men in the country and that the incumbents will be
immune from political and all other improper influences. When
these and other changes have been made which will strengthen
the commission and increase its independence, I believe it would

be both safe and desirable to increase its powers in several directions. If there is to be regulation of operation this should be
done by the Interstate Commerce Commission. If there is to be
regulation of the issuance of railway securities, as there already
is in some of the states, the necessary authority, with proper reshould be delegated to the Interstate

strictions,

Commerce Com-

mission.
C.

I.

SHOULD HAVE POWER TO RAISE AS WELL AS TO LOWER

C.

RATES

At the same time the commission should be empowered

to

regards as too low, as well as to reduce rates
which it thinks are too high; and this power should apply to
state rates when the commission regards them either as unreraise rates

which

it

munerative or as working an unfair discrimination against interThe commission is now greatly hampered in
state commerce.
its regulation of rates by the fact that the law authorizes it to
fix

maximum

rates, but gives

make

it

The law

requires

power

make them reasonable

to

it

to

no power

rates
if

to fix

minimum

rates.

no
the defect in them happens
reasonable, but gives

it

to be that they are unreasonably low.

Our

It

has

been tacitly predicated upon the assumption that its sole purpose
should be to protect the rights and promote the interests of those
who use the service of railways and who work for them. It has
too often ignored the fact that those who invest in railway
securities are also a class of our citizens possessing exactly an
equal claim to have their rights protected and their interests proWhat is even more serious and im-

moted by the government.

who have been

responsible for our policy of reguhave not recognized the fact that the interests of
the patrons of the railways and their employees will suffer if
the rights and interests of the investors in them are not proIt is only by the investment of adequate
tected and promoted.
lation too often

additional capital in railways that their facilities
ciently

improved and expanded.

Furthermore,

it

may
is

be suffionly by the

investment of additional capital in the railways that there will
be created an increased demand for labor on them and the increase in the employment they afford will be in proportion to the
increase in the investment in them. Therefore the only policy
of regulation of railways which will confer the maximum benefits
practicable on each class that is directly interested and on the
public as a whole will be one which will equally consider the
rights and interests of the traveler, the shipper, the employee
;

and the

investor.

Included in the car equipment, orders for which have recently
been placed in this country by the Russian Imperial Government, are 5,000 steel gondola cars for general service, which
are now being built at the McKees Rocks (Pa.) plant of the

Pressed Steel Car Company. The design of these cars was prepared by the builders, and aside from the couplers and buffers,
which are of the type generally used in Europe, and are the
Russian standard, it follows very closely a similar design built
for service on American railways. The car is 8 ft. 11 in. high
from top of rail to top of sides, and has a length of 44 ft. 4'/i
in. over the buffers.
The rated carrying capacity is 50 metric
tons, about 110,000 lb., and the light weight about 46,000 lb.
One of the requirements is that the car must stand a test load
of 75 metric tons uniformly distributed without permanent set,
a requirement which the completed car has satisfactorily met.
The bodies are 40 ft. long by 9 ft. 6fi in. wide by 4 ft. 4 in.
high inside. Drop doors are provided in the floor on both sides
throughout the length, making the car about 99 per cent selfclearing when loaded with coal or similar material. The doors
are operated by the Pressed Steel Car Company's creeping shaft
device, and rest directly on the shafts when in the closed position.
The chains, which wind on drums, are only employed
for lifting the doors and to hold the shaft in place under them
when in the closed position, stops being provided to engage both
sides of each door when they are dropped. The ends are made
of 2y^~\n. planks, reinforced all around with ZYz-m. by 2^-in. by
54-in. angles bolted to them.
They are secured with links at the
end sill in such a manner that they may be dropped into the
car when not required, thus facilitating the transportation of
long materials.
The center sill construction is continuous from end sill to end

and consists of two S/16-in. bent plates riveted to a 4-in.
and each reinforced at the bottom with a
Malleable iron center braces are pro3]/i-in. by 3j4-in. angle.
vided at the bolsters and pressed steel braces at the cross ties.
The end sills are 5^-in. pressed steel, reinforced with pressed
channels extending between the side sills and center sills. They
sill,

rolled tee at the top

are braced at the

rear of

the buffers

with pressed channels,

which transmit the major portion of the buffing shock to the
center sills. The bolsters and cross ties are pressed diaphragms
reinforced with plates and angles.

The

sides are 54-in- steel plates in three sections,

by seven pressed
cross

ties.

They

steel

side

supported

stakes located at the bolsters and

are reinforced at the top with 4-in. rolled steel

bulb angles extending the full

policy of regulation has thus far been one-sided.

portant, those
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STEEL GONDOLAS FOR THE RUSSIAN

being done at the

present time.

There can be no good reason why a

59,

length of the car.

Near

the

bottom the side sheets are sloped in at an angle of about 60
the lower edges are flanged outward, and rest on
deg.
the end sills, bolsters and cross ties, to which they are riveted.
The bottom of the flanges are flush with the lower side of the
cover plates on the bolsters and cross ties, thus permitting
the doors to be tightly closed all around.
The drop doors, of which there are eight on each side, are.
made of %-'m. steel flanged on all sides, and supported on
three forged hinge straps which are pin connected to malle;

able iron hinge butts riveted to the center

sills.
Besides the hinge
by Zyi-'m. by 3/16-in. angle stiffeners extending crosswise of the car and one 3-in. rolled Z-bar
extending lengthwise of the car, near the outside, on each door.
The door stops are placed to secure a discharge opening about
two feet deep between the trucks, but due to the large diameter
of the wheels, the openings over the trucks are somewhat less.
The Russian Westinghouse air brake equipment with 10-in.
cylinders is being applied.
Although it is generally similar, it

straps, there are

differs

somewhat

in this country.

two

2j-2-in.

in detail

from the freight car equipment used

The foundation brake

rigging closely follows
country, but involves the use of a
tension spring to insure proper release of the brake shoes. The
couplings are the hook and link type, each made up of nine
the standard practice in

tliis

drop forgings of special heat-treated

steel.

The

finished coup-

November

ling

is

12,
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required to withstand a test load of 30 tons without
The side buffers are Russian standard, except
set.

The

899

was thought to be final, but because
amount of unrest negotiations were again begun

settlement in June

permanent

of a certain

that coil springs have been used in place of volute.

with the result that, effective October 23, the bonus paid under
the February and June agreements has been revised as follows

The

trucks are of the arch bar type, having a 6-ft. 3-in. wheel

base, and follow the lines of the M. C. B. standard construction,
though somewhat larger, due to the use of 41 S/16-in. wheels
and S-ft. gage. They have bolsters of the pressed steel bath
tub type with cast steel center plates of M. C. B. contour and
adjustable malleable iron side bearings. The journal boxes are
malleable iron of M. C. B. type, with drop forged wedges.
The arch bars are 6-in. by l54-in. open hearth steel, and the
They are secured to cast steel column
tie bars are 5-in. by 5^-in.
posts with lJ4-in. bolts, and to the journal boxes with l%-'m.
The wheels are rolled steel with flange and tread of the
bolts.
Russian standard, which differs only slightly from the M. C. B.
standard contour. They are being manufactured by the Carnegie Steel Company, and weigh nearly 1,200 lb. each.
The
axles are of steel with journals, collars and dust-guard fits the

same

the

as

standard M.

C.

B.

axle

for

100,000-lb.

capacity

Present
bonus

Except for the increase

gage, the principle difference

in length

is in

because of the wider
Instead of the
fit.

the wheel

which forms a shoulder back of the wheel hub, the axle
is reduced in diameter at this point below the diameter of the
wheel fit.
After being built, the cars are knocked down, packed and
shipped to New York, going by water from that port to Vladicollar,

vostok,

via the

Panama

assembled and placed

in

canal.

At Vladivostok they

will

be

service.

ENGLISH RAILWAY MEN'S

WAR BONUS

The general managers of the English railways have recently
come to an agreement — the third — with their employees "enin the manipulation of traffic," whereby there will be
a further increase in the war bonus amoimting to $l,'i,000.000
or $20,000,000 yearly for the remainder of the war. It will be

gaged

that last February {Raihvay Age Gazette, March
page 447) the English railways made an adjustment
with the National Union of Railway Men and the Associated
Societies of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen calling for an
increase in wages or a bonus to compensate for the increased
expenses arising from the war. The amount was fixed at 3s.
(7.S cents)
a week to employees 18 years of age and older
embraced in tlic "conciliation scheme" whose regular rate of
wages was under 30s. ($7.50) per week and 2s. (.50 cents) to
employees who received 30s. or more. This arrangement was
effective February 15, but there was a clause providing that
the adjustment might be reviewed at the end of three months.
In June, accordingly, the matter was again taken up and the
continuance of the bonus on the same basis was agreed to, subject to the extension to boys of an allowance of Is, 6d. a week.

remembered
12,

\

per week

Employees 18 years of age and upwards whose standard
rate of wage is 30s. per week or more
Employees 18 years of age and upwards whose standard
rate of wage is under 30s. per week
Employees under 18 years of age, except boys engaged
since January 1, 1915, at rates of wages which exceed
by 2s. 6d. or more the rates usually paid to boys
occupying positions similar to those in which such
newly-engaged boys are working

The arrangement

on the

is

rate basis

flat

and

2s.

5s.

3s.

5s.

Is.

6d.

2s. 6d.

differs in that

respect from the previous settlements, which provided for larger
bonuses to the lower rated men.
The revised arrangement is to remain in force until notice
shall have been received by the railways from the government
discontinuing the present control agreement whereby the rail-

Russian Government Steel Gondola of
cars.

Revised
bonus

r

0,000-Ib. Capacity

1 1

ways are being operated for the nation by a committee of
general

managers.

It

shall

thereafter

tinuance by one month's notice on

be

either

subject
side,

it

to

discon-

being pro-

vided that thereupon the "conciliation

scheme" will again be
hoped that this adjustment will be final,
the two unions having undertaken "that during the pendency
of this agreement they will not present to the railway companies any fresh demands for increased bonus or wages or
general alterations in conditions of service, and that they will
not give countenance or support either to a demand on the
part of any of their members to reopen the settlement now
made or to any strike that might be entered upon in furtherance
of such demands."
As in the former case the railways will probably extend the
bonus to employees not in the "conciliation scheme." The estimated cost of the bonus hitherto paid to the entire staff was
about $20,000,000 yearly.
The increased bonus will bring this
up to from $35,000,000 to $40,000,000 yearly.
put in operation.

It is

1915,

Enc.lisii

R.mi.way

Men

.\s

Munitions

Expf.rts.

— Three

the principal officers of the North-Eastern Railway of
are now engaged at the ministry of nuniitions.
E.

C

of

England

Geddes,
deputy general manager, and lieutenant-colonel in the railway
and engineer staff corps, is one of Lloyd George's principal
assistants
temporary lieut. -colonel R. L. Wcdgewood, chief
goods and traffic manager, lately acting as deputy director of
railway transport in France, has been recalled to an appointment in the munitions department and Vincent L. Raven, chief
mechanical engineer, has been appointed acting chief supcrin*
tendcnt of ordnance factories at Woolwich. Mr, Geddes served
in the operating department of the Baltimore & Ohio from 1800
to 1S"5 and later served for a luimbor of years in India.
Mr.
Raven has been rliiof niochanical superintendent since 1910.
;

;
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HENRY

U.

MUDGE

Mr.

Mudge

Vol., 59,

to

an unusual degree has

No. 20

always been popular

with and possessed the confidence and respect of his subordi-

Henry U. Mudge,

president and chief executive officer of the

Chicago, Rock Island
is

&

Pacific,

resigned on

be elected president of the Denver

to

Denver,

office

in

York,

who was
meeting

at the

him

succeeding

elected president

&

Arthur

5,

and

Rio Grande, with
Coppell,

of

New

temporarily on November,

4,

Mr. Mudge was expected to be elected
week, but it was found to be necessary first

Bush.

in place of B. F.

to elect

Colo.,

November

last

a director.

Mr. Mudge has been connected with the I\ock Island since
1,
1905, when he became second vice-president in charge
He was elected president on December 1. 1909.
of operation.
He was appointed co-receiver of the property on April 19,
but resigned that position on
September 28, and was imme-

May

nates, and as a president his democratic manners, his fairness
and practical common sense, and his open and above-board
methods of doing business have made him especially popular
with his subordinates and associates in the railroad field and
with the patrons of the road. Newspaper men have always liked
Mr. Mudge because there has never been any difficulty in obtaining from him a candid and fair statement of any situation
that figured in the news of the road, and because he has usually
lieen willing to give the news, when it is news and without

waiting for the disentangling of

Whatever may be
cial

transactions

can

by no

Rock Island's finanmeans be applied to its retiring
president.

diately appointed chief executive

officer

at

request

the

of

Receiver Dickinson that he rein charge of the operaa statement

last

week

the directors

&

Rio Grande

of the Denver

have decided that the best

tion,

under the conditions

it

Mr. Mudge's resignation as reunderstood

issued by Mr. Copell after the

meeting

rather on the

is

Island's record for opera-

inson pointed out in a statement to the public following

tion of the road.
in

It

Rock

has had to face, that he is to
be judged. As Receiver Dick-

main

As explained

red tape.

official

said in criticism of the

ceiver, "it should be

was

that there

marked difhim and

a

ferentiation between

most of the other

in-

directors, in

which

terests of the property will be

that the transaction for

having a president
who can be located in Colorado
and who has no connection
Recently
with other roads.

he voted as a director was presented and acted upon at a

served by

the president of the

meeting at which he was elected a director, and immediately
upon his election, and also in
that he was not a stockholder

Denver &

Rio Grande has held the same
office on the Missouri Pacific,
the Iron Mountain and the
Western Pacific. It is understood that a compromise has
been arranged with the holders
of the Western Pacific
bonds, the interest of which
was guaranteed by the Denver
& Rio Grande, which will relieve that road of a part of
liability

and make possible

either of the

pany of
Chicago,

tion of

to

the

the

Pacific

its

board and the or-

companies took place in 1901
and 1902, and the purchase of
the Frisco and Alton stock in
1903, all while Mr. Mudge was
general manager of the Santa
Fe, and in no way connected
with the Rock Island while the

a

Pacific.

going

or

ganization of the two holding

its

Rock

most of Mr. Mudge's
railroad experience had been
with the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, on which he started
at the age of 16 as section hand
and water boy on construction
work, ind which he left in 1905
as general manager.

Jersey

Rock Island &

Railroad Company of Iowa."
The syndicate purchase of the
Rock Island, the reorganiza-

reorganization of the Western

Before

Rock Island Com-

New

Island

other financial transactions criticized by the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission were either
accomplished before he went
to the

Henry U. Mudge

road, or before he be-

came a

director,

ception

of

the

with the exsale
of the

of the operation of the Denver & Kio
Mudge, therefore, will be returning to a territory with which he has been familiar throughout his career,
and in which he was particularly engaged for many years as
superintendent of the Rio Grande and Western division and
later as general superintendent of the Western grand division

Mr. Mudge was born on June 9, 1856, at Minden, Mich., and
was educated in the common schools. He entered railway service
in 1872 as a section hand and water boy with the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, and soon became telegraph operator. He

of the Santa Fe.

later

While working in the construction gang he learned telegBy hard, conscientious
raphy and soon became an operator.
work and painstaking mastery of details successive promotions
came rapidly, but naturally, and without any spectacular jumps,
so that when Mr. Mudge became a general officer he had had

July, 1889,

In

taking

charge

Grande, Mr.

in every branch of the operating department, in the telegraph office, in tlie train service, at the dcspatcher's desk, and as roadmaster, trainmaster, assistant sui)erin-

a thorough experience

tcndcnt and stiperintcndont.

Frisco stock, to wlii ch R.

Dickinson referred

in the state-

ment.

held various positions in

the operating department until

when he was appointed

superintendent, and in May,
became general superintendent of the Western grand division and then of the Eastern grand division of the same road.
From February 1, 1896, to January 1, 1900, he was general superintendent of the reorganized property.
On January 1, 1900, he
was appointed general manager of the same road, and on May
1905, left to become second vice-president of the Chicago,
1,
Rock Island & Pacific, During the past year he has been president of the American Railway Association.
1893,

Selling

Railway Supplies to European Countries
Our Manufacturers Must Germanize Their Foreign Sales
Methods and Observe a Broad Spirit of Square DeaUng
By Walter
Our

S.

Special European

The United

Hiatt
Correspondent

States has at last become the creditor of Europe.
precedence in international business has been thrust upon us
and at last we have our great chance. How shall we use it?

rich at once, or to do a billion-dollar business.
They must not
take the attitude that Europe will trade willy-nilly, for thereby

Europe must obtain from us not only war munitions and supplies, food and clothes, but also the necessities of reconstruction,

that

A

for

it

is

ters

much to say that the reconstruction period has
Despite the secrecy maintained about such matknown that at least $10,000,000 worth of railway

not too

already begun.

now,

it

is

supply contracts has

and

it

is

already

been

awarded in France alone,
two years the manufac-

certain that during the next

American railway materials of every description will find
Europe an ever-extending market for their products. Owing
to the wear and destruction of railway material resulting from
the war, American manufacturers will be called upon to do a
large part in rebuilding the European railways and in re-equipping them with freight and passenger cars and locomotives.

turers of
in

Photo

Ijy

kill off the future business
long after the war is over, since Europe will even
have to rebuild her machine shops, buy new tools and new
machinery for the making of the ultimate product.

may come

The American must understand that Europe would rather not
buy from us, and we can't blame the Europeans. The American
must understand that we are looked upon as neutrals who are
enriching themselves at the expense of the misfortunes of others.
This feeling is just as strong in Germany as it is among the
allied nations.
In Italy, when you tell people you are an American, they turn up their noses, so to speak, and ask why we don't
come over and help whip the terrible Austro-Germans. In Germany they say to you "We've always been friends, we've traded
together for many years, we are almost blood allies, and yet you
:

Henri Manuel

Women

Turning Out Shells

While every factory
munitions, and every

in

man

Europe
is

is

in

Short-Handed Factories

occupied

in

turning out war

either at the front or busy behind

making cartridges, bombs, shells, canenergy available for the work of peace. This
does not apply to France alone, although in that country for
nearly a year railway supply factories and even the railroad shops
have been occupied with war work, and now every factory possible is ttiriiing out aeroplanes, shells, ammunition or cannon.
This condition applies also to Germany, where for at least a
year every factory in the empire has been busy along the same
lines and in a greater degree.
It applies to Russia, where the
factories and shops have always been comparatively few.
It applies to Austria, and to a large degree in England, where 500 factories of all kinds are working overtime to turn out war material.
But while Europe )/»».(/ buy machine products from the United
States, our tnanufacturcrs will not profit to the full from this
opportimity if they do not observe a few sane rules. They must
learn to do business in Europe's way.
Tlicy must study tarifTs
and ocean freights. They must not use the opportimity to turn
out poor and imperfect material.
They must overcome the
prejudices that luittirally arise between peopltj who arc i\ot accustomed In ilo business together. They must not expect to get
the lines in the factories

non, there

they will curtail their orders and will

is little

France Where Machinery

in

Americans

order to

in

of

Peace

Was Once Made

make some money

desert us and go over

to the Allies."

They don't say
In France people are more polite about it.
anything at all. Recently I was walking through a hospital train
with Herbert Corey, the newspaper correspondent and humorist.
All the soldier hospital men were quite courteous and smiling,
despite their private griefs. "You don't have to guess twice to
know what these fellows think of us," said Mr. Corey. "They
think we should have a gim in our hands pointed at the Germans.
And the worst of it is, that's what every German said when I
was over the

To

frontier."

down

to business details, the American firm that wants
Europe has a lot of other prejudices to overcome.
First of all, it must learn how to write a business letter in the
European way. Then it must learn that an agent right on the
spot is the only medium of getting business, that one country is
enough for the agent to conquer at a lime, and this agent should

get

to sell

in

speak the language of the country, that he should learn the country's ways, and should learn to do business without intormediarios, crooked or otherwise.
Of course, this agent should he an

American who thorouglily knows
those of

its

competitors.

his

I'lirlher,

own
this

firm,

its

products, and

agent should be

fully
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accredited, should have

fidence in

him and

European bank references

in his firm's ability to

to inspire con-

keep a contract honestly.

DEALING WITH GO-BETWEENS

A

book might be written on the question of intermediaries
So far we have looked too much on the amusing side of

alone.

Much of the harassing part of war sales has come
through experiences with these intermediaries. Not representing
anything or anybody, their main object in life is to get some
quick money. The quickest way they know of is to find what
concern is about to he awarded a contract, to get this information a week or so ahead of anybody else, and then inform the
concern's representative on the ground that he will get the contract if he will agree to pay a commission to the intermediary,
who generally claims he must divide it with the firm, railroad
company or government awarding the contract. If there is no
agent on the ground the intermediary cables the firm direct.
What is the firm or agent to do? A lot of honest time and
this question.

of

all

kinds.

Vol.

This good American located his

group, and to date he has done very

little

No. 20

59,

with this

offices

business and will

probably never do much. He is in bad company, and in so deep
he cannot get out. The little business he has done has been so
shared that his profit will be next to nothing. He will probably
go home at last believing that all European business men are
dishonest and that he failed to do a reasonable business because

he did not of?er their price.
Every American consul, every one of Uncle Sam's commercial agents from the Department of Commerce and every Ameri-

can business man one meets in Europe has a stock of incidents
A member of one Chicago
to tell about these intermediaries.
firm spent three months in Europe trying to

sell

his

product.

When

he was about to give up in disgust his home office cabled
him that a large order had just been placed through another
agent. This other agent proved to be a pharmacist who, learning
of the contract, had taken the firm's name at random out of a directory, cabled for its prices, and on the basis of it submitted a

money has been

bid.

intermediary

Another American agent wanted to sell a certain line to the
As he had a German name, his bid was rejected.
However, a French grocer, having put in a bid, was awarded the
contract, which he turned over to the man with the German
name. Incidentally, he got a higher price.

spent toing to get that contract. Generally the
given the benefit of the doubt and gets the commission. I will not say that he does not sometimes or often divide it with the agent of the purchaser. It is a common practice
is

over Europe, for instance, to make presents at Christmas or
Year's, or on other occasions, to buyers. But in the case of
railroad purchases, which are made by the chief of a department,
as sanctioned by the president of the road, it is hard to believe
all

New

men would accept
these men must be

that these

this sort of

pose of

to

The

money.

make purchases

first

is

that will be a

up under long wear, and if the
faulty both the buying engineer and the selling firm

are injured in reputation.

The experience of the American agents I have talked to
One man selling artificial limbs on large orders made up
his mind when he came not to promise a cent of commission to
varies.

anybody, and he has gathered all the business he can handle.
Another man, representing a group of New England firms, after
six months of feeling his way has come to the conclusion that it
is best to smooth the way by presents to the smaller fellows and
commissions to the more important ones. He claims that otheris merely listened to politely, given a hearing but not the order, that the buyers do not look on such com-

wise the selling agent

missions as plain graft but as payment for a service rendered the
seller in getting a contract.

There is another side to the question of doing business through
an intermediary, particularly when the latter is not an employee
of the government or company making the purchase, but rather
merely a person with friends at court. He may lose a good contract for a selling agent.

where the business

is

He

is

generally a native of the country

being done and he

is

pretty well

known.

he openly introduces an agent to the buying engineer, for instance, that engineer may at once be prejudiced against the agent.
Further, the buyer realizes that this hanger-on is known to others
If

and that if the contract is closed he, as buyer, will get the
of having been involved in a shady transaction.

WHEN
It

credit

deals,

course,

the selling of

many

of these incidents relate to army supplies,

which can hardly be called business.

In selling

machinery and railway supplies a different class of men is met.
The buyer knows exactly what he wants, though he is not so sure
about the price, since the new elements of high ocean freights
and inflated war prices have entered into the sales. For instance, an American agent for car axles heard that a certain
Italian railway was in a hurry to place a large order, but desired advance samples. As he had no samples with him, he picked
up one of French manufacture that corresponded to that made
by his firm, packed it and labelled it as a transoceanic shipment
from Havre, and sent it on to Italy. He received a polite reply
from the Italian company stating that when he was ready to submit an American sample his bid would be considered.
The
Italian buyer had at once recognized the axle's make.
This American agent was acting in good faith, and would have
delivered an axle up to specifications, but such methods are disIndeed, the American agent is at present in a difficult
His only competitors worth considering are the English, and the English have had scores of years of Continental
selling experience, while the American is only learning.
Then,
the American is an unknown factor to the European buyer. The
latter probably has never been in America, he doesn't know our
reliable firms, and he doesn't understand American terms, except

crediting.
position.

in

such simple materials

as

car wheels

or

a.xles.

The very

which the American agent is willing to do business his push, bordering on bluff; his evident intention to do
business in spite of every obstacle, tends to bewilder the Eurorapidity with
;

pean when

GO-BETWEENS INJURE A SELLER

was because of these under-the-table

SELLING OF RAILWAY MATERIAL

Of

pur-

credit to the road, that will stand

material

Belgian army.

does not arouse his suspicion.
hastily concludes that because one Italian or
willing to take money, all the high officers of
a railway are dishonest, it is not unreasonable to suppose that
these same high officials entertain their doubts of the American.
it

American
one Frenchman is
If the

manoeuvered

by dishonest and unscrupulous natives of European nations at
war, that each of these governments has finally been forced to
jail some of its buying agents, that in England the native manufacturers are now only allowed a profit of 10 per cent on their
output of government supplies, that in Russia, the home of
honest graft, some of them have been shot, and that France,
which originally sent a commission to New York to do its buying,
finally placed all its contracts in the hands of J. P. Morgan & Co.
I know of one very fine American, honest as the day is long,
who has been trying since last spring to sell a cert.iin badly
needed product in Europe and on very advantageous terms of
credit to the buyer.
Not speaking any foreign language, in the
beginning he took into his confidence a certain group of intermediaries who had established offices in one of the big European
cities where they were trving to sell war and other materials

Neither knows the ways of the other, but he establishes in his
opinion as to the kind of a person with whom he
is doing business.
Neither has yet learned that, as a general
rule, the high officials of a factory or of a railroad on either side
of the water are probably men of sterling character and of absolute integrity.
I personally have found that there is nowhere
on earth a better type of business man than the high-grade
Spaniard, Englishman, Frcncliman or German. It may take some
time to discover tliis man, just as it would for a foreigner to
discover such men among us, but once you find him you can
depend on him.
While this article is being written the French railways are
concluding arrangements to make large purchases of material in

own mind an

,

November

12,
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Notwithstanding that there are a few American railway supply men in France, the buying agents of these
roads are bewildered. They do not know where to go to place
their bids and do not know what American firms can be relied
the United States.

on to keep their contracts.

In one case, the officers of a road,

knowing the Railway Age Gazette as a standard publication,
took a list of names from among its advertisers and asked these
firms to submit bids. Then they asked all the American railway
men with which they were acquainted to give them impartial advice on the reliability of the firms, and yet these were finns that
are supposed to have an international reputation.
Of course, the contracts are being made on a cash delivery
basis, with each party putting up five per cent of the value of
the contract in money as a guarantee but what the Frenchmen
;

wanted they wanted in a hurry. They wanted to be sure of
having deliveries on time and in good order. This difficulty of
getting together on the same plane is one of the chief things
American agents must overcome, and only time and fair deahng
These conditions are a combination of inertia, lack
will do it.
of information, and a grain of suspicion. Take the case of sales of
American coal abroad this winter. France, Italy, Spain, perhaps
Switzerland, must wind up by buying our coal. Yet they are
putting it off as long as possible, meanwhile using up their old
Some are securing small quantities from England in
stocks.
the meantime, simply because they know how to do business
with England and know English coal in English terms. Aside
from the question of price, into this coal selling enters an equation that arises in the sale of any material or product.
The
French have become used to briquette coal that is, coal delivered
to the consumer, not loose, but in small blocks, and it is natural
;

that this coal

preferred to loose coal, although the latter

is

is

cheaper.

The business of selling seems to be merely a matter of price
agreements, with one party able to pay and the other able to deliver.
Yet as many elements enter into this business as in the
manufacture of a highly specialized

article.
I went into the
American sales with the director of one of the French
railways, a man whose position corresponds to that of a general
manager with plenary powers in the United States. He pointed

subject of

out

many

reasons

why

the French, at least, should be able to
trade with Americans, one of which is the similarity of national

temperament. The average American and the average Frenchman, he said, were cordial in manner, rather talkative, frequently permitting sentiment to enter into a business transaction,
as opposed to the strict aloofness of the Englishman and the
heaviness of the German.
So at once it is seen that personality enters into a business
agreement. Analyze personality and you will find its relationship
to politeness and the manner of presenting a proposition.
The
personality of the

Frenchman forms one of

the chief difficulties

His personality prevents liim from buying an
article that everybody else has or that pleases all others.
If he
has never fully acquired a liking for moving pictures, chewing
gum, or the telephone to the same extent as other nations, the
explanation is found in his personality. Possibly this is why he
would rather repair an old locomotive than buy a new one. If
he buys an automobile, he wants it built to suit his individual
taste, and the same factor enters into his purchase of a steel
rail or a crane or a car.
Given this matter of personality, consider also that French machine models arc different in detail
from American makes, and some of the (liUK-uItios of selling arc
of selling to him.

understood.

Of course, the war and Ihc need of iiimicdialc deliveries have
modified the conditions and standards of normal times.
The
war brings in new conditions. For instance, one large order for
freight cars

some

made

I'Vencli port.

this

August was contracted for delivery at
and larger order from an Ameri-

In a second

was stipulated that the cars not only be delivered
at some French port, but that labor he furnished to put the
parts together and set U|) the cars ready for use on the tracks.

can firm

This condition was made partly because of the scarcity of French
labor and partly because Frenchmen, being unused to the cars,
might find difficulty in setting them up.
Of the large contracts already awarded in France for railway
material some went to English firms despite the evident desire of
the French to buy in America and their need of using advantageously

it

part

their

American firms

that

The
of the recent Anglo-French loan.
went without the business failed partly be-

Of
cause of their lack of information as to how to get it.
course, with ocean freights four times as high as in peace
and with the United States criminally lacking in her own
once confronted every American firm

times,

ships, a big difficulty at

Some of the firms lost the business because
by mail, because they did not have the right kind
of agents on the ground, or because they did not co-operate with
If Europe knows little of us, we do not know
their agents.
much more about her ways. Some firms, for instance, submitted
after this business.

they sought

it

and sent

bids in English

This

foreign postage.

stenographer, but
overlook.

is

it

fact

under a two-cent or
that

foreign

a four-

letters

carry

may

be due to the ignorance of a
a detail that no European firm would
dozens of such letters thrown into the

last

saw some

I

their letters

of the

neglectful

stamp,

cent

waste-basket.
GIVE

YOUR AGENT A HELPING HAND

Occasionally agents sent over to get business are not given
proper bank references, and frequently are not furnished with
funds to keep them for the months they must be on the job.
I
have heard many stories from both Europeans and from
Americans long established in Europe about the failure of

American firms

to get business.

is that the American does not mix enough
with the people of the country, he does not attempt to make
serious acquaintances and friendships among them so he can
learn their habits of thought. Instead, like the English, he sticks
I
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think one reason

Americans and hence goes around in a worn
not in contact with the ways of the country.
Sometimes the failure to get business is the fault of the agent
who succumbs for a few weeks after his arrival to the night life

too

much

to other

little circle

that

of the big

cities.

living,

is

He

suffers a relapse after this period of fast

becomes homesick, lonesome, neglects

and then goes home declaring

it is

his

opportunities,

impossible to do business with

foreigners.

comes because the firm at home does not
war is on, letters and cables are
apt to go astray, and a lost message may be very important to the
man on the ground, though it may seem of little consequence to
Business people in Europe, in
the man in the oflice at home.
peace time as well as war time, make a practice of duplicating
their letters and often of repeating their cables so that one or
the other will be sure to arrive at its destination. They number
Sometimes the

hold up

each
so

its

letter,

end.

failure

Now

that the

they also confirm any previous letter received or sent

that their correspondent

correspondence stands.

The

will

know

in

larger houses

just

what

number

state

the

their cables

A

neglect of these details discourages and disgusts the
agent and results in confusion, misunderstanding and failure to
as well.

get business.

Firms that wish to do a permanent European business would
do well to study the methods of the International Harvester Company, which has done a handsome business here for a number of
years in agricultural implements. It has an American as a head
sales agent, who in turn employs traveling men native to the
country who deal directly with the buyer.
Another good example of such successful methods is found in the case of the
American typewriter manufacturers, who have been established
in Europe for the past dozen years, and have competed with
French machines despite the maximum tariff on American manufactures.

The manufacturer who

is told that there is no business in
him might consider the success of an American
laundry m.ichine man. This man came to Europe for pleasure
some years ago and discovered thai at his hotel he could not get

h'urope

for
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his laundry back overnight, as in an

American

hotel.

He

traveled

Vol.

movements of United States troops in the same territory, the
was furnished and assembled by the Southern

about for a time, talking to hotel men, studying European
laundry methods, and finally set his agents to work and estab-

entire equipment

was apparently no demand and
against which there were many prejudices. I recently saw some
of his machinery doing the laundry work for the passenger and

distance

lished a line

for which there

sleeping cars of one of France's railroads.
I have noted but one important American railway supply company properly established on the continent. While it has offices
in London, as have several other such companies, its officers understand that London is as far away from the continent for
business purposes as is Chicago from New York. Nearly a year
ago it foresaw the war and the reconstruction business and sent
over a trusted American representative to open oftices and begin
to lay the groundwork for contracts.
This firm backs up its

agent

This agent takes small orders, waits for
is that he is getting more business
than he expected and in the long run will have a near-monopoly
of American contracts in his line. Will his competitors wonder
in

every

detail.

the big ones, and the result

why?
It

is

the failing of Americans to wish to give good advice.

how best to run his business. Recently
a writer in a financial publication, after some European observation, advanced the opinion that America would be called upon
to reconstruct the peace machinery of Belgium and France, but
that the sales would end after a few years because of the aftcrthe-war competition and the low wages that would prevail because of the poverty, and the consequent low cost of production.
This writer neglected the very patent reconstruction needs
of Germany, of Russia and of other countries. His reasoning
seems hardly in keeping w'ith many facts.
But accepting it.
to

tell

the other fellow

these few years of business will

of

mount

into

hundreds of millions

sales.

If the manufacturers and the business men of the United States
would profit fully from their situation as representatives of the
most fortunate of peoples, if they would distance the growing
war-fed prosperity of England, and if they would now lay the
foundation for the after-the-war prosperity and activity of
Europe, they must really build their own ships, they must
further educate themselves internationally and they must lay
aside loose talk about Europe going flat broke after the war,
for it won't, not even Germany. In short, they must Germanize
their foreign sales methods. And with all this, they must retain
their fine spirit of charity and helpfulness, of square dealing,

of giving the other fellow a chance to
which the Germans would not.

While too many Americans,

like too

make an honest penny,

many Frenchmen, Rus-

Englishmen, Hollanders, Norwegians, Swiss have sought

sians,

to squeeze every cent

of profit out of

war

sales,

to get rich

through the sorrows and burdens of distracted Europe, some
Americans have sold as honestly as they could. One American automobile firm has all through the war given automobiles
on request to transport the wounded, and this fact is no%v'
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without delay, many of the coaches being handled a
Eagle Pass, the
of 738 miles to the loading point.
border point at which the movement originated, is located on a
branch line 378 miles from Houston, where the general headquarters of the Southern Pacific (Sunset-Central lines) are
maintained, and 169 miles from the headquarters of the diviPacific

sion.

The

distance did not, however,

prompt and

hamper the

railroad

offi-

handling of this movement, the
eight trains being made up, loaded and moved out between 6 :30
The last train
p. m., October 28, and 2 ;05 p. m., October 30.
cials in the

efficient

reached Douglas at 3:30 a. m., November
An interesting phase of the movement

1.

is

the location of the

of these roads, which for several hundred miles border
on Me.xican territory under the control of General Villa. While
lines

was the intention of the government and the railroad officials
movement be given no publicity, a newspaper despatch from Eagle Pass gave advance notice, and it
was rumored that attempts would be made by Villa sympathizers
to cross the border and interrupt the movement by dynamiting
bridges or wrecking the trains. This contingency was provided
it

that the prospective

against by thorough patrolling of the tracks by United States

and the entire eight trains went through without

troops,

inter-

ruption.

BUELL'S CAB SIGNAL

AND AUTOMATIC TRAIN

STOP
The cab signal and automatic stop system of J. W. Buell,
which has undergone tests on a passenger locomotive of the
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific for many months,
has proved so satisfactory in its operation that the proprietor
has offered

Commerce Commission

to the Interstate

it

for test

by the engineers of the commission. He reports that in some
hundreds of tests of the distinctive features of the system,
there has been no failure except on the side of safety. These
tests have not included application of the brakes, but in every
case the brake-applying valve has been opened and air exhausted,
the same as would be the case in regular service, the exhaust being

from the main reservoir instead of from the equalizing reservoir
Neither have the tests included track
number of operations, which,
under ordinary conditions would not be possible, the road being
clear, usually, for the express trains on which the tests were
as in

actual

relays, the

operation.

aim being

to get a large

made.
This system operates by means of an electric circuit from a
battery in the cab, through the wheels of the locomotive and
the rails of the track, the front truck of the locomotive being

from the main frame. With this arrangement this
normally closed through that part of the track which
for the time being lies between the rear truck wheel and the
front driving wheel and the electro-magnet in the circuit holds
Application of the brakes is effected by
the air valve closed.
opening' (or weakening) the electric circuit, which can be done
at any pair of rail joints (opposite each otherj by the use of
insulated
circuit

is

;

widely known.

Is this not a fine business asset?

MOVING MEXICAN TROOPS BY RAILROAD
A

movement which was unique

American
railroading took place on October 28 and 30 when the Texas
lines of the Southern Pacific and the El Paso & Southwestern
were called ujion to handle a body of federal Mexican troops
from the boundary line at Eagle Pass, Texas, through the
United States to Douglass, Arizona, where the troops were
in

the

history of

needed by the Carranza forces to oppose an expected attack by
the army under General Villa on the border city of Agua Prieta.
The troops were moved in eight trains, two freight and six
passenger.
There were 5,199 Mexicans, with an escort of 259
United States troops.
The equipment required consisted of 8 baggage, 79 coaches, 8
tourist, 29 box, 2 flat, 26 stock cars and 1 armored car.
While notice of the movement was rather short, and came at
a time when tlicre was a heavy excursion business, as well as

the ordinary insulation.

The

latest tests

have been made on locomotive No.

804,

which

runs between Ludlow, Ky., and Danville, on trains 11 and 12.
At a half dozen distant signals, track joints have been arranged
the roadside
to cause the operation of the engine mechanism
;

apparatus being set against the train whenever tests are to be

made.

The

insulation between

vulcanized

fiber,

Ys in.

the engine and

thick.

The

its

truck consists of

piece of fiber

is

made cup

shape and is fitted into the low-er center casting. Above this
is a steel cup of the same shape, and the edges of the fiber
project 3 in. above the metal rim, this to prevent foreign metallic
The ccnterpin is sursubstances from making a short circuit.
rounded for its whole length by a hard fiber thimble.

The

circuits

are illustrated in

Fig. 2.

The

battery,

6,

ener-

November
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gizes four parallel circuits,
coil

7,

the. battery

6+

it

Circuit A, energizing

A, B, C, and D.

From

called the control circuit.

is

runs through wire

A+

the positive side of
Xo the front truck of

and to the
driving wheels and by wire A3, as shown by the broken line,
the locomotive,
to coil

thence to the rails

of

the

track

7.

B

8, is carried through the normally
This circuit also goes around the push
button by wires C3 and C4 to a circuit breaker, 92, controlled by
To restore the apparatus after the brakes have
air pressure.

Circuit

energizing coil

closed push button B-\-.

905

When

by reason of encountering the insulated joints the curis weakened, that through coil 8 is strengthened by means of the bridge wire a b this causes 8 to attract
the armature 12, breaking contacts 9, 10, which opens circuit C
and de-energizes the valve-holding magnet, which causes the
application of the brakes.
By the opening of contacts 9, 10,
a stronger current is made to flow through circuit D, causing the
lamps to burn with increased intensity. The resistance of R'
and of the magnet ]'HM and the lamps is so adjusted that normally the lamps burn at low incandescence. This gives constant
rent through coil 7

;

been applied, the engineman must open the circuit through coil
depressing the push button
and the circuit breaker, 92,
prevents the operation of the button from having any effect
imtil after the air has actually been exhausted.

& by

;

Circuit C, called the

working

circuit, passes

through contacts

Fig.

2

— Circuits

of Buell's

Cab

Signal and Automatic Slop

The release of air
evidence of the integrity of the circuit.
continues until the engineman
caused by the operation of
opens the circuit at the push button, which de-energizes coil 8
and allows armature 12 to again be attracted by coil 7.
The release of air, applying the brakes, also actuates the recorder which makes a punch mark in a paper disk every time
The disk is revolved by clockwork, so
the brakes are applied.

VHM

as to

make

a record of the time and also,

if

adjusted for the

purpose, a record of the location.
It

the

—

1
Buell Cab Signal and Automatic Stop
Governing Magnets; 3, V,iIve-Holding Magiiet; Z, Recorder.

Fig.

Note

—

1.

will be seen that the engine carries only two instruments,
governing magnet, 7, 8, and the valve-holding magnet.

9 and 10 of armature 12 and controls the valve holding magnet

VHM.
Circuit

D

energizes four electric lamps,

arranged in par-

/.,

allel.

As shown

in

the illustration, the engine

is

entering the block

This relay is enerwhich controls track relay TK.
gized by the track battery at the far end of the section, so long
as the section is clear; and its arniaturo, by closing the contact /..
prevents the operation of the cab signal and train stop by making
for the current from the front wheels to the driving
a. path
If the section
wheels past the insulated joints
and /.
which the train is entering is occupied by a preceding train,
track relay TR will be de-energized, contact k will be opened
and the passage of the locomotive over the insulated joint in
section

;'

For a

the track will interrupt the current in circuit A.

indication relay 7"A' would be so connected as to be controlled

by the condition of the track circuit next farther
In

that

in

the experimental installation> ihc track relay
ils

response to the passage of an engine

is

advance.
is

so

Fig.3

— Insulated

Center Plate, Front Truck

of

Locomotive

distant

wound

slow; so that

These are mounted in a box 18 in. x 24
beneath the cab on the cnginoman's
This apparatus

is

made by

Company, Washington, D. C.

in.

the Bucll
It

is

x

12 in. tFig. 1), fixed

side.

Signal

&

Train Control

a development of several

if the road ahead is clear, the engine will ind li;ne caused the
opening of i)oint k before llie Icailing drlviiii; wlurK li:ive p;issrd

years of experiments, and the effects of jar and vibration are
The cost of equipping a
said to have been wholly overcome.

the insulU'd joints,

locomotive

liach of the

two

coils, 7

and

S,

Is

wound

to the

same

resistance.

Where automatic block .signals
is given as $2(X).
arc in service the roadside cquipmrnt will cost but $10 a block.
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FEDERAL LOCOMOTIVE INSPECTION

rule

At the coiilricmc Ijctui't-ii tho rc|)rfMiit;iti\ cs of tlio railrciads
and ol' tlic Fcilcral Hiircaii of Locoiiiolivc Hoilor Inspection, litld

Washington

in

the hitter

p. lit

of last .Xiignst, the rules for loco-

motive and tender inspection snlimitted hy the railroads and tliose
submitted hy the hnrean were discussed and an agreement was
reached on all rules except Rules 18, 29, and 31, regarding automatic hell ringers and locomotive headlights, as noted in the
Raihcay .It/r iiacrttr of .Seiiteniher 3, page -lit). .>\s a suhslitute
for these rules the committee representing the railroads submitted
the following
"Bells unci

with a

bell so

:

—

/)<•// h'iiu/cr.';.
Each locomotive shall he iirovideil
arranged and equipped that it may be operated from

the engineer's cab."

"Loi-omolivc

have

llcadUijht.

— In

order that

engincmaii

tlie

shall

ahead of the engine to allow him to
duties while operating in and out of passen-

suflicient illumination

perform his
ger terminals and industrial
readily

sidings, while switching in yard,

to readily locate whistle posts,

yard

limit

and
and crossing signs and

such other land marks en route, a headlight on a road locomotive
shall not at any time during service have apparent beam candlepower less than the following; the readings to be made in a vertcal plane 25

ft.

ahead of the focal center and referred

to points at

READINGS
of

foc.lI

500
600
'00
SOU
900
'.000

CENTER OF REFERENCE PLANE

.\T

alic.ui

center

Apparent beam candlepower
Not less than 450 cp.
Not less than 490 cp.
Not less than 500 cp.
Not less than Sno cp.
Not less than 500 cp.
Not less than 500 cp.

ft

I'
ft

ft
ft
ft.

Reading points ahead
of focal center

400

Apparent heam candlepower
Not less than 30 cp.
Not less than 110 cp.
Not less than 225 cp.
Not less than 315 cp.
Not less than 350 cp.

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

The locomotive headlight rule was based on the report of the
committee on Locomotive Headlights of the Master Mechanics'
Association, which was abstracted in the Daily Railicav Age Gazette of June 17, 1914, page 1457.
A hearing was held before the Interstate Commerce Comtnission on September 28 and 29, concerning the contested rules
and in the latter part of October the Special Committee on Reof

Railway Operation to Legislation

railroads, filed with

Commission a

the

representing

brief of

the

it

should,

it

was contended, be such

as will

conditions will not be present.

The greatest objection to the rule jiroposed by the Bureau of
Locomotive Boiler Inspection, it was argued, is that it is indefinite and incapable of being reduced to a specification from
which headlights could lie made or reproduced. This rule, as
it
is presented, uses the terms "normal vision," "normal weather
conditions."
It
was pointed out that there is practically no
definition of "normal vision" and that "normal weather conditions" would be a variable quantity in different sections of
the country, as well as at different altitudes in the same section
of the country.

Testimony was presented by Mr. Crittenden, of the Bureau
of Standards, to the effect that under the Bureau's rule, in case
of a dispute as to whether or not a given

with the rule,

it

headlight complies

would be impossible for anybody

dispute, because the rule

is

to settle that

not sufficiently definite and does not

provide a measurement possible to absolutely determine whether

When asked in what re"It provides that a person
he stated
with normal vision shall see an object the size of a man at a distance of 1,000 ft. I believe no person could undertake to determine that with certainty, because the distance at which you can
see an object depends not merely upon whether it is dark or not,
but upon the background against which you see it and upon the
general amount of light and the surroundings, and upon the conor not a headlight conforms to the rule.
is

indefinite,

:

Moreover, what you mean by normal
That is, if we go to an
oculist, he tells us we are of normal vision if we can see type
of a certain size at a certain distance, but he makes no test
whatever of the amount of light which we need in order to see
naturally expect, therefore, aside
I would
that print.
from the other uncertain conditions, that dififerent observers
would be presumably able to see an object at different distances
with the same light, and therefore without more definite specifications I would not want to attempt to say that any particular
light was or was not strong enough to enable one to see an object
vision

is

not definitely established.

...

"The above readings are to be considered independent of the
location of the headlight, the source and intensity of light, the
design of the reflector, etc."

lations

to be a(Io[jted

meet the comlitions of the roads which ha»e completely signaled
their lines and which have a dense traffic and multiple tracks,
so that the danger claimed to be inherent in the operation of
a high-ixiwer headlight upon railroads o|)erating under such

dition of the atmosphere.

AVERAGE SIDE READINC..S (AVERAGE OF READINGS TAKEN AT
EACH STATION 20 FT. EACH SIDE OF THE CENTER)
50
100
200
300

is

Vol. 59, No. 20

spect this rule

various stations in the reference plane

Reading point

GAZi:i"rE

the

arguments

against these three contested rules.
The brief contained an
abstract of the testimony presented at the above-mentioned hear-

bringing out the important features tending to show the
inadequacy of these rules. The argument submitted in the brief
consists of the following three points
"First, the rule for the
inspection of locomotive headlights, filed by tlie carriers and
recommended by the Master Mechanics' Association, is a definite,
safe and practical rule, and scientifically aile(|nate for all the
purposes and uses of a locomotive headlight. Second, the proposed rule is unsafe and improper. Third, the I'.oili-r Inspection
Act of 1911, as amended by the Act of March 4, 191.S, imposed
no duly and confers no authority upon the Imcrstalc ("ommercc
Commission, other tlian to approve or to modify rulis for the
ing,

:

at a certain

distance."

also showed that there is no such thing as
normal weather conditions, unless the term is strictly applied
to very narrow limits ot territory and to particular seasons of
The brief goes on to show the results of tests on
the year.
various roads, and enumerates a number of accidents claimed
to have resulted from the use of high-power headlights.
The third point brought out in the argument of the special
committee was presented for the purpose of showing that now-here in the Act of 1911 or in the Act of 1915 is there a requirement or even a permission, direct or indirect, to the Bureau
of Locomotive Boiler Inspection, or to any other body or person,

The testimony

to require a particular

kind of construction, or a particular type

of equipment, the requirements being fully and solely as to inThis is intended to show that the Bureau of Locospection.

motive Boiler Inspection has no authority to specify what should
iilaced on the locomotive, this applying to the automatic
bell ringers as well as the locomotive headlights.
The Bureau of Locomotive Boiler Inspection has 15 days in
which to file a brief giving its side of argument, and then the
railroads will have 10 days inorc to file a return brief before the
m.attcr will be decided bv the Interstate Commerce Commission.
be

inspection of locomotives and their appurtenances."

Under

the

first

i)oint

it

is

contended by the r.iilways

Ih.at

the

conclusions of the committee of the Master .Michaiiics' Association, wbicli experimented with locomotive headliglils, were baser!

on the practical results of exhaustive tests and thai

mendations were a

scientific

ibi'

recom-

statement of the conchisions

was believed practicable to leave the headliglil mailer
judgment f.f the officers of the different ro.nK. bill if a

to

It

the

i;<neral

I\issi\N

—

Kaii.wavs .\Nn Privatk Kntkrprisk. Tlie Russian
is examining the proiect of a new railway to connect
on the Black and Azoff Seas. It is proposed to let the

Government

with jiorts
construction of this

new

line to "private enterprise."

R.Mi.wAY.— The portion of the Bagdad Railway,
2t miles in length, from Tevcm to Rasul, has been inspected by
a technical rominillic and w.as open for traffic on Augu.st 23.
Till-

B\(ai,\ii
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EDUCATION FOR RAILWAY WORK*
By Samuel

O.

Dunn

Education for railway and other business work is now passing
through the stage of doubt, discussion and development that
education for professional work passed through a half century
or more ago. The courses of study and methods of instruction
are as yet incomplete and imperfect, and there are many "practical" men who are still skeptical whether a man will stand a
better chance of success in business if he takes a course in business administration or if he omits it and gets into business
younger. A recent event has significance as indicating that many
of our most prominent business leaders are convinced that college
I refer to the foundatraining for railway work is desirable.
tion of the James J. Hill Professorship of Transportation at

Harvard University.

many

chair included

The

contributors to the

endowment of this
man-

of the leading financiers and railway

agers of the country.

Mr. Hill would not have permitted a

chair of transportation to be established in his name, and these

men would

other eminent

not have

endowed

believed in college training for railway work.

of the young

men and women who have

if

it,

they had not

Therefore,

if

any

enrolled in the trans-

portation courses at Northwestern have doubts as to the wis-

dom
men

of their action aroused by the

comments of

"practical"

they can comfort themselves with the reflection that "prac-

men of real eminence have signified their belief in college
courses in the most unmistakable manner.
Pursuing studies in college is, of course, not the only way in
tical"

which one can acquire the broad knowledge and the understanding of fundamental principles which are the best fruits of a
liberal education.
They may be acquired by study without any
guidance except one's own. But one thing may be said on this
This is, that broad
subject without hesitation or reservation.
knowledge and an understanding of the fundamental principles
of one's business or profession are essential to great success
and that no one can get these without becoming and throughout
his life

remaining a good student.

mental principles of the railway business, because with these
you can hope to achieve a satisfactory success and without them
you cannot. Do your studying in college if you can. If you
can't go to college, at least study systematically and constantly
the literature of your business the books, the magazine articles
and the periodicals devoted to it and all the literature which
even indirectly bears upon it.
Some railway men are likely to raise the question whether the
colleges really do impart knowledge and help to an understanding of fundamental principles in their courses on transportation.

—

It is

—

a regrettable fact that their skepticism

There

less.

is

much

is

not entirely cause-

teaching regarding railway matters in our

No one has any right
economics or of transportation or of
any other subject for drawing his own conclusions from well
authenticated facts, no matter how irrational the conclusions
may seem. But the public, the railways, and most of all, the
students in our schools have a right to demand that those who
assume the responsibility of giving instruction concerning railway matters shall make sure they know the facts about them
before they try to teach others. Unfortunately, there are some
professors in our universities who seem more anxious to impress
their own social and economic theories on their students than
to impart to them real knowledge, and who do not take the
trouble to ascertain the data on which their social and economic
Unfortunately, some of them
theories ought to be grounded.
know a great deal more about so-called "social justice" than
I have read books and articles
they do about transportation.
and heard addresses on railway subjects by professors in our
universities engaged in giving courses in railway economics in
which there were advanced pretentious theories, and, at the same
time, disclosed a startling ignorance concerning the real history,
organization, operation, management, wages, rates and financial
Too many of our professors are conresults of our railways.
tent to study railway matters mainly through the reports of investigating committees, commissions and courts. These reports
deal chiefly with what Professor Ripley of Harvard has aptly
called the pathology of the business, and a man had as well try
to learn the state of health of the human race by studying the
sick brought into a hospital, or to get information concerning
the domestic life of a people by attending the proceedings of
its divorce courts, as to try to get a broad and correct knowledge
of the railway business of this country by studying the reports
of investigating committees and railroad commissions. The point
universities

which

is

not satisfactory.

to criticise a professor of

The

question arises, then, in what

man

to learn to play golf as well without instruction as with

fessor of economics in one of our large universities, in an address

or to become as accomplished a violinist without instruction
it, as to expect a man to become as good a student with-

before an important economic society, asked why it is that every
time a railway is investigated there is something rotten found.
The obvious answer is that only railways which have given

way is one most likely to
become a good student? I myself am not a college graduate.
I never went to college at all.
I have, however, been a pretty
diligent student all my life.
Possibly, therefore, you might expect from me the opinion that a man is as likely to become a
good student, and may become as good a student, by his own
unaided and unguided efforts as under the stimulus and direction
received in college. I hold no such view. You had as well expect
a

907

it,

as with

out a college training as with

it.

There are men who play golf

even men who perform creditably on the violin,
who never had any instruction. But most of the good golf
and the better
players and good violinists have taken lessons
they play the more confidently may it be assumed that at some
stage of their careers they had instruction from competent
well, there are

;

teachers.

Likewise, most good students are college

men

;

and the better

students they are the safer you are in assuming that they are
college men.
ability

that

There are a few men of such energy and natural
they will achieve a moderate, or perhaps even a
work without a college train-

great success in their chosen line of
ing,

without other advantages, and even in spite of great disBut college training, whether along business or

advantages.

professional

linos,

would not make these men of power

less

and to men of less natural parts it is almost essential
them to make the most of themselves.
So I say to the young man who expects to enter railway work,
and to the man who already is in railway work and wants to
advance, devote all the time and energy' you can to the acquisition of a broad knowledge and an understanding of the fundapowerful

;

to ciinhlc

*

An

wrslcrii

M

ftddrcsfl
tlic nnimnl oppniiiR nf the
I 'ni vcrnity.
CIlifriK". .Scplrinticr JJ.

roinincrcc School of

Norlh-

of view of

some teachers was

illustrated recently

when

a pro-

strong reason for the suspicion that there is something rotten
them are investigated. Before college courses in transporta-

in

and railway economics generally will command the respect
and confidence it is desirable they should, the teaching of these
studies must be raised to a higher plane, and this will not be
accomplished until the teaching is done by men who devote themselves to the acquisition of a thorough and intimate knowledge
tion

regarding the railway business before they
In order that a professor
it.
or an editor or anybody else outside the business may acquire
this thorough and intimate knowledge of it he must not only
master the literature pertaining to it, but he must also get and
of the actual

facts

begin to formulate theories about

keep

in

and with the men
with those who «re regulating
flic shortcomings of the teach-

close touch with the industry itself

who are managing it as well as
One of the main reasons for
it.

ing regarding railway matters in this country
the professors

do not

transportation

industry.

my

get

and Uoop

in

is

this rIo<ir

that

many

of

touch with the

purpose, however, to imply that all the teaching
of railway matters in our universities is open to criticistn. There
are numerous professors who have devoted years to the industrious, intelligent and painst.ikiiig study of railway operating.
It

is

not
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and financial matters, and who,

traffic

if their

teaching

is

as

good

Officials to

Vol.

have received a college training.

as their writing, are competent to serve as guides in investigat-

as follows

ing and reasoning about these matters.
I am frequently asked by railway men to furnish a

Chairmen of executive boards and presidents
list

of

may

be advantageous for
them to read or that will be suitable to place in reading rooms
I have prepared a list of 39 books deahng with
or libraries.

books on railway subjects which

it

which
and I found in
usually furnish in response to such requests
looking over the list this morning that 19 of the books in it were
written by men who at the time they were written were teaching
or lecturing in universities, w^hile two others were written by men
who were at the time graduate students in transportation. The
books in this list are all accepted as authoritative in their respective fields, and the fact that a clear majority of them was
organization,

operation,

railway

traffic,

finance,

I

etc.,

;

our universities is a high tribute to the class of
work in this field which is being done in a number of our

produced

in

schools.

But there are some railway men who regard themselves
"practical" who question whether college courses

highly

transportation can be

made

of

much

value even

when

as
in

the teachers

are learned and able and the pupils are industrious and studious.

There are two arguments which can be made in support of
the value of the scientific investigation and study of transportaOne is based on theoretical
tion which seem to be conclusive.

The other

grounds.

based on the careers of railway

is

men

themselves.

What,

essentially,

is

it

that

we

learn

when we

intelligently

study the subject of transportation in statistics, books, lectures
and so on? First, we learn what has been the experience of

done practical work in this field. Now,
most valuable lessons for us. It is
true that one's own experience is, in a sense and an important
sense, his best teacher. But, after all, any one person's experience
is necessarily very limited, and therefore he who never learns
except by his own experience never learns much. Secondly, by

who have

those

actually

the experience of others has

the study of transportation subjects we learn how those who
have given time and thought to these matters have reasoned

about them, the conclusions which they have reached, and the
fundamental principles which they have established. Now, any
man, in order to do good work, must act on rational grounds.
And does it not go without saying that one is more likely to
act on rational grounds if he knows how others have reasoned
when they have been confronted with the same problems that
he meets, and what conclusions they have reached and what
principles they have established, then if he

things

is

ignorant of these

?

The experience of railway men themselves on which I base
the argument for the scientific investigation and study of transportation matters as an essential to real success in railway service
is

the experience of those who have made the greatest successes
A large majority of the higher officers of our

in that service.

railways have not had college educations and have risen from
This might be superficially as-
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These were divided
67

Vice-presidents

85

General managers, general superintendents and division superintendents
General solicitors, general counsel, general attorneys and commerce
counsel
Traffic managers, general and assistant general freight agents
Secretaries,

Mechanical superintendents, mechanical and electrical engineers
Chief engineers, consulting engineers and engineers of roadway or
maintenance
Miscellaneous, including purchasing agents, general passenger agents,
general baggage agents, etc

how

small

a

part

of those

service are college men, the fact that

from

US
65

76

treasurers, auditors or controllers

Considering

160

who

enter

91

265
154-

railway

this small part

have

been recruited one-fourth of all the general officers is as high
a tribute as could be paid to the value of a college training.
large majority of these men took engineering courses in which
they applied themselves directly to the study of railway civil and
mechanical engineering, these being the first specifically railway
subjects taught. Now that our educational institutions are giving an increasing amount of attention to railway work in all of
its branches, the proportion of officers recruited from among
college-trained men may be expected to increase.
The value in railway work of a broad education is further
illustrated by the fact that a large majority of the higher officers
who are not college men are students in the best sense of that
I have had opportunity during a rather active life to
word.
come in contact with men in many walks of life, and I venture
the opinion that there is not in this country another class of
business or professional men which excels the higher officers of
our railways as a body, in that many-sided intelligence which
can be acquired only by a combination of wide reading and study
and intense practical experience. And those higher officers of
the railways who have not had college training owe almost, if
not quite, as much of their success to the broad knowledge and
the understanding of fundamental principles which they have
derived from study as do those who are college men. A striking
illustration is afforded by the head of one of our largest railway
systems a man whose name is recognized all over the world
as that of an operating executive of long practical experience,
of boundless energy and of great ability. This man, who began
active railway work in one of the lowest ranks of the service,
states that he reached the turning point in his career when he
stumbled on a copy of Wellington's book on "Economics of
Railroad Location." From that time he became a student railway man as well as a practical one, and he has ever since been
as intense and energetic in his study of railway literature as in
the performance of his daily work. He knows the literature of
his business thoroughly, and you seldom meet him that he does
not start a discussion of some new book or article on transportation he has just read. He is, besides, a good amateur connoisseur
in painting, he plays the violin and he has very recently begun
And that man, among other things, has
the study of French
spent $110,000,000 in improvements on his railway within the last
Of such material are our great railway managers
five years.

A

—

!

the lowest ranks of employees.

made.

and "book learning" are
hindrances rather than helps to advancement in this field. No
The main reason why
assumption could be more incorrect.

Even though broad knowledge and an understanding of fundamental principles would have been of less value in the railway
business in the past than they have been, they would be indispensable to the highest success in this business in the future.
In the past there was nobody that it was especially important
to the railway manager that he should please but the owners of
the property, and it was not especially important that his sub-

sumed

to indicate that college training

is only a minority of college men among the higher officers
of our railways is that the number of college men who enter
any business is small compared with the total number who enter
it; that this is as true of the railway as of any other business,
and that therefore the number of college men who rise to the

there

top

is

thus

bound

rise.

to be small

The number

on our railways

number of

college

is,

compared with the
of college

men holding

however, very large

men who

total

in

enter the business.

number who

high positions

proportion to the

The

railways of

Of these,
the United States in 1913 had 1,815,239 employees.
were classified by the Interstate Commerce Commission as
general officers; and of the general officers no less than 1,076, or

4,400

25 per cent, are

shown by

the Biographical Directory of Railway

ordinates should please anybody but him. Now the management
must not only run the property successfully from the stockholders' point of view, but

it

must justify

to the public

regulating bodies representing the public ever>thing that

and to
it

does,

on sound principles. If they must act on sound principles.
But if people must be prepared to justify all they do, they must
If they must act on sound principles,
act on sound principles.
they must know what principles are sound. But an understanding of sotmd principles and of tlic conditions and reasons on
act
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which they are based is never attained except by hard study
and careful thinlcing. Therefore, the changes which have occurred within recent years in the conditions under which railways
are managed have made a hberal education more necessary to
I do
great success in the railway business than ever before.
not

mean

but that

that

it

has

it

has

made

made

more necessary,
more necessary, whether
The increasing demands

a college education

a liberal education

acquired in college or out of college.

and power of labor organizations, the large advances in wages,
the insistence of the public on better service, the regulation of
railway rates and all phases of operation these and other con-

—

ditions

are rendering essential greater engineering

more

skill,

handling men, more knowledge of economics, greater
aptness for diplomacy, more knowledge of and a broader outlook on public affairs, than were formerly required. The railway
having become fully recognized as a quasi-public concern, its
ability in

officers are

becoming recognized as quasi-public

fore, they

need the best qualities of the business

There-

officers.

man

Theirs

Whether

is

a high calling.

It

private ownership and

management of railways

will be

continued in this country will depend largely on how the managers of the railways measure up to the demands of their call-

how they will measure up to them will depend largely
on whether the men now in the business and those who enter
ing; and

in future give as

much

far the worst of

attention in proportion to the theoretical,

the scientific and the ethical side of their business as to

its

prac-

vogue

in

The semi-annual meeting of
ciation

was held

at the

the Railway Development AssoHotel McAlpin, New York, this week,

John C. Emig (C, C, C. &
The association was welcomed to the city

beginning Tuesday, November
St.

L.), presiding.

9,

by Chamberlain Bruere for Mayor Mitchel.
The first paper presented was by John F. Fox, immigration
agent of the Northern Pacific, on the subject of "Immigration
Mr. Fox said that settlers who become good,
Field Work."
thrifty, prosperous and productive citizens and the expanding
industrial enterprises they create and foster are the two chief
factors upon which the future success and well-being of a railway are founded. Immigrants may be secured by advertising,
by personal solicitation, or by exhibits at country fairs or other
places, but every effort should be made to secure only that
sort of immigration which will result in material benefit to
the settler as well as to the railroad.

In the discussion of Mr.

Fox's paper considerable attention
was paid to the land locator or real estate shark and to the
frauds frequently worked on settlers by unscrupulous land
agents.
Several speakers believed that the matter should be
more carefully looked after by the national or state governments, some proposing that these men be licensed or bonded.
The matter was left with a special committee which proposed
a resolution adopted by the convention urging Congress to
license such locators as a protection to homcseekers.
ADDRF.SS

BY GEORCIi

A.

POST

states

—

faults of our regulatory

and the nation

— and

system,

there

are

now
many

lic

A

reason for this is that the public now knows a great deal
about the problems that harass the railroads, and the difficulties
under which they are operating.
They have had their eyes
opened. Railway officers, once reticent from habit, or unaccusto

public

satisfy the

RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

our

it cannot be denied that much good for the puband the railways has been evolved thereby. That there has
come about during the past few years a better feeling toward
the railroads than existed at one time, there can be no doubt.

serious ones

tomed

tical side.

it.

Whatever may be the
in

also a very difficult calling.

is

mented by every available resource that human ingenuity and
can devise.
You must make plans, and strive to
execute them, that will attract favorable consideration of what
you have to offer. You must dream dreams, and seek to have
them materialize into profitable realities.
It is for you to match your wits against those of the parties
with whom you deal, and see to it that they get what they
actually need for their purposes, which will at the same time
be profitable to the railway.
They must not get away with
anything they are not entitled to, and which, if they did, would
be injurious to your company. You gentlemen know that nothing can happen to your railway that could be more serious than
for you to overreach and put some scheme across that would
leave a sore feeling in the hearts of those with whom you deal.
A grievance, however small, that is left to rankle, grows and
spreads like a prairie fire, and in the end the railway gets by
persistence

united

to the best qualities of the statesman.

909

speaking, have

public

demand

for

found that reticence will not
and that hesitant

information,

speech conveys the idea of ignorance, or unwillingness to answer, when they are haled before public bodies for interrogation as to railway affairs.
In other words, they have had
to "open up."

have been an eye-witness of many ordeals through which
officials have passed during the past seven years.
I
have seen men of high station thoroughly discomfitted by their
lack of equipment for forensic fray.
It was not because they
were not able administrators, fitted by experience and wisdom
to preside over the destinies of invested capital, but because
I

railway

they could

not concisely, incisively and persuasively tell the
things they knew.
But they have been apt pupils, and to-day
is a large number who, with easy pose and fluent
tongue,
win applause as they appear upon the rostrum, and inspire confidence at the bar of inquiry.

there

It

the

is

largely because of this attitude of the railways toward
and their acquired ability to make cogent state-

public,

ments, whereby a better comprehension of railway facts is vouchsafed, that the attitude of the public has become so much more
favorable toward tlic railways. Instead of turning deaf ears to
officials when they tell of their situation and financial
thoughtful people now listen and take heed. After all,
there are but few folks who bait the railways as a business,

railway

perils,

and these make a

living by doing so.
The more people know
about the railways, the more meagre will become the menu of

the professional baiter. The general public realize that anything
that really and seriously cripples our railroads, hurts the public as much as, if not more than, the railroads.
As the incalculable importance of our railroads is

George A. Post, president of the Railway Business Associawas expected to speak on the subject of "General Railroad Business."
Finding that title slightly too broad, however, he spoke on "Corkscrews and Other Openers."
An abstract of Mr. Post's address follows

opened up to the view of the public, the greater is the public
appreciation of the wisdom of fair treatment of them by the
public.
Some things fortunately have been opened up regarding past railway manipulations that have been discreditable, and
that have filled the air witli tlic stench of iniquity.
Their ex-

The men who constitute this association arc "openers" of a
high degree of efficiency. You arc close students of the opportunities afforded hy your respeclivc lines.
You arc more fortunate than are sonic other dcpartiniiits of railway operation, in

posure has been a splendid job too. They cannot and must not
ever occur again. Secrets give birth to suspicions. This is
a day
for everybody to get out into the open.
Things done in the
open are quite sure to be circumspect. Railroad operations
arc
now open and above hoard. The public knows, or it may know

tion,

that

you arc constantly brought

in

contact willi

tlic

public,

and

made aware of their necessities and llioir diverse view>ciii know that your railroads must have ever increaspoints.
ing viiluTiic of iralllc; you know that this means that producare

tivity

of

everything that

requires transportation

must be aug-

if

it

so desires.

"General Railroad Business" is, I recall, what your program
says I am to talk about. Well, the general business of
railroads
is

to act as "openers."

Do

flicy

do

it?

Are

there vast areas
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of land awaiting
a railroad.

tlie

They are opened

to settlement

the mountains and

make them

tiller?

Would we open

by
dis-

gorge their buried treasures of gold, silver, copper, iron or coal?
Bring us a railroad, is the demand. Would you open a factory,
and hope to be prosperous, without a railroad? How do we
open up markets? With railroads, of course! Do cities wax
great and are they peopled by busy artisans, whose fabrications
They have been opened to
reach to all parts of the globe?
nation-wide and world-wide commerce by railroads. When railroad business is general, things are wide-open. When it isn't,
When we think of business in general, we
they are closed.
inquire: What are the railroads doing?

INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE

W. H.

Olin, agricultural

commissioner of the Denver

& Rio

Grande, gave a brief address on intensive agriculture. Mr. Olin's
road does a large business in potatoes, the quantity shipped
yearly from that territory to distant points amounting to 7,500
He gave an interesting sketch of his investigations
carloads.

and studies

to learn the best kinds of potatoes to be raised

different soils

and the best kinds

Furnishing

buyers.

officers

of

information

he received in return useful
lists of jobbers on those other roads to whom he could recommend the shipment of potatoes.
about

traffic

conditions on his

line,

In the discussion on this address, J. C. Clair (111. Cent.), told
of the activities of his department in promoting the sale of
Southern fruit and vegetables in northern cities. Information
as to marketing was circulated among the farmers in the South

by means of photographs. Truck farmers in Tennessee have
been induced to form an organization for the dissemination of
information, and the road proposes to send men there to give
specific instruction as to the best methods of packing for northem markets. In Louisiana, whence the Illinois Central has a
large movement of strawberries, the road has employed the best
talent to go among the farmers and show them how to get rid of
a serious pest that reduced the strawberry crop last year. The
information which was developed on this subject has been given
This year the
to the Agricultural Department at Washington.
road has taken out of Tangipahoa parish, Louisiana, about 1,250
cars of strawberries and the American Express Company about
the same number.
EXPORT TRAFFIC
This was the subject of a paper by W. S. Kies, vice-president
Merchants and
of the National City Bank, New York City.
manufacturers all over the country still need much advice and
instruction concerning the best methods of learning the wants

and the wishes of buyers in South America and other comparatively new markets, and Mr. Kies pointed out to the railroad
men how they, both in the public interest and in their own, could
disseminate this information fully as well as any other class.
Our foodstuff exports have become secondary to those of manufactured products, and the present opportunity to extend on a
permanent basis our trade in factory products in the markets
which our European rivals are temporarily forced to neglect
should be more properly cultivated.
The sooner the American people come to recognize the fact
that the permanent extension of our American trade in manufactured poods is absolutely essential to our continued domestic
prosperity and rightful position in international trade, Mr. Kies
declared, the more rapidly and efficiently shall we Ijc able to de-

Our national life is becoming more and
dependent on our manufacturing industries and new
markets are necessary through which to maintain a capacity output on the most economical basis.
velop foreign markets.

more

HIGHEST FUNCTION OF THE INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT

W. W. Wood

(B.

&

"What Makes

O.) delivered a carefully prepared ad-

the Department Permanent."
Discussing the constant changes in railroad customs and ideals, he gave

dress on

details

of

the

early

of

history

the
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Baltimore

&

Ohio, which had no vice-president until 1866 and no officer with
the

title

manager until
made mistakes, of

of general

the earlier days

1884.

Railroad managers of

course, and a

common

fault

This culminated in what has
been called the "public-be-damned spirit" and about that time
This department, more than
arose the industrial department.
any other, is truly a servant of the public. Of all departments,
except this, it may be said that at least a part of its fimctions
are not public but there should be at least one railroad department that is always wide open to the public and the industrial
department is that one.
The railroad officer dealing with the public should give the real
reasons for his decisions. Telling people simply that you do not
see your way clear to do so and so does not go in these days.
It is good to compel yourself to formulate reasons that will be
acceptable; possibly in the formulation you will see more clearly,

was arrogance toward the

public.

;

;

;

will reverse yourself,

and give your customer a more favorable

answer.

We

on

to satisfy different classes of

other roads with

interesting

Vol.

are

in

many

cases the mediator between the traffic or the

operating department and

a

shipping.

This

is

an important

The speaker cited cases where it took 45 days to
approval of a new side track. Half that time may defeat
function.

get

the

It is our duty to prevent such
unreasonable slowness.
Every industrial agent should keep himself very fully and
minutely informed as to the character of his freight territory;
all of it.
It is his business to gather and record this information better than any one else can do it. And he must remember
that his studies ought to be largely for the future.
If a certain
district, large or small, finds its source of raw materials has failed
or is becoming more costly, why can you not jump in and see
that an economical substitute is furnished from the mines or
forests on your line? To keep fully abreast of the times is our
duty not only to ourselves and our employers, but also to the
public.
If we do not keep up to date we are liable to find the
government stepping in and supplanting the carriers. If the railroads do not do their very best, we shall wake up some morning
and find ourselves reporting to the Department of Commerce!
Following this paper, C. C. Dana (A. T. & S. F.) spoke of
on "Eliminating Competition by Locating Industries on Joint
Tracks."
He emphasized the necessity of complete frankness
with the public. Excessive fear of competitors, or excessive
zeal in circumventing them, will fail. It is quite possible to induce a city to encourage a new industry which cannot possibly
succeed in that location but to do so is a grave mistake. Railroads ought to combine and deal with cities jointly. Acting in
this way, and having made a thorough industrial survey of a
city, it is to the interest of the railroads to act together.
To
eliminate unnecessary strife the railroads, going to a city which
desires new industries, should ask to have appointed a citizens'
committee to select locations for industries. This frankness and
impartiality will make friends and no road is harmed, for no
one can get all the traffic of a given factory, anyway.
Mr. Wood's and Mr. Dana's papers were discussed together.

plans of a prospective industry.

;

;

Emig (C. C. C. & St. L.) said that it was the policy of
company to encourage joint locations on the tracks of two or
more roads.
D. E. King (Mo. Pac.) spoke of the duty of the industrial
commissioner to mold public opinion. The industrial commisJ.

C.

his

do this than any other department
and a commissioner, doing this well, will find the
other departments coming to him for aid in matters of this kind.
It is practicable even to shape the views of people on political
subjects. Where two or three roads enter the same city, the railroad men, Ijy acting in unison, disarm prejudice and can enlighten
the people on transjiortation matters to mutual profit.
F. A. Spink, traffic manager of the Belt Railway of Chicago,
agreed with Mr. Dana that the day of exclusive terminal privileges is fast passing. In most cities reciprocal switching arrangements are now in effect. In Chicago a manufacturer finds little
or no advantage in an exclusive location, neither does the road
sioner o"tten

is

of the railway

;

better able to

November
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enjoying that exclusive arrangement. Frankness with competing
roads does away with much friction. If a prospective new industry is worth going after everyhody knows it. The industrial
commissioner needs constantly to work for efficiency within the

To

be six weeks in answering a request
the matter might be
or perhaps six hours by going direct to the
settled in six days
It is the inofficer who has authority, is absurd and wasteful.
railroad organization.

from

prospective

a

new customer when

—

—

dustrial commissioner's duty to get such obstacles removed.
J.

C).

C. Clair (I.

—At competitive points

prosperous, and
culture as

not only act in unison, they should take the initiative in securing
action by municipal officers looking to economical construction
and operation. The railroads may well do what they can to

promote the establishment of a manufacturing district in growing cities. Interurban roads should be encouraged by the facilities which they give to the people they will promote travel on
steam railroads. The wide-awake industrial commissioner does
not confine himself to industries situated on his own line. You
may now and then do a fine thing for your own road by cultivating business in a city many miles away from the line.
R. W. Hockaday (M. K. & T.) agreeing with previous speakers
in regard to co-operation among rival railroads and also in the
matter of getting growing towns to set aside a manufacturing
district, gave examples of what he had done in this respect in
Oklahoma. His road is at all times ready to take its chances with
competitors at any joint location.
;

This was the subject of an address by Richard C. O'Keefe,

Mr.
general secretary of the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce.
O'Keefe outlined the early history of railroads in America,

showing that co-operation between the public and the owners of

was

The

government, the individual states and cities by the hundreds encouraged the building of railroads and gave their money; and in every way showed
the railroads

natural.

federal

was a vital part of the life and progress of
any community. The pioneer railroad builders did not get their
money in Wall street, they got it from men actively interested
The federal government aided
in local commercial enterprises.
railroads to a considerable extent, and under slightly different
Incircumstances would, no doubt, have gone much farther.
deed, freedom from regulation was, in the early railroad era, a
form of aid. The speaker enumerated a dozen states which gave
aid to railroads. The state of New York aided them to the extent of $8,300,000, of which sum only $750,000 was ever paid
that transportation

back.

The

city

of

Buffalo took a substantial interest in the
Philadelphia and the Buffalo & James-

New York &

Buffalo,

town.

Mr. O'Keefe

finds that the railroads

riers co-operate with business

men

that they do with the farmers?

by the
settle

fact

that

matters

quarters.

in the cities in the same way
Commercial men arc annoyed

railroad representatives

until

after

to desire to

should not the car-

tedious

lack

the

correspondence

authority to

with

head-

Tlic merchants are the real friends of the railroads,

as witness the

New York

do not seem

Why

co-operate with commercial bodies.

recent action of the Merchants' Association of

making a thorough investigation of the quesand publishing a report favorable to the rail-

City in

tion of mail pay

is

it

to

your advantage to encourage such agriwhether it does or does not

profitable to the people,
directly.

Railroads can well afford to carry lime for the farmers at cost.
Nine-tentlis of all the land between the Mississippi river and the
Atlantic ocean could be made more fertile by the addition of
lime

at

;

Carry

least

ton on every acre every four or five years.
and you will make yourselves rich there-

a

this lime at cost

the railroads on their agriculMoreover, the country railroad station is one of the best places in which to display charts and other
The problem of
instructive matter for the benefit of farmers.
soil fertility is unbounded in its possibilities and every encouragement should be given to our research institutions which are

The speaker congratulated

tural demonstration trains.

enlightening the public on this matter.

FRUIT GROWING

This was the subject of a talk by
peach grower of Connecticut, who

H. Hale, the well-known

J.
is

also

member

a

of

the

Public Utilities Commission of that state. Mr. Hale gave an interesting sketch of the progress of civilization from the time
when fruit was cultivated primarily to get something to drink

—cider

or wine

—down

to the

middle of the nineteenth

centurj',

the fruit traffic began to have commercial importance. The
consumption of fruit must continue to grow, as the people learn

when

Fruit

virtues.

its

is

the only important food that

is

perfectly

for use without the cooking, the killing and the machine

fit

CO-OPERATION WITH COMMERCIAL BODIES

is

make heavy tonnage

by.

the railroads should

911

work

In 1885 there was no longnecessary with other substances.
distance traffic in cantaloupes and none whatever in carload lots.
Now, 25,000 cars of this fruit are moved yearly. In 1890 Mr.
Hale, reporting for the census, predicted that in 1900 southern
California would ship 10,000 cars of oranges and lemons and
called wildly extravagant; the event proved that his guess

was
was

Now, the movement is 45,000 cars yearly.
kinds of fruit he estimated that the railroad movement
this country is 200,000 cars annually, producing a revenue of

only half large enough.

Of
in

all

fifty

or sixty millions.

Do

Georgia beby 1905 it had
then thousands of small farmers got the
18,000,000 peach trees
fever and there was much waste by poor management and today the state has perhaps only 8,000,000 trees, but these are under
intelligent care.
The railroads the Central of Georgia, the
Southern, the Atlantic Coast Line have given the peach growers
excellent service.
Mr. Hale, commending what Professor Agee
had said about lime, told of how, by persistent efforts w'ith the
carriers and with the producers of lime, he had been able to get
a large reduction on the former prohibitive price of $8 a ton
for lime for his lands in Connecticut, and now was improving
them rapidly by the use of this fertilizer.
The railroads could greatly expand the fruit business by promoting the shipment of carload lots to smaller places. Towns
of from 5,000 to 12,000 inhabitants now go to larger cities when,
with suitable encouragement, and a lower minimum carload
weight, they would get fruit direct from the orchards and thus
there would follow an increased consumption.
Wednesday afternoon was devoted to a steamboat trip around
not overdo the promotion of

came prominent

fruit

traffic.

as a peach state 25 years ago

;

;

;

—
—

New York

harbor.

THE HANQUKT

roads.
ACKICUI-TtJRE

This was tile lillc of an extemporaneous talk by I'rofessor Alva
Agec, director of the New Jersey State College of Agriculture,
New Brunswick, N. J. Professor Agee gave an illuminating
mass of facts concerning what is needed to improve agriculture
and the interest which the railroads have in this subject. Railroads could be named, he said, the stock of which would increase
50 per cent in value if all of ihe land tributary to their lines were
brouglil up to its full productivity.
The railroads and the agricuUur;d colleges are natural friends, as the colleges were created
for the very purpose of making the country more fruitful.
Do not aim solely at the production of heavy and bulky
freight.
Diversity is what makes the prciple of a given territory

The toastmaster

at the dimier on Wednesday evening was
Mead, secretary of the Merchants' Association of New
York, and the speakers were Howard I'.lliott, president of the
New Haven John W. Weeks, Senator from Massachusetts, and
Ralph Peters, president of the Long Island.
Mr. Elliott confined his allenlion largely to the work of the
association considering its activities from the three standpoints
of immigration, agricultural development and the encouraging
of a friendly feeling Idwards Ihe railways on the part of the
public.
Mr. Ivllioll also made a strong plea in liis address for a
S.

('.

;

regard

of

fur

the

needs

"The load upon

tlie

Iranspotlation

Iiroper

Ihe

country's

transportation

system,

business

has

been

very
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heavy, and railroad owners and managers have tried hard to
They are in the position of trying to serve 100,000,000
it.
people, to treat fairly nearly 2,000,000 employees, to respond to
the conflicting rules, regulations and demands of 48 sovereign

and to pay close attention and obedience to the nation,
acting through Congress and the Interstate Commerce ComMeantime, the country has been growing, and the
mission.
result has been a diversion of the energy of the owners and
managers into channels that were not productive for the country as a whole, and the railroads have not been able to do the
best they could to prepare for an increasing volume of busiSo, to-day the country is face to face with inadequate
a:nd there should be good temper and co-operation
to do the work needed to bring the transportation plants

ness.

facilities,

by all
up to the present demands and to have a safe margin for future
demands."
Senator Weeks made a strong plea for private or corporate
enterprise as against government enterprise, taking issue with
those who sought to maintain that the people of the country did
not want to curtail the activities of the government, but wanted

A
tives,

management of business by

others.

He
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to

superheater locomo-

drifting valve designed for use with

by means of which

the

cylinders

in

live

small

steam

is

quantities

automatically admitted

when

locomotive

the

is

has been developed on the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie.
It has been used with considerable success

drifting,

on the Soo Line's large superheater locomotives and patents
have now been secured.

As shown in the drawing, the valve is designed to replace the
ordinary steam chest relief valve which it somewhat resembles
in appearance.
It consists of a two-part casing within which
valve with

operates a piston
j4-in.

hollow

a

ring-packed

A

stem.

extra heavy pipe from the steam turret in the

cal) is

con-

nected to the casing and admits steam to chamber A. A valve
is provided in the cab to shut off the supply of steam to this
if desired, but in practice the valve is open when the
engine leaves the roundhouse and closed when the engine reaches

pipe

the cinder

Through

pit.

ports in the inner well of

t— 4"—

Jj

chamber

A

Zi"—^

>!!

=1

rather to enlarge them. Politics, in his opinion, prevents the government either from conducting business wisely or from interfering wisely in the
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carry

states

Vol,

then

wherein the government was not a good
business agency and to show further wherein it also hindered
private development. The nation, for example, is suffering from

went on

too
that

to point out

much legislation.
we have," he said,

"If

we had

one-tenth of the legislation

"the country

would be

indefinitely better

congress and the state legislatures were to meet this
winter, pass the appropriation bills necessary for five years and
then adjourn for that time the country would benefit thereby."
It is the opinion of many that a great deal of money could be
saved in the operation of the post office as, for example, through
off.

If

changes in the manner of rural delivery; so much does politics
There is always a tenenter, however, that this is impossible.
dency on the part of officers and bureaus of the government to
take unto themselves powers which laws are not meant to give
them.
Mr. Weeks here instanced the ruling, soon after rescinded, whereby the comptroller of the currency sought to
check the banks from delivering or

receiving mone.\- in

SecHon

auto-

Y-Y.

Section Z-Z

Valve

Drifting

for

Superheater Locomotives

mobiles.
anti-trust act came in for a degree of censure.
has frequently acted as a deterrent on business, but rather
because of the manner of its enforcement than of its form. Mr.
Weeks also maintained that commission regulation sometimes
was a deterrent to private initiative and witnessed the Inter-

steam is admitted to the annular space B surrounding the hollow stem of the piston valve G. So long as there is pressure
in the cylinder and steam chest the piston valve remains seated

state Commerce Commission's order in the express case, whereby even after scientific investigation rates were established that
were so low that the express companies were made to operate at

atmospheric pressure acting upward against the
in the casing raises the piston
through the ports
is the limit of its travel.
This movement places
space B in communication with ports C, through

The Sherman

It

a

deficit.

Mr. Peters told of the problem the Long Island has worked
its territory, emphasizing the importance of truck farmHe also spoke of
ing as a revenue producer for his road.
demonstration farms making the claim that the Long Island
had the first of that kind in the country.
The proceedings of the third day, Thursday, will be reported
out in

German Locomotives and the Copper Shortare.
skov Tidende, of Copenhagen, says that

—The

Nakthe railway company

owning the local Kragenroe (Norway) line has just taken delivery of some locomotives from Germany under circumstances
which indicate Germany's lack of copper. The German contractors first demanded that the locomotives should be exchanged
for copper, which the company declined, pointing oilt the existing
The contractors then suggested
prohibition of copper exports.
that an equal quantity of copper to that used in the locomotives
should be returned, which the company also declined. Finally,
the manufacturers proposed that the whole amount of the pur-

copper coin, but the company again relocomotives were reluctantly delivered
against ordinary payment.
chase should be paid

whereupon

in

the

shown

the position

closed and the engine

in
is

the

When

drawing.

drifting,

the throttle

from chamber

A

passes into chamber

D

ports E, to the hollow stem of the piston.
is

raised from

its

seat

and steam passes

is

vacuum forms

as soon as a

H

piston

valve

J^ in.,

which

the annular

which steam
and thence, through

The check valve F

directly into the steam

chest and cylinders.

As soon

as the engine stops or for any reason a slight pres-

sure accumulates in the cylinder the piston valve

ward

in a later issue.

fused,

in

to

its

seat,

is

forced down-

thus cutting off commimication between the

annular space around the hollow stem and chamber D. This
device has been found to greatly assist in the proper lubrication
of cylinders where superheated steam is used.
Specifications

for

European

Railway Equipment.

the object of placing in convenient

persons

in this

country

who

—

With
and accessible form before

are interested in railway materials,

the United States Bureau of Standards, in connection with its
investigation of failures of such material, has obtained, through
the courtesy of the .state department, copies of specifications for

—

—

used in several
axles, wheels, and tires
These specifications arc given in full, together with a digest and discussion, in a forthcoming circular
of information from the bureau. Available data concerning the
types and weights of foreign railway equipment are also given.
railway material

rails,

European countries.

General News Department
The Chicago & North Western has made an advance of five per
cent in the wages of station agents, telegraphers and levermen.
of the Chicago & Ilhnois Midland
were destroyed by fire November 4; loss

The shops and ronndhonse
at

Taylorville,

111.,

$65,000.

Telegraph operators and agents on the Chicago & Alton have
presented a demand for a IS per cent increase in pay and
changes in working conditions.

At

New

a public hearing in

Boston,

November

5,

officers

of the

New Haven &

Hartford presented testimony to the
effect that the current of the stream in the Cap Cod canal is so
strong that the foundations of the railroad company's bridges
Testimony of
across the canal two of them are threatened.
marine men was introduced to the effect that to prevent damage
to the banks of the canal by the tidal currents, it will be necesYork,

—

—

sary to build a lock or locks.

A

chrysanthemum plant with a spread of 15 feet constituted
a freight shipment carried by the New York Central recently
from Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., to Cleveland, Ohio. The plant is
covered with 1,200 blossoms making it literally a gigantic bouciuet.
It was conveyed on an open car which had been made specially
to carry heavy ordinance, and was packed on edge with the
lower edge resting only about 6 inches above the rails. The
plant is to be exhibited in a flower show at Cleveland, November
10-15.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has just issued an
order requiring ever}' common carrier whose property is to
be valued to prepare and file with the commission at
Washington within six months a statement showing the
name and date of the incorporation and the date of organization.
It also requires a description of the railroad or
portion of the railroad constructed by each separate corporation, with complete data as to mileage and termini, the length
of time which such railroad was operated by each corporation
and the proceedings by which any corporations were dissolved.
This order also requires the filing of a diagrammatic chart showing graphically the development of the present corporate ownership of the property, to be made like a sample chart of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, iircpared by the commission.
Lackawanna Cut-Off Opened
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, between Clark's Summit, Pa., and Hallstead, 40 miles long, was
put in use on Saturday, November 6. Brief dedicatory exercises
were held at Nicholson, on Saturday afternoon, the governor

The new

line of the

of Pennsylvania making a short address.
An account of the work on this improvemnl, including views
of the Tunkhannock viaduct, the largest concrete bridge in
the world, was printed in the Railway Arje Gaccttc last week,
Kliniination of curves and grades by this cut-off'
page 809.
will enable through trains to make their runs in considerably
less time; but schedules will not be materially shortened at
present.

American Honored

A

in

China

hincM' governcablegram from Peking aiuiounccs dial llic
to fieorge Bronson Rea the grand prize, including among other things several thousand dollars for a naMr. Rea is an American engineer and
tional system of railways.
journalist and the editor of the Far Fastcrn Review. His scheme
of railways comprises a system of 20 trunk lines aggregating
some 11,000 miles of line and attains a special importance because it attempts to get away from the present manner of liiiilding railways in China whereby financing and construction have
been fitted to the policies of foreign goverinnents.
Mr. Rea was at one time deputy director general of the
Chinese National Railway Corporation, serving as such inider Dr.
Sun Yat-sen, who, after he had resii:neil (lie presidency, rt.i'.

ment has awarded

(

empowered

to build all the future railways in China.
While
holding this position he negotiated a contract for 1,000 miles
of railway to cost $60,000,000 with Pauling & Co., of London,
which with contracts for 4,000 miles was never carried out because Dr. Sun became implicated in the revolution against President Yuan Shih-Kai. Mr. Rea, however, later became adviser
or technical secretary to the ministry of communications and
was requested to design another national plan more in accord
with the strategical needs of the government. It was about this
time, Decemlier. 1913, that the competition was decided upon
and engineers were invited to submit their plans wdth full statistics as to population, trade, cost and revenues and full data on
the commercial and strategic importance of the proposed lines.
Mr. Rea w-as on the way to completing negotiations with railway
constructors of England, France, Germany and the United
States for the financing and construction of 10,000 miles to cost
$500,000,000 on the basis of Chinese participation in an international company when Dr. Chen Chin-tao, the financial expert of
China, intervened. Before matters could be straightened out the
present war broke out and negotiations were broken off.

Trial of the

New Haven

Directors

attorneys who are attempting before Judge
Hunt, of the Federal Court, in New York, to show how the
New Haven throttled competition in New England spent Thursday and Friday of last week in bringing out the relations of
the company with the Joy Steamship Company.
The New
Haven made successful eff'orts to prevent the boat line from leasing boats and at times had to establish special rates for water
transportation.
Mr. Dunbaugh, at one time president of the
Joy Line and also its head for tw'o years after the New Haven
had bought out the line in 1905, was on the stand on Friday. He
was cross-e.xamined by Charles F. Choate for the defense,
Mr. Choate aiming to show that the Joy Line before 1905 cut
the regular rates, sometimes made special rates to shippers and
absorbed some pier delivery charges, whereupon the New Haven
had to take steps to protect itself. The witness expressed the
opinion that the arrangement made in 1905 resulted in better

The government

service.

Chapin, former owner of the Central New Engon Monday relative to that roads attempt to
secure access to Springfield, Mass., in which it was successful
despite the hostility of the New Haven.
In 1904 Mr. Chapin
sold his interest in the Central New England to the New

Chester

land,

W.

testified

Haven.
Mr. Chapin was followed by Mr.

]\Iellen, who again took the
stand to testify concerning the New Haven's activities while
he was president. At this time the government intfoduced the
following letter written to President Hall, November 21. 1895,
Mr. Mellcn being at that time president of the Northern Pacific:
"My idea of the Central New England has been never to
handle it as a through line as it is run today.
My idea is to
operate it from Hartford to Poughkeepsic as a local road,
merely giving service suflieient to take care of local traffic.
It is an acquisition necessary to the New Haven as a second
step to the acquisition of the New England, as otherwise it
would develop into a formidable competitor."
Mr. Mellen on Wednesday told how as president of the
New Haven in 1904 he acipiired control of the I'cntral New
Fuigland for only $5,000,000, whereupon William Rockefeller
congratulated him for the accpiisition at that low price.
Mr. Mellen wrote to J. P. Morgan in March. l'>04, regarding
the Poughkeepsic Eastern, which was in receivership, and was not
making operating expenses, but owned valuable terminals, saying: "The Poiighkecpsie F.aslern lias a nuisance and real estate
value on account of terminals in Poughkeepsic wliidi we could
use.
I
have not liie antliorily to purchase the Ponghkoepsie
Eastern, which is worth $1,S0,000, hut I think we could depend
upon the indulgence of the directors if we overstep our authority
and ask approval afterwards."
At the request of one of the government attorneys, Mr. Mellen explained what he meant "nuisance v:dMc" by saying:
"I
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objected very seriously to seeing any property I could use belonjjing to anybody but the New Haven."
Mr. Mellen on Wednesday testified regarding the New Haven's
attempts to hinder water competition and concerning its purchase
of a number of competing water hues.
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used as the basis for rates throughout the western territory,
and if an advance of five cents an hour were extended throughout the western territory the additional expenditure involved
would run into millions, whereas if it were not extended outside
of the Chicago switching district, an additional burden would
be placed on the commerce of Chicago.
The railroad managers are not entirely clear as to whether
the local committees are backed by the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen organization, as the brotherhood has recently
joined the movement for an eight-hour day, while the Chicago
switchmen are asking for the advance in pay on the basis of
their present working day.
It is understood that the Brother-

Progress of Federal Valuation
President's Conference Committee for the federal vahiation of the railroads in the United States has issued the following statement, showing the progress of the federal field parties
to September 30, 1915

The

:

Total miles inspected and
1 nventoried
to date

Date
Division

Road

Vol.

Valuation
Forces

Miles

Road

Began

of

Work

Road

and
Track

4—29—14

2434
1140
2381
5919

'

'

Bridges

Buildings

Telegraph

Total

miles

and

"Adjacent Similar

Telephone

Land" inspected

Signals

Lastern Group.
Boston & Maine

& E. 1
C, C, C. &

5— 2—14
8—24—14

C.

L

St.

— — 15
3—31— IS

Pennsvh'ania
N. y.," N. H. & H
Boston & Albany

1

1

I. & L
Ann Arbor

392
610
292
1057
626

— —
8—14—15
— 16—
6

Maine Central
Bangor & Aroostook

1

-15

IS

8

Total

A.

S. P., L.
E., J. &

&

L

S.

E

Western Pacific
Quincy Western
Missouri Southern

& B. Terre
Arizona & Swansea
United Verde & Pac
Cape Girardeau Nor
Miss. Riv.

M

M., St. P. & S. S.
Great Northern
Rock Island

Chicago & Northwestern
St. Louis Southwestern
III.

& M. V.)

Cent. (Y.

Santa Fe System
Sou. Pac.

(Pacific

Chi., Mil.

&

Paul

St.

Total

District)

W

Charleston & W. Car
Georgia, South. & Florida

5388

4051

4958

7466

*

111
173

111

173
878
994
211
981

111
173

111
173

878
994
211
981

878
994
211

173
878
994
211

111
173

878
994
211

878
994

981

981

981

54
54

54
54

106
404
3504
720

6495
7210

173
878
* 994
• 211
* 981

6

•

6

54
54

•

54
54

21

*
•
•

21
26

, .

54
54

54
54
•

106
2109

•

.

106
404

106
404
1927
1667

1927
1667

91

91

91

747
1726
1109

1166

66249

21171

11233

903
658
1972
109

903
658
1972
109

903
658
1959
109

5—29—15

341

1— 2—15

605
1114
7000

341
605
600
275

None
None

12702

5463

4234

4177

4138

4544

34828

20885

19461

19104

37004

— — 15
3

5—22—IS

"54
54

106

747
1726
1109

1

211
981

•

91

11—18—14
12— 4—14

2542

8194
• 111

747
1673
1109
248
1271

2

2—27—14
2—10—14

— 8— 14
2—18—15
7

—

7—14

15

Total

9S848

Grand Total
of

63

5711

6-15-15

Mobile & Ohio
Southern

work

386
292

7680
8346
1568
5960
11117
6906
9611

—
— 12 —
— 14
14

989
'iib
108

106

292
102
106

45 97

9
11

1235

500
592

91

"9i
747
1506

561

747
4077
2107
705

11233

10008

24994

7390

903
658
1902
109

903
658
1972

None

None
605

903
658
1972
109
297
605

None
None

None
None

498

Groitp.

Norfolk Southern
Atlanta, Birm. & Atl
Central of Georgia
Savannah & N.

•Field

292

1123

2218
1058

7321

:

Southern

292

2326

111

26
106
4125

5— 1—14
5 — 3 — 14
8— 1—14

835
989
1952
890

610
292

4 24
*

798
1102
820
1039

16897

Western Group
Texas Midland
N. O., T. & M
Kansas City Southern

798
1102
1441
1039

1248
553
159

2046

4—21—15
5—25—15

C,

2246
1104
1960

Roadway and Track

None
605

,

605

None
None

650
1972

parties, completed.

Chicago Switchmen Ask Advance

in

Pay

A

committee representing the switchmen employed in the
Chicago switching district who are members of the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen has presented to the 18 railroads entering Chicago on which their members are employed a request
for an advance in pay of five cents an hour over the rates
provided for in the agreement of April 17, 1913; and the railroads have appointed a Conference Committee of Managers,
of which George Hannauer, general manager of the Indiana
Harbor Belt, is chairman, to negotiate with representatives of

hood of Railroad Trainmen at a recent meeting at Cleveland
passed resolutions practically condemning the Chicago switchmen on the ground that their actions might tend to jeopardize
the movement for an eight-hour day.
The Conference Commtitee of Managers consists of the following:
George Hannauer, general manager, Indiana Harbor
Belt Railroad, chairman; J. H. Brinkerhoff, general superinH. O. Dunkle, general
tendent, Belt Railway, vice-chairman
manager, Erie; W. J. Towne, a5sistant general manager, ChiP. L. Rupp, superintendent of tercago & North Western
minals, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul E. T. Whiter, assistant
general manager, Pennsylvania Lines West; J. F. Keegan, su-perintendcnt, Baltimore & Ohio; W. J. O'Brien, general superintendent, Chicago Junction Railway, and G. W. Berry, superintendent of terminals, Illinois Central.
The switchmen are represented by J. W. Richert, chairman,
and W. W. McKirchy, secretary of the association of local
committees of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
;

;

;

the switchmen.

There are now about 3,000 switchmen employed in the Chicago
on the roads on whom the demand has been made,
who are receiving the following rates Night foremen, 40 cents
night switchmen, 38 cents; day foremen, 38 cents; day switchmen, 35 cents. It is estimated by the railways that to grant
the five cent increase demanded would increase their expenses
by $500,000 a year. The members of the Switchmen's Union
who are employed on nine of the roads have not submitted
demands, but the managers point out that any increase given to
Ihc members of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen would
have to be given to all switchmen in the Chicago district, which
would include a total of 5.000 men, and would involve a total
district

:

expenditure of $700,000 a year. The railroads also
say that the increase in wages could not be confined to the
Chicago district, as the rates of pay prevailing in Chicago are

additional

New York
At

the next
be held Friday,

Railroad Club

meeting of the

November

19, in

New York Railroad Club, to
the Engineering Societies' build-

29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York, a paper will be
presented by George D. Snyder, deputy chief engineer of the
Hudson & Manhattan, on "Railroads and National Defense."
This is also the annual meeting of the club.
ing,

November
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives uunics of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full lijt of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, AtlanlR,

Ga.

—

American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, The Blackstone, Chicago.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St., New York. Regular meetings, Ist and 3d Wednesday in

—

month, except July and August, 220 W. S7th

—

St.,

New

York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting. December 7-10, 1915, New
39th St., New York.
York.

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & 0-, Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,
1915, St. Louis,

Mo.

Canadian Railway Club. —James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

January, Montreal.

—Aaron month,
Kline,
Monday

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
Chicago.

Regular meetings, 2d

in

841 Lawlor Ave,,
except June, July

and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Wp-stern Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

Railroad Clur. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

New England
New

—

29 VV. 39th

St.,

New

York.

Men's Association.

— E.

N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg. Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

Niagara

Frontitr

Car

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.
City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915, Waldorf-Astoria, Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Rnnm 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsliurgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
RicJi mdnd Railroad Club.
F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month, Salt Lake City.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
TiiLEDo Transportation Club.
Regular
Harry S. Fox, Tnledn, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Ci.un of Newark. John J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
Recular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
N. J.
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Svvope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorl-Astoria Hotil, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. I<. Wells, Gen'! Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings, bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Vcrsen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office.
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Normandic Hotel,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

Detroit.

Utah

—

Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Ncwhousc Bldg.,
Utah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exand August, Salt Lake City.
/Vestern Canada Railway Cluh.
Kon. Immigration Agent, Grand
L.
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man.
Regular met tings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August, VVintupeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpcn Building, Chicago.
Regular mcc tings, 3il Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpcn Bldg., Chicago.
Westi.rn .Society of KNciiMn hs. -K. M, Layneld, 1735 Monndnock Block.
Chicago. Regular meetings, Ist Monday in month, except January,
lOxtra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
Augu.st, generally on other Monday eveninun.
Annual meeting, Ist
Wednesday after Ist Thtn silay in January, C Iiieago.
.Society

Salt

Lake

cept

July

of

City,

—

—

Traffic

News
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The Missouri
table of

Pacific has

suburban trains on

the time of

many

put into effect an improved time
its line into St. Louis, shortening

of them.

The Baltimore & Ohio,

the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Northat beginning December 15 there
will be an advance of about IS cents a ton in the rates on coal
from the mines in West Virginia to western points.
folk

& Western announce

The registered tonnage passed through the canals at Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich., and Ontario, during October amounted to 9,283,The total freight amounted to 11,557,851 short
260 net tons.
tons, of which 9,399,436 was eastbound and 2,158,415 was westbound.
The total number of vessel passages was 3,231.

The Georgia

College of Agriculture

is

running an instruction

train over a large part of the railways of the state, the itinerary
providing for stops at 200 towns, and trips to occupy about 100
days. Pure-bred animals will be carried on the train to be exhibited. The United States Bureau of Animal Industry and the

railroads will co-operate with the state officers.

announced in West Virginia that the railroads carrying
from that state to western points have decided not to make

It is

coal

the proposed advance of 15 cents a ton in the rate for transportation which had been decided upon with a view of putting it into
effect on December 15.
The shippers are said to have convinced
the roads that a large falling-off in traffic would result.

The meeting of the Southern Classification Committee,
scheduled for Chicago on November 8, has been indefinitely
postponed, because a number of important lines were unable to
be represented on account of a number of Interstate Commerce
Cominission cases being set for hearing and the great pressure
under which southern roads are now working in making a
revision of their tariffs to become effective on January 1.
The Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern have announced a new passenger train which is to
be put in service on December 1, from St. Louis to Houston,
Dallas, Galveston, Fort Worth and San Antonio.
The train
is to be called the Sunshine Special, and will leave St. Louis
at 6:15 p. m., considerably shortening the running time between
St. Louis and Texas points.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas
also announced an additional train from St. Louis to San Antonio, to be put in service on December 1, to leave St. Louis
about 6 :30 p. m., and arrive in San Antonio at 9 :30 tlie
following evening.

The temporary rate of $3 a ton, announced by the Panama
Railroad on October 6, for the transfer of freight between
steamers on the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, on account of
the closing of the canal by slides, was cancelled effective on
October 31, and rates ranging from $2 to $15 a ton, according
to classification, were to be put in effect.
The announcement
of the new rates, however, caused several protests from ship
owners, which were followed by an announcement that the secretary of war has decided that in view of the many questions
involved in changing from the $3 ilat rate to the classified rate,
the flat rate will be temporarily continued under the conditions
now in effect until he has had a full opportunity to thorou.«hly
investigate the subject. During the month of August, according
to the Canal Record, for the first time since February, the
cost of the items charged to operation and maintenance of
the canal was more than the amount of lolls collected.
Tlic
deficit amounted to $63,177, which reduces the excess of tolls
over expenses lor the lucsent fiscal year from $117,570 at the
end of July, to $54,3")2 at the end of August. The charges for
dredging in the tiaillard cut during August were nearly half
of llie tulal expense of operation and mainteu.uue.

—

Till-; Altai R \ii u ,\v ok Sini.RiA.
The construction of the Altai
Railway is reported to be almost completed.
It
will soon be
opened to trallic. This new line will serve the richest grain and
mining areas of Siberia. Its present length is 500 inilcs. Its

central offices will be in Barnaul.
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did so, putting them in a stockyards
where they contracted stockyards fever and subsequently
died. In an action for their loss the Wisconsin Supreme Court
held that the railroad was not liable, since the loss was not the

The commission house

barn,

Commission and Court News

I

I

through

result of its misrouting, but of the act of the shipper
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his

agents.— Rosenthal

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
on its own initiative, ordered an investigation of rates, rules,
and practices of Western railroads in relation to the transportation of live stock, fresh meats, and packing-house products.
These commodities are among those on which the roads souglit
to have rates increased. No reason was assigned for the refusal
Alleging that none of the benefits expected from
Shreveport rate case have accrued to Shreveport or the neighboring territory, the Railroad Commission of Louisiana has
filed another complaint with the Interstate Commerce Commission asking in effect that the class freight rate scale prescribed
by the commission in its original and supplemental orders be
made to apply intrastate in Te.xas. It is asserted that by
reason of the competitive conditions now surrounding traffic
between Shreveport and Texas points, the relief sought in the
original petition and the supplemental petition will not be obtained until an investigation is made by the commission of the
the original

interstate rates

to Shreveport, to and from all points
respondents in the state of Texas.

from and

lines of the

Rates on

Kentucky

al.

Distillers'

Supplies

&

Warehouse Company v.
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer.

Distilleries

Nashville, ct

Louisville

&

The commission finds unreasonable the present rates of the
Louisville & Nashville on distillers' supplies, consisting of corn,
rye, malt, empty barrels and glass bottles from Louisville, Ky.,
and Cincinnati, Ohio, to Kellers, Silver Creek, Lair, AthertonRates in
ville. New Hope, Coon Hollow and Withrow, Ky.
effect prior to February 10, 1910, are ordered. (36 I. C. C, 293.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Alabama Public Service Commission

—

which, by a law
passed this year, has taken the place of the former state railroad
commission has denied an application of the railroads for authority to continue beyond December 1 a ten per cent advance

—

freight rates which

is

now

in effect

and which was

The commission holds that
authorized some months since.
business is now resuming a normal condition and that the order
permitting the advance was intended only to cover the period of
serious depression.
Public Utilities Commission began a hearing at
9, on the tariffs filed by the railways
providing for a general five per cent advance in intrastate
The tariffs were filed about the time of the
freight rates.
Interstate Commerce Commission's decision in the general five
per cent advance case, but have been suspended from time to

The

Illinois

Chicago on November

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
time by the commission.
Friday of this week were set aside for a general presentation
of the case, including financial and accounting matters, the first
two days to be devoted to respondents' evidence and the next
two days to protestants' evidence and rebuttal. Separate hearings on individual commodities have been set for later dates
up to January

13,

1916.

COURT NEWS
States district court in Omaha, Neb., has granted
a temporary injunction restraining the enforcement of the
Nebraska two-cent passenger fare law, so far as the Missouri

The United

Pacific

is

concerned.

Misrouting Does Not Cause Liability for Shippers' Act
railroad contracted to route horses through a certain town
and failed to do so. The shipper's agents, upon their failure
to appear on the expected train, wired to destination to a commission house to take charge of the animals when they arrived.

A

W.

(Wis.), 154 N.

Law — "Opportunity

to

W.

367.

Rest"

federal district court in North Dakota holds that the
construction of section 3 of the 28-hour law, providing that
when animals are carried in cars in which they can and do have
opportunity to rest, the provisions as to unloading shall not
apply is for the court and not for the jury. It holds that the
section deals with the structure of a car in which animals are
transported, without taking into account the habits of animals,

The

is
so constructed that animals transported
such as horses, have no opportunity to rest by lying
dow-n, the carrier must unload them, "opportunity to rest" meaning opportunity to lie down and the fact that horses often take
Norththeir rest standing cannot be taken into consideration.
ern Pacific v. Finch, 225 Fed. 676.

therein,

;

—

Safe Place to

Work

Action was brought for the death of a fireman, killed while
It aphis engine was shifting cars in a street in Philadelphia.
peared that the clearance between the tracks was about two
feet less than the standard, but it also appeared the sidings had
been located under proper municipal authority, and had been in
use for 15 years. While rounding a curve near which a car was
temporarily standing on the adjoining track, the fireman leaned
out beyond the tender and came in contact with the car. It was
held by the Circuit Court of Appeals, Third circuit, that the
railroad company was not bound to foresee the fireman's action
and therefore to construct its tracks in such a manner as to
guard against an event so remote and so unlikely to occur, and
was not liable for the result. Reese v. Reading, C. C. A., 225

—

Fed. 518.

Animals on Tracks

A

in certain

N.

and where a car

reopen the case.

on the

&

C.

Twenty-Eight Hour

The commission has denied the petition of the carriers for a
rehearing of the Western advance freight case. It has, however,

to

v.

company agreed

— Private Crossings

in consideration of a land
owner's conveyance of a right of way through his farm it
would construct a grade crossing, with gates which might be
left open at the land owner's risk. A Washington statute requires
railroad companies to fence their right of way, and permits
owners of land on both sides of the right of way to put in gates
at a crossing for their own use, while another statute requires
land owners to keep crossing gates closed. The owner of the
land left the gates open, and horses strayed through the crossing
to the other portion of the farm and from there out to the
country road.
At a distant point they entered the railroad's
In an action for their loss
right of way and were run down.
the Washington Supreme Court held that, while the contract
supplanted the statutes as between the parties, the railroad company could not escape liability on the contractual grounds the
plaintiff assuming the risk of leaving the crossing open only in
so far as accidents might happen on the crossing.
Snodgrass v.
Spokane & Inland Empire (Wash.), 151 Pac. 815.

railroad

that

;

—

Injury to Trespasser

on Yard Track

Action was brought for the killing of plaintiff's infant son
on defendant's track. The railroad had fences along both sides
of its right of way within yard limits, and had posted notices
to prevent trespassing. After these had been ignored and broken
down, the company continued to warn trespassers and children
from the right of way, though both adults and children frequently crossed the tracks. The Michigan Supreme Court holds
that there was no express or implied invitation to cross the
tracks at that place, and those doing so were trespassers or
It is well settled that railroads are not required to
fence their yard limits, and a failure to do so is not evidence
of negligence. The child suddenly appeared on the track when
the train was within 200 feet of him, and too near to be stopped
before striking him. It was held that the accident resulted from
the sudden and unanticipated act of the child itself, which could
not be foreseen, or, in the reasonable operation of the road,
guarded against, and there was no liability for its death.
Hoover v. Detroit, G. H. & M. (Mich.), 154 N. W. 94.

licensees.
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

T. S. Ford, auditor of tlie San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf,
San Antonio, Tex., has resigned, effective December 1.
J.

L.

at

Goree has been appointed assistant general attorney of

the Chicago,

Rock Island &

Pacific, with office at Chicago,

111.

Raihvay Age Ga-

the

of last week, was
born at Madison, Wis.,
on September 21, 1878.
He received his education at the University of
Wisconsin,
graduating
zette

from

university

that

in

and from the Wisconsin Law School in
1899,

From

1901.

he

engaged

1901 to 1909
in private

city of
Wis.
He
first entered railway
service on June 1, 1909,
when he was engaged by
the
Chicago & North

practice

the

in

to President Elliott

He formerly served as assistant chief clerk
on the Northern Pacific.

Arthur Coppell, of Maitland, Coppell & Co., New York, N. Y.,
has been elected- president of the Denver & Rio Grande, succeeding B. F. Bush. It is understood that the election is temporary and that H. U. Mudge, who has just resigned as chief
executive officer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, will be
elected shortly.

The Wabash Railway having taken over the property of the
Wabash Railroad on November 1, the following appointments
assistant to the president
J. L.
are announced
J. E. Taussig,
Minnis, general solicitor; S. E. Cotter, general manager; F. L.
O'Leary, local treasurer; T. J. Tobin, auditor; \N C. Maxwell,
general traffic manager T. J. Frier, purchasing and supply agent,
and Dr. M. P. Parrish, chief surgeon, all with headquarters at
;

:

Charles A. Vilas, whose appointment to the position of valuation attorney of the Chicago & North Western, as announced
in

917

.

;

St.

Louis,

Mo.

a meeting of the directors of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific in Chicago on November 5, John G. Shedd, president of
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, was elected chairman of the
board, and N. L. Amster, of Boston, was elected chairman of the
executive committee, succeeding T. M. Schumacher, who re-

At

signed both offices some time ago. J. M. Dickinson, receiver, also
has announced the appointment of J. E. Gorman, vice-president,
in charge of traffic and chief traffic officer for the receiver, as
chief executive officer, succeeding H. U. Mudge, who resigned
that office and as president and director.

Milwaukee,

Traffic

Elmer H. Wood, whose retirement as freight traffic manager
of the Union Pacific has been announced in these columns, was

Prairie
entered

Wabash,

Louis

&

Pacific

;

from

general
1884 to
1889,
counsel for the receivers
of the Wabash Lines;
from 1889 to August 8,
1901, general solicitor for
the
Wabash Railroad,

W. H. Blodgett

and
1911,

from
to

August
Novcmliir

18,
1.

for the receivers of the same road
lie
served through the Civil War in the volunteer service, and
was mustered out in July, 1865, as colonel of the Forty-eiRhtb
Regiment, Missouri Volunteers.
1915, general counsel

M. Durham,

has been appointed general agent of the
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific with hcadiiuarters at
('liattanooga, Tenii., reporting to the president or vice-president.
E.

Jr.,

secretary to the pnsideiU of the \e\v Wwk.
Hartford, has been appointed assistant to the
president with ollice at Boston, Mass.
Mr. Willis is a director
of the Berkshire Street Railway Company, the \'ermonl C"oml)any, the Hoosick Falls Railroad ('()mi)any ,ind the Old Colony.
E.

M.

Willis,

New Haven &

railway

1875.

in

service

From NovemJune,

to

ber,

1875,

1876,

station
he was
and chief clerk

agent
in

the

general

freight

and passenger department of the Chicago &
Pacific.

1884,

111.

In 1873 he entered railway service as assistant
attorney
for
the
St.
Louis, Kansas City &
Northern, and from 1874
to 1879 served as general
attorney for the same
road. From 1879 to 1884
he was general solicitor
for the
St.

N. Y. He
at Grand
Seminary, and

County,

roe

cated at the Illinois In-

Wheaton,

12,

Mon-

was educated

Wells H. Blodgett, general counsel for the receivers of
the Wabash, retired from active service with the reorganization
of the company on November 1. He was born
at Downers Grove, 111.,
in
1839, and was eduat

January

1854, at Clarkson,

Col.

stitute

on

born

Western as general attorney assigned to office
work.
In 1914 he was
assigned to trial work in
C. A. Vilas
In his
Cook county.
present capacity as valuation attorney he has been assigned to
legal duties in connection with the federal valuation of the road.

to

the

1876

to

the general agent of

Union

Chica,go,

E. H.

From

he was chief clerk
Pacific,

at

From

1884
to 18S8, he was general
agent in the freight department of the same
road at Chicago. From
1888 to 1889, he was
chief clerk in the general freight department

Wood

111.

Kansas City, Mo. From 1889 to June 1, 1898, he was assistant
general freight agent of the same railroad at Omaha. Neb. From
June 1, 1898, to October 30, 1911, he was general freight agent, and
at

on November
with

ment

1911,

was promoted

to freight traffic manager,
health caused his recent retirefrom the service of the road.
1,

oflice in the

same

city.

Ill

W. M. Hardin, commercial agent of the Minneapolis & St.
Louis at Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed assistant general freight agent, with headiiuarters in flic same city.
I'.rwin C. Meyer, formerly traffic manager for the Banner
Buggy Company, has been appointed commercial agent for the
Chicago & Alton at Birmingham, Ala., vice C. K. Prince, re-

signed.

Effective

November

1.

Charles A. Call, general passenger and freight agent of the
New York, Westchester & Boston, at New York, has been appointed manager of the industrial bureau of the New ^ ork. New
Haven & Hartford, with ollice at Boston, Mass.. to succeed W.
11. Seeley, who has resigned to go into other business.
Mr. Call
began railway work in ISSJ in the passenger department of the
New York & New England.
In
1898 he was appointed
passenger agent at Boston, and in 1905, was appointed general
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agent of the passenger department of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford at New York City. In 1908 he became genera! agent
of the New Haven at Boston in charge of the general office and
in 1912 was appointed general passenger and freight agent of the
New York, Westchester & Boston.

Operating
P. A. EUerman, traveling chef of the Leliigh Valley, has been
appointed superintendent of dining car service, with headquarters
at Easton, Pa., succeeding G. E. Cooledge, resigned.

Joseph M. Boyd, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific at
Dickinson, N. D., has been transferred to the Rocky Mountain
division, with headquarters at Missoula, Mont., vice D. J.
Hagerty, resigned. Effective November 1.
Farley has been appointed superintendent of the
Plains division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Amarillo,
Tex. Mr. Farley entered the service of the
Santa Fe on October

David

S.

the

local

freight station at
From
Colo.
ver,

Den-

in

1887,

IS,

that

time until July, 1899, he
clerical
various
held
positions for Santa Fe
gust

August

to

1,

&

12,

.Southern
18,

was

he

1900,

;

1899, to

18,

;

1900, to

chief

he was chief clerk to the
superintendent in charge
of the station, at Kan-

Mo.

gust

1907,

1,

1915, he

1915, he

ElUott,

;

from Auto

S. Failey

July,

was superintendent and agent at Kansas City. In July,
was called to Amarillo, Tex., to take the place of Daniel
superintendent of the Plains division, who had been

forced to leave active service on account of

illness.

E. B. Heath, trainmaster and traveling engineer of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, has been promoted to assistant superintendent of the Spokane & Inland Empire and the Spokane
Traction Company, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash.

trainmaster of the New York Central at
promoted to the same position on the
main line at Toledo, Ohio. J. J. Crowley, assistant trainmaster at
Elkhart, Ind., has been appointed to succeed Mr. Loomis at

Homer W. Loomis,

Hillsdale, Mich., has been

Hillsdale.

F. L. Sheppard, general superintendent of the New Jersey
division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at New York, has been
granted leave of absence on account of illness, and C. S. Krick,
superintendent of the Philadelphia Terminal division at West

Philadelphia, Pa., will temporarily assume all the duties of the
general superintendent, with the title of acting general superintendent, with headquarters at

New

York.

the Clifton Forge division of
J. H. Carlisle, superintendent of
the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Clifton Forge, Va., has been appointed
assistant to the general superintendent of transportation with

headquarters at Richmond, Va. F. S. Rockwell, trainmaster at
Silver Grove, Ky., has been appointed superintendent of the
Clifton Forge division with headquarters at Clifton Forge, Va.,
vice Mr. Carlisle, and D. T. Evans, road foreman of engines at
Silver Grove has been apjiointcd trainmaster of the Cincinnati
division with headquarters at Covington, Ky., vice Mr. Rockwell.
F. E. Lewis, superintendent of dining cars and hotels for the
Pacific Railroad, has been appointed manager of dining
cars and hotels for the Union Pacific System. E. C. Sutton, assistant superintendent of dining cars and hotels of the Union Pacific
Railroad, has been promoted to superintendent of dining cars and
hotels to succeed F. E. Lewis. H. A. Hansen has been appointed

Union

1.

Allen, superintendent of tlie Louisiana division of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at El Dorado, Ark., has been
transferred to the Nebraska division, with headquarters at
Fairbury, Neb., vice W. A. Sheahan, resigned. D. Van Hecke,

superintendent of the Amarillo division, with headquarters at
Amarillo, Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the LouisH. J. Sewell, trainmaster
iana division, to succeed Mr. Allen.
at El Reno, Okla., has been appointed acting superintendent
of the Amarillo division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf,
with headquarters at Amarillo, Tex., vice D. Van Hecke, resigned.

Appointments

effective

November

1.

Thomas E. Hill, superintendent of the Louisiana division of
the Illinois Central, has been appointed superintendent of the
Kentucky division, with office at Louisville, Ky., vice L. A.
Downs, promoted. George M. Patterson, superintendent of the
Springfield division, with headquarters at Clinton, 111., has been
transferred to McComb, Miss., to become superintendent of the
Louisiana division. The jurisdiction of the Louisiana division
has been changed so as no longer to include the New Orleans
terminals.
F. D. Mooney, terminal superintendent, has been
appointed superintendent of the New Orleans terminal diviJoseph

W. Hevron,

to superintendent at Clinton,

&

May

from May 12,
August 1, 1907.

sas City,

November

H. E.

Beginning on November 15, the Ozark division of the St. Louis
San Francisco, will be consolidated with the Southeastern division, the combined divisions to be known as the Southern division.

from

clerk to the agent of the
Santa Fe, at Pueblo,

Colo.

No. 20

trainmaster at Kankakee, 111., has been
111., vice G.
M. Patterson.
C. A. Thelan has been appointed trainmaster at Kankakee
to succeed Mr. Hevron.

he handled Santa
Fe accounts for the Col-

August

effective

promoted

1899,

orado

59,

assistant superintendent of dining cars and hotels for the railroad, vice E. C. Sutton, promoted. The headquarters of all three
officers will be at Omaha, Neb., and their appointments were

sion.

From Au-

that city.

in

Vol.

R. F. Carr, superintendent of the Southeastern division, will be
superintendent of the Southern division. J. P. Hulehan, assistant superintendent of the General division, with headquarters at
Ft. Smith, Ark., has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the Southern division, with office at Thayer, Mo. C. H. Hensley,
assistant superintendent of the Ozark division, at Thayer, Mo.,
has been assigned to other duties.
That portion of the Red
River division of the Frisco, which extends from Sapulpa,
Okla., to Sherman, Tex., will be added to the Southwestern
division, effective November 15. C. F. Hopkins, present superintendent of the -Southwestern division, will continue in that position.
J. M. Chandler, superintendent of the Red River division,
with office at Francis, Okla., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Southwestern division, with headquarters at
Oklahoma City, Okla., succeeding W. M. Coombs, assigned to
other duties. J. W. Claiborne, superintendent of the River and
Cape division, with office at Chaffee, Mo., has been appointed
assistant superintendent of the Southwestern division at Sapulpa,
Okla., vice W. H. Hutchison, assigned to other duties.
C. F.
Kirshner, assistant superintendent of station service of the Red
River division, has been assigned to other duties, this position
having been abolished. That part of the Red River division of
the Frisco extending from Hope, Ark., to Ardmore, Okla., will
be added to the Central division, effective November 15. C. H.
Baltzell, superintendent of the Ozark division, at Thayer, Mo.,
will be transferred to the Central division as superintendent, with
headquarters at Ft. Smith, Ark.
W. G. Koch, superintendent
of the General division, under the present organization, has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the new division and will
continue to have headquarters at Ft. Smith. The Northern division of the Frisco will be increased to include the Kansas division,
effective November 15.
O. H. McCarty, superintendent of the
Northern division, will continue in that position for the Northern
H. H. Brown,
division, with headquarters at Ft. Scott, Kan.
superintendent of the Kansas division, has been appointed superintendent of the Western division, with headquarters at Enid,
Okla., vice C. T. Mason, transferred. B. S. Shirk, assistant superintendent of the Eastern division, at Springfield, Mo., has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the Western division. J. W.
Marring and George Bailey, assistant superintendents of the
Western division, have been assigned to other duties. F. E. Brannaman, assistant superintendent of the Eastern division as Springfield, Mo., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the
Western division, with headquarters at Enid, Okla., vice J. W.
C. T. Mason, superintendent of the
Claiborne, transferred.
Western division, at Enid, Okla., has been appointed assistant

November
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superintendent of the Eastern division, vice B. S. Shirk.
of assistant superintendent of station service of
Eastern division, has been abolished.

position

OBITUARY

The
the

Engineering and Rolling Stock

R. S. Stephens, until June 1, 1913, purchasing agent at Houston, Tex., for the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, the
Houston & Texas Central, and the Texas & New Orleans, died
at his

J. H. Baker has been appointed roadmaster on the Crows Nest
subdivision of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Leth-

bridge, Alta., in place of J. Carlson.

W.

Kinsell, chief clerk to

L.

David Van Alystyne,

assistant

New

York, New Haven & Hartford,
has been appointed assistant shop superintendent at Readville,
Mass.
to the vice-president of the

919

J. M. Campbell, roadmaster of district 2 of the Manitoba
division of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., has joined the force of engineers which has left
Canada to work on railways in Russia.

E. L. Landorph, resident engineer of district 2 of the Mandivision of the Canadian Pacific with -headquarters at

itoba

Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed resident engineer of district 1 of the Manitoba divison with office at Kenora, Ont.,
succeeding T. D. Ruggles, resigned.

home

in

Houston on November

2.

Daniel Elliott, superintendent of the Plains division of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, died at his home in Amarillo, Tex.,
on October 19. He was born on October 19, 1856, in Northfield,
Vt., and entered railway service at the age of sixteen. In 1882 he
was employed by the Santa Fe for the first time as a brakeman
on the Atchison branch. In less than a year he was promoted to
yard foreman at Las Vegas, N. M., and later was appointed
roadmaster with headquarters at the same place. In 1908 he was
appointed superintendent of the Plains division, with office at
Amarillo, Tex.
Poor health forced him to retire from active
service in July, 1915.

W.

F.

Allen

William Frederick Allen, general secretary of the American
Railway Association and its predecessors, since 1875, and manager of the Official Rail-

way

Guide

since

1873,

November 9 at
home in South

died on
J. L. Starkie has been appointed assistant engineer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters in Galveston,
Tex., succeeding E. H. Olson. R. C. Emmett has been appointed
acting roadmaster on the New Mexico division, with headquarters in Las Vegas, N. M., vice L. Lenehan.

M.

his

Orange, N. J. Mr. Allen was one of the most
widely known men in

American railroad life.
He was born October 9,
18-16, at Bordentown, N.
J., and received his edu-

Hamilton, northwest railroad representative of the
Garlock Packing Company, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
has been appointed general air brake inspector of the St. Louis
E.

& San

Francisco,

effective

November

1.

cation

Mr. Hamilton was

Frank R. Judd, whose appointment as engineer of buildings
of the Illinois Central has been announced in these columns, was
born in Hamilton, Ont., on May 28, 1882.
He attended the
Chicago Manual Training School from 1896 to 1899, and entered
railway service on October 18, 1899, with the Illinois Central.
From that time until November, 1909, he did draftinfi and field
work for the Illinois Central, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
and the Crane Company of Chicago. From November, 1909, to
December, 1913, he was chief draftsman of the bridge and
building department of the Illinois Central, and from December,
1913, until February, 1915, was assistant engineer in charge of a
joint depot and track elevation project at Memphis, Tenn. From
February, 1915, to October, 1915, he was in charge of special
surveys, track plans and building designs at Chicago. By virtue
of his recent appointment he became engineer of buildings of
the same railroad with office at Chicago.
Purchasing

Calhoun has been appointed division storekeeper of tlic
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Waynoka, Okla., vice Erlo
F. B.

Preston.
R. L. Stewart, division storekeeper at Dodge City,
Kan., has been appointed division storekeeper at Wellington,
Kan., vice Louis Mathiasmier, transferred to the Topeka genH. W. Hallenbeck, division storekeeper at Belen,
eral store.
N. M., has been transferred to Dodge City, vice R. L. Stewart.
Erie Preston, division storekeeper at Waynoka, Okla., has been
transferred to Belen, N. Mcx., succeeding H. W. Hallenbeck.

George G. Ycomans, formerly assistant to the president nf
Wabash, has been appointed purchasing agent of tlic New
York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters at Boston,
the

Mass., succeeding H. A. Fabian, resigned, effective November 15.
Mr. Yeomans was in the service of the ("hicago, Burlington &
Quincy for 23 years, and during that period worked in practicallx
every position in the purchasing agent's office, including the position of purchasing agent, which he filled for seven years. About
1905 he resigned to become assistant to President C. F. Delano,
of the Wal)asli, leaving in 1911, when the road went into the
hands of receivers. Since that time lie has made a specialty of
investigating methods of purchasing and handling supplies on
various large roads, including the Santa Fe, the Baltimore &
Ohio, (he Chicago Si North Western, the New York, Now Haven
Ji;

I

larlford and others.

in

the

Borden-

town Model School and

formerly general air brake instructor on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe.

the

Episcopal

in Philadelphia.

Academy

He

be-

gan railway service in
May, 1862, as a rodman
in

an engineering corps

of the Camden & Amboy, becoming in May,
1863, assistant engineer
of the same road. From
February, 1868 to 1872,
he was resident engineer
W. F. Allen
of the West Jersey Railroad.
In 1872 he entered the service of the National Railway
Publication Company, and shortly afterwards was made assistant editor of the Official Railway Guide. In June, 1873, he became the editor and manager of the Guide, and has been at
the head of it ever since.
In April, 1875, he was appointed
secretary of the General Time Convention and in October, 1877,
of the Southern Railway Time Convention. In April, 1886, the
American Railway Association succeeded these organizations
and Mr. Allen continued as secretary; and in June, 1909, his
title was made general secretary and treasurer which positions
he held until his death.

In 1910 Mr. Allen was elected \ice-president of the National
Railway Publication Company and since 1914 had been its president.
At the time of his death he was also secretary of the
General Managers' Association of New York and the Bureau
for the Safe Transportation of Explosives.
In his capacity as secretary of the American Railw.iy Association Mr. Allen has become intimately ac<iuainted with a
larger number of raihvay managers than any other man in the
country; and he has had a corrcs|)onding measure of inlluence.
The presidency of the association has been held successively
by different men, from difTerent parts of the country, but the
secretaryship has been a permanent feature, and his administration of the office has been an important clement in the association's

prosperity.

Outside the railroad world Mr. Allen was known chiefly as
the "father of slan<lard time,"
To him was referred for solution, in 1881, the problem of working out a standard of time
reckoning that would obviate the confusion resulting from the
use of the fifty-odd standards then prevailing on the railroads
in the United States.
His report was subinilled to the .\ssocialion in 1883.
It provided for an clastic boundary line between
the hoin- zones, instead of a strictly longitudinal division; and
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in its details fixed every point at

which the hour change was
and embodied every practical provision for putting
the system into immediate effect.
The report was unanimously
endorsed by the Association, and Mr. Allen thereupon accomplished the unique diplomatic task of securing its adoption by
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to be made,

numerous diverse

interests whose approval was essential to
In this work he had the co-operation of the Cambridge
and the National Observatories.
The change in the operating time tables of the many different
railroads was made at noon, eastern time, on Sunday, November
18, 1883, without delay or disturbance.
For this achievement
Mr. Allen was elected to honorary membership in many American and foreign scientific societies, and received the honorary
degree of master of science from Princeton University.
Mr.
Allen was a delegate of the United States Government to the
International Meridian Conference in 1884, and to the International Railway Congress at Paris in 1900. He was a delegate
of the American Railway Association to the International Railway Congresses at London, 1895; Paris, 1900; Washington,
Berne, 1910.
Since 1910 he has been a member of the
1905
Permanent Commission of the Congress Association.
In 1905 he had charge of all the arrangements for the
session at Washington.
For his services in connection with
the Congress he was decorated by the order of Leopold by the

the

Equipment and Supplies

f

f
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success.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Erik is in the market
The Chicago & Eastern

for 10 Pacific type locomotives.

Mikado

Illinois will purchase five

type locomotives

The Standard Oil Company,

Whiting, Ind., has issued an

inquiry for another locomotive.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford
for 30

Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Consolidation type locomotives.

The
five

has issued inquiries

Mikado type locomotives.
inquiring for prices on

is

;

Belgium government.

James

DeVoy, assistant superintendent of motive power
Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Milwaukee, Wis.,

F.

for the Chicago,

died at his
city

home

in that

on November

5,

fol-

of
lowing an
illness
eight months.
He was
born in Ithaca, N. Y.,
on June 23, 1866, and
graduated from Cornell

University in 1888. During his college career he
won distinction not only
as a football player and
crew man, but as an
honor student in the college of mechanical engineering. Following his

he

graduation

entered

New

the service of the

York

in
its
Central
mechanical
department,
where he remained for
seven years. He was
then employed by the

American
J. F.

DeVoy

Company

Locomotive
both

Dun-

at

.

and ScheFifteen years ago he came to Milwaukee as chief
nectady.
draftsman in the mechanical department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. On September 1, 1902, he was promoted to mechanical engineer, and on April 15, 1910, he was appointed assistant superintendent of motive power. At the time of his death
he was a member of the e.xecutive committee of the American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association, a member of the committee on design, maintenance and operation of electric rolling
stock, and also a member of the committee on brake shoes and
brake beam equipment and the coupler committee of the Master
Car Builders' Association. From 1910 to 1911, he was president
of the Western Railway Club.
kirk,

N.

Y.,

—

Lost. The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the "Salt
Lake Route," has issued a "Special Bulletin on Freight Handling,"
which says
"LOST, between Salt Lake City, Utah, and East
San Pedro, California, since 1910, through a hole in the treasury
:

known

as the 'freight claim leak,' a quarter of a million dollars.
Salt Lake Route. No reward it is gone forever.
freight claim payment does nobody good.
It does not even
put the claimant in statu quo. He may have lost a customer, the

Owner,

;

.

.

customer a sale. An cngineman receiving $6 a day who, by
rough handling, causes a freight claim of $10 would better
have lain off that day. A trainman drawing $100 a month who
causes $150 damage to merchandise can count that month lost,
so far as his value as a revenue producer is concerned. lloivard

Lake Route.

has ordered one Mikado type locomo-

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Kin Han Railway

is

inquiring for a

number

of ten-

wheel locomotives.

The

Georgia Southern & Florida, recently reported as being
market for two passenger locomotives, has ordered two
ten-wheel locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
in the

The DesMoines Union has ordered 2 six-wheel
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

switching

The Y'oungstown Sheet & Tube Company
si.x-wheel switching locomotives

has ordered two
from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Birmingham Southern is inquiring for prices on two
six-wheel switching locomotives and one Consolidation type locomotive.
The Pennsylvania

Railroad, which recently placed an order

Mikado type locomotives with

the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, has issued additional inquiries for 155 more locomotives,
including 45 freight and 60 switching locomotives for the Lines
East, and 50 freight locomotives for the Lines West of Pittsburgh. With the 75 engines already contracted for this makes

for 75

a total of 230 locomotives.

It

is

also further reported that the

West have ordered 53 Consolidation type
locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation and 10 ConPennsj-lvania Lines

solidation type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Com-

pany, but this item has not been confirmed.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe,

as

stated

recently,

ordered 30 Mikado type superheater locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, all of which will have 25-in. by 32- in.
cylinders, 57-in. driving wheels, a boiler pressure of 200 lb., a
weight on driving wheels of 220,200 lb., a tractive effort of
59,600 lb., and a total weight in working order of 283,700 lb.
The locomotives will be oil burners. The tenders will have sixwheel trucks, 10,000-galIon water tanks, and 3,300-gallon oil
tanks.

CAR BUILDING
The Virginian has issued inquiries for 250 40-ton bo.x cars.
The Duluth & Iron Range is inquiring for 750 50-ton ore
cars.

The Lehigh

X'alley

is

negotiating for the purchase of two

dining cars.

The Consolidation Coal Company
Gondola cars.

is in

the market for 1,400

.

A

Elliott, Salt

The Mobile & Ohio
tive

The

Dulutii, Missahe

& Northern

is

inquiring

for

1,000

50-ton ore cars.

The Chicago, Burlington
passenger train cars.
The Western
the

& Quincy

is

in

the market for 54

Pacific has ordered 1,000 40-ton box cars from

Pullman Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading

has ordered 20 coaches and 10

November
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12,

combination cars from the Harlan

&

Hollingsworth Corpora-

921

The Chesapeake & Ohio
the Pennsylvania Steel

tion.

The

Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific has cancelled

its

in-

quiry for 500 center constructions.

The New York, Ontario & Western

contemplating the

is

purchase of possibly 500 freight cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford

in

is

the market

for 20 milk cars and 50 refrigerator cars.

The Erie has cancelled an order for 200 automobile cars recently given the Pressed Steel Car Company.
Swift & Co., of Chicago, have ordered 150 center constructions from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company

The Bingham &
being

in

Garfield was reported in last week's issue as
the market for 125 freight cars. These include 100 ore

and 25 gondola

cars.

The Montour Railroad

reported to have .yiven the Standard
This item
steel car bodies.

is

Car Company an order for 800

has ordered 2,250 tons of

rails

from

Company.

The Norfolk & Western is inquiring for prices on 2,000
tons of steel for a pier shed at Norfolk, Va.
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton is regarded to have
ordered 6,000 tons of rails from the Steel Corporation.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 405 tons of steel
from the Allen & Alilwaukee Bridge Company for a terminal
grain elevator at Milwaukee, Wis.

The

Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific.

—Jacob

receiver, has been authorized bv the Federal

M. Dickinson,

Court

to

purchase

40,000 tons of rails for 1916 del'ivery.

The Duluth & Iron Range has ordered 10,000 tons of steel
for an ore dock at Two Harbors, Minn., the contract to include
approaches, ore spouts, doors and fittings.
The

Chicago,

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul has ordered

110 tons

has not been confirmed.

from the American Bridge Company, to be used for
two 49-ft. approach spans and intermediate floor beams.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company is in the market
for five 50-ton capacity flat bottom gondola cars either all steel
or with steel underframes and strong wooden bodies.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is reported to
have ordered 7,000 tons of rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron
& Railroad Company in addition to orders previously placed.

The Delaware, L.\ckawanna & Western is in the market
for 10 60-ft. express cars and 2 dining cars, and, as previously
noted, will also purchase 1,000 box and 500 gondola cars.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of October 22 as having ordered 15,000 tons of rails from the
Illinois Steel Company, and in the October 29 issue as having
ordered an additional 5,000 tons from the same company, has
increased its order to include another 10,000 tons. As the company has also ordered 15,000 tons of rails from the Tennessee
Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, this makes a total of 45,000 tons.

Steel

The

Missouri,

Kansas & Texas,

as stated last week,

is

in-

The specifications proquiring for prices on 2,000 coal cars.
vide for gondola cars, 41 ft. long, with a capacity of 50 tons.

The French Government

of steel

has ordered 1,000 four-wheel box

cars from the Standard Steel Car Company. The cars will be
built at the plant of the Keith Car & Manufacturing. Company,

Sagamore, Mass.

The Muscatine & Iowa

City has ordered 4 R. E. 70-B-ll gas
electric motor cars from the General Electric Company, and will
also purchase some gas-electric locomotives. See item in Railway
Financial News.

The Interborough

Rapid Transit has issued inquiries for
311 steel subway cars for use on the company's new lines in
Included there are 234
the boroughs of Bronx and Queens.
motor cars and 11 trailers.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 400 underframes
from the Pressed Steel Car Company. They are to be used, it
is understood, for 400 gondola cars, reported in last week's issue,
which the company will build in its own shops.
The Toronto Suburban

has ordered

si.x

coaches from

steel

These will be
the Preston Car & Coach Company, Limited.
center entrance interurban cars, 61 ft. long over vestibules they
will be mounted on Standard Motor Truck Company trucks,
and will be equipped for 1,500 volt D. C.
;

The Lake Erie & Western has ordered eight steel frame
coaches from the Preston Car & Coach Company, Limited. The
cars will be 60 ft. long, will be mounted on Baldwin trucks,
and will have all the features of a steam coach, including end
They are
doors, bulling attachments and M. C. B, draw bars.
eqnipi)ed for 1,500 volt I). C. with multiple unit conlrol. and automatic air brakes.
The Pennsylvania's

inquiry

for

freight

cars,

mentioned

in

week's issue, includes 1,000 box and 5,000 gondola cars
for the Lines East, and 1,000 automobile box and 2,000 gondola
cars for the Lines West of Piltsburgh, a total of 9,000 cars.
Inquiries have also been issued for 240 passenger cars, including
100 coaches, 20 passenger and baggage cars,. 55 baggage cars and
5 horse express cars, a total of IHO passenger train cars, for the
Lines East, and for 18 coaches, 4 passenger and baggage cars,
dining cars, 12 baggage and mail cars and 20 baggage cars, a
total of 60 cars, for the Lines West.
last

IRON AND STEEL
Tiif.

Maine

Cenikai.

in

is

the

market

for

10,000

tons

of

rails.
Till',

Baltimore & Ohio

a small pier shed.

is

imiuiring for 300 tons of steel for

SIGNALING
The Union Pacific will install approximately seven miles of
two-arm, lower-quadrant Union Switch & Signal Company, style
B, automatic block signals between East Ogden, Utah, and Gateway, on the line which has recently been double-tracked.
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio will shortly begin
construction of a 16-lever mechanical interlocking plant,
with full approach and detector locking, at the crossing of its
line with the International & Great Northern, at San Antonio,

The

the

Tex.

—

British Railway Men Enlist Without Permission. Although strict injunctions have been laid down by the Railway
Executive Committee stipulating that railway men must not offer
themselves for military or naval service without first obtaining the
permission of their superior ollicer, many cases have, nevertheless,
occurred in the different branches where men have taken the matter into their own hands and enlisted without troubling to
inquire whether or not their services could be spared.
In the
majority of cases, up to the present, no action has been taken to
bring these men back to their ordinary duties, the only difference drawn between members who have obtained permission and
those who have not, being that in the latter case all connection
with the company has been severed and the men entered up in the
staff books as resigned.
The cfticient carrying on of transport
work is quite as important to the country as the manufacture of
munitions, and it is a mistaken idea of patriotism which prompts
the men thus to desert. Raihvay Gazette, London.

The R.mlway Mi:n of the South Afric.\n Railways with
the Colors. According to the annual report of the Union of

—

South African Railways, out of a white staff of 31,(XX). 3,922
men, or 12 per cent, were on active service during the recent
rebellion.
The South African Engineer Corps, a unit of 650
strong, under the command of two railway ollicials was composed almost entirely of railway ofliccrs. The duties performed
by the corps were of the lirst imporiance to the success of the
operations. At the outset it was faced with dilVuulties in landing
heavy railway material and rolling stock at places where such appliances, as existed, had been largely destroyed.
The work of
discharge had to he completed hurriedly to enable work to be
started on shore, and many contrivances were resorted to in
conncclion with the landing work. I-'xtensivo repairs to existing
railways, damaged by the enemy, had to be undertaken. For one
short section of

10 miles the

line

was damaged

in

900 places.
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Elmer B. Van Patten has been appointed sales representative
of the Acme Supply Company, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.
R. W. Burnett, for many years general master car builder
of the Canadian Pacific, has been elected vice-president of the
National Car Equipment Company, of Chicago, 111.

The Toledo Scale Company announces that H. O. Hem, formerly of Kansas City, Mo., has become a member of its engineering staff in the capacity of consulting engineer, and has
opened office at Toledo, Ohio.

Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, is quoted as saying: "The total of war
orders booked by Westinghouse Electric and subsidiaries amounts
This includes firm orders, orders
to approximately $94,000,000.
subject to cancellation for undelivered goods by payment of an
agreed profit, and orders subject to cancellation on undelivered
goods on three months' notice to stop work. Out of a total
of $18,695,000 5 per cent convertible bonds issued, approximately
$11,500,000 have already been converted."

United States circuit court for the western
district of New York on November 4 handed down a decision
holding that the present standard car lighting equipment, involving the use of an ampere-hour meter to control battery charging, as put out by the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara
Falls, N. Y., does not come under the injunction or the accounting ordered in the prior decision sustaining the Creveling Patent
747,686 recently handed down also by Judge Hazel. It was maintained by the owners of this patent that the decision was broad
enough to cover the use of the ampere-hour meter system of
car lighting as put out by the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation,
and it was sought to bring this system into the accounting or-

Judge Hazel

in the

dered by the court.

The United

States circuit court of appeals for the fourth cir-

Richmond, Va., on November 6 handed down a decision
affirming that of District Judge Rose, of Baltimore, in the suit
of John B. Tate v. the Baltimore & Ohio, directing a verdict
for the defendant. The Tate Patent sued on, No. 643,560, dated
February 13, 1900, which was for a furnace bearer or expansion
pad, was held by Judge Rose and by the court of appeals to be
invalid and fully anticipated by the Sharp British Patent No.
cuit, at

of importance to a number of
to cover, and collect damages of $22,477.50 for, the use of the well-known expansion attachment of the firebox to the frames through the mud ring instead of through the side sheets, and if the decision of the court
of appeals had been adverse to the Baltimore & Ohio, other of

The

3558 of 1879.

railroads, as the suit

decision

is

was an attempt

which has been applied to locomotives in the United States as early as 1862, would
doubtless have been attacked. The case was argued by O. E. Edwards, Jr., of New York, for the plaintiff, Tate, and by William
A. Redding and J. Snowden Bell, of New York, for the Balti-

the

numerous roads using
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Altus, Roswell & Pacific. Construction work is to be resumed, it is said, on the first section of about 100 miles between
Memphis, Tex., and Lubbock. This line was projected in 1911.
The plans call for building an extension from Lubbock west
to Roswell, N. M., also an extension east to Altus, Okla. T. C.
Nobles, Houston and associates are back of the project.

—

Canadian Government Railways. According to press resurveys are now being made by the Intercolonial from

ports,

Painsec, N. B., through Bale Verte, Tidnish and Pugwash,
thence to Truro, N. S., for a revised location for portions of
the line. The surveys between Truro and the Nova Scotia-New
Brunswick boundary are about finished and survey work on the
section in New Brunswick will be finished in December.
It is reported that the National Transcontinental will build
about three miles of line to the proposed site of a large pulp
mill to be built at Neelands, Ont., which is 30 miles west of

Cochrane.

—

Canadian Northern. Train service on the Ontario
has been extended from Reul, Algoma, northwest
The Carlton subdivision of the
Arthur, 543 miles.
division has been extended from Laird, Sask., west

division

Port

to

Western
to

Carl-

ton, eight miles.

—

Detroit, Bay City & Western. This road has been extended
from Sandusky, Mich., south to Peck, 11 miles.

Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia.

—Work

now

is

from Spirit river, Alta., to the
Grand Prairie settlement. J. Timothy is the contractor. The
route is from Spirit river settlement, thence crossing Burnt
river and Bad Seal river, and via Lake Cleremont to Grand
Prairie City on the Beaver river, 60 miles. The maximum grade
The only
W'ill be 1 per cent and the maximum curvature 6 deg.
difficult work on the line will be at the crossing of Saddle mountain.
The grading work is about 60 per cent finished, and is
expected to be completed by December of this year, and track

under way on the branch

line

laying will be completed early in 1916.

Farnham & Granby. —Application

(Oct. 15, p. 714.)
is

made

being

the

to

Dominion parliament for an extension of time, it is said, to build
the projected line from the Canadian Pacific, near Farnham,
Que., north to Granby, thence northeasterly to Windsor Mills
or to Richmond, about 60 miles. Pringle, Thompson, Burgess &
(March 13,
Cote, Ottawa, Ont., are solicitors for applicants.
p. 555.)

Gulf, Colorado
it

is

& Santa

said, for rebuilding the

—

Fe. Bids were received recently,
Gulf and Interstate division from

High Island, Tex., to Port Bolivar, 27
damage caused by storm and flood. It
line will be constructed over a new route

miles,

to

replace

the

probable that the
to extend along East
Galveston bay instead of along the shore of the Gulf of Mexico.
This will increase the distance three or four miles.

more & Ohio.

Intercolonial

Railway.

— See

is

Canadian

Government

Rail-

ways.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Self Rotating Hammer Drills. The Chicago Pneumatic Too!
Company, Chicago, has issued a booklet describing its "Hammer"
drills for drilling
in detail

and

rock and similar work.

This booklet describes

illustrates the various parts of this apparatus.

—

Iron Pipe. The A. M. Byers Company has recently issued
Bulletin No. 26, dealing with the excellencies of Byers genuine
wrought iron black and galvanized tubing, casing, line pipe and
The bulletin contains considerable useful informadrive pipe.
tion about Byers pipe, such as its resistance to corrosion, fabricating qualities, welding qualities, specifications for genuine
details about hand puddling, rolling of
In the back of the book: are complete
tables showing not only list prices, but dimensions, areas, hydroThere are also given specific cases showing the
static tests, etc.
superior rust resistance of Byers in the same service as cheaper
grades of pipe.

wrought iron pipe and

muck

bar,

skelp,

etc.

—

This company
planning to build a logging road, about six miles long, extending southwest from Wadley, Ala. Contracts for the work
are to be let at once. W. J. Tinney, president, Talladega, Ala.

Jackson-Tinney Lumber Company's Line.

is

—

Kansas City & Tiffany Springs. This company was incorporated under the Missouri laws on November 2, ai.d proposes to
construct a railway from Kansas City, Mo., to Tiffany Springs,
The incorporators
Platte county, a distance of about 15 miles.
are T. N. Smith, Charles J. Smith, Bayless Steele and C. W.
Chandler, of Kansas City, Mo.; J. N. Baird and Henry G. Post,
Kansas City, Kan., and Robert Engelman, of Parkville, Mo.

—

Linville River. An officer writes that work is now under way
on the extension from the existing line at Montezuma, N. C.
which has an altitude of 3,800 ft., via Grand Father mountain to
The work is being
Shulls Mills on Watauga river,- 14 miles.
carried out by H. C. McCrary, Knoxville, Tenn., and involves
handling about ,10,000 cu. yd. to the mile. The maximum grade

November

12,
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3'.-2
per cent and the maximum curvature 22 desj. Some of
the track has already been laid on the extension. The principal
commodities the line will carry are lumber, bark and wood. The
company now operates a 14-mile line from Pineola, northwest
via Montezuma to Cranberry, where connection is made with

is

& Western North Carolina. (Nov. 5, p. 879.)
McCoMB & Magnolia Railway & Light Company. — See Mis-

the East Tennessee

Roads.

sissippi

—

Mississippi Roads (Electric). Surveys are now being made
by X. A. Kramer, Magnolia, Miss., it is said, for an interurban
electric line to be built from Summit, Miss., south via McComb and Femwood to Magnolia, about 12 miles. G. M, Walker,
New York, is said to be interested. The McComb & Magnolia Railway & Light Company is said to have been incorporated recently with a capital of $500,000, by M. R. Walker,
S. M. Jones and others.

—

Muscatine & Iowa City. This company has been incorporated for the purpose of operating a railway between Muscatine, Iowa, and Iowa City.
The capital is $400,000, of which
$100,000 will be common, and $300,000 preferred stock.

—

& Eastern Electric. An incorporator of this comreported as saying that construction work will be
started at once on an electric line from a connection with the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, at Lebanon, Tenn., southeast to Smithville, about 35 miles. The Myers Construction Company of Chicago is to build the line. (See Tennessee Roads,
July 2, p. 39.)
Nashville

pany

is

923

J. A. Frates, general superintendent of the first district
of the St. Louis & San Francisco, at Springfield, Mo., is president of the road. J. T. Lantry may be reached at Tulsa, Okla.

mile.

—

Teanaway Logging Railway. Incorporated in the state of
Washington by the Cascade Lumber Company, whicli owns a
large mill in North Yakima, Wash., and has extensive timber
holdings in the Cascade mountains, to build a 12-miIe logging
road to connect with the Northern Pacific main line, also to
build seven or ei.ght miles of branches.
R. E. Slaughter, president,

Hudson, Wis.

—

Texas Roads. A proposition has been submitted
of Krum, Tex., and Denton for the construction of

to residents

a short railconnect the Gulf,

road between these two places, which would
Colorado & Santa Fe with the Texas & Pacific. It is understood
that work will be started on the line in the near future.
E. P.
Turner, Dallas and associates are back of the project.

—

Toronto Suburban

(Electric). Track has been laid, it is
on the extension from Lambton, Ont., to Guelph, 46
miles, over the Humber river bridge, to the junction with the
present line on Dundas street at Lambton park, and ballasting work is now under way.
Sub-stations are also being put
up at Georgetown and at Guelph and a car barn is being built
said,

at Lambton park.
The company expects to
the catenary line equipment in the near future,

Wisconsin & Northern.

Van

Ostrand,

Wis.,

— This

north

contracts

for

14, p, 1034.)

road has been extended from

Lily,

to

let

(May

miles.

13.1

(May

28,

p.

1140.)

New York
sion,

Subways.

—The New York Public

First district, has approved the

Municipal Railway
Brothers Company,

Service

award by the

Commis-

New York

Corporation of
a contract to Connors
the lowest bidder, at $726,168, for the
construction of the second section of the new elevated railroad
in Jamaica avenue.
The work will include the erection of the
steel work between Walnut street and Cliffside avenue, in the
borough of Queens. (October IS. p. 714.)
The commission has approved th? award of a contract by the
New York Municipal Railway Corporation to the Charles A.
Myers Contracting Company, Inc., for grading, removing existing tracks, laying new tracks and special work, installing contact
rail and other electrical work, etc., in the improvements now
being made by the company in the Fresh Pond yard in the
borough of Queens. The contract amounts to $17,123.
Bids are wanted by the commission on November 23, for track
installation on the White Plains Road extension of the existing
subway.
The White Plains Road extension is a three-track
elevated line from the terminus of the Lenox avenue branch
of the existing subway at One Hundred and Eightieth street,
north to Two Hundred and Forty-first street, near the northern
city boundry, in the borough of the Bronx,

—

Southern. The section of this road between
Kochelle, Ga., and Hawkinsvillc, via Pope City, 25 miles, lias
been opened for business. (April 30, p. 955.)
Ocn.LA

—

Oil Fields & Santa Fe. The connecting links of
Pemeta, Okla., to Oilton, and from Pemeta
wright, have been completed.

— from

this

to

road

Drum-

779.)

p.

—

Piedmont & Northern (Electric). A contract is reported
let to the Charlotte Construction Company, and work is now
under way on the construction of a brancli from Belmont Junction, N. C, to Belmont, four miles.
A sub-contract for grading work is reported let to P. R. HufFstetler, Gastonia, N. C.
its

Raiiway Valley Railway.^— This comp.uiy is building, with
own forces, a one-mile branch from Morris avenue, Spring-

field,

N.

J.,

Sapiii.i'a

to

Vauxhall Road.

& Oil

Fields (Electric). --Tliis road

is

lieing

buih

from Depcw, Okla., to nrumwright, a distance of 16,4 miles.
Approximately 5 per cent of the grading has been completed
uiuh-r

llie

struction.

direction of Josepli T. Latitry, superintendent of con-

Al)out 25,000 cu. yds. of material

is

— Construction

station in Adel,

is

it

said,

work has been

started

for the Georgia

&

on

new

a

Florida.

—

The Oklahoma, New Mexico S; Pacific has
a contract for a combination shop and engine house to Redpath & Co., of this city.
The building will have a concrete
foundation, galvanized iron sides and Genasco roof. Its dimensions will be 70 ft. by 80.
About 70 per cent of the work has
Ardmore, Okla.

let

been completed, and the approximate cost is estimated at $6,000.
W. J. Stoneburner, Ardinore, Okla., general superintendent W.
T. Buck, Ft. Worth, Tex., architect.
;

—

Belleville, Ont. Application has been made by the Canadian
Pacific for an order to elevate the tracks within the city of Belle
ville to allow for the construction of subways and for building

an interswitching track with the Canadian Northern Ontario.

—

Belmont, N. C. According to press reports the Piedmont &
Northern is planning to build a combined freight and passenger station at Belmont.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

—The New

York Public Service Cornmission,
New York Municipal

First disrict, has denied the request of the

Railway Corporation for permission
construction of the

to let the contract

Coney Island terminal

McNulty Company without competitive

the
bidding.
to

for the

George W.
(Nov. 5, p.

880.)

The commission has opened

—

Oregon, California & Eastern. Surveying work is now in
progress on tliis road under the direction of N. H. Bogue.
The maximum grade will not exceed 2 per cent, and the maximum curvature 8 deg. The grading cost is estimated at $6,000
per mile. Robert E. Straliorn, president, I'urfhuul, Ore.
(October 22,

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Adel, Ga.

Inc.,

being liandlcd per

bids for the construction of station
for 11 stations on the New Utrecht avenue elevated line
in the borough of Brooklyn.
(October 29, p. 829.)

finish

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

— The

Roberts

&

Schacfer Company,

of Chicago, has been awarded a contract by the t'liicago Great
Western for a fireproof coaling plant of 100 Ions capacity, tn
be a duplicate of the plant now being built for the railroad at
Clarion, la.

—

Dallas, Tex, The Union Terminal Company is drawing
up plans for a power plant, to cost about $IO,(KX), anil two signal
towers, to cost $20,000.
Tluy will be of reinforced concrete
and steel construction.

—

Darlin(;, Ont. According to press reports a contract has been
to the Foundation Company. Montreal, Que., for building a
bridge at Darlin.g, on the Toronto-Suilbury line of the I'anadian
let

Pacific.

The

cost of the

—

new

structure will

lie

about $50,000.

Oi rry. Pa. The Pcnnsylvanin Railroad will rcbuiUI the engine
house at Deny, at a cost of $35,000. This is a renewal of the
present facilities, and the work will be carric<l to completion this
year.
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Freeport, Pa.

— The Pennsyhanin

Railroad

given a contract
to the Henry Shenk Company, Pittsl)nri;h, Pa., for building a
new freight station at Freeport.
lias

— The

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc is preparing preliminary sketches for a combination depot, hotel, refectory and office building, to be approximately 250 ft. by 60 ft.,

Gallup, N. M.

and two

stories in height.

—

Gray Bull, Wyo. Fire damaged the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy roundhouse recently. Plans are being prepared to repair
N. Y.^The
Construction

Mount Vernon,
Howes

New York
Company,

Central
105

lias

West

let

to

Fortieth

New York

|

^tiliiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiitjiii^

Birmingham, Eniisley & Bessemer.

—

This property was sold
under foreclosure recently and bought for $700,000 by J. D.
Kirkpatrick, representing the bondholders' committee.

—

Rock Island & Pacific. N. L. Amster has been
chairman of the executive committee, succeeding T.
M. Scliumacher. John G. Shedd, J. S. Morron, N. J. French,
Charles Hayden, Charles G. Dawes and E. D. Hulbert are the

other

members of

the executive committee.

city.

present two-track line), which was begun over four years ago
and which is just now being finished.

—

Nashville, Tenn. The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Loui.>;.
the Nashville Railway & Lighting Company and the city of
Nashville will replace the present steel girder bridge over Cedar
street, used as an overhead crossing by the railroad, it is said,
with a concrete slab structure, to be about 78 ft. long. The
old masonrj- abutments will be used as part of the new abutments.
Plans for this improvement are being made by the
railroad company's engineering staif, but the work will be carried out by contracts under the supervision of the city engineer.

—

Newkirk, Okla. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has sent
plans and specifications for a combination depot to prospective
bidders. The building will be approximately 178 ft. by 43 ft., will
have brick walls and tile roof, and will cost about $20,000.

—

Pilot Rock Junction, Ore. The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company has awarded a contract to the
Roberts & Schaefer Company, of Chicago, for the construction
of a 250-ton, standard counterbalanced bucket locomotive coaling station.
tion,

Railway Financial News

I

elected

City, the contract for a new passenger station
Piles for the foundation are being driven, and
work on the station proper will be begun within a few weeks.
The building is to be modern Italian Renaissance, of rough
texture brick, limestone trimmings and tile roof. This building
is on the new four-track line (nearer the Bronx river than the
street.

in this

No. 20

59,

t!llllliiiillllllltlllltiiiiilliiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiir(iiiiiiHiii(illiiiliuililllllillilliriliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltlilllilltltlll)llllllllllllllltlllllllll)lllllllllllu:

Chicago,

the building.

the R. H.

Vol.

and

The

will be

plant will be of reinforced concrete construcall coal before passing it to

equipped to weigh

tenders.

—

Regina, Sask. An officer of the Grand Trunk Pacific is
quoted as saying that this road expects to proceed with the
construction early next spring, of the terminal facilities at
Regina and at three other points in the province of Saskatchewan, under an agreement with the provincial government.

Kansas

City,

to the

Mexico & Orient.

Kansas Public

—

—A

Taylorville, III.
fire, which originated in the boiler room
of the Chicago & Illinois Midland shops on November 4, destroyed the roundhouse, car shops, offices and storerooms. Two
locomotives also were damaged. The company plans to replace
the structures as soon as possible.
The loss incurred is not
definitely known,' but it is estimated at from $65,000 to $80,000.

—

WlNDBER, Pa. New freight and pas,senger facilities for the
Pennsylvania Railroad have been authorized for Windber, at an
estimated cost of $42,000. The freight facilities will be separate
from the passenger facilities. Bids have been received for the
erection of a freight station, and the contract for this work will
work will be undertaken on the passenger station.

Norwegian State Railways.

—The

in Norway is progressing on a vcPi' large scale, although some
of the important work now in hand will not be completed at the
time originally intended. Thus the Doore railway and the Rauma
railway were to have been ready in 1917, but neither undertaking
According to the railway plan
will be completed at that time.
of 1908 the railways which it comprised were calculated to cost
$13,600,000, but the actual expenditure has now been put at
Alterations and further new lines, which have been
$23,200,000.
decided on later, were calculated to entail an aggregate expenditure of $9,400,000, but they will, it has transpired, cost some
$2,700,000 more than originally calculated.

application has been

made

Commission for permission to
new company which is to take

now

in tlie

hands of

receivers.

— See Louisville & Nashville.
Nashville. — This company has taken

Lewisburg & Northern.
Louisville

&

over the

Lewisburg & Northern. The Lewisburg & Northern runs from
Bentwood, Tenn., to the Alabama state line.

—

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. All interest due November 1 on
Missouri Pacific certificates was suspended, there being a provision for 30 days' grace in interest on the $19,000,000 6 per
cent notes and six months' grace on the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas extension 5 per cent bonds, the Missouri, Kansas &
Oklahoma first mortga.ge 5 per cent bonds, the Dallas & Waco
first mortgage 5 per cent bonds and the Boonville Railroad
Bridge first mortgage 5 per cent bonds.

Southern

—Reports

have been current for some time
was being formed for the purchase of $38,292,400 Southern Pacific stock, which was sold by the Union
Pacific to the Pennsylvania Railroad. The firms whose names
have been connected with this syndicate by report are Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., Hallgarten & Co., Hayden, Stone & Co. and Bernard M. Baruch. It is said that the Pennsylvania has not accepted any offer made by any syndicate so far.
Pacific.

that a syndicate

The Muscatine & Iowa

City.

—As

was

briefly indicated

week, this company was incorporated under the laws
on October 25, and has leased from Chicago, Rock
Pacific the line that extends from Muscatine, Iowa,
tezuma, 87.3 miles the line from Thoniburg, Iowa,

last

of Iowa
Island &
to
to

MonWhat

Cheer, 4.7 miles, and the line from Iowa Junction, Iowa, to
Iowa City, a distance of 11.8 miles. The Muscatine & Iowa
City will take over this property on January 1, 1916, under
a lease of 50 years, and will operate and maintain it excluThe
sively, the Rock Island withdrawing all of its service.
new road will conduct freight, passenger, express, mail and
all other forms of common carrier business, and will use for
passenger service General Electric Company self-propelled
gasolene electric motor cars of the G. E. type, R. E. 70-B-ll,
four of which have been ordered. For freight purposes gas
electric locomotives of the G. E. type 404-G-114-4-GE-205-D
will be used.
Temporarily steam will be the motive power.
The officers of the new corporation are as follows A. D.
Bowen, president; F. O. Block, vice-president; S. W. Mercer,
vice-president; W. R. Jayne, secretary; E. L. McColm, treasurer; C. D. Van Hecke, general manager. The main offices
of the company are in the Hershey building, Muscatine, Iowa.
:

—

The secretary of state of Missouri has declined to
grant a license to the new Wabash Railway Company to operate
in Missouri, on the ground that an act of the Missouri legislature of April, 1913, prohibits such operation unless the railroad
He has therefore returned to the
is incorporated in the state.
company the check for $19,665, tendered in payment of the
license fee.
The secretary of state offered, however, to assist
in having the matter presented to the courts in case the railroad is of the opinion that the statute is not applicable. President Kearney has announced that the decision of the secretary
of state will not interfere with the operation of the road, and
that probably action will be taken as soon as possible to test

Wabash.
state railway construction

— An

issue $51,238,000 securities by a
over the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient,

;

Springfield, Mo. Fire of unknown origin destroyed the mill,
shop and coach repair department of the St. Louis & San
Four passenger
Francisco reclamation plant on November 2.
coaches were lost.

Utilities

the law.

[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
MINNEAPOLIS,

PAUL & SAULT

ST.

STE.

MARIE RAILWAY COMPANY—TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT

FiiK Til]'

Fiscal Yiak Endeu June 30, 1915

Including Chicago Division (Wisconsin Central)
Submitted herewith

a report for the liscal year

is

ended June 30, 1915.

The Gross Earnings, Operating Expenses, Fixed Charges, Surplus,
are

shown

as

in

following condensed

the

etc.,

statement.

Soo Line

Chicago

Soo Line.
$17,817,855.04
11,059,594.21

$9,945,369.76
6,751,779.60

System.
$27,763,224.80
17,811,373.81

.

$6,758,260.83
1,043,965.49

$3,193,590.16
61,280.75

$9,951,850.99
1,105,246.24

etc...

$7,802,226.32
4,828,222.39

$3,254,870.91
3,118,138.78

$11,057,097.23
7,946,361.17

Gross Earnings
Operating Expenses

Division.

The decrease in Passenger Revenue was $859,153.95, due to depressed business conditions, but it has been found impossible to materially
reduce the passenger train expenses.
Your attention is called to the
fact that \vliile the Passenger Revenue decreased thirteen per cent, the
decrease in miles run by passenger trains was but five and one-half
per cent.
Maintenance expense shows a decrease of $904,685.14.
Owing to the
business handled our facilities have not been fully employed.
large expenditures in previous years for permanent bridge and
road work and for new equipment have contributed to the reductions
in Maintenance expenses.
Transportation expenses show a decrease of $466,075.90, caused partly
by decrease in business handled.
Every effort consistent with the safe
conduct of the business has been made to reduce transportation expenses.
During the year the company purchased the railroad and property of
the Fairmount & Veblen Railway Company, extending from Fairmount,
North Dakota, to Grenville, South Dakota, a distance of 87 miles, and
connnenced operation of same ,Tuly 1st, 1915.
The company also purchased the railroad and railroad property of the Minnesota Northwestern
Electric Railway Company, extending northeast from Thief River Falls,
Minnesota, a distance of 18.55 miles.
The Minnesota Northwestern
Electric Railway Company will continue to operate the property under
lease from this Company.
The only new construction in progress at this time is an extension
decreased

Net Earnings
Income from other sources.

Income

Total

Fixed Charges, Taxes,

$136,732.13
$3,110,736.06
Surplus Income
$2,974,003.93
Dealing with the entire system and comparing the year's results with those
Gross
Earnings
Net
preceding
year,
the
decreased
$1,542,997.79,
of the
Earnings decreased $112.90, and the Surplus Income decreased $260,462.26
F'reight
Revenue
was
largely
due
to
$580,633.33,
The decrease in
decreased shipments of lumber, manufactured iron, machinery, building
called
in
Attention has been
materials and agricultural implements.
previous reports to the increase in live stock shipments; there was a
Shipments of iron ore also show an
further increase during the year.
increase and with the development of the Cuyuna Range there should
be a continued increase in shipments of this commodity.

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST.

PAUL

SAULT

&

The

MARIE RAILWAY COMPANY GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

STE.

LIABILITIES

ASSETS
Capital Stock:

Property Investment:

Road
Equipment

Common

$97,620,782.34
20,829,517.77

and

First

trolled

&

$3,658,337.09
1,380,000.00
139,500.00
240,000.00
103,600.00
64,000.00

First

&

Total
Miscellaneous Investments:
Bank and Soo Line
First
National
Building Company Stock
Advances to First National Bank and
Soo Line Building Company
Coeur d'Alene & Pend d'Orielle Ry. Co.

Bonds
Land Company Stock
to Sainte Marie Union Depot

Tri-State

50,0(10.00

37,500.00
7,000.00

Co

5%

Flour

Milling

M. &

S.

Atl.

Ry.
8,136,000.00

Consolidated Mortgage M. St.
S. M. Ry. Co. 4% Bonds
Consolidated Mortgage M. St.
S. S. M. Ry. Co. 5% Bonds

P.

S.

56,863,000.00
P.

2,637,000.00
3,500,000.00
14,450.00
6,075,000.00

Total

77,511,450.00

Liabilities:
Traffic and Car Service

5,680.437.09

Balances due

to

Other Companies
Audited Vouchers & Wages Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts and Bills Payable

$375,000.00

$322,017.44
2,531,435.93
491,940.02

Matured

Interest

and

Dividends

paid

125,000.00

Un2,139,686.50

Total

25,200.00
25,000.00

Accrued

5,485,079.89
not Due:
Interest
Accrueti

Liabilities

Unmatured
Taxes

22,776.31

Ltd.,

$286,000.00
S.

Working

Advances

Pillsbury-Washburn

4%

Second Mortgage M. St. P. & S. S.
M. Ry. Co. 4% Bonds
Fairmount & Veblen Ry. Co. Second
Mortgage 6% Bonds
Equipment Trust Obligations

500.00

Stock

5%

Bonds
Mortgage M.
Co. 4% Bonds

First

C'oii-

Companies:
Wisconsin Central Ry. Co. Stock
Central Terminal Ry. Co. Stock,
Central Terminal Ry. Co. Bonds.
Belt Ry. Co. of Chicago Stock....
.St.
Paul Union Depot Co. Stock....
Minnesota Transfer Ry. Co. Bonds.
Western Express Company Stock...
Sainte Marie U. D. Co. Stock
Minnesota Transfer Ry, Co. Stock..
New Jersey Bridge Construction Co.

$37,810,200.00

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:
First Mortgage M. & P. Ry. Co.
$115,589,722.10
271,952.45

Total
Miscellaneous

Physical Property
Securities of Proprietary, Aiifiliated

Total

$118,450,300.11
2,860,578.01

Less Reserve for Accrued Depreciation

$25,206,800.00
12,603,400.00

Preferred

$132,819.32
417,126.42

Co.,

Bonds

Miscellaneous .Stocks
W. C. Ry. Co. Equipment Contracts....

Total

4,700.00
376.00
1,851,500.80
2,429,553.11

Total

549,945.74

Deferred Credit Items:
Operating Reserve
Insurance l-'und
Other Deferred Credit Items

$189,034.08
78,904.67
78,308.39

Working Assets:
Cash

Total

$6,048,447.00

;ind
Car .Scrvi
Balaitces
from other companies
Net Balances due from Agents...
Misc. Accounts and Bills Receivable
Material and Supplies

Trallic

Profit

liu

...

346,247.14
14,750,595.70

Loss

10,226,186.83

Total

Accrued Income

an<l

149,522.22
1,225,403.11
774,816.64
2,027,997.86

Nfit

Due:

Unmatured Dividends
Unmatured Interest
Accrued Income from Lease

of

Road.

133,624.73

Total
Deferred Debit Items:
Tri State Land Co

Land .Sales (Deferred Payments)
Other Dtfcrrcil Debit Items

Working Finids
Unextinguished
Total

Grand Tola!

Discount

$111,696.00
20,370.39
1,558.34

on

Securities.

$1,248,287.14
80,000.00
99,830.80
51,374.18
642,550.04
2,122,042.16

Grand Total

$136,453,518.47

Coiuingcnt

As

$136.45.^,518.47

I.i.'ibiliticH:

jninl

maker

Cnnip;iny

of

with

Illinois

ilu-

of

Ccnlinl Tcrmin,il Railway
scoured bv mortgatic

llonils

on property of the Central Tcrmiiinl R.ill\vav lornpnny
AVf Lc.l»c<l Line fcrtificates of the ^tinneapnli!l, St.
P.Tlll
& Sault .Stc. Marie Railway C.unpanv, issued
in exchange for Preferred
.Slock of (he \Vis<'onsin
Central Railway Comp.iny, held therefor

•

$6,000,000.00

11,169,600.00
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from
of

V.iii

North

Hook,

Dakota,

Missouri

the

to

River,

distance

a

ten miles.

During the year there has been expended for Additions and Betterments $723,82'). fi4.
Equipment changes amounting to $72,230.66 are fully shown in detail
on pages 26 and 43.
The Company purchased 400 forty-ton capacity steel frame box cars
and 100 forty-ton capacity steel frame automobile cars, which were delivered during August, 19IS, and six switching locomotives for delivery
in December, 1915.
The outstanding funded debt was increased during the year by the

Deductions from Gross Income:
Interest on Bonds
Ry. Leased
C.
Interest on W.
Interest on

Per Cent Secured Gold Notes

retirement of
Minneapolis,

debt

S.

St.

Ry.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT TO JUNE

$982,000.00
367,500.40
12,000.00
5,000.00
$1,366,500.40

During the year the Company has continued
the development of the territory tributary to its

its

efforts

to

assist

in

lines.
The results have
been exceedingly satisfactory.
The Northwestern States have an excellent grain crop this year.
This should produce considerable increase in tonnage and if general
business conditions improve the results for the current fiscal year
should show much improvement.
The property is in condition to economically handle a largely increased business.

Respectfully submitted,
E.

Pennington,
President.

PAUL & SAULT STE. MARIE RAILWAY
COMPANY
OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST.

Rerenue from Transportation:
Freight

Revenue

$12,576,373.74
3,810,891.36
43,099.61
259,366.53
9,384.00
431,929.61
328,948.48
338.60
54,025.59
2.499.74

Passenger Revenue
Excess Baggage Revenue
Sleeping Car Revenue
Parlor and Chair Car Revenue
Mail Revenue
Express Revenue
Other Passenger Train Revenue
Switching Revenue
Special Service Train Revenue

Revenue from

Total

Transportation....

Dining and Buffet Car Revenue
Station and Train Privileges

$17,516,857.26

Other Property

Total Incidental Operating Revenue
Joint Facilities Revenue

$17,550,893.75

Additions for Year:

Unrefunded Ticket Overcharges

Operating Revenues
Operating

Transportation Ejcpenses
Miscellaneous Operations
General Expenses
Transportation for Investment

Operating

Items

Cr.

Bonds Owned
on Funded Debt

Interest on

Premium
Total

Cross

Other

Income

Income

Balance Credit

June

30,

$14,750,595.70

1915

OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES
Wisconsin Central Railway Company

("Soo Line," Chicago Division)

Revenue from Transportation:
$7,237,915.51
Revenue
1,994,824.13
Passenger Revenue
20,4 5.28
Excess Baggage Revenue
6,332.72
Parlor and Chair Car Revenue
138,993.91
Mail Revenue
177,311.66
Express Revenue
343.19
Other Passenger Train Revenue
140,287.17
Milk Revenue on Passenger Trains
58,578.17
Switching Revenue
925.94
Special Service Train Revenue
1,648.00
Other Freight Train Revenue
Freight

1

Revenue from Transportation

$9,777,575.68

Dining and Buffet Car Service
'Station and Train Privileges
Parcel Room Receipts
Storage, Freight
Storage, Baggage

$60,369.00
4,142-86
234.90
4,812.60
1 76.06
36,179.49
12,579.48
46,133.49

Revenue

164,627.88
3,1 66.20

Operating Revenues

$9,945,369.76

Operating Expenses:
$1,211,190.20
and Structures

Maintenance of Way
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses
Transportation Expenses

Miscellaneous Operations
General Expenses
Transportation for Investment
Total

1,252,717.68
260,188.96
3,734,414.83
76,61 1 .69
225,586.06
Cr.
8,929.82

Operating E.xpenses

6,751,779.60

Net Operating Revenue

$3,193,590.16

INCOME ACCOUNT, FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE

30,

1915

Wisconsin Central Railway Company

$6,758,260.83
30.

1915

$6,758,260.83
1,135,439.31

Income

Contracts

35,269.06
133,713.07
2,815,696.13

Total

$11,059,594.21

INCOME ACCOUNT,. FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE

Equipment

$882,238.00
1,764,476.00

and

Equipment Notes
Loss on retired Road and Equipment

Total Incidental Operating
Joint Facilities Revenue

$2,095,306.62
2,724,035.79
337,332.22
5,495,980.27
92,537.00
384,839.90
71,437.59

Expenses

Other Income:
Dividends on Stock Owned
Hire of Equipment
Interest and Discount
Rents Receivable
Interest on Wisconsin Central

Deductions for Year:
per cent Dividend on Preferred Stock
7 per cent Dividend on Common Stock
Extinguishment of Discount on Bonds
7

Expenses

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued
Operating

15,398.08

$17,566,291.83

Miscellaneous

$17,817,855.04

Revenue

Operating

$1,061.40
14,336.68

Demurrage

$290,171.93
10,825.85

Maintenance of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses

Net

$14,576,889.82
2,974,003.93

1915..

Rents of Buildings and Other Property

6,210.61
1,927.03
29,379.87
97,457.46
46,499.19
5,801.87

Demurrage

Total

30,

1915

Incidental Operating Revenue:

$91,879.10
9,904.30
1,112.50

Parcel Room Receipts
Storage Freight
Storage, Baggage

Total

30,

1914

Net Income for Year Ended June

Total

Incidental Operating Rez'enue

Telegraph Service
Rents of Buildings and
Miscellaneous

30,

Co.:

M. M. Bonds

E. Div. P.

$2,974,003.93

was decreased during the year by the

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Equipment Trust Obligations
Wisconsin Central Railway Company:
Equipment Trust Obligations
First General Mortgage Bonds

M. &

3,692,783.08

Net Income

Interest

The outstanding funded

446,784.00
299,109.15
151,600.49

Equipment Notes

Total Deductions from Gross Income

1,000,000.00

$3,637.000.00

No. 20

$2,795,289.44

Rental of Terminals

By Balance June

59,

Line

Certificates

sale of

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company
First Consolidated Mortgage Five Per Cent Bonds
$2,637,000.00
Wisconsin Central Railway Company, Three Year Five

Vol.

$5,622,821.52

("Soo Line," Chicago Division)
Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued
Operating Income
$28,469.10
520.00
32,291.65

Other Income

61,280.75

Gross Income

$2,587,256.81

Deductions from Gross Income:
Interest on Bonds
Interest on Equipment Notes
Rentals of Terminals
Hire of Equipment

Railway
93,966,60
14,636.68
1,402.65
1,043,963.49

$6,666,787.01

Total Deductions from Gross Income.

Net Income

667,614.10
$2,525,976.06

Other Income:
Interest and Discount
Interest on Bonds Owned
Rents Receivable
Total

$465,328.00
275,995.52
115,901.27
76,734.77

1,193,590.16
$3,]

$1,551,887.21
106,735.95
657,399.99
134,501.53
..

2,450,524.68

$136,732.13
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The importance of making a careful economic study of the distribution of power between the various divisions of a road and
the benefits that will accrue from such a
Economical Disstudy when the purchase of new or additribution and Purchase tional power is considered is forcefully
illustrated in the article on Mikado Versus
of Power
Consolidation Locomotive by N. D, Balelsewhere in this issue. Mr. Ballantine outlines
the method followed by the Rock Island for the determination
of the most economic distribution of power between four divilantine, printed
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locomotives

steam were compared

with

Mikado locomotives using superheated steam and having a

trac-

tive effort 46 per cent greater than
both types of locomotives loaded to
would naturally be expected by the
the low loading efficiencies (51.3 per

With

tion

Samuel O. Dunn,

W.

Rock Island controlled, to a certain extent, the method of
procedure, the outline will serve as a guide to others desiring
to make a similar study.
In the problems discussed. Consolidausing

saturated

the Consolidations.
their full

rating a saving

use of the Mikados,

but

A)

ob-

cent on Division

make it interesting to note that the Mikados
most economical engines. Division B, having
the highest loading efficiency, showed the greatest saving, namely,
23.3 per cent.
These results should make it plain that in order
to know exactly what is actually being accomplished some such
study should be made. With the data obtained from such intained in the study
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proved

to be the

vestigations the opportunities for study with resultant increases
in

efficiency

made before

are almost

unlimited and

the purchase of

new or

if

similar

studies

are

power there is
the power bought would more efficiently
additional

no question but that
meet the traffic requirements with ultimate saving
ment and operation.

in the invest-

The

postoffice department evidently intends to continue its fight
prevent the compensation of the railways for carrying the
mails from being put on a remunerative
The "Profitableness" basis; and it is not scrupulous in its
choice of weapons. The lack of- fairness
of Railway
it has shown and is still showing regardMail Pay
ing this matter should warn people who
are disposed to favor extensions of goverinnent ownership and
operation of business concerns. As the department is so arbitrary
to

and unfair

may we

not assume that a government

management of

the telegraphs or the railroads might also be arbitrary and unfair? These thoughts are suggested by a statement prepared by

the department and published in the newspapers on November
14.
This shows that the railways of certain territories are to
receive an increase in their mail compensation, and might convey
the impression that the increase is due to advances in the mail
rates.

In fact,

traffic

handled.

it

will

be due to increases

The department

in the

points out

amount of mail

tliat

there

is

active

competition between the railways for an opportunity to carry
mails on certain routes, and concludes that this is "good evidence of the unjustness of the oft-repeated assertion that the
railroads are handling the mails at a loss."
This logic is as
imbecile as the want of efficiency shown in managing most of
the affairs of the department.
The two routes to which the
department's statement specifically refers arc those between

New York and Cliicago and between Chicago and Minneapolis..
The mail traffic on these routes is extremely dense. Now, no
one claims that the railways do not make a profit from the mail
traffic
is

on the densest routes

that their compensation

those on which the

heavy,

traffic

in

the country.

Wliat

for carrying the mail on
is

light as well as those

is

claimed

all

routes,

on which

it

Furthermore, active competition for
the mail business on every route would prove nothing as to the
reintinerativeness of the rales.
If a man had a sum of money
to lend, and the law prohibited him from receiving more than
two per cent iiil crest, he iirobably would accept if, although he
mighl denounce as uiijusi a st:itulc wliich prohibited him from
receiving less than six, or even eight per cent.
He would be
it

better

ofT

is

inadequate.

with two per cent than

with

iiolhiug

;it

all.

The
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A

road would rather carry
per cent, on the
than not to carry
six or seven per
mail traffic is of
such a character that it can easily afford to pay rates which will
yield a fair profit, the roads, very naturally, complain of legislation and department orders which have been shown to restrict them to a return on their mail traffic smaller than the
return they derive from handling either freight, passengers or
The government is constantly preaching to private
express.
case of the railways

analogous.

is

the mail if it earned only two, or even one
investment in facilities devoted to that service
As, however, railways need to earn
it at all.
cent on their business, as a whole, and as the

corporations the doctrine of equity in transacting their business,
but there is not a business concern in the United States which
is as petty and unfair in its business methods, or is as pertinacious in seeking unfair discriminations from the railways,
nor is there one which defends
is the postoffice department
;

as
its

course with such fallacious and dishonest arguments.

Vol.

Would The Outlook
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say that because a federal court can ap-

manager for a bankrupt dry goods firm, this is proof
that the United States government can regulate the dry goods
business of the country? There is no more connection between
point a

regulation and receivership in the one case than in the other.

A

receiver

a

is

man

appointed by a court, as an officer of the

court, to so administer a business as to preserve the assets for

the benefit of the creditors, the stockholders and

may

all

others

who

be concerned; and he performs the functions of manage-

ment, not of regulation.

Regulation

may and

some of the functions of administration.
courts to determine just

how

often does assume

It is

a matter for the

far in each case regulation can

go

without depriving the owner of rights which under the constitution can be taken from him only by due process of law.
The Outlook says that railway receiverships have been generally successful financially.
What this can mean it is difficult to

A

see.

the assets

receivership

of the creditors

is

successful

if

it

preserves intact

of the bankrupt corporation.

In

the case of a railroad company, the most important asset which

has is its earning power. This can be conserved through a
wise policy of maintenance, a sound and aggressive bid for
traffic and the economical conduct of the business of transportation. The court which assumes charge of a property when
it is taken out of the hands of its owners appoints one or more
receivers.
Often one of these receivers is a lavi^'er, the other
an operating man a railroad man. If, however, a lawyer only
is appointed as receiver, his first step is invariably to appoint
an operating man as his representative to run the railroad, and
this man manages the railroad, whether his title be receiver or
chief operating officer for the receiver.
In the one case he
it

TEN DOLLARS FOR A DIALOGUE

NE

of the significant remarks at the recent "safety first" meetin Philadelphia, reported in the Raihvay Age Gazette
October 29, was that of F. T. Bowler, one of the Pennsylvania's
committeemen, who said that in admonishing fellow-employees
In giving advice that is not
he made enemies for himself.
,

O' ings

'

on subjects which the person addressed thinks he knows
asked
And yet the safetyfully alread}', one always runs that risk.
first propaganda owes much of its progress to just this thing;
stirring up men's minds on matters in which they had thought
they needed no further light. How is it done? Or, rather, what
is the best way in which to do this disagreeable thing with the
least friction? Pages and pages, and whole books, have been written, but the rules to be followed are still vague and shadowy.
In this paucity of acceptable theory we may do well to study
for,

actual practice.

Who

with pleasant results?

has succeeded in giving undesired advice
What did the other fellow say? Give

the readers of the Railway Aze Gazette the whole conversation.
For the three best dialogues of this character, concerning "safetyThe thing desired is actual
first," we will pay ten dollars each.
experience report conversations verbatim. Dialogues should not
;

contain

more than

good ones

three or four hundred words each, but very
even if longer. After the best three

will be accepted

the regular rate will be paid for others which are used.

New York

reach

by December

All must

names, but matter

may

be published without names where mutu-

"THE OUTLOOK" ON RAILROAD RECEIVERSHIPS

WHEN

a paper with such breadth of vision and reputation
accuracy as The Outlook makes an abr
surd blunder in discussing railroad receiverships and regulation it is pretty good evidence of how much there still is to be
done in the way of frank discussion of railroad problems before
scholarly

understood by the great majority of
The Outlook agrees with the Railway Age
educated people.
Gazette that state regulation as opposed to and conflicting with
federal regulation is pernicious. But The Outlook is a bit suspicious that in a recent article discussing railway receiverships
the Railway Age Gazette was attempting "to discredit the general

these problems will be

would, indeed, take a
hardened fighter of the old school of railroad men to come out
now in favor of the abolition of government regulation of rail-

principles of

government regulation."

It

roads.

The Outlook adds:
successfully

"If

possible to apply

it

government regulation can be applied

through receiverships it is certainly
successfully through a federal commission."

railways

to

of a solvent railroad

as the president

directors

;

in the

other case he reports to the receiver, who in turn reports to
In any event, the seeming success of the receiver
the court.

always is due to th,e fact that he can and does use in operating
and improving the property parts of the earnings which a manager for a private corporation would have to pay out in interest.
it is a queer kind
W^ould The Outlook suggest that the Interstate Commerce
Commission appoint a chief operating officer for each one of
the railroad companies of the United States, which officer should
report to it instead of the board of directors ? Only so could
there be any analogy between the administration of a railroad
property under receivership and the regulation of railroads by
and this would not be
the Interstate Commerce Commission
government regulation, but government management.

If this is "financial success"

all

ally agreeable.

for

same way
company reports to the

reports directly to the court in the

;

31.

necessary explanations, and, in
particular, his own position and that of the person spoken to,
whether superior, inferior or equal. Writers must give their

Each writer should give

—

THE SCARCITY OF FREIGHT CARS

SHORT

time ago the remark was

made

in these columns
would seem as music
to the ears not only of railroad officers, but of most business
men also." Since that time, somewhat unexpectedly, the band
has begun to play. But while most people are inclined to welcome the sound as the herald of returning prosperity there are
some discords. If business conditions during the past two years
had not been such that the roads were more worried about the
large actual number of surplus cars than about possible shortages of equipment they might have had more money to buy
more new cars before they were needed. As it has happened,

A

that "this year, talk of a car shortage

the revival of business has succeeded the long period of depresso suddenly that the large surpluses have melted away
almost over night, and shortages are appearing in many parts
of the country shortages of box cars in Central Freight Asso-

sion

—

and the Northwest, and of coal cars in Trunk
Line and Central Freight Association territory.
The monthly bulletin of the Committee on Relations between
Railroads of the American Railway Association for November 1
showed a shortage of 26,628 cars and a surplus of 52,867, the
smallest net surplus since the fall of 1913, the surplus having
been reduced by 35,474 in October and by 103,248 in September.
For 90 per cent of the time since 1907 the American Railway
ciation territory

November

19,
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Association has reported large surpluses, but now the shippers
are filling the newspapers with complaints because they cannot
get cars and the Interstate Commerce Commission and some of
the state commissions are issuing the usual circulars urging the
railroads and shippers to co-operate by handling and releasing

The Interstate Commerce Comcars as promptly as possible.
mission also urges the railroads to endeavor to improve their
methods of operation of terminals.
All of this sounds very much like old times, but some of the
conditions which are at the bottom of the present situation
emphasize the need of a remedy different from those that usually
are suggested. The failure of car supply is ordinarily a failure
of car movement. In the present case it is largely caused by a
shortage of vessel capacity as a result of the European war.
There has been for some time a serious congestion of freight
at New York and to a less extent at other Atlantic and Gulf
ports.
The movement of export grain and of many other
articles for export, including

the trunk lines have

many

with delayed cars.

It

is

war

materials,

is

very heavy, and

miles of side tracks at the ports filled
reported that over 50,000 cars, nearly

amount of the shortages reported for the entire
country, are thus tied up in the vicinity of New York alone, and
it was recently estimated that there was ready for export at New
York harbor five times as much freight as the available vessels

twice

929

which cannot be unloaded into

also apply to the grain in cars

The

the elevators."

report added that the railway

traffic

asso-

have taken up tlie suggestion and that it had been hoped
that the arrangement could go into effect as of December 1,
at all Atlantic and Gulf ports but Arthur Hale, chairman of the
committee, stated at the meeting that the hopes had not been
ciations

;

well founded.

The

Commerce Commission has tried to bring about
between the railroads and the shippers to minIf it would
imize car shortages by prompt handling of cars.
promote the efforts to establish a demurrage or storage charge
on export shipments something tangible might be accomplished
toward the alleviation of such situations as the present one, and
The commission, by immediately
their prevention in future.
calling representatives of the carriers and of the leading boards
of trade together at Washington and keeping them there until
they agreed upon something, without the long, painful process
of hearings and the usual procedure, could apply the remedy in
time to do some good this year.
Interstate

co-operation

the

MISSOURI COMMISSION ALLOWS RATE ADVANCES

'T^HE

appreciably diminished the vessel capacity available at the United

Missouri Public Service Commission has just rendered a
which is unique
It allows not only a
in the annals of state railway regulation.
general advance in passenger fares but an increase in freight
rates, which, with some exceptions, is estimated to average about
Orders of state commissions ordering extensive
5 per cent.
reductions in both freight and passenger rates are not unknown,
and several commissions have recently authorized increases
either in freight rates or in passenger fares, but this is believed
to be the first case on record of a voluntary, comprehensive decision by a state commission affecting both branches of the

States ports.

service favorable to the requests of the carriers.

could take.

The situation has been aggravated by the closing of the
Panama Canal by slides since September 20. While the Panama
Railroad has trans-shipped a large amount of the freight that
slides occurred, the

had started through the canal before the
closing of the canal has resulted in

much

congestion of freight at

number of boats that have taken their
cargoes around South America or the Cape of Good Hope has

the Gulf ports and the

Meanwhile, as there is no demurrage or storage charge on
export grain and very little charge on other export freight, the
accumulation at the ports continues to be increased by shipments
from the interior, and thousands of cars are being used as
warehouses, while shippers that want cars are clamoring for them
elsewhere. If adequate demurrage and storage could be charged
shippers would not keep sending shipments to the congested
ports, but would hold back some of their freight until there
appeared some chance of its being loaded into vessels.
A similar situation arose at Galveston in August, 1914, immediately after the war started, when an enormous congestion of
freight was caused by the shortage of vessels, and so much
demurrage accrued that Commissioner Clark of the Interstate
Commerce Commission recommended to the roads that demurrage be cancelled, without admitting, however, "that the
principle of demurrage on export grain is wrong or a mistaken
one."
Commissioner Clark at that time was dealing with an
unprecedented situation. No one had warning of the war and
the shippers had a right to expect that vessels would be available
for their shipments. But now the war has been in progress for
over 15 months. The scarcity of ships is well understood, and
a penalty for sending export shipments to points of congestion
without having made some arrangements for their disposition
would not be unjust and would help to relieve the congestion.
The railroads themselves have been unable to agree on a
demurrage or storage charge, for the usual reason that some
roads have preferred to please the shippers who do not like to
pay demurrage. The Committee on Relations between Railways
in its report to the American Railway Association, at its meeting
on Wednesday, said
"One cause of delay to box cars has
been that it has not usually been practicable to charge demurrage
on cars loaded witli export grain consigned to elevators located
at the seaboard.
Your committee has represented to the traffic
associations that the greatest congestions have occurred when
the export elevators are filled with grain, and it is, therefore,
impossible to unload the cars consigned to them.
The point
has further been made that this situation would be improved
:

if

the storage rates applicable to grain in the elevators should

decision, reported elsewhere in this issue,

-*•

The

railroads are not given all they asked

for.

They had

requested a passenger rate of 3 cents a mile in place of the
present rate of 2 cents, and the commission has granted them

permission to charge 2^ cents a mile for one-way tickets, 2J4
cents for round-trip tickets and 2 cents for mileage books. They
had asked for general increases in freight rates and the commission has excepted some commodities and reduced the proposed advance on others.
But considering the circumstances,
the long and unsuccessful fight the railroads have waged in the
courts and the fact that the commission is overruling the acts
of the state legislature, the commission

is

to be congratulated

on

an act of broad statesmanship.

The

some 300 typewritten pages, and printed
have not yet been distributed, but extracts from the
opinion, which is unanimous, make it clear that the commissioners were convinced that regulation of railway rates downward has gone altogether too far, that to obtain good railroad
service it is necessary to encourage further investment, and that
decision includes

copies

it is

unjust to penalize

all

of the carriers for individual instances

It is also noted that the commission finds from the evidence that the reduction of passenger
fares from 3 cents to 2 cents a mile was not compensated hy an
increase in traffic. The passenger rates, which the railroads are

of corporate mismanagement.

allowed to advance, were reduced by the legislature in 1907 and
Temthe freight rates in 1905, and in 1907 by the legislature.
porary injunctions were secured by the roads in the federal
court, but in 1913 the United States Supreme Court dciiiled that
the railroads had not succeeded in proving the rates confiscatory.

As

the condition of the railroads

for an appeal to the commission
state

supreme conrt

ing that

the

authorizing

it

act

in the case

i-reating

to pass

the

became istcadily worse, the way
was paved by a decision of the

of the Missouri Southern, holdpublic service comn\ission and

upon the reasonableness of rates had given

the commission jurisdiction to set aside the statutory rates.
As would naturally be expected in Missouri, the commission
easily convinced and its decision was not reached until
most thorough investigation and a protracted series of
hearings in which the railroads presented a voluminous record

was not

after a
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of statistical and otlier evidence. Moreover, its action was not
taken nntil most of the railway mileage of the state had passed

hands of receivers. Missouri having been "shown," it
would seem that a large number of other states, which are still
trying to reduce rates or are opposing increases or in which
applications for advances are still pending, might find it profitable
to give serious consideration to so excellent an example before
their railways reach the extreme condition which has prompted
into the

such a reversal of pohcy in that

state.
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be the disclosure of a situation arguing unanswerempowering the commission to fix minimum
rates and another important result is likely to be the disclosure
of facts demonstrating that the commission cannot deal effectively with interstate commerce without exercising authority

ordered

will

ably for legislation
;

over the activities of state regulating bodies.

BALTIMORE & OHIO

A YEAR &

ago four men out of five, not officers of the BaltiOhio, who had been following that company's
monthly earnings fairly closely, would have said that there was
hardly a chance for the Baltimore & Ohio to earn its 5 per cent
dividend in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915. It earned that
dividend with a margin of $771,000. The optimism of a year
ago of the Baltimore & Ohio officers was a considerable factor
in the success which has been achieved.
Operating revenues in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,

more

THE COMMISSION AND WESTERN FREIGHT RATES

THE

Interstate

Commerce Commission has denied

the peti-

involving
tion of the railways for a rehearing of the case
advances in western freight rates. This is disappointing, as by
pass on
this action the commission again, in effect, declines to
to whether the net earnings of the western
Many persons will continue to believe that
adequate.
lines are
by
both the railways and the public were entitled to be told
The
point.
this
on
reached
it
conclusion
what
the commission
demonstrate
data that were presented in its opinion seem to
the comlong
as
as
but
earnings,
roads'
of
the
inadequacy
the
the
mission dodges committing itself as to this matter neither

the

question as

railways nor the shippers will know just where they stand.
At the same time that it refused to reopen the rate advance
commendable,
case, the commission took a step which seems
important and significant. It issued an order on its own motion
and
for a general inquiry into rates on live stock, dressed meat
packing house products in Western Classification territory. In
inin the western rate advance case it refused
the rates on live stock because there were some
rates.
state rates which already were lower than the interstate
The railways, in their petition for a rehearing, argued that it
should have upheld the proposed interstate rates if they were

decision

its

creases

in

reasonable and
the

same

basis.

made the states advance the intrastate rates to
They contended that the action of the com-

letting rates fixed by state authority control its
regulating interstate rates was an abdication of the
paramount authority of the federal government over interstate
commerce. The issuance of the order for a general investiga-

mission

in

policy in

on live stock and packing house products may
commission intends to ascertain the exact relawhich do exist between the rates, state and interstate, and

tion of the rates

mean
tions

that the

then to take such action as may be necessary to eliminate existing discriminations.
That unfair discriminations in the rates on live stock and
packing house products do exist is charged by many shippers

and conceded by the

traffic

managers of most of the railways.

the fact that the
Some of these disciriminations
than the corstate rates made by puWic authorities are lower
responding interstate rates. Others grow out of the action of

grow out of

railways in making interstate rates which are unduly
low IS compared with other rates in the same territory. The investigation on which the commission is entering will enable it
existing
to determine what are the extent and nature of the

certain

discriminations.
It is

not charged that any of the discriminations now alleged
They
of the fixing of any rates that are too high.
of the fixing by state authorities and by the railways

grow out
grow out

themselves of some rates which are too low. If the commission
decides that this is the situation, how will it proceed to remedy
The act to regulate commerce gives it authority to reduce
it?

and prevent advances in them in order to prevent excessive charges or remedy unfair discriminations; but
require an advance in
it does not give it express authority to
any rate, state or interstate, or to prevent a reduction in any
Members of the commission have contended that it should
rate.
interstate rates

be given authority to fix minimum as well as maximum rales.
railway men and economists have taken the same view.
The Railway Age Gazette long has advocated legislation empowering the commission to fix minimum rates. It seems highly

Many

probable that one of the main results of the investigation just

amounted

to $91,816,000, a decrease as

compared with the pre-

vious year of $7,348,000, or 7.41 per cent. Operating expenses
amounted to $63,926,000 in 1915, a saving of $10,478,000, or
14.08 per cent, and of this saving almost exactly half, or

was in transportation expenses, and of the remainder
was a saving in maintenance of way, which represents
the difference between the normal expenditures in a normal year
1915 and in 1914, when so much replacement work had to
be done after the unprecedented floods. Income from rent, interest and other sources not directly connected with the operation of the road showed a decrease of $873,000, and interest
charges and hire of equipment an increase of $655,000, so that

$5,731,000.

$2,112,000

—

—

of the $3,056,000 increase in operating income due to the proportionally larger decrease in expenses as compared with loss in
revenues, there

mon

dividends,

was $1,523,000 saved for net available for commaking the total in 1915 $8,368,000. Five per cent

dividends on the common call for $7,597,000.
For the first time since 1909 the Baltimore & Ohio's operating
In 1910 total operating expenses amounted
ratio was below 70.
to $63,196,000

and the operating

ratio

was

70.09; in

1915 total

operating expenses amounted to $63,926,000 and the operating
ratio
was 69.62. The ton mileage handled in 1910 was
The passengers carried
12,024,584,000; in 1915, 12,415,384,000.

one mile in 1910 were 763,449,000; in 1915, 714,368,000. Since
1910 there have been increases in wage schedules of all classes
of employees in train service ranging from 5 to 15 per cent. The
cost of wages of enginemen and firemen per 100 miles was
$8.66 in 1910 and $10.61 in 1915; the cost of engine house expenses per 100 miles was $1.78 in 1910 and $2.40 in 1915; the

was $8.16 in 1910 and $9.63 in 1915;
the cost of water per 100 miles was 60 cents in 1910 and 87 cents
The total cost of transportation expenses in 1910 was
in 1915.
cost of fuel per 100 miles

and in 1915 $34,255,000; but net operating income in
Interest charges
1910 was $26,968,000, and in 1915 $27,890,000.
in these five years have increased from $14,938,000 to $22,428,000;

$29,739,000,

words, about the same amount of business was handled
1910, with a materially higher wage schedule in
effect, and still the management was able to show a slightly
larger net operating income in 1915 than in 1910; but this result
was achieved only through the expenditure of additional borrowed capital, the interest charges on which amount to between
seven and eight million dollars. In other words, with a slightly
smaller net operating revenue in 1910 than in 1915 the owners
of the property had a profit of $15,832,000 in 1910 and $10,723,000

in other

in 1915 as in

in 1915.

The somewhat extended comparison with

1910

is

worth while

mind while studying the
results obtained on the Baltimore & Ohio in 1915 as compared
with 1914. The showing made in the reduction of expenses this
year as compared with last year is so brilliant that if this showing
because

is

it

is

essential

to keep

it

in

not kept in proper relation with the history of the railroad

company's operations over a period of years it will give a quite
wrong impression of the factors which go to make up the
present railroad problem.

November

The
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1915

19,

saving of $5,731,000, or 14.33 per cent, in transportation

expenses, with a decrease of 7.71 per cent in ton mileage and
13.65 per cent in passenger mileage, is the combined result of
the economies which come from improved facilities and the

economies which come from a more effective effort of the individuals that go to make up an organization through the
improvement in the organization itself. As an example of the
first class, the completion of the Magnolia cut-off has made it
possible to increase the eastbound slow freight trainload to
6,180 gross tons, an increase of 36.36 per cent. The importance
of this Magnolia cut-off may be in part understood by the fact
that the freight density on the line between Patterson Creek,
W. Va., and Cherry Run, 57 miles, is over 24,000,000 ton miles
per mile of road. As an example of the second class, it might
be pointed out that by the end of the fiscal year the actual
results being obtained on the Cumberland division averaged
above 90 per cent of the theoretically perfect train loading and

wage

costs.

Some

of the detail accounts under transportation expenses are
worth mention. Wages of train enginemen in 1915 amounted to
$4,730,000, a decrease of $980,000 fuel for train locomotives cost
;

$4,850,000, a decrease of $788,000;

wages of trainmen amounted
wages of yard conductors

to $4,703,000, a decrease of $785,000;

931

of equipment expenses in 1915 probably represents in part the
efforts of the

department to make these economies

The Baltimore & Ohio

The percentage

in 1914.

of loaded

1914.

The average

was

tons of freight per loaded car

The average

1915 as against 26.97 in 1914.

A

ton was 201 miles in 1915 and 194 miles in 1914.

moved

portion of bituminous coal

east in

27.44 in

length of haul per
larger prothan in 1914.

1915

This gave a longer average haul and also gave a better average

The ton-mile

ton-mile rate.
as

against

traffic

in

3.76

mills

in

other than coal

rate

1914.

was

on coal in 1915 was ill mills
The average ton-mile rate on

7.10

mills

in

and

1915

mills

7.16

total

tonnage of freight handled by the Baltimore

\f

Average

1915

'

—

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Reserves
Dividends
Surplus

1914
4,515
$76,398,717
15,889,991
99,164,010
12,418,435
17,149,775
2,152,826
39,895,496
561,246
2,135,609

74,403,389
3,236,881
21,523,741
27,657,158
9,250,024
49,457
11,473,397
*2,272,830

•Deficit.

PERE MARQUETTE

OELDOM,

more drastic and thoroughgoing attempt to operate a bankrupt railroad economically
than that made by the receivers and officers of the Pere MarIn the previous
quette in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915.
fiscal year the receivers showed a loss from operation, before
the payment of interest charges, rentals or taxes, of $1,119,000.
In 1915 the net operating revenues amounted to $4,584,000, a
difference as between the two years of $5,703,000, accounted for
by an increase in revenues of $1,113,000 and a decrease in the
expense of handling the business and of maintaining the prop-

^

K^ E

& Ohio

if ever,

has there been a

The Pere Marquette operates

was

64,376,000 tons.

Of

of the total tonnage of that year.

this,

29,618,000 tons, or 46.01

On

tlie

total

tonnage,

tlie

toimagc

1915,

or 6.51

the other liand,

of agricukiiral products totaled 4,191,000 tons
of

comparing

in

witli

3,523,000

tons

carried in 1914, or 4.88 per cent of the total tonnage of that year.

Maintenance of equipment cost $16,003,(X)0 in 1915, a decrease
This is a decrease of 6.69 per cent and com-

of $1,147,000.

pares with a decrease in locomotive mileage of 9.5 per cent; of
freight car mileage of 6.2 per cent, and of passenger car mileage
of 4.8 per cent.

There was possibly room for economics

mechanical department

in

2,322 miles of road.

The com-

MTU

per cent, was bittuninous coal. This compares with 34,105,000
tons of bituminous coal carried in 1914, forming 47.19 per cent

per cent

1915
4,535
$70,780,809
14,059,940
91,815,797
8,985,627
16,002,589
2,905,496
34,254,572
557,613
2,228,274
8,663
63,925,508
3,289,611
24,581,697
29,842,545
10,780,881
57,633
9,951,774
771,474

operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Total operating expenses
mileage

Freight

The Baltimore
in

and

erty of H590,0O0.

1914.

The

effective.

additions

$16,718,000 cash on hand at the end of the year
and total current assets, including this cash, of $35,348,000. There
were no loans and bills payable, and total current liabilities
amounted to $17,810,000,
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915 as compared with 1914:

trainload in 1915 was 692 short tons as

car mileage to total car mileage was 61.16 in 1915 and 63.24 in

for

The company had

$424,000.

compared with 645 short tons

$3,745,000

betterments to road and $4,232,000 for additions to equipment.
The net increase in the outstanding securities was $3,992,000.

and brakemen amounted to $2,160,000, a decrease of $540,000;
loss and damage to freight cost $1,177,000, a decrease of

The average revenue

spent

19M

anil Hn- rcchictinn in

in the

mainlcnaTice

&

Ohio

pany has been in receivership since 1912, having taken over
If it were
the property from a former receivership in 1907.
probable that the company could make as pood a showing over
a series of years as it did in the fiscal year ended June 30. 1915,
and could coinit on an increase in net proportional to the normal
increase in gross, there might be some ray of hope for some
classes of securityholders.
It may he that such a showing will
be possible, but the figures for 1915 do not conclusively
demonstrate this.
Full credit is due to the operating officers for the remarkably
good showing which is made in transportation expenses. Revenue
ton

mileage

carried

totaled

1

,9()7,0(K),(X)0,

158,000,000 ton miles, or about 8.8 per cent.

an
increase
of
Passenger mileage
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Transexpenses amounted to $7,023,000, a decrease of 7.6
The average trainload of revenue freight was 498
per cent.
The passenger-train
tons in 1915, as against 459 tons in 1914.
mileage was 3,643,000 miles, a decrease of about one per cent.
There was an increase in the empty car mileage of 26.12 per cent,
partly due to the routing of empty cars over the Pere Marquette
by other roads which preferred to avoid paying per diem rather
than hold the cars for loads, and the efforts of the Pere Marquette itself to get rid of its foreign cars.
Under these
conditions, especially the two noted that of only a very slight
cutting down of passenger service and the much heavier empty
freight car movement a saving of 7.6 per cent in transportation
expenses is well worth comment.
The saving was made primarily because of the interest which
was aroused in all classes of officers and employees in the
efforts of the management to make the best possible showing.
There was a large saving in fuel cost, ascribed partly to more
economical buying and partly to greater efficiency in consumption,
a part of the credit for the latter saving being given to the fact
that a larger number of superheater locomotives were in
service during 1915 than in 1914. The energy and ingenuity of
everybody have been directed to making large or small savings.
Local freight train service has been reduced without, it is
thought, inconveniencing the shippers both station expenses and
train supply expenses have been zealously guarded, and the results speak for themselves.
Paul H. King is the operating receiver and his co-receiver is W. E. Waters. In their report they
especially express their appreciation of the work done by the
general officers and conclude their report as follows "Personally it has never before been our pleasure to be associated with
men more interested in the work at hand, more untiring in
their efforts, or more loyal to the property they all serve, and

amounted

to 199,700,000, a decrease of about 3.5 per cent.

portation

—

—

;

:
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considerably less than will be required on an average over a

maintenance of way and structures. Repairs
locomotive in 1915 cost $2,828; per passenger-train car,
These figures for repairs
$535, and per freight-train car, $66.
of equipment are not so low as to preclude the p6ssibility of
keeping them at about this rate. On the other hand, they are
not high enough to permit of any probable further reduction,
and if further economies in transportation expenses are to be
effected, considerable sums will have to be charged to expenses
for retirement of equipment, the company having 48 eight-wheel
locomotives and 50 Mogul locomotives of light tractive power.
The principal freight power is made up of 166 Consolidations,
with 10 Mikados as the only modern heavy freight engines.
It is impossible to give even an adequate summary of the
quite unusually comprehensive report made by the receivers.
It
is recommended, however, that any one who is interested in the
question which is of so vital importance at present the interseries of years for

per

fering state and federal regulation of railroads

of the officers of the court

—
— read the

report

who

are administering the affairs of
a railroad which has been largely at the mercy of state regulation.

The

following table shows the principal figures for operation
compared with 1914:

in 1915 as

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total

operating

revenues

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses
Traffic

— Cr

Taxes

1915
2,314
$12,562,523
3,938,086
18,028,210
2,000,282
3,492,973
379,126

1914
2,324
$11,435,126

3,912,186
16,915,198

2,996,118
6,487,963

411,910

7,022,741

7,596,675

53,045
500,859

63,344
478,163

5,011
13,444,014
512,844

18,034,174
643,168
•1,762,145

Operating income
Gross income

4,071,352
4,265,890

*1,577,108

Deficit

1,419,265

7,152,895

Deficit.

NEW BOOKS
Investors and Money-Makers.
By F. W. Taussig, Henry Lee Professor of
Economics, Harvard University. Published by the Macmillan Company,
New York.

This

little

book of 138 pages gives the substance of

lectures

Brown

University in celebration of the one hundred
and fiftieth anniversary of the university's foundation.
The
lectures cover a much broader field than would be suggested by
the title. The relations between the workman and the employer,
delivered at

\

I

N D

I

ANA
The Pere Marquette

we have been able to make during the year
was largely due to their efforts."
For all the substantial and praiseworthy success which has
been made in reducing transportation expenses only about onefifth of the total saving in expenses was made in this account.
Maintenance of way and structures cost $2,000,000 in 1915, a
decrease as compared with the previous year of $996,000, or 33
the showing which

per cent, and maintenance of equipment cost $3,493,000, a decrease as compared with the previous year of $2,995,000, or 46
per cent. While it is undoubtedly true, as the receivers point out,
that a large part of the maintenance of equipment

and a certain
reductions were due
to the fact of abnormally high expenditures in 1914, it is by

part of the maintenance of

way expense

no means conclusively demonstrated that the 1915 rate of expenditures for maintenance can be continued without detriment
to the property.
In 1915 maintenance of way and structure
expenditures averaged $864 per mile operated. Under present
conditions of operation, with the necessity for heavy rails,
ballast, etc., and probable cost of track labor, $864 appears to be

between the individual and society, and between the desire for
individual gain and the desire to be of service to the community
as a whole are discussed in a searching but common sense way
which makes unusually interesting reading. Professor Taussig,
while sympathizing with the views of the worlanan and with his
limitations and understanding his difficulties discards entirely
the sentimental in his discussion. He shows clearlv that it is the
desire for personal gain which is the motive power behind the
actions of people in the great majority of cases.

He

believes

that the present economic organization, while tending to stimu-

the instinct of contrivance, which is the instinct that is
exercised by the inventor in the capitalist employer, often

late

smothers it in the hired laborer. He recognizes that the individualistic system turns an inborn bent to the contriving of those
things which are of general service; but he believes that something of the
society.

He

same

believes,

could be obtained in a collectivist
however, that deliberate regard for general

result

within the possibilities of a private business as well
He cherishes no expectations of a radical change
in our present economic system, but is hopeful that present
tendencies will correct the worst abuses of this system and
develop the feeling of interindependence and of responsibility
on the part of the individual to society as a whole.

welfare

is

as a public.

Mikado Versus Consolidation Locomotives
A Study for the Purpose of Determining
Distribution of

By N.
Assistant

For the purpose of determining the

to

Chief

Rock

Officer,

of the

freights
freights

subsequent

tabulated

merits

D. Ballantine

Operating

Mikado and Consolidation locomotives on certain divisions of
the Rock Island, a study was made under practical operating
conditions, which showed, among other things, where a given
number of locomotives of each type could be used to the best
advantage from a net operating revenue standpoint. The month
selected for the study was during a period of heaviest traffic,
when there was a constant demand for power; the data was

relative

performance, and none of the
division officials knew that such a study was to be made, hence
the freedom from chances for preferential handling of either
class of power.
The records made currently were tabulated and

TABLE

to

the

A— LOCOMOTIVE

Actually running, hr. and min
Meeting trams, hr. and min
Station work, hr. and min

and min
Block signals, hr. and min
Engine failures, hr. and min
Car failures, hr. and min
Miscellaneous, hr. and min
Total

hr.

— hours

time

Speed between terminals (m. p. h.)
Speed actually running (m. p. h.)
Delays per 100-train miles, meeting trains

(hr.

and min.)

Delays per 100-train miles, station work (min.)
Gross ton miles per day
Gross ton miles per hour (actually running)

carefully checked against train sheets, train registers, roundhouse

Every practical means
was used to secure correct information. There are some apregisters,

work

sheets and fuel tickets.

parent discrepancies with respect to the maintenance features,

thought were due to the fact that the Mikado locomotives were practically new, there being no question about the
expense for heavy repairs made during such a limited time not
being as correct a basis as it would be if a year's figures were
used.
These being the only figures available, they were used,
and as they are clearly set out, one can accept or ignore that
portion of the study if desired.
The study covers the performance in freight service other than
local or way freights and work trains on four divisions for 31
days of the same month, of 27 Mikado superheater locomotives
of 57,000 lb. tractive power, making 71,000 miles, and 59 Consolidation saturated steam locomotives of 39,000 lb. tractive power,

which

it

;

Island Lines

combined slow and fast freights
on the round-trip basis, the latter

is

making 116,275 miles. A total of 262,815,000 gross ton miles
was handled, of which the Mikados were responsible for 48
per cent.

No attempt was made to include or compare the expense of
maintenance of way and structures, general expenses, supervision, station service, yard service, train supplies, loss and
damage and a number of other factors in operating expenses, a
variation of which would not be apprecial)ly afTccted by the
class of power handling it.
The items inchidcd do not purport
to represent tlie total actual cost of handling traffic, but it is
thought tliey include the essential varial>lc items that can practically he located and that are of sufficient importance to justify
their inclusion in a study which does not contemplate a degree
of refinement in costs to produce figures accurate to the fifth
or sixth decimal part of a cent.
In tabulating the data for our own use, it was separated to
show the items in the direction of traffic for slow freights, fast

and slow and

;

fast

figures, for the sake

of brevity, being used in this article. None of the divisions on
which these locomotives were used have a very large percentage
of their traffic of a low grade which will admit being held any
considerable length of time for tonnage, the controlling business
being made up of merchandise, live stock, packing-house

products and perishable freight, which fact makes a study of
nature all the more necessary. The detail information as

this

shoviTi permits a variety of deductions to be

by combinations, many of which

drawn

will be apparent

directly or

on inspection

a few of them will be pointed out, however.

UTILIZATION, OR A TIME STUDY SHOWING DAILY

Time under mechanical department (hr. and min.)
Time at terminals (hr. and min.)
Time between terminals (hr. and min.)

Track conditions,

the Economical

Power from a Net Revenue Standpoint

Division A
Mik.
Cons.
9-11
9-18
6-42
5-18
8-7
9-24

AND OTHER AVERAGES

Division B
Mik.
Cons.
8-54
9-6
7-22
7-18
7-44
7-36

5-5

6-6

5-47

1-31
0-21

1-46
0-37

1-6

0-3
0-1
0-1

Division C
Cons.
10-39
10-43

Mik.

3-25
9-56
6-25
1-30

3-11

10-6

0-38

5-46
0-55
0-34

0-1
0-1

0-2

...

...
0-3

0-2

0-5

0-9

0-5

0-4

0-11

0-4

0-56

0-50

0-4

0-12

0-38

0-53

24

24

24

24

24

24

10.7
17.1
1-44

11
17.1
1-43

15.9
21.2
0-53

18
23.6
0-42
25

13.6
21.2

14.6
21.7
0-57
33

1-6

0-6

6-51
1-25
0-49

Division D
Cons.
9-42
8-15

Mik.

7-12
7-6
5-30

0-58
0-23

7-34
8-11
6-23
0-56
0-33

A

shows the locomotive

6-8

8-44
6-25
1-9

0-38

0-1
0-3

0-1

0-3
0-3

0-12

0-12

0-2
0-7
0-25

24

24

24

24

14.5
18.7
0-57

14.5
18.6

14
20.2
1-36
33

14.7

0-4

0-79

24
34
29
45
18
27
130800 121669 174109 123997 273780 223980 151373 130193 205600
25700 20077 30010 21452 42644 32698 27522 19739 34730

Table

9-8

9-53
5-37
8-30
5-56
1-16
0-40

0-1

0-2

1-11

Averages
Mik.
Cons.

utilization,

and

it

is

...
0-2
0-1
0-3

0-26

20
0-53

29
154600
24081

interesting

on
was less for the
where most of the Mikados

to note the variation in the mechanical department detention

the various divisions.

On

three divisions

it

Mikados, and on the other division,
were located, it was considerably more, averaging for all
divisions 45 minutes more than for the Consolidations. The terminal delay varied from 3 hrs. 11 min. to 7 hrs. 34 min., depending
on local conditions but it is interesting to note that on the
division where the greatest volume of traffic was moving, the
terminal delay was the lowest for both classes of engines. The
time between terminals varied from 7 hrs. 6 min. to 10 hrs. 6
min., averaging for all Mikados but 14 min. less per day than
for all Consolidations.
The actual running time varied from
5 hrs. 5 min. to 6 hrs. 51 min., averaging for all Mikados 29
min. less per day than for the Consolidations. The miles per
hour between terminals varied from 10 hrs. 7 min. to 18 hrs. averaging 14 hrs. for the Mikados, or 0.7 m. p. h. less than the
Consolidations.
The miles per hour when actually running
varied from 17 -hrs. 1 min. to 23 hrs. 6 min., averaging 20 hrs.
2 min. for the Mikados, or 0.2 m. p. h. more than the Consolidations.
The delays per 100 miles, meeting trains, varied from
42 min. for the Consolidations to 1 hr. 44 min. for the Mikados,
averaging 1 hr. 36 min. for the Mikados, or 43 min. (equal to
81 per cent) more than for the Consolidations.
This fact may
or may not be due to longer trains, but as the 43 min. increase
is more than 8 per cent of the total time between terminals for
the Mikados, its significance should be studied more in detail.
The average delay per 100 miles doing station work only varied
4 minutes.
The gross ton-ntiles per day varied for the Consolidations
from 121,f)69 to 223,980. or 184 per cent, and for the Mikados
from 130,800 to 273,780, or 210 per cent, while the average for
all Consolidations was 154,600 and for the Mikados 205,600, or
;
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33 per cent more than the ConsoUdations. It should he recalled
that the Mikados have 46 per cent more tractive power. The gross
ton-miles per hour when actually running varied for the Consolidations from 20,077 to 32,698, or 63 per cent, and for the
to 42,644, or 66 per cent, while the average
Consolidations was 24,081, and for the Mikados 34,730,
It should be
or 44 per cent more than the Consolidations.

Mikados from 25,700
for

all
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the Consolidation locomotives than on any other division.

should he

home

in

mind

It

that the figures given are for round-trips

and an analysis of the figures covering only the direction of
may produce somewhat different results. In reality, it is
directional figures which are of the most vital moment to the
study, particularly where the traffic is unbalanced to an appreciable
traffic

degree, high loading efficiency in the direction of

traffic

being a

TABLE B— PHYSICAL DATA
Division

A

B

Division

Divison

C

Division

D

All

Divisions

Mikados Consols Mikados Consols Mikados Consols Mikados Consols Mikados Consols

Number

of

engines

Engine days
Locomotive miles
Locomotive miles per day
Gross ton miles
Gross tons per train mile
Loading efficiency (per cent)

Number

2
50

13
75

4
125

9
111

15402

15210

123
21763.7
1413

137
13763.7
904.2
72
125
122

o^
87

7814
104

,cr,n
500

9125.2
1170

51.3

64.2

^3

80
98

1

of trains

102

Average distance run (miles)

76.4
123
125

14

15

250
33762

251

37163
135
148
68445 56219.2
2015
1470
62
68
216
229
156
162

7

170

17478
103

25633.4
1466.6

22
47
56088
119
61320.9

62.2

1093.3
68.7

147
119

476
118

27
595
71000
119
122386
1723
67
529
134

59

908
11627S
128
140429
1207
68.5

910
128

particularly noted that for the time the engines were actually
running the increase in tons handled by the Mikados was within

most significant figure to ascertain.
Table C gives the costs in cents per thousand gross ton-miles

2 per cent of the increase in its tractive power over the Consolidations, but by referring to the first part of this paragraph
it will be noted that when compared with a daily performance,

for the different items considered in this study.
Interest at 6
per cent has been figured on the locomotives and cabooses, and

depreciation at 5 per cent for the locomotives and 6 per cent for

TABLE C—PRINCIPAL VARIABLE COSTS PER THOUSAND GROSS TON MILES IN CENTS
Division B
Division C
Division D
Division A
Inc. or Dec.

Inc. or Dec.

Mik. Con. Amt. Percent
9.8
20 3 22.5—22

fnal

Waces' 'train' knd'eneine'crew..
Roundhouse charges
Water
Lub oil's 'a'nd'w'a'ste.: :;:.;:
Running repairs
.

Clarified reoairs
Int. on locomotives"at 6percent
Tnt nn rahonses at 6 OCT CCnt
Depreciation loco, at 5 percent
.

^Toiaii""."!"."""."

it

.'.'"."".'

13.5
4.0

16.9—3.4

—.2

1.5
3

1.7

6.6
2.0
3.3

2.4+4.2
3.6—1.6

54;'

11.8

.3

2.4

143.3
44.4
37.5
-f.9

1.3

1.5

2
4.0

2.5-fl.5

2.1

4.7—2.6

2.5

2.3

••

.-•

•!

40.0

2.1

56;J-'i:i

2'.i

447

2

Amt. Percent

—

20.3

+.8

-1

•!

2.8

20.1

4.0

Mik. Con.
15.4
13.2
3.2

4.9

20.9—7.7
3.4
.3

—.2
—.2
—.1

Inc. or Dec.

Mik. Con. Amt.Percent

24.1
36.5
5.9
13.3
33.3
60.0
55.3
8.7

11.4
9.8
.2
.9
.6

—
12.5—2.7
15.6

4.2

26.9

21.6

.2

—.3
—.4

2.2

1.2
1.2
2.1

1.9

4.0—2.1
1.6

-f-.l

+A

25.0
33.3
4.8
52.7
25.0

All Div.

Inc. or Dec.
M:k. Con. Amt. Percent Mik. Con; Amt. Percent
Inc. or Dec.

13.6
13.4
3.0

18.0-^.4
17.4—4.0

1.0
5.9

3.5-|-2.4

2.6
3.6

4.5—1.9
2.5+1.1

.3

2.7
1.4

24.5
23.0

13.0
11.4

t-3

11.1

—.4

28.6

1.5
1.0

68.6
42.2
44.0

3.5
2.1
2.5

6

.3

•'

••

•!

!

•-•

••

•!

••-

••

1.0

+.2

•

2.0

10.5

1.6

13

+.3

23.1

3.0

2.0+1.0

50.0

2.1

Ssi-l's'.e

2y.i

31.0

39.9 -S.'o

22:3-

46.'6

52.'/ -6.'l'

li.'e

38.'o

-|-.2

-1

-1

17.6—4.6
^t.4

26.1

—.4
—.3
—.1

21.1
23.1
14.3

+.7
4.2—2.1
+.4

25.0
50.0
19.0

15.8
1.9
1.3
.7

2.8
2.1

27.8

•••

••

+.4

23.5

48.'3-l5.'3

2l'.3

•*

1.7

not within 13 per cent of its efficiency as compared with the cabooses. These figures per thousand gross ton-miles vary
from 3.1 cents for the Consolidations on Division C, to 6.8 cents
from a ton-mile standpoint.
locomotives,
of
for the Mikados on Division D; for all Mikados it amounts to 4.8
number
the
divisions
indicates
by
B
Table
is

the Consolidations

locomotive days, mileage and average miles per day, gross tonIt
miles and gross tons per train-mile, and loading efficiency.
will be noticed from the gross ton-miles produced that there is
quite a difference in the volume of business handled on the
various divisions there was also a difference in the class of the
It will be noted that on each division the Mikados made
traffic.
from 13 to 17 miles less per day than the Consolidations, the
percentage for all Mikados during the entire period being 7
;

It should also be noted that the division upon
per cent less.
which both classes of locomotives made the highest mileage per
day was that upon which the length of the average trip was the
The distance between terminals generally has a very
greatest.
important bearing upon the miles per day locomotives make and

that

it

increases with the distance between terminals

is

to be ex-

decreases the roundhouse handling and yard terminal delays per 100 miles; hence, the importance of running
locomotives through terminals or making turn-arounds if the
power is in condition to permit this being done without unduly
pected, as

it

increasing engine failures.

gross tons per train mile for the Mikados varied from 28
more than that handled by the Consolidations;
the average for all divisions is 43 per cent, or about 3 per cent
less than the difference in tractive power, indicating that, as a
whole, there was less loading efficiency obtained with Mikados

The

to 56 per cent

than with the Consolidations.
This is reflected more clearly in the loading efficiency culumn
which shows that Division B, while having but four locomotives, had a condition which enabled it to obtain a higlier efficiency
with the Mikados than on any other division, and this regardless
of the fact that '* ^Iso obtained a higher loading efficiency with

about 12 per cent of the costs enumerated, while for all
ConsoUdations it amounts to 4 cents, or 8.3 per cent of the costs
enumerated. Special mention is made of this point for the reason that for certain purposes it is essential to include such items,
while for others they probably should not be included for example, if the question is one dependent on the type of new locomotives to be purchased, or the question of additional locomoif, however, it is a questives, it manifestly should be included
tion of once having the equipment and of determining the best
location for its utilization, interest and depreciation will accrue
regardless, and can as well be omitted for purpose of an immediate comparison.
It will be noted the costs for the variables
listed, run from 31 cents for the Mikados on Division C to 54.7
cents on Division A, and for the Consolidations from 39.9 cents
on Division C to 58.3 cents on Division B, while for all Mikados
it
was 38 cents as compared with 48.3 cents for the Concents, or

;

;

solidations.

A

A might cause one to feel that the proper
Mikados would be where they would produce the
most gross ton miles per day or hour, in which event it would
point to Division C, as on this division they produced 273,790
glance at Table

place to put the

gross ton miles per day, or 42,644 gross ton miles per hour when
actually running.
What we are trying to determine, however,
is

whether

lar

it

division

to keep the Mikado on a particuopposed to another division. Let us compare
and C. By referring to Table C and Division C it is
is

more economical

as

Divisions B
noted the cost per 1,000 gross ton miles is 8.9 cents less for the
Mikados than for Consolidations, and as the Mikados produce
273,790 gross ton miles per day, this is equivalent to their saving
$24.36 per day, while by referring to Division B, it will be noted

November

the

19,
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Mikados save

13.6 cents per 1,000 gross ton miles,

the 174,109 gross ton miles they produce per day,

which

vijith

makes a saving

of $23.68, a difference of only 68 cents in favor of Division C.
the maintenance feature was

As previously referred to, however,
known to he a little uncertain, and

inspection indicates the running and classified repairs on Division B was 6.1 cents as against
4.1 cents on Division C, or nearly 50 per cent more.
With such a
wide difference in this item, it would not be unfair to average the

two, or eliminate the feature; in either of which events, it will
indicate that the greatest saving per day can be effected on Divi-

BUREAU REPORT ON ARDMORE EXPLOSION
W. Dunn,

Colonel B.
of

Explosives,

of

results

his

chief inspector of the railroads'

has issued

Special

investigation

of

Bulletin

the

No.

explosion

2,

Bureau

giving the

gasolene

of

at

Ardmore, Okla., September 27, when 39 persons were killed
and several scores injured, and when property was destroyed

The

to the extent of $500,000 to $1,000,000.

Ripley, of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa

action of President

Fe, in offering to pay

for the damages, though not accepting responsibility on behalf
was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette, October IS,

of the road,

sion B.

A

knowledge of local conditions is, of course, an advantage in
making such an analysis, as in this particular instance it is known
that with the volume of traffic moving on Division B, and the
necessity for protecting local work, it would not be economical
to place any more Mikados on that division under present traffic
conditions.
The above analysis indicates in this specific case,
economy in operation to use a Mikado locomotive on a division
where it will not produce within 65 per cent of the ton miles
which it produces on another division, a condition which will
doubtless appeal to many as an anomaly.
In this connection there might also be pointed out the relation existing between handling tonnage with large versus small
power when the train mile unit is used. It is frequently considered by some, that increasing the size of power and being
able to utilize

it

as efficiently as the smaller power, thus reducing

train miles, will bring about a reduction in expenses equivalent

to the cost of a train mile saved

;

but that this

is

a fallacy, can,

I

from the data contained in the above
tables.
For example, the costs on Division A per 1,000 gross
ton miles for the Mikados were 54.7 cents, the average tons per
train were 1,500, therefore the cost per train mile was 82 cents.
The cost for the Consolidations per 1,000 gross ton miles was 56
cents, the average tons per train was 1,170, therefore the cost
per tram mile was 65.5 cents. Here there was an increase of 330
think, easily be pointed out

tons in tons per train mile with an increase of 16.5 cents in the
Inasmuch as the Mikado handles 330 tons
cost per train mile.

more than

935

the Consolidation

will take 3.55

it

Mikado

trains to

Inasmuch as each Mikado
save one Consolidation train mile.
train costs 16^ cents more per train mile than the Consolidation the product of 16i^ x 3.55 equals 58.5 cents, or 7 cents less
than the cost for a Consolidation train mile. In other words,
the real saving per train mile

7 cents instead of

is

65H

cents as

might be roughly estimated.
When such a narrow margin of saving exists as shown in this
case, it is worth while investigating tlie matter very carefully,
considering another factor, namely the interest on ."additions
and betterments" which were necessary to especially provide for
the Mikados' repairs, housing, turning and their safe movement
over the road. The feature of "additions and betterments" is
one which should always be taken into account when considering
change from small to large units after they have once been made,
as there is no way to get away from the interest charge thereon,
it is of course, unnecessary to consider them if the two divisions
to be compared have the necessary facilities; if, however, one
division has the facilities and the question arises about transferring some of its power to another division which is not provided
with the facilities, then in order to determine the propriety of
;

switching a given amount of power to such division the determination should be made upon the new division's economy including interest on "additions and betterments" versus the
equipped Division's economy, excliidiiu) the interest on those
expenditiu'es alrcidy made.
Consideration of the effect upon maintenance of way and
structures due to the use of the larger locomotives has been purposely avoided, for the reason that it is still a moot question
among engineers. The above study should indicate that a variety
of angles exist from which to approach this subject, as well as
the importance of having the detail information such as is set
forth currently prepared. Unless it is prepared currently, much
of it is impractical to secure and thus precludes a definite
knowledge of many vital items. Also, in making any such study
the actual traffir conditions must be carefiillv considered.

page

703.

Dunn says that the accident was caused by the escape
of a large quantity of inflammable vapors from a tank car
"whose lading was billed as gasolene," this being due in part
Colonel

to insufficient space in the top of the tank for the expansion of

The

gasolene was loaded at a temperature of 50
Ardmore for two days, while
the car had been standing on a side track there, was 93 deg.
the liquid.

deg. F., while the temperature at

in

the shade.

The immediate cause of the disaster, however, was the removal
of the dome cap of the tank car by an employee of the consignee, while the tank was subjected to interior pressure.
Such
removal is forbidden by the government regulations. The bureau
has records of five serious accidents (not explosions) in the
past four years from this cause. The safety valves on the car
at Ardmore had shown the existence of interior pressure by
their continual popping, and the railroad called for a man from
the refinery of the consignee to take charge of the car.
This

man,

consequence of ignorance or carelessness, neglected to
and he paid the penalty
with his life. The regulations say that tank cars in cases like
this must have at least 2 per cent vacant space
and in this
case the outdoor temperatures were so high that probably more
than 2 per cent was needed, but the actual space left when the
tank was loaded was not much over 1 per cent.
in

cool the car before taking off the cap

;

;

Colonel

Dunn

gives

no

details of the exact cause or nature

of the explosion or explosions

;

and, indeed, he says that here-

tofore errors of this kind have resulted in serious

fires, but not in
In this case the first explosion occurred about one
minute after the man had taken off the cap and had descended
to the ground.

explosions.

The

report

recommends the distribution of the bulletin among
and employees, for information, and the careful

railroad officers

instruction of employees in

all the rules, but s,^ys that beyond
no special instructions are needed at this time. Proposals
to change the rules will, however, be taken under consideration.
Special insulated tank cars are now prescribed for any product
with a vapor tension exceeding 10 lb. per square inch
and

that

;

Dunn recommends shippers to provide themselves with
cars.
Those who have used them are more than satisfied

Colonel
these

with their service; they prevent losses during transit, and these
losses, with ordinary cars, have been considerable.

—

Linuin Fui:i, on Roum.nni.w Railways. For the past few
years the consumption of liquid fuel on the Roumanian railways has been steadily increasing, and thou.gh the figures of
consumption for the past year do not reach those for the preit must not be inferred that the use of oil fuel

ceding 12 months,
for the

Roumanian

Slate locomotives has reached

a matter of fact, the opposite

is

its

zenith.

As

the case, for the decrease for

months in the consumption is explained by the reupon the lines owing to the Kuropean war. During
the 12 months the engines consumed about 198,0(X) tons, which
is a decline of just over 6.(X)0 tons when compared with the
figures for the preceding 12 months.
To-day no less than 85
per cent of the 'iocomotivcs on the Roumanian railways use
the past 12

duced

traffic

liquid

fuel in preference to coal, there being 751

engines regu-

working on the various State
railways. The value of the consinned oil for the past 12 months
is estimated at $1,300,0(M), aihnittedly a low figiue, yet due to
forward contracts for supply having been made by Ibo state.
larly using oil out of a total of 873

Electric Interlocking at Adelaide,

South Australia

Use of Speed Signaling and Three-Position UpQuadrant
Indications in the Southern Hemisphere
per
By C. G. Pilkington
First

Engineer for Signals and Yards, South Australian Railways

The recent enlargement of the passenger terminal of the
South Australian Railways at Adelaide, South Australia, made
necessary by a rapidly increasing suburban traffic in this important south coast city, involved an increase in the number of
platforms from 6 to 13, extensive changes in the track layout,
and the duplication of main lines from Adelaide Wye to the
These changes required a complete revision
terminal station.

quate information to the enginemcn it reduces the signal arrangement to two combinations of arms for the absolute signals
and two combinations of arms for the permissive signals, and
finally,
because of this simplicity, it makes an economical
;

should be understood here that the signal practice,
as a whole, were up to this
installation patterned after the British Board of Trade requireBritish signal practice, of course, is based on route
ments.
installation.

as

It

well as the railway methods

and under the old arrangement at the station, at least
one of the inbound lines to the station had six arms, or one for
Therefore, to continue this scheme for the
each platform.
three approach mains either meant nine or ten arms for each
signal location, or the use of three signals with route indicators
below the arms, giving the platform number.
Hence, after careful study and discussion between the operating and the engineering branches the officers of the former
declared themselves willing to try the American scheme of
upper quadrant speed signaling and the yellow light for "caution."
As the old scheme required the use of only two lights, red and
green, it will be apparent that this was a decided revolution for
signaling,

Terminal Yard Cabin; Three-Position Dwarf Signal

in

the Foreground

of the terminal yard interlocking, which consisted of 67
mechanical levers, and also of the South Line Junction
mechanical plant, containing 42 levers. This latter plant and a
similar one at Torrens Bridge Junction, with 35 levers, controlled the two legs of Adelaide Wye.
The cramped position of the yard interlocking and lack of space
for mechanical connections practically precluded the extension of
the mechanical frame to handle the final layout, and electromechanical working offered practically no better solution. The
matter finally resolved itself into a question of straight power
interlocking,

and

consideration

careful

after

of

the

various

Railway Signal Company's dynamic indicasystem was selected as being best adapted to
cond'tions, and an apparatus of 100 levers and 36 spare spaces
types, the General
tion,

was

all-electric

installed.

Line Junction plant,

it

was found that one power plant between
Wye, replacing both mechanical plants,

the two junctions at the

effect a substantial

saving through the reduction in oper-

more than pay for the
power scheme. Accordingly it
second machine of the same type at the

ating expenses, which, capitalized, would
cost of the installation of the

was decided to
Adelaide Wye,

install a

consisting of 43 levers and 13 spare spaces.
These installations are unique in that the South Australian
Government Railway management is a pioneer south of the
"line"

in

and Tracks from Morphett Street Bridge

the operating branch, and meant discarding everything except the

arm for "stop" and the
green light for "proceed." The top or normal speed arm indicates the authorized speed for the vicinity; the medium speed
arm indicates 15 miles an hour (it was the desire to make
this 20 miles an hour, but it was necessary to limit it to 15 on
and the low
account of the general use of 1 in 8 compounds)
speed arm indicates 10 miles an hour.
signal diagram about 13 ft. long showing the yard and Wye
was made and fastened to a large table in a building adjacent
Small working models of the various signals
to the yard cabin.
about 10 in. high were furnished and the two head signalmen in
the yard cabin took turns instructing classes of the enginemen
and guards. The men having been previously furnished with
copies of the rule book, were required to arrange the signal
indications for imaginary train moves through both plants. That
this time was well spent was proved after the plants went into
service, for so far as is known no delays or confusion resulted
from the enginemen not being able to grasp the new indications
promptly.
Although the absolute block had been consistently maintained
prior to the new signaling, and the rules required trains to come
to a full stop before passing a horizontal distant signal arm,
the enginemen soon saw the advantage of the permissive autored light and horizontal position of the

;

Since these changes would require the rebuilding of the South

would

Station Platforms

using

all-electric

interlocking,

speed

signaling,

the

three-position upper quadrant signal with yellow light for caution,

and permissive automatic

signals.

INSTALLING A

NEW SYSTEM

Scheme No. 3 of the Railway Signal Association's recommendation for speed signaling was adopted. This gives ade-

A
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matic signals which took the place of the starting and distant
signals, and proper observance of these permissive' signals has
Absolute
materially expedited traffic during the rush hours.
lock and block is maintained between all cabins, but the installations between yard cabin, South Line Junction, Mile End,
Torrens Bridge, Bowden and North Adelaide were removed
and automatic signals, with continuous track circuit, without

manual

control,

were

installed.

CABINS

The
a most

existing yard cabin, being a substantial building and in
suitable position, was used; but the depth of the power

machine is less than 3 ft. and it was set up on the same floor
and parallel with the mechanical machine. This made it easy
for the signalmen to pass from the old to the new when the
plant

went

into service.

The Wye cabin is a new brick building, built on the edge of
the embankment with the battery room in the basement, relay
room and power board on the first floor and operating room on
The location is such as to give an uninterthe second floor.
rupted view of the three legs of the Wye. Both machines are
of the G. R. S. multiple unit type.

SIGNALS AND SWITCHES

The incoming signals at the yard plant for the three mainsNorth, Port and South— are Model 2-A three-arm posts, one
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Terminal Yard from Morphett Street Bridge, Looking Toward the
Junction

U

signals.
is placed on the signal bridge with the Wye
the station is dead end, the top arms are immovable, and
work
the medium speed arms, which are semi-automatic, stick,
from deg. to 45 deg. only. The "calling on" or lower arms work
One of
in two positions also and are controlled by two levers.
these levers controls movements into the platforms when

of which

As

occupied, and the other lever is used for a movement into tlie
The coal stages are much nearer to the signals,
coal stages.

and the signahnan can only

let

an engine into

tlicni

by pulhng

the lever for that purpose.
The platform starting signals are three-position. Model 2-A
dwarfs— deg. to 45 deg. lever control, and 45 deg. to 90 deg.

semi-automatic non-stick, the third position being controlled
through the track circuits and the outbound home signals at the
Wye plant. The back up dwarfs and carriage siding starters

The dwarf
are of the two-position, Model 3, solenoid type.
signal spectacles arc enameled stocl round disks about 22 in.
in diameter, with the arm indicated in red on a white backThese dwarfs are considered a great improvement
ground.
At the Wye the tlircc-ann signal
over the small arm type.
arrangement was carried out for all interlocked signals; but the
normal, medium or calling on arms are fixed in all cases where
they are not required.
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The Model 4-A switch macliines were iLsed for all single
switches and compounds as well as catch points. Hayes derails
are used, except at the siding derails, some of which are catch
These siding derails are
points and others Hayes derails.
operated mechanically from the detector har connection on the
switch machine at the switch through the medium of switch and
lock movements. The standard fittings of the General Railway
Signal Company were employed, the only change necessary being
that occasioned by the S-ft. 3-in. gage,

which

standard in this

is

As

the switches are supported on cast iron chairs, raising
the rail about 2 in. oflf the tie plates, this permitted the No. 1
or switch tie plate to be laid without set, while still keeping the
state.

cover of the machine below the top of the rail.
The rail section is 80-lb. and the ties of Jarrah. This timber
is much harder than any with which American railway men are
familiar, all holes for dog spikes as well as coach screws being

The Australian

drilled.

but

rods,

lugs

round iron spreader
rods and point
simplify the fitting of insulations and

practice

is

to use

American arrangement of

the

was adopted so as

to

flat

switch adjustments.

track circuits are of the single

type

rail

that

;

is

to say,

no insulations were placed in the negative rail, as the negative
rails were all bonded together, forming the negative return to
the storage battery in the cabin. Both Weber and Continuous
joints of the 4-bolt type were installed to enable a test to be
made to determine what type of insulated joint should be
The American oak in the Weber
adopted for future work.
eventually will be

joints

replaced

by Jarrah timber, as

it

is

believed longer life will be secured thereby.
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RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
two days of the convcutvon of the
Development Association, held in New York City,
November 9, 10 and 11, were reported in the Railway Age
Tlie proceedings of the first

Railway

Gazette last week, page 909.
convention sat only from 10 to

On
1

the third day, Thursday, the

o'clock.

The

principal business

was the discussion of three papers: "Markets and Rural Organization," by G. C. White, United States Department of Agriculture; "Opportunities in the Making," by W. P. Hartman (G. R.
& I.), and Harbor Development (New York), by Thomas O.
McGill.

Mr. Hartman was the first speaker. His activities have been
mostly with the farmers. He makes it a point to attend to the
wants of the men already on the ground, even if new-comers
may thus be neglected. His road has five experimental farms,
the largest of which is one of 80 acres at Howard City, Mich.
This is a region of poor soil and the lessons taught to farmers
are corresjiondingly valuable.
On two of the company's farms
operations are carried on jointly with local farmers. One of the
company's enterprises in this connection is a picnic grove which
has helped to make the road's propaganda popular. Committees
towns get up

and co-operate in the picnic busiand ice-cream.
In discussing the question of promoting good markets, Mr. Hartman
cited examples to justify the view, not only of himself, but of
apparently all railroad industrial agents, that the main objective
must be the improvement of the quality of products.
H. B. Fullerton (L. I.) in the discussion of this paper, again
emphasized the importance of markets. The farmer has been
instructed in the production of his wares, and has made improvements and yet he has come short of the desired prosperity
because of the difficulty of always finding satisfactory markets.
The United States Agricultural Department has lately established
a market bureau, in this matter taking action which, if it had
in the

The

Vol.

ness,

local fairs

furnishing, perhaps,

free coffee

;

The

control circuits are patterned very closely after the speci-

All running signals are detected
of the R. S. A.
through switch boxes on facing switches and all catch points
and Hayes derails are equipped with point detection for dwarf
signals. Route locking for all high signals at the yard and Wye
plants is secured by the use of normal indication locks on the
fications

signal levers, the route being held until the front of the train

has reached the

last

No

track circuit in the route.

detector bars

were employed for protecting switches, the detector track
cuits

cir-

with lever locks being used in lieu ihereof.
for 110- volt signal circuits, and silver to carbon for

all

Standard 4-ohm relays were used for the automatic signals and 11-ohm relays for the interlocking circuits:
The line relays were 1,000 ohm except where the control voltage
was 110, in which case 2,000 ohm external was added.
As the ravages of the white ant are severe in South Australia,
Oregon pine, because of the ease with which it can be worked,
was used for all trunking, first being thoroughly soaked in
"Carbolineum Avenarious" wood preservative, a dipping trough
being built for this purpose.
Pointed Jarrah stakes, rough
sawed, 3 in. by 4 in. by 3 ft., were used to support the trunking
line.
Two stakes side by side were employed where the line
exceeded 7 in. in width.
other circuits.

The power

is furnished from dujjlicate sets of
motor generators placed in the same
power house as the vacuum car cleaning equipment, at a point
about midway between the yard and Wye cabins. It is a matter

for the plants

200- volt to 110-volt d.

c.

of interest to know that the total energy required for the operation of switches and signals at the two plants probably would
not be equal to half a dozen 16 c. p. lamps burning continuously.
The construction work was carried out by the contractors,
R.

W. Cameron & Co., with local labor under
skilled men brought out from America to

two

the direction of
direct the work.

Considering the fact that the maintainers required educating

in

the art of power signaling, in addition

of

to

Island road,

the

instruction

enginemen and signalmen, the plants have been working with a
most satisfactory smoothness, and all the advantages anticipated, and more, have been realized.

it

taught

by

the

experience

of

the

Long

would have done nine years ago.

Another member called attention to the importance of promoting markets impartially for all farmers and shippers. It is easy
sometimes
products

;

to

help

but what

grower who produces the very finest
wanted is a market for every shipper who

the
is

to prescribed standards.
In New York State
a state standard for apples, and any grower may
pack his apples in accordance with this standard and get the
corresponding advantage. Good results have already been made
manifest.
will

G. R. S. relays were used throughout, carbon to copper contacts

followed the lessons

there

conform
is

now

G. E. Cassel (N. & W.) described the lecture train which has
been run recently over his road, giving instruction to the farmers
by lectures and also exhibiting blooded animals. Both state and
federal lecturers went with this train.
Mr. Cassel pointed out
some of the insuperable difficulties in maintaining ideal conditions year after year.

This present year southern farmers have
from causes which no one has
been able to control. The railroads cannot do everything it
should be a constant aim to get farmers into the habit of watching markets on their own account. The discussion was closed
by a short exchange of experiences in dealing with unenterprising
farmers. The railroad agent who goes into a farming community
must expect to find some lethargy and some opposition his best
course, as a usual thing, is to pass by the opposers, and seek
suffered large losses on potatoes,

;

;

men who

are receptive.

Mr. White's paper began with a careful description of the
organization and activities of his office at Washington.
One of
the difficulties in starting was to secure competent men for
field agents.
Most of those who were emi)loyed were men with
commercial experience. The department has encouraged local
co-operative associations of shippers of farm products; has investigated city markets and their location as related to the railroads, and has made market surveys of a number of cities. The
transportation section, of which Mr. White has immediate charge,
has a valuable library which is made use of in answering a great

NoVEMIiKR
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from all over the country. He is preparing
on preventable freight claims. Market information has been gathered and edited concerning strawberries,
and this information, precantaloupes, tomatoes and peaches
pared daily in the market season, has been freely given out by
telegraph to all persons who were willing to pay the telegraph
The bureau was of material benefit to the Southern Pacific
tolls.
variety of questions

939

THE FUEL DEPARTMENT A CONSTRUCTIVE
CRITICISM*

to issue a bulletin

By

;

in

disposing of the fruit crop in the Imperial Valley, Southern
These activities have had to do with perishable

California.

but there is need of a similar organization to disseminate information by mail regarding markets for farm products less perishable. To enable the government to estimate fruit
and vegetable markets with satisfactory accuracy, it is necessary
that the railroads be willing to inform it of all diversions of

products

;

carload freight en route.

Mr. White had found that many

managers do not
and on many
roads he thinks there ought to be a more numerous force of
traffic men.
The railroads have a large field for enterprise where
they might help those farmers who raise a variety of products,
but who cannot ship carload lots of any one product.
In the discussion of this paper, W. H. Olin (D. & R. G.), said
that he had been indebted to Mr. White's bureau for telegraphic
reports which were of assistance in finding markets for cantaloupes.
Mr. Hartman spoke of the importance of securing
competent managers or secretaries for local market associations,
citing an example of such an association which failed, and by
its failure discouraged the farmers, when the only trouble was
that an incompetent man was put at the helm.
The point was brought out that the railroad man who acts as a
market agent, seeking good markets for farmers, is useful, but
that for every man of this sort a large railroad should have at
Cases were cited
least four men to act as field instructors.
where peaches, sweet potatoes and other commodities had to be
thrown away, not because there was not a market for good
products, but because the quality of the goods or the method of
packing had been unsatisfactory.
Mr. McGill's address was mainly a sketch of the activities of
state and city officers during the past four or five years in their
work of improving docks and other terminal facilities in and
around New York City.
He explained the serious obstacles
which had been the cause of the very slow progress. In two
years about 45 acres of new or improved dock space has been
provided by the city. At present piers 1,000 ft. long are being
built on the Hudson river, between Forty-fourth and Fortysixth streets.
These piers involved great expense and delicate
engineering problems.
Piers now under construction in South
Brooklyn will provide important additional .space.
The New
Haven Railroad is building eight new piers on the East river
front.
The Marginal Railway, being built in South Brooklyn,
will save manufacturers important cartage costs.
Intelligent
foresight would have provided some of these facilities many
traffic

properly cultivate the acquaintance of farmers

years ago.

If the city of

are some of the railroads

;

New York
it

could be as enterprising as
could reduce the cost of living in the

city six per cent.

Fuel

Were

it

possible to

Plant

L. G.

Engineer,

Seaboard Air

department as it does, or does not, exist on each railroad, to
compare the "average" with the "potential" fuel department, the
comparison would invite criticism from at least a dozen standpoints fundamental to the success of a department responsible
for the eflicient selection, distribution and use of locomotive fuel.
is the
it
This criticism may apply in no particular instance
The conspicuous results
average situation that is concerned.
that have been obtained on a few roads indicate how much remains to be accomplished on American railroads as a whole
before the fuel department can be regarded as an entire success.
The fuel department has failed to establish its position in the
organization of the railroad it has never been recognized as an
essential and integral part, equal in importance to the transportation, engineering and mechanical departments. In the original structure of the railroad only those departments essential
Efficiency in operation has
to actual operation were included.
not until recently been given the attention it has always received
in private enterprises where ownership is more intimately idenA department retified with the operation of the business.
sponsible for the efficient selection, distribution and use of
;

;

locomotive fuel

essential

is

to

efficiency in

railroad operation.

importance, one has only to review the expenditures for fuel on American railroads or to consider the
cost of this item on his own road in comparison with other

To

appreciate

its

The position and responsibilities of the fuel
department should be as well defined as that of any other department. It should afford a legitimate and effective means for
dealing with the fuel problem in co-operation with other departoperating costs.

ments, not an opportunity for

some individual or faction

to

exploit fuel efficiency at the expense of these other departments.

department has never developed any well-defined form
The organization of the average fuel department is haphazard, its responsibilities are vague and it may be
misplaced in its affiliation with another department. The transportation, engineering and mechanical departments have each a
generally accepted type of organization found to be the most
the same should apply to a fuel departpractical and efficient
ment. This department .should be responsible for efficiency in the
It should inselection, distribution and use of locomotive fuel.
One experienced in the use of coal, the handclude two elements

The

fuel

of organization.

;

:

ling and drafting of locomotives

with

available

fuels,

their

;

the other technical,

preparation and

relative

familiar
efficiency.

The first element should include only experienced enginemen
whose personality assures them the co-operation of the men
whose work they supervise; the latter offers an attractive field
for the technical graduate in railroad work. The organization of
a separate department to supervise the selection, distribution and
use of fuel may he justified under some circimistances otherwise this work should unquestionably be conducted under the
;

direction of the mechanical department.

mind

Thr English Railway Men's War Bonus.—The

Line

obtain a composite picture of the fuel

that

the mechanical department

is

It

at

must be borne
all

times held

in

re-

war

sponsible for the satisfactory performance as well as the main-

Gazelle of November 12, will api)ly to the salaried as well as the wages staff who
are receiving not more than £1.50 ($720) per annum, and who have
previously been in receipt of war bonus. Thus railway clerks 18

tenance of motive power. The fact that fuel is a transportation
charge does not justify the transportation department in attempting to supervise details of a mechanical or technical nature.
The fuel department has not yet adopted standard methods
for supervising the selection, inspection, distribution and use of

bonus which was detailed

in

the Railtvay

increased

Ape

years of age or upwards whose salary is at the rate of 30s.
($7.50) per week or more and who have been receiving 2s. (50
cents) per week war bonus, and those under 18 years of age
whose pay is less than 30s. per week, and who have been receiving 3s. (75 cents) per week bonus, will now in each case receive
Further, those employees of the railSs ($1.25) per week.

ways imder 18 years of age who have received war bonus at Is.
(36 cents) per week will in future receive 2s. 6d. (60 cents)
per week: This librrnl provision was iml in effect on October 16.

6d.

fuel.
Local conditions may require some variation
form of organization, the character and extent of superthe inspection and distribution of fuel; but there is so

locomotive
in the

vision,
little

variation in the purpose of the

and materials with which

it

ftiel

department, the

men

deals are so generally alike, that

is an excellent opporliuiity for the wider application of
those methods that have been found most successful. Wlu-rever

there

•A pnpcr prrnrntrd before

the

New England

Railway Club, November

0, I9I5.
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fuel

economy has been given considerable attention some strong
work have usually been developed.

points in connection with this

The

organization of the fuel department

arranged, the supervision over fuel use

may
may

be unusually well
be very thorough

A

or the inspection of coal may be particularly effective.
complete study of the work being done on each railroad and of the
results obtained in reducing fuel consumption would be of the
greatest value towards raising the general average of efficiency
in the fuel department. It is interesting to know that the United
States Bureau of Mines is contemplating a detailed investigation

what steps are being taken by each railroad in the
country to improve fuel efficiency; but it would be unfortunate
if the government should undertake this work before a single
railroad association had completed a similar investigation and

to determine

before the railroads can exhibit a more uniform standard of
fuel efficiency.

The fuel department has not been successful in arousing any
widespread interest in fuel economy. Fuel consumption is, in a
sense, the pulse of the railroad.
It not only responds to the
manner in which the locomotive is handled, but it reflects the
condition of the engine and, in a measure, the condition of the
track. It is sensitive to delays at terminals and on the road, and
is directly affected by train loading.
Hence, the co-operation
of practically all departments is essentia! to securing maximum
fuel efficiency. A division fuel committee, developed along lines
similar to the safety committee, has been suggested as an effective means for enlisting co-operation.
Its membership on each
division should include an engineman and fireman from both
passenger and freight service, and a roundhouse foreman from
each important terminal.
The division superintendent, chief
train despatcher, master mechanic, road foreman of engines and
fuel supervisor, if any, should complete the personnel of the
committee. Meetings may be held monthly, at which all matters
pertaining to the economical use of fuel can be discussed. Besides arousing a more general interest in fuel efficiency, these
discussions will develop surprising breadth and result in a fund
of valuable suggestions.
Failure to provide supervision in proportion to that found
any other branch of railroad service is the most conspicuous
defect in the average fuel department. The best ratio of supervision generally in effect is that of one travelling representative
in

of the mechanical or fuel department to 50 engine crews. A
well-managed shop usually provides a better ratio of supervision, although the potential saving in the shop is a fraction of
the possible saving on the locomotive.
Furthermore, this comparison does not reveal so great a discrepancy between the
wages of the shopmen and their foreman as may be found be-

tween the enginemen and the road foremen, where in many instances the road foreman earns considerably less than many of
the men whose work he supervises.
There are certain wellestablished methods for the economical handling of locomotives
not be described here; the necessity for adequate
supervision to insure their enforcement, however, is emphasized.
Supervision over fuel use at terminals is equally important, as
the opportunity usually exists for making a greater saving at
terminals than on the road, in proportion to the fuel used. Superthat

will

Vol.

the best advantage through this means.

The
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success of an in-

struction car depends

and, to

upon the personality of its management,
a certain extent, upon the calibre of the men it is in-

tended to reach.

men and

Instruction should be arranged for both engine-

Cars designed for this purpose are equipped
with a simple apparatus for demonstrating the process of combustion and a screen where pictures may be effectively used
to illustrate details in connection with the proper firing of locofiremen.

Motion pictures can be used to the greatest advantage
and these should be taken to illustrate local conditions. The
value of this car simply as an "advertisement" for fuel economy
must not be overlooked.
The fuel department has not furnished any tangible incentive
for exercising economy in the use of fuel. One of the earliest
attempts at fuel economy was the money premium awarded
enginemen for saving coal. This has been discarded because it
was impossible to award premiums with accuracy and fairness
and because it was objectionable to the enginemen as a whole.
The individual fuel performance record, however, remains as
motives.

the best possible incentive that can be offered, provided an accurate and effective record can be published currently.
The

average fuel record

is a failure because it disregards the effect
of conditions beyond the control of the enginemen. It includes

performance with light, as well as with full tonnage trains,
and superheater engines are often compared on the same sheet
with engines using saturated steam.
If based on correct principles, a very satisfactory and effective record can be computed
without facilities for weighing individual coal issues. A record
of every engine movement must be kept, giving the name of the
engineman, the coal consumed, the freight ton-miles or passenger
car-miles, as the case may be, and the coal consumption per
ton- or per car-mile. This record is based on daily reports received from each terminal and is posted daily in a book similar
his

to the familiar car record.
Where operating conditions are
taken into account and the engineman's weekly or monthly average includes only records made with tonnage trains under normal
conditions, the record will prove a very fair estimate of the
engineman's relative standing.
This work must not become
simply a routine clerical matter; the records require individual
attention and a good performance deserves personal recognition.
The performance records should be bulletined propmtly after
the close of each period. The bulletins can be effectively designed with two columns, one showing enginemen above the
average in red type; the other, enginemen below the average in

The various types of engines and classes of service
be grouped separately.
Such a record can be maintained
at a cost of less than one dollar per month for each engine in
service and will prove a conspicuous success towards stimulating

blue type.

may

interest in fuel

The average

economy.
department has not assumed the same re-

fuel

sponsibility for efficiency in the selection of fuel as for economy
in its use.
The selection of coal is more frequently a matter
of price than the result of a thorough study of available fuels.

The cheapest fuel may not represent an ultimate saving, while
higher priced coal should not be considered without assured

detail,

The breadth of selecof course, considerably greater where purchase is not
confined to mines located upon the line of road. The fuel department should make a thorough study of available fuels, in-

neglect of which will not actually cripple an engine, so that
constant supervision is essential.
Supervision must, in fact,
cover every activity in the operation of the railroad in which

cluding comparative tests between coals from each field. These
tests may be conducted upon a single engine operating preferably
in passenger service and the evaporation per pound of coal care-

vision over the condition of the motive

foregoing.

is

is

incident to the

Locomotives must be properly maintained

cal results are to be expected

fuel

power

;

but in this there

is

if

economi-

much

a factor.

Education

facilities for utilizing its potential value.

tion

fully

economical use of fuel is a relatively neglected feature in the work of the fuel department.
Instruction
in the use of the air brake and many other details connected
with railroad operation is considered necessary. The air brake
instruction car has become an established institution why not a
fuel instruction car?
The necessity for such a car is perhaps
not so urgent, the results to be obtained are not so tangible, but
the possibilities are just as great. Education does not necessarily
imply an instruction car, but it can probably be conducted to
in the

;

is,

determined as an index to the relative value of the fuels

as in some instances, a 10 per cent variation in
has been found between coals obtainable at the same
price, the value of these tests is obvious.
There are few sections of this country that do not afford some undeveloped optested.

Where,

efficiency

portunity for effecting a reduction in fuel costs through utilizing
inferior grades of fuel.
For instance, it has been shown in a
test that Texas lignite could be burned more cheaply than other
fuels available in the Southwest; this fuel is so well adapted to
the requirements of the locomotive stoker that its use on large

November
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stoker-equipped engines in that territory would doubtless result
an important economic saving. The adaptation of locomotives

in

is consistent with other economies undertaken
by the fuel department.
The fuel department has not shown the same discrimination
in the purchase of coal as is exercised in the purchase of many
other materials. Specifications for coal are not as easily framed
nor as readily applied. Following its investigation of available
fuels, the fuel department should frame specifications adjusted
Where mine run coal
to the character of the coal obtainable.
is purchased, the best percentage of lump and the lowest per-

to cheaper fuels

centage of ash that may be expected with careful preparation
are the most important items in the specification. Where coal
is prepared over screens or through washers, the preparation

should be specified in detail. B.t.u. specifications cannot be applied to locomotive fuel the expense of sampling and analyzing
The laboratory investigation of coal should
is alone prohibitive.
;

precede rather than follow its purchase.
Where the fuel department has recognized the necessity for
The
fuel inspection, it has seldom appreciated its possibilities.
fuel inspector

who remains

is

usually the only representative of the railroad

in touch with the

mine operators.

He

is

responsible

941

Reviewing the foregoing, the success of the fuel department
depends upon the following factors
Recognition.

ment

— The

as essential.

must recognize the fuel departshould be considered a logical branch of

railroads
It

the mechanical department with a definite responsibility for

—The

department should comprise an orIt should
have a direct representation upon the road which will supplement rather than duplicate the organization of traveling engineers for the mechanical department. It should include a technical staff to assist in the testing and selection of fuel, to conduct
its inspection and to investigate devices and methods affecting
Organisation.

fuel

ganization associated with the mechanical department.

fuel use.

It

handling

for

should further include a small office organization
routine matters and computing individual fuel

records.

—

Methods for obtaining maximum efficiency
handling and use of fuel should be standardized. This
should be the result of a thorough study of the best practices
in effect on each railroad.
If the railroads do not make this
study and do not effect a more uniform standard of fuel efficiency, it is probable that the United States government will.
Standardization.

in the

Co-operation.

— The

department must

for the careful preparation of the coal and can very materially
assist the operator in maintaining good standards. Being familiar

tion of every other department.

with both the preparation and use of

ment and the

recommend some improvement

in the

fuel,

he

in

is

a position to

method of preparation or

trial of a cheaper grade of coal.
He can materially assist
the transportation department in the handling of equipment to
and from the mines, especially when the mines are not located

the

line of road.
The inspector should have authority to
without question, coal inferior to the specifications in
any detail. He may, for instance, suggest facilities for cleaning
the coal or a method that will increase the percentage of lump
he may recommend the use of a 4-in. in place of a 6-in. coal from
a certain mine or, he may advise the transportation department
of an impending shutdown at the mines and otherwise make his
The inspection of coal
services of value to that department.
should be constructive rather than purely critical where possible,
it should be assigned to men with some technical ability.
The fuel department has given comparatively little attention
to the economical distribution of locomotive fuel.
Distribution
of fuel is a matter in which convenience and expediency are
generally the controlling factors.
Important questions relating
to the effect of foreign freight, the necessity for storage and
the actual cost of distributing coal upon the line of road, enter
into the problem of economical distribution.
The effect of foreign freight should be considered in connection with the purchase
of coal. The necessity for storing coal depends upon fluctuations
in its price and other current conditions affecting each railroad.
The distribution of coal should be arranged and supervised by the
fuel department. A careful estimate of the actual cost of moving
company coal should be made in place of estimating this cost
upon an arbitrary charge per ton-mile. The relative cost of coal
at each chute, quality considered, should be determined and a
schedule arranged requiring engines to take as large a portion of

upon the
reject,

;

;

coal as possible at points in their district

Observance of

this

where the

cost

is

spirit in

fuel

which

it

The
is

enlist the

co-opera-

personality of the depart-

conducted are very important

The

division fuel committee should be as widely established as the safety committee.
factors.

—

Supervision. The mechanical department should provide supervision over the operation of locomotives to the extent that
the performance of every engine and engine crew may be personally observed within a period of 60 days.
This supervision

may

be divided with the fuel department, affording the latter
a direct representation in the form of fuel supervisors. While
the fuel supervisors can concentrate upon details concerning fuel
use, their work should otherwise supplement the regular duties
of the traveling engineers. Their compensation should be such
it will not prove a limiting factor in their selection.
Education. Adequate supervision implies a degree of education, but to this should be added education of a more thorough
and systematic character. The organization of the department
should include an instructor qualified through experience and

that

—

personality to conduct an educational course designed to reach
concerned in the handling of locomotive fuel, Where pos-

all

an instruction car should be provided.
Enthusiasm. Where individual efficiency is concerned enthusiasm is a vital factor. The competitive fuel record presents
one of the best incentives for enthusiasm among the men, upon
sible

—

whom

results ultimately depend.

Breadth.— The scope as well as the spirit of the fuel department must be broad. The selection of fuel should represent
a balance between theoretical and practical considerations ;— its
inspection should be "constructive."

The

policy of the fuel de-

partment toward the invention and use of new devices must
be progressive it should play a leading role in the conservation

—

of

fuel.

lowest.

DISCUSSION

schedule will result in an indirect but sub-

stantial saving.

The charge

effi-

ciency in the selection, distribution and use of locomotive fuel.

department has failed to take its
part in developing the economy devices that have made the efficiency and capacity of the modern locomotive possible, is perhaps an unfair one. It is generally assumed that it is not within
the scope of this department to attempt this phase of the fuel
problem.
From a broad standpoint, however, why should this
be so; why is credit for the introduction of the superheater and
the brick arch largely due the manufacturer?
Apparently the
fuel department has neither time nor money for perfecting new
devices; in some instances it has not even the facilities for
giving them a fair trial. It is an unfortunate conuncntary on the
fuel department that manufacturers of important economy devices must keep traveling representatives on the railroads to
insure their proper use and maintenance.
that the

fuel

H. C. Oviatt, assistant mechanical superintendent, New York,
Hartford, said that practically the same organization as that outlined in Mr. Plant's paper is employed on that
road.
Including the road foremen of engines, there is one
supervisor to about every 40 cngincmcn.
He did not believe
it advisable to attempt to check up enginemcn too closely
without having some means of knowing the actual amount of coal
placed on the tender.

New Haven &

R. D. Smith, superintendent of motive power and rolling stock,
Boston & Al!)any, believed in personal contact and co-operation
with cngincmcn and firemen in bringing about economy in fuel
consumption.
This was also emphasized by Henry Bartlett,
chief mechanical engineer of the Boston & Maine, who also
referred to the importance of keeping similar grades of coal
at both ends of a rim.
Mr. Bradley, fuel supervisor of the
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Boston & Maine, advocated a central bureau to deal with all
departments concerning fuel. In referring to the use of performance sheets for checking up enginemen, he gave it as his
belief that any performance sheet was a great deal better than

material

none.

opinion are as follows

W.

Cunningham, president's

J.

assistant,

Boston

&

Maine,

dwelt on the effect of guesses as to the amount of fuel placed
on a tender and the varying conditions on the road on fuel

consumption and fuel consumption records. H. C. Oviatt also
stated that, while he has never been able to find a satisfactory method of using the individual record, he believes in such
it is possible to work them out satisfactorily.
In
Mr. Plant explained in more detail the system of
records employed on the Seaboard Air Line, which was described in the Railway Age Gazette, April 3, 1914, page 788.

records

MISSOURI COMMISSION ALLOWS GENERAL

ADVANCES IN RATES
The Missouri Public Service Commission, in
dered on November 13, allowed the railroads a

a decision ren-

general advance
passenger fares and advances in freight rates, with a few
exceptions, making an average advance, it is estimated, of five
per cent, effective on January 1, 1916. The railroads had asked
for an advance in passenger fares from two to three cents a
in

The commission

one-way

tickets,

2^

authorizes a fare of 2^4 cents a mile on

cents a mile on round trip tickets and 2

cents a mile on mileage books of 500 or 1,000 miles.

many

rate advances in

The

freight

cases are less than those asked by the

railroads.

The commission finds from the testimony that a minimum
passenger rate of two cents a mile does not give' the carriers
two cents a mile for each mile a passenger is hauled, because
of the necessity of the carriers to constantly meet each other's
The commission

short line rates.

also finds that the reduction

from three cents a mile

to two cents a mile
has not resulted in an increase in traffic. The minimum charge
for carrying a passenger is reduced by the commission from 10
in passenger rates

provided that each

fare ticket shall carry
of baggage and each half
fare ticket 75 lb. The commission also orders that the rate for
excess baggage shall be 15 per cent of the 2j4-cent rate. As
to joint line freight rates, the order provides that where a shipto 5 cents.

with

It

is

the privilege of carrying 150

it

No. 21

and by other matters over which they have had no
and that these conditions are not peculiar to Missouri,
but apply generally througliout the United States. The decision
comprises some 300 typewritten pages. Some extracts from the
control,

"The

carriers

must be enabled to afford safe and adequate
meet their financial obligations and main-

service to the public,

manner as to encourage further investand their stocks and bonds in this state, in
order that such railroads may be able to perform the increasing
tain dividends in such

ments

in railways

duties

demanded by

tlie

public.

if

closing,

mile.

59,

full

lb.

ment moves from one line of road to another through mileage
rates shall be apphed as a maximum, with small arbitraries added
cover the additional service- of switching and other inciGrain rates are readjusted by provision for a lower
rate on corn than applies on wheat, and a provision that the rate
on grain shall include transit arrangements, terminal allowances

to

dentals.

and the usual absorption of switching charges. Increases are
allowed on some livestock rates and decreases made on others.
There is an advance on some classes of stone and a reduction
in others.
On the following commodities the application of the
roads for increases was denied
Hard coal, soft coal, fuel oil,
ore, ore products, mill logs, drain tiles, sewer pipes,
canned goods, ice, hay, straw, broom corn, flour and feed.

many miles of new steam and interurban railroads to aid in its fuller development and the construction of such roads will require much new capital.
"We have carefully examined and considered all the evidence;
we have also investigated the passenger rates of other states for
comparative purposes, taking into consideration the similarity and
geographical conditions as w-ell as the density of population and
"This state

still

needs

difficulties of operation, together with the
operation not offset by increased revenue.

increased

cost

of

"We believe that all classes of passenger fares should be made
reasonable and just, so as to encourage passenger travel. The
automobile and the jitney which have come in the last few
years and since the passage of the 2-cent rate, have doubtless
reduced the short local passenger earnings of the roads of this

What will be the future reductions no one can tell.
"When it is considered that we are asked to fix one schedule

state.

of rates that will be reasonable for 14 railroads serving territory
dissimilar in cost of construction, in destiny and character of
traffic, some containing large commercial centers and forming
valuable connections with other carriers, while others do not,
it is apparent, however well
informed the commission should
be as to the value of the property upon which the carrier is
entitled to earn a reasonable return, no adjustment of the rates
could be expected in which equal results would follow as to the
return received by eacli carrier.
"The rates fixed will doubtless prove more profitable to some
of the carriers than to others, nor do we think a general schedule
is opan to criticism because of that fact.
"For a carrier should not be denied all benefit of the advan-

tage that comes from favorable location and from the efficient
and economical management of its property.

"The most we can hope
which we

to accomplish

is

that the schedule of

shall adopt, considering all of the carriers

and all
devoted thereto, will be just and reasonable and will yield a reasonable average return on tlie vakie of
such property."
It was contended by the railroads that higher freight rates are
more necessary in some parts of the state than in others, but the
opinion says that the evidence offered fails to justify a recognition by the commission of the state into A and B territories for
the application of the proposed higher rates.
rates

of the intrastate

traffic

:

barytes,

The

which are now advanced were reduced Ijy the legisand in 1907, and the passenger
rates in 1907.
Temporary injunctions were secured from the
federal court, and in 1913 the rates were put in effect after a
decision by the United States Supreme court that the roads
had not proved the rate laws confiscatory. The decision follows
a long series of hearings at which elaborate statistical and other
evidence was placed before the commission by the carriers.
The decision, which was written by Commissioners John Kennish and H. B. Shaw, and concurred in by the other commissioners, says that there is no doubt that tlie financial problems
rates

lature, the freight rates in 1905

—

Electric R.'Mlway in Sweden. The electrification of the
railway from Kiruna to Riksgransen, in the extreme north of
Sweden, is now complete. It is the first line on which the

Swedish State Railways have employed hydraulically generated
energy for railway traction.
The line is also noteworthy by
reason of the fact that a large section of it is within the Arctic
Circle, where 50 deg. of frost are often experienced in the
winter.
It was to deal with the transport of iron ore from
the mines which are located at the southern end of the railway to
the

Norwegian

frontier that the electrification

was undertaken.

London & South Western Railway Electrification. — The

of the railroads operating in the state, as well as those in the
entire country, have been made more acute by the European
war; that the operating expenses of the roads have increased

company's newly electrified lines, from
London, to Wimbledon (through East Putney), was opened for traffic on October 25; the second portion
of the electrified system (Waterloo, Barnes, Richmond, Kingston, Wimbledon, Clapham Junction, Waterloo)
was nearly

from year

ready for operation at that time.

to year,

due to increases

in

wages, increased cost of

first

portion

Waterloo

of

this

station, in

The

Women

Efficiency of French
Now 25,000

There Are

sitions as Porters,

Satisfactorily Filling Such PoCar Cleaners, Conductors or Agents

By Walter
Our

The
The
the

ot

labor problem of

Europe

is

first

absolute tests yet

woman's

made on

ability to

a

fill

one of the most hazardous of occupations.

shown

that in

the superior of

some

man

respects

Special

woman

is

large

among

factories

the capacity of

henceforth,

manual

labor.

the

front,

or

else

crippled

beyond

In view of the fact that the latter

other women forced to earn their own living
time to ask if woman is making good in her

many widows and

has already

at

labor.

condition will have a lasting result and since there will be so

The

test

or

manual

man's place fully in

not merely the equal but

in his allotted field of

Hiatt

munitions

making one
scale

S.

European Correspondent

slowly finding a solution.

railroads of France, for instance, are to-day

civilized nations of

Workers

as Railway

it

is

new

occupation. There can be no doubt of it, and that answer
has a meaning not only for Europe but for the United States,

The first street car I boarded on landing in France many
months ago had a woman conductor and a woman motorman.
Since then the employment of women has grown apace and
one of the most important interior tasks of France, as is the
case with other nations of Europe, has been the adaptation of

women

to places once regarded as belonging exclusively, to men.
however, not a question of the invasion of men's places
by women, or of the exploitation of female labor, but, rather,
of getting the work of the country done at all.
The employment of large numbers of women on the railways
It

is,

has

made woman's

entry into the

field

of transportation

more

photograph by (leorgcs Rodt

Women

Cleaners at

Work

in Paris

Yards

of the P. L.

M.

where we know women as stenographers, as clerks, telephone
woman's invasion of industry, we do not know women as railroad telegraph operators,
operators, but where, notwithstanding

porters, ticket-sellers in railway stations, car conductors or car

and locomotive cleaners.

Be
to

it

Europe has for a long time been used
manual laborer in the fields, as a fruit

said in passing tliat

seeing

woman

as a

vendor, a janitor, a grocer, or as a railway grade crossing tender.
It does not entertain any sense of pity, or of shame, if yon w-ill,
in seeing her at a man's job.
It watches her work from the
standpoint of results. The laboring man once even watched her
work with jealousy, feeling that her success meant lower wages

and fewer places for him.

Her work

in the fields

year, however, that in France certainly

it

called

was such

this

forth the ad-

and gratitmie- of the- whole nation,- for with less landowing to the German invasion, she actually obtained
a more abundant harvest than man had secured in past years.
A Frenchman who had travelled throughout the country and
seen the woman's wonderful work in the fields, jokingly said to
me: "Would it not he a good thing to keep the men at war?"
Hut for her active hands the numitions factories could not have

.tniratiou

to cultivate

rh(itoKr;i[iIl

by (Icoigcs Rodt

Cleaning a Second Class Car
ilcr working on
than a curious or passing phase of the war.
railways is a result of urgent necessity and has long since passed
the experimental stage.
The work of (icrnian prisoners has

been limited to the handling of freight
considered a makosliift.

The

at

ocean ports and
is busy

native male popid.ition

is

been kept going at their high speed hut for her the entire postsystem of the country would have broken down under the
double strain resulting from the enormous free militan,' corre-

in

spondence.

;

ollicc

Unspoiled

by

too

much

prosperity

or

by

false
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standards of social and economic equality, slie works with a
will and does her task well down to the last detail.
It is in the highly specialized work of the railroads, however,
There are to date
that the real test of her abilities has come.
than 25,000 women occupying such positions
in France no less

subway guards, conductors,

as

station

masters,

porters,

car-

penters, clerks, platform cleaners, or cleaners of cars and locomonth sees this number increase as the men

motives, and each

are taken out of the offices and put to work in the operating and
shop departments. Months ago the telephone service was turned
over to the women, and but recently the railway telegraph lines in
Paris station of the Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee railway began to be operated by women. In the south of France, on the
Southern railway, women have replaced men as porters and
freight handlers in large numbers.
On the State Railways alone, but one of the six great systems
of France, more than 5,000 women are already employed, and
they are on an equal footing with the men. While preference is
given to the widows and daughters of employees, other women
may enter the service after examination, and once in the service
they become entitled to participation in the sick benefits and
the

On this railway women are perpension funds of the men.
mitted to hold the position of station master (chef de halte) at
village stops. Here, as on some of the other systems, uniformed
women also travel as attendants or porters on the expresses
and other through trains, their work being primarily to keep
the first, second and third-class cars clean during the journey.

Oh

the Paris-Orleans system

agents at
the

duties

some of
of

women

hold positions as station

the important small cities, attending to all

ticket

checking

selling,

baggage and

handling

places where

men

are not absolutely needed.

WOMEN
Offhand,

it

railroad chiefs

is

C.\R

safe to say that

and particularly

women have not failed these
true of women engaged in

is this

The
lighter duties or in those places where courtesy counts.
most surprising test of woman's adaptability to a man's job I
saw in the yards of the Gare de Lyon, the Paris terminal of
The chiefs of this railthe Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee railway.
way have never hesitated to adopt any means, however novel,
to accomplish a given end.

had

When

I visited its

yards

its

officers

come to the very definite conclusion that in many rewoman's labor was a factor worth considering even in

just

spects

normal times, and particularly in matters of railway cleanliness,
where their work was far superior to that of men. I went to
the yards where the women were at work amid the busy rush
of moving trains. The foreman in charge of car and locomotive
cleaning told me that in times of peace he had employed some
200 men on passenger cars, but that now he had but 105 men
left.
He had 80 women, the number of which he was gradually
He
increasing, who had taken the place of the missing men.
explained that while these women were somewhat slower at
cleaning the outsides of cars, which were washed with water
and then dried with a squeegee, he found them not only quicker
but neater with the inside work.
"Those women really clean cars," he said, and to prove his
statement took me to some cars then in the hands of the women
The latter were not in uniform. Their hands and
cleaners.
faces were quite clean and bore none of the traces of soot and
grime familiar to the man cleaner. Those on the outside of

No, 21

cars, armed with buckets of water and squeegees, were
grooming them down, making the paint shine as if the cars
belonged to the train of the President of the Republic. "Look
how that brass work shines," continued the foreman. "Never

have

I

men

been able to get

women

with the

quickly, as

tires

it

to polish

that they can't

is

them

it

The only

so.

difficulty

do the outside work very

to Uft their arms."

The insides of the cars, whether first, second, or third class,
were clean and neat as new pins. The windows shone like
those of a London haberdasher. There was not a spot of grease
or coal dust on the tan-brown cloth cushions. The lace curtains
placed over the cushions to protect them from wear were newly
The
laundered and looked as sweet as those of a parlor.
1
linoleum floors were as spotless as a Holland kitchen floor.
surprised, because French trains used to be very dirty.
Surely war has some compensations
walked through the cars where the women were busy with

was

We

their soap

and water, brushes and vacuum cleaners. The foreman

tipped his cap in the pleasant French way, and the

women

smiled,

I
remarked that none of them were
proud of their work.
young.
"Oh, that's quite right," he answered. "The women we employ
are all over thirty and we make a rule about their age. These
women were chosen from 500. It won't do to employ young
women. For one thing the older women are stronger and
healthier; they know how to work and they know just how
much they can do. Then, there isn't any foolishness about them,
no joking with the men in the yards.
"There are only two objections I have found with women for
railroad work. One is that they can't do much overhead work."

"And the other?" I
"Would you believe

asked.
it,"

said the foreman, "they're not afraid

I can't get it into their

of trains.

heads that a train in motion

a dangerous thing to the most experienced railroad man.
However, they are so cool in their ways that so far there have
is

been no accidents."

"On

the whole, then, they are quite efficient?"

"Indeed, there

is

I

asked.

no grumbling or back-talk from them

They do what they are

told to the best of their ability.

ever.

Besides,

they neither drink nor steal."

WOMEN ENGINE

When

I

went across the Seine

CLEANERS
to find out

work of the women employed

how

satisfactory

yards of the
Paris terminal of the Orleans system had been, I heard the
same story of woman's efficiency, though lively regret was expressed that the war had forced more women than ever into
the manual

CLEANERS

59,

the

freight.

This expansion of woman's work on the French railways has
been so rapid that the French public does not realize its extent,
of has not paused to notice, so greatly has the war absorbed
attention and upset old notions of fitness. For all that, the railway heads are closely studying woman's capabilities, as they must,
in their splendid effort to keep their roads going smoothly.
Every day the war lasts the railway officers must use a little more
ingenuity to make ends meet, they must make old material wear
a little longer, they must adapt old material to new uses, and
one of their many heavy tasks is that of stretching the work
of the decreasing amount of trained labor, putting women in

Vol.

in the

men's occupations.
In the yards of one railway the
that a

women had worked so well
number of the stronger and more capable had been pro-

to the cleaning of locomotives, which is surely a man's
All engineers become careful to a fault about their engines
and the French engineers are no exception. It was explained to
me that since these women had been employed the engineers had

moted
job.

time perhaps since the war began. I
work. They were clambering over the
engine, oiling it, rubbing it down, in a matter-of-fact manner,
much as if they were scouring their kitchen floors, handling their
Here, too, they
oil cans and cotton waste with surprising ease.
went about the job cheerfully.
"They've fallen in love with those engines, that's plain,"
laughed the foreman.
While there is no doubt now that after the war these women
will be continued as car cleaners, it is yet a question as to how
long they will be employed on the locomotives.
The same results obtained on these great railway lines have
also been secured by the Metropolitan's subway lines in Paris.
Its chief of personnel expressed himself to me as more than
"There had been so many complaints
satisfied with their work.
about the untidy condition of the platforms," he explained,
"that some months ago I replaced 75 men by as many women,
and since then there has been an astonishing improvement.

been

satisfied,

watched the

for the

women

first

at

November

19,
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Where the men left dust and
mop the concrete, leaving
dirt, women have so cleaned
to

papers in every corner, and failed
it sticky, slippery and alive with
the platforms that they look each

day they were laid."
This oflicer further said that from a company point of view
tlie work of all the other women employees had proven on the
whole as satisfactory as that of the men who had been called
away to do soldier duty. The company before the war employed
Since
2,500 persons, 300 of which were women ticket-sellers.
the war 515 men have been replaced by as many women, who act
as conductors and guards and ticket punchers at the platform

day

as clean as the

entrances.

Most of

women

these

are wives or relatives of the

^nen mobilized as soldiers.

WOMEN EMPLOYEES MORE COURTEOUS
an address before the New England Railway Club last
January on "Making Friends," Roy V. Wright, managing editor
"It behooves railway exof the Roihvay Age Gazette, said
ecutives to bend every energy toward making friends witli the
public," and also, "ordinary acts are sure to cause friction unless
courtesy is used as a lubricant."
Fine lessons in courtesy to the public are being given just
now all over France by these women railway employees to an
extent that is notable even in a country that prides itself on
the politeness of all of its people, rich and poor.
Consider the women of the Paris Metropolitan. First, and despite their newness to their work, they are thoroughly efficient in
answering questions regarding directions. Any subway, because
of its winding underground passages and blinding lights, is conIn

:

fusing except to the habitual user.

Paris just

now

is

full

of

and wounded French soldiers, soldiers on
leave from the front, refugees and people who do not know
their way about, and these women ticket-sellers and ticketpunchers show a surprising quickness in setting the stranger
This subway cuts
aright and doing so patiently and politely.
under Paris in a dozen different directions it has no less than
200 stations, no less than SO transfer stations, and at that I
crippled

strangers,

;

have, never seen a stranger
to secure this information

must not be inferred

It

that

it

has not

that these

its

women

fail to secure proper information or
promptly and courteously.

that Paris

rush hours like

is

not crowded in

New York

war

time,

or Chicago, or

are not sometimes sorely tried in their duties.

crowd of war-time is a quieter and
more preoccupied crowd than the lively crowd of peace; universal suffering has tamed it, saddened it, and made it forbearing.
For all this, there are periods during its rush hours when
everyone is scrambling to get to or from work, or when crowds
It

is

true that the Paris

troop along at a Brooklyn-Bridge

rate,

and are impatient

at

delays.

For instance, the station at the Place de I'Opera is mobbed
every evening towards six o'clock, and there a few months ago
I noted the disputes that arose between the patrons and one of
the men ticket-punchers whose duty it was to close a wicket
platform before the train went on its way.
This
mobilized and therefore empowered to arrest
turbulent passengers, was frequently nagged by people who
arrived just as he was closing the wicket barring entrance to
the platform.
Later he was replaced by a woman, and either
because of the subtle influence a woman e.Kerts because she is
a woman or because of her defensive smile as she barred the way
in the course of her duty, those disputes have ceased.
So mucli
to

the

man,

who was

for the heart of Paris.

In the populous suburbs towards St. Denis and Pantin, where
the very poor people live and work, the tramways are

more

Disputes between men car conductors and
men passengers were formerly rather frequent, but now they
have materially decreased because of the magic smile of the
woman conductors.
These women have but one fault— that is, if it is a fault. She
is kind-hearted where soldiers are concerned.
At car stops she

commonly

cries out

:

used.

"Soldiers enter

collect tluir fares.

first !"

and frequently she forgets to
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REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
The

Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to
its semi-annual report, showing that 235

Special

Legislation has issued

railway companies operating 224,610 miles, are supporting the
work of the committee. The report says in part: In response

May

committee was authorized to
for an extension
of time within which freight cars must be brought into conformity with the United States safety appliance standards. The
application for an extension of two years from July 1, 1916,
was made on July 6, 1915. A hearing was set by the Interstate
Commerce Commission for September 28, 1915.
The data presented by the railways indicated that on July 1,
1916, there would be approximately 356,000 cars not equipped;
that there had been expended to June 30, 1915, approximately
$30,482,000; and that to complete the work would require an
to Circular 70,

3,

apply to the Interstate

1915, the

Commerce Commission

estimated expenditure of $13,860,000.
cars in service prior to July

1,

1911,

It

was

also

shown

had been brought

that

into con-

formity with the standards at the following rates
Number

of Cars
Equipped

Six months ending:

December

31,

Tune

30,1912

December

31,

1911

1912
Tune
30, 1913
December 31, 1913
Tune
30, 1914
.

,.

December 31,1914
30,1915

.Tune

18.2,332

The commission has not
In response to

was authorized

to

36,720
86,777
133,203
154,149
167,165
154,430
173,2^3

made any order on the subject.
Circular 69, March 10, 19,15, the committee
represent a large number of rail ways, in the
yet

formulation of the rules and instructions for the inspection of
locomotives and tenders required under the law passed March 4,

A

1915.

called on

of the mechanical departments was

meeting of

officers

May

Chicago, and certain rules were formulated

25, in

to serve as a basis for discussion

sented to the Interstate

very generally
It

filed

before the matter was pre-

Commerce Commission

;

these rules were

...

by the lailways.

having become apparent that the passage of thjs act was to

be used as a means to secure the installation of high-intensity
all conditions of traffic, the committee called for
information to enable it to meet the situation thus
presented.
In the meantime "the chief inspector of locomotive
boilers formulated a code of rules and sent it to the railways
generally. A meeting was thereupon called at which these rules
were carefully considered, and a series of conferences was held
between the chief inspector of locomotive boilers and his assistants, the committee representing the railways and representatives
of the employees. .\t this conference agreement was reached on
all the rules submitted, except those relating to automatic bell
ringers and high-intensity headlights.
hearing on the rules

headlights under
certain

A

and instructions was called by the Interstate Commerce Commission for September 28 and 29, and after further conference
with the chief inspector and the representatives of the employees
on the preceding day, the matter was submitted to the commission for determination. The hearing continued until October 2,
inclusive.

All parties agreed in asking the commission that all of the rules,
with the exception of those relating to automatic bell ringers

and high-intensity headlights, be made effective at such time as
the commission might find it practicable to issue this order.
In view of the probable effort to secure legislation, specifying
standard horizontal and vertical clearances, the sub-committee
of engineering officers has been following the matter and will
suggest a course of action in case the emergency presents itself.
The 43 legislatures which were in session during 1915 have
all adjourned.
In these there were introduced 1,097 hills affecting railway operation, of which 137 were enacted into law. This
compares with similar figures for 1913 of 1,395 bills introduced
and 230 laws enacted.
The character of the legislation enacted is indicative of a modification in the attitude of legislative bodies toward railway matThis condition is due to a variety of causes, but there
ters.
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can be

doubt but that the method of presentation on the

little

part of the railways has contributed greatly to the result.

Beginning in 1911, the principle of handling matters pending
before state legislatures through committees of operating officers,
appointed by concerted action on the part of the railways interested, was inaugurated. In the two following years, this method
of procedure was extended until nearly all of the states west of
the Mississippi river, together with Ohio, Indiana and Michigan,

had such committees, and during the year just passed the same
form of organization was used.
The course pursued by these committees differed in the several
the conditions required, but

as

states

it

is

the consensus of

these committees that despite the
loss of time involved in attendance upon the legislature, the
handling of matters in this manner has been largely instrumen-

opinion of the chairmen of

all

not only in presenting the passage of much legislation urged
by special interests, but in the establishment of more satisfactory
relations between the members of the legislatures and the rep-

tal,

resentatives of the railways, through the stranghtforward presentation of the facts and arguments in each case.

FUTURE METHODS

method of carrying on the work in the
several states will be sufficient to meet future needs is a problem.
So long as bills are dealt with with .practical finality in com-

Whether

mittees

the above

presentation

the

of the

railways'

arguments through

but a tendency is noted for committees
to report out bills, not only with their approval, but in some
cases with their disapproval, which has the effect of throwing
individuals

is

effective,

the ultimate decision into the legislature itself. No argument is
possible before the legislature, and in many instances a large
proportion of its membership are uninformed as to the merits

of a given proposition.
This is further complicated by the quite general practice on
the part of various organizations of pledging individual legislators to certain courses of action in advance of their election.
To meet this situation, in some of the states extensive news-

paper advertising was successfully utilized; in others, a large
number of circulars of an informing character were issued to
the public.

POSSIBLE RAILWAY SECURITIES LEGISLATION
By W.

L. Stoddard

rumor in circulation
According to an apparently
here, the Interstate Commerce Commission will not, in its
forthcoming annual report, renew its recommendation for the
Those
federal regulation of the issue of railroad securities.
are in a position to secure information on this subject declare, furthermore, that the President has determined to abandon
the railroad securities bill, which was one of the chief items in

who

It iS probable that the commission's report will set forth its
reasons for this change in policy, and such an explanation will
be awaited with considerable interest. The Rayburn bill, which
passed the house last year, was generally understood to be the

commission's bill, and members of the commission, both at that
time and since have publicly declared it to be their opinion that
this legislation is of pressing necessity.
Of course, failure upon the part of the administration and
the Interstate Commerce Commission to urge this measure at

mean

that the

measure

in question

could not be taken up independently and passed by both houses
of Congress. If the advocates of federal regulation of railroad
securities make known their will with sufficient emphasis, Conis

which framed the original interstate commerce
tion

to the

finance.

evils

railroad

Senator Cullom
was chairman of that committee and may himself

It is interesting to recall that the late

of Illinois

have written these words
"This pernicious practice

known

act called atten-

from lack of regulation of

arising

(fictitious

capitalization,

popularly

has unquestionably done more to
create and keep alive a popular feeling of hostility against the
railroads of the United States than any other one cause.
It
has imposed a serious and continuous illegitimate burden upon
stock watering),

as

commerce.

Excessive capitalization operates as a mortgage upon

the industry of the country."

Apparently, however, not till the passage by the house of the
Mann-Elkins Act of 1910 was federal security regulation advanced beyond the stage of denunciation and recommendation.
That act amended the original interstate commerce act and gave
the commission control over the issuance of railroad securities.
The senate killed the section and substituted a provision for a
commission to investigate the whole subject. Hence the Hadley
Railroad Securities Commission, whose report declared that
"accurate knowledge of the facts concerning the issue of
securities and the expenditure of their profits is a matter of the
utmost importance.
It is the one thing on which the federal
government can effectively insist today; it is the fundamental
thing which must serve as a basis for whatever additional regu-

may be desirable in the future."
In this historical connection it is also worth noting that the
platforms of the big parties have declared for railroad security
lation

regulation.
.," said the Democratic platform
"We favor
of 1912, "legislation preventing over-issue of stocks and bonds
by interstate railroads, express companies, telegraph and tele.

phone

.

lines."

In both the house and senate there are many members of
the party in power who will unquestionably make the point that
the railroad securities bill has been before the country long

enough

to warrant Congress in enacting it without further delay.
of the Democratic senators and representatives will undoubtedly argue that the party must redeem its platform pledge
on this question, if it is to appeal successfully to the people to be

Some

returned to power in 1916. These argimients will be not without
weight, and they may possibly be not without effect upon the
It is

rumored that the

refers at

all

Interstate

Commerce Commission,

if it

to the railroad securitj' question, will suggest that

doubtful points in the legislation hitherto presented to congress
cannot be completely and satisfactorily settled until the valuation
work is finally concluded three or four years hence at the least.
However, this is only a rumor and incapable of official con-

—

firmation at this time.

The overwhelming vote for the Rayburn bill in the house on
5, 1914, may be an indication of its present strength with
that institution. The yeas were 325, the nays 12 those answering

June

the Democratic trust program.

sure to respond to a certain degree. The case of the
bill is one in point
a measure finally vetoed by

immigration

No. 21

Back of the railroad securities bill there lies a growing mass
of favorable opinion. As far ago as 1885 the senate committee

17.

authentic

gress

59,

situation.

AVashiwgton, D. C, November

the present time would not

Vol.

—

;

"present" numbered

The Railways
way
i.

e.,

at present

2,

and 94

of Greece.

open to

failed to vote.

— There are

traffic in

about 950 miles of railthe so-called "Old Kingdom,"

the territory occupied by Greece before the conclusion of
new provinces possess a further

the second Balkan war, while the

An ambitious program of new lines has been drawn
Turks have never constructed a single mile in Epirus
or Crete, while in Macedonia they have contented themselves
with such main arteries as were absolutely necessary. Two lines,
with a length of 60 miles, are proposed in Crete, while Macedonia
The most
is to have five, with a total length of 320 miles.
important of these, the Calambaka-Sarowitz line (100 miles),
1,720 miles.

up, as the

not only runs through a district hitherto absolutely devoid of
facilities, but is of great strategical importance,
as it will enable troops to be concentrated rapidly on the north-

the President, but passed by Congress in spite of his lack of
support, and, as a matter of interesting record, nearly passed by a

modern transport

Democratic house over the veto of a President of the same party.

east frontiers.

November

19,
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION
The

American Railway Association was

session of the

fall

held at the Blackstone hotel, Chicago, on Wednesday,

Novem-

There were present 250 members and associate memThe executive committee
bers represented by 195 delegates.
The
reported a membership of 403, operating 278,950 miles.
executive committee reported that J. E. Fairbanks had been
appointed general secretary and treasurer to fill the unexpired
term of W. F. Allen, who died last week. H. J. Forster was
ber

17.

appointed assistant treasurer.

The committee on transportation
pleted its work on the revision of

reported that

it

had com-

the standard code of train

block signals and interlocking rules, upon which it has
been engaged since July, 1911. The codes as presented by the
rules,

committee were approved by the association. The committee
expressed the belief that the rules are adequate to fulfill all the
exigencies of train operation.
The committee on maintenance reported that it would issue
a circular of inquiry concerning rules governing the determination of physical and educational qualifications of employees
to ascertain whether a necessity exists for a further amendment
The committee presented specifications for
of these rules.
high carbon steel joint bars and specifications for heat-treated
oil-quenched steel joint bars, as recommended by the American

Railway Engineering Association. These were approved. The
committee also presented amendments to the specifications for
carbon steel rails, which were approved.
The committee on the safe transportation of explosives and
other dangerous articles called attention to the necessity for
uniformity in connection with the carriage of dangerous articles

by passengers in passenger cars.

It

also

called

attention to

amounts of explosives and ammunition now being
transported and to the fact that no explosion or fire has occurred
Attention was also called to the
in handling this material.
necessity of active interest on the part of all operating officials
the

large

in the

state

enforcement of the regulations prescribed by the Inter-

Commerce Commission covering

the

transportation

saving of over $3,500,000 in loss and damage pajTnents for the
first six months of the year 1915 on 99 roads, as compared with
six months of 1914, indicating the increased interest taken in this

important subject and that the efforts of the railroads are meeting
with success. There was also submitted a report of the committje^ on weighing, stating that negotiations with the United
States Bureau of Standards and with the traffic associations in
tesjctrd to ths free testing of railway master scales by the govemmei^t scale testing equipment had been successful, and that a
program has been submitted to the members of the American
1

Railway Association under which the government will test free,
annually, all railway master scales, and in addition, in the states
where there are no railway master scales, one scale which will
In
be agreed upon between the bureau and the association.
return the railways undertake to move the government testing
equipment to the designated scales without charge. The committee also reported on per diem, car service, switching reclaims,
storage, national track storage rules, collection of waybill rev-

enue, business, mail claim papers and statistics.

not leave the individual road. From information obtained, the
is of the opinion that it would be unwise to extend
Attention was
the design nearer to the rail than at present.
called to the National Electrical Safety Code which is being

committee

prepared by the Bureau of Standards of the Department of
Commerce, and on the recommendation of the committee it was
authorized to represent the association at hearings on this
subject.

between railroads reported that

has approved the applications of eight roads to join the per
diem rules agreement and has rejected the applications of three
roads. It has reported to the executive committee on the eligibility of five roads to become associate members of the association and has rejected the application of one road. It has recomit

mended

the restoration of one road to the per diem rules agree-

ment and

it

view of the

has passed upon the withdrawal of one road.

In

Commerce Commission
committee is now recommend-

of the Interstate

last report

in the industrial railways case the

ing for admission to the per diem rules agreement, on proper
application and approval of railroads which are recognized by the
Interstate

Commerce Commission

as

common

carriers.

With the report was submitted a report of the committee on
marking and handling of freight, which has been
conducting its work in accordance with the resolution passed by
packing,

the association at
co-operation of the
tions

its

mccing, and has been securing the
accounting and freight claim organizaStati.stics were submitted showing a

last

traffic,

and departments.

executive

ber

1.

Additional amendments to the code of LCL rules and rules
for loading carload shipments of flour were presented and approved. Recommendations for a number of changes in the per

diem and car service rules were approved.
The following were elected members of the committee on the
safe transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles:
New York Central, Norfolk & Western and the Pennsylvania.
The following were elected members of the committee on elecDelaware, Lackawanna & Western, New York
trical working:
Central and New York, New Haven & Hartford. C. W. Galloway, general manager, Baltimore & Ohio, and W. B. Storey,
vice-president, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe., were elected members of the committee on nomination. The next session of the
association will be held in New York, May 17, 1916.

of

The committee on electrical working reported that it has
had under consideration the question of third-rail working
conductor clearances, and submitted diagrams covering the
clearances for rolling equipment, which interchanges between
different roads and clearances for work equipment which does

relations

The

now

authorized the resumption of a monthly car
location report, and this is being received and tabulated for the
use of the members of the association, beginning with Novem-

committee has

gasolene.

The committee on
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REPORT ON COLLISION AT ORIENT, OHIO
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report,
dated October 12, giving the conclusions of H. W. Belnap, chief
of the division of safety, on the causes of the rear collision on
the Baltimore & Ohio South Western at Orient, Ohio, August
The
12, about 3 a. m., when seven passengers were killed.
facts of this collision were reported in the Railway Age Gazette
September 17, page 504; and the present report agrees substantially

with the statement then made, but goes
Special attention

into detail.

is

much more

fully

called to the fact that the car

which the passengers were killed was of wooden construcwith open platforms. It was built in 1883.
It will be recalled that the freight train, which ran into the
rear of the standing passenger train, had been following it for
about 10 miles under a rule requiring it to be run under control
and that it had been flagged more than once, both trains being
compelled to move at low speed because of the damaged condiThe engineman of the
tion of the track due to heavy rain.
freight claimed that he was running under control approaching
Orient, but that the heavy rain which was falling interfered
with his vision and also prevented sand from becoming effective
on the rails but the event proved that he was not running under
control.
The grade was descending, about 26 ft. per mile, and
there was a view of the standing train from about 750 ft. back.
in

tion,

;

The passenger train stopped short of the station to take water.
The inspector holds the freight engineman mainly responsible
for his disregard of the rule requiring him to run under contimes after being passed by the passenger train until
he should reach the next telegraph station (i. e., for about 20
miles]
but the conductor and flagman of the passenger train
also are censured for not (lagging, in strict accordance with
rule W, and also for not throwing off fusees.
trol at all

;
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under which the freight was running is made spewhere a freight is passed by a passenger train
at a non-telegraph siding; in that case it may follow the passenger after ten minutes, running under control.- Mr. Belnap
interprets this rule as being intended to provide for the movement of a train which had entered a block and for some reason
was unable to clear the block for a following passenger train
and was compelled to take a siding, to be passed, where no
means of communication were available. In other words, it is
a provision for unexpected emergencies. But in this case the
side track where the freight had waited was less than a mile
from the entrance to the block section, and there was a telephone by which the conductor could communicate with the block
To have enforced the absolute block system the freight
station.
would have had to be kept 21 miles back of the passenger
Prior to April 1, 1914, the block sections were much
train.
shorter than 21 miles, but on that date certain night offices

The

rule

cially for cases

were discontinued.

says the report,

If,

ent to thus lengthen the block sections,

it
it

was safe and expediwas the dutj' of the

road to restore them, or at least to enforce the absolute block
system, whenever the volume of traffic was increased, or a special
passenger train was to be moved at night.

A manually operated slack adjuster for use on freight equipment has recently been placed on the market by the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company, New York. The purpose of the demake it unnecessary to crawl under each truck in order
up slack due to brake shoe wear, a task both dangerous

to

is

to take

59,

No. 21

is cored a hole 1% in. in diameter.
Lugs on the inner end
of the double yoke fit into grooves in the side of the body, thus
holding the end of the yoke in position and guiding the relative

which

movement of
body

is

The jaw

the two parts.

closed by a block of

open end of the

at the

rectangular section on the end

of a thrust rod, the upper and lower faces of this block serving
as a guide for the open end of the double yoke.
The thrust
rod, which is about 9 in. long, extends back on the center line
of the body and passes through the cored hole in the throat

of the double yoke.
Within the closed part of the yoke are placed 12 thrust blocks,

each one-half
sides of the

in. thick.

yoke

is

The width

of the opening between the

increased at the throat to permit the passage

of the retaining lugs on the ends of these blocks. A key block
is inserted in this opening when the de.vice is assembled and is
locked by the thrust rod, which passes through a hole in the
The thrust blocks have a length of 3 in. between the
block.
is a hole 1%
the blocks are raised until the lugs on

retaining lugs and through the lower end of each
in diameter.

in.

When

the lower ends are brought in contact with the yoke these holes
are in line with the thrust rod, thus permitting the yoke to be
to the position sho\vn by the broken lines in the drawing.

moved

When slack is to be adjusted, the brakes are set lightly in
pinion secured to the body
order to show the piston travel.
meshes with a rack on one side of the yoke. By inserting a
short bar in the capstan head of the pin which holds the pinion
in place, the yoke may be moved back, thus shortening the
length of the cylinder tie rod.
As soon as the rod has been
shortened one-half in. one of the thrust blocks will be released

A

MANUAL SLACK ADJUSTER

vice

Vol.

from the end of the thrust rod and

will

drop to

T^-i
r^

i-

lower posi-

its

-i^'

/

1

T1

^-i-l-^+r
-4'

l==
Closed PoslHon.

Manual Slack Adjuster
and

difficult

of

cylinder tie rod,

justment

when

is

performance.

where

it

is

The device

is

located

in

the

and but one adThe adjustment is made

easily accessible,

necessary for both trucks.

the brakes are applied lightly so that correct piston travel

may be obtained
The location of

without trial adjustments.
the device in the brake rigging as well as its
construction are shown in the drawing. Adjustment is effected
between the body of the device and a double yoke sliding within
the body.

The body

is

a malleable iron casting about

18

•

^^^^^y\

for Freight

n

Equipment

tion by gravity.

The

succeeding one-half

other blocks follow successively for each

in.

In the lower position the
opposed to the end of the thrust

adjustment.

solid portion of the block

is

thus preventing the return of the parts to the original
The adjustment is continued till the piston travel has
been reduced to standard. The total adjustment of 6 in. provided by the device is sufficient to take care of maximum brake
rod,

position.

shoe wear.

in.

long of yoke form, the closed end being provided with a tongue
whiqh is connected to the end of the tie rod. The double yoke
consists of two parts the sides of \vhich are turned at right
angles to each other. Thpse t\yo parts join at a throat through

—

Drilling Tlmpered Steel. To drill tempered steel or other
hard material (even glass) use a drill tempered as hard as possible and camphor and turpentine, equal parti, in jilace of oil, on
the

drill.

Power.

Maintenance
While any predictions regarding the weather

to be expected this
winter are very Hkely to prove widely inaccurate, the general
expectation is that we are due to have a
Preparing
season of severity. The past year already

has been one of hard

for the

trials

for the main-

way department.

Storms and
washouts have been unusually frequent,
while the rainfall has been considerably above normal in nearly
As a result, it has been difficult to
all parts of the country.
maintain the track to its proper standards. At the same time,
maintenance of way expenditures have been restricted so that
it has been necessary to cope with these unfavorable conditions
with less than the usual allowances of materials and men. Under normal conditions in the larger part of the country there
now remains only a short time in which to get the track in
proper condition for the winter. With the outlook before us,
and the experiences of the past summer, the maintenance officer
will only take reasonable precautions if he makes a special
effort to get his track into the best possible shape in the short
Winter

tenance of

time remaining.

While the use of tie plates is now quite general, many ties are
still being removed from track because of being badly rail cut
rather than because of failure from decay.

A

Using

desire to utilize the remaining life of

the timber has led

Second-Hand

on some roads to the

practice of turning the ties over and re-

Ties

turning them to their original location in
main track. While from the standpoint of decay, such a tie
still good for considerable further service, there are serious

the
is

Way

of

new

reason the attitude of the railway accountby the action of the Association of American
Railway Accounting Officers, is highly illuminating and encouraging.
At its last convention, a committee reported the
results of a canvass of members representing 200 railroads with
an aggregate mileage of 271,857. Of these, members representyear.

W.

Vertical
lateral

E. Schott.

A

tie

load from the
stresses.

An

is

ing 130 roads operating 212,542 miles, or 78 per cent of the total
favored making the suggested change, while those

mileage,

representing only 38 roads with 17 per cent of the total mileage
opposed the change, and those from 32 roads with 5 per cent of
the mileage did not vote.
The Association of Accounting Officers has not stopped with
this vote, but is continuing the agitation, and at the recent convention of the National Association of Railway Commissioners

San Francisco, the president of the Association of American
Railway Accounting Officers addressed the railway commissioners
on this subject. While the co-operation of both the national and
state commissions would be necessary to make such a change,
there is reason to believe that this would not be difficult to
secure if the railways were united in favoring the change. Now
that the accounting officers have taken the lead in the movement
for this improvement, it is to be hoped that the engineering and
maintenance of way officers, individually and through their reat

all possible help.
No subject
before the American Railway Engineering Association or

spective organizations, will give

now

American Railway AssociaThere has never been a time when it
would seem that conditions were so ripe for making the proposed
the Maintenance committee of the

rail

to

the ballast, but also to absorb

show a materially decreased

resistance

to

spreading

rail

and

be harder to hold to line, surface and gage. The cost of
track maintenance will therefore increase. With the increasing
cost of ties it is highly desirable to secure the maximum life
will

from them. However, as the service required in high speed
main lines is especially severe and as ties are also required for
side and yard tracks subject to less exacting service conditions,
it would seem advisable to use them there.
Even under these
conditions one must be careful that the cost of replacing a tic
of this kind in a secondary track combined with the increased
cost of maintenance does not exceed the value of the remaining life of the tie, just as in reclaiming scrap, constant care is

necessary to prevent the cost of reclaiming material from exceeding its value after being reclaimed.

change.

PROPER RECORDS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
STRUCTURES
'Ip

HE

*

A LMOST

without

maintenance of way
** officers individually favor changing the fiscal year so that
k will end on December 31 instead of June 30, as the most
important single step which can be taken to increase the efficiency of this department.
At the same time, no concerted
movement to secure this change has been started by these officers
through their associations, although this would be a natural
course to take, as it is the maintenance of way department which
is most directly affected by the present fiscal year.
There has been a general impression that the only serious
opposition to this change would arise among accounting officers,
who would have to adjust their records to correspond with the
exception,

railway

investigation of old steel structures for the purpose of

determining their

portant part of the

ability to carry increased

work of

is an imReinforced

loading

the bridge engineer's office.

concrete structures are, as a rule, of such recent origin that the
investigation of their ability to carry increased loading has not
yet been called for, except perhaps in the case of culverts under

deep embankments, which are to be widened or increased in
height.
However, it is only a question of time until train loads
will have increased to such an extent as to raise the question
of the carrying capacity of certain classes of the concrete structures

The

we

are building to-day.

old plans of steel bridges,

if

on

file,

will play

an impor-

tant part in these investigations, but for purposes of checking

the old plans and determining the state of preservation of the
structure, frequent inspections are, of course, necessary, even to

the extent

When

CHANGING THE FISCAL YEAR

more important.

tion is

not only required to transmit the

old tie which has been turned over will

this

ants, as reflected

objections to this practice, as pointed out elsewhere in this issue

by

For

Section

of

scaling

and calipcring the individual members.
nuMsurcments are

the old plans arc not available, detailed

imperative.

The

investigation

an

concrete structure presents a
of a steel bridge. Once the forcompleted, the record plan offers the only means of
of

old

difficulty not arising in the case

mer is
knowing

the details of its construction.
Subsequent inspection
give an idea of the quality of the concrete and perhaps
disclose something of the slate of preservation of any reinwill

forcement

may

cannot disclose such details as
number of stirrups or in
the case of a culvert, even the thickness of the slabs.
Superficial information, such as it would be possible to obtain by conversation with some one engaged in the construction work, would
be valueless; for, just as we may find it necessary to order the
heavy power off a steel bridge because of inadequate pin plates
it

cont.iin, hut

it

the percentage of reinforcement, the
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or flange riveting,

.so

the

weak

feature of a concrete girder

may

be the improper spacing of stirrups or inadequate bond lengths
In view of such facts, the need of a complete record of a conNot only should the design plans
crete structure is obvious.
be complete as to detail, but all alterations made by the con-

Vol.

association committees be submitted to the

59,

No. 21

American Railway

Association for approval before their presentation to their re-

struction forces should be

This would not appear to be practical,
spective associations.
both because of the delay which would necessarily ensue and
because of the spirit of resentment which would be created by
the exercise of censorship.
The same results can be secured

man

more

made a matter of record. The field
frequently inclined to express his contempt for the office
man, and may even intimate that he changes the plans sent to
him to suit himself, or tliat he builds according to his own ideas
is

because the

office

Aside from
from the standpoint of ad-

plans have not arrived in time.

the incorrectness of such a position

ministration or the proper subdivision of duties,

it

is

especially

serious in connection with the preservation of adequate records.

Without question, the

field

man must

occasionally modify the

plans sent him to suit unforeseen contingencies, particularly with
respect to foundations. It should be an invariable rule, however,

make an

to

accurate record of

all

such changes that are required.

less to the maintenance officer, who has to make
emergency repairs or extensions upon the structure already built,

This applies no

in accordance with old plans, standard plans or designs of his

own.

No

matter what plan or method

his part to see that an accurate record

as he built

is

is

used, he should do

made

of the structure

it.

THE MAINTENANCE OF WAY ASSOCIATIONS
'TpHE

successful conventions of the Roadmasters' and Mainte-

Way Association, held in Chicago, September 7-10,
and of the American Railway Bridge & Building Association,
held in Detroit, on October 19-21, which were reported in the
Maintenance of Way Sections for those months, bring to the
attention of railway officers the work that these and the other
maintenance of way associations are doing. The common purpose
of all of these organizations is to develop and standardize methods and materials in their respective fields and thereby increase
the economy of railway operation. For this reason they deserve
the support and co-operation of the railways.
The position of the American Railway Engineering Association is recognized in the railway world and we refer here more
-*

nance of

particularly to the other associations in this

field,

the support of

which is not so universal. At the present time some railways
urge their men to attend the meetings of these organizations
and pay their expenses. Other railways not only do not pay

men but even discourage or prohibit them
This is wrong. It is just as important and
and
beneficial for the roadmaster or supervisor of bridges
buildings to be familiar with the latest developments in his line
and to take advantage of the advanced methods brought out in
One has only to comhis association as for the higher officer.
pare methods on different roads to realize how rapidly materials and methods are changing.
the expenses of their

from attending.

There is a feeling in some quarters that the minor associations
should be combined with the American Railway Engineering
Association and that all the work should be done through it.
If this plan were carried out it would mean the dissolution of
the present associations without changing the American Railway
Engineering Association to any appreciable extent, for this
latter organization approaches the common problems from a
standpoint different from that of the smaller associations and
the

members of

these other associations would not feel free to

take the floor in discussion with their superior officers.
There is, however, a field for the closer correlation of the
work of the various associations, striving as they are towards the
one common end of the improvement of railway maintenance

This should not take the form of dictation or censorby the American Railway Engineering Association, but
rather the work should be so divided that each association would
confine its studies to its particular sphere of activity and the
work of all the organizations would harmonize rather than
of way.
ship

overlap.
It

has been seriously suggested that the reports of

all

railway

satisfactorily by the roads stating their positions on various infiportant .matters to their more capable men and then
urging them td sittend and present these views at the conventions
of different associations. It has been further suggested that a
plan be worked out whereby the recommendations of the smaller
maintenance of way associations may be passed on to the American Railway Engineering Association for its approval and inIn this way practices could be
corporation in its Manual.
standardized and the results of the work of the smaller associa-

tions

made

available for

all.

At the present time
tenance

of

way

there arc four associations in the mainfield in addition to the American Railway

Engineering Association, viz., the Bridge & Building Association, the Roadmasters' Association, the Maintenance of Way
Master Painters' Association and the American Wood Preservers' Association, the last-named being composed only partially of railway men.
If the work of these associations were
properly organized and directed there would be no necessity
for the organization of other associations, for if this is carried
beyond a certain point it serves only to divide and weaken
the activities of all.
As at present organized, and in view of
the work they are doing, the railways can well aflFord to lend
their support to the existing associations by encouraging the
men to participate in their activities. In this way only can the
work of these associations be made of the most value to the
roads.

NEW BOOKS
By William H. Searles. Seventeenth editien, revised
and enlarged by William H. Searles and Howard Cbapin Ives, professor
of railroad engineering, Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
Size 4 in. by
6Ji in., 632 pages, bound in flexible leather.
Published by John Wiley
Sons,
&
New York City. Price, $3.

Field Engineering.

This edition of one of the oldest and best known handbooks
for railway engineers has been extensively revised to meet the
changes which have taken place since the publication of the
last previous edition, 11 years ago.
It also contains over 100
pages more than the previous edition. The principal changes
have been in the chapters on Maximum Economy of Grades and
Curves, Reversed Curves, Spiral Curves, Earthwork Tables and
Diagrams, Turnouts and Crossings and Calculation of Earthwork. The section on tables is also greatly enlarged, the principal addition being the earthwork tables and the data on
spirals.
Other new data in the book come under the heads of
metric curves, velocity heads, grade angles, barometric heights,
temperature coefficient, stadia reduction and mean refractions in

declination.

The

AB C

of Iron and Steel. Edited by A. O. Backert. Size 8 in. by I ! in.,
338 pages, bound in cloth. Published by The Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Price, $5.

As indicated by the title, this book is a popular though comprehensive exposition of the iron and steel industry, intended for

man in other lines who desires
information somewhat remote from his own field. The
separate chapters are by different authors.
The treatment in
each case is descriptive of the present practice and also historical.
The 222 illustrations are of a high character and add
much to the value of the book. There are five chapters on
mining ores and transportation, two on the manufacture of
coke, and other chapters on the manufacture of pig iron, wrought
iron, crucible, Bessemer and open hearth steel, rolling mill practice, wire and wire rods, and three chapters on castings.
The
closing chapter describes the electric furnace and its use. Sixtyfour pages are devoted to statistics and a manufacturers' directhe layman or for the technical
specific

tory.
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The only rernedy

for this churning

Letters to the Editor

I

It is a

|

iliiliiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiinMnimiiiiiiiiiiimitiiiitiiitiiiiiiMiiMniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiriiiirMirrtiiiinMiiiMir?

A GRADUATED WAGE SCALE

question, though,

if this

not be cheaper to prohibit this

W.

cut out.

good as far as they go, but I believe the plan of
working the men on a graduated wage basis is a better one.
Thus, if a man goes to work the first of August, put him on at
If he proves to be a good man after a few
$1.35 per day.
months pay him a higher scale of $1.60, and after he has worked
a year put him on a maximum wage of $1.80 or $2 per day.
If the railways were to do this they would find that the work
of their foremen would improve 100 per cent because the men
would have something to work for and would give a better
grade of work and more of it. As it is now a new man who
never saw a railway before receives the same wages as a man
who has worked for years. Under these circumstances a foreman cannot expect first-class work out of his older men, while a
new man is inefficient because he does not know how to do the
work. I believe a foreman can train his own men better than
some one else can train them for him, as each man has a difIf some one else trained the men
ferent way of doing things.
it would make it very hard for the foreman as well as for the
R. E. Pitts
men.
Section Foreman, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

ELEVATING CURVES

laborers, are

TURNING TIES OVER
San Francisco,

Cal.

:

track out of face

work is generally accompanied by a heavy renewal of track
ties.
Almost everywhere except on lines of late construction we
find thousands of ties, especially cypress and redwood ties, which
are still in a good condition, as far as the timber is concerned,
but which are cut down under the rail base from }/2 in. to 2 in.
on account of having had no tie plates. In such cases most
this

foremen, with the sanction of their roadmasters, are in the habit
of turning those ties over.
There is no question but that by so doing any piece of 'track
will look neater after the job is finished; but in place of improving the actual condition of such track distinct harm has been
done. In the first place, the thickness of the timber mider the
Even if the tics are turned end for end
rail is exactly the same.
the cut part is still directly under rail and the actual increase
of rail support is practically nil. The really bad effects of this
tie turning though will appear from one to two months after
the job is finished.
About this time that piece of track will
get rough and upon investigation it will be found that most of
those turned ties arc churning more or less, according to the

The

dirt or fine ballast will rise in

ties

and most of tlu-m

will

found

IN

E.

SCHOTT

YARDS

Los Tangs, N. Mex.
of the Railway Age Gazette
experience in yard work has led me to discontinue elevat-

To THE Editor

My

:

when there is slow traffic, as I have found
such curves, regardless of their degree of curvature, are
gaged to 4 ft. 8^-in., or %-\n. tight, one will experience less
trouble in maintaining correct gage.
The wheel produces less
wear on the inner rail, prevents the rail from cutting into the
tie and the track remains in surface and alinement longer.
I
have noted quite often that where turnouts were elevated back of
the frogs they have been a constant source of trouble in main-

ing curves in a yard
that

if

taining gage, surface and alinement. I have also noted quite often
on curves from % to }^-in. wide gage in yards that the excessive
pressure on the inner rail causes it to cant outward and the
gage to widen very rapidly. It is understood that the gAge of
trucks is 4 ft. 8 in. from flange to flange, so why should it become
necessary to leave curves wide gage even on the main line?
The writer put up one 5-deg. curve on main line, leaving the
gage ^-in. tight, and also a 4-deg. curve to standard gage. Both
curves were equal as to timber, surface and alinement.
The
4-deg. curve needed attention two years after it had been put up
because the gage spread on account of the inner rail cutting
into the ties. The ties then had to be adzed and the rail reset,
gaged and given the proper elevation, while the 5-deg. curve
remained in good condition for at least two years longer and held
its uniform gage, surface and alinement.
A curve properly put up is easily maintained regardless of the

degree of curvature. One will experience very little trouble in
maintaining a curve of good timber, gage, surface and alinement.

have noted places where section foremen were unable to tell
a curve was uniform, and the spreading of the track seemed
to be their trouble. They kept on gaging until the ties were spike
killed, putting all the blame on big engines with long trailers.
Upon examination I found the curves put up with improper
elevation both on the body of the curve and on the easement.
A car travels as a single body and the force of the car does
not reach its full effect until the car is wholly upon the curve;
therefore the approach and runoff on curves on high speed track
should have the proper elevation and alinement or trouble will
never end.
Henry Koch
Section Forinian, Id Paso & Southwestern.
I

when

PENNSYLVANIA LINES ANNUAL TRACK
INSPECTION

mounds

be

The annual

track inspection of the

of Pittsburgh' was

swinging.

As every experienced trackman knows,

to

Section Foreman, Southern Pacific.

:

on both sides of those

down

lines and use only new ties in all these cases, putting the cut ties
only in side tracks or using them as fence posts or for other

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The ideas set forth in the letter from J. L. Coss in the Railway
Age Gazette of July 16, in regard to the training of section

quality of the ballast.

to adze

in.

purposes, especially since they are inclined to break easily where
Prowers, Colo.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
Whenever track forces are engaged in raising

is

from each side.
would be economical or if it would
turning of ties altogether on main

the deptli of those cuts for about 8 or 10

made on October

Pennsylvania Lines west

5-8, inclusive,

by the general

to

manager and his staff, including the chief engineers maintenance
of way and their assistants, the general and division superinten-

is

dents,

the most diflicult place

tamp a tie is directly under the rail. It is a procedure which
watched closely by every foreman when performing this kind
of work. No doubt this was supervised closely when all those
redwood and cypress ties were turned over, but, notwithstanding,
almost impossible to get those cut places in the ties pro|>erl\
with dirt or ballast, especially when shovel tamped
Directly under the rail there was left a small space where there

it

is

packed

was no

dirt, or, at the best, loose dirt, as this space could not be
reached with tools, leaving an air space, and this same space,
through compression by the weight of every passing engine and
car, acting like an air cushion, has started to force all dirt from

under the

tie to

the surface.

Retam|)ing those

tics is

only a IciiipiMary relief of very short

the division

engineers,

assistant division engineers and
by special train.
The inspection covered
the main line of the ranbaiulle from riltsbiirgh to Chicago and
of the Fort Wayne from Chicago to Pittsburgh. The first prize

supervisors, traveling;

for the best supervisor's sululivision based on

was aw.irded

to

line and surface
William Halleuger, supervisor, Indianapolis di-

The prize for the best supervisor's subwas awarded to Henry Rice, supervisor, Indianapolis division, I'riiana, Ohio.
The prize for the
best track foreman's section based on line and surface was
awarded to Fred M.inning, track forem.iii, also of the Indianapvision, Uradford, Ohio.

division based

olis

division.

on

all

points

The Proper Repair
Work on
Number

of

Tools for Track Maintenance
Done

This Equipment Should be

Shops

of

in

a Limited

Under Adequate Administration
By M. E. Carroll

While many large and serious problems confront the master
mechanic in his daily work, there is one which, while comparatively small in magnitude, is nevertheless always present and
therefore aggravating. That is the problem of repairing track
tools for the maintenance of way department.
In the average railroad shop, it is considered a small task to
forge a locomotive main rod, to build a new tender or to perform
any similar work for which the shop may be equipped. However, it seems a tremendous task to repair a few track chisels,
dress a dozen tamping picks or put a track jack in good working order. This is not because these tasks are at all difficult,
nor because the shop is not equipped for doing the work, or
lacks mechanics sufficiently experienced to properly perform it,

work at fewer shops.
worn and repairable track
tools should be gathered up from each track gang and delivered
at only one or two shops on the entire system. This will increase
the number of each kind of tools to be repaired at that shop,
making it possible to keep certain mechanics regularly occupied
In consequence they will become expert and
in doing this work.
most railroads

Where

is

the concentration of this

supply cars are operated,

all

turn out repaired tools which will give service equivalent to
ones.

The

new

time of these mechanics can be charged direct to the

proper operating account or to the division superintendent, and
the master mechanic will therefore not need to feel that he is
being robbed of time which rightfully belongs to his locomotives

but rather because such work is a little out of the ordinary. If
every locomotive had a few tamping picks as part of the equipment, or if every box car carried a rail drill, the shops would
be accustomed to handling and repairing such items and consider
it

part of the regular daily routine.

we somehow

the unusual duty which

associate as belonging to the other fellow

belonging to us which

Track

It is

is

tools are articles

1

and not

1

the hardest to perform.

}

which must be used every day on each

f
(1)

Until Worn Out.
(2) Could be Put in Shape
by Track Forces Without Being Sent to the Shop.
(3) Has Been Reground Ready for Further Use

Ground Down

railroad system and in connection with such use, tools will wear

out and sometimes become broken. The railroads do not earn
money in sufficient quantities to permit them to throw away

worn or broken

and they must therefore be sent to
the shops for repair. It is the customary practice on most railroads to permit each foreman to bundle up a few spike mauls
and chisels and a claw bar or two, sending them in a baggage
car to the nearest division shops with a request to have them
repaired and returned to him. It is not unusual for a section
foreman to telegraph the master mechanic that his track drill
or track jack is broken and is coming on "No. 21 today" with a
request to have it repaired and returned "tomorrow morning."
There is scarcely a division railroad shop anywhere that is

these

tools

equipped properly to repair track tools because there is not
enough of this work to occupy the full time of any mechanic.
The very irregularity of delivery of the old tools to the shop is
one of the reasons why the mechanics cannot be occupied reguWhen performed hurriedly and
larly on work of this kind.
considered as an outside job to be rushed and disposed of in
the easiest

manner

possible,

small

wonder

that these repairs

1

(1)

1 SHiV
2

>-

3

Scrap Shovel with a Good Handle. (2) Scrap Shovel with a
Good Blade. (3) A Serviceable Shovel Made by Piecing
Together a Good Handle and a Good Blade
Taken from Scrap Shovels

and cars. By concentrating tools in this manner, the smaller
shops are relieved entirely of this kind of work and the division
track forces escape the necessity of using indifferently repaired

When we have successfully concentrated this work at one
two shops and have perfected a system of gathering up all
of the tools on the system regularlj', making repairs and delivering them to the shops as suggested, it becomes an easy pro1)lem
properly to organize the forces and equip the shop for handling
tools.

or

the work.

result is

The most difficult track tool to repair properly is the claw bar.
Not one railroad blacksmith in twenty can take a badly worn

poor service and loss of time and money when the track forces
attempt to use them.
The first remedy needed to improve the condition existing on

claw bar and shape it so it will readily take and hold the head
of a track spike imbedded in a hard wood tie, or temper it so
that it will not break or the claws spread when in use. If, how-

it

is

are sometimes improperly or indefTcrcntly made.

The
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we can accumulate two or three hundred claw bars in one
shop every month, we can keep one fire working on claw bars
almost constantly and employ an expert for repairing them. Some
claw bars will be received which are so badly worn that there is
not enough steel left to dress them down properly, or perhaps
one of the claws may be broken off entirely. Instead of consigning such a bar to the scrap pile, the claw should be cut off
and the bar placed under a Bradley hammer and drawn down
This operation will show a net
to make a standard lining bar.
saving of about 35 cents on each bar.
Where a fire is worked constantly to repair track picks with
ever,

953

spike mauls, this being a very important tool in track work, and
personal injury accidents are likely to result if improperly repaired spike mauls are sent out for use. It is impossible to strike

a true blow on a track spike or the head of a track chisel if the
face of the maul is not finished true, and if tempered too hard,
pieces are Hkely to chip off and fly.
If, on the other hand, the
spike

maul is tempered too soft, it will give only a few days
and will then come back to the shop.
tool which causes a great deal of trouble to a track gang

service

A

a small power hammer for making the welds, it is astonishing
how cheaply these picks can be dressed down and re-tempered
ready for use. Many picks will be received which are worn

down

so short as to

make

it

impossible to re-dress them for

Tempered When Repaired. (2) Should Have Been
Ground by Track Forces Instead of Being Sent to the

(1) Improperly

Shop.

(3) Unserviceable Unless It is Repaired.
Example of_Good^Repairing
(4)
,

An

is

the track chisel.

chisels in cutting

It is

one

rail,

no uncommon thing to use six or eight
whereas one good track chisel properly

handled should easily cut IS or 20 rails. The first requisite of a
is good steel, a matter for the attention of the Purchasing department, and in making repairs, it is equally necessary
to shape and temper the cutting edge properly and to dress the
head so that pieces will not chip off when struck by the hammer.
track chisel

It is a serious mistake for track gangs to use track jacks which
are not in perfect working order and equally wrong for shops
to return jacks for use when not properly repaired.
The rack

Very Difficult to Repair, but Can Easily be Made into a
Serviceable Lining Bar. (2) Can be Repaired Easily by a Competent Blacksmith. (3) An Example of Good Repairing

(1)

bar of a track jack can be dressed up easily by a competent
smith, making it equal to a new one, and the main or body casting

further use, and it is the customary practice to weld new steel
and form new ends on them. The average railroad is not paying
more than 35 cents each for new clay picks and 45 cents each
for new tamping picks and if much welding is done on the old
pick, it is going to cost more than a new one.
It will be found
the best practice to limit the welding of picks to the putting on
of new points. If the tamping end of a pick is worn so it cannot
be refaccd to make a serviceable pick, the tamping end should
be cut off and the end sharpened to make a clay pick.
When

both ends of a clay
the pick

may

picl<

are

worn down

well be scrapped.

Some

too short for repointing,
tool

manufacturers make

a practice of furnishing short tamping ends for picks, also the

claw ends for claw bar, which can be welded onto the old pick
and old bar, but unless shop costs arc watched very closely, these
welded tools will cost more than new ones.

When

bent lining

arc sent in for repairs, in addition to
straightening and re-dressing points, the bar should be tempered
so

it

will not

The

liars

bend readily when rc-issucd for

use.

repairs of tamping bars should be handled

much the same
when there

as tamping picks, the face of the bar being re-drcsscd

enough steel and if worn too short for re-drcssing, the tamping
end should be cut off and the remainder of the bar used for general purposes as bar steel.
Much care should be given to the dressing and tempering of
is

(1) Improperly Repaired

Track Chisel. (2) Could Have Been Repaired by the Section Gong on n Grinding Wheel Instead of
Sending It to the Shop. (3) Musi be Rrpniied by a
Blacksmith. (4) An Example oi Good Repairing

if slightly bent or distorted, may be straightened in the fire
if
carefully handled.
The remaining parts, if worn too badly to
give the proper fit, can he replaced with new parts at such small

expense that

it

usually docs not pay to do

much shop work on

them.

The

repair parts for track drills on the other

hand arc

relatively
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more expensive and quile a saving can be made if intelligenl work
machines. A
is done by the man assigned to repair the drilHng
track drill

usually sent to the shop because it has been abused
worn out, and a small amount of work

is

Railroad has just recently completed the clectrifiralion of its Ijne from
Philadelphia to Paoli, a distance of 20 miles, for suburban service. The
plant, cquipnictil and construction involved in this project were described
in detail in .'in illustrated article in the issue of November 12, page 889.

in service, rather than

machine in first-class condition for further service.
There are two track tools which get out of order in service very
track
easily and show defects which are difficult for the average
foreman to detect, namely, the track gage and the track level.
The accuracy of these two tools is vital to the success of the
track foreman in making and maintaining good track, and when
repaired in the shops, the utmost care should be taken to see that

THE STABILITY OF UNANCHORED TANKS

will put such

that the tools will give reasonfor accuracy should be applied to
every gage or level before it is issued for service. In repairing the Huntington track gage (this being the one made of gas

repairs are niade in such

A

able service.

manner

test

with malleable end castings),

pipe

plug and

and

ples

is

not good practice to
end castings are

castings cannot remain tight with such repairs and
to use the old pipe for making pipe niprepair the track gage by applying a new piece of

better

is

it

re-drill rivet holes in the pipe if the

The

loose.
it

rigid

economy

pipe.

In re-setting the spirit level in a track level, care should be
taken to remove all of the old setting and see that the new
glass is fully protected on all sides by fresh plaster of Paris.
Not only should the level be carefully tested after repairs are
completed, but the supply car clerk or other person making the
delivery to the track forces should repeat this test at the time
the delivery

is

made, so that only accurate track

levels,

as well

as gages, shall be issued for use.

such as are handled by most of
should be encouraged among
the track gangs, so that the grinding of edged tools and a certhus
tain amount of tool dressing may be done on the road,

The use of

tool grinders,

the tool manufacturers at

this time,

enabling the men to keep their tools in service a greater length
of time before sending them to the shops.
The problem of repairing railroad track tools is a serious one
with every maintenance of way officer, and with most master
It can never be satisfactorily handled unless the
mechanics.
systematized and made a definite part of the daily
some shop organization. To make this effective,
tools must be gathered up regularly from the railroad as described, brought to some designated shop and there given

work

is

routine

first

of

thorough and effective repairs by a well organized and experienced shop force. Not only will these repairs be made at less
cost than when made indiscriminately at all shop points, but
system which might be
tools will be repaired under this
scrapped by the ordinary shop mechanic, and the repaired tools
when returned to service will give much better results.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, to which readers of this section may
wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette since
October

22, 1915
Elimination of the
Pacific and the Frisco

Tower Grove Crossing, St. Louis.— The Missouri
have recently completed the separation of grades
avenues. The structures and the methods
Vandeventer
at Tower Grove and
of construction were described in an illustrated article in the issue of
October 29, page 799.
Completing the Summit Cut-Off of the Lackawanna. This project was

—

finished with the completion of the Tunkhannock viaduct, the largest conThe
crete viaduct ever built, and was placed in service on November 7.
interesting details of the last work on this structure and others forming
a part of the project were described in an illustrated article in the issue
of October 29, page 809.
Completing the Mt. Royal Tunnel at Montreal. This tunnel, which will
provide an entrance for the Canadian Northern Kailway into the heart
Construction details of the more recent
of Montreal is nearing completion.
work on this project were described in an illustrated article in the issue
of November S, page 8.'i7,
Progress on the Hell Gate Bridse. The closing members of the 1,000ft.
arch were placed on September 29: the details of this step in the work
were described in a short article accompanied by a page of photographs
in the issue of November 5. page 865.
The Cold Straightening of Rails. J. T. Atwood, chief engineer, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, discussed this question in a Letter to the Editor in
the issue of November 12, page 888.
Gagging of Rails in Transverse Fissures. A discussion of this subject
in connection with the Cold Straightening of Rails in the form of a Letter
to the Editor by A. W. Thompson, third vice-president, Baltimore Si Ohio,
was published in the issue of November 12. page 888.'
The Pennsylvania
Electrification of the Pennsylvania at Philadelphia.

—

—

—

—

—
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By

C. R.

Knowi.ks

General Foreman of Water Service. Illinois Central

The

unanchored railway water tanks has been the
less discussion from time to time, with advocates both for and against the practice of anchoring the tower
Some authorities have claimed
of the tank to the foundation.
that the tower of tank should be firmly anchored to the foundation in all cases, while others have insisted that anchorage was
unnecessary with railway water tanks 24 ft. to 30 ft. in diameter
on standard 12-post towers 30 ft. high and under.
In view of this difference of opinion, it may be interesting
to note the fact that three unanchored standard 20 ft. by 30 ft.
wood tanks on the Louisiana division of the Illinois Central
withstood the hurricane of September 29, 1915, with no more
damage than the unroofing of one of the tanks. The tanks in
question are located at Government Yard, New Orleans; La
Branch. La., and Hammond, La.
The tower of the tank at
New Orleans is a 12-post steel tower, well braced with a floor
system of "I" beams, the total height from the top of foundation to bottom of the tank being 20 ft.
The tower of the tank
at La Branch is constructed of 12 in. by 12 in. creosoted posts,
each bent being braced with two sets of 6 in. by 8 in. braces,
and the floor system consisting of 12 in. by 12 in. caps and
4 in. by 14 in. floor joists. The total height from the top of
foundation to bottom of tank was 20 ft. The tank at Hammond,
La., is on a 28-ft. tower of the same type of construction as
stability of

subject of

more or

La Branch.
The storm began on

that at

a

the night of September 28 with rain and
gradually increasing northeast wind.
By 7 o'clock on the

morning of the 29th, the wind had increased to a gale of 40
miles per hour, and during the day both wind and rain increased
in intensity until between 5 and 5 :30 p. m. when the weather
bureau reported there was a sustained wind velocity of over 80
miles per hour and velocities up to 120 and 130 miles per hour
for the hardest gusts, with a minimum barometer reading of
28.11 in.
At about 6 p. m. there was a slight lull in the wind
and shortly after a reversal of direction, with very high velocities for the greater part of the night, but not nearly so high as
during the afternoon.
A large electric power station and concrete stack located directly across the street from the New Orleans tank were destroyed, and the Government Yard roundhouse, a frame structure about 200 ft. distant from the tank, was partly demolished.
This tank was full of water throughout the duration of the storm
and was not damaged in the least.
The La Branch tank is located 20 miles north of New Orleans
in an exposed position near the shore of Lake Ponchartrain and
among 12 or 15 houses, including the store and pumping plant
of a drainage company. The tank and pump house are the only
structures left standing. This tank was full of water when the
storm began, but water connections to houses, which were destroyed during the storm, were broken, letting the water out of
tank through openings aggregating perhaps a 2-in. stream.
In
addition to the wind at La Branch, the level of Lake Ponchartrain was raised about 12 ft., throwing about 7 ft. of water
over the top of the rail and washing away both tracks. There
was no damage done to this tank and but little to the pumping

station.

The Hammond tank
while not directly

54 miles north of New Orleans and,
path of the storm, it stood perhaps the

is

in the

most severe

test of the three, as this tank was unroofed during
the early part of the night of the 29th, and the valve to the tank
spout pulled out, allowing the tank to empty through a 10-in.

Not more than 30 or 40 minutes were consumed in the
water running out of the tank. As a result, the tank undoubtedly
stood a great wind pressure while empty. This strain was especially severe on account of the height of the tower.
opening.

Railway Roadside Water Tanks

Locomotive Supply'

for

Important Details of Construction and Maintenance

With Comparative Costs

of

Up to within the past few years, the standard tanks rarely
exceed 50,000 or 60,000 gal., while the standard roadside tanks on
many lines today include tanks holding 100,000 to 150,000 gal.
While the tendency of the railroads within the past few years
has been to erect tanks of greater capacity, the development
along this line has been all too slow and the efficiency of the
water service is impaired in many cases to a great extent by small
Particularly is this true at terminals, where a large number of engines take water in a limited time, and at roadside stations where it is necessary to employ night pumpers, thus ma-

tanks.

increasing the

terially

cost

good for a

erect a tank

within a few years that

It is not economy to
of 30 or 40 years and then find
too small to supply the demand for

of water.

life

it

is

water without continuous pumping.

The construction of large permanent tanks has been handicapped to some extent by the fact that, where tanks were located
adjacent to tracks, the uncertainty of track changes and other
construction features often prevented the selection of permanent
locations.

The

result

is

that

many

of the tanks constructed are

temporary structures. By installing penstocks it is
possible to select a permanent location that will not be affected
by future construction changes. It is now the practice on many
roads to erect the tanks remote from the tracks and deliver
water through penstocks. In addition to permitting a more satisfactory location of a tank there are many other arguments in
favor of this practice in preference to taking water direct from

more or

less

the tank.

The

The standard
ft.

height of tank for locomotive supply

from top of

rail to

bottom of tank.

is

With from

usually
16 to 20

of water in a tank, a 12-in. penstock with 1,000 ft. of 14 in.
will deliver from 3,500 to 4,000 gal. per minute, and for

ft.

main

economic reasons, it would not be practical to exceed a height
of 20 ft. to the bottom of the tank in ordinary practice.

There has been but

little

frames or towers

variation in the methods of construct-

for

wood

tanks,

the

common

practice

being to use a 12-post structure of 12-in. by 12-in. timber braced
according to the height. Steel frames for wood tanks and in a
great many instances for flat-bottomed steel tanks have also been
of the 12-post type.
ciation

found

The American Railway Engineering Asso-

in 1910, in

answer

is

is

explained in the fact that with a 12-post structure

it

number of posts, and to support every part of the tank
bottom without an elaborate floor system. It also permits a good
Treated timber will prove
distribution of the foundation load.
more economical than untreated for the construction of lowers
for flat-boftom tanks, notwithstanding its higher first cost, as
treated timber will have a nuich longer life and docs not require
a lesser

painting.

A

20

ft.

WOOD TANKS

Most of the water tanks used for railway water service in
the past have been constructed of wood, and while other materials are. being used extensively for this purpose, there is no
•

question but that timber will continue to enter into the construction of tanks of 100,000 gal. capacity, and under.

The

of timber in a water tank will vary widely with
and with other factors which cause or prevent decay. The mechanical strain or wear a tank may be subMany tanks
jected to will also affect the life of the timber.

treated timber tower

is

life

climatic conditions

have been replaced, not so much because of the deterioration
of the tank itself as of the decay of the structure supporting the
tank, or more probably the decay of the floor and chime joists
immediately supporting the tank bottom. All these factors have
to be given consideration so far as the length of life and the
general utility of various timbers and other material used in wood
tanks are concerned.

The

life

largely

of a

wood water

upon the care

tank,

tering into the construction.
selection

no matter of what kind, depends
and inspecting the timber en-

in selecting

It is

needless to say that the best

and best quality of a cheaper timber

will give

a better

and more lasting tank than a poor selection of high-priced tim-

Few

railroads properly specify a tank in their inquiries.

They may

give elaborate specifications for the hoopage, as well

as for the dimensions of the tank itself, and may specify the
kind of timber that shall be used, but they do not rigidly specify
and inspect the quality and grade of timber to be furnished.
The average life of the various timbers entering into the construction of water tanks is about as follows
Cypress

40 years
30 "
30 "
20 "
16 *'

Redwood
Cedar
White pine
Douglas fir

To

secure this life the most rigid specifications and inspectioi»

must be adhered

to.

Cypress

is

beyond question the best timber

Next is the Pacific Coast
redwood, which is an admirable tank material, but is little used
in the central and eastern states.
Eastern cedar, which is practically the only one of the cedars available for tanks, makes ar«
excellent tank when the best grade is obtained.
White pine is
also a very good tank material, but is rarely available in suitable sizes and lengths for large tanks.
Douglas fir is obtainable in almost any size and length, but is of comparatively short
life.

possible to secure a better distribution of the load than with

more economical than

cither a steel

Abstrarl i)f :i report prcsrnlc<i at thr loiivrntioli of thr Anipriran Railway Rridge ami Building Association, hcM in Drtroit, Oct. 10. 21.
•

wood tower for towers of standard height for
locomotive supply. A steel tower will undoubtedly prove more
economical and satisfactory for tanks on elevations greater than

to inquiries sent out, that of the

roads reporting, 82 per cent of the 50,000 gal. tanks had 12 posts,
10 per cent 16 to 26 posts and 8 per cent 4 posts. Of the 75,000
gal. tanks reported 100 per cent had 12 posts with two excepOf the 100,000
tions, one with 21 posts and one with 16 posts,
gal. tanks 100 per cent had 12-post frames with one exception
Tlie general practice of constructing 12-post tank
of 4 posts.
supports

Steel Structures

for the construction of water tanks.

SUB-STRUCTURE
ing

and

or an untreated

ber.

height of the tower or frame of the tank will be deter-

mined by the size of the outlet pipe. A 12-in. penstock with a
14-in. main will deliver 4,000 gal. per minute with approximately
the same loss of head as a 10-in. penstock with a 12-in. main
delivering 2,7,S0 gal. per minute, or an 8-in. penstock with a 10-in.
main delivering 1,750 gal. per minute.
20

Wood

A

20-ft.

by

30-ft.

planks, should be

water tank, consisting of staves and bottom

made of tank

stock, heart red cjTJress, sound,
seasoned, out of wind, free from shakes, sap, pitch pockets or

streaks, unsound knots, loose knots, knots in clusters and large
knots extending through the material. Small loose or unsound
knots may be bored out and the holes thoroughly plugged with
the same material as the tank.
Material having knots in the
edges should not be accepted.
Staves shall be 6 to 8 in. wide and 20 ft, long, of uniform width
end to end, and 3 in. thick, with Ihc edges acotiratcly planed on
radial lines from the center of the tuli.
The croze in each stave
should be 3 in. in llie clear fioiu the end of the stave with a
yi-'in. gain and should be accurately cut to uniform dimcnsion.s
on one circle for all staves. Three one-inch dowel pins made of
the same material as the staves should be furnished with each
stave, and the slaves should be bored for dowel pins properly
spaced. The bottom planks should be 12 in. wide and 3 in. tliick.
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The bottom should be 30

in

ft.

diameter with a 3^>

chamfer.

in.

All pieces should be full length without splicing, and every joint

machine-made and perfect.
inch dowel pins on 30-in.

The planks should be joined by onesame material as the

centers, of the

bottom.

While the material in the tub is perhaps of the first, importance,
does not embrace the entire structure. The frame, frost box
and roof are constructed of entirely different timber than the
it

tank proper. When these various features of tank construction
are given consideration, it would not be fair to base the life of
wood tanks altogether on the life of cypress or other timbers
entering into the construction of the tub. Where the structure
consists of a wood tank mounted on a steel or treated timber
frame, the question of the life of the structure as a whole is
further complicated. The life of the treated frame w-ill depend
on the treatment applied to the timber and may represent a
longer or shorter life than the tank. As a means of fixing the

approximate

life

of

wood tanks on

different types of frames the

following tables are submitted

The following

table

Long
Long
Long

leaf pine, untreated
leaf pine, treated with creosote
leaf pine, treated with zinc-chloride
Loblolly pine, untreated
Loblolly pine, treated with creosote
Loblolly pine, treated with zinc-chloride

The

oak-,

table

life of

suitable

15
3

25
IS
IS

The round hoop lends itself
any corrosion or deterioration may be
easily seen and the whole surface of the hoop is painted more
readily.
One great objection to this type of hoop is the little
bearing it has on the stave, which has a tendency to cut into the
wood, crushing the fiber and inducing decay. This decay is
further aggravated by the accumulation of dirt, cinders and
moisture in the pocket formed by the upper half of the hoop.
Oval hoops or half round hoops have not come into general
practice, while at the same time they have much to commend
They have the advantages both of the flat and half
their use.
round hoop in that they give an even fiat bearing to the stave and
are heavier at the center like the round hoops, and they are not
The principal objection that
so quickly weakened by corrosion.
could be offered to this type of hoop is that it is much harder
to apply than either the flat or the round hoop on account of
and other

readily to

fire

steel hoops
Round steel huops

rigidity of this

;

making it conform to the circle of the tank. The
hoop is also objectionable in the fact that when
is

a tendency for

empty or only partly filled with water.
Various methods are used to fasten the lugs to the hoops, but it
would appear that riveting is the most popular and economical

"

"
'*
**

method of applying them

to the flat hoops.

The method

apply

ing will be poorly done.
The tank bottom should be carefully laid out, doweled and put
together by hand. It is then scribed and cut to circle on a
band saw, dressed and chamfered and the planks marked and
numbered consecutively. The staves are then put on the tank
and driven up, making the complete tank ready for the hoops.
This enables the inspector to examine the tank carefully from
the inside as well as the outside for possible defects in the

lumber that may have escaped the timber inspector and the maThere are virtually four inspections of the
timber before it is shipped and the possibility' of inadvertently
overlooking a defective stave or bottom plank is remote.
While the tank is set up each stave should be marked consecutively, its position on the tank bottom also marked and a
number corresponding with the number of the stave placed in
the proper place on the tank bottom. This not only insures a
perfect fit of the tank throughout, but simplifies and lessens the
chine operators.

work of erection in the field.
The hoops comprise the most important feature in the maintenance of water tanks. With very few exceptions tank failures

may

be traced directly to the failure of the hoops. Flat hoops
have been used almost universally up to the last few years, and
as practically all of the older tanks are equipped with them,
it is a popular belief that the flat hoop is more subject to failure
than any other shape. This is probably true if the hoops are not
constructed of the proper material and given the proper attention.
So far as corrosion is concerned the flat hoop has a greater
surface exposed than a hoop of different section; 40 per cent
of this surface is next to the staves. Aside from presenting a
greater surface to the corrosive elements this leaves 40 per cent

On the other hand it is
forms a more uniform bearing aga'mst the stave,
does not crush the fibre of the wood, conforms more readily
of the hoop inaccessible to inspection.
easier to apply,

more

readily for repairs

than the odd shapes (with the exception of round hoops), will
not break as easily as a hoop of different section, and lends
in part at least to the life of the stave the loss

use

due

to corrosion.

only

within

The

shape of the hoops.

single bolt

is

of ap-

generally accepted as

preferable to the double bolt for the reason that

W'hen properly manufactured, a machine-made wood tank is
Of course, if the proper care
better than one framed by hand.
is not taken with the machine, or if the machines are not properly set for each tank it is very likely that the framing or joint-

general

protection systems.

inspection

especially if the tank is

*'

3 to 5 years
"
IS
*'
6
"
10

Oval

into

are required on tanks used for sprinkler

plying lugs to other types of hoops will depend largely on the

Flat steel hoops
Flat iron hoops

Round hoops have come

No. 21

the hoops to straighten out and throw the tank out of round,

hoops

to the circle of the tank, can be secured

59,

through the efforts of the insurance

chiefly

years,

Round hoops

the staves are softened by partial decay there

10 years
"
25

untreated

below shows the

few

people.

the difficulty in

shows the life of various timbers
for the construction of tank frames

White

past

Vol.

the

it

and there

is

it

is

easier to

a uniform pull on the lug and hoop.

With

a danger of breaking the lug or shearing off the rivets unless great care is used to keep the bolts
pulled up uniform in tightening the hoops.
the double bolts there

is

Several factors enter into the life of a tank hoop, the most
important being the material of which the hoop is constructed.
The hoop should be constructed of wrought iron, but as few
railroads pay much attention to this feature the hoops usually

furnished are of

steel.

In fact there

wrought iron may be purchased

is

in the

whether
open market in suitable

a question as to

The question of the quality of iron is of
more importance than the shape of the hoop. The seeming
indifference of the many railroads to this feature compels the few
who insist on wrought iron to pay a premium on the cost of
hoops that even at the best do not come up to the standard that
sizes for tank hoops.

far

should be maintained.
Eliminating the question of adding to the appearance of the
structure, the utility of a roof on a water tank is divided between frost prevention and protection from dirt. In the northern
states there is no question as to the necessity of the roof on
account of protection from frost, but it may be assumed that
where the tank is not affected by frost, or the water is not used
for drinking purposes, the only advantage in a roof is to add to
the sightliness of the structure.

As a matter of frost prevention in cold climates there is no
doubt but that water tanks should be well roofed. Decks constructed with double layers of dressed and matched boards with
building paper between are of great value as a protection from
frost.
The objection to this type of roof and decks so constructed with the joists beneath them is that they are subject to
Some
rapid decay, on account of moisture and poor ventilation.
roads are constructing the deck of two layers of 2-in. by 8-in.
timbers spaced J4 '" apart. It is claimed that this is as nearly
frost proof as the double decking and it certainly is more subThe roof should be constantial as far as decay is concerned.
The roofing
ical of 1^ in. to 1 ft. pitch, with 14-in. eaves.
material should be a good composition roofing, or good felt,
with tar and gravel.
There are several points of primary consideration in the proThe protection of water tanks and tank fixtures from frost.
tection required will be determined by climatic conditions and
should be designed to afford protection against the most severe
weather conditions likely to prevail. This condition can not be

November

19,
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minimum

based altogether on a

temperature, but upon the dura-

boxes with

957

spaces as protection

air

from

frost.

tion of low temperatures as well.

good practice as

The source of water supply is another important feature.
Where water is pumped from streams or ponds, the temperature
is lower than where pumped from wells.
As a result more in-

protecting a conical bottom steel tank frOm frost

sulation

required where surface water

is

used than with an
continuous, or nearly

is

underground supply. Where the pumping is
so, and there is practically a constant flow of water to the tank,
less protection is required than where the pumping is inter-

Where

it

is

to

difficult

from

the supply line

protect

frost

properly, the pipe should be extended to the top of the tank

the line drained

when not
to wood

The

in use.

best type of frost

and
box

for supply pipes
tanks is one constructed of dressed
and matched lumber, and lined with building paper with alter-

number of

air spaces required varying
Five air spaces should be effective
against a minimum temperature of 30 deg. below zero. It is
important that the frost box extend into the ground well below
the frost line to get the benefit of the radiation from the earth.
That part of the box below the ground should be of concrete or
It is unnecessary to carry the air spaces below the
brick.
ground, but the joint at the top of the foundation should be
absolutely tight. The lumber used in the construction of a
frost box should be thoroughly seasoned to prevent shrinkage,
and the box should be made as nearly air tight as possible.
Some northern roads completely house in their smaller tanks,
and heat them with stoves or steam. The usual type of construction is octagonal in shape, ceiled and lined with building paper
between the walls. This leaves a dead air space between the
inner and outer walls. The wall is carried about two feet above
the top of the tank and the entire structure is housed in. The
method is applicable only to the smaller tanks, is very expensive
and is a bad fire risk. Where pumps are operated by steam it
is sometimes practical to run the exhaust pipe through the frost

nate 2-in. air spaces, the

with weather conditions.

box and tank. This is a safe and effective method of protection
from frost, but is practical only where the tanks are in close proximity to the pumping stations.
In extremely cold climates, the usual method is to house in
the sub-structure of the tank and install stoves, extending the

The

not permit proper inspection and painting.

is

not

best
is

method of

by installing
bottom steel

a stove or other heater in the riser pipe. The flat
tank may be protected in the same manner as the wood tank.
STEEL

The comparative

life

been the subject of

mittent.

This

hastens the corrosion of the steel and does

it

its

are

TANKS

and value of wood and

much

steel

tanks has

discussion, each type of tank having

more or less disinterested champions. While no doubt there
wood tanks in existence that will justify the strongest

claims of the advocates of that type of tank, such cases can
not be taken as examples of

what can be expected of tanks con-

the present time,

for the reason that select tank
timber is becoming more difficult to obtain year by year. Also
the tanks cited as to long life of timber are smaller tanks than
are being constructed today. Forty years ago a wood tank
rarely if ever exceeded 20 ft. in diameter with 14 to 16 ft. staves,
while many of the modern wood tanks are 30 ft. in diameter
with 18 to 20 ft. staves. The mechanical wear on a larger tank
is undoubtedly greater than on a small tank and deterioration is
more rapid accordingly. On the other hand it would not be consistent to attempt to base the life of a modern steel tank on the
life of an iron tank as constructed 30 or 40 years ago, as corrosion will necessarily be greater with the steel tank. There are
structed

at

Capactt.
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BoUom

Thousand
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Standard Steel Railway Water Tanks

stove pipes up through the tank, the portion through the tank

being standard wrought iron pipe.

hazardous fire risk, as
attention to keep up the fires.
offers a

It is

often

difficult, if

This method

Avell as

is

effective, but

requiring a great deal of

use previous to 20 or 25 years ago.

not impossible, to keep the outlet pipe

and valve from freezing without a stove or heater of some kind,
but they should not be used if there is any other practical
method to follow, as by using stoves under wood tanks the fire
risk

is

increased ten-fold.

The

outlet valve should be kept in

good condition, as leakage will cause ice to form in the outlet
pipe.
Locomotives on many roads are equipped with small sections of steam hose for thawing out outlet pipes and valves.
Another effective method is to bring the end of the spout down
over the stack of the locomotive and turn on the blower. This
throws a hot blast against the outlet pipe and will thaw out a
heavy accumulation of ice in a very short time. This should
be used only as a last resort, as it plays havoc with the spout
on account of the intense heat.

The
parts

winters vary in severity to such an extent in different
of the country and the tanks

varied types that

it

is

dillicult to

constructed

present

such

present methods of frost proof-

all cases.
However, the conclusion may be drawn
modern type of wood tank construction delivering

ing applicable to
that,

with the

water to locomotives through penstocks, the riser pipes may be
effectually protected by properly constructed frost boxes provided the consumption of water per 24 lir. is equal to the
capacity of the tank.
In the extreme north, where the winters
arc most severe and where the water consumption is small, a
frost box would hardly prove adequate as the water in the tank
itself

may

freeze solid.

no examples of steel railway water tanks that may be quoted to
show the extreme life of steel tanks, as they were not in general

Under these conditions

a heater of

some

kind musi be provided to keep the ice from forming. In some
cases the riser pipes of steel tanks arc surrounded by wood frost

In an attempt to arrive at some definite conclusion as to the
comparative value of wood and steel tanks the following table
has been prepared. The estimated life of each tank is given as
40 years, which would probably be the extreme life of either tank.
The data regarding the wood tank is based on a clear heart red
cypress with wrought iron hoops, creosoted pine frame and con-

The cost of the steel tank is based on a price
for the tank complete erected on a foundation furnished by the

crete foundation.

railroad.
The foundation in each case is figured on the basis
of 60 yd. of concrete at a cost of $8 per yard. The freight
rate is based on a haul of 400 miles on all material entering into
the construction of the tanks except the sand and gravel used in

based on a haul of 50 miles. The inper annum.
The cost of
tub, hoops,
frost box and roof only, for the frame, being creosoted, docs not
require painting. The cost of painting the steel tank rs based
on two coats of paint inside and outside every four years. The
cost of the steel tank is based on 5-16 in. steel throughout.
It will be noted that the capitalized cost to build and perpetuate
a 100,000-gal. wood tank is $4,907.82, while the cost to build
and perpetuate a steel tank of the same capacity is $4,111-24;
this leaves a balance in favor of the steel tank of $39(),5<»_ and
indicates that the steel tank is more economical than the wood
tank.
Perhaps the most import.uit point in favor of a steel tank
with a conical bottom over the wood tnnk is that a great deal
of the su.spendcd matter is precipitated in the mud drum. This
nuid drum may be cleaned very readily without taking the tank
the foundation, which

is

wood tank is based on 1 per cent
painting the wood tank covers the wood

surance rate on the
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out of service by simply opening the washout valve, while with
the wood tank it is necessary to take the tank out of service
at least once a year and more frequently where muddy water
used. The settling drum of the steel tank undoubtedly takes
a great deal of the suspended matter from the water that can not
be removed with a wood tank, and the advantage of removing
is

matter through the washout valve of the tank rather than
from the locomotives in the roundhouse is apparent. It would
appear that there is but little deterioration in a steel tank where
the surface of the sheets is always covered with water and it is
quite possible that it would be necessary to paint only the inside
this

COMPARATIVE COST OF
Detailed Cost to Build
Material
and Labor.
$480.00
600.00
1,050.00
36.90
250.00
90.00
125.00
45.00
20.00
22.77

Foundation
Substructure

Tank
Ladders

Hoops
Frostbox

Roof
Painting
Cleaning

.

.

.

.

Insurance

1^

Freight.
$42.50

44.32
14.53
.95

7.18
6.67
6.55
.40

100,000

.\nd

Vol.

transmitted to the sections on either side.

is

sectional error, the adjustment being

Let

matically.

Painting

.

.

Es and E^ be the observed errors of the
four positions of the car shown in the
and e^ represent the actual errors of the

E2,

Ej^,

and

figure

let

e^^

Cj

several sections for a concentrated load of 100.000

the distance between sections to be 12.5

tween the axles of the car as

Material, Labor
and Freight.
$522.50
644.32
1,064.53
37.85
257.1S
96.67
131.55
45.40

49.60
.80

Then with

ft.

by 30-ft. Tank on Wood Frame.
Estimated Percentage of
Life in Years Total Value.
Maintenance.

Perm.

18.70
23.00
38.00

25

40
10
15
15
10

C; A. A. Wolf, C. M. & St. P.;
I. C.
T. J. Stuart, W. P. Jas. Dupree, C. T. H. &
Sydell, C. B. & Q. F. M. Case, C. & N. W., com-

O. M. Suter,
A. C.
S. E.

I.

;

;

40
4

ADJUSTING RAILROAD TRACK SCALES
that the track scale

is

it

will be

assumed

in this discussion

provided with articulated loading girders,

other words, that the car-loading

Cost.

$386.55

1,030.87
1,064.53
151.40

tion

L

is

80,000

$6,737.68

$2,107.82

None

$522.50
2,764.60
$1,358.00

$

$1,222.20
$1,222.20

$4,645.10

$1,088.33

lb.,

Ej^=

0.8

=

E.

(80,000

is

+

—

80,000

100,000

^

e,
^^')

E^SSO

E.-SO

^L'O

^W^-^r^

Q

^3

—Customary Method

distributed to

_c^^

E.

,

^

two or more

T
e„'*-SOO

of Testing Scale Sections

sections,

sections are recorded together.

—soo

For

= 0.1 e^ -f 8
0.1 a
= 0.1 H- 0.8
0.1
E^ = 0.2
-f 0.8 e^
e, -I-

between sections, as

will be

In testing, the cars are

Thus we have four equations and four unknowns e^^, ej, ea and
which to solve simultaneously. Though the theory is sim-

e^, for

ple the solution requires considerable tedious, painstaking effort.

Ep-0

El =

Er-300

shown

in Fig.

1,

and

it

O o

e^'-SOO

Fig. 2- -Simplified

Method

of Placing

e^'tSOO

Test Loads

This same condition is responsible for the difficulty experienced in
making a trial adjustment by correcting for an estimated actual
error, as the estimate will generally be far from correct because
the error observed may be the sum of the errors on all three of
the sections carrying the load.

however, to use a system of placing the test load
mathematical solution and likewise make the trial adjustment a matter of definite steps, eliminating the guess work entirely. Assume the car placed succesThen according to the
sively in the positions shown in Fig. 2.
method given above we can write the equations,
It is possible,

will greatly simplify the

=

Ej

=

should be noted that in each

D

T
e^'O

Y.^

successively in the

Eg'i-300

o o

£

this reason i two-truck test

shown later.
commonly placed

e

e, -|-

e,

and the errors of the several

car would prove entirely impracticable and a four-wheel car
should have a short wheel base, at least shorter than the distance

100,000

63

which

T

T

tL'O
Fig. 1

E^-l-300

—

20,000
,
,^^
^
eO then
-f ^(20,000

0.2 e;

applied to the several

by means of a series of simple beams. As the
reading of the weigh beam is the sum of the loads applied to it
through the train of levers from the several sections, the errors
in the multiplication of any or all of the sections are added algebraically to give what we may designate as the "observed error"
on the weigh beam. If we could apply a load to only one section
at a time in making a test, the error of that section alone would
be apparent at once on the weigh beam, but this would be possible
only if we could have a test car with a single pair of wheels.
As soon as we have more than one pair of wheels, the load is

is

(where E^^, e^^ and Cj are negative or positive
In the same way we find for Sec. 2 that

Cj^-I-

quantities).

457.71
630.62

left end of the scale the load carried by secand that carried by section 2 is 20,000 lb., and

the reading of the scale

+

89.51

209.14
210.67
400.00
455.50

3.97

over the

in position

$268.40
176.24
60.17
238.13

942.32
354.46
526.20
454.00
780.00
911.40

scale sections

positions

Capitalized

$522.50

80.77

and E3

simplicity

car

Cost to Build

$3,937.68

mittee.

For the sake of

lb.

and Maintain.

None

9.18
3.45
4.70
1.62

;

;

a 100,000

None
113.55
685.14
257.79
394.65
408.60
780.00
911.40

1.35

4

100,000

above.

Knowles (chairman),

Assume

lb.

and the distance be-

20-ft.

2,764.60
135.80

upper sheets, which are alternately exposed to the air and covered with water, every four years, it being necessary to paint
the bottom and riser pipe only at longer intervals. This would
reduce the cost of painting the steel tank from the figures given

or, in

5

ft.

GALLON WOOD AND STEEL WATER TANKS

M.mntain a

1

2,715.00
135.00

.

accordance with

in

scale reading for the

$3,422.90

C. R.

made

the
real

possible to determine the errors mathe-

It is also

this estimate.

It is

from the observation, the nature of the

practice to estimate

$2,800.00

Foundation

No. 21

intermediate position the car straddles the section so that part of
the load

Detailed Cost to Build and Maintain a 100,000-Gallon Steel Tank.
Perm.
$522.50
15.26
None
$480.00
$42.50

Tank

59,

0.8 e^ -f 0.2 e.
0.2 e,

-f 0.8

e.

Here we have two equations with only two unknowns, eL and
and the solution

is

a simple matter.

Two

ej,

similar equations can

be written for the determination of es and eR. It is also possible
(Ej
to solve the above equations to give the general form, Ci
El) N -f- El, where N is a constant depending upon the dis-

—

=

November
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19,

tance between axles and the spacing of sections.

N

Values of

two variables are computed readily
that shown in Fig. 3 may be obtained.

959

— 500

equal to

and when the right end

lb.,

is

then quickened by

for different values of these

500

from which a diagram

In the case of a five or six section scale, where it is desired to
bring the errors of three sections to the same value, the method
of procedure is as follows
The two sections nearest the fifth

like

should be noted that the values of N are relatively large for
long wheel base test cars. It follows then from the formula that
It

the sectional errors disappear.

lb.

:

made

lever are first

III
Of
£^

f.7

\

\

\

\

\\

\

\

\

2.6

\

2S
£.4
i

2.3

£,

\

\n/ith

V

v^ >

"""' e,-lE,-E)N^E.

^o adjust true errors
and e^ fo be equal make

\r^

\

\

I.S

a

/7

^

1.6

^

V

v\
\ \\
\- \ v^ N
\ \ \ ^^^
\\ \
s

1.4

____'"'

U
Lengfh of span

/n

^

Pounds
100.000-

'

B
Fig.

3

-100

—Values of Constant-N, for Different Lengths of Spans

the longer the wheel base of the test car used the greater will

served values, and the use of a test car with a long wheel base
makes the proposed method more necessary than if a short test
is

under consideration which has 12.5 ft. spans, we
find the value of N for a 5-ft. wheel base test truck to be equal
to 1.33. If we assume, for example, that Es
300 lb. and E
300 lb. and use this value in the formula we find that

=—

e.
is

=

(—

+

300

=—

300
500 lb. If the leverage
h 300) 1.33
then adjusted so that the observed error of section R is
500

lb.,

Fig.

5

— Distribution of

suits of tests

scale

= +

the observed error of section 3 would be

actual errors of both sections

would be

— 500

— SOO
lb.

—

lb.,

and the

Both sections

£j—49S

E„--300

?

I

E^—490

t

@

'\ei-SOO
E3'-490

E3-SOO

Efi'-4S0

^
efi=-43S^

made

to

Load

for Different Positions of the

compare the distribution on

shown

in Fig. 5.

Any

ordinate to the heavy

full line in

_Q_

"^ej-SOO

_Q_
(D
Fig.

5

when

as calculated for simple beams,

cides with that ordinate.

what

known

is

when

@

Jej-SOO

e/f'-440'^

4

SL

is

2,

the center of the car coin-

In other words, the line represents
In the same

as an influence line.

distance to each of the small circles

is

way

the vertical

the concentration on section

the center of the car coincides with the ordinate through

that circle, as determined by actual experiment

girder scale.

The lower

section L.

is

It

figure gives the

to be noted that the

particular importance

is

on a continuous

same data

agreement

is

relative to

close, but

of

the fact with the continuous girder as

well as with the simple beams, with both wheels in the space be-

tween two sections no load is transferred to any other section
than the two between which the load is placed.

En' -SOO

SI.

t

This

the upper

diagram represents the amount of the load carried by section

It is

advisable then,

when adjusting

a track scale either of the

articulated or continuous girder type, to use the offset

t

Test Car

scales with con-

tinuous girders to that on scales with simple beams.

2,

fy -4S0

TT

"S

used.

For the

- 70

R
P.
3
I
Full lines for artitulated baams.small circles for continuousbeoms.

be the difference between the errors of the sections and the ob-

car

-90
-80

S0,000
40.000
30,000
ZO.OOO
10,000

BO

IB

16

an

Load on Section -L- for
Different Positions of
Test Truck.

90,000
80,000
70.000
60,000

Feet

14

12

Percent

_ Load on Section 2 for
_ Different Positions of

30,000
20,000
10,000

fs

I.I

IC

method may be applied with advantage to
having continuous girders^ as can be shown from the re-

scales

sd.ooo
40,000

^

1.3

far the discussion has been applied to scales of the articu-

90.00080.000
10,000
60.000

.

I.S

these two sections are in a condition of

Pounds

V

\

\

V

when

100,000-

1

\-T\

equal to the real errors of the other two sections or

lated type, but the

E/'e^ orE^'-e,

1.9

is

the errors observed

Thus
I

I

real errors as previously

adjustment.

2.0

^

^^^ obsen/ed
loading shown.

\

\

Z.I

same

errors observed for the offset positions of the truck

on the span between these two sections will then be equal to the
real errors of the sections. The end section is then adjusted until
end section

and S^ '"'^

errors

\ \

\
\

2.B

)

The

outlined.

the observed error for the position of the truck adjacent to the

\

,

1

O

(^

\

\
\

T

1

to have the

^P

?

method of

iP

d 1
r^
q»-;-e)

S

e^-500^

— Adjusting a Scale by Trial

..^'

are then corrected by

moving

the nose iron on the center exten-

sion lever.

tfrf'-^^it!^ .'^^ 'fO-f
fcv'"'*

Instead of using the foregoing method of finding the value to
R is to be adjusted, the correct result may be ob-

" /<

Fig.

'

Hence ffi, .dependent of ^,.e of.

leas thond.

6 -Relation

of

Center Concentration to Position of Load

which section

If E„ is made
Then E" is made
and so on until En c(|u;ils
500

tained by

trial.

(see Fig. 4.)

—

real errors of sections 3

300

— 450

E

lb.,

lb.

will be

— 450
— 490
lb.

and lu becomes

—

lb., and
equals
500 lb. The
and R arc luidcr these conditions both
l-",,

loading as explained.
test truck

makes

this

The

use of a relatively long wheel base
nccessan,-. The placing

method even more

one wheel over the section instead of straddling does not
reduce the proportion of the load carried on the section, for as

of
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shown

in Fig. 6 the section concentration

passes over

is

constant as the truck

and

The advantages of the off-section loading may then be summarized as follows
(1) The load concentration on the section is the same as if the
truck is centered over the section.
(2) The resulting observed errors are composed of the errors
(3)

from the observed

sectional errors

is

to

easily determined

By
Assistant

(4) Whether or not the formula is used the adjustment of the
multiphcation of track scales is simplified.

This article is taken in part from a paper presented before the
convention of the American Scale Men's Association, at
Washington, D. C, by H. L. Van Keuren, of the United States
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

USING A PNEUMATIC DRILL MOTOR AS
HOISTING ENGINE

A

IN

VALUATION

INVENTORY

errors.

last

No, 21

a

A RAIL TEMPLET FOR USE

of only two sections.

The nature of the

was made
At first

59,

fit by filing the square of the crank shaft
No. 2 Little Giant motor was tried, but
this was found too small and a No.
motor was substituted.
This latter motor was able to hoist a heaped wheelbarrow of
gravel without any difficulty.

this

slightly.

it.

Vol.

On most

F. V. PURCF.LL
& Eastern

Engineer, Chicago

Illinois,

Chicago

railroads the various weights of rail used in sidings

and spur tracks vary by such small differences that it is difficult
to distinguish the weight without spending considerable time and
energy in measuring the individual rails, especially where the
base of rail has become more or less imbedded in the ground.
An added obstacle is the fact that the weight was usually not
stamped on these old rails. However, each railroad has in the
past adopted certain sections of the different weights of rail

By V.
Chicago

T. Kropidlowski
& North Western, Winona, Minn.

many uses to which an air motor
Only a short time ago a bridge and building
gang was engaged in renewing a gravel roof on a machine shop.
Gravel was being hoisted to the roof by the wheelbarrow-full
by three men working with a windlass. The idea occurred to
someone to replace the three men at the windlass with a motor
secured from the shops. As this motor requires but one man
to operate it, the two men were relieved for other work, while
It is

may

surprising to note the

be adapted.

Rail

Templet

for

56 and

60-lb Rails

for main track use, which in later years have been used on sidings
and by making a templet of every section of rail which is known
to have been used, it is possible to identify the rails very readily.
These templets may be made of tin and if made like the one
shown in the drawing, two sections of rail may be shown on
each templet. This device has proven valuable to parties making
inventories on valuation survevs.

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE

STRENGTH OF CONCRETE
Bulletin No. 81 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the

University of Illinois contains a report by A. B. McDaniel of
tests made to determine the variation in the strength of concrete
cured at various temperatures. The test specimens were 6 by
cubes and 8-in. by 16-in. cylinders, the conand the storage temperatures varying from 95
deg. F. to 26 deg. F.
Diagrams of compressive strength of the
specimens at the ages of 3, 7, 10, 14 and 28 days, plotted against
temperature show a surprisingly uniform increase of strength
6-in. cylinders, 6-in.

crete being

1 :2 :4

with higher temperatures.

Tests on specimens subjected to a

known

variation in temperature accord with the well
Air hose.

Manner

of

Attaching a Motor to Hoist Gravel to a Roof

were handled in this way to one
by the men. The motor was attached as shown in the accompanying sketch. The windlass was anchored to a nearby telegraph pole by two ropes "C," as shown in the sketch.
The
motor was placed on a wooden block to bring it to a height so
that its socket was on a level with the crank shaft of the windlass.
The motor was then anchored to the block with a light
three wheelbarrows of gravel

and to keep it from moving it was further held in place
by wires "A" and "B." While it was necessary to fit a square
socket to the crank shaft, this required very little work, as a
Morse taper with a square socket was secured from the shop
chain,

freezing and tliawing upon green concrete.

As

effect

a limitation

of

upon

the practical application of the results of these tests in estimating
the strength of actual concrete structures, it is well to call attention to the small size of the specimens.
In large masses of

concrete the conditions might be greatly different because of the
effect of the heat generated by the chemical reaction of setting.

BRIDGE AND BUILDING CONVENTION AT

NEW ORLEANS
At the closing session
way Bridge & Building
it

was decided

to

American RailAssociation, at Detroit, on October 21,
bold the nc.\t annual convention at New
of the convention of the

Orleans, La., on October 17-19, 1916.

Grade Crossing Elimination

Difficult

A

in

Albany, N. Y.

Description of the Measures Adopted at a ParticuBusy Intersection and of the Structures Erected

larly

The New York Central has

recently completed the solution of
grade crossing problem in the city of Albany, N. Y., by the
elimination of the grade crossings at North Pearl and Van Woert
streets. For an understanding of the importance of this work, and
of the difficulties that have been overcome, it is necessary to point
its

The

out certain prevailing conditions.
the railroad where railroad

crossings are at a point on

extremely heavy and congested. There are four main line tracks, consisting of two westerly tracks, numbered 1 and 2, for all local and through passenger

and a few fast
numbered 3 and 4, for
trains,

traffic is

freight trains
all

and two easterly

tracks,

the result that the final

method of

eliminating the crossings was determined upon.

new

In the

layout the location of both the tracks and streets

The track changes consist in straightening the
alignment by replacing a 4 deg. 30 min. reverse curve with a
tangent formed by producing the tangent over the Broadway
bridge.
This affords more economic operation, especially since
the tracks are on about a 1.5 per cent grade.
The street changes consist in detouring North Pearl street
and carrying it under the tracks through a subway located about
are changed.

freight. Consisting of that leading to

the interchange with the Boston

York Central Hudson

;

was reconsidered with

the case

&

Albany, at Rensselaer,

division freight,

Albany

New

local freight, be-

sides light engines used to push the trains up the

West Albany

B

New

a

ft.

new

Z

New York

4

3

Avenue and North

Location of Dudley

and
400

r

Sfa.O

1

Profile of

Pearl Streets

Central Tracks

northerly of the existing grade crossing, in constructing
street leading

from the subway

to

Van Woert

street

on

the west, and in extending Dudley avenue at a high level over the
Van Woert street approach, to a plaza, where the new streets

A

portion of the space occupied by the
connect with the old.
old track alignment is utilized for the construction of a new
street connecting North Pearl and Van Woert streets east of the
tracks.

To
street

reduce the damage to property, the low level North Pearl
approach and the high level Dudley avenue extension are

placed directly adjacent to each other and the railroad tracks,
being separated by mass type retaining walls supported on 40 ft.

timber

The

piles.

one carrying the tracks over the North Pearl
and the other carrying Dudley avenue over the Van
Woert street approach, are both steel structures supported on
solid concrete mass abutements having timber pile foundations.
Both bridges have clear spans, it being deemed advisable to prebridges,

street,

serve unobstructed streets in order to permit of better views.

The design of these bridges offers some interesting features.
The railroad bridge is a four-track through plate girder strucTriangular ivire

Ground Plan

in the Vicinity of

North Pearl and Van Woert Streets

which ascends westerly from the crossings. A record of
movements taken in November, 1911, showed an average of
155 movements for the 11 hours, from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m., or a

hill,

train

movement over the crossings about every four minutes.
The street traffic consists not only of that along North Pearl

train

street, a

of

main artery leading north from the

Van Woert

street,

a

city,

much used thoroughfare

leading from a
and river front. Obshowed an average number

residential section to the city's industries

servations

made

in

November,

1911,

of vehicles and pedestrians during tiie corresponding period of
11 hours, of 1,626 on North Pearl street, and 1,.S86 on Van Woert
street, or 3,212 over the crossing.
The origiiuil order of the Public Service Commission called for
the elimination of these grade crossings within the lines of
North Pearl and Van Woert streets by means of a subway. It
was found, however, on account of the unreasonable prices
claimed by the property owners for land and damages, that the
cost of the elimination would be extremely high. After considering this, and the further
had available with which

fact that the
to

pay

its

Longitudinal Section Through Pedestrian

Subway

but also that

amount of money the

share of the cost was

state

limiteil,

with three girders and a ballasted floor. In an clTort to
traffic conditions, an angle is introduced in the cast street
line half way under the bridge, which necessitates an uns>nn-

ture,

improve

metrical structure, the west girder being 106

ft. 6 in. long, the cen6 in. long, and the cast girder 68 ft. 6 in. long.
Pin bearings are used for the long west girder, in order to maintain the coping lines unbroken and to avoid the use of excessively
high pedestals under the center and cast girders. The pin bearing
at the expansion end of the west girder, where rollers arc used,
is ni.ide on the web of the girders, instead of on a casting bolted
to the bottom flange.
In order to provide adequate drainage and to minimize the large
amount of excavation for the approaches, a bridge with a shallow
floor was desirable.
To obtain the restricted floor depth and

ter girder 72

ft.
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avoid the undesirable through floor construction, a special design
was adopted, consisting of transverse floor beams spaced 9 ft.
9 in. apart with their top flanges as close to the underside of
the rails as possible, supporting longitudinal 10-in I-beams covered with a continuous top deck plate.

On

the center lines between girders are placed steel diaphragms

having the same depth as the floor beams, and attached to the
webs of the latter by means of connection angles. These diaphragms are made continuous by means of cover plates passing

On

Vol.

mortar course

59,

No, 21

waterproofing course, consisting
one of which is reinforced with
cotton fabric and six moppings of coal tar pitch. The waterproofing membrane is carried up to the underside of the top
this

is

laid a

of five thicknesses of tarred

flanges.

felt,

Over the membrane

is

placed a protection course of

mortar reinforced with wire netting.
The bridge carrying Dudley avenue over the Van Woert street
approach consists of six deck plate girders spanning the street
and supporting on their top flanges I-beams transverse to the
roadway, which in turn support the roadway, consisting of a
brick pavement on reinforced concrete slabs, and sidewalks of
reinforced concrete.

This bridge is designed for the following moving loads in addidead load
On the roadway two trucks weighing 18 tons each, and a uni-

tion to the

fConc re fe pro feetion.

{S-Ply waterproofing.
yConcrefe stab.

:

form load of 100

On

beams9'-9cirs.^ I~/"^

lb.

per

sq. ft.

the sidewalks a uniform load of 100

lb.

per

sq. ft.

150

An

impact allowance of

L

+ 300

times the live load stress.

In order to connect with the existing Dudley avenue as laid
it was necessary to use a 7-per cent grade and introduce

out,
1

"^l-IO'-C

\^e-9"-^/-7''*'
^

20'
7@/''4''9'-4"-

Continuous diaptiragm

IS-3'

Sec tio/j

THfjouc^

t^LOOR BcArj

Floor Details of the Through Girder Span for the North Pearl Street

Subway
over and under the flanges of the floor beams and riveted to
them, and connecting the flanges of the successive diaphragms.

The

object of the diaphragms

is

to distribute the

wheel loads and

produce an even deflection in the floor. They also provide a
convenient stop for the waterproofing, making practicable the
complete waterproofing of one track at a time.
The girders are spaced 30 ft. 6 in. center to center, and the
steel deck has a width of 25 ft. 6 in., thus leaving a space 2 ft.
6 in. wide along each girder. Along the outer edges of the steel
deck are riveted facia girders with their top flanges at the same
elevation as the flanges of the floor beams.
This arrangement
gives sufficient space for the ties and ballast, reduces the weight
to a minimum and permits convenient inspection and maintenance
of the floor beam connections. The open spaces are covered by
reinforced concrete slabs made continuous with the concrete protection over the waterproofing.
The design of the floor produces depressions or pockets, each
of which is drained through nipples screwed into the deck plate

about a 29-deg. curve, which of necessity occurs directly at the
Van Woert street approach, which is on a
6-per cent grade. The combination of grades, skew and curvature complicated the layout and some ingenuity was required to
work out a suitable roadway over the bridge, which is accomplished by warping the surface.

point of crossing the

A

subway

to

accommodate pedestrians is
The subway

vicinity of the original crossing.

Looking North

has 7

ft.

6

in.

installed
is

— Pearl

8

Street Incline and Subway on
Avenue Approach on Leh

headroom.

Its floor is

ft.

in

the

wide and

Right,

Dudley

reinforced against hydro-

static pressure, the walls are of gravity section

constructed of I-beams encased in concrete.

and the roof

is

The whole subway

waterproofed by a continuous membrane consisting of five
This concrete
of felt, the middle one being reinforced.
filling between roof I-beams is reinforced with wire mesh laid
under the I-beams and securely wired to rods laid across the top.
The subway is drained by a gutter along one wall leading to
From there a pipe with trap and
a sump at the easterly end.
back-water valve carries the drainage to Van Woert street sewer.
is

plies

is electric lighted and has vault lights to give natural
The monotonous appearance of the
during the daytime.
loncrete is relieved by a series of brick panels constructed of
buff tapestry brick. The kiosks over the entrance are constructed
of cement plaster on wire mesh.
The railroad made all track and signal changes, including the
support of the tracks on timber falsework during the construcThe other work
tion of the two subways, with its own forces.
Substruc'.ural and approach work was
ivas done under contract.
done by the Walsh Construction Company, of Davenport, Iowa
steel fabrication by the Fort Pitt Bridge Works, of New York
City and tlic steel erection and waterproofing by the JobsonGifi'ord Company, of New York City.
In addition to the track work, the approximate main quantities
involved in the improvement are 50,000 cu. yd. of earth excava-

I'he

subway

light

Looking Last Down Van Woert Street Approach Under Dudley

Avenue
and discharges into longitudinal gutters, which connect with
downspouts located in the face of the south abutment, the downspouts emptying into a city sewer. The nipples have flared tops,
and extend about V/z in. above the deck plate, this space being
taken up by a course of 1 :3 Portland cement mortar carried up
against the sides of the floor beams, diaphragms and facia girders.

;

NOVKMBKK
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7,000 cu. yd. of concrete, 30,000 ft. of timber piles, 4,000
of steel sheet piling, 9,000 sq. j'd. of brick and stone block
pavement, 34,000 sq. ft. of concrete walk, and 500 tons of steel.
Owing to the congested location, and to the fact that westerly
tion,
ft.

from

this

location the tracks run up grade for a considerable

distance through a cut, and on the east the tracks run into the
city,

the problem of disposing of the excavated material econo-

mically had to be solved.
greater part of

it

to the

This was accomplished by teaming the
Albany Basin improvement on the Hud-

son river front, where the railroad required considerable filling.
Some that could not be used in this way was hauled by train to
a point just south of Rensselaer, and used to widen out the roadbed for future additional tracks and strengthening some weak
spots in the roadbed in this vicinity.
Considerable trouble and expense was entailed due to the character of the subsoil encountered, which consisted, below the elevation of footings, of about 3 or 4 ft. of blue clay and then a
stratum of soft yielding material composed of blue clay, sand and
water, for a depth of about 30 ft. to hard pan. As an illustration
of the condition of this stratum a 2-in. pipe was driven about 10
ft. into the ground and when some heavy timbers were dropped
in its vicinity, a jet of sand, clay and water was forced up
through the pipe and about five ft. into the air.
Perhaps the greatest difficulty to be overcome was to allow
uninterrupted train movements during the process of constructing the undercrossing and particularly during the erection and
waterproofing of the steel bridge. With the exception of causing
a little slower movements of trains than usual, the steel was
erected and the floor waterproofed free from interference from
traffic, by the following procedure
Falsework piles were driven under tracks 2, 3 and 4, and for a
temporary track outside the east girder, the tracks being all
shifted to the east after the falsework was completed and before

96:{

that by reason of the crossing relocation, traffic along the street

has been allowed to go on undisturbed.
By an intermediate
track shift the original crossings will be undisturbed until street

turned into the new street and undercrossing.
This work was carried out under an order of the Public
Service Commission, Second District, dated June 12, 1913, and
in accordance with Section 91 of the Railroad law.
Under the
law the railroad company will pay SO per cent of the cost of the
improvement, the city of Albany 25 per cent and the State of

traffic is

New York

Under

25 per cent.

the law, the railroad

tlie

plans and did the work.

AxM.

2t^-^Mf^^^ehl...
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In accordance therewith
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Looking West Tracks on Pearl Street Subway in Foreground
Dudley Avenue Bridge Over Van Woert Street

Approach
the

work was done under

chief engineer,

Menuez,

and

district

J.

W.

in the

Distance

the supervision of G.

W.

Kittredge,

Pfau, engineer of construction.

E. B.

engineer, at Albany, N. Y., had direct charge

of the constniction.

THE RAPID IMPROVEMENT OF A SECTION
By Kenneth

L.

Van Auken

where

it
is necessary to assign
purpose of making a rapid
improvement in the condition of tlic track, to insure safety or
to obtain conformity with the required standards.
There are
many reasons for poor condition of a track, among which
might be mentioned, lack of labor or poor labor, an incompetent
or neglectful foreman, curtailment of appropriations for track
work, track on a new grade, or emergency work, such as washouts, whereby the section forces have been diverted from their

Instances

a

Kiosk Approach to Pedestrian Subway

frequently

new foreman

occur

to a section for tlie

regular duties.

was started. In Ihc temporary
locations, track 1 was in the permanent location of track 2, etc.
The girders were then set in place between tracks, and when
everything was in readiness for tlie erection of the steel floor
to support tracks 1 and 2 in permanent locations the traffic on
temporary tracks 1 and 2 was carried for twelve hours on track
2, to permit the erection of the floor free from traflic interference.
This portion of the work was completed in the time
allotted, and track 1 placed in its original position. The erection
of floor to support tracks 3 and 4 was carried out in the same
the excavation for the abutments

manner.

The waterproofing of

the llnor whicli carries track

1

In

per-

manent location was first completed free from traflic interference,
track 1 was then sliifted to its |]ermanent position, and the
balance of the bridge was waterproofed in a similar manner.
In taking care of street traflic during the construction period,
a point in

favor of the melhod of elimination

is

emphasized;

When a new foreman is given a section which has been improperly maintained, he will find enough work for ten gangs of
the size he is usually allowed.
Nevertheless, he will generally
lie expected to restore the track to the required standard without even the help of an extra gang.
Even if an extra gang
were furnished, it would be necessary for the section gang to
a program of rapid improvement for the entire
advance of the extra gang. The foreman will probably
find that the track needs surfacing out of face.
However, there
will he certain places whicli are rougher and need attention
worse than others. The foreman should therefore make it a
positive rule always to do the most important thing first and he
should hear this in mind on starting out from the section
house each day
It is very difficult for a section foreman to do this kind of
work, which one supervisor has aptly called "skirmishing." As
a rule, section forces, both foremen and laborers, are trained
follow

out

section in
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mind, quality rather than quantity.

men

accustomed to tamp track with tamping
up, line up the shoulder and ballast line

sible

to be thorough, keeping in

For

instance, they are

bars or picks, dress

it

and leave everything in first-class condition. There are other
reasons why a foreman dislikes to run over a section hurriedly,
spotting out only the vi'orst places
a good foreman will take
pride in his work and will be careful to leave nothing behind
him which could be criticised by another good trackman or
which he could not be proud of himself. Sometimes the foreman will even go so far as to neglect or ignore the orders of
the roadmaster, who is constantly riding over the track and is
;

may

therefore able to locate the roughest spots, or he

pone

fulfilling

superior's

his

instructions because he

post-

trying

is

complete some other work. This is a great detriment to the
in most cases and should not be allowed.
To prevent
this the roadmaster should check up carefully to see that his
orders are obeyed immediately. On the other hand, there are

Vol.

necessary to take a good share of the gang out of sight of two
or three of the men for instance, around a curve in a cut, and
in this case the foreman should leave men whom he can trust
to keep at work, even though they are not under direct super;

vi-ion.

The

curves,
in

joints,

of course, will

require

prompt

from the bridge rather than only one

just
class

attention

if

they

knew

what was necessary or had had some experience in this
of work, and it is believed that the following hints may

be of value to such men.
Of course, the first thing which a foreman will do on taking
over a new section is to make a trip over it on a hand car or
motor car, or possibly walk over it, to familiarize himself with
the conditions on the section.

When making

this

preliminary

inspection he should look carefully for dangerous places in the

low joints on the high sides of curves, low bridge
alinement at highway and railway crossings, the
condition of switches (especially facing point switches), low
track, such as

approaches,

on one side and then on the other, skeleton

joints alternately

track or track without a shoulder of ballast, churning

He may

make

be able to

the inspection

ties,

etc.

thorough enough to

make recommendations regarding water

pockets, slides, or soft
can then order the ballast or other material
necessary to put the track in a safe condition.
As in all other work, the most important part of the foreman's

spots in cuts.

duties

is

He

to lay out the

work

in the order in

which

is

it

to be

done.

If it is desired to cover the entire section in ten days,
for instance, the foreman should divide his section into approxi-

mately 10 equal parts, unless some natural division points, such
as bridges, suggest themselves.
It may also be necessary to lay
out unequal sections because some parts of the track will require
much more work than others. The foreman should determine,
however, to cover his entire section in not more than ten days
seven days would be even better. When raising bad spots, the
foreman will find it advantageous to walk ahead of the gang
in the morning with a piece of chalk, marking the joints which
he wishes to raise by two crosses on the base of the rail, one
on each side of the joint, locating these crosses so that they
will include between them all the ties that it is necessary to tamp
at that particular point.
After the foreman has marked off
the places on the section which he intends to cover that day, he
should return to the gang immediately.
As it is only possible to employ a few men when beginning
any piece of work, for instance in surfacing, it is advisable to
take part of the gang ahead when there is still some dressing
up to be done, leaving the remainder of the gang to finish.
After a sufficient amount of track has been raised, the remainder
of the gang, with the exception of possibly one man, may be
brought ahead. In this manner all the men can be kept constantly at work. The same holds true when lining up a highway
crossing. As it will be impossible to employ all of the men in
taking up the crossing planks without carrying an unusually
large

number of

ing up the

work of tearcrossings should be done preferably by a few men
lining bars, pinch bars,

etc.,

the

while the others are finishing up the preceding job.
after the low joints have been raised in a crossing

been lined,
these

two

dressing

it

has

gang save two may be taken ahead, leaving
replace and spike down the planks and do whatever

all

to
is

Likewise,

and

of the

necessary.

Wherever a

little

gaging or spiking

is

necessary, a couple of

may

cause a

derailment and wide gage is dangerous. It is possible during
the preliminary inspection, to spot cases of wide gage by noting
places where the outside rail has drawn away from the inside
spike.
Bridge approaches will almost always require some attention and they should be raised at least 100

and do

Low

attention.

the high side of the track especially,

work

section quickly

No. 21

should remain to do this work, though they should if posbe kept in sight of the foreman.
It may sometimes be

to

many foremen who would improve the
only the work which requires immediate

59,

quently done.
particularly

if

rail

ft.

or

length,

more back
as

is

fre-

The track should be raised about two inches,
the embankment is settling rapidly, thus obviating

the necessity of giving the bridge approaches further attention

The foreman should be

until after -a storm.

careful

when

rais-

ing bridge approaches not to run too far back on the track (as
he will often be tempted to do because the track is rough), but

he

must remember

attention

first.

that

there

are

other

places

which

need
.

.

.

Usually the track through highway crossings is neglected because of the extra work involved in taking up and replacing
the planks. Of course, this is the result of slovenly work, but
when a section has deteriorated through any of the causes
previously mentioned, usually the crossings will have suffered.
The foreman should be careful to take out the local kinks at
the crossing but should also be sure that the track lines up
properly with the tangent for some distance each way before
he puts down the planks again. The same might be said of
railroad crossings, but as it takes a long time to line these up
correctly it would be best to let them remain until after the
preliminary work on the entire section has been done, unless
they are very badly out of line. Wherever there is a piece of
skeleton track, or a lack of ballast on the shoulder, the foreman

should correct these conditions at the earliest opportunity as
sun kinks are likely to develop and cause wrecks. The best
treatment for these is to order the gravel and spread it just
as soon as it arrives.
If the gravel is spread in the middle
it will not be necessary to dress off the shoulder
or the center immediately, as the weight of the ballast will be
sufficient to hold the track.
Churning joints are quickly recognized by a good trackman

of the track

and

will receive his attention in

first

time, because he

knows

running over the track for the

that the seriousness of the condition

does not show up in a case of this kind except when a train
running over the joint.
joint may appear to be only two

A

is

it may sink three or
wheels of a train pass over it.
Churning joints should therefore have early attention.
To summarize, the preliminary work of a foreman on a new
section should be confined first, to places which are actually
dangerous, and second, to such other places in the track as arc
in particularly bad condition compared with the rest of the
bad track on the section. The foreman who will pocket his
pride and quickly improve the worst spots, will probably escape
the censure of the roadmaster and higher officers and gain for
himself credit for having improved the track materially in a
very short space of time.

inches low, but since

even

four inches

it

when

has no foundation
the

EARLY RAILROADING
The Columbia & Philadelphia Railroad, now a part of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, was completed as a single track line in
1834.
At first all freight was hauled by teams, and because of
between opposing teamsters in the first year, it was at once
Excepting the inclined planes at Columbia and
Philadelphia, the first 1,800 ft. long and rising 90 ft., and the
second 2,805 ft. long and rising 187 ft., the maximum grade of
the road was 30 ft. per mile, and the minimum radius of curvabattles

double-tracked.

November

ture 631

The track was mainly constructed with stone blocks
with wooden sills at intervals. The rails were

ft.

and edge
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rails,

secured to the stones by spikes driven into locust plugs inserted
To overcome the tendency to

into holes drilled for the purpose.

spread,

7-in.

The

intervals.

82 miles

by

long were added at 4-ft.
locomotives drew 20 tons of freight over the

7-in.

first

ties

7

ft.

6

in.

in 10 hours.

from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh was made by the
Columbia & Philadelphia, from Philadelphia to Columbia, by
canal along the east bank of the Susquehanna, thence across to
the west bank and along the Juniata to Hollidaysburg; then

The

trip

by the inclined planes of the old Portage Railroad over the Alleto Johnstown and thence by steam packet down
the Kiskiminetas and Allegheny rivers to Pittsburgh.
(Journal
of the Franklin Institute, 1840.)
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it is the result of improper bond between the cement and
aggregates which permits the fine particles of grit to become
loosened from the cement binder, thus subjecting the cement

rather
fine

wear of

fault,

This goes on repeatedly after a
This
provided materials have been all they should be, results

solely

from

to the

itself

manner

traffic.

that might almost be referred to as disintegration.

failure to protect the finished concrete

weeks to insure complete early hardening.
Materials can be governed by specifications and although it is
possible to specify careful supervision and workmanship, it is
not always possible to define what these mean or to secure them
after having defined them.
Since so many thoroughly satisfactory concrete floors have been obtained by following the specifications of the American Concrete Institute, it should be evident
that dissatisfaction with other floors

some

of

CONCRETE FLOOR TROUBLES

met by

From

the large

number of methods advocated

as preventives

might seem to the
unsuited to floor construction. This

for concrete-floor troubles,

it

uninformed that concrete is
is far from the truth, as concrete is as efficient in floors as in
walls or any other part of a building. With concrete floors laid
with care, using the best materials and workmanship, none of
the too frequent complaints should prevail.

One

is

"dusting."

Extensive investigations have conclusively fixed the cause of
this trouble on the failure to observe one or more of certain
fundamental requirements, which if observed would have led to

may have

any one of quite a formidable list of omissions. The strength and wearing qualities
of a concrete floor, particularly the wearing quality of the surface, depend very largely on the quality of material used in
making the concrete, the kind of workmanship displayed in
placing, and also on the proper protection of the concrete for
a sufficient period to complete the early hardening of the floor.
Contributing causes of dusting have been definitely fixed in
the use of too fine sand, dirty sand, soft sand, too lean a mixture, improper or insufficient mixing, too much time allowed to
elapse between placing and finishing, using mixtures too dry or
too wet and the use of dryers (dry cement with or without
Dusting

its

cause

sand) to dry out the surface so that

in

it

may be

quickly troweled

to the desired finish, permitting the surface to dry out so rapidly

that there

is

insufficient

water present to complete hydration or

crystallization of the cement, that

is,

neglecting to protect the

surface with a moist covering of earth until

Some

stations

may

be advantageously

and such construction is adapted to machine shops and roundhouses.
Fault is sometimes found with
concrete floors in machine shops and roundhouses where naturally
much oil is spilled on the surface in the course of time and
claims have been made that oil causes disintegration of concrete.
This is hardly tenable since there are many instances where
concrete oil storage tanks have given satisfactory service and
;

after years of use, a careful examination of the surfaces e.xposed

of the most frequent causes for complaint

success.

from the neglect

in certain types of railroad construction are

concrete.

floored with concrete

or remedies

results

vital factor.

Floor requirements
well

By MacRae D. Campbell

by means of

a covering of moist earth or sawdust for from 10 days to two

early hardening

show no disintegration. The secret of success lies in a
well-proportioned concrete mixture that produces an impenetrable
surface as well as mass.

to oil

There are a number of treatments that may be apphed to f.oors
have caused trouble from dusting, which -will allay this
trouble, but most of these require renewing from time to time.
A mixture of linseed oil and turpentine has been found effective
when painted on the surface, likewise a treatment consisting of
several applications of a sodium silicate solution which acts by
combining with free salts in the cement to form an insoluble
compound. In some cases the top may be ground down with
one of the common types of floor polishing machines as is done
that

or surfacing mosaic floor.
This brings to mind the suitability of what are commonly
referred to as terrazzo floors, for stations, sometimes referred
to as Venetian floors.
Careful cost figures that have been kept
on many pieces of such construction show that terrazzo or Venetian floors may be laid for a lower cost than any other form of
decorative floor. Marble mosaic averages from 60 to 75 cents
per sq. ft. ceramic tile, 35 to SO cents per sq. ft., and terrazzo,
from 20 to 30 cents per sq. ft.
in polishing

;

has been completed.
In two-course work when a thin top or wearing surface is
placed on a base which has already hardened, there is likely to
be dusting because there is no possibility of the base absorbing

Just as there is in all construction work considerable difference
of opinion as to so-called best methods, so there is a wide varia-

from the top course and any excess must get
away through evaporation from the top surface. This excess

struction.

the excess water

of moisture on the surface prevents troweling to the desired
finish until after early hardening has commenced, or invites fre-

bringing an excess of cement to
the surface and separates some of it from the aggregate and

quent troweling which results

in

thus impairs the wearing quality of the surface.

Disposing of the question of cement used in floor construction
by stating that any one of several well-known brands are known
to be manufactured so as to meet specifications of the American
Society for Testing Materials, particular attention must be given
when preparing concrete mixtures for floor construction, to
selecting clean, hard, durable, well-graded aggrcKales and to
proportioning ihem so that voids will be eliminated as nearly as

The use of

possible.

granite screenings

for

aggregate in

tlie

wearing course to insure a harder and more homogeneous surVarious hard or flinty
face has met with considerable success.
sands and even garnet and carborundum grit have been used in
the top course and show remarkable resistance to abrasion. But
dusting

is

not necessarily the result of abrasion of aggregates.

tion in the specifications

engineers,

which have been drawn up by different

or builders

covering terrazzo floor conThis floor has a number of attractive possibilities.
There is no limit to the variety of surface finish which may be
secured by carefully selecting the aggregate.
Crystalline limestone of
bination.

architects

obtainable colors may be used singly or in comRelatively soft aggregates of uniform hardness are

all

desirable.
Different kinds and colors of marbles also may be
used, and likewise the cement mortar in the mixture used to
bond or bind the particles together and in place may be varied

color by the use of mineral pigments.

The finished terrazzo
than 80 per cent of aggregate surface.
Terrazzo floors are laid both on the top of a concrete base
supported by an earth foundation and over wood or exposed steel
sub-floor construction. In the last two cases the terrazzo should
be underlaid with a well-lapped course of hard roofing felt or
waterproof building paper. The foundation course should conin

floor should

show not

less

of concrete mixed in (he proportions 1 :2Ji :4. Enough water
should be added to make a medium wet consistency. Concrete
should be deposited 4 in. thick. Upon this foundation course
there should at once be laid a j-incli layer of 1 :2 cement mortar.
sist

;

Within 24

hr. after placing the foundation,

a ^-in. to

1-in.

layer
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of cement and marble chips, or whatever aggregate for the surface is selected, should be mixed to the consistency of a stiff
paste and deposited. The marble chips should vary in size from
a pea up to 3^ in. in the largest dimension. The proportions of
this

mixture

may vary from

1

:H

to

The cement marble

l-.Z^/z.

layer should be spread so evenly that the broad surfaces of the
marble particles will turn upward, then should be tamped thor-

oughly and rolled with a heavy roller weighing not less than
100 lb. to the foot, and preferably more.
After protecting this surface with a moist covering [or two or
three days, the preliminary surfacing or grinding may be done
by using a lubricant of water and pure cement, grinding being

done by one of the rotary types of

more the

10 days or

floor

The degree of

face.

floor polishing machines.

may be ground

polish will

again to

its

In

final sur-

depend upon the hardness

at-

Vol.

59,

No. 21

FORMS

The traveling forms are shown in the accompanying drawing.
They consisted of steel plate side walls to the springing line
and 2^-in by

The

Sj^-in. yellow pine lagging over the arch section.

stiffened with vertical I-beams and two
waling pieces of two 4-in by 8-in, timbers placed horizontally
These
against these I-beams, through which anchors passed.
anchors were fastened to the rock side walls with split point
anchor bolts set into the rock about 10 in. to afford rigid supports for the side wall forms.
Two diagonal tie rods and one horizontal tie rod were also
placed near the bottom of the form to hold it rigid while being
moved, but these were found unnecessary after the first move
and were discarded, thereby removing all obstructions to traffic.
It was necessary to build the footing course of concrete ahead

side

walls were

tained by the cement and the thoroughness with wh'ch it has
Ingenuity of the individu.il
been protected during hardening.

worker

will suggest quite a variation in details of terrazzo con-

There

struction.

a considerable latitude for introducing pleaseven inlaying certain designs in the floor

is

ing border effects,
proper.

Frequently the question irises as to the necessity for using
reinforcement in the floor when a terrazzo surface finish is contemplated. Best practice seems to indicate that for areas of 7.^
sq. ft. or less, or in buildings where all settlement has occurred

and further settlement

is

not

likely,

or in places where the under-

from 4

in. upward, reinforcing is
seems advisable, however, to introduce suitable
reinforcing in locations where the construction may be subjected
to constant vibration, in new buildings where there is certain to
be subsequent settlement, where the concrete floor slab is not
very thick, and where the terrazzo is to be laid over wood sub-

lying floor slab

unnecessary.

is

thick, say

It

floor construction.

A DOUBLE TRACK RAILWAY TUNNEL
UNDER TRAFFIC

LINING

By Rodman Meacham
General Manager,

The Diana

Meacham

Hopkinsville. Ky.

Contracting Co.,

tunnel of the Louisville

&

Nashville

65 miles south of Nashville, Tenn., on

its

is

located about

new double

track.

Birmingham. The tunnel is 1,520 ft.
It was excavated through limestone and shale formain length.
This
tion, and required temporary roof timbering throughout.
timber had to be removed in the north end for the concrete
low grade main

line

to

was left in place in the south 1,200 ft. of the tunnel,
it was demonstrated that timbering would be necesexcavated section was enlarged.

section, but

where, after
sary, the

was the intention at first to pour the side walls, using an
and hoist to elevate the cars of mixed concrete up to the
springing line, where they could be dumped directly into the
side walls, and the concrete for the arch section to dump on a
platform and shovel and pack it into the arch by hand. After
investigating the pneumatic method of placing concrete, however, the estimate indicated the economy of blowing concrete
It

incline

.

through an

8-in.

pipe directly into place,

View

of the

using a steel tunnel

form built to the full section of the tunnel. This method permitted trains to pass through the tunnel without interfering with
the concreting work and made it possible to pour the full section

of the forms so that the bottom steel plate would
the concrete footing, as

were

of the road.
The pneumatic method was therefore adopted for the work, in
conjunction with two 35-ft. sections of steel forms of the Blaw

this, the

traffic

on travelers. The work was started on January 19,
1915, and was completed on October 22, a total interval of nine
months, during which there was an average of 20 trains per day
through the timncl, with a total delay of traffic of less than
two hours. This is considered unusual, as some delays were
The speed of all trains through the tunnel
fully expected.
was restricted to six tnilrs an hour while the work was in
type, built

progress.

shown

at

fit

the North

up against

in the sketch.

In moving the forms the doors M-7 at the haunch of the arch
The 16-in. jacks were then lowered about 2
first opened.

of the tunnel in a single operation. It also eliminated a cumbersome incline and hoist which probably would have caused some
delays to the regular

Pneumatic Mixer Set Up Under the Bins
Portal of Diana Tunnel

After
bringing the arch section away from the concrete.
diagonal braces B-1 were unbolted and the turn buckles
M-1 were pulled in to move the side walls away from the conin.,

crete at the springing line of the arch.

pulled

away from

The

wall forms were

the concrete at the base by inserting a crow-

rails, on which the forms traveled, and the
frame which carried the wheels, and prying the forms away.
This was possible, as there was enough play in the wheel axles
to allow for the side movement.
The forms were fir.st set up at the south end of the tunnel,
one at the portal and the other about 350 ft. in. As the lining
was placed they were moved north 35 ft. at a time until form

bar between the
steel

NuVhMBKR

19,
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No. 2 reached the center of the tunnel, and form No. 1 reached
After form No. 2 reached
the starting point of form No. 2.
the center of the tunnel it was moved ahead to a point about
350 ft. from the north end, and form No. 1 was moved ahead
to the center of the tunnel to continue the work where the other

form had

left off.

THE PNEUMATIC MIXER PLANT
was
was
moved to the north portal. At the south end the mixer was in
a deep approach cut and the top of the cement house and of
the stone and sand bins erected above the mixer was some
During the

first

located about 75

30

ft.

ft.

half of the

work

the pneumatic mixer

outside the south portal, after which

below the top of the rock sides of the

cut.

A

it

large pile
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through, without the necessity of holding up or even notifying
the operator of the pneumatic mixer.
The two 8-in. pipes passing over the crown of the arch reach
about 20 ft. or midway into the forms, and at that point they
turn through 90-deg. elbows to each side wall. At the end of
the elbow a 9-ft. length of 8-in. hose is suspended. While the
concreting is going on two men with ropes attached to the end
of this hose station themselves at the ends of the form so that

they can pull the hose forward and back and deposit the conAfter sufficient concrete has
crete evenly along the side wall.
been poured to bring the side wall up from 2 to 6 ft., depending
on the thickness, the concrete is diverted through the other side
of the "Y" and deposited in the opposite side wall to balance
the weight against the forms.

When

the concrete reaches a point too high for the use of
is detached while concreting is going on at the
Concrete is then discharged directly from the
side.

the hose, this

other

the space is filled close to the end of the
During this period of the pouring the concrete is distributed by means of hoes and concrete rakes. This brings the
level of the concrete up to a point nearly level with the top of

elbow

until

elbow.

View Showing "Y"

in

Delivery Pipe, Forms and

Roof Timbering

of spoil rock excavated from the tunnel had been deposited on
This rock was
the east side of the cut above the mixer plant.

crushed on the site, screened and dropped through a gravity
chute into the bin below within the cut. Sand was brought in
cars from Jacksons Lake, Ala., and unloaded into the bins by
means of a derrick set at the top of the cut, which handled a
large

bottom-dump bucket.
the bins were built,

When

the

mixer was placed beneath with
ft.
it for measuring 10 cu.

a measuring hopper directly above

A

working platform was

built at a convenient level
This platform was extended to the
full area underneath the bins and was used for cement storage.
The bins for stone and sand above contained space for about
The cement storage capacity was about
140 cu. yd. each.

batches.

for the measuring hopper.

four cars.

Looking South Toward the Mixing Plant Set
of Diana Tunnel

METHOD OF HANDLING

From

the pneumatic mixer an 8-in. standard steel

The

pipe

pipe

was

laid

at the

North Portal

was

along the ground. At
the forms it turned vertically with a long radius, 90-deg. elbow,
and at the top just before turning horizontally through the bulkhead over the crown of the arch it was divided by means of a
"Y" connection into two 8-in. lines which passed over the crown
of the arch.
The "Y" connection is particularly useful in a
double track tunnel where the width of the crown is so great
that it is difficult to change the pipe rapidly in directing the concrete from one side wall to the other. As shown in one of the
photographs, it consists of a casting with "Y" branches at about
The concrete passes through one of the
22J/2 deg. deflection.
branches and is obstructed in the other branch by means of a
sliding plate.
To switch the flow of concrete from one branch
to the other, it is only necessary to slide the plate from one side
to the other.
This is done by a couple of blows from a sledge
and requires but a second's time, so that it may be accomplished
after one batch has passed and before another batch is blown

carried to the forms.

Up

form, and leaves remaining to be filled
from zero at the sides
ft. wide and
to 18 in. in height over the crown. The 9()-dcg. elbows are then
removed from the ends of the pipe and a short hose is attached
Conto one of the 8-in. pipes, the other pipe being removed.

the barrel of the arch

a space approximately 10

crete

is

then shot against the rear and built up to the end of
is removed and tlie concrete is

the hose, after which this hose

shot straight ahead from the end of the pipe until the key

is

completed.
.\[ tin- iKHlh cud ol llio tinincl the temporary timbering was
Considerable breakage in
removed as concreting progressed.
the roof left cavities of various dcjiths which it was nccessarj'

to

fill

cither

with concrete or with some variety of packing.

Where packing was used it was placed with
machine. The material consisted of a mixture

the

pneumatic

of 75 per cent

limestone screenings and 25 per cent sand. This was blown in,
the cavity completely and parking it tightly so that the

filling

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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weight or any pressure from rock settlement was evenly distributed over the barrel of the arch through the packing.
The compressor plant consisted of two IngersoU-Rand steamdriven compressors, which delivered about 1,000 ft. of free air
per minute at the mixing plant. The same steam plant and a
Cameron duplex pump furnished water for construction pur-

poses and for the camps.

GENERAL
After the mixer plant was moved from the south to the north
was located about 2,000 ft. north of the
mixer.
This required handling the crushed material in 4-yd.
narrow gage dump cars hauled by dinky locomotives. These
cars were hauled from the crusher plant to the base of an
incline at the bins and were pulled up the incline by means of a
cable from a Munday hoisting engine, located under the bins. A
view of this plant as located at the north portal is shown in
one of the photographs.
It was found that the 8-in. pipe used wore out first at the
joints, as the pipe was thinnest there on account of the threads.
portal the crusher plant

Vol.

59,

No. 21

average time required to concrete one 35-ft. section was approximately 24 hr., although some forms were filled in 15 hr.
The number of men required to mix and place the concrete was
13, including 3 men in the bins, 1 operating the gate levers, 1 to
level off the measuring hopper containing the batch, 1 man on
cement, 1 mixer operator, 1 man on the conveyor pipe, 1 attending to the bulkheads and 1 foreman and 4 men helping in the
forms. A gang of 10 men was employed constructing footings
and moving and setting the forms.
The work was done by the Meacham Contracting Co., Hopkinsville,

Ky., sub-contractors

Walton

for

&

Co.,

Falls

Mills,

who excavated the tunnel. C. B. Fritchie was superintendent
in charge of the work for the Meacham Contracting Co.
The forms were furnished by the Blaw Co., Pittsburgh, and
Va.,

the pneumatic mixer and conveyor

was furnished by the ConPlacing Co., Chicago. The work was done under
the supervision of H. C. Williams, chief engineer of construccrete

Mixing

&

& Nashville, and Geo. B. Bryson, resident
engineer in direct charge for the railroad.

tion for the Louisville

MAINTENANCE OF WAY MASTER PAINTERS'
CONVENTION
The Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association held its
twelfth annual convention at the American Hotel Annex, St.
Louis, Mo., on October 19, 20 and 21, with about 40 members
and guests

in attendance.

Owing

to vacancies in the offices of

president and secretary-treasurer, F. C. Rieboldt (C. M. & St. P.),
Milwaukee, presided and E. H. Brown (Painters' Magazine),

New

York, acted as secretary.
Martin Kane (D. & H.) read a paper on the sanding of depots
and other structures. Sanding is a necesasry evil because only
by adopting this process is it possible to preserve the interior
finish of some stations, particularly the toilet rooms.
He has
found it possible to obtain a white finish by the use of white sand.
J. T. Lewis (Wabash) stated that this road sanded the outside,
but not the inside of its stations and that it was his experience

Collapsed Position oP Forms forMoving.

Position

of Forms

for Pouring.

Cross Section of the Tunnel

work 1,000 ft. of standard pipe was
work was half completed 300 ft. of
well casing with Van Stone joints was purchased.
This well
casing was found to be well adapted and did not give trouble
At

the beginning of the
purchased, and after the

through the wearing at the joints that the standard pipe did.
Another advantage of the Van Stone joints was their flexibility,
as about 5 deg. deflection could be obtained in this joint without
straining the flange.

Of

the entire

amount of

pipe purchased,

which was bought second-hand, about half was still in very good
condition at the close of the work, after having some 11,000
yd. ot concrete blown through it.
The elbows used consisted of cast manganese steel and of bent
pipe.
The manganese steel elbows were purchased at the beginning of the work and were still in good shape at the end,
having shown very little wear.
The manganese steel elbows
were, however, very heavy, weighing about 400 lb. for a 90-deg.
bend. For this reason the pipe bends were used over the crown
of the arch, where the handling of the pipe was difficult. The
pipe bends weighed about 125 lb. each and were worn through on
the outside of the curve. When worn through a "half sole" or
patch was clamped over the worn part, which usually lasted for
another 500 yd.
At the beginning of the work the engineers permitted the moving of the forms after six days, but after a time this period was
reduced to four days. In all there were 41 form sections, each
of approximately 35 ft. and containing about 250 cu. yd. in each
section.

The

was 925

ft.

longest distance which concrete was transported
and the average distance was about 400 ft. The

Sign Painting Crew with Outfit Motor Car and Crossing Sign Scaffold
that while sanding prevented writing,

it

did not necessarily pre-

A. E. Wilson (N. Y., N. H. & H.) and Charles
Johnson (C. & N. W.) reported a tendency of sanded paint to
peel on certain classes of wood.
A. E. Wilson (N. Y., N. H. & H.), Hartford, Conn., read a
paper on the proper method of cleaning bridges and other steel
structures. He called attention to the fact that the maintenance
of way painter had conditions to contend with that did not concern painters in other lines, such as brine drippings, hot cinders,
contraction and expansion, engine gases, etc. Unless the fine rust
is removed from steelwork corrosion continues under the coating,

vent carving.

It was his experience that the only
was by means of the sand blast. Heavy
scale may be removed by means of hammers and chisels, but the
fine rust next to the steel can be removed onlv I)v the blast.
He

regardless of the paint used.

way

to clean properly

November

19,
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has found this method
much more permanent.

much cheaper than hand work and also
The machine he uses is a 150-ft. machine

which can also be used for general work, such as drilUng, rivetIt is advisable to have
ing, etc. It supplies air for two nozzles.
the painters follow the sand blast very closely with the paint, as
iron takes a hght coat of rust very quickly. H. B. Wilson (B. &

H. Barkley (I. C.) reported higher cost with the
sand blast than for hand cleaning. Attention was called to the
expense of spuring out the compressor car for anything but a
very large job. H. E. Conrad (P. R. R.) called attention to the
advantage of the sand blast where compressed air was available
from interlocking plants or other sources. M. F. Ebel (C. H.
& D.) reported trouble with pin point rust spots on surfaces
L. E.)

and

A paper on the method of painting maintenance of way signs
was read by O. Stubstad (C. & N. W.), in which he advocated
the painting of signs on the ground rather than taking them up
and painting them in the shop. The equipment for this work is
restricted to what can be placed on a hand car and consists of
a scaiifold composed of two U-shaped bars and two planks, a
The crew consists of three
7-ft. ladder, paint and brushes.
The operation consists briefly of
painters and the foreman.
hanging the U-shaped bars over the sign and laying on the planks,
sits on each side of
and then with a little
clean waste rub the fresh white paint off the black letters and
While the two
retrace them with a 1-in. flat varnish brush.
painters are thus engaged on the sign, the third man paints the

the whole being arranged so that a painter
First they paint the sign white

flanger signs, whistle posts, etc. After a little experience the men
complete one sign in 35 min. and cover an average of 7J^ miles
of line per day. This progress was with a hand car. After a
motor car had been substituted more progress was made, not
only because of the speed with which the men were transferred
from one sign to the next, but because of the better time made
on the signs, the average being reduced to about 25 min. The
men had an opportunity to rest while being moved rather than

becoming tired from pumping the hand car. According to the
method outlined, all the work was finished up at one time and no
second trips were required except when it was necessary to do
two-coat work on signs which were in bad condition. It is not
advisable to do this kind of work during the hottest part of the
summer, as the reflection of the sign in a man's face combined
with the direct rays of the sun on his back are almost unbearable.
Experience

also reported in connection

is

with

tlie

new

signs

required in the state of Minnesota, in which red letters are speci-

was experienced because of the tendency of the
M. F. Ebel, H. B. Wilson
and Martin Kane disagreed with the author of the paper and
favored making two trips over the line, one to paint the body
of the sign and the second to stencil on the letters. It was their
opinion that tracing over the old letters was much more expenfied.

F.

W. &

Difficulty

red paint to bleed into the white.

sive than stenciling.

—

"Railway Paint Specifications Why?" was the title of a paper
by Philip L. Maury (The Sherwin-Williams Company). Other
questions discussed on the floor were:
The Oil Waxing and
Varnishing of Hardwood Floors in Station Buildings; Door
jambs; Fillers for Checked or Cracked Plastered Walls: Method
of Treating Smoke Stacks; Best Formula for Treating Galvanized Iron Before Painting; Treatment for the Ends of Steel
Girders, and Methods of Treating Office Furniture.

The question, "Shall the Maintenance of Way Master Painters
Unite or Amalgamate with the Master Car and Locomotive
Painters," brought forth considerable adverse comment and led to
the unanimous adoption of a resolution that it was the sense of
that association that they do not amalgamate with the Locomotive
and Car Painters' Association.
In the closing business Philadelphia

was

selected as the place

for the next convention, to be held on October 17, 18

and 19, 1916.
were elected
President, Fred. C. Ricboldt,
P., Milwaukee, Wis.
first vice-president, II. E.
Conrad, P. R. R., Hinitington, Pa.; second vice-president, A. E.
Wilson, N, Y., N. H. & H., Hartford, Conn.; secretary-treasurer.

The following
C. M. & St.

officers

:

;

D., Fort

An

Worth, Texas.

executive com-

mittee was appointed by the president consisting of

C;

A. B. Phelps, N. Y. C. Martin Kane, D.
Conrad, P. R. R. O. Stubstad, C. & N. W.
I.

;

J.

H. Barkley,
H. E.

& H.

;

;

PAINT AS AN AID IN MAKING THE PUBLIC MORE FRIENDLY

TO THE RAILROADS

J.

painted over sand blast work.

the sign.

W. Hagar,

F.
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By Edward Hurst Brown
The

The

Painters' Magazine,

New York
Lackawanna & Western

current time table of the Delaware,

contains an editorial the opening paragraph of which
in line with the thought that suggested the subject I

is

so

much

have chosen

I will quote it here:
"Realizing the value of a good first
impression whenever opportunity offers, the Lackawanna Railroad has endeavored to transform the ugly and commonplace into

that

something more inviting and to contribute

its

attractiveness by beautifying the

surroundings, thereby

station

share to the town's

making them a credit to the town and railroad alike."
This policy shows not only a liberal spirit on the part of the
railroad management, but it indicates also that the officers of this
road have caught the trend of public sentiment in this country.
There is a civic pride in every community which prompts it to
put its best foot forward.
Every town, no matter how small,
wants to make the best possible impression upon strangers,
whether they are visiting in the town or passing through it. The
railroad station
sees,

and

first

To many
building

is

is

naturally the

first

building that the stranger

impressions are very strong.

railroad officers the only use for paint on the station
to

preserve

it

from the ravages of the elements.

Standard colors are chosen because they are cheap or because
a station can go for a long time without repainting if a dingy
iron oxide paint trimmed with black or some other equally cheerful color scheme has been chosen as the standard station color.
But citizens judge the railroad by the condition of its buildings
in their own town, and if this is such as to cause passengers on
trains to get a bad impression of the town, one can be pretty
sure tlie railroad will not have very many strong friends in that
particular place.

A

few years ago a trade newspaper man of

St.

Louis, Allen

W.

Clark, conceived the idea of educating the public to an appreciation of better surroundings, to the beautifying of the towns

with flowers and shrubbery, and to keeping their houses better
painted.
He started a movement that has grown to great proportions.
Influential trade organizations have backed up this

movement and subscribed liberally to it. Local boards of trade
and health departments have given valuable assistance and the
campaign has become a great movement.
Will our railroads do their part by cleaning up and painting
stations and other buildings and thus make this country of ours
a cleaner, neater, brighter America?
If they do assist in the
good work, if they show they are in touch with a movement that
is making toward national prosperity and developing a spirit
of civic pride in our various communities, they will win the
good will of the people. They can endorse this movement in a
practical way by keeping their station grounds clean, and planted
with flowers where possible, and their stations well painted, and
also make some effort to replace the commonplace color schemes
that so many roads have adopted with more attractive combinations of colors, selected by men whose training has made them
students of color harmony, and whose knowledge of the properties of paint and pigment will enable them to combine utility
and durability with attractiveness and good taste. Let the railroads be the first and not the last to clean up and paint up.
Then they will truly find that paint is a great help toward winning
friendship of the public.

Syrian Railway Extension.— It is reported that tlic railway
from Isilahic to Radju was opened on October 20. The
Syrian Railway thus extends some JO miles nearer the already

line

completed tunnel at Bakdjc.
The section of the railway just
opened is part of the line which, when completed, will link
Aleppo with Alcxandretta and join up the Syrian Railway with
the

Kunia-Adana

line.
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A TEMPLET FOR CURVE-WORN

recent convention of the Roadmasters' Association,
interest was shown in the discussion regarding the time

curve-worn
limits

rail

were

Detailed Record

RAIL

At a

should be removed from the track and various

determining
rail

Cedar

Tamarack

Oak

pine

Beech
(Rock) elm
Maple
White pine
B. C. cedar

the

Birch
Cypress
B.

curves should receive atThese templets
tention.
for

Spruce

Red

on the high side of

were prepared

fir

Chestnut

of

which he has given each
foreman for his use in

when

19,196,208
8,355,518
2,574,920
1,478,512
1,452,238
1,369,376
1,121,347
1,019,249
602,291
547,919
356,473
104.980
81,979
32,637
28,973
22,449
14,165
12,609
11,018
5,430
4,019

Total
Tack pine

B. C. spruce
Hard pine

Iowa, has prepared three
duplicates

1914.

Number,

Wood.

of

Hemlock
Western larch

^^f template

No. 21

Per

Av.

Kind

Douglas

-=i;a>,

59,

Purchased by Steam Roads in Canada

Ties

of

in

much
when

suggested.

William Shea, roadmaster, Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, Ottumwa,
templets,

Vol.

C.

hemlock

Ash
Cherry

85-

Value.
$8,545,057
3,610,885
1,232,925
646,674
537,374
566,502
459,643
378,989
469,828
202,234
250,614
69,091
30.923
25,331
24,627
19,995
6,446
4,035
5,293
2,356
1,446

106

46

....

....

-

Val.
0.45
0.43
0.48
0.44
0.37
0.41
0.41
0.37
0.78
0.37
0.70
0.66
0.38
0.78
0.85
0.89
0.46
0.32
0.48
0.43
0.31
0.43

cent.

100.0
43.5
13.4
7.7
7.6
7.1

5.8
5.3
3.1

2.9
1.9
0.5

0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

*Less than one-tenth of one per cent.

A. S. C. E. rail,
which is the section generally used on that diviThis rail has a
sion.
head 2 9/16 in. wide
Ib.

when new.
rail is worn

When

THE VAUGHAN TRACK INDICATOR
Templet for Measuring
Curve-Worn Rail

the

to the point

the
that templet No. 1, with a width of head of 2 3/16 in. fits it,
foreman notifies the roadmaster. When the rail is worn to a
point corresponding with templet No. 2, with a 2 1/8 in. width
which
of head, the foreman makes a further report, following
rail
the roadmaster personally inspects the rail and orders new
the third
to replace it. When the rail is worn to correspond with
templet with a head of 2 in., it is replaced with new rail. By
all rail
this method the roadmaster is kept advised regarding
mainseriously curvc-v.orn and a uniform standard of renewal is

The Vaughan track indicator is an instrument designed to
show the condition of the line and surface of track by mechanical means.
The results are given in terms of the sum of all
the line swings or surface jolts on any given section of track.
In the operation of this instrument, motion is transmitted by car

two pendulums, one simple pendulum hanging
bearings and one duplex pendulum supported
horizontally hy a spring bar. The horizontal pendulum is made
duplex, being composed of two pendulums with different periods
of oscillation, so that there can be no possibility of its period of

movements
vertically

to

on

ball

judgment
tained instead of leaving each individual curve to the
of the foreman in charge of that respective territory.

TIE

PURCHASES

IN

CANADA DURING

1914

A bulletin prepared by the forestry branch of the Canadian
Department of the Interior under the direction of R. H. Campcross
bell, director of forestry, reports the purchase of 19,403,646
railways.
Canadian
1914
by
during
at
$8,664,914
valued
ties,
The companies reported comprise 47 steam railways and 31
Of the total number purchased 1,447,576 were
electric railways.
This represents 7 per cent of the
treated with preservatives.
total against 10 per cent in 1913.
The cross ties purchased in 1914 showed a decrease of 2.4
per cent from those of 1913, while the decrease from 1912 to
1913 was 6.7 per cent. Jack pine makes the most suitable tie
It
material of the cheaper, more abundant woods of Canada.
has headed the list since 1911, when it took the place of white

more durable wood, but one of which the supply is
becoming exhausted. These two woods have formed the
greater part of the ties purchased in past years and together
form over half the total in 1914.
The average price paid for ties by the railways in 1914 showed

cedar, a

Two Views

1910
1911

1912
1913
1914

The

prices in the last five years

38
39
44
43
45

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

shows the ties bought by steam railways in Canada in 1914. In June of that year there was about
38,000 miles of steam railway right of way in the Dominion.
Over 32,000 miles of this was in operation and ties had already

The accompanying

Indicator

swing a car will someMotion of the pendulums is transratchets to the ball bearing counters, from

oscillation synchronizing with the joint

times have at certain speeds.
mitted through ball

which the readings are taken. The ball ratchets are sensitive
and will record very small movements of the pendulums. As
the riding qualities of the car will have some influence on the
readings, the instrument should be always carried, if possible,

rapid'.y

only a slight increase over 1913.
have been as follows

Vaughan Track

of the

in the

same car

The Vaughan
ing 6

in.

at

about the same speed.

track indicator

by 6J^ by 8

in.,

black grain leather with
factured and sold by the

all

a compact instrument measurwith handles. The finish is in

is

fitted

metal nickel plated.

M. W. Supply Company,

It

is

manu-

Philadelphia,

Pa.

REPAIRING FROGS AND SWITCHES ON THE

KATY

table

By George

P.

White

Blacksmith Foreman, Missouri, Kansas

At

& Texas;

Parsons, Kans.

the Parsons (Kans.) shop of the Missouri, Kansas

One

&

Texas,

been laid on practically all of the remaining mileage. The total
number of ties purchased by the steam roads in that year,

many

19,1%,208, represents an average of 500 ties to the mile. A large
proportion of these, however, were used on new construction at
the rate of about 3,000 ties to the mile.

Several switch points which were built up by the oxy-acetylene

ments

frogs and switches are repaired.
in

this

is

the application of

Oxweld equipment.

now been in service for six months and are appargood for several months' additional wear. In fact, about

process have
ently

work

of the recent develop-

November

same
from new

the

is

19,

service

ones.
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is

being secured from the repaired points as

The average

cost to repair

them

in this

manner

$1.25 as against an average cost of $2.25 for manufacturing

new

points. While only a few frogs have been repaired in this
manner, they are also giving good service.
In addition to making repairs at Parsons, a special car is
moved over the road, fully equipped to make repairs to frogs
and switches out on the line. Three men accompany this outfit,
making light repairs wherever necessary, where such repairs
can be made without removing the frogs from the track. The
movements of this car are directed by the general manager's
office and the car is transferred from one division to another as
the amount of work warrants, while on each division the work
By handling this class of
is outlined by the superintendent.
repairs in this manner, it is unnecessary to carry a large number
of frogs in stock, as the man in charge of this road repair gang
also acts as an inspector, advising in advance when it is necessary

to replace certain frogs.

With

this plan

it is

also possible to
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no automatic

tie unloaders, rail unloaders, or track layers, as
being used in this country. The ties used at first are,
as a rule, half sections of trees. The trouble is not taken to hew
the ties out of the trees in order to give plane surfaces on two
sides.
Instead they are laid with the fiat surface down and are
then grooved on the top to receive the "T" rail, generally weigh-

are

now

lb. to the yard and 24 ft. long.
The angle bars
have 4 holes and are similar in shape to the American type. As
a suspension joint is used these bars are strengthened by addi-

ing about 60

^Miliilii

1

ma-

repairs.

Laying

WORK ON THE AMUR

(SIBERIAN)
By W. a.

proper.

D. Short

The first determined
tory was made by the

effort to

open up

etc.

this

country and

terri-

construction of the Trans-Siberian Rail-

way, ground for which was broken

in 1891.

1,525 miles

to the East.

from Pctrograd.

The western terminus
Therefore the

total

of this railway in Russian territory
In addition branches and extensions have been

continuous

line,

among which is the Amur route.
The Russian engineers learned most of

is,

in turn,

length,
is

in

a

5,525 miles.

built,

notable

their methods of confrom the Americans, as several years
ago a large number of them were serving ajiprcntircships in
American railway shops and on engineering corps. There arr

struction and equipment

rails

particularly as the

on either side of the joint

are laid with broken joints and 12 ties per

Amur

line

traverses mosquito-laden

forests

for miles.

When

Important Station

the city of Cheliabinsk with Vladivostock, on the Pacific Ocean,

away

The

The grading on this line was done by hand and horse scrapers
and plows, there being no steam shovel work. Construction
camps and camp-cars for the laborers are unknown. The engineers sometimes have camp-cars in which they make their
headquarters during the actual laying of track. But the laborers
have to shift for themselves and erect tents or sleep on the
ground as best they can. This is a great hardship at times,

This road connects

An

4,000 miles

Half-Round Ties

rail length.

is

including gold, platinum, silver, iron, lead,

New Track on

tional metal in the center, extending

RAILWAY

a country of vast expanse and distances,
the extent of which is not generally appreciated in this country.
The area of this part of Russia is 4,833,496 square miles, or
1,276,496 square miles larger than the United States proper, including Alaska. The leading occupation of this country is agriculture, but the country contains considerable mineral wealth,
Siberian Russia

;i*>'.->Sfc*'''

^^^i

reduce the cost of repairs as compared with the practice of
allowing the frogs to remain in the track until it is necessary to
remove them and then send them into the shop for heavy

terially

CONSTRUCTION

11

the line

is

completed substantial houses are

built

every

and Fuel Depot

two miles for the track walkers and

their laniilios to reside

in.

Some

of these houses arc 300 miles from the nearest village,
town, or doctor and the track walker sees no one excepting his
family and a passing train for days at a time, as there are no
inhabitants of

known.

On

these

woods and

the

American "hobo"

is

un-

and ease of procuring,
wood is used as fuel by the locomotives and at important stations,
as well as internu'ilialc points, fuel depots arc established which
have the appearance of .Vnicrican stave yards.
In the illustration of the temporary false work for tiic bridge
accotuit of the vast

forests
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over the Kachu river, it is interesting to note the substantial stone
work construction of the permanent abutments. Run-off archways are placed under the centers of the abutments to take care
of excessive floods and back wash, which take the place of the
wing walls of American construction, particularly of concrete
The form of construction of the bents and the
abutments.
bracing for the stringers and deck is different from our type, and
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master to Have the Labor More Evenly Distributed Throughout
the Year? What Should be the Cost Per Mile in Section Labor,
of Maintaining Track in First Class Condition on Class A, B
and C Divisions?
What are the Defects in the Materials
Furnished for Our Standard Split Switches and What Can Be
Done to Remedy Such Defects? Are Our Present Standard
Tool Houses Large Enough for the Requirements of Section
Gangs and If Not, What Should be the Dimensions of a Section
Tool House? What is the Best and Most Economical Cattle
Guard to be Used on All Classes of Divisions? What is the Best
Time to Apply Rail Anchors and do Extra Gangs or Section
Gangs do the Best Work?
The officers elected for the following year were
President,
Vice-President, J. D.
J. C. Burke, roadmaster, Cedar Rapids, la.
Boland, roadmaster, Sanborn, la.
Secretarj'-Treasurer, W. H.
Kofmehl, roadmaster, Elgin, 111. The next meeting will be held
at Seattle, Wash., to give the men an opportunity to see their
:

;

;

Western

lines.

EARLY TONNAGE STUDIES

Falsework Over Kachu River
at the

same time heavier than would be used by American

en-

gineers for temporary trestle work, but this strength of construction was probably carried out in anticipation of excessively heavy

permanent span.

floods

before

trestle

work has now been supplanted by

the

installation

of

the

This

a deep single girder

span.

The following paragraph, taken from a report made by Luther
Hother Hage, engineer of the West Feliciana Railroad (now a
part of the Illinois Central system), dated

May

24, 1836, is of

low grades and heavy tonnage trains

interest in these days of

as indicating not only the limitations of 80 years ago, but the

lead which the United
tion in those early days

States assumed in freight transportaand the importance attached to tonnage

at that time

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL
ROADMASTERS' ASSOCIATION
The ninth annual meeting of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Roadmasters' Association was held at the Republican
House, Milwaukee, on November 2, 3 and 4, with about 40 roadmasters present. Membership in this association is limited to the
roadmasters of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, practically all
of whom are included. A three-day convention is held annually
at some central point on this road, at which problems of general
interest to these

men

are discussed.

The

association has annual dues of $1 and elects officers from
year to year. Committees are selected to present reports upon

assigned subjects.

The

control of this organization

is

entirely

the hands of the roadmasters, the higher officers taking no
active part, but attending frequently.
The association is encouraged by the railroad, which provides a stenographer to report
in

the discussion, and prints the proceedings for free distribution

among

members.

the

In addition to providing for a free interchange of ideas among
the members, all of whom are working to the same standards,

an opportunity for officers in other departments to present matters of mutual interest. Thus, at the
recent meeting in Milwaukee, the auditor of material accounts
pretented to the men several proposed forms for the keeping
•of time and material records, which forms were the subject of
extended discussion and criticism. Likewise, the tie agent presented subjects of interest to his department. While the recommendations of this association are not binding upon the officers
of the road, they are given serious consideration, the proceedings
going to all maintenance and operating officers.
In addition to the free exchange of ideas, it is felt that this
this association provides

association is a material aid in the standardization of work over
the system, clearing up many points not thoroughly understood.

As

all

the

men

are using the

same materials and working under

many topics can be discussed to
advantage in such an association which could not be taken up in
an organization composed of men from different roads.
the

same general

Among
following:

Done

instructions,

the subjects considered at the recent meeting were the
Are
Getting the Maximum Amount of Work

for the

We

Money Expended

Handled, or Can

We

Labor as Now
Get Better Results by Allowing the Roadfor

Section

"Eleven years ago the best locomotive engines manufactured
England had a power equal to convey 40 tons at the rate of
6 miles an hour. It was then admitted that these engines were
susceptible of great improvements, but the idea was divided that
'any possible improvement' could enable them to proceed at
double the velocity named. Four years after this the average
rate of traveling was 15 miles an hour on the Liverpool &
Manchester Railway. Thrice the velocity first named has been
attained 5 years ago, and is now daily performed on some of
the railways in this country.
The original design of having
stationary engines on the Liverpool & Manchester Railway at
the Sutton and Rainhill planes was abandoned, and locomotive
engines were found capable of surmounting their grade of 55
in

ft.

per mile.

The progressive improvements

in the construction

own

country have attained to such a
degree of perfection that they are under all circumstances capable
of generating an adequate power of steam to overcome the adhesion of the wheels to the surface of the rails, while those of
of these engines in our

English construction are unable to keep up a sufficient supply.
the Columbia Railroad in Pennsylvania, where an incHna-

On

ft. per mile has been introduced, the 'Canal Commishave reported that 'the majority of the American en-

tion of 45
sioners'

draw a gross load of 75 tons. One
drawn 100 tons and several others from 80 to 90
More was done in
tons over the highest grade on the road.'
December, 1834, on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, where a
gines in their ordinary trips

of them has

locomotive engine passed over the planes at Parr's Ridge, ascending 2/3 mile at the average rise of 264 ft. per mile, with
two cars full of passengers, making with the tender, 11 tons
exclusive of its own weight of 7j4 tons. Applying the known
power of engines of the same construction as those intended
for this road, namely, that they have drawn 75 tons up an inclination of 45 ft. rise in a mile, such engines would be capable
of ascending the steepest grade upon this road with a gross
weight of 48 tons. This would enable such an engine to take

more than 9 loaded

cars

from the Mississippi river toward

In the opposite direction I am unable to make any
calculations of the quantity of burden an engine will move; I
presume, however, that 80 tons gross or more than 17 loaded

Woodville.

cars

road

be brought in a train from the interior to the Misby one locomotive, as the steepest grade of the
this direction has an ascent of but 30.4 ft. to a mile."

may

sissippi
in

river

General News Department
In press despatches of November 13 it is announced that the
railways throughout Mexico will pass from military to civil
control December 6 under a decree of General Carranza, head of
the de facto government.

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

Paul announces the opening
to traffic of the Paget Sound & Willapa Harbor Railway, a
branch 66 miles long, running from Willapa Harbor, Wash.,
to

Maytown on

the Gray's

St.

Harbor branch.

According to the Canal Record, excavation from the Gaillard
Cut, on account of the slides in the Panama Canal, during October amounted to 1,079,663 cu. yd., compared with 1,052,586 cu.
yd. in September, 991,879 cu. yd. in August and 692,109 cu. yd. in
In October 872,952 cu. yd. were taken from the base of
July.
the Culebra slides.

During September the Southern Railway disbursed for labor,
supplies and other purposes $4,129,787, of which
$3,660,518, or 88.64 per cent, was paid to the individuals and inThis amount represents more than 90
dustries in the South.
per cent of the moneys paid to the company for transportation
by people situated on the lines.
material,

The Chicago switchmen who,
demands for increases

in pay,

have filed
have asked the roads to defer

as reported last week,

action looking to the fixing of a date for a conference.
It is
understood that this request is due to the fact tliat the switchmen have been called off by the officers of their brotherhood
because of the feeling that they might jeopardize the campaign
for an eight-hour day.

The President of the United States has appointed a "Board
of First-Aid Standardization" with a view to making available
for possible military use the first-aid activities of various industries in time of peace. Dr. S. C. Phunmer, of Chicago, chief
surgeon of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and representing
the American Association of Railway Surgeons, is a member of
the board. The purpose of the board is to standardize first-aid
packages and equipment, the means of transporting wounded
persons and first-aid instruction.
The Baltimore & Ohio has

employees a treatise
on first aid to the injured prepared by Dr. Joseph F. Tearney,
chief medical examiner of the road.
Discussing the effect of
alcoholic liquors given in connection with sickness or accident.
Dr. Tearney says: "Whiskey, even in small teaspoonful doses,
increases the tendency to bleeding. When given in the somewhat
larger quantity, known as the ordinary 'drink,' the first effect of
stimulation is followed by a corresponding depression, so that,
when the surgeon arrives, he will have to lose valuable time in
combating this depression, in addition to that caused by the shock
of the accident.

...

issued for

its

If the sympathetic friend with the bottle

deaden pain with whiskey, he may produce intoxication
and it is difficult to put a half-drunken man under an anaesthetic.
It may be asked why the surgeon sometimes gives whiskey
the
answer is that he knows how much to use and when not to use
Make it your iron-bound rule to allo^v the patient
any.
to have no whiskey or other alcoholic liquor."
tries to

were presented by General Manager W. E. Williams. The officers
report that the spirit with which the employees have entered
into the activities of the association has been very pleasing and
indicates
respects.

occasion

the visitors.

Over three-quarters of the new men employed in the Boston
freight houses, following the strike of October 21, are reported
as having proved satisfactory for permanent employment
and
;

the reports of "settlements" which have appeared in the newspapers within the last week evidently have no serious meaning
except that the roads, in accordance with the attitude which they
announced at the outset, have taken back strikers, as individuals, insofar as there was room for them.
The marked
increase in the volume of freight during the past month also
has ameliorated the condition of the strikers somewhat.
It is
said that some of the men who struck were affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor and some with the Knights of
Labor but the chief officers of these organizations were not
consulted. The mayor of the city and the governor of the state
seem to have been the only persons of prominence who espoused
the cause of the strikers. The Boston News Bureau says that
the misled members of the freight handlers' unions have had to
lose not only several weeks' wages while they have been idle,
but also, even when taken back, their record rating
and
continues "A halt has apparently been called upon the arrogance
of union labor leaders in disregarding the public's convenience,
pecuniary interest and general welfare. The Boston roads, in
'standing up in their boots' in this situation, have set an example
that everybody should commend. * * * As often happens
in such strike episodes, the hardships involved have borne particularly on the older members of the union, who had little
appetite for striking but were overruled in the union councils
by the more vociferous and impetuous younger members and
their leaders."
;

;

:

"A

.

.

As announced

Corporation with a Soul"

Citizens of Ardmore, Okla., have erected in a prominent
location a billboard bearing the words "Great is the Santa Fe.
One Corporation with a Soul." This was done as a mark of
appreciation for the promptness with which President Ripley,
of the Santa Fe, agreed to settle for all damages resulting
from the recent explosion of a tank car on the company's tracks
at Ardmore in which many people were killed and a large
amount of property was destroyed.
Without admitting its
liability for the accident, the company suggested the appointment of a board of arbitrators from the citizens of the city
to pass upon the amount of settlement in each case.

;

.

the organization will be very helpful in many
The city of Denison declared a holiday for the
and many features of entertainment were arranged for
that

Reduction

in

Loss and Damfige Claims on the North Western

The Chicago & North Western, which during

the

last

year

and a half has been conducting a special campaign for the reduction of loss and damage claims, in the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1915, showed a decrease of $238,860 in its payments for

in a previous issue, the first annual track and
meet of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Athletic Association
was held at Dcnison, Tex., on November 6. The association
was organized largely for the purpose of bringing the employees
together and to promote good fellowship, and nearly 4,000
employees were present. Those from out of town were brought
to Denison in six special trains, and every district on the system

whereas the freight revenue decreased only 3.8 per cent. Largely
as the result of the campaign, 40,000 less claims were presented
than during the year before. 11. C. Howe, freight claim agent,
has just issued a circular to all agents of the company and other
employees, announcing November 16 and November 24 as spe-

was represented

cial

field

in the contest, as well as several of the officers,
including W. A. Webb, chief operating officer, and H. F. AnderA large number of other officers
son, general superintendent.
was present. The C. E. SchafF trophy, donated by Receiver
Schaff, which is to be contested for annually, was awarded to
the Denison district, and was presented by Vice-President WliitcGold, silver and bronze
hcad in the absence of Mr. ScliafT,
ini'diiN were awarded to the wi"ner< of the iiidixidnal events and

loss

or

damage

to

freight,

a

reduction of about 20 per cent,

claim prevention days, with the idea that special efforts
these days to avoid the causes for loss and damage to
freight will tend to promote more careful habits on other days.
The circular says that "every day is claim prevention day, hut
the above dates arc to be extraordinary," and an especial ctTort
is to be made to show a still greater iniprovcmeMt during the
This campaign is handled by the freight claim
coining year.
agent, who has five inspectors traveling all of the time inspecting

made on
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the loading and unloading of freight, and instructing employees
Special effort is also made to trace the over,
short and damage reports to ascertain causes and endeavor
to eliminate damage in future by bringing the matter to the
attention of the employees at fault, without discipline.
pamphlet has been distributed among the agents of the road, in which
are a large number of illustrations showing improper methods
of loading and handling freight, and their results, together with
the proper methods.
in proper methods.

A

Applicable also on the X. Y.

& Z.

General Manager Robert S. Parsons of the Erie Lines West
has issued to enginemen a circular which, according to the Cleveland Leader, includes the following
"If you were a passenger seated at a car window, or sleeping
in a berth, you would not like to have a locomotive whistle

blown just opposite you, giving you a severe attack of the 'jumps.'
"If you were a passenger yon would not like to have the train
come to a stop with a jolt rough enough to break the articles in
your traveling bag and give you a general shaking up.
"Yet these annoyances occur every day, and many times a day,
on the Erie Railroad all because you do not realize the situation
in which the passengers are placed.
There is no rule or regulation that can stop these practices.
It rests entirely upon your
good nature and thoughtfulness. Will you strive to make an
improvement?"

—

Texas Repair Shed Law

The Supreme Court of Texas has rendered

a decision holding
constitutional the law of that state which' requires the maintenance by railroads of suitable sheds for employees when re-

pairing cars. The case was that of the state against the International & Great Northern, on appeal from Harris county. The
lower court held that the law was unconstitutional, but this decision is now reversed.
The strict enforcement of the law will
call for the construction of many repair sheds.
The lower courts held the law unconstitutional because vague
and meaningless but Associate Justice Yantis cites similar language in statutes that have stood the test of constitutionality
before the United States Supreme Court.
The car shed law requires the erection and maintenance of a
building or shed by every person, corporation, or receiver engaged in constructing or repairing railroad cars, and provides
penalties of from $50 to $100 for each 10 days of its violation.
The law has several exemptions by the terms of which each corporation, etc., would be absolved from its penalties.
Among
these exemptions is the provision that the act shall not apply at
"points where it is necessary to make light repairs only."
general demurrer was sustained to the state's petition upon the
ground that the act was too indefinite in its terms to enforcible,
the trial court holding that the term "light repair" is a relative
;

A

term and wholly

unintelligible.

The Supreme Court holds

that because the act is penal in its
should be strictly construed. It notes in the opinion,
however, that the term "light repairs" is used in a provision
exempting from suit and not in a portion of the act which
penalizes an infraction of its provisions.
"We think the
term 'light repairs' makes plain the intent of the legislators,
and that the industries affected by the legislation will not suffer
from a failure to understand its meaning; and that the courts
and juries will find no difficulty in determining from the facts in
each case whether the repairs were 'light' or otherwise."

nature

it

.

Mail Pay on Middle

.

.

West Roads

The Postmaster General announces

the completion of the mail

pay adjustments for the next four years on all railroads in the
Third Contract Section. The third section handles the heaviest
bulk of mail of all the sections. It embraces Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Missouri. The
adjustments are based on a complete weighing during 105 days,
February 18 to June 2.
"The pay of all the roads in this terriThe statement says
tory, for four years, is fixed at $20,073,484.36 a year. The weighing showed that an average of 2,862 tons of mail was being
carried each day in over 4,000 trains.
:

"The eager competition among the railroads to share in the
mail pay is shown by the fact that they will receive annually
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than $200,000 less than the maximum allowed by law,
because certain lines between common points accept a lower rate
of pay in order to retain the carriage of through mails. In such
case the Department gives the companies operating the more
expensive [longer] lines the opportunity of meeting the cheapest rate and retain the mails.
This the railroads are always
m.ore

\villing to do.

"A conspicuous instance of this is found between Chicago and
Minneapolis. Between these cities the Chicago & North-Western
is the cheaper on account of shorter distance and land-grant
deductions.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, which has
carried the bulk of the mails for many years, accepts the lower
rate of the North-Western on all through mails, and thereby its
pay on this one route is reduced $112,000 yearly. The New York
Central carried competitive mails between New York and Chicago
at the lower short-line rate, with a reduction of $95,000 a year
in its compensation,
"Postal officials think the alacrity with which the railroads
agree to these reductions and their efforts before each weighing
to secure additional mails by offering expedited or new train
service as inducement are good evidence of the unjustness of the
often-repeated assertion that the railroads are handling the
mails at a loss
No less than 793 train weighers, 321
station weighers, 59 verifies at railway mail service division
headquarters and 58 tabulatoifs and computers in the Department
at Washington were employed in the weighing this year, at a
cost of $381,948. This is more than $97,000 less than the cost
of the last weighing in the third section, an economy effected
through the adoption of improved methods, supervision direct
from the Department and tabulation of results in Washington
instead of in the field, as formerly.
The saving during the
last four }'ears has been over $280,000."

The New Haven

Trial

Charles S. Mellen was characterized as an adverse witness
while testifying Thursday, November 11 for the government in
the criminal suit against New Haven directors for violating
the Sherman Law. The government attorney, R. L. Batts, expressed the opinion that Mr. Mellen "has shown a willingness to
answer questions concerning ever\' fact which we have proved by
other testimony, but he has shown a different disposition where
the defence of his own conduct is involved.
I think I should
have a certain latitude in asking him questions as if he were in
a measure an adverse witness."
The remark was made in connection with Mr. Mellen's testimony concerning the New Haven's dealings with competing lines,
The government
and particularly with the Enterprise Line.
brought out that the United States Transportation company was
established to meet the competition of this steamship company,
and that its affairs were wound up and its properties taken over
by another New Haven company, immediately after the EnterThe
prise Line became bankrupt and went out of business.
government attorney made a strong effort to show that the New
Haven tried to conceal its activities in this and other cases.
Considerable attention was paid on Thursday and Friday to the
New Haven's relations with Charles W. Morse. In 1907 Morse
controlling extensive water traffic, offered the New Haven $20,000,000 for its boat lines, or $14,000,000 more than their cost to the
railroad. Mr. Mellen, it appears, argued strongly in favor of accepting the offer but the board of directors was strongly against
so doing, being influenced largely by a statement of ex-president
Roosevelt's to the effect that he was fearful of the success of
Morse's proposed steamship monopoly and preferred the present
situation.
The New Haven took steps to protect itself against
Morse and in that connection secured an interest in the Merchants & Miners Transportation Company and the Windsor Line
which had been amalgamated with it. Mr. Mellen in 1912 proposed to acquire the minority stock and secure majority control
He planned by this means to extend the New Haven's steamship
lines to include a service from Boston to Galveston, and later
from Boston via the Panama Canal to Pacific coast points. The
scheme was to buy the minority stock of the Merchants & Miners
Transportation company and to have that company inaugurate
the additional service. He expected that the New Haven, for some
time, would have a loss on this business, and did not want
minority holders to suffer this loss. These ambitious plans to
extend New Haven's steamship monopoly were suggested and

November

19,
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ol' the port of Boston and other Boston
cotton brought direct from Galveston to
Boston by steamer hnt they were not carried oi:t because of the
passage of the Panama Canal Act, divorcing water and railway

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

stiimilated by directors

interests

who wanted
;

lines.

The testimony then turned to the relations with the Metropolitan Line. The latter in 1905 operated freight boats on the outside route between New York and Boston.
It later established
a passenger service, using the

Harvard and Yale.

Thereupon

the

New Haven

put in service in competition the freight steamers
Old Colony, Bunker Hill and IMassachusetts, these later being
converted into passenger boats when the New Haven acquired
control of the Metropolitan Line and transferred the Harvard
and Yale to the Pacific coast. On Monday this was gone over
in more detail, but so confused did matters become that Judge
Hunt finally had to call a halt and ask the counsel to submit a
written statement of the Metropolitan situation.
On Tuesday, November 15, Mr. Mellen was questioned about
the acquisition of trolley lines.
Judge Hunt ruled that the
government could go ahead in its proof that the 65 trolley lines
acquired by the New Haven, were taken over for the purpose
of interstate commerce.
On Wednesday, H. W. Goodall, of San Francisco, testified
concerning the Pacific Navigation Company, which leased from
the Pacific Company, a subsidiary-afcf the Metropolitan Steamship
Company, of New Jersey, the steamers Harvard and Yale. Mr.
Mellen was again on the stand in the afternoon.
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The following list giies names of sccrctariL-s. date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubhshed only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month,

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, Atlanta, Ga.

—

American Railway Association. W. F. Allen. 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, The Blackstone, Chicago.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St.. New York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3rd Wednesday in

—

month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,

—

•

—

—

1915, St. Louis,

Mo.

—

Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Bex 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

January, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, ChicagoCentral Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.,
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Chicago.

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

June Mechanical Conventions

The meeting of the executive committee of the Master Car
Builders' Association, the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association and the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association
It was decided that the
in Chicago on November IS.
next annual convention of the Master Car Builders' and the
Master Mechanics' Associations would be held at Atlantic City,
starting June 14, the Master Car Builders' convention being held
first and the Master Mechanics' convention the following MonThe city of Chicago would undoubtedly have been chosen
day.
as the convention meeting place had the Municipal Pier been
ready for occupancy at that time. It is believed that in future
years the June conventions will be held at tliat place.

was held

Western Railway Club
the November meeting of the Western Railway Club, which
was held in the Fort Dearborn hotel, Chicago, November 16, a
paper was presented on "The Prevention of Loss and Damage
Freight Claims," by G. E. Whitelam, superintendent freight loss
and damage claims, St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad, SpringMr. Whitelam outlined the system followed by the
field, Mo.
Frisco for the prevention of loss and damage claims, giving a
brief history of the organization from its inception, and showing
the beneficial results accruing from the claim prevention campaign. A complete description of the work the Frisco has been
doing along these lines was published in a series of articles in
the Railway Age Gazette last spring, the first article appearing
in the issue of April 9, 1915, page 779, the second article appearing April 16, 1915, page 817, and the third article appearing April
.'\t

23, 1915,

page 891.
Plans for March Convention Exhibits

A

meeting of the hoard of directors of the National Railway
Appliances Association was held at Chicago on November 12, to
discuss plans for the annual exhibit of the association in connection with the convention of the American Railway Engineering Association, which is to be held on March 20 to 23, inclusive.
C. W. Kelly, of the Kelly-Derby Company, Chicago,
secretary, treasurer and director of the exhibits for the association, rep(irti<l that over 80 per cent of the exhibit space has
already been signed for.
The exhibit will occupy the entire
main floor of the ("oliseum and Annex, a total of 36,()(X) sq. ft.
of exhibit space, and ihc lloor pl.ui has been changed so that
approximately 1,000 sq. ft. will he added to the available exhibit
space as compared with previous years. A number of important
improvements has also been decided upon for the arrangement
p{ the exhibit space, especially in the Annex, and in the decoration and lighting system. In the Coliseum 27,026 .sq. ft. of space
lia^ been allntlcd and in the Annex 2,885 sq. ft., leaving 3,()25
sq. ft. iu llic ( (iliscnni and ,f.ll2 sq. ft. in the Aiuiex unallotted.

—

General Superintendent's Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

New England

—

W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club, Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagar,\ Frontier Car Men's Association.
E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N, Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg,, Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers, M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
Railroad Clue.

ton, Mass.
July, August

—

—

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas CiTV.—CIaude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St,, Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York.
Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
•York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. - J, B, Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
'
August.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Fiauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, .St. Louis.

—

—

Salt

Lake Transportation Club.— R.

E. Rowland, David Keith, Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, l^tah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of eacit
month. Salt Lake City.
Southern. & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, .September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo,
Traffic Club of Chicago. -W. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark.- -John J. Kautzmann, P. O. Box 238, Newark,
N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
August, The Washington. 559 Broad St,, Newark.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.- D. L. Wells, Gen'I Agl., Eric, R. R., 1924

—

—

Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings, bi-monthly, Pittsburgh,
of .St. Louis.- A. I". Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
.St,
Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting iu November. Noonday meetings

Traffic Club

October to May.
Transportation Cmmi of Detroit.

— W.Meetings
R. Hurley,

Superintendent's office,
monthly, Normandir Hotel,

N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Detroit.

llpAH

Society of

Engineers.

— Frank

W. Moore,

Regular meetings,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
ccpt July aiul August, Salt Lake City.

Wkstkrn

Canada

Railway

Ci i'b,- L.

Kon,

1111

Ncwhouse

Bldg..

3d Friday in month, ex

Imminp-ation

Agent,

Grand

Trunk Pacific, WiniiipoK, Man, Regtilar meetings, 2d Monday, ex
ccpt June, July and August, Winnipeg.
WtsTi RN Railway Cli'b. I. W, Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building. Chicago.
Kegul;ir nu'clings. .Ul I'uesday in month, except June, July and
August. Karpen Hldg.. Chicago.
WkiiTFRN .Sociitv OF Knc.ini-'ihs. - K. M. Lavlicld, 1735 Monadnook Block,
Chicago,
Krgnlar meetings, 1st Monday in nuinlh, except January,
July and Attguitt, Chicago.
August, gener.illy on other

Wednesday

after 1st

Extra

Monday

Thursday

in

meetings,
evenings.

except

in

July

Annual meeting,

January, Chicngo,

and
1st
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Traffic

News

The Denver & Rio Grande no longer issues rebate checks to
passengers paying cash fare on trains when they might have
bought tickets the extra ten cents collected is retained by the
;

company.
is

announced

at

Ottawa

that

the

Canadian Northern

Club

of

No. 21

New York

The annual meeting and election of officers of the Traffic Club
of New York will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on
Tuesday evening, November 23. In connection with the meet-
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It

Traffic

59,

will

begin running passenger trains through to the Pacific coast November 22, arrangements having been made with the Great
Northern Railway for the use of that company's station at

Vancouver.

The Southern Pacific is asking bids for two large freight
steamships to be used in coastwise traffic between New York
and the Gulf of Mexico. At present this company is using between Galveston and Atlantic ports eight extra steamships chartered from other lines.
,

"The Philadelphia Passenger Association" is the name of an
organization which has been formed in that city by railway
and steamship traffic men president, S. B. Barnitz, Pennsylvania Railroad secretary, J. M. Stuard, Pennsylvania Railroad.
It is proposed to have luncheons every Tuesday at the Adelphia
;

;

hotel.

ing there will be an informal dinner at 7 o'clock.
Official Freight Classification

The roads

territory, comprising all
Freight Association, Trunk Line and
New England territories, have organized the "Official Classification Committee," to begin operations December 1.
This committee, of four members, will supersede the present arrangement, which calls for a committee of large membership, composed of active freight representatives of a number of lines. This
new permanent committee will remain in continual session,
and thereby avoid the difficulties incident to handling official
classification matters at large general meetings.
The new committee consists of R. N. Collyer, chairman; J, W.
Allison, now assistant general freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern D. T. Lawrence, general freight agent of
the Central Vermont, and F. W. Smith, of the Uniform ClassifiThe office will be at Trunk Line headquarcation Committee.
ters, 143 Liberty street, New York.
It will now be possible for shippers interested in classification
matters to get the questions they desire before the committee for
immediate consideration, and delays incident to the former
practice will be avoided.

The United

States war department has announced a hearing
Chicago on November 16, on the application of the
governor of Illinois for approval by the war department of the
plan for an 8-ft. waterway from the lower end of the Sanitary
Canal to Utica, 111., on the Illinois river, which was authorized
by the Illinois legislature by act of May 27. The hearing will
be held before W. B. Judson, Lieut. Col. Corps of Engineers,
United States army, and shippers and others who are interested
have been invited to attend and express their views at the
to be held at

hearirig.

The damage done by the storm at Galveston last August, combined with the stoppage of freight at the Panama Canal, together
with a great increase of shipments in all directions, has caused
an unprecedented congestion of freight at Gulf ports. During
the last two weeks 18 ships have cleared from Galveston for
Atlantic ports, and the Southern Pacific is now sending out
from there an average of one ship every day. At New Orleans
the company has had to refuse all eastbound freiglit and may
have to keep up the embargo for some little time longer.

in

official

classification

the Central

the lines in

;

The Baltimore & Ohio reports carrying over its line a shipment of rails for the Pacific coast which filled 1,900 cars. Cars
are in demand just now, and so special agents of the company
have gone west with the rails to make sure that they are moved
promptly on their western trip and that the cars are returned
as soon as possible after being unloaded.

Committee

New

Florida Passenger Trains

made that a new passeneer train is to be
on November 21, between Chicago and Jackson-

Announcement

is

put in service
ville, Fla., via Cincinnati and Atlanta, over the Pennsylvania
Lines, Louisville & Nashville, Central of Georgia, Georgia Southern & Florida and Atlantic Coast Line. The new train is to be
called "The Southland." and will leave Chicago at 12 :01 a. m.
daily.
It will have tlirough drawing-room sleeping cars and
coaches between Chicago and Jacksonville with dining car and
observation car south of Cincinnati. Sleeping cars will also be
run daily between Indianapolis and Jacksonville via Louisville,
and between Grand Rapids and Jacksonville semi-weekly. The
train will arrive at Jacksonville at 8 :4S the second morning.
Northbound it will leave Jacksonville at 8:20 p. m., and arrive
at Chicago at 7 :45 the second morning.
The "Royal Palm"
train between Chicago and Jacksonville over the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the Queen & Crescent and the
Southern Railway, under its new winter schedule, effective November 1, leaves Chicago at 7:20 a. m. and arrives at JacksonIn addition to the "Royal
ville at 8 :40 the second evening.
Palm," the "Florida Special," between Cincinnati and Jacksonville, eflfective on November 21, will leave Cincinnati at 8:10
p. m., arriving at Jacksonville the next evening at 8:50, and
northbound will leave Jacksonville at 7:10 a. m., arriving at Cincinnati the next morning at 8:10.

The Georgia

State Railroad Commission has refused to authorSouthern Express Company to make increases in its
charges for transportation of merchandise, which, according to
the application of the company, would have amounted to about
four per cent. The commission says that because of the abnormal
conditions prevailing during the past year, it will be impossible
to decide whether or not the increases granted in 1914 have been
It is suggested that after the end of the present fiscal
sufficient.
year the express company make another application.
ize

the

Representatives of the Chicago Association of Commerce, the
Manufacturers' Association, the National Industrial
Traffic League and a number of otiier commercial associations, as
well as of the railroads in Central l'"reight Association territory,
appeared at a hearing before the Treasury Department at Washington last week to protest against an order requiring exporters
to prepare and forward \yith their freight an original export
declaration and an abstract thereof, to accompany the same to
the port of exportation, stating the actual cost aixl th^ market
value, at the time and place of shipment, and the name. Hag and
motive power of the ship on which the shii)mcnt is to be carried.
Representatives of the ship[)crs declared that compliance with this
order was impracticable, while the representatives of the carriers
thought it would be their duty to refuse shipment? unless the
order was strictly complied with.
Illinois

Hearing on

Illinois

Five Per Cent Rate Case

Representatives of the Illinois railroads at a hearing before
the Illinois Public Utilities Commission last week, made the
general presentation of their case for a 5 per cent general
advance in intrastate freight rates in Illinois, with the excepThe coal rates
tion of the rates on grain and those on coal.
it

is

P.

ton.
The railroads were
the Southern Railway, and A.
The
for the Illinois Central.

proposed to advance 10 cents a

Kramer of
Humburg, commerce attorney

represented by E. C.

were filed with the commission in October, 1914.
Mr. Kramer made an opening statement outlining the railroads' testimony, which was based largely on statistics for 26

tariflfs

roads operating 81 per cent of the mileage in the state, making
comparisons between the years 1908 and 1914. These figures
showed that the total oiicrating revenues of the roads had increased from $131,741,000 in 1908, to $169,991,000 in 1914, but
that the net railway operating income had decreased from
$33,414,000 to $28,86.S,000, or 18.6 per cent, on Illinois business
alone, whereas on the entire systems of the roads the net
The
railway operating income had increased 3.85 per cent.
roads had separated tlieir revenues and expenses between Illinois
business and interstate business and between freight and passenIn I'-OS llie roads liail earned a return of 5.66^
ger business.

November

19,
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per cent, and in 1914 of only 4.13 per cent on their valuation,
taking the assessed valuation fixed by the board of equalization
as 70 per cent of the real value.
Capitalizing the net revenue
at 7 per cent in 1908, this would include an investment of $112,743,000 paying no returns in that year, and of $286,940,000 paying no return in 1914. In 1908 the roads had earned 7 per cent
on a valuation of $50,844 a mile, and in 1914, on a valuation of
only $41,387 a mile. The increase in revenue from the rates asked
is estimated at $2,000,000 a year, or less than the increase in
The increase in wages due to higher wage scales, from
taxes.
1908 to 1914 was $33,273,000, and in 1894 alone was $10,800,000, or
five times the amount of the increase in revenue asked.
Mr.
Kramer said that the statistics would probably show that the railroads ought to begin by advancing passenger rates, but that the
commission could not help them in this respect, as the passenger
rates are fixed by the legislature.
He admitted that a showing
might be made of some rates that are lower in adjoining states,
but said that the roads intended to try to secure some advances
on these rates in other states that it would not be fair for the
Illinois commission to withhold its decision of the case pending
action in Indiana, nor for the Indiana commission to await the
;

action in Illinois.
The witnesses for the railroads

were

S.

M.

Felton, president,

Chicago Great Western W. J. Jackson, receiver, Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, and L. E. Wettling, statistician for all roads.
Mr. Felton referred to the constantly narrowing margin between earnings and expenses and the increases in wages to employees, saying that the average rate per day had increased from
$2.27 in 1908 to $2.55 in 1914, and that the increase per mile of
line was $2,251.
Labor costs per train mile had increased from
98 cents to $1.26. The expenses for maintenance of way and
structures had increased from $16,790,445 to $22,037,869, or from
Maintenance of equipment expenses
$1,788 to $2,212 per mile.
had increased from $2,017 to $3,303 per mile. Meanwhile the
revenue per mile had decreased from 6.72 mills to 6.23 mills.
Large reductions in freight rates were made by the legislature
in 1906, and in passenger rates in 1907.
Rigid economy in operation had enabled the roads to increase their average revenue
per train mile from $2.57 to $3.13, but, he said, it is not reason;

much further increase in economy in operation.
The average tonnage per train had been increased from 382 to
502, and the average tonnage per loaded car from 18.91 to
20.96.
Operating expenses had increased from $92,966,377 to
able to expect a

Taxes had increased $2,300,000. He also spoke of
the increased difliculty of financing, saying that a railroad that
does not pay a dividend cannot sell its bonds at a fair price. Mr.
Jackson testified regarding increases in wages and in other
operating expenses caused by legislation, and Mr. Wettling explained the detail statistics.
The advance was opposed by the Chicago Association of Cemmerce and a number of other shippers' organizations on the
ground that the present Illinois rates are higher than the Central
Freight Association rates for interstate traffic.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Examiner Watkins of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

hearing in St. Louis on November 29 on some additional advances in western freight rates proposed by the roads
after the beginning of the general western rate advance case, on
which hearings were held at Chicago in the spring.
will hold a

A

hearing was begun before an examiner of the Interstate
at St. Louis on November 15, on a complaint filed by the Business Men's League of St. Louis, charging
discrimination against St. Louis and in favor of certain Illinois
merchants because the interstate rates charged them from St.
Louis are higher than the intrastate rates from Chicago and other
points within the state. The commission is asked to remove the
discrimination by advancing the Illinois rates. A large number of
representatives of shippers and railroads and of the Illinois
Public LHilities Commission attended the hearing, which has to do
with both freight and passenger rates.

Commerce Commission

Increased Rates not Justified
/.

Pcppard Seed Comj^any

G.

v.

Atchison, Tofeka

&

Sniito Fc.

Opinion by the Commission.

The commission finds that the carriers have not justified an
increase in proportional rates on sorghum seed and cane seed
in carloads from Kansas City, Mo., to destinations in Texas.
(36,

I,

C. C. 311.)

Complaint Dismissed

New

Jersey Zinc

Company

v. Central of
by the Commission.

New

Jersey.

Opinion

The commission finds that the assessment of demurrage on
carload shipments of zinc ore forwarded to Jersey City, N. J.,
for export, but not exported on account of war conditions, was
not unreasonable. (36, I. C. C. 289.")

$131,227,505..

New Haven

On

Football Traffic

the occasion of the Yale-Princeton football

game

last Sat-

urday the New York, New Haven & Hartford in less than four
hours unloaded at New Haven 20,232 passengers, a record performance for a Yale-Princeton game. Of the total of 20,232
passengers 13,277 were carried in special and regular trains from
New York and 6,955 from Boston and other points. It required
the use of 23 special trains and 22 rcg\dar trains.
Leaving
New Haven after the game, 20 special and 22 regular trains
carried 19,678 passengers, most of whom were on special trains
leaving between 5 p. m. and 7 p. m. There were no mishaps of
iny kind. Of the 45 trains in the forenoon, regular and special,
32 were on time and the others were but a few minutes late.
The total number of minutes late of all trains arriving in New
Haven during the morning was 113, or an average of about 2'/j
minutes per train. All trains from New York City were drawn
by

electric

motors.

The

first

train

left

New York

at

7.56

m. and the last at 11.25 a. m. The special instructions of the
Special teleoperating department filled a 20-pagc p.iniphlet.
phones were installed at various points in yards and terminals to
facilitate the movement of trains, and ollicers of tlic trallic, operating, engineering and mechanical departments were stationed
in Case their help
.it dilTereiU points on the route lo lie on hand
were nee<U'd.
a.

Detention Charges on Heater Cars

Providence Fruit & Produce E.xchanqc
Opinion by the conimission.

v.

Maine Central

et al

November 1, 1914, the New England carriers estabwhat are termed detention charges, applicable during the
winter months, on cars provided with heating apparatus. These
charges are assessed after the expiration of the two-day free
demurrage period at the rate of $1 per car per day for the first
two days, and $2 per car per day for each succeeding day. and
are additional to the demurrage charge of $1 per day.
The commission finds that these charges, on the whole, are
Effective

lished

It has held uniformly that carriers may imnot imreasonable.
pose charges necessary to compel the removal of freight from
the carriers' terminals and the promiit release of equipment, and
in several cases has sanctioned detention charges equal to the
The carriers will be expected, however, to
charges assailed.
modify their tarilTs containing the detention charges to conform
lo the rules governing the waiver of demurrage charges because
of weather interference or because of bunching in transit.
(36.
I.

C.C.

307.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
J. Sergeant Cram, a member of the New York .'^tate Public
Service Commission, First district, reporting on an investigation
of safety at highway crossings on the Long Island Railroad,
recommends that the commission issue an order re<iuiring the
railroad company to increase its supervision over the llagnien,
especially during the late night and early morning hours: and
he holds that the working day of 12 hours ought to be reduced
lo 8 hours, and the minimum pay of $1.50 a d.iy increased to
al least $2.
The comp.uix empbns JO*' crossing llagmcn within
the limits of New York City, of whom 244 receive $1.50 a day.
There is only one supervisor or iu'-peclor of galemen for the
icrrilorv wilhin New York City.
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move

The United States District Court at Pittsburgh, Pa., in a case
common earner
against the Pennsylvania Railroad, liolds that a
decision of
oil.
of
shipments
for
cars
special
furnish
not
need
the road to supthe Interstate Commerce Commission requiring
refineries of the Crewply enough cars to move the output of the
was
Levick Company and the Pennsylvania Paraffine Works
and ordered annulled. "The law," says the decision,

A

suspended
power to
"confers upon the Interstate Commerce Commission
railroad but there
regulate the use of facilities possessed by the
to acquire facilities it does
is nothing in it to compel a railroad
facilities than those it possesses.
better
acquire
or
to
possess,
not
The commission exceeded its statutory powers." Judge
W. H. S. Thompson dissented from the majority opinion, holddiscrimination by
ing that the decision would open the way for

at its expense, defendant could not deprive
that the
without reserving the right to do so
intervention of the commission was not authorized, unless the
parties were unable to agree, and that, as the reservation was
a partial surrender of the railroad's right to remove the track
Adikes
at will, it was an agreement not nullified by the statutes.
V. Long Island, 151 N. Y. Supp. 49.

was constructed
plaintiff

of

it

;

—

;

railroads.

Mileage Ticket

Good

No. 21

railroad's discretion to build and discontinue sidings and to rethose built at its own expense, yet as the plaintiff's track

COURT NEWS

for Holder's

Wife

on Monday last, in a
held, in an opinion by
case which arose on the Southern Railway,
are
Hughes, that rules governing the use of mileage books

The Supreme Court of

59,

the United States

Justice

provision forfeiting the
to be construed literally and that the
if presented by
therefor,
exchange
in
issued
book, or tickets
exactly what it says.
other than the "original purchaser" means
forfeiture
But the court construes the rule as not working a
purchaser," even if
"original
the
by
presented
is
book
the
if

presented for the fare of another passenger.

in North
Samuel J. Campbell purchased two 1,000-mile tickets
the coupons
Carolina for an interstate journey. He exchanged
tickets covering
from the book for the necessary mileage in
presented the
transportation for himself and wife. When he
coupon book, holding that
tickets the conductor took up the
for
had forfeited the book by presenting transportation

Injuries to

Passengers— Contributory Negligence

A

brakeman, when told that a passenger desired to alight at
a station and go to a hotel there, informed him that the station
was on one side of the track and the hotel on the other, arid
that when the train reached there he would show the passenger
where to get off. The brakeman, on reaching the station, at or
about the time he opened the door leading down to the steps of
The
the car, said to the passenger, "There is your hotel."
passenger alighted while the train was in motion, and was injured.
In an action for his injuries the federal district court
of California, S. D., held that the railroad was not guilty of
any negligence, for the conduct of the brakeman was not an
invitation or instruction to the passenger to alight, nor an
inducement to the passenger to get into a place of danger, causing
him to fall from the car. The night was dark, the train was
moving at a considerable speed, and the passenger, who was
encumbered with a grip, was unfamiliar with the condition
of the ground.
It was held that he was guilty, as a matter
of law, of contributory negligence, precluding a recovery for
injuries sustained.
Murray v. Southern Pacific, 225 Fed. 297.

—

Libel in Letter by Passenger to Railroad Complaining of

Conductor's Conduct

Campbell

The

tickets
'-The court held that so long as the

and mileage book
forfeiture

rule of
were presented bv the "original purchaser" the
the transportation.
on
rode
who
matter
no
applv,
did not

Under
Walking Along Tracks Contributory Negligence
Wisconsin Statute
caused by being knocked
In an action for damages for death
along the track it was
walking
while
engine
switch
down by a
that the deceased
Court
Supreme
Wisconsin
assumed by the
Wisconsin statute makes
was a licensee and not a trespasser.
other than those connected with or
it unlawful for any person
walk along the track of any railto
railroad
the
employed upon
along public streets^
road except when such track shall be laid
deceased with
Assuming that this alone would not charge the
it went a long way
contributory negligence, the court held that
Taken along with the facts that it was a
in that direction.
and that it would
dark night, that warning notices were posted,
trains, it was held to
be difficult or impossible to avoid passing
Where the act is
negligence.
require a finding of contributory
is no overmastering necessity
there
and
dangerous
manifestly
that others had the
requiring that such act be done, the fact
risk cannot be
hardihood or the carelessness to take the same
voluntarily expose himto
party
injured
the
authorize
to
taken
injuries sustained by him in direct
self and yet recover for the
(Wis.),
of such exposure.— Zemke v. C. & N. W.

A

consequence
154 N. W. 364.

Railroad's Right to

Remove

Switch

the owner of a wareIn 1897 a railroad, at the expense of
under an agreement
house built a track to the warehouse,
might discontinue it, on
providing that on 10 days' notice it
removed. In 1907
paying to the owner the value of the part
Commissions Law was enacted,
the New York Public Service
commission, in case a railsection 27 of which empowered the
due application, to investiupon
switch
a
install
to
failed
road
and upon application of a
gate and order its establishment,
any switch. In 1906 Interrailroad to order a discontinuance of
Commerce Act, section 1, was amended so as to give simistate

powers to that commission, without specifically providing
The New York Appellate
for the discontinuance of sidings.
removal of the track, holds
Division, in an action to enjoin the
of statute, it was within the
that even though, in the absence

lar

California supreme court has affirmed a judgment of the
district court of appeals. Third District (150 Pac. 1005), awarding $5,000 damages to a railroad conductor who was thrown
out of his employment, with little prospect of getting another
position, as the result of a letter sent by the defendant, a passenger, to the company's genera! passenger agent, in which it was
stated that the conductor had spoken roughly to a passenger
who had boarded the train by mistake, and in reply to another
passenger who spoke about the heat of the car had used loud
and vulgar language, referring to the trainmen's reasons for
having it hot. The letter also stated that on two former occasions within six months the writer had seen similar exhibitions
of coarse and disagreeable deportment on the part of the conductor, and ascribed such conduct to the influence of liquor.
The court of appeals held the letter to be libelous per se. The
supreme court gives no reason for its decision beyond the statement that the jury evidently found that in the writing and publication of the letter the defendant was actuated by actual malice
toward the plaintiff but it did not agree with the opinion of the
court of appeals that before libelous matter can be privileged it
;

must appear that it was and is substantially true.
In commenting upon these decisions the California Law Review discusses the question whether one publishing a libel in
response to a public notice will be accorded the same protection
as one acting upon a personal request. In general, all instances
of privilege have as a basis the making of a statement in the
discharge of some public or private duty or interest, w-hether
legal or moral. Development in this branch of the law has been
marked by a widening of the interest or duty necessary to make
a privileged occasion. The modern tendency is to apply the rule
having regard for the general welfare of society; so
privileged not only to give a character to a former
servant, at the request of a prospective employer, but even, as
has been held, to volunteer information to a person interested
where it is right in the interests of that person or of society
"In view of this development,"
that he should be informed.
the Review continues, "it would seem but natural to extend the

liberally,

that

it

is

rule of privilege to the new situation, where the request for
information appears in the form of notices to the public at large.

information given at the request of the recipient is privand voluntary communications intended to benefit society
are also being held privileged, it seems but just that the giving
of information to one interested, at his public request, and for
the benefit of himself and society, should also be privileged."
If

ileged

Adams

v.

Cameron

(Cal.), 151 Pac. 286.

NOVKMBER

19,
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Lessee to Pay Taxes
the United States, in an opinion by
in favor of the State of New Jersey
in its suit to collect taxes from the Lehigh Valley as lessee
The
of the right of way and property of the Morris Canal.
railroad company had resisted the payment of accumulated taxes
amounting to about $900,000 under exemption provided in the

The Supreme Court of

Justice

Jersey to the Morris Canal &
Banking Company. The Court of Errors and Appeals of New
Jersey had held the railroad liable to taxes. The action of the
Supreme Court affirms tliat judgment. The case has been before
courts for many years. Under the original grant the canal and
its appurtenances were exempted from taxation, provided it be
maintained for navigation. In 1871 the company was allowed to
The Supreme Court holds that the right to sell
sell or lease.
conferred on the company in 1871 did not carry exemption of
taxes and that such an exemption only followed when the origand that, after
inal company used the canal for navigation
The case involved
leasing, the privilege of exemption lapsed.
taxes amounting to about $900,000 paid by the company to the
charter from the State of

New

;

state

Railway Officers

McReynolds, decides
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. U. Mudge has been elected president of the Denver & Rio
Grande, succeeding Arthur Coppell, who was recently elected
temporary president.

Elmer A. Howard, real estate and industrial agent for the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago,
III., has been elected vice-president, with jurisdiction over land
and industrial departments, and will perform such other duties
as may be assigned to him,
James E. Gorman, whose appointment as chief executive officer
for the receiver of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office
at Chicago, has been announced in these columns, was born

December

Diamonds

as

1863, in

3,

Chicago, and received his
education at Holy Family school in that city. He
began railway work in
August 1877, as a car
taker on the
Chicago, Burlington &

under protest.

"Baggage"

In an action for the loss of the contents of a passenger's trunk,
among which was said to have been a diamond, it was contended
that the diamond was not properly baggage, and that the railroad, therefore, would not be liable as an insurer. Articles of

number

Qumcy, and during

the

extraordinary value are not properly classed as baggage, as, for
example, papers or memoranda of great and special importance
The question as
in business, or jewelry of exceptional value.
to what is properly baggage for which the carrier is liable as

following 16 years held
various clerical positions
with the Burlington, the
Chicago, Rock Island &

is,
the Nebraska Supreme Court holds, a mixed
question of law and fact. If the evidence is without substantial
conflict it is ordinarily one of law for the court, but if it depends
on facts from which reasonable men might draw either concluIf
sion, the question is for the jury under proper instructions.
the property is not properly baggage, the carrier would still be
liable if its loss was caused by its own gross negligence, but
not if it is caused by accident, or the act of some third party, or
even by ordinary negligence of the carrier.
diamond is an
article having market value, and it is error to instruct a jury
that the measure of damages for its loss is to be determined by
what it is worth to the owner and not by what it would bring
on the market. Gibbons v. Chicago, B. & Q. (Neb.), 154 N. W.

Pacific,

Chicago &
Western, the
Chicago, Sante Fe & Cal-

an insurer

now a part of
Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe
the Illinois
Central and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, and
also with the Chicago
ifornia,

the

;

A

—

226.

Crossing Accident

— Signals, Gates or Flagman — Excessive Speed
Not Necessarily Negligence

damages to an automobile in a crossing colappeared that the driver of the automobile, as
he approached the crossing, was looking down and listening to
the engine of the automobile, while the other occupants of the
car were joking and "kidding" those in another automobile which
they had outspcedcd. None of them gave any attention whatever
The Maine
to the fact that they were approaching a crossing.
In an action for

lision in a

town

it

supreme court held that there was gross carelessness
the automobile, and that all the people
car were negligent.

management of

in
in

the
the

The

railroad did not maintain a flagman, gates or automatic
signals at the crossing, but it was held that this did not constitute negligence on its part, as no request therefor had ever been
made by the town authorities or by any public commission of
the state; there were no deep cuts or embankments or high blocks
of buildings to prevent a traveler hearing the whistle and bell

and the noise of an approaching train, and tlie trains over the
crossing were light and few in niunber. The train was running
at ten to fifteen miles an hour, in violation of a Maine statute
providing that no engine or train shall nni across a higliwaj
near the compact part of a town at a ."peed greater than si.x
miles an hour, unless a flagman, gales or automatic signals are
maintained tliere. It was held that this fact, though competent
evideiue on the question whether the train was run al a dangerous rale <if speed, was not coiulusive of the railroad's negligence.
The evidence was lubl iii'-ullicicnl lo warrant a liniling of
negligence on the pari nf llic railroad. Conant v. Grand Trunk
(Me.), 95 All. 444.

the

North

Lumber Company.
J.

E.

Gorman

^^^g

appointed

He
traffic

manager of Joy Morton & Co., in December, 1893, and in March,
1895, was made chief clerk to the traffic manager of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, Six months later he was appointed assistant
general freight agent, which position he held four years. He was
then made general freight agent, and in April, 1904, was appointed assistant freight traffic manager.
He was appointed
freight trafiic manager in March, 1905, which position he held
until December 1, 1909, when he was elected first vice-president
in charge of trafiic of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

W.

McChesncy was

S.

re-elected

president of the

Wiggins

Ferry Company at the annual stockholders' meeting on November
8.
Charles E. Schaff, receiver of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

was

elected

vice-president

to

succeed

E.

B.

Pryor,

resigned

Vinnedge was re-elected secretary and auditor, and F. C.
Dabb was rechosen treasurer. E. F. Kearney, president of the
Wabash, was elected a member of the board, succeeding E. B.
Pryor and T. C. Powell, vice-president of the Southern, and
Alexander Robertson, chief operating officer of the Missouri
Pacific-St. Louis, Iron MoniUain & Southern, were named as
C. A.

;

the other directors.

Edward
railway

B. Pryor, receiver of the

service

November

with

the

Wabash,

reorganization

of

from active
company on

retired

the

Mr. Pryor was born oi\ March 8, 1854, at Faycttcand entered the ranks of railroad employees in 1880
I-'roin that time luitil 1887, he held the consecutive positions of
clerk, general bookkeeper, and chief clerk of general accounts
for the Wabash, St, Louis & Pacific,
F^rom 1887 to January 1.
1903, he was assistant auditor of the same road, and its sucFrom Jul\ 1, WV, to January 1. 1903, he
cessor, the Wabash.
was also assistant lo the vice-president of the same railroad.
F'rom January 1, 1903, to October 18, 1905. he was assistant to
the president, and from that time until his retirement viccpresident in charge of tlu' Ireasury and accounting departments,
Since Decend.er 18, 1011, lie has also been a receiver of the
railroad.
Mr. Prvor will de\(ite his time to the presidency of
ville,

W.

1.

\'a.,
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Bank of

the State National
elected last year.

St.

Mo., to which he was

Louis,

McKee, promoted.
George E. Graham has been appointed general manager of
Dominion Atlantic, with office at Kcntville, N. S., in place

the

of P. Gifkins, retired.

Richard L. Malone has been appointed trainmaster of the
Central at Fordham, 111., vice Charles A. Phelan, trans-

Illinois

ferred.

November

Effective

15.

E. E. Lillie, superintendent of the Spokane & Inland Empire,
has been appointed assistant superintendent of telegraph of the
Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. Eflfective

November

1.

W. Hevron, whose

appointment as superintendent of
of the Illinois Central has been announced, was born at Rockport, Ind., on February 23, 1880.
After enjoying a common school education he entered railway
service on April 1, 1894, on what is now the St. Louis division
of the Southern. In August, 1898, he entered the employ of the
St. Louis, Peoria & Northern, now a part of the Illinois Central,
as an operator and yard clerk, and remained with this company
On Decemuntil its absorption by the Illinois Central in 1899.
ber 25, 1899, he became a telegrapher for the Illinois Central
at Gilman, 111. On March 17, 1900, he was promoted to operator

Joseph

the

division

Springfield

in the despatcher's office at

In

Colo.

division,

Wyo.

G. A. Stokes has been appointed superintendent of terminals
of the Grand Trunk, with office at Port Huron, Mich., vice F.
J.

No. 21

October, 1914, he was transferred to the
and on November 1, 1915, was promoted to
superintendent of that division, with headquarters at Cheyenne,

Denver,

Wyoming
Operating

Vol., 59,

Kankakee,

111.,

and on

May

1,

1900,

was appointed train despatcher in the same office. On January,
16, 1907, he was promoted to chief train despatcher of the Chicago, Bloomington, Pontiac & Tracy district, and on July 15,
On November
1913, was made trainmaster of the same district.
IS, 1915, he was promoted to the superintendency of the Spring-

T. J. Jones, whose appointment as superintendent of transportation for the Wabash has been announced, was born at
Foristell, St. Charles county, Mo., on January 26, 1874.
He
received a common school education, and in 1888 entered railway
He has been conservice with the Wabash as a messenger.
tinuously in the service of the same road ever since, and has
telegraph operator, yard clerk,
held the following positions
yardmaster, train despatcher and trainmaster. On December 1,
1910, he was promoted to division superintendent, at Moberly,
Mo., where he remained until his appointment as superintendent
of transportation, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., effective
:

November

1.

general manager of the Canadian Government Railways
announces that the Grand Trunk Pacific Telegraph Company
has been appointed supervisory agent of telegraphs on the Transcontinental between Moncton, N. B., and Winnipeg, Man., including the Lake Superior branch to Fort William. The telegraph company will have charge of all matters appertaining to
the construction and maintenance of telegraphs and telephone
lines and operation of railroad and commercial telegraplis. The
officers of the Grand Trunk Pacific Telegraph Company having
jurisdiction are:
H. Hulatt, manager of telegraplis, Montreal,
F. T. Caldwell, division superintendent of telegraphs,
Que.
Winnipeg, Man., and Thomas Rodger, supervisor, Montreal. Mr.
Hulatt is also manager of telegraph of the Grand Trunk and
the Grand Trunk Pacific.

The

;

Traffic

August, 1896,
when he returned to the
Great Northern. He held

Frank P. Eyman, who was promoted to freight traffic manager
of the Chicago & North Western on November 10, was born on
October 5, 1856. He was educated at Oberlin college. In 1873
he entered railway service as agent and operator of the Baltimore &
Ohio, following which
he
was cashier and
agent of the Denver &
Rio Grande, at Antonito,
From 1880 to
Colo.
1882, he served as telegraph operator and agent
for the North Western
from 1882 to 1887, he
was traveling freight
agent for the same railroad.
From 1887 to
1896, he was stationed
at Milwaukee, Wis., as
contracting freight agent

various clerical positions
with this company until

and
from

with

field division

office at Clinton,

111.

Samuel R. Toucey, whose appointment as superintendent of
the Wyoming division of the Union Pacific was recently announced, was born at Minneapolis, Minn., on January 24, 1878.
In

September,

service

of

Company

the

and;

Northern

the

in

Eastern

the

Minnesota

he

1895,

became a clerk

Steamship

—

the

now

Great Northern. In December, 1895, he became
for

a freight solicitor
the Lehigh Valley

continued
tion

and
posi-

this

in

until

November,

when

1898,

1,

entered the employ
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
He remained with this com-

he

From

Nowhen he

1,

111.

he was
time until

1910,

that

F. P. t-yman
freight
agent, with office in the same city; from August 1, 1910, until
his recent promotion he has been assistant freight traffic
S.

R. Toucey

to

the

He

served this road as stenographer, assistant

chief clerk and chief clerk to the general superintendent until
After taking the company's special student
February, 1903.
course and subsequently spending several months at Larimore,
N. D., as clerk to the division superintendent, he entered the

operating department of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, in
In February, 1904, he became stenographer
December, 1903.
and clerk to the general superintendent of the Union Pacific;
from April, 1904, to March, 1906, he was private secretary to
from March, 1906, to February, 1907, he was
the president
trainmaster on the Colorado division, with office at Denver,
Colo. From February, 1907, to April, 1907, he was assigned to
special duty in connection with the train and enginemen's
On April 1, 1907, he was appointed
schedules, at Chicago, 111.
assistant superintendent of the Colorado division, with office at
;

Chicago,

at

assistant general

until

again returned
Great Northern.

to

he was general

1900,

August

pany as rate clerk and
stenographer
vember, 1900,

1896

agent,

I

and
February

agent,

local

manager.
W'. S. Cookson, assistant general passenger agent of the

Grand

Montreal, Que., has been appointed general passenger
agent, and C. W. Johnston, assistant to passenger traffic manager at Montreal, succeeds Mr. Cookson. The positions of assistant passenger traffic manager and assistant to passenger traffic

Trunk

at

manager have been

abolished.

A. G. Reynolds has been appointed commercial agent of the
San Antonio & .Aransas Pass, with headquarters at Lockhart,
Tex.
F. Fonts, general agent of the Denver & Rio Grande
Ogdcn, Utah, has been appointed to a similar position on the
Ogden, Logan & Idaho and hereafter will attend to the freight

Frank

at

business of both roads in that

I

city.

William P. Hinton, assistant passenger

traffic

manager of

the

Novi-Miii.K

]<).
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the Grand Trunk Pacific, with office at Monhas been appointed traffic manager of the Grand
Trunk Pacific and the National Transcontinental, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man. G. A. McNicholl has been appointed
assistant general freight and passenger agent of the Grand
Trunk Pacific with jurisdiction west of Prince George, B. C.,
with headquarters at Prince Rupert, B. C. A photograph and
sketch of Mr. Hinton were published on November 6, 1914,

Grand Trunk and
Que.,

treal,

page

876.

Henry W. Beyers, who was appointed assistant freight traffic
manager of the Chicago & North Western on November 10, was
born at Toledo, Ohio,
on March 26, 1870.

entered

He

service

&

of

the

the

Chicago

Western

North

in

1883 as clerk in the office of the commercial
agent at Chicago, 111.
From 1892 to 1897 he
was stationed at Cleveland, Ohio, as general
agent, and from 1897 to
1900, held the same posiPhiladelphia,
tion
a t
Pa.
From 1900 to 1906
he was general agent at
Chicago, and from 1906
up to the time of his recent
appointment,
has
assistant
general
been
freight agent, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.
His entire career has
been in the service of
the Chicago & North

Beyers
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has been appointed to succeed Mr. Phoenix at Pittsburgh. Hugh
Hardin, traveling freight agent at Dallas, Tex., has been promoted to commercial agent at Little Rock, Ark., vice Mr. Ryan.

Samuel L. Seymour, division freight agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed assistant
to freight traffic manager, with headquarters at Pittsburgh; Vernon C. Williams, division freight agent of the New Jersey
division at Philadelphia, has been appointed division freight agent
of the Western Pennsylvania division, with office at Pittsburgh,
succeeding Mr. Seymour
Harold A. Haines, division freight
agent at Baltimore, has been appointed division freight agent at
Philadelphia, succeeding Mr. Williams. Walter S. Franklin, Jr.,
southern freight agent of the Pennsylvania System at Atlanta,
Ga., has been promoted to division freight agent at Baltimore,
succeeding Mr. Haines.
;

on September

24,

;

;

February 1, 1900, as general freight agent.
From
February 1, 1900, up to the time of his recent promotion he has
been freight traffic manager of the road. His headquarters will
to

1896,

continue to be in Chicago,
J. W.
& Ohio

Allison, assistant general freight agent of the Baltimore
Southwestern, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio
D. T.
Lawrence, general freight agent of the Central Vermont, with
;

Albans, Vt., and F. W. Smith, a member of the
Classification Committee, with office at Chicago, have
been appointed members of the Official Classification Committee
at

office

St.

Uniform
with

Liberty street,

office at 143

Seymour, who has been appointed assistant to
manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with
headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., was born on August 14, 1849,
at Cleveland, Ohio, and
was educated in the comL.

N.

schools of Bufi^alo,
Y.
He began i-ail-

work on October

\\a>-

22,

with the Pcnn.sylvania Railroad, and un1868,

December,

til

served

on

1882,

Northen
was chief

the

Central.
He
clerk in the office of the
general western freight
agent at Buffalo, until

May,

1876,

April, 1879,

passenger

and then to
was western
agent.

.\prll, 1879, to
I.SSJ.
he
passenger

From

Dciember,

was

western
freight
and
From December.
agent.
1882. to June, 1890, he

w

a

s

freight
division
of the PennsjlRailroad (Phila-

agent
vania
delphia & Kric division)
and of the Northern Central (Susquehanna, Sliamokin, Klinira
& Canadaigua disivions) at Williamsport, Pa. In June, 1890,
he was transferred as division freight agent to Pittsburgh, I 'a.,
which position he held at the lime of his recent appointment as

Seymour

assistant to freight traffic man.iger of the

same

New York

City.

(See item

in

News.)

Traffic

A. E. Tripplett, assistant superintendent of the Galveston,
Harrisburg & San Antonio, at Victoria, Tex., has been appointed division engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at
Parsons, Tex.

traffic

mon

111.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

J. Lee, chief clerk of the passenger department of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford, at New Haven, Conn., has
been appointed general agent, with headquarters at New Haven.

Samuel

Jr.,

service in the general freight department of the North Western
in 1881, and has remained continuously with the road since that
time. From February 1, 1887, to January 1, 1893, he was division
freight agent
from January 1, 1893, to October 1, 1896, he
served as assistant general freight agent and from October 1,

Western.

N.

freight

who was appointed general traffic mana& North Western on November 10, was born
1861, at Bloomington, 111.
He entered railway

Marvin Hughitt,
ger of the Chicago

ro.vl,

as a'.ovc

Purchasing

George G. Yeomans, whose appointment

as purchasing agent
York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters
at Boston, Mass., has already been announced in these columns.
was born on January 11, 1860, at Trenton, N. J., and graduated
from Princeton University. He began railway work in 1882,
as rail inspector on the Chica.go, Burlington & Quincy.
From
1884 to 1886, he was a clerk in the purchasing department, and
then to 1891, was chief clerk of the same department.
From
1891 to March, 1898, he was assistant purchasing agent, and in
March, 1898 was promoted to purchasin.g agent of the same system, remaining in that position until July, 1905. He served from

New

of the

July to October, 1905, as assistant to first vice-president of the
Wabash Railroad and as assistant to president of the Wheeling
& Lake Erie, the Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal, the Pittsburgh
Terminal Railroad Coal Company and the West Side Belt. From
October, 1905, to March, 1912, he was assistant to president of
the same roads.
Since March, 1912, he has made a specialty
of investigating methods of purchasing and handling supplies on
various large railroads.

OBITUARY
Salmons, master mechanic of tlic Louisville & Nashville at Covington, Ky., since July 1. 1913, died on November 3.
at Covington.
K.

B.

C. L. Loop, vice-president ol the

Chattanooga, Tcnn., died
ber 17. at the age of 76.

at

C. C.

at his

Southern Express Company
in llial city on Novem-

home

Went worth,

& Western

since

principal assistant engnuir of the Norfolk
h'ebruary, PHU, died on .November 11 at his

noted.

home

C. R. Phoenix, conunercial .iginl nf the Illinois Ccnlral at
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed general eastern agent with
headquarters at New York. N. Y., vice W. F. Downing, deK\;ni,
ninnuicial agent at I.iltle Rock, Ark.,
ceased.
\\

George L. Lang, who was supcrlnteiulont of telegraph of tin
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific and the .Malmma
Great Southern previous to August, 19(V), dic<l at Challanooga,
Tcnn., on November 13, at the age of 72,

!'•

(

in

Roanoke,

\'a.
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is

locomotive.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming
two Mikado type locomotives.

is

inquiring for prices on

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern is inquiring for
Mikado type and 9 switching locomotives.

prices

on 18

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern is inquiring for prices
on two Mallet and four Santa Fe type locomotives.
The Standard Oil Company,

Whiting, Ind., has ordered one
locomotive from the American Locomotive Company, and has withdrawn its inquiry, mentioned last
week, for an additional locomotive.
six-wheel

The

switching

Missouri,

Kansas & Texas

has ordered

5

superheater

from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 25 by 28 in. cylinders, 73 in.
driving wheels, and a total weight in working order of 272,000
Pacific type locomotives

lb.

The Boston & Albany

has ordered 4

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered 600 center
constructions from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and has also
given the latter an order to repair 300 hopper cars.
Ohio, reported in the Railway Age Gaas having ordered 1,000 70-ton coal cars
from the Standard Steel Car Company, is now reported to have
increased that order to 2,000 cars.
It is also reported as contemplating the purchase of 10 express cars.

superheater

IRON AND STEEL
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha has ordered
10,000 tons of rails from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The

lb.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford

has ordered 33

superheater Mikado type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. Of these, 25 will have 25 by 30 in. cylinders,
63 in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of
260,000 lb.
The other 8 will have 26 by 32 in. cylinders, 63 in.
driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 325,000
lb.

The Birmingham Southern,

reported in the issue of last week
as being in the market for 3 locomotives, has ordered one Consolidation type and 2 six-wheel switching locomotives from the
American Locomotive Company. All three locomotives will be
equipped with superheaters. The Consolidation type locomotive
will have 23 by 28 in. cylinders, 53 in. driving wheels, and a
total weight in working order of 202,000 lb.
Tlie switching locomotives will have 22 by 26 in. cylinders, 52 in. driving wheels and
a total weight in working order of 160,000 lb.

The Illinois Central is inquiring for 40 air dump cars.
The Lehigh Valley is in the market for 15 caboose cars.
The Denver & Rio Grande is inquiring for 1,000 box cars.
The Long Island Railroad is inquiring for 100 50-ton composite gondola cars.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 1,000 center constructions
from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.
The Virginian, reported
market for 250 40-ton box

in last week's issue as being in the
cars,

is

in

the market for box-car

bodies only.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

& Western

has ordered 450

box and 200 other freight cars from the Haskell & Barker
Car Company.

The Western Maryland
recent order with the
to 3,000.

is

reported to have increased

Pullman Company for

2,0(X)

its

hopper cars

This item has not been confirmed.

The

Copper Range, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of
October 1, as being in tlie market for 40 ore cars, has ordered
50 ore cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

Lake Erie & Northern.

—Through

The Ogden, Logan & Idaho has ordered 184 tons of steel
from the American Bridge Company for shops and car barns at
Ogden, Utah.

The Philadelphia & Reading has divided an order for 12,000
tons of rails among the Pennsylvania Steel Company, the Bethlehem Steel Company and the Carnegie Steel Company.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 40,000 tons
of 90 and 100 lb. rails from the Illinois Steel Company. Deliveries will begin next April and extend until October.
The Chicago & North Western

has ordered 30,000 tons of

from the Illinois Steel Company and 1,000 tons from the
Cambria Steel Company. This is the total order placed for
next year's requirements and includes the order for 15,000 tons
reported in these columns on October 8.
rails

SIGNALING
The Imperial Government Railways of Japan have given
the Hall Switch & Signal Company an order for 42 two-arm

CAR BUILDING

The

5,

The New York Central has ordered 1,000 55-ton self-clearing
hopper cars from the Standard Steel Car Company for the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, this order being additional to orders
previously reported. It has also ordered 500 box cars from the
Haskell & Barker Car Company, and 500 from the American
Car & Foundry Company. These two orders for box cars were
included in the original quota for these companies, but were
later cut off and are now re-established.
It is understood that
the New York Central will also order more freight cars.

Mallet

from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 22' 2 and 34 by 32 in. cylinders,
57 in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of

November

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, reported in an unconfirmed item in the issue of last week, as being in the market
for 54 passenger cars, has issued inquiries for eight dining,
five mail, 15 chair and nine passenger and baggage cars and 17
coaches, two of which will be provided with smoking compartments.

(2-6-6-2) type locomotives

354,000

No. 21

by the Lake Erie & Northern, a new road, whose main offices
are at Brantford, Ont. William P. Kellett is general manager.

zette of

market for one Mallet type

in the

59,

The Chesapeake &

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Virginian Railway

Vol.

an error in the printshop
it was incorrectly reported in last week's issue that the Lake
Erie & Western had ordered 8 steel frame coaches from the
Preston Car & Coach Company, Inc. These cars were ordered

signals with necessary relays, lightning arresters, etc.

Women Railway Workers

in

England.

London

—Fred

W. West,

of the SouthEastem & Chatham Railway, has recently written informatively
on the reorganization of the staff that was inevitable as the result of the large percentage of the experienced employees of all
grades "loyally responding" to Lord Kitchener's call for more
men. In regard to the employment of women, Mr. West says
it would be unreasonable to expect either any young woman or
any young man without previous experience adequately to
replace men of experience in a business involving so much
training
and technical knowledge as the railway, consequently it was considered good, if not quite as economical, when it was found that three untrained girls could fairly
undertake two trained men's duties. It seemed that what they
lacked in experience they gained in enthusiasm, and there is no
reason to doubt that if they apply themselves to the cult of the
railway with the same pertinacity and thoroughness that they
are showing at present they will quickly become very proficient.

goods superintendent

for

the

district

Mr. West adds ;— "Women, as well as men,

war

is

over, if not before, that there

is

will learn after this

a dignity in

what

is

known

as 'manual labour,' never previously fully realized, and, further,
that Nature no more intended woman to be inactive in winning
the necessaries of life than the lioness." Railway Gazette.

London.

November

19,
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS

<

^

Supply Trade News

I

Condensers.

York

The Sharon (Pa.)

of the American

plant

Foundries
of the company's
Steel

This is the last
started molding this week.
plants to reopen to meet the pressing demands of the present
revival of business.
E. H. Poetler, assistant traffic manager of the Barrett Manufacturing Company, with office at Chicago, has been appointed
to a new position in charge of the railway sales department, with

New

York, N. Y.

L. J. Hotchkiss, recently with Bates & Rogers, contractors,
Chicago, has opened an office as consulting civil engineer, Monadnock Block, Chicago, and will specialize in construction layMr. Hotchkiss was formerly assistant bridge engineer of
outs.
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

On November

16, Judge Hazel in the United States Court
Western district of New York, signed an order fixing
December 7, 1915, as the time for a hearing on the application
of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York,
for an injunction against the ampere-hour meter control system
of car lighting under the Creveling patent No. 747686.

for the

The S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company, of Hartford, Conn., recently incorporated with a capital of $2,000,000, to take over the
business of the S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company, of New York,
a house importing ball bearings made in Sweden, is about to
erect a factory at Hartford, Conn.
The new company has acquired the right to manufacture the S. K. F. ball bearings, for-

merly made in Sweden. Its directors are: Frank A. Vanderlip,
of the National City Bank
B. M. W. Hanson, vice-president
of Pratt & Whitney Franklin B. Kirkbride, 7 Wall street. New
York; A. Carlander and S. Winguist, directors of the Swedish
S. K. F. Company, which is a large holder in the new American
corporation, and B. G. Prytz, who will act as president.
;

;

Leonard Replogle, vice-president and general manager of
American Vanadium Company since March 1, 1915,
and prior to that vice-president and general manager of sales of
the Cambria Steel Company, on November 12 purchased from
the Pennsylvania company approximately 240,000 shares of stock
in the Cambria Company at a price of almost $15,000,000.
He
J.

sales of the

understood, for a syndicate, composed, among
Stotsbury of Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, and
A. W. Mellon and R. B. Bellon of the Mellon National Bank of
Pittsburgh, who are buying for purposes of investment.
Mr.
Rcploglc's holdings do not give him control of the Cambria
Steel Company. The latter is capitalized at $50,000,000, of which
$45,000,000 is outstanding in shares of $50 par value.
The
Pennsylvania Company (Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh, a short time ago held $22,.504,0()0 of this, or slightly over
51 per cent.
It later sold 98,000 shares in the open market and
recently William II. Donner, i)resident of the Pennsylvania and
Cambria Steel Companies, exercised options for the piu'chase
of 112,000 shares.
Mr. Donner was negotiating for an option
on or for the purchase of the remainder of the Pennsylvania
Company's holds, when Mr. Replogle also made an offer.
It
is
understood that the syndicate for which Mr. Replogle is
acting controls more than the 240,000 shares accjuired from the
I'emisylvania Company, but it is not believed that they have a
majority control. Mr. Donner and 11. C. Frick had been taking
action leading to a possible merger of the Pennsylvania and
Cambria Steel Companies. Whether this will now be carried out
The Raihvay Age Gazelle printed a photograph
is a (|ueslion.
and sketch of Mr. Replogle in the issue of February 5, 1915,
acting,

it

is

others, of E. T.

page 249.

Pa.,

—

Florida East Coast. The passenger department of the Florida East Coast has recently issued an especially attractive illustrated booklet, describing the hotels and resorts of the state of
Florida.

Storage Batteries. Bulletin No. 12, recently issued by the
General Lead Batteries Company, Newark, N. J., deals with the
use of the hydrometer syringe made by that company and tells
how to recharge batteries.

—

Car Door Fasteners. Circular No. 54, recently issued by
the National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, describes and illustrates the company's line of National safety car
door fasteners, handles, stops and fittings.
Flooring.— The Standard Asphalt

Frederic H. Poor, who since the incorporation in December,
1909, of the S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company, of New York,
has been its general manager, has recently severed his connection with that organization, and has opened an office of his own
at 30 Church street, New York.

is

Mesta Machine Company, Pittsburgh,

—

City.

office at

— The

has recently issued Bulletin R, dealing with the Mesta barometric
condensers made by that company.

HiiiiiiiiniiliiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiii]iiitiiniinill[lililiniiiMiiiiijiriiirtiiriilMiriiii[iiiitiiitiliilliiiiitliiiniiiiiiiiiiiilliiiililiE

Joseph G. Crane, eastern railway representative of the Lowe
Brothers Company, Dayton, Ohio, has moved his office from
54 Hudson street, Jersey City, N. J., to 101 Park avenue. New
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& Rubber Company,

Chi-

cago, has issued a 24-page pamphlet containing 42 photographs
showing installations of Sarco mineral rubber floors and waterproofing in buildings and other structures.

—

Lumber. The Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association,
Memphis, Tenn., has recently issued a booklet containing technical information about red gum. A number of illustrations are
given, for the purpose of showing the graining and other characteristics.

Bulb Sections.— The Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, has
issued a pamphlet containing tables and data on all the sections
which they now roll in bulb angles and bulb beams. This is in
response to an increased demand for this class of material for
use in steel car construction and particularly for steel ship building in the United States and elsewhere.

—

Waterproofing Exposed Walls. The Minwax Company, New
York City, has issued bulletin No. 2 of the series of pamphlets
on the subject of waterproofing. This issue deals with the waterproofing of exposed walls, both with Minwax clear waterproofing for external use and Minwax damp-proofing for internal
use.

The

bulletin also contains specifications for these materials

and photographs of a number of buildings
rials have been used.

in

which these mate-

Water Lifted By Compressed Air.— The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York City, has published an 80-page pamphlet describing the air lift pump and its advantages for various purposes in connection with underground waters.
The principles
of the air lift system of pumping arc explained and a description
is given of the equipment required, including four pages cataloguing the Ingersoll-Rand standard steam-driven air compressors
suitable in connection with this work.
There are also eight
pages of tables on friction of pipes and other data of value in
connection with the handling of water by means of compressed
"air.

Steel Sheet Piling, Tenth Edition.— The Carnegie Steel
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has just issued a pamphlet superseding a previous edition published in 1912, which describes steel
sheet piling for use in cofferdam construction, retaining walls and
similar work. The pamphlet contains the necessary data relative
to the sections and much information concerning their various
uses and the operations connected with the application of these
plans.
It also contains a general discussion of earth and water
pressures and the computation of bracing systems for cofferdams,
retaining walls, etc., and information on the weights of materials,
strength of hoisting ropes, capacity of tackles, concrete, bearing
power of piles, etc., which would be of value to Inundation
engineers.

—

Drills. The Ingersoll-Rand Company New York City, has
issued a 128-pagc pamphlet on llic subject of core drilling, which
is a comprehensive treatise on the subject.
It explains the value
of cores in determining the character, order, thickness and extent
of materials below the earth's surface, ditTcrcutiatcs between

diamoiKl

drill and the Calyx drill, and describes in detail the
equipment necessary for this purpose, with particular reference
to the bits.
This is followed by a discussion of construction
methods and results obtained. Jhirtvone pagr>s are devoted to
descriptions of the complelc core drill plants of various styles
and sizes matuifactund by the Ingersoll-Rand Company.
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During the past year track has been extended north of Squamish
some miles beyond Lillooet, and the contractor is now
operating train service between these towns under an agreement with the company. He is also maintaining train service
on the North Vancouver-Horseshoe Bay section. Track-laying

to a point

Railway Construction

I

|
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—

BoYNE City, Gavlord & Alpf.na. An extension is projected
from a point east of Atlanta, Mich., towards Alpena, nine miles.

—

Cape Breton. Surveys have been made to build an extension
from St. Peters, N. S., northeast to Sydney, 60 miles. The
company now operates a 31-mile line from St. Peters west to
Point Tupper.

—

Central of Oregon. This company's plans call for building
77 miles between Union, Ore., and Walla Walla, Wash., also
a branch from Union to Medical Springs, 22 miles. The company
now operates 18 miles from Union Junction east to Union,
thence north to Cove, also a branch from Union west to Hot
Lake, eight miles.

—

Champlain & Sanford. This company plans to build a line
from Sanford Lake, N. Y., east to Fort Ticonderoga, about 60
Most of the right of way has been secured, but actual
miles.
work has not
Broadway,

E. Scharson, president, 71
been started.
(See New York Roads, March 26, p.
York.

yet

New

720.)

Colorado,

Wyoming &

Eastern.

— Surveys

have_ been

made

from the existing line at North Gate,
The company now operColo., southwest to Hayden, 90 miles.
ates a line from Laramie, Wyo., west to Centennial, thence south
via North Gate, Colo., to Coalmont, 111.1 miles.
for building a

new

line

—

Gulf Coast Railway. Incorporated in Florida to build from
This is the line
Venice, Fla., southeast to Placida, 22 miles.
The incorproposed by the Southern Investment Company.
porators include L. M. Williams and S. H. Bemiss, Richmond,
(See Florida Roads,
Va., and T. C. Williams, Sarasota, Fla.
July

16,

p.

plans to build a 42-mile

(July

Piedmont & Northern
given

to

and work

the
is

16, p.

143.)

(Electric).

—A

Grading Company,
now under way on the branch
Charlotte

contract has been
Charlotte, N. C,
line

from Belmont

Belmont, about 4 miles.
The work will
involves handling 10,000 cu. yd. to the mile.
The maximum grade will be 3 per cent and the maximum curvature 13 deg. The company expects to develop on the branch a

Junction, N.
be light and

traffic

C,

to

in cotton factory products, cotton

and

coal.

(November

12, p. 923.)

—

Salt Lake & Utah (Electric). This railroad has awarded
the contract for grading an extension from Spanish Fork, Utah,
to Payson to the Wasatch Grading Company.
The approximate
fill per mile will be 10,000 cu. yd., the maximum grade about 1
per cent and the maximum curvature 4 deg. Grading has just
been begun, and the track laying will be done by company forces.
The company will also construct the three short ballast-deck
timber trestles found necessary in the survey.
The extension
will be six miles long.
W. R. Armstrong, general manager and
chief engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah.

—

Spanish Peak Lumber Company, Quincy, Cal. This company has awarded a contract to the United States Steel Products
Company for a tramway from Spanish Ranch to Gray's Flat,

The contract

about six miles.

price

is

about $36,000.

—

Williamsport, Nessle & M.^RTiNSBUSG. Work is now under way on the section from Nessle, W. Va., to Cherry Hill,
two miles. The work is being carried out with company forces.
The plans call for a line from Williamsport to Martinsburg, IS
miles.
Surveys have been made. John Carmichael, president,
Hagerstown, Md. (August 27, p. 4Gi9.)

New York

Subways.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

line,

southwest to Chipman, about 50
Surveys are now being made. The company operates
miles.
a 27-mile line from Kent Junction, where a connection is made
with the Intercolonial east to Richibucto.

from Kent Junction, N.

B.,

—The

New

York

Public

Service

Commission, First district, is asking for bids for the construction of two sections of the Dual System of rapid transit in the
City of New York. Bids are to be opened on November 30 for
Section No! 2 of Routes Nos. 19 and 22, being the elevated
extension of the Southern boulevard and Westchester avenue
branch of the Lexington avenue subway, extending northerly
over Westchester avenue, the Bronx, from a point near the
Bids
intersection of Whitlock avenue to Pelham Bay Park.
are to be opened on December 7 for the construction of Section
No. 3 of Route No. 8, comprising the turmel section under the
East river from Fourteenth street in the borough of Manhattan to North Seventh street in the borough of Brooklyn.
Route No. 8 will extend from Sixth avenue, Manhattan, to
North Seventh street in the borough of Brooklyn, thence
through various streets and private property to a connection
with the Broadway elevated line.
The commission has given a contract to Murphy Brothers,
Brooklyn, the lowest bidder at $7,421, for the construction of
the storm drain for the Queensboro subway in the borough of
This subway is now being operated between the
Queens.
borough of Manhattan and Long Island City. It is to be extended on the Queens side to the Queensboro bridge plaza and
to a connection with the Astoria and Corona elevated railroads.
Bids have been received by the commission for the installation
of tracks on the Queensboro subway extension, the Astoria
elevated line and the Corona elevated line. George S. Bennett,
who offered to do the work for $204,000, was the lowest bidder.

this

now under way.

is

143.)

Kent Northern. — This company

—

Great Eastern. President J. W.
Stewart of
company, which is building from Vancouver, B. C, north

Pacific

work

to Prince George, 480 miles, is quoted as saying that satisfactory
progress has been made on the construction of llie main line.
The grading of the entire line is finished except on the Howe
Sound section between Horseshoe Bay and Squamish, about 30
miles, and about 30 miles of light work near florse Lake.

—

Belmont, N. C. The Piedmont & Northern will build a
combined freight and passenger station, to be of brick construction, at Belmont.
See this company under Railway Construction.

—The

New York Public Service Commishas given a contract to A. L. Guidone &
Son, Incorporated, the lowest bidder at $513,656, for the construction of station finish on Section No. 2 of Route No. 39.
This work is on the New Utrecht avenue elevated railroad in the
borough of Brooklyn. The steel structure for this sectiofi is
nearing completion.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
First district,

sion,

Macon, Ga.
Henry Miller,

—The

general contract has been given to J.
Baltimore, Md., for building the union
station at Macon. The new station is to be of stone, brick and
steel construction and is to cost about $500,000.
It will be used
jointly by the Central of Georgia, the Southern Railway and
the Georgia Southern & Florida.
(September 24, p. 586.)
Inc.,

—

Mexia, Tex. The Houston & Texas Central has begun work
on a new station, one story in height, 25 ft. wide and 123 ft.
be a brick structure with asbestos shingle roof,
about $9,500. About 5 per cent of the work has
been completed. F. T. Jeans, superintendent bridges and buildings, Ennis, Tex.
long.

and

It

will

will cost

—

Milwaukee, Wis. The Chicago & Milwaukee Electric is
building a bridge over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul tracks
just south of the city.
It will consist of a 185-ft. skew through
girder span, a 140-ft. truss span and a 55-ft. skew deck girder
span. Concrete abutments and piers have been built by company
forces and the contract for the steel work has been let to the
Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company.
(Noted under Iron and
Steel,

October

IS.)

Mount Vernon,

—

N. Y. Plans have been agreed upon by all
six-span concrete viaduct connecting Broad
street. Mount Vernon, with Vermont avenue, Yonkers, over the
tracks of the New York Central and over the Bronx river.
The Public Service Commission is expected to issue the necessary order in the near future.
This viaduct will cost about
interested

$80,000.

for

a

November
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fiscal year 1921 it is believed all of the estimated economies
should be realized. On this basis the operating ratio for 1921
will be 64.1 per cent and the income account will be as follows:

I

INCOME ACCOUNT
clIuullllliniiillllllilittiiiittiitiiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiitiiiiiitlltlllti?

1921.

Railway operating revenue
Operating expenses
Operating ratio, pet cent
Net revenue from railway operation
Taxes and uncollectible revenue

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ff. Ogden Mills, of New York,
has been elected a director, succeeding Thomas P. Fowler,
deceased.

$76,350,000
48,940,000

64.1%
27,410.000
4,286,000

Total railway operating income

Total income

—

& Pacific. The following is a summary
of the report of J. W. Kendrick, who has been employed to
make an estimate of the needs of the property. His report is
in regard to a period of five years
The full amount of the savings or economies suggested will
not be realized until the last year, that is the year ending June
The major part of the capital expenditures should
30, 1921.
be made during the first three years or up to June 30, 1919,
and the money so required is estimated to be $27,000,000, divided
among the various accounts as follows

24,492,000

Hire of equipment. Dr
Rent of other equipment
Joint facilities and other rents
Rent for leased roads
Interest on funded and unfunded debt
Other income charges

Western Railway, a subsidiary of the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton. The old company operated 381 miles of road, of which
361 miles was owned.
Chicago, Rock Island

23,124.000
1 ,368.000

Other income

—

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western. The Ohio Public Service
Commission has approved of the issue of $2,675,000 first mortgage 5 per cent 50-year bonds, $5,350,000 6 per cent non-cumulative preferred stock and $5,350,000 common stock by the new
company, the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western Railroad,
which bought at foreclosure sale the Cincinnati, Indianapolis &

$

556,000
453,000
1,304,000
332.000
14,124.000
342,000

Total deductions

17,111,000

Balance of income

$ 7,381,000

& Brazos Valley.
& Southern. — See Trinity & Brazos Valley.
Kansas City, Ozark & Southern. — The receiver
See also Trinity

Colorado

has fixed
for tli^ winding up of the receiver's affairs,
after which a reorganized company will take over
the property.

November
some time

18

—

New

Orleans, Texas & Mexico. This former subsidiary of the
Louis & San Francisco was sold at public auction on
November 15 to Walter L. Taylor, representing the bondSt.

holders' protective committee, for $6,000,000.

ESTIMATED CAPITAL E.VPENDITURES TO JUNE
(jratle revision,

New

Improvements
Rails
Ballast and
Tie plates

new

lines, sidings

and second track

locomotives

freight

to existing

equipment

— cars

1919.

30,

$ 6,008,000
1 ,000,000
3,442,000

and engines..

750,000
3,587,000
3,000,000
2,207,000
176,000
280,000
3,392,000
309,000
275,000
291,000
2,487,000

bank widening

Yards and terminals
Track motor cars
Bridges

.'

Track elevation and grade separation
Fences
Telegraph and telephone

*

Signals

Miscellaneous

$27,204,000

Total
It

is

believed

that

amoimt of money, judiciously exputting the Rock Island in good physical

this

pended, will result in
condition and by the exercise of close supervision it is estimated
that the net annual saving in operating expenses for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1919, will amount to about $5,050,000.
Four thousand freight cars have been purchased by the receiver and by the expenditures recommended in connection
with the equipment reinforcement and betterment, some 5,000
additional fright cars will be put into serviceable condition and
will result in an estimated reduction in hire of equipment
charges amounting to $700,000 per annum. By the cancellation
and modification of certain leases there should also be a reducThe expenditures will
tion in rentals amounting to $319,000.
cause an increase in interest on funded and luifuiulod lU-ht in
1919 over 1915 of $1,.S88,000.
Applying these estimates to the year ending June 30, 1919,
and assuming that the gross operating revenue increases at the
same rate it has during the jiast five years, the income account
for the year ending June 30, 1919, will be as follows
:

INCOME ACCOUNT

1919.

Railway operating revenue
Operating expenses
Operating ratio, per cent
Net revenue from railway operation
Taxes and inicollectible revenue
'I'otal

$74,550,000
50,918,000

68.3%
23,632,000
3,986,000

railway operating income

19,646,000
1,368,000

Other income
Total income
Hire of equipment, DiRent of other ei|uipmenl
Joint facilities and other rents

Kent for leased roails
Interest on fumlcd and unfunded debt
Other income charges
Total deductions
Halancc of income

New

556,000
453,000

Hartford.

— F.

T. Maxwell has been

a

Pennsylvania.
balance of

—

its

It is

announced that

holdings,

company has sold the
about 240,000 shares, of
has been selling in the open
this

to be

said

Cambria steel stock. Cambria steel
market between $65 and $70 per share.

Southern

—

Pacific. F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie, h^s
been elected a director of the Southern Pacific, succeeding C.
N. Bliss, resigned. Announcement was made that this change
had nothing to do with any traffic relations between the Erie
and Southern Pacific but was the result of a desire on the part
of the Southern Pacific to secure as a director one of the
ablest operating officers in the country.

—

Louis & San Francisco. Representatives of the reorganizacommittees under the receivers have submitted to the
Missouri Public Service Commission an outline of the plan
of reorganization of the St. Louis & San Franicsco. The reorganization managers are Speyer & Co. and J. & W. Seligman
& Co., both of New York. The mileage to be taken over by

St.

tion

the new company totals 5,155 the total capitalization is to be
$327,211,188, as against the present total capitalization of $356,890.056; the fixed and contingent charges of the new company
;

will be $13,524,119, or a reduction of 47.64 per cent as compared
with the present fixed charges. An assessment of $50 a share
is to be made on stockholders of the old company, who have
the privilege, however, of paying $5 in cash and paying the
remaining $45 in 18 months. Stockholders are to receive for
their assessment and surrender of old stock 85 per cent in new
stock and $50 in first mortga.ge bonds.
See also New Orleans, Texas S; Mexico.

& Brazos Valley. — A correspondent at Houston, Tex.,
that Louis W. Hill and other officers of the Great
Northern and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, which latter
road controls the Colorado & Southern, made an inspection trip
over the Trinity & Brazo.s V.illey in the process of negotiations

Trinity

writes

tor t.iking over the half interest formerly held by the Chicago,
Pacific (the other half interest now being held

Rock Island &
by

1,304,000
332,000
13,724,000
342,000

New Haven &

member of the executive committee of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, succeeding H. K. McHarg.

21,014,000
$

York,

elected

Ihi-

Colorado & Southern')

in this

propertv

—

16,71 1,000

$ 4,303,000

During 1920 and 1921 $4,000,000 should be expended annually for additions and bctterincnts and' by the end of the

Forty Thousand Docs. The Baltimore & Ohio reports that
the transportation of hunting and pet dogs was a source of
$10,(H)() revenue to the road last \ear, according to the records
of the baggage department 40,000 dogs at 25 cents each
and
;

all

were handled without a claim for

;

loss or injury

(Al)VKRTlSr.MENT]

ANNUAL REPORT
BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY-EIGHTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT
Railroad Company.
BALTiMfiRK, Md.» October 27, 1915.
Ohio Railroad Company:
To the Stockholders of the Baltimore
The president and directors of the company suUmit herewith report of
the affairs of the company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915.
Except where otherwise indicated, the comparisons shown herein are
The income and capital
with the figures for the preceding fiscal year.
accounts for the year are stated in accordance with the new accounting
prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
classifications as
effective July 1, 1914, and in order that such comparisons may be properly
made, the figures for the preceding year have been recast, so far as
practicable, and consequently do not agree in detail with the figures
published in the last annual report.

Fargo Express Company in building up this branch of the service.
Other transportation revenue, in which is included earnings from switching and special train service, transportation of milk, excess baggage, water
transfers, etc., shows a net decrease of $44,338.20, mainly from excess
baggage charges and water transfers.
Revenue from sources other than transportation, in which is included
earnings from dining cars, station privileges, storage, grain elevators, joint
facilities, etc., shows a net increase of $154,111.76, principally occasioned
by the increase in earnings from elevators, due to the larger movement

MILEAGE AND EQUIPMENT.

The total maintenance of way and structures expenses were $8,985,It should be noted
626.86, a decrease of $3,432,808.11, or 27.64 per cent.
in this connection that maintenance of way expenses for the previous year
included a charge of $2,112,084.98 directly attributable to the disastrous
floods of March, 1913, which had no counterpart in the operations of the
present fiscal year.
These expenses include $556,452.15, covering replacement and revision of facilities incident to additions and betterments. The
roadway and structures have been properly maintained.
The total maintenance of equipment expenses were $16,002,588.53, a
decrease of $1,147,186.68, or 6.69 per cent.
Included in these expenses
is a charge for depreciation of equipment amounting to $2,810,415.80.
The total of all maintenance expenses for the year was $24,988,215.39,
and compared with the same expenses for the preceding year shows a
decrease of $4,579,994.79, or 15.49 per cent.
These expenses for the
year represent 27.22 per cent, of total operating revenues, as compared
with 29.82 per cent, the preceding year.
The total transportation expenses for the year were $34,254,572.05 and,
compared with last year $39,985,496.44, show a decrease of $5,730,924.39,
or 14.33 per cent.
These expenses were 37.31 per cent, of total operating
revenues, as compared with 40.32 per cent, the preceding year. Co-incident
with the decrease in transportation costs and directly contributing thereto
was the heavier freight train load, which was 692.35 tons this year against
645.37 tons for the previous year, an increase of 46,98 tons, or 7. 23 per
cent.
There was a decrease in revenue freight train miles of 3,042,622
miles, or 13.97 per cent., notwithstanding the revenue freight handled

Office

of

the

Baltimore

& Ohio

&

The statements

in

this

report

show the

results of the

operation of the

Unes directly controlled and operated by your company, embracing:
Total of
First Main
All Tracks.
Track.
8,803.17
4,458.97
Miles (owned)
204.10
76.30
Miles (trackage rights)
Total

shown

miles

4.535.27

operated

9,007.2 7

Table 28.
There has been an increase during the year in total first main track
mileage operated of 57.05 miles, which was occasioned by the acquisition
of the Moorefield and Virginia Branch, 36.61 miles; the construction of
the Magnolia Cut-off, 13.14 miles; the extension of branch lines, 5.34 miles,

as

in

and certain other adjustments, 1.96
The equipment of the company
locomotives,

miles.

at June 30, 1915, consisted of 2,399
1,261 passenger cars, 86,097 freight cars, 3,163 work cars
of floating equipment, as shown in detail in Table 27.

and 144 pieces

RESULTS FROM OPERATION.
The general income account of the company will be found in Table
The total railway operating revenues were $91,815,797.34, a decrease

1.

of

$7,348,212.63, or 7.41 per cent.
The total railway operating expenses were $63,925,507.74, a decrease of
$10,477,880.78, or 14.08 per cent.
The ratio of operating expenses to total revenues was 69.62 per cent.,
compared with 75.03 per cent, for the previous year.
The net revenue from railway operations was $27,890,289.60, an increase
of $3,129,668.15, or 12.64 per cent.
The gross income from the year's operations was sufficient to enable
your company to meet its fixed and other charges, to pay the established
four per cent, dividend upon the preferred stock and five per cent, upon
the common stock, and leave a surplus of $771,473.86.

FREIGHT REVENUES AND STATISTICS.
Freight revenue was $70,780,808.51, a decrease of $5,617,908.11, or 7.35
per cent., and constituted 77.09 per cent, of total railway operating revenues, as against 77.04 per cent. last year.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered, effective July 1,
1914, that all statistics, with respect to tons and tonnage, be adjusted to
the basis of 2,000 pounds per ton. without regard to the customary weight
of the ton as waybilled.
The statistics heretofore published have been on
the basis of the weight of the ton as waybilled, and as a large proportion
your
tonnage
of
company's
is waybilled at 2,240 pounds to the ton, as
prescribed by tariffs, the effect of the recent requirements of the commisThe traffic
sion is to materiallv increase the number of tons as reported.
statistics. Table 12 and Table 13-A, for the years 1915 and 1914, are given
for
the
ten-year
period
on the new basis, but in order that comparisons
may be continued, the statistics given in Table 13-B are stated on the
basis of the tons as waybilled.
The tons of revenue freight carried were 64,375,595, a decrease of
7,891,465 tons, or 10.92 per cent., and the tons carried one mile were
As
12,970,894,074, a decrease of 1,083,527,427 tons, or 7.71 per cent.
indicating the traffic density of the system the revenue ton miles per mile
of road were 2,860,005 tons, a decrease of 252,534 tons., or 8.11 per ceiit.
The average distance each ton was carried was 201 49-100 miles, a gain
Freight revenue per mile of
of 7 1-100 miles over the previous year.
road was $15,606.75, a decrease of $1,312.77, or 7.76 per cent., and the
revenue per freight train mile was $3.77 81-100, an increase of 26 99-100
cents, or 7.69 per cent. The average earnings per ton per mile were 5 46-100
mills, an increase of 2-100 mills.
The increase in the average rate per
ton per mile, and in the average distance each ton was carried is
mainly due to a larger proportion of the coal shipments being consigned to
Freight traffic statistics are given
the ports of Baltimore and New York.
in Tables 12 and 13.
The statement of commodities carried, Table 14. shows a substantial
increase in the grouping of products of agriculture of 668,164 tons, or
18.97 per cent.
There was, however, a very large decrease in the items
comprised in the grouping of products of mines, amounting to 7,520,045
The decrease in Prodtons, or 15.42 per cent, under the previous year.
ucts of Mines and of Manufactures reflects the depression in the steel
trade and allied industries throughout the greater part of the year.

PASSENGER REVENUES AND STATISTICS.
Passenger revenue amounted to $14,059,940.41, a decrease of $1,830,050.54,
or 11.52 per cent.
These earnings constitute 15.31 per cent, of total earn-

compared with 16.02 per

cent, for last year.
of passengers carried was 20,581,992, a decrease of 2,166,number
of passengers carried one mile was
078, or 9.52 per cent.; the
714,368.423, a decrease of 112,910,193, or 13.65 per cent., and the average
distance each passenger was carried was 34.71 miles, a decrease of 1 66-100
miles.
Of the decrease in passenger earnings, approximately $800,000
was due to the cessation of immigrant business occasioned by the disturbed conditions in Europe, and the remaining portion of the decrease
The average rate per passenreflects the general depression in business.
ger per mile for the year was 1 968-1000 cents, an increase over the previous year of 47-1000 cents, due in part to the withdrawal of special rate
The average earnings from
features and the increase in certain fares.
each passenger decreased 1 54-100 cents. These and other statistics relating to passenger traffic will be found in Tables 10 and 11.
ings,

The number

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES.
Mail revenue was $1,236,076.68, an increase of $21,733.61 over the preceding year.
Express revenue was $1,818,452.68, a decrease of $31,761.15. That this
decrease was not greater in a year of general depression, is due largely
to the earnest co-operation and great activity displayed by the Wells

of

grain.

OPERATING EXPENSES.

operating expenses for the year were $63,925,507.74, compared
with $74,403,388.52 for last year, a decrease of $10,477,880.78,- or 14.08 per

The

total

cent.

one mile decreased but 7.71 per cent.
The traffic expenses decreased $247,329.82, or 11.49 per
to less expenditure for outside agencies and for printing

mainly

cent.,

due

tariffs, etc.

Interstate Commerce Commission classification of outside operations
was abolished, effective July 1, 1914. The greater portion of the expenses
formerly charged to those accounts are now charged direct to other
accounts; a minor portion, however, is still segregated and included in
miscellaneous operations, and the fluctuations therein for the year were

The

immaterial.
The general expenses increased $92,664.23, due, principally, to increased
expense of the relief department on account of increase in pension payments and to the difference in method of charging appropriations made
to that department.
The credit item of transportation for investment is a new requirement
The amount included therein
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
represents the reasonable cost of transporting men and material for
construction work and is charged to the cost of such work.

TAXES.
Railway tax accruals amounted to $3,289,611.04, and taxes charged to
miscellaneous tax accruals amounted to $213,463.32, or a total of all taxes
Taxes for the
for the year of $3,503,074.36, an increase of $59,926.33.
year were 3.82 per cent, of total operating revenues.

INCOME ACCOUNT.
Nonoperating income, in which
equipment,

dividends

and

interest

is

included rentals from property and
on securities owned, etc., decreased

$872,569.82, due to the exclusion from the income of the year of any interest accruing on obligations of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railwa/
Company now held by your company.
Deductions from gross income, in which is included rentals paid for the
use of equipment and property, interest on funded and unfunded debt,
etc., increased $654,529.68, occasioned by increase in certain rentals paid
and larger interest charges incident to increased capital obligations.
The net income for the year amounted to $10,780,881.33, an increase of
$1,530,856.95 over the preceding year, out of which dividends at the rate
of four per cent, per annum were paid on the preferred stock of the
company, amounting to $2,354,521.28.
After deducting this amount and
required appropriations for sinking and other reserve funds, the balance
transferred to profit and loss was $8,368,727.07.

PROFIT AND LOSS.
The amount

the credit of profit and loss at the beginning of the
fiscal year was $32,804,187.74, which amount was increased to $41,172,914.81
by the addition of the surplus income earned during the year as shown
above.
Dividends at the rate of five per cent, per annum, amounting to
$7,597,253.21, were declared- on the common stock of the company and
charged to profit and loss, and there was also charged to this account during the year the net amount of $1,000,147.69, included in which is $897,970.95 for discount and expenses on securities sold during the same period.
The balance to the credit of profit and loss, which represents the excess
book value of assets over liabilities, at the close of the year is $32,575,513.91.
to

THE FIVE PER CENT. RATE

CASE.

Because of the steady and constant increase in the costs of operation
due to matters of a continuing character, such as wage increases, legislative requirements, and the necessity of maintaining higher standards in
maintenance and operation, there had been a marked decline in the rate
of return in net operating income upon the property investment of the
railroads generally during the past several years.
(^wing to the inadequacy, under these conditions, of the then existing rates, your company
joined with other railroads serving official classification territory in proceedings before the Interstate Commerce Commission, seeking to secure
approval of a uniform advance in freight rates of five per cent.
Following the original and supplemental petitions of the railroads in
the matter, and after hearings and investigations extending over more
than a year, the Interstate Commerce Commission, in December, 1914,
approved an advance in the freight rates in the so-called official classification territory, which includes the territory served by your company, of
approximately five per cent., except on certain commodities such as bituminous and anthracite coal, coke, iron ore, etc., and on traffic moving via
lake and rail, which exceptions apply to about one-half of the freight
The Commission also approved of advances in
traffic of your company.
The revised
certain passenger rates and some other miscellaneous charges.

NOVKMBKR
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rates on interstate traffic became effective generally in March, 1915, but
the application for authority to adjust interstate rates is still pending in
some of the States; therefore, the full effect on your company's revenues

cannot now be determined.
In -that part of the decision devoted

First

findings

as

to

Hampshire Southern R. R. Co. (Moorefield
& Virginia R. R. Co.) first mortgage
bonds, assumed

ade-

the

While granting approximately oi^ly one-half of the immediate relief
asked for by the railroads, it should be encouraging to those interested in
railroads and in the proper industrial development of this country to know
that the Commission treated the question before it in a broad way, and
recognized, unanimously, the necessities of the carriers for additional
revenues and declared its purpose to aid, so far as it legally may, in the
solution of the problem as to the course that the carriers may pursue to
meet the situation.
It is believed that the inquiry has also served to
bring about a much better understanding of the railroad situation by
all
interested or concerned in that question, and that because of this
clearer
understanding the shippers, the railroads and the regulatory
agencies of the public will all in the future be better able to satisfactorily
work out the many problems incident to the goveri\mental regulation of
the public utilities.

Obligations retired during the year
Baltimore
& Ohio equipment trust of 1912
$l,OQO,OO0.aO
Series *'C," paid at maturity.
Baltimore
& Ohio equipment trust of 1913
1,000,000.00
Series "B," paid at maturity.
Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.,
Loan No. 6 of 1853
6,000.00

Continuing the programme begun in 1912 for the purpose of simplifying
title to properties underlying the several
System mortgages and of
reducing the number of corporate entities comprising the System, thereby
affording a more comprehensive basis for future financing. The Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad Company during the year acquired the fee title to the
property of the following corporations owning railroads in the State of
Ohio, the operations of which properties are included in the System's
income account as heretofore, viz.
The Central Ohio Railroad Company, as reorganized. 142.72 miles
Sandusky, Mansfield and Newark Railroad Company,
"
as reorganized
1 16.25
The Columbus and Cincinnati Midland Railroad Com-

pany

A

69.80
43.86

*'

Company

Pittsburgh,

191.14

"

49.86
8.64
43.07
16.90
77.30

"
"

35.73

"

36.81

"

"
"
"

was included

in the operations of the System for the fiscal year.
The purchase price of these properties represented the investment of
your Company in the securities of, and capital advances to, the corporations mentioned above at the time of acquisition.
The total amount of
your investment has not been changed by reason of such purchases, the
effect being merely to alter the form of the investment and to simplify
the accounts on the general books of the Company.
The purchase of these properties, except in the case of the Moorefields
and Virginia Railroad Company, did not increase or change the miles of
road of the System, but difl, however, increase the miles of road owned
in fee by The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company to the extent of

868.69 miles.
The length of road now owned in fee is 2,188.75
or 49.13 per cent, of the mileage comprising the System.

miles,

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
The general balance sheet, stated generally in the form now prescribed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, is shown in Table 2, and the principal differences in the assets and liabilities of the Company, as compared with the previous year, are as follows:

ASSETS.

Net charge
Net charge

to
to

which

is

included the capital assets of
$9,195,985.07

for the year of

road

$6,538,144.22
2,082.090.69
575.750.16

equipment

Miscellaneous investments (net)

$9.195,985.07

The grouping of current assets shows a decrease of
Of this decrease $17,751,244.53 is in cash and is due

$24,734,033.96.
to the inclusion last
year of $20,000,000.00 in this item to pay a like amount of onc-ycar secured
notes, which matured and were paid July 1, 1914.
There wa.s a decrease
in special deposits of $1,900,947.53, due to payments for additional equipment acquired for the e(|uipment trust of ]913, and a decrease in material
and supplies of $1,935,412.98.
The incrca.scs in groupings of deferred
assets and unadjusted debits arc normal fluctuations incident to the business.

LIABILITIES.
There were no additional issues of
The grouping of long term debit,

during the year.
c, funded debt shows

capital stock
i.

an increase of
nccounted for as follows:
Obligations issued <Uiring the year
Four and one-half per cent, secured gold notes
Scries "A," maturiiiff June
I, 1917
$20,000,000.00
Series "R," maturing June
1, 1918
20,000.000.00
$40,000,000.00
iHsued to retire $.15,000,000.00 one-year
notes, matured June I, 1915, and for
other corporate purposes.

35,000,000
37,013,166.66

at maturity—June
Net increase

1,

1915.

$3,991.833.34

liabilities show a decrease of
principally to the payment at maturity,

Current

521,484,875.37
July 1, 1914, of $20,000,000.00
one-year secured notes, the balance of the decrease being in the
accounts interest matured unpaid, unmatured dividends unpaid, etc.
Deferred liabilities decreased $470,620.68, resulting from the operations
of the relief department and smaller aggregate amounts withheld from
contractor's estimates.
Unadjusted credits increased $1,407,635.80, the
major portion of which represents the net increase in accrued depreciation on equipment.
Incident to the acquisition of the fee of certain properties in Ohio, there
was restored to the investment account of road $2,793,197.90 of capital
expenditures for additions and betterments, which had heretofore been
charged to income or surplus, and this change accounts for the increase
in the item additions to property through income and surplus.

EQUIPMENT TRUSTS.
status of the

equipment trusts

at

June

& Ohio equipment

$3,991,833.34

Total equipment
1915

trust

obligations

Each of these trust was issued
of each trust maturing annually.

30,

1915, follows:

Feb-

Outstanding June 30, 1915
Baltimore & Ohio equipment trust of 1913
Total outstanding June 30, 1914
Matured and paid during the year
Series "B*'~paid April 1, 1915
Outstanding June 30, 1915.

832.08 miles.

in

notes

trust of
ruary, 1912:
Total outstanding June 30, 1914
Matured and paid during the year
Series "C"— paid February 1, 1915

The fee of that portion of The Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Toledo Railroad Company, lying wholly within the State of Pennsylvania, 9.85 miles,
was acquired by The Pittsburg and Western Railroad Company, the entire
capital stock of the latter being owned by your Company.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company also acquired the fee title
to the property formerly owned by the Moorefield and Virginia Railroad
Company, 36.61 miles, which had heretofore been operated separately, but

The grouping of investments,
the Company, shows an increase
made up as follows, viz.;

secured

Paid

Baltimore

Cleveland and Toledo Railroad Com-

pany

7,166.66

.

one-year

The

"

The

Pittsburgh, Painesville and Fairport Railway Company
The Trumbull and Mahoning Railroad Company
The Mahoning Valley Western Railway Company....
The Eastern Ohio Railroad Company
The Akron and Chicago Junction Railroad Company.
The Cleveland, Wooster and Muskingum Valley Rail-

Purchased and retired.
estate
mortgages and
ground Hens, liquidated.
Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.,

Real

of

the

The Ohio Midland Railroad Company
The Cleveland, Loraine and Wheeling Railway Com-

5,000.00

$41,005,000.00

due,

CHANGES IN CORPORATE RELATIONS.

road

$1,000,000.00

expenditures.
their

to

territory, taken as a whole, is smaller than is demanded in the
interest of both the general public and the railroads; and it is our
duty and our purpose to aid, so far as we legally may, in the solution of the problem as to the course that the carriers may pursue
to meet the situation."

The

mortgage bonds
under provision of the mortgage, in recoupment of construction

Issued

quacy of present revenues, the Commission, among other things, stated:
"In view of a tendency towards a diminishing net operating
income as shown by the facts described we are of opinion that
the net operating income of the railroads in official classification

pany

989

$8,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

$7,000,000.00
$9,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

8,000,000.00

outstanding June 30,
.$15,000.000.00

in ten series of $1,000,000.00,

one series

ADDITIONS TO ROAD AND EQUIPMENT.
The total expenditures charged to road account were $3,744,946.32.
These charges are shown in Table 6, where they are grouped under the
more important accounts of the road and equipment classification.
The total capital expenditures for equipment during the year aggregated
$4,231,882.19, as shown on page 12. Table 27 shows the equipment in service and the various changes occurring therein during the year.

ROAD.
The work of constructing the roadway for new double track line and
relocation of parts of the old line between Okonoko and Orleans Road,
W. Va., known as the Magnoli Cut-off improvement, has been completed.
One track has been laid and was put in operation December 6, 1914. The
laying of the second track has been held in abeyance.
With the use of
this improvement
it
has been possible to increase the castbound slow
freight train load to 6,180 gross tons, an increase of 36.36 per cent.
The
operations in this territory have been greatly facilitated by this improvement, the distance has been shortened 5.78 miles and the helper station
at Hansrote has been eliminated, which latter constituted a serious interference with the movement of traffic by reason of eastbound trains requiring assistance over a section of the road where traffic is of the greatest
density.
While the new line has been opened but a little more than six
months, sidistanlial economies in transportation costs have alrcaily been
effected and the movement of traffic much facilitated.
With the handling
of a greater voliune of business the benefits derived will be proporlionately larger.
This improvement, together with others heretofore made,
gives a continuous three-track line between Patterson Creek and Cherry
Run, W. Va., a distance of 57 miles, which section has the greatest traffic
density of the system, at times in excess of 24,000,000 ton miles per mile
of roaii per annum.
No new construction work of any magnitude is now under way, but
miscellaneous expenditures, as shown in detail in Table 6, were made during the year for the betterment and improvement of the property, some
of the more important items were as follows:
An electric transformer station, to eiuible the utilization of purchased
power, was erected at Camden Station. Baltimore, Md.
A new passenger station was constructed at Berkeley Springs, W. Va.,
and a new combination station and office building was completed at Strasburg Junction, Va.
During the year three new interlocking plants were built, and four
were reconstructed and rearranged.
Automatic signals were installed over seven miles of double track,
and 10.6 miles of westbound track between Orleans Road antl Magnolia.
W. Va. C(Uilrolled manual block signals were provided for 14.7 nulcs oi
single track, and a large ntunber of safety devices Were installed for the
protection of switches, grailc crossings, etc.

The alignment near Scventytifih street, Chicago, til., was corrected,
eliminating 194 degrees of curvature, making it possible to operate the
heaviest power on this part of the line and dispensing with a slow order
over six miles of road.
The work of elintinating the grade crossing of Concord Pike, near Concord, Orl,. was completed, as was also the NVashington Koad crossing at
Elkridge, Md.
The Liidlow Avenue Viaduct, Cincinnati, Ohio, which was oncned for
Irnflic on June
15, 1914. has now been enlirrly completed, and substantial progress bns nNo been made in constructing the l^opplr Sirrcl
Viaduct in the same city.
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The undergrade crossing

at

Twenty-eighth

street,

Lorain,

Ohio,

SUBSIDIARY LINES.

was

completed.

Important bridges were constructed during the year over the Monongahela River at WheeHng Junction, Pa.; over Central avenue, Madisonville,
Ohio, and over the Potomac River at Magnolia and Kessler, W. Va., the
latter two being incident to the Magnolia Cut-off.
To permit the operation of heavier locomotives the bridges between
Akron Junction and Cleveland, Ohio, have been rebuilt or strengthened so
as to carry engines weighing over 220,000 pounds.

The income accounts

of the following lines, the capital stock of which is
company, but which are operated separately, are shown

owTied by your
in the following exhibits,

equipment were made
34 locomotives, 6 passenger cars, 1,781
freight cars, and 9 work cars, and payments were made amounting to
And 5 passenger cars, 7,564 freight cards and
I
work car were reconstructed, involving a net charge to the equipment
account of

$2,749,194.06

'

30.57

77,689.92

79.42

131,783.29

133.53

$500,697.54

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON AND DAYTON RAILWAY

r—

4,231.882.19

of equipment

This property

2,149,791.50

$109,838,137.41

this should be deducted:
in service as follows:
$15,025,071.35
Amountd at credit, June 30, 1914
Amount charged to expenses for depreciation, year ended June 30. 1915.
2,810,415.80

in

still

The President and
and

$17,835,487.15

Charges against this account for deLess:
preciation accrued on equipment put out of
1,705,733.07
service during the year
Bialance to credit of cccrued depreciation on equipment
in service, June 30, 1915

efficient

Directors renew their acknowledgment of the loyal
and employees during the past year.
By order of the Board,

services of the officers

Daniel Willard.
President.

CONDENSED INCOME ACCOUNT FOR YEAR.
16,129,754.08

Total

$93,708,383.33

Total

railway

operating

railway

operating

revenues,

rail

$91,815,797.34

lines

equipment June 30, 1915

CO'.

the hands of Receivers, and while plans for its
reorganization are now being considered, the subject has not progressed
sufficiently to justify any conclusion at this time as to the ultimate effect
of the reorganization upon your Company
consequently, there is nothing
to add to the full statement made in this connection in the previous annuaj
report, except that your Company has made no further advances to or oil
account of the Cincinnati Company other than to pay the interest accruing
during the year on the $7,500,000.00 First and Refunding Mortgage Four
Per Cent Bonds outstanding and bearing the guarantee of your Company.
As previously noted, there was excluded from the income account of^ The
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company for the year all interest accruing
on obligations of the Cincinnati Company now held by your Company, aggregating $22,695,144, so that the full weight of any income losses from
this source has been met.
The capital losses cannot yet be determined and
adjusted.
*
•
•
•
is

;

Accrued depreciation on equipment

In continuation of the policy inaugurated several years ago of strengthenening certain classes of equipment, during the year 7,564 freight cars
were rebuilt with steel underframes and bolsters and equipped with heavy
draft gear to better fit them for present operating requirements.
At the end of the year 203 locomotives, that had undergone thorough
repairs, were in storage awaiting traffic development.
The percentage of steel freight cars, including cars with steel underframes and steel center sills, to the total revenue freight equipment at
June 30, 1915, was 81.38 per cent., as compared with 72.77 per cent,
last year and 38.83 per cent, at June 30, 1909.
Of the new equipment acquired during the year, 31 locomotives and
1,195 steel freight cars were purchased under the provisions of the Baltimore & Ohio equipment trust of 1913.
Contracts have been entered into for the purchase of 50 steel passenger
cars and 2,000 all steel freight cars, to be delivered during the coming
year.

fiscal

$3,180.08
288,044.25

the profit and loss accounts of the respective companies.
1,482,688.13

From

of

Net Income.

The net income of the Sandy Valley and Elkhorn Railway Company
was transferred and included in the income account of The Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad Company, and the balance, $423,007.62, was credited to^

$111,987,928.91

Making net value

Miles.
12.65
10.89

"C" The Sandy Valley and Elkhorn Railway
Company
"D" The Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal
Railroad Company

$107,756,046.72

During the year the following equipment w;as put out ot"
service and credited to investment in equipment: 7 passenger cars, 3,603 freight cars, 419 work cars, 1 car float,
and 1 lighter, having a book value of

Making the gross book value

viz.

Island Railway Company
Island Rapid Transit Railway

"A" The Staten
"B" The Staten
Company

EQUIPMENT.
Total book value of equipment Jun« 30, 1914, was
During the year the following additions to
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expenses,

63,925,507.74

lines

Net

from

revenue

$27,890,289.60

expenses

of

earnings.

to

Railway tax accruals

Railway

operating

income

Total non-operating income

RELIEF DEPARTMENT.

5.41% Dec.
$52,730.32 Inc.
18,981.28 Inc.

$3,308,592.42

$71.711.70 Inc.

$24,581,697.18

$3,057,956.45 Inc.

872,569.82 Dec.

5,260,847.77

Gross income
Deductions from gross income

railroad company assumes general charge of the relief department;
furnishes office room and furniture, gives the service of its officers and
employes and the use of its facilities; becomes the custodian of its funds
with full responsibility therefor, and guarantees the true and faithful performance of the obligations of the department.

$3,129,668.15 Inc.

69.62%

.

$3,289,611.04
18,981.38

revenues

railway

Uncollectible

10,477,880.78 Dec.

opera-

railway

tions

Percentage

$7,348,212.63 Dec.

rail

$29,842,544.95
$2,185,?86.63 Inc.
19,119,296.60
662,705.38 Inc.

The

RELIEF FEATURE.
number of members

of this feature is 50,591.
The total payments for all benefits since the inauguration of this feature. May 1, 1880,
statement of the operations
to June 30, 1915, amount to $20,096,882.93.
of this feature, which provides accident, sick, and death benefits for
employes, is shown on the first page of Table 26.

The

total

A

SAVINGS FEATURE.

541 loans were paid off, leaving in force and effect at
Since
total of 6, 11 4 loans, amounting to $5,536,842.22.
of this feature, August 1, 1882, loans to the aggregate

have

to this extent.
in Tabic 26.

30, 1915, a
the inauguration
amount of $16,been made, assisting employes in acquiring real estate
statement of the operations of this feature will be found

June

A

income

10,723,248.35

*.

stock,'

$10,723,248.35
2,354,521.23

4%

Income Balance Transferred to Profit and Loss
to Credit of Profit and Loss, June

30,

1914

$8,368,727.07

$32,804,187.74
1,000,147.69

Less Sundry Adjustments— Net Debit Bal..

Common

Dividends on

Amount

to Credit
30, 1915

June

Stock
of

5%

Profit

31,804.040.05

$40,172,767.12
7,597,253.21

and Loss.
$^2,57^,SU.9\

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET FOR YEAR.
Assets:
Investments

1915
in

Road and Equip-

in

Constituent

ment

$316,483,508.43

Investment

Com-

panies

Other

Increase or
Decrease

'

235,067,238.24
97,485,553.71

Investments

Total

Current

Investments
Assets
Cash,

—

$649,036,300.38

—

Unadjusted

$9,195,985.07 Inc.

Materials

and Supplies, etc
Other Assets Insurance Fund, Securities of our issue, etc

PENSION FEATURE.

1,522.681.25 Inc.

Amount

"^

This feature combines the advantages of a savings and loan association,
through which employes a"nd their immediate dependents may invest their
accumulated savings, and from which they may obtain funds for the
purchase of homes to be repaid through easy monthly instalments.
As
an incentive to employes to save the railroad company guarantees four
During the past year this feature
per cent, interest on all such deposits.
paid to depositors $416,295.91, being five per cent, on deposits, after which
there was a balance of $48,178.18 carried to the surplus account.
On June
30, 1915, there were 8,937 depositors, with total deposits of $8,787,816.22,
an average of $982.21.
During the year 1,394 new loans were made and

326,128.72

Net

Net corporate income
Dividend payments on preferred

35,347,085.15
9,261,783.99

Debits

1,502,9.53.03

payments to superannuated and infirm employes constitute a
payroll and arc charged to operating expenses, the total amount

24,734,033.96 Dec.

994,687.94 Inc.
551,858.11 Inc.

Pension

special
so charged during the year being $287,835.99.
During the year 200 names were added to the pension roll and 87 were
removed by reason of death, leaving 1,036 as the total number of pensioners
on June 30, 191 5. The average age of pensioners at June 30, 1915, was
over seventy years.
report of the operations of the department will be distributed to

A

members.
manufacturing and comOne hundred and thirty-cifjht
mercial, were located on or immediately adjacent to the line during the
expects
to
derive
substantial freight revyear, from which the company
enues.
One hundred and thirteen side tracks were constructed; eightyand
twenty
-six
to
industries previously
seven to newly located industries
located, but without side track facilities.
industries,

30,
25.

summary

of the operations of this
a statement of the assets

feature

Total Stock Issues

Total

Capital

year ended June
are shown in Table

and liabilities
1915, and
The surplus in this reserve fund at June 30, 1915, was $1,503,680.30.

Obligations

Current Liabilities
Deferred Liabilities
Unadjusted Credits
preciation,

—Accrued

Loss— Balance

$212,317,468.00
$406,325,609.81

$3,991,833.34 Inc.

$618,643,077.81
17,809,857.39
2,811,783.17

3,991,833.34 Inc.
21,484,875.37 Dec.
470.620.68 Dec.

De-

etc

CoRpnn.\TE Surplus:
Additions
to
Property
Profit

for the

$13,991,502.84 Dec.

$152,317,468.00
60,000,000.00

Preferred Stock

Surplus
and

INSURANCE FUND.

A

Cofnmon Stock

Funded Debt

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
new

$695,148,122.55

Liabilities:

19,286,933.31

1.407,635.80 Inc.

4.020,956.06
32,575,513.91

2,793,107.90 Inc.
228,673.83 Dec.

$695.148,122.55

$13,991,502.84 Dec.

through

November
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of the car.
The grain was shipped
should have reached Galveston about
August 9, but as a matter of fact, owing to an error in the
billing, the car was held up at Ft. Worth, over 300 miles
away, and did not leave that point en route to Galveston until
several days after the storm was over. After investigation the
for the

about
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age capitalization per mile at $54,000. It
ziAs
"Now, the average railroad capitalized at $54,000 a mile is on the way to
the receiver when the first rail is laid and the first spike is driven.
That means at least $20,000 a mile of dishonest capitalization—
of wind and water and a railroad cannot run on either of those
elements.
It is just such dishonestly capitalized corporations
that induce and require regulation.
In order to keep going
they have to charge more than the traffic will bear." The answers to such foolish statements as these are so numerous it
is difficult to choose which to use.
Their implication is that
the "average railroad" should not be capitalized for over $34,000
a mile. There is not a system of standard gage railways on earth
which is not capitalized for much more than this. The Examiner
is an ardent advocate of government ownership.
Let us test
the intelligence and fairness of its statement by the average
costs of construction per mile reported by typical systems of
railways owned entirely, or practically entirely, by governments.
The following are the average costs of construction per mile
reported for the state railways of certain countries
New

Bankruptcy

;

lications are
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number of Oklaliomii Kr^iiu di'alcrs arc prcssiuK the r;iilro;i(ls
pay for grain damaRcd by the recent storm at Galveston.

But whatever may be decided as to the
of the railroads, one claim that
''^'^
\\<:<^\\
hroURht to our attention will
That Started
never h.nve to be paid. This claim was
T S on
filed with one of the roads for some
$1,400 for <l;im;iK'o to a sliipinoiit of (s'rain by salt water, and
was based, not on the invoice value, but on the Galveston price,

An

Early Bird

$53,789;

liability

Denmark, $62,763;

Victoria,

$63,519;

New

South Wales, $75,200; Japan, $89,102; Italy, $158,185. In Germany, where most of the railways are owned by the government, the average cost of construction is reported as $116,365;
and in Belgium, to which the same statement applies, it is reported as $216,143.
Tlic average cost of construction of the
National Transcontinental Railway, which has recently been
built by the government of Canada, was about $99,000, without equipment or adequate terminals. The government of the
United States, in connection with the building of the Panama
Canal,

up

to

had cost $167,000 a
mile.

tlie Panama
Railroad.
Colonel Goethals
November 1, 1911, this reconstruction work

reconstructed

testified that

MISCELLANEOUS:

:

—

Zealand,

Editorial

on October 1 in the hands of receivers
deserve no pity. It computes their aver-

Capitalization and

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues, North America, $1 foreign, $2.

Way

New

profit

Railroad

8.00

IS

at

railroad advised the claimant that the car was nowhere near
Galveston during the storm, and the latter explained that he
had merely assumed that his freight had been damaged and
had placed his claim promptly in order to be sure to get it in
within the time limit. The incident clearly illustrates the entire

The San Francisco Examiner contends in a recent editorial that
Age Gazette has shown were
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From

mile,

and that

it

would reach

$226.1<X) a

these statistics of state railways scattered

the world the reader will be obliged to

all

over

draw one of two con-

clusions. He will probably conclude that since it costs the average government a great deal more than $54,000 a mile to build
an "average railroad" a policy of regctilation which contributes
toward the bankruptcy of private railways having only this
;ivcraRC capitalization is of very doubtful fairness or wisdom.
On the other hand, if he agrees with the San Franci.sco Ex-

"means at least
and that a railroad

;unincr that a capitalization of $54,000 a mile
$2(),0(K)

:i

mile of dishonest

capilaliz:itioii,"

with such a capitalization must "charge more than the traffic
will bear in order to keep going," what must he conclude as to
the intelligence or consistency of a paper which denounces private railways wMth a capitalization of only $54,000 and defends
a policy of regulation, and at the same time advocates a policy
of government ownership which results in capitalizations varying from $54,000 to over $J(X).(XX)?
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PREPAREDNESS FOR PROSPERITY
A T

a time

when

the press

is

filled

with pleas for adequate

handling increased freight traffic; the surplus of cars has been
reduced to a negligible figure and car shortages are rapidly
assuming alarming proportions.
We have already pointed out that the car shortage is partly
due to the congestion of freight at the ports caused by a shortage
of vessel capacity, but a review of the orders for cars during
the past two years is illuminating.
In 1914, the railways contracted for 80,000 cars, or approximately one-half as many as in
1913, one-third the number ordered in 1912 and decidedly less
than the total ordered in any previous year since 1901, except
1908. Up to November 19 of the present year, our reports show
that 85,000 freight cars have been ordered for domestic service,
which is not a marked improvement over the record of 1914.
When one considers that approximately 150,000 cars are required annually to replace wornout equipment alone, it is evident
that the railroads are not fully prepared to carry the traffic of
a normal year.
Unusual conditions in the steel industry emphasize the necessity for ordering more rolling stock, and at once.
prominent

A

car builder estimates that less than two-thirds of the steel required for car contracts now placed will be delivered before
1916, delaying the completion of

steel.

demand for

present

steel

is

unprecedented

;

plants

are

working to capacity and contracts now under way will keep
them busy for many months to come.
Conditions in the steel market have been changing so rapidly
of late that

it

has been

difficult

for railroad

men

to

keep fully

informed concerning them. Up to a short time ago the railroads
and other purchasers were out of the market to such an extent
that th mills were running on a greatly decreased production
and pron?pt deliveries could be secured for any order given.
Almost over night conditions changed. The unfilled tonnage
of the United States Steel Corporation and other steel companies
has risen rapidly and orders are still being taken far in excess
of the current output.
Because of this the Steel Corporation
withdrew quotations in the foreign markets a few days ago.
This condition has developed at a time when the production has
increased rapidly. Less than a month ago the new plant of the
Minnesota Steel Company, a subsidiary of the Steel Corporation
at Duluth, was opened.
The Cambria Steel Company made a
new high record for output on October and other mills have
established similar records.

The immediate effect of this condition on the railroads has
been to make it practically impossible for them to secure early
deliveries.
This has led to the placing of orders for rails and
similar products considerably earlier than in previous years,
until at the present time, most of the large orders for rails for
next year have been placed and those still unplaced are being
accepted only for late delivery. As an instance, the Rock Island
was unable to secure early delivery on its order of 40,000 tons
of rails placed two weeks ago.
The situation in the steel market has affected the railways in
another way. Many of their materials are purchased from supply
concerns, which in turn buy their steel from the mills. After
long periods of slack business, these concerns are sharing in the
revival of purchases, but are being confronted with the same conditions in the steel market as the railways, and are now finding
securing the steel to fill their orders. This is true
of such specialties as tie plates and other track fastenings, as
well as of car and bridge materials. Some supply concerns are
now practically out of the market, not because they are running
to full capacity, but because they are unable to secure the necesdifficulty in

1916 delivery.

The

from 15 to 20 per cent in the
no hope of an early decline. But
with the prospect of increasingly slow deliveries and serious
shortages of cars, price no longer remains a prime consideration.
The railroads are not only struggling for long deferred and
deserved profits, but for public favor; after years of misguided
abuse and destructive interference they have gradually gained
adherents to their point of view and broken popular prejudice
against them.
Much of the difficulty the railroads have expeprices for cars have risen

past six months,

and there

way

rienced in the

is

of hostile regulation can be traced to the
Failure on the part of the carriers

car shortage of 1906-1907.

1916 will wipe out much that has
been gained in this direction and will revive "down with the
railroads" as an effective slogan for ranting muckrakers and
to cope with the traffic of

demagogues.

The reasons why the railroads have not been adding to their
equipment as rapidly as in former years should be self-evident
by this time. They have not been in a financial condition to do
so until it became certain that the equipment would be needed.
It is easy enough to say that the railroads should have bought
cars a while ago when prices were low, but if the railroads generally had been able to place orders the prices would not have
been low and only a few strong roads were in a position to take
advantage of the opportunity.

cars until late in the

summer, and states, further, that little or no equipment ordered
after January 1 can be completed before the close of the year.

The
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to follow up their heavy rail

in

1,

59,

This condition makes it necessary for the railways
and equipment purchases with those
for the specialties which tliey will require to secure even delayed

sary

^*- measures for national defense, a more pressing and immediate need is being overlooked, namely preparedness for prosperity.
In passing from a cycle of depression to a period of renewed
enterprise and business activity, the railroads are facing a critical
time in their history. Already roads are experiencing difficulty

July
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L. C. L.

PROBLEM

ARGELY

because of the relatively small tonnage included
in the l.c.l. business, this class of railway traffic has not received the attention of operating officers that it has deserved.
It is primarily for this reason that there has been so little

change in the methods of handling it in recent years in the
average freight house. But many of the men directly engaged
in this branch of railway operation are fully alive to its importance and to the opportunities for improvement. The attention which many of them are giving to the subject is indicated
by the interest shown in the contest conducted by the Railway
Age Gazette on the Handling of L. C. L. Freight which closed
recently, and in the number of contributions received.
The

two prize-winning papers are published elsewhere in this issue
and others will be published from time to time in later issues.
In
ling

common
of

with other terminal

facilities,

those for the hand-

freight are generally inadequate

l.c.l.

for the present

volume of business and are unsuited in design for the most
modern and economical methods of operation. But, unlike the
case of classification yards, where the best means of securing
improved facilities is to move further out of the city, where
larger space can be obtained at more reasonable rates, l.c.l.
freight houses must remain close to the industrial centers if
they are to perform their functions properly. This means that
expansion of the facilities is possible only at heavy expense;
and, therefore, expansion is deferred longer than would otherwise be the case. As a result the problem in most freight houses
is not the inauguration of methods adapted for the operation
of new and modern facilities, but the utilization of the existing

facilities

to the best advantage.

may

be attacked from a number of standof improved equipment, the rearrangement of methods to eliminate lost motion, increasing the capacity of the men by securing their interested co-operation, etc.

This problem

points

A

— the

installation

few years ago the hand truck was the universal instrument

Since that time the four-wheel
freight house operation.
platform truck has appeared, followed by the motor truck. Each
type of equipment has its particular field and much care should
be exercised in so arranging the work and instructing the men
that the combined equipment shall be used to the best advanIt is no more economical to use a motor truck for a
tage.
very sliort haul than it is to use a hand truck for a long haul.
for

November
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earnings, and that they increased in the years 1906, 1907 and
1908, not only absolutely, but in proportion to the freight reve-

However much practical railway men may and do criticise
time and motion studies, an elementary study of this kind will
reveal many sources of lost motion in freight liouse operation, the removal of which will increase the efficiency of the
house without adding to the burden of the laborers. Theoreti-

Probably this was because of the increases in traffic in
the preceding years, since, of course, claims are paid after the
occurrence of the loss or damage. This explains the increase

every freight house foreman is watching for opportunimaking such improvements practically, in the rush
of his regular duties, he often fails to observe and remove cross
trucking and other causes of inefficiency.

from 1907 to 1908 in spite of the decrease in earnings, and the
decrease from 1908 to 1909 in spite of the increase in earnings.
From 1909 until 1914 there was a steady gain in freight business and we would therefore naturally expect to find that the

nues.

cally,

for

ties

A

;

great opportunity for improvement and one quite generally
In
is in the best utilization of the labor employed.

the average freight house operating on a flat rate wage basis
is a certain "professional" pace, generally set by the slowest

there

trucker, which

is

followed by

all

and damage payments increased from 1910 on.

loss

realized

truckers and which therefore

seem

ing and increase the tonnage of freight handled per man. The
bonus system is the common incentive for this purpose. By its

business.

it

men

share in any increased production on their part, and
interesting to note that nearly all the contributions to this

is

contest have favored

As we

before,

said

its

use.

the problem

freight house operation

in

not to determine what would be most advisable under ideal
conditions, but rather wh^t can be done under the conditions
which actually exist. A dollar saved in the operation of a freight

per-

to mean that much of the loss and damage is caused by
the haste that naturally accompanies the handling of a rush of

Any means to
regulates the speed of operation of the house.
increase this speed will decrease the time required for truck-

use the

The

centages indicate, however, that the increases in loss and damage were usually more pronounced than the increases in earnings, and that the reductions have been more marked than the
corresponding decreases in the volume of business. This would

Some

of the principal causes usually ascribed for the rapid

increase in loss and damage are the greater shocks to cars and
contests due to the use of larger cars and longer trains, the increasing use of hump yards, carelessness in marking, packing
and loading, and the use of flimsy packing containers by

is

shippers.

house is just as large and just as valuable to the railroad as
one saved by any other operating economy.

The very gratifying improvement shown recently has been
achieved by unremitting effort both on the part of many individual railroads and on the part of many railroad associations
in which the National Industrial Traffic League, representing the
Especial credit is due to the ComMarking and Handling of Freight, which is
a sub-committee of the Committee on Relations Between Railroads of the American Railway Association. The committee
shippers, has co-operated.

LOSS AND

AFTER

DAMAGE PAYMENTS

having conducted a "safety

first"

mittee on Packing,

campaign for the

prevention of accidents to persons for several years with remarkable success, the railroads have recently achieved some

very good results by applying "safety first" principles to the
handling of freight. The Committee on Packing, Marking and
Handling of Freight, in its recent report to the American
Railway Association, submitted statistics showing that 99 roads

had saved $3,500,000 by the reduction of their payments for
and damage to freight during the first six months of 1915
This reduction is
as compared with a similar period in 1914.
about 22 per cent and as the freight revenues for this period in-

loss

dicate a

much

smaller decrease,

the statistics

mean not only

an absolute saving, but an improvement in relation to the volume
of the traffic. "It would appear from these figures," the committee
says, "that the railroads have checked the tide in payments for
loss and damage, which has been rising, and rising rapidly,
since the fiscal year 1909."

This represents only one of the ways in which the railroads
have been increasing their efficiency, but that it is an exceedingly
important one is indicated by the fact that the freight loss and
damage payments of the railways of the United States and
Canada for the fiscal year 1914 amounted to $36,000,000. This
is onc-tcnth of Mr. Brandcis' million dollars a day, but a reduction of 22 per cent in this account, if continued for a year, would
probably result in a greater actual saving than could be accomplished by the adoption of most of his suggestions.
The dimensions of the problem are shown in the following
table giving the amounts paid on account of loss of, and damage to, freight by the railways of the United States for the last
10 years for which the figures are available, in comparison with

calls

and marking, when an improved inspechad been generally inaugurated through the
individual railroads and inspection bureaus, when more railroads than ever before had organized departments to supervise
loss and damage, and when general interest in this important
It is
subject had been spread more widely than ever before."
also the belief of members of the committee that the shippers are
assisting by giving more care to the preparation of goods for
structions for packing

tion of shipments

shipment, and the committee expresses the opinion that the
economies will be continued so that next spring a further reduction will be shown.

The Raihvay Age Gazette has described at length the loss
and damage campaigns which have been waged for several years
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and the St. Louis & San
Francisco, and some very successful results have recently been
shown also by many other roads, either with or without a spetheir employees
cial organization for the purpose of educating
shippers in
in proper methods and habits of carefulness and
proper packing. The Santa Fe has reduced its loss and damage
per cent of gross freight receipts in 1909
The Frisco, in the fiscal year 1915, reduced its loss payments on this account by 42.4 per cent as compared with the year before, while the gross freight revenue decreased only 1.7 per cent. In 1914 the claim payments were 1.68
per cent of "the freight revenue and in 1915 only .98 per cent.

payments from

1.92

to .96 per cent in 1915.

The
to

the freight revenues for each year

attention to the fact that these savings "took place at the
when the railroads had secured very nearly uniform in-

period

Illinois

freight in

Central reduced its payments for loss and d.image
the fiscal year 1915 by 27.48 per cent, while the

and the Chicago & North
loss and damage pay-

freight earnings decreased 6 per cent,
Loss anr! tl.im.lRC
p.iymenls
1905
lonfi

1907
1008
1909
1910

Freight revenue

revenues

$1').782.6Q2
21,086,21')

$l,'t.S0.772.8.18

1.3,'i

I,6'tO,.18fi,65.S

1.28

796.083

1,82.1,651,998

1.41

27, .168,664

1,655,419,108
1,677,614.678
1,925,553,036
1,925,950,887
1,968.598,630
2,198,930,565
2,114,698,000

1.65

2,'),

1911

24,754,508
21,756,671
24,589,215

1912

25,0.11,181

191.1

30,885,454
33,279,057

1014

be noted that the loss and
very close relation to the volume of
It

will

of frciRlit
^

its

freight

revenue decreased

only 3.8 per cent.

Payments for loss and damage represent an economic waste
anythat adds to the cost of transportation without benefit to
Most shippers would greatly prefer to sell their goods to
one.

1.48
1.13
1.27
1.27
1.40
1.57

damage payments bear
traffic

Wcslcrn in the same year reduced
ments by 20 per cent, whereas the

their

customers than to a

railro.id.

a claim siiffors an absolute loss.
a

as indicated by the

while the railroad that p.iys
entire subject suggests a

The

between the
large field for improvement by active co-operation

two

parties

most directly

interested.
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CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY
commercial reviews
THE
buying by
gard
to

at

any time

all

in the past

few

this

week are more

optimistic in re-

classes of people than they have been
years.

It is

a rather interesting fact
and jobbers

that this activity in buying by consumers, retailers

could have been, insofar as actual conditions of buying power
are concerned, manifested last fall in many of the corn-raising
states just as well as this year. The com crop this year is a bumper one, but so was

last year's crop.

The farmers

and Nebraska had the money to spend

last

in

fall,

Iowa, Kansas

but they were

almost as conservative, apparently, in their expenditures as were
the people in the East or New England, where the European
war had actually cut into the income of large classes of wage
earners and business men.
This is particularly well illustrated by the experience of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in the fiscal year ended June 30,
1915. The Burlington runs through the very heart of the corn-

Vol.

59.

No. 22

and in 1914 to 223,000 tons; the tonnage of a(,'riculturaf
implements to 209,000 tons in 1915, comparing with 237,000 tons
in 1914; of cement, brick and lime to 1,773,000 tons in 1915,.
comparing with 1,820,000 tons in 1914. The tonnage of bituminous coal carried in 1915 amounted to 9,413,000 tons; in
The present prosperity, therefore, of
1914 to 10,069,000 tons.
the corn-raising states at any rate, is founded on the savings,
of one very profitable year, added to the receipts which are
now coming in from a second extraordinarily large crop.
The Burlington more than made up the loss of $2,562,000
in revenue by a saving of $2,783,000 in expenses, total operating
expenses amounting to $60,441,000 in 1915 as compared with
Of the saving in expenses $817,000 was in
$63,225,000 in 1914.
maintenance of way, $785,000 in maintenance of equipment and
Probably nearly all of
$1,182,000 in transportation expenses.
the saving in maintenance of way was because of cheaper track
labor and a more efficient use of this labor.
The showing in
maintenance of equipment expenses is accounted for by the fact
tons,

&

The Chicago, Burlington

Quincy

—original cost
—was $855,000

of

15 per cent of its total tonnage is
In 1915 the road handled 4,635,000 tons of
grain as against 4,309,000 tons in 1914; but the volume of grain
raided and shipped in the states served by the road is only one

that

The farmer
of the factors in the prosperity of the farmers.
not only had an extraordinarily large crop of corn, but he got

portionate to the

very high prices for it. We would expect to find, therefore, that
with this extraordinarily large buying power of the farmers and
with the passenger business created by the expositions in California, a road like the Burlington would have shown greatly
increased earnings. Just the opposite was true, however.

000,000, or

Total operating revenues amounted to $91,125,000 in 1915, a
decrease as compared with 1914 of $2,562,000. Passenger revenue
amounted to $20,186,000, a decrease of $1,558,000, and freight

loaded cars per train 25.56 as against 25.09. The average number of tons per loaded car mile was 19.23 as against 19.08.
The increase in gross trainload, therefore, was considerably
larger than the increase shown in trainload of freight.
The Burlington retired 71 locomotives during the year and

raising belt

made up

and from 12 to

of grain.

revenue to $62,509,000, a decrease of $290,000. The falling off in
passenger revenue is probably directly attributable to conservatism in expenditures by eastern people who would under ordinary
circumstances go to California in the winter, and also probably
to conservatism on the part of the people living in the territory
served by the Burlington. Further evidence of this conservatism
in expenditures

is

shown by

the fact that the tonnage of house-

hold goods carried by the Burlington in 1915 amounted to 213,000

cars

whereas the freight-train car renewals
scrapped less depreciation and salvage

1914, there

was

a credit to this account of $39,000 in 1915.

in

The

saving in transportation expenses was much more than proThe total
falling off in business handled.
passenger mileage in 1915 was 1,079,000,000, a decrease of 73,-

between 6 and 7 per

totaled 8,527,000,000

in

cent.

The ton mileage handled

decrease of 85,000,000, or less

a

1915,

than 1 per cent.
The average trainload of freight was 492
tons in 1915 as against 479 tons in 1914. The average number
of empty cars per train was 12.44 as against 11.80 in 1914; of

added
lb.

in

35,

which changes made the average tractive power 30,808

1915

Burlington

as

against 29,549

made no charge

lb.

for

in

1914.

The

fact

that

the

freight-train car renewals has

been previously mentioned. The table showing equipment added
and retired, however, shows that the company added 2,647
freight cars to its equipment and retired 2,289.

November
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total expenditure for additions and betterments during
year was $7,509,000, of which $942,000 was for equipment,
while of the remaining $6,566,000, $2,357,000 was for land for
transportation purposes, $789,000 for grading, $631,000 for rails
and $541,000 for bridges, trestles and culverts. All of the expenditure for equipment was charged to income, and of the

The

tlie

additions and betterments, $2,399,000

was charged

to income,

and

of the remainder $1,769,000 was for new lines. The total outstanding funded debt at the end of 1915 was $181,690,000, comparing with $182,568,600 outstanding at the beginning of the

Cash on hand at the end of the year amounted to $7,123,comparing with $6,516,000 on hand at the beginning of the
year. There were at the beginning of the year $1,900,000 loans
and bills payable, which were paid off during the year, leaving
no loans and bills payable on June 30, 1915. It is interesting
to note that the audited vouchers and wages unpaid at the
beginning of the year was $9,204,000, and at the end of the
year.
000,

year $6,047,000.

The new form of balance sheet prescribed by the InterCommerce Commission when applied to the Burlington's

state

way the investment that has
been made in that property since the Hill interests took it over.
The total corporate surplus amounts to $168,859,000. Of this,
$30,487,000 is additions to property since June 30, 1907, through
income; $14,642,000 funded debt retired through income, and
The total long-term debt
$22,109,000 sinking fund reserves.
of the Burlington is only $181,690,000.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1915 as compared with 1914:
accounts brings out in a striking

Average

mileage operated
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures

Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Traffic

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Sinking funds
Dividends
Appropriation for additions and betterments
Surplus

1915
9,339
$62,509,484
20,185,564
91,125,061
11,360,210
15,415,123
1,629,676
29,117,164
832,154
2,087,041
60,441.367
4,081,508
26,578.028
27,802,098
19,041,919
1,753,007
8,867,128
3,340,669
5,081,115

the stock

995

divided into about equal parts of preferred and
net income would have been less than two per

is

common, the

cent on the preferred stock.

Something

is

obviously wrong.

The company's operating ratio in 1915 was about 75 per cent.
The average ton-mile rate was 7 mills and the average rate per
passenger per mile was 1.95 cents. When compared with the
freight and passenger rates on eastern roads these
do not seem low, but for the character of traffic handled
by the Chicago Great Western they are entirely too low. It is
the character of traffic handled and the rate received per tonmile and per passenger-mile which explains probably in large
The average trainload of all
part the high operating ratio.
freight was 574 tons in 1915, an increase of 62 tons, or 12.16
This is a particularly good
per cent as compared with 1914.
showing, especially in view of the fact that Mr. Felton points
out that the movement of traffic in 1915 was most irregular, "so
much so that no estimates could be made in advance so as to
secure its most economical handling."
The loss in revenue from freight was entirely due to a lower
ton-mile rate, the total ton mileage handled amounting to
1,378,500,000 in 1915 as compared with 1,364,000,000 in 1914. The
passenger mileage handled totaled 157,642,000 as compared with

average
rates

1914
9,140
$62,799,188
21,743,507
93,687,141
12,010,977
16,035,205
1,634,672
30,224,524
921,586
2,397,888
63,224,853
4,016,658
26,445,631
27,739,989
18,807,202
1,692,795
8,867,128
5,715,875
2,531,404

CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN
has been six years since the Chicago Great Western
was taken out of the hands of receivers. The reorganization
was under the auspices of J. P. Morgan & Co. and the new
company was given every opportunity to make of the property
Stockholders of the old company had
a profitable railroad.
been assessed $15 a share and $10,000,000 cash was provided for
immediate expenditure for betterments; fixed charges were

IT

unusually conservative

—the

funded debt

in

1915 being only at

the rate of $26,866 per mile, and carrying only 4 per cent interest

A very careful plan of rehabilitation had been drawn
up calling for the expenditure of between fifteen and eighteen
million dollars during the first three years of the new company's
management of the property. As a matter of fact, in the first
three years up to June 30, 1912, a total of $14,284,000 had been
spent for additions and betterments to road and equipment.
While the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, was one of business
depression, crops were unusually good in the corn belt and in
1914 about 27 per cent of the total tonnage of freight carried by
the Chicago Great Western was grain.
Total operating revenues of the Chicago Great Western, how-

charges.

amounted to $13,921,000, or $429,000 less than in
Operating expenses amounted to $10,447,(XK). a tlecrcasc
as compared with the previous year of $477,000. After the payment of rentals and fixed charges the company had $868,000
net income, comparing with $X96,000 in 1914. There is a total
of $89,150,0(X) outstanding stock, so that this net income would
have been less than one per cent on the total stock, and since

The Chicago Great Western
160,199,000

and

in

1914.

The

ton-mile rate in

1915

was

in 1914 7.3 mills; the rate per passenger per mile

mills,

7.0

was

1.95

cents in 1915 and 2.00 cents in 1914.

The

reorganization plan of 1909 called attention to the fact
on the 818 miles of the Chicago

that gross earnings per mile

Great Western proper, exclusive of the 657 additional miles
which the company leases and operates, were at the rate of
$10,202 in 1906 and $10,830 in 1907. As a matter of fact, however, the average earnings per mile of road operated, including
all

of the mileage operated, were $7,283 in l'X)6, and $7,727 in
The freight density in 1915 was
and $9,749 in 1915.

1907,

9o5,400 tons one mile per mile of road.

One

other factor should be mentioned. The interest charges
company has to pay a large sum for joint

are very low, but the

This amounted to $694,000 in 1915 and was an
compared with the previous year of $133,000, or
In 1915
nearly 24 per cent. Taxes are also an undue burden.
they amounted to $."^80,000, an increase over the previous year of
facility rents.

increase as

ever, in 1915

$81,(XX).

1914.

$4''8,()(K)

was spent for additions and betterments

$()91,000

for

and over

l')0')

additions to equipment.

issued (luring the year and the

end of the year

in

of $351,lX)0, or 65.42 per cent,

$2,776,0(X1 c.ish,

with $2,577,000 cash on hand
with no hills payable.

ro.id

hills

1915

and

sccmitics were

company had on hand

with no

at

No new

to

at

the

payable, comparing

the eml of the previous year,
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President Felton, in his annual report to stockholders, says

"The average net income for the past six years has amounted
The decisions of the courts have indicated 7
to $2,243,205.
per cent as a reasonable return on railroad property. If this
amount is capitalized at 7 per cent, it would mean the value of
the road and its equipment is but $22,726 per mile. A physical
valuation of the property, when completed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission,

accordance with the present law, in
a value of at least double that
The 41 railroads in the western rate case showed a
7 per cent on but $28,048 per mile in 1914.
It would
will

probability

all

amount.

in

disclose

return at
seem, therefore, that the efforts of the officers of this company
and others in the western territory to secure increased rates were
fully warranted.
This situation has been placed before the
various commissions and taxing bodies, and yet no substantial

been secured."
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915 as compared with 1914:
relief has

I9I5

Average mileage operated

1914

1,428

revenue
Passenger revenue
operating
revenues
Total
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment Cr
Total operating expenses
Freight

1,496
$9,956,308
3,205,992
14.349,739
2,033,781
2,390,863
577.769
5,431,829
79,354
410,038

$9,645,527
3,074,050
13,920,685
1,876,924
2,398,216
561,526
5,150,730
85,868
384,092
10,789
10,446,567
580,026
2,889,931
3,136,149
868,194

—

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income

Net income
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bituminous coal traffic, and also a large business of merchandise
and manufactures originating in Chicago and other middle western cities destined for the South. The business depression, and
especially the very severe depression in the South, caused a
loss of revenue in 1915 as compared with 1914 of 9.1 per cent.
The total tonnage of freight handled amounted to 12,733,000 in
The tonnage of bitu1915, as against 13,804,000 tons in 1914.

minous coal in 1915 was 6,587,000, or 51.73 per cent of the total
tonnage, and in 1914 bituminous coal tonnage amounted to 7,477,000 tons, or 54.17 per cent of the total tonnage handled in that
year. There was a falling off of 890,000 tons, or 11.90 per cent,
Total passengers carried
in 1915 as compared with 1914.
amounted to 4,441,000 in 1915 as against 5,149,000 in 1914.
With a loss of 9.1 per cent in operating revenue there was
11.3 per cent in operating expenses, the total in
Transportation expenses amounted to
being $11,606,000.
$5,375,000, which was $541,000, or 9.1 per cent, less than in

a saving of

1915

This was just commensurate, therefore, with the loss in
The greater part of the saving was therefore through
smaller expenditures for maintenance, and particularly maintenance of equipment. In 1915 $3,172,000 was spent on this acUndoubtedly 1914
count, or 22.6 per cent less than in 1914.
1914.

revenue.

10,923,634
498,764
2,927,341
3,073,480
895,970

ILLINOIS

TT

is hard to see why the St. Louis & San Francisco should
have ever been willing to guarantee 6 per cent on the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois preferred stock and 10 per cent on the common
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, the Chicago &
stock.
Eastern Illinois, which is being operated by a receiver, had a

deficit,

after providing for all fixed charges exclusive of any-

Even

thing on the stock, of $1,844,000.
insofar as operating income

operating income, which
interest

charges

and

is

is

the

dividends,

so

it

did slightly better,

concerned, than in 1914.

amount
was $1,967,000

for

available
in

The

V Kansas

rentals,

1915,

and

$1,917,000 in 1914.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois operates 1,282 miles of road.
This includes the Evansville & Indianapolis, which was taken
over in 1911. In May, 1913, both the St. Louis & San Francisco
and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois went in the hands of receivers. Previously the Chicago & Eastern Illinois was controlled
by and operated in connection with the St. Louis & San Francisco, the Frisco having issued its own certificates of deposit
for preferred and common stock of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois and guaranteed 6 per cent on the certificates issued for
the preferred, and 10 per cent on the certificates issued for the
common. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912 the first in
which the Evansville & Indianapolis was inckidcd with the Chi-

—

—

cago & Eastern Illinois there was $3,889,000 operating income,
and the company paid 6 per cent on its preferred and 5 per cent
on its common, leaving the remaining 5 per cent on the common
Operating revenues in 1912
to be made up by the Frisco.
amounted to $15,216,000, comparing witli $14,211,000 in the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1915. Expenses, on the other liand, amounted
to $10,900,000 in 1912, and to $11,606,000 in 1915, but nearly
all

the

difference

was in the amount spent for maintenance.
was spent for maintenance of way, and $3,172,-

In 1915 $2,253,000
000 for maintenance of equipment in 1912 $1,463,000 for maintenance of way, and $2,778,000 for maintenance of equipment.

.

tndicaies Double
or Three Tracks

ITENN°ESSEE

The Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois

was an abnormal year for maintenance of equipment expenses,
the receiver finding it necessary, probably, to spend large suras
for deferred maintenance. The following table shows the percentage of each class of expenses to total operating revenues in
1915 and 1914:
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of eqyipmcnt
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment

Traffic

— Cr

1915

1914

15.85
22.32

14.41

26.22

1.99

1.83

37.82

37.84

0.67
3.12
0.10

0.71

2.70
....

81.67

83.71

;

that the maintenance charges in
1912 and the years following up to the receivership were not
adequate for the upkeep of the property to the most economical
standard. Transportation expenses in 1912 amounted to $5,811,-

Time has apparently proved

and in 1915 to $5,375,000.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois handles a large volume of

000,

Total

will be seen that the maintenance of equipment expenses
take an unusually large proportion of operating revenues,
notwithstanding the big cut in 1915 as compared with 1914.
It

still

The Chicago & Eastern
rate

on

its

Illinois

mile rate of 1.84 cents.

received an average ton-mile

and a passengerBoth rates are very low, and this is

revenue freight of

5.3 mills in 1915,

November

an important factor

The
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in the

high operating ratio

court ordered the receiver, beginning

—81.67

March

1915, to

Orin Jc.

Y

HE

Colorado & Southern's operating revenues for the
I
-*•
fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, compared favorably with 1014
partly because that year was adversely affected by the Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company's miners' strike and partly because of the
large export grain movement which took place in 1915 via the gulf
ports.
The total operating revenues of $13,223,000 in 1914 were
the smallest in any year since 1906.
In 1915 total operating
revenues amounted to $14,091,000; operating expenses amounted
to $10,011,000, comparing with $9,746,000 in the previous year, and
'

pay no interest on mortgage indebtedness, and further ordered
in November, 1914, that no interest be paid on bills payable.

W

COLORADO & SOUTHERN

per cent.

25,

997

^

after the

payment of taxes there was a net operating income

able for interest charges, rentals, dividends,

compared with

$2,821,000 in 1914.

avail-

of $3,446,000 as
This would be 7 per cent on
etc.,

$26,700 per mile operated.

The Colorado & Southern owns a half interest in the Trin& Brazos Valley, which runs from Ft. Worth, Tex., to Houston.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific owns the other half
interest and the Trinity & Brazos Valley was put into the
hands of a receiver in June, 1914. The Colorado & Southern
ity

received no interest on

investment in this property during
was a loss of income from
sources other than operation of $455,000.
The net corporate
its

the 1915 fiscal year, so that there

leadM'e'^

Ba/dmn

income available for dividends, after the payment of rentals
and interest charges, was $554,000. No dividends were paid
and this amount was carried to the credit of profit and loss.
The increase in revenue was entirely from freight. In 1915
71 per cent of total revenues were from freight and 23 per
cent from passengers. The total ton mileage in 1915 was 983,465,000, an increase as compared with the previous year of 107,Of the total in 1915 937,171,000 ton miles was on the
337,000.
standard gage lines and 10,294,000 on the narrow gage lines.
The Colorado & Southern operates 1,522 miles of standard
gage track and 318 miles of narrow gage. The freight density

o

N

M
The Colorado

Of

&

Southern

,y--^""-^

the $4,395,000 interest and rentals accrued during the year,

was not paid, and the receivers, therefore, had a surfrom operation of $418,000. An extensive program of
maintenance was undertaken on April 1, which included the
laying of 10,000 tons of 90-lb. rail and the relaying of worn
rail in light traffic lines, and this program was completed late
With the improvement in condition of equipment,
this fall.
which was brought about by the taking up of deferred maintenance in 1914, and also to some extent in 1915, and with the
improvement in the condition of roadbed and track, which has
$2,262,000

plus

now been completed, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois ought to
be in shape to handle traffic more economically than it did in
the year ended June 30, 1915.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1915 as compared with 1914
Ills

Average mileage operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Freight
Total

operating

"Maintenance
Maintenance

revcnms
way and

of
of

structures

equipment
expenses
Transiiorlation expenses
Miaccllaneous expenses
fiincral expenses
Transportation for investment
Total operating expenses
Traffic

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Deficit

* This

As

— Cr

19H

1,282

1.283

$10,295,909
2,755,021
14,210,602
2,252,547
3,171,644
282,201
5,374,796
95,756
442,643
13,682
11,605,905
636,000
1,967,224
2,550,591
"1,844,497

$11,324,292
2,963,222
15,633,625
2,252,846
4,099,023
286,468
5,915.407
105.956
442,789
13,086,489
630,500
1,916,636
3,035,966
'1,525,892

deficit is arrived at after suhtracling interest and rentals due.
n matter of faei, in 1915 (he receivers did not pay $2,262,000 interest
in 1914 $517,000 interest due.

due and

lYtii6n

on the standard gage is 639,000 tons one mile per mile of road,
and on the narrow ga^;c 32,000.
The revenue per ton per
mile from freight was 1.013 cents in 1915 and 1.033 cents in
1914.
Of the total 6,450,000 tons of freight carried by the Colorado & Southern in 1915, 65 per cent originated on this system
and 35 per cent was delivered to it from other roads.
Of
the total tonnage carried 2i per cent was fiirnislicd by bifu-
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minous coal and 10 per cent by lignite. Either the ton-mile
rate is very low or the average haul very short for lignite coal,
since the tonnage was 10 per cent of the total tonnage, whereas
the revenue was but 4 per cent of the total freight revenue.

On

was 23

the other hand, while the tonnage of bituminous coal

Illllilllllllllllllllll

^Illklllllllllt

and of this, approximately 60 per cent
originated on the Colorado & Southern.
products,
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per cent of the total tonnage, the revenue from it was 19.62
per cent. Of the total tonnage carried in 1915 24.84 per cent was
agricultural

Vol.

CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Mobile, Ala.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age Gazette:

055,000

Referring to pages 691, 692, 693 and 694 of your issue of
October 15, 1915, giving an account of the second annual meeting of the Railway Fire Protection Association in Chicago,
October 5-7, 1915, I beg to direct your attention to comments on
the report of the committee on hand fire extinguishing apparatus shown on page 692, reading in part as follows

on the standard gage lines, but the principal
was made through longer trains. The
average number of freight cars per train for standard gage
was 25.55 in 1915 as against 24.46 in 1914. It is interesting to
note that the passenger-train miles in 1915 were 2,550,000, a
decrease as compared with the previous year of 272,000, compar-

found that all roads agree on the value of the chemical extinguisher and barrels and buckets, 55 per cent of those reporting
stating that they do not use this apparatus and 50 per cent of
those who do use them state that they are not recommended."
The percentages referred to above had reference to the hand
grenades and the dry powder type and not to the chemical exFor your information I
tinguishers or barrels and buckets.

With an

increase

of over

12

per cent

the

in

ton mileage,

transportation expenses amounted to $4,881,000 as against $5,-

The trainload of revenue freight on the
in 1914.
standard gage averaged 318 tons in 1915 as against 302 tons
in 1914.
On narrow gage the average trainload was 75 tons
The average for the entire
in 1915 and 84 tons in 1914.
system was 308 in 1915 and 291 in 1914. Carloading was very
slightly

gain

in

better

trainloading

ing with a decrease of but 2.5 per cent in passengers carried
one mile. The saving in transportation expenses was fairly

"From data secured

in

reply to questions

sent out,

it

was

evenly distributed among the primary accounts.
The company increased its outstanding debt by the issue of
$1,120,000 Fort Worth & Denver City equipment trust notes

quote the following from the committee's report
"From data, secured from members of the association in reply
to questions sent out, it is determined that all the roads agree
on the value of the chemical extinguisher and barrels and
buckets as standard forms of first-aid apparatus, and that nearly

and the retirement of certain bonds under sinking funds, making

all

A

total of $1,111,000 was spent
the net increase in debt $789,000.
for additions and betterments, of which $955,000 was for equip-

The principal items of new equipment were five Santa
Fe type superheater locomotives with mechanical stokers and 10
Mikado superheater oil-burning locomotives and 1,200 steel center
At the end of the year there was $1,562,000 cash
sill box cars.
ment.

on hand, with no loans and bills payable.
The table shows the figures for operation

in

Total operating revenues

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
'""'.
.::::::::::::::::::
Ssr'exrnserTotal operatinTexpenses
Taxes
Oneratinff income
....
G?oss nfome
..
Net inco™
Dividends
Surplus

....
.

THE CAB SIGNALS AND AUTOMATIC STOPS
AT OROVILLE

A'^^^

^^A^°Aii
Hli-I^l
14,090.516

^Vill'^Al

1,728,254
2,691,585

llhti^

il^lt
'"'""-^I?
616. U53
3,445,566
3,903,442
553.767

.

553,767

San Francisco.

1914

1,840

.

Secretary, Railway Fire Protection Association.

1915 and 1914:

1915

Averaee miloaee operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue

of them agree on the undesirability of the hand grenades and
dry powder type, 65 per cent of those reporting stating that they
do not use this form of apparatus and 50 per cent of those who
do use them state that they are not recommended."
C. B. Edw,\rds

Hilify
13,222,737
1,»1»,14&
2,184. /84

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
Your issue of October 29 contains a letter under
:

the heading,

,

r

nJf'nf

'-AnfA
9,746,003
o.>s,4du

2,821,328
3,711,731
406.151
340,266
65,885

NEW BOOKS
Proceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials. .Size 6 in. by 9
Published by the
illustrated.
in.. Part 1. 485 pages; Part 2, 477 pages;
Price, paper $5, cloth $5.50 and half leather $6, each.
society.
Part 1 contains the 29 committee reports presented at the last

convention, held in Atlantic City on June 22-26, 1915, with disAmong the reports of special interest to
cussions of them.
railway men are those on Finishing Temperatures of Rails;

Accelerated Tests of Cement; Standard Tests of Concrete and
Concrete Aggregates; Preservative Coatings for Structural Materials; Standard Specifications for Coal; Standard Specifications for Timber; Waterproofing Materials, and Standard Tests
of Insulating Materials.
Part 2 contains the 25 technical papers presented before the
same meeting with discussions. Among those papers of special
Battery Zincs; Some Causes of Defective Servinterest are:
ice, by Robert Job and F. F. White; The Effect of Finer Grind-

ing and a Higher SOa Content Upon the Physical Properties
of Portland Cement, by P. H. Bates; A Fungus Bed Test of

Wood Preservatives, by Cloyd M. Chapman, and The New
Physical and Chemical Laboratory of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company at Altoona, by C. D. Young.
These volumes are arranged and printed to the same high
standards governing previous proceedings of this society.

"Oroville Signalling Criticized," signed "M. Tainer." The letter
contains so many incorrect and unwarranted statements that

without desire for controversy, some reply is needed. Criticism
is expected, but it is only right also to expect it to be made in a
spirit of fairness and based on thorough knowledge of all details
of the system and of its operation, tests and records. The letter
in question does not show that spirit of fair play to which we
are justly entitled, nor is its writer competent to pass judgment
without much greater familiarity with the system and its appliances than he has had opportunity to acquire. The latter part
of his first paragraph condemns expenditure in the effort to improve conditions for safety in railway operation and is indicative
of the narrowness of his criticisins following. The few who have
joined in financing this particular effort are not of small caliber
and are well satisfied with the success already attained.

"M. Tainer"

states that our devices are arranged on the open
and implies that they will not detect their own
failures.
Both statement and implication are entirely wrong.
The system is not arranged on the open circuit plan. The description published in your issue of October 8 does not disclose in
detail the methods of protection used.
Complete information on
this point was not given on account of certain pending patent applications.
.\11 of the circuits used, on engine and roadside, are
arranged entirely as closed circuits. The apparently normally
open contact at signal locations is thoroughly protected against
failure in operation by a protective relay positively connected
across the point into normally closed circuits.
Two prominent
signal engineers, after examination of our circuits and inspection
and tests of our relays, have been satisfied that our protective
features are effective and reliable and free us from any danger
in the use of the contact point in question.
The open circuit
circuit

plan

practically does not exist in this system.

The apparatus on

the engine

is

far

from being complicated

November
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and we have been unable to detect any point in it where any
weather conditions can have detrimental effect upon operation.
The energization or action of the magnets cannot be affected by
the severest cold or frost, nor can the magnetic current induced
be scattered or interfered with by snow, ice, water or mud lying
in its path. The engine signal-valve and the train-stop appliance
are not subject to moisture or lubricatory troubles through extreme cold. The air system is less liable to troubles than much
All circuits and instruments are fully
of the Westinghouse.
equal to the best in use under extreme climatic conditions.

The line circuits, except in overlap, require less wires than
for semaphore signals, two wires for the three signals and the
automatic stop, as against three wires for the three-position semaphore. As to cost of an installation, we are in better position
than "M. Tainer" to make comparisons and can state that the
complete system, including all road and locomotive equipment,
can be installed per railroad district or division at the same or
lower cost than a good semaphore system covering the same
conditions.

Current consumption is not in excess of that required for semaphore signals. It is to be noted that the setting of signals ahead
of and behind a moving train requires no extra current consumptoin, such setting being obtained simply by the opening or closing
of the line relay circuits. Practically no current is consumed by
track magnets except for the very brief interval of actual delivery
of a signal, a period of ten to fifteen seconds for delivery of
current of five amperes at ten volts.
Failure of contact 35 to close

when

it

should, or failure of

relay 9 to pick up its armature through exhaustion of battery 26,
have been absolutely covered in our protective system earlier
referred to. The working of the back-contact has been made
more certain and secure than the front-contact of any type of
relay now in service. The wiring of the engine equipment is so
arranged as to effectually guard against any failure of the apparatus through cross connections and this has been amply demonstrated in actual practice. Also the air system is so arranged
that the breaking or leaking of any pipe or connection will cause
instant and positive indication of the leak.
As to overlap, we make no argument for or against its use.
That is beside the question since the one overlap of the Oroville
installation is provided solely to meet certain conditions and
limitations which would similarly control in a semaphore system
under the same conditions and space limits. This overlap has no
bearing whatever on the location of automatic stops, a fact not
grasped by "M. Tainer." In a cab-signal system the locations
for giving signals are of necessity quite different from those
used for giving roadside signals. The cab-signal must be given
at the point where the semaphore signal ordinarily comes first
into clear view. In either system the spacing between signals is
the same, giving the engineer equal time in each to act on one

before receiving another.
In this installation the stop
received in the cab at braking distance in advance [rear]
of the usual semaphore stop signal location and the automatic
stop is given at this semaphore, provided the train is nm past
signal

signal

is

end being at braking distance beyond. The
is no more an essential
part of this system than it is of the roadside signal system. We
do not claim that the Oroville installation is an ideal one. It is
too limited in extent and too hampered by present unusual district
terminal conditions to be held as a model.
Its chief purpose
is to demonstrate that signals and brake ap|)licatioiis can be successfully and reliably transniitlod to moving trains without the
use of mechanical or electrical contacts with roa<lbcd apparatus
and operated without disarrangement or improper delay of
traflic.
We arc prepared to successfully <lcmonstrate these essential points and with greatly increased safety in railway operation; also to show that the system can be so arranged and
operated as to give complete protection everywhere.
In this installation the upper surface of track-magnets is 1 l.J in.
above the top of rails and the lower face of receiving-coils is ,3 in,
above the upper surface of track-magnets, giving the receivingcoils a height slighlly above the maxiiuinn height of pilot above
this point, the block

overlap, whether good, bad or indifferent,

999

rails as used on this road.
The clearance between track-magnets
and receiving-coils may be materially increased by lowering the

track-magnets, with reliable transmission operation

still

assured.

Also track-magnets may be placed with their upper surfaces even
somewhat below the rails' upper level and the receiving-coils
considerably lowered before reaching a level where reasonable
plow protection cannot ensure their safety.
The action of the dashpots of the time-limit relay has been
proved perfectly regular and reliable. Humidity and temperature
have no effect upon them and no lubrication or packing of any
kind is used in them. They consist simply of a graphite piston
running true in a polished bronze cylinder. After long use no

wear

is

The

perceptible.

of non-operation of armature 14 of relay 9 and
contact 35 has been fully guarded and covered in the protective
features previously noted.
liability

The use of

time-limit relays

is essential for economical battery
roads using energy supplied from any
form of battery, but this form of relay may be dispensed with
when current is derived from a power plant, as the increased
current consumption occasioned by its non-use is then not suffici-

consumption

in the case of

ent to greatly affect the

economy of

This particular

the system.

relay has, however, been developed to the point of entire reliability

under heavy

use.

They very

closely resemble the ordinary free-

acting type and particular care has been taken in design

construction to

make

all

and

parts of this instrument extremely free

working, to guard against any possible chance of sticking.
The use of the local track circuit where one rail is common
to two circuits has, under our provisions, proved perfectly reliable.
We have been able to completely guard against failure from the
varying condition due to poor insulation, broken or loose connections, broken rails, etc.
This short track section is not expensive in installation or maintenance. Under our arrangements
it does not introduce complications or interference with connected
track-circuits.

The

attention of the engineer need not be at

all

diverted from

order to observe the cab-signals. He cannot
well escape noting the light signal given above or beside his
forward window and he cannot fail to hear and recognize the
signal also given by the whistles of distinctly different tone. The
single act needed to stop both light and whistle is performed
without taking his eyes from track or gauges.
The substitution of cab-signals for wayside ones does not
make difficult a check of the display of signals. The use of a
very simple and inexpensive recording device not only makes
such a check possible, but establishes an indisputable record.
have had no trouble in obtaining satisfactory maintenance.
In our experience with this system, the maintainer of average
ability has no difficulty in locating troubles and in determining,
when the trouble has been located, whether or not it has been
removed.
his

watch ahead,

in

We

It would be unwise to place sole dependence on cab-signals
and we do not do so. "M. Tainer" has overlooked the two-light
marker placed at each automatic-stop location. This marker
displays continuously the clear signal when the block ahead is
clear, or a stop signal if the block ahead is occupied.
More than
braking distance is provided from the distant point at which these
marker lights are clearly visible, before the block end can be
reached.
Even were the entire signal apparatus disabled, the
engineer still has the marker at each automatic-stop location to
guide him. Only by a serious accident to the locomotive could
all the signal-indicating apparatus and the automatic-stop appliance be rendered non-operative. Means have been provided for
readily cutting out any section where troiible develops without

interfering with other sections.

proved more

The locomotive apparatus has

semaphore arms, according to the records of semaphore performance.
The statement made that the automatic stop should not lie .ipplicd when speed is being reduced to bring the train to a stop
before the home signal is reached is correct. As has been stated,
reliable in operation than

in the Oroville installation,

home

sigiiiil

;inil

the automatic stop

is

placed at the

the stop operated there should attempt be

made
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to pass that point with tlie liome signal set at stop.
If desired,
however, an automatic stop can be located at any point in advance [rear] of the home signal and its action regulated to pass
a train running at such reducing speed as will bring the train to a

home signal. Further, in this system, when brakes are
applied by the stopping device, their release is impossible until
the train has been brought to a stop. The stopping device gives
stop at the

only the service application and the engineer is not prevented
from increasing the appHcation but he cannot decrease it.
This automatic stop feature may separately that is, without the
;

cab-signals

semaphore
is

made

to

— be

—

applied as an au.xiliary device to

any existing
and be non-operative unless the attempt
run past a semaphore stop signal or be made operative
installation

only at a predetermined rate of speed.
In conclusion, we desire to go on record as fully recognizing
the vital importance of heeding the final judgment of practical
and conservative signal experts in the fundamental principles

governing design, construction and operation of circuits and
apparatus. It is our constant effort to fully meet and cover all
such established rules and principles. This we believe we have
accomplished and on this basis we claim the right of fair and
unprejudiced consideration, an element entirely foreign to the
letter signed

"M. Tainer."
F. F.
President,

AN ANSWER TO "A

Chicago,

111.

lO THE T^
llDITOR OF THE RAILWAY AgE GazETTE
Having been employed for some 12 or 14 years in various
clerical capacities and in different departments by several
of
:

the

more important transportation

interests,

I

am

keenly inter-

ested in the subject discussed in the letter published in your issue

of September

10, page 459, and fully agree with .the statement
that the inefficiency of railroad employees is an issue that warrants the serious consideration of executives and officers.

The indictment in this plea is puerile, and leads one to believe
that the author has grossly exaggerated his lack of knowledge
of certain movements designed to develop efficiency. Surely no
one,

unless

he

has

spent his time at some lonely whistle
would be uninformed as to the mediums

station in the West,

existing for this purpose.

—

that their success

is contingent to a great extent on the success
of operation and cherishing the hope that their efforts will be
recognized and rewarded; and they frequently are.
There is

who regard their position as a place "in out of
the wet" and are incapable of diverting their minds from their
pleasures, the clock and pay-day.
also that class

To my mind it is inconceivable that the efforts of various
educational institutions, publishing houses, railroad journals and
the public at large

is

well informed with

I

am

positive that

respect thereto and

may be the exception that there is to all rules.
In regard to the matter of schools, there is hardly a university in the country that does not have a course covering some
phase of transportation and commerce. There are also several

that this clerk

correspondence schools devoting their activity to the development
of efficiency in certain of the many branches of railroading. The
fees charged are nominal and the item of expense is not sufficient to deter an ambitious railroad

edge that

As
from

will stand

him

in

to books, there are so

man from

acquiring knowl-

good

stead.

many

that every phase of railroading

the clipping of coupons to the destruction of

weeds has
of these books are to be found on
the shelves of the public libraries of even the smaller municipalities.
There are also excellent addresses given by prominent
been well covered.

To my

mind, the solution of this question rests primarily on
The elevation of the educational and moral qualifications for admission to the service, the pursuit of a special
educational plan with regard to those now in the service designed to promote their greater efficiency and familiarize them
three things

:

with the practical and economic questions concerning their vocation, and a fair and impartial basis of reward for their efficiency.

Two barriers to rapid advancement that I have noted are the
observance of seniority in filling vacancies and the fact that certain desks are paid rather than their incumbents.
As to the
former, the mere fact that a man may have served 10, 20 or 40
years in a given office or department is not conclusive evidence
Indeed, it is sometimes stated that this in
proof of inefficiency and lack of ambition. Be that as
it
may, if the higher positions are filled by men of this
sort of avenues of progress are effectively closed to the ambitious employee.
Under the desk payment plan, the management may decide
as to his efficiency.

itself is

that

the

maximum

figure

for

tariff

clerks

respective of

how

be $100,

for

and so on.

Ir-

will

rate quotation clerks $75, for stenographers $60

an employee may be who occupies a

efficient

position in one of these classes, the possibility of his securing
additional money in that particular position is precluded by
this policy, the

wisdom of which

is

open

to question.

It is

not

and being unable to obtain any additional remuneration or
broaden his experience in connection with the duties he is now
efficiencly performing, begins to lose interest and may finally
cast his lot with the incompetents.
The business of the railroad is manufacturing and selling
transportation, and the lowliest employee to some degree assists
in the sale of that product, and his inefficiency is frequently
responsible for a loss which has no place in a well-organized
and a well-regulated business.
Through the medium of the universities, the correspondence
school,

etc.,

a quantity

Many

men in transportation work, from time to time, which are reported through the medium of the daily press, periodicals, etc.

of

desirable

annually, and seemingly the

timber

placed

is

in

the

man who

has bought, paid for
and completed a vocational course should be given the preference over others who are not so equipped. Most all companies
field

are engaged in some

Railroad employees may be divided into two classes; so may
all other employees, so are bees in the hive
workers and drones.
There are those employees who place their employers' interests
(even though it be a corporation) above their own, realizing

others have fallen on barren ground, and
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surprising, therefore, that an employee, finding his advance hard

CLERK'S PLEA"

_,

a,

BosTWiCK

The National Safety Appliance Company.

Vol.

way

or another in an educational plan to

For the most part this has been confined
machine shop practice and operating department employees

develop employees.
to

by the apprenticing of student employees. Several lines, however,
have a well-developed course in transportation embracing varied
subjects, which is at the disposal of such employees as are
inclined to take up the work.
In conclusion, I offer a suggestion which comes from the
clerks themselves through a publication of theirs
"During the
dull or ordinary times clerks should be shifted from one position to another, so that they may become familiar with the
various tasks necessary to the running of the office.
In busy
seasons such training may make comparatively easy an increase
of the force in some departments and a decrease of the force
in others, thus reducing and eliminating the necessity of discharging experienced workers. When new workers are added
only minor positions will be affected, and the net results will
be the lessening of the total yearly mistakes." This plan also
has its advantages in that it may uncover a man who is not
particularly fitted for the position he may be occupying but
is an exceptionally efficient employee on some other work in
the same department.
The writer is convinced that the efficiency of the office rank
and file may be greatly enhanced by the utilization of effective
educational methods and mediums now available, and from the
:

progress

made

in the past

it

is

probable that the transportation

interests will not fail to place their approval

and thereby elevate the railroad job

to

on these methods

the dignity of

a pro-

fession.

L. E.

La

Riley

Salle Extension University.

Transverse Fissures the Result of Rail Gagging
Intergranular and Coalescent Types Caused by Local Application of

Gag

to

Base and Head
By

p.

Consulting Engineer,

The cold straightening of rails after they leave the hotbeds is
an important subject. The value of smoothness and stability of
track has been recognized by railroad officials for many years,
as indicated by the large outlays for stiffer rails, sufficient ballast,
and efficient labor to maintain the surface of the track.
To make the present steel rails with large mechanical properties as girders is a series of theoretical and practical problems,
and the old adage, "strike when the iron is hot," is true of each

CfTQiis/?

- /</r

sery/os

of Rail Respectively

H. Dudley
New York Central

Lines.

transitory deflection to their position in the equilibrium depression under the passing wheel loads, but the undulations decrease

with the increased stiffness and smoothness of the
same roadbed.

rails

on the

Fig. 9 is a track indicator diagram of the surface undulations
of the N. Y. C. & H. R. 4i^-in. 6S-lb. rail used in 1881. This
had a narrow deep head, made from the recommendations of a

committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers

Amerfc<^-3yr.sery/cc

in

1873.

Worn 6S//>r<9//- /d6/

./yg.9.

/vp.//

6 -/00//>. Daef/sy SecZ/'an

-

3 T/e Jo/rjTs.

iVorn-65/A.r^il- /BSt

i i^"lu|i. A-ii § l4^^^-J^^
stage in

its

logical

order

— selecting

making the

the ores, smelting tliem in

open hearth furnace,
teeming the ingots, stripping, then promptly charging them into
the reheating furnaces, blooming the ingots, reheating the blooms,
rolling the blooms into bars at suitable temperatures, hot sawing
the rails, cambering, cooling and recalescnce on the hotbeds, then
cold straightening, inspecting, drilling the rails and loading on
cars for shipment. The rails are then laid in the tracks where
the metal of the section receives the "Twentieth Century" or
other trains through the individual wheel loads, carries and disthe blast furnace,

steel in the

ample length of the section to the crossand roadbed at 60 or more miles per hour, which

tributes the strains in
ties,

ballast

can be repeated

The

raising

duction of

many
of

stiffer

times daily for years of service.

the

standards of the track and the introaccomplish this, is interesting history

rails to

by diagrams of my track inspection
These will be limited to the indications
of the surface undulations and joints of the two lines of rails
which have been copied from my report in the Proceedings of
the International
Railway Congress, Sixth Session, Paris,
1900, where more complete diagrams of track inspections are

which can be
for a

illustrated

number of

f/g./6

years.

reproduced.

These show the effect of the flexible roadbed inaugurated by
John I!. Jcrvis in 1832 after he o|)eued the Mohawk & Hudson
Railroad, Aug. 9, 1831, constructed with rigid supports for his
strap iron rails. This is in the sense that, from the trackman's
surface, the rails, crossties, ballast and roadbed undergo a

/^/b/rew S-ao/A Section

Track Indicator Diagrams

of

-

3 7/'e i/o/nTs.

Various Rail Sections Showing Their

Surface Undulations

The spacing of the horizontal lines for the vertical imdulations
of the rails by the track indicator was 1/10 in., and the scale
for length, 1 in. of paper to SO ft. of track.
These have been
reduced about one-half in the illustrations.
The first part of Fig. 9 is a diagram of English rails, hot
straightened, while the smoother part is of American rails
which had been in service three years. The American rails were
all cambered as they came from the rolls, and the general surface
was smoother than that of the English rails.
Fig. 10 shows rails which bad been in the track for several
years; the joints were low and the receiving ends cut out, while
a few of the rails were rough originally.
The diagram was
representative of the condition of tracks of light rails from
1878 to 1884 on the trunk lines, after about 8 to 10 years'
service.
Then the rails were taken iip, the receiving ends cut
off and rcdrillcd, ami the rails were relaid.
Fig. 11 shows rails with some receiving ends cut out at the
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though the rails themselves had a wavy surface. The
under all of these 4^-in. rails cut out under the seats
and were destroyed by mechanical abrasion rather than decay.
The generated dynamic wheel effects were large for moderate
There was a general opinion among operating officials
speeds.
between 1870 and 1885 that the dynamic shocks on the iron and
early light steel sections were nearly in proportion to the square
of the speeds, and freight trains were limited to 12 and 15 miles
per hour. Freight train crews which exceeded 16 miles per hour
were disciplined on some roads.

Vol.

of the 5M(-in- 80-lb. and the 6-in. 100-lb. rail, with
I had stipulated in the specifications that

joints,

stiffer sections

crossties

several others, in 1892,

We

are unable to appreciate the difficulties of operation of
the railroads on the early tracks, from our present standards.
track indicator ran over a few rail 4^-ft. lengths of the

My

early fish-bellied rails with mitre chair joints, in a siding of
the B. & A., and the average undulations were at the rate of
41

ft.

per mile instead of 2

ft.

in

our best tracks.

ran over

I
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the supports in the straightening presses should be widened from

This resulted in a smoother finished
in. to 40 or 44 in.
The
and line of the rails than previously secured.
knowledge of what could and should be done was an important
24 or 30
surface

factor in securing the desired results.
Fig. 16 is the track indicator diagram of the 6-in. 100-lb.
Dudley section in which, the vertical undulations of the track
were less than 1/10 in. The surface of the rails in the track

was comparatively smooth, and

The undulations

cated.

the

in the track,

joints

are

not even

which averaged 8

ft.

indi-

per mile

on the light rails in 1881, were reduced to 2 ft. per mile in 1892
by the use of the 6-in. 100-lb. rails on the same roadbed, with
an added threefold capacity and stability of the- track.
The determinations of the stremmatograph of the unit stresses
in stiff rails under the subdivided wheel loads of the present
heavier equipment show their favorable distribution through
These
the metal of the section to the crossties and roadbed.
determinations furnish the explanation of the increased capacity
and stability of the track of the 6-in. 100-lb. rail on the same

'-J

roadbed over the former light sections as a more efficient engineering structure to distribute the effect of the wheel loads
to the roadbed.

The knowledge acquired in the past 31 years in the design
and use of stiff sections of steel rails to develop the high
standards of track shows that the rails which are not smooth
in the bearing surface of the head cannot be laid and maintained in surface by the trackmen as desired and expected from
the stiffness and weight of the section. This is a condition of

18— Intergranular Type. This Illustrates the General Type of
the Intergranular Nucleus and Is the More Common (rem the
Fact That Rails Are Cambered as a Rule to Cool Low on
the Hotbeds and Then Gagged Upon the Base

Fig.

a few miles of 12 to 18-ft. iron rails, with chair joints, on
the poorest track, and the undulations average 27 ft. per mile.
.

Each joint gave severe shocks and the speed was limited to 12
miles per hour for the light equipment.
Fig. 17 shows the diagram of the N. Y. C. & H, R. pioneer 5-in.
80-lb. section, rolled

short period

for

by Capt. Hunt

at

Fig.

19

— Coalescent Type

of Interior

Transverse Fissure. Transverse

the Nucleus a Crack Under the Bearing
Surface. Rail Gagged on the Head

View Showing

—

Troy, in April, 1884

the present development.

These

rails

Capt.

Hunt was

the steel beyond the ability of the trackmen to correct, which

obliged to straighten upon short span supports, the
sane as had been used for the limber 4y2-in. 65-lb. rails. The
surface was "kinky" and the trackmen were never able to

the rails require renewal for smooth riding track.

surface those rails to the value which was expected from their
stiffness.
They were removed from the high speed tracks as

tation for the past quarter of a century

soon as smoother rails were obtained at the mills. When a
sufficient mileage of the 5-in. 80-lb. rails was laid
over 60
per cent stiffer than the former Ayi-in. 6S-lb. section the "Empire State Express" was installed on October 26, 1891.
I estimated and stated upon the condensed diagrams of the
track inspection of the Boston & Albany in 1883 that with the
stiff, smooth rails and good ballast they could reduce the undulations in their tracks to between the ISth and 16th lines on
my condensed diagrams. This was after I ha.l designed the
N. Y. C. & H. R. 5-in. 80-lb. rail, but before it was rolled.
I distributed the metal in the B. & A. 95-lb. section in 1890,
commenced rolling it in 1891, and completed the entire line in

—

—

1897.
The undulations for the 400 miles of track were nearly
uniform on the heavy gradients and averaged 15.42 lines on
the condensed diagrams, confirming my estimate of 1883.
When I rolled the B. & A. 95-lb. section in ISO] and the

is

intensified yearly

To

by wear and deformation of section until

maintain the present rate of progress secured

in

transpor-

improved methods are

now

required to finish the stiff rails without surface irregularities
or injury to the metal. The hot stiff rails should be cambered
to cool uniformly on the hotbeds, and these should be provided
with automatic mechanism to space and move forward one rail
at

a time so that each can bend back and

forth

during the

recalesence of the base, and tlien the head, without contact with
rails.
This needed improvement in the finish of the
must be done through the study and co-operation of the
manufacturers and consumers to produce the definite effect of
smooth rails without unduly stressed metal. Each party to make
and use a rail must know and be familiar with what has and
can be done and the limitations, or misunderstandings will replace what should be mutual work and confidence.
The consumers use and make the service tests, while the results of the
past trials must be returned to the manufacturers with analysis
of the facts and the reason why the conditions of service tests
were not fulfilled as required for the progress of transportation.

adjacent
rails

November

26,
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The design of

sections of large mechanical properties for

rail

the necessary girder stiiTness and strength, involves an increase
of metal, and therefore requires a higher degree of perfection

of the mechanism to finish properly the stiff rails, essential for
present and future transportation. Those with even heavy bases

when

spaced, do not cool sufiiciently straight on the hotbeds to
be used without correction, while the irregularities of cooling
nearly straight are increased when the rails are bunched on

central

1003

core to

make them hollow sometimes develop an

terior transverse fissure

from

a slightly serrated surface

in-

on the

drill.
Pneumatic tamping bars of high
grades of steel which have been broken and then repaired by "V"
welds, the entire surface not being completely united, have also
developed interior transverse fissures from the imperfect portions of the weld, and fractured the rods.

wall of the hole in the

The

coalescent type of

interior transverse

fissures

develops

the hotbeds.

To

from the hotbeds, of

straighten either low or high rails

any

section, the principle involved is that the metal of the neu-

tral

surface of the section does not change

that above or below

it

must

;

that

requires to be lengthened, the base

when

when

its

length,

while

the metal of the head

must be shortened, and that

the head requires to be shortened, the base must be length-

The present method is to apply the gag locally to put
a permanent set in the metal, but it concentrates its effect in
two or three inches of the head or base, and therefore puts
and leaves internal strains in the metal where the gag is apened.

plied.

moon

These, when severe, often develop in service into halfbreaks in the base, sometimes resulting in the complete

The gag applied locally is one of the
fracture of the rail.
contributory causes for the development of the interior trans-

Fig.

21

— Coalescent

Type of Interior Transverse Fissure, Gagged
upon the Head. The Crack or Nucleus Shows
Beneath the Bearing Surface

from a longitudinal imprint of the gag or uncapping of

the non-

The metal of

the edge of the crack, ^i to J^-in.
under the bearing surface, checks and becomes the nucleus, and
ductile metal.

by its coalescence starts the development of the vertical interior
transverse fissure, which finally fractures the rail. It is characteristic of the coalescent type that the development of the verti-

Fig.

20

— Top View of
Twice

to

Rail,

Uncap

Shown

in Fig. 19,

Uncapped and Sawed
Gag

the Full Imprint of the

verse fissures, the intergranular type

when

applied to the base

and the coalescent type, when applied to the head
(Figs. 19, 20, 21 and 22).
The improved method desired is, more efficient hotbed control,
then mechanism to distribute its work to straighten the rails
equally to each inch of length respectively of the head and base.
The gag applied locally on the head of the rail to straighten
shearing strains under the bearit, must produce longitudinal
When there are
ing surface to upset and shorten the metal.
delayed transformations in the head of a rail from the higher
metallographic entities to those of the lower temperatures as
the hot rail cools, the gag subsequently in cold straightening
may leave its imprint and uncap tlic nonductile metal.
There is still confusion in ihe minds of engineers of maintenance of way in reference to the interior transverse fissures, for
they often designate those as "transverse fissures," which are
of an entirely diflfcrent character and origin. The interior transverse fissures develop from an injury or defect in the interior
of the head, while a "transverse fissure" in the rail head develops
from metal hardened in the bearing surface under slipping
drivers, which becomes checked, and then by slow detail develops downward through the lic.ul and well, until Ihe entire
(Fig.

section

18),

may

lie

fractured.

The development
ing bars and

drills,

of "transverse fissures" in pneumatic tampusually occurs from a slight defect in the

exterior of the metal.

Drills

made from

steel

cast

around

a

t^mm
Fig.

22 — Top View

of

Showing Imprint
Head, with Cnp Above

Fig. 21,

Rail

of the

Gag on

the

cal interior transverse fissure follows the internal shearing strains

of the edge of the gag nearest to the supports of the straightening presses. Therefore, while we find a similarity of effect,

wc must

expect slightly dilTorctit traces of

its

manner of

coal-

escence and subsc(iuent development.
I

have,

for

the

New York

Central

Lines,

sent

several
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assistant supervisors of track

who

are teclinical

graduates,

to

the steel mills to take a short course in the manufacture and
inspection of rails, which is of great service to them in their
maintenance work. They become familiar with the successive
steps of

manufacture and their significance

as a girder in the track to carry the

rail

when they
know they

see the rust spots on the

new

to the service of the

moving equipment, and
rails in the track,

by the present method. This
and understand my investigation of the contributory causes and classification of the intergranular and coalescent types of interior transverse fissures.
The education of 25 years with locomotives with increased
total loads subdivided by more wheels and similarly constructed
equipment running over the smooth rails, proves that lessening
the undulations of the track, reduced the generated wheel effects,
therefore train resistance, and rendered possible the increase
of more than an equivalent percentage of paying loads on the
same roadbed, essential to reduce the cost of transportation per
pound or ton, the revenues of which are restricted by law.
It has taken years of service to realize what was indicated by
theory and calculation, and then secured only by attention to
every detail of manufacture of rails, equipment and their use,
which must still be continued.

by the gag to straighten the
enables them to follow and

In connection with the report of the

rails

criticize

of lading, a simple

The annual meeting

of the National Industrial Traffic League

Chicago on November 17 and 18. A special comwhich F. B. Montgomery, traffic manager of the
International Harvester Company, was chairman, presented a
report and a resolution, which was adopted, declaring the league
to be in favor of the upbuilding of the American merchant
marine under the authority of Congress. The report expressed
the opinion that the United States should have a merchant
marine comparable with that of other large maritime nations,
in time of war to be subsidiary to the navy, and that there is
little or no prospect of such a merchant marine being constructed and operated within the next several years by private
capital.
Therefore, the committee felt that the only apparent
method at this time of securing a merchant marine of any

was held
mittee,

at

of

appreciable

number of boats

is

to

support the administration

recommendation that the government either construct,
maintain and operate a merchant marine or furnish sufficient

in

its

capital to build a reasonable

number of boats

to

be leased to

special

committee was appointed

to

consider the question

It
of the liability clause in sidetrack leases and agreements.
was stated that the railroads are inserting in their new leases

a clause which imposes liability upon the shippers
anything that may happen on the property.

for almost

On the recommendation of the Legislative Committee the
league went on record in favor of the proposal to reorganize
the Interstate Commerce Commission by the appointment of two
additional members and the organization of the commission
into divisions or departments.

On

the subject of the right of

appeal from negative orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which had been on the association's docket at several
meetings, after a general discussion it was agreed that apparently the shipper has an

for

receipt

was instructed

equal right in this respect with the

No. 22

Lading Com-

was

freight,

re-

to endeavor to secure

a consolidation of the proposed hearings on export and domestic
bills

of lading.

The Freight Claim Committee

reported that the Freight Claim

Association of the carriers had called a conference to consider

and damage to freight, to
which representatives of the shippers were invited, and a special committee of seven was appointed
for this purpose. The committee reported progress on its compilation of a manual of instructions for shipping clerks and the
committee was authorized to proceed with its publication, with
the approval of the executive committee.
Several letters had
been received from representatives of the carriers, expressing
the entire subject of concealed loss

be held on

December

15, to

a willingness to co-operate

The

in the

work.

Committee reported concerning the reorganization of the Official Classification Committee as a permanent standing committee, and expressed the approval of the
league, which had advocated such a plan and has urged the
Southern Classification Committee to adopt a similar plan. A
report of the committee opposing the unit basis for estabhshing
classification ratings was adopted.

M.

Classification

Belleville,

who

tional Association of

attended the recent meeting of the NaRailway Commissioners as a special repre-

sentative of the league, made a report suggesting greater cooperation between the league and the association, and between
the chairmen of committees of the two associations on subjects
in

which the league was

interested.

At

the San Francisco meet-

ing he had been given the privilege of the floor and had participated in the discussion of all
is

interested.

It

was proposed

subjects in which the league

to send the

chairmen of

all

of the

league committees to attend the next meeting of the association.

A

committee on the handling of l.c.l. freight at transfer
it had found many cases of delay due to
operating conditions, in which cars were not handled in the order
special

points reported that

of arrival.

It

was decided

that this

was

a question pertaining

and the subject was referred to the
take up with the American Railway As-

to the operating department,

executive committee to

sociation or other representatives of the carriers.

The Committee on Uniform
Uniform

Classification reported regarding

the progress of the
carriers, saying that
classification

it

Classification

was proceeding as

committees can assimilate

its

The Committee on Weighing submitted a

private individuals or corporations.

A

common law

affirmed and the committee

J.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE

of

Bill

59,

mittee, the previous action of the league in favoring a clean bill

they

are the local permanent sets in the metal, produced

Vol.

weighing of

Committee of the

fast as the territorial

work.
report on the code of

American
Railway Association, recommending that they be adopted with
two minor changes. The report was adopted with instructions to
the committee to continue its negotiations with the American
Railway Association.
On the recommendation of the Legislative Committee, the
Executive Committee was instructed to bring the subject of reparation to the attention of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
with the representation that in every case where a rate is found
unreasonable, complainant should be awarded reparation from
the date of his complaint, at least, and that in every case involving
the question of reasonableness of rates where reparation is asked
the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be asked to fix the
point of time at which the rates became unreasonable.
The annual dinner of the association was held at the Congress
hotel on Wednesday evening.
E. J. McVann, manager traffic
bureau, Commercial Club of Omaha, spoke on the work of the
league, and Col. George T. Buckingham, president, Chicago
branch. National Security League, spoke on the subject of
rules for the

l.c.l

freight proposed by the

and it was decided to take no action. At the recommendation of the committee, the president of the league was
authorized to communicate with the Interstate Commerce Commission to see if there is any objection to a plan for amending
the law or rules of practice of the commission to give litigants
the right to review findings of examiners, and file exceptions
and objections prior to the decision by the commission. The
Legislative Committee was also instructed to follow the proposed
legislation to increase the liability of ocean carriers.
It was
decided to lay on the table the subject of a uniform code of
track storage rules, it being the sense of the meeting that such

were elected as follows
PresiM. Freer, manager traffic department, Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce; vice-president, W. H. Chandler, manager
transportation department, Boston Chamber of Commerce; secretary and treasurer, O. F. Bell, traffic manager, Crane Com-

rules should give consideration to local questions.

pany, Chicago.

carrier,

Preparedness.
Officers for the ensuing year

dent, G.

:

The Economical Handling

of L. C. L. Freight Traffic

The Two Prize-Winning Papers Received in the Contest
Which Closed August 1. Practical Plans Described
on
These
papers were turned over to T. J. Foley, general manager, Illinois Central E. H. Lee, vice-president and chief engineer, Chicago & Western Indiana, and C. B. Rodgers, assistant to vicepresident, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, who awarded the first
prize to C. B. Anderson, agent, C. & E. I., Chicago, and second
Thirty-seven

contributions

were received

the

in

the Handling of L. C. L. Freight, which closed

contest

August

1.

;

&

P.

M.,

G. Johnson, supervisor of station service,

prize to C.

S. S. M.,

St.

MinneapoUs, Minn.

W. J. Northup,
Other contributors to this contest included
& W., Secaucus, N. J. A. E. Aumiller, chief clerk
William L. Burt, assistant
to agent, P. R. R., Harrisburg, Pa.
William J.
freight trainmaster, P. R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Collins, freight agent, D., L. & W., Syracuse, N. Y. J. C. Goodsell, assistant agent, C, St. P., M. & O., Minneapolis, Minn.
W. F. Hebard, The Buda Company, Chicago W. H. Gatchell,
superintendent of agencies, Southern, Washington, D. C. Henry
A. Goetz, Chicago Don M. Neiswanger, traveling agent, N. Y.,
N. H. & H., Boston; D. A. Tomlinson, assistant engineer, C.
& W. I., Chicago M. R. Sutherland, United States civil engiH. W. Davies, Cent, of Ga., Savannah,
neer, Cleveland, Ohio
:

agent, D., L.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ga.

;

W.

&

L. Campbell, B.

foreman,

C, Chicago;

I.,

&

Baltimore; T. Russell, general

O.,

R. Jackson, assistant engineer tests,

J.

Chicago; H. F. Kaho, district agent, M. P.,
Mo.; J. R. Ness, agent, A., T. & S. F., Wichita,
Kan.; J. W. Lawhead, agent, C. R. I. & P., Blue Island, 111.;
J. H. Torney, assistant manager, S. P., New York City; C. I.
Heckman, lake freight agent, L. V., New York City; H. M. Gain,
A., T.

Kansas

F.,

S.

City,

trainmaster, G. T., Belleville, Ont.

tendent of terminals, C, C, C.

Ky. H. S. Jaynes,
foreman, M., St. P.
;

C. A. Pennington, superin-

;

L. and C.

St.

Paul, Minn.

St.

&

&

;

Thomas

&

O., Louisville,

Maher, general

F.

Chicago S. E. Miller, inspector
M., Boston
F. G. Schultz, soliciting

S. S. M.,

&

;

of transportation,

B.

freight agent, N.

Y. C, Pittsburgh;

;

freight agent,

Mifflin,

J.

New York City; Charles W. Brown, assistant superinL. & N. E., South Bethlehem, Pa.
Frank Robinson,
agent, B. & M., Nashua, N. H.
C. H. Brown, agent,

P. R. R.,
tendent,

general

;

;

&

W., Columbus, Ohio F. H. Garner, transportation inOmaha, Neb.; J. L. Coss, despatcher, C, R. I.
& P., Haileyville, Okla. Leland Wadsw orth, agent, Troy, N. Y.
M. S. Wise, assistant to general manager, M. & O., Mobile,
Ala., and James P. O'Connor, Great Notch, N. J.
The two prize winning papers are published here and others

N.

;

spector, U. P.,

;

FIRST PRIZE— HOW

THE OPERATION OF ONE LOCAL
FREIGHT STATION WAS IMPROVED
By

C. B.

&

Anderson

E.istcrn Illinois; Chicago,

III.

What

can be done to increase the capacity of the present
freight station?
Can this be accomplished without increasing
the cost of operation? These questions, paramount in the minds
of many local freight agents to-day, have been solved to a
large extent by the innovations which have been introduced in
the operation of the Chicago freight station of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois.
In

different

ployed

in

localities

handling

l.c.l.

class of freight handled

consists of

freight

and served by

somewhat
freight,

and

different

methods are em-

dependent on the

local practices.

facilities,

The

houses or platforms varying

been enlarged or extended from time to lime

the

station layout
in

certain adjacent tracks, which have in
in

dimensions

most cases

an

effort

to

accommodate the increasing reqm'rements, but, as a result, have
become expensive to operate under old methods. In some of the
larger terminals,

additional

is

something beyond the agent's control and he must deal with

now exist.
The two-wheel hand truck is

the conditions as they

still

the

principal

tool

used,

although four-wheel trucks and low dollies are used in some
houses for handling certain commodities. At many points those
in charge of such terminals have been endeavoring to relieve
congestion and increase the efficiency by developing new methods
and introducing new tools. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has
made considerable progress along these lines during the last
three years first, by adopting the individual bonus system and,
second, by the use of four-wheel trucks and motors.
An individual bonus system, similar to that in use on the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, was put into effect in October,
1912.
Separate schedules were made for checkers, callers, truckers, stowers and delivery men, also for the general foreman and
his assistants.
To prepare these schedules it was necessary to
make a time study of each of the different classes of work
performed and obtain accurate information as to the tonnage
handled per hour by the different groups in handling the different
classes of freight.
It is generally conceded that past performances will indicate about 67 per cent efficiency, and from the
figures obtained in this study the 100 per cent basis was established.
The men are paid a graduated bonus for all work performed above 67 per cent efficiency, and at 90 per cent efficiency
are given a bonus equal to 10 per cent of their wages. With each
per cent of efficiency over 90 per cent the bonus is increased
;

1

;

per cent.

As

the outbound house

based on pooling

all

operated under the no-gang drop-

is

truck system, the schedule

for the truckers and

motormen

is

the tonnage handled through that house.

All of the other schedules, however, are based on the individual

tonnage handled.

The

schedules for the foremen are based on

work under their supervision. In
order to compile the bonus data, additional clerical expense was
incurred amounting to $110 per month, which is charged to the
freight handling cost.
the efficiency obtained on the

Under

this plan,

our men have increased their earnings 8 per
some cases exceptionally good men

cent to 12 per cent, and in

earn a bonus equal to

The

2.') per cent or 30 per cent of their
wages.
increase in efficiency due to this bonus plan has effected a

net saving in our cost of at least four cents per ton.

will follow in early issues.

Agent, Chicago

velopment, pending a complete rearrangement of the terminals.
The future may provide for the double-decking of freight houses
to obtain better and greater use of the space occupied, but this

space cannot he obtained

for

de-

Co-operation is essential to the success of an organization, and
any plan that provides for a division of the profits insures that
co-operation.
In my judgment, the individual bonus plan is an
improvement on the pool bonus, in that it recognizes individual
effort and places the reward where it belongs.
It also enables
a foreman to weed out the drones and build up a force of competent men.
It has been our experience that as the men arc satisfied, they
seldom leave the service voluntarily, and we are not required to

new men constantly. As they become more familiar with
our work they are able to perform their duties with more speed
and accuracy; consequently, the (|uality of the work performed
has improved rather than dctciioratcd.
train

From July, 1912, to June, 1913, various storage-battery motor
trucks were experimented with at the outbound freight house in
an effort to determine the practicability of using them for freight
handling. The truck makers advocated their use as a single unit,
loading the freight on the motors at the receiving door and
running them into the cars in which the freight was to be unloaded. While it was found that the irucking cost could he reduced more than one-half on the tonnage handled in this way.
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two or three power trucks would haul but a small percentage
of the total tonnage, as too much time was lost in loading and
unloading.
It was conceived that better results could be obtained by loading the freight on

four-wheel trucks or dollies

and using the motors as tractors to move the trucks in trains
to the cars. As we had 12 four-wheel trucks and 6 dollies at
this time, we equipped them with chains for coupling and continued our investigations along these lines.

The results obtained
was the practical line

from this system convinced us that this
on which motor trucks could be developed.
Finally, in June, 1913, we purchased three motor trucks and
36 four-wheel trucks of the "Reynolds" type, equipped with
chains for coupling, and set to work in earnest to develop the
Since then we have added
tractor system of handling freight.
to our equipment so that at the present time we have a total of
125 four-wheel trucks and 20 low dollies, and have practically
eliminated the use of the two-wheel hand truck in the outRecently we have replaced the chain
bound freight house.
couplings with automatic couplers, which overcome the delay in
coupling and uncoupling, and put a finishing touch to the system.
This equipment is handling in the neighborhood of 750 tons
of freight per day, which was formerly handled with 300 hand
trucks and 40 less truckers are required to handle the same tonnage. From this it will be readily seen that we have relieved conSince the installation of
gestion and increased our capacity.
motors in our house, two other railroads in Chicago have adopted
this tractor system of freight handling and a third road will
;

soon put

it

in.

I am of the opinion that a large saving can be made in any outbound freight house with the use of four-wheel trucks, even
where the trucking distance will not justify the use of the
motors. A four-wheel truck occupies practically the same floor
space as a loaded two-wheel truck and will carry from three to
If a good trucking floor is profive times as much tonnage.

man can move as much tonnage
four men with hand trucks, and with

with a four-wheel

vided, one

truck as

the trucking distance

is

more than 500

ft.,

Where

less effort.
I

believe a further

Vol.

59,

No. 22

one load, immediately turn to the other door and commence to
check the second load while the driver of the empty wagon is
No delay
tying up his ropes and preparing to leave the yard.
occurs in handling the second load, by waiting for the teamster to
back in and loosen his ropes, as is caused where a single door is
operated.

weighed and marked by the caller, who
the packages, it is pushed out on the
floor to be taken to the designated car by the motors making
regular trips through the house. Two men are located on the
After the freight

chalks the block

who

floor,

is

number on

sort the trains in set-out order at different points in

The

the house.

loads are set out by the motors and taken into

the car by the stower,

who

is

furnished with

lists

of the stations

loading in the four cars under his supervision, and is held responsible for misleading. He is required to check the destination of each package (without regard to chalk marks) as it is
placed in the car, and in the event of freight being sent to the

wrong

car,

he notifies the foreman or loading inspector and holds

He

the freight on the platform adjacent to his runway.

also

confers with the loading inspector in regard to any freight for
is in doubt.
On account of the stower's
importance under our system, his wages were increased about two
years ago from the Chicago rate of 23 cents to 25 cents an

points regarding which he

hour.

The loading inspector is provided with a loading
goes among the cars throughout the day, inspecting

He

schedule.

the load-

ing and instructing the stowmen, and has proved very useful in
preventing errors in loading. Another inspector is employed to
revise the loading

from the shipping

tickets.

that a checker has sent freight to the

sent to the inspector in the house,

who

In case he develops

wrong

car, the ticket is

arranges to get the freight

into the proper car.

Freight from the tunnel

is

handled very much the same way

as that received by team, except that

more men are

used.

The

weighed on portable automatic scales, then marked
up and loaded on four-wheel trucks and is sent to the cars.
In handling freight from the cars, a truck loader is used in
freight

is all

saving can be accomplished by the use of the motor trucks. Our
records show that the four-wheel trucks and motors have enabled us to reduce our trucking cost about 8 cents a ton.

addition to the caller.

The original cost of the four-wheel trucks, dollies and motor
trucks called for an expenditure of approximately $8,000. The
main item of expense for maintenance is for batteries, which,

over to the checkers. This enables them to turn to the tickets
and check the item readily as it is called, and the freight is then
loaded on four-wheel trucks in peddler loads. It is customary
to make several peddler loads to take freight for certain divisions of the house, each package being marked with chalk. This
enables the motor to handle the mixed loads to a break-bulk
point and from there they are handled by truckers, who distribute
the packages at the proper runways. Peddler loads are also made
in connection with the door and tunnel freight whenever it is
found impracticable to attempt to get straight truck loads.
Our trucking distance has been increased approximately 600
ft. since 1911 on account of additional package cars added to our
schedule during this period. We have also assumed several additional items of overhead expense on account of the new system
adopted, and an increase in rate given the stowmen, as already
stated. Regardless of this, a comparison of the cost of handling
practically the same tonnage of l.c.l. outbound freight for June,

A

with proper care, should give two or three years' service.
charging panel has been installed in the outbound house and the
motor trucks are given a five-hour charge during the night. The
comcost of current will not exceed $20 per truck per month.
petent battery man is employed who is also capable of looking

A

after the mechanical features of the
is

motor

trucks.

His salary

also charged to the freight handling cost.

In order to outline briefly our system of handling outbound
freight (which, with the exception of the trucking system, does

not differ materially from the methods used by other lines in
Chicago) it will be necessary to describe our house and track
The house proper is 844 ft. in length with a covered
layout.

platform extending 890
distance of 1,734

ft.

ft.

south, or a total

The house has

maximum

a width of 21

trucking

ft.

inside,

with the exception of a distance of about 250 ft., occupied by the
tunnel shaft and tracks, where the width is 28 ft. The platform
is 20 to 25 ft. in width for a distance of 200 ft., the balance being
about 11 ft. wide. Four tracks furnish a spotting of 75 cars
adjacent to the house proper, while from one to three tracks
located at the platform permit an additional

setting of about

Tickets covering mail order business are
sorted in alphabetical order according to destination, and the
block numbers are put on such tickets before they are turned

1911

and

1915,

shows a decrease of

7.8 cents

per ton.

OUT-BOUND FREIGHT HOUSE COST
Supervision

Overhead

,

Receiving

clerks

Callers

Truckers
Stowers

1911.
$.018

191S.
$.021

053
072
073
185
085

.052
.071
.088
.105

$.486

$.408

.071

50 cars.

Freight is received from teams and tunnel and by car; an
average of about 50 carloads of transfer and trr.p car freight
being received daily, which must be unloaded and the cars used
for outbound loading. The checkers' booths have been torn out

between two receiving doors. The checkin this space, and to eliminate lost
motion teams are allowed to back up to both doors at the same
time. The checker and his caller, after taking off and checking

and

dial scales placed

er's

table

is

also

located

Total cost per ton

In an exhaustive analysis of hand-trucking prepared by experts about a year ago,

it

was found that the average trucking

cost increased approximately 3 cents a ton with every increase

of 100

ft.

in the length of

the house.

therefore, directed to the remarkable

ing cost,

Particular attention

showing made

is,

our truckwhich clearly indicates that with the tractor system the

trucking distance

is

in

material only to a limited extent.

November

26,
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1915

at Chicago is 800 ft. in length and 60 ft.
platform ISO ft. long of the same width,
covered
wide, with a
making a total length of 950 ft. This house is served by two
tracks with a capacity of 50 cars. The house is divided into three

Onr inbound house

sections, the

two end ones being used for
for transfer freight.

center section
livery

is

taken to the nearest

The unloading

at

force

city

freight

freight

section

and the

for city de-

and the transfer

taken to the center section.
all freight handled.
organized in gangs consisting of a

any point
This minimizes our trucking on
freight unloaded

The

city

is

is

Two-wheel hand trucks
checker, a caller and three truckers.
Prior to adopting the bonus system, each delivery
are used.
Since that time the truckers on the declerk used a trucker.
livery side of the house

liverymen

now

have been dispensed with and the de-

when

One or two men are furnished
and other heavy or bulky freight,

handle the freight.

to assist in loading pianos

required.

Prior to January, 1913, the blind tally system was used,
which required that practically all transfer freight be unloaded
in the house and later rechecked and handled to team, tunnel

At that time, we
car or railroad car, as the case might be.
changed to the present system of handling all freight with the
do not receive all of the billing ahead of the
freight bills.

We

by any means, but obtain a sufficient quantity to get the
men started in the morning and by special effort are able to
supply the balance without interfering with the work.
This method enables the checkers unloading cars to dispose
of most of the transfer shipments with one handling by sending the freight direct to the teams or tunnel, or to cars marked up
for other roads to which we make delivery by car. Only the
smaller shipments to be delivered by team are unloaded in the
house and they are placed at designated locations in the transfreight for each road being
fer section by the unloading gangs
The locakept together for convenience in making delivery.
tion of each line in the transfer section is indicated by a wooden
sign.
With this arrangement in effect, we rehandle less than
SO per cent of our transfer freight, require fewer delivery
clerks, relieve congestion and effect more prompt deliveries.
In making a comparison of the cost of handling l.c.l. freight
inbound for the months of June, 1911 and 1915, we show a
decrease of 8.8 cents per ton, about one-half of which we
attribute to increased effort on the part of the men, due to the
bonus incentive, and the other, half to various changes in syscars,

;

tem.
IN-BOUND FREIGHT HOUSE COST
1911.

Supervision

Overhead
Check clerks
Callers

Truckers
Delivery clerks
Total cost per ton

SECOND PRIZE— IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES
LING OF L. C. L. FREIGHT
By

C. G.

less

$.038

055
06
046
207
104

.057
.038
.144
.087

$.513

$.425

.061

THE HAND

Paul & Sault Ste.

inaccurate for tonnage statistics.
are, in my opinion, only three

use,

There

figures used in the compilation of the cost of handling

than carload freight at the larger warehouses of the ma-

different methods, both as regards the tonnage handled
and the expense of handling, as to make them very unreliable
for a comparison of the handling cost per ton at one warehouse with that at another. Car load freight handled through
the house by the warehouse force is often included and credit
taken on the same basis as for l.c.l., while freight handled at
industries and team tracks, moving as l.c.l. and unloaded or
loaded by the consignee or shipper, is often included in the
tonnage of the warehouse. Credit is sometimes taken twice for
freight received, forwarded or transferred and sotnctimcs for all
of these divisions, when one handling is all to which they arc
entitled.
The figures covering the tonnage are often obtained

divisions

of

freight

be used consistently in computing the cost of the
handling of less than carload freight; freight received (covering
freight forthat freight unloaded from cars for delivery)
warded (covering that freight received at warehouse doors for

may

that

;

and freight transferred (covering that
outbound movement)
One handling of each of
freight handled from car to car.
these divisions may be used consistently, if we are to establish
;

a reliable cost figure.

of determining the actual tonnage handled,
For freight received,
out and transferred, is as follows:
figures should be taken from the station record of the expense
bill, the document used in checking the inbound freight, using
For
only that tonnage covering articles actually checked.
freight forwarded, figures should be taken from the shipping

The proper method

in,

using tonnage shown thereon as actually checked. For
figures should be taken from the transfer
record, using tonnage shown thereon as actually checked. This
information should be compiled daily.
Although all of the above suggestions may be observed and

tickets,

freight transferred,

shown be slight, it does not necessarily
follow that the freight has been handled economically. It may
be handled at a low figure, in so far as the initial cost is con-

the cost of handling as

it may have been loaded without regard to intelligent handling; it may have been loaded in the wrong car, or
station order may not have been observed; it may not have
been trucked or stowed safely, or after it is in the cars it may
not have been handled carefully in the switching service, in

cerned, but

When we

speak of the economical
it must be received, loaded, unloaded and delivered in good condition, or it
has lost its economical feature.
In a great measure, the unintelligent handling of l.c.l. freight
is due to lack of supervision and a lack of the proper education

trains or in the imloading.

handling of

l.c.l.

freight

we must

of check clerks, callers and

be deplored, but

men

it

is

consider that

stowmen

true, that

are generally ignorant

as to their duties,

it

is

to

check clerks, callers and stow-

of the

rules

of the classification

under which they work, especially as regards the proper marking and packing of freight shipments. There seems to me to
be only one remedy, and that is to educate the check clerks along
the lines of intelligent handling, pay them well and insist upon
their observance of the instructions issued by the railway and
the rules of the classification. Agents, as a rule, do not work
closely with check clerks, stowmen and callers, but leave the
entire handling of the warehouse to the foreman.
In my opinion, this is improper.
Agents should call the foremen, check
clerks, stowmen and delivery clerks into conference at intervals
and make them realize that they are an integral part of the
organization and that it is within their power to solve the problem of economical frciglit handling.

THE OUT-BOUND FREIGHT HOUSE

Marie,

jority of the railways of the United States are arrived at by so

many

from the monthly abstracts of the waybills, from the daily
tonnage report or from the freight received and freight forwarded registers of waybills, all of which are, in a great meas-

Johnson

Supervisor of Station Service, Minnc.ipolis. St.
Minneapolis, Minn.

The

IN

1915.

$.041

1007

A first-class floor is necessan,', maple being preferred. Freight
can be handled on a good maple floor approximately 16 per cent
faster than on an ordinary rough board floor or on a rough
concrete floor. Check dorks should be on their feet near the
freight to observe marks and the condition of packages.
It is
a mistake to provide check clerks with closed booths, as they
are not in a position while in these booths to sec the freight
they are checking, but depend on the caller entirely.
Callers
being lower salaried employees, should not be depended on to
any great extent.
Check clerks should sec that suflicient trucks, preferably fourwheel, are provided on the floor near the door.
If two-wheel
trucks are used, wooden racks should be provided to fit on the

The most satisfactorj' rack is 32 in. high,
wide at the hottotn, 30 in. wide at the top and doncavc
lop.
This rack will lit between the handles on the front of

shoes of the trucks.
24
at

in.
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well as on the shoe, and when properly used, will
increase the tonnage capacity of the trucks 100 per cent.
strict drop-truck system should be maintained, no freight being

When

truck as

A

allowed to go to the floor, but all loaded on trucks when received.
A line running the entire length of the warehouse on the car
side should be painted on the floor, denoting the dead line behind which all loaded trucks should be placed to avoid congestion in the warehouse, leaving a runway open and allowing
trucks to be placed conveniently for handling by truckers and

stowmen.
Check clerks should be provided with a copy of the current
freight classification in order that they may know what freight
should be accepted. They should also be provided with an accommodation list, showing all firms entitled to credit, in order
to protect prepaid collections on outbound shipments.
Each receiving door should be provided with an automatic
Weighing of freight
scale for the rapid weighing of freight.
is an important factor in the protection of revenue, and as
freight is generally received in a rush, rapid weighing is necessary. A door should be reserved for the receipt of small packages
in order that the congestion may be reUeved at the regular
receiving doors.

When
clerk should be supplied with a caller.
presented, the check clerk should separate the ship-

Each check
freight

is

ping order from the balance of the tickets and enter on it the
block or symbol number of the car into which the freight is to
be loaded, lining up the shipping orders in alphabetical order
as

to

stations,

for convenient

blocking the tickets

—

—that

is,

checking.

What

placing the symbol

is

known

as

number of the

is sometimes done in the foreman's office of the
outbound house, and when it is possible to handle it in this
manner it is best, as it places the responsibility on one man.
A caller should call the consignee's name and destination and

car thereon

should use the greatest care to see that the calling agrees with
the marks upon packages. The check clerk should not depend
on the caller, but should be on his feet near the freight, and
should closely observe all marks on packages, seeing that all
old marks are effaced and that no shipment is received that is
improperly marked or packed, or that does not comply in

every

way with

should be sent to the tonnage clerk for the preparation of tonnage
statistics.

All freight should he plainly

ber of the car into which

it

is

marked with the symbol numTruckmen shou4d

to be loaded.

not be permitted to enter the outbound cars without permission,
and then only in cases of emergency, in order that loitering in
cars may be eliminated and that the delays caused by the unloading of trucks or waiting for the stowmen may be avoided
and that the truck haul may be shortened with only a slight
in

is

the

the

work of stowmen.

Truckmen should move

freight from behind the dead line to a point near the door of
car runs to which the freight is to be loaded. Trucks should be
placed with the shoe near the wall with handles outward, where

they will be readily accessible to stowmen.
The number of cars that may be properly stowed by one man
depends on the tonnage of the cars and their location on tracks.

one run, as high as eleven may be stowed by
one man successfully. Stowmen should understand the intelligent stowing of freight, the importance of loading the freight
into the proper car, of pulling nails from the sides and floors of
cars, and of removing old placards and train cards from cars.
They should handle all freight from behind the dead line in
the warehouse near the cars, into the cars, stow the freight
and return the empty trucks to the opposite side of the warehouse near the receiving doors.
A skeleton loading along the sides and end of car should be
observed and freight piled high, temporarily. At the close of the
day's loading they should break down all freight in the cars
and satisfy themselves that it will ride safely.
If all cars are in

stowmen

Forms

recurrence.

should

be

provided

stowmen

for

this

purpose.

Waybills should be mailed to destination agents in order that
may be expensed prior to the arrival of the freight and the
station record of the expense bill used as a checking tally, the
These bills should be compiled
cars moving on slip way bills.
they

in the

foreman's

office.

All shipping tickets should be sent from the foreman's ofiice,
direct to the waybilling department, and there separated into

car order, the symbol numbers being used in the distribution.
Waybilling clerks should be furnished with a copy of the daily

loading schedule, from which they should obtain the car numbers. The shipping ticket bearing only the symbol number makes
it necessary that they use care in the waybilling of car numbers
result few errors are made.
Waybill clerks should be prohibited from waybilling any item
that does not show as having been checked on the shipping
ticket and the ticket should be returned to the warehouse for a
All shipping tickets should be comverification of the check.
pletely revised against the waybills as soon as waybilled and a
check made on the original waybill. This insures correct waybilling. Waybills should be numbered with a numbering machine
and thrown into a distributing case, all waybills covering less than
carload freight being distributed under the block or symbol
number, and afterward, if covering a way car, in station order
The waybill pouching
for the convenience of the conductor.
clerk should be impressed with the importance of proper pouching, as a waybill incorrectly pouched means that the freight
covered thereby will check over at one point and short at another.
As all waybills for one car are distributed together, they should
be mailed in that order, to facilitate the expensing at destination.
All waybills mailed should be covered by a register and care
should be taken to see that they move on the first available train.
Envelopes in which waybills are enclosed should be marked with
large type, "RUSH— WAYBILLS," in order that the receiving

and as a

agent

may

readily separate

the rules of the classification.

Check clerks should keep an accurate record of freight checked
by them and render a report daily to the warehouse foreman
Immediately after freight has been checked and the
covering.
shipping orders blocked with symbol numbers of the car they

increase

responsibility

No. 22
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erroneously marked to a car, a report should
to the foreman in order that the
may be located and action taken to avoid a

freight

made by

be

Vol.

them from other

registered material.

HANDLING THE INBOUND FREIGHT

The inbound

cars should be placed at night,

m.

if

possible,

and

The house should

be subdivided into sections, alphabetically arranged for the handling
Boards 14 in. by 14 in. in size
of miscellaneous shipments.
should be provided for each section, placed in a conspicuous

be ready for unloading at 7

a.,

warehouse or on the wall of the house
Shipments for large conof railways or steamships, transfer com-

position on posts in the

and

lettered

in

large-sized letters.

cerns, connecting lines

panies, hold pile

tions

and over

pile,

should be each allotted a space

accommodate the ordinary run, and these secshould be indicated by symbol numbers conspicuously placed.

sufficient

to

A loose leaf record should be provided for the register of all
through waybills covering freight transferred or passing. The
expense desk will furnish the house with a station record of
expense bills arranged in car order for a checking tally. Check
clerks should arrange the station records furnished by the expense desk in alphabetical order as to consigness for each car,
using an alphabetical index between the station records for rapid
handling.

All freight apparently damaged or recoopered should be sent
by the O. S. & D. department,

to the hold pile to be handled

and the disposition should be shown on the

station record.

The

shipment should remain there until a complete inventory is
made, and the extent of the damage ascertained, and should not
be delivered until released by the O. S. & D. department. Local
freight checking over should be nm to the over pile and be held
there until cleared by the O. S. & D. department for delivery.
Arrival notices should be served by messenger when possible,
and by mail otherwise, immediately on the unloading of the
freight.
Subsequent notices should be issued each week thereafter, and after a second notice, if still unclaimed, the shipper
should be notified and asked to furnish disposition. Perishable

November

26,
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shipments that are refused or uncalled for should be sold to the
Delivery clerks should see that
teamsters and other parties receiving freight are not permitted
to enter cars or allowed to move freight from the warehouse
without their permission.
Storage should be assessed on all shipments remaining in the
house over the free time regardless of the fact that bills have
been paid, to keep the warehouse clean of freight and to give
the consignees first-class service. The waiving of storage
charges congests warehouses and cripples the service.
A blind check should be made of the warehouse at least twice
a month and the check compared with the expense bills in the
cashier's oflice. This will keep the house free from irregularities,
best advantage without delay.

and in many instances
might remain on hand

shipments that otherwise
indefinitely, causing dissatisfaction on the
part of the consignee.
Street addresses are sometimes left off
the expense bills or are not waybilled, although the packages bear
the address, and a notice is issued without it.
warehouse
check detects these errors. Over freight run to the wrong section
is also detected and promptly forwarded to destination.
If a freight warehouse exceeds 600 ft. in length the use of
electric trucks for the handling of the outbound business,
especially, will save money, provided the trucks are four-wheel
and large dollies are used with them, as trailers. One man should
be assigned to handle the motor truck and one man to act as a
effect deliverj- of

A

switchman

make

to

couplings, set out the trailers, etc.

Where

four-wheel trailers and dollies are used, what is
known as "peddler" trucks may be successfully loaded and
trucked. The longer the truck haul the more economical electric
trucks prove.
A good motor truck will take five and six
fully loaded four-wheel trailer trucks per trip.
Sufificient low
dollies, especially constructed for the handling of barrel oil,
sugar, heavy cases of dry goods, heavy machinery, gasoline engines, etc., should be provided, as these commodities cannot be
loaded to advantage on regular four-wheel trucks.
There is now being manufactured a low four-wheel truck that
is being used very successfully at a large transfer point recently
visited by the writer, in the handling of less than carload freight.
All freight is trucked by hand and moved on these trucks, twowheel trucks being used only for the loading of freight on the
electric trucks,

four-wheelers, and by the stowmen. At warehouses and transfers
where the truck haul is short, freight can be handled by this
method at a cost of, approximately, 15 per cent less than by
the use of two-wheel trucks fitted with racks.
As increased

tonnage decreases the transportation cost per ton-mile, so
four-wheel trucks increase the tonnage of freight
handled per truck haul and correspondingly decrease the cost per
ton of handling less than carload freight.
There is no more important subject in connection with the
handling of less than carload freight than the proper marking
and packing of freight shipments, nor is there any greater contributing cause toward loss and damage claims than the failure
on the part of railway employees to observe the exceedingly
simple rules governing. All employees should be made to realize
the fact that a shipment bearing only one marked destination will
invariably reach that destination with despatch, while if allowed
to move forward bearing two or more marked destinations, it
will probably be forwarded to the wrong destination, delayed or

the

exclusive handling of these investigations, either in the
superintendent's office of each division, or in the office of the
general superintendent of each district. All irregularities should
be investigated thoroughly, the responsibility determined, and

A

the proper party charged with the error.
sufficient number of
are experienced in the handling of less than carload
freight should investigate personally the actual handling of the

men who

freight and see that rules are complied with, that methods are
installed that will increase the efliciency of the service, that the

warehouse organizations are

efficient and that proper supervision
exercised, not only in the loading and unloading of freight at
the warehouses, but in the handling of freight by trainmen.
bulletin should be issued by the bureau monthly, showing the
is

A

charged to the various stations, in order that agents
how freight is being handled at their stations.
This bulletin should include irregularities chargeable to train
crews in order that division superintendents, conductors and
irregularities

may know

may take the necessary steps to improve the handling
by the crews.
A bonus should be allowed to all classes of warehouse employees for services performed in excess of their regular duties.
Employees should be compensated according to their individual
efforts.
This will act as an incentive to them to put forth their
best efforts, in order that they may exceed the work
required for
the regular wage, and receive the additional
compensation.
A
penalty should be imposed for all irregularities chargeable
to the

in

INVESTIGATION OF IRREGULARITIES

damage

made covering all
Unless the agent at the
loading station is advised of the irropiilaritics found against
the loading, he will not know of them and will assume that his
loading is good. O. S. & D. reports should be investigated by
the operating department, and a bureau should be provided for
Over, short, or

irregularities,

reports should be

no matter how

trivial.

employees

will

it

ne:es-

endeavor to avoid errors.

By William Sproule
President,

The primary

Southern

Pacific

Company

relation of the railroads

and the people is that
transportation to the people. To many minds
this relation disposes of the subject.
The common notion is
that the people have nothing more to do with
it than

the railroads

sell

may be
necessary to obtain their transportation at the lowest
price.
If
the buyers of bread had a voice in the fixing of its
price, bread
would be cheaper, indeed. If the buyers of meat had a
voice
in the price of meat, it would not be long
before the price would
drop so low that the farmer would find it without
profit to
grow hvestock. But the people have a voice in the fixing
of
rates for transportation and the buyer of
transportation concerns

upon the

accordance with the rules of the railway and the classification,
nor should any package be received that is unfit for transportaIt is an injustice not only to the railways to receive
tion.
freight improperly marked or packed, but to the shipper and
consignee as well.

penalties will reduce the bonus earned,

THE RAILROADS AND THE PEOPLE*

himself

lost.

As

employees.

sarily follows that

will the use of

Freight should not be received unless packages are marked

just

trainmasters

train

possibly

1009

little

with the question as to what elTect the price
has

The

railroads.

the purchaser.

transportation

If

he

price

is

is satisfied,

rate or

rate

seldom low enough to satisfy
any given

his satisfaction with

condition

is

only temporary.

mere

The

lapse of time sufiices to create further demands
that the
service be rendered for less money.
This follows the impulse
of self-interest.
all know that this impulse is not
always
safe or soimd.

We

There

is

an epigram that in a kingdom of the blind a one-eyed
A hard task before the railroads is on the one

man

is

hand

to correct the impressions

king.

which serve for opinions among
by what appears to he their self-interest, and
on the other hand to contend against that kind of one-oycd
domination of the railroads which keeps one eye upon popular
opinion without an eye of vision for what is nccessar>'
to bring
people blinded

the greatest good to the greatest number.
Yet there is a conjunction of interest which so far has hardly been perceived,
but

which is sufficient to warrant the railroads and the people
in
taking counsel together for promotion of the comnton safety.

THE

PUDI.IC

AS INVESTORS

There arc in the United States over Z.W.OOd miles of steam tailroad, which have about (lOtUXX) shareholders and about 1,7.';0,000
employees.

This figures, rouKbly, one shareholder to three emwill average flic railro.id shareholders tlicy will
stand within 700 yards of each other along every mile of steam
railroad in the nation.
This mea ns that throughout the United

ployees.

If

you

•Alislrnct of an a<ldrc»« pioniloil al llir Annvial Convention
of the
ican llankcrt Aaaociatinn, at Scaiilc, Wash., Sept. 7, 1915.

Amer-
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States each shareholder would be in plain sight of two other
shareholders along the right of way. Yet because of the free
and easy way in which the public has attached to the railroad

names of well-known men, the people
have a vague belief that the railroads are owned by a
wealthy people. The facts run to the contrary. The
arc owned by a great army of the people; people who
properties the

all

their savings into railroad shares until 600,000 of

generally

very few
railroads

have put

them are

no argument, unless we argue the
obvious, to show that if the savings the people have had thus
entered into railroad ownership prove to be secure, and the
returns to them, as the owners of the money, prove to be attractive, there will be little trouble in obtaining from them and others
like them more money for improving the railroads which now
serve the people, and for extending them into sections whose
direct owners.

development

It

requires

because of the lack of railroad
service.
As a question of public policy is it not fundamentally
sound that the rights of these hundreds of thousands of saving
standing

is

still

and prudent people should be given as serious consideration as
any other factor in the railroad question? Is it not obvious that
there should be accorded to them the same full measure of solicitude which is extended to other human factors prominently
before us in

all

industrial discussions?

But there are still other hundreds of thousands of people who
have a personal interest in the railroads. Those whom our
political

common

saviors call the

common

people

(why they

are called

wage schedule itself, but upon needand embarrassing and complicated incidentals. What the
railroads have to contend and urge, notwithstanding their desire
to pay their employees well, is the plain fact that the railroads
have not adequate income out of which to pay these wages. In
the two decades from 1894 to 1914 the revenues from operations
of the steam railroads increased 183 per cent., but expenses of

operation increased 200 per cent.

creased 118 per

over 250,000 miles of steam

rail-

This army of the people relies directly upon
livelihood.
It has the right to adequate
consideration by the government. This consideration it has only
affect us with awe.

its

in part received.

There has been no recognition of the

may
may

be shortened, conditions of labor

be attained, crews

may be
army

fact that

may

be

working hours

made

ideal, safety

stuffed full to overflowing

and

simply because
the railroads lack the ability to earn enough to keep the men at
work, much less to expand, improve and extend the lines and
the service.
It is to the direct interest of the employees and

yet the prosperity of this

of people

fails

those dependent directly upon them for their subsistence that
the railroads have prosperous earnings.
the further interest of the employees that shareholders
have prosperous returns, for the employees cannot safely
forget that, averaged over the American system of railroads, one
shareholder means three employees. To maintain and operate the
railroads takes not the shareholder alone or the employee alone;
it requires them botli, and they stand as numbers only in the ratio
It is to

also

of three to one. Theirs
ing adequate earnings.

is

in reality a

common

interest in obtain-

One blade cannot for long cut into gross earnings without
bringing into activity the other blade which cuts expenses. Of
expenses over 45 per cent are for wages. In fact, 70 per cent of
all

the disbursements of the railroads, even

when

I will state it in

another

way with
:

the rates

pensation paid to employees was in the same time increased by

something over $100,000,000.
This process cannot keep up indefinitely. As an economic question it is impossible that the compensation of employees can continue to increase while the compensation of employers continues
to decline.

So we could move along

into the various phases of

human

only to find that the railroads and the people have interests in common to an extent the people do not yet realise, but
when they do realize they will wake up in their might to the fact
that the railroads' prosperity is their prosperity. The people will
activity,

rise to

acknowledge that

it is

the function of the government to

be watchful of their interests as a whole, and then the one-eyed

longer can be king.
will insist, in the interests of all the people, that the rail-

roads be maintained in a condition of physical and financial
strength and that they be released from "the tyranny of prejudice"

and relieved from the paralysis of uncertainty.

Whether

it

be

the shareholder, the bank depositor, the holder of insurance policies,

the railroad employees and their people, or the public gendo well to remember that amid the loose and casual

erally, all will

talk about watered stock

and over-capitalization

it

is

no longer

seriously contended that the railroad properties of the United

States are worth less than the amount of their capital. Yet the
earning power of the railroads upon the capital employed has so
declined that at the present time out of every $100 of gross earn-

comes into the treasury $14 has to be set aside to pay
upon bonds, although the bonds bear but a moderate rate
of interest. These bonds were taken up, on faith in the earning
power of the properties, and were issued in compliance with the
laws of the land. They are held in this country and abroad, and
this young and great nation can well see to it that the earning
power of its railroad activities is maintained. Especially is this
so since it is known throughout the world that the railroads have
been under government scrutiny and control for more than a geninterest

road in the United States, with a roster of about 1,750,000 men.
This is a vast army, even in these days of vast armies that
the railroads for

in-

ings which

THE INTEREST OF THE EMPLOYEES
stated, there are

The numbers of employees

while the compensation of employees in-

of 1904 as a unit, the railroads would have earned about $160,000,000 more than the earnings in 1914. While the railroad revenues were thus reduced in the sum of $160,000,000, the com-

They

As already

cent.,

creased 213 per cent.

man no

insurance policies.

No. 22

less

do not know) are the chief users of the savings

life
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tentious are rarely upon the

banks of this nation. These savings banks have for their depositors about 11,000,000 of the people.
These savings banks
carry between eight hundred and nine hundred millions of
dollars in railroad bonds and stocks.
It is hardly necessary to refer to state and other banks and
trust companies, whose holdings in protection of their depositors
and in the conduct of their business count up to several hundred
millions of dollars more. This aspect of the subject carries us
into still wider fields.
Among the large holders of raUroad
securities the life insurance companies are of vast importance
In the United States there are over 34,000,000
to the people.

I

Vol.

taxes, interest

and dividends are included, are for three items of wages, fuel and
supplies. The railroads give good wages ungrudgingly. The con-

eration.

It is

true that railroad financial administration may be
and just criticism is wise, but they are like

criticized in spots,

certain dramatic points in a picture

they do not

to survey the

The

the story.

tell

;

they catch the attention, but
may be invited

people, instead,

whole history of American railroading, from its
unmapped difficulties and through

pioneer beginnings, through'

when great administrators pledged their personal fortunes to save the properties, down to the present moment, and in a wide survey of 50 years it will be acknowledged
periods of crisis

that as a

bank may

fail

without imperiling the banking system,

so the long ordeal through which the American railroads have
passed still finds the moral basis of railroad management upon a

very high plane in which the American people

may

take becoming

pride.

time for the railroads and the people to take counsel towhich touched the railroads first has
reached to the people. This nation needs prosperity more than it
It is

gether, for the uncertainty

needs anything

else.

No

business prospers by repression.

The

and influences of government should be stimulating or they
are a failure. The American people prosper together. When we
prosper we are all prosperous. The pursuit of life, liberty and
happiness has prosperity for its reward, the railroads and the
people in conjunction and alike.
effect

Locomotives Ordered

in

America

for

Foreign Countries

Engines Built "by American Locomotive Co. for Greece,
Serbia, Belgium and Russia Have Many Unique Features
sq. ft.
The grate area is 34.7 sq. ft. While the heating
and grate surfaces are smaller than would be considered good

The past year has seen an enormous increase in the exports
from the United States, brought about by conditions incident
to the war in Europe. The railway equipment building industry
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one of those affected by these conditions, large foreign orders
for both locomotives and cars having been placed from time to
time.
During the past few months the American Locomotive
Company has delivered a total of 177 locomotives on foreign
orders, in most of which early delivery was an important factor.
It is of interest to note the extent to which American practice
has been followed in the design of these locomotives.
The largest single order was that of the Russian government
for 100 locomotives of the 2-10-0 type, which were described and
illustrated in the Railway Age Gazette for September 10, 191S,
page 474. The other orders were for 20 2-8-2 type locomotives
for the Greek government railways, 10 locomotives of the 2-6-6-2
and 12 of the 2-8-0 type for the Serbian government, 20 0-6-0
type tank locomotives for the Belgian state railways and 15
locomotives of the 2-6-0 type for the Russian government.
The 2-8-2 type locomotives delivered to the Greek government
will be tested on a section of road 43 kilometers (26.72 miles)
Most of the curves are
long, having a gage of 4 ft. 811/16 in.
300 meters (984.3 ft.) radius and for a distance of 2.17 miles
the grades vary from .45 per cent to 2 per cent then for a dis-

within the imposed limitations of weight, and in comparison with
continental locomotives they represent liberal proportions.

is

;

practice in this country, they are as large as could be obtained

Among

the details of special interest are the cylinder safety

valves, by-pass valves

attachment to the ends of the cylinder barrel. Provision was
made in the alteration, for the cylinder cock connection, thus
avoiding any additional holes in the cylinder barrel. The bypass valve differs from practice in the United States in that it
is operated from the cab by a system of levers.
The water gage
cocks are designed to close automatically in case the glass breaks.
The design of these locomotives follows American practice
with the exception of bolt threads. All outside connections and
parts subject to interchange have international threads.
Metric
threads were used on all bolts, boiler studs and staybolts. The
engines are provided with steam heat equipment, electric headlights on both ends, self-centering valve stem guides, the latest
Cole trailing trucks, screw reverse gears, Le Chatelaier water
brakes, speed recorders and pyrometers. The engines and tenders

for the

Greek Government

tance of 18.64 miles there is a continuous grade of 2 per cent.
This is followed by a down grade of 2 per cent about 4 miles
long and the remainder of the section is level.
A guarantee

are equipped with

was given

the least possible trouble.

on the level, or a train of 190 metric tons (209.5 short tons)
back of the tender at 40 kilometers (24.86 miles) per hour on the
2 per cent grade and at least 80 kilometers (49.71 miles) per
hour on the level. Having a specified axle weight limit of 15
metric tons (33,080

of 131,800
it

was

11).

boiler

lb.

these engines, with a weight on drivers

weight of 187,500 lb., are as large as
23-in. by 26-in. cylinders, a boiler
and 60-in. drivers, they have a tractive effort
total

possible to build.

pressure of 170
of 33,200 II).

The

lb.),

and a

With

of the straight top radial stay type. It is 61 in.
inside diameter at the front end and is fitted with 134 2-in.
tubes, 19 ft. long, a 21-unit Schmidt superheater and a brick arch
supported on tubes. The firebox is of copper and is 83^ in.
long by 59j4 in. wide. The tubes are steel, but have copper

ends 6

is

long at the firebox end and all watcr-.'ipate stays arc
copper, with fell-tale holes drilled in both ends. There is a total
in.

evaporating heating surface of 2,031 sq. ft., of which 1,881 sq. ft.
is in the tubes and flues, and a superheater heating
surface of

cylinder safety

valve with the exception of the alteration necessary to permit

Locomotive of the 2-8-2 Type

that the locomotives would haul over this line a train
of 250 metric tons (275.6 short tons) back of the tender at a
speed of 25 kilometers (15.53 miles) per hour on tlie continuous
2 per cent grade and at 60 kilometers (37.28 miles) per hour

The

and water gage cocks.

valves are similar to the builder's standard cylinder head relief

vacuum automatic brakes, which are now in
use on the Greek roads. The use of air brakes is contemplated
and the engines are arranged so that they may be applied with

On February 9 an order was received from the Serbian government for 10 2-6-6-2 Mallet locomotives of new design. All
drawing room work was done in 19 working days the first engine had been designed, built, tested, knocked down and shipped
on April 8.
These 10 Mallets and the 12 Consolidation locomotives have
outside frames, which were necessitated by a gage of only 30 in.
As many details as possible were made interchangeable between
the two classes.
The Mallet engines have a total weight of
126,000 11). and cylinders 13 in. and lO'/i in. in diameter by 20
in. stroke.
The driving wheels are 36 in. in diameter and boiler
;

pressure is 200 lb. They are fitted with the builder's .system of
compounding and have a tractive effort working compound of
24,300 lb. Working simple the tractive effort is 29,200 lb.
The
boiler

is

of the straight top type, 52

end and has 157

2-in. tubes, 15

ft.

a brick wall, a grate 85 in. long

114^

in.

on January

28.

a firebox

in. in

\'/j in.

by 39!4

diameter at the front

in length.
in.

wide

By means of
is

installed in

long by 39^4 i"- wide.
An order for seven Consolidation engines was received from
the Serbian government on January 12, which was increased to
12

Five of the engines were shipped on March
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The Consolidalion
11 and the remaining seven on March 18.
locomotives have a total weight of 80,500 lb., cylinders 15 in. in
diameter by 20-in. stroke, carry a steam pressure of 160 lb. and
have a tractive effort of 17,000 lb. The boiler is of the straight
top type, 47% in. in diameter at the front end and is fitted
with 126 2-in. tubes 15 ft. V/i in. in length; the firebox is 483/16
The builder's standard methods of
in. long by 39^ in. wide.
construction were followed in these engines throughout.
In Belgium the use of overhead trolley wires is prohibited and,
although electric traction is used in the cities, all interurban
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from the bottom of the frames to the bottom of
Five swinging doors on each side allow access
The engines are arranged for operation
to the moving parts.
from either end. The throttle and reverse lever handles are
fitted with steel links which hold the latch levers open when
A handthe engine is being operated from the opposite end.
sheets extend

the side tanks.

operated automobile horn is installed on each end.
Early delivery being an important consideration in the order
for 100 locomotives of the 2-10-0 type for the Russian government, it is of interest to note the time spent in the design and

Nsurrow-Gage Mallet Locomotive with Outside Frames for the Serbian Government

handled by small steam locomotives of unique design.
These engines haul passengers and produce to the distributing
traffic is

cities, the tracks connecting with the electric
order for 20 tank locomotives for this purpose was
placed by the Belgian state railways on June 2, the first engine
being shipped on August 19. The gage of the track on which
they operate is 395^ in. and the total weight in running order is
58,900 lb. Having cylinders llj^ in. in diameter by 16 in. -stroke,
driving wheels 34 in. in diameter and a steam pressure of 180
The boiler is of the
lb., they have a tractive effort of 9,520 lb.
Belpaire type, 42 in. in diameter at the front end, and is designed
It is fitted with 144 tubes IJ^ in. in
to bum coal briquettes.

centers in the large
lines.

An

construction of these engines.

The

4 in. long. The firebox is 42 in. long by 28^4
designed to drop down between the frames
for repairs. Ten engines have steel tubes and steel fireboxes and
the other 10 have brass tubes, copper fireboxes and copper stay-

diameter and 6

wide and

ft.

is

bolts.

As

the soil

is

of a very sandy nature, all running gear is enHaving outside frames, the enclosing

closed to exclude dust.

started

provided with by-pass
an arrangement whereby
they are controlled by superheater damper cylinder. Ordinarily
the damper cylinder receives steam from the steam pipe and
therefore does not operate until a short time after the throttle
has opened.
But the by-pass valves must close immediately
when the throttle is opened. This necessitated changing the
cylinders

of

these

engines

valves, a unique feature of

Double-End Narrow-Gage Locoinulivt;

in.

Drawing room work was

on June 19. The design was an entirely new one and was completed and the material ordered by July 15. The first locomotive
had been built, tested under its own steam, knocked down, boxed
and shipped by August 18.

loi

which

are

is

the Belgian State Railways

steam connection for the damper cylinder from the cylinder
steam pipe to the turret, with an intervening control valve connected to the throttle. By this change steam is instantaneously
admitted to the damper cylinder when the throttle is opened and
the by-pass valves are immediately closed. In a similar way the
by-pass valves arc immediately opened when the throttle is
closed.

November
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On July 2 the Russian government ordered IS 2-6-0 type
locomotives for tlie Peter and Great Fortress Revel. This was
an entirely new design, American practice being followed, and
the first engine was shipped on September 10. These engines are
7S0-m.m. (29.53-in.) gage track and weigh but 37,265
The cylinders are 11 in. by 16 in., the
lb. in working order.
boilers carry 165 lb. pressure and, with wheels 33!/2 in. in diameter, the tractive effort is 8,100 lb.
The boiler is of the
Soft
straight top type and has 504 sq. ft. of heating surface.
coal is burned on a grate of 9.3 sq. ft. area. The tender is of
built for

the four-wheel rigid pedestal type and has a water capacity of
700 gal. and carries I'/i tons of coal.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RELATIONS
BETWEEN RAILROADS
The report of the Committee on Relations between Railroads,
presented at the meeting of the American Railway Association,
held in Chicago on November 17, was briefly referred to in our
account of the meeting published in the issue of November 19.
are now able to present more fully some of the more important features of the report, together with the action taken by

We

the association on

mittee to
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recommend for adoption one system
The description given by

for checking

freight into cars.

the

l.c.l.

committee

is

as follows

DOUDLE-CHECK SYSTEMS FOR LOADING

The

object of a double-check system

L.

C.

L.

FREIGHT

an affirmawhich will show conclusively each step in the
handling of freight from the time it is received until deposited
in the proper car, and that all packages are in safe condition
for transportation, properly marked and carefully stowed.
is

to establish

tive loading record

I

At way

stations

received should Jse carefully
checked against shipping order, this check to include inspection for classification, weight, packing and marking, and should
also be in accordance with the code of L. C. L. Rules, as
approved by the American Railway Association.
Waybill
should be prepared leaving car number blank, and freight then
moved to loading platform, where, upon arrival of the local
freight train, it must be stowed under the supervision of the
agent and the local conductor, who will check each piece of
freight against the waybill and see that the correct car number
is inserted. The agent should also insert car number on shipping
order or on office copy of waybill.
freight

all

some of the committee's recommendations.
II

LOSS

The

AND DAMAGE TO FREIGHT

At

report of the Sub-Committee on Packing,

Marking and

Handling of Freight, showing a reduction of about 22 per cent,
or over $3,500,000, in loss and damage payments during the first
six months of 1915, as compared to a similar period in 1914,
by 99 roads, was mentioned in last week's issue. As the operating
revenues for this period indicate a smaller percentage of decrease,
is an absolute saving indicated, but also a saving as
compared with the freight revenue. It would appear from these
figures that the railroads have checked the tide in payments for
loss and damage which has been rising rapidly since the fiscal
year 1909, and it is hoped that next spring a further reduction
will be shown. It should be noted, the committee says, that these
savings took place in a period when the railroads had secured
very nearly uniform instructions for packing and marking, when
an improved inspection of shipments had been generally innot only

augurated through individual railroads and inspection bureaus,
when more railroads than ever before had organized departments
to supervise loss

and damage, and when general

interest in this

important subject had been spread more widely than ever before.
It is the belief of members of the committee that the shippers
are assisting by giving more care to the preparation of goods for
shipment. The committee believes that these economies will be
continued, but this can only be secured by strict enforcement of
the rules.
that the code of

l.c.l.

rules approved

by the association a year ago has been endorsed by the Freight
Claim Association and the American Association of Freight
Agents, and has been adopted by a very considerable number of
railroads.
As a new edition is necessary, a number of changes
proposed by the committee were adopted. The committee believes
that its adoption and enforcement by any railroad will inevitably
result in economy in the matter of loss and damage. The report
also stated that a number of members have materially reduced
their claims for loss and damage by introducing what is termed
an affirmative check or double check system in loading their cars
with

l.c.l.

responsibility for proper loading

waybill or shipping order.

If waybill is used for checking, loading record will be inserted in office copy.

Ill

At

freight.

The committee

large

stations

made

that

some

of the systems mentioned are not, strictly speaking, affirmative
or double-check systems. While the committee recognizes that

may be the case, these .systems have liail ijood n-sulls on the
roads that have adopted them, and the committee thought it best
to print them, as well as the others, without specific recommend.itions in regard to any of the systems, but in the hope that
this

the railroads generally will experiment with

committee their suggestions. It
rience in this important matter

them and give the

it

which

will result in a reduction in the cost of handling freight.
of these plans may be used regardless of whether the freight
house force is employed on a tonnage, bonus or daily pay basis.

Any

All cars placed for loading l.c.l. freight must be inspected as
prescribed by the "Rules for the Inspection and Certification of
Box Cars, Before Loading with Freight Subject to Damage,"
as approved by the

American Railway Association.
Each car is given a loading number. Cars bearing the same
loading numbers are placed in the same position each day,
practicable.

Each package

is

checked against

shipping

order when

A

double check can be obtained by having receiving clerks
stationed at warehouse doors check freight into the warehouse
from the dray onto the truck, and a stowman or loading clerk,
located at the car, check from the truck into the car.

The double-check systeius
(a)
The loading nimibcr

in
is

use may be described as follows
indorsed upon the shipping order.

After freight

is loaded on the truck, the loailing number of the
marked on the top package and the shipping order is sent
with the truck to the car, where a re-checker checks each

car

is

(b)

car, tallying

The loading luunber

it

on the shipping order.

indorsed upon the shipping order
and is tuarked on each package. The trucker lakes the load to
the car designated by the luunber on the top package.
The
shipping order is sent direct to the office. An assistant foreman
inspects each package after

distinguishing check
(c)

Receiving clerks arc

secutively

is

it

is

actually in the car

mark thereon before

numbered

hoped that with further expe-

number of

it

may

loading ninnber of the

ballots.

is

be possible for the com-

the

received.

package into the
stated that the point has been

may

be possible to adopt one of the
several systems hereinafter described without any additional
cost and frequently by rearrangement of the warehouse force,

when

The committee reported

where only a

few cars are loaded daily the
and stowing rests entirely with
the agent.
Cars placed for loading at these stations must be
inspected as prescribed in the "Rules for the Inspection and
Certification of Box Cars, Before Loading with Freight Subject
to Damage," as approved by the American Railway Association.
The best results can be obtained where two or three men are
employed if one checks the freight on receipt against the shipping order and another checks the freight into the car against the
stations

the ballot

fiiniishcd

When

it

is

and puts a

stowed.

with a supply of con-

freight

is

received

serial

shown on the shipping order and the
car marked on the ballot, which is h.inded
is
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to the trucker,

car there

is

who

number. The
Ballots are checked

trucker returns both ballots for verification.
against

In each

takes freight to the car designated.

a supply of ballots bearing the loading

the

shipping orders

ascertain

to

if

was

freight

sent

to the right car.

Eacfi shipping order

(d)

given a consecutive

is

number

as

The loading number is indorsed on the shipping order
and marked on the top package of the truck, except in cases
where the truck carries freight for more than one car, when
received.

each package should be marked. Receiving clerks are furnished
with a supply of ballots provided with space for loading number,
number of pieces, consecutive number on shipping order, check
This ballot is sent with the truck
clerk's initials and the date.

Stowman removes

to the car.

pieces and loading number.
is

ballot

and checks the number of

After the freight

checked against the billing and

is

stowed, ballot

filed.

IV
At

transfer stations each car is given a loading

placed in the same position each day

when

number and

practicable.

Waybills are abstracted as received with destinations in
order.
Consecutively numbered ballots with stub
attached bearing the same number are furnished check clerks.
As freight is brought from car being transferred, ballot is given
(o)

alphabetical

showing the loading number of the car into which
be loaded and the same information is also shown

to the trucker

freight

is

to

with letter designating the trucker who deposits
ballot in the car.
Stubs are examined frequently to see that
freight is in the right car.
Stubs of the ballots are checked
against the abstract sheet, which also shows loading number of
the car into which freight is to be loaded and consecutive number
of the ballots.

on the

(b)

stub,

With each truckload of

freight the trucker is given a

which shows the loading number of the car.
When
freight is deposited in the car a ballot is taken therefrom which
bears the loading number and also the initials and number of the
car.
Both ballots are returned and an indorsement is made
upon the billing showing the initials and number of the car into
which the freight was loaded. Waybills are then examined to
see if freight was loaded into the proper car.
The loading number is marked on waybills covering cars
(c)
to be transferred and in the space provided for is shown the
initials and the number of the car into which freight is to be
loaded.
Each waybill is given a Veri-check number. If more
than one shipment is on the same waybill, each consignment is
numbered. With each truckload of freight the trucker is given
a Veri-check slip on which is shown the loading number, check
clerk's initials, Veri-check number and number of pieces on the
truck.
This is deposited in the car and checked throughout the
day to see that the freight is properly loaded. When loading
is
completed the Veri-check slips are checked against the
ballot

waybills.

the rules

recommended a number of amendments in
governing methods for loading carload shipments of
also

and a code of rules governing methods for handling carload shipments of cement and plaster, which were adopted by
the association. The committee also recommended a resolution,
flour,

which was adopted, that

at large flour loading centers cars
furnished to mills should be inspected by a joint representative
for all lines, and a certificate of inspection be attached to each
car, to be filed by the agent at loading points for future reference.

The committee is still urging upon the American Association
of Accounting Officers the advantages of through interline billing
and is furnishing that association with cases where loss and
damage has resulted from errors in rebilling. This matter is
also
tion.

under consideration by the Southeastern Freight AssociaThe committee has made a number of recommendations

for the

various classification

committees,

tending to

the

im-

provement of containers, and especially to the strapping or sealing of boxes of boots and shoes, dry goods and other highclass commodities especially subject to pilfering.
Representa-

of the committee have attended

classifications committees,

and

will be

recent
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hearings of the

represented at

all

subse-

quent hearings which involve questions of marking or packing
freight.

The committee is considering, among other subjects, the following questions Sealing of freight cars, robbery of cars without breaking seals, loading rules for carloads of various commodities, packing and loading of news print paper, containers and
loading of palm oil, cocoanut oil, linseed oil, etc., pulpboard and
fibreboard containers, packing of l.c.l. stoves, elimination of the
"one in ten" marking rule, and loss of gas tubes and other metal
:

containers.

WEIGHING

The report of the Committee on Weighing, announcing arrangements for the free testing of railway master scales by the
government scale testing equipment, was noted in the report
published in last week's issue. The committee reported that the
railways are confronted with a new difficulty in the matter of
weighing. The indu.stries of the country, as represented by the
Committee on Weighing of the National Industrial Traffic
League, are taking the position that the marked tares on railway
freight cars are generally inaccurate, and are making this a
basis for claiming that every shipper shall have the right to
require railways to light-weigh every freight car, before
loaded, free of charge.

The committee does not

it

is

believe that the

expense of such an arrangement is justified, but stated that to
prove this it will be necessary for the railways to take still
further action in promptly re-weighing and re-marking their
own cars, as well as foreign cars upon their lines. The Master
Car Builders' Association has increased the fee for re-lightweighing and re-marking of foreign freight cars, but the amount
provided does not appear to be sufficient to pay the per diem
on the foreign car while it is being held out of service. The
committee, therefore, recommended the adoption of a new per
diem rule, providing for a two-days' reclaim on freight cars which
are re-light-weighed and re-marked.
The National Code of Weighing Rules applying to carload
freight has been generally adopted by all roads west of the
Alleghenies.
The adoption by eastern roads has been postponed, pending the result of negotiations regarding certain questions involving the weighing of empty cars for shippers and
consignees.
The need of a set of rules for the weighing of
l.c.l. freight is apparent, the committee says, and it has formulated a set of l.c.l. weighing rules which is being considered by
the National Industrial Traffic League. The proposed code was
approved. On the recommendation of the committee a request
was made upon the Association of American Railway Accounting Officers for some slight changes in billing forms to facilitate
the giving of the necessary information as to weighing.

CAR SERVICE

On

VARIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS

The committee

tives

Vol.

the recommendation of the Association of Transportation

and Car Accounting Officers a revision of Form H, summary
of per diem and passenger car mileage, and Rules 13 and 14 of
the code of per diem rules were approved. Amendments were
also approved in per diem Rules 15, 19 and 20, eliminating all
reference to the transmission of embargo notices, to provide that
the Commission on Car Service enforce the observance of car
service Rules 1 to 4 on the complaint of any party, and to provide a two-days' reclaim against the owning road on freight
cars which are re-weighed and re-markcd. A new form T, on
which cars held for delivery may be properly reported, in accordance with per diem Rule 14, was adopted.
The committee has taken part in the meetings of the Committee on Movement of Empty Freight Cars, and in its opinion
the most fruitful cause for unnecessary empty mileage has been
the practice of returning foreign cars empty and loading home
cars in the same direction. To remove this cause the committee
recommended changes in car service Rules 2 and 3, which were
adopted. Car service Rule 2 authorizes the loading of foreign

home road." This expression has
never been defined, and under the proposed changes, to detercars "in the direction of the

November

mine the

26,
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direction of the

home

road, the continent

is

divided

which are numbered, as shown on a map accompanying the report. The group number of the point at which
the car is standing should be first ascertained on the map, and
the group number or numbers of the home road should then
be ascertained from an alphabetical list compiled for this purWhen the number of the group in which the car is
pose.
standing is ascertained the groups which are in the direction of
the home road may be found on a chart prepared for this
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into 17 groups,

purpose, in the intersecting square to the right of the location of
the car and below the home group.
The committee concurs with the Committee on

Movement of
Empty Cars in recommending a thorough enforcement of the
home route card system, as indicated in car service Rules 5 and
19, and attention was called to the fact that this system was
made obligatory upon all subscribers to the per diem rules agreement after December 31, 1915. The effective date for the use
of the continuous home route card was postponed until
July

On

1,

Our

1916.

DEMURRAGE

amendments

demurrage rules which
have recently gone into effect the committee did not recommend
any changes in the rules. The committee stated that one cause of
delay to box cars has been that it has not usually been practicable
to charge demurrage on cars loaded with export grain consigned to elevators located at the seaboard. The committee has
represented to the

traffic

associations that the greatest conges-

have occurred when the export elevators are filled with
grain, and it is therefore impossible to unload the cars consigned to them. The point has further been made that this situation would be improved if the storage rates applicable to grain in
the elevators should also apply to the grain in cars which cannot
be unloaded into the elevators.
The traffic associations have
taken up this suggestion and the committee had hoped that the
arrangement could go into effect on December 1 at all Atlantic
and Gulf ports. The chairman reported, however, that he regretted that the hope had not been well founded.
The committee has received reports showing extreme delays
to cars loaded with automobiles, and has represented to the
National Industrial Traffic League and to the automobile trade
generally, the necessity of an increased rate on certain cars
similar to the increased rate recently approved for refrigerator
cars, which has had such a good effect.
The committee has
been unable to convince the trade that an increase in the demurrage rate is necessary, but the automobile manufacturers are
using all the influence they can to secure prompt unloading. The
committee is continuing the collection of information, and if the
efforts of the manufacturers to secure prompt unloading of cars
are ineffective, the committee will again press the question of an
tions

increased rate.

Changes in the definitions and in Rule 2 of the code of switching reclaim rules were adopted. An amendment was also approved in storage Rule 4, and it was decided tliat tlie storage rule
should not apply on tank cars of crude petroleum during process
of loading in or on railroad premises between October 1 and
Marcli 31, inclusive, when the cars are loaded north of parallel 35.

A

form of rubber stamps to be used in connection witli claim
papers forwarded by railroad business mail was adopted on the
recommendation of the committee.

of these was that at Rochefort on the State Railway Lines, May
17 last, when seven employees were injured, and the other
that at Saint-Cyr-de-Favieres, October 9, on the line of the

Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee, when 17 soldiers were killed and more
than 30 injured.

Although death

—

Kampong Rantan Panjang

has been fixed up as the place at
be connected, the new survey of
Kclanl:iii l)oiiM(lary having been completed, while the Federated Malay States Railways Administration has completed its line to the Golok River, the frontier
between Siam and Kclanlan.

which the two systems
the Siamese line to the

will

killed

or

is

an everyday

affair

wounded each day

at

now, with thousands of

the front, both of these

accidents were widely recorded in the newspapers, and this goes

show how seriously a railway accident is regarded in
The accident in May consisted of the derailment

The

France.
of

the

the early hours of the morning.

in

investigation held concerning

it developed the fact that a
improperly loaded, had dropped off a
freight train preceding the express and remained on the track.
The locomotive and tender of the express train were derailed

steamship

smokestack,

while the baggage and mail cars were telescoped. The seven
employees in these two cars were injured. The passengers in
the other cars escaped with a bad shaking up.
The second accident referred to resulted in the largest number of fatalities of any accident that has taken place in France
for many years.
It occurred at 6:50 a. m., October 10.
The

was a

special, loaded with soldiers on leave from the
Just after the train left Saint-Cyr-de-Favieres, a way
station below Lyons in the south of France, it broke in two

train

front.

on an up-grade and six passenger coaches running wild returned
to the station which the train had just left and there jumped
the track and rolled into a ravine. Only a dozen of the soldiers
in the six cars were able to continue their journey.
The rest
were taken to hospitals in Saint-Etienne and Roanne. The investigation into the accident has not yet determined whether
it was due primarily to an old and worn coupling or to improper handling of the train by the engineer.
The whole subject of railway accidents has in past years interested France as much as it has the United States and according to carefully compiled statistics in normal years there
is

but one passenger killed to 32,000,000 carried, and but one

injured to 1,300,000 carried.

The growing
out by M.

safety of railroad travel

was

strikingly pointed

Sartiaux, in the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees,

who showed that between the years 1835 and 1875, a period of
40 years, 1,781,403,687 passengers were carried in France and
that of this number one was killed to 5,178,490 carried and one
injured to 580,450 carried.

In

the 40-year period

since

1875

railroad travel has tripled in safety.

M. Sartiaux developed

the curious fact that stage-coach travel

more dangerous, one passenger being
and one injured to 50,000 carried.
no doubt, however, that during this year while the

of olden times was far
killed to 335.000 carried

There is
war is on, the lumibcr of

fatalities in other

and not to passengers, but
lie

strikingly

large.

than train accidents

to soldiers acting as track

Every
track is now under guard, day
guards, not being railroad men,
themselves from passing trains.

will

Siam-Federated Malay States Railways. With regard to
the proposed linking-up of tlie Siamese Southern Railway with
the Federated Malay States system, it is stated that a point .it

European Correspondent

But tvv'o accidents of importance from the Frencli point of
view, and in France railway accidents are closely watched by
the public, have occurred during the past eight months.
One

Nantes-Bordeaux express

to the car

WAR-TIME

to passengers.

to

car service Rules 16 and 18 were adopted.

Special

IN

Hiatt

S.

While no statistics are yet available to give a comparison of
the number of passenger train accidents in time of war and
peace, it is certain that the French railways have until the
present been remarkably free from accidents involving fatalities

men

the recommendation of the committee interpretations of

In view of the

By Walter

railway

station

guards,

and mile of

and night, and these soldier
have yet to learn to protect
The accidents to soldiers have
been particularly frequent at night and about guarded tunnels.
Otherwise, owing to the careful manner in which railway
stations and tracks all over France are fenced in and the highway grade crossings arc protected by gates, there arc rarely
any fatalities to trespassers or to persons not actually on board
trains.
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Passenger train accidents are generally diie to derailments
and the proportion of passenger train accidents to freight accidents is as one to 12. Thus, in an average of 12 derailments
there are eight of road freight trains, one of passenger trains
and three derailments in freight yard trains.
Taking an average of 20 derailments, two are caused by
track conditions, seven by defective car or locomotive material,

nine by the lack of care of trainmen and two by

Vol.

59,

No. 22

management of all benefit funds and other funds; that the
employment of private police on railroads should be regulated
by federal statute and that the states should assume full rethe

;

sponsibility for protecting railroad property

In

pass.

addition,

Commons

report

both the Manly

recommended

that

and preventing tresand the so-called

report
the

Newlands

act be

ex-

tended in several directions.

These

unknown

legislative

recommendations the Industrial Committee
urge upon Congress by every means in its

causes.

declares that

The most prolific season for train accidents in France is the
autumn. Thus, of eight derailments, three occur then, in part
because of fogs, rain and colder weather; two occur in the
spring, two in winter and one in summer.

This means that bills will be introduced, possibly in
power.
both chambers, by sympathetic senators and representatives;
that hearings will be demanded and perhaps granted that agitation along new lines for new labor legislation will be started,

Washington, D. C, November
ful ally in

Washington

in

new and

24.

possibly a power-

the Industrial Relations Committee,

which has just opened its offices here. This committee, as has
been announced in the daily press, is a lineal descendant of the
U. S. Commission on Industrial Relations, whose existence automatically terminated by law in August.
The chairman of the
commission, Frank Walsh, becomes chairman of the committee
the three labor members of the commission remain with Walsh,
and to this group are added eight others, six men and two

women, all more or less well known as sympathetic with the program and purposes of labor. Of particular significance to the
readers of this correspondence
labor

members of

is

the committee

the fact that one of the three
is

Austin B. Garrettson, presi-

dent of the Order of Railway Conductors.
Basil

M. Manly and George

lieutenants
office

P. West, Mr. Walsh's most active
on the commission, have charge of the Washington

of the committee.

The following paragraphs

are based, in

upon a talk with these gentlemen
Exactly what the Industrial Relations Committee can do is,
very naturally, an open question at this time. Judging, however, by its intentions it has an active, if brief, future before it.
The general plan is to agitate, lobby and work for the recommendations of the Manly report to the Commission on Industrial
Relations, and to serve labor, organized and unorganized, as a
kind of field campaign staff. Back of the committee is the support of the most powerful unions in the country. The American
Federation of Labor has offered its sympathy and co-operation
the United Mine Workers are understood to have subscribed
to its war chest; the industrial unionists and their friends are
looking to the committee for help and many unattached "radicals" and labor people see in it a tool or weapon to be used in

Publicity

was the keynote of the now

Publicity will be the keynote of the

efficient as its predecessor, overburdened statesmen may well
groan under the new loads placed on their shoulders through
its

agency.

movement of the
four railroad brotherhoods looking toward demanding an eighthour day is interesting thoughtful men in Washington proIn this connection the recently announced

Members of Congress and government officials unite
regarding this as one of the most significant and serious
announcements in the railroad world for many months. The
firemen and engineers of the southern associations met here
early this week in order to discuss this matter in its various
phases.
This concerted movement of the four organizations
is apparently in line with the tendency of labor, railroad and
non-railroad, to get together for its own ends and to secure
help and assistance by co-operating with other elements bound
elements well represented by the
in the same general direction
Industrial Committe.
foundly.
in

—

*****

part,

The Labor

unemployment on

railroads,

the various railways filed

mission

month comparative figures on
drawn from the annual reports of
with the Interstate Commerce Com-

Gazette presents this

:

"For 55 leading transportation systems which up to the close
of October had submitted their reports, it was found that 12
per cent more were employed in 1914 than in 1915, and that
10 per cent more was paid in wages by these companies in 1915
than in 1914. The comparative totals for the 55 railroads considered as one system are as follows
Total Number of Employees and Total Compensation of Employees on 55
Railroads

;

movements

which they are involved.
At its hearings in Chicago the Industrial Relations Commission collected a large mass of testimony on craft organization
and industrial organization. In its files also is said to be testimony, admirable at least for the purposes of agitation, bearing
on the attitude of railroads toward labor, railroad police, the
use of arms in railroad strikes, and so forth. This material the
committee apparently plans to utilize whenever it sees fit. The
personnel of the committee as a whole probably endorses the
the various

in

industrial union idea as against the plan of craft organization,

and a clever use of what has been gathered on this subject would
unquestionably tend to stimulate discussion and action.
In the Manly report of the Industrial Relations Commission it
was recommended that Congress prohibit tipping of employees
of public service corporations engaged in interstate commerce;
that employees engaged in the Pullman service be included in
the hours of service law; that the Public Health Service should
devise a code of sanitary regulations for railroad construction
camps that Congress should prohibit railroads from inducing
;

their employees to sign releases of liability

for accidents; that

Congress should prohibit the railroads from requiring employees
to contribute to benefit funds and allow tlicm to participate in

new

and

such publicity as can be turned out on the
questions at issue are certain to complicate an already complex
If tliis lobby actually proves to be a fraction as
situation.
committee,

L. Stoddard

railroad brotherhoods have a

that this entails.

all

extinct commission.

RAILROAD BROTHERHOODS BUSY
The

will

;

with

By W.

it

Number
Total

of employees

compensation

1914
278,243
$220,605,085

1915
245,209
$198,633,390

Increase over
1915
33,039
$21,971,695

"The 55 railroads, as can be seen above, employed 33,039
more men, and paid $21,971,695 more in wages in 1914 than in
1915."

The Uruguayan Railways. — The

operating details given by

manager of the Central Uruguay Railway of Monte
Video in the report for the year ending June 30 last show that
the management did its best to cope with the very unfavorable
situation created by the European war, coming on the top of a
With the decommercial crisis in the Uruguayan republic.
crease of 14.18 per cent in the gross earnings of the "combined system" it was possible to reduce the train-mileage by
16 per cent, but owing to the exceptionally heavy traffic the car
mileage was only 6.08 per cent less than in the preceding year.
The average number of cars per train was 24.37 as against
21.80, an increase of 2.57, due to the return to a mixed train
the general

and to the heavy cattle traffic which is always hauled
complete train loads. There was an increase in receipts per
Working expenses were reduced by 9.64 per cent,
train-mile.
all expenditure being reduced to a minimum.
service,
in

The

Country's Railroads and National Defense*
The Use Made of Our Railways in the Civil and Spanish
Wars and a Discussion of What Should Be Done Today
By George

D. Snyder

Deputy Chief Engineer, Hudson & Manhattan

men were somewhat slow to realize the great use that
made of railroads and the influence they would have on
campaigns, until our Civil War. The tremendous use of

Military

could be
their

railroads in that conflict demonstrated what a great assistance
they were to armies, and since then all nations make great use
of railways in their war plans.
Germany studied the railroad

problem prior to the Franco-German war, and

made

in that conflict

extensive use of the railways in mobilizing and concen-

trating

its

troops.

The French, not having

problem and not contemplating the

sufficiently studied the

loss of Paris,

were seriously

The railroad system, being built to accommodate
civil commerce only, radiated from Paris to the provinces, and,
when Paris was invested, many of the provinces not occupied
by the Germans were cut off from each other, as the only transfer
handicapped.

junctions were in this beleaguered
this

difficulty,

France has

built

Since then, to obviate

city.

numerous connecting

links

to

join these radiating lines outside of Paris.

Most European nations have a

staff

railroad problems in time of peace,

of officers studying the

who

are prepared to take
over and operate the railroads for military purposes in time of
war. These nations also have bodies of troops trained as railway
construction corps, for use in construction, repair and maintenance of railroads in the zone of military activity As these
nations mostly have state-owned railways, the training of the
officers and troops in time of peace can be readily arranged.
It would seem that the United States is behindhand in this
matter, as the only ofiicers of the army who have relations with
the railroads in time of peace are those of the quartermaster's
department, who arrange for army transportation, but these
relations are purely on a commercial basis, and our army has no
corps of officers skilled in railroad operation, maintenance and
construction, nor a body of troops, in either the regular service
or the militia, trained in the construction and repair of railways.
These elements in our army would have to be recruited,

organized and equipped after the beginning of a war.
Our
general staff has studied this matter and has prepared regulations
governing the use of railways, both within the theatre of war

and without. These regulations are partly based on the practice
during the civil war and partly on the studies of the general staff.
They are embodied in Field Service Regulations, United States
Army, 1914, Part III, Article V and Article VII, and place the
operation, maintenance and construction of all military railroads
in advance of the base, under the corps of engineers, which
would be assisted by such other officers and civilians as would
be necessary. The army has also issued various manuals on this
subject.
One of these is "Professional Paper No. 32, Corps of
Engineers, U. S. Army, Military Railways, by Major William
D. Connor, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army," which contains
much valuable information as to railroads and military railroads.
Part IV of the Engineers' Field Manual is devoted to railroads
and includes information and regulations as to location, construction, operation and maintenance in the theatre of war.
Apparently we are not deficient in literature on this subject,
but evidently need to devise means to utilize the wonderful resources in organization, men and material, of the railroads of
the country.

The engineer

It is believed that by the co-operation of our army officers and
our leading railway officials, much good would result. The nation
can count in the future, as in the past, on the railroads doing their
share in any emergency, but by getting together in time of peace,
much needless friction and misunderstanding can be prevented.
Much light can be obtained on this problem by a study of the
way it was handled during the civil war, and in this case the
government had to rely on practical railroad men from civil life
as there was no department of the army competent to handle it.
In the early days of the war a conference of the officials of the
loyal roads was held with the government officials, and rates for
the transportation of troops and supplies were agreed on, which
were adhered to throughout the war in spite of a depreciated currency and rising prices.
At the very outbreak of the war, Thomas A. Scott, then vicepresident of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was called to the government's assistance and succeeded in reopening railway communication between Philadelphia and Washington, opening a line by
way of Annapolis and Perryville. On May 23, 1861, Mr. Scott was
appointed general manager, government railways and telegraphs,
and immediately proceeded to place the army transportation on
a business basis. On August 1, 1861, he was appointed assistant
secretary of war, being the first to hold this office, but he resigned
June 1, 1862, resumed his duties with the Pennsylvania, and soon
afterwards became its president.
By an act of Congress of January 31, 1862, the president was
authorized to take charge of the railways and telegraph lines in
the United States, and on May 25, 1862, the president issued an
order, taking possession of all railways in the United States, but
outside the zone of hostilities this possession was only nominal,
and as long as preference was given to military transportation,
the operation of the railroads was not interfered with. Within
the theater of war, however, the railroads were actually operated by the war department. David Craig McCallum, on February 11, 1862, was appointed colonel and additional aide-de-camp,
and assigned as military director and superintendent of railroads in the United States, a position which he held until the
close of the war; and he was later promoted to the grade of
brevet brigadier general, and still later to brevet major general.

McCallum was

man. He was at first an
was afterwards a constructor of railroad bridges, and then became general superintendent of the Erie
Railroad. lie seems to have managed the military railroads in
a thoroughly efficient manner. Numerous other experienced railroad men entered this department of the government ser\'ico and
it seems to have been administered with unusual efficiency.
The
principal trouble with the department was the tendency of the
military commanders to interfere with railway operation.
In
endeavoring to operate single-track railways by the telegraphic
train order system, the wires would often be pre-empted by
military messages, so that train orders could not be sent. Trains
had then to be operated by flagging ahead a very slow and
uneconomical method. Drastic orders had to be issued to prevent this interference. The military officers at times did more

—

smooth operation of the railroads than the raids
was issued by the
war department under date of November 10, 1862, one paragraph
of which was as follows:
"No nfliccr, whatever his rank, will Interfere with the running of the
to interrupt the

of the enemy.

officers

of our army have no opportunity to

practice the art of railroad operation, construction and

main-

tenance in time of peace; neither have our railroad officers any
opportunity to acquire the military knowledge they should have
in order to perform their railroad duties efficiently in the zone
of military hostilities.

a practical railroad

architect and builder, but

Finally special order No. 337

or enKinea as diicctrd by the director of military railways or of his
nRenis.
Anyone who so interferes will he dismissed from the service for
disohrdiencc of orders."
c.Ti

f*

The promtdgation and enforcement of

this

order permitted

the succcssfid operation of the military railways by those trained

"A paper read heforc

the

New York

Railroad Club,

November

19.

in this

work.
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Another railroad man who also did notable work with the miliwas Colonel E. C. Smeed, afterwards chief enUnion Pacific. Before the war he had extensive
experience with high, wooden, railway trestle bridges, having been
employed on the construction of the first Portage viaduct of the
Erie Railroad, and also on the numerous high trestles on the
Catawissa Railroad. He was placed in charge of bridge construction and performed some notable feats, one of which was the
construction of the Potomac Creek bridge, 400 ft. long, 100 ft.
high, and containing over two million feet of lumber cut in the
woods nearby, in nine working days with common soldier labor.
This is the bridge that Lincoln passed over and said "There is
nothing in it but bean poles and corn stalks."
The bridge department became so efficient that the negroes said
"The Yanks could build bridges in less time than the Reds could
tary railroads
gineer of the

burn them dovim."

On the conclusion of the war this military railway organization
was disbanded with the rest of the volunteer army, and the army
was reduced to its peace proportions without any organization or
corps of officers to continue this railroad work. The Spanish war
found us no better prepared or organized to handle our railroad
problems than we were in 1861; only the problems were much
simpler and easier. Our railroads were not well prepared to
deliver troops at mobilization camps located at points without
proper terminal facilities, nor did proper facilities exist for the
concentration of troops, supplies and baggage at points of embarkation, but the railroads made every effort to remedy these
defects and to create the necessary facilities.
The engineer troops of the regular army were augmented by
three regiments of volunteer engineers, but no engineer railway
troops were formed and, as it turned out, none were seriously

needed.

The above

facts

into insignificance

and the use of railways in the civil war, fade
compared with the use of these agents in the

present European war.

country is now considering the state of its defense, and
railways form such an important element in this problem,
it would seem to be a fitting time for the railroad men and the
board of eminent civilian inarmy officials to get together.
ventors, scientists and engineers are assisting the sea soldiers in
their problems, and it is believed that the railroad men could

As

as

this

its

A

perform equally valuable services for our land

soldiers.

There

should be a railway section of the general staff of the army which
should be assisted by an advisory board of railway operating
officials, engineers and contractors, including representatives of
the railway supply houses.
Some of the things that could be accomplished by discussion
between the railroad and army men are as follows the preparation of regulations governing the military railways within and
:

army

be appointed temporarily to railway positions such
manager in order that they might
obtain some knowledge of actual railway operating conditions.
Major-Gen. Leonard Wood, commander of the Department
of the East, U. S. Army, stated that the one word before all
others on this question is organization. This applies to the army,
but beyond that it applies to the system of handling the forces of
the country back of the army. He emphasized the remarks of
Colonel Dunn and advocated the formation of a railway brigade
which would be experienced in quick repair work, as army
engineers are not capable of doing this class of work quickly
and efficiently. The organization should be thought out well in
advance and should be such that the country's railway systems
would be turned over to government use under its own management.
Such a railway organization is vital to the success of
placing of railroads in a proper position in case of war and also
in the case of its being necessary to invade other countries.
In
the latter case, the repair organization would be required to
rebuild and repair railways in the invaded district.
Colonel McClellan, of the Quartermasters' branch of the war
department, spoke of the mistakes made in the movement of
troops to

Tampa in 1898, stating that many of these were entirely
He considered the suggestions of Mr. Snyder's

unnecessary.

paper fundamental and gave as his opinion that something must
be done at once in preparing and working out a plan for using
the railroads in wartime.
It should be remembered that the

movement of troops

;

volume xxxvii, page 234 and page

445,

1905.

DISCUSSION
Col. B. W. Dunn, chief inspector, Bureau of Explosives, opened
the discussion, giving it as his opinion that the American Railway
Association should keep in close touch with the general staff of
the United States Army and make such preliminary arrangements

would provide smooth working of the railways in the moving
of troops and supplies in the case of war. He suggested that
as

numbers

practically puts a railroad

Colonel Baker, of the Quartermasters' branch of the war department, emphasized the remarks made by some of the previous
speakers and stated that the war department has been in touch
with all the passenger associations of the country and is perfect-

movement of troops and also making arrangements as to the expeditious movement of the impedimenta which
necessarily accompany them. Arrangements have also been perlected for the marking of cars as to what branch of the army the
contents are intended for. This saves much time and will avoid
much of the trouble experienced in 1898. There should also be a
close arrangement between the war department and the railroads
for providing extra side tracks wherever needed and all railroad
departments should be brought into close alliance with the officers
of the army. Colonel Baker stated that it is probable that the
proposed new army bill will provide for a reserve corps which
ing plans for the

will include railroad

men

of

branches

all

who

can be used in a

directing capacity.

Others who took part in the discussion and advocated similar
arrangements between the government and the railways were
F.
E. Herriman, Col. Charles McKinstry, William Barclay Parsons,
:

Capt. A. R. Piper, Lieut. Col. E.

way

vided at mobilization and concentration camps for the rapid entraining and detraining of troops, their equipment and supplies.
Those who wish to study this subject further will find valuable
matter in "The Operation and Maintenance of a Railroad in a
Theatre of War" by Major W. D. Connor, Corps of Engineers,
United States Army. Journal of the Military Service Institution,

in large

out of business for other purposes.

of the army to obtain practical experience in railway operation,
maintenance and construction the arranging of means for railroad men to obtain some military training by instruction camps
similar to the business men's training camps held during the past
year, etc. discussion of the proper railroad facilities to be pro;

No. 22

officers

wood Menken,

;

59,

as assistant to the general

the ascertaining of the best means
of recruiting, organizing and training engineer railway troops;
discussion of the best means of affording opportunity for officers

outside the zone of hostilities

Vol.

W.

V. C. Lucas, and

F. Stan-

president of the National Security League.

—

Altai Railway in Siberia Opened. Traffic on the Altai Railin Central Asia opened on Wednesday, 14 months earlier

than the date contemplated. The railway has a total length of
501 miles. The new line opens up a huge and wealthy region
of Siberia which has hitherto been deprived of means of communication.

—

British Rail Export. The was is still exerting an exceeddepressing influence upon British rail exports, which
amounted in September only to 15,800 tons, as compared witn
39,185 tons in September, 1914, and 26,283 tons in September,
1913. The aggregate shipments to September 30, this year, were
205,952 tons, as compared with 365,939 tons in the first nine
months of 1914 and 379,105 tons in the first nine months of 1913.
The colonial demand, which is still the mainstay of the export
rail trade, was as follows during the first three-quarters of the
ingly

last three

years
1915.

Australia

Tons.
33,980
37,714
55,973

New

17,932

South Africa
British India
Zealand

Canada

9

1914.

1913.

Tons.
47,564
123.342
107,115
15,259
122

Tons.
48,330
103,527
96,185
26,275
300

November

26,
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USING TIME-TABLES TO APPEAL TO SHIPPERS

of the segments

The Southern Railway

is using space in its time-table folders
urge shippers to co-operate with the road in its campaign to
reduce the number of claims for loss and damage to freight. In
the October folder a page is devoted to the following appeal to
shippers, signed by W. H. Gatchell, superintendent of agencies
"Did it ever occur to you to take a look every now and then
through your shipping department to see how your people are
boxing, crating, barreling, sacking or bailing your goods for

transportation, to satisfy yourself that they are giving the neces-

sary protection to the property you are shipping out to your

customers and to see that your shipments are properly marked,
with old marks erased and the bills of lading carefully and
If not, try it you will find it interesting.
legibly made.
"Many shippers have thanked us for bringing to their attention instances of bad packing, use of inferior containers, illegible
marking and poorly written bills of lading, of which they were
not cognizant.

—

"You

we are sure, what all of this means to you and
making a safe and accurate delivery of your

appreciate,

to the carrier in

property to the consignee.
"Your co-operation is necessary.

We

want

"Freight properly

We

packed

is

already

half-way to destination.

"There

is no section of the South that the Southern does not
Please help us to do it effectively."
One prominent shipper on the line wrote to Mr. Gatchell that
after reading this article he had ordered the expenditure of
$10,000 a year for better packing of his company's freight
shipments.

the ends should be filed

;

;

;

construction

it will be seen that the spring / presses the packagainst the packing ring / (with the double bevel),
forcing it onto the rod and at the same time against the vibrating cup E, which, being beveled, also forces it against the

ing ring

K

rod.
With this construction steam leaks between the rod and
the packing ring, or between the outside of the packing ring and
the inside of the vibrating cup, are eliminated in addition, the
double bevel on the cone ring, /, tends to keep it central and the
;

wear

will thus be uniform.

SMOKEBOX BLOWER
The

and correctly marked

when

in contact,

give the proper clearance.

need your assistance.

Won't you help us?

to help you.

come

Another desirable feature is to
have the packing rings maintain a uniform bearing on the rods
so that the ring will wear evenly throughout its bearing surface.
To meet these conditions the Jerome-Edwards Metallic Packing Company, Chicago, has placed on the market the improved
Sullivan piston and valve stem packing.
In the illustration, A
is the piston rod; B, the swab cup
C, the gland; E, the vibrating
cup F, the brass ring H, a combined spring case and follower
/, the spring; /, the cone packing ring with a double bevel; K,
the second packing ring; and X, the stuffing box.
From this
to

to
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illustration

FITTING

shows a locomotive blower

fitting

which

is

provided with a flange for direct attachment to the side of
the smokebox.
It has three pipe connections, the inside connection leading to the blower nozzle, the right angle connection

serve.

SULLIVAN METALLIC PACKING
The process of applying packing
of locomotives presents very
that

the packing be of

to the pistons

little difficulty.

material that

and valve rods

It is

only necessary

not melt at the
temperature of steam, and will still be soft enough not to injure
the rod. If this packing is bored out to an exact fit on the rod

it

will be tight.

As

a

will

the engine continues in service, however,

become worn. A packing is thus desirable that
permit of continued wear until the packing rings are worn
the ring will

A

packing ring that

is

cut square across the ring

is

will
out.

believed to

Smokebox Blower Connection
to the

blower pipe

lilower connection.

and the other to the roundhouse
check valve, readily accessible through the

in the cab,

A

cap shown in the illustration, automatically closes the roundhouse
blower connection when the engine blower is in operation. It

when the roundhouse blower is in operation and allows
steam to pass into the smokebox. All passages are made for
lJ4-i'i. pipe.
It is manufactured by the Barco Brass & Joint
Company, Chicago.
raises

A New

Port for Russian Produce.

— The

new railway from

the Russian capital to Ekatcrina, a port in the Arctic which is
free from ice throughout the year, was to have been open for
war traHic at the beginning of November. This new line has been
Sullivan Piston and Valve

Stem Packing

under the direction of American engineers, an army of
men, mostly prisoners, having been employed upon it.
The terminus on the edge of the Arctic is Ekatcrina, on the
northern coast of the Gulf of Kola, where large docks and
sheds have been constructed. This now railway is double tracked,
1,2J0 miles long, and has been built in six monlhs.
Boats unable
to reach Archangel will be able to go to Ekatcrina at all seasons
built

10,000

be preferable to one

vvliith

is

rut

lanKcntially, as in

the latter

case the short ends are liable to become broken, thus permittiiiK

Where the square cut ring is used there must be a clearance between the segments of each ring, and in order to make
the packing tight two rings must be used, having the parting of
their segments stagKcred.
These rings will wear until the ends
blows.

of the year.

1

General News Department
The shops of the Norfolk Southern at Newbern, N. C, were
destroyed by fire on November 16; loss, $200,000. Two locomotives were damaged and several freight cars were burnt up.
The American Railway Association has abolished the office of
Mr. Hale will retain the
general agent held by Arthur Hale.
office of Chairman of the Committee on Relations between
Railroads.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis reports that its expenses for clearing wrecks in the last fiscal year amounted to
only $6,521, which is equal to 59 cents out of every $1,000
revenue received. Taking the records of all the railroads in
the southern group, it appears that the average cost of clearing
wrecks was $2.40 to every $1,000 gross revenue.
Martin H. Conroy, a contractor, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has been
convicted of manslaughter in the second degree for causing the
death of John H. Joyce, a special officer of the Long Island
Railroad, by running against him with his automobile on September 9 last at a highway grade crossing; and has been senConroy started to run
tenced to three months' imprisonment.
around other automobiles which had been stopped at the crossing
witnesses testified that he ran down Joyce at 40 miles an hour.
In the United States district court at Cleveland, Ohio,

No-

vember 18, the Delaware & Hudson Company and F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie Railroad, were fined $1,000 and
$2,500 respectively for violation of law in allowing passengers
to ride in a private car without exacting the extra charge
prescribed for such accommodation. President Underwood carried the passengers in his car from a point in Ohio to Bing-

hamton, N. Y., and the car was taken east from Binghamton
by the Delaware & Hudson. This action of the court follows
indictments found last May.

The eastern associations of general chairmen of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, in a joint session at Cleveland on November 17, decided to join the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors in their
campaign for an 8-hour day and time and a half for overIt is said that formal action on this movement is to be
time.
taken at a meeting of the executive committee of the four
brotherhoods at Chicago on December 15, when the formal
ballot for a referendum vote of all of the members of the
organization will be prepared.
Disastrous Collision Near Columbus, Ga.
In a butting collision between a northbound passenger train
and a southbound special carrying a show, on the Central of
Georgia, four miles cast of Columbus, Ga., on Monday of this
week, 7 or more persons were killed and a large number injured.
The engines of both trains were wrecked the cars
of the passenger train were of steel and were not badly damaged.
Of the 28 cars in the show train, 10 or more were
wrecked and destroyed by fire and large numbers of wild anA number of
imals as well as many tame ones were killed.
wild animals escaped.
;

Tribute to

Memory

of

W.

F.

Allen

The American Railway Association at its meeting in Chicago
on November 17, adopted the following resolution
"In memory of William Frederick Allen, secretary of The
American Railway Association from the date of

organizageneral secretary and
tion, April, 1886, to November 9, 1915
treasurer from June, 1909, to November 9, 1915, secretary of
the General Time Convention from April, 1875, and secretary of
its

;

the
until

Southern

Railway Time Convention from Octolier, 1877,
1886 at which time The American

their consolidation in

Railway Association was created
ard Time, a system by which
States are nperaled.

originator of the idea of Standall the railways of the United

;

"Mr. Allen's industry and loyal co-operation with his associates
during a period of 40 years were always most helpful and welcome to them, and they record with profound sorrow his death
at his home in South Orange, New Jersey, on the afternoon
of November 9, 1915, in the seventieth year of his age.
"His great ability, high character and forceful and amiable
personality endeared him to all who knew him, and inspired
In his death the
their admiration, friendship and esteem.
association has lost an able and resourceful officer, and his
friends and associates deeply mourn the loss of a friend and
counsellor.

"Resolved, That this tribute to his memory be inscribed on
the minutes of this association, and that an engrossed copy be
delivered to his family, to whom The American Railway Association tenders its sympathy in their great sorrow."

Demands

of St. Louis

Switchmen

The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen has presented
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis a demand

to the
for an
8-hour day, time and one-half for overti;ne, and increases in
rates of pay for the switchmen employed by that road
but it
is proposed to include in the eight hours 30 minutes for lunch,
so that the men would actually work only 7J4 hours, instead of
The rates of pay demanded are in some
10, as at present.
cases higher than those now paid for 10 hours.
The proposed
rates are $4 a day or 50 cents an hour for foremen, in place
of the present rates of 40 cents an hour for night foremen and
38 cents for day foremen, and for helpers $3.70 a day, or 46J4
cents an hour in place of the present rates of 37 cents for
night men and 35 cents for day men.
The increases asked,
therefore, are more than 25 per cent per hour.
After having
in the past secured higher rates for night work the men now
propose to apply the higher rates for day work also.
The demand for time and one-half for all overtime in excess
of 8 hours is based on the present rates and would result in
overtime rates of 60 cents an hour for night foremen, or one
and a half times the regular hourly rate, 57 cents for day foremen, or 1.43 times the regular hourly rate, 55J4 cents for night
helpers, or 1.18 times the regular rate and S2yi cents for day
helpers, or only 1.11 times the regular hourly rate.
The standard meal hour rules on this and other roads now
provide for one full hour off about the middle of the day, and
if for any reason the time is not allowed within the limits
fixed, the men are paid for the hour and given 30 minutes
under pay in which to eat the meal. Now they propose to be
given only 30 minutes for lunch, but to include that time in the
8 hours for which they are to be paid, and if the 30-minute
lunch period is not allowed in the fifth hour after starting work
they demand double-time pay for each minute the lunch time
is delayed after 4J/2 hours.
They further demand that they
be not required to take meals in the yards of other roads; so
that if a man is working in another yard when his meal time
arrives he will collect extra pay for the time required to take
him back to his own yard.
The demands also contain other provisions restricting the
amount and character of the work to be required of switchmen, etc., and provide that at least 95 per cent of the switchmen employed shall be members of the B. R. T.
;

Reunion

A

reunion of

of B. C. R.

&

N.

Men

employees and officers of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Railway, which is now a
part of the Rock Island system, was held at Cedar Rapids, on
October 1 and 2, and was attended by men who had worked
on the road i)revious to its absorption 13 years ago, who had

come from

1,483

old

all parts of the country, many of them now being
prominent railway officers on other roads, and including 200
now employed on the Rock Island. The program included the
reception and registration, a picnic and dinner at Bever Park,

November

26,
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and a fellowship meeting in the evening of October 1, at which
speeches were made by George A. Merrill, division superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; James E. Hannigan, chairman of the Southwestern Passenger Association,
formerly general passenger and ticket agent of the B. C. R.
&
Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic manager. Union Pacific
system, formerly a clerk on the B. C. R. & N., and others.
On the following day the party visited the old general office
building of the road, decorated the graves of deceased employees
at the local cemeteries, and enjoyed a ride on an original
B. C. R. & N. train, made up of the first engine and cars used
on the road. Those who attended the reunion agreed that it
was one of the most successful affairs of the kind ever held,
and it was decided to have more reunions in future of the

N

;

same kind.

The New Haven

1021

brief in support of a motion to
trip over the

New

an extended

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which wilt meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is pub-

Age Gazette for each month.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, Atlished only in the first issue of the Railway

lanta, Ga.

Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St., New York.
Regular rreetings, 1st and 3rd Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.,
York.

—

New

Annual meeting, December

York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.

— F.

7-10,

1915,

New

Angler, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,
J.

—

Trial

Mr. Mellen, testifying on Monday for the government in the
action against the former directors of the New Haven to show
conspiracy to violate the Sherman Anti-Trust law, said that Mr.
Roosevelt, then president, in 1907 advised him to buy the Boston
& Maine. "But he told me," Mr. Mellen said, "that he could
not do anything to help me out if the New Haven got into trouble
over the deal. Roosevelt said, "If you do anything, you do it
your own risk, and you must not come back to me but I would
advise you to buy."
The stock of the Boston & Maine was acquired by the New
Haven on July 13, 1907, through the exchange of 109,948 shares
of one company for a like quantity of stock of the other. The
Massachusetts legislature, however, by the Cole act, passed on
June 27, 1907, forbade the New Haven to purchase more stock
or to vote the stock of the Boston & Maine already held, and this
condition lasted until in the summer of 1908 a bill was passed permitting the New Haven to acquire the Boston & Maine.
When Mr. Mellen spoke to Mr. Roosevelt the latter first sent
him to Franklin K. Lane, then an Interstate Commerce Commissioner. There had been a suspicion at the time that the Boston
& Maine might be acquired by the Canadian Pacific or the Grand
Trunk. Mr. Lane was particularly appreciative of the danger
of permitting the railroads of the country to fall under alien
control and was chiefly interested, according to Mr. Mellen in
the military aspect.
On Monday when the government attempted to put in evi;

dence showing that New Haven had used improper means to
promote legislation in Massachusetts, relating to the Boston
Railroad Holding Company, the court on objections by the
defense ruled that the defendants could not be tried on any
not included in the indictment.
The court said the
indictment did not charge that the defendants had used bribery.
On Tuesday, R. L. Batts, counsel of the government, took up
the transaction whereby John L. Billard, the Meriden, Conn., coal
dealer, about June, 1908, paid the New Haven $13,742,500 for
109,948 shares of the Boston & Maine, after the Massachusetts
legislature had passed an act requiring the New Haven road to
divest itself of its Boston & Maine interests.
In response to
questions, Mr. Mellen said:
"About the time we had decided to sell the New Haven's
shares of Boston & Maine stock, Mr. Billard, whom I had known
about fifteen years as a reputable coal dealer in Meriden, came
offense

lo my office by appointment.
He said that he would like to buy
our Boston & Maine stock. He said frankly that he did not
have enough money to buy the stock. I told him that we had to
get rid of it and we would be glad to help anybody who would
step into our shoes and take the Boston & Maine stock off our
hands at $12.S a share. As a result of our negotiations I made
arrangements with Mr. Janu-s .Slilhiian of the National City Bank
to lend Mr. Billard $1 l'.()(K),()00 upon the Boston & Maine slock.
Then in addition to the .$11,(1()(),00U which Mr. Billard was able to
pay us in cash he gave us his note for .$J,742,,S0(), making a total
of $13,742,.S00 for the slock." Mr. liillard was later loaned various
sums of money all of which he returned with interest. In connection with these loans Mr. Mellen consulled nobody, merely authorizing the treasurer of the New I'jigland Navigation Company to
pay the needed amounts. A letter to the house of representatives
of Massachusetts was read showing that the transactions with
I'lillai'd were bona fide and that there was no iiiiderslan.ling or
agreement affecting the contract or ultimate destination of the
liosloii
Maine stock turned over to him.
Moinlay De i^ancey Nicoll, of counsel for tiie defense, liled u
iK'

—

—

American

1915, St. Louis,

at

have the court and jury taken on
Haven.

Mo.

—

Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

January, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

General Superintendent's Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

New England

Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
ton,

Mass.

July,

New

—

W.

New

York.
Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
29

39th

St.,

—

Niagara Frontier Car

—

Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas

—

City.

.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, allernate 'fhursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,
New York.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
'York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., l^chmoud, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
St. I.ouis Railway Club.
B. W. Fraucnthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

*

—

August,

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith, Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
month. Salt Lake City.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
TuhtDo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, 'rolcdo.
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Whariou, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of Newark.— John J. Kauuniann, P. O. Box 238, Newark
N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and
August, The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Tramic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorl Astoria Hotel, Now York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.- D. L, Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie, R. R., 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings, bi monthly, PiitsburgL

—

—

—

—

Club of St. Louis. A. F. Vcrscn, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday mcetinga
October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
Tbaffic

—

Detroit.

—

Utah Sociity of

ENciNEiiRS.
Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular nirctings, 3d Friday in month, except July and August, Salt l..'>ke City.
WisTiKN Canada Rau.wav Cluu. I.. Koii, Iniinigiation Asent, Grand

Trunk

—

Pacilic,

cept June, July

Winnipeg, Man.
Regular meeliiigs, 2d Monday, exand August, Winnipeg.

WtsTURN Railway Club.-

J. W, T.iylor, 1112 Karpcn Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d I'liciiilay in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
WisrrnN SociKTV or Knginfrks. - E, M. Laylield, 1735 Monadnock Block,
I'hicago.
Regular iiirciinfi:s. Ist Monday in month, except January,
July and Augiisl, Chicago.
Extra meeliugs, except in July and
Aiigtisl, generally lui other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, lit
Wedneaaay after ist TliurHday in January, Chicago.
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mileage tickets under the conditions outlined will increase
This theory is refuted by the actual experience of the
Missouri railroads under the present 2-cent rate, which the
commission admits has not increased travel sufficiently to offset
the loss in revenue.
"Our opinion with respect to the effect of the changes permitted in freight rates will require more time and study, but in
the meantime we arc forced to the conclusion that the order, as
applied to passenger rates, will result in a very small increase in revenue."
Governor Major of Missouri has criticized the decison of
the commission, the members of which he appointed, declaring
that he does not believe the railroads are entitled to increased
of

travel.

Traffic

News

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitriinMiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiittiiMiiiiiiiniiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiuiitiiiiiiittiiiiriiiiiirriiiiiiiiirriittiiiirtiiiiiiiirir

In an address before the Traffic Club of Chicago on November 17, Gov. E. L. Phillipp, of Wisconsin, advocated an extension of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission
over railroad regulation in the interest of centralized regulation and a reduction of the powers of the state commissions.

The Merchants'
report

Association

of

New York

has

adopted

a

recommending an amendment of the Cummins law regu-

rates.

lating agreements

between carriers and shippers in regard to
liability for loss of freight or baggage.
The proposed amendment clarifies the language relating to declarations of value by
owners and shippers and stipulates that it shall not be unlawful for persons tendering property for transportation by express
or as baggage to declare less than the actual value.
Dr. J. Y. Porter, chief of the Florida State Health Department, is preparing a health instruction display which is to fill
three passenger cars and is to be taken around to all of the principal cities and towns in the state, the railroads having promised
to co-operate in the enterprise and to transport the cars free.
One of the cars will have a gasoline engine and electric apparatus and will show motion pictures; another will be equipped
as a model sanitary home, and the third will contain instructive
placards dealing with drugs, patent medicines and other things.

The movement of freight through the open ports of entry on
the Rio Grande border into those parts of Mexico that are under
control of the de facto government, is so great that the connecting
lines are wholly unable to handle it promptly. The closing of the
El Paso gateway to shipment destined for the region where
Carranza authority exists has caused the Southern Pacific to divert all of its Mexican traffic to Eagle Pass. This has caused a
blockade of freight there. The Mexican railroads are so short
of cars that they can handle the traffic only in comparatively
small lots. Large shipments of grain, machinery and other goods
are also passing through the Laredo and the Brownsville gateways. The train movement on the Mexican lines is expected to
materially improve within a short time. The shops are busy repairing old cars and engines and in building new freight cars. It
is announced that all the divisions in Carranza territory are now
open for regular passenger traffic, though the trains do not seem
to run on any prescribed schedule.
Missouri Passenger Fare

The

Advance Inconsiderable

executive officers of the Missouri railroads have issued
a statement calling attention to the fact that the increase in
passenger fares allowed by the Missouri Public Service Commission is very small.
The statement says that the impression
prevails throughout the state that the railroads have been
given the privilege of advancing their rates from 2 to 2i/2 cents
a mile, and that this is a misconception, "as the conditions
under which the advance is permitted prevent the railroads from
getting it."
The statement continues
"The advance to 2^^ cents cannot be made except upon the
condition that round-trip tickets be sold at 2% cents a mile,
and that 500 and 1,000 mile tickets, good for bearer and any
number of persons for one year, be sold at 2 cents a mile.
"The sale of round-trip tickets at 2^ cents is equivalent to a
reduction of 10 per cent from the rate of 2}^ cents.
"The sale of a mileage ticket at 2 cents that can be used
by any number of persons is equivalent to a reduction of 20 per
cent from the rate of 2^ cents and brings the purchase of these
tickets within the reach of the great majority of travelers.
"The order of the commission further provides that the same
facilities in travel shall be extended to the passenger purchasing transportation at 2 cents a mile as are extended to the
passenger paying the higher rate.
"These conditions will make the present confiscatory rate of
2 cents a mile the prevailing rate for transportation under the
order of the commission.
"Passengers would buy these mileage tickets to such an extent
as to prevent the railroads, for at least one year, from getting
the benefit from any substantial raise in passenger fare under
the order of the commission.
"The opinion is advanced by the commission that the sale

Exports and Imports in September

A

new record of

$300,000,000 as the value of the exports from
the United States in September, 1915, gives especial interest to
the statistics of foreign trade for that month just published.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, complying
with numerous requests for advance information as to the
articles making up that trade, has prepared condensed tables
giving the value of the various articles and classes of articles
The total for September was $300,700,000, as comexported.
pared with $156,100,000 in September, 1914. For the nine months

ending with September, 1915, the total was $2,532,500,000 as comThe largest item on the
pared with $1,467,400,000 for 1914.
list is breadstufis, of which $423,400,000 was exported in the
nine months as compared with $172,800,000 in a similar period
Increased arrivals of raw materials and diminished
in 1914.
purchases of manufacturers are the leading facts disclosed by
the import statistics for September, 1915. The total was $151,For the nine
200,00.0, as compared with $139,700,000 in 1914.
months ending with September, 1915, the total was $1,302,100,000
as compared with $1,410,100,000 in 1914.

New York

Export Traffic

A

steamship chartering agent, quoted in a New York paper,
says that much of the delay suffered by export freight at the
present time is due to slow movements on the Great Lakes, especially in connection with wheat.
"We haven't had any boats delayed in New York on account
Grain comes through from Buffalo in
of congestion here.
forty-eight hours. We have had some of our boats delayed as
long as a week, however, on account of the condition of lake
traffic.
One of our boats was delayed five days at the Erie
elevator. Last week we had a boat leave that had been delayed

seven days.
loses about $1,000 every day
delayed.
He can not charge demurrage, however,
unless it takes more than five days, not including Sundays, to
load the vessel. Demurrage is now $750 a day on a ship, while
before the war it was only $150. The average rate on grain
to England is now 17 shilHngs a quarter (480 pounds), while
before the war it was 3 shillings 6 pence. The grain congestion
here in New York now is not a flea bite to what it was in
Baltimore and Newport News after the fire at the grain ele-

"The owner of such a boat

that

it

is

vators a couple of months ago.
"The railroad people say that there is a shortage of ships.
Well, we could use more if we could get them, but there
were never before so many ships entering and leaving the port
of New York. About a week ago we had twenty-two steamers
As I remember, in
to our consignment loading in this port.
times of peace we seldom had more than thirteen or fourteen
steamers here at once."
New York grain men say that some shippers are diverting
Baltimore, Philadelphia' Boston and
their freight to other ports
Portland. The volume of business shipped through New York
exceeds all records.
Railroad men say that the congestion of freight is rapidly
reaching the point where there is no money in the traffic for
the railroads. Evei-y day it costs more to handle the business
on account of the additional cost of switching and the cost
of delay to ticd-up cars.
On the West Shore road last week loaded cars were standing on practically every side track from New York to Buffalo,
Nevertheless, 4,500 cars a day are moved in
7,000 cars in all.
and out of New York.

—
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New Orleans & Texas Pacific via Harriman Junclower than rates on like traffic to intermediate points
on the Southern Railway between Alexandria and Orange, Va.
It denies the authority to continue to charge class and commodity rates from Louisville, Ky., and Cincinnati, Ohio, to
Alexandria, Va., in connection with the Chesapeake & Ohio via
Orange, Va., lower than rates to intermediate points on the
Southern Railway between Alexandria and Orange, Va. (36 I. C.
the Cincinnati,

tion, Tenn.,

Commission and Court News

I

|
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has changed from December 1 to January 1 the
date on which anthracite coal rates shall be reduced in accordance
with its recent order. This is the second postponement in the
anthracite case. Coal operators in the Wyoming region of Pennsylvania asked for a rehearing in relation to the proposed rates on
the smaller sizes, alleging that the new orders were unjust when
the rates were compared with those for the large sizes.
The

Excelsior and Flax

Tow

Cases

Opinion by the commission.
in Keogh v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
C, 606) decided in 1912 that the carrier's rates on
excelsior, which were then higher than the flax-tow rates, from
St. Paul to Chicago and points taking the same rates, St. Louis,
Kansas City and Omaha were unreasonable to the extent that
they exceeded the rates on flax-tow to the same points. Some

The commision

(24

I.

C.

of the carriers lowered the rates on excelsior to the flax-tow
rates, but later proposed increases in the latter rates instead.
The commission found that the increases were justified to Chicago and Peoria. It now finds that increased rates may be established as follows
From St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Minnesota Transfer, to Sioux City, 17 cents per 100 pounds; to Omaha
and other Missouri River cities, to and including Kansas City,
20 cents per 100 pounds from Dubuque, Iowa, to the Missouri
River cities, Omaha to Kansas City, inclusive, 17 cents per 100
pounds. Increased rates to Des Moines are not allowed. (I. C.

C,

317.)

re through rales from Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Central
freight association territories. Opinion by the Commission.
The rates applied on through shipments from points in central
freight association and Buffalo-Pittsburgh territories to points

In

south of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi rivers exceed in
some instances the aggregates of the intermediate rates. The
commission holds that carriers have not justified the continuance
of such rates and fourth section relief is denied effective February 1, 1916.
One of the principal objections of the carriers north of the
Ohio river to the construction of rates on combination of the
intermediate rates is the present method of dividing such rates,
which they allege is inequitable. They assert that the divisions
demanded by the southern lines are excessive, and that they are
forced in some cases to accept less than their local rates to the
river.
The commission has frequently held that the failure of
carriers to agree upon divisions of joint rates does not justify
the imposition of unreasonable rates.
It would still less justify
rates specifically violative of the statute.
(36 I. C. C, 325.)
;

STATE COMMISSIONS

:

;

C,

been pending since 1913.

349.)

Hearing on Illinois-Missouri Interstate Rates

A hearing on the complaint of the Business Men's League
of St. Louis, charging discrimination in the interstate rates,
both freight and passenger, from St. Louis to Illinois points
as compared with the intrastate rates applicable from Chicago
to the same points, was held before an examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission at St. Louis last week. S. G. Hatch,
passenger traffic manager of the Illinois Central, testified that
many Illinois people who formerly went to St. Louis for business or pleasure are now going to Chicago because of the lower
passenger fare at the state rate of two cents a mile, as compared with the interstate rate of 2}^ cents. J. H. Cherry, assistant general freight agent of the Illinois Central, presented
numerous

statistical exhibits on the freight rates and traffic from
Louis and Chicago to Illinois points, showing that St.
Louis shippers arc required to pay the five per cent increase
allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, while the intrastate rates remain as before. Otlicr railroad officers who testified expressed the opinion that the situation discriminates
against St. Louis and in favor of Chicago.
J. D. McNamara, general passenger agent of the Wabash,
testified that at Granite City, III., the sale of tickets to Chicago
had increased 879 per cent since the situation became known
generally.
At East St. Louis the increase had been 170 per
cent, and at Chicago the sales of tickets to Granite City increased 561 per cent and to East St. Louis 222 per cent, as passengers could buy tickets to those points at two cents a mile
and then buy separate tickets to St. Louis. E. E. MacLeod,
chairman of the Western Passenger Association, told of the
efforts made by the railroads to obtain an increase in the
rales in Illinois.
Others who testified were George .1. Charlton,
passenger traffic manager of the Chicago & Alton, K. E. Webster, chief of Tariff Bureau, Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and
St.

K. L.

The Massachusetts Public Service Commission has dismissed
a petition from the town of Revere for an order to compel the
Boston & Maine to move the present or build a new station in
Revere at a cost of about $34,000 to $47,000. The petition has

Thompson,

assistant chief engineer, Illinois Central.

Fourth Section Applications
In re class and commodity rules from l.oiiis^illi', K\., and
Cincinnati, Ohio, to .llcvandria. Va. Opinion /'v the Commi.t.rioii.

The connnission giaiils (he applicalion of ihc .Southern Railway for authority to contiiuic Id charge class and commodity
rales from Cincinati, Ohio, to Alexandria, Va., in connection witii

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has cancelled its
order, issued in June, 1914, requiring the Illinois Central to stop
trains numbers 1 and 2 on flag, at Amite City, and the order
issued in July, 1914, requiring the New Orleans, Texas & Mexstop trains 1 and 2 at Lottie.
These cancellations are
the courts have declared the orders unlawful. The
present notice says
"The Lottie case was heard before three federal judges and
it was held that the order was void because it interfered
with
*
*
*
interstate commerce.
fhe Supreme Court of the LInited
States has handed down several decisions involving orders
adopted by the railroad commission of various states holding that
where there was adequate service otherwise afforded, the requiring (if interstate trains to stop at such stations amounts to an unlawful burden upon interstate commerce. * * * Our counsel
ico

to

made because

has carefully examined this and other decisions and we consider
that further litigation over the order in question would be useless.

*

*

*

In addition to

decision allowing general increases in freight
in Missouri, which was reported in last week's
issue, the Missouri Public Service Commission at the same time
issued its decision in a number of other cases. In one of these
it ordered the restoration of Pullman sleeping cars by the Missouri Pacific on trains rumiing between Si. Louis and Joplin.
its

and passenger rates

These cars were taken off Inst spring on the ground that it did
not pay to run thcni, the bulk of the through travel between the
points named being carried by a shorter line.
In view of the
that the road will be able now to charge a higher passenger
the commission has ordered the service restored for a
period of one year. The commission also granted the application
of the roads for permission lo put into effect as to Missouri intraf.'ict

fare,

demurrage code increasing the demurrage charge for refrigerator cars. The commission
also granted permission to the Missouri Southern to increase its
passenger fare from two to three cents a mile, and also to increase its carload freight rates by approximately seven per cent.
Officers of the passenger departments of a number of St. Louis
state traffic, the rule of the national car

roads, at an informal conference in that city last week expressed
the opinion that the passenger fare increase will be largely
nenlralizrd by the more general use of inileage tickets at 2

cents a mile. The commission requires these to be made transferable and tlioy arc interchaugoahle as between the different
roads.
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PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Charles R. Russell has been appointed the fifth member of
the Atassachusetts Public Service Commission, succeeding Clinton White.

No. 22

59,

damages the Arkansas supreme court holds the railroad had
waived its right to object to the manner of presentation of the
claim.
St. Louis, I. M. & S. v. Laser Grain Co. (Ark.), 179

—

S.

W.

189.

Notice and

COURT NEWS

Time

for Bringing Suit

The Arkansas supreme

The hearing before Judge Youmans, of
Court, at Oklahoma City, on the

the United States
application of the
railroads for an injunction restraining the enforcement of the
Oklahoma two-cent fare law, was resumed on November 17, and
is expected to last several weeks.
District

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has declared

unconsti-

which provided that employees in
and about steam railroad stations "shall not be employed for
more than nine hours in ten hours' time, the additional hour to be
allowed as a lay-off." It is held that the question was governed
by a decision of the United States Supreme Court, which decided
that a statute prohibiting labor for more than ten hours a day
in an ordinarily healthy occupation was an "illegal interference
with the rights of the individuals, both employers and employees,
to make contracts regarding labor upon such terms as they think
tutional the law of the state

best."

Federal Safety Appliances Act Supersedes State Laws

The Indiana supreme

court holds that the federal safety appliances act supersedes and invalidates the state safety appliances
act, requiring railroads to provide grabirons and handholds on
the side and ends of every car, so that no action for the penalty
under the state law can be maintained.— Southern Ry. Co. v.
Railroad Commission (Ind.), 109 N. E. 759.
Liability for Loss at

Vol.

Sea by Connecting Carrier

court holds that where a railroad has
established two rates for live stock, one under an unrestricted
contract, and the other a lower rate, limiting liability, and the
shipper accepts without inquiring the lower rate, it is not necessary, to bind the shipper to the contract, that the agent should
call his attention to the higher rate and to expressly offer it
to him
and stipulations as to notice and time of bringing suit
are not thereby rendered void. St. Louis S. W. v. I. W. Haynie
& Co. (Ark.), 175 S. W. 170.
;

—

Assumption

of Risk

by Employee

The Massachusetts supreme

court holds that an experienced
foreman of an emergency crew in charge of an electric zone
on a railroad, whose contract of employment was to repair defects in the electric wire system, and who knew and appreciated
the manifestly dangerous character of the work as well as the
company, assumed the risk, and the company owed him no duty,
and could not be guilty of negligence or liable for his death
while working among the feed wires without first having the
power shut off.— Ashton v. B. & M. (Mass), 109 N. E. 820.

Remedy Under Carmack Amendment

Exclusive

The Georgia court of

appeals holds that a suit for damages
based on the provisions of a Georgia statute cannot be maintained against the last of several connecting carriers, if the loss
or damage to the shipment occurred in the course of interstate
transportation for under the provisions of the Carmack amendment the initial carrier alone is liable for damages for interstate
shipments, and under the federal regulations of interstate
commerce (which supersedes all state regulation upon the same
subject) the remedy against the initial carrier is exclusive.
Southern Ry. Co. v. Bennett (Ga.) 86 S. E. 418.
;

The North Carolina supreme court holds that the Carmack
amendment to the interstate commerce act allows the initial
on being sued, to avail itself of defenses or of limitations
of liability open under the federal statutes to the carrier causing
the loss, although the shipment was lost at sea by a connecting
carrier.- Brinson & Kramer v. Norfolk Southern (N. Car.) 86
S. E. 371.
carrier,

—

Flooding Land

Employment Contracts

— Half

The Kansas supreme court holds

Wages During

Disability

that while a railroad

company

could not enter into a general business of writing accident insurance policies, it has the incidental power to embody in its
contracts of employment a provision that it will pay partial
wages in case of disablement, in consideration of a deduction
to be made from each pay check.
McAdow v. Kansas City
Western (Kan.) 151 Pac. 1113.

—

A

— Limitation

of

Damages

by allowing the ditch along its roadbed to become
filled up, periodically inundated the adjacent farming lands, depositing gravel and cinders. In an action by the owners of the
land the Tennessee Supreme Court holds that the only damages
recoverable were those caused by the deposit of gravel within
railroad,

the period of the statute of limitations, taking the value of the
land at the beginning of the period as normal, although it was
then covered with gravel deposited by previous floodings, as to
which the plaintiffs' causes of action were barred. Cincinnati,
N. O. & T. P. V. Roddy (Tenn.), 179 S. W. 143.

—

Liability of Injury to Freight

The South Carolina supreme

court holds that, where fruit was
shipped over several connecting lines, and injured by delay in
transit, the terminal carrier was liable only for such proportion
of the total loss as occurred while the fruit was in its custody;
and it was not liable for such proportion of the injury as resulted
from the temporizing of the shipper before receiving the fruit.
Trakas v. Southern Ry. Co. (S. Car.) 86 S. E. 492.

Johnson Grass

— Proof

of

Source

In an action for damages for the defendant railroad's act in
allowing Johnson grass to go to seed on its right of way, there
was evidence that Johnson grass on the plaintiff's property
might have come from other sources. The Texas Court of
Civil Appeals held that the jury was properly charged that the
plaintiff was bound to show the amount of his damage caused
solely by the defendant's act.
Missouri, K. & T. v. Forrest
(Tex.), 179 S. W. 273.

—

Waiver

A

of Stipulation as to Claims for

Damages

shipper did not present his claim in the form stipulated in
of lading, but notified the railroad's general freight agent
of the damages to the goods.
Negotiations followed without
the railroad objecting that the shipper had lost his right because
the claim was not made in the proper way.
In an action for
the

bill

—

Flooding Caused by Construction of Line Right of
from Injured Party

Way

Purchased

Action was brought for damages for the v/ashing away of a
piece of the plaintiff's land and certain tences by the diversion
of water from a creek as the result of the construction of a railroad.
The railroad had bought the ri.ght of way from the
plaintiff.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds that when a
right of way is bought by a railroad company, and on this right
of way it builds its line, it is only liable to the party from whom

purchased the right of way for negligence in the construction
or operation of the road. Roberts v. Sandy Valley & Elkhorn
(Ky.), 179 S. W. 228.
it

—

Children as Trespassers in Yards

The switching yards of a railroad were close to a large public
school and young children had been in the habit of playing on
or near the tracks. One of the children was attracted by some
machinery on a car, and climbed up to see it. A string of cars
without any lookout on the front was run against the car, and
the boy was thrown to the ground, and died from injuries reIn an action for his death the railroad's main contenceived.
tion was that as the boy was a trespasser it was not bound to
anticipate his presence, or to use more than ordinary care in the
transaction of its business. The Nebraska Supreme Court held

November

26,
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was the proper principle of law; but it held
that the circumstance of the proximity of the school took the case
out of this rule ordinary care demands that in switching cars due
that, ordinaril)', this
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Railway Officers

;

regard be paid to such conditions.

Failure to inclose the tracks

and neglect on the part of the switchmen to observe whether
children are on the cars or tracks when a train is being backed
in, may constitute actionable negligence.
Krummack v. Missouri
Pacific (Neb.) 154 N. W. 541.
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—

Limitation of

Time

for Bringing Suit

Live stock was damaged while being held by a railroad company at destination to compel payment of freight charges. In an
action for damages the Arkansas supreme court holds that the
company had the right to insist that suit for such damages be
brought within six months in accordance with a stipulation to
that effect in the bill of lading.

If the

company was

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. Merrill, chief clerk in the secretary's office of the
Southern Railway, at New York, has been appointed assistant
secretary, with office at New York.
E.

F. B. Grier, general solicitor of the Charleston & Western
Carolina with office at Greenwood, S. C, has been elected president, succeeding J. B. Cleveland, A. W. Anderson, general manager, Augusta, Ga., has been elected also second vice-president,
succeeding J. Kenly.

entitled

charge the freight demanded it had the right to hold the
shipment until it was paid if it was not, and wrongfully held
the shipment, it was still liable for such refusal to deliver as a
common carrier, and answerable therefor only in accordance
with the stipulation. Kansas City Southern v. Bull (Ark.), 179
to

;

Elmer A. Howard, whose election as vice-president of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with jurisdiction over the land
and industrial departments, was announced

—

S,

W.

last

week, was born at
Iowa, on July
He was edu18S8.

Fairfield,

172.

Grazing Land

— "Speculative

18,

the
public
in
cated
schools and attended the
University of Iowa for
one year. At the age of 18
he entered the employ of
me Burlington as telegrapher and station agent

Value"

Suit in equity was brought by the Northern Pacific in the
Washington courts to compel Benton county to cancel as excessive certain taxes levi»>d on railroad lands.
The evidence
showed that, as the land is now, it is unfit for any use other
than grazing. It is arid land covered with sagebrush, and in
part covered with rocks and sand. It has no present sale value

other than as spring grazing land for sheep, being too dry to
It was admitted that the land could have no
pasture cattle.
other value, unless something that no one could see, or even define as a probability, existed. It was held by the Washington Supreme Court that the assessment, which appeared to be based on
the probable value of the land in the event of a successful system
of irrigation, was based on a figure grossly in excess of the
value of the land, not at its fair cash value, as the law requires,
but at a value not arising even to the dignity of a speculative
value; "speculative value" being based on a probability of value
within at least the span of a lifetime. Northern Pacific v. Benton County (Wash.) 151 Pac. 1123.

—

New York Workmen's Compensation Law

Sustained

The New York State Court of Appeals, in a suit against the
New York Central & Hudson River, decided, this week, that until
the Federal government passes a workmen's compensation law,
the New York State Workmen's Compensation law applies to
railroad employees engaged in interstate commerce.
While tamping ties, plaintiff was struck in the eye by a stone
which flew up from the roadbed. The railroad company contended
that at the time the man was engaged in interstate commerce
and that therefore the Federal employers' liability act measured
his right, insisting that there could be no recovery under the
Federal law because the injury was a mere accident and not the
result of negligence. The contention of the attorney-general was
that the compensation law and the Federal statute cannot reasonably be said to cover the same subject matter in view of the
different principles that underlie the two statutes, the different

purpose sought to be accomplished by them, the restriction of the
application of the Federal statute to negligence cases and the
broad scope of the state's statute, taking in all industrial accidents,
regardless of fault and the different method by which redress
is obtained under the two statutes.
This view is sustained in the
present decision.
The Court of Appeals, Judge Seabury writing the opinion,
holds that congress has recognized the differences between these
two kinds of statutes and has limited its act to negligence cases
and did not intend to enter the field of compensation for industrial accidents, but left that field open for occupancy by the state.
Whenever congress shall enter upon this field, all slate regulations in conflict with federal authority will be abrogated.
The
court also holds that the compensation law docs not impose any
unrcason.ible condilinn upon interstate cotnnu'rcc.
large number of dilur cases will be affected by this decision.
The case will unduulitedly be taken to the United States Supreme Court.

A

|

at

Iowa,

Fairfield,

remained

and

in that position

for eight years. In 1885,
entered the Indian
service under the Cleveland administration. He
resigned as Indian agent
in 1887, to go into the
banking business at Fairfield, Iowa, and in 1900
was appointed national
bank examiner for the
E. A.Howard
state of Iowa.
In 1903
he returned to the service of the Burlington, and for the past
seven years has been real estate and industrial commissioner.
Mr. Howard is also chairman of the executive committee of the
Chicago Union Station Company.

he

C. R. Capps, vice-president of the Seaboard Air Line at Norhas been elected first vice-president W. L. Seddon,

folk, Va.,

;

assistant to

first

president, at Norfolk, has been elected viceR. Bonsai, president of the Carolina, Atlantic &

and W.
Western, also the Charlotte, Monroe & Columbia, has been elected
vice-president of the Seaboard Air Line.
president,

J. E. Taussig, whose appointment as assistant to the president
of the Wabash has been announced, was born on May 4, 1865,
at St. Louis, Mo.
He was educated in private schools at London, England
Brussels, Belgium, and Darmstadt, Germany.
He entered railway service in 1882 as clerk in the freight office
of the St. Louis Bridge & Tunnel Railroad. From 1885 to 1886
he was agent for the Ft. Scott, Wichita & Western
from
1S86 to 1887, chief clerk to the general manager of the New
York, Providence & Boston
from 1887 to 1888, chief clerk
in the office of the trainmaster of the Missouri Pacific, at
Wichita, Kan.; from 1888 to 1891, chief train dcspatcher of
the same road, at Winfield, Kan.
from 1891 to 1892, agent
of the Wheeling Bridge & Terminal Railway, at Wheeling,
;

;

;

;

W.

from 1892

May, 1900. superintendent of the same
to May, 1901, lie held the position of
assistant to the general manager of the Wheeling & Lake
Eric, at Cleveland, Ohio; from May, 1901, to December, 1904,
he was superinteiident of telegraph of the same road, at Canton, Ohio; from December, I'XM, to February, 1911, superintendent of terminals of the Wabash, at St. Louis, Mo.
from FebVa.

;

road.

From May,

ruary,

1911,

to

1900,

;

to July,

1''1J.

superintendent of terminals of the

Houston & Texas Central and the (ialveston, Harrisburg
San Antonio, at Houston, Tex.; and from July, 1912, to July,
1913, superintendent of the Houston division of the latter
road.
On August 3, 1913, he was appointed special represenv"v:
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on ttie
Texas &

of

tative

staff

tlie

Pacific,

to

1914,

&

the Texas

F.
in

Kearney, first vice-president of
September, 1913, was appointed
for tlic same road.
From
was general superintendent of

transportation

of

superintendent
July,

E.

and

he

1915,

July,

Pacific, at Dallas,

Tex.

Operating
C. S. Lake, general .superintendent of the Seaboard Air Line at
Norfolk, Va., has been appointed general manager.

H. E. Barber has been appointed chief despatcher of the
East St. Louis & Suburban and the Alton, Granite & St. Louis
Traction, vice Mr. Hume, resigticd, effective November IS.
F. J. DeGrief, trainmaster of the Lake Erie & Western, with
headquarters at Lafayette, Ind., has been appointed superintendent of the Peoria division, with headquarters at the same
The office of trainplace, succeeding C. C. Arnold, deceased.
master has been abolished.

P.

assistant

Albright,

R.

general

manager of

the

Atlantic

Coast Line at Wilmington, N. C, has been elected general
manager, vice W. N. Royall, resigned on account of ill health;
J. N. Brand, general superintendent at Jacksonville, Fla., has
been appointed assistant general manager with headquarters at
Wilmington; J. C. Murchison, superintendent at Charleston,
S. C, has been appointed general superintendent of the Third
division with headquarters at Jacksonville
J. P. Walker, assistant superintendent at Charleston, has been appointed superintendent with headquarters at Charleston and T. W. Hansell,
assistant superintendent at Sanford, Fla., has been appointed
superintendent with headquarters at Sanford.
;

Emerson has been appointed district freight and passenger agent of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake,
C. E.

with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.
traveling passenger agent of the Wabash
Mo., has been promoted to district passenger
agent, with headquarters at Houston, Texas, effective DecemF.

Hammer,

D.

Kansas

ber

City,

1.

Benton M. Bukey has been appointed assistant general passenger agent of the Atchison, Topeka
cation

in

vember

6,

& Santa

Fe, with head-

Washington,

He

1879.

re-

way

18, 1899, in

ington

until

ploy

of

ber,

1904,

the

C. Ewing, commercial agent of the Ft. Dodge, Des Moines
Southern, at Minneapolis, Minn., has been promoted to assistant general freight and passenger agent, with office in the
same city. The office of commercial agent has been abolished.
J.

&

agent of the St. Louis SouthJ. L. Park, general freight
western, has assumed the duties formerly discharged by the
vice-president in charge of freight traffic, the latter office havH. E. Farrell has been vice-president in
ing been abolished.
The title of
charge of freight traffic since April 22, 1912.
assistant freight traffic manager, has
J. D. Watson, heretofore
been changed to assistant general freight agent.

Edwin A. Dawson, manager of the Union
from active work on December 1, under

Line, will be rethe pension rules

of the company, after S3
years of active service
with the Pennsylvania
Dawson
Mr.
system.
was born at Pittsburgh,
Pa.,

November

22,

1845.

He

entered the service of
the Pittsburgh, Fort

Wayne

&

Chicago in
yard clerk at
station,
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, and later oc1862, as a

various

clerical

com-

was

This

I'egi-

detailed

for

the

Earley

raid.

Mr. Dawson re-entered railway service with the Allegheny Valley in 1865, and remained with that line three years, at the end
of which time he was made local agent at Pittsburgh.
In 1868
he entered the service of the Union Line, then the Union Rail-

the.

& Transportation Company, at Pittsburgh. In 1878 he was
transferred to Columbus as assistant to D, S. Gray, then western
manager of the Union Line. He received his appointment as
assistant to western manager on October 1, 1883, and on April 1,
1886, he became western superintendent, with headquarters at
Columbus, Ohio. On April 1, 1888, his office was removed to
Chicago. On January 1, 1896, Mr. Dawson was appointed acting
manager, and on July IS, 1896, he was made manager of the
Union Line, with head(iuarters at Chicago.
road

B.

M. Bukey

gcr department of the
Mo., to perform the same kind of service for the Missouri
Pacific. He was in the service of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Since
in the same capacity from August, 1906, to October, 1906.
that time he has been continuously in the passenger department
In September, 1908, he was
of the Santa Fe at Chicago, 111.
promoted from rate clerk to chief rate clerk, and in September,
1909, was appoiiUed chief clerk to the passenger traffic manager, the position which he held up to the time of his recent

promotion.
S.

Albert Kelling, chief clerk in the traffic department of the
Navigation Company, has
Railroad &
been appointed assistant general freight agent to succeed J. R.
Stein, who resigned a few months ago.

Oregon-Washington

after

em-

Chicago,
he became a
Burlington & Quincy, in
the office of the auditor
of ticket accounts, at
Chicago, 111. In Novemsame road, and in April,

J.

22.

and Philadelphia, Baltimore
& Washington
Railways
immediately

1903,

rate clerk in the passen1905, went to St. Louis,

November

duty along the lines of
the
Northern
Central

Wash-

July,

when he entered

Effective

business.

ment

Wood

in

Frank G. Smith has been appointed district passenger agent
of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at Cleveland,
Ohio, vice Harry L. Wyand, resigned, to engage in other

\'olunteers.

accounting department of the Southern,
quarters at Chicago, 111.
Mr. Bukey was born at
Williamstown,

remained

street.

L. A. Ripley, commercial agent of the Georgia Railroad at
Cincinnati, Ohio, has been promoted to general agent, and W.
C. Bewley, conunercial agent at Jacksonville, Fla., has been
transferred to Cincinnati as an assistant to Mr. Ripley.

pany. In 1864 he became
a member of Company B
of the 193d Pennsylvania

the

Lie

born

positions with that

service in that city

on November

No. 22

& Pacific and the International & Great Northern,
announces the removal of the freight and passenger offices in
Chicago, 111., to suite 415, Martjuette building, 140 South Dear-

cupied

ceived a high school eduD. C, and entered railcounty, W. Va., on No-

59.

of the Texas

tired

Traffic

at

Vol.

Houston, assistant general freight and passenger agent

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Claude E. Cox, who has been appointed engineer of estimates of the Chicago Union Station Company, was born at
Brownstown, Ind., on December 28, 1878. He graduated from
high school at Worthington, Ind., and entered railway service in January, 1901.
His first position was rodman on the

November

26,

&

Indianapolis

West

later

;

for the
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Vincennes divison of the Pennsylvania Lines
corps
the
he
was
appointed
senior
of

Indianapolis terminals,

at

Ind.

Indianapolis,

In
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No-

vember, 1904, he was appointed engineer in charge of location
and construction for the Duluth, St. Cloud, Glencoe & Mankato, now a subsidiary of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
In December, 1905, he was appointed
in southern Minnesota.
assistant engineer in the office of the district engineer of the
In January, 1910, he was transSt. Paul, at Minneapolis, Minn.
ferred to Aberdeen, S. D., where he was assistant engineer in
charge of the construction of engine and passenger terminals.
He came to the Chicago office of the St. Paul in January, 1912, where he was assigned to valuation work, and
shortly afterward appointed assistant valuation engineer, a position which he held up to the time of his recent appointment
as engineer of estimates for the Union Station Company.

Equipment and Supplies

Purchasing

James

L.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The SouTHi'R.M is in the market for a number
The Tavares & Gulf is in the market for 2

to the position of pur-

chasing agent of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis with
headquarters at Nashville, Tcnn., has been announced in these columns,

motives.

The Waynesbukg & Washington

The

Belfast,

schools at that

Haynes
at

Lewisburg,

Tcnn., and the Winches-

Normal

School at
Winchester, Tenn.
In
the spring of 1897 he en-

ter

tered the service of the
Nashville,
Chattanooga
&- St. Louis as a clerk in
the general passenger de-

partment.

From

the
early part of 1898 to October 1 of that year he

was a clerk in the division superintendent's ofWoods

fice at

Tullahoma, Tenn.

From

October,

1898, to
1914, he served in various clerical capacities in the
Atlanta freight agency at Atlanta, becoming chief clerk. From
12,

that position he was promoted to the position of assistant purchasing agent at Nashville.

purchasing

agent

of

the

Wabash, has been appointed general storekeeper, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. This is a newly-created office.

The Oahu Railway & Land Company, Honolulu, Hawaii,
has ordered one ten-wheel, one Consolidation type and one sixwheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
The Arthur Iron Mining Company, St. Paul, Minn., reported in the issue of October 22 as being in the market for 8
locomotives, has ordered 8 switching locomotives from the Lima
Locomotive Corporation.

New

—

York,

Elliott, in

The Elgin, Jolif.t & Eastern has ordered 18 superheater
Mikado and 9 eight-wheel superheater switching locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company. The Mikado locomohave 28 by 30-in. cylinders, 63-in. driving wheels and
working order of 307,000 lb. The switching
locomotives will have 24 by 28-in. cylinders, 51-in. driving wheels
and a total weight in working order of 217,000 lb.
tives will

a total weight in

The Pennsylvania Lines West,

reported in the Railway
Gazette of November 12 as being in the market for 50
freight locomotives, has ordered 48 superheater Consolidation
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company and 15
of the same type from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.
Of
these 63 locomotives. 50 will be used by the Pennsylvania Company, 10 by the Vandalia and 3 by the Grand Rapids & Indiana.
The locomotives ordered from the American Locomotive Company will have 26 by 28-in. cylinders, 62-in. driving wheels and
a total weight in working order of 253,000 lb. each. The report in
the issue of November 12 that the Pennsylvania Lines West
had ordered 53 locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corpora-

Age

tion

and 10 from the American Locomotive Company was

CAR BUILDING

at

Mr. Rothgary.

OBITUARY
C. C. Arnold, superintendent of the Peoria division of the
Lake Erie & Western, at Lafayette, Ind., died .it his hnnie in
that city on November 15.

Railway Accidents in the United Kingdom.- If the ninn
her of passengers killed in the Quintinshill accident bo accepted
as 225, the number killed in train aridenis during the present
year is 252:
Ilford, January I, 10; Kinsalc, January 28, 2;
Smithy Bridge, March 18, 3; Qnintinsliill, M.iy 22, 225; Pollokshaws, August 14, 1; Wecdon, August 14, 10; Newark, Scptcinlier 6, 1.
In 1889, 88 passengers were killed, including 80 in the

Armagh

accident.

The

Htiniiiccr,

London.

in-

correct.

H.

Rothgary, assistant storekeeper of the Baltimore &
Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed storekeeper at
Lorain, Ohio, vice H. J. Cobb, resigned.
W. D. Francis has
been appointed assistant storekeeper at Cleveland to succeed
C.

Ohio

locomotives.

was not apparent.

common

Sweing, chief clerk to the

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western which recently
ordered 35 locomotives has issued inquiries for 5 ten-wheel

school

at

December 9, 1875.
He was educated in the

J.

St. Paul Union Depot has ordered 2 switching locomofrom the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

place and later attended
the
McLean

born

Tenn.,

A.

contemplating the pur-

is

chase of one freight locomotive.

New Haven & Hartford. President Howard
an address before the Boston Art Club on November
20, outlined needed betterments to the road to cost $32,000,000.
including $9,100,000 for 300 all-steel passenger train cars, 100
steam locomotives and 3,000 freight cars. Just when this equipment apparently would be acquired by the New Haven, however,

was

February

of locomotives.

ten-wheel loco-

Company.

Woods, whose appointment

J. L.

iniinr

^iimiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

tives
J. H. Weed, maintenance of way inspector of the St. Louis &
San Francisco, has been appointed roadmaster of the River and
Cape division. C. R. Gray, Jr., maintenance of way inspector,
has been appointed roadmaster of the Western division. H. R.
Irvine, inspector maintenance of way, has also been appointed
roadmaster for the Western division.
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New York, New
motive Building.

Haven

S:

llAKiKoRn.

The Kansas City Soutimkn
gondola car bodies.
The Southern Railway
a large

number of

inquiring

inidcr

for priirs on 200

Paiikic will build
shops at Montreal.

2.50

Erie has ordered 13 all-steel
Pressed Steel Car Company.

refrigerator cars in

suburban coaches

The Long Island has issued imiuirics for 6 parlor
baggage cars and 25 trailer coaches.

The Chicago & Alton
car

bodies

Tmi:

Loco-

reported to be in iho niarkcl for

The
llic

ilcin

cars.

The Canadian
own

is

is

— Sec

has ordered

ISO composite

its

from

cars,

10

gondola

from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

Minneai-olis, St.

Paul & Sault

Ste.

Marie Railway
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has ordered 200 50-ton ore cars from the American Car

& Foun-

Vol,

59,

No. 22

:ijllllirilllllirilllllllllllll1lllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllliljiliiniliiiililliililliiiiiib

dry Company.

The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific has ordered one combination
mail and baggage car from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Calumet & Arizona Mining Company
one caboose

car, 2

box

cars, 4 flat cars,

is

Supply Trade News

I
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inquiring for

one coach and one com-

Harry D. Rohman, who was

recently appointed chief electri-_
engineer of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, New
York, was born in Switzerland in 1883. Upon his graduation
as an electrical engineer
from the technical
schools of Zurich, he entered the works of the
Oerlikon Electrical Con-

cal

bination coach.

Denver & Rio Grande. The report in last week's issue to
company is in the market for 1,000 box cars

the effect that this
has been denied.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered two
dining cars from the Pullman Company and 500 hopper cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Monongahela Connecting

There he was afforded
an opportunity of combining a practical training with the theory of
engineering, and in 1903
qualified as an electrical
with experiengineer,
ence in high and low
tension and A. C. and
D. C. work, especially
electrical traction. Later
he entered the service of

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis will build 500
40-ton box cars in its own shops in addition to the 500 reported
in the Railway Age Gazette of October 15.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is inquiring for prices on
500 general service cars in addition to the 2,000 composite
gondola cars reported in the Railway Age Gazette of November 12.
The Montour Railroad

reported in an unconfirmed item in

The Western Maryland was reported in an unconfirmeil
item in last week's issue as having increased its order for hopper
cars recently given the Pullman Company from 2,000 to 3,000.
This item has since been confirmed.
The Interborough

Rapid Transit, reported

in the Railway
market for 311
all-steel subway cars, has ordered 234 motor car bodies and
77 trailer car bodies from the Pullman Company.

Age Gazette of November

12,

as being in (he

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, reported in last
week's issue as having ordered 650 freight cars from the Haskell
& Barker Car Company, ordered 450 40-ton box cars 50 40-ton
stock cars 40 40-ton flat cars 50 50-ton gondola cars 50 50-ton
hopper cars and 20 caboose cars from that company.
;

;

;

;

The New York Municipal

will soon place orders for an adThese cars
100 subway cars for the Sea Beach Line.
will bring the total number of cars ordered by this company
to 400, the 300 cars previously ordered having been obtained
from the American Car & Foundry Company on three different
orders.

ditional

IRON AND STEEL
The Norfolk & Western
from the Carnegie

The

Steel

has ordered 12,000 tons of

The Northern

& Western

has ordered 1,500

Company.

Pacific has ordered 20,000 tons of

Company, the Lackawanna
and the Bethlehem Steel Company.
Illinois

rails

Company.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

tons of bridge material from the American Bridge

the

J.

November

12 as having ordered 800 steel car bodies
from the Standard Steel Car Company ordered but 400 steel car
bodies from that company.

the issue of

Steel

rails

Steel

from

Company

New York Subways. Bids for the supply of special work for
the Lexington avenue subway from its junction with the existing subway at the Grand Central Station, New York, to One
Hundred and Thirty-eighth street, in the borough of the Bronx,
by the Public Service Commission for the First
on December 7. The special work called for includes
frogs, switches and cross-overs for the line, comprising 19

will be received

Company.

struction

inquiring for prices on 65
120-ton drop bottom gondola cars, 10 100-ton flat cars and 25 to
50 40-ton coke cars.
is

Stone

&

Co.,

London,

and gradually

worked

up

through

its

various departments until
in 1910 he was appointed
chief
of the
Harry D. Rohinan
I
testing and experimental
departments. In April, 1914, he was appointed chief assistant
electrical engineer, and held that position until October 1, 1915,
when he entered the service of the Franklin Railway Supply
Company as noted above. Mr. Rohman speaks several languages and has had an extensixe experience in all European
countries, including the Balkan states, and in South x\frica and
the Belgian Congo.
L. T. Burwell, formerly with the M. W. Supply
Philadelphia, Pa., has become associated with the

Company,

Q & C

pany,

New

Com-

York.

J. M. Spangler, formerly with the Railroad Supply Company,
Chicago, has recently entered the service of the National Carbon
Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

W. H. Crawford has been appointed Pacific coast representative
of the Simmen Automatic Railway Signal Company, Buffalo,
N. Y. Mr. Crawford will have offices at 609 Spalding building,
Portland, Ore.
G. C. Pool, formerly with Guilford S. Wood, Chicago, and
previous to that with the Acme Supply Company, Chicago, has
become connected with the Q & C Company, New York. His
attention will be given particularly to Q & C devices for locomotives

and

cars.

James Forgie, a consulting engineer of
awarded the Telford gold medal by the

New York
Institution

has been
of Civil

Engineers ((Great Britain) in recognition of his paper on "The
Laxaxalpam Aqueduct Tunnels in Mexico" and his achievements
in engineering.
Mr. Forgie has been prominently identified with
the solution of rapid transit problems in cities, having been engaged on the Pennsylvania and Hudson & Manhattan tubes in
New York, the underground railways of London and other
tunneling and .subaqueous construction work.

district
all

separate pieces.

SIGNALING
The

Chicago, Indianapolis

&

Louisville

is

to install

mechanGrand

interlocking at the crossing of its line with the
Tnmk at Haskells, Ind. The machine will have 24
and the distant signals will be power operated.

ical

levers

The Roberts & Schaefer Company has been awarded a contract
by the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company for
the immediate instalaltion of a 250-ton two-track reinforced concrete standard coiuitcrbalanced bucket locomotive coaling plant
at Pilot Rock Junction, Ore. This plant will have automatic coal
handling machinery, and will be arranged with equipment to
weigh all coal passing to locomotives. The contract price is
The company has also been authorized by the Chicago
$17,500.
Great Western to build at Council Bluffs, Iowa, a duplicate of

November
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the fireproof standard counter1)a!aiiced locomotive bucket coaling plant with automatic operation, which has been installed at
Clarion, Iowa, making the fifth plant of this type installed by
The contract
the Roberts & Schaefer Company for this road.
price of the latter

is
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$10,300.
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Isaac M. Cate, a large stockholder, has renewed his attack on
the organization and management of the American Locomotive
Company by sending first to the directors and now to the other
stockholders a 58-page printed letter reciting the findings of his
accountants and other details. Mr. Cate first attacked the management of the company in February, 1912, directing his efforts
against Waldo H. Marshall, president, and a number of other
The board authorized an inquiry of Mr.
officers particularly.
Cate's charges of mismanagement, waste and misconduct, but the
report of the committee of inquiry did not support Mr. Cate.
In September, 1914, Sylvanus L. Schoonmaker was elected chairman of the board. This appeased Mr. Cate for a time, but not
Mr. Cate in his present letter seeks to discount the
for long.

present management of the company. Concerning
"Those in your company who did not
its war orders, he says
make automobiles at a profit or develop the superheater or build
locomotives in competition with the Baldwins are not the men
The contract for shells
to extract profits from shrapnel shells.
was taken on April 15, with everything laid out for speedy
There have been nearly six months of preparapreparations.
If the production of shells is subject to such prodigious
tion.
cost as my accounant finds pervades the organization it will
not be possible to compete with other institutions."
ability of the

:

—

Americus, Hawkinsville & Eastern. Work on the remaining
of this line from Games, Ga., to Hawkinsville, 27
miles, and from Flint river to Americus, 18 miles, is now under
The
way. J. S. Morton, Byromville, Ga., is the contractor.
company was organized to build from Americus, Ga., northeast
(September 24, p. 585.)
to Hawkinsville, 55 miles.
sections

—

Atlantic Coast Line. Work is now under way on a connection between the Monticello branch and the Fanlew branch,
Fla., 1.3 miles; contract for the work has been let to J. F.
Lamb, Thomasville, Ga. The company is also building an extension of the Hollywood spur in South Carolina, south about
contract let to W. Z. Williams & Co., Macon, Ga.
4.5 miles
;

Bay Point & Clayton. —This company
from Cowell, Cal., to Clayton, 2.5
operates a line from Bay Point, Ca!.,
sion

is

building an exten-

miles.

The company now

to Cowell, 10 miles.

Belungham & Northern. — This company
from Goshen, Wash.,

extension

company now operates

a

line

plans to build an

Welcome, 11 miles. The
from Bellingham, Wash., to
to

Glacier, 44 miles.

—

Charles City Western Electric. This company has comwork on an extension from Charles City, la., to Colwell,

pleted

eight miles.

—

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Simplex Lettering Templets. The Keuffel & Esser Company, New York, has issued a leaflet describing its transparent
dylonite templets for lettering, engineering and architectural
drawing, etc. The templet contains two holes with perforations of
different sizes by means of which the letters of the alphabet
and numerals may be spaced correctly and outlined. Glass and
Payzant pens suitable for use with these templets are also
described.

— Keuffel

Esser Company, New York,
has issued a leaflet describing a four-arm folding reel for use
with tapes or flat chains }4 ''i- wide and from 100 to 500 ft.
long. Its advantage lies in the fact that it may be folded when
not in use, and carried in the pocket. The Colorado steel reel
is also described and is intended for tapes from 100 to 600 ft.
long, up to 5/16 in. wide.
It has a long folding handle, which
locks into an opening at either end of the frame, and thus
prevents the tape from unwinding.

Two New

Reels.

&

—

Lubricating Devices. The Richardson-Phenix Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has recently issued bulletins Nos. SO and 60
dealing, respectively, with the I'henix force feed lubricator and
the Richardson Model "M" sight feed oil pump.
The former
booklet contains a complete description of the Phenix ratchet
type lubricator and also describes the new Model "T" device.
Illustrations are given showing the construction and operation of
the lubricators.
Bulletin No. 60 relates to the Model "M"
lubricator.
Interesting illustrations show the process of manufacture from the raw material to the finished lubricators on
the test rack and give a good idea of the manner in which the
pumps are drilled and milled from a solid block of cast iron.
Other items of interest arc a description of the new Richardsou air spray attachmenl, and the steam and electric attachments for heating the oil in the lubricator reservoir.

—

HiuTisH Locomotive Exports. There was a slight improveiu British locomotive exports in Seplenil)er, llic value of the
shipments for tlic month having been about $l,45't,.S00, as compared wilh $1,439,.S90 in September, 1914, and $1,395,.S25 in
September, 1913. The improvement was due to an increase in
the value of the deliveries to the Armiitine Republic during

ment

the

month

to $118,720, as

compared with $34,855

aiul

$274,775.

South Africa imported locomotives in September to the value
of $189,330, as compared with %M,U)S and $133,185, but there
was a great falling off iu the deliveries to India and Australia.

Electric Short Line. On the line building from Winsted,
Minn., west to Hutchinson, 45 miles, grading on a section of
Track
18.25 miles is expected to be finislied in about ten days.
laying is now under way from Winsted west and the company
expects to have the new extension in operation by January,
1916. In addition, about 2.5 miles of side track and track for a
Y at a Hutchinson is expected to lie linished. On the line now in
operation from Minneapolis to Winsted, 60 miles, about 4 miles
of side tracks, mostly at terminals in Minneapolis, Lyndale,

Watertown, Hazleton and Winsted were

laid in

During

1915.

1916 the company expects to build about 50 miles of
(Sept. 10, p. 4S7.)

new

line.

—

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern (Electric). Work is
now under way on a six-mile section from Swanwood Junction,
(August

Iowa, to Des Moines.

13, p. 1301.)

—

Fort Worth Belt. This company
of team tracks at Fort Worth, Tex.

is

now

building 2 miles

—

Hetch Hetchy. This company has grading work finished
on 9 miles of the line building from Rosasco, Cal., on the
The
Sierra Railway to Hetch Hetchy dam site, 67 miles.
work is being carried out by the Utah Construction Company.
M. M. O'Shaughnessy, San Francisco, Cal., may be addressed.
(See San Francisco Roads, Nov. 5, p. 879.)

Maitawamkeag & Northern. — Financial arrangements have
been made,

it

is

said, for the construction of a line

tawamkeag, Me., northwest via East Millinocket

A

23 miles.

from Mai-

to Millinocket,

charter to bnild the line has been given to C.

W.

Mullen and I. B. Wood, of Bangor A. Wcatherbee, Lincoln,
and F. J. Rich, Mattawamkeag. Stone & Webster, of Boston,
Mass., are the fiscal agents, and have already made a survey for
;

ihis line.

—

Mexico & Santa Fe (Electric). This company has been incorporated in Missouri to operate an electric railway from
Mexico, Mo., to a point in Monroe county, 16 miles distant.
The incorporators arc: J. A. Botts, W. W. Mundy, M. \V.
Beamer and J. P. Cauthorn, of Molino, Mo., and T. C. Botts.
The construction of
J. D. Bates and W. W. Bolts, of Mexico.
the road has been practically completed.
Ni:w

new

^'oKK

rapid

Siiiw

transit

awarded by ihe

\y.

— The

lines

in

New York

contract for Irack-layinn on the
boroufjh of Queens has been
Public Service t"ominission, First

the

the Thomas Crinunins Contracting Company, the
The contract includes tlic extenlowest bidders, for $204,8''8.
sion of the Queensboro subway from its present terminus at
Jackson and Van Alst avenues, in Queens, to the Queensboro
bridge plaza; the elevated railroad from the Queensboro bridge
District,

to
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plaza northward to Ditmars avenue, Astoria, and tlie elevated
railroad from the Queensboro bridge plaza northeasterly to
Alburtis avenue, Corona.

about secured. The company expects to begin construction
work in the near future. Channing M. Ward, president, Richmond, Va.
is

—

Philadelphia Roads. Bids are vranted by A. M. Taylor,
director of city transit at Philadelphia, Pa., for the following
work
On December 7, for the concrete column foundations
and piers for about 4,000 linear ft. of a two-track elevated
:

railway in Frankford avenue from Unity street to Dyre street,
Bids are wanted on December 14 for the
Philadelphia, Pa.
steel superstructure and appurtenant work for a two-track
elevated railway in Frankford avenue from Unity street to
Dyre street, comprising about 4,000 linear ft. of structure. (October 29, 1915, p. 828.)

—

Pine Bluff & Northern. This company plans to build an
extension from Cullor, Ark., to Pine Bluff, 35 miles. The company now operates an 8-mile line from McCreanor to Cullor.

—

Quebec Central. This railroad has projected an extensiou
from English Lake, Que., to a point in the township of Dionne,
L'Islet county, about 25 miles.

Roach Timber Company's Lines.

—

Grading work has beer
of the line projected east from Sutherlin,
The company will probably begin grading work in the
Ore.
near future on an additional section. W. L. Roach, president,
Muscatine, Iowa. (October 22, p. 779.)
finished

on

five miles

—

Sutherlin, Coos Bay & Eastern. The company has finished
the survey and partially graded the line from Sutherlin, Ore.,
The delay in securing the necesto Hinkle Creek, 14 miles.
.sary right of way, and the general condition of the lumber
market at present does not encourage carrying on the work. It
is expected that construction work on the line will be carried out next spring. J. F. Luse, Sutherlin, may be addressed.

—

Tidewater Securities Corporation. Grading work has been
on the line building from Alabama Port, Ala., to Cedar

finished

Point, 3.2 miles.
p.

T.

W.

Nichol, chief engineer. Mobile.

(April

2,

768.)

River.

— Surveys

are

now

being

made

for

an 8-mile extension to be built between Darby, N. C, and Rogers
Mills.

Waushara

— This

County.-

company is building with its own
Wis., to Pay Sippi, over 8 miles.

forces from Red Granite,
Grading has been finished on six miles.
president. Pay Sippi, Wis.

A. L. Christofferson,

Railway Financial News
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—

Al.^bama, Tennessee & Northern. On application of the Guaranty Trust Company representing a bondholders' committee,
the United States District Court at Mobile, Ala., Judge Toulmin, on Monday of this week appointed John T. Cochrane,
of Mobile, and M. W. Thompson, of New York, receivers for
this property.
Mr. Cochrane is president of the road and
Mr. Thompson is president of the Railway Development Corporation, a holding company which has been organized to represent New York interests. The line of the road extends from
Reform, Ala., southward 185 miles to Calvert, Ala., 34 miles
north of Mobile. The security holders have a plan for extending the road northward from Reform to an intersection
with the St. Louis & San Francisco. The company has outstanding in bonds $3,882,000, in notes $1,235,000 and in car
trust certificates $180,000.

—

Louis & San Francisco. Further details have been given
out of the plan for the reorganization of this company. The
reorganized company will take over all the mileage of the old
company (including the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis
lease), with the exception of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
The mileage of the new system, upon which the new bond
issue will be secured, is 3,852.76 miles of first track and 1,009.16
miles of second and side track; total, 4,861.92 miles. To this
may be added, in case of acquisition, the Quanah, Acme &
Pacific mileage, 80.80 miles. The reorganization plan provides

St.

for:
Prior liens undisturbed, 5s-6s, due 1931
$9,484,000
New issue of prior lien mortgage bonds
250,000,000
Cumulative adjustment mortgage bonds, maturing
July 1, 1955
75,000,000
Income mortgage bonds, maturing July 1, 1960
authorized
75,000,000
Capital Stock
Preferred stock 6 per cent redeemable at 100,
authorized
200,000.000
Common stock, authorized
250,000,000
Securities to be Presently Issued
Prior lien mortgage bonds, viz.:
In partial exchange for existing securities embraced
in the plan
93,398,500
Sold to purchase syndicate
25,000,000
For the corporate purposes of the new company. ..
6,811,500

Total
$125,210,000
Balance reserved for future requirements under restrictions of mortgage
$124,790,000
The outstanding prior lien mortgage bonds shall be as follows:
$93,398,500, series "A," 4 per cent, maturing July 1, 1950,
redeemable at 100 and accrued interest; $31,811,500, series
"B," 5 per cent, maturing July 1, 1950, redeemable at 105
and accrued interest.

braced in plan

Allentown, Pa.

— The

Central

of

New

Jersey has given

July

contract to the Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa., for
faliricating and erecting the slccl supcrslructurc of new bridges
The improveto be built over tlie Lebi.gh river at Allentown.
ments include 3 double track, deck plate girders, with ballasted
'Hie work calls for 500 tons
floors, eacli span to be 90 ft. long.
of steel and 1,300 cu. yd. of concrete for the piers. The estimated
Bids for the masonry
:ost of tlie iiiiiirovements will be $52,500.
piers have not yet been asked for.

—A

origin of which is not known,
destroyed a warehouse belonging to the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy on November 13. The gross loss, iiulnding the
III.

fire,

the

A
and contents, has been estimated at $150,000.
temporary storehouse has already been secured by the company, and i)lans for a new building are now being prestructure

pared.

—

$40,545,737
series

"A"

1955, callable at 100.)
Reserved for future use under

a

Beaumont, Tex. Tlie Tcxarkana & Ft. .Smith will open
It will be
bids on a new passenger depot on November 27.
a one-story, stucco structure, 46 ft. by 223 ft., with tile roof,
C. E. Johnston, chief engisteam heat and electric lighting.
neer, 510 Kansas City .Sontluin Railwav building, Kansas City,

'

Cumulative Adjustments Gold Bonds
Rate not to exceed 6 per cent, as may be determined at time of issue:
In partial exchange for the existing securities em-

(To be designated as

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

Mo.

No. 22

.

Watauga & Yadkin

Aurora,

59,
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—

Norfolk, Washington & New York. Organized to build
from Nevifport News, Va., to Washington, D. C, 159 miles,
with a branch down the Northern neck, 50 miles long.
Surveys and estimates have been completed and the right of way

Vol.

6 per cent,

due

1,

restrictions

of

mortgage

34,454,263

Income Mortgage Gold Bonds

To be

issued in exchange for existing securities....
(Designated as series "A" 6 per cent convertible,
maturing July 1, 1960, redeemable at 100.)
Reserved for future use under restrictions of

mortgage
Total

Reserve bonds may be issued with interest not
annum, to be determined by board

6 per cent per

38,661,200

36,338,800

$75,000,000
to
at

exceed
time of

issue.

Rate per mile of new securities to be presently issued: Prior
mortgage 4s and 5s, $27,700; cumulative adjustment 6s,
$8,400; noncumulative income mortgage 6s, $8,000.
Total,
$44,100.
Preferred stock, $1,450; common stock, $10,900. Total, $12,350.
Total capitalization, bonds and stock, $56,450.
Capital stock to be presently issued:
IPreferred stock, 6
per cent, redeemable at $100, $7,000,000; balance reserved
for conversion of income bonds, $75,000,000; reserved for
future corporate uses, $118,000,000.
Common stock to be presently issued, $53,000,000; reserved
for corporate uses, $197,000,000.
lien

The preferred and common stock is to be in the hands of
the voting trustees for five years. The purchasing syndicate
Spcyer & Co., J. & W. Seligman & Co., the Guaranty Trust
Company, New York, and Lee Higginson & Co. is to receive
a commission of 4 per cent on the amount of the syndicate
0jbligation of $25,000,000.

—

[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORTS
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD
Chicago, July

To

Stockholders

the

Company
The following
ended

June

30,

of

the

&

Burlington

Chicago,

the report of your
1915:

Railroad

Dividends

Board of Directors for thee year

is

CAPITALIZATION
CAPITAL STOCK

1915.

1,

Quincy

COMPANY— SIXTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT

Total Par Value

Number

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY.
JY.
Per
Cent

YEARS ENDED JUNE 30.
OPERATING REVENUES

1915

of Shares

Rate

$110,839,100.00

8%

1,108,391

2.39

revenue
$62,799,188.01
Passenger revenue
21,743,507.05
Mail revenue
2,428,503.50
Express revenue
2,595,965.75
Miscellaneous transportation revenue
1,893,988.61
2,116,560.32
Revenue from operations other
1,805,801.76
than transportation
1,876,995.40

2.08
1.98
.10

100.00

Freight

$62,509,483.62
20,185,564.28
2,464,372.90
2,176,214.07

Joint

89,635.43

Maintenance

.91

2.29

way

of

$60,441,367.04.. .Total

operating

expenses.

$30,683,693.63.

.Net

operating

revenue.

..

In Sinking

$9,87.!, rino

$93,687,141.06

100.00

$181,690,000

$7,118,898.27

1915
Total Line

$31,000

$21,850,400

Under Lease Operated
1,671.58
1,365.12
1,122.30

Illinois

Iowa
12. S2

Missouri

17.12
1.75

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Nebraska
Kansas
Colorado
South Dakota

32.26
.»8

2.56

.

.$63,224,852.82

67.49

..

.$30,462,288.24

32.51

$4,016,657.74

$4,105,665.23

$4,016,657.74

Wyoming
Montana

$26,445,630.50

Iowa

OTHER INCOME
$879,286.07
389,994.77
$1,224,069.41

$27,802,097.81

Missouri

Rents
Miscellaneous interest.

income

Total other

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Nebraska
Kansas
Colorado
South Dakota

$879,286.07
415,072.02
$1,294,358.09

Gross corporate income

$27,739,988.59

$1,549,474.44
24,032.26
7,118,898.27
55,010.56
12,762.86

Net

corporate

$8,932,786.62

income

$18,807,201.97

Sinking fluids
$1,692,794.83
$1,753,006.79
Dividends
8,867,128.00
8,867,128.00
5,715,875.07
3,340,669.28. .Aiipropriations for additions and betterments..
$16,275,797.90

$13,960,804.07
$5,081,115.35

for

the

year

.

9,365.94

941.54
337.50
439.12

42.40

77.09
37.10
700.54
24.23
137.41
61.57
182.23
33.74

846.19

42.40

Total
3,015.88
1,947.15
1,668.64
413.45
62.96
3,568.84
283.55
531.77
341.52
867.19
168.12

2,972.07 12,869.07

TAXES
Increase or
1915

Missouri

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Nebraska
Kansas
Colorado
South Dakota

Decrease

1'114

927,813.36
528,151.13
399,978.10
264,906.08
31,568.25
1.073,568.13
67,244.30
240,223.06
108,817.83

$

Illinois

f

916,308.10
511,005.43
39(5,164.54

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

$ 11,505.26
17,145.70
3,813.56
25,159.89
Dec.
913.68
Inc.
24,108.30
Dec.
2,560.67
Inc.
32,393.04
Inc.
15,985.91
Dec.
19.219.43
Inc.
3,471.95
Inc.
121.74

61,330.50
305.56

239,746.19
32,481.93
1,049,459.83
69,804.97
207.830.02
92,831.92
228,122.67
57,858.55
183.82

$3,912,809.54

$3,801,797.97

Inc.

$

Dec. $ 46,161.43

Wyoming

2,08,903.24

Montana
Other States

Surplus

357.53

17.96

9,008.41

Iowa

Total deductions.

1,760,178.39

$19,041,919.42

$1,765,669.73
128,707.50
6,981,650.49
44,516.16
12,242.74

34.98
49.54

260.14
429.33
279.95
719.94
183.92

279.95
684.96
134.38

Wyoming
Total

Rents
Miscellaneous interest
Interest accrued on funded debt
Discount on fvimlcd debt
Miscellaneous debits

.82

259.32
394.36

Montana

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
CORPORATE INCOME

360.36
244.53
107.22
113.87
2 25

1,671.58
1,365.12
1,122.30
222.49
23.61
2,850.34

Illinois

223.02
38.45
2,872.71

Yard
Third Track and
Track Sidings

Second
Track

Single

.53

14.84
22.37

OWNED

LINE
STATE.

1,784.47
1,438.56
1,135.45

34.97

9,008.41

Track
Operating income

112.89
73.44
13.15

222.49
23.61
2,850.34
259.32
394.36
279.95
684.96
134.38

Total

Railway tax accruals
$4,081,507.88
24, 157. 35. Uncollectible railway revenues

$26,578,028.40

"Actually
Outstanding."

Funds

MILEAGE
MILEAGE OF ROAD OPERATED ON JUNE 30.
STATE
Line Owned
Operated

$1,098,600

2.00

and

33.67

Actually

Outstanding

Treasury

n Treas ury Pledged

.14

structures
$11,360,210.26
$12,010,977.42
15,415,122.75. .Maintenance of equipment.. 16,035,205.02
1,629,675.95
Traffic expenses
1,634,672.43
Transportation expenses
29,117,163.60
30,224,523.90
832,153.90 ...Miscellaneous operations...
921,586.39
2,087,040.58
General expenses
2,397,887.66

66.33

Accrued
During
Year
on Bonds

Issued

Reacquired
In

OPERATING EXPENSES
12.47
16.92
1.79
31.95

Actually

Issued

2.26

126,421.03

facility

Total operating revenue

.$91,125,060.67

67.03
23.21
2.59
2.77

Amount
$8,867,128.00

Interest

Nominally
68.60
22.15
2.70

Year

FUNDED DEBT

Per
Cent

1914

During

Declared
the

Authorized and
Outstanding

$2,531,404.07

Total

NOTE. — The arrangement

of the above table is in accordance with
form.
This required that
Interstate f'oinnierce {Jomniission
Necessarily
1914 repiirl, be revised.
figures, as prcsenled in the
revision has been general in its nature.

new

the
the

Stales

United States

(

Invmimeiit

.

.$

.

168,698.34

214,859.77

$111,011.37

lliis

Grand Total

$4,081,507.88

$4,016,657.74

Inc.

$64,850.14

TRAFFIC AND OPERATING .STATISTICS
Increase or Decrease

1915

ITEM

Dollars

D.dlars

Cents

and Whole

and

and Whole

Numbers

Decimalsi

Numbers

Cenis
and
Decimals

Dollars
d Whole
^ itmltcrs

Cents

ai

.iiul
1)

•cinials

PASSENGER TKAFFIC
Numbers of passengers carried earning revenue
Number of passengers carried one mile
Number of passengers carried one mile, per mile

22,708,392
1.079.264,875
115,561
47
$20,185,564

._

of road

Average distance carried, miles
Tolal passenger revenue
Average amount received from each passenger
Average receipts per passenger per mile
Total passenger .service train rev(;nue
Passenger service train revenue per mile of road
i'asseiiger service train revenue per train mile

$25,457,027
$2,725
$1

53

28
88890
01870
54
79

38800

23,445,911
1,152,123.930
126,058
49

14

$2I,743,.507

05

0273"
01888
76
$27,443,201
$3,002 66
47134
$1

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

737.519
72.859.055
10.497

$1,557,942

61
77

$1,986,174

03849
00018
22

t

$276

87

08334

FREIGHT TRAFFIC
iif Ions carried of freight rarning revenue
of tons carried one mile
of Ions c.-irricil one mile per mile of road
Average ilistaiice haul of one ton, miles
Total freight revenue
Average amount received for each ton of freight
Average receipts per ton per mile
I'Veiglit revenue per mile of road
I'rcighl revenue per train mile

Number
Number

268
:

$62,509,483
$1

$6,693
$3

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

32,388,800
8,612.629,607

31.758,791
8,527,444,254
'U 3,008

NiuiibiT

»42,33'>
51

62
96826
0073.1
14

60408

265
$62.799,I8«
»l

91
01

Im.

U3893

Inc.
Inc.

0072>J

$6,871
$3

09
48951

Dec.

Dec,
Inc.

630,009
8S. 185.353
.•1.271

2

$289,704

$177

«0
39
02934
00004
95
11457

Passenger-train cars:

MILEAGE STATISTICS
1915

ITEM
Miles

1914

Increase or

Miles

Decrease
Miles

— non -revenue
MILEAGE — Revenue

47,601,371

Dec.

1,122,505

1.826,016

Dec.

265,085

^^'??o
9,719,358
46,478,866

1

Total

Dec.

805,370
191,901
73,956
8,900
60,178

18,700,800
18,164,766
936,243
20,026
9,779,536

7,895,430
17,972,865
862,287

Freight locomotive miles.
Passenger locomotive miles
Mixed locomotive miles
Special locomotive miles
Switching locomotive miles

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Inc.

mileage

*;prvirp

1

,560,93

All classes of passengertrain cars

cars
Derrick cars
Steam shovels.

Caboose

16,734,933

451,470,933
212,332,776
17,132,686

Total

675,925,198

680,936,395

443,389,629

Loaded
Empty

215'8°Mf,

Passenger car mileage:
Passenger

,^ „,, ,.,
46,061,646

41,025,476

Dec.

117,038,631

Dec.

2,109,291

in special service:
Freight, loaded
Freight, empty

21,685
76,718
8,097
4,796

""l',57i

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

337,660

259,133

Inc.

16,411
•

•

and observation..

passenger train cars

Other

Total
Total

car

—revenue

Car mileage

798,234,159

Dec.

7,041,961

4,349,836

6,637,427

Dec.

2,287,591

Revenue

Service.

Freight train.

Special

train
service

Train

''•o?i'ion

train
train

Total

17,065,955
17,721,174
930,638
18,879

l?'ls?-1qfi

Passenger train

Mixed

oc'«q
Jb,339
mileage

mileage

35,736.646

34,856,569

— non

78,527

791,192,198
service.

MILEAGE -

34,310
10,554
3,746
18,595
8,097
3,225

-

revenue
1,043,727

829,327

service

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Inc.

Dec.

Dec.

EQUIPMENT

on June
30, 1914

During on June
Year 30, 1915

During
Year

444

7

15

Freight
Switching

9 9

35
14

36
41

436
918
383

35

71

1,737

1,001

1.941

370
1,251

18
225
50

25

28
24

Other

freight- train

All classes of
train cars

410
1,773

143
107

2

210

hi,.

^7,534
21,800
213
2,997
686
83
cars..
, ...
65,843

3

2,289

2,647

66,201

2

21
17

3

2,753

72,777

5.329

2,726

72,804

1

37
2

38
2

.

40

Products of Agriculture:
Grain
Flour
Other mill products

ingonthis

Received
from Con-

Road

nections

Tonnage

Tons

Tons

Tons Per Cent.
14.60
2.17

TTS'i^n
118,3<i9

4,634,506
690,328
258,629
417,129
3,914
46,079
1,275,656
223,228

5,570,609

1,978,860

7,549.469

23.77

230,217

5.53

7.18

29f'^?„
251,430
2,998

Tobacco
Cotton
Fruits

and vegetables

Other

products

,J'c?o

Total

Products of Animals:
cn^ cAn
Live stock
^-^A^Ail
54,"»
Dressed meats
]
127,692
products
Other packing house
Poultry,

game and

Hides and leather
Other products.

and
Average

tives

Total

Capacity

Products of Mines:
Anthracite coal
Bituminous coal..
.

Coke
Ores
Stone,

sand, etc.
products..

Products of Forests:

Lumber
Other

products

Total

40.67 tons

Manufactures:
Petroleum and other
Suear
sugar
Naval stores.

oils

-1,965,021

314.650

2,279,671

22,756
7,572,284
24,119
90,854
1,633,330
105,778

194,549
1,841.098
110,501
290,443
298,815
236,786

217,305
9,413,382
134,620
381,297
1,932,145
342,564

9,449,121

2,972,192

12,421,313

39.11

!!!!!.!!

',

i

!!!!!!!..
]

$1
$30, ,683,693

$3,285

"

train mile.

^gj 125,060
$9,757
$2
441,367
$60,
$6,471

67
13

61429
04
70

73400
63

43

88029
;

15
59
6
19

....::..;:

491
38
25
12

9,339

.51

.43
.29
.04
.07
.31

.68

29.64
.43

1.20
6.08
1.08

2,116
l'^-239

1

,375,916
122,758

1,588,032
239,997

5.00
.76

329,355

1,498,674

1,828,029

5.76

334,382
144,370

586,243
318,708
12,290

1.85
1.00
.04

fii'SSJ
1/4,338
8,609

1914

Cents
and
and Whole
and
and Whole
Decimals
Numbers
Numbers Decimals

Cents

.70

5,009
4,806
31,121

25,739

(Continued)

ST.\TISTICS

4.02

l^'ill
66,0»S

lbs.

.........

.81
1.31
.01
.15

1,757,157
163.341
136.667
92,700
11,358
21,239
97,209

8,783
8,975

°°>;"1
6'^'"

fish

Wool

Total Freight

604,769
151,955
54,230
165,699
916
43,286
853,106
104,899

''•?«'?7?
538,373

Hay

OPERATING

• Including caboosei.

408

in

Original-

ITEM

Average number of empty freight cars per
Average mileage operated during year

2,608

5,649

cars

1915

'

250

84

company

Dollars

Operating revenues
:,•
i
Operating revenues per mile of road
Operating revenues per train mile
Operating expenses
Operating expenses per mile of road
Operating expenses per train mile
•
Net operating revenue
:,V
i
Net operating revenue per mile of road
mile
train
per
revenue
operating
Net
mile
car
Average number of passengers per
Average number of passengers per train mile..
mile
train
Average number of passenger ears per
car mile
Average number of tons of freight per loaded
tram^mile.
Average number of tons of f night per
mile.
train
per
cars
freight
of
•Average number
Average number of loaded freight cars per I"") """=;

33
2,628
25
18
17

FREIGHT TRAFFIC MOVEMENT— ENTIRE LINE.
COMPANY MATERIAL EXCLUDED

AND OPERATING

TRAFI'IC

,274

29

153

Total
30,018
l'554
7,679
23,001
213
2,969
687
80

40

Total floating equipment-

Power All
Locomo-

30,808

53

1

24
.

of

20

32

Other floating equipment

880,077

214,400

No. 22

41
14

16

2, 781

Floating equipment:
Steamboats and tugboats.
Barges, car floats and canal boats

Other

^?'?;S

f''^'K'"-

1

2,774

All classes
service

All
Freight

Passenger

Total locomotives

.

All classes of
service cars

Cars

Freight-train cars:
Box cars
Flat cars
.Stock cars
Coal cars
Tank cars
Refrigerator cars
Caboose cars

666

3

1,285

cars

575,501
234,018
77,018
6,460

Average

Number Number
Number Added Retired Number

Steam locomotives:

2

1

Wrecking cars...
company
Other

Tractive

ITEMS

1

145
108
41
14
196
73
41

COMMODITIES

mileage — revenue

service

TRAIN

175,643
5,857
17,939
58,123

209,953

•

5,011,197

114,929,340

Car mileage

.

Dec.

1,486,977
622,365
1,244,679

Other passenger train cars

Sleeping, parlor

Dec.

47,548,623
27,219,853
42,270,155

and observation. 27,842,218

Total

Inc.

8,081,304
3,467,860
397,753

Dec.

667

Conipany service cars:
Officers and pay cars

Service.

Caboose
Passenger

cars

Other passenger-train cars.

Ballast

Freight car mileage:

Sleeping, parlor

cars

Baggage and express cars.
Postal

59,

passenger

Other combination cars.
Dining cars
Parlor

enue Service.

Locomotive

Coaches
Combination
cars

LOCOMOTIVE MILEAGE— Rev-

CAR

Vol.

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1034

Dollars

$93,687,141
$10,250
$2
$63,224,852
$6,917

06
65

62160
82
66

76919
$30,462,288 "24
$3,332 99
85241
$1

3,681

Increase or Decrease
Cents
Dollars

and Whole

and

Numbers

Decimals

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Inc.

Dec.

$2,562,080

$493
$2,783,485

$445

39
52
00731
78
96

03519
$221,405
$47

39
56

02788

Inc.

15

Dec.

62
27
23
66
97
56
44
33

6
19

478
37
25
11

9.139

27
08
57
84
09
80
63

Inc.
Inc.

15
13
1

Inc.
Inc.

99

09
13

47
64
70

November

Maniifacturefi:

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1915

26.

(Continuetl)

Iron, pig and bloom

Iron and steel

Other

1035

and

82,083
43,549

76,373
36,557

5,710
6,192

rails

castings

Paving

.26

Roadway machines.

.13

Roadway

inachin

ery

114,218
39,021
1,340,982
143,497
30,898
123,895
140,830
404,254

Bar and sheet metal
Cement, brick and lime
Agricultural implements
Wagons, carriages, tools, etc.
Wines, liquors and beers.
Household goods, etc
Other manufactures
.

.

.

295,338
224,166

181,120
185,145
432,187
65,093
57,112
41,219
72,160
495,145

212,990
899,399

tools

.93

.66
.28
.52
.67

—Road

153.75

124,048.01

124,048.01

43.50
11,621.45

208,296.74
11,621.45

10,665.37

10,665.37

$2,398,521.13

$6,566,461.73

208,253.24

Shop machinery.
Power plant ma.

.

2.83

chinery
Total

4,909,649

2.124,544

2.785,105

15.46

Total

Merchandise

1,509,568
463,560

662,473
135,059

2,172,041
598,619

6.84
1.88

22,072,339

9,686,452

31.758,791

100.00

Miscellaneous
Total tonnage

EXPENDITURES FOR NEW LINES AND EXTENSIONS
EQUIPMENT AND FOR ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS DURING THE YEAR

Engineering

Total

Expenditure

ways

254,078.15

Rails

206,070.68
179,598.56
305,743.68

334,462.04
78,143.26
325,244,16

540,532.72
257,741.82
630,987.84

60,466.06
91,177.81

351,940.62
88,486.53

412,406.68
179,664.34

152,844.05

142,989.56

295,833.61

11,941.17

9,776.77

21,717.94

82,862.01

6,335.06
90,155.77

240,733.31
2,460.00
53,982.75
11,470.39

Cr. 59,453.08
4,434.04
116,598.44
12,639.12

1.44

42,054.57
10,135.23

44.037.19
10,133.79

17,841.39

21,178.46

39,019.85

1,510.80

160,264.93

161,775.73

1,712.92

15,677.28

17,390.20

Ballast

Track

-

of

.

.

Cr

.

houses

1,982.62

Wharves and docks.Cr.
Telegraph and

phone

942,102.15

$

76.16

$

76.16

46.00
$2,399,107.01

$3,340,669.28

$7,508,640.04

A

Miscellaneous structures

$

46.00

Wendover should be ready for operation by December 1st of this
year.
The building of these tracks completes a line from Northport, Neb.,
to Billings, Mont., 532 miles in length, which will soon be an important
line in the operations of the Company in that territory, as well as being a
part of the plan for a low grade line between the Missouri River and
Billings.
$378,549.53 has been expended for second track, and there have been
placed in operation during the year 104.58 miles of main track, 13.31 miles
of second track and 55.93 miles of other tracks.
Heavy and continuing rains during the early summer caused floods which
in
parts of Wyoming,
Kansas,
did considerable damage, particularly
Nebraska, Missouri, Illinois and Iowa, necessitating heavy expenditures in
the month of June; and like conditions extended into July and August of
this year.
bridge across the Ohio River at Metropolis, 111., is in process of
construction by the Paducah & Illinois R. R. Co., a company whose capital
stock is owned by your Company and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis Ry. Co.
This new bridge will enable your Company to better compete, with other north and south lines, for business to and from the south.
The complete reconstruction of the bridge across the Missouri River
at Kansas City is well under way and will probably be completed in 1916.
The old bridge was built in 1868-69 and is single tracked. The new bridge
will be a double tracked, thoroughly modern, steel structure on concrete
piers.
The new Kansas City Terminal Railway plant, with its passenger station

inter-

lockers

30.16

total.. .$1,768,863.75

942,102.15

During the year the line extending southerly from Laurel, Mont., has
to Orin Junction, Wyo.; and the connection between Guern-

tele-

lines

and

Signals

.

405.48
Cr.220,836.76

sey and

sand

and

fences and snow
sheds
6.335.06
Crossings and signs
7,293,76
Station and office
buildings
..
Cr.300, 186.39
Roadway buildings.
6,894.04
Water stations.
62,615.69
Fuel stations
1,168.73
Shops and engine

6,949.63

been completed

way

-

fences

Snow

Grand

and

laying
surfacing

30.16

Total
general
expenditures.

mate-

track

rial

$

Law

237,010.04

237,010.04

Right

313,720.07

Cr.

for

equipment...

2,356,826.34
788,659.13

$2,399,107.01

534,580.98

6,949.63
405.48
Cr. 220,836.76
Cr.

.

536,662.36
632,820.70

$

expendi-

tares

sub-

Bridges.
trestles
and culverts....
Ties

Other

Total

-

Cr. 42,280.67

and

train

-

.

Income
$

536,662.36
632,820.70

$

cars
Floating equipment
equipment.

to

22,615.26

$2,399,107.01

locomotives.
Freight-train cars.

Work

Charged

$

$1,768,833.59

Steam

Passenger

trans-

p u r

portation
poses

Crading
Tunnels

16,104.81

$

for

Land

Charged to
Road and
Equipment

tensions

for

road

.

FOR

Additions and Betterments

ACCOUNT

expendi-

tares

New

Lines
and Ex-

$6,896.27
1,613.50

153.75

Assessments
for
public
improve ments
Other expenditures

.71

5.58

1,773,169
208,590
88,010
165,114

$6,896.27
1,611.25

2.25

small

and extensive passenger and freight

was opened on November

facilities,

1,

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
June

1915.

30,

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
Investments:
Property investment

— Road

and

Capital stock;
Common stock

equip-

$110,839,100.00

ment:

Road
Equipment

$363,307,390.87
77,853,368.11
174,270.28

General expenditures
Sinking funds:

Book

$441,335,029.26

Long term debt:
Bonds held by

.

.590, 622.93
5,620 ,503.06

Bonds
Advances

126,894.01
44,631.05
1,449,557.01

$34, 785, 771. (X»

Current

Bonds
Notes
Miscellaneous

289,788.09

$477,777,882.40

Total investments

Current assets:
Cash
deposits

Loans and bills receivable
Traffic and car-service balances receivable
Net balance receivable from agents and conductora.
^

Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Material and supplies
current assets

$7,123,451.12
10,000.00
4,084,420.59
809.841.31
2,501,597.65

Total current
\

'nadjustcd

Tax

advances.

Total deferred assets

$24,302.91

hiadjuatcd

paid in advance.

Disiiiunt on funded debt
Other iinadjustcti debits

Total

Grand

nnndjnstrd
totnl

debits

$05,310.00

(

)pcratiiig reserves

$MR,00(S.3ft
2,353,fiS8.84
2,043.138.94

$4,544,804.14
$5nft.5R';.402.rt2

1,206,830.01

565.000.00
JO.583.344.86

—

Acrnicd dqircciation Equipment
Other un;)d)usted credits
Total unadjtisted

$23,202.91
1,000.00

Other deferred assets

$11,421,103.40

liahilitieH,

liability

Insurance reserves

7,171,219.92

Deferred assets:

dr!)its;
liifturancc preiniuiii

$1,807,328.31
6,047.293.04
300.367.71
1.680,945.00
445.25
6.000.00
1.118,246.66
442,477.49

credits:

2,5.17,892.58

$24,238,423.17

1.325.963. .54

$33,776,448.41

credits

("iirpnrale surplnn:
Additions In property since

June 30. 1907. through
Kundrd drl)t rrlircd through income
.Sinking fund reserves
.Appropriated surplus not flpcciricnlly invested
•

Profit

$181,690,000.00

liabilities:

and car-service balances payable
Audited accounts and wages payable
Miscellaneous accounts payable
Interest matured \inpain
Dividends maturnl unpaid
I'"iindcd debt matured unpaid
Unmatured interest accrued
Other current liabilities
Traffic

$24. 067.91
165,,498.00
97.,187.18
3 ,035.00

Stnck.s

fuiirl

21,850,400.00
10,971,600.00
31,000.00

$214,543,000.00
Total
Less bonds held by or for the Company,
32,853,000.00
included in above
Total long term debt

Other investments:

Working

sinking

Bonds owned by the Company, unpledged
Bonds owned by the Company, pledged.

21,850,400.00 Cr.
included
Deposits in Heu of mortgaged property sold
Miscellaneous physical property
Investments in affiliated companies
$27,574 645.01
Stocks

Total

trustees, account

funds
$21,723,505.99

assets

Par value of Company's own issues

Time

$181,690,000.00

the public

Bonds held by

and

loss

Tot,Tl

iWnnA

rorpnrntr
lots!

*nrphi*

income

$30,486,004.50
14.642.465.38
22,108.870 97
3.740.856.0O
07.870.653.8!
$168,858,750.75

$506,585,403.62
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1914.
It was constructed by the Kansas City Terminal Railway Company,
an organization consisting of all of the important Kansas City lines.
The Denver Union Terminal Railway, which is used by all the railroads
of that city, is being remodeled and upon completion will be a thoroughly

modern

Railway oijerating expenses;
Maintenance of way and
structures

11,360,210.26
15,415,122.75
1,629,675.95
29,117,163.60
832.153.90
2,087,040.58 $60,441,367.04

$

Maintenance of equipment
expenses

terminal.

Traflic

The Chicago Union Station Co. has been organized by your Company,
the Pennsylvania Lines and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.
vVork
preparatory to tlie construction of a modern passenger terminal in Chicago
has been begun and the structure, when completed, will not only avoid the
serious congestion of the present station, by furnishing ample room for
present needs, hut will also allow for e.xpansion of business in the future.
(Jther passenger stations and freight depots have been constructed where

Transportation expenses ..
Miscellaneous operations..
General expenses

Net revenue

The ruling grade between Chicago and Aurora has been reduced to .3%,
which will result in more economical handling of tonnage rated freight trains
between Mendota and Chicago and avoid reduced tonnage east of Aurora.
Following is the report of the General Auditor, with statements prepared by him.
By order of the Board of Directors.

$30,683,693.63

$4,081,507.88
24,157.35

4,105,665.23

$26,578,028.40

NONOPERATING INCOME:
Hire of equipment

202,472.80
505,493.50

$

Joint facility rent income...
Income from lease of road..
Miscellaneous rent income.

3,070.71
140,704.35

.

Miscellaneous
nonoperating
property
Dr.
Dividend income
from
funded....
Income

INCOME ACCOUNT.
OPERATING INCOME.

17,666.72
18,895.84

securities

Railway operating revenues;

40,880.67

from unfunded
and accounts...
Income from sinking funds.

Income

Transportation:

.

.

.

Special service train

Other freight train

Dr.

Station and
Parcel room
Freight
Storage

—
— Baggage

Storage

Demurrage

Telegraph and telephone...
Stock yards
Rent of bldgs. & other prop.
Miscellaneous
Joint facility— Cr
Joint facility— Dr

of

facility

$

rents

Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals..
Interest on funded debt....
Interest on unfunded debt..
Armortization of discount on

1,217,513.31
45,749.01
150.00 $89,229,623.48

333,098.58
1,154,170.68
21,702.82
40.502,36
12,751.31
7,118.898.27
24,032.26

funded debt

55,010.56
11.55

Miscellaneous income charges

Net income

8,760,178.39

$19,041,919.42

DISPOSITION OF NET INCOME:
Income

applied

to

sinking

funds
Dividend appropriations of income:
per
per
per
per

cent Sept. 25, 1914. .$
cent Dec. 26. 1914..
cent March 25, 1915.
cent June 25, 1915.
Income appropriated for investment in physical property
2
2
2
2

89,635.43

operating

Income

revenues

equipment

Hire
Joint

Rent for leased roads

105,327.09
15,691.66 $

$

$27,802,097.81

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME:

601,974.05
71,143.06
7,585.62
12,721.88
35,585.35
17,885.57
265,540.27
236,907.76
238,934.97
134,589.06
182,034.17 $ 1,805,801.76

$

train privileges

$1,224,069.41

Gross income

Incidental;

Dining and buffet
Hotel and restaurant..

327,854.18
2,364.08

securities

$62,509,483.62
20,185,564.28
249,332.41
4,650.40
2,464,372.90
2,176,214.07
8,710.32
368.183.16

l-'re.ght

railway

rail-

Total operating income.

Half. Holden. President.

Passenger
Excess baggage
Parlor and chair car
Mail
Express
Other passenger train.
Milk
Switching

from

way operations
Railway tax accruals
Uncollectible railway revenues

required.

Total

Vol. 59, No. II

$91,125,060.67

.

balance

to profit

and

$

2,216,782.00
2,216,782.00
2,216,782.00
2,216,782 00

1,753,006.79

8,867,128.00

3,340,669.28 $13,960,804.07

transferred
$ 5,081,115.35

loss

FUNDED DEBT OF THE CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY
Term.
of Bond
Obligation.

Designation

Nominally Outstanding, Held
by or for Company.

Interest.

of

Total

Date of

Date of

Par Value

Issue.

Maturity.

Authorized,

Total

Pledged

Nominally

In

as

or Actually
Treasury.
Outstanding.

Collat-

In
Sinking
Funds.

When

Actually

Outstanding
In

Rate.

Payable.

Hands

Actually
Outstanding.

of Public.

eral.

Accrued
During Year
on Bonds

MORTGAGE BONDS
C R & O R R

'

General mortgage

Mar.

2,

July
July

1,
1.

1908 Mar.
1899 July
1899 July

1,

Division
Division
Division
Iowa
gage sinking

1,

1958
1949
1949

Oct.

1,

1879 Oct.

1,

1919

3,000,000

1,960,000

Oct.

1,

1879 Oct.

1,

1919

12,502.000

5,265.000

1.

1887

May

1,

1927

29,441,000

21,639,000

89,000

mortgage
Consolidated
sinking fund bonds.. July

1,

1878 July

1,

1918

13,751,000

13,613,000

53,400

Republican Vallej' R. R.;
Mortgage sinking fund
July
bonds

1.

1879 July

1,

1919

1,078,000

932,800

Tarkio Valley R. R.:
Mortgage bonds

June

1,

1880 June

1,

1920

210,000

19,000

1.000

June

1,

1880 June

1,

1920

188,000

17,000

3,000

B. & Q. R. R.:
Sinking fund bonds
(Denver Extension). Dec.

1,

1881

l>h.

1.

1922

1.

1881 Sept.

1,

1921

Illinois
Illinois

bonds
Division
Iowa
gage

sinking

75,120,000 $ 75.120,000$ 9,873 000.
50,835,000
50,835,000
384,000.
34,165,000
34,165,000
189,000.

50,451,000
33,976,000

4

M. & "S.
" "
j. &J.
J. &J.

16,000.

1,944,000

5

A.

&

O.

99,259.59

180,000.

5,085,000

4

A.

SO.

210,013.64

21,519,000

4

M. & N.

;o7,2oo

6

J.

&J.

118,051.49

75.400

6

J.

&J.

6,684.04

18,000

7

J.

& D.

1,452.50

14,000

7

J.

&D.

1,300.84

5,745,600

1,433,400

4

3.195,000

420,000

4

$ 65,247,000

mort-

4
3yi

$2,608,546.66
1,765.785.00
1.785.00
1,359,0
>,040.00

mort-

fund

extension

mortgage sinking fund
londs
B.

$

fund

bonds

Nebraska

1,

May

$31,000

869,910.76

& M.R. R.in Nebraska:

Nodaway Valley

857,400

,

R. R.:

Mortgage bonds

.

Collateral Trust Bonds.
C.

7,968,000

7,310,200

131,200.

4,300,000

3,667,000

52,000

F.

&A

60,084.32

PLAIN BONDS
C.

B & O. R. R.:
Sinking fund bondt.
Total

...

Sept.

$232,558,000 $214,543,000$10,971,600

.

$31,000 $21,850,400 $181,690,000

M. &S.

18,769.43

$7,118,898.27

November
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COLORADO & SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY— SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
&

fo the Stockholders of the Colorado

and the following Long Term Debt obligations have been retired:

Southern Railway Company:

Herewith is submitted the Sixteenth Annual Report of this Company,
for the year ended June 30, 1915.
There are included the reports of A. D. Parker, Vice-President, and
J. H. Bradbury, General Auditor.
By order of the Board of Directors,

First

Mortgage Bonds

Making

net increase in

Hale Holden,

President.

Mk. Hale Holden,

of C.

S.

&

C.

C. D.

Ry. Co. through

Sinking Fund
Deferred Rentals under Equipment Leases

Long Term Debt

There were charges to
Additions and Betterments
pended for:

of

$

58,000.00
273,226.18

$

788,773.82

capital account aggregating $1,110,895.63
to property.
Of this amount there was

for
ex-

President,

Chicago, III.
herewith submit the report for the fiscal year ended June
Hi, 1915, which report combines the operations and affairs of the lines operated by the companies named nn the previous paye, and which are herein

Structures and Machinery
Substituting permanent bridges for wooded ones

ilesiKuated as the

Various other Additions and Betterments

Dear Sir:

—

^I

"COLORADO & SOUTHERN
Per Cent.
70.69
23.38

$

1.66
1.64
1.91

LINES"

OPERATING REVENUES

1915.

Per Cent,

1914.

9,960,043.59
Freight Revenue
$ 9,053,885.00
Passenger Revenue
3,294,688.32
3,345,489.44
234,206.23
Mail Revenue.
226,844.16
Express Revenue
230,757.01
260,598.66
269, 503. 51. Misc. Transportation Rev..
252,452.15

68.47
25.30
1.72
1.97
1.91

Revenue

from Operations
otlier than
Transportation
Joint Facilities

85,159.65
16,157.47

.61
.11

100.00

Operating Revenue.

$ 14,090.515. 78.. Total

.

76,933.03
6,534.92

.58
.05

$13,222,737.36

100.00

Way

.

71.05

$

10,010,848.16. .Total Operating Expenses.. $ 9,746,002.58

28.95

$

4,079,667.62. ..Net Operating Revenue... $ 3,476,734.78

from Outside
Operations

Net

Deficit

17,565.12
$

$

Total Net

4,062,102.50

16,956.19

Revenue

$ 3,459,778.59

Taxes Accrued
616,053.40
$
483.02. Uncollectible R'y Revenue.

638,450.24

616,536.42

638,450.24

Operating

3,445,566.08

Income

$2,821,328.35

OTHER INCOME
Rents

62
.

.Miscellaneous

46.

.

.

54.

.Gross

84.

.Total

262,487.79
627,915.08

Interest...

Other Income.

.

.

.

Corporate Income..

$

890,402.87

$

3,711.731.22

DEDUCTIONS FROM
GROSS CORPORATE
INCOME
5,631. 02. .Miscellaneous
2,842,249. 47Interest Accrued

Interest.

.

on
Department

3,349,674.99

Total

553,766.i.5S...Nct

$

Onnparcd with

tlic

.

.

Deductions

10,300.80
61,029.76
202,768.49

$3,305,580.09
406,151.13
340,265.84
$

65,885.29

operating revenues show an
operating expenses show an in.
net operating revenue shows an
total

increase of $867,778.42, or 6,56'/f.
The
crease of $264,845.58, or 2.71%.
The
increase of $602,932.84, or 17.34%.
Adjustment in tax accruals makes the taxes show a decrease of
$22,396.84, or 3.5n'JIi.
The (axes as assessed and paid, however, differed
tittle from the jtrcviovis year.
Opcr.-iling Income shows an increase of $624,237.73, or 23.12%.
The
percentage of rnKT.'iting revenues reipiired for operating expenses was
71.05%, as compared with 73,71% in the previous year.
It required 72.8I</>of the tiross Corpor.nle Income to nieel interest on fundeil dchl this year,
as comp;irc(l with 76,S(i% in the fireviruis ye;ir.
Credits to Other Income on account of Miscellaneous interest show a
decrease of $45S,in.i.24. This is due to the fact that this Company received
no interest during the year o!i their investment in securities of tlic Trinity
& Brazos Valley Railway C(imp:iny.
As reflected on nages 17 and I'* there was approprialeil fvoui surplus
$1,000,000,00 to estahlisli a reserve to provide for possitile losses arising otil
of the cleitreciation in v.-ilue of the securities of certain railroads iiwnetl hy

The

Color.'ido

Worth
Trust,

Sc

Denver

Series

C

City

Railway

52,300

pounds

Account:

During the fiscal year there was credited to Property Account the Discount on Securities of this Company sold between July 1, 1909, and Tune
30, 1910.

During the year the movement of Products of Agriculture has shown a
substantial gain, both in respect to the tonnage moved and the revenue received.
Products of Animals show a slight decrease.
The tonnage and revenue from Products of Mines have not returned to
the normal capacity, and still show a considerable decrease from what this
Company was accustomed to handle in previous years. The total tonnage
handled and the total freight revenue received show a substantial increase
Present prospects would indicate an increased tonover the previous year.
nage of both Products of Mines and Products of Agriculture over the lines
of this Company's property during the next year.
It was noted last year that the property of The Trinity & Brazos Valley
Railway Company was placed in the hands of a Receiver on June 16. 1914.
and was operated during the year by such Receiver. His operating results
show a net operating revenue of $40,594.24, against which net revenue, taxes
and miscellaneous items were charged, creating a net deficit to Income for
the twelve months of $42,626.96.
A recent contract has been made by the Receiver whereby he will be
able to operate freight tra-ns between Fort Worth and Waxahachie over
the Houston S: Texas Central Railway, making a direct connection at Fort
This, it is believed, will in\\^orth with the Colorado & Southern Lines.
crease the earnings of the Receiver.
The following statistical tables have been compiled in the form required
for the annual report of carriers to the Interstate Commerce Commission:

INCOME STATEMENT.
30. 1915.

Revenues.

Passenger
Excess Baggage
Mail
Express
Other Passenger Train
Switching
Special Service Train ....
Other Freight Train

$9,960,043.59
3,294,688.32
20,021.09
234,206.23
230,757.01
1,504.79
231,924.38
6,862.16
191.09

$13,989,198.66

Incidental

Dining and Buffet
Hotel and Restaurant

$

Station and Train Privileges
Parcel Room
Storage Freight

Storage Baggage
Deniiurage
Rent of
Buildings
Other Property
Miscellaneous

and

loint Facilities:
loint Facilities— Cr

Joint

79,640.70
2,821.35
18,408.60
1,141.56
2,383.68
4,244.19
45,857.17

$

F.acililies— Dr

5,557.71
7.566.74

$

167.621.70

16,179.70
22.23

$

16,157.47

Total Operating Revenues.

$14,172,977.83

Ol'tRATINC. Exl'IrNSKS.

Maintenance of \V n y

and

Structures

Maintenance of Equipment..
Tratlic
Expenses
I'lansiiortation Expenses
MiHcclhincoiis Operations
ieneral
Expenses

$1,741,313.17
2.723.291.50
215.407.05
4,908,457. 9Q
81,225.01
441.000.61

$10,110,875.33

and Sonthern Nailway Cronpany.

During the fiscal yeiir llu* follnvvinu securities have hccn issued and
added (o the Long Term Debt of these Companies:
Fort

of

1,200 4U-foot steel center-sill box cars, forty-ton capacity.
300 4n-foot steel center-sill stock cars, forty-ton capacity.
200 steel gondola coal cars, fifty-ton capacity.
During the yerir a number of spur tracks and industry tracks were
abandoned as they were of no further service to the Company, and credits
equal to the original cost of the property were passed to the various Additions and Betterments accounts.
The following equipment was condemned and credited to Property

Oi'i-:rating

Corporate Income.
Dividends

preceding year, the

pounds tractive power each.

Ten Mikado Type oil-burning, superheated locomotives
tractive power each.

Freight
177,662.85
817.01
2,853,001.18

l-'iinded

Surplus

553.766.55

16,380.41
40,302.26
59,700.55
954,555.37
39,957.04

New equipment purchased and placed in service during the year included:
Five Santa Fe Type automatic stoking and superheated locomotives of 73,440

June

Extinguishment of Discount
14,143. 27
on Securities Sold
61,382. 56
Sinking i'unds
62,538, 37. .Miscellaneous Deductions.. $
$

$

line

Transportation:

Rents

363,730. 30

plates,

and

Structures
1,728,253.99
$ 1,818,146.33
2,691,585.14. Maintenance of Equipment.
2,184,784.04
Traffic Expenses
216,445.43
215,445.89
4,881,074.01. .Transportation Expenses.
5.055,015.62
494,489.13
General Expenses
471,611.16

12.26
19.10
1.53
34.64
3.52

main
Additional Equipment
tie

Sixteen steam locomotives, five passenger train cars, six hundred fifty-nine
freight train cars and seventeen work cars.

OPERATING EXPENSES
Maintenance of

Laying

Net Operating RevcnVie.
Kailwav Tax Accruals
Uncollectilile Railway Revenue

t 4.062,102.50

»

616,05.1.40

48J.02

$

616,536,42

Company Equipment
$1,120,000.00

Operating

Income

$3,445,566.08
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INCOME STATEMENT— (Continued)

OTHER

IN'COME.

Miscellaneous

Incuiue from Lease of Road.
Facility

foint

Rent

t

Income.

Miscellaneous Rent Income..
Separately
Operated
Properties

239,702.82
24,550.20
20,810.60

Net

Appropriations of
Sinking Funds

Gross Income

—

%

303,856.48
45,253.91
14,619.91

615,149.11

61,382.56

553,766.55

.

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT.
Credit:

Balance June 30, 1914
Balance for Year brought for-

$2,655,451.65

ward from Income Account
Profit from Sale of Investment

$

Secruities

2,842,249.47
5,631.02

29,125.06

Balance Credit June

553,766.55

263,934.00
135,691.51

Debit
Appropriations of Surplus...
Miscellaneous Debits

14,143.27

—

$

to

Miscellaneous Credits

Debt
Other Interest Deductions...
Amortization of Discount on
Funded Debt
Separately Operated Properties
Loss

3,288,292.43

457,875.46

$ 3,903,441.54

Equipment Balance
Joint Facility Kent Deductions
Miscellaneous Rent Deductions
Interest Deductions for Funded

Income

.

%

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
Hire of

$

Income Balance Transferred
to Profit and Loss.

39,192.45
124,139.28

Miscellaneous Income

$33,413.31

DISPOSITION OK NET INCOME.

1,233.24
8,133.00
113.87

Profit

Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities
Income from Other Securities
and Accounts

Deductions.

Income

$

t 3,608,843.71

1,391,652.06
254,617.47

1,646,269.53

30. 1015

$

1,962,574.18

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
June

30, 1915.

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.

Investments:
Investment in Road and Equipment
Sinking Funds
Deposits in lieu of Mortgage Property Sold
Miscellaneous Physical Property
Investments in Affiliated Companies:
....$
Stocks

Bonds
Advances

Capital Stock:

$110,954,697.89
412.57
13,035.40
4,710.00
446,228.21
10,200,498.05
18,995.88

Common

Stock
Preferred Stock

17,000,000.00
:

Stock
Long Term Debt
Funded Debt Unmatured
Total

Total
10,665,722.14

J 31,021,484.00

Book

$48,021,484.00

Liability

$68,113,346.55
5,218,446.55

Held by Carrier
Outstanding

Actually

$ 62,894,900.00

Other Investments:
Stocks

$

Advances

Current

1,021,610.30
413,477.44

1,435,087.74

$123,073,665.74

Total iTivestments
Current Assets:

Cash

Deferred Liabilities:
Other Deferred Liabilities

$

3,651,187.74

Inadjusted Credits:

$

1,037.73
30,104.15

$

31,141.88

Deposits

Loans and Bills Receivable
Traffic and Car Service Balances Receivable
Net Balance Receivable from Agents and Conductors.
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Material and Supplies
Rents Receivable
Other Current Assets
Total Current .\sset5.

and Car Service Balances Payable
Audited Accounts and Wages Payable
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Interest Matured Unpaid
Dividends Matured Unpaid
Unmatured Interest Accrued
Unmatured Rents Accrued
Other Current Liabilities
Traffic

1,561,710.79
85,812.73
7,850.00
271,403.21
165,803.67
304,340.96
1,227,006.98
20,871.42
6,387.98

$

Special

Other

Deferred

Assets.

.

.

Current

Total

Tax
Deferred Assets:

Working Fund Advances.

Liabilities:

Liability

334,186.49
1,048,843.52
1,752.95
84,445.00

214.60
627,988.39
4,743.30
30,863.81

.-

Liabilities

—

Deferred

Assets.

Unadjusted Debits:
Rents and Insurance Premiums Paid in Advance
Discount on Funded Debt
Other Unadjusted Debits
Unpledged .$5,218,446.55
Securities Issued or Assumed

—

$

17,786.55
299,380.94
55,435.75

$

372,603.24

—

.

'

Total

Unadjusted

Debits.

vested
Total Appropriated

10,853.98

$

463,168.56
3,919,526.77
80,855.11

$

4,463,550.44

$

7,642,197.94
1,962,574.18

$

9,604,772.12

1,000,000.00

Surplus

and Loss Balance
Total

$127,128,598.60

$

Corporate Surplus:
Additions to Property through Income or
$ 6,208,571.39
Surplus
Funded Debt Retired through Income or
402,000.00
Surplus
31,626.55
Sinking Fund Reserves
.Appropriated Surplus Not Specifically In-

Profit

Grand Total

2,133,038.06

Accrued Depreciation Equipment
Other Unadjusted Credits
Total Unadjusted Credits

Total

$

Grand

Corporate Surplus
Total

$127,128,598.60

December
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the advance

permitted prevent the railroads from getting it,"
sell 500 and 1,000 mile mileage
tickets, good for bearer and any number of persons, to be used
within one year, at the rate of 2 cents a mile. Under these conditions it is evident that the sale of individual one-way or round trip
tickets will be materially reduced.
Mileage books are ordinarily
sold under certain restrictions which confine their use to persons
who travel extensively, such as commercial travelers, on the theory
that a wholesale business is entitled to a reduced rate. The order

because
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is

they are required to

of the commission brings the purchase of these tickets within the
reach of the majority of travelers at a reduction of 20 per cent

under the rate for one-way tickets and makes possible a practice
which prevailed in New England when the standard rate was 3
cents.
Hotels, saloons, grocery, cigar and drug stores, and even
many local capitalists with $100 or so to risk, used to buy Boston
& Maine mileage books at 2 cents a mile and rent them out to
anyone they were willing to trust to return the book with payment
for the mileage used at 2% cents a mile. This plan of scalping
was taken advantage of by people who did not travel enough
to warrant the investment of the price of a book of their own
and who were therefore not entitled to the reduced rate. The
commission advances the threadbare argument that the sale of
mileage tickets at this low rate will increase travel, while admitting elsewhere in

its
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It

appi'ii's

lliat

recently published a

number of
United
Bureau

These

figures

of

not

of

Railway

show
"The Omitted Table"

large

States," a bulletin issued by the

"Statistics

Railways,

Economics.

— although

call

1904-1914,

the

attention

bulletin

to

the

itself

fact

—that

does
for

years the expenses and taxes of the railways have been increasing much faster than their earnings. Under the caption, "The Omitted Table," the Des Moines Register

and Leader editorially castigates the New York Times for not
having published a table showing the dividends the railways paid
during this period. The Frceport (III.) Bulletin takes the matter
up and chastises the "railway statisticians" for not having presented these figures. The "railway statisticians" were not guilty
of the oft'cnse attributed to them. The very statistics regarding
dividends which the Freeport Bulletin quotes from the Dcs
Moines Register and Leader were taken by it from page 14 of
the bulletin compiled and published by the reviled "railway sta-

The Register and Leader and the Bulletin make
of the fact that the increase in the total dividends declared
during this period was 100 per cent. The implication is that the
tisticians."

much

railways were abnormally prosperous. ]?ut. curiously enough, the
virtuous Register and Leader, in calling attention to "The
Omitted Table," itself omitted certain columns from that same
table. These columns showed, among other things, that in 1904
42.53 per cent of the railway stock outstanding did not receive
a cent of dividend, the average paid on all stock being only 3.5

per cent; and that in 1914, 35 per cent of the stock received no
dividend, the average on the total being only 5.2 per cent. Furthermore, total dividends paid in 1914 were swelled abnormally
by a distribulion of $86,000,000 made by the Harriman .system in

"Illuslrated.

Missouri

opinion that the present 2-cent fare has not

increased travel sufficiently to offset the loss in revenue.

tlic

i'liblic

The Commission
Civeth and the

Commission
Taketh Away

optimism

tlic genero.sity of the
allowing the railroads
of the state to make general advances in

in.spircti

Service Commission,
their freight

l)y

in

and passenger

a certain extent unfounded.

was to
The commis-

rates,

sion authorized the roads to charge

cents

a

mile

for

one-way

tickets,

men had

dissolution under a decree of Ihe United States

in 1*)I3 was only 4.28.
has the average dividend increased only from 3.5 to .5.2 per
cent, while the total dividends paid have increased lOOpcr cent ? The

Why

Z'/i

2Vi

according to the

declared necessary, horc

the semblance of a well-inteii(K(l compromise, at least.

its

Supreme Court. The average percentage paid

answer is that between 1904 and 1914 the investment in the road
and equipment of the railways of the United States increased,

cents a mile for round trip tickets and 2 cents a mile for mileage
hooks, whereas ihc roads had asked for a fare of 3 cents a mile
in place of the existing fare of 2 cents.
Tlie decision, while

granting less than the railroad

connection with

But the

executive officers of the Missouri roads, after a study of the
commission's order, point out lli;it "Ihe conditions under which

statistics

of the Interslale

Commerce Commis-

from $10,511,537,131 to $16,<yo,(,<»-,,v<40, or 01 per ccnl,
a great part of which represented capital raised by the sale of
sion,

In Ihe absence of the large extra disbursement

stock.

made by

Ihc

llarrinian lines in the ctTectiiation of llieir dissolution the
dividends paid in 1914 would h;ive been only
per cent greater

M

than
sldil;

although, as already shown. 43 per cent of
iitM'.t:uiding in V>t^^ !,, ,i\ cd not
cent of dividend.

in

l')04,

;\

all

the

When
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the ostentatiously

knowing and virtuous Register and Leader
New York Times, why did it not finish

set out to correct the

the story?

The

right to hire a

man

healthful occupation

—

if

to

work

ten hours a day, in an ordinarily

the employee

is

willing to enter into such

—

a contract
is one of the primary rights
enjoyed by everybody under the constitution.
This salutary declaration of fundaLimitation
mental law was delivered by the United
of Work-Hours
States Supreme Court, and has just been
reaffirmed by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, as reported
last week, page 1026.
In otlier words, laws limiting hours of
labor have no just basis except as it is found in the actual needs
of the individual or of society. It would be well if this principle
were enunciated more frequently by the press and other leaders of
public opinion.
The higher courts, speaking only at infrequent
intervals, and to restricted audiences, seem to be our only impressive mouthpieces for this and many cognate truths, which are of
the first importance.
This Massachusetts law, under which a
criminal indictment was found against the Boston & Maine,
limited station-baggage-men's hours to nine a day, and included
also other employees around passenger stations, such as cross-

Unreasonable

ing tenders. It was a flagrant illustration of the "progressive"
character of the labor leaders' demands. They first got a law
limiting street railway mens'

memory— a

speak from

hours

;

the

then,

next year

—we

making the day an hour
shorter; and then the same thing applied to steam railroad emExcept for the mandate of the court, the successive
ployees.
similar law

have been induced easily to keep
the work day was reduced to six hours, or less or until

legislatures apparently could

on

till

;

own

the labor leader should become ashamed of his

and turn

his

efforts

in

some other

direction.

audacity

Not the

least

Vol.

or low-pressure steam and other stationary heating
and only one-fourth as much as is attributed to highpressure steam and stationary heating plants. Therefore, electrification of all the terminals would not remedy, and in fact would
cause only a small and temporary reduction in the smoke
plants,

nuisance.

As

commission has ascertained that

to electrification, the
all

ways thus far

electrified

in the entire world.

that the best system

lieve

definitely

enough determined

practical

point of view,

at

present

that

of

to justify,

legislation

is

from a

technically

—

—

;

;

THE SMOKE NUISANCE AND ELECTRIFICATION IN
CHICAGO
TpOR some years there has been a vigorous agitation in favor
^

of

Chicago to electrify their terminals in that city.
The principal, and in fact
almost the only, argument for such action has been the contention that it is needed to reduce the smoke nuisance. About
four years ago the Association of Commerce, the leading civic
citj', took a hand in the matter.
It created

organization of the
a commission to

investigate thoroughly the subject of smoke
prevention and electrification of railroad terminals.
Four of
the members were appointed by the city, four by the railroads
and nine by the Association of Commerce. The commission

employed a strong staff of experts and made the most comprehensive study, both of smoke prevention and of electrification
Tiic necessary funds were furof terminals ever conducted.
nished by the railroads.

The conclusions reached by the commission in its report, which
has just been made public, and an abstract of which is published in another column, may be briefly summarized.
It finds
that smoke in the atmosphere probably does not have the deleit.

It

finds

further that steam locomotives cause only 10 per cent of the
smoke in Chicago. This is only one-half as much as is

total

attributed

to

furnaces

for

metallurgical

and

technical or a

finds,

however,
im-

financially

The estimated cost in Chicago would be $178,127,230.
Railways which have investigated the subject individually report, however, that for practical operating reasons it would be
necessary for them to extend electrification beyond the zone
covered by the commission, and this would increase the total
The commission finds that electrification
cost to $274,440,630.

practical.

would make it practicable to effect certain operating economies,
but on the other hand, it would cause an enormous increase
in fixed charges, and the annual loss which it would cause is
placed at $14,600,000.
The loss on the basis of the railways'
estimate as to the mileage, which for practical reasons it would
be necessary to include, would be much larger.
It

is

not reasonably to be expected that this report will be

received favorably by those

who have been
But

tion of electrification in Chicago.
to find fault with the

dence

smoke

it
it

commission than

presents or to refute

its

it

it

be

much

to controvert

easier

the evi-

Its finding that

conclusions.

not so harmful to health as has been assumed

most people

is

im-

will not

agreeable to live in an atmosphere of smoke, even though

assured that

its

only effect

dence given that Chicago
is

agitating the ques-

will

is

is

as a producer of dirt.

not as

smoky

as

The

some other

evi-

cities

rather damaging to the atmosphere of these other cities than

creditable to that of Chicago.

Of widely

different significance are the data presented

show-

ing the relatively small amount of the smoke nuisance which
is fairly attributed to steam locomotives.
The facts presented
demonstrate that legislation requiring electrification cannot be
justified by the effect which would be produced on the smoke
nuisance, for after the money had been spent, the improvement
effected would be so small as not to be noticeable.
Electrifica-

would involve the construction of large power houses,
which themselves would emit smoke, and in consequence the net
reduction in smoke is estimated by the commission at only
tion

legislation to require the railways entering

terious effects on the health usually attributed to

It

but

practical,

find

its attempts always
This Massachusetts decision, as
printed in the New York Tribune, is headed "Robs Men of Rest
Hour." Instead of working from say, 7 to S, with an hour out
for dinner, the station men unless they can show that they are
overworked will have to work the old-fashioned day, 7 to 6,
with one hour out. There may be some occupations in which,
for social reasons, the working day should be restricted to 10
hours or less by law but these must be very few and certainly
that of station baggage-men is not one of them.

does not be-

requiring the carrying out

an enormous project.

such

electrification

It

for electric operation has yet been

labor legislation

the attitude of the press in

its

the terminals in Chicago would include 3,476
miles of track, which exceeds the entire mileage of steam railapplication to

portant, but not necessarily decisive, since

is

No. 23

processes,

noticeable of the harmful tendencies in matters connected with
to be friendly to "the masses."

59,

manufacturing

5 per cent.

being alleged in some quarters that the commission has
in investigating the question of the
electrification of all the city's terminals, it being asserted that
It is

wasted time and money

is not the end toward which the agitation has been directed.
But the demand has been for the electrification of all terminals, as can be demonstrated by the records. Every proposed
ordinance which has been drafted has provided for general
electrification.
Furthermore, if it is the electrification of only
certain suburban lines that is demanded, then the smoke nuisance
has nothing to do with the matter, because the electrification of
only a few lines would not materially reduce even the amount
of locomotive smoke produced.
The commission shows that
locomotives engaged in suburban service on all roads contribute
only 1.54 per cent of the visible smoke, 1.97 per cent of the
dust and cinders of smoke, and less than 1 per cent of the total

this

polluting gases discharged into the atmosphere.

There can hardly be any serious exception taken to the commission's conclusion that, even though electrification in Chicago

were

desirable, it would be almost impossible to decide what
system should be adopted. The Chicago problem involves 38
railroads, as against only 37 steam roads throughout the world

DecembilR
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that have been partially electrified.

tracks and yards incomparably

than exists elsewhere.
individual lines, but

involves a network of

It

more extensive and complicated

Its solution

would involve

could not be carried out by
In dejoint action by all.

terminining the system to be adopted, each line necessarily would
think of the conditions on its lines outside of Chicago with
which it would have to deal if the use of electricity should be

would, therefore, be impossible to get experts
voluntarily to agree as to what system should be adopted in
Chicago, and if some system should be adopted under the compulsion of law it is probable that future experience would demonstrate that great and costly mistakes had been made. In view
extended.

It

of these views,

would be the height of

it

folly to incur the risk

of an investment of $275,000,000, or even of $178,000,000, to
secure a reduction of perhaps 5 per cent in the smoke in the

atmosphere of a single city.
In spite of the engineering and operating difficulties in the
way, the commission finds that electrification is technically feasible,

but decides that

it

financially impracticable.

is

The reasons

The
appear incontrovertible.
Chicago lines, under the requirements of city ordinances, already
have spent $80,000,000 for track elevation and must spend a
total of $150,000,000.
They have invested many millions in
it

presents

for

this

conclusion

passenger terminals, and must invest literally hundreds of milIf the cost of electrification, in addition to that
lions more.
of these other improvements, were to be spread over their
entire traffic, people throughout the country would be required

pay for investments which would benefit Chicago alone. If
were so adjusted as to make the traffic of Chicago bear
the load of all the actual and proposed expenditures, the effects
would be disastrous for Chicago. Track elevation and electrification would involve an investment of $5,000 per mile for every
mile of line owned by all the railways entering that city. Certainly, no such enormous burden should be imposed on the railways directly and on the commerce of the country as a whole,
or on that of Chicago alone, except for reasons of the greatest
potency.
That the entire burden, if imposed, would have to
be borne by commerce is clear, since the laws do not permit
the city to meet any part of the expenditure by taxation.
As already indicated, the commission finds the project "financially impracticable."
Each road would have to raise its share
But while some roads would have
of the necessary capital.
no trouble in doing so, others would find it impossible. There
are a number of lines running into Chicago which are very
weak financially. Three of the important lines arc in the hands
of receivers, and another lias just emerged from bankruptcy.
Such roads find it very hard to get new capital, even for improvements which might yield a good return on the investment.
But electrification is not in this class of improvements. On
most roads it would cause an increase in fixed charges greatly
exceeding the savings in operating expenses. Weak roads would
to

rates

therefore find

it

impossible to raise

new

be solved by action on the part of public authorities,

not possess the expert knowledge necessary

such matters, or
tion to

suburban

They have no

all

the

steam

railroad

lerminals

of

contended in some
quarters that certain suburban lines should be operated by
electricity, both for the good of the city and because the roads'
would benefit by the increase in traffic, and reductions in ojicrating expenses, it is claimed, would result.
This argument may
have some validity, but the (lucstion as to whether it is desirable from the railroad stanilpoiuf for certain subiuban lines to
be electrified is one which their ollicers are competent to determine. There can be no question regarding the desirabilitv and
probability of an increase in electrification of steam railroads
but the problems to be solved arc nutnerous, atui they will not
railways.

arbitrarily refuse to give full considera-

^

•

few years have compelled the railroads
a degree of economy that undoubtedly has been

tions during the past

practice

to

too drastic for their best interests and for those of the public
they serve, the necessities of the situation have had a salutary

one respect

effect in

toward the greatest

in stimulating efforts

efficiency.

In the

fiscal

year 1915 the gross earnings of the railroads of

the United States

were $163,000,000

than in 1914, but the

less

roads succeeded in reducing their operating expenses by $186,Nearly half of the reduction was in maintenance ex000,000.
penditures, and

much

of

it

represents deferred maintenance that

must be made up some time. A little over half of the saving,
however, was in transportation expenses, which were reduced
9 per cent per mile. This represents a real saving, which was
accomplished by more efficient methods of operation.
One of the most effective ways of improving railroad efficiency
is to increase the number of tons of freight per train.
Out of
35 important roads whose annual reports for the fiscal year
1915 are available, 28 show increases in their tonnage per freight
train, as compared with the previous year, while only 7 show
decreases, the average gain for these roads being 22 tons per

or from an average of 482 tons in 1914 to 504 tons in
The most remarkable feature of this showing is that

train,

1915.

in a year when most roads had decreases
and when, therefore, the difficulty of increasThe list of roads, with
ing train loads was especially great.
their average tons per freight train for 1915 and 1914, is as

was accomplished

it

in freight traffic,

follows
Average tons

Road
A., T. & S.
B. & 0.»
B. & M.«

R.

B.,

F

& P.*

P

C.

Cent,

Ga.*

of

&
& A

C.
C.
C.

W

& N.

C,

B.
G.

C.

& Q

W

C, M. & St. P
C, R. I. & P
C, St. P., M. & O..
C, H. & D
C. & S
D. & R. G
D., T. & 1

per train
1914
1915
420
442
645
692
333
279
694
707
463
464
360
347
962
927
479
454
411
443
478
492
574
512
459
454
380
362
360
331
649
636
308
291
390
433
477
439

Average tons
per train
1915
1914
650
663

Road
N.*

G.

H. V.

•

C

I.

K. C. S

V

L.

& N

L.

M., St. P. & S. S. M.
M. P.*
N. C. & St. L
N. Y., N. H. & H..

N.&W.*
P.*

N.

P.M.*
St.

I..

&

S.

L. S.
Soutliern
P
S.
St.

for this pur-

application to the olcitrificalion of the

lines of individual

who

the interests affected.

K

W

Totals

capital

There are a number of switching and terminal lines
which lie almost entirely within the Chicago district. They
would be unable to offset by increase in their net earnings outside of Chicago any part of the increase in fixed charges whicli
electrification would cause.
The commission specifically sa.\s that its Cdncliisidns relate
Chicago.

all

Average
•

Revenue

An
is

freight

1,068

1.036

523
582
643
347
396
417
215
333
841
567

488
545
645
297
404
389
206
304
802
573
459

498
378
345
382

464
17,637
504

351
338
339
471
16.869

482

only.

improvement in 1915
was pulled down by many
a day is run, particularly in

especially noteworthy feature of the

the fact that the general average

branch lines where but one train

it was impossible on such lines to reduce train
mileage to offset the lighter tonnage, and the increases shown
for the systems represent a much greater proportionate im-

the west, because

provement on the busier divisions.
Ilandling a greater toTma.i;e without a proportionate increase

It is

;

who do

guidance in

for

INCREASING EFFICIENCY AS INDICATED BY LARGER
TRAIN LOADS
T T THILE the business depression and other unfavorable condi-

pose.

only to electrification of

1041

in

the

most

number of

trains has been

vital factors in

for

many

years one of the

enabling the railroads of the United States

to stand as well as they

have an almost continuous reduction

of rates in connection with constantly increasing expenses.

An

examination of their trainload figures reveals an amazing record
In 1894 the average innnber of tons
of increased elViciency.
Iier freight train was 1"'>.S, in 1W4 it was 307.8 and in I9I4 it
had increased to 451.8, a gain in 20 vcars of 152 per cent, and
in 10 years of 47 per cent.
During most of these years the
Milumc of traffic was increasing, and the only w.iy by which it
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could be handled with the available

When

the trainload.

traffic

was by increasing

facilities

declined in 1908, as compared with

from 357 to 352 tons. With
has increased in every year since 1904. But
in 1914, as compared with 1913, and in 1915 as compared with
1907, tlie

trainload also declined

that exception

it

1914, the traffic declined.

The

fact that the roads

increasing their train tonnage during these years

have gone on

makes a
'

re-

markable showing and indicates clearly the great exertions
made by the operating officers to reduce expenses.
In 1894 the railroads of the United States hauled 80,335,000,000
tons of freight one mile and in 1914 a total of 288,319,000,000
tons one mile. This is an increase of 259 per cent but it was
handled with only 42 per cent more train miles. The 1914 ton
mileage also represents an increase of 65 per cent over that of
1904, which was 174,522,000, but it required an increase of only
In other words, to have handled
12.5 per cent in train miles.
the traffic of 1914 with the average train of 1894 would have
required running 1,600,000,000 train miles instead of 638,000,000.
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has been caused by the heavy advances in wages.

saving, 962,000,000 train miles,

is

150 per cent of the train

Kansas & Texas has completed the valuation of
THE Missouri,
property
Oklahoma and has made an estimate of the
in

its

per mile (the company operates 1,660 miles in these

at $58,370

The cost of reproduction new is placed at $68,604
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, operating inamounted to $8,603,000. This would be 7 per cent on a

per mile.

freight

and passenger

While

service.

is

it

impossible to state

exactly the average cost of operation for a freight train mile
it

is

evident that a saving of 962,000,000 train miles means a

saving of hundreds of millions of dollars annually in operating
expenses.
When compared with this actual accomplishment,

Louis D. Brandeis'

"scientific

management" schemes for saving

the railroads a million dollars a day pale into insignificance.
Even the average loading of 307.8 tons in 1904 would have

required

running 936,000,000 train

miles

in

1914,

instead

of

compared
with 10 years before was 298,000,000 train miles.
This was
accomplished both by using larger cars, by loading more tons
of freight into a car and by using more cars per train. The
average number of loaded cars per train was increased frorn

the

638,000,000 actually

run,

so

that

17.4 in 1904 to 21.4 in 1914, while the

average number of tons

per loaded car was increased from 17.7 to

The amount of
1914 alone

is

saving as

the

the increase in tons per train

from 1904

to

greater than the total average tons per train for

the railways in most other countries.

Mexico, Germany

Outside of Canada and

whose railways come anywhere near ours in train loading. The figures
for some of the principal countries for 1912 are as follows
Canada, 325.3; Germany, 240.4; Mexico, 224.1; India, 184.4
Austria, 180.5; Roumania, 143.7; France, 141.7; Holland, 137.1
is

the only country in the world

Switzerland, 132.8; Japan, 110.7; South Australia, 109.6.

The heavy

train loading

is

making
and high wages paid in

the principal element in

possible the low freight rates charged

United States as compared with foreign countries.
The
operating expenses for a heavy train are somewhat higher than
for a lighter train, because the engine crews receive higher
wages on the larger engines, the fuel consumption is greater,
the trains often require a longer time in getting over a division,
and the increased supervision necessary to secure the most
economical loading adds something to the payrolls. These increases per train, however, are more than offset by the reduction
It is almost true that revenues
in the number of trains run.
are measured by ton miles and expenses by train miles.
In view of this showing of savings in operating expenses,
the

the question naturally arises as to

why

so

many

railways are

complaining that they are in a bad plight financially. This is
due partly to the fact that the economy in operation secured
by increasing trainloads is partly offset by the increase in investment and fixed charges that it is necessary to incur in order
to effect this economy.

and curvature,
longer

sidings

The investment

in heavier rails,

in reductions in

grades

more powerful locomotives and

and passing and yard tracks has greatly inRut the greatest increase in outgo

creased total interest charge":

come

capitalization of $34,000 per

mile on the total 3,604 miles of

railroad operated.

was the
The operating ratio in

In 1915 operating income
the company.

largest in the history of

was

1915

69.81 per cent,

time this ratio has been below 70 since 1907, and in that
year there was allowed for maintenance only 11.13 per cent of
the total revenue as against 13.92 per cent in 1915. The operatthe

first

ing ratio in 1914 was 72.77 per cent, but the actual economies
effected are greater than

between 72.77 and

69.81,

would be shown by the comparison
because the average revenue per ton

per mile in 1915 was 9.9 mills as against 10.9 mills in 1914, a
decrease of 9.2 per cent. The revenue per passenger per mile

was

less

than half of one per cent greater in 1915 than

being 2.26 cents.

The average revenue

310 tons, comparing with 268 tons

trainload in

in 1914,

1914,

in

1915

was

an increase of 42 tons,

or 15.7 per cent.

Total operating revenues in 1915 amounted to $32,899,000, an
increase of $981,000.

21.1.

valua-

This estimate places the original cost, with additions and
betterments, of the system in the three states, exclusive of Texas,
tion.

The average cost of operation per train mile for all trains
as shown by the Interstate Commerce Commission reports, was
The cost per train mile in
$1.31 in 1904 and $1.77 in 1914.
considerably higher than the average for both

Oklahoma

valuation in Missouri and Kansas based on the

three states).

is

railroads

& TEXAS

MISSOURI, KANSAS

miles actually run in 1914.

freight service

The

compensation to their

in

employees than they would have paid on the basis of the wages
Without the increase in the average freight
in effect in 1904.
trainload, with the consequent savings effected, most of the
railways, in the absence of large increases in rates, would have
been in the hands of receivers. On many roads the increases
in wages, fixed charges and other expenses actually have come
faster than trainloads could be increased, and other economies
could be effected, and the results have been disastrous.

;

The

more

1914 paid over $300,000,000

in

The

freight revenue

was

$22,397,000,

an

in-

crease of $2,169,000 over the previous year, and the passenger

revenue was $8,096,000, or $1,009,000 less than in 1914. The total
tonnage of revenue freight in 1915 was 10,13.\000, an increase
as compared with the previous year of 1,013,000 tons. The total
ton mileage of revenue freight was 2,263,782,000, an increase
of 413,190,000 ton-miles, or 22.3 per cent. The mileage run by
revenue freight locomotives was 7,172,000, an increase of 222,000,
or 3.2 per cent.

The

total

number of passengers

carried

was

6,556,000,

a de-

crease of 779,000, and the passenger mileage was 358.631,000, a
decrease of 45,403,000, or 11.2 per cent. Passenger-train mileage

was 7,353,000, a decrease of 405,000 train-miles, or 5.2 per cent.
Assuming that the cost per passenger-train mile was approximately the same in 1915 as in 1914, which is a fairly safe assumption,

it is

fair to arbitrarily

operating expenses,

make

a guess at a figure for the total

including ta.xes and

train-mile, for passenger service

general expenses per

and to assign

this figure to the

passenger service for both years so as to get some rough figure
by which to measure the reduction in expenses per ton-mile of
freight.

mile,

Taking $1.25 as the average

the

$9,201,250,

total

and

passenger expenses

in

cost per passenger-train

1915

would have been

in 1914, $9,697,500.

In 1915 over 22 per cent more tons were carried one mile
than in 1914, at a cost in 1915 less by over $200,000 than in
1914.
There are four principal factors which have brought
about this result. In 1914 operating conditions were extraordinarily bad, and while there were floods in 1915 also, conditions
were not quite so bad as in the previous year. The organization which has been built up since the new management took
hold of the property five years ago has been showing from year
to year greater facility in the economical operation of the property.
In July, 1914, 30 new Mikado locomotives were placed

December

in service.

3,
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1915

In 1915 for the

Texas secured a

first

time the Missouri, Kansas

&

substantial tonnage of crude petroleum, giving

which could be moved in heavy tonnage trains northEach one of these factors is important, ahhough the
bound.
first one mentioned is probably of much the least importance
and the crude petroleum traffic possibly the most interesting.
In 1914, 199,000 tons of crude petroleum was hauled. This was
it

a

traffic

only a

little

over 2.18 per cent of the total

traffic

handled.

In

1043

As previously mentioned,

total

operating expenses amounted

There was spent on
maintenance of way $4,503,000, or but $72,000 less than in the
previous year, and on maintenance of equipment $4,579,000,
which was $645,000 more than in the previous year. When the
present management took the Missouri, Kansas & Texas there
was a large amount of deferred maintenance, of equipment espeto $22,968,000, a decrease of

cially.

1

per cent.

In 1915, $2,508 was spent for repairs per locomotive,

^sHannJba/

San An fonio
Missouri, Kansas
1915, 1,056,000 tons of crude petroleum was hauled, or 10.42
per cent of the total tonnage in that year. There was a large
increase in the tonnage of grain carried, the total in 1915

&

Texas

$658 per passenger-train car and $60 per freight-train car. At
the end of the year 19.3 per cent of the locomotives owned and

an increase of 471,000 tons over
the previous year.
This was the result of large crops and of
extraordinarily large shipments of grain for export via gulf
ports on accoimt of the war.
The tonnage of coal in 1915
amounted to 1,571,000 tons, a decrease of 400,000 tons as compared with the previous year, the decrease being due to general

the freigl\t cars owned were undergoing or
awaiting repairs. Since the close of the fiscal year the equipment has been brought up to a salisfactor>' standard for the first
time in a number of years.
During the year under review, the company spent $1,494,000
for additions and bctfcrinents, exclusive of additions to equipment.
Ballast and track laying and surfacing were the most

business depression.

important

amounting

to 2,499,000

tons,

6.73 per cent of

items

of

betterment expenditures.

There was also
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A

retired.

Profile of

souri,

was

Kansas
in

$646,000 issue of Mis-

SOO

Low

Kansas & Texas, of Texas equipment trust 5 per cent notes
and various issues of notes and bonds were retired or

A/
*3^-^_^

*00

Paul to Seattle

was not because the

that the receivership

results of operation

of the property were bad, but because of special circumstances
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these columns.

ISO

Great Northern

59,

on September 26 have been discussed previously
The annual report which has been issued
emphasizes the point which was made in that discussion, namely.

$165,000 spent for land for transportation purposes. During the
year $1,062,000 was spent for new equipment, and equipment

having a cost of $713,000 was

Vol.
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Profile of

Great Northern

Low Grade

bought for the sinking fund, making a net decrease in the outstanding funded debt of $379,000. On June 30 there was a total

Line from

St.

9.

900

390

Paul to Seattle

beyond the control of the management. The Missouri, Kansas.
& Texas is working its problems out. Its revenue freight train-

Cascade Tunnel
3341

Profile of

Great Northern Low Grade Line from

St.

Paul to Seattle

It has been increased by 38
with Texas have been friendly
where they were previously hostile. The company has secured
strong banking support, and what is now essential is that it
should get a square deal from the state railroad commissions

load

was uneconomically low.

of $1,039,000 cash, which included $497,000 cash deposited to
pay interest, and there was $2,810,000 loans and bills payable.

per cent since 1911.

After paying expenses, taxes, rentals and all interest charges,
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas had a net income available for
dividends of $1,475,00, an increase as compared with the previous
year of $936,000. No dividends were paid and this amount was

and

carried to the credit of profit and loss.
The causes which led up to the receivership of the Missouri,

state legislatures.

The following
in

Its relations

1915 as

table shows the
compared with 1914:

principal figures for operation

DlCF.MBER

3,
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1915

1914

1915

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Traffic

3,825

$22,397,364
8,096,063
32,898,759
4,502,567
4,579,464
657,215
12,080,328
267,515
1,037,434

$20,228,337
9,105,242
31,917,924
4,574,726
3,934,119
737,766
12,408,688
504,713
1,217,009

04

-—r

1
.

against which no securities have been issued.

3,865

"^

norJo

In 1915 appar-

Northern was under no necessity of making an
uneconoraically drastic cut in maintenance appropriations. Total
operating revenues in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,
amounted to $67,163,000, a decrease as compared with the previThere was $3,194,000
ous year of $9,692,000, or 13 per cent.
saved in transportation expenses a cut in maintenance expenses
ently the Great

;

^

—

1

P
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04
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soo

1
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Profile of Great
Transportation for investment-Cr
Total operating expenses

Northern

Operating income *
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

Low Grade

150,188
23,226,832
1,499,521
7,299,548
7,516,927
539,227
261,429
277,798

1,474,985

* The figures for operating income, gross income, etc., are not absolutely
accurately comparable because of changed rules regarding accounting put
into effect by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but are approximately

comparable.

GREAT NORTHERN
Northern
one of the few
THE Greatcould
maintenance of way

railroads in

is

North Amer-

expenses 36 per cent
and maintenance of equipment 31 per cent and not lay itself
cut

—

0.4

r

—

^

35

1

100

ISO

186,932
22,967,592
1,327,871
8,603,296
8,818,130
1,474,985

Taxes

ica that

>

8!

Line from St. Paul to Seattle

exactly in proportion to the falling off in revenue would have

saved an additional $3,000,000; the company had $3,800,000 surits dividend requirements
or a total of nearly $10,000,000, while loss in revenue was but $9,692,000.
In concluding his report in 1914, President Hill said
"The
company's roadbed, tracks and equipment have been fully maintained and greatly improved. The season's track work was finished by the end of July, a large amount of delayed bridge work
was completed, heavy shop forces, maintained during last winter, have been materially decreased, so that, for at least the first
half of the coming fiscal year, the expenses of maintenance and
betterments should be greatly reduced."
For a great many years the Great Northern has been working
toward certain standards, both in trainloading and in mainplus above

;

:

t-°'''

O.A
i:?<trf

—
ISOO

^

1000

3

1

500

BOO

ISO

Profile of Great

Nortliem

open to the suspicion of inadequate maintenance. This it
1915. The Great Northern, like the Southern Pacific, has never
been through a receivership; it has never had to live on its own
did in

Great Northern

Line from

Paul to Seattle

St.

These standards in maintenance were reached, apparIt was known, as will be seen from Mr. Hill's
statement, that it would be much cheaper to maintain these
teuance.

ently, in

I3S0

1400

Profile of

100

Low Grade

1914.

I!S0

1300

Low Grade

Line from

St.

Paul to Seattle

1'hc profile from St. Paul to Surrey is via the new Surrey linci which gives better grades than the old St. Paul line via Fargo.
The mileage is only
approximately correct, nothing being allowed for a. short connection between Castletou and Bedford, for which a prolile was not av.ii)able. The portion
of the old main line between Surrey and Grand Forks is shown on the Dululh-Surrey prulilc on the following pajic.

fat,

if

the expression

may

be permitted.

On

llie

other hand,

there has been invested in the property approximately $<S0,000,()00*
This is arrived at by taking the sum of the fund for permanent improvements and betterments, the cost of additions and betterments made
and paid for fimn that fund, and the profit and loss credit, and subtracting from it the cash on hand.
*

stanilards llian

it

had

bccti to attain

was, however, possibly

came

them.

How

mtich cheaper

as a surprise even to

tlic Great
Northern manaRcmcnt.
Tliis is the real explanation of the
cut in maintenance figures.
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, it would appear from
it
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annual reports which have appeared so far, that
there have been larger economies made in transportation expenses by railroads generally than in any year in the last decade. It has only been within the last few years that conditions
the railroad

on many roads w ere thought to permit the attention being given
to heavier trainloading that has been the fundamental principle
The comparison for many roads
of Hill railroad operation.
therefore between 1914 and 1915 is more favorable than it
would have been had they set a "Hill" standard in past years.
On the other hand, it is possibly the results obtained on the
Great Northern in 1915 that made James J. Hill remark recently
that he believed that if he were starting over again he would
set the peg for trainloading higher than he did.
The ton mileage of freight on the Great Northern in 1915

j^

—

1

—

the line running to Great Falls

and

Billings.

59,

No. 23

This continuous

movement of through trains from the Pacific ocean to
with a minimum of service on branch lines and with an

St.

tions at the least possible cost for repairs, renewals or opera-

In the carrying out of this scheme, complicated details

tion.

have been avoided through the adoption of simple standards,
and local conditions have been made to adjust themselves to
these standards rather than compelling the modification or
plication of the standards.

place in the organization.

analogous development has taken
At least four of the superintendents

03

ns

^-^

1000

\^[—

..^ :?

soo

d

1

Profile of the Great Northern Line

6,598,341,000, a decrease as

compared with the previous year

There was a loss in iron ore tonnage of
of 17.80 per cent.
4,341,000, or 31.57 per cent, and a loss in the copper ore tonnage
of 1,398,000 tons, or 71.57 per cent. These, of course, are the
heavy loading commodities. The average trainload in 1915 was
650 tons and in 1914, 663 tons. This is a decrease of less than
2 per cent. It is often pointed out in connection with the Great
Northern's remarkably heavy trainload that it has a very large
ore business moving from the Missabe range to Duluth. Grades
and traffic conditions here permit of enormous trainloads, and
when this tonnage is included in the general average make a
comparison between the Great Northern and other northwestern
transcontinental roads not entirely accurate. E.xcluding entirely
the iron ore tonnage handled from the range to the head of the
lakes, the average revenue trainload on the Great Northern in
The average trainload of revenue freight
1915 was 556 tons.

from Surrey

now on

pm~

_^

to

Duluth

the Great Northern began railroad

work

in the section

house.

This brief resume of the Great Northern's history

is

by way

when

the operations in 1915 compare very favorably with the previous year, a very high standard of comparison

of saying that

During 1915 the company spent a total of $3,145,on additions and betterments, exclusive of additions to
equipment. The total spent for equipment was $1,771,000. A
very liberal policy has been pursued toward charges for depreciation.
The total to the credit of this account on June 30, 1915,
was $26,542,000, and when the annual report says that this represents "full depreciation to that date (June 30, 1915), on all
equipment then in service," tlie statement may be taken at its full
face value. The company had on hand, as was previously mentioned, at the end of the year $11,591,000 cash and $10,365,000
bills receivable, with no notes and bills payable, and total curis

being used.

000

0.0^

r-K5 e

Kl

com-

An

S

was

Paul,

insistence

on heavy carloading, is the explanation of the Great Northern's
The vast sums of money which have been invested
success.
in the property have been spent with the single purpose of
making a transportation machine which would perform its func-
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Profile of the Great

The

from and to the range was
movement both ways, that

Northern Line from Surrey to Duluth

This

is

based on ore train

a combination of light

and empty

rent liabilities of $6,884,000, which included the unpaid coupons

amounting to approximately $2,769,000.
shows the principal figures for operation
1915 as compared with 1914:

due July

1,

1915,

be seen how much of a handicap in the average trainload figures a decrease of 32 per cent
in ore tonnage was, and it is a high compliment to the management that average trainloading fell off less than 2 per cent.

in

lines which necesand light trainloads, but so thoroughly has
the principle of heavy trainloading been inculcated in the organi-

Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures

ore train mileage.

It will readily

The Great Northern has a mass of branch

sitate local freights

zation that, exclusive of ore tonnage, the trainload was 556 tons.
The heavy movement of traffic is eastbound. Through freight

Paul with a

tonnage

trains

are run from

rating,

including equipment behind the drawbar, of over 3,000
There is electric service on the 2.2 grade shown in the

tons.

accompanying

profile

Seattle

1

ore tonnage from the iron range passes over only about 75 miles of the eastern end of this line.

3,174 tons.
is,

H^

to

St.

full

up to and through Cascade tunnel, and

helper service on the .8 and 1.8 grade up to Summit. At one
point only is it necessary to fill out and this is at Cut Bank,
where there is ample opportunity to use cars brought in from

The following

table

1915
8,061
$47,147,314
13,164,857
67,162,858
8,270,354
7,152,302
1,167,536
18,261,030
1,258,755
815,184
96,886
36,828,275
4,629,668
25,704,915
28,015,114
20,618,270
16,796,857

Average

mileage operated
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue

Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
Transportation for investment
rotal operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income
Cross income
Traffic

— Cr

Net income
Dividends
Appropriated to "fund for permanent
ments and betterments"
.Surplus

1914
7,781

$55,084,925
15,224,463
76,854,938
12,831,671
10,322,198
1,360,564
21,454,754
1,127,440
673,147

47,769,774
4,792,478
24,292,686
27,776,452
20,453,551
15,063,048

improve1,000,000
2,096,762

1.000,000
3,311,572

Chicago Association
The

of

Electrification of

Feasible

Technically

The complete
as a

This

cially impracticable.

of

ciation

is

is

the finding of the Chicago Asso-

Electrification of

Investigation on SmokeRailway Terminals, which has

been studying the problem since early
addition,

holds

The committee,

in 1911.

the elimination

that

of

steam locomotives

alone would produce a hardly perceptible betterment of the
Chicago atmosphere, and urges the appointment of a perma-

nent Municipal Pure Air Commission which both through instruction and coercion shall reduce all sources of air pollu-

minimum.

tion to a

The

its

That the minimtim cost of electrification as a means in smokeabatement would be
$178,127,230
That the more probable cost, due to the necessity for improvements and rearrangements, which would be precipitated
by electrification, would be
$274,440,630
That the least net annual operating deficit produced by electrification would be
$14,609,743

That Chicago, under the

state constitution, cannot aid in meet-

ing this expense.
That an arbitrary or tax on terminal

traffic

to

support the

would constitute a burden upon the

for electrification

business interests of Chicago.

That the cost would be so heavy that no court would uphold
an electrification ordinance.
That the Chicago electrification would equal the combined
electrifications of the whole world, would involve problems never
heretofore met, and would be the first ever undertaken for air
betterment where terminals were adequate from an operating
viewpoint.

That before the steam locomotive is eliminated pollution
must first be reduced to a minimum from the three more damaging services, high-pressure steam plants, metallurgical and
other manufacturing furnaces and domestic fires.
That the steam locomotive stands third among smoke-producing services, using but 12 per cent of the fuel consumed, and
that its elimination would reduce the gaseous pollution of the
air only 5 per cent and the solid pollution less than 4 per
cent.

That electrification, hydro-electric and other long-distance
transmission being inapplicable, would add power-house smoke
in quantities sufficient to offset

much

of the gain through elimina-

tion of locomotive smoke.

That

suburban passenger services, such as those of the
Central and other roads, produce but 1..S4 per cent of
the total visible smoke, and 1.97 per cent of all the dust and
Illinois

electrification

would involve

at

least

3,476.4

miles

of

track.

That electrification would subtract only 1,291,282 tons of
from the total of 21,208,886 tons now consumed annually

coal

in the city.

That

smoke regulation

Chicago and elsewhere has erred
smoke, whereas the
really harmful factors are the invisible gases and the solids of
combustion, sulphurous gas and mineral dust in particular.
Tliat, despite the fact that Chicago burns more coal annually
than any other large city eight tons per capita as against four
for Manchester and one and one;half for Berlin— its air is better
than that of most large cities.
That, in Chicago air, the products of combustion constitute
all

in

in coiilining itself to the visible aspects of

—

only two-thirds the total pollution, the other third being due
to avoidable and unavoidable dirt from the general activities
of the city and from pour municipal housekeeping.

practicability

of

electrification

the

conditions, financially impracticable.

"The

under present-day conditions, of
might be applied to individual roads or to a
single service of individual roads, is a matter which has not been
investigated by the committee and concerning which no opinion
financial

practibility,

electrification as

it

expressed.

"The

of

credit

the

individual

railroads,

the

properties

of

which make up the Chicago railroad terminals, differs greatly.
Some have high credit and could secure funds for almost any
project which their managements might care to propose others
must prove the profitable character of a particular project before
underwriters would consider the placement of their securities;
others would find it difficult to borrow on reasonable terms even
if the particular project for which the funds are sought promises
some return; and still others are in the hands of receivers, their
administrative function being performed by the courts.
These
facts cannot be overlooked in estimating what portion of the
potential credit of the railroads is available for the purpose of
;

electrification.

"Certain railroads making up the Chicago terminals operate
entirely within the prescribed zone, while for others the great

predominance of
is

more

traffic

lies

outside the terminal limits.

to this contrast than is implied

by the

fact that

There
some of

the roads involved are switching roads while others are longhaul freight and passenger roads. Complete electrification, from
a financial point of view, would affect but a relatively small
part of the fixed investments of some roads, while for others
it would require practically the rebuilding of the propertj'.
"Electrification is a matter which may present greater advantages in connection with certain classes of service than with
other classes; for example, the electrification of a railroad having a large suburban business would be more effective in develop-

ing opinion favorable to the railroad concerned than the electrification of a road the activities of which are wholly those of
freight switching yards.
A few only depend upon passenger
traffic wil^hin the city limits for any considerable amount of their

A

revenue.
larger number derive passenger revenue within the
terminals from the movement of through passengers only; while
other roads perform little passenger service or no passenger
service at

all.

"The extent
large

cinders.

financial

committee submits these findings
"The complete electrification of the railroad terminals of
Chicago as a betterment to be brought about by the railroads
through the investment of free capital is, under present-day

painstaking in-

following conclusions

vestigations, reaches the

That

As regards the

is

association committee, as a result of

capital

PRACTICABILITY OF ELECTRIFICATION

technically practical, but finan-

Commerce Committee of

Abatement and
in

Railway Terminals Is Considered
but Financially Impracticable

Chicago railroad terminals

electrification of the

means of abating smoke

Commerce Smoke-Abatement Report

to

which individual railroads have recently made

expenditures for terminal improvements, track
elevation and enlargement of facilities in Chicago, and the extent to which they are committed to further expenditure for
these purposes, must have a material bearing on their ability
to make expenditures for new projects."
The committee holds that the city might well be expected to
share in the burden of electrification, seeing that it would be
capital

undertaken for the public

shows
that

it

tional

that this

is

benefit, but a perusal of court decisions

im|)ossilile.

Moreover, the report points out

would be impossible for the city, under present constituand statutory limitations, at least for some years to come,

to raise the necessary

yond the authorized

funds willuuit the issuance of bonds be-

limit.

Realizing that many public spirited citizens will not understand its decision, in the lifjlit of reports of electrifications in New
York and elsewhere, the committee points out the essential differences between electrilication here and those installations that
have so far taken place. Nowhere in the world, lias a steam
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railroad been electrified to avoid the pollution of

Nowhere has

mosphere.

terminal has been

No

a city's at-

a terminal been electrified

satisfactory

when

that

from an operating standpoint.
America or abroad, is

electrification in existence, either in

comparable, in scope and diversity of service, with that involved
in the electrification of the Chicago terminals. A wide gap exists
between that which has been accomplished and that which would
have to be done before local electrification would become a
success.

have been most widely
heralded as such were in fact only a subordinate, though
necessary part of a greater scheme for terminal enlargement.
The New York Central, the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, and the Pennsylvania electrifications are not alone

"Some

of

the

electrifications

that

projects of electrification; primarily they are an essential detail
of a new tunnel entry into the heart of New York City. These
projects must necessarily stand upon a different basis than the

Chicago proposal, where physical conditions absolutely requiring
and where physical conditions and the
nature of the traffic would make electrification extremely
electrification are lacking

difficult."

Notwithstanding the engineering
to be

overcome

difficulties

lieves that these difficulties can be

surmounted.

to the conclusion that the only feasible

would have
committee be-

that

in electrifying the terminals, the

work

Its

means of

leads

it

electrification

by the overhead contact system or trolley. Great obstacles
exist to the installation of any system, but it is believed the trolley
wire more nearly meets all demands than the third rail. The
committee states its conclusions as follows
"(1) A limited mileage of track in Chicago (approximately
1 per cent of the total) cannot be equipped with any system of
will be

contact.

The

electrification of this not technically

"(2) While the third-rail

system of

contact

feasible.

might be ex-

tensively used in Chicago, there are, at intervals throughout a
considerable percentage of the total trackage, conditions which

would make

difficult

form of contact. The third
wherever special track work

the use of this

rail is applied with difficulty
abounds, where street and railroad crossings occur at frequent
intervals, and in switching yards. In locations where employees
must be between or must cross tracks, as in freight yards, it
constitutes a physical obstruction which is highly objectionable.
For these reasons the third rail is not considered feasible for

general use in the Chicago terminals.
"(3) The facts developed show that any form of overhead
contact which can be placed high enough above the rail to give

necessary to permit men to ride and perform
necessary duties on the tops of freight cars, is not objectionable
from a technical point of view. The appHcation of an overhead
contact system to the terminals of Chicago will, however, require the contact wire to be lowered in many places in order
the clearance

may

that

it

The

great

pass under structiires presenting minimum clearance.
points at which the contact wire must be

number of

lowered will require the installation of many warning devices, or
the enforcement of rigid rules governing the presence of trainmen on tops of cars."
AIR POLLUTION
of atmospheric pollution carried on by the committee is said to be by far the most extensive and scientific
ever attempted. All the committee's figures, both on smoke and

The study

on

electrification, are

for the year 1912.

The

total

annual per

The
capita consumption of coal in the city limits was 7.7 tons.
average square-mile consumption of coal within the city limits
10,797 tons for steam locomotives as against 79,436 tons for
In the industrial centers and the
all other services combined.
heavily populated districts the steam locomotive coal consump-

was

and smoke production is small when compared with the total
volume for all sources. In outlying districts where the population is small and where there is no grouping of industries, the
steam locomotive sometimes becomes the greatest smoke producer. In only 4 out of the 27 districts in which the area under
consideration was divided do steam locomotives use more than

tion

Vol.

half the total fuel consumed,

populated

and

have

very

59,
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and these districts are sparsely
smoke-producing services

limited

other than smoke from residence chimneys.
High-pressure steam power and heating plants are the principal
smoke producers, metallurgical furnaces and other similar manufacturing

come

fires

second, steam locomotives third, and low-

pressure steam and other heating plants (domestic fires) fourth.
Metallurgical furnaces and other similar manufacturing fires

were found guilty of producing 64.26 per cent of all the solids
due to combustion, which constitute two-thirds of the total solid
High-pressure steam plants were
pollution of Chicago air.
found to rank second, with a production of 19.34 per cent, lowpressure steam and other domestic fires with 8.6 per cent and
steam locomotives with 7.47 per cent, giving them fourth place.
High-pressure steam stationary power and heating plants
consume 41.7 per cent of the total fuel used in the city. They
are responsible for 44.5 per cent of the visible smoke, and for
19.34 per cent of the total solids, ranking second in this particu-

They are responsible for 45 per cent of the total polluting
gases of combustion and rank first in this division.
Low-pressure steam and other heating plants (domestic fires)
lar.

consume

23.63 per cent of the city's coal.

They are

responsible

for 3.93 per cent of the visible smoke, for 8.60 per cent of the

soHds

in

bustion.

smoke and

for .23 per cent of the total gases of

In connection with their solid constituents these

comfires

are responsible for 57 per cent of the total hydro-carbons or

sooty materials, which makes their smoke the most damaging
of any to clothing and similar articles.

The steam locomotive was
as a coal-consuming service.

ascertained to hold

Of

fourth place

the total consumed, however,

98 per cent is bituminous, practically all of which comes from
the fields of Illinois and Indiana. The steam locomotive "gets
in bad" as its smoke is rather highly visible because, being
emitted near the ground, the public gets the full benefit of the

sulphurous fumes and because the cinders emitted, being heavy,
fall close to the right of way, making somewhat intensive local
pollution but adding little to the general dust of the air.
The
following is a summing up of the contribution of locomotives,
to the smoke nuisance
"Locomotives in suburban passenger service contribute 1.54
per cent of the visible smoke, 1.97 per cent of the dust and cinders
of smoke, and 0.74 per cent of the polluting gases of smoke
discharged annually into the atmosphere of Chicago.
"Locomotives in through passenger service contribute 2.07 per
cent of the visible smoke, 1.80 per cent of the dust and cinders
of smoke, and 0.89 per cent of the polluting gases.
"Locomotives in all passenger services combined, including
suburban passenger, through passenger and passenger transfer,
contribute 3.80 per cent of the visible smoke, 3.81 per cent of the
dust and cinders of smoke, and 1.73 per cent of the polluting
gases.

"Locomotives in road freight service contribute 2.01 per cent
of the visible smoke, 1.18 per cent of the dust and cinders of
smoke, and 0.66 per cent of the polluting gases.

"Locomotives in yard freight service contribute 10.25 per cent
of the visible smoke, 1.73 per cent of the dust and cinders
of smoke, and 5.17 per cent of the polluting gases.
"Locomotives in all freight services, including road freight,
yard freight and freight transfer services, contribute 16.85 per
cent of the visible smoke, 3.34 per cent of the dust and cinders
of smoke, and 7.57 per cent of the polluting gases."

As

a result of

its

investigation into air pollution the committee

comes from sources other than combustion.
with vegetable, animal and mineral matter which
rises from the various activities of the city.

finds that one-third

The

air is filled

"If all the fires in Chicago were stopped, dust and dirt in the
atmosphere would remain.
Atmospheric pollution cannot be
reduced to a minimum through attention to smoke abatement
alone. In order to accomplish its reduction attention must be

given to all of those processes and activities of the city which
give rise to dust or which deal with the collection and disposal of
city dirt

and waste."

December
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road service, the power requirements of heavy and diversified
are still beyond the gasolene-driven unit.
The Diesel
oil-burning marine engine has the power, but neither type is selfstarting, an imperative requirement for switching work.
Much, also, had been hoped from the storage battery, but it
was found to lack power, to be too expensive and to share with
electrification the disadvantage of producing power-house smoke.
The internal combustion motors are also smoke-producing and
traffic

As a preliminary to
made an investigation

its

study of electrification the committee

methods of conducting transhad been hoped that some type of self-propelHng
motor might be found, and the danger, engineering difficulty
and expense of electrification be avoided. But this hope was
not justified. The systems studied were the internal combustion

portation.

into other

It

^EVANSTON

Map

o( the

Chicago Terminal Area Included

motor with mechanical drive, electric drive, compressed air drive,
hydraulic drive, and a dircct-connoited motor, the compressedair motor, the hot-water motor and the electric storage-battery
"'°t°'";

While it was found that progress had been made in adapting
the gasolene engine to the requirements of light or special rail-

in Ihe

Smoke-Abalcment

Investigation

new Iiazard of operation throuRli their
Comprcsscd-air and hot-water motors were found
impractical, but tlioir use is suggested on those sections that
cannot be electrified.
"There is available at this time." says the report, "no form
of locomotive, carrying its own power, capable of handling the
arc regarded as adding a
fuel

tanks.
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traffic

considerable volume except that on the Giovi railroad of the
Italian State Railways and on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford in America. The latter operates, in part electrically
and in part by steam locomotives, 3 freight yards having in the

all electrifications now in exsistence or planned,
country and abroad, the committee finds that of the
total of IS American installations, 9 were undertaken because
of operation in subways or tunnels, 1 as an experiment to test

in this

out economy in long-distance passenger service, 2 to hold subur-

ban business,

1

was equipped for

initial

electric operation

be-

cause of charter requirements, and 2 for the purpose of utilizing
water power instead of coal.

ELECTRIFICMION ELSEWHERE
foreign electrifications

the

as suburban.

all

None conducts heavy

English

aggregate 72.7 miles of track, requiring about 90,000 electric
locomotive-hours per year and handling about 2,500,000 carmiles per year in switching and transfer service.
The freight
of the Chicago terminals aggregates approximately
locomotive-hours per annum and approximately 164,400,000 car-miles per annum in switching and transfer service."
In its study of air pollution the committee states that even
the comparatively small reduction to be expected from electri-

yard

traffic

3,430,000

fication is

are

classed

electric locomotive

service

lines

made

less significant

when

it

is

recollected that sub-

been made in reducing the
Chicago.
There is every reason

stantial progress in recent years has

smoke from locomotives

in

minor degree. Practically all electric service is confined to suburban and interurban
In France the Orleans railway
traffic handled by motor cars.

to believe also that the process has not yet reached its

locomotive operation to passenger trains
through a subway entrance into an underground terminal. It
also operates electrically a suburban motor car train service on a
The Midi electrification is,
line connected with this terminal.
in its present stage, experimental only, and for heavy-grade
lines where hydro-electric power may be substituted for steam.

operation.

and none freight service except

confines

In

its

in a very

electric

Germany no

considerable heavy electric main line traction

the Dessau-Bitterf eld is a short line and
has been operated only in experimental service to test out apThe Magdeburg-Leipzig-Halle line, an
paratus and methods.
important extension of which the Dessau-Bitterf eld line will
form a part, when completed will represent the first German
trunk line electrification, and the Lauban-Konigszelt line will
Both are predicted
represent a second such electrification.
upon the production of cheap centralized power either from very
low-grade coal or from hydro-electric plants. While both of
these lines will conduct a heavy electric locomotive passenger and
freight service, neither will conduct a freight-switching service
comparable with that in the Chicago terminals. In Switzerland
the Loetschberg line and the Simplon tunnel line were electrified
other Swiss electrificaprimarily because of tunnel operation
All Swiss
tions are for light multiple unit train service only.
electrifications utilize cheap water power instead of the more
expensive coal fuel.
In Italy the Giovi with its branches is
The
the only road which operates heavy electric service.
secondary lines in foreign countries operate a service which is
entirely different from American operation, and resembles our
is

No. 23

steam locomotive, and there is no prospect of the
development of any such locomotive."

immediate
After studying

Of

59,

of the Chicago railroad terminals which could be sub-

stituted for the

both

Vol.

as yet in operation

;

;

.

THE CHICAGO PROBLEM
Thirty-eight steam railroads would be involved in the Chicago
project, as against 37 for the rest of the world.

freight

and

locomotive design

from

both

resulted

maximum.

embellishments

from the exercise of greater

skill

in
in

"Among the more important changes in design which have
aided in smoke abatement are the enlargement of grates, which
has resulted in lower rates of combustion per unit area of
and consequently in a reduction in the amount of solids in
locomotive smoke; the adoption of the brick arch in locomotive
fire-boxes, by means of which a reduction in the amount both of
grate,

visible

effected

the

air

smoke and of the solid constituents of smoke has been
the more efficient design of draft appliances, by which
;

currents

stimulating the

have been modified and

fire

smoke production diminished the introduction of superheaters,
whereby the efficiency of the locomotive as a whole has been
increased, the amount of fuel required for the performance of a
given service diminished and the volume of smoke diminished;
;

and the introduction of steam

jets

and other appliances especially

designed to diminish visible smoke.

"Meanwhile, the amount of smoke emitted within the
has been greatly reduced through the exercise of diligence
skill in the operation of locomotives.
The importance given
aspect of the matter by the railroads of Chicago is to be

city

and
this

seen

number of smoke inspectors which they have employed.
"When, therefore, the fact is set forth that electrification will
serve to reduce the amount of visible smoke entering the atin the

mosphere of Chicago, by 20 per

cent,

that progress in locomotive design
fication,

it

and

should not be forgotten
practice, without electri-

has operated and will continue to operate to bring about
if smaller than that to be effected through

a reduction which,

electrification, is nevertheless material; and when emphasis is
given the fact that electrification will serve to reduce the amount
of the solid constituents of smoke and the gaseous products of

interurban.

roads 25 maintain passenger and

The improvement has

Of

service

the Chicago

and 23 are

combustion entering the atmosphere of Chicago, by 5 per cent, it
should not be forgotten that progress in locomotive design and
operation can very likely be depended upon to bring about an

classed as trunk lines, while 13 perform transfer or switching

equal reduction."

Eight of the trunk lines have no main tracks within the city limits but operate trains into the Chicago terminals
over the tracks of other companies. Twelve railroads operate

depend upon the existence and operation of a steam-driven

service only.

wholly within the area of investigation.
It was found that the Chicago mileage would be nearly
twice that of all other electrically operated mileage in America,
and, exclusive of foreign light-service lines, would be about 15
per cent greater than all existing electrifications in the world.
The committee's plan involves several times as much yard track
mileage as do all existing American electrifications. The number of electric locomotives required would be approximately 4
times that of all now in service in America and 2yS times the
number in the whole world.
Of switching service, which constitutes 59 per cent of the
total locomotive mileage and presents a grave problem in that
it has never been attempted electrically on a large scale, it has
been ascertained that yard freight-switching services, on the
basis of car-miles, is more than 65 times as great as that on all
existing electrified steam roads in America.
"No similar service elsewhere 's ''-ndlcd cleclricallv in any

"The

electric

operation of Chicago's railroad terminals must

generating station.

elec-

The

conclusion has been reached that a
single power-station, located near the south branch of the Chicago river in the vicinity of Ashland avenue, would satisfactorily
tric

meet

all

requirements.

The

load center, imdcr the plan of elec-

trification as already defined, falls within the limits of the

Union

Stock Yards. The location indicated is not far from this point
and is such as satisfies other requirements of the problem."
The committee believes that the highest degree of efficiency in
electrification can only be secured by joint procedure by all the
roads.

"It

is

inconceivable

that

the

different

railroads

will

undertake such a work independently. It may be argued that
a course necessary in the case of one railroad may prove quite
unnecessary in the case of another, and yet the fullest measure
of technical success in the electrification can only be secured
when individual interests and preference are subordinate to the
requirements of a general plan."
The committee's plan contemplates the electrification of all
track

williin

the

city

limits

and the conclusion of

electrified

December
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trackage on each railroad as close outside the city limits as is
The mileage involved by this conception may be

practical.

summarized as
1.

2.

follovi's

Main track
Yard traclt

Industrial track owned by railroads
3.
4.
Industrial track, railroad repair track and shop track so
located in streets at grade, in buildings or under structures
employed in industrial processes as to require some type of self*
propelling motor

Total

While

Miles.
1,475.59
1,456.64
277.19

37.26

3,476.40

general the coinmittee decided to terminate electrification at the first convenient point outside the city limits, this
in

could not be accomplished on certain roads which conduct a
suburban passenger service. It would be impracticable to operate these frequent suburban trains part

way by

steam.

way by

electricity

and

has hence been

decided that certain
lines must be partially electrified beyond the limit of complete
electrification, to the terminals of the suburban service.
Through
passenger and all freight trains are to be operated by steam on
part

It

the partially electrified extensions, which will be for use only

by multiple-unit suburban trains.
As yet no system of electric traction has been developed
which can be accepted as standard for all conditions on all
railroads. If it were decided to proceed at once with the electrification of the Chicago terminals, it would be difficult for any
group of men to choose a system which would not be criticized
by other men as able as those upon whom the choice of the
system developed.
The system selected for Chicago must be suitable not only
for passenger terminals and through line work, but also for
yard switching and transfer work.
It must be applicable to
the requirements of railroads having a heavy suburban traffic,
and also to those roads conducting freight-yard and switching
service.
It must not only be satisfactory in its application to
the terminal portion of a trunk line railroad, but it must lend
itself to an indefinite extension of the limits of electrification
over other and adjoining portions of the road.
Obviously,
the project must be regarded as too important to permit of
the introduction of methods in any

way

questionable, or of a

type of construction of untried value.

Furthermore, it is not
permissible to consider any methods which might serve to tide
over a temporary condition anticipating the later selection of
a permanent and stable system.
After obtaining complete engineering data on these three
systems, the committee selected the third as cheapest and most
1

—Third
— Overhead
—Overhead

The

rail

conditions

system was given up as the least practical ot
the three because of the difficulties to be met. Not only would
the presence of the third rail lie a danger to employees in the
yards and make necessary a large amount of reconstruction, but
there would be trouble in operating trains, owing to the large
number of gaps in the third rail due to switches, street intersection and other such obstructions.
It is estimated by the
committee that a total of about 75 miles of track in Chicago
could not be equipped by the third-rail system.
Another objection to the third rail is the fact that except in very unusual
sleet storms, service through the trolley wire would not he
interrupted, whereas both sleet and drifting snow furnish a
serious problem with the third rail.
The rail is also a danger
to property and life in case of wreck.
The difficulties of trolley installation would also be great,
but less, it is believed, than those attending the use of the third
rail.
The great trouble found is with low bridges and other
structures over the tracks.
A sufficient clearance to perniil
employees to ride on tops of cars cannot be obtained ihronghont
the Chicago terminals.
third-rail

The a<liiplion of the overlie. id contact (trolley) system would
permit the use of either a high-VDltage direct currctit or an
alternating current of much higher voltage.
The use of the

result in

damage

to property

by

The

electrolysis.

could

be

remedied,

though

with

difficidty

and

at

considerable expense.

The committee finds that it would make no practical difference
whether the roads manufactured their own electric power or
purchased it from public service corporations. Electricity would,
it is concluded, neither increase nor decrease the dangers of
operation.
Added dangers would be introduced, but compensating safety in other directions would offset these.
The committee has made an effort to arrive at the incidental
advantages that would accrue to the railroads through electrification.
The change would give some increased capacity in
existing trackage and terminals
In locations where operation
under present-day conditions is congested, it would give relief,
and in locations where there is at present no congestion, electrification would constitute, in effect, an enlargement of existing
facilities and hence would postpone the day when additional
facilities would be required.
Electrification would contribute to increased celerity and reliability in train movement.
It would open the way to more
intensive use of railroad property, both in this manner and by
making double-decked freight and passenger terminal stations
possible.
It would also make possible the erection of buildings
over tracks, but this value is regarded as speculative and, as a
present-day asset, small.
Electrification would give the roads
an asset inthe use of electric service beyond that required for
trains.
It would benefit the roads through the increased convenience and comfort of passengers and it would also give the
roads whatever advantage accrued,
entirely
indeterminate,
through the lessening of smoke.
COST OF ELECTRIFICATION
In arriving at the cost of electrification, the coiumittee based
its
work on 1912 operation, extended to meet conditions if
electrification

were to begin

1916 and be completed in 1922.
the committee

in

The following accounting statement shows why
holds that electrification

is

financially

impossible.

The

deficit

on the minimum outlay of $178,127,230 would be too great:
I.
Annual Charges:
1.

Interest

2.

Depreciatibn

3.

Replacement of dissipated assets

4.

Indeterminate charges
Total

:

$8,906,362
7,808,278
231,796

charges

$16,946,436

Annual Revenues:
1.

contact, direct current at 600 volts.
contact, direct current at 2,400 volts.
contact, single-phase current at 11,000 volts.

would

use of the second would "kill" telephone and telegraph wires
adjacent to the tracks, through inductive interference.
Both

n.

desirable
2
3

first
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2.

Increase in net revenues
Indeterminate benefits

$2,336,693

Total credits
Hnlance, annual deficit on investment

$2,336,693
$14,609,743

The investigations show that electrified operation for all the
railroads taken together and disregarding depreciation and inwould result in a decrease in operating expenses. Under
steam operation, those accounts that would be affected one way
or the other by electrification show a total of $10,934,tX»4. Under operation by the 600-volt direct-current third-rail sy.stcni,
the total would be $8,442,2')S, with the 2,400-volt direct-current
system it would be $7,355,771 and with the ll,(XX)-volt alternatingcurrent system it would he $7,140,495. The installation of these
three .systems would result in a saving in operating expenses
respectively of $2,491, 7()6, $3,578,2'>3 and $3,793,509.
This saving, however, is in pari nullified by new expenses
diK to the operation of stations that would have to be cst.iblished at the end of electrilied tracks to provide for a transfer
of trains from electric to steam locomotives, and also by the
waste and consequent loss due to operating over shortened
steam railroad divisions, which have surrendered part of their
terest

mileage to make the new terminal electric divisions. The engineers' estimates place the addeil expense under the first item
at $1,540,113 anil the added expense under the second at $4.50.0(X).
This would leave the net saving in operating expen.scs. to follow
eliitriluation.

at

$495,653

for

the third-rail

system. $1..S82,1S0
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for the direct-current trolley system
alternating-current trolley system.

and $1,797,456

for

the

Estimates of Indeterminate Costs of Eight Railroads
Costs due to an extension of the mileage of electrification over that provided by the committee's estimates
Precipitated costs principally for track elevation
2.
Total cost to the eight railroad corporations in excess
3.
of that necessary to electrification under the plan of the

50,070,900

committee

The committee's

92,599,908

for the eight railroads
The excess costs, including costs due to extension of
5.
the plan and precipitated costs, in per cent of those which
are covered by the committee's estimates

estimates of the net cost

The committee's
for

Chicago

roads of

the

all

totals

54.07 per cent

of

electrification

Therefore,

$178,127,230.

carrying forward the same ratio, the committee finds that the
total added and precipitated costs for all the railroads would

amount

to $96,313,400.

Upon

this

electrification

the

basis,

total

capital

requirement imposed by

would be

New

York, caused primarily by

there seems to be no disposition, at any of the congested ports,
and costly delays to lack of cars or en-

to charge the serious

In addition to ocean vessel scarcity, some
have been delayed because the lighters

New York

which take the freight from the railroad docks to ocean vessels
are all overcrowded with traffic; and certain embargoes cover
not only freight for export, but also domestic shipments which

must be

estimate of the cost of electrification
.'

freight at

acute; and a similar condition now prevails at Philadelphia and
In contrast with like occasions in former years,
at Baltimore.

shipments at
$20,872,500
29,198,400
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the lack, during the last few weeks, of vessels to take goods
to Europe and to South America, has continued to grow more

gines or track room.

1.

59,

FREIGHT CONGESTION AT THE ATLANTIC SEABOARD
The congestion of

Following the work of the committee, a number of the Chicago railroads have made a study of the cost which would be
imposed upon them in excess of those set forth by the comEight of these railroads have filed with the committee
mittee.
The reports thus submitted
the results of their investigations.
have been analyzed with results which are set forth as follows

4.

Vol.

lightered.

Saturday last, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western placed
an embargo on eastbound freight intended for export, except
shipments for which vessels had already been engaged. The
company had then over 5,000 loaded freight cars on its hnes
waiting to be unloaded at New York.
On Monday of this week the Pennsylvania Railroad placed
an embargo on all flour and lumber to be exported or lightered
at New York and on grain for export through Philadelphia
and Baltimore. The Baltimore & Ohio placed an embargo on
all iron and steel products for export through the port of New

On

York.
incident to the development of a minimum plan as
estimated by the committee
That required to cover precipitated costs and costs due to
•
extension of plan

That

$178,127,230
96,313,400

$274,440,630

Total

For example, in fixing the limits to be observed by the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, the committee has specified complete
electrification to

Hawthorne,

6.8 miles,

and

partial electrification

only to Downers Grove, 21.3
In reviewing the work of the
miles from the city terminal.
committee, the officers of this road have reached the conclusion
that if they were required to electrify it would be necessary
to provide

for suburban service

to provide for the electric operation of freight service to Eola,
33.4 miles from Chicago, and for suburban service to Aurora,

37.4 miles

from the

The committee
tion of Chicago

city terminal.

sees an ultimate

by other

cities.

and large cost due

to imita-

"It is apparent also, that Chi-

claim to the benefits of electrification are in no way
from those which might be urged by many other cities
with which Chicago railroads connect; that compulsory electrification, if achieved for Chicago, may in due time be secured

cago's

different

by all the larger cities of the country. The cost, therefore,
which might be imposed upon the railroads as a whole by the
compulsory electrification of Chicago's terminals would be confiscatory."

Visible

Steam locomotives
Steam vessels
High pressure steam
tionary power and

Solids of

smoke

smoke

per cent
22.06
0.74

per cent

estimated to amount to ten million bushels.
Navigation on the Great Lakes will close
the

quantity of grain

Total
of

smoke

per cent

Within Chicago,
Gaseous
carbon

Gaseous

per cent

sulphur
per cent

44.49

rng"piams"."."f...':''':
.

.

.

.

Pacific trade

,« ,„

.., „„
53.70

and
son,

_,
64.26

«, ,,

or /ta
25.60

t
nn
7.90

and assigned them to the

is

21.13
28.63
other processes
One-third of all air pollution is due to dirt other than that of combustwo-thirds.
remaining
to
the
refer
percentages
These
tion.

The committee was appointed in March, 1911, and consisted
members appointed by the mayor, four appointed by the

of four

and nine appointed by the Chicago Association of
Commerce. The late Horace G. Burt was chief engineer for the
committee until May, 1913, and was succeeded by W. F. M.
Goss, dean of the Engineering Department, University of IlliThe report was submitted to the association at a dinner
nois.
on Wednesday evening, December 1.

New

York-Europe route
More-

a lack of unloading facilities in European ports

blast furnaces
it

is

said,

have been curtailing production for the rea-

that shipping facilities are congested and coke

cannot be procured promptly.

On Tuesday
,

Commerce Com-

At Chicago, on Saturday last, the congestion at the seaboard
was given as a reason for a considerable weakening
in the price of wheat.
At Pittsburgh a number of steel mills

40.68

19.73

is

interfere greatly with the return of vessels to this country.

^,
44.96

23.06

and

that foreshadows even greater delays than are now known.
Europe is suffering from a serious labor shortage, which will

19.34

23.00

12;

ing of free storage, will not be of benefit before January.

terminals

8.60

November

Buffalo or near there

for grain carrying, but this relief, like that due to the shorten-

18.22
0.45

3.93
0.15

at

has been and continues to be unlimited, when held in cars, and
until 10 days after it is loaded into elevators.
Two or three firms have taken American vessels from the

10.11
0.55

and

steam

afloat

mission notices that beginning January 1 the number of days
free storage to be allowed at seaboard terminals on export package and piece freight, on local bills of lading, will be 15 days
instead of 30 days, whether held in railroad warehouses or in
cars.
On grain billed through to foreign ports, the free time

10.31
0.60

sta-

now

estimated at five million bushels.
The trunk lines have filed with the Interstate

7.47
0.33

heat-

Gas and coke plants.
Furnaces for metallurgimanufacturing and
cal,

railroads

back grain and other freight destined for Europe. The quantity of wheat in elevators at New York harbor at the present
time is nearly double the quantity in store at the same time
last year; and the wheat from Canada now on the road, consigned to ports in the United States, mainly New York, is

over, there

Responsibility of Each Service for Smoke Pollution
ON Percentage Basis

ing plants
Low pressure

Roads which have placed no embargoes have nevertheless been
making all possible efforts to have shippers in the West hold

of this

week the

presidents of the

Trunk

Lines,

President Samuel Rea, of the Pennsylvania,
met in New York, and after a full discussion of the railroad
situation and the conditions of ocean service appointed a committee of operating officers to meet daily in New York with a
at the invitation of

view to dealing with all matters connected with the freight congestion in the mutual interest of all the roads and of the public.
This committee will seek the co-operation of shippers as well
as of the steamship companies and will do everything possible
to avoid declaring a general embargo.
Besides all the trunk
line presidents there were present at the conference Theodore
Voorhees, of the Philadelphia & Reading; W. G. Besler, of the

December
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been contracted for up to December 15 that will require 32 boats.
capacity of a boat is 250,000 bushels."

of New Jersey
James H. Hustis, of the Boston &
Maine, and C. R. Gray, of the Western Maryland. The roads
will take similar joint action at Boston, Baltimore and Phil-

The average

adelphia.

WHY

Central

;

The New York Committe

will

address

placed by other carriers. The committee finds that at the present
time (December 1) the number of cars of freight on the tracks
of the trunk lines at and destined for New York City terminals
is about forty thousand; and that probably ninety per cent of
these cars contain freight which is to be exported or which must

be lightered for local delivery in the harbor.
The Pennsylvania Railroad gives details of the congestion on
the lines of that company as follows

"There were on November 30 on hand on the various divisions
and Erie 6,151 cars of freight for export and

east of Pittsburgh

New

The

York.

location of these cars

is

as follows

Greenville

1,335

Harsimus Cove

523

Meadows
Trenton

Stored Bristol
Stored between

Rahway and

At

to

Morrisville

be

Elizabeth

Waldo avenue
in

New

37

Jersey

2,746

1

,766

176
623
34
163
328
124
191

Total

3,405

Total east of Pittsburgh and Erie

6,151

"In addition to the lighterage freight being held in cars, there

have been unloaded on piers in New York some 2,000 carloads,
which is now awaiting orders. A special bureau, in charge of
operating, traffic and accounting officers, has been established in
New York to handle this extraordinary situation. This bureau
keeps careful records of exactly where these cars are located, so
that when ordered by a shipper for delivery they can be picked
out and forwarded with the least possible delay.
"Another special bureau has been established to take charge
of the local freight situation on the New York division. There
are on various divisions of the railroad at the present time, exof cars of

freight

for lighterage,

some

7,000

slow freight for delivery or movement through the
terminal district. This includes some 2,000 cars for
land points.

cars

of

New York
New Eng-

Records corrected every twelve hours show the

exact location of each of these cars.

"These methods have proved effective in keeping the railis no congestion in the movement of westbound freight.
"There are at present stored at different points on the road
450 cars of flour and 125 cars of lumber under through bills
In addition to the
of lading,' for export through New York.
road open, and there

l.OOO.dOO bushels of grain in the Girard Point elevator at Phila-

—

—

2,600,000 bushels of export grain
go through that elevator, many of them being held
points west of Philadelphia until they can be taken care

delphia, there are 1,778 cars

at

to

of.

"Commenting on

the

fact

that

railways

comprising 30 per

cent of the mileage in the state of Texas, and 45 per cent of
the railroad investment in the state, are now in the hands of

Mr, Pope has suggested that the people would like
have the 'plain truth from the men who manage the properSo far
ties' as to the underlying causes of these receiverships.
receivers,

to

Kansas & Texas

as usual, quite simple.

The

is

concerned, the 'plain truth'

road's revenues, limited by federal

have not kept pace with the increases in its
that the management has been entirely unable to escape, and for which in most instances the management
As a result its credit has been impaired and
is not responsible.
it has been unable to refund maturing obligations.
"Direct reply to any one of the specific inquiries Mr. Pope
makes would not cover the situation. There are peculiar conditions, bearing on the financial situation of each carrier.
In
no case, however, would these peculiar conditions have resulted
in bankruptcy except for general conditions affecting all.
It is
to these general conditions that thought must be directed before
the present unsatisfactory condition can be corrected.
"To contend that the 'roads were unwisely built,' in the face
of unanimous agreement that the Southwest needs improved,
rather than impaired transportation, is useless. To say that the
receiverships are due to 'manipulation by railroad financiers,' or
to 'unnecessary expenses forced by law,' or to 'lack of revenue
and improper expenditure,' or to 'mismanagement of the properties' would be inaccurate, even though any one of these elements
may have contributed to bring bankruptcy in a special case. It
is idle to disregard specific instances of 'manipulation by railroad financiers' as factors in developing adverse public sentiment
which has encouraged legislatures and public service commissions
to pursue unreasonable regulatory policies.
It is equally idle
to ignore the obvious fact that legislatures and public service
commissions have utterly disregarded repeated warnings by
railway managers that continuing decreases in net operating returns, due to increased operating expenses without proportionate
increase in operating revenues, must result in disaster.
"Whatever may be said of 'financial management' will not
change the fact developed in figures compiled by the Interstate
Commerce Commission that between the years 1907 and 1914 the
increase in cost of road and equipment of 41 western railways
was $1,250,000,000, while between the same years there was an
actual decrease in their net operating income of $23,500,000.
In
state agencies,

—-increases

short, these railroads
their properties,

had

after increasing the actual
less

money with which

to

invostment in
pay a return on

investment than they had before. These figures arc not affected
by financial management, good or bad. Increases in gross earnings have been more than swallowed up by increasing wages to
employees, increasing taxes, and increasing expenditures enforced by impractical regulatory policies that have not benefited
the public.

In the past eight years railroad taxes have practi-

In the same period the gross operating income
American railways has increased only 24 per cent, while

cally (louliled.

"In

adcliiiciii

to the 2,000,000 bushels of grain in the

Baltimore

elevator there are 2,829 cars of export grain on hand dcstinril

go through that elevator.

Seventeen boats arc in Baltiiuoro
Harbor to-day to load grain; 5 of these have already received
their cargoes.
It is very iiulefuiite what boats arc exported at
Baltimore the next week.
However, space at Baltimore has

to

in part

expenses

410
88

drilled

Philadelphia Terminal Division
Maryland Division
Central Division
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad
Delaware Division

on hand

Following are replies to Mr. Pope's statement made by C. E.
Schaff, receiver of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and by W. B.
Mr. Schaff said
Scott, president of the Simset-Central Lines.

and

89
92
44

Other divisions
Eastern Pennsylvania Division
Moving Eastern Pennsylvania Division
Western Pennsylvania Division

clusive

to the responsibility for railroad receiverships in the Southwest.

is,

21
15

Division

Moving New York Division
Stored West Morrisville

Total

Henry N. Pope, president of the Farmers' Union of Texas,
made a statement through Texas newspapers, calling
on the men who manage railroad properties to "speak out'' as
recently

as the Missouri,

1

IN RECEIVERS'

HANDS

91

Waverly
West Morrisville

Stored

TEXAS RAILROADS ARE

itself to the equalization

of conditions on the different roads, those which have placed
no embargoes having felt extra pressure since embargoes were

lighterage at

1053

of

expenses have increased 40 per cent.
"Federal and state agencies have operated to hold earnings
down so that the carrier has had so small a margin in periods
iheir gross operating

of normal business activity that his margin entirely disappeared
during the depressed periods. In the case of the Missouri, Kan-
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& Texas, during the years from 1907 to 1914, operating
revenues per mile declined from $8,523 to $8,241 or 3.3 per cent.
Operating expenses increased from $5,735 per mile to $6,469, or
12 per cent, and operating income decreased from $2,770 per mile
In these figures are to be found the
to $1,772, or 36 per cent.
sas

outstanding reasons for the receivership.
"The road simply has not ben permitted to make earnings
that would provide a return on invested capital. The same condition applies to all carriers, and it clearly explains the impair-

ment of railroad credit. So long as the regulating authorities
do not permit railway earnings that will provide proper return
on invested

capital, regardless of the value of

the service ren-

dered the public, the public must expect carriers to become
bankrupt, just as do individuals who do not operate on proper
business margins.

on some railway managements for
conditions against which the public may have complained propNo railroad man should find fault with government effort
erly.
Such
to prevent dishonest or unfair transportation practices.
"Responsibility

effort

may

rest

constructively directed will help rather than hinder the
But such efforts alone will not help carriers to pro-

carriers.

vide a return on invested capital, which they must do if the
present unsatisfactory condition is to be remedied. And so long
as the public does not discharge its duty to see to it that the

regulating authorities give the railroads fair treatment, the public should expect to assume a large share of responsibility for

railway bankruptcy."

Mr. Scott said in part:
"In my judgment, the Texas roads now

in the

hands of their

creditors are there because of the simple fact that they cannot, with the existing freight rates, meet their current expenses
and give the people what the people, the legislatures and the

commissions demand.

The candle must not be consumed

at

both ends.
"Business to be successful must earn net returns while its
permanency is carefully maintained. Railroads are nowise diffent from commercial establishments in this respect, as witness
the extent of the present receiverships in Texas and the numRevenues must equal expense
ber of roads included therein.
of operation, interest on obligations, taxes and renewals, to say
When earnings
nothing of rails and additional conveniences.

retrenchment necessarily follows, and this means fewer
employees, reduction and impairment of ser\'ice, and economies
that sometimes seriously affect the maintenance that makes for

Vol.

—

—

in the operation of a trunk-line road. Mismanagement is quickly followed by a change of administration, while the roads

which were established years since could not be built to-day for
almost double the stock and bonds which represent their obligations.

"The roads which have contributed to the development of
Texas were not unwisely built, even though they were projected
at a time when money was scarce and when the state was barren of immediate results, the builders having only their own
faith in the prospective upbuilding of the state, based upon a
knowledge of the productivity of the soil and the opportunities
which awaited the man of ambition and energy.
"For the last 10 years the Texas railroads have been beset
Legislation has decreased their earning powers
side.
while increasing their expenses and liabilities. Increase in labor
charges and prices of material represent additional factors that
have gradually lessened the earnings, while constant manipulation of rates, rate situations and changes in jobbing and com-

upon every

petitive centers

have reduced compensation for service

all

along

the line.

"A

casual examination of the following statistics, which re-

late to the

Sunset-Central lines only,

will,

I

am

few of our arguments more forcefully than any

sure,
I

convey

think

I

a

could

present

"Expenditures on account of

state,

federal and municipal re-
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quirements and safety devices, $2,200,000; the storm damage during the last two years amounted to $900,000; personal injury

payments, Texas, $165 per mile in 1906; personal injury payments, Texas, $275 per mile in 1914; personal injury payments,
entire United States in 1913 constituted .985 per cent of earnings, while in Texas during the same year this expense was
mail earnings per passenger
2.472 per cent of the earnings
train mile, 10.4c in 1906; mail earnings per passenger train mile,
7.2c in 1914; increased price fuel oil, 1915 over 1906, 109 per cent;
increase in all classes of labor from 20 per cent to 90 per cent,
;

compared with 1900.
"Freight rates instead of being readjusted to conform to
changed conditions have been gradually lowered in most of the
tariffs until the minima are from 20 per cent to 70 per cent
1915,

and the maxima from 10 per cent to 50 per cent lower than
the railroad commission considered reasonable more than 20
years ago, while many important items of expense have doubled.
"The whole situation resolves itself into a plain business
The people rightfully demand safe and reliable
proposition.
transportation. This means good roadbed, new ties, heavy rail,
first-class motive power, good passenger cars with modern conveniences, sound bridges, comfortable depots for passengers,
convenient and adequate facilities for freight. All of these cost
money, more money than the average Texas road can provide
under the present conditions.
"Increase in labor and material changes, taxes, personal injury verdicts, flood and storm damages, should be met by additional earnings, and as earnings are reflected in rates of transit follows the rates should be revised upward instead
downward, and the roads given an opportunity of meeting
their obligations to the public upon a broad and fair basis.
Prosecution and persecution, baiting and browbeating, should
be shelved, and instead there should be put into effect a spirit
of mutual understanding and help and recognition of the great
community of interest which makes the railroads and the
public and particularly the farming public, positively dependent
each upon the other."

portation
of

R.\iLW.\Y

Hotel in Rhodesia.

—A

building at Victoria Falls, in Africa,
It

$250,000 palatial hotel,
is

to be

opened

now

ne.vt year.

has been leased to the Rhodesia Railways (Ltd.).

fall off

safety and comfort, but which cannot be avoided.
"The old-time bugaboos watered stock, over-capitalization,
top-heavy bonds and incompetent administration have no place

59,

—Local

branches of the New York Cenduring the past summer, the competiThe 'bus lines
tion of automobiles run over state highways.
make trips at convenient hours for many people, but they run
over a state-built road bed, doing a public-utility business without Public Service regulation, charging what they please and
Subsidized Carriers.

tral

have severely

operating

when

felt,

they please.

Their service

may

be discontinued

during the winter months, when passenger trains are generally
operated in this section at a loss.
A railroad is responsible
for accidents to passengers or goods.
No guarantee holds
good with auto buses or freight stages, unless the owner hapIn fact, the advanpens to carry heavy liability insurance.
tages given the average 'bus operator practically make him a
state-subsidized competitor of the railroad.
IVatertown (N. Y.)
Herald.

A

Colossal Coal Train.

— The

English sometimes smile at
That has not prevented one Englishman, nevertheless, from compiling the following: On the Midland Railway the quantity of coal and coke
consumed during one year is over 1,830,013 tons. If this were
represented by a single block of Derbyshire coal, the block
would be over 1,000 ft. long and wide and over 60 ft. in height.
All the people in Derbyshire could stand in comfort on this
block, which would outweigh the entire population of England
and Wales. If the year's coal and coke were placed in railway cars, each carrying 10 tons, the resultant train with its
engines (3,014 of them) would be long enough to reach from
The cost to
St. Pancras to the extreme north of Scotland.
the Midland Company of this fuel is $9.30 per minute over
the American's love for striking statistics.

—

$13,220 per day, and

more than

$5,000,000 a year.

Four-Wheel Trucks
A

for

Passenger Train Equipment'

Discussion of the Fundamental Factors of Design
of the Ability of This Type of Truck to Fulfill Them

and

By Roy
uses four-wheel trucks under

The Pennsylvania Railroad
of

its

passenger coaches, although the

P

70 class, 70

ft.

V.

all

in length

and having a seating capacity of 88, weigh light from 118,000 to
Loaded with passengers they weigh about 135,000
122,000 lb.
It is the standard practice
lb., and never more than 140,000 lb.
on that system to use such trucks under all passenger equipment
cars weighing less than 120,000 to 125,000 lb., except for socalled load-carrying cars, including baggage-express, mail, bag-

gage-mail,

when

P

70 coaches

varies

have been in service,
concerned there can be no question.
The possibility of accident would seem to be less with the fourwheel truck because of the smaller number of parts that are

any of the parts

in the ten years the trucks

so that as far as safety

is

required.

(2)

There seems

to be

a

feeling

on the part of some me-

four-wheel truck, with
as compared with 10 to 11

chanical engineers that the

its

shorter

wheel base (7 or 8

ft.

for the

ft.

to weigh over 140,000 lb.
weight of the bodies of the Pennsylvania
and these are now standard on that system

which are designed

etc.,

loaded.

Wright

The

—

from 93,000

light

to 96,000

lb.

much weight

It is

assumed

that these cars reg-

passengers and hand baggage as
coaches on other roads, inasmuch as they seat 88 persons, or
several more than the maximum provided for in the standard

ularly carry as

in

coaches of most roads. It is the practice on the great majority
of railroads to use six-wheel trucks under coach bodies weighing much less than this, comparatively few roads using four-

wheel trucks under bodies weighing more than 85,000 lb. and
many of them using six-wheel trucks under bodies weighing even
than

less

this.

FACTORS IN DESIGN
In designing the trucks for a passenger coach four features
must be kept in mind and generally in the following order as
to importance, although there may be some question as to the

two

relative value of the last

(1)
(2)

They must be designed for safety.
They must ride smoothly, for travelers

are particular as

road with rough-riding
cars if a competitor furnishes better service. With heavy steel
cars operated in long trains at high speed and with the locomoto this in these days

and

will desert a

taxed to the limit of their capacity it is difficult to operate
and brake the trains without occasional roughness and jolts,
and a factor such as truck design cannot be allowed to contribute
further to the rough riding.
(3) The weight of the truck must be kept to a minimum if
for no other reason than the effect on the cost of conducting

tives

transportation.

(4)

The truck should

be designed with a view to keeping the

low as possible. Here, as in the requirement for safety, it is desirable to have as few parts as
possible and of simple construction.
cost of maintenance as

DOES

THE FOUR-WHEEL TRUCK MEET THESE REQUIREMENTS?

How does the four-wheel truck meet these requirements under
the heavy passenger equipment in service on the Pennsylvania
Railroad?
(1) The four-wheel truck of modern steel construction which
has been in use on that system for a number of years has given
splendid satisfaction so far as safety is concerned. As on other

roads some trouble has been experienced with hot boxes, and
was at first thought that the journal-bearing area was too
it
The use of larger bearing areas docs not seem to have
small.
materially improved conditions, and it is now believed that the
difficulty is entirely due to dirt or gritty matter entering the

then becomes one of improving
the journal box lid and dust guard to prevent this, rather than
to increase the diameter or lengtli of the journals.
There has been no breakage of axles except for three cases

journal boxes.

The problem

due to defective material when the first steel trucks were introduced many years ago. No physical weakness has developed in
* From a paper to be presented at the December, 1915, mreting of the
American Society of Mechanical EnRineerj, New York.

Fig.

1— One

End

of Original

Before the Application

Four-Wheel Steel Passenger Car Truck

o( the

Clasp Brakes; Pennsylvania Railroad

six-wheel truck) will ride less easily than the six-wheel truck.
With coil springs over the journals, elliptical springs under the

and provision lor lateral motion of the bolster, it would
seem that there ought not to be much ditTerencc in this respect.
Experiments show that much of the rough riding or jolting
on passenger coaches has been duo lo the niolhod of anchorbolster,
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ing the top of the dead lever to the truck frame.
forces in the truck

when

the truck frame out of horizontal alinement,

"jerky" action.

By anchoring

Fig.

2

The unbalanced

the brakes are applied tend to

thus

tilt

causing a

the dead lever to the body under-

frame

this

Vol.

is

eliminated.

This development

is

59,

No. 23

comparatively

recent and affects the six-wheel as well as the four-wheel truck,

The

effect of

possibly been

anchoring the dead lever to the truck frame has
noticeable on the four-wheel truck, because

more

— Original Four-Wheel Steel Passenger Car Track with Clasp Bralces Applied; Pennsylvania Railroad

December

3,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1915

one-to-one dead levers are used, resulting in a greater pull on
the frame than in the case of the six-wheel truck; then, too,
the resisting moment is less because of the shorter wheel base
of the four-wheel truck. This improvement has been patented.
(3) There is a wide variation in the weights of different
types of steel passenger car trucks, but it is probably fair to
state that a pair of four-wheel trucks will weigh from 10,000
to 15,000

lb.,

or more, less than a pair of six-wheel trucks having
In other words, for the same total

the same carrjing capacity.

i

1

V
Rg. 3

^

Section C-C

\
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weight of car the one with four-wheel trucks will carry ten to
fifteen thousand poimds more loading or body weight, or with
the same weight of body the total weight of the car with fourwheel trucks will be from 10,000 to 15,000 lb. less than the one
For a car weighing 120,000 lb. and
with six-wheel trucks.
equipped with four-wheel trucks this means a saving of from
8 to 11 per cent in total weight as compared with what it would
be if six-wheel trucks w-ere used. On most roads it is the practice to carry car bodies weighing more than 85,000 lb. on six-

-"fz^j^zt:::];-.-^——

— Present Standard Four-Wheel Steel Passenger Car Truck; Pennsylvania Railroad
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wheel trucks, which weigh fully 15,000 lb. per car more than
A locomotive that can haul eight cars
four-wheel trucks.
equipped with such six-wheel trucks over a given division will
haul nine cars of the same seating capacity having four-wheel
trucks

—a

saving

much

to be desired.

Roughly speaking, the cost of maintenance of

(4)

a steel pas-

senger car truck may be said to be very nearly in proportion to
the number of its wheels and axles, these with the brake shoes
being the parts subjected to the greatest wear and requiring
While no exhaustive data is
frequent repairs and renewals.
available as to the comparative cost of repairs and maintenance
of six-wheel and four-wheel trucks of the same carrying capacity, they are said by those who have checked these costs to be
at least 50 per cent greater for the six-wheel truck than for

the four-wheel truck.

DEVELOPMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA FOUR-WHEEL TRUCK
partial check on these conclusions, it is proposed to
review the development of the four-wheel steel truck
for passenger cars on the Pennsylvania Railroad. From the outset and throughout this development the aim has been to reduce the number of parts to a minimum and make the construcThe problem has been complicated
tion as simple as possible.
somewhat by the necessity of providing for the application of

As

a

briefly

motors to the trucks used under motor cars in electrified districts and also by the application within the past few years of
the clasp brakes, which are now standard on the Pennsylvania
for all four-wheel trucks and for all new passenger equipment
In designing the

first

four-wheel

steel trucks in the early part

under the largest coach pos-

it was aimed to use them
and keep within the M. C. B. load limits for 5-in. x 9-in.
Shortly after the trucks had been placed in service three
axles.
of the axles broke in the wheel seat, where the stress is least.
Investigation finally showed that the breakage was due to defects in manufacturing caused by a faulty furnace which had
In the
been discarded shortly after these axles were made.
meantime, however, as a measure of absolute safety, it was decided to increase the axles on existing cars ^2 in. in diameter
and on new cars go to the next larger size standard M. C. B.
Because of hot box troubles the
axle, the S>4-in. x lO-in.
length of journal was afterward increased to 11 in., although

of 1905
sible

experience has
trouble

downward connects
was

since

indicated,

was probably due more

previously

as

box than the lack of journal bearing
journal

now

is

standard

for

noted,

that

the

to dirt getting into the journal

all

area.

The

four-wheel

55^-in.

as

well

x

11-in.

as

six-

wheel trucks.
In going from the wood to the steel construction spring planks,
axle guards and brake beams were done away with, the brake
Each side
levers being attached directly to the brake heads.

frame was formed of two lO-in. 20-lb. channels, with the flanges
The
turned inward and forming a box girder construction.
This
channels were spaced so as to measure 9 in. over-all.
was done to provide sufficient strength for resisting the lateral
stresses, a requirement which has been overlooked in some deTo check or limit the lateral motion or swaying of the
signs.
bolster a spring arrangement was used, as shown in the drawing.

The subsequent use of clasp brakes made
Fig. 2 shows
ify this design somewhat.
modified design, which

in

general

is

it

necessary to

the

details

practically

the

mod-

of

same

this

The detail of the original end conshown in Fig. 1. The end rail in the original
design, which was formed of a ^-in. plate pressed in the form
of an inverted U, 6 in. in width, was changed to make room
The outside brakcheads in the case of
for the brake levers.
for the

outside brakes.
is

the clasp brakes are attached to the lower ends of the brake
which are anchored at the top to castings riveted to the
6-in. channel with flanges turned
ends of the side frames.

levers,

A

tie

rail.

It

bars because of the

impossibility of connecting the tension rods for the outer brakeheads direct to the brake lever. It should be noted, however,
that this brakehead tie bar is a simple rectangular bar and
that the brake tension rod connects to it as close to the
brakehead as possible. Obviously the weight and the cost of
maintenance of this tie bar is much less than for a brakebeam
where the force is applied at the middle. All of the brake
levers, including both the dead and live levers, are made
the same size and are interchangeable except for the drilling.

The
the

peculiar

first

form of the outer brakehead

is

noticeable.

In

application of the clasp brakes the ordinary type of

brakehead was used, with springs to hold it balanced when
hanging loose. These springs were difficult to maintain and
were done away with by redesigning the brakehead and adding
the tail piece.
When the brakehead hangs loose this tail piece
rests against a casting which is riveted to the underside of the
end rail. When the brake is applied there is a clearance of 1/2 in.
This device
between the brakehead tail piece and the rest.
has given most satisfactory results.
The next development was a modification of this design to
provide for the application of a motor for use under motor
cars on electrified divisions. To do this it was found necessary
Transoms
to increase the wheel base from 7 ft. to 8 ft. 6 in.
were also added to support the lip of the motor and the
bolster design

was modified

slightly

;

otherwise the same parts

as in the original design.

The next development was a radical one, the box girder
sideframe being replaced by a Bethlehem lO-in. S4-lb. H-beam,
thus simplifying the design as to construction by reducing the
number of parts and still providing sufficient moment to resist
the side stresses. As shown in Fig. 3, the journal box pedestal
casting has a projection to which the top of the lever for the
outside brake is anchored and which also supports the end

a 6-in H-beam. The H-beam which forms the side frame
lower flange and web cut away over part of the journal
box pedestal casting and is strongly riveted to it through both
the upper and lower flanges. The casting which was formerly
rail,

has

its

rail to balance the brakehead was replaced
which is sprung over and welded to the lower
flanges of the end rail.
Another noticeable change was the shortening of the bolster
hangers, thus limiting the amount of side swing and making

used on the end

by a

steel

clip

possible to do away with the complicated spring mechanism
which was formerly used to check and limit the lateral motion
Before making this
of the bolster with the longer hangers.
change the springs were gradually blocked and finally wedged
As this had no noticeable
solid on a number of the cars.
it

effect

on the smooth

riding,

it

was decided

to discard the springs

entirely.

of these changes, that is, the side frame
and the change in the hanging of the bolster,
were first made on four-wheel trucks for suburban cars, several
hundred of which were built. These trucks, however, were of
lighter construction than those used under the standard coaches

The more important

construction

not be considered in this discussion.

The

details

of

and

will

this

improved truck as designed for use under standard coaches

are shown in Fig.

3.

as

the original design, other than the braking arrangement, except
for changes in the end construction of the frame to provide

struction
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forms the end

these castings and

necessary to add brakehead

also

were used

trucks.

Vol.

The Bagpad Rah^way.—The Sofia correspondent of a Holland
paper writing on the progress of the Bagdad Railway, points
out that there is now only wanting the completion of the Bagdad
tunnel, which was pierced in May, and upon which work is now
being prosecuted with all available energy, and the 24 miles of
railway through the Taurus mountains the mo.st ditHcult piece
of the whole line, in which about 70 tunnels, viaducts, and other

—

engineering works occur.

It is

hoped that the work

pleted in the course of next year.

from Bagdad has proceeded north

The

will be

com-

continuation of the line

to Tekrif 90 miles.

A

Large

Track
The

Depression Project at Minneapolis
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Building Conis

crete Street Viaducts to Eliminate

By C. N. Bainbridge
Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago

Office

One

the depression of the tracks of the

is

Hastings and Dakota division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul through the southwest part of Minneapolis. With but few
exceptions, the ehmination of grade crossings in cities has been
brought about by the elevation of the tracks and the depression
In the

of the streets.
are reversed,

i.

e.,

work described

these methods

herein,

the tracks are being depressed

from

from

18 to 20

and carried
across the depression on bridges. Thirty-seven grade crossings
are to be eliminated and the depression extends for approximately three miles.
Just prior to the completion of the Puget Sound extension
from Mobridge to Seattle in 1909, the double tracking of the
line from Minneapolis through Aberdeen to Mobridge was commenced and the grading has now been practically completed
from Minneapolis to Aberdeen, with the exception of a short
stretch at the eastern terminus, which is being constructed as

and the

ft.,

The

of the largest projects for the ehmination of grade cross-

ings recently undertaken

streets are being elevated

37 Grade Crossings

2 to 4

ft.

tracks which are to be depressed pass through a portion

residence district of Minneapolis and although
numerous industries line the right of way for the greater part
of the distance, it was desirable to have the finished work give

of

the better

as pleasing an effect as possible.

Considerable attention was,
most suitable type of

therefore, given to the selection of the
bridge.

The

tracks cross practically

all

of

the

angle of approximately 90 deg. and the right of

at

an

way was

of

streets

width throughout, with one or two exceptions, where
additional land had to be bought, to adopt a uniform span
Although there was some variation in the width of
bridge.
streets and roadways as required by the city, it was thought that
probably unit construction (building slab and bent units at a
central plant and lifting them into place) could be adopted.
Accordingly designs were made and estimates and methods of
erection were studied, but after due consideration, it was decided
sufficient

fast as the track depression progresses.

In the latter part of December, 1910, the

by

city

ordinance to depress

from Hiawatha avenue
tracks on bridges,
the

right

of

way

all

at

its

St.

Paul was ordered

tracks westward through the city

to Irving avenue,

and to carry over its
which crossed

streets within these limits

grade.

Previous to the passage of

this

ordinance. Fourth and Fifth avenues, which are located about
midway of the depression, formed natural undercrossings with
the tracks due to the topography of the

site.

The ordinance

A
to

Shovel Taking a Third Cut

abandon the idea of unit construction and build the structures

in place, for the

following reasons

Aliout .SO per cent of the concrete in each hridge would have to
(1)
Ik- I)uill
in place in hoth hrijRcs, of unit construction anil those of mono*
lithic construction.
This would have required a inovahle plant for the
ahutinents, as well as a stationary plant for the slabs and bents, if the
strurlurcs had been built as units.
Estimates showed that a larger yardage of concrete would be
(2)
(^lircd in the intit than in the monolithic construction, as well as more
cciuii
^tc^^,
due to erection stresses and simple instead of continuous beam
1

.letiiiii.

The work would extend over three or four seasons, and in order
run the stationary plant efficiently, all the work on the different units
have to be done continuously, covering a period of about nine
months.
This would have necessitated space for the storage of some of
the slabs and henis for from one to two years, besides tying up a considerable aniotnit of money for a long time before the structures would
(.i)

to

wonlcl

A
requires

Building Being Underpinned by Concrete Columns
tlial

tlic

strcil

Fourth avenue shall
Fifth avenue, however,
at

vvliicli
lie

originally passed uniUr

carried over

tlic

llu-

really
(4)

tracks

tracks on a viaduct.

is a less important street, and the ordinance allows this to become a grade crossing, thereby avoiding
Hennepin avenue, situated at
considerable property damages.
the west end of the depression, had previously (in 1897) been

carried across the tracks and no further change

Work was

was

rciiuircd.

started at the west end early in 1912, and has been

on lonlinuously, with the exception of two or three
months during the winter seasons. The project is now approximately 7.S per cent completed, and it is llu- intnuion In complete the work in the fall of 1910.
carried

be retiuired.

The mixitig and placing of concrete would have been cheaper in
the luiit construction than it is in the monolithic construction, provided
the stationary plant were run eflu-iently and a large niunbcr of the units
It was
were alike, so that the forms could have been used to advantage.
estimated, however, that this dilTcrcnce in cost would be practically balanced by the additional yardage and additional cost of storing and erecting units after they were made.
{S)
In the ease of unit construction, it would have been necessary
to know beforehand just how each crossing was to be treated, and no
changes could have been made later without discarding units already
made.
The ntonolithic construction h.id the advantage over the unit
const ruction in that it allows a modification of Ihc bridges to meet local
conttitituis up to the time each hritlgc is built.
llwing to the excessive weight of the units, it would have been
((>)
necrssaiy to alter the heaviest erecting equipment o( the railw-ay in order
This would have
Ihal II might lift and swing these slabs into pi>»ilion.
prevented the use of the equipment for other work for two or three years.
been occasion
would
have
there
construction,
of
the
case
unit
In
(7)
to interfere with traffic to a greater extent than with the monolithic
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This would he caused by the hauling of the different unit*
construction.
from the storage yard or plant to the bridge; shifting the position of the
derrick car from one track to another, to facilitate the placing of the units;
and, finally, the placing of the units themselves, which would weigh from
These would have to be lifted and swung a considerable
35 to 45 tons.
distance, making the chance of accident greater with the unit system than
with the monolithic system.

BRIDGES

The

structure finally adopted

type of

is

that

shown

the

in

accompanying drawing. The bridges are of reinforced concrete
and conform to a uniform design. On account of the various
widths of roadways, the structures vary in width from 48 ft. to
68 ft. overall, including the roadway, two 8-ft. sidewalks and hand
and with the exception of two structures, they consist
railings
of three spans, the center one being 29 ft. 6 in., and the side
spans 29 ft. in the clear. They are supported at the ends on
abutments, and at the third points on skeleton piers or columns.
This arrangement permits placing two main tracks under the
The side spans cover the slope of the cut where
center span.
only two main tracks are depressed, but they are of sufficient
width to allow the placing of two additional tracks on either
;

for industrial purposes or railway use, as conditions re-

side

alteration of abutments only.

quire, with the

The two exceptions noted

above, one at Fourth avenue and the

other at Clinton avenue, are of 10 spans and 6 spans respectively, and carry those streets across a team yard which will be
located about
3-ard is to be

midway of the depression.
made from Twenty-ninth

Entrance to the team
which parallels

street,

the tracks, and also from Fifth avenue, which, as previously
mentioned, is to become a grade crossing. The clearance over
the

main tracks

industry tracks

18

is
is

18

ft.

6

in.,

and that over the side tracks or

ft.

The abutments used under

these bridges are of three types

small bank abutment used on bridges which do not make
for industry tracks under the side span.
height abutment, which is high enough to provide for one track under the side span.
The high abutment, which is high enough to provide for two
(3)

The

(1)

provisions

The intermediate

(2)

tracks under the side span.

The small bank abutments are of the ordinary gravity type.
They are but 9 ft. high from bridge seat to foundation. The
•a

c
a

3
o

footing is 2 ft. thick, and the toe projects 12 in. beyond the
neatwork. The abutments extend the full width of the street
and have retaining walls, which extend back to the right of
for the narrower
of 80- and 100-ft.
widths.
The intermediate height abutments are of the reinforced concrete counterfort type, and are 19 ft. high from bridge
The toe projects 3 ft. 6 in. beyond the
seat to foundation.

way

They are

line.

and

streets,

in

in

two

sections

for

built

three

face of abutment and the footing
terforts are provided every 12

ft.

is

sections
streets

stepped in the rear.

Coun-

The high abutments

are of

the reinforced concrete counterfort type, and are 24
high from bridge seat to footing. The toe extends 4

ft.

6

in.

6 in.
base is

ft.

of the abutment and is 3 ft. 6 in. deep. The
stepped twice in the rear, the total width of base being 15 ft.
6 in. The bridge seat on all abutments is 18 in. wide, not including a 4-in. coping 1:3:6 concrete was used in the gravity
in front

;

abutments, and

The

1 :2i/^ ;5

concrete in the reinforced type.
ft. 6 in. high and consist of

piers of the bridges are 25

depending on the width of the bridges,
on spread footings of plain concrete. The coliunns

four, five or six columns,

and

rest

The
ft. square, spaced about 11 ft. 6 in. center to center.
footings were poured in one run, reinforcing bars projecting
about 4 ft. above the construction joint to form a splice with
key block 14 in.
the main reinforcing steel in the columns.
are 2

A

placed at the construction joint at the base of each
column. The cross girders connecting the top of the columns
These girders are 2 ft. thick
are cast with the floor beams.
and 4 ft. 6 in. deep and are joined to the columns by circular

square

arches,

is

which add materially to the strength and appearance

of the structure.

They are reinforced

with straight bars

in the top

bent-up bars.

The

fillets

as a

continuous beam

and bottom and with stirrups and
or curved portion are reinforced with

December
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The

plain concrete

reinforced

and the remainder of the bent is 1 :2 :4 concrete.
The accompanying illustration shows also the saddle which
This
is used to protect the sewers crossing the right of way.
consists of an 8-in. layer of concrete forming an arch, reinforced with j4-in. bars along the intrados' and ^-in. bars along
the extrados. A 1-in. layer of felt is placed between the concrete covering and the top of the sewer.

completed.

bars placed at 45 deg.

The
6

in.

footings are of

T-beam

floors of the bridges are of the

deep, including 5

from abutment

1 :3 :6

type, are 3
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concrete

and

Water and gas mains

in

built

is

as well as

the

after

place,

floor

is

numerous conduits of various

companies were encountered at the majority of the streets.
Ledges are provided on the side of the stems of adjacent
utility

ft.

of paving, and are built continuous

in.

to abutment, a distance of 91

joints being placed at the bridge seats.

6

ft.

in.,

The stems of

expansion

beams

the

under the roadway are 13 in. wide, spaced 5 ft. center to center.
The sidewalk slab has a span of 8 ft. The outer beam under
the sidewalk was given the form of three 3-centered arches for
appearance. All other beams are straight on the bottom with
at

fillets

The beams are

the supports.

figured

as

continuous

for three spans and are reinforced with 1-in. and }^-m. bars,

part of which are bent up near the supports to provide

shear and negative

moment over

the supports.

are also used in reinforcing for sheer.

As a

for

Vertical stirrups

precaution against

due to any unequal settlement which might occur at the
abutments or piers, a small excess of steel is placed over the
center supports and in the beams. The foundations are for the
most part of good gravel, and, as the structures are designed
for a bearing of only 2.5 tons per sq. ft. on the foundations,
the danger of unequal settlement is slight.
The slabs between the T-beams vary in thickness from 6^ in.
to 11 in., to provide for the crown of roadway and the grade on
the bridge. They are reinforced with straight and bent ^-in.
cracks,

bars spaced 6

in.

center to center.

The sidewalk

3

slabs are 5^-in.

i

^

— A Temporary

Foot Bridge

in the

Background

The cost of this, however,
proved to be excessive and provisions are now made to carry
the water pipes across under the bridge floors in a similar man-

neath the abutments and tracks.

^3-0
30-0

60

•0.

^

Half Selctiom

Plant

T-beams to carry the conduits across the bridges. At first the
gas and water mains were carried across the depression be-

-— //

p'-a'I/erfico/ Curiae ,30-OyerticolCur^e

','^nr/ide

The Concrete

,a-o

3 % Grade

HALF E.L^VAT/ON
Saddle overSe\r\/er

Showing small bonk dbufmenf Showing high abufmenf where

2 tracks are used under sie^e span
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.,— ! <r^rr«ie

X-QVerticol Curve^
,
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Zl-O'

(3-1 1\

£

\

16\
(SJ

,6-

)

•«l«*l

Half Sectiom
Showing medium

hieight abutment

where J industry track

is

ujed under

side s/jon.

'Street Line

3ECT/ONAL Plan E>-f5
Typical Plan of Reinforced Concrete Viaducts
thick,

have a

;!^-in.

bent

l-in. finishing

liars

spaced 7

in.

coat on top, and arc reinforced with
center to center. Concrete in the slabs,

beams and cross girders is of 1 :2 :4 mix. A layer of 1 :2
cement mortar is placed in the bottom of all beams and slabs
to a sufficient depth to insure the covering of all bars before

any concrete

is

poured.

Tlie

liatui

rail

is

of

the

solid

type

ner to that used for the conduits.
of about 3

in.

in thickness is

being moulded to
is

used across

The

tlie

fit

the pipe.

,\

compressed

fiber

covering

placed around the pipes, the fiber

Wrought

pipe with screw tlireads

bridges in place of the usual cast iron pipe.

bridges which do not carry street cars arc designed to

carry a moving concentrated load of 24 tons on two axles at
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S-ft.

upon the remaining
which carry street
carry two 40-ton cars and 100 lb. per sq. ft.

gage and a load of 100

cars are designed

.to

per

lb.

The

portion of the roadway.

sq.

ft.

six bridges

The

upon the remaining portion of the roadway.

live

loads

Vol.

shipping and receiving floors beneath, while

CONSTRUCTION

The excavation work

the industries are located on the north side
of the tracks, Twenty-ninth street being adjacent to the right of
way on the south side for nearly the full length of the de-

shovel, the material being

The majority of

The presence of these industries introduced special
pression.
problems and was the cause of considerable delay and numerous
controversies.

maintained that the railway comall changes to industries and
industry tracks made necessary to continue service on the lower
The railway
level after the main tracks had been depressed.
company, on the other hand, contended that the tracks were
industrial
liable

others allowed

on skeleton framework. The accompanying photographs illustrate some of the methods used in solving the various problems.

INDUSTRIES AND INDUSTRY TRACK FACILITIES

The

No. 23

the slopes to extend under the building, supporting the buildings

are increased 50 per cent to provide for impact.

pany was

still

59,

concerns

for the cost of

lowered by order of the city authorities as a measure of public
safety, and not for the benefits, nor on the initiative of the
railroad, and that therefore the industries should make any adjustments required at their own expense and also pay the cost
Litigation was avoided
of changing the tracks serving them.
when the railway company decided, because of the many switches
and the great amount of switching which would otherwise come
off of the main track, to construct a third track from which to

being done with a 65-ton Bucyrus
removed by two trains of 20 standard

is

gage 12-yd. air dump cars each. The excavated material varies
from sand to gravel and is used largely for filling a site for
a freight yard at Bass Lake, about nine miles from the depression, and also for taking out some sags in the main track
immediately west of the work. The excavation for the abutments is made in many instances in advance of the shovel, the
material being thrown in front of the abutment site and then
loaded on cars as the shovel passes. Where this is impossible,
material is loaded on wagons by hand and used for grading the
Two train crews are employed
street approaches to the bridges.
to handle the cars to and from Bass Lake, each crew spotting
A third crew and engine handle
its own cars at the shovel.
the cars at the yard, using a spreader.

The
lowering the tracks, two methods were employed.
ft. of right of way is largely confined between private

In
first

3,000

serve the industry spurs. As in practically all cases the right of way
was only wide enough to depress two main tracks without resorting to retaining walls, the railway company contributed to
the industries an amount approximately equivalent to what

would have had

it

to

expend

to

construct

a

retaining wall,

within the right of way, adequate to provide for the third track,

The industries expended this
the spur tracks were absent.
in altering their plants and providing the spur tracks,
while the railroad was relieved from any further responsibility

if

money

for retaining adjacent lands.
the railroad company,

tlie

Notwithstanding

result to the

this decision of

industries in providing

A

\

!

1

f

i

.^^1

ly^^ytfl
~

^

property and was not of sufficient width to allow a temporary
operating track to be constructed, without one or more shifts,
while excavation to the final grade was being made. Excavation

was consequently made

-

I

^7<^

IP
^E^^

in

stages,

cuts while the operating track
levels,

m ^K

Building Underpinned by a Masonry Wall

before reaching

its

was

final

the

shovel

making several

shifted several times to lower

position.

The

shovel

worked

of a length of about 2,500 ft., which is equivalent to
about eight city blocks, with temporao' run-oflfs to meet the
original grade of the tracks on grades- of from 2.5 to 3 per cent.

in cuts

On

the remainder of the work, however, a temporary operating
was constructed along Twenty-ninth street, which is paral-

track

Elevation of a Typical Viaduct Elevator for Raismg Coal on the
Right

themselves with industry tracks and adjusting their plants to the
lower level, was a very large and burdensome expense, and it

was also a large additionad burden to the railroad.
There are about 20 industries situated along the depression
and no two were treated alike. Each industry required special
treatment to meet the requirements of the particular situation.
For the most part, each industry handled its work with its own
exengineers, although the railroad assisted to a considerable
In some cases where the buildings were
tent with suggestions.
the entire propold and of little value, they were torn down and

and now buildings conerty excavated to the new track
buildings, and added
the
underpinned
concerns
Other
structed.
level

and adjacent to the right of way. This permitted the shovel
by regular train movements.
After the shovel had started and was in operation, it was necessary to block trafiic on seven or eight adjacent streets, until
the excavation was completed to the final grade. A temporary
timber bridge was then erected at one street to provide for
street traffic until some one of the concrete bridges could be
constructed and opened to traffic.
At the six streets where street car traffic had to be handled,
a temporary bridge for street car traffic spanning the first cut
of the shovel was constructed as soon as the shovel had made
After the shovel passed through
its first cut across the street;
lel

to operate in the- cut unrestricted

for the second time, however, street car traffic was discontinued
across the cut and passengers were required to transfer from
cars on one side of the cut to cars waiting on the other side.

December
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3,

crossing the cut by steps leading

vated in the

As

stages.

first

down

into the portion exca-

the shovel progressed and the cut

became deeper, an overhead foot bridge was provided, which
was lowered after each trip of the shovel, until on the approximate grade of the final bridge. The abutments for the bridges
carrj'ing street car trafiic were, as a rule, in course of construc-

tion before street car traffic

was discontinued, and the bridge was

completed as soon as possible after service was discontinued.
For the first two seasons of work, stationary stiff leg derricks
were erected at each bridge site at the original ground level
and in such a position as to reach any portion of the structure.
This allowed the derrick to be used in erecting the falsework,
forms and reinforcing, and for placing the concrete for the
whole bridge. During this last season, however, A-frame derricks fitted with hand crabs or hoists were used to erect the
falsework and forms. The concrete was then placed from a
portable concrete plant, traveling on the construction track at
the low level.
This consisted of a J^-yd. mixer of the
drum type, mounted at the rear of a flat car. Following this
was a track pile driver converted into an elevator, using the
leads as guides for a specially designed ^/2-yd. dump bucket with
the discharge door at the bottom of the forward side.
The
concrete was raised and then conveyed to the forms by chutes.
The accompanying illustration show's the complete concreting

Owing

plant in operation.

to the similarity of the bridges, unit

forms are being employed to good advantage and are being
used from three to five times with but slight alterations.
In all, there will be about 900,000 cu. yd. of material excavated
about 33,000 cu. yd. of concrete and 900 tons of reinforcing bars
will be required for the bridges, abutments and retaining walls.

According to usual practice on the St. Paul, the work is
being done by company forces under the direction of C. F.
The plans are prepared under the
Loweth, chief engineer.
direction of H, C. Lothholz, acting engineer of design, and the
construction work is in charge of W. R. Powrie, district engineer, Minneapolis.
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Democratic committee as part of the propaganda for the shipping
bill.
"The conditions w'hich exist in ocean transportation,"
said Mr. Norris, "and the theory upon which government intervention must be justified, are so wholly different from the railroad situation that there can be neither analogs- nor comparison
between the two. Moreover, as the government intervention
would probably be temporary ultimately j'ielding the field to
private capital and would probably show a balance on the
wrong side of the ledger, the opponents of government ownership of railroads should rather welcome the experiment as likely
to prove an illuminating object-lesson."
Interesting comments on the proposed shipping bill from a
New England railroad man, E. D. Codman, former president
of the Fitchburg Railroad, are contained in an interview, which
is here presented for the first time.
Mr. Codman believes that
the government merchant marine line offers the only means of
overcoming the discrimination enforced bj- the "shipping pool"
against Atlantic seaboard ports.
His statement follows
"Because I see no other way of relieving Boston of the burden
of discrimination laid upon her commerce by the foreign-owned
shipping pool, I feel I can endorse the idea of placing in commission a government-owned merchant marine.
This government-owned service would seem to be able to deal with the
present situation by establishing a fair transportation rate between here and Europe. At the same time it would give ports
such as Boston a chance to enter on equitable terms the competition for the trade of South America.
"Take, for example, the rates from this port to Liverpool.

—

—

We are so much nearer Liverpool than is New York to that
English port, that a vessel can make a little better than eleven
trips from Boston to Liverpool and back while she would be
making ten trips from New York to Liverpool and back. Applied
to freight rates, that saving in time should make a difference
in our favor, and applied to passengers it should amount to
enough to pay a $5 fare from

New York

to Boston on a

first-

class passenger.

THE SHIPPING
By W.

"Yet under the conditions established by the shipping combine
on the Atlantic, the railroads carrying a sliipment from Chicago

BILL

to be sent to Liverpool are allowed practically only the

L. Stodd.\rd
W'.\SHiNCTON, Dec.

1

Signs are increasing that the fight for the shipping bill, which
to be one of the most important items in the Administration's
program this winter, will be of more than cursory interest to
is

The congestion of

the railroads.

freight in the east, due to lack

being used as an argument for government-owned
in a despatch from Washington early in the
week, bearing all the marks of oflicial inspiration, it is declared
that the Interstate Commerce Commission, at the suggestion of
of ships,

is

and

freighters,

the President, has been investigating ocean frei.ght rates and the
relations between rail carriers in the United States and transatlantic

steamship companies.

collected,

it

is

Some

of

the

information thus

declared, reveals close relations between the land

and sea carriers, "particularly in matters connected with through
If
freight shipments from interior points to foreign ports.
power is granted to the shipping board to prescribe reasonable
it probably would include the power
conjunction with the Interstate Commerce

rates for steamship traffic,
to

fix,

possibly

in

Commission, joint through rates from

tlic

interior

to

ports in

may

be well to state that from interviews had with officers of the Administration who arc in the
thick of the work for the shipping bill, it would seem that the
bill is almost certain to be received very favorably by Congress.
During the last year, so the reports which come to Administration leaders have it, there has been a decided change of sentiIn this connection

it

ment for the measure, and

in

spite of the opposition, traceable

foreign shipowners and those who are const ilutionally
against government ownership, the President's pet scheme will
the

have pleasant,

if

not absolutely successful, sailing in Congres-

sional waters.

George W. Norris, former director of wharves at Phil.idelphia,
a statement here the other day which was issued by the

made

same

to deliver that shipment

on the docks in Boston as to
deliver it on the pier in New York.
On both exports and imports the rates allowed the railroads arc so low as to afford

The fact that there is less profit in bringing shipments by rail to Boston than to New York discourages
the railroads from developing their service here.
Boston is
the victim of this discrimination.
Only when her ocean rates
onl)' a slight profit.

Europe are readjusted on a basis of the shorter distance ran
she hope to get a fair chance at the export business. The trouble
lies in the fact that the foreign-controlled shipping pool has
arbitrary control of the rales.
to

"If the United States government will build and opcr.it e, or

control

the

operation of, a mercltant marine that will

upon the task of correcting
will be the gainer.

The

on any other basis than

this

injustice,

enter

the whole country

whenever rates are fixed
of a fair price for the service

public loses
that

rendered, as in the case of ocean freight transportation.
Let
government put on a line of ships temporarily, and the
shipping pool will have to meet the rates which a government

the

board

other countries."

to

amount

shall

determine are fair for the distance from Boston to

Liverpool.
"I

do not believe

private capital

in government ownership of shipping where
can and does render equal service for a fair

But I do believe that where private capital is so combined,
and under control .so far removed from the action of public
opinion, as is the case with our trans-Atlantic shipping, and
where it fails so notably to render to the public a rea>^onablc
service at a fair price, the government should step in with its
own correrlivc power. The corrective power in this instance
is not the legal regulation of the rates to be charged by the
privately owned lines, but the temporary establishing of a
shipping line which will set the desired standard of service.
"Boston will be the i:,iiner if this Is done"
price.

General News Department
trains of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the
York, Ontario & Western now run to and from the new
passenger station of the New York Central at Utica, N. Y., making that the union station for the city.

The

New

The Denver & Rio Grande announces

that after the end of
this year the dining cars of that road will carry no intoxicating
liquors.
This rule is to apply not only in Colorado, where a
prohibitory law goes Into effect on January 1, but also in Utah

and

New

Mexico.

A. D. Parker, vice-president of the Colorado & Southern, has
announced that contracts covering the handling of business for
the Colorado Midland between Denver and Colorado Springs
over the Colorado & Southern, will be terminated on May 1,
as part of a plan to rearrange division points.

Homer

B. Vanderblue, assistant professor of transportation
Northwestern University School of Commerce, has been
awarded the second prize of $500, awarded annually by Hart,
Schaffner & Marx, for essays on economic subjects. Mr. Vanderblue's paper was on the subject of "Railroad Valuation."
at

The Massachusetts Public Service Commission is making
another investigation of the capital, expenditures and investments of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and will
assess the cost of it, up to $10,000, against the company.
Accountants are examining the company's books and a public
hearing will be given by the commission on December 7.
•

The Coconino Water Development and Stock Company,

re-

cently organized in Arizona, proposes to lay 200 miles of pipe
to supply water to the desert stations on the line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe between Ash Fork and Angell, about
90 miles, and also to the tourist resort towns on the rim of the

Grand Canyon. The water is to be obtained by drilling wells
on the slope of San Francisco Peak, about 10 miles north of
Flagstaff.

The

legislature of Georgia, which has just finished an extra
session, has created a commission of five persons to have power
to lease the Western & Atlantic Railroad, owned by the state.

The chairman of the commission is Governor N. E. Harris and
another member is C. M. Candler, chairman of the State Railroad Commission. The Western & Atlantic is now operated by
the Nashville, Chattanooga
expires in 1919.

&

St.

Louis under a lease which

A. W. Newton, assistant to president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed chairman of the Engineering
Committee, western group. Presidents' Conference Committee
for the Federal Valuation of the Railways, succeeding H. C.
Phillips, who was appointed assistant general secretary of the
Presidents' Conference Committee some time ago. C. F. Loweth
has been made a member of the Engineering Committee, western
group, Presidents' Conference Committee.
R. C. Richards* chairman of the Central Safety Committee of
the Chicago & North Western, in issuing a bulletin to employees calling for more general use of postal cards prepared
by the division safety committee, on which employees or patrons
arc invited to make suggestions for making railroad operation
safer and more satisfactory to the public, calls attention to the
fact that from January 1, 1911, to September 1 last, 24,176 recommendations were made on the safety postal cards and otherwise, of which 23,.'i02 were adopted and have already been put
into effect.

Indictments were returned last week by the federal gratid jury
Kansas City against the St. Louis & San Francisco and the
Union Pacific railroads and the Western Tie & Timber Company, of St. Louis, charging an illegal reduction by which the
timber company paid less than the lawful tariff rates for transThe president of the timber company
portation of oak ties.
has given out a statement that the reduction of the rates arose
at

from a readjustment of divisions between the two railroads,
and that according to the traffic departments and attorneys the
proper rate was paid.

The Southern Railway, as a result of two years' attention to
the education of special apprentices, has now in its employ, in
the roadway department, 13 student apprentices, of whom seven
have been promoted to the position of assistant supervisor. The
company seeks to enlist in its service young men of technical
training, who were born and bred in the South, and is at all
times looking out for graduates of the leading southern universities.
Special attention is given not only to scholastic attainment but also to personality, as judged by teachers and fellow
students
and special consideration is accorded also to men
who wholly or in part have paid their own way through college.
Students have to begin on the road as common section
laborers.
;

Victor Carlstrom, a Swede, riding in a Curtiss biplane of a
type, with a motor of 160 h.p., flew last week from Toronto, Ont., to New York City, by a route said to be about 600
miles 'long, in 400 minutes, or at the rate of 90 miles an hour.
This, however, was not the inclusive time, as the aviator was
compelled to stop over at Binghamton because of dizziness, due
partly to a strong wind and partly to ill health.
The 6 hours
and 40 minutes represents the time actually on the wing. Most
of the journey was made at a height of about 5,000 ft.
The
railroad lines of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the
Erie were the aviator's guides for most of the way.
He
started with 146 gallons of gasolene and with a total dead weight
of about 960 lb.

new

The attorney-general of Texas proposes to get a receiver
appointed for the Pacific Fruit Express in order to compel
payment of a large sum of money which is alleged to be due
on account of a tax of 3 per cent on its gross receipts from intrastate business since October 1, 1909
if the court grants the
application which has been filed. The Pacific Fruit Express has
no permit to do business in Texas, but its cars have been run
extensively in the state for many years. If the officers accept
service and come into court there will be a straight contest of
the legal right of the state to tax the gross receipts of private car
lines.
Cars of a large number of private car lines are run in
Texas, but it is said that very few of them have observed the
gross-receipt tax law.

—

The Western Association

of Short Line Railroads, with
conducting a publicity campaign in
the interest of an increase in railway mail pay, and is sending
to newspapers articles giving information regarding the effect
of the present low rates on the short line railroads.
The
association says that "this matter is most vital to the little
office

in

San Francisco,

is

railroads in the mountain districts and the Pacific coast. These
roads are none of them prospering, most of them are losing
money, and a few are in the hands of a receiver. The association is composed of these small roads.
think that the

We

government should be as

shippers, and we
believe that rates for mail pay should be fixed by the Interstate
fair to us as other

Commerce Commission."
Smoke Abatement
The
tee

in

Chicago

report of the Chicago Association of

Commerce Commit-

on smoke abatement, which was presented

at a dinner at
Chicago, December 1, is reported in another column. The report was presented by Judge Jesse Holdom of the Illinois Appellate Court, as chairman of the committee. Harry A. Wheeler,
vice-president of the Union Trust Company, spoke on the "History and Problems of the Committee."
Harrison B. Riley,
president of the Chicago Title & Trust Company, spoke on the
"Arguments and Conclusion of the Report," and Charles L.
Dering, president of the Chicago Association of Commerce,
accepted the report on behalf of the association.

December

3,
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Committee on Prevention

of Accidents at

Highway Crossings

At the recent meeting of the American Railway Association,
on the recommendation of the executive committee, the president appointed a Special Committee on the Prevention of Accidents at Grade Crossings, consisting of seven members, with
James A. McCrea, general manager of the Long Island, as
chairman, representing the railroads of the country territorially
The other members of the
to consider the whole question.
committee are J. Q. Van Winkle, assistant to general manager,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway C. L. Bardo,
L. E.
general manager. New York, New Haven & Hartford
Howard Elliott, San Pedro,
Jeffries, general attorney, Southern
Los Angeles & Salt Lake W. J. Towne, assistant general manager, Chicago & North Western, and W. R. Scott, vice-president and general manager. Southern Pacific.
;

;

;

;
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car record report, one freight conductor was reprimanded. For
intoxication off duty, a yard conductor was suspended two
weeks, and another was reprimanded for failing to deliver manifests.
third yard conductor was reprimanded for despatching a train without manifest, while a yard flagman was reprimanded for sitting on rail.
passenger fireman was reprimanded for improper firing and a freight fireman was suspended
a trip for collision.
Reprimands and suspensions of brakemen were imposed as
follows
passenger brakeman for starting train before car
was loaded a yard brakeman for drinking off duty and making false statement about the offense
for draft collision, five
brakemen reprimanded leaving work without permission, yard
brakeman suspended and sleeping on duty, one telephone exchange operator demoted to position of extra telephone opera-

A

A

:

A
;

;

;

;

tor.
St.

On November

Paul Electrification Tests

13 the Chicago,

Milwaukee &

Paul made
locomotives which has just

a test of one of the new electric
been received for operation on the Rocky Mountain division.
This test was made on the tracks of the Butte, Anaconda &
This locoPacific, as power is not yet available on the St. Paul.
motive, weighing 284 tons, took an ore train with 4,660 tons
trailing load down a 1 per cent grade from Butte at a maximum
speed of 25 miles an hour, reducing to 16 miles an hour on a portion of the line with heavy curvature and to a minimum of 7
Regenerative braking was applied on the demiles an hour.
scending grade, returning 21 per cent of the current to the line.
As there was only 2,200 volts on this line at the time the test
was made and as the St. Paul line will operate at 3,000 volts,
it is estimated theoretically that on this basis 52.5 per cent of
the power would have been returned on the St. Paul line on
the 2 per cent mountain grade or 38.1 per cent on a 1 per
cent grade. This same locomotive took this train up a 0.4 per cent
grade into Anaconda on this low voltage. Three locomotives
have now been received. Additional exhaustive tests of the locomotives will be conducted on the 2 per cent grades over the
Rocky Mountains next week.
Street Accidents in

New York

City

The New York

State Public Service Commission, First District, reports a marked decrease in casualties to persons on
railroads and street railroads in that district [New York City,
population about 5,000,000] for the month of October, 1915. Only
12 persons were killed during the month, which is the smallest
The largest number of
total in the history of the Commission.
This was
fatalities ever reported, 67, was in September, 1907.
within three months after the creation of the Public Service
Commission and two years before the Commission issued orders
for the installation of efficient fenders and wheelguards on street
surface railroad cars. These devices, together with the improved
types of cars installed by the companies, the installation of air
brakes, and quite recently the establishment of the near-side stop
for street cars, have resulted in materially reducing the number
of fatal accidents. When tlic Commission was created the number of persons killed ranged from 500 to 600 a year. This has
been practically reduced 50 per cent, though there has been a
great increase in traffic.
Of the total of 5,395 accidents 3,920
occurred on surface lines, 950 on subway and elevated lines,
509 on standard railroad lines, 12 on railroad terminal [freight]
and 3 on motor bus lines. Of the killed 6 met death on the surface lines, 4 on the subway and elevated lines, 1 on railroad lines
and 1 on a railroad terminal line.
Strict Discipline

The Altoona Tribtme

The New Haven

St.

reports, evidently on authentic information, that 28 employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad were
disciplined during the week ending November 14 by the superintendent of the Middle division.
For running past a stop signal, a passenger cngineman was
suspended a week, and another was reprimanded for failing
to stop and report a medium-speed signal light out.
Overlooking orders brought a trip suspension for a passenger engineman and a reprimand for his fireman. A passen>;er ronductor
was suspended two days for failing to look after his train
properly, another was suspended two days for failing to notify
his eiigineman of restricted speed.
For failing to make proper

Trial

Charles S. Mellen, testifying for the government in the trial
in the Federal Court in New York on Monday last, said that
John L. Billard, the Meriden coal dealer, was such a good friend
to the New York, New Haven & Hartford that if "my directors
had asked me to take a pound of flesh out of him, he would have
willingly gone off' bleeding." Mr. Billard, as noted in last week's
issue, held a large block of Boston & Maine shares for the New
Haven for more than a year and then sold it back to the latter.
Mr. Billard, it appears, willingly gave up a nominal profit of
$2,750,000 for an actual profit of $150,000.
The New Haven
settled with him, in 1909, for $450,000, but he gave up $300,000
of it to Frank Brown, a Connecticut lawyer who had helped him
to get the charter of the Billard Company and wanted, according
to Mr. Mellen, to give $50,000 to him.
After this settlement,
Billard endorsed the stock of the Billard Company to Mr. Mellen
and the latter held it for two years when it was turned back to

Mr. Billard.

A

large part of the session on Tuesday was devoted to a discussion as to whether the government should be allowed to submit
testimony concerning the New York, Westchester & Boston. This
road is entirely an intrastate road, its mileage all being in the
state of New York.
The government contends that, under the
company's charter, it was projected into Connecticut for the
purpose of operating a through line into New England and that
control was sought by the New Haven to prevent dangerous competition.
R. V. Lindabury, for the defence, argued that the route
set forth in the charter was re-located and that not only was the
road not built beyond the New York state line, but was not so
projected when the New Haven acquired control.
Judge Hunt, after hearing an hour and a half of argument,
reserved decision.
On Wednesday the matter of the Westchester evidence was
again taken up, Ju<lge Hunt linally holding that all reference in
This is an important
regard to the road must be excluded.
element in favor of the defence.

Government Ownership Too Near Home
Editorial in the New York Commercial)

(From an

Once in a while the light breaks in on the most rabid advocates
of public ownership.
daily paper of large circulation in New
York city essays to occupy the field of champion of public
ownership of all public utilities from railroads down to "jitney"
cabs, but once in a while its editor receives a slap on the wrist
from some federal or municipal clerk and then he talks rii;ht out
in school.
Something of the kiiul haiipencd over in Brooklyn the
other day and the champion of public ownership, of the sacrcdness of the civil service list and of the irrevocable rights of
policemen to hold their jobs, now calls for somebody's head.
Having invcsliKated complaints concerning the attiliulo of employees in the Brooklyn Department of Licenses this newspaper
says editorially, "those superior genllcmen look down contemptuously upon men and women who appear before them," and it
reminds them that they arc paid and hired by the people and arc
not occupying hereditary offices. They arc reminded that various
things might happen to thoni, such as the discovery of the possibility of reducing their number and getting better work from
those remaining by a little judicious discipline. The commissioner
for, as our conis asked to interest himself in this matter,
temporary very truly says, "the first thing to do is to make the

A
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government respectable in the person of the officials with whom
foreigners deal."
If the president of some great corporation said such things
he would be hauled over the coals by the newspaper that printed
"those cruel words." If an employe of a public service corporation should make a slip the corporation would have to go with
him if this newspaper would have its say. But, if such a complaint based on sufficient evidence were made by this newspaper
or any citizen, any public service corporation or any store would
dismiss the offending employe on the spot.

convention.

May

—

2-5, 1916, Atlanta,

Ga.
Officers.
F. A. Pontious, 455
Next meeting, January, 1916, At-

American Association of Demurrage
Grand Central Station, Chicago.

—

lanta, Ga.

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.
man,

D., L.

& W., Hoboken,

N.

J.

American Association of Freight Agents.
East

St.

Louis,

— R. 20-23,
O. Wells,

Next meeting, June

111.

R. R. of N.

J.,

143 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

C.

Board-

Illinois Central,

—

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,

New

American

—

York.
Electric

—

Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York.
Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
Association.— W. E. Jones, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St.. New York.
Next meeting, November 17, 1915, The Blackstone, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 17-19, 1916, New Orleans,

American

—

—

La.

—

American Railw.w Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Next convention, March 21-23, 1916, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Building, Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1916.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. Owen D. Kinsey, Illinois
Central, Chicago. Annual meeting, July, 1916.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University

—

—

—
—

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St., Ne\v York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
York.
American Wood Preservers' Associ.\tion. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. Woodson, Rooms, 1 1 16-8, Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Annual
meeting, June 28. 1916, Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting with
Master Car Builders' Association. Annual convention, October, 1916,
Chicago.
Association of Railw.w Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, N. Y. C, 3842
Grand Central Terminal, New York. Next meeting, May 19, 1916,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew,
Soo Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June
of

American

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

20-22,

1916, St.

Paul, Minn.

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conrad, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,
1915, St. Louis. Mo.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. T. O. Jacobs, H. W.
Johns-Manville Co.. Chicago.
Meetings with American Railway
Bridge and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Ci.uu. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal ), (}ue.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLcod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

—

—

January,

Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
Chicago.

— Aaron

Regular meetings. 2d Monday

and August. Hotel La
Central Railway Club.— H.

Salic,

in

Kline, 841

Lawlor Ave.,

month, except June, July

Chicago.

Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Westfrn Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Miles, 2511
Oliver Bldg. Pittsburgh. Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
V>.

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.— Warren P. Taylor,
& P., Richmond, Va. Annual session, May
D.

C.

Traffic Manager, R. F.
17, 1916, Washington,

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3(1 Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

International Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, May, 1916, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall,
1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn.
International Raii-roao Ma.steh Bi,acksmith.s' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Limn, Ohio, Next meeting, August, 1916, Chicago.
Maintenance of Way ano Master Painters' Association ok the United
States .and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P.. Eldon, Mo.

—
—

Ohio.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next annual

—

September

meeting,

1916, Wilmington,

12-14,

—

Del.

Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building,
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June, 1916.
National Railway Appliance Association. C. W. Kelly, 349 People's
Gas Bldg., Chicago.
Next convention, March 1916, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meeting, 2d Tuesday in mouth, except June,

—

—

August and September, Boston.
Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York,
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

July,

—

New York

W.

New

York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria. 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in months
39th

St.,

—

—

Jefferson

Hotel,

Peoria.

—

R.MLROAD Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.
City.

1916, Cincinnati, O.
W. C. Hope,

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.
C.

— H.

No. 23

—

Cleveland,

Niagara

The foUotving list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular meetings and places of meeting.
Air Brake Association. F. M. Nellis. 53 State St.» Boston, Mass. Next

59,

Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York, Annual convention, May 23-26, 1916, Hotel Hollenden.

29

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Vol.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December, 1915, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh, J, P. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. ^J. Scribner,,
Meetings with Association of Rail1063 Monadnock Block. Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.»
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Railway Real Estate Association. Frank C. Irvine, 1125 Pennsylvania
Annual meeting, October, 1916. Chicago.
Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Myers Bldg., Bethlehem.
Next annual convention, September, 1916, Grand Hotel, MackiPa.
nac Island, Mich.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. ^J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R., Box
C, Collingwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with Master Car Builders' and
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Associ.^tion. G. A. NelMeetings with Association of Railson, 50 Church St.. New York.
way Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings. 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling HI. Next annual convention, September 19-22, 1916,
New York.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.>

—

—

1134 La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.

W.

P. R. R., Atlanta Ga.

— E.

W. Sandwich,

A.

&

Next meeting, April. 1916.

—A.

Grant Bldg.»
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel. Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo 'Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramaco Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

J.

Merrill,

—

—

ciation.

—
—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New.\rk. Roy S. Bushy, Firemen's Bldg., Newark, N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Mondav in month, except July and August,
The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New YorlcRegular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt.. Erie R, R., 1924

—

—
—

Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings, bi-monthly. Pittsburgh.
Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings^
St. Louis, Mo.

Traffic

October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, June 21. 1916, Toronto, Ont.
Transportation Club of Detroit.— W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotels

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Next meeting, September, 1916. Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except July and August, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Ci.un. L. Kon, Immigration Agent. Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor. 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers.^E. M. Layfield, 1735 Monadock Block,

—

—

—

Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
July and August, Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in Jiily ana
August, generally on other Monday evenings. Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.
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President Fred Zimmerman and a delegation of members of
the Chicago Traffic Club called on President Wilson on November 19, to invite the President to address the club at its ninth
annual dinner to be held in Chicago on a date yet to be chosen.
The President has taken the matter under advisement and will
give the club his answer at a later date.
In an announcement of new Florida passenger train service
our issue of November 19, page 978, the schedule of the
"Royal Palm," the train between Chicago and Jacksonville via
the Southern, Queen & Crescent and Big Four, was incorrectly
stated. On November 21, the schedule of this train was changed
to leave Chicago at 10 :0S p. m., arriving at Jacksonville at 7 :40
the second morning.
in

The "Dixie Limited"

train, running between Chicago and Jackover the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Louisville &
Nashville, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Central of
Georgia, Georgia Southern & Florida and Atlantic Coast Line,
will be put in service for the winter on January 10, leaving
Chicago at 11:30 a. m,, and arriving at Jacksonville at 7:30
Northbound, the train leaves Jacksonp. m., the second day.
ville at 9 :35 a. m. and arrives at Chicago at 5 :SS p. m.

sonville, Fla.,

Merchants of Atlanta, Ga., have started a campaign against increases in freight rates, from northern points to southestern cities,
recently granted the railroads by the Interstate Commerce Commission and at a meeting, on Tuesday last, the wholesalers, re;

and jobbers agreed on the appointment of a committee to
raise $10,000 to finance the project. Attorneys have been retained
to ask the suspension of the proposed rates, which would go into
effect January 1.
The merchants declare that the new rates, if
they become effective, will cost Atlanta shippers $500,000 a year
above their present freight bills. They say that the railroads are
preparing also to advance intrastate freight rates, and this they
tailers

will oppose.

During the month of Septemlier, as in August, the expenses
charged to the operation and maintenance of the Panama Canal
were in excess of the tolls collected on vessels making use of the
canal, according to the Canal Record. The shortage was $63,177.
During Scpteml)er, 1914, the second month of canal operation,
the tolls exceeded the cost of operation and maintenance by
The shortage was caused by the closing of the canal
$63,601.
slides during nearly one-half of the month.
More
than one-half of the total charges for operation and mainteance in September, 1915, represents the cost of dredging operations, which amounted to $259,604, as compared with $31,545 in
September, 1914.

on account of

The traffic officers of the Missouri railroads hold a conference at St. Louis on November 23, to consider the decision of
the Missouri l'ul)lic Service Commission, allowing general increases in freight and passenger rates, and adjourned suliject to
the call of the cliair, Thomas R. Morrow, solicitor for MisThree committees
souri of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
were appointed, with Joseph Bryson of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, as chairman of tlic legal committee; J. M. Johnson
of the Missouri Pacific, chairman of the freight committee, and
Alexander Milton of the St. Louis & San Francisco, chairman
of the passenger committee, to study the decision in comparison
witli the present rates, and render a report at the sul)se(|ueiU
meeting on the effect of the decision in detail. The conuuission has changed the effeilive dale of the new rates from January 1 to January 20.
Increase of Fares on the

New York

Central

New York Stale
Public Service Commission thai local one-way passenger fares
in Ihal state will be advancctl on January 1 to the basis of 2|/j
cents a mile, except between Alb;iny and lUifFalo, on the main
line, where the rates are limiled by charter lo two cents a mile.
Between New York Cily -.m'] .Albany, II- mile;. Ihe .•kIv.uut is
The New York Central has

from $3.10

lo $3.58.

notified

the
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Import Rates on Brewers' Rice

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

Because of informal complaints filed with the commission, to
determine the propriety of the import rates on brewers' rice from
gulf ports to various destinations which were lower than the
domestic rates, a hearing was had under a general order of the
commission which provides for an investigation into the relationship between import and domestic rates.
The commission finds that since the import rates on brewers'
rice from gulf ports are not made with relation to the domestic
rates, but are controlled by and made differentials under the import rates on brewers' rice from north Atlantic ports, the circumstances surrounding those rates are substantially dissimilar from
those surrounding the domestic rates, and that the allegation of
discrimination, except where the differential in import rates is
greater than the recognized differentials between the gulf ports
and the north Atlantic ports, has not been proven.
It also holds that the relationship between the import and
domestic rates on brewers' rice from gulf ports to Pueblo, Colo.,
Salt Lake City, Utah, and other points at which similar rate relationships obtain,

is unjustly discriminatory, and that where defendants maintain from the gulf ports import rates on brewers*
rice that are more than 6 cents lower than the import rates from
New York to the same points, it is discriminatory to charge
higher rates on domestic than on import shipments.
(36 I C

C,

389.)

Rates on Bituminous Coal to Mississippi Valley Territory

&

Brownvillc Cotton, Oil
Ice Company
ville.
Opinion by the Commission:

r.

Louisville

Xash-

This proceeding involves a petition by the carriers to be
allowed to continue to charge rates on coal from mines in Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama to points in Mississippi
valley territory that are lower than rates on like traffic to intermediate points.
The mines in Illinois from which tliese rates apply are situated in the southern pari of that state and are served by the
Mobile & Ohio and Illinois Central. The mines in Kentucky are
divided into two groujis, one of which, known as the eastern
group, is in the extreme eastern portion of that state, and the
other, known as the western group, is in the western-central
section of the state.
The principal lines operating from these
mines to Mississippi valley territory arc the Illinois Central and
the Louisville Ik Nashville from the western group, and the
Louisville & Nashville from the eastern group.
The Tennessee
mines are situated in the eastern part of that state on the lines
of the Southern, the Louisville & Nashville and the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis. The mines in .Mabania are situated
for the most part in the northwestern portion of that state.
The lines from these mines lo Mississippi valley points are the
Southern, the Northern .Mabania, the Illinois Central, the St.
Louis & San Francisco, the Mobile &• Ohio and the Alabama
(ireat Southern and their comieelions.
The territory of deslinalion described as Mississippi valley
lorritory consists of all that section of the United .States cast of
Ihe Mississippi river and south of the Ohio river lying on and
west of a line foriucd by the Nashville, Chattanooga &• St.
Louis from Paducab, Ky., to Paris, Teini., the Louisville &
Nashville from Paris to Milan, Tenn.. the Illinois Central from
Milan to Jackson, Tenn., the Mobile & Ohio from Jackson to
Mobile, Ala., and includes also stations on the line of the Mobile
\- Ohio east of West Point, Miss., to and including Columbus,
Miss.

The commission's (indiuRS arc
The carriers arc authorized to

as follows
contiiuic lower rales to

Mem-

Natchez, Miss., Baton Rouge, Bayou Sara. I'lantaliou group, Kenncr atul New Orleans, I. a., aiul group, (iiilfport,
Miss., and Mobile, .Ma., than lo intermediate points.
phis. Tenn.,
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They may continue
to Greenville

rates from mines in Illinois and Kentucky
and Vicksburg, Miss., lower than rates to inter-

mediate points.
Authority to continue rates on coal via indirect routes from
mines in Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama to junction
and common points in Mississippi valley territory lower than
intermediate points is granted.
Authority to continue rates on coal from mines in Illinois and
Kentucky to Bemis, Gibbs, Humlioldt, Jackson, McKenzie, Milan,
Paris, Union City, Martin and Rives, Tenn., lower than rates
to intermediate points is denied.
Authority to continue rates via direct lines from Alabama mines
to Aberdeen, Ackerman, Columbus, Ellisville, Enterprise, Hattiesburg. Holly Springs, Jackson, Laurel, Newton, Meridian,
Starkville, Vicksburg and West Point, Miss., and Grand Junction
and Middletown, Tenn., lower than rates to intermediate points
is denied.
rates to

maximum rates on bituminous coal from mines in
Kentucky and Alabama to Dyersburg, Tenn., Grenada,
Oxford and Kosciusko, Miss., and other points are prescribed.
(36 I. C. C, 401.)
Reasonable

Illinois,

Extension of Time to Comply with Safety Appliance Acts

The commission has granted a further extension of 12 months
from July 1, 1916, to the time within which the carriers must
make their freight train cars conform to the safety appliance
By an order of the commission dated March 13, 1911,
acts.
issued in conformance with an act of Congress approved April
14, 1910, the carriers were allowed an extension of time of five
years from July 1, 1911. By the present order the former order
is

extended one year.

The commission's order

of

March

13, 1911,

was

as follows:

Carriers are not required to change the breaks from right to left
side on steel or steel underframe cars with platform end sills, or to change
the end ladders on such cars, except when such appliances are rene\yed,
at which time they must be made to comply with the standards prescribed
in said order of March 13, 1911.
Carriers are granted an extension of five years from July 1, 1911,
(6)
to change the location of brakes on all cars other than those designated
in paragraph (a) to comply with the standards prescribed in said order.
Carriers are granted an extension of five years from July 1, 1911,
(c)
to comply with the standards prescribed in said order in respect of all
brake specifications contained therein, other than those designated in
paragraph (a) and (6), on cars of all classes.
Carriers are not required to make changes to secure additional
(d)
end-ladder clearance on cars that have 10 or more inches end-ladder clearance, within 30 inches of side of car, until car is shopped for work
amounting to practically rebuilding body of car, at which time they must be
made to comply with the standards prescribed in said order.
Carriers are granted an extension of five years from July 1, 1911,
((?)
to change cars having less than 10 inches end-ladder clearance, within 30
inches of side of car, to comply with the standards prescribed in said
(a)

order.

Carriers are granted an extension of five years from July 1, 1911,
(/)
to change and apply all other appliances on freight cars to comply with
the standards prescribed in said order, except that when a car is shopped
for work amounting to practically rebuilding body of car, it must then be
equipped according to the standards prescribed in said order in respect
Proto handholds, running boards, ladders, sill steps, and brake staffs:
vided, That the extension of time herein granted is not to be construed
with
the
provisions
of
section
complying
4
carriers
from
relieving
as
of the act of March 2, 1893, as amended April 1, 1896, and March 2,

in

said

order.
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carriers indicates the progress of equipment with respect to 89
lines having a total mileage of 203,652 miles and an individual
mileage of approximately 300 miles or over, and will perhaps

afford a

more comprehensive view of

Cars in service July

1,

the general situation

1911

1,849,222

Cars equipped year ended June 30
1912
1913
1914
1915
Total cars equipped June 30, 1915

122,213
283,599
315,184
336.938
1,057,934

Estimated number of cars to be equipped or removed from service
year ending June 30, 1916
483,432
Estimated number of cars equipped by July 1, 1916
1,541,366
Estimated number of cars unequipped on July 1, 1916
307,856
It thus appears that about 57 per cent of the above cars were
equipped on June 30, 1915, and that it is estimated that about
83 per cent will be either equipped or removed from service by
July 1, 1916.
It may be conceded that the year ending June 30, 1914, was
an abnormal one in railroading and that the general business
depression during that period had a marked effect upon the
volume of traffic, resulting in a large decrease in revenue. Notwithstanding these conditions it appears that, while there are
a number of exceptions as to individual roads, the figures as a
whole show a gradual increase in the number of cars equipped
during each successive year and that the greatest number of
cars was equipped in 1914 and 1915.
It is perhaps proper to
take into consideration that some time was consumed in making
the necessary preparation and preliminary plans for an undertaking of this magnitude, involving, it is stated, an expenditure
of about $45,000,000. It is also doubtless true that as the carriers gained a more thorough working knowledge of the requirements they were in a position to equip a large number of
cars in a given period.
It is asserted that unless a further extension is granted over
a third of a million freight cars must be withdravm from service
until such time as they can be equipped and that this will result
in congestion on storage and repair tracks and in hardship and
inconvenience to the shipping public as well as to the railroads.
In view of these latter considerations and of the progress
made under all circumstances by the carriers as a whole, the
commission beHeves that sufficient cause exists for some further
extension, though it is not convinced on the showing made that
many of those roads which will still have a large percentage of
unequipped cars on July 1, 1916, could not, by the exercise of
somewhat more diligent effort and without undue hardship,
have made considerably greater progress.
The commission believes that a sufficient extension of time
would be 12 months. The order applies only to paragraphs (b),
As to the matters in the other paragraphs
(c), (d) and (f).
,the carriers have already been granted an indefinite extension

of time.

1903.
(u)

Carriers are not required to change the location of handholds
(except end handholds under end sills), ladders, sill steps, brake wheels,
and brake staffs on freight-train cars where the appliances are within 3
inches of the required location, except that when cars undergo regular
repairs they must then be made to comply with the standards prescribed

Vol.

(36

I.

C.

C,

371.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Chicago & North Western, Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, and Minne-

Paul,

Louis & Sault Ste. Marie have filed petitions with the
Railroad Commission asking authority to increase

The petitioning roads operate a large percentage of the total
railway mileage of the United States. A hearing was had at
Washington, D. C, on September 28, 1915.

apolis, St.

urged as a principal basis for relief that the carriers have
acted in goo<l faith and have made an earnest effort to comply
with the commission's requirements, but that because of the

Attorneys for the receivers of the Missouri & North Arkanhave filed a motion with the Missouri Public Service Commission for a rehearing and modification of the commission's
recent decision authorizing a limited increase of passenger and

It is

and, to a certain extent, the physical difficulties involved, they will not be able fully to meet these requirements
within the prcscril)ed time. The proceeding involves only freight
financial

and passengers having been made to comply
with the act within the required time.
Out of a total of 2,025,254 cars in service on July 1, 1911, on
roads having a total mileage of about 232,000 miles, it is estimated by the carriers that 1,669,064 cars, or about 82 per cent,
will be either equipped in accordance with the order or removed from service by July 1, 1916, leaving about 356,000 cars
No information is available
unequipped on that date.
still
which will show, for the purpose of comparison, the yearly
progress made in equipping the above 1,669,064 cars. The following table, however, compiled from data submitted by the

cars, locomotives

Wisconsin

freight rates within the state.

sas

freight rates in Missouri.
The petition declares that the rates
allowed by the commission will not yield enough revenue to the
Missouri & North Arkansas to enable it to maintain service.

The Louisiana Railroad Commission, after an investigation,
has granted the application of the Illinois Central for authority
to discontinue Frenier, La., as an agency station.
Investigation
showed that the storm on September 29 destroyed the entire settlement and all of the company's facilities at that point.
All
vestige of the little settlement in and around the station has been
destroyed and the people formerly living there have either been
drowned or have moved away.
The Louisiana Railroad Commission has ordered

a general

December
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investigation of the collection by conductors on passenger trains
of one cent a mile additional, with a maximum of 10 cents, when
The commission is thinking of protickets are not bought.
The commission has also ordered a
hibiting such penalties.
general investigation with a view to requiring railroads in the
state to issue interchangeable excess baggage coupon books, or
to accept penny script coupons for excess baggage between points
in the state.

The contract of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and
the Boston & Maine with the Joseph, Joseph & Brothers Company
of Cincinnati, by which the railroads are selling their scrap iron
to the Cincinnati firm for about $1,500,000 a year, is being investigated by the Massachusetts Public Service Commission, on the
complaint of Perry, Buxton & Doane Company of Boston, another
junk dealer. The New Haven has decided not to renew the conThe Boston & Maine has not renewed its
tract for next year.
part of it, but defends it as being the most businesslike method
for the disposal of its scrap.

COURT NEWS
The Wabash has filed a petition in the Missouri Supreme Court
for a writ of mandamus to compel the secretary of state to
issue a license to the new company to operate in Missouri. The
secretary of state recently refused to do so on the ground that
the laws of the state require the company to be incorporated in
Missouri.
Free Pass Invalid

The Pennsylvania Superior Court holds

that an agreement in
the nature of a free pass for life between a railroad company
and a prospective shipper is invalid where the consideration
mentioned is $1.00, and the proof is to the efifect that the pass
was merely a gratuity in recognition of past kindnesses Pittsburgh & Lake Erie v. Peterson, 58 Pa. Sup. Ct. 44.

—

Fires

— Right

to Pile

Wood on

Right of

Way

Action was brought against a railroad for damages for negligently burning two buildings adjoining the company's right of
way. The fire started in the station, spread to a pile of seasoned
pine, which had been delivered for shipment and was waiting
until cars were ready.
From this the fire appeared to have extended to the plaintiff's buildings. The only negligence relied on
was permitting wood [lumber] to remain on the right of way.
The North Carolina Supreme Court held that, as wood is a
recognized and necessary commodity, with no extra hazards in
its transportation or shipment, and as the railroad was compelled
by law to receive it, and could only store it on its right of way,
in the absence of evidence that the wood was placed at an improper place or improperly piled, there was no evidence of negligence. Kemp V. Norfolk Southern (N. Car.) 86 S. E. 621.

—

Void Commission Order

to

Connect With Another Road

Louis & San Francisco was convicted and fined for
failing to obey an order of the Arkan.sas Railroad Commission
to maintain a joint interchange track with the Kansas City &
Memphis at Fayctlcville. The order was based on a petition
signed by 17 corporations and partnerships and one natural person.
The Arkansas Supreme Court, on appeal, held the order
to be void, as not being signed by 15 bona fide citizens residing
within the territory affected, within the direct terms of the
statute, since "bona fide citizens," as there used, means permanent
residents as distinguished from sojourners, and refers to individuals to the exclusion of corporations and copartnerships.
St. Louis & S. F. (Ark.) 179 S. W. 342.

The

St.

Consignor's Right to Sue

A

consignor of IuiiiIkt shipped on a straight bill of lading
sued for negligence in transportation, allcniptiMg to prove that
he had thereby been compelled to pay additional and increased
freight charges. The only proof of this was a paid freight bill,
which (lid not show whether it was paid by the consignor or
the consignee.
As goods thus sliipi)od became the property of
the consignee at the time of delivery to the railroad, nothing
else appearing, he is prima facie liable for the freight, and in
the absence of proof to the contrary it would be prcsnmed that

he paid

it.
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The North Carolina Supreme Court therefore held
was not entitled to recover. Ellington & Guy

—

that the consignor
V.

Norfolk Southern (N. Car.) 86

S. E. 693.

Noncompliance With Headlight Statute
Action was brought for personal injury to an employee of an
express company, who, in the course of his duty, was walking
near a track in the Chicago & North Western's station in Milwaukee. As he knew, a train was past due, and he was hurry-

was at night and the station was well lighted. The
came in and he was struck from behind by the pilot of
the engine.
Violation of the Wisconsin headlight statute was
charged. The trial court directed a verdict for the defendant
on the ground of contributory negligence, holding also that the
headlight statute was so indefinite and uncertain as to be impracticable of enforcement, and was therefore void.
On appeal, the Wisconsin Supreme Court did not consider the
ing.

It

train

question of the constitutionality of the headlight statute, holding
that the vicinity of the accident must have been so brilliantly
lighted by the nine arc lights that no more efficient headhght
was necessary, and insufficient headlights had no casual conThe judgment against the
nection with the damages claimed.
employee was affirmed. Smith v. C. & N. W. (Wis.) 154 N. W.

—

623.

Release of Railroad's Liability by Pullman Car Cook

Action was brought for the death of a Pullman car cook,
alleged to have been caused by the negligence of the C, B. &
The
Q. in operating its railroad in the state of Colorado.
cook's employment contract, in the Pullman company's usual
form, was executed in Pennsylvania. It obligated the deceased
to go wherever he was required in the service, and he renounced
The deceased was in no sense an
the rights of a passenger.

employee of the railroad.
If the contract of employment and the release had been in
Colorado, they would have been a complete defense in a suit
Both under the Colorado
for injuries not resulting in death.
decisions and the federal decisions interpreting the common law,
the deceased was not a passenger. An agreement that, in consideration of employment with the Pullman Company, the railroad should under no circumstances be liable for injuries or
death of a Pullman Company porter not an employee of the
railroad has been held to be not against public policy, and to
cover injuries caused by the negligence of the railroad's employees, even though such negligence is not specifically menDenver & Rio Grande v. Whan, 39
tioned in the contract.
Robinson v. B. & O., 237 U. S. 84. The
Colo., 230, 89 Pac. 39
last point was expressly decided in Russell v. P., C. C. & St. L.,
157 Ind. 305, 61 N. E. 678.
The plaintiff contended, however, that though the law of Colorado, where the tort was committed, governed the right of action, the employment contract and release were void in Pennsylvania, where executed, and therefore could not be availed of
The Circuit Court of Appeals,
in defense in any jurisdiction.
Seventh circuit, pointed out that the Penn.sylvania courts do
not declare such a release null and void, even if made in Pennsylvania, but merely hold it contrary to the public policy of the
state, and therefore unenforceable as a defense when the tort
and that, too, though the release
is committed in Pennsylvania
was valid where executed. On the other hand, if the injury
occurred in a state which recognized the release as valid, the
Pennsylvania courts enforce it, even though the contract was
made in Pennsylvania. Moreover, the validity of the release as
a defense in an action of tort is governed by the law of the
place of injury.
And, as Colorado has no statutory provision
;

;

relating thereto, the federal courts, interpreting the

common

law,

any event, enforce the release as a bar for damages
arising from the negligence in Colorado of the railroad's emwould,

in

ployees.

The Colorado

wrongful death gives a right of
caused by wrongful act, neglect or default of another, and the act is such as
would, if death had not ensued, have entitled the parly injureil to niainlain an action for damages.
As the widow's action, therefore, was mainlainaMc only if the deceased conhl have
brought action if death had not eii'ucd, the release constituted
a bar to her suit. Lindsay v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
action

statute as to

whenever the death of

—

C. C. A., 226 Fed. 23.

a person shall be
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. D. Pollard has been elected president of the Wrightsville

&

Tennille, succeeding A. F. Daley, deceased.

H.

P.

Antonio,

McMillan has been appointed auditor of the San
Uvalde & Gulf, with office at San Antonio, Tex.,

vice T. S. Ford, resigned.

Edgar W. Sprague has been appointed assistant general claim,
agent of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley with office at Memphis,
Tenn., effective December 1.
Charles A. Leggo has been appointed assistant secretary of the
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with office at Hudson,

Wis.

Effective

December

1.

William Mueller has been appointed assistant tax commissioner
St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with office at

of the Chicago,
St. Paul, Minn.

Effective

John D. Caldwell,

December

assistant secretar>' of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha at Chicago, 111., has been elected secretary with office in the same city. Effective December 1. He is
also secretary of the Chicago & North Western.
T. A. Polleys, secretary and right of way and tax commissioner
of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha at Hudson, Wis.,
has been appointed tax commissioner of the Chicago & North
Western and the Omaha, with office at Chicago, 111., vice F. P.
Crandon, retired under the pension rules. Effective December 1.
B. A. Worthington, who has been elected president of the
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, was born on November 20,
1861, at Sacramento, Cal. He was educated in the public schools
at Sacramento and en-

tered railway service on
July 1, 1874, as telegraph messenger of the
Central Pacific, now part

W.

O. Bunger, freight claim agent of the Chicago, Rock Island
has been appointed general superintendent of freight
claims, in charge of loss and damage claims and their prevention,
with office at Chicago, III. The office of freight claim agent has
been abolished. F. W. Main, assistant freight claim agent, has
been appointed auditor freight overcharge claims, with office at
Chicago. G. W. Loderhose has been appointed assistant general
superintendent of freight claims, with headquarters at Chicago.

&

Pacific,

Effective

December

1.

& Western on December 1 took
over the operation of the line from Hamilton, O., to Springfield,
Sidell, III., to OIney, 111., heretofore
111., and the branch from
operated by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. The new company will have trackage rights over the C, H. & D. between
Cincinnati and Hamilton.
The officers are as follows, and all
will have headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind.
B. A. Worthington,
president; C. F. Smith, assistant to the president; J. G. Moore,
secretary and assistant counsel
F. B. Brown, auditor
D. J.
Curran, treasurer; J. A. Simmons, general traffic manager; M.
V. Hynes, general superintendent; H. F. Passel, chief engineer;
Edward Boas, superintendent motive power W. H. Betticher,
master car builder; H. Lewis, manager purchases and supplies;
J. L. Powell, superintendent car service and accounting; L. E.
Smith, freight claim agent.
Cincinnati, Indianapolis

:

;

;

;

Georgia

&

Florida with

office at

Augusta, Ga.

Madden has been appointed

trainmaster of the Mahoning
J.
division of the Erie, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. Effective December 1.

D.

was telegraph operator
of the same road. From
1877 to 1882 he was
commercial operator of
the Western Union Telegraph Company and then
to 1888 he was chief
clerk and secretary to
the general master mechanic of the Southern

H.

J.

Humphrey

service of the
treal,

has been appointed acting superintendent of car
Canadian Pacific eastern lines with office at Mon-

Que., vice

W.

Fansley, transferred.

H. H. Morris, assistant superintendent of the Huntington
and Big Sandy divisions of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Huntington, W. Va., has resigned to go into other business.
G. L. Candler, superintendent of transportation, with office at
Savannah, Ga., has been appointed general superintendent of
the Central of Georgia, vice J. T. Johnson, deceased.

Sacramento.
Pacific at
From 1888 to 189.S he
was chief clerk and sec-

J. W. Smith, assistant superintendent of the Indiana Harbor
Belt at Gibson, Ind., has been promoted to superintendent, and
the office of assistant superintendent has been abolished.

B.

A. Worthington

he became
and secretary to the assistant to the president, and
from 1898 to 1901 he was in charge of tonnage rating of locomotives on that road. In July, 1901, he was appointed superintendent of the Tucson division of the Southern Pacific at TucIn October of the same year he became superinson, Ariz.
tendent of the Coast division, with headquarters at San Francisco, and from August 20, 1903, to April 1, 1904, he was assistant to Julius Kruttschnilt, general manager at San Francisco.
From April 1, 1904, to February, 1905, he was assistant
director of maintenance and operation of the Harriman Lines
(Southern Pacific and Union Pacific Systems) at Chicago. He
was then elected vice-president and general manager of the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, and from June 1,
1905, to June, 1908, he was first vice-president of the Wheeling
& Lake Erie, the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal Railway and
1895,
July,
chief clerk

Henry B. Hull, chief claim agent of the Illinois Central, has been
appointed general claim agent, the position of chief claim agent
having been abolished. His office will continue to be at Chicago,
111.
Philip M. Gatch has been appointed assistant general claim
agent with jurisdiction over lines south of the Ohio river, with
offices at Chicago.

Operating

Sacramento, and later

retary to the vice-president and general manager of that road at
San Francisco, Cal. In

No. 23

M. O. Connor has been appointed terminal trainmaster of the

of the Southern Pacific,
at

59,

the West Side Belt Railroad, comprising the Wabash lines east
of Toledo, O.
From September, 1905, to June, 1908, he was
also general manager of the same lines.
In June, 1908, he became receiver of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with office at
Cleveland, O.
On July 1, 1912, he was elected president and
general manager of the Chicago & Alton, and later became
president of the Lorain & West Virginian.

The

1.

Vol.

H. E. McGee, trainmaster of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
promoted to division superintendent
with headquarters at Greenville, Tex.
E. E. Hanna has been
appointed trainmaster to succeed Mr. McGee at Smithville.
at Smithville, Tex., has been

Mclntyre, trainmaster of the Carolina, Clinchfield &
has been appointed superintendent, with
office at Erwin.
W. T. Wohlford, assistant trainmaster at Dante,
Va., has been appointed trainmaster with office at Erwin, vice
Mr. Mclntyre.
L.

Ohio

L.

at F.rwin, Tenn.,

W.

R. Cahill, acting superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas
Texas, at Wichita Falls, Tex., has been transferred in the
same capacity to Smithville, to take the place of C. A. Thanheiser, who has been given an indefinite leave of absence on
account of ill health

&

John J. Mantcll, superintendent of the Wyoming division of the
Erie at Dunmore, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of ter-

I
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minals, with offices at Jersey City, N. J., vice Eugene R. Allen, resigned.- Augustus E. Ruffer assistant superintendent at Jersey
City, has been appointed superintendent of the Wyoming division,
vice Mr. J. J. Mantell, and Harold R. Cole succeeds Mr. Ruffer.
P. R. Albright, whose appointment as general manager of the
Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Wilmington, N. C,

has already been announced in these columns, was born on June
1866, at Greensboro, N. C, and was educated in the public
schools.
He began railway work on August 1, 1888, as a clerk
to the general superintendent of the Cape Fear & Yadkin ValHe subsequently
ley, now a part of the Atlantic Coast Line.
served as chief clerk to the general superintendent and chief
clerk to the general manager of the same road until September,
1898.
He then organized the North Carolina Demurrage Bureau, and served as manager of that bureau until March 1,
1904.
He went to the Atlantic Coast Line in March, 1904, as
assistant to general manager.
On November 17, 1914, he was
appointed assistant general manager, which position he held at
the time of his recent appointment as general manager of the

107]

which position he held

time of his recent appointment as
agent of the same road, as above

at the

assistant general passenger

noted.

H. C. Cassels has been appointed general agent of the Georgia

&

Florida with

office at

Augusta, Ga.

Julian Nance has been appointed district freight agent of
the Union Pacific, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

26,

same road,

Frank W. Smith, a member of the Committee on Uniform
Classification,

pointed a

with headquarters at Chicago, 111., has been apof the reorganized Official Classification Committee, with headquart-

member

ers at New York City.
Before becoming a

member

Mr. Smith

period of 20 years connected with the New
York, Ontario & Western, with office at New

as above noted.

Colin Murchison, who has been appointed general
superintendent of the Atlantic Coast Line with headquarters at
Jacksonville, Fla., as has already been announced in these columns, was born on September 8, 1867, at Gulf, N. C, and was
educated in the public schools. He has began railway work on
February 11, 1885, with the Cape Fear & Yadkin Valley, serving
first as clerk and operator at Greensboro, N. C, and later as
In May, 1886, he was appointed
operator at Fayetteville.
despatcher, and in September, 1890, was made master of trains.
From February, 1899, to the following January he was trainmaster on the Atlantic Coast Line, and then for about five years
was out of railway work. In 1905 he returned to the service
of the Atlantic Coast Line as superintendent at Rocky Mount,
N. C. Two years later he was transferred as superintendent
to Wilmington, N. C, and from 1907 to 1915 served as superintendent at Charleston, S. C. On October 12, 1915, he was appointed assistant general superintendent at Jacksonville, Fla.,
and the following month was made general superintendent
with headquarters at Jacksonville, of the same road, as above
noted.

John

York
general

18S9.
1893,

chief

clerk

eral

freight

ger

15,

W.

W. Johnston

On
he

assistant gen-

and passenin
which

agent,

at

member

New York

of the Official
City,

has been

Marysville, Ohio, on July 20. 1871. He
entered railway service
in March,
1890, as an
office

boy

office

of

the general
the
Central

in

New England & Western
Poughkeepsie,
at
N. Y.
He remained
with this road at Poughkeepsie and Hartford,
Conn., until November,

St.

1892,

in

capacities

the successive
of office boy,

stenographer and clerk.
I'rom November. 1892,
until May, 1899, he was
stenographer, clerk and
soliciting agent for the
National Despatch Fast
hVcight Line, at Boston,
Mass. He was appointed New England agent
of this line in May, 1899,
at the same time assuming the duties of agent
of the Great
Eastern

De-

March, 1900, became a
ckrk in the audit departincnt at Mdiilrc.-il
Im-i
1901, to June, 1902, he was
ticket ckrk, and then to December 31, 19(W, was (raveling passenger agent. On January I, 1905, he was appoinlcd excursion
clerk at Montreal of the same road, and later was transferred
to the Grand Trunk Pacific at Wiiniipeg, Man.
He returned to
the Grand Trunk in I''e1iruary, 1912, as chief clerk to the passenger trallic manager at Montreal.
Two years later lie was
appointed assistant to passenger traflic manager at Montreal,
C.

1902,

position he served until

June, 1899, to the
following Noveml)cr, he
was relieving operator
and
agent
at
Island
Pond, Vt., and Portland,
In

30,

genpas-

1908,

From

district.

and

when he was appointed to his present position as a member of the Uniform Classification Committee at
Chicago.
His new appointment as a member of the Official
Classification Committee become effective on December 1.
September

mond, Que. He began
railway work on September 1, 1897, with the
Grand Trunk, as clerk
and operator at Richmond.- In April, 1899,
he was transferred as
clerk to Berlin, N. H.

Maine

the

in

eral freight
F.

1,

was appointed

senger department.

Rich-

cember, 1899, he was appointed day operator at
Sherbrooke, Que., and in

On September
he

December
was made

Cecil Wray Johnston, whose appointment as assistant general
passenger agent of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at
Montreal, Que., has already been announced in these columns,
was born on July 27,
1879, at Actonvale, Que.
He was educated in the
Elementary School, Sher-

College,

that
of
baggage agent,

which he was appointed on Februarj' 1,

announced, was born

Francis

first

was

to

D. T. Lawrence, whose appointment as a

brooke Academy, and

His

City.

position

Classification Committee, with office at

Traffic

Uniform
Committee
was for a

of the

Classification

Lawrrnce
11

Frpigfit Line.

h'asl

In

May,

1903,

National Despatch-Great Eastern
National Despatch and the h'ast

lie

was made manager of the

Line,

a

I-"reight,

consolidation of the
with headiiiiarters at

Buffalo. N. ^'.
Ho remained in this position for eight years,
with office first at BiitTalo, N. Y., and later at Boston, Mass. In
May. 1911, he was appointed general freight agent of the Central
Vermont with headciuartcrs at St. Albans, Vt.

W.

\. Powell has been appointed industrial commissioner of
I.oiiis .Southwestern, with otlire at St. Louis. Mo.,
in
cliarge of iTiduslri^d .md iniTui^iralion matters. W, K. Bcaftic,
the

St.
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and industrial commissioner, has been relieved of
the duties pertaining to industrial and immiKration matters and
will hereafter hold the position of agricultural commissioner.
agricultural

Wallace

Cookson, whose appointment as general passenger
agent of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal, Que.,
has already been announced in these columns, was born on
June 12, 1871, at Port
Jervis, N. Y., and was
educated in the pubHc
schools.
He began railway work in 1887, with
the Erie;

S.

from

1890, to

he was assistant
ticket agent on the Chicago & Western Indiana.
1899,

From

1899, to

May,

1909,

at

1909,

1,

Que., remaining in
that position until his retreal,

W.

S.

St.

Paul, Minn.

Paul, Minneapolis

Effective

December

& Omaha,

with

office at

1.

Leggo has been appointed right of way agent of the
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at
Effective December 1.
St. Paul, Minn.
C. A.

Henry R. McLean, contracting freight agent of the Central
of Georgia at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed commercial agent
with office at Macon, vice W. B. Morgan, transferred.
manager of the Chicago, Rock
with office at Chicago, 111., retired from service
Mr. Gower was born in England on May 31,

Harry Gower, freight

&

Island

Pacific,

on December 1.
1853, and entered

traffic

service in 1878, as a
clerk in the auditing department of the Rock

to

1887,

assistant
freight agent,

1,

to

1888,

March,
1899;

succeeding George

W. Hayward,

March

March,
freight

1896, to
assistant

deceased.

Ed. Sheffield, assistant signal supervisor of the Texas & New
Orleans during the leave of absence of L. H. Feldhake, has
been appointed acting signal supervisor of the Houston & Texas
Central.
L. Finegan, superintendent of shops of the Baltimore & Ohio
Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed superintendent
of shops at Mount Clare, Baltimore, Md., vice P. Conniff, assigned
at

state

Commerce Commission.

1888,

OBITUARY
George Haj'ward, supervisor of signals of the Connecticut &
Passumpsic division of the Boston & Maine, Springfield, Mass.,
died on October 20, 1915, from injuries caused by a fall from a

1,

1896;
agent,

March

1,

signal ladder.

freight

manager, March 1,
H. Gower
to
January
IS,
1906; and of freight traffic manager, January 15.
cember 1, 1915.

Walter

traffic

who was

superintendent of the Columbus diviRailway at Williamson, Ga., previous to
died on November 22, at his home in Atlanta,

J. Bell,

sion of the Southern

1899,

1906,

to

De-

assistant freight traffic manager of the ChiRock Island & Pacific, has been promoted to freight traffic
manager to succeed II. Gower, resigned. Effective December 1.
S.

E. F. Gates, assistant signal supervisor of the Portland division of the Boston & Maine, has been appointed signal supervisor

general

first

general

chanic, with office at Erwin.

E. A. Cuthbertson, signal inspector of the Northern Pacific,
with headquarters at Sand Point, Ida., has been appointed supervisor of signals for the lines east of Mandan, N. D., succeeding
W. M. O'Laughlin, resigned to accept a position with the Inter-

7,

general

March

G. F. ShuU, acting master mechanic of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio at Erwin, Tenn., has been appointed master me-

H. A. English has been appointed master mechanic of the
Canadian Northern, Central division, with office at Winnipeg,
Man,, vice G. H. Hedge promoted. C. J. Quantic has been appointed master mechanic of the Pacific division, with office at
Port Mann, B. C.

April,

agent,

:

division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., vice Michael
Caton, resigned on account of ill health.

1881, to April, 1887; sec-

assistant

In the sketch of Benton M. Bukey, published in our issue of
26, page 1028, a number of typographical errors
occurred. The correct sketch follows Benton M. Bukey has been
appointed assistant general passenger agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chicago, 111. Mr. Bukey
was born at Williamstown, Wood County, W. Va., on November
received a high school education in Wash1879. He
6,
ington, D. C, and entered railway service in that city on November 18, 1899, in the accounting department of the South-

November

Paul,

capacities
o f
secutive
chief clerk, freight auditing department, until
October 7, 1881; chief
c'erk, general freight de-

freight

foreign

passenger agent of the system. His office will remain at Chicago, 111., and his new appointment was effective November 29,

A. A. Kurzejka has been appointed chief carpenter of the

He has remained
with the same railroad
ever since, in the con-

ond

special agent of the passenger depart-

Iowa and Minnesota

Island.

October

Jr.,

Pacific System, has been appointed

to other duties.

rail-

way

partment,

George H. Corse,
ment of the Union

Engineering and Rolling Stock

H. P. Barlow has been appointed right of way commissioner
St.

has been appointed assistant general freight agent of the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at Hamlet.

Cookson

cent appointment as general passenger agent of the same road, as above noted.

of the Chicago,

No. 23

He remained in Washington until July, 1903, when
Burlington
he
entered
the
employ of the Chicago,
&
Quincy, in the office of the auditor of ticket accounts, at
Chicago, 111. In November, 1904, he became a rate clerk in the
passenger department of the same road, and in April, 1905, went
to St. Louis, Mo., to perform the same kind of service for the
Missouri Pacific. He was in the service of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas in the same capacity from August, 1906, to October,
1906.
Since that time he has been continuously in the passenger
department of the Santa Fe at Chicago, 111. In September, 1908,
he was promoted from rate clerk to chief rate clerk, and in
September, 1909, was appointed chief clerk to the passenger traffic manager, the position which he held up to the time of his
recent promotion.

Chicago.
On
he was appointed assistant general
passenger agent of the
Grand Trunk, with office
at
Chicago.
He was
transferred as assistant
general passenger agent
in June, 1910, to Mon-

May

59,

ern.

he served as chief clerk
in the general passenger
department of the Grand

Trunk

Vol.

H. Johnson,

cago,

C. C. Graves, traffic manager of the Carolina, .Atlantic & Westtern and the Charlotte, Monroe & Columbia at Hamlet, N. C,

January, 1914,
Ga., at the age of

58.

—

Indian Railway Enlistments. The report of the South India
Railway states that out of a staff of 83 European officers 16
have volunteered for and have joined the army for active service,
as have also 21 European and four native subordinates of the
Indian establishment, and two men from the London oflice.

December
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Railway Age Gazette as having given the Pullman
for 311 subway car bodies, has also ordered
trucks and 246 motor car trucks from that company.

issue of the

Company an order

Equipment and Supplies

I

I
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
of heavy freight locomotives.

The Duluth &
locomotives from

is in

the market for a

number

Iron Range has ordered three Mikado type

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

tlie

The Carnegie

Steel Company has ordered one six-wheel
switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

405 trailer

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has authorized the
Osgood-Bradley Company to proceed with the construction of
50 baggage cars, 5 postal cars, 10 combination baggage and smoking cars, 5 combination baggage and mail cars, 10 smoking cars
and 20 coaches, all of which will be of all-steel construction.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey was incorrectly reported in an item in the Railway Age Gazette of November 5
as. having given the Standard Steel Car Company an order for
1,000 box cars, 1,000 hopper cars and 250 insulated box cars for
ice.
The company's orders were for 3,250 cars and were as folPressed Steel Car Company, 1,000 110,000-lb. capacity
lows
:

The Lake

& Northern

Erie

has ordered three electric loco-

& Manufacturing Com-

motives from the Westinghouse Electric
pany.

Cornelia & Gila Bend has ordered one Mogul
one switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company, and is in the market for four more locomotives.
John C. Greenway, general manager, Gila Bend, Ariz.

hopper cars; Standard Steel Car Company, 1,000
capacity hopper cars and 500 box cars American Car
Company, 500 box cars and 250 insulated ice cars.
;

110,000-lb.

& Foundry

The Tucson,

type and

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern,

reported in the Railway
Age Gazette of November 19 as inquiring for prices on two
Mallet and four Santa Fe type locomotives, has ordered two
Mallet and six Santa Fe type locomotives from the Baldwin

IRON AND STEEL
The Chicago & Eastern
of rails

The
rails

from the

Illinois

The Calumet & Arizona Mining Company has ordered one
Mogul type locomotive and one 6-wheel switching locomotive
from the American Locomotive Company. The Mogul type
locomotive will have 19 by 26-in. cylinders, S6-in. driving wheels
and a total weight in working order of 140,000 lb., and the switching locomotive will have 19 by 26-in. cylinders, SO-in. driving
wheels and a total weight in working order of 133,000 lb.

is

the

in

15,000 tons of

Pacific has ordered 20,000 tons of
& Railroad Company.

rails

from

the Tennessee Coal, Iron

The

Iron Mountain & Southern, B. F. Bush, rebeen authorized by the federal court to expend $175,-

St. Louis,

ceiver, has

000 for

The

rails.

Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy

has purchased

tons of 90-lb. rails from the Colorado Fuel & Iron
addition to the tonnage reported on October 1.

15,000

Company

in

The Missouri Pacific, B. F. Bush, receiver, has been authorized by the federal court to expend $530,630 for new rails
and $273,220 for the improvement of roadway and equipment.

CAR BUILDING
The Lehigh Valley

tons

Company.

Illinois Steel

The Southern

Locomotive Works.

10,000

Company.

Kansas & Texas has ordered

Missouri,

from the

has ordered

Illinois

Steel

market for 500 automobile

cars.

The

Kansas & Texas

Missouri,

TRACK SPECIALTIES

inquiring for prices on

is

1,000 stock cars.

The

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

is

reported as inquiring

for 25 concentrate cars.

of

tie

1,200

The Delaware & Hudson

is

in the

market for

1,000

Chicago, Burlington

prices

The
cars,

on

is

in the

1,000, 2,000

Missouri,

MACHINERY AND TOOLS

market for freight cars and

is

asking

or 5,000 cars.

Kansas & Texas

has ordered 6,000 tons

under-

frames for twin hopper coal cars.

The Rutland

& Quincy

from the Interstate Iron & Steel Company and
tons from the Railroad Supply Company.
plates

The Great Northern

is in the market for the following list
One 16-in. motor-driven engine lathe
of machines and tools
with a 12-ft. bed one 28-in. upright swing drill press with revolving table (not geared) and one 2-h.p. 250-volt d.c. motor to
be belted to the driving pulley two motor-driven pipe-threadone 24-in. stroke shaper
ing machines with tools and motors
without traveling head, with tools and motor one motor-driven,
one 48-in. by 6-in. motor-driven
square base, emery grinder
grinding stone with cast iron trough and motor one l,SOO-lb.
single-frame steam hammer, with tools and one set of steel
dies; two 50-in. by 54-in. by 24-in. square base, steel, stationary
blast forges
one 18-in. motor-driven, vertical, wood-boring
machine with adjustable table, having attachment for boring
angles
one motor-driven, iron box frame rip-saw table, with
attachment for raising table and cutting bevels, one motorone motor-driven,
driven, 30-in. engine lathe with 18-ft. bed
half universal radial drill with capacity to drill 2-in. holes,
complete with tools and motor.
:

is

in the

market for 4 dining

2 postal cars and 15 baggage cars.

;

;

The Duluth &

Iron Range has ordered 250 50-ton ore cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

;

;

Copper Company is reported to have ordered 100
ore cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Utah

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 1,000
box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 12 combination baggage and mail

cars,

and

six

dining cars

from the Pullman

;

;

;

;

Company.

The Pennsylvania
quiry for freight cars,
were too high.

it

Railroad has withdrawn its recent inhaving been found that the prices quoted

The Minneapolis & St. Louis, which recently ordered 500
box cars from the Bettendorf Company, is now inquiring for
1,000 additional box cars.
The Duluth,

Missaiik

& Northern

has ordered 1,000 50-ton

ore cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company and
200 50-ton general service cars from the Pullman Company.

The

Georgia Southern & Florida has ordered 2 combination
passenger and baggage cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company
and 130 40 ton gondola and 373 30-ton steel undcrframc box
cars from the Lenoir Car Works.

The

Interborough Rapid Transit, reported

in

last

week's

;

SIGNALING
The El Paso & Southwestern

proposes to install automatic
block signals during the coming year on its line between Lee,
Ariz., and Moorcs Spur, 25 miles.
Pehro. Los Angeli-s & Salt Lake plans to install
during the coming year on its line between
Los Angeles, Cal., and Riverside, 58 miles. A manual interlocking plant is being put in at Magnolia avenue, Rivcrsiile, where
the lino is crossed by tlic Pacific Electric Railway. This machine

The San

atitonialic block signals

will

have 12 levers.
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The Pere Marquette

is

inquiring for 500,000

ft.

of lumber

for car repairs.

The Western Electric Company has moved its Detroit headquarters from 263 Franklin street to larger quarters at Kirby
and Dequinde

streets.

]Mil\vaukee & St. Paul has purchased 2,000,000
car decking on the Pacific coast. The lumber will be
used in the Milwaukee shops.

The Chicago,

ft.

of

fir

The Electric Cable Company announces the opening of a
western sales office at 122 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.,
in charge of James M. Brown, manager.

W. B. Wise, New York manager of the Adams & Elting Company, Chicago, has been appointed assistant to the president of
Flint & Chester, Inc., with headquarters in New York.
L. H. Zintgraff & Co. is the name of a new company which
has been estabHshed with an office at 200 Security Building,
St Louis, Mo., to deal in foundry, mine and mill supplies.

George R. Henderson, consulting engineer of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has resigned from that position and opened an
independent office as consulting engineer at 1321 Walnut street,
Philadelphia.

The directors of the Baldwin Locomotive Works have declared the regular semi-annual dividend of 3^ per cent on the
preferred stock, payable January 1, but no dividend has been
declared on the common stock.
Benjamin M. Jones, president of B. M. Jones & Co., Inc.,
Boston, Mass., died at his home in Boston, November 26, age
Mr. Jones early entered the metal importing busi78 years.
ness,

and dealt largely

in railroad specialties.

Chester, Inc., New York, have taken the exclusive
sales agency for the United States and Canada for the National
The lubricators
Graphite Lubricator Company, Scranton, Pa.
made by the latter have been adopted by 11 railroads and
installed

&

on 40 others.

The Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company has completed
F.
arrangements for the opening of branch offices, as follows
N. Rumbling, to be known as Southern Pacific Coast representative, will be located in the Pacific Electric Building, Los Angeles. Calif.; S. J. Stjernstedt Pacific Coast representative, in
502 Rialto Building, San Francisco, and the Pacific Northwest
:

representative

is

The National

W. Frank Carr, Central Building, Seattle, Wash.
Lumber & Creosoting Company has estabHshed

Kansas City, Mo., in charge
an office at 1209 Commerce
of M. K. Trumbull, vice-president, who was formerly principal
assistant engineer of the Chicago & Western Indiana, and the Belt
Railway of Chicago. He has been vice-president of the National
Lumber & Creosoting Company for the past two years. The
company's special lines are cross ties, switch tics, piling, poles,
timbers, lumber, fence posts, etc., creosotcd and untreated.
building,

An

59,

No. 23

complete with sand handling equipment. This will be the third
structure of this kind being erected for this company. The conThe Roberts & Schaefer Company
tract price will be $16,500.
will also design and build a counterbalanced bucket locomotive
coaling plant for the Canton car shops of the Pennsylvania at
Baltimore.

A

change has been made

in the control of the

Reed-Prentice

Company, manufacturers of machine tools, Worcester, Mass., a
majority interest in the company having been acquired by investors headed by Robert F. Herrick, president of the Pacific
Mills, chairman of the Saco-Lowell Shops, and an officer of
other large corporations. On November 26 new directors were
Robert F. Herrick, Malcolm Donald, Robelected as follows
ert C. Morse, Henry P. Kendall, George C. Lee, Frank A.
Drury, Homer Gage and Albert E. Newton. New officers have
:

Robert F. Herrick, president;
also been elected as follows:
Jeremiah J. Mackin, treasurer and clerk; Charles M. Thayer,
general counsel. Albert E. Newton will retain his position as
vice-president and general manager.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company announces a number of changes in the supply department, which
have recently been put into effect. S. A. Chase, formerly special
representative T. J. Pace, formerly in charge of the illuminating
and rectifier divisions, and Carl G. Schluederberg, formerly head
of switchboard sales, have been appointed assistants to the manager, J. J. Gibson. C. E. Stephens, engineer of lighting, has been
appointed manager of the illuminating section to succeed Mr.
Pace.
C. Streamer, formerly head of the order division, succeeds Mr. Schluederberg as manager of the switchboard section,
and A. P. Joseph is appointed head of the order section to succeed
Mr. Streamer. M. C. Morrow, formerly of the Philadelphia office,
is appointed manager of the appliance section, which is a combination of the former heating, fan, motor and ozonizer divisions of the supply department. M. C. Rypinski, formerly manager of the D. and S. division of the New York office, becomes
manager of the meter section. The power department, E. H.
Sniffin, manager, also announces the following section managers
W. H. Garrett, contracts J. G. Worker, stokers, and H. D. Storer,
;

;

J. Stone & Co., London, has
joined the electrical staff of the Franklin Railway Supply Company. This company has also secured the services of C. B. Little,
one of the electrical engineers of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Frank R. Peters, formerly with

Flint

Vol.

November 20 by

auxiharies.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

The P. & M. Company, Chicago, has
issued a pamphlet describing its bond wire protectors and their
method of installation, with sketches and photographs showing
their manner of application to the various types of joints.
Bond Wire Protectors.

—

CoRKUGATED CuLVERTS. The Canton Culvert & Silo Company,
Canton, Ohio, has issued standard specifications for corrugated
metal culverts for use by railway engineers using this form of
construction. These specifications are not limited to any single
style of culvert, but are intended to insure first class material
and workmanship.

—

D.WLiGHT AND VENTILATION. The Detroit Steel Products
Company, Detroit, Mich., has issued a booklet containing information

concerning the construction of roundhouses, trainsheds,

machine shops, freight houses and other railway structures, with
special reference to the facilities for securing light and ventilation.
The book also contains a number of illustrations showing
typical railway structures in which "Fenestra" products have
been used.

The Popular Parcel

Post.

— No

less

than 500 additional

will assist the regular force of L'nited States railway mail

men
em-

New

the United States Circuit
Court for the First District holds that the non-metallic flexible
conduit or tubing, known as Duraduct, manufactured by the
Tubular Woven Fabric Company, Pawtucket, R. I., is an infringement of the letters patent of H. G. Osburn, owned by the
National Metal Molding Company, of Pittsburgh. The suit was
first heard by the United States District Court of Rhode Island,
and then taken to the Court of Appeals, the decision of which

ployees

is final.

Extra
lighten the work of the clerks at the railroad terminals.
postal spaces have been procured in the railroad stations in

opinion

filed

Chicago, has been awarded
a contract by the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company to build a coaling plant at The Dalles, Ore. It will
be a reinforced concrete, fireproof, 150-ton plant with weighing
facilities to record all coal passing to locomotives on two tracks.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company,

England] in handling the Christmas mail rush
this year.
Superintendent Van Dervoort, of the railway mail
service, says that there is unmistakable evidence that the mail
rush will be heavy. The parcel post mail it is expected will be
greater than ever, due principally to the increase of the weight
fin

One

innovation this year will be the service
and Boston to carry ChristThis will
mail, which will be "worked" during the trip.

limit to 50 pounds.

of extra trains between

mas

New York

Boston, Worcester, Albany, White River Junction, Portland and
Bangor.
Postmaster Murray plans to have 300 extra clerks
and carriers at work. These men will be drawn from the civil
service eligible list. Boston Journal.
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The company now operates

miles.

southwest to Darsey, Fla.

Railway Construction

Pottsville

&

line

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniii

—

Baltimore & Ohio. Application has been made to the Public
Service Commission of Maryland, it is said, for permission to
bnild, under the name of the Washington County* Railroad, a
single track line from Hagerstown, Md., to Security, about 3.5
miles.
It is estimated that it will cost about $110,000 to build

from

from Cairo,

Ga.,

257.)

Clair Electric. Grading work is now being
J. G. White Engineering Corporation on a

Pottsville,- Pa., to St. Clair, 2.3 miles.

The work

in-

volves handling about 5,000 cu. yd. to the mile, 60 per cent of
which will be hard shale. There will be five steel bridges on the
line of from 60 ft. to 80 ft. each. Contracts for the steel superstructures of three bridges are yet to be let. The line will provide a short route for the Eastern Pennsylvania Railways. W.
B. Rockville, president, Pottsville.

(October

29, p. 828.)

—

the line.

—

Charles City Western (Electric). This company, which
operates a 13-miIe line from Charles City, Iowa, southwest to
Marble Rock, has completed work on an extension from Charles
City to Colwell,

eiglit miles.

Cumberland & Manchester. — A

contract has been giver, to
the Read Construction Company, Barbourville, Ky., to build from
Barbourville, Ky., north to Manchester, 24 miles, and construction work is now under way.
Charles F. Heidrick, president,
Barbourville, Ky.
(June 25, p. 1497.)

Duluth & Northern Minnesota. — Work
on an extension from Harlan, Minn.,

to

is

now under way

Temperance

river,

7

Salina Northern. Work is now under way on the section
from Lincoln Center, Kan., northwest to Osborne
and Do-wns, 60 miles. The company now operates 36 miles of
The contractors
line from Lincoln Center southeast to Salina.
A. J. Canaday; Eby Construction Company; Dick
include:
Eastes; E. S. Kelly; A. H. Carter; W. Burton; D. E. butcher;
P. H. Smith and A. M. Colvin, all of Lincoln, Kan. An extenSurveys are
sion is projected from Salina south to Wichita.
being made for second track work between Lincoln and Osborne
and Downs, on 10 miles.
of this road

South Dakot.\ Roads.

Eastern

Pennsylvania Railways.

— See

Pottsville

Texas,

&

St.

Clair.

Helena Southern.

company is the successor of the
Three Forks, Helena & Madison Valley, which was organized
to build from Helena, Mont., south to Yellowstone National
Park, about 150 miles.
On the section from Three Forks to
Radersburg, 25 miles, about IS miles has been graded.
Construction work has been suspended but will probably be resumed by January, 1916. E. A. Tennis, president, Salina, Kan.

— Construction

work

now under way

is

D. McArthur, Winnipeg, Man., building from mile 241 to
the Hudson Bay terminus at mile 424, in the province of ManiJ.

toba.

Kansas

City,

Rosholt, Minneapolis, Minn.,

Oklahoma & Eastern. — An

company has

built

from Bruton,

officer

is

S. D.,

writes that this

during 1915 about 30 miles of temporary

logging roads in Oklahoma.

—This

Hudson Bay Railway.

—John

said to be back of a project to build a line
to Ortonville, Minn.

miles.

by

19.3 miles
6, p.

—

St.

carried out by the
r.MnilninliilllintiiiitNiMiiiiiljMlilr

(August

Mexico & Orient.

— Construction

work on

the

17 miles from San Angelo, Tex., south to Cristoval, may be
carried out next spring and the section completed liy July 1,
1910. This is the first section of the branch projected from San
Angelo south via Cristoval, Eldorado and Sonora to Del Rio,

Three Forks,

Helena &

Madison

Valley.

— See

Helena

Southern.

—

Trinity Valley & Northern. This company, which operates
a line from Dayton, Tex., north to Lumm, IS miles, has projected an extension from Lumm to Lamb, nine miles.

Washington County. — See Baltimore &

Ohio.

West Fork Logging Company. —This company

has completed

a branch railroad, running from West Fork, Wash., where it
connects -with the Tacoma Eastern, one and one-half miles up
the east fork of the Tiiton river. The company's five-mile spur
up the west fork is, at the present time, being extended one

mile

farther.

forces,

Construction

president, Lindberg,

Grading work has already been finished on
and track laid on 2.7 miles.

work

is

being done by

and Tacoma & Eastern equipment

is

used.

L. T.

company
Murray,

Wash.

about 160 miles.
94.6 miles

Mantawney

—

grading work
An
is now under way on the line building from Stowe, Pa., northThe Highley Coneast to Allentown and Bethlehem, 52 miles.
struction Company has the contract to build the line.
A. E.
Railroad.

officer writes that

Lehman, chief engineer, 717 Walnut

Street, Philadelphia.

Marshall & East Texas. — This company now

operates

a

from Winnsboro, Tex., southeast to Elysian Fields, 91.7
miles.
It has projected and partly surveyed an extension from
Winnsboro to Paris, OO.S miles, also an extension from Elysian
line

Fields to the Sabine river, 98 miles.

New

Iberia

&

— This

Northern.-

from Port Barre,

company, which uperalcs a

miles.

has
an extension from Oaklawn to New Orleans, 93.5
An extension is also projected from Port Barre to the

Sabine

river, 107 miles.

line

La., southeast to Shadysidc, 88 miles,

projected

New York Subways. —The

Coast & Lake Contracting Corporation submitted the lowest bid at $53,930 for the iMslallalion
of tracks on the White Plains road extension of the Lenox
This work is in the
averuie brancli of the existing subway.
borough of the Bronx. (November 12, p. 923.)

—

OzARKS Ram.way. Surveys have been made, ;ind it is expected that actual construction work will be started in December on the line from Rothville to Mountain Home, Ark., 10
miles.
The contract has been givcTi lo llie Itlodgelt Consiriiction Company, Kansas City.
K. V. I,(ili;i, president, Mmuil.iin
Home.

(September

llic

I'XlcU'^iDfi

Baltimore, Mn.— The Baltimore & Ohio has let contracts for
the construction of the large new coal pier at Curtis Bay, Baltimore, to cost about $1,500,000 as follows:
For the dredging
work and building the superstructure and bulkhead to H. S. Kerbaugh. Inc., Baltimore and New York; the grading work will be
done by Smith-McCormick, Easton, Pa. The conveying machinery will be furnished liy the Robbins Belt Company, New York,
while the car dum|)ers will be installed by the McMyler Interstate Company. Cleveland.
The thawing shed, in which the coal
in carloads will be placed in cold weather prior to being dumped
over the pier, will be Iniilt by the Surety Engineering Company,
New York. It is intended to use reinforced Gunitc applied by
the cement gun on the walls of the building, the apparatus and
crew for applying the Gunite being furnished by the CcmontGiin Company, Inc., New York. All the work will l)c started at
once, and it is expected that the new improvement will be ready
for operation during the season of 1916. The pier will have a
capacity of 10,0(H),0(X) tons a year. (September 24. p. 855.)

—

Bkonxvu.li-:, N. Y.
A contract has been let to the Transit
Construction Company, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., by the New York
Central, for the elimination of the grade crossing over the Harlem division tracks at Pondlield road, Bronxvillc.

—

Cmicaco, III, The general contract for the new freight house
and warehouse which is being Imill for the Pennsylvania lines,
has been awarded to the George A. Fuller Company of Chicago,

The total cost of the building will be about $J,.<0(),(XX1.
The Chicago & North Western has awarded the general
contract for its new grain elevator :it llSth street and Calumet river to the VVitherspoon Kngler Construction Company of
111.

3,

p.

449.)

Pelham & Havana. — Conslrmlidii wmk
on

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

frniii

D.irsey,

Ma.,

is

lum under way

snulhwesl

lo

Havana,

()
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The

elevator proper will be a reinforced concrete
structure, having a river house frontage of 270 ft. for receiving
and delivering grain from and to boats, a series of 39 circular storage bins in the rear of the river house, a working house 77 ft. by
287 ft. in the rear of the bins, and a track shed covering four
tracks in the rear of the working house. The combined storage
capacity of all the bins will be 2,500,000 bushels, and plans permit
the future construction of additional bins until an ultimate
capacity of 10,000,000 bushels is reached. The marine leg will
allow the removal of grain from boats to any port of the elevator
at the rate of 20,000 bu. an hour and the loading of grain from the
The
elevator into vessels at the rate of 120,000 bu. an hour.
four-track receiving .yard will have a capacity of 300 cars and
the storage yard a capacity of 600 cars. The elevator will be

Chicago,

111.

About 5,000
to receive 120,000 bu. an hour from cars.
tons of steel will, be used in construction of the elevator. The
Armour Grain Company has arranged to lease the structure
when completed.
fitted

—

The Chicago Great Western has let a conJohn Jacobson, of Marshalltown, Iowa, for the construction of an icehouse, which will have the same specificaClarion, Iowa.

tract to

as the one to be built
under Council Bluffs, Iowa.)
tions

Council

at

(See item

Bluffs.

—

Council Bluffs, Iowa. The Chicago Great Western has let
a contract to John Jacobson, of Marshalltown, Iowa, for the
construction of a one-story, timber icehouse, with a cinder
The building will be 34 ft.
floor and J. M. asbestos roofing.
wide by 63 ft. long, and will cost about $5,000.

—

Freeport, III. The Illinois Central has completed plans for the
enlargement of a roundhouse and the extension of a tool house.
Three 90-ft. stalls will be added to the roundhouse and 14 stalls
will be lengthened from 90 ft. to 100 ft., at a probable cost of about
$30,000. The addition to the tool house will be a one-story brick
structure, 38 ft. by 62 ft. Construction work has been deferred
until next spring.

Gray Bull, Wvo.
lington
placed.

&

—The

roundhouse

Quincy, recently destroyed by

of

the

fire,

is

Chicago, Burbeing re-

now

The new structure will consist of five 81-ft. stalls,
being built of timber at a probable cost of about $5,000.
Company forces are doing the work.

and

is

—

North Platte, Neb. The Union Pacific station, baggage
room and hotel burned to the ground on Tuesday evening, November 16. The company began the construction of a temporary frame building the morning after the fire, and plans
are now being prepared for a permanent structure. The loss
has been estimated at $50,000.

— Officers

of Giles county have appropriated
for the construction of a bridge across New
It is understood that the Norfolk & Western will pay
$10,000 additional towards the cost of the bridge.

Pembroke, Va.

$8,400,
river.

it

is

said,

Plainsboro, N. J.—The Pennsylvania Railroad

highway bridge over

its

tracks

at

is

Plainsboro, to

building a
replace the

present structure.

—

Sioux City, Iowa. C. W. Ginby & Co., of Chicago, 111., have
received a contract to build a freight house for the Chicago &
North Western. It will be a brick structure 40 ft. by 1,050 ft.,
238 ft. of which will be 2 stories high and the remainder 1 story.
The roof will be supported by steel trusses. The total cost of the
building, including all incidental improvements, will be about
$175,000.

—

The Railways in Sweden. The management of the government-owned railroads in Sweden has already prepared its budget
for 1917, and is asking for an appropriation of $1,894,700 for new
construction work, which is $400,000 more than it obtained for
1916. It is planning its construction work two years ahead.

Scottish

Train

Services

Curtailkd.— The passenger train
North British Railway Companies
have been somewhat curtailed. The

services of the Caledonian and
since

Monday, November

15,

curtailment has been brought about by so many employees of the
companies having joined the colors and the tax imposed on the
resources of the companies in the matter of locomotive power
and rolling-stock in meeting the present abnormal requirements.

The English

services are not affected.
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Atchison, Topeka
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& Santa

Fe.
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— This company

is

iiiiiiiiiiHtiHitW^

to sell through

The
P. Morgan & Co., $10,000,000 preferred stock at 98'/^.
preferred stock pays dividends at the rate of 5 per cent. On
June 30, 1915, the company had outstanding $114,173,730 pre-

J.

ferred stock.

—

Baltimore & Ohio. This company has sold $60,000,000 refunding and general mortgage 5 per cent bonds to Kuhn, Loeb &
Co. and Speyer & Co., both of New York, at 97. The syndicate which will participate in the underwriting of these bonds
will get their bonds at 98, and an offering will be made to
the public at a price probably in the neighborhood of par.
These are the first bonds to be issued under the new refunding and general mortgage. In the letter which Daniel Willard,
president of the Baltimore & Ohio, wrote to the bankers who
have taken the bonds, the following paragraphs occur:
"The refunding and general mortgage will be secured on
practically the entire system of railroads of the Baltimore &
Ohio, comprising about 4,4S6 miles of first track, about 1,257
miles of second track and about 3,318 miles of other track and
upon the equipment of the company, or its interest therein,
having a present net value after depreciation of over $79,It will further cover the passenger and freight ter000,000.
minals of the company in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh
and Chicago and the freight terminals at Staten Island, N. Y.,
in Cincinnati and Washington, as well as the company's onehalf stock interest in the Washington Terminal Company and
its one-half ownership of the joint yards at Washington.
"The mortgage will be a direct lien on about 2,272 miles of
first track, 605 miles of second track and 1,761 miles of other
track of the above mentioned mileage and a lien, through the
deposit of bonds, and in most cases all, and in no case less
than 96 per cent of the capital stock of each of the companies
owning the same upon the remaining mileage.
"The 4y2 per cent convertible gold bonds of the company,
amounting to $63,250,000, in accordance with the terms thereof,
will be secured pari passu with the bonds issued under the
new refunding and general mortgage.''
Of the proceeds of the sale of these bonds, $40,000,000 will
be used to refund a like amount of notes maturing in 1917

and

1918.

Chesapeake & Ohio.

— Montgomery,

Clothier

&

Tyler,

New

York, are ofi'ering $1,000,000 Chesapeake & Ohio Northern
first mortgage 5 per cent bonds of October 1, 1915-1945, guaranteed principal and interest by the Chesapeake & Ohio. The
Chesapeake & Ohio Northern is a subsidiary of the Chesapeake & Ohio, which is building a bridge across the Ohio
river and 30 miles of railroad, to give the Chesapeake & Ohio
a direct connection to Toledo and the Lakes in connection
with the Hocking Valley, which is controlled by the Chesapeake & Ohio.
The Chesapeake & Ohio has subscribed at
par, to be paid in cash, for $3,000,000 of the authorized $3,500,-

000 stock of the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern. The bonds are
secured by a closed mortgage and represent one-fourth or
less of the actual cost of the property on which they are
secured.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The debenture bondholders'
protective committee now asks the deposit of the 5 per cent
debenture bonds, on which interest is in default, with the
Bankers Trust Company, of New York, or the First Trust &
Savings Bank, of Chicago.
When the committee was first
formed, deposits were not asked for.

—

Cincinn.\ti, Hamilton & Dayton. The bondholders' protective committee, Charles H. Sabin, chairman, has notified bondholders who have deposited their bonds that the committee
proposed to sell deposited bonds at $700 per $1,000 bond to
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Any bondholder who desires to withdraw
his bonds may do so before December 15 on the payment of
$6.30 per bond to cover the expenses of the committee.

New

—

Orleans, Texas & Mexico. This property has been sold
under foreclosure for $6,000,000 to representatives of the reorganization committee.

December
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traffic and net earnings are now very large;
but owing to weather and other favorable conditions it has been
possible this fall to keep expenses down to a basis where they

crease in railway
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cannot long be held, and therefore the present very large net
earnings must be regarded as somewhat abnormal. It is to be
feared that unless the present policy of regulation is changed, the
railways will soon be caught in another cycle of increasing expenses and taxes and declining net earnings. The policy of regulation should be made more flexible and constructive.
The
country, owing to the European war, is face to face with unprecedented conditions, and in order to meet them successfully
The
it will need a prosperous and efficient transportation system.
rights of the public should be fully protected, but it is as much
the function and dut)- of the government to further the interests
of the public in respect to railways as to protect its rights with
regard to them.
commission composed of the right kind of
men should be able to offer recommendations, the adoption of
which would help greatly in the solution of this momentous
problem of regulation.

another column, approving,

Block Signals

in

the
in

principle,

which required the
pay damages to an engineman
his engine to avoid injury by an
impending collision, which collision was due to his own error
or carelessness in running past a block signal which was set
at stop.
The court did, indeed, grant a new trial, on technicalities, and it may be that the net amount of damages ($4,165)
as named in the verdict, will be reduced or increased. But the
main point stands that an engineman who deliberately or by
gross carelessness nms into a train ahead, the block system being
adequate, and the signals being set against him, may go into
court and get a part of the blame shifted to the shoulders
the verdict of a jury

Topeka & Santa Fe
who was hurt by jumping off
Atchison,

to

—

:
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of President Wilson that a commission be

study and

make recommenthitions rcRarding

the

entire subject of rcRtilation of railways

A

Commission
on Railway
Regulation

one

vvhicli

needless

and

is

to be

hoped

will

is

receive

favorable action at the present session of
The situation with respect to

Congress.

regulation

are

it

h;irmfid

is

very unsatisfactory.

duplications

and

conflicts

There
between

and federal regidation. Until recenlly the net earnings of
the railways were ste.idily decreasing, with the result that their
purchases were narrowly restricted and new construction was
almost entirely stopped. These conditions were due to the fact
that their expenses and taxes had greatly increased without any
compensating advance in rates in fact, tlurc h;id been reductions in rates.
More recently there has been an enormous instate

;

of the judges of the court saw

In his report to the city of Dallas, Tex., on the subject of grade
separation, abstracted elsewhere in this issue, John F. Wallace
offers an interesting solution of this prob-

A

Substitute

For

lem. Instead of presenting plans for the
complete elevation or depression of tracks
in their present location, he suggests the

diverting of a large part of the railway
passing through the heart of the city to a proposed
belt line in the outskirts, thereby removing in large measure, the
necessity for grade separation.
This plan involves the immeditraffic

to

Two

;

Grade Separation

The recommendation

I

109.1

1095
1095
1096
1097
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101

* Illustrated.

appointed

company

and dissented from the majority opinion
but only
two. For the railroad the principal lesson is, perhaps, to make
the signal rules more simple and absolute.
The space interval
system should be adequate in itself, and independent.
With
a complete and thorough block system, that engineman woidd
not have had any written papers on which his lawyer could
trump up the charge that the railroad company (the despatcher)
had led the poor runner into trouble.
straight,

now

from the midst of tlic city of all but switching
operations, which will be carried on preferably at night, and the
ultimate removal of many of the tracks and the industries
served by them. The plan of restricting the use of tr.icks has
been carried out successfully in other cities and with some reate withdrawal

would probably not seriously affect the present commercial business of Dallas.
The utlimate ab:uidonment of the
niljustnients

tracks,

concern
stances

is a more serious matter, and will no doubt
many of the industries as well as the railro.ids. Inmay be cited where railways have abandoned individual

however,

side tracks or short sections of line rather than incur the heavy
additional expense of grade separation, but it has seldom been
proposed to abandon or restrict the use of as extended trackage
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as

However, the

instance.

tliis

ill

fact

that

the belt line

be built for a small part of the cost of grade separation
have an important bearing.

can

may

THEof Chicago

require

for legislation to

all

of the railways

to electrify their terminals

misdirected

attempts to

of conditions. At this time the demand for electrification of
terminals has been based mainly on the ground that it would
eliminate the smoke nuisance. The report shows that it would
But perhaps this is
eliminate only about five per cent of it.

Perhaps
argument against the plan.
the most potent argument is that legislation that would require
general electrification in Chicago would be an attempt to reverse

most

not

the

the

natural

progress

forceful

might

electrification,

instead

and,

order of things,

of

set

it

of

furthering

the

back.

In the history of modern industrial affairs small developments
have always led the way to large ones. The first steam locomoThe first
tive was not a Mallet with all the modern appliances.
The
telephone installation was not one of 500,000 telephones.
The "Tom Thumb" was
first automobile was not a twin-six.
followed by steam locomotives of somewhat greater size, power,
and complexity. They were followed by others of still greater
size, power and complexity, and thus developments up to the
modern locomotive were worked out step by step, each being
largely a result of those preceding and being based on the test
of experience. The same thing may be said in a general way
regarding the telephone, the automobile, the modern steamship,
the large factory and the great corporation.
Thus far the use of electricity as a motive power has devel-

oped along similar lines. It has been only a few years since
Presently electricity
an electric street railway was a novelty.
supplanted the horse and the cable. Then came the interurban
trolley; and a few years ago began the application of electricity
The progress has been steady and even
to heavy traction.
rapid; but like progress along other lines, it has always been
from small things to greater and that it has taken place at all
has been because each larger development has been based on
the test of experience with preceding smaller developments.
;

Now,

proposal

the

Chicago to be

to

require

electrified is

a

all

move

the

railway

in the

wrong

terminals

of

direction be-

There is not
a single case where even a few railways, either under compulsion or voluntarily, have simultaneously electrified all of their
terminals, passenger and freight, in a large industrial center.
People sometimes talk as if this has been done in New York.
Most of the passenger and freight terminals serving New York
City are in Hoboken, Jersey City and other places outside of
New York City, and none of the freight terminals have been
The railway terelectrified except those of the New Haven.
minals in Chicago constitute the largest and most complicated
system in any city on earth. And yet, contrary to all precedent and to all the principles of ordered progress, it is proposed
to require the largest and most complex system to be electrified

cause

it

inconsistent with

is

all

ordered progress.

be allowed to await the results of the installation and operation of electric power in
smaller terminals where similar, but less gigantic and compliThey must solve the biggest
cated, problems would be met.
problem of all first, and because a committee of the leading
business men of Chicago has reported adversely on the project,

first.

the

The

railways

committee

is

are

treated

not

to

by the local

fathers as unfair and lacking in public
In spite of this adverse report there
If

an

and

city

spirit.

is a movement in the
pass an ordinance requiring general electrificaordinance is passed it will be contested in the

city council to
tion.

newspapers

No. 24

and in view of the data collected by the committee of
the Association of Commerce, it is improbable that any court
Such an ordinance
of competent jurisdiction would uphold it.
courts,

cate that the progress of electrification

is a good example of
The report
promote progress.
of the Committee on Smoke Abatement and Electrification of
Terminals of the Association of Commerce is not a blow to
It is merely a blow to an attempt
electrification in general.
to compel the application of electric power to a particular set

many

59,

would be merely an act to start a lawsuit.
While these are the facts, they do not by any means

INVERTING THE ORDER OF PROGRESS
agitation

Vol.

is

indi-

On

to be arrested.

probably will go forward rapidly, for there are
numerous places where the adoption of electric power can be
justified by reasons forceful from the standpoints of both the
the contrary,

railways

and the

roads

the

it

public.

entering

It

is

significant

advantages that may be derived from
under favorable conditions by making
This is true, for
parts of their lines.
York Central, the Pennsylvania and the
St.

Paul.

that

Chicago are showing they
the

use

a

number of

appreciate

of

the

electricity

installations

on

example, of the

other

New

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

Railways which do not enter Chicago are also mak-

It will not
ing installations in various parts of the country.
be surprising if some of the roads decide in a comparatively
short time to electrify certain of their Chicago suburban lines.
Every step of this kind will yield experience which will help

in the solution of the major problems of electrification; and
doubtless the time will come when it will be both technically
and financially feasible for all the terminals of Chicago to be
But, as already intimated, true progress in this
electrified.
field,

ually,

as in others, will, in the future as in the past, come gradalthough perhaps rapidly; and certainly the best re-

sults will not

be secured in this or in any other

field

by attempt-

ing to coerce engineers and capitalists into trying to solve the

and most complicated and difficult problems first.
Meantime, the railroads owe it to themselves and to the
public to continue to study the problem of electrification with
a view to extending it wherever such action will be conducive to public safety, health and convenience.
biggest

DEMURRAGE AS A CURE FOR CONGESTION AND CAR
SHORTAGE

CONCERTED

action to relieve the

enormous congestion of

freight at the Atlantic seaboard and gulf ports

is

being ta-

ken not only by the railways directly concerned, but by the American Railway Association, on behalf of all the railways, for
the purpose of averting a serious car shortage in every part
Such a shortage, with its disastrous
of the United States.
effect on the commerce of the country, is threatened by the
conditions at the ports, caused by the unprecedented volume
of export shipments and the shortage of ocean transportation
facilities.

officers are holding daily meetdoing everything in their power to
relieve the local situation at New York, Boston, Baltimore and
Philadelphia, without declaring a general embargo, the American Railway Association, through its Committee on Relations
between Railroads and its Executive Committee, has formulated a more comprehensive plan which was submitted on

While committees of railroad

ings

for the purpose

Thursday

to

the

of

Interstate

Commerce Commission providing

for a strengthening of the demurrage rules long advocated by
railroad officers.

It is

believed that this plan,

if

adopted, would

not only alleviate the present situation at the ports, but prevent the even more serious effects on general business condi-

which are liable to result from the tying up of so many
when shippers are clamoring for them elsewhere, and also
do much to minimize car shortage in the future.
tions

cars

It is proposed as the first step to reduce the free time allowed to the seaboard and gulf ports, both on export and
domestic freight, and the tariffs have already been filed with
the Interstate Commerce Commission to become effective on
January 1. This is for the purpose of discouraging the practice of sending shipments to the ports before arrangements
are made for their disposition on arrival and would prevent
adding to the accumulation until some of the freight now on
hand can be cleaned up. It is also proposed to advance the

December
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demurrage charge on freight cars by a progressive scale of
rates increasing after cars have been held for three days beyond the free time, for the purpose of inducing more prompt
handling of cars by shippers and consignees throughout the
country.

A

agreement

third

step

in

most

plan

demurrage

in the present

assert has been a

this

prolific

is

to

rules,

abolish

the average

which railroad

officers

source of freight car detention.

The Interstate Commerce Commission was asked to give
prompt approval of these changes in order that the carriers
may make them effective immediately.
The Committee on Relations Between Railroads after a special investigation and careful deliberation has formulated the
plan outlined, and the Executive Committee has approved resolutions setting forth

its

details with the reasons therefor, to be

presented to the commission, together with facts and figures,

demonstrating the necessity of some such procedure to meet
In the event of unforeseen
the exigencies of the situation.
obstacles to immediate action on the part of the commission
the resolutions provide that the two committees shall be called
into emergency session at Washington to take such further
steps as may be deemed necessary, to the extent of petitioning Congress to confer upon the Interstate Commerce Commission such powers as may be lacking.
In a recent issue the Railway Age Gazette called attention
to the fact that the present situation is due to a scarcity of
vessel capacity rather than to such a shortage of rail facilities
as has caused scarcity of freight cars in other years.
We
ventured to suggest that the Interstate Commerce Commission
might do something to relieve the situation by waiving formality and promptly calling a conference of railroad men
and shippers with a view to establishing more stringent demurrage and shortage rules. Since then the conditions have
rapidly grown worse.
The tracks leading into New York,
and to a less extent into Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
the gulf ports, are congested with so many thousands of cars
that cannot be unloaded that several of the railways have been
compelled to place embargoes against additional shipments in
order to prevent still worse confusion, and that they may
not be blocked against westbound shipments.
The congestion
of cars loaded with export business is seriously hindering the
handling of domestic business. This state of affairs has been
explained to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In support of the proposed increase in the demurrage rate,
it is pointed out in the resolutions of the Committee on Relations Between Railroads that since the present rate of $1 a
day was adopted the cost of construction, the carrying capacity, and consequently the earning power, of a freight car have
been greatly increased that the adoption of a higher demurrage rate in California, which was approved by the Interstate
Commerce Commission in 1912, and the higher rate in effect
in Arizona, with no average agreement, have resulted in the
practical elimination of undue detention of equipment, with
consequent reduction of demurrage collections.
It is also declared that the Crmadian roads at times have secured the
permission of the Canadian railroad commission to establish
a progressive demurrage rate higher than the normal rate,
which has operated to the advantage of that country, but
that the higher rate in Canada than in the I'nitcd States has
operated indirectly to the disadvantage of the public, the shippers and the railroads of the United States.
The proposed demurrage rule makes no change in the pres;

which there are several exceptions, for 48
hours free time and a rate of $1 per day thereafter, for the
first three days, but would impose a charge of $3 per day for
detention for the next succeeding three days :iiul $5 a day

ent

provision,

thereafter.

to

This

is

the

rule

recently

applied

to

refrigerator

cars which

was approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the form suggested by the shippers as a compromise.
It has worked very satisfactorily in preventing the detention

of refrigerator cars and thus increasing the efficiency of the
available car supply.
It
has been shown that the average

freight car

1079

hands of shippers or consignees, for loading

in the

is

more than one-third of the

A

or

unloading,

far

more valuable for transportation than for storage purposes,

and the man who uses
of $1 a day,

it

for a warehouse,

time.

even

car

is

the rate

at

not only depriving the railroad of the oppor-

is

make it earn several times that amount, but is also
preventing some other shipper from obtaining prompt transA higher demurrage rate therefore
portation of his freight.
reduces the number of cars used for storage and increases the
tunity to

number available for transportation.
The free time allowed on export freight has always been
excessive.
The tariffs which are now before the commission
for approval or suspension provide for the reduction of free
time at the ports from 30 to IS days on export freight not
covered by through export bills of lading, which will not be
issued unless the shipper can show that vessel space has been arranged for. The eastern roads have also asked authority to

on

establish

than the 30 days' statutory notice the same

less

storage charge on export grain in cars which would be applied
This rule is to apply
if the grain were stored at elevators.
at

New

Boston,

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk and
it is expected that the roads serving the
take similar action if the commission gives the

Newport News, and
gulf ports will

desired authority to the eastern roads.

This
is

will

known

prevent the sending of grain to points where it
the elevators cannot handle additional ship-

that

ments.

Demurrage officers of the railways for two years have been
advocating the abolition of the average agreement, by which
shippers or consignees are allowed credits for releasing cars
in less than the free time that may be used to offset detentions after the free time on other cars.
One of the principal
objections to the average rule is that large shippers who have
every reason to load outbound shipments as proniptly as possible in their own interest are enabled by it to accumulate
credits which they use to offset the demurrage which should
accrue for their undue delays in unloading inbound cars, thus
removing the incentive to release those cars promptly. Elevators, which require only a very short time to load a car
of grain, are given credits which make it possible to waste
a great deal of time in unloading cars of other commodities
which they receive.
The proposals of the American Railway Association for
such vital changes in the demurrage rules constitute a rather
ambitious program, but they should have been adopted long
before the emergency arose. The present difficulty differs from
similar situations which have existed in other years principally
in the immediate cause.
The effect is much the same as if it
were due to an inadequate car supply and a lack of railroad
terminal facilities.
Under a system of regulation which so
closely restricts the earning power it is a practical impossibility
for the railways to own at all times a large enough surplus
of cars to enable them to promptly supply all demands for
them in the rush season of business, much less to be able
to meet all emergencies.
If the demands for cars cannot be
more evenly distributed throughout the year, and if the shippers and the public are not willing to allow railroads to be
prosperous enough to maintain at all times a supply of cars
as large as the maximum number that may be needed at any
time, it will be possible for them to handle the business of the
country with reasonable cxpeditioTi only by obtaining the niaxiinimi service from each car.

This means that

down the time the
may be used more
With

tended.
is

profitable

with

a

rate

portation

the

cars are in

shipper
closely

shipper

and

spend more time in

for which

rate of only $1 a
to

keep

car

a

appro.xiniating

nioro

is

loading

for the shippers to cut

possession

their

the purpose

for

demurrage
a

more

warehouse or
will

a

to

will be necessary

it

likely

to

unloading
motion.

so that they
they were in-

day

it

out of
its

value

spend his
facilities,

frequently

service,

for

money

and

but

trans-

the

for

car
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THE RAILROADS AND PREPAREDNESS

THE

important part which railways have played in all the
great wars of modern times is familiar to students of history. Germany has been especially proficient in developing and
using transportation lines as an important element in her policy of

To

militarism.

this

were largely due her speedy successes

the wars with Austria in 1866 and in France in 1870-71.

To

in

due the ability she has shown to stand off
her numerically stronger enemies in the present war.
There has been in progress lately a vigorous agitation for the
adoption of a program of preparedness in the United States.
Only very recently has anything been said about the necessity
for recognizing and treating our railway system as one of the
most vital factors in such a program. This phase of the subject
was discussed by George D. Snyder, in a paper before the New
York Railroad Club on November 19. An article dealing with
it which has attracted widespread attention was contributed by
President Charles H. Markham, of the Illinois Central, to a recent issue of the Economic World, and a forceful address on
"Preparedness and our Railroads" was delivered by George Dallas
Dixon, vice-president in charge of traffic of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, before the International Trade Conference at New
York City on December 6.
As Mr. Dixon points out, the part that railways would play
in a war in the United States, where the seacoast is so extended,
the area so great and the distances so long, would be even more
important than their role in the hostilities in Europe. A railway
system which was properly organized and in good physical condition might prove the salvation of the country. One which was
not well organized and in good physical condition might render
futile the most elaborate and skillful plans for the development
merely of the army and navy.
With regard to organization, Mr. Markliam has made a suggestion of great pertinence and importance. In case of war, it
would be necessary, in order to raise the railways to the maximum efficienc}', to have their management and operation directed
by a central administration, which would, of course, be a part
of the federal government. Mr. Markham has proposed a conference between representatives of the government and of the
railways to work out a plan of organization and administration

SEABOARD AIR LINE

ALLthe outbreak of the war

the roads in the South faced a very serious situation on

in August, 1914. The Seaboard Air
However, the methods adopted for
Line was no exception.
effecting economies were so successful as to result in a surplus
of $342,000 after the payment of expenses, interest charges and
the regular 5 per cent on the adjustment mortgage bonds. The
prospects for the fiscal year July 1, 1914-June 30, 1915, had been
bright; before the outbreak of the war a dividend of 1 per cent
had been declared on the preferred stock, payable August 15,
1914, calling for $239,000; this of course had to be paid and
was paid out of surplus. The falling off in total operating
revenues amounted to 16.29 per cent, total revenues in 1915 being

$21,280,000 as

in case

of hostilities on a

against $25,421,000 in

1914.

To

offset

the

loss

of $4,140,000 in revenue there was a reduction of $2,541,C00 in
operating expenses, the total in 1915 being $14,923,000. Besides

saving in operating expenses a notable saving in hire of
equipment was made. In 1914 the Seaboard Air Line had to pay
out $266,000 on this account. In 1915 this had been changed to
a net receipt of $86,000, or a saving of $352,000 to the company.
The loss in revenue was very large. The business of the South
immediately after the outbreak of the war came almost to a
standstill.
Passenger business was much below normal and
certain classes of freight business almost ceased to move.
The
tonnage of fertilizers for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,
was 569,000 as against 994,000 in the previous year. The tonnage
of phosphate was 446,000 tons in 1915 as against 1,027,000 tons
in the previous year. To add to the depression caused by the war
there were unfavorable weather conditions which made the
movement of perishable vegetables unusually small, the tonnage

this

in 1915 being 113,000 tons as against 146,000 tons in the previous

The

year.

and

total

in 1915 was 8,479,000,
number of passengers carried

tonnage of revenue freight

in 1914, 10,411,000.

The

total

was 4,224,000, and in 1914, 5,147,000.
was out of the question to make all of the necessary reduc-

in 1915

for the railways as a single system, which would immediately
effect
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velopment of the railways to the highest state of physical efficiency, and is therefore antagonistic to an intelligent policy of
It is of great importance that this fact should
preparedness.
be brought home to the public and to those influential in the
affairs of government.

this

also has been largely

and automatically be put into

Vol.

It

tion in expenses in transportation expenses, but these expenses

The railways of Great Britain, as he points out,
like our own, are owned by numerous private companies.
Such a
plan was devised in England over 40 years ago, and was promptly put into effect on the beginning of the present war.
Under

were reduced by

scheme the British railways are directed as a single unit
by a committee of their own general managers with the president of the Board of Trade as ex-officio chairman. The results
have shown that government ownership is by no means necessary to render railways an efficient arm of the military service.
The railways of Great Britain seem to have given at least as
good an account of themselves as any organization or agency
used by the English in the present war. Mr. Markham's suggestion merits serious consideration and action in one form or

much.

another.

management, passenger-train mileage could be reduced by 4

large scale.

this

As

all

who have

discussed this subject have pointed out the

physical condition of the railways in case of

war would be of

On their physical condition would depend the
and safety with which they could handle large bodies of
troops. As the government does not own the railways it cannot by
the direct use of its funds put them into the physical condition

vital

consequence.

facility

in. On the other
hand, the shape they will be put in by their owners and managers will necessarily depend on their earnings the amount of
their earnings will depend on the way in which they are regulated, and they are regulated by the governments of the nation
and the states. Therefore, the public authorities will indirectly

that the national defense requires they should be

;

determine the state of physical efficiency to which they will be
brought and our policy of regulation will be cither a favorable
or an adverse factor in our policy of national defense.
The
policy of regulation now being followed is adverse to the de-

16.8 per cent,

than the reduction

in

business

;

or in greater proportion, even,

and as usual

was found im-

it

possible to reduce passenger-train expenses to correspond with
the falling off in business. Station expenses could not be reduced

These factors were more than offset by quite remarkably large reductions in expenses, such as fuel, in which a saving
of 23.3 per cent was made, and stationery, where a saving of

26.3 per cent

was made. A very considerable part of the loss
was in local business, and the Seaboard
great number of cases required the permission of

in passenger business

Air Line

in a

the state commissions before

company was
state

it

could take off local trains.

The

successful in securing the co-operation of these

commissions, but notwithstanding the best efforts of the

per cent only, the total passenger-train mileage
5,754,000.

The

falling off in passengers carried

14 per cent, the total in 1915 being 211,817,000.

in

1915

being

one mile was

This, of course,

suspended business, and with the return of prosperity has not
only been made up but is showing a normal increase over normal
years. The remainder of the saving in transportation expenses
is

was

in freight service.
The average revenue train load was 289
tons in 1915, an increase over the previous year of 26 tons, or
about 10 per cent.
The reduction in freight-train mileage

amounted

to 22.5 per cent, the total freight-train mileage in 1915
being 4,330,000.
very comprehensive system of detail supervision over train
performance had been inaugurated previous to 1914. With the
great falling off in business in 1915 operating officers and employees naturally took a more than ordinary interest in trying

A

to effect

economies, and the lessons learned from the system

December

of

daily

of

reports

Seaboard had had
than

ordinary

$1,578,000
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effectiveness.

addition

In

the

to

saving

of

was a saving of

there

expenses,

transportation

in

which the
were applied with more

performance,

train

individual

in effect previously,

$719,000 in maintenance of way expenses and $285,000 in maintenance of equipment, the total spent for maintenance of way
in 1915 being $2,415,000, and for maintenance of equipment,

The following

$3,176,000.

table

ratio of each class

shows the

operating revenue

of expenses to total

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses

Traffic

Total

*The increase

is

due entirely

1915

1914

11.35
14.92
3.59
36.62
0.53
3.12*

12.33
13.62
3.13
36.86
0.52
2.45

70.12

68.70
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The scrap reclamation campaign which helped reduce maintenance of equipment expenses also helped in reducing
maintenance of way expenses. Ties and lumber also were much
cheaper.
A policy toward rail renewal was pursued which,
although not particularly liberal, was adequate for the safety
of the property and of train operation and was justified by
ment work.

conditions.

At the end of the fiscal year 1915 the company had $1,056,000
cash on hand, in addition to $839,000 on special deposit to meet

to valuation expenses.

maintenance of way expenses amounted to
maintenance of equipment to 8.2 per cent.
It will be noted that maintenance of equipment was not reduced
in proportion to the reduction in train-miles, and there was,
moreover, a very considerable saving made through the recla-

The reduction

22.9 per cent

and

in

in

The saving from

mation of scrap material.

this

alone

was

Birmingham
Bessemer-

I

^

A

LA

B A

\

M

A

«^

^

The Seaboard Air Line
more than

$180,000,

so

that

actually

the

standard of mainte

nance of equipment was higher in 1915 tlian in 1914.
The reduction in maintenance of way expenses looks very large
The average expenditure per mile of road for maintenance of
way in 1915 was $778. This is a less sum than would be necessary for the adequate maintenance of the Seaboard Air Line
under ordinary conditions and year in and year out. There are
certain factors, however, that have to be given special consideration in an analysis of this year's maintenance of way exThe greatest efiiciency in track labor in a good part
penses.
of the territory served by the Seaboard Air Line is almost out
Manufacturers
of the question under ordinary circumstances.
will have the more intelligent class of laborers and their scale
of wages is fixed at a certain percentage above what the rai

way company

will pay, regardless of

what

this

is.

In a time of

however, a considerable proportion of this more
intelligent class of labor is thrown out of work, and the railroad then has a chance to make a selection and to secure a very
much larger amount and (luality of work per dollar paid in wages
Tlic program of
than it would inulcr normal circinnstanccs.
beltcrnicnt work was discontinued wherever this could economically 1)0 done, and there was a consi'(|iu'nt considerable saving
in niainliMiancc of way expenses which arc incidental to bettordepression,

on funded debt and equipment trust
tured or about to mature, and had loans and
interest

obligations
bills

ma-

payable of

$504,000.

Since the close of the

have greatly improved.

fiscal

year conditions

in

the Southeast

Kvcrywherc there are reports of restricted areas planted to cotton, with much more diversified
agriculture; cotton prices are better than even the most opti-
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had hoped for a year ago, and it is in
just such roads as the Seaboard Air Line, well managed, conservatively financed and serving a territory that was particularly
hard hit by the war, that we may expect to see the largest proportional increase in credit.
Such an experience as the Seaboard has gone through is a real test of the inherent value of
the property, and under this test the road has shown up par-
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SIX-VOLT INCANDESCENT HEADLIGHTS
San Fkancisco,

The following

table

shows the principal

figures for operation

compared with 1914:

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Transportation for investment— Cr
Total operating expenses
Traffic

1915
3,106
$14,324,670
4,576,795
21,280,463
2,414,866
3,175,642
764,298

1914
3,084
$17,307,034
5,430,531
25,420,503
3,133,831
3,460,964
796,893
9,370,682
131,235
623,023
52,922
17,463,706
999,000
6,957,797
6,990,570
2,924,216
1,250,000

7,792,905
114,014
663,066
2,258
14,922,534
1,062,247
5,295,682
5,720,623
1,591,632
1,250,000

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Interest on income bonds

:

About a year and a half
ago the Pacific System of the Southern Pacific Company replaced
all its acetylene headlights witli incandescent lamps of the auto-

the engineman to read his orders.

}

Train Indicaior

No.8

Lamp
Saffery

F/erib/e Cable

yfirt
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Terrryrnal

ha.l4 Tmio Conductor.
Flerible Cable

n

Board in
Base of

Heaaiighi

Srvilohond Terminal

Head/'ghf

No l4T^,nConduclor,

Sep.

"0.1 Kre

Flexible Cable
60finr)p.

edition.

The book

is

a

which

in

of the opportunity which it affords to translate the compilation
of railroad accounts into terms other than those universally used
The English terminology is quite different from
in this country.
Since, however, the object of railroad accounting is the
ours.

same in both
from the very

S.PS.

<nilt Striloh

Wiring Diagram

comprehensive deone modified form
or another is in use on most of the larger English railways.
It is of interest and value to American railroad officers because
the third

6cp. Trouble

^'''V/7 Nal4 Twin Conductor.

NEW BOOKS

scription of the accounting system

796

with respect to cab lights and other improvements, wherein a
despatcher pleads for a reading lamp, conveniently placed, for

•*c.p.

Railway Accounts and Finance. By J. Alfred Fisher. Published by George
United States agents, D. Van Nostrand ComAllen & Co.. London.
Price $4.
pany, New York.

Cal.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
Your issue of October 29 contains a contribution on page

Train Indicaior

is

|
r
=

B

ticularly well.

This

No. 24
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mistic cotton planters

in 1915 as

59,

for

Headlight and Cab Lights

mobile headlight type, but of larger size. The idea of automobile
lighting was carried throughout the entire installation, even to
the fittings employed in the cabs and to a portable trouble lamp
on a long cord, to take the place of the old smoking torch. One
of the illustrations shows the type of automobile light fittings
that in practice has been found satisfactory, except that under
extreme summer desert temperature combined with high boiler

made of moulded rubber, or its
These are now being replaced with

temperatures, fittings that are
equivalent, have softened.

of the vitrified type.
In placing the lamps, particularly those in the cab, the prin-

fittings

countries, this English discussion of the subject,

fact that it makes the American railroad accounting officer analyze the terms used, is of value, since it forces
attention on the facts back of the terms.
The English accounting system is divided into four depart-

'r~y>'Coodu,Ho

,;•(„/

H).IO 3!rk'l>H.

riS'"''''

5^ i^^^^^^rtzz^—^„^/jr.7s:^<
v.,

I

Condu'i

I

1

1

,

,^

HonOlfO'l

The "traffic department," which can roughly be transments
lated the station accounts of passenger and freight revenue the

Cut

:

/>gf>^

a

f^rroa io

that .tet.iljyit take
fock rtufeot^

;

-g^

^i'^

'T'O

•^

Terrrnnafs fo
be hptd

which, includes the expenses for maintenance,
both of way and of equipment, and station expenses and most of
our transportation expenses, as well as stores department accounts; the "secretary's department," which would in this coun"expenditure,"

Ciinred alu'r""um rt(ItOor.
t/ntlef

prenfd n*o~
and uridtr

and treasurer's, this department having
charge of both the issue of securities and the custody of cash;
and finally the "accountant's department," which includes the
auditing department, the station ledger office and the bookkeeper's

try be called secretary

office.

y-VDr.n

In the preface to the third edition of his book Mr. Fisher
discusses ton-mile statistics and apparently leans to the view
held by the majority of English railroad officers that ton-mile

fief hod of

English railways would be of no value. The first
reason given in the minority report of the committee which was
appointed by the Board of Trade to investigate this subject
before the passage of the act of parliament which prescribed

Mounfmg Indicator
Defwf B.

Light

statistics for

a

form of accounts for English railroads

is

so

much

in

C

four

Shh 3o trtd
hmp soc*tf

chTtp

Tap* i*9ll to foke
mtc^tan-eaf stfoi

on cot>f€

the

of the English controversy on this point, and is evidently
approved by Mr. Fisher, that it is worth quoting: "That practically no instance had been brought to the notice of the com-

i'cfKiie ffippk

Ml J-f ***'»

spirit

mittee of any definite increase of earnings or decrease of expenditure in any specific case, which was the result of the use
of the ton-mile figures, and which could not, and ought not to,
have been brought about by other means, and that 'every witness

supported the ton-mile statistics was challenged to produce
"
such concrete cases, and not one could do so.'
Mr. Fisher's introduction to his book is admirable. He states
clearly the sources of income and the destination of outgo, and
distinguishes between receipts on capital account and revenues,
and expenditures on capital account and expenses.

who

*

Mill
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Southern Pacific Electric Headlight Installation

followed has been to direct the necessary amount of liijht
it is needed and to cut off all
extraneous
light, with the result that very small lamps give entirely satisfactory illumination and the sensitiveness of the engine crew's
eyes is not diminished unnecessarily.
ciple

upon the spot where

There arc now 900 of these headlights in service and their
performance has been remarkable. The old acetylene or arc
headlight reflector can be used by simply covering the openings.

A

new opening should

be cut in the vertex of the reflector and

December

10,
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the incandescent lamp, with
the

rear.

Lamps

its

focusing device, inserted from

for six-volt circuits,

especially

in

the

sizes

1083

and take

batteries

used for headlight purposes (108 watts) have filaments very
strong and heavy, consequently they can be wound into an ex-

more than ]/i in. in diameter by %
This can be placed very accurately in the focus of the
reflector, and the result is a concentrated beam of light of very
great penetration, the beam candle-power measuring approximately 1,046,000, while the mean spherical candle-power of the lamp
itself is only 140. On the other hand, if a wide beam of less power
is needed, as for example on crooked track in the mountains, an
adjustment of the focus brings about this result. There is no
flickering or jumping of the light, as is the ordinary experience
with the arc headlight and, furthermore, while the arc lamp
has a mean spherical candle-power intensity of from 800 to
900 candles, according to conditions of the lamp and length of
arc, its beam candle-power, with the same reflector is only

STRAIGHTENING RAILS
To THE Editor
I

in

of

IN

THE MILL
City.

thoroughly agree with the views of Captain Hunt, expressed
Railway Age Gazette of October 22, page

his letter in the

methods of cold straightening

726, that the present

rails

are in-

jurious to the material and are doubtless indirectly responsible
for a considerable
that the

number of

failures.

rail

improvement should be

the acceptance by railroads of

in the mill

believe,

I

however,

methods and not by

not entirely straight.

rail

We

would not care to accept rails out of line and surface and depend upon the ordinary methods of track laying to correct the
trouble.

£. E.

Adams

Chief Engineer, Union Pacific System.

165,000.

Certain manufacturers of 32-\olt arc headUght outfits, endeavoring by brute force to equal the results obtained with the
six-volt incandescent lamp, are using 32-volt incandescent lamps,
burned up to 37 volts, in the same reflectors, in the hope of securing equal illumination by forcing the candle-power. On accoinit of the necessity of the longer filament in the 32-volt
lamp, this hope cannot be realized in fact, tests show that even
under these conditions the beam candle-power is less than oneFurthermore, the steam conhalf that of the six-volt lamp.
sumption of the turbo generators designed for arc headlight
purposes is from 250 to 450 lb. per hour, while that of the most
recent six-volt turbo generator for cab lighting is less than
50 lb. of steam per hour, and the cost of installation is slightly
in favor of the six-volt outfit.
The portable trouble lamp was hung convenient to the engineman's head and by it he read his train orders, until it
became evident that the portable light was also convenient
around automobiles, of which our enginemen seem to have many.
In fact, the practical results indicate that they found the trouble
lamps more useful in the automobiles than in the engine. We
are now replacing the trouble lamp with a fixed lamp over the
engineman's head with a switch convenient to the engineman's
;

head.

For the reason that these installations were somewhat rushed,
owing to legal requirements, there was not suflicient time to
develop a suitable electric generator, and we found it necessary
to use a battery, with stationary charging stations at the
tive turning points,

H. Babcock

New York
the Railway Age Gazette:

long.

;

a

Consulting Electrical Engineer, Southern Pacific.

ceedingly small cylinder not
in.

they take their supplies

full batteries, just as

of sand, lubricant and water.

where the locomotives leave

locomo-

their exhausted

DEUS EX MACHINA
By Francis W. Lane

When

Western Advance case

the

are

settled

is

and

all

the exhibits

filed

When Thorne

has discharged

all

his

venom and respondents

have ceased to get riled;

We may

rest

—and,

we

faith,

shall

need

it,

— and

gather our

senses a few.
Till

the Master of rate regulation gets busy and starts some-

thing new.

And

they that shall win will be happy, and they that shall lose
will be sore

None

shall

know

till

the Master has spoken, nor bank on the

verdict before

None can precedent quote

with assurance, nor can cite a deci-

sion in bar

Let us hope the Master digests well

we

— the

day

it's

decreed where

are.

For only the Master determines, and only the Master can tell
Whether railways shall thrive a while longer or plunge straight

downward
So we work

to

(receiverships)

;

for the joy of working,

and handle each separate

car

On

the advice of

the

Commerce Commission,

the

Master of

things as they are.

Smfch

for PorhMe Li'ghf

FS.UBC.Condukfi

Flush Sn'ikh in
FS ItSCXondulef

\hr ^fablf larrup
-.^IMi/iL.

Southern Pacific Incandetcenl Electric Headlight Equipment
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Importance

Railroads

of

Why

Their Efficiency

and Navy

in

a Sound

Is

Plan

a

in

as Vital

Scheme

That

as

of

of
of

Preparedness*
Army

Defense

National

By George Dallas Dixon
Vice-President in Charge of Traffic, Pennsylvania Railroad

If the word should be flashed over this country that war had
been declared and that the United States was about to enter into
a conflict with another great world power, our condition of preparedness what had been done and what had been left undone
—would at once become the most immediately vital question beIt is not imminent nor, so far we
even probable, and we hope that it never will be. But
we have been compelled even though unwillingly to consider
possibilities, and already national preparedness is being given

were not sufficient to warrant investors in supplying the capital
needed to provide facilities for a greatly enlarged traffic, nor
were they enough to enable the roads to put by a surplus for
better cars, heavier bridges, more modern signals and all of
those things which go to make up a good railroad, but which,
except to a very small extent, do not increase a railroad's earning
power.
Private capital is ready today to invest in our American railroads and needs only the assurance that the people and the
Government wish to see it allowed a fair and reasonable re-

much

turn.

—

fore the American people.

War

can

has not been declared.

see,

—

—

thought.

has often occurred to me that in all the discussions of this
subject, one of its most important phases, possibly its most important, has been overlooked by the majority of people. I refer
Taking everything into consideration, it is
to transportation.
really a great question whether it is not every bit as important that our railroads should be prepared for national defense as
it is that our Navy and our Army should be prepared.
It

MILITARY PLANS MUST BE FOR DEFENSE

As we are virtually pledged against another war of aggression,
our military plans must necessarily be plans of defense, with a
greater Navy, primarily, and a greater Army, secondarily, as the
most obvious needs. There is danger, however, that the very
obviousness of these necessities in any plan of preparedness may
blind the eyes of Americans to another necessity which is less
obvious but by no means any less vital, and that is adequate preparation for the mobilization and co-ordination of the internal
resources of the country.

This means good railroads.
now, but better.

Not merely

as

good as we have

Just consider how helpful it would be now to the country's
welfare if our railroads had the facihties needed at this very
moment to handle our export commerce I might almost say,
under existing circumstances, the world's commerce.

—

RAILROADS SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR

ANY EMERGENCY

Certainly the present situation in which the railroads of this
country find themselves should be adequate proof to the people
that our railroads should be prepared for any possible emergency,
whether it be to handle an extraordinary quantity of traffic as is
now being offered for transportation, or for any extraordinary
service the Government might call on them to perform.
The very existence of the Nation, in the unhappy event of a
war, might well hinge upon the ability of our interior transportation systems to bear the tremendous burden that would be put
upon them, without collapsing. To be certain of so doing, they
need great strength, much more than, as a whole, they have today.

The war

Europe has taught no surer lesson than this, that
however courageous or admirably trained,
are of little military value without the means of moving them
with promptness and order and of keeping their many needs continuously supplied. This means transportation facilities that can
be counted on to work with the smoothness and certainty of a
machine.
Without such facilities, all other preparations are
useless, and the effort put into them wasted.
The railroads have played an important part in all the great
wars of the last three-quarters of a century, that is, in every
principal struggle of nations and rulers since the wars of Napoleon.
But never before have they assumed the importance
in

great forces of men,

Suppose that a hostile army was about to invade our land. Can
exaggerate the importance that would then attach to an in-

we

ternal transportation system

at the highest state of efficiency,
with every facility ready to render the maximum of service,
whether in the rapid assembling and transportation of troops, the
movement of munitions, or the carrying of the materials required

for the erection of the new plants that would probably be necessary to meet the enormous demands for military supplies?
Just for the sake of argument, imagine that the United States

were attacked by some foreign power

—

England, or Germany, or
France, or Italy, or Russia, or Japan, or any other great nation.
Consider the diversity of the problems that would have to be met

any one of such contingencies, and then ask the question.
part would the American railroads play in the scheme of
national defense and what would be expected of them under
such circumstances?
in

What

that

they hold

campaign

in

in

the

present

Europe during the

war.

last

Practically

every

great

fourteen months has centered,

at some crucial stage, about the possession of a railway line or
junction point, control of which meant rail communication, or the

loss of
in

it,

for one side or the other.

The whole land campaign

the Balkan states, and the intricacies and ramifications and

intrigues of diplomacy that have accompanied

THE VALUE OF RAILROADS IN PREPAREDNESS
There are, to be sure, abundant commercial reasons why it
would well repay the American people to conserve and encourage
their railroad systems and make their more rapid expansion and
upbuilding possible.

manned,

skillfully

Well-constructed,

managed and solvent

to a healthy state of business.

But

well-equipped,

line.

THE STRENGTH OF THE GERMANS

railroads are necessary

as a military

resource, a

element in preparedness, they will be valuable beyond the
possibility of expression in terms of money.
During the period from which we are just emerging, when
business was, to say the least, quiet, our railroads were unable,
for financial reasons, to improve their properties in anticipation
of a return to what I might call a prosperous era. Their earnings

•From an address
December 6.

a

properly

vital

City,

it,
resolve themon the one hand, to establish a line of
railroad communication between Central Europe and Turkey,
and, on the other hand, to prevent the establishment of such

selves into a struggle,

before the International Trade Conference,

New York

The

ability of

the Germanic allies, thus far, to exist within

the "Iron Ring"

and not only to prevent it from contracting
with a crushing pressure, but to push it back here and there and
even to break through it in places, is of course due to many
factors, but certainly to none more than to that perfection of
plans and facilities for railroad transportation in every direction, at any time, which was one of the principal elements in Teu-

preparedness.
By her railroads Germany has kept her
armies and material resources liquid and they have flowed from
tonic

December

10,
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one frontier to another with the swiftness and smoothness of

move an army of from

water.

fill

railroads were built and developed, under a miliOur railroads
taristic system, with a first eye for military use.
were built by private capital to serve the needs of the commerce

New York

The German

of

non-militant

a

and are

people,

This, however, in no

enterprises.

in

way

commercial

themselves

detracts

from

their value

for military purposes, since economic law has seen to it that
they connect the centers from which men and supplies must be
drawn in case of war.

5,000,000 to 6,000,000

to

main line from
Washington and from Philadelphia to Chicago.

In addition to carrying facilities this system has vast shop
resources and a great body of skilled mechanics. The railroad
shops at Altoona, Pa., alone the largest of their kind in existence employ 12,000 hands, a large proportion of whom are

—

—

Counting

highly trained machinists.

sylvania System, the total of
for specialized service

is

on the Penn-

the shops

all

be called upon

men who might

64,600.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has
A WISE INVESTMENT

men and would

a stretch of track as long as the system's

in

its

service

many

other

highly trained in the professions and trades, or in special
duties which from the standpoint of preparedness might make

men

The American people can make no wiser investment

mih-

in

them invaluable

preservation of the Nation's integrity, than by allowing their
privately owned railroads sufficient income at all times:
1. To bring all track and roadway up to standard conditions

to the nation.
serves fifteen states and the District of Columbia, having
a combined population of more than 40,000,000, or nearly half
of all the people in the United States. In this great population

and maintain

there

tary preparedness, and can buy no stronger assurance for the

it

thus.

construct the double, triple and quadruple tracking and

To

2.

It

are probably 8,000,000 able-bodied

with the transportation

facilities at

men

of military

age,

hand for quickly mobilizing

to

them.

assist in military operations.

In the territory served by this system is located much more
than half of the fixed and liquid wealth of the country. It embraces the metropolis of the nation and its Capital, as well as
the principal centers of finance, of foreign trade, of iron and
steel production, of ship-building, of the manufacture of armor,

make the terminal extensions and improvements that are required now, by the needs of peace, and which would be of immeasurably greater value if the railroads v\'ere ever called upon to

To

3.

acquire sufficient supplies of locomotives and cars of
and to reconstruct or replace all obsolete equip-

modern

types,

ment.

To

4.

hold

in the service a sufficient

number of

well-trained,

well-paid and satisfied men, both officers and employes, to assure

prompt and

Some

efficient

operation in any emergency.

railroad systems are substantially in this condition at the

present time, but many, less fortunately situated, are not. If all
were enabled to become so, within a reasonable time, the Nation

would be possessed of a military resource of inestimable value.

WHAT
To

pursuits.
It so happens that because of geographical location, and by
reason of the fact that it links together these principal centers
of population and of industrial, mineral and agricultural wealth
and production, the Pennsylvania Railroad System as an aid in
defense, as in peaceful commerce, would inevitably hold a
place among the transportation systems second to none.

COULD THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD OFFER OUR NATION?

gain a

more

—

need.

In the

first

more than

place

it

200,000

A NATIONAL ASSET

—

what our railroads could be and
preparedness and as elements in an

vivid idea of

ought to be as factors in
adequate plan of national defense, let us turn our thoughts to
some concrete facts. Let us, for example, take the Pennsylvania
Railroad System, with its associated lines, and consider what
part it could play and what it could offer the nation in time of

of

heavy ordnance and powder, of meat packing, of the grain
traffic and of various other important industries and commercial

could offer a trained and disciplined army
men for the performance of those indis-

But the Pennsylvania

is

only one of the nation's great

which the army and
navy forces would be helpless.
It would probably not be within the province of any railroad
management to decide where its men could perform the greatest
service on the battlefield, or in engine, train and shop or to
interfere with personal freedom as to enlistment, but the government would no doubt decide that every consideration of wisdom lay in maintaining the organization of this and other rail-

all

road systems substantially intact.
The English railroads sent a considerable number of men
to the trenches early in the war, but in the first few weeks of
the struggle England learned the value indeed, the absolute
necessity of unhampered transportation, even though the ac-

2,974,000 square miles of territory

pensable transportation services without

—

—

—

—

Both England and
battlefields are not on British soil.
France have learned the lesson of the extreme unwisdom of
sending to the front those men who have the special mechanical
and other training and experience needed to keep up with the

tual

enormous demands made

ii|iciii

the

niiliniKil

resources

for pro-

Secondly, the Pennsylvania

Railroad could offer the nation

most extena system embrac-

a physical transportation system which handles the

—

world
ing more than 11,000 miles of line and over 26,000 miles of
track, with terminals in the three largest cities of the country
and in eight out of the ten largest renters of population.
The locomotives owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad System
have power suilicient to haul, simultaneously, over any ordinary
grades, soldier trains of 100,000 cars in all. These trains could
sive

commercial railway

traffic

railroads.

WHAT WOULD THE

in the

RAILROADS

MEAN

IN TIME OF

WAR?

have meant so much to France, England and
Germany at war, with their comparatively small areas and
relatively short distances, what would they mean to this country, under a like circumstance, with great cities 3,000 miles
If the railroads

apart,

with a population of almost

mediate necessity of

greatly

100,000,000

scattered

over

and confronted with the im-

increasing

the

industrial

output

and transporting the products to the place of utilization, of
developing untouched and remote resources and of organizing
and mobilizing large armies?
If our railroads are ever called upon to assist in the nation's
defense, what would it be worth to the American people to
have allowed these railroads the necessary funds required for
the needed ilouble and (luadruplc tracking, extension of lines,
modernizing of all ciiuipnicnt, and the enlargement of the terminal

duction and transportation.

rail-

For military purposes all of our railroads would have
to be regarded from the viewpoint of their possibilities as one
system, and the nation can ill afford to allow any part of this
countiy-wide system of 250,000 miles of steel highways to deteriorate or to continue anywhere impoverished or inefficient,
for what I have said of the importance to the nation of the
Pennsylvania Railroad System applies, in a varying degree, to
roads.

facilities

necessary

to

prevent

congestion?

What would happen to America if its
system broke down when called upon

railroad transportation

by

the people of the
country to aid in her defense? These are pertinent questions.
Next, then, to an adequate army and navy, if not indeed of
equal importance, is the condition of the railroads of the United

Only railroads of
and keep its
resources of men, money and materials in a liquid and mobile
As a military precaution, if for no other reason, it
stale.
States as a factor in national preparedness.

the highest efficiency can truly unify the country
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in the highest degree wise and profitable for the American people to see to it that their railroads have sufficient finanand that
cial resources to be able to serve this end properly
the federal and state governments accord them treatment which

would be

;

growth

will insure their healthy

at all times.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS

IN

OCTOBER

i

is a list of the most notable train accidents
on railways of the United States in the month of

The following
that occurred

October, 1915

COLLISIONS
Road

Date
R.

Ch.,

3.
9.

I.

Southern
Nor. Pacific

16.
19.
22.
30.

Ch., R.
Pitts.

&

I.

L.

Western &

Place

& Pac....Rome
Tye River
Angora

& Pac

E

A

Agawam

Kind

of

Kind

Accident.
be
be
be
be

Beaver Falls

re

Dalton, Ga.

be

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
F.

&
&
&
&
&

&

Kil'd. Inj'd.

8

F.
P.

1

F.
F.
P.
F.

1

7

7

34
47
4

I

DERAILMENTS
Place

Road

Date

Cause of

Kind

of

Derailment. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd
2
P.
1
San Luis Obispo Exc. speed
Southern Pac
2.
Zion
Unx.
P.
Mt.
Southern
10.
11
3
Flood
P.
Randolph
tl6. Union Pae
4
Malice
P.
Brownsville
tl8. St. L., B. & Mex
8
Unx.
P.
Hollis
Georgia North'n
21.
F.
2
Unx.
Milford
21.
Del. ft Hudson
P.
B. frog
25.
C, C, C. & St. Louis. .Champaign

OTHER ACCIDENTS
Place

Road

Date

Cause of
Accident.

2.

H. & Tex. Cent

Austin

Boiler

Kind

of

Train. Kil'd. Inj'd
P.

near Rome, 111., on the 3rd were a
northbound pasenger and a southbound freight. Both engines
were wrecked, and 20 freight cars were badly damaged. The
passenger cars were of steel and were not badly damaged. Eight

The

trains

in

collision

passengers were injured.

The trains in collision near Tye River, Va., on the 9th were
northbound express No. 38 and southbound local passenger train
No. 19. Both engines and four cars were badly damaged. One
baggageman was killed and 3 passengers, all on the southbound
Three employees and one other person
train, were injured.
were injured. The cause of the collision was the failure of the
southbound train to approach the meeting point under control.
The trains in collision at Angora, N. D., on the 16th, were a
The
westbound passenger, No. 7, and an eastbound freight.
engineman of the passenger train was killed and 27 passengers,
Angora
five employees and two other persons were injured.
was the appointed meeting place for these trains and the freight
was at a standstill on the main track; the passenger came on at
uncontrollable speed and failed to enter the side track, as it
It appears that both
should have done, to clear the freight.
the engineman and the fireman of the passenger train overlooked
an order, which they held, requiring them to take the side track
at Angora.
The trains in collision at Agawam, Okla., on the morning of
the 19th were southbound passenger No. 11 and northbound
freight No. 98. Both engines, two baggage cars and ten freight
cars were wrecked. Three trainmen and four trespassers were
killed and forty-five passengers and two trainmen were injured.
The southbound train had run past the appointed meeting station.
The trains in collision at Beaver Falls, Pa., on the 22nd of
October were eastbound passenger trains, a local nmning into
the rear of a preceding express train which was discharging
passengers at the station. Four passengers were injured. The
local train had stopped at the automatic signal at the entrance
of the block section, but then went on at too high speed.
The trains in collision at Dalton, Ga., on the morning of the
30th about 4 o'clock were a southbound regular freight and a
northbound extra. One engineman was killed.
^Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
b.
collision
be. Butting collision
xc. Other collisions
obstruction
unx,
Unexunf,
Unforscen
Defective
d,
ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
derail. Open derailing switch
plained
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst.. Accidental obstruction
lire.
Cars burned whil<:
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
train
F. or Ft., Freight train (includPassenger
or
Pass.,
P.
running
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
dcitroyed by fire
rr. Rear
Broken

—
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The train derailed near San Luis Obispo, Cal., on the 2nd
was a northbound express and the engine and two passenger
cars fell down a bank. The fireman was killed and two trainmen
were injured. The derailment was caused by running too fast
where the speed was limited by a time-table rule.
The train derailed at Mount Zion, S. C, on the 10th was
eastbound passenger No. 46, and the baggage car and two pasThe coaches were of steel and
senger cars were overturned.
of the personal injuries were reported as slight.
train derailed near Randolph, Kan., on the
16th consisted of only two cars, a passenger car and a gasolene

all

The passenger

The derailment occurred on a bank at the approach to
a bridge where, in consequence of a freshet in the Fancy river,
the earth had been washed way, but not sufficiently to change
motor.

of

Train.

Vol.

The forward end

the appearance of the surface of the roadbed.

of the passenger car was almost immediately submerged in the
river and 11 passengers were drowned, three others being seriThe stream had suddenly risen about 8 or 10
ously injured.
feet because of a cloudburst, 8 miles above,

rain

had

where

5 inches of

fallen within a very short time.

The train derailed near Brownsville, Tex., on the 18th was a
southbound passenger, and the engine was overturned, causing
the death of the engineman. Three passengers were killed and
several were injured. The derailment occurred about 11 p. m.,
and it is believed that it was due to obstructions placed on the
track by Mexican bandits. As soon as the train was stopped the
bandits entered the passenger car and began shooting.
The train derailed near HoUis, Ga., on the 21st was a southbound passenger, and 8 passengers were injured. In the train
were a number of freight cars and one of these, a tank car,
ran off the track, carrying with it two box cars into a creek.
The train derailed near Milford, N. Y., on the 21st was a
special, consisting of a locomotive and one car, the locomotive
moving backwards. The train was running at about 20 miles an
was the first vehicle to leave the track.
The engine fell over on its side and one end of the car fell
down a bank. One trainman was injured. The cause of the dehour, and the tender

railment

is

reported as unknown.

Champaign, 111., on the 2Sth was eastbound passenger No. 18, and the engine and three cars were
ditched. No person was injured. The derailment was due to a

The

train derailed near

broken frog.

The

on the
and the cause was the

train involved in the accident near Austin, Tex.,

2nd was westbound passenger No.

51,

explosion of the boiler of the locomotive. The train was running about 20 miles an hour, but the engineman and fireman, as
well as

The
Some

all

other persons, escaped without serious injury.

Relative Merits of Road and

Railway in War. —
made by General

interesting calculations have lately been

Shumsky, the Russian military expert,

as to the relative mili-

Where small bodies
of troops are concerned, the railway is always preferable, and
troops can be conveyed 12 miles in 20 to 30 minutes, while the
journey by road would occupy not less than 6 hours. But the
transportation of large masses of soldiers is quite another matter.
An army corps, for instance, would require 144 trains,
and according to General Shumsky, who has presumably in
mind conditions which do not necessarily obtain in this country,
not more than 50 trains a day could be nm. Hence, an army
corps, with its transport and artillery would require about four
or five days for a railway journey of 12 miles. The deduction
is that the value of railways for military purposes is not constant, and that the utility of railways is greater for long journeys than where the distance which troops have to be conveyed
Obviously this depends on the number of tracks,
is only short.
the amount of locomotives and rolling-stock, and the platform
and siding accommodation, etc., at the disposal of a commander.
Conditions in Germany are more favorable than in Russia,
owing to the much greater density of the German railway network, and the far higher number of parallel lines, the latter
being an important strategical factor. Railway Gazette, London.
tary advantages of road and rail transport.

The

Elimination

A

of

Grade

Report on the Situation

Line

as

a

Better

Crossings
in

Solution

in

Dallas,

That City Favors a Belt

Than Track

Elevation

After several years of agitation for grade crossing eliminaJohn F. Wallace to make
a study of the situation. His report, presented to the city on
November 26, outlines a comprehensive plan for track elevaHe strongly advocated,
tion at an estimated cost of $5,000,000.
however, an alternative in the form of a belt line around the
city to cost only $900,000, which would remove so large a part
of the railroad traffic from the congested portion of the city
as to make grade separation unnecessary. The following is an

the growth of the city and pass through

abstract of the report

Texas

tion, the city of Dallas, Tex., retained

Dallas has a population estimated between 111,000 and 130,000
with an area of 17 sq. miles inside the city limits, in addition to

considerable
is

nrb.iti

typical of the

try.

The

(leveliipmcnt

American

of Dallas,

outside.

cities located

railroads follnucd

llic

in

it

in various directions.

While the principal commercial development is segregated along
the Texas & Pacific and in the vicinity of the Trinity river,
industries are scattered pretty generally along the various lines.

Similarly the character of the residential

districts

the city suffers frequent variation because of the

throughout

way

the city

has been cut up by the railroad lines.
The railroads entering and serving Dallas at the present time
are the Texas

&

Pacific,

the

Houston

& Texas

Central, the

Colorado & Santa Fe, the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the St. Louis Southwestern, the
Dallas Terminal Railway & Union Depot Company and the

THE PRESENT SITUATION

Map

Tex.

The

Showing

I'lans lor

railmad

layout

relatively level coini-

lines nf liast resistance

durinn

& New

Orleans, the Gulf,

They own 77 miles of track
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf.
within the city limits and use four passenger stations, 10 freight

Track Elevation and Bell Line
houses and nunicroiis team yards, online terminals and shops,
I'Vcight and passenger business of the St. Louis, San Francisco
& Texas is liaiulled into Dallas over iho Ciulf, Colorado &
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Santa Fe. The valuation of the railroad property within the
on the basis of replacing new in kind modified by the condition of the property at the time of examination, exclusive
of right of way for franchise values, aggregates in excess of

ness center, while the topography along Turtle creek is such
that the Greenville branch of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

$1,000,000.

with a

city

being built by the Union
Terminal Company, the stock of which is owned by the various
roads, all of which will use the new station when it is completed.
The station will be of the through type with 10 station

At

the present time a union depot

and considerable space for future de-

tracks, 3 express tracks

velopment, and

it

for a great

facilities

anticipated

is

is

many

that

it

provide adequate

will

The plan

years.

vision for engine and coach terminals and

is

also includes pro-

expected to repre-

sent an ultimate investment of about $5,000,000.

TRACK ELEVATION

A

careful

study of

the

local

conditions

amount of

elevation with a limited

showed that track

street depression offers the

This
immediately

most feasible solution of the grade separation problem.
affects all tracks within the city limits except those

along the river front, hence the roads most seriously affected
are the Texas

&

Pacific

and

tlie

Houston

& Texas

Central, which

while the tracks of the St.
Louis Southwestern and the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf would
not be disturbed. A small portion of the Dallas Terminal Railpass through the heart of the

way & Union Depot Co.
Greenville branch of the

city,

tracks would be elevated and also the

Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, but the

other lines of that road would not be changed.

It

is

not prac-

or necessary to provide under crossings for all streets
crossing the tracks, and in the plan prepared as a basis for
tical

now
esti-

have been provided
about one hundred subways
where they seemed most desirable from a study of the situation.
In certain cases relocation of streets was found desirable.
The estimates are based on the use of embankments with
retaining walls where a limited width of right of way makes
them necessary, with unit construction reinforced concrete subways having lines of intermediate supports at the center line
In certain places where the
of street and at each curb line.
railroads occupy streets for about a mile each on the Texas &
mates

and the Houston

Pacific

& Texas

Central,

and which

it

would

be necessary to maintain for street traffic after the tracks are
elevated, the plan provides for a continuous elevated steel structure.
The total estimated cost of the work is $4,785,000, of
which $4,675,000 represents the cost of track elevation, and
No
$110,000 represents the cost of changes to the industries.
recommendation is made for the apportionment of this cost,
but references are given to methods of proportioning which
have been used in other states and municipalities.
There are about 160 railroad grade crossings within the city
limits, and the cost to provide, operate and maintain crossing
gates at all of these is estimated at $3,264,000. Of this $64,000
represents the first cost of the equipment, while $3,200,000 represents the capitalization at 5 per cent of the operating and maintenance expenses.

The topography of
of

the

the city of Dallas and the location of the

various

railroads

entering the

city

present

an

almost ideal situation for a belt line, over which all of the
railroads could reach the new union station, and the local freight
facilities, and thus decrease traffic on the tracks passing through
the heart of the city to a sufficient extent to remove the need
for grade crossing elimination. It is also believed that the construction of the belt line would encourage the removal of the
industries from their present locations to points on the belt
line, so that ultimately the tracks within the bounds of the belt
line could be removed to the advantage of both the railroads

and the

follows this creek

may

advantageously as an

be used

outlet for the belt line to the unoccupied country

minimum

Trinity river

on the north,

of expense for grade separation.

from Turtle creek

the

to

Missouri,

Along the
Kansas &

Texas bridge it is proposed to use the tracks of that road and
Union Terminal Company, with such additional facilities
as may be found necessary.
The rest of the belt line on the
south and east would be new construction, two locations being

the

suggested for a portion of the distance.

This portion of the
unoccupied territory, crossing few highways
of any importance.
The map shows two suggested clearing
yards at A and B for the classification of freight of all the
roads entering the city.
It may develop on further study
that it would be more desirable to have each road provide
its own yard facilities at various points on the belt line.
Layouts are also suggested for groups of local freight houses just
north and south of the Union station, and a plan for reaching
certain of the industries located in the immediate vicinity
should it be decided to remove some of the existing routes.
line

is

in relatively

The methods of

construction and operation had best be left

to the railroads themselves, but

of the Union Terminal

it

is

thought that the functions

Company might be extended

for this

The

plan adopted by the Indianapolis Union Terminal
Company for operation and apportionment of expenses is suggested as a model.

purpose.

The estimated cost of the belt line is $900,000, of which
$500,000 represents the cost of new construction and $400,000
the cost of grade separation for two tracks along the Turtle
creek line of the Missouri, Kansas

must be added the value of

&

Texas.

To

the above

by the
various roads, less the salvage of trackage and facilities in the
central portion of the city, which could be discontinued.
The
value of new real estate required is assumed as offset by the
property of the railroad which may be vacated by the reartotal

facihties contributed

rangement.
DISPOSITION OF RAILROAD TRACKS

With

the belt line established there

the ultimate solution of the problem

is no question but that
would be the entire re-

moval of the tracks within the city limits other than those
necessary to reach the local freight facilities and such industries
as are located immediately adjacent to the belt line.
As mentioned before, the presence of the railroads has had an undesirable influence

on the development of the residence district.
would result in an expansion of

believed that their removal

It is

the better residence districts by the elimination of the poorer
residence districts now bordering the railroads, and thereby add
materially to the taxable value.
further suggestion is to util-

A

of way which could thus be vacated for the
purpose of providing new streets, which, with certain existing
streets, could serve as a basis for a system of through main
thoroughfares.
Street rearrangements of this kind also offer
ize

the rights

a suitable opportunity for the establishment of a civic center.
The probable readjustment of franchises with the local trans-

A BELT LINE

routes

which

city.

As

seen in the accompanying map, the chief advantage of the
situation lies in the fact that the absence of streets crossing
the Trinity river at the track grade permits one side of the
belt line to be placed along the river front close to the busi-

portation

company

solution, in that
this

it

in Dallas in the near future offers another
might be possible to turn the tracks over to

company, to form a part of a rehabilitated transportation

system to be used for the purpose of rapid transit and also for
switching service to the industries. The latter necessarily would
have to be conducted during the night hours and under such
precautions as to speed and flagmen as to
traffic of the city.

protert

the

street

An

attempt to bring about the removal of these tracks immewould probably not be desirable, but is put forward as
an ultimate solution toward which the city should work.
It
may be found that the satisfactory arrangement, at least for the
diately

would be an arrangement between the railroads and the
which would restrict future industrial development to the

present,
city

portions of the city naturally segregated for industrial purposes,

and the gradual removal of existing

facilities

to this district.

The

The Technical Phases
Report

in the

of the

of This

presented, abstracting in greater detail those por-

is

tions of the report referring to the physical problems involved

steam railways within the terminal
In later issues other parts of the report
will be similarly summarized. Unless otherwise stated all figures
in the electrification of the
district

of Chicago.

are for 1912.

PRESENT FACILITIES
Thirty-eight steam

including

railroads are directly involved,

23 trunk lines handling both freight and passenger service, 10

switching or belt lines and
also over

1,600

industrial

5

railroads.

There are

industries having track connections with these

railways, to a single one of which, the packing industry, nearly

In addition to the mileage conthrough direct ownership, a number of the railroads also
have trackage arrangements permitting them to operate over
1,000 cars, are delivered daily.

trolled

the tracks of
able mileage

tracks, 1,456.64 miles of

industrial

tracks

owned by

yard tracks and 277.19 miles of
This mileage is dis-

railroads.

over nearly every portion of Chicago.
As illustrating the progressive character of the growth of the railway terminals with that of the city of Chicago, there are 78 miles of
yard tracks within one mile of the City Hall and 219 miles
within two miles. Within six miles, embracing 33 per cent of
the area of the city, are 955 miles of yard tracks or over 50
per cent of all the yard tracks in the city.

tributed

Within the

limits

of the

investigation

there

grade

are 362

crossings between steam railroads, while the grades have been

separated

at

113

other crossings.

Up

to

December

31,

1914,

169 miles of line and 1,079 miles of tracks had been elevated,

while the elevation of 16 miles of line and 72.34 miles of tracks
additional was provided for by ordinances.
Approximately 70
per cent of the right of way is protected by fences, walls or
buildings.

and 93 water stations. There are also 12 large passenger coach yards. Many of these terminal buildings are of
brick or concrete and are of recent construction.
To secure the necessary data regarding present actual traffic
stations

were prepared for the tabulation of the esseninformation regarding each separate class of service. Full
data was collected on these forms for five periods of one week
each during the year.
The information collected in this way
was supplemented by a large number of field tests and observations.
About 470,000 cards were required for the collection
of the data regarding freight service and 348,000 for passenger
service, each card showing the work of one engine or run, the
hours worked, the termini, the amount of coal consumed, etc.
While any studies must necessarily be based upon present
conditions, all plans and estimates of cost must be based upon
conditions that will exist at the time the work is completed.
This required the preparation of a tentative construction program by which it was estimated that if the work was undertaken in 1916 it would not be completed until 1922.
On this
basis it was necessary to estimate the increase in traffic which
may reasonably be expected and the total demands of 1922. As
a result of these studies it is estimated that the traffic shown
in Table 1 will exist in 1922
conditions, forms
tial

TABLE 1— ESTIMATE OF FUTURE GROWTH

An

equivalent of 800 miles of single main track

protected by automatic signals.

There are also

is

131 interlocking

plants in this area.

There are six large passenger terminals in Chicago excluding
Van Buren and Randolph street suburban stations of the
Illinois Central
the North Western, the Union, the La Salle
street, the Grand Central, the Dearborn and the Central stations. At these and the two suburban stations referred to above
11,099,783 llirough and 42,119,593 sulnuhan passengers were
the

—

handled during 1912.
Less-than-carload freight is received and delivered through 69
freight houses, which handled 8,549,630 tons of freight in 1912.
All the principal freight houses arc located with lj/.| miles of

There arc also 62.97 miles of team tracks in the
yard being that of the Chicago & North Western
at (iraiid avenue, which contains 5.5 miles of track.
There arc
also 67 principal niul 51 minor switching yards for the handling
the postofTicc.

city, the largest

of carload freight within the city limits in addition to 40 principal and 19 minor yards outside the city, but within the zone of
investigation.
Other terminal facilities in this area include 65
engine houses containing a total of 1,129 stalls. Within the city
limits there arc 125

Per cent
annua] increase
over 1912

1912

for electrification comprises

a total of 3,476.40 miles of track, including 1,475.59 miles of

main

Problem as Presented

numerous other roads. There is also a considerowned jointly by two or more lines.

The mileage under consideration

shop buildings of various types,

51

Chicago

of

Smoke Abatement Commission

The report on Smoke Abatement and the Electrification of
Railway Terminals of Chicago, made to the Chicago Association of Commerce on December 1, was abstracted in the issue
of last week, page 1047. This report, comprising nearly 1,200
pages, contains the results of the most thorough investigation
ever made of a problem involving the electrification of a large
mileage of steam railway terminals. For this reason and also
because of the complexity of the Chicago situation the following article

Railways

the

of

Electrification

coaling

Miles of track
Number of through
sengers

Number

of

Per cent
increase

1922

over 1912

3,988

3.1

5,220

30.8

11,099,783

4.0

15,540,000

40.3

42,119,593

1.2

45,100,000

7.2

579

1.7

650

12.3

pas-

suburban pas-

sengers

Number

of through passenger trains
Number of suburban passenger trains
Tons
of
l.c.l.
freight

handled

Number

of

freight

793

0.2

812

2.4

8,549,630

4.0

10,140,000

18.8

14,826,739

4.2

20,950,000

41.3

cars

handled

THE ELECTRIFICATION PROBLEM.
After studying various proposed substitutes for the steam locomotive in the form of self-propelled cars and locomotives the
commission came to the conclusion that the complete elimination of the steam locomotive in the railroad terminals of Chicago would, under present conditions, necessitate the abandonent of the service or the complete electrification of these terminals.
A study was, therefore, made of existing steam railroad electrification in the United States and elsewhere to determine the practicability of its application to the Chicago situation.
Portions of 15 American and 22 foreign railroads, or a total
of 2i7 roads, have been electrified up to the present time, as
compared with 38 involved in Chicago. The total mileage of
all American and foreign electrified steam lines is 3,007 as compared with 3,439 miles proposed in Chicago.

TABLE 2— MILEAGE OF AMERICAN AND FOREIGN STEAM
RAII.KOAl) EI.ECTKUTCATIONS
Miles of

Route
Classes

Miles
596.98
941.31

Total American
Total foreign
Total foreign, excluding "light
service'
723.92
(irand total, all eounlrics
1,538.29
tiranil totnl, all countries, excluding "liohl service"
1,320.90
MilcaKc to be ele^-tritTcc! in
Chicago
565.20

The study of
made to meet
grades, tunnels,

these installations

;

Miles of
other

Tot«I
Miles of

Track

track

1,275.14
1,294.98

453.63
240.97

1,728.77
1.535.95

1,045.50
2,570.12

232.56
694.60

1,278.15
3,264.72

2.320.73

686.19

3,006.92

1,475.59

1.963,55

3.439.I4

showed

that

they had been
as

heavy

to take advantage of cheap water

power

special
etc.

main
Track

operating

requirements

such

where the cost of coal is high to meet the requirements of a
growing suburban traftic where a frequent service and many
;
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stops are necessary

minals

;

to

;

to

increase the capacity of stub end ter-

experiment with the

effect

in

stimulating

traffic

or

meet the competition of interurban railways. It was found
had a road electrified its terminals to avoid
the pollution of the air where ojierating conditions are satisto

that in no instance

factory.

A study of traffic conditions showed that the number of
through passenger trains required by the traffic of Chicago terminals is 85 per cent of the total number of such trains at
present operated electrically on all American steam railroads,
while the number of suburban trains is approximately one-half
the number of such trains at present operated electrically in
Freight traffic, exclusive of switching service, is
America.
approximately 10 times greater in Chicago than on all existing
electrified steam railroads in America, while yard freight switchThe only freight
ing service is more than 65 times as great.
yards of any consequence operated electrically in this country
are three yards on the New Haven with approximately 72.7 miles
TABLE 3—THE CHICAGO TRAKFIC FOR ONE DAY
23

Average number of through passenger
week day

trains

handled

per
579

Locomotive miles
Per cent of all services
Suburban Passenger Service:

2-

Number

of

railroad

11 ,430

15.8

operating

13

Average number of suburban trains handled per week day.
Locomotive miles
Per cent of all sen'ices

.

793
12,296
17.0

Road Freight Service:

3

Number

of railroads operating

25
5,756

Locomotive miles
Per cent of all services

8.0

Yard Service:

4

Number

of

railroads

operating

39
30,790
42.5

Locomotive miles
Per cent of all services

Freight Transfer Service:

5

Number

—

6

of railroads operating

32
10,993

Locomotive miles
Per cent of all services
Passenger Transfer Service:

15.2

Number of railroads operating
Locomotive miles
Per cent of all services
Locomotive mileage for all switching services
Per cent of all services

16
1,083
1.5

_

42,866
59.3

multiple-unit cars, including both motors and
required for the Chicago service would be 66 per cent

The number of
trailers,

of the total number of such cars in service on all electrified
American steam roads, while the number of electric locomotives
required in Chicago would be approximately four times the

number now in service on all American electrified steam roads,
and approximately 2^ times the number now in service on all
electrified

As

No. 24

Chicago terminals present conditions which are unprecedented
in complexity and magnitude in this regard, and which offer
many difficulties affecting the application of any single form of
In determining upon the practicability of the
contact system.
third rail, detailed studies were made on six railroads, on which
it is found that there would be 3,834 gaps in the third rail more
than 25

ft.

in length.

Of

these 2,216

would be tmimportant, as

they would be sliort or at points where trains could coast over

them, while 881 could be reduced so that proper operation could
The remaining 727 gaps, averaging more than
be maintained.

would require the use of an overhead third
There is also some trackage on which it would
not be possible to install a third rail or overhead conductor rail.
The extent of this mileage on one road alone amounted to 11.65
miles.
There is also objection to the third rail because of the
necessity of employees working on both sides of the cars in
in length,

115

ft.

rail

conductor.

the terminals, repair yards, etc.

In studying the advisability of overhead conductor wires the

to be

Through Passenger Service:
Number of railroads operating

59,

Not only must
question of clearance becomes a serious one.
these wires be placed at a suitable height to permit the contact

of track.

1

Vol.

steam roads in the world.

its study of the experience gained on other
commission states that it has been demonstrated
that trains of any weight can be hauled electrically at any required speed, provided the necessary amount of electrical power
can be conveyed to the train motors that where appliances can
be properly installed and maintained, in view of local condiand that
tions, electric traction has been found to be reliable
under ordinary railroad conditions the introduction of electricity
does not materially affect the hazard of railroad operation.

a result of

installations the

;

a

moving

train,

but

it

is

desirable that they

ft., or where trainmen are
barred from the tops of the cars, 16 ft. 6 in. An examination
of the clearances in the Chicago terminals shows that there are
now 492 permanent structures which do not have the full clearOf these 221 cannot be changed without great inconance.
venience and expense.
Under present rules trainmen are required to be on the tops
of cars of road freight and transfer trains when approaching
stations and railroad crossings and on the top of the head car
of transfer trains when being pushed by locomotives.
Trainmen also ride on the tops of cars in the hump and other classification yards. At a meeting of railway operating men to consider this question it was their conclusion that the exclusion of
men from the tops of cars would make impossible the operation
of the Chicago terminals. It was, however, the conclusion of
the commission that with the installation of suitable warning devices the overhead contact system would be found practicable.
This system also suffers relatively little from interference from
storms as compared with the third rail. While sleet formations
on the contact wires cause some sparking, they do not interfere
with the movement of trains except in the case of a most unusual storm.
In the event of electrification the present signal system used
by 23 roads in the Chicago terminals could not be employed.
Likewise, the use of direct current would require careful design and construction to avoid the introduction of difficulties
arising from electrolytic action, while the use of alternating
current would require special care to avoid inductive interferences with existing telephone and telephone circuits.
It is
not believed, however, that either of these difficulties is serious
enough to affect the practicability of any general scheme of elec-

bridges should not be less than 25

trification.

THE LIMITS OF THE ELECTRIFIED LINES

;

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

made from

be maintained at a height sufficient to clear trainmen on the tops
of cars. This would require that the clearance under overhead

Before proceeding to make an estimate of the cost of any
installation it was necessary to determine the limits to which
Instead of attempting to estaba zone of electrification, the extent of the trackage to be
electrified was determined for each individual road.
In this
electrification sliould be carried.
lish

The commission then entered into a detailed study of the
In this it assumed that
engineering features of the problem.
the railroads would provide their own facilities for the generation and distribution of power, and that transmission lines in
all cases would be of open wire construction on steel poles
along the right of way, carrying current at 33,000 volts. This did

it

was

the idea to terminate complete electrification at the

satisfactory point

beyond the

city

limits.

In the case of

first

rail-

roads having large yards, shops or other facilities a short distance beyond the city limits, the point where they are located

was

selected as the terminus for complete electrification.

With

not contemplate that each road would build its own individual
power stations, but that all the roads would act as a unit in pro-

those roads presenting no such features a location was selected
as near the city limits as practicable, which afforded sufficient

common power supply rather than purchase power
from outside sources.
The most important element of an electric traction system is
the contact system, and it was given special attention.
The

land on which to develop the necessary terminal and transfer
facilities.
For the North Western, the Western Indiana, the
Burlington, the Rock Island, the Illinois Central, the Lake Shore

viding their

and the Fort Wayne, estimates were made for further

partial

December
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suburban territories to permit the operation of all suburban service electrically, while at
the same time changing from electric to steam operation for
electrification to the limits of their

through passenger and freight service a short distance beyond
the city limits. The trackage to be electrified on each railroad
and the limits of the electrification are indicated in Table 4

TABLE 4—TRACKAGE TO BE ELECTRIFIED ON EACH RAILROAD
IN THE CHICAGO TERMINALS
(Basis of

1912)
Total
Miles
of

Adjacent
Miles

from
of
Outside
Passenger Main
Limits
Station Track
McCook.Ill. 13.4
28.92
Pine Jet., Ind. 29.6
32.55

Railroad

&

A. T.

S.

F

B. & O
B. & O. C. T
B. & O. C. T
B. & O. C. T
Cal. Ham. & S.
C. & O. of Ind

C. & A
Chgo. & Cal.
C. & E. I
C. & E
C. & N.
C. & N.
C. & N.

&

C.

\V.

Glenn,

111.

10.0

20.07

Yard Center,

111.

18.3
22.5
36.2
16.7
15.9

2.30

Hammond,

Elmhurst,
Belt Ry.
Barr,

&L

I.

C. M.
C. M.

C. M.

& S
S.

P

.

I.

J.

T.

Hammond,

I.

L.

Ind.

263.64

258.71

9.83

532.18

9.39
3.98
44.59

14.5
14.8
14.1

111.

15.9

111.

Mattcson,

111.

15.3
28.8

Hawthorne,

111.

7.9

&

P. C. C.

&

L

Wabash

Bernice, 111.
Clarke, Ind.

Chicago Ridge,

111.

Totals

The plans for
30 new transfer

198.47

136.82

17'.i9

260.84

5.64

0.95

3.89

10.38
138.88

4.71
0.15
15.02
2.71
6.07

5.30
8.12
17.88
113,24
64.36

4.18
9.29
0.99
1.37

337.01
20.89
23.37
163.45
68.22

62.00
0.59
2.36
2.86

229.72

3,439.14

30.64

St.

34.90

1.66

5.35
13.31
30.01
0.50

23.7

36.65

7.24
0.60
63.60
43.89

26.9
24.9

113.96

16.9

6.97
20.82

27.42
9.70
68.74
81.48
8.62
50.16

1,475.59

1,733.83

Pere Marquette
P., Ft. W. & C
Pullman R. R

118.98

58.06
9.70
136.14
208.75
45.60
71.48

S. S.
St. L...HessviIIe,Ind.

M

318.92
185.14
20.59
11.78

163.89

30.4
23.8

111

Millers, Ind.

15.00
17.56
0.04

162.53
86.04
19.87
2.39

104.46

Gibson, Ind.

& M. S
&

8.53

6.07
21.64

168.94
4.36
22.77
98.86
22.96

Chappell,

....
62.05

this electrification involve the establishment of

yards, 50 groups of facilities for the maintenance of electric equipment, and 25 groups of facilities for the
maintenance of steam equipment, the enlargement of 5 groups
of existing facilities for the maintenance of steam equipment,
and the abandonment or removal to new locations of 39 groups
of facilities for the care of steam equipment.
As yet, the commission decided, no system of electric traction
has been developed which can be accepted as standard for all
conditions on all railroads.
If it were decided to proceed at
once with the electrification of the Chicago terminals, it would
be difficult for any group of men to choose a system which
would not be criticised by others as able as those upon whom

There are many factors
affecting the choice of a system, some of which are based upon
known technical facts and others of which are the outgrowth
of local conditions. The system selected for Chicago must be
suitable not only for passenger terminal and main line work,
It
must be
but also for yard switching and transfer work.
applicable, the commission found, to the requirements of railroads having a heavy suburlian trallic and also to those of roads
It must not
conducting freight yard and switching service.
devolved.

the choice of the system

only be satisfactory in

tnmk

its

api)lication to the terminal portion of

must lend

an indefinite extension of the limits of electrification over other and adjoining portions of the road.
It is furthermore essential that the
rolling equipment of the system selected shall be capaljle of
operating over the tracks of all railroads in the electrified zone.
a

line railroad, but

it

systems, the third rail contact with direct current at 600 volts

overhead contact with direct current

at 2,400 volts,

and overhead

The

estimates for

contact, single-phase current at 11,000 volts.

two overhead contact

the

sj'stems

were prepared for

all

the

proposed limits of electrification, while
those for the third rail system were developed for one road and
the cost determined in this manner was extended to cover the
railroads

within

the

entire terminals.

As described above, the amount of traffic to be handled daily
was estimated carefully for five different periods in 1912, from
information secured from a study of all train movements withzone under investigation. From this Table 5
total number of ton miles to be
handled electrically in each class of service during the average
in the limits of the

day.

TABLE 5—TOTAL NUMBER OF TON-MILES TO BE HANDLED
ELECTRICALLY IN EACH SERVICE
(Basis of 1912)
2,400-Volt
D. C. System

Freight

transfer
Passenger transfer

Through passenger
Suburban passenger with locomotives
Suburban passenger with multiple-unit
Make-up and put-away

itself to

The

all

11.000-Volt

A. C. System

Ton-Miles

Service

Totals of
106.83
5.54
76.88
....
5.61

111.

commission prepared estimates of the costs of three different

Yard
Road freight

Nor

P.

87.95
59.47

5.41

24.1
23.3

111.

Evergreen Pk,

N. Y., C.

6.05
1.13

2.61
17.86
1.18
0.29

141.39
81.54
0.68

111.

H. B
S.

52.98
25.79

114.41
5.90
0.18
58.92
21.02
22.66
34.24

& E

M. C
M. St.

Other
Track Owned Equipped

39.65
S.90
0.18
36.24
3.16
19.18
28.54

19.8
21.3

Wilmette,

W

of

17.0

Maniheim,
.Morton Grove,

P

C

111.

111.

Osborn, Ind.

C

I.

111.

Ind.

Chgo Riv. & Ind
Blue Island,
C. R. I. & P
Chgo. Short Line
Union
Transfer
Chgo.
Chgo. W. Pullman & S
E.
G.

111.

to be
Track ElectriPrivately
cally

of

Downers Grove,

Tct
& S.
& S. P.
& St.

111.

111.

C,
Hammond,

and B. R.

I.

W

Chgo.

Ind.

Waukegan,
Des Plaines,

I.

C. G.
Chgo., Ind.
C.

66.23

E

R

& Q

B.

C.

Altenheim, 111.
Pine Jet., Ind.

111.

Track

Miles Industrial

At the present time no one system will perfectly meet the
requirements of the Chicago terminals.
For this reason the

was prepared showing the

20.5
10.9
33.9

Chgo

&

C.

Barr,

WWW
and

\V.

of

Miles

1091

cars.

combined

energj' units adopted

classes of service are

shown

.

Ton-Miles

9,554,316
6,242,988
8,252,126
375,678
4,529,575
1,168,885
2,844,231
723,126

9,554,316
6,323,517
8,252.126
375,678
4,574,025
1,187,065
2,692,109
730,496

33,690,925

33,689,332

for the operation of the different
in

Table 6

TABLE 6—ENERGY UNITS ADOPTED FOR ELECTRIC OPERATION
Watt-Hours per Ton-Mile
at the Pantograph
2,400-Volt
11, 000- Volt
D. C.
A. C.

System

Service

Yard
Road

freight

Freight transfer
Passenger transfer

Through passenger
Suburban passenger with locomotives
Suburban passenger with multiple-unit
Make-up and put-away

On

cars

System

59
25
35
30
36
63
74
30

60

28
38
30
37
63
71

30

the basis of the 2,400-volt direct current system one central

power

station

and

11

substations have been tentatively located

average
hourly load of 78,608 kilowatt hours and a maximum of 125,700, with a load factor of 62.5 per cent.
With the 11,000-volt,
alternating current system, 31 substations would be required with
an average hourly load of 73,550 kilowatt hours and a maximum
of 114,600, with a load factor of (34.2 per cent. With the 2.400volt direct current system the average hourly requiremeius at
the pantograph of all the roads is estimated at 62,023 kilowatt
hours and the maximum at 109,2.^8 kilowatt hours, of whicli the
Chicago & North Western alone will require 19.37 per cent, or
more than twice that of any other individual road.
in the terminal area, these substations carrying a total

—

English Railway Stops Reserving Seats. The Great NorthNovember 18, ceased, luitil further notice,

ern Railway, beginning

convey luggage

in advance and to reserve seats for passengers.
probable reason for this action is that many consignees who
have been sending their parcels by freight are now sending
them by passenger train. The charges for the latter arc considerably higher, but the transit is tiuickcr, as while there arc
delays the acconuriodation on station premises for parcels traffic
is generally so limited that the station statf is only too anxious
to get rid of it.

to

A

Anglo-Russian Trans- Scandinavian Rah. Route. — It

is

re-

an agreement has been reached with the
Swedish government on the rules to govern the transport of
private goods between Russia, Sweden, Norway and 'England,
cither outwards or inwards, for want of which the tratlic had been
ported

that

at

very unreliable

last

liillierlo.
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WILLIAM HENRY WILLIAMS
W. H. Williams, vice-president of the Delaware & Hudson,
has been elected chairman of the board of directors and chairman of the executive committee of the new company which has
taken over the Wabash after reorganization. Mr. Williams was
Kuhn, Loeb
recently elected a director of the Missouri Pacific.
& Co. are the bankers who carried out the reorganization of the
Wabash and are now working out the reorganization of the
Missouri Pacific. They are also the bankers for the Delaware &
Hudson. Mr. Williams will make his office in New York and will
continue to act as vice-president of the Delaware & Hudson. It
is seldom that a man of 41
Mr. Williams was born in June,
1874 has the broad responsibilities and broad opportunities in
railroad work which are here

—

—

presented.

Vol.
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perform a great service for two very important railroad properties.
Furthermore, many of the financial disasters which have
overtaken railroads have been due, at least in part, to the fact
that the board of directors and the bankers financing the company have not been really cognizant of what was going on.
There is little chance of this happening with W. H. Williams
as chairman of the board. With his power of analysis is combined also fertility of resource in finding ways of obviating
He is above all an indefatigable worker.
difficulties.
William H. Williams was born at Athens, Ohio, and attended
the Toledo (Ohio) public schools and the Beaver Valley Business College. He began work as a cashier in the local freight
station of the Pennsylvania Lines West at Toledo in May, 1890.
The following year he became an assistant on the engineering
corps of the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie, and in 1892 was given a

Williams has been in
work since he was 16,
since 1901 has been an

railroad

job as stenographer to the
superintendent of telegraph on

and

the Pennsylvania Lines West.

Mr.

ofKcer reporting directly to L.
F.

Loree,

who was

manager of the Pennsylvania
Lines

West when Mr. Williams

work amounts

to

for Mr.
1896.

of

genius.

In

also

to

he found

a

high-strung

or

making the idea

his

own and

W.

H. Williams

problems which are
of whose
little understood by railroad officers all
When the Hadley Securities
service has been on the road.

Commission was making its investigation of the question of
government regulation of the issuance of railroad company securities W. H. Williams presented a discussion of the fundamental principles of financing railroads that in some ways
showed a keener analysis of the facts and the principles involved than that furnished by any of the very prominent and
very distinguished men who put their knowledge at the disposal
of the commission.

is

have been conspicuously successful

quite different

in the

Nevertheless the bankers' point

from that of the railroad executive,

in the case of the Missouri
on the one hand, the needs of the
property should be thoroughly understood and, on the other,
that a wise and conservative policy of financing these needs
should be pursued.
It is in this field that Mr. Williams can

Pacific

is

particularly

and Wabash

important

that,

freight
.

and

transstation

Managers' Association and

traffic
manager of the
Merchants' and Manufacturers'
Association and the Chamber

also

so

Co.,

yard

eral

financial

&

of

& San
was then under the same management as
the Rock Island, from April 1
For the two
to October 6.
years 1905-1907 Mr. Williams
was statistician for the Gen-

a quite varied experience in railroad affairs, as his
service record shows, with an
intimate
knowledge of the

railroads they have financed.

intendent
portation,

Francisco, which

bines

it

Mr.

service on the St. Louis

portance from an inside point
of view as it were. He com-

and

.

Mr. Loree went to
Rock Island in 1904, and
Mr. Williams was made super-

financial affairs of the first im-

of view

to

the

out.

Kuhn, Loeb

clerk

chief

manager.

Mr. Loree is
a financier with broad interests as well as a railroad man,
and the close association which
Mr. Williams has enjoyed with
him gave an opportunity for
the younger man to study

often

as

also as assistant to the general

capable

it

until January,

suggestion,

man

carrying

Wood

In that year L. F. Loree

remarkably
mind, and a
the
to taking

analytical

hint

man-

output

a

keen,

faintest

general

then

Wood. When Mr. Loree became president of the Baltimore & Ohio, Mr. Williams
was made assistant secretary
of that company and acted

W. H. Williams
man of nervous,
temperament,

who was

later

was made general manager of
the Lines West and Mr. Wood
became third vice-president.
Williams
became Mr.
Mr.
Loree's secretary, and acted

to inspire his subordinates

extraordinary

he went
Joseph Wood,

few months

ager of the Pennsylvania Lines
West, working as stenographer

became his secretary, and who
was later president of the Rock
Island and president of the
Baltimore & Ohio, and is now
president of the Delaware &
Hudson. Mr. Loree's ability
an

into the office of

.\

general

Commerce of Pittsburgh. Mr. Loree became president of the
Delaware & Hudson in 1907 and offered Mr. Williams a position
as his assistant, which offer was accepted, and a few months
later Mr. Williams was made third vice-president.
of

—

Light Railways and the War. Some particulars have already been given in regard to the use which the Germans have
made of narrow-gage light railways in Belgium. According
to accounts from a Russian source similar methods are being
employed on the Eastern front. For communicating with the
rear the German army uses special "removal railways" of 2-ft.
gage, the track for which was prepared in large quantities
before war broke out. The speed attained is said to be nine
miles an hour, which is good enough in the circumstances, and
of course compares very favorably with the best that could
Twenty-four trains can be run in 24
be attained by road.
hours, and special attention has been paid to quickness of construction.
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Mutual Beneficial Association on the Pennsylvania
Organization of the Employees of This Road without
Walking Delegates and No Strike Clause in Its By-Laws
B)-

N. F. Dougherty

Editor of the Mutual Beneficial Association Magazine

Employees

of

Pennsylvania

the

formed

have

Railroad

an

organization which promises to be a step forward in the direction of solving the question that has been giving so much
concern to government and business in the past generation
namely, the solution of the labor problem.
There have been

many schemes,

work out

plans and even attempts to

this prob-

lem, but they have usually proved to have been poorly planned

or have

lacked

support.

\\'e

that

believe

a brief

outline

of

our plan would be of interest to the readers of the Raihvay

Age Gazette.
The plan of

Mutual Beneficial Association of Pennsyl-

the

vania Railroad employees

is

somewhat

similar to that of labor

advocates the collective principle whereby
the employee shall have a voice in determining the conditions
organizations, in that

it

under which he labors, but from
.

'

,

.

,

The

on

this point

.

.

first

.

,

clause in

is

the

real

factor that

labor apart rather than getting

might be

well,

of the association,

is

the position that

it

a better

as

them together.
reasons

well as the

«
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'f-°"' assemblies are permitted

however, to outline the aims and purpose

method

It would take too much space to incorporate the entire insurance table here, but enough can be given so that a comparison
may be made with other insurance rates of the same class

keeping capital and

why

the

organizers

between capital
and labor than the propaganda now followed and advocated by
think

his insurance.

.

•

The organizers took

the by-laws.

by the loss of a hand, a foot or an eye, or by insanity or paralysis, so that he cannot follow his regular occupation he is paid
the total amount of his certificate.
If a member leaves the
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad he is permitted to continue

is

it

•

the strike clause

It

that

is

ment. Every cent paid, outside of local dues, goes to the insurance fund.
The insurance covers total disability as well as
death, the one rate covering both.
If a member is so disabled

differs in the

it

.

exception

an association made up exclusively of Pennsylvania Railroad employees.
The walking delegate, the labor exploiter and the high-salaried
labor otticial are given no opportunity to live by the toil of their
r
»•
. -1
,,
.u * ^u
fellow
worker. TU
The secondA exception
is that there is no strike
following principles:

is that tliese are not,
and never will be, necessary under the
co-operative plan on which our association is built,
The dues are based on an insurance table and not on assess-

to settle the differences

under the by-laws to conduct
^ ^""'^ ^°'' te'nP°'"ai-y disability due to sickness or accident. This
^""^ " <^o"ducted and controlled by the local assemblies. Sev"'''' °^ *^^ '°'^''' assemblies have established such funds and are
"'aintainmg them successfully.
by-'aws provide

^'^"^

leaders of organized labor.

for co-operative

buying.

Some

of the

have accomplished much along this line. The
plan followed is to arrange with local merchants to make a
'"eduction on goods purchased by members of the association.
local assemblies

PLAN AND METHODS

The purpose of

the

Mutual Beneficial Association

is

to give

the employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad all the advantages
that can be gained by organization
tliem

and

at the

from the disadvantages that are

to

same time

be

found

in

kindred organizations.

The method

protect

honest, friendly spirit, with threats of force and violence farthest

The advantage

in this

method

is

"^=»''

f"*'""^ *°

appoint a committee to study this
a plan for buying direct

™

'

seeking adjustments or improvements in pay
or working conditions is to meet the officers of the road in an

''°P^ '" ^^^

^^^ producer.
^''^ association takes in

manv

in

from our thoughts.

^^

^""tion with the idea of working out

"'^" '""^ >''='"

growing

°'<^

rapidly.

" '"" ^^

''"'

^

all

classes of employees.

It

is

less

membership of over 5,000 and is
the present interest and growth continue

=*"^ '^^' "

If
f"''

>•="' """'

""

'"''jority

ol

the employees

that both

sides enter the game with their cards face up on the table, thus
minimizing the danger of subterfuge and deception and perniitting the discussion of every (|Ucstion on its merits alone.
An agreement satisfactory to both sides is bound to result from
such a method. We do not see how there could be any other
result in this day of intelligence.
The Mutual Beneficial Association is one of the very few

organizations with a membership composed exclusively of cmployccs of a single corporation and also one of the very few

operating under state charters. It is conceded that a chartered
organization is infinitely safer, guarding much more cflfectively

advantages ok the plan

We

show why

oiu- method is the better one for working out the problems of capital and labor.
want to make

will

We

it

very clear that

we

not only liaxe

no quarrel with organized

on the other hand, we think that organized labor
to clear the ground and make possible such a
movement as that represented by the Mutual Beneficial Association.
There are two principal features in the labor movelabor,

but,

has done

much

ment.

First, collective bargaining.
with this principle, but prefer to call

We
it

are

in

hearty

accord

collective representation.

ment, giving to every

A request represents the desire of an entire class and not of
an individual, but the word bargaining seems to carry with it a
bartering which is based more on the strength than the justice
of the cause.
The diflfcrcnce here is only one of words— and
we prefer representation to bargaining. Second, the method of

his interests

procedure.

membership and carrying with
and inspection of its operation and books by state
the interests of

its

The by-laws provide

The
class

it

supervision

officers.

for the election of committees of adjust-

member an organized method by which
and rights may be conserved and promoted.
insurance rates are sound and lower than the s.imo

of

insurance can he procured

for elsewhere.

The

rates

were worked out by an expert
actuary and have been approved by the National Fraternal Congress; and, second, liny are also approved by the State Hepartment of Insurance. The r;itcs are lower because Ihc insiirance fund cannot be drawn on to pay high-salaried officers or
t(i
suppnrl grievance and legislative cotnmittees.
Our premise
are sound

because,

first,

they

workers

The method

to present

in

common

practice

today

is

for the

their questions relating lo

wages and workthe employer and

ing conditions for adjustmeul, and then
employee discuss each inieslion with the idea of reaching a
common ground of agreement. Naturally each side always

make the best bargain possible. We agree, to this
with the method of procedure; but together with the
presentation of (|nestions for adjustment is that bugaboo of
present-day business conditions— the threat of strike unless the
tries

to

extent,
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We
A

and think our
means displaying of
force, and in a question of force justice is lost sight of and
the stronger side wins irrespective of any economic argument

demands are granted.
method ihe better one.

disagree with this

that the needs of labor

threat simply

to

whatsoever.

The Mutual

Beneficial

Association principle holds

that

the

weakens the whole cause. We argue that should we be
the weaker side we lose all, because in a question of force a
concession is a sign of weakness, and for this reason the
On the other hand,
stronger side will make no concession.
if we are stronger we will force concessions beyond what the
economic conditions will stand, the result being that the employer must sacrifice goods, service or the interest of some
other group of employees. An adjustment of this kind is only
a temporary makeshift and in the course of time will react in
The
the form of bankruptcy or general reduction in force.
threat

financial conditions of the railroads in the country today prove

The

this.

broadcast

recent

reductions

in

all

industries

are

Our argument is that better and more permanent adjustments
can be made by perfect frankness and honesty on both sides.
Our plan is to work out our questions for adjustment on a
and conditions of living; on wages and conon the character of service and
then present our claim from the standpoint of equity with no
basis of the cost

other industries

in

;

;

of force.
We feel quite confident in saying that our
adjustment will be much more liberal than if we accompanied
our request with the common alternative, because there would
be no fear on the part of the employer that a concession would
be an entering wedge to force further concessions. He would
be relieved of the fear of strikes and their expense, as well
The funds
as the expense necessary to guard against them.
thus released would be enjoyed by the employee in the form
of higher wages and better working conditions.
It
would
entirely remove the present spirit of barter and jockeying for
advantage, and instead all questions would be settled in a
spirit of justice.
Good feeling and friendliness and a closer
knitting together of interests would result.
threat

The

plan of the organizers of the Mutual Beneficial Associa-

being

to adjust the question between the officers and
employees of our railroad by a round-table conference instead
of by threats of force, it was necessary to get the official
attitude toward such a movement, because the principle being

tion

that of co-operation,

views of the

was

officers

outlined

takes two sides to co-operate, and the
were necessary. The answer from the
an organization were formed on the basis
it

officers

that

if

and the

(the by-laws

embody

the basis presented)

no question but that they would meet

there

their employees

was

through

elimination of private property

production and distribution.
Second, those who believe

more

to secure a

the

workers should get a

believe that the workers should share

more

satisfactory adjustments can be made by obeying the laws of
economics. Their plan to accomplish this end is by conference
and co-operation between employer and employee.
belong to the third class and we think we have taken a
step in advance of the others. As we pointed out before, when

force is the weapon used to get adjustments, it goes without
argument that both sides will be guided by their strength, and
instead of justice and honesty being the actuating principles in
such adjustments each side will study every means to circumThere is bargaining and jockeying for advent the other.
vantage and the justice and economic sides of the question are
lost sight of.
Such agreements are only makeshifts and compromises, neither side is satisfied, discontent continues, and
while more compromises might be made, the end is bound to

be either a strike or bankruptcy of the industry.
It might not be out of place here to state an

we should

though every step toward this goal must be a constructive
and not a destructive one, else we shall have to retrace our
steps in each case and reconstruct all that we have destroyed.
The ideal we wish to picture is that we hope to see the day
when government will so control distribution that poverty will
be unknown, and when every man, woman and child will not
only be protected against hunger and cold, but will enjoy a
distribution on such a basis that they will be able to command
the real pleasures of living and not have their lives distorted and
cramped by a mere existence in the struggle for the bare
necessities.
We are living in a wonderful age, and it is often
goal,

difficult

see

to

things

as

realization

One

of the changes in

e.\ample that concerns us

order to meet the employees on common ground and do what
they can to improve working conditions.

CONTRAST

Wmi

given

LABOR UNION METHODS

to organized labor for the
This work has been of the groundclearing order, and though it has in a very great degree been a
groping in the darkness, it lias been educational to the extent

has done.

credit

every line of

retrospective
it

human

more than any other

astonishing

endeavor.
is

that in

the United States, about the middle of the nineteenth century,

slightest

at

they really are, yet a

glance over any previous period will bring with

various points on the railroad are not only members but are
taking very active interest in the local assembly meetings in

a

which

ideal

cherish and always hold before us as an ultimate

all

with before

it

that

of industry, both financially and by better working conditions, but who do not believe that force is necessary
to accomplish this end, and who hold that more permanent and

any way from the officers of the road, but simply an announcement of a policy which has been made to the public
through the press as well as to us. Quite a number of officers

is

in

that

the government to control both

in the profits

quitting at 7 :00 p.m.

It

of the highest officers of our

have already

;

equitable distribution by force.

who

Third, those

matter of public record
company favor the
-ollective principle and do welcome an organization of their
own employees when it is entirely free from outside influences.
This is exactly the principle of the United States government; that is, to work out its own problems without becoming involved by entangling alliances with foreign governments.
This must not be understood as a promise of support or help

work

capital

greater share of the profits of the industry, and have organized

committees have been met.

We

and willingness of

Anyone who has studied the labor question has no doubt
noted three distinct groups, each holding a different opinion
as to how the question should be worked out.
First, those who believe in the immediate and complete

workmen were contending

;

great

No. 24

supply these needs have been very clearly defined.

the representatives of such an organization
and the sincerity
of this statement has been proved by the spirit with which our
that several

ability

59,

We

also another proof.

ditions

Vol.

a.m.

and stop

to be allowed to start

work

at 6

at 6 :00 p.m., instead of starting at S :00 a.m.

:CX)

and

This is history. How many of us now
even work from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.?
An experiment that may advance us toward the ideal exIt
pressed is the present idea of government by commission.
might solve the question. It might fail. In any event it is
This trial is being made with
certainly worthy of a trial.
Experilittle or no disturbance to government or business.

ments on this basis are
any new plan advocated
its

utility

so strongly opposed

to

but we must bear in mind that
a theory and must be experimented
This is the reason we are
proved.

safer,
is

is

the complete

upsetting of any proven

employment of sometliing entirely new.
changes sometimes upset both government and

practice and the

The
busi-

and the greater the change the greater the danger. We
must not forget that our present practices and customs were
all theories at one time and continued to be theories until their
utility was proved by actual experience, and while all present
practices might not give us everything we think we are entitled
to, let us not forget that at the time they were put into effect
they marked a great improvement over those in force previous
We should not close our minds to a thought or
to that time.
theory because it is new. Rather should we in good faith careness,

I

December
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appear commendable no matter
The
with contemporary usage.
how much they
final acceptance or rejection of any proposition may safely be
cannot harm us
It
left to calm and unbiased deliberation.
much then if we sometimes make mistakes, because we have
been open and honest in arriving at our conclusions.
Economic conditions are passing through the great crucible
The day of the Croesus is passing. The great
of change.
individual fortune will soon be a thing of the past, not because
some radical is jealous of the success of another man, but
things

consider

fully

may

regulation,

which

1095

for

which the

the conditions under

bettering

rail-

roads are operated and for making them more useful servants
of the country as a whole. It seems to me that it might be the
part of wisdom, therefore, before further legislation in this
field is attempted, to look at the whole problem of co-ordination

conflict

and efficiency in the full
cumstance and opinion, as
parts of

of a fresh assessments of cirguide to dealing with the several

light

a

it."

because both government and business are coming to recognize
This is not a new
that it gives one man too much power.
thought, and the men wielding the power and enjoying the
prerogatives of these great fortunes have so expressed them-

of course, too early to learn what the effect of this
recommendation upon Congress will be. Senator Oscar Underwood, formerly administration leader in the House, has spoken
publicly in favor of the proposed commission. But it is probably
well within the truth to say that the idea does not meet in
Washington with that hearty and ready response which goes out

selves.

to legislative proposals that obviously

An

It is yet,

showing clearly the tendencies
that the federal and state departments of labor

encouraging movement,

of the times,

is

more than 90 per cent of the industries of the country
co-operating with them to improve conditions. This fact establishes conclusively to us that the organization of the Mutual
report

Beneficial Association
established,

will

industries.

It

is

is

opportune, and that our principle, once

spread throughout the land and influence all
also a matter of record that many industries

program.
centl\-

Others declare that the country has had enough

of commissions of inquiry and too

of their recommendations. More instantaneously popular with the statesmen here would doubtless have been

recommendation of the Rayburn bill, a recommendation
Commerce Commission be increased in size so
as to be able to handle its growing tasks more readily and
promptly, or a recommendation for the creation of a permanent,
non-partisan wage board, under the Interstate Commerce Com-

a strong

that the Interstate

the employer and statesman, discuss and agree on what is the
shall only reach
wise and safe thing to do and then do it.

mission,

We

when

the great end of an ideal government
ists

of

and workers co-operate

in

common

a

statesmen, capital-

cause for the good

all.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
By W.

L. Stodd.^rd

Washington, December,

7,

unexpected passages in the President's message, delivered
to Congress on Tuesday, related to the railroads and transportation.
The first occurred in Mr. Wilson's discussion of the
Mr. Wilson
necessity of mobilizing our economic resources.
intimated that he contemplates calling together for consultation
with the directing officers of the army and navy "men of recognized leadership and ability from among those of our citizens
who are thoroughly familiar, for example, with the transportation facilities of the country, and are therefore competent to
advise how they may best be co-ordinated when the need arises."
The second passage was the final recommendation of the message.

The exact

shouUl

be pointed out, differs

text

of what the

President

may

I

which,

it

With

this

make

is

reviewed and re-reviewed year after year

as follows

suggestion?

this

The

sides

all

(if

the matter

if

ue

inciiu

li>

i\it

:iii\ lliiiiL:

in

the field of iialiiiual legislation.

"No
The

one,

I

;uii

siire,

uciniil

uisli

reguhiliiin of the railways of

mission

lias

li.id

Id

llie

l.ikc

;iiiy

liaikward step

country by a

admirable residts and has

fully

teder.il

com

justified

llu-

hopes and expectations of those by whom the policy of regulation was originally proposed.
The questi<in is not what we
should iMiilo. It is, whether there is anything else we can do that

would supply us with

pointed out here,

House or

the

in the

immediate

past.

ROAD TRIALS TO DETERMINE TONNAGE

trans-

irtation problem is an exceedingly serious one in this country.
There has from time to time of late been reason to fear that
our railroads would not much longer be able to cope with it
I suggest
successfully, as at present equipped and co-ordinated.
that it would be wise to provide for a commission of inquiry
to ascertain by a thorough canvass of the whole question whether
our laws as at present framed and administered are as serviceIt is
able as they might be in the solution of this problem.
obviously a problem that lies at the very foundation of our efficiency as a people.
Such ;ui inciuiry ought to draw out every
new circumslaiue and opinion worth considering, and we need

know

is

it

Senate to rush through a bill embodying the recommendations
for a new governmental body, requiring the expenditure for a
new purpose of several thousands of dollars.
Of course, if the railroad world should get in behind this
scheme and push, it might go through. But so far the idea is
a new one to those who follow railroad matters fairly closely,
and it would be regarded by many here as surprising if the
carriers were all of a sudden to abandon their usual activities
in the field of legislation and urge the establishment of a conimissicm fur the apparent purpose of reviewing ground already

RATING

pi

to

condition,

there will be no haste on the part of either the

from that of the printed copy

generally published in the newspapers,

"In the meantime

said,

for the purpose of facilitating arbitrations at present
conducted under the Newlands act.
The question of time and money will be large factors in any
consideration of the President's proposal by Congress this winter.
The session will be jammed with business and politics as never
before for many years. Revenue is low and much thought must
be given to methods of raising it. Regular services of the government will probably be the sufferers from this situation, for
appropriations will be cut to the bone and then the bone will

be scraped bare.

1915

Two

re-

of constructive

little

work growing out

have co-operated with and supported national and state officers in
enacting child labor, compensation and conciliation law-s.
It is our plan to build up such an organization that we shall
be consulted on all these movements, and then, together with

—

a long-felt want.

fill

In some quarters there is a disposition to say that the proposal
is merely a play for time and a scheme to prevent the consideration of the railroad securities bill, originally a part of the Wilson

elTeclive

means,

in

the

very process of

By

E. S.

B.srntm

During the past few years there has been considerable

dis-

cussion on the subject of scientific train loading and it seems to
have l)ecn generalh' accepted that the best and simplest system yet
In this system a car factor
devise<I is that of adjusted toiniage.
adde<l to the Hat

is

toun.igc of each car

in

order to equalize

drawbar pull necessary to haul empty trains
ami loaded trains of the same total tonnage. It is also a matter
of general agreement that, despite lengthy and inxolvod formulas
,iny mathematically determined rating and adjustmetit factor can
be
Hieplcd as approximately correct only.
It
must
be
clucUcil and mtidifie<l by ;ictiial road observation.
With a
dynamometer car and a corps or train observers it is a simple
llu-

dilTerence in

matter to ol)tain accinate ratings for each division, t'omparall\cly few roads, however, are so equipped and in many cases
it is necessary that tlic division staff lie able to conduct the necessary tests.
In such cases the method of procedure outlined
herein may be found of considerable value.

The

first

step in establi.'-hing tonnage rating

is

the detcrmina-
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llie division under
grade hut one long
enough so that the locomotive will he called upon to develop full
it should not he
tractive effort hefore the summit is reached
overlooked, however, that local conditions such as a time table
stops may change what would otherwise he a momentum grade

RAILROAD CONDITIONS

tion of the ruling grade in eacli direclion over

momentum

consideration. This should not he a

;

into the ruling grade for the division.

With

known

the ruling grade

trains

made up

of both

the make-u]! of the test trains

L'nder present day conditions with

should next be considered.

wood and

steel

equipment

is

it

neces-

sary to have a car factor covering both classes of equipment.
The determination of such a factor requires the use of the

following

test trains

An

account

interesting

of

Combined wood and

deplorable

the

and empties

;

follows

+

number

of cars

X

-r

=

adjusted tonnage.

In the table the weight and number of cars are substituted
in the above formula for each make-up of the train operating
Data for Determination of Adjustment Factor on a 0.3 per cent Grade.
39,688 lb.
Tractive Effort of Locomotive

—

Adjusted
tonnage
Actual tons

Loading conditions
Wood, loads and empties
Wood, loads and empties

2,489
2,549
1,914
2,983
2,152

Wood, empties
Steel, loads
Steel, empties

No. cars
74

5,

X

=

14

1

4,
3,
2,
4,
4,
2,
4,

X

r:z

14.5 tons

X

=r

17

and
and
1
and
5 and
5 and
3 and
3 and
2 and

The remaining

x
X

Average, x

=
=:
=
=

equation
2,489-|-74x

14 per cent

to be

are said

-I-

-I-

Average adjusted tonnage

the necessities of

Freight for the most part does not

life,

prevent

move and

those

who

can

postpone trips do so rather than face the hardships.
"Closing of the Panama Canal would naturally throw much of
that transcontinental business on the road across the isthmus of
Tehuantepec. But it cannot handle it, as its one-time rolling stock

gone and the steamship companies cannot get guaranties from
government that their shipments will be protected from
bandits in the short distance overland between the oceans.
Vessels again are making the long trip around the Honi.
"In Vera Cruz the big warehouses are crammed to the roofs,

is

the

company has just notified consignees that storage
charges will be doubled, but they are helpless to move the goods
even if charges are increased tenfold, as there are not enough
With the government recognized, steamships from New
cars.

the terminal

York have resumed weekly sailings and are unloading thousands
more tons of freight on the Vera Cruz docks.
"Most of the railroad property has been destroyed in the last
It is the hardest blow at the nation's prosperity in
the entire six years of revolutions. Hardly a station has not been
burned between Monterey and Mexico City. Along all the
roads are overturned locomotives, remains of wrecked cars,
twisted rails and other signs of ruin. With railroad transportation cut off cities are isolated, mines, mills and factories are
silent, fields uncultivated, stores empty and the countryside re18 months.

produce shipped

"The

out.

Director-General Pani on the rolling stock
destroyed and that now available for commercial use were
figures

of

— Cars
1914

In military service
In repair shops
In commercial work

3,599
3,629
3,519
3,583
3,637
3,593

With a car factor of IS tons the adjusted" tonnage therefore
becomes 3,593 or practically 3,600 tons for the locomotive class

— Locomotives

Brd.

Nar.

15,700
11,025

3,267
1,342

4,675

1,925

Remaining

table:

+

move

These are divided, according

15.2 tons

=
=
=
=
=
=

sufficient to

In service June 30,
Destroyed

tons

15
15
15
15
15

is

in or

2,152-|-99x

tons
tons
tons
16 tons
18 tons
13.5 tons

X
X
X
X
X

service

lapsing to primitive condition because supplies cannot be brought

in the formula for adjusted tonnage, the following adjusted tonnage is obtained for each of the trains recorded in the
74
72
107
40
99

says

1,Q14-H07x

mined

+

up for

2.9834-40x

are too nearly alike.
By substituting the \alue of the adjustment factor above deter-

-(-

either laid

The correspondent

107
40
99

will be noted that the expressions in lines 1 and 2 and lines
3 and S are not equated since the actual tonnages in each case

2,489
2,549
1,914
2,983
2,152

70 per cent

2,549-^72x

It

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

more than

part

x =: IS
x = 14
x

the

72

on a .3 per cent grade. As all of these expressions represent the
same tonnage rating they may be equated in pairs and solved
for the unknown adjustment factor. The results are as follows:
1

of

starvation in the cities and carry those absolutely obliged to travel.

In each case the train should be provided with a single locomotive at the head-end and a pusher at the rear end. With
the train at rest on the ruling grade, it should be made up of
enough cars so that the head-end locomotive is unable to take
Cars should now be taken off
slack and start the train alone.
by the pusher engine, one at a time, until the head-end locomotive is able to start the train without assistance. The train
should be still further reduced until the head-end locomoti\e
is able to start the train and bring it up to a speed of 10 miles
an hour on the grade.
After completing the series of tests we have a record of the
number and weight of the cars in five trains representing five
the gross weight of the cars is
sets of loading conditions
considered in each case. If we let x represent the adjustment
factor the formula for the adjusted tonnage may be stated as
Flat tonnage

condition

of the standard-gage cars of the system have been destroyed and
that less than 16 per cent are available for commercial purposes.

"The
trains, loads

MEXICO

as the result of the

the Constitutionalist lines, as declaring that

in

steel

IN
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warfare in that country is
published by the Chicago Daily News from its special correspondent at Mexico City, who reports that instead of being ready
to handle the commerce of the country when peace is restored
most of the rolling stock of the National Railways system has
been destroyed. He quotes Alberto J. Pani, director general of

Mexican railways

repairs or are being used by soldiers.
All-steel trains, empties
All-steel trains, loads
All-wood trains, empties
All-wood trains, loads

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Vol,

to

422

Nar.
223
74

340

149

Brd.
762

Mr. Pani, as follows
1,000
1,050
2,625

300
125
1,500

100
115
125

15

45
89

"These figures were compiled before the destruction of the
Orizaba shops and the rolling stock standing in them. Every day
has meant more cars and locomotives retired from service on
account of wrecks, breakdowns and other incidents. To one
who has ridden through the country where two-thirds of the cars
one sees are inhabited by officers and soldiers and their families
it would appear that Mr. Pani is also very lenient in estimating

number of cars in military service."
Director-General Pani is quoted as saying that the go\ ernmcnt
expects to continue controlling tlie majority of the stock of the

the

railroads,

and that the law which gave the government the

to take over the railroads in

war time requires

right

that they be re-

maintain this full tonnage, but this does not alter the fact that
for average conditions it is a properly determined tonnage rating.
It is, of course, a fair weather rating and should be subject to

turned to the company in operating condition, and that an indemnity be paid, based on tlie earnings for the previous five years,
with 10 per cent additional. Regarding plans for the restoration
of service, he says
"We plan first to purchase enough passenger cars to re-estabPlans
lish the former service between Laredo and Mexico City.

reductions for adverse weather conditions.

now

and grade conditions assumed. Over a long division it might not
be considered good policy from a transportation standpoint to

are being

made

also for the purchase of freight cars, rails

Deckmber
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A

ami other material.

As

placed.

All are at

fast as

work

singie order for 1,000,000 ties lias been

the average, the failures per 10,000 tons of

we

get possession the shops are opened up.
repairing rolling stock. The militar>' still gets

about twice those of open hearth

The accompanying

claim on the service, but each day its demands diminish and
in the same proportion is increased the equipment which the roads
can place at the disposition of the public for the transportation
of passengers and freight."
first

tons of

;.;111b,

mechanical

19 12

Eelative Rank Eelative Rank Eelative Eank Relative Rank
Failures
Failures
Failures
Failures

BESSEMER
73.9

3

64.1

1

28.7

1

84.9

UllnolB

46.£

2

89.5

3

129.4

4

24.1

1

Lacka-an-ia

27.6

1

79.6

2

161.6

5

179.3

4

84.1

4

124.7

4

99.5

3

254.3

6

322.3

5

160.0

5

76,2

2

104.5

3

&

2

superintendents,

general

mechanical

storekeeper,

17.4

Colorado

21.8

1

37.6

2

146.3

9

4

58.7

3

20.9

1

46.6

2

32.0

1

119.9

7

ent claims.

\

operating

The

59.4

4

81.8

3

68.2

4

69.2

3

function, by the exercise of

Pennsylvania

49.3

3

102.4

5

88.

5

63.2

2

hoped

Carnojie

66.1

5

106.8

6

123.3

7

102.6

6

Illinois

109.8

6

126.6

8

112.6

6

80.6

4

161.7

7

117.8

7

148.9

8

137.8

8

8

224.6

9

227.9

9

107.6

6

I.'OTE.--

1909-1914,

inclusive.

The

number of failures per 10,000 tons
ing from the date laid until October

the

basis of
laid

31,

comparison

A

I

to

charge,

bring about a

which to the
further

still

fullest

extent

it

comparison

time justify, and special connnillees will be appointed to
report upon various matters, .\ction taken at the meetings will
form the basis for modifications of the practice froni time to

at the

all. Total Failures and Fallurco Per 10,000 Tons By Years

For Period Knd Ing Qctobor Slot, 1914

1910
Pailuxe'o'

Wamifacturor

Tone

Total M Tona

1^11

F.'illuro o

fcrT^

rotel M_T6no]

Tone

TODB

T5

lib Tons

m\.

PoUurcB

ynllTlrco

-7W

Total

1U2

191=

Fallurco

Tir To
Tons

Fnllorc B

10
Totcl|M Ton»
;iH>r

Tana

Tods*

Totsl

k:

Tons

BESSEIOU!

Cambria,
Carnegie,
Illinois,
Lac kai7 anna,
Maryland

24,848
78,980
146,120
106,241
66.021

561
6861
1803
789
1312

226.01 24,042 491
866.0lll9,468 3040
124.2 1162,049 2301
74.2ll90,097 2399
198,71 63.252
643

Totals,

421,210

1131G

268.7 SS9.700 S874

197.7
2.'>4

.6

141.9
126.2
101.6
160.

6,769
64,124
47,.^06

61,747
51,324

233.270

99
S&4
694
1132
167

112.81
5,027
86.41
4,098
146. 7|
0,369
103.
14,071
32.51 64,111

112
242

e&4fi

113.41 95 , 666

426

OFCB
fiothlohoQ,

Canbrla,
Cnrnoglo,
Colorado,
111 Inoio,

Lackawanna,
Maryland,
Ponnnylvanla
Tonne i;neCj
Totols,

68,344
11,522
10,098
72,442
206,635
14,699

41,909
U0.053

2532
264
177
176
3213
123
293
509

370.4 04,237 1444
229.1
24,509 221
93.6 27,967 226
24.6 166,006 262
166.6 301,778 £917
64.2 30 906 193
29,630 230
69.9 64,163 501
63.0 123j640
,

141.7 042,096 6435

112.9
46.4
10.7
79.6
37.7

43
19
9

1

3,386
33,537
4,507
4,160
26.907

35
1

3.0
10.4
£.2

1,544
2,425

0.0
0.0

0.0
38.2

3,320
13.490

0.0

103.

44.4 _72,496

140|

19.31 to. 779

l.«

•
18

16. q 273,674

J!4jU 196,.^97i

114
165
66
36
189
165
80
67
81

20.lil202,06oi

966

Iir.AI.TB

1196

134,0

90,2.18

195

341
306
204
946

84,16?

23,-'

96.2,-<2

197
419
356
£12

100
130
167

87.
72.
22.2
66.2
40.1
34.5
52.3
10.0

3700

SG,8

2.'^9|

630. C94

is

substantial

been provided.
The system loss and damage committee will meet semi-annually during January and July, the first meeting to be held in
July, 1916.
Other employees will be invited as local conditions

is

with the statistics compiled last year indicates that on the average there is a gradual decrease for all of the mills in the rate
of rail failures of rollings for the successive years since 1908,
with which year's rolling the records were started.
Also, on

Summary Showing Tons 01

aided in bringing about this

porting direct to the chief operating olTicer, the duties of the new
organization being to prevent loss and damage freight claims
through greater supervision and a more intense study of the
causes, for which a liberal increase in the traveling force has

for each year's roll1914.

who

reduction in
claim payments through the reorganization of the claim department.
On December 1 the office of freight claim agent was
aliohshed.
W. O. Hunger, vvlio has been freight claim agent.
has been appointed general superintendent of freight claims, re-

These figures are not related to geographical or service
conditions.

in the years

con-

general

circular points out that claim pa.\ments are an
and that claim prevention is an operating

Lackawanna

261.8

car

improved condition are appreciated, but it has been decided to
inaugurate a still more vigorous permanent campaign to pre-

45.0

Eothlehem

of
agent,

year 1914 was paid on account of freight loss and damage
In 1915, $1,285,100, or only l.l per cent was paid. Had
last year's ratio of claim payments to revenue prevailed this
year,
the road would have paid $198,292 more than it did pay. It is

Tennessee

Cambria

freight

claims.

|

101.9

1

Maryland

engineer

general

fiscal

stated that the efforts of all
OPEN HEAKIS

announces the organization

Pacific

damage committee with

In the circular issued to all operating department employees.
A. C. Ridgway, chief operating officer, points out that $1,385,737.
or 3.12 per cent, of the Rock Island freight revenue during the

|

llaryland

Carnegie

for the

livestock agent, general baggage agent, freight auditors and the
freight agents at the principal terminals.

IIlll

Ca.7ibria

statistics

and the failures per

clude the general managers, superintendent of car service, supermtendent of refrigerator service, division superintendents, supervisor of weights, chief special agents, special agents, general

using 100 as the Averace

19 11

failures

the assistant to
the chief operating officer as chairman and the general superintendent of freight claims as secretary.
The committee will in-

for Each Year's Foiling.

19 10

9

Island

of a system loss and

just pub-

struction,

19

were

ISLAND

This information was compiled from data furnished
1914.
by various railroads, and includes 6,262,712 tons of rail rolled

Mils

rail

DAMAGE BUREAU FOR ROCK

The Chicago, Rock

31,

of Failures of all

tables give Association's

the total ntmiber of

LOSS AND

lished the statistics of rail failures for the year ending October

Comparison of Failures for the Different

rail,

Bessemer

rail.

10,000 tons by years.

1914 RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS
The American Railway Engineering Association has

1097

142,501
219,441
152.769
9,497
73,646
129,512

13,9 169,046

;

4

4.2

40,6:-3|

79

10.7^

89,46C|

312

<

<

5<
2;
6.

11.
19,
6,
4,

60,040
36,530
39,423
83,662
169,063
62,472
30 , 668
29,096
172,900

672.664

0.0
4;

2
6
11
\\

6|

1.1

0.6
0.7
0.6
0.2
0.0
l.«
1.2
0.8
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The

time.

"Suggestions for the prevention of

circular says:

and damage claims made to the general superintendent of
freight claims will be cheerfully received and carefully conOnly through the heartiest co-operation of every emsidered.
ployee can the best results be obtained and the management
earnestly solicits your full support in helping to reduce the
loss

Arrangement

for

road."

In a circular to

freight agents,

all

Mr. Bunger

states that after

unnecessary to make over, short and damage reports in duplicate, but one copy of such reports is to be
1

will be

it

Dummy

Locomotive Entering Experimental Train Shed

made and mailed
The

report,

with

all

to the general superintendent of freight claims

including

the

not be detached as
ports

the

information
is

now

stub,

should

called

for,

the practice on

of adjustments of over and

short

be completely

and

some

the

stubs

filled

must

divisions.

reports
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REMOVAL OF LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE FROM
COVERED TRACKS
There are many instances where railroads could make much
if the smoke from locomoIn the larger cities it would mean that
tives could be removed.

better use of property at terminals

will

mailed to the general superintendent of freight claims.

space

now

occupied by train sheds and warehouse tracks could

be built over with good-size buildings.
A method for removing locomotive smoke from covered tracks

has been devised and patented by the Ilg Electric Ventilating

Company, Chicago. The arrangement is clearly shown in the
A smoke duct is placed immediately above the

illustration.

Locomotive

at Chicago.

in

59,

Removing Smoke from Covered Tracks

heavy drain which loss and damage claims are inflicting upon
the treasury, and providing better service to the patrons of the

December

Vol.

also

Rebe

in the

Train Shed, with Blowers in Operation

middle of the track. This is provided with a series of shutters,
each so arranged that as a locomotive passes under them they
The
will be raised by a shoe attached to the locomotive stack.
ducts over the tracks terminate in a main duct extending across
the tracks at one end. At the end of the main duct a battery of
suction fans is placed for the purpose of creating a substantial
When there are no locomotives under
initial draft in the ducts.

December

ducts a

the

10,
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damper automatically

closfs

from the main

duct,

1099

section and, therefore, at a point

where the

unit stress

is

consid-

thus reducing the load on the fan.

erably reduced.

To ascertain to some degree the service that could be performed by this system a working model has been constructed
on the roof of the company's building at Whiting and Wells
One of the photographs shows a dummy locostreets, Chicago.
The large volume of smoke
motive entering the train shed.
is produced by burning tar paper and this smoke is forced up
the stack, which corresponds to a full-size locomotive stack, by

After thorough tests of the Benners side frame, it has been
adopted by the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Pennsylvania
Lines West, now being in service under several thousand freight
cars.
The patents are controlled by Edwin H. Benners, SO
Church street, New York.

a high-pressure blower operating at a speed of approximately
The stack is equipped with a shut-off
3,000 ft. per minute.

gage so as to give intermittent puffs of smoke similar to those
obtained on a locomotive when in operation. The second photograph shows the locomotive under the smoke duct, no smoke
being apparent under the shed.

CAST STEEL SIDE FRAME WITH RE-ENTRANT
FLANGES
The drawing shows
side

frame which

and

I-sections.

a

developed

recently

cast

steel

truck

now

being used by the Pennsylvania Railroad. The principal feature of the design is the use of channel
sections and channels with re-entrant flanges instead of angle
is

The

distribution

of metal

has been carefully

BUSINESS REVIVAL IN MEXICO
As

a result of a recent conference between Alberto J. Pani,

director of the so-called Constitutionalist Railways of

Mexico,
which embrace those lines of the National Railways that are
in territory under control of General Carranza, and officers of
the Southern Pacific, the latter agreed to furnish passenger
cars for the through passenger service that has just been established between Eagle Pass and the City of Mexico.
Pullman
cars are run through between New Orleans and the Mexican
capital.
Provision has also been made for furnishing freight
cars for through service, thus obviating the necessity of transferring goods at the border.
The Southern Pacific has announced that freight service has been resumed by way of Eagle
Pass, including connections to Monterey and Torreon.
Freight
may be billed to Eagle Pass and arrangements made through custom brokers for the movement beyond of carload shipments

considered and a well balanced structure obtained, effecting a

without transfer.

under the action of the vertical stresses
due to both static and dynamic loading.
Where unbalanced sections are used in the design of cast steel
truck frames, the unequal strains set up in the metal in cooling
This distortion is corrected
result in a distortion of the casting.

For a long time past the Southern Pacific and the other
American roads leading to the border have refused to permit
their cars to go into Mexico on account of the danger of destruction by revolutionary factions. The condition in the region that is
under control of Carranza has improved until it is now believed

uniformity of

flexibility
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The Benners Truck Side Frame

by placing the casting when cool under the straightening press,
the result being that the metal at certain points is subjected
a stress beyond the elastic limit. Certain weak points arc,
therefore, developed in the casting at the outset, their strcnglh
to

being very uncertain.

Cracks tend

result in the ultimale

failure of the casting.

and well balanced design of the
the castings

come out of

the straightening press

lo start at these points, wliidi

the san<l in
is

The

syminelrical

frame is such that
perfect shape ami the use of

lietuiers side

entirely unnecessary.

The Benners frame has no outwardly extending

llangcs, such

as arc foimd in castings of angular or I-scctions, wliidi always

tend to develop cracks at the edges.

The use of

re-entrant Hangcs

brings the edge of the material nearer the neutral axis of the

safe to resume the former practice of ruiuiing througli cars, both

passenger and freight.
Mr. Pani is now
purpose of ordering new engines and cars.

The

in

the

Hast for

tlie

& threat N'orthern aiuiounccs that Irciglit
now he taken for shipment to Mexico by way
The Laredo gateway lias heen closed to railroad

International

in carloads will

of Laredo.

freight trallic since February

1(>,

1013.

A Boston Notion. The Snicdercsvo-KraKi'jevac railway in
northern Serbia, the Mitrowiza-Wutschitrn-Katschanik-Skopljc
railway in southern Serbia, and tlic Radujcvac-Zajccar-Knjazcvac
line on the eastern front must be what they call Iransconsonantal
roads.
YoMtWi: Comtanie,;:.
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A GREAT PUBLIC TRUST*
By

to observe

and

County

a.

J.
Special Assistant to President, Pennsylvania Railroad

Don't balk at the word "trust" because

means

It

confidence,

reliance

and

it

loyalty.

words

That part of our great trust with which I especially desire to
is that of money, without which our trust could not have
been founded and without which it cannot exist. I cannot accurately estimate the value of lives and property entrusted to the
employees of the system, but I can measure the value of the
money given to its directors and management to invest in the
The investment in road and equipment of
railroad business.
the 84 companies that now compose the railroad system
amounts to about a billion and a half dollars. To best illustrate
deal

us and intimate the responsibility of

number of companies, selected
Pennsylvania Railroad Company the lines of
which extend from the Atlantic ocean on the east to Pittsburgh
and Erie on the west. For over six and a half decades this railroad has been in operation, and not only have a great many individuals, including women and children, invested their savings in
its stock, but savings funds, insurance companies and many banking and other institutions have long considered its securities
an attractive investment for their funds.
the

parent

Now,

have, out of this

—

— the

instead of investing their

moneys

in real estate, building

saving funds, banking institutions,

industrial and
manufacturing companies, or the many other diversified fields of
investment, these persons had sufficient confidence in the Pennsylvania Railroad management and employees to say, "Here is
our money which we have earned in our business and saved from
our wages against a rainy day we, our children and our business
are dependent upon the dividends from this investment, and we
trust to you so to use and protect it that we will be sure of a

associations,

;

reasonable return each year."

To-day there are 94,000

holders in the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company

stock-

alone, represent-

persons in the community, from the working man to
Nearly one-half of the total number are women,
and the average number of our share holdings is slightly over
100 shares for each stockholder.
must be discharging our
trust with fidelity, for the number of stockholders is constantly increasing, not only here, but abroad, notwithstanding the Euroing

all

the millionaire.

We

pean war and the great need there of converting securities into
cash.

One

of

the

early

incidents

in

connection

with

the

European war was the prompt

steps taken by the Pennsylvania
Railroad to insure the regular receipt of dividends by stockholders on the continent.
This illustrates the solicitude which
the company has for its foreign stockholders under the present

trying conditions.

happy

to

districts

A

great

many

say, not only travel

where the

of our stockholders,

upon our

lines are located,

trains,

we

are

but live in the

and thus have an opportunity

•From the Mutual Maeazine published by the
ation of PeiHisylvania Railroad Employees.

the result of the confidence of the stockholders in purchas-

to buy its bonds, the company has to-day a magnificent property
devoted to the public service representing the investment of a
billion and a half dollars in the railroads and equipment constituting the Pennsylvania system.
This trust cannot be onesided we must preserve it. Each day's work should, therefore,
be begun with a sense of the great trust of persons, property
and money put into the hands of every officer and employee, and
if each one does not satisfactorily perform that duty, it affects
the other working trustees.
No greater trust exists than the
custody of other people's money, and we should work more
zealously to safeguard this money than if it were our own.
The present great body of employees must follow the successful
policies and traditions of their predecessors.
To show the
spirit which is now and has been a dominant factor in the prosperous condition of the company, I quote from a statement
made by a former president of the company over twenty years
ago "The moment this company forgets that its duty is to be at
the head of the list of the carrj-ing companies of the United
States, and ceases to have the ambition to become the first in
the world, that moment do I wish to pass from its management." And to him is attributed the phrase, "Improvements on
the Pennsylvania Railroad cannot cease.
The end of progress
is the beginning of decay."

better

materials.

I

operated and to judge the ability

has been abused.

greater than the combined population of England, Germany and
Austria-Hungary, and not a single life was lost.
Over 300,000,000 tons of freight were also shipped over our lines, having
a value to this and other countries of several billions of dollars.
To the high standard and regularity of this public service for
over sixty-five years the present prosperous position of the state
It has brought
of Pennsylvania is in no small measure due.
a much greater prosperity to the territory it serves by developing
the natural resources, such as coal, iron, steel, oil, timber and
manufactured products, by making them accessible to the most
distant markets.
It has also opened up avenues of employment
and has been itself a large consumer of these products and

money has reached

is

No

to the employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad system, a total

this

the railroad

No. 24

faithfulness of the officers and employees.

As

instance consists chiefly of persons, property and money of a
value and magnitude exceedingly difficult to express. In the last
year over 180,000,000 persons confided the safety of their lives

each employee,

how

59,

ing the parent company's stock and the willingness of investors

can be used in describing the relation between the stock and
security holders of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and the
management and organization of that company. Our trust in this

how

Vol.

Mutual Beneficial Associ-

;

:

There are many officers and employees who are stockholders
company, and we can expect more and nothing would
intensify the interest of the employees in the welfare of the company more than for each employee to make it a part of his
ambition to own at least one share of its stock. It requires only
about $57 at present to buy a share.
We might profit from
the example of the many men and women stockholders who have
invested their moneys in the Pennsylvania Railroad's stock to
create this great public trust.
They were given no guarantee
that their shares, which have cost them as high as $75 per
share, would receive dividends regularly, but their confidence has
in the

been rewarded, for in 65 years not a single calendar year
has passed in which a return was not paid them upon their stock.

Suppose for a moment the management and working organization should

become

disloyal or indiflterent to this great trust

What would

be the result?
The stockholders
would, of course, receive lower and unreasonable returns upon
their investment and much suffering would ensue, but this
confided to us.

would not be one- sided, for it would quickly react against the
and employees in a loss of confidence, and if it did not
cause a sale of the investment by the owners, there would be a
refusal to entrust additional moneys to our management.
No
law or commission can make people invest money in a railroad,
or continue an investment already made.
To accomplish that
result requires confidence in the integrity and ability of those to
whom their money has been entrusted, and an adequate and
regular return comparing favorably with the dividends paid
by other companies.
But with the continuation of that confidence justified by the payment of fair dividends, these people are
encouraged to place more of their moneys in our stock and
securities.
This enables us to continue enlarging the company's
plant and facilities to render a high and regular standard of
officers

public service sufficient to keep pace with the expansion of business.
Their additional investment also insures employment and

promotion for ourselves and others, and as a result the stockholders and the employees are performing a valuable public
service in the upbuilding and continued prosperity of our great
countrv.

—

Equipmf.nt on nil-; Kaii.ways of Grp;.\t Brit.m.v. According
the Railway Returns Idr 1913 tlicre were on December 31
of that year 12,118 tender engines, 8697 tank engines, and 12.315
tenders on the railways of England and Wales; 2043 tender
engines, 806 tank engines and 2049 tenders in Scotland, and 631
tender engines, 340 tank engines and 607 tenders in Ireland.
to

General News Department
freight house of the Erie Railroad at Patcrson, N. J.,
partly destroyed by fire on the night of December 7, together with two freight cars. Estimated total loss, $25,000.

American International Corporation

The

was

The dining

cars of the Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh
serve coffee (and also other drinks) in vacuum pots which
keep the liquids hot throughout a meal, or even for several
hours.
_^

now

The shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Sedalia, Mo.,
have been ordered to run seven days in the week; nine hours a
day on week days and eight hours on Sundays. A similar announcement was made last week by the Huntingdon & Broad Top
Mountain Railroad.
Tests of the operation of electric locomotives on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul electrified line in Montana were
held on December 8, when officers and directors of the road and
officers of the General Electric Company made an inspection
trip over the line in a test train consisting of three special cars
and one of the new electric locomotives. The test included
travel at various speeds up to 70 miles an hour and with various
tonnages.

Harry E. Duey, a brakeman of the Pennsylvania Railroad
has been awarded a medal by the Interstate Commerce Commission for saving the life of a small child which was playing
on the track a short distance ahead of the train in which Duey
was riding. He climbed out of the cab of the locomotive to
the front end and succeeded in pushing the child off the track.
His feat was noticed in the Railway Age Gazette September 3,
The medal was accompanied by a commendation
page 430.
letter from President Wilson.

The report of the Chicago Association of Commerce committee
on smoke abatement and electrification, declaring the electrification of the railroads in Chicago to be financially impracticable,
was presented to the Chicago city council at its meeting on Monday evening, and was referred without comment to the railway
terminals committee. The council then adopted unanimously by
a viva voca vote an order directing the committee on railway
terminals to "take up for immediate consideration the subject
of electrification of steam railways within the city of Chicago,
and to report to the council at an early date such ordinance or
ordinances as in its judgment may be necessary to bring about
the adoption of electricity as a transportation power where steam
power is now employed." This action was also taken practically
without discussion.

A

Remarkable Improvement

in

Train Loading

week's issue attention was called to the
large increases in freight train loading in 1915 as compared with
1914, shown by nearly all of the roads whose annual reports we
had received. We have since received the report of the Chicago,
Terrc Haute & Southeastern, which has increased its average
number of tons of freight per train mile from 558.81 in 1913 and
In an editorial in

last

669.01 in 1914 to 739.54 in 1915.

Land Valuation

Thomas W. Hulme,

general secretary of the Presidents' Conference Committee for the federal valuation of the railroads,
has sent a circular to the carriers suggesting that where the
rights of way or other operating property of two or more
carriers arc so located or are of such character that their values
are necessarily related, such carriers can well co-operate in securing information as to the value of this property, in this way
avoiding duplications, decreasing the cost of making the valuation and securing values which are in harmony and which the
carriers will be able to sustain.
It has also been arranged that territorial meetings be held at
various points, attended by representatives of the carriers to discuss the progress made in seeming land cost data and other
problems which are arising; from lime to time.

Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the National City Bank,
New York City, announces that this concern has been formed for
the purpose of establishing trade relations with foreign countries.
The corporation has 20 directors, representing all lines of business. Included in the list are William E. Corey, James J. Hill,
Otto H. Kahn, Robert S. Lovett (chairman of the executive
committee of the Union Pacific), Charles A. Stone, and Edwin
Mr. Vanderlip says that the corporation is not a
S. Webster.
mere money-making enterprise it will stand for the development of America along international lines, and will endeavor
to assist in financing the rehabilitation of industries in foreign
countries.
;

J.

G. White Co. in Brazil

The Latin-American Public Works Corporation is a concern
which has been organized in the interests of the J. G. White
Management Corporation, New York, for operations in foreign
countries
and it is announced that negotiations are going on
which are expected to result in a contract under which the
Brazilian State Railways will be operated by the J. G. White interests.
Reports indicate that negotiations are well on the way
to completion
but the principal holders of the bonds of these
Brazilian roads are in England and France, and to get their
approval is likely to require several months.
The new project does not call for ownership by American
interests of the Brazilian railway system.
That ownership will
remain viath the Brazilian Government. The Government has
leased its railways to English and French capitalists for a period
of years, and it is understood that the Latin-American Public
Works Corporation merely plans to take over the lease for the
unexpired term. The project, however, will carry with it the
necessity of financing for new equipment and possibly for new
construction.
This financing may call for the sale of South
American securities in the New York market.
;

;

Recommendation on Change

in Fiscal

Year

At the last meeting of the National Association of Railway
Commissioners in San Francisco the committee on statistics and
accounts, of which B. H. Meyer of the Interstate Commerce
Commission was chairman presented the following recommendation

:

"In connection with the matter of annual reports required of
carriers, representation has recently been made by the Association of American Railway Accounting Officers that the reporting
year should be changed to the calendar year. The reasons urged
for the change seem to have much merit.
One obstacle in the
way of change lies in the fact that several state statutes definitely fix June 30 for the close of the reporting year. The federal law gives to the Interstate Commerce Commission the
option of changing this by a general rule to December 31, sp
far as reports to that conmiision are concerned.
It is recommended by this committee that the various state commissions
seek to procure corresponding amendment of state laws so
as to give the state commissions the option of changing, if
after a full and careful consideration of the matter they shall
conclude that such change of date is desirable."
National Foreign Trade Convention

The National Trade Council has announced

the preliminary

program for the third national foreign trade convention to be
held at New Orleans. La., on January 27, 28 and 29, by the
council

in co-operation

Commerce.

with the

Now

The convention has been

Orleans Association of

called to enable

American

business men construitively to discuss the necessary national
policy for extending foreign trade, and the council will lay before
the convcntioi\ results of investigiitions of the most pressing
problems in connection with foreign trade. The time of the
convention will be largely reserved for general discussion and
there will he group sessions in which all delegates will have an
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opportunity to participate. Among the prepared addresses which
have been announced are the following; "World Trade Conditions After the European War," by Alba B. Johnson, president
Baldwin Locomotive Works "Foreign Investment of American
Capital as an Aid to Our Foreign Trade," by James A. Farrell,
The group
president of the United States Steel Corporation.
sessions will include a discussion on "Co-operative Foreign Selling," by Charles M. Muchnic, vice-president of the American
Locomotive Sales Corporation and "The Smaller Manufacturer
in Foreign Trade," by William Pigott, vice-president, Seattle Car
& Foundry Company. At the banquet on January 28, Fairfax
Harrison, president of the Southern Railway, will speak on "The
Relation of American Railroads to the Development of Foreign
;

;

Trade." Special facilities will
information at the convention
or trading methods, a number
and importers having offered

be afforded those seeking detailed
regarding either foreign markets
of broadly experienced exporters
their services for consultation by

delegates.

Another Investigation

of the

New Haven

investigation of the affairs of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, by the Public Service Commission, by order of the
legislature of Massachusetts, was begun at Boston on Tuesday
of this week, as had been announced. The action of the legislature, last spring, in empowering the railroad company to proceed with its plans for reorganization appears to have been conditioned on the approval of numerous past acts by the Public
Service Commission, or on approval by the legislature of a report to be made by the commission after making an investigation.
President Howard Elliott laid before the commission a long
statement answering questions which had been sent to the company some time since. In opening the hearing the chairman of
the commission said that the road had done numerous things
under its Connecticut or its Rhode Island charter which the
State of Massachusetts did not approve, and the purpose of the
hearing was to see what could be done about this. It is desired
to determine what ought to be done to bring the New Haven
system into harmony with the laws of Massachusetts. The principal subject in the mind of the chairman, apparently, is that
of the investments of the road in outside property.
Mr. Elliott, explaining the acquisition of the Central New
England, said that this line had been a boon to New England
pommercial interests. More than 1,000 cars a day have come
into New England over this line during the past month. Control
of the New York, Ontario & Western helps the New Haven
to protect its coal supply and also gives it a voice in making

The

through freight rates to tlie west. The New York, Westchester
Boston does not yet earn its operating expenses, but in time
The New
prove of great value to the New Haven.
it will
Haven's half interest in the New York Connecting Railway

&

will

be useful

as

relieving

congestion

the

at

Grand Central

Terminal and cheapening the transfer of freight to and from
New Jersey lines. The Rutland Railroad is valuable as a route
Air. Elliott
to Montreal and also a freight route to Chicago.
hopes that after a time the government will allow this road to
resume the running of boats to and from the Great Lakes.

American Railway Association Plan

for

Remedying Congestion

The Committee on Relations Between Railroads of the America;! Railway Association has adopted resolutions, which have
been approved by the Executive Committee, proposing changes
in the demurrage rules for the purpose of relieving the congestion of export freight at the ports as well as to promote a

Arrangements
freer distribution of freight cars at all times.
were made for the resolutions to be presented to the Interstate
Commerce Commission at Washington on Thursday of this
week with a request for immediate action, by a subcommittee
of the Committee on Relations Between Railroads, consisting
of Arthur Hale, chairman Committee on Relations Between Railroads;

C.

M.

Sheaffer,

general

superintendent

Vol.

59,
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facilities, causing to be imminent and certain a rapid extension
of such car shortage to every part of the United States, threatening to restrict and curtail very seriously business transactions
and commercial activities of every description,
"Whereas, a large amount of export commodities, particularly
war munitions, is, on account of uncertainty of the condition
of the monetary exchange and credit, due to the European war,
necessarily contracted for on a cash basis loaded upon cars
without regard to the probabilities of trans-shipment at United
States ocean ports, resulting not only in the misuse of freight
cars, but also in abnormal detention, causing congestions and deand,
lays to normal business and traffic
"Whereas, since the present demurrage rate was first established, the cost of car construction, the carrying capacity and,
consequently, the earning power of a freight car has been greatly
enlarged and,
"Whereas, the adoption of a higher demurrage rate in California, which was approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission, December 2, 1912, and in Arizona, with no average agreement, has resulted in smaller demurrage collections in the
aggregate, and in the practical elimination of undue detention
to equipment and,
"Whereas, the Canadian railroads have, at times, invoked the
good offices of the railroad commission of that country to make
effective and operative a progressive demurrage rate in excess of
the normal rate which, while proven effective to obtain the release and prevent the misuse of freight equipment, and to be in
the general interest of the public welfare of that country, at the
same time when in effect operates, indirectly, to the disadvantage
of the public, the shippers and the railroads of the United States;
and,
"Whereas, the Committee on Relations Between Railroads of
the American Railway Association has been specially directed
to take such action as the exigencies of the situation warrant and
has, after careful investigation and deliberation, concluded that
the most expeditious and effective methods to relieve the situafion are to reduce the free time at the seaboard and gulf ports,
both on domestic and export business (which subject is now before the Interstate Commerce Commission), and by the adoption
of a progressive demurrage rate, and by the elimination of Rule 9,
Average Agreement, which has from the experience of the past
several years been clearly demonstrated to be one of the most
prolific sources of freight car detention, be it therefore
"Resolved, that the demurrage rules be amended as follows:
48 hours free time, after which a charge of
$1 per day for three days,
$3 per day for next succeeding three days,
and thereafter $5 a day (the present rates on refrigerator cars),
such rates to be submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission, with the request for its prompt approval, in order to
enable the carriers to promulgate and make effective at once these
rates on all freight equipment,
"Resolved, that the carriers be authorized by the Interstate
Commerce Commission to immediately cancel Rule 9, Average
;

;

;

Agreement,
arrangements be made to present at once
Commerce Commission, and to
furnish that body with such information, in connection with the
conditions above recited, as may enable and induce that honorable body to act in the premises with such promptness as the
exigencies of the situation demand,
"Resolved, that in the event of unforeseen obstacles to the immediate action on the part of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Committee on Relations Between Railroads, together with the Executive Committee, be called into emergency
session at Washington, to take such further steps as may be
"Resolved,

that

this resolution to the Interstate

deemed necessary

in the premises, to the extent of petitioning the

Congress to confer upon the Interstate Commerce Commission
such powers as may be lacking, or taking such other action to

remedy the

situation as

may

be deemed necessary."

transportation,

Pennsylvania Lines W. A. Worthington, vice-president and assistant to the chairman. Southern Pacific E. H. Coapman, vicepresident and general manager. Southern
George E. Evans,
fourth vice-president, Louisville & Nashville, and W. L. Park,
;

;

;

vice-president, Illinois Central. The resolutions arc are follows:
"Whereas, there exists throughout the United States a shortage of freight cars, due, largely, to the abnormal exporting of
the products of agriculture, merchandise and manufactured
articles, together with an insufficiency of ocean transportation

Trial of the

New Haven

Directors

Charles S. Mellen, again on the stand in the trial of the 11 New
Haven directors in the Federal Court in New York, admitted
last Thursday (December 2), that the New Haven spent probably
$120,000 to block proposed extensions of the Grand Trunk into
southern New England.
The Grand Trunk had proposed to
build a line from a junction with its subsidiary, the New London Northern, operated by Central Vermont, at Palmer, Mass.,
to Providence, R. I. According to Mr. Mellen, the real contest

December

10,
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in 1910, when he and C. M.
president of the Grand Trunk) agreed, as Mr. Mellen
thought, that the Grand Trunk would sell the New London
Northern to the New Haven and the latter would transfer
control of the New York, Ontario & Western to the Grand
Trunk. Immediately thereafter, however, Mr. Hays announced
his intention of building from Palmer to Providence, but, because the Grand Trunk proposed, according to Mr. Mellen, to
use the New Haven's facilities in Providence and to eliminate
grade crossin.gs, entailing expense to the New Haven, the latter
opposed the cliarter in the Rliode Island legislature. Mr. Mellen
also spent $50,000 in the "collection and dissemination" of information to show that the Grand Trunk was violating obligations to
the Canadian government in building the extension. After that,
Mellen said, he bought a couple of farms in the neighborhood
of Southbridge and Palmer, one of which "was peculiarly valuable as a location for a railroad. It was a perpendicular farm
located in a notch," he said, "and I hoped to spend my declining
years on it."
Mr. Mellen also spent about $60,000 of New Haven money in
opposing the other project of the Grand Trunk, the line from
White River Junction to Boston. He at once took steps to extend the Sullivan Coimty Railroad, a Boston & Maine subsidiary
parallel to the Central Vermont.
After Mr. Hays' death in the Titanic disaster, Mr. Mellen came
to an agreement with his successor, E. J. Chamberlain, whereby
presumably the Grand Trunk was to stop work on the Providence
extension in return for trackage rights over the New Haven.
Work was stopped in October, 1912, and simultaneously the conThe
struction of Sullivan County extension was abandoned.
agreement, however, was never put in documentary form, and
never, in fact, got beyond the stage of a memorandum.
The stoppage of work on the Palmer-Providence line aroused
considerable popular feeling in New England and resulted at
once in a grand jury investigation. Mr. Mellen testified that he
had asked to go before the grand jury, for he desired to take
all the responsibility in order to shield J. P. Morgan. "I thought,"
he said, "that by telling a good, straightforward story to the
grand jury I could put the whole investigation on the bum.
I thought I could straighten the whole matter out satisfactorily.
I wanted to take the responsibility and keep Morgan out of it. I
was afraid he had done something I didn't know what and
I wanted to keep him out of the nasty mess."
Mr. Mellen completed his testimony for the government on
Friday. On Monday he was subjected to cross examination, and
in answer to questions by Charles F. Choate, for the defense,
declared that it was the Federal government and not the exdirectors who were responsible for the financial misfortunes of
The New Haven's ex-president told of the
the New Haven.
efforts he took to limit the grand jury investigation to the Grand
Trunk deal. The New Haven's financial affairs were at that
"In January, 1912,
time, January, 1913, in a critical condition.
we had issued a series of one-year notes, and we had a comprehensive plan for funding them. After what happened it failed,
and we had to renew the notes in December, 1912, for another
year at a higher rate of interest.
"Mr. Swacker's investigation did exactly what I expected it
to do.
It practically ruined the New Haven for a time, if not
permanently. I could not imagine anything worse happening to
the company than what did happen through the intervention of
the Federal government.
Up to the time of the government's
investigation, or persecution, or whatever you like to call it, the
company's reputation had been of the highest and its shares were

between the two systems beRan

Hays (then

—

above par.

selling far
"I

knew

—

if

I

could limit the scope of the investigation

it

would

be to the advantage of the road, and I knew it would n;ean my
own reindiclmcnt and destruction. They accomi)lisIicd that at
once, and later they accomplished the other.
We met refusal
when we wished to renew our notes. Our stock came tumbling
<lown.
had to carry a great lloatiug debt, and we have not
been able to fund it to this day."
Mr. Mellen thought that the Providence extension would never
have been profitable; lliat it was not designed for the purpose
of legitimate competition with the New Haven, Iiut as a threat
to force the hand of the New Haven. In 1908 the New Haven
entered into an agreement with the Canadian Pacific whereby
all of the
New Haven's territory was opened to that road

We

through Newport, V't., and tlic Boston & Maine.
Mr. Mellen
was ready to give the (jrand Trunk the same advantages, but Mr.
Hays wanted much more.
Mr. Mellen iu llii' cross examination on Tuesday brought out
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that in his opinion the acquisition of other rail lines in practically every case resulted not only in efficiency of operation,
but in better service and lower rates for the territory served.

point in the afternoon when
might show the legislative
enactments of various states and decisions of official boards,
departments or commissions as their justification for acts now
alleged by the government to have been in furtherance of a conspiracy to monopolize the transportation facilities of New EngLater, however, the judge limited this ruling to cases
land.
where the records should show that the action was definitely
based on the alleged cause.
Mr. Mellen in the cross-examination on Wednesday enlarged
further upon the benefits gained by the consolidation of the
railway interests of New England and drew attention to the
favorable opinions expressed in this connection by various governmental and other authorities. One interesting thing he brought
out was the value of a united system from a military point of

The defense won an important

Judge Hunt ruled

that the defense

view.

"The route from New York to Boston by the New Haven,"
he explained, "from Boston to Portland by the Boston & Maine,
from Portland to Bangor by the Maine Central, and from Bangor to St. John's, New Brunswick, by the Canadian Pacific Railway, is the most important military base line in the country.
It is a most useful thing to the country at large to have it nearly
all under one control."
Report on

Weedon

Derailment

Board of Trade has issued the report of Lieut.
Colonel Druitt on the wreck of the Irish Mail of the London
& Northwestern, near Weedon, on August 14th last, when 10
Colonel Druith
passengers were killed and 21 were injured.
finds that the derailment was caused by the loss of a split pin
from the end of one of the crank pins of a locomotive passing
The loss of the split pin
at high speed on an adjoining track.
caused the screw washer holding the front end of the side rod,

The

British

on the leading crank pin, to back off, resulting in the dropping
of the front end of the side rod. This train was stopped before
serious damage residted, none of the wheels leaving the track;
in dropping, however, the end of the side rod was bent outward,
and in striking the end of a tie on the adjoining track, it pushed
the track sidew-ise enough to throw- both rails partly out of line
and narrow the gage. The Irish Mail came on a few seconds
later and was derailed, as described.
The split pin, the loss of which was the primary cause of the
accident, had been applied a few minutes before while the train
was standing at the Rugby station, and the investigation indicated the probability that in the endeavor not to delay the train,
sufficient attention was not given to the proper splitting of the
pin after it was driven home. The crank-pin washer had righthand threads and, being on the right-hand side of the engine,
would be loosened and unscrewed by the friction of the side rod
end when running ahead. It was suggested at the inquiry that
the screw washers on the right-hand side of the engine should
be fitted with left-hand threads, so that the tendency would be
for the crank pins to screw themselves into the washer when
Commenting on this point. Colonel
the engine is running.
Druitt says: "This is a matter for experiment, and if the result
is

in

accordance with the suggested action,
change to make."

it

is

certainly a de-

sirable

A

Complaint to the Governor

commissioner of the New York State Department of Foods and Markets, who has ordered ten carloads of
alfalfa to be sent from Syracuse to New York City, but who has
been notified by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western that the
freight cannot be taken, has complained to the governor of the
state, charging that the action of the road is instigated by the
dealers in hay in New York who receive their supplies from
points outiidc of New York state and who fear the competition
The commissioner says that he is endeavoring
of the alfalfa.
to aid the Alfalfa I mowers' Association of Onondaga county,
the members of which have 30,(XK) tons of smplus product for
sale.
It is said that the New York Central and the Lehigh Valley
had refused to take the freight before it was offered to the
Lackawanna. The Lackawanna agreed to have ten cars in New
Joliu J. Dillon,

York by November

30, but subsequently notified the shipper that
the freight could not be taken because of the congested condition
of the railroad.
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N. D. Maher, president of the Bureau for the Safe Transportaof Explosives and other Dangerous Articles (75 Church
street, New York) announces that J. E. Fairbanks has been appointed secretary and treasurer in place of W. F. Allen, deceased, and that H. J. Foster has been appointed assistant

Traffic

tion

treasurer.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

in

The foUounttg list gi-rcs nattjcs of si\rctarics, iiat(" of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month,
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious. 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, Atlanta, Ga.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St., New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New Yorit.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 7-10, 1915, New
39th St., New York.

—

—

—

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Next conPreservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
1916, Chicago.

18-20,

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conrad, 75 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 14-15,
1915, St. Louis, Mo.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que. Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

—

January,

Montreal.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
Salle,
and August, Hotel La
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in January, Mav, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
Chicago.

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

Railroad Clue.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meeting, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
and September, Boston.
August
July,

New England

—

Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York,
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

New York

29 W. 39th St., New York.
Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, III. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

—

Niagara

—

JefTerson

Hotel,

Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.
City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

New

Annual

December,

meeting,

York.

1915,

St.,

Waldorf-Astoria

New
Hotel,

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
June, Tuly and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

August.

St.

—

Lovis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August,

St.

railroads which carry hay to

New York

New

City have re-

embargo on that commodity which has been
York State for several weeks.

the

in effect

The mayors of Yonkers, Mount Vernon and other cities have
complained to the New York State Public Service Commission
against the proposed advance in passenger fares by the New
York

Central.

The United

States and the Texas agricultural departments
are running a demonstration car over the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas in Texas on an itinerary extending from November 9 to
December 23. Lectures are given on the different branches of
farming and horticulture.

The

transported through the canals of Sault Ste.
and Ontario during November, amounted to
9,168,431 tons, of which 7,536,552 tons were transported through
the United States canal.
The total freight eastbound was
7,418,067 tons and westbound was 1,750,364 tons.

Marie,

total freight

Mich.,

There is constant complaint among receivers in New York
of the large percentage of damaged eggs arriving over all roads.
Since the disclosure of dishonest settlements and false claims
made some months ago, the carriers require sworn affidavits
naming the percentage of damage in each shipment.

The Ann Arbor has announced that the car ferry between
Frankfort, Mich., and Menominee, Mich., and Marinette, Wis.,
will be discontinued January 1.
During the period the route
is closed freight for Menominee and Marinette will be handled
via Manitowoc, Wis., on the Chicago & North Western or via
Kewaunee and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
The Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco,
which has been open since February 20, closed on December 4,
after having had a total attendance of approximately 18,750,000.
The Panama-California Exposition at San Diego, which has
been open since January 1, is to be kept open for another year,
and many of the exhibits from the San Francisco exposition
are to be taken to the San Diego exposition.

The Alabama Public

Service Commission has denied the
& Nashville for a rehearing on its
request for permission to continue the advanced freight rates
which the commission has ordered put back to the former
basis, ten per cent below the rates now in force but has granted
similar petitions of six other roads, the Southern, the Atlantic
Coast Line, the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Central
of Georgia, the Seaboard Air Line and the Western of Alabama.
These six roads were also permitted an extension of time to
continue the present increased rates to December 31.

petition of

the

Louisville

;

Railway Business Association.— Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church
York.

News
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of Explosives

York.

59,

Louis.

—

Salt Lake "Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.
month. Salt Lake City.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt.. Erie R. R., 1924

—

—

—
—

Meetings, bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings,
St. Louis, Mo.

Traffic Club of

October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit.

— W.Meetings
R. Hurley, Superintendent*s
monthly, Normandie

N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Detroit.

—

office,

Hotel,

of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exSalt Lake City, Utah.
cept July and August, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August. Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. E. N. Lavfield, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, gener.-illy on other Mondav evenings. Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday -n January, Chicago.

Utah Society

—

—

1

—

To oppose the increase in freight rates from northern and
eastern cities to points in the southern states, which is announced to take effect in January, the freight bureaus of ten
southern cities are taking united action, a meeting held in
Birmingham, December 3, having resolved on this course. The
cities represented at the conference were Birmingham, Montgomery, Atlanta, Memphis, Chattanooga, New Orleans, Nashville, Jacksonville, Selma and Jackson.
The conference was
presided over by J. T. Slatter, manager of ths freight bureau
of the Birmingham Merchants' & Manufacturers' Association;
and action was taken looking to the formation of a permanent
organization.
The railroads of the Trunk Line Association, taking action
similar to that which was taken by the Erie some time ago,
have issued tariffs, to take effect January 1, prescribing limitations which will be enforced in dealing with claims for eggs
broken

in transit.
Present rules will continue in force on lots
of 300 cases or more which have been rehandled and repacked
and so declared by shippers; but on all other shipments claims
for broken eggs will be considered or paid only where the number of broken eggs in any case or crate is not in excess of 5
per cent of the contents of each such crate or case. Where the
quantity of broken eggs in any case or crate exceeds 5 per cent
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.of the contents thereof,

chums

will be considered only

on the

excess above 5 per cent.

"Land Bulletin No. 1" has just been issued by the colonization department of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system.
be

issued

periodically for the purpose of putting
seeking land in the West, South and Southwest
in touch with information about the best farming lands that are
for sale in Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain territory.
The field
men of the colonization department keep in close touch
with conditions, especially as regards the possibilities of locating
settlers.
Whenever a particularly attractive land bargain is
found, it is at once reported to headquarters in St. Louis. The
size of the farm, price asked, amount and condition of equipment, adaptability of the soil for the production of different
crops and all other desirable facts are obtained and later appear in the land bulletin. The paper is given wide circulation,
and whenever an inquiry is received the owner or agent of the
property and the prospective purchaser are placed in communication through correspondence.
Many sales are brought about in
It

the

to

is

man who

this

is

way.
Further Embargoes at

New York

The congestion of freight at New York City terminals continues, and the number of loaded cars on hand (within 500 miles)
reported now to be considerably above the forty thousand
reported last week. On December 3 five other roads followed
the Pennsylvania in putting an embargo on flour and lumber
billed through for export, namely, the Lehigh Valley, the Lackawanna, the Central of New Jersey, the Erie and the New York
Central.
Not a little of the delay now troubling the railroads
is due to their own leniency in allowing shippers to load c. L.
freight for as many as three diif erent vessels in the same car
delivery being made by the carrier at the three different docks
without extra charge.
Additional embargoes were placed on Tuesday of this week.
C. C. McCain, chairman of the Trunk Line Association, said
"The embargoes previously announced have relieved certain
of the roads to only a limited extent, and additional embargoes
have been found necessary by the Lehigh Valley and the Central
Railroad of New Jersey. The Lehigh Valley has placed an embargo on export, domestic and coastwise shipments of hay and
export, domestic and coa.stwise carload shipments of
straw
wire, all kinds; nails, all kinds; iron and steel rails; export and
domestic carload shipments of locomotives and parts thereof,
machinery, and all iron and steel articles.
"The Central of New Jersey has placed an embargo on all
export traflic also on hay and straw, and on locomotives and
parts thereof, consigned to all New York deliveries."
The Philadelphia & Reading has joined the other roads in
placing an embargo on grain for export.
is
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committees

tion

have

the

accepted

recommendations

of

the

Uniform committee, the following may be stated:
"Of the recommendations made by the Uniform committee, the
Official has accepted 89 per cent, the Western 80 per cent, and
the Southern 89 per cent. These accepted recommendations for
uniformity are the following percentage proportions of the total
number of items in each classification, viz.. Official 66.9 per cent.
Western 54 per cent and Southern 65 per cent.
"The varying number of items in the different classifications
make difficult any very accurate check as to the precise condition
of the work; besides, there are a large number of articles which
are already substantially uniform in the three classifications.
"The work of taking over the recommendations for uniformity
as made by the Uniform committee is proceeding as rapidly as
same can be absorbed by the public, and the successive issues
of the respective classifications will show an increasing number
of descriptions which are uniform for all. The changes recommended by the Uniform committee and adopted by the respective
classification committees necessitate republishing periodically the
several classifications. These publications are employed in great
numbers by the shippers for the purpose of learning the rates,
rules and regulations under which their shipments are to be
transported.
In addition to the changes recommended by the
Uniform committee, a great many other changes necessarily
arise from the currently changing commercial and traffic re-

quirements. The inclusion of both of these classes of changes
in the new classification publications has been found to be somewhat burdensome to shippers and the transportation companies,
in that the number and character of changes were greater than
could be readily adjusted to business and shipping requirements,
and while as rapid progress as possible towards completion of
general uniform freight classification is being made, it is evident
that the changes resulting therefrom are now being published as
rapidly as commerce can be adjusted thereto.
"No arrangements have been concluded for the construction
of uniform ratings by which an article found in the classificatioa will be assigned to the same numbered or lettered class in
all territories.
This is a matter which may receive attention following the completion of the present work in hand, if it shall
then be found feasible or practicable to adopt any plan for uniform rating which shall be workable and meet the requirements
the respective territories."

in

;

;

Progress of Committee on Uniform Classification

McCain, chairman of the Uniform Classification Executive Committee, has furnished a statement of the progress of the
work of the Committee on Uniform Classilication in a letter to
the Committee on Uniform Classilication of the National Assocation of Railway Commissioners. The statement is in part as folC. C.

lows:
of the proportion of the total number of items
the respective territorial classifications which have been reviewed and rewritten upon a uniform basis by the Uniform committee discloses the following
"The total number of items in each of the territorial classificaOllicial 5765, Western 6918, and Southern 4780.
tions are:
Of

"An examination

in

tiie Uniform committee has reviewed and recommended
uniformity for the following number: Ollicial 4207, Western 4887,

these,

and Southern 39,59, these numbers representing, for
per cent. Western 71 per cent, and Southern 83 per

Oflicial

73

cent, such
percentages indicating the projiortions of the number of descriptions in each classification which have beeiiTcvicwcd and brought
The dilTerence
to a uniform basis by the Uiiiform coinmiltec.
between these percentages and 100 per cent represents items
not finally acted upon by the Uniform commillec, although
a large proportion of same are in various stages of completion.
"The foregoing indicates the progress of the work assigned
to the Uniform committee in reviewing, rewriting and liarinonizing the descriptions in the several classifications.
"As to the extent lo ubieli llie separate territorial classifica-

Panama Canal

A

Traffic

of 0,706,915 tons of cargo had been carried through
the Panama Canal up to the time the canal was closed by slides
on September 18. This is at the average rate of 496,808 tons a
month, or 16,318 tons a day, according to statistics published b>i
the Canal Record.
Traffic through the canal in September was
considerably less than in the month immediately preceding,
total

amounting to 456,317 cargo tons. The tolls collected in September amounted to $348,730. This makes a total of $5,754,073 collected in tolls since the canal was opened on August 15, I'^U.
The traffic through the canal by months since August 15, 1914,

shown

is

in the

following table

Atlantic-Pacific
,,
Moiiili
,

Vessels

tons

August

13

"^ipi

27
44
54
43
44
39
57
59
67
83
93
89
49

49,106
141,762
168,069
206,510
179,235
208,082
150,987
217,447
237,384
246,534

Oct

N"v
l'<c

Jan.,

1915

•'ell

M^iich
Apiil
M^.i.v

June
Jul.v

August
Sipi

Total

Pacific-Atlantic

Cargo

,

.... 761

320,(>19

316.773
249,119
181,380
2.873,007

Total

Cargo

(.:.irgo

Vessels

tons

Vessels

24

51

62,178
180,276
253,288
242,291
271,219
240.925
276,078
417,610
285,457
332,174
282,561
388.696
326,218
274,937

57
84
92
100
98
92
137
119
142
143
170
161
100

758

3,833.908

I,5I»

11

30
40
38
57
54
53
80
60
75
60
77
72

tons
111,284
322,038
421,357
448,801
450,454
449,007
427,065
635,057
522.841
578,708
t>O3,t80

705,469
575.337
456,317
6i7o6,9li

—

Ei.kctro-Bknzinm-: Fiii.m K.miavay.
The .\iistro-Cicrinan forces
on the Italian front are now using an eleclroben/inc field railway, which they lia\e found very cflfectixc in the quick transportation of stores and muinlions.

CoMin.KTloN OK Tin Kaiiiiian K.\ll.\\A^. The K.thetiaii Kailway, which was opened to liinitid traffic in January last, has
now opened to tralVic of every description, having been officially
declared incorporated in Ihe Russian railw;i>- system.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has denied the application of the G. B. Markle
Company and the railroads for a rehearing of the anthracite rate
The operators in the former petition asked the comcase.
mission to modify its decision as far as the smaller sizes of
In its order the commission ordered recoal are concerned.
ductions in the rates on the prepared sizes, but not in the rates
on the smaller sizes.

Examiner

Thurtell, of the Interstate
at Dallas,

number of other cities in Texas, Arkansas,
Oklahoma and Missouri intervened in the case.

organizations of a

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Railroad Commission of Tennessee has suspended until
January 30 certain tariffs proposing increases in freight rates
from Nashville and Memphis to stations on the Illinois Central
and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, and also numerous local

;

Struck by Train— Contributory Negligence
In an action for personal injuries it appeared that the plaintiff
went to a station to board a train, and, in order to signal his
train with a lantern, stood in a space of 3^ feet across between
two tracks, on one of which a passenger train distant about a
quarter of a mile was approaching, and on the other a freight

was approaching. The trains passed
each other where the plaintiff was standing. He became panicstricken and stepped away from the freight (which was running
between 30 and 40 miles an hour) far enough to be struck by
the beam on the passenger engine. The trial court directed a
On appeal this was reversed, the
verdict for the defendant.
Arkansas Supreme Court holding that the question of the plaintiff's contributory negligence in standing where he did should
have been submitted to the jurv. Cook v. St. Louis, I. M. & S.
(Ark.), 179 S. W. 501.
train distant about a mile

—

Rutland Suit Dismissed

The Missouri Pacific has notified the Missouri Public Service
Commission of its intention to file a motion for a rehearing of
the case in which the commission ordered the road to reinstate
sleeping car service between St. Louis, Carthage and Joplin, as
furnished prior to April 11, 1915, when service was discontinued.
The commission's order, which is effective on December 15, provides that the company shall have the right at the end of one

year to file with the commission an account in detail showing
the number of passengers carried, and all receipts and expenditures arising from furnishing the service, and shall also have
leave at that time to move that the order be set aside.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Edward E. McCall, chairman of the New York State Public
Service Commission, First district, has been removed by the
Governor, and Commissioner William Hayward has been designated as acting chairman. Chairman McCall's removal was made
because of the finding of a legislative investigating committee
that he had retained his ownership of shares of stock in an
electric light company, contrary to law, the light company being
subject to the supervision of the commission.

COURT NEWS
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has filed an application to
be allowed to intervene in the suit of the Missouri Pacific to
enjoin the two-cent fare law in Nebraska.
The hearing before the United States District Court at Oklahoma City on the application of the railroads for an injunction
against the Oklahoma two-cent fare law was adjourned last
for about

two months.

Judge Trieber, of the United States District Court at Little
Rock, Ark., has rendered a decision that the freight tariff of
the Arkansas Railroad Commission, as applied to the St. Louis
& San Francisco and the Kansas City Southern, is confiscatory,
and he has therefore declared it inoperative. The court directed that a court tariff now being used be continued, pending
the decision of the United States Supreme Court on a similar
suit now pending against another tariff of the commission.
E. Sexton, of Palisade, Nev., a stockholder of the AtchiFe, who some months ago complained of
the action of the road in carrying, on its trains, without comJ.

son,

No. 24

members and employees of the California Railroad Commission, when these state officers were engaged on
other than railroad business, has taken his complaint into court.
He entered suit in the Superior court for the county of San
Francisco, November 27. Mr. Sexton declares that the law
of the state requiring railroads to carry state employees without
compensation is unconstitutional. The suit is against not only
the railroad company but each of its directors, and also against
It is charged that at
the members of the railroad commission.
least $5,000 worth of transportation has already been thus
granted, and that the directors not only have done this, but
intend to continue the same course and that they have formally
ignored this stockholder's complaint. Mr. Sexton is general manager of the Eureka Nevada Railway, 84 miles long.

rates.

week

59,

pensation, the

Commerce Commission,

Tex., on November 29, in what is
known as the Dallas-Ft. Worth rate case, on which preliminary
hearings were held in Dallas several weeks ago. The case involves a complaint filed by the commercial organizations of
Dallas and Ft. Worth, charging discrimination in the rates to
those points from St. Louis and Kansas City as compared with
Shippers'
the rates to Shreveport, La., and Texarkana, Ark.

began a hearing

Vol.

Topeka & Sante

In the United States District Court at Rutland, Vt., December
7, the suit of the Estate of A. C. Spring and other minority
stockholders of the Rutland railroad against W. Seward Webb,
Chauncey AI. Depew and other majority interests for an accounting of profits alleged to have been made through a conspiracy
to defraud, was dismissed. The case has been pending for several years.
Judge Hough, dismissing the suit, said that the

majority stockholders had proved that the plaintiffs had inexcusably delayed action, which justified the court in refusing
relief.
He spoke of "the utter inapplicability of the evidence to
sustain a bill for conspiracy to defraud." The profits for which
the minority interests sought an accounting were alleged to have
amounted to $2,000,000 and to have resulted from a conspiracy
to purchase various small railroads and sell them to the Rutland at considerable advances.
Disorderly Passenger

— Negligent Conductor

Suits were brought against the L. & N. by two colored women
for damages on account of the misconduct of another colored
woman in a coach in which all were riding. In the lower court
each of the plaintiffs was awarded $500. It appeared that the
accused woman was drunk and used vulgar and indecent language.
The conductor had his attention called to the facts, but merely remarked, with a smile, that the woman was drunk, and passed
out of the car. It was held by the Kentucky Court of Appeals
that this was not a compliance with the duty of the carrier to the
other passengers. He should have either ejected the woman at
the next station or he should have notified the police ofificers.
This was his duty under the Kentucky statutes, one of which
provides for the punishment of this offense and another prohibits
drinking on trains. The awards of damages were held not to
be excessive, as they did not in themselves indicate passion or
prejudice.-L. & N. v. Bell (Ky.), 179 S. W. 400.

Inspection of Records of Liquor Shipments

an express company in a "dry" town in
Kentucky was acquitted of the offense of unlawfully refusing
to keep open to public inspection during business hours the company's book in which was kept a record of shipments of intoxicating liquors. The agent had refused to allow a private citizen
of the town to inspect the record, relying on the interstate commerce law. On appeal, the Kentucky Court of Appeals held
that the Kentucky statute prohibiting the sale or possession of

The

local agent of
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intoxicating liquors in local option districts does not prohibit
shipments of liquor; and one may lawfully have liquor which
has been bought where its sale is lawful. The courts will not
presume, in the absence of proof, that a record of interstate
liquor shipments kept by a carrier as required by the Kentucky
statute contains a record of an unlawful shipment. Where interstate shipments are for lawful use the carrier cannot divulge
information of them to private persons, and the Kentucky statute, making refusal to divulge such information unlawful, cannot
apply to lawful interstate shipments. Commonwealth v. White
(Ky.), 179 S. W. 469.
all

—

Demurrage

— Private Cars on Private Tracks

The

federal District Court, N. D. Ohio E. D., holds that under
a contract between plaintiff railroad and defendant consignee
providing that a certain track shall belong to the railroad, and
that it shall be used only for receiving and delivering shipments
made to or by the defendant, and by the railroad for any purpose
not unreasonably interfering with defendant's shipments, the
defendant could not use it as a storage track for its own cars
without being subject to demurrage charges.
tariff made private cars on private tracks of the owners of the cars subject
to demurrage charges, even when engaged in transportation of
commodities produced by their owners, if they are then "in
railroad service." The court holds that such cars of the defendant on the track were in railroad service, for they not only stood
to interfere with the use of the track by the railroad under the
provisions of the contract, but the railroad's obligation with
reference to them had not ceased, in that it was compelled to
haul them to the initial point and pay mileage thereon to the
defendant company. St. Louis, L M. & S. v. National Refining

A

—

Co., 226 Fed. 357.

Demurrage

— Private

Cars on Private Sidings

As

applied to interstate commerce the law is that private cars
are subject to demurrage rules.
The Pennsylvania Superior
Court holds that the principle also aplies to intrastate shipments.
If consignees may detain loaded private cars at pleasure an
advantage is afforded them which is not accorded to consignees
receiving freight in cars owned by the railroad company, and
this is inconsistent with the Pennsylvania statute forbidding
undue or unreasonable discrimination. Where the cars did not
belong to the defendant consignee in an action for demurrage,
it had no standing to inquire what were the circumstances under which the railroad obtained possession of them from the
owners, the consignors. The fact that the consignee's private
siding was used did not give it control over the cars of other
corporations or persons. If this were so the owners of private
sidings would have a great advantage over shippers who were
obliged to accept their freight from the tracks of the railroad,
and one of the discriminations which the law prohibits would
be thus afforded. Cars are not intended for storage of freight.
Pennsylvania v. Waverly Oil Works, 58 Pa. Sup. Ct. 154.

—

Injury to Engineer

— "Comparative Negligence"

An

engincnian on a dark and foggy morning ran so fast that he
could not stop before passing a block signal which was set at
"stop." To save himself from being caught in an impending collision with tlie rear of another train a short distance beyond the
signal, he jumped off and was injured. The company had failed
to include the other train ki the order furnished him, listing the
trains he would meet and pass, thus "leading the cngineman to
expect no other than a clear signal at that place." The Kansas
Supreme Court, in an action against the railroad, held that the
issue became, in effect, one of comparative negligence, under the
statute providing that contributory negligence of an employee
shall not be claimed by the employer as a defense, but shall be
considered by the jury in assessing the amount of recovery. The
jury funnd the i)laiiUiff's damages were $6,000, and deducted onefourth of that on accomil of his own negligence. The railroad
put in a couukrclaim of $1,342 against him for the destruction of
its property and the jury charged him with one-fourth of that
amount. In effect, the jury decided the railroad's negligence was
three times as great as that of the plaintiff. The -Supreme Court
held that the lindings as lo $6,000 and $1,342 damages should
stand, but ordered a new trial on the issue of comparative negligence,

Two

incidents and rouse(|uences.
judges dissented in pari, holding that judgment should be

its
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ordered for the railroad because its negligence in furnishing the
plaintiff an inaccurate list of trains did not contribute to the
collision
that the sole cause of the collision was running by a
stop signal in disobedience of a rule which was imperative, whatever train list the plaintiff had received. Ballon v. Atchison, T.
& S. F. (Kan.) 152 Pac. 284.
;

—

Recovery

of

Undercharge from Consignee, Agent

of

Undisclosed

Principal

In an action against a consignee for a balance of freight charges

which had not been claimed at the delivery of the goods, 15
months before, it appeared that the goods were consigned to the
defendant to be sold on commission, he to remit the proceeds
Before the
to his principal, less commission and freight charges.
carrier demanded the additional freight the defendant had setThe New York Court of Appeals holds
tled with his principal.
that neither the delay nor the settlement affected the railroad's
right to recover.
It had the right to treat the consignee as the
owner of the goods, and the consignee, in allowing the railroad
to act on that assumption and deliver the goods, impliedly agreed
The delay was immaterial,
to pay the transportation charges.
since the rate filed is the lawful, arbitrary and immutable rate,
all parties concerned being charged with knowledge of it and its
And for that reason payment of part of
unescapable force.
the freight charge could, under no circumstances, relieve the consignee from full payment. Pennsylvania v. Titus (N. Y.) 109
N. E. 857.

—

The

Central Pacific Suit

A

hearing in the suit of the government to require the Southern Pacific to give up its control of the Central Pacific was
held at St. Louis on December 1 and 2, before Judges Sanborn,
Hook and Carland of the United States Court. The government was represented by Edward F. McClennen of Boston, as
assisiant counsel. He asserted that the Pacific railroad law provided that the continuous line of the Central Pacific and the
Union Pacific should be operated without discrimination against
either line, but that the Southern Pacific has endeavored to
send as much as possible of the California traffic through the
New Orleans gateway rather than through the Ogden gateway,
although the latter route was the shortest from points on the Atlantic seaboard and in the central western states.
Mr. McClennen, referring to the bearing of the decree in the
Union Pacific case on the present litigation, said that there is
still a monopoly of traffic through the Ogden gateway, as there
was when the Union Pacific suit was filed that the proper course
for the government was first to separate the Southern Pacific
from the Union Pacific, and then to separate the Central Pacific
;

from the Southern Pacific.
Peter F. Dunne, representing the Southern Pacific, argued
that the government having effected the dissolution of the Union
Pacific- Southern Pacific merger, on the contention that thereby
competition between the Ogden route and the Sunset route would
be restored, cannot now come in and ask the severance of the
Central Pacific and the Union Pacific on the ground that competition cannot exist between the Ogden and the El Paso route,
so long as the Southern Pacific controls the Central Pacific.
Counsel for the Southern Pacific also said
"It would seem that if the government wins in this case
it will establish a precedent justifying the breaking up of all
the railroad systems of the country that have been built up by
the acquisition of lines, often competing, and by leases, ownership of stock, etc., prior to the passage of the Sherman law.

Flooding

— Extraordinary

Rains or Floods

The Kentucky Court

of Appeals holds that one who builds
a bridge over a stream is liable for flooding only in the event
that the bridge obstructs the passage of water tliat accumulates
from such ordinary arid usual rainfalls in the vicinity .is might
have been anticipated by persons of ordinary prudence and
experience, lie is not lialile for damages growing out of overflows caused by extraordinary rains or floods.
Where it was
shown that the waters of a creek and its tributaries were higher
and wider than they had ever been before in tiic memory of
the oldest inhabitant, it must be regarded that the rains and
flood were extraordinary and could not have been anticipated,
so that the railroad building the bri-^ye was not liable. Louisville & Nashville v. Cohen (Ky.), 179 S. W. 195.

—

im
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R. B. Ayres, inspector of transportation at Dalhas been appointed trainmaster of the Baird sub-division

with

Railway Officers

59.

transportation.
las,

I

Vol.

office at

W.

Big Spring.

McHugh

has been appointed night trainmaster of the
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, vice H. L. BurP.

lingame, deceased.
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Charles Boettcher has been elected president of the Denver &
Salt Lake and Lawrence C. Phipps has been elected chairman
of the board. Fred G. Moflfat has been elected assistant treasurer, Gerald Hughes has been elected secretary, and William
Wadden has been elected vice-president and assistant secretary.

Palmer, statistical accountant of the New York,
Hartford, at New Haven, Conn., has been appointed auditor of disbursements of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, the Central New England and the New England Steamship Company. Mr. Palmer succeeds S. C. Fleetwood, who, after
45 years of continuous service, at his own request has been assigned to other duties. John J. Ward, Jr., has been appointed
statistical accountant, vice Mr. Palmer.

Howard

C. H. Doorley, acting superintendent of the Gary division of
the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, has been appointed superintendent,
to succeed John Kirk, deceased.

John T. Jarvis, general inspector of dining cars for the Union
Pacific Railroad, has been appointed general inspector of dining
cars for the Union Pacific System.

S.

New Haven &

E. F. Kearney, president of the Wabash, was re-elected at a
meeting of the board of directors on December L William H.
Williams, vice-president of the Delaware & Hudson, was chosen
chairman of the board and of the executive committee W. C.
Maxwell, general traffic manager, was elected vice-president in
charge of traffic James L. Minnis, general solicitor, was elected
vice-president and general solicitor
J. C. Otteson was elected
treasurer, and Winslow S. Pierce, general counsel.

E. M. Wrenne, acting superintendent of transportation of the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis at Nashville, Tenn., has been

appointed superintendent of transportation.

M. J. McDonald, road foreman of equipment for the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, with office at Eldon, Iowa, has been
appointed trainmaster with headquarters at the same place.
E. A. Sollitt, acting superintendent of the Peru division of
of the Wabash, has been appointed superintendent, vice James
Sullivan, retired on a pension.
Mr. Sollitt's headquarters will
continue to be at Peru, Ind.

;

;

;

W. A. Gore, superintendent of the Carolina, Atlantic & Western at Charleston, S. C, has been appointed vice-president and
general manager of the Orangeburg Railway, with office at
Orangeburg, S. C, in charge of traffic, transportation, maintenace, accounting, claims and purchases, effective December L
Frank P. Crandon, whose retirement from the position of
tax commissioner of the Chicago & North Western was announced last week, was born at Portsmouth, R. L He entered
railway service in 1873,
as clerk in the land department of the North
Western, and was soon

department was made a
separate department of
the company's business,
he was placed in charge
as tax commissioner. He
also

appointed

tax

commissioner of the
Fremont,
Elkhorn
&
Missouri Valley and the
Sioux City & Pacific,
when these roads were
assimilated by the North
Western.
He was retired under the pension
rules

of

the

:

;

;

;

Howard

general manager of the San
and secretary to the road's
central safety and efficiency committee, has been appointed inspector of transportation with office at Los Angeles, Cal. He will
"closely observe the loading, packing, marking, bracing and
movement of freight with a view to discovery and remedying
the causes of freight claims," and perform such other duties as
may be assigned by the general manager.
Elliott, chief clerk to the

Pedro, Los Angeles

&

Salt Lake,

Carl D. Van Hecke, who has been appointed general manager
of the Muscatine & Iowa City, entered railroad service with the
Chicago & North W'estern in 1900, as a call boy. In 1905, he entered the service of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as secretary to the general manager, and in 1907 left to enter the employ
of the Denver & Rio Grande. He returned to the Rock Island and
held various positions in the general manager's office until 1910,
when he accepted a position with the Duntley Manufacturing
Company of Chicago. In the same year he returned to the Rock
Island as contract clerk in the general manager's office. In 1911
he was made assistant chief clerk in the office of the second vicepresident, which position he held at the time of his recent appointment. His headquarters are at Muscatine, Iowa.

placed in charge of assessment and tax matters.
In 1878, when the tax

was

D. N. Bacot, trainmaster of the Seaboard Air Line at Amerihas been appointed superintendent of the East Carolina
This division
division, with headquarters at Charleston, S. C.
comprises the lines of the Carolina, Atlantic & Western, which
have been consolidated with the Seaboard Air Line. These lines
between Hamlet, N. C, and Charleston, S. C.
are as follows
Poston and McBee Hartsville and Sumter Lydia and Timmonsville
Georgetown and Lanes.
cus, Ga.,

company

after being continuously
in its service for over
F. P. Crandon
42 years.
Mr. Crandon
is a member of the board of trustees of Northwestern University, and has held the position of secretary of the board since

189L
Operating

Edwin H. Buhlman has been appointed trainmaster

of the

Erie, with office at Marion, Ohio.

Albert M. Kelly has been appointed trainmaster of the Erie,
J., vice H. R. Cole, promoted.

at Jersey City, N.

E. D. Cotterell has been' appointed acting superintendent of
car service of the Canadian Pacific Western Lines with office at

Thomas W. Hansell, who has been appointed superintendent of
the Atlantic Coast Line, at San ford, Fla., as has already been
announced in these columns, was born on January 20, 1871, at
Nettleton, Miss., and was educated in the common schools. He
began railway work in January, 1886 as station agent and telegraph operator on the Mobile & Ohio. In the summer of the
same year he went to the Memphis & Charleston as freight clerk
and telegraph operator, and left that road later in the same year
to go to the Louisville & Nashville as telegraph operator. He was
subsequently promoted to train despatcher at Birmingham, Ala.,
on the same road, leaving that position in November, 1901. The
following January he entered the service of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe as train despatcher at Cleburne, Te.x. From September,
1902, to June, 1903, he was train despatcher at the City of Mexico,
on the Mexico National, now a part of the National Railways of
Mexico. Since June 28, 1903, he has been in the continuous service of the Plant System, and its successor, the Alantic Coast Line,
consecutively as train despatcher at Montgomery, Ala., general
yardmaster, foreman of engines, trainmaster, superintendent of
terminals and assistant superintendent at various places.

Winnipeg, Man.
C. E.

McMulIcn has been appointed superintendent of

the Rio

Grande division of the Texas & Pacific at Big Spring, Texas,
vice L. M. Dooley, who has been appointed superintendent of

Traffic

R. A. G. Barnes, traveling freight and passenger agent of
the Atlantic Coast Line at Washington, N. C, has been ap-

December

10,
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pointed commercial agent at Wilson, N. C, and his former position has been abohshed. J. D. Wright has been appointed commercial agent at Memphis, Tenn.

John T. Wray, district freight solicitor of the Pennsylvania
System at Atlanta, Ga., has been promoted to southern freight
agent with

office at Atlanta.

George L. Leitner, traveling freight agent of the St. Louis
Southwestern at Chicago, 111., has been appointed commercial
agent, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.
C. H. Stinson, general freight agent of the Wabash at St.
Louis, Mo., has been appointed freight traffic manager. H. E.
Watts, assistant general freight agent at St. Louis, has been
appointed general freight agent.

1109

In August, 1910, he was appointed traffic manager of the Carolina, Atlantic & Western at Hamlet, N. C, which position he
held until the recent consolidation of that road with the Seaboard Air Line, when he was appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Seaboard Air Line, as above noted.

Arthur Mackenzie, chief clerk to the first vice-president of
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed assistant freight traffic manager, effective December 1. Mr. Mackenzie entered railway servin
1888, with the
ice
Grand Trunk; in 1890
he was employed by the
Michigan Central at
Buffalo, N. Y., in a clerical
capacity,
and in

E. M. Westervelt has been appointed real estate and industrial
agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Lines West of the
Missouri river, with office at Lincoln, Neb. J. A. Saxon has
been appointed assistant real estate and industrial agent for the
lines west of the Missouri river, with office also at Lincoln.

entered the servof the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, as a
1892,

ice

clerk in the commercial
agent's office at Buffalo.

John M. Cornatzar, general passenger agent of the St. Louis
& San Francisco, will have his office at St. Louis, Mo., instead of
Memphis, Tenn., after January 1. A. P. Johnson, chief rate

In 1894, he went to Chi-

clerk in the passenger department at St. Louis, has been promoted to division passenger agent, with headquarters at Memphis,

cago,

111.,

tariff

clerk

to
in

become a
the

gen-

eral freight office of the

Santa Fe, and two years
went to Indianapolis,
Ind.,
as a record

Tenn.

later

O. S. Lewis, division freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed assistant
general freight agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and
the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, to succeed J. W. Allison,

clerk in the office of the

resigned to become a member of the Official Classification ComMr. Lewis' headquarters will continue to be at Cincinnati,
Ohio, his promotion having taken effect on December 1.

A. Mackenzie

mittee.

William H. Johnson, general western agent of the Erie &
Western Transportation Company, has been appointed manager
of the Star Union Line, with office at Chicago,

born

at

He was

111.

N.

Buffalo,

Y.,

on February 28, 1866,
and began his career in
1882 as a messenger boy

Anchor Line in
same city.
\\'i;liin
two years he was made
paymaster
and
four
for the

the

years later chief clerk
of
the
Buffalo office.
In 1898 he became the
Buffalo
agent of the
Anchor Line, and in
1899 was appointed superintendent of the Connecting Terminal Railroad,
owned by the
Anchor Line.
A little
more than 10 years ago
he was transferred to

Chicago to become the
general
western agent
of

W. H. Johnson

Mr. Johnson was formerly president
Agents' Association.

the

line.

He

as-

new responsibilities on December 1.
of the Chicago Lake Line
sumed

his

who has been appointed assistant genSeaboard Air Line, with headquarters
at Charleston, S. C, was born on April 8, 1873, at Somerset,
Orange county, Va. He was educated at Locust Dale College
and began railway work in March, 1893, on the Seaboard Air
Line in the general auditor's (iHice. In October, 1<X)0, he was
transferred to the general freight agent's office, and from March,
Cliarlcs Carroll Graves,

eral freight agent of the

1904, to July of the following year was traveling freight agent
of the same road at Norfolk, Va. From August, 1905, to December, 1909, he was chief clerk to general freight agent on the
Virginian Railway, and from January, 1910, to the following
June was traveling freight agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio
and the Clcvelan<l, Cinciiniati, Chicago & St. Louis at WilmingFrom May to July, 1910, he was general freight and
ton, N. C.
passenger ageiil of the Raleigh & Charleston at Marion, S. C.

superintendent
of
car
service for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. In the
same year 1896 he re-

moved

—

—

Rochester, N. Y., to become chief clerk to the division freight agent of the Lehigh Valley, and shortly after, he
again went to Chicago, to become chief clerk to the general
In 1897, he entered
agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco.
the employ of the Iowa Central as chief clerk to the assistant
general freight agent at Peoria, 111. In July, 1897, he returned
to the service of the Santa Fe, as a stenographer in the general
freight office at Chicago.
He remained with this road until
December 14, 1909, in the consecutive capacities of claim clerk,
chief rate clerk, assistant chief clerk and chief clerk to the
freight tralhc manager. Since December IS, 1909, he has been
chief clerk to the first vice-president of the Rock Island.
His
office will continue to be at Chicago.
to

Engineering and Rolling Stock

of

Charles K. Scott has been appointed supervisor of maintenance
way for the Erie with office at Huntington, hul.

works manager, Angus car shops, MonQue., of the Canadian Pacific, has been granted leave of
absence to enter active service, as lieutenant in No. 1 overseas
battery of the siege artillery, Canadian expeditionary force.
L. C. Ord, assistant

treal,

J. J.

McNeill, road foreman of engines for the Erie at Cleve-

land, Ohio, has been appointed supervisor of locomotive operation
with office at Youngstown, Ohio, vice D. J. Madden promoted.

Joseph Bluetge has been appointed road foreman of engines at
Cleveland, to slicceed Mr. McNeill.
P. Coniff, superintendent of shops of the Baltimore & Ohio,
Mount Clare, Haltimore, Md., has been appointed special inspector of the mechanical dcparlnient, E. J. Brennan, division
master mechanic, of the BulTalo, Rochester & Pittslmrgh at Du
Bois, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of shops of the
at

Baltimore

&

Ohio, at Glcnwood,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

F. J. Yonkers has been appointed road foreman of equipment
for the Colorado division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at tioodland, Kan., and J. W. Tcnney

has been appointed road lorcm.an of equipment, with jurisdiction
over that portion of the Missouri division west of I'"lilon. Iowa,
with headquarters at Trenton, Mo., vice M. J. Mol'ou.dd, promoted.
Purcha«in|{

E. J. Alexander, second assistant to receiver, has been appointed fuel ageiu of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, vice C. G.
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Hall, resigned to

Trade Bureau,
A.

S.

become secretary of the Northern Indiana Coal
December IS.

Vol.
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effective

Brown has been

Lake & Ogden with

storekeeper of the Salt
City, Utah, vice W. H.

appointed

office at Salt

Equipment and Supplies

I

|

Lake

Bliss, resigned.

imirF
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OBITUARY
Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern, with headquarters at New York, died on
December 2, in the John Hopkins University Hospital at Baltimore, Md., following an
operation for appendi-

Edward Rathbone Bacon,

vice-president of

LOCOMOTIVES

the

Mr. Bacon was
on November 22,
1846, at New York, and
was educated at Phillips
Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. In November,
1869, he was admitted to
the bar at Buffalo, N.
for 18 years
Y., and

The Pullman

Railroad

is

inquiring for one switching loco-

motive.

The

Fairchild

& Northeastern

has issued an inquiry for one

Prairie type locomotive.

citis.

The Inland

born

was counsel for

western.
president

the

Mogul type locomotive from

1862.

He

at

Montclair,

N.

J.,

on De-

and

From

_

Erie, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of November
market for 10 Pacific type locomotives, has
ordered these locomotives from the American Locomotive Com12 as being in the

pany.

reported in the Railway Age Gaas being in the market for 10 Mountain type
building 8 locomotives of this type in its Roanoke

The Norfolk & Western,
zette of

October

locomotives,
shops.

is

1

has ordered six superheater Con-

solidation locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 22j4 by 30-in. cylinders, 51-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 200,000 lb.

The Solvay Process Company, Syracuse, N. Y., has ordered
one superheater six-wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 21 by 26in. cylinders, 51-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working
order of 156,000 lb.
reported in the Railway

Age

Gazette

stokers.

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, reported in the
Railway Age Gazette of November 26 as inquiring for 5 tenwheel locomotives has ordered 6 superheater ten-wheel locomoThese locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
tives will have 21 by 28-in. cylinders, 69-in. driving wheels and a
total weight in working order of 194,000 lb.

Iowa division of the
In 1893
Rock Island.
he was appointed yardmaster of the same railroad at Dcs Moines,
in

The Lake

for
ten
position
that
In 1903 he was
years.
trainmaster,
appointed

& Ishpeming has ordered 4 Consolidafrom the Baldwin Locomotive Works, one of
be used on the Munsing, Marquette & Southeastern.
Superior

tion locomotives

which

will

The engines

with

A. B. Copley

In 1905 he was
the same capacity to the East Iowa division.
transferred to the Colorado division, and in 1906 was promoted
In 1907 he
to superintendent, with office at Kansas City, Mo.
went to Haileyville, Okla., as superintendent, and in 1909 became superintendent, with office at Little Rock, Ark. On July
general manager of the
1, 1914, he was promoted to assistant
third district of the Rock Island, with hcadipiarters at El Reno,

Oklahoma.

Works.

The

The Lehigh Valley,

1886 to

headquarters at
Estherville, Iowa, and in
1904 was transferred in

for

of October 22 as having ordered 10 Mikado locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has increased the order to 20
locomotives. Like the former 10 engines the additional locomoStreet
tives will be equipped with superheaters and w-ith

he was brakeman
conductor on the

Iowa, and continued

inquiring

on two Mountain type locomotives and 4 Consolidation

The Monongahela Railway

the Rock Island, and remained in that capacity
1893,

is

one

Works.

Coatesville, Pa., has ordered
four-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomo-

tive

attended the
schools for two years at
13
and for
Geneseo,
Mitchellville,
years
at
Iowa. At the age of 19
he entered railway service as a messenger for

until 1886.

with

Worth Brothers Company,
3

Ariel B. Copley, assistant general manager, Third district, of
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, died at MitchelK ille, Iowa,
on November 27. Mr. Copley was born at Geneseo, 111., on

public

5

Works.

C. Diehl, at one time general freight agent of the Chi-

10,

on

The Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company has ordered one
four-wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

organized road, the Baltimore & Ohio SouthE. R. Bacon
western Railroad, from
its organization to 1902, and since that time was vice-president
of the same road. He was one of the reorganizers of the Baltimore & Ohio and was one of its directors, also a director of the
Kansas City Southern and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

November

prices

locomotives.

Balti-

BurHngton & Quincy, died
cember 8 at the age of 73.

for

the Baldwin Locomotive

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario
prices

more & Ohio Southwestern Railway and the re-

Henry

inquiring

The Lehigh & Hudson River recently placed an order
Works for 4 Mikado locomotives.
The Akron & Barberton Belt Railroad has ordered

differ-

cago,

is

the Baldwin Locomotive

& Ohio SouthHe served as
of

Company

The Ironton Railroad has ordered one eight-wheel switching
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ent railroad companies.
In 1881 he was vicepresident of the Cincinnati, Washington & Baltimore, now a part of the

Baltimore

Steel

switching locomotives.

will have 26-in. by 30-in. cylinders, a weight on the
driving wheels of 240,000 lb., a weight on the trucks of 30,000 lb.,
and a total weight of 270,000 lb. Cardwell friction draft gear
has been specified for the tenders.

The Detroit Terminal has ordered two superheater six-wheel
switching locomotives and one superheater eight-wheel switching
locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. The sixwheel locomotives will have 21 by 26-in. cylinders, 57-in. driving
wheels and a total weight in working order of 172,000 lb. and
the eight-wheel locomotive will have 25 by 30-in. cylinders, S8-in.
driving wheels and a f"tal weight in working order of 240,000 lb.
;
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The Lehigh Valley has ordered 2 dining cars from the Pullman Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio has issued inquiries for 12 express

FREIGHT CARS
The Grand Trunk will repair
The Chicago Great Western

1,500 steel freight cars.

inquiring for 500 40-ton box

is

cars.

Rio Grande has revived

inquiry for 1,000

its

cars.

and 200

in the

is

market for 550 hopper

flat cars.

The Ray
dump

Consolidated Copper Company

is

in the

market for

cars.

The Coal & Coke Railway

contemplating the purchase

is

has ordered one 60-ft.

The New

Jersey Zinc Company,
for 40 hopper cars.

The United

York,

is

in the

market

States Government^ Department of the In-

asking bids on 50

is

New

The Pennsylvania

dump

cars.

R.'\ilroad has revived its inquiry for 6,000

freight cars for the Lines East of Pittsburgh.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 250 ere cars
from the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Illinois Central has ordered 40 air dump cars from
the Western Wheeled Scraper Company.
The American Sheet & Tin Plate Company

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

reported in the Railway
Gazelle of December 3 as inquiring for 25 concentrate cars
has ordered these cars from the Pullman Company.

Age

The Pennsylvania Lines West

have ordered 1,000 110,000
ton capacity gondola cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company, and 1,150 of the same type from the Haskell & Barker

has ordered

10

express cars from the Pullman Companj'.

The New York Municipal, reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of November 26 as being about to order an additional
100 subway cars for its Sea Beach Line, has issued inquiries
for these cars.
reported in last week's issue

of the Railway Age Gazette as having ordered 12 combination
baggage and mail cars and 6 dining cars from the Pullman Company. These cars are for the Lines West of Pittsburgh which
have also ordered 22 coaches and 7 passenger and baggage cars
from the Pullman Company and 24 baggage cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company. Of the 12 baggage and mail cars
ordered of the Pullman Company, 4 are for the Vandalia. The
latter will also receive 3 of the passenger and baggage cars
ordered from the Pressed Steel Car Company and 4 of the

baggage cars ordered from the Standard Steel Car Company.

IRON AND STEEL

reported to

is

have ordered 6 tank cars from the German-American Car Company. This item has not been confirmed.

all-steel

from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad was

of 1,500 coal cars.

terioR;

postal car

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

The Lehigh & New England

20

cars and 6 coaches.

The Great Western Railway

The Denver &
box

1111

The Missouri
of

Pacific

is

reported to have ordered 25,000 tons

rails.

The New York, Chic.\go &
on 5,000 to 10,000 tons of rails.

St.

Louis

is

inquiring for prices

The Interborough Rapid Transit is in the market for 4,500
tons of running rails and 3,000 tons of contact rails.
St. Louis & San Francisco has ordered 43,000 tons of
from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The

Car Company.

rails

The National Railways of Mexico are understood to be contemplating the purchase of a large number of cars. The finances
of the company are such that i! may be necessary to purchase
second-hand equipment.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 5,000 tons of
bridge material from the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works.

The Canadian

Pacific reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of November 26 as being about to build 250 refrigerator cars in
its shops at Montreal, is also planning to build 800 box cars in

own

its

shops.

The Pennsylvania Lines West have

ordered 650 tons of

from the Hanke Iron Works for miscellaneous

steel

on the new freight house

at Chicago,

steel

work

111.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 600 tons of steel
from the Lackawanna Bridge Company for use in connection
with the company's Chestnut Hill electrification.

The New York, Ontario & Western,

reported in the Railway
Age Gazette of November 12 as contemplating the purchase of
500 freight cars, has issued inquiries for 450 50-ton coal cars
and 100 low side gondola cars.

The

Erie has ordered 500 5S-ton drop end steel underframe
gondolas from the American ("ar & Foundry Company and 1,000
50-ton triple hopper gondola cars from the Pressed Steel Car

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
The Fort Smith & Western is reported to be preparing plans
for the equipment of car and machine shops at Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, reported in the
Railway Age Gazette of November 12 as being in the market
for 20 milk and 50 refrigerator cars, is also understood to be
contemplating the purchase of 500 coal cars.
The Dulutii & Iron Range, reported in last week's issue as
having ordered 250 .SO-ton ore cars from the American Car &
Foiuulry Company, has also ordered 500 50-ton ore cars from the
Stan(lar<l Steel Car Company and will soon place an order for
100 30-lon all-steel

flat cars.

SIGNALING
The Warash Railway phins during the coming year to install
automatic block signals on 43 miles of its road, single track.
The Chicago & North Western

plans during the coming year
interlocking plant at Deering, III., of 44
Another
levers.
Tliis is at the crossing of the Chicago river.
electric interlocking of 100 working levers is to be put in at
Washington street, Milwaukee, to take the place of two me-

to put in

an

electric

chanical intcrlockings.

The Imperial Oil Company,

Ltd., will assemble

in

lis

own

Sarnia, Ont., during 1916, 200 single comparlmcnt, 15
two compartment and 20 three compartment tank cars, the bodies
and trucks being purchased from the Canadian t'ar and Foundry
Comp.-uiy and the National Steel Car Company and the tanks
being made liy the company itself at Sarnia.

shops

at

Nori'-olk & Western plans during the coming year to inautomatic block signals on 62 miles of line, as follows:
On the new line now luidcr construction between Burkevillc,
Va., and Paniplin, 37 miles; and on lines now operated under

The

stall

the

manual block system, 25

Till-.

70-

ft.

Ni-w York Central

couches.

lias

issued

ini|uirics

a.

for 30 to 60

as

follows:

Poc

to Jack,

Burkevillc, Va., 15 woiking levers,
working levcis, a. c.
Jack, Va., 19
working levers, a. c, and Low Grade Tunnel, Va., 26 working levers,
c.
At City Point, Va., an electro-mechanical
plant is to be installed, 11 mechanical and S electric levers.

interlocking

tric

PASSENGER CARS

miles,

Jack to Church Road, Pepper to Gelspring and Pembroke to
Ripplcmcad. The company proposes also to install four elecc.

,•

Pamlin,
i>.

plants;

Va.,

33

;
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Supply Trade News

I

Clifton H. Whall, senior member of C. H. Whall -Company,
Boston, Mass., died at Atlantic, Mass., on December 2.

Henry C. Kloos, of the electrical staff of the Pullman CornBoston, Mass., died at Atlantic, Mass., on December 2.

Anthony & Northern. — Work on the
now under way between Trousdale,

is

on a

miles, also

Canadian

Pacific.

is

the contractor.

—The

Lake Erie & Northern, which

pany of Philadelphia.

of

track

recently chief of the division of
design of the department of bridges of New York City, has
opened an office for the practice of consulting civil engineering

69 Wall

at

street,

until

New

York.

Edward N. Lake, formerly
the

Stone

partner in
with offices

in charge of the Chicago office of
Engineering Corporation, has become a
the Krehbiel Company, engineers and contractors,
in the Marquette building, Chicago.

& Webster

A

new corporation has been formed with a capital of $5,000,000,
half of which will be preferred and half common stock, to take
over the business and property of the New York State Steel
Company, Buffalo, N. Y., recently acquired by William H. Donner, president of the Cambria Steel Company, for $2,750,000.
The new company
and

known as the Donner
Harry Yates, Frederick

will be

directors will be
S. Kent, all of Buffalo.
its

Steel

Company,

Slee and Ralph

Gait, Ont.,

extension of this road
Kan., and Kinsley, 24

between Trousdale and Earned, 24 miles.

line

Frank Thompson Byers

electric line, leased to the

Moisseiff,

|
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Railway Construction

The American Steel Foundries have taken over the Elliott
brake beam safety hanger hitherto made by the Elliott ComLeon

59,
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Canadian

during 1915.
The line is
and Port Dover, 53 miles.

Pacific,

is

laid 31.4 miles

now completed between

—

Carolina, Greeneville & Northern (Electric). This company which plans to build a line from Bristol, Tenn., west to
Kingsport, thence southwest via Newport and Sevierville to
Knoxville, about 140 miles, has sold bonds, it is said, to secure
funds to build the line and to buy equipment.
contract for some
of the work was let in July to A. H. Jacoby, Greeneville, Tenn.
It is understood that construction work will be started soon. H.

A

Reed, president, Los Angeles, Cal.; F. A. H. Kelley, chief

S.

engineer, Greeneville, Tenn.

(July

2, p. 38.)

—

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. Ferguson & Edmonson,
Pittsburgh, Pa., have been awarded a contract for double-tracking between Dayton, Ohio, and Cincinnati.

—

East St. Louis & Suburban. This company has projected
an extension from Alton, 111., to the state insane asylum, one
mile.

headed by R. B. Phillips, treasurer and general manager of the American Steam Gage & Valve Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass., have purchased the National Acme Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, O., and the Windsor Machine
Company, Winsdor, Vt., two of the largest manufacturers of
spindle automatic screw machines in the country.
It is understood that a new company will be organized under the name
of the Phillips Corporation to take over these two companies,
the American Steam Gage & Valve Manufacturing Co. and the
R. B. Phillips Manufacturing Co. of Worcester and Lowell, Mass.
Interests

Leonard Replogle, who recently acquired a large interest in
the Cambria Steel Company, held a conference at Johnstown,
Pa., on Wednesday last with persons representing the plans
and shares of the company. The conference was called by Mr.
Replogle to consider a proposition made by him to the stockholders asking for an option on the shares at $80. It is understood that Mr. Replogle is promoting a plan for a merger of a
number of independent steel companies, including the Cambria
and Lackawanna Steel Comjjanies, the Newport News Shipbuilding Company, the Youngstown Steel & Tube Company and
either the Inland or the Iroquois Steel Company.
J.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Cambria Steel
Company recently held in Philadelphia, Herbert F. Black of Pittsburgh, J. Leonard Replogle of New York and Arthur E. Newbold of the firm of Drexel & Co., of Philadelphia, were elected
directors succeeding Samuel T. Bodine, Theodore N. Ely and
Childs Frick, son of Henry C. Frick. Mr. Replogle is vice-president and general manager of sales of the American Vanadium
Company. Mr. Black is special agent of the Cambria Steel Company and in charge of the buying and distribution of ore, coal,
Messrs. Replogle and Newbold have been
scrap and supplies.
made members of the executive committee.

The Pressed Steel Car Company announces the following
changes in its organization, effective December 1
N. S. Reeder
has been elected vice-president with headquarters at New York.
J. B. Rider has been elected vice-president with headquarters at
Pittsburgh, Pa., and will continue to perform the duties of general manager in charge of operations. J. F. MacEnulty, formerly
general sales manager, has been elected second vice-president
with headquarters at New, York. C. E. Postlethwaite, formerly
manager of sales, central district, at Pittsburgh, has been appointed general sales manager of the Pressed Steel Car Company and the Western Steel Car & Foundry Compatiy with headquarters at New York.
H. F. Hofifstet has been appointed
assistant manager of sales of the central district with head:

quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia.

— Grading work on

the Grand Prairie branch building from Spirit river, Alta., south
to Grand Prairie City, 50 miles, is about finished.
The company does not expect to start track laying on the branch until

next year.

—

& Western. This company, which opera three-mile line from Poteau, Okla., to Wittiville, has
projected an extension from Poteau south for ten miles.
Fort Smith, Poteau

ates

—

Grasse River. This company which operates a line from
Childwold, N. Y., to Cranberry Lake, 15 miles, is owned by
the Emporium Forestry Company, Conifer, N. Y.
The company is building a line from Cranberry Lake towards the Carthage & Adirondack branch of the New York Central, on which
track has been laid for one mile. The line may eventually be
extended to connect with the New York Central at a point between Benson Mines and Newton Falls. Construction work has
been suspended until next spring.

—

Green Bay & Eastern. This company has been incorporated
from Green Bay, Wis., through Manitowoc
to Sheboygan, a distance of 70 miles. Charles Frazier and Rude
to construct a railway

Stockinger, Manitowoc, are

among

the incorporators.

Capital

stock, $50,000.

Gulf, Florida

& Alabama.— This company

pleted for an extension
158 miles.
(September

Gulf & Interstate.

from Kimbrough,
3, p.

has surveys com-

Ala., north to Jasper,

448.)

—

The L. J. Smith Construction Company,
Mo., has been awarded the contract for the reconstruction of 23 miles of this road which was destroyed by
the recent Galveston (Tex.) flood.
Kansas

City,

—

Henryetta, Oklahoma & Western (Electric). This railroad
beoing built from Henryetta, Okla., through Dewar, to Kusa,
with a branch north to Colton and Pleasant Valley, and from
Henryetta to Creek mines, making a total of 10 miles. The
is

grading contract has been let to Ally Brothers, but the contract
for track laying has not yet been awarded. The maximum grade
will be about 2 per cent.; approximately 8,000 cu. yd. of material arc being handled per mile.
One bridge and one viaduct
will be built.
W. T. Croslen, president, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Jefferson

& Northwestern. — This company

which operates

Jefferson, Tex., to Camp, 31 miles, and a branch to
Linden, 5.5 miles, has amended its charter to provide for building an extension from the present northern terminus to Kildare, where connection is to be made with llic Texas & Pacific.

a line

from

December

10,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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It is announced that construction work on the proposed extension will be started as soon as the survey is finished.

—

Rapid Transit. This company during 1915
laid 2.58 miles of track which was put in operation in June, 1915,
on the Queensboro subway, which is 1.47 miles long. On the
Manhattan division elevated line 15.38 miles of track was added
which has not yet been put in operation.

Interborough

—

Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern. This company is making
surveys to build an extension from Tamroy, W. Va., south to
Beckley, 8.05 miles. (June 4, p. 1181.)

—

Kansas & Oklahoma Southern. This company, which was
organized to build a line from Caney, Kan., to Vinita, Okla., 61
miles, is now making active preparations for resuming construction work.
About 35 miles of the line has been graded and is
ready for track laying. There has been spent about $320,000
for the right of way and for grading the line, also for grading
the terminals in the city of Caney. The company is preparing
for another trusteeship, also an issue of $2,000,000 of bonds, and
expects to use the proceeds to finish work on the 61 miles of railway. S. M. Porter, president, Caney, Kan. B. J. Dalton, chief
engineer, Lawrence.
;

Lake
with

Erie,

own

its

Franklin & Clarion. — This company
forces a line

Reed Mine,

Pa., to

is

building

from a point near Coleman's

spur.

— See
Arkansas. — This

Lake Erie & Northern.

Canadian

Pacific.

company has projected an exLouisiana &
from Wildsville Junction, La., to Vidalia, 22.59 miles.
This company now operates a line from Hope, Ark., southeast to
Alexandria, La., with a branch from Packton east to Wildsville
Junction, and another branch from Minden West to Shreveport.
tension

in all

about 278 miles.

Marlin & Temple Interurban.

—Organized

Texas with

in

Marlin, to build an interurban electric railway between
survey for the proposed
Marlin and Temple, about 30 miles.
line was made recently, and arrangements for the construction work are about completed.

office at

A

—

officer writes re-

—This

company has pro-

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. An
garding the report that an extension is to be built from Centreville, Tenn., to Totty's Bend, about five miles, that this refers to
an old track which has not been in use for a number of years.
This track has been rebuilt recently.

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.

jected extensions of first track at various points aggregating 1.48 miles, and has also projected extensions of second,
third and fourth track aggregating 69 miles.

—

New York Subways. Booth & Flynn, Ltd., New York, submitted the lowest bid at $6,631,000 for the construction of the
tunnel under the East river between Fourteenth street, in the
borough of Manhattan, to North Seventh street in the borough
of Brooklyn.
(Nov. 19, p. 986.)

—

Pacific Electric. This company during 1915 built new main
track from Arlington, Cal., to Corona, 7.77 miles, and short extensions at Highland and at Riverside, in

all

8.51

Work

miles.

an extension to Hawthorne, 4.77 miles.
This comiiany also laid 2.03 miles of second track during 1915.

now under way on

is

Philadelphia Roads.

— The lowest bid

for building the founda-

tions of the Frank ford Elevated line from Unity street to Dyre
street, Philadelphia, Pa., was submitted by Edwin H. Vare,
(Nov. 26,
Philadelphia. lie offered to do llic work for $17,700.
1032.)

p.

—

Radford-Willis Southern. Grading work is now under way
on the line to be built from Radford, Va., southeast to Willis,
about 25 miles. J. L. Vaughan, president, Shawsville, Va. (July
p.

9,

Vai.lf.y.

—This

company, which operates

a line

from

Roselle, N. J., to Summit, 8.8 miles, is building a three-mile extension. Grading work is in progress, also masonry work on the
extension.
The construction work is being carried out by the

company's forces.

(November

12, p.

923.)

—

Richmond, Rappahannock & Northern. Contracts are U !-•
on December 13, it is said, to build from West Puint, Va.,

let

northeast to Urbanna, 17 miles.

RoBY &

Northern.

— Surveys

to be built

from Roby, Tex.,

to

Longs-

worth, 7 miles.

San Diego & Arizona. —Work

is now under way on a secfrom Campo, which is on the international boundary between the United States and Mexico to a point two miles east
of Campo. Contract let to Robert Sherer & Co., Los Angeles,
Surveys have already been made to build from a point
Cal.
two miles east of Campo to Corriso Pass, Cal., 36 miles.

tion

—

This company, which now operfrom Lanier, Ga., south to Willie, 12.6 miles, plans
build an extension from Willie, southwest to Glenville, about

Savannah & Southern.
ates a line
to

16 miles.

—

Southern New England. This company, building a line from
Palmer, Mass., southeastward to Providence, to give the Grand
Trunk a line into Rhode Island, has petitioned the Massachusetts legislature to extend the time within which the road must
Its time expires August 3, 1916, and President
be completed.
Edward C. Smith says the work cannot be finished by that date.
(April 30,
St.

p. 955.)

Louis

& San Francisco. — This road has awarded a
W. Murray Contracting Company, Kansas

tract to the J.

Mo., for 4,000

Arthur

City,

ft.

work on

of revetment

the

Red

river,

conCity,

above

Tex.

Tampico & Panuco Valley. This company has work under
way on an extension from Panuco, Mexico, to El Higo, 25
miles.
The work is being carried out by company forces.

—

Tucson, Cornelia & Gila Bend. Work is now under way
from mile post 35 to mile post 44, Ajo, Ariz., 9 miles. This is
the last section to complete the fine from Gila Bend south to
Ajo. J. H. Maxey, Gila Bend, Ariz., has contracts for grading,
bridges and tracklaying. R. H. Jones, chief engineer, Warren,
Ariz.
(August 13, p. 301.)

—

Yankton & Northern. This company has been organized for
the purpose of constructing a railway from Yankton, S. D., north
through Turner county, through Salem, McCook county, and
through Lake county to Lake Preston, Kingsbury county thence
northeast through Hamlin county to Watertown, S. D. Grading
work has been deferred until the spring of 1916. President, E. S.
Johnson, and secretary, D. M. Finnegan, Yankton, S. D.
;

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Ashland, Wis.

(Aug.
arc

20, p. 369.)

now

being

in.nU'

by

this

—The

Chicago

& North Western

is

about to

let

Fifty-six
a contract for the extension of two coaling docks.
pockets will be added to one dock and 44 to the other, adding
23,000 tons to their present combined storage capacity of 107,(XX)
tons. The docks are timber structures of modern type and both
carry four tracks. The improvement will cost about $300,000.

—

Cowan, Tenn. The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is
making extensive improvements on the Chattanooga division.
Considerable enlargement of the facilities at Cowan have been
authorized, and grading work has been started for new yards
at Cowan.
The capacity of the old yards has been increased
to 100 cars, and grading is under way for laying additional
tracks to bring the capacity of the yards up to 275 cars. Work
has been started on a new automatic coaling station which will
The coaling station will be
serve engines on three tracks.
operated by electricity, and the chutes will later be extended so
that four tracks may be served.
The company contemplates
improvements on about two miles of track just north of the
new yards to reduce the grade from 1 per cent to one-half of
1 per cent.
This work will involve a cut of 14 ft. through the
hill just north of Cowan and making an 18-ft. fill further north.

Dallas,
building

81.)

Rahwav

company for an extension

—

miles.

1.5

1113

Tex.

— The

permits

Union Terminal Company has secured
from the city for the following buildings,

which

will reliresent a total investment of $102,675, divided as
follows: engine house, $42,(XX); turntable, $12,000; central power
house, $8,.S0O; boiler house, $10.(XX); two service buildings, $<i,600
oil delivery tank, $1,(K)0; engine supply house, $1,200; double
tool house, $.500; single tool house, $350; water tank, $5,.';00;
sand house, $725; coaling dock, $1,800; ice house, $.'^00; toilet
building, $1,0(X); hose reel house, $1(X); north signal tower,
$4,000; south signal lower, $3,500; oil pump, $3,000; blow-off
boxes, $400.

DvERsnuRG, Tenn.- The

Illinois Central is

asking for bids on

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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the construction of a frame 4-stal!, 100- ft. roundhouse, to cost
about $10,000. Adjoining buildings for storage, tool and locker
purposes are also contemplated.

Depot Company.

— The

& Reading

has given conan overto consist of one 33-ft. 6-in.
span, also to build an overhead bridge carrying Schuykill avenue
to consist of one 28-ft. span and two 17-ft. 6-in. spans on the
Lebanon Valley branch of the Philadelphia & Reading. These
bridges are to be of concrete steel construction.

Reading, Pa.

Philadelphia

John Donahoe, Mahanoy
head bridge carrying Fourth street
tracts to

Cit}',

Pa., to build

—

Two Harbors, Minn. The Duluth & Iron Range will soon begin the construction of an ore dock to have 228 pockets, a total
capacity of 68,400 tons and a total length from the innermost
pocket to the extremity of the dock of 1,368 ft. The structure
will carry four tracks and will be built of steel to rest on a concrete foundation. Concrete pocket linings have also been speciThe road has ordered 650 tons of steel from the American
fied.
Bridge Company for ore spouts.

—

Visalia, Cal. E. E. Etherton, Monadnock building, San Franhas been awarded a contract by the Southern Pacific
for the construction of a passenger depot, to cost about $43,000.

cisco, Cal.,

Yankton,

S.

D.

— The

Company

Y'ankton County Bridge

will

build a combination wagon and railroad bridge across the Missouri river, to have a total length of about 1,600 ft. and an
average length between piers of 350 ft. The piers will extend
about 80 ft. to hard pan. Construction work will not begin until

E. A. Bruce, Yankton, S. D.

the spring of 1916.

A

Good Example.

—The

Traffic Officers sets a

American Association of Passenger
good example to all the other railway asso-

We

refer to the resolution looking to the elimination
ciations.
of the usual addresses of welcome by state and city officers and
the curtailment of entertainment features. The perfunctory address of welcome and the social feature can be classed together

only in that they take up time and attention. Beyond this point,
they appear as entirely different things. The social feature is
everywhere a wholesome prompting of nature, and the conventions can time it so it will not interfere with their work proper.
The address of welcome by the mayor is under no such control.
Being an official personage, compels recognition but does not
entertaining speaker of a man. The Governor must also
be invited to speak, and here hope is again blasted because when
the curtain rises we usually find that His Excellency a few days
ago caught a bad cold and that his Cheap Clerk has been sent to
And thus the
deliver the welcome on the part of the State.
average convention is in for a waste of the best part, if not all,

make an

An opening prayer by a local
of its first morning session.
minister is sufficient. If the Lord is with us, and the hotels don't
run up their rates on us, there is no need of the mayor and the
Governor. And, is it a certainty that these events afford much
enjoyment to the governors and mayors? Not if they are asked
to be on hand promptly at 10 o'clock, and have to wait till 10 :30
Railroad
or 11 for the convention to be called to order.
Herald.
.

.

.

—

—

English Railway Clerks' Bonus. The Railway Clerks' Association announces that practically all the large railway companies and a number of the lesser ones in England and Scotland have now granted additional war increases to their male
The
clerical staffs, bringing total war bonus up to 5s. ($1.25).
new concessions are on the same scales as those recently granted

Men

receiving a 3s. (75 cents) bonus obtain
an extra 2s. (50 cents), and those in receipt of 2s. just now
Clerks below 18 years of age
are granted an additional 3s.
have their bonus increased to 2s. 6d. (38 cents). All the Scottish
companies have also granted the bonus to their permanent women
employees, while the London & North-Western and Great Westtern Companies have given an additional Is. to those women
None of the Irish railway
previously in receipt of bonuses.
companies has so far seen its way, owing to financial considerations, to make an additional grant at the present time.
to

railwaymen.
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Railway Financial News

j

—

JoPLiN, Mo. The Horton Construction Company, Kansas City,
Mo., has received a contract for the erection of a reinforced
The structure
concrete viaduct, to cost approximately $19,000.
will have a 24-ft. roadway and will be paved with wood blocks.
The cost will be borne jointly by the city and the Toplin Union

Vol.
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—

& Ohio. The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has
given its approval to the issue of $60,000,000 refunding and
general mortgage 5 per cent bonds which were recently sold by
the Baltimore & Ohio subject to the approval of state commissions having jurisdiction over the Baltimore & Ohio.

Baltimore

—

Buffalo & Susquehanna. The bondholders' committee, which
bought the Buffalo & Susquehanna at the foreclosure sale,
has resold the property to Charles A. Finnegan of Buffalo,
Theodore Hofeller of Buffalo, and A. Weber of Louisville,
Ky. The price is said to be $800,000. The road is now being
operated and the purchasers are quoted as saying that they
expect to be able to continue its operation at a profit.
The
company has trackage rights only into Buffalo, but owns 2,500
ft. of dock front and about 25 acres on the lake front.

—The

Commercial & Financial Chronicle says
from Gooding, Idaho, to Jerome, 24
has been placed in the hands of D. C. McWalkers as

Idaho Southern.

that this road, running
miles,

receiver.

Mississippi, Hill City & Western.— This road was recently
sold at auction for $200,000 to representatives of the Armour
interests.
The road runs from Hill City, Minn., to Swan
river, on the Great Northern, 18 miles.

—

Missouri Pacific. Receiver B. F. Bush, of the Missouri Pacific, has been authorized by the United States District court
in charge of the receivership, to institute suit against George
J. Gould for the recovery of valuable real estate in the neighborhood of St. Louis and Mt. Pleasant, Mo., title to which
it is alleged had been vested in Gould as trustee for the railroad and which he had refused to turn over to the road.

New York

Central.

— General
&

mortgage bonds of the Cleveland,

Louis to the amount of $4,000,000,
owned by the New York Central, have been sold to J. P.
Morgan & Company. These bonds came into the treasury
of the New York Central in connection with the consolidation of the Central and the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern;
Cincinnati, Chicago

Rutland Railroad.

— See

St.

an item

the dismissal of the suit

in

Court

against the

News

directors

in

regard to

and former

directors.

—

Louis & San Francisco. The syndicate which is to underwrite the reorganization plan of the St. Louis & San Francisco
is understood to include Speyer & Co., J. & W. Seligman &
Co., the Guaranty Trust Company, all of New Y'ork, and Lee,
Higginson & Co., Boston.

St.

—

Louis & San Francisco. In the testimony presented to the
Missouri Public Service Commission in the effort which is
being made to obtain their consent to the St. Louis & San Francisco reorganization plan, Frederick Strauss, a member of the
firm of J. & W. Seligman & Co., New Y'ork, testified that B. F.
Yoakum, formerly chairman of the board of directors of the
St. Louis & San Francisco, had asked to be given the chairmanship of the executive committee or a place on the voting trust
committee of the reorganized company, but the bondholders
and bankers under whom the reorganization is being carried
out refused to grant this request.

St.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

—

It is understood that about
the $9,000,000 that was to be raised under the
reorganization plan has been subscribed for by the first mortgage bondholders on whom an assessment was made of $300

$4,000,000 of

A syndicate has been formed, headed by
per $1,000 bond.
Sutro Brothers & Co. and H. P. Goldschmidt, to underwrite
the remaining $5,000,000.

—

Large Receipts of Cuban Ores. In three days last week
ore vessels from Cuba arrived and were unloaded at the
dock of the Maryland Steel Company, Sparrows Point, Md., setting a new record. The total amounted to 29,500 tons. Part was
five

reshipped to the Stcelton plant of the Pennsylvania Steel
pany. From the Iron Age of December 2.

Com-

[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE
Portsmouth, Va., October 28th, 1915.
To the Stockholders of the Seaboard Air Line Railway:
The Board of Directors submits the following report of the operations
of the property for the year ended June 30, 1915:

INCOME ACCOUNT
FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,
Gross Revenue
Operating
Expenses

191S.

Decrease

1915
$21,280,462.79

1914
$25,420,503.24

$4,140,040.45

15,984,781.03

18,462,705.92

2,477,924.89

$5,295,681.76

$6,957,797.32

$1,662,115.56

and

Taxes

Revenue
Operating
Taxes)
Uncollectible Railway Revenue
Net

(after

Operating Income
Other Income
Hire of Equipment

$1,671,018.50
49,231. 31t
351,840.65t

$6,957,797.32
$5,286,778.82
298,996.38
348,227.69
(Cr.)8S,616.97 (Dr.)266,223.68

1915

for which $160,043.81 was paid in cash and equipment trust obligations
aggregating $1,440,000.00 were issued, payable in twenty consecutive semiannual instalments of $72,000.00 each, bearing interest at the rate of 5%
per annum. All of this equipment was received during the fiscal year.

E.XTENSIONS
Extensions to the Company's lines in Florida were completed during the
year as follows:
From Bartow, Fla., to Baynard, Fla. (Lake Wales Extension).. 22.04
0.78
Connor & Shallenberger Spur off Lake Wales Extension
Pembroke, Fla., to Jumeau Phosphate Plant
3.59

Spurs Removed during the year

26.41
0.82

Net

25.59 Miles.

Increase

8,902.94t

8,902.94

30,

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES
ROADWAY, TRACK AND STRUCTURES
Roadway, track and structures of the railway have been properly maintained at a cost of $2,414,866.20, which represents an expenditure per mile
of road of $777.59.
(See general remarks page 8.)

Gross Income
Rents and Other Charges..

$5,720,623.48
200,735.63

$6,990,570.02
172,418.35

$1,269,946.54

Applicable to Interest

$5,519,887.85
3,928,255.49

$6,818,151.67
3,893,935.91

$1,298,263.82
34,319.581

$1,591,632.36

$2,924,215.76

$1,332,583.40

13.07 miles of new sidings and extensions of existing sidings were constructed, and there were deducted by removal and changes of old sidings,
5.33 miles, making a net increase over previous year of 7.74 miles.
There were also added 1.75 miles leased sidings.

1,250,000.00

1,250,000.00

$341,632.36

$1,674,215.76

$1,332,583.40

Tie renewals were 1,328,761 cross ties and 745 sets of switch
the cost, $583,594.83, was charged to Operating Expenses.

Fixed

Charges....

Interest

Balance
Full

5%

SIDE TRACKS

28,317. 28t

Interest on Adjust-

TIE

Bonds...

ment (Income)
Net Income

RENEWALS
ties,

and

RAIL
t Increase.

—

Note. Revenue and Expense figures for the year 1914 have been revised
for comparative purposes to agree with the Interstate Commerce Commission's classification effective July 1, 1914.
The Gross Revenue decreased 16.29 per cent., Operating Expenses decreased 14.55 per cent.. Taxes increased 6.33 per cent.. Operating Expenses and Taxes decreased 13.42 per cent., and Operating Income decreased 24.02 per cent.
The Operating E.xpenses, exclusive of Taxes, were 70.12 per cent, of
the Gross Revenue, as compared with 68.70 per cent, the previous year;
and including Taxes, 75.11 per cent, of Gross Revenue as compared with
72.63 per cent, for the preceding year.

11.67 miles of

new

There has

been received and distributed along the main line ready
miles of new 90-lb. and 26.5 track miles of new 85-lb.

85-lb. steel rail were laid in the main line, releasing
therefrom 68 and 80-Ib. worn rail, and there was charged net to Operating
Expenses therefor $8,904.66, and to Capital Account $21,906.86.
In addition, 11.31 miles of released SO-lb. steel rail were laid on branch
lines, releasing 60-lb. and lighter rail, and there was charged to Operating
E.xpeuses therefor, $3,117.62, and to Capital Account. $14,898.98.

to lay 34
steel rail.

also

track

BALLAST
73,269 cubic yards of gravel and slag ballest were put under main line
track and of the total cost thereof $27,108.11 was charged to Capital Account.

MILEAGE OPERATED
The mileage
June

TRESTLES FILLED

of the Seaboard Air Line Railway in operation on

30, 1914,

3,097.55

was

Extensions, etc., constructed during the year as detailed on
26.41
page 5
82
Less Spur Tracks taken up

990 lineal feet of wooden trestles were filled in during the year and of
the total cost thereof, including culverts, $11,141.48, was charged to Operating Expenses.

TRESTLES REBUILT AND BALLAST DECKED

25.59

There were
Mileage

June

in operation

Made up

as follows:

3,123.14

30, 1915

MILEAGE OWNED

Air Line
of the Seaboard
branches on June 30th, 1914, was
Extensions, etc., constructed during the year
Less Spur Tracks taken up

The owned mileage

Owned June

Mileage

3,021.83
26.41

25.59

82

to

57.65

TRACKAGE
3.00
2.40
07
14.88
16
1.46

C

Birmingham, Ala
Freight Yard Jet., Birmingham
At Bessemer, Ala
Near Mulberry, Fla

At

to

Bessemer, Ala

79.62
3,127.04

DEDUCT
Amelia Beach branch, leased
Silver

Springs,

Fla.,

to City of

branch, leased

to

Fernandina, Fla
2.00
the Ocala Northern

Railway

3.90

1.90

3,123.14
3,105.59

Total mileage operated June 30, 1915
Average inilc.-, of road operated during the year
Average miles of road operated shows an increase over
previous vcar of
Sidings (including 21.83 miles on Leased Lines and Trackage

00.69%
867.05

SECOND TRACK
Hamlet,

N,

C, Northwardly

9.61
3.05
7.59
1.32

At Rirniingham, Ala
Between Raleigh, N. C, and Gary, N. C
At Tampa, Fla

Total
There has been no change
There has been no change

in

the cnpitnl stock during the year.

in Ihc

for

BRIDGES
has been done on sixteen bridges, repairing, adding signals, replacing with steel or strengthening them for heavier power.
Of this
number, fourteen have been completed.
Seven of the above bridges were authorized during this year and five of
the seven have been completed.
One of the uncompleted bridges is a reinforced concrete viaduct for highway and street railway traffic, on Duval
Street, Jacksonville. Fla., over Hogan's Creek, and the tracks of the Seaboard Air Line Railway and the St. Johns River Terminal Company.
This viaduct will be completed dtiring the coming year and will be approximately 1,418 feet long, with a total width of 42 feet.
Of the bridges completed the principal ones arc:
Length.
Fourth Street, Wilmington, N. C, reinforced concrete highway
overpass
70 feet.
Alston Aveiuic, Durham, N. C, highway underpass, deck girders
on concrete masonry
90
Eleventh Street, Charlotte, N. C, highway overpass, creosoted
"
timber, concrete foundations
89
Armotir, Ga.. reinforced concrete double-track extension, Southern
"
Railway overpass
78
Whitford Avenue. Atlanta, Ga., highway underpass, eyebcams on
"
pile
foundations
56
Howells Mill Road, near Atlanta. Ga., highway overpass, plate
"
girders on creosoted timber foundations
120
Gaston Street. Chester, S. C, highway overpass, timber construc"
tion with concrete masonry
80
The total expenditures for briilgc work during (he year were $72,776.47,
of which $71,046.92 was charged to Capital Account and $1,729.55 to Operating Expenses.

RAIL IN MAIN LINE

Agreement,

Series

"Q,"

was

entered

Weight.
90 lb. rail.
85
80

Miles.
11.45

funded debt during the year.

EQUIPMENT
1014,

to

The total operated main line single tr.ick mileage of the system, 3,123.14
miles, ore laid with steel rails of Ihc following weights:

FUNDED DEBT UNMATUKED
Er|uipmenl

Fla.,

21.57

CAPITAL STOCK

An

stringers

Work

Lyons, Ga

Howells, Ga., to Atlanta, Ga
Hilton, N. C, to Navassa, N.

were put in 19 trestles between Columbia, S. C,
on the South Carolina Division, during the year
provide for use of heavier power, the cost of which, $1,768.37, was
charged to Capital Account.
Additional

and Jacksonville,

3,047.42

30th, 1915

LEASED LINES
Meldrim, Ga.,

built during the year out of creosoted timber. 2,904 lineal
of ballast decked trestles, replacing old open deck trestles, and the
thereof, $40,427.95, was charged to Operating Expenses.

TRESTLES STRENGTHENED

and

Railway

feet
cost

into

the iiurchase of:
U) Mountain Type Passenger Locomotives,
19 Mikado Type Freight Locomotives.
7 All Sli-il T'assenuer Cnarhea, with reclining chnirs.
8 All Steel I*;issrnger Co.'icbes, with Walkover Seats,
5 All Steel Mail anil BaRgnge Cars,
7 All Steel IN.sial Cars.
9 All Steel P.Tsseiiger and Baggage Cars,
9 All Steel l'".xpress Carn,
462 Steel Upjicr .llul Undrrfrnnie Ventilated Box Oars,

July

1st,

361,08
84.41
1,211.76

75

18.87

70
68
65

60.48

6.t,S

.1.05

60.5

16,1.48

201.05

60
60
58
56

403.55
34.05
221. .18

256.73

The above does

not

inclndr

second truck,

etc.

"
••

"

(r's.iwed)

"

and

lighter.

(next pageV
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SECOND TRACK

Three old water tanks
90

lb.

rail.

60
85
75
75

LEASED LINES
Silver Springs Branch:
1.20 Miles

—

60
56

"

.70

Amelia Beach Branch:

whose certificate appears on page 11.
There were no changes in the organization during the year.

Sells,

50

2.00 Miles

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT

The

of the Railway was properly maintained during the year
(See general remarks, page 8.)
at a cost of $3,175,642.45.
Included in the cost of maintenance is $28,614.49, representing value
of equipment destroyed or retired from service during the year and
credited to Cost of Equipment.
There was also included in the Cost of Maintenance $412,626.00 for depreciation, which was credited to Reserve for Accrued Depreciation.
The cost of maintenance per article owned was as follows:
$2,095.69
Average cost per annum per Locomotive owned
733.77
Average cost per annum per Passenger car owned
54.11
Average cost per annum per Freight car owned

efficiency

The equipment

Directors

By

account

of

wish

to

record

order of the Board:

TABLE

.

penses, consisting of $1,577,776, or 16.8 per cent.
Realizing at the outset of the European war that there was a necessity
for the greatest possible economy consistent with safety and proper upkeep,
a careful and searching analysis was made of the proposed expenditures
for Maintenance of Way and Structures and Maintenance of Equipment
for this fiscal year, and a plan laid out by which only such expenditures
were made as were absolutely necessary to comply with the conditions
above outlined. By these means your property has been fully maintained.
Extensive improvements and additions have been made to the General
Officfe building at Portsmouth, Va., which consisted of remodeling, with
fireproof construction, the original building, adding two stories thereto,
and thereby providing modern office facilities. No promise has been made
for the occupancy of these offices for any stipulated period, but it is felt
that as long as the present conditions last the arrangement is of advantage to the company.
During this year a contract was entered into with the Southern Railway
providing for the joint use of the Seaboard Air Line and the Southern
Railway's tracks between Raleigh, N. C, and Cary, N. C, as a double
track, these tracks being immediately parallel for the entire distance.
1.32 miles of double track has beeri put into service at Tampa, Fla.,

from Tampa Northern Junction

A

LTnion

the one at
completed.

to Twigg
Fla., has

Street.

been built during the year, and
Hurtsboro, Ala., mentioned in last year*s report, has been

Station at Bartow,

A

passenger station has been completed at Marston, N. C, and the one
at Rockingham, N. C, mentioned in last year's report, has been finished.
Combination passenger and freight stations have been constructed during
the year at North, S. C, Terra Ceia, Fla., and Kingsland, Ga.
The freight depot at Carrsville, Va., has been extended, providing passenA freight depot has been built during the year at
ger facilities therein.

Hawthorne, Fla.
At Apex. N. C, both a passenger station and a freight station have
been provided, together with necessary track changes and additions to
serve same.
The passenger

shelter shed and granolithic walks at Portsmouth, Va.,
mentioned in last year's report, have been completed.
At Wake Forest, N. C, an umbrella shed has been provided in con-

nection with present passenger facilities.
A passenger shed has been provided at South Clinton, S. C.
A car repair shed has been provided at Cayce, S. C, in connection with
other shop facilities.
Necessary dredging has been done at Jacksonville, Fla., in slip between
Warehouse No. 2 and No. 3, to maintain proper depth of water, and necessary dredging is now in progress is slips 1, 2 and 3, and river front, at
Hutchinson's Island, Savannah, Ga.
The reinforced concrete coal elevator with 300-ton storage bin at Savannah, Ga., mentioned in last year's report, has been completed.
The inO.OOO-gallon capacity steel tank, together" with pipe lines for auxiliary fire protection at Hutchinson's Island, Savannah, Ga., mentioned in
last year's report, has been completed and put into service.
Modern interlocking plants have been provided at Burroughs, Ga., and
Bartow, Fla., and the one at Pembroke, N. C, mentioned in last year's
report, has been completed.
A wooden cotton platform has been provided at Greenwood, S. C, and a
reinforced concrete cotton platform at Maxton. N. C.
Paving and street work has been done at Henderson, N. C, Columbia,
S.
C, Cordele, Ga., Columbus, Ga., Manatee, Fla., Bradcntown, Fla.,
and at several other points on the system, to comply with municipal
requirements.
Crossing gates have been installed at Hermitage Road, near Richmond,
Va., and on Elmwood Avenue, Columbia. S. C.
A coal trestle has been bui]t iointly with the Durham & Southern Rail-

way

at

Durham. N. C, during

the year.

Additional storage tracks have been provided during the year at NitroIce. S.

Interchange tracks have been provided with the Maxton, Alma

&

beams replacing wood.

President.

No. 9

$346,603.78
1,419.342.90
255,834.13
$2,021,780.81

TABLE
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TRAFFIC STATISTICS

YEAR ENDED JUNE

COMPARED WITH YEAR ENDED

i91S,

30,

JUNE

30, 1914.

Increase or

1914

1015

Average miles operated

Decrease
21.38

3,084.21

3,105.59

FREIGHT TRAFFIC
Revenue Freight

Number
Number

of tons carried
of tons carried one

10,410,9«6

8,478,585

—1,932,401

—234,753,460

1,340,255,262
1,575,008,722
of tons carried one
—78,462
510,668
mile per mile of road....
432,206
Average distance hauled
6.80
151.28
158.08
each ton
Total Freight Train Revenue $14,324,670.24 $17,307,034.45 —$2,982,364.21
amount
received
Average
$.02,713
$1.66.238
from each ton
$1.68.951
Average receipt per ton per
S.00.030
$.01,099
$.01,069
mile
Freight Train Revenue per
—$998.96
$5,611.50
mile of road
$4,612.54
Freight Train Revenue per
$.19,588
$2.89.127
$3.08.715
train mile
Average number of tons per
25.72
263.12
288.84
train mile
Average number of tons per
—.15
14.96
14.81
loaded car mile
All Freight (Including Company's Material, hauled free).
—2,641,084
9,738.763
12,379,847
Number of tons carried
Number of tons carried one
—309,594,860
1,791,417,676
mile
1,481,822,816
Average number of tons per
299.27
20.08
319.35
train mile
Average number of tons per
—.62
17.00
16.38
loaded car mile

mile

Number

—

PASSENGER TRATFTC
Number

of Passengers Car-

ried

Number
ried

of

one

4,223,727

5.146,791

—923,064

211,817,463

247.690,882

—35,873.419

68,205

80,309

—12,104

50.15

48.13

2.02

$4,576,795.11

$5,430,531.28

—$853,736.17

$1.08.359

$1.05.513

Passengers Carmile

Number

of Passengers Carried one mile per mile of

road

Average distance

carried

each Passenger
Total Revenue from Passengers
Average Amount received
from each Passenger
Average receipt per Passenger per mile
Passenger Revenue per train
mile
Total Passenger Train Rev-

enue
Passenger

Train
Revenue
road
Train
Revenue

per mile of

Passenger

per train mile

$.02,161

$.02,192

gers per train mile
Average number of Passengers per car mile

$.02,846

—$.00,031

$.78,112

$.88,974

—$.10,862

$6,001,580.49

$6,867,489.05

—$865,908.56

$1,932.51

$2,226.66

—$294.15

$1.02.429

$1.12.519

$1.10.090

36.15

40.58

6.79

7.86

Average number of Passen-

—

4.43

— 1.07

REVENUE AND OPERATING EXPENSES
Passenger and Freight Train

Revenue

.

Passenger and Freight Train
Revenue per mile of road
Gross Revenue
Gross Revenue per mile of
road
Gross Revenue per train mile
Operating expenses
Operating expenses per mile
of road
Operating Expenses per train

....

SouthCo.

Net Operating Revenue
Net Operating Revenue per

"I"

Net Opernting Revenue per

at Alma, N. C, with the Norfolk Southern Railroad
at Charlotte, N. C, and the Southern Railway at Franklin, Va.
Three track scales were rebuilt with concrete foundations and steel

bound Railroad

and employees

HARAHAN,

Expenditures for Extensions

mile

C.

J.

Equipment Acquired

the

As an oflFset against the decrease in revenue above shown, a reduction
was made in Operating Expenses amounting to $2,541,172, or 14.55 per
The greatest item of reduction was made in Transportation Excent.

officers

W.

Additions and Betterments on Existing Mileage

Total

business.

appreciation of the loyalty,

their

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1915.
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES:

the

previous year.
with
This decrease was largely caused by the interruption of the exportation
of certain commodities consisting principally of cotton, phosphate rock and
The business denaval stores, and the importation of fertilizer materials.
pression resulting from the war also caused decreases in movements of
lumber, fertilizer, general merchandise and practically all other commoWeather conditions in Florida unfavorable to trucking also caused
dities.
a decrease in the perishable vegetable shipments.
The general business depression caused also a decrease in passenger

herein

and co-operative spirit displayed by the
company during this trying year.

of the

GENERAL REMARKS
European war the important agricultural and industrial activities served by your lines were affected, resulting in a
decrease in gross revenues of $4,140,040, or 16.29 per cent, as compared

On

Ga., and Palmetto,
suitable pumping

of construction.
The use of creosoted piling has been continued in maintenance work
on docks, wharves and trestles.
The work of the Valuation Committee, created in connection w.ith
Section 19-A of the Federal Act to Regulate Commerce, referred to in the
last annual report, was continued during the year at a cost of $57,215.39,
which was charged to General Expenses, an increase of $42,232.10 over
the preceding year.
The accounts for the fiscal year were examined by Messrs. Haskins and

"

At Tampa,

Fla.
1.32 Miles

Collins,

Va.,

have been constructed or arc in process of construction.
40 depots and freight stations have been constructed or substantially
added to during the year.
17 passing tracks have been constructed or extended or are in process

75

1.43 Miles

McKenny,

been provided at Schofield, S. C.
New
65 industrial sidings and extensions to industrial sidings already existing

75

At Birmingham,

"
1.62
Raleigh, N. C, to Cary. N. C.
5.88 Miles
"
1.71

at

No. 24

59,

modern 50,000-gallon tanks and

Fla., were replaced with
facilities provided.
water station has

Northward from Hamlet, N. C:
9.09 Miles
"
.52
Ala.:

Vol.

mile of road
train mile

—$3,848,*72.77

$20,326,250.73

$24,174,523.50

$6,545.05
$21,280,462.79

—$1,293.11
$7,838.16
$25,420,503.24 —$4,140,040.45

$6,852.31
$2.02.572
$14,922,534.35

—$1,389.83
$8,242.14
—$.07,517
$2.10.089
^17,463,705.92 —$2,541,171.57

$4,805.06
$1.42.050
$6,357,928.44

$5,662.29

-$857.23

—$.02,280
$1.44.330
$7,956,797.32 —$1,598,868.88

$2,047.25

$2,579.85

—$532.60

$.60,522

$.65,759

—$.05,237

December

17,
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combination of the splendid showing which the Baltimore &
Ohio has been making and an improvement in the railroad bond
market made it possible for Daniel Wil-

A

A

lard, president of the

Contrast

recently to

in State

Published Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

tageous to the railroad.

WooLWORTH Building, New York.

CLEVELAND:

Transportation Bldg.

LONDON:

Bldg.

Citizens'

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.
E. A. SiuMONS, President.

Sherman, Vice-President.
The address of the company

L. B.

Henry
is

Lee, Sec'y

&

Treas.

the address of the officers.

&

Ohio,

comwas advan-

This provided

$40,000,000 to refund notes which will fall
due in the near future and new capital for additions and betterment work. The negotiations for the sale of these notes were

company with

the

CHICAGO:

Baltimore

$60,000,000 of his

pany's bonds at a price that

Regulation

SIMMONSBOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY

sell

carried on between Mr. Willard and the bankers rapidlj', as this
kind of negotiation so often is. Mr. Willard found on a certain

day that he could get his price for the bonds. The deal was
If he had stopped to get the consent of the state public
service commissions, which was necessary before the bonds
could be issued, he would in all probability have lost his market.
Another set of negotiations would have had to be begun and
the price might have been by no means so advantageous for the
company. Mr. Willard went personally before the Maryland
Public Service Commission and the Ohio Public Service Commission and explained the situation to them. Both commissions

closed.
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WE

gave their approval to the
why they should not.

There was, of course, no
However, the spirit in which the

issue.

reason

approval was given was highly praiseworthy. Co-operation of
this kind from state commissions is rare and when it occurs
deserves notice and commendation. Contrast this with the attitude of the Missouri commission in the Wabash reorganization.
Security holders of the Wabash have accepted very heavy sacriThe new company has been formed on a sound and confices.
servative basis and

it

of the utmost interest to the territory

is

served by the road as well as to its security holders that the
new company should have every opportunity to make good.
The secretary of state of Missouri has refused to give permission to the road to operate at
is

entirely technical

and

for a reason, which

if

valid,

This is the danger that is conthe control of interstate railways by the

inherent in

tinually

all

trivial.

states.
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Probably a majority of

When a good showing in net is made at the
securities.
expense of maintenance appropriations, or when dividends are
paid that are not justifiable in order to strengthen the market
of

for the company's securities, the effect of window dressing is
When it is simply a marshaling of the facts it is
of salesmanship which every seller has to resort
art
of
the
part
objectionable.

.\ir Line has sold to a syndiGuaranty Trust Company and tlie National
City Bank, both of New York, $22,894,000 first and consolid.ited
mortgage, scries A, 6 per cent bonds of September 1, 1915-1945.
This is the first issue of bonds under the new mortgage which
is to provide for the comprehensive future financing of the
The bonds arc offered to the public at 9*)' j. The
property.
annual report of the Seaboard for the fiscal year ended June

to to

Editorial Notes
The Qualifications of a

public.

under the necessity of window dressing at
some time in their lives in order to sell
through their bankers a large new issue

Offering

Commerce Commission

The

the

American railway presidents have been

Unusual

Bond

MISCELLANEOUS:
Annual Report of the

made by

a corporation preparatory to the sale of an issue of securities

some

The Seaboard

extent.

cate headed by the

30,

1915,

was recently reviewed in these columns. Properly inwas a remarkably good demonstration of

terpreted, the report

what the property could be made

earn even in a year of
every line of industry in
Taken superficially, however, it showed a great
the South.
The railloss of revenue as compared with the previous year.
road bond market is now good. In the fiscal year ending June

wholly extraordinary depression

30,

1910, there

showing which

is

to.

in

every prospect that the Seaboard will make a
favorable way with

will contrast in a strikingly

made in 1915. The fact that the bankers were willing to
undertake the sale of a large issue of new bonds without window

that
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made by the I'ailroad comshowing was superficially not favorable, speaks
a confidence which has not in the past generally been shown by
dressing of any kind in the showing

pany,

when

this

bankers in the intelligence of investors. The underlying conditions of the Seaboard Air Line are sound, and by making an
offering of bonds now, the bankers are relying on investors
to make more than a superficial study of the company's showing and to appreciate what these underlying conditions really
are.

President Ripley of the Santa Fe has written a strong letter
advocating the creation of a permanent tariff commission. The
railways do not

For a Non-

rectly

Partisan Tariff

affected

prosperity
affected

Commission

is

sell

by

anything that
tariff
but

the

;

is

di-

their

greatly, although indirectly,

by tariff-making.

Every impor-

tant revision of the tariff compels a genreadjustment in business affairs; and such readjustments
almost always cause periods of depression which seriously reduce
the traffic moved and curtail railway earnings.
The railways,
therefore, have as much reason for wanting to see tariff-making
taken out of politics as any other large business interest. The
reasons for turning the framing of tariff schedules over to a
permanent, expert commission are as numerous and convincing
eral

as the reasons for delegating the regulation of railway rates to

such a commission.

It

is

true that

Commerce

the Interstate

Commission can actually fix rates, while a tariff commission
could onl}' recommend to Congress the schedules it ought to
adopt but a permanent commission could at least do much bet;

committees of Congress the preliminary work of investigating conditions and framing the tentative schedules. The
Tariff Commission League, which recentlj' has been organized,
ter than

we

deserves,

believe, the

support of business

men

in

all

lines,

WORK FOR A COMMISSION ON REGULATION
np HE

recommendation of President Wilson for the creation
''
of a federal commission to investigate fully the subject of
railroad regulation shows that the President is alive to the

Regulation has come
never be made less firm and comprehensive than
it is now.
But it can and must be made more consistent, scienIts past and present deficiencies are largely due
tific and fair.
to the fact that the legislation providing for it has been adopted
by a large number of different bodies piecemeal and without any
co-operation that the legislation usually has been enacted without any real investigation, and that its administration often has
been neither consistent, expert nor fair. The experiment of
effective regulation will soon have been carried on for 10
In view of the large mileage of railways in the hands
years.
imsatisfactoriness of the present situation.
It will

;

of receivers and of the fact that new construction is now at
the lowest ebb for at least 50 years, the results cannot be
regarded as entirely satisfactory. The end of the first decade
of effective regulation will be a good time to -pause, take stock,
and, having taken stock, adopt measures for a

more

constructive,

enlightened and salutary policy.
If a commission, such as that suggested by the President, is
created it should have no difficulty in selecting the subjects

which it should devote most of
would naturally be the relations of

to

When

state

go down.

its

One

attention.

of these

and federal regulation.
and federal regulation conflict one of them must

Under present

tion of rates,

it

is

state

conditions, especially in the

regula-

usually federal regulation which goes down.

But, obviously, the one which should give
The constitutional authority of the
tion.

way

is

federal

state regula-

government

over interstate commerce is paramount to that of the states over
state commerce. The welfare of the nation is paramount to the
Therefore, our sysselfish interests of tlie people of any state.

tem of regulation should be so altered

that

no

stale

which directly or indirectly

59,

conflicts or interferes

tion by the federal authorities will be permitted.
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with regula-

The

states will,

of course, retain control over their local public utilities. Probably they will be allowed to continue to regulate railway matters

merely local consequence. But a commission which thoroughly investigated the situation could hardly fail to conclude
that the existing relations between state and federal regulation
are unwholesome in their effect upon both the railways and the
public, and shoidd be radically changed.
The proposed commission would naturally investigate the subject of suspensions of advances in rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is extremely doubtful whether the authority to suspend should ever have been given to the commission.
Probably it cannot now be taken away, but the length of the periods during which rates are kept under s^ispension shoidd be reof

The law, as it now stands, does injustice to the railways.
an advance in rates goes into effect and is subsequently found
to be unreasonable the shippers and travelers affected can secure
reparation.
But if an advance in rates is suspended and subsequently found to be reasonable the railways have no means of obtaining redress. There have been numerous cases where the Interstate Commerce Commission has suspended rates for long periods and finally found them reasonable. In these cases taken toduced.
If

unjustly

gether the losses

inflicted

upon the railroads

the

in

United States have amounted to millions of dollars. The law
and the procedure regarding the suspension of rates need to be
reformed.
While this is being done the fact should be recognized that
rates may be made too low as well as too high, and that, therefore, the Interstate

Commerce Commission should be given auand fix minimum rates, in addition

thority to suspend reductions
to its present authority to

suspend advances and

fix

maximum

rates.

The proposed commission would

naturally go into the subject

of regulation of the issuance of securities. The Railway Age
Gazette believes that the Interstate Commerce Commission
should be given this authority, but only on condition that it will

including railway men.

to stay.

Vol.

regulation

thereby be entirely taken from the states.
Regulation of the
issuance of securities is too delicate a function to be performed
by 48 different state commissions, and the situation certainly will
not be improved by having it performed by both the state and
If it is to be performed at all it
the interstate commissions.

Commerce Commission alone.
The proposed commission woidd naturally give great consideration to the necessity for a reorganization of the Interstate Commerce Commission. One of the most important steps needed is a
should be by the Interstate

separation of the legislative, the judicial

functions

now

members should be
ened,

and either

lighten their

and the prosecuting

united in the commission.
their

work

The

salaries

of

its

increased, their terms should also be length-

functions should be

or the

so

changed as to

number of commissioners should be

mcreased.

One

of the most important and

difficult

problems

now

con-

presented by the relations between the
railways and their employees. At this moment the four strongest
fronting the country

is

of the railway brotherhoods are co-operating in a

movement

to

secure a maximum working day of eight hours without any
reduction in pay. This movement follows others which in the

decade have caused increases in wages aggregating over
The employees are publicly announcing that
they will not arbitrate their new demands, but will strike and tie
up all the roads in the country unless they are granted. The
public would be very seriously affected by such action. Does it
intend to take no step to prevent it? The proposed commission
would find plenty of work ready to its hand -work of such a
character that the ablest men in the country will be none too big
for it.
Senator Newlands, who advocates President Wilson's
policy in a general way, seems to favor the creation of a joint
committee of Congress to deal with the matter. Doubtless the
commission should include some members of Congress. Perhaps,
also, it should include sduic nu-mbers of the Interstate Commerce

last

$300,000,000 a year.

—

December

But

Commission.
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ought also to include some representatives

it

of the railroads and other business interests. It should be a commission with a personnel that would deserve as much respect and

confidence as did the personnels of the Railroad Securities ComMonetary Commission and the commission

mission, the National

that arbitrated the controversy between the eastern railways and

and firemen

their engineers

HE

railroads of the United States, through the American
Railway Association, have undertaken a campaign for the
prevention of accidents at highway crossings. President Mudge.
on the recommendation of the executive committee, has appointed
-*-

a special committee, consisting of seven railroad officers repre-

senting the railroads of the country territorially, to consider the
entire question.

The members of
manager. Long

James A. McCrea, gen-

the committee are:

Van

Winkle, assistChicago & St.
Louis C. L. Bardo, general manager, New York, New Haven
& Hartford L. E. Jeffries, general attorney, Southern Howard
Elliott, inspector of transportation, San Pedro, Los Angeles
& Salt Lake; W. J. Towne, assistant general manager, Chicago
& North Western, and W. R. Scott, vice-president and general
manager. Southern Pacific.
This committee will present recommendations, after a thorough
investigation, for action to bring about a reduction of one of
the most numerous classes of railway casualties, and one which
is rapidly increasin,g in spite of the many millions that have
been expended by the railroads for the elimination of grade
eral

Island,

ant to general manager,

provement made for its benefit, the zeal of the public officials
for grade separation frequently wanes. The separation of grades
as rapidly as practicable is much to be desired, but at an average
cost of probably $50,000 per crossing even the most affluent
railroad corporation can afford to eliminate only a small part

grade crossings. Complete separation of grades would
most roads more than they are worth and in many places
the expense is so great as to raise the question whether the
same amount of money would not bring about a greater reduction of accidents if expended in other ways.
In Chicago the roads have been required to spend about
of

its

cost

in 1912.

TO PROMOTE SAFETY AT HIGHWAY CROSSINGS
'"r^

1119

chairman;

Q.

J.

Cleveland, Cincinnati,

$80,000,000 to date for the elevation of their tracks, with practically the sole object of reducing the danger of accidents at

hardly more than half done. As was
number of people
killed by trains at street crossings in Chicago has been reduced
from 99 in 1905 to 31 in 1914, while the number of people killed
by vehicles in the city streets has increased from 34 to 143, and
in 1914 100 other persons were killed by trains at points not
crossings,

and the work

shown

a recent issue of this paper the

in

is

on the city streets, practically all of them while trespassing
and many of them while trespassing on the elevated tracks of

;

;

The importance of
10 years

the last

the problem

indicated by the fact that

is

for which the statistics are available the

Commerce Commission has

reported a total of 9,479
persons killed and 21,917 injured by being struck or run over
by cars or locomotives at highway crossings. The figures by
years are as follows, with those for 1910, when the Interstate
Commerce Commission did not report them, estimated by taking the average of the figures for 1909 and 1911:
Interstate

Year.
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

Killed.

InjiirL-d.

837
926
933
832
773
882
992
1032

1564
1884
1797
1755
1830

1914

1147

2132
2434
2506
3080
2935

Totals

9479

21917

1911
1912
1913

Tliesc figures

112.';

show an

velopment of railway
of persons killed

not go far toward paying the interest on the expenditure inIf, however, the public authorities would co-operate

volved.

with the roads to eliminate some of the accidents for which the
victims themselves are chiefly responsible they miglit cause a saving that

is

Mf-cessarily

in

the
this

in

ft.

necessary to

the committee's inves-

it

is

accidents

is

elevation or depression of the tracks

made

to stand

connnunity

may

the expense.

there

—

for

if

crossing

the railroads

chance that
be re(|uired to share the cost of an iniIf

is

a

set against

highway

the

traffic

on account of

safe to cross.

crossing.
authorities

install

warn drivers of the necessity for caresome of its crossings. It has even found
some crossing gates the size of telegraph

of sounding whistle signals at crossings, hut many automobilists
approach railro:id tracks without any effort to ascertain whether

safety.

public

to

Many roads have placed large warning signs or signals at
approaches to their crossings, but even where protective devices
arc in service they depend for their efficiency largley on the
Enginemen are
attitude of the public using the highways.
trained to be careful and arc impressed with the importance

to

llie

the

ft.

nary gates when

chances for grade crossing accidents increase
with the number of trains run, and the railroads by heavier
trainloading have prevented the number of trains run from
increasing in proportion to the tralllc, thereby holding down the
chances of grade crossing accidents. Nevertheless, many legislators (luring llic past year voted for bills to re<|uire the railroad companies to run shorter, and conse(|uenlly more trains,
because the lalior leaders told them that it was in the interest of

the

by 10

To what

The standard remedy of

W'ell

worth while by working along the lines followed by the Long
Island and some other roads that have made special efforts
The Long Island, after having
to reduce crossing accidents.
spent $15,000,000 for the elimination of grade crossings, still
has a large number, and had experienced so much trouble with
reckless automobile drivers that it has installed signs as large

tigation.

Naturally,

Island.

results

the approach of a train.

use of automobiles, espephase of the situation will

assume an important place

Long

ideas into the motorists of

The committee can undoubtedly accomplish some

it

although the increase in the number
less in proportion than the growth of the

and

to instill safety first

poles because automobilists persisted in breaking through ordi-

increase fairly consistent with the de-

due to the increase

Mr. McCrea, the chairman of the American Railway Associais especially qualified for the position by reason
of experience gained by him in prosecuting a vigorous campaign

fulness in approaching

traffic,

cially in the rural districts,

can be

would contribute a considerable amount toward the

tion committee,

as SO

railway business, but since 1909 there has been a steady increase
unafi'ected by the falling off in traffic in 1914.
This is doubtless
largely

A

common reply of public officials to the objections of railroads to grade separation work because of its cost is that the
improvement will save the roads large sums they would otherThe amount thus saved will
wise have to pay for damages.

cost of grade separation.

crossings.

in

the railways.

;

a large extent highway crossing accidents are due
is demonstrated by observations, made by the

carelessness

Southern

motor
number of widely

Pacific, of the actions of the drivers of 17,021

vehicles on approaching railroad crossings in a

Of

or ()9'j per
before crossing the tracks;
2.7 per cent looked only one way and only 27.8 per cent looked
in both directions, while 3.301, or 19.3 per cent, ran over the
crossing at a reckless rate of speed, and only 3,^ slopped before
separated

localities.

Of

11,836 drivers,

the total,

cent, looked neither to right

4,889 drivers

nor

left

of teams, 39.4 per cent looked

neither direction, 8.6 per cent looked only one

per cent looked in both directions.

year

later

at

the

same

great deal of publicity to

places,
its

way and

in

only 52

Similar observations taken a
after

eflforts to

the

road

had

given

a.

reduce this kind of acci-
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dents and had appealed for the co-operation of local authorities

and automobile

The Baltimore &
Uniontown,

at

showed a considerable improvement.
Ohio has had similar observations made, and

clubs,

on

Pa.,

September

12,

when 729 automobiles

There were but 135 drivers who looked

in both directions, while 542 did not look at all before crossing.

As

the country develops

it

will be necessary for the railways

industries,

the

of

have

railroads

felt

the

here

rising

affected.

cost

of

59,

These

living,

to

a

No. 25

railroads,

certain

like

extent

to an increased price of some of the articles necessarily required in
the conduct of their business, but to a large extent due also to the
increased wage paid to their employees and to increased taxes."

due

crossed the tracks at one street in 12 hours only 28 stopped to
ascertain whether or not a train was approaching, and 505 were
not even slowed down.

property

railroad

other

Vol.

The commission

finds

that

substantial

improvements

in

pas-

senger service have been made at large expense, that the conditions under which the passenger service is performed do not
admit of economies in operation corresponding to all those that

to continue to eliminate grade crossings as rapidly as they can,

have been effected

and the increases of population and industry that make such

of service is entitled to consideration and that the passenger
business in the territory affected is less profitable than the freight

expenditures necessary should

naturally

tend

to

so

increase

in the freight service, that the increased cost

earnings as to enable the roads to meet them, but meanwhile a

business.

can be accomplished to make conditions safer if
the roads can secure the interest and co-operation of the public

With reference to statements regarding the alleged operation of
a greater number of passenger trains between competitive points
than the necessities of the public require, the commission calls
attention to the fact that the intermediate territory must be
considered. "Neither competition nor the unreasonable demands
of the public," however, must be made the excuse for waste and

great deal

and of

its

representatives.

HIGHER PASSENGER FARES APPROVED

T^HE

decision of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

allow-

ing increases in western passenger fares is one of the most
favorable the roads have ever received at its hands. This was

from its previous utterances as well as from the
evidence in the case, but it is gratifying to find that the commission has so clearly sustained the position taken for a long
time by railroad men as well as by most others who have

to be expected

studied the subject.

The commission has not given
for, but it has come near to doing

the roads all that they asked

so.
In Illinois, Wisconsin, the
upper peninsula of Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri north of the Missouri river, and Kansas on and north of
the main line of the Union Pacific, where the tariffs filed by the
roads proposed a basis of 2.5 cents a mile, the commission authorizes a basis of 2.4 cents in Missouri south of the river and
in Kansas south of the Union Pacific, where the roads had asked
for 3 cents a mile the commission authorizes 2.6 cents.
Proposed increases in fares from the territory described to
the east, which may be arrived at by combination of the rates
authorized and the existing fares in eastern territory, now on a
;

basis of 2^4 cents, are justified, but to points outside the terri-

tory directly involved on the main lines of the respondent carriers in California, Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Wyoming, Arizona,

New

Mexico, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas, the commission
proposed increases to the combination of the 2.4 and
2.6 cent basis and a basis of 2.5 cents in North and South Dakota, and a basis of 3 cents a mile west and south of the terlimits the

ritory described.

However, the commission has approved the full advance asked
on mileage books from 2 to 2^4 cents in the northern territory
described and from 2 to 2j4 cents in the southern territory.
There is nothing in the opinion to explain why the commission finds a rate of 2.4 or 2.6 cents reasonable and 2.5 and 3
cents too high

;

it

simply states that the carriers have "failed
Nor is any reason given

to justify" the higher rates proposed.

why lower

rates

were allowed

are

approved

in the east.

for

the

The commission

western

states

points out that "on

are generally upon a higher level" and that in the territory to
the east the population per square mile and per mile of railroad,
as well as the density of passenger traffic "are notably greater
.

.

."

.

But while finding that "there

is

some

justification

for a lower basis of fares in this territory than in the states
west and south thereof" it does not apply this remark to the east-

ern states, although using language from which it may be inferred that the various factors tending to reduce the average
receipts per passenger mile in the east are considered as not con-

with a higher standard rate in the east.
of the commission's findings of fact completely support
For example, it
the contentions long made by the railroads.
flicting

Many

these

influences

(higher

expenses

and lower

rates)

have

been

reflected in the diminished rate of return per dollar of investment in the

the

passenger service.

in the

official

announcement that a

mile in the west

rate higher than 2 cents a

not unreasonable hardly brings iriuch of a

is

surprise, after the

commission had allowed the eastern Zy^ cent

fares to go into effect last year without suspension, interest in

the decision naturally turns at once to the effect

it

will

That the commission has also had
of the question in mind is indicated by the following
intrastate rates.

paragraph

in the

have on
phase

this

significant

opinion

"This increased revenue which apparently should come from the passenger traffic should not, however, be altogether imposed upon the interManifestly a person journeying by rail within the boundaries
state traffic.
of a state cannot expect to travel at the expense, in any degree, of the
The revenue of respondents from intrainterstate passenger.
state passenger traffic within these states is approximately 96 per cent of
While we should permit reasonable interthat from the interstate traffic.
state fares, we cannot sanction fares that are higher than are reasonable
for the service performed because intrastate fares are alleged or shown to
be unduly low."
.

Of

.

.

the states included in the territory directly involved in

the case, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Minne-

Nebraska and Kansas now have 2-cent intrastate fares,
and the interstate rates in effect are generally on a 2-cent basis.
In North and South Dakota the general basis for both state and
Louisiana and Texas have 3-cent
interstate fares is 2J4 cents
intrastate rates and the interstate rates through these states and
Arkansas, Missouri and Oklahoma are generally 3 cents, the
latter rate having been approved by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in a previous decision.
In the face of these two decisions, approving rates ranging
sota,

;

from

2.46 to 3 cents a mile

to see

how

for interstate fares

it

is

difficult

the 2-cent fare states can maintain their present low

In Missouri the restriction to 2 cents, except for mileage
books, will be removed by the recent decision of the state comrates.

mission.

The

railroads have been planning to use the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission's decision as a lever to raise some of the state
rates, but just what form the procedure will take will undoubtedly depend on the outcome of the case now pending before
the commission on the complaint of the Business Men's League
of St. Louis, asking the removal of the discrimination created
by the interstate freight and passenger rates between Illinois
points to St. Louis higher than the intrastate rates and fares
between the same points and East St. Louis and other border
points.

If the interstate fare of $7.50

from Chicago

to St.

Louis

Louis man is certainly discriminated against
by a fare of $5.62 from Chicago to East St. Louis for a distance
only four miles less.
Outside the territory directly affected the only states that
have maximum 2-cent fares are Oklahoma, Indiana and Ohio
is

reasonable the

and

says:
"All

As

than

sides of the territory principally affected the standard fares

all

extravagance

in

already
effect.

all

these

had

St.

states

permitted

the

Interstate

higher

Commerce Commission

interstate

fares

to

go

into

Annual Report

Commerce Commission

of the Interstate

Commission Recommends the Enlargement of
Membership and Extension of Its Powers

Its

The following is a very much condensed abstract of the report
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which was submitted
by the commission to Congress on December 13. The report
covers the period from November 1, 1914, to October 31, 1915.
There were 6,500 informal complaints received during the year
as compared with 7,880 in the previous year. There were 6,690
applications filed by the roads to make refunds, an increase as
compared with the previous year of 1,176. The number of formal
complaints filed during the year was 964, a decrease as compared
with the previous year of 190. There were 902 cases decided and
205 dismissed, a total of 1,107 cases disposed of, comparing with
864 disposed of in the previous year. The decrease in the number
of complaints filed during the year has been more than offset by
the complex nature of the cases that have been presented. The
rate structures between various communities are now more often
the subject of complaint than was the case in earlier years.
The number of proceedings under the suspension of schedules,
part of the act, was 199, a decrease of 4 as compared with the
previous year. There were 210 cases disposed of, an increase of
51 as compared with the previous year. In 56 instances the tariffs
voluntarily withdrawn by the carrier in 3 instances protests
were withdrawn and suspension order vacated in 1 instance reductions were made in the proposed rates and then suspension
vacated in 50 instances proposed changes were allowed in 38
instances they were allowed in part
in 59 instances they were
disallowed, and in 3 instances orders of suspension were va-

»were

;

;

;

;

;

cated.

The commission refused

to suspend schedules in respect to 368
an increase of 157 as compared with the previous year.
The commission's duty is to determine as fully as possible
whether the proposed tariff schedule represents an appropriate
exercise of the carrier's right to initiate rates or whether it
appears to go beyond the legitimate exercise of this function.
[The principal investigations made by the commission have been
covered in these columns at the time they were made public]
cases,

THE FOURTH SECTION
There were 673 applications for a suspension by the commission
of the long and short-haul clause, a decrease of 277 as compared
with the preceding year. There were 822 orders entered, 260 of
which were permanent and 562 were temporary. Since the opening of the Panama Canal, water carriers have materially reduced
their rates, shortened the time of transportation and increased
the frequency of sailings. There were 49 ships, with a capacity
of 380,000 tons in service between the Atlantic and Pacific coast.
The total tonnage from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast and
Hawaiian Islands was 397,974 tons in 1911, 451,592 tons in 1912,
434,115 tons in 1913, and for the month of September, 1914, the
tonnage was 77,915 tons, or more than twice the average monthly
tonnage for the preceding year. The tonnage handled by water
lines included a great deal originating in the interior.

cars of cast iron pipe

moved by

rail

Thirty-two

from Birmingham,

RATE SCHEDULES

There were 149,449 tariff publications containing changes in
is an increase of 418 over the previous 11 months.
Complaints have been received of failure to post tariffs at stations at which freight and passengers are received, and it appearing that no uniform or adequate plan was being followed,
an order was issued requiring the agent at every station to stamp
on a new tariff the date received and to keep a record showing
rates filed. This

the date posted at the station.

work of

the division of

heretofore. This increase is largely accounted for by the fact that during the last two years a great
many changes in rates and fares have been made.

CLASSIFICATION OF FREIGHT

The Western

committee has now been in continuous session for 21 months demonstrating the practicability of
placing freight classification in the hands of a limited committee
whose members represent no particular lines and are not interested in soliciting traffic. Progress has been made in getting
state commissions to adopt western classification.
The official classification committee is to be reorganized along
the lines on which the western committee is organized. At
classification

it
consists of 15 members who meet quarterly and
whose recommendations are submitted to individual lines for
approval. A permanent committee is to be appointed but, vmlike

present

the western committee,
classification

its

The southern

action will not be final.

committee holds fewer meetings than either of the

other committees.

A

committee of the carriers has been working for several years
and since this involves
changes in ratings and rates on practically all articles moving
under class rates, it must apparently come slowly, and after
uniformity has been attained with regard to rules, packing requirements and minimum carload rates.
The following table
shows the uniformity as of October 20, 1915
to bring about uniformity of classification,

Uniform
classifi-

Total
items in

Uniform

Number. Per
5,765
4,780
6,917

classification
classification
classification

Southern

Western

Uniform

com-

classifi-

classifi-

—

cation.

Official

cation
mittce
cation
commithas
tec has passed
written
but not
yet
passed.

classifi-

cent.

The commission has previously suggested

committee

has not
written,

Per cent. Per cent.

80.00
87.50
76.50

-1,582

4,181
5,291

cation

15.00
9.00
18.00

5.00
3.50
5.00

that

it

be given

authority to require uniformity in classification, which authority

could be exercised so as to hasten the adoption of uniformity

and

at the

same time do no harm

to

any

interests.

EXPRESS COMPANIES

New

continental rates.

rate

understandable than

Ala., to

Orleans, La., and thence by water to the Pacific coast.
Catsup moved from Rochester, N. Y., by rail to New York and
thence by water to the Pacific coast. It was evident that the
degree of competition between the rail carriers and water carriers
was greatly increased and it was necessary for the rail lines to
make material rcduclions in their rates if they expected to obtain
any considerable percentage of the coast to coast trallic. The
reductions extended to Pittsburgh, Chicago and Missouri river
territory and the commission granted additional relief in respect
to the rates on commodities included in schedule C, but in
addition to this a second application has been filed mth the commission for further modification of the orders relating lo trans-

The

continues to increase, notwithstanding the fact that, due to
the commission's regulations, tariff publications are far more

tariffs

After one year's experience under the new rates for express
companies ordered by the commission, effective February 1, 1914
the four principal companies doing 95 per cent of tlie expresv
Inisincss filed a petition for a modification of the order, which
IHlition if granted tliey estimate would increase their gross
revenue 3.86 per cent. The number of sliipments handled undci
the commission's rates increased
tioii

2,22.'i,tXX1,

revenues decreased $13,(iS0,810.

the commission thought,

would not

but gross transports

Tlie modification

sought

result in unreasonable rates

and was therefore granted, the new rates becoming effective
September 1, 1915. A universal block .system of express rates
was not adopted because it would increase rates materially in
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some

sections

Vol.

and decrease express company revenues materially

The

more defendants.

against two or

Of

division of law, as at present organized, represents the

commis.sion

This division has to do with the investigation of seeming vioAbout 90 per
lations of the commerce act or the Elkins act.
cent of the matters investigated were disposed of without resort
There were 72 indictments, and the number of
to the courts.
defendants is much greater than this, many indictments being
these, 22

were against

car-

in

injunction

and

other

proceedings

brought

and

in

such

statutory
orders.

civil

actions as the commission approves to enforce

forfeitures
It

incurred

by failure to comply with

co-ordinates and supen-ises the

work

attorneys in the several districts, and participates,
ed,

in

special investigations

instituted

when

States in 14 cases, 13 in favor of the commission and

much

tariffs.

of shipments by shippers has continued to require

attention.

In misbilling cases

it

is

common

for shippers

and thus escape with a smaller fine than would
result if the case were contested.
The courts, however, have
recently imposed substantial fines in cases of this kind where
the defendant admits his guilt.
Thus, in an indictment of 20
counts brought against the Standard Brewing Company for
false billing of a carload of beer a plea of guilty was entered
and the court fixed the fine at $16,000. A large number of shippers have also been prosecuted for filing false claims for loss
and damage. This practice has been most prevalent in the case
of shippers of perishable articles who, on suiTering damage, freto plead guilty

quentl}' file excessive claims against the responsible carrier.

Sev-

have also been instituted against shippers who
claimed that their property had been damaged when no damage occurred. There have been evidences that the laxness of
the carriers in recognizing and paying such false claims sometimes amounts to granting rebates. This question is now under
eral prosecutions

Since the period covered by the last annual report eight cases
involving orders or practices of the commission have been decided by the
the

New

States.

Of

these, five,

Nashville grain case, and the Nashville coal rate case were deIn two others, the Louisville
Nashv-ille

mandamus

were adverse

case and the Erie pass case, the decisions

to the commission, while in one, the Ellis

compul-

sory testimony case, the decision of the Supreme Court was substantially in favor of the commission, although adverse in certain
respects.

Since the period covered by the

last

annual report decisions

involving orders or requirements of the commission have been
rendered in courts other than the Supreme Court of the United

Of

1

adverse.

of the United States
and 1 in the court of appeals of the District of Columbia. In
addition, motions for interlocutory injunctions against orders
of the commission have been denied by district courts in 2 cases,
and 6 cases have been dismissed in district courts, 5 on motion
of complainant carriers and 1 at the instance of the commission.
One case was dismissed in the court of appeals of the District of
Columbia on motion of the appellant.
During the same period 23 cases involving orders or requirements of the commission have been instituted in district courts
of the United States.
One of these was an action against a
carrier to recover the penalty prescribed by section 16 of the
act to regulate commerce for failure to obey an order of the
these, 13

were decided

in district courts

commission.
Twenty-six cases involving orders or requirements of the commission are now pending, 8 in the Supreme Court and 18 in district courts of the United States.
DIVISION OF carriers' ACCOUNTS

larger part of the field investigations

sion did not disclose violations of law.

made by

the divi-

proper to state
that in many instances investigations of complaints made by shippers and others against carriers disclosed that the complaint was
groundless and that the carrier's practice was beyond criticism.
Indeed, in one or two cases it was found that the carrier was
not only complying with the law but that the very efficiency of
its policing arrangements was the real reason for the complaint.
As to several other matters investigated, while the practice
involved was found to be questionable, the subject was handled
by correspondence or conference and the objectionable features
thus eliminated. As the strict requirements of the law become
more completely appreciated it may be anticipated that the numIt

is

ber of cases in which questionable practices can be corrected by
conference rather than prosecution will increase.

The practice of carriers in having their fuel coal so billed as
to effect a discrimination in their favor against other purchasers
of coal has been the subject of numerous prosecutions in previ-

An unlawful practice in connection with the purchase
of fuel coal by carriers has been the subject of several field
investigations.
This practice consists in the carrier buying its
fuel coal from large coal producers at a higher price than the
ous years.

market price

order to influence the routing of the preCertain attendant circumstances in each case suggest the conclusion that the price
paid by the carrier included a bonus which was intended to
reduce the published rates. Of course such a practice is unquestionably a device for defeating the lawfully established rates on
commercial shipments of the favored coal prnducer,
fair

Supreme Court of the United

Castle switching case, tw-o ^Meeker reparation cases, the

cided in favor of the commission.

review.

The

so direct-

by the commission.

serve strictly their
billing"

its

of the valuation

&

False

by

carriers in the federal courts against orders of the commission

and 50 against passengers, shippers or
During the year 48 cases were concluded.
These included 31 cases in which pleas of guilty or
nolo contendere were entered. In 7 cases verdicts of guilty were
rendered and in 2 cases verdicts of not guilty. The principal
court decisions have been summarized from time to time in the
Various indictments were found against
Railii'ay Age Gazette.
roads for granting to individuals favors or free passenger servSeveral instances were discovered where large shippers
ice.
were affiliated with carriers and were thus enabled to secure advantages from other shippers. A tendency to revise all leases at
less than a fair rental in order to avoid granting concessions to
shippers in this indirect wa}' has been observed. Several prosecutions have arisen as a result of the failure of carriers to obriers or carriers' agents

other interested parties.
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DIVISION OF L.\W

in other sections.

DIVISION OF INQUIRY

S9,

in

ferred operator's commercial shipments.

During the constructive period in which the systems of caraccounts have been developed it has been necessary to
revise and reissue a number of accounting classifications for the
riers'

purpose of more nearly meeting the practical needs of the carriers and the requirements of the commission.
The underlying
principles of the systems, however, are now well established, and
it is believed that no extensive revision of the classifications will
be required for some years to come.
The regulations to govern the issuing and recording of passes
of steam roads will be revised and amplified to include instructions for the guidance of electric railway companies and carriers
by water. Material progress has been made toward standardization of accounting practices. Examinations of carriers' accounts,
an important function of the division, are being carried forward
Studies of particular phases of
by the corps of examiners.
accounting practices have been made through the medium of
special reports required of carriers. These have proven so satisfactory as an auxiliary to the work being done bj- examiners of
accounts in the determination of accounting practices that it is
the intention to increase the number of studies during the coming year. The special work done by examiners and the results
derived from the studies mentioned have yielded information of
great value which has materially contributed to enhancing the
good effect and beneficial results accomplished through examinations of carriers' accounts.
The establishment of branch offices
at New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Paul, St. Louis, New
Orleans, and San Francisco has resulted in considerable economy
of time and in sufficient reduction of traveling expenses to permit
a substantial increase in the number of employees.

December

17,
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CLAIMS AGAINST CARRIERS
Since the last annual report the complete results of the special
inquiry as to the time required by steam railway carriers to investigate and adjust claims received by them from shippers
have been obtained. There follows a tabulation of claims presented to carriers having annual revenues exceeding $1,000,000,
and the number of these claims adjusted by them during the

period indicated.

Claims presented

to

carriers ditriny the calendar year 1914.
Loss and
damage,

charge.

Interline

$713,245
1,615,494

$219,404
757,406

$932,649
2,372,900

Total

2,328,739

976,810

3,305,549

765,764
181,087

224,894
86,144

990,658
267,231

Local

OverTotal.

Interstate

Local
Interline

946,851

311,038

1,257,889

3,275,590

1,287,848

4,563,438

Total

Number

total

of above claims that were adjusted by carriers between
Jan. 1, 1914, and March 31, 1915.
Manner of adjustment.

Character of claims.
Loss and damage
Overcharge

Grand

Declined.

Withdrawn.

2,800,399
1,003,824

298,189
207,217

56,858
22,611

3,155,446
1,233,652

3,804,223
86.674

505,406
11.515

79,469

4,389,098

Paid.

total

Percentage

Total.

1.811

in which the adjustments zvere accomplished between Jan. 1, 1914, and Mar. 31, 1915.

Division of time

Loss and

Over

15

30
60
90
120

davs
days
davs
days
davs

Overcharge

claims.

claims.

548,140
248,401
208,201
97,276
61,240
39,567
29,608

3,821

1,219

2,122,852
781,383
664,414
333,332
217,123
151,925
113,029
5,040

3.155,466

1,233,652

4,389,098

year
year

Total

Percentage
Total.

456,213
236,056
155,883
112,358
83,421

1

1

damage
1,574,712
532,982

months

6

Claims that remained unadjusted on March
Loss and damage
Overcharge

relation of
each period.

48.366
17.803
15.138
7.595
4.947
3.461
2.575
.115

100

120,144

54,196
174,340

be observed that of the 4,563,438 claims presented to

carriers, 4,389,098, or 96 per cent,

were adjusted.

Of

the claims

adjusted nearly SO per cent were adjusted within 15 days after
receipt by carriers, more than 65 per cent w'ithin 30 days, and
all

From these
much progress has been made by carriers

but 6 per cent within 120 days.

that

figures
in the

appears
matter of
it

handling claims, and there are reasons for believing that their
claims' departments are now organized on a more efficient basis
than formerly.
DIVISION OF STATISTICS
In addition to

18 to 68, the need of a detailed classification became urgent
order to secure uniform returns.
Revised rules governing monthly reports of railway accidents
were also prescribed by the commission to take effect July 1,
1915, and suitable forms were devised for the required reports of
such accidents. These rules, superseding those of 1910, pertain

from

to both steam

and

electric raihvay

companies, and were deemed

necessary principally to obtain more comprehensive and uniform returns of raihvay accidents.
Following the developments in connection with the separation
of operating expenses, described in the last annual report, a newcircular outlining a method for separating operating expenses

An

between freight and passenger services was prepared.

was

issued, effective as of July

1,

1915,

requiring

order

carriers

all

in excess of $1,000,000 to classify
each of its various items of disbursement relating to operating
accounts according to the relation which such item bears to the
freight service or to the passenger and alHed services of the carrier, rules being given for apportioning items of expense common to both classes of service, except as to certain items under
maintenance of w-ay and structures, which are for the present

having operating revenues

to be left undivided.

Decision as to these items was reser\'ed
them could be made. The data resulting
not be available until after the close of

usual

work of

from

this

order

w-ill

It is expected that this class of
information will be of assistance not only in rate cases but also
in making comparisons of changes in operating costs from year
to year and among various railroads in a given year.
The commission has always considered it inadvisable to make

the fiscal year ending in 1916.

form

publication of statistical matters in permanent

until

after

the reports on which such publications are based have had, as far
as practicable, the benefit of careful scrutiny

and correction of

errors.

31, 1915.

Total
It will

of railway employees concerning which returns are now required
in the annual reports of steam railway companies was increased

until a further study of

After receipt:
Period of adjustment.

Within
Within
Within
Within
Within
Within
Within

annual reports to the commission for the first time covering the
year ended December 31, 1914.
Rules governing the classification of steam-railway employees
with respect to occupation and compensation were prescribed by
the commission, effective July 1, 1915. As the number of classes

in

Interstate:

Grand

1123

The monthly bulletins of revenues and expenses of steam
roads with annual operating revenues above $1,000,000 were
discontinued with the publication of Bulletin No. 69 for the
month of .August, 1914, but the issuance of a daily bulletin of
revenues and expenses of this same class of carriers by railway,
This
chiefly for the benefit of the press, has been continued.
press bulletin shows the cumulative revenues and expenses of
the more important railways as reported for the latest current

month

for which reports are received.

DIVISION or SAFETY

This division has continued its work as
and the usual separate report will be issued.

in

previous years,

During the

fiscal

year 161 cases of violations of the safety appliance act were

the past few years the divi-

sion has devoted considerable time to other important matters,

prosecuted in the courts, and as in foriner years, a large m.ijority
of the prosecutions were successful. A considerable number of

the principal results of which are here stated.

cases appealed

tion the

its

In this connec-

commission held general hearings and sought the co-

operation of committees, representatives of the American Railway Association, state commissions, and other interested parties.

to the Circuit Courts of .Appeals were decided
favor of the government, as were cases appealed from the
Carriers confessed judglatter tribunals to the Supreme Court.
in

The number of violations of the safety
as to 613 counts.
appliance act during the year was nearly 50 per cent less than
in the preceditig year, indicating better inspection and more efliciment

The annual report forms pertaining to steam and electric railway companies were recast for the year ended June 30, 1915. In
this revision many changes were necessary to provide for re-

ent repair facilities; but there

turns in accordance with the revised accounting classifications

ment.

that

became

effective

at

the

other changes resulted from

beginning of the year.

new

Various

reciuirements or mollifications,

the purpose of the changes being to secure information

tli.it

would

The comn)ission

beyond

ing

is

is

still

much room

July next the time within which carriers must
cars with the standard ajiiiliances prescribed in

c(|uip

freight

l''ll.

.\bout <>(KMHK) freight cars

still

remain

be of greater usefulness.

respects, as related to these requirements.

The preparation of annual report forms pertaining to carriers
by water having annual operating revenues above $500,000 and
to telephone companies having anmial operating revenues above
$2.50,000 was (<>nii)lete<l, ;ind these two classes of carriers made

of

the

for improve-

considering the propriety of extend-

court

decisions

recently

issued

.A

deficient,

in

some

siunniary

is

given

interpreting

the

safety

appliance acts.

Prosecutions

been begin)

in

for

violation

125 cases,

of the hours-of-servicc act have

invoUing

1,056 counts.

In the cases
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brought to trial during the year, 187 counts resulted in verdicts
in favor of the government and 138 against. The carriers confessed judgment as to 1,189 counts. Suits before the Circuit
Court of Appeals were decided in favor of the government in
a large majority of cases. The total number of instances of
men working beyond the statutory period during the year was
This is less than half the number reported in the pre78,940.
ceding year, and only about one-third the number in the year
before that. Penalties for violations have ranged from one cent
to $250, and the commission again recommends that the minimum penalty be $100. A summary is given of the decisions of
the Circuit Courts of Appeals interpreting the hours-of-service

the work.

act.

prices,

The

inspectors of the commission 'investigated 66 train acci-

dents during the year

;

40 derailments and 26 collisions.

of the collisions occurred under the block system.

much

Eight
Attention is

numerous,
The commission believes that the decrease in collisions has been due
largely to the work of safety committees and to public investi-

called to the fact that collisions are very

as

compared with derailments, than

of

gations

however,

less

former years.

Bad operating conditions still prevail,
The former recommendation that
be described by law, is repeated, as is that for more

many

cases.

thorough investigation of the causes of broken rails. Derailments caused by malicious tampering with track, now, as heretofore, are so numerous as to furnish cause for alarm.
Six
accidents under this head, during this fiscal year, caused the
death of 20 persons and the injury of 92.
The inspectors of the commission have examined, during the
year, 342 plans of devices intended to promote safety, of which
35 were considered to possess some merit. Two automatic
train control devices have been tested and reported on, and
another is now being tested. Arrangements have been made for
testing still another, and also an automatic straight air-brake
system. The use of the block system increases year by year, but
this increase has not kept pace with the increasing need.
BOILER INSPECTION

The work of

the division of locomotive boiler inspection will

be the subject of a separate report. The number of engines inspected during the year, 73,443, is 19,273 less than the number
in the preceding year, and the number found defective, 32,666,
is only about two-thirds as many as were found defective in
1914,
The number ordered out of service was 2,027, as compared with 3,365 in the preceding year. The number of accidents reported was 424, which is a fourth less than the number
in the preceding year, and 50 per cent less than the number in
1912.

The

casualties

connected

with

these

accidents

in

1915

were 13 killed and 467 injured, as compared with 23 killed and
614 injured in the preceding year. During the year 284 roads
presented 1,099 applications for extension of time for the
removal of flues, of which 638, or 58 per cent, were granted.
The remaining 42 per cent were refused or granted only after
by inspection had been properlj' repaired.
preparing rules for the inspection of locomotives and tenders (other than the boiler and its appurtenances)
in accordance with the law passed this year.
defects

disclosed

This division

is

DIVISION OF VALUATION

The

work of this
Twelve roadway and track parties have now been
continuously at work since June 1 last in each of the five districts.
For five months the mileage covered has exceeded 4,000
miles a month. This rate will be maintained, except in Decemreport contains a six-page review of the

division.

ber, when the field men have their vacation.
By the first of next
month surveys will have been finished on nearly 50,000 miles of
road, and it is estimated that in four years more the whole country
will have been covered.
For the valuation of bridges, buildings,
signals,

cars and

these are

now

engines,

separate parties are organized,

able to carry on their

work

in

and
proper relation to

that of the survey parties.

Some

details are given concerning the

method of carrying on

59,
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It is desirable that a single district organization shall
attend to the valuation of the whole of any given company's

for example,

and,

line,

the

Rock Island &

Chicago,

Pacific,

which extends into two or three districts, cannot be finished
until next spring, although work was begun in November, 1914.
After the surveys are completed, a further time will be required for collating the facts in the

office.

In the winter the

parties in the colder regions have to go to the

field

states

;

southern
proceeding at a
the valuation of particular railroads is not

so that although the work, as a whole,

satisfactory

rate,

is

finished.

A

amount of work has been done toward fixing unit
and other items of valuation, and accountants have examined the records of the carriers, but no attempt has yet been
made to put an actual money value on the inventories, which
have been prepared. The valuation of land has not kept pace
great

with the work of the engineers, largely because it has been impossible to obtain suitable land appraisers through civil service
channels but it is not believed that this will result in ultimate
;

delay.

MISCELLANEOUS

accidents.

in too

train rules

in

Vol.

The report summarizes the work of the division of indices, the
condition of the library of the Commission, in which there are

now

13,000 bound volumes and 10,000 pamphlets, and the doings
of the commission in Porto Rico. The commission holds that
the safety-appliance act should be complied with in Porto Rico,

except that cars used in trains exclusively for the transportation
of sugar cane might be e.xcepted from the requirement for the
use of power brakes. The report ends with a summary of the
expenditures of the commission for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1915

;

total, $3,933,925.

RECOMMENDATIONS

"The variety and volume of the work already devolved upon
the commission necessitate, in

its

opinion, early enlargement of

membership and express statutory power to act through subdivisions designated by the commission to perform its duties
its

with regard to specified subjects or features of its work, subject,
of course, to retention by the commission of its control, as a
commission, of all duties and powers delegated to the commission.
This recommendation is submitted pending, and without preju-

more comprehensive and conwhich the Congress may later deem it wise
to consider. The recommendation for enlargement of the membership of the commission is directly connected with and dependent upon the authority to act through subdivisions.
for the purpose of uniformity and to prevent injustice, there should be provided by law one period, which in
dice to, deliberation appropriate to
structive legislation

"...

the commission's opinion should be three years, for the begin-

ning of
the

all

actions relating to transportation charges subject to

act.

"The commission

should have right of access to the
correspondence files.
"There should be appropriate and adequate legislation upon
the subject of control over railway capitalization.
"In the interests of economy and efficiency and proper protection for records, the commission should be authorized to
enter into a lease arrangement, covering a term of years, for
suitable quarters, which can thus be secured through the con.

.

.

carriers'

struction of a building for that purpose.

"The use of

steel

cars in passenger train service should be

required, and the use in passenger trains of

wooden

cars between

or in front of steel cars should be prohibited."

British Coal Abroad.

— The

amounted

British export trade in coal in

tons, as compared with
and 6,739,473 tons in October,
1913.
In the ten months ended October 31, this year, British
coal was shipped to the extent of 36,944,758 tons, as compared
with 62,060,846 tons and 61,257,261 tons in the corresponding
periods of 1914 and 1913 respectively.

October,

1915,

3,944,497 tons in October,

to

3,530,546

1914,

The Cost
A

of Electrification of

Chicago Terminals

Summary of the Items Entering Into the ExpendiNew Equipment. Effect on Operating Expenses

ture for

The general conclusions of the committee of the Chicago
Commerce on Smoke Abatement and the Electri-

Association of

fication of Railwaj' Terminals in Chicago were presented in the
Railway Age Gazette of December 3, page 1047. The engineering problems involved in this project, the mileage of tracks included and the amount of traffic handled in this area, were given
more in detail in the issue of December 10, page 1089. In the
present article the estimated cost of this work and also the
effect of electrification on operating e.xpenses, as determined by

the commission, will be given

somewhat

in detail.

Detailed estimates were prepared on the basis of the overhead
contact system with 2,400 volts direct current and with 11,000
volts single phase alternating current.
also

made

Estimates of cost were

for the electrification of the Chicago

ern by the third

rail

& North West-

system with 600 volts direct current, as well

two other systems. By the relations found to exist
between the total cost of electrification of this one road by the
third rail system and by the two other systems, an estimate of
the total cost of electrification of all the terminals by the 600volt third rail system was obtained.
For the purpose of estimates, after the trackage to be electrified had been determined, it was assumed that the work would
proceed under a single administration, regardless of the ownership of tracks, and the power and substations were located on
this basis.
If electrification were to proceed under the management of individual roads, the expenditures would undoubtedly
as by the

messenger cable of extra high strength, supporting a secondary messenger cable of No. 4'0 steel wire, which in turn
supports a No. 4/0 grooved solid copper contact wire. In yards,
the overhead construction consists of a 5^-in. stranded steel
messenger cable supporting a No. 00 grooved copper contact
wire.
For the 2,400-volt d. c. system a 3/^-mQh. stranded steel
inessenger cable will support a No. 4/0 steel secondary messenger cable, which in turn carries two No. 4/0 grooved copper
For yard tracks a
contact wires for main track construction.
single No. 4/0 copper contact wire will be supported from a
7/16-in. stranded steel messenger cable.
Before determining upon the number of locomotives required,
a careful study was made of the schedules of trains and of the
number of locomotives now used. On roads having 20 or more
scheduled passenger trains, one locomotive for each 12 schedules
was regarded as sufficient to provide against exigencies outside
of ordinary inspections and repairs. It was also assumed that
an electric passenger locomotive would be available for service
20 hours per day and that it would be sent to the shops for hea\'y
repairs and overhauling after running 60,000 miles. On this basis
such a locomotive would be in service 80 per cent of the time.
It was assumed that an electric freight locomotive would be
available for service 20 hours per day and that it would require
heavy repairs and general overhauling every 44,000 miles.
To
provide for these periods and also for the exigencies of special
service demands and the bunching of trains, the daily freight
steel

For the purpose of estimates, it was assumed that actual work
would begin in December, 1916, and that six years would be

locomotive requirement was increased 25 per cent. An allowance of 20 per cent was added to the daily locomotive requirements for yard and transfer service to provide for ordinary
inspections, cleaning and repairs, and for extra service and acci-

required for the completion of the project.

All figures given be-

dents.

low are, therefore, for the complete cost of electrification on
December 31, 1922, making proper allowances for the normal
growth in traffic expected during the period of construction.

traffic

be considerably larger than those shown here. All estimates of
the costs of labor and material were based upon figures for 1912.

Because of the many elements of uncertainty, such as the possible
increases in the costs of labor and material, an allowance of 20
per cent was added for contingencies. An allowance of 10 per
cent was added for engineering on all items of the work except
rolling equipment, where 5 per cent was added and a flat rate
of 1.75 per cent per annum for the entire construction period
was allowed for interest.
ELECTRICAI,

The

FACILITIES

load center of the power requirements

falls

within the

Union Stock Yards. The commission decided that
power station should be built and selected a location

limits of the

a single
near the south branch of the Chicago river in the vicinity of
Ashland avenue, close to this center of power demand. The
details of the power station design for both the 2,400-volt d. c.
and the 11,000-volt a. c. systems are the same in all essential
characteristics.
It was estimated that seven 20,000-kw. steam
turbine generating sets would be required in each plant.
Kstimatcs for the transmission system provide for 33,000 volts
on all circuits; for duplicate circuits between the power station
and all substations; for interconnection of substations with transmission lines to a reasonable extent; for overhead wire construction located on the rights of way of the railroads; for
3-phasc circuits for the 2,400-volt system and single-phase circuits
for the 11,000-volt system, and for supporting the transmission
conductors on the structures of the contact system.
The estimates for the substations provide for 11 substations
for the 2,40()-volt d. c. system and for 31 substations for the
11,000-volt single-phase

The overhead
the 11,000-volt

a.

c.

system.

contact system for main track construction for

a. c.

system was designed with a

5^-in.

stranded

On

these bases the commission determined that, to handle tlie
existing in 1912, would require 688 yard, 100 freight and

228 passenger locomotives, or a total of 1,016. In addition, the
suburban traffic would require 470 motor and 251 trailer cars.

Of

this number the Chicago & North Western would require
156 locomotives and 248 motor and trailer cars, the Chicago,

Milwaukee &

I'aul would require 105 locomotives and the
would require 55 locomotives and 203 motor and

St.

Illinois Central

trailer cars.

.\LTER,\TIONS IN EXISTING F.VCILITIES

Coincident with electrification, numerous changes in existing
facilities would be required.
To secure the minimum clearance
of 16 ft. 6 in., 70 overhead structures must be modified either by
raising the structures and their approaches or by depressing the
tracks.

It

was

also

which cross above or

assumed that

all

existing wires and cables

manner as to
threaten physical interference with the contact system or transmission line would be removed or re-arranged to eliminate any
parallel the tracks in such a

possibility of this interference.

plans

for carrying underground

All estimates were based upon
all cross wires except those

carrying 11,000 volts or more, while no wires paralleling the
tracks were to remain where, if the supporting pole were broken
at the ground surface and the wires fell toward the tracks, they

would not

the contact and transmission wires by 3 ft.
requirement would make necessary the changing of
l''7.16 miles of parallel lines.
The installation of electrification would also make necessary
the adaptation of the existing signal systems to the use of alternating currents, while it would be necessary to raise many existing signal bridges to give the required overhead clearance.
The elimination of the steam locomotives from the Chicago
terminals would result in the dismantling of all engine houses,
coaling stations, cinder pits, turntables, water tanks and other

This

latter

clear
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equipment incident to the operation of steam locomotives. In
determining whether a facility should be entirely abandoned or
transferred to a new location, it was necessary to consider not
only the character and condition of the facility, but also the
conditions on the individual roads. A road like the Chicago &

which would operate all of its
trackage electrically, would have no further use for any such
equipment, while the trunk lines would continue to operate with
steam beyond the limits of the electrification, and might transfer
portions of such facilities to new locations. However, the extent to which such procedure may be applicable to individual
roads cannot be determined without considerable investigation,
and no allowance was made for such facilities beyond a salvage
It was, however, assumed that much of the machinery
value.
now used for steam equipment could be transferred to the new

Western Indiana, for

instance,

new equipment,

locations at considerably less than the cost of

and that a considerable portion of such equipment might be
retained in its present location for the maintenance of electrical
equipment.

The

first

would be aban-

cost of such facilities as

doned was estimated at $3,502,530, the present value, $2,596,837,
and the salvage value, $278,880, leaving a net amount of $2,317,957 which would be lost. This latter amount could not be charged
to capital and must therefore stand as an independent item representing property wholly dissipated.

The electrification of the Chicago terminals would necessitate
a considerable amount of new construction of facilities, such as
engine houses, ash pits, machine shops, water tanks, coaling stations and other equipment at transfer yards at the limits of comIt would be necessary to provide entirely
plete electrification.
new facilities at 18 such transfer points, while some facilities
exist at 15 other points which could be remodeled and enlarged.
In all, 54 yards would require some modifications of track arrangements to meet the new conditions imposed by electrification.
From a stud}' of operating conditions, it was determined that
approximately 2^/^ hours would be saved per passenger locomoFrom
tive daily by the shortening of the steam locomotive run.
a study of the scheduled requirements, it was considered possible
to reduce the number of steam locomotives required for this
Similarly 20 freight locomotives, 151 suburban
service bj' il
locomotives and 742 suburban passenger coaches would be released in addition to the 140 locomotives now required for transOn the basis of the infer service and 612 for yard service.
creased traffic and the increased amount of equipment thus
necessary to handle this traffic, on December 31, 1922, the release value of this equipment on that date would be $9,496,806.
The costs given above cover only the equipment necessary for
the electrical operation of the facilities included in the zone
under consideratioti with the normal growth which may be exFor operating reasons, many
pected up to December 31, 1922.
of the railroads would deem it expedient to extend the electrifica.

from the city, thus increasing the cost. Likeany improvement of this magnitude would precipitate other
betterment work, such as track elevation, which might otherwise

tion zone further

wise,

be deferred for a

number of

accordance with the classification of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Considering only the 2,400-volt d. c. and the 11,000volt a. c. systems, the effects on the expenditures for maintenance of way are negligible except for the item of buildings,

and grounds, for there is a heavy increase resulting
from the greater expenditures for the power house, substations
and other buildings required for electric operation.
The comparison of steam and electric locomotive repairs shows
fixtures

a reduction of over $700,000 in favor of the latter. In arriving
at this figure the cost per locomotive mile for repairs to steam
locomotives was ascertained from reports furnished by 25 roads
for a period of five years, the data furnished by these roads
being applied to the respective locomotive mileages of those
For comparative purposes, unit figures per locomotive
roads.
mile for electric locomotives were assumed as $0,055 for passen-

ger and freight locomotives, and $0,050 for yard and transfer
locomotives.

With the operation of multiple unit equipment for suburban
passenger service, it was estimated that 50 per cent of the present locomotive switching in connection with the handling of
suburban passenger trains would be eliminated, causing a reduction of nearly $27,000 in the transportation account for yard
conductors and brakemen, and $21,000 in the account for yard
enginemen.
The elimination of steam locomotives would, of
course, also remove all charges for fuel and water for locomotives.

Based upon reports furnished by the roads, it was determined
enginemen and firemen for suburban

that the average expense for

passenger locomotives in 1912 was 8.54 cents per locomotive mile.
The estimated expense of a motorman on suburban multiple
unit trains was fixed at 4.675 cents per mile, or $4.25 per hundred

was based on present
This

cars.

ON

OPEKATINC, COSTS

affected

introduce a

new system of operation over

Those roads with trackage
continue

all

all

Chicago would

would disThose operating beyond

use of steam loconmlix

es.

the proposed limits of electrification wouhl, however, contiiuie
to use steam locomotives outside the city

afUr

the electrification

had been accomplished in Chicago. The changes in operating
conditions which would lesult are of a three-fold character;
(1) Those incident to the introduction of electric operation on
trackage within the proposed limits of electrification; (2) those
incident to the operation of transfer stations at which a change
in motive ])ower wnuld \w made from steam to electric and vice
versa; (3) those resulting from the shortening of the steam
operated divisions

To
and

at

is

arrive at an accurate comparison of the cost inulcr steam

electric operation, the

commission analyzed the expenses

shown

in

$163,842

in

this

the following table

in

(Basis of

1012)

Acct.

No.

ItflM

3

Tics

(1

Roadway and

ice

crossings, fences, catllc
gnards anil signs
Signals and interlocking plants
Telegraph and telelihone lines.
IClcctrie [>ower tiansmission
llnildings, fixtnres and grnxmds
.

K(>

and

electric

Passenper

—

1

86

1

.

.

train

42,608
430,060

uV.iie

42,608
431,090
44,384
997,870
642,623

1,746,39.';

1. 036.852

1,036,8.12

207,313

67.041
168.000

.

Power

71

\'arii

.

.

enginemen
Engine honse expense

— yanL
Incontotivcs

for yard
W'.ilcr for yard

15

106,439

90,000

17,050

and

opcratiitn
.

l''nel

67,041
167,.'!

106,439

—

station

44.3.S4

080.710
642,623

locomotive

(iS

82

42.608

trailer-cars

niainlcnance of eimipment
^^'lrd ctnidnctors and lirakcmen

81

$463,183
243,663
240,740

operation and nniintcnance of etpiipment.

.Stilislations

)

470

80

11,000volt a. c.

$463,183
243,663
240,740

30,864

repairs
Midtiplc-tniit motor cars— -repairs
IClcdric Equipment of motor cars
repairs

47AI

7'.'

2,400volt d. c.

40.S.S12

repairs

A

311!
37

72
73
74

.Steam

$463,183
243,663
240,740

Crarle

]^}
31

track

Removal of sand, snow and

7

11

locomotives.

.

.

2.06.'i,827

.

."l'3',().i6

42,.S30
.

.

633,482
4,076.078
137,044

26,818
21,270
126,606

1

,932.894
2(1.818

21.270
126.60(.

Road

enginemen (steam) and
motortnen (electric) in slllnirban passenger service
Engine lionsc expense road...
I'^icl
for road locomotivca

Telegrapli

and

tittn

present terminating in Chicago.

of

.\NNa AI. 0I'1;K.\TING EXPENSE T-VDER Al-I-ECTED
ACCOUNTS, FOR STEAM AND FOR ELECTRIC OPERATION

electrified trackage.

entirely within the city

reduction

a

to

SUMMARY OF

16

electrification of the railway terminals of

equivalent

is

Based on figures furnished by the roads, showing enginehouse expenses for road locomotives per locomotive mile in
comparison with data for similar expenses on electrically-operated
roads, it was assumed that the expense chargeable to this account
for electric locomotives and electric multiple-unit motor cars
would be one-fifth of the present enginehouse expense involved
in caring for steam locomotives, showing a saving of over $525,000 in favor of electric equipment. A summarized comparison
of these accounts for steam and electric operation for the items

.Steatn

The

rates of

account.

l.'i

EFFIXTS

and terminal delay. This
pay of engineers on self-propelled

10 per cent for overtime

miles, with

13
14

years.

1127

Totals

telephottc

362.020

198.178

6.19,012

1

3

1

,082

108.178
131.982

1,206,178

opcrn*

117,373

209.589

213.789

$10,934,064

$7,355,771

$7,140,495

In slud>liig the elTect of the operation of transfer stations for
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it

these terminals, although a
value was also assigned for delay and damage incident to such
stops, this being fixed at 45 cents for passenger trains and $1.28
for freight trains. The cost of the operation of these terminals
as follows

Annum

Per

$30,000

handling supplies
Handling locomotives, supplying water, inspecting trains and
exchanging motive power, and maintaining tracks, contact sysIncreased cost of

1,126,587
45,900

tem and bonding
Telegraph and telephone operation at transfer stations
Delay and damage incident to stops at transfer stations

343,626
$1,546,113

Total

The

electrification of the railroad terminals of

have the

Chicago would

Where

effect of creating additional operating divisions.

the engine districts as now operated are short, this would have
the effect of creating constructive mileage. The conditions existing on the individual roads were considered to ascertain to

what extent this would be reflected in increased operating cost.
This was placed at $450,000. The estimated net operating result of electrification on the basis of the traffic of 1922 is shown
in the table below.

No. 25

By Elisha Lee
General

A

that involved in the operation of

was estimated

59,

SETTLING RAILROAD WAGES*

power from steam to electric and vice
was found that in 1912, 704 passenger trains and 488
freight trains would be required to stop at these transfer staThe principal expense would be
tions to change power daily.

the changing of motive
versa,

Vol.

Superintendent,

Baltimore

Philadelphia,

&

Washington.

serious problem confronts both the railroads and the public

a subject upon which much statesmanship must be
next few years if the problem is to be solved
It is a problem that you younger
to the credit of our nation.
men will have to wrestle with as citizens. I refer to the labor
problem and particularly the railroad labor problem.
The arbitrators between the locomotive engineers and the Eastern
railways, in 1912, gave a warning to which the public has been

today.

It is

expended

in the

They

singularly indifferent.

said

and the general
upon the policies
and the dictates of any particular group of men, whether employers or
employees, nor upon the determination of a group of employers and
employees combined. The public utilities of the nation are of such fundamental importance to the whole people that their operation must not
be interrupted, and means must be worked out which will guarantee

"The food and

clothing of our

the industries

people,

welfare of the nation, cannot be permitted to depend

the result."

Adjustment of working conditions has been considered a matof private concern affecting only employer and employed.
Yet the railway provides a service which is a necessity of the
entire people, and the interruption of this service would prove

ter

to be a national calamity.

Wage

increases are sooner or later

shifted to the shoulders of the people and the public's interest

ESTIMATED NET OPERATING RESULT OF ELECTRIFICATION

in

railway

(Basis of 1922)

far

itself

All Services

Increase

e

X

-

penses due to

the
Expense

under affected
a c c o unts
operafor

System of Traction

tion
within the proposed limIts of elec-

11,000-voIt a. c. overhead..
2,400-volt d. c. overhead..
600-voIt d.c. third rail..

statransfer
tions and to Net

the

reduced

steam

-

oper-

ated divisions

decrease

as

compared
with

the

cost of steam

operation,

immediately
beyond

is

$2,594,947
2,594,947
2,594,947

$2,336,693
2,056,834
644,349

increased reliability of service.

the standpoint of safety, electrification introduces an added

hazard, while

it

also permits the introduction of compensating

influences, with a net result so slight as to be negligible.

stated previously, the estimated cost of electrification

ACCOUNTING STATEMENT FOR DISCLOSING THE FINANCIAL
PRACTICABILITY OF ELECTRIFICATION
Annual Charges;
1.

Interest

2.
3.

Replacement of dissipated assets

Depreciation

Total

$8,906,362
7,808,278
231,796

charges

$16,946,436

Annual Revenues:

II.
I.

2.

Increase in net revenues

Indeterminate

far.

exist between

is

of the railway systems federation of the
in effect

idea of a united labor force in an undivided country, the
may well give heed and devote its best thought to a

its own interest in the outcome.
In recent negotiations and arbitration proceedings, among other
arguments, a demand for standardization has been more or less
vigorously pressed the same pay for the same work in the
same class of service, whether train operation is on single or
double track, in mountainous or level country, in branch or

—

main

line

service,

on

lines

frankly stated

of the

a

result of such standardization

wage

scale regardless of

is

in view.

to raise the lower

work performed or

obtained under

Results

But the

traffic.

is

and leaves the high spots plainly

leaders,

The

in

of heavy or light

standardization upward, as was very
recent controversy by one of the labor

standardization wanted

end

responsibility

such conditions

attained in a haphazard fashion and are attended by

on
the basis of a 11,000-volt a. c. system was $178,929,241. Applying
no depreciation to those accounts for alterations to bridges and
buildings, changes in line wires and changes in signals, and
allowing 4 per cent depreciation on power house and substation
equipment, and 5 per cent on rolling equipment, on the transmission and overhead contact system, and also on the new transfer and locomotive facilities, gives total depreciation charge of
The net result of electrification as determined by
$7,808,278.
the commission is, therefore, as follows

I.

has thus

and on others working agreements
two or three of the organizations. Faced by this

four brotherhoods

incurred.

SUMMARY
As

it

public

There are also certain indeterminate results of electrification
which should be considered, as, for instance, the increased capacity of those terminals which are now approaching their limit
under steam operation. The commission also stated that an-

From

supreme and should assert

is

than

consideration of

$14,214,283
9,282,644
9,562,502
10,974,987

other benefit to be expected

On many

the roads.

new

the

limits of electrification

trification

Steam

new

length of

effectively

At the present time we see very little in the papers about labor
movement on the railroads, but as a matter of fact the pot is
seething hot. A movement is now on foot to secure the association of all the train organizations in one united demand upon

op-

in

erating

controversies

labor

more

have been

much

dis-

crimination.

There has been

little

in the process

up to the present time

that could be designated as scientific, such questions often being

from the standpoint of immediate expediency.
solution of so perplexing a problem as that of the
relations of capital and labor is expected within the near future,

settled

No

final

but we should begin at once to give serious thought to the
whole question and thus lay the foundation for a larger participation on the part of the public in the settlement of disputes
in which its interest is paramount.

Do not understand me as criticizing the individual or the
great mass of railroad employees. I know of no finer body of
men generally than the employees of the railroads today. They
are hard-working, conscientious men, who are sincerely and devotedly doing their work. I would venture the guess that we
have very slight, if any, fault to find with 98 per cent of the
employees, and I am proud of the fact that it is my good

fortune to

work with them.

$2,336,693

bcncfi'ts

•From an address
Balance, annual deficit on investment.

$14,609,743

cember

9.

delivered at

Delaware College, Newark,

Del.,

De-

Powerful Pacific Type Locomotive for the
Exceeds All Previous Pacific Type Engines
Effort

and

is

Among

the

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently completed for
& Potomac two Pacific type loco-

the Richmond, Fredericksburg

motives which are the most powerful of their type in hauling
They have a
capacity thus far constructed by the builders.

Richmond, Fredericksburg

&

Builder
Cylinders, dia. and stroke, in
Driving wheels, dia, in
Boiler pressure, lb. per SCI. in
Heating surface, evaporating, sq.
Healing surface, superheater, sq.
Grate area, sq. ft

Weight on

drivers,

Weight, total engine,
Tractive effort, lb
*

P.

Baldwin.

26x28
68

200
4,205

ft

975

ft

These trains,
board Air Line and the Atlantic Coast Line.
especially during the winter tourist season, are frequently very
heavy, and are hauled at an average speed, including from two
Including the new
to six stops, of 36 to 42 miles an hour.

Pacific

Type Locomotive

engines, four classes of Pacific type locomotives have been built

for this service by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Compared
with the first of these, which were built in 1904, the new locomotives show an increase in tractive effort of 82 per cent.

C.&O.
A.L.Co.
27x28

80.3

TRACTIVE EFFORT

C.&O.

B.&O.

D.,L.&\V.

B'ldw'n.

B'ldw'n.

B'ldw'n

Lima.
25x28

25x30

27x28

24x32

69

73
185
3,786

74
205

200
3,982
955

3,936

879

833
70

59.6

53.8

'

191,000
312,600
46,600

42.000 LB.

C.C.&O.

69
185
4,478.8
991

66.7

188,000*
293,000*
47,400

lb
lb

166,200*
263,800*
43,400

179,900
282,000
44,000

176,900
280,300
46,000

Erie.

25x28

69

69

200

200

3.960
740
69
184,600
297,600
43,200

C.B.&Q.

B'ldw'n. B'ldw'n

27x28
74
180
3.364
751

3,966

879
58
184,300
281,600
43,200

58.7

169,700
266,400
42,200

Penn.
Penn.
27x28
80
205
4035.4
1153.9
70
305,000
200.000
41,845

Weights estimated.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
line

&

P.

in Tractive

COMPARISON OF RECENT PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVES EXERTING OVER
R. F.

&

Largest in Boiler Capacity

Potomac Heavy

tractive effort of 47,400 and a comparison of their principal
dimensions with those of several other large Pacific type locomotives exerting a tractive effort of about 42,000 lb. or over,
is given in the table.

R., F.

connecting the

is

The

a double-track

of Washington, D. C, and Richmond,
116 miles, and besides local traffic, the

cities

Va. The distance is
road handles all the through northern connections of the Sea-

in.

boiler

is

in outside

ring.

It is fitted

33

in

in.

of the extended wagon-top type, measuring 80

diameter

at the first ring

diameter by 13

in.

in

lieiglu.

-mil'-

Boiler of Iho Richmond, Fredericksburg

&

Potomac

and 89

in.

at the

dome

with a one-piece pressed steel dome, measuring

Pncific

Type Locomotive

The

longitudinal seams

>j,— 27-'_^^
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are welded at the ends and have a strength equal to 90 per cent

A

1131

The arrangement

of the running-boards and hand-rails

sug-

is

complete installation of flexible stay bolts
is used, and the front end of the firebox crown is supported by
three rows of Baldwin expansion stays. The firebox is carried
on expansion plates at the front and back, and the boiler barrel
is supported by waist sheets at three intermediate points.
A

gestive of the practice followed in certain parts of Continental
Europe. The hand-rails are placed outside the running-boards,

Security sectional arch, a 40-element Schmidt superheater and a

of the engine crew.
These locomotives,

of the solid plate.

Chambers

throttle valve are included in the boiler equipment.

The steam

distribution

is

controlled by "Jack Wilson" piston

driven by the Baker valve gear,
and the engines are equipped with the Lewis power reverse
gear, furnished by the Compensating Specialties Company, Rich14

valves,

in

in.

diameter,

mond, Va.

Graphite lubricators are applied to the steamchests.
Special material is used quite extensively in the construction
of these locomotives. The driving and engine truck axles are

Nikrome

steel is used for the main and
and the cross-head pins, and HuntSpiller metal for the cylinder and steam chest bushings, as well
as the piston and valve packing rings.
The main frames are of vanadium steel, S in. wide, each being
cast in one piece with a single front rail, and are spaced transversely 42 in. between centers.
The rear frames were fur-

of heat-treated

steel.

side rods, the crank pins

^i'jf^f^-

the total width over the latter being 10 ft. 3 in., and a flight
of steps leads from the running-boards to the front bumper.
This arrangement adds materially to the convenience and safety

steam

far built.

owing

to

their

high tractive effort and

the most notable of their type thus
Their leading dimensions are given in the following

capacity, are

among

table

General Data
4 ft- 8K= *"•
••.•• •..Passenger
Bituminous coal

Gage
Service
Py,.]

TractiVe' 'effort

.....'.'.

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender
Wheel base, driving

Wheel
Wheel

base, total
base, engine

oil'n^a Ik"
fSS'XXX ?•
'??'2„2 ]r

ihxS. Ir
in

.iS'SSn !r
472,UUU ID.

working order

•

•

••

-tS

t

\4

^io
'2

and tender

tt.

it.

"
in.

Ratios

on drivers -H tractive effort
.••••
tractive effort
Total weight
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -^ equivalent heating surface
area.
Equivalent heating
_...^ surface* -^ grate
^
Firebox lieating surface H- equivalent heating surface," per cent
Weight on drivers -^ equivalent heating surface*
Total weight -^ equivalent heating surface*
Volume both cvlinders
Equivalent heating surface* ^ vol. cylinders
Grate area X vol. cylinders

Weight

3.96
§.18
5.69
85.0

^

.

.

4.1

33.2

-i" ^
1/-2 <:""
329.4
3.9

Cylinders

Kind

^y---; S'??'^

Diameter and stroke

26

in.

by 28

in.

Valves

"Jack Wilson" Piston

Kind

14

Diameter

in.

Wheels

;•;•••

Driving, diameter over tires
Driving journaLs, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

in.

S'/a

Boiler

200

230. Z^' Tubes

40. S^'FTues

20'e''Lonff

Tubes and llues, length
Heating surface, lubes and flues
Heating surface, arch tubes

Cross Sections of the Boiler

Commonwealth

Steel Company, and arc cast in
back foot-plate, trailing truck pedestals,
This
radius-bar cross-tic and other projections and braces.
constitutes an elaborate casting, with an over-all length of 15 ft.

nishcd

the

liy

one piece

4^

in.

and

is

It

with

the

has a slab

fit

in recesses

formed

secured to the latter on each side

liy

in the

main frames,

13 horizontal bolts,

each 1J4 in. in diameter. Throughout the greater part of its
length on each side this casting has a Z-section with walls 12
transverse brace is placed over
in. deep and V/t in. thick.

114^
Tube,
5 in.; sides,

by

Wagon

top

per sq.
80
'" "V ^^'/i

in.
in.

Style

Working pressure
Outside diameter of first ring
Firebox, length and width
Firebox plates, thickness
Front,
Firebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter

lb.

54 in.; others,

H

?"•
in..

Ayi in.; back, 4VS
230 2J4
40
5J^
20 ft. 6
3,942 sq.

in.
jn.
in.
in.

31 sq.

ft.

—
—

232

Heating surface, firebox
Heating surf.ace, total
Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

!"•
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
14 in.

^|
ll'A •"• by 13
11J4 in. by 13
......33
6 in. by 10
^2

sq.

ft.

It.

sq.ft.

•',205

975

sq. ft.
5,667.5 sq. ft.
66.7 sq. ft.

Tender

Weight

1

Wheels, diameter
.Tournals, diameter and length

6

79,000 lb.
.33 in.

by

11

10,000

Water capacity
Coal

in.

•Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

total

evaporative heating surface

in.
gal.

tons

15

capacity

+

1.5

A

the rear truck pedestals.

The

valve motion bearer and waist-sheet cross-tie, the latter being

a broad

placed

casting

driving-wheels.

The

between the main and rear pairs of

front and main driving pedestals arc also

transversely braced, the brace at the front pedestal being used
as a fulcrum

rear truck

is

being prevented from moving laterally by the truck jiedestals.
The Jiedestals on eacli side are fitted with renewable wearing
plates 3/16 in. thick.

There

is

no cross-connection

in the driv-

ing equalization system, as the driving and truck journals arc
in

line

and the equalizers between the rear drivers and

trailer connect directly with the spring hangers.

The following is the
Commerce Commission

tin-

full

text of the report of the Interstate

matter of alleged rebates to the
United Stales Steel Corporation:
On February 2. 1914. the Senate of the I'nitcd States p;issed
in the

the following resolution
Kesolverl,

for the driving-brake shaft.

of the Rushton type, with inside jdiniials.
In this design the truck swing links are pinned to a pair of
yokes which constitute part of the e(|ualization system, the yokes

The

NO STEEL CORPORATION REBATES

holes for the trailer truck radius-

bar pin, equalizing beam pins, etc., are bushed.
The main frames are braced transversely l)y the guide yoke,

That

.piested to coiiihiel

hereby rcis
lulerslalc Coinnierec rominission
the
an cx.iinination and inquiry for the purpose of ascertain-

ing whether the I'nileil .Stales Steel Corporalion, or any of its sulisiiliarics,
has been guilty of giving or receiving any unlawful rebates, offsets, or preflast six years; and if said commission finds
such unlawful reliales. offsets, or preferences have been given or received, then Ihe commission is dirccieil to report the dales nnil amotinta
thereof to the Senate for its information.

erences, especially within the
that

Shortly after a copy of the resolution had reached lis the
mission, by appropriate order instituted an investigation-

com-

for Ihe purpose of ascertaining whether Ihe t'nilc<I .Slates Sleel Corporaany of its subsidiaries, has hen guilty of giving or receiving »ny

tion, or
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unlawful

rebates, offsets, or preferences, especially within the last six
years; and to report the dates and amounts thereof to the Senate for its
information in case the commission finds that such unlawful rebates, offsets,

or preferences have been given or received.
It appears that one David H. Lamar and one William H.
Green had claimed to be in possession of information showing
violations of law on the part of the steel corporation through the
receipt by it of secret rebates amounting to millions of dollars,
and it is understood that the resolution of the Senate was based
upon their representations. It further appears that Mr. Lamar
had previously made similar intimations to a member of this
commission and had inquired whether the commission would
undertake an investigation and permit him to direct the form
and manner in which it should be carried on. He was advised
that upon being put in possession of any definite information of
any such violation of law it would be the duty of the commission
to investigate, but that it would do so only in its own w-ay,
pursuing such course as the facts disclosed might require. Repeated efforts having failed to elicit any statement from Mr.
Lamar in support of his assertions, further conference with him
was declined.
After the passage of the resolution by the Senate and after
the order of investigation had been entered by the commission,
Mr. Lamar and Mr. Green were requested at a personal conference with a member of the commission to state the facts
within their knowledge so that the scope of the investigation
might be outlined by the commission and affirmatrve steps taken,
through public hearings and by the commission's examiners, to
ascertain whether any unlawful rebates and preferences had been
received by the steel corporation or by any of its subsidiary
companies. But they declined to reveal their information except
at a public hearing.
They were accordingly served with subpoenas and a public hearing was had on March 3, 1914, Mr. Green
being first sworn and called as a witness. The questions put to
him at once developed the fact that he had not been a student
of transportation matters
that he had attended some of the
hearings before the so-called Stanley committee of the House
of Representatives, the report of which he had read that he had
also read reports of the bureau of corporations and of this commission in which matters relating to the steel corporation were
considered; that he had also examined the record in the government's suit to dissolve the steel corporation but that he had
no independent information, or indeed any information respecting the affairs of the steel corporation and its subsidiaries that
was not already of public record in one form or another. Having referred during his testimony to an individual who was in
possession of facts not heretofore known, he at first declined to
name him, but being required to state who he was he finally
named Mr. Lamar.
Mr. Lamar was then called as a witness and, being put under
oath, was subjected to examination as to his information about
;

;

;

the relations of the steel corporation with the railroads of the
country. His testimony shows that he knew nothing that was

known to the public, and that such informahad was of a perfunctory and superficial nature and
had been derived from reading the reports of various public
bodies, and especially of this commission, in which the affairs
not already generally
tion as he

of the steel corporation are discussed. He named several of the
subsidiaries of the steel corporation and asserted that "offsets,"

by which

from the
dends on

it

understood he meant rebates, had been received

is

carriers by the steel corporation in the
its

form of diviholdings of stock in these companies, the stock being

based, as he asserted, upon an entirely fictitious valuation.
In Pittsburgh Steel Co. v. L. S. & M. S. Ry. Co., 27 I. C. C,
173; Vulcan Iron Works Co. v. A., T. & S. F. Ry. Co., 27 I. C.
C, 468; Industrial Railways case, 29 I. C. C, 212, 32 I. C. C,
129; Coal and Oil Investigation, 31 I. C. C, 193; Lum v. G. N.

Ry. Co., 33

I.

C.

Southern R. R.

C,

541

Co., 32

;

I.

corporation to various of

and Joint Rates with the Birmingham

C, 110, the relations of the steel
subsidiary railroad and steamship
a matter of public record.
An even

C.
its

companies have been made
more complete record of all such facts has been made

in

the
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proceeding by the government, heretofore mentioned, in which
it was sought to dissolve the United States Steel Corporation
under the so-called anti-trust law. United States v. United States
Steel Corporation, 223 Fed., 55.
The commissioner of corporations has also made an extended investigation, the results
of which are incorporated in three printed volumes entitled "Report of the Commissioner of Corporations on the Steel Industry."
The commission comes into constant contact with the records
and accounts of railroads and other public carriers through its
examiners of accounts, and has reason to believe that there is no
basis for the allegation that wholesale rebates have been paid
to the steel corporation during the period of six years mentioned
apparently in alleging that "offsets" and rein the resolution
bates have been received by the steel corporation during that
period the witnesses mentioned had in mind the dividends on the
stock of the numerous subsidiary railroad and steamship lines
owned by it, and as to this all the facts have been ascertained
and are accessible in the various public records just mentioned.
Under these circumstances we venture to believe that the resolution of the Senate is sufficiently complied with for all practical
purposes by the reference to those investigations in connection
with the foregoing statement. (36 I. C. C, 559.)
;

THE LABOR DEPARTMENT AND THE
ROADS
By W.

RAIL-

L. Stoddard

Washington, December

14,

191S.

Hardly a branch of the Federal Government fails to come
Congress legisinto some sort of contact with the railroads.
lates for or against

them, the courts decide their cases, a special

commission adjusts their rates and values their property, a postmaster general negotiates for payment to them for carrying

arm of the executive plans for the utilization
of the roads in case of war, and this week along comes Secretary of Labor Wm. B. Wilson with several suggestions about
the railroads which show that their functions are appreciated
mails, the military

from the head of the President's cabinet table down to the foot.
During the last fiscal year, no less than six important railroad cases were adjusted through the mediators of the Labor
Department. These cases were those of the freight clerks of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford, the car builders of the
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, the shopmen of the
Seaboard Air Line Railwaj', the shopmen of the Kansas City
Terminal Railway, the clerks of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
and the terminal clerks of the Southern Railway. In the first
named

instance

it

is

interesting to

settlement with the railroad and

know

its

that besides effecting a

freight clerks, the

commis-

sioners of mediation, at the request of the railroad company,

brought about an arrangement with the officials and employees
of the New England Steamship Company whereby conferences
are to be had between the company and its clerks over any
future differences that may arise between them.
Commenting on this work. Secretary Wilson declares that it
has "furnished further proof of the value of the act of Congress
under which the department operates in behalf of industrial
In administering this authority I have regarded
peace.
it as contemplating a development of diplomatic duties with reference to labor disputes analogous to those of the Department

...

of State with reference to international controversies."
Secretary Wilson is not content with recounting history he
has a new scheme which involves the railroads.
This is to

—

secure from Congress an authorization such that the Interstate
Commerce Commission may charge "exceptional rates of rail-

road fare" so as to enable the department to place the unemployed in emplo)Tnent, particularly in the harvest fields.
According to the plan as outlined at considerable length, the idea
is that if low railroad rates could be secured, it would be possible to ship large groups of workers to the grain belt at the
season

when they

are most needed there.

The department

uses

the phrase, "labor vacations" to describe the excursions which

December
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wishes to inaugurate for the relief of the harvest labor situaAn experiment would have been made this year, it seems,
but for the expense of transportation.
"Inasmuch as railroads," says the Secretary, "can not give
special rates to this department for the promotion of its labordistribution work without thereby making those rates universal,
the department found it impossible to arrange for transporting
workers on practicable terms, no matter how willing the railroads
themselves might have been to co-operate. This is one of the
reasons the departrnent is asking in its recommendations for an
amendment to the interstate commerce law enabling the commission in its discretion to approve such special arrangements
as the department may find it possible to make between itself
and railroad companies for the transportation of workers under

the use of four-wheel trucks under, say, 98 per cent of the
heavy passenger locomotive tenders in this country.
Axle loads as high as 45,000 lb. are permitted on passenger
tenders, yet when we design a passenger car it is with fear and

charge or guidance."
It is expected that a bill will be introduced into Congress embodying the department's suggestions.
Also of interest to the railroads in the Labor Department's

resistance

it

tion.

ofiicial

its

report

is

the request for legislation for the utilization of large

areas of land hitherto held by the land-grant railroads, but now,
under a decision of the Supreme Court, about to return to the
Government. This decision both empowered and obligated Congress to treat with the land-grant railroads regarding the terms
of the restoration of the very extensive tracts said to be easily
available for farming.
In these areas the Labor Department
sees a possible outlet for the unemployed, and to this end quite
an elaborate scheme has been drawn up, the fundamental idea

being to stimulate "back-to-the-Iand"
of congestion in the
homesteading.

Up

cities

movement

for the relief

and for the revival of the old era of

Congress has given little promise
any legislation at all,
till after the Christmas recess.
Not much hope is held out by
leaders at the Capitol for any enactments except appropriations
and national defense bills. Some incline to make an exception
of the Administration's shipping bill. But in general it is true
that few believe that even a small percentage of the many departmental suggestions and recommendations will be considered
by Congress with the attention that they deserve.
The personnel of the three Senate Committees which have to
do with railroads, as announced early this week, is as follows
On Railroads Messrs. Phelan (chairman) Reed, Smith, of
Arizona; Williams, Smith of South Carolina; Lewis, Oliver,
Norris, Goff, du Pont, and Clark of Wyoming.
On Pacific Railroads Messrs. Brandegee (chairman) Callinger, McCumber, Jones, Townsend, Shively, Reed, Stone, Johnson of South Dakota, Robinson and Thomas.
Messrs. Newlands (chairman)
On Interstate Commerce
Smith of South Carolina, Pomerene, Myers, Robinson, Saulsbury,
that

to the present writing

it

will tackle railroad legislation, or

:

;

:

;

:

;

Thompson, Lewis, Gore, Underwood, Clapp, Cummins,
Lippitt, Townsend, La FoUette and Poindexter.

Oliver,

FOUR-WHEEL TRUCKS FOR PASSENGER CARS
The paper on four-wheel trucks for passenger cars, which was
presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers last week by Roy V. Wright, was dis-

An abstract of the paper appeared
Railway Age Gazette of December 3, 191 S, page 1055. Extracts from the more important parts of the discussion follow:
C. D. Young, Pennsylvania Railroad. -The r.iilroads have
been too prone in recent years to use six-wheel trucks, based
upon their experience with wooden trucks. Due to the flexure
in these trucks, it was necessary to go to the six-vviiccl truck,
simply on account of the wheel load. Obviously, as far as cost,
and probably maintenance, is concerned, due to the fewer parts,
cussed by several members.

in the

the four-wheel truck

vided
steel

will

it

gives

truck,

I

is

preferable to the six-wheel truck, proservice.
With the advent of the

satisfactory
believe that

materially

increased.

The

total weight of the car whicli
on the four-wheel truck can be

the

be satisfactorily carried

practicability

of

this

is

proved by

trembling that we put 31,000 lb. on the same axle.
In order to ascertain what effect on the train's resistance the
two extra axles of the six-wheel truck would have we made

dynamometer car on

three round trips each, with a

a ten-car

using four-wheel trucks, and a ten-car train using sixwheel trucks, the car bodies being the same in both trains.
The difference in total weight per car was due entirely to the
train,

'

difference in weight of the trucks, the cars with six-wheel trucks
weighing 66 tons and those with four-wheel trucks weighing 59

The

tons.

vehicles.

resistance

tests

indicated that the only material difference in

was due entirely to the difference in weight of the
With the cars in question we would have the same
in 13 cars with six-wheel trucks as would be offered

with four-wheel trucks.
of the clasp brake outlined in the paper was
the result of observation of the clasp brakes used on the Philadelphia & Reading. They were tested in 1912, a complete report

by 14

cars,

The development

of the tests already having been

of Mechanical Engineers by

Air Brake Company.*

The

made

to the

American

Societj'

W.

Dudley, of the Westinghouse
single shoe brake had a total weight
S.

per car, and the movable parts weighed 3,084 lb.
clasp brake had a total weight of 4,433 lb. per car, the mova-

of 3,682

The

lb.

weighing 2,852

showing an increase

weight
a decrease
in the weight of the movable parts of the clasp brakes of 8 per
It was developed in our brake tests that it was desirable
cent.
to have as low weight in the moving parts of the brake rigging
as possible, to overcome the effect of inertia, for obviously the
heavier the moving parts the more inertia and the longer time
it takes to get full braking pressure at the wheel with a given
pressure in the cylinder. By reducing the weight of the parts of
the clasp brake we therefore have the right to expect that we
develop the full braking power slightly quicker than we do on
ble parts

lb.,

in total

of the clasp brakes of 24 per cent., whereas there

is

the single-brake car.

At

sixty miles an hour, with

power,

the

clasp

brake car

per cent nominal braking

125

made

a

stop in the brake shoe
808 feet, which I believe is the shortest stop ever made
on a passenger car under that braking power. The corresponding
length of stop with single shoes is about 1,250 feet, showing
a distinct gain in the length of stop by the use of two shoes
tests in

per wheel, with an increase in the total weight of the brake
rigging of only about 24 per cent.

The use

of the clasp brake

is economical in shoe brake mahave recently made a series of road tests of brake
shoes, considering the wear under single and clasp brake conditions.
On the five different runs on which the test was made
the clasp brake shows a saving in brake shoe material of about
30 per cent as compared with the single brake.
S. G. Thomson.— The Philadelphia & Reading has had one
hundred cars equipped with clasp brakes in service for a number of years. The brake is very highly efficient; the stops with
the clasp brake seem to be very much shorter than where the

terial.

We

higher pressures are used to get nearly equal braking power.
G. R. Henderson.— It is well known that the Pennsylvania
track is nearly perfect and it is a question whether the Pennsylvania four-wheel passenger trucks would give s.itisfactory
service on average track with the loads which they now carrj'.
The abandonment of the equalizers accounts for considerable

saving in weight, as the equalizers and spring scats arc quite
massive for heavy cars. It is still the practice of many roads
to use equalizers under tenders of passenger locomotives and
also under high speed electric cars, and it is an interesting
question as to just how far we can go in abandoning fhcin and
still not interfere
with the comfort of the passengers.
The
condition of the track is a very important factor and should
not be overlooked when considering this question.
•Sec Kailxvay Age Cattlte. Kclinmry
20,

1914,

|>.ige

352.

li,

1014, page Jll; also Fcbruarv
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Six-wheel trucks have been developed more generally in the
West than in the East and it is only in recent years that their
use has become general on ordinary passenger coaches. I desire
to speak particularly with

reference to passenger coaches, not

sleeping cars or diners or heavy weight cars.
Some of the reasons why the six-wheel truck was applied
to cars which would be considered quite light today were that
from 60-Ib. to 70-lb. rails with very light gravel ballast, in some
cases nothing but giunbo ballast, were used, and further because
of the use of cast-iron wheels. At one time the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul was using cast-iron wheels even on parlor
cars, these wheels being considered absolutely safe under six-

wheel trucks, but not under four-wheel trucks.
Under ordinary conditions of service there is no justification
for a six-wheel truck under a suburban car, and yet there are
a great number of suburban cars which are running on sixwheel trucks. I will go further. I have never yet seen a 70ft. car of the ordinary passenger coach type where the sixwheel truck was justified with the track we have today.
The following instance is given because of its bearing upon
On a certain railroad, where,
the difficulty from hot boxes.

from the weight point of view, the S in. by 9 in. journal was
perfectly satisfactory, and they were maintaining their journals
They
in good shape, they were having trouble from hot boxes.
substituted the next larger

from hot boxes.

An

M.

C. B. axle,

and

still

had trouble

analysis of the situation brought out the

fact that with the new form of high-speed brake the pressure
with one shoe per wheel was such that it caused the brass to
When the
tilt and prevented the proper contact on the journal.
clasp brake was applied no trouble was experienced with the
5 in. by 9 in. journal.
Mr. Pomeroy presented data showing the weights of a number of typical four-wheel and six-wheel trucks, the former vary-

per car for 5 in. by 9 in. journals, to 31,400
in. by 10 in. journals and the latter varying
from 41,200 lb. to 45,900 lb. per car. Using an average weight
of 27,000 lb. per car for the four-wheel trucks he called attention
to the saving in weight which could have been effected on a

ing from 26,400
lb.

per car for

lb.

5^

number of coaches with six-wheel trucks now

in

service,

had

four-wheel trucks been used.

—

-We made some tests on the Atlantic City
S. G. Thomson.
Railroad to determine the cause of hot boxes in very high speed
service, up to 80 or 90 miles an hour on some parts of the road.
took some temperature readings of the boxes and were led
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each and the Commonwealth trucks, which we now use, weigh
Both types of trucks have clasp brakes, with
17,000 lb. each.

beams across the truck.
The trucks we made our
S. G. Thomson.

—

test

on were not

the ones with the springs over the journal boxes, although that
type has given us more trouble than the other type.

INCREASES ALLOWED IN WESTERN PASSENGER

FARES
The

Interstate

Commerce Commission,

in

given

a decision

out last Monday, holds that the carriers in western territory have
justified certain increases in their interstate passenger fares,
but the increases approved are not as great as those proposed.

The

I. C. C. 1 and is rendered "by the
commission's findings are as follows
The carriers are allowed to increase from 2 cents to 2.4
Wisconsin, the
ecnts a mile their interstate fares in Illinois
upper peninsula of Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri north of the Missouri river and in Kansas on and north

decision appears in 37

commission."

Briefly, the

;

of the main line of the Union Pacific from Kansas City to the
Colorado state line. The tariffs had proposed rates of 2^ cents.

In Missouri south of the Missouri river and in Kansas south
of the Union Pacific, an increase from 2 cents to 3 cents a
mile is not found justified, but a rate of 2.6 cents is allowed.
Proposed increased fares from points in the territorj' in which
these fares are authorized to points on the main lines of the
carriers in California, Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas are held
not justified in those instances where such proposed increases
result in higher fares than would be obtained by using for the
construction of such fares the bases now authorized in Michiigan,

Illinois,

Wisconsin, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,

and Missouri, and a basis of 2y2 cents a mile in the states of
North and South Dakota, and a basis of 3 cents a mile in the
states south and west thereof.
Proposed increased charges for mileage tickets in the territory north of the Missouri river in Missouri and on and north
of the main line of the Union Pacific in Kansas to 2%, cents a
mile, and in territory south of the Missouri River in Missouri
and the main line of the Union Pacific Railroad in Kansas to
2J/2 cents a mile are found justified.
Proposed increased fares from points in Michigan, upper peninsula

;

Illinois,

Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Missouri

We

and Kansas, to points

to believe that there

was not much of a film of oil between the
journals and brasses. The trains would come into the terminal

the construction of such fares by the use of the bases herein
found reasonable and the use of the existing fares in eastern

with the boxes almost at the flashing point. In the rush season
we had to turn these trains back on the reverse trip at once,

territory are held to be justified.

and no doubt the accumulated heat in the wheels and journals
had something to do with the hot boxes on the way back. We
ran these trains sometimes six trips during a day and occasionally
the boxes would heat up, without any apparent reason, having
had careful attention at both ends of the route on all trips. The
cars were all-steel, weighing about 118,000 lb., and in my judgment were about at the limit for the four-wheel truck for that
speed.
We took the same cars on our New York division,
where we have a couple of stops, and do not run at such high
speeds, and they gave us no trouble whatever. The speed seems
to be a factor in the question of using the four-wheel truck, and
when our last cars were designed we considered very seriously
the use of six-wheel trucks.

We

concluded to stick to the fourwheel truck and have done so with fairly good results.
G. W. Rink (C. R. R. of N. J.).— I would like to ask Mr.
Thomson whether it was with the type of truck with the springs
directly over the journal boxes that the trouble with hot boxes

We had a few cars built with trucks of that type,
and eventually went to the one-piece Commonwealth truck, because of trouble from hot bearings.
On the trucks without
equalizers, having the coil springs placed directly over the jouroccurred.

is a tendency for the boxes to tilt and bind in
the pedestal, producing uneven distribution of bearing pressure
and wearing the box flanges. These trucks weighed 15,200 lb.

nal boxes, there

in states east thereof,

which

result

from

The increased tariffs were filed to become effective on or about
March 1, 1915, but were suspended until June 29, 1915, and subsequently resuspended until December 29, 1915.

may be considered as in large part complementary
Western Rate Advance Case, 35 I. C. C, 497.*
To the 41 roads concerning which testimony was developed by
the carriers in the freight case there were added six other roads,
the Great Northern, Northern Pacific, Union Pacific, Toledo,
Peoria & Western, Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and the Texas
Midland, and one road, the Chicago, Indiana & Southern,
has been eliminated, for the reason that interstate fares on this
Some of the railroads inline have been recently increased.
This case

to the 1915

cluded in the 46 roads or systems lie largely or wholly without
the territory in which the increases in basing fares are sought.
In the decision considerable attention is paid to the data used
in

the

Western freight

rate

decision,

the

figures

for

the 41

roads being revised for the 46 roads and reference being made
Increase in cost of operato the roads in group in particular.
tion and decrease in income for the past 12 j'ears are set forth.
The evidence of both carriers and protestants is adduced to
show an increase in the ratio of operating expenses to operating
revenue, a rising scale of taxes and diminished compensation
for service as measured by the average return per ton-mile or
the average return per passenger-mile.
•Abstracted in the Railiray

Age Gacctlc

of

August

13, 1915,

page 285.
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SEPARATION OF EXPENSES BETWEEN FREIGHT AND PASSENGER

The separation of maintenance of equipment, transportation
and traffic expenses, as between passenger and freight, presents
no insurmountable difficuhies. The separation of the expenses
incident to the maintenance of way and structures, however,
The weight and length of freight trains necesis more difficuU.
sitate a certain degree of compactness of roadbed, weight of
rail, strength and stability of bridges, culverts and other strucThe weight and speed of passenger trains have also
tures.
necessitated in the interest of safety a higher degree of excellence

as

indicated

in

the

strengthening

of

track

structures,

and a certain higher degree of upkeep of the track and structures,
while both alike have induced the installation of block signals.
The maintenance of way and structures expenses are large and
form a great proportion of the total expenses. * * * -po this
problem a large part of the testimony of both carriers and
protestants has been directed.

One of the interrogatories sent out by the commission inquired as to methods used by each carrier in the separation of
passenger and freight expenses. The carriers were invited to
make this apportionment for 1913 and 1914. Replies were received from 32 carriers making the apportionment for 1914; and
28 also made the apportionment for 1913.
shall discuss first the method proposed by the carriers
for the apportionment of these expenses. The commission here
reproduces pages 67 and 68 of Exhibit No. 1 filed by L. E.

We

Wettling,

who was

a witness for the carriers in this case as

WETTLING EXHIBIT

NO.

I,

46

ROADS
freight

Per cent
passenger

56.23
66.90

43.77
33.10

54.89
66.62

45.11
33.38

56.74
66.97

43.26
33.03

63.17
68.26

36.83
31.74

58.62
67.35

41.38
32.65

57.93
67.22

42.07
32.78

Per cent
Operating expenses
Basis

1:

Maintenance of way and structures
Total operating expenses
Basis II:
Maintenance of way and structures
Total operating expenses
Basis III:
Maintenance of way and structures
Total operating expenses
Basis IV:
Maintenance of way and structures
Total operating expenses
Basis V:
Maintenance of way and structures
Total operating expenses
Basis VI:
Maintenance of way and structures
Total operating expenses

The
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compare closely with the results obtained by the
This basis
3, shown on the same exhibit.
proposed the division of the maintenance of way and structures
expenses between passenger and freight in the proportion which
upon

this basis

use of basis No.

the revenue passenger train-miles bear to the revenue freight
This basis may be said to rest in the main on the
assumption that these expenses should be divided according to

train-miles.

It does not directly take
is made of the track.
account of the fact that passenger trains move faster than
freight trains, nor does it take account of the fact that freight
trains are heavier and longer than passenger trains.
Basis No. 4 is an attempt to separate these expenses between
passenger and freight upon the proportion existing between

the use that

the direct train costs as represented by repairs to locomotives,
fuel, water, lubricants and supplies for trains and the wages of

enginemen and trainmen.
Basis No. 5 is the same as the engine ton-mile basis except
that it includes a proper proportion of switch or yard engine
ton-miles, while basis No. 6 is the average of the five foregoing bases.
But little testimony was directed to support basis 4. Bases
2, 3 and 5 were criticised by protestants upon the ground that
the results thereby reached vary so widely from the division
of the expenses which are directly allocated. It may be said
that practically all of the maintenance of equipment, transportation, traffic and general expenses are either directly allocated
or no material difference of opinion appears to exist concerning
their proper division.
These expenses assignable to the passenger service are approximately 30 per cent of the total expense
included in these three divisions, while on the revenue trainmile or the locomotive ton-mile method the amount of expenses
of maintenance for ways and structures assignable to the
passenger service is usually more than 40 per cent of the
of these expenses.

total

It

is

asserted that these unallocated

expenses of maintenance of way and structures should be divided
between passenger and freight upon some basis which more nearly accords with the known ratio that exists between the other expenses
We are not prepared to approved in its entirety

any of the methods offered.
The protestants through their witnesses, Hillman and Warren,
have made a division of the operating expenses for 1913 and
1914 on the Chicago & North Western and a number of other
roads. Six different bases are presented. The first method uses

table herewith gives the several

the product of the total weight of passenger trains multiplied

bases used in the apportionment and the resulting per cents for

by the distance moved as compared with the proditct of the total
weight of freight trains times the distance moved. This method
assumes the proper relation between these expenses to be due
solely to the weight and distance moved.
In other words, the
total tons moved 1 mile in a passenger train is compared with
the total tons moved 1 mile in a freight train.
The second
method is the locomotive ton-mile method as used by the carriers and heretofore explained.
The third method is called the
locomotive tractive power method the sum of the products of
the tractive powers of the locomotives used in the passenger
service multiplied by the number of miles moved is compared
with the result obtained by a like computation for the freight
service.
Inasmuch as the tractive powers of locomotives are

well as in the freight case.

expenses respectively.
The first basis shown is that ordinarily used by these carriers
in the division of maintenance of way expense accounts for

maintenance and

total operating

own purposes. Basis 2 rests on the claim that the greater
speed of the passenger trains creates a greater degree of wear
upon the track and other structures. Inasmuch as this greater
their

speed necessitates more power it is asserted that the weights of
locomotives bear some direct relation to both
the weight and the speed of the trains they draw. The locomotive ton-mile therefore to a certain extent measures the work

the passenger

done by the engines in each class of service, and the wear
on track and structures. There is, however, a large proportion of
the expenses incident to the maintenance of way and structures
that is influenced only to a small extent and certain expenses
are not influenced at all by the weight and speed of the trains
The action of the elements and
that pass over the track.
deterioration of materials will go on whether trains pass over
the tracks or not.
It is uncertain how much of any particular
item of expense is due to action of the elements and how
much to wear. Various assumptions are indulged, as that 60,
70 or 80 per cent of such expenses are due to action of the
elements and the remainder to wear.
These assumptions rest
on uncertain ground.
The testimony of a number of operating and accounting oflicers of long experience supports the locomotive ton-mile method
as in their judgment the most logical and practical method for
the division of these expenses.

The

results of apporliontnonts

;

nearly
this

proportional

method

in

to

their

weights,

the

results

most instances arc not materially

derived

different

by

from

those derived by the locomotive ton-mile method.

The fourth method
these
total

common

is

called the car-mile

method

;

it

divides

expenses on the ratio that exists between the

passenger car-miles and the

total

The fifth method proceeds to make
of some of these expenses one part
proportion of the total expenses

due

freight car-miles.

certain assumptions that

constituting an assmned

of the elements
and the balance is due to wear. The expense due to wear is
distril)utr(l upon a gross ton-mile basis and expense due to
weather is distrilnitcd on a car-mile basis.
is

to action

The sixth method entertains the same presumptions as to the
amount due to wear and weather of the various items and
proceeds to distriliute the wear on a gross ton-mile basis as in
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the fifth method, but the expense due to weather is distributed
upon a net ton-mile basis.
Herewith is shown the results of the application of these
six methods to the maintenance of way and structures expenses
on the Chicago & North Western for 1913. The total amount of
these maintenance of

way and

structures expenses for 1913

was

$11,501,186.
Protestants: assignment of

N.

M.

expenses to l>assenger service, C.

IV.

&

IV., 1913.

Portion charged
tb passenger service. Per cent.
Me'.hod of assignment.
28.68
$3,299,072
Gross weight basis
40.58
4,666,768
Locomotive ton-mile basis
41.04
4,719,703
Locomotive tractive power basis
21.52
2,475,570
Car-mile basis
24.10
Wear on gross ton-mile, weather on car-mile basis....... 2,771,701
17.05
1,961,269
Wear on gross ton-mile, weather on net ton-mile basis.
.

Out of

.

a total of $45,158,736 for transportation,

traffic,

and

maintenance of equipment expenses for the year 1913 there was
assigned to the passenger business on the gross weight basis
Approximately the same propor$13,258,743, or 29.34 per cent.
of the expenses under these three general accounts was
assigned to the passenger business under the remaining five methods.
There was no material difference of opinion between carriers and Protestants regarding the division of expenses in these
tion
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method that should ultimately be used for the division of
maintenance of way and structures expenses between passenger
and freight.
The objections that may be urged against the
direct charge method are known and appreciated.
From the 32 carriers which in answer to our interrogatories
supplied information concerning methods of division of expenses
between passenger and freight for 1914 we have eliminated those
whose lines lie wholly or almost entirely without the territory
There are 20 of
in which the principal increases are proposed.
these railroads whose lines lie in territory which would be diFor the purposes of
rectly affected by the proposed increases.
this case the divisions furnished by carriers of all of the operating expenses have been used except those due to maintenance of
way and structures. The maintenance of way and structures expenses have been divided between passenger and freight upon the
(A table
basis of the allocated train expenses named above.
showing the results of this method for each of the 20 roads involved and a comparison of these results with the results of the
division furnished by the carriers for the year 1914 has been
prepared. The totals cover 20 roads which operate 80,159 miles
the

of line.)

nance of way and structures expenses as to the average passenger train, say 6 cars, although the service performed by track
and structures in carrying the passenger train may be as great
or nearly as great as that performed in carrying the freight

The record does not indicate what proportion of the total
maintenance of way and structures expenses are due to the
upkeep of yards, but it is easy to determine how the results
shown in the above table are affected by dividing these yard
maintenance expenses upon the basis of the direct yard costs.
Let it be assumed, for example, that 10 per cent of the maintenance of way and structures expenses were incurred in the
upkeep of the yards. It follows then that the correct formula
representing the per cent of total maintenance of way expenses
assignable to the passenger traffic is 0.9 of 38.5 per cent plus
Since on these roads the
0.1 of 11 per cent, or 35.75 per cent.
maintenance of way and structures expenses constitute almost

train.

exactly 20 per cent of the total operating expenses,

three groups.

Methods 5 and 6 rest on unverified assumptions concerning the
amount of expenses in the various items due to the action of
This record is not convincing as to the accuracy
of these various assumptions. Method No. 4, the car-mile basis,
takes no account of speed, and would charge to the average
freight train, say 24 cars, four times as much of. the maintethe elements.

and 3 may be considered as the methods advocated
by the carriers. Method No. 1 is urged by protestants. We
have some difficulty in accepting the locomotive ton-mile method,

Methods

2

it does to a certain extent give consideration to the
speed of the trains as well as to their weight, we are not convinced that this is in all respects more certain in its foundation

for while

than

is

the gross ton-mile method.

These expenses for maintenance of way and structures should
be divided between passenger and freight as nearly as possible
upon the basis of their respective utilization of this part of
What is the best measure that can be obtained of
th plant.
by these respective services? In the
absence of any certainty that the scale of passenger fares and
that of freight rates is properly proportioned, the revenue derived
from tiie respective services can not form a fair measure of this
this utilization of the track

The absence of such a known relation between these
charges, however, leads to an examination of certain expenses
as probably indicative of the utilization of the track and strucThe fuel consumed by road locomotives the lubricants,
tures.
utilization.

;

water, and other supplies for these locomotives the train supthe wages of trainmen and enginemen, are all separated
plies
;

;

between passenger and
gate of

all will

freight,

and each by

itself,

or the aggre-

constitute an index of the utilization of the tracks

by these two branches of the service. Other accounts such as
the repairs to locomotives might also be regarded as indicative
of the proper apportionment. This expense, however, is not segregated as between road and yard locomotives. We shall, therefore, for the purpose of obtaining a basis for division, regard
only the items which are shown below as per our classification of
operating expenses in effect during the fiscal year ended June
30, 1914.
80.
82.
83.
84.

Road enginemen.

85.

Other supplies for road

Fuel for road locomotives.
Water for road locomotives.
Lubricants for road locomotives.

86.
87.

Road trainmen.

locomotives.

must not be regarded

it

is

evident

which may have

been improperly charged to the passenger traffic is 20 per cent
of the difference between 38.5 and 35.75 per cent, or 0.55 per
The total operating expenses of these roads for the
cent.
year 1914 were approximately $616,000,000. A variation in the assignment of these expenses of 0.55 per cent amounts to $3,Under the method used by witness Wettling, of
388,000.
dividing the property account, this affects the amount of cost
of road and equipment assignable to the passenger traffic by
$27,433,000, and affects the percentage of net income from the
passenger traffic to cost of property devoted to the passenger
It also affects the percentage
traffic by 0.29 in the percentage.
of income derived from the freight business to assumed property
investment by 0.15 in the percentage. The passenger traffic on
these roads earns 3.39 per cent upon the value of the property
assumed to be devoted to the passenger traffic, which, in round
numbers, is $1,465,000,000; while the freight traffic earns 5.07
per cent upon the value of the property assumed to be devoted
to the freight traffic, which, in round numbers, is $3,157,000,000.
To allow the passenger traffic to earn the same ratio of return
upon investment as the freight traffic the passenger earnings of
these roads would have to be increased by $24,600,000. If, however, these yard maintenance costs are as much as 10 per cent
of the total cost of maintenance of wray and structures it would
then appear that the passenger traffic is earning 3.68 per cent
on the cost of the property assumed to be devoted to the
passenger traffic, which, in round numbers, would be $1,438,000,000; while the freight traffic is earning 4.92 per cent on the
cost of the property assumed to be devoted to the freight traffic.
In order to permit the passenger traffic to earn the same percentage upon the investment as the freight traffic, it would
require an increase in net income form the passenger traffic of
approximately $18,000,000.

Train supplies and expenses.

The common expenses are divided on this method between the
two services in the proportion of the actual division of the
seven preceding accounts. Our decision to use this method in
this case

that the proportion of total operating expenses

as conclusive

on our part of

BOOK COST OF

RO.\D

AND EQUIPMENT DEVOTED TO PASSENGER

SERVICE

The book cost of that portion of the road and equipment which
is devoted to the passenger traffic has been assumed by the
carriers to be the same proportion of the entire book cost as

December

17,
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"Substantial improvements in the passenger service have been

the passenger operating expenses for the year 1914 are of the
The Habihty of error in accepting
entire operating expenses.

made

the book cost of property as the basis for the computation of

greater degree of comfort, convenience and safety to the travel-

return on investment is fully realized.
This arbitrary method
of assignment of this or that portion of the book cost of the
entire property to passenger traffic is also quite unsatisfactory.
The carriers have assumed that the expenses chargeable to
each of the services for the year 1914 form a measure of the
value of the property devoted to such services. If, for example,

ing public.

the passenger operating expenses for the year 1914 were 30 per

materials and taxes not offset by corresponding economies which

cent of the total expenses, 30 per cent of the book cost of the

are practicable in operation

property is assigned to the passenger service.
The 20 lines here used have a large percentage of their mileage in territory outside the region principally affected by these

"The passenger business

in

by the proposed increases

is

and passing through territory where higher fares
This is notably true of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, Great Northern, Northern Pacific, Illinois Central and the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroads. In the territory principally affected by these increases the carriers are seeking to
increase their fares by approximately 25 per cent.
The total
gross passenger revenue of the 20 lines we have here taken
for the year 1914 was approximately $205,000,000, while the carries' estimated maximum increase accruing to these lines from
the increases proposed is not quite $16,000,000, or something
Should
less than 8 per cent of their gross passenger revenue.
these increases be permitted and the increased fares not result in any appreciable diminution in the number of passengers
who travel in and through that territory, the effect would be
to raise the percentage earned upon the net cost of property
assumed to be devoted to passenger service by approximately
increases

apply.

1

per cent.
DIVISION OF EXPENSES

BETWEEN INTERSTATE AND INTRASTATE
SERVICE

Protestants complain that the carriers have

made no attempt

to segregate the costs of doing the intrastate passenger service

The intrastate passenger service
service.
approximately 50 per cent of the total, and
if this service is much more expensive than the interstate it
would follow that whereas the passenger service as a whole
from the

interstate

in these states

is

from 3.39 to 3.68 per cent upon the cost of road and
equipment devoted to passenger service in 1914, the interstate
passenger service paid a greater per cent of return. There is
no definite and convincing proof that the intrastate passenger
service is much more expensive than the interstate. The intrastate and interstate passenger service is intermingled.
It is
largely done upon the same trains over the same roadbed, with
the aid of the same employees. There are, it is true, two terminals involved in all state journeys and usually only one in
any one state in an interstate journey. But the average haul
for the interstate passenger is greater, and the character of
the equipment used in the interstate business will average somewhat higher than in the strictly intrastate business.
paid

The

task

case

not the fixing of

each
kind of passenger traffic. A different and more elaborate investigation would be necessary if an attempt were being made
in

this

is

fares

for

to ascertain the appropriate relation between the various classes
of passenger traffic, such as commutatidii, Pullman, local and
through trains, long hauls and short hauls. The question here
is whether an increase in the passenger fares has been justified.

expense to

1900 at large

resulting

carriei's,

"The conditions under which the
performed do not admit of

now

passenger
all

a

in

sen'ice

is

corresponding

the

economies in operation that have been effected in the freight
service.

"The increased

due to greater costs for labor,

cost of service

entitled

is

to consideration.

the territory principally affected
less

profitable

than the

freight

business.

"The

basis for the fares

of interstate passengers
south,

east

"There

is

now

applied for the transportation

less in this territory

than in the states

and west thereof.

some

is

justification

lower basis of fares in
and south there-

for a

that territory than in the states that are west
of."

This increased revenue which apparently should come from
the passenger traffic should not, however, be altogether imposed

upon the

Manifestly a person journeying by

interstate traffic.

within the boundaries of a state cannot expect to travel at
the expense, in any degree, of the interstate passenger.
The
rail

revenue of respondents from intrastate passenger traffic within
these states is approximately 96 per cent of that from the interstate traffic. While we should permit reasonable interstate fares
we cannot sanction fares that are higher than are reasonable
for the service performed because intrastate fares are alleged
or shown to be unduly low.
It is contended on behalf of some of the protestants that if
a carrier obtains a fair return upon the whole of its business
it cannot reasonably complain of a public policy affording cheap
travel
Whatever may be said in support of this policy we can
find no justification in approving it in connection with interstate passenger service under a statute which does not authorize
us to prescribe rates or fares less than are reasonable for the
service rendered. These words clearly point to a service which
is to be rendered in consideration of the charge.
We think,
therefore, that the principle embodied in the law is that each
class of service should bear reasonable charges therefor.
Cognizant of the infirmities of alleged book value as indicative of actual investment
we have felt justified in using
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

book value as a basis of showing tendencies as to
costs of service and net results.
The position that each
service should be self-supporting seems substantiated by the
Supreme Court of the United States. Norfolk & Western Ry.
Co. v. Conley et al., 236 U. S., 604; Northern Pacific Ry. Co.
V. North Dakota, 236 U. S., 585.
so-called

.

Where

intrastate

fares

in

the

.

.

territory

principally

affected

by the proposed increases are compared with similar fares
elsewhere it is found
First, that in practically all of the states
where increases are proposed the state controlled fares are
2 cents a mile; second, that in only four or five other states,
to wit, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Arkansas and Oklahoma, at
the time of the hearing was a similarly low fare in force; third,
:

that

Rhode Island and New York

in

cents to

2'/j

flie

fares range

from 2

cents, with a very high density of passenger tralVic

in West Virginia, Alabama, North Dakota and South
Dakota the fare for intrastate travel is ZYi cents that in Maine,
Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut and New Hampshire the
state fare ranges from 2 cents to 4 cents; that in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Washington, Texas, Montana
and more recently in Arkansas by reason of injunctions of a

that

;

Upon

whole record the carriers have sustained their contention that the business done by passenger train service is
less profitable on the whole than is the freight service in this
the

territory.

A

suggestion

lias

been

made

and express service may not be carrying

that

the mail

their

full

service

proportion

expenses of operation of these properties. No evidence was offered, however, to show thai this is a ffcct.
The report goes on to discuss possible economics in passenger
service, (pioting data presented by the carriers as to costs, and
concludes tliat
of the

since

total

federal court, the state

fare

Georgia and L'lorida the fare

is

3 cents; that in the

l"aroliiias,

no case loss than 2'j cents
a mile; and that in California, Colorado, Oregon, Utah, Idaho,
Arizona, Wyoming and Nevada the range is from 3 cents to 6
cents.

.

.

.

Commissioner Hall

dissents.

is

in
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ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT CASE
With the filing of the reply
December 14, the long-fought

brief by the railroads

on Tuesday,
was closed

"electric headlight case"

so far as the railroads are concerned. The labor union interests
have until December 24 to file a reply brief and the case will
then be submhted for decision to the Interstate Commerce

Commission.
Labor union leaders have conducted an active campaign to

Commerce Commission to adopt a rule
would force the removal of all acetylene and oil-burning
headlights and install a high-power electric "searchlight" on
induce the Interstate

that

every locomotive in the country. The railroad representatives
have strenuously fought the sweeping change provided by such
a universal rule, contending that the dazzling glare of the electric
"searchlights" is confusing and dangerous in railroad operation

on double-track and four-track lines, where many fast trains are
constantly passing one another, where operation now is entirely
by block systems of colored signal lights, and where traffic is
exceedingly dense. The high-power electric headlights are being
used on parts of some western and southern single-track roads,
but the big eastern lines operating multiple-track systems have
refrained from installing them after extensive tests and now
resist the labor leaders' effort to force their adoption by a
governmental rule.
Operating experts are a unit in opposing the "searchlights" for
dense traffic. So unanimous has been their opposition that 156
railroads, embracing 215,000 miles of trackage, were combined
in the case before the Interstate Commerce Commission, which
heard oral arguments on December 4. Extensive evidence to
support their claim that the electric "searchlights" not only are not
safety devices, as claimed by the labor leaders, but that they
have repeatedly caused accidents and failed to prevent wrecks,

and that they are positively dangerous on the multiple-track eastern lines, was introduced by the counsel for the railroads. This
mass of evidence included testimony covering tests and experiments conducted over a period of more than five years by the
Master Mechanics' Association, and showed that the high-intensity lights caused misreading of signal lights, creating "phantom"
also failure by
or false signals by reflection from roundels
;

They also seriously
engineers to catch classification signals.
confuse and blind engineers whenever trains bearing the searchlights approach one another, preventing observers from seeing
reliably when caught between the intense opposing light beams.
The

railroads'

counsel also cited the conclusions of the com-

missioners after extensive tests by the Wisconsin Railroad
mission, which supported their contentions, and enumerated

from the accident reports of the Interstate
merce Commission itself.
cases taken

Commany
Com-

Charles C. Paulding, solicitor of the New York Central lines,
has led the fight against the proposed electric headlight rule as
chairman of a special committee of counsel including also Stacy
B. Lloyd, of the Pennsylvania, and Duane E. Minard, of the
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persons with normal vision, in the cab of the locomotive, under
normal weather conditions, to see a dark object the size of a man
for a distance of 1,000 feet ahead of the locomotive."

This language is objected to by the railroads as being utterly
and worthless for the purposes of accurate inspection
and for specifications by which to build headlights with certainty
that they will fulfill the demand. They claim that the "eye-test"
merely assures the necessity of a tremendous and excessive
quantity of light, such as only a very high-intensity electric lamp
would provide. They advocated an alternate rule providing for
a test of headlights by "candle-power" with scientific exactness,
at minimums that would not create a dangerous glare nor restrict equipment to electric lamps.
The terms "normal vision"
and "normal weather" vary with every individual or geographical
section, as shown by repeated tests, and are valueless as guides
in a legal requirement and for inspection.
Many "surprise tests"
of enginemen with asserted "normal vision" showed a wide
disparity in the distances they could see objects under various
conditions of light, color and surroundings.
indefinite

As many of

the government inspectors are

members

of the

union labor organizations which occasionally are in controversy
with the railroads on other matters, it is considered important
that whatever rule regarding headlights is adopted should be
definite and exact enough to make the matter of inspection
proof simple and uniform.
Manufacturers of headlight equipment have taken much interest, inasmuch as the adoption of the rule urged by the labor
leaders would involve the discarding of a vast number of
acet\dene and oil lamps and the purchase of electric equipment
at an outlay of more than $6,000,000. At present there are 67,869
locomotive headlights in use in the United States, of which

number

42,213

The

are oil-burning, 2,904 are acetylene, 22,120 are
electric incandescent.

and 632 are

electric arc

acetylene interests, through the International Acetylene

Association, represented by Oscar F. Ostby, were permitted by
the Interstate Commerce Commission to intervene in the case,
and strongly opposed adoption of the labor leaders' electric rule.
It

was urged

that the acetj^Iene headlights

satisfaction to both railroads

and

have been used with

their employees, chiefly in

New

England, and that "adoption of the rule restricting choice to
electric lamps would stifle free competition and create a government-protected monopoly" for the electric manufacturers.
In the vigor of the railroads' rebuttal of the labor leaders'
claim that the electric headlight would prove a safety device
has been reflected the intense interest and pride in their extensive
"safety first" endeavors of recent years. Chief Counsel Paulding
contending that the tremendous strides made by the operating
officers in safeguarding life and property and reducing the number of accidents, together with the responsibility for safety keenly
felt by railroad officials, merits support from the government
by leaving questions of operation to their e.xperts when the possible benefits of a sweeping change are, at best, very doubtful.

An

early decision in the headlight case

is

expected.

Erie.

Chief W. S. Stone, of the Engineers' Brotherhood, and President W. S. Carter, of the Firemen's Brotherhood, have had
charge of the campaign for the electric headlights, making
personal arguments before the Interstate Commission, submitting
signed briefs and examining witnesses.

Officially,

the electric

by Frank McManamy, chief inspector of the Division of Locomotive Boiler Inspection of the Federal Government,
but the labor leaders carried on the case and not until the
final oral arguments did the chief inspector file a brief in support
of the rule. Counsel Paulding was granted leave to make further
reply to this late brief by Inspector McManamy, ^'hich reply has
just been filed as the closing paper in the case.
In tliis Messrs.
Paulding, Lloyd and Minard merely reply to Mr. McManamy's
attack on the good faith of the railroads' opposition.
The issue now submitted lies between two rules, involving also
the principle of establishing reliability and definiteness in governmental inspection. The labor leaders' proposed rule provides
that "each locomotive shall have a headlight which will enable
rule

was

filed

The Australian Trans-continental

Line.

— The

question of
Australia and
negotiations are proceeding between the South Australian and
Western Australia governments with a view to the construction
of railways on a 4-ft. 8j-2-in. gage from Kalgoorlie to Fremantle,
and Port Augusta to Adelaide, in order to provide a uniform
track between Fremantle and the South Australian capital.
It
is anticipated that the east-west line will be open to traffic by
the end of 1916.
a

uniform gage

is

still

receiving

attention

in

Railway Construction in India.— The Peuch Valley section
of the Itarsi-Nag^jur Railway, which is expected to be finished
shortly, will open up a valuable coalfield.
This branch forms
part of a triple project of which the northern section from
Itarsi to Amla is now open throughout.
As regards the third,
or southern
for public

which

is

Pandurnah

to

section,

the length from
triffic

in

October

Amla and Pnndnrnah some

to

run

Nagpur

from Amla
is

to

Nagpur,

expected to be opened

ne.xt year, and the length between
time in April in the year following.

Maintenance

of

Railroads frequently lose property through adverse possession as
of undisturbed encroachments on the right of way.
These encroachments take various forms,
Preventing
including the shabby hut of the still more

a result

shabby squatter, the misplaced fence of
^^"^ adjacent property owner, or the grad-

Way

Right of

Encroachments

ually

trespassing public.

To

established

way of
roads may be

traveled

a certain extent the

said

encourage encroachments by failure to give this subject
proper attention. The importance of the problem and the relation of the maintenance officer thereto are outlined in an article
appearing on another page in this issue. As custodian of the
railroad's fixed property, the maintenance officers are charged
with the protection of the right of way against encroachments.
Being constantly on the ground, the roadmaster and foreman are
They can, howbest able to detect and report encroachments.
ever, do little without the co-operation of the real estate department in giving them proper records and of the division engineer
in thoroughly establishing right of way lines. If records of sales
and purchases are not properly indexed, if station maps and
right of way maps are not up to date, and if monuments are
not established, those charged with the protection of the right
of way are handicapped. The situation is more serious in cases
where changes of line have destroyed the most authentic tie to
the property line, namely, the original center line of the track,
or in cities, where property is acquired by lots and blocks in
irregular shapes, and particularly where the lines are not estabNe.xt to the complete monuraenting
lished by improvements.
of the property, complete station maps, with adequate ties from
fixed physical features to the right of

way

lines,

are of par-

but only a more general attention to all phases
of the subject will materially reduce the losses to which railroads
have been subjected in the past.
ticular value,

Recent progress in chimney design and construction is described
an article in this issue. No phase of the subject is more
notable than the rapid development which
Modern
has been made in this branch of construction engineering during the last 10 or 15
Chimney

in

Distribution

Track

of

sign

w

.

.

1

mum. On a line with a fairly large traftic the work of unloading materials suffers long delays because of the necessity for
work trains to get out of the way of regular traffic, and in consequence an effort is made to unload as much as possible in tlic
short periods of time available between regular trains.

Another

reason arises from the difficulty of controlling a large gang,
composed mainly of foreigners, distributed in a number of cars.
It must also be admitted tliat sonic nun arc given to considerable
inertia of

mind when

it

comes

to

making the

the various materials used. While the present knowledge of the
subject of wind pressure, the all-important item in chimney design, leaves much to be desired, the information available is used
to the best advantage

and the chimneys of to-day are at least
of uniform strength throughout.
This has resulted indirectly

improving their appearance, for esthetics are best satisfied
which fulfills its useful purpose in the most
direct and obvious manner. Exactly in so far as the advance in
the art of construction has made it possible to conform to tlie
theoretically correct outline, has it been possible to obtain the
best appearance, and instead of the meaningless imitation of a
classic column with a heavy purposeless capital, there has been
evolved, unconsciously perhaps, the more graceful chimney of
in

in

that structure

the present.

service

practice in distributing ties for renewal

them along the track by work

to unload

is

and stack them

in piles of 50 to 75 until required.

roadmaster
Distributing

stock

Ties

his

is

ties

distribute

planning

them with motor cars

One

unload

and
year on the station

this

grounds, where no

work

to

train service will

His section forces

be required.

will tlien

in the spring as desired.

He

believes that not only will his cost of distribution be

no greater
secure a more uniform tie

with tliis method, but that he will
renewal.
With ties stored in piles at intervals along the line,
it is entirely natural to expect that the renewals will be made
more thoroughly near these storage piles, where the trucking
distance is less, while if the ties are distributed by motor car
this will not be the result.
It will be interesting to note by an
examination of the adjoining sections before and after tlie tie
renewals have been completed to what extent this theory will
be borne out bv the facts.

men regarding any matter

requiring

judgment.

assume undue proportions unless watched very
However, it is very easy to lose sight of the fact that

Limiting

the cost of rchandling materials along the tracks as a result of

improper distribution from cars may also assume undue proportions. Careful comparisons of costs will usually show that it
will prove cheaper to hold a work train longer and unload the
material where it is to be used than to dump it olT in a haphazard
manner and use an extra gang in carrying or trucking the material back and forth along the tracks to obtain the desired dis-

among any group

Differences of opinion are to be expected

will

tribution.

train in the fall

calculations neces-

It cannot be
sary for the accurate distribution of materials.
questioned that the per diem on cars and the cost of work train

closely.

the boiler-

maker, and, in consequence, chimneys usually were nothing
more than high brick walls or large stove pipes, except in those
cases where an architect sought to embellish them with heavy
capitals or other ornamentation.
To-day chimney design has
been placed definitely under the jurisdiction of the engineer
and the chimney specialist and the use of scientific principles
of design and expert construction methods are almost universal.
These things, of course, have resulted in safer chimneys, but
the principal gain has been in economy, resulting partially from
the healthy competition which exists between the advocates of

men, the principal

this.
Roadmasters are admonished continually to release cars as
quickly as possible and to reduce work train service to a mini-

mason or

within the province of the skilled brick

curate fashion. Although it is given careful
and conscientious consideration by some

tendency is toward
speed to the subordination of everything
There are a number of reasons for
else.

^* ^^ ^°^ '°"S since chimney deand building were considered entirely

y^^''^'

Constniction

A common
The unloading of track materials, particularly for renewals on
an operated line, is commonly done in a rather loose and inacThe

Section

the

to

all

Way

''C

Judument

^^

of

mature

of

In most cases the average of
men will not

far wrong, but

'"

^^

details

which

exercise

the opinions of experienced

IndividunI

g.inliiiK

the

it

is

dilVicult

v''<-\*-'

some

individual ideas

of the mark.

One

affecting the safety of

to fix

an arbitrary

limit

of the

travel
is

re-

the lime

which worn rail should be taken out of the track. A similar
problem, the effect of errors in solving which are felt directly
in financial losses, arises in connection with the renewal of tics.
If left to the individual foremen there will be almost as many
at
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to

it is necessary that standards be prepared, that the men
be thoroughly instructed regarding them and that there be
sufficient intelligent inspection to see that these standards are
The standards will, of course, be prepared by the
observed.

those small contractors

matters

may

supervising officer in charge of the department, the judgment of
this officer thereby replacing that of the less experienced individual foreman. Such standards should not be carried too far,
for

is

it

and unwise,

difficult

men

initiative of

in

many

instances,

On

directly in charge of work.

to

limit the

the other hand,

it is a wise precaution to restrict this initiative where the results
of an error in judgment may be serious.

gravel

are commonly selected from habit or prejudice rather
than from a consideration of the adaptability of the materials
No individual type of floor can fulfill
to the given situation.
In fact, no single
all requirements under all circumstances.
ideal floor is conceivable, because requirements under different

To

conditions are conflicting.

it is always desirable
and easy to repair; under

illustrate,

that a floor be economical, durable

various circumstances it may also be desirable that it be hard,
resilient, smooth but not slippery, a non-conductor of heat, non-

No

waterproof and fireproof.

absorbent, non-resonant,

floor

necessary in any given
case. The problem is to determine the desired qualities and then
to select the material which possesses them.
There have been many floor failures, some of them the result

has

all

these qualities

;

neither are they

all

of poor design and poor workmanship, but

from improper

The

selection.

fact that

many have

one

resulted

class of floor has

been found successful under given conditions does not necessarily prove that it will be a success in different circumstances.
On the other hand, one should not form the habit of associating a certain class of material with a certain class of service
and leave that amterial out of consideration for entirely different services.

pit

operation.

Here

same processes are repeated

the

day after day, and with good equipment and a uniform output
If, however,
it is possible to obtain very low production costs.
the men are rushed almost to exhaustion one month in order to
obtain a maximum output and the worked on half time the next
when the pit is all but shut down, it is impossible to get the best

work out of them.
It

FLOORS

of the force.

who do ditching, bank widening, etc.,
which is no doubt reflected in the bids which they will tender
on subsequent work.
No better example can be used to illustrate this condition than

is

more

THE QUALIFICATIONS OF A GOOD FLOOR

member

No. 25

mean hardships
They work a hardship also on

standards in regard to these and other details as tliere are foreTo escape these variations in practice regarding important

a loss of esprit de corps, because such changes

men.

every

59,

to be expected that changes in business

conditions, or

particularly, in the current earnings of the railroad,

must

be considered in apportioning expenditures, especially when conThere
ditions have been as abnormal as in the last two years.
can be little question, however, that a too solicitous attention
to the monthly showings has a harmful influence, and it has
been well said that "the constant use of emergency language
is an indication of poor management."
The prolonged reduction of railroad earnings naturally called
for material reductions in maintenance expenses, and a number
of instances can be cited where railroads have succeeded in
making marked reductions in expenses and at the same time
have obtained increased efficiency by taking the minor officers,
and even the employees, into their confidence and making it
clear to them why the curtailment of expenses has been necessary.
Granting that a certain amount of fluctuation in the
prosecution of the season's work is unavoidable, it would seem
that much would be gained by telling the maintenance men
definitely why a change in progrom has been necessary and

letting

them know,

remain

in effect.

if

possible,

how

long the

new

policy will

THE WATERPROOFING OF BRIDGES
EVISED
specifications for the waterproofing of
TJ

solid floor

becomes necessary to
secure materials of a grade suited to the service to be performed
and installed according to approved standards of workmanship.
Foundations are frequently a cause of failures of floors, these
usually being the result of lack of experience or expert knowledge. The higher cost of the newer types of high-grade floors

-'^ railroad bridges appeared in the August, 1915, Proceedings
of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The author of these
specifications has had extensive experience in this work, and the
specifications as they now appear have been subject to some

naturally results in a tendency to substitute cheaper materials

the original draft of the specifications appeared

Having

selected

the type

floor,

These usually

or inferior methods.
considerations

of

it

All these

result in failures.

show beyond question

that there

is

as

much need

of the services of a competent engineer in the selection, design
and supervision of the construction of a floor as in the design
and superintendence of the construction of the building of which
it

is

to be a part.

modifications as the result of extensive discussion of the subject

by various members of the society

MAINTENANCE
tention that the

ing the period of 15 odd years since the introduction of the solid

and

ballast floor bridge. Waterproofing is not an exact science.
Success has come about only through repeated trials and the
diligent study of the many failures with which these years of

of way officers are unanimous in the conmost successful and economical work is pos-

only through the consistent prosecution of a well-prepared
program throughout the season of good weather. Unfortunately,

number of

influences interfere seriously with the efforts of the

maintenance department to follow a definite plan of campaign.
The effect of commencing the fiscal year on July 1 has been
discussed previously in these columns and elsewhere and remains the most important obstacle to efficient track maintenance.

Another obstruction
regular program

in the

lies in

lowed on some roads

way of

of the

the proper prosecution of a

the vacillating and erratic policies fol-

in

the conduct of maintenance expendi-

tures after the season has opened.

work from month

to

Instead of consistent conduct

month, according

outlined, frequent changes of policy take place.
to rush the

work

program
Orders issued

to the

faster than the schedule are followed by others

Aside from the
changes of policy, there is

cancelling plans, and so on in infinite variety.
tangible losses accompanying such

have been marked.

From

time to time the various under-

lying principles have been discovered and recorded, notably by

sible

a

whose proceedings
some months ago.

The present state of the art of waterproofing may be considered very largely the result of study and experimentation cover-

effort

A SYSTEMATIC PROGRAM

in

the

engineers

who designed and built the structures for
many miles of railroad track in Chicago.
much of the pioneer work was done.

elevation of the

was there

that

the
It

Success in waterproofing is attained only by minute attention to
combined with an accurate and complete trade knowledge.

details,

This

is

The

who has

remedy

at

quality of the materials

is

in reality a field for the specialist

hand for every contingency.

a

Nevertheless there are materials on the market which
There is no substitute,
will serve equally well, or nearly so.
however, for the best workmanship available, combined with the
important.

most painstaking supervision, and scrupulous care of the completed work until it is fully protected. The needs of good waterproofing must be taken into account in the design of the strucDrainage in particular must be taken into consideration,
ture.
and, in fact, all details must be such as to make good workmanship really possible.
Because of the rather extensive use of membrane waterproofing in recent years, a knowledge of the subject should have
become pretty generally diffused among the railway engineert

December

17,
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The observation of not infrequent

of the country.

instances

of faulty practice at this late day is therefore somewhat disappointing, but may be explained in each case either by a lack of
experience or of adequate knowledge, or by an attempt to ac-

complish the impossible. These instances of poor practice point
to the need of employing an expert or of the engineer in charge
becoming thoroughly conversant with the literature on the subject.

been written about waterproofing before the preparation of these specifications. They have the advantage of presenting a concise statement of the salient features, and, while
many engineers may differ as to some of the details, there can
little

The specificawho have had anything

question as to the most important points.

tions will be read with interest by
to

do with

all

this perplexing subject.
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Letters to the Editor

I

under the headings. Maintenance of Way, and Railroad Construction, and short sections are devoted to sidetracks, yards,
terminals, signals, etc.

By Ernest McCuUough.

Practical Surveying.
illustrated,

bound

in cloth.

Size 5

Published by D.

in.

by

7 in.,

400 pages,

Van Nostrand Company,

New York City. Price $2.
The object and character of

this book are best stated by the
author in the preface "This book is a serious attempt on the part
of the author to meet the needs of students whose mathematical
preparation does not extend beyond the arithmetic given in the
grade schools." As a result, about 100 pages of the book are
The book
devoted to elementary algebra and trigonometry.
may be also said to be a combination of a text on surveying
:

Much had

be

1141
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INCREASING THE SECTION FORCES

and a field manual, as the chapters on chain surveying, leveling,
compass surveying and transit surveying, which comprise the
larger part of the book, contain many detailed examples and
explanations of field methods known only to the practical surveyor of long experience. Forty pages are devoted to surveying
law and practice and 32 pages to what is called engineering surveying. For subjects treated lightly in this chapter, the author

The explanations are given
refers the reader to other texts.
with painstaking care and the language is suited to those for

whom

the book

is

intended.

Prowers, Colo.

of the Railway Age Gazette
In this day of advanced railway work, one of the most serious problems confronting railway managers is the increasing
cost of track maintenance. In the past it has been the practice

To THE Editor

:

on most roads to put on a number of extra gangs in the spring
to make heavy repairs and to do that portion of the track work
believe
I
that the section crews are unable to accomplish.
that if the roads would give each section foreman 25 to 30 men
in the spring and permit them to do the work necessary on
maintenance
foreman who is interested
in his work will do more and better work on his own section
than any extra gang foreman will, for in most cases the latter
are moving from place to place and they do not take the care
with their work that the average section foreman will on his
their

own

sections, they will find that the cost of

will decrease considerably.

own

A

section

section.

R. E. Pitts
& Santa Fe Ry.

Section Foreman, Atchison, Topeka

NEW BOOKS
Safety Engineering Applied
illustrations.

Bound

to

6 in. by 9 in.; 339 pages; 127
Published by the Travelers' Insurance
Price $3.

Scaffolds.

By William H. Sellew, non-resident
Railway Maintenance Engineering.
Size, 5 in.
lecturer on railway engineering. University of Michigan.
by 7 in., 360 pages, 194 illustrations, bound in cloth. Published by D.
Van Nostrand Company, New York City. Price, $2.50.

This book

little information
concerning scaffold accidents, but data gathered by insurance
companies from newspaper items show that these accidents are
This book is written as a
worthy of serious consideration.
result of a study of the subject and with the hope that the in-

contains will

result

in

the construction of

better

scaffolds and more safety appliances aroimd construction work.
In scope the book is limited to building work, and the treatment
is
practical rather than scientific, litit almost all conceivable

types of scaffolds and phase of the subject arc covered in detail.

The

illustrations

and the typography deserve special

notice.

Elements of Railroad Track and Construction. By Winter L. Wilson, proSiie 5 in. by 7 in.,
fessor of railroad cngineerinft, Lehigh University.
Published by John Wiley &
396 pages, illustrated, bound in cloth.
Sons,

New York

City.

Price, $2.50.

This is a revision of an earlier edition and a l.irge piulinii has
been rewritten. As the book covers the subjects of railroad maintenance, surveying and innslnuiidii in 400 pages, the treatment is brief. Abntil 100 pages arc descriptive of the perinament is necessarily brief. About 100 pages are descriptive of the
permanent way. Seventy pages arc devoted to turnouts, containing the usual information given in the railroad surveying handbock, witli additional descriptive matter on the details of frogs
On'-idcrable |)ortioiis of the book are grouped
and switches.
(

has been prepared from notes

experience in responsible positions
the Michigan Central.

in the

The book

engineering department

primarily of madevoting 32 pages to ties, 35 pages to rails and their
manufacture, 31 pages to miscellaneous track materials, etc.,
while it gives little information concerning methods of conductof

treats

terials,

ing work. The book is well prepared and gives a large amount
of information concerning stations, shops, ice houses, water sta-

commonly found

in a book of this nature.
The
Engineering;
Land; Grading;
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts; Ties; Rails; Other Track Material; Ballast; Maintaining Track and Right of Way; Station and
Roadway Buildings; Water Stations; Fuel Stations; Shops
and Engine Houses Icing Stations, and Signals and Interlockers.
tions, etc., not

headings

chapter

include:

;

in cloth.

Company, Hartford, Conn.

it

it

used in his classes. However, the frequent references and the
extensive bibliography make it a valuable reference book for
the maintenance of way officer, especially in view of the author's

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES

Vital Statistics available in this country contain

formation

intended primarily for the student and the au-

is

thor states in the preface that

The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men to wliich readers of this section may
wish to refer have appeared in the RaiUvay Age Gascttc since
November

19,

19IS

Transverse Fissures the Result of Rail Gngging.

The cold straightening
receiving considerable notice at this time.
P. H. Dudley points
relation between gagging and interior transverse fissures, in an
illustrated article in the issue of November 26, page 1001.
The Chit-ago Association of Commerce Snioke-Abalcment Report. After
nuire than four years of study and an cxpemiiturc of $600,000, the Chicago Association of Commerce Conunittee of Investigation on Smoke
Aliatcmcnt and Klcctrilication of Railway Terminals !»as presented a 1,200pagc report showing clectrilication to be technically practical but financially
impracticable.
This report is abstracted in an illustratevl article in tlic
issue of December 3, page 1047.
An editorial on this report appears in
the same issue.
of rails
out the

is

A Kargc Track Depression Project at Minneapolis. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has just cttmpletcd the fourth year's work on the depression of tracks for n distance of three miles in the city of Minneapolis,
which will eliminate .17 grade crossings. This work is described by C. N.
Hainbridgc in an illnstraled article in the issue of December i, page 10.S9.
The Ktimiuation of (Iratle Crossings in Dallas, Tex. A repoii by John
1".
Wftllare on the situation in that city favors a belt line as a better
This report is nbstracteil in an illustraleil
solution than track elevation.
An crliiorial note on this
article in the issue of December 10, page 1087.
report appear)! in the same issue.
The report on this
The Kteetrificalion of the Railways of ChiLigo.
Tlie technisubject referred to previously is a very exhaustive treatment.
abstracted
report
aie
in some det.iil in
this
cal features as presented in
An cilitorial on the subject appears
the issue of December 10, page 1089.
in

the

same

issue,

Protecting the Right of
A

Way From

Study of the Legal Protection of a Railroad and

Practical

Means

for

Retaining Title to

By W.

F.

way is that by virtue of which
permanent way. It is usually land owned
in fee simple or obtained by condemnation, but may include an
easement over another's land or the right to cross or occupy the
streets of a municipality or the privilege from the federal government of bridging a navigable river. Land which is not used
for railroad purposes or that which is vacant and not intended
for such use is not right of way and is usually in charge of the
real estate department and only of incidental concern to the
maintenance officer. The supervisor is the natural custodian of
the right of way the foremen are his lieutenants and the patrolmen the roundsmen. It is quite essential that all of these should
know the extent of the company's ground and the rights that
Literally defined, the right of
its

should

definitely

questions as they arise.

of

principles

Not infrequently while

being determined occupation

a legal question

The surveyor

is

understands that in tracing
make a location in accord
The
with the record and yet not in conflict with possession.
importance of resisting a trespass is thus self-evident.
It is a rule of law that an individual may obtain title to land
by adverse possession for a term of years, but that a corporation
cannot thus gain an ownership, although a continuing easement
better

title.

property corners he must

if

for the use of a right of

fully

possible

way may be

so acquired.

It is

not

correct, as is generally supposed, that lines do not under any
circumstances become fixed by acquiescence in a less period

than 20 years. Road lines
fixed in 10 years and there

may by
is

statute become conclusively
no particular time for concluding

ownership between private parties who

tacitly agree

to a par-

ticular line of division.

Property rights are so simple that they may nearly always be
determined by the rule of common sense. There are, however,
certain distinctions which can only be determined by a working
knowledge of the principles of legal technology. Thus, the
error is quite plain of permitting the public to gain by adverse
use a right of passage over the company's land for either foot
or vehicle travel, but when these ways are the approaches to
public facilities of the railroads such use is not adverse and no
permanent easement would result. It is very necessary to understand fully the legal meaning of the term adverse user or adverse
possession. In the case of traveled ways an acquiescence without objection in the public use would indicate an intention to
dedicate, and as regards possession of ground the use must be
adverse to the interest of another and it must be continued in
the manner prescribed by the statute as well as for the required
time.

The boundaries

of the right of way are usually parallel with
is then known as the center line of right
of way. Although this line originally bore a direct relation to
the tracks it does not, as some suppose, shift with them. Since
the center line, which

the descriptions in the deeds are referred to
fixed and

it,

its

position

is

should be permanently located by means of monuments and by reference data. In these cases where the property
limit is a stream, with the single exception of navigable rivers,
ownership extends to the middle of the stream, no matter what
changes in its course the stream may undergo.
In the case
it

excepted, the federal government

between low water

lines

rights that are common to riparian owners. The matter of conserving the natural means of discharge for storm drainage is
scarcely less important than the protection of title every water
;

course should be shown on right of way maps, to be used as
evidence in case an attempt is made to close such an outlet.
When a street forms the boundary of a property, ownership
ends at the house line, but certain rights in the sidewalk attach

quires that the expense be equally shared, but participation can-

legal

becoming established and is
growing increasingly difficult to resist. It is an old adage that
possession is nine points of the law and it is a legal axiom
that he who would sue to dispossess another must first show a
is

set

resist

property

understand the

tenure, in order to be able to

The railroad as owner along an inland river
an attempt of a proprietor below to raise and thus
back the water lines and, in fact, possesses all the natural

secretary of war.

can

meet promptly and decisively such

further necessary that the supervisor

It is

Md.

Perryville,

and for this reason repairs of the sidewalk are generally the duty of the owner. When a public street
or road is vacated the abutting owners take by law to the middle
of the abandoned highway. If local acts do not impose upon the
railroad the entire burden of maintaining fences, the law re-

;

are otherwise enjoyed.

Property

Its

Rench

Supervisor, Pennsylvania Railroad,

the railroad holds

Encroachments

and the

owns the bed of
direct control

is

the stream

vested in the

to the abutting owner,

not be demanded until the owner has a bona fide need for the
enclosure.

When

trees or artificial objects close beside the right of

way

endanger the company's operation, request may be made for
their removal, and in case of refusal damages could be claimed,
if such result, provided the cause of the injury is not an unusual
and unforeseen circumstance. The principle is the fundamental
one that an owner must so use his property as not to injure his
neighbor. When branches of trees overhang and threaten interference with the telegraph line the railroad has the right to
trim them, but it is always best to obtain the owner's permission

damage to the tree the courts
make a liberal allowance for sentimental value.
MARKING RIGHT OF WAY LIMITS
The importance of having the limits of the right of way visibly

in writing, since in the event of

are inclined to

becoming better appreciated, and upon several divisions
work is already completed and it is
expected that it will be finished upon others within the present
year. The plan adopted where no buildings or fences indicated
the lines was to plant wooden posts at corners and 400 ft. apart
on tangents and 200 ft. apart on curves. The posts are 5 in.
square, 4 ft. 6 in. long and protrude 2 ft. above the ground, this
portion being painted white. The posts were set after a careful
survey by a party from the division engineer's office. It is the
defined

is

of the Pennsylvania this

practice of

and

many

divisions to thus establish

this is certainly safer than a location

all

property

lines,

by the supervisor, since

property records are seldom entirely correct outside the division
offices.

important that the supervisor know the
is always the possithat new conveyances may not be promptly certified to

While

is

it

exact extent of the company's holding, there
bility

him. The law in cities usually requires that street lines shall be
defined by the city surveyor and it is customary for this official

when so desired. Such a survey is
both reliable and authoritative.
The marking of the right of way is not of maximum use unless
care is taken to correct the lines for subsequent property acquirealso to establish lot lines

ment or surrender. It is the practice on some roads to plant
monuments at the corners of new conveyances. This is based
on a sound principle since the existence of a monument is evidence of the original survey whether or not it is called for by
These marks should still be supplemented
with the attention-compelling white painted post.

the recorded plat.

BENEFITS FROM THE RE-SURVEY
a result of defining the right of way lines on the Pennsylvania a surprising number of small irregularities and several

As

that

were of greater consequence were found.

Many gateways

I

December

17,
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were noted opening upon the right of way; paths were located
crossing the railroad, and just as frequently extending longitudinally, a more difficult trespass to resist and the edges of the
company's land were here and there going under the plow. At one
point the fence along a homestead was several feet within the
line and occupation could be proven for nearly the required time.
The saving of this ground allowed the cut to be widened to the
standard section. Just opposite, where land is needed for this
purpose, the owner names a price of $2,000 per acre for farm
Encroachment by permanent strucland in a country district.
tures was not encountered, as there almost always is proper
;

diligence in this respect.

Vigorous efforts were made to discontinue the intrusion
through the gateways and where this could not be done agreeThe driveways were effectively
ments were insisted upon.
blocked by heavy posts and signs forbidding trespass erected at
the paths. Where title to the land being farmed was through
purchase, leases were obtained, thus establishing the company's
ownership, when ultimate recovery of possession was rendered
Care was taken that no land obtained by condemnation
easy.
was leased, as, except for purposes incident to the company's
Where unrecorded wire
operation, such leasing is unlawful.
crossings or other similar facilities were found they were quickly
brought under agreement.
The advantages in having the lines defined are thus maniIn addition to the main
fold and the disadvantages are few.
object of preventing encroachment there are economic benefits
which are quite measurable. In rugged country where the right

of way

is

usually unfenced, the

whose main object

mowing and

at such points

cutting of brush

the maintenance of a clean

is

right of way as a defense against fire claims is usually done over
a wider swath than necessary because the property hmits are
not known and this increase of roadway expense accrues year

after year.

The performing of work

outside the property limits

is not only wasteful, but such action sometimes leads to embarrassing complications. The fact of work having been done
upon a private roadway by company forces, even though done by
misconception, would in the event of an accident operate to de-

prive the railroad of a non-suit.
The expense incident to a property survey
different for dissimilar situations.

means taken

holding even

if

that is experienced in dislodging squatgreat
should emphasize the importance of preventing encroachments and, if they should occur, of removing them as expeditiously as possible. The consequence of an occupation permitted
to continue until title is endangered or perhaps lost is sometimes
quite far-reaching. The case of an important grade separation
project being held up for two years during which the million
ters

is

a striking illustration in point.

Cases are not uncommon wherein the railroads have had to buy
back for important work land that the right of way sheets indicated as already owned. There have, indeed, been cases where
it was impossible, by reason of the lost property having become
Important impart of a homestead, to repossess at any price.
provements are thus prevented by lack of attention on tlie part
of those who should protect the company's possession.
There is the other item of encroachment by the railroad upon
the property of adjoining owners. Such encroachment is undesirable from all standpoints, and the moment it appears should
be effectually remedied. The old saying of a stitch in time is
If the means arc afforded
aptly illustrated in such cases.
promptly to observe the approacii of an erosion to the line a
simple construction may arrest its progress, but if it is allowed
to continue nothing short of money compensation or the purchase of additional width generally at an exorbitant price will
settle

the claim.

states

vide that

While the regulation
distinctly defined by

it

shall be built equally

of ancient origin it is in
These usually pro-

is

statutes.

upon the lands of the adjoin-

maximum

width limited by different conditions, and its original expense of construction borne by the
proprietor who first uses it, but with half the expense a charge
against the adjoining owner when he builds to it.
The application of the law is sometimes misunderstood since
In
not all walls between adjoining proprieties are included.
ing owners, with

its

the only wall to which

fact,

A

it

applies

is

that supporting a build-

forming or supporting a fence or one used to
retain the ground is not within its purview.
There can be no question of the equity of the statute as
between owners presumed to hold for a common object. But
it cannot be held to apply against the property of a railroad
owned and intended to be used for a right of way for tracks.
To thus apply the law with no reciprocal benefit possible to the
In the writer's
railroad would plainly amount to confiscation.
somewhat extensive acquaintance with conditions surrounding a
considerable section of the city of Philadelphia only one case
is known of occupation of the right of way under the party wall
law, and this is recognized as an error. The mistake is a serious

ing.

wall

one, as the use of present facilities necessitates the operation of
knowledge of this point
one track with a limited clearance.

A

In
serve to avoid other disadvantages of similar nature.
those cases wherein the acquirement of property for a right of
way necessarily involves the continuation of an existing party

may

wall

is

it

well to

know

that the adjoining

joined from making use of
even one painted thereon.

it

owner could be en-

for displaying a sign of any kind,

LATERAL SUPPORT

The common law
or that

to guard the company's

inactive

cities.

most

joining

THE EFFECT OF ENCROACHMENTS

was

in

of course, widely

is,

difficulty

dollar investment

A

party wall is a wall upon the line between the premises
of adjoining proprietors which each has a right to use as a
support for his structure. It is a form of exercise of police
power for the economic use of property, and is mainly applied

But there can be no doubt

not one irregularity were uncovered.

The

THE TARTY WALL LAW

owner shall be protected
contour that nature has provided,
which it held at the time of his purchase. An adowner is thus prohibited from raising or lowering the
his ground without supplying adequate support for his
the adjacent land, and this support must be provided
requires that an

in the use of property at the

that the advantages derived exceed the cost many times over.
Then there is the fact of stewardship, which alone would justify the
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level of

own or
without any sacrifice whatever by the neighbor. No act of a
Such a circummunicipality can abridge or change this duty.
stance in railroad practise most commonly occurs when an adjoining owner lowers the contour of his yard to obtain increased
storage capacity. For whatever depth there is below the natural
level of the ground he could be compelled to provide a sufficient retaining wall entirely upon his own ground.
The

obligation between a municipality and the railroad

com-

not so clearly defined, and such cases are usually disposed of by a mutual agreement. It may safely be stated that
in the absence of such understanding the railroad company

pany

is

must be afforded the advantage of

its

day

in court.

THE DAY IN COURT

When

it

is

necessary for the municipality to take property

for public use a day

is

appointed for a hearing before the

of view or the commission, as such bodies arc
erally constituted.

At

this

jnrj-

now more

genhearing both the damages and bene-

If an owner sutToring damage fails to appear
prevented ever after from bringing forward his claim
and must also accept his assessment for benefits. It therefore
becomes a matter of great consequence to the railroad not only
fits

are assessed.

he

is

to

have

those

its

who

Counsel

representatives present, but to delegate this duty to

are familiar with

most

all

the various questions involved.

hut the real estate expert

is an important participant, and the supervisor, who, by reason of his
intimate detailed knowledge of the local situation, is generally

is

essential,

selected as the engineer, will have a responsible function in the

proceeding.
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MOTOR CARS FOR WEEDING AND MOWING
The Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company,
Fairmont, Minn., has developed special motor car attachments
during the past season for mowing and weeding on railroads.

The mowing machine
mowing knives on each

motor car equipped with
side capable of cutting a 6-ft. swath
outside of the ballast line on each side of the track. It is operated by three men, one to run the car and two to handle the
knives, which may be raised and lowered readily to conform to
The machine
the contour of the banks to avoid obstructions.
is geared to run about three miles an hour when operating the

Vol.

Both of these machines have been

in use

59,

No. 25

on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul during the past season. A mower made
two cuttings over a division 150 miles long at a total cost of
$170 for labor and fuel, or $0.57 per mile of cutting. Three
cuttings were made over the same division with the discer at a
cost of $196 for labor and

fuel,

or $0.44 per mile of cutting.

consists of a

The Mower Car With Knives Raised
The

obtained with these machines are said to be as
not better, than those obtained by hand work.
The
discing machine cleans out the weeds thoroughly and gives a
straight, uniform grass line.
The mower cuts weeds and heavy
results

good,

if

stalk vegetation as well as grass.

The Weeding Car

at

BRIDGE AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

Work

The following

mowers and

15 miles

for the American Railway Bridge

equipped with four sets of disc plows of

committees as indicated

bars raised.

The weeding

car

is

The
absence of power

three discs each, attached to the four corners of the car.

machine

men, but the

also operated by three

is

simpler.
The position of each
by a lever to which it is attached by a
rod working in a 2J4-in. tube 2 ft. long. This contains a compression spring to maintain a "give and take" pressure between

connections

make

it

subjects have been selected for committee

an hour on the high gear with the cutter

somewhat

set of discs is controlled

work

&

Building Association for the
ensuing year, and the president has appointed members on these

Water Supply.
(A) Intakes and Intake
bustion Engines. Chairman, C. R. Knowles, I.

Lines; (B) Internal ComC. A. Lichty, C. & N. W.
James Dupree, C. T. H. & S. E., and J. J. Murphy, S. P.
Floors for Shops, Etc.
Chairman, D. Rounseville, C. & N. W. J. S.
Robinson, C. & N. W.; G. A. Mitchell, G. T.; R. M. Bowman, L. E. & W.,

C;

;

and G.

E.

Boyd, D., L.

& W.

Paint and Its Application to Railway Structures.
Chairman,
Smith, Mo. Pac; F. E. Schall, L. V.; J. E. Greiner, B. & O.;

and

Stuart, G. T.,

C. Ettinger,

I.

C.

E.

H. B.

C.

Caring for and Handling Creosoted Material.
Chairman, E. T. Howson, Railway Age Gazette ; F. D. Mattos, S. P.; D. A. Shope, A. T. &
S. F., and J. S. Lemond, Southern.
Blank Forms for Bridge and Building Department Use.
Chairman, R.

C, R. I. & P.; G. W. Hand, C. & N. W.; B. F. Ferris, S. P.,
and G. A. Rodman, N. Y., N. H. & H,
Modern Method of Driving Piles. Chairman, Maro Johnson, I. C. J. P.
Canty, B. & M.; R. H. Reid, N. Y. C. J. P. Wood, P. M., and O. F.

C. Sattley,

;

;

Dalstrom, C. & N. W.
Fireproofing Roofs of
L.
C.

& W.

E.

;

Wooden

Niles Searls, S.

& N. W., and

F. O.

Draper,

P.;
I.

E.

C.

C.

Methods of Handling Work
Weise, C, M. & St. P.; E. R. Wenner,
and J. F. Pinson, C, M. & St. P.
Efficient

The Mower Car With Knives

Chairman, J. N. Pt-nwell.
Morrison, S. P., J. W. Miller,

Buildings.

and
L.

V.;

Men.
S.

Chairman,
C. Tanner, B.

F.

E.

&

O.,

Chairman, M. A.
Station Buildings for Passenger Service Only.
Long, B. & O.; E. B. Ashby, L. V.; G. W. Andrews, B. & O., and J. B.
in the

Cutting Position

Gaut, G. T.

Chairman, L. D.
Handling of Concrete on Smaller Jobs.
St. P.; J. W. Wood, A. T. & S. F.; C. F. Green, S. P.',
and G. H. Stewart, B. R. & P.
W. F.
Chairman, Lee Jutton, C. & N. W.
Small Coaling Stations.
Strouse, B. & O.
J. H. Nuelle, N. Y. O. & W., and G. W. Kinney,
Economical

the lever and the disc shaft.

spring

allows

them

to

raise

If

the discs strike a stone the

and

then

pushes

them back

Hadwen, C, M. &

;

again.

;

A fender keeps gravel from being piled too high at the ends
of the tics and three drag chains smooth down the disc furrows
and pull out the uprooted weeds. With the discs working, this
car operates at three miles an hour, but when they are raised,

D.

&

R. G.

Oil Fuel in India.— Tests to determine the economy of

oil

By removing

as fuel for railway service have now been going on in India
for over a year, with results so favorable that the question of
substituting oil for coal is merely a question of comparative

ordinary motor car service.

prices.

the car

is

capable of making 20 miles an hour on the high gear.
the disc arms and levers the car is available for

Creosoted

Wood

Block Floors

for Railroad Buildings

Precautions Which Are Being Observed and Results
Which Have Been Secured With This Modern Material

The

successful use of treated

back to 1874, when 75,000
blocks

was

sq.

wood

block street pavement dates

yd. of creosoted long leaf pine

in Galveston, Tex.
These blocks remained
Since that time this type of pavement has come
to be widely used throughout the country, particularly in dense

laid

in use 29 years.

business sections of large cities where the paving requirements are the most exacting.
In recent years this material
has also been given extensive use for the floors of buildings
devoted to a variety of industrial purposes. The wide range of
its usefulness in buildings is indicated by its use in machine
traffic

shops,

foundries,

print

hotels and hospitals.

shops,

On

Wood

fire

stations,

bakeries,

railroads they have given

Block Floor

in

stables,

favorable

number of the oldest installations are so inas lo material and manner of laying that they do not repgood work according to the present standards and have

unfortunately, a
resent

forming a compact wear-resisting cushion which tends to close
up the joints between adjacent blocks and also effectively protects the body of the blocks.
The many advantages of this
pavement arise from the peculiar texture of the surface, which
while it is sufficiently hard to class high among high-grade pavements from the standpoint of small rolling resistance, possesses
a resilience which makes it particularly valuable for industrial
use.
It is quiet, and it does not tire the feet like the hard surfaces of
it

concrete or steel plates.
Brittle objects dropped on
are not so easily broken as on the harder floors, nor is the

South Chicago Freight House of Pennsylvania Lines, Laid

results in freight stations, simp buildin.i^s and rouiulluniscs, the
Chicago & North Western having used them in 19 separate building, aggregating in excess of 31,000 sq. yds. of floor.
The use of properly treated and laid creosoted block floors
in railroad buildings has extended over a period of only five
or six years, by far too short a period to demonstrate even approximately the total useful life to he expected of them. While

ferior

or the proper manner of laying wood block pavement had been
developed. Under traffic the fibre ends of the timber flatten out,

long since been discredited, all of the floors laid according to
proper specifications arc giving excellent service.

The resistance which even a soft wood offers to compressive
or abrasive agencies on the ends of the fibres was recognized
long before methods of wood preservation had been discovered

in

1912

from the dropping of heavy
other advantages from a physiological stand-

floor subject to chipping or cracking

objects on

it.

point result

Two

from

its

insulating (piality which

the feet in cold weather and the fact that
light,

thus doing

away with

the

it

is

makes

it

warm

to

a poor reflector of

glare experienced

with

many

classes of floor.

The cost of the block floor as built for interior use \vith
blocks not over three inches thick and a stone concrete base
ranges from $1.75 to $2.50 per sq. yd. in place. Floors with a
cinder concrete base have been laid lor $165.
These figures are based on inslall.itions under average conditions. \"cry
small itislallations with untavorable conditions would cost more.

4-in.

Wood
tions

block floors have been built on sand and gravel foiuulaprices somewhat lower, but in general the omission

at

of the concrete base

is

to be

recommended only

in cases

where
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Attempts to reduce tlie
methods and materials have usu-

other hand, blocks supported on a concrete or earth foundation are exposed only to the upper face, which has been found

dismal failures. The service exacted of floors
used for diverse industrial purposes is subject to such variations that there is as much if not more need of expert super-

be highly fire-resistant.
This was demonstrated in the
Baltimore fire, where a section of experimental wood block
pavement withstood the conflagration with an inconsiderable

the floor

is

subject to foot traffic alone.

cost by resorting to inferior
ally resulted in

Block Floor in Locomotive Erecting Shop
vision than in the case of the street pavement.
Difficulty has
been experienced at different times with swelling from the absorption of water on one hand and from the presence of oil or
pitch on the surface of the block on the other hand, conditions
which could have been avoided, without question, if the blocks
had been prepared and placed under the direction of an expert

Severe Service on a Floor

in the

having adequate knowledge of the service to which the

planking, a condition highly favorable to

fires.

floor

On

of

Michigan Central

the

at

Jackson, Mich.

charring on the surface, while the adjacent sections
granite block pavements were spalled and cracked
A severe fire test of wood block pavement took
burning of the Philadelphia & Reading pier No.

of brick and

by the heat.
place in the

36 at South
Wharves, in October, 1914, which is reported as follows
"This
fire was so hot that a large portion of the structural steel was
:

Allegheny Shops

would be subjected.
A number of disastrous fires in the creosoted wood block
floors of bridges, which have received considerable publicity
during the past year, have caused no little apprehension in the
minds of many as to the fire hazard of creosoted floors in
buildings.
While creosoted lumber is highly inflammable once
it becomes ignited, ignition does not take place as readily as
in untreated lumber.
Investigation has shown that in all the
bridge floor fires reported the creosoted blocks were supported on

wooden

to

of the

Pennsylvania Lines

whole pier shed was destroyed and the greater porwreckage was thrown down on the wood block
floor.
After the removal of the debris, it was found that the
wood blocks, which had been subjected directly to the flames
were only charred 3^ to J4 if- deep, but where the fused structural steel had come into contact with the wood blocks, they
were charred from }i in. to 1 in. deep.
fused, the

tion of the burnt

WOODS USED

A

number of varieties of woods have been used in block
The report of the Committee on Wood Block Paving of
floors.

December

17,
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Wood Preservers' Association for 1915 records
use of long leaf and short leaf pine, yellow pine, black
gum, tamarack, Washington cedar, Norway pine and red fir.
American

the
the

Tests made by the city of Minneapolis included Norway pine,
tamarack, birch, larch, Douglas fir, long leaf pine and eastern
hemlock.
The use of hard maple has also been reported in

one or two instances. The principal requirement in a wood is
resistance to wear, compressive strength of fibres endwise and
susceptibility to impregnation by preservatives.
Hard woods
such as maple, which are peculiarly adapted to use in flooring
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In a number of cases railroads have
been making their own blocks by sawing up the ends of waste
lumber, and, under those circumstances, almost any size of timber
has been used. In depth, blocks vary from 2^ in. to 6 in., but
for ordinary interior use there seems to be little call for a thicklength as well as width.

ness greater than 3

There are on the market blocks 2^
Aside from the service

in.

thick for use under light service.

in.

which the blocks are subjected, the depth of blocks is governed by the ratio between depth and greatest dimension across
Owing to the characteristic weakness of timber in
the grain.
to

shear and tension in planes parallel to the grain, there is danger
of a high percentage of broken blocks whenever the length of
the block exceeds three times the depth. For this reason a reduction in the thickness should be accompanied by a limitation of
the length. Most specifications permit the variation of 1/16 in.
Manufacturer's speciin the depth and thickness of the blocks.
fications

A

sometimes

call

for a tolerance of Ys in. in the thickness.
is readily adjusted in the cushion

small variation in the depth

variation in the width affects the width of the
and the regularity of the laying.

bedding, but
joints

TREATMENT

The

subject of timber treatment

a brief discussion here.

pressure

the

is

It

is

too broad for

more than

suffices to say that creosoting

only preservative process

seriously

under

considered

time for the treatment of blocks. Some railroads have
reported favorably on the use of dipped blocks, but their use
has covered so short a time that it does not constitute a real
The treatment of blocks for interior use is a matter of
test.

at this

Installation of

Wood

Blocks

in

Lackawanna Roundhouse

at

Elmira, N. Y.

because of resistance to wear and compression perpendicular
to the grain, seem to possess no advantage over the softer

woods when subjected
in a

to conditions of

end grain wear obtaining

block floor.

Southern pine, particularly long
purpose.

leaf,

enjoys

most

the

e.x-

of
southern yellow pine usually provide definite limits as to the
amount of sap wood and frequently specify definitely the use of
long leaf pine only.
From the following quotation from a
tensive

for

use

report on

this

wood paving

in the

for

Specifications

use

the

United States by C. L.

Hill, assist-

ant forester. United States Department of Agriculture,

seem
leaf

that these restrictions are not warranted.

pine has

usually so

it would
"The true long

narrow a sap wood that

could be

it

neglected without danger to the life of the pavement.
lolly,

the sap

wood

is

In lob-

often very wide, but loblolly pine

is

one

has been proved that sap wood inider equal conditions of moisture contents is as strong as heart
wood. Therefore, when effective seasoning of paving material
of the species for which

it

Creosoted Block Floor

greater comiilexitx

establishing the ilcnsity of the timber along

are

lines

the

recently

by the Southern I'ine Manufacturers' Association by
limitation of the niininiimi ininiber of rings per inch would be
all that is necessary.
Soiuulness is of prime importance ami
blocks must be inspected rigidly lo detect ktiot holes, decay, bark,
large or loose knots, shakes and checks.

The blocks must

also

be truly rectangular and free from irregularity in sawing.

Many

sizes of block

blocks are from 3 to 4
single

thickness

sential, but

sary,

for

lune liccn used. As a rule commercial
in. wide and from 4 to 10 in. long.
A

a given

uniformity

in

though occasionally

piece

of

work

is,

of course,

the length of the blocks
specifications

provide

is

for

es-

not necesa

definite

Lackawanna Car Repair Shops

at

East Buflalo

can be assured before the creosote treatment, the prohibition
of sap wood in Southern pine material is needless and should
be omitted from specifications." It would seem that a specification
.idoptcd

m

than

is

the case with blocks in street pave-

ment, because of the diversity of service to which the former

and while the methods of treating the blocks
pavement have been widely discussed, little publicity

subjected

for street

has been given to the dctaileil

mctliod

of treating blocks

for

inlciinr use.

pavement on open freight house platforms is subjected
the same condition as in street pavement.
This is
true to a certain extent also of lloors in roundhouses and in
certain classes of shops where much water is fre<iuenlly spilled,
particularly around hydrants.
In such cases security against
swelling is an important consideration.
In warehouses, on the
other band, the blocks have a tendency to shrink.
In general,
bleeding of creosote and pitch is much more objectionable in
I'.lock

to

much
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This is true particularly of
than on streets.
where, for instance, flour may be stored.
In general blocks for interior use receive a lighter treatment,
hence, open-cell processes rather than full-cell processes of
treatment are the rule and the admixture of coal tar or other infloors

builcHiiK
frei.uht

house

than

gredients

much

of

floors,

creosote

oil

greater care than

must be done with the exercise
necessary with street pavement

is

blocks.

FOUNDATION AND CONSTRUCTION
be a success, any pavement must have an unyielding foundaA concrete base is almost universal with the creosoted
tion.
block pavement, though there have been cases where the blocks
have been used successfully on a well-packed sand and gravel
Similarly, instances may be cited where certain cities have
bed.

To

brick pavements which have stood years of traffic with
no other foundation than the natural sandy soil, but these are
built

exceptional cases where the soil conditions were ideal and it cannot be considered good practice in connection with either brick
or creosoted block pavements. This is particularly true in building work, where the ground surface usually has been disturbed
for tlie piu-pose of installing pipes, drains, etc., just previous to
the

placing

exceeding

of

the

1.500-lb.

floors.

For

floors

concentrations,

subjected to loads

cinder concrete

not

foundations

be used with safety and economy.
Practice in placing a concrete foundation needs little comment here, as it is governed by the principles covering the use

Vol.

to secure a level

and reasonably smooth surface

at

the desired

grade.

In Europan practice, the surface of the concrete foundation
finished with such exactness that the blocks may be and genWhile this practice
erally are laid directly on the concrete.

is

has never prevailed in this country for street pavements, it is
used for interior floors in connection with the use of a thin

bitumen cushion. In other cases a sand cushion Y2 in. to 1 in.
The priin thickness is used between the base and the blocks.
mary object of the cushion is to provide a smooth surface which
is sufficiently soft to allow adjustment for slight variations in
the depth of the blocks. Incidentally, the layer of sand is said
to serve as a resilient bed for the blocks, with a resulting decrease
Its disadvantage lies in its tendency to shift
in surface wear.
under condition of saturation, heavy gradients and heavy load

on restricted areas.
In certain localities the use of a dry mortar, usually 1 part
cement to 4 parts sand, has come into use. This is sprinkled
The
with water just before or after the blocks are placed.
advantage of a bitumen cushion is not so much in its superiority
a"'
a cushion but results from the fact that it works up between the blocks when pressure is applied and serves as a
filler.
The usual method is to apply one coat of pitch to the
concrete and squeegee to give it a smooth surface. A second
coat

is

applied just before the blocks are placed, so as to be

when

the blocks are laid down.
Expansion joints ordinarily are required only along the walls
of a building and around machine foundations or other obThe following
structions which project through the pavement.
specification represents good practice: "Expansion joints shall
be formed by placing a 1 in. by 4 in. board on edge against
the sides of the building and around foundations.
After the
blocks are laid, and after tamping or rolling, the strips shall
be removed and the voids filled with a low-melting-point pitch
to within % in. of the wearing surface of the floor,"
Because of the difficulties encountered with the swelling and
contraction of the blocks under different circumstances the
filler is an important item in a suicessful pavement.
Three
materials commonly used for this purpose are sand, cement
grout and pitch. The latter is the most commonly used and is

soft

No. 25

The following quotation from the
proceedings of the American Wood Preservers' Association for
1915 expresses the views for and against the bituminous filler:
"Those favoring the bituminous filler argue that the joints
filled with a tar or asphaltic preparation constitute individual
expansion joints between each block, thereby allowing for exgiving the best satisfaction.

pansion throughout the pavement. Moreover, it is claimed that
the pavement is made waterproof and that no moisture can
On the other hand, advoenter between or under the blocks.
cates of the other fillers argue that a bituminous material becomes soft and sticky from the oils that exude from the blocks

and may add to the bleeding trouble." Sand filler is said to have
work down under the blocks and thus leave the
The pitch filler is usually applied by pouring it
joints open.
between the blocks at a temperature sufficiently high to make
After the joints are filled, squeegees are
it thoroughly fluid.
used to force pitch into the cracks and scrape away the surplus

a tendency to

from

the surface of the blocks.

The

latter

object

is

also ac-

In cases
complished readily by an application of hot sand.
where a bitumen cushion is used under the blocks all that is necessary is to tamp or roll the blocks thoroughly, which will press
the cushion up and completely fill the joints from below.
Practice as to a sand dressing does not differ from ordinary
outdoor pavement work.

may

and production of good quality of concrete. For ordinary interior use the base need not exceed 3 to 5 in. in thickness. Precaution should be taken to insure a well-compacted foundation bed with special attention to places where the ground has
In addition, care should be exercised
been disturbed recently.
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EXPERIENCE WITH WOOD BLOCKS

have used creosoted block floors extensively in
erecting and machine shops, boiler shops, and in some cases in
wood-working shops. Among installations for this purpose have
been those of the Pennsylvania Lines at Allegheny and Conway,
Pa., the Baltimore & Ohio at Mt. Clare, Md., the Illinois Central at Memphis, Tenn., the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at
South Minneapolis, Minn., the Michigan Central at St. Thomas,
Ont., the Central of Georgia at Macon, Ga., the Lackawanna at
Scranton, Pa., and East Buffalo, and the Northern Pacific at
Brainerd, Minn.
The Central of Georgia has an extensive installation of creRailroads

osoted wood blocks in its engine terminal buildings at Macon,
which has been in service for 5 and 6 years. The machine shop
and boiler shop together contain 12,140 sq. yd. of 3-in. blocks
laid on a concrete base 5 in. deep with a Vz-m sand cushion. All
of the blocks are 3 in. by 8 in. and the joints are filled with a
sand and cement grout. This floor cost $2.70 per sq. yd. complete in place.
The round house contains 5,000 sq. yd. of 4 in.
blocks laid on a concrete base 4H in- thick with a Yz-'m. sand
cushion.

The

cost of this floor in place

was

blocks are long leaf yellow pine treated with 18

$3.05.
lb.

All of the

of creosote

oil

No

expansion joints have been provided and no
trouble has been experienced with swelling.
The blocks in
the round house were laid in 1909 and those in the other buildings in 1910, and have been subjected to hard usage, particularly
from falling castings. They show little wear, no sign of decay
per cu.

ft.

and the surface is excellent.
The Michigan Central placed a block floor in its general locomotive repair shops at St. Thomas, in 1913, using creosoted
hard pine blocks 3 in. by 8 in. by 14 in. They were laid on a
concrete foundation with a 1-in. sand cushion and expansion
joints 1 in. wide, spaced SO ft. apart and filled with asphalt. The
floor is subject to heavy usage from the dropping of heavy
etc., but has thus far shown little wear.
Some trouble
was experienced with swelling of the blocks in places where
they became wet.
The Northern Pacific has several installations of blocks made

castings,

of the waste ends of Douglas

fir lumber in the shops at Brainerd,
comprising about 2,164 sq. yd. These are cut 4 in. long, but
are not sized up to any particular dimension, leaving the blocks
as they come from the timber, to save as much labor as possible.
After accumulating about a car load of blocks they are sent to
the tie-treating plant for and given about a 12-lb. treatment.
They are laid on a concrete base from 3 to 4 in. thick with a
1-in. sand cushion.
The first installation of these floors was
made in 1911, no repairs have been made up to the present
time and the floors are said to be in perfect condition. The area

December

17,
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of this type of floor

is

being extended as fast as the material

is

available.

Scranton, Pa., since 1912, a car repair shop at East Buffalo and
In
in a roundhouse at Elmira, N. Y., containing 30 stalls.
10 stalls the blocks were laid with a cement grout filler and in
the other 20 with

a coal

tar

filler,

the latter giving the best

results.

The Oregon- Washington Railroad and Navigation Company
a creosoted block floor in a new 10-staIl roundhouse

installed

1912 that

is

giving very good service.

In the Mt. Clare boiler shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, 4,700
of 3-in. by 4-in. by 8-in. blocks were used on a 6-in. bed

holding out better than any type of floor
previously used. This floor has been in service about two years.
A machine shop at that place contains 1,940 sq. yd. of the same
This road has also used wood block
type of construction.
floors in freight houses, the largest installations being at the
of concrete, vifhich

is

at Cincinnati and the inbound freight
Washington, D. C, which have been in service for
The Washington installation covers an area of
four years.
50 ft. by 300 ft., on a sand bed, and while not giving as good
service as blocks placed on concrete, it has given better service
than the ordinary type of flooring. The blocks used on earlier
installations on this road were treated with 16 lb. of creosote
per cu. ft., but it was found that the oil came out of the blocks
In subsequent installaand damaged freight, especially flour.
tions the treatment has been reduced to 10 lb. and the results are

terminal

and L.

P.,

Coffell, C.

&

E.

I.

Seasonable Distribution of Maintenance Work' and Forces:
P. Condon, N. Y., N. H. & H., chairman; J. H. Cummings,
B. R. ^' P.; John Shea, D. & I. R.; J. B. Oatman, B. R. & P.;
D. McCooe, G. T. F. H. Hansen,
J. Dougherty, St. L. & S. F.
C. & A.; N. McNabb, M. C, and J. B. Killy, M., St. P. & S.

M.

;

;

M.

S.

P. J.
A. Grills, G. T., chairman
Equating Track Values
McAndrews, C. & N. W., vice-chairman W. Shea, C. M. &
A. J. Neafie, D., L. & W.;
St. P.; C. J. Coon, N. Y. C.
A. E. Hansen, A. T. & S. F. D. McNabb, M. C. C. E. Erwin,
A. C. L.; J. O'Connor, M., St. P. & S. S. M.; M. Donahue,
C. & A., and George Beckingham, G. T.
Paper on Standard Report Forms for the Roadmaster's Office,
;

:

;

sq. yd.

liouse

E. Davin, P. & L. E.;
J. G. Hutchinson, C, R. I. & P.; W.
A. E. Hansen, A., T. & S. F. M. J. Connerton, C. N. O. & T.
;

the blocks in a machine shop at

The Lackawanna has used

in
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freight house

;

;

by E. T. Howson, Railicay

;

Age

Gazette.

Paper on Brooms for Snow Service, by T. Thompson, A. T.

&

F.

S.

at

CONCRETE CULVERT

PIPE

FOR CATTLE PASSES

for openings
under railway embankments a diameter of 5 ft. has usually been
the maximum size used and for this reason these culverts have
served almost exclusively for waterways. As a departure from
the extensive

In

practice, P.

this

use of concrete culvert pipe

.Swenson, bridge engineer of the Minneapolis,

very satisfactory.
There is an installation of wood block floors in the Allegheny
:shops of the Pennsylvania Lines, placed on a 6-in. concrete
•base with a sand cushion of the unusual thickness of 2 in., the
This floor has been in use for
joints being filled with pitch.
seven years and is in good condition. Around boring machines
where pieces of metal are frequently dropped, some repairs have
.been found necessary. At the Conway shops, wood block floors
\were laid with a 4-in. concrete base and a j4-in. layer of fresh
This floor has been
.cement, the joints being filled with pitch.
Blocks are
in use since 1913, and is in excellent condition.
.also used in the South Chicago and Erie freight houses, the
former laid in 1912 and the latter in 1914. Both floors are givOn the South Chicago floor, some trou.ing entire satisfaction.
.ble was experienced at first on account of excessive pitch, but
The floor in the Erie house was
this has since been remedied.
Jaid on a 6-in. concrete base with a 1-in sand cushion. Expansion joints were provided around the walls one inch wide, filled
with pitch.

An
,phia

The

floor cost $2.53 per sq. yd. in place.

installation previously

& Reading

in

mentioned

ferry houses and

is

that of the Philadel-

wharves

at

Philadelphia.

In the Chestnut street ferry house the blocks were laid on a
•creosoted plank floor embedded in cement mortar and thoroughly

grouted with sand and cement. The paving has been in service
At freight
for three years and stands up well under trafl'ic.
j)ier No. 8, South Wharves, the driveways are paved with wood
blocks cut from old car sills which were treated with Carbolincum and dead oil of coal tar by the open tank process. At
34 and 36, South Wharves, the blocks are laid on a concrete base. These blocks are creosoted and the experience with
the blocks on pier 36 when that pier was destroyed by fire has

jiicrs

been described previously.

COMMITTEES OF THE ROADMASTERS'
ASSOCIATION
The following

conmiitteos and subjects have been

the Koadmasters' and Mainlcnaiice uf

Way

mUi

led

Association ior

li>

tin-

•ensuing year

Reconunendeil Practice RcKardiiig the AnchunnK uf Track,
the Uniform Spacing of Ties and the liliiniiiation of the Slot
Spiking of the Joints:
P. M. Dinan, L. V., chairman; P. U.
Madden, C. M. & St. P.; L. C. Ryan, C. & N. W. G. U.
PreiUice, I.. S. & M. S.
G. A. UeMore, N. Y., N. H. & H.;
;

;

One
St.

of the Culvert Cattle Passes

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has recently conceived the idea

of using reinforced concrete pipe of adequate inside dimensions
to satisfy the usual contract requirements as a substitute for the

usual

box

or

arch

culvert

for

cattle

passes.

Ten

installa-

have been made thus far on the line between
Minneapolis and Superior, one of which is shown in the accompanying photograph. The opening consists of several sections of culvert pipe 6 ft. 5 in. long with bell and spigot joints.
The inside diameter is 7 ft. horizontally and about 7 ft. 5 in.
vertically.
A flat surface 2 ft. wide at the bottom serves as a
u;Uk. The structure is finished off at each end by rubble masonry
wing walls; these imils were designed and constructed to resist
the loads imposed due to the usual dead load and a live load equal
to Cooper's E ()0 loading.
The pipes were installed by comtions of this kind

|iany forces at a cost of $7 50 to $''.(X) per liii. ft., not including
nuuuifacturcr's price, freight or train service. Tlicy were man-

nfaclurcd and furnished by the C. F Massoy Company, ChiW'c arc indebted to C. N. Kalk, chief engineer of the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie for the above informa-

cago.
tion.
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By

Wood

T. O.

&

Santa

Fe,

Cleburne, Texas

Don't order everything 16 ft. long. Remember almost everyone makes this mistake and orders that length. Consequently
about seven-eighths of the orders on mills call for 16-ft. lumber,
and all logs are not 16 and 32 ft. long. As a matter of time, your
requirements, if made in lengths 12, 14, 16, 18 or 20 ft. long can
be filled by a mill in less than half the time required
lengths only are called for. If you cannot possibly use

many

lengths, use as

as

if

16-ft.

all

those

you can.

as follows
$20
22
23

24
25

26
27
29

:

100 pc,
120
ISO pc,

PC

1

in.

1

in.
in.

1

by 12
by 10
by 8

in.
in.
in.

by 16
bv 16
by 16

ft.,

ft.,
ft.,

1,600
1,600
1,600

ft.,

ft.,
ft.,

at
at
at

$27.20
22.40
20.80

$17
$14
$13

as follows, using the former figures as a basis

On

than 2
wide
wide.
wide.
wide.

less

in.
in.

in.
in.

The higher

in.

On

thick.

$17
20
23
26

12

in.

14
16
18

in.
in.
in.

2 in.

would be much better

from

to use

splits,

thick

and over.

wide
wide
wide
wide

price for timber less than 2

the loss in manufacture,

in.

$17
19

21
24

thick

is

owing

breaks, handling,

two pieces

if

to
It

etc.

and you

possible,

find it possible in a great many cases.
In ordering surfaced lumber for buildings, if possible order
all in rough sizes, or all in finished sizes, the latter being much
preferred. Sometimes requisitions show both, and in succeeding

may

and

lines,

is

it

know what

very

is

it

for the person

purchasing

all

to

cases of surfaced lumber to state whether
Calling
is desired, as the case may be.

etc.,

as dressed, finished or surfaced without stating

required,

it

to obtain.

Don't forget in
SIS, S2S, SISIE,
for

difficult

is like

calling for boards

and giving no

how this
Where

size.

those ordering lumber, the purpose
required should be stated on the
In recent years the cost of surfacing lumber has
requisition.
been reduced somewhat, and to-day the extra cost over rough

grades are not

which

for

the

known by
lumber

is

and 2-in. lumber of standard widths and lengths
It
would help
and on timbers $1.00 per M ft.
immensely also if those ordering lumber to be furnished by
mills in the southwestern territory would remember that the
SIS, S2S or 1-in. lumber is 13/16 in. instead of % in. This
latter size is the old northern standard, and is not standard in

sizes
is

50

on

venture the suggestion here that for repairs of buildetc., good judgment may suggest that something

houses,

grade of lumber be used, especially for flooron the ground that it is not worth putting in 25 to 50-year
lumber as repairs to any building. Also it is well not to use
too expensive lumber in a building that may not be in existence

less than the best
ing,

When 1-in. or 2-in. lumber is required, and where wane
and sound red heart are not objectionable, by all means order
No. 1 Common. No. 1 Common is known at the mills as yard
stock, and millions of feet are always on hand, therefore, almost immediate shipinent can be obtained. All square edge and
sound lumber has to be sawn especially, and no stock is kept
on hand at the mills therefore, it comes much more slowly.
No. 2 Common follows the same rules as to thickness as No.
At the same time it
1, but, of course, carries more defects.
can be used to advantage for many purposes wdiere No. 1 is
sometimes ordered, as, for instance, for snow fencing, and it
than No. 1, according to the
costs from $1 to $2 less per
stock on hand at the mills.
Of course, there is not as much
No. 2 on hand as No. 1.
You freJust one more little kink about No. 1 Common.
quently order No. 1 Common SIS up to and including 1 in. by
12 in.
Next time you start to do this, don't do it, but order
it S2S.
You will get more even lumber, just as thick and get
it more promptly, and also sometimes at a shade lower price.
ft. than if ordered SIS.
You will also get more lumber per
A mill prefers to work lumber S2S because that thickness is
in accordance with coiumercial requirements, while SIS is not.
Therefore, any degrades will naturally fall into commercial lumber No. 2 grade, without reworking.
Be sure and remember
that this only covers No. 1 Common up to 1 in. by 12 in.
All stacks should be from two to three feet above ground,
to allow free circulation of air, and should be pitched on a
slope of one inch per lineal foot, with the front end higher than
the rear end; thus in piles of 16-ft. lumber the front end would
Each piece should be exbe 16 in. higher than the rear end.
actly over the piece underneath it and from 1 in. to Ij^ in.
apart from pieces on each side, for say 4-in. lumber, increasing
this space up to 3-in. or 4-in. in lumber up to 12 in. wide. Cross
pieces should be the same as the balance of the stack in lumber
and timber 1 in. to 4 in. thick; in timber 6 in. thick and over
this plan would run the stack too high, and 1-in. or 2-in. strips
of waste lumber can be used.
These cross pieces should be
put on every layer, about 4 in. apart, and the front piece should
project % in. to J4 "i- over the ends to protect the stack from
sun and rain.
Be sure that the center bearings of each stack are not lower
than the end bearings. The lines should be straight to avoid
sagging and the consequent accumulation and retention of damp-

1-in.

Be sure

that the cross pieces are exactly over each other,
have crooked lumber. And be sure and don't use
decayed or rotten lumber for cross pieces or foiuidations, as
doing so will contaminate the good lumber.

ness.
else

you

will

cents,

southern pine.
In ordering lumber for stations, dwelling houses, hotels,

To do this is exall of one kind.
having some lumber unnecessarily good
and other perhaps not sufficiently good for the purposes re-

pensive,

quired.

and
It

results in

will

be well to

remember

that 4-in.

flooring

Work on the Bagdad Railway. — The American

runs

•Abstracted from a paper presented before the storekeepers of the AtchiTopcka & Santa I''c at Albuquerque, N. M., September 28, 1915.

vice-consul

Aleppo, reports that despite the great crisis prevailing there
has been no diminution in the railroad progress of the country.

at

The Jaffa-Jerusalem
etc.,

don't order the flooring

son,

will

I

ings,

M

While getting the same quantity in board measure, the above
shows the difference in cost to the company.
Don't order boards and timbers over 12 in. wide if you can
avoid it, because the price increases rapidly with the extra width

12
14
16
18

M

M

31

Special prices

ft

These additional prices do not cover car sills.
Don't order boards and dimension lumber 12 in. wide if less
will do; remember the price increases on lumber over 8 in.
wide. This can perhaps be shown better by giving an illustration
as follows

less than 6-in., and in my opinion
on an average $2 per
makes a better floor. Never order 6-in. flooring edge grain.
It is almost impossible to get it, and if obtained at all, is exAlso remember edge grain costs $9 per
ceedingly expensive.
more than flat grain of the same grade.

;

21

ft

Over 40

No. 25

in 10 to 20 years' time.

Don't order any lengths longer than 20 ft. if two shorter
lengths will do; especially try to avoid ordering such expensive
lengths as from 28 to 40 ft. if two shorter lengths can possibly
be made to answer. Remember that all lengths over 20 ft. cost
additional, the present rate of increase on a 20-ft. basis being
20 it
22-24
26 ft
28 ft
30 ft
32 ft
34 ft
36 ft
38 ft
40 ft

59,

M

HINTS FOR THE ORDERING OF LUMBER*
Purchasing Agent, Gulf, Colorado

Vol.

controlled by a French company, but
about to expire, was taken over by the
military authorities at the outbreak of the war. Work was immediately begun to connect this line with the Haifa-Damascus
line, and in this way link the system with Aleppo (on the
Bagdad line), and eventually connect with Constantinople. Equal
energy has been displayed in the extension of the line from
Aleppo toward Bagdad, on the German or Bagdad Railway.

whose 25

years' lease

line,
is

Tables

Distribution

the

for

Track

of

Materials

Information Enabling a Gang to Unload Ties, Bolts,
Spikes and Other Supplies from a Moving Train

By Kenneth

L.

Van Auken

1

While unloading material cheaply and
it

is

easily

important,

is

equally important that the correct quantities be unloaded

and that they be distributed so as to require a minimum of
rehandling

I

This

later.

is

when

true

especially

A

laying second track or putting in switches.

,

relaying

rail,

correct distribu-

tion can be obtained by noting the standard length of track rails

'

1.

and spotting the work train each time with respect to the rail
joints; or by reference to the location of telephone or telegraph
The poles usually afford the more accurate and ready
poles.
means for gaging distribution.
When unloading rails, whenever the work train is on the siding waiting for trains the gang should be kept busy setting
the rails up end to end. If it is possible to have all the rails
set up in this way, the distribution of angle bars and base
plates, or joints can be gaged by the newly distributed steel.
The tables given in this article have been worked up to give
figures which can be used in distributing material by noting
either the telegraph poles or the rail joints, for both 30 and 33-ft.
rails.
The figures in most cases have been carried out only to
the

'

nearest quarter keg, box,

men who

used by
Table

1

new

tomarv

to take out several carloads at

TABLE

1:

track.

It

is

cus-

•ft

Mil

Rails.

No.

per

rail

Poles 150

ft.

Poles

15
16
17
18
19

200

80
85

90
95

91

21

96
cars.

The

train

train length for each spotting, a

a chalk

mark on

the

rail joint at

relephone
200 ft.

Apart

103
109
115
121
128

78
82
87

20

gang on the various

Rails
Poiles

tt.

Apart

100
107
114
120
127

75

150

Poles

tt.

Apart

Apart

Length

33-ft.

Telephone

Telephone

Telephone

is

generally

man

moved about one
make

being sent ahead to

intervals

which give the nearest

TABLE

3:

the

new

if it is unnecessary to replace all of
can be kept for ordinary renewals near

then,

;

ties

location.

Possibly the best method of distributing ties for relaying (unless some parts of the section need more renewals than others)
uniformly
is to count the number of ties and distribute them
pole may
telegraph
number
per
Or
the
section.
the
entire
over
be computed and that number should then be thrown off one
at a time at approximately equal intervals between every two
poles.

Table 2 gives the number of angle bars required per rail
and per telegraph or telephone pole whether located 150
It is sometimes easier to gage the distribuft. or 200 ft. apart.
tion by telephone poles than by rail lengths, but if the rails have
already been distributed, the best method is to throw off four
angle bars and two joint plates, or two joints, for each rail.
length,

TABLE

DISTRIBUTING ANGLE BARS OR JOINTS.

2;

Per Telephone Pole Per Telephone Pole
200 ft. Apart
ISO ft. Apart

Per
Rail

Length
joint

Joints
for angle bars)

i§nSi::E;Ei:iiE;E
Si7.cs of
45 to 67 lb
j/i X *4 111.

ivXum

Holts to go with
70 antl 75 111.
v.,
in.
n
4
X .ll
-t

Plain

10, 154

telephone poles 200

the train tonglh.

tice

to

provide new

ties

for

ft.

Sot

|s<
l"^

^C<

^

ii

f-

i"

S-8<

^t<

>^

?(?«

IJ'o

%

ill

t

It is

apart.

In making the distribution

—one keg

So-

.5

joiiU.

12tt

33-ft. rails

Jiot

l.£

I
"^

.

in.

X 5J4

in.

&2<

&S<

g-S<

""^ ~

""S-

7"^-

'^

is

i

*^

-i;
jVlh
Sil and 8-. lb.,
b. '"''^^I'mU'riV,'''
, ) .ind 75
?<|n.x4Uin.
J» in. x 4
in.

lin.
liii.
1

1

in.
in.

impossible to divide up

x4^ni.
x4i4in.
x

5

x 6

got

-

i

?j?^"^"°'''
45tn(w

go-

&2<
"S'lP

^

Continuous ..» in. x S-Vi in.
lin. x4Win.
Boniano
lin. x4':Jiu.
Wolhauptcr
lOOpcrecnt. lin. x4J4in1

So-

^o~

«;!?•;

will full-bolt
30-ft. rails

in.
in.

lin.

x4i, in.
x4ijin.

in.
in.

x 5^^ in.
x b\i in.

liii.
1
1

gi. ,ilul
„„1 100
inn lb.
11,
90
in. x 4 i m.
1 in. x 4W in.
liu. x4''iin.

H

lin. xSViin.
in, x 6ij in.

1

so that with telephone
be tiirown oflf first with an
interval of two telephone poles and then with an interval of
rather general prac- ihiec telephone poles, alternating this way throughout the disThe talde provides for a small surplus in e.ioh case.
and llie distribution triluitioii

The number of

every

14

6-hole joints

B°t

tics

to be

un-

from between telephone poles for various spacinps can
bo (Ictcnninrd from Tabic 1. The table is not directly applicalile
to the distribution of ties for relaying.

9t

30-fl. rails

.

to

10

columns the number of joints which one keg will full-bolt
for either 30 or 33-ft. rails, and for either 4-hole or 6-hole joints.
For instance, if 4i:i-in. by ^-in. bolts are to be used on 100-lb.
33-ft. rails with 6-hole angle bars, column 2 in the table shows
that there are 141 bolts to the keg, and column S, that these
will full-bolt. 11^ joints, and column 9, that it will bolt the
joints between Z^/z telephone poles 150 ft. apart, or column

Wcbcr

(•(luivalcnt

24"

It is not necessary to distribute any extra pieces, because these
appliances are not so easily lost as spikes or bolts.
Table 3, for the distribution of track bolts, gives in its various

52

loaded

2S

DISTRIBUTING TRACK BOLTS.

Bars of the Following Sections:
'Hi anil 100 lb.
80 an< 85 lb.
4 Li x ?i in.
% %
m.
^M
/»
1/4

33-ft. rail

18*

* 2 extras at every 10th pole.
t 2 extras as every 20th pole.
** 2 extras at every 8th pole.
tt 2 extras at every 16th pole.

.i.i.n. 1,11,=

Kind

rail

20

plates

4-hole joints—one keg will full-bolt

^"

30ft.

33-ft. rail

30-ft. rail

4

Angle bars

once and distribute the

POLES.
30-ft.

same

the

DISTRIBUTING TIES ACCORDING TO TELEPHONE

„i

ties,

(or

are not used to handling fractions.

for distributing ties for a

is

they can be easily

so that

etc.,

should be on that basis
the joint

it

is

poles

1.50

ft.

apart,

one keg

tlic

slioiiid

kegs,
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The kegs should be thrown

as nearly as possible at equal

off

and should be rolled off the car endways if they hit
on the sides they may run down the embankment into the ditch.
Nut locks are usually furnished in boxes of 1,000. Table 4
intervals,

;

TABLE

DISTRIBUTING LOCK NUTS.

4:

Nut locks-1.000

box— one

a

in

4-hoIe joints

box

6-hoIe joints

Toints

Poles 200

J,

30-ft.

Apart

ft.

..

194

27V

rail..

124

25

j.

Apart

ft.

Joints

20"/
IB'A

for

— 12 nut locks

Telephone Telephone
Poles 150 Poles 200
ft.
Apart ft. Apart

Telephone Telephone
Poles 150

nuts

furnish

will

— 8 nut locks

14!/

18!/
16^1

83
83

12}4

~

'

_

number of joints, measured by telegraph
which one box will provide nut locks, the left half

for 4-hole

and the right-hand half for 6-hoIe joints requiring 12. A few nut locks are likely to be lost, so it is advisable (for instance in columns 3 and 4, top row of figures)
to unload a box of nut locks every 27 telegraph poles ISO ft.
joints requiring 8,

apart, or every 20 telegraph poles 200

Table

number of track

gives the

5

com-

spikes, of the sizes

keg of 200

used, in an average

—

lb.

DISTRIBUTING TRACK SPIKES.

5:

One keg
•gc

^'S

g^ S
"^

S'A

in.
in.
in.

5H
5

^

.V.

300
375
400

in

~

75 to 100
75

5

A'/i

6'A

56

6"/J

SVa
6'A

45 to
40 to

"3

«

'"n

m

«

m

«

«

-

"

-

-

-

4'/i
S'/j

SH

A

3%

3M

3yi

5

4J4

4J^

5'A

S'/i

5

4H
4M

make the distribution in the same way as for tiesup the number of kegs and distribute them at equal
intervals.
If. however, it is planned to provide all new spikes
except for the one row which was left in the ties, one keg will
It is best to

to count

more

spike a third

rail

lengths than

given in the table.

is

and best way to distribute the joint
ties, spikes, angle bars and base plates or joints, bolts and nut
locks, IS to make up one train and do all this work at once.

For

relaying, the cheapest

,,,.,'

With

^

...

,

work

careful

.,

is

it
.

,

,

possible

,,

,

make

to

distribuJ

,.

,

•,

J-

•

,

this

all

f

r,

tion without stopping, with the train traveling at a speed of 8 or

The cars of
damage of a

an hour.

10 miles

rear to reduce the

.,,,.,

,

.

,

.

„

.

,.

.,,'

.

,

•

.

.

,

,

will be policy to include
,.,..,.
distribution and wait until after
general
it

.,

r

tie

,

renewals.

,

,

.

,..,,.,where
,

tie

.

In this case the section

distribute the ties

WOOD

,

,

•

•

•

.

,

the joint ties in the
,

•

,

1

rail is relaid to

,

make

.,,,,,
probably

.

foreman

•

needed previous

•

,

,

,

will
.

to relaying.

the American

Wood

Preservers'

Association will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, January 18-20, 1916. The indications are that this convention will

continued growth of this association.
presented by standing committees on
Preservatives. Specifications for the Purchase and Preservation of
Treatable Timber; Wood Block Paving; Plant Operation; Servreflect the

Reports

will be

:

Tests of Cross Ties; Service Tests of Wood Block Paving;
and Service Tests of Bridge and Structural Timbers.
In addition, individual papers will be presented on the subjects
of Wood Block Floors by Clyde H. Teesdale, Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison, Wis., and also by F. W. Cherrington, chief
engineer, the Jennison-Wright Company, Toledo, Ohio Woods
Suitable for Cross Ties by R. VanMetre, the Joyce-Watkins
Company, Chicago The Quantity of Zinc Chloride Required per
Tie or Per Cubic Foot of Timber and the Method of Dctcrmining the Strength of the Solution by W. F. Goltra, president of the
ice

;

;

•

•

•

ic /^r? /^o/^ a Mi-y a t'i/^kt a mi^ c\/cT-r-A/r
THE VALUE
OF ORGANIZATION AND SYSTEM
FOR MAINTENANCE OF WAY GANGS
i

By
Maintenance of

Way

T. Bowser
Queen & Crescent Route,

J.

Dept.,

success or failure of a maintenance of

Danville, Ky.

way department

foreman, as of any other man in charge of men, probably
depends as much on his ability to organize the forces under
his supervision and to systematize their efforts, as it does upon
his knowledge of the work to be undertaken.
That being true,
not a great

is

field

being neglected through the lack of systematic

on the part of operating

effort

officers to cultivate the

organizing

among their foremen. There are, of
•.
,j
/i
Z ^
j
j
j
^ouTse, many railroad
officers who have adopted a definite policy
along this line, and many more who handle their foremen along
and systematizing

ability

/^

similar lines, but have no definite and clear cut motive, following habit and instinct rather than clearly established reasons.

the purpose of this article to attempt to crystallize what
very probably, the general impression or opinion as to the
value of having foremen who organize their gangs for the
It is

*
!•
-1
j and
j systematize
.
ii;u .
j officer
az
work at. uhand
routine.
What railroad
has not a familiar mental picture of the straggling, hesitating
1

^^„„^^

;„

^^^^

^j,;^j^

^^^ji^^

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ j^^i„_ ^^ ^^^ confusion and multiplicitv of orders
^^^

^^.j^^„

^^^^ ^^^i^^^

Compare

^^ ^^^ ^^^1^

with

this picture

g^„g_ ^^^ foreman of which knew or had been
^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^1^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
^^^^ ,^j^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^g^j^^

^^^ ^f

-^

^j^^

^^^^_ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^
men, and there is no interr
•.,
.,
™,
„„ with
(„
u ui
»
u » i
terence
each other. The foreman probably
states what class
r
j»uiu
j
^
ii
O' work IS to be done and
the laborers drop
naturally
into ..u
their
^^^^,

^j^^^^

^,^^^ ^^

^^^,^

^^

j^

j^^, ^^ ^i^^ arranging
,

«.

i-»i,j

t,,

•.

r

.

Ihe work of an organized gang

..

,

better.
,

work,

•„

,,;,

Who

will

•

..

^ilares

•

is

^ij

r,.u»

not only done faster but

_
u
man
who

..u ^
say that
a

u
.
has plenty
ofc
1

u^ujju^i.'
he
doing and
what he

,,knows what
who

room

i.

to

..j

going to do,
" i_
1..
.1.
-n
j
t,
j j
w"
better work lu
than ^u
the man crowded
"ot» do
lack
up through
r
i.
r
j
01 proper spacing, who skips from one thing to another, and
^
who never knows or cares what comes next. From these men
^
r
j
i_
vi
t-^v
come .li,
the foremen and such training is invaluable.
Discipline
.
-j
..1
.
j
j ,
IS better; a man is more contented and takes more pride in his
work when his efforts are well directed and when he is accompiishing something.
Many foremen handle their gangs in this manner without
really knowing what they are doing.
They simply know they
can accomplish more. Explain it tc them, get them to thinking,
is

is

1

•

1

,

•

•

If first efforts

a

great deal

•

1

•

1

come spontaneously they should be able to make
more progress when they know the reason, and

begin to think about
cultivated carefully.

them started

1

^i...^,.
^-1^,1

1

,

,

i_

PRESERVERS' CONVENTION

The annual convention of

xt

rp„r- \?ai

.

possible derailment resulting
"
^,
J
from the ties falling on the track. The writer has used this
,
J
method many times, however, without a single derailment.

Sometimes

will be held on Wednesday evening.
F.
"•»
n professor
r
-i
t
r inNewell,
ofr civil
cngmeermg. tUniversity
of Illinois,
and formerly chief engineer, United States Reclamation Service,
will be the principal speaker,
tt

should be placed in the

ties

Wash.

The annual banquet

__„„«iNt-]is,

<a

X 9/16 in..
X 9/16 in..

'"5

"n

S'

-

«!$'"

"^

£

.

"^^^' -Seattle,

-i

will full spike-rail lengths

'"i

«

ing timber engineer, St. Louis, Mo.; The Creosote Oil Situation
by G. A. Lembcke, Lembcke, Von Bernuth Company, New York
City; The Zinc Chloride Situation by William Townsley, Jr.,
the Grasseli Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and Creosoted
Douglas Fir Bridge Stringers by O. P. M. Goss, consulting engi,,.
.
q

'

Lil^^ullllu

'^K^'s^'.c
u«o
%-6

cS^
c«S
X a

~

'

-

TABLE

Railroad Ties by

.A.ttack

The

The number of rail
lengths which one keg will full-spike is shown in columns 4
This is for building a new track. For relayto 10, inclusive.
ing it is the practice to provide new spikes for only part of the
work and to require the gangs to use many of the old spikes.
monly

The Types of Fungi
Herman Von Schrcnk, consult-

Goltra Company, Cleveland, Ohio;

F.

W hich

apart.

ft.

No. 25

59,

for

poles,

gives the

W.

Vol.

right,

it.

Such men are valuable and should be
apprentices and young foremen, get

Watch

and explain; the whys are often

as import-

ant as the hows.

The foremen's meetings
cers to explain such

afford excellent opportunities for

methods

to the foremen.

offl-

cannot be expected, however, that the seed planted at such a meeting will
bear fruit without cultivation. It is probable that the supervisors are more or less gifted along this line. With a few talks
It

and some encouragement the idea will crystallize in their minds
and they will then be able and anxious to create and foster the
?rowth of organized and systematic work among the foremen.

Design and Construction

Chimneys

of

Railways

for

Discussion of Types in Use and Points Considered in
Deciding on Details of Chimneys for Boiler Plants

A great deal of power is generated by railways in steam plants
These stationary inexclusive of that in locomotive boilers.
stallations

at

engine terminals, docks, stations, shops, pumping
for the necessary
etc., depend on chimneys

elevators,

plants,

Also, an account of

satisfactory wall.

the beginning of this type

It is

on the

hoped, there-

fore, that the following discussion will be of interest

and value.

TYPES
In general, chimneys for the purpose considered are of three
types, steel, brick and concrete, although at least one combination type has been developed, utilizing masonry and reinforced

in

the

making

The various companies building such chimneys date
from 25 to SO years ago, the first ones

quality.

of construction for such chimneys that will be dependable imder
all conditions and will have the lowest annual charge becomes
one of considerable importance. On account of the special features involved in the design of chimneys and the relatively small
number built by any one road, few railway men consider the
reputable builders of chimneys for details.

wide variations

the builders began

special brick with perforations to insure thorough burning and
the elimination of soft centers, resulting in a product of uniform

draft, so that, in the aggregate, the problem of selecting a type

subject thoroughly, depending to a considerable extent

some of

quality of ordinary brick,

Among the
country being built about IS years ago.
the United States are four 287-ft. by 17-ft. chimneys
built about 1900 by the Alphons Custodis Chimney Construction
Company, New York, for the Manhattan Elevated Railway
Brick chimneys are generally
in New York and still in service.
recognized to be thoroughly satisfactory when properly designed
in

this

in

first

and

built.

Guyed

sheet

iron chimneys

without lining are the cheapest
They can frequently

type in use and are also the least durable.

be set directly over the boilers, being carried by a breeching
hood. Permanent, self-sustaining, brick-Uned steel chimneys are
also used, being more expensive and requiring a flue of some
sort to connect the boiler

and the chimney.

There

is

no

definite

dividing line as to size between guyed steel plate chimneys and
self-supporting

I.

masonry chimneys, according to the
Bouton, consulting mechanical engineer,

Some

S,000 to 6,u00 hp. plants use the former,

steel

experience of George

New York

City.

or

while others with only 500 or 600 hp. use the latter. Considering individual chimneys, the upper limit for a guyed steel chim-

ney

is

about 7

ft.

by 150

ft.,

the great majority of such in-

exceed 5 ft. by 125 ft. In some
be impossible to guy a chimney of large size,
thus eliminating that type, or in other cases, it may be necessary to use a strut or stiff leg if the location and construction
of adjacent buildings is favorable and the chimney is not too
stallations being of a size not to

locations

it

may

large.

In considering the advantages of
with the more permanent types, it

probable

life

of the plant.

steel

chimneys

in

comparison

important to estimate the
For example, it might not be economy
is

permanent chimney with a life of more than 30 years
in a plant which will be abandoned or entirely remodeled in 10
or 15 years. The average life of a guyed steel chimney is variously estimated up to 10 years.
In some cases such chimneys
built of 3/16-in. or J4-in. plates have failed in six or seven years,
while in other cases chimneys wHth even lighter metal have been
in service for 12 to 15 years.
It is not customary to paint a
chimney on the inside after it is put in service, antl lor this
reason one used continuously will have a longer life than one
which is out of service during a part of the year, or for considerable periods at a time.
A chimney should be painted externally at least every two years. Local atmospheric conditions
must also be considered in adopting a steel chimney as under

to install a

A
(A)— A

C

13

Radial Brick Chimney 163 ft. High and 7 ft. in Diauu-lLT, Uuilt for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc drain Elevator,
("hicago, hv the Heine Chimnev Company, Chicago.
(It)
A Radial ftrick Chimney 175 ft. High and 9 ft. 6 in. in Diameter,
Built for the Consolidated (las, Electric Light & Power Company,
Baltimore. Md., bv Bergen & I.indem.'in, New York City.
(()— A Radial Brick Chimney 2()U fl. High and 7 ft. 6 in. in Diameter,
Built at the Chesapeake & (Ihio Shops at Huntington, W. Va., by the
Wicderholdt Construction (.'ompany, St. Louis, Mo.
TripciinK

—

Of

Inand brick date back llu- farllust
dependent chimney structures were developed about the begin-

concrete.

these, steel

ning of the nineteenth century at practically the same time in
several European countries. The early structures of brick were
usually S(|uare and were designed by "rule of thumb," in spite

of which condition chimneys 90 years old arc not inicommon in
In the development of this type of conand later circul.ir designs were adopted, the
latter being the most economical in the use of material and the
most advantageous in producing draft, as all dead air space in
It also offers less resistance to wind
the corners is eliminated.

some

parts of Kiuope.

struction, octagonal

and has

The

a greater

radial brick

circular chimnevs

moment

of resistance than the sipiare section.

was a natural
in

order to

result of the

facilit:itr

the

development of

construction

of a

certain

conditions,

plates are attacked

such as

more

proximity to

Concrete chimneys have been
25 years, allhougli

it

is

water,

salt

the

steel

quickly.
built

only in the

in

last

this

country for about

12 to 15 years that their

use has been extensive, aiul only during the last 7 years that
tapering concrete chimneys have been developed. In general, the

concrete construction is from 10 to 30 per cent less
than brick and about the same as self-supporting steel. On account of the thiuuer walls, concrete is lighter than brick, making

cost 'of

it

easier lo provide suitable fniunlatinus under

In order

some

conditions.

secure greater peimanetue, concrele chinuieys have
been used in some cases to replace steel slacks where brick
could not be considered on account of its cost. When properly
built,

tci

concrele has proved entirely satisfactory, some of the oldest
still being in service and having withstood windsltirms,

chimneys
fires, etc.
.\

combination type

built

of special

fire

clay

tile

filled

with
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and ifinforced with horizontal and vertical steel bars,
by the Wiederholdt Construction Company, St. Louis,
Mo. The advantages claimed for this chimney are that it does
away with forms used in building concrete chimneys and has the
advantage of steel reinforcement over many brick chimneys.
This type has been built for about eight years.
The size of a chimney depends on the size of the boiler plant
and the amount of draft required. For the average flue gas
temperature the height of a chimney should be about 160 ft.
for each inch of draft. The cross section is fixed by the amount
of gas to be passed at a velocity that will not be excessive. This
concrcti.-

is

built

Vol.,

thus reducing considerably the

brick,

which are the

No. 25

number of mortar

joints

Various

of construction.

of these blocks allow a wide range in wall thicknesses
and the perforations, in addition to securing a more

sizes

and

critical point in this type

59,

radii

even burning of the interior of the blocks, provide a means of
locking the blocks together as the mortar is worked into them
in laying up the wall, and they also provide a dead air space in

area varies directly as the weight of coal burned per unit of time
and the number of pounds of air supplied per pound of coal

and inversely as the square root of the draft. It is customary in
figuring on the capacity of a chimney to assume a 2-in. film
of gas lining the stack. Ordinarily no difference in dimensions
is made between the different types, although the advocates of
steel and concrete construction lay stress on the absence of
leakage and in addition the builders of steel emphasize the decreased friction in that type, while those who favor brick call
particular attention to the low factor of radiation and con-

masonry wall, tending to reduce the loss of heat in
way. Municipal regulations, particularly where smoke departments are maintained, occasionally govern chimney sizes and
must be investigated. As the details of design are comparable
only for chimneys of the some general type, the following discussion is divided to cover the three forms of construction in
vection in a
this

most general

use.

STEEL

The thickness of the plates used in guyed steel chimneys varies
with the diameter. Ordinarily good practice fixes this standard
at No.'l2 B. W. G. for 30-in. to 36-in. diameters. No. 10 B. W. G.
for 42-in. to S4-in. diameter, 3/16-in. for 60-in. to 72-in. diameters and ^-in, for 78-in. diameter and larger.
Lighter plates
may be used if the plant is of a temporary nature, but the saving
is inconsiderable, as, for instance, the difference between 3/16 in.
and 14 i"- plates for a 6-ft. by 150-ft. chimney would only amount
The wind pressure is ordinarily assumed at
to about $250.
30 lb. per sq. ft. of exposed area. The load on the guy wires
can be readily calculated on this basis from the diameter of
the chimney, the exposed height, the distance from the base to
the center of pressure and

from the base

to the connection with

the guy and the angle of inclination of the guy with the horizontal.

tected,
ft.

anc).

A

6-ft.

by

150-ft.

chimney with the lower 25

ft.

pro-

120

ft.

from

the base, each set having four wires.

For

such a chimney the ordinary j4-in. galvanized steel wire strand
frequently used for chimney guys, having an ultimate strength
of about 8,500

lb.,

would be rather

light

and

it

to

—Tapering

(B)

—

(C)

—A

which case the details vary with local
conditions. When a guy is anchored by connection to the ground
but it is necessary to attach it above the surface, a stub, usually
consisting of a heavy timber with planking across it,, is used.
This stub may be placed 7 to 10 ft. in the ground as required
Where the guy can be brought to the
by local conditions.
ground a convenient anchorage is a block of concrete perhaps
3 ft. by 3 ft. and 6 ft. deep with an eyebolt projecting from
If the chimney is not carried on the boiler
.the upper surface.
in

setting, a concrete slab

is

slab ordinarily being 12

in.

usually used for the foundation, this
greater in diameter than the chimney

and extending about 6 in. above the adjacent surface. Its depth,
of course, depends on local conditions, a total thickness of 4
or 5 ft. being common.
BRICK

Nonconnah Shops of the Illinois Central, Memphis, Tenn.
Tapering Concrete Chimney 184 ft. High and 7 ft. in Inside
Diameter at the Top, Built by the John V. Boland Construction
Company, St. Louis, jWto., for the Excelsior Manufacturing & Supply
Company, Chicago.

(D)

— Cylindrical
Diameter

Concrete

High and 6 ft. in Inside
ft.
the John V. Boland Constr.iction
American
Box, Board & Paper
the

Chimney 175

at the Top,
St. Louis,,

by

Built

Mo., for
Company,
Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

A

the wall, decreasing the rate of heating and cooling.

radial

brick chimney weighs less than one of ordinary brick.

Frequently an engineer or architect desires a chimney to conto the architecture of the station or other liuilding for
in such instances other than cirit
is constructed and

form
which

cular shapes

may

While

be adopted.

this introduces difficulties

especially with the use of radial brick the

The

frequently justifies the added trouble.

chimney

is

laid in the ordinary

improved appearance
inside lining of the

manner.

The large builders of radial brick chimneys cither operate
or control the brick yards in which their product is manufacIn general, the clay used in the process must be highly
tured.
refractory, and be low in iron and lime content and the blocks
must be burned
material

For brick chimneys the perforated radial brick has come into
wide use. The blocks are ordinarily mtuli larger than common

D

C

Concrete Chimney 225 ft. High and 12 ft. in Diameter.
Built by the General Concrete Construction Company, Chicago, for
the Indiana & Michigan Electric Company, South Bend, Ind.
A Tapering Concret; Chimney 185 ft. High and 6 ft. in Inside
Diameter at the Top, "Built by the Weber Chimney Company, Chicago,
at the

widely and faulty anchorage has been the cause of many failures of chimneys of this type. Parts of buildings are frequently

used for anchorage,

B

(A)

would be ad-

use special strands of high tensile strength steel.
On small chimneys, one set of three or four guys is sufficient.
The method of anchoring the lower ends of the guys varies
visable

A

for example, would require two sets of guys placed 90

of

until well vitrified,

high

crushing

producing a hard, non-porous
The crushing strength

strength.

required by \arious makers ranges from 4,000 to 7,000
in.

One company has

tried

buruiu.i;

them

luuil

their

lb.

per

sq.

crushing

December

17,
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strength was increased to about 11,000
colors the surface and

makes them

per

lb.

sq. in.,

but this dis-

so hard that they will absorb

no water, thus preventing the mortar from adhering
R. Heinicke, Inc.,

New York

well.

H.

City, uses bricks of four different

lengths, 4, 7, 8 and 10 in., with a uniform height of b^^ in. and
a width of 4^ in. at the face, this dimension varying at the back
with the diameter of the chimney. These bricks absorb less than
In the base, at
10 per cent of water in 24 hours immersion.
least every fourth course is a header and in the shaft every
second layer interlocks to break the joints in every layer.
Horizontal steel bands are used in the base.
Bergen & Lindeman, New York City, use brick 45^ in. high

and 65/2 in. wide in five lengths, ranging from 4 in. to 105^ in.
Each size is made with different radii for use in chimneys of
different size. The Alphons Custodis Chimney Construction Company, New York City, makes bricks ranging from 4 in. to 13
in. deep, having holes not to exceed 1 in. square, so that the mortar cannot fill
up and destroy the air space. These bricks are
made both with and without corrugations.
The Heine Chimney Company, Chicago, use a brick 4S^ in.
high, made in six sizes, four of which are ordinarily used, the
dimensions varying by 1 in. These bricks are made to interlock
and are laid with horizontal reinforcing bands and vertical
mortar pins, alternate courses being headers.
The stability of a chimney depends upon the assumptions made
in design as to the wind pressure and allowable stresses in the
The most generally recognized standard of wind
material.
pressure, 50

lb.

per

sq.

ft.

on

a

flat

surface,

is

quite

commonly
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and 20 tons per sq. ft. for a height of 300 ft. This variation
is made on the ground that in tall chimneys the rate of progress
The maximum allowable
is slower and the mortar sets harder.
compression used by other companies varies between 15 and 25
tons, some of them allowing as high as 3 tons per sq. ft. in ten-

On
while others are more conservatve in this respect.
account of the variations in assumed pressures and allowable
stresses the factor of safety in the various designs of radial
brick chimneys ranges from 8^'2 to more than 20.
Chimneys are designed according to ordinary principles of
mechanics, making a tentative selection of the taper and determining the required thickness of the walls at intervals of
sion,

about 20 ft. The selection of the taper giving the most economical design is a matter of repeated trial designs and experience,
and the various chimney companies have evolved empirical
rules for tapers and thickness for use in preliminary designs.

The minimum
at

7%

or

7J4

thickness of a brick wall is ordinarily fixed
this thickness being increased one or two

in.,

inches in steps which are ordinarily 20

ft.

The

apart.

variable

of perforated blocks allow almost any desired thickness
of wall to be built. One company uses a minimum wall thickness of 7yi in. for diameters of 6 ft. and less, 8]4 in. for
sizes

diameters between 6 and 12 ft., and 10% in. above 12 ft. The
thickness of the wall at the base of the chimney when radial

H
brick

is

used

is

determined bv

this

company bv

(-6

the rule
9

where H equals the total height of the chimney.
Chimneys from 100 to 200 ft. high are tapered, the amount
One company adds from
of this taper varying considerably.
in.

20 to 60 per cent of the top diameter to secure the bottom diamanother increases the outer diameter J4 if- P^r ft. when
eter
the ratio of height to top diameter is 10, and increases this
;

increment as the ratio increases, up to

^

in.

per foot for a

Another company figures an average taper of
about 4 ft. per 100 ft. for both sides, and another uses from 3 to
6 per cent taper on both sides. A variable taper has been used in
several cases in order to improve the appearance and save mateof

ratio

40.

The weight of a wall laid up with perforated radial brick
averages 120 lb. per cu. ft.
Linings in vitrified brick chimneys are only required to prorial.

chimney walls from the extreme differences
where the gases impinge against it. This leads

tempera-

tect the

in

ture

to the gen-

eral practice of lining only the

space around the

some

cities

fine

definitely

common

lower part of the chitnney and the
building ordinances in

opening, though

specify the height

of lining to be used.

lining with an air
between the lining and the wall, though fire brick is
sometimes specified.
The breech opening is a source of weakness. For this reason,
one company tries to make the width of the breech opening
less than one-third the diameter of the chitnney at that height,
while another finds that this width should not exceed OCi of the
clear diameter at the top, while the height of the opening is usually made 1.45 times that diameter, giving an area about 10 per
cent larger than the top opening. This takes care of the greater
volume of gases at the bottom of the chimney than at the top,
due to the higher temperature.
Independent chimneys are ordinarily set on concrete foundations, which may be square, octagonal, round or of various other
shapes.
For round shaft, a round fonndation gives the most
uniform support, bill, on account of the expense of building
forms for such foundations, an octagonal shape is ordinarily
It

is

to

use radial brick

for the

space

A
<A)

H

— Composite

Brick Cliimncy Consisting of a Brick Facing, a Reinforced
Concrclc- Filler and a Hollow Refractory Clay Tile Lining, Built for
Kcnilrick .Seminary, St. Louis, by the John V. Boland Construction

Company. St. Louis, Mo.
<B)- An ()ct:iK«nal Common Hrick Chimney
liv
ItciKcn vt
Di.iiiu'tcr,
lUiilt
I'ealioily
College, Illustraling the

Inlcrnal
for
I

<C)

no ft. High and 8 ft. in
Lindeman. New York City,
Possiliility
of Harmonizing
1

Chimney Design with Surrounding Bnililings.
Brick Chimney Built by H. R. lliinirke.

— Radial
for

Inc..

New York

City,

Magill flniversity, Toronto. Onl.

adopted although this is modified in m;m\ iustiiiuis. Otic coin
pany uses 30 lb. per sq. ft. on the projected area, reducing this
by 29 per cent for octagonal surfaces and 33 per cent for round.
Anotlier uses 50 lb. for Hat surfaces, 35 lb. for octagonal and
25 lb. for round, while still another varies the assumed wind pressure and stresses with the liei.uht, the limiting figures for a round
surface being 17 lb. per sq. ft. for a height of .50 ft., and 23 lb.
per sq. ft. for a height of 300 ft. This compaiiy varies the allow iiblc stress between 7 tons per sq. ft for a heiuhl of .50 ft.

preferred.

One company

usually builds square louiulations, only

cutting off the corners to form an octagon

when the chimney is
round from top to bottom. In order to minimize the danger
of damage from lightning, chimneys arc frequently equipped
with

lightning rods, differing greatly in detail.
.An ordinary
rod costs $200 to $3lX), while some of the more elaborate forms
exceed this cost greatly.
Platinum lipped points, copper rods

and cables leading down

some of

to a

plate buried

the details frequently adopted.

In

in

the

some

ground ire

cases, interior
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ladders are provided when the chimney is built to gain access
to the top and clean-out doors are usually required in the
base.

CONCRETE
Concrete chimneys are ordinarily built with a minimum wall
thickness of 4 to 8 in. at the top, depending on the size of
the chimney. This thickness is increased toward the bottom at
a rate depending on the stresses, one company using ratios of
3/16 in. to ;.2 in. for every 5 ft. of height. The companies building concrete chimneys figure the batter in different ways, one usin. for 4 ft. in height, another 0.3 in. to
ing an average of
0.45 in. per ft., and another a batter of 1 to 56 for small chim-

M

neys and 1 to 80 for large ones.
The design of the section and the reinforcement required in
the wall are ordinarily based on an allowable compression in the
concrete of 350
16,000

per

lb.

lb.

per

steel to concrete

sq.

One

sq. in.

below

1

in.,

and

a

tension

and usually from 3

company uses

the steel

of

per cent.

The John V. Boland Construction Company,
places the vertical reinforcement more than 12
top,

in

of the companies keeps the ratio of
St.

Louis, never

in.

apart at the

to 4 in. center to center at the base.

a horizontal reinforcement of one or

This

two layers of

A. S. & W. No. 23 triangle mesh or ^-in. or ^-in. rods laid
10 or 12 in. center to center, and provides additional reinforcing
at the foundation, around the breech opening and at the top
of the lining. Another company uses wire mesh for the horizontal reinforcement, the concrete being of a 1 :2V2 :3 mixture,
placed

The assumptions

wet.

as

to

the

wind pressure and

foundations are practically the same for concrete chimneys as those described above for brick.
Concrete chimneys are ordinarily lined, although some have

the designs

of

been built without lining, special provision being made in the
design of the reinforcement to take up the temperature stresses.

One company recommends
same time

the

as the

water-tight,

Vol.

allowing the use of a wet mixture.

59,

No. 25

The surface

washed with cement to give it a uniform color.
The Weber Chimney Company, Chicago, which has built many
reinforced concrete chimneys, uses a unit form consisting of
is

ordinarily

wooden staves held together by castings and cables.
complete forms are used, each 4 ft. 6 in. deep, which are
Ordinarily the forms
placed one above the other alternately.
are moved once a day, although in the best weather on a single
wall two moves may be made in one day. An inside scaffold is
carried up with the work and the material is hoisted on the inThe concrete is placed wet and spaded away from the
side.
face, the slight irregularities being finished off and the surface
washed with Portland cement. A mixture of 1 :2V2 :4 is used
in the shaft, the gravel having a maximum size of 1 in., while
The
in the foundation 1 :3 :5 concrete is used with 2-in. gravel.
work on concrete chimneys can be carried on successfully during the winter by covering the concrete with heavy canvas until it has set and providing heaters under the canvas and at the
a series of

Two

bottom of the

shaft.

A PLATE FULCRUM TRACK SCALE
The Pennsylvania Railroad has

installed in its gravity

yard at

East Tyrone, Pa., a track scale of a new type, which is a radical
departure from previous practice in that neither pivots, knifeedges, bearing steels, loops or links are employed in the vibratory

system to transmit the platform load to the indicating poise beam.
The design of the scale was worked up jointly by A. H. Emery,
of Glenbrook, Conn., and the engineering departments of E. & T.
Fairbanks & Company and the Pennsylvania Railroad.
While this scale was installed as a matter of experiment, it
has been in daily service since August 16, weighing from 400 to
500 cars a dav, and the results so far obtained indicate the suc-

a reinforced concrete lining built at

chimney

wall, with a 4-in. air space at the

have been in service as much
Such a lining, however,
costs rrfore than a brick lining which is ordinarily used for
one-third to one-half the height of the chimney and is covered
by a concrete cap. The breech opening is ordinarily made with
a w4dth less than two-thirds the top diameter of the chim-

Some

bottom.
as

linings of this type

10 years with satisfactory results.

when wider openings are required, buttresses may be used.
One company estimates that lightning rods for concrete chimneys
ney,

cost

from lY^

to Ji^ per cent of the total cost of the chimney.

CONSTRUCTION
In the construction of brick chimneys, inside scaffolds are
ordinarily used, the material being hoisted either inside or outIf inside, a temporary opening must be proside the chimney.

vided at the bottom for entrance of material. In most cases the
scaffolding is supported by cross pieces laid in niches in the

These scaffolds are raised as soon

wall, or by vertical timbers.

as the walls have been built up to a height of 4 to 6 ft. above the
Brick chimneys can ordinarily be built at the rate
platform.

of 6 to 8
pleted by

ft.

a day, although as

much

as 18

ft.

has been com-

Specifications often limit the rate of

some companies.

construction to prevent application of too great a load on new
brickwork. A maximum rate as low as 5 ft. per day has been
specified.

In

the construction of concrete chimneys, either

forms may be used

steel

that

described.

in

addition to a scaffold

wooden or
similar to

The General Concrete Construction Company

uses a scaffold of 4-in. by 4-in. or 6-in. by 6-in. verticals and 2-in.
by 4-in. or 2-in. by 6-in. cross bracing and steel forms made
in sections 5 ft. or 7 ft. 6 in. high according to the size of the

chimney.
radial

This form

bolts,

a

new

is

adjusted to the desired diameter by
being formed for each move by

joint

punching the plates and bolting up the sections. As soon as one
of the small plates which form the ring entirely overlaps the
adjacent plate it is thrown out and the joint made with the next
These small plates are 33 in. wide and the adjustment is
plate.
made with two bolts in each plate. These forms arc practically

Connection Between Main and Longitudinal Levers
cess of the design.

V\'hat

is

known

as the "plate fulcrum" has

been substituted for the regular knife-edge, pivot and bearing.
This form of construction has been used successfully for years
in large testing machines and in the dynamometer of the locomotive testing plant of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona,
but its application to a track scale is evidently new.
Since the scale has been completed a series of exhaustive tests,
under both concentrated and distributed loads, have been conducted, and surprisingly accurate results have been obtained.
The experiments thus far seem to have demonstrated that the
plate fulcrum construction possesses

among which

is

many

advantages, principal

the fact that the sensibility does not materially

change under varying increments of load, it beim; almost the
same under maximum load as under an empty balance.
The possibility of change in the power or adjustment of the

Dfxemdeb

17,

very remote, as there is no breaking
of the members forming the fulcrums, so that changes

lever system of this scale

down
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is

indicator being largely controlled by a dash-pot with liquid displacement. The main beam is graduated to 240,000 lb. by 1,000-

subdivisions and the fractional beam to 1,000 lb. by 50-lb.
An ingenious device has been applied to the beam,

which ordinarily result from wear are eliminated, and after a
scale of this type has once been properly installed and adjusted
It
it is expected that little or no change will occur from usage.
should be understood that there is no motion whatever, either

Ib.

transverse or longitudinal, to the bridge or platform supporting
rail, and, as a result, the action of the lever system
is not affected by change in repose of the weighing platform,

w-eights.

the weighing

moving

as the latter does not oscillate under

The checking

of the bridge

-omplished through the

is

medium
bemg

of check-rods, the bridge

loads.

unique feature.
It is acof massive stay-plates, instead
stayed from one end only to
a

1157

subdivisions.

its capacity can be increased from 240,000 lb. to 4-10,000
by the simple action of a lever, without the addition of loose

so that
lb.

The main girders are provided with slotted openings in the
web, through which pass the girders for supporting the deck
or platform. This is of the rigid type to permit the top flanges
of the girders to project through the scale platform, thereby
furnishing a continuous rail support, as well as a suitable water
the aim being to secure a waterproof deck.
It remains to determine the effect of continued usage on the

table,

action of the scale, but

seem

far obtained

operation to date and the results so
experiment to such an extent

its

to justify the

that the Pennsylvania Railroad has

worked up another design

of track scale of the plate fulcrum type having only two sections.
This will not only simplify the design by the elimination
of

Connection

of Longitudinal

many

levers

and fulcrums, but

is

expected to determine the

Levers to Fifth Lever

take care of the longitudinal thrust and from one side only to
Hence the lengthening or
take care of the transverse thrust.

shortening of the stay-plates (due to expansion or contraction)
beam by a change of

will not be reflected in the indicating poise

balance, to the extent that

is

possible in a pivot and knife-edge

scale with the generally accepted

of the elastic bending of

form of checking.

these stay-plates

is

The

effect

not apparent

in

the calibration of the scale.

Another departure from previous construction, as ordinarily
is found in the fact that no parts of the

applied to track scales,
scale

are permanently bolted to the scale bridge proper.

The

supported by rollers which engage hardened plates, the
rollers being placed intermediate between the bridge and the

bridge

is

lever system, so that the load

is

centrally distributed

on the

plate

fulcrums in the main levers. This feature also eliminates to a
large degree the change in balance which is ordinarily manifested
in a knife-edge and pivot scale as the result of change of position of the bearings when permanently bolted to the bridge. Another advantage is that the plate fulcnmi is not disturbed by
the platform, consequently neither dead-rail nor
traffic over

The

Scale

Mechanism

in

Place in the Pit

relative merits of conliiuious articulated bridge girders.

also simplify the

of four or

more

methods

sections,

taken into account

in

It

will

employed when testing scales
where the distributing etTect must be

at present

connection with the

final

result.

relieving gear are necessary, and the elimination of these factors
simplifies the installation of the track arrangement, greatly reducing the clement of danger, especially where motion weighing
is

practiced.

The

scale installed at East

Tyrone

is

54

ft.

long.

It is

located

on a grade of 0.8 per cent. There are four sections in the scale,
the primary system or main levers being arranged transverse to
the direction of traflic, while the secondary system is arranged
longitudinally.
The total multiplication of the lever system up
to the butt of the beam is 1,000, and the arrangement of the
lever system is such that the load from each pair of main levers
is transmitted independently to the fifth lever through the medium
of the longitudinal levers, while the fifth lever is connected direct
There are no compound levers
to the indicating poise beam.
in the scale which perfoiui the fiuiction similar to what is known
as the middle extension lever, a feature which simplifies the
adjustment when cali^bratiug the scale leverage.
The poise beam is directly connected to an indicator which
moves over a graduated arc, the total travel of the indicator beThis facilitates the
ing about 2j/i in. on either side of zero.

work of
main

obtaining a trial position of the
ulun \v<iglniig cars In motion, the \ibration of the

the weighniaster

poisi'

— The

two years have been a time of
Rain has generally been regarded
as a great desideratum in the Argentine Republic, but during the
past year the Argeiuine had far too much wet, with the result
that the rivers and ordinary channels coidd not carry it otT, and
great lakes were formed. This did not tell adversely upon the
track of the railways so long as there was no wind, but when
high winds arose they r.iised the flood-water into waves, and
the track was rapidly underinineil and washed away. The engineering staff of the Unenos Aires Western Railway grappled
with energy with the difl'icnllies which had arisen, piling with
wood laying sheets of galvanized iron where the hanks were most
exposed, and filling in washouts with cement in bags and brickbats in wire netting.
They managed in consequence to keep
trains rnnnig in most cases, but this was done at considerable
Arcicntink Floods.

past

flood trouble in Argentina.

in

expense, the works carried out involving the company in a loss
What was done upon the Ilncnos Aires Western
of $014,125.

system was also done, more or less, upon the liuenos Aires
Southern and the Central Argentine Kailways. linjiinrcr-

(ireat
iiifl,

/.()M(/i"i.

Repairing a Tunnel Lining Under

Difficult

Conditions

Seepage Through a Disintegrated Brick Lining
Prompted Repairing It, Using a Concrete Atomizer
The Chicago Great Western recently solved a difficult
problem by means of the concrete atomizer. The

lining
is

one-half mile long and

is

located at Winston,

111.,

tunnel

nection of small steam pipes to the shaft glands at each end of the

tunnel

mixer drum.

at the cross-

ing of the divide between the Mississippi and Rock river drainOriginally lined with timber, it was relined in 1886
with a semi-vitrified red brick without completely packing the

By means of these the glands are kept at a higher
pressure than the pressure within the drum, hence there is no
tendency for the concrete materials to work outward along the

age areas.

shaft into the bearings.

space between the shell of brick and the old lining. The soft
clay through which the tunnel was driven contains much water
and, because of the extensive voids behind the brick work, the

single acting steam engine.

inside diameter

This
is subjected to considerable hydrostatic pressure.
resulted in excessive seepage and dripping of water. Weep holes
were provided at \'arious places to eliminate the water pressure

considerable.

lining

and carry the water away, but, nevertheless, the bricks of the
arch were constantly saturated. The portals are located favorably for the formation of drafts through the tunnel with the
prevailing winds and for the last two years a fan ventilating
system has been

in service.

As

a result,

freezing temperatures

prevail within the tunnel throughout the winter months, as
evidenced by the formation of great masses of ice.
Whether the result of freezing or of the chemical action of the
combination of locomotive gases and water, the brick work has
seriously distintegrated throughout the entire length of the timnel,
particularly in the arch, in certain portions of which large sec-

The mixer

is

operated by a direct-connected V-type, 4-cylinder
Wire-wound rubber hose of 154 in-

used for transmitting the material, the hose
rubber lined.
The use of this material
seems especially suitable for wet concrete, as the wear is inis

couplings also being

As

the

work on

Winston tunnel had

the

to be carried

on with-

out interruption to traffic, it was necessary to place the entire
plant on a construction train so that it could be taken in and out
of the tunnel as required. This, of course, necessitated continu-

ous work train service. The presence of a signal tower at the
east portal, which was used in connection with the operation of a
staff block through the tunnel, greatly expedited the movements
of the

The

work

train.

construction train consisted of three cars besides the

photographs.

number of

engme

accompanying
The mixer was located on the forward end of a

and caboose and

is

illustrated in a

the

The

tions of the inner ring have been completely destroyed.

problem of remedying this condition was a matter of serious
consideration on the part of the railway officers for some time.
The present lining gives only the normal vertical and horizontal
clearance, so that a new lining inside of the old one was out
of the question. At the same time, the removal of the old
lining, preparatory to replacing it with a new one, would have
Ijeen a very expensive andliazardous undertaking because of the
treacherous character of the groimd through which the tunnel

was

driven.

As previously described in the Railway Age
March 19,' 1915, page 675, the concrete atomizer is

Gazette

on

I

a device for

the application of concrete in the form of finely separated particles in a blast of superheated steam, producing a concrete un-

The superheat prevents
usually hard, dense and- impervious.
condensation of the steam in the presence of the wet concrete and
hastens the chemical action of the cement. The atomizer consists of a mixer drum containing revolving paddles, which communicates by means of a piston valve with an "atomizing chamber" where the concrete and steam are brought together. A discharge pipe leads from this chamber to the place of application
1 part cement, 3 parts
of the concrete. The concrete materials
sand and 2 parts pebbles to which 10 per cent, by weight of water
is added, are placed in the mixing drum, where they are subjected
to the ordinary agitating process by means of the paddles.
During the process of mixing, steam is admitted at a pressure
of 80 lb. per sq. in. superheated about 50 deg. F. When the
contents of the mixer drum are ready to be discharged, steam
is admitted to the atomizing chamber from which it discharges
With steam pressure in the
freely through the discharge pipe.
:

atomizing chamber at 30 lb. per sq. in. also superheated, the
valve on the mixer drum is opened and the greater steam pressure within the drum, together with the worm-action of the
paddles, causes the contents of the drum to discharge into the
atomizing chamber. The latter is arranged in such a way that
the concrete is' "atomized" in the steam at an equalized pressure
of about 40 lb. per sq. in. and immediately discharged into the
discharge

line.

One

interesting feature of the

machine

is

the

drum and the atomizing chamber, which
way as to give a minimum opportunity for

piston valve between the
is

arranged

in

such a

the accumulation of small quantities of concrete wliich can set
when llic machine is not in use. Another feature is the con-

The Atomizer Car
flat

car adjacent to the engine for convenient steam connection

by means of a reducing valve. The
was utilized for the storage of the concrete
materials which were measured and supplied by hand into the
hopper of the mixer. Behind the mixer car was another flat

steam being supplied

at 90 lb.

larger part of this car

car rigged up for the application of the concrete to the tunnel

A wooden platform about 20 ft. long was raised about 4
above the floor of the car by means of blocking. Two light
rails secured to this platform served as a track for a carriage

lining.
ft.

containing the apparatus for the discharge of the concrete. On
this carriage was a platform for the operator and a nozzle consisting of a piece of straight wrought pipe attached to a piece of
reinforced rubber hose connected to the discharge line which ran
along the side of the flat car. The nozzle was supported on a
framework pivoted on a horizontal axis coincident with the center
line

of the car.

By means

of a small 2-cylinder reciprocating

steam engine, this framework supporting the nozzle was made to
swing from side to side in the arc of a circle. The entire carriage was also arranged for a longitudinal travel of about 10 ft.
along the platform track by means of a windlass and rope which
were operated by hand. A box car at the rear of the nozzle
car was equipped with a platform protected by a wooden hand
railing. This was used to clean the roof of the tunnel before the
Wire brushes and light pneumatic hamconcrete was applied.

mers were emiiloyed for

this

purpose, with

tlie

assistance

of

Dkckmuir
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water which was supplied by a steam pump on the engine tank.
With the exception of an expert furnished by the owner, the
work was carried on by the division carpenter crew of the railroad, which consisted of a foreman, three men cleaning the roof,
one man at the nozzle, one at the carriage windlass, one at the
atomizer and two loading and measuring materials. The concrete
was applied on a 10-ft. length of the tunnel for a single position
of the train.

Water was run through

the pipe and nozzle as a

1159

in which the fresh concrete was made to adhere to the
dripping
saturated surface of the old tunnel lining.
The speed of the concrete blast was controlled by the rate at

which the hoppers in the mixer could be filled by hand, which
was about one batch in five minutes. At this rate the concrete
was applied as fast as three men could clean the old lining. The

made in the tunnel was dependent almost enon the time that the tunnel was available for working be-

actual progress
tirely

tween

A

was 262 ft. of lining for a width
This required the use of 35 bags of cement.
The entire work was completed in 41 days and has proven entirely
of 11

trains.

ft.

in

typical record

6 hours.

r
The Nozzle Car
preliminary operation to clean the discharge pipe and wash off
the soot deposited from the passage of the trains after the rooi

had been cleaned by the men on the box car. Steam was then
run through the line to heat it to the required temperature and l<>
insure flow through the pipe before the concrete was admitted.
As soon as the flow of concrete was started, the nozzle operator
started the engine which controlled the swing motion of the
nozzle, while tlie windlass man slowly turned the windlass which

moved

the

nozzle carriage along

its

The concrete ua^

track.

Placing SteamJetled Concrete on the Tunnel Lining
satisfactory thus far.
The concrete presents a smooth surface
Mid the leakage is negligil)le.
The total cost of the work was
^-1,600, of which $1,700 represents rental of
the machine and
ixpcrt services and $2,900 covers the labor, material,
re|)air parts,

uork

The Construction

Train.

Nozzle Car and Pari

o(

Cleaning Car

in

train service

and e.\pcnse of plant.
The concrete atomizer process is owned by Harold V. Hrown,
New York City, who leased the apparatus to the Chicago Great
Western and had general supervision over the work. For
the
railway company, the work was under the
direction of C. G.
Dcio, chief engineer, and I. F. White, division
engineer, maintenance of \\a\'.

the Foreground

thus deposited uniformly over a given width of the tunnel arch
for the length of 10 ft. The nozzle operator controlled the flow
of concrete, steam or water by means of a set of steam whistle
signals.

In application the sand blows
is

deposited on the surface to

away
make

unlil

iiinuKh neat cenu-iil

the sand stick.

In a like

manner, the pebbles bound off until enough mortar has been
deposited to permit them to imbed slightly upon strikin^; the
surface.
The pebbles and sand, however, perforin a important
ofiicc, even though they do not stay upon the surface.
The impact resulting from the high velocity of the particles serves to
compact the material solidly. This is evidenced by the maimer

Ti

RKiv's K.Miw.w

SiK.vni.v.— Accordiui; to an article in a
of the Journal des Debats, Meissner I'aslia,
the
lierman engineer who built the lledjaz Railway,
has beeii onlru>led with the construction of a new strategic
line, which
il
is hoped to use in coiniection with
a second attack on Kgypt.
As far back as last May, this railway was already said to
have
reached I.ydda, on the hiffa-Iernsalem line. Uapid
construction
has been made possible by taking up tracks already
laid on other
railways, and 270 miles of track inteiulcd for the
Medina- Mecca
section of the lledjaz Railway have similarly been
"lifted" for
recent

issue

the construction

been used.

.>f

this

line.

(Ireen

eucalyptus

sleepers

have

and Building Department'

Efficiency in the Bridge

A

Discussion of

Governing

Some

of

Important

the

Principles

Successful Prosecution of this

tfie

Work

By George W. Rear
General

Bridge

Inspector,

the bridge and building department

The work of

is

Southern

of such

of the building trades and
some of the mechanical trades as well. As the work is scattered
over a large territory it is hardly to be expected that as great
efficiency can be secured as where the work is concentrated.
great variety that

it

covers almost

all

THE MAN IN THE GANG
Before going into the conditions of labor, let us look at the
personnel of the department, beginning with the men in the
ranks. The mature man one hires usually has some drawback
He is a wanderer, or a chronic kicker, or has one or more of
He often expends
the many faults human nature is heir to.
more energy hunting a job than he does in doing it after he
secures it. He has probably made up his mind that a railroad
job is a snap and tries to make it one. When men are scarce
and work must be done, these men must be tolerated, but at a
great loss of efficiency in the work.
The only alternative is to keep the good men that we have
This is the
and hire young men and train them ourselves.

we must build the department.
do men leave us? Assuming that we have trained the
man, what do we lose when we lose his services? Perhaps the
railroad does not lose much in dollars and cents, as he has probfoundation on which

Why

all he received while being trained, but it has lost a
very material part of the organization and the benefit of his
service in the years to come.
One reason his training has not cost much is because no
He begins as a
special pains have been taken to train him.

ably earned

works a year or two and becomes

handy-man, then
he encouraged
to advance? Probably not. H he is energetic, smart or likely to
become a valuable man, is he dropped or "hidden under a
laborer,

secures a few tools and becomes a mechanic.

a

Is

bushel" for fear he will displace some older man? Is he kept
away from home for weeks at a time and considered a nuisance

he asks for transportation home often enough to keep up an
Are his wages
acquaintance with his family or associates?
anywhere near what they ought to be? Are his living conditions good or even fair? Is he laid off whenever work is slack?
These are questions
In other words, is his job worth having?
They have little or
that must be looked squarely in the face.
if

nothing to do with what work a man will accomplish, but they
are of vital importance in determining whether or not we have

any men

at

all.

Thousands of young men of
start

on a

them?

life

fair education are looking for a

Are we getting our share of
offer them?
On the answers to

career every year.

Have we anything

to

Pacific,

We

San Francisco, Cal

must make

their

now, probably more so than other departments,
but it is so largely in spite of conditions, except where proper
methods are in force. Conditions are nowhere ideal, Init much
has been done, mainly by individual eiifort.
If we are to get and keep good men we must: hire young
men of good health, good habits and fair education; we must
put them at unskilled work (if there is such a thing) and give
them a chance to learn the work, for it is a trade or profession
of its own we must also pay them proper wages. What proper
wages are, is open to discussion, but it does not help the department to have boys leave the farm and get more pay as
brakemen to begin with than bridge and building men ever
hope to get.
It is

efficient

;

*A paper presented at the anniial convention of the American Railway
Bridge and Building Association held in Detroit, Oct. 19-21.

conditions

agreeable.

If

re-

living

accommodations. Some of these men spend half their lives in
an outfit car. Don't crowd too many men in a car, but provide
some privacy and arrange so that men who are congenial can
be grouped together. We must not forget to feed them. Quantity
and variety of provisions are not the only things to consider,
for the way that they are served is an important item.
Let the men go home often. The man who sticks closest to
If
civilization is the best citizen and the most valuable man.
circumstances permit, let him go home every night don't keep
him away for fear that the boarding camp will lose money or to
save some clerk the trouble of writing passes. Consider transportation as a man's right and do not try to make him think
that he is getting it as a favor. Treat the man as a human being
and as an equal in everything except responsibility and authority,
and make his job as secure as that of any other employee. He
will be proud of his job and it will be easy to keep him.
Do not drive too close a bargain with him and do not expect
to get more than you pay for. Men should be hired with as great
care as those for any other department. A fair education should
This e.xbe insisted upon and a physical examination given.
amination should be governed somewhat by the trade he is to
;

follow, without blindly turning
perfect, but

it

should be

strict

down

all

enough

applicants

who

are not

to cull out all those not

fit to do a day's work.
These employees should be considered as employees of the
They should be transferred
railroad and not of a gang.
frequently from gang to gang and given an opportunity to learn
the standards of work and the methods used by different foremen. The Inan himself should show a desire to become a real
railroad employee, to learn the business and to put up with its

physically

inconveniences without "growling."
If the men in the gang are not congenial and willing to work
together as a team, an effort should be made to locate the

reason and change the men around or discharge those who are
not willing to pull with the rest. When there is friction in a
gang there is always some cause, and this should be located and

removed.
It

not to be expected that any method of handling men
millenium is not yet at

is

will eliminate all dissatisfaction, for the

hand, and while human nature is what it is there will be men
who look on every action of their superiors with suspicion.

However,

if

the gang

majority of the

men

is

treated in the spirit of fair play, the

will play fair.

THE FOREMAN

these questions depends the future efficiency of the Bridge and

Building Department.

living

away from home they should have good

quired to be

The gang must be made

to pull together, for co-operation

is

The older men
reason for working men in gangs.
should be given charge of the apprentices, and if the gang is
large enough it should be divided into groups of five or six
men each, each group in charge of one of the older men, who.
in addition to being a good workman, has shown some of the

the

real

qualities of leadership.

The foreman looks

to these leaders to keep their fellow workers
employed while they themselves are in training for
positions as foremen and should be given an opportunity to
familiarize themselves with the bookkeeping required of foremen.
It is not to be expected that all of these men will make good
foremen, but enough of them will have the proper qualities to
provide a plentiful supply, and it will not be necessary to go
outside of the employees to secure them.
In picking men for foremen those should be selected who are

properly

December
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victions, be energetic, resourceful,

Human energy uselessly expended cannot be replaced
should be conserved where possible or economical. To
conserve and make human energy effective, tools have been deWithout tools little can be accomplished, so it is a
veloped.

to be a leader.

waste of labor to try to work without them.

fair-minded, patient and good judges of human nature, in order
that they may treat their men properly and secure their respect
foreman should have the courage of his conand confidence.

A

and have sufficient red-blood
At the same time he should be quiet, firm and

cool-headed so that neither he nor his men will "blow up" in an
emergency. The loud-mouthed, profane driver may be necessary with mules and oxen, but is out of place with intelligent

human

A

beings.

foreman should be honest,

loyal, painstaking, reliable,

sober

and willing, so that he may be a fit representative of the company that employs him and command the confidence of his
He should be studious and observing, that he may
superiors.
advance in his profession and become capable of added
responsibility.

In considering the handling of men it may be well to reThere is a limit to the
a few established principles.
amount of work that can be got out of him. The value of a

member

man does not lie in his physical force, but in his mental capacity
or ability to co-operate with other men using heads as well as
hands. The system of handling men and work should be such
that it would not depend on any individual to carry it out. There
is no use in keeping a man who is not satisfied with the job and
whose work is not congenial.
Foreman should be developed along

definite lines,

and where

proper effect this will be accomplished by makIt is
ing the future foremen understudy the regular foremen.
also advisable to have the future foremen placed directly under
the eye of the supervisor for a time, so that he may be advised
the system

is in

in details that otherwise might be overlooked.
In educating men for foremen, the following points should be
given consideration
He should know that he cannot do all of the work himself,
and that it would be useless to try, neither should be think that

and instructed

foreman he should not do any manual labor.
manual labor that a foreman should do has always
been a matter of argument, but common sense will show that
this depends on the number of men in the gang and the class of
work that is being done. The foreman in the gang is employed to
see that each man in the gang does his share of the work and
the nearer this result is attained the more efficient is the gang.
It is neither possible nor desirable that a foreman be given
strict rules and instructions for every class of work, because
A foreman should
this results in making him a mere machine.
be given enough leeway so that he will not lose his enthusiasm,
but will feel that the work depends on him and not on tlie fact
that he is carrying out some one else's ideas and instructions.
The successful foreman is one who keeps harmony among
His men work "for him" and not "because of him."
the men.
A good foreman does not have to stand over his men and drive
them with threats, neither does he have to discharge a man

because

he

The amount

is

of

occasionally to

make

tlie

otlicrs

fear

liim.

No man

has ever

accomplished mucli through fear.
A foreman should arrange the work so that there will be comHave groups of men at the same kind
petition among the men.
of work so there will be a speed contest. This contest may only
be subconscious, the men hardly realizing that there is a contest or rivalry, but it will result in an increased amount of work.
It must be remembered, though, that it is the steady, regular
work that counts and that spectacular bursts of speed usually
These "high-speed plays" are all right if
"fizzle" before long.

work is of an emergency cliaractcr and will lie over in a
few hours, but as a steady thing they are out of place. A man
may be ambitious enough in the morning, but a few hours'
steady work with a "number two" will serve to subdue his
energy.
It is the man who can select a gait at which he can

the

kcc|i all d;iy

who acromplishos

work.

and

it

These tools are two general kinds, hand and mechanical. The
hand tools may not be exactly labor-saving, but their use makes
labor effective and they should be of the best class obtainable.
Keeping them in proper shape is a great aid to efficiency.
Mechanical tools are labor-saving devices, permitting the employment of steam or other power for work which would otherwise have to be done by men.

The locomotive crane is too expensive a tool for the ordi^
nary bridge gang, but there should be enough of them on each
supervisor's district to provide this equipment where needed.
The modern car pile driver is a very efficient machine and each
railroad should have enough of them to do their ordinary work
and take care of emergencies. These drivers should be placed
in the hands of efficient men and worked to as nearly full
capacity as possible, as it does not pay to have them idle. With
suitable attachments they can be used as light car derricks and
their sphere of usefulness enlarged.

Almost every bridge gang can find efficient uses for a hoisting
engine and their use should be encouraged. The gasoline engine
has been developed to such an extent that it is very reliable.
The present-day workmen are so well acquainted with them
that there is no difficulty in finding someone to run them. They
are very satisfactory for operating pumps, concrete mixers, etc.
Probably the greatest labor-saving device of the present day
the concrete mixer. An average bridge gang, doing ordinary
work, will have considerable concrete to mix and to do it by
hand, especially with men not used to it, is a back-breaking job.
It is impossible to keep good mechanics if they are put at this
kind of work very often. The small mixer taking a one-bag
batch is the best for an average bridge gang. It should be selfcontained and require no great amount of time to set it up.
A mixer mounted on wheels or skids with a gasoline engine
directly connected to it is best. It is almost criminal to mix conis

hand when power is available.
Pneumatic riveting and boring tools are not used by the
average bridge gang, but every gang doing work on steel bridges
must use these tools to do good work. They are not only
economical, but rivets driven by pneumatic hammers are better
than those driven by hand and greater dependence can be placed
on them. The motor car also adds greatly to the efficiency of a
bridge gang, as the men can be taken to their work in less time
and are in better physical condition when they get tlicre. A
bridge gang should be supplied with good jacks of proper size.
The modern, ball-bearing screw jack is probably the best allaround jack, but each gang should also have some ratchet jacks

crete by

as they are suitable for.

Furnishing the tools is the duty of the superior olVicers, but
With proper tools and
their up-keep depends on the foreman.
men, a gang is ready to go to work and its elViciency depends
on how the men go at it. Where a gang is employed on one kind
of work it is easy to get the job under way, but where the
work varies in character it is usually hard to get it started so as
This is where a comto keep all hands profitably employed.
petent foreman can make a good showing, and on the amount
of headwork he uses will depend the efficiency with which he
starts his work.
A foreman will soon realize that although all men arc born
Although all of his
free and equal they do not remain so.
men may be good, some of them may be better than others.
Neither are all men equal in the variety of work they can accomplish.
sities,

the most.

work

for such

it

is

Having men

of

different

man
ii)ni,.s

A foreman

slioiild

rcali/c thai

lie

is

not being

|ialcl

for nuiscle

and

propen-

is put at the work most suited to him, and on his ability
do so his efficiency will greatly depend.
A foreman should be careful to avoid doing one of his men
not enough to be just.
It
is
an injustice
Some things arc

to

or a slniug back, but for liis head and what there is in it, and
sliould employ every opportunity to use his head to save hard

characters

the foreman's duty to sec that, as far as possible, each

licttcr

forgotten

or overloikcd.
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a head,

To

the efficiency of the division.

and on
this

fill

this officer

position

depends

properly, a

He must be
must keep up to date in
the use of tools and labor-saving devices, and he an expert in
the art of handling men. He must have all of the qualifications
required of a foreman and in addition he should have the necesman must have
familiar with

special

all

training and

experience.

the building trades,

sary qualifications to enter the diplomatic service.
His success depends on the regard in which his subordinates

hold him,

much more than

that of his superiors.

In handling

men the most successful supervisor is the one who knows each
man under him well enough to call him by his given name.

He
how

should see that his foremen understand his desires as to
the work is to be done, and, as few foremen are mind-

readers, he should

tell

them
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A CROSS SECTION INSTRUMENT

THE SUPERVISOR

The department must have

Vol.

explicitly.

The

cross section

work now being done on an extensive

scale

connection with the federal valuation of railways has led to
the invention of an instrument especially designed for the rapid
in

This instrument consists of a telescope
revolving in a plane parallel to a vertical aluminum board which
carries cross section paper, and a graduated scale bearing on the
taking of cross sections.

surface of the paper and rotating with the telescope. The axle
is in a standard mounted on a leveling base,

of the telescope

which also supports the frame of the board. The lower plate
has a circular level, the upper one a tubular level, parallel to
the plane of the board, and the instrument is mounted on a tripod with a quick leveling head. The legs are provided with
shoes to rest on track rails.
The telescope is equipped with stadia wires spaced double the

made from the center cross wire
making one pointing of the instru-

usual interval and readings are

always best to let a foreman handle the details of the
work in his own way, if his way is anywhere near right, but
there should be a clear understanding in regard to it, so that
Once the
the w-ork may go on properly from the beginning.
work is outlined, proper material and tools should be provided
and enough material for a good start should be on hand before
Much inefficiency is the result of not
the gang begins work.
having material and tools when required. A supervisor should
go over the plans with the foreman and see that they are underHe should see that the foremen are provided with all
stood.
equipment to protect the men from injury and see that it is
Men do much more work if they have safe stagings,
used.
It is

to the upper wire, thereby

ment

suffice

both for direction and distance.

A

special rod used

with the instrument eliminates corrections. It consists of a short
rod hinged at the target to a longer rod, which is provided with
a sight by means of which the rodman can always keep the rod

and are relieved from anxiety while at w'ork. It
man to swing a hammer over his head if
he is afraid of falling off a plank. He must have good footing
to do good work.
A system of cost accounts tends greatly to efficiency. Each
foreman should be required to report the labor cost of each job
done and costs of similar work by the same or other foremen
should be compared. It is not sufficient that these costs be taken
from the auditor's accounts. They should be furnished by the
foremen, as the fact that the foreman must work up the statement will cause him to be more careful in the handling of
stairways,
is

etc.,

useless to expect a

the work.

A supervisor should have gangs of proper size, properly
equipped and located at the most convenient points, so that
there may be no great loss of time in moving them around.
These gangs should be organized to do all work of an ordinary
Special gangs should be provided
character in their territories.
and specially equipped to handle the larger jobs of construction
and reconstruction and such other special jobs that require
special training and equipment.
The greatest incentive for men to do a good day's work is
to have plenty of work in front of them. It is almost impossible
to do efficient work when the job is about finished and no other

work in sight.
The most important of

all points tending to efficiency is reguof employment. It is useless to try to perfect an organization if it is to be broken up every winter or as soon as the
earnings fall off temporarily. When it is arranged so that the

work can be carried on continuously and employment made
permanent then, and then only, will tliere be a real foundation
on which to build an efficient organization.

we must

not lose sight of the fact that the real busito provide transportation, and that all other
must not allow our efficient
work is only incidental thereto.
methods to interfere with the running of trains. We have no
money to waste, but it is nearly always necessary to depart from
Finally,

is

We

the most economical

methods

to avoid delays to trains, conse-

mean

— the

most

quently

we must consider

factory

method of conducting a railroad as a whole.

efficiency

—

to

satis-

Increased Wages in Victoria. A request made by the Victorian Railways Union for an increase of 25 cents a day to employees, has been definitely refused.

Cross-Section Instrument and

Rod

The instrument complete

perpendicular to the line of sight.

weighs about 18

larity

ness of a railroad

The

lb.

To take a section, the instrument is set up and leveled, and the
board and paper are adjusted to make the zero of the scale come
to a convenient line on the cross section paper. A sight is taken
on the rod, the telescope is clamped and the reading plotted
on the scale. This is repeated for as many points as is necesWhen more than one setup is necessary, the procedure
sary.
is to adjust the paper so that the zero of the scale will correspond
to the point on which the instrument is set up.
Only tw^o men are required to do the work, the instrument
man and the rodman, thus at least one man is saved in the field
party,

and as the cross sections are plotted

of plotting them

in

the office

is

saved.

in the field, the time

The instrument may

also be used with a tape in place of the stadia, and with slight
Alvariations can be applied readily to tunnel cross sections.

though designed primarily for taking
it
would probably serve as well for
ment is being put on the market by
K.y., and is now undergoing a test by
southern district of the Interstate

earthwork cross sections
topography.

Hoge &

The

Flint,

instru-

Louisville,

valuation engineers of the

Commerce Commission.

General News Department
sill

Two

grain elevators of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Erie,
fire December 10, together with about
estimated loss $750,000.

were destroyed by
500,000 bushels of wheat
Pa.,

;

State of Pennsylvania has a new workmen's compensation
at a conference of the state board with railroad officers
in Philadelphia on Monday, of this week, all of the principal
railroads of the state announced their intention of accepting the
provisions of the law.

The

law,

and

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Louis and the telegraph operators employed on the road
have reached an agreement providing for increases in wages
and changes in working conditions, which were made effective
on December 1. The increase in wages will amount to about

lowing this train with a steam train made up as regularly
operated with 37 cars, 2,000 tons. This train was hauled by two
road engines with a Mallet pusher. It ascended the grade at a
speed of 9 miles an hour. The tests were conducted in the
presence of President Earling and other officers and directors
Until other locomotives have been received
of the St. Paul.
the three now on hand will be employed in pusher service over
the 2 per cent grades between Piedmont at the foot of the
eastern slope of the Rocky mountains and Butte on the west.

The management

St.

$45,000 a year.

At Otisville, N. Y., on Monday evening last, a considerable
number of passengers who had alighted from westbound passenger train No. 179, of the Erie road, were struck by eastbound passenger train No. 2, opposite, or nearly opposite, the
Most of the passengers
station, and six or more were injured.
were thrown into a snow-bank. None of the injuries were fatal.

Senator Lea, of Tennessee, has sent to the Interstate Competition asking for the investigation of
charges that the Louisville & Nashville and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis furnish free passage to public officers in
Tennessee, citing the report of the investigation which was
made by the Interstate Commerce Commission in that state
and charging also that influential shippers receive favors.

merce Commission a

Switchmen's Strike at Chicago

The enginemen, trainmen and switchmen of the Belt Railway
of Chicago struck, on Tuesday of this week, causing a serious
interruption of freight traffic. The reason given for the strike
is that the railroad company had refused to run a train to carry
employees to and from their work at the new clearing yard,
southwest of the city though the officers of the road had offered
to provide a temporary train until such time as the men could
move their homes to houses near the yards. The company had
applied to the federal mediation board to take up the grievances
of the men.
;

Newspaper "News" About

a Railroad President's Salary

Trainmen's Brotherhoods Prepare

Chicago Oct. 30." Chicago Examiner, December 11.
"E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe Railroad, when questioned yesterday at his home in Santa Barbara, Cal., by a Herald representative regarding the report that his official salary
had been raised from $75,000 to $100,000 a year, said that he
knew nothing about any such increase. Chicago Herald, same
at

Hate.

erhood of Railroad Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors in the movement for an eight-hour day with time and
general conference of the executive
a half for overtime.
committees, including delegates from the eastern, southern and
western organizations of the four brotherhoods was called to be
held in Chicago on December 15, to frame the demands to be
presented to the railroads.
The meeting of the western enginemen and firemen was presided over by Warren S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers, and W. S. Carter, president of the

A

It is
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen.
understood that W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen, and A. B. Garretson, president of the Order
of Railway Conductors, participated in the meeting.
Timothy Shea, assistant president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, who was a representative of
the employees in the arbitration of the controversy between the
western enginemen and firemen and the railroads, was quoted
in the Chicago papers as follows
The principle of
"This time there will be no arbitration.
There is no
arbitration is excellent, but it has been abused.
secret about what we are after. We will flatly demand an eighthour day and time and a half for overtime. We may add other
demands at our conference. If we do not get what we want
wc will walk out. Every railroad in the United States more
At our meeting we will
than 350,000 men will be affected.
arrange details of the plan and will set a date for final action."

—

—

The New Haven

Trial

The cross-examination of former president Charles S. Mellen
was continued during the past week in the trial of the eleven
New Haven directors in the Federal Court in New York. On
December 9 Charles F. Choate, for the defense, asked of ^[r.
"Did you at any time conspire with any
Mellen the question
one whatever to effect a monopoly?"
I was try"I never conspired in any way, shape, or manner.
ing to build up for New England an efficient system of trans:

portation to obtain mileage so as to make it possible to distribute the cost of the terminals, which was tremendous, over as
had no preconceived idea as to
large a mileage as possible.
how this was to be brought about. It was a process of evoluI do not know but that we should all have been scared
tion.
to dcatli if we had appreciated in our first step what the last step

We

St.

Paul Electrification Tests

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

Paul

has

been

conducting

elaborate tests during the past two weeks on its 2 per cent
grades crossing the Rocky mountains cast of Butte with the
These
three electric locomotives wliicli have been received.
tests included trials to ascertain the tonnage the locomotives
would haul as well as the application of regenerative Iiraking.

Among

was one on December 8, at which time
locomotives took a train of 48 loaded cars, 3,000
tons, from Butte up the 2 per cent grade to the summit of
the Rocky mountains at a speed of 16 miles an hour and then
continued down the descending grade on the opposite side. An
interesting comparison witli steam operation was secured by foltwo

Eight-Hour-Day Campaign

The general chairmen of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, after a two-day meeting in Chicago, announced on
December 11, that they had decided to join forces with the
eastern and southern engineers and firemen and with the Broth-

"San Francisco, Dec. 10.— E. P. Ripley,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad, whose

president of the
salary is reported
to have been raised from $75,000 to $100,000 a year, is now the
highest steam railroad executive in the United States. Mr. Ripley's salary is said to have been increased on the occasion of his
seventieth birthday, celebrated by a banquet of railroad officials

for

the final tests

electric

was

to be."

On

Friday the government counsel tried to offset the effect
of some of the evidence brought out in the cross-examination
of Mr. Mellen by the defense by showing the inlluonce the railro.id had with the state government of Massachusetts.
Mr.
Butts, for example, showed that Governor Draper showed T. E.
Byrnes, then vice-president, a tentative draft of a message, but
Mr. Mellen emphatically denied that he had helped Mr. Draper
prepare tlie message.
Mr. Choate on Monday brought out that in May, l')08. E. H.
Harriman, who then had an interest in the Delaware & Hudson
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A

and the Erie, made Mr. Mellen an offer to buy the New Haven's
interest in the Boston & Maine.. Mr. Mellen at first was willing

New

testimony on Monday, however, he did not
sell the Boston & Maine, but it did occur to him
the New Haven was not able to get from the Massathis

that if
chusetts legislature the legislation

it

required,

it

might find Mr.

Operating Revenues and Expenses of Express Companies
for August, 1915

The following statement, which is subject to revision, has been
compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from the
monthly reports of operating revenues and expenses of the
principal express companies for August, 1915.

lines covered

(miles)

Mileage of
Charges for transportation
Express privileges-Dr
Operations other than transportation
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectiljle revenue from transp
Express taxes
Operating income

8,233.03

$301,913
162,260
3,999
143,651
92,260
51,391
16
5,000
46,375

B.

Charges for transportation
Express privileges-Dr
Operations other than transportation
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp
Express taxes
Operating income

Co.

1.

Pennsylvania. At Poughkeepsie, on the New York Central, 75
miles north of New York, and at Albany, 70 miles farther

1915

1914

Atuertcan Express Co.

34,728.60
$977,176
498,225
22,617
501,568
485,440
16,127

21
5,000
34,103

12,943
3,137

For the

Discontinued operations on April 30, 1915.

13

4,200
23,094

700

4,000
5,066

1,469

1,100
7,705

1915

1914

Great Northern Express Co.

9,582.80

9,568.79

$326,408
197,723

$320,570
194,098
4,871
131,343
93,477
37,866

5,066
133,752
89,940
43,811
48
4,221
39,541

4,678
33,188

Wells Fargo & Co.
Western Express Co. Total for Companies Named
300,585.72
34,703.60 114,622.94 112.185.02 5,252.87 5.174.26 301,829.39
$11,691,546
$968,669 $3,355,619 $3,130,989 $124,655 $99,765 $12,660,838
53,993
6,424,842
6,065,621
494,565
1,733,318
1,613,524
57,815
424,930
321,956
22,890
90,228
58,254
3,200
2,737
70,039
48,509
6,660,926
5,947,881
496,994 1,712,529 1,575,720
614,410
1,556,328
1,506,358
53,840
53,269
5,995,016
6,093,649
655,910
145,768
69,361
16,198
4,760
17,416
156,201
672
2,370
1,307
1,454
1,126
115,375
124,113
14,803
34.944
37,302 ""930
271,335
119,949
31,386
15,268
5,896
548,165
32,219

46

Two Months Ending With

1914
1915
1914
1915
American Express Co.
Adams Express Co.
$6,140,316 $5,653,778 $8,554,163 $7,834,639
3,031,609 2,860,260 4,293,436 3,903,846
460,406
93,709
90,677
356,372
3,202,417 2,884,195 4,721,132 4,287,165
2,895,032 3,036,327 4,218,756 4,424,900
307,384
152,132
502,375
137,735
713
1,002
852
110
35,002
70,845
32,613
74,054
187.848
430.527
273,918
211.900

$630,821
337,265
7,726
301,283
186,559
114,723
49
10,000
104,674

1914
1915
1915
1914
Globe Express Co.l
Canadian Express Co.
2,839.78
10,238.13
9,676.50
$325,941
$291,320
$302 $78,447
44
39,185
170,060
147,683
803
9
5,370
5,494
266
40,065
161,250
149,131
31,260
133,942
140,064
1,036
769
8,805
27,307
9,066

Southern Express Co.

8,118.34
$273,161
144,433
3,398
132,127
93,001
39,125

August.

1915
1914
Canadian Express Co.
$633,515
$610,078
327,162
310,850
10,632
10,636
316,966
309,864
270,763
282,815
46,202
27,049

1915

1914

Globe Express Co.l

"s.boo
19,049

1914

$640,257
387,499
10,026
262,785
181,162
81,623
68

$663,776
401,905
9,818
271,688
186,227
85,458

"2',266
14,893

8,505
73,050

8,859
76,600

13

8,400
37,789

1915

Great Nortliem Express Co.

$1,119 $153,210
436
76,559
10
1,601
692
78,251
61,158
2,358
1,665
17,093
'

i',466

3,065

Western Espresa Co. Total for Companies Named
Southern Express Co.
Wells V'arBO & Co.
$600,961 $2,030,672 $2,142,749 $6,833,082 $6,384,455 $246,921 $207,600 $25,710,870
$24,251,246
318,405
1,035,849
114,007
111,683
13,066,899
12,359,404
1,093,318 3,539,612 3,282,573
6,601
44,721
46,370
182,862
120,059
6,627
5,680
816,725
647,818
289,156 1.039,545 1,095,801
3,221,940 139,540
101,596 13,460,696
3,476,331
12,539,660
193,547
984,050 1,050,126 3,132,594 3,025,925 109,809 109,021
11,981,088
12,370,050
95,609
55,494
343,737
196,015
29,730
7,424
1,479,608
169,610
45,675
117
12
30
2,189
716
25
4,305
1,596
10,000
74,847
1,855
2,255
230,012
26,736
29,589
69,655
244,809
120,452
27,862
85,579
28,641
16,085
271,892
9,705
1,245,291
76,795

Northern Express Co.

Charges for transportation
Express privileges-Dr
Operations other than transp
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp
Express taxes
Operating income

The New Haven road, using steam locomotives, ran about
one-tenth the usual number of passenger trains on Tuesday,
and not many more on Wednesday, all movements being much
The block signals were out of service all the
behind time.
way from New Haven to the connection with the New York
Central at Woodlawn, about 60 miles, and trains had to be
Freight
run by time interval or with speed under control.
trains had been moved clear of the main track early on Tuesday at nearly all points west of New Haven.
By Wednesday evening the block signals had been restored
between Woodlawn and Stamford, 20 miles, and electric motive
power was available to a limited extent; but the passenger
service was very deficient on Thursday.
On roads other than the New Haven, the delays were due
mainly to the snow, and were serious on all lines except the

73,537.65
44,930.22 44,781.78 74,260.80
$3,041,197 $2,753,255 $4,207,623 $3,775,365
1,481,109 2,106,437
1,897,026
1,498,955
248,645
49,317
45,793
174,185
1,321,464 2,349,831
1,588,035
2,052,524
1,494,028 2,136,784 2,167,776
1,445.440
172,564
213,046
115,251
142,595
658
365
91
571
35,422
17,671
38,430
17,012
190,895
177,258
153,773
125,010
Northern Express Co.

Mileage of all lines covered (miles)
Charges for transportation
Express for transportation
Operation other than transportation
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transp
Express taxes
Operating income

;

For the Month of August.

1914

Adams Express
all

Record Snowstorm

snowstorm which prevailed on the Atlantic Coast from
Philadelphia northward to Boston and beyond, on Monday and
Tuesday of this week, caused serious delay to passenger traffic
on all of the roads in that territory and on the New York,
New Haven & Hartford between New Haven and its New York
City terminus electric traffic was entirely suspended for two
days, the electric power line having been disabled and the telegraph, telephone and signaling wires were broken down by the
weight of snow and ice in many places. This four-track line,
running 18 express trains to Boston daily, and about 70 passenger trains altogether, to and from New York, suffered an interruption more serious, probably, than any since the time of the
notable storm of March, 1888 (when the traffic was much smaller
in volume than now).
The storm began with rain by M^day noon it began to snow
and the snow and rain combined froze to wires and posts, the
coating being three inches thick, and more, on nearly all wires.
On Tuesday morning the storm had abated and the depth of
snow on the ground was about 12 inches.
;

secured the necessary legislation.
Mr. Mellen took occasion to say at this point that if the Boston & Maine had ever fallen under the domination of Mr. Harriman, New England would have found that there are harder
railroads to deal with than the New Haven. "There would have
been no more independence of the trunk roads for New England
if the Harriman system had managed to acquire the Boston &
Maine. It would have become impossible for the New Haven
to maintain its independence.
New England would have come
under the trunk lines."
Mr. Mellen was finally excused as a witness on Tuesday,
having completed 36 days on the stand.
Wednesday, Samuel Hemingway, president of the Second
National Bank of New Haven, through which institution was
handled the financing of the New England Investment & SecuriHe was followed by L. H.
ties Company, was on the stand.
Fitzhugh, vice-president of the Grand Trunk at New London,
and by Thomas B. McGovern, a shipping broker, who testified
concerning the acquisition of the Metropolitan Steamship Co.

A.

No. 25

;

Harriman a convenient purchaser. The negotiations lasted until
May, 1909, the New Haven finally declining to sell because it

1915

59,

A

to consider the offer, particularly as at the time there was much
popular opposition to the
Haven's control of the road.

According to
really want to

Vol.

December

17,
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north, the depth of

snow was 24

inches.
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Passenger trains were

many hours late and freight trains were not moved.
The milk dealers of New York City, receiving milk on

1.

all

g

2

-C

u

the roads entering the city, reported on Tuesday evening that
they had been able to deliver only about one-half the usual
quantities of milk on that day.
At Philadelphia the depth of snow was about 7 inches. All

roads suffered moderate delays.

u UH
o
«^
H

Railway Earnings for September Break Record

increase of 17.4 per cent.
Total operating revenues amounted to $286,403,834, an inOperating expenses were
crease from 1914 of $16,842,784.
Net operating revenue
$177,140,771, a decrease of $814,846.
amounted to $109,263,063, an increase of $17,657,630. Taxes
amounted to $11,783,145, an increase of $336,003. This left
$97,412,193 of net operating income, available for rentals, interest
on bonds, appropriations for improvements and new construcOperating revenues per mile of line avertion and dividends.

aged $1,251, an increase of 5.6 per cent; operating expenses
averaged $774, a decrease of 1.1 per cent; net operating revenue
per mile averaged $477, an increase of 18.6 per cent, while net
operating income per mile was $426, an increase of 20.9 per cent.
Railways operating
Taxes per mile increased 2.3 per cent.
228,775 miles of line are covered by this summary, or about 90
per cent of the steam railway mileage in the United States.
Operating revenues of the Eastern railways per mile show an
increase of 7.9 per cent as compared with September, 1914,
operating expenses decreased 0.7 per cent, net operating revenue
increased 26.1 per cent, taxes decreased 1.6 per cent and operating income increased 29.9 per cent.
Operating revenues of the Southern railways per mile increased 7.8 per cent, operating expenses decreased 3.5 per cent,
net operating revenue increased 41.0 per cent, taxes increased
But
6.4 per cent and operating income increased 48.0 per cent.
Compared with
September, 1914, was far below the average.
the average September of the preceding five years, the operating
income for the month of September, 1915, increased 21.6 per
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cent.

Operating revenues of the Western railways per mile show
an increase of 2.8 per cent, operating expenses decreased 0.2
per cent, net operating revenue increased 1.1 per cent, taxes
increased 4.8 per cent and operating income increased 8.0 per
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cent.

three months of the current fiscal year show an increase
in total operating revenues per mile of line of 2.4 per cent, as
compared with the corresponding period of the preceding year,
a decrease in operating expenses per mile of 2.9 per cent, an
increase in net operating revenue per mile of 13.6 per cent, an
increase in taxes per mile of 1.9 per cent and an increase in
operating income per mile of 15.4 per cent.
Operating income per mile increased 24.3 per cent in the East,
increased 25.7 l)cr cent in the South, and increased 5.0 per cent
in the West.
September operating income per mile was 20.9 per cent greater
in 1915 than in 1914, 19.6 per cent greater than in 1913, 9.9 per
cent greater than in 1912 and 15.9 per cent greater iIkim in the
year 1911.
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The American

Society of Mechanical Engineers

The following is the list of the newly elected olVicers of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers for the coming year:
Jacobus, president;

W.

B. Jackson,

and Julian Kennedy, vice-presidents;
and II. deU. Parsons, managers, and

J.

Bancroft
A. Stevens

Sellers

J.

II.

Barr, J.

W.

II.

Wiley, treasurer.
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Operating revenues, net operating revenues and net operating
income per mile of the railways of the United States having
annual operating revenues above $1,000,000 were all greater
than for any September in their history, according to the figures
shown in the monthly bulletin issued by the Bureau of Railway
Economics.
As shown by the Bureau of Railway Economics, the net operating income for September increased $73 per mile, or 20.9 per cent,
However, September, 1914,
as compared with September, 1914.
largely because of conditions in the South, was the lowest September in the last six years. A comparison of September, 1915,
with the average September of the preceding five years, shows an
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The Railway Club

—

American Association of Demurrage Officebs. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, At-

—

Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Next conPreservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
vention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting;
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regu
November,
lar meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y,
2511
Hiles,
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg
Chicago.
»
.
T>
Atlantic Ave., BosNew England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683month,
except June
Regular meeting, 2d Tuesday in
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
New York,
New York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., and
August,
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July

—

—

—

—

—

.

,

29

W.

39th St.,

Frontier

Car

New

York.

^

,:•.•

-k,
rt,
Men's Association.— E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month,
,

News

.-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiilllliiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiriilllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuilliuilllllllllllllllliiliiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiir

shipping.

gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three montlis.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

Niagara

Traffic

list

American Society of Civil Engineers.

No. 25

The Union Pacific has requested shippers routing freight
through Seattle for export to arrange for steamer space before

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

lanta, Ga.

59,

fjllliliiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiirMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmillluiluilluilllllllimiiliiiiiiiiiuiiu

of Pittsburgh

At the regular meeting of the Railway Club of Pittsburgh, to
be held on Tuesday, December 21, at the Monongahela House,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Samuel Lynn, master car builder of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie will present a paper on "The Life of the Steel
Freight Car."

The following

Vol.

Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Masonic
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.— M. W. Rotchford, 410 month
Temple Bldg., Peoria. 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in
Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
^
„ ,„
i.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.— Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kan
Kansas
month,
in
Saturday
3d
meetings,
Regular
Mo.
City,
,

From

April

1,

1914, to

November

16, 1915,

the daily Oriental

Limited express train of the Great Northern in 593 consecutive
westbound summer and winter runs arrived at Seattle on time
561 days.

The Chicago & Alton freight department announces a through
package car from Chicago to Shreveport, La., in connection
with the Kansas City Southern via Kansas City, giving fourth
morning delivery from Chicago.

The express companies have made arrangements to keep their
Chicago offices open for the receipt of packages until 9 :00 o'clock
every evening and their depot stations all night, during the
month of December, for the purpose of preventing congestion.
Figures compiled by the American Railway Association's committee on relations between railroads show that the total freight
car surplus on December 1 was 60,793, as against 55,793 on November 1. The total shortage on December 1 was 22,594, and on

November

The

1,

27,525.

Committee, which has recently been
reorganized with four permanent members, has issued an announcement of the plan under which it will operate for the
present. Requests for changes in the classification must be filed
Dockets for subjects involving
in writing with the committee.
changes to be considered at regular meetings will be issued with
reasonable advance notice and will be mailed to subscribers at
The committee will hear those ina charge of $1 per year.
terested in docketed subjects at meetings in Chicago and New
York in January, March, May, .Tuly, September and November,
Conference with the committee
as announced in the docket.
may be had by appointment respecting subjects not on the
Official Classification

docket.

sas

City

Additional Embargoes at

B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Railroad Men's Improvement Society.Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
Association,
143 Liberty ^5t.,
Line
Trunk
May, Assembly Rooms of
.T

New
Railway"bus°ness Association.— Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St.,Hotel,
Annual meeting, January, 1916, Waldorf-Astoria
York.
New

York.
-d
t>
t>
c*
B. Anderson, Room 207, P. K K. &ta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh.
June, July and August, Monongahela House,
Va
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond,
except
June, July and
month,
in
Regular meetings, 2d Monday

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J.

Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
-.1.
„ „ , , r^ -J -tr
Bldg
Keith -DU
Salt Lake Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland, David
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.
City.
month. Salt Lake
-,,
•„
.
. nu
,Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.— A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
Hotel, Atlanta.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club.— Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Newark.— Roy S. Bushy, Firemen's Bldg., Newark. N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and August,
The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York..— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie R. R., 1924
Meetings, bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg..
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings,
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

St

LouirRAiLWAY Club.— B. W.
Mo.

-r

—
—

—

Detroit.

—

Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, exUtah.
and August, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club. -L. Kon. Immigration Agent, Grand
Regular meetings, 2d Monday, ex"Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man.
cept June, July and August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. Yl. N. Layficid, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, Ist Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings. Annual meeting, 1st
Thursday
after
Ist
'n January, Chicago.
Wednesday

Utah Society

Salt Lake
cept July

of

City,

—

—

—

C. C.

nounced
at

New York

McCain, chairman of the Trunk Line Association, anthis

New York

that the number of cars of freight waiting
to be unloaded, including those on the way, east

week

of Buffalo and Pittsburgh, was about 45,000, or approximately
3,500 more than one week before; and that with all facilities
fully engaged, including all lighters and car floats, not over
1,500 cars can be delivered daily.
The Pennsylvania Railroad, on Tuesday, put embargoes on all
carload and l. c. l. freight from points off its own lines, when
consigned to New York to be lightered, e.xcept perishable freight,
excepting also
flour and other foodstuffs for local consumption
coal for delivery at Jersey City, coal to supply railroad wth fuel,
;

and coal for public service corporations. Through freight for
New England over the New York, New Haven & Hartford is
not covered by the embargo. The statement says that the congestion at New York has been largely due to mills and factories
shipping their products without regard to facilities for unloading.
On freight not embargoed, the company will try to induce shippers to send out only such freight as can be promptly unloaded.
separate embargo includes Newark, N. J., and Waverly, the
freight transfer station west of New York and all shipments
going through Waverly except for the New Haven road.
The New York Central has embargoed all flour and grain
products for export through New York also lumber and hay to
be lightered.
The Erie has embargoed flour for export, not only that on
through bills of lading, but all other.
The Baltimore & Ohio has embargoed lumber from the South,
destined to New York for export.
The Central of New Jersey has embargoed all freight for delivery to coastwise steamers at New York; all freight for delivery at New York to go to the Pacific Coast by steamer; and
all freight to be delivered at Brooklyn terminals.
The Baltimore
& Ohio has embargoed all grain for export via Baltimore, about
4,000 carloads being now held for the elevators at that port.

A

;
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trunk line and

New

England freight association

I

Commission and Court News

f

territories,

with

minimum

weights.
The rates here sought to be increased were increased 5 per
cent at the time of the decision in the Five Per Cent Case. (31
I. C. C, 351
32 I. C. C, 325.)
The carriers may
The commission's findings are as follows
establish new rates on live stock, except horses and mules, in
central freight association territory higher than those at present
in effect, but the increases are not as great as those proposed by
the carriers. Certain of the increased carload minimum weights
In connection with these live-stock the carare also allowed.
riers introduced evidence intended to show that the transportation of live stock is more expensive than the transportation of
other kinds of freight, because (o) the number of tons of equipment hauled per ton of live stock is greater than that for other
freight; (6) greater engine energy is required to haul live stock
with consequent greater cost; (c) the car efficiency of live-stock
cars is less than that of other equipment; (d) terminal facilities
for live stock are more expensive; (e) live stock is peculiarly
certain increases in carload

;

^luiiiininiiiiniiniiMiuiiiiniMniiiJitiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiniiuiiniiMiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiniitiiittiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiT.

:

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Pipe Line Tiansportation of Petroleum
In re conditions affecting the production, transportation and
marketing of crude petroleum. Opinion by the commission:
In accordance with a resolntion by the United States Senate
adopted in September, 1914, the commission made an investigation of the control of pipe Hne companies and a discontinuance
of running and purchase of petroleum in 1914 and the reasons
therefor.
It was found that certain pipe line companies had
directors and officers common with other pipe line companies.
The Federal Trade Commission is making an investigation of
the oil industry, and the Interstate Commerce Commission, not
having jurisdiction to investigate the records of industrial concerns, leaves the subject of what disposition the purchasing
agencies have made of crude oil purchased and to whom it has
been turned over for refining and manufacture, in so far as such
information cannot be obtained from the pipe line companies'
records, to appear in the reports of the Federal Trade Commission.

As

discontinuance of running and purchase of petroleum
the commission puts on record the letters from pipe
line officers to their subordinates showing that this was done
because of the conditions in the crude petroleum market caused
by the war and in order to guard against having storage tanks
full to capacity with no assurance of being able to get rid of the

in

to the

1914,

stored

(36

oil.

I.

C.

C,

429.)

subject to state and federal regulations, compliance with which
directly involves additional operating expenses
(/) the expedited
service afforded live stock is more expensive than slow freight
;

service; (g) the free transportation of attendants is a source of
expense peculiar to live stock; (A) the terminal expense of
handling live stock is high (i) the cost of cleaning and disin;

fecting stock cars and pens is high
(/) the road movement for
short hauls of live stock is particularly expensive; (k) quarantine regulations applying to live stock are burdensome; (/) delay
to other trains is caused by live stock, both on the road and at
terminal points; (»t) the live-stock movement entails special
work connected with dispatching.
The commission also finds that the carriers have justified the
following
Proposed increased rates on cattle and on hogs and
sheep or goats in single-deck and in double-deck cars from
points in central freight association territory to points in trunk
certain
line and New England freight association territories
proposed increased carload minima applicable to live stock
;

:

;

Rates on Lumber to Points

Oklahoma

Traffic Association et

v.

al.

in

Texas

Abilene

&

Southern

et

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:

al.

The commission finds that the carriers have not justified a
proposed cancellation of the application of rates on lumber to
sash, doors and blinds, in carloads, from Oklahoma City and
Okmulgee and other points in Oklahoma, and from Shreveport
and other points in Louisiana, to points in Texas, and proposed
carload rates on sash, doors and blinds from Oklahoma City
and other points in Oklahoma to certain points in Texas.
The present rates on sash, doors and blinds and other wooden
building materials rated with sash, doors and blinds, in carloads, from Oklahoma City and Okmulgee to points in Texas
are found unreasonable and reasonable rates are prescribed for
the future.

The maintenance of narrower descriptions of building matehigher minimum carload weights and less extensive schemes
of joint rates from Oklahoma City and Okmulgee, Okla., to

rials,

shipped between the same points, certain other proposed changes
not being allowed proposed increased rates on fresh meat from
points in central freight association territory to points in trunk
and proline and New England freight association territories
posed increased carload minima applicable to fresh meat and
packing-house products, loose, from points in central freight
association territory to points in trunk line and New England
;

;

freight association territories.
It is found that the carriers have not justified increased rates
on packing-house products, packed, and packing-house products,
loose, from points in central freight association territory to points

trunk line and New England freight association territories,
which would exceed the classification rates on these commodities, nor have they justified proposed increased rates and carload
minima applying on live stock and packing-house products between points in trunk line territory east of the western termini
of the trunk lines.
(36 I. C. C, 675.)
in

points in Texas than from Kansas City and St. Louis, Mo.,
Waco, Tex., and other competing points, is held to be discriminatory.

on wooden building
materials, in carloads, from Oklahoma City and Okmulgee, Okla.,
to Texas, and from Texas producing points to the same points

The

is

present relationship between

also held discriminatory.
Fourth section relief is denied.

(

rates

36

I.

C.

C,

329.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Tennessee Railroad Commission has suspended new

tariffs

recently tiled by the railroads in Nashville increasing rates for
switching cars in that city.

The Illinois Public Utilities Commission has ordered a hearing on January 4 on tariffs filed by the railways imposing a
charge for cleaning and disinfecting stock cars.
The New York

Eastern Live-Stock Case

State Public Service Commission, First dishas postponed to February 1, 1916, the time within which
the Interborough Rapid Transit Company must install and experiment with automatic block signals on the elevated lines of
and the road is
the company, where speeds are always low
required to report the results of its test by August 1, 1916.
trict,

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
In tariffs filed to

become

riers

effective

by the commission
proposed changes as follows

dates, suspiiidod

to

March

15,

January

1915,

13,

and

later

1916, the car-

revision of rates on live-stock, except horses
in central freight association territory,
related
with certain increases in carload minimum weights.
revision of rates on fresh meat and i)acking house products has
been made the subject of an investigation: Central iMcight Association Territory Fresh Meat and Packing-House Product Kates.
First, a general

and

nuilcs,

between points

A

Second, increased rates on live stock, except horses and mules,
on fresh meat and on paikiuK-liouse products, packed and loose,

from points

in central

freight association territory to points in

;

The Railroad Conunission of New Hampshire,
L'Jcccmher

8,

continued

its

investigiition

into

the

at

Concord,

acts

of

the

Mvnine, in 1912, when the (irand Tnnik was threatening to build a line southeastward through New Hampshire
to Boston. Tesliinony was presented to the ciTcct that the total

Boston

&

expenditures of the Boston & Maine and its subsidiary line,
the Concord & Montreal, to thwart the Grand Trunk, were
$78,565.
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PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS

Killing

Hon. Oscar S. Straus, of New York City, formerly secretary
of commerce and labor, and later ambassador to Turkey, has
been appointed by the governor to the position of chairman of
the New York Public Service Commission, First district, in
place of E. E. McCall, removed by the governor last week.
Hon. Francis M. Cockrell, formerly a member of the InterCommerce Commission, died at his home in Washington,
December 13, at the age of 81. Mr. Cockrell was an officer in
state

the Confederate army, rising to the grade of brigadier general
and after the war was for 30 years United States senator from
Missouri.

COURT NEWS
The United

States court at San Francisco has issued an
restraining the Interstate Commerce Commission
from enforcing that part of its order of April 30, on westbound transcontinental freight rates, which removes the cities
of Sacramento, Stockton, San Jose and Santa Clara from the
list of cities taking terminal rates.
The order became effective
on July 14, and a temporary injunction at that time was denied
by the court.

injunction

The Pennsylvania Company, and the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis pleaded guilty in the United States Court
at Chicago last week to indictments charging them with having
allowed rebates by refunding $2 a carload on shipments of grain
from the B. A. Eckhart Milling Company, Chicago, to eastern
points during 1912 and 1913. Counsel for the roads contended
that the payments were lawful as representing switching charges
which had previously been paid by the shippers on the grain,
inbound. Judge Landis found the roads guilty under two indictments of five counts each, while permission was granted to
present further evidence, that the court may determine the de-

Damage

Provision Must

;

— Gilinsky

v. Illinois

Central (Neb.), 154 N.

W.

730.

Assessment

of

Uncompleted Right

of

Way

The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals holds

that a
county assessor has no authority to assess any part of a public
railroad company's right of way, not so far completed as to be
fit for use, unless and until the land acquired therefor has been
transferred to it from the former owner on the land books;

and such assessment by him is unlawful and void.
Northern v. Morris (W. Va.), 86 S. E. 893.

Hours

of Service

Act

— Operator

in

— Clarksburg

Emergency Service

I'he federal District Court, Northern district of West Virginia,
holds that the words "towers, offices, places and stations" in the
provision in the hours of service act as to telegraph operators
refer to telegraph offices generally and that operators engaged
in wrecking or relief service, though technically not members of
"the crews of wrecking and relief trains" expressly excepted
from the provision of the act, are engaged in emergency work,
and are therefore excepted. United States v. Baltimore & Ohio.
;

Dixon (Okla.), 152 Pac.

Penalty Under Hours of Service Act

the reports have been in default, where it denied liability, and
where the omission was made in good faith, and under the
United States v.
belief that such report was not required.
B. & O., 226 Fed. 220.

—

Liability of Intermediate Carrier for

— Intrastate

Trains Only

held that the Louisiana
statute requiring separate accommodations for white and negro
passengers applies to intrastate passengers only, the Mississippi
Supreme Court holds, in an action by a passenger on an interstate train for being forcibly deprived of his seat in a comfortable car to accommodate a negro excursion, and to ride in the
caboose, that the giving an instruction on the statute in such
an action was error.^ O'Leary v. Illinois Central (Miss ) 69
So. 713.

Delay

Prior to the existence of the Carmack amendment the different state courts by their decisions had adopted different rules
actions for damages by shippers against railroads.
of the amendment was to secure simplicity in the
transportation of freight carried by several railroads by localThe Federal District Court, D.
izing the responsible carrier.
Minnesota, holds that under the amendment an intermediate
carrier cannot be sued for delay in transportation of an interstate shipment of live stock where the delay was not caused by
its line, regardless of whether or not it had issued a bill of
relative to

The purpose

v.

Chicago,

St. P.

of Railroad

M. &

O., 226 Fed. 38.

Commission

The Louisiana Supreme Court holds

that neither the Connor any statute, either directly or by fair implication,
confers on the Railroad Commission of Louisiana jurisdiction
to assess or award against a railroad company, damages alleged
to have been sustained by a shipper or consignee by reason of
its observance of a freight rate authorized by the commission,
stitution

Whether such
but subsequently declared to be unreasonable.
damages are recoverable in an ordinary action in a court is a
question which was not involved in the case. Texas & Pacific
V. Railroad Commission (La.), 69 So. 837.

—

Abandonment

of

Highway

in Railroad's

Possession

A

railroad company agreed with highway commissioners of a
town that it would dedicate a new road and pay $300, which
was done, in return for the abandonment of an old road on land
where the railroad desired to excavate. For years no public
right was exercised in the old road, but it was held (adversely
to such rights) by the railroad, and with the acquiescence of
the public. The highway commissioners then sought to compel
the railroad to construct crossings and approaches over its tracks
The Illinois Supreme Court held that the
for the old road.
public was bound by the doctrine of equitable estoppel, and
the old road must be regarded as abandoned. People v. C. C. C.
& St. L. (111.), 109 N. E. 1064.

—

Yard Accident

A

White and Negro Accommodations

350.

federal District Court, Northern district of West Virginia,
holds that a railroad company which permits telegraph operators
to work a greater number of hours than is prescribed by the
hours of service act, and fails to make report of the extra hours
of service rendered, is hable to but one penalty for each employee, and not for a further sum per day for each of the days

—

—

v.

The

226 Fed. 220.

The Louisiana Supreme Court having

— No Presumption of Negligence

—

Western

Powers

that the provisions of a
bill of lading requiring written notice of damage to be given
to the carrier and fixing a time less than that fixed by the statute
in which action shall be commenced, in order to be available
as a defense, must be pleaded as such
otherwise they are

No. 25

;

Be Pleaded

The Nebraska Supreme Court holds

deemed waived.

Animals

59,

Action was brought for the loss of a mule which had strayed
upon a public crossing in the night time and was first seen by
the engincmen when it was utterly impossible to avoid striking
the animal. The Oklahoma Supreme Court reversed a judgment
The plaintiff's right of recovery depends on
for the plaintiff.
the defendant's negligence, and there was no circumstance from
which negligence might be reasonably inferred so it is the duty
of the court to direct a verdict for the defendant. Ft. Smith &

lading.— Hudson

gree of guilt and fix the penalty.

Written Notice of

Vol.

—Assumption

of Risk

fireman was required to check in on return from each trip.
Incoming engines were stopped over a cinder pit. Beside the
track was an ash pit which had never been lighted. One night
the fireman's engine stopped short of the cinder pit, another
engine being over it. He started to the roundhouse to check
He had always known of the locain and fell into the ash pit.
tion of the ash pit and that it was never lighted, and he admitted
that he knew he might fall into the pit by going the way he did.
The Utah Supreme Court held that he could not recover against
the railroad, since he assumed that hazard of his employment,
regardless of whether the danger was ordinarily incident to it.
Laub V. San Pedro, L. A. & S. L. (Utah), 152 Pac. 467.
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manager of the Wabash, and on August 1, 1908, was
promoted to general traffic manager, the position he held up
traffic

Railway Officers

I
•7iiiiniiiiiiiiiiii

11

I
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
R. E.

to the time of his recent election to the vice-presidency.

The title of George B. Elliott, assistant general counsel of
the Atlantic Coast Line, has been changed to general solicitor.
Mr. Elliott is also assistant secretary, with headquarters at
Wilmington, N. C.

freight accounts for the Wabash,
to assistant auditor.
S. J. Paries, auditor of

Berger, auditor of

has been promoted
passenger accounts, has been appointed auditor of freight accounts. P. E. Purcell has been appointed auditor of disbursements and J. H. Rueger, auditor of passenger accounts. They
will all have headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

William O. Bunger, whose appointment as general superintendent of freight claims for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
was announced last week, was born on June 4, 1870, at Terre

John D. Caldwell, whose election as secretary of the Chicago,
Paul, MinneapoHs & Omaha has been announced in these
columns, was born on July 4, 1863, at Lynn, Mass. He received
a

common

1884,

school educa-

service in 1880, as a tele-

Iowa. From 1889 to
he was chief claim
the
general
clerk
in
freight
department of
from
the same road
1892 to 1893, he was
tariff clerk in the general
freight
department of
the Illinois Central at
Chicago, 111.; from 1893
to 1902, he was chief
clerk in the freight claim
department of the Burids,

1892,

;

secreas
tary to the superintendent of motive power.
He entered the service

on

July 20,
1885, as secretary to the

and remained

president,
in

that

January

position

until

1909,

when

12,

was elected secretary
of the road. For several
years he has also been assistant secretary of the Omaha. By
virtue of his recent election Mr. Caldwell becomes secretary of
both railroads, with headquarters as heretofore, at Chicago,
J.

lie

D. Caldwell

111.

William C. Maxwell, whose election as vice-president of the
in charge of traffic has been announced, was born at
Keokuk, Iowa, on Fcliruary 20, 1865, and entered railway service in 1881, as a messen-

Wabash

Chicago,
for the
ger
Burlington
& Quincy.
Later he became a clerk
in the local freight offices of the same road
at Keokuk, and in 1884
entered the service of
Louis, Keokuk
tlic
St.

W.

O. Hunger

lington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern Railway at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. From 1902 to 1903,
he was stationed at Little Rock, Ark., as freight claim agent
of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf. In 1903, he came to Chicago as assistant freight claim agent of the Rock Island, and
in 1907 was appointed freight claim agent of the same rail-

road.

William Little Seddon, whose election as vice-president of
the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., has
already been announced in these columns, was born on October
in
Stafford
1862,
14,
He graducounty, \'a.
ated from the University
of
Missouri
in
July,
1881, and from 1881 to
in
1898 was engaged
civil
engineering.
Part
of this time he served
as United States assistant engineer at work on
the Missouri and Mississippi rivers
chief engineer of the St. Louis
;

Electric Railway

Northwestern. From
1S84 to 1889, he was em-

Sz

ployed

in

freight

and

the

er

iif

I'"rom

February, 1890, to

December 1, 1902, he
was general agent for
the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy

Keokuk

at

from December
W.

C.

to June, 1904,

Maxwell

1,

1902,

he was as-

general
freight
sistant
Louis, Mo., and from Jiuie, 1904, to
September 1, 1905, assistant general freight agent at St. Joseph,
Mo. On September 1, 1905, he was appoitilcd assistant general

agent of Ibis railroad at

St.

Company

;

& Pow-

contract-

ing street railway construction in Kansas and
as secretary and treasurer
of
the
Atlantic

general

ticket office

this road, and from
1889 to February, 1890,
was chief clerk in the
freight
office.
general

was

Cedar Rapids &
Northern at Cedar Rap-

subsequently

Western

until 1889,

lington,

graph operator for the
Delaware & Chesapeake.
Later he became a clerk
in the motive power department of the Northern Central and the Baltimore & Potomac, and
in 1884, went to the Denver & Rio Grande as a
telegraph operator, and

& North

and

consecutively clerk in the
local and general freight
departments of the Bur-

and entered railway

of the Chicago

was

the public
Burlington,
schools
at
Iowa. He entered railway service in October,

St.

tion

He

Haute, Ind.
educated in

Traction Company. He
entered the service of
the Seaboard Air Line
in 1S')S, in the enginccr'"K department, and was
W. L. Seddon
consecutively
t o
1905
instrument man, resident engineer, and assistant engineer.
In
September, 1905, he was appoiuled chief engineer, and in January, 1913, he was made assistant to the president.
On April 1,
1914, he beeanic first assistant to the president in charge of
operation, which position lie held at tlic time of his recent election as vice-president of the

Thomas A.

rollcys,

same

road, as above noted.

whose appointment as tax commissioner
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& North Western and the Chicago,
MinneapoHs & Omaha was announced in our cohimns
was born at Trempeleau,
of the Chicago

Paul,

same company, and

week,

Chicago & Alton in the same capacity. He was promoted to
yardmaster in 1889, and remained in that position until 1896.
In February, 1896, he entered the employ of the Chicago, Hammond & Western as general yardmaster, and continued in that
capacity until March, 1898. In April, 1898, he became a switchman for the Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern in August, 1899,
he was promoted to assistant yardmaster; in September, 1901,
he was appointed night general yardmaster in August, 1903,
general yardmaster; in December, 1908, assistant superintend-

on January 31,
After graduating
from the law school at
the University of Wisconsin, he practised law
at Madison, Wis., from

;

ent; in April,
Joliet

January
he became an

111.

;

;

and on December

1,

super-

W. A. Hopkins, general live stock agent of the Wabash, has
been promoted to assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo.

A. Brostedt, district freight agent of the Canadian Northern
Calgary, Alta., has been appointed district freight and passenger agent at Vancouver, B. C. B. R. Marsales, district freight
agent at Regina, Sask., has been transferred to Calgary, vice Mr.
Brostedt. W. A. Whyte, city freight agent at Calgary, has been
appointed district freight agent at Regina, succeeding Mr.
Marsales.
at

secretary,

right of way commisT. A. Polleya
sioner and tax commisHe continued to discharge the duties
sioner of the same road
of these positions until December 1, 1915, when his recent ap-

pointment took

Joliet,

Traffic

In October, 1907,

became

of terminals of the Elgin,
(the E., J. & E. having absorbed
in September, 1915, acting
1909)

1915, superintendent

Eastern at

intendent.

Chicago Great Western
and remained with this
road until July 1, 1903,
when he returned to the
Omaha, as tax commissioner.

&

the C. L. S. & E. on June 1,
superintendent of the Gary division

On

attorney for the Omaha.
In June, 1901, he was
appointed assistant genattorney of the
eral

he

in January, 1887, entered the service of the

;

1888 to 1896— the larger
part of that time with
the firm of Bashford,
&
Polleys
O'Connor,
1896,

No. 25

St.

1865.

17,

59,

last

Wis.,

Aylward.

Vol.

effect.

William M. Hardin, whose appointment as assistant general
Minneapohs & St. Louis has been announced
in these columns, was born at Independence, Mo., on May 3,
He received a
1878.
high school education,
and early in 1895 enfreight agent of the

Operating

H. D. Emerson has been appointed general manager of the
New Orleans Southern & Grand Isle, with office at New Orleans, La.

F. J. McKee, superintendent of the Sarnia tunnel terminals of
the Grand Trunk, at Ft. Huron, Mich., has been appointed
assistant superintendent of the Detroit terminals, with office at
Milwaukee Junction, Alich.

D. R. Campbell, superintendent of construction for the Canadian Northern, western lines, has been appointed general superintendent of the Pacific division, with ofiice at Vancouver, B.
B. T. Chappell, superintendent district 2, at Saskatoon,
C.
Sask., has been appointed superintendent of the Pacific division,
with 'office at Kamloops Junction, B. C. T. J. Brown, chief
despatcher of district 1, central division, at Pt. Arthur, Ont.,
has been appointed superintendent of district 2, western division,
at Saskatoon, vice Mr. Campbell. J. W. Crane, chief despatcher,
district 2, Saskatoon, has been appointed chief despatcher. Pacific division, with office at Kamloops Junction, B. C.

George Leon Candler, who has been appointed general superintendent of the Central of Georgia, with office at Savannah,
Ga., was born in Talbot county, Ga., and was educated in the
public schools. He began railway work on August 1, 1880, with
the Louisville & Nashville, and was in the freight agency department of that road at Montgomery, Ala,, until 1887. He
ertcrcd the service of the Central of Georgia in February, 1887,
as chief clerk to the superintendent of the Columbus division
From 1890 to 1892 he was chief clerk to the
at Columbus, Ga.
superintendent of the combined Southwestern and Columbus
In 1894 he was appointed freight agent at
divisions at Macon.
Columbus, and from 1898 to 1902 was trainmaster of the Southwestern division at Macon. He was then promoted to superintendent of the Savannah division at Savannah, and on March
1906. was appointed superintendent of transportation at
17,
Savannah, serving in that capacity until his recent appointment
as general superintendent of the same road, with office at
Savannah.
Charles H. Doorlcy, whose appointment as superintendent of
Gary division of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has been announced, was born at St. Catherine, Ont., on March 24, 1866.
He received his education in the public schools of Chicago, and
entered railway service with the Grand Trunk as a wiper in
March, 1884. He was soon made a foreman, and in April,
In May, 1886, he left
1886, was promoted to engine hostler.
the mechanical department to become a switchman for the
the

tered railway service as
a station helper for the
Chicago & Alton at Independence. In the fall
of the same year he was
transferred to the train
service of the same railDuring Novemroad.
ber, 1897, he entered the
employ of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul as
a telegraph operator, and
in September, 1898, took
a similar position with
the Minneapolis & St.
Louis.
He continued in
the employ of this road
telegraph
as
operator
and subsequently as rehef agent, until April
1, 1903, when he was appointed traveling freight

W. M. Hardin

1909, he was promoted to commercial
1,
Kansas City, Mo., and on January 1, 1912,
he was transferred in the same capacity to Minneapolis, Minn.,
where he has remained up to the time of his recent promotion.

agent.

On January

agent, with office at

assistant general freight agent he will continue to have headquarters at Minneapolis.

As

William Alexander Hopkins, who has been appointed assistant
general freight agent of the Wabash, with office at St. Louis,
Mo., was bom on February 9, 1866, at Roxboro, N. C. He attended the common schools until September, 1882, and entered
railway service in April, 1883, with the Wabash Western. In
1887 he entered the employ of the Missouri Pacific at Kansas
City, Mo., as a bill clerk; in 1888, he was a station agent for
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at various places, and from
1888 to 1897 worked in a similar capacity for the Wabash. From
1897 to 1907 he was live stock agent for the Wabash at Kansas
City, Mo.; and from 1907 to 1909 he was commercial agent for
the same railroad at Salt Lake City, Utah. From 1909 to 1912
he was division freight and passenger agent at Toledo, Ohio.
He was then stationed at St. Louis, Mo., as general live stock

December

17,
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December 6 was promoted

agent, and on

to assistant general

freight agent.
F. Scudder, who has been appointed land and induscommissioner of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Lines
East of the Missouri River, was born at Galesburg, 111., on

Ogden

trial

December

He

1871.

24,

received his education in
the public grade and
high schools at Galesburg.
On October 1,
he entered the
1887,
service of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy as
an office boy, and has
been continuously in the
employ of the same railFor
road ever since.
several years he worked
as an office boy and clerk
in different

from 1890
1906,

departments

to September,

he was

employed

consecutively as stenographer and claim adjuster in the law department. Since 1906, he
has been in the real estate
O.

F.

Scudder

way agent and

as

assistant

and
he held up

department as right

of

real

industrial

later

estate

commis-

time of his recent apMr. Scudder's headquarters will continue to be at

sioner, the position

pointment.
Chicago, 111.

to the

Stanley H. Johnson, whose appointment as freight traffic manager of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has been announced,
was born at Bunker Hill, 111., on February 2, 1872. He was
educated in a high school
In
Louis, Mo.
at
St.
1888, he entered railway
service as a stenographer
of the Southern Interstate Association at St.
Louis.
From that time
until 1894, he held similar
positions
in
the
freight
traffic
department of the Missouri
Pacific at St. Louis, in
the offices of the East

Tennessee, Virginia &
Georgia
at
Knoxville,
Tenn.,
and
with
the
Chesapeake,
Ohio &

1171

was appointed chief clerk in the superintendent's office at Chicago.
In 1902 he was promoted to chief clerk in the general superintendent's office at Burlington, Iowa. In 1905 he was transferred
and industrial department at Chicago as chief clerk
and right-of-way agent. His office will continue to be at Chicago,
and his appointment was effective December 1.

to the land

C.

the
Pa.,

H. Stinson, whose appointment 'as freight

St.

H. Johnson

he was chief clerk

From

at

December

1,

1915,

His headquarters

III.

From February

14,

he has been assistant freight

traffic

will continue to be at Chicago,

III.

S. Rurlcy has been appointed assist.mt
land and
commissioner of the Chicago, liurlington & Quincy
Mr. Hurley was born at
lines cast of the Missouri river.
Aurora, III., and received his education in the public schools
and at a business college. He also studied law for two years.
In 1883 he entered railway service as a messenger in the office
of llic ChicaKO su|ierinl('nilciit of the I'lUrliu^Tlon.
In 1890 he

William

industrial

&
111.

Chicago,
Paul,
In 1888,

St.

left

lines.

Subsequently

he

the positions of
chief clerk to the general
manager of the
o o s a c Tunnel Line,
contracting freight agent,
traveling freight agent,
and agent of the Hoosac
Tunnel Line, at Chicago.
With the reorganization
of the Wabash fast
freight lines, he went to
St. Louis, Mo., to become chief clerk to the
C* H. Stinson
general traffic manager.
Within one year he was made assistant general freight agent,
and on August 20, 1908, was promoted to general freight agent.
Mr. Stinson has been in railroad service for 30 years, 3 years
with the St. Paul and 27 with the Wabash. His headquarters
will continue to be at St. Louis.

H

G. H. Corse, Jr., whose appointment as foreign passenger
agent of the Union Pacific system has been announced, has been
in railroad and steamship service since May 11, 1890, when he
entered the service of
the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, as a telegraph operator at Davis
Junction, 111. On October 26, of the same year,
he first became an employee of the Union Pacific,
at
Ogden, Utah.
His experience in promoting foreign traffic

dates
1906,

from December
when he went

Hong Kong,

China,

1,

to

as

freight agent of the

Pacific
Mail
Steamship
Company. On February
1. 1909, he was appointed
general Oriental agent
for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at
Shanghai,
China.
On

and

manager.

Chicago,

the

filled

June,

1909, to

messenger

a

the St. Paul to
enter the employ of the
Wabash, as a clerk in
the office of one of the
Wabash
fast
freight

he

freight Irallic manager of the Rock Island; from 1904, to 1906,
he was assistant general freight agent of the same railroad
From 1906, to February 14, 1909, lie held
at Liltlc Rock, Ark.

the same position at Chicago,

of

Milwaukee

Louis, in various poincluding that of

to the third vice-president

manager of

in the local freight

office

sitions,

secretary.
1902, to 1904,

as

1885,

boy

Southern at Louisville,
Ky.
From 1894 imtil
June, 1902, he vv'as emIiloycd in the Southwestern Freight Bureau at
S.

traffic

Wabash has been announced, was born at Beaver Falls,
He entered railway service in
on November 19, 1871.

G. H. Corse, Jr.

December 1. 1911, he
was appointed general
passenger

agent of

the

San Francisco Overland Routes, comprising the Pacific Mail
Steamship Conipany, the Southern Pacific, the Union Pacific,
the Atchison, Topcka S: Santa Fc, the Chicago & North Western and the St. Paul, with office at Yokolioma, Japan and Hong
Kong. He resigned this positiiMi on July 1, 1915, to return to
the United Stales as special agent in the passenger department
of the Union Pacific, with headquarters at Chic.-»go, III.
As
foreign passenger ageiU he will continue to liave his lieadquartcrs
at

Chicago.

William P.

lliiilon,

who've appointment as

tr.iffic

manager of
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Trunk Pacific and the National Transcontinental, with
Winnipeg, Man., has been announced, was born at
Hintcnburg, Ont., on August 30, 1871, and entered railway
From that time until August, 1891, he
service in May, 1887.
was consecutively clerk of freight, passenger and car accounts,
and traveling auditor for the Canada Atlantic from August,
1891, to March, 1898, he was rate deck for the same railroad,
and accountant of the Canada Atlantic Fast Freight Line from
March, 1898, to June 30, 1901, he was assistant general freight
agent of the same road, and the Canada Atlantic Transit Company; from June 30, 1901, to January 30, 1903, general freight
agent of the same road; January 30, 1903, to October, 1905,
general passenger and freight agent of the same railroad Oc-

the Grand
at

office

.

Vol.

59,

No. 25

Ont. from June, 1908, to January, 1912, he was assistant master
mechanic of the same road at Winnipeg, Man. from January,
1912, up to the time of his recent appointment, he was master
mechanic of the central division of the same road at Winnipeg.
;

;

Purchasing

;

;

;

tober, 1905, to January, 1907, general agent, passenger department, of the Grand Trunk at Ottawa, Ont. January, 1907, to
April, 1909, assistant general passenger and ticket agent of the
same road at Montreal April, 1909, to February, 1914, general

C. L. Bankson, has been appointed assistant purchasing agent
of the Great Northern, with office at Seattle, Wash., vice A.

Watson.

OBITUARY
Charles W. Lord, office engineer of the New York, New Haven
Hartford, at New Haven, Conn., died on December 11, at the
age of 52.

&

;

;

passenger agent, Grand Trunk at Winnipeg, Man. February to
October, 1914, assistant passenger traffic manager of the same
railroad at Winnipeg; October, 1914, to November 11, 1915,
assistant passenger traffic manager of the Grand Trunk and the
Grand Trunk Pacific at Montreal, Que.

Thomas James Hennessey, who was

division master mechanic

of the Michigan Central from May, 1893, to February
died on December 4, at the age of 70.

1,

1915,

;

Ward Crosby, chief engineer of the Carolina, Clinchfield
Ohio, with office at Johnson City, Tenn., died on December
at his

home

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J.

tral

W. Fox has been appointed valuation engineer of the Cenof Georgia, succeeding H. D. Pollard, resigned.

in that city.

Mr. Crosby was born on May 1, 1859,
at Crompton, Que., and
began railway work in
March, 1880, as transitman on the Eastern
Railroad, now a part of
the Boston & Maine.

master mechanic and

Geo. Moth has been appointed district
trainmaster of the Canadian Pacific, Alberta

division,

From March,

fifth

B. Corbett has been appointed master mechanic of the MisTexas, at Smithville, Tex., vice J. R. Greiner,
Kansas

&

resigned.

O. K. Morgan,

Ohio

at

Johnson

office

engineer of the Carolina, Clinchfield &
assumed the duties of the office

City, Tenn., has

of chief engineer.
C. N. Beckner, assistant signal engineer of the Louisville &
Nashville at Louisville, Ky., has entered the service of the
Federal Signal Company as superintendent of construction in
western territory, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

C

H. Fox, assistant division engineer of the Canadian Pacific
at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed resident engineer, district 2, Manitoba division, vice E. L. Landorph, transferred.
The position of assistant division engineer has been abolished.
T. L. Reed, assistant master mechanic of the Seaboard Air
at Hamlet, N. C, has been appointed master mechanic of
the North Carolina division, with headquarters at Hamlet, N. C.
The position of assistant master mechanic is abolished. G. H.
Langton, master mechanic at Raleigh, will have charge of the
Virginia division, including Raleigh shops and roundhouse.

Line

H. L. Vercoe has been appointed special engineer of the
Canadian Northern, lines west of Port Arthur, Ont., with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man. W. T. Moodie, engineer maintenance of way, with office at Winnipeg, has been appointed division engineer, central division, with headquarters at the same
city
T. Lucas, engineer maintenance of way, west of Winnipeg,
has been appointed lease engineer, lines west of Port Arthur,
A. T. Fraser, district engineer
Ont., with office at Winnipeg.
at Edmonton, Alta., has been appointed division engineer, western division, with headquarters at the same

city.

G. H. Hedge, master mechanic of the central division of the
Canadian Northern, has been appointed general master mechanic
of western lines, with office at Winnipeg, Man. Mr. Hedge was
born at Neath, Wales, on May 26, 1865, and entered railroad service in 1879 as a machinist apprentice with the Great Western
In 1884 he came to Canada, entering the service
in England.
of the Canadian Pacific as a fitter. He worked in shops of this
railroad at Ottawa, Schreiber, Montreal, Hochelaga, and again
at Montreal, and in 1891 was appointed locomotive foreman at
Megantic, Que. In 1893 he was transferred to Farnham, Que.,
and subsequently to Montreal in 1896 he was promoted to general locomotive foreman of the same road at Farnham, Que.
from 1901 to 1902 he was locomotive foreman at Medicine Hat,
from 1902 to January, 1903, he held the same position
Alta.
from January, 1903, to June, 1908, he was
at Brandon, Man.
locomotive foreman of the Canadian Northern at Port Arthur,
;

;

;

1881,

to

February, 1882, he was
transitman on location
work of the TexasAlexican in Texas, and
then to March, 1884, was
assistant engineer on the
Mexican Central, now a
part
of the National
Railways of Mexico.
From September, 1885,

district.

souri,

&
5,

to

April,

first

1888,

assistant,

he was
and later

division engineer of the

&

Lowell, now a
the Boston &
Maine; then to November, 1889, was engineer
W. Crosby
of location and construction of the Barre Railroad, now the Barre & Chelsea.
In November, 1889, he was appointed resident engineer on the Norfolk
& Western, and from Alay, 1891, to September, 1905, was assistant and division engineer of the Concord & Montreal, and
its successor, the Boston & Maine.
In September, 1905, he went
to the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and served consecutively as
division engineer and assistant chief engineer until November,
1911, when he was promoted to chief engineer of the same road.

Boston

part

—

of

The Katanga Railway. ^A British consular report on the
trade of Katanga (Belgian Congo) during 1914 says that the
railway north from Kambove to Bukama has been actively continued during the past year. The total distance, by the route
now adopted, is 204 miles. December 31 the rails were laid for
69 miles, and at the time of writing, March, 1915, 86 miles have
been finished. The roadbed is completed over 96 miles. The
railway has now arrived on the high Biano plateau, which is
free from tsetse fly, making it possible to land breeding stock
there by rail. The headquarters of the construction has now
been moved from Kambove to 66 miles beyond, and this section
of the road is now being used for the regular transport of
passengers and merchandise. It is at present impossible to say
when the railway will reach Bukama, as on account of the war
the construction has been very largely curtailed.
Kambove is
connected by rail with South Africa via Elisabethville, and when
the line reaches Bukama there will be complete connection between South Africa and Boma by rail and water. The railway
under construction between Kabalo, on the Lualaba river, and
Lukuga, on Lake Tanganyika, a distance of about 250 miles,
is now practically completed, but has not been pushed quite to
the shore of the lake, as the Germans are masters of this latter
at present.

December

17,
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from the Cambria Steel Company, and 100 low-side gondola
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The American Sheet & Tin Plate Company was

|

reported

an unconfirmed item in last week's issue as having ordered 6
tank cars from the German-American Car Company. This item
has since been confirmed.
in

^iiuiiiiiiuiiiiuniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiuiiniMiiniiiniiMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiiiiiiF

LOCOMOTIVES

The Grand Trunk, which was

The Virginian is understood to be contemplating the purchase of a number of locomotives.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
purchase of a number of locomotives.

contemplating the

is

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

it

is

reported,

is

considering the purchase of motive power.

The Chicago Great Western has ordered S Mikado type
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Death Valley Railroad has ordered one ConsoHdation
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Carnegie

Steel

The

Company

has ordered 2 six-wheel switch-

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ing locomotives

Toledo^ St. Louis

& Western

has ordered 5 Consolida-

from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.
The Fairchild & Northeastern, noted in last week's issue

tion locomotives

as

having issued an inquiry for one Prairie type locomotive has
ordered this engine from the Vulcan Iron Works.

The Delray Connecting

reported in last week's issue

as being about to repair 1,500 steel coal cars, has closed a contract
with the American Car & Foundry Company for repairs to 300
cars, with an option on an additional 1,200.

has ordered one eight-wheel switch-

from the American Locomotive Company. This
locomotive will have 22 by 28-in. cylinders, Sl-in. driving wheels
and a total weight in working order of 208,000 lb.
ing locomotive

The New Jersey Zinc Company, reported in the Railway Age
pazette of December 10 as being in the market for 40 hopper
cars, has ordered 10 hopper cars from the Pressed Steel Car
Company and another 10 from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford, which has been
reported in recent issues of this paper as being in the market
for 25 milk and 50 refrigerator cars, has now issued definite inquiries for 25 milk and 500 refrigerator cars. As noted in last
week's issue, will also buy 500 coal cars.

—

National Guard of New York. A group of steel makers
and others under the lead of Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the
Steel Corporation, and Charles M. Schwab, president of the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, are contributing toward the presentation of an armored train to the National Guard of New York.
The train will have a battle car heavily protected with armor plate
and six or seven lightly armored cars equiped with machine
guns and capable of high speed. The steel makers have promised
to contribute and to furnish the armor plate and other metal
parts of the train at cost.

The Waynesburg & Washington

has ordered one Mogul
type locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This
locomotive will have 13 by 20-in. cylinders, 41-in. driving wheels
and a total weight in working order of 50,000 lb.

The Cuba

Railroad has ordered 10 superheater ten-wheel
These
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
locomotives will have 21 by 26 in. cylinders, 60 in. driving
wheels and a total weight in working order of 148,000 lb.
The Punta Alegra Sugar Company has ordered one fourwheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. This locomotive will have 11 by 16-in. cylinders, 33-in.
driving wheels and a total weight in working order of 39,000 lb.

The Pullman

Railroad, reported in last week's issue as being

market for a switching locomotive, has ordered two sixwheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. These locomotives will have 21 by 26-in. cylinders,
51-in. driving wheels and a total weight in working order of
in the

142,000

lb.

FREIGHT CARS
Cuicaco, Milwaukee & St. Paul
ore cars in its shops at Milwaukee.

The

The New

York, Philadelphia

for 45 to 60 steel underframc

The Ray
cars

is

building 500 60-ton

& Norfolk

has issued inquiries

box

cars.

Consolidated Copper Company has ordered 50 ore
Steel Car Company.

from the Pressed

The American
inquiries for

.SO

Zinc,

Lead & Smelting Company has

100,000-lb. capacity

issued

tank cars.

The Utah Copper Company is reported to have ordered 100
ore cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has given the Pullman Company an order to repair 300 steel hopper cars.
The Prudential Oil Corporation has ordered 50 tank cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 6,000 uiulcrfranies from the Commonwealth Steel Company.
The Pkre Marquette has ordered 200 center constructions
from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.
The Illinois Central is inquiring for prices on 1,000 center
sills for coal cars and 500 center sills for sand cars.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 300
gondola cars from Harmy it Smith Car ('onipany and 200 gondola cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The New York, Ontario & Western has ordered 400 hopper

PASSENGER CARS
The Western

Pacific recently ordered

and mail cars from the American Car

baggage

five all-steel

& Foundry Company.

The Central of Georgia has ordered four express cars and
one combination baggage and mail car from the Pullman Company.

Pennsylvania Lines West. In the item relative to this company's recent orders for passenger cars in last week's issue it
was incorrectly stated that the company had ordered 22 coaches
and 7 passenger and baggage cars from the Pullman Company.
These cars were ordered of the Pressed Steel Car Company, the
Pullman Company having received only the one order for 12
baggage and mail cars and 6 dining cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, reported in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of November 12 as being in the market for 100 coaches,
20 passenger and baggage cars, 55 baggage cars and 5 horseexpress cars for the Lines East of Pittsburgh, a total of 180
cars, has placed orders for 107 of these cars as follows: American Car & Foimdry Company, 21 baggage and 5 horse-express
cars; Pressed Steel Car Company, 6 coaches; I-Iarlan & Hollingsworth Corporation, 47 coaches, and the J. G. Brill Company, 28
baggage cars. Of the 21 baggage cars ordered from the American Car & Foundry Company 11 arc for the Pennsylvania itself,
7 for the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, and 3 for the
West Jersey & Seashore; the 5 horse-express cars arc for the
Pennsylvania. The 6 coaches ordered from the Pressed Steel
Car Company and the 28 baggage cars ordered from the J. G.
The 47 coaches
Brill Company are also for the Pennsylvania.
ordered from the 1 larlan & Hollingsworth Corporation are for
the West Jersey & Seashore.

IRON AND STEEL
Till

Ann

The

Toledo, St. Louis

of

85-11).

Arbor

is

inquiring for 1,500 tons of 85-lh.

& Western

Maryland

The

Steel

Illinois

lias

ordered 10,000 tons of

rails

from

Company.

MiNNEAi-oLis

from the

rails.

inquiring for 10.000 tons

rails.

The Southern Rahavay
the

is

&

Steel

St.

Louis has ordered 7,500 tons of

rails

Company.

The Toledo Terminal Railroad has ordered
from the Algona Steel Corporation.

1,000

um^

nf tails
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The

& Quincy

Chicago, Burlington

inquiring for 2,000

is
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tons of bridge steel for 1916 delivery.

The International & Great Northern
the market for 1,500 tons of 90-lb.

The New York, Chicago &

is

I

Louis has ordered 9,000 tons

St.

nitlliiiiiliiilllllllliliiiitiiiiiitiiiiliiuiiiiliiiiiiitiiillilltllilllilirilltlliriiiitiiiiMiiniiniitMiiiiitMiiiiiiiitiiiilliiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiilliiiiilliiK

of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

The

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio has ordered 1,000 tons
of rails from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Lehigh Valley

has ordered 820 tons of
work from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

steel for

bridge

The Northern

Illinois has been authorized by the
Federal court to buy 10,000 tons of rails to apply on its 1916
requirements.

The Norfolk Southern
to apply

Iron Range has ordered 650 tons of steel for
ore spouts for dock No. 6 at Two Harbors, Minn., from the
American Bridge Company.

Railroad has ordered 450 tons of bridge
ore handling bridge at Erie, Pa., from the

Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The New York Public

Service Commission, First district, has
a contract to the Ramapo Iron Works for special work on
order No. 6, consisting of frogs and switches, for the new Lexington avenue subway in New York City. The company's bid
was the lowest at $46,195.
let

is in

the

market for

IS to

20 machine

tools.

The Delaware & Hudson

is in

the market for approximately

40 machine tools.

The Pennsylvania Railroad

make

extensive improvements to its docks at Erie, Pa., and will install a new ore-handling
plant equipped with machinery made by the Mead-Morrison
Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.
will

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.,
the market for a second-hand shear, able to shear 15^ in.
by 15^ in. or J4 in- by 6 in. cold soft steel, or to punch a 1-in.
hole in a ^-in plate, floor space 8 ft. 3 in. by 6 ft. to be arranged for motor drive. It will also buy a roller straightener, or
gag press for 6 in. by 6 in. angles.
is in

;

SIGNALING
The Western Mary'land
install

proposes during the coming year to
automatic block signals on 106 miles of its line.

The Cumberland Valley

proposes during the coming year
on its line near Berkeley, six

to install automatic block signals

miles, single track.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. This company's plan for the
ensuing year include the installation of automatic block signals
on five miles of road, double track.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis contemplates the installation of automatic block signals during the coming year on its line from Bellefontaine, Ohio, to Anderson Ind.,
106 miles, single track.

The Southern Railway proposes during 1916 to install automatic block signals on 178 miles of its line. The plans for the
coming year include also two large mechanical interlocking
plants, one at Charlottesville, Va., 48 levers, and one at Danville,
Va., 40 levers.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe plans during tlic coming
year to install automatic block signals on seven miles of its line,
double track, between Standish, Mo., and Carrollton ten miles,
double track, between Le Loup, Kan., and H. U. Tower, and
between Claremont, Cal., and Arcadia, 20 miles, single track.
Of these three installations, the two last named have already
During 1916 the company proposes to install
been begun.
electric interlocking, 36 levers, at Arcadia, Cal., jointly with
the Southern Pacific and the Pacific Electric and at Los Angeles,
Cal., electric interlocking, 80 levers, jointly with the Salt Lake
;

;

Route and the Southern

Pacific.

is inquiring for 3,000,000
1916 requirements.

The Maryland
its

ft.

of lumber

inquiring for 5,000,000

is

Steel

Company

ft.

of

erect an addition costing

will

plant at Sparrows Point,

Md.

W.

Cross has been appointed vice-president of the
Equipment Improvement Company, New York.
Charles

The Chicago, Milwaukee &
15,000,000

ft.

of

fir,

St.

Paul

pine and hard

is

inquiring for prices on
for its 1916 require-

wood

ments.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, have closed a contract with
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas for the installation of a large
capacity conveyer type coaling station at Osage, Okla.
a new plant at Ft.
the ninth plant to be
industrial centers of the

The Burdett Oxygen Company completed
Worth, Tex., on December
erected by the
country.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
The Baltimore & Ohio

its

lumber.

The Pennsylvania
its

on

$100,000 to

The Duluth &

for

purchase several million feet of

Pacific will

lumber.

The Chicago & North Western

The Chicago & Eastern

material

Supply Trade News

reported to be in

rails.

company

in

15.

This

various

is

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 3,000,000 ft. of fir
for dock extension work at Ashland, Wis. The order was divided between the Douglas Fir Sales Company and the Lumber
Manufacturers' Agency.
C. N. Beckner, assistant signal engineer of the Louisville &
Nashville, has entered the service of the Federal Signal Company as superintendent of construction in western territory,

with headquarters at Chicago,

111.

A. F. Huston, president of the Lukens Iron & Steel Company,
Coatesville, Pa., has recently announced that his company has
placed an order for a plate mill which will be able to roll a plate
200 to 204 in. wide and which will be the largest plate mill in
existence in the world at the present time.

A

majority of the stockholders of the Youngstown Steel &
last Tuesday to accept an offer made by
the Replogle interests in the Cambria Steel Company, mentioned
in last week's issue, for their stock, the price being $300 a share
for the common and $80 a share for the preferred.

Tube Company voted

The Peyton Safety Rail Joint Company, St. Louis, Mo., has
been incorporated with capital stock of $200,000, with the following stockholders:
C. W. Witwer, president; W. M. Grissom,
Warren Perry and Isaac Peyton. The company will engage in
the manufacture of rail joints and is reported to have contracts
from two large railways.

The Crawford Locomotive & Car Company,

Streator,

III.,

has been taken over by its creditors and the property will be
offered for sale at an early date. The property of the company
includes several modern and well equipped shop building.s and
25 acres of land having connection with three railroads and
easy access to two others that enter the

cit)'.

Steel & Ordnance Company has announced that
spend approximately $6,000,000 for improvements in the
plant of the Midvale Steel Company, Nicetown, Pa., and that
of the Worth Brothers Company, Coatesville, Pa., and that it
has acquired all the capital stock of the Buena Vista Iron Company, owning 300,000,000 tons of merchantable Cuban iron ore,
containing 1 per cent nickel. The improvements to the two

The Midvale

it

will

include the installation at the Coatesville plant of six
50-ton open hearth furnaces with a capacity of 180,000 tons of
ingots a year, a blooming mill with an annual capacity of 200,000
tons, two 750 k. w. turbo generators, one 500-ton blast furnace
with an annual capacity of 175,000 tons of pig iron, with sufficient auxiliary equipment for another similar furnace which may
be authorized soon after the first of the year, a new forging
department, consisting of a 2,500-ton hydraulic press, one 1,500ton hydraulic press and two draw benches the installation of

plants

;

8,

12

and

15-in.

bar mills, a steel

tire

department and a rolled

December

17,
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wheel department. The improvements at Nicetown include
manufacturing and machine shop equipment which in
particular will enable the company to handle orders recently
taken from the United States government for heavy ordnance,
such as 14 and 16-in. guns. The company's announcement con"The acquiring of this property (the Buena Vista Iron
cludes

3teel

new

steel

:

Company)

will place the steel-making subsidiaries of the company, the Midvale Steel Company and Worth Brothers Company,
in a strong position and will enable the company to proceed
with the extensive additions contemplated at Coatesville and
Philadelphia, with full assurance of a supply of raw material
on a basis which will enable them to compete on even terms
with any other producer."

N. S. Reeder, vice-president of the Pressed Steel Car Company and the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, graduated from Cornell University with the degree of mechanical en-

Reeder

gineer in 1896. He then
served as a special apprentice on the Pennsylvania Lines West of
Pittsburgh, and in 1899
was employed by the
Pittsburgh Coal Company as superintendent
Montour and
of
the
Moon Run Railroads. In
1902 he entered the service of the Pressed Steel
Car Company as a mechanical engineer connected with the New
York office, but in 1904
he went to Montreal as
general manassistant
ager of the Canada Car
In 1906 he
Company.
was made general manager, and in 1908 became
second vice-president of
Canadian Car &
the

He

Foundry Company.

returned to the States in 1909 as vice-president of the Western
Steel Car & Foundry, and in 1910 was made second vice-president of the Pressed Steel Car Company in (Chicago. He is now
transferred to the company's New York office, effective December 1. James Brown Rider, the newly elected vice-president and
general manager of the Pressed Steel Car Company and the
Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, entered the service of

the Pennsylvania
road

in

mained with

acting

it

Rail-

and

189.S,

re-

until 1899,

successively as

messenger boy, shop order clerk, invoice clerk
and stenographer. In
1899 he became connected with the Pressed
Steel

Car Company as

stenographer and clerk
to the general manager,
being advanced to the
position of assistant to
the
vice-president
in
July,

1905.

He was

ap-

pointed general manager
in July, 1909, and made a
nicmber of the board of
directors in Jan., 1913.
He was appointed general
manager of the
B. Ridar

Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company August,

1913.

He

is

now

elected a vice-president of the Pressed Steel Car Company and
Western Steel Car & h'oundry Company, with Iicadq\iarlcrs in

Pittsburgh, Pa., and will also
general manager in charge of
dent and general manager
Company aiul the Western

continue to perform the duties of
operations. His title is vice-presiof both the Pressed Steel Car
Steel Car & Foundry Company

1175

MacEnulty, who was elected second vice-president of
Car Company and the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company, December 1, entered the employ of the
Pressed Steel Car Company in 1899, and has
been its general sales
J.

F.

the Pressed Steel

manager since May, 1912.
He was first an inspector
Pittsburgh, later being promoted to the positions of chief inspector,
general chief inspector
and engineer of construction. He was transferred to the sales deat

partment in
in 1904, and

New York
in 1907

was

made

general superintendent of the Hegewisch Works of the

Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company.
In
1909 he was promoted to
the

position

manager,

of

and

general

May,

in

returned to New
York as general sales
J. F. MacEnulty
manager of both the
Pressed Steel Car Co., and Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.
1912,

who since December 1 has been general
manager of the Pressed Steel Car Company and the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, with headquarters in New
York, was until that
date manager of sales
C. E. Postlethwaite,

sales

for the central district at
Pittsburgh, Pa. He was

born in Mount Union,
Huntington county. Pa.,
and after graduating
from the Altoona high
school in 1883 entered
the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, where

he remained until

acting

1890,

successively as

rodman on an engineer
corps,

telegraph

opera-

and Pennsylvania
Railroad division car

tor

For the following
seven years he was connected with the Norfolk

clerk.

& Western

as chief clerk

the general superintendent at Roanoke, and
later as assistant to the
general agent at Norto

C.

E.

Postlethwaite

connected with the Schoen Pressed Steel Car
October, 1897. shortly after the first steel freight
cars were built, and remained with the company when it was
merged into the Pressed Steel Car Company. Mr. Postletlnvaitc
entered the sales department of the company in February, 1902.
folk.

He became

Company

in

Steel Car Company was recently organized
Youngstown, Ohio, to assume the business of the Youngstown
Car & Manufacturing Company, designers and builders of inof the Ralston
dustrial equipment.
J. K. Tcssoymau, formerly
Steel Car Company, Columbus, Ohio, has assinned the duties of
general manager, and plans are being formidaled for enlarging
llie company's output.
The company is entering the field of repairing steel cars, and is al present m;iking prompt deliveries on

The Youngstown

at

pressed steel parts.

William Andrew Conner, first vice-president of flic Standard
Undergrotnul Cable Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died suddenly in
Mr. I'onner was
his office at Perth .Xniboy, on December ().
born in Haltimore, Md.. September 12, 18.SQ. In 1876 he entered
the oil refining business, holding eventually the positioi\ of asIn 1885 he took
sistant manager for the Standard Oil ('onipany.
charge of the first plant built by the Standard Undorgroimd
Cable Company in Pittsburgh, and from then lujiil liis death
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charge of the manufacturing business of the company.
the one who planned and built the plants at Perth
Amboy, N. J., and Oakland, Cal. As noted above, he became
vice-president of the company in 1909. He was also a vice-president and director of the Standard Underground Cable Company
of Canada, Ltd., whose factories were planned and built by him
at Hamilton, Ont., in 1911-1912.

was

in

He was

Henry Phipps Hoffstot, whose appointment to the position of
manager of sales, central district of the Pressed Steel
Car Company, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., was anassistant

in the Railway
of
last
Gazette
week, has been in the
service of the company
He gradusince 1910.
ated from Harvard College in 1909, and in the
same year entered the
employ of the Canadian

nounced

Vol.

of Burr & Dodge, who represented in Philadelphia the
Ewart Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis, then manufacturing the Ewart detachable link-belt. Out of this partnership
grew the Link-Belt Engineering Company, organized in 1888.
In 1889 Mr. Dodge brought out the Dodge system of storing
anthracite coal in large conical piles and reloading it by machinery. For this invention he received in 1907 the Elliott Cresson gold medal from the Franklin Institute. In 1892 Mr. Dodge
was elected president of the Link-Belt Engineering Company and
the Dodge Coal Storage Company (later called the J. M. Dodge
Company). He became chairman of the board of directors of
the Link-Belt Company when it was organized in 1906 through
the merger of the allied companies the Link-Belt Engineering
the Link-Belt Machinery Company,
Company, Philadelphia
Chicago, and the Ewart Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis,
at which time Charles Piez became president of the Link-Belt
Company. Mr. Dodge was a very successful inventor. He took

name

;

out over 100 patents, among them, of course, being many relating
to the construction and manufacture of silent chain.

Andrew
many

Farley, vice-president of the Camel Company, and
years secretary of the Chicago Railway Equipment
Company, died on December 13, 1915, at the Hyde Park hotel,
Mr. FarChicago, 111.

Car & Foundry Company at Montreal and
Amherst, N. S. The following year he was ap-

J.

for

was born

at

Schuy-

pointed assistant to the
general manager of the

ley

Pressed Steel Car Company, and on December

and spent his early life
in Troy, N. Y., where he
was, at one time, engaged in the retail busiHis advent with
ness.

lerville,

entered the sales de-

partment of the company as assistant manager of sales, central
district, with headquarters

N. Y.,

in

1847,

the railway supply business was with the old

Dunham Manufacturing
Company. When he left

as

Pittsburgh,

at

No. 25

—

Age

1

59,

above noted.

H. P.

H

offstot

company he became
connected with The Nathis

C.

W.

Cross,

to 1914 superintendent of apprentices
Central Lines, has been elected vice-president

from 1906

of the New York
Church
of the Equipment Improvement Company, with office at 30

New York. Mr.
Cross started his railroad
career as a machinist apstreet,

me-

shops of
the Pennsylvania Lines
In
at Fort Wayne, Ind.
1890 he went to the
the

E. H. Poetter, who, as announced in a previous issue, has
been appointed manager of the general railroad sales department
"
of the Barrett Manufacturing Company, with office at New York
City, was born on September 14, 1879, at Juneau, Wis. After gradufrom the high
ating
school at Beaver Dam,
Wis., in 1896, he took a

Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern as master mechanic at Elkhart, Ind.,
and became superintendent of apprentices for
the New York Central
Lines, with headquarters

New

York, when that

railroad revised and cenapprenticeits
tralized

C. W. Cross
ship department in 1900.
Mr. Cross has been a representative for the Equipment Improvement Company since July, 1914. He takes up his new duties as

vice-president beginning

December

15.

James Mapes Dodge, chairman of the board of directors of the
Link-Belt Company, Chicago,
delphia,

September

4.

five

retired

active business and
has lived most of each
year at his summer place
at Wheaton, 111., spending the winters in Chicago and California. He was one of the
organizers of the Camel Company, and at the time of his death
was vice-president. He is survived by his wife and one daughter, Mrs. James M. Hopkins.

a machinist,
draftsman, foreman and

at

About
he

from

spectively,

master

pany,

ness career.
ago
years

on the CincinHamilton & Dayton
From
at Lima, Ohio.
1880 to 1890 he was, re-

prentice
nati,

assistant
chanic in

Brake Beam Comnow the Chicago
Railway Equipment
Company, with which he
spent most of his busitional

111.,

died at his

home

Mr. Dodge was born June

30,

in

Phila-

1852,

at

Waverly, N. J. He studied three years at Cornell University
and then took a special one-year course in chemistry at Rutgers.
After spending a short time at the Morgan Iron Works in New
York, he entered the shops of James Roach, the shipbuilder, at
Chester, Pa., where, during a three years' stay, he was successively journeyman, foreman and superintendent of erection.
About 1880 he became acquainted with William D. Ewart, the
inventor of the Ewart link-belting, and soon after joined him and
his associates in the development of the chain business, which
He later
at that time had not attained a very great importance.
entered into a partnership with Edward H. Burr, under the

business college course,
and in the same year entered the service of the
Wisconsin Central as a
stenographer in the land
department at Chicago.
He later became successively bill of lading clerk,
chief clerk, contracting
freight agent and freight
and passenger agent at
Seattle, Wash., to which
was apposition
he
pointed in 1903. In De-

cember, 1903, he returned
to Chicago, and for two
years was engaged in the
insurance business with
e. H. Poetter
the Equitable Life Insurance Company. In October, 1905, he entered the service of the

I

December

17,
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Barrett Manufacturing Company as traffic manager at Chicago,
Later, upon a change in the
in charge of the western territory.
company's organization, his title was changed to assistant traffic
manager, with office in Chicago, from whicli position he is to be

promoted, effective on January
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—

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Turbines.

— "The

tin just issued

Conn.,

Terry Turbine" is the title of a new bulleby The Terry Steam Turbine Company, Hartford,

giving a

applications,

general

description

of

the

various

turbine

and dealing particularly with various kinds of high,

low and mixed pressure turbines.

—

Machine

Tools. The Covington Machine Company, Covington, Va., has recently issued bulletin No. 11 containing a
number of illustrations of Covington punches, shears, bending
The sole agent in the United
rolls, etc., for all classes service.
States for these machines

New

is

Manning, Maxwell

&

Moore,

Inc.,

York.

—

Culverts. The Canton Culvert & Silo Company, Canton,
Ohio, has issued a rather unique folder containing extracts from
the company's files "proving the practicability and popularity of
'Acme' (nestable) corrugated anti-corrosive No-Co-Ro metal
The folder contains specimen advertisements which
culverts.
appeared in various technical papers and specimens of typical
inquiries, orders and letters of commendation.

— The

Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport,
Conn., has issued an elaborate catalog of 168 pages containing
illustrations, descriptions, list prices, etc., of the company's line
of Superior wiring devices. In the catalog there are illustrated
"New Wrinkle" and "Wrinklef" sockets and other fixtures and
various types of switches, receptacles, plugs and similar fixThe book is exceedingly well gotten up and profusely
tures.

Wiring Devices.

illustrated.

Alton & Southern. This company, which operates 11 miles
of railroad as a belt line, plans to gradually extend the line
around the territory near East St. Louis, 111. Right of way has
been bought for the construction of about four miles additional,
but construction work has been delayed by a crossing controversy. The building of this extension in 1916 depends upon the
result of the controversy.

—

Athabasca & Ft. Vermillion. Reconnoissance reports have
made by the engineers on the projected route from Atha-

been

A

basca, Alta., northwest to Ft. Vermillion, about 300 miles.
charter to build over this route was granted last spring by the
government of Alberta. Contingent on the completion of certain
negotiations, the company hopes to begin construction work in
Charles F. Law, Bank of British North
the spring of 1916.
American building, Vancouver, B. C, may be addressed (Oc-

tober

15, p. 714.)

—

Beulaville Railroad. Work is now under way by the Kinston
Manufacturing Company, Kinston, N. C, on an extension from
Beulaville, N. C, to Chinquapin, 7 miles. The company will also
build one mile of secondary track between these two places.

—

The Board of Public Works of San
a contract to F. Rolandi, 550 Montgomery
street, for the construction of a railway from Rosasco, Tuolumne
The contract price is
county, to the Hetch-Hetchy reservoir.
California Roads.

Francisco has

let

(November 5, p. 879.)
Canadian Northern. This company has grading work finished on about 140 miles on the Island of Vancouver, from Vic-

$1,543,080.

—

also on 15.25 miles, from Victoria to Patricia
Surveys are now being made from Kamloops, B. C, southeast via Vernon and Kelowna to Lumby, 141 miles, and on the
Island of Vancouver, from Alberni to Nootka sound, 15.6 miles.
toria to Alberni

;

Bay.

—

Construction of Light Railways During the War. It is
two weeks by the efforts
of four German railway battalions on light railways in Belgium
and that this period can actually be halved by increasing the number of men engaged on construction. Operating details in regard
to these light railways are very meagre, but traffic would seem
to be worked on much the same methods used prior to the block
said that 70 miles of track can be laid in

system, the trains being despatched with regular intervals of
about a third of a mile between them.
This particular form
of light railway is not to be confused with the temporary lines
used by the Germans for the removal of heavy guns and ammunition. The motive power of the latter lines is horse traction, and it has been found possible to lay about two-thirds of
a mile of track in an hour. These figures are, of course, made
possible by transporting the track in ready-laid sections which
have only to be placed in position and joined up.

—A

Railway Extension in Corea.
British consular report on
the trade of Corea for 1914 states that the second railway program, which consisted in the building of lines connecting the
capital with Wonsan (Gensan) on the northeast coast and Taiden on the Seoul-Fusan line with Kunsan and Mokpo in the
southwest, was completed in 1914, the Konan (Honam) Railway being finished in January and the Kcigen (Scoul-Gcnsan)
Railway in August. Work on the Gensan-Yongheung line, which
forms a part of the third program, was started on October 1,
and that portion of the track which runs from Gensan to Munchong, a distance of 5 miles, is expected to be ready for traffic
by September 15, 1915. There will be a station at Tokmon, 1
mile from Gensan, and at one other intermediate place.
The
reconstruction of the Scoul-Fusan line was begun on October 5,
1914, and is to be spread over five years, as is also the work on
the Chongjin-Hoiryong Railway (.58.6 miles), which was started
during the same month. The total mileage of railways in operation in Corea is now 994 miles. During 1914 the following sections were opened
Seiyu to Koteiri on the Konan line, 35.5
miles; and Kenfutsuro to Kozan on the Keigen line, 23.8 miles;
making a total of 59.3 miles newly opened to traffic. Surveying
is in progress on the following lines, though it has not yet been
decided when the work of laying them will he undertaken: (1)
TaiUu to Mokpo; (2) Ilamhcung to Cliongjin; (3) I'ingyang to
Gensan; (4) a line running along the Yalu river.
:

Clinton

& Oklahoma WESTERN.^Surveys

are

now

beini!

from Chnton, Okla., southeast
The company now operates a line from
to Colony, 30 miles.
Clinton west to Strong City, 51 miles. (September 10, p. 487.)

made

for an extension to be built

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton. — Contracts

were

let

during

1915 for the construction of 12 miles of second track from CarThe estimated cost of the work is
lisle, Ohio, to South Davton.
$175,000.

(October

29, p. 828.)

—

Florida East Coast. This company has authorized the construction of an extension of the Okeechobee division from Maytown, Fla., to a connection with the main line at New Smyrna,
The contract for the grading
17.35 miles, to cost about $200,000.
work has been let to J. M. Cook, Jacksonville, Fla., and the bridge
work and tracklaying will be carried out by company forces. The
rail, ties and other track material have already been bought and
are on hand. J. W. Wycoff is resident engineer for the construction work.

—

Gulf Coast Railway. This company has been organized Insome of the officers of the Southern Investment Company, Richmond, Va., to build a railway from a point near \'cnice, Fla., to
Placida, about 28.5 miles. The promoters expect that construcwork will be started in the near future. (November 19,

tion
p.

986.)

—

Houston, Richmond & San Antonio Interurban. President
Edward Kennedy, of Houston, Tex., is quoted as saying that a
contract for grading tlie first 100 miles of this line will probably
be let within the next 60 days. The projected route is from
Houston west to San Antonio, about 215 miles. The general
offices of the companv are at San Antonio.
(September 17, p
547.)

—

Lui.a-Homer. Grading work is now under way between Beland Homer on 14 miles. William J. Redmond, Atlanta.

ton, Ga.,

The company has projected an
Ga., is the general contractor.
extension from 1 lomcr northeast to Anderson, S. C, 66 miles
n. G. Zeiglcr, chief engineer, Lula, Ga. (October 15, p. 714.)

—

New York Suiuvavs. The New York Public Service Commission, First district, has approved the plans for the construction of the Webster avenue extension of the Third avenue
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elevated railroad in the borough of the Bronx. This extension
will extend from the present Third avenue line near its terminus north through Webster avenue to Gun Hill road, where a
connection will be made with the new rapid transit line in White
Plains road. This approval of the plans will enable the Interborough Rapid Transit Company to obtain bids immediately for
the work.

The commission has awarded the following contracts on
rapid transit lines in New York City
For the construction of
Section No. 2 of Routes Nos. 19 and 22, to Lawrence C. Manuell,
the lowest bidder, for $2,063,877. This section is a three-track
elevated railroad, and extends northerly from Whitlock avenue
For the
in the borough of the Bronx to Pelham Bay Park.
installation of tracks on the White Plains road extension of the
Lenox avenue branch of the existing subway, to the Coast &
Lake Contracting Corporation, the lowest bidder, at $53,930.
The commission has approved the award by the New York
Municipal Railway Corporation to Bayly Hipkins of the contract
for the erection of steel, constructing tracks, station buildings,
platforms, etc., for the additional tracks on the Myrtle avenue
.elevated railroad in the borough of Brooklyn, between Wil-

Vol.

No. 25

59,
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Arkansas, Louisiana & Gulf.

— See Arkansas & Louisiana Mid-

land.

:

Arkansas & Louisiana Midland. —This
reorganized company
Louisiana & Gulf.

1113.)

—The

:

;

;

;

—The

two docks which are being extended
are ore docks and not coaling
docks, as reported last week. The Barnett & Record Company,
of Minneapolis, Minn., has the general contract, and the contract for the ore chutes has been awarded the Wisconsin Bridge
Company, of Milwaukee, Wis.

Ashland, Wis.

& North Western

Baltimore, Md.

—The

Baltimore & Ohio is building a oneby 112 ft., at the Mount Clare shops, to
The work is being carried out by company

story addition, 30
cost about $4,000.

ft.

forces.

—

Gallup, N. M. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has
awarded a contract to Sharp & Gannon, Topeka, Kan., for
changing the course of the Puerco river and filling in a site to
be used for shops, roundhouses and tracks. The work will cost
about $67,000.

Rock Junction, Tenn.—The Nashville, Chattanooga
Louis plans to enlarge its yards at Hollow Rock Junction

HoLLOvif
St.

Pacific.

— In

an interview

in the

New

consists in the issuance of receiver's certificates.

—

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

&

&

:

additional main track under conIn
struction on this road, but not yet completed, is as follows
Virginia, between Orange and Charlottesville, 28.1 miles Arrowhead and Elma, 18.2 miles Tye river and Amherst, 7.07 miles
Sycamore and Gretna, 5 miles Whittles and Dry Fork, 9.7 miles.
In North Carolina, between Concord and Rocky river, 5.6 miles.
In South Carolina, between Hayne and Central, 55.85 miles, and
in Georgia, between Cornelia and Gainesville, 24.7 miles, a total

by the Chicago

Arkansas,

protective committee for the first and refunding mortgage
bonds, is quottd as saying
"My own impression is, and always has been, that a foreclosure under the first and refunding
mortgage is inevitable. It must come sooner or later if the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is to be reorganized. I shall
be glad, however, if some one else can show us a better way."
N. L. Amster, who represents one of the minority factions
of the stockholders, is quoted as saying: "The rumor of a
foreclosure suit is only another attempt to throw confusion
It is my view that there can be
into the shareholders' camp.
no foreclosure unless there has been an actual default of inThe tentative plans which
terest on the refunding bonds."
have been given out by the Amster interests suggest an assessment of $33 per share on the stock. The Wall Street Journal
says that application has been made to the trustees by the protective committee on behalf of holders of the first and refundThis
ing mortgage bonds for foreclosure of the mortgage.
step was taken under the clause of the mortgage prohibiting
the placing of a lien on the property ahead of the refunding
bonds. The violation of this provision, the committee claims,

—

of 154.22 miles.

new name of
the

York Times Charles A. Peabody, president of the Mutual
Life Insurance Company of New York, and chairman of the

Richmond, Rapp.^hannock & Northern. A contract is reported let to the Central Construction Company, Harrisburg, Pa.,
for building from West Point, Va., northeast to Urbana, 17
10, p.

the

over

organization.

Chicago, Rock Island

—

Southern Railway.

is

—

Northern Ohio Traction & Light Comp.\ny. This company
during 1915 laid 3.50 miles of new first track in the cities of
Akron, Ohio, and Canton, and 9.4 miles of double track cut-offs
between Akron and Cleveland.

(December

took

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic. Following the meeting of
stockholders it was announced that an application will be made
early in January to the secretary of state of Georgia for an
amendment to the present charter as a first step toward re-

loughby avenue and Palmetto street, and on Palmetto street,
between Myrtle avenue and Cypress avenue. Mr. Hipkins was
the lowest bidder, and offered to do the work for $352,Sn.

miles.

which

the

to increase the facilities at that place. The work of strengthening the bridges on the Nashville division has already begun
between Nashville and Harding, also between Bellevue and Newson.
Two bridges will be replaced with ballasted deck girders,
and later it is proposed to reduce the grades on this division.
The survey for this work has already been made.

and

Ludlow, III.— The Central State Bridge Company of Inawarded a contract foi the construction of a 90-ft. span on the line of the Kankakee & Urbana
Traction Company, north of Ludlow.

Missouri, Pacific. Frank J. Gould has authorized the deposit
of his Missouri Pacific securities under the reorganization plan
proposed by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. His holdings are not supposed
to be very large, and it is not thought that this is any indication of how the Gould estate will act toward the plan.
•

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

— Representative

Linthicum, of

Maryland, has introduced in the lower house of Congress a
resolution asking for an investigation of the Wabash-Pittsburgh
Terminal.

—

The directors have voted to pay interest
on the coupons that have been in default on the company's
On January 1, therefore, there will be paid a year's
notes.
interest on the coupons which were due January 1, 1915, and
six months' interest on the coupons which were due July 1,
These are coupons of the $10,000,000 collateral trust
1915.
notes and $3,000,000 unsecured notes.

Western Maryland.

—

The Projected Railways in Greece. The British consular
report on the trade of the Piraeus and district for the year 1914
says that the construction of the railway linking up the PiraeusAthens-Larissa line with the Oriental railways has made good
progress, and according to a statement made by the minister of
communications in the Greek Chamber of Deputies in Athens,
the line will be ready in August, 1915. The necessary material
tics, rails, etc.
is being rapidly carried to the spot, while 20
engines and the rest of the rolling stock have been ordered in
America, and will be delivered shortly. Owing to the war, sev-

—

The superior court has filed a decree orderYork, New Haven & Hartford to complete the
abolition of grade crossings in Taunton within three years and
President Elliott has testified that the work will
six months.

which had been ordered in France cannot be
ready in time, and in such a case temporary wooden bridges
convention has also been
will be constructed where needed.
signed for the purchase by the state of the old railway hue.
The purchase price agreed upon being $2,600,000 less the dividend for 1913— about $120,000— altogether $2,480,000 as against
$3,996,000, the sum for which, according to the old convention,
the Greek government was to have the right to take over the rail-

cost $2,500,000.

way

dianapolis, Ind., has been

Taunton, Mass.

ing the

New

—

eral iron bridges

A

in

1927.
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power was unavailable
ing at

many

for about 36 hours because of the break-

places of the "control" wire, the wire by which the

load despatcher at the power house keeps

in touch with the
This "control" is as important as
the transmission itself
but the conductor was not so strong,
physically.
The steel structure, the catenary and contact conductors and the transmission wires were all of sufficient strength

different sections of the line.
;
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and withstood the snow, sleet and wind (the wind in many places
blew at 70 miles an hour) except that the transmission wires
failed at three places, probably from electrical disturbances; and
the "control" wire failed because the load of snow and ice was
Those
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signal wires which were on wooden poles went down on long
stretches of the road because of excessive weights on wires, and
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fell.
The New York division is operated largely by
power, and there were only 25 steam locomotives (all
freight engines) available on the division.
Other divisions adjacent, by reason of the snow on the tracks and the delays due
to the loss of communicating wires, needed all their engines and
could lend none to the New York division. This, in brief, seems
to be the explanation of the small number of trains in service
on Tuesday and Wednesday. Only by borrowing linemen from
foreign electric establishments and by getting the co-operation

number of Western Union men was the road able, by
Thursday, to gather a force of 250 linemen and these 250 were
kept at work, as many hours as they could endure, until Monday
of this week.
of a large

;
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New

interruption of

York,

tr.iffic

New Haven &

on the

New York

division of

the

snow and ice storm
of December 13, which was briefly reported last week, was very serious for 72

The New Haven's

Ifartford by the

hours and trains continued irrenular for
Passengers and
the rest of the week.
Tieup
prospective passenners have entered :i
miihiliidf of i(iiiipl;iiiits, but it is impossible even now to explain
Electrical

more
tli;il

tluin

;i

were run

fraction
:ind

knowledge

gard to the Lusitania.

State

The New

\ork

Public Service Commission, Second district,
has suspended for three months,

Passenger
Fares

pending a hearing, the proposed increase
2^ cents which was to
The press bureau of the
coinmissiou gave out the statement that "no date has yet been set
passenger fares from 2 to
have become effective January 1.
of

The Railroad Clerk; V.

'I'lie

reply to the United States assuines no

on the part of that government of the negotiations which the
United States had with Germany in re-

Contents

Pacific

New York
New Haven road,

a 12-mile line of the

every pole

EDITORIAL:

"Heavy

On

electric

$5.00
6.00
8.00

Canada

in all directions.

Telephone Company, a few miles west of the

of the reasons

the omission of

for

the delays to trains

many

trains that otiRht to

have been rim but were not; for the chief opcratinp olVicer him
self (at the lime this paper goes to press) has received no full
or detailed reports of the causes of the troubles.
This is because of the scanty means of communication, and, more parliciibnly, because every m;iii and every oHicer who coidd do
;uiylbiiiK' toward
restoring the eleclrical wires has until now
expciiiled all his enerK'ies on the outdoor work.
The electric

was stated at the office of the commiswould be held as soon as the representatives of the railroads could prepare the proof which it will be
necessary for them to adduce ou the hearing and with due regard
to the convenience of the number of civic bodies and officials,"
etc.
Volumes of evidence have been submitted in various cases
showing the cost of passenger service. The United Stales Snpceme Court has tlecided that each class of service must be perfor this bearing, but

it

sion that the hearing

mitted to earn a return on the capital invested in the utililies
devoted to this service: the Interstate Commerce Commission
has granted the western passenger fare increases, hiit the New
York State Public Service Commission is Roing to allow three
tnonths or more for the preparation of proof and the convenience
of civic bodies,

etc.

No one

can

criticize

the commission

ft^r

proceeding in an orderly way to treat the New York state passenger fares on their own merits, but the commission is an
administrative body which, unlike the .Vuslrian government,
ought lo be cognizant of what is taking place in a lidd in which
Is it not a bit misleading to
it
is specifically engaged in work.
bbime a three months' dehiy on the necessity for the roads to
prepare proof?
The roails probably made a very careful investigation long before the increase was decided on, The proof
f:iir ;m(l iiitelligenl cmnmission is probnecessary to convince
;i

ably already prep;ired.

wishes to

Whether

it

be sulVicient to convince the

and iilfici;iK whose convenience the commission also
meet m;iy be anolber tpicstion.

civic bodies
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The

is

new

raised nearly every time a

yard

A

week involved

iho Belt Railway of Chicago last

strike on

a question which

Problem

July,

placed

is

which

yard,

is

in

classification

Clearing

operation.

was placed

in

service

last

located in the outskirts of Chicago

about six miles west of the old yard of
the Belt Railway, which was adjacent to
With the opening of the new
residential section.

Yard Operation
a well liuilt-up

yard at Clearing, the men demanded that an employees' train be
run at frequent intervals to take them to and from work, and
the continued refusal of the road to install this service permanently precipated the strike. Whenever a road builds a new
classification yard it is obviously necessary to locate it beyond
the settled areas, where sufficient land can be acquired at reasonable prices and where there will be room for further expansion.

Whenever such

terminal

a

placed

is

in

service

the em-

"The

train dcspatchcrs will keep in touch with the agents."
one of the chief sentences in Mr. Austin's circubtr. If
the Long Island is like most roads it is the sentence from which
Educating
the most definite improvement may be expected.
brakemen is a slow process. It is hard to find many roads (or
divisions) where the force of passenger trainmen does not in-

This

is

looks upon as rather poor material

The Long

Island itself must have

ployees have

made

pending on their

little

ability

when such

or no effort to relocate their homes, deto persuade the company to keep the

Because of the

trains in service.

cases the em-

difficulties

which have arisen
numer-

trains have been taken off, the roads have in

share of educational

full

passengers always well informed, through the medium jf the
train despatcher and his telephone lines are running to every ticket
office,

ought to be a simple problem.

to be)

many

its

because of the great reduction in the volume of
passenger service on its lines in the Autumn and the equally
heavy increase in the Spring. To maintain efficient passenger
But to keep
service on that road is a great accomplishment.

have the alternative of moving near the new terminal or of finding some means of getting to and from work conIt usually becomes necessary for the employees to
veniently.
move to the new location. To assist their men during the period
of readjustment, a number of roads have put on employees'
trains temporarily with the result that in

the trainmaster

for educational pro':fSses.

perplexities,

comparatively few

it

men whom

clude a considerable percentage of

ployees working in the yard and the train and enginemen run-

ning out of

No. 26

Vol.. 59,

men

men

to deal

Simple, because there are
(or ought

with and they are

But

of intelligence and alert minds.

though simple, has been much neglected.

We

problem,

this

could

name roads

train delays are very poorly advertised where passengers
have numerous grievances many of them rather small grievances, it is true which alert train despatchers could make un-

where

;

—

—

necessary.

The station agents must do their part, of course. If stationmen
were more wideawake to anticipate passengers' wants they could
enhance the despatchers' efficiency by asking them more quessuperintendent employs
tions provided, of course, that the

—

make

sure that the despatchers
When despatchers

ous instances refused to put on such trains at all, leaving their
men to get to work the best they could rather than face the
difficulty in removing these trains after they have once been

enough extra pairs of eyes
are rushed with

liable to neglect passengers' con-

from place to place, and
while it is recognized that a temporary hardship is created for
the employee.-, involved whenever their place of employment
is moved away from the vicinity of their homes, their action in
Chicago and elsewhere is a strong deterrent to any co-operation

venience, with

justification,

While

started.

local conditions differ

work they are
some feeling of

those
all

who

are overbearing in their attitude to agents, are not

dead.
Is there not

some way

despatchers, and also

feeling than can be counteracted Ly the highest grade of

ill

politeness in

all

the ticket offices on the road for a

whole year,

may be due to an engine failure, a fallen
brakebeam or some other simple accident which every one of
the hundred passengers, on reflection, would admit to be praceven though the delay

tically

This being

unavoidable.

of the

Long

when he

Island Railroad,

so,

may

not be far out of the

way

stationmen and trainmen, that
"nothing will contribute so much to the popularity of the road
as the giving to all concerned prompt information as to cause
This circular is so well
and probable duration of delays."
says,

in a circular

to

worded that it deserves to be copied. We started to it.ilicize
most important words in its reproduction elsewhere in this
issue, but gave up the attempt because there were so many of
them. We will, however, note a few of them here.
"Comfort and Convenience." Making passengers comfortable
the

is

only one feature.

Consulting their convenience

may mean

taking time, for the passenger's benefit, to study the time tables

brakeman to carry a woman's
hand baggage to the other road's station. Comfort includes a
mind at peace. "Suitable Announcement." How many announcements of delay are unsuitable; falling far short of giving
the
information that is reasonably desired
"Trainmen are to freely
."
answer all questions
What a very high standard, as
compared with what is heard on passenger trains every day!
Many brakemen give answers which are so brief as to seem to
indicate that they value their words at a dollar each.
"Trainmen will only be expected to do the best they can." Allowing
the passengers to be the judges, that will be at least a hundred
per cent above the usual average. And, whether they are reasonable or unreasonable, the passengers must be allowed to be the
of a rival railroad, or sending a

,'.\\

!

.

judges.

Who

can

make

.

it

otherwise?

Prizes for excellence are

;

"efficiency bulletins"

fying "merits."

must not be encouraged, surely. But, in the nature of the case,
there must always be, in any body of men, some who excel
and it is one of the plainest duties of the officer to see that
these men's methods are made known to others who ought to
pattern after them.

B. Austin, superintendent

.T.

matter among

to excite rivalry in this

among agents?

and even the prize of mention by nime in
sometimes overshoots the mark, by magniThe man who is inclined to blow his own horn

hardly practicable

DELAYING a hundred passengers a half hour may cause more

and the superinten-

Again, it is to
dent needs to step in and straighten matters.
be remembered that the shortsighted and lazy despatchers, and

on the part of the railroads.

COMFORTING DELAYED PASSENGERS

to

give suitable responses to agents' questions.

Whatever the

solution of the problem of perfect satisfaction

of passengers' wants,

it

is

certain that no very

marked success

will be achieved except as superintendents, trainmasters, desp?tchers, agents,

conductors and brakemen give the subject a

ii;t

of

earnest and business-like attention.

'

MILLIONS FOR AUTOMOBILES BUT NOT A CENT FOR

RAILROADS

THE

Interstate

Commerce Commission may

not

have

sold

out to the railroads, because the railroads can hardly aflford
to buy luxuries these days, even if their credit is as good as
Clifford Thorne says it is, but the commission must at least
be working in cahoots with Henry Ford take it from the Des
Moines Register and Leader, against whose advice the commission has come to the astounding conclusion that passenger fares
should be somewhat higher than those now prevailing in Iowa.

—

"Increasing railroad passenger fares to 2.4 cents a mile," it
handing the automobile manufacturers of the country $100,000,000.
It will give enormous impetus to the movement, already well under way, to make each man furnish his own
says, "is like

private

means of rapid

step in

giving the automobile a definite advantage in the

transit

between

cities,

for

it

is

the final

way

of cheapness."

This somewhat broad statement is based on the assertion that
"two passengers in a light automobile, or four in a heavy car,
can journey for less per mile than the 4.8 cents and the 9.6

December
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which parties so constituted will pay if they
on the railways."
The Register and Leader's figures lack something of that
specific quality which might he expected to characterize, say, a
calculation in its own office as to whether copies of its paper
which reach Chicago could be sent the more cheaply by mail or
by automobile, but the advantage in favor of the automobile is
seen in the fraction of a cent per mile which is to be added to
cents, respectively,

sovereign

travel

shoe trust,

the railroad fare.

mobiling

at less

It may be possible to figure the cost of autothan 2.4 cents per mile, particularly if Clifford

Thorne be allowed

maintenance expenses and depreciation charges in fact, we have heard that some thousands
of Iowa farmers occasionally ride in automobiles in preference
to paying only two cents a mile to the railroads.
We have also
heard of higher rates being paid, and without interference by
either state or interstate taxicab commissions.
However, we see no reason why anyone in Iowa who really
can't afford to buy a new car this year need forego for the
present the Iienefits of personal transportation just because of
to censor the

;

four-tenths of a cent per mile. The Iowa legislature has not yet
repealed the beneficent law wliich insures to present day lowans,
if not to their posterity, the blessings of liberty to buy a separate

two cents a mile. It is not much more
on a journey to or from the surrounding states
of Minnesota, Illinois, Missouri or Kansas than to change a
tire, for example.
In South Dakota, of course, the rate is 2!/2
cents and those who have occasion to go back and forth between
Iowa and that state would better buy a Ford, save another tenth
of a cent per mile and declare a dividend.
ticket at the state line for
difficult to

On

do

this

there are some infinitesimal advantages
compared with the joys of furnishing one's

the other hand,

by

in travel

rail

as

own private means of rapid transit, particularly on a trip beyond the two-cent a mile radius. If the train is late one can
write to the Register and Leader or file a complaint with the
Iowa Railroad Commission, whereas if the automobile is late
it is late.
If nightfall overtakes the weary traveler en route, the
Pullman Company will provide a bed for a consideration strictly
regulated by a commission and no higher than vuould be charged
in an unregulated hotel in Dcs Moines.
We are not informed
as to the make of the liglit automobile in which one can travel
for less than 2.4 cents a mile, but the up-to-date Pullman car is
provided with springs.

In the case of the railroads

some of

the cars,

of course, were found growing on the bushes on the early land
grants, and, therefore? the railroads do not expect their rates
to cover any return on capital investment, but in the case of
automobiles, as well as of gasoline, we had imderstood that

some modicum of dividend, the very
usually abhorrent to the Register and Leader.

the price usually included

which

idea of

is

We

do not know how it stands on the question of peace junkets.
If the Iowa automobile owners agree with this oracle as to
tlie cost of automobile travel, it is surprising that they should
allow the railroads to continue to compete with them for intrastate business.
Why not cither raise the state passenger rate
or

let

the

railroads discontinue their

.state

passenger business,

them on their interstate business for the benefit of good
roads, for which the Register and Leader now sees an increased
need, and turn the stale railroail commission into a good roads
commission? Reduce the local tax rates for road purposes in
order to increase the revenue therefrom and if a railroad gets
lax

in

the

way of an automobile,

legislate

anyone out of a

congenial task

it.
This plan need not
road-building prove an im-

elevate

job.

If

commission llic legislature might pay him for rcgiil.UiuK iiiterslale rates and create a
vice-chairman to take charge of the constructive end of the work.
However, if cheap Iraiisporlalion is really desired, the A'uiVfor

the

cliairm.ui

of

tlie

way A(/c Gazette has compiled some statistics of
we may not be able lo prove, but which we can
sert

If this discovery

state.

is

worth $100,000,000 to the
make the most of it.

the Register and Leader

let

IMPROVING RELATIONS BETWEEN RAILWAYS AND THEIR
PATRONS
'"pHE problem of railway regulation is losing none of its complexity

-*•

or magnitude, but the recent annual report of the

Commerce Commission contains indications of an improvement in many respects in the relations between the railways
Interstate

and

their patrons.

Since

it

was the unsatisfactory

state of these

which was responsible for the creation of the problem
of regulation this improvement represents progress in fundamentals. The need for railway regulation arose principally from
the controversies between the buyers and the sellers of transrelations

portation over the rates to be paid by the buyer for the service
rendered by the seller, and most of the work of both the federal
and the state commissions has had to do with one phase or

another of this ciuestion.

The improvement to which we refer is manifested in the reduction in the number of such controversies. In the year ending October 31, 1915, covered by the commission's report, the
commission received 964 formal complaints, a decrease as compared with the previous year of 190, and as compared with 1913
of 59.

It also received 6,500 informal complaints, as compared
with 7,880 the year before and 7,600 in 1913.

The commission

says that the decrease

the

in

number of com-

during the year has been more than offset by the
complex nature of the cases that have been presented, and that
the rate structures between various communities are now more
often the subject of complaint than was the case in earlier years.
This means that the cases involve not so much dissatisfaction
plaints

filed

with the amount of the rates as market rivalry between competing cities. The number of proceedings involving rates sus-

pended by the commission was 199, a decrease of 4, and the number of cases in which the commission refused to suspend new
rate schedules was 368, an increase of 157.
Moreover, the proportion of indictments for violations of the
law returned against carriers to those returned against shippers, passengers and others was less than ever before.
The
report of the division of inquiry of the commission, which has
do with the investigation of seeming violations of the interstate commerce laws, shows that about 90 per cent of the matters
to

In comparing the cost of automobile and rail travel our Iowa
contemporary has inadvertently omitted consideration of the first
cost of the car.
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its

own, which

confidently as-

cheaper to walk than lo travel
either by automobile or by rail, even within the confines of a
will dcnionslrali- that

it

is

investigated were disposed of without resort to the courts, and
that the larger part of the field investigations made by the division did not disclose violations of law.

Of

the 72 indictments returned during the year at the instiga-

tion of the commission, only 22

were against carriers or carriers"
agents and SO were against passengers, shippers or other interested parties. The indictments against railroads were principally for failure to strictly observe their tariffs

ing to individuals

and for grant-

favors or free passenger service, and

while
these cases receive wide publicity, the fact that the commission

more proscctMions of the patrons of the railways
than of the railways themselves for violations of the laws is
usually overlooked.
Whether or not it is more blessed lo give
has caused

tlian to receive,

it is true that not only during the past
year hut
every year but two since the commission's division of prosecution was organized in 1907 there have been more indiclinenls

in

of shippers and passengers

for soliciting and receiving rebates,
or other preferential treatment, false billing of shipments, filing false claims and for violations of the anti-pass act, than

of the railways for giving favors.

The indictments for each year, as shown by the
Commirce Cmntnis^ion reports, have been as follows:
.\K.ttnst

i-;n

i

ins

m

.

111."!

ani\
.I'lint

.\s

shippers,
"Ihrrs

To.
101.1

c;trripi»'

"K"'""'
.AKiiinsi

WU

22

20

28

SO

38

M

iLnssciiKcrs

ttuliclnicntfi

1912 1011

1910 lOOO 1008

mU.

U

20

25

K.

18

loj

$4
&

26

10

IQ

28

2f.7

7

far as rebates arc concerned llu-rc are always

to the transaction, the giver

Interstate

|2

two

parties

and the receiver, but much of the
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in the proportion of indictments against shippers is
accounted for by the practice of false billing of freight in order
to secure a lower rate and the filing of excessive or fictitious
claims for loss and damage, practices which in many cases the

increase

railways cannot prevent.
The commission also notes an improvement
the carriers in adjusting claims,

in

the practices of

showing that of

4,.S63,438 pre-

sented during the calendar year 1914, 96 per cent were adjusted,
50 per cent within 15 days after receipt, more than 65 per cent

within 30 days, and

all

Vol.. 59,

for the previous year, include interest on

work under construction during the
and charged to

report of
is

New

the

inclusion of this amount, he observes, the result

for the year

would have been

a surplus of $149,036, instead of a deficit.

The balance after working expenses, available for the payment of interest, was equal to 3.6 per cent on the capital invested,
This is
as compared with 3.9 per cent in the previous year.

always interesting because they constitute the

most important railway system of Australia. The report of the
chief commissioner for the year ended June 30, 1915, is especially

interesting because

of

indication

its

transportation

that

many of the same
government ownership is

conditions in the antipodes are subject to
that exist elsewhere;

influences

that

no antidote for reductions in volume of traffic, or increases in
wages and other expenses such as have been experienced in
and that it does not serve to prevent increases in
this country
capitalization and rates.
Following an increase in gross earnings in 1914 over 1913 of
$4,827,224, and an estimate that the 1915 earnings would show
a still further increase of $1,750,000, the volume of traffic was
;

reduced after the outbreak of the war in August that the
earnings for the year actually amounted to $37,016,000 as compared with $37,627,000 in 1914, a loss of $611,047, or 1.02 per
Operating expenses were $25,812,247 as compared with
cent.
so

$26,291,725

previous

the

a

year,

reduction

of

The expenditure charged

amounted

$479,477.

The

payment of operating expenses, was $11,203,996,
as compared with $11,335,566 in 1914; but an increase in the
interest on capital invested from $10,318,042 in 1914 to $11,317,384
in 1915 resulted in a deficit for the year of $113,388, as com-

1914, the capital

and

which
on June 30,

to $20,987,448,
traffic

investment was $75,048

i

'-r

In

mile, in 1907, $62,917

1888, $63,734.

in

Of

for

for 4,134.5 miles, or $77,094 per mile

to $318,734,711

1915,

South Wales Government

work

But for the

increased the total cost of lines open

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS

which the commis-

rather than to operation.

capital,

referred to in the report as a "profit."

but 6 per cent within 120 days.

money expended on

sioner says should be treated as part of the cost of the

to capital account during the year

annual
THERailways

year,

No. 26

the total earnings the passenger business contributed $14,-

a slight increase over

145,924,

1914,

and the freight business

over half of the freight earnings being derived
from the merchandise traffic, and appro.ximately one-fourth from
the livestock traffic.
The ton miles of freight carried amounted

$20,442,297,

average haul was 78.64 miles and the average
1.9 cents.
Tlie average haul on general merchandise was 89.68 and the average rate per ton-mile
2.78 cents.
The average rate on coal and shale was 1.08 cents,
to 916,923,022, the

earnings per ton-mile were

on grain and flour .74 cents, hay, straw and chaflf .72 cents, wool
3.92 cents and livestock 2.12 cents.
The number of passengers
carried was 88,774,442, of which 79,914,452 were suburban passengers carried at an average rate of .9 cents per mile and
8,859,990 "country passengers," carried at an average rate of
1.32 cents.
Extensions amounting to 163 miles were o;.ened
for traffic during the year, and 1,078 miles of extensions are
under construction.

balance, after

pared with a surplus of $1,017,523 in 1914.
rates and fares put into effect on March

From
1,

the increased

1914, the earnings

compared
with $361,263 in the previous year, when the higher rates were
But for these higher lates
in operation for only four months.
the year's operations would have resulted in a larger deficit
for the year benefited to the extent of $1,083,780, as

than that recorded.
chief commissioner says in the report that the prmcipal
decrease in the earnings was caused by the comparative failure

The

and that there were also large decreases in
the earnings from general merchandise, attributable to war and
drought conditions, and from coal, coke and miscellaneous
He also says that "when it became evident early in the
traffic.
year that the anticipated increase in earnings would not be
realized, steps were taken to curtail the working expenditure in
of the wheat crop

way without impairing

every possible
train

profitable

only absolutely
In

with."

safety or efficiency.

mileage was reduced as much as possib'e and
necessary maintenance works were proceeded

November he made

application to the court of

dustrial arbitration for the suspension of periodical
in wages to salaried officers, engineers and firemen

been awarded

The

cation.
to these

Un-

in-

advances
that

had

the year before, but the court dismissed the appliadditional expenditure during the year attributed

advances was $568,114.

It

is

also stated that the cost

of materials used during the year due to advances in prices increased approximately $175,000. The train mileage for the year

was 20,420,023, a reduction of 129,672 miles, the mileage of
passenger trains being 9,647,652, of mixed trains 1,353,920, and
of goods trains 9,418,451.

An

appendix

to the report

number of men employed,

shows, however, that the average
was 4,076 greater than for

37,403,

and although most of the increase was in
number employed on work charged to capital account the
operating force was 414 larger than in 1914.
The interest requirements, which were $999,342 largei than

the preceding year,
the

NEW BOOKS
By Ralph Merriain of the Chicago
1815 pages, bound in buckram.
Publisheti
by La Salle Extension University, 25.S0 South Michigan avenue, Chicago,

Claims Between
Bar.

and Carriers.

Sbif'f'ers

Size, 6 in. by

9^

in.,

Price, $10.

This book is a digest of the decisions of the American courts,
both national and state, relating to claims between shippers and
carriers by rail and water from the earliest times (1658) to the
present day, and is said to cover every point made in each decision.

The various

points are concisely and clearly summarized

and the arrangement

is

such that the rulings of the courts on

the exact point at issue can be instantly located,

making the book

unusually valuable for ready reference.
In seeking the decisions upon any question, the reader

may

by

a glance at the table of contents determine, first, the main diviand, second, the particular
sion within which the point falls
;

section

covering

Turning

to

this

the

set

of

facts

section of the

or

circumstances involved.

body of the book he

will

find

upon the point assembled, with the decisions of the
United States courts coming first, followed by those of the state
the cases

The decisions are then arranged,
according to the rank of the court; and second, chronologic-

courts in alphabetical order.
first,

A slight variation of this arrangement is made in the cases
under "Shipments by Water," due to the fact that recent decisions
of the United States courts are arranged alphabetically according to districts. At the end of each decision appear the name of
the case and a reference to the official report or reports in which
the full opinion is printed. As an additional aid to the reader
in locating any point he wishes, there is a 50-page alphabetical
index at the end of the book.
The author is known to traffic men as co-author of Lust and

ally.

Mcrriani's "Digest of Decisions Under the Interstate
Act," and his

new work should be

valuable to

all

Commerce
men

traffic

companies as well as to
to do with the
handling of claims or the prevention of loss and damage to

both

of

operating
freight.

railroads and

men and

of

others

industrial

who have anything

December
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of "original cost to date, cost of reproduction new
less depreciation," with deletions in

recapped)

and cost of reproduction

Letters to the Editor

as deductions,

italics,

|

when they

occur,

and arranged

in

columns

follows

as
1.

Description of units of property broken up into elements

iiiiiittiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirriiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintiiiiriiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiil

of cost.

ORIGINAL COST TO DATE, COST OF REPRODUCTION NEWAND COST OF REPRODUCTION LESS DEPRECIATION
New

To THK EdITOU

RAILWAY AcE GAZETTE

of THE

Orleans, La.

Date as of which investment was made.
Actual original quantities to date as proven from the records of the carriers, supplemented and checked by the physical
inventories, or estimated as closely as possible when otherwise
2.
3.

:

unobtainable.
It

becoming increasingly evident from the trend of

is

cussion

new"

"cost of reproduction

tliat

is

taken to

mean

dis4.

the
5.

expense

problematical
transportation

of

providing;

rather

plant

than

the

substitute

hypothetical

a

retracing

at

present-day
6.

growth of the existing plant. Else why this talk
Perhaps a hybrid
of "rational programs of construction"?
having more or less the characteristics of both parents will be
the final outcome.
What is the real meaning of the valuation

March

tain

what

1,

1913, in this respect?

would now

it

Is

it

and purport but not necessarily identical with the present ones'

Or may we

down

lay

the

principle

that everything that

has

entered into the productive cost of the present transportation

minus the

should figure in its reproductive cost in like manner and that nothing that has not should?
Cannot the intimate connection between cost of production,
cost of reproduction new, and existing depreciation be argued
from the very juxtaposition of the phrases, "original cost to
date, cost of reproduction new and cost of reproduction less
plant to date,

How

depreciation"?
preciation"

fit

will

"cost

of reproduction

less

de-

in with the depreciation in the existing plant?

The most damning
new"

deletions,

else

feature

of

such

"cost

of

reproduction

necessarily theoretical and academic basis.

It is not
intended to be put to the acid test of accomplishment.
Railroads do not spring like Minerva full-panoplied from the' brain
of Jove. Railroads, moreover, like castles, may be built in the
air.

is

its

Are we

justified

in

making use of

dearly

cost

of

Can we assmne in our program of
collective engineering wisdom of the country

construction?

reproduction the
such as was not at the disposal of original constructors? Then,
again, there are the liable false assumptions of ideal financial
arrangements, unlimited and ever-ready capit.il
indeterminate
time; ideal conditions alike as to weather, labor troubles and a
;

market for supplies without fluctuations; the perfect co-ordination of all parts of the directing and working organization
without friction or lost motion; construction without waste;
continuous and contiguous construction as opposed to piecemeal
growth, spotted in time and place; all of which is contrary to
general railroad experience.
F.ven where, under the proposed
scheme, provision is to be made for the cost of experience and
similar contingencies, it is on some percentage basis, which is
highly unsatisfactory and likely to be at
great odds with
reality.

The

uilbdut meaning unless intended to
is as a basis
of existing passenger and freight rates.
In any

valuation

be used.

Of

of criticism

is

entirely

possible uses, not the least important

two parties arc vitally interested, the public
railroad securities, on the one hand, and the travelshipping public, on the other.
should carefully

resulting revision,

investing

ing and

in

We

guard against adopting valuation mi-lbods which may cither
conliscale private property or mulct the public according as they
depress or inlhilc actual railroad values.

On the other hand, wii.il innic n;ilur.il liiiui. having ascertained according to law the actual original cost to date, to take
these same units of talent, land, labor and material and restate
them in money ecpiivalents of the present lime. "Cost of reproduction new" would thus measure the increment or <lecremcnt
in the investment as wrought by the passing years,
We should
then have but one basic statement (by valuation sections and

Ascertained existing depreciation in the present
Cost of reproduction new less depreciation.
J.

THE TRAIN DESPATCHER'S

LIFE,

S.

plant.

Tassin.

PAST AND PRESENT
Chicago,

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
That article on "The Train Despatcher," by "One
your issue of August 20

in

life

is

of

111.

Them"

a fine portrayal of the strenuous

of a train despatcher on a busy single track railroad.

agree with

I

he has to say, except that, on the whole, I do
not think the despatcher's lot is more strenuous today than it
all

However,

was 20 or 25 years ago.

I
have been out of har(though still in the service)
and my perspective may have changed. It is true they now have
the sixteen-hour law and other laws and requirements that add
to their work, but I think these additional burdens are at least
offset by conveniences now enjoyed in the way of better lighted
and better ventilated offices, better circuits and often shorter
districts, larger engines and consequently fewer trains to handle
and double tracks and, above all these advantages, more con-

ness as a despatcher for 15 years

;

siderate railway

ol'licers,

from the president down

to the train-

master.

the experience of the

bought at the sacrifice of investors, only to the
extent of avoiding proven errors, thus cheapening the estimated
past,

7.

intended to ascer-

cost to build railroads of similar intent

A

present day.

prices of the

act of

Actual or estimated original cost to date.
restatement of the above in money equivalents of the

The despatcher

still

the steering wheel.

— but

—

more important roads
to

an

officer

The

in

times past despatchers were subjected

rules that often bound them regardless of
we have got away from that; and on all of the

to "umbrella rules"

conditions

one of the most important spokes

is

In

and

the despatcher has, in a sense, been elevated

actually recognized as such.

is

was a despatcher

the latter eighties and early
was as much of a Czar toward the despatchers, as some of the despatchers were toward
the "OS" operators. I served for several years under one superintendent whom I shall never forget. This inan had roughed it
for many years, was familiar with adversity, rather coarse and
of the driving kind, but withal a shrewd man.
He came to
the road as a trainmaster and succeeded to the supcrintendency
only a few months later; this being his first position as superintendent.
He was about .50 years of age. and his attitude toward most of his subordinates was that of a greatly exaggerated
superiority.
Everybody got out of the way and gave him a
clear track when they saw him coming.
The underground reports via the switch shanty were to the effect that he was a
"terror" and had been run off of some road in the Southwest
on account of his hard treatment of men; and his attitude from
the start was anything but reassuring.
He brought with him hij

writer

nineties,

when

family, including

should like to

in

the superintendent

four boys, the eldest about

you about how

17

years old.

I

boy ahead, but
will only say that to maintain one's
to make a long story short
rights it was necessary lliat we (the operators and despatchers)
had to stand up with great tirmness, and sometimes appeal over
the .superintendent's head.
The boy was soon made despatcher
and after one collision and a mimber of "clo.se shaves" became
tell

lie

put

this

1

.1

(|uile

The
didn't

know how

to treat

n\en

;

and,

was that he
moreover, didn't care to

He was not interested particularly in either the men or
company; and, as was most natural, many of his subordi-

know.
the

decent one.
trouble with this old-school superintendent
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nates were of the

same

stripe.

of the selfish and arrogant.

This

With

was dropped out and so far as

I

man

finally

a change in

know

went the route

Vol.

official

position since.
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MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES ON THE PERE MARQUETTE

management he

has not had an

59.

IJkthoit, Mich.

To THK Editor of tub Railway Age GAZErrE:
Referring to the article published in your issue of November
concerning the operation of the Pere Marquette for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1915; you are justified in comment-

That kind of treatment of men was not at all uncommon 25
to 30 years ago.
But that and other adverse conditions the
present managements have overcome, so that railroad life is

ing that

now more

1915 rate of expenditure for maintenance can be continued with-

all

pleasant

;

not only for the train despatcher, but for

others.

Today

the employees as well,

with other railway

officers,

the assurance, not only of retention in the service, but of pro-

and beyond that a reward of
If perchance an unworthy man
slips in as superintendent, the despatcher can and does have
easy access to the general officers, and even to the president,
if he chooses.
And the higher officer, almost without exception,
has graduated from the ranks, so that he naturally frowns on
nepotism, favoritism and all discrimination.
merit and

ability;

merit in the shape of a pension.

The very

"it

fact that the office of train despatcher, or chief des-

on a busy road, is a strenuous one, is what attracts
strong men. The work after all is in the nature of a race and
usually (as was not always the case years ago) the best man
wins.
It is true the despatcher is an "inside" man
and, unfortunately, sometimes a superintendent who graduated by way
of the "M. of W." route will not seem to acknowledge his persevering efforts, but will promote an outside man for performing
some one piece of work to his fancy but this, though not always right, works both ways.
After all, it is usually the wideawake, persevering man who
gets there, and I think by reason of the very strenuous nature
of the work, of which the officers must have some knowledge,
the train despatcher's route all things considered is a very

will be required as

—

—

train despatcher with the right kind of
his

work

strenuous.

He maps

stuflf

in

him

;

carried on under a careprepared program, which called for an expenditure of
approximately $2,000,000, which we considered ample to maintain
the property in normal condition
and I may state that the
property is at this time, in reality, in as good physical condition
as the business warrants, and in our judgment should be maintained for not to exceed $900 per mile or $2,082,600 per annum.
;

With

a slight variation

$20,656,349

This

is

an average of $2,065,635 a year.

Approximately one-third of the expenditures made in the
years 1913 and 1914 were on account of deferred maintenance.

am

satisfied

we

did not receive as

much

the fact that of the total mileage there are but 1,339.67 miles
classified as

main

line, the

balance being branch lines and busi-

ness-producing branches.
It is the judgment of

all of those who have been connected
with the property since the consolidation (which occurred in
1900) that it is in better physical condition to-day than ever

before.

Referring to the maintenance of equipment
ture

of

$3,492,973

may

also

be

said

to

be

:

a

The expendinormal annual

expenditure.

Below you

will find the

expenditures for a 10-year period

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

$1,897,036
1,975,221
1,966.751
2,018,494
2,117,700
2,550,859
2,804,938
2,987,156
6,487,963
3,492,973

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

we

despatcher would be this:
If you
want a position where there are only certain specific things to
do, and where you can quit on the hour, look up another calling.
If, on the other hand, you are ambitious, thank your stars
the

value for each dollar

expended in this rehabilitation work as w'e would have had the
maintenance been kept up to normal during the previous years.
In dealing with the Pere Marquette we must not lose sight of

$28,299,091

Total

advice to

way

$1,627,307
1,639,447
1,658,834
1,669,220
1,932,437
2.123,296
2,064,891
2,944,517
2,996,118
2,000,282

Total

would all attain must come through sincere effort. "The divine
law is very simple and automatic; we receive only as we give
away."

My

mileage, maintenance of

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

them a tip that number so and so is on time, etc. He keeps
an eye on a new conductor or engineer, and really feels that it is
up to him to get sucli a man over the road safely, feeling a personal pride in the work.
the old, old story; that feeling of self approval that

in the

expenditures for the past 10 years have been as follows

gives

It is

than
an average over a series of years for main-

fully

I

conductor and engineer on what is
rule here and crowds the devil there but withal takes no chances,
so far as real safety is concerned.
As the writer of the article
referred to observes, the despatcher is often frozen to his chair
for an hour or more after his relief, so absorbingly interested
in his work that he can't let go.
He may often do much good
in obviating trouble due to errors on the part of others.
In
fact, the hundred point train despatcher feels responsible for
the safety of every train on his territory, and during his hours
there are very few accidents due to lapses on the part of any one.
He gives the crew of a train about to leave a terminal a "hunch"
about a late overdue superior train that does not appear on their
orders.
In completing an order to another crew on tlie road,
which puts them into a blind siding for an opposing train, he

and probable

way and structures."
The maintenance of way work was

will

out the moves, posts each
wanted, breaks a passive

rails, ballast, etc.,

tenance of

;

favorable one.

Under present conditions of oper-

heavy

cost of track labor, $864 appears to be considerably less

;

A

by no means conclusively demonstrated that the

ation, with the necessity for

patcher,

make

is

out detriment to the property.

and
have on most roads of any consequence

the train despatcher,

motion on

19,

train

This is an average of $2,829,909 a year.
Since May, 1914, the maintenance of equiimient

account

in-

that

cludes a depreciation charge of approximately $54,000 per month.
Prior to this time the amount charged off to depreciation was

offers.

small.

you have the opportunities that a position as train despatcher
See to it that you put your whole soul into the work
to the extent that it meets with your own unqualified approval,
whether promotion does or does not come as often as you think
it should.
A good despatcher, like good men 'in other lines, has
initiative, and makes use of it.
A man of that kind compels
recognition. "The law of compensation never rests." Although,
before stated, I am now out of the train-wire harness,
beg to subscribe, like your former correspondent,
as

One

of

Them.

have not gone into the detail to show the relative density of
handled covering the period under maintenance of way,
nor the engine and ton miles under maintenance of equipment,
but have treated the matter generally without going into detail,
and I feel satisfied that both the equipment and roadway are
being maintained fully up to a normal condition.
I

traffic

I

Frank H. Alkrku
General

Manager

for

Receivers.

Heavy

Type Locomotive

Pacific

the

for

Lackawanna

Anthracite Coal Burning Engines with a Tractive Effort
of 47,500 lb. and a Weight on Drivers of 197,300 lb.

About

three years ago seven Pacific type locomotives*

built for the

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

were

a

between Scranton and Hoboken crosses the Pocono
mountains and has a constant ruling grade between Stroudsburg and Pocono Summit of 78 ft. per mile for a distance of
16 miles, with curves of five and six degrees. The Pacific type
locomotives were designed to handle a 460-ton train over this
grade at a sustained speed of 30 miles an hour and have handled
trains of eight cars weighing 530 tons at that speed.
introduction of steel cars

and

engines,

in.

sq.

Each lircbux

ft.

long.

are equipped with the

Woodard

which

throttle

In

this

ar-

rangement the throttle rod is placed on the outside of the boiler
shell and operates the throttle valve by means of a horizontal

passenger service

more powerful

type locomotives, the most powerful

Pacific

five

in

heavier and

still

heating surface of 255

has been developed and patented by the builders.

division

The general

in

The engines

10-wheel
to replace a class of heavy
locomotives then handling the through passenger service. The

Locomotive Company,

has necessitated the purchase of

net increase

includes a combustion chamber 44

Western, by the American

of this type on record at this time, have recently been delivered
the

liy

American Locomotive Company.

These engines are haul-

ing trains of nine steel cars, weighing 600 tons, over the grade

On

referred to above, at a speed of 30 miles an hour.

other

from one to two extra cars on schedule
time on the grades, and have made it possible to dispense with
all helpers on the mountain district on trains of 10 cars or less.
The new locomotives have a total weight, engine and tender,
of 471,300 lb. and a tractive etTort of 47,500 lb. Pacifies of the
1106 class have a total weight, engine and tender, of 449,800
lb. and a tractive effort of 40,800 lb.
With an increase in weight
trains they are handling

The Woodard

The

of 4.8 per cent, an increase in tractive effort of 16.4 per cent

has been obtained.

throttle bo.x.

A

from a Pacific type locomotive
requires a boiler of high capacity. At the first course, the barrel
tractive effort of 47,500

lb.

Lackawanna Heavy
is

79^4

in.

course

is

Raffle plates are installed

in.

along both sides of

dome opening to prevent water from washing
when rounding curves. All longitudinal seams

the

Four of the engines have a

riveted.

surface of 3,680

sq.

total

sq.

ft.

are

is

provided with

of evaporating heating

surface.

The

lirobcix

is

of

WonlliM

tlie

type,

same on

all

five engines, the

ft.

for

burning anthracite

The general design

is

Riegel firebox differing only in

the application of a set of 2yi-'m. water tubes connecting each
side

water-leg with

on each

side,

willi

after deducling for
*l''or
l.,igc

II

88.

the

a

crown.

lol.il

llie

Tiierc

arc

38 of

heating surface of 2C0

holes in the

cuinplclc dcscriptiun sec

llic

these

.sq.

crown and side

ft.,

tubes

which,

sheets, gives

Railway Agi Gaaettt lot July

a

passage

from communication with the

Type Locomotive

The

box on the side of the dome

siufling

is

of ordinary con-

struction suitable for a rotating shaft.

The
and
it

in

is

throttle rod passes over the outside of the boiler jacket

through the front of the cab. The throttle lever to which
is arranged to provide a differential leverage.

connected

The leverage
lever

is

is

largest

greatest and the

movement

of the end of the

for a given motion of the throttle

rod,

when

After the throttle valve is unseated the
leverage increases, with a corresponding decrease in the travel
of the lever handle for a given lift of the valve.
In this way
the travel of the lever handle in the call may he kept within
the throttle

coal and has a grale area of 91.3 sq.
the

both ends, but closed

At the lower end of the throttle stem is a horizonone end of which connects through a vertical rod with
the inner arm of the operating shaft on the side of the dome.

dome

quintuple

evaporating heating

while the other, which

ft.,

a Riegel boiler, has a total of 3,935

into the

at

side of the steam

downward through

valve stem projects

tal lever,

Pacific

outside diameter, while the diameter of the largest

in

H8''j

box on the

shaft passing tln'ough a stuffing

dome.
open

Throttle

is

closed.

work.dile limits and a starling pnll obtaineil sullicionl to easily
lift

the valve.

All driving axles and

main crank pins arc of Cambria Coffin

process steel with 3-in. holes bored the entire length after the
completion of the Collin process. The frames arc of vanadium

19, 1912,

steel.
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equipment

special

includes

some of the

Manchester-Riegel by-pass
having the com-

drifting valves, Walschaert direct-drive gear

bination

link

attached to the wrist pin,

Schmidt superheater,

head of the
of the ingot

4

working order

13

34
67

ft.

ft.

5 in.

ft.

1

in.

~

4.15

tractive effort
tractive effort
-4-

Total weight
6A^
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r- equivalent heating surface*
719.4
Equivalent heating surface* -^ grate area
52.8
Firebox heating surface -h equivalent heating surface,* per cent
7.7
Weight of drivers -t- equivalent heating surface*
40.9
Total weight
equivalent heating surface*
63.4
Volume both cylinders
18.6 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* H- vol. cylinders
259.8
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders
4.9
'.

~

rolled "top in top"
.

it

Cylinders

Diameter and stroke

27

in.

Simple
by 28 in.

Kind

Piston
14 in.
6J^ in.

Diameter
;

lap

1

Exhaust clearance
Lead in full gear

J^

3/16
9/16

IV heels
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

in.
in.
in.

73 in.
11

in.

J-'a

10^

in.

by 21
by 16

in.
in.

33 in.
6J^ in. by. 12 in.
9 in.

50
by 15

in.
in.

fi oiler

Extended wagon top

Style

Working pressure

200 lb. per sq.
79}6
Firebox, length and width
in. by 104^^
J^
126
Firebox plates, thickness; crown and sides, J.^ in.; tube, 9/16 in.; back,
Firebox, water space
front and sides, 5 in. back, 4
Tubes, number and outside diameter
272 =: 2
Flues, number and outside diameter
38, 5)^
Tubes and flues, length
17
Heating surface, tubes and flues
3,311 sq.
Heating surface, firebox, including arch tubes
369 sq.
Heating surface, total
3,680 sq.
Superheater heating surface
760 sq.
Equivalent heating surface*
4,820 sq.
Grate area
91.3 sq.

Outside diameter, of

first

ring

^

;

in.
in.
in.

in.
in.
in.
in.
ft.

;

that

is,

with the

The
top side of the ingot rolled into the web of the rail.
amounts of reduction between turning were varied in the early
part of the blooming and were, respectively, 1 in., 2 in., 3 in.,
4

6

in.,

in.,

8

in.,

10

in.,

and regular

practice,

two ingots being

From

the stand-

was not considered advisable to reduce the ingot more than 2 in. in one pass, and the
reductions between turning of 3 in. or more were therefore
produced in two or more passes.
point of the construction of the mill,

In the drop

same

the

the rails

test,

rolled

it

'top

in

top" gave about

With

results as those rolled "top in web."

the head

tension the ductility in the drop test was about the same for

was a general decrease

With

the base in tension there

in ductility as the rate of

initial

reduc-

blooming increased, but there was considerable irreguin the results, and it would take a much more extensive

larity

set of tests to be able to state this as a law.

Transverse tests of the base were made by placing the rail
on two supports, 6 in. long, placed opposite each other near the
edges of the flanges, and applying the load to the head of the
rail at the middle.
The general average results showing breaking load and transverse ductility of the rails rolled "top in top"
were about the same as those of the rails rolled "top in web."
The transverse results were also about the same for the various
The longitudinal ductility of
rates of reduction in blooming.
the base in the drop test averaged 15.6 per cent, and the transverse ductility of the base in the transverse test averaged 2.7
per cent.

The thought

expressed that part of the problem of improveof increasing the transverse ductility of
the base and particularly of eliminating the cases of very low
transverse ductility. In the tensile tests the rails rolled "top in

ment of

is

rails consists

ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

top" gave about the .same results as those rolled "top in web."

The

tensile

results

were also about the same for the various

rates of reduction.

Incidental to the main investigation, a comparison

of the tensile results

Tank
Frame
Weight

Water bottom
Channel

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

165,800

lb.

36

in.

11

in.

6 in. by

Water capacity

9,000 gal.
10 tons

Coal capacity
total

the head of the rail,

web"

in

ft.

Tctuter

* Kquivalcnt heating surface
times the superheating surface.

the

tion in

Valves

Steam

rolls, rolled into

the different rates of reduction.

Kind

travel

of

;

entered the blooming

first

and the other eight were rolled "top

in

Greatest

rail.

Ensley, Ala., at the works

rolled for each of the eight rolling conditions.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

at

Sixteen ingots were selected for special blooming. Eight were
that is, with the top side of the ingot as

in.

8J^

ft.

Passenger
Anthracite coal
47,500 lb.
305,500 lb.
197,300 lb.
52,200 lb.
56,000 lb.
471,300 lb.

;

in
base, driving
base, total
base, engine and tender

formed the web of the

ing of cross-sections.

General Data

Gage

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

rail

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co., who kindly furnished all
the material and facilities for the investigation. The rails were
made by the open-hearth process and were tested by means of
drop tests, tension tests, transverse tests of the base and polish-

tal)le:

effort

first

it

The work was done

back end main rod, Woodard inverted link, constant resistance
engine truck, Cole long main driving-box, self-centering valve
stem guides and radial buffer.
The principal data and dimensions are given in the following

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender

were rolled so that what was the top side
entered the blooming rolls, formed the
and other rails were rolled so that the top side

rails

of the ingot as

Security brick arch, Ragonet power reverse gear, Foulder solid

Service
Fuel
Tractive

1187

evaporative heating surface

-J-

1.5

from three locations

in

was made

the rail section,

namely, the upper corner of the head, the interior of the head
and the flange. For a given tensile strength, the ductility was
greatest in the flange, next in the corner of the head and least
in the interior

of the head.

Cross-sections were cut from the head of the

rails, polished
with emery, etched with copper-anmionium chloride solution and
finally polished with tripoli.
No internal cracks were found in

any of the samples examined.

INFLUENCE ON RAILS OF THE METHOD OF
BLOOMING*
All
rails,

investigation

was made concerning

of the manner in which the hloom

tlic

is

influence on

rolled,

the

particularly

with reference to the transverse ductility of the bottom of the
base of the rail.
Blooms were rolled from ingots with varying

amounts of reduction between

given

light

turns.

Some

reductions or squeezes and turned

ingots

so as

to

were
bring

two sides in contact with the rolls, and other ingots
were given successively greater reductions between turns. Also

the other

*

Abatrnctecl

ciation.

from Bulletin 179 of the American Railway Engineering Aoao-

In conclusion, the general results

lows

The

may

be sununarizcd as fol-

top" gave about the same results
as those rolled "top in web," in the drop tests, transverse tests
of the base and tensile tests. The results were also about the
same for the various rates of reduction in making the bloom,
:

rails rolled

"top

in

except that in the drop tests with the base in tension there was
a general decrease in ductility as the rate of initial reduction
increased, but there was considerable irregularity in the results,
and it would take a nuich more extensive set of tests to be
This work had reference particuable to state this as a law.
larly to the transverse ductility of the base, and not specially to
the production of seams, due to the tearing open of the sides
of the bloom in rolling.
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THE RAILROAD CLERK
By

ment you are working

in,

No. 26

and soon you won't be referred

to

as "just a stenographer."

V. R. Cooke

you are a timekeeper or an accountant strive not to be
machine make a statistician out of yourself. Post yourself on the per cents of increases and decreases and costs per
mile so that when the boss asks you about this month's figures
and how they compare with last month's, you can give him a
Don't
prompt answer, containing the facts in a few words.
merely seek to memorize a lot of figures (a parrot can do
that)
know, yourself, the meaning of them. And if you have
a suggestion that may save a few dollars, don't be afraid to
make it. If it's a good one the boss may use it in suggesting
to those higher up; and if he fails to mention your name in
If

been written recently about the army
of "competent and incompetent men in blind alley jobs," more
commonly known as railroad clerks, and so much has been said

So many

Vol.. 59,

articles liave

deploring the conditions that exist, that it is a bit surprising
that none have ventured to state why these conditions exist.
A clerk being in a position, drawing pay, has a right to be
judged competent until he has been given an unprejudiced trial

and has been found wanting. This trial the clerks have not
been given. This is evidenced by the attitude of the officers towards their clerks, never giving them an opportunity to prove
their worth in any official capacity, and by the failure on the
part of the clerks themselves to prove by their actions in their
present positions that they are competent to fill positions of
greater trust.

The first reason may be explained by pointing to the time
worn custom of making officers by promoting from the ranks
Not so
of what have been termed "practical" railroad men.
very long ago, before these days of cost sheets and tonnage
bureaus, officers were chosen more on account of their aggressiveness than progressiveness more on account of their ability
to handle m.en and keep things moving than for their ability to
keep down the cost of operating expenses and show the why
and wherefore in case of increase or decrease. Such men did
;

not have time nor inclination to secure much of an education
and, in fact, often prided themselves upon being considered "self
made." They looked upon their clerks as a useless e-xpense and
only fit to wait upon them, to write letters, and keep nice records
for the benefit of the public and the inquisitive railroad commisThe clerks, on the other hand, were drawn from the
sions.
ranks of those who had had better opportunities of securing

just a

;

;

his report of the matter, don't get sore.

The

boss hasn't for-

Remember, that Thomas A. Edison makes fortunes
every day from the minds of men who are never heard of as
individual inventors; but they, working under him, are getting

gotten you.

rich also.

The

has been

question

asked,

"Where can we

obtain

that

knowledge to enable us to better our condition?" Pick up almost any magazine and you will find the answer the correspondence school, or the night school, or the business college.
What stenographer would not be benefited if he took a post:

graduate course in touch writing? What station accountant or
timekeeper would not be improved by a course in accounting?
What rate clerk would not advance himself further along the
road to a position as soliciting or commercial agent were he to
take a course in

We

clerks

traffic ?

must look for betterment of our condition through

individual efforts.
lie,

as

many seem

The

salvation of the railroad clerk does not

to think, in "organization."

will conscientiously analyze this

word

"clerk"

too general; there are as

is

Any

clerk

matter can easily see why.

many

who
The

different kinds

an education and who on account of physical weaknesses or
timidity did not care to follow the hardships and more danger-

of clerks as there are departments to a railroad, and to get all
the various departments upon a uniform working basis with

ous occupations of the road. In a great many instances they
looked down upon what they called the "outside man." Thus,
when the outside man was promoted over them, there was an
antagonistic spirit existing, even though it did not appear on

hours that would apply to

the surface.

As an illustration we will say that Jones starts out as fireman, serves his apprenticeship and in due time becomes an engiAs an engineer he is careful, observing and aggressive,
neer.
being possessed of a sound body as a result of his years of hard
work and clean living. He has a clear head and quick brain, even
though he has not much book learning. He grasps an opportunity
main track quickly sometime when there is a demakes a hit with the division officers, and in time is

to clear the

railment,

assumes the duties of trainmaster; and
Jones not being acBrown.
customed to dictating, makes a few grammatical errors and
Brown instead of changing the letter himself thinks he will be
smart and have some fun at the expense of the new T. M.
and calls Jones' attention to his errors before the boss. There

made

trainmaster.

He

dictates his first letter to Clerk

immediately arises

in

Jones'

mind

a

deep

prejudice

against

becomes superintendent or
general superintendent, that prejudice in a measure still remains.
Considering the hardships he himself had to put up with to
achieve his success, he would never recommend one who has
had an "easy time" in an office to succeed himself or to take
clerks in general;

any such

and when he

later

position.

The second reason why
for the official end of it.
clerks continue to be "just clerks" is due largely to their own
short sightedness. Instead of specializing in whatever particular
So much

branch of the service they may have taken up or wish to advance in, they continue in the routine that has been laid out for
them.
If you are going to be a rate clerk find out all
Specialize!
If you are
that there is to be known about rates and traffic.
Strive to make
a stenographer or secretary, be a good one.

your speed and accuracy better than that of the other fellows,
not simply just as good. Learn all you can about the depart-

all

and a schedule of

salaries

(em-

word salaries) that would cover each branch
of clerical service would be impracticable. You might as well
talk of making one schedule of wages for the operators, brakemen, conductors, engineers, firemen and shopmen and expect
them to all agree to it.
Again, organization of all branches of clerks would not be
We, through the very
fair to the companies that employ us.
nature of our positions, handle some of the most confidential
affairs of the company, and as we are but human who among
us could keep from using this information to our own advantage
Loyalty to
if we owed allegiance to an outside organization?
the company is nothing more than is due. He who is not loyal
is as incompetent as he who shirks his work and as untrust-

phasis upon the

worthy as he who steals from the cash drawer.
Cannot both the railroad and the clerk offer a little more than
they have done in the past? One of the largest eastern railroads has already made a great stride in this respect. This road
has at its head a broad-minded man who is a gentleman
in every sense of the word, whose diplomacy, based on an education along all lines, has already won for his road many friends
The effects of such
in a territory disposed to be unfriendly.
a broad-minded policy, so far as the clerks are concerned, are
This road has at present on one of it?
already noticeable.
districts two trainmasters, two yardmasters, and one chief despatcher who were promoted from the clerical ranks. It behooves
us all to give the best that is in us, endeavoring at all times to
improve ourselves so that if by any chance opportunity should
knock at our door we should be prepared. If we do our part
well, it is not a very far off day before the railroad companies

now

will

do

theirs.

Egyptian Railway Takicn Over.
way administration formally took

Helouan line,
Company, Ltd.

— The

Egyp\ian State Rail-

on December 1, the
belonging to the Egyptian Delta Light Railway
over,

Progress on the Erection of the
Work on
and

This Notable Structure

Is

Expected

to

Chief

It

to

Satisfactory progress

is

new Quebec

made

being

this

p.

season in the erec-

At the end of

Engineers,

half of two panels next the main pier.
During the winter the
north portal was erected and a certain amount of riveting done
at various points. Work was started this spring, about the middle

is

last

of April, since which time the program of the contractors has
been followed very closely. It was expected that the erection of
the main posts would require more time than was actually the
These posts are each shipped in 27 separate main sections,
case.
and had to be assembled with splice plates attached, necessitating
verv careful and accurate handling by the cranes. Both posts

1916

Quebec

Bridge,

capable of taking one

means of

bridge.

in

Borden

Engineer, Board of
Montreal, Que.

year the
anchor arm was entirely erected with the e.xception of the upper
tion of the

Bridge

Proceeding Rapidly

Be Completed Late

By H.
Assistant

Is

New Quebec

full panel,

supported at the shore end by

pins connected to the chords,

links attached to the upper

planked over and affords

and

at the river

end by

web members. This "flying bridge"
ample room for jacking and rivetincr

operations, providing a perfectly safe platform for the

men

to

work. As each panel is completed, the bridge is taken up by the
overhead cranes and moved ahead to its new position. At the
present writing the fourth panel of the cantilever

arm from

the

about half completed. The first three panels took
approximately 25 days each to erect, including Sundays and fcst

main pier

As

time.
lighter

is

the panels progress towards the end, the

and the

splices smaller,

members are

and the speed of the work

will

be

General View Looking Through the Bridge from the Portal

were assemlilcd simultaneously, the fiuirc erection boinj; comthirty days.
These posts weigh approximately 1,000
tons. Althuugli there were six horizontal lield splices, the length
center to center of pins was as nearly accurate as it is possible to
measure. From four to six gangs have been constantly engaged
in riveting up splices in these members since their erection
started, this work being now practically completed.

Owing to the great accuracy of the shop
work, the members go together without any difliculty in the field,
and no time is lost in correcting errors.
It is expected that the entire north shore cantilever arm will be
completed by the middle of Novcinher if too much time is not
lost by bad weather.
The traveler on this side will then be taken
down, transferred to and reassembled .it the site where the

erection of the cantilever arm, wliich is progressing
each panel is complited as the work progresses, the
complete bracing being pu( in place by the rear booms of the
traveler as it advances panel by panel.
On account of the fact

suspended span

pleted in

In

the

rai)i(lly,

that there

the
is

is

a vertical Held splice in tiic bottom chord between
points, these chords arc erected in place on what

main panel

known

as a "Hying bridge."

This bridge

is

a steel platform

materially increased.

As

will be erected.

the erection of the cantilever

arm

progresses, very careful

measurements and observations are made to determine whether
the alinenient is perfectly correct. At the present time the center
points of the floorbeams of the erected portion are absolutely in
line

with the center point of the pier on the south side of the
The erection of the main shoe on the south shore lietjan on

river.

ikAlLWAY AGE GAZETTE
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weeks ahead of

July 8 of tliis year. Because of the experience gained in the erection of the falsework and anchor arm on the north shore, the
erection of the south anchor arm has lieen greatly facilitated and

the

work

closes

Vol.

last year's

down

including the main

program.

the anchor

i)ost.

arm

It

is

59, Ntj.

20

expected that hcfort-

will he completely erected,

Xext year there

will

be no difficulty in
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View Showing the Progress
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Erection on the South Shore

arm

plenty of time to

much

fully completing the south cantilever

this

connect up the suspended span.
The suspended span will be erected at Victoria Cove, a point

better time has been made. Although the work was started
year at approximately the same time as work on the north
anchor arm last season, the work at the present time is nearly six

in

Viewot the South Shore Span Showing the Hoor Supported on the Inside halseworkand the Bottom Chord on the Special Outside Falsework

DiAi

.\inik _M,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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about three miles below the
erected on

of the bridge.

site

falsework supported

l:iy

This span will be

concrete piers.

It

will

be

1191

with the exception of a portion of the
floated to the bridge on specially
designed pontoons. Hangers connected to the four corners of the
cantilever span will be attached to the suspended span of special
devices, the entire span being lifted into place by means of 2,000ton jacks placed at each corner. The suspended span is 640 ft.
long, 88 ft. wide, and 110 ft. high at the center, and weighs apentirely erected at this

system,

floor

and

site,

will

be

proximately 6,000 tons. It is expected that
the work will be sufficiently advanced to
place.

If this

program

is

carried out,

October, 1916,

late in

this

float

span into

will be possible to

it

run

trains across this bridge at the close of next season.

REORGANIZATIONS AND RAILROAD BONDS
By John

E.

Blunt,

Jr.*

a mortgage, lies
a bond, as
the inability of the individual holder to act for himself in
realizing on his security, and in these days, when corporate

compared with

The weakness of

in

mortgages overlap to such an extent that it is seldom a single
issue can act independent of others, the complications arising
are extremely difficult of solution.
A reorganization is usually the outcome of a situation of
Close upon the heels of
wliich the first step is a receivership.
tlie latter follow the "protective committees" with their bondholders' agreements. You read in the evening paper that a certain property has gone into the receiver's hands in the morning
paper you find certain parties, at the request of a large number
of bondholders, have consented to act as a committee. What is
a bondholders' agreement? Briefly, it is a more or less elaborate
power of attorney giving to the committee authority to do what
in its judgment may seem best for the bondholders' interests.
Tliere are limitations, .restrictions and privileges of withdrawal,
tint in actual practice it amounts to a complete delegation of
;

View

of the

Main Shoe with the 30-in Pins and the
.

45-in. Sieve in

Place, Preparatory to Placing the First Section of the

Bottom Chord

of the

North Cantilever

Arm

power.
If you desired, in the ordinary course of business, to give a
power of attorney to an individual you would naturally want a
man in whom you had complete confidence as to his integrity,
There is no reason why the same
his judgment and his ability.
standard should not apply to a member of a bondholders' com-

He

mittee.

be selected

should really represent the bondholders and should
He should
liis qualifications for the position.

for

responsibility

realize its

give sufficient time to

The

and trusteeship nature and be able

make

his services of

some

to

value.

on a committee
There should be co-operation between
the committee and the trustee, and the advice of the latter is
practice of officers of the trustee acting

subject to criticism.

is

frequently of great value, but they should not attempt to ser\-e
what might prove a dual capacity, but rather hold them-

in

selves

in

necessary.

readiness to act as a check on the committee when
In other words, they should act with, hut not on the

committee. I do not know why this association should not at a
future meeting outline some plans for the selection or election
of bondholders' committees.
A word may he said here on the question of expenses. They
often seem out of

all proportion to the results ncfomplished.
devote their time to constructive work should be
well paid for their services, but a corporation that is unfortunate
enough to get into the hands of a receiver sliould not he considered legitimate prey for the avaricious.
The amount of railroad mileage in receivers' liands today is

Men who

greater even than in the years following the panic of 1893, and
there has been no time in recent history when reorganizations

A study and comparison of
at present.
some of the plans that are now being put forth would prove
interesting and profitable, hut this is not possible in a paper of
were as numerous as

Ibis length.
I

Id

however, that most of those I have had occasion
to otTer temporary rather than permanent relief,
charges are reduced, assessments are levied aiul various

will

say,

examine seem

l-'ixed

kinds of pressing

View

of the

North Cantilever Arm, SIuiwliik llie Proccsst
the "Flying Bridge" Forward One Panel

of

Moving

(il)ligations

are paid

*Krotn an mldvcKn Itcl'nrc the Fourth
mcnt Hankers Aanociatioii at Deliver,

olT,

.^1l1ll1al

t'olo.

hut the
('onvt'iiittt

new
lit

securities
the

Invest-
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are issued in

same manner

tiie

as the old,

to prevent a repetition of the trouble in the

and there is nothing
more or less distant

future.

My own

opinion

is

that before the majority of our railroads

can hope to talce care of what we may call their permanent
future needs they will have to undergo reorganizations more
They must issue
drastic than most of those now proposed.
their securities along new lines that will afford every possible
protection to the legitimate investor, particularly the bondholder.

What

there in the average railroad

is

bond offered today

that

It
should attract anyone who gives it careful consideration?
usually runs fifty or more years without any provision for payment of the principal. And who is there during that fifty years

who

is

looking after the bondholders' interests? Does the manNot always, for it represents the stockholders. Does

a.gement?

the trustee?
trust deed.

hardly profit
part.

As

a rule, the bondholder

in default,

ment

me

Not to any greater extent than provided in the
Does the bond house? Sbmetimes, but there is
enough to warrant any great expenditure on its

trusts

is

helpless until the bonds are

and when trouble comes receivers'
and even notes are taken care of

say that

certificates, equipfirst,

and here

We

the greatest possible menace to

railroad

mortgage bonds.

59,

No. 26

investment bankers distribute by far the greater part of

the bonds issued in this country, and while most of us do not
have the opportunity of originating the larger financial deals.

can nevertheless make our influences felt if we have the
We ought to be in the position
courage of our convictions.
of an impartial judge or jury, able to put a stop to corrupt or
incorrect financial practices, and at the same time as representatives of investors secure for our corporations such fair treatment

we

at the

hands of

legislators as shall protect the investors' rights.

we

will be in a position to do this, it will be
necessary to improve our own standards. I am afraid that we
cannot entirely escape the responsibility for some of the condiHas not the desire to make quick profits
tions existing today.

But, before

or the desire to participate in some large piece of financing
caused many a hasty decision which should have been deferred
However, we
until a carefnl investigation could be made?
cannot help the mistakes that have been made in the past, but

we can

our faces in the right direction, and while the
we can
make a start along the line of progress.
turn

desired results will not be obtained in a day or a year,

let

A RAIL PROFILE MACHINE

think equipment trusts, as issued at present, are

I

Vol.

A

New York

house making a specialty of equipments is authority
for the statement that while in 1900 there were only $60,000,000
equipment bonds outstanding, the amount at the present time
approaches $600,000,000, and all of them coming due at the
rate of one-tenth each year for no better reason than that this
kind has been found easiest to sell. Our railroad committee is
doing some excellent work in outlining improvements in railroad
trust deeds, and I trust will permit me to say here that I believe
that any general mortgage drawn hereafter should provide for
the issue of equipment bonds thereunder so that the road and
equipment can be kept together, but making the bonds issued
for equipment (while not differing as to lien from the longer
time bonds) mature serially in one to twenty years, which is
about the average life of the equipment, having them paid out of

The accompanying photographs

illustrate a rail profile

machine,

which embodies several advantages, of which the most important is the combination of accuracy with adaptability for rapid
placing and removal of the apparatus from the rail. As shown
in the photographs, it is attached to the rail by placing the points
of the rods D and C on the tops of the flanges of the rail
base, the point of the screw R on top of the head, and the
points of the hooks N on the under side of the head, the

earnings as a regular depreciation charge.

have had occasion to look into a certain railroad, and I find
it was charging off depreciation in equipment
it would have had to have lasted 582 years, and that all the
dividends that were paid in ten years just about equaled the
amount that should have been charged off for maintenance and
I

that at the rate

depreciation.
I

think that the present troubles of the railroads can be largely
two causes bad financing on the one hand failure

attributed to
to

:

receive authority to

;

increase

rates

sufficiently

to

meet

in-

creased cost of service on the other, and the tendency is for
those responsible for each of these conditions to shift the blame
on the other. The greatest obstacle to railroads securing what
they really need today is the questionable financial transactions
indulged in by the prominent financiers and bankers.

What

are

some of the remedies?

to criticize, but

hard to construct.

I am aware that it is easy
There are practical questions

to be faced in all these situations that

make

it

extremely

difficult

work out our

ideals and theories.
I have no sympathy with
are indulging in wholesale denunciation of railroad
management and I believe that this country cannot have permanent prosperity until the railroads can share it. However,
to

those

who

we must make an
satisfactory

and

effort to get this railroad financing

on a more

solid foundation.

Let us provide sinking funds for the payment of mortgages
in full.
It requires only
of 1 per cent a year to pay off a 5
per cent mortgage in 50 years. In other words, while it requires
$50,000 a year to pay the interest on a million dollar loan, an

^

additional $5,000 will take care of the principal as well.
Let us have some means of taking care of the liondholders'
interests during the life of the bond, either by enlarging the

powers of the trustees, or possibly l)y giving the bonds voting
power and a voice in the management of the road. I do not
know why this should not be done, especially in cases where
there

is

little

equity in the stock.

Two Views
whole being made
machine this disc

of the Rail Profile

Machine

by turning the disc T. To release the
given a quick turn in the opposite direc-

fast
is

tion.

The

profile

is

drawn on the prepared paper

K

by means of

the brass pencil E. This is mounted in the crosshead A, sliding vertically in the rods O, which are mounted in a second

The arm F
crosshead L, sliding horizontally on the rod P.
are rigidly attached to the
holding the pencil points G and
crosshead A, secure against any rotation in the plane of the
is
As a result, any movement of the points G or
paper
reproduced simultaneously by all other points in the arm F and
the crosshead A, and is recorded by the point E. By removing
the pin D the frame F may be rotated 90 deg., permitting the

H

H

G to take the place of the point H, or vice versa, the
being used for the underside and sides of the head, while
the former is used for the top.
This machine has been in use on six or seven American railroads for the past three years with satisfaction. It was designed

point

latter

by C. D. Carey with Robert

W. Hunt &

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Production of
Effect

and Amount

motives

An
and

of

abstract

the

Electrification of

Smoke by
in

of

tlie

Chicago, and

complete report on Smoke Abatement
Railway Terminals at Chicago, made to

Chicago Association of Commerce, was printed in the
Railway Age Gazette of December 3, page 1047.
In the
issue of December 10, page 1089, the technical phases of the
electrification were considered, and in the issue of December
The
17, page 1125, the cost set forth in more or less detail.
following gives in similar detail the findings of the committee
regarding the amount of smoke made by locomotives in Chithe

with the results of various

cago, together

scientific

investiga-

made by the committee regarding locomotive service.
The committee pointed out that the factors affecting the

tions

for-

mation of smoke are the combustible, the supporter of combustion (air), and the temperature at which combustion proceeds.
Stated briefly, the combustible elements in coal may be grouped
into two divisions, namely, volatile matter and fixed carbon, the
proportion of these varying greatly in the various kinds of coal.
As a supporter of combustion the air may be regarded as being
composed of oxygen and nitrogen. Theoretically there must
be 2.67 lb. of oxygen, or 11.55 lb. of air, for every pound of
In ordinary furnace operation, however, it is necescarbon.

more than

sary to provide for

Regarding the third factor

in

the theoretical

amount of

The combustion of bituminous
is

about

500

deg.

coal proceeds by stages.

There

occurring at comparatively low temperature,

at first a period

of

F.,

which a disruption

so-called

in the

"destructive

distillation,"

in

substance of the fuel takeS place, the

thrown out and separated from the non\ olatile.
The second stage of combustion involves the decomposition of the hydro-carbon, the volatile portion, and the burnvolatile portion being

gaseous constituents at a temperature of about
This stage is a critical one, as regards smoke
If too little air is admitted to the furnace, or if
mation.
amount admitted is not properly distributed a portion of
ing of

deg.

its

F.

carbon
results.

in

the fuel

The

ture which
this

is

carried

away unburned and

visible

800
for-

the
the

smoke

third stage of combustion proceeds at a tempera-

nominally about 1,600

is

deg.

F.

It

is

may

of carbon,

easily be

is

made

The

burned.

smokeless, but

third stage of
if

combustion

the supply of air be defi-

combustion and visible smoke may result.
important aspect of combustion relates to the economical
use of fuel, which is a matter that cannot be completely separated from that of smoke prevention. As a result of elaborate
tests made in recent years, it has been determined that under
certain conditions resulting in apparent smokclcssncss there may
be an escape of unburned combustible gases with a consequent
cient incomplete

An

operating costs

under the worst possible conditions of comsmoke were collected there would i)e a saving
from a ton of coal, provided all the smoke were

tor reporting that
if

of only 14.7

the
II).

burned again.

As

a

means of eliminating smoke

at

engine terminals, round-

the committee referred to various smoke washing
devices, calling particular attention to the smoke washing plant
houses,

of the

etc.,

New York

Central at

its

Englcwood ronndhousc

in

Chi-

This plant was described in the Railway Age Gasetle of
September 24, page 558. Referring generally to the smoke waith"The possibilities of the procing process, the committee said

cago.

:

arising

from the consumption of water and
as a process of genera! application is

an experimental stage. Enough has been accomplished to
prove that by means of it practically all the objectionable elements in smoke can be suppressed.
The precipitation of suspended matter and gases may also
be accelerated by electrical means. If the products of combustion are made to traverse an electrostatic field the solid particles
may be intercepted. This principle has been employed in the
removal of solids from the gases of metallurgical and other industrial furnaces.
A few applications have been made in connection with the furnaces of boiler plants the approaching soot
or dust particles, responding to electrical influences, attach themselves to the grating as do metallic particles to a magnet. The
grating is cleaned by interrupting the current. The New York
Edison Company has experimented with this process as a means
for the suppression of fuel, dust and ash from the stack of one of
still

in

;

its

stations.

COAL AND COKE CONSUMED BY STE.\M LOCOMOTIVES

From

a careful investigation with the co-operation of all the
roads operating in the area of investigation it was determined
that during the year 1912, 2,555,233 tons of coal were consumed

by steam locomotives in service within this area. Of this, 1,363,503 tons, or 53.37 per cent, was consumed by yard locomotives
258,787, or 10.13 per cent, by road freight locomotives; 479,738,
or 18.77 per cent, by freight locomotives in transfer service;
21,545 tons, or 0.84 per cent, by engines in passenger transfer
service; 240,288 tons, or 9.40 per cent, by engines in through
passenger service, and 191,372 tons, or 7.49 per cent, by locomotives in suburban passenger service.
In
contradistinction to
the coal and coke consumed by locomotives in service a separate investigation was made to determine the amount of fuel
consumed by steam locomotives at locomotive terminals during
the same year, 1912. This was found to be 260,167 tons.

In the committee's investigation

in

determining the relative

smoke the Ringelmann method was
computing the smoke density for a number of

density or visibility of the

employed.

In

stacks or for those of an entire service or district the observed
results are reduced to unit values, the value of one stack for
a period of one minute being termed a "stack minute,"

and the

omission of No. 1 smoke for one minute, or its equivalent, being
termed a "smoke unit." By employing these unit values the
perconlage of density as measured by the Ringelmann scale may
be computed by nicans of the following formula

Percentage density

= Smoke

imit

X

2C

Stack minutes.

to a fuller extent result in a slight

bustion,

Tests

Smoke washing

power."

which may

utilize fuel value
degree of smokiness. Careful laboratory tests have demonstrated that the amount of heat
lost in black smoke is comparatively insignificant, one investiga-

less of heat units while conditions

Special

of

ess have long been understood.
Its application has been retarded by difficulties encountered in maintaining the plant in the
presence of the corrosive acids developed by the process, and by

during

stage that the non-volatile portion of the fuel, consisting

chiefly

Results

combustion, namely, the tempera-

may

it

Smoke Produced by Loco-

air.

be stated that every combustible has its critical
temperature, below which it will not unite with oxygen.
ture,

the Railways of Chicago

In the development of the committee's investigation with reference to the visible properties of smoke a corps of from 16 to
20 trained smoke inspectors under the supervision of a chief in-

were engaged in making observations of smoke density
from April 22, 1912, to March 14. 1913. Observations of smoke
from locomotive smoke stacks were made at each railroad yard,

spector,

at

each locomotive terminal, and at various points along each
of railroad within the area of investigation. The records

line

show

that 10,653 observations were made of smoke emissions
from steam locomolivos in railroad yards and at points on the
line, and that 1,323 observations were m.ide of smoke emissions
from locomotives at terminals, a total of 11,976 observations.
It was found that more smoke was produced, or, rather, the
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complete

veloped, the draft at different rates of combustion, and such

other facts as were needed to define completely the performance

mum
and

The minimum
from 23

tion for the several coals varied

lb.

per square

rate of

to 27

lb.

combus-

per square

foot of grate surface per hour. The accompanying diagram
shows the percentage of the fuel burned which appears as solids
It is shown
in the smoke as averaged from all the tests made.
by this diagram that the amount of solids emitted in smoke is a

44.79
29.80
21.83
2.87
0.61
0.10

function of the rate of combustion. To establish these rates
of combustion attending the normal operation of locomotives
in through and suburban services in Chicago a series of 298
tests was made on locomotives operating within the area of

100.00

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE

Information concerning the solid constituents of locomotive
series of investigations

fuel tested

two cases was more than 100

foot of grate surface per hour.

Relative

smoke has been derived from two

for each sample of

per square foot of grate surface per hour,

lb.

in all except

The maxiwas

were made.

total of 76 tests

rate of combustion

more than 80

Standing
Per Cent

SOLID CONSTITUENTS OF

A

of the locomotive.

list

High pressure steam, stationary power and heating plants
Furnaces for metallurgical manufacturing and other processes
Steam locomotives
Low pressure steam and other stationary heating plants
Steam vessels
Gas and coke plants

No. 26

the cinders and fuel dust emitted, the ash and clinkers discharged,
the water evaporated, the tractive effort exerted, the power de-

being given below, according to the relative amount of average density provided
in Chicago, the

59,

recorded for each test included the amount of fuel consumed,

average density of the smoke was greater, in the outer zone,
Zone B, than in the inner zone, the latter including the most
congested part of the area of investigation. The average density
for Zone A was 15.30 and for Zone B, 23.17, making an average
of 16.79. The road freight locomotives gave the greatest trouble, the average densit)' in Zone A for this class of locomotive
service being 25.32, and in Zone B 26.91. The steam locomotives
rank third in the list of the various services which produce

smoke

Vol.

made

The

investigation.

rate of fuel

consumption was found by count-

ing the scoops of coal fired, the value of the average scoopful
having been carefully determined. The grate area of each loco-

by the committee in which the solids discharged from the
smoke stack were measured. These embrace service tests con-

TABLE I— EMISSION OF CINDERS IN YARD AND FREIGHT TRANSFER SERVICE
Solids

Number

Service

Kind

of tests

of

fuel

Yard
Yard
Freight
Freight

Pocahontas
Bituminous
Pncahontas
Bituminous

5

26
transfer.
transfer.

3

1

(t.'f,

1.84

...0.62

of special apparatus

all

or a

known

portion of the

from the smoke stack were caught and deposited
in an arrester from which they could be collected for analysis.
The samples were classified as follows
Coarse cinders Solid particles which remain upon a coarse
sieve of 20 meshes to the inch (400 apertures per square inch).
Fine cinders Solid particles which pass through the coarse
sieve and remain upon a fine sieve of 200 meshes to the inch
solid emissions

—

ton

fired

Solids in per cent of fuel fired

(lb.)

-*--

1.30

ducted in connection with locomotives operating in yard and
transfer service within the area of investigation, and laboratory
tests conducted in connection with a locomotive mounted on
a testing plant and supplemented by tests on locomotives operating in through passenger, through freight and suburban services
in the area of investigation, to determine rates of combustion.

By means

per

r

Coarse

''

24.54

9.72
3.42
7.92
2.16

Total
35.56

5.24

0.42

19.64
4.46

29.40
7.24

Coarse

Fine

Dust

Total

0.065
0.038
0.092
0.031

0,486

1.227
0.262
0.982
0.223

1.778
0.471
1.470
0.362

0.171
0.396

0.108

motive was obtained from the railroad and all the rates of combustion determined. These were found to be for the several
services involved, as follows
Per cent of fuel
Lb. per sq. ft. grate
surface per hour fired while running
92.7
40.6
98.2
52.2
96.4
62.7

Service

Road freight
Through passenger
Suburban passenger

By combining these rates of combustion with the values for the
emission of cinders as set forth in the diagram, and by multiply20

10

30
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50
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70

eo

100
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Q

UJ

taining a

tests

known

were conducted with

/
/

A

emitted

from the
was taken,

-I
Ul

3

/

u.

O

esults of these tests.

Since any method which could be satisfactorily applied
was found impracticable for determining the amount of

from locomotives while
operating at high speed, data relating to the amount of solids
emitted in smoke at various rates of combustion was secured
by means of a series of tests conducted at the locomotive testing
arising

O
H
Z
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Ul
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in

service
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^^.

the

smoke

u.

u.

suitable apparatus for ob-

proportion of the cinders

solid matter contained in

a

pass through the fine sieve.

record of the number of scoops of coal fired
average weight of a scoopful of coal being ascertained
by experiment, and with this information the relation between
the solid constituents of locomotive smoke and the fuel consumed was established. Forty-one tests were conducted on
steam locomotives operating in yard and transfer services of
Chicago terminals. Bituminous coal was used for some of
these tests and Pocahontas coal for others. Table I gives the

stack.

Ul

i

(40,000 apertures to the square inch).

— Solid particles which

Pounds

a

—

Fuel dust
The road

^

r

v
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FbuxDs

FUEL FIRED PER SQUARE FOOT 0^ GRATE SURFACE
PER HOUR
Amount of Solid Constituents of Smoke Emitted by a Locomotive

laboratory of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona. The locomotive used in all laboratory tests was a Consolidation freight

on a Testing Plant

locomotive of the Pennsylvania type H-8-B, weighing 238,300
The coal for the test was typical of that used by the
lb.
railroads entering Chicago. The locomotive firebox was equipped
with a brick arch and all tests were conducted with the throttle
The facts
fully open, the speed being controlled by the load.

ing the values ascertained by the percentage of fuel fired while
running, the emission factors for solids emitted by locomotives
operating within the area of investigation were established. The
emission factors for solid constituents of locomotive smoke thus

determined, and also those for yard and passenger service, as

December
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determiiK'd by use of the ciudei" arrester in service tests, are

presented in Table

II.
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of 13,247 B.t.u., while the other nine varied between 11,227 and
In Table IV are
11,919, with an average of 11,598 B.t.u. per lb.

given

from these

averages obtained

general

the

They

tests.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE AS A SOURCE OF

TABLE IV— AVERAGE RESULTS OF THE ALTOONA TESTS

SMOKE

locomotives consume 11.94 per cent of the total fuel consumed
within the city limits of Chicago, ranking fourth as a fuel consuming service. They are responsible for 22.06 per cent of the
total visible

among

smoke discharged within

services

all

They

produced.

on the basis of

the city, and rank third

total quantity of visible

smoke

are responsible for 7.47 per cent of the total

Equivalent evaporation per pound dry coal (lb.)... 9.3
Boiler

(per

efficiency

8.6
63.4
4.6
36.5
5.56

67.7

cent)

Dry coal per dynamometer horsepower hour
Smoke densities (per cent)

(lb.)

.

4.3

.

23.6

4.56
Cinders and fuel dust (per cent of fuel fired)
Carbon contained in the cinders and fuel dust (per

BA — 10 ^

*

NA—
BA—

—
^

4
4

9.2

67.2
4.3
24.1

4.18
2.88

3.79

3.11

cent of fuel fired)

BA—

NA—

BA— 10

Group*

Table III gives the relative information concerning the importance of the various classes of steam locomotives as a source
of smoke, the individual classes being compared to each other
and to all other classes of smoke producers. The questions of
fuel consumption, visible smoke, solids in the smoke and gases
It was also shown that the steam
in the smoke are considered.

Average of 10 different coals with the brick arch.
Average of 4 different coals without the brick arch.
Average of 4 different coals with the brick arch.

are divided into three classes. The first class is an average of
the ten coals, fired with a brick arch the second gives the re;

sults of the coal

and Vermillion,

Ind.,

Williamson, 111. Sullivan,
without the brick arch while the

from Macoupin,
Ind.,

111.

;

;

;

TABLE II— EMISSION FACTORS FOR SOLID CONSTITUENTS OF STEAM LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE
Solids in

Kind

Service

freight

Freight transfer
Freight transfer
Passenger transfer
Passenger transfer
Through passenger
Suburban passenger

solid constituents discharged into the

of

1.30

0.76
11.30
1

.84

1

.30

62

1

0.76
5.08

20.54

atmosphere in the smoke

among

all

pet ton of fuel

services on this basis, and lastly, they are responsible

Fine

Dust

9.72
3.42
34.68
7.92
2.16
9.72
3.42
39.40
47.42

24.54
5.24
6.86
19.64
4.46
24.54
5.24

TABLE III—CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
TO THE POLLUTION OF THE AMOSPHERE OF CHICAGO
Solids Gases
in
Fuel con- Visible
in
sumption, smoking smoke, smoke
per cent per cent per cent per cent

Yard
Road

5.97
0.77
2.02
0.12

freight
transfer
Passenger transfer

Freight

Through passenger
Suburban passenger

1.01

Locomotive terminals

AH

other classes of smoke

0.88
1.17
producers.... 88.06

10.25
2.01
4.59
0.19
2.07
1.54
1.41

77.94

1.73
1.18
0.43
0.04
1.80
1.97
0.32
92.53

5.17
0.66
1.74
0.10
0.89
0.74

From

for 10.31 per cent of the total gases of combustion discharged

PERFORMANCE OF ILLINOIS AND INDIA COAL

The following is a more detailed description of the test made
by the committee on the Consolidation locomotive at the testing
plant of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona. The tests were
planned for the prime purpose of establishing facts with reference to the smoke discharges of steam locomotives, and to show
also the value of the brick arch in the locomotive firebox as
a factor

in

the use of fuel, a reduction of

cinders and fuel dust in smoke, a reduction of the density of visible smoke, reduction of loss of heat units In smoke and ash
discharges,

and boiler

The value of experience in
promoting economy of fuel con-

efficiency.

locomotive firing as a factor in
sumption, a reduction of cinders and fuel dust in smoke, a
reduction in the density of visible smoke and in boiler elliciency

was

A

burned

in

burned in locomotives operating in the Chicago terminals. Coals
were olitaiiied from the following 10 counties: Macoupin, 111.;
Marion, 111.; Saline, 111.; Sangamciii, HI.; Vermilion, 111.; Williamson, III.; Greene, Ind.; Sulliv.in, Ind.; Vermilion Iiul., and
Vigo, Ind. The coal from Saline, III., has an average heat value

Fine

Dust

Total

0.065
0.038
0.565
0.082
0.031
0.065
0.038
0.754
1.032

0.486
0.171
1.734
0.396
0.108
0.486
0.171
1.070
2.371

1.227
0.262
0.343
0.982
0.223
1.227
0.262
0.392
0.463

1.778
0.471
2.642
1.470
0.362
1.778
0.471
3.116
3.866

same

coals with the brick arch.

number

of

summary

of the

were determined

in the firebox

pounds of water evaporated per pound of coal

9.2.

to

Increases of boiler efficiency from 63.4 per cent to 67.8 per cent.
Decrease in the amount of coal consumed per dynamometer h. p. -hour

from 4.6

lb.

to

4.3

lb.

Decrease in average density of visible smoke emissions from 36.5 per
per cent.
Decrease in the total average quality of cinders and fuel dust emitted

cent to 24.1
in

smoke from

5.56 per cent to 4.18 per cent of the fuel fired.

Decrease in the number of heat units per pound of cinders in fuel dust
emitted in smoke from 9,610 B.t.u. to 9,064 B.t.u.
Decrease in the amount of carbon contained in cinders and fuel dust
per ton of coal consumed, from 75.8

lb.

57.6

to

lb.

Decrease in the number of heat units contained in the ash and clinker
discharges per pound of fuel fired, from 6.28 to 4.98.
Decrease in volume of air intermingled with the gases of combustion,
discharged through the stack, from 26.5 per cent to 22.5 per cent.
Increases of the portion of the carbon in the fuel which combines with
oxygen to form carbon dioxide, from 51.1 per cent to 53.2 per cent.

Table V gives the results obtained with experienced and with
inexperienced firemen operating the locomotive at 80 revolutions

TABLE

V— RESULTS

OF TESTS WITH EXPERIENCED AND
INEXPERIENCED FIREMEN
BA -9— E BA— 9— I NA— 2— E NA— 2—

Test Group"

Dry

fuel fired per sq. ft. grate surface per lir., lb
Equivalent evaporation per sq. ft.
II.
S., per Mour
PZquivalent evaporation per lb. dry

46.1

57.5

51.5

7.1

7.2

7.0

7.1

9.7

8.0

8.6

8.2

700.4

707.7

684.7

711.0

73.2

59.7

65.2

62.7

3.9

5.2

4.3

4.6

5.0

J.9
36.

4.7

4.5
31.

coal

Boiler

horsefiowert

Efficiency

of

boiler

Dry

fuel

per

dynamometer

h.p.

lb

lii.,

55.6

based on fuel

per cent

Thermal

efficiency
of locumolivc
based on fuel, per cent
.Average smoke density, per cent
Cinders anil fuel dust in per cent

of

56 of which the locomotive
firebox was equipped with a brick arch and in 19 the arch was
removed. Sixty-four tests were made with experienced firemen
and 11 were made with inexperienced firemen. The coals selecled for this series of tests were representative of the coals

were made,

fuel

Coarse

the results of these tests the following

from 8.6

also considered.
total of 75 tests

9.42
52.84
29.40
7.24
35.56
9.42
62.32
77.32

advantages of the brick arch

1.01

89.69

into the atmosphere, ranking fourth in this respect.

promoting economy

Solids in per cent of

Total
35.56

7.84
9.26

Increases in

Service

burned

third gives the results of these

services within the city limits of Chicago, ranking fourth

all

lb.

fuel

Pocahontas
Bituminous
Bituminous
Pocahontas
Bituminous
Pocahontas
Bituminous
Pocahontas and bituminous
Bituminous

V'ard

Yard
Road

of

*

fuel

.V44

fircil

BA — 9 — E

r=

HA — 9 — I =
NA —2 —7 =
NA —2 — I ~:
One

boiler

4.00

2y
2.37

3.98

Average of

9 different coals with the brick arch and experienced fircniru.
Average of 9 different coals with the brick arch and iucxperienccil tirrtnen.
Average of ^ tjiffcrcnt coals without the brick arch and with

experienced

AvcruKc of

tirrriien.

2 different coals without the brick arch

inexperienced
t

18.

horsepower ;-J4.5

and with

lirenicn.
lb.

equivalent evaporation per hr,

prr minute and at 23.6 per cent

burning coal with and
column is an
average of the coals ohtaincd from Marion, Saline. Sangamon,
witliniit

the hriok

;»r(.h

iit

cut-oflf,

the firehox.

Tlic first
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Vermilion and Williamson counties, 111.; and Greene, Sullivan,
Vermilion and Vigo counties, Ind. The last two columns in the
table consider the coal from Macoupin and Williamson counties,
III,

When

burning the same kinds of coal in a locomotive firebox equipped with a brick arch, firing by inexperienced firemen,
as compared with that by experienced firemen, results in the fol-

lowing

:

An

increase in fuel consumption from ^6.1 lb. to 57.5
per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour.
An increase in boiler horsepower from 700.4 to 707.7.

A
An
lb.

lb.

of fuel fired

decrease in boiler efficiency from 73.2 per cent to 59.7 per cent.
increase in fuel consumed per dynamometer horsepower from
5.2

to

An
An

3.9

lb.

increase in smoke density from 18 per cent to 36 per cent.
increase in cinders and fuel dust discharged in smoke from 3.44 per

Vol.

59,

No. 26

loan sharks, and a law allowing men who are away
to vote by mail have been put aside from the national
field as properly belonging to the province of the states.
The joint resolution for a joint committee of the House and
of

tion

from home

Senate to look into railroad matters was ordered printed in the
Record the other day. It bears the authorship of Senator Newlands, of Nevada, and has a long preamble to the effect that
numerous bills on this subject are now pending, that numerous
recommendations of the Interstate Commerce Commission call
for attention, that the experience of the past 28 years ought to
be reviewed, that the commission is overworked, and that wellmanaged transportation facilities are a prime necessity of business prosperity and a common interest of all the people. The
resolution calls for a joint sub-committee to consist of five
senators and five representatives from the respective interstate
commerce committees of the two houses the sub-committee to
have power to do whatever is necessary for a full and compre;

cent to 4.00 of the fuel fired.
A decrease in thermal efficiency from 5.0 to 3.9 per cent.

A

siinilar

comparison of the values obtained when

firing the

same kinds of coal in a locomotive firebox not equipped with a
brick arch shows that firing by inexperienced firemen results
in the

following:

An

increase in fuel consumption from 51.5 lb. to 55.6 lb. of fuel fired
per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour.
An increase in boiler horsepower from 684.7 to 711.0.
decrease in boiler efficiency from 65.2 per cent to 62.7 per cent.

A

An

increase in fuel

consumed per dynamometer horsepower from

4.3

lb.

to 4.6 lb.

An
An

smoke density from 27 per cent to 31 per cent.
increase in cinders and fuel dust discharged in smoke from
per cent to 2.98 per cent of the fuel fired.
decrease in thermal efficiency from 4.7 per cent to 4.5 per cent.
increase in

2.37

A

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS OF THE BROTHER-

HOODS
By W.

L. Stoddard

Washington. December 22.
President Wilson will not oppose such safety legislation as
may be pressed upon Congress by the representatives of tlie
railroad brotherhoods.

When,

in

his

annual message to Con-

gress, the President declared that before further railroad legisis attempted the whole field of railroad law and practice
should be surveyed by a special commission, he did not intend
io shut the door to measures proposed in the interests of safety.
At least, this is what Mr. Wilson is reported to have told H. E.

lation

J. McNamara, Wm. H. Clark and Val Fitzpatrick, railroad brotherhood agents, who waited on him last week.
The brotherhoods have as yet proposed no bill to the present
Congress, but they evidently intend again to ask for a law pre-

Wills, P.

It was this
and engines.
proposition, in the La Follette bill, as may be remembered, that
President Taft referred to in a message to Congress, declaring that its enactment would impose a burden of more than
$400,000,000 on the railroads, and recommending that the same
result should be sought by other, presumably non-legislative,
means.
Representatives of the brotherhoods here now propose to
have the suggested clearance figures apply only to new cars and
engines with the view of dealing with existing equipment later.
In drafting such legislation it would be the aim to try to disarm the opposition of the railroads, and the less radical the proposals the better chance of being passed by Congress.

scribing

clearance

limits

It is believed that this

week's conference.
In this connection it

for

cars

plan was outlined to the President at

last

is worth
recording that the brotherhoods are announcing that they will work for the passage of
an amendment to the sixtecn-hour law fixing a minimum penalty
of $100 for violations as recommended by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its animal report a week ago.
The brotherhoods apparently do not intend at this session
to press the proposed amendment to the Federal employers' liability law nor the bill to limit the length of trains; while the
question of semi-monthly or weekly payment of wages, regula-

hensive study, and to report in December, 1916.
A few bills relating to transportation have already been introduced in the new Congress. In both houses there is a proposition to amend the Cummins' amendment so that shippers of bag-

gage and express need not in all cases declare the value of
goods offered for transportation. Senator Pomerene, of Ohio,
has introduced a bill to define straight and order bills of lading
and to codify the conditions on bills of lading. Senator Clapp,
of Minnesota, has introduced a bill on the same subject.
In the house there is a bill to increase the period of time
within which claims for damage to freight may be presented
to carriers and another forbidding the granting of credit on
freight bills for longer than ninety days. Representative Adamson, of Georgia, has introduced in the house a bill to increase
the number of interstate commerce commissioners from seven
to nine and to increase the salary of the secretary of the commission from $5,000 to $7,500. Mr. Rayburn, of Texas, has introduced a bill to give the interstate commerce commission control over the issuance of securities by carriers.
The American Federation of Labor announces a long program
of legislation which it will ask for, among which are a proposal
to limit the working hours of railroad telegraphers to eight
per day; a compensation act for railroad employees engaged in
interstate commerce and a law to prohibit the interstate transportation of goods in the manufacture of which the labor of
children under a certain age have been employed.
;

SEGREGATION AND SPONGINESS
TEST INGOTS*
By Robert W. Hunt &

A

IN

LADLE

Co.

recent order for the inspection of open-hearth steel rails

was of such a character

as to

demand

a check of the

facturer's chemical analysis of each heat

manu-

represented, and the

from those reported
deemed advisable to make some

results of our analysis differed so widely

by the mill that
investigation

of

it

was

finally

matters

pertaining

to

and
and soundfor a long time became
ladle

test

ingots,

principally to the possibilities of their segregation

What has been known to exist
apparent at the outset of our investigation, that ladle test ingots
ness.

unsoundness and segregation exactly as are all
degree.
Obviously as long as this condition exists, it is manifestly impossible to expect analyses of the same test ingot by different

were subject

to

large ingots, the only difference being one of

chemists to agree within the limits of possible chemical error
unless drillings for the samples are taken with special care and
mixed and divided so as to insure both chemists working on

But of much greater importance is the fact that
is segregated and unsound, the drillings taken from it may not be representative of the steel or
heat as a whole, and the reported results are therefore misThus a heat of steel can be reported
leading and inaccurate.
identical lots.

when

the ladle test ingot

as 0.60 per cent for carbon, while as a matter of fact,
•

it

was

Abstracted from Bulletin 179 of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciaiioti.

December
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actually 0.75 per cent, and vice versa.
These figures are not
exaggerations but are the differences reported by two chemists
drillings from the same test ingot.
At the mill at which we were engaged the ladle test ingot
mold was about 2^ in. sq. at the top, 2 in. sq. at the bottom
and 5 in. high. Depending on the amount of steel poured into
it and the extent of its boiling, or raising up of the top, the
resulting ingots varied in height from 3 to 6 in., and when
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LOCATION OF PASSING SIDINGS ON SINGLE
TRACK*

on

By

In considering the effect of passing-siding locations on the
capacity of a single-track railroad,

if

many

the

In some instances

became
necessary to take drillings from two different locations on the
same ingot and in such cases the chemical results varied by
as

were encountered.

much

as O.IS per cent carbon (by combustion).

Samples of

rail

steel

The metal near

structure.

the outside of

the ingots differed

from that near the inside and the location of the
the height

respect to

The degree

from the

first

is

drillings with

gave different

from the

ingot absolutely sound for most of

Soundness,

viz.

ladle

test

more unsound one

place, the

ingots

the

is

made

that

height.

its

freedom from blow

:

for

last

further, that the addition of the deoxi-

dizing agent, ferro-silicon, experimentally in one case,

portant feature

results.

apparently somewhat greater in the

part of the heat than that

and

part of the heat,

also

particularly,

of porosity

holes, etc., is a very
to

In the

possess.

more

it

is

imfirst

inclined to be

full of blow
minute particles break off from the sides of the holes
and render the chemical determination for carbon by combustion
methods more difficult of accuracy than when thin flake-like
It is quite evident that the soundness
drillings are furnished.
of the test ingot is not predicated by its shape. At the same
time it is logical to regard a thin slab-like shape as preferable,
because of its tendency to chill quickly and thus solidfy with
The disadvantage of this
a minimum degree of segregation.

segregated, and secondly, in drilling steel that

must be followed

any,

maximum

is

holes,

With

drillings

to

provide

for

the

requisite

number of-

anaylses.

The
steel
less

addition of a deoxidizing agent to insure a sound setting

and a

ladle test

common

aluminum

in

practice

the

hour.

this view, let us

at

from blow holes is more or
some mills, and commercially pure

pellets

is

assume a piece of

first

we

Fig.

1 is

admirably adapted for

level railroad

are to operate one class of trains

uniform speed of 20 miles an

a train diagram of such a road with the distance

the vertical lines and the time the horizontal lines.

were no sidings on

two

this road,

trains could be run

there

If

(one

in

These two
trains are shown on the diagram by the two heavy lines aW
and aE. If, now, we assume that there is one passing siding
on the road, it is quite evident that the maximum capacity would
each direction)

each four hours during the day.

be reached with this siding located exactly in the center of the

With this arrangement two additional trains could be
run each four hours and they are shown on the diagram by
the lines bE and bW.
If we represent the time required for
the westbound train to run from E to C (C being the siding
location) by Wl and the time required for the same train to
run from C to A by W2 likewise the time required by the
eastbound train to run from A to C by E2, and the time required to run from C to E by El
and represent by S the
spacing in time between trains running in the same direction;
we shall find by inspecting the diagram that:
road.

;

;

S-W2-fE2

(1)

and
S

(2)

=

W1-|-E1.

Therefore
(3)

we

W2

-I-

E2

= Wl

-)-

El.

it means that the
sums of the running times of an eastbound and a westbound

Or,

train

ingot free

form of

order to so locate the sidings that

in

40 miles long over which

sliape of test ingot lies principally in the difficulty of obtaining
sufficient

would seem to be the most
what rule or rules,

capacity of the road will be obtained.

only, these trains traveling at a

were taken from the same heat
and split open to show the interior

ladle test ingots

of open-hearth

ingot

it

it

logical thing to first determine, if possible,

they were drilled, in order to obtain the sample for analysis,
cavities

Dodgson

L.

F.

Consulting Engineer, General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y.

if

state this last equation in words,

between sidings are equal.

this

purpose.

Based on the experience of the

recommend such additions
First

—A

past,

we

feel

constrained to

to rail specifications as will provide

standard shape and size for ladle test ingots with
drill and location of the borings

directions as to the size of

on which the analysis is made.
Second The addition of aluminum, preferably in the dipper,
when necessary to insure a sound setting steel in the ladle test
ingot with freedom from blow holes.
In conclusion, we submit that the location of the test ingot

—

in the heat with respect to the regular ingots cast, is also
deserving of consideration, as is also the precise method of
making the analysis for the various chemical elements.

—

a

Turkish Railway Conckssions. In November, 1914, within
week of Turkey's declaration of war, the Ottoman govcrn-

took over the working of the railways, which
had a perfect right to do under the terms of their concessions, but also interfered with iheir administration ami finances.
The French manager of one railway was thus bluntly
asked to resign in favor of the manager of the Hedjaz Railway,
a 'icrman, and the government also determined to seize $200,000,
which the French manager had on his departure deposited witlj
the Ottoman Bank at Beirut.
In order to overcome the legal
difliiiilties in the way, a special law was passed empowering the
seizure of funds deposited with banks by companies carrying
on their husitioss under ronressioiis, and this $2(X1,(H)() was then
used hy the Ottoman government for the construction of military
nicnt not only
it

Now

us continue and add two

Again

it

is

more passing

quite obvious that the

sidings to our

maximum

capacity

two additional sidings arc located exactly midway between A and C, and C and E.
If, as before,
we represent the running time of the westbound train from E
lo D by Wl, D to C by W2, C to B by W3, and B to A by
W4 (B and D being the locations of the two new sidings)
and also the running time of the eastboiuid train from A to B
by E4, B to r by FJ. C to D hy E2. and D to E by El and
will be obtained if these

;

;

*

lines.

let

railroad.

A

paper prmented to the Railway

hiK, Salt I-«ke City,

September

Sisiial

i\Mociatioii at itt annual nirrt-

M.— Abridged.
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make S tlic time spacing between trains
we shall find from the diagram that

as before

direction

;

S

= WH- El

(5)

S

= W2 +

E2

(6)

S

= W3 +

E3

S

- W4 +

(4)

in the

same

Vol.. 59,

represented by a

('/i

a entering and

Then

stop for water at mile-post IS.
S

and

= Wl

-t-

El

(-

-I

—

2

2

also

and

S

= W2 +

E2

1-—;

-)

and

2

2

(7)

or

E4.

Therefore

2S

Wl +
Again

El

= W2 + E2 = W3 +

E3

= W4 +

passing sidings are

From
that the

this

E2

-t-

E+

a-l- a

-I-

2a

equal.

all

simple diagram, Fig.

maximum

W+

_

„

El

-F

between

running times of trains in opposite directions

of the

= Wl + W2

or

E4.

equation stated in words means that the sums

this last

leaving), and by a'

a

J/j

No, 26

1,

it

appear, therefore,

will

capacity of the railroad, with a given

num-

ber of passing sidings, would be reached when the sums of
the running times of the east and westbound trains between
passing sidings were

equal.

all

We

can determine the value of S quite readily as follows
by adding equations 1 and 2 we have:
2S = Wl + W2 + El + E2
(8)
W2 by W, the total running time of the
or, representing Wl

+

westbound

which

is

Again,

train, and, similarly,

El

+

E2 by E,

S when there is only one passing
we add equations 4, 5, 6 and 7, we have
4S = Wl + W2 + W3 + W4 + El + E2 + E3 +

the value of
if

(10)

siding.

E4

or
If

we

If

fore,

N

let

equal the

N +

1,

by substituting

in

equation

2 ;=

9,

of sidings,

we

number of passing

and, in equation

equations 9 and

N

equals the

11,

sidings,

=N+

4

N

11,

then,

in

1-

There-

for the

number

N -h 1 for 2 we have:
o _ W-h E4- (N-t-Da
"N+1

Substituting this value of

=

W-l- E
N +

S

in

_

obtain the formula

S

sidings, then substituting

number of passing

in the last equation

4

1

X

440

2

we have

+

2880 (N

I

1)

W + E-f-(N-fl)a
In other words the maximum number of trains of one class
run in 24 hours over a piece of railroad equals
divided by
2,880 times the number of passing sidings plus 1,
that can be

the

sum

of the running times of an east and a west bound
number of sidings plus 1 multiplied

train over the road, plus the

by the delay caused by a train taking the passing siding.
If trains were run in one direction in two sections and

one section

the opposite direction, the train diagram

in

in

would

look like the following:

3a

Fig.

If

diagram for varying and unequal speeds, the
representing trains in the same direction may be plotted

"To construct a
lines

intervals

at

determined by the formula,

S

_W
'.s

given number of passing sidings, as in Fig.
tions

of

the lines

representing

the locations of those sidings for

-f

+
The

2.

first

laid

down seems

intersec-

when

will

represent by T, will be

T

X

X

„_^
'

If passing tracks

4320

W -H E -f
were of

(N

3
f

_

the run-

minutes in a day and S being expressed in minutes).
In Fig. 3 allowance is made for the time lost at the siding.

1440
2

-)-

two

X

for

maximum

(N

+

1) f

both the east and
which event

sections, in

4

2f

substituting the value of S,

T

2
(1,440 being

in

S

1)

1) a -f

sufficient capacity,

west bound trains could be run
we should have

or,

W+

-I-

following

24 hours would be

in

1440

we have

fix

ning times are unequal and speeds not uniform.
It is quite obvious that the number of trains per day, which

we

capacity

capacity.

to hold true

1,440

_

spacing between

time

the

Substituting in this equation the value of

I'

will

which we

represent

f

S-l-

for

be apparent here, as before, that the sum of the
running times between A and B is equal to the sum of the
running times between B and C, etc.
The rule, therefore,
It

let

then the number of trains

E

opposing trains will then

maximum

we

trains,

Let us

now

-

57fiO (N-(-

W+E+

(N

consider for a

-(-

1) a

n

+

moment

(N

-f 1) 2f

the effect the

number of

Going back to Fig. 1, it
passing sidings has on the capacity.
will be seen that with one passing siding there are four trains
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sum

a certain time, that time being the

in

times of the two trains.

same

there are eight trains in the

we

ing passing sidings

and

time,

we

if

continue add-

shall find that, with seven passing sidings,

there will be 16 trains and with

and so on.

of the total running

Further, with three passing sidings,

In other words,

15

we

if

passing sidings, 32 trains,

moment the
we can say that,

neglect for the

delay caused by one train meeting another,

is equal to the sum of the running times of the
over a certain territory, there will always be two
more trains than twice the number of passing sidings. But

in a

time that

two

trains

while the capacity increases rapidly as the number of passing
sidings is increased, the time required to cover the territory
rapidly

is

To

increased.

we let R
two trains, we can

+

which (N

in

when

W + E-!- (N+

a

1)

running

in

1) a

the total time required for the meeting

is

N

there are

This formula

increase

this

at

readily construct the following formula

jj_

of trains

arrive

represent the average running time of the

time, if

passing sidings.

on a schedule in which a train
one direction meets a train in the other direction at every
passing siding. If trains are run in two sections in one direction, our formula then becomes
^_ + E+ (N-l- 1) a + Nf
also based

is

in

W

and likewise, if trains are run
then our formula becomes

W-f

in

E-t-

two sections

(N+1)

a-l-

in

both directions,

N2f

2

In order to

show

a practical

example of the application of

formulas which we have set forth in the foregoing, we
have chosen an actual piece of railroad about 34 miles long
on which there are six passing sidings at B, C. D, E, F and G,
A and H being the two terminals. The running time for fulltonnage trains without stops is shown in the second and third
columns of Table I, these being given between passing sidings.
On this road the westbound trains take the siding and there is
one water stop, this water stop being located at siding C.
Siding C is a lap siding and the water crane is at the lap, so
that an eastbound and a westbound train can both be taking
the

water

at the

same

time.
'J'MU.f-:

Runnin g time
out stops
2

1

Sla,

3

W.B.

E.B.

I

Original Siilit g Location
Full schedul e running

vith-

tin e

4

6

5

Sum W.B. E.B

7

8

Sum

D'

.Siding

Ci

Movei

nmn

Full schedule
time
9

W.B.

1

12

28

10

11

1.1

11

25

12

37

10

11

12

E.B.

.Sum

D-

21

19

W23

42

11

24

*W25

11

36

17

H

29

24

14

38

15

24

25

12

37

19

W23

42
^—

W25

11

36

6

14

38

4

B

(

,i

E
III

12

22

'''.

12

31

22

19

12

31

11

lb

28

44

25

28

53

00

21

21

42

00

8

9

17

17

9

26

24

16

40

K

H
88

97

65

— Differences

'
(.'nlumn 8
ina^inuui), 53.

l)etween the

^Column 12 —-Differences hctwccn
maximum, 42.
Time includittg water stop.

ilic

The running time of

D

E

would be

+

13

the westbound

12 or 25

between
each case
be nine minutes greater than the running time without stops
as shown in the second column of Table I.
The running time of the eastbound train would be from H to
C the same as shown in the third column, because this train
does not take passing sidings. At the east end of siding C the
eastbound train takes water. Therefore, its time between C and
B would be increased by 12 minutes, the time required for the
water stop. The seventh column of the table shows the sums
of the running times of the two trains between the sidings

and E,

and

F,

F and

G, and

G

train

and H, would

in

be noticed that the maximum of
it is 53 minutes.
The
capacity of the road, therefore, for trains of this one class
would be two trains in each 53 minutes or 54 trains per day.
There would be a delay to each westbound train at each
passing siding equal to the difference between S3 minutes and
the sum of the two running times.
For example, between B
and C the sum of the two running times is 42 minutes and 53
minutes is allowed for these running times, so that there would
be a delay to the westbound train of 11 minutes at siding C,
and likew'ise a delay of 17 minutes at siding D. If the schedule
were properly arranged, there would be no delay at siding B,
because, while the sum of the running times is only 37 minutes,
plus the siding stops.

these times

will

It

F

between

is

and G, and

the westbound train would not leave A until just in time to
meet an eastbound train at B. Likewise, there would be no
delay at H because the westbound train would have reached
its terminal.
The total delay to the westbound train is, therefore, 65 minutes.
is quite evident that, if the spacing between sidings F and
were decreased, the capacity of the road would be increased
and if siding G is the only one to be moved, it is quite obvious
that it would do no good to move this siding east a greater

It

G

distance than will be required to

F and G

times between

make

the

sum of

the running

equal to 42 minutes, because the

of the running times between

B and C

is

sum

42 minutes.

When this is done the result is as shown in the last four
columns of the table, and we have a maximum spacing of 42
minutes, which means two trains every 42 minutes or 68 trains
per day, an increase of 14 trains from what the capacity was

G

in

its

original location, or approximately an in-

The delay to the westbound
under this new arrangement totals 21 minutes, a saving
in the running time of the westbound trains under full schedule
of 44 minutes per train.

trains

00

1)
1

minutes.

crease of capacity of 26 per cent.

A
16

additional tinic required for this train

with siding

UK
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WILLIAMS' DISAPPEARING SWITCH LIGHT
This is a switch light fixed to the end of the lie at a switch
and arranged to drop into a small pit when the track is set for

21

sums

of the running times

and the

sums

of the running times

and the

W—

Columns
and 6 of the table show, westbound and castbouiul,
what we have called a full schedule running time, full schedule
meaning that in this case we are operating trains of only this
line class and that every train is meeting a train in the opposite direction at every passing siding; and we have, further,
made the assumption that the time lost by a train taking the
siding to meet rinothcr train would bo nine minutes and the lime
.5

rcfjuircd

for a train

assumiilions,

take water,

to

12 minutes.

Under

these

westbound

running time between
A and 11 woulil be Ui
or 2.^1 minutes; between H and C
would be 10-1 "^ "'' '*' minutes. Now between C and D, as
a westbound train can bo taking water while on the siding
and as 12 mintitrs only is required for the water stop, the
therefore,

the

Disappearing Switch Light

I

the main

lino,

so that

it

set for the side track.

above the

level

of the

will be visible only

When
tie

as

set to

when

show, the

indicatod

in

light

Iho

the switch

is

appears just

illustration.

If
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is

moved

and down by levers, the arrangement -being similar
ground svifitch lever. The target, of sheet
cut out and the lamp is set into it. The pit is arranged
iip

to that of the ordinary

metal,

is

with a steel cover, to be locked when the switch is set straight.
This keeps out rain and prevents the lamp from being tampered
with.

This lamp has been in use at the Bakersfield (Cal.) terminal
of the Southern Pacific for something over a year, and is well
spoken of by those who have had experience with it.

The

proprietor

is

E. F. Hartzell, East Bakersfield, Cal.

He

two more under construction. Making them on
he finds the cost of the whole outfit about $25 each.

says that he has
a small scale,

A HISTORY OF THE LITTLE KANAWHA
SYNDICATE
The

The

Pennsylvania.

the

was

sale

harmony with the

in

spirit

and general terms of a so-called gentlemen's agreement entered
into between John Newell, when he was president of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and George B. Roberts, when he was
president of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the decade ended
1889.

Immediately after the purchase Mr. Schoonmaker made an
Kanawha and found it in a very poor
condition, and found that to place it in proper condition and
extend it would involve the expenditure of a large amount of
money. No effort was therefore made to extend the road and
efforts have been and are being made by the owners to sell
their stock in the company and their coal properties.
inspection of the Little

Commerce Commission has made its report in
management and control of
Kanawha Railroad in accordance with the resolution

Interstate

the Little

of the United

States

make such an

investigation.

Senate calling upon the commission to
The commission's findings bring
out the fact that the Little Kanawha was to have been used by
the Goulds and Joseph P. Ramsey to form a part of the con-

nection between the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal and the Western Maryland. Very much condensed and in substance the findings of the

commission are as follows

Kanawha Railroad is now being operated between
Parkersburg, W. Va., and Owensport by the Baltimore & Ohio
as agent for the stockholders.
Of the 5,095 shares of stock
Little

of the Little

Kanawha,

tion of the Pittsburgh

and the Baltimore

&

4,781 are jointly

& Lake

Ohio.

owned by

a combina-

Erie, the Pennsylvania

Company

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie owns

Company and the
The purchase of the Little
was made in order to obtain

half of this joint stock and the Pennsylvania

Baltimore

& Ohio

one-quarter each.

Kanawha Railroad Company's

stock

Braxton and Lewis counties, W. Va.,
and the railroad has been operated at a loss since 1906 and is not
being held to tie up and prevent the development of the Little
Kanawha Valley. The road is now for sale. In 1901 George J.
Gould, Joseph Ramsey, Jr., and William E. Guy organized the
Little Kanawha syndicate after having bought the Little Kanawha
Railroad.
The former stockholders of the railroad received
coal properties in Gilmer,

about $8.09 per share for their stock.

A

total

of $6,310,104

was subscribed by the syndicate for the extension of the Little
Kanawha, purchase of other railroads and purchase of coal lands.
Construction work on the extension of the Little Kanawha was
actually begun and contracts had been entered into with ]\IcArthur Brothers for the work.
When the Gould scheme for a
transcontinental system extending from Baltimore to San Francisco fell through, construction on the extension of the Little
Kanawha was stopped and McArthur Brothers w-ere given similar work on the Zanesville, Marietta & Parkersburg.
About
$429,000 had been spent on the extension.
In 1905 relations between Joseph Ramsey, Jr., who had been
president of the Wabash, and George J. Gould were severed
and Mr. Ramsey was left with control of the Little Kanawha.
He entered into negotiations with W. H. Newman, then president of the New York Central Lines, and J. M. Schoonmaker,
vice-president of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie (a New York
Central Line), and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie finally bought
the properties which Mr. Ramsey offered it in order to obtain
the Kincheloe, Fulton and Arnold coal properties, aggregating
about 30,810 acres. To do this they had to buy also the majority stock of the Little Kanawha and also other railroad franchises.
It is estimated that the price paid was about what the
coal properties would have cost and that the majority stock
of the Little Kanawha was acquired practically without cost. In
February, 1906, the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie sold one-quarter of
majority stock of the Little Kanawha to the Pennsylvania
Company and one-quarter to the Baltimore & Ohio. The transfer
of one-half of the interest in these properties was made by the
this
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Pittsburgh & Lake Erie on the basis of actual cost primarily
for the purpose of sharing the burden of its investment in
such properties and frachises with the Baltimore & Ohio and

RAILROADING FROM A GENERAL STOREKEEPER'S POINT OF VIEW*

the investigation of the ownership,

The

Vot,. 59,

By

Stuart

G.

J.

& Quincy

General Storekeeper, Chicago, Burlington
It

man

was a common mistake some years ago

to think because a

or a department used the material they would be the best

This idea has died out to a great extent.
no superintendent or master mechanic fully
alive to the interest of his own department has the necessary
time to look after material he is using, and if his department is
care for

fitted to

it.

certain that

It

is

in

charge of material

individually,

The

force.

it

best

would seem

plan

department responsible for
look to

it

certain

is

he will not look after

some one of

but will assign these duties to

all

be to

to

.

material and

make

let all

the

it

his

store

departments

for supplies.

Like all other departments the store department is expected to
pay dividends, or, in other words, to make a showing. A good
showing for the store department consists among other things in
the following:
Service; reduced investment and economics in
handling.
While a small investment is very desirable, nevertheless, if the investment is reduced so that the service is curtailed, it is in many cases more expensive than to maintain a
greater investment.

By

service I

mean

the ability to supply the

generally used or standard items of material within a reasonable

time after the order for them
of standard material
material

is

is

is

received.

To

maintain a supply

a difficult matter, as the use of standard

not and cannot be regular.

all storehouses a stock book is kept, which,
on the various roads, is yet similar in its general
principle.
Although the stock book is* not by any means
perfect, it is a great advance over the old "hit and miss" way of
ordering which was in effect some years ago.
In the minds
of many the figures showing past consumption in the stock book
are supposed to dictate what material is to be ordered for the
This is an entirely wrong impression, as tlie figures
future.
are only used as a basis on which to order for the future. Good
storekeeping begins with these figures, and the knowledge a
storekeeper has of future conditions as compared with past
conditions enables him to place his order for what in his judgment will be needed and not to follow arbitrarily any figures
showing past usage.
Reduced Investment. Reduced investment is placed second to
Some time ago one of our large railroads figured it
service.

In practically

though

diflferent

—

cost about 12 per cent per

annum

to carry material, that

is,

for

every dollar's worth of material carried for one year it cost
the railroad practically 12 cents to cover the interest on the
investment, insurance, taxes, loss and damage through breakage,
leakage or becoming defective or obsolete and by extra handling.
These figures may not be absolutely correct, but they are not

very far out of the way. To prevent this loss it is important
material be kept moving and not allowed to remain in

that
*

Abstract of

Railway Club.

paper presented

at

the

October meeting of the Western

Df.cember

stock
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longer than

absolutely necessary.

away

far

much

to be of

its

more than

The following
that occurred

November, 1915:

COLLISIONS
Date

a passing thought, permit crossing

Bait.

2.

frogs or switches amounting to $300 to lie
entire year.
The investment charges on this

ties,

around for an
would amount to $36 for the year or enough to pay the section
man for an entire month. It should be fully understood that
material lying idle
sitting

idle

and

is

just as expensive to the railroad as laborers

that

it

whether the money

is

is

immaterial to the railroad company
out as investment charges or

paid

wages.

The investment
return of

all

in material can also be reduced by the prompt
unapplied material, whether new or second-hand,

perhaps a great temptation when a superintendent gets some special tools, such as ditching spades, for a
job in his territory to hold them after the particular job is
finished, because he may need them again and then he may
not be able to get them. Consequently they are tied up as idle
to the store.

It is

for an indefinite time while the superintendent on the
next division may need some of these same spades and for whom
it would be necessary to purchase them in order to supply his

capital

needs.

Every store department acts in the nature of a clearing house
and material not needed at one point is shifted to another
point where it is needed.
It should be borne in mind the store department is organized
in order to furnish material and it will always furnish material
that is needed when the order is properly approved.
The
habit of holding on to material of all sorts instead of returning
it to the storehouse promptly is one that is costing every railroad
a considerable amount of money. In using material men are
prone to overlook its value and special efforts should be made
to have men approving requisitions for material fully informed
as to its cost.

The concentrating

of material in the storehouses enables the

store department to handle a large

volume of business

in

one

place and permits the use of labor-saving handling devices which

cannot be profitably used if each department handles its own
material and consequently does a smaller volume of business.
Establishment of lumber yards permits the use of locomotive
cranes, concentration of scrap yards permits the use of overhead
or gantry cranes as well as locomotive cranes.
A successful store department cannot be entirely selfish in its
aims, as it is impossible for a store department to make a good
showing without helping the other dcpartincnls at the same time.
The master mechanic or superintendent sliould look on the store
as his store, not because he is responsible for it, but because
supplying him with his material, in this
it is the store that is

way making

it

possible for

him

to

make his own work a success
More earnest co-operation

or else retarding him in his work.
of

these

departments

with

ihe

store

would be

beneficial

all

around.

A

ninre lively inlcrcst in the store on the part of master

chanics or superinlendents and an occasional

would imddubtcdly be

visit

a great help to the storekeeper in

a showing for the store department, which after

me-

to the store

all is

making

merely the

giving of good and efficient service to his two best customers,
Il
would residt also
the master mechanic and superintendent.
reduction in the investment, which nuans a reduction in
the operating cost to the railroad, the thing for which all railroad
in a

officers arc striving.

Koad
& Ohio

t22.
t23.
23.

Cent. Georgia
Southern
Bessemer & L. E.

Date

Road

..

Kind

of

Accident

Place

of

Train

Keswick
Columbus

re

I".

be

Salisbury
Grove City

re
re

P.
P.
F.

&
S:

&
&

F.
F.
P.
F.

InKilled jured
3
5

45

2

20

1

DERAILMENTS
& O
Atlantic C. L
Denver & R. G

11.
13.
14.
17.

The

W.

Va.
Thomasville
Cairo,

Salida

Trinity & B. V
Kirven
Chicago, B. & Q
Quincy
St. Louis, I. M. &. S.Garber

29.

Cause of
Derailment

Place

Baltimore

8.

plank, switch

is a list of the most notable train accidents
on railways of the United States in the month of

Kind

help.

Suppose a superintendent started over his division the first of
the month and saw a section man sitting reading a paper and
when he returned at night the same man was still sitting there
doing nothing. There is no question but what something would
happen.
Yet the same superintendent will, perhaps, without
giving the matter

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN NOVEMBER*

Assuming

12 per
investment in
material by one million dollars would be able to make saving of
$120,000 a year or enough to take care of the entire monthly
pay roll for some of the largest shops on the line. These figures, of course, are large, and large figures are generally too
is

cent to be correct, then a railroad reducing

1201

b.

truck
malice
b rail

unx
neg
slide

Kind of
Train
F.
F.
P.
P.
P.
F.

InKilled jured
2

1

1

1

20
15
2

4

6

trains in collision at Keswick, Va.,

on the night of the
2nd, about ten o'clock, were an eastbound freight, which at
the time was standing at the station, and a following train, consisting of two locomotives moving backward.
The two locomotives were running at excessive speed and crashed into the
standing train with sufficient force to seriously damage three

Three trainmen were killed. The second train
two locomotives had been admitted to the block section

cars of cattle.

—

the

on a caution card.

The trains in collision near Columbus, Ga., on the 22nd, were
an eastbound passenger train and a westbound extra train of
28 cars carrying a "carnival" company. Both engines and nine
flat cars of the carnival train were wrecked.
The cars of the
passenger train, of steel, did not leave the rails and the baggage
The wreck took fire from
car only was slightly damaged.
combustible matter loaded on one of the fiat cars and nine
Five members
cars, containing carnival equipment, were burned.
company were killed, and about forty others,
on passenger train and members of the carnival
company, were more or less injured, none seriously. Five trainmen, one mail clerk and one express messenger were injured,
none seriously. The cause of the collision was overlooking and
misunderstanding of orders by the men in charge of the passenof the carnival

passengers

ger train.

C, on the evening of
were northbound passenger No. 32, second section,
and No. 38. No. 32 was an excursion, standing at the station.
No. 38 disregarded a rule on the time table which required that
from signal No. 370, south of Salisbury, to the station, speed
The flagman
should be reduced so as to be under control.
of the standing train, however, is held primarily responsible. A
coroner's jury blamed the flagman and the engineman and also
held the fireman negligent for failure to observe the signal on
the hind end of the standing train. Two passengers were killed
and twenty were injincd, all in the rear car of the standing

The

trains in collision at Salisbury, N.

24th

the

train.

The trains in collision at Grove City, Pa., on the 23rd were
The caboose of the leading train was
southbound freights.
wrecked. The flagman was fatally injured.
The train derailed at Cairo, W. Va., on the eighth was castbound freight No. 40, and 11 cars were badly damaged. The
car which first ran off the track crashed into the station of
The agent of that road was
the Cairo & Kanawha Railway.
The derailment
killed and two other persons were injured.
was caused by a broken truck.
The train derailed at Thomasville, Ga., on the evening of the
ele\ tilth was a pay car train moving slowly over a Wye track.
Ihe liHdinotivc was overturned and the engineman and fireman
.Mibrovi.iliond nnd marks useil in Accident List:
xc, Other collisions
Bulling collision
lie.
b.
re.
Rear collision
unx.
ob.Mruotion
UnexUnforsccn
unf,
Ilrfeclivc
Broken
d,
Mi«pl.ice<l
switch
ace.
plained— derail, Open derailing switch— ms,

—

1

nb-ii.

malice, Malicious ohstnictioii of track, etc.
ulisiniciion
fire,
t'ars Inirnetl while
of locvtiiiolive on road
F. or Ft., Freight Irain (includPassenger train
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
engines, work trains, elc.1
Dagger. One or more passengers killed.
by fire

Acridciilal

boiler.

running
ing empty

destroyed

Explosion

-P. or Pass..
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The derailment was due to a
rail by a negro boy, seven
the
placed
on
been
spike which hcd
years old.
The train derailed near Salida, Colo., on the 13th, was eastbound passenger No. 4, and 14 passengers and six employees
The derailment was
of the dining car were slightly injured.
injured,

the eiigineman fatally.

caused by the breaking of a rail.
The train derailed near Kirven, Tex., on the 14th was northbound passenger No. 2. The tender was the first vehicle to leave
came upon a
the track, and after running about 100 ft. it
and the bagtrestle bridge where the bridge floor was broken up
The secft.
about
30
below\
creek
the
to
gage car fell through
passengers
ond-class passenger car was overturned. Thirteen
two employees were injured, none seriously. The cause of

and

the derailment

on the evening of the
The train was run past dis17th was a westbound passenger.
the Mississippi
tant and home signals at the drawbridge over
draw being
river and the engine plunged into the stream, the
broken and
was
engine
the
of
rear
the
open. The coupling at
on the
tender was left hanging over the end of the track
111.,

the

fixed span.

The engineman and fireman were

killed.

on the 29th was a northcars fell down a bank.
two
and
bound freight, and the engine
tresThree trainmen and one trespasser were killed and six
landwas
a
derailment
the
of
passers were injured. The cause
A rock fell from the
slide which occurred on a sharp curve.

The

train derailed near Garber, Mo.,

bluff just as the train

passing, overturning the engine.

was

59,
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cumulative sinking fund of 'A of 1 per cent upon a 5 per
cent fifty-year bond, callable at par, will retire more than 52
per cent of the issue by maturity, while a cumulative sinking
of 1 per cent on a similar bond will retire the entire
fund of
ple, a

^

issue prior to maturity.

The objection of the railroads to sinking funds- is that their
revenues are already restricted while the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which controls railroad rates, does not appreciate
the need for any repayment of debt out of earnings.
fertile field

Here

is

a

for work.

The committee recommends that this association place itself
on record as being in favor of the repayment of railroad debt
in full or in part out of earnings and make an urgent plea
before the Interstate Commerce Commission for the recognition
of the principle.

was not determined.

The train derailed near Quincy,

Vol.

The committee has discussed with railroad operators the
question of providing in indentures for a specified sum to be
spent on the maintenance of property covered by the mortgage
and is of the opinion that such a provision is not practical.
by a corporation
and therefore comparatively few of
our railroad corporations are today in a position to finance any
part of their requirements for betterments, improvements or
extensions other than by increase of their debt. This means a
continual weakening of the margin of safety over the junior
securities and unless offset in some way is sure to lead to trouble

Most of the

states prohibit the sale of stock

at less than its par value

in the future as

What

is

it

has in the past.

a share of stock but an evidence of part ownership

and why should it have a nominal value which
may in no way be related to its real or even its market value?
The railroad commission of the state of California has recogin the enterprise,

RAILROAD BONDS
an abstract of the report of the committee
chairon railroad bonds and equipment trusts, L. B. Franklin,
Bankers
man, at the fourth annual convention of the Investment
Association of America.
railroad
During the period of the great prosperity of our
market both m
systems, their securities commanded a ready
this time the competithis country and abroad, and throughout
new issues of railtion on the part of investment bankers for
an opportunity to
offered
condition
This
keen.
was
bonds
road
their mortissuing companies to decide upon the terms of

The following

is

the

banker and
gages without much regard for the wishes of the
was in too
the protection of the investor, and this opportunity
in order to
banker,
investment
The
of.
availed
cases
many
the mortgages
parti'cipate in the business, was forced to accept
drawn by the counsel for the railroad company, and in every
as

buyer.
the advantage was with the seller and against the
that
In justice to the banker, it must be conceded that since
have
period conditions unfavorable to the railroad companies
arisen which could not have been reasonably foreseen.
The advantage is with the
Conditions are now reversed.

way

buyer and a wonderful opportunity is offered for constructive
The buyer now can demand and obtain carefully
drawn trust indentures protecting the investor at every point
and avoiding those dangers which have in the past few years

banking.

nized the necessity on the part of public service corporations of
maintaining the equity in their property over and above their

bonded debt by allowing the

sale of

stock, both

common and

preferred, at prices below par, but approved by the commission.

Such practice works no hardship on the buyer of the stock or
the old stockholder, but maintains for the bondholder his pro
rata lien on the property. It is admitted that such sale of stock
without par value must not be permitted except under proper
supervision, either state or national.
Contrast the credit position today of those roads which have
been able to finance to a large extent by sale of stock with
those which have had to sell bonds to meet all expenditures
and then consider how much better would be the position of
those weaker roads, had they been allowed to sell their stocks
at fair prices. This is a subject where more education is needed.
Long-term bonds should not be issued to cover the purchase
of equipment or to retire maturing equipment trust installments
unless such bonds are protected by a strong sinking fund or
strict provisions requiring the maintenance of the equipment
pledged at a value equal to the bonds issued therefor. Provisions
should be made for annual examination of the equipment records
by the trustee at the e.xpense of the railroad and adequate
methods provided for enforcement by the trustee of the terms
of the indenture.

recommended that general mortgage or refunding issues
drawn without fixed limits as to maturity, amount or rate of

It is

been pointed out in the most emphatic way.
Railroad property is no more immune from depreciation and
Considerable mileage of
obsolescence than is other property.
road is dependent upon special sources of traffic which are not in
their nature permanent and bonds secured on railroad property

be

of this kind most certainly need and should have the benefit of
a sinking fund. But this is not all. Trackage, which today is of

The Mersey RjMLWav. The Mersey tunnel, under the river
Mersey, connecting Liverpool with Birkenhead, was first proposed in 1860. The necessary authority was secured from Par-

the utmost importance and worth more than the bonds upon it,
may in the near future, by reason of a change in conditions,

become almost worthless. Replacement value or_cost is not an
Property, to have value, must
infallible measure of real value.
have earning capacity and earning capacity is subject to change.
A sinking fund is the strongest protection which can be provided against a change
capacity.

It

is

in

amazing

annually will provide

in

value due to a change in earning
what a small amount appropriated

fifty

years an ample fund.

For exam-

interest,

issued

thereby

from time

providing a flexible security which can be
to time under provisions in accord with con-

ditions then existing.

—

liament in 1866, and additional powers in 1871, but it was not
opened for traffic until February, 1886, when it was put in operation as a one and one-quarter mile two-tracked steam railway.
Because of the difficulties of operation on the one hand and the

from the poor ventilation on the other,
Mersey Railway was not a paying venture. It was electriin 1903, however, and since that time has actually had a

lack of revenue resulting

the
fied

new

lease of

life.

December
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AN ENGLISH VIEW OF AMERICAN REGULATION
By W. M, Acworth
[The following discussion of some characteristics
can regulation of railways is an extract from Mr.
review, in the Economical Journal, of Prof. William
The
book, "Railroads, Finance and Organization."
Journal is the publication of the Royal Economic
.

Great Britain.]
Professor Ripley

desires

to

of Ameri-

Acworth's
Z. Ripley's

Economic
Society of

maximize public interference.

One would
thority

think that a supporter of interference by public auwould necessarily postulate two things that the au:

and that the authority should be
honest. Professor Ripley does not assert as indeed in view of
the history he could not that either of these prerequisites
As for intelligence, let us take a
exists in the United States.
If intelligent regulation is to be found anycrucial instance.
where, it is surely in that highly expert and respected body,
Yet in July, 1914, after
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
an inquiry extending over more than 12 months, the majority
of that commission solemnly reaffirmed their refusal of three
thority should be intelligent,

—

—

years earlier to permit the trunk lines to raise their rates. Under
the compulsion of gross and palpable fact they reversed that
decision

some 6 months

later.

But

it

is

safe to say that for

—

every dollar Jim Fisk stole from the Erie and he stole a good
many the inhabitants of the United States lost a million in the
months succeeding July, owing to financial depression and trade

—
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thrown on them beyond the authorization of the postmaster
general to pay to certain railroads a temporary increase not exceeding five per cent of the amount they were then receiving.
How the extended parcel post is working as a business undertaking may be judged from scores of reports in the American
press of, for instance, a warehouse at Wells, Nevada, "where
80 tons of grain are held for shipment, sack by sack, through
the parcel post ;" of "a fast mail train delayed by the loading of
two tons of wheat as parcel post ;" or of "a car load of potatoes
from Deeth to Halleck." From the moral point of view it is
sufficiently criticised in the published words of ex-President
Taft "When we establish a parcel post a good measure in itself
and make the railroads carry all the business we can get without adequate compensation, we are stealing from the railroads.
That is what we are doing."
But this is not all the story. When the report of the joint
committee above mentioned, based on two years' study of the
question, was complete, and its tenor became known, but before it
had been officially presented, the chairman of the House of
representatives' committee on post ofKces, at the instance of the
:

—

:

—

postmaster general,

suddenly introduced

a

bill,

the

effect

of

which was further to reduce the payment which the joint committee had found to be inadequate, and to make the postmaster
general absolute judge, without appeal, of his
bill

was forced through the House of

own

The

cause.

representatives, the rail-

roads being refused even a hearing, and sent up to the Senate.

dislocation consequent primarily on the unintelligent appreciation

The Senate refused to pass it, whereupon a second attempt was
made to jam it through in the rush of business before the ad-

of the situation by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
What about honesty? In the midst of a scathing indictment
of the quite recent mismanagement of the New Haven Railroad

journment by "tacking" it on to an appropriation bill. Thereupon
the Senate threw out the appropriation bill of the postmaster
general, who, be it observed, is a cabinet minister, has since pub-

Professor Ripley enumerates among its crimes "wholesale bribery,
And
veiled in various ways, of members of the legislature."
this is not in the far west two generations ago, but in MassaNot a word is said in reprobation of those
chusetts yesterday.
who were bribed. Does Professor Ripley take it as a matter
of course that members of the legislature will be accessible to
wholesale bribery? As for honesty in other than money matters,
take this instance.
this

The

moment engaged

in

Interstate

Commerce Commission

is

at

hearing at Chicago the application of

the railroads in the territory west of that city to be permitted to
raise their rates, with which, of course, the intrastate rates are

inextricably entangled,

Mr. Clifford

Thome

is

chairman of the

Iowa State Railroad Commission, and he is appearing before the
Interstate Commerce Commission as counsel for (o) a number

licly

accused the railroads of attempting to "loot the post

office

have told these stories (which are not derived from
Professor Ripley's pages) at some length because it would seem
that English readers, in forming an opinion as to the desirability
of more or less regulation, should have regard to the public
revenues."

I

record, not only of the regulatees, but of the regulators.

Another point may be noted

in this connection.

The

railroads

United States are regulated by 48 separate states and the
federal government "50 stripes save one," as a railroad president
puts it and in each of the 49 the authority to regulate is shared
between the legislative, executive and judicial branches of the
government branches whose respective fiuictions arc strictly
delimited by written constitutions. Professor Ripley recognizes
in the

—

—

—

the existence of a hopeless welter of confusion.

He

speaks of

of western state railway commissions, including his own, and (b)
for a private trading association which dislikes the prospect of

"the well-nigh intolerable conflict of authority of the

having to pay increased rates. The American public appear to
see no objection. The Interstate Commerce Commission is evidently powerless, and the simple English expedient of disbarring
Mr. Clifford Thorne is presumably not available. An English-

fewer than six different state commissions arc said to be taking
a hand in the reorganization of the Wabash. The approval of
each is necessary for validation of the plans. And it is impossible
It is daily becoming more clear that
to obey so many masters.
the conflict of state and federal authority can only be averted
... by the assumption of unified control by the United States.
Rates, service, and finance are so completely interlocked that
satisfactory regulation in each field cannot be exercised except
by the assumption of full authority over all three domains alike."
That exclusive federal authority will be established in the near
future is most unlikely. For, as has been shrewdly pointed out,
any member of Congress who voted to deprive his state of control
of its railways would sign his own political death warrant. And
such documents politicians do not sign with alacrity. But Professor Ripley is so whole-hearted an advocate of public regulation that even the "well-nigh intolerable conflict of authority"
does not deter him from desiring to increase both in scope and
minuteness the present mass of public regulation.
Perhaps the most useful contribution to the railway (iiicstion
in the United Slates at the present moment would be an equally
well-informed, intelligent, and honest history and criticism of
the faults, both of dishonesty and stupidity, of the public authorities of the United States in dealing with their railways.
Let us
hope that Professor Ripley will find time to write it.

man, considering the propriety of further private regulation of
railways, takes for granted the probity of parliament and the
board of trade and the railway commission. But what would he
think if legislators were accused of wholesale bribery, and if
commissioners were as impartial as Mr. Clifford Thorne?
Take another instance, not from a western state, but from the
federal government itself. For years the railroads have claimed
that the iiayiiu-nt to them for carrying the mails, which is practically in the uncontrolled discretion of the postmaster general,
Some three years ago they succeeded in obtaining
is iua<lc(|uate.
the appointment of a joint committee of the two houses of Congress to investigate. That committee severely censured the post
office department and substantially supported the railroad contenthat the method of payment was bad, that the arbitrary
powers of the department were unjust, and that the amount of
payment was iusufliricnt. While the conuiiittcc was sitting, the
postmaster general introduced and carried a bill establishing a
The original limit of weight was reasonable. It
parcel post.
No provision was
has subsequently been extended to 50 lb.
made in the bill for payment to the railroads for the extra work
tion

services,

commissions and

state

courts

now

at

many

work.

.

public
.

.

No

General News Department
The eastbound through passenger train of the National Transwas derailed, on December 16, near Armstrong, the
The damage to
first important derailment on the new line.

continental

effort to reach an agreement on the 70 additional questions. As
they were only able to agree on a portion of them, it was found
necessary to call a meeting of the entire board.

cars is said to have been considerable, but there were no serious
injuries to persons.

W. F. M. Goss, chief engineer of the Chicago
Commerce Committee on Smoke Abatement and

Association of
the Electrification of the Railway Terminals of Chicago, spoke before the
Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, on Monday evening,
December 20, on the work of the commission and its report.

an agreement with the Order
of Railway Telegraphers, providing for an increase in wages
which will cost the road about $14,000 a year. The compromise
agreement provides for a minimum wage of $70 a month and
some changes in working conditions. The operators had asked
for a 20 per cent increase in all parts of the system.

The Texas &

The Baltimore & Ohio

is

now engaged

in the elevation of its

and the elimination of the grade crossing at Liberty
avenue, Pittsburgh. The tracks are being elevated for a distance
of about a mile, being carried on a fill between concrete retaining walls for about two-thirds of the distance and on a steel
viaduct for 200 ft. The improvement is estimated to cost $750,000 and will be completed late in 1916.
tracks

At a meeting of the board of managers of the Chicago Great
Western Station Agents' Association held on December 11, the
President,
following officers were elected for the ensuing year
G. H. Hunt, freight claim agent; vice-president, J. F. Coykendall,
secretary and treasurer; secretary, W. J. Cunningham, auditor of
freight receipts. It was decided to hold the annual meeting of the
association at Des Moines, Iowa, on January 25, 1916.
:

As announced in a recent issue a sub-committee of the Committee on Relations Between Railroads of the American Railway Association conferred with the Interstate Commerce Commission on December 9 regarding a plan for changes in the
demurrage rules. The next step is to discuss the plan with
representatives of the National Industrial Traffic League, as is
customary in connection with matters pertaining to the general
demurrage rules. The commission offered no encouragement
to a plan for filing tariffs on short notice.
The Chesapeake &
made a practice of publishing each month

Ohio Employees' Magazine for some time

a special merit
roll, calling attention to examples of especially meritorious servSince the
ice on the part of emploj'ees in preventing accidents.

has

establishment of this department about a year ago 376 employeeshave received favorable mention in this way, ranging from 14
One of the division
in one division to 91 in another division.
superintendents of the company writes to the magazine that the
system of commending employees in this way has been verysuccessful, as far as his division is concerned, and that "it makes
all the employees more observing and careful to see that nothing
that is liable to cause an accident gets by their observation."
arbitrators

who

rendered a decision early in the year

on the demands of the western cngincmcn and firemen, have
been called together for a meeting in Chicago on January 4, to
pass on 70 questions which have been submitted by the railroads
and by the labor organizations regarding differences of opinion
as to the interpretations of certain provisions of the award.

The

board has already been reconvened once (August 30), and at its
meeting at that time issued rulings on 194 questions of disagreement that had been submitted. Four members of the board, including the two railroad representatives and the two brotherhood
representatives, held a meeting two or three weeks ago in the

Relief for the Railroads

The Complaint Box

Pacific has reached

The Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission has filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commission a brief in reply to
the brief presented by the Presidents' Conference Committee
on September 1, 1915, and discussed orally before tlie commisThis brief presents the views of the
sion on September 30.
Minnesota commission on the points discussed by the railroads.

The

More

"Chfford Thorne, leader in the fight against increases in rates,
yesterday declined to make any statement whatever in regard to
the commission's finding." From the Dcs Moines Register and
Leader.

The Southern Railway

— Turned
on

Around

of fare in its
dining car the following:
"The management expects its employees to distinguish their
service to the public by courtesy, and requests the traveling public to report examples of successful service so that the employees may be encouraged by appreciation of their efforts."
prints

the

bills

Railway Business Association Dinner

announced that the annual meeting of the Railway BusiAssociation will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York, on January 27, 1916. The sessions will be as folbusiness meeting at 11 a. m. election of officers, 1:30
lows:
The speaking program
p. m., and dinner at 7 p. m. promptly.
It is

ness

A

will be

;

announced

later.

Research Fellowships

The University of

in

Engineering

at the

University of Illinois

has maintained 10 research fellowships of $500 each for graduate work in the Engineering Experiment Station since 1907. Last spring four additional research
There will be five
fellowships were created, making 14 in all.
vacancies in these fellowships at the close of the current academic
year and nominations for the places will be made from applications received by the director before February 1. Appointments
are open to graduates of approved American and foreign universities and technical schools.
If accepted, the student must remain
two consecutive college years.
Illinois

American

Electric

Railway Association

the American ElecRailway Association will be held at the Congress Hotel
and Annex, in Chicago, on February 4, 1916. The joint dinner
with the American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association
Although the
will be held on the evening of the same day.
program for the two events has not as yet been definitely
decided upon, it is probable that the meeting will be given over
to the discussion of two subjects Valuation and Rate of ReThe committee on subjects is making arrangements for
turn.
the presentation of papers by three men of national promiAn unusually large attendance at both meeting and
nence.

The seventh annual mid-year meeting of

tric

'

—

dinner

is

anticipated.

Association of American Portland

Cement Manufacturers

the annual meeting of the Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers held in New York on December 15,
the following officers were elected for the coming year: President, B. F. Affleck, president. Universal Portland Cement Company; first vice-president, F. W. Kelley, president of the Halderassistant secretary, L. R. Ferguson,
berg Cement Company
connected with the association for some time as assistant secretary; treasurer, G. S. Brown, president of the Alpha Portland
Cement Company, and assistant treasurer, John J. Matthes, treasurer of the Alpha Portland Oment Company. J. P. Beck was
elected general manager of the association.

At

;

Plans for Eight-Hour

Day Campaign

executive committees representing the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen

The

December
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and Enginemen, the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and the
Order of Railway Conductors at a meeting in Chicago on December 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, formulated demands to be presented to

all

shall be run each way between Seventy-fifth and Halsted
and the Clearing yard between 5 and 9 a. m., and between
8 p. m.

streets
5

and

the railroads in the country, providing for an eight-

hour day or 12J^ miles an hour speed basis in freight and yard
service and time and one-half for overtime, with no change in
the present schedules as to passenger service. The form of the
proposed changes in the present agreements with the railroads
expiring about April 30, 1916, are to be submitted to a referendum vote of the membership of the organizations.

The New Haven

Trial

the trial of the former New
District Court in New York
after having spent 43 days and

The government attorneys in
Haven directors in the Federal

rested their case Friday last
calling 27 witnesses. The documents identified
and most of these were introduced as evidence.

numbered 1,981,
The testimony

6,500 pages, this meaning possibly one and one-half million
words. Beginning Monday the attorneys for the defense presented their side of the case.

fills

Pan-American

Scientific

Congress

the transportation, commerce, finance and
taxation section of the second Pan-American Scientific Congress, to be held at Washington, D. C, from December 27 to
Januarj' 8, as announced, includes the following papers on railroad subjects: "The Relation of Central to Local Control in
the Regulation of Public Utilities," by C. A. Prouty, director,
division of valuation. Interstate Commerce Commission "Problems of Government Regulation of Railway Rates," by Prof.
Emory R. Johnson, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

The program

of

;

Pa. "The Safety First Movement on American Railways," by
R. C. Richards, general claim agent, Chicago & North Western,
and "Lines of Future Railway Development," by Fred Lavis,
consulting engineer. New York City.
James S. Harlan, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is
chairman of the sub-committee on transportation for the congress, and the other members are B. H. Meyer, of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and Prof. E. R. Johnson, of the University of Pennsylvania.
;

Chicago Strike Settled

A

1205

of the enginemen, trainmen and switchmen employed on the Belt Railway of Chicago, which was mentioned
in last week's issue, was called on the morning of December
14, and was settled late in the evening on December 16, by a
strike

elTected by G. W. W. Hanger, assistant
United States commissioner of mediation and conciliation. Under this agreement the railway will run special service trains
in the morning and evening to carry the employees to their
work at the Clearing yard until January 1, 1917, by which time
the men are expected to make arrangements to move their homes

compromise agreement

to tlic vicinity of the new Clearing yard.
A large ntnnber of the employees of the Belt live in the
When the new
vicinity of the yards at Eighty-third street.
Clearing yard was opened last May, rather than move to the
new location about six miles west, the employees demanded
that the company run hourly trains to transport them to and
from their work. The company objected to running passenger
trains over the Belt Railway, which is used only for freight
service, but agreed to run a train for the accommodation of the
employees up to June 1, 1916, to give them time to adjust
The employees' organithemselves to the new circumstances.

zations insisted on the train service up to October 1, 1916, and
longer if there should still be a lack of "proper housing condiWhen the company refused to agree
tions" near the new yard.
to this the strike was called by ofllccrs of the HrotlK-rhood of
Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and

At
I'-nginemen, and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.
the company's request Mr, Hanger went to Chicago and spent
two days in conference with the olliccrs of the brotherhoods
and of the railroads in the effort to bring about a settlement.
Meanwhile the company made no cITort to operate its freight
trains, which interfered rather seriously with the interchange
of tralhc between the railroads and resulted in a large accumulation of loaded cars at the Clearing yard.
The terms of settlement provide that four service trains

About Delays
Long Island Railroad Company, J. B. Austin,

Forestalling Anxiety
(Circular of the

Jr.,

Superintendent)

In event of any delay to trains or interruption of traffic which
be important enough to affect the comfort and convenience
of passengers, conductors will make every possible effort to
find out the cause of the delay and its probable extent and will
furthermore see that a suitable announcement is made to the

may

passengers and others interested.

Conductors and trainmen are instructed to freely and courteously answer all questions addressed to them upon this subject
and give any and all information which may be necessary for
passengers to make suitable arrangements. It may not always
be possible for conductors and trainmen to find out exactly the
In such incause of the trouble or the extent of the delay.
stances they will only be expected to do the best they can.
The chief train despatcher at Jamaica will get in touch with
the situation and will aid the efforts of conductors by giving
them proper information, which in turn should be given to
passengers. Station agents will endeavor to find out why trains
are late and see that the passengers waiting at the stations are
properly advised. The train despatchers will keep in touch with
the agents and assist them in ascertaining cause and extent of
trouble.

This company feels that its patrons should be informed of
any interruption of traffic or extraordinary delays to trains upon
which they may be traveling or about to travel. In many instances information of this character is of great value to our
patrons and frequently will enable them to change their arrangements and lessen the inconvenience to which they would otherwise be subjected. Nothing will produce so good an effect and
contribute as much to the popularity of the Long Island Railroad as the announcement of information of this character.

Swedish State Railroads Advance Rates

Advances not only in passenger and freight rates, hut in sleeping
car and baggage charges as well, have been made by the government railways of Sweden to offset higher operating costs due to
the war, according to the Bureau of Railway News and Statistics.
Sweden follows the example of the state railways of Italy, Switzerland, Norway and Russia, Government railways elsewhere in the
world also have made heavy increases in fares and rates since
the war. In some instances these advances follow increases already made within the last few years to ofi'set the abnormal rise
in wages and cost of material which has been felt generally
throughout the world. The Bureau says in its bulletin
"For third class sleeping car accommodations the Swedish
charge has been raised from 67 to 80.4 cents per night, or 20 per
:

rales remain at $2.87 per night
about 43 per cent higher than the standard rates prevailing in the United States), while second class
remains at $1.43 per night (likewise 43 per cent above the $1 rate
of our tourist sleepers).
"All privileges of carrying baggage free, whatever the weight,
have been withdrawn. Heretofore Swedish railways, like others
in Europe, have allowed a free weight of 25 kilograms, or 55
pounds, about one-third the free allowance on American railways
A charge of 5,36 cents, regardless of weight, will be made hereafter, which, it is stated, will fall hardest upon the poorer thirdclass travellers and therefore has been opposed strongly by the

First class sleeping car

cent.

(.which

it

will be

noted

is

Swedish press.
"Passenger fares have been advanced by fixed amounts instead
of sums increasing with the ilistance, so that the ratio of increase
Expressed in
falls heaviest upon the cheaper short journeys.
.American cents, the advances arc:
I

1

(o

Over

miles
30 miles

,U)

,

SI

Class,

5.36
13,40

2nd

Clasi. 3rd Class.

2,68
8,04

1.34
5.36

"Monthly tickets are increased 40 cents second class and 13.4
cents third, while party tickets for 20 rides are raised 21.4 cents
second class and ,H cents third,
"On fast freight the rates are advanced 1.07 cents for everj
22 pounds I., c. i.. and 8.04 cents for every 220 pounds carload.
Ordinary freight

i,.

C.

L.

is

advanced by from

5.3(i

cents to 3.22
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cents for every 220 pounds. On carloads the advance measures
from 3.22 to 1.07 cents for every 220 pounds."

who have given useful testimony have been called before the
grand jury.

Traveling Third Class in Russia

Valuation Circulars

An

entertaining description of how the average Russian travels
contained in a new book which has recently been published..
The author (Julius West, in "Soldiers of the Tsar and
Other Sketches") preferred to mix with the man in the street
It
rather than confine himself to interviewing !iotabilities.
appears that on long-distance journeys the third-class cars r.re
apt to be crowded, even if they do not contain their f;ill complement of passengers, since, "besides the normal impedimenta,
the Russian takes food enough with him to tide him over the
most interminable delays, and, if the journev is to be a long
one, he will always have a pillow and blankets tied up in a
manner which suggests a suffocated baby." Lovers of fresh
air will hardly like such long journeys in winter, since air is
excluded from the coaches by double glass windows, screwed
down to prevent their being opened, and by threefold doors.
The third-class sleeping accommodation is of the most primitive
nature, being furnished by wooden shelves placed one above
the other.
As the various compartments communicate with
each other, the atmosphere after a journey of some two days
and nights, which is by no means a long one in Russia, can more
easily be imagined than described.
Compensation of a kind
exists, however, in the shape of the bufTet, where tea ^nay be
had, "in a compartment decorated at the expense of the Government with a sixpenny ikon (sacred picture) and a bunch of
is

artificial flowers."
Moreover, third-class travel is cheap. The
journey from Moscow to Warsaw, a distance of 807 miles. onl\costs about $4.75.

Signal

Companies Investigated

A

committee of the New York legislature investigating the
conduct of Robert C. Wood, a member of the Public Service

Commission of the state for the First district (New York City),
had before it last week Sidney G. Johnson, Col. Henry G. Prout,
A. H. Renshaw, W. C. Banks and some of the directors of the
Union Switch & Signal Company, and in the course of its examination of these and other witnesses brought out a few facts
of general interest.
It was charged that Commissioner Wood, in
Johnson for money in consideration of his vote

1914,

had asked
commis-

in the

sion in favor of granting to the Union Switch & Signal Company, of which Johnson was vice-president, the contract for installing block and interlocking signals in the Center street subway (which contract finally was awarded to the Federal Signal
Company, and Johnson, corroborating this, named the sum as
$5,000.
Johnson reported to Prout, president of the companv,
and he laid the matter before the directors. W. D. Uptegraff,
now president of the company, then holding a lower position,
testified that Prout's proposition w^as in substance a request for
$5,000 to be used as a bribe, and that a majority of the directors
at once voted to ask both Prout and Johnson to resign.
They
did resign at once. Johnson soon became vice-president of the
General Railway Signal Company and Prout subsequently became president of the Hall Switch & Signal Company. Colonel
Prout told the investigators that the demand for his resignation was based, in fact, not on his alleged desire to bribe a
public officer, but to dissatisfaction because he pursued too conservative a course in tlie management of the company.
Commissioner Wood, some weeks before he took office as
commissioner, had received $1,500 from the Union Switch &
Signal Company for arranging a $70,000 contract with the Kansas City, Clay County & St. Joseph Railroad. Johnson testified
that Wood, after receiving this money, at once paid back to
him (Johnson) $500 of it and that it was by him turned into
the treasury of the Union conijiany.
A. H. Renshaw, president of the Federal Signal Company,
testified that John T. Cade, vice-president of that company, had
received from W'. C. Banks, of the North Western Equipment
Company, New York City, an offer, for a consideration, to influence Wood's vote in favor of giving a certain contract to the
Federal company. Banks being well acquainted with Wood. Renshaw at once told this to E. E. McCall, chairman of the Public
Service Commission, who advised Renshaw to lay the facts before the governor of the state.
The investigation is still going on, and most or all of those

Thomas W. Hulmc, general secretary of the Presidents' Conference Committee for the Federal Valuation of Railways, has
issued a circular to the chairmen of valuation committees on
the individual railroads calling attention to the manner of determining depreciation. The valuation act directs that depreciation be considered.
difference of opinion exists between the
carriers and the government as to what constitutes this depreciaIn certain instances the government has used the "straight
tion.
line" method and life tables in determining what it terms the
"condition per cent" of the property.
On the other hand. Director Prouty stated recently that it was his view that the useful
service life of composite property like locomotives, cars, etc.,
was not ascertainable and that no attempt would be made to
fix the same, but that the remaining service life of the elements
of such properties would be ascertained and that an effort would
be made to agree with the carriers upon this. The position of
the carriers on this subject was set forth in the brief filed with

A

the Interstate

Commerce Commission on September

1,

in

which

they maintained that there was no de'ireciation in the composite
property when the deterioration in its physical parts is taken
care of by proper replacements as due. The use of the "straight
line" method and of life tables was condemned.
The government and the carriers agree that any depreciation
existing must be deducted, l)ut they disagree as to what constitutes depreciation.
At a recent meeting of the engineering
and equipment committees of the roads the following instructions to pilots relating to "condition per cent" were agreed upon;
Instruct pilots to endeavor to agree when requested in
(a)
regard to facts such as "age," probable date of renewal of parts
of each individual unit as result of inspection of each unit or
its parts and the estimated cost of same
"general description
of the physical conditions of the whole or parts."
Instruct pilots not to agree to life tables, to the life of
(b)
the whole unit of property, nor to condition per cent.
(c)
Instruct pilots to furnish all information possible in regard to facts, from the records or other reliable information, in
regard to operating conditions and the standards of maintenance
and to co-operate as far as possible with representatives of the
Division of Valuation.
(d)
Pilot should make a daily report accompanied by his
;

notes.

These instructions apply to equipment, buildings, tie and rail
systems in tracks, bridges and all other railway structures.
It is the duty of the carriers to co-operate with the government in the ascertainment of facts in so far as they are invited
or permitted to do so. The railway pilots, however, should not,
either by the acceptance of copies of the notes or by their signature thereon, enter into any agreement as to the use of the results of life tables or other methods whereby a condition per
cent of the composite property may be fixed.
The President's Conference Committee has also issued a circular calling the attention of the carriers to the importance of including in their inventories all property owned or used by them
in accordance with the valuation act.
The committee suggests
that the carriers prepare special lists showing property which is
not owned but which is used "for its purposes as a common
carrier," including industrial side tracks, warehouses, docks,
elevators and other property forming part of the terminal facilities, equipment of private car lines,
etc.
Also, all property
owned and used jointly with other carriers or owned by noncarriers but used by the common carriers should be included
in the inventory with a full statement of the condition.
The
committee suggests that if the federal field forces do not include this information, appropriate exception be taken by the
carriers' representatives.

—

No Booking of Railway Seats in England. The executive
committee now in charge of the English railways has decided
not to book seats on any of the railway systems, with the exception of whole compartments and sleeping berths. The booking of seats necessitates a large amount of telephonic and postal
correspondence, and by dispensing with the bookings the staff
which deals with this department will be released for more important

war

service.

December
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7 he fo'doimng list gives names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which mill meet during
The full list of meetings and conventions is pubthe next three months.
lished only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

—
meeting,

American
Grand Central

Station,

Next

Chicago.

F.

—

—

—

m

—

Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansMontreal, Que. Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
March
and April. Annual meeting,
February,
November, December,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Aye.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
Chicago.
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
vJENTRAL Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
field

St.,

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, pre
ceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.
Chicago.

New England

Boston.

Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York,
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.— E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,

New York

—

Hotel,

Jefferson

Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.— Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday m month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.
City.

Railroad Men's Improvement Society.—J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,
York.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Annual meeting, January 27, 1916, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
York.
New York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Pittsburgh, Pa.
June, July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

—

August.

St

Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August,

News

The Western Maryland has
Baltimore and the structure

finished
is

now

its

in

new
use.

grain elevator
capacity is

Its

1,000,000 bushels.

Shipments of anthracite coal during the month of November amounted to 6,297,215 tons as compared with 5,928,286 in
November of the preceding year.

The railroads running east of Chicago have issued embargoes
against export freight except perishable freight destined to the
Atlantic seaboard ports, on account of the embargoes issued
by the eastern roads because of the congestion at the ports.

The Twentieth Century Limited

train of the

New York

Cen-

Lines during the 12 months ending October 31, 1915, covered the total distance of 700,800 miles in both directions beAs the
tween New York and Chicago in 876,549 minutes.
schedule called for 873,600 minutes, this is a record of 99.66 per
cent on time.
tral

The Panama Canal was cleared of obstructions sufficiently on
Monday of this week to allow the passage of some small vessels,
drawing not more than 20 ft. of water, which had been waiting
for several months liut it was immediately thereafter ordered
closed and it was announced that it would not be permanently
reopened until there was no longer any danger of interruption
by landslides.
;

Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Bos
2d Tuesday in month, except June,

Regular meeting,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September,

New
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Society of Civil Engineeks.^ Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
57th St., New York.
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Next conPreservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
vention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell. Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

Traffic

A. Pontious, 455
January, 1916, At-

lanta, Ga.

American

59,
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Association of Demurrage Officers.

Vol.

St.

Louis.

Salt Lake Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland. David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.
month. Salt Lake City.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Newark. Roy S. Bushy, Firemen's Bide., Newark, N. J.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July and August,
The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Gen'I Agt.. Erie R.

—
—

R., 1924
Meetings, bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings,
St. Louis, Mo.

October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit.

—W.Meetings
R. Hurley, Superintendent's
monthly,

N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Detroit.

—

office,

Normandie Hotel,

Engineers. Frank W. Moore, 1111 Newhouse Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exCity, Utah.
and August, Salt Lake City.
Club.
Railway
L. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Western Canada
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, exand
August,
Winnipeg.
cept June, July
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. E. N. Layfield, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on cillur Mnnrlny tvuninKs.
Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago.

Utah Society

of

Salt Lake
cept July

—

—

—

Traffic officers of the Missouri railroads at a meeting in St.
Louis last week decided tentatively to ask a rehearing of the
case before the Missouri Public Service Commission in which
the commission allowed increases in single ticket passenger
fares on condition that the railroads issue 500-mile books good
for bearer. A meeting was to be held this week to decide what
action to take with reference to the increases in freight rates.

The Anti-Saloon League of New York has sent to the presidents of the railroads of that state a letter suggesting that the
the fact being pointed
sale of liquor be abolished on all trains
out that since the last election the number of towns in New
York which have voted to prohibit the sale of alcoholic liquor
considerable number of towns, in
in every form is 485.
addition to this, have voted to permit its sale only by druggists.
;

A

The majority of the railway companies in Argentina on October
put into effect a 10 per cent increase in their freight and -passenger rates after conferences with the officers of the national
government, to offset increases in the prices of coal and railway
The increase does not
materials, as well as increases in taxes.
apply to suburban first and second class tickets, second class long
distance tickets, stone and maize, or to demurrage or telegraph
charges.
The companies had the power to raise rates without
intervention by the government, because they are still earning
less than the percentage of profit which under the law would enable the government to intervene in the regulation of their rates.
1

The Baltimore & Ohio has appointed two

traveling

chap-

Mrs.
C.
H. White and Mrs. Samuel Watkins,
who will have charge of special parties of students and
other young women traveling. On account of the frequent
trips made by students at girls' schools during the holidays, at
vacation time and on other occasions, requiring the services of
experienced travelers, it is believed that the chaperones will
be of valuable assistance in imparting information as to points
of interest, arranging for tickets, hotel accommodations, baggage
transfers and other details. Everytliing will be done throuRh the
co-operation and approval of school authorities or others interested in such tours. The chaperones are the wives of agents
of the road and have had wide experience in such matters. Mrs.
White is the wife of the agent at Rockville, Md., and Mrs Watkins the wife of the agent at Sykesville, Md. They will accompany a party of students of National Park Seminary, a girls'
school at Forest Glen, Md., on a special train from Washington
erons,

to Chicago.

The Chamber of Commerce of Boston has presented an

elabo-

rate protest to the Interstate Commerce Commission against the
advanced freight rates which lia\o been filed by the railways

December
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January 1, on shipments from New England, New
York and other Eastern territory to the Southeastern states.
The special complaint of Massachusetts is that by the new
tariff the rates from Boston are to be higher than from New
York, whereas hitherto the two cities, on all important commodities, have had exactly the same rates. By the new tariff the firstclass freight rate from Boston is five cents higher than from
to take effect

New

Y'ork
second and third classes are four cents higher,
fourth and fifth classes three cents, and sixth is two cents. Arguments were presented at the hearings in Washington by protestants from Nashville, Atlanta, St. Louis and a dozen other
Southern cities.
On the higher classes the increase in many
cases is about 10 per cent; and on numerous commodities it is
larger than this.
The hearings, begun last week, extended to
Wednesday of this week.
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Commission and Court News

I

Tiaffic

Club

of

New York

The regular monthly meeting of the Traffic Club of New
York, to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria, on December 28, will
be addressed by P. H. W. Ross, president of the Marine League
of the United States.
His subject will be: "What If Ninety
Per Cent of Our Land Transportation Were Also Under the
Control of Foreigners?"
Decrease

in

Immigration to the United States

Immigration to the United States during the fiscal year 1915
was less than it has been for 17 j'ears, according to the report
jf the Bureau of Immigration of the United States Department
of Labor, amounting to only 326,700 in 1915, as compared with
1,218,480 in 1914; 1,197,892 in 1913, and 838,172 in 1912.
The
last year for which the immigration was less than in 1915 was in
1899, when the total number of immigrant arrivals in the United
States was 311,715. For the fiscal year 1914, 204,074 aliens
departed from this country, as compared with 303,338 the year

i
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Commissioner Hall and Examiner Thurtell, of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, began a supplemental hearing in the
Shreveport rate case at Houston, Tex., on December 17.
Coal from

Illinois

Points

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
Following the decision in the 1915 Western Rate Advance case
(35 I. C. C, 497, 603-611) proposed increased rates on bituminous
coal from Illinois mines to west bank Mississippi river crossings
and other points are found justified (36 I. C. C, 549.)
Reparation Awarded

Gray Lumber Company v. Alabama, Tennessee
al.
Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

C. L.

ern

et

&

North-

The commission finds that a rate of 20J4 cents a 100 lb. on lumber in carloads from Ward, Ala., to Memphis, Tenn., is unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds 14^ cents.
(36 I. C. C, 376.)
Imported Nitrate

King Powder Company,

et al. v.

of

Soda

Pennsylvania Railroad

et

al.

Opinion by the commission:

The commission

before.

refuses to permit increased import rates on
of soda in carloads from Baltimore, Md., and Philadelphia, Pa., to Carrel street station, Cincinnati, and Kings Mills
and Morrow, Ohio. (36 I. C. C, 653.)

For 10 months of 1915, including October, the total number
of alien and citizen steerage arrivals at the port of New York
was 83,606, as compared with 427,346 in 10 months of 1914, a
decrease of 343,740, or 80.44 per cent.
Of the total for 1915,
76,527 were aliens and 7,079 were citizens.

Greater Des Moines Committee v. Minneapolis
et al.
Opinion by Co7nmivsioner Harlan:

Freight Traffic to and from Mexico

Since the resumption of freight traffic to and from Mexico
through Eagle Pass and Laredo large numbers of loaded freight
cars have passed Over the river every day. Corn, wheat, clothing and machinery have been shipped in large quantities from
Northern and Western states. American commercial travelers
arc now numerous in Mexico, but it is said that, in a good many
cases, especially shipments of grain for remote interior points,
payment for the goods is demanded at the border.
This week it is reported thai shipments through the Laredo
gateway are again badly hampered by the action of the International & Great Northern in cancelling its agreement with the
National Railways of Mexico to permit its own cars and those of
connecting American line's to enter the southern republic. It is
said that the International & Great Northern was willing to let
the agreement stand, but that other lines objected to allowing
their cars to enter Mexico unless the Mexican roads would give a
bond of $1,000 for each car, insuring its safe return to this side
of the border. This bonding feature is now in effect to a limited
degree.
Most shippers do not care to undergo the trouble and
expense of guaranteeing the safety of a car and tlie old slow
method of transferring freight from one car to another at the
boundary is in effect. This embargo diverts much trallic destined
to Mexico to the Eagle Pass gateway, where the Southern Pacific
has a through-car working agreement with the National Railways
of Mexico. The freight movement between the two cotnitries is
increasing rapidly.
Considerable zinc ore is passing through
Laredo and Eagle Pass on its way from Mexican mines to smelters
in Oklahoma and Kansas.

Railway

mi'Hovjmi-n is in Inhia.
.About 20 miles outside the
Bombay terminus of llic Great Indian Peninsula Railway, the
main line to Kalyan, is being realigned between Thana and
Paksi stations.
Included in the engineering work is a double
track, broad gage tumiel 4,762 ft. long which has just been
completed.
I

nitrate

Des Moines Commodity Rates

&

St.

Louis

Proposed commodity rates to Des Moines, Iowa, from Chicago,
based on the rates from Chicago to the Mississippi river, plus
a mileage prorate of the rates from the Mississippi river to the
Missouri river, found to be reasonable for the future.
(36
I.

C.

C,

538.)

Classification of

Empty Acetylene Gas Cylinders

Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc., v.
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

Boston

&

Albany,

et

al.

The official classification rate of third class on empty coppered
or nickeled acetylene gas cylinders in less-than-carload quantities
is found to be unreasonable and discriminatory, and a rating
of fourth class is prescribed for the future.
(36 I. C. C, 545.)
Rates on Glucose from Chicago

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:

The commission finds that the carriers have justified proposed
increases in the rates on glucose from Chicago to points in Pennsylvania and trunk line territory and for export through Atlantic

New

ports.
The present domestic rate to
York, for example, is
21 cents, the proposed rate is 25 cents. The export rate to New
York is raised from 18,9 to 20 cents. (36 I. C. C, 379.)

Lettuce from Texas Points

Opinion by Coiiunissioncr Meyer:

The commission

finds that the carriers have not justified items
which have the effect of increasing the arbitraries on lettuce in straight carloads, or in mixed carin a tariff of F; A. Leland, agent,

loads with other vegetables, from East St. Louis to various desin Central Freight Association territory, on trallic
originating in Texas. As illustrative of the increased arbitraries,
the arbitrary from East St. Louis to Cleveland would he increased
from 24.7 cents to 28.2 cents; from East St. Louis to Cincinnati
from 18.4 cents to 21,4 cents, and from East St, Louis to Pittsburgh from 27.8 cents to 31. S cents. Most of this lettuce is destinations
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tincd to

more important markets

territory, such as those

named.

in Central

(36

I.

C.

C,

Freight Association
511.)

Rates on Lumber from Points on the Oregon-Washington

Eastern Oregon Lumber Producers' Association v. OregonNavigation Company ct al. Opinion by
Washington Railroad
Commissioner Hall:
Combination rates on lumber and forest products taking the
same rate from Oregon producing points on the line of OregonWashington Railroad & Navigation Company to points on the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy south and east of Hemingford,
Neb., Guernsey and Cheyenne, Wyo., and Brush, Colo., to and
including Missouri river points, are found unreasonable and disReasonable and non-discriminatory joint rates are
criminators-.
(36 I. C. C, 526.)
prescribed for the future.

&

more, Philadelphia,

The commission

to
finds that the carriers have not justified the increased rates
points in Pennsylvania, New York and Maryland and the increased rail and water rate to Boston. Increased rates to Pitts-

burgh rate points and
(36

L

C.

C,

to

The commission holds

&

Co.

V.

Southern Railway.

in Transit

Opinion by Commissioner

held that the tariffs naming joint through rates on cottondid not, at times the shipments involved in this case
moved, provide that shipments originating at points on the Cenmight
tral of Georgia and destined to points in northern states
be refined in transit at points on other lines, or in this case at
Charlotte, N. C, and that, therefore, the aggregates of intermediate rates were legally applicable to shipments so treated. The
commission finds, however, that the aggregates of the intermediate rates, as applied to through shipments, were unreasonable
It is

oil

to the extent that they exceeded the joint through rates contemporaneously in effect and subsequently made applicable in con(36 I. C. C,
nection with refining in transit at Charlotte, N. C.

386.)

compete with the Lehigh Valley Transportation Company within tlie meaning of section 5 as amended was in error (37 I. C. C,
77).

New
The commission

Complaints Dismissed

Alexandria Paper Company v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
Complaints against the carload rates on news print paper from
Alexandria, Ind., to various points west of the Mississippi river
et al.

(36

I.

Rail-and-water
discriminatory.

C,

C.

Fall River Bleachery
by the commission:
territory to Fall

York-Jersey City Ferry Rates

an opinion by Commissioner Clark holds
Erie has not justified proposed increased rates for the
ferriage of vehicles and animals between the railroad's terminus
in Jersey City, N. J., and its ferry stations in New York City
on the opposite side of the North River at Twenty-third and
Chambers streets (37 I. C. C, 103).
that

in

tlie

The Texas Railroad Commission has authorized
of the state to make increases in their rates on
blinds and similar articles, effective on January 3L

the railroads
sash, doors,

The Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City has filed a petition with
the Missouri Public Service Commission asking that it be eliminated entirely from the general rate advance case. This was one
of the roads exempted by the United States Supreme Court in
the decision sustaining the state maximum rate laws, and the
road believes itself entitled to a different consideration from that
accorded to all the roads in the state in the recent decision of
the Missouri commission.

Charles D. McKelvey, engineer of the Public Utilities Commission of New Jersey, died December 17, at his home in Paterson, N; J., at the age of 67. Mr. McKelvey was born in Orange
county, N. Y., and began railroad service in 1865 as a telegrapher
on the Erie. He served as operator, trainman and despatcher on
a number of roads, and in May, 1884, was appointed superintendent of the New York, Susquehanna & Western. In 1889 he
left that road and for a short time was manager of the Grand
Central Terminal, New York City but he soon returned to the
Susquehanna and remained with that company until 1899, when
he retired as general superintendent. He was appointed an inspector of the New Jersey Commission in 1910.
For several
years he was a member of the Board of Public Works of the
City of Paterson.
;

COURT NEWS
The United

Ehnore-Benjamin Coal Company et al. v. Chesapeake & Ohio
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
et al.
Through rates on coal in carloads from the Kanawha and
New River, W. Va., fields on the lines of the Chesapeake & Ohio
to Milwaukee, Wis., are not found unreasonable, and a request
(36 I. C. C, 528.)
for joint rates is denied.

are dismissed.

no reason appears tending to show
Lehigh Valley docs or may

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS

Clark:
seed

that

that the previous finding that the

points are found justified.

West Virginia

552.)

Cottonseed Oil Refining
Sivift

No. 26

STATE COMMISSIONS

&

and Boston.

59,

petition did not request a rehearing on the evidence, but merely
a reconsideration of the question whether a competitive relationship exists between the railway and the steamship company.

Pig Iron from Virginia Furnaces

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The tariffs in issue propose increased rates on pig iron in carloads from points on the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk
& Western to certain points in Maryland, West Virginia. Pennsylvania, New York and by rail and water to Boston. The case
O.
(30 I. C. C, 615
is similar to Low Moor Iron Co. v. C.
and 36 I. C. C, 222), in which the commission prescribed maximum all rail rates on pig iron from Virginia furnaces to Balti-

New York

Vol.

v.

532.)

Atlantic Coast Line,

et

al.

Opinion

rates on cotton piece goods from Carolina
River, Mass., are not found unreasonable or

(36

I.

C.

C,

535.)

Lehigh Valley Lake Lines
an opinion by Commissioner McChord has
The commission
denied the petition of the Lehigh Valley for a rehearing relative to the commission's decision refusing to allow the railway
to continue an interest in the Lehigh Valley Transportation ComThe original decision was made in Lake Line Applicapany.
The
tions under the Panama Canal Act (33 I. C. C, 700).
in

Court at Portland, Oregon, has
returned a decree in execution of the United States Supreme
Court decision in the Oregon & California land grant case. The
court holds that an equity of $2.50 an acre in the 2,300,000 acres
of land constituting the Oregon & California land grant is the
sole right and interest of the Southern Pacific Company therein.
Under the decree the Southern Pacific is temporarily enjoined
from selling any of the land at any price, and permanently enjoined from selling at a greater price than $2.5C) an acre, or to
persons other than bona fide settlers. It is also enjoined from
removing or disposing of timber or mineral now on or in the
land until Congress shall have had a reasonable opportunity to
enact legislation for disposal of the land. The costs of the suit
are assessed against the Southern Pacific.
States District

Alternating Current Signal Apparatus Free of Royalty
In the United States District Court at Portland, Me., December
17, Judge Hale, a decision was rendered for the defendants in
the suit of the Union Switch & Signal Company against the Hall
Switch & Signal Company for infringement of the Struble patent,
owned by the Union company, on alternating current apparatus
used in automatic block signaling. The Hall company had used
alternating current track circuit apparatus on the new subway
in Brooklyn at Myrtle avenue.
The Federal Signal Company
jointly defended the suit with the Hall company.
The court
finds that if Strublc's claims as to selective signaling by the use
of alternating current are to be broadly construed they were
anticipated by the patent of H. W. Spang, issued more than 40
years ago.

December
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passenger delivered his ticket to the conductor on a sleeping
car and the conductor failed to return it, but gave it to some
other passenger, resulting in the owner's ejectment. The Alabama
Court of Appeals held the railroad responsible for the act of
the conductor, and therefore liable in at least nominal damages.
L. & N. V. Laney (Ala.), 69 So. 993.
Furnishing Cars

— Local

;

—

—

Fires Contributory Negligence of Owner
The owner of a barn adjacent to a right of way left a
window therein (which faced the railroad) open. The interior
\vith loose straw and a spark from an engine
straw and destroyed the barn.
The Texas Supreme
Court held that the owner's contributory negligence in leaving
the window open debarred any recovery by him against the road.
St. Louis Southwestern v. Arey (Tex.) 179 S. W. 860.

littered

fired the

— Other

—

Household Furniture

Illinois Appellate

Fires

terial

Agents' Authority

Court holds that the promise of the local
agent of a railroad company and its train despatcher to supply
cars to a shipper on the tracks of another railroad is not binding on the former company and the fact that it had previously
ratified similar conduct does not make it liable for failure to
supply such cars. Bullard- Johnson S. & L. Co. v. O. S. L., 192
111. App. 387

was

ties.
Statutes giving liens for labor and mafurnished in the construction of railroads are quite common. Kansas formerly had one passed in 1865, but the revision
of 1868 resulted in its repeal. The Kansas Supreme Court holds
that without such statute no lien arises from the mere fact
that material sold for that purpose is used in the construction
of the road. Chqtten Lumber Co. v. Scott City Northern (Kan.),
152 Pac. 665.

the value of the

Liability for Conductor's Error

A

The
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Engines Emitting Sparks

In an action for the burning of a factory it was claimed
The
that the fire was caused by sparks from engine No. 123.
North Carolina Supreme Court held that it was not competent to prove that an engine, not identified as No. 123, threw
live sparks which fell where the burned building had stood, in
the absence of proof of similar conditions of the engines, if it
was another, as well as similarity of conditions and manner of
operation,— Kerner v. Southern Ry. (N. C), 86 S. E. 998.

In an action for damages to an interstate shipment of household goods, total weight 2,200 pounds, it appeared that the
plaintiff signed a bill of lading containing the provision, "Owner's risk, value $10.00 a hundredweight."
piano included in
the shipment was damaged, and the Kansas Supreme Court
held that it was error to follow the theory of market, instead
of actual value. The piano could be repaired and used by the
plaintiff, although after the injury it had practically no market
value.
rug worth $21 weighed less than 100 lb. Two rates
were in force, of which the shipper is presumed to be aware, and
he was bound by that named in the bill of lading, and could
recover only for the weight of the rug at $10 a hundred pounds.
Collins y. Union Pacific (Kan.), 152 Pac, 649,

A

A

—

Explosion in Stored Car

— Injuries

Fireman

to

A

railroad company stored a car containing combustible material in its yard.
Some of this exploded, causing a fire, resulting in other explosions.
The fire department \yas called
and a fireman ^vas injured by an explosion.
In an action
against the railroad the Texas Supreme Court held that, inasmuch as the company's negligence was the proximate cause of
the explosion setting the fire, as well as the subsequent one by
which the plaintiff was injured, the company's negligence was a
continuing cause and the plaintiff's situation, as well as the
duty of the company, was the same as if he had reached the
premises before the first explosion occurred and it had caused
his injuries.
Houston Belt & Terminal v. Johanson (Tex.),
179 S. U. 853.

—

Not Insurers

Interstate Carriers

of

Goods

By the Carmack amendment carriers of interstate shipments
are not liable as insurers and the liability imposed is limited
to loss caused by the carrier where some default is plainly
implied.
So the Oklahoma Supreme Court holds, in an action
for injury to an interstate shipment, that a charge to the jury
that the railroad was liable as an insurer was reversible error.
It had the right to have the question of its negligence submitted to the jury. Missouri, O. & G. v. French (Okla.), 152
Pac. 591.

—

Excursion Tickets

— Time

Limit

The purchaser

of an excursion ticket limited on its face to
a certain day and hour who uses it on a train scheduled to
reach that place after the expiration of that time must pay
additional fare from the point reached by the train at the
The representation of the agent
expiration of the time limit.
at the starting point that the ticket could be used on that
particular train would not waive the stipulation, it not appearing
that the agent had authority to alter the original contract.
ShoenJK V. A. C. L. (Ga.). 86 S. E. 940.

Government Tables
In

an

action

for

of

Shrinkage of Stock as Evidence

damages

for

negligent

transportation

of

Texas Court of Civil Appeals held it proper to
exclude tables of the Department of Agriculture and of the
Texas Cattle Raisers' Association as to tests of shrinkage of
stock in transi)ortation where there was nothing to show that
they were accurate or authentic. The court held that a document
purporting to have been issued by the government has no more
weight as evidence than documents issued by any other auanimals, the

thority,— Missouri, K.

W.

&

T.

v.

Dale Bros. Co. (Tex.), 179

S.

935.

Lien for Construction Material

an adion by a lumber company for tlie purchase price
of tics used in the construction of a railroad the principal question was wlu'tlu'r the plauititT had a lien against the road for
In

Attorney's Fee;

Compromise by

The Arkansas Supreme Court holds

Client

that an

attorney, after

compromise or settlement in good faith by his client of a
claim upon which suit has been brought, is bound by the terms
of his contract as to the amount of his fee, and is only cntitle<i
to that per cent of the amount realized from the settlement
or judgment which was fixed by his contract. By contract with
their client, a law firm was to receive 50 per cent of any amount
derived from recovery or compromise of an action against a
railroad. The client settled the claim for $25, as he had a right
the

to do, either without their consent or over their objection.
It
was held the railroad was only bound to them for $12.50, the half
of the sum paid in settlement of the claim. St. Louis, I. M, &

—

S.

(Ark.), 179 S.
Fires

W.

648,

Caused by Acts Outside Scope

of

Employment

Kansas the rule that an employer is not liable for the
consequences of negligent acts of his employee committed outside the scope of his employment has been applied by the
Supreme Court in an action for damages resulting from a fire
maintained by laborers for their own domestic purposes on the
right of way.
Tfic court cited the leading case of Moricr v.
St. Paul, M. & M., 31 Mimi. 351.
There scctionmcn in charge
of a foreman engaged in repairing track built a fire on the
In

of way to warm their coffee for dinner.
.\(tcr dinner
they resumed work without extinguishing the fire, which spread
to adjoining premises and burned the plaintiff's hay.
It was
held that the railroad was not liable.
I reton
v. Atchison, T.
& S. F, (Kan.), 1.S2 Pac. 625.
right

Damages

to

Fireman

for

Permanent

Injuries

A fireman, 3Z years of .iRC, who earned $1(X) a moiilli and was
in the best of health, capable of undergoing the most strenuous
exertion, was badly injured in a collision.
His right leg from
the knee down was caught between the tank on the tender
and the boiler head in the cab and so roasted by the boiler
that it had to be amputated, and the wound was not healed a
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and he was unable to do any work.
year after the accident
The Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, findinp tlie colHsion
due to tiie company's negligence in giving wrong signals, held
that an award of $25,000 against the railroad was not so plainly
excessive as to justify the court's disturbing it, although if
it could have usurped the functions of the jury, it might have
Chesapeake & O. v. Carnahan
said that it should have been less.
(Va.), 86 S. E. 863.
;

Vol.

Reasonable Notice

of

Demand

for

Cars
that an

application to a station agent for cars for a shipper's use on a
particular day, made in the ordinary way, by one who has not
been accustomed to make special contracts to furnish cars for
particular dates, and without notice of intention or purpose to
bind the company absolutely to furnish the cars on the day

named, and the promise of the agent, in response to such application, that he would get the cars, do not prove a contract on
the part of the railroad, binding it absolutely to furnish them
on the day named. It was held that three days' notice of a
for cars for live stock, in a period of great activity in
The court
such shipments, was not reasonable or sufficient.
found that every effort was made to get the cars and the time
required was just one week. McNeer & Co. v. C. & O. (W.
Va.), 86 S. E. 887.

demand

—

Employers' Liability Act

—

Excessive Rates on Milk

lineman of an electric railroad, engaged in interstate as well
as intrastate commerce, killed while putting additional crossarms on its poles for transfer thereto of the single wire used
in its "hand" signal system and the stringing of additional wires
to change the system to an "automatic" one, was held by the
Iowa Supreme Court to be employed in interstate commerce,
so that the cause of action for his death was under the federal
employers' liability act, this work being "repair" or "maintenance" and not "construction." Rose v. Sheldon (Iowa), 154

—

N.

W.

499.

The South Carolina Supreme Court holds that an mjury received by a car repairer, while raising a fallen drawhead to
standard height during the temporary stoppage of the car for
that purpose, while in interstate transit, falls within the federal
employers' liability act.— Lorick v. S. A. L. (S. Car.), 86 S. E. 675.
Prescriptive Title to Railroad

In an action to recover excessive freight charges neither
party attempted to show the reasonableness or unreasonableness
of the rate of itself. The South Dakota Supreme Court held
that in such a case under the state law which places the burden
of proof on the carrier to show the reasonableness of the rales
when they are attacked in a proceeding before the railroad
commissioners, and making evidence of the lowest prevailing
rate for similar service elsewhere prima facie evidence of a reasonable rate, the parties may adduce comparative evidence of
Evidence that
other rates on the question of reasonableness.
express rates on milk between certain points were higher than
the railroad's rates between the same points was held not to
establish the reasonableness of the railroad's rates, where it
The
did not appear that the service rendered was the same.
express company maintained a free "pick-up" service and a
free delivery service, which the railroad did not do, and the tariff
•

on the platform the milk cans were at the
through rate for the carriage of milk between
certain points which exceeded the total of local rates over the
same line and distance was held to be an unreasonable rate.
recited that while

owner's

risk.

A

Turner Creamery Co.

A

Land

hotel was built partly on land belonging to a railroad, and
the successive owners of the hotel knew it stood on the railroad
land, and claimed no right therein, keeping possession under the

A

mistaken belief that merely by going upon land they knew was
owned by another and being suffered to remain in possession
for 10 years they would acquire title by prescription under the
Wyoming statute. In an action by the railroad to recover
possession of the land, the Wyoming Supreme Court held that
the defendants' possession for 10 years did not ripen into title
by prescription. To have that effect the possession must not
only be open, notorious, exclusive and continuous for the full
10-year period of the statute, but must also be taken and held
To acquire title
either under color of title or claim of right.

by occupation and possession a man, in a case like this, must
have a belief in his own mind that he possesses a right as owner.
Bolin V. Colorado & S. (Wyo.), 152 Pac. 486.

—

"Lookout Ahead" and Speed on a Curve
In an action for the death of a person struck by a train while
he was standing on a sharp curve, it was the railroad's theory,
sustained by proof, that a southbound train was so interposed
between the deceased and the engine that struck him that he
and his companion could not be seen from the engine. The
Tennessee Supreme Court holds that, under Shannon's Code,
section 1574, providing that every railroad company shall keep
the engineer, fireman or some other person upon the locomotive
always on the "Lookout ahead," cnginemen are not required,
when on a curve, to look across the intervening space to the
further end of the curve, thereby withdrawing the lookout from
the track immediately ahead of the engine.
It also holds that, as a precaution against injury to persons
walking on the track, but not seen, there is no duty to slacken
the speed of a train approaching a curve in the open country.

No. 26

although the curve be in whole or in part in a cut or the track
be hidden from view by a train going in the opposite direction
on the concave side of the curve. Cincinnati, N. O. & T. P.
v. Wright (Tenn.), 179 S. W. 641.

—

The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals holds

59,

W.

N.

v.

Chicago, M.

&

St.

P.

(S.

Dak.), 154

819.

Overexertion in Lifting Heavy Articles

A

gang was engaged in cutting weeds on a track.
They used a hand car, which was moved off the track on the
approach of a train the section foreman keeping a watch for
section

;

A

workman

suffered an inguinal hernia while assisting in removing the car, and sued for damages, recovering a
verdict.
On appeal, the Minnesota Supreme Court directed
judgment for the railroad notwithstanding the verdict. It is the
general rule that a master is not liable for an injury to his
servant caused by overexertion in lifting heavy articles, as the
servant is the best judge of his own lifting capacity, and the
burden is on him not to overtax it.
Stenvog v. Minnesota
Transfer, 108 Minn. 190. The plaintiff recognized this rule, but
contended that the foreman did not discover the approaching
train until it was so near that great haste was necessary to
avoid a collision that in the exercise of proper care the foreman ought to have discovered the train in time to permit the
removal of the hand car without such haste
and that the
negligence of the foreman in this respect brought about the
situation which caused the plaintiff to overexert himself.
careful examination of the evidence was held to show no such
negligence. Creamus v. Great Northern (Minn.) 154 N. W.
trains.

;

;

A

—

616.

Libel in Letter Charging Station

Agent with Intoxication

In our issue of November 12 last appeared an abstract of a
decision in which a letter from a passenger to a railroad general
agent charging a conductor with intoxication and rudeness was
held to be a libel, being malicious.
very similar case has
recently been handed down by the Pennsylvania District Court,
the parties being the general superintendent of a large shipper
of the line and a station agent, between whom had existed for a
long time a deep-seated ill-feeling. The alleged libel was contained in a letter to the president of the railroad, which stated
that the station agent had, the day before, been "so drunk he
hardly knew his name." It was held that such a letter is not a
privileged communication if written and mailed maliciously. The
jury were instructed, however, and it was held, properly, that
if they found as a fact that the plaintiff was intoxicated on the
day mentioned in the letter, their verdict must be for tlie defendant and if they found that he was not into.xicated on .that day,
even then their verdict should be for the defendant if the charges
were lodged in good faith, for the purpose of bettering the situation at the station, and without malice. The jury found that the
letter was sent maliciously, and returned a verdict of $1,000 damAs no special damages had been alleged or proved, this
ages.
was reduced to $700 on appeal. Peterman v. Dewey, 24 Pa. Dist.

A

;

—

920.
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Receivers

—Allowance

of

Claims for Supplies

The

Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth circuit, in a suit against
the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient and others, holds that the
claim of a creditor for payment out of the corpus of ruilrcad
property for necessary supplies (in this case tanks and culverts)
furnished to a railroad company and used in the operation of
the roadi is inferior in equity to the claims of bondholders
under a prior mortgage, and is not entitled to preference in
payment over them, there being no diversion to the payment of
unpreferred claims of current income from the payment of
current expenses for wages, materials,
supplies.,
ar.d
such
necessities of operation. The expectation of the seller f supplies
that its claim would be paid out of the current earnings cf the
company is not sufficient to take it from the class of general
claims and place it in the class of preferential chims.
If it
were sufficient for the purpose, liens of prior mortgages on railroads would be idle, for nearly all general creditors undoubtedly
expect payment out of the current incomes of the companies.
Even loans of money to pay current expenses, or to keep a
railroad company a going concern, in reliance on and in expectation of payment out of the current earnings of the company,
are ineffectual to transfer claims for their payment, otherwise
without equitable preference, to the class of preferential claims.
,

—Martin Metal Mfg. Co.

v.

U.

S.

& M.

Trust Co., C. C. A.,

225 Fed. 961.

Undercharge Recovery

— Plainness of

Tariff

In an action to recover an undercharge it appeared that
the defendant shipped 27 car loads of cattle from Groom,
Tex., to Meade, Kan., over the lines of the plaintiff and connecting carriers. The rate charged was $35 per car load. The
lawful rate was $47.50.
The defendant claimed as a set-off
damages on another shipment of cattle. But the other shipment was made under a contract prescribing that no recovery
should be had unless an action was brought within 6 months
and this condition precedent was disregarded.
The Kansas
Supreme Court therefore held that no set-off could be allowed.
It was claimed that the tariff did not conform to section
2 of the Interstate Commerce Act requiring plainness of statement and printing. Some 25 railroads participated in the tariff,
which was approved by the commission. The contention was
not sustained.
The court said
"The statutory provision requiring simplicity in railroad tariffs is satisfied when it is made
as plain as a subject inherently complex will permit.
Tariffs
and their arrangement with reference to simplicity follow the
outlines prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and must meet the approval of that tribunal. Ordinarily the
courts make no mistake in deferring to its expert judgment
touching the best methods of complying with the statutory
mandate as to plainness and lucidity." Chicago, R. I. & P. v.
Theis (Kan.), 152 Pac. 619.
:

—

Keeping Trespasser Off Train

— Duty

of

Conductor

A

trespasser on a train had been repeatedly put off, the train
being stopped for the purpose.
On the final occasion he ran
after the train, overtook it and attempted to board it at the rear
steps in spite of the resistance of the conductor. It was claimed
in an action for his death that he was pushed off by the conductor, and fell on the track.
The train, which was passing
around a curve, was not stopped. Next day the mangled body
of the deceased was found on the track near the spot. It was
held by the Iowa Supreme Court that a verdict and judgment
for the plaintiff were not supported by the evidence.
Clearly
it was the duty of the conductor to prevent the deceased from
boarding his train. To that end he was required to exercise all
the reasonable means within his power, and this implied the
use of a reasonable degree of force.
The attempt of the deceased to board the train at the very point where the conductor

was standing guard

to prevent him was wanton and reckless
extreme. His act was not only a violation of the statute
forbidding the boarding fif trains in motion, but it amounted to
an assault upon the conductor, and created a position of manifest peril to the conductor.
That his attempt should fail was a
natural and probable result. Whether the conduilor ought afterwards to have stopped his train would depend upon the ([uestion
of whether he knew or ought to have known that the deceased
was rendered too helpless to remove himself from the track.
It was possilili' thai llii'. did liiipiicu, and that he was thereby
in the
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run over by a later train, but

Hawthorne

v.

it was by no means proved.Delano (Iowa) 154 N. W. 590.

Taxation of Express Companies in South Dakota

The

Fargo & Company and the American Express Company to enjoin the state of South Dakota from assessing certain taxes levied against the companies for the year
1910 have been decided in favor of the companies by the United
States Supreme Court.
Under the state law. Wells, Fargo &
suits by Wells,

Company made

a statement showing gross earnings within the
ending April 30, 1910, of $131,096, and value
of office furniture, fixtures and real estate, $18,474. The State
Board of Assessment and Equalization assessed the value of the
company's property at $289,877, and imposed a ta.x of twentyeight mills on the dollar, making a total tax of $8,116.
Similarly, the board assessed the value of the American Express
Company at $193,260, and levied a tax of $5,411. The companies'
bill averred a tender of taxes upon the returns, and charged that
the assessments were a violation of the state constitution, and, if
enforced, would have the effect of taking the property of the
companies without due process of law, in violation ot the fedstate for the year

eral constitution.

The

state constitution, as in force at the time of the assessthis respect it is still practically the same), provided

ments (in

that the levy of taxes on corporate property should be made as
nearly as possible in the same way as on individual property, and
that all taxes should be levied in proportion to the value of the
property. It appeared that the express companies doing business
in the state in 1909 and 1910 were under contracts with the railroads to pay to the latter from 45 per cent to 55 per cent of
their gross earnings from the transportation of express business
over their lines, and that this payment, if not the only basis of
the assessments made by the board, was the principal factor in
fixing the value of the express companies within the state. The
South Dakota statutes, other than those relating to railroads,
telephone, telegraph, express and sleeping car companies, do not
authorize a valuation which considers gross income, and individuals and other corporations are taxed according to the value
of their property, without reference to the income derived thereIn other words, property owned by other corporations
from.
and individuals is assessed for what it is fairly worth, and a
valuation for taxation is not fixed by a method which gives controlling effect to the amount of the gross income derived therefrom. The Supreme Court concurred with the opinion of the
Circuit Court of Appeals that such procedure is in violation of
the provision of the South Dakota constitution, above referred
to, and affirmed that court's judgment in favor of the express
companies.
(Decided November 29, 1915.)

—

Demurrage

—

Bad Weather Commission Cannot Order
Refund
The New York State Supreme Court, appellate division, holds
that the Public Service Commission is without power to direct
a common carrier to refund freight payments found by the comin

mission to be excessive, provided the sum which has been collected is correct according to the published tariff.
The court,
with Justice Laughlin dissenting, held that the commission may
determine the just and reasonable regulations to be observed
by the carrier, but that its power is confined solely to violations
of such determinations in the future, and that the commission
has not the power, after a determination, to direct the repayment
of charges already collected. The prevailing opinion was written
by Justice Scott.
In his dissenting opinion. Justice Laughlin holds that not only
has the Public Service Commission the right to determine as
to the reasonableness of charges, but it has power to "order the
(leleiulant to make reparation by refunding the amount exacted
in excess of the amount found to be just and reasonable."
The decision was handed down in a suit brought by ICdward
1)
Murjihy and William P. Murphy, in the hay and grain shipping business, against the New York Central.
The railroad

charged and collected from them between November 1. VW,
and May 20, 1910, $178 for "track storage'" on consignments of
freight at Melrose Junction.
The Murphys conteniled these
cliargcs were excessive and took their complaints to the Public
Service Commission of the Second District, which ruled that
the track storage charges, so far as they related to days which,
owing to bad weather, made it imposs'blc to unload the freight,
were unreasonable.
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f

of the Boston
J. Rich, general solicitor
Boston, Mass., has resigned.

& Maine

at

vice-president, succeeding Charles L. Loop, deceased.
district of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office at Topeka,
Kan., has been elected vice-president of the Denver & Rio
Grande, succeeding E. L. Brown.

Operating
L. M. Dooley has been appointed inspector of transportation
for the Texas & Pacific, at Dallas, Tex., instead of superintendent
of transportation, as announced in these columns recently.

W.

general superintendent of the
Central New England, has been transferred from Hartford,
Conn., to Poughkeepsie, N. Y. At the same time 34 members
of the office forces move from Hartford to Poughkeepsie.

The

office

of

G.

in the office of the
He served in the gendivision freight agent at Vincennes, Ind.
eral office of the road for seven years and in 1912 was sent to
Dayton, Ohio, as division freight agent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

ceased.

K. B. Duncan has been appointed valuation engineer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, eastern lines, in connection with
the Kansas rate case.

Frederick A. Bonz, assistant engineer of the Buffalo, Roch& Pittsburgh, has been promoted to division engineer,
Divisions 1, 2 and Erie division, with office at Rochester, N. Y.
ester

George J. Adamson, formerly special engineer of construction
for the Union Pacific, with office at Omaha, Neb., has been
appointed division engineer of the Wyoming division, with headGeorge F. Maitland has been apquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo.
pointed division engineer of the Kansas division, with office at

Kansas

City,

Mo.
Purchasing

Clark,

Charles H. Smith, trainmaster of the Green Bay & Western,
with office at Green Bay, Wis., has been appointed superintendent
of the Green Bay & Western, the Kewaunee, Green Bay &
Western and the Ahnapee & Western, effective Januarj' 1.
L. L. IMcIntyre, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, at Erwin, Tenn., has already been
announced in these columns, was born on October 4, 1874, at
McCoU, S. C, and was educated in the common schools. He
began railway work on June 1, 1892, with the Cape Fear &
Yadkin Valley, now a part of the Atlantic Coast Line, as a
In July, 1893, he went to the Norfolk
clerk and relief agent.

Western as clerk and operator at Welch, W. Va., remainHe was
ing in that position until the following September.
then engaged in yard and coal and coke weighing and billing
service at various points on the Pocahontas division of the
same road until January, 1898, when he was appointed train
despatcher at Bluefield, W. Va. On May 1, 1902, he was appointed night chief despatcher; then from November, 1904, to
From July, 1906, to March,
July, 1906, was chief despatcher.
On March 15,
1909, he was car distributor of the same road.
1909, he went to the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio as car serIn April, 1911, he was appointed
vice agent at Erwin, Tenn.
trainmaster at the same place, which position he held at the
time of his recent appointment as superintendent of the same

&

road as above noted.
Traffic

John Dunphy has been appointed assistant general passenger
agent of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.
H. B. Hatch, contracting freight agent of the Illinois Central
at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed freight and passenger
agent, with office at Fresno, Cal.

Harvey DeCamp has been appointed purchasing agent of
the Gulf

&

Ship Island, with

Special Officers

tem, effective January

1.

OBITUARY
R. H. Montgomery, superintendent of the New York Central
shops at Collinwood, Ohio, died at his home in Cleveland, on

December

14.

Joseph B. Redfield, for 60 years in the service of the Chicago
& North Western, and most of that time as auditor and assistant
secretary, died at his home in Chicago, 111., on December 20.
About five years ago Mr. Redfield retired from his duties as
auditor and engaged in the compilation of historical matter connected with the railwa\'. He was a graduate of Union College,
Schenectad}', N. Y., and

in October, 1823, in

Robert C. Haasc, northwestern passenger agent of ihc Baltiat St. Paul, Minn., and Minneapolis, has been appointed district passenger agent at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding Bernard N. Ashby, resigned. H. C. Strohn,
traveling passenger agent at Omaha, Neb., has been promoted
to northwestern passenger agent.

more & Ohio, with headquarters

O. S. Lewis, whose appointment as assistant general freight
agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, Southwestern and the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Daj^on has been announced, began his railroad career
as an employee in the accounting department of the Baltimore &
Ohio. Later he was stationed at Lawrcncehurg, Ind., as agent.

1825.

Ox-

England, and
was educated in the common schools. He began
railway work in May,
1848, and until 1854 was
engaged in repairing cars
on the Syracuse & Utica,
which is now a part of

the

New York

He was

Central.

then to Septem-

engaged

in

re-

From

at

25,

fordshire,

William P. Behen, contracting freight agent of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton, has been appointed commercial agent of
Western, with headquarters

was born on September

John Kirby, formerly from October, 1870, to October, 1892,
general master car builder of the Lake Shore & Michigan SouthMr. Kirby was bom
ern, died on December 8, at Adrian, Mich.

pairing and building cars
on the Michigan SouthMich.
ern at Adrian,

&

Gulfport, Miss.

A. Greene, chief inspector of the insurance department of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the insurance department of the Pennsylvania sys-

ber, 1856,

Indianapolis

office at

F.

Hilton, agent of the freight department of the Union
Pacific at Fresno, Cal., has been appointed district freight agent
at the same place, effective January 1.
S. F.

the Cincinnati,
Chicago.

No. 26

Joseph Gilkison has been appointed roadmaster of the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern, vice William Padden, de-

Edgar M. Williams, second vice-president of the Southern
Express Company, at Chattanooga, Tenn., has been elected
Arthur E. Sweet, general manager of the Second

59,

and subsequently was promoted to chief clerk

iiiiniiiiiiiiMuiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii;

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Edgar

Vol.

September, 1856. to
September, 1858, he was
foreman of shops on the
same road at Adrian
then to October, 1870,
was master car builder of
the Michigan Southern

&

Indiana,
Northern
which subseqtiently became a part of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, which

Kirby

is now a part of the New
In Octoljcr, 1870, he was appointed general master car builder of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, remaining in that position until October, 1892. Mr. Kirby was president in 1891 and 1892 of the Master Car Builders' Association,
and from 1900 to 1909 was treasurer of the same association,

York

Central.

December
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Equipment and Supplies

I

LOCOMOTIVES
Intercolonial

will

install

superheaters on

100 locomo-

tives.

The Lehigh Valley

has issued inquiries

for

switching

IS

locomotives.

The Edmonton, Dunvegan &
for

British Columbia

is

November

having ordered 150 40-ton box cars from the
ordered only under frames
cars from that company.

S as

Canadian Car

& Foundry Company,

for ISO SO-ton

flat

!
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The Imperial Oil Company, Ltd., Sarnia, Ont., has ordered
100 40-ton tank car bodies and trucks from the Canadian Car
& Foundry Company for part of the 235 cars mentioned in an
item in the Railway Age Gazette of December 10.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford, reported in last
week's issue as contemplating the purchase of 500 coal cars,
has ordered these cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.
It will also buy 20 milk and SO refrigerator cars, not SOO refrigerator cars as reported in last week's issue.

inquiring

two superheater locomotives.

The Grand Trunk Pacific will install superheaters on 47
Consolidation and Mikado locomotives.
The Union Railroad

has ordered five Consolidation locomo-

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

tives

The Tavares & Gulf
tive

has ordered one Prairie type locomo-

cars

The Norfolk Southern has ordered four Consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Prescott & Northwestern has ordered one Mikado
comotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line
from

locomotive

switching

lo-

has ordered one six-

Baldwin

the

of
being in the market for six parlor cars, 10
baggage cars and 25 trailer coaches, has ordered the 25 trailei

November 26

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

wheel

PASSENGER CARS
The Wabash is inquiring for prices on 6 postal cars.
The Long Island, reported in the Raihvay Age Gazette

Locomotive

Works.

from the Standard

Works.

'The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, reported in last
week's issue as contemplating the purchase of locomotives, will
buy 10 Mikado and seven Pacific type locomotives.

The Chicago Great Western,
week's issue as having ordered

which was reported

in

last

Mikado locomotives from

five

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has increased this order to 10
locomotives.

The New York Central

has ordered one Mountain type
from the American Locomotive Company.
It is

locomotive

Car Company.

Steel

The New York Municipal,

reported in the Raihvay Age
Gazette of December 10 as inquiring for prices on 100 subway
cars, has ordered these cars from the American Car & Foundry Company. These cars are for the Sea Beach Line, and
constitute the fourth 100 ordered for this service from the same

company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford.—^The

item in the
giving the division of the order for 100
passenger cars, placed with the Osgood-Bradley Car Company,
issue of

The Ozan Graysonia Lumber Company, Prescott, Ariz., has
ordered two Mikado locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

as

December

3,

incorrect.
The Osgood-Bradley Car Company has been
authorized to proceed with the construction of 100 all-steel
passenger train cars, as noted, but these will include 65 coaches

was

and 35 baggage

cars.

The New York

Central, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of December 10 as having issued inquiries for 30 to 60 70-ft.
coaches, has placed orders for 105 cars as follows
Barney &
Smith Car Company, 15 coaches for the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
:

Chicago & St. Louis; Osgood-Bradley Car Company, 25 for
the Boston & Albany; American Car & Foundry Company, 45
for the New York Central itself, and the Standard Steel Car

Company,

20.

also further reported to be contemplating the purchase of other

locomotives.

TRACK SPECIALTIES
The Great Northern

has ordered 175,000 tie plates, 7,000
kegs of track spikes, 8,000 kegs of bolts and 90,000 angle bars

FREIGHT CARS
The Central Vermont
The Union Pacific is
and stock

is

in

market for

in the

the market

row gage hopper

from the Lackawanna

the market for five nar-

in

is

cars.

five to 10

The Baltimore & Ohio
steel

is

the

in

market

cabin cars.

The Chanute Refining Company

is

inquiring for prices on

Ikon Ran(;e has ordered 100

ll.it

cars from

Car & Foundry Company.

The Southern Extract Company has ordered 10
from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Betulkhem Chile Iron Mines Company has

lank cars

issued in-

The Standard Oil Company,

Whiting, Ind., has ordered three
coke cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Long Island, reported in the issue of November 11 as
being in the market for 100 gondola cars, has ordered 100 long
gondola cars from the Pressed .Steel Car Company.
The New York, I'hiladelimiia & Norfolk, reported in last
week's issue as being in the market for 45 to fiO steel underframe box cars, h;is urdercd these cars frdiii the .Amcric.in Car &
l-'oundry
Till.

Company.

Michigan Centrai., reportrd

in

thi-

A'lii'/n'ci.v

ordered

300

tons

of

bridge

lias

The Southern Railway

given the Maryland Steel
rails

and

has ordered

Com-

fittings.

1,300

tons of

bridge

from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Steel
Pennsylvania dock

has ordered 435 tons of steel from the
for an ore handling bridge on the

Company
at

Erie, Pa.

The

quiries for 2S 100,000-lb. capacity steel ore cars.

steel

has

from the Mount Vernon Bridge Company.

The French Government

steel

The Dulutu &

Company.

pany an order for 90,000 tons of

SO 8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

the .American

Steel

IRON AND STEEL
Railroad

The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk
from

cars.

number of box

cars.

The East Broad Tor

for

box

1,000

for a

.(;/(•

Gazelle

Toledo, St. Louis & Western has divided an order for
10.000 tons of 85-lb. rails between the Illinois Steel Company
and the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Great Northern
rails

among

has divided an oriler for

the Illinois Steel

pany, the Lackawanna Steel
Iron Company.

8.(XX)

tons of

Company, the Cambria Steel ComCompan\ .iiid the Colorado Fuel &

SIGNALING
Till

I'liii

Aiuiiiii.v

Rfaping has given

to the Federal Signal
I'Mnpauv the contract for iiislalling automatic signals on its line,
louMe track, between Newberry Junction, Pa., and Lcwislnirg,
36 miles
v^
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is to be installed at Dun Loup,
W. Va., at the crossing of the Chesapeake & Oliio and the Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern. -The Federal Signal Company has

A

Vol.
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mechanical interlocking plant

The Great Northern plans to install during the coming year
automatic block signals on 200 miles of its line. The plans for
the year include also the installation of a 22-lever interlocking
plant at Aberdeen, S. D., where the Itne crosses the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul and a nine-lever interlocking at Calumet,
Minn., where the line crosses the Duluth, Missaba & Northern.
;

plans during the coming year
This
to install automatic block signals on five miles of line.
number of miles is exactly the difference between the mileage
reported as now operated under automatic block signals and
the total mileage of road on which the passenger trains are run,
indicating that at the end of the year the whole of the line will

The Alabama Great Southern

be signaled.
Illinois Central plans to install automatic block signals
during the coming year on 180 miles of its lines as follows:
Gilman, 111., to Mattoon, 90 miles double track; Dugan, Ky., to
East View to Leitchfield, Ky., 14 miles Horse
Cecilia, 8 miles
Branch, Ky., to Beaver Dam, 12 miles Rockport, Ky., to Mercer,

The

;

Eddyville, Ky., to Paducah, 35 miles, all single
track; Woodstock, Tenn., towards Memphis, 8 miles single
track, and Branch Junction, 111., to Centralia, 2 miles, double
12 miles, and

track.

automatic block signals in 1916, in place
of the manual block system, on 84 miles of road, namely:
Solon, Ohio, to Cleveland, 16 miles double track; Kent, Ohio,
to Leavittsburg, 27 miles double track; Buchanan Junction, Pa.,
to Pymatuning, 26 miles single track and 6 miles double track;
Columbus, Pa., to Niobe Junction, 9 miles. Also on the controlled line, the New York, Susquehanna & Western, automatic
block signals will be installed on 14 miles, double track, to take

Erie will

the place of the

install

manual block system.

—

The Indo-Ceylon Railway. It has been proposed to make
the Indo-Ceylon Railway into a railway throughout by conAt the meeting of the
structing a line along Adam's Bridge.
South Indian Railway on November 17, it was stated that the
existing railway and ferry steamer service which was only
opened less than two years ago was causing a great deal of
It
trouble and was being operated at a very considerable loss.
was instituted at the special instance of the merchants, planters, people and government of Ceylon, and unless some satisfactory understanding could be come to with the Ceylon Government Railway it might become necessary either to close the
route altogether or to run the service periodically, and then only

—

—

for passengers.

Railway Development in Eastern Manchuria.

— Some

in-

Japanese railway development in
Eastern Manchuria have recently been published in the Far East.

teresting

details

regarding

Although the entire line from Antung to Mukden, 170 miles in
length and costing $10,000,000 to reconstruct, is devoid of any
of importance, except Penchilin, which, about 40 miles
southeast of Mukden, is in the center of a coal-mining district,
the Japanese are busily engaged in opening up the mineral wealth
of the country and constructing branch and light lines. Near
Penchilin two modern smelting plants have been installed and
iron ore is obtained at the Miao-Kou Iron Mine, some five miles
from Nan Fan Station and connected with it by a light railway.
cities

station of Nui-hsin-tai is situate another colliery,
as the Ho Lien Kuo, and from this a light line is to be
built by the Japanese to Chien Chang, 53 miles to the north, for
new line is
the purpose of carting timber from the forests.
also to be built between Kaiyuan and Hailungsen, as there is

Near the

known

A

plenty of coal from the Sha Ting Kang mines to work them.
On the other hand, a group of Chinese merchants have formed
a syndicate to build a light railway from Fushun, at the end
of the Mukden extension, to Shing Ching, where there is a good
supply of timber, which is greatly needed for the Fushun colleries.
It is a sign of the times that it is reported that the
Fengtien Branch of the Bank of China has agreed to finance the
scheme, which needs $500,000. The Japanese have recently laid
a Decauville railway through the city of Liaoyang itself.— A'aiV-

way
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Wilfred R. Dean, vice-president of the Dean Brothers Pump
Ind., died recently, after a prolonged ill-

Works, Indianapolis,
ness.

S. K. Smith, treasurer of the Harlan & HoUing.sworth Corporation, has also been elected vice-president, succeeding Persifor
Frazer. Henderson Weir, secretary, has been elected a director.

A. L. Murphcy, purchasing agent, and J. P. Coonahan, assistant
purchasing agent of the Midvale Steel Company, have been appointed to similar positions with the Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Company.
Frank Howard Bailie, assistant manager of sales of the H. K.
Porter Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died after a brief illness from
pneumonia on Tuesday, December 14. Mr. Bailie had been associated with the company for 27 years.

;

;

The

Supply Trade News

I

the contract.

Gazette, London.

Richard Henry Lee, superintendent of the Lebanon blast furnaces of the Pennsylvania Steel Company Jind consulting engineer of the American Manganese Manufacturing Company, died
suddenly, December 8, of heart failure.
Charles E. Duncan, formerly with the Carnegie Steel Company, and at one time superintendent of the plant of the Algoraa
Steel Corporation, Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, Canada, has been appointed general manager of the newly incorporated Donner Steel
Company, Ltd., Buffalo, N. Y.

The Garland ventilator, which is in general use on railroad
sleeping and parlor cars, has now been successfully applied to
automobile trucks and pleasure cars, removing the heated air
•

from the motor compartment and reducing losses in power, oil,
burned out bearings, scored cylinders and damage to the radiator.

Henry C. Kloos, of the electrical staff of the Pullman Company, has accepted a position with the Franklin Railway Supply

New York. This company is now engaging in the.
manufacture and sale of car lighting equipment, and is placing
upon the American market the "Stone" system of car lighting,
hitherto manufactured in England and extensively employed
Company,

abroad.

Announcement

is

made

that the receivership of the

Smith Car Company, Dayton, Ohio, came

to

Barney

&

an end December

There will
15, following the negotiation of a loan of $600,000.
be no change in the status of the stock and bondholders of the
Presicompany. The officers of the company are as follows
dent, H. M. Estabrook; vice-president and general manager, A.
The board of directors
J. Stevens, and treasurer, A. F. Kiehofer.
will include these and Lawrence Maxwell, E. J. Barney, J. L.
Oneil, E. N. Patten and C. L. Harrison.
:

The Boston Elevated Railway will
its own in Boston for the purpose

build a creosoting plant
of treating ties and other
material.
G. B. Shipley, consulting engineer, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has been engaged to design the plant and superintend its conIt will be a modern pressure creosoting plant, destruction.

of

signed for any standard process, and will be fully equipped to
meet all of the Boston Elevated requirements. This decision to
use creosoting material comes after long experiments with various methods of wood preservation. The plant will be the first
rnodern creosoting plant to be built in New England.

Railway Cross Tie Company, Pittsburgh,
Maxey patents formerly ovi'ned by the
United States Steel Railway Tie Company. The present management of the American Steel Railway Cross Tie Company is

The American

Pa.,

Steel

has purchased the

President, J. A. Langfilt, a Pennsylvania state
follows:
senator for two terms vice-president, W. S. Maxey, attorneyat-law and a prominent business man of Pittsburgh (this Mr.
Maxey is not related to the Mr. Maxey who sold the patents
treasurer, Oscar A. Adrian, of the Peoples
to the company)
Homewood Bank and treasurer of the Charles C. Wesley Real
restate Company, and secretary, Charles C. Wesley, president of
the Charles C. Wesley Real Estate Company.
as

;

;

A

new company with

organized

a

capital

of $150,000

is

about to be

under the leadership of Joseph C. Reed,

until

re-

December
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cently in charge of the railway and government business of the
Shapleigh Hardware Company, St. Louis, to take over the SouthW. D. Achuflf,
ern Railway Supply Company of that city.
vice-president, and Ephron Catlin, Jr., secretary and treasurer of
the Southern Company, will hold similar positions with the

new company, the name of which has not yet been
The new company, in addition to carrying
decided.

definitely
in

stock

for railroads, mines, mills
and industrial corporations, will specialize and represent exclusively in the southwestern territory the Buda Company, the
E. F. Houghton Company, the Verona Tool Works and other
companies. It will also have the exclusive sales agency in the

a

full

line of miscellaneous supplies

United States for the Saunders corrugated car-stopper.

The following is quoted from the New York Times, of December 23: A syndicate headed by Potter, Choate & Prentice and
F. B. Keech '& Co. has bought the Haskell & Barker Car Company at Michigan City, Ind., and will take steps to extend the
business after new capital has been raised. An offering of 220,000
shares of stock without stated par value is expected in a few
It is understood that the shares are being placed with
days.
the syndicate at $50 a share. Among the directors of the reorganized company are F. A. Vanderlip, president of the NaAmbrose Monnell, president of the International City Bank
tional Nickel Company William E. Corey, head of the Midvale
Steel & Ordnance Company, and Arthur O. Choate, of the firm
large interest in the Haskell
of Potter, Choate & Prentice.
& Barker Car Company was held by Miss Catherine Barker,
who was recently married to Howard Spaulding, Jr., secretary
and general manager of the company. Control of the property
has been in the hands of James B. Forgan, president of the First
E. K. Boisot and T. J. McBride
National Bank of Chicago
(president of the company) as trustees since the death of John
;

;

A

;

Barker

in

1910.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

— Bulletin

No. 531, recently issued by the Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md., is a leaflet illustrating and
describing the company's type "L. A." rotary table sand blast.

Sand Blasts.

A

Railway Crane.

— The

Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee,

Wis., has issued an eight-page pamphlet describing its Class 15017 crane for wrecking and other railway purposes. This pamphlet gives the details of its construction and operation and is illustrated with numerous photographs.

Planing Machines.

— The

Newton Machine Tool Works,

dimensions.

—

Acetylene. The Searchlight Company, Chicago, has issued a
pamphlet entitled "The Searchlight Treatise on Acetylene." It
contains 12 pages, briefly describing the development of the use
of the oxy-acetylene process, for welding and cutting and discusses at some length the commercializing of the gases, in which
the method of preparing, purifying and handling acetylene in
cylinders is considered. There is also a brief discussion regarding the use of acetylene generated by small generators at the
plant vs. the cylinder acetylene.

—

Boilers. The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, I'liiladclphia,
has recently issued a fiS-page catalog entitled "Finding
and Stopping of Waste in Modern Boiler Rooms." The book
treats of the value of feed water and condensate meters as aids
in the management of power plants and it is shown hpw with a
feed water meter one can ascertain the results of various factors,
such as grade of fuel, grates, methods of firing, air leaks, control of (Ir.ift, condition of gas passages, scale and soot on boiler
The point is made that the use of records
tubes, radiation, etc.
which may be ohtained with the meters arouses the ambition and
spirit of emulation of the men, and makes it possible to reward
special skill or attenlion to duty, as by bonuses or promotions.
section of the hook also treats of the Cochrane nieleriiig healer
(combined open feed water heater and hot water heater) with
The Cochrane llow record for use in
its several niodiricatiuus.
connection with V-notch weirs and a new type of meter working
on the vohuui'lric principle are also described. The book is well
illuslralcd and alh:\clively godeti up.

A
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Alaska Valley. — Incorporated

in North Carolina with $150,000 capital to build from. Bryson City, N. C, on the Southern
Railway to the falls of Alaska creek, 12 miles. The headquarters
of the company are at Bryson Cit>'. Arthur Brooks is said to
be interested.

—

California Southern. Construction work is now under way
on the section from Red Hill Station, Cal., to.Blythe, 27 miles.
The Blythe Construction Company, of Blythe Junction and Los
Angeles, Cal., also G.

(May

contractors.

7,

W.

Grayson, of Blythe Junction, are the

993.)

p.

Chicago, We.\therford & Gulf.^A charter has been filed in
Texas to build a railroad from Gainesville, Tex., south via
Weatherford and Granbury, to Waco, about 200 miles. The company has a capital of $250,000, and the principal office is at

Weatherford. W. D. Stratton, president; D. L. Decker, vicepresident and general manager, both of Middleton, N. Y. H. L.
Moseley, vice-president G. A. Holland, treasurer T. R. Erwin,
;

;

;

secretary, Weatherford.

—

Curtis Bay Railroad. Application to build and operate a
railroad at Curtis Bay in Anne Arundel county, Md., has been
made to the Public Service Commission of Maryland. The
company was incorporated in IMarch of this year with $10,000
capital, and plans to build a railway from the plant of the Davison Chemical Company to Hawkins Point The company also
asks permission to construct wharves, piers, etc. In the application filed it is pointed out that the road will not conflict with any
existing road, and that the conditions in that section demand
the construction of a line of this kind, not only for commercial
reasons, but to meet the passenger traffic needs of hundreds of
workmen employed in the vicinity. C. Wilbur Miller, president
of the Davison Chemical Company; J. Luntz, P. J. Peters, J. F.
Gillespie and E. Miller are incorporators.

—

El kin S: Allegheny. -Construction work is now under way
between Doughton, N. C, .and Sparta. The company is carryFour miles have been
ing out the work with its own forces.
graded, but track laying has not yet been started. The company
now operates a 15-mile line from Elkin, N. C, northwest via
Doughton to Veneer.

Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa., has recently issued Catalog No. 50, illustrating and describing the company's line of rotary planing machines.
The catalog contains illustrations showing the various machines made by the company and gives specifications and general

Pa.,

1217

—

Grand Trunk

Pacific. Grading work on the Grand Trunk
Branch Lines Company's Prince Albert branch has been

Pacific

completed into Prince Albert, Sask., but track has only been
laid to St. Louis, on the north shore of the Saskatchewan rivor,
which is 25 miles from Prince Albert. Grading work has also
been -finished on the Harte-Brandon branch, 26 miles, but track
laying has not yet been started.

Gulf, Sabine & Red River.—-The construction of a 35-mile
extension has been decided upon, it is said, by Lutcher & Moore,
lumber manufacturers of Orange, Texas, the owners of this line.
The proposed route is from Starks, La., north to Merryvillc.
The extension will traverse a rich territorj' of the Sabine River
valley, and will open up timberland. The company now operates
a line from Niblett's Bluff, a few miles north of Orange, Tex.,
to Starks, La., where connection is made with the Kansas City
Southern.

is

—

Construction work is now under way
west to Sealiaslopol, IV miles.
The work
benig carried out by eonipany forces. U. W. Harris, Meridian,

Jackson &
from I'nion,
Miss.,

may

ICasti-.kn.

.Miss.,

be addressed.

Kansas Southern Traction. — Incorporated

in Kansas with
Tlie plans call
$100,000 capital and head<|uarlers at Oswego,
for building an electric line from Parsons, Kan,, southwest to
ColTeyville, also a line from Parsons soiilhcasl to Columbus,
The incorporators include: P. Stack,
in all about 70 miles.
r.nsons, Kan.; T. Rilzo and D. Conti, Kansas City, Mo.; J. W.
I'.verelt

and

J.

M. Page, Topeka, Kan.

—

Montreal & Southern Counties (Electric), This company
lias finished work on the extension from St, Ccsairc, Que., to
Granby, 15 miles. One mile of the exiension was built in 19m,
and

1

i

mile- in 1»15

(Inly

2,

p.

38.)
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—

New York, Piiil.^delphi.v & Norfolk. This company now has
under construction 7.S4 miles of second track from Hallwood,

A

The Pacific & Idaho
the construction work will be expensive.
Northern has not yet done any work north of New Meadows except to make surveys.
The company has filed its ripht of way
through government land as far north as Riggins, at the junction
of the Little and Big Salmon rivers, 35 miles north of New Meadows, at which point the P. & I. N. surveys intersect the Gilmore
& Pittsburgh surveys from the present western terminus of that
road at Salmon City, down the Big Salmon river and Snake river
to Lewiston.

Palatine, Lake Zurich

& Wauconda.— This

company, which

operates a line from Palatine, 111., northwest to Wauconda, 15
miles, has surveys made for an extension from Wauconda to
Fox Lake, 10.5 miles. During 1915 work was finished on onehalf mile of side tracks.

—

Philadelphia Roads. The lowest bid for the steel superstructure of the Frankford elevated line extension from Unity
street to Dyre street, Philadelphia, Pa., was submitted by the
American Bridge Companv, This company offered to carrv out
the work for $249,000.
(December 10, p' 1113.)

—

Richmond, Rappah.\nnock & Northern. Conditional contracts have been let by this company for the construction of the
new line from West Point, Va., northeast to Urbanna, 17
miles. The contract, it is understood, was let to Winston & Co.,
Richmond, Va. The promoters must make a first payment of
$100,000 to the contractors before actual construction work will
be started. The cost of construction and equipment of the line
is estimated at $300,000.
The project has the endorsement of
the Richmond Chamber of Commerce and Retail Merchants'
(August

iiiiiiiiiiiiimriiiiiu

Railway Financial News

Pacific & Idaho Northern.— This company, which now operates a line from New Meadows, Idaho, to Weiser, 89.7 miles,
some years ago made surveys and reconnaissances from New
Meadows north towards Grangeville or Lewiston, following generally the route of the Little Salmon and Big Salmon rivers.
Governor Moses Alexander has been agitating the question of
completing the gap between New Meadows and one of the points
named above to provide rail connection between the northern and
commission was appointed by the
southern sections of Idaho.
governor, which has already made a favorable preliminary report.
It is understood T:hat capital can be secured to build the line;

who

No. 26
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Va., to Parksley.

Association,

Vol.

are co-operating in raising the necessary funds.

20, 1915, p. 369.)

I
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Buffalo

& Susquehanna. — See

Wellsville

& Quincy.— See

Chicago, Burlington

&

Buffalo.

Paducah

&

Illinois.

Paul. —^Kuhn,

Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
National City Bank, both of

Loeb & Co. and the
York, have bought from the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul $2,856,000 general mortgage
4!4 per cent bonds, the proceeds to be used to refund a like
amount of Dakota & Great Southern first mortgage 5 per cent
bonds maturing January 1, 1916.
The Wisconsin Railroad Commission has authorized the
company to issue $48,176,650 4 per cent bonds to retire a like
amount of 4 per cent 15-year European loan bonds of 1910.
These European loan bonds were printed in French and largely
held in France. They have been surrendered by the owners
to the French government and sent to this country to raise
money for the government.

New

—

& Pacific. The receiver is to ask the
court for authority to pay the interest coupons maturing January 1 on underlying bonds and to renew short term loans and

Chicago, Rock Island

receiver's certificates.

—

Elkin & Allegheny. C. B. Penney, general manager, and M.
W. Thompson have been appointed receivers.

—

& Northern. The state of Mississippi has issued
issued a charter for this company, which is the new company
taking over the New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago.

Gulf, Mobile

—

Samuel T. Bodine has been elected a member
of the board of directors, succeeding Abram Nesbitt, resigned.

Lehigh Valley.

Missouri Pacific.

— Federal

Judge Elmer B. Adams

has, at his

own

request, been relieved of the receivership affairs of the
Alissouri Pacific and Judge .Sanborne, of the United States

Court of Appeals, has assigned Judge William C.
Hooke, of Leavenworth, Kan., to take over the Missouri Pa-

Circuit
cific

receivership.

Nashville, Chattanooga

&

New

Chic.\go.

Orleans, Mobile

&

St. Louis.

— See

— See

Paducah &

Gulf, Mobile

Illinois.

&

North-

ern.

—

Roanoke River. This company, which now operates a 12mile line from Townsville, N. C, east to Manson, contemplates
building an extension from Townsville west to a connection with
the Southern Railway, about 9 miles.

—

Paducah &

Illinois. Kean, Taylor & Co., the Union Trust
Company, the Merchants Loan & Trust Companj', all of Chicago tlie Second Ward Savings Band, the First National
Bank, both of Milwaukee the Northwestern Trust Company,
the St. Paul Commerce Trust Company, both of Kansas City;
the Mercantile Trust Company, St. Louis, Mo., and James C.
Wilson & Co., Louisville, Ky., have bought from the Paducah
& Illinois $3,500,000 first mortgage 4;.4 per cent 40-year bonds.
These bonds are guaranteed principal, interest and sinking
fund by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis. The Paducah & Illinois is a subsidiary of these two companies and is building a double-track
The
steel bridge over the Ohio river near Metropolis, III.
bridge is about 5,700 ft. long and will form the only direct
connection between the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and
;

;

Southern Traction.

— An

quoted

saying that
definite action for building from Waco, Tex., south to Austin,
thence to San Antonio, about 180 miles, will be taken within the
next few months. The company owns and operates interurban
lines between Dallas and Waco and between Dallas and Corsicana.
officer

South Dakota Short Line.

is

as

—

This company, which was reDakota with $2,000,000 capital, plans

cently incorporated in South

to build a line either from Sioux Falls, S. D., northwest to Pierre,
200 miles, or from Mitchell to Pierre, 120 miles. G. W. Adams,
president, Council Bluffs. Iowa.
(October 1, p. 622.)

Valley &

Siletz.

— Work

sion between Spalding

The work

is

is

Dam,

now under way

Ore.,

and

building an exten-

Siletz Basin, eight miles.

being carried out by company forces.

(March

26,

p. 721.)

the Chicago, Burlington

Pere Marquette.

—

Judge

court, has fixed April

&

Quincy.

Tuttle, of the

United States

1916, as the date of sale with

5,

district

an upset

price of $14,000,000 subject to underlying bonds.

—

Virginia-Blue Ridge. This company is building an extension
from Lowcsville, Va., to Massies Mill, 9 miles. The Wuch Construction Company, Roanoke, Va., has the contract. Surveys are
now being made for an extension from Massies Mill to Tyro,
3 miles.
(August 13, p. 301.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Two Hardors, Minn. The Duluth & Iron Range will build
a one-story car repair shop at Two Harbors. The building will
have a steel frame and brick walls it will be 275 ft. by 310 ft.
and will cost $175,(XK). The date for opening bids for the work
has not been set.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac.

— The

directors,

in

ac-

expressed desires of stockholders, have
voted to issue a scrip dividend of 50 per cent. The state of
Virginia owns about 18 per cent of the stock, which has been
paying regular dividends of 9 per cent.

cordance

with

the

—

Wellsville & Buffalo. This is the name of the new company
which has applied to the New York Public Service Commission
for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to operate
the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway, which it has taken over
after reorganization.

;

—

Erie. For the third time the Wheeling
Lake Erie has been offered for sale. No bid was made.

Wheeling & Lake

&
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the second estimate as of July 31,

of the proceeds of the $500,-

all

to be spent in this country, the proceeds of the

may or may not have been spent in this
market value of the $2,223,510,229 railroad
securities held abroad as of July 31 was $1,751,437,913.
It is
rather interesting to note the taste of European investors for
sale of railroad securities

country.

The

total

various classes of railroad securities.
415,606 par value of

Whereas there

common

railroad

stock held

jvas $438,-

abroad,

its

market value was $263,996,929 there was $25,253,201 equipment
trust bonds, with a market value, however, of $24,480,411; there
was a total of $1,150,339,130 par value of mortgage bonds, witli
a market value of $962,081,613. In addition to the common stock
mentioned above there was $236,151,600 par value preferred stock
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;

The

of railroad securities.
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A New Low
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first of February and the last of July securities
with a par value almost as great as the amount which France
and England borrowed under the terms of the joint loan which
was negotiated in this country and floated by the syndicate of
bankers with J. P. Morgan & Co. at its head. There is this dif-

000,000 loan

GUARANTEE,

of the

estimate

Between these two dates the par

1915.

ference, however, that whereas
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Entered at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., as mail matter of the
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The
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* Illustrated.

The

salient

fact

signal situation

in

the annual statistical

review of the block-

on American railways, published
is

Progress
in

in

this

issue,

the continued testimony to the superiority

of the automatic to the manual block systerm, as shown in the large investments be-

made

one for the other.
And the itetns of proposed new work for
1916 indicate that this tendency grows stronger, year by year.
The direct fuiaiicial rcsidts of these changes are, usually, not
immediately apparent, but everybody agrees that there is increased .safety, and the increase in capacity of road by the shortening of block sections (which always accompanies the introduction of automatics) is surely valuable as soon as that increased
capacity is used. The increase in manual block signal mileage is
Block Signaling

ing

to substitute the

is

number of freight
clearly shown by

statistics

Car Construction

total

the car construction

on another page.

number

is

still

that for 1913, the

in

cars ordered in 1915

full

Although the

considerably

behind

significance of the

increase as an indication of present busi-

1915

may

be realized from the
ordered
during the year were placed after October 1. A year ago attention was drawn to the increase in the ninnbcr of all-steel
box cars ordered. While steel bo.\ cars have again shown a
large increase, both in the number ordered and in their proness conditions

fact that orders for about one-half of all the freight cars

number of box cars ordered, they cannot yet
be said to be coming into general use, since about 95 per cent
of the cars of tliis type were ordered by two systems— the
portion of the total

Pennsylvania Lines and the New York Central Lines. The typt
of construction which has received the widest application during
the year is the steel undcrframc car with steel body framing
members. There has been a material increase this year in the
average box car capacity. This is accounted for by the increased

number of

100,0tX)-ll'.

the orders for

capacity cars ordered and the decrease in
capacity cars. The number of cars of

<i0,tXX)-lb.

remained practically unchanged, for the
and the orders are widely distributed, making it

80,000-lb. capacity has

two

years,

evident that this

is

the accepted capacity for general service

box
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no apparent change in the draft Rear .situation,
having been specified on about five-eighths of all
the freight cars ordered. However, attention should be directed
to the fact that while the spring gear has been applied to a
large number of cars with capacities as high as 100,000 lb. and
110,000 lb., these cars were practically all ordered by the New
York Central Lines, and the tendency toward the adoption of
the friction gear is much more general than the figures indicate.
Practically the entire number of passenger carrying cars ordered
cars.

There

i.s

friction gears

Of

are of all-steel construction.

a total of about 3,000 cars for

classes of passenger train service approximately 90 per cent

all

The others are of steel or composite underframe
and are nearly all for express refrigerator or
milk service. As compared with over 200 cars of wood construction reported a year ago it is interesting to note that, out of a
considerably larger total, practically no orders for passenger cars
of wood construction have been reported this year.
are

all-steel.

construction

A NEW LOW RECORD
'T'HE

RAILWAY EXPANSION AND
MEANING

IN

ITS

Neither the statistics which have been compiled by the Railway
Gazette since 1893, nor those which have been compiled by
the Interstate Commerce Commission since 1887 extend far
enough back to afford a precedent for the conditions which
have prevailed in 1915. The statistics of Poor's Manual of Rail-

Age

roads, which go back to 1833, cover for calendar years, not the
built,

The

but the increase in operated mileage.

two things are not the same; for

one
However,

a railway line built in

year may not be put into operation until the next.
bearing this fact in mind. Poor's statistics may be used for
comparison. They show that the only years since 1848 when
the increase in operated mileage was less than 1,000 miles were
1861, 1862 and 1864; and the new mileage built in 1915 was
less than this amount.
In other words, the only period within
the last 66 years which is comparable with 1915 in respect to
new mileage built, is that during which the nation was devoting
its energy and resources, not to its economic and industrial development, but to the prosecution of the greatest war in history
until the present one in Europe.
The showing made by these figures is rendered more impressive if they be considered in connection with the fact that
in October, 1915, there was the greatest mileage of railways
in the hands of receivers in the United States ever recorded.
This is not the case at the end of the year, only because since
then the receivership of one large road, the Wabash, has been
terminated.
The number of cars and locomotives bought in
1915 was greater than in 1914; but it was smaller than in any
other years except 1908 and 1914 since we began compiling
statistics

The

on

this subject.

question at once arises as to

why

the development of the

Why did railway
railways sank to such a low ebb in 1915.
construction become less than in any year of the profound depression following the panic of 1873?

Why

was

it

more nearly

halted than in any of the years of business prostration following the panic of 1893?

Why

did

it

require the ravages of civil

war to create a condition comparable to
The extreme situation which has existed

that existing in 1915?
is

not attributable to

general business depression, for the general depression has not
been as profound as it was in the 70's or the 90's. It is not
attributable to the

war

in

Europe, for the decline

building began long before the war.
It is evident that the condition in the

in

field

railway
in

No. 27

closing has been largely due to causes which did not

operate in the past, or which have operated recently with unprec-

edented force.
Furthermore, what those causes are must lie
clear to every person who has studied railway affairs and the
The
railway situation with a real desire to understand them.
outgo of the roads has been increased enormously by advances
in wages and taxes, and by regulation by the state and national
governments and their total earnings have been restricted by
regulation of their rates by the state and national governments.
Ground between these upper and nether millstones the income
available for interest and dividends has tended downward for
;

over nine years.

some

It

has not become relatively as small as in

purposes of which
in

were not
main avowed

earlier periods; but in those periods the roads

subjected, as they are now, to regulation, one of the
is

to restrict their net return.

In consequence,

those earlier periods capitalists and railway managers were

encouraged to continue to make investments in permanent improvements and in new lines by the hope and expectation that
after the depressions had passed they would be able to make
large profits which would more than offset the losses incurred
bad times. The present system of regulation has effectually
discouraged such hopes and expectations. This, unquestionably,
is the correct explanation of the condition in the railway field
disclosed by our statistics for 1915.
There are many gentlemen of the railway-baiting type, such
as Senator La Follette, Senator Cummins and Clifford Thorne,
who in reply to such statements as the foregoing pile up long
rows of figures to show that under regulation the railways have
been, and are, eminently prosperous, and that therefore regulation is not responsible for the interruption of railway development, and consequently should not be made less drastic. It is
usually easy to demolish their statistics and the conclusions they
draw from them, but the situation which actually exists is the
best answer to them. It demonstrates beyond question that capiThey must, theretalists are not disposed to invest in railways.
fore, believe that such investment

who have shown

the

that they

would be

know how

to

unprofitable.

Those

make money by making

it must be better judges of the relative profitableness of investment in the various fields than even the most eminent statesmen
of the class mentioned. Anyway, their opinion, and not that of
the railway-busting politicians, is controlling it, for they have
and the facts
the capital and will invest it where they please
show that at present they do not please to invest it in railways.
;

It may be said that the reason why the construction of new
mileage has been so greatly reduced is that the country now
has all the railways it needs. Possibly it does not need many
more trunk lines, but it certainly is not true that it does not

need a much larger mileage. There are vast areas susceptible
of being rendered highly populous and productive scattered
throughout the country, but mainly in the south, the southwest
and the southeast, which can never be adequately developed
without the construction of a large additional mileage of railways. In New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and Connecticut, and in the District of Columbia,
the mileage of railway line per 100 square miles exceeds 20 miles,
and rises to 31 miles in New Jersey and to over 60 miles in the
But the average number of miles of
District of Columbia.
railway per 100 square miles of territory in the entire United
In Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico,
States is only 8}^ miles.
Nevada and Arizona it is less than 3 miles; in Idaho, Montana
and Oregon, only a little more than 3 miles in Texas only 6
miles; and in California, Colorado and South Dakota less than 6.
;

only 8 miles and in Washington and North
than 8. In Tennessee, Oklahoma, Kentucky
and Florida it is less than 10 miles. In 20 states the mileage
of railway per 100 square miles of area is less than 10 miles,
and in 6 others it is less than 12 miles. Are the people of these
states prepared to say that they do not want any more branch
Do the people of Texas, with only 6 miles of raillines built?

In Nebraska

it

Dakota

less

way
railway

now

59,

in

regarding developments in the railway field in
* the year 1915 which have been compiled by the Railway Age
Gazette, and are published in this issue, disclose a most remarkable and significant fact.
This is, that the new mileage of
railways built in this country this year is less than in any other
year for over 50 years, or since 1864.
Furthermore, there
have been only three years since 1848 when the increase in
mileage was so small.
statistics

new mileage

year

Vol.

it

is

is

per 100 square miles, want no more lines? In all the great
west of the western boundary of Minnesota, Iowa,

territory

December
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Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana, there are only

four states

whose mileage of railway per 100 square miles equals

the average

for the entire United States,

8^

miles,

and there are only two

west of the Mississippi river which have more than 11 miles per
100 square miles.
And yet it is in this relatively undeveloped
section that regulation has waxed most furious.
The condition in the railway field is not good for capital, because capital is not .getting a fair return. It is not good for
labor, because, while labor is getting high wages, the interruption 0*' railway expansion is preventing a normal increase in the
number of men employed in transportation services. It is not
good for the public, because it is interfering with the development
of the country in every way.
Is the present condition as respects railway development going
to continue?
While the statistics for 1915 do not show it, the
situation undoubtedly is changing for the better.
We do not
refer to the large increases

in

gross and net earnings which

last six months of the year.
Large, imporand helpful as these were, they would have little significance
if there were reason to believe that the same influences which
have been affecting the railways were going to continue to affect
them with the same force as in the past. Increases in expenses
and taxes unaccompanied by advance in rates have converted

occurred during the

tant,

large increases in gross earnings to decreases in net earnings

and could and would do so in future. The true
reason for optimism is that the press, the public
influential pubhc men, including members of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the President of the United States,

in the past,

and
and

sufficient

are beginning to realize the condition existing in the railway

and

field,

The

means for dealing with

to adopt

it.

The

press

is

with a fairness and intelligence never shown before.
Interstate Commerce Commission, while refusing many ad-

discussing

it

which the railroads have sought, has granted
many which, combined, will amount to a good many millions of
vances

in

rates

dollars a year.
lines

It is

also advocating

its

own

reorganization along

would increase its efficiency, and is apsome of the pernicious activities of the
regulating authorities. The attitude of some of the state

which

it

believes

parently disjiosed to curb
State

is improving.
Finally, and perhaps
most important of all, President Wilson has recommended the
creation of a commission to investigate the entire subject of
the regulation of railways and to recommend such changes
in the present system and policy as the welfare of the nation
demands. That a commission composed of able economists, business men and statesmen would find reason for recommending
great and important changes in the present system and policy

regulating bodies themselves

there can be no serious question.

The country has been experimenting with effective regulation
Experience has shown that effectiveness
The
is not the only thing or the most important thing needed.
for almost 10 years.

main things needed are consistency, expertness, fairness, public
spirit, and wisdoni both in drafting and in administering the
regulatory laws. The whole system and policy of regulation ought
The
to be overhauled and made more simple and constructive.
inconsistencies and conflicts between state and federal regulation
should be abolished.

The

principle should be adopted of not only

freedom of action of the management of railways
in respects in which restriction will promote the welfare of the
public, but of also helping them in those respects in which
helping them will be of public benefit. If the labor brotherhoods,
as well as the railway managements, need curbing, then both,
and not merely one, should be curbed. If railway profits are
to be regulated, they should be regulated, not merely to prevent
them from becoming too large, but also to prevent them from
becoming too small.
There are many indications that the press, the business interests and leading public men are being brought by the compulsion
of the irrefutable logic of events to a recognition of tlic soundness of these principles, and that they will join and join soon in
a movement to give them effect in our policy of railway regurestricting the

lation.
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LOCOMOTIVE PROGRESS

'T^HERE
^

IN 1915

were ordered during the calendar year

1915, 1,573 loco-

motives, an increase of 308 over the figures for 1914.

these, practically 50 per cent

were ordered since October

1

Of

and the

outlook for a continuation of tliis rate of ordering in 1916 is
promising. Of those ordered the greater number were Mikados,
there being 562 of this type, a considerable increase over 1914.

The number of Mallets ordered has

also increased, there being

The

59 in 1914 as against 120 ordered in 1915.

75 locomotives

of the Santa Fe type ordered constitute an increase of 12 over
those for 1914, and it is worthy of note that this t>'pe has come
into

popularity during the past two years, none having been
in 1911, 1912 and 1913.
There was a slight falling off
number of Mountain type locomotives, but the number

ordered
in the

ordered in any year indicates that this type
special service only.

ordered

Of

in 1915

There were 10 more

is still

favored for

electric locomotives

than in 1914.

equipped with
in both
these cases show no falling off but rather a tendency toward
an increase. There has been no tendency toward the revival of
compounding, practically the only type in which it is employed
being the Mallet.
Last year we called attention to the probability of large
numbers of existing locomotives being equipped with economy
the

locomotives

total

ordered,

1,174

superheaters and 919 with brick arches.

are

The percentage

and capacity increasing devices. It is interesting to note that
during the past year there were practically two locomotives
modernized in this way for every new locomotive built. Attention was also called at that time to the experimental use on
one locomotive of pulverized fuel. The experimental work in
this connection proved successful and the work of development
along these lines has continued throughout the year, there now
being three locomotives so equipped.
The results from those

now

in

service give indications of the

more extended use of

immediate future.

this fuel in the

The continued

increase in locomotive capacity is well shown by
marked increase in the number of stoker-fired locomotives.
There are now about 1,300 locomotives in the United States
on which the mechanical stoker is in daily use and the greater
the

portion of these are of such a
limits of hand firing.

yond the

maximum
The

capacity as to be berecords of stoker-fired loco-

motives show marked increases in the tonnage rating as compared with the same or similar locomotives hand-fired.
Of
superheating it may be said that while there have been no
radical changes during the past year there has been, and in all
probability will continue to be, a tendency toward the use of
a greater number of units, giving an increase in the amount of
superheat obtained. The only radical move made in connection
with the fire-brick arch is the extension of its use, supported on
arch-tubes, to oil-burning locomotives.

It

now

has a fair start

and promises excellent results.
A year ago the use of special steels and refined designing in
order to obtain the lightest possible reciprocating and running
parts was confined to but a few roads. There has been a great
in this field

deal
in

more

attention given to this during the past year, resulting

a considerable

number of locomotives having been

built with

what might be considered a minimum weight in the parts comprising the driving gear and a corrciponding increase in the
dimensions of the boiler to provide additional steaming capacity.
in

There has been, as previously noted, a considerable increase
the popularity of the ten-coupled locomotive and there are

now

in service several locomotives of this type having all the
driving wheels flanged and working successfully oi\ curves of 20
degrees because of the application of a floating front axle and

Locomotives with this construction
York, Ontario & W'csteni have 28-in.
by 32-in. cylinders, 57-in. driving wheels and a maximum tractive
effort of 71,_'(K) Ih., the driving wheel base being 20 It., while
similar locomotives for the Erie Railroad have jl-in. by 32-in.
cylinders, 03-in. driving wheels and develop 83,000 lb. tractive
effort on a driving wheel base of 22 ft. 6 in.
It has been preball joints in the side rods.

now

in service

on the

New
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dieted that the use of this principle on a twelve-coupled locomowith floating driving axles front and back can readily

tive

provide a tractive effort of 100,000 lb. with the use of a single
pair of cylinders, the limit of wheel loads now used on a number
of locomotives not being exceeded.
The largest and most powerful locomotives of the Pacific type
built during 1915 of which we have record are those of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, which develop a tractive effort of
47,500 lb., and have a total weight of 305,500 lb., cylinders 27 in.

by 28 in., and driving wheels 72> in. in diameter. They were built
by the American Locomotive Company. Locomotives of this type
built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac develop practically the same tractive effort,
but have driving wheels 68 in. in diameter. The cylinders of
these locomotives are 26 in. by 28 in. and the total weight 293,000

in these

The most powerful locomotive of the Mallet type ordered
during the year of which we have record develops 91,400 lb.
maximum tractive effort, but more powerful Mallets have been
Mikado type locomotive built for the
built in previous years.

A

Montour Railroad develops 64,500 lb. tractive effort. The most
powerful locomotive of the 2-10-2 type is that the Erie Railroad, referred to above.

The Erie Railroad has under construction at the Baldwin
Locomotive Works two Triplex locomotives similar to the one
which was built in 1914. In general the construction is the same
as that of the original locomotive, although, as might be expected,
certain changes were made in details based on the performance
of the experimental locomotive. Everything considered, while
the building of large locomotives continues, there is not the
tendency that there was a few years ago to build large engines

one time during the past year there was approximately

42,000 miles of railroad being operated by receivers. Since
that time the Wabash, operating 2,514 miles, has been sold and
taken over by a new company. There have been various other ad-

justments and changes, so that the mileage being operated by reThe total face value of
ceivers on December 31 was 38,661.
securities of the old

companies of the roads in receivers' hands

was $2,354,900,301. The accompanying table shows also the
amount of receivers' certificates and the aggregate of interest in
default wherever this information could be obtained. On December 27 an application was made in Texas for the appointment of a
receiver for the Texas & Pacific. The hearing on this application

FORECLOSURE SALES IN
Name

of

Company.

Arkansas, Louisiana & Gulf
Atlantic Northern
Buffalo & Susquehanna
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western
Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxtont
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico

Ocala Northern
Opelousas, Gulf

&

Northeastern

Wabash
Williamsville,

Greenville

&

St.

Louis

1915
Stock
Funded Debt
Mileage. Outstanding. Outstanding.
62
$1,231,000
$1,230,000
100,000
150,000
17
10,000,000
91
6,162,000
381
7,124,754
7,115,800
14
150,000
300,000
10,075,300
403
14,152,602
2,000,000
286
30,179,409
'
*
53
1,422,250
57
1,143,000
92,400,427
99,272,240
2,515
525,000
525,000
35
3,914

Total

$160,030,051

$125,228,731

•The amount of outstanding securities of this road is not ascertainable.
tThis road was sold under foreclosure and later the operation of it was
discontinued.

was
in

set for

our

December 31. The road is, of course, not included
As will be seen from the accompanying table,

table.

there were 12 roads for which receivers were appointed during
the calendar year 1915. The total mileage for these 12 roads

was

20,143,

and the

total

the ability of the

40

No. of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

roads.

Miles.

42
38
27

6,662
3,637
2,320
1,102

12
13
5

12
11

37

44
13
9

22
22
26
26
36
74
38
31
34
18
18
10
16
4
5

9

8
10
6

885
110
912
1,990
11,038
8,836
1,799
1,046
3,270
3,803
2,963
2,159
10,508
29,340
7,025
4,089
5,441
1,537
2,069
1,019
1,165
73

278
229
744
3,593

7

204
317

24

8,009

5
7
5

13
17
22
12

859
735
2,606
3,784
9,020
4,222
20,143

YEARS
Bonds
and stocks.
$467,000,000
220,294,000
92,385,000
39,367,000
140,265,000
3,742,000
39,074,000
108,470,000
714,755,000
385,460,000
70,346,000
90,318,000
186,814,000
99,664,000
105,007,000
84,479,000
357,692,000
1,781,046,000
395,791,000
369,075,000
275,597,000
92,909,000
138,701,000
52,285,000
78,234,000
1,627,000
5,835,000
18,823,000
36,069,000
176,321,000
55,042,000
13,585,000
596,359,000
78,095,000
51,427,500
210,606,882
182,112,497
477,780,820
199,571,446
1,070,808,628

rangements for refunding maturing obligations and was also put
hands of a receiver in 1915.
The Missouri Pacific was one of the Gould roads. It was
much overcapitalized, its credit having been used for financing
other Gould railway projects, and control of the company was
into the

RECEIVERSHIPS AND FORECLOSURE SALES

AT
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to

SUMMARY OF RECEIVERSHIPS FOR
Year.
1876
1877....
1878
1879
1880
1881....
1882
1883
1884
1885....
1886
1887
1888
1889. ..
1890
1891
1892.
1893
1894
1895 ...
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
..
1901
1902
1903.
1904
1905
1906
1907.
1908.
1909
1910 ..
1911
1912
1913
1914. ..
1915
.

without due consideration being given to economical features as
On the contrary the immediate
well as maximum capacity.
future will probably see continued progress along these lines.

The whole scheme hung on

59,

pay dividends. This it could not do in 1914
and the holding companies were wiped out, but the railway company's credit had been so impaired that it could not make ar-

railway

.

lb.

columns.

company

Vol.

SUMMARY OF FORECLOSURE SALES

IN

40

No. of
Year.
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1 884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898'.

1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

roads.

30
54
48
65
31

29
16
18
IS

22
45
31
19

25
29
21
28
25
42
52

58
42
47
32
24
17

20
13
13

6
8
6
3

12
17
13
12
6
9
11

Miles.
3,840
3,875
3,906
4,909
3,775
2,617

867
1,354
710
3,156
7,687
5,478
1,596
2,930
3,825
3,223
1,922
1,613
5,643
12,831
13,730
6,675
6,054
4,294
3,477
1,139

693
555
524
679
262
114
138
2,629
1,100
1,386
661
1,159
1,470
3,914

YEARS
Bonds
and stocks.
$217,848,000
198,984,000
311,631,000
243,288,000
263,882,000
137,923,000
65,426,000
47,100,000
23,504,000
278,394,000
374,109,000
328,181,000
64,555,000
137,815,000
182,495,000
169,069,000
95,898,000
79,924,000
318,999,000
761,791,000
1,150,377,000
517,680,000
252,910,000
267,534,000
190,374,000
85,808,000
39,788,000
15,885,000
28,266,000
20,307,000
10,400,000
13,777,000
2,547,000
250,033,000
93,660,109
40,741,453
25,910,990
86,163,850
83,189,500
285,258,782

face value of the securities $1,070,-

808,628.

The most important roads that went into bankruptcy
were the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Missouri

in

1915

Pacific,

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Western Pacific. The
Rock Island holding company device has been described at length

This strong
secured by Kuhn, Loeb & Co., of New York.
banking house proposed a reorganization plan under which all
classes of security holders would have accepted certain readjustments and the holders of junior bonds and the bonds on what
were considered unimportant lines would have accepted a

December
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nominal scaling down of the face value of their securities and
accepted a preferred stock in place of a bond. Common stockholders were asked to subscribe sufficient money to rehabilitate
the property.

was soon found, however,

It

that

it

was

quite im-

possible to reconcile the various conflicting interests of security

1223

holders and that the only
be through receivership.

way
The

to effect a reorganization

road, therefore,

was put

would

into the

hands of receivers.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas was being particularly well
operated. Crop failures and flood damage had been very costly

RECEIVERSHIPS AND FORECLOSURES
Name

Date of

Road
Alabama, Tennessee & Northern
of

Mileage

Apalachicola Northern
'Arkansas, Louisiana & Gulf Ry
'Arkansas South Eastern
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic

Beaumont, Sour Lake Si Western
Birmingham, Columbus & St. Andrews
Boca & Loyalton
Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena
•Brownwood, North & South
•Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry
Cape Girardeau Northern
Chicago
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,

& Eastern

Illinois

Midland
Columbus & Southern
Crooked Creek Railroad & Coal Co
Dansville & Mt. Morris
Denver, Laramie & Northwestern
Florida. Alabama & Gulf

19,172,407
2,057,825
=25,000
418.000
310.000
91,000
6,873,750
1,?00,000
63,155,000

18

24
1,160
12

56
49
121
97
46
18
365
3,536
328

& Gulf

"St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
Muscatine, North & South
''Nashville & Knoxville
New Berlin & Winfield
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico

Ohio & Kentucky
Ohio River & Columbus
Orange & Northwestern
Pacific &• Idaho Northern
Pcre Marquette
Pittsburgh, Lisbon & Western
Pittsburg, .Shawmut & Northern
Rome & Northern
.St.
Louis & San Francisco
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
St. Louis, .San I'ranctsco & Texas
San Antonio, I'redericksburg & Northern
San Antonio, t'valde & Gulf
Sharpsville Railroad
'•Tennessee Central

3.931
3,363
55

1

,795

34
184
20
4,749
518
244
26
316

Valdosta, Minillrie ^- Western
Virginia & Kentucky
Wabash, Chester Si Western

'•Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal

Western Pacific
Wheeling Si Lake Eric
"Wisconsin 8i Michigan
Total

1914
1913
1910
14, 1914
27, 1913

Oct.

July

5,
2,

May
April
Mlay

1914
1915
1908
July
2,
1914
Dec.
1912
Oct.
1914
Jan.
1915
June,
1894
June
1912
Feb.
1914
June
1912
June 25 1915
Oct.
9;
1915
5,
July
1913
April,
1915
April, 14, 1914
Nov.,
1915
Dec.,
1915
Aug. 11, 1914
July
10, 1913
July,
1914
Nov.,
1914
Aug.
23, 1913
Feb.
1,
1908
July
10, 1914
July
April

31,
20,

M«rch

13,

April
Oct.,

Dec.
July,
July,
Sept.

1912
1915
11, 1913
1,

16,

As

•5,833,000
4,467,000
8,308,454
'4,26.00b

'1,141,000
38,229,500
•150,000
855,516
'250,000
1,264,619
500,000
250,000

Sept.

8,
9,
4,

April

5,

1914
1913
1915
1912

1,

1905

Aug.
Feb.

May

28, 1911
27, 1913

July
July.
Oct.

5,

28,

Aug.,
20,
31,

59
451

July

I,

Oct.

23,

303
42

June
Aug.

23,

16,

5

Tan.

!,

65
63
945
512
123

July

15,
29,

May
June
Jan.

8,

15.

1913
1913
1914
1914
1897
1912
1913
1914
1914
1913
1014
1914
1908

1908
1912

$10,000

None

35,000,000
85.000
•4.500.000
1.200,000
501,200
225.000
10,000,000
110,000
25,817,800
'400,000
4,000,000
74,482,523
1,125,000
8,248.175
7.476,100
2.000,000
112,500
'50,000
25,660,900
130,000

54,172,407
2,142,825
'4,525,000
1,618,000
811.200
316,000
16,873.750
1.610,000
88.972,800
400.000
9.506,000
341,625,312
2.625.000
57.855,175
16,945.100
2.500,000
229,000
200,000
26,732.446
650,000

4,994,000
222,000
3,635

$4,969,392
316,940

'4,000.666
'5,000.000
2.928.300
8,750,000
'51.000
24,000
•3,000,000

'5,'l'8'o',666

'8'5'2',666

'300,000
2,300,000
500,000
250,000
'8','34'o',666

76,283,257

ri0,655,200

•8,474,000
82,841.085
44,394,739

13,686,920
30,470,492

Oct.

July

Receivership

4,822,000

425,000

''3'3',866

5,

Total Old
Co. Securities
$30,297,000
5,000,000

'8,"3'4b'.666

1913
1913

19,

Stock of
Old Co.
$25,000,000
3,000,000

146,455,450
J '8,774,000
161,118,500
144,331,120
800,000

38,661

>On September
-.

's.Voe.ooo
267,142,789
1,500,000
49,607,000
9,469,000
2500,000
116,500
'150,000
1,071,546
500,000

1915
1915
1914

Dec.
July

Jan.
Dec.

294

Railway
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Trinity & Brazos Valley

Nov.

8

402
287
40
24
62
90

21

Tennessee

,,,,e
191.S.
191.S.

1909
1913

28

"Missouri Pacific

,

9,

250
235
320

Kansas City & Memphis
Liberty White
Louisiana & North West
Macon & Birmingham
Marietta, Columbus & Cleveland
Mississippi, Hill City & Western
Missouri & North Arkansas
Missouri, Kansas & Texas

1..

1,

July

23
18
12
57
26
47
59

Ft. Smith & Western
Ft. Worth & Rio Grande
Georgia & Florida
Gould Southwestern
Houston & Brazos Valley
Idaho Southern
International & Gt. Northern
Iowa & Omaha Short Line

secui

Jan.

119
38
54
70
18
90
106

338

•Florida Central
Florida Railway

,

638

1,003

Colorado

Missouri, Oklahoma

Old Co.
$5,297,000
2,000,000

36
255
8,330
52

Rock Island & Pacific
Cincinnati, BlutTton & Chicago
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton

of

Receivership
1915
May 28, 1914
May 29, 1913

1,282

.^namosa & Northern
Peoria & St. Louis

Bonds

194
102

10,833,000
7,395,300
17,058,454
51,000
444,000
4,141,000
43.051. 500
150.000
1.707.516
550,000
3,564,619
1.000,000
500.000
16,680. bob
222,738,707

27.903.200
243,959,585
188,725,859
1,225,000

Ctfs.

Interest
in Default

'2'o',666

None
93,700
6,000,000

2,500,000
179.052

None
None
None
'7'4'.698

None

148,055
2,262,096

'900.000
4.308.850
1.136.280
'5.825
'2'2'o'.32i

105.000

None
None
125.000

561.065

'7.500

600.000

"8'3'l',2i7

's'o'.ess

S4.ibo

None
12.000

2.062750

166,800

None

None

None
None
None

1.849.625

None

2.031,231

757.450
30,000

'''3'o',666

'63,866

9,333,250
2,000,000

23.020.170
32.470.492

's'00,666

'5'o'i',66a

'i'.'o'o'i'.6o6

3,750

1,066,947
2.646,911
66,672.000
1.210.995
14,491,600

35,000
2,929.800
26.268.410
5.000.000
15,000.000

1.101.947
5.576,711
92.940.410
6.210.995
29.491,600
300,000
337,296.690
12.679,506
1.992.000
30.000
4.693.000

None
None

54,408
165,377
520,263

3,100.000
17,500
3,000,000

i6.'7'o'l'.9i9

350,000
20,220,000
1.135.000
47.974.600

425,899
131.000

76,110
2.952.695
231.000

None

'l'.'2"56'.n66

"300.000
287.310,928
12.179.506
1.188.000

49,'9'8'5'.762

i2.'220'.966

500.000
804.000
30.000
280.000
350,000
8.000.000

1.135,000
28.027.000

i9.'9'4'7'.666

4.413.000

300.666

'i'o'o'.666

400.000

'690.666

'i.'2'5'o',666

'i,94d,666

50.236,000
75.000.000
24,329,325

10,000.000
75.000.000
36.980,400

150.000,000
61,309,725

$747,004,801

$2,354,900,301

$1,607,895,500

—

—

None

5,796,640

470.536

60,23(.,n00

8.183.850

—

1915, this road was sold under foreclosure, but it was under le.lse
"-- the Arkansas,
"—. Louisiana
& Gulf Rai
»..ilroad to December
"
- to
f
J
soon after
that dale as is practicable the new purchaser is to take over the road.
The mileage is not included in the totals, nor are the

....

IS.

.

,

.

-

.

itics.

=This road. 31 miles long, h.as heen in the h.ands of receivers for a number of years. Operations have now been discontinued and the mileage and
securities are not, therefore, included
the totals.
recent figures for the securities of the old company arc available. The figures used here are those given in Poor's Manual or other unofficial
sources. ^
'This is one of the former 5ub9idi.aries of the St. Louis & .San Francisco but is now being opcratnl hv a separate receiver. Its mileage and operations
however, were formerly included
the annual reports of the old St. Louis & San Francisco company
•This road was sold under foreclosure in October, 1015, but the receiver was instructed to continue the operation of the road until the delivery of
the deed, llie purchaser for the bondholders not having taken delivery up to the latest advices received pending negotiations for the dispositioii of
the nrnperty lo other parlies.
•The aninuut of iiilrrcst in dt-fault is not ascertainable because of the periods of grace for various bonds on which interest was not p,aid when
due. but has not become as yet legally in default.
'No interest has ever been paid on the outstanding bonds.
•The portion of Ibis road in Florida was sold to the Atlantic Coast Line and that portion in Georgia has now been abandoned and the rails taken
up and soM as scrap. No mileage or securities, therefore, are included in the totals.
•The $8,771,000 btinds and the slock and receivers' certificates do not include securities of the railroad company or the Texas coinnanv.
The
railroad company's bonds are shown separately.
»."''i;i'i'» "' ll""'.' I""" companies are furnished separately.
There is, therefore, presumably some duplication in the amount shown as oulslanding,
i'.'X!'!"
"This IS the amounl given as the cost of road.
"The Tennessee Central figures include securities and mileage of the Nashville & Knoxville.
'"Includintf West Side Belt.
'•Information refused.

m

No

m
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in the

previous year, but liad there been a normal condition

the railway security market the
pulled through

its

difficulties.

in

company ought easily to have
It had $11,000,000 notes falling

due shortly before the sinking of the Lusitania. An agreement
with the holders of these notes was reached by which all but a
After the
very small minority of the notes were extended.
sinking of the Lusitania, however, bankers were more than ever
disinclined to make any new ventures, and further flood damage
necessitated considerable immediate expenditures of cash on the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas. This situation was made worse by
attempts on the part of the holders of the notes that were not
extended to compel payment in cash, and it was decided that
the best way to preserve the interests of everybody was to place
the roads in the hands of a receiver.
The Western Pacific was the extension of the Gould system
to the Pacific coast, which had previously ended at the western
extremity of the Denver & Rio Grande at Salt Lake City, Utah.
The road had no local traffic to speak of and was carried for a
while by the Denver & Rio Grande, but receivership had been
inevitable for some time.

BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

'"pHE unprecedented
* the past year is
The tonnage

The

trenchment
urally

stagnation in railroad development during
reflected in

the field of bridge building.

general reduction in railroad construction and rethe replacement of existing structures has nat-

in

marked reduction in the construction of
bridges of moderate size.
There has been an unusual

railroad

number of

lift

type.

No. 27

Similarly in erection there

has been a continued display of ingenuity and skill on the part
In this field of engineering no single
of those responsible.

more

incident deserves

notice than the

work on

the Hell Gate

arch.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

NO

statistics

placed

in service

show

in a

more

striking

IN 1915

manner

the depression

through which the railways have been passing during the
past year than those of the mileage of new lines completed.
Following four years of steadily declining activity in this
field and particularly last year, when the amount of new line

was only half of

that built in the previous year,

is most unusual and
Records compiled in these columns for the past 23
years show no equal for this condition. It is necessary to go
back to 1864 during the midst of the Civil War to find a year
in which less miles of new railway were built than in 1915, or
a year in which less than 1,000 miles of line was placed in service.
Instead of a normal increase in the mileage of about IJ/2 per

a further reduction of 35 per cent this year
significant.

the increase this year was only about 0.35 per cent, or
than that for any year since railway development really
began in this country. It must also be remembered that some
of the mileage placed in service this year and reported in the
statistics for 1915 was placed under construction three or four
years ago. This was the case of the Lackawanna cut-off north
of Scranton, Pa., which was started in 1912. Even less mileage
was placed under construction during 1915 than these figures
less

of structural steel bridges erected during the year

resulted in

particularly of the vertical

59,

cent,

IN 1915

has been unusually small and except for the sudden and unusual demand late in the year for structural steel as an indirect
result of the war orders, the bridge shops would have fared
badly.

Vol.

a

large bridges under construction during the year, but

this is readily explained

by the fact that work had been com-

menced on most of these structures before the present depression
became general. The year 1915 saw work in progress on bridges
over the Ohio river at Metropolis, 111., Sciotoville, Ohio, and
Pittsburgh, Pa., and over the Mississippi river at St. Paul, Keokuk and Memphis, while the citizens of St. Louis are finally

indicate.

The

distribution of this mileage through the country

interesting.

A

is

also

was built in the area east of
and north of the Ohio rivers. Eliminating the

total of 172 miles

the Mississippi

98 miles built in Pennsylvnia and the 29 miles built in Wisconsin, only 45 miles was built in the remaining 14 states.
The south
shows continued although decreased activity, 253 miles being
built

was

in

11

built.

railway

states.

Likewise, in the west, a total of 473 miles

While there

facilities in

is

the greatest

the south and west,

demand
it

is

for increased

interesting to note

is noted in the increased
use of special steels, no less than five of the structures mentioned above involving the use of high strength steel in some
However, the tonnage of this material represents so
parts.

which the largest mileage of new line was built
during 1915 was Pennsylvania. While few if any long lines will
be built in the more highly developed eastern states which are
now well served with railway facilities, increased development
will require the construction of additional mileage of short lines
continuously for many years.
In studying statistics of railway construction and particularly
such unusual data as are compiled this year, it is interesting to
observe the extent to which construction activity was curtailed in
those southwestern states which have been most active in antirailroad legislation, including particularly Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. In one of these states, Iowa,
no mileage was built during 1915, while only 0.16 miles was
built in Missouri.
In Texas, the state which has led in attacks
on the railways and which probably needs additional railway
facilities more than any other state in the Union, only 4.40
miles was built in 1915, as compared with SO miles in 1914 and
356 miles in 1913. Only 35 miles of line was built in Oklahoma,
while 59 miles was built in Kansas, this latter mileage consisting
principally of three short independent lines.
The mileage of second and other multiple main tracks built
last }'ear is also correspondingly small, reflecting not only the
unsatisfactory conditions under which the railways have been
operating, but particularly the decreased demands upon the railways for additional facilities. Following the congestion of business in 1906 and 1907, the railways spent large sums for enlarged
terminals and multiple main tracks, with the result that in general, they are to-day in a position to handle economically and
promptly considerably more business than was offered to them
during 1915.

small a proportion of the total tonna.ge of bridge shops that its
fabrication is still considered of a highly special nature. Further

expected, the beginning of the European

developments have been noted

almost complete cessation of construction activities of every kind

building the $2,000,000 approach to their free bridge.

A

new

project of importance started during 1915

is a bridge over the
Missouri river at Kansas City for the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy.
The crowning achievement of the year was the closing of
the Hell Gate arch, but the year was marked also by another
important event in the cempletion of the Lackawanna's Tunkhannock viaduct, a triumph for concrete construction. Satisfactory progress is being made on the Quebec bridge, but the
honor of witnessing its completion belongs to another year.

Still

other structures deserve notice as marking progress in
The bridge which is being built jointly by

bridge engineering.

the Burlington and the Nashville, Chattanooga
of 725

&

St.

Louis

at

provides for a pin-connected, simple truss span
the longest of its kind in the world. The new bridge

Metropolis,
ft.,

111.,

of the Pennsylvania Lines at Pittsburgh contains a riveted truss
simple span of 525 ft., also the longest of its type in the world.

At

Sciotoville the piers

for the Chesapeake

& Ohio Northern

now

ready for the erection of the longest riveted
In railroad plate girder construction, rectrusses in America.
ords have been set by the Nickel Plate on track elevation work
in Chicago, where girders have been used for a 130-ft. 6^-in.
simple span, and again by the Canadian Pacific at Montreal
for a double track draw span involving deck girders 239 ft. long
bridge are

and IS'A

One

ft.

deep.

trend of bridge construction

in

the design of movable bridges,

that the state in

The

situation

in

Canada

is

As was to be
war brought about an

also interesting.

December

in the

completed, nearly
far advanced

all

of this was mileage on which

and which

it

was advisable

to

work was

more important

projects

of

this

nature

mileage of railways
western Canada has expanded far more rapidly than
the settlement of the country and as a result the railways can

to this decreased mileage is the fact that the
built

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltiiiiniiiiiiiiuiuiini

Letters to the Editor

push to completion.

was the
Pacific Coast extension of the Canadian Northern, which was
placed in service a few weeks ago. The Canadian Pacific Western Lines, which reported a total of 574 miles built in 1914, report
A further condition leading
only 23 miles opened this year.
the
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Consequently, although 718 miles of line was

Dominion.

Among
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well afford to decrease their construction activities in this terri-

I

|
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"SAFETY FIRST" IN EXCESS
Redstack, Ark.

of the

To THE Editor

Railway Age Gazette

:

"Safety First," like every other great movement,
effectiveness in direct proportion to the extent that

loses
is

it

its

over-

done.

have in mind a railroad which I once served, where, when it
which was quite often, it was necessary for the train
despatcher to issue an order to all trains on the division that a
severe storm was in progress between certain points and that
within storm limits they should run carefully, with extreme
caution take no chances, sacrifice speed to safety, not endeavor
to make schedule time where conditions were unfavorable,
approach all stations at reduced speed and keep a sharp lookout
for soft track, washouts and sUdes where they were liable to
I

tory until the country develops more fully.
The causes for the unusual conditions in the United States
are fully discussed in another column. It requires no argument

demonstrate that any conditions which have led to the almost
complete cessation of railway construction activities in a country
Recent
of the magnitude of the United States are wrong.
events indicate that this fact is being realized by the public
and railway commissions alike and that the worst has been
to

passed from this standpoint.
It

difficult

is

to

predict

what 1916

will

realization of the needs of the railways

on

produce.

A

the part of the state

traffic resulting from the movement of
war materials has created a more optimistic

recent stimulus to railway
feeling

among

railway

men and even

at this early

season plans

are being prepared for a relatively large amount of railway improvement work involving large expenditures for next year.

With

the general revival of business the railways will find it
necessary to make large expenditures for increased facilities, and,
if conditions permit, many of the roads are planning to prepare
The year 1916 can be
for this condition as soon as possible.
no worse and the indications are that it will be far better than
the year just closed.

NEW BOOKS
leather.

the eleventh annual convention of the International Railway
General Foremen's Association, which was held at the Hotel

At

Sherman, Chicago, 111., July 13-16, 1915, a number of subjects
were discussed which are of vital interest to those having to do
with the maintenance of locomotives. An extensive report was
made on piston valves, which covered not only the construction
and operating features of the various types of valves, but also
dealt with the maintenance of valves, valve packing, rings and
bushings. A comprehensive report on valve gears was also preThis contains considerable information relative to valve
setting and maintenance of all types of all gears now in use on
locomotives. Other subjects discussed are rods, tires, wheels, etc.,
shop efficiency, and oxy-acetylenc welding. The report on the
latter subject contains considerable information relative to gensented.

erators and equipment installations, as well as the use of torches
The book is illustrated with a large
in locomotive repair work.

of line drawings and photographs.

Proceedings of the Twenty-third Annual Convention of the International
Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association: Size, 6 in. by Syi in., 226
Bound in cloth. Published by the Association, A. L. Woodpages.
worth, Secretary, Lima, Ohio.

This volume contains a complete aciouiU <if the proceedings of
the last animal convention of Ihr liiliiu.ilidiia! Railway Master
blacksmiths' Association, which was held at the Motel Walton,
Philadelphia, Pa., August

17-19, 1915.

Among

In winter an order fully as long, but somewhat differently
worded, was at once issued on the appearance of more than
This form conhalf a dozen snowflakes in the atmosphere.
tained, along with other valuable information, the news that a
snowstorm was imminent, and unusual care should be displayed
Being near the seacoast, where
in attending to switches, etc.
fogs were frequent, we were also provided with a stereotjT)ed

was necessary

to put out

upon the

slight-

"fog" order, which

it

est indication of a

superabundance of vapor hovering over the

landscape.

Weary of all this agony, the despatchers viewed approaching
summer with relief, hoping that the weather bulletins would
But it was not to be.
disappear with the inclement weather.
first day that the sunshine was in evidence enough to bring
out B. V. D.'s the assistant superintendent ordained that an

The

order be issued to all enginemen to run carefully and look out
for sun kinks
Unless it is arbitrarily assumed that all trainmen and enginemen are deaf, dumb, blind and foolish and cannot recognize
bad weather unless they have a meet order with the same, there
I

Procccditw^ of fli^ International Railzvay General Foremen's Association:
Compiled and published by William Hall. Secretary of the Association,
Winona, Minn. Size, 6 in. by 9 in., 265 pages. Bound in paper or

number

;

occur.

deeper

and national commissions and of the public and a more favorable
attitude on their part are reflected in recent rate decisions. The
the heavy crops and

rained,

the subjects dis-

should be no necessity for such methods. The mere fact that
a man is considered worthy to command a train or drive a
locomotive should guarantee his judgment in such matters.
If certain men are naturally reckless and prone to flirt with
danger they will do it regardless of a bushel of such orders;
and yet we go on issuing them to the prudent and imprudent
The cases of careless men should be handled individualike.
ally, and if they cannot be educated to a proper appreciation
of their responsibilities they should not be retained in the
service.
It

should not be necessary for a train despatcher to

sit

with

one eye and one ear trained on the weather, and at the first
appearance of a disturbance among the elements put out a longwinded train order directing train and enginemen to do exactly
what they are taught and expected to do in their routine duties
without any special instructions in individual cases. It burdens
the despatcher with inmecessary work and luirdens the men on
the line with useless train orders and tliverts their minds from
the proper interpretation and execution of more important
orders.
There are very few of them that do not regard those
"rain," "fog" and other such orders as jokes.
The practice of issuing such orders seems to be becoming
prevalent on many railroads, although the practice is a direct
violation of the standard rule that train orders shall not contain

information nor instructions not essential to the movement of

cussed were flue welding, frog switch and crossing work, carbon
and high-speed steel for tools, tools and formers, reclaiming scrap,
and shop kinks. The vi)liiine contains a fund of information on
these subjects which will be found of value to many lilacksmilli

trains.

foremen.

exigencies of the case.

Too much cooking

spoils

many

as well as in cvcrythitig else a

Zeal

should

be

tempered

with

and in "Safety First"
judgment should lie used.

a cake

little

a

little

consideration

Homer

of

the

Pigeon.

The Railway
Julius

Situation from Different Viewpoints
Kruttschnitt ;

Clements;

Frank Trumbull

Robert R. Prentis;

;

Judson C.

C. H.

Markham;

W.B.Scott; W.J. Eck; Frank Nay; George Gibbs.

PRESENT RELATIONS OF RAILWAYS AND THE PUBLIC
By J. Kruttschnitt

must conclude, however

regretfully,

that

the

public

confidence in the honest intentions of the carriers,
and that a lack of confidence exists on the
part of the carriers in the fairness of the
public. This absence of complete harmony
and co-operation has behind it many years
still

directors,

public, in season

studies the present relations of the public and the

Anyone who

officers and employees labor with the
and out of season, in a spirit of trust and cooperation, they cannot fail to inspire a reciprocal spirit, and

shareholders,

Chairman, Southern Pacific Company

railroads

part of the public, are eager and ready to meet their fellows more
If, therefore, investors in railroad securities,

than half way.

lacks

out of the

new

relations will be achieved that degree of progress

demanding.

in railway service that the public is rightfully

RAILWAY SECURITIES REGULATION
By Frank Trumbull
Chairman, Chesapeake

of history, which it would hardly be
able now to review.
Suffice it to say that at the beginning
the conception of a railway as a public

&

Ohio

profit-

I

many

is
it

no objection, and on
is

desirable,

the

that

be supervised by the federal government, if
the onerous and conflicting regulation as
well as supervision by the various states

little

stockholders, directors

the public point of view led to

accounts

issuance of railway securities in the future

understood by railway
and other officers,
and that the exaggeration of the private
personal point of view at the expense of

was

servant

think there

many

of bond and stock issues can be done

abuses.

with.

This question

This attitude, while now almost entirely
abandoned, still is occasionally evidenced,

delays, either at

particularly in reckless financial operations

capitals.

function and

is

is

away

largely a banking

too delicate to admit of

Washington or

at the state

In saying this, I refer particularly
to the question of prices investors may be
willing to pay and which, as we all know,

J. KRUTTSCHNITT
jeopardize operating efficiency and
Chairman, Southern Pacific Company
arouse hostile sentiments in the minds of
are subject to fluctuations, some of which
all classes of the public.
are violent in character. Any company
Possibly because railroads are so vital to
their existence, the people have too freely generalized from con- might fall into bankruptcy by not acting promptly at a favorable moment, and even when that is obviated delays frequently
spicuous cases of inefficient and dishonest management, and have
add to the cost of financing, a burden which ought to be saved
manifested their condemnation in severely restrictive statutes that
to the public. This has been demonstrated many times. On the
have, while restraining the guilty, at the same time hampered
other hand, it would be entirely proper for the federal governthe innocent. The public has not been as fair in discriminating
ment to determine in behalf of all the states the purposes for
between good and bad railroads as between good and bad banks,

that

for instance, which are also under federal and state control. In
the case of banks, which are under close regulation, the public
satisfies its sense of justice by jailing the

dishonest

which new capital issues may be made, and to require a strict
accounting of the disposition of the proceeds realized by carriers
engaged in interstate commerce, which, as

we

not by a sweeping statute
and reasonable ac-

officers,

tivity of

banks

The mass

ill-considered,

part of railway

Congress on the 7th of December
I
quite sure that the railroads do not
object, but will welcome, a comprehensive
inquiry by Congress into the methods of
railway administration and regulation.
If
it is accompanied by a broad and tolerant
spirit and an honest desire to get all the
facts, I believe it will prove very helpful to

management

that

is

essen-

responsibility for results

all

has aroused distrust and suspicion in the
minds of railway owners.
In such an infected atmosphere, nothing
of enduring value in the way of regulation

Harmony and

can be achieved.

tion between regulators

be established.
thinking public

—which

service

attitude of

It

should be plain to the

that
is

its

the

compromise

all interests.
I

interest in

fundamental consideration -demands an
at least, but, better yet, of cordial co-

operation in achieving the result desired.
It is a simple thing to restore harmony and confidence, if
The railways appreciate
lioth parties display a willing si)irit.

and their

officers

confident that there

is

a very

much

helpful foundation for a fine piece of con-

FRANK TRUMBULL
& Ohio

structive

Chairman, Chesapeake

Their shareholders
and employees, themselves constituting a large

work

for

the

railroads

by the

federal government, similar to thai already

good

the paramount necessity of public backing.

am

improved public attitude toward the railroads, and that, of course, provides a very

co-opera-

and regulated must

:

feel

minute details of railway management under the guise of regulation, and at the same
time evades

the roads of the

to

good service— which interferes with

to

all

tion about railways matters in his address*

conflicting

and oppressive legislation which hampers
in so many instances that activity on the
tial

know, embrace

Concerning the President's recommenda-

in general.

of

all

country.

restricting the natural

accomplished for the banks.
*

The president

_

said in part:

"In the meantime may I make this suggestion?
The transportation
prohlem is an exceedingly serious one in this country.
There has from
time to time of late been reason to fear that our railroads would not much
longer be able to cope with it successfully, as at present equipped and coordinated.
I suggest that it would be wise to provide for a commission of
inquiry to ascertain by a thorough canvass of the whole question whether
our laws as at present framed and administered are as serviceable as they
might be in the solution of this prohlem."

December
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there seems to be

no doubt of the relevancy of these consideraalong with others proper and pertinent, in arriving at just
conclusions upon this subject. Otherwise, in its search for the
reasonable maximum rates to be prescribed, how is the commission to avoid fixing them on a scale that might be confiscatory? How can the question of confiscation in rate-making be
dealth with if we are to leave wholly out of view the financial
results of operation as related to investment, or value and capital obhgations?
If, therefore, included in the capitalization of
a company there be obligations, calling for interest from time
tions,

By Judson
Member

Interstate

C.

Clements

Commerce Commission

Before stating reasons which in my view call for some degree
of public control over the issuance of stocks and obligations by
railway companies, I desire to be clearly understood as not in
favor of unnecessary legislation of any kind for that which is
not well considered, directed to the protection of rights by the
prevention, suppression, or reparation of wrongs or the further;

ance of the general welfare, and effected by means consistent
with justice to all, is sure to produce harmful results in some
direction. This is especially true in respect of legislation for the
regulation of business methods of persons, whether natural or
corporate. It is, therefore, only because I am convinced of grave
wrongs, effected through improper capitalization, that could in
large measure be prevented by reasonable limitations or restraints upon such issues, particularly as to bonds and other
obligations

fixed

which when due demand their "pound of

time has fully arrived for the exercise
•of suitable public authority in prevention of abuses of this kind.
But the question is asked: How is the issuance of stocks,
flesh," that I believe the

bonds, or notes by a corporation a matter of lawful concern to
any member of the general public other than the corporation
and the investors in its securities? An all-sufficient answer, it

seems to me, is plainly apparent in the rate contests before the commissions and the courts, where questions of
confiscation are raised in connection with
the reasonableness of existing or proposed
increased rates. In approaching these questions

it

is

to time, or dividends, as well as final

the issuance of which

the financial results which

Many

on obligations, and

are called upon to consider in

millions of dollars in securities of the railways go into

of the insurance companies, savings banks, trust
companies and other fiduciary institutions, and in a propaganda
on behalf of the carriers for increased revenue through increased rates or fares in order to strengthen their credit, it is

the

vaults

but to be expected in the natural assertion of self-interest that
these institutions line up in favor of the increases.

A

restatement here of the facts disclosed

in the investigations of the

Chicago

& Alton

the purchase of the stock of the Louisville

&

Nashville by the Atlantic Coast Line, in
connection with which securities of the latter company, in bonds and preferred stock,

were issued

to the extent of fifty millions

New York, New Haven &
Hartford the St. Louis & San Francisco
and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
which show beyond question that directly,
as well as through holding companies and
of dollars; the

the gross earnings, the operating cost,

interest

we

issues.

the extent to which earnings have been diminished by fixed charges, including taxes

and

principal,

or representative of

rate-making rest upon a basis that is unsound because it has
been affected by an outgo of corporate funds used to meet the
demands of securities which, but for the rights of innocent purchasers, in justice have little if any better standing than spurious

the carriers in recent years, in cases involving rates on traffic of large volume, to

show

payment of the

justifiable

actual investment for the legitimate purposes of the carrier, then

method of

the almost universal

was not

;

finally the

balance available for dividends or a margin

otherwise, unjustifiable action of the sort
there results from
to which I have referred has been taken
no such balance as will afford
on large scale, would outlaw this paper
a fair return upon the property of the
by reason of its length.
shareholders, the need of increased revenue
JUDSON C. CLEIMENTS
Briefly, some of the important facts disthrough increased rates is urged.
Member Interstate Commerce Commission
closed by the investigation of the ChiIt would, therefore, seem obvious that
cago & Alton a few years ago are as folif there is to be no recognized relationship
The books of this company, on Delows
or connection between the capitalization of
the companies and their rates, it must follow that their financial
cember 31, 1898, showed that the value of the property was $39,condition and the need of revenue with which to meet obligations
935,887, and that the stock and funded debt and other liabilities
amounted to $33,951,407. .'\bout this time the Hnrriman syndicate
imposed by such capitalization is immaterial and irrelevant to
purchased the Chicago & Alton at $200 for the preferred stock and
the question of the reasonableness of their rates, existing or
proposed.
$175 for the common, or at a total cost of $39,042,200. Thence on
until June 30, 1906, the capital indebtedness of the Chicago &
Whatever may be said of the relative insignificance of stock
Alton expanded from $33,951,407 to $114,610,937, an increase of
issues, especially in former times when the considerations perabout $80,000,000. Of this only $18,000,000 was actually expanded
tinent to the determination of questions of reasonableness and
in itnprovenicnts, etc., leaving $62,660,000 increase of stock and liconfiscation in rate-making did not arise as they do now in the
This was done by
abilities without one dollar of consideration.
more advanced stages of pul)Iic regulation and judicial interpreplacing a $40,000,000 three per cent mortgage on the property to
tation, their importance caiuiot longer be questioned.
This, I
take up $8,500,000 of first mortgage bonds and to make improverepeat, is especially true as to such specific obligations as bonds
ments, additions and for "other corporate purposes." These bonds
and notes.
were sold to stockholders at about 66 cents on the dollar, the
While not conceding that the demonstrated need of increased

of surplus.

Then when

this process

:

revenue is of itself conclusive justification for increased rates,
is impressive to take note, from the viewpoint of the car-

it

riers,

of the inscp:iral>lc links in the short chain coiuicctiug capi-

outgo of capital funds to meet tlicm for
whatever purpose, proper or improper, they have been issued,
tal oliligatioiis

with

tlie

and the net
pertinent and forceful
financial

results

whicli

arc

constantly pressed

as

llic determination of the rcasonalilcborne by the public.
Although for many olivious reasons tlic fmanrial roiulitioii
of a carrier or its need of additional revenue cannot be tlic
exclusive or controlling test of tlie rcasonal)!encss of its rates.

ncss of the rates to

lie

in

syndicate obtaining nearly all, owning at that time 218,138 shares
of stock out of 222,306 outstanding. But only $32.{X10,tXX) of the
$40,000,000 issue
liad

obtaiiu-d

at

was

sold,

the

syniliratc

disposing of what

a profit of about $8,000,00.

Of

it

the remaining

$7,000,nm was iilcdgcd as security for a $5,000,000
and the rem.iining million was retained in the treasury.
Out of about W) cents on the dollar realized by the railroad the
principal stockholders voted themselves a dividend of 30 per
cent, amounting to $6,669,180, which was never reported to the
What the stockholders obInterstate Commerce Commission.
tained for all of them was not shown, b\it it did appear that

$8,000,0<K) issue

loan
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them went

ten millions of

into

one of the great

New York

insurance companies at about 96 cents on the dollar.
How many more such object lessons are necessary to demonstrate that the time has arrived to prevent for the future these

life

indefensible

detrimental

practices,

alike

to

the

general

public

and hurtful to the good name and credit of American railways,
both at home and abroad to bona fide investors and to the
;

;

stockholders of the carriers other than those who invent, execute
and profit by the schemes whereby these wrongs are consum-

mated ?
In answer to questions propounded to Mr. Cravath, attorney
for Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the New York banking house that figured
in the

Chicago

&

Alton matter, he said

Vol. 59, No. 27

The question has been discussed for many years, and with
renewed interest since the decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States in the case of Houston East & West Texas
Railway Company, etc., v. United States, etc., 234 U. S. 342, commonly designated as the Shreveport case. This case decides that
the prohibition against unjust discriminations as between perplaces, commodities, or particular descriptions of traffic,
which are forbidden by section 3 of the act to regulate com-

sons,

Commerce Commission to reremove the resulting unjust discrimination against interstate commerce arising out of the relation
between intrastate and interstate rates where the interstate
rates are in themselves reasonable, and this notwithstanding the
merce, authorizes the Interstate

common

quire a

carrier to

proviso in section

man must

recognize that under existing conditions there is a call for a closer regulation of the issue of securities by semiAnd yet we must not
public corporations than has heretofore been the case.
forget conditions that existed when these securities were issued.
I quite agree that there is ample basis for the view that the time will
think any fair-minded

I

come when attention should be paid to seeing that the par value of securities
outstanding hears a definite relation to the value of the property against
which they are issued. I think there is no doubt about that.
But I quite agree that where securities do not bear some definite relation
to the intrinsic value of the property, it becomes difficult in many cases to

to intrastate

of the act that

1

That the provisions of this act shall not apply to the transportation of
passengers or property, or to the receiving, delivering, storage, or handling
of property, wholly within one state and not shipped to or from a foreign
country, from or to any state or territory, as aforesaid.

came

the decision

as a distinct surprise to the state commis-

ascertain what the fair earning capacity is, and I shall not differ with you
at all in advocating, under existing conditions, some regulation by law as to
the amount of securities which should hereafter be issued against property

and against earning capacity.

without knowledge."

we have seen
of disclosures above referred to, occurring since the
Chicago & Alton matter, is wholly insufficient to prevent the
There should, I believe, be required
repetition of these things.
Publicity and exposure "after the fact," as

the

list

such previous notice of proposals to increase capitalization as

would insure

publicity

federal authority
in

some

;

and

in

beforehand

;

at

least,

to

some public

addition to this there should be vested

public tribunal authority to veto or prevent a proposed

and upon the exercise of a sound
and controlled by law, such proposed issue
Such limited authority might prove sufis found not justified.
It is worth trying before resorting to an elaborate
ficient.
system which may prove to be so rigid as to seriously impair
the consummation of necessary and limited financial transactions
in respect to which there is no apparent or probable cause for
suspecting impropriety, after due publicity has been given.
It must be apparent that state authority, for want of that
uniformity of action which is most desirable and of territorial
issue,

if

after investigation

discretion, directed

breadth of authority, will never be adequate, especially as to
large systems of railways traversing many states wherein the
regulating bodies are vested with varying degrees of authority.
It seems improbable that the outstanding capitalization of
railways can ever be purged of that for which there was either
no proper reason for its issuance or a misapplication of the
funds thereby derived, because to do so would, even if law-

bona fide investors who were not
It must also be clear that wrongs
pariies to their flotation.
once effected by improper and over-capitalization cannot be
righted as to all victims. Prevention is the only adequate means
of protection from the evil.
ful,

work gross

injustice to

There has been much intemperate discussion on both
of the controversy, and

The

RAIL-

By

Robf.rt R. Prentis

President, National Association of Railway Commissioners, and Chairman,
Virginia State Corporation Commission

This is my response to your request to me as president of
the National Association of Railway Commissioners for a short
article on the relation between national and state railway regulation.

It

must be

not speaking in my official
personal views, and that I

here said.

understood, however, that I am
capacity, but only expressing some

distinctly

am

alone responsible

for

what

is

sides

counsel "by words

which should be considered in this
Simpson v. Sheppard, 230 U. S. 352, which is
Mr. Justice Hughes, in the
the great Minnesota rate case.
Minnesota case, discusses most elaborately the well-established
is

that the states have the right to control intrastate
and with unanswerable logic and emphasis reaffirms the

doctrine
rates,

doctrine,

only

subject

to

the

admitted qualification

that

the

must not impose a direct burden upon interstate commerce, and must not be in conflict with the lawful proIn that case the
visions of the act to regulate commerce.
action of the state

afterwards decided in the Shreveport case

point

is

expressly

reserved.

The opinions in these two cases doubtless contain the last
word on the subject, and the law as expounded

authoritative

be accepted by

therein will

enact

shall

all

further legislation.

unless and until the Congress

Under

existing legislation

the

be regarded as closed, and the law as expounded
by Mr. Justice Hughes will be applied to future controversies.
In order to consider the Shreveport case intelligently, howquestion

the

ever,

For

is

plainly expressed must be remembered.
Mr. Justice Hughes, referring to the lower Texas

limitations

instance,

intrastate
It

may

rates,

says

undisputed that the difference was substantial and injuriously afcommerce of Shreveport.

fected the

And

in another place

Commerce Commission) expressly found
under substantially similar conditions of
transportation, and the inquiry is whether the commission had power to
Here the commission

(Interstate

that unjust discrimination existed

correct

it.

is made to depend upon
which had been formally ascertained by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, that the discrimination
created by the application of the Texas rates to commerce moving
between points in Texas substantially and injuriously affected
and unjustly discriminated against interstate commerce. Having
ascertained this fact the court determined that the carrier
could be required to remove this discrimination against the
interstate rates from Shreveport, Louisiana, to Texas points,
which interstate rates had been already determined to be rea-

result

the undisputed

WAY REGULATION

much darkening of

other recent case

connection

The whole

THE RELATION BETWEEN NATIONAL AND STATE

provisions shall not apply

In view of that proviso which reads

sions.

in

its

traflTic.

of this decision

fact,

sonable.

The opinion makes it apparent that the court is merely determining the precise question which it reserved in the Minnesota case for future decision, and that it was not intended
This
in any way to limit the authority of the Minnesota case.

December

is

indicated in
This
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many

ways.

At one point

it

is

thus expressed

not to say that Congress possesses the authority to regulate the
internal commerce of a state, as such, but that it does possess the power
to foster and protect interstate commerce, and to take all measures necessary or appropriate to that end, although intrastate transactions of interstate carriers may thereby be controlled.
is
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themselves unable to solve.
criticism

would

If those

engaged

which have been accomplished, which
general good,

in such thoughtless

credit the public authorities with those things

much

all

admit are

for the

For

instance,

better progress could be made.

under public regulation rate wars have ceased the evils of reand the abuses of the pass system are practically unknown publicity in accounting has greatly enlarged the knowledge of railway men themselves as to the condition and progress of their business, and has promoted economy in transportation expenses and otherwise. Within the past three years the
whole system of stating express rates has been simplified and
improved. There is a disposition everywhere to make state legislation conform with federal legislation, although as to many
reforms which are deemed wise by those who have given most
attention to the subject the states have more frequently led than
;

So that the insistence that the decision

in the

Shreveport case

practically eradicates state lines as to all railway rates

the thoughtless

is

either

who

being interested in
maintaining the authority of the states unimpaired take counsel
expression

of

those

only of their fears; or of those representing and advocating
the railway interests in

The
if

decision then

there

is

is

whom

the "wish

is

father to the thought."

carefully hmited to the proposition that,

unjust discrimination in favor of the intrastate rates

and against

interstate rates

which have been ascertained to be
Commerce Commission has the

reasonable, then the Interstate

commerce
remove such discrimination.

authority under the act to regulate
railroads

to

Whatever

may be made of the
and just men desire to avoid

criticism

well-balanced

to

require

decision

the

bates

;

the Congress.

those

If
itself

all

unjust discrimina-

whether in favor of interstate or intrastate commerce.
It is, however, believed that as wise men have either
settled, or successfully temporized with, the great controversies
arising out of our dual state and federal sovereignty in the same
territory, so the true relations between national and state regulation will ultimately
be well and wisely settled, and there is
little danger that radical action will be attempted, either by state or federal authorition in rates,

who are most interested in
much time to co-operating

commissions as they do in their efforts to produce public
progress toward better things for them and for the
However desirable it might be
public would be more rapid.
in the interest of simplicity and uniformity to have all the
powers of regulation lodged in a federal commission, it cannot
be demonstrated that such a radical change
in our system would be either wise or
produce any greater efficiency. It needs all
the power of the federal government comstate

bined with
to

states

are

many

things

in

development

distrust

ties.

There

railway

with the federal and

will devote as

connection

all

deal

the

power of

with

these

all

of

the

questions

effi-

ciently.

with public regulation which the state authorities can do very much better than

There are many strong men who are

members of

the federal authorities, such as the regula-

the

National Association

of

Many of them
Railway Commissioners.
have rendered distinguished public service

and the supervision of
and
many of the instrumentalities used by the
carriers in commerce.
They can do many
things far better than a central commission located in Washington, already greattion of local rates,

local officials, tracks, station buildings,

in other high official positions both federal

and
will

In

state.

compare

ability

and character they
with any other
the country, and it

favorably

body of picked men in
is believed that at no time in the history of
the association has its membership been
more earnest and patriotic or more determined to render vaUiable and efficient serv-

ROBERT R. PRENTIS
overworked, or the subordinates of such
President, National Association of Railway
commission, can possibly do.
At the
Commissioners
same time it is true that the federal commission can do many things that the state
ice to the country.
commissions cannot do, such as the regulation of interstate
Tlie dual system of regulation is here; it has come to stay,
rates, and matters of a character which directly rchitc to and
for the states will not surrender their authority.
The state
promote commerce between the states.
commissions desire, however, heartily to co-operate with the
ly

a

The National Association of Railway Commissioners, composed as it is of the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission and certain of its officials, of the various state commisand the Canadian commission and certain of tlieir offimembers, togetlier witli representatives from tlic
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers and the
American Electric Railway Accounting Association and others,
as honorary members, was organized 26 years ago, and is
maintained for the express purpose of avoiding and correcting
the evils which were anticipated and have been developed by
reason of the conflicts which sometimes, but not frcqiioiitly.
arise between federal and state rcgulalions.

federal commission, with each other and with the public service

corporations for the accomplishment of the best results.

some extent been accomplished through

sions

to

cials as active

ciation of

In

its

efforts for the last quarter of a century to bring ahmit

such iMiiformity as

is

ties

Much

more

cordially

as are wise

many

sustain

;uul

support

the National Assothe railway authori-

such of their efforts

of the evils most complained of will disappear.

then is the remedy for any conflicts, inconand discriminations which exist because of national

Co-operation
sistencies

and

state railway regulation.

REQUIREMENTS OF OUR RAILWAYS IN A SYSTEM OF
NATIONAL DEFENSE

desirable the association has not labored

By CllAKLLS

II.

Markh.\m

President, Illinois Central R.-iilroad

of the criticism of the federal and state commissions,
to be so ready to give support, is inspired

which many seem

by those interested in obstructing and defeating all effective
regulation, and those criticisms which arc most severe
and extreme arc generally based upon gross ignorance of the
facts.
The questions with which all of the commissions have
to deal arc frequently complicated and difficult and it is still
true that sometimes commissioners, railroad men, and even editors "rush in where angels fear to tread," and with a word <lisposc of the most (liflicult problems which wise men confess
public

When

Railway Commissioners.

in vain.

to

This

co-operation between federal and state commissions has already

The

efficiency of a country's railways as a part of a

system

upon the completeness with
which they connect centers of population and production with
outlying points upon the coasts or frontiers; second, upon the
centralization, inianiniity and efficiency of the operating control
for military purposes; third, upon the physical condition of all
the facilities of transportation and their capability of withstanding a sudden overload.
Our railway system would require less of extension than of
of national defense will depend,

luiification

to

fit

it

first,

for milit.iry pinposes.

An

anipliru-aliott

of
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the plan which appears to

seems

work

successfully in Great Britain

to promise satisfactory results here.

So long ago

as in

1871 the British government adopted the plan under which its
railway system is now operating. There, as here, the railways
are owned by numerous private companies. The resolution of
1871 provided that in case of war all the lines should at once

The working out
the control of the government.
of the plan provides that actual operation of each road shall remain in the hands of its own officers and employees. On August 4, 1914, when war became imminent, an order in council
come under

put in effect the resolution. A railway executive committee was
immediately organized, of which the president of the Board of

Trade, a cabinet minister, became ex-officio chairman and the
general manager of the London & South Western Railway acting
Other members of the committee are the general
chairman.

managers of ten of the leading railways. Provision was made
by act of Parliament for a net return to the railways during the
period of government operation equal to the rate earned by
them in the period immediately preceding.
Although the burden thrust upon the roads has been far in
excess of what was anticipated and the expected duration of the
arrangement has been greatly prolonged, its working appears to
have been satisfactory to the government
and to the managements. As a result of
the scheme. Great Britain has in its hands
a flexible means of" transporting whole

in the

Department of the East,

New York
"The

vast area of our country, our long coast lines,

tant nevertheless

from

a military standpoint.

Brigadier-General Tasker H. Bliss has recently contributed an
article to the Journal of the Military Service Institution in
cilities

which transportation fa-

are considered at

often speak of the throwing
our favorite word for it throwing
great masses of men on this or that frontier threatened with sudden danger.
We
can stop the pulsation of the blood for
only an instant without destroying the life
of the organism; and the railroads are the
They
veins and arteries of national life.
are none of them military; that is, none
of them has been constructed with a secondary view to commerce and a primary

New
C. H.
President,

MARKHAM

and frontier points far distant from the centers of

population and production.
coast lines

means of

far apart.

Its

boundaries consist largely of

The completeness and

efficiency

of

its

internal communication are therefore matters of vital

measures of preparation for
conceivable that in a densely-populated country of small extent secondary means of transportation may serve
with some approach to adequacy, but where distances are repreimportance

in the consideration of

possible war.

It is

sented in thousands of miles, there are no secondary means of
If the primary means, the railway sys-

military transportation.

tem,

fails,

The

the cause

is lost.

toward constituting our railways a satisfactory
part of a system of preparedness should be a conference between
representatives of the government and of the railways to decide
upon the form of central organization which should have active
control in case of war and to inquire into the measures that
should be adopted to unify and improve the physical facilities.
Such other measures as might be found necessary to provide
for the efficiency of the operation of the unified system would
also naturally follow under the guidance of the central organfirst step

The
one to military requirements.
railway systems of the United States are
an essential part of our mihtary re-

sources and must be

come

first

available in time of war.

.

.

They

be-

much

a part of the military organization as are the
ammunition and supply trains of an army. There is no greater
problem before us than the working out of a scheme for the
as

orderly handling by railways of both military and civil business
scheme for mobilizing the railroads, for making them able

—a

move with the greatest effectiveness in war, without which
schemes for the mobilization of armies will be of little avail."
Second in order, though perhaps not in importance, to the
establishment of a controlling and operating organization, would
be the adoption of measures toward putting the railway system
These should take into account
in proper physical condition.
not only the main lines of communication, but all lines forming
connection between the principal centers and isolated localities.
Lines now seemingly insignificant might have an important
service to perform as connecting links.
General Wood has answered the question, "What are some
of the essentials toward putting the railroads of this country
in position to meet the requirements of a system of national
defense?" by in substance emphasizing the importance of bringto

ing the railroads into a proper condition for efficiency in tirne of
peace.

Under the general head of needed improvement in physical
The
condition falls one item which requires special mention.
experience of European nations, and particularly Great Britain,
importance of extensive ter-

in the present war, impresses the

ization.

Military authorities

fully

co-operative consideration.
chief of staff and

—

.

Central

Illinois

The
mileage involved is somewhat less.
density of population of England is, of
course, very much greater than that of this country.
There is an obvious relation between the territorial extent of
a country and the importance of the service its railway system
may be able to perform as a part of a system of national defense.
The United States has a very large area. This means long
lines

He

"We

The

boundary

length.

inadequate condition of the railways from

Britain directs

and

some

says, concluding a reference to the present

operations in a territory comparable in ex-

New York

.

the country."

While the system adopted by England
the
is adaptable to American conditions,
nature and magnitude of the problems presented in the two cases are quite different.

England,

.

;

that's

area of this part of the United
States is a little greater than that of the
United Kingdom, and the railway line

.

"Normally, our rail routes are potent agents in our national
development and material betterment. This machinery of peace,
which contributes so much to the tide of our prosperity, should
be readily adaptable to defensive service if the occasion arise.
But this would not be possible with us unless some scheme of
general co-operation were agreed upon in advance, not only
among the roads themselves, but as between the roads so united
in short, organization
in purpose and the general government
in the fullest sense of the word.
"The railroads and our military experts must be brought together and from their joint labors must spring a plan of reciprocal
action, a scheme of interdependence that will evolve unity of
working and instant readiness on the part of every railroad in

structed primarily for military purposes.

New

upon

This includes many a little line
which runs to some unimportant place commercially, but imporcarefully thought out plans.

a military viewpoint

tent to

make

all

that our use of the railroads should be

armies from one place to another with a
approached outside of
a countr>' whose railways have been con-

Jersey.

No. 27

in a recent discussion before the

celerity never before

The railway board of Great

59,

Railroad Club, said:

most important

it

Vol.

now

in

recognize the importance of such
General Leonard Wood, formerly

command

of the United States

Army

minal

facilities.

Handling rapidly a large volume of

traffic,

suddenly concentrated at a single point,

is

troops and supplies
of the very essence

December
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Present terminal

of successful military transportation.

facilities

American railways constitute one of their weaker points.
Proof of this is afforded by the present condition at the ports.
A heavy movement of freight of all kinds following closely
upon a long-continued depression in traffic, has congested some
of

of the principal ports to an alarming extent.

It

is

commonly

supposed that most of this congestion is due to the accumulation
of munitions of war for export. This is not so. The growth
of our export business is, of course, affected by war conditions
in Europe.
But the greater part of this freight is for the supplying of demands hitherto suppHed by countries now at war.
Statistics of the Department of Commerce show that for the
month of October, 191S, the proportion of the whole export
business of this country that could accurately and properly be
classed as war material amounted to a little less than 11 per
cent.

In time of war somewhat similar conditions might arise at
any important terminal, whether on the coast or in the interior.
There is also at the present time a heavy strain upon the facilities of railways far in the interior and which are only moderately affected by the increase in volume of export traffic.
These occasional congestions in times of peace are significant
as indicating what would be likely to occur in exaggerated form
under conditions calling for strenuous measures of defense.
The present congestion shows liow easily trouble may arise under
abnormal conditions caused mainly by a sudden great increase
of traffic. It also suggests that certain measures needed to prepare our railways to serve as a part of a system of defense are
also required to put them in satisfactory working shape in time

of peace.
Several causes have united to contribute toward keeping many
of our railways in poor physical condition and unfit for handling
increases in traffic due to a general return of industrial activity.
They would be still more incapable of making the extraordinary
exertions incident to service as an adjunct to a military organiza-

Heavy increases in wages and taxes have not been accompanied by corresponding increases in rates. In some instances they have been accompanied by decreases. Reduction in
net earnings and inability to raise capital for needed improvements have been reflected on many roads in imperfect maintenance. Unpractical and inconsiderate demands on the part of
local regulating authorities have added greatly to expenses and
tion.

impaired facility of operation. An essential to putting the railin position to serve properly as part of a system of national

ways

defense

is

a less localized and less selfish and short-sighted policy

of public control.
policy of regulation which constantly imposes

A

and

restrictions

on them, and

them

is

narrowly as

not adapted to preparing

and adequately, either

to serve the public well

in

peace or

war.

THE RAILWAY SITUATION
By W.

IN

THE SOUTHWEST

B. Scott

President, Sunset-Central Lines

The railway

situation in the Southwest, particularly in

Texas

and Louisiana, in which states our lines operate, while somewhat
improved, is yet far from satisfactory. I see but small prospect
of any permanent improvement until such time as there develops
a better recognition of tiie difTiculties surrounding railway operation and a better understanding and support on the part of the
public, who should realize by this time that their best advertisement and their most effective solicitation in the matter of imI
is in the prosperity of their transportation lines.
say here "best advertisement and solicitation" because botli Texas
and Louisiana arc agricuhural states with great promise, and an

migration

and enterprising
farm owners. These the states could not hope to secure, for
success feeds upon success, and if the railway systems of any
section are operated by receivers and struggling for existence,

equally

great

need

of

high-class,

intelligent

the condition

would seem

to suggest an equally

precarious situation as affecting

all

hazardous and

other lines of commercial

endeavor.
the 12 more important railway lines or systems operating
Texas, 5 are being operated by representatives of the courts
because of their inability to meet their operating expenses and
other obligations from their current income. I am satisfied that
those which are still operated by their owners have escaped the
fate of their neighbors only through rigid economies and through
more favorable local conditions, rather than through any special

Of

in

The same conditions
or particular privilege or emoluments.
which have oppressed the lines now in the hands of receivers
have applied with a like force, differing only in degree, to the
lines

which

retain their

still

own autonomy and

direction.

In considering the handicaps which have for the past several
years deterred the progress of the Texas transportation lines, I
am hardly prepared to suggest that, or those, which represented
the greatest obstacle to success. Suggestion may have been presfor with an example set prominently by our national gov-

ent,

ernment

matter of restrictive and possibly unnecessary

in the

legislation,

it is

not particularly surprising to witness state legis-

latures going Congress one better, adding to the burdens of the

railways and always failing to provide means or opportunity for
recouping revenues in order to meet constant additions to their

operating expenses.
I

do not assert that

tributing

legislative acts

have been the main con-

but rather than they have contributed their

factors,

quota to a general situation. Neither do I suggest that commission regulation of railroads is altogether unnecessary. Possibly the cause as represented by some lines or group of lines
may have made commissions a necessity, for no one with
propriety may claim an exception to proper regulation, but "overregulation" offer follows when once the excuse is suggested. It
is a sad commentary upon the equity of government, yet nevertheless true, that commissions sometimes fail to recognize that
they set as judges of questions involving the rights of both the
people and the corporations, and in some instances incline to the
role of prosecutor for the people alone. The adjudication of dif-

There
any reasoning which forbids an increase in
This
rates when the expenses are greater than the revenues.
principle is exemplified and well illustrated by the action of tax
boards, which by various direct and indirect methods replenish
their depleted treasuries by an increased assessment of railway
properties out of all proportion as compared with the increases
ferences

is

some

demands

that both sides of the shield be read.

fallacy in

assessed against other properties.

new burdens

limits their profits as

the federal constitution will permit,
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lines

have increased 267 per

In 10 years the taxes of Texas

cent,

and of Louisiana

lines,

156

per cent.
I

am

satisfied

that

the commissions

are trying honestly to

whereon differences may be amicably adjusted,
but the very nature of the business would seem to require the
cool, dispassionate judgment of men thoroughly familiar with
railroad details, including rates, to pass intelligently upon the
mass of technical detail that environs the operation of a rail
line.
This cannot, be absorbed in its entirety, and while not of
any extreme difficulty, personal familiarity alone can make these
Our comdetails comprehensive in all of their many phases.
missioners, or most of them, are able and sincere, but if they
cannot, as I suggested, give to the problems confronting them

work out a

basis

the benefit of a really expert personal knowledge,

I

fear they

have just as decided a difficulty in absorbing second hand
information from individuals whose knowledge of the facts often
Reasons for rates, direction and balance of
is not thorough.
trafiic, physical complexities, grades, distribution of power, equipment and fuel, and a multitude of other important considerations must be apparent and understood before conclusions can be
will

cither fair or satisfactory.

There are other factors, however, which nature and topography in this section have made pertinent. Floods and storms
of the past three years have created havoc, both in their immediate damage and as a cumulative result. Roadbeds have been
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of train operation have coincidentally shown very pronounced
advances, overtime and fuel not the least of these, with disordered schedules and an impatient and not always considerate

meet their expenses, when, if they had been dependent upon
a purely local or intrastate business, they would more than
likely have gone down in defeat.
One of the main sources of revenues of the Texas lines is in
the carriage of cotton, yet few realize the great expense and
risk attending this business, owing to loading and compress
charges, insurance, light tonnage loading, handling into and out

public.

of compresses,

a state of considerable distances. Much of the transportation is through territory interminable in extent and unproductive as to local business, yet these sections of the line must

a margin of
handling of freight—handicaps railways in
other sections are not compelled to bear.
Generally speaking, conditions are not altogether nornial and
we may not be compelled again to take care of a loss of over a
million dollars, speaking for our Sunset-Central Lines, caused
by storm conditions, nor witness again the utter demoralization

washed and rewashed, softened and kept soft, materially increasing the cost of current operation and requiring large sums
for replacement and repairs. Bridges, structures and equipment
have felt the burden; not once but many times, while expenses

Texas

is

be operated and maintained despite the lack of revenue from
intermediate sources, the through haul being charged with the

burden of upkeep. To this, and the situation practically applies
to the north and south lines as well as the transcontinental railways, are added the unsatisfactory freight conditions represented
the long and expensive haul of empty equipment, due to the
unequal movement of business, which is frequently 65 to 80 per

iby

cent one way, necessitating equalization of power, equipment
and crews, which adds heavily to expenses with no attendant
revenue.

Loss and damage claims

in this territory

make heavy

inroads

into the earnings of the carriers. This is partly due to the long
hauls on perishable commodities and the

to

the

efforts

profit

to

from

without extra charge and

all

make both ends meet and

of business by war scares and impairment of the value of cotton
and other southern commodities. The southern roads do not
serve a manufacturing territory and few penetrate the great

grain-producing belt; therefore they have participated but little
in the prosperity that has come to other lines as one result of
There will be an urgent necessity for
the European struggle.

The
positive economies with us for a long time to come yet.
$13,000,000-dollar deficit of the Texas lines for the past three
years cannot be made up by a few good
months. The heralded wave of prosperity
which the northern half of the country is
experiencing has only touched us, but we
have hopes that the real stringency is
about over.
am inclined to believe that popular
I

ment, unsuited for other traffic moving in
is also a considerable item
of expense. Again, the carriers often suffer heavy loss through the shipment of live
that direction,

and unreasoning prejudices against railroads

stock and market conditions, and also, perhaps, the natural disposition of some ship-

are getting to be a thing of the past and
that

pers and consignees to capitalize the disability or unavoidable delay on the part of

tions

rights of

the

in

the pubHc as to moral

relation

must vary

to

physical

in the several states.

least

I

hope

so.

SIGNALING PROGRESS IN 1915
By W. J. EcK

condi-

This

by the attitude of certain
Texas juries in determining personal injury
Legitimate
verdicts and damage claims.

are being

carriers

At

and the government.

Signal and Electrical Engineer, Southern Railway*

evidenced

is

the

recognized more and more by the people

the railway.

The viewpoint of

trenching upon

their

opportunity for deterioration enroute. The
return empty movement of special equip-

obligations

all

realize

Progress in railway signaling during the
year 1915 was m.arked by a few notable
President, Sunset Central Lines
developments rather than by the quantity
injury and damage claims are, as a rule,
The signal departof work installed.
not difficult to adjust when negotiaments have borne their proportion of the general retrenchment
tions are between the claimant and the railway, but claims
required and many economies in operation have been effected.
of a doubtful character and those where no actual injury or
The reduction of forces has resulted in considerable study being
damage exists, ordinarily termed "fake" claims, which are made
given to the subject of combined maintenance. The combining
the subject of a damage suit, are mainly responsible for the
of track and signal forces is still used to some extent where
heavy tax upon our revenues, such payments having increased
originally installed, but has made practically no progress elsefrom $165 per mile in 1906 to $275 per mile in 1914. Perhaps a
where. The consolidation of the signal, electrical and telegraph
more striking comparison is in the payment to this account for

W.

B.

year 1900 the amount of $1,018,637, while for the year
1914 the total payments had increased to $2,905,327, an increase
of 185 per cent, with an increase of only 60 per cent in train
mileage. From this showing we would naturally conclude that
railroading in Texas was more hazardous than elsewhere, but
the

the contrary is the case, and it is safe to say that a very great
portion of the amount mentioned was unwarranted by fact, but
Sentiment
the drain continues to increase notwithstanding.
rather than responsibility is too frequently the governing factor,
the law often being disregarded as well as the disposition or

willingness of the railways to recognize even an implied liability
in the settlement of such obligation as exists.

The

situation today, and this

is

demonstrated by the receiver-

on a number of the smaller purely
proves that no Texas railway can be profitably operated without a large quota of interstate traffic, and even then
the results arc questionable, as indicated by the receiverships
ships recently inaugurated
local lines,

on lines which do an interstate business.
Such of the transcontinental railways as have remained solvent
have done so because of the volume of traffic which came to
liem from their interstate connections and which enabled them

SCOTT

departments

is

ber of roads.

more promising and has been

effected

on a num-

On

account of the similarity of the duties of the
three departments, all having to do with electrical affairs, the
arrangement is a logical and economical one.
The most marked tendency of the year has been the very
extensive use of alternating current for the operation of signals on steam railways. First employed on electrified lines from
necessity, its advantages were so apparent that its use has rapidly
extended to steam railroad lines, and the coming years will
probably see it used with the majority of semaphore signals
installed.

"Light" signals consisting of electric lights with various colored lenses have been used for a number of years on electric
lines where cheap power was available and where speeds were
moderate. Such signals are also in general use in snow sheds

and tunnels on steam
the light signal,

known

lines.

An

entirely

new improvement of

as the "position light," has been devel-

oped which is suitable for both day and niglit service in the
open on high-speed railroads. An extensive installation of these
signals was made during the year on the Pennsylvania Railroad
'Mr. Eck

is

now

president of the Railway Signal Association.

December

and

is
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now

in

The

successful operation.

possibilities

its

introduction of American signal devices and American signal-

peculiar adaptability to roads using

men on Australian railways, a field which has heretofore been
occupied exclusively by the products of Great Britain, and this,
with the American signaling appliances that have been put in
service on English railways, where signaling was born, says much

its

alternating current for signal operation.

automatic

Single-track

amount of

signaling

receiving

is

an

increasing

attention and the mileage installed during the year

greatly exceeds that on double track.

has been only a few

It

for the state of the art in this country.

Except for a few small installations for experimental purposes

years since railway officers believed that automatic signals on

would hinder instead of

movements.

Particularly since the so-called "absolute permissive block" has been
developed has this idea given way to a realization of the safety
and aid that the system affords. In the A. P. B. system for singletrack signaling the trains are given an absolute block from
passing siding to passing siding for opposing trains and a permissive block for following trains. This system has been almost
exclusively installed during the past year.
There has been a substantial decrease in the miles of track
protected by manual block owing to the substitution of automatic
block signals in its stead. This was also true in 1914 and can
reasonably be expected for a number of years to come unless
a law should be passed requiring the immediate installation
of block signaling on all lines, in which case the manual system
would be the only one that could be installed in a short time.
single track

interesting development during 1915 has been the extensive

having

future use of this signal are very great on account of

no moving element and

An

for the
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The use of electro-mechanical

facilitate

there has been no installation of automatic stops or cab signals

The Brooklyn Rapid

on steam roads.

Transit, an electric subway
an automatic stop and cab signal system with
speed control features which is of interest on account of the
control being continuous, the brakes being applied whenever the
speed at any point exceeds a predetermined amount as obtained
from a braking chart. A speed control of this character prevents
much of the serious decrease in capacitv- which will result from
line, is installing

a simple automatic stopping device.

The Railway Signal Association has continued its work of
standardization during the year, so that a majority of the parts
used in signaling and interlocking are now standard. The uniformity established by the association has resulted in material
savings to the railways and it has had much influence for good
advancemnet of the signaling art generally.

in the

The coming year promises

to be the most
volume of signaling installed
ever experienced on American railways.

interlock-

power
for operating switches and derails is manual and for the signals, electric, shows congrowth due to the satisfactory
tinual
ing,

that

is,

interlocking where the

operation of such plants.

active in the

PROGRESS IN ELECTRIFICATION
DURING 1915

The use of switch

By George Gibbs*

and lock movements and the elimination of
separate levers for facing point locks

is

Consulting Engineer,

a

development of the year. Such plants reduce the size of machines necessary and
with

switch

indication

During a year of great disturbance in
business conditions little has been done

in the

foundations and heavier construction now
used in signaling, no element of safety has

tion

railways where white

is

way of

initiating

new

railway proj-

but the period has witnessed the completion of two very important electric tracects,

been sacrificed.

On

Yoric

all

concrete

circuits,

New

used as a

and the partial compleon steam railways. All three

installations

tion of a third

proceed signal there is always the possirepresent departures in important details
bility of a false proceed indication due to a
from previous installations and practical
W. J. ECk
broken lens or roundel in a stop signal.
President, Railway Signal Association
results will be watched with interest.
This possibility, though very rarely causing
On the Norfolk & Western a freight
an accident, is always present and each year
haulage installation was undertaken to resees the gradual adoption of green as the color indication for
lieve the congestion by an increase in train speed and also to proproceed on some railroads. This year has been no exception,
duce operating savings on the main line heavy grade division over
the Alleghany mountains it is conducted under unprecedented
one prominent road in the south having completed the change
from white to green in the past few weeks.
conditions as to density of traffic and train weight.
The Division of Safety of the Interstate Commerce CommisThe suburban passenger train electrification of the Pennsylsion has secured the services of an experienced and well-known
vania at Philadelphia is an application under complicated tersignal engineer during tlie year.
minal conditions of an electric system which is designed to be
His advice and counsel will,
it is believed, do much to prevent hasty and unconsidered legisadapted for future extension over long distance main lines and
lation affecting railway operation and, particularly, block sigto then handle all classes of service.
naling and automatic train control.
The appointment of an
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul electritication in Montana
experienced man to this position was of peculiar interest to the
and Idaho applies electric traction to heavy train units, both
railways just at this time when Congress has before it a bill
freight and passenger, on a line having heavy traffic and over
;

to

expand the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion to cover operating matters.

Valuation of the signal appliances on a mnnbcr of railways

the longest distance yet attempted; it is being carried out by
an electric system quite different in detail from that employed
(in the two railways lirst mentioned.

has been started during the year in connection with llie fcilcral
valuation. This work has required the services of many signal-

nish examples

men

of

both by the government and the railroads.
It is only
because of the general depression in construction work that the
railways have not been required to materially increase the signal
engineers' forces to take care of this work on roads wluir
it

is

now under way.

supervision of

tlie

This work

signal

is

generally handled under the

engineer, his

forces

making

the de-

and obtaining the required records. The Presidents' Conference Coniiniltce on Valuation has appointed a subcommittee of signal engineers to prepare data and to handle such
tailed inventory

signal matters as are assigned to
(|uitc

active

throughout the year.

it.

The

connnittcc has been

These

installations,

added

to others already in operation,

representing practically

all

fur-

conditions and kinds

Their purposes are various. Electric tracemployed to make underground terminals in large

railway service.

tion has been
cities

practicable;

to

facilitate

safe operation

in

long tunnels;

to increase the capacity of lines or of

passenger terminals; and
to increase the operating capacity on heavy grades.
In certain
of these cases increased economy of operation is an important

and perhaps a controlling consideration.

The

reasons, therefore,

Mr. (iil)(>» is olticf cnRitircr nf ctccliic tr.icluin, I.onR I<i|.-ini1 Railroad,
coimtillina ciiRincrr, Norfolk & Western, in charge of rlrclrilicalion over
Klklinrn-Snniinit, and consnltitiR engineer, Pennsylv.inia Kailroad. in charRe
of electrilicalion work nl riiilndrlnliia.
Mr. flitihs is also chairman of the
coniiniltce on electrical working of the American Railway Association.
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have been either compelling ones from an operating standpoint,
or those connected with expected economies.
The success of this form of traction may be viewed from different standpoints, accordingly as the inquirer sets the problem
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trolley wire of small size, but large power capacity, by reason
of the high potential of the current carried.
The Norfolk &

Western and Pennsylvania installations use an alternating current system throughout and distribute current at very high

for himself.

potential

electricity

is high compared with that
used in a third rail, but low compared with the practice in alternating current systems.
Standardization, therefore, of electric
systems as a whole cannot be said to be complete, but progress

Technically, it has been amply demonstrated that
can propel trains of any weight at any speed, not
limited by other considerations, and that the apparatus required
will function reliably; in fact, notwithstanding the complicated
mechanism involved and the circumstance that an electric system
is tied together from the power house to the trains, thus re-

quiring that

all

links

must operate

to secure service, operation

found remarkably reliable, and, in this respect, an
advance on steam operation which it superseded.
Increased capacity has been obtained from electric operation,
both as the result of its ability to concentrate almost unlimited
has been

power

at the train, and thus increase speed and hauUng capacity
under adverse conditions, and because in certain kinds of service,
such as suburban passenger, multiple unit motor car operation
is substituted for head end locomotive operation, thus reducing
shifting and idle movements in congested terminals.
As regards the aspect of economy, this is not yet as clearly
defined as might be expected, considering the number and variety
of installations already made. Some of these installations are
as yet too new to furnish comparison, but a factor of more importance is that in nearly every case new conditions have been
introduced with the new form of traction, and thus the same
Another fact is that the actual
things cannot be compared.
cost of an existing steam service is frequently as much in doubt
as the probable cost of electric operation which is to replace it.
This peculiar condition exists because railway accounts are not
thoroughly segregated for the cost of each part of the equip-

ment or for each operating

division as a whole,

much

less

from the standpoint of increased direct net money return
on the investment are: (1) where traffic is dense over an entire
division and where the train loads, or speeds, or both, may be
increased by electric operation, thus utilizing motive power more
tion

(2) for traffic having a high load
a fair degree of uniformity throughout the day, so
that trains may be operated with reduced power and labor costs.
Long lines with thin traffic and terminal station operations do
not generally furnish an attractive field for electric traction
from the standpoint of operating savings, although in some cases
such installations may prove profitable where the cost of energy
can be largely reduced by obtaining it from cheaper sources.
effectively than with steam;

The

e.,

i.

indirect benefits of electric operation are, however, often

controlling in any installation, and

tioned

smoke elimination

in tunnels

among

these

may

be men-

and underground terminals,

increased comfort, speed and attractiveness in passenger service,
line capacity referred to above.

and the increased
It

is,

therefore, to be expected that electric traction will con-

methods of application, and will be
used in the many cases where it is well suited to or is required
Electric traction apparently canby surrounding conditions.
not supersede steam traction for all, or for even a very large
part of the railway mileage of the country, unless some radically
new type of apparatus should be developed, a contingency which,
unfortunately, does not seem at present to be pending.
A word may be said regarding the technical developments
which have occurred or have become realized during the past
Electric traction has for several years been tending toyear.
wards extension to long distance or, rather, to entire divisional
operation this is in many cases almost essential for proper railtinue to develop as regards

;

operation, as intradivisional transfer of power or train is
Long distance and heavy train-unit
costly and inconvenient.

way

a change desirable from the expensive method
of distribution of low tension direct current power to the trains
by third rail conductors, which requires large capacity of feeders
traction has

made

and sub-station machinery.

The

this year all illustrate the present

installations completed
tendency to use an overhead

three

has been

made towards

the use of overhead conductors as a

standard, and, in the case of the alternating current systems,

towards uniform characteristics of the current used

work-

in the

ing conductors.

We

may, therefore, as regards further deeylopments, properly
now on trial.

await experience with the two overhead systems

The relative first cost of these two systems does not appear, from
present information, to differ greatly and the further development of both will doubtless proceed for some time. It may
well be that both will find a place in heavy railway

one of them

shown

is

reliability

plicity,

work

unless

to be greatly superior as regards

and cost of operation.

portant, therefore, that each

new

It

installation

sim-

imundertaken should
is

especially

be based upon a competent examination, not only of the railway operating features, but of the complex technical develop-

ments now taking

place, in

order to clarify the problem for the

future.

ENDING THE FISCAL YEAR ON DECEMBER
OF JUNE 30
By Frank Nay

for

a particular service on part of a division, as is often required.
Generally speaking, the most attractive fields for electric opera-

factor,

the St. Paul's installation uses direct current in the

;

wire at a potention which

trolley

Controller,

The

Chicago, Rock Island

&

Commerce Commission was
The act required annual
Interstate Commerce Commission

Interstate

of Congress in 1887.

31

INSTEAD

Pacific

created by an act
reports

from

rail-

for the years endroads to the
ing on June 30, that being date for closing the governmental
Prior to that time the railroads closed their fisca'
fiscal year.
years on various dates, according to their own convenience.

—

Later on,

when

the various states required annual reports

railroads similar to those to the Interstate
sion,

from

Commerce Commis-

they also adopted June 30 as the close of the report year.
these conditions a large majority of the railroads closed

Under

books two times each year and rendered two separate
annual reports covering different periods, one covering their own
fiscal year to their stockholders and directors, and the other for
the year ended June 30 to the Interstate Commerce Commission
and to the various state commissions. This caused a duplication of work, and, owing to the fluctuations of traffic and operating conditions in different seasons of the year, the annual reports
to the stockholders frequently appeared to be out of harmony
with the annual reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the various state commissions. Consequently, nearly all the
railroads in the United States changed their own fiscal years
to agree with those of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
As the years went on, serious objections developed to June 30
as the date for closing the fiscal year, among which were the
following
their

:

1.

— On

the majority of the railways of the United States the

programs of maintenance and improvement work conform naturally to the calendar year, and in reporting the details of such
work, a year ending December 31 has decided advantages over
a year ending June 30. The maintenance and improvement
forces are at the maximum and the heavy work is in progress
on June 30, while December 31 is the natural close of the year
for maintenance and improvements.
2.
Annual reports, the compilation of which is so much work
added to the daily routine, can be more easily prepared during
the winter than during the summer season, on account of vacations in general offices, and the slowing up, as a rule, of account-

—

ing work.
3.

—December

31,

coming

at the close of the season for

main-

December
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tenatice work,

is

a better time than

June 30 for taking the annual

inventory.
4.

—Many

carriers are required to

make

extensive reports to

commissions and taxing bodies, covering a calendar year

state

period, for purposes of taxation, thus duplicating

much

of the

work included in the report for the fiscal year ended June 30.
The two reports may present more or less apparent variance
which would be overcome by having both cover the same period.
5.
The present plan of closing the fiscal year for railroads

—

on June 30 prevents satisfactory comparisons with other great
lines of industry, as nearly all the latter close their fiscal years on
December 31.
These objections were presented from time to time to Henry
C. Adams, in charge of statistics and accounts for the Interstate
Commerce Commission, by the accounting officers of various
railroads in their conferences with him concerning the uniform
system of accounts formulated and promulgated by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. He presented the matter to the Interstate Commerce Commission and the National Association of
Railway Commissioners, which latter association appointed a committee of which Mr. Adams was chosen chairman, to canvass
the situation and report the result. Under date of July 28, 1909,
Mr. Adams issued an inquiry to all of the carriers in the United
States reporting to the Interstate Commerce Commission, calling
on them for an expression of opinion on this subject, by propounding to each one of these carriers the following questions
1.
Would you approve such a change

—

were

indifferent, leaving roads representing only 45,376 miles
or 16.7 per cent of the total as recording themselves in opposi-

tion

change.

the

to

—-What

tinent

1.

—In

case

— Comparisons would be disturbed.
— would be necessary to have

fiscal

—

As

to these objections,

making

the date

for closing the

enact similar

The

amendments

state
in

was presented to the AssoAmerican Railway Accounting Officers at its annual
meeting in Atlanta, Ga., April 28, 29 and 30, 1915. The matter
was referred to the executive committee of the association
with power to deal with federal and state
ciation of

commissions relative thereto. Subsequently,
the executive committee sent communications to all of the

a

favorable to the changes support their acofficers.
Some executives whose
accounting officers voted against the change

counting

take a different view

FRAN K NAY

require stat\itory en-

states.

However,

in

1910 the act

was

Commerce Commission may
change the fiscal year from June 30 to December 31.
It is beheved that when the first inquiry was sent out by Mr.
amended

that

so

the

Interstate

Adams, the subject was not given careful consideration, and
from time to time the matter was discussed by railway accounting

officers.

In March, 1914, at a special meeting of the Associa-

American Railway Accounting Officers, a special committee was appointed to bring this matter again to the attention of
the raihoads and a circular was sent to all railroad accounting
tion of

United States, propounding the following queries
you approve of the suggestion to change the
period covered by the aimual report to the Interstate
Commerce Commission from tiie 12 months ended
June 30 to the 12 months ended December 31?
Please state as fully as possible your views in favor

officers in the
1.

— Do

2.

—

of or against the proposition.

—Lines for which answer

is made; total operated mileage of the same.
In response to that circular, replies were received from railroads representing 271,867 miles operated, of which roads representing 212,542 miles or 78.2 per cent of tlic total miles operated
recorded their votes in favor of the change, and roads representing 13,939 miles, or 5.1 per cent of the total mileage operated.
3.

to this latest in-

and substantially all executives
whose accounting officers had given replies

way commissioners opposed the change for
make the change would

actment on the part of 22

out by the special

The repHes

subject,

Controller, Chicago,

the reason that to

members of the associathe executive officers of

quiry indicate that the executives of railroads are now very much interested in this

rail-

of the state

if

plies to the circular sent

committee.

fiscal

the date for closing the fiscal year for

many

inquiring

the railroad concurred in the vote of the
accounting officers as registered in the re-

on the part of the carriers or the
railway commissioners for a change

railroads; in fact,

to their laws.

report of the special committee

year?
Coincident with the inquiry among railroads, he also solicited opinions from the
various state railway commissioners.
Mr.
Adams reported that the result of these inquiries did not indicate any great desire
either

be stated, in passing, that they

:

;

change, what reasons occur to you
as pertinent for retaining June 30
as

may

serious, because

all

tion,

oppose

it

comparisons would be disturbed
for one period only and one supplemental report relieves that
situation; it would not be a serious hardship for tlie stockholders
to change their fiscal years from June 30 to December 31
and
since the Congress of the United States has already amended
its law so as to permit the Interstate Commerce Commission to
change the date for closing the fiscal year from June 30 to
December 31, whenever it sees fit to issue an appropriate order,
it should not be difficult to induce the 22 states referred to to
are not at

such a change should

you

roads

It
stockholders change the
year for most of the railroads in the United States.
3.
It would be necessary to have the statutes of 22 states
changed.
2.

be made?
3.

latter

the following reasons

reasons occur to you as per-

why

some of the

Subsequently,

changed their votes, and recorded themselves as favorable to
the proposed change. Those who opposed the change offered

date?

in

2.
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and favor the change.

may

At the present time

it

that the desire for a

change

be safely stated
is nearly unanimous on the part of railroad companies.
R. A. White, president of the Association of American Railway
Accounting Officers, delivered an able address before the National Association of Railway Commissioners at their annual
convention in San Francisco, Cal., held in October, 1915, in

Rock Island

&

Pacific

which he presented in a very convincing way, the need for this
change in the fiscal year. While Mr. White gave several reasons, he particularly emphasized two which sliould appeal strongly to all, viz.

(a) The programs of maintenance and improvements conform naturally to the calendar year, as such programs are commenced during the early part of the calendar year and arc completed during the latter part of the calendar year. At June 30
they are in their busiest stage. Erroneous impressions may be
(-onveyed in the annual reports because in one year the climatic
and business conditions are such that a majority of the maintenance and improvements programs may be completed prior to
June 30, while in the succeeding year a majority of work covered
by such programs may be deferred imtil after June 30, but these
programs arc always substantially near completion at December
31.
all of the officers and as many as possible of the
force like their annual vacation at a time of the year
really counts for something.
Few men can really have

(h) Nnirly
clerical

when
a

it

good time

summer

in winter;

most of them want to get away during the
No one would maintain that

for rest and recreation.
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vacation should take preference over reports to the various
commissions, but with the fiscal year closing on June 30, tlie
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August and September, during which time the weather conditions are most depressing and during the very time when these
men would like to have vacations. During the period of the

in Ohio.
The Lackawanna cut-off has been comduring the year, as well as the Canadian Northern's
transcontinental line.
There has been very little railroad work
going on elsewhere in Canada, and practically no new work has
been started there. Good progress is being made on the Rogers
Pass tunnel of the Canadian Pacific, which was started in 1914,

preparation of annual reports

and there has been some terminal work

a

work

heaviest

for the

forces of

clerical

a

railroad

occurs

in

July,

work overtime more or

less,

it

necessary for the clerks to

is

and the

vise the preparation of the reports

vision

in

addition

to

their

officers

who have

to super-

must perform such super-

regular

duties

extension

pleted

during the heated

With

this dearth of railroad

in eastern Canada.
work, the contractors who have

followed this class of construction
instances, turned to other fields.

the past

in

have,

They have taken up

in

many

river

and

season of the year. If the fiscal year closed at December 31
this pressure would come during January, February and March,
a time of the year when the weather conditions inspire vigor

harbor work, reclamation service work, mine stripping, various
forms of municipal and power development work, building con-

and

many
The

—

activity.

The present year ending June 30 consists of six months of one
year added to six months of another year, while the calendar year
the logical business year. Therefore, in the interest of producing more useful annual reports of railways covering a 12
months' period, closing at the end of the logical business year
which will reflect more nearly than any other, on the whole,
is

their true financial conditions, their true income accounts, and
the true additions and betterments to their properties, it is most
desirable to have the fiscal year end on December 31.

and road making. By spreading out into different
of the railroad contractors have kept busy.

struction

fields

labor conditions throughout most of the United States
have been good during the greater part of the year, although
during the latter part of the season the war order business in
the East has caused

some

shortage.

Prices for contract

work

during 1915 have been very low, and work has been figured
on closer margins than in many years. Many contracts have
been taken simply to keep the contractors' organization intact.
As we draw to the close of 1915 I think that the railroads, the
railway supply men and the railroad contractors are all glad

and turn over the page.
Beginning about September, railroad earnings began to show
an improvement, resulting, in considerable measure, from the
handling of war order business, and later from the moving of
to write "Finis" to a very quiet year

FROM THE CONTRACTOR'S STANDPOINT

1915

By W.
President, Bates

The year

a. Rogers

& Rogers Construction Company, Chicago,

III.

is unique from the standpoint of the
During the past year less miles of rail-

just closing

railroad contractor.

roads have been built

in the United States than in any- year
In 1915 only 933 miles of main line was completed
in the United States, and 718 miles in Canada.
In past years we have been in the habit of comparing
periods of depression in railroad construction with the years
immediately following 1893.
will now have to start with

since 1864.

We

new

There was 495 miles less railroad completed
in 1915 than in 1895, which was the year of least railroad
construction in that period of depression.
There have been
only four years since 1848, and 1915 was one of these, when
less than 1,000 miles of new line was completed.
When we
consider that the normal amount of railroad construction completed in a year runs from 3,500 to 4,000 miles, we can realize
why 1915, with its 933 miles, has seemed such a quiet year.
a

date.

a significant fact that during this year not a railroad in
States built 100 miles of line.
In fact, the greatest mileage reported by any road is in Alabama, where one road
It

is

the United

main track constructed. Only one state in
Union has added to its mileage as much as 100 miles of

reports 52 miles of
the

railroad.

Many

causes have contributed to the dearth of railroad conIt would be a wise man, indeed, who would be able to
of the reasons and to name them in the order of their

struction.

give

all

One

importance.
of

law

our

railroads.

of the principal reasons has been the attitude
and other public officials toward the

makers

The

shortsighted policy which has resulted in the

abandonment, during 1915, of expenditures for the
construction and improvement of the railroads has had undoubtedly an immense reflex action on the prosperity of the country.
The railroads have not had the money to spend, with the
result that the thousands of men who would ordinarily have
been employed in the various construction activities have been
idle.
There has also been a corresponding depression in the
various lines of business involving materials of construction and
practical

The result of this lack of railroad construction has been a
very quiet year for railroad contractors.
Only a very small
number of contracts of any size have been let during the year,
among the largest of which were those for the Norfolk &
cut-off near Farmville, Va.,

I believe we can look forward with confidence to a good year in 1916. Over 1,200 miles of new line is
now under construction, about 1,625 miles additional has been
surveyed ready for construction, and projected lines amounting
In view
to over 2,060 miles are being seriously considered.
of these facts and considering also the changed attitude of the
public, the newspapers and the law makers toward the railroads, coincident with the increased earnings and the general
increase of business throughout the country, a more optimistic
feeling is apparent among those who are dependent upon the

able improvement.

railroads for business.

Railroad construction work will cost more in 1916 than in
Prices for materials have advanced and are advancing.

1915.

any large amount of construction work is undertaken the
In addition, those
is almost certain to be very short.
contractors who have been willing to take work at cost, simply
to keep an organization together, will undoubtedly be relieved
If

labor supply

of this necessity by the fact that there will be more construcwork to bid on. One of the serious problems is going to be
the labor supply. When we consider the number of men who
tion

have gone to Europe to join the armies of the various warring
nations, with the sources of further supply practically closed, one
can realize what we may have to contend with when construction
work really starts. With this in view it would seem to be the part
of wisdom of those who expect to undertake work the coming
season to start as early as possible in order to get organized
early in the season before the shortage develops.
As we look back over 1915 and forward to the

we cannot

help feeling that

we have now

really

coming year

come

to the turn-

era of prosperity for the railroads and
allied interests is just starting, and that beginning with 1916
we will have a steadily increasing period of prosperity.

ing point, that a

new

Railway Construction in Spain.— It

is

officially

announced

Spain that projects will be received at the Direccion-General
de Obras Piiblicas, Ministerio de Fomento, Madrid, up to May
1916, for the construction of a secondary railway from
21,
Palencia to Aranda de Duero. The line will be of meter-gage.
in

other railroad supplies.

Western

As
the most bountiful crops in the history of this country.
the year is closing the railroad earnings are showing a remark-

and the Chesapeake & Oliio

cost per kilometer must not exceed 100,000 pesetas
(about $20,000). The minimum weight per meter of the rails
to be used will be 30 kg. (66 lb.)

The average

The Trend

of

Railway Earnings

Year 1915

in the

Results as Shown by Net Earnings Compare Favorably
with 1914, but Principally Through Savings in Expenses

By Frank Haigh Dixon
Professor of Economics, Dartmouth College, Chief Statistician, Bureau of

Railway Economics.

At the close of the year 1914 the Commission had just
granted to the Eastern carriers an increase in rates as a result
Many had hoped
of the rehearing in the five-per-cent case.
that this would furnish the necessary stimulus to pull business in general, and the railway business in
particular,

But

out of

in spite

its

slough of despond.

of a marked revival in indus-

compared with

1914,

1914.
it

almost wholly due, I regret to
demands occasioned by the
war, the railways for another six months
remained quiescent and closed the fiscal
year, on June 30, 1915, with a discouraging looking income account.
Table 1, based on the compilations of the

of

railways

fiscal

far

as

the

per-mile

annual

op-

includes about 90 per cent of the mileage

The

a

1910,

is

it

would

figure

of

smaller than

1909.

a superficial examination, net earn-

look

better,

but

closer

inspection

shows that the slight increase in net,
amounting per mile to 1.3 per cent over
1914, had no encouraging features about it.
It was secured only by drastic cuts in the
costs of operation, which have been practiced from the very beginning of this fiscal
year, and which mean in large measure
deferred expenditures that must be made
good as soon as earnings permit. Taxes,

erating revenues of $1,000,000 or over, and

of the countrj'.

any year since

ings

years 1912 to

having

back as
found that

roads
be

Upon

Commerce Commission, shows

all

follows

by the commission made

If the classification of railways

in

the revenues and expenses in the aggregate

1915

this

possible to carry the per-mile figure for the "million dollar"

admit, to the

and per mile for the

be noted that

operating revenues for 1915

trial activity,

Interstate

should

it

decline of over $80,000,000 in gross earnings between 1913 and

for

some unaccountable

reason, did not in-

crease during the year, but actually

inclusion of the re-

fell off

The result is an
maining 10 per cent of mileage, which un3.3 per cent per mile.
FRANK HAIGH DIXON
fortunately is unavailable, would reduce
increase of 2.1 per cent per mile in operProfessor of Economics, Dartmouth College
somewhat the per-mile figure, but would not
ating income, which, however is 13.9 per
disturb to any important degree the impression gained from a
cent below the figure for 1913 and 6 per cent below that for 1912.
comparison of the items year by year. Total operating revenues
Table II presents the financial experience for these railways
show a falling off from the previous year of $165,000,000. While
by months for the complete calendar years 1912, 1913 and
this decline on a per mile basis amounts only to 6.7 per cent as
1914, and for the ten months of 1915 for which data are
available.
For any revival in the carrj'ing industrj' we look
Here the first six
at once to the figures of gross earnings.
months tell the same story as do the final figures for the
a decline month by month as comfiscal year just discussed
pared with the corresponding month of 1914; and this, it should
be recalled, was on top of a shrinkage in gross earnings in
In not one single month of 1914 did the
the previous year.
operating revenues equal those of 1913. However, during these
six months of 1915, the monthly decreases were growing smaller
until finally they disappeared altogether, and in July were
replaced by an increase of one-half of one per cent.
This
was the turning point, as it proved, and increases in gross have
been steady .ind rapid in the three months since, amounting to
13 per cent in the per-mile figure for October as compared with
tlie same month of 1914.
Drastic cuts in operating expenses,
which had !)ccn a feature of every month of the year 1914,
continued throughout the first nine months of 1915. The effect
on net earnings has been remarkable. Whereas in every month
but one in 1914 net earnings per mile showed decreases as com-

—

pared with 1913, beginning with February, 1915, there arc increases per mile in net earnings in every month, which run all
the way from 10.6 per cent in August to 32.3 per cent in October.
The policy of rctrenclimont was yielding its results at
last.
As has already been intimated, this policy of economy
can be pursued only so long as gross earnings compel it. It
was therefore to be expected that when earnings took a turn
for the better expenses would increase.
October shows the
beginning of this policy with an increase in expenses per mile
of 3.6 per cent. That the railways must enter upt)n a period of
more generous maintenance is everywhere recognized in f.ict,
contr.icts on a large scale have already been signed.
But for
many months alie.id, the severe economies practiced in the last
eighteen months should show their effects in considerable in-

—

1912

1913

Comparative Chart

1914
of

1915

_

Earnings and Expenses

creases in net revenue.
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The comparative chart of monthly revenues and expenses per
mile reveals in a very striking fashion this movement v.'hich I
The 1914 operating revenues
have endeavored to describe.

The purpose

1914.

some one

is

to analyze the material already

might escape attention
United States as a whole. This analysis
reveals the fact that recovery in gross revenues began much

to

section of the country that

in aggregates for the

Roads Having Annual
1913 and 1912

-Revenues and Expenses in the Acceegate and Per Mile of Line or Steam
$1,000,000 OR Over; Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 191S,

I-

of this table

No. 27

59,

presented, and to bring out any characteristic features peculiar

curve for the months of September to December drops far below
The curve representing 1915 starts
those of 1912 and 1913.

Table

Vol.

Operating Revenues op

1914,

Increase or decrease per
of line 1915 over

1912

1913

1914

1915

1914

1913

Per
Amt. Cent

Per
Ami. Cent

mile

1912

A

Per mile

Per mile

Per mile

Per mile

Per

Amount
of line
Amount of line
Amount of line
of line
Amt. Cent
225,478
219,666
228,554
223,547
Miles of line operated (average)
14,024 $2,830,219,885 $12,884 d$902 d6.7 d$l,383 d9.9 d$243 dl.9
Total operating revenues
$2,889,029,475 $12,641 $3,053,747,597
$13,543
$3,135,016,158
„....--..
-~.d908 d9.3 dlOO dl.l
2,032,689,894
8,894 2,219,432,612
9,843
2,191,139,100
9,802 1,975,741,558
8,994 d949 d9.6
Total operating expenses
47 1.3
d475dll.3 dl43 d3.7
3,747
834,314,985
4,222
854,478,327
3,890
Net operating revenue
856,339,581
3,700
943,877,058
33
133,993,519
586
136,612,209
606
123,655,189
553
116,418,825
530
d20 d3.3
6.0
56 10.6
Taxes
3
Uncollectible railway revenue.
640,345
64 2.1
dSll dl3.9 d202 d6.0
Operating Income
721,705,717
3,158
697,702,776
3,094
820,221,869
3,669
738,059,502
3,360
Amount

d Decrease.

earlier in the East than in either of the other sections, due
unquestionably to the stimulus given to manufacturing by the
war orders of the allies. There has been an increase in gross
revenues per mile in the Eastern district in every month since

below those of the previous three years, crosses 1912 in April,
only to fall back again in May. In July it passes 1914, in September, 1912, in October, 1913, and fails to reach the highest
point attained in the four years only because of an abnormal

jump

The

in earnings in October, 1912.

April, this increase

1915 line of operating

Ta BLE II—-Monthly Revenues AND Ex PENSES Per Mile OF Line

growing

steadily larger until

1915

Net Operat ng Revenue per Mile
1915

1915
'

'

Per cent
:

Month
January
February

.

..

.
.

.

March

.

.

.

..

..

M^y

.

June

.

..
..

July

August
September
October

..
.

.

..

.

November
December

..

.
.

..
.

.

1912
$953
984
1,071

995
1,054
1,101
1,139
1,239
1,233
1,338
1,237
1,184

17.1

1914 AND 1915

1912, 1913

Operating Expenses per Mi! e

Operating Revenues per Mile

reached

it

1913
$1,109

1914
$1,026

1,031
1,103
1,087
1,175
1,160
1,183
1,241
1,257
1,314
1,186
1,122

918

Amount
$936
897

ncrease or
decrease
from 1914
d 8.8
d 2.3

d 7.7

1,012
1,010
1,040
1,090
1,130
1,191
1,251
1,323

1,097
1,043
1,053
1,102
1,124
1,171
1,182
1,171
1,023

Per cent

Per cent

d S.2

d 1.2
d 1.1
0.5
1.7
5.8

13.0

990

1912
$751
732
767
739
759
762
775
801
799
851
829
823

1914
$799
750
805
786
803

1913

$826
774
822
826
855
826
836
853
853
891

791
785
786
781
787
732
728

848
824

tncrease or
decrease

Increase or
decrease
Amount from 1914
d 10.4
$716
678
d 9.6
720
d 10.6
722
d 8.1
732
d 8.8
730
d 7.7
750
d 4.5
765
d 2.7
774
d 0.9
815
3.6

1912
$202
252
304
256
295
339
364
438
434
487
408
361

Amount from 1914

1914
$227
169
292
257
250
311
340
385
401
384
292
262

1913

$283
257
281
26!
320
334
347
387
403
423
338
298

d

$220
219
292
288
308
360
380
426
477
508

3.1

29.6
12.1

23.2
15.8
11.8
10.6
19.0
32.3

d Decrease.

expenses remains below all the others until October, when it
It has not yet reached the height attained by
1914.
the curves of the other two years. The 1915 line of net revenue shows a steady gain over those of the three preceding
years, being at a higher point than any of the others in April,

not begin until September.

was similar in all three districts, decreases
occurring in every month except October.
But the decreases
in the South were much larger than in either of the other two
penses, experience

Monthly Revenues and Expenses Per Mile

Table III

In the other two districts the increase did
In the movement of operating ex-

per cent in October.

passes

of Line, January to October, 1915, by Districts

Southern

Eastern District

Western

District

'

,

Operating

"

'

Per

Month
1915

January
February

March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

of

Per

inc. or

dec.

Amt.

dec.

per

from

1,741
1,812
1.868
1,967
2,008
2,117
2,182
2,292

1.0
2.7
3.3
3.8
3.6
7.9
17.1

a Less than one-tenth of one per cent,

X

ct.

or

from

mile

>/-

Per

1914

$1,285
d 9.8
1,203 d 10.2
1,289 d 11.0
1,286
d 6.1
1,308
d 7.8
1,298
d 7.4
1,316
d 3.9
1,346
d 2.1
1,364
d 0.7
1,453
5.2

Amt.

dec.

per
from
mile
1914
$307 11.8
305 81.8
452
12.7
526 23.9
560 40.1
669 33.4
692 22.5
771
15.5
818 26.1
839 45.4

Net. Oper.

Operating

Revenues

Revenues

Revenues

Per

Amt,

dec.

Amt.

per
mile
$793
761
864
846
830
814
846
879
930
986

from

per
mile

1914
d 15.0
d

6.1

d

6.6
5.9
4.5

d

d
d

1.2

7.8
14.3

s,

ct.

inc. or

$589
568
608
600
593
590
604
612

V

T^^

Operating
Expenses

Net. Oper,

*

*

'

'

,r

,

ct.

d 10.4
dll.9

,

Operating
'

inc.

per
mile

1914
d 6.3
o
d 5.9

*

ct.

Amt.

$1,592
1,508

'

inc. or

Per

ct.

inc. or

Revenues

Operating
Expenses

V

s,

,

,

,

Net. Oper.

Operating
Expenses

Revenues

District

'

'
,

V

Revenues
^

Per

ct.

Per

ct.

Per

inc.

or

inc.

or

inc. or

V

,

Per

ct.

ct.

inc. or

dec.

Amt.

dec.

Amt.

dec.

Amt.

dec.

Amt.

dec.

from

per
mile

from

per
mile

from

per

from^

1914

mile

d 14.3
d 6.7

$681
660
726
695
727
777
819
866
929
989

d

7.1

1914
d 6.5

d

6.5
5.2
2.0
2.7
1.4

per
mile
$495
472
496
503
513
515
537
547
553
575

from

1914

d 15.2

$204

d 11.6

193

dl2.3

256
246
237
224
242
267
309
333

d 11.5

dl2.5
d 9.4

d 9.2

621

d 7.1
d 3.5

653

2.7

1914

dlO.9
10.3
12.1
5.0
9.7
15.9

41.0
46.7

1914
o

d
d
d
d

a
2.8
8.9

d 7.4
d 6.4
d 7.8
d 7.5

d

7.2

d 6.3

d

3.1

d 2.1
d 0.2
2.3

$186
188
230
192
214
262
282
319
376
414

21.0

d 3.8
1.5

13.2
5.3
2.1
3.8
7.7

19.7

d Decrease.

June, July, September and October, and destined, it is hoped,
to remain in its present relative position for many months
to come.

Table III presents the pcr-mile figures of gross and net earnings and expenses for the three districts into which the counThe
try is divided for statistical purposes by the coinmission.
table covers the ten months of the calendar year 1915, and gives the
percentage relation of the figures to the corresponding data for

sections.

In net revenue the East has

made

Every month has a substantial increase

in

a striking showing.
its per-mile figure

over the corresponding figure of 1914, October having a gain of
The February percentage of 81.8 per cent may
The month of February, 1914,
be disregarded as abnormal.

45.4 per cent.

yielded only $174 per mile of net revenue, which

was a

decline

of 55.6 per cent from 1913. While this showing of net earningsin the East cannot be equalled either in the size or the uni-

December
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formity of the increase by the other districts, yet the latter
have shown steady improvement since March. October yielded
an increase per mile in the South of 46.7 per cent and in the

West of 19.7 per cent.
One may safely prophesy that the year 1916 will show results
far more agreeable to railway stockholders than have been
realized in the past few years.
The turning point seems to
have been reached. However much we may deplore the occasion for our sudden awakening from our industrial lethargy,

we must admit

that

it

has enormously stimulated business and

felt in industries and in sections
remote from any connection with the European conflict. The
commission has recognized the principle that the railways must
have sufficient income to attract investors and to secure the

that

influence

its

is

being

capital necessary to maintain

a

standard of service demanded

by the public. Such increases as the commission has granted
will now do their part in increasing the fund of gross earnings.
So far as reduction in expenses consists of deferred maintenance,
it will mean only a temporary saving to the railways.
But so
far as the starvation period now passing away has developed
more economical methods of operation and has reduced transportation expenses, it will represent a clear saving to the roads
and a swelling of their net earnings. Their prosperity during
the coming j'ear depends in no small degree upon the manner
in which expenses have been curtailed during the past two
years.

By W.

L. Stoddard.
Washington, December 29.

The meager news which emanates from various quarters,
from Chicago, concerning the great eight-hour day movement of the concerted railroad employees is causing considerable
speculation here. The average congressman is, very likely,
chiefly

resume of the salient ideas and theories which this corresponignorant of the situation, but Washington opinion is not wholly
rnade up of congressmen's views. The following paragraphs are
a

from more than a single
forbidden to mention names, it may be
said that the general theme of this letter follows closely the
thought of a government officer who is peculiarly well placed
dent, for one, has been able to gather

source.

While

it

to speculate wisely

is

:

The

gravity of the situation cannot be overestimated, and as
time goes on the movement which has been started after months
of more or less circumstantial rumor, grows more and more

formidable. Eventually it will mean either a strike, the worst
railroad strike in the history of the United States, or mediation.
In case a strike should be called, it is expected that the public
would step in, and the case then go to arbitration. But the

men

avoid arbitration as long as possible, preferring to
demands in the hands of a committee for the purpose of conferring or mediating with a committee of railroad
will

place their

officers.

The

DIVIDEND CHANGES
The accompanying table shows the changes in rates or in
amounts declared of dividends of the railroads in the United
States which made a change in 1915 as compared with 1914.
The uncertainty of the first half of the calendar year and the
increased business and brighter prospects of the second half of
the year

made

the dividend changes very irregular.

Only such roads are included in the table where the total
amount declared in 1915 was different than that in 1914. Thus.

DIVIDEND CHANGES
Declared
1915

in

& Vicksburg
Baltimore & Ohiu, common

Alabama

5

.

& Mackinac, common

Detroit

Hocking

Valley

Kanawha &
Louisville

Michigan

None
1

Michigan

I'A

&

Nashville
Central-

^

&

Tcnnille

Annual
rate in

1914
7

6

^

3J<a

None

4

5

4

5

..

7
5

.

..

5
5

7
5
7

7

5

4

6

4

7

5

6
7

^

8

3

4

..

5
6

5

..

5

6

..

6

4J4'
4^4

.

Deferred.

dividend after the English methods out of
but in the tabic above the periods within
which the dividends were declared are indicated, and the Michigan Central is made uniform with the other companies.
^ The
annual rate is not determinable.
* In
December the directors declared 4 per cent on the preferred and 2
per cent on the common stock. The last previous dividend was 214 per cent,
declared in December, 1914, on the preferred, and J4 per cent declared in
2

The company declares

earnings

March,

for

certain

its

periods,

the idea of a strike— to

make

the

men

see that the

used as a threat rather than as an actual implement wherewith to secure their demands.
The fact that the rank and file of the railroad employees
appear to be getting impatient of the usual long-drawn-out
arbitration proceedings is an important factor.
It means that there
are only two ways in which they may press for their
demands
mediation or strike. The men seem to be in the
mood for bargaining with the roads, provided the bargain
can be of the
direct, non-technical

kind instead of the elaborately documented

court proceedings of the usual arbitration case.
As the situation
"sizes up" today, the last resort of the
brotherhoods in their
fight for an eight-hour day will be
forced

growing

out of an actual strike of some days' duration.
The seriousness of this situation is still evidently
unappreciated by the public and by many railroad
men-both' employees
and employers. The organized and industrial
unionized movement for an eight-hour day has been a long
time coming but
apparently it is surely approaching a climax.
The moral effect of
this great movement, say my
informants, is bound to be farreaching irrespective of the immediate
outcome. And by the
same token, the manner in which both the
men atul the roads
handle themselves and the case will be
of the utmost significance
future railroad wage controversies-for,
boiled down to dol-

m

lars

and

cents,

the fundamental question is
one of wages for
partly a question of machinery,
but to a large
extent a question of attitude and
temper. On the

overtune.

It

is

answer made

hese questions depends the further
question of whether there
will be an actual strike or not.

to

I'JIS.

Of

the 4]/i per cent dividends declared
in 5-year 4 per cent interest bearing scrip.
*

down

strike should be

arbitration

3

5

5
Nashville, Chatanooga & St. Louis
6
Pennsylvania Company
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis '
None
Southern Railway, preferred.
None
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo
None
Vicksburg, Shrcveport & Pacific

Wrightsville

5
5

6

5

talk

short,

Present
Declared annual
in 1914
rate
7

3
Bangor & Aroostook
None
Chesapeake & Ohio
1
Chicago Great Western, first preferred.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, common 4)^

railroad employees appear to be little inclined to use the
bluff— as has been done in the past. Brotherhood
officers who are averse to striking are finding it
difficult to

strike as a

in

1914, 2 per cent

was paid

EuccTRiKicATioN IN
locomotives

electric

a road deferred or omitted to pay a semi-annual dividend in
the first half of the year 1915, but later declared the reijular
semi-aiuiual dividend in the .second half year ami a dividend to
correspond with the dcferre<l or omitted dividend of the first
half year, this road would not be included in the table.
if

ENLiSTMiiNT.s iKoM riiic Nortii-Eastern Raii.vvav ok England. The total ntnnber of employees of the North-Eastern
Railway who had joined the colors up to November 22 was
^,179, or 16.85 per cent of the company's regular stafT.

—

BR,TAm._At
in

use on

the end of 1913 there
were S3
British railways, of wliicli

were on the City & South London, and
Ihcre were at the same perio.l 1,019

S'

on ihe Aretropolit.in"
electric motor vehicles
and 1,467 electric trailer
21

with a total seating capacity of
51.219,
cars with a seating capacity for
77,297.
All the electric locomotives and the trailer cars, and also all the
motor vehicles
except 13 cars, seating 742 r'assengcrs, in Ireland,
arc in England.
In addition to these there were 214 steam
rail motors,
seating 11,078 passengers.
Four, seating 145, were in Scotland;
six, seating 242. in Ireland, mid the remainder
in England

and

Wales.

Cars and Locomotives Ordered and Built

1915

in

Year Signalized by Extension of All-steel Equipment,
Foreign Orders and Rush of Business in Last Quarter
railways, the private car lines
in the United States,

The

and locomotives

and other users of cars

Canada and Mexico have

during 191 S placed orders for or authorized the construction
of 107,796 freight cars, 3,092 passenger cars and 1,573 locomoThe supply companies of this country and Canada have
tives.*
at the same time, however, received orders from foreign coun-

tabulations as complete as possible, but

orders

MiLE

I.

15

-Cars-

Passen-

tives.

ger.

Freight.

2,879
3,459
2.310
2,213
3,289
3,402

193,439
195,248
108,936
136,561
341,315
310,315
151,711

..4,340
..4,665
.3,283

.

Locomo-

Locomo-

..2,538
..6,265
..5,642
..3,482

1,791

Year.
1908.
1909.
1910.
1911.
1912.
1913.
1914.
1915.

Passenger.

tives.

1,319

..1,182
..3,350
..3,787
..2,850
..4,515
..3,467
..1,265
..1,573

4,514
3,881
2.623
3,642
3,179

2,002
3,092

Frei ght.
62,,669
189 360
141 204
133 117
324 ,758
146 732
80,,264
107 796

notably Russia and France for at least 18,222 freight cars
The domestic orders this year show a
substantial increase over those of 1914 when 80,264 freight cars,
2,002 passenger cars and 1,265 locomotives were ordered, but
tries,

and 850 locomotives.

they are small compared with the figures for 1905 when 341,315
freight cars, 3,289 passenger cars and 6,265 locomotives were ordered.

During 1915 there have been

built in the plants of the car

Freight and Passenger Cass Built Each Year Since 1899

III.

Mikado
Switching
Consolidation
Mallet
Pacific

1912

it was impossible to obtain detailed information.
Although even with this there may be some omissions of domes-

cerning which

and

638
823

821

59

72
566

168
594

75
3Q
12

63

255
42
24
t6

364

238

61

127
2

Santa Fe
Ten-wheel

Mogul
Mountain

174

48
24
12

"

1,309

858

.....

94

8
75

Othe" ........... 168

34
19
59
73

^03

^52

.1,573

1,265

3.467

4,515

Atlantic

1

American

1

69

Electric

Total

5

8

590
443
577
112
486

•

much below

Year.
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905*
1906*
1907*

2,011

695
1,101
1,175
1,251
1,875
2,475
3,153

* Includes

2,850

the totals for 1914,

the output for cars in fact being the smallest reported by this

3,384
4,070
5.152
3,441
5,491
6,952
7,362

Canadian output.

orders, the results are sufficiently accurate to

tic

eral

purpose for which these

statistics

and

steel

Box

11.005

:

Refrigerator
Hopper, including

224
27,548
9,337

nrc

GoAiola
Coal (not otherwise specified)
Stock
Flat
Tanfe

Caboose
Miscellaneous or not specified
•

Total

1,000

••;
•

14,945
100

Tables are also given, showing the foreign orders for cars and
While it is not likely that these tables are com-

locomotives.
plete

probable that they include at least nine-tenths of the
all of the important ones.

is

it

foreign orders received and certainly

Draft Gear
'

Composite
lerframe underframe
d
b
Steel

11,377
3,619

7,845

2,515

150

1,500

300
6

104

27

20

145

340

244

10

19,400

"725

understood that these lolnls include only those orders for cars
to our attention up to the time of going to press,
December 20. If other orders, placed before the end
evening.
Wednesday
and
of the year, are reported later, the items will appear in Ihe Etjuipment
Supplies column in the Oener.il News Section in next week's issue and revised totals will be given in that column.
* It will be

601

120

23,768

1,708

specified

Total

f

Sal

paper since 1904, and that of locomotives the smallest since 1898.
On the following pages are shown detailed lists of the freight
cars, passenger cars and locomotives ordered by the railways,
private car lines and industrial companies of the United States,
Canada and Mexico. Every effort has been made to make these
and locomotives which came

Wood

1,225

"sio

Not

Not

10

1.047
5,881

56,713

meet the gen-

are prepared, namely, to

show the character and extent of the purchases of motive power
and rolling stock this year as compared with last.

Frame

All Steel

2,342
2,887
4,755
3,530
4,915
5,332
2,235
2,085

Includes Canadian output and equipment built in railroad shops.

t

Freight Cars Ordered Duki NO 1915
Steel

No. Built.

Year.
1908*
1909*
1910*
1911*
1912t
1913t
1914t
1915t

No. Built.

9

27
133
406

locomotive builders 74,112 freight cars, 1,949 passenger cars and
propor2,085 locomotives. Although these totals include a fair
tion of foreign orders, they are

Loco.MOTiVES Built for Every Yeae Since 1893

No. Built.

Year.
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

1911

1913
796

2,007
2,144
2,551
3,167
5,457
1,716
2,849
4,412
4,246
3,060
3,296
3,691
1,949

Includes Canadian output.
Canadian output and equipment built in railroad shops.

Table IV.

1914
333
201
166

1,305
1,636
2,055
1,948

119,886
115,631
136,950
162,599
153,195
60,806
165,155
240,503
284,188
76,555
93,570
180,945
72,161
152,429
207,684
104,541
74,112

t Includes

Table II
Classification of Locomotives Ordered During the Last Five Years
1915
562
221
.... 194
120
102

Total.
121,191
117,267
139,005
164,547
155,202
62,950
168,006
243,670
289,645
78,271
96,419
185.357
76,407
155,489
210,980
108,232
76,061

Passenger.

Freight.

Year.
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905*
1906*
1907*
1908'
1909*
1910*
1911*
I0l2t
1913t
1914t
1915t

Years

-Cars-

Year.
1901.
1902.
1903.
1904.
1905.
1906.
1907.

found that the
amounts as the totals

will be

it

to as great

given in the several tables, there having been orders placed (as
reported by the equipment builders) for 1,830 tank cars, 85
miscellaneous freight cars, and 88 small locomotives conTable

Caks and Locomotives Ordered During Past

shown do not add up

1,850

550
906
500
600
10
95
186
50
435
5,482

41,303
4,493
28,472
20,347
1,600
2,320
1,252
6,067
362
1,580

107,796

Spring

Friction

'

specified

m

n

14,852
2,069
1,016
8,759

24,225
1,874
26,537
10,538

2,226

1,000
1,260

600

1,050
107
50

550
919
1,050
10

892

253

4,045

1,972
75

27

260

121

991

468

28,051

71.622

8,123

The information given herewith is compiled from official
The Railway Age Gazette in answer to its inquiries re-

sources.

ceived communications this year from all but two of the railways in the United States and Canada owning over 500 cars.
It also heard from the greater part of the remaining roads and
from most of the private car lines owning over 100 cars. In
the case of foreign orders, and where no replies were received,
from the railways here, the details were taken from the weekly

records or from the reports of the builders.

December
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feature in this year's records has been the

The remarkable

revolutionary change in business activity since October 1. Our
records show that the first half of the year, as far as the equip-

ment market was concerned, was exceedingly

and that

dull,

more than one-third of the orders for the year were
placed before July 1. The last four months have been excepscarcely

1241

in both the United States and Canada, and, as
Of the
output of raifway shops is also included.
total of 74,112 freight cars built, 59,984 were on domestic, and
In like manner, 39,783 were specified
14,128 on foreign orders.
as being of all-steel construction, 27,887 as having steel under-

from builders
the

usual,

frames, and only 4,432 as being of wood. The construction of
was not specified. These figures for freight
cars built do not show the great amount of repair work done,

worthy of note that approximately
The
half the year's orders have been placed since October 1.
year will also be remembered for the enormous increase of busi-

the remaining 2,010

ness with railways of foreign countries.

stallation

tionally prosperous,

Of

and

is

it

the 107,796 freight cars ordered this year only

specified as being of

wood, and only

1,708 as

There has been a very decided increase

underframes.

are

725

having composite
cars

in

of all-steel and steel frame construction, but the cars with steel
underframes only are but little more than half those of last

This

year.

the

shown

is

number of

in

all-steel

the case of the

box

box cars

particularly,

having increased over

cars

four

times.

Concerning passenger

cars,

it

is

noticeable

that

by

far

the

number of steel underframes constructed for inon old wooden cars. The economies forced upon the
carriers by the late depression made this a big business this
year, and a number -of builders did no other work.
or the large

The total of 1,949 passenger cars built includes 1,935 for domestic uses, and only 14 for export. Nearly all the cars were
of all-steel construction, 1,898 being so specified, 40 as having
underframes, and 11 as being of wood. The total of 2,085
locomotives built includes 1,250 for domestic uses, and 835 for
export abroad.
It is the consensus of opinion that the prosperity which the
steel

TABLE B-CLASSIFICATION OF PASSENGER CARS ORDERED DURING

1915

Method

of Lighting

'

Steel

under-

All
Steel

frame

a
Coaches and smoking, including
combination coach and smoking
Parlor and chair

90
245
116
40

and gasolene

X

£

Total

larger proportion of the equipment

23

2,874

94

23

of all-steel construction

is

the total of 1,573 locomotives ordered, 1,174 are specified

as being equipped with superheaters, and 919 as being provided

with brick arches.
The returns relating to equipment built

No.
Kind
en 60 Gondola
en 1 1 Tank

in

1914 have

Builder

fm 50 Box
an 148 Tank
an 10 Box

bm

.

Steel & Wire Co...
American Zinc Co
Anaconda Copper Co

Anaconda
Co

Copper

.

16 Refrig.

Tank
an 50 Tank
a 25 Tank
an 22 Ore

F.

&

F.
F.

&

&

F.

&

F.

.

.

Min.

am

6

.

Dump

..

am

2

.120,000 Mt. Vernon
.100,000 Pullman

.

Hopper

&

S. Fe...

Box
bn 700 Box

.

.100.000 Cambria
.100,000 Cambria

40,000
80,000
bn 500 Refrig. .. 60,000
an 25 Flat
80,000
an 25 Ore
.100,000
an 25 Concen. .100.000
80.000
en 500 Stock
an 400 Tie ... . 80,000
an 100 Tank
80,000
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Am.
Am.

C.
C.

&
&

F.
F.

West. Steel

.

.

Pullman
Pullman

.

.

Press. Steel

Has.

Baltimore

& Ohio

16

7

3

3,092

2,767

81

field

is

'i
3
1

now enjoying

will

105

100

105

•129

extend well over into

coming year. A number of companies have sutlicient orders
on hand at present to keep them busy for a number of months.
Some report orders on hand at the close of the year from three
to ten times as great as were waiting to be filled at this time

come

last year.

IN

1915
No.
Kind
an 125 Flat

Purchaser
Bangor & Aroostook.
Barrett Mfg. Co
Berlin

.

an
an
an
an

Mills

Hcthlchcm
Chile
Mines
Boston Elevated

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1
1

1
1

an
an

.

Buckhannon Chemical Co.
Butte, Anaconda & Pac.
.

California Dispatch

&

Tank
Tank
Tank

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gondola

Hccia

Line.

100,000 Press. Steel
40.000 Laconia
40,000 Universal
Russel W. & F.
100,000 West. Steel
80,000 Ger. Am.

3 Flat
1

am

Calumet

Builder
80.000 Std. Steel
6,J33g. Ger.
Am.
6,23 Ig. Ger.
Am.
5,810g. Ger.
Am.
.100,000 West. Steel

.

Iron

3
f 6

Flat

....

Dumj)
Logging

an 100 Ore
an 5 Tank

.

.

.

.

.

Min.

cm

Campbell's Creek
Canadian Govt. Rys

Hopper ..100,000 West. Steel
bm 100 Gondola
80,000 Am. C. & F.
am 250 Gondola .100,000 Eastern Car

Canadian

Box
bm 150 Box
800 Box

5

.

Pacific.

Capitol

Refining

Car., Clinchficld
Carnegie Steel

Co
& Ohio.

a 25

Co

Central of Georgia

Central of

New

1

.

Jersey...

am

3

bn 500
bn 500
an 1000
an 1000

80,000 Can. C. & F.
80.000 Can. C. & F.
Co. shops
Co. shops

bn 250

Chesapeake

&

Ohio.

Tank

.

.

.SO.OOO

.

.

.

1

35

nn 1000
nn 10

.

C.

&

F.

Box

.

80,000 Pullman
box 80,000 Am. C. & F.

Vent,

.110,000 Std. Sleel
.110,000 Press. Sleel
80,000 Sid. Sleel
80,000 Am. C. & F.
Ins.
Box. 80.000 Am. C. & F.
Dump ...20vil5. Clark Car
Logging
60,000 Magor
Coal
140.000 .Std. Slcel
Box
60.000 Central Loco.
.

1000
50 Caboose

Chicago & Alton
Chicago & North Western

Aiii._

Concrete mixing. McKecn
(Ill, 000
T.ink
Press. Steel

Hopper
Hopper
en 500 Box
en 500 Box

Central Sleel Co. ..
Champion Lbr. Co.

.

Co

1

15

10

& Bar.

an 25
Irate
.100,000 Pullman
an 50 Flat
60.000 <*n. shops
an 10 Kl.1t
80.000 ("o. shops
nn 2110 Mat
80,000 Am. C. & F.
bn 750 Box ..
60,000 Mt. Vernon
am 15 Tank .. 8,000 g. Chgo. Car
an 15 Tank
8,000 g. Ger. Am.
bn 1006 Box ...
80,000 Mt. Vernon
an 2000 Hopper ..110,000 C.imbria
an (.11(1 Hop. Im 1.105,000 Am. C. & F.
an 400 Hop. Ih) 1.105,01)0 Ualslon
an 910 Hop. bo 1.105,000 Sid. Steel
an 200 Hep. liod.lUS.OOO (ircpnville
an 301) Hop. bo 1.105.000 Press. Slcel
bn 500 Box hod. 80,000 Sid. Steel
.

Atlas Car

5

13

250 Refrig

Eastern Car
Has. & Bar.

ConcenAtlantic Coast Line

1

31

bin 500

Newfoundland
12

103
21

10

railway supply

2

4

86
200

Concentrate

cm

13

219

100

fied

w

31

Co

an 6 Concen-

Dev. Co
Atchison, Top.

7

.

trate

-

&

Ger. Am.
.100,000 Ger. Am.
.100,000 Am. C. & F.
... .120,000 Mt. Vernon
an 100 Hopper ..100,000 West. Steel

an 14

Anglo

.

.

.

6

Am.

.

.

.

80.000 Am. C.
80,000 Am. C.
60,000 Can. C.
8,050 g. Ralston
60,000 Am. C.
..
60,000 Am. C.
.

.

Co

2

35
92

FREIGHT CARS ORDERED

Alberta & Gt. Waterways
Am. Cotton Oil Co
American Linseed Co....
Am. Refrig. Transit Co..
Am. Sheet & Tin Plate

80

466

speci-

None

Oil

the

electric lighting.

Purchaser
Alabama & Vicksburg...

1,763

246
116
40
85

y

83
473
1

11

and gas
xy

1,778

10

Miscellaneous

Gas

Electric

Total

35

Mail

Of

Electric

specified

473

Baggage
Comb, baggage and mail

and provided with

Not

Not

Wood

1,771
83

Sleeping
Dining
Comb, passenger and baggage

Gas-electric

b

Composite
underframe
d

Goii.

Am.

I.od. 11

dn 150 Gondola
en 2000
nn 500
bn SO
250

Box
Ore

.

.

,

(^nboose

Chic. Burlington & Quin.

Ore
cm
Box
cm 1000 Box

Chicago Grc.1t Western..
Chic, Milwaukee & St. P.

an 2 Air
SCO Ore

1

.
.

.

01)0

....
.

.

.

.

dump

5,000

C. » F.
IVcss. Sleel

80,000 Has. & Bar.
80,000 West, Sleel
100,000 Am. C. & F.

Am.
Am.

C.
C.

&
&

F.
K.

80.000 Betlcndorf
80.000 Am. C. & F.
20 yds. Kil. & Jac.
120,000 Co. shops
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Purchaser

Rock Island & Pac.

Chic.

Chic.

Omaha

bn 100 Refrig.

Chili Exploration Co....
Cin., Hamilton & Dayton
Cin., Indianapolis & West.

en 750
en 750
en 300
an 40

am

2

bn450
bn
an
bn
an

50

40
50
50

60,000
Box
80,000
Box
80,000
Auto. ... 80,000
Ore
120,000
Gondola .100,000
Box
80,000
Stock ... 80,000
Flat
80,000
Gondola .100,000
Hopper ..100,000
..

dn 20 Caboose
Cincinnati Northern
Cleve. Cliffs Iron Co.
Coal & Coke
Constantine Refining Co.
Consumers Refining Co.
Copper Raiige
.

.

bm

.

6

a 50
a 30
a 20
f 10

Co

Car

Crystal

an 5
an 35
an 50

Line

Co

Cushing Ref.

a 50

Dave Lbr. Co

80,000

Tank

100,000
Tank ...100,000
Tank
80,000
Tank
60,000
Logging
20,000
Tank
60,000
Tank ...100,000
Tank .. .100,000
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tank

.

.

.

.

.

80,000

Logging
30,000
f 10 Logging
30,000
an 2 Gun
200,000
fm 1 Snow plow
.

.

fm
Lack.

Del.

& Western

&
&

Am.
Am.

C.
C.

&

Has.
Has.
Has.
Has.
Has.
Has.

&
&
&

&
&

Am.

Northern

6 Flanger

bnlOOO Box

Interstate

a 10 Flat

Roylo Copper Co...
Jane Oil & Gas Co

cm

Connecting

Delray

C.

a 30

\m.

C.

80,000

Diamond

Dominion Coal Co
Duluth & Iron Range...

& No..

Duluth, Missabe

Top

Broad

East

East

fm

&

La

Ger.

Am.

C.

&

F.

Russel
Russel

W. &
W. &

Press.

Steel
P.
P.

F.
F.

Russel S.
Russel S.
Co. shops

&
&

F.
F.

& W.

Tenn.

Edison Illuminating Co.

Dunvegan

& So. -western.
Emlenton Ref. Co

.

.

Explosives

Am.
Am.
Am.

f 10

Hopper

..
80,000
...100,000
80,000
.

.

.

am

1

Tank
Tank

am

6

Tank

Finkbine Lbr. Co

W.

S.,

Dodge,
So

.

Moines

&

Denver

am

&

2

Tank

Mex.

Corp
Ga. Southern

,

.

.

Louisiana & Arkansas...
Louisiana Ry. & Nav

.

.

.

Marsch,

Co..

Grand Rapids & Ind. ...

Tank

...100,000
bn 375 Vent, box 60,000
an 130 Gondola .. 80,000
am 2 Tank
60,000
an 4 Hopper ..100.000
an 200 Box ....100,000

&

.

.

.

.^m.

C.

Mil.

:...

Mill Co..

R.,

Marie

&

Roch.

P.,

&

Has.

& Chem. Co
ways Ry
Green Bay & Western.
Grey Bull Ref. Co

..

Gulf Refining Co
Harrison Bros. & Co....
Hart-Otis Car Co
Hcbard Cypress Co
Hopkins, F. H., Co., Ltd.

.

.

.

New

&

Orleans

New York

Central

Illinois

Central

bm 1000 Refrig.
bm 900 Refrig.
am 100 Gondola
40

Illinois Steel Co
Illinois Traction Sys. .
Imperial Oil Co., Ltd.
.

Undian Refining Co....

Dump

a 10 Tank
b SO Gondola

an 235 Tank
an 5 Tank

60,000
60,000
.100,000

..

..

Am.
Am.
Am.

C.
C.
C.

&
&
!k

F.
F.
F.
F.

J.

Zinc Co

News

S.

B.

C.
C.
C.

&

F.
F.
F.

&
&

F.
F.
F.

&

&

Kennicott
Ralston

Summers
Summers
Am. C. &

F.

Cambria

Am.
Am.

&

C.
C.

F.

& F.
Box
Preston
bn 100 Box
100,000 Press. Steel
bn 100 Long gon 100,000 Press. Steel
an 1 Tank ... 10,000 g, Am. C. & F.
an 30 Tank .. 8,000 g. Ger. Am.
an 50 Flat
60,000 Am. C. & F.
bm 1000 Box
80,000 Co. shops
Caboose

f 1

bm 400 Gondola
am 75 Logging

shops
75,000 Bettendorf
80,000 Has. & Bar.
Flat
80,000 Press. Steel
Tank ...100,000 Am. C. & F.
Tank ...100,000 Am. C. & F.
Hopper ..100,000 Press. Steel
Auto.
...100,000 Has. & Bar.
Auto. ...100,000 Has. & Bar.
..100,000 Co.
.

bn 500 Stock
5

bm

3 Refrig.

.

.

a 20 Logging
an 55 Tank
en SOO Box

en 400 Box
en 100 Auto.
an 200 Ore
45

bm

Box

bn 4S0 Refrig.
an 20 Tank

am

.

...

Mil.

60,000
60,000
100,000
80,000

Bettendorf

80,000
80,000
100,000

Am.
Am.
Am.

Ref.

Mt. Vernon
Ger.

Am.
C.
C.
C.

&

F.
F.
F.

&
&

80.000 J. G. Brill
60,000 Co. shops
..100,000 Am. C. & F.
..
60,000 Am. C. & F.

Ballast
100 Refrig.

..
.

. .

3 Flat

60,000 Has. & Bar.
80,000 Chgo. Steel
80,000 Can. C. & F.

en 20 Caboose
cm 200 Box
en 800 Box

Co. shops
80,000 Co. shops
80,000 Co. shops
1
Dynamometer
Burr Co.
an 50 Dump ...100,000 Pullman

dm
dn

& H
& Western

&

Norfolk

F.

& Western

Box
Gondola
Auto.
Auto.

..

...
...

Gondola
Gondola
Gondola
Gondola

.

60,000 Am. C. & F.
80,000 Am. C. & F.
80,000 Am. C. & F.
80,000 Bar. & Smith

Press. Steel
Std. Steel
Std. Steel
Std. Steel
...100,000 Has. & Bar.
...100,000 Am. C. & F.
...100,000 Am. C. & F.

Auto.
Auto.
Auto.

..110,000
..110,000
..110,000
..110,000

Norfolk

Southern

West.

Std.

Caboose

Co.

50

Steel

shops

Hopper ..100,000 Cambria
L.

s.

gon

bn76 Box
bSO Box

100,000

Dump

..

750 Stock

....

Am.
Am.
Am.

C.

&

F.

C.
C.

&

F.
F.

&

Co. shops
16 yds. Kil. & Jacobs
Co. shops

an 1000 Gondola ..180,000
an 24 Ballast ..100,000
al Plow car
an ISO Tank
100,000
an 8 Tank ... 8,000 g.

bm

Oregon Short Line
Ford

100,000 Cambria
100,000 Cambria

Coal

bn 65 Cabin

No. American Car Co...

Pcnick
&
Line
Peninsular

Std. Steel
..100,000 Press. Steel

2 Flat
4 Flat

500
am 20
an 400
100

am

F.

Co. shnns
80,000 Chgo. Steel

&

&

D. D. Co

N. Y., N. H.
N. Y. Ontario

Norfolk

Wh.
Am. C. & F.
Has. & Bar.

.

10 Hopper
anil Hopper

Newport

N. Y., Phila.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

.

C.
C.
C.

an 6 Hopper ..100,000 Ralston
an 10 Gondola .100.000 Press. Steel

Co
N.

...10yds. Russel W. & F.
80,000 Has. & Bar.
bm 12 Dump ... 6 yds. Can. C. & F.
cm 40 Dump ...20 yds. Can. C. & F.
bn 100 Box .... 80,000 Has. & Bar.

&

.

Flat

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

New Haven Trap Rock

Bar.

.

.

1

en 150
en 34
bm 500
bm 500
cm 500
cm 500
cm 1000
cm 2000
am 500
am 1000
am 500

F.

Steel
Steel

.

.

Clark Car
Erie

North-

eastern

b30 Dump
fm 500 Box

.

.

.

Northern

Bar.
Bar.
Bar.

a 50 Tank
80,000 Am. C. &
.
a 100 Tank
... 80,000 Am. C. &
a 21 Tank
...100,000 Am. C. &
am 6 Gen. serv.100,000 Can. C. &
f 15 Logging
50,000 Russel W.
fm 2 Lidgerwood
unloader 60,000 Can. C. &
ami Flat
100,000 Can. C. &
am 1 Flat
100,000 Can. C. &

,

.

bn 80 Box

Tex.

Great Lakes T^ime Stone
Great Northern
Greater Winnipeg Water-

.

.

1

b 25

bm

&

Kan.

100,000
80,000
80,000
100,000
60,000
..10,000 g.
.. 8,000 g.
.
6,000 g.
.
8,000 g.
200,000
...100.000
..100,000
.

am 500
am 500
cm 500 Gondola ..110,000 Std. Steel
am 1500 Auto. ...100,000 Has. & Bar.
am 1000 Auto. ...100,000 Am. C. & F.
am 1000 Auto. ...100,000 Pullman

Morrell Refrig. Line....
Morris
& Co. Refrig.
Line
Morris & Co. Tank Line.
Moose Mountain, Ltd.
Nash., Chattanooga & St.
Louis

Lenoir
Lenoir
Press.
Press.

Tank

& Car

Refrig. Tran.

Co

St.

F.

.

.

.

Sand
Sand
an 32 Hopper ..100,000
an 406 Hopper ..100,000
an 25 Ore ....100,000

am

Michigan Alkali Co
Michigan Central

.

.

bn200

Bar.

&

5

a 75
a 120
an 50

Dubugue

60,000 Press. Steel
80,000 Magor
60,000 Press. Steel

&
&

an
an

John

McCave Chemical Co
Mex. Petroleum Co

Minn.,

Std.

&

Nashville..

Lyon Cypress Lbr. Co..
Mather Stock Car Co...

Missouri,

Am.

60,000 Has.

&

Louisville

Nevada
.

1

am

Fuel

Fla

Equipment

F.
F.
F.

&
&

.

.

Co..

Mineral Point Zinc Co..
Minneapolis & St. Louis.
Minn., St. Paul & Sault

Am.

80,000 Has.
... 80,000 Has.
200 Gondola ..100,000 Has.

a 100

&

&

C. & F.
Steel
C. & F.
Press. Steel
...100,000 Am. C. & F.
80,000 Press. Steel
.

.

a 36 Tank

.

.

& Clarion
Lake Sup. & Ishpeming.
Lehigh & Hudson River.
Lehigh Valley
London & Port Stanley.
Long Island

Miller, T.

Nat. Steel
60,000 Can. C. & F.
100,000 Press. Steel

bn 500 Box

Oil

General

C.
C.
C.

dm 1200 Box
dm 300 Stock
am

Freeport

West. Steel
Pullman
Co. shops
Co. shops

60,000 Co. shops
.100,000 Press. Steel

60 Logging

& Co...

Des

Fort Worth
City

C. & F.
Steel
C. & F.

Std.

Am.

..

fm SO Box
an 50 Ore

a 104

Co._

&

Tank
Tank
Tank

100 Gondola
bn 500 D. E. Gon.110,000
b 500 Gondola .110,000
an 1000 Gondola .100,000

Fairport, Painesville & E.
Falling Rock Cannel Coal

Ft.

a 19
a 20

&

Erie

Forbes,

Am.

10 Stock

El Paso

Etna

Can. C. & F.

100,000
100,000
Flat
60,000
Ore
100,000
Hopper ..100,000
Box
60,000
Hopper .. 70,000

an 2 Gondola

C

B.

80,000 Am. C. & F.
... 80,000 Am. C. & F.
...100,000 Press. Steel

No.

Car

Edmonton,

.

Ore
Ore

a IS

Works.

L. E. Franklin

Ste

Term
East

Dump

Co

Belle Iron

Lake County Gravel

F.

W. & F.
& F.
& F.
Am.

Flanger

1

an 250
an 500
an 100
an 1000
an 200
an 5
an 25

&

R.

R.

Jersey

b2

en 100 Box
en 100 Auto.

Co.

Kennicott

30,000 Can. C. & F.
... 10 yds. Russel W. & F.

ami Tank

Co

Alkali

6 Platform

Car

Keith

F.

C.
C.

C.
C.

an

Tank
Tank
an 155 Tank
an 197 Tank
an 13 Tank
an 23 Tank

Russel

Am.

Tank
Tank

a 12
a 12

&

&

C.

Vernon
Vernon
Mt. Vernon

.120,000 Mt. Vernon
80,000 Mt. Vernon
.100,000 Press. Steel
60,000 Am. C. & F.
,100,000 Am. C. & F.

bod.

Hopper

20 Hopper

Kalbfleisch, F. H., Co...
Kansas Oil Ref. Co....

Kennicott

Am.
Am.

3

a 20

Jones & McLaughlin ....

en 300 Gondola
80,000 Bar. & Smith
200 Gondola
Std. Steel
an 12 Hopper ..150,000 Am. C. & F.

fm

an 4 Hopper

Co
Isle

.

Dept. of Rys. & Canals
(Can.)
Detroit & Mackinac
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

.

Am.

60,000 Mt.
80,000 Mt.

.

Bar.
Bar.
Bar.
Bar.
Bar.
Bar.

Press. Steel
Am. C. & F.
Am. C. & F.

.

.

Smelting

International

F.

..100,000

en 500 Box ...
en 300 Ballast
,.100,000

F.
F.

&

Can. C. & F.
80,000 Nat. Steel

.70,000 Magor

Tan

bn 200 Stock

shops

Am.

a 20

Steel

C.

Builder

Snow plow

an 10 Logging

Intermountain
International Aerie. Corp.
International
& Great

Cambria

dn 5 Caboose
an 500 Hopper ..100,000 Am.

.

&
&

5

350 Box

Bar.
Bar.

Press.

Co.
... 80,000
... 10,000 g.

f 5

Delaware & Hudson....

Has.
Has.

am

No. 27

59,

Kind

No.

Intercolonial

Cambria

100 Coa!
a 20

Cotilboum Bros
Oil

...

Ore

an 6 Tank
an 50 Ore

Cosden & Co

Craig

500 Auto.

.

Purchaser

Builder
80,000 Pullman
80,000 Bettendorf
80,000 Has. & Bar.

Minn. &

Paul,

St.

No.
Kind.
en 2500 Box
en 1000 Box
en 500 Box

Vol.

Am.
Am.
Am.

C.
C.
C.

&
&
&

F.
F.
F.

Kennicott
80,000 Has. & Bar.

Tank
...100,000 Am, C.
10 Logging
80,000 Seattle

a 100

am

Tank

.

&

F.

December
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R..

Pennsylvania Lines West

Phelps, Dodge
Philadelphia &

&

Co.

..

.

Reading..

an 1000
an 622
an 100
an 95
an 94
an 2
an 2
an 3000
an 300
an 1719
an 973
an 400
an 224
an 453
an 20
an 200
en 100
an 1000
an 1500
an 1150
an 1000
an 1000
an 1000
an 800
an 500
an 50

Pittsburgh Cruc. Steel Co.
Pitts. & Lake Erie

Raritan River

Ray Cons. Copper Co...
Richardson & Avery.
St. Louis Refrig. Car Co
.

.

.

Louis, Troy & Ea
Sandy Valley & Elkhorn

St.

San Pedro, Los Ang. &
Salt Lake
Smcthport Extract Co...
South Dakota Central..
Southern
Southern Extract Co ...
Spang, Chalfant & Co...
Standard Oil Co

Sun

Box

100,000

Am.

C.

F.

Box
Auto.

&

100,000 Has.
.100,000 Has.

..

&

Vandalia
Vicksburg,
Pac

Bar.
Bar.

Warner,
Co.

Long gon.140,000 Altoona Shops
M. W. flatlOO.OOO Altoona Shops
100,000 Press. Steel
Box
Long gon.140,000 Press. Steel
Long gon.140,000 Am. C. & F.

Shreveport

&

Gt.

Waterways.

an 50
an 120
an 30
50
b 25

80,000
60,000
80,000
...100,000
...

.

.

.

...

80,000

bn IS Gondola
an 20 Ore
f 35 Logging

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

Coast

Baltimore

Dynamometer
Tank
Coke
Tank

...

.

.

.

&
&

F.
F.

& Southern.
Boston & Albany. ..
Boston & Maine....

f

Am.

80,000

Am.
Am.

m

e c h

Butte,

of

Fisheriefl.

.

Anaconda & Pac.

Canadian

Central

ay
ax
ax
ax
ax

of

Central of

Pacific

Georgia

New

Jersey.

aw

Nigerian

Chic, Hurlinglon

8i

Quincy.

.

c

.

Pass.

F.
Loco.
Loco.

C.

&

C.
C.

&

F.

&

F.

coaches

&

Am.

b-agg

C.

Pullman
Pullman
Altoona Shops
Altoona Shops
Press. Steel

Am.

&

C.

F.

West. Steel
Press. Steel
Std. Steel

.

Fish

liar.

&

.

Co.
mail .... Co.

Bagpagc
Dining
Express

&

.\m. C.

(^o.

Co.

Government...

am

Postal

60,000
30,000
30,000
N. g. flat. 30,000
N. g. box. 30,000
Flat bod. 30,000
Gondola
44,000
Flat

.

Box

Can. C.
Std.
Std.
Std.
Std.
Std.

&

F.

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Eastern
Keith Car

Magor
Can. C.
Can. C.
Press.
Press.

&
&

F.
F.

Steel
Steel

Eastern

Am. C. &
Magor
Magor
Press.

100.000 Can.
40,000 Std.
60,000 Std.
60,000 Std.

2 Flat

645 Flat
50 Flat
100 Box
10 Caboose

Std.

Indicates
g Indicates
Indicates
n Indicates

allstce! cars.
steel
steel

f

underframe
frame cars.

cars.

m

composite underframe cars.

IN

F.

Steel
C.

&

F.

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

all-wood cars,
steel

end cars,

soring draft gear,
friction draft gear.

191 5
No.
ay 10
ay 3
ay 10
ay 3
ay 5
ay 10
ax 2
ax 4

ax

3

Kind

Builder

Co,iches

.Am. C.

&

Smoking

Am.
Am.

&

Baggage

60-ft.

C.
C.

&

F.
F.
F.

Baggage.... Pullman
& haggage. Pullman
Baggage & mail.. Pullman
Chair
Pullman
Parlor
Pullman
70ft.
Pass.

.

Obs. buffet-lounging
.. Pullman
Motor elevated.
Cincinnati
'.

&

F.

Chicago Elevated Railways..
Chicago Great Western

ax 122
ax 2
ax 2
ax 2
a

Chic.,

Milwaukee &

Chic,
Holl.
& F.

&
Sr

&
&
9t

&

St.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

Paul,

Paul

St.

Wau

&

Fox

Pullman
Pullman
Pullman

Postal

Am.

C.

&

F.

axy 7 Obs. sleeping
Pullman
axy 2 Obs. lounging.... Pullman

Lake
a

&

L..

St.

Delaware & Hudson

Lackawanna & Western

Eaton, Sir J. C
El Paso 4 Southwestern
Erie

Cafe
Pass & bagg

chair
obscr

ax 2 Dining
Pullman
ax 2 Obs. lounging.... Pullman

Cleve., Cin., Chic.
Coloratlo Midland

Del.,

I

.

Buffet

&

Minn.

Omaha
Chic,
Tract

shops
shops
shops
shops

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

Box
Box

South Africa, High Com.

Purchaser
Chicago & North Western..

Pullman
Pullman
Bagg. & mail
Coaches
liar. & IIoll.
Pass. & baggage.. liar. & Holl.
TIar. & Moll.
Bagg. & mail
Bagg. & cxp
liar. & IIoll.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

1200
100
200
25
50
20
1000
1000

100 L. s. gon
100 Coal
20,000
a 5000 Gondola .110,000
c 2000 Box
88,000
c 2000 Box
88,000
C4100 Box
88,000
200 Freight
250 Freight
b60 Flat ....110,000

L.iconia

Pullman
Pullman

5

.

bm

Ry

a Indicates
b Indicates
c Indicates
d Indicates

Osgood. Brad.
Laconia

a 8 Dining
a 9 Pass. & bagg
a 15 Coaches
a 15 Chair
a 2 Coach & smoking.

a

F.
F.

F.

Laconia

5

.

10

United Rys. of Havana.

&

6 Coaches
2 .Smoking

Bagg.

am

for

Pullman
Pullman
Pullman
Pullman
Pullman
Pullman
Pullman
Pullman

ax 1 Mail & baggage.
ay 1 2 Postal

ax

&
&

C.
C.

Ga. Car

f

Russian

6 Haggage

ay 1
ay 4
ax 1
ay 4
ax I
ax 40
ax 10
nx 5

1000

Am.
Am.

80,000 Am. C. & F.
140,000 Press. Steel
8,200 g. Ger. Am.
f 4 Platform.. 20,000 Russel W. & F.

McKeen

Coaches

4 Mail
2 Mail

1

.

5

Guantanamo & Western.

.

ax 25 Coaches

.

Bureau

1

.

.

an 20 Flat
an 15 Flat
an 25 Tank

French Government

Builder

Gasolene

ax 6 Cafe
Bevier

.

an 56
an 1
an 30
an 13
en 200
an 200 Gondola ..140,000
an 400 Gondola ..140,000

LenoirBurr

Kind

2

..

Tank
60,000
Tank
..100,000
Hopper .100,000
Box
80,000
Long gon.140,000
M. W. flatl 00,000
Box
100,000
Long gon.140,000
Auto
80,000

an 3000

cm

Dept.

Cuban Central

150,000 Cambria
an 10 Flat
an 5 Gondola .100,000 Cambria

a 2

60,000 Am. C. & F.
40,000 Russel W. & F.
60,000 Am. C. & F.

.

.

ORDERS FROM FOREIGN RAILWAYS

Pullman

...100,000 Am. C.
60,000 Central
Central
2 Caboose

ax 3 Mail & bagg
ax 1 Pass. & bagg
ax 33 Coaches
ax 5 Pass. & bagg
ay 2 Bagg. & mail
ay 4 BaRgage

& Ohio

.

Box

Asph.

.

Tank
dm 25 Box
2

.30 yds. Clark Car
.100,000 Press. Steel
Std. Steel
.100,000 Has. & Bar.

Logging

120
a 30
a 10

War

British

..100,000 Std. Steel
120,000 Press. Steel

Caboose

ax

Line

.

Box

...'.

Wil. Brunswick & So...
Winston - Salem Southbound
Woodward Iron Co
Wood Products Co
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co..

& F.
& F.
& F.
Mt. Vernon

a 17

10

.

.

an 300 Box
f 13

Wheeling & Lake Erie.

50,000 Russel W. & F.
bm 50 Refrig. ... 60,000 Co. shops
bm 300 Gondola .100,000 Am. C. & F.
an 1500 Hopper ..110,000 Cambria
an 1000 Hopper ..110,000 Am. C. & F.
an 500 Hopper ..110,000 Press. Steel
5

.

&

West Jersey & Seashore

Steel
Steel
C. & F.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

drive
Atlantic

4 Flat
50 Dump
an 100 Ore
100 Ore ..

.

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Box

No.

Purchaser

am

Logging
80,000 Russel W. & F.
Gondola .100.000 Press. Steel

a 30

.

.

bm

Quinlan

80,000 Am. C. & F.
80,000 Am. C. & F.
6,500 g. Std. Steel
60,000 Laconia

.

.

bn 500 Refrig.
an 1000 Tank

.

en 23

PASSENGER CARS ORDERED
Alberta

.

Western Maryland
Western Pacific

Gondola ..110,000 Std. Steel
Gondola ..110,000 Press. Steel
Gondola ..110,000 Std. Steel

ami

.

200,000 Press. Steel

Flat

a 100

.

60,000 Nat. Steel

Tank

a 120

Vilas Lbr. Co
Virginia-Carolina

Hopper
Hopper
Hopper
Ore

an 322
an 10
an 250
an 47
an 14

80,000 Press. Steel
...100,000 Am. C. & F.

.

.

Gondola ..140,000 Am. C. & F.
Gondola ..140,000 Press. Steel
Gondola ..140,000 Has. & Bar.

bnlOO

dm

20 Tank
a 35 Tank

en 10 Stock

.

100,000 Press. Steel
Hop. gon.140,000 Std. Steel
Refrig. .. 90,000 Am. C. & F.

500
200
200
200

bm

am

Box

a 3
a 60

Co

&

Builder
Co. shops
Has. & Bar.

R.

Buffalo

.

.

&

Iron

Coal,

Co

Thwing, F. H., & H. M.
Evans
Union Ref. Tran. Co.
Union Tank Line
U. S. Navy
Utah Copper Co

90,000 Am. C. & F.
Long. gonl40,000 Press. Steel

Refrig.

Hopper ..110,000 Std.
Hopper
Std.
Am.
120 Tank

Pacific

R.

Tennessee Copper Co....
Hamilton
&
Toronto,

150,000 Altoona Shops

10

Poulson Logging Co
Proctor & Gamble Co...
Producers Ref. Co
Prudential Oil Corp

Tenn.

flat.150,000 Altoona Shops
Hop. gon.140,000 Cambria
100,000 Cambria
Box
Hop. gon.140,000 Am. C. & F.
Long. gonl40,000 Am. C. & F.

amis
cm 1000
cm 1000
cm 1000
am 1000

Pittsburgh Steel Co
Ponca Refining Co

Quanah, Acme &

...140,000 Altoona Shops

Flat
Spec,

bgn 1000
an 1000
bn 500

& Wash.

Bait.

Swift

M.W.Flat 100,000 Altoona Shops
M.W.Flat 100,000 Altoona Shops

..140,000 Ralston
..140,000 Std. Steel
..140,000 Press. Steel
100,000 West. Steel
Box
85,000 Am. C. & F.
Hopper ..110,000 Press. Steel
H. S. Gon. 100,000 Std. Steel
Hopper ..110,000 Std. Steel
Hop. bod. 100,000 Am. C. & F.
Hop. bod.100,000 Am. C. & F.
Hop. bod.100,000 Am. C. & F.
80,000 Am. C. & F.
Box

an
an
an
an
Phila.,

Cabin

Kind
No.
300 Beef
250 Freight

Purchaser
& Co...

Builder
Kind
100,000 Altoona Shops
Box
Long gon. 140,000 Altoona Shops

Kn.

Purchaser
Pennsylvania R.

1243

.

.

I

Gasiilenc
drive

m

c c h

dy 3
ax 9
ax 9
ax 6
ax 3
ax 2
ax 2
ax 10
ax I
ax 2
ax 2
ax 11
ax 2

Pass.

St

.

McKecn
H.ir. » Smith

nxl5 Coaches
mail

Co. shops

Coach & smoking. Bar. & Smith
Coach S: smoking. Am. C. S F.
Baggage
Am. C. & F.
B.igg

Mail

S mail

& exp

Dining
Exjurss

.\m. C.
C.

Am

S
A

F.
F.

Pullman
Pullman

Private

Preston

Dining
Observation

Pullman
Pullman

Co.ichrs

Pressed Steel

Pa.«s.

4 baggage,. Pressed

Steel

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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Purchaser
East Coast
Ft. Dodge, Des Moines

No.
ax
ax

&

Ga. Southiern

&

So.

Fla

Grand Rapids & Indiana...
Grand Trunk Pacific
Green liay & Western

Purchaser
Pennsylvania R. R.

Builder

Gen.

1

.

.

.

bl Coach
b 100 Pass, refrig
a 1 Private

Central
State of

Illinois
Illinois,

Kind

Gas-electric
3 Pass. & baggage
ax 2 Pass' & baggage.
ax 6 Coaches
bSO Exp. refrig

Florida

Elec.
Am. C. & F.
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Can. C. & F.
Am. C. & F.
Am. C. & F.

McGuire

•

Vol.

—Continued,

Cum-

mings
ax 12
ax 478
ax 3 1 1
ax 4

Interborough Rapid Tran...

Intercolonial

Kewaunee, Green Bay & W.

b

Valley

Lehigh

London & Port Stanley....

&

Louisville

Pressed

Sleeping

Preston

1

Nashville.

Am.

Coach

Pullman

1

coaches... Std. Steel
coaches... Std. Steel

Club
Baggage
Parlor

& baggage..
Smoking & comp.
Pass.

coaches

& Reading

Philadelphia

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

C.
C.
C.

&
&
&

F.
F.
F.

C.

&

F.

Am.

C.

&

F.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

C.
C.

&
&
&
&

F.
F.
F.

Phila.,

coaches

Michigan Central
Minn.,
St.
P.,

ax 12
ax 1
ax 1
ax 2

&

Paul

St.

S.

C. &
C. &
C. &
C. &
Gen. Elec.
Am. C. &
Am. C. &

a 2 Postal

ax 4
ax 2
ax 30
ax 20
ax 100
ax 100
ax 65
ax 20
ax 15
ax 2
bx 2

Central

Municipal

&

N. Y., N. H.

H

N. Y., Phila. & Norfolk
N. Y., Westchester & Boston
Norfolk & Western

Pennsylvania

R.

axis

Gas

electric

Postal

Coaches
Coaches

Osg.

•

& Potomac...

Fred.

Temiskaming & Nor. Ont...
U. S. Army, Q. M. Dept...
Vandalia

F.
F.

Am.
Am.

Coaches
70 ft. baggage....
60 ft. baggage....
Dining
Coaches
Passenger
Coaches
Bagg. & exp
Mail
Coaches
Baggage
Bagg. & mail
Pass. & bagg

Osgood-Brad.
Osgood-Brad.
Osgood-Brad.

C.

&

C.

&

F.
F.

Pullman

Wabash
Wells, Fargo & Co
Western' Pacific
West Jersey & Seashore...

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Har. & Holl.

Am.
Am.

C.
C.

&

&

Altoona
Altoona
Altoona
Altoona
Altoona

F.
F.

shops
shops
shops
shops
shops

LOCOMOTIVES

a Indicates
b Indicates
c Indicates
d Indicates

Alabama & Tombigbee. ..
Alberta & Gt. Waterways
Algoma Lbr. Co
Allegheny Steel Co

1

"2 24x32

17x24
tl 19x24
t3 14&20x20
1

Am.

R. R. of Porto Rico
American Smelters Sec.

Co

1

Anderson,
Angelina

Edw. G
County

1

& bagg
Horse-express

ORDERED

Baggage
Baggage
Baggage

Fe

:

Line
Baltimore & Ohio
Coast

Bates

&

Rogers

Coaches
Coaches

Bagg.

"do.'.'.'.

"l
I

Calumet & Ariz. Min. Co.
Cambria .Steel Co
Canadian Copper Co
Canadian Govt. Railways
Canadian Pacific
Canal Lbr. Co
Carnegie Steel Co

1

20^4x28
19x36
19x20

2-8-2
4-6-2
2-8-8-0
2-8-8-0

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American

0-4-0 Baldwin
17,200
0-8-0 American
196,000
0-6-0 American
153.000
100,000
Shay Lima
0-6-0 Baldwin
152,000
0-6-0 American
160,000
2-8-0 American
202,000
120,000
Shay Lima
354,000 2-6-6-2 American
0-6-0 Canadian
60,000
52,000 Geared Heisler

160,000 Electric
2-8-2
179,050
2-6-0
140,000
0-6-0
133,000
0-6-0

2

21x26
'15 24x32
"8 19x24
1

1

1

20x26

Ohio

W. M., Mill Co.
& Yadkin River

Central Coal & Coke Co.
Central New England...

I

0-6-0

11x12

lik-c.

1

1

100,000

12x15

•t4 26x32

&

Holl.
Holl.
Holl.

&

&

Bagg.

&

&

C.

F.

&

-Am. C.

F.
Steel
Steel
Steel

Pressed
Pressed
Pressed

& bagg
& bage

Pass.
Pass.

Pullman

mail

Baggage

Std.

Mall

Am.

Pass,

refrig
Baggage & mail...

Pullman

Coaches
Bagg. & mail
Coaches
Pass. & bagg
Coaches
Coaches
Baggage

.Mtoona Shops
Altoona Shops

f

cars.

•tl 22x26
•t6 23>/5x28

Chess & Wymond
Chestnut Ridge
Chic, Milwaukee
Paul

1

1

&

Am.

Steel
C. & F.
C.

&

F.
.

C. & F.
Std. Steel
Std. Steel
Har. & Holl.
Am. C. & F.

Am.

Indicates all-wood cars.
electric lighting.

y Indicates gas lighting,
w Indicates oil lignting.

21x26

Baldwin

Shay Lima
equip.

Gen, Elec.
only
140,000
Shay Lima
2-8-2 American
328,000

Type
Builder
2-8-2 Lima
284,400
4-6-2 Lima
222,300
180,000
Shav Lima
434,000 2-6-6-2 American
4-4-2 American
200,000
2-8-0 American
204,000
0-6-0 Baldwin
144,500
64,000 Geared Heisler

Weight

St.

Elec.
Freight Gen,
Elec. Frt. with

24

Elec.

I

steam

htg. de
for pass.

vice
service
Electric Switch

&

Chicago
ern

North

Chic.

& Quincy...

Chicago Great Western.

*t3 20x26
•tl 20x26

148,000
149,500

*t4 25x28
•t6 27x32

260,000
302,000
64,000
160,000
180,000
286,000
163,000
194,000

4-6-2
2-8-2
0-4-0
4-6-0
2-8-0
2-8-2
0-6-0
4-6-0

American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Lima
American

'fS 30x32

242,000
170,000
367,850

4-6-2
0-6-0
2-10-2

American
American
Baldwin

21x26
20x28

156,000
196,000

2-8-0
2-8-2

Baldwin
American

1
12x18
*tIS 27x28
•tl5 28x32

•tlO 30x32
•t5 21x26

4-6-2
4-6-2
2-8-2
0-6-0
2-6-0
4-6-2
2-8-2
2-10-2

260,000
229,000
302,000
165,000
55,000
266,400
315,400
367,850
148,200

10

Chicago Junction
Chicago River & Indiana
Chic. St. Paul, Minn. &

Omaha
Chrome

Steel Works....
1 14x22
Cincinnati, Ind. & West. •tlO 19x28

Cleve.,

Cin.,

Chic.

Elec.
Elec.

American
American
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
0-60 Baldwin
2-8-2 Baldwin
0-60 American
0-6-0 American

•t6 25x28
*t6 22x26
•tl2 27x32
•tlO 21x28

Bur.

Gen.
Gen.

West-

•flO
't8
•t5
•t6

Gen. Elec.

Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Canadian

0-6-0
159,000
2-8-0
232,000
4-6-0 Co. shops
138,700
80,000 Geared Heisler
0-6-0 Baldwin
154,000

2

Carney,
Carolina

Steel

Pullman
Pullman

Coaches

tt34 22435x32

Anaconda & Pa-

Caddo River Lbr.

Am.
& exp

First class
Pass. & bagg

Chesapeake &

Shay Lima
0-6-0 Lima

7x12
22x28
1 21x26
1
11x12
Big Creek Logging Co..
•6 21x24
Bingham & Garfield
*2 22x26
Birmingham Southern...
•1 23x28
1
12x12
Blackwcll Lbr. Co
Boston & Albany
*tt4 21!^&34x32
1 13x18
Brodie, James, & Sons..
1
Bruce & Findlaym

Std.

Postal

Champion Lbr. Co

26,000
130,000

2

Steel

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel

Baggage & mail.. Co. shops
Coaches
Altoona shops
Baggage
Altoona shops
Pass., bagg. & mail Altoona shops
Baggage & mail... Altoona shops
Coaches
Std. Steel
Coaches
Pressed Steel
Std. Steel
Pass, & bagg
Baggage
J. G. Brill
Baggage
Am. C. & F.
Sleeping
Pullman
Parlor
Pullman
Coaches
Am. C. & F.

Lima

6x10
*t8 20x24

2

Std.

Har.
Har.
baggage.. Har.

&

Pass.

Canadian
Baldwin
Baldwin
American

64,000
Shay Lima
80,000 Geared Heisler

293,000
226,800
485,000
485,000

F.
Steel

mail.... Pullman
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel

& baggage.

Pass.

No. Cylinders
*t8 27x30
*t4 23x28
1 14^^x15

Baldwin
Baldwin

Shay Lima

25x32
22x28
26&41x32
26&41x32

&

C.

Pressed

1915

Purchaser
Central of Georgia

Const.

Co

Bethlehem Steel Co

Butte,

2-6-0
2-6-0
2-8-0
4-6-0
2-6-2
0-6-0
2-8-0

144,500
144,500
83,000
133,000
121,700
118,000
83,000

Builder

84,000

*30
'tlO
'ttlS
*ttlS

. .

X Indicates

Construction

Arthur Iron Min. Co...
Atchison, Top. & Santa
Atlan'.ic

Type

'

1

&

Bagg.

F.

G. Brill
G. Brill
C. & F.

Am.
Am.

Pullman
Pullman

6

Co

J.
J.

Horse-express
Coaches

&

Total

Weight

10x12

1

.

Coaches

composite underframe

IN

.

C.

Pressed .Steel
Pressed Steel

Pass.

all-steel cars.
steel underframe cars.
steel frame cars.

Lbr.

Co
Arkansas

8x12

Am.

Coaches

Total

No. Cylinders
1 20x24
1 20x24

Purchaser
Akron S: Barberton Belt.

Builder
Altoona shops
Altoona shops

mail
mail

Pullman
Pullman

1x2

Bradley

Motor subway
Subway

ax 10
ax 12
ax 2
ax 36
ax 8
ax 19
ax 4
ax 5 Pass. bagg. & mail

R.

F.
F.
F.
F.

&
&

ax 3 Pass. & bagg
ax 8 Bagg. & mail
ax 6 Dining
ax 20 Baggage

ax 7
ax 462
ax 40
ax 6
ax 2
ax 2
ax 2
bx 1
ax 4
ax 4
ax 3
ax 4
ax 4
ax 2
b 35
ax 5
ax 4
ax 4
ax 3
ax 6
ax 5
ax 47
ax 3

Pullman Company
Rich.,

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

ax 6 Postal
a 15 Baggage
a 4 Dining

Muscatine & Iowa City
Nash., Chattanooga & St. L.

New York

F.

Passenger
J. G. Brill
Bagg. & mail.... Co. shops
Baggage
Co. shops
Gas. Elec
Gen. Elec.

S.

Marie
Mo., Kansas & Texas

New York

C.

Roch.

Dubuque

Minn.,

C.

Bagg.
Bagg.

ax 10
ax 5
ax 10
ax 20
ax 10
ax 2
ax 10
ax 2
ax 5
ax 14
ax 15
ax 7
ax 6

& Wash

Bait.

ax 4 Smoking & comp.
ax 2 Baggage
ax 4 Bagg. & mail
ax 15 Coaches

Kind

ax 5
ax 10
ax 17
ax 8
ax 5
ax 14
ax 28
ax U
ax 5
ax 6
ax 12
ax 6
ax 10
ax 7

Dining
Coaches
Baggage
ax 22 Coaches

Preston
Preston

Baggage
Trailer
Trailer

Pennsylvania Lines West...

C. & F.
Steel

Std.

ax 2 Dining
bx 3 Coaches
ax 20
ax 25
ax 1
ax 10
ax 5
ax 2
ax 4

Steel

Pullman
Pullman

d20 Milk
bx

Long Island

Subway
Subway
Subway

No.

No. 27

59,

&

St.

Louis

"tS 22x26
1

Colorado & Southern
Columbia,
Newberry

22x28
27x30
22x28
21x28

I

21x28

&

Laurens
Copper River & No. West.
Crahhs Reynold
Taylor

1

3

-

Co

1

Elet. equip.

only
* Indicates superheater.

f Indicates brick arch.

Gen. Elec.

t Indicates

compound.

I

December
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Total

Total

No. Cylinders
fl 16x24
I 22x26

Purchaser
Crane Iron Works

Lumber Co
& Spencer Lbr.

Crossett

Crowell

Co
Cupey Sugar Co

1

Cushing Traction Co....

1

16x24
11x16

1

Dantzler, L. N., Lbr. Co.
Davison Lbr. Co
Death Valley R. R

Deep River Logging Co..
Delaware & Hudson
Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western
Delray Connecting
Chemical Co
Land & Timb. Co.
Denver & Salt Lake....
Detroit Terminal

1

11x12

1

16x24

1

*tl 27x32

*t5 27x28

22x28
8x12
18x24
*t8 26x30
*2 21x28
•1 25x30
1

tl

Detroit United Rys
Des Moines Union
Diamond Lbr. Co

1

t2 19x26

1
10x12
Iron Range...
*t3 27x30
Missabe & No... *tt2 26&40x32
•t6 28x32
E. Tennessee & Western
N. C
1
16x22

&

Duluth

Type

99,350
197,000

0-4-0
2-8-2

2-6-2
109,700
0-4-0
39,000
100,000 Electric
94,000 Geared
Shay
100,000

1

1

Delta
Delta

Weight

Duluth,

111,000
295,000

4-6-2
310,500
0-8-0
208,000
Shay
64,000
2-8-2
143,200
2-8-2
295,000
0-6-0
172,000
0-8-0
240,000
100,000 Electric
0-6-0
123,000
Shay
84,000
2-8-2
300,000
464,000 2-8-8-2
342,000 2-10-2

1

*t9 24x28

tl8

28x30

•flO 31x32
*ri3 31x32
*t5 31x32

Erie

80,000
215,000
307,000
415,400
415,000
395,000
415,400

*t5 31x32
*tt2 36&36&36X,32

tlO 25x28
Eureka Nevada

tl 12x16

1

10x14
16x24
16x24

tl

17x24

tl

Fairchild

& Northeastern

Fairview

&

Dodge,
So

Fort

Des

Moines

&

Denver
Co...

*10 27x30
1
16x24
1
18x24

General Chemical Co....
Ga. Southern & Fla

2 9x14
*2 21x28

Frost-Johnson

Lbr.

Garden City Wesern
Gillespie,

T. A.,

Co

1

Grand Rapids & Indiana.
Granly Min. & Smelt Co..

&
Harbeson, W.
Guthrie, A.,

Co.,
B.,

Inc..

6x10

*t3 26x28
1

2
1

1
1

1

Harlan & Hollingsworth..
Hebard Cypress Co
Henderson L. & Lbr. Co.
Holmes, Clair
House, A. C, Lbr. Co.
.

8x12
20x26

1
1
1
1

15x24
10x14
15x24
15x24
14x22
18x24
12x15
6x10

1

•t47 27x30
*t3 29x32

Illinois Central

27x30
27x30
•t4 27x30
1 16x24
1
12x15
'13 25x32
•! 21x28

*t.'^
•fj.i

Inland Crystal Salt Co...
Intermountain
Interstate
Ironton R.

R

Jamestown,

Westfield

WBros
I".

fixin

I

Box Co...

J.,

La

Salle & Bureau Cnty.
Lehigh & Hudson River..
Lehigh & New England.

Baldwin
Baldwin

Geared Heisler
0-8-0 American
2-8-2 American
2-10-2 Baldwin
2-10-2 American
2-10-2 American
2-10-2

2-8-8-8-2
4-6-2
2-6-2
38,500
2-4-4
26,000
2-6-2
110,000
2-6-0
104,000

266,400
101,600
109,000
24,000
192,250
26,000
254,080
16,900
135,000

8x12
tl 17x24
1
22x28
1

2
"3 26x30
tl 22x26
•t4 25x30
'2 22x28

Ligoiiicr

Valley
Louisiana Ry. & Nav. Co.
Maine Central

Maryland KIcctric
Maryland Steel Co
Michigan Central
Mine La Motte Co

tl
*3
2

21x28
20x26
21x28

1

+2 19x24
'+7 23^^x26
1

& St. Louis.
Miniirsola Sled Co
Minn., St. Paul & Sault
Minneapolis

Marie
St.

17x24

'tS 24x30

Roch.

Dubunuc

Vulcan

Monti>ur R. R
Moon-, Marry
Cvpreii.s

&

R

V
Lbr.

2-8-0
0-4-0
0-6-0

2-8-0
4-6-2
2-8-2
2-8-2
0-4-0
2-8-0
4-6-0

Marquelle

263,000
318,400
318.400
39,700
183,600
156,500
166,000
60
92,000 Electric
0-6-0
108,000
4-6-2
271,000
2-6-2
128,500
2-8-2
259,900

149,000

fl

6x10
8x10
10x12
19x26

•]

26x30

270,000

22;-ix30

'14 27x32
1

Co.

Mineral

Siiiilhwrslcrn

Shay Lima

90,000 Electric
26,000
Shay
64,000
Shav
0-4-0
102,700
180,000
2-8-n
120,000 Electric
2-8-0
270,000
0-6-0
150.400
2-8-2
290,000
0-8-0
207,850

272,000
319.000
230.900
272.940
152,000
200,000
313,000
26,000
56,000
84,000
141,700

(>

Monnlain Cniiper Co....
Mt. Hope
Munising,

Elec.

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin

1

I

New Haven &

Y.,

Belt

146,000

2-8-2

Baldwin

260,000
328,000
352,500

2-8-2
2-8-2

American
American
American

0-6-0
2-8-0
2-6-6-2
4-8-2

6

•tt30 22&35x32
•t8 29x28
15

& Co

1
1

Oahu Rv. & Land Co...

1

1
1

Ocean Shore
Ogden, Logan & Idaho.
Ozan Graysonia Lbr. Co.
Pacific

2-10-2

1

North, C. W.,

Electric

Cement Co.

Pac. Portland

Peninsular
Pennsylvania R.

1

1

*t76
*t53
*tll

Philadelphia

&

*t75
*25
•15

Reading..

6x10
6x10
15x20
16x20
14x20
18x24

2
2
4
1

R

20V2x28
19x24
27x30
22x24
20x24
27x30
26x28
26x28
26x28
26x28

*2
*48
"4 23^x26
•10 24x32
'20 24x32

Bait. & Wash
t4 22x24
Pickauds Mather Co....
1
17x24
Pine Belt Lbr. Co
1
20x28
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.. *tlO 27x30
*tt2 26&40x28
Pittsburgh Steel Co....
1
20x24
Pittsburgh Steel Ore Co..
tl 20x24
Poplarville Saw Mill Co.
1
16x22
Port Huron Southern...
1 18x24
Portland Lbr. Co
1
11x12
Portsmouth St. Ry. &

Light Co
Prescott & Northwestern
Belt of New Orleans
Pullman R. R

406,000
341,000
540,000 Electric
Shay
26,000
26,000
Shay
4-6-0
86,000
2-8-0
102,000
0-6-0
68,000
2-6-0
110,250
102,000 Electric

Quanah, Acme & Pac
Rapid City, Black Hills
& Western
Raritan River
Red River & Gulf

6-0

4-6 2

2-82
2-8-2
2-8-2

0-60

Rep. Iron & Steel Co...
Fred. & Potomac.

West. Bald.
Baldwin

120,000
177,000
152,000
319,300

319,300
254,080
254,080
254,080
254,080
230,800
334,425
334,425
120,000
181,900
322,000
463,000
126,000
126,000
87,500
100,000
100,000

0-6-0
0-4-0
2-8-2
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
4-4-4
2-8-2
2-8-2
0-6-0
0-6-0
2-8-2
2-8-2
0-8-8-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
2-8-0
0-6-0

Shops
Shops

Juniata
Juniata

Baldwin
Baldwin

Lima
Lima
American
Co. Shops
Baldwin
Baldwin
Juniata Shops
Lima
Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Shay Lima
Elec.

2-8-2

Baldwin

*t5 19.\24
2 21x26
'tl 20x26

130,000
142,000
158,200

0-6-0
0-6-0
2-8-0

Baldwin
American
Baldwin

15x24
18x26

95.000
167,000
126,300

2-6-2
2-8-2
4-6-0

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

13x18
22x26
*t2 26x28

58.000
155.200
293,000

1

1

tl

4

Rio Grande

Rv

1

& A. Lbr. Co
San Fernando Rock
Scotch Lbr. Co
S.

&

Sheffield

Simmons,

1

Co..

Tionesta
Lbr.
Dennis,

Co

1
1

1

15x20
13x18
18x24
13x22

1

Dakota Central...

2 18x24

20x28
2
6x10
1
17x24
1

St.
St.
St.

Louis Stock Yds
Paul Bridge & Term.
Paul Union Depot..
Sapulpa & Oil Field Ry.
Shevlin Hixon Co

19x24
20x26
19x26
•t2
1

I

1
1

Wood &

Nevada
Lbr. Co

.Sierra

Skancatcles R. R
Solvay Process Co

Standard Oil Co
Sumpter Valley

'6 28x32
•7 21x28

328,500
156,000

I

I

3
1

Tavarcs & Gulf
Texas & Pacific
State R. R
Thompson Bros. Lbr. Co.
Toledo Detn.it

Texas

Toledo

& Western

Porter

Toledo.

St.

Toledo

Terminal

& Western

American

Union Lbr. Co
Union R. K

Elec
American
American
Baldwin

U.
U.

Balflwin
Porter

University of MicliiKan..

S.
S.

1

'tS 22x28
'fa 22x28

1

Co

tl

Utah Copper Co

VeneM. J. A., Uir. Co..
Upper Lehigh Co»I Co..
Vnndalia
ft

84,000

B.ildwin

Baldwin
Baldwin
West. Bald.

Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin
Heisler

American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
.\merican
.\mcrican

Lima
West.

B.ald.

Lima

Shav

Lima

0-6-0

.•\mcrican

2-60

American

0-6-0
0-6-0
2-8-2

.American
.\merican

Baldwin
4-60 Baldwin
Shav Lima
2-6-2 Baldwin
2- 10-2 Baldwin
0-6-0 Baldwin
2-60 Baldwin
2-6-2 Baldwin

280
Elec.

.\inerican
Bald.

West.

2-8-0

Lima
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Shay Lima
2-8-0

2«-2
2-80

8x14
17x24

0-40 Baldwin
21,000
0-4.0 Halilwin
109,000
56.000 F.leclric (>n. Elec.

18x2-1
liKI.'

122,000
64,000
32.700
254,080
254.080
160.000

1

0-60

1

tl

Verde Tunnel

10x12

American

Cement
1

Steel

15x22

122,.V50

117,500
160,000
120.000
193,000
198.000
110.100

S

Co
United

19x24
1
16x24
2 21x28
1

I

Gypsum Co
Portland

1
I

Baldwin
American
Baldwin
American

L.

44,000 Geared
4-6-0
136.000
2-8-2
178.000
0-4-0
13,600
0-6-0
110.500
0-6-0
121,000
2-6-0
154,000
120,000 Switch
100,000 Electric
120.000
Shay

120,000
117.000
118.000
156.000
154.000
126,000
91,000
138,000

1

1

Timber Lbr. Co....

Tall

0-4-0
0-6-0
4-6-2
4-6-2
24.000 Electric
2-6-2
86.800
0-6-0
59.450
2-8-0
120,240
4-4-0
72,200

11x12
10x24
lSx24
21x26
21x26
17x22
16x20
12x12

1

Sioux City Terminal....

West. Bald.

American
American
Shay Lima
Shay Lima
Shav Limn
2-8-0 Baldwin

Lima
Lima
American
American
American
Baldwin

Electric Westinghouse
2-8-2 Baldwin
2-8-2 Baldwin
2-8-2 Juniata Shops

1

I

Rich.,

Baldwin
American

2-8-0
2 8-2

West. Bald.

100,000 Electric Gen.

1

t2 20x24

Remington Arms^U. M.
C. Co

Standard Oil Co

American

Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Co. Shops

Pub.

Lima
Lima
West. Bald.
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Co. Shops
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

Baldwin
American
Baldwin

209,500

N. Y., Ontario &
Norfolk
& Portsmouth
Norfolk Southern
Norfolk & Western

2-6-0
4-8-2
0-6-0

21x26

•t25 25x30
•t4 26x32
Western *tl2 28x32

Hartford

West. Bald.

12,fl00Ga9ele. Gen.

Tex... •tl2 25x28
•t3S 28x30
Mis.souri, Okla. & Gulf...
•t4 23x28
Mobile & Ohio
'3 27x30
Monnngahela Connecting. '\3 21x26
MoniiMKalicIa K.

Baldwin

&
3

Missouri, Kan.

2-8-2
2-6-2
2-6-0
0-4-0
4-6-0

3

•t6 20x26
P.,

0-6-0

Switch

•10 25x28
•10 27x30
•10 27x30
1
10x16

Lehigh Vy. Coal Co

N.

Builder

*t2 22x28

1

eastern

Lima

2-6-2 Baldwin
96,250
2-4-2 Baldwin
40,000
2-6-2 Baldwin
92,650
2-6-2
Baldwin
92,650
0-4-0 Baldwin
67,000
2-8-0
Baldwin
114,000
140,000
Shay Lima
26,000
Shay Lima
40,000 Geared Heisler
2-8-2 Lima
283,850
346,000 2-10-2 American
2-8-2
Lima
280,000
2-8-2
Lima
280,000
2-8-2 Lima
284,400
0-6-0 Baldwin
98,000
146,000
Shay Lima
2-8-0 Baldwin
231,008
0-8-0 Baldwin
163,000

1

Lehigh Valley

Zinc Co. of Pa....
Orleans & North-

J.

New

189^00

1

Baldwin
American
Porter
Porter

2-8-2 Baldwin
264,300
4-6-2 Baldwin
219,550
470,000 2-8-8-2 Baldwin

27&41X30
*tl 23x26

Penn. Lines West

Lima

*tS 25.X30
•t2 23x28

Phila.,

102,500

4

Mnrli-y

4-6-0
4-6-0

Weight

*t}:3

South
1

.

Minn.,

American
American
Lima
Baldwin
Lima
American
American
Westinghouse
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

&

LaBclle Iron Wks
L. E. Franklin & Clarion
Lake Erie & Northern..
Lake Sup. Si Ishpcming.

Ste.

N.

Lima

Lbr.

Co

Kress,

Heisler

120,000 Electric Gen.

2

Worth

City

N.
Kcllv

Newburgh & South Shore
New York Central

Baldwin
Baldwin
American

Type

No. Cylinders
St.

Baldwin
American
West. Bald.

Fluorspar

Lead Co
Ft.

1

American
Lima

Purchaser
Nash. Chattanooga &
Louis

.

96,000

1

Eccles, W. H., Lbr. Co..
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.

2-8-0
2-6-2
2-8-0

Builder

Smelter

I

1
10x14
'lO 26x28
•10 26x28

'1

21x26

H.iltlwin

0-6
Baldwin
Shav Lima
0-40 Baldwin
2-80 Lima
2-80 Lima
0-6-0 American

&
2-8-0

Baldwin

Indicates superheater,

t Indicates brick arch.

t Indicates

compound.
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Total

Pmchaser

No.

*t4 22x28
1
15x20
1 12x16
tl 17x24
12x18
1

Pac

& West.

Co
Wakefield Iron Co
Walterboro Lbr. Co
Waycross & Southern...
Waynesburg & Washing

1

13x20
7x12

1
Wawa Commercial Co.
Western Maryland
*ttl5 26&40x30
1
17x24
Whitaker Glessner Co...
.

J.

Worth

J.,

Bros.

.

Lbr. Co...

Wilson Lbr. Co
Wil., Brunswick & So.

Type

1

Builder

1

12x15
15x20

Co

American
Sliay Lima
2-8-8-2 Lima
6-0 Lima
Shay Lima
2-6-2 Baldwin

36,000
495,000
114,000
140,000
80,500

2 10x12

.

1

Car.

Ga.

3 14x16
*1 20x26

Youngstown Iron & Steel
Co
Youngstown Sheet &
Tube Co

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

2-6-0

50,000

1

.

Wisconsin & Northern..
Yellow Poplar Lbr. Co.
Yosemite Lbr. Co

2-8-2
2-6-2
2-6-2
0-6-0
2-6-2

209,500
87,950
52,900
102,300
62,000

1

ton

White,

Weight

&

Shreveport

Vicksburg,

Victoria, Fisher
Waccamaw Lbr.

Cylinders

12x15

60,000
168,000
84,000
140,000

0-4-0
4-6-0

Baldwin
American

Shay
Shay

Lima
Lima

2

22x26

20 ll'/^xie
1

Ry

Centrale

R

Cuba

19x24

0-6-0
0-4-0

151,000
100,000

Baldwin
Baldwin

Umbra

2
3

21^x28

3

22x24

11

R

12 20x26
10 20x26

Cuban Central
French Government

....

French

Mo-

— for

Gov't

1

16x20

100 6.88x9.44

rocco

0-6-0

American

123,000

0-6-0

American

140,000Electric
4-6-2
200,000
2-8-0
146,000
Elec. equip, only
4-6-0
148,000
4-6-0
152,000
2-8-0
0-4-4-0

97,000
28,100

4-6-0

6

Frazar &'Co'
Battle
Ginson
\ustralia
Girardot, F.

C.

I

—

Co.

18x12

_,

1

15x20

1

9x14

Elec.

West.

Bald.

„
Baldwin
,

,

.

In the selection of these representatives care should be taken

men who necessarily must possess enough diplomacy
many a breach between carrier and shipper men with
character and initiative to convince a shipper why his line should
be used men with dignity, personality and congeniality befitting
a representative of a concern worth millions men with the busito heal

;

^^ ^
2-6-2 American

105,000

39,000
50,000
39,000

0-4-0
2-6-0
0-4-0

196,000
197,000
190,000
40,000
144,000
134,000

2-10-0
2-10-0
2-10-0
2r6-0

American
American
American
American
American
American
American
Baldwin
American

1

18x24
13x18

4 20x28
2 20.x26
1

.

2
1

Government.... *t250
*tlOO
*t50
15

11x16
12x18
11x16
25x28
25x28
25x28
11x16

22
11

1

12
10
15
6

8x10
15x20
13&20^^x20
19x24
20x26

1

Canadian
American
Porter
Porter
Porter

25

.,„„„

56,000

,.,

These men should be picked from the railroad ranks. Otherwise they would have no practical transportation knowledge.
There are many men with this practical knowledge, obtained by

many

practical

man

Shay Lima
2-8-0 American
2-6-6-2 American
2-6-2 American
2-8-0 American

t Indicates

J.

While the carriers are bending their efforts toward the creation of favorable public sentiment, it is possible they are overlooking the very department that could best secure this result.

men of the traffic department— transportaThese representatives, more than any other class
of railroad men, are in constant touch with the public. An effirefer to the field

tion sellers.

man can accomplish much in creating a better understanding between the railroads and the public. By diplomacy and
ability he can explain to the shipper and general public the reason
for many actions of the carriers that— to them, because they do
cient field

To 'do this, howmust have a thorough working knowledge of railroad operation and traffic principles.
Commercial corporations feature this element of their busiThey must do so or fail. There are many commercial
ness.
salesmen selling groceries, coffee, produce, etc., and representing
companies whose entire investment would not equal the outlay

in these offices

is

is

howsadly

deemed paramount.

to haul a shipment across the continent for less than

same shipment 400 miles

to haul the

expound the
applied to

fallacies of the

inland.

is

charged

Few, indeed, could

"zone" system or distance rates

when

traffic generally.

There is perennial warfare between the various communities
an attempt to obtain for their respective territories an advanThere are numerous transportatage in transportation costs.
tion matters which, to the average shipper, are perplexing and

in

The

ability of a traffic field

feeling between the shipper

most

man

would

and the

to give a satisfac-

create a

railroads.

much

Also

likely result in increased competitive takings

it

better

would

for the line

he represents.
I

fully believe that the carriers will eventually recognize the

importance of selecting efficient men for these positions. The
result of such recognition would be a well-organized effort to
select congenial young men with ability and train them for this
particular work in the same manner employed by commercial
to
it

—seem ridiculous and erroneous.

In the majority of cases,

The percentage of these representatives who are familiar with
Emory Johnson, McPherson, Dunn, or even George B. McGinty,
is indeed small.
There is even a smaller percentage who could
satisfactorily explain to a shipper why it is necessary and possible

Elec.

compound.

Also

with the above combined qualifications, the "good mixer"

concerns.

not understand

the extent of their ability.

tory explanation of these matters

E. Light
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, Southern Pacific Company

ever, such representatives

is

superficially study the theoretical elements.

lacking.
Most of them are chosen because of their purported
good-fellowship and ability to "mix." When unable to secure

confusing.

TRANSPORTATION SALESMEN
By

men

t-

81,000
128,000
145,000
158,000
120,000 Electric Gen.

t Indicates brick arch,

and courage to handle a proposition with clever business men without calling on the busy general office for information on matters that they should know.
It is my opinion that
representatives with the above qualifications would be a profitabilitj'

characteristic

2-6-0
0-4-0
2-8-2
4-6-2

I

could

to appoint

a

.

52,000
186,000
183,000

1

Pacific

superheater,

cents,

eration by his chief.

,

American

• Indicates

while unable to

and

nevertheless produce returns that would justify greater consid-

Baldwin

American

South African, Union of
United Rys. of Havana.

dollars

knowledge found

0-4-0

Samuel, Samuel, & Co.
Japan
Serbian Government

in

selected.

4-8-0

Russian

representative,

efforts

ever, the transportation

27,000

Punta Alegra Sugar Co.

traffic

his

These men are usually

Elec.

Ali-

"Commercial Co..
Pekin-Kalgan— China ...

of

Gen.

American
American
American
Baldwin

25 16.53&25.2x2S. 6 193,000
cante—Spain
Mena, Gomez, Plantation

Co

efficient

result

actual experience, but this

Mach'y Co.

Madrid, Zaragoza &

measure the

American
American

Shay Lima

40,000

de— Co-

lombia
International
Chile

An

investment.

able investment.

48,000

Elec. equip, only Gen.

3

Central Ry. of Brazil...

are carefully selected

;

Mines
Buenos Ayres & Western

men

yet these

facilities,

No. 27

and paid much higher salaries than the salesmen for transcontinental carriers. Because of the nature of their business, commercial salesmen are able to show tangible results that warrant the

ness

ORDERS FROM FOREIGN RAILWAYS

Bresciana

small station

in

59,

;

Porter

2

2 17x20

Belgian State Railways..
Iron
Chile
Bethlehem

Vol.

the

Men

of this character will always be a valuable asset

railroads,

even after competition

is

eliminated

— should

ever be.
Public sentiment

is

largely responsible for the position of the

cannot believe that the railroad chiefs realized
The
the potent effect of adverse public sentiment until now.
public is learning something of the carriers' side, and I fully
believe that the more they know the better it will be for the carTherefore they should use every means of disriers' interests.
seminating information and an efficient traffic field man would
be an important factor in this work.
carriers today.

I

—

—

A British Pooling Arrangement. The fish traffic from
Aberdeen, hitherto sent daily by both the Caledonian and North
British routes, is now, beginning December 1, being sent by only
one route, each company taking all the traffic alternately for a
period of two months. The Caledonian will take it for December and January, 1916, while the North British will take it for
February and March.

New

Railway Construction

Statistics for

1915

Less Track Was Built in the United States Than for
Since 1864. Canada Also Shows Decrease

Any Year
During

new

was completed in
In the same period
356.28 miles of second track was completed in the United States
and 0,84 miles in Canada. There was also built during this
period 64.70 miles of other multiple main tracks in the United
States.
Some activity is again noted in Mexico, where 36.50
1915, 933.24 miles of

first

track

the United States and 718.37 miles in Canada.

miles of line

was reported completed.

The government railways

of Alaska report 34 miles of line completed and 350 miles addi-

These figures are based on reports made directly to us by the various railroads, supplemented by our own
construction records and are as complete as it is possible to comtional projected.

pile at this time.

As shown by

the accompanying diagram and by the tabulation

given below, the mileage of

6.000

first

track completed

is

much

less

Pennsylstates and less than 10 miles for each of 16 states.
vania leads in mileage with 98.37 miles completed, while Oregon

second with 82.70 miles, Washington third with 70.88 miles
is fourth with 58.56 miles.
Practically half the
mileage reported was for the seven states of Pennsylvania,
Oregon, Washington, Kansas, Alabama, Arizona and Kentucky.
The longest continuous line reported built during the year
is

and Kansas

was that of the Gulf, Florida & Alabama from Broughton to
Kimbrough, 52.40 miles. This is in marked contrast with extenThe
sions of 100 miles or more reported in previous years.
work was generally light in character, although there were one
or two notable exceptions. The line involving the heaviest work
was that of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western from Clarks
Summit,

to

Pa.,

Hallstead, 39.43 miles.

This

which has

line,

-

6,000

snoo

5,000

4,000

4.000

;:.

- 3,000

3.000

2,000

,:

2.000

1.000

1,000

I89S

/893

1891

1903

1901

1899

1913

1909

1901

I90S

1915

Year.

New
iIkui that

such

for any of the 23 years during which

In

statistics.

fact,

Mileage Curve from 1893 to 1915 Inclusive

we have

collected

the mileage reported this year

is

only

about 65 per cent of the smallest mileage reported for any
previous year since 1893. The mileage of line completed this year
is only 15 per cent of that completed in 1902, the record year
since

1893,

and only about 25 pir cent of the mileage com-

pleted during an average year.
The figures of new o instruction by years beginiiinK with 1893

are as follows:

1901
1902
1903
1904

New

1911

1912
1913
1914
1915

<>.026

5,652
3,832

mileage was reported completed

tories.

There arc

11

ported,

while

than

less

states in
5

4.388
5.623
5,212
3.214
3.748
4.122
3.066
2.997
3.071
1,532

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

3,024
1,760
1,428
1,692
2,109
3,265
4,569
4,894
5.368

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

933
in

38 states and terri-

which no new mileage was
was reported for each of

miles

re11

been described previously in tlicse columns, was built at an
expenditure of over $12,000,000.
Our reports show that 356.28 miles of second track was completed in Ihe United States in 1915 as compared with 566 miles
This work was
in 1914; 1,264 in 1913, and 1,073 miles in 1912.
(listribnled over 25 states, although less than 10 miles was built
in each of 16 slates and 20 miles or more was built in only six
states.

The

greatest mileage built in any single stale

was

81.03

miles in Virginia, the next largest was 44.80 in Pennsylvania
and the third largest was 39.90 miles in North Carolina. 37.90. of

which was built by the Southern Railway between relluini and
Denim. This road also completed 28.40 miles of the second track
built in N'irginia.

divided

The

(>4.70

miles of other multiple tracks wcix-

between third track,

3().14

miles;

fourth

track,

2J.9()

The
miles; fifth track, 2,30 miles, and sixth track. 3.30 miles.
third and fourth track mileage consisted principally of that laid
on the (larks Summit line of the l.ackawaiuia in Pennsylvania.
At the present litne 1,207.18 miles of new line is reported under
construction; 1.624.25 as delinilcly surveyed, and 2,001.81 miles as
Also, 289.41 miles of sicond track is under conprojected.
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10 miles reported surveyed and 9.40 miles projected.
These mileages compare witli 1,015 miles of new first track
under construction, 1,229 miles surveyed and 2,031 projected one
year ago, and 1,522 miles under construction, 1,511 miles surveyed and 1,296 miles projected two years ago.

Vol.

crease tlian that in the United States, falling to 718.37, or less

than Zl per cent of that of last year. The European war has, of
course, practically put a stop to all construction projects in
Canada. Of the mileage built in 1915, 165.95 miles was reported completed by the Canadian Northern (Western Lines)

and 14 miles by the Winnipeg & Nortliern, a subsidiary of this
same road. The Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia and

New Track

Track

¥ir5t

Miles.

—

United States Government Railway Ship Cheek spur line,
Ship Creek to Ship Creek Junction, 4.80 miles; Ship
Creek Junction to Matanuska Junction, 50 miles; total.
Total of

First Track

—

Mascot & Western Willcox to Mascot
Tucson, Cornelia & Gila Bend Gila Bend mile post
mile

post

—

15.00
to

35

Total of

35.00
track

all

United States

—

building

track

track

track

53.15
34.80
50.00
19.00
32.00
4.73
38.65
31.64

27.85

Alabama

2

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

2

California

4

Colorado

3

Florida

6

Georgia
Idaho

5

Illinois

4

6.90

"l'.75
24.78

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

4

58.56
48.89

3.43
4.09
6.92

1

1

3

Maine
Maryland

2
2
2

Massachusetts

4

Mississippi

1

Missouri

1

Montana

1

Nebraska

1

Nevada

1

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

18.50
46.76
3.50

50.00

Track

First

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf

— Between

Murfreesboro and Shaw-

mut

19.00

in 1914

1

3
3

2
3
3

Oklahoma
Oregon

4

Pennsylvania

9

4
2

Utah

1

Virginia

Washington

2
6

West

7

Virginia

Wisconsin

1

Wyoming

1

Total

104

Canada
Mexico

17
2

'.'.'.'.'.'.

'.'.'.'.'.'.

""2.66

3.66
2.84
33.30
26.29
9.30
34.74
82.70
98.37

"iV.si
39.90

"y.26
"44.86

"'9'.

27

15.97

'.'.'.'.'.'.

"26.25

11.94

.62

.65

1.00
18.71
.50
7.76

12.15
4.40
14.95
17.80
70.88
13.78
29.32
7.37

356.28

36.14

28.56

.84

Third

building

track

track

track

4

1.00

33.81

Arkansas

5

California

9

27.10
103.91

United

States

—

Alabama
Connecticut

1

Delaware

2

1.15

Florida

7

Georgia
Idaho

5

220.46
14.66
117.22

Indiana

4

3.43
62.65
55.81
1.33
8.35
2.00
19.50
74.94
16.75
4.01
8.51

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

2

Louisiana

3

2.66
3.66
41.92
73.20
26.29
16.56
34.74
82.70
181.42
1.27
1.00

7.37

933.24
718.37
36.50

Second

Illinois

30.86
4.90
22.71
98.83
80.15
15.10
37.10

81.03
9.27
1.32
7.78

First

31.68

1.25
7.00
'.'.'.'.'.'.

No. Cos.

3
6

1.75

13.25
3.85

Island
Carolina

South
Tennessee
Texas

'.'.'.'.'.'.

"V.oo

Fourth
Total
81.00
34.80
50.00
20.00
32.00
4.73
38.65
31.64

*.'.'.'.'.'.

"4.95

1,354.22
719.21
36.50

4

Maine
Maryland

2
2

Massachusetts

2

Michigan
Minnesota

4

subsidiary in Alberta, the Alberta

The Canadian

Pacific

Mississippi

Missouri

4

Montana

2

Nebraska

1

.88

Nevada

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

10.01
.80

8
1

7

12

Rhode Island

2
4
6
1

Virginia

Washington

7
6

West Virginia

4

Wisconsin

3

Wyoming

1

Total

166
21

— York

to

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Tidewater Securities Corporation

Total of

all

track

Toomsuba

Stevenson
—
— Not

to Bridgeport
specified

.49

'.'.'.'.'.'.

1.50

1.35

"4.89

"1.76

2.10

2.00
'"'.70

'.'.'.'.'.'.

1.16
"9.96
71.61
4.33
28.30
5.00
2.30
.97

1,531.80
1,978.07

'aS.56

4.53

'"'.68

.47
.66

5.35
.66

'.'.'.'.'.'.

.80

'74.60
61.30
5.99
9.41

'.'.'.'.'.'.

565.58
152.50

10.09

130.11
16.31
28.21
136.16
11.49
48.25
7.79
.82

.13

mut

—Between

2.31
.21

19.75

12.14
2.98
18.81
8.42
19.15
13.01
50.13
.88
10.71
6.49

29.47
21.03
105.61
67.57
45.35
9.00
92.72
69.53
1.32

66.60
41.30
56.77
51.66
41.95
140.05
206.34
26.00
39.19
61.43
2,127.22
2,130.57

Miles.
1.00

Total of

all

Miles.

Murfreesboro and Shaw1.00

20.00

track.

California
First Track

—

Blythe Junction to Red Hill
Minkler Southern (A., T. & S. F. C. L.) Exeter

—

station 6, 4.9

Miles.
32.40
0.75

2.29
2.26

1.61

16.68

""lei

34.81
27.60
122.85
2.10
2.15

220.46
22.50

'.'.'.'.'.'.

12.89
9.24
13.15
110.00

Total

Second Track
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf

Miles.

Total of

miles;

to

Lindsay

all

14.00
6.95

to

of

total

& Eastern— Not

specified

10.80
0.25

53.15

32.00

32.00

track

Colorado
First Track

Second Track

Alabama Great Southern

66.60
41.30
11.21
50.86
41.95
66.05
142.73
19.80
29. 7S
61.43

1

Utah

Track

—

1.00

"7.84

1

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Stockton Terminal
Gulf, Florida 8r Alabama Broughton to Kimbrough
Tidewater Securities Corporation Not specified

29.47
10.45
34.00
63.24
17.05
4.00
90.42
62.74

4

Pennsylvania

.50

18.94
2.10

San Diego & Arizona United States-Mexican boundary
Campo, 5.9 miles; Corriso Pass to 1.1 miles west

Alabama.

—

3

2
2
6
5

Oklahoma
Oregon

or more
track

12.14
18.81
8.42
19.15
4.32
48.13

California Southern

UNITED STATES.
First

.21

2
2

&

Great Waterways, com(Western Lines) reports only 22.80 miles, indicating that construction activities on
this large system are practically at a standstill.
The comparative amounts of various classes of new tracks
built in each state during 1915 are shown in the accompanying
tables and in detail in the following data:
its

3.17
12.80
26.16
11.00
31.57
7.79

4

Canada
Mexico

pleted 206 miles.

19.00

-Milesor more
track

28.18

.16
8.51
1.25
7.00
.66

1

North Carolina ....
North Dakota
Ohio

Rhode

1.33
3.40
2.00

1

Michigan
Minnesota

"V.66

50.00

Arkansas

Fourth

Third

34.80
34.80

New Track Built

Second

Miles.

AmzONA

-MilesFirst

34.80

track.

all

Built in 1915

No. Cos.

No. 27

Alaska

struction,

In 1914, for the first time, the mileage of line completed in
Canada exceeded that in the United States. The mileage built
in the Dominion this year, however, shows an even greater de-

59,

17.41
9.69
0.75

^

27.85

81.00

—

& Southern Tollcrburg to Ben Canon
Denver Union Terminal At terminal
Union Pacific Shamrock Junction to Shamrock Mine....

Colorado

—

Total

of

all

—

track

0.95
2.77
1.01

4.73
4.73

December
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Second Track

Florida

— Between Bradentown and Arcadia....
— 2.58 miles west of Fellsmere BroadMunicipal Railroad — At Jacltsonville
A. B.)

East & West Coast
Fellsmere Railroad

moor
Jacksonville
St.

Seaboard Air Line

Miles.

York, Philadelphia

^-'^

track

all

3.65
1.93

Massachusetts

23.02
3.00

First Track

38.65

& Lynn— Not specified
South Boston Industrial Track— In South Boston

2.00

track

all

Georgia

Michigan

First Track

First Track

—

Americus, Hawkinsville & Eastern Gaines to Flint River..
Ocilla, Pinebloom & Valdosta— Lax to Gladys
Roclielle to Pope City
Ocilla Southern
Pelliam & Havana— Calvary to Darsey, Fla

—

Savannah & Southern— Willie

to

Duke

10.00
8.00
7.24
4.00
2.40

Boyne
3

1

& Alpena— Atlanta

Gaylord

Bay City & Western— Sandusky

Detroit

of

Total of

Junction to Montana Junction.. 1.75

1-75

—
—
—

Between Chicago and Argo
Chicago & Illinois Midland Taylorville west
Manufacturers Junction At Hawthorne
Paducah & Illinois Between Metropolis and Illinois-Ken-

^-00

First Track

—

Pacific

—Cuyuna

2.21
2.85
0.30

St.

Paul Bridge

Second Track
Chicago, Burlington &
Concord to Pisgah, 0.70 miles; Centralia to
0.16 miles; Astoria to Adair, 17.59 miles; total
Parkway to Broadview
Illinois Central

all

14.62
0.89

46./6

St.

Paul

24.00
3.24
0-94

28.18
74.94

track

3.85

Mississippi

Shattuc,

First Track
18.47
2.46

—

Electric

Northern branch connections..

& Terminal—At

Total of

—Between Chicago and Argo....
Quincy — At Jacksonville, 0.02 miles;

& Dubuque,

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul— Hopkins to Cologne
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester & Dubuque Electric
Minneapolis to Luce Line Junction, Minneapolis
6.90

Belt Railway of Chicago

13.00
18.25

to

to

Second Track

1-54

24.78
31.68

track

all

LOO

Dearoad

Harlan
— EchoHutchinson

Duluth & Northern Minnesota
Winsted
Electric Short Line

Northern

Belt Railway of Chicago

Total of

l°-="

19-50

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester
Minneapolis to Auto Club

iLtlNOIS

tucky state

to

track

all

1.75

First Track

—
line

,

Minnesota

track

all

Peck

& Toledo Shore Line— River Rouge

Second Track

—Idaho

Oregon Short Line

7.50
I'-OO

east..
to

Second Track

.64

31.64

track

City,

Detroit,

Idaho

Total

^'^"

38.65

track

all

1.00
'-00

Boston, Revere Beach

Total of

Total of

4.93

4.95

2.25

e.\tension
— Lake Wales
— Not specified

all

Total of

Mary-

to

line

state

land-Virginia

& Norfolk— Pokomoke

St.

Coast

Total of

Miles.
4.80

New

to

Andrews Bay Railway & Terminal (A. &
Between Panama City and St. Andrews

Tampa & Gulf

Miles.

Miles.

First Track

Alabaraa-Vicksburg Junction

& Memphis— From

Meridian

3.50

Meridian terminals

into

3.50

Second Track

Iowa

—

Alabama Great Southern Russell to Meridian
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley— Lake Cormorant

Second Track

10.65
to

Man2.60

nette

Chicago &
Rapids

Western— Between

North

Otis

and

3.43

Total

of

3.43

Total of

all

16-75

track

3.43

track

all

Missouri
First Track

Kansas

14.00
0.56
8.00
36.00

Anthony & Northern— Byers to Trousdale
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe— At Salma.
Cudahy Packing Company s Line---l'rom Fowler
Salina Northern— Salina to Lincoln Center

58.55

Total of
0.09
4.00

Kansas City Terminal- At K.insas City.....
Salina Northern— Between Salina and Lincoln

all

mile

to

post

163
3.75

m

track

Montana

4.oy

First Track

Northern Pacific

— State

line

8.51

Ollie

to

Kentucky
Total of

First Track
to Ravenna, 26.69 miles;
miles; Lolhair to Buffalo
Creek 1.37 miles; Lothair to Ashless, 0.39 miles; Ages
..................
to Kildav, 1.59 miles; total.....
Paducah H: Illinois— Between P.aducah and Kentucky-Illinois

Louisville

Typo

all

Harveyton,

Nedraska

5.29

...•..••.

stnte line

Tug River & Kentucky

(N.

&

W.)— Not

First Track

Chicago, Burlington

35.33
lJ.*tj

'13

specified

Total of

all

& Quincy

— Between

Central- At Paducah.
Uulancy, 5.82 miles; toial
Total of

all

1-25

1.10

miles;

First

Princeton

Nevada Short Line

to

°''^

— Between

7.00

^-OO

°-^'

Total of

Track

Pennsylvania

all

7-00

track

to

Railro«d— South

Lang.
'•''

'•'^

1-33

track

Raritan

River— Parlin
all

jKRstv

First

Track

Gloucester

to

Gloucester..

0.66

0.6S

South

River

2.00

2.00
2.66

Nkw Mexico

Track

First

Bnllimnrr & Ohio—On Magnolia Cutoff.....
Wcaterii Maryland— Charlton to Mnrylond-Wc«t

to

track

Mahvi.ano
First

New

Second Track

Total of

line

Track

Oreana and Upper Rochester

55.81

track

Sandy River & RanHclcy I^kcs— Eustis brntuh
town phinlation

slate

1'25

Nevada

First

all

1.25

48.89

Mainr

Total of

Chalco and Yutan

track

Second Track
Illinois

8.51
8.51

track

& Nashville— Winchester
to

'''J
4.01

62.65

track

0.16

Second Track
Kansas City Southern— Mile post 159
(Saginaw Cutoff)
Kansas City Terminal— At Kansas City

Second Track

all

016

Missouri Pacific— At Sheffield

First Track

Total of

".^5

Cedar

,•,:•.•.•

VirKinia

"-'S

^^

Ariiona &

New Mexico— Lordsburg

'40
Total of

all

track

Track
to

Eighty-Five mine..

3.66

3.66

J-66
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Vol.

New York
,

River

Miles.

and
1.00
0.54
1.30

2.84

—

Through Beacon

miles;

total

New York

Connecting

(relocation)

2.24

—

—

Indian Creek Valley Not specified
Lehigh & New England Hauto to Nesquehoning
Montour Railroad North Star Junction to Longview Junc-

—

4.59
5.80

—

tion

Between Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Philadelphia & Reading Nicetown Junction to Newtown
Junction
Pittsburg & Shawmut Cadogan to end of track

Pennsylvania Railroad

miles;
2.85
0.60

—In Astoria

(relocation)

13.84

—

—

Middle,
4.2H

.^.70

Bessemer & Lake Erie Cunningham to Culmerville
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Between Clarks Summit
and Hallstead (relocation)
Pennsylvania Lines West At Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania Railroad Between Philadelphia and Potts-

and Lacey's
and Germantown,

Through Beacon,

miles;

—

— Between Hyde Park
miles; Between Tivoli

Central

1.33

miles;

— Between
miles;

New

ville

Middle, 3.70
5.17 miles; Through Beacon, 0.90 miles; total

New

York,
Junction

Philadelphia
Junction

Hyde

Park and Lacey's
Between Tivoli and Germantown,

Central

&

Haven

Hartford

—At

Winfield

30.70
12.83
1

.84

0.71

98.37

Junction

to

1.83

Woodside

2.30

44.86

Third Track
10.37

Delaware, Lackawanna
and Hallstead

& Western

—

and

39.43
0.79

Newtown

— Between

Clarks

Summit
21.92

—

Pennsylvania Lines West Dinsmore to Hanlin
Pennsylvania Railroad At Philadelphia

Junction

1.61

1.20

— Nicetown

Woodlawn
0.60

— Between

& Reading

9.77

Fifth Track

Long Island

—

——

9.27

total

Fourth Track

New York

4.45

39.43
1.00
2.07

Second Track

Third Track

New York

5.34

—

—

Miles.

2.18 miles;

Central of New Jersey Near Easton from Hope to
terminus
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Clarks Summit to Hallstead

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Jamesville to Syracuse
Erie Allegheny to Carrollton
New York Central Between Nepperhara and Gray Oaks,
0.61

Miles.

—

& Ohio North Fork to Beesercher,
Strum to Bowood Mine, 3.16 miles; total

Baltimore

Second Track

—

Track

First

Miles.

— Cranberry Lake towards Carthage
Adirondack brancli New York Central
New York Central — Through Beacon (relocation)
New York Connecting — In Astoria
Grasse

No. 27

Pennsylvania

Track

First

59,

3.98
0.35

26.25

2.30

Fourth Track
Sixth Track

Long Island

— Between

Total of

Winfield Junction and Woodside....

3.30

track

all

3.30

Delaware, Lackawanna
and Hallstead
Pennsylvania Railroad

41.92

Total of

& Western

— At

Third Track
9.00
20.00
4.30

—

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford

New
2.00
37.90

—

York,

New Haven &

Northern Pacific
Total

Paul

&

— Beach

of

Sault Ste.
to

0.62

— Pawtucket

to

0.65

0.65

Central

track

all

1.27

South Carolina
Second Track

Track

Marie

—Van

Hook

Orangeburg Railway
to

8.90
17.39

state line

track

all

0.62

73.20

First
St.

Hartford

Falls

North Dakota
Minneapolis,
Sanish

to Central

39.90

Total of

track

all

— Pawtucket

Falls

Fourth Track

Beulaville Railroad— Between Pink Hill and Beulaville
Southern Railway Pelhara to Denim
of

11.94

Rhode Island

Second Track

Total

11.59
0.35

181.42

Track

Beulaville Railroad— Pink Hill to Beulaville
Virginia-Carolina Between state line and Elkland
Watauga & Yadkin River Denny to Darby

—

Summit

track

all

North Carolina
First

— Between Clarks

Philadelphia

Total of

—Wolfton

to

Sheriff

siding

1.00

track

all

1.00

1.00

26.29

Tennessee

26.29

First Track

Ohio
First

—

Memphis-Chattanooga
Railway
(So.
Ry.)
Chattanooga
to Wauhatchie Railway
Oneida & Western Toomey to Bib South Fork bridge
Tennessee Railway Charley's Branch to Double Camp....
Wauhatchie Railway (So. Ry.) Wauhatchie to connection with Memphis-Chattanooga Railway at point west
of Chattanooga

Track

Lebanon S. Cincinnati Railroad & Terminal-Lebanon Junction to Cleveland
Lake Erie & Eastern Between P. Y. & A. crossing and
crossing No. 4
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Struthers to P. Y. & A. crossing

—
—

Dayton,

—
—

1.61

7.05
0.64

—

9.30

Second Track

&

Ohio

Cincinnati,
New Orleans & Texas Pacific— Robbins to
H. F. tower
Louisville & Nashville-South Nashville to Mavton
Memphis-Chattanooga
Railway
(So.
Ry.)
Chattanooga

2.81

P.

specifTed

to P.

street to

Total of

all

2.69
0.25
d!64
0.87

7.26

track

16.56

—

all

Total of

track

all

Chat0.85

2.77

18.71

30.86

Texas

79
26.95

8.20
4.01

track

7.00

&

at

—

Total of

Santa Fe (A., T. & S. F.) Gushing to Dumrigiit
and Frey to Jennings

Oil Fields

12.15

2.88

yard

Railway
(So.
Ry.)
Wauhatchie to conneenection with Memphis-Chattanooga Railway at point
west of Chattanooga

Track

Mead & Englewood — Between Beaver and Forgan
& Oklahoma Western Hammon Junction to

Hammon

—In

Wauhatchie

Oklahoma
Beaver,
Clinton

—

west to Wauhatchie Railway
Chattanooga & St. Louis

Nashville,

tanooga

First

2.77

Second Track

—From Piedmont
& Eastern — Between
Y. & A. crossing and
crossing No. 4
Norfolk & Western — Not
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie— Struthers
Y. & A. crossing
Toledo Terminal — Consaul
Ironville
Baltimore
Lake Erie

2.88
4.50
2.00

Track

First

34.74

Worth Belt— In Fort Worth
Roby & Northern North Roby to Roby
Fort

0.16
4^24

—

4.40

34.74

Second Track

Oregon
First

Roby & Northern— North Roby

Track

—

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co. Mcssner
(formerly Coyote Junction) to Ilinkle, 19.80 miles;
Juntura to Riverside, 19.10 miles; total
Southern Oregon Traction
(Rogue River Valley) In
Medford
Valley & Siletz Crisp to Luckiamute river

—

—

Willamette Pacific

(So.

Pac)

— From

near

Acme

north
of Umpqua river, 23.30 miles; from 2 miles north of
Northlake or 10 miles south of I'mpqua river to North
Bend, 14.50 miles; total

Total of

all

track

Total

of

all

to

line

0.50

0.50

4,90

Utah

38.^0
1

main

track

Track

First

.00

5.00

San Pedro, Los Angeles &

to

Salt

—Delta

Lake

to

Lucerne...

14.95

14.95

Second Track
37.80

82.70

82.70

I'nion

Pacific— Devils Gate Bridge to Rivcrdale
Total of

all

track

7.76

7.76

22

71

December
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CANADA— Continued.

Virginia
First

& Ohio

Clinchfield

Carolina,

— Bear

Sandy Ridge Tunnel
Ridge Nelmont

—

Virginia-Blue

Second Track

Track

Hollow

to

Miles.

Miles.

5.30
12.50

17.80

end

south

Woodson

to

Total of

all

719.21

track

MEXICO

Second Track

&

Chesapeake

Ohio- -Between

Falls

New

York,

&

miles

— Not

Southern

Norfolk

New Church.
Western Burkeville

state line to

Norfolk

&

Philadelphia

— Maryland-Virginia
Pamplin,

to

miles;

11.03

specified;

— Charlottesville

—

Total of

7.40

to

3«-50

28.40

THE AGITATOR AND THE LAKE LINES

98.83

track.

[From

—

Paul Rockdale to Keechelus..
Columbia & Nehalem River Mile 15 to mile 23
Goodyear Logging Company West Callam to timberlands

—

St.

—
—
Snohomish

Northern Pacific
Puget Sound & Willapa Harbor

to Everett

— Between

Seattle,

& Western (C, M. &

St.

P.)— Port

a point near Fairmount

to

Great Northern

Second Track
Between Ballard and Seattle
Between Easton and Lester

—
—

Northern Pacific

Total of

the terms of the
22.55

70.88

2.63
6.64

9.27

80.15

track.

all

Panama Canal

—

—

—

Fork branch

5.21

miles

—

—

0.56

2.00
0.20

8.90
0.07
1.13

total

;

Tug River & Kentucky (N. & W.) Not specified
Virginian Railway From Amigo
Williamsport, Nessle & Martinsburg Potomac River

to

0.92

Nessle

13.78

Second Track
Virginian Railway- -Elmore
Total

.

.

1.32

Mullens.......

to

15.10

.

Wisconsin
Track

First

Wisconsin & Northern -North of Van Ostrand

to

Crandon

29.32

29.32

Second Track

Chicago, Burlington
Total of

& Quincy

all

—Ferryvillc

to

De Sota

7.78

7.78

37.10

track.

Wyoming
Burlington

& Quincy

Wendover
Total of

all

— Between
—

words "and elsewhere," thus
Great Lakes, according to the
Commission, a result no doubt

lake transportation, which has been of incalculable benefit to the
Western shipper and receiver, in the hope of encouraging an

imaginary system of so-called "independent" transportation,
which, by a disjointed and disconnected service, is to accomplish
what the commission considers "competition," but which actually
would be a state of irresponsible chaos. Thereby it is the desire
of the commission to turn backward the wheels of progress to
a system of transportation which was out of date 25 years ago.
In its interpretation of the meaning of the act, the commission
is doulitlcss sincere, believing that in some mysterious way an
independent system will come into being which shall give shippers the benefit of a competition which they do not at present
have, and cannot, under existing conditions, obtain.
The commission has been led into this belief by the persistent

First Track

Chicago,

Commerce

apply specifically to lines operwas given general application

never contemplated by the majority of those who voted for the
measure in Congress, believing it to be intended only for re.gulating tralific through the canal.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, the Interstate Commerce Commission promulgated a ruling which is one of the
most preposterously destructive acts ever perpetrated by this
body, totally disrupting and destroying an estabhshed system of

First Track

—

& Ohio On Magnolia Cut-off
Horse Creek Land & Mining Company's Line From Horse
Creek branch of C. & O. to Sulphur Spring Fork
Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern Dun Loop to Klondyke...
Norfolk & Western Alma branch extension, 1.86 miles;
Widemouth branch extension, 1.83 miles; Jacobs

act.

This act, commonly supposed to
ating through the Panama Canal,
l;)y
the simple inclusion of two
bringing under its provisions the
ruling of the Interstate

West Virginia
Baltimore

Northwestern Miller.]

be allowed to continue its lake service, which, in common with
that of other railways operating hnes on the lakes, was ordered
stopped because the commission held that such service violated

28.00

Port Angeles

Angeles

5.00
8.00
6.50
0.83

Maytown and

Raymond

the

The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company has petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission for a rehearing on its application to

Track

First

&

36.50

track

all

Dry

Washington
Chicago, Milwaukee

4.50

32.00

47.96

Arrowhead,

Elma to Tye River, 9.00 miles; Danville
Fork, 12.00 miles; total
all

—

San Diego & Arizona Lower California from 2.6 miles
east of Tecate to Mexican-United States boundary....
Tampico
& Panuco Valley In Vera Cruz, between
Tampico and Panuco

3.00

36.93

total

to

miles;

Total of

First Track

Balcony
1.67

—

Railway

and

Greenlee

Miles.
0.84

Miles.
0.84

Essex Terminal— Near Windsor, Ont

Guernsey

and
7.37
7.37

track.

CANADA
First Track

outcry of the paid agitators employed by certain associations
and trade (irgauizations. For some time actual shippers have

been aware that, on the whole, the work of these agitators has
been mischievous and even dangerous, but they were powerless
the machinery for their employment having
to restrain them
been put in operation, no way is provided rither for directing
;

Alberta & Great Waterways (E. D. & B. C.)— In Alberta,
mile 78 to mile 175
Canadian Northern (Western Lines) In Saskatchewan,

—

97.00

them wisely or suppressing them

Canora to Sturgis,
21.44
miles; MacRorie Westerly branch, Elrose to
Eston, 34.59 miles; Wroxton to Yorkton branch, 41.01
miles;
In Alberta, Camrosc southeasterly, 60 miles;
Itienfait

to

I'^strvan,

8.91

miles;

total

Norlbern

Canadian

Ontario

specilicd

N.

(C.

Eastern

Lines)

— Not

22.30 miles; total
Northern (Jucbec

Central

Eastern

(E.

&

D.

B.

C.)— In

Lines)— Not

River Crossing
Dominiiin Allanlic
In Nova Scotia, not

—

mile 248

Essex

&

Dunvegan
l<i

Termin.-il

British

Alberta to

withdrawn their support.
Such influences as these, which

50.00

Columbia

— In

Alberta,

109.00

To Ojibway, Ont

—

—

—

signify nothing but a

now threatened with extinction. To these
Commerce Commission has evidently listened — not

4.00
44.00
0.85

well.

If

its

ruling

is

not

reversed,

the

the

Interstate

wisel>

bvit

too

Western shipper and

now so dependent ii|)on lake transportation, will find
themselves facing a siliuition nothing short of calamitous in the
For this they may thank the walking delevery near future.
gates of their local tradc-miions, whether or not they themselves
receiver,

64.00
82.011

14.00
14.00

really

are

1.00

—

Grand Triuik Pacific In .Saskatchewan, Prince Albert
branch mile 83 to mile 87
Hudson May K.-tilway -In Manitoba, not specified
Not specified
Intercolonial
Kclllc Valley- -Osprcv Lake, B. C. to Princeton, 31.00
miles; Cmjucbala branch 33.00 miles; total
D'Arcy, It. C., to Clinton
Pacific Gre.il Kaslern
Quebec Central From 5 miles east of St. Comille, Que.,
to English Lake
Winnipeg S Northern (Can. Nor.) Grand Marnis. Man.,
to Victoria llench

motion these

distorted .sense of local p;itriotism, are responsible for the hue
and cry raiseil ;igainst the railway-controlled lake lines which

14.81

mile 357

in

since

Peace

specifieil

and keep

posed of real estate operators, local bankers, retailers and a vast
conglomeration of clerks, salesmen and subordinates, who like
Shippers who
to imagine themselves representative citizens.
have a large and comprehensive view of traflic matters have long

22.00

5.06

Canada

Edmonton,

165.95

22.80

N.

(C.

specified

altogether.

civic organizations that support

"experts" rarely represent the real shippers either by their memMostly they are combership or their published sentinie"t'<.

7.90

—

Canadian Northern Pacific Between Vancouver, B. C, and
Vcllowhead Pass
Canadian Pacific (Western Lines) -In Alberta, CoronaForemost to Pokowki,
tion
norlhwe.^it,
0.50 miles;
Canadian

The

-18,37

arc

members

in

good standing.

Mileage of American Railroads Block Signaled
Space Interval in Use on Nearly One Hundred Thousand
Miles.
Another Thousand, Automatic, Planned for
The mileage of

railroad in the United States operated under
system on January 1, 1916, as shown in the large
table printed herewith is 97,809 miles.
The increase over the
total given in our table printed one year ago is 9,677 miles.
As
is well known, however, the manual black system is used on a
large mileage of single track lines for the protection only of

the hlock

passenger trains and the more significant total is that of automatic block signal mjleage of this we record now 31,160 miles of
road as compared with 29,689 miles in the table for January 1,
;

The

191S.

months

is

increase in automatic mileage during the past 12
comparatively small, as might have been expected.

As in former years, a considerable portion of the new automatic mileage consists of signals installed on lines where the
manual system had been in use, and the total length of road
worked under the space interval system, automatic and non-automatic together, is not increased by such items but in 1915 there
has been a net increase of 8.206 miles in manual block signal
;

over

1

Jan.

1,471
3,566
3,827
1,961

31,160
29,689
26,123
22,296

1916
1915
1914
1913

over

1

Jan.

prev. year

9,677

97,809
88,132
87.185
78,231

8,206

Decrease
5,127

Decrease

943
8,954
1,821

These figures are to be understood with the usual conditions,
with which the reader is familiar. A number of roads exclude
from their statement of total mileage operated all lines on which
there is regularly in service only one locomotive, and also lines on

Among

which only freight trains are run.

the roads thus re-

porting are the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chesapeake &
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, the New York Central, the Pennsylvania and the Southern
number of roads have long sections of road used
Pacific.
exclusively for freight trains which are equipped with auto-

Ohio, the

A

matic block signals

;

notably the Pennsylvania, the Erie and the

Lehigh Valley.
all

is

operated throughout by the block

automatic.

—

Canada. The block system is operated in Canada on 8,787
miles of road, of which 611 miles is automatic, as shown in the
small table. In the Canadian manual mileage there is included
75 miles worked by train staff.
Lines in Canada Worked by the Block System

Automatic

Manual

miles
of road

miles
of road

Micliigan

&

4,535
18

273

273

5

3,350

3,355

Buffalo

611
t

No

report received.

43
4,757
52

222
34
245
62

Central

Toronto, Hamilton

Total
miles
of road

43

Canadian Government, Intercolonial
Canadian Pacific, East of Fort William
Canadian Pacific, Western Lines
Dominion Atlantic t
Grand Trunk

Figures repeated from

245
62
8,176

8,787

last year.

PLANS FOR 1916

Roads which have given information concerning proposed new
work, including both block and interlocking signals, for next
year, are not so numerous as one year ago, but it is to be noted
that most of the large roads have given no information on this
point

;

is

they say that their plans are not yet settled.

be signaled.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe plans during the coming
year to install automatic block signals on seven miles of its
ten
line, double track, between Standish, Mo., and CarroUton
miles, double track, between Le Loup, Kan., and H. U. Tower
;

Of

During

begun.

have the figures appear

in

our

list.

One road

not yet quite ready

The Long

and Arcadia, 20 miles, single track.
two last named have already

1916,

the

company proposes

to

install

with the
Southern Pacific and the Pacific Electric, and at Los Angeles,
Cal., electric interlocking, 80 levers, jointly with the Salt Lake
Route and the Southern Pacific.
The Atlantic Coast Line reports that the length of road
equipped with automatic block signals, given in the table as 252
miles, will soon be increased to 320, signals having been nearly
completed on 68 miles (double track), but not yet put in operation.

The Boston & Maine

Island

is

the

is

locking at Newburyport,

to install

Mass.

;

an electro-mechanical inter-

20 mechanical and 7 electric

levers.

The Chesapeake & Ohio plans during the coming year to install
automatic block signals on 8 miles of its line, double track, and
21 miles single track.

The Chicago & Northwestern plans during the coming year to
put in an electric interlocking plant at Deering, 111., of 44 levers.
This

at the crossing of the

is

Chicago

interlocking of 100 working levers

to

is

river.

be put

Another electric
Washington

in at

Milwaukee, to take the place of two mechanical inter-

lockings.

The Chicago,

Indianapolis

&

Haskells, Ind.

The

Louisville

is

to install mechanical

with the Grand Trunk at
machine will have 25 levers and the distant

interlocking at the crossing of

its line

power operated.
The Chicago, Milwaukee &

signals will be

St. Paul, on its electrified line
between Butte, Mont., and Finlen, Mont., 16 miles, will install
light signals, automatic, in place of manual block signals; and
this work together with 39 miles, in the same vicinity, which
has already been changed from automatic semaphore signals
will make 55 miles of road equipped with light signals.

The plans of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific for the ensuing year include the installation of automatic block signals
on

five miles

of road, double track.

The

Cincinnati,

The

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

Hamilton & Dayton plans to install automatic
block signals on 21 miles of its line, double track, during 1916;
and an additional length of 6 miles will be changed from single
track to double track.

& St. Louis contemplates
of automatic block signals during the coming
line from Bellefontaine, Ohio, to Anderson, Ind.,

the installation

year on

its

106 miles, single track.

The Cumberland Valley proposes during
miles, single track.

to

Cal.,

these three installations, the

block signals (in place of manual)

is

This num-

ported as now operated under automatic block signals and the
total mileage of road on which passenger trains are run, indicating that at the end of the year the whole of the line will

install

but

coming year

line.

exactly the difference between the mileage re-

intends, during 1916, to equip 400 miles of line with automatic
;

the

automatic block signals on 5.4 miles of

ber of miles,

street,

The Panama Railroad
system, nearly

The Alabama Great Southern plans during
to install

been

over

1

prey, year

66,649
58,443
61,062
55,935

Age

—Total
Increase

—Manual
Increase

prev. year

;

electric interlocking, 36 levers, at Arcadia, Cal., jointly

Miles of Road Worked by the Block System

Jan.

formulated a year ago for 1915 but, no doubt, everybody's expectations have at the present time a better basis of
facts than they had one year ago.
those

and between Claremont,

mileage.
The detailed comparison of the totals of the Railway
Gazette tables for the four years last past is as follows:

—Automatic
Increase

only company which plans to install any considerable length of
manually operated block signals. A comparison will show that,
in some cases, the expectations for 1916 are but a repetition of

The

automatic block signals on

its

line

the coming year to

near Berkeley, six

Erie will install automatic block signals in 1916, in place

December
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THE UNITED STATES WORKED BY THE BLOCK SYSTEM, JANUARY
-Automatic—

Two

Southernf

Albany

• •

V
& Santa Fe)
„•

Atchison. Topcka & Santa Fe (including Gulf, Col.
Atlanta & West Point
Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore & Ohio
Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Statcn Island
Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantict

27

•

•

•

•

\'

•

•

"

24 i
374
20
25

'^

35

4n
^7
i

*

*

24

•

6

86

153
2,692

405

21
60
54
24

3,810
3,105
43

867
447

223

2

242

455

455

411
58

iss
154
930
20

599
212

208
i59

no

256
294

90

20
269
346
2J4

•

Rock Island & Pacific
Rock Island & Gulft
Paul, Minneapolis

South Bend S: Northern Indiana
Chicago, Terra Haute & Southeastern
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western

963

i

Midland
Columbia & Puget Sottnd
Copper Ranget
Cornwall & Lebanont
Cumberland & Pennsylvaniat
Cumberland Valley
Delaware & Hudson
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Denver & Salt Laket
Duluth & Iron Ranget
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

700

284

984

33
23
10

173

196

31
25

2,584

7

7

782

8,705

49

'i

"i

1

98

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
Traction
Interborough ( New York City)

Illinois

63

56
247
539

434
820

'17

'17

10

7

3

188
41

"(5

188
47

892

919
16

2
189

^

99
346
2
8

5

290

474

93
120

"2

101

535
2
8

48
112
66
76

48
112
66
76

19

19

19

16
247

247

247

1,087

1,087

2,071
33

629

629

825
1

'l'78

198

296

2

2

296
261

"79

"79

2
19
79

4
105
333

13
3

35

7

9

9

34

34

Pnrllanil Terminal .•••..•,
Maryland, Delaware & Virginiat
Mineral Point & Nortliei nt
Mineral Range
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Stc. Mane
Mi.ssouri, Kansas & Texas
cxas
Missouri, Kansas & Texan of
I

.•••„,.'!
Mountain & Southern

Mobile & Ohio
MonoiiKabela
!••,;••,
Munising, Marquette & SoutheBslcrn

22

17

'24
57
4
9

9

51

79
22
31

7

168
802
829
34

24
57
4
19

188

48
665
102

229

894
102

'8'6'7

'2'1'S

320
281

1,813

118

1,082

51
1,183

320
281

855
281
8
5

779
93
122

164
802
960
214
200
519
59
36
817
135

7

443

5

34
164

11
3
J

7
II
3
3

49

642

1,232

14
54
143

14

14

17

160
506

361
4,793
16
1,103

73
3

S90

114
150

ii's

37
90

4

4

437

63

500

500

5

12

17

5

49
4,555
1.379

4

593

92
59
120

1,V33
8,326
331
8

7
5

3

519

2,183
lis

2

73

14

4

Maine Central

Pacific

22
105
368

5

3
71

213

& Nashville
& Nor. Ry. & Light

8,644
55
48
112
66
76
19
108
247
8,041
469
1,673

198

770
03
122

73

"1

Long Island

578

4,429
55

Ivastcrn

& Wyoming Valley

1,427

55

3,ib'i

7

Kansas Citv Terminal
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal
Lehigh St Hudson Uiver
Lehigh Si New England
Lehigh Valley
Ligonier Valley

27
8,693

48
112
66
76

43

51

51

2

Kanawha & Michigan

3,722
27
8,974
395

71

42
51
100
100
28
51

51

100
100
100
100
100
100
IS

100

26
7

49
100
'37
100
100
23
100
100

86
16
8

96
11

ii
36

2

7

(Buffalo) t

3

52

100
100

28

55

'19

27
16

Lines)

24

1

2
^

(Central

Louis, Iron

212

49

"24
57
4

Hudson & Manhattan
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountaint

St.

1,052
1,006
7,332

'37

181
2,559

in

1

187
281

Great Northern
Hocking Valley

Missouri

742
424

106

9

Grand Trunk

Louisville
Louisville

31
1,895

31
1,416
2
143

"5

10

98

7

Fort Dodge, Dcs Moines & Southern
Fl. Wavnc & Northern Indiana

Lackawann.-v

31
1,871
2

21

.13

'io

Kentuckyt

iii

460
402

16

Durham & Southern

Kcntwood

402

242
402

7

3,058

1,328

16

Colorado

International

1,767

10

•

& Omaha.. ^

Cliicago,

Illinois

55

57

294

Valley

Elgin, Jolict & Easternt
El Paso & Southwestern
Empire United (Electric)
Aiibnni & .Syracuse
Erie (including Subsidiary

74

'id

365

Tacoma & Eastern
White Sulphur Springs & Yellowstone Park
Ottawa & Peoria
Peoria & St. Louis

Eastern

'37

200
133
282
300

7,923

Idaho & Washington Northern
Puget Sound & Wallapa Harbor

St.

2
13

'

*io'

'ii
100

200

31
1,395
2

1,138

58

2

396

Chesapeake & Ohio

8

200

48

2

'14
408

lob

439

2

37

201

ibb
53

200
37

100
50
100
95
100
100

191
2,213

195
1,174
17
14

195

175

13

Central Vermont
Cherry tree & Dixonville

7

1

130

11

963
547
24
87
622

963
520
24
87

903
466

1,174
17
14

36
41

3,105
21

'8*7
1

'65

& North Western
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Ontral New England

Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,

19

21
13

9,640

2,098

iii
1,921

'S7

Carolina

100

43

232
413

'36

block
signaled

294
110

1

Pacific

.

1

6

Pacific

Chesapeake Beach
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago & North Western
Chicago & Western Indiana
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Chicago Junction
C^liicago, Lake Shore & South Bend
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Bellingham & Northern

43

1

1,528

°

Georgia
New Jersey

43

lines

operated

6
12
771

••

17
14
83

Total Percentage
passenger of total

Total
both
kinds

507

•

140

Gallatin

16

Total

1916

1,62!

570

444

126

Boston Elevated (Rapid Transit Lines)
Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh

of
Central of

more
tracks

1

>-ii

624

(Central

,

or

1

550

Anaconda &

track

Total

•

Bangor & Aroostook
Bessemer & Lake Eriet
Boston & Maine

Butte,

Single

tracks

• • •

Ann Arbor
Arizona & New Mexico

Canadian

Two

or

more

Single
track

Narae of Road

1,

-Miles of Road-Non-automatic-

363

53

77

77

17
77

26

26

26

5
II

5
II

1,410
10

1,422
10
3,"5V7

2,84S
38

2,978
43

IIU
.19

98

3,'5'2'7

13

133

2,676
38

20
1«9

5

II

1,422
19
101
3,645

2

4

ii

30
23
73
74
1,218

20
77
36
77
1,538
3.489
l,M)9
1,0.12
3. son

3.251

949
07
119

100

Voo
II

85
100
10
17
7

28

100
10
166
ibo
100
47
11

25
45
85
100
100
40
94
92
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IN

Automatic

f

r T»

ot

Two

Single
track

J

Road

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Nashville Terminalsf

1

track

tracks

Total

2

.'4

'"

V4

j

"

"'5

"5

..

Total
both
kinds
111

33

33

209

212

p.LTccntagc

passenger
lines

operated
1,230

of total
block
signaled
9

6
1

155

5

38

100

205
018

213
205

378
205

56
100

1,140

51

'gj5

2,203

872
28

872
28

1,163
2,928
1,983

1,163
2,942
1,998

100
100
100
99
99

166
390

100

38

Central Lines:
3
...

&

St.

Louis

.

&

;

272
f,06

574

2.5

...

& Western
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York, Ontario & Western

146
2
49

& Norfolk

.

i42
683
,'.'...
'.'.'.".*.'.".*.

''.'.''.".

38
521

500

IX

16

8J

...'

"z

'...'.'.'.'.'.'.

1,381
3

163

383
5g

158
346
199

390
69
158

1,034

388

1,422

9

"33

1,768
199

Pere Marquette

.'..!."!!.*.'!"..'

77
18
663
1,183
27
82

St.

Louisj

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western
Orange ft Northwestern
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
St. Louis Merchants' Bridge Terminal
St. Louis Southwestern (less than 1 mile)
Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge
San Francisco-Oakland Terminal
San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Seaboard Air Line
Southern...
Virginia & Southwestern
Southern Pacific:
Galveston, K. & San Antonio
Houston & Shreveport
Houston & Texas Central
Houston, East & West Texas

|

99

4,625

227

546

41

528

528

206

1,042

1,570

1,651

3

3

3

1,415

95
100
98

2

"30

'36

1

4j

519
7

7

{

.

.

21

,

.

4

.

.

621

1,362

1,392

5,

354

370

g

6

782
16

48

g

371

147
931

1,629
1,351

9
69

130
295
76

100

21

296

296

100

78
285
335
113
88
753

142
290
335
196
88

54
98
100
58
100

4,749

16

'64

307

7

J2G

i'>6

296

285
326
j]3

qg

15

,,,

I9

708

34

19
742

/,

''[\

130
1

.'
.'

296

.

7g

_

_

'

36
i29

100

741

I

21
...

.

4,625

303

'

{[

'

12

9

'

9

59

jg

69

11

1

.

.

]

,

['[

'

'

'5

'[

6
*

'5

4

4

...

4

."

]

'

'jg

[][

422

...

276
...
3
['.

3

& Vermilion

I5
]

...

.

.

.

276

'.'.'.

*'

_

.

'3

\\\

3

...
'
*

^6

'

95

.;.*

1 .1

1,747
2

66

1,813
2

998
49
812
igg

4

._.

31g
3,588

2.817

...

7

7

7

7

1
'

'

; ; ;
'

*

'

"

q^

JqJ
05
113

414

'

3^3

'

2.403

"45

'

93

'40

141

002
4q
gf?
jgg

1

...

ig]

319
3.588

*

]

'

\'q

'45

.*

iri.i

1

440
...

'

.'

Icxas & New Orleans
Southern Pacific— Pacific System
Spokane, Portland & Seattle

3Q3

[

7

10

7

5

5

100

4
4
313
2,253

1,094
2,828
6,444

2

204

1,278

1,281

40
815

40
750

100

191

191
16
45

100
100
100

6,405

6,405

100

7
7

541

1

19

1

1

[[[
*

'

16
45
196

22
11

35

276
432

154

'

'.

1

...

...

6

'

...

Virginian
•

'.....

1

7

13

^g

^g

48
79

r

^

1,937

6

11

jgg

jgg

18S
24

450
130
3,588
2,199
2,019

I

48

...

^

_

.

24

653
SI9
599

819
105
28

1,472

11

...

U

1,4S3

624
627

1

...

1

50

...

50

624
628
SO

2.56

23
2.335

,

--f-

6

:;;

24

Union (Pa.) (less than 1 mile)
Union Pacific
Oregon Short Line..........
Oregon-Washington R. R. ft N. Co
Union Traction Company of Indiana
Virginia ft Kentucky (less than 1 mile)

j

4S

.

,

,,

*'

^^

^^4

...

4

4

lA

]3
2,079

14
'

...
...

22
11

103

14,377
year.

7

552
22

227

...

last

407

2

...
"4

To tal

27
82

225
836

*

Terminali
Washington, Baltimore ft Annapolis
Washington Snutheriit
Washington rrrminal
Washington Water Power Co.f
Western Pacific
Western Maryland

100
86
27

...

...

!

18
1,879
5,666

...

...

!

18
1,611
1,522

[{

6

(less than 1 mile)
United Railways
Terminal R. R. Ass'n of St. Louis
Terre Haute, Ind. & Eastern Traction
Texas & Pacific..
Tidewater Power Co.f
Toledo. Peoria & W. (less than 1 mile)
Toledo, St. Louis ft Western
Ulster ft Delawarct

948
339

81

3.892

...

Oregon Electric
Spokane & T. E.

9

948

...
"']

.

Lake Charles & Northern
Louisiana Western
Morgan's La. & Texas

from

"s

940
258

.

249
197

9

77

2,944

730

7g
.'

112

92
40
100
100

733

'12

...

.'

31

493
112

'"

12

3

&

q

513
1,923

"\\

*

147
5^0

.

ioi

98

5
11

i36

Rapid Transit
Piedmont & Northern
Pittsburgh. Shawmut & Northern

'70

9

^5

repeated

2.230

63

'

=:

..'.

.

figures

542

"l'

'.'.'

Vandaha
& Pekin Union

•

ip

28
891

'

1,688
1,318

_

;

*.

'..'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.

Peoria

*

^
*

_

3

9
...

...
[[]

Pennsylvania (inc. all east of Pittsburg)
.rand Rapids & Indiana
Pennsy vania Co..,..
....
Pennsylvania Terminal (Louisville)
Pittsburgh, C, C. & St. Louis

•

_
'

1

382
gg

S

Pacific Electric

Portland Ry., Light & Power
Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, and Iowa
Queen & Crescent Route;
Alabama & Vicksburg
Alabama Great Southern
Cincinnati, New Orleans & T. P
New Orleans & Northeastern
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
St. Louis & San Francisco

.

285

7
1

12

72

Ohio Electrict
Ohio Valley Electrict

& Reading.

20S
733
8I5
28
872

160

,

.

344
150

_

.

York, Westchester & Boston
Norfolk & \yestern
Northern Pacinc
Northwestern Pacihc
Oakland, Antioch & Eastern

report received;

.

...'

New

•

150

1

Cape Charles
New York State Railways

*
w''!'"!:
t.-;.- i.'
I*
Wai)ash-Pittsburgn

272
698
602

1

1

St. L.)

Zanesville

Philadelphia
Philadelphia

\t2
57

9

l

Toledo & (Miio Central

York, Philadelphia

...

.

.

98

28

.

Peoria & Eastern (inc. in C. C. C.
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

7

24
43

Michigan Central
New York Central, Eastern Lines
New > ork Central, Western Lines

No

*.*.*.

Total

or

*

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

t

1916-Continued

-automatic

more

m

"2

.

.

Lake Erie & Western
Lake Erie & Pittsburgh (Freight Road)

•Iberia

,

Single
Total

...

...*

Boston & Albany
Cincinnati Northern

New

tracks

...

Northern
Newburgh & South Shore
New York & Long Branch

^

or

more

Ill

Nevada

New York

No. 27

Miles of Road

,

„
Name

—^NoiiTwo

1,

59,

Intcrboro Rapid Tr

'(>

6

2

2

...
\\\
..

16,783
aiisit:

'

.'

'26

."

*26

22

31.160

.

,

,

59.453

Only the four-track

7,196
line

in

66,649
included.

4

42
18
41

28
31

363

13

484

2,519
4
14

2,519
63

100

32

52
32

2

2

26
100
100
ion

22

\\

103

56

366

22

11

941

103

647

97,809

12
16
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of the manual block system, on 84 miles of road, namely: Solon,
Ohio, to Cleveland, 16 miles, double track Kent', Ohio, to Leavittsburg, 27 miles, double track; Buchanan Junction, Pa., to
Pymatuning, 26 miles single track and 6 miles double track;
;

Columbus,

Niobe Junction, 9 miles. Also on the controlled line, the New York, Susquehanna & Western, automatic
block signals will be installed on 14 miles, double track, to take
the place of the manual block system.
The El Paso & Southwestern proposes to install automatic
block signals this year on its line between Lee, Ariz., and Moores
Pa.,

to

Spur, Ariz., 25 miles.

The Great Northern Railway plans to install during the coming year automatic block signals on 200 miles of its line. The
plans for the year include also the installation of a 22-lever
S. D., where the line crosses
Milwaukee & St. Paul and a nine-lever interlocking
Calumet, Minn., where the line crosses the Duluth, Missabe

interlocking plant at Aberdeen,
the Chicago,
at

&

;

Northern.

The

Illinois Central plans to install automatic block signals
during the coming year on 180 miles o'f its lines, as follows
Oilman, 111., to Mattoon, 90 miles, double track; Dugan, Ky.,
to Cecilia, 8 miles East View to Leitchfield, Ky., 14 miles Horse
Branch, Ky., to Beaver Dam, 12 miles Rockport, Ky., to Mercer,
12 miles, and Eddyville, Ky., to Paducah, 35 miles, all single
track; Woodstock, Tenn., toward Memphis, 8 miles, single track,
and Branch Junction, 111,, to Centralia, 2 miles, double track.
The Interboro Rapid Transit Company, New York City, will
install automatic block signals on 30 miles of track during 1916.
'I'his is the centre track, now being built, which will change the
;

;

;

principal

parts of the elevated

movement of

in

trains in both

will

directions.

be signaled

The company

plans to install 17 electro-pneumatic interlocking plants,
nine on the Manhattan Elevated lines and eight on the extensions
to the subway line. One of these machines will have 107 levers,
and others range from 55, 39, 31, down to 7 levers each.
also

The Long

Island

Road during

block system on 58.4 miles of

1916 plans to install the manual

line.

The Monongahela Railway proposes
ing year automatic block signals on

to install

its

line,

during the com-

single track,

from

South Brownsville, Pa., to the West Virginia line, 33 miles.
The plans of the New York, New Haven & Hartford for
1916 include extensive reconstruction on the New Y'ork division,
four-track, between New Haven and South Mt. Vernon, as
heretofore announced. From Stamford to South Mt. Vernon,
20 miles, the controlled manual system is to be abandoned and
a complete system of automatic signals put in, to be worked
by alternating-current apparatus, and the signal aspects to be in
the upper left-hand quadrant. On the eastern part of the division, New Haven to Stamford, 40 miles, automatic signals are
already in service, but these will be clianged from two-arm, twoposition, to one-arm, three-position
and the semaphores will
;

work
In

in

the upper left-hand quadrant.

connection

number of new

with these changes

in

the

interlockings will be installed.

block

signaling,

a

At Stamford an

two large mechanical plants. New electro-mechanical
Cos Cob drawbridge, at Greenwich,
Rye, each to have a 16-Iever frame. Five manual block

place of

plants will be installed at
at

stations will be discontinued.
ings,

16 levers each,

will

New

be put

electro-mechanical interlockin

at

Greens Farms and

at

Westport drawbridge.
The New York, Onlario

& Western plans to install a nuciian56 levers, at Campbell Hall, N. Y. This plant
was included in the estimates for 1915, but it was not built.
The Norfolk & Western plans during the coming year to install
ical inlcrlocking,

automatic block signals on 62 miles of line, as follows: On the
new line now under construction between Burkcville, Va., and
Paniplin, 37 miles; and on lines now operated under the manual
block system, 25 miles, as follows;

a.

c.

;

working

Poc to Jack, Jack lo Church
Koad, Pepper to Bclspring and Penibroke to Kipplemcad. Tlic
company proposes also to install four electric interlocking plants;

levers, a.

Grade Tunnel, Va., 26 working
an electro-mechanical plant
5

c; Pamplin,

levers, D. c.

workand Low

Va., 33

Jack, Va., 19 working levers, A.

c.

At City

;

Point, Va.,

to be installed, 11 mechanical

is

and

electric levers.

The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake plans to install
automatic block signals during the coming year on its line
between Los Angeles and Riverside, 58 miles. A manual interlocking plant is being put in at Magnolia avenue. Riverside,
where the line is crossed by the Pacific Electric Railway. This
machine will have 12 levers.
The Southern Railway proposes during 1916 to install automatic block signals on 178 miles of its line. The plans for the
coming year include also two large mechanical interlocking
plants one at Charlottesville. Va., 48 levers, and one at Danville, Va., 40 levers.
The Southern Pacific's plans for new work during the coming
year include three interlocking machines, Saxby & Farmer, 8
levers each, at three drawbridges in Oregon.
The Sunset Central Lines propose during 1916 to install two
mechanical interlocking plants; one at Bellaire Junction, cross;

ing the San Antonio

&

Aransas Pass, 13 levers and one at
same road, 16 levers.
The Wabash Railway plans during the coming year to install
automatic block signals on 43 miles of its road, single track.
The Western Maryland proposes during the coming year to
install automatic block signals on 106 miles of its line.

San Antonio

;

at the crossing of the

FREIGHT EMBARGOES STILL
The committee

of

freight situation at

railroad

New

oflicers

IN

which

is

Y'ork City reports this

EFFECT
watching

week

the

that the

embargoes have begun
tion

is

placed.

still

The

to produce some relief, but the congesvery great, and some new embargoes have been
number of loaded cars awaiting delivery at and near

New

York, and on the way from the western termini of the
Trunk Lines rose before Christmas to about 50,000, or 10,000
more than the number thus on hand and detained when the
committee began its work but there has since been some reduction.
The Pennsylvania extended its embargo on castbound
freight to include shipments originating on its own lines; but
made an exception of foodstuffs, livestock and perishable
freight destined to New England.
The congestion was aggravated by the blockade on the New Haven Road, due to the snowstorm.
The effect of the congestion at the Atlantic seaboard
is felt at Chicago and even farther west, and many .shipments
are held back by lack of box cars.
The Chesapeal<e & Ohio has removed its embargo on exjiort
oats at Newport News, but has now embargoed wheat.
The
Pennsylvania has been releasing 1,000 cars a d.iy at Philadelphia
and Baltimore, and it is hoped to remove the embargoes there
;

early in January.

A

heavy movement of grain

tinues, but scarcity of cars

electric interlocking, type F, with 53 levers, will be installed in the

and

Burkeville, Va., IS

ing levers,

Manhattan from two-

These new tracks

track to three-track road.
for the

lines
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On December

24 the

to all export freight.

is

western jirimary markets con-

at

a factor in reducing the deliveries.

New York
This road

Central extcnde<I

its

embargo

now

has about 3.=;0 barges and
lighters in service in New York harbor, or nearly double its normal quota. Within the last 18 months it has charlered 180 extra
barges. On December 26 the New York, New Haven & Hartford, largely on account of storms, embargoed everylbing except coal, food and perishable freight for all points in its Western
district, except Hartford and the junctions of the Boston &
Albany.

On Tuesday

of this week, December 28, the l'eiuis_\ Ivania reembargo on domestic freight for New York and
Brooklyn.
In New York City, coal dealers begin to threaten
ail advance in prices owing to scarcity, and contractors u.^ing
large quantilies of cement and slruclural steel fear Ibey will
have to suspend work because of non-receipt of supplies.

moved

its

F.Nia.isn

of Railway
in the war

Kaiiuav Mi:n

Men

War. /The National Union
over 1,020 members by death

anii tiik

has already

lost

General News Department
The Lehigh Valley has advanced
irom 19 cents an hour

Milling Company, Boston, Mass. Malcolm McDowell, formerly
vice-president Southern Development Company, Washington,
D. C. B. L. Winchell, traffic director, Union Pacific, Chicago,
111.; Herbert Myrick, editor. New England Homestead, Springfield, Mass.; A. C. Weiss, publisher, Duluth Herald, Duluth,
Minn. It is expected that in the near future other names will
be added to the committee.

the pay of car inspectors

;

to 22 cents.

;

Beginning with January the railroads of Texas, in accordance with a new law, will pay their employees twice a month.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission announces

Washington, January

26, for further

a hearing at

argument on questions

re-

lating to physical valuation of railroads.

Keswick Collision

The American Museum of Safety, New York City, has
awarded to the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad (New York,
Jersey City and Hoboken) the Travelers' Insurance Company
medal for good results in prevention of accidents.

of the Baltimore & Ohio calls our attention to an
error in the Railway Age Gazette train accident record for November, printed December 24, page 1201, where a rear collision
at Keswick, Va., on the Chesapeake & Ohio, November 2, is entered as occurring on the Baltimore & Ohio.

An

Southbound passenger train No. 1 of the Kansas City Southern
was stopped by robbers on the morning of December 16 near
Eagleton, Ark., and a safe in the express car was blown open,
and the mail car robbed of the registered mail. The passengers
were not molested.

officer

American Association

of Railroad Superintendents

The executive and advisory committee of

the

American Asso-

ciation of Railroad Superintendents, at its meeting on Monday at
St. Louis, decided to hold the 1916 annual meeting of the association at Memphis, Tenn., on August 16, 17 and 18. The membership of the association has more than doubled during the past

At Middletown, Conn., December 22, Antonio Vemaie and Paul
Karuba pleaded guilty to the charge of wrecking a passenger
train on the New York, New Haven & Hartford at Maromas,
Conn., in August, 1911, and were sentenced to imprisonment
The men are already serving prison
for from 5 to IS years.

year.

sentences for other crimes.

High Water Carries Out Falsework

The Pullman Company

has announced that, effective on Janits conductors and porters and
uary 1, it
miscellaneous employees in its operating department by approximately 10 per cent. This will amount to an increase in payroll
of about $600,000 a year, and will affect about 9,000 conductors
will increase the pay of

and

porters.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has completed work on the
Wendover cut-off and has opened it for freight traffic. The cutmiles long, extending from Guernsey, Wyo., to
Wendover, and is one of the units in the Omaha-Montana short
line which, when completed, will mean a "water grade" from the
Rocky mountains to the Missouri river.
off is

about

8J/2

.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company has advanced the
wages of conductors and guards 10 cents a day and has made considerable increases in the pay of different grades of motormen,
those working their first year being advanced from $3 a day to
$3.25. Advances have been made in the pay of train despatchers
and others. Advances in pay have been announced also by the
New York Railways Company, operating surface street car lines
in Manhattan; by the Third Avenue (street) Railway, and by the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company.
Mr. Cox, of Indiana, has introduced in Congress a bill to
the Interstate Commerce law by including in the term
"railroad" all bridges used by wagons, automobiles, etc., in transportation from one state to another. Mr. Dyer, of Missouri, has

amend

to authorize the Interstate Commerce Commisintroduced a
sion to hold competitive examinations to get men for the posibill

foremen and certain other railroad places.
Carriers would be required to fill vacancies in these positions
only with persons certified by the commission.

tions of roadmaster,

Memphis Bridge

On the night of December 23 high water carried out 418 ft.
of falsework for the new Harahan bridge across the Mississippi
river at Memphis, now being built by the Rock Island, the
Missouri Pacific and the "Cotton Belt." This falsework was
for the west or 418-ft. semi-suspended span between piers 3
and 4. Fortunately no part of the span had been erected, though
the wrecking of the falsework carried with it the traveler,
a mule derrick, four hoisting engines and stringers for the highway floor temporarily used as runways for the traveler. At the
time of the accident the anchor arm on the east end and the
621-ft. center fixed

span had been erected, although falsework

The bottom chord and the
place under the latter.
floor system for the 186-ft. cantilever arm to support the east
end of the semi-suspended span were also in place on falsework
and the traveler was just about to commence erection of the
semi-suspended span. The falsework under the fixed span and
cantilever arm did not go out. The accident is the result of unprecedented high water for this time of the year which rose
from 13 ft. to 28j4 ft. in a few days. The exact extent of the
is

The College of Engineering of the University of Illinois has
It
received a Mogul type locomotive from the Illinois Central.
has 19-in. by 26-in. cylinders, and .weighs with its tender 206,000
lb.
It was taken from service and put through general repairs
before delivery to the university. The locomotive will be used
under the general direction of Prof. E. C. Schmidt for instructional work in the locomotive laboratory.

at the

still

in

damage will not be known until a
estimate of the salvage.

fall

of water will permit an

Quite a List of Reasons
In the Supreme Court of New Jersey, last week, the Erie
Railroad, appealing from an order of the Public Utility Commission requiring the abolition of 15 grade crossings in Paterson
within eight years, at an estimated cost of $3,000,000, argued
That the act of 1913 is unconstitutional because it confers upon
the board arbitrary power to make or refuse to make an order
for the alteration of a grade crossing; provides for the taking of
property for private use and for public use without just comimpairs the obligation of contract as existing
pensation
between the railroad and the holders of its securities,
and the railroad and between the railbetween the state
road and the Public Service Railway Company, also involved in
constitutes an unreasonable exercise of the
the proceedings
police power of the state; requires changes in the property of
fails to give the Erie
private corporations and municipalities
the alternative of eliminating the alleged danger to the public
and impediment to travel by either decreasing the number of
train movements or by abandoning the railroad and impairs the
powers of the equity and law courts of the state. Last, but not
least, it was stated that the Erie has not the funds to carry out
the provisions of the order and in all probability will not be in
a position to obtain them.
;

;

;

Frank Trumbull, chairman of the board of directors of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, has been made chairman of the committee
on immigration recently organized by the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States. Mr. Trumbull's associates on the committee are: Julius Rosenwald, Sears-Roebuck Company, Chicago,
in.; J. F. Denechaud, chairman, Louisiana Immigration Commission,

New

Orleans, La.; B.

J.

Rothwcll, president,

Bay

State

;

December
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The following list giz'cs names of secretaries, date of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which mil meet during
the next three months.
The full list of meetings and conventions is published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for each month.

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, 455
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Next meeting, January, 1916, Atlanta, Ga.

American

—

Society

of Civil Engineers. Chas. Warren Hunt, 220 W.
57th St., New York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in
month, except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, Supt. Timber
Preservation, B. & O., Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 18-20, 1916, Chicago.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regu.
lar meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

New England
New

Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meeting, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York,
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. N. Frankenberger, 623
Meetings, 3d Wednesday in month.
Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

—

—

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, 410 Masonic
Temple Bldg., Peoria, 111. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in month,
Jefferson

Hotel,

Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. Claude Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., KanRegular meetings, 3d Saturday in month, Kansas
sas City, Mo.
City.

—

Railroad Men's Improvement Society. J. B. Curran, Erie R. R., 50
Church St., New York. Meetings, alternate Thursdays, October to
May, Assembly Rooms of Trunk Line Association, 143 Liberty St.,

New

York.

York.

New

—

Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Annual meeting, January 27, 1916, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

Railway Business Association.
York.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except
Monongahela
House, Pittsburgh.
August,
and
July
June,
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, David Keith Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh,

—

—

—

month,

Salt

Lake

City.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

—

A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.

—

Club.
Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Newark. Roy S. Bushy, Firemen's Bldg., Newark, N. J.
•
fiegular meetings, 1st Monfiay in month, except Jiily and August,
The Washington, 559 Broad St., Newark.
Traffic Club of New York.^C. A. Swopc, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, .New York.
Traffic Ci.un Of Pittsburgh.— D L. Wells, Gen'l Agt., Erie R. R. 1924
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings, bi-monthly, Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St, Louis. A. F. Vcrscn, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings,
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Transportation Club op Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
N. Y. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

Toledo Transportation

—

—

—

Detroit.

Utah Society op Engineers. — Frank W. Moore,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
cept July and August,

Lake

1111

Newhouse

Bldg.,

City.

—

Western Canada Railway Club. L. Kon, Immigration Agent, Grand
Trunk Pacific, Winnipeg, Man. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and

Augual, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Cluii.— J. W.
Regular
Attguftt,

Taylor, 1112 Karpcn Building, Chicago.
meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
Knrpcii Bldg., Chicago.

Western SoriKTY or Eniwnffrs— F.

Traffic

News
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In West Virginia, where a new prohibitory law is in operation,
the principal railroads are trying to carry out an order of the
court forbidding the acceptance of baggage of passengers whenever the trunk or bag offered baggage contains intoxicating
liquor.

The Oregon Short Line has issued an announcement that after
IS, 1916, the Ogden gateway will be closed to through
passenger traffic by way of the Denver & Rio Grande.
This
action is in accordance with a ruling of the Interstate Commerce
Commission made last summer.
February

The Missouri roads have filed with the State Railroad Commission an application for a rehearing of the intrastate rate case.
They complain that both freight and passenger rates are too low,
and ask that they be raised to the basis of the rates recently
authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission, for interstate traffic in Missouri and adjacent territory.

The annual comparative statement of lake commerce passing
through the canals at Sault Ste, Marie, Mich,, and Ontario for
the seasons of 1914 and 1915 shows a total of 71,290,304 tons in
1915, as compared with 55,369,934 in 1914
an increase of 29 per
cent. Of the freight traffic in 1915 63,548,993 tons passed through
the United States canal and 7,741,311 through the Canadian

—

canal.

At

the annual meeting of the Salt Lake City Passenger Assoon December IS, the following officers were elected
President, C, L, McFaul, district freight and passenger agent.
Southern Pacific; first vice-president, F, J, Bambach, traveling
passenger agent. New York Central Lines second vice-president,
R, D, Staley, traveling passenger agent. Rock Island Lines; secretary and treasurer, J, S. Earley, city passenger a,gent, San
ciation, held

;

Pedro, Los Angeles

&

Salt Lake.

The following have been

elected members of the railroad subof the Ways and Means Committee of the Chicago
Association of Cominerce
Chairman, J, C. Clair, industrial and
immigration commissioner, Illinois Central; vice-chairman, James
Webster, assistant freight traffic manager of the New York
Central Lines; F, A, Spink, traffic manager of the Chicago &
Western Indiana; C, H, Caswel, general agent of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific; and W. H, Wharton, commercial agent,
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,

division

:

The baggage and milk department of the Baltimore & Ohio
John P, Dugan is general baggage and milk

has been enlarged,

agent, and W, E. Shetrone, an experienced dairyman, is to be
traveling milk agent. The company aims to assist fanners adjacent to its lines in bettering the economic methods of selecting
dairy cattle and feeding their herds. Mr. Shetrone is a graduate

of Pennsylvania State College, and since his graduation iias been
in charge for two years of the Bradford Coimty Cow-Testing
Association, at Le Roysville, Pa.
His headquarters will be at
Baltimore.
Officers of the International Railvv.iys of Central America and
the National Railways of Mexico are making preparations look-

ing to

tlie inauguration of through freight and passenger tralVic
betwecn Mexico and Guatemala. They expect to run through

sleeping cars Iictwccn the capitals of the two coimtrics.
The
Guatemala Central division of the International Railw.iys of
Central America was completed to a connection with the Pan-

American division of the National Railways of Mexico at Ayntia
months ago, Init on accoimt of the bad condition of internal affairs of Mexico no interchange of cars was perseveral

Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, exSalt
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N. Lnvfielil, 17,15 Mnnndnock Block,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, Isl Monday in month, except January,
July and August, Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Annual meeting, 1st
Wednesday after 1st Thursday in January, Chicago,

mitted.

Iln

the

United States District

t

oiirt

of

Kansas

City,

Mo.,

December 21, a fine of $40 was imposed on
over Hardware Company of Kansas City,

the Richards & Confor violation of the
interstate conuncrce law in misliilling freight as hardware when
the packages contained articles which should take a higher rate.

This company, with two others, was indicted liy the grand jury
Nt)veml)er 12, on infoiination filed by the Interstate t'oinniercc

Commission.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
1915 Western Rate Advance Case
Rule increases in western
Commissioner Daniels:

classification

— Part

territory.

Executive, Financial, Legal

Stewart C. Pratt lias been appointed assistant general solicitor
of the Lehigh Valley, with office at New York.

II

Ol^itiion

by

Woodward Hudson,

Many

of the schedules here in issue propose increases in carload rates on various commodities, while others propose increases
in less-than-carload rates on some commodities, and still others
propose charges for special transportation services, such as
switching incident to storage in transit, for which no charge is
now made. The general region in which the increases and additional charges are proposed is the same as that involved in the
Western Rate Advance Case (35 I. C. C, 497). While some of
the increases are proposed as part of the general increases proposed in the Western Rate Case, others are proposed for the
purpose of removing discrimination, or to correct mistakes in
tariffs.
Those increases here proposed, which were intended as
a part of the general increase proposed in the Western Rate
Advance Case and also the proposed charges for special transportation services, were placed in this docket for investigation
rather than in the Western Rate Advance Case, for the reason
that the effort was made to constitute that investigation "one of
the propriety of increased rates which the carriers seek to impose upon a relatively small number of articles of heavy movement in the territory affected." The testimony heard in that
proceeding relating to the financial needs of the carriers was
made a part of the record in this case.
The commission finds that the carriers have justified increased
carload rates on agricultural implements except to points in
Louisiana and on canned goods and flue lining in western trunk
line territory.
They have not justified proposed increased carload rates on eggs from points in Kansas and other points to
southwestern points, and on cider vinegar from interstate points
Proposed increased carload rates on
to Kansas and Missouri.
bauxite ore to certain points only are found justified. The carriers may increase their carload rates on boots and shoes, leather,
and boot and shoe findings between Missouri manufacturing
points and interstate points, but not their less-than-car-load rates
between the same points or their carload minima on this traffic.
The carriers have also justified proposed increased rates on
dried and evaporated fruits in portions of western trunk line
territory
proposed increased carload rates on furniture from
Kansas City and other points to Oklahoma, groups 6, 7 and 8;
proposed charges for switching "run-by and setback" grain
proposed transit charges, on fruits and vegetables in western
trunk line and trans-Missouri territory and some of the proposed
increases upon miscellaneous items.
They have not justified a
proposed readjustment of rates to Louisiana; proposed increases
in carload rates on furniture from Kansas City and other points
to Oklahoma, group point 9.
Proposed increased less-than-carload rates to and from manufacturing points in Missouri on
various commodities are found unlawful when made to vary
with the quantity shipped.
;

COURT NEWS
The Supreme Court of Alabama by

a vote of four to three
has decided a case in the long-drawn-out litigation between the
Louisville & Nashville and the Western Union Telegraph Company, against the telegraph company, holding that on certain
divisions of the road, which figure in this case, there is no public
necessity justifying the court in forcing the railroad to allow the
telegraph company to continue the use of its right of way.
In the United States District Court at liuffalo, N. Y., Uecemhcr 17, the Northern Central I'Jailway (Pennsylvania) was found
guilty on 17 counts of paying illegal rebates on large quantities

Railroad & Mining Company.
same court, December 23, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Coal Company, indicted for illegal reduction in rates
for transportation of coal by means of improper reduction of
the rental charged the coal company by the railroad company,

of coal shipped by the Mineral
In the

were acquitted by the

jury.

counsel of the Boston

ton, Mass., has been appointed vice-president
sel

of the Boston

January

&

Maine, with

office at

&

Albany, at Bos-

and general coun-

Boston, Mass.

Effective

1.

Walter D. Owens, chief clerk to the controller and secretary of
the valuation committee of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been promoted to auditor of subsidiary lines of the Baltimore & Ohio,
with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., succeeding J. L. Kirk, deceased.
G. N. Orcutt, assistant to president of the Erie at New York,
has been elected a vice-president in charge of the purchasing,
land and tax and federal valuation departments, with headquarters at New York.
G. A. Richardson, vice-president at New
York in charge of the financial and accounting departments, has

resigned, effective Januan,-

1,

1916.

Operating
Prentice has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the western division of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minenapolis &
Omaha, with headquarters at St. James, Minn., vice Peter Copeland assigned to other duties. E. R. Gorman has been appointed
trainmaster of the northern division, with headquarters at
Spooner, Wis. Effective December 22.
J.

J.

John

B. Dickson, general superintendent of the Erie at CleveOhio, has been appointed general manager of the lines
west, with office at Cleveland. Franklin G. Robins, division superintendent at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed general superintendent of the lines west, with office at Youngstown, Ohio.
Charles P. Eckels, division superintendent at Susquehanna, Pa.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Buffalo division at
Buffalo, N. Y., and Joseph W. Foote, trainmaster at Susquehanna,
Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the Delaware division,
with office at Susquehanna, effective January 1, 1916.

land,

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has changed its operating
organization and will have two instead of three districts, the
second district being abolished. The new first and second districts will have their headquarters at Des Moines, la., and El
Reno, Okla., respectively. The Nebraska and Colorado divisions
are added to the first district, and the St. Louis, the Kansas City
Terminal, the Kansas, and the El Paso divisions will be added
to the new second district.
A. E. Sweet, general manager of
the second district, has resigned, to go to the Denver & Rio
Grande, as reported last week. G. W. Rourke, assistant general
manager of the second district, goes to El Reno to become assistant general manager of the new second district, succeeding A. B.
Copley, deceased. C. W. Jones remains general manager of the
first district as enlarged.
T. H. Beacon, general manager of the
old third, is general manager of the new second district. The
other officers of the present first and second districts have their
authority extended correspondingly. F. T. Beckett is engineer
of maintenance of way of the new second district, and R. L.
Stewart, mechanical superintendent.
Traffic

John T. Monroe has been appointed

assistant

senger agent of the Sunset-Central Lines, with
ton,

E.

for the use of trestles at Buffalo,

and Accounting

general

office

at

pas-

Hous-

Tex.
R.

Chicago
Chicago,

Whelcn, general agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

&

St.

Louis at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been transferred to

111.

A. P. Johnson has been appointed division passenger agent
St. Louis & San Francisco with office at Memphis, Tenn.,
effective January 1.
of the

G.
the
J. J.

Ruickbie has been appointed district freight agent of
Pacific, Eastern division, at Ottawa, Ont., vice
Kelly, acting district freight agent, transferred.
P.

Canadian

December

31,
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William L. Donaldson, assistant to general freight agent of the
Lehigh Valley at New York, has been appointed assistant general
freight agent, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding
Samuel A. Stor>', resigned to go into other business.

George A. Walton, general agent of the Canadian Pacific at
Chicago, has been appointed general passenger agent with office
T. J. Wall, general
at Winnipeg, Man., succeeding A. C. Shaw
agent at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeds Mr. Walton as general
agent at Chicago.

iiiiiiiiimiiimi

ji,fiii,iii,iii,

J.

H. R. Parson, general passenger agent of Morgan's Louis& Texas Railroad & Steamship Company, with office at

liiiuiiiiiiiiimmmimiiiimimiimmiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

at

general

Stone,

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Parsons, general manager of the Erie, at Cleveland,
Ohio, has been appointed cliief engineer, with office at New York.

Robert

S.

foreman in the Collinwood, Ohio,
I. C. Newmarch, general
locomotive shops, of the New York Central, has been appointed
superintendent of shops, with headquarters at Collinwood locomotive shops, vice R. H. Montgomery, deceased.
O. S. Beyer, Jr., general foreman of the Horton, Kan., shops
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed first
assistant in the engineering experiment station in the department
of railway engineering of the University of Illinois.

H. C. May, superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Indianapolis & Louisville, has been appointed to the same position on the Lehigh Valley, with office at South Bethlehem, Pa.,
Mr. May's first railroad
succeeding F. N. Hibbtts, resigned.
service was with the Chesapeake & Ohio at Covington. Ky.,
where he served as machinist apprentice- from 1892 to 1896. He
was then machinist for three years at the same place. In 1899
he became a student in the Mechanical Engineering School of
Purdue University at Lafayette, Ind., from which he graduated
He was then appointed master mechanic on the Clevein 1902.
land, Cincinnati, ("hicago & St. Louis at Louisville, Ky.. remaining in that position until 1907. From 1907 to 1910 he served on
the Louisville & Nashville as master mechanic at New Decatur,
Ala., and at South Louisville, Ky., and since 1910 was superin-

tendent of motive power of the Chicago, Indianapolis

&

imiiiiimiiimu

ii

imm

iiiiii

r

is

inquiring for 2

consolidation loco-

The Cambria Steel Company has ordered 2 six-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Lehigh & New England
consolidation locomotives

The RicHMONn,

traffic

A. Noble, general passenger agent of the Great Northern, has
been appointed general manager of the Glacier Park Hotel
Company, effective January 1.

i

motives.

1

manager of the Great Northern
Steamship Company at San Francisco, Cal., has been
appointed passenger traffic manager of the Great Northern. H.
C. E.
Pacific

mil

|

LOCOMOTIVES
The Mineral Range

New Orleans, La., has been appointed general passenger agent
of the Sunset-Central Lines of the Southern Pacific, with office
Houston, Tex.

iiiiimi|

Equipment and Supplies

I

;

iana

mimiu

niiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiiiimiiiii

miimimmimiiiiiiiiii

fi

has ordered 4 switching and

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Fredericksburg

Pacific type locomotives

& Potomac

has ordered 4

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The East Tennessee & Western North Carolina has ordered one ten-wheel locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Norfolk Southern, reported in last week's issue as having ordered 4 consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has increased this order to 6 locomotives.
The Inter-Urban Railway has ordered one 60-ton electric
locomotive from the McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Company. The electrical equipment will be supplied by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company.

FREIGHT CARS
The South Dakota Central

is

asking prices on 2 refrigerator

cars.

The Anaconda
hopper

Copper Company has issued inquiries for 100

cars.

The Bessemer & Lake

Erie

is

reported as contemplating the

purchase of 2,000 ore cars.

The Virginian has given the Standard Steel Car Company
an order to repair 250 box cars.
The Diamond Alkali Company
the Pressed Steel

has ordered one tank car from

Car Company.

The United States Navy has ordered
German-American Car Company.
The Mineral Range has ordered
& Foundry Company.

100

2 tank cars

from the

rock cars

from the

American Car

The
center

Illinois
sills

Central has withdrawn its inquiry
in the issue of December 17.

for

1,501)

mentioned

Louis-

—

East Broad Top. The item in last week's issue to the effect
company is in the market for 5 narrow gage hopper

ville.

that this

cars has been denied.

OBITUARY

Arthur A. Hurd, special counsel in Kansas of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fc, died at his home in Topeka on Decemlier
20, at the age of 66.
O. T. Maier, vice-president and general niaiuif;er of the New
Orleans, Southern & Grand Isle, connnitted suicide at New Orleans, La.,

on December

home

in

20.

Red Bank

at the

age of

of

a

luimber of

railroads

in

various

parts

of

the

cotmtry.

Homer

Eads, formerly division superintendent of the International & Great Norlhern at San Antonio, Tex., <lied in that
He resigned his position with the railcity on Decemlier 19.
road in September, 1911, and since that time has been engaged
in

flat and 2 50-ton box cars from the McGuirc Cnmmings
Manufacturing Company.

50-ton

The Union Pacikic, reported in last week's issue as being in
the market for box and stock cars, has issued inquiries for L.MIO
box and 500 stock cars, but it is understood that the company
intends to make total purchases of 4,000 cars.
Delaware

S: Huiison.— It is reported, but not confirmed, that
company, which was reported in the /v'lii/iiiiy .•((;<• (jiici'llr of
December 3, as being in the market for I.IXK) under fr.-»mes, has
ordered these underframes from the American (.'ar & Foundry

private business enterprises.

(

'ompany.

60.

A. W. Swanitz, formerly chief engineer and manager of the
Alaska Norlhern, with headiiiiarters at Seward, Alaska, died at
lie participated in the conAlameda, ( al., on December 22.
struction

gal.

this

George V. Snedcn, engineer maintenance of way of the New
York & Long Branch at Long Branch, N. J., died on December
24, at his

Cornelia & Gila Bend has ordered 2 6,000tank cars from the German-American Car Company and 4

The Tucson,

William C. Hayes, superintendent of locomotive operation of
the Erie, at New York, died on December 25 at his home in New
York.

PASSENGER CARS
The SoiMTi Dakota (i
The Boston & Maine
baggage and mail

nikal

is

iuipiiring for 2 coaches.

has issued inquiries for 2 combination

cars.

Toi' Uaii.hoap is contemplating the purchase
of 4 or 5 second baud narrow gage coaches.

The East Bhoah

The National Railway ok Mexico are reported to have
ordered 30 sleeping ami dining cars from the riillinan Company.
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The Boston & Albany will install steel underframes on 20
wooden coaches and 13 wooden baggage cars. See also New
York Central.
The Chesapeake &

Ohio, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of December 10 as being in the market for 12 express cars and
6 coaches, will also buy 2 chair cars.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 15
baggage cars, 4 72^-ft. steel dining cars and 2 60-ft.
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The
cars, 9

70-ft.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 8 dining
passenger and baggage cars, 15 coaches, 15 chair cars, 2

road and smoking cars and 5 postal cars from the American
Car & Foundry Company. All these cars will be of all steel construction.

The New York Central was reported in last week's issue as
having placed orders for 105 coaches, as follows
Barney-Smith
Car Company, IS coaches for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis; Osgood Bradley Car Company, 25 for the Boston &
Albany; American Car & Foundry Company, 45 for the New
Central itself, and the Standard Steel Car Company, 20. This
report is slightly incomplete in that only 30 of the cars ordered

59,
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E. F. Carry,

steel

steel postal

Vol.

first

vice-president and general

manager of

the

& Foundry Company has been elected president
of the Haskell & Barker Car Company of Michigan City, succeeding Mr. W. T. McBride.
Mr. Carry has been associated
with the American Car & Foundry Company or its predecessors

American Car

pince 1888, and vice-president of the

company

since

its

forma-

tion in 1899.

The Economy Devices Corporation, New York, has opened a
office at room 1634, McCormick building, Chicago, under
the management of Joseph Sinkler.
western

:

from the American Car & Foundry Company are for the New
York Central proper the remaining 15 are for the Michigan
Central.
The 20 cars ordered from the Standard Steel Car
Company will also be built by the Osgood-Bradley Car Company, and are for the New York Central itself.

Warren Moore Osborn has been appointed representative for
Track Specialties Company, New York in the Chicago district
with headquarters in the McCormick building in that city.
the

Graham Eraser, from 1904 until a short while ago director of
the works of the Dominion Iron & Steel Company, and a director of the company, died recently at New Glasgow, N. S.

;

IRON AND STEEL
The Lehigh Valley

has placed an order for 2,500 tons of

136-lb. rails.

The Chicago & Eastern
rails

from the

The
of rails

Illinois

Illinois has ordered 10,0000 tons of

Steel

Chicago, Burlington

from

the

Lackawanna

Company.

& Quincy
Steel

has ordered 5,000 tons

Company.

The International & Great Northern
tons of rails from the

Lackawanna

Steel

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern
Lawrence Lake viaduct
American Bridge Company.
steel for the

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, have

recently been
a contract for a 300-ton capacity, two-track automatic
counterbalanced bucket locomotive coaling plant by the Chesapeake & Ohio for installation at Paintsville, Ky.

awarded

John C. Neale has been appointed general manager of sales
of the Midvale Steel Company and the Worth Brothers Company.
As such he will have complete charge of all sales
matters. His office will be in the Widener Building, Philadelphia.

The Pilliod Company, New York, has received orders during
the past 10 days for Baker valve gear to replace the Stephenson
gear on 59 old engines. Included are orders from the Santa Fe;
Norfolk & Western Pittsburgh & Lake Erie New
the Erie
York, Ontario & Western, the Illinois Central, and the New York
;

;

;

Central.

has ordered 3,000

Company.

has ordered 469 tons of

at Bovey, Minn.,

from the

MACHINERY AND TOOLS
The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.,
the market for a shear for cutting sheet bars or skelp, with
a capacity of 12 in. in width and one inch thick. The shearing
will be done cold.
19-in. blade will be adequate.
is in

A

The New York Central

has recently issued inquiries for a
wheel boring machine, a double axle lathe, a 400-ton
double end wheel press and a 6-in. forging machine for its
shops at Air Line Junction, Ohio, and for a combination punch
and shear for the shops at Englewood, 111.

42-in. car

—

The American Mason Safety Tread Company,

Light Railways on the Western Front. From an article
which recently appeared in one of the London papers it appears
that the backbone of the German railway system in Champagne,
the Bazancourt-Challerange line, is now within range of the
French batteries, but this line has the advantage of being linked
up with a comprehensive network of light railways. The German trains are run so near to the actual firing line "that their
locomotives can at times be heard in the night." Tunnels have
even been built in the danger zone for the handling of this traffic.
Light railways of this nature are stated to have been laid throughout Belgium and the occupied districts of France with the object
of relieving the pressure on the highways and of releasing cars
for service in the Eastern theater of war, where the railway faciliA uniform method of construction has been
ties are inferior.
employed. The rails are light, but of high grade steel, laid on
steel ties.
They are built up in sections, which can thus be laid
It is this feature
in a "ready-made" condition, so to speak.
which permits of track laying on level ground at the rate of some
ten miles a day, which may be taken as equivalent to the average
The lines are, of course, narrow
daily advance of an army.
gage, but the passenger cars can seat five people a side.

Lowell, Mass.,

Joseph T. Ryerson &
Son, of Chicago, will act as general western distributors for its
various types of Mason safety treads. A large stock of both
lead and carborundum filled tread will be carried in stock for
immediate deliveries.

announces

that, effective

January

1,

1916,

Because of changes in the organization of Pierson, Roeding
Co., San Francisco, Cal., who have acted as the sales agents
of the Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia on

&

the Pacific coast since 1910, the Battery Company will hereafter
its business on the coast through George R. Murphy,
soliciting agent.
Mr. Murphy will have offices in the Rialto
building, 118 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

conduct

The Poland-Miller

is a new company which has been organized
the Erie building, Cleveland, Ohio, to conduct
a general engineering business and to specialize in the design
and inspection of coal, coke and ore handling machinery, docks
and industrial plants. The company consists of J. F. Poland,
formerly associated with the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, and recently with the J. W. Frazier Company, in each case
in the capacity of civil and structural engineer, and R. E. Miller,
recently mechanical and electrical engineer of the J. W. Frazier

with

offices

in

Company.
William Claflin Andrews, advertising manager of the Edison
Storage Battery Company, Orange, N.
Cit3',

December

21.

J.,

died in

New York

Mr. Andrews was a graduate of Columbia

He was for a time sales engineer of the Stanley
Instrument Company, Great Earrington, Mass., and later became
connected with the General Electric Company in Schenectady,
N. Y. and Harrison, N. J. He was for two years secretary of
the Rae Company, New York, leaving to join the Edison Storage
Battery Company in April, 1913, where he was advertising manager until his death.
University.

The directorate of the Haskell & Barker Car Company, which
company was recently organized, as noted in last week's issue,
by a syndicate headed by Potter, Choate

Keech

&

ternational

&

Prentice and F. B.

Ambrose Monell, president of the
Nickel Company; William E. Corey, president of

Co., will include

Midvale Steel

& Ordnance

In-

the

Corporation; Frank A. Vanderlip,

December

31,
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Edwin S.
president of the National City Bank of New York
Webster, member of the firm of Stone & Webster; John Movrin,
;

president of the Atlas Portland Cement Company; J. W. Harriman, president of the Harriman National Bank, and Arthur O.
Choate, member of the firm of Potter, Choate & Prentice. The
remaining members have not yet been chosen.

W. L. Conwell, vice-president and treasurer of the Transporassistant
tation Utilities Company, New York, has been appointed
to the president of the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company,
effective January 1. Mr.
Conwell has been in the
service of the Transportation Utilities Company
since 1911. He was bom

Janu-

at Covington, Ky.,

ary

He

25, 1887.

his education

received

inthe pub-

Philaof
schools
delphia and at the University of Pennsylvania,
lic

from which he graduated
1898 with the degree
engineer.
electrical
He then passed the examinations for first assistant engineer for the
United States Navy, but
received no appointment
because of the cessation
of hostilities.
He was
employed in contracting
work as a time-keeper
for the Tennis ConstrucW.L.Conwell
tion
Company, Philadelphia, becoming later chief engineer and secretary of the
company. In 1901 he resigned to become city salesman of the
in

of

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company in New York.
He was later placed in charge of the isolated plant department
of the company, and for five years, ending in 1911, was engaged
In that year he became vice-president of the
in railway work.
Transportation Utilities Company.

the chair of professor of electrical engineering at the
University of Pittsburgh.
filling

Kelly, Cooke & Co. have recently opened offices in the Drexel
building, Philadelphia, to conduct a general engineering practice
Their organization is
in the public utility and industrial fields.
equipped for the design and supervision of construction for railways, light and power properties and industrial plants, engineering reports, appraisals and rate developments for public utilities.

The

University in 1892, entered the employ of the
Short Electric Company
in

Cleveland.

He

then

went to the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, and
was engaged in the testing-room, and in generengineering
al
work.

When

the plant

Niagara

of the

Falls Power

Company was opened he
became

its

electrical

su-

perintendent, and as such
had much to do with the
P.

M. Lincoln

transmission line to
Buffalo.
In 1902 he respecializing on the gen-

first

Wcstinghoiic Company,
power stations and transmission lines. He
was for several year* in liarge of the power engineering department, but was transferred to the engineering department
when that was organized. Mr. Lincoln is well known in engi-

tuiried to the

eral engineering of

neering circles tliroiigli his active work in the American Instilulc of Electrical Engineer.'- of which at one time he was president.
He is a woll-knovM writer on leclinical subjects and
has also been identified will educational work for some time,

firm also investigates industrial situations to develop

ways

William F. Kelly,
senior member, received the degree of Mechanical Engineer
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1893. For several years
thereafter he was on the engineering staff of the Union Traction
Company of Philadelphia and from 1901 to 1915 was a member
and means for reducing manufacturing

costs.

the staff of Ford, Bacon & Davis, acting as engineer in
charge of several of their larger operations, including the construction and reconstruction of the Knoxville Railway & Light
Company and the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Cornpany. Charies B. Cooke, Jr., was also graduated from the University of Pennsylvania and entered the shops of the Westingfiouse Machine Company, East Pittsburgh, working up finally
to the position of assistant commercial engineer of the company, which position he occupied for two years prior to joining
the staff of Ford, Bacon & Davis. During his connection with
the latter firm Mr. Cooke specialized on financial engineering reports and also had personal charge of a number of important
rate developments and reports for public utility companies.

of

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Electrical Apparatus. One of the recent publications of the
railway and lighting department of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company is an illustrated booklet containing
a paper presented before the Railway Club of Pittsburgh by

M. Herr,

E.

entitled

"Notes on Electric Power Development."

of the recent booklets issued by the Harrison
Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, Pa., is a reprint of an article
by George H. Gibson on the subject, "Establishing and Maintaining Boiler Room Economy." The paper is taken from a recent
issue of the Journal of the Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electri-

Boilers.— One

cal

Paul M. Lincoln, for over 23 years connected with the operating and engineeririg activities of the Westinghouse companies,
will on January 1 btcome associated with the sales department
of
the
Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, with the
title of commercial engineer.
Mr. Lincoln,
shortly after his graduation from Ohio State
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and Steam Engineers.

Electrical Appar.\tus.— The Esterline Company, Indianapolis,
Ind., in its recently issued bulletin No. 365 describes the new line

These instruments are intended
of Esterline graphic meters.
for checking up voltage and current on alternating current circuits and have been designed for use where the usual high price
of graphic meters may possibly be prohibitive.

—

Locomotives. Bulletin No. 1, recently issued by the Lima Locomotive Corporation, contains illustrations and general descriptions of a number of locomotives which the company has
Included are the Erie Pacibuilt for representative railroads.
fic,
Mikado and six-wheel switching locomotives, a Duluth &
Iron Range Mikado locomotive, a Pennsylvania Lines West sixwheel switching locomotive, a Lackawanna eight-wheel switching locomotive,

etc.

Insulation Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a 152-page book describing its
Nonpareil corkboard insulation. This book, which is prepared
in an attractive manner, describes briefly the preparation of cork
and more in detail the merits of this material for ditfercnt purposes and tests to which it has been subjected. Nearly one-half
the book is devoted to specifications covering the methods of
erecting Nonpareil corkboard for a wide variety of conditions.
The book is well illustrated with photographs of typical in-

Cork Insulation.— The Armstrong Cork &

stallations of this material.

Goldschmiilt Thermit Company, 'X) West
has recently issued three attractive bulletins
One is a folder,
relative to the Thermit process of welding.
treating in a somewhat general way of the subject of locomoThe other two arc much more elaborate and arc
tive repairs.
entitled, respectively "Thermit Locomotive Repairs" and "Thermit Mill and Foundry Practice." These books contain instructions for the use of Thermit and are illustrated with drawings
and other views showing the necessary steps to be taken. There
are also a iiimilier of views showing the results which may be

WEi.mNC— The
New York,

street.

obtained.
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—

Air Line. Grading work is now under way from
N. C, to Mt. Airy, 62 miles. The work is being carried out from Stateville north, and has already been completed
on a section of about 20 miles. D. M. Ausley, treasurer and
general manager, Stateville, N. C. (July 2, p. 39.)
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Statevii.le

Stateville,

Railway Construction

|
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Texas Roads (Electric).— The Pecos Valley Railroad Asso-

Alabama Roads. — Bids were received recently, it is said,
by the Bell Lumber Company for grading about three miles
of a seven-mile lumber line.
The Alabama Engineering Cor-

ciation, Buenavista, Tex., plans to build a gas-electric interurban
line from a point on the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient in Texas,

northwest up the Pecos Valley in Pecos county for 25 or 35
Such a line would supply railway facilities for the Imperial, Zimmerman and Grand Falls irrigation systems.
The line
will i)robably be extended later up the valley to connect with other
railroads.
V. L. Sullivan, chairman, Buenavista, Tex.
(See
Texas Roads, Oct. 29, p. 829.)

poration, C. M. Ayres, president, Tuscaloosa, Ala., will locate
and supervise the construction of the line.

miles.

—

Graham County Railroad, According to press reports, a
contract has been given to the Wright-Johnston Construction
Company, Andrews, N. C, to grade 12 miles between Topton,
N. C, and Robbinsville.
The headquarters of the company
are at Andrews.
The Graham County Lumber Company is
said to be interested in the project.
(October 29, p. 828.)
Guthrie-Edmond
with $500,000 capital,

(Electric).
it

is

— Incorporated

said,

Oklahoma Railway from Edmond,
The incorporators include
E. J. Reichart, Oklahoma City.

miles.

in

Oklahoma

build an extension of the
Okla., north to Guthrie, 15.5

to

B.

Shartel, G.

B.

Treat and

it

is

planned eventually to lay track over
yet passed the survey stage.

this distance also.

The work has not

—

New Brunswick Roads. Application has been made
Legislature for a guarantee of $20,000 a mile to build
wa,y from a point on the Canadian Pacific to connect with
Harbor, N. B., Black's Harbor, LeTang and Eastport,
L. Connors, president of Connors Brothers, Limited,
Harbor, N. B,, is back of the project.
New York

Subways.

—The

New York

Vandalia,

to the

made

the eastward yard, a stock car cleaning track, necessary crossovers and ladder tracks. The work is being done by a force
of 100 men, and will be completed early in January. F. T. Hatch,
chief engineer.

—

Yellville-Rush & Mineral Belt. Incorporated in Arkansas
with $140,000 capital, it is said, to build a 19-mile line through
Yell county. Ark.
It is understood that work will be started
early in 1916 on the line, J. C. Shepard, president. Rush, Ark.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

Black's

Public Service

—The

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
new passenger station. The depot will
Anaconda & Pacific.

Butte, Mont.
paring plans for a

Com-

also

by the Butte,

Oklahoma Railway. — Sec Guthrie-Edmond.
Salem & Pennshrove Traction. — The Board of Public Utility
Commissioners of New Jersey has approved the general plan of
for the construction of an electric line from Salem,
north via Pennsvillc to Pennsgrove, about 12 miles.
It
work will he started at once
is understood that construction
from the Pennsgrove end. A. B. Smith, secretary and treasurer
of the Smith Davis Lumber Company, Salem, N. J., is interested.

company

J.,

449.)

—

Savannah & Northwestern. The Savannah & Atlantic has
been incorporated with $500,000 capital, it is said, to build the
extension of the Savannah & Northwestern from St. Clair northwest about 35 miles. (October 8, p. 670.)
South Boston Industrial Track.— Under this name work is
now being carried out on a 2-mile railway from a point on the
New York, New Haven & Hartford South Boston to the waterfront. Track has already been laid on one mile. The New York,
New Haven & Hartford and F. T. Ley & Co., Inc., arc carry-

is prebe used

—

Houston, Tex. This city will soon begin the construction of
railway yards near the turning basin of the Galveston-Houston
ship canal on the south side of the bayou. As soon as the yards
are completed a switch-engine will be purchased, and all cars
over the municipal wharves, most of which are already constructed, will be handled by the city.

—

Jersey City, N. J, The Lehigh Valley is building, at its Jersey
City terminal, a new open pile pier, 580 ft long by 67 ft. wide.
This pier is to have five tracks. Freight can be loaded direct
from the cars to lighters or small vessels. In addition, two
other piers are being remodelled at th« same location.
The
total cost of these improvements will be about $100,000.
Louisville, Ky.

—

Norfolk & Western. This company plans to carry out during 1916 second track work between Walton, Va., and Ripplemead, on 8.65 miles.

ing out the work.

being

from Dunnville,

at

months.

3, p.

now

railroad has begun the construction of addiRose Lake Yard, 111., which will increase the
capacity of the yards for handling cars about 50 per cent, and
The new tracks will measure 33,710
will cost about $80,000,
ft.,
and will be apportioned as follows
A westward running
track between Rose Lake Yard and Willows, three repair yard
tracks, extension of one repair yard track, four westward storage tracks, a caboose track, a wreck train track, five tracks in

Beaver
Maine,

Flatbush avenue to a point at the intersection of Flatbush
avenue. Ocean avenue and Malbone street in the borough of
Brooklyn. It will be a two-track line and will connect with the
The commission
Brighton Beach railroad at Malbone street.
also authorized the New York Municipal Railway Corporation
to award the contract for the reconstruction of the Brighton
Beach line, to connect with this section of the .subway, to the
Inter-Continental Construction Company, the lowest bidder. The
work will cost over $1,000,000, and is to be completed within 24

(September

are

a rail-

First district, will advertise for bids, to be opened
January 14, for the construction of Section No. 2-A of Route
No. 12, a part of the Broadway-Fourth Avenue Rapid Transit
Railroad.
Section 2-A extends from Prospect Park plaza at

N.

— Surveys

— This

tional tracks

mission,

this

Buffalo.

:

—

LuTCHER & Moore Lumber Company. This company will extend its present logging railroad from its northern terminus in
Louisiana 35 miles northeast to the vicinity of Stables, La. The
road is now about 35 miles long and extends from Sabine river
at Nibett's Bluff into the adjacent lumber country.
The extension will cross the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe near Merryville,
La.
At present the southern terminus of the road, Nibett's
Bluff, is 18 miles from the company's mills at Orange, Tex,,
and

&

Toronto, Hamilton

to build an extension of the Dunnville branch
Ont., to Port Maitland, 3.12 miles.

—The

Pennsylvania Lpies West contemplate

reconstructing the bridge crossing the phio river here.
The
present structure is a mile in length and carries a single track;
it
consists of a draw span over the dinal, a 370-ft. through
span called the Kentucky Chute, a 400-fi. through span for the
Indiana Chute, and a succession of deckiFink trusses with spans
ranging from 149K' ft. to 245}4 ft. TBe entire structure eventually will be rebuilt to carry two track/, according to the plans
of the company, but the work has beei divided into five parts
and the five spans at the Indiana end n the bridge, comprising
a length of about 790 ft:, will be reconiructed first.

Penrose, Colo.

—The

Beaver, Penroe

& Northern

has com-

pleted a combination engine-house ani pumping station.
The
building is of cement and timber condruction, 60 ft. by 170 ft.
Cost, $4,000. G. E. Whitlock, engineer^

—

Perth Amdoy, N. J. The Lehigh Valley is rebuilding its old
Amboy. When copipleted, this pier will be
825 ft. long by 69 ft. wide, and will coi $105,000.
clay pier at Perth

—

San Antonio, Tex. Work on ne yards and shops to be
constructed for the International & ireat Northern on an 80acre tract purchased recently, will b gin on January 1.
Rails
and material are expected to arrive lis week. The plans call
r an expenditure of $250,000.
r
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